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EXPLANATORY  NOTE 

Illustratul  articles  arc  u....  e  .  with  an  as- 
terisk (  •  I .  New  shop  equipment  as  dcwribetl  in 

tlie  dei)artnici!t9  "Shop  Equipment  News"  and 
"Contiensed  Clipping  Index  of  Equipment''  witil a  double  dapper  (J).  Cross  references  to  a 
particular  initial  work  may  aiiply  also  to  its 
derivatives.  The  cross  references  condense  the 
matter  and  assist  the  reader  but  are  not  to  be 
regrard^d  as  complete  or  conclusive.  So.  if  there 

were  a  reference  from  "Milling"'  to  "Jigs  and 
Fixtures,"  and  if  the  searcher  failed  to  find  the 
required  article  under  the  latter  topic,  he  should 

look  through  the  "Milling  "  entries,  or  others 
that  the  subject  might  suggest,  as  he  would 
have  done  had  there  been  no  cross  reference. 
Tile  plural  of  any  given  item  may  not  neces- 

sarily follow  the  singular  immediately,  as  the 
items  are  lietetl  in  alphabetical  order.  All 
articles  written  by  any  given  author  are  listed 

directly  under  his  name  in  the  special  author's 
index  which  starts  on  page  18.  Articles  that 
are  not  credited  to  any  author  may  be  found 

und.'r  the  heading  "No  author,"  listed  under 
"N"  in  the  Author's  Index. 

Fallowing  is  a  list  of  the  pages  included  in 
the  several  numbers  of  the  volume  by  date  and 
number. 

July       a — No.     1   Pages         1-44 
13 — No.      2        "  45-84 
•,>0 — ^N,,.      3        •■  85-134 
■27 — No.      4        "        125-168 

Aug.       :i — No.      5        "        189-204 
10 — No.      8        "        205-244 
17 — No.      7        "        245-280 
24 — No.      8        "        281-320 
31— No.      9        "       321-380 

Sept.      7 — No.   10        "       381.390 
14 — No.    11        "        397-438 
21 — No.    12        "        4.'J7-472 
28 — No.    13        "        473  318 

Oct.        5 — No.    14        "        517-.'>3H 
12 — No.    15        "        657-598 
19 — No.   18        "       597-833 
2r — No.    17        "        833-676 

Nov.       •; — No.    18        "        677-712 
9 — No.    19        "        713-752 

IH — No.   20        "        753-788 
■yi — No.   21        "        78fl-828 
:i() — No.   22        "       829-868 

Dec.        7 — No.   23        "        869-908 
14 — No.   24        "        909-944 
21 — No.   25        "        945-980 
28 — No,   28        "        981-10-18 

A 

.    .  Page 
Achievement    in    safe    aviation      iua 
Acme  oil  drip   pan   for  overhead  bearings.  . 

t*467.    •752d 
Adjustable      drill      jig      for      round      stock. 

Wickes      *8i)5 
Adjustable  open-end  wrench.  Beckmaii!  !  !  •459 
Adjustable   self-locking  dog  lor   small   work 

Fallow       *8.56 
Adjustable  spacing  collar  for  milling  machine 

arbor.      Weiss      '150 
Adjustable   taper   testing   fixture.      Rantsch.*9e9 
Advantages   of  rect)rds.      Brown         258 
Advantage     of     triangular     rings     for     sling 

chains.       Towlsun       •459 
Air-brake    repairs    on    a    New    England    rail- 

road.      Colvin       •408 
Air  cylinder  for  jigs  and  fixtures.  Johnson.  •388 
Aligning    fixture    that    aids    in    assembling. 

Bainter        *659 
Allan-Diffenbaugh    "Kant-Slip"    wrench!... 

{•314,   •632e 
Allowances    in    machine    fits.    Standardizing 

tolerances  and       70 
Alloy   cutting   metal.    Biamond   (391.   676b 

Alloy.    "Duraloy"   chrome-iron   t»822 
Alloy    steels.    Importance    of    .  .  .  .■      982 
Alloys,  Nickel   and  its,     Merica   

•397,    •450.     ̂ 484 
Alloys,  Preparation   and  properties  of   pure 

iron        0,-,7 
Aluminum  alloys.  Melting  and  pouring,  ,  ,  ,  1 
Aluminum-alloy     sand     castings.     Inclusions 

m.      Anderson         75t< 
Alvord    helical    reamer               t*44 
Alvord     "X-Cel"     reamer       }*204d 
American     amplifying     gage       {•168b 
American     Broach     &    Machine    Co..     bench 

broach   press   on    ped-stal     ....t'784.    •lOlOf 
American    counterpart    of    the    East    Indian 

magician           860 
American  HP  sand-eut'ing  machine  ....t*204f 
American  Mahinist  is  forty-five  years  old.  814 
American      Pipe      Tool      Co       portable-vis" 
.  s'and      ^•819 
America's    ability    in    competition        "781 
Ames     "Junior"     universal     attachment.. 

(•278.    »596b 
Amplex    punching     and     shearing     machine. 

.       ,        ,    ,  t^204f 
Amsler      elastic-column"    dynamometer    for 

hardness    testing    machines      }'939 
Angle    grinding    fixture.      Clary       '825 
Angle    plates.    Milliken       {•131      "514 

Angles    of    cutting    tools.       Herron       '.  .    347 Angles   to    give   to    cutting   tools     What    are 
the   most    advantageous.      Tolliver      231 

Pace 
Another    abuse    of    service          tiwi 
Anotlier    machinist    has    reeollectiona.      Mc- 

Evoy         3;|;} 
Another    way   to    catch    the    thread— kUscub- 

sion.      Turnbull     •352.    King          57» 
Antifriction    tailstock    center.      Althens.  ,  .  .  ̂812 
Aiiplication    of    Bedaux    management    meth- 

ods in  the  Bobbins  &  Myers  plants.  Mor- 
row      ^249,    ̂ 294 

Application    of    principles,      Grimshaw,  ,  ,  ,    221 
App  ication  of  the  weldlnr  torch  to  railroad 

repairs        '444 
Apinenticeship    in    the    metal    traites — a   re- 

port   full    of    helpful    suggestions      100 
Apprenticeship  in  a  small  shop.     Forbes..  •245 
Apprenticeship,    old   fashioned   anil   modern. 

Watts          766 
Arbors.  Turning  tool  for  welding.   Munson.^421 
Arcade    jolt    stripper    molding    machine.  .  . 

{•240.    'joe 

ARC    WELDING:     See    also    "Welding    and 

Cutting." 
Arc    metal    workers    hidebound?    154,     Du 

Brul    268.    Alfred    Herbert,    Ltd      768 
Are   you    going   to    vote    this    year?      705 
Armstrong  holder  as  a  spring   tool   ,  Thir- 

kettle      •463 
Art   of  milling  in    1750— discussion.   Harris. .542 
As    not   told   by   the   1919   census  of   manu- 

facturers.     Harrison         305 
Assembling,     testing     and     stoiiiig     motors. 

Colvin   ;  •081 
Associauons.  Law  and  trade.      Bain:er   ....    i»(iO 
As   told    by    the    1919    census   of   manufac- 

turers  , , 102 
Atlas    5-ton    el  vating    platform    truck,  ,  ,  , 

{•277,    •5»6b 
Atlas  "Mikro-Indicator"  cylinder  and   piston 

gages       {••'14,     ̂ 435 
Atlas  power  screw    press   No.   63      {'820 
Attaching  gears   to   pinion  shafts  in   Black 

&    Decker    drills          92) 
Attachment    for    indexing   degrees    and    min- 

utes.     Rantsch      ^855 
Attachment.     Garrett     "Millerette"     milting 

and   multi-purpose      t'669.    •980b 
Attachment.   Special  hobbing.     Marshall    ..•970 
Attitude  of  Secretary  Hoover  on  the  metric 

system          781 
Austin    vise      {•.320a 
Automatic    air    valve    to    blow    away    the 

chips.      Kaufman       ^580 
Automatic    arc    welding.      West      •7.53 
Automatic  control  of  fire  in  car  shops.  .  .    927 
Automatic    electric   temperature — regulating 

system    for   furnaces.      Chubb      ^885 
An'omatie    machines    for    small    brass    gear 

blanks.      Crawford      •623 
Autcmatic      multiple     die-casting      ma<'hine. 

{•190,    •516b 
Au  f  matic  Transportation  Co.   3-ton   lifting 

platfoini     truck       ■   {•2.38,     •.594 
'  utomobile  cylinder  lap,     Delrue   •893 
"Autoplex"    drilling    machine   {•320a 
Auto-Vac      ball-feed      bearing      lubricator. 

{•552;    •788o 

AUTOMOTIVE:      See    also    "Screw — Screw 
Machine."    "Lathe."  etc. 

AUTOMOTIVES : 
— Assembling,    testing    and    storing    motors. 

Colvin      '981 
— Building    axles    for    the    Franklin.  Colvin. "817 
— Building  gas  engines  for  the  Navy.     Brin- 

Bon          '45 
— Carbonizing    by   means    of    the    acetylene 

torch.       Wright        '9.30 
— Crankshaft    and   camshaft    work.     Colvin. ^141 
— Disassembling     the    Marmon     for    repair 

work.       Colvin        •735 
— Few    Marmon    inspection    methods   ^449 
— Finish-boring   connecting  rods   and  crank- 

case.      Crawford       "197 
— Fixture  for  inspecting  camshafts.     Stras- 

hurg        *  1-tfl 
— Forming    the    FrankHn    grille      •043 
— Grinding     data     from     the    Pierce-Arrow 

shop.      Colvin       '997 
— Handling   methods   in    automobile   assem- 

bly.     Colvin      '693 — Left   handed   gap   bench    lathe.      Hudson. 

•548 

— Machining   of    camshafts.      Colvin         •95 
— Machining    the   Marmon    two-part    piston. 

Colvin          'lO 
— Machining       Pierce-Arrow       transmission 

cases.       Colvin       ^282 — Making    camshafts    in    two    motor    shops. 

Colvin        'ISli 
— Making   Marmon    bearings      "488 
— Making      the      Pierce-Arrow      crankease. 

Colvin       •   ;  ■    *"« 
— Marmon  methods  on  cylinders  and  crank- 

cases      3*4 
— Mass     production     in     British     motor    in- 

dustries.     Obermyer    &   Greene      •i)24 
— -Motor     flywheels     on     the    Libby     lathe. 

Campbell   ■^;  •/  '  '  !iS9 

— Pattern  for  gas  engine  pistons.  'iates.'.J88 
—  Rear  axle  making  and  testing.  Colvin. '304 
— Some  grinding  operations  at  the  Marmon 

plaiij      ■.1.J8 
— Some     unique     features     of     automobile 

production       84.1 

Pact — Special    automotive    maohlnlng    mplbodn 
•.Vi.    •KS.   ••Flrt.   •2l»«(.  •388 

— Standard      vertus     apnial     nia<  hine  tonln 
for    automotive    production       Mitchell      H.'j'J 

— Taking  the  air  ii>  England       Oh -miyer  * 
Greene          'rtl  3 

— Ten    s.eps    In    Marmon    UM^emb  y       •.'i.'IH 
— Two     v.ses     lo    handl-    nxir    »>wmbllrt. 

Luers      *7',H — Using   diamond    looN   In   motor   buildlni. 
Unting         ^3- 

Automoilve     serviif     melhodi'     and     euullt- 

meat.     Campliell  Xlll   ̂ 4.   XIV         'BB 
Awakening    the    worker's    inlerral         Grtm- "haw         i8a 
Axles.    Manufacturing    car    and   locamotlre. 

Frohman       •478 

B 

Backstop  and  ejector  combination.     Tarlor.'.'VSO Baird  six. spindle   chucking   machine   

^    ..  ̂   f739.     •980f 
Baker   ball-bearing  air  comprrasor*   (•HUU 
Baker    industrial    crane      {'IHK 
Balanced    equipment.      Grimshaw      519 
Balls.  Grinding  universal  joint  Clary... •4«2 
Balls.  Making  steel.  De  Leeuw .  .  .  •»45,  •985 
Bandsawing   machine.    Racine    portable   du- 

,    I'lex      1*938 
Larker  wrenchlcss  chuck.  Changes  in....t*(»«5 
Bar.    Manufactureni'   Equipment  Co.  expan- 

siiii    b-tring            {•8'*5 
Barrett  "Steeleg"  truck  platform .  .{•580.  •OoSe 
Base   the   selling   prices   of   stock    machines 

on  the  cost  of  replai-ement.  Livingston.  15 
Base  with  8i>eed-re<lucing  gears.  Motor  {•903 
Bath  inspection  gage  and  stand.  ..  J*240,  •5«i5 
Battery    charging    outfit.     Hobarl    HB    <-on- 

stant-potential      {•200     'SlOb 
Bausch    high-speed   multiple-spindle   drilling 

machine.    No     2A       {•8«3.^944f 
Bausch    &    Lomb    contour    measuring    pro- 

jector     {•743.    •lOIild 
"Bay    State"    wrench    set      {•tjaOe 
Beard     self-aligning     and     centering     inside 

micromoter    gage      t**i*H,    •9441 
Bearing    caps.    Chamfering     tlie    edges    of. 

Luers      •892 
Bearings.    Making    Marmon       •488 
Bearings.   Strom  double-row  radial  ball..  {•1011 

Bearing.  Whitney  roller     {•.■>89.  •»)8e Becker   No.   2   milling   machine   {•280< 
B  daux    management    methods    in    the    Rob- 

bins     &     Myers     plants.     Application     of. 

Morrow       •249,     •»«  < 
Belting.  Federal  specifications  for  leather.  .    928 
Belt-lace  closing  tool   for  use  in  a  vise.   De- 

troit       {'.587.     'TSSe 
Belt    tight.    Keeping   a.      Grimshaw      •461 
Bench     for     the     repair     shop.     Convenient. 

i.      Luers       •lOO" 
Ben<'h     screwdriver    for    rapid    assembling. 

Corey       •272 
Bentley   &  Holmgren  vise  handle   {•.320a 
Berwick     heater       {•360g 
Best    way    lo    show    s^tion    through    ribs — 

discussion.      Sylvester   ^28.    Duggan    ....    425 
Better  way   to   mold    wheel    patterns.      Dug- 

gan      '777 
Betts-Bridgeport  double-head   lathe   {^157.    ̂ 514 
Belts    planer      {^42 
Bi-chroniote     of     potash     as     a     quenching 

medium.      Livie         352 
Big    shops    versus    little   shops — discussion. 

Towlson      »2n9 
Bill  to  relieve  excessive  postal  rales        .30 
Black    &    Decker    drill    is    built.    Ho»    the. 

Hand       •537 
Black     &     Decker    8     in.     electric    grinder. 

{•337.  •6.32- 
Blanchard  No.  27-R  grinding  machine.  .  {•2i)4d 
Blanking     and     piercing     tools     lor     wat<>h 

parts.      Black       •SSI 
Bliss    toggle    press   {•lib 
Blount   "siiecial"  combination  bench  grinder 

and    buffer       '707.   •9S0d 
Blueprinting   from    typewritten    sheets— dis- 

cu-ssion.      Broome   271.    Salmon     .547 
Bolt    head   and   nut    standards      781 
Bonus   for   attendaiK*e.      Grimshaw      .509 
Bonus   for   long   service.      De   Vinne      .526 
Bonus  succeeds  in  Packard  plant         410 

Bonus    wage-incentive   plan.    Group-.     Wen- 
nerlund          851 

BOOK   REA'lEWS: — American    malleable    cast    iron       7881 
— Annual  report  of  the  Smithsonian   Insti- 

tution,    1920    ■      84c — Belt   conveyors   and  belt   elevators   7881 
— Business  analysis  of  United   States  made 

by   counties      S96a 
— Control    of   quality    in    manufacturing.  ,  ,980c 
— Dyke's    automobile    and    gasoline    engine 

"  encycloiicdia       980c 
— Elements    of    industrial    heating   ^^* 
— Export    merchandising      788d 
— Factory      accounts      in      principle      and 

practice       788d — Factory   storekeeping   IsS' 

— Foreign    commercial    credits       *■  •  •  •  86oc 
— Forms,    records   and  reports  in   personnel 

administration       3601 
— Fundamentals    of    practical    mathematics. 868c 
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ttanr      •379 
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OOMMEIKIAL:  Baa   alao   "Tradr ' 
'    ruat    raaioirar    and    iiloklitw 

  I*K?« •tandarda        mtjl 
      ol    cona     and     multipla    dtak 
riatdMa.      Baniiilt      •4*7 

Oompmaora.    Bakn-    ball  brariii*    alr....t*ttdo 
Cnaipiaaaor    tor    amall    Inatailalloiia.     Kur- 

walk  air      I'wi     '^Mo 
Ooamaaaora.    IntrraoU-iUnd    aaiall    vrrliral 
ar   1*.\,VI.    •78l«a 

Oa^apwaUaa  balwacn  collocn  and  liuhulry.   117 

OOMPBMaBO    AIR:     »r*    itltn    "Air'    and "Paaniallf." 

Coaipulaarr    uaiaiiiloymml    iiwuraiu*    and 
a    •■•«*    oa    lb«     maibiiipry    luduainr. lord 

l»"  1 

}«.%01l.    •7II«» 

OoaauaipUan    ol    mrUI    nr<Mlu<.(a    in    Huaala 
tolora    Iba    war       l>uiiakafl      TTd 

Ooatrol  ol  aprraUnr  UkiI  and  aiipnly  roala. 
Manra         R53 

Coavmlcal     bmHi     lor     Ihr     repair     abop. 
l,\tm         '1007 

Cotivniirtil   t»unnr   btiUlrr.      Kaulman    .  .  .  •MO*.i 
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Cutting   diamond   screws — discuHHioii.   Towl 
son         4I»8 

Cutliug   down    production.      Brown      ((80 

Cuttini?     large     g-ears     in     a     small     milling 
machine.   Schellcnbertfer       'TOl 

Cutlinfr-off   machine.    Changes   in    •"Modern." t'OO) 

Culling  oils  vs.    "soap   water."      Eg:?.  .680,   70."> 
Cutting   spirals   of   extreme   lead.      Seaman.  •58"; 
Cylinder   for   jigs   and  fixtures.    Air.     John- 
son      •38lt 

Cylinder    gagre.      Peters       •(il»l» 
Cylinder   lap.   Automobile.      Delrue   •89.'i 
Cylinder    lapping    and    motor    balancing-.  .  .  .    814 
Cylinders  and  crank  cases.  Marmon  methods 

on        '374 
Cylinders  without  a  cutting  tool.  Slotting 

tool  steel.     Rich      ♦11,-) 

D 

Dale     staybolt     machine   t*'^04f 
Davenport      bevel      ?ear      testing     machine. 

t'711.    ♦080t 
Davi'.i-Bournonville    bending    machine   t*44b 
"Davis"     valve     reseating-     tool   t**28lle 
Dealer's    problems.       Bainter      91!) 
De   Bats   Metal    No.    4   t'314,    'OSlJc 
Denmark — exports  of  machines  for  metal 

working  or  wood  working  with  drilling 
machines          924 

DESIGN:    See   also    "Drawing"    and   particu- lar   items. 

— Adjustable     drill     jig     for     round     stock. 
■VVjckea       •855 

— Blanking    and    piercing    tools    for    watch 
parts.       Black       *a'Sl 

-Chart     for    addition     and    subtraction     of 

Page 

See  also  "Index"   and  "Gradu- 

Page 

fractions. Das ion     ana    suoiraciion     oi  Dnwinir  i,.K  i„   ..   i„.»,„      m  't^  '  ' 'i J' 
,.f.hUe  ".I'l'i      i^rawmg  loo  in  a  lathe.     McDonald. 

•184, 
•402, •039, :3. 

'440. 
'687. 

— Combination    gage    and    adjusting    fixture. 
Dorer       •376 

— Combination  piercing,  blanking  and  form- 
ing  dies.      Dorer    "OiO 

— Die    for    blanking,    piercing    and    counter- 
sinking.     McDonald       '544 

— Form-relieved     adjustable     boring     tool*^. 
Dor-er       •430 

— .Makiiijr    small    shoulder    studs    in   double 
lengths.      Crumrine      ♦99.'J 

— Methods     of     machine     tool     design.       De 
Leeuw.  'I'i.  •92,  •IS?  '   
•259.  '287,  •,331,  •370, 
•480.  'S.'U,  •501.  ̂ 609, ♦761.  ♦797,  •ges. 

—Multiple  fixtures  for  milling  small  parts. 
Stevens        ^759 

— Quill    drive    for  bench    lathe.      Black.  ...  ̂ 422 
— Standard    information    for    tool    designers. 

Johnson       ♦420 
— Tool    engineering.      Dowd    &   Curtis,    '18, 

•107,  •178,  ̂ 218.  ̂ 263.  '-.HO.    '453. 
•490,  •527,  •5(i9.  •645,  •095,  ̂ 807, 
•917.    '9r>l.    ̂ 999. 

Design    of    herringbone   gears.      Leerberg.  .  .  •597 
Design    and   specifications  for  slip   bushings. 

Bcckman       •152 

Desire   to    create.      Whitney    '.    729 Desmond-Stephan    roller  bearing    grinding — 
wheel    dresser       {♦237      ̂ 594 

Details    of   diamond    boring  tools.   Lin'ing'.  .  •949 Detroit    belt-lace    closing   tool    for    use    in    a 

„  ''''s,"    -  ■  -  ■  ■   {•5S7.    ♦788e Dcvelopmg  the   worker.      Grimshaw         092 
Device    for     gashing     the     teeth     of     beiel 

pinions.      Wright      ^495 
Device    for    handling    lathe    chucks.      Towl- 

son          ♦150 
Device   for  handling  small   work   on   niiliing 

machine.   PoUensby        ♦703 
Device    for    truing    journals    on    locomotive 

axles           (•975 
Device    to    hold    brake    bands    for    relining. 

Ghiglio        •IIO 
Device.    Ordinary    rotary    table   as    an    index- 

ing.     Henry      ^542 
DIAGRAM : See   also 

DIAL    INDICATOR: 

'Chart.' 

See    also    "Gage." 
Diamond    alloy    cutting    metals   t391     676b 
Diamond  boring  tools.  Details  of,  Linting.  ̂ 949 
Diamond  pulley  grinding  machine,  t •460.  •752d 
Diamond  screws — discussion,  Cutting,  Towl- 

son        ^gg 
Diamond    tools    in    motor    building     Using 

Linting        '*437 
Die-casting.  Drilling  a  large.  '  Marks!  !!!.' •IG? Die-casting    machine.     Automatic    multiple. 

r,      ,      t,    ,  t'lgo.  'sieb Die  for  blanking,  piercing  and  counter- 
sinking.     McDonald      •544 

Die  for  cutting  short  lengths  of  coil  spring. 
.Fay       ; . . .  .  •IK; 

Die-head  and  micrometer  attachment.  Landis 
stationary       fl03.     ♦516b 

Uie,    Hartness    taper    threading.  ...  {•fl64     ♦944f 
Die-smking       machine,       Keller       type       P 
r,i„,     f.,     ■       •  ,  1*741,    ♦i016d Dies.    Closmg-in   small    round,      Stohr   ^932 iJies.     Combination.       Stevens    ^496 
Dies.     Combination     piercing,     blanking    and 

forming.      Dorer     ....  ^649 
Diesel    engine    work    in    a    California    shop."' 

Crawford         ♦48'1 

DIE.  PRESS:  See  also  "Press,''' ■"Forg- ing."   "Screw."    etc. 
Dimensions    of    tapper   taps   
Dimensions.    Putting    limits    on    all — discus- 

sion.     Duggan   379.   Thomas,   405,   Ball 
Direct     labor     costs     versus     selling     prices Clark       
Disassembling  the  Marmon  for  repair  work 

Colvin         ■< 
Disease     called     drafting — discussion,'  '  '  En- tropy   643,    Whitney       960 
Disk,  Emial  divisions  on  periphery.  Smith  ̂ 657 
Disk  18  machined.  How  the,  Wright.  .  .  .  •11" 
Distinct   white  graduations.    Daschke.  .  .  .         Ooi 

578 

732 

800 

'735 

DIVIDING 

ating." 

Doctors  vs.  draftsmen.     Lee    390 
Do  gear  speeds  vary} — discussion.    De  'Vlniie 

72,     Eberhardt        305 

Do  rush   orders   pay';'     De   Vinne         '    "08 Does    forced    lubiication    score    bearinn?   

discussion.  Franz  65.  Miller  .."....  m 
Dog    for   small    work.    Adjustable    •elf-loek- 

mg.      Fallow       .^5,) 
Donley's  statement.  Exception  to.  Llvie.  .  422 
"Dot"    high-pressure    hand-operated   b-'aring lubricator       {♦551     •788e 
Double  collet  chuck.     Wright       ♦194 
Dover    combination    hand    press    and    puller. 

Dover  pillar  punch   press   {•358,    •6,12e 

DRAFTING:  See  .ilso   "Drawing," 
Drafting  room  efllciency — discussion,  Soren- 

true   ̂ 302,   Kartsher    09" 

.f.'iS*'   '■•">'"    ̂ '"^ — discussion.     Needham 
•099,     Luers     •780,    Brooks    ̂ 892,     Bow- 
">a"       •968 

DRAWING-DRAFTING:    See  also  "Design." 
— Bourquin     "Leroy     t     Ames"     sets    for 

draftsmen         ^•784,    ♦lOlOf 
— Disease  called  drafting — discussion.  En- 

tropy  643,    Whitney       000 
— Doctors    vs,    draftsmen.      Lee        39" 
— Economy     justifies     making    of     tracings Bacon      ,      9(j7 
— Making     paper     models     in     the     drafting 

room,      Pusep            "780 
— Mechanics    of    drafting.       M  ndenhall..  .  .    623 
— System      for     locating     refcrcii.'e     prints. Johnson          990 

wing  job  in  a  lathe.     McDonald      •702 
Dresser    for    vertical    surface    grinding    ma- 

chine.   Pratt   &   Whitney    wheel..  ̂ ♦508     •788c 
Drift.     Sflf. acting.       Brainard   ♦STl 
DRILLING:  For  Drilling  Jigs  generally,  ses 

Jigs    and    Fixtures." 
— -Adjustable     drill     jig     foi'    round     stock. 

Wickes       ♦85.5 
— Attaching  gears  to  pinion  shafts  in  Black 

&    Decker    drills            920 
— Bausch  high-speed  multiple-spindle  drill- 

ing machine    No.   2A   {♦oeS,    ♦944f 
— Changes     in     Pox     D-32     multiple-spindle 

drilhng    machine   {•ISS      '516 
— C.  L.   P.   portable  electric  drills.  {♦707.    'OSOd 
— Colburn    special    gang   drilling   machine,  t* 864 
— Bxten.sion   for  twist  drills.      Shoemaker.  .  •OSS 
— Feed  pressure  of  a  twist  drill,     Poliakoff.    721 
— Fixture   for  drilling  roun-J  shafts.      Tait.^3()9 
— Formula    for    tap    drill    size — discussion. 

Bearce   310,    Rowell    631.    Barnes    ....    811 
— Fosdick  high-speed  sensitive  radial  drill- 

ing   machine       {•504,     •7,5"2b 
— Hammond   wall    bracket   drill .,.  J '358.    •63"Je 
— Hoefer       special       ball-bearing 

spindle    drilling    machine..  - 
— Holding  a  drill  on  the  center.       .    . 
— ^Holding  a  drill  chuck  on  the  tail  spindle 

of  a  lathe — discussion.  Kaufmann 
•233.    Storey      •1006 

— How    the    Black    &    Decker   drill    is    built. 
Hand       •oS? 

— Improved  V-block   for  drilling.     Brooks..  ^895 
— "'Independent""  reversible  portable  electric 

drill        t*391,     •076b 
— Jig   for  drilling  cross  holes   in  cylindrical 

work.       Sehaeffer       ^811 
— Jones    automatic   sensitive    bench    drilling 

machine      .   {•86.5 
— K    N    laying    out    and    drilling    machine. 

t^508,    ♦788c 
— Kingsbury  automatic  horizontal  sensitive 

drilling    machine       {♦OOO,    ♦OSOb 
— ^Machining    an    aluminum    carriage    cover, 

Colvin        ^522 
— Milling    clearance   on    combination    center 

drills.       Bogardus       ♦545 
— Muehlmatt    sensitive   drilling    machine,  .  {♦820 
— Multi-drilling  in   the  turret  lathe.   Lake,  ,  ♦SOS 
— P,  &  H.  No.  3-T  horizontal  boring,  drill- 

ing  and   milling  machine   {♦SI,    ̂ 435 
— Pneumati<"  drills  in  a  car  shop.    Harger,  .    409 
— Power    clamping    device    for    column    of 

Dreses  radial   drilling  machine.  {♦236.    ̂ 594 
— Rockford    rotary-table    drilling    machine. 

{♦392.    •670b 
— Rockford    universal    milling    and    drilling 

attachment        {'37,      ̂ 4360 
— Sigourney  high-speed  ball-bearing  sensi- 

tive   drilling    machine   t*742,    •lOlOd 
— Sigourney   No.    1    bench   drilling    machine 

with    plain    bearings   {^708.    •OSOd 
— Sigourney  No.  0  high-speed  bench  drilling 

machine       fOOT.    •980b 
— Simple    tievice    for    testing    power    of    air 

drill.       Grignolo       ♦STO 
— ^Single   hole  drilling  on   a   multiple-spindle 

machine.      Sandmann       ^989 
— Speedy  home-made  drill  fixture.  Craw- 

ford      ^348 
— Standards  for  portable  electric  drills.  .  .  .    77.5 
— Titan    portable  electric   drill,  ...  {♦.507.    ♦788c 
— Trial   drills   that   made  good.      Rich      619 
— Turb'ne    Air    Tool    Co.    '"Tiny"    portable 

drill      { ̂35.    »i3a& 
— Using  a  muItiplc-spindle  drilling  machine 

as    a    station    machine.       Hudson   ^403 
— Van    Dorii    radial-arm    electric    drill    for 

millwrights        {^238.     ̂ 590 
— "Way"    portable   electric    drill    and    bench 

stand      {•870.    'OSOb 
Drill    press    used    as    a    threading    machine. 

Childs        '500 
Drilling    a    large   die-casting.      Marks   ^197 
Drilling    trunnion    holes    in    wooden    rollers. 

Spicer        ♦481 
Driving  boxes  and  hub  collars.  Machining. 

Rich      •424 
'"Duraloy"    chrome-iron    alloy   {♦822 

multiple 

  fOD'.i 

Moore.  .  ♦lOOO 

Duralumin   for  reariiiir       Daniela  a- 

■Duwell"   evntrrlnr  device      {•315' '  •(13"c 
Duwell         molor-dHveii       bench       mndrr.      " 

"Duwell"   selfruiding   scriber    .  .  .  ,  {•315     •^> Dynamometer     for  ■  hanlne*.     tntiiir     ma- 

chines.      Amsler     "rlaslici-nlumn'"     ....{♦eao 

K 
"Easy   Grip""   hack   saw    frame.   ConMilldal«d 

Tool     Works        {•'>U9      ♦7MfU EclipM.  interchangeable  mulli-dlameter  tool  {♦BIT Economy      Jusli&eo     malclns     of     iracinn 
Bacon         pfl- 

•Economy""     telescoping     tiering '  'machine. 
{•4««.  •753U 

EDITORIALS: 

— Achievement   in   safe   aviation  ....  19H — American  i-ounlerpart  of  the  Ea>l  Indian magician         ggg 
— American    Machinist    is    forty-Hve    yeari old        gja 

— Another    abuse  of    servu-e    ..'.'.'..[      S96 
— Are   metal    workers   hidebound? ,  ..'.'.".'   184 — "S^'i  """   »o'nK  to  vole  this  year?     705 — BUI  to  relieve  excessive  iiostal  rates. ...      30 — Brooklyn    Bridge       274 
— Business   and   the   artist      "as 

— Cause  or  ellect         ' ' '    4^5 — Charity   begins   at   home — or   sbould. .        548 
— China    trade   bill    becomes   a    law   ,^n — Civilization   and   the   automatic   machine      77 — Co-orieration     between     colleges     and     in- 

„  dustry          117 
— Cutting  oils  vs.  soap  water      705 
— Cylinder  lapping  and  motor  balancing..  814 —Eliminating    unn'-cessary   machine   sizes..    311 
— Encouraging    the    manufacturer        235 
— End  of  the  bonus      -,49 — Even  the  one-man  shop  lias  a  large  enii- 

neering  department     „      78'j 
— Four    miles    a    miunte       otiti 
— Future  of   radio      ',\l   7^5 — Give  me  all,  and  I'll  ask  no  more!!!!!!    154 — Give   them   a   long  vacation         548 
— Grinding    machines    and    some    of    their problems         935 
— Growth  in  the  number  of  aircraft  indus- 

^    ti'ies           03,-, — Growth  in  the  use  of  grinding  machines.    Ortl 
— High   cost   of  distribution         783 
— Holding  up  the  machine  tool  builder.  .  . .  353 
— Honor     and     responsibility    of     being    an 

American          97*^ 
— Low    repair   costs   and   future  business..      3(5 
— increasing   use   of   aerial   transport   585 
— International     engineering     congress   42(1 
— Investing    money     to     improve     machine 

,    »'9'''5     ••.   1009 — Is      industrial      development      necessarily 

,   "S'ly?      BflO — It  pays  to  keep  up  with  the  pro<->'s»inii .  .  972 
— Just   suppose.      353,   389,   465,   501,   .549, 

583,    0'26,    001,     705,     738.     783.     814. 
858.    897.    935.    973,    1009 

— Machinery    market    in    South    America .  .    897 
— Machines    versus    immigrants          704 
— Makeshifts           501 
— Might  and  right  in  industrial  relations!  584 
— Modern  tools  and  the  shopmen's  strike. .    426 
— Ncetl  of  data  for  the  diemaker      274 
— Need   of    federal   control   of   aircraft ....  1009 
— Our    fallen   idols         389 
— Personal  element  in  precision  grinding.  897 
— Place    where    small    tools    should    not    be 

made          404 
— Production     meeting    of    the    Society    ot 

Automotive     Engineers           858 
— Progress   of    uniform   cost    accounting...    58-i 
— Railroad    strike    injunction      426 
— Red    Cross    roll    call          738 
— Relative    turnover    rates      235 
— Saving  at  the  spigot      465 
— Service    or    graft  ?          501 
— Setting   a   Ixiundary    for    standardization.     77 
— Shall    we    cancel    the    war   debts!      620 
— Ship    subsidy    bill    threatened    by    oog-in- 

the-manger   opposition         972 
— Shop     economies      aside      from      cutting 

speeds    and    feeds       ,      198 
—Significant   race   meet         584 
— Small   tools  ai-e  small   in   size  only      806 
— Something    about    general    rules      585 
— Spread  of   mechanical    skill         404 
— Standardization    and    exports         389 
— ^Standardization   for   the   user  of  machine 

tools           274 
— Standardizing  names  of  machine  parts  .  93.5 
— Statistics     on     foreign     trade     in     metal 

working    machinery          738 
— Strike    foredoomed  to   failure           77 
— Telling    workmen    the    truth    about    the 

company           705 
— "Tempering    the    wind"          464 
— Thanksgiving  in  1922 — a  real  feast,,..  858 
— Training     and     rewarding     the     all-round 

mechanic          117 
— Trend    toward   simple   machines     073 
— Unemployment    insurance          235 
— Using  diamond    tools    for   finishing   bear- 

ings         464 

— Varied  equipment  for  shop  schools.  ...  .311 
— Vindication  of  Langley"s  airplane  design.  973 
— Wages  should  not  dci)ciid  on  profits.  .  .  .  198 
— What  about  machine  tool  prices?....  311 
— What"s  the  matter  w-ith  the  machine  tool 

business  ?      3.53 
— What   should  we  do   about  it  ?      540 
— What's    wrong   with    the   railroad    shops? 704    738.    783 
— Wh-n  should  machine  tools  be  replaced?  661 
— Where    arithmetic    is   neeiled         465 
— Why   are  there   so  many  different   spindle 

bearings?          154 
— Why    make    machinery    the    goat?      78t 

Edlund    sawing    machine.   {♦I6f 
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5  — Landis  heavy-duty  roll  grinding  machine. 
^  J •354.    •«33c 

—Madison       cylinder      grindine       machine. 
fsie.  'loief 

— Newton    link    grinding:    machine   t*43."» — Norton     Model     81-B    erankpin     frrinding 
machine   »'37,   MUHa 

— Norton     10     x     18-in.     plain    cylindrical 
Krindin^    machine      t*33.     •43."> 

— Oakley    No.    1    cutter    grrinder   t*81ft 
— ■Pioneer"     electric     grinder   t*472d 
— I'ratl    (rrindintr    gage   t'33,    •435 
—  Pratt  &  Whitney  wheel  dresser  for  ver- 

tical   surface    gi-inding    machine. 
J •SOS.     •788c 

— ■"Precision"    extension    spindle    and    hous- 
inf   for   thread   grrinder   t'550.    •788e — Reeves       centerless       grinding:      machine. 
Changes   in      {•35fl.    •B32e 

— Saiiihl    portable    electric   valve    and    tool- 
I)08t    grinding    machine   t*8nn 

— Saving  time  in  grinding:  centers — dis- 
cussion. Kaulraann  •234,  Chester 

•580.   Storey      •932 
— "Simplicity"  cylinder  reboring  and  grind- 

ing   machine       t*33.     *43.> 
— Two    simple    rigs     Jor    grinding    cutters. 

Rich      '803 
— U.  S.  Electrical  Tool  Co.  combination  ex- 

ternal and  internal  grinding  attach- 
ment     f275.    •50«b 

— Valve — grinding — continuous  or  recip- 
rocating.    Fowler      1006 

— Van     Norman     "Valvo"     valve     grinding 
machine       f508.     •788c 

— Williams       vertical       grinding       machine. 
{•745.   •lOied 

— Wilmarth  &  Morman  angular  wheel-tru- 
ing device      f6fle.   •BSOb 

Grinding  data  from   the  Pierce-Arrow  shop. 
Colvin        '897 

Grinding  machines  and  some  of  their  prob- 
lems        935 

Glinding     No.     509     automotive-piston     at- 
tachment      {•472d 

Grinding  oft  stock.     Entropy      552.   729 
Grinding   universal    joint    balls.      Clary ....  •462 
Grinding      valve      seats      and      cutting      oil 

grooves.      Rich      •310 
Grinding    wheel    breakage    and    its    causes. 

Jenks      '98.  ̂ 144 
Group-bonus  wage-incentive  plan.     Wenner- 

lund         831 
Growth    in    the   number   of    aircraft    indus- 

tries        935 
Growth  in  the  use  of   grinding  machines.  .    661 
Growth       of       Pennsylvania        employment 

bureau      106 
Guarding  the  bull  gear  of  a  planer,  Hamp- 

son       •387 
Gunsights.    Some    unique   operations   in    the 

manufacture    of       *2S1 

HACKSAW:    See   also     'Saw." 
Haeksawing  machine,   "Marvel"  No.  2  port- 

able   motor-driven     draw-cut       t^899 
Hammer   handles.    Fitting.     Griggs         893 
Hammer   head   on   its    handle.      Holding    a, 

Schwartz       •Sll 
Hammer,  Method  of  holding  the  handle  in, 

Kaufmann      ^458 
Hammond    wall    bracket    drill,  ,,.  ̂ •338.    •632e 
Hamlles.   Fitting  hammer.      Griggs      893 
Handling  methods   in   automobile   assembly. 

Colvin        •693 
Handy    boring    machine    attachment.    Wins- 
ton     ^620 

Handy  laying  out  tool.     Cole      ^703 
Handy    screwdriver.  Powell         ^24 
Handy    tumbling    barrel    for    small    shops. 

Hicks      'laO 
Hanna   last-head   boiler  riveting  machine.  t^901 
Hanna    pneumatic    toggle    and    lever    press. 

{•333.    •B32e 
Hannifin    boring   bar      t^42 

HARDENING:     See    "Heat-Treatment." 
Harris    drilling    attachment       t*168 
Harris     No.     10     semi-automatic    hob     and 

form    cutter   grinding   machine.    t^502.    •752b 
"Haitford"    motor-driven    bench    filing    ma- 

chine     ^•38,    •436c 
Harlness   comparator    for   gaging    gears.  ,  t^280e 
Hartness    taper    threading    die.  .  .  .  $•664,    •044f 

HEAT-TREATMENT:     See     also     "Harden- 
ing," etc. 

— Improvised  hardening  furnace.     Donald..  ^384 
— Nilson    kritiscope  for  determining  critical 

points   in   steel      l^628.    •844f 
— "Nitrol"     casehardening     compound   

•  t589,    •!)08e 
Heavy  ma<*hine  work  in   a   railroad   shop,.»334 
HEIGHT  GAGE:   See   "Gage," Helical   gear  cutting.   Practical   example   of, 

Wright      •ISl 
Hendey    "Junior"    12-in,    lathe,  ,..  t^356,    •832e 
Hendey   lathes.   Sub-head   for   t*34,    •436a 
Hendey    toolroom    lathe   ^•204d 
Hendey    1922    model   24-inch   crank  shaper, 

J^156,    ̂ 514 
Hergi    H-230    flexible-shaft    outfit   {•280g 
Hergi     type     NK4S      flexible-shaft     outfit. 

^•358.    •67«b 
High  cost   of   distribution      782 
High-speed    rotating    machines.      Brayton .  .  ̂298 
HiUiard    shaft    couplings   t*472d 
Hobart      KB      constant      potential      battery 

charging    outfit      $•200.    'Sieb 
Hobs.   Thread  milling  cutters   and.  Nug:ent.^934 
Hoefer   special  ball-bearing   multiple-spindle 

drilling    machine       t  •903 
Hoffman   drawing  table      $^44 
Hoist.    Box    "load    sifter"    electric.  $•711.    •OSOf 
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Hoist.      "Motorbloc"     electrically     operated 
„  Vhaln  J,   *  'SMS.   'BSOb 
Hoist,    "Standard"    electric      t»34     •4:i6a Holder.  Convenient  pouring.  Kaufman.  ..  ̂ 892 
Holder— <liscus«ion.  Novel  scale.  Whitney.  804 
Holding  a  drill  on  the  center.  Moore.  .  .  .•1006 
Holding   a   drill   chuck    on   the   tail    spindle 

of  a  lathe.      Kaufmann    '233.   Storey ..  •lOoe 
Holding    a    hammer    head    on    its    handle. 

Schwartz         •Sll 
Holding    a    thin    awkward    casting.    Special 

<huck  for.     Tlngley         ^26 
Holding   pulleys    and   shafts.      Curry   ^309 
Holding  up  the  machine  tool  builder..,.  3S3 
Holes  accurately.   Bushings  used  as  buttons 

tor    locating.      Pike      '384 
Holes.    Tinning    small.      Brooks   ^932 
Hollander  adjustable  broach      {•168b 
Holmes    tilted    threading    machine    No.    3. 

t^386.    •788e 
Home    made    crane    to    serve    large    lathe, 

Wright      •835 
Honor     and     responsibility     of     being     an 

American          972 
Hooker   universal   saw   bench   1^818 
Horstmann    swivel-head    indicating    caliper 

and    stand      t*182,    516b 
Horton    scroll-type    chuck      t^360e 
Hoskins    automatic    temperature    regulator. $•.357.  •8336 
Hoskins     portable     pyrometer     for     molten 

metals      t*313,    ̂ 6320 
Hot    galvanizing.      Kell   •805 
How  do  you  figure   the  cost   of   tool   work 

in  the  shop?      Forbes         698 
How    much    do    you    spend    for    tools    and 

equipment  ?      Field      •330 
How    shall    we    designate    tolerances  ?^-di8- 

cussion.       Roy          188 
How    stock    shortages    may    be    eliminated. 

Gtfford          372 
How    the    Black    &    Decker    drill    is   built. 

Hand       ••557 
How   the  disk  is   machined.     Wright   '112 
How   to   obtain   order.      Grimshaw      462 
How    to   secure   co-operation.     Entropy.  ..  .1012 

Idle   equipment.      Jensen           22 
Idleness   is    contagious.      Grimshaw        97 
Importance   of    alloy   steels         962 
Importance    of     screw     thread     fits    in     as- 

sembling.     Schwoejjpe         418 
Imports  of  machine  lathes.  Chili      1003 
Imports    of    machine    tools — United    King- 

dom         805 
Imports   of    machinery    for   working   metal, 

wood,    stone,    etc..    Switzerland      1003 
Imports     of     metal    working     machinery — 

Sweden          876 
Imports   of    metal    working    machinery    and 

drilling    machiner.v — Denmark      924 
Imports   of   tools — United    States      772 
Improved  v-block  for  drilling.     Brooks.  .  .  .    895 
Improved    clamp,      Moore      •SI;: 
Improvised  forms  for  coiling  pipe,     Rich..^543 
Improvisetl  gear  bobbing  machine  that  paid 

for   itself.      Brainard      ^778 
Improvised    hardening    furnace.     Donald.  ..  ̂ 384 
Improvised  tools  in  the  oil  country.     Hud- 
son     •54.5 

Improvised    wire   straightener.     Rowell.  . . .  ̂ 812 
Inclinometer.       Stevens-Prentice       universal. 

t«505.    •752b 
Inclusions  in  aluminum-alloy  sand  castings. 

Anderson        •.  .  .    758 
Increasing    interest    by    instruction.      Grim- shaw         177 
Increasing    production    by    personal    consid- eration.     Lee          127 
Increasing   the   distance  between   lathe   cen- 

ters.      Kyn       'SIS 
Increasing    use    of    aerial    transport      383 
"Independent"    reversible    portable    electric 

drill      J^391,   •676b 
Index  lock-pin.      Van   Fossen      •892 
Indexing     degrees     and     minutes.     Attach- 

ment  for.      Rantsch      *Soo 
Indicator.   Brown  &  Sharpe  No.  748  speed. 

t^627,    •908e 
Industrial    cost    accounting    for    executives, 

Atkins       737,    773,    ̂ 833,    '921,    ̂ 991 
Industrial  disputes.   Third  party  in,    Math- 

erly         416 
Industrial    relations    and    the    construction 

industry,      Trigg         261 
Industrial   standards  in  Germany.  Herzog.  .    683 
Infection   from  cutting  oil.      De  Lecuw....    915 
Ingersoll-Rand    small    vertical    air   compres- 

sors     J«550,    ̂ 7886 
Inquiries   in   the   industrial    machinery   divi- sion.   Bureau    of    Foreign    and    Domestic 

Commerce.      Rastall         '23 
Inserted    blade    cutter    of    exacting  require- 

ments.     Wright       *387 
Inspecting   camshafts.   Fixture    for,      Stras- 

burg        'l^ 
Inspecting   connecting   rods.      Crawford , , ,  .    *27 

INSPECTION:   See   "Gage." 
Installing   electric   trucks   in    an   old   plant. 

Wright       '227 Instructions       to       workmen  —  discussion. 
Taylor          -^H 

Insurance  and   its   effect  on  the  machinery 
industry,    (Compulsory  unemployment.  Du 
Brul          20^ 

Insurance.  Effect  of  a  private  sidetrack  on.    990 
Insurance,    Personal         "^l- Interdepartment     envelope     with     windows. 

M.idden    .  •lo3 Interested    in    the    company.    Keeping    the 
shctpmen.     Crawford     •233 Interesting     rack      and     gear     movements.   
Wright      * '8? 

Interesting    shop    problem.      Hardy   'lOO;) 

International     Chamber     of     Commen*     lo^"* meet    in    Rome        Mm 
International   engineering   i-ongreM.'.   4M 
International  iitaiidardlzalion.  Anew  '  '  '  »luS 
Inventiratlon  of  sieelt  for  tagm/. .  '   663 Investing  money  to  Improve  macbliw  worlcilOOB Involute    curve.    Law    ol    Ibe.      Blmmonii *801      *837 

Iron    healed  by  chemical  action.  Soldenng. 

Iron.    Malleable  ca.t.     Toiiced»       ***'"•   *^,?f Iron,    Production    of    ru.tlenn    ...            709 Iron    salesman"    10    m'II    Black    *    Decker 
t4)OlS          41111 Is  industrial  development  lieciniMrtly  ugly?  060 

11  pays  to  keep  up  with  the  procewlon,    .   973 

J 

Jack,    Quick    acting    B<.-rew.      Walti        •H.^7 
Jaques  special   micrometer.  .  ,  ,  1«'>3V  '  •fio4 
JarylB     steel  setter,,,,  ....  t«.-MO>r 

Jarvia,    Fixing    soft    metal    face*    to '  vii  ̂ ^ 

,.  Prew      •.,-- Jig  for  assembling  needle  valvea    Morri'iKHi' 'tlO Jig    for   drtlUng    cross   hole*    In'  cyUnSri^ work,  Sehaeffer      .  .  .    '811 
JIGS  and  FIXTI-RES:  See  also  •peciOr  kind, 

of   work  such    as:    "Preaa."    "milling." 

~'^'wk'k»*     drill     Jig     for    round     alock. 

—Air    "cy^nder'  "ti,r    ' iiiti" ii,a'    iuiu«: *"*' Johnson        ••via 
—Aligning  fixture  that  idi '  in  ".ii^mbiliii: 

Bainter       ^  •AAo 
— Angle   grinding   fixture.     Clary  ' .'   •«?« 
—Combination   gage   and   adjusting   fliiiire 

iiorer       •i'*4i 
—Double  action  clamp  for  Jlgi  aiid"  illx'tiirea'. Moore      ,oft 

— Machine    f uraiture    that '  saTea  '  time '  In     ' sefting    up.      Hudson    .70 

StevCTtS*'"'''^  'or  milling  small'  parte'. — |5*5;|y '>°'ne-'nyd'e'  d^iil'hx'ti^'.  'Crawford'.  *»48 i-',?i""^  dlea.   Jiga  and  flxturee.    Bacon..    9.33 — litilizing  fixture*  on  different  machlneSi^ 

Mins'sSs'      ̂ "'''°°    '^T-    Henry    582. 
Job  welding:  shop  problems.     Miller  .-US 
Johnson    center-locating   punch,,  "  jlaoIS 
Johnson      No,      300      soft     metaf 'meitiSc       * lumace       t*l''l     •ma Johnson's  plan  for  buying  *8i>^ai  machine. 

Godfrey        ona 
Jones     automatic    sensiUve'  bench  *  dririinr raaonine       x*ftAn 

Just  suppoee   353.   389/ 465  'soi  '  ■iVa 

■ig?;  lig;  g?i'  ISk'^-  '«=»•  «!*:  «^«: 
"Just  suppose."  Shopman's      694 

K 
Keep   the  mill   a-going.      De  Vinne      100 
Keeping   a  belt    tight.     Grimshaw        •4«i Keeping  posted.      DeVinne    sfli Keeping  the  shopmen  interested  in  the  com- 

pany.    Crawford    •••.3,3 

Keller    type    F    automatic    die-s'inkin'g"  ms-   "' 
Ke?e'y"''33.in.'  '*.per,' ,' ,' .' ,'  .' ,' ; .'  *.*'"'  \\%}X Key  for  two  slot  widths.  Single.  McEvoy.  '.35" Keys  in  a  lathe.  Milling  seats  for  Woodmit 

Brainard       'Ssa 

Keys,  "Keytite"  self-fitting  ',',','.',',  ■t"«4«7"«75''d 
Keys,    Machining    Woodruff,      McHenry     '      •70'> 
Kcvtite  •  self-fitting  keys   t«467    '•7fi2d Kingsbury     automatic     horizontal     sensitive 
dnlling    machine   l^866.     •nsob 

-i-i    >'."  S  M^J^'ran   mine  shop.    Heinrichs  •Rfll "Kleckler"  belt  shifter    1^3'>0a 

K-N    laying  out    and    drilling   machine,''        ' 

„„        ,.,  ^  •  ■    ««508.  •788c 
K-N  spotting  and  roulinr  attachment,  .  .  ,  t«473d Know  why  you   do   things.      Hunter      878 Knurling   bushings   in    an    automatic   screw 

machine.     Bacon    •779 

Knurling  shafts  m  a  punch  pres«.  HudKin'  •483 Robert    type-NB   dual-head  eelctric  riveting 
machine        t*1010 

Kritiscope  for  determining  critical  points  in 
steel.     Nilson      %  •638.   •944f 

L 
Labor   turnover.      Brown    17 

Landis    heavy-duty    roll    grinding  '  'machine 
.  .  .{•.354    •6.3''c 

Landis  stationary  die-head  with  micrometer 
attachment       t«163      •5l6b Large  gear  planer  at  Watertown  arsenal.  .345 

Large    h.vdraulic    flanging   presa.  .  .    t*20i     •594 

Large   magnetic   chuck    .'   •148 
Large  repair  job  in  a  small  lathe.    Niiso'n'  ̂ 971 
LATHE — Turret    lathe:    See   also    "Screw   

screw    machine." — Betts-Bridircford    double-head...    l»137      •114 — Buffalo  Gear   and  Pattern  Works   pattern- 
maker's  lathe           {•loi     •516 

— Device  for  handling  lathe  cbucks'.     Towi- son        'l^O 

— Drawing  job   in   a    lathe.      McDonald.' .' .'.'•702 — Handy     "Junior"    12in.    lathe ...» •3.56     •8.33e — Holdins:  a  drill  chuck  on    the  tail  spindle 

2,™„'„   '"""" — rtiscussion.      Kaufmann •  -3.3.  Storey      •1006. -Increasing     the    distance     between     lathe centers.       K.vn    'SIS 

— Large  repair  job  in  a  small '  lathe.'  '  'Wil- son      *fl71 

— J-.'^''.handed  gap  bench. lathe.  Hudson .'!  •546 — Milling    seals    for    Woodruff    keys    in    a 
lathe.       Brainard   'SSS 
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Negative   nepotism.      Lee      HKl 
Nepotism,    neerative.      Lee      3H1 

New  bill  for  reorganization  of  government's executive    machinery      7il4 
New    industries    and   new    toots.      Entropy.  .    it.^>4 
New    tariff    act.      Rosa      7H7 

Newton    linlt    grinding    machine   t«43') 
Newton    model    C-7fl    four-spindle   knee-type 

milling   machine   t*5()5,    •78Mc 
Nibbling  machine.     Campbell   t*587.   •HONp 
NichoUs     molding    machine   t*;j(10g 
Nickel  and  its  alloys.      Merlea  '397.    "450.    •4K4 
Nilc9-Bement-Pon<!  plate  planer....    t503.   75'.:b 
Niles-Bemcnl-Pond    (Winch    heavy-duty    en- 

gine    lathe   t  'S.')!) Nilson     kritiscopc      fur      determing     critical 

points  in  steel   ,  t*(t38.   •!)44f 
"Nitrol"    casehardening    compound    t58i>.     •J»08c 
Noble     &     WfstbruoU     No.     13     beneh-type 

marking    machine   t*">07.    •788< 
Norma    minimeter   tH';7 
Norton     oHO    grinding     attachment   t'iTlii 
Nortim,      model     81 -B     crankpin     grinding 

machine       t*:i7.     •43Ha 
Norton    10    x    18-in.    plain   cylindrical   grind- 

ing machine   t*3*2.    *435 
Norwalk    air   compressor    for   small   installa- 

tions     t*8().  •43Bc 
Novel     scale    holder — tliscussion.       Daschke 

•703.    Vniitney    SH4. 
"Nu-angle"  expansion  line  reamer  t*785.   •lOlOf 
"Nu-angle"    expansion    reamer.  ...  t •162.    •.51*ib Isut    standards.    Bolt   head   and      781 

O 

Oakley   No.    1   cutter   grinder   t»81!t 
OBITUARIES: 

— Anlhonv.    Frederick   E   632g 
— Bacon,    Dan    H   lOlDg 

— Bailey.    Marcellus   L   ."j.'ilic 
— Barbour,   General   Lucius   Albert   788d 
— ^Bass.  John  H   lOltig 
— Benjamin.    Park       ,S*>Od 
— Berger.    Christian    Louis      ti08f 
— Bicknell.    George      320b 
. — 'Blaf'kwell.   Joseph      (i7Hc 
- — Bronson,    J.    Hobart       124b 
— ^Butterworth,    James       8(i8c 
— Carter.    Hedley   P   908t 
— Chamberl.-iin.    Valentine    B.,    Jr   280f 
— Cooper.    Charles   G   828c 

-Danton.    Lawrence    A   280f 
,  .  .  .ttiOd 

. .320b 

.  .    44a 
. . . 828c 

— Esterbrook,    Nathan       I(>8c 
— Everetts.  W.  B   080c 

— Follinger,    Herbert    C   ."iHtia — Frost,    Mesbech      3(iOd 

— Fuller.    O.    B   7.")2c 
— Goodwin.    John    M   Ili8c 
— Grantham.     Herbert    T   788d 
— Herget.    John   nSOc 
— Merrick.    Charles    E   828c 
— Holland,    W.    H      44a 
— Kennedy.    James       320b 
— Kinnear.    J.    W   ri.5(ic 
— Kinsley.    Henry   L   !)08f 
— Laird,     A,    G   )   3li0t 
— Leonard.    John    A      43l> 
— Lester.    John    S   78Sd 
— ^Mar.sh.    Fred    A   lOHig 
— Maurer.     William       8li8c 
— MiCarthy.    James   J   944e 
-McHugh.  ^ohn  T   472g 

— Davis.    Charles    G. 
— Dceley.    Thomas   E. 
— -Devlin.    Thoma.s     . 
-Bngiehard.    Frank 

Page 

Ordinary    rotary    table    as    an    indexing   de- 

vice.     Henry      'at". 
Osborn    molding    machine      t*42 
Oscillo.s*H>pe.    Elverson      $*80M 
Our   fallen   idols         3811 

Oven.   Simple  enameling  bake,     Hampson.  . '771) 

P.   A. — discussion.     Lee  .'137.   Morrison.  .  .  .   608 
Packard  plant.   Bonus  succ-eeda  in     410 
Pan   for  overhead  bearings.   Acme  oil  drip, 

J^407,   •75-2d Pangbom     large     barrel-tyi>e     sandblasting 
nia.-hine      t*830 

Parkerizing — A  rustprooftng  process.     Mor- 
row      •361 

■■Parob"   expansion   reamer      t*280g 
Passing   of    craftmanship — discuaston.      En- 

tropy  (148.    Bacon         888 
Pattern  for  gas  engine  pistons,     Yates.  ... '388 
Pattern,    Making    a    straight    casting    from 

a   twisted.      Duggan      •624 
Pawling  &    Hamiscnfeger  retriever  cable. t  •168b 
Place  and  wages.     Entropy         493 

Peculiar  water  tank.     Seaman      ^084 
Penalties    for   carelessness.      Grimshaw ....    (i.'>2 
Perfecting  a  drop  forging.     Williams   ^143 
Personal    element    in   precision  grinding.  ,  .  ,    807 
Personal    insurance      712 
Personal   records.     Brown         610 
Personality    and   pessimism.      Lee         967 
Petersen    drill    stand       t^304b 
P.    &   H.    No.  3-T   horizontal    boring,    drill- 

ing  and    mining   machine      {•SI.    •43.") Picking    them    out.      Entropy          o76 

Pickling     compound,      "Commercial"      rust 
remover   and      {•S^o Pierce-Arrow       crankcase.       Making       the. 

Coivin       •no 
Pierce-Arrow     gear    shifter     fork,     Macnin- 

ina:    the       v  v,-  ■  *'-^'-*- Pierce-Arrow     transmission     cases,     Machm- 
ing.       Coivin       l  il'„9,~ 

■  Pigmy"    pneumatic    drill       t'360g 
Pin    drive   for   small   tools.    West .  .  .  ♦•161.    •al6 
Pin  that   will  stay  tight.  Crosshead.     Mich- 

ener    'SOO,   Towlson      *»31 
Pinch    bar    for   handling    machines,    Scotch 

and.       Harris       ■    '26 
Pinions.      Device    for    gashing    the    teeth    of 

bevel.      Wright       'lOo Pinions    in    a    safety   punch    press.    Shaving.      _ 
Crawford       11  ,S;!5 

■Pioneer."    electric    grinder      X'iljtl 
Pipe.    Improvised  forms   for  coiling.      Rich .  *oid 
Piston  groove     cleaner.     Vedoe-Peterson. .  .  . 

J*161.  •■-j16 
Pistons.  Machining  gas  engine.  Freeman.  ♦.">77 Pistons.  Pattern  for  gas  engines.  Yates.  ̂ 388 Place    where    small    tools    should    not    be 

made       ;      ■*""* Planer   and    slotter   for   locomotive   frames. 

Liberty  combination      t*155.    •ol4 
Planer    for    heavy    work,     Special.      Craw-   

ford       ....•373 
Planer.     Generating    a    radius    on    a.     Horn-^_ 

buger      o47 

Planer.    Niles-Bement-Pond    plate.  .  l^.">02.    •7i>3b Planer.       Side-head       attachment       for       *■,,„. 
Harger           '•^'? 

Planing  a  helical   surface.     Denton   •8.55 

Planing  irregular  surfaces.     Romig   "6-4 
Planing    vulcanized   rubber.      Crouse.  .  .  .  .  . 'Hou Planing     with     a     dividing     head.     Radius. 

Wilson       J-  •,'  •  ■  '  j  "•*' 
Plates.    Van    Keuren    hardened    and    lapped 

steel    surface      f669,    •980b 

Pap' 

— Dover  eomblna
lloa  

hand  prena  and  pull*r 

I'S*!,    •.%»« 
— Dover  pillar   punch   pm*   t*8A8.    •H3'> 
— Drill     pr»«»    u»ed     as     ■     threading    ma- 

chine.     Child       •.'lOd — Hanna  pneumatic  toggle  and  lever  presa 

,  .         .  »^3.''>5.    "rt-TJe 
— Interesting     rack     and     gear     moremenl. 

Wright      •7,(0 
— Knurling  shafts  In  ■  punch  praM.     Bud- 

son   ;   *463 

— Large  hydraulic   flanging  prew.  .  1*2(11.    •.'>94 
— Oilgear    horizontal    press   t*I2().    '4731 
— Shaving  pinions  in  a  safety  pun^-b  pre»«. 

Crawford        *(t5t$ 

— Simple  guard  and  feed  for  punch '  prcMe*'. 
Rich             ••'g — Some      printing     press      shop     melhiids 
Coivin          '(isi 

— "Way"     combination     fool     and     power 
punch    press      |««70.    •»H«d 

Pressing  bushings  on  long  ro<l».     Hudson .  .  •.'H.'l Prices    cannot    come    down.    Why    ma<'blne 
tool,      Quillen             o 

Prices   of    stock    machines    on    the   cost   of 
replacement.     Base.       Livingston         Itt 

Problem     in     shop    trigonometry.       Rantseh 

•7.'J3.    Tolllver          •971 
l^rocessing  spline  shafts  by  a  new  method. 

,.  fonl   'S.-xi Production  meeting  of  the  Society  of  Auto- 
motive   Engineers             fi^tn 

I'roduction    of    rustless    Iron   '.  ,    7|t» Profiling    and     milling     machine.     Bobbins. 

„     .,,        ̂   t*336,    •594 
Profiling  fixture.   Stop  for  a.     Tingley .  .  .  . 'SOS 
Progress   of    uniform  cost   accounting      384 
Projector.  Baus<'h  It  Lamb  i-ontour  measur- 

„  ing   ■  ,.   f743.   lOlfW Prospective   machinery    markets   in  China — 
dist'Ussiun.      Ra-stall         140 

Public    and    private   employment    agencies..    140 
Puller  for  small  motor  pulleys.  Kaufmann.^lOOH 
Pulleys    and   shafts.    Holding.      Curry   •■309 
Pulleys.  Puller  for  small  motor.  Raiif- 

mann       •1008 

PUNCH:     See  also   "Press." 
Punch,    Weight    actuated   prick.     Oagnun .  .  •6.56 
Punching  and  shearing  machines.  Cham- 

bersbiu-g       »'740.   •980t 
Punchings  automatically.  Sorting.  Craw- 

ford      •499 
Putting  limits  on  all  dimensions— -discus- 

sion.     Duggan    379.    Thomas         403 

P.    &    W.    necking    attachment   (•.'iAOe 
P.  &  W.  semi-automatic  milUng  machine 

becomes    full    automatic.      Sheldon   •856 
Pyrometer.    Hoskins    portable.  ...  {•SIS.    •633o 

Quack.   Quack :        293 
Quenching  medium.     Bichromate  of   potash 

as    a.      Livie         353 
Quick-acting    monkey    wrench.      Ik-ckman.  .    113 
Quick   acting   screw   jack.      Watts   •8.^7 
(juick   acting  stud   driver.     Jackson   •1007 
Quick-change    method    of    holding    reamers 

in    turret.      Kerr      ^400 
"Quid  pro  quo."     ̂ ^limshaw         643 

Quill   drive   for    bench    lathe.      Black   •433 

Mentoii,    Theodore    J.     .  .  .  ;   I24b     Plimpton    elevating   truck       •.   J-S^!? 
Miller.    Charles       4T2k     Plimpton    bond    platform    truck .......  .  t'.iU4b 
          ■"  ~  Plumb    take-up    wedge    for   hammer   handle. 

J  ■620.    'll-t-il 
Pneumatic  drills  in    a   car   shop.      Harger..  •490 
Pneumatic  tools.   Machining  and  assembling 

methods   on.      Campbell      ^40.    •1.14,    •l..> 
Pneumatic    vibrator    for    '""/'.''j'"?^  "^.Sgs' '.floSc 

Polishing    and    buffing   lathes,    Mitchell    ball bearing      ■.••■>,■•  *  ii"'        .'•?•; 

Power  chart   for  silent  chain.      G<iylord.  .  .  .    '7.4 
Power     clamping     device     for     column     of 

Dieses  radial  drilling  machine.  .  t^3.)6.'j>04 

Power  crossfeed  for  old  lathe.  Clancy ..  •1008 
Power     required     for     shearing     machines. 

^atts          lou-t 
Practical    example   of   helical    gear    cutting. 

Wright   ■;■    ■  ■  4:;} 
Pratt    grinding   gage      ;,•'■■,'    }.  ■'"'■: , 
Pratt     &     Whitney     adjustable     limit     I""  „„„ 

— Miller,    Harvey    E   124b 
— Montgomery,    George  T   7SH(1 
— Moore,    Spencer    F   tnOc 
— Murph.v.    W.   T   r;4b 
— Ncible,   Howard  C   ,'iillijr 
— Norton.    W.    D   788d 
— Phillips,    Charles   124b 
— Pr.vibil.    Albert       472g 
— Ream.     M.vron    E   868c 
— -Reed,    Richard    D   :itiOd 
— Ruwell.    William    F      4:)6 
— Schofleld.     Irene    Peck   OSOc 
— Schwain,    Virgil    F   .s2Hc 
— Sellers,     Coleman.     Jr   .'I-*ob 
— -Smith.   Frank  Burr      •:J20 
— Smith.    George    F   828e 
— ^Snydcr.    Jacob    F   838e 
— Snyder,    William   E      44a 
— Spauldinir.    Walter    M   868c 
— Sieger.    Louis  C   360f 
— Taylor.    William       320b 
-Toomey.     Frank.     8r   280d Prltt^*  &■  ■  Whitney  '  A.'   R.    A.     wheel-tread 

gage      * 
863 — Wadsworth.    David       330b     Pratt    &    Whitney    duplex    hand    »"«.»"%„„„, 

—Wood,     William     Blake   753c  matic    centering    machines   ■,*    ',?"•    h"" 

Pratt    &    Whitney    double    plug    pipe-thread 
Occasional      use.      Buying      machines      for, 

Forbes          269  g.ige       j'  ' ;  ■  •  " ;   ♦«!;;«     •-,11 

Odontomctcr,    Pratt    &  Whitney    ...{•LiS.    ^514     Pratt    &    Whitney    odontometer      ..t    1.t».,.   .>!■» 

Oil   .-nuntry.   Improvised  tools  in  the'     Hud-  Pratt       &       Whitney       "super-micrometer. son  •-■.!■  *    .!.>.).  .00 
Oil    couti 
Oilgear 

machines             t*39().     67(ib 
Oilgear   horizontal    press      t*120.    •472f 
Oil    yroovcs     Grinding    valve   seats   and   cut- 

try.   Re-echoes' from' the.' Towlson ! 'stiS     Pratt  &  Whitney  wheel  dres.ser  '"^  vertical 
high     speed     hydraulic     broaching  surface    B'''"'!"'?  ,  "a'"  V':'™.h',',J  *  468 

ting.        Rich        'SIO 
Oil    infection.      Haessler         452 
Oil,    Infection    from   cutting,      De   Leeuw.  .  .    915 
Oil,    Necessity  of   clean.      Hudson      ^382 
Oil    in    shops.   Storing    and   clarifying      125 

Oils    vs.    "soap    water."    Cutting,       Egg.  .  .  .    686 Old  lathe  at  the  Bennington  machine  works. 
Wright       '700 

Oliver    10.    13    and    14-inch    engine    lathes. 
{•746.    •lOltSd 

Oliver    No.    173    self-contained    jig    saw .... 

t«2.39.    ':>iM 
Oliver   No.    183    sanding   machine   {•360c 
Ordering     and     storing    small     tools,        San- 

sora       •869 

94 

Precept    and    example.      (Jrimshaw    ••■••■•    '
'88 

■Precision"    extension    spindle    and    housing for    thread    grinder   ,,   *    -"'H.-iih 
Precision    "Universal    model      '■""""i^  *""..,„, 

measuring    attachment,     ,  ,  ...  .  . ..  f.fH.      4J"? 

Prefers    forced    lubrication.      Weivnn .  .  .  . 

Preparation    and    properties    of    pure    iron 
lllOV3  ,»•••»-■■■••■■■■*•'■" 

President's  "address     to     N'""""*! .it^'iS'"''  =• 
Tool     Builders    Association,       Tuechter.  ,    o 

PBES.S:       See      also       "Blanking,"  
     "Die," "Screw,"    etc. 

—American    Broach    &    Machine    Co.    bench 

broach  press  on  pedestaK  .  .  .1    /»•»,   Atlas    power   screw    pres 
— Cincinnati     Shaper     Co. 

press    brake      03. 

•10161 

No.   03   f820 
all-steel     power 

  {•437,    •076b 

Racine  portable  duplex  bandsawing  ma- 
chine     fOatt 

Rack.    Up-to-date   bar  storage.      Coivin ....  •380 
Racks    in    a    milling    machine    vise.    Locat- 

ing,     Pollensby      'SQi 
RADIAL       DRILLING       MACHINE:         See 

"Drilling," 
Radio-phone  head  sets.  Manufacturing.  Coi- 
vin      'Sflo 

Radius  planing  with  a  di^'idlng  head. 
Wilson      •933 

RAILROADS:     See  also   "LocomottTe." 
— Air-brake    repairs    on    a    New     England 

railroad.     Coivin      ^406 
— AppIi<-ation     of     the     welding     torch     to 

railroad    repairs   ^444 — Casting  rod   packing  in  a  railroad   shop. 

Rich      '383 
— Device  for  truing  journals  on  locomo- 

tive   axles      t«975 
— Gears    and    pinions    for    electric    railway 

and    mine   ser^'ice      'lOS 
— Heavy  machine  work  in  a  railroad  shop.^S34 
— Machining  driving  boxes  and  hub  collars. 

Rich      '424 
— Making  expensive  taps  in  a  railroad  tool 

room.      Nortll         996 
— Manufacturing  car  and  locomotive  axles. 

Frohman    ^473 
— Pneumatic  drills  in  a  car  shop.  Harger.  •499 
— ^Pratt    &    Whitney   A.    R.    A.    wheel-tread 

gage      J  •SOS — Repair    work    in    a    Tennessee    railroad 

shop-   Hand      •839 — Repairing    locomotives    In    a    Milwaukee 

shop-      Campbell       •909 
— Safety  gate  for  railroad  crossing.  Bainter^701 
— Salvage  and  repair  of  railroad  equip- 

ment.    Hand      •317 — Some    modem    railroad    shop    equipment. 

Rich       ^349 
— Temporary   crankpins    for   use   in  counter 

balancing   locomotive  drivers.      Phelps.    ̂ 34 
— Three    planing    jobs    in    a    railroad    shop. 

Crawford       *3?2 
— Tool  for  boring  car  wheels.     Sackctt ....  •813 
— What's    wrong   with    the  railroad    shops? 

677.    ̂ 755.    879.   95o 
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Standardization    for    the    u&er    of    raaohiiie 
tools          274 

Standardisation   from    the  consumer's  point of   view.      Harriman         540 
Standardization.  International.  Agnew  .  .  .  *ti33 
Standardization    of    machine    tool    elements. 

An   en^neer's    view    of.      Harris      18:i Standardization  on  exports.  Effect  of  Ger- 
man.     Wikander   373.    Poliakoff      494 

Standardizing-     electrical     apparatus      487 
Standardizing     machine     shop     equipment. 

Wheeler       •.VJO 
Standardizing  names  of  machine  parts...  93.> 
Standaixiizine    tolerances   and    allowances   in 

machine    fits            70 
Standar<is    for    portable    electric    drills      77.5 
Standards  in  Germany.  Industrial.  Herzogr.  t*83 
Starrett   combination   hand   and    bench   vise. 

Starrett   1-in.  micrometer      t*31.T.    •632e 
Starrett  No.  169  adjustable  frame  hack- 

saw       t*43.-) 
Starrett  spring  depth   gag^e   t*708,    *980d 
State  bench   saw      t*204b 
Static  balancing    Rapid  method  of.      Alden.    •73 
Statistics   on    foreign    trade   in    metal    work- 

ing   machinery          738 
Steady  rest  for  small  automatic  screw 

machines.      Hazen       '1008 

STEEL:    See    also    "Tool"    and    'Heat-treat- 

ment." Steel.    Flex    cut-spring    flexible    shaft    coup- 
ling     t«306,    ♦788e 

Steel.    Report    on    gage         914 
■Steeleg"  truck  platform.     Barrett ..  (589.    '9086 

Steels.     Experimental     production     of    alloy. 
Gillet    &    Mack      638 

Steel    for    forge    welding.      Speller      411 
Steel    treating   society   elects    officers      3.59 
Steels.    Treatment    of    carbon.      Harvey ....    378 
Step    bearings    for    a    light    jib    crane — dis- 

cussion.      Kelly       '132 
Steptoe  "Standard"  engine  lathes.  .  t'32.  •435 
Stevens-Prentice        universal        inclinometer. 

t«305,    •752b 

Stevens  "speed  up"  garage  tools.  .t*816.  •1016f 
Stewart    bearing   metal      t671.    980d 
Sticking    to    commercial    sizes.      Jensen ....    258 
Stimson    internal    lapping    tool   {•280g 
Stone  30  years  after.  Laying  a  corner ....  •eiB 
Stop  for  a  profiling  fixture.  Tingley .  .  .  .  •308 
Storage    and    disbursement    of    small    tools. 

Sansom        •713 
Storage    rack.    Up-to-date    bar.      Colvin.  .  .  •. 'SSO 
Storing  and   clarifying  oil  in   shops      125 
Storing  dies,    jigs   and   fixtures.      Bacon....    932 
Storing  material.  Three  methods  of.     Craw- 

ford      '193 
Storing    screw    machine    and    similar    stock. 

Crawford       *o43 
Storing  small  tools.  Ordering  and.  San- 

som      •869 
Storm  cylinder  finishing  tool.  .  .  .  t'746.   •lOlBd 
Straddle-milling    in    the    lathe.      Clary   •542 
Strainer,     Wallace     electric-driven     portable 

sifter    and       }*309.     '7880 
Stress.     Factors    of    safety    and    allowable. 

Albert             54 
Strikes    and    walkouts.       Grimshaw      567 
Strike    foredoomed    to    failure        77 

String  board  graphics — discussion.  Taylor.  "622 
Stringers.  Midwest  box  rails  and  steel.  ..  $•902 
Strippers,     Special    screw    and    washer    for 

spring.      Tingley      ^463 
Strom  double-row  radial  ball  bearings.  .  J^lOll 
Stud  driver.  Quick  acting.  Jackson.  ...  ̂ 1007 
Studs     in     double     lengths.     Making     small 

shoulder.       Crumrine       "933 
Sub-head   for    Hendey   lathes   t^34,    •436a 

SUB-PRESS:     See    "Press." 

Suggestions.  Encouraging.  Faulhaber. ...  43 
Suggestions     for     improvement     in     thermit 

welding           564 
Sundstrand   stub  lathe      t^708.    '9803 
Sundstrand     12-in.     lathe   {•204f 
"Superior"       cylinder       reboring       machine. 

{•744.    •1016d 
Superior    thread    gages      t*168f 
"Superspeed"  13-inch,  drilling  machine.  ^•360e 
Supporting     a     motor     while     overhauling. 

Luers       '500 
Surface    combustion    low-pressure    air    gas 

inspirator       $^42 

SURFACE  GRINDING  MACHINE:  See 
"Grinding." 

Swapping    knowledge.       Faulhaber        76 
Sweden — exports  of  metal  working  machin- 

ery         876 
Switches.      Cutler- Hammer     tool-handle.  .  .  . 

{•237.    ̂ 594 Switzerland — exports  of  machinery  for 
working    metal,    wood,    stone,    etc      938 

Switzerland — Imports  of  machinery  for 
working   metal,    wood,    stone,    etc   1003 

Syracuse    Portable    9-in.     disk     sander   

t*391.    •e76b 
Syracuse     snap     gage   t*472d 
S.vstem  for  locating  reference  prints.  John- 

son         991) 

Table   for   the  bench.    Revolving.      Romig..^810 
Tachometer,    Coats    hand   ^•712.     'SSOt 
Tailstock    center.     Antifriction.       AUhens..*812 
Taking  the   air  in   England.     Obermeyer   tc 

Greene       •613 
Tank.     Peculiar  water.     Seaman      "984 
Tannewitz    bench     saw   ;  .  .  .  .  J  •44b 
Tannewitz    saw    bench   t*44 
Tap  drill   size  chart  for  tool  crib.     Ander- 
son      •459 
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Tapers.     Standard.       Ilurllngame   •l:((l 
Taper  testing  fixture,  Adjoatable.  Rantich.^9B9 

m  Pare Tapping  machine.  Burke  No.   10  automatic t 'Htftl 

Taps,    Dimensions    of    tapper   578 
Taps.      Victor     recedinic-chaser     collapsible 

pipe    .                »•««».    •9811b 
Tariff  act.  New.     Ross    707 
Telling  workmen  the  truth  about  the  com- 

„  Pany         705 Temperature    recommendationB    for    thermit 
weldinfT         a-i» 

■'Tempering  the  wind"      4(14 
Temporary    crankpins    for    use    in    counter- 

balancing   locomotive    drivers.     Phelpa.  .    ̂ 24 
Ten  steps  in  Marmon  assembly   '838 
Terms,    Understanding    shop.      Ferher    148. 

Butt-Gow    500. 

Test    questions    for    hiring    employees — dis- 
cussion.      Bacon      747 

Testing  abrasive  wheels.  La  Vercombe.  .  .  .  •961 
Testing    gears    by   mironieter    measurement. 

Eberhardt           •.»h« 
Testing  gears  by  micrometer  measurement. 

Gordon      •106 

Testing  push   fits  'by  spring  tension.     Craw- 
ford      •58'.> 

Thanksgiving   in   1922 — a  real  feaat      858 
These    figures    show    no    standardization    of 

catalog   sizes         757 
Thinsheet    brass    shims    .i^974 
Third  party  in  industrial  disputes.  Matherly  41(1 
This  lily  nee<l8  no   painting.      Lee      B4'; 
Thomson     type,     S.     P.     butt     welding    ma- 

ehine       |  •iim) 
Thread  milling  cutters  and  hobs.  Nugent. ^934 
Thread     tools.     Form     gage     lor     U.     8.     F. 

Romig   .383 
Threading    machine.    Cleveland    double-ended 

automatic      ♦•312.  •59«b 
Threading   machine,    drill    press    used   as   a. 

Child        •500 
Threading    pipe    flanges    in    a    borinar    mill. 

Romig        •2315 
Threading    machine    No.    3.    Holmes    tilted. 

J •588.    •788e 
Threads.  Formulas  for  cutting  and   measur- 

ing.     Williams       •oys 
"Threc-h.inded  workers."      Brown      716 
Three-in-one  surface  gage.      Wickes   '458 
Three  methods  of  storing  material.     Craw- 

ford      •103 
Three    planing    jobs    in     a    railroad    shop. 

Crawford       ^383 
Tiering     machine.     "Economy"     telescoping. 

.„     .  t«406.    ̂ 7253 Tiltinc-bar      flexible    shaft    coupUng. 

^  t*745.    •101«d Timken    re-adjusts   capitalization      380b 
Tinning   small    holes.      Brooks      •u:v: 
Tire  turning  tool.   Unusual  break  In   a ....  ̂ 21 1 
"Titan"  pneumatic  tools   t^l82    518b 
Titan    portable   electric   drill   J •.507.    •TSSc 
Toggle   and   lever  press,    Hanna   pneumatic. 

»*355.    •«32e 
Toledo    rotary    milling-machine    table. 

t'503.    •752b 
Tolerances   and   allowances  in   machine  fits. 

Standardizing           70 
Tool    checking    systems    in    foundries.     San- 
som     •795 

Tool      engineering.        Dowd      A      Curtis.        ^18 
•107.     •178.     ̂ 218.     ̂ 263.     ̂ 340.     •453. 
•490.     ̂ 527.     'Seo.     •846.     •095.     'SO?. •917.    ̂ 931.    •999 

Tool    for    boring    car    wheels.    Saekett.  .  .  .  ̂ 812 
Tool  for  holding  split  rivets.    Luers   •703 
Tool-grinding  machines.   S.   H.   D.  automatic 

universal      ^•120.    ̂ 514 
Toolholder.    Willard  forming.  ......  t^80.    •43«e 
Toolmaker.  Two  kinks  for  the.  Shoemaker  481 
Toolpost    repair.      Wilson       ^371 
TOOLS : 

— Angles   of    cutting  tools.      Herron      347 
— Armstrong     holder     as     a     spring     tool. 

Thirkettle      ^483 
— Blanking    and    piercing    tools    for    watch 

parts.      Black       ^531 
— Combination  piercinp.  shearing  and  form- 

ing   tools.       McDonald      ^78 
— Details  of  diamond  boring  tools.  Linting.^949 
— Detroit  belt-lace  closing  tools  for   use   in 

a  vise     t  •SS?.  •788e 
— -Eclipse     interchangeable     multi-diameter 

tool     {•SI? 
— Fast     culting-ofi     tool.       Brainard   •419 
— Hand.v   laying   out   tool.      Cole   ^703 
— Improvised     tools     in     the     oil     country. 

Hudson      •645 
— Machining   and    assembling   operations   on 

pneumatic  tools.     Campbell   •49.    •101, •134.   '175 

— Maintenance     of     small     portable     power 
tools.      Walsh       'STS 

— Misapplied       machine      tools — discussion. 
Nevin.   738.     Holmes         875 

— Ordering   and    storing   small    tools.      San- 
som      •869 

— ^Sash  weight  and  machine  tools.  Lee.  .  881 
— Selection  of  machine  tools.  Baker.  .  .  .  849 
— Selling    machine    tools.       Entropy.     834: 

Clegg      978 
—^Stevens  "speed  up"  garage  tools.  {•816.  •lOlSf 
— Storage  and  disbursement   of  small    tools. 

Sansom     ^713 
— Storm    cylinder    finishing    tool8.t^74fl     •lOlBd 
— "Titan"    pneumatic    tools   ♦•162.    516b 
— Tool    for  pointinfT   screws.      Spicer   "498 
— Tools    for    piercing   and    blanking    watch 

wheels.      Black      ^114 
— Trepanning  tool  for  flue  sheet.  Leibel.^969 
— Using   diamond    tools    in    motor   btlilding. 

Linting      ^437 
Torch.    Ransom   &  Randolph  gasoline  blow- 

pipe     {•Se.   •438a 
Towmoter     model      C     gasoline      industrial 

tractor       t  ̂900 

11 

Tractor.  Towmotor  model  C  raaoIlM  indu*^    *** "■'al       {•WUU 

TRADE:  See  also    "Foreign  Tr»<J»" 
— Macfainerr     quotations     for     oor     export 

trade      Wcarin.   174;  OeroM         ••«»» 
—World  trade   in   maihinerr.    AlhoS   'H7 Trade  apprenticeship  progrma            mo Trslninr   and   rewarding   the   all-roand   iii». 

ehanic        117 Tranaformer.     U.     8.     Electric    WeuW  (jo. 
welding  and  beating     f*HS.    •^^^n^ Treatment    of    carbon    steels.      Hanrer .  .        a7U 

Trend    toward  aimple   machines           R7» 
Trepanning  tool   for  flue  sheet.      Reibel . . .  •Sa» Tnal  drill  that  made  good.     Rlcb    HIV 

Trigonometry.   Problem    in    shop.     Baolaeb'. 
•7;i3:    Tolliver        •971 

Troublesome    milling    job.       Adams      •352- 
Marsten               *4(SO 

Truck.       Atlas    5-lon     elevating     pistform. 
1*277     •.5J>8h 

'^'■ft'iK-   Automatic  Transportation  Co.   3-'t<>n lifting    platform       tS38    •.1M 
Truck.      £lwell-Parker      ele<-tnc      industrial 

crane    .    j^.1.5     •4'i4ta 
Truck  platform.  Barrett  "Steele*".  t^5«f>.  •9<Hle 
Truing  device.    Wilmartb  *  Morman   aogn- 

lar  wheel      S'MM.   'OSOb Trucks   in  an  old  plant.   InsUlling  electiir. 

W  right        •••.•7 

Tuban   colter   pin    puller           t'i" Tumh'ing    barrel    lor    small    sbops.    Handr. 
Hicks        *150 

Turbine  Air  Tool  Co.     ■"Tiny  portable  driii 

Turning  a  spherical  surface  with   the  mill- 
ing   machine.       Nelson       'SIM 

Turning     long     shafts     in     a     short     latbr. 
Heller       *083 

Turning  machine.  Bullard  eontinuoiu.  .  .  .  1*B3A 
Turning    tool    lor    welding    arbor*.      Hun- 

son        •4>;) "T»"i8teat"   gage      (s^ 
Two     gentle     reminders     for     punetualitr. 

Faulhaber          87J 
Two  hundred  miles  per  hour  necessary  lor 

commercial    aviation       7.^7 
Two  kinks  for  the  toolmaker.  Sboemaker!  481 
Two  simple  rigs  tor  grinding  cutler*.  Rieh.*8»3 
Two  vises  lo  handle  axle  assemblie*.  Luer«.^734 
Two    ways    of    hiaking    a    core— discussion. 

Duggan.   •2.33.  7.15:  Bl.ike        4(«I 
Typewritten  sheets — discussion.     Bli]e  print- 

ing from.      Broome.   371:    Salmon      .547 

C 

Uncommon    "shark's  jaw."     Tow'son   •738 
Undorstanding    shop    terms.      Ferber.    148' 

Butt-Gow          500 
linderstudies.      Grimshaw          4111 
Unemployment — a  management  problem ....   30S 
ITnemployment   insurance         235 
Unemployment   insurance,   and   its  effect  on 

the      machinery      industry.      Compulsory. 
Du  Bnil        2n.S 

Union    portable  bench   saw      {•304l> 
United   Kingdom— exports  of  metal  working 

machinery           K114 
United  Kingdom — imporis  of  machine  tools.    805 
U.    S.    Electrical    Tool    Co.    combination    ejt- 

lemal   and   internal   grinding   attachment. 

.,    „    „  t*375.     'atrnt 
U.  S.  Electric  Welder  Co.  and  heating  trans- 

former     I ̂ 468.    •752b 
"U.    S"  "lectric   welding   machine      $•821 
United    State»— exports    of    metal    working 

machinery           7MO 
UnitPd    States — imports    of    tools      772 

Universal      aittachmenl.      Ame^r      '"Junior.'" {•278.   "SOeb 

"Universal       Giant"       heavy-duty       friction 
clutch.  Wood's     {•504.  •7S2b 

IInn«ve9ear>"  interruptions.     Faulhaber   ....   724 
Unshackle   business.      Bainler         »B8 

Unusual  break  In  a  tire  turning  iiwl.  .  .  .  •215 
Up-to-date  bar  storage  rack.  Colvin.  .  .  .  •asn 
Use  ol  double-actlnir  machines.  Grimshaw.  .560 
Using    a    multtple-spindle    drilling    macbine 

as   a   station    machine.     Hudson      •483 
Using    diamond    tools    for     flnishing    bear- 

ings          41(4 
Using    diamond    tools    in    motor    building. 

Linting        "4.77 
Utilizing    fixtures    on    different    maebin*** — 

discussion.      Hudson.    •27:    Henry.    382: 
Mills      sns 

Utilizing  w"all  space        esa 
V 

Vacations  without  loss  of  time.     Qalllen...   415 
Vacations   with   pay.      Terrell      693 
Va'iif    of     calculation     in     ma<4une     shop. 

Kellogg           flie 
Valve  bushings,  milling  parts  in.  Rich .  .  •2:f.! 
Valve  Grinding — continuous  or  reciprocating. 

Fowler      1008 
Valve  push  rods.  Spe<^al  wrench  lor  making. 

adiustments    to.      Luers      •151 
Valve  to  blow   away  the  chips.    Automatic 

air.      Kaufman       •580 
Valves     from     sticking.     Rings     to     keep. 

Luers      ..^gi 
Valves.  Jigs   lor  assembling  needle.      Maw- 

son        •4J9 
"Valvo"  valve  grinding  machine.  Van  Nor- 

man     J  •.506.    •78Kc 
\  an  Dorn  grinding  attachment   t  •SSOg 
Van     Dorn     radial-arm     electric     drill     for 

millwrights      t*238.   •.596 
Van     Ketiren     hardened     and     lapped     steel 

surface   plates      t*869.    •9R«b 
Van  Keuren  measuring  wires   t^3B4lr 
Van    Norman    No.    2    grinding   machine.  .  t^l68b 
Van    Norman    "Valvo"    valve    grinding    ma- 

chine     t  •SOB.    •7«Rc 
V.tried   eouipment  for  shop  schools      311 
V-block    for    drilling.    Improved.      Brooks.  •SOS 
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Melting  and  Pouring  Aluminum  Alloys 
Proper  Care  of  Furnace— Effect  of  Melting  and  Pouring  Temperatures  on  Castings- How  To  Overcome  Foundry  Difficulties 

From  Sales  Department  Condensed  Data  Prepared  by  the  Technical  Department, Aluminum  Company  of  America 

WHEN  the  peculiarities  are  mastered,  foundry 
work  in  aluminum  is  very  satisfactory  due  to 
its  response  to  constant  manipulation.  Among 

the  peculiarities  to  be  considered,  the  effect  of  melting 
and  pouring  temperatures  upon  the  casting  is  of  greatest 
importance.  The  necessity  for  careful  temperature  con- 

trol at  all  stages  of  the  melting  and  pouring  process 
cannot     be     over-empha-   
sized,  for  disregard  of 
temperature  regulation 
undoubtedly  is  one  of  the 
most  prolific  causes  of 
foundry  troubles.  Ex- 

perience has  shown  that 
melting  and  pouring  tem- 

peratures of  the  metal  in- 
fluence the  physical  prop- 

erties and  structures  of  a 

casting  to  an  almost  unbe- 
lievable extent.  Alumi- 

num should  preferably  be 
melted  in  ordinary  plum- 

bago crucibles,  and,  if  not 
overheated,  it  will  absorb 
no  appreciable  amount  of 
silicon  from  the  crucible. 
Aluminum  remelted  twen- 

ty times  in  such  a  crucible 

showed  an  addition  of  only  one-tenth  of  one  per 
cent  of  silicon.  Nor  does  aluminum  unite  with 
carbon  to  any  considerable  extent  when  heated  in  con- 

tact with  it,  unless  the  metal  is  heated  much  above  its 
melting  point.  However,  plumbago  crucibles  are  short- 

lived and,  consequently,  expensive.  They  are  also  not 
very  well  suited  to  large-scale  foundry  work.  As  a 
result,  cast-iron  pots  are  probably  more  generally  used 
for  remelting  purposes.  If  the  iron  pots  are  well  cared 
for  there  is  no  danger  of  an  excessively  large  amount 
of  iron  being  taken  up  by  the  metal. 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  furnace  must  be  carefully 
attended  if  the  metal  is  not  to  be  contaminated.  After 
each  heat,  or  at  the  end  of  the  day,  if  a  continuous  heat 
is  run,  the  crucible  or  pot  should  be  thorougly  cleaned. 
The  interior  of  the  crucible  should  then  be  covered  with 

a  carbon  wash.  The  iron  pot  shouldtbe  given  a  plum- 
bago wash  followed  by  a  lime  wash.  These  coatings 

serve  as  a  protection  against  the  action  of  the  molten 
metal,  and  their  importance  will  be  more  clearly  seen  in 
the  subsequent  treatment  of  foundry  troubles. 

Gas  and  oil  are  the  best  fuels  for  remelting  aluminum 
because  their  use  gives  the  best  possible  control  over 
the  temperature  in  the  furnace.    Coke  is  also  used. 

No  charcoal  or  carbonaceous  covering  should  be  used 

THE  PHYSICAL  properties  and  casting 
structure  are  affected  by  the  melting  and 

pouring  temperatures  and  require  accurate 
temperature  control  in  foundry  work.  Exces- 

sive oxidation  and  gas  absorption  are  the 
results  of  overheating  aluminum  alloys. 

Temperature  regulation  and  better  care  of 
remelting  receptacles  diminish  hard  spots  and 
harmful  high  iron  content. 

Checking  and  drawing  are  eliminated  by 
softer  cores,  larger  gating  and  fillets,  risers  or 
chills,  uniform  ladle  temperature  as  well  as 
better  casting  designs. 

on  aluminum,  because  the  charcoal  is  liable  to  become 
incorporated  in  the  metal  and  find  its  way  into  the 
casting.  A  better  way  to  prevent  oxidation  is  to  prevent 
overheating  of  the  metal  by  means  of  accurate  temper- ature control. 

The  charge  should  be  stirred  frequently  in  order  to 
thoroughly  disseminate  the  alloying  metal  through  the 

aluminum.  It  should  not 
be  allowed  to  remain  long 
on  the  fire  after  the  metal 
is  thoroughly  fused  and 
mixed,  foe  it  has  been 
found  that  the  longer  any 

metal  is  held  in  the  fur- 
nace the  more  unsound 

are  the  resultant  castings, 
regardless  of  the  melting 
and  pouring  temperatures. 
Before  being  removed 
from  the  furnace  and 

again  in  the  ladle  just  be- 
fore pouring,  the  metal 

should  be  carefully  skim- 
med. As  stated  before, 

aluminum  oxidizes  rapidly 

and  consequently  has  con- 
siderable dross  on  it.  Un- 

less great  care  is  exercised 
in  removing  this  dross,  it  may  become  immersed  in  the 

body  of  metal  and  pass  into  the  casting  with  the  conse- 
quent poor  results. 

The  mold  should  be  poured  slowly  and  carefully: 
otherwise,  the  thinner  sections  of  the  mold  may  not 
be  filled;  and  also,  the  mold  may  wash,  incorporattng 
sand  in  the  casting.  When  the  casting  is  machined  or 
polished  the  grains  of  the  sand  drop  out  leaving  small 
pinholes  in  the  surface  of  the  metal.  In  order  to 
prevent  cracking  the  casting  should  be  stripped  as  soon 
as  it  has  set. 

Fluxes  are  not  generally  used  in  good  aluminum 
foundry  practice.  A  flux  is  not  needed  with  virgin 
aluminum  or  alloys  because  of  their  freedom  from  im- 

purities and  oxides.  However,  when  scrap  metal,  par- 
ticularly in  the  form  of  borings  and  turnings,  is  remelted 

a  zinc  chloride  flux  may  often  be  used  to  advantage  in 
order  to  increase  the  amount  of  metal  recovered.  The 
flux  serves  to  promote  union  by  removing  the  coating 
of  oxide  which  surrounds  each  small  piece  of  metal 

Alloys  of  the  same  chemical  composition  melted  and 
cast  under  different  temperature  conditions  display 
markedly  different  characteristics.  A  realization  of  this 
accounts  for  the  fact  that  most  progressive  foundries 
are  now  pouring  all  aluminum  castings  under  strict 
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ipMo  of  froqasat  boo  of  the  pyrwaetar,  the  harmful 
oActa  of  fnoibtlaa  aor  bo  ilniaihtod  by  the  exercise 
of  can  la  ceoHaf  tha  tootal  down.  The  charge  should 
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to  bo  added,  instead  of  being  thrown  into  the 
ohoold  be  taken  op  with  a  pair  of  tongs  and 

«aletir  otirrod  io  the  center  of  it  Car«  should  be 
takn  Mi  to  too^  tha  sidoo  of  the  crucible  or  pot,  for 
Ihio  WKf  ckip  tho  protoetlvo  coating  and  expose  the 

to  the  intensified  action  of  the  metal  at  this  tem- 

latroducing  "YtMri  spots"  in  the  casting. 
fooadon  claim  that  the  melting  temperature 

lo  aoC  so  important  prorided  the  metal  is  poured  at 
tho  right  temperature.  This  is  a  serious  error,  for 

that  the  higher  the  temperature  to 
tho  dMTge  is  lieatcd.  the  more  unsound  are  the 

IffoopottiTe  of  tho  pouring  temperature. 

POOSIKO  TEMPnUTUU  AND  TENStLg  SlUNOTB 

foOewioff  paragraph  ombodloo  moot  important 
for  the  foundrrmaa.  and  b  o^Mcially  com- 

to  his  careful  consideration: 

metal  should  be  poured  at  the  lowest  possible 
ore  consistent  with  sufficient  fluidity  to  eom> 
iO  tho  BMid  and  at  the  same  tino  alk>w  air 
aad  gaooo  to  escape  from  tho  motal  before  it 

This  totoperatare  will  vary  with  the  typo 
A  oomII  thia  easting  must  bo  poured  hotter 

largo  Urick  eec.     Pouring  the  motal  too  cold 
Mew  holes  aad  lack  of  sharpness  in 

PoerfBf  tho  meUl  too  hot  cauooo 
ooarso  grained  and  porous  struc* 

oarfooi^  blow  holas  and  very  often  shrinkage 
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It  will  be  noticed  that  the  tensile  strength  decreaseo 
as  the  pouring  temperature  increases.  The  explanation 
for  this  is  that  metal  poured  at  a  high  temperature 
roquiros  aiore  time  to  solidify  than  the  same  kind  of 
netal  poured  at  a  low  temperature.  Slow  crystallization 
alfews  the  crystals  formed  to  increase  in  sise,  and  large 
crystal  growth  means  weak  castings.  The  finer  the 
grain,  the  stronger  the  metal.  The  rate  of  solidifying 
is  also  influenced  by  the  sise  and  thickness  of  the  cast- 

ings and  by  the  heat  conductivity  of  the  mold.  But 
as  neither  of  these  are  entirely  subject  to  the  control 
of  the  foundr>'man,  he  is  chiefly  concerned  with  seeing 
that  the  metal  is  never  poured  at  a  higher  temperature 
than  lo  aboolutoly  necessary  for  the  casting  in  question. 

Milting  No.  12  Alloy 

Though  tho  practice  of  making  No.  12  alloy  in  small 
heats  by  melting  down  the  virgin  aluminum  and  copper 
is  not  a  good  one,  in  emergencies  it  is  sometimes  resorted 

to  by  foundr>'men.  When  this  is  done,  certain  precau- 
tions  must  be  taken  in  introducing  the  copper  into  the 
aluminunL  Because  of  its  high  melting  point  copper 
is  usually  introduced  in  the  form  of  a  rich  copper  alloy 
or  hardener  containing  60  per  cent  copper  and  60  per 
cent  aluminum,  the  melting  point  of  which  is  lower 
than  that  of  pure  aluminum. 

This  alloy  is  made  by  melting  down  pure  copper  in 
one  crucible  and  an  equal  amount  of  pure  aluminum 
in  another.  When  both  metals  are  thoroughly  melted 
the  molten  copper  is  poured  into  the  molten  aluminum. 
The  union  of  the  two  metals  produces  a  rise  in  temper- 

ature, and  it  has  been  found  to  be  a  good  practice 
instead  of  melting  down  all  of  the  aluminum  at  firHt 
to  reserve  a  part  of  it  and  add  it  in  the  solid  form  at 
this  time  to  offset  the  rise.  The  two  metals  should  then 
be  thoroughly  mixed  cither  by  pouring  the  metal  from 
one  vessel  to  the  other,  or  by  stirring.  The  metal  should 
be  cast  in  the  form  of  convenient  ingots.  The  resulting 
alloy  is  very  brittle,  an  ingot  breaking  readily  on  l)eing 
dropped  to  the  floor.  This  is  an  advantage  in  weighing 
out  small  quantities  of  the  alloy  to  add  to  the  metal. 

The  introduction  of  this  alloy  into  the  pure  aluminum 
is  easily  done  because  of  its  low  melting  point.  In  order 
to  obtain  8  per  cent  copper  in  the  resulting  alloy,  84 

parts  of  pure  aluminum  to  16  parts  of  the  60-60  rich 
copper  alloy  are  used.  The  pure  aluminum  is  melted 
down  first  and  then  the  alloy  is  added.  The  mixture 
should  be  thoroughly  stirred  to  Insure  complete  dis- 

semination of  the  copper  throughout  the  alloy.  Although 
the  alloy  is  now  ready  to  pour  into  castings,  a  better 
practice  is  to  cast  the  metal  in  ingot  form  and  remelt 
later.  Tho  remelting  gives  the  aluminum  a  better 
chance  Co  form  a  uniform  alloy  with  the  copper. 

Habo  Spots  fsom  Over h eating 

Hard  spots  are  small  pieces  of  a  small  flint-like 
foreign  sutMtance  in  the  casting  which  readily  take  the 
edge  off  any  machining  tool.  They  have  their  origin 
primarily  in  the  plumbago  crucibles  or  iron  pots  used 
in  remelting  the  alloys  in  the  foundry.  In  the  plumbago 
crucibles  the  molten  aluminum  attacks  the  clay,  reduc- 

ing the  silica  to  silicon  to  some  extent,  and  permitting 
small  piocoo  of  tho  graphite  to  become  dislodged  and 
fall  into  tho  motaL  Under  the  high  heat  of  the  furnace, 

thoso  piocoo  are  baked  io  a  consistency  closely  resem- 
bling that  of  corundum,  and  find  their  way  into  the 

casting,  forming  hard  spots.  In  cast-iron  pots  the 
action  of  the  aluminum  on  the  Iron  forms  a  hard  ferro- 
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aluminum  alloy.  Pieces  of  this  alloy  break  off,  become 
incorporatfcd  in  the  metal  and  are  cast  with  it.  It  has 
been  found,  however,  that  hard  spots  from  this  source 
are  never  so  hard  as  those  formed  in  plumbago 
crucibles. 

The  formation  of  these  hard  spots  is  increased  by 
overheating  the  metal,  for  the  action  of  aluminum  on 
the  crucible  or  pot  is  intensified  at  higher  temperatures. 
Failure  to  clean  the  remelting  receptacles  frequently 
and  to  cover  them  with  a  protective  wash  also  provides 
conditions  favorable  to  their  formation.  In  order  to 
prevent  hard  spots  care  must  be  exercised  in  every 
step  of  the  remelting  process.  Attention  to  no  one 
detail  will  eliminate  them  entirely.  Thus,  though  it 
may  be  said  their  remedy  lies  principally  in  the  better 
care  of  the  remelting  receptacles  and  proper  temper- 

ature control,  no  absolute  assurance  can  be  given  that 
they  may  not  develop  from  other  sources. 

The  following  suggestions  have  proved  helpful  where 
trouble  from  hard  spots  has  arisen: 

(1)  Clean  the  plumbago  crucibles  or  iron  pots  after 
each  heat  or  at  the  end  of  each  day. 

(2)  Give  the  plumbago  crucibles  a  carbon  wash  and 
the  iron  pots  a  plumbago  wash  followed  by  a  lime  wash 
at  the  end  of  each  day. 

(3)  Never  overheat  the  metal.  Use  a  good  pyrometer. 
(4)  Discard  remelting  pots  and  crucibles  before  they 

get  too  old. 
(5)  Remelt  skulls  from  discarded  pots  and  crucibles 

separately  so  as  not  to  contaminate  the  good  metal. 
(6)  Skim  the  metal  well  before  pouring.  Then  let 

it  become  quiet  before  dipping. 
(7)  Never  dip  near  the  bottom  of  the  pot  or  crucible 

in  removing  metal.  Hard  spots,  being  heavy,  sink  to 
the  bottom  of  the  pot. 

(8)  For  the  same  reason,  never  drain  the  pot  except 
after  each  heat  or  at  the  end  of  the  day  when  the  metal 
in  the  bottom  of  the  pot  should  be  cast  in  ingot  form 
and  used  later  for  low-grade  casting  work. 

Checking  and  Drawing 

Checking  and  drawing  of  castings  may  be  caused  by 
cores  that  are  too  hard,  overheated  metal,  improper 
gating  or  uneven  shrinkage  of  different  sections  of 
the  casting.  The  importance  of  making  the  cores  as 
soft  as  is  consistent  with  safe  handling  has  been 
emphasized  before.  If  cores  offer  any  resistance  to 
the  metal  on  contraction,  especially  when  the  metal 
is  in  its  hot  short  state,  a  cracked  casting  is  almost 
sure  to  result. 

Drawing  of  the  metal  due  to  improper  gating  is  a 
frequent  occurrence.  A  porous,  spongy  appearance  is 
often  seen  below  the  place  at  which  the  gate  joins  the 
casting,  especially  if  this  be  at  a  heavy  section  of  the 
casting.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  the  gate  or  fillet 
where  the  gate  joins  the  casting  is  made  so  small  that 
the  gate  cools  faster  than  the  casting  itself  and  conse- 

quently draws  away  from  the  liquid  casting  adjoining 
it.  The  remedy  lies  in  a  larger  gate  and  more  liberal 
fillet. 

Uneven  shrinkage  of  the  metal  in  different  sections 

of  the  casting  probably  causes  more  checking  and  draw- 
ing than  any  other  one  thing.  One  of  the  best  illustra- 

tions of  shrinkage  of  this  nature  exists  at  the  point 
where  a  light  section  of  the  casting  joins  a  heavy  sec- 

tion. Here  the  light  section  cools  first  and  the  heavy 

section,  which  is  still  liquid,  will  "draw"  from  the  light 
section,   causing   shrinks   or   cracks.     One   method   of 

overcoming  this  is  to  place  a  riser  over  the  heavy  section 
so  that  on  cooling  the  heavy  section  will  draw  metal 
from  the  riser  above  it.  Another  method  is  to  hasten 
the  cooling  of  the  heavy  section  so  that  it  will  set  as 
fast  as  the  light  section.  This  is  usually  accomplished 
by  setting  chills  in  the  mold  next  to  the  heavy  section. 

Another  illustration  of  the  evil  effects  of  uneven 
shrinkage  is  often  seen  in  large  castings  which  are 
poured  from  two  different  ladles  or  crucibles  of  metal. 
The  temperature  of  the  metal  poured  into  one  sprue 
was  not  the  same  as  that  of  the  metal  poured  into  the 
other  sprue,  and  as  a  result  of  the  uneven  contraction, 
large  cracks,  sometimes  extending  entirely  through  the 
casting,  are  seen.  When  two  ladles  mu3t  be  used  in 
pouring  a  casting,  care  should  always  be  taken  to  see 
that  the  temperature  of  the  metal  in  each  of  the  ladles 
is  the  same  before  pouring  begins.  Still  another  method 
for  reducing  the  evil  effects  of  uneven  shrinkage  of  two 
sections  of  a  casting  lies  in  better  design  o(  the  casting. 
Castings  are  often  designed  with  unnecessary  variations 
in  the  thickness  of  the  various  sections  and  with  such 
a  multiplicity  of  ribs,  gussets  and  brackets  that  the 
inharmonious  contraction  of  the  several  sections  entirely 
defeats  the  intention  of  the  designer. 

High  Iron  Content 

As  previously  stated,  a  small  amount  of  iron  In  alu- 
minum is  not  detrimental.  However,  when  the  iron 

content  rises  over  IJ  to  2  per  cent  trouble  is  liable  to 
start,  for  a  high  percentage  of  iron  is  usually  attended 
with  certain  harmful  effects.  Chief  among  these  is. 
probably  the  tendency  toward  brittleness. 

High  iron  also  gives  a  coarse  grained,  spongy  struc- 
ture to  the  metal.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  iron 

makes  the  molten  aluminum  sluggish,  and  as  a  result 
it  must  be  poured  at  an  abnormally  high  temperature 
with  the  usual  bad  results.  High  iron  content  can  gen- 

erally be  detected  by  the  spangled  or  crystalline  appear- 
ance of  the  surface  of  the  casting.  It  is  also  indicated 

by  the  fracture  of  the  casting  which  exhibits  a  coarse, 
crystalline  structure.  However,  inasmuch  as  iron  may 
exist  in  the  metal  in  sufficient  quantities  to  be  detri- 

mental, but  not  in  large  enough  amounts  to  be  evident 
from  the  surface  or  fracture,  absence  of  these  visible 
signs  does  not  necessarily  prove  that  the  iron  is  low 
enough  to  cause  no  trouble.  Chemical  analysis  must 
always  be  resorted  to  if  there  is  any  doubt  as  to  the 
presence  of  injurious  quantities  of  iron.  Obviously, 
the  only  sources  of  iron  are  the  iron  pots,  ladles  and 
stirring  rods  used  in  remelting,  and  the  remelted  metaL 
Any  measures  taken  to  protect  the  iron  receptacles  or 
tools  from  the  action  of  the  molten  aluminum  or  to 
improve  the  quality  of  the  metal  which  goes  into  the 
remelt  will  prove  useful  in  keeping  the  iron  content 
at  a  minimum. 

The  precautions  suggested  for  avoiding  hard  spots 
are  also  helpful  in  limiting  the  iron  content,  and  together 
with  the  following  represent  a  few  of  the  measures 
which  have  been  tried  and  found  effective: 

(1)  Never  overheat  the  metal — overheating  increases 
the  action  of  aluminum  or  iron. 

(2)  Never  use  too  high  a  percentage  of  sprues  and 
gates  in  the  remelt — each  additional  melting  adds  more 
iron  to  the  metal.  If  high  iron  has  a  good  start  in 
the  foundry,  melt  all  foundry  scrap  separately. 

(3)  Never  use  scrap  from  indeterminate  sources 
without  first  subjecting  it  to  chemical  analysis. 

The  importance  of  always  keeping  the  iron  pots  and 
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the  amount  of  iron  normally  abM>rl>«d  from  the  pota 
and  ladle*  ia  aufmentad  by  the  introduction  of  hlffh- 
iron  foundry  scrap,  and,  aa  a  rasult,  each  succeeding 
crop  of  rates  and  apruea  contains  more  iron  than  iU 
pradecessor.  The  only  way  to  put  jtn  end  to  such  a 
Stat*  of  atTaint  in  the  foundry  is  to  remelt  the  sprues, 
rates,  fins  and  other  foundry  scrap  separately  and  use 
th*  resulting  meUl.  probably  in  combination  with  a 
small  quantity  of  good  metal,  for  the  production  of 
low-grade  castings  which  do  not  call  for  a  metiil  that  is 
nble  to  withstand  severe  shocks  «nd  strains. 

ARBCKKT  iaaa*  of  AmaiCAN  Machinist  con- 
tained aa  article  deacribing  some  of  the  tools  and 

,  ftxtaraa  ia  as*  in  ooe  of  th*  service  aasembling 
phrti  of  tW  YaOoar  Cab  Co„  of  Chicago.  In  the  present 
tetkl*.  a  aaabar  of  aralding  and  machining  operations 
ara  daserib*d.  thea*  OMCbods  having  been  found  by  the 
Ytlkm  Cab  Co.  to  be  tba  oiost  inexpensive  for  malting 
rspalrs  oa  th*  parte  deacribed. 

TIm  oparation  of  re-seating  valve  ports  in  cylindart 
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ney  for  the  gaaas  to  eacape.  If  the  valve  is  U  in.  in 
diameter,  a  1-in.  section  is  cut  of!  the  <>nd  of  a  1  i-in. 
round  bar  of  carbon  and  this  section  is  placed  under 
the  valve  opening  and  braced  there  with  a  handful  of 
asbestos.  The  carbon  will  not  melt,  and  thus  prevents 
the  hot  metal  from  ruiininK  down  through  the  hole. 
Then  the  operator,  using  the  welding  torch  and  a  bar 
of  practically  pure  iron,  proceeds  to  build  the  valve 
port  full  of  metal.  The  hole  is  gradually  built  up  from 
the  edge  to  the  center,  and  when  it  is  entirely  filled, 
the  metal  is  puddled  very  carefully  in  order  to  make  it 
.i<!  uniform  as  possible.  Sheets  of  asbestos  are  placed 
around  the  cylinder,  over  the  oven,  to  retain  as  much 
of  the  heat  as  possiUe.  The  port  is  then  bored  and 
seated  in  the  usual  manner. 

Repairing  a  Sookkd  Cyundbb 

When  a  cylinder  bore  is  scored,  if  the  score  ia  per- 
pendicular, as  ia  usually  the  caae,  it  is  repaired  by  the 

method  shown  in  Fig.  2.  The  operator  sets  the  cylinder 
up  as  shown,  and  using  the  tool  shown  at  A,  cleans  out 
the  score  and  makes  a  groove  in  the  cylinder  bore. 
Then  zinc  chloride  ia  applied  in  the  same  manner  as  for 

>klering,  and  what  is  known  as  "F>er-Stick"  metal  is 
fused  into  th«  groove.  This  metal  is  a  special  alloy 

which  has  b«en  developed  by  the  Great  Western  Smelt- 
ing Co.,  of  Chicago,  for  this  purpoac.  The  torch  in  use 

by  the  operator  shown  in  Fig.  2  is  a  "Rcgo"  gas  welding 
torch,  and  the  flame  is  produced  from  a  combination  of 
hydrogen  and  oxygen. 

After  the  groove  haa  been  fllled  with  metal,  the  tool 
indicated  at  0  is  used  to  clean  off  the  superfluous  metal 
and  snwoth  the  surface  of  the  bore.  The  cutting  edge 
of  this  tool  is  ground  to  the  same  radius  as  the  bore  of 
the  cylinder,  and  when  the  operator  gets  through  scraps 
ing  the  mended  spot.  It  is  nearly  as  good  as  new. 

The  operation  of  pre-heating  a  crankcase  preparatory 
to  repairing  by  welding  is  shown  In  Fig.  8.  Cracks  are 
mended  and  holes  are  filled  in  with  the  aid  of  the  gas- 
torch  and  aluminum  solder.  Before  the  actual  operation 

of  welding  the  broken  spot  is  staKcd.  howi-vcr.  the  case 
is  b*at«d  all  around  the  vicinity  of  the  break  no  that 
tht  repair  will  be  affective.  In  order  to  prevent  the 
eaae  from  warping  da*  to  this  pr*-heating,  the  shaft  A 
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cradling,  ate.  of  the  cylinder,  while  welding. 

th*  rylioder  1*  soAriently  bsatad.  the  operator 
a  pip*,  shown  at  A,  in  th*  port  nsxt  to  th*  on* 
to  h*  wstdsd.  this  pipe  arting  a*  a  aert  of  ehioi' 
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FIG.    2.      REPAIRING   A   SCORED  CYLINDER 

is  bolted  in  to  the  bearings  and  the  plate  B  is  bolted  to 
the  flange  in  the  manner  shown.  The  shaft  is  2i  in. 
in  diameter  and  the  plate  is  1  in.  thick.  The  use  of 
this  shaft  and  plate  are  very  effective  in  preventing 
distortion  of  the  case. 

The  Lathe  As  a  Horizontal  Boring  Machine 

The  reboring  of  a  crankcase  bearing  that  has  been 
built  up  with  aluminum  solder  is  shown  in  Fig.  4.  The 
case  is  held  in  position  by  two  posts  at  the  rear  end, 
one  of  which  can  be  seen  at  A,  and  by  the  boring  bar 
itself  at  the  center  and  rear  bearings.  This  is  accom- 

plished by  the  use  of  two  sleeve  bushings  which  are 
bolted  into  the  center  and  rear  main  bearings,  the 
bushings  containing  bronze  shells  which  are  bored  to 
a  running  fit  for  the  bar.  The  bar  is  IJ  in.  in  diameter 
and  has  openings  for  toolbits  in  three  places  so  that  any 
one  of  the  three  bearings  can  be  bored. 

It  is  seldom  that  more  than  one  bearing  has  to  be 
rebored,  which  makes  it  possible  to  align  the  bar  by 
using  the  sleeve  bushings  in  the  other  two  bearings. 

The  operation  shown  in  Fig.  5  is  that  of  remilling 
the  face  of  a  transmission  case  that  has  become  so 

badly  worn  that  it  had  to  be  built  up  with  aluminum 
solder.     The  piece  is  held  in  position  by  means  of  the 

FIG.    3.      PRE-HEATING   A   CRANKCASE   UEKUKE    WELDl.N'O 

arbor  A  and  the  clamp  B.  The  arbor,  which  fits  the 
main  transmission  shaft  hole,  is  Zl  in.  in  diameter  and 
12  in.  long.  It  is  attached  with  screws  at  the  lower  end 
to  a  plate  which  is  bolted  to  the  table  of  the  machine. 

The  sleeves  which  are  used  to  align  the  boring  bar 
for  boring  out  the  transmission  case  bearings  can  be 
seen  in  Fig.  6.  The  bar,  which  is  held  between  the 
centers  of  the  lathe,  is  a  sliding  fit  in  the  bushing  of 
the  sleeve  shown  at  A.  The  bar  shown  in  the  toolholder 
is  bent  up  on  the  end  and  is  drilled  so  that  it  can  be 
bolted  to  the  flange  of  the  case  at  the  point  indicated  at 
B.  This  not  only  holds  the  case  from  turning,  but 
also  makes  possible  the  use  of  the  automatic  feed.  The 
cutting  tool  itself  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  7,  and  the  re- 

verse end  of  the  upper  one  of  the  two  bushings  can  be 
seen  at  A.  Inspection  of  the  flange  of  the  case  will 
show  where  it  has  been  built  up  in  places  that  had  be- 

come badly  worn.  To  face  this  off,  an  arbor  is  put  into 
the  hole  A  and  the  piece  is  swung  between  centers  and 
faced  in  the  usual  manner. 

Salvaging  Worn-Out  Parts 

Some  of  the  methods  of  re-claiming  worn-out  parts 

are  shown  in  Fig.  8.    The  piece  indicated  at  A  is  a  drive 

shaft  that  is  entirely  worn  out  in  the  bearings,  as  can 

FIG.  4.  RE-BORING  A  CRANKCASE  BEAR 
ING  IN  THE  L.\THE       PIG.    5.    RE-MACHINING  A  BUILT-UP  TRANSMIS

SION  CASH 
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b*  awa.  Inrtwil  of  aenppinc  thia.  new  meUl  is  welded 

lale  tkt  btarlBS  and  Um  pice*  b  re-machined  so  that 

whM  iaiihtd  U  appMn  m  ahown  at  0.  This  only 

takM  car*  «f  oat  cad.  bowwver.  When  the  aplined  end 

C  htcamm  hmOy  won,  it  is  built  up  and  the  aplinea  are 

IMbIBiiI  OecaalonaDr  a  shaft  is  twisted  or  broken  in 

two,  In  wlikli  ease  the  ends  are  inserted  into  a  length 

of  tobtag  M/A  welded  in.  which  makes  it  as  solid  as 

befoia.  TW  pieeca  indicated  at  A  and  B  are  both  ex- 

aavlao  ̂   t)>l*>  **^  *^  joints  where  the  splined  end 
eaters  into  the  tubing  can  be  seen  on  the  piece  C. 

In  ca»«i  where  an  axle  shaft  becomes  Udly  worn  at 

na   I       ■AL.TAOBD  PAim 

cat  fatwa 
mi  h 

•tr 

the  other  ead  is  etlU  good,  the  shaft  U 
tke  good  ead  ia  aavad.    One  good  splined 

ta  eae  aad  OB  which  the  taper  is 
a  cwaplete  good  shaft.    Two 

at  D  aad  V.   Tbe  ahaft  iodieatad 
oa  wUdi  the  epUaad  aad  wore  conpleUlr 

I  oUmt  WfUmA  ahaft  ends  in 
of  ahaft  waa  wtUti  m  aa  shown,  and 

thia  section  will  later  have  the  splines  milled  in  the 
regular  way.  Those  sections  of  shaft  which  cannot  be 
used  further  as  axle  shafts,  are  cut  to  length  as  shown 
at  G  and  turned  down  to  make  transmission  counter- 

shafts similar  to  the  piece  shown  at  H. 
It  can  be  seen  that  nothing  is  ever  thrown  away  in 

this  shop  until  every  possible  use  has  been  made  of  it 
and  it  has  reached  the  point  where  further  repair  would 
be  wasteful 

Why  Machine  Tool  Prices  Cannot 
Come  Down 

By  B.  B.  Quillen 
Pn-nldent.  CInrlnnall  I'Unvr  Co. 

The  average  buyer  does  not  atop  to  think  'vhy  prices 
'  <*  machine  tools  are  high,  and  must  continue  high.  He 
•  .  in  mind  only  the  fact  that  he  bought  a  machine  at 
;  <  rtain  price  back  in  1914,  and  thinks  that  he  should 
U  able  to  buy  at  that  price  again;  but  he  overlooks 
the  following  items  which  enter  into  the  cost  of  our 
product,  and  which  will  make  it  impossible  to  ever  again 

buy  at  pre-war  prices: 
(1)  Taxes  now  comprise  a  very  important  part  of 

the  cost  of  our  product,  and  they  will  continue 
as  one  of  the  important  itenu  for  many  years  to 
come. 

Freight  rates  are  practically  double  what  they 

were,  and  it  will  be  a  long  time  before  they 

will  come  down  to  any  great  extent. 

Passenger  rates  are  also  higher,  and  will  con- 
tinue so,  making  selling  expenses  much  higher 

than  ever  before. 

Wages  will  continue  higher  than  ever  before, 

for  the  reason  that  we  are  all  living  on  a  higher 

level,  and  will  not  go  back  to  pre-war  condi- tions. 

The  working  hours  have  been  lowered  to  48.  and 

will  remain  on  that  basis,  which  means  added 
cost. 

All  manufarturers  have  greatly  Improved  their 

product;  the  machines  are  heavier,  and  many 

attachmenU  have  been  added,   increaHinif   the 

coat,  which  must  be  a  permanent  addition  to  the selling  price. 

Prices  have  already  been  greatly   reduced  on 

machine  tools,  and  there  can  be  very  little  hope 
of  their  going  lower.    They  may  go  up. 

(2) 

(8) 

(4) 

^J         (5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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Factory  Storekeeping  and  Material  Control 
The  Fifth  Article— Storeroom  Layout— Benefits  of  Centralized  Storage- 

How  the  Materials  Should  Be  Arranged  and  Indexed 
By  henry  h.  farquhar 

AS  IS  true  of  most  other  phases  of  material 
l\  handling,  the  details  of  the  arrangement  and 

JL  ̂   operation  of  the  storeroom  must  naturally  be  de- 
veloped to  meet  local  needs.  The  storeroom,  however, 

serves  the  same  purpose  in  the  factory  that  the  bank 
vault  does  in  the  storage  and  safeguarding  of  money, 
and  no  material  procedure  can  be  considered  complete 
unless  a  thorough  study  of  the  storeroom  needs  has 
been  made  and  unless 
storeroom  operation  has 
been  systematically  tied 
into  the  rest  of  the 

routine.  The  require- 
ments for  the  storage  of 

different  materials  in  dif- 
ferent types  of  industry 

may  vary  tremendously. 
Thus,  in  some  cases, 
much  material  may  be 
stored  in  the  open  and 
under  such  conditions  it 
would  be  money  wasted  to 
build  a  house  for  its  ac- 

commodation. Other  sup- 
plies may  be  stored  out- 

of-doors  provided  a  roof 
is  erected  to  keep  the  rain 
and    snow   from   coming 
into  direct  contact  with  the  material.  In  other 

cases,  however,  adequate  housing  must  be  provided  if 
losses  are  to  be  prevented.  It  is  with  particular  refer- 

ence to  this  latter  class  of  goods  that  the  following 
remarks  apply,  although  in  general  the  problems  of 
storage  outside  or  inside  are  in  many  respects  similar. 

The  Best  Location  for  Storing  Materials 

In  considering  the  physical  location  of  the  one  or 
more  storerooms  which  may  be  necessary  and  the  re- 

sponsibility for  the  operation  of  each  one,  a  great  many 
different  things  must  be  taken  into  account.  On  the 
one  hand,  the  obvious  benefits  of  centralization  in  one 
storage  place  should  be  weighed  carefully  against  the 
offsetting  cost  of  transportation  and  the  less  efficient 
service  often  given  to  the  departments  where  mate- 

rials are  needed  if  complete  centralization  is  in  effect. 
A  careful  study  of  the  floor  plans  and  of  the  paths  of 
travel  of  materials  must  be  made  to  give  the  best 
location  for  the  storeroom,  all  things  considered.  At 
best,  in  any  large  factory  this  question  is  a  perplexing 
one. 

Somewhat  akin  to  the  foregoing  considerations  are 
those  affecting  the  determination  of  whether  raw  mate- 

rials and  partly  worked  or  finished  parts  are  to  be 
stored  in  the  same  room.  Are  factory  supplies,  such  as 
clean  cotton  waste,  oils,  lubricants,  etc.,.  to  be  kept  in 
the  same  storeroom  with  raw  materials?  Are  special 
stores  used  only  in  one  department  to  be  stored  in  or 
contiguous  to  that  particular  department,  or  are  they  to 
be  stored  in  the  central  storeroom? 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

THE  LOCATION  and  layout  of  a  store- 
room may  be  compared  with  the  location 

and  layout  of  a  modern  city,  and  any  item  in 
the  storeroom  should  be  as  easily  located  by 
its  index  number  as  a  numbered  room  in  a 
given  house  number  on  any  street  in  a  city. 

Centralized  storage  has  the  advantages  of 
stricter  supervision,  more  accurate  inventory, 
less  chance  for  duplication,  better  space 
utilization  and  less  clerical  work. 

These  advantages  are  offset  by  the  addi- 
tional transportation  necessary  and  the  less 

intimate  knowledge  of  the  local  depart- 
mental needs  and  customs  otherwise  acquired 

by  the  storekeeper. 

If,  through  considerations  of  service  t6  the  depart- 
ments concerned,  departmental  supplies  are  to  be  stored 

in  the  department,  how  is  accurate  control  of  inventor>' 
and  of  receiving  and  issuing  in  general,  to  be  main- 

tained? On  the  other  hand,  if  such  supplies  are  to  be 
kept  in  the  central  storeroom  because  of  the  concen- 

tration and  more  accurate  control  possible  through  such 
an  arrangement,  how  is  the  procedure  to  be  arranged 

so  that  service  to  the  de- 
partments themselves  will 

not  be  sacrificed? 
The  same  questions 

arise  in  the  storage  and 
responsibility  of  spare 
parts  for  machines  and  of 
all  the  miscellaneous 
items  of  supplies  used  in 
the  maintenance  depart- 

ment. Since  the  latter  de- 
partment is  itself  strictly 

a  service  department  for 
the  whole  establishment, 
very  careful  consideration 
must  be  given  to  the  stor- 

age and  handling  of  main- 
tenance supplies  so  that 

this  department  may  not 
be  handicapped  through 

restrictions  or  regulations  in  the  material  supply. 
One  may  not  safely  generalize  in  answer  to  such 

questions.  On  the  other  hand,  however,  there  are  cer- 
tain considerations  which  must  not  be  overlooked  in  the 

answer  to  any  one  of  these  questions  under  given 
conditions.  I  trust  that  the  following  observations  may 
assist  in  avoiding  some  of  the  mistakes  frequently  en- 

countered in  practice  because  of  superficial  attention 
to  the  various  points  involved. 

Advantages  of  One  Storeroom  and  One  Head 

There  are  many  undoubted  advantages  of  centraliz- 
ing the  storage  of  all  materials  in  one  place.  Serious 

consideration,  particularly  in  small  and  medium  sized 
plants,  should  be  given  to  this  possibility.  Foremost 
among  these  advantages  is  that  of  being  able  to  fix  the 
responsibility  for  all  functions  which  a  storeroom  is 

supposed  to  perform.  Supervision  under  such  circum- 
stances may  be  much  more  easily  obtained  and  of  a 

stricter  and  more  detailed  nature  than  is  possible  with 
scattered  storage.  Furthermore,  inventory  may  be  kept 
not  only  more  accurately  but  also  at  a  lower  figure  by 
avoiding  the  duplication  almost  inevitable  with  several 
storerooms.  Better  space  utilization  may  be  secured 
for  the  same  reason.  Also  the  clerical  help  needed  in 
storeroom  attendance  and  in  balance  sheet  and  all  other 
clerical  operations  may  be  lessened. 

As  opposed  to  these  advantages  are  the  disadvantages 
of  additional  transportation  and  of  a  less  intimate 
knowledge  of  local  departmental  needs  and  customs  on 
the  part  of  the  central  storekeepers. 

Whether    centralized    or    decentralized    storage    is 
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tte  wipBMniimy  far  an  Nettpu  into  atorM. 
f><<y  wkite  ia  atone  and  iaMM  froaa  Aorw, 

ht  atrkOjr  cMtraUaad.    If  «•  hav*  aabaidiary 
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la  pflaetiet  aacaaaary  to  atrkt  control  be 
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storekscpor  raqoirvd  on  full  tinM 

paaaibly  inor«.  but  all 
aheaM  look  up  to 

mm  iMa.  wka  bi  tani  ia  haU  raapooaibla  by  tha  num- 
agar  far  tlw  apiwep  of  tlw  arkala  awtarial  atorac*  ajra- 
toBL  Jaal  ao  far  aa  poaafbb  Hw  aame  routine  in  r»- 

for.  and  iaaaiag  awteriala  ahould 
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way  to 
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aqr  axpariance  that  whether  wa 
from  which  article*  are 

or  whether  we  have  no  de- 
bat  have  ever)'thing  centralised, 
4apartawntal  supplies  is  to  issue 

(whathar  to  the  workplace  itself  or 
atoreroom)  only  enough 

lenrth  of  time,  say  from 
Tha  Biala  raaarvoir  of  material  for 

ahoold  ba  ratained  in  the  central  atora- 

Dayandliif  upon  the  type  of  material  used  in  the  de> 
It.  after  supplies  have  been  forwarded  from 

BO  fnrthar  paper  raeorda  of  the 
mry  when  tlwaa  auppUea  are  put 

ta  aaa.  Aa  aa  aaaapla,  nails,  bolu.  tacks,  and  similar 
artfclaa  aMJ  ba  iaaaed  to  the  department  in  considerable 

be  charged  at  tlie  time  simply  to 
and  iaaaed  thereafter  to  the 

without  additional  paper  work. 
Or  acain.  wliere  it  ia  daairable  from  a  coat-finding 

>int  to  chargo  oaeh  job  with  its  exact  amount  of 
need,  it  ia  naraaaarj  to  require  a  atoraa  iaaue 

far  aadi  M  of  material  forniahad.  In  this  caae,  the 
iaatw  made  oat  whan  the  materiala  were 

from  the  ccntrmi  to  the  departmental  store- 
1  aaqr  aarra  aiaipijr  aa  records  for  the  balance  sheet, 

I  tha  atofaa  iaaaaa  awde  out  in  the  department  when 
to  spaciAc  orders  form  the  basis  of 

Additional  discussion  of  this  question 
ba  fooad  la  a  later  inaUllment  under  the  heading 

of  Malateaanea  Storaa. 
The  important  point  in  thia  connection,  however,  is 

that  a  alaapla  jrat  anflkieat  procedare  should  be  worlced 
Baaponaibility    ahould   not   be 

havlaf  aa  many  diffprrnt  nystema  aa 
tharo  ova  peraaaa  eooeanwd  with  the  handling  o'  mate- 

ABBA or  STOBAOi  JSqaVUMMT 

of  tha  atoraroaan  in  regard  to  the 
varfatiaa  of  artldaa  to  ba  stored  and  therefore  in  regard 
to  tha  siaa  aad  csaet  arraagcnwnt  of  ainles,  bins,  and 
other  atoraroow  oiiaipawnt.  are  ao  varying  that  it  ia 

M*  af  tha  qpaatlaa  ta  ladlfate  any  arrangement  which 
wfli  ba  bMl  aadar  aU  cirniiaafanfaa  Some  general 

po(Ma  hi  ngard  ta  tha  afrainawiiit  of  the  storeroom 
«fli  ha  dlstawail  hot  tha  qoaatioa  of  cqoipaaent  will  ba 

tdHa  ■»  ia  <laUO  la  tha  aeit  laatallaMBt 
Tha  lacatiaB  aa4  tajroot  of  a  a»atarBeai  are  in  many 

raqweta  analofooa  to  tha  location  and  layout  of  a  mod- 
ara  city.  After  a  k>cation  with  maximum  nccosaibiiity 
to  tha  various  lines  of  travel  has  been  HcItHrted.  it  is 
aaeaaaary  to  have  an  internal  layout  which  will  best 
aerva  the  naada  of  tha  travel  and  general  convenience 
of  the  artielea  to  be  accommodated. 

In  the  storeroom  there  must  be  a  definite  and  prefer- 
abb*  only  one  point  of  ingreaa  for  all  material.  Thero 
must  be  provided  broad  avenues  for  the  heavy  trallW 

back  and  forth  from  the  various  "streets,"  and  a  sys- 
tematic method  of  nuni(>ering  racks  and  bins  is  just  mh 

naeoaaary  aa  in  numbering  streets  and  houses.  It  should 
be  just  aa  eaay  for  a  stranger  in  the  storeroom  to  find 
a  given  itan  by  knowing  its  index  location  aa  it  would 
be  for  him  to  find  a  particular  room  number  in  a  given 
house  number  on  any  street  in  a  city. 

Adequate  provision  must  be  made  for  plenty  of  re- 
ceiving and  unpacking  room,  for  oflfce  space,  and  for 

all  auxiliary  e<iuipment  needed  in  the  transaction  of 
bosineas.  Adequate  protection  must  l>e  insured  through 
the  exclusion  of  comhuatihie  matfrial.  through  sprink- 

lers, fire  extinguiahera  and  aimilar  measures,  and 
through  all  other  precautions  against  damage  by  fire. 
Means  must  also  be  taken  that  unauthorized  persons 
be  excluded  from  the  atoreroom,  that  the  whole  place 
be  adequately  lighted  and  heated,  and  that  cleanliness 
and  neatness  be  maintained. 

Making  Floor  Plans  for  Racks  and  Bins 

After  information  covering  these  numerous  points 
has  been  collected,  and  after  the  requirements  in  kinds 
and  amounts  of  storeroom  equipment  have  been  deter- 

mined, the  actual  process  of  arranging  all  of  these 

in  proper  relation  begins.  For  this  ̂ purpose,  acurate 
floor  plans  on  a  scale  of  one  inch  equaling,  say  10  ft. 
should  t>e  prepared.  On  these  plans  should  be  carefully 
located  all  permanent  obstructions  such  as  columns, 
stairways,  elevator  shafts  and  the  like,  as  well  aa  all 
windows  and  doorways. 

On  the  same  scale  on  another  tracing,  so  that  tem- 
plates may  later  be  cut  out,  should  be  drawn  plan  views 

of  each  different  kind  of  equipment  to  be  used,  such  as 

atandard  racks  and  bins,  bar  at<K'k  racks,  belting  racks, 
trucks  and  all  other  movable  apparutua.  Aa  many  tem- 

plates aa  there  are  actual  pieces  of  equipment  should  be 

provided.  On  floor  plans  showing  permanent  obstruc- 
tions, these  templates  are  arranged  tentatively  and  held 

in  place  by  pins,  being  shifted  experimentally  to  finally 
obtain  the  best  possible  arrangement. 

The  necesaary  width  of  the  aisles,  and  the  location 

of  equipment  relative  to  windows  must  be  carefully  con- 
sidered, the  general  object  being,  of  course,  to  get  the 

maximum  equipment  suitably  arranged  in  a  minimum 

floor  spaca.  A  little  Ingenuity  in  arrangement  will 
often  save  many  square  feet  of  floor  space.  When  the 

final  layout  has  been  worked  out  on  paper,  the  tem- 
plates may  be  fastened  securely  to  the  fioor  plans  and 

thia  paper  layout  used  aa  a  basis  for  the  actual  moving. 

The  transition  from  the  existing  to  the  new  arrange- 
ment may  then  actually  occupy  as  long  or  aa  short  a 

time  as  aeems  desirable  to  prevent  disrupting  continu- 
ous and  affective  service  to  the  shop. 

In  Fig.  9  is  illustrated  a  method  of  indexinpr  which 
will  be  found  convenient  under  many  conditiona.  It 

will  be  noticed  that  the  following  general  principles  are 
taken  into  conaideration: 

(1)  Letters  and  numbers  are  used  alternately. 

(2)  Lattera  ara  uaed  for  those  things  of  which  there 
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are  the  fewest  to  designate,  such  as  diiferent  buildings, 
different  positions  of  the  storeroom,  different  rows  of 
racks  along  the  shortest  dimensions,  etc. 

(3)  Numbers  are  used  for  those  things  of  which 
there  are  many  to  designate,  such  as  the  number  of 
storeroom,  the  different  rows  of  racks  along  largest 
dimensions. 

(4)  Lettering  and  numbering  always  start  from  the 
permanent  obstruction,  such  as  the  walls  and  floors, 
and  proceed  outward  and  upward  in  lines  of  probable 
expansion.  This  system  allows  the  addition  or  elimi- 

nation of  racks  and  bins  on  the  end  or  on  top  without 
confusion  due  to  vacant  designations  for  missing  posi- 
tions. 

Thus  the  shaded  area  in  Fig.  9  represents,  in  plan, 
the  area  occupied  by  one  section  of  a  standard  rack, 
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FIG.   9.     METHOD  OF  INDEXING  RACKS   AND  BINS 

corresponding  to  one  house  of  several  stories  on  a 
street.  Its  index  is  B  3  C,  that  is,  position  B  of  the 
storeroom,  row  3  down  the  main  aisle,  row  C  out  from 
the  wall.  This  rack  may  be  four  stories  high,  the  loca- 

tion of  an  article  in  a  bin  in  the  second  story  from  the 
section  would  be  B  3  C  2.  It  is  well  to  have  such 
designation  on  the  bins  themselves. 
The  location,  in  case  it  is  reasonably  permanent, 

should  be  entered  on  the  balance  sheet  for  each  article 
of  material.  Where  locations  are  constantly  changing 
it  may  not  be  practicable  to  keep  the  balance  sheets 
posted  for  locations,  but  the  permanent  index  should 
be  on  the  bin.  The  storekeeper  should  be  required  to 
keep  a  current  card  file  showing  just  where  each  article 
may  be  found,  so  that  a  new  man  may  immediately 
locate  any  article  in  stock. 

Where  a  good  system  of  stores  and  worked  material 
symbols  is  in  use,  it  will  often  be  found  that  the  most 
satisfactory  method  of  storage  is  alphabetically  by 
symbol.  With  standard  interchangeable  racks  and 

bins  such  an  arrangement,  particularly  in  the  metal- 
working  storeroom,  is  easily  maintained.  Aside  from 
the  symbols  which  are  with  each  article  and  identify 
it,  no  other  indexing  scheme  is  necessary.  However, 
even  in  this  case  a  card  index  of  the  location  by  name 
of  the  article  is  often  good  insurance  against  lost  time 
on  the  part  of  a  new  attendant  or  where  the  symbol 
does  not  appear  on  the  issue  slip. 

With  mnemonic  symbols,  however,  the  symbol  of  one 

item  may  be  SV-SS,  the  next  SV-ST,  the  next  SV-SW 

and  so  on.  Each  of  these  items  would  be  placed  alpha- 
betically in  the  bins  exactly  as  their  symbols  would  ap- 

pear in  a  dictionary  and  when  the  symbol  appears  on 
the  issue  slip  the  attendant  may  readily  locate  the article  required. 

Such  a  systematic  arrangement  by  symbol  is  not  al- 
ways possible  for  all  items  nor  desirable  for  all  por- 
tions of  the  room,  however,  and  common  sense  must 

govern  in  assigning  locations  and  indexing.  It  would 
be  foolish,  if  not  impossible,  to  store  bar  stock  in  long 
lengths  between  screws  and  nuts,  for  instance,  just  be- 

cause its  symbol  might  fall  between  the  symbols  of 
these  articles,  nor  would  one  logically  store  heavy,  much 
used  castings  away  back  from  the  door  or  elevator. 

Exceptions  can  be  readily  made  in  such  cases  with- 
out destroying  the  advantages  of  storage  by  symbol 

where  this  seems  otherwise  desirable.  In  such  cases, 
the  rows  of  racks,  the  individual  racks  themselves,  and 
the  separate  compartments  within  each  rack  must  be 
numbered  and  lettered  with  a  cross  index  for  each  item, 
according  to  some  such  definite  plan  as  that  outlined. 

Machine  Tools  in  Chinese  Shops 
By  Sam  Dean 

Peking.  China 

Many  Americans  do  not  know  that  there  are  in  China 
several  Chinese  companies  which  make  good  gap  lathes, 
drill  presses  and  planers  for  rough  work,  and  make 
them  so  cheaply  that  they  supply  practically  all  the  re- 

pair shops  of  the  country.  Only  the  larger  shops  such 
as  the  railway  shops  have  foreign  tools,  and  these  are 
mostly  equipped  with   Enghsh  machines. 

There  is  a  large  and  increasing  demand  in  China 
for  machine  tools  of  the  repair  shop  type,  but  the 
Chinese  have  to  be  educated  to  the  fact  that  one  good 
foreign  tool  is  worth  several  cheap  Chinese  made  ma- 

chines. Perhaps  the  most  popular  American  machine 
tool  here  is  the  lathe.  This  is  rather  too  light  for  the 

work  it  is  made  to  do,  but  accuracy  doesn't  matter  on 
the  jobs  put  through  in  most  cases  so  it  does  fairly  well. 
The  expensive  machines  with  gear  boxes,  electric 

drives  and  all  that  are  quite  outside  the  present  de- 
mand and  pocket  book.  Now  and  then  a  large  mill  will 

buy  good  machine  tools,  but  there  are  comparatively 
few  such  mills.  However,  every  city  now  has  an  in- 

creasing number  of  small  machine  shops  and  this  is  the 
trade  which  has  volume  and  now  uses  Chinese  and 

Japanese  goods.  These  shops  are  run  in  many  cases 
by  graduates  of  Chinese  technical  schools  and  Chinese 
technical  schools  are  mostly  equipped  with  Chinese 
or  Japanese,  or  at  most  English  made  or  German,  made 
tools.  Naturally  the  students  buy  for  their  own  shops 
what  they  have  learned  to  use.  Also  the  schools  with 
their  small  incomes  buy  the  cheapest  machines. 

Personally,  I  feel  that  there  are  two  lines  which 
American  machine  tool  manufacturers  could  follow  in 
order  to  get  the  Chinese  market.  One  is  to  put  their 
tools  in  technical  schools  out  here  at  prices  that  would 
enable  them  to  be  bought,  rather  than  shoddy  Japanese 
or  Chinese  machines.  The  other  is  to  find  out  the  com- 

panies that  are  supplying  the  Chinese  repair  shops  vdth 
machines  and  in  these  shops  at  least  work  hard  to  put 
in  American  machines.  I  doubt  very  much  whether  we 
can  compete  with  the  Chinese  made  machine  for  the 
makeshift  repair  shop,  but  we  certainly  ought  to  be  able 

to  furnish  the  machines  that  make  China's  machine tools. 
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Machining  the  Marmon  Two-Part  Piston 
Operations  on  Aluminum  Head  and  Cast-Iron  Skirt  —  Turning,  Drilling 

and  Grinding  — Lapping  End-Joint  to  a  Surface  Plate 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
adilor.  Amrricau  ilackimttt 

THE  Matidoii  motor  asM  •  ooribi nation  pis
ton  of 

■Nwiniiw  Mid  cMt  Iron,  tbt  bMd  baing  of  alu- 
mlmm  to  moc«  iMdily  diMip«t«  bMt,  white  the 

akirt  U  a  cast-iron  aball  la  order  to  aacure  the  advxn- 

tagaa  af  tkat  laaterial  aa  a  wearing  surface.  Thia 
c0ttArmMem  aBows  the  nae  of  a  floating  piston  pin 
wltkoot  tha  aicaaatty  of  oaing  any  special  reUining 

devka  to  pntmad  tba  and  of  the  pin  from  scoring  the 

crUadrr  wall  In  this  case,  the  cast-iron  skirt  alipa 
the  aadi  of  the  pin  and  naturally  prevents  any 

of  contact  with  the  cylinder  waU. 

In  the  making  of  the  aluminum  alloy  portion  of  the 
piston  we  have  the  turning  operation  as  shown  in  Fig. 
1  where  an  engine  lathe  with  two  toolposte  has  been 
specially  arranged  for  this  purpose.  The  rear  tool  is 
turned  upaide  down.  The  cross  drilling  of  the  piston 
pin  hole  is  done  in  the  indexing  fixture  shown  in  Fig.  2, 
only  one  side  being  drilled  at  each  spindle  movement, 
instead  of  drilling  clear  through  the  piston.  The  index- 

ing lever  ia  abown  at  A  and  the  opposite  index  hole  at 

B.  The  piston  is  easily  turned  by  means  of  the  hand- wheel  C. 

Drilxjng  Opeeationc 

Using  a  croaspin  in  the  piHton-pin  hole  to  hold  the 
piston  back  against  the  face  of  the  skirt,  the  skirt  end 
is  faced  off  and  the  ring  grooves  cut  on  the  lathe  shown 
in  Figs.  3  and  4.  Here  again,  special  toolposts  with 

suitable  tools  are  provided  on  an  ordinary  lathe  car- 
riage. Then  the  piston  goes  to  the  Axture  shown  in 

Fig.  6,  where  smaller  holes  are  drilled.  Here  the  piston 
is  located  by  means  of  the  hollow  plug  A  through  the 
piston-pin  holes,  the  fixture  Ijeing  one  of  simple  design. 
The  two  parts  of  the  piston  are  held  together  by  four 
bolta,  the  holaa  for  these  being  drilled  as  in  Plff.  6. 
Theaa  holes  are  In  the  thick  wall  of  the  piston  center 

and  are  then  tapped  for  the  retaining  screws. 

nac  rACDM  Ain> na  a   oftttxnmfOK 
)-tirrit.<«.i>IN  HOLJL      no.  I.     UuUUU-TUIt.M.V'i  I'IBTU.N 
;      no.  t.     ANOTKBR  DRIU.INO  OPnUTION. 
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The  end  of  the  piston  where  the  skirt  joins  the  inner 

portion  is  then  carefully  lapped  as  shown  in  Fig.  7,  in 
order  to  insure  proper  contact  between  the  two  portions. 
The  small  surface  plate  beside  the  cast-iron  lap  is  used 
in  testing  the  flatness  of  the  end  surface. 

A  piston  is  then  placed  in  the  box-like  fixture  shown 
in  Fig.  8  and  held  firmly  against  the  lapped  surface  so 
that  the  final  reaming  of  the  piston-pin  hole  will  bring 
it  square  with  the  piston  skirt.  This  completes  the 
inner  portion  of  the  piston. 

The  turning  and  boring  of  the  cast-iron  skirt  is  done 
on  the  Potter  &  Johnson  lathe,  shown  in  Fig.  9.  It 
will  be  noted  that  a  beveled  fiange  is  cast  at  the  end  of 
the  skirt,  so  as  to  afford  an  easy  means  of  holding  it 
firmly  in  the  chuck  as  shown  at  A.  Held  in  this 
manner,  a  substantial  cut  can  be  taken  without  danger 
of  pulling  the  work  out  of  the  chuck.  The  tool  used  can 
be  plainly  seen. 

Finishing  the  Skirt 

Clamping  the  skirt  in  a  split  chuck,  the  inside  is  then 
bored  and  faced  on  a  turret  lathe  as  shown  in  Fig.  10. 
The  finished  skirt  shows  the  shape  of  the  flange  with 
the  projections  which  allow  for  the  bolt  holes.  The 
drilling  and  reaming  of  these  holes  is  shown  in  Fig.  11, 
a  special  four-spindle  drilling  head  being  used  for  the 
purpose.     The  reamers  are  guided  to  insure  accuracy. 

The  final  finish  cut  is  then  taken  in  a  Lodge  & 
Shipley  lathe  with  the  skirts  mounted  on  a  suitable 
mandrel,  positioned  against  the  inner  side  of  the  flange, 
and  located  and  driven  by  plugs  through  the  bolt  holes, 
as  shown  in  Fig.  12.  The  final  finish  is  by  grinding  as 
shown  in  Fig.  13.  Here  the  skirt  is  mounted  on  the 
same  mandrel  as  for  the  final  turning  operation,  thus 
avoiding  one  handling  and  the  possibility  of  a  difference 
in  the  two  mandrels. 

Those  who  were  familiar  with  the  older  methods  of 
manufacturing  motor  pistons  and  who  have  not  kept 
pace  with  the  newer  developments,  will  perhaps  think 
that  the  methods  here  described  are  unnecessarily  com- 

plicated and  that  undue  care  is  taken  in  a  number  of  the 
operations.  But  one  of  the  lines  of  improvement  in  the 
construction  of  the  automobile  motor  has  been  in  the 
production  of  better  pistons  to  fit  the  improved  cylinder 
bores,  and  careful  tests,  as  well  as  the  results  of  long 
experience  in  actual  service,  have  shown  that  it  pays  to 
have  them  as  near  right  as  possible,  even  though  a 
greater  expense  is  necessary  to  do  it. 

Pistons  that  are  so  designed  as  to  expand  uniformly, 
that  not  only  maintain  compression  but  also  prevent  the 
pumping  of  oil  and  tha  consequent  formation  of  carbon 
in  the  cylinders,  are  a  great  asset  to  any  motor.  Proper 
bearing  of  the  skirt,  as  well  as  suitable  rings,  is  neces- 

sary for  the  best  results.  So  that  operations  which 

seem  to  border  on  "fussiness"  have  proved  to  be  worth 
while  in  high-grade  motors. 

1  ftl^H^ 1 

1 1 
ilG.  S. 

THE  Fl.WL  REAMING.     FIG.  9.     TURNING  THE  SKIRT.      FIG.    10.      BORING    THE   INSIDE.      FIG.    11. 

STUD  HOLES.     FIG.  12.     FINISH-TURNING.     FIG.  13.     GRINDING  THE  SKIRT 
REAMING 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
of  the  Fourth  Article — Variable  Speed  IManer  Drives  of  Various  Types — 
Electric  Motor  Drive  for  Planers— Best  Type  of  Motor  to  Use 

By  A.  L.  DitLEEUW 

'"V^ HERB  art* 
for  Um 
to  IIm 

M  to  sHv  two 

'  of  arraagvnonta  in  odotenee 
I    f or  Um  pvrpooo  of  ffMag  rariahlo  catting  apwda 
X  to  IIm  pteaor.    TW  dmplwt  tnattmrnt  would 

to  tho  eountonhaft, 
tht  return  m  well  ai  tlw 

Aa  tt  la  d«Blniblo  to  havo  Um  blfhost 
ipwd  at  all  time*,  such  arraas«nent« 

•nd  aboold  bo  avoided. 
PraeUeaJlir  al  variable  speed  planer  drlvee  have  a 

for  the  reCam  and  variable  apeede  for  the 
Oaa  of  the  vreO-ldMnm  extating  constructions  is 

that  of  the  G.  A.  Grey  Planer  Co.  which  is  illustrated 
la  Plf.  CL     The  coaatorshaft  poUeys  that  drive  the 

Danrs  or  orat  planer 

tho  cat  are  aot  oa  the  aame  shaft,  but  are 
I  tiPO  diffemt  ahafla,  each  of  which  is  pro- 

vMsd  with  a  cone  pollajr.  If  we  consider  one  of  these 
caao  pahgrs  •*  the  driver  and  one  as  the  driven  cone, 
thea  we  can  sax  that  the  return  pulley  is  mounted  on 
tho  riMfl  of  the  driver,  aad  the  cutting  pulley  on  the 

The  driver  itsdf  is  driven  either  from 
a  BMtor  or  any  other  source  of  power. 

Thio  arraafMaoat  foniiabas  a  constant  return  and  a 
vartehle  cattiag  ipeed.  laetead  of  cone  pulleys  some 

WTiag  dovlee  might  have  bora  oaod.  such 
loan  or  a  gear  bos. 

A  rather  lolorMtteg  maaaer  of  furnishing  variable 
to  the  cot  b  cxcnplified  by  the  Cincinnati  two- 

drive.  This  deviee  is  shown  diagram* 
ia  Fig.  tL  Thore  la  oaljr  one  coantcrsbaft  on 

ils  paneyo  ore  aoaalodL  Pollojn  A.  B  and  C 
r;  whUe  D.Eutir  »n  tight.  A  '^d  B  roeehre 

the  helto  whkh  rome  from  the  line  shaft  and  are  ran 
at  dlffertat  speodo.  Aa  a  matter  of  fact,  polk  '  B 

nase  at  half  the  opeed  of  poUey  A.  Two  shifter  f'crko are  prorMod  whkh  are  oporatod  hjr  ooe  shifter  rod  and 
wMdi  eMfl  both  hriU  at  the  aame  time,  so  tbat  when 
tha  MI'haad  hill  ll  on  pallejr  D  (tit  nt),  the  right- 
haad  belt  is  oa  poBsir  C  (loooe).  Pulky  F  Is  as  wide 
ae  dM  ordinary  rslara  poller*  that  is,  twice  aa  wide 
at  the  tolara  baH  ptae  ■oamthlag  for  cWsranea. 
Firfhr  V,  as  tho  odur  hoadl  h  aaljr  wide  oooogh  for 
tha  cattle  belt  aad  4ooa  aoC  poraUt  thb  bett  to  shift 
oMeways.    Thie  bdt  Is  held  In  position  by  a 

fork  which  can  be  operated  from  the  floor.  If  thie 
fork  holds  the  cutting  belt  on  pulley  K.  we  have  the  fol- 

lowing condition: 
The  left-hand  belt  drives  pulley  D  which  drives  the 

shaft  St  the  high  speed.  Both  cut  and  return  take 
place,  therefore,  at  the  high  speed.  When  the  special 
fork  ia  shifted  to  the  left  it  taken  the  cutting  belt 
with  it  and  places  it  on  pulley  C.  This  pulley  is  wide 
enough  to  admit  the  belt  coming  from  the  line  shaft 
and  also  the  cutting  belt.  With  this  cutting  belt  in 
this  position  we  have  the  following  conditions:  The 
left-hand  belt  still  drives  the  shaft  and  with  it  pulley  F, 
no  that  the  return  still  takes  place  at  the  high  speed. 
The  cutting  belt,  however,  is  no  longer  on  pulley  E 
but  is  driven  by  pulley  C  which  is  the  low-speed  pulley. 
We  see,  then,  that  the  cutting  takes  place  at  low  speed 
and  the  return  at  the  original  high  speed.  The  fact 
that  the  belt  does  not  come  straight  down  to  the  ma- 

chine is  not  a  serious  matter.  Countershafts  of  this 
nature  are  applied  to  the  smaller  sizes  of  planers  where 
the  belt  is  narrow  and  the  distance  between  counter- 
ahafta  and  machine  pulley  relatively  large.  Besides, 
both  top  and  bottom  of  the  belt  are  positively  controlled 
by  belt  eyes. 

When  it  becomes  advisable  to  speed  up  an  existing 
planer,  all  points  mentioned  in  the  previous  paragraphs 
should  be  carefully  considered.  As  a  rule  it  will  be 
found  impossible  to  speed  up  the  entire  planer  hori- 

zontally. Even  when  it  is  possible  at  all  to  increase 
the  return  speed,  it  will  generally  be  found  that  this 
cannot  be  increased  aa  much  as  the  cutting  speed. 

In  addition  to  the  poinia  considered  above,  such  as 
belt  speed,  rim  speed,  speed  of  shifting,  etc.,  there  is 
still  one  othet  point  which  should  be  considered  when 
cpeeding  up  an  existing  planer.     In  many  planers  the 
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feed  is  driven  from  a  device  which  makr-s  n  pnrtiitl 
turn  at  every  reversal.  This  device  is  /encrally  iroin-d 
00  aa  to  get  the  highest  permissible  speed  when  the 
belt  itarte  the  return  stroke.  If  it  is  posaible  nt  nil 
to  Increaae  this  return  stroke,  considering  belt  Kpeod. 
etc,  it  reaiaina  yet  to  be  investigated  whether  the 
feeding  mechanism  will  permit  of  such  increased  speed. 
If  not.  it  may  bo  nooeaaary  to  change  the  gearing  ho  an 
to  bring  the  speed  of  the  feed  mechanism  back  to  the 
original  amount 
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When  a  planer  countershaft  is  driven  by  an  electric 
motor,  either  direct  or  through  gearing,  we  will  find 
the  same  problems  as  we  found  before  and  in  addition 
certain  problems  due  to  the  characteristics  of  the 
motor.  With  direct  current  we  will  have  a  series,  a 
compound,  or  a  shunt-wound  motor.  Of  course  a  series- 
wound  motor  is  out  of  the  question  on  account  of  the 
unstable  speed;  the  planer  would  run  faster  with  a 
light  than  with  a  heavy  load.  Both  the  weight  of  the 
piece  to  be  planed  and  the  size  of  the  cut  to  be  taken 
would  affect  the  cutting  speed,  and  this  is  not  per- 

missible. In  all  machine  tools  we  must  maintain  auto- 
matically the  speed  for  which  the  machine  is  set.  If 

we  wish  the  machine  to  run  at  a  speed  of  50  ft.  per 
minute,  this  50  ft.  must  be  maintained  until  the  time 
when  we  wish  to  run  at  a  different  speed.  This  is  the 

reason  why  a  series-wound  motor  is  unfit  for  practically 
all  machine  tools.  It  is  also  the  reason  why  the  shunt- 
wound  motor  lends  itself  particularly  for  machine-tool 
drives. 

Characteristics  of  Shunt-wound  Motor 

A  shunt-wound  motor  maintains  its  speed  with  wide 
fluctuations  of  load.  Though  there  is  some  variation, 
it  is  so  small  as  to  be  negligible  for  practical  purposes. 
A  large  load  means  a  large  amount  of  current  going 
through  the  motor.  The  heavier  this  current  the 

greater  the  drop  of  speed  of  the  shunt-wound  motor, 
though  it  should  be  remembered  that  at  all  times  this 
drop  of  speed  is  quite  small.  Vice  versa,  when  there 
is  a  relatively  large  drop  in  speed  we  may  expect  a 
heavy  current  to  flow  through  the  motor.  The  amount 
of  current  which  may  flow  through  the  motor  when  the 
armature  is  retarded  by  some  mechanical  means  may  be 
so  great  as  to  cause  serious  trouble.  For  this  reason 
we  must  never  subject  a  shunt-wound  motor  to  condi- 

tions where  its  speed  may  be  much  retarded  by  mechan- 
ical conditions.  This,  however,  is  exactly  what  happens 

when  we  employ  a  shunt-wound  motor  for  a  planer 
drive.  At  the  moment  of  reversal  there  is  an  enormous 
slip  between  belt  and  pulleys.  This  may  be  either 
between  the  lower  pulley  and  the  belt  or  between  the 
upper  pulley  and  the  belt,  or  it  may  be  a  combination 
of  the  two.  There  is,  then,  a  strong  tendency  to  retard 
the  motor,  which  we  will  find  to  be  the  case  when  we 
apply  a  tachometer  to  the  motor  shaft  and  which  will 
show  up  by  a  heavy  peak  load  if  we  insert  an  ammeter 
in  the  circuit.  The  reading  one  gets  at  this  peak  does 
not  necessarily  indicate  the  amount  of  power  required 
at  the  moment  of  maximum  load. 

A  motor  with  an  efficiency  of  88  per  cent  at  full  load 
may  have  a  much  lower  efficiency  at  50  per  cent  over- 

load and  may  have  an  efficiency  approaching  zero  when 
the  overload  is  several  hundred  per  cent.  Such  an 
overload  of  several  hundred  per  cent  may  well  happen 
where  a  shunt-wound  motor  is  used  for  planer  drives. 
If  a  25-hp.  motor  takes  in  an  amount  of  current  suffi- 

cient for  the  full  load  of  a  75-hp.  motor,  it  does  not 
indicate  that  75  hp.  is  required  for  the  work  done,  but 
that  the  motor  has  become  so  inefficient  that  it  requires 
a  current  of  75  hp.  input  for,  let  us  say,  40  hp.  output. 

A  65-hp.  motor  driving  a  14  x  12  x  30-ft.  planer 
registered  at  the  moment  of  reversal  an  amount  of  cur- 

rent equivalent  to  180  hp.  When  the  motor  was  re- 
placed by  a  90-hp.  motor,  an  amount  of  current  was 

registered  at  the  moment  of  reversal  equivalent  to  120 
hp..  thus  showing  that  the  smaller  motor,  on  account 
of  the  large  overload,  had  become  so  inefficient  that  it 

required  an  input  of  50  per  cent  more  current  than  waa 
needed  to  carry  the  load.  It  is  very  essential  that  a 
shunt-wound  motor  should  be  of  sufficient  size  to  carry 
the  peak  load  without  too  great  a  losa  of  efficiency. 
The  compound-wound  motor,  having  some  of  the 

characteristics  of  both  the  series  and  shunt-wound 
motor,  will  permit  of  a  certain  amount  of  fluctuation 
of  speed  without  an  excessive  amount  of  current  goinjf 
through  the  armature.  At  the  same  time  its  speed  will 
not  be  entirely  reliable;  whereas  a  shunt-wound  motor 
under  ordinary  working  conditions  would  have  a  fluctu- 

ation of  speed  of  not  more  than  5  per  cent,  a  compound- 
wound  motor  might  show  a  variation  of  20  per  cent. 
On  the  other  hand,  if  a  momentary  excessive  load 
should  come  on  the  motor,  the  compound  winding  will 
protect  it  against  an  excessive  input  of  current. 
For  these  reasons  compound-wound  motors  were 

thought  at  one  time  to  be  the  logical  solution  of  the 
problem  of  planer  drive  by  means  of  a  motor.  How- 

ever, it  was  found  that  a  new  difficulty  had  entered. 
If  we  have  a  piece  of  work  which  can  be  cut  at  45  ft. 
per  minute  and  we  use  a  compound-wound  motor  per- 

mitting a  fluctuation  in  speed  of  20  per  cent,  then  the 
table  will  run  at  a  speed  of  54  ft.  before  the  tool 
enters  the  cut  and  at  45  ft.  afterward.  Now,  if  any- 

thing, a  tool  should  enter  the  work  slowly,  after  which 
it  might  be  brought  up  to  its  ultimate  cutting  speed, 
but  the  reverse  should  never  be  done.  Striking  the 
work  at  a  speed  in  excess  of  the  speed  at  which  it  is 
run  is  apt  to  destroy  the  tool  very  rapidly.  To  over- 

come this  difficulty  a  flywheel  was  put  on  the  motor 
shaft. 

The  combination  of  compound-wound  motor  and  fly- 

wheel may  still  be  found  on  many  planers.  A  moment's 
thought,  however,  will  convince  anyone  that  this  com- 

bination has  no  right  of  existence.  To  use  a  motor 

with  compound  winding  in  order  to  permit  speed  fluctu- 
ations and  then  to  put  on  a  flywheel  so  as  to  prevent 

these  same  fluctuations  does  not  seem  to  be  good  logic. 

The  thing  to  do  is  this:  To  select  a  shunt-wound 
motor  of  sufficient  size  so  that  the  in;  ttt  of  current  is 
not  excessive  at  peak  load,  thus  retaining  the  efficiency 

of  the  motor. 
As  a  rule  when  the  motor  is  geared  or  directly  con- 

nected to  the  countershaft  we  will  find  the  countershaft 
attached  to  the  planer  itself.  Such  a  construction 
necessarily  limits  the  distance  between  countershaft 
and  planer  pulley  shaft,  and  the  belts  will  be  shorter 
than  is  desirable.  Where  the  motor  is  placed  on  the 
floor  and  the  countershaft  is  attached  to  the  planer  so 
that  there  will  be  a  belt  from  the  motor  to  the  counter- 

shaft and  another  one  from  the  countershaft  down  to 
the  machine  pulley,  the  effect  of  slippage  is  minimized, 
due  to  the  great  length  of  belt  between  motor  and 
machine. 

Same  Rule  for  Induction  Motors 

Induction  motors  act  mucb  like  shunt-wound  motors 
and  the  same  rule  should  be  applied  in  regard  to  their 

use  for  planer  drives  as  we  found  for  shunt-wound 
motors. 

It  has  been  pointed  out  that  the  main  reason  why  it 
is  diflicult  to  obtain  a  high  return  speed  for  a  planer 

lies  in  the  fact  that  a  large  amount  of  energy  must 

be  given  to  the  pulleys  in  a  very  short  time.  Driving 

the  planer  by  a  direct-current  motor  offers  a  means  of 

overcoming  this  difficulty.  The  author  applied  and 

patented  the  following  method  in  1903: 
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OL  Orlgiaaltr  theae  drives  were  applied  to  7.  8  and 
l*-ft.  plaaere  of  the  British  Westinghouse  Electric 
Ca^  Thcr  were  illustrated  in  AmcrtraN  MaekinUt  of 

JSM  S.  IM*.  A  countershaft  A  i  which  itself  might  be 
■wtor.  either  direct  or  through  belt  or 

()  drove  two  countershafts.  B  and  C.  in  opposite 
aad  at  different  speeds,  as  may  be  clearly 

•eea  ia  the  illustration.  The  pulleys  D  and  E  would 

drive  the  Marhtai  pulleys  F  and  G.  one  for  the  cut 
aad  the  otlMr  for  the  return.  Both  pulleys  F  and  G 

wmn  tight  on  the  planer  shaft,  but  the  belts  connecting 
D  aad  F.  or  B  aad  G,  were  slack  unless  one  of  the 

iAer*.  H  or  I.  waa  praweil  against  the  corresponding 

heft.  If  this  were  done,  that  belt  would  become  a  driv- 

tag  belt.  Oa  the  7-ft.  planer  the  idler  was  brought 

the  belt  br  mieiit  of  the  action  of  a  dog.  but 
on  the  8  and  10-ft. 
planers  the  idler  was 

operated  by  a  pneu- 
natic  cylinder  of 
which  the  valve  was 
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than  it  was  meant  to  be.  something  which  may  happen 
due  to  exosaaive  moisture  in  the  atmosphere,  or  for 
other  reasons.  A  more  serious  objection  is  caused  by 
the  pneumatic  control.  The  direct  control  by  means  of 
a  dog  is  not  suitable  for  the  larger  sises  of  planers  and 

a  pneumatic  control  depends  so  largely  on  the  air  pres- 
sure in  the  line  that  it 

is  not  safe  to  count  on 
an  exact  reproduction 
of  the  shifting  action 
every  time.  In  other 
words,  the  planer  may 

shift  sooner  or  later  ac- 
cording to  the  air  pres- 

sure at  hand. 
In  Fig.  64  is  shown  a 

planer  drive  with  the 
machine  shaft  at  O  and 
the  countershaft  at  P. 

The  cutting  belt  ap- 
proaches the  machine 

pulley  through  belt  eye 
i4,  while  the  return  belt 
goes  through  eye  B.  A 
belt  eye  is  the  end  of  a 
lever  of  which  the  short 
arm  is  moved  by  means 
of  a  cam  while  the  long 
arm  describes  an  arc  of 
a  circle,  thus  moving 
the  belt  from  one  pulley 

to  the  other.  The  dis- 
tance the  belt  moves 

depends  on  the  length 
of  the  lever  arm  to 
which  the  belt  eye  is 
attached.  Or  rather  we 
should  say,  it  depends 
on  the  distance  from 
the  belt  to  the  fulcrum 
of  that  lever,  which  is 

ver>'  much  the  same  so 

long  as  the  belt  is  lo- 
cated in  one  positive 

position. However,  if,  for  one 
reason  or  another,  tho 
belt  would  sometimes 
be  nearer  to,  and  some% 

times  farther  from,  the  fulcrum,  the  distance  which  it 
would  travel  would  be  variable.  Such  a  condition  might 
be  brought  about  by  a  change  of  location  of  the  counter- 
shaft.  If,  for  instance,  cnuntcrNhaft  P  should  be  moved 
to  the  right,  both  belts  would  also  move  to  the  right,  and 
as  a  result  the  travel  of  the  cutting  belt  would  become 
less  and  of  ths  return  belt  more.  In  order  to  avoid  this 
condition  we  must  see  to  it  that,  if  we  have  to  change  the 
location  of  the  countershaft,  we  maintain  a  certain  rela- 

tion to  the  machine. 
We  see  at  once  that  if  we  move  the  counterHhaft  to 

the  right  or  to  the  left  it  must  hav«  the  effect  of 
lengthening  one  and  shortening  the  other  movement; 
whereas  if  we  move  it  in  a  vertical  plane  we  increase 
or  decrease  the  travel  of  both  belts.  We  cannot  entirely 
avoid  such  increasing  or  decreasing  of  the  belt  travel, 
but  we  can  hold  It  down  to  a  minimum  and  in  order  to 
do  so  and,  at  the  sams  time,  to  make  the  variation  the 
same  for  both  belts,  we  should  have  conditions  so  that 

na.    **.      DIAGRAM    TO    SHOW 
ErracT  or  chanoino  posi- 

tion OF  COt'NTBRBHAFT 
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the  angle  made  by  the  two  belts — namely  ACB — is 
bisected  by  a  vertical  line.  If  then  we  move  counter- 

shaft P  to  the  position  Q,  the  bisector  will  remain  the 
same  but  the  angle  will  now  become  AC^B.  We  see  that 
both  belts  where  they  go  through  the  belt  eyes  have 
come  somewhat  closer  together  but  that  the  movement 
is  exceedingly  small,  and  we  will  find  that  it  is  well 
within  practical  limits. 

A  General  Formitla 

It  is  customary  to  dimension  the  distance  between  the 
vertical  plane  of  the  countershaft  and  that  of  the  machine 
shaft,  which  distance  is  indicated  in  the  sketch  by  M. 
We  see  from  the  drawing  that  the  distance  FG  = 

y.  +  r,. We  see  also  that  the  distance  HI  = 

R. 
R. 

2      -   "  -        2 
and  as  the  distance  M  is  the  difference  between  FG  and 

HI  we  find  M  =  ̂ ^^'  -  ̂-  ~  ̂'. As  shown  in  the  illustration  the  crossed  belt  is  used 
for  the  return,  which  causes  HI  to  be  at  the  same  side 
of  the  vertical  bisecting  line  as  FG.  If  the  crossed 
belt  were  on  the  cutting  pulley,  HI  and  FG  would  be 
on  opposite  sides  and  the  formula  would  become 

-R 

^     ',  so  that  the  general  formula  is 

M ^•_±_r?±?i.— J?' 

All  that  applies  to  planer  belt  drives  applies  equally 
well  to  any  other  machine  in  which  a  reciprocating 
member  receives  its  drive  from  shifting  belts.  Such  is 

the  case  with  some  slotters,  some  shapers,  some  key- 
seaterS;  and  a  few  other  machines.  None  of  these  ma- 

chines, however,  presents  the  problems  of  the  planer  in 
such  large  proportions  as  the  planer  itself,  so  that  one 
who  can  successfully  design  a  planer  drive  does  not 
need  to  fear  the  difficulties  of  a  slotter  or  shaper  drive. 

Base  the  Selling  Prices  of  Stock  Machines 
on  the  Cost  of  Replacement 

By  S.  Owen  Livingston 
President,  Grand  Rapids  Grinding  Machine  Co. 

It  seems  as  if  the  time  has  arrived  when,  both 
machine  tool  builders  and  machine  tool  users  should 

give  some  definite  thought  to  the  question  of  machine 
tool  prices. 

Many  builders  of  machine  tools,  during  the  year  1921, 

at  the  bottom  of  the  slump,  canvassed  the  situation,  and 

found  ithat  they  could  buy  both  their  material  and  their 

labor  at  very  great  reductions  from  the  peak  cost. 

This  was  followed  by  what  undoubtedly  was  a  wise 

plan,  of  revaluing  their  finished  machines,  manufac- 
tured parts,  and  raw  materials  on  a  replacement  basis. 

That  was  at  that  time  figured  as  the  cost  of  the  mate- 
rial on  hand.  The  loss  was  written  off  and  as  far  as 

possible  forgotten.  On  the  basis  of  these  reduced 

estimated  costs,  reduced  selling  prices  were  established. 

Drastic  Reductions 

In  some  cases  these  were  about  half  of  what  the  peak 

selling  prices  had  been,  and  in  a  majority  of  cases 
drastic  reductions  from  the  peak  were  put  into  effect. 

How  many  of  them  have  advanced  prices  since  then? 

And  yel;  how  many  of  them  can  go  onto  the  market 

today  and  buy  labor  or  material  at  the  prices  they  used 
as  a  basis  for  figuring  those  reduced  prices? 

If  it  was  wise  for  manufacturers  of  machine  tool* 
to  write  down  their  inventories  to  replacement  costs 
at  the  bottom  of  the  depression,  certainly  it  will  be 
wise  for  those  same  manufacturers  to  keep  track  of 
current  replacement  costs  on  the  rising  market.  With 
the  automobile  industry  in  full  swing,  feverish  activi- 

ties among  the  radio  manufacturers,  a  very  healthy 
demand  in  the  car-building  field,  and  a  far  from  neg- 

ligible demand  in  most  other  fields,  those  machine  tool 
builders  who  are  finding  it  necessary  to  again  enter  the 
active  manufacturing  field,  find  it  very  difficult  to  obUin 
labor  having  the  desired  degree  of  skill  and  ability. 
(It  should  never  be  forgotten  that  machine  tool  build- 

ers require  higher  degree  of  skill  in  their  employees 
than  do  most  of  the  industries  with  which  they  have 
to  compete  for  labor.)  I  venture  the  assertion  that  the 
machine  tool  builders  going  into  the  market  for  labor 
today,  will  find  themselves  compelled  to  pay  up  to  within 
an  average  of  about  10  per  cent  of  peak  prices  for  labor, 
and  the  tendency  is  upward  rather  than  downward. 
Reduction  of  material  costs  amounts  to  only  a  very 
trifling  percentage  in  the  total  cost  of  most  machine tools. 

Selling  at  Less  Than  Cost  Will  Eventually 
Prove  Ruinous 

No  sane  machine  tool  manufacturer  wants  to  sell 

equipment  at  less  than"  it  costs  him  to  built  it.  The 
concern  that  is  now  selling  equipment  which  was  manu- 

factured prior  to  the  slump,  on  the  basis  of  his  de- 
preciated valuations,  established  at  the  bottom  of  the 

slump,  is  fooling  himself.  There  are  unquestionably 
a  lot  of  manufacturers  who  today  are  selling  equipment 
for  less  than  it  will  cost  them  to  replace  it  on  their 
floors.  They  will  only  come  to  realize  this  by  either 
trying  to  manufacture  it  and  checking  up  on  their 
costs  after  the  replacement  has  been  completed,  or  by 
carefully  checking  up  on  present  conditions  both  for 
labor  and  material. 

There  may  be  concerns  who  were  getting  a  profit  dur- 
ing thfe  boom  times  that  will  enable  them  to  make  a 

more  drastic  cut  in  selling  prices,  but  I  am  convinced 
that  those  manufacturers  who  were  only  obtaining  a 
reasonable  profit  during  the  peak  times,  and  who  are 
now  selling  at  prices  which  are  cut  more  than  10  per 
cent  under  the  peak  selling  prices,  are  in  a  fair  way 
to  find  they  have  done  business  without  a  profit,  or, 
in  other  words,  that  any  cut  in  excess  of  10  per  cent 
at  the  present  time  represents  a  diminution  of  the 
profits  that  were  made  at  the  peak. 

The  Time  to  Buy 

It  is  high  time  that  manufacturers  of  all  kinds  should 
establish  their  selling  prices,  for  goods  on  hand,  on  a 
basis  of  what  it  would  cost  to  replace  them.  New 
business  should  be  taken  on  the  basis  of  what  the  prob- 

able cost  of  production  will  be  at  the  time  such  new 
material  is  ready  to  ship. 

And  to  the  machine  tool  users,  isn't  it  high  time  that 
they  came  onto  the  market,  took  advantage  of  the  many 
undoubted  bargains  in  the  machine  tool  equipment  that 
now  exists,  rather  than  to  wait  until  the  machine  tool 
builders  wake  up  and  re-establish  their  prices  for 
machine  tools  on  a  basis  that  will  yield  an  adeouate 

profit,  everything  considered,  based  on  present  manu- 
facturing ,  costs. 
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Gear  Transmission  with  a  Mechanical  Shift 
A  Design  Giving  Four  Speeds  and  Reverse  — The  Operator  Merely  Selects the  Speed  Desired,  the  Shift  Is  Mechanical 

By  H.  0.  HERZOG 

WE  HAVE  learned  much  from  automobile  design 
regarding  gear  shifting  mechanisms,  and  many 
machines  of  various  kinds  now  embody  compact 

gear  boxes  for  speed  and  feed  changes.  Efforts  have 
been  made  to  secure  mechanical  or  electrical  gear  shift- 

ing, both  to  relieve  the  operator  and  to  avoid  the 
clashing  of  gears  due  to  unskillful  handling.  The 
illustration  shows  a  late  German  device,  known  as  the 
Soden  gear  shift,  and  shown  at  the  automobile  exhibit 
in  Berlin.  While  primarily  intended  for  automobile 
use  it  can  be  adapted  to  other  machinery  as  well.  The 
gearing  is  completely  inclosed  in  an  oil-tight  case  and 
connected  with  the  index  or  selecting  lever,  by  wire. 
Fig.  1  is  a  cross-section;  Fig.  2  a  longitudinal  section; 
Fig.  3  a  view  from  the  top;  Fig.  4  a  section  through 
the  top;  while  Fig.  5  represents  two  sections  between 
the  axis  of  the  main  shaft  and  the  two  back  gear  shafts 
which,  for  the  purpose  of  illustration,  are  flattened  into 
one  plane. 

The  device  consists  mainly  of  the  driving  shaft  A, 
Fig.  1,  with  its  gears  and  two  back  gear  shafts  B  and  C, 
situated  below  it,  all  three  shafts  being  almost  equi- 

distant. The  driving  shaft  consists  of  two  parts  which 
telescope  inside  of  the  gear  box. 

The  driving  part  of  the  shaft  E,  Fig.  5,  enters  the 
box  at  the  left,  the  hollow  end  forming  a  sleeve  around 
the  driven  end,  with  a  bushing  between.  This  sleeve 

has  teeth  cut  on  one  side.'  On  the  right-hand  side  a 
pinion  F  is  splined  to  allow  a  sliding  motion.  The  teeth 
of  this  pinion  engage  with  the  clutch  teeth  cut  in  the 
inside  of  the  spur  gear  G,  fitting  on  the  shaft.  A  pinion 
of  larger  diameter  is  keyed  on  at  H.  Clutch  teeth  are 

cut  in  'he  middle  of  the  back  gear  shafts  opening 
alternately  to  the  right  and  to  the  left.  The  shape  of 
these  teeth  can  be  clearly  seen  in  Fig.  1.  Each  back 
gear  shaft  has  two  change  gears  which  are  bushed,  and 
are  a  running  fit  on  the  shaft.  There  is  also  a  driving 
gear  keyed  to  the  shaft.  Each  of  the  change  gears  has 
inside  clutch  teeth,  which  when  the  gears  are  slid  over 
the  corresponding  teeth  on  the  shaft,  provide  for  their 
positive  engagement  with  the  latter. 

For  the  first  and  second  speeds,  gears  C  or  D,  Fig.  5, 
are  slid  towards  the  center,  engaging  back  gear  shaft  /. 
For  the  third  speed,  change  gear  B  is  clutched  to  coun- 

tershaft /.  The  fourth  speed  is  secured  by  the  direct 
coupling  of  both  ends  of  the  driving  shaft,  by  means  of 
the  clutch  already  mentioned.  For  reversing,  both 
gears  A  and  C,  which  are  constantly  in  mesh,  are  moved 
so  far  towards  the  middle  that  gear  A  clutches  while 
gear  C  still  rotates  loosely  on  its  shaft. 

On  the  top  of  the  box,  Fig.  3,  is  seen  the  mechanism 
which  controls  the  clutching  of  the  change  gears.  For 
each  of  the  five  motions  a  stud  is  provided  which  fits 
into  a  hole  in  the  cylindrical  shaft  A.  This  shaft  is 
connected  by  a  wire  and  two  small  gears,  the  wire  being 
operated  by  the  index  lever.  The  holes  in  the  studs  for 
the  shaft  are  not  arranged  in  one  line,  but  so  that  they 
occupy  different  positions  along  the  circumference.  At 
any  of  the  five  positions  of  the  shaft,  one  of  the  five 
holes  becomes  aligned  with  one  of  the  five  studs. 

By  pushing  down  the  clutch  treadle  all  five  8tud«  are 
simultaneously  withdrawn  from  the  shaft.  When  the 
treadle  is  relea.sed  they  return  under  spring  pre.ssure 
towards  the  shaft  and  the  stud  which  finds  a  correspond- 

ing hole,  snaps  in.  By  so  doing  the  fork  with  which  the 
respective  stud  is  connected  is  shifted  and  the  chosen 
gear  is  put  into  engagement.  A  spring  mechanism  can 
be  set  to  turn  the  index  shaft  to  the  angle  required 
to  bring  the  new  hole  into  alignment  with  one  of  the 
studs,  as  soon  as  the  index  shaft  is  released.  Upon 
pushing  down  the  clutch  the  index  shaft  will  auto- 

matically snap  into  the  position  corresponding  with  the 
position  marked  on  the  index  box. 

Labor  Turnover 
By  a.  W.  Bmwn 

One  of  the  greatest  sources  of  expense  and  annoyance 
in  a  manufacturing  business  is  the  necessity  of  hiring 
and  breaking  in  such  a  large  percentage  of  new  work- 

ers, especially  in  the  unskilled  and  semi-skilled  classes. 
While  this  is  largely  due  to  the  spirit  of  change  among 
young  people,  the  turnover  is  also  greater  than  it  would 
be  if  employers  would  use  more  tact,  would  recognize 
their  obligations  to  interest,  supervise  and  encourage 
their  hands,  and  would  be  more  careful  in  selecting  and 
assigning  new  workers.  To  have  100  new  names  on  the 
roll  in  the  course  of  a  year,  in  order  to  keep  500  hands 
seems  ridiculous,  and  yet  such  a  labor  turnover  is  the 
rule  rather  than  the  exception. 

The  main  thing  is  the  remedy — or  rather  the  pre- 
vention. As  far  as  the  employer  is  able  to  help,  the 

remedy  lies  in  the  education  and  instruction  of  the 
working  classes.  Since  many  hands  are  apt  to  be  em- 

ployed, more  than  once,  even  in  the  course  of  a  year, 
the  personnel  card  should  give  full  data  concerning 
each  applicant  and  employee,  so  as  to  avoid  making  the 
same  mistakes  in  re-hiring  an  undesirable  worker. 
Every  manufacturer  should  calculate  the  cost  of  hiring, 
examining,  instructing  and  supervising  workers,  as  well 
as  the  cost  of  inspecting  and  throwing  out  defective 
work.  Besides  this,  he  should  consider  the  evil  influ- 

ence of  poor  workers  upon  their  neighbors. 
The  Passaic  Print  Works  has  a  sign  in  its  employ- 

ment bureau  which  reads : 
"We  seldom  re-hire; 

We  never  re-hire  twice." 

Self  Inspection 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

The  best  worth-while  inspection  that  the  foreman— 

or  any  other  man — can  make,  is  of  his  own  nature  and 
his  own  progress  or  lack  of  progress.  The  oftener  and 

more  thorough  that  inspection,  the  better  worth  while. 

No  haphazard  inspection  will  suffice;  no  mere  super- 
ficial qualitative  analysis;  he  must  ask  himself  just  how 

many  points  out  of  a  possible  maximum  he  has;  how 

many  more  he  has  gained  since  the  last  inspection ;  and 

what  he  is  doing  to  get  the  rest  of  the  maximum. 
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Vertical  Turret  Lathes  and  Boring:  MiUs  Continued — Adaptability  of  Vertical  Machines — 

Uw  sf  Forced  Toob — Sliding  Fixtures  and  Reamers — Taper  Turning  and  Facing 

WHKN  work  ha«  been  machined  partially  in  a 
pravioas  Mttiaff,  any  other  operations  on  the 
vock  BMU  rtqoire  it  to  be  set  up  from  the 

priTJwiy  wartlmd  Mrfacea.  Aa  worlc  which  is  handled 
lUi  is  oaoally  of  rather  large  t\ut,  the 
art  often  of  a  aonMwhat  different  nature 

than  thoee  which  would  be  utiUxed  for  smaller  work  on 
a  horlaHUal  torret  lathe    Locating  rings  or  plugs  can 

na  let.    -  atioji  nxTvnis  ron 

wbea  they  art  of  small    diameter;    but 
•f  large  sbe  the  amoont  of  surface  which  would 

be  la  caaCact  wtth  the  worli  prohibiU  their  use. 
A  gnat  deal  ti  troohle  might  be  axperieiMed  in 

plariBg  a  plaee  of  ««rfc  on  a  large  locating  ring  of,  say, 
U  or  U  la.  4laaocor.  la  order  to  avoid  this  troablo, 
tkrw  or  ftnv  UoAs  en  be  screwod  and  doweled  to  tbo 
tstors  la  the  proper  p«eltions.  like  thow  shown  ia  Fig. 
Mtal4.  tandC.  If  those  Madas  are  fasUned  sscnrsly 
••  ikobMsvlato  0  vMch  le  located  oo  the  taMo.  the 

outside  of  the  work  can  be  easily  turned  to  the  correct 
diameter  while  on  the  machine.  Measurements  can  be 
readily  made  across  the  central  plugs.  There  may  be 
cases  when  these  locating  blocks  need  to  be  hardened, 
but  often  the  production  is  not  high  enough  to  require 
an>'thing  of  this  kind. 

The  work  shown  at  E  locates  by  the  inside  finished 
surface  on  these  blocks  and  rests  on  three  studs  F, 
which  give  the  work  the  correct  vertical  position.  The 
method  of  driving  is  by  means  of  three  dogs  set 
opposite  to  the  locating  blocks,  as  shown  at  G.  The  sur- 

face H  which  comes  in  contact  with  the  work  is  made  as 
shown  at  K,  and  it  is  serrated  much  like  a  chuck  Jaw,  so 
that  it  will  grip  and  hold  the  work  firmly  when  pres- 

sure is  exerted  by  means  of  the  screw  L.  This  example 
gives  a  very  good  illustration  of  a  simple  fixture  of  a 
type  often  useful  for  boring  mill  work. 

In  Fig.  39S  is  shown  another  example  of  a  fixture 
used  for  second-operation  work  when  the  portion  from 
which  the  location  is  to  be  obtained  is  of  comparatively 
small  diameter.  The  piece  shown  at  A  has  been  pre- 

viously machined  in  the  hole  B  and  on  the  undersurface 
C  and  £>.  The  work  to  be  performed  in  this  operation 
is  the  facing,  turning  and  undercutting  of  the  flange  E, 
the  piece  being  located  from  the  previously  finished 
surfaces  mentioned.  The  fixture  base  F  is  of  cast  iron 
and  has  a  central  locating  plug  (7  which  fits  the  hole  in 
the  table.  The  upper  part  of  this  plug  is  enlarged  nt  H 
and  made  to  a  diameter  corresponding  to  that  of  the 
hole  B.  The  work  slips  over  the  plug  and  rests  on  two 

fixed  studs  A',  which  sre  located  opposite  to  each  other. 
Midway  between  them  are  spring  jacks  L  of  a  type 
which  has  been  mentioned  in  another  article.  The 

spring  jacks  are  clamped  in  place  by  thumbscrews  3/. 
The  method  of  driving  the  work  is  by  means  of  swing- 

ing clamps  V  of  somewhat  similar  design  to  those  used 

on  the  previously  described  fixture.  There  is,  of  ccftirse, 

one  point  which  does  not  need  to  be  considered  when 
work  is  held  on  a  boring  mill  table.  This  point  is  the 

matter  of  holding  the  work  from  falling  off.  Naturally 
as  the  work  is  laid  down  on  the  Uble,  its  own  weight 

win  hold  It  in  place.  This  fsct  makes  the  design  of  fix- 
tures for  boring  mills  considerably  simpler  than  for horixontal  turret  Utheo. 
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When  making  indexing  fixtures  or  those  which  re- 
quire the  turning  or  boring  of  eccentric  surfaces,  a 

horizontal  turret  lathe  requires  fixtures  which  are  care- 
fully balanced;  but  with  a  vertical  boring  mill  it  is 

unnecessary  to  be  so  particular  in  this  regard.  The 
table  is  very  heavy,  and  if  the  weight  is  more  on  one 
side  than  on  the  other  it  does  not  make  a  great  amount 
of  difference.  If  it  were  found  necessary  to  use  a  fix- 

ture on  a  boring  mill  which  was  very  much  heavier  on 
one  side  than  on  another  and  to  use  this  fixture  con- 

tinuously over  a  long  period,  it  might  be  advisable  to 
counterbalance  it  so  that  it  would  not  cause  inaccu- 

racies on  account  of  its  eccentricity. 
In  Fig.  394  is  shown  a  piece  of  work  A  having  two 

holes  B  and  C  which  are  to  be  bored  parallel  to  each 
other  and  some  distance  apart.  A  piece  of  work  like 
this  can  often  be  handled  on  an  upright  double-head 
boring  machine  of  a  type  in  which  the  spindles  revolve. 
This  arrangement  would  allow  both  holes  to  be  bored  at 

one  time,  and  the  production  obtained  would  undoubt- 
edly be  somewhat  greater  than  by  the  method  which 

we  show.  The  work  has  been  finished  along  the  sur- 
face D  and  the  six  bolt  holes  E,  F,  G,  H,  K  and  L  have 

been  drilled.  The  two  holes  E  and  L  have  likewise  been 

reamed,  and  they  are  used  to  locate  the  work  for  this 
operation. 

The  method  of  clamping  is  by  means  of  straps  at  M, 

Care  must  be  taken  when  making  fixtures  of  this 
kind  to  relieve  the  bearing  surface  of  the  slide  so  that 
there  will  not  be  too  great  an  amount  of  surface  in  con- 

tact, as  this  would  cause  friction  in  indexing  from  one 
position  to  the  other.  If  the  amount  of  indexing  neces- 

sary is  small,  other  means  can  be  provided  which  would 

PIG.    393.       SECOND-OPERATION    FIXTURE    LOCAT- 
ING FROM  A  CENTRAL  PLUG 

N,  0  and  P.  The  work  rests  on  suitable  pads  with 

spaces  between  them,  so  that  the  chips  will  not  accumu- 
late. The  sliding  member  Q  is  fitted  to  the  base  R  so 

that  it  can  be  moved  horizontally.  Due  to  the  weight  of 

the  slide  the  application  of  considerable  power  is  neces- 

sary to  move  it,  but  this  is  obtained  through  a  shaft  S 

operating  a  pair  of  bevel  gears  and  a  pinion  T  which 

meshes  with  a  rack  V  cut  along  the  side  of  the  sliding 

member.  Heavy  straps  V  and  W  are  used  to  hold  the 

slide  down  and  an  index  pin  X  operated  by  a  lever  Y 

gives  the  correct  location  for  boring  the  two  holes. 

Mmmi}i:::X:y:mi^.Mimi' 
FIG.  394.     SLIDING  INDEX  FIXTrRB 

do  away  with  the  necessity  of  the  rack  and  pinion 
Even  this  mechanism  could  be  simplified  considerably 

by  using  a  plain  rack  and  pinion  with  a  ratchet  handle 

.O.   ,0 
t 

<5'  b 
o 

FIG.  395.  TOOLS  A.ND  TOOLHOLDER  FOR  VERTICAL 
TURRET  LATHE 

but  the  latter  method  would  take  considerable  more  time 

to  operate  than  the  device  shown. 

We  have  not  previously  taken  up  the  use  of  forged 
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na  a»c   ttpb  or  iMRiNa  uak  rj»KT>  on 
TanncAL  rt* rkkt  uatmb 

WU     OKXKRATIXa   A  TAFKII   INHIDK  «L'nPA<*K 

ta  BBjr  extent;  bat  in  VMtical  boring  mill  woric 
Ikv  •««  va*d  •  f  raat  (kal.  and  aUndarda  luivc  been 

(or  different  ir»rietiee  which  make  it  pouible 
a  iMf*  amoaot  of  tuminf.  facing  and  boring 

hi  vm  mm  vH  ataadard  toola.  A  great  many  of  the 
tf  d  \mkk  mtHk  v%  M  daalgMd  that  tlM7  will  cut  in 

MPf*  thsB  mm  dbMlka  •qmAjt  w«IL  In  order  to  illiw 
If  Ale  t^  eir  iwaalblHUea.  a  diagram  b  shown  in  Fig.  89S 
wkkk  wiB  fhre  •  v^ry  good  idea  of  the  utility  of  the 

For  example,  the  tool  .A  is  uMd  for  rough-turninK 
and  facing  aa  indicated  by  the  two  Mrrowa  ahown.  The 
tool  B  ia  oaed  for  Aniah-turning  and  facing  and  can  be 
naed  in  both  directions  aa  indicated  by  the  arrows. 
Tlieae  tooia  are  made  both  right-hand  and  left-hnnd,  and 
they  can  be  uaed  in  either  the  turret  toolholder  or  the 
aidehead. 

The  tool  C  can  be  used  for  rough-turning,  rough- 
facing  and  roughing  out  a  pocket  or  groove.  This  tool 
has  a  double  lip  and  will  cut  in  any  uf  the  directions 
ahown  by  the  arrows.  It  is  not  useti  for  finishing  and  it 
does  not  produce  an  exceptionally  good  surface,  but  it 
will  remove  stock  rapidly  and  the  cutting  action  is  good. 
The  tool  D  is  used  for  finishing  cuts  or  for  grooving  and 

it  ma>'  be  ground  with  a  slight  land  at  the  corners  as 
shown  at  £  so  that  it  will  do  a  very  good  facing  job.  It 
can  be  operated  in  all  of  the  directions  indicated  by  the 
arrows. 

These  are  the  principal  tools  used  in  turning  and 
facing  and  their  simplicity  is  apparent,  yet  they  are 
adaptable  to  a  great  variety  of  conditions.  For  the  side- 
head  the  tools  are  held  direttl.v  in  the  turret  toolpost, 
but  when  used  in  the  turret  a  toolholder  like  that  shown 

at  F  is  employed.  This  holder  is  a  heavy  forging  fit- 
ting the  turret  hole  and  slotted  so  that  tools  can  be 

placed  in  it  in  several  different  positions.  It  is  some- 
times made  with  the  stem  (f  considerably  longer  to  take 

care  of  special  lengths. 

Boring  and  Reaming  Baes 

A  special  type  of  boring  and  reaming  bar  has  been 
developed  for  use  in  vertical  l>uring  mills.  It  is  a  multi- 
cutting  bar  and  its  construction  ninkes  it  well  worthy  of 
careful  consideration.  Fig.  89G  illuHtrates  a  number  of 
applicationa  of  the  bar  to  different  uses  and  shows 
clearly  its  general  features  of  construction.    It  must  be 

Kia.  Itt.    ATTACIIMKST  KUll  TUUNINO  AN  UUT8IUB 
TAI'Un 
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Turret-- 

'  Work  A 

FIG.   399.     FACING  AN  ANGULAR  SURFACE   BY  MEANS  OF 
A  SIMPLE  ATTACHMENT 

remembered  that  boring  tools  and  reamers  used  on  a 
vertical  boring  mill  are  normally  held  when  in  use,  in  a 
vertical  position,  and  that  this  position  permits  a  type 
of  construction  to  be  used  which  would  not  prove  satis- 

factory on  a  horizontal  type  of  machine. 
The  diagram  at  A  shows  two  views  of  the  bar  B, 

which  is  slotted  at  C  and  B  to  receive  cutters  of  diff- 
erent kinds.  The  slot  E  is  used  for  the  reamer  blade 

and  is  at  right-angles  to  the  boring  tool  slot  which  it 
intersects.  A  special  setscrew  F  is  used  as  a  backing- 
up  screw  for  the  various  boring  tools  and  a  hardened 
plug  G  is  flatted  on  one  side  to  back  up  the  reamer  blade 
when  it  is  used. 

The  illustration  at  H  shows  a  chamfering  tool  K  in 
position  in  the  bar.  The  end  of  the  tool  L  strikes 
against  the  head  of  the  screw  F,  which  gives  it  the 
proper  location.  The  tools  are  ground  so  that  they  fit 
the  slot  accurately,  yet  they  are  free  enough  so  that 
they  can  be  removed  by  hand  without  difficulty.  The 
pressure  of  the  cut  keeps  them  in  position.  In  boring  a 
piece  of  work,  after  the  turret  position  has  been 
determined  there  is  no  change  made  in  it  while  chamfer- 

ing, rough-boring,  finish-boring  or  reaming.  The  tools 
are  ground  to  different  lengths,  so  that  various 
diameters  can  be  produced  according  to  the  particular 
tool  which  is  used. 

The  application  of  a  boring  tool  is  shown  at  M,  and 
another  type  AT  illustrates  the  method  of  cutting  a 
recess  or  a  shoulder  when  it  is  necessary  to  face  the 
bottom  of  the  hole.  The  cutter  shown  at  0  is  used  for 
chasing  a  thread  on  the  inside  of  a  piece  of  work.  All 
of  these  tools  are  ground  to  pre-determined  lengths  in 
special  fixtures  and  the  amount  of  finish  allowance 
between  cutters  is  pre-determined.  The  reamer  blade  P 

does  not  float  in  the  ordinary  way,  but  the  blade  itself 

fits  the  slot  loosely,  so  that  it  centers  itself  and  naturally 
follows  the  correctly  generated  hole.  Special  types  of 
tools  can  be  used  in  this  bar  when  found  necessary. 

We  have  discussed  the  attachments  used  on  a  hori- 
zontal turret  lathe  for  various  pieces  of  work  which 

require  the  generation  of  tapers.     On  the  vertical  tur- 

ret lathe  and  vertical  boring  mill  provision  is  made  in 
the  construction  to  handle  a  certain  amount  of  this  work 
without  the  use  of  special  attachments.  We  have 
mentioned  the  fact  that  the  head  is  arranged  so  that  it 
can  be  swiveled  to  an  angle  of  45  deg.  on  each  side  of 
the  center  line.  This  makes  it  possible  to  set  the  head 
over  so  that  different  angles  can  be  bored  ir  turned 
without  great  difficulty. 

Generating  Inside  Tapers 

In  Fig.  397  is  shown  a  piece  of  work  A  held  in  chuck 
jaws  B  on  the  outside  diameter.  The  work  which  is  to 
be  performed  is  indicated  by  the  various  arrows.  The 
angle  of  the  taper  is  15  deg.  and  the  head  is  therefore 
set  over  to  this  angle.  The  toolholders  C  and  D  carry, 
respectively,  the  roughing  tool  E  and  the  finishing  tool 
F.  After  the  correct  angle  has  been  obtained,  it  is 
only  necessary  to  start  the  down  feed  to  the  turret  slide, 
and  the  tools  will  generate  a  correct  taper  on  the  inside 
of  the  work.  While  this  operation  is  taking  place,  the 
tool  G  in  the  sidehead  is  used  to  rough  off  the  surfaces 
//,  K  and  L,  the  feeds  used  being  in  the  directions 
indicated  by  arrows.  The  tool  M  is  used  for  finishing 
the  same  surfaces.  The  simplicity  of  this  arrangement 
will  be  readily  seen,  and  the  possibility  of  adapting  it  to 
a  variety  of  conditions  is  apparent. 

The  work  A  shown  in  Fig.  398  requires  the  turning 
of  the  outside  taper  surface.  This  work  could  be  done 
by  means  of  the  turret  slide,  which  could  be  set  to  the 

proper  angle;  but  if  this  were  to  be  done  a  re-setting 
would  be  necessary  when  boring  the  hole  B.  In  order 
to  avoid  this  contingency  the  sidehead  tool  C  is  used  for 
turning,  the  correct  angle  of  the  taper  being  determined 
by  a  special  block  D  held  in  the  holder  E  in  the  turret. 
The  latter  is  locked  in  position  during  the  operation, 
and  the  sidehead  movement  is  controlled  by  the  contact 
of  the  roll  F  against  the  forming  plate. 

In  order  to  hold  the  roll  against  the  plate,  the  binder 
on  the  sidehead  is  set  up  tightly  enough,  so  that  the 

head  can  be  forced  outward  as  the  down  feed  of  it  con- 
tinues. Various  applications  can  be  made  of  this  same 

principle  in  handling  tapers  on  a  vertical  turret  lathe. 

FIG.  400.     TAPER  TURNING  WITH  SIDEHEAD 
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b*  BWriwul  l»rt>ac*t  wImo  it  ia  not  d«^r- 
«•  tto  IV  both  tamt  aad  ■IiMimiI.  m  i«  awMMor 
Miac  tkis  MdMd.   OUMraMMwObtaMerUMd 
ttsMUMdiai 

TAmPAomo 

I  •  tavtr  Mrfac*  U  to  b«  machliwd  ia  a  horitontal 
a  i«««fMl  flf  tha  priadpla  Jast  dcacribml  can 

ba  wmtL  Fis.  Vt  ahowa  a  piaoe  of  work  A 
mkUk  bM  HiaiiiiMU  baaa  OMcliiaod  at  0  and  C.  It  U 
hcalad  aa  Iba  ftstwa  £>,  tba  cmitral  poaition  of  which 
la  aaaarai  tgr  aMaoa  of  Um  phur  S  which  enters  the  hole 
la  tba  labia.  Tba  wofk  kteataa  at  B  and  is  damped 

\9  aaaaa  af  attapa  F.  A  taper  block  G  of  special 
la  hdl  la  tba  aMakaad  turret  H.  the  Utter  l>eing 

I  ao  that  it  doaa  not  move  during  the  opera- 
Tba  toal  JT  U  held  in  the  holder  L.  at  one  aida 

ci  arbkh  is  a  roO  boUtr  il  eartying  a  roU  N  which 

m  Mu  amsacuxnsa  a  TArat  timrAca  bt  traixo  a 
FOKM  PLATS  CaRRIBO  OX  THB  RAIL 

tba  anrle  of  the  Uper  block,  thus  genera* 
tiav  the  proper  angle.  The  operator  in  obliged  to  keep 

ire  la  a  downward  diroctioo  on  the  turret  alide 
aaiag  this  method,  in  order  to  keep  the  tool  in 

coataet  with  the  form.  The  simplicity  of  this 
4aflaa  aatf  tba  aaao  with  which  it  can  be  set  up  are 

Al  af  tba  aMtbeda  iUost  rated  here  for  turning  tapers, 
vltb  the  exception  of  the  first,  have  naeaaaitatad  tying 
my  tba  aldobaad  and  turret.  This  is  not  always 

aa  It  decreases  the  production  time.  If  both 
aad  tarrot  aw  ba  aaod  at  the  aame  Ume.  tba 

la  aataraOy  Inrriiiil  to  a  eonatdarable 
TWrrfora  a  taper  attachment  can  often  be 

to  advaataca  if  there  ia  aullkteat  work  to  war* 

Jkm  mamth  af  tbia  aart  la  Atmn  fa  Fig.  400.  In 
«fckk  Iha  vofk  4  la  bald  by  tba  bwtde  in  special  jaws 
B.  It  ia  4aairad  to  tarn  the  taper  C  aad  face  the  sur- 

D  aai  F  la  tba  saaM  aatting.    Tba  plate  r  la 

supported  at  each  and  by  luds  G  and  H.  which  are 
adjustably  mounted  in  brackets  K  and  L  attached  to  the 
machine  body.  The  aidehead  N  is  fitted  with  a  roller  N 
which  engages  with  an  angular  slot  0  in  the  form  plate. 
The  roughing  tool  P  is  used  in  the  sidehead  of  the 
machtaa  and  a  Anishing  tool  Q  can  be  awung  into  place 
when  needed.  The  holder  R  contains  a  tool  S  which  ia 
used  for  facing  the  surfaces  D  and  E. 

While  this  facing  operation  is  in  proceas  the  down 
feed  of  the  sidehead  is  started  and  the  roller  N  travels 
along  the  angular  slot,  thus  generating  tba  outside 
taper.  For  the  finishing  operation  the  sidehead  turret 
is  indexed  and  the  tool  Q  completes  the  work.  A  prin- 

ciple like  this  can  be  used  in  finishing  various  forms, 
the  plate  F  being  made  apecial  to  suit  the  requirements. 
This  attachment  is  simple  and  the  plates  are  easy  to 
make,  so  that  various  angles  can  be  machined  without 
great  trouble. 
When  it  becomes  necessar>'  to  face  a  tapered  surface 

on  a  vertical  boring  mill  the  problem  is  slightly  more 
diflkult,  yet  even  here  a  few  simple  parts  can  be  made 
and  applied  to  the  machine  so  that  good  results  can  be 
obtained.  In  the  example  shown  in  Fig.  401  the  work  A 
is  similar  to  that  indicated  in  Fig.  399,  but  it  is  of 
much  larger  diameter  and  is  handled  on  a  different 
type  of  machine  having  no  sidehead.  The  work  is 
located  on  a  fixture  and  clamped  by  means  of  straps  B 
in  the  same  manner  as  that  previously  described.  The 
taper  surface  C  is  to  be  generated  and  the  tool  D  held 
in  a  standard  holder  E  is  used  for  the  purpose. 

Two  brackets  at  F  and  G  are  fitted  to  the  croas-rail  of 
the  machine  and  carry  a  flat  bar  H,  on  the  back  of 
which  a  taper  plate  K  is  fastened.  The  toolslide  carries 
a  roll  L  which  comes  in  contact  with  the  taper  plate, 
thus  making  it  possible  to  control  the  angle  of  the  taper. 
The  pressure  is  kept  on  the  toolslide  in  a  downward 
direction,  so  as  to  keep  the  roll  in  contact  with  the  form 
plate  while  the  longitudinal  or  crossfeed  of  the  toolslide 
is  in  use.  It  must  be  remembered  when  designing  nn 
attachment  of  this  kind  that  the  parts  must  all  be  male 
Buflkiently  strong  to  withstand  the  pressure  to  which 
they  are  subjected. 

Tapera  of  various  kinds  may  occasionally  require 
machining,  and  the  method  most  suitable  is  dependent 
larKely  upon  the  number  of  pieces  which  are  to  be 
machined,  the  accuracy  required  and  the  other  opera- 

tions which  are  to  be  performed  in  the  same  setting.  It 
la  advisable  to  select  a  method  which  will  take  these 
points  into  consideration,  and  if  production  will  be 
greatly  increased  by  the  use  of  a  special  attachment,  it 
can  ba  deaigned  according  to  the  requirements.  Many 
devices  for  taper  turning  have  been  described  and  the 
mechanical  principles  involved  can  be  adapted  to  suit 
various  types  of  machinea. 

Idle  Equipment 

By  C.  E.  Jensen" 
The  aame  remarks  that  apply  to  idle  workers  ar« 

appropriate  for  idle  equipment,  in  so  far  an  the  em- 
ployer loses  the  profit  that  the  idle  equipment  should 

have  earned  during  the  time  in  question.  But,  in  addi- 
tion, coat  calculation  is  rendered  inaccurate,  and  the 

overhead  percentage  is  unduly  increased.  A  machine 
costing  110,000,  and  normally  used  eight  hours  a  day, 
must  earn  27c.  an  hour  to  cover  6  per  cent  interest 
charges  ak>na. 
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Inquiries  in  the  Industrial  Machinery 
Division,  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 

Domestic  Commerce 

By  W.  H.  Rastall,  Chief 

An  indication  of  the  steady  increase  in  activity  of 
the  industrial  machinery  division  of  the  Bureau  of 
Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce  in  Washington,  is 
afforded  by  the  accompanying  chart  which  is  a  copy  of 
one  that  I  keep  on  my  desk  to  cheer  me  up. 

Although  the  curve  has  some  rather  violent  fluctua- 
tions, it  is  encouraging  to  note  that  the  general  trend 

is  constantly  upward,  showing  that  more  and  more 
I>eople  are  bringing  their  machinery  export  problems  to 
the  Government  for  counsel. 

Although  this  matter  of  the  number  of  our  commer- 
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1 922-   COMMERCIAL,     IXQUIRIES     ANSWERED     BY     INDUSTRIAL 
MACHINERY    DIVISION 

cial  inquiries  is  one  of  great  importance,  I  have  come 
to  feel  that  it  is  far  more  useful  to  persuade  the  manu- 

facturer to  call  at  this  office,  and  for  some  months  we 
have  been  conducting  a  campaign  directed  toward  get- 

ting our  machinery  exporters  into  this  building  in 
order  that  they  may  note  what  we  have,  how  we  work, 
and  how  we  can  be  used.  The  campaign  has  been  very 
successful  and  is  becoming  increasingly  so;  the  result 
is  that  manufacturers  who  come  here  spend  anywhere 
from  three  hours  to  three  weeks  in  studying  the  pos- 

sibility of  their  export  market. 

Increasing  Usefulness 

To  show  how  successful  this  campaign  has  been  I 
might  say  that  we  had  eight  visitors  in  October,  ten 
in  November,  twenty-three  in  December  (a  live-week 
month),  sixteen  in  January,  fifteen  in  February, 
twenty-one  in  March  and  thirty-five  in  April. 

As  the  man  on  the  job,  I  have  come  to  feel  that  week 
by  week  we  are  becoming  increasingly  useful  to  the 
machinery  manufacturing  exporter,  and  each  week 
brings  us  a  little  closer  to  the  concrete  export  problems 
that  really  deserve  consideration.  We  are  really 

making  far  more  progress  than  these  tabular  state- 
ments would  indicate. 

The  Worker's  Prospects  in  the  Machinery 
Building  Industry — Discussion 

By  A.  W.  Forbes 

In  an  article  published  on  page  511,  Vol.  56,  of 
American  Machinist,  Geo.  J.  Buckner  disagrees  with 
my  estimate  of  the  relative  earning  capacity  of  the 
college  graduate  as  compared  with  that  of  the  average 
young  man  without  such  training,  for  the  reason,  I 
believe,  that  he  does  not  fully  grasp  my  contention. 

I  am  in  thorough  accord  with  Mr.  Buckner  in  his 
opinion  that  the  college  bred  boy  is  superior  to  tfce 
boy  whose  education  is  obtained  in  the  shop — superior 
in  every  way,  mentally,  morally  and  physically — but 
it  is  one  thing  to  admit  his  superiority  and  quite  an- 

other to  contend  that  the  college  should  have  the  credit 
of  causing  or  helping  him  to  attain  it. 

It  is  only  the  better  class  of  boys  that  go  to  college, 
and  if  the  best  boys  enter  college  we  have  a  reasonable 
right  to  expect  that  the  best  men  will  come  out  of  it. 

My  own  opinion  is  that  the  superiority  is  due  to  in- 
heritance and  early  environment  and  is  in  despite  rather 

than  because  of  his  college  training. 
I  am  reminded  of  the  story  of  the  man  who  decided 

to  teach  chickens  to  swim.  Being  an  educator  instead 
of  a  farmer  or  naturalist  this  man  did  not  notice  that 

two  of  his  selected  "chicks"  were  ducklings,  and  began 
by  giving  them  all  regular  practice  in  the  water.  He 
soon  discovered,  however,  that  only  two  of  his  brood 
gave  promise  of  learning  and  so  abandoned  the  others 
and  devoted  his  entire  attention  to  the  favored  ones. 

Under  these  circumstances  he  was  soon  able  to  dem- 
onstrate not  only  that  chickens  were  susceptible  to 

aquatic  training,  but  that  such  training  was  capable 
of  changing  their  physical  as  well  as  temperamental 
characteristics,  for  his  two  favored  pupils  learned  to 
love  the  water  and  grew  webbed  feet  to  help  them  in 
their  swimming. 

This  is  about  what  our  educators  are  doing  with 
boys.  Those  who  lack  ambition  do  not  enter  college; 
those  without  ability  are  not  allowed  to  stay.  And  yet 
the  college  officials  persist  in  comparing  the  average 
of  their  graduates  with  the  average  of  the  boys  who 
do  not  enter. 

If  I  may  add  a  personal  word  to  this  discussion  to 
show  my  position,  I  would  say  that  I  hold  degrees  from 
two  colleges,  that  my  brothers  and  sisters  have  studied 
in  seven,  colleges  and  taught  in  four;  therefore,  I 
claim  to  be  not  entirely  without  inside  knowledge. 

While  in  college  I  was,  of  course,  a  firm  believer  in 
its  advantages,  and  it  was  not  until  several  years  after 
graduation  that  my  doubts  were  awakened  by  the  dif- 

ficulty of  obtaining  boys  for  my  shop  who  possessed 
anything  like  the  ability  of  those  that  I  saw  entering college. 

I  have  not  succeeded  in  obtaining  evidence  that  the 
colleges  are  really  doing  any  good,  nor  have  I  presented 
any  definite  evidence  to  the  contrary.  This  is  not  the 
place  to  present  such  evidence. 
We  can  prove  the  value  of  college  training  only  by 

comparing  the  graduates  with  men  of  equal  character 
and  ability  without  the  training.  In  view  of  the  fact 
that  the  colleges  are  constantly  calling  upon  us  through 
taxes  and  personal  solicitation  to  provide  more  funds, 

it  would  seem  to  me  that  it  was  up  to  these  institu- 
tions to  demonstrate  their  real  value  in  order  to  justify 

their  demands. 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men  | 
Ttf  artMM  an  m>ada  m^  Ham  iMti 

«»ti<tf»rf  Inm  alt  Mwr  rfc«  mrlrf. 

«W  l*M*  ̂ akUalkW  arc  ^aW  It. 

A  Handy  Screwdriver 

I'MtH-  tlM 

By  W.  &  Rownx 

•b0«»  Utl*  oa  PM*  M8.  VoL  65.  of  Amur- 
Mr.  Witey  hm  alMwii  us  bow  to  get 

•Mltli  work  of  a  ita^  kind:  on  pM^  22S, 
■kowad  ua  bow  not  to  g«t  the 
Mr.  Grvfory  ia  right  in  saying 

ra^nir*  bMvy  ond  prMsure.  but  wrong  in 
•crvwdrirer  ao  it  ia  difAcult  of  application. 
■go  there  came  into  a  shop  where  1  was 

tool  draaaar  wbo  asuaUjr  mid*  things  the 

or  UAnort  axd  rwHAXDT  scrbw  ORrvnui 

wmj  be  thought  right,  regardless  of  such  little  things 
aaordm,  akatebca.  etc.  Before  he  was  fired  he  was 
•Hv«4  to  OMke  two  screwdrivers  to  aketch.  like  Fig. 
1,  whieb  Is  usually  called  a  T-acrewdriver;  when  they 
ymn  flaiahcd  they  were  like  Fig.  2.  which  might  be 
called  trifurcatad.  Thcae  beautiful  things  are  rarely 
•sad  becsosa  of  their  aavaral  inconveniences,  though 
tkQT  art  aadl  like,  hot  batter,  than   Mr.  Gregory's 

A  aciawdi  l«ci  working  cloae  to  a  surfece  parallel  to 
the  center  Hoc  of  a  acrew  la  shown  In  Fig.  3.  The 
arrow  ahowa  an  eaafljr  poaalble  line  ot  end  pressure 
■>■—<  '»  »»•  with  the  screw.  The  trifurcated  screw- 
'rttw  la  FIf.  4  b  ahown  encoooterlng  great  difflcultiea 
ia  the  i«Be  poaHhm.  In  this  ease  the  angle  X  is  much 
gnater  and  the  Made  will  enter  the  screw  slot  properly 
•^  «tea  it  is  parallel  with  surface  W. 
Wa  ■■  toow  bow  easily  end  pressure  is  applied  to 

tbe  auvwdilvai  shewn  in  Fig.  6.  Some  one  please  fur* 
■Ml  It  a  aaaa.  At  screwdriver  shown  in  Fig.  6  makes 
•CrditM  Hnc  mti  pnaaore  easy,  but  it  will  not  work  so 
■kair  doac  to  a  mntmem  parallel  with  the  center  line 
t4  a  screw  and  Is  not  so  kood  In  cktae  quarters  as  the 
T-auewdiiii. 

AB  Kuwdrhats  ahaald  be  nada  f  ron  aqoart  or  "hex" 
to  provMt  raa^r  naaas  of  applying  a  wrench  on 

la  thr««>  4iy«  of  torch  welding,  the  making 
of  T<arrcwdHeer»  ia  way.  One  should  almost  have  a 
4rlwr  for  oaea  screw  site. 

Sine  Bars  for  Use  on  Machines 
By  Matthkw  Harris 

The  use  of  the  sine  bar  has  been  generally  restricted 
to  the  toolroom  for  laying  out  work  to  be  done,  or  for 
checking  the  accuracy  of  work  in  process  or  after  com- 

pletion.   However,  the  Pratt  &  Whitney  Co.  has  carried 

FIO.  1— A  PAIR  OK  SINE  UAK  PAHALXJOJB 

the  application  of  sine  bars  a  step  further  and  uses 
fhcm  in  the  shop  in  many  ways,  among  others  for  the 
anirulur  setting  of  work  on  machine  tables. 

In  the   illustrations  herewith  are  shown  a  pair  of 

ria.   1— ANOLB  r>L,ATIS   WITH   HI.NK   ItAK   llAhK 

aioe  bar  parallels  and  an  angle  plate,  the  base  of  which 
has  been  converted  into  a  permanent  sine  bar. 

The  use  of  both  these  devices  is  so  obvious  and  their 
construction  is  so  plain  that  no  further  description  is 
necaasary. 

Temporary  Crankpins  for  Use  in  Counter- 
balancing l/ocomotivo  Drivers 

By  J.  KoHKin   I'iiki  r.4 

A  good  start  may  often  be  gained  when  fitting  up  a 
pair  of  main  wheels  in  the  locomotive  nhop,  if  tho  wheels 
can  be  weighed  for  counterbalancing  before  the  pins  are 
made  and  prcaaad  in.  The  drawing,  Fiir.  1,  .shows  an 
arrangement  for  this  purpose  that  has  proved  to  be 
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very  useful  in  this  shop  and  has  made  possible  a  con- 
siderable  saving  in   time  and  labor,   and   also  in  the 

distillate  which  we  use  to  heat  the  tires  for  setting. 
For  example:    If  we  were  weighing  s  pair  of  wheels 

FIG.  1.     TEMPORARY  PIN  FOR  BALANCING DRIVING  WHEEUS 

for  counterbalancing  in  which  it  was  required  that  the 
tires  be  in  place  when  the  pins  were  pressed  in,  we 
would  have  to  wait  for  the  pins  to  be  made.  Then 
when  the  wheels  were  put  on  the  balancing  ways  we 
would  very   likely   find  that  the  tires  would  have  to 

FIG.    2. THE  PIN  AND  TAPERED  KEYS.       FIG.   3. 
OF  WHEELS  ON  THE  WEIGHING  RACK 

A  PAIR 

come  off  again  in  order  to  get  the  necessary  amount  of 
lead  into  or  out  of  the  counterweight  pockets. 

With  the  arrangement  here  illustrated  and  described, 
the  tires  may  be  put  on  to  stay,  even  before  the  pins 

are  made.  Two  scrap  pins  should  be  fitted  up  in  accord- 
ance with  the  drawing  for  each  type  of  engine  handled 

m  the  shop.  The  cut,  Fig.  2,  shows  one  such  pin  with 
the  three  tapered  keys  and  an  eyebolt,  which  latter 
will  be  found  very  handy  in  handling  the  heavy  pin  with the  crane. 

In  Fig.  3  is  .shown  the  outside  of  one  of  a  pair  of 
wheels  on  the  rack  with  the  temporary  pin  In  place 
and  the  necessary  counterbalancing  weights  hung  upon 
it.  Note  the  two  rollers  upon  which  the  sling  bears  to 
relieve  the  friction  at  this  point.  It  should  be  under- 

stood that  the  eccentric  arm  must  be  in  place  at  this 
stage.  It  was  left  off  while  photographing  in  order  to secure  a  clear  view. 

In  Fig.  4  is  shown  the  inside  of  the  .same  wheel  and 
indicates  how  the  temporary  pin  is  held  by  means  of  the 
keys.  This  shoulder  of  the  pin  should  be  about  A  in. 
smaller  in  diameter  than  the  hole  at  the  first  quarter- 

ing. Then  as  the  hole  is  enlarged  the  tapered  keys 
take  up  the  difference  and  keep  the  pin  always  in  the center. 

Method  of  Locating  Holes  for  Boiing 
By  W.  MacPherson 

I  have  found  the  following  described  method  of 
locating  work  for  boring  holes  on  the  milling  machine, 
such  as  in  jig  and  fixture  work  of  the  ordinary  type,  to 
be  convenient  and  accurate. 
A  dial  indicator,  shown  at  A  in  the  sketch,  is 

attached  to  a  holder  made  to  slide  in  the  T-slot  on  the 
front  of  the  milling  machine  table  that  is  provided  for 
the  table  stops.  An  adjustable  stop  B  is  fastened  to 
the  saddle  of  the  machine  in  line  with  the  stem  of  the 
indicator. 

To  move  the  table  any  desired  amount,  as  when 
spacing  from  one  hole  to  another,  the  indicator  stem  is 
brought  into  contact  with  the  stop  and  the  dial  turned 
to  zero.  Then  with  the  table  run  out  to  the  approx- 

imate position,  the  exact  distance  is  determined  by 
means  of.  gage  blocks  of  the  Hoke  type  between  the  stop 
and  the  indicator.  Converse  movements  are  made  by 
using  the  desired  combination  of  blocks  first  and  then 
bringing  the  indicator  to  contact  with  the  stop. 

The  advantage  of  the  Hoke  blocks  will  be  apparent, 
as  with  them  any  dimension  from  0.200  to  10  in.  can 
be  obtained  in  increments  of  O.OOOl   in.     The   blocks. 

tzjO     []t M 
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FIG.  4.    SHOWING  HOW  THE  PIN  IS  HELD  IN  THH  WHEEL 

ADJI.'.STABLK   STOT.'*   KOK  CLOSK   .\l  KASUREMENTS 

after  being  wrung  together,  are  further  secured  ty 
means  of  a  tie  rod  through  the  center.  This  rod, 

especially  when  long  lengths  are  required,  makes  th< 
blocks  more  secure  and  easily  handled. 

The  method  can  be  applied  to  vertical  measurements 

by  using  an  indicator  attached  in  some  convenient  posi- 
tion to  the  column  of  the  machine. 
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A  Special  Chuck  for  HoMinir  a  Thin 
Awkward  Ca»Ung 

A»  R.  TlNOLaT 

TV  tTpt  of  casUac  to  b*  machiMd  U  thown  in  Fis-  1- 
It  mU  b*  BOlad  tkat  Um  cmUi*  to  «raU  eor«l  out  and 
tka*  tko  mlb  art  qalto  tkla.  OrislBallr  a  plain  chuck 
mm  Mad  to  hold  tlw  piaea  whila  aachininx.  but  the 

oa  Um  rial  dao  to  draft  ea  tho  pattern  and  the 
of  tho  waO^  did  not  allow  th«  operator  to 

It  Ugkt  «Baa(ll  to  kMp  it  from  alipping.  Too 
PNMBI*  tfalnfllt  tha  piaeo  or  broke  the  casting. 

To  provide  tha  caataring  feature  aad  ckoip  the  piece 
tight,  the  chack  ahoera  in  Fig.  2  waa  developed  and  haa 

haaa  la  aee  for  three  years,  giving  excellent  aatisfac> 

na  L    TWf  CASTINO  t6  bb  chvckbd 

tiaa.   The  chack  ia  aeajr  and  quick  to  operate  and  broken 
•r  diatortad  castings  are  rare. 

With  tha  caatlag  in  the  chuck,  the  bell-mouthed  can- 
ter A.  arhldi  is  held  in  the  turret  of  a  hand  aeriw 

aiBfhinr.  ia  brought  up  and  pusbea  the  casting  back 
vaiast  the  stop  B  and  also  canters  the  projecting  end. 
Tighteaing  the  acroD  plate  C  damps  and  centers  the 
aatoMa  rtai  of  tha  placa  br  the  inward  novsnant  of 
Java  D.  Tha  doable  acting  screw  E  is  then  tightened, 
lalthig  jaws  G  aad  H  down  npoo  the  rear  projection 
af  tha  plate  in  whatever  poeitioa  the  bell  center  and  the 
Jaw*  D  have  located  it.  Theee  jaws  G  and  H,  with  the 

'  E,  float  ta  gaidea  which  permit  motion  in  a  direc- 

t    TUB  mrwriku  envcu no 

ttoa  at  rtgat  aagMa  ta  the  sorfacee  on  tha  rear  projee* 
tioa  ef  the  caatfaf.  To  hold  these  Sooting  jaws  sUtion- 
uy  after  ther  hava  clamped  the  part  in  position,  the 
dMMe  threaded  ac*«w  /  la  tightaaad  aad  pashee  the  two 
wttgm  K  aad  L  toward  tha  eeatar,  tfcaa  crowding  jaws 
<;  aad  IT  agalaaC  the  galdoa.   With  thaee  three  clamping 

arrangamants.  the  casting  is  held  securely  and  centrall)'- 
The  tools  designed  to  perform  the  operations  on  the 

piece  are  shown  in  Fig.  S.    The  tool  shown  at  A  bores 
out  the  inner  recaas  and  at  the  same  time  breaks  the 

<!)'o   
' 

C..Q...._.. 
O    ( 

FIG.  >.     BORING  AND  FACI.NO  T00L8 

scale  on  the  surface  where  the  counterbored  recess  will 
Iw  cut.  The  circular  tool  B,  in  finishing  the  counter- 
bored  recess,  balances  the  thrusts  on  the  toolholder  and 
the  piece. 

Scotch  and  Pinch  Bar  for  Handling: 
Machines 

By  Matthew  Habru 

In  barring  up  nutchinea  to  put  rollers  under  the 
skids  for  moving,  blocks  of  all  sorts  are  usually  hunted 
up  to  be  used  as  scotches  on  which  to  fulcrum  the  pinch 

■OOTCU  AND  PINCH  UAH 

bar.  Every  msn  who  has  handled  a  pinch  bar  in  mov- 
ing machinery  knows  that  at  times  the  scotch  will 

slip  from  un<ter  the  bar  and  let  the  machine  down  on 
the  floor.  Especislly  is  this  true  when  a  machine  is 
being  lifted  to  such  a  height  as  to  require  the  use  of 
one  or  more  blocks  on  top  of  each  other. 

The  scotch  and  bar  shown  in  the  accompanyinar  illus- 
tration are  used  in  the  plant  of  Gould  &  Eb<-rhnrdt, Newark,  N.  J. 

Aa  will  be  seen,  the  pin  through  the  bar  fltM  in  the 
notches  cast  at  varying  heiKhts  in  the  ncotch.  This 
arraagHaent  permits  of  a  fairly  high  lift  in  progrcnsive 
stages  without  the  necessity  for  having  blocks  of  dif> ferent  sisee. 
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Inspecting  Connecting  Rods 
By  Herbert  Crawford 

A  connecting-rod  inspection  fixture  used  by  the  Peer- 
less Motor  Car  Co.  of  Cleveland,  Ohio,  while  resembling 

those  used  for  the  same  purpose  in  other  shops  has  one 
or  two  features  which  are  somewhat  different.    The  fix- 

i, 

mJ     1    i^ 

ww^B SUHHHH 
CONNECTING-ROD  INSPECTING  FIXTURE 

ture  is  shown  in  the  illustration  and  consists  of  the 
usual  stand  with  a  stud  on  which  the  large  end  of  the 
rod  is  held  by  a  substantial  flange  and  nut.  The  large 
disk  A,  with  a  central  stud  representing  the  piston  pin, 
is  slipped  into  the  small  end  of  the  rod  and  the  rod  is 
swung  up  into  the  position  shown.  The  disk  B  is  then 
moved  forward  until  the  collar  C  contacts  with  the  back 
end  of  the  fixture.  In  this  position  the  large  disk  B 
should  just  meet  the  disk  A  and,  if  the  rod  is  square, 
they  should  just  pass  each  other  with  a  full  bearing  on 
each  disk.  By  relieving  the  centers  of  the  disks  so  as 
to  leave  a  raised  edge,  it  is  very  easy  to  see  just  what 
contact  is  being  made.  Any  slight  twist  is  easily 
corrected  by  the  wrench  shown  at  D. 

Utilizing  Fixtures  on  Different  Machines 
By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

The  lack  of  uniform  dimensions  in  the  T-slots  in 
machine  tool  tables  is,  fortunately,  being  considered  by 
a  committee  of  machine  tool  builders  and  members  of 
the  A.  S.  M.  E.  Such  standardization  will  be  of  great 
help  to  many  users  of  machine  tools  and  save  thousands 
of  dollars,  especially  for  the  man  running  a  small  shop. 

In  the  meantime  we  must  make  the  best  of  the 
situation  and  here  is  the  way  the  Lucas  Machine  Tool 

Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  gets  around  the  difficulty  of  differ- 
ent width  T-slots.  Whenever  a  fixture  is  made  for  use 

^n  a  milling  machine  or  other  table,  the  tongue  is  made 
as  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration.  The  tongue 
lias  a  wide  base  set  into  the  fixture  itself,  the  projecting 
part  being  made  to  suit  the  machine  table  it  is  to  be 
used  on. 

It  will  be  noted,  however,  that  the  projecting  part  of 
the  tongue  is  not  central  with  the  slot  in  the  base  but 
flush  with  one  edge  of  it.  These  tongues  are  held  in 
place  by  round-head  capscrewa  located  centrally  with 
the  narrowest  tongue  as  seen  at  A.  Tliis  prevents  get- 

ting the  tongue  in  the  wrong  way,  which  sometimes 

INTERCHANGEABL3  TONGUES  FOR  FIXTURES 

counts  when  the  fixture  is  designed  to  overhang  the 
table  on  one  side. 

Should  it  be  desirable  to  use  this  fixture  on  another 
machine  at  any  time,  another  tongue  is  made  as  at  B. 
The  base  is  of  course  the  same,  but  the  tongue  is  wider 
to  fit  another  designer's  idea  of  a  T-slot,  The  screw 
location  is  the  same  as  before  and  insures  getting 
either  tongue  in  as  it  should  be. 

This  is  a  very  clever  scheme  for  making  the  best  of 
our  present  hodge-podge  of  T-slots  and  saves  a  lot  of 
time  and  expense. 

Wiring  Fender  Strips 
By  R.  E.  Marks 

Here  is  an  interesting  little  special  wiring  machine 
I  ran  across  in  the  fender  shop  of  the  Winton  Motor 
Car  Co.,  in  Cleveland,  some  time  ago.  It  is  for  rolling 
wires  into  the  edges  of  a  rather  narrow  strip.  The 
wires  are  on  opposite  sides  of  the  strip,  the  edges  of 
which  are  turned  in  opposite  directions.  The  steel 
strip  feeds  in  from  A  with  one  wire  above  and  the  other 
below.  The  wires  feed  through  the  rollers  shown  and 
the  strip  is  passed  between  them  at  B  and  C.    The 

ROLLING  IN  TWO  ̂ VIRES  ON  OPPOSITE  SIDES  OF  A  STRIP 

rollers  at  D  support  the  upper  wire  while  the  edge  of 
the  strip  is  being  turned  over  it.  Part  of  a  completed 
strip  is  shown  at  E.  It  is  interesting  to  note  how  a 

designer  who  understands  this  sort  of  work  can  ar- 
range a  few  rollers  and  gears  in  a  compact  frame  and 

secure  just  the  result  he  desires. 
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Way  to  SImw  Section  Through  Ribs 
By  F.  U  8n.li 

Oa  PM*  797  of  Am»riemm  Mmekmut  ma  article  by 
Akqrstei  Wtt%«adar  Um  abev*  Iwdlng  iavitas  diaciu* 

•  pnliadmuf  nmmn  It  woald  mmb  to  be 
t»  OMttMir  tkt  porpoM  of  a  dniwinc  from  tbv 

of  tkc  oat  most  IntorMrtod  and  directly  con- 
wiM  U  to  MM  it. 

•I^lael  of  •  drawiat  is.  of  course,  to 
tlM  riBBCipHaM  of  tka  daalgmr  to  the  men  who 

are  to  brtat  tkMi  lato  natorlal  beins.  and  the  idenl 
dravioir  W  (he  oat  tlMtf  doea  thU  with  the  fewest  pos- 

Simple  Guard  and  Feed  for  Punch  Tresses 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

The  illustration  herewith  shows  a  guard  and  a  simple 
feed  for  a  press,  the  latter  only  good  for  flattening  work 
as  ahown. 

The  press  guard  at  A,  Fig.  1,  lifts  the  operator's  hand 
out  of  harm's  way  before  the  punch  can  catch  it.  It 
is  a  simple  device,  the  guard  being  raised  by  the  small 

muttmttsn  a  uKa-nov  u-itm  rawaai'  po«8tBt.E  UKBa 

liaas  cotuistent  with  complete  and  comprehensive 

fron  this  standpoint  it  would  seem  that  Mr. 
WBlHi,  In  sslsctim  the  object  with  which  to  illustrato 
kis  rcaiarlts,  had  choaon  unfortunately.  Of  his  three 
vitwB  ahowtac  wiooa  ways  of  indicating  a  section 
thnmffh  the  middle  of  an  angle  plate  having  a  rib  in 
it  be  choosss  tite  third  method  which  really  ahows 
the  aaetioa  takaa  obrwhere,  as  he  has  omitted  the  cross- 
hatdHag  eatiralir  where  it  ahoald  have  passed  through 
the  rfh. 

la  order  the  better  to  Iteep  on  good  terms  with  the 

Bperf  aad  **pat  one  over  on  old  Fath<-' 
m  he  SKpnsaiii  it,  why  not  omit  the  cros»- 
altecedMr  and  show  two  views  of  the  object: 

oa*  aa  ead  view  as  is  his  third  example  and  the  other 
a  fraat  view  as  ahowa  in  the  lower  left-hand  corner  of 

the  two  viewa.  of  coarse,  to  be  arranged  in 
rslBtive  poaltioa  on  the  drawing. 

Aa  aa  iastaam  of  what  is  right  or  best  in  displaying 
a  sacttoa  through  a  rib,  I  am  submitting  the  accompsny- 
lat  drawing,  which  sbowa  the  section  of  a  gear  wheel 
havfac  Ave  amw.  or  spolua.  It  is  clear  that  the  draw- 
tag  'MB  aet  riprwaiif  the  grar  correctly  according  to 
Ikaory,  for  this  wwild  dsaauid  that  the  upper  spolc 
he  cron»4wtched  sod  the  lower  one  foreshortoned  to 
ladieale  its  aagalar  poaition. 
The  pattcramakar  BMy,  tor  the  aak«  of  getting  a 

laagh  oa  tha  <loWwii>,  eritieise  soeh  a  drawing  aa  not 
hoiar  tkoorstleallx  correct,  hot  it  deea.  nevertheleas. 
give  hha  the  daarail  rtpreeeatation  of  the  object  de- 
atni,  aad  with  the  fewast  poasible  tinea,  which  is  what 

cranic  B,  connected  to  the  mechanism  that  runs  tiw 
press.    This  guard  has  an  easy  moliun  which  prevents  in 
jury  to  the  operator  even  when  it  forces  the  hand  out  of 
the  way,  differing  from  some  of  the  older  guards  in  this 
respect.    It  has  proved  very  efficient  in  this  shop. 

The  feed  shown  in  Fig.  2  is  extremely  simple,  con- 
sisting of  a  piece  of  sheet  metal  bent  up  as  at  A.  It 

is  only  necessary  to  place  the  washers  to  be  flattened 

on  the  incline  and  they  nnturnlly  ulide  under  th*-  ram 

U'llll. 

I  1.1. iJ 

to  be  flattened  at  the  next  ntroke.    They  are  poked  out 
of  ttte  way  with  a  thin  piece  of  Hheet  metal. 

These  devices  are  used  by  the  Monroe  Calculating 
Machine  Co.,  Orange,  N.  J.  The  presses  are  painted 
whito,  even  though  they  are  in  a  very  li^ht  shop  and 
are  kept  renurkaUjr  clMo  with  apparently  little  effort. 
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A  Good  Casting  from  a  Bad  Pattern 
By  M.  E.  Duggan 

Did  you  ever  make  a  pattern  for  a  wheel — gear,  band, 
fly,  hand,  or  any  old  kind  of  wheel — with  a  web  center 
instead  of  spokes? 

If  so,  you  were  probably  very  careful  to  have  the 
web  flat  and  true,  and  you  glued  the  two,  three,  or  four 
pieces  that  made  up  the  web  nicely  and  firmly  together 
to  make  sure  that  they  would  retain  their  original 
shape.  Then  you  built  up  on  each  side  of  this  web  a 
double  row  of  segments  to  form  the  rim,  well  glued, 
and  perhaps  additionally  secured  with  nails  or  screws; 
and  then  you  turned  up  and  finished  this  pattern  in  a 
way  to  do  any  good  pattern  maker  proud. 
When  the  pattern  was  returned  from  the  foundry  you 

stored  it  in  the  average  kind  of  pattern  loft  under  the 
roof  where  it  was  subjected  to  all  degrees  of  tempera- 

ture and  perhaps  to  dampness,  so  that  when  you  wanted 
it  the  second  time,  very  likely  for  a  rush  repair  job, 
you  found  it  warped  and  twisted  almost  beyond  recog- 
nition. 

Did  all  these  things  ever  happen  to  you? — and  if  so, 
what  did  you  do  about  it?  Here  is  the  way  it  was 
handled  in  one  such  case. 

The  warped  pattern  was  sent  to  the  foundry  with  in- 
structions to  make  the  best  of  it.  The  rim  was  sawed 

through  at  eight  places  as  shown  at  A,  and  the  pattern 
bedded  in  molding  sand  in  the  flask.  A  heavy  ring  of 
iron  (a  circular  flask)  was  then  laid  upon  the  pattern 
and  by  hammering  and  manipulating  the  ring  and  pat- 

tern the  latter  was  eventually  coaxed  to  lie  flat  so  that 
the    iron   ring   would    beai    upon   the   web   all   around. 

Bottom  board-- 
MOLDING  FROM   A  WARPED   PATTERN 

Enough  sand  was  then  shoveled  into  the  flask  to  hold  the 
pattern,  and  the  iron  ring  removed. 

More  sand  was  then  shoveled  in  and  the  drag  side 
of  the,  mold  completed,  the  mold  rolled  over  and  the 
cope  side  finished.    A  very  satisfactory  casting  resulted. 

Double-Action  Clamp  for  Jigs  and  Fixtures 
By  R.  F.  Moore 

The  double-acting  clamping  device  here  shown  and 
described  is  a  very  simple  and  effective  means  of  apply- 

ing the  clamping  pressure  to  work  held  in  a  jig  or 

fixture,  and  may  -easily  be  incorporated  into  such  tools. 
When  the  writer  saw  the  device  it  was  a  part  of  a 
drilling  jig,  and  it  attracted  his  attention  because  of 
its  easy  and  rapid  action. 

The  first  movement  of  the  handle  causes  the  cam  sur- 
face .4  to  push  the  clamp  forward  by  reason  of  contact 

with  the  lug  B  of  the  clamp.  When  point  C  of  the  cam 
has  reached  the  lug  and  there  is  no  further  forward 

movement  of  the  clamp,  the  face  cam  D  comes  under  the 
heel  of  the  clamp  at  E  and  applies  the  clamping  pres- sure, all  in  a  single  movement. 

The  stud  upon  which  the  handle  turns  extends  a  suffl- 

DOUBLE-ACTING   CLAMPING    DEVICE 

cient  distance  above  the  latter  to  enter  a  slot  in  the 
under  side  of  the  clamp  to  prevent  any  sidewise  move- 

ment. A  suitable  spring  returns  the  clamp  to  its 
original  position  when  the  handle  is  turned  back. 

t 

Ejecting  Collet  for  Automatic  Screw 
Machines 

By  E.  W.  LaRue 

In  second  operation  work  on  automatic  screw  ma- 
chines, the  work  is  generally  fed  from  a  magazine  into 

the  collet,  and  often  a  means  must  be  found  for  ejecting 
it  when  completed. 

An  ejecting  collet  for  use  on  a  No.  00  B.  &  S.  auto- 
matic screw  machine  is  shown  herewith. 

Parts  A  and  B  are  made  of  tool  steel  and  hardened. 

AN   EJECTING   COLLET 

Part  C  is  a  standard  double-angle  collet,  hardened, 
tempered  and  tapped  out  at  the  rear  end  to  receive  part 
A.  Parts  E  and  F  are  tool  steel  and  the  spring  D  is 
made  of  music  wire  and  tempered.  Part  F  is  a  light 
drive  fit  in  part  E  which  in  turn  is  a  sliding  fit  in  part 
A.  After  part  A  has  been  screwed  into  the  collet  the 
proper  distance,  the  locknut  B  is  screwed  tightly  in 

place. The  work  is  forced  into  the  collet  against  the  pres- 
sure of  the  spring  by  the  turret  and  magazine  mech- 

anisms and  the  collet  tightened  by  the  usual  cam.  When 
the  collet  is  loosened  the  work  is  ejected  by  the 

plunger  F. 
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Editorial 
htm  Repair  Costs  and  Future  Busineiuj 

/'^VNE  of  th»  tigas  of  retanting  procperity  U  tbe 
vArteiSB  cf  pMto  Ur  tamkiam  iriikh  arc  «lr«juiy 
la  wiMi  pinta  la  dMBwaat  wctJaaB  of  tho  country. 
Tkia  ladtcat—  that  manufacturers  uainc  thc««  machinw 
•lo  fvttiaff  nadir  to  start  than  on  production  onco 
Mot«.  aad  ghm  proarfM  of  ordars  for  new  machines 
la  ika  fatart. 
Whk  Um  prtbablUtias  of  futura  business  in  mind 

it  bakaavH  as  to  ao  haadla  the  orders  for  parts  that 

tka  caalaaMr  win  ba  so  well  plea^d  with  his  treat- 
aMal  ttal  ha  win  at  least  gir*  the  same  machines  the 
pitlmmuM  wImb  tka  aaw  orders  are  placed.  And  there 
is  mmrn  to  tka  propar  haadlins  of  repair  orders  than 
BMiijr  aecai  to  realisa. 

It  ia  pcobabla  that,  in  common  with  the  rest  of  us, 
the  I  inti— at  haa  deferred  ordering  until  he  actually 

tha  aMdUna  for  which  the  parts  are  ordered.  In 
is  an  element  to  be  considered  and 

win  eraata  a  favorable  impression.  If 

aa  appreciable  delay  is  necasaar>'.  •  courteous  letter 
aq^laiainff  the  raasoo  will  help  to  keep  him  good 
aatarid.  Silcaea.  which  is  constructed  as  ignoring  his 
•rdar.  b  a  grtat  barrier  to  future  relations.  There  is  a 
wkala  lot  BMta  to  latter  writing  in  regard  to  repair  part 

ardara  tlaui  appaars  on  the  surface.  Such  orders  gen- 
erally do  not  permit  personal  contact  of  buyer  and  aeller 

aad  the  letters  hare  to  be  the  beat  that  can  ba  written 
«a  that  aocounL 

Tke  qaaetloo  of  priea  is  also  to  he  considered,  as 
tkia  phqr*  >a  liBportant  part  in  maintaining  pleaaant 
laiatieaa.  No  man  expects  to  get  repair  parts  for  noth- 

tag  bat  everyone  resents  being  "done,"  to  use  a  very 
aapraasiTe  slang  phrase.  And  too  many  manufacturers 
af  aMcfainery  of  all  kinds,  from  coffee  mills  to  auto- 
aMUka.  aacm  to  feel  Justified  in  charging  from  two  to 
taa  tiOMO  the  value  of  a  part  to  be  used  in  making 
rspairs. 

Nothing  win  shift  a  man's  allegiance  from  one  make 
of  aMfhina  mart  quickly  than  to  be  overcharged  for 
parte.  To  ba  billed  twenty  dollars  for  a  part  which  he 

did  aot  coat  a  tenth  of  that,  or  which  he  can 
la  Mt  own  shop  for  half  the  price  asked,  will 

to  "rile"  a  nan's  temper  than  almost  anything 
aha.  Aad  wHh  It  often  go  the  good  impreasions  which 
the  laarlihia  itaelf  nay  have  created. 

The  laeraaciBg  deaaand  for  repair  parte  makes  this 
tlaM  to  earefally  ceaelder  thie  phase  of 

Now  ie  the  time  to  cultivate  eoa- 
wtw  are  now  oslag  jroar  naehinee  and  to  handle 

tkair  repair  ordars  so  that  yoor  nadiiaea  stand  first 
is  UMbr  arinde  vImb  the  tiiae  eooMa  to  order  more. 
It  wU  par  to  wo  over  jroor  prlee  list  on  apara  porta  and 
aak  yooraelf  iHlotlur  they  are  raaaonable.  when  all 
piuaaa  «f  the  ̂ aaatlea  are  considered.  You  must,  of 
wmrn,  iSBfO  cost.  eaarlMad  and  the  e^cpenee  of  carry- 
lag  a  laaaaaaUe  alMk.  Bat  it  wiO  pay  to  revise  any 
faaey  priHa  aad  ta  awoid  the  practice  of  some  to  get 
al  tker  caa  oat  of  repair  porta.  Prompt  service  and 

of  ipare  parts  go  far  toward  keeping  old 
I  lor  aO  aew  orders  in  your  line. 

A  Bill  to  Relieve  Excessive  I'ostal  Kates 
REPRESENTATIVE  Clyde  Kelly  of  Pennsylvania 

k  has  introduced  a  bill  for  the  repeal  of  a  portion 
of  the  exceaa  postage  rates  which  were  imposed  as  a 
measure  for  war  revenue.  This  would  not  put  the  rates 
back  to  a  pre-war  basis,  but  only  remove  the  last  two, 
of  the  four  increases  imposed.  Even  the  rates  proposed 
by  Mr.  Kelly  are  176  per  cent  higher  than  those  paid 
before  the  war. 

Mr.  Kelly  points  out  that  the  continuation  of  these 
high  rates  has  seriously  affected  the  entire  publishing 
industry.  This  industry,  he  contends,  is  just  as  essen- 

tial to  business  prosperity  as  are  the  highways  and 
waterways.  Both  are  channels  which  aid  commerce  in 

securing  its  necessar>'  interchange  of  products  and 
ideas.  This  applies  just  as  much  to  the  advertising 
as  to  the  reading  pages,  as  both  chronicle  advance  in 
industrial  achievement. 

It  must  be  remembered  that  the  postal  rates  on 
publications  were  advanced  S26  per  cent  over  pre-war 
rates.  The  increase  has  not  been  apparent  to  sub- 

scribers because  in  most  cases  the  cost  has  been  borne 
entirely  by  the  publishers.  It  should  also  be  recalled 
that  every  other  item  carried  in  the  war  measure 
which  imposed  this  great  increase  in  postal  rates,  has 
been  either  modified  or  repealed.  Only  the  publishers 
have  been  compelled  to  continue  to  pay  the  maximum 
rate  imposed  as  a  war  measure. 

But  the  matter  is  not  entirely  one  of  injustice  to 
the  publishing  industry.  The  war  time  postal  rates 
have  driven  millions  of  pounds  of  second-class  matter 
from  the  mails  and  into  private  channels  of  distribu- 

tion at  lower  rates.  There  is  something  radically 
wrong  in  our  laws  when  a  private  company  can  make 
a  profit  at  a  ktwer  rate  than  that  charged  for  mail. 

It  may  not  be  out  of  place  to  mention  the  valuable 
work  done  by  many  industrial  periodicals  during  the 
war.  They  carried  government  messages  to  millions 
of  readers  at  no  cost.  They  helped  to  sell  Liberty 
Bonds,  to  raise  money  for  the  Red  Cross  and  other 

necessary  purposes.  They  were  of  great  aid  in  secur- 
ing proper  personnel  in  many  departments.  Their 

editors  were  at  the  government's  disposal  for  special 
researches  and  the  gathering  and  diasemination  of 
special  information,  and  at  no  cost  for  either  salaries 
or  traveling  expenses.  Furthermore,  their  publications 

may  be  called  the  source  of  both  flrst-claas  and  fourth- 
claaa  mail.  In  other  words,  among  the  best  and  biggest 
customers  of  the  Post  Office  Department  themselves, 
they  stimulate  the  use  of  the  mails  by  other  customers. 

The  publishing  industry  is  not  asking  for  special 
privileges.  It  merely  aaks  to  be  relieved  of  special  war 
charges  as  haa  been  done  in  every  other  industry.  It 
asks  this  that  it  may  still  better  serve  its  millions  of 
readers  throughout  the  country. 

The  propoeed  bill  still  leaves  the  rates  176  per  cent 
above  the  pre-war  figure.  We  are  sure  you  agree  that 
this  ia  sufficient  to  cover  increaaed  cost  of  handling 

the  mall.  A  request  to  your  Repreaentativc  to  con- 
aider  ilouse  Bill  No.  11,965  favorably  will  help  to 
seeare  the  desired  change  and  be  mutually  beneficial. 
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Shop  Equipment  News    f 
p.  &  H.  No.  3-T  Horizontal  Boring,  Drilling 

and  Milling  Machine 

The  Pawling  &  Harnischfeger  Co.,  Milwaukee,  Wis., 
has  recently  developed  the  No.  3-T  horizontal  boring, 
drilling  and  milling  machine  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The 
machine  is  built  for  tool  work  especially.  The  square 
lock,  narrow  guides  with  taper  gibs  and  heavy  con- 

struction of  the  spindle,  saddle  and  column  are  intended 
to  give  the  accuracy  necessary  for  such  work. 

All  operating  levers  and  handwheels  are  within  easy 
reach  of  the   operator  and  conveniently  arranged,  as 
can  be  seen  in  Fig.  2.    The  starting,  stopping,  revers- 

ing and  changing  of  feeds  or  speeds, 
by  either  hand  or  power,  are  controlled 
by  the  operator  without  moving  from 
his  position.    It  is  impossible  to  have 
two  conflicting  speeds  or  feeds  in  ac- 

tion at  the  same  time. 
The  column  is  of  box  section  and  is 

tongued  and  grooved  to  the  bed.  The 
spindle-carrying  saddle  is  of  box  sec- 

tion. All  drive  gearing  and  shaft  bear- 
ings are  phosphor-bronze  bushed,  and 

the  main  spindle  sleeve  bushing!  is 
phosphor  bronze  scraped  to  a  slight 
taper  for  taking  up  wear.  The  saddle 
is  guided  on  the  column  by  a  narrow 
guide  at  the  front,  nearest  the  cutting 
pressure.  Two  steel  taper  gibs  are 
provided  to  allow  adjustment  for  wear. 
The  saddle  can  be  raised  or  lowered 
on  the  column  by  either  hand,  power 
feed,  or  quick  traverse.  It  is  counter- 
balanced. 

The  spindle  is  forged  from  high-car- 
bon hammered  alloy  steel.  Power  is 

applied  at  the  front  end,  and  the  feed 
mechanism,  consisting  of  a  rack  and 
pinion,  is  located  at  the  rear  end.  This 
construction  provides  the  spindle  with 
large  bearings  at  both  front  and  rear. 
The  feed  change  mechanism  consists  of 
spur  gears  and  positive  clutches,  ac- 

tuated through  a  frictional  worm 
wheel. 

^  The  spindle  can  be  driven  through 
either  a  small  plate  with  a  wide-face, 
coarse-pitch  gear,  or  a  larger  faceplate  with  an  internal 
gear  and  tapped  holes  for  the  attachment  of  milling  cut- 

ters and  milling  heads.  The  spindle  driving  sleeve  has 
adjustable  bronze  taper  shoes  to  take  up  wear  due  to  the 
sliding  of  the  spindle  in  the  sleeve. 

The  bed  is  a  one-piece  box-section  casting,  and  con- 
tains chutes  for  the  quick  removal  of  cuttings.  It 

contains  the  feed,  feed  distributing  and  the  rapid 
traverse  mechanisms.  The  table  carrying  the  platen  is 
a  box  casting,  and  has  a  narrow  guide  and  taper  gibs 
for  taking  up  wear. 

The  driving  pulley  is  14  in.  in  diameter,  carries  a 

3-in.  belt,  and  runs  at  350  r.p.m.  Sixteen  spindle  apeeda 
are  provided,  ranging  from  14.5  to  225  r.p.m.  with  the 
small  faceplate,  and  from  8.7  to  136  r.p.m.  with  the 
large  faceplate.  Power  is  transmitted  by  belt  direct 
from  the  line  shaft  to  a  pulley  on  the  machine  ifself. 
Provision  is  made  for  attaching  a  motor  at  the  rear  of 
the  machine.  For  motor  drive,  a  5-hp.  constant-speed 
motor  is  recommended,  with  a  speed  of  1,200  to  1,400 
r.p.m. 

Eight  geared  feeds  are  obtainable,  ranging  from 
0.005  to  0.288  in.  per  revolution  of  the  spindle  for 
boring,  and  from  0.0084  to  0.44  in.  per  revolution  of 
the  spindle  for  milling  when  using  the  small  faceplate. 

FIG.  1— p.  &  H.  NO.  3-T  HORIZONTAL  BORING,  DRILXJNG  AND 
MILLING   MACHINE 

Specifications :  Diameter  of  spindle.  3  In.  Taper  hole  in  spindle.  No.  6  Morse. 
Travel  of  spindle,  23J  in.  Greatest  distance  between  faceplate  and  outer  support 
for  boring  bar,  5  ft.  Greatest  distance  froom  top  of  platen  to  center  of  spindle,  28 
in.  Size  of  platen,  24  x  54  in.  Crossfeed  of  platen,  36  In.  with  automatic  trip. 
Weight,  approximately  11,300  pounds. 

When  using  the  large  faceplate,  the  feeds  range  from 
0.008  to  0.48  in.  per  revolution  of  the  spindle  for  boring, 
and  0.013  in.  to  0.73  in.  per  revolution  of  the  spindle 
for  milling. 

The  boring  bar  support  can  be  removed  from  its  base 
without  disturbing  any  of  its  mechanism.  Helical  gear- 

ing is  used  between  the  support  screw  and  the  saddle 
screw.  A  thread-chasing  attachment  that  will  cut 
threads  varying  from  two  to  sixteen  per  inch  and  to 
any  length  within  the  capacity  of  the  machine  can  be 
furnished.  The  following  attachments  can  also  be  sup- 

plied :    Circular  swiveling  table,  24  in.  in  diameter,  6  ia 
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thick.  vnuiaat«d  to  minute*,  with  hand  or  power  feed; 
— riliary  table,  ft  ft.  bag.  5  in.  wide,  to  support  long 
warik:  borinf  bars,  anr  diameter  up  to  3  in.;  star-feed 
fKiiif  head  to  bolt  to  the  faceplate  or  clamp  to  the 
«l>{ndl«,  for  fx-infr  up  to  16  in.  in  diameter. 

Norton  10xl8-In.  FUin  Cylindrical 
Grinding  Machine 

The  raadiiaa  ihown  in  the  accompanying  illuHtration 

baa  rtceatfy  bats  added  to  the  line  of  plain  c>-lindrical 
fHadinx  wafhinw  nada  by  the  Norton  Co.  of  Wor- 
naler.  Maai.  This  machine  is  very  similar  in  general 
characteristics  to  the  other  lO-in.  Norton  grinding 
■Micbliies,  and  is  adapted  to  lundling  short  woric  of  the 
type  ordinarily  performed  on  such  machines. 

The  length  of  woric  that  can  be  aeeommodnted  is  18 
in.,  which  gives  asitable  capacity  for  handling  a  large 
Bunber  of  parts  oaed  in  automobiles  and  accessories. 
Th*  speeiflcatioiis  of  the  headstock,  footstoclc.  wIkh)!- 
slide.  tabio>speed  frame  and  wheel-feed  mechaninm  are 
the  same  as  in  the  former  models  of  the  10-in.  machine. 
The  floor  space,  however,  is  considerably  reduced 
because  of  tits  shortened  distance  between  centers. 

The  wheel  spindle  is  281  in.  in  length  and  car  carry 
a  standard  grinding  wheel  up  to  18  in.  in  diameter. 
Four  speeds  are  provided  for  the  tabic  K<t.:h  tooth  un 
the  index  wheel  represents  a  feed  of  the  wheel  nf 
0.00086  inch. 

Stcptoe  '*Standard"  Enj^ine  Lathes 
The  John  Steptoe  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  has  recently 

brought  out  a  series  of  engine  lathes  in  both  plain  and 

luick-change  types  and  known  as  the  "Standard."  The 
sizes  made  are  14-,  16-,  18-  and  20-in.  swing.  One  sise 
of  the  quick*<:hange  type  is  illustrated  herewith. 

The  beds  are  of  tlie  Iwx-eection  type  and  are  recessed 
to  allow  the  tailstocks  to  overhang  at  the  extreme  ends. 
The  lathes  are  equipped  with  feed  rods  in  addition  to 
lead  screws,  so  that  the  lead  screws  are  used  only  when 
cutting  threads.    The  surfaces  of  the  beds  to  which  the 
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quick-change  gear  boxes  and  lead  screw  hangers  are 
attached  are  slotted  to  receive  tongues  in  the  boxes  and 
hangers,  insuring  proper  alignment.  The  racks  are 
in  one  piece. 

The  aprons  are  of  the  box  type,  allowing  the  use  of 
dout)le  supports  for  the  gears  and  shafts. 

All  gears  in  the  aprons,  as  well  as  the  change  gears, 
are  made  of  steel  cut  from  the  solid  bar. 

In  the  quick-change  lathe  the  entire  range  of  threads 
and  feeds  is  provided  for  by  the  operation  of  but  two handles. 

The  18-in.  lathes  sre  furnished  with  cabinet  It-Ks 
under  the  headstock,  and  the  20.in.  lathes  with  cabinet 

legs  at  both  ends.  Lengths  of  l>eds  for  the  14-  and 
16-)n.  lathes  sre  6,  8  snd  10  ft.;  for  the  18-  and  20-in. 
lathes,  6,  8,  10,  12,  14  and  16  feet. 

The  rvgular  equipment  of  each  lathe  fticludcH  two 
faceplates,  staadyrsst,  follow  rest,  graduatHd  compound 

rest,  gear  guards,  snd  countershaft  with  two  friction- clutch  pulleys. 

Tsper  attachmenU,  thread  indicators,  drnw-in  attach- 
ments, and  motor  drives  can  be  furnished  as  extras. 
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Pratt  Grinding  Gage 
A  gage  for  determining  the  size  of  work  being 

ground,  without  stopping  it  to  use  snap  gages  or 
micrometers,  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market 
by  Fred  J.  Pratt,  627  Wayne  St.,  Detroit,  Mich.  The 
gage  consists  of  a  cast-iron  body  in  which  a  plunger 
and  spring  are  housed.  On  the  top  of  the  body  an 
indicator  is  mounted,  and  heads  to  fit  the  work  can  be 
interchanged  at  the  bottom.  Each  head  has  a  range  of 
IJ  in.,  and  sizes  up  to  5  in.  can  be  supplied  from  stock. 

The  gage  is  shown  in  the  operating  position  at  the 
left  of  the  accompanying  illustration.  There  are  three 
diamond  contact  points,  two  of  which  are  mounted  in 
the  ends  of  adjustable  screws  and  the  other  in  the  end 
of  the  spring-actuated  plunger.  The  screws  are  inter- 

changeable in  the  heads.  The  diamonds  have  a  conical 
form  and  do  not  mark  the  work.  A  very  light  spring 
pressure  is  all  that  is  needed  to  keep  the  diamond  points 
in  contact  with  the  surface  being  ground. 

It  is  stated  that  tolerances  of  0.0001  in.  can  be  main- 
tained by  the  use  of  the  device.  The  indicator,  which  is 

set  at  an  angle  of  30  deg.  at  the  top  of  the  column,  is 
plainly  visible  to  the  operator,  so  that  he  can  watch 
the  progress  of  the  grinding  as  the  work  is  reduced. 

The  gage  is  hung  between  cone-pointed  screws  in  a 
fork  which  is  adjustable  to  any  position,  and  which  is 
made  so  that  the  gage  can  be  raised  and  lowered.  At 
the  right  of  the  illustration  the  gage  is  shown  in  the 
raised  position  and  out  of  the  way,  so  that  the  work 
can  be  removed.  The  bracket  provided  is  bolted  to  the 
grinding  machine  and  supports  the  hanger  mechanism. 
The  gage  itself  can  be  changed  from  one  machine  to 
another  by  inserting  it  in  the  different  hangers.  Al- 

though the  gage  is  usually  hung  in  front  of  the  grinding 
wheel,  it  can  be  mounted  at  the  side  or  on  the  table. 

The  gage  is  suitable  for  determining  the  size  of  all 
cylindrical  ground  work,  as  well  as  of  taper  work. 
Work  with  splines  or  holes  can  be  calipered  in  the  same 
manner  as  done  with  a  snap  gage.  The  operation  is 
more  quickly  performed,  because  the  gage  is  always 
held  in  position  for  the  measurement. 

PRATT  GRINDING  GAGE 

"Simplicity"  Cylinder  Reboring  and Grinding  Machine 

A  portable  machine  for  both  reboring  and  grinding 
automotive  cylinders  has  recently  been  brought  out  by 
the  Simplicity  Engine  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Fort 
Washington,  Wis.  The  machine  can  be  used  on  either 

open  or  closed  cyl- 
inders up  to  Hi  in. 

in  depth.  Many 

types  of  cylinder 
blocks  can  be  ground 

in  the  chassis  with- 
out the  necessity  of 

removing  them. 
The  accompanying 

illustration  shows 
the  arrangement  of 

the  parts.  The  ma- 
chine is  driven  by  a 

li-hp.  motor  and  is 
ordinarily  supplied 

for  either  110-  or 
220-volt.  alternating 
or  direct -current. 
The  boring  bar  is 
driven  by  means  of 
gears  at  a  normal 
speed  of  40  r.p.m.  It 
is  21  in.  in  diameter 
and  has  a  bearing 

surface  in  the  hous- 
ing lOJ  in.  long.  The 

grinding  spindle  is 
mounted  inside  the 
boring  bar  and  runs 
on  ball  bearings  at  a 
speed  of  5,000  r.p.m.     It  is  driven  by  means  of  a  belt 
from  the  long  vertical  pulley  at  the  top  of  the  machine. 

The  downward  feed  is  automatic,  and  the  boring  bar 
can  be  elevated  by  means  of  the  crank  at  the  top  of 
the  frame.  An  adjustable  automatic  stop  prevents  the 
bar  from  going  too  low  in  the  cylinder. 

The  base  block  is  provided  with  holes  so  that  it  can 
be  clamped  to  the  cylinder  block  to  be  bored.  The 
machine  itself  is  pivoted  on  this  base,  so  that  it  can  be 
merely  swung  to  the  side  when  it  is  desired  to  center  the 
cylinder  bore  or  to  change  heads.  Before  clamping,  Ihe 
device  is  centered  over  the  cylinder  by  dropping  a 
conical  plug  into  the  top  of  the  bore. 

A  boring  head  having  three  cutters  adjustable  simul- 
taneously by  means  of  a  central  tapered  plug,  is  fur- 

nished. It  can  be  easily  secured  to  or  removed  from 
the  end  of  the  boring  bar.  The  head  has  a  range  from 

25  to  35  in.  Larger  heads  can  be  furnished  for  bores 

up  to  5^  in.  Rings  for  use  in  setting  the  cutter  head 
to  size  are  furnished.  Rings  in  oversizes  of  0.010  and 
0.020  in.  for  seven  sizes  of  cylinders  are  supplied. 

After  the  boring  head  has  been  passed  through  the 

cylinder,  the  device  is  merely  swung  on  its  base,  so 

that  the  grinding  head  can  be  put  in  position.  The 

shaft  of  this  head  is  mounted  on  phosphor-bronze  bear- 

ings. The  head  itself  has  an  eccentric  mechanism  that 

can  be  adjusted  up  to  i-in.  throw  by  means  of  a  screw. 

The  head  is  self-contained  and  is  dust  and  dirt  proof. 

The  device  has  a  length  of  17  in.,  a  width  of  8  in.  and 

a  height  of  35  in.  Since  it  weighs  only  140  lb.,  it  is 

easily  portable  and  can  be  handled  by  one  man. 

■•.SI.MPLiICITY"    REBORING    AND 
GRINDING  MACHINE 
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AtlM  niikro-Indicator**  Cylinder 
and  Piston  (iaKcs 

n*  gwf  HhHtraUd  herewith  haw  rMtntly  bMn 
^•oad  «■  tlM  aarinC  bjr  the  Gmti*  H.  WUkins  Cow.  ISO 
N.  Mailtit  8U  CMei«^  IlL 

Tte  ̂ Haiar  g^t^  Hwwa  at  tka  laflt  wwalttt  of  a 
dial  fli«a  vHk  two  coolact  polala  and  a  aaddk  with  a 
MBMrtte  alad  an  whkh  Uw  indicator  i*  inountad  and 

ATVJiM  CTUXOOt  AXD  1  l.>  !<.•.%    <.V'.l..-< 

hoida  the  contact  pointa  at  a  right-angle  to  the 
I  af  Um  cylinder.  The  gage  can  be  uaed  in  cylindera 

of  froai  tl  to  6  io.  in  dianteter  and  indicates  in  thou- 
•aadtka  of  tachaa.  In  addition  to  testing  cylinder  borea, 
tha  Indicator  can  be  uaed  for  any  purpose  for  which  a 
dial  gaga  can  be  oaed  bjr  dismounting  it  from  the  saddle. 
The  dial  eaa  ba  aat  bjr  ravdving  the  bezeL 

The  piatan  gage,  ahown  at  the  left,  is  a  bench  gage 
arltll  a  rang*  of  from  0  to  6  in.    The  dial  indicator  is 

on  a  sliding  scale  graduated  in  inches  and 
By  use  of  this  gage  pistons  and  piston  pins 

for  dianeter,  roundnaaa,  and  uniformity, 
also  ba  cheeked  for  thkksasa.    The  dial 

by  thoosandtha  of  an  inch  and  can  be  set  in 
BuuuMT  aa  tha  dial  on  the  cylinder  gage. 

*«Undard''  Electric  Hoist 
The  alactik  hoist   iUostrstrd   herewith  has  recently 

brDOght  o«rt  by  the  Standard  Electric  Crane  and 
Co.  14M  Ckaataat  St..  Philadaiphia.  Pa. 

Tka  kolat  la  ruggad  in  da^gn  and  the  working  parts 
faOy  iDcloaed  in  a  doat-  and  weather-proof  case. 

The  drive  is  through  spur  gears  which  are  cut  from 
forged  steel  blanks  and  then  heat-treated.  All  gears 
operate  in  an  oil  bath  and  automatically  splash  lubricate 
the  main  bearings.  All  bearings  except  the  main  are 
lubricated  by  the  Alemite  high  pressure  system.  The 
hoist  is  equipped  throuKhout  with  Hyatt  ,high-du.y 
baariaga.  The  pins  for  the  track  wheels  are  made  of 
manganaaa  axle  steel. 

The  hoisting  motor  is  specially  built  for  sorvice  and 

Is  guaranteed  against  overheating  for  a  half  hour's  con- 
tinuous run.  The  lowering  brake  is  of  the  screw  and 

disk  type  and  runs  in  an  oil  bath.  The  holding  brake 
is  lined  with  asbestos  brake-band  lining.  It  is  cam 
operated  and  will  hold  the  load  at  any  point.  When  the 
load  bk>ck  reaches  its  upper  limit  of  travel  an  automatic 
device  breaks  the  electric  circuit  and  applies  the  hold- 

ing brake.  Either  a  two-  or  four-part  rope  block  is 
supplied  with  each  hoist.  One  of  the  main  features  of 
the  hoist  is  the  low  headroom  required.  The  hoist  is 

made  in  two  types,  one  type  being  .'noved  along  the  rail 
by  hand  and  the  other  type  by  motor.  In  both  cases 
control  is  from  the  floor. 

Kach  type  is  made  in  five  sizes  ranging  from  2,000 
to  10.000  lb.  hoisting  capacity.  Heightn  of  lift  are  from 
15  to  50  ft.  and  hoisting  speeds  are  from  10  to  70  ft. 
per  minute.  Weights  are  from  1,300  to  2.050  lb. 
Motors  for  either  alternating  or  direct  current  can  be 
furnished.  The  hoists  are  denigned  to  travel  on  an 
I-beam  of  10  in.  minimum  size  and  to  go  around  a 
curve  having  a  minimum  radius  of  8  feet. 

Sub-Head  for  Hendey  Lathes 
The  Hendey  Machine  Co.,  Torrington,  Conn.,  has 

brought  out  an  attachment  for  its  standard  lathes  and 
which  is  known  as  a  "sub-head"  and  is  for  the  purpose 
of  assisting  in  the  cutting  of  worms,  threads,  hobs,  etc.. 

STTannaiw .THK-  MOIirr  t4X)Vm  RBMUVBD) 

of  unusually  rapid  lead,  ;in(l  uIho  in  connection  with  the 

backing-off  or  relieving  of  cutters  having  a  large  num- 
bar  of  taath.  The  attachment  is  fitted  to  the  inner  Vs 
of  the  lathe  and  is  set  in  place  and  clamped  by  means  of 
a  clamping  bolt  aa  eaaily  aa  is  the  tailstock,  so  other 
bolts  or  screws  being  naadad. 

A  small  ring  gear  aerewa  upon  the  spindle  nose  of 
the  lathe  so  that  when  the  attachment  in  moved  into 

place  against  the  haadatock,  it  menhfH  with  the  first 
member  of  a  quill  gear  the  second  member  of  which 
meshes  with  an  annular  gear  upon  the  bnck  of  the 

faceplate,  giving  a  six  to  one  reduction  in  Hp<-<-d  relative 
to  tha  lathe  spindle.  The  faceplate  turnn  upon  a  hollow 
hnh  and  therefore  provides  for  tho  os#  of  a  dead  center 
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at  this  end  of  the  lathe,  which  center  is  in  alignment 
with  the  regular  tail  center. 

By  the  use  of  this  attachment  a  helix  having  a  lead 
of  one  turn  in  6  in.  may  be  cut  with  the  same  screw 
gears  that  would  be  used  to  produce  a  one  to  one  lead, 
thereby  relieving  the  gear  train  and  leadscrew  of  much 
of  the  strain  that  would  be  imposed  in  the  cutting  of 
rapid  leads.  In  relieving  hobs  or  cutters  having  a  large 
number  of  teeth  the  same  advantage  is  gained.  To  re- 

lieve a  36-tooth  cutter  the  relieving  attachment  would 
be  geared  the  same  as  it  would  be  for  a  6-tooth  cutter 
if  the  operation  was  to  be  performed  without  the  sub- 
head. 

The  attachment  is  made  for  all  Hendey  lathes  from 
12  to  24  in.,  inclusive. 

"Simplex"  Ring  Gage  for  Setting  Reamers 
The  Ampco  Twist  Drill  and  Tool  Co.,  18th  and  How- 

ard Sts.,  Detroit,  Mich.,  has  recently  brought  out  a  line 
of  ring  gages  for  use  in  setting  expansion  reamers  of 
the  Critchley  type.  These  gages,  designated  as  the 

"Simplex"  gages,  enable  accurate  setting  of  the  size 
of  a  reamer  without  the  use  of  a  micrometer.  A  saving 
in  time  is  thus  pos- 

sible. The  desired 
size  of  gage  is  merely 
slipped  over  the 
reamer  and  the 
blades  expanded,  so 
that  they  fit  the  gage 
closely.  The  size  is 
thus  obtained  with- 

out need  of  any  other 
direct  measurement. 
The  shank  of  the 
reamer  is  held  in  a 
vise  while  the  ad- 

justment is  being 
made.  The  gages 
are  made  of  tool 
steel,  tempered  and 
then   ground   to   size. 

battery  in  their  compartment,  form  a  counterbalance  for 
the  maximum  load  with  the  boom  at  12-ft.  radius. 

The  crane  column  is  supported  on  a  heavy,  broad  pil- 
lar and  revolves  on  large  ball  and  roller  bearings.     A 

"SIMPLEX"    RING    GAGE    FOR 
SETTING  REAMERS 

They  can  be  furnished  in  all 
standard  sizes,  and  in  the  over-  or  under-sizes  required. 

The  gages  can  be  supplied  singly  or  in  sets,  packed 
in  wooden  boxes.  Sets  consisting  of  Ampco  adjustable 
Critchley  reamers  and  Simplex  gages  can  be  supplied, 
for  automotive  purposes,  especially.  Thus,  all  of  the 
reamers  and  bushings  necessary  for  work  on  engine  or 
transmission  bearings  are  packed  in  one  box,  so  that 
all  parts  are  conveniently  available. 

Elwell-Parker  Electric  Industrial 
Crane  Truck 

The  crane  truck  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 
tion is  the  product  of  the  Elwell-Parker  Electric  Co., 

Cleveland,  Ohio,  and  has  just  been  placed  on  the  market. 
The  crane  is  mounted  on  an  industrial  load-carrying 

truck  and  is  adapted  for  use  inside  of  buildings  as  well 
as  out  of  doors. 

The  lifting  capacity  is  3,000  lb.  at  6-ft.  radius  and 
1,000  lb.  at  12-ft.  radius  without  outriggers.  The  stack- 

ing capacity  is  12  ft.  high  with  boom  set  to  lift  3,000  lb. 
at  6-ft.  radius. 

The  single  motor,  double-drum  hoist  handles  separate 
lines  to  the  boom  and  hook.    The  motor  hoist-unit  and 

KLWEI^-PARKER    INDUSTRIAL,    CRANE    TRUCK 

geared  slewing  device  swings  the  crane  through  180 
deg.  The  boom  can  be  raised  or  lowered  or  swung  to 
right  or  left  and  locked  in  any  desired  position.  With 
the  boom  lowered,  the  crane  will  pass  through  an  open- 

ing 6  ft.  in  height. 
Current  for  all  motions  is  furnished  from  a  single 

battery  and  to  avoid  swinging  or  twisting  the  cables 
they  are  brought  up  through  the  crane  column.  Only 
two  motors  are  used  and  both  controllers  are  in  front 
of  the  operator. 

The  safety  features  incorporated  in  the  outfit  include: 
Crane  trip-switch,  truck  automatic-control,  worm  driven 
four  wheel  steer,  and  pressure  lubrication. 

Turbine  Air  Tool  Co.  "Tiny"  Portable  DriU 
An  air-driven  portable  drill,  designated  as  the  "Tiny" 

drill  because  of  its  small  size,  has  recently  been  de- 
veloped by  the  Turbine  Air  Tool  Co.,  710  Huron  Koad. 

IRS L...^..  i       A 

"tii 
w 

TURBINE  NO.   2-A  "TINT"  PORTABLE   DRILL 
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Ohi«.  Ttw  driB.  the  No.  t-A  modri  of  which 
b  ■Imi»»  ia  th«  metoaifmayias  illustration,  ia  driven  by 
•  mmU  twW—.  TIm  rocor  of  Um  tarbtnt  Is  •  ■olid 
piww  of  aa  al—l— i  — nginwii  aUojr  and  wvishs  Ims 
Umb  I  Ik  TIm  rolar  ia  BKMintMl  on  ball  bMrinss.  hut 

4om  mm  ta«rl^aagr  oUht  part  of  the  oMchaniun.  Thus 
tkrtv  b  ao  waar  oa  tiM  rotor,  ao  that  the  air  eonsurap* 

with  Uw  ag*  of  tiw  drOL 
I  ia  ipaad  ia  obCainad  bjr  naaas  of  gaara. 

kadi  tka  fMia  aad  Um  ahafl  beins  nada  of  hirh<ar- 
ataaL  Ball  baarinfs  are  ua«d 

tlia  aoUrc  mechanism.  Sine*  all  bearinva 

aad  fwta  art  coaAainad  in  oiw  housinc.  a  semi-liquid 
that  aatd  ba  reaawad  only  ever}'  three  to 
I  la  aaylograd.  The  tool  haa  a  wide  and  easily 

«f  lynd.  The  valva  is  operated  by 
Um  tticfar  ia  tJM  haadia.  The  abaeoc*  of  vibration  and 

af  oparatloa  are  stressed  by  the  maker. 
kM  a  capacity  for  holes  up  to  i  in.  in  metal 

aad  i  ia.  ia  woad.  Its  maximum  speed  is  2,000  r.p.m. 
D«a  lariatjr  to  the  fact  that  the  housing  is  made  of  an 
ataotiaaa  aOoy.  tha  conpleta  tool  weighs  only  6  lb.  The 
part  coauiaing  the  aosxias  is  easily  accessible,  so  that 
dirt  or  foreign  mattar  aajr  be  aasiiy  removed. 

Manufacturers*  Consult inj?  Enfrineers 
Nat  Cattdlatlng  and  Uexinc  Machine 

Tka  eaaldatlBg  and  hexing  machine  shown  in  the 
illustration  has  lately  been  placed  on  the 

by  tile  Manufacturera'  Consulting  Engineera. 
McCarthy  Building.  Syracuse.  N.  Y.  The  machine,  as 
Its  aana  impliaa.  is  intended  for  the  castellation  of 
aals  aad  for  mining  tlM  bax  on  spark  plugs  or  for  similar 
opsratieaa  on  other  artidaa. 

TIm  work  is  contained  in  alx  collets  carried  by  a  re- 
ntwimt  turret,  tha  work  in  avary  alternate  collet  being 

operated  on 
8  i  m  ultaneously. 
The  turret  is  au- 
tomaticaJly  oscil- 

lated to  and  from 
the  cutters  and 
is  indexed  90 
deg.  on  the  back 

stroke. 

After  the  tur- 
ret has  com- 

pleted the  first 
revolution  and 

reached  the  posi- 
t  i  o  n  farthest 
away  from  tha 
cuttera,  one  piece 
of  work  has  been 
completed  and  is 
ejected  from  its 
collet.  Another 

piece  can  now  ba 
placed  in  the 
empty  collet  and 
thereafter  a  com- 

pleted piece  is 
eiectad  when  the 
turret  raachas 

MtTC**.*.-^...^.>....  «ach  station,  or HMUXO  HATNiitB  six  piacas  at  each 

completa  ravolntlon.  As  each  piece  ia  ejected  another 
one  is  loaded,  making  the  operation  practically  con- 
tinuous. 

Three  cuttera  ara  spaced  120  deg.  apart  and  take 
their  cuts  simultaneously. 

Cutting  compound  is  pumped  through  the  turret 
spindle  and  distributed  to  the  work  through  the  collets 
in  such  a  manner  that  only  the  collet  in  cutting  position 
is  receiving  the  compound.  Thi.s  method  of  distributing 
the  compound  keeps  the  collets  clean  as  it  forces  out 
all  chips  and  dirt.  The  machine  is  belt  driven  and  is 
equipped  with  a  clutch  for  stopping  and  starting. 

The  capacity  of  the  mnohine  is  stated  to  be  1,000 
nuts  or  500  to  600  spark  piuira  |)er  hour. 

Ransom  &  Randolph  Gasoline 
Blowpipe  Outfit 

The  gasoline  blowpipe  outfit  illustrated  herewith  has 
lately  been  brought  out  by  Ransom  &  Randolph,  Toledo, 
Ohio,  and  is  intended  for  use  in  soldering  by  jewelers, 
electricians,  battery-men  and  automotive  mechanics. 

The  blowpipe  is  designed  to  use  as  fuel,  the  present- 
day  gasoline  by  preheating  the  air.     The  operator  is 

OASOUNB  BIX>WI'II>K  UrTKIT 

given  a  choice  of  gas-air  ratio  to  suit  either  the  re- 
quired flame  or  the  quality  of  fuel  used,  by  simply 

directing  the  air  through  different  ports  by  the  control 
lever.  The  control  lever  is  movable  through  an  arc  nf 
90  deg.  and  at  one  extreme  the  gas  delivered  is  rich 
in  fuel  value,  while  at  the  other  extreme  it  is  very  lean. 

All  positions  of  the  lever  between  the  extremes  result 
in  gradual  changes. 

At  the  rich  extreme,  all  the  warmed  air  used  is 

directad  below  the  gasoline  level  and  in  passing  at- 
tracts the  very  light  hydrocarbons  and  also  warms  the 

heavier  ones,  towering  their  specifte  gravity  to  a  point 
where  they  can  be  carried  away  by  the  air  when  tho 
light  hydrocarbons  are  exhau.xted.  At  the  lean  extreme, 
all  air  is  directed  to  the  blowpipe  and  takes  up  fuel  by 
evaporation  from  the  exposed  surface  of  the  gasoline. 
At  this  extreme  some  cold  air  is  passed  into  tha  blow- 

pipe tube  over  thr  port  leading  to  the  fuel  rhnmber  and 

tends  to  chiH  and  drop  the  excess  of  light  fuel. 

The  flame  at  the  blowpipe  tip  covers  a  wide  variation 

from  a  jet  of  about  I  in.  in  diameter  and  1  in.  long 

to  an  enveloping  flame  of  1  in.  In  diameter  and  6  in, long. 

It  to  claimad  that  this  blowpipe  will  burn  from  70  to 
82  per  cent  ot  tha  volume  of  fuel. 
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Norton  Model  81-B  Crankpin 
Grinding  Machine 

The  Norton  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass.,  has  just  placed 
on  the  market  the  Model  81,  Type  B  crankpin  grind- 

ing machine  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  machine  is  intended 
for  working  at  high  speed  with  great  accuracy  on  the 
pins  of  crankshafts.     The  wheel  spindle  has  flood  lubri- 

FIG.   1- -NORTON   MODEL,   81-B   CRANKPIN 
GRINDING  MACHINE 

cation  and  adjustment  by  means  of  thumbscrews.  The 
end  thrust  bearings  are  also  provided  with  automatic 
oiling  facilities  and  adjustment  by  means  of  thumb- 
screws. 

The  machine  has  a  two-speed  hand-operated  table 
traverse,  the  slow  speed  being  used  for  truing  and  the 
fast  speed  for  moving  the  table  from  one  pin  to  an- 

other. Six  speeds  of  the  work  table  are  provided,  the 
changes  being  made  by  heat-treated  sliding  gears  run- 

ning in  an  oil  bath. 

The  machine  is  equipped  with  automatic  power  infeed 
for  the  wheel,  which  feed  is  independent  of  the  work 
speed.     The  rate  of  the  infeed  is  arranged  to  suit  the 

FIG.   2— REAR  VIEW  OF  MODEL,  81-B  MACHINE 

work  for  which  the  machine  is  intended.  A  safety 
device  is  provided  in  the  wheel-feed  mechanism  to  pre- 

vent injury  to  the  wheel  or  crank  by  bringing  the  wheel 
into  contact  with  the  work  too  suddenly  when  starting 
to  grind  the  pin. 

The  rear  base  unit,  which  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  2,  is 

the  same  as  that  employed  on  the  10-in.  Type  B  grind- 

ing machine  described  on  page  604  f,  Vol.  53,  of 
American  Machinist.  The  arrangement  of  the  motor 
and  of  the  movable  water  tank  should  be  noted. 
The  machine  is  made  In  four  sizes,  the  awing  of 

each  being  14  in.,  and  the  work  length  varying  from 
24  to  48  in.  The  weights  of  the  machines  vary  from 
11,375  to  11,600  lb.  with  the  motor.  The  floor  space 
occupied  by  the  largest  size  machine  is  7  ft.  3  in  x  10 feet. 

Rockford  Universal  Milling  and  Drilling 
Attachment 

The  Rockford  Milling  Machine  Co.,  Rockford,  III.,  has 
lately  brought  out,  for  use  on  milling  machines  of  its 
make,  the  universal  milling  and  drilling  attachment shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration. 

'1  he  attachment  is  mounted  on  the  face  of  the  colunm above  the  spindle  and  receives  its  drive  by  a  geared 

ROCKFORD  r^■I^"l;I;s Ai.  mii.mng  and 
DRILLING   ATTACHMENT 

connection  from  the  back  end  of  the  spindle  through  a 
driving  sleeve  substituted  for  the  overarm.  From  the 
driving  sleeve,  motion  is  delivered  to  the  attachment 
through  bevel  gears.  The  method  of  locating  and  driv- 

ing the  attachment  does  not  interfere  with  the  free  use 
of  the  main  spindle. 

The  attachment  has  two  graduated  circular  bases 

placed  at  right-angles  to  each  other  and  both  bases  can 
be  swiveled  through  360  deg.,  hence  there  is  no  con- 

ceivable angle  to  which  the  spindle  cannot  be  set. 
The  spindle  of  the  attachment  is  mounted  in  a  gradu- 

ated quill  and  can  be  fed  in  or  out  either  directly  by 
rack  and  pinion  or  by  driving  the  pinion  by  worm  gear- 

ing, giving  the  choice  of  two  feeds,  one  of  which  is  48 
times  faster  than  the  other. 

Sixteen  spindle  speeds  are  obtainable,  ranging  from 
21  to  414  r.p.m.  The  hole  in  the  spindle  is  No.  9 
B.  &  S.  taper. 
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Precision  **Ulif«Ml  ModcT  Coonter 
with  Measorinf  Attachment 

bt  Mad  oa  pnctleaDy  any 

kgrnqr 

4li 

id  oa  pnctleaDjr 
Ncerd  of  Um  mmbvr  of  mo* 

part  of  the  ■ackiM.  or  of  the  number  of  pioew 
«  tivM  point  ia  doairad,  has  beoa 

bgr  tba  Pradaieo  MadUna  Co, 
SU  MOwaakaa.  Wia. 

coaatcr,  which  ia  aho«ra  in  Tig.  1  attached  to 
ba  aaad  cither  aa  a  revolution  or 

>N  COUNTER   OK   PI'NCH    PIUBB8 
rta  >— ocNnmot  with  attaciimisnt 

worn  BKOBDiya  lemoth 

atnfca  eooater.  Bjr  meani  of  the  attachment  shown  in 
Fig.  t,  H  can  ba  naed  to  record  the  number  of  feet  of 
thraad.  twiaa,  or  wire  that  ia  being  wound  on  a  apooL 

areond  tba  aluminum  wheel,  which 
<  m  a  palay  to  oparata  tba  apor  teara,  which  in  turn 

drive  tba  warm  aad  wona  wbaid.  Tba  braaa  plata  at- 
tached to  tba  aide  of  tba  worm  wheel  ia  iraduatad  in 

faat  ao  tbat  ona  eomplcta  revolution  of  the  wheel 
tba  paaaing  of  100  ft.  of  materiaL  The  counter 

hoadreda  of  feet  only. 
Tba  eaaatar  ia  aaitabia  for  uaa  oo  atamping  nuchinea, 

printiag  piaaaaa  and  convayora.  where  ita  principal 
faaetioa  to  aa  a  revohttion  or  atrolw  indicator.  Aa  it 
baa  aa  aaliaUtad  aatoant  of  over-atroke,  no  particular 
care  to  aaeaaaary  ia  aatting  the  eonaaction  rod.  All 

are  loekad  wbaa  aot  couating,  ao  that  they  can 
oaly  wiMa  tba  BMcbiaa  to  operated. 

No  bad  gear,  loclt  wajihera.  ratcbeta  nor  apringa  are 
An  gaan  are  made  of  ataal  aad  th*! 

laiportaat  parte  are  bardenad.  A  trans- 
tiapiaof  watirlal  la  oaed  to  cover  the 

Tba  oavatT  can  be  fumiahed  with 
caatacta.  If  daaired.  wUdi  BMka  it 

I  to  toeata  It  aajr  daairad  dtotaaea  from 
iba  aiaeblaea.  tk«  epnvtiona  of  which  it  ia 
dMlradta 

•"Hartford"  Motor-Driven  Bench 
Filing  Machine 

Tba  Hartford  bench  fllini;  machino  made  by  the  Rob- 
Inaon  Tool  Woria.  Waterbury,  Conn.,  and  illustrated 
barowith,  liaa  had  aome  improvementa  added  to  it 

The  top  plate  or  table  now  haa  a  double  awing  so  that 

lUPROVBD  "HARTFORD"  BENCH  FIUNO  MACHINE 

it  can  be  tilted  to  angles  up  to  10  deg.  in  any  direction. 
An  improved  dust  guard  has  also  been  added. 

"Reamrite"  Piston-Type  Expansion  Reamer 
The  Cronin-Waddell  Co.,  104  Portland  St.,  Boston. 

Maaa.,  haa  placed  on  the  market  an  expansion  reamer, 
ahown  in  the  accompanying  illustration,  that  is  in- 

tended especially  for  reaming  the  pin  holes  in  automo- 
tive ptotona.  Though  conatructed  upon  the  principle 

uaual  in  auch  tools,  the  slots  in  which  the  blades  an; 
aet  are  milled  slightly  wider  than  necessary  to  accom- 

modate the  thickneaa  of  the  blades,  and  the  extra  space 
to  filled  by  a  liner,  or  ahim,  placed  back  of  each  blade. 

One  of  the  advantages  claimed  for  this  conatruction 
is  the  ease  with  which  the  reamer  may  be  reground 
in  a  ahop  having  but  limited  facilities  for  grinding. 
With  the  shims  placed  ahead  of  their  respective  bladea. 
the  tool  may  be  ground  between  centera  in  a  lathe  aa 
an  ordinary  concentric  piece  of  work.  Eccentric  relief 
ia  obtained  by  reversing  the  shims  to  former  positions. 

The  "pilot  blade"  feature  is  maintained  in  regrind- 
ing  by  firat  grinding  the  tool  with  the  ahima  ahead  of 
the  blades,  leaving  a  suitable  length  at  the  pilot  end 
untouched.  Reversing  the  position  of  the  shims,  this 

pitet  portion  is  then  ground  to  the  requirud  size.  This 
leavea  the  tool  with  a  concentric  pilot  and  cutting  blades 
having  an  eccentric  relief,  without  the  necesaity  for 

a  relieving  or  backing-off  atUchment. The  reamer  to  made  in  seventeen  aizaa,  the  range 
of  tba  amalleat  being  il  to  ii  in.,  and  of  the  largest 
8 A  to  81  in.  The  bladea  vary  from  1}  to  6  in.  in 
length  and  the  reamers  from  6}  to  20  in.  long  overall. 

"KCAMKITK"  KXPAMaiUN   KEAMEK 
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1 
Research  Council  Plans       J 

Wide  Activity 
To  arouse  national  interest  in  indus- 

trial research,  Alfred  D.  Flinn,  secretary 
of  the  Engineering  Foundation  and 
chairman  of  the  division  of  ei  neer- 
ing  of  the  National  Research  Council, 
is  on  a  tour  of  several  weeks  to  the 
Pacific  coast. 

Mr.  Flinn  goes  as  the  emissary  of 
organized  research  to  enlist  the  aid  of 
engineers  of  the  far  West  in  a  nation- 

wide plan  of  industrial  research  in 
which  the  Foundation,  the  Council, 
Government  department  and  the  in- 

dustries will  link  their  efforts.  United 
action  of  this  kind,  according  to  leading 
engineers,  is  necessary  if  the  United 
States  is  to  retain  its  industrial  su- 

premacy and  profit  by  the  lessons  of 
the  war.  Engineers  pointed  out  that 
German  efficiency  both  in  war  and 
peace  was  due  largely  to  organized  re- 
search. 
A  big  research  highway  program 

and  the  movement  to  drive  the  ship- 
worm  from  American  ports,  in  which 
it  has  caused  billions  ofl  damage,  are 
among  the  projects  to  be  explained  by 
Mr.  Flinn,  whose  itinerary,  beginning 
at  Salt  Lake  City  June  26,  will  include 
Los  Angeles,  San  Francisco,  Sacramen- 

to, Riverside  and  Davis,  Cal.;  Portland, 
Ore.;  Seattle  and  Bellingham,  Wash.; 
Vancouver,  B.  C;  Prince  Rupert,  Jas- 

per Park,  Alta.;  Winnipeg,  Duluth, 
Minneapolis  and  Chicago. 

Mt.  Flinn,  in  addition  to  explaining 
the  purposes  of  the  Engineering  Foun- 

dation and  the  National  Research 
Council  to  the  engineers  of  the  West 
will  deal  with  the  place  of  the  engineer 
in  national  and  international  affairs, 
more  especially  those  questions  now 
before  Central  Europe. 

Marconi  Awarded  John  Fritz 
Medal  for  Wireless 

Telegraphy 
The  John  Fritz  gold  medal,  one  of 

the  highest  distinctions  bestowed  by 
the  engineering  profession  in  America 
and  presented  annually  for  signal 
achievement  in  applied  science  as  a 
memorial  to  John  Fritz,  has  been 
awarded  for  1922  to  Senator  Guglielmo 
Marconi.  The  communication  to  Sen- 

ator Marconi  from  Prof.  Comfort  A. 
Adams  of  Harvard,  chairman  and 
Charles  F.  Rand  of  New  York,  secre- 

tary of  the  John  Fritz  medal  board 

says,  "The  medal  is  awarded  to  you 
for  the  invention  of  wireless  teleg- 

raphy." Formal  presentation  will  be  made  to 
Senator  Marconi  in  the  Engineering 
Societies'  Building  in  New  York  City, 
Thursday,  July  6,  at  8:30  p.  m.  The 
gathering  will  be  largely  in  the  nature 
of  an  international  celebration,  mark- 

ing not  only  progress  in  scientific 
knowledge  but  the  establishment  of 
close  relationship  between  the  Ameri- 

can and  Italian  engineering  profession 
as  well  as  other  .European  countries. 

With  this  issue  we  begin  the 
publication  of  a  new  page  in 
American  Machinist.  It  will  be 
our  aim  to  present  in  tabloid 
form  the  various  economic  facts 
and  statistics  of  value  to  men  in 
the  machinery  manufacturing 
field.  Four  charts  will  be  pub- 

lished each  week,  one  showing 
general  business  conditions  as  in- 

dicated by  an  accepted  economic 
barometer,  such  as  revenue 
freight  car  loadings,  one  showing 
the  trend  of  some  element  enter- 

ing into  the  cost  of  building 
machinery,  one  showing  the  trend 
of  a  machinery  market,  and  one 
showing  the  opinion  of  the  invest- 

ing public  as  indicated  by  stock 
quotation  averages. 

Short  paragraphs  on  timely 
business  subjects  and  tables  of 
significant  figures  will  fill  up  the 
balance  of  the  space.  As  the  first 
few  pages  are  in  the  nature  of  an 
experiment  it  is  sincerely  hoped 
that  readers  of  the  paper  will  tell 
us  where  we  are  publishing  use- 

less material  and  what  we  are 
omitting  that  should  be  included. 

A.  L.  DeLeeuw  Joins  Staff  of 

"American  Machinist" 
The  American  Machinist  takes  pleas- 

ure in  announcing  that,  beginning  July 
1,  1922,  the  services  of  A.  L.  DeLeeuw 
as  consulting  editor  have  been  secured. 
Mt.  DeLeeuw  will  devote  half  of  his 
time  to  editorial  work  on  the  American 
Machinist  and  the  remainder  to  his 
consulting  practice. 

Mr.  DeLeeuw  is  well  known  to  our 

readers  through  his  articles  on  "Metal 
Cutting  Tools"  and  "Methods  of 
Machine  Tool  Design."  His  long 
experience  as  chief  engineer  of  the 
Singer  Manufacturing  Co.,  the  Cin- 

cinnati Milling  Machine  Co.  and  the 
Niles  Tool  Works,  and  as  an  independ- 

ent consulting  engineer  will  be  turned 
to  account  in  his  editorial  work. 

Machinery  Exports  Show 
Gain  for  May 

Exports  of  metal  working  machinery 
for  the  month  of  May  registered  a 
slight  increase  as  compared  with  the 
month  of  April.  During  May  the  toUl 
value  of  metal  working  machinery  ex- 

ported, amounted  to  $892,078  as  com- 
pared with  the  April  toUl  of  $786,- 

951.  Machine  tools  imported  during 
the  month  were  valued  at  $29,977  as 
compared  with  the  total  for  May,  1921, 
of  $7,711. 

The  detailed  figures,  taken  from  com- 
pilations just  made  by  the  Bureau  of 

Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce  are 
as  follows: 

EXPORTS    METAI/.WORKINQ    MACHI.VERV 
April  M«y 1422  1922 

Lathes    )4S,6M  $«6,604 
Boring  and  dnllinK  maehiDCS, . . .  25.280  69,424 
Planers,  sharpers  and  slottelB....  25,68$  17,590 
Kcnding  and  power  prease*    644  1 5.606 
Gcarculters    3,}07  6,174 
Milling  niachinM    17,591  25,255 
Sawing  machines    1,329  2,930 
Thread  cuttinc  and  tervw 

machines    15,229  17,668 
Punching  and  sheariniE  machines  6.700  12,610 
Power  hammers      5,723  1 3, 166 
Holling  machines    221  16.270 
Wire-drawing  machines    806  2,246 
Polishing    and    burnishing    ma- chines   2.879  83 

Sharpening    and    Krinding    ma- chines   67,804  83,304 
Chucks,   centering,   lathe,  drill 

andother     10.105  26,026 
Reamers,  cutters,  drills  and  other 

parts  for  machine  tools    122,851  113,696 
Pneumatic  portable  tools    17,919  18.930 
Foundry  and  molding  machinery  35,834  75,867 
Other  metal-working  machinery 
andparuof    379,434  306.383 

Total  metal-working  machin- 
ery      $766,951    6692,076 IMPORTS 

Machinetoola          »7.7II      629.977 

Summer  Industrial  Course 
at  Penn  State 

The  seventh  annual  summer  session 
in  industrial  organization  and  adminis- 

tration will  be  held  at  the  Pennsylvania 
State  College  from  August  28  to  Sep- 

tember 9  under  the  immediate  direc- 
tion of  Professor  Edward  J.  Kunze, 

assisted  by  Professors  J.  O.  Keller  and 
P.  P.  Henshall  of  the  Department  of 
Industrial  Engineering. 

The  course  is  an  intensive  one,  de- 
signed to  meet  the  needs  of  manu- 

facturers, superintendents,  personnel 
directors,  accountants,  production  man- 

agers and  all  others  who  pilot  the 
affairs   of   industry. 

Bulletins  describing  the  course  may 
be  obtained  by  addressing  Professor 
Edward  J.  Kunze,  State  College,  Pa. 

"Pittsburgh  Plus"  Case 
Before  Federal  Trade  Body 

Hearings  before  the  federal  trade 
commission  in  the  "Pittsburgh  Plus" 
case  opened  at  Chattanooga  last  week 
before  special  examiner  J.  W.  Bennett, 
and  are  expected  to  continue  for  three 
weeks  during  which  time  about  thirty 
steel  manufacturers  and  consumers  of 
the  southern  territory  will  testify.  Up 
to  June  17,  on  which  date  an  adjourn- 

ment was  taken,  the  commission  had 
been  in  session  in  Chicago  hearing  the 
testimony  of  the  western  manufactur- 

ers for  nearly  three  months. 
The  complainants  in  the  Southern 

hearing  are  the  Southern  Association 
of  Rolled  Steel  Consumers  and  the 

Birmingham  Civic  Association,  while 
the  United  States  Steel  Corporation  is 
the  respondent.  The  Southern  manu- 

facturers are  testifying  that  the  bas- 
ing of  steel  prices  f.o.b.  Pittsburgh  is 

unfair  and  illegal  when  the  steel  is 
actually  produced  and  shipped  from 
Southern  and  Western  points,  and 
does  not  move  from  Pittsburgh.  It  is 
understood  that  witnesses  at  the  Chat- 

tanooga hearing  will  include  steel 
users  from  practically  all  of  the  largfer 
industrial  centers  of  the  South. 
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a  acarcity  of  labor  in* 
■L  Cotton  i* 

arc  up  from 
■etoti  aad  the  lut  bix 

Ma  naaonabljr  proapor- 
tka  eoontrjr. 

It  b  trst  tkat  «a  ar»  asain  thrcat- 
arttk  a  railroad  •tnk*  and  are  in 
■Mat  of  a  eaal  (trik*.  Tha  Iriah 

la  oaea  aort  in  a  atata  of 
wim/Utm  ami  Maideaa  baadiu  arc  re- 
aaatad  ta  kaca  Udaappad  aooie  Amer- 
naa.  TIm  tlwawrtal  eoaditioa  of  con- 

I  to  stU  twrtlad  and  the 
^  ,  rtiM  eaatlwaa  to  b«  a 

ti  caataati— .  Bat  apon  the 
wkola  Ika  worU  ia  battar  off  than  it 
waa  a  jraar  afo  aad  wfcll*  aoaathinr 
win  ahnijra  ka  ovt  of  rear  rceonatme- 
tlaa  kaa  prafraaaad  aaa  la  pnnraaatnt. 
Aa  aanjr  aaltlaaMat  «f  tka  praaant 

nal  atrfka   kaa  kaaoaM  probable   ht- 
probal la  aoar  (meralljr  ap- 

coal  ia  mnMag  her*  from 
aad  popalar  ajrinpathy  with 
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TnrttTit  and  much  hicber  prieaa  ar« 
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Socar  t*  alao  Arm.  with  every  indi- cation of  a  further  aavanca  for  a  amall 

production  in  Java  and  Europe  ia  in* 
aurinf  sharp  competiuon  for  tne  Cuban 
supply.  Wool,  on  the  other  hand,  has 
been  reactionary  and  one  of  the  best 
informad  men  in  the  bosineaa  writaa  me 

tkat  ka  "thinks  the  top  baa  been 
reached  for  the  praaent  aa  the  pro- 
poaid  duty  of  S8  cents  a  pound  on 
scoured  wools  will  brine  the  cost  of 
'Quarter  bloods'  up  to  200  per  cent 
above  the  foreign  price  and  will  inev- 

itably reduce  American  Consumption." Cotton  is  somewhat  lower  on  a  re- 
ported improvement  in  the  crop  condi- 

tion, which  in  to  some  extent  offaet 
br  the  widely  proclaimed  ravacea  of 
the  boll  weeviL  It  will  ba  a  weather 
market  in  cotton  until  the  balea  com- 

mence to  move,  for  no  one  haa  any 
very  definita  conviction  as  to  the  aise 
of  the  crop. 

Silk  is  Arm.  So  are  lumber  and 
baildinir  materiala,  including  ateel. 
Cattle  arc  higher.  The  crude  oil  con- 

sumption for  May  was  the  larceet  on 
record.  Copper  ta  alowly  moviiiK  up- 

ward. An  active  apeculation  and  ad- 
vancing prieaa  for  Jute  aa  a  result  of 

the  short  crop  are  Tcportad  from  In- 
dia. Wheat  la  about  the  only  impor- 

tant staple  that  ia  not  tendinE  upward 
or  well  above  the  average  of  the  laat 
seven  or  eight  years. 
Trade  reporta  arc  generally  opti- 

mistic both  aa  to  the  present  and  the 
future.  The  labor  shortage  ia  increaa- 
inir.  Speaking  at  Dayton,  Ohio,  laat 
week  R.  H.  Grant,  of  the  Deleo  Light- 

ing Co.,  prophckied  that  there  will  be 
a  Miyera  panic  this  fall. 

MoNBY  Market  Easy 
Railroad  traffic  continues  remarkably 

good   considering    the   coal    strike.      A 
ahortage  of  cam  in  the  autumn  seema 

ibable   and   the    amount   of   buildinjr 
and    new   conntrurtion    in    progreaa   all 

Ika 
pnawtMa  te  tkla  caaatfjr 
«»•■  Ota  iMrkat  hm  kaai 

over  the  country  i*  really  amasing.  All 
this  is  fundampntally  due  to  the  ease 
rf  money  which  promises  to  continue 
throughout  the  year  unless  a  revival 
of  apeculation  in  stocks  and  eommodi- 
tiea  or  a  freight  blockade  or  both  ab- 
aork  the  loanable  aupply  of  bank 
credit 
The  only  change  of  Importance 

ahown  by  the  weekly  Federal  Reaerve 
statement  is  a  redaction  of  1.6  per 
cent  in  the  reserve  ratio,  which  now 
stands  at  TIA.  The  slight  reduction 
It  due  to  increased  redisrounting  fol- 

lowing the  reduction  in  the  rate.  An 
aboadaace  of  bank  credit  is  therefore 
todlcatad,  bat  a  great  n-vival  of  apae- 
alartaa  with  a  concurrent  advance  in 
prfeaa  would  absorb  the  supply.  The 
weakly  bank  statement  shnulcl  there* 
fore  be  carefolly  watcbad.  A  aharp 
dadtoa  in  Ike  raaarva  ratio  would  ba 

a  daaffar  algnat. 
Tkt  stock  market,  aomewhat  shocked 

by  the  aenaational  cyrat.ons  of  Mex- 
ican Petroleum,  has  been  quiet  but 

conaervative  apeculators  are  buying  the 
railway  atocks  upon  the  expectation  of 
better  earnings  and  more  consolida- 

tions. But  in  its  application  the  prin- 
ciple of  consolidation  is  not  limited  to 

railroada.  Three  banks  in  Loa  Angelea, 
having  Joint  resources  of  over  $200,* 
000,000,  have  come  together,  the  Con- 

solidated Machine  Tool  Corporation, 
capiuliaed  at  ̂ 0,000,000,  has  been 
formed  to  acquire  five  machine  tool 
companies  in  the  Eaat  and  Middle 
Wcat,  and  the  Simmons  Hardware  Co., 
of  St  Louis,  haa  acquired  the  Win- chester Company. 

Bonda  have  been  ouiet  but  with  all 
the  Liberty  iuues  aoove  par  the  in- 

vestment demand  has  been  sulRcient 
to  absorb  all  the  flrat-class  obliga- 

tions offered.  The  $26,000,000  of  61 

per  cent  preferred  stock  offered  by  the 
New  York  Telephone  Co.  on  the  install- 

ment plan  directly  to  its  telephone  aub* 
scribers  was  oversubscribed  in  a  day. 

Some    indigeation    is,    however,    re- 
eorted  among  those  who  have  par- iken  too  freely  of  the  second  rate 
foreign  bonds  recently  brought  out. 
This  ia  perhaps  due  to  the  assassina- 

tion of  Kathrnau  and  the  misgivings 
felt  with  regard  to  the  future  of  the 
(ivrman  Ropublic.  The  weakneaa  in 
foreign  exchange,  especially  franca  and 
marks,  may  be  ascribed  to  the  aame 
cause.  On  Thursday,  when  it  was  an- 

nounced that  the  German  Bank  state- 
ment of  June  23  showed  that  there 

were  166,663,669,000  paper  marks  in 
circulation  the  price  lell  to  261  centa 
per  100,  the  lowest  figure  thus  far 
touched. 

If  the  German  Republic  should  fall 
the  mark  would  in  all  probability  bo 
valueless,  but  those  who  hold  that  it 
is  generally  darkest  before  the  dawn 
are  disposed  to  believe  that  out  of  the 
very  neccaaitiea  of  her  own  case  Franca 
will  consent  to  an  abatement  of  her 
reparation  demands  that  will  make  a 
German  loan  possible  and  so  put  con- 

tinental Europe  upon  a  more  stabia 
financial  basis. 

This  cloud  overseas  is  about  the  only 
ahadowy  spot  on  the  horiton.  If  ft 
diaappeara  the  outlook  will  indeed  ba 
bri^t 

But  if  its  brightnesa  provea  to  be 
dazzling  we  may  be  wiae  to  put  on 
smoketT  glaaaea  for  vigilance  in  ob- 
■anration  ia  mora  necessary  when  fair 
weather  breada  over-confidence  than 
when  atorms  have  made  ua  careful. 

British  Aircraft  Claims 
Tb*  War  Department  plans  to  ba 

raprasantad,  togeUicr  with  the  Depart- 
ment of  Justice,  at  meetinjfK  nf  tha 

Britiah  commission  in  London,  which 
will  aettle  riaima  of  Great  Britain  for 
aaa  by  the  United  SUtes  of  BriUah 
designs  of  aircraft  angincn  and  accea- 
aoriM  during  the  World  War. 
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WeeJily  oar  loadinKx  of  revenue  frelKht  baited  on  reports  from 
■the  railroads  of  the  U.  S.  by  the  Ca.r  Service  DivUlon  o(  the Ameican  Railways   AMSociatlon. 

But  for  the  immediate  depressing  jffect  of  the  coal  strike 
and  the  threatened  strike  of  railway  workers,  the  general 
business'  situation  would  seem  to  hold  promise  for  normally 
prosperous  conditions  during  the  second  half  of  this  year. 
The  iron  and  steel  industry 
is  now  operating  at  close  to 
75  per  cent  of  normal  capac- 

ity. In  the  textile  industry 
there  is  shown  an  appreciable 
increase  in  the  number  of  ac- 

tive spindlesl  Reports  from 
many  industries  supplying 
material  to  the  building  and 
contracting  trades  indicate 
almost  normal  operation  as 
compared  with  pre-war  con- 

ditions. Unfortunately,  the 
grain  and  cotton  crop  situa- 

tion is  not  altogether  clear  at 
the  moment,  but  hope  is  held 
out  that  during  the  next  two 
months  estimates  will  show 
conditions  favorable,  at  least, 
to  a  normal  yield. 

Since  the  first  of  Janu- 
ary, the  total  value  of  con- 

tracts awarded  in  the  United 
States  for  the  erection  of 
water  works,  sewers, 
bridges,  dredging,  streets  and 
roads,  industrial  works, 
buildings.  Federal  govern- 

ment work  and  miscellaneous 
construction,  has  reached  the 
huge  total  of  $779,766,747. 
The  month  of  June  alone  shows  contracts  awarded  and 
valued  at  $182,342,000.  Contracts  for  the  erection  of  indus- 

trial works  of  various  kinds  awarded  during  the  month  of 
June  in  the  United  States  totalled  $23,687,000,  or  an  increase 
of  approximately  57  per  cent  as  compared  with  the  month  of 
May.  The  June  figure  brings  the  total  value  of  contracts 
placed  for  the  current  year  to  July  1st  up  to  $87,549,000. 

Commercial  failures  in  the  United  States  for  June  show 
a  continued  decrease,  according  to  Dun's  Weekly  Review. 
Reports  show  364  failures  as  compared  with  391  in  the 
week  previous  and  303  in  the  corresponding  week  a  year 
ago.  Failures  in  which  liabilities  were  $5,000  or  more  also 
show  a  decrease  the  percentage  of  the  total  being  55.5  as 
against  58.0  last  year. 

Pas§enser  cars  and  trucks,  production  based  on  flgrnres  compiled 
by  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce^  Monthly 
average  for  1919,  138,138  cars;   86,364  trucks. 
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Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  York,  Chicago  and  Cleveland  Prices 

June       May 
1922         1922 

30.025  30.023 
Unit 

Soft  steel  bars    per  lb   
Cold  finished 

sliafting    per  lb   
Brass  rods    per  lb   
Solder  (J  and  J)....  per  lb   
Cotton  waste    per  lb   
Washers,  cast  iron 

(^in.),-    per  100  lb Emery,  disks, 
cloth.  No.   1,  6 
in.  dia...    per  100   

Lard  cutting  oil....  per  gal   
Machine  oil    per  gal   
Belting,  leather, 
medium    off  list.   

June 

1921 

30.031 
0.0325  0.032 
0.155     0.15 
0,21 
0.11 

0.213 
O.Il 

3.83       4.00 

0.045 0.166 

0.203 0.122 

4.06 

Machine  bolts  up 
to  1  X  30  in       off  list... 
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Coal  Age  Index  of  Bituminous  Cool  PHoe».  f.o.b.  mines  Ihr average  of  spot  prices  from  Joljr,  1913,  to  .lune,  1914,  beinc  taken as   the  base. 

Labor  rates  reported  from  four  cities  show  .-;ertain  dif- 
ferences   prevailing,    but    on    the    whole    wages   paid    for skilled  work   indicate  but  slight  decreases  with  imminent 

scarcity    of    efficient   operatives.      Tool    makers    in    Phila- 
delphia are  being  paid  from 

       43  cents  to  98  cents  per  hour 
depending  upon  the  ability 
of  the  workman.  In  Detroit, 
the  corresponding  wage  rate 
is  from  75  to  80  cents  while 
in  and  around  New  York  City 
a  rate  of  85  cents  prevails  for 
high  class  men.  Rates  paid 
to  bench  hands  vary  from  37 
to  65  cents  in  Philadelphia, 
60  to  75  cents  in  New  York 

City  and  50  to  55  cents  in 
Detroit.  Lathe  hands  are  be- 

ing paid  from  40  to  73i  cents 
in  Philadelphia,  60  to  75 
cents  in  New  York  City  and 

from  70  to  75  cents  in  De- 
troit. Cleveland  reports  a 

rate  of  78  cents'  for  pattern makers. 

The  situation  abroad  seems 
to  be  a  little  clearer  than  was 
the  case  a  few  months  ago. 
Our  foreign  trade  continues 
to  improve  and  with  an 

abandonment  of  political  in- 
trigue   and    squabble    for    a 

  sane  policy  of  reconstvuction, 
there  is  every  reason  to  ex- 

pect substantial  prosperity. 

For  the  past  eight  years  the  world's  population  has  been  but 
poorly  fed,  housed  and  clothed.  On  every  hand  and  in  all 
lands  there  is  required  goods  of  all  classes  and  these  wants 
cannot  longer  go  unsatisfied. 

The  Foreign  exchange  situation  improved  during  June. 
On  June  sixth  sterling  touched  $4,615/8,  this  marking  the 
highest  point  it  has  reached  since  July,  1919.  The  Scan- 
danavian  exchanges  moved  more  or  less  sympathetically 

vsdth  sterling.  In  Argentina  there  has  been  some  improve- 
ment during  June,  but  in  South  America  exchanges  gen- 
erally show  there  have  bcn  but  moderate  fluctuations.  In 

continental  Europe  the  financial  situation  is  still  in  its 
greatly  unsettled  state  and  does  not  give  any  immediate 
indication  of  improvement. 

New  York  Times  Annalist  combined  average  price  of  25  raU- 
road  and  ri5  inilustrlal  stocks  based  on  weekly  averaces  of  last 
sale  In  each  week* 
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Condensed-Clipping  Index  of  Equipment 
Pmttnttd  Aug.  SO.  tftS 

aurc*  It.  i»tt 

CW.  ClUcaco,  UL 

lln*.    Combloallona  of  cui- 

K.  Y. March  la.  lin 

TiM   rwdaat    pv»*f 

   lool  llfi- 
wKk  m  4»rtr*  for  aulu- 

4wlma  tk»  wttlaK  alrolw. 

4Mt.  0«»*««.|»M«.  ■•N.o***.  MailMwriP 
0»>i»»  MaaolMHrtBC  C*..  Cl«v*taa4.  Ohio 

aUrrh  IS.   I»<t 

TW   —  r»ii>i    hM   tli«   mmmamr* 

«r»  aii*.  aaJ  ih*  mmmwt  »«pt 
*M»w  a**  Wirt—.  tW  4ra» 
«    Uh>     (aMar*     li     »n— >lln 

lJk>  i«rM.<.i»»  MM*  aM  ih' 
Miura  ar*  la  >Tf»««  hala»r» 
T*a  aaM*  aar  k*  hwi4l^  aMa  hr 
Mte.      Vlw   mrrnk*   mtt    iha    atr-v^r 

jBMaJfM*  I  ta  t|  la.     Th*  tHHtn 
ifimiia  la  MMMMir.  hM  Um  m»- 
OMi  HBir  ha  tM*M4  M  aay  past, 
pa*.  BMilfea  iVMid  awr  ha  n**      ̂  
MaA,       Ik*     mmwr     4r*«1iW     lh» 

t^B  rallvr.  raMar 

Tuban  Manufatturlnc  Co..  Kldunoiid  HIIU  N.  Y. 
-Anwrkcan  UaehlnlaL"  Maroh  I*,  titt 

Thv   lool   U  for  pulllns  cultrr  pin*  and   U 
mad*  In  iwo  •!«<«  for  pullinc  pina  up  lo  |  In. 

and    up    lo    I    In.    In    •*'■•■.        v- -•   ■.    iv 
Tha  llrtlns   iwlni   of  tli<  n 
Ih*   hoir    Hi    thr   Itrad    i'( 
handlf*  of  Ihr  ■■••"-■"  -  ;ii,.f-Rf.i  tuiiiitur.  i-.in'tt 
lool    ■•    (••■(.  Htand    a    pull    on    Ihr 
point  of  400  I  .  ;ir  motion  of  tlif  niov- 
ablv  or  lift  Ins  point  i>  about  I  In.  The  llft- 
lii«  point  la  hardaoad  tool  alpol.  Thr  iiid 
of  on*  handle  U  ahapad  lo  a  acraw-<lrlv<i 
p<>lnt. 

aqwHipad  with  aa 

<la«*,  roaa»«<ln«-Ka4.  "Tarlatoal" 
J.  8.  Imlaoli.  J24  l^athrrlna  St.  Ottawa.  Canada "Amrrlvan  MachlnUt,"  March  U,  IttI 

Th«  dcvica  la  uaad  In  aUcnlnc  two  b«arinca 
on  th*  «nda  of  roda.  aervaa  aa  a  Jls  In  acrap- 
Ina  bearlnsa.  and  la  alao  uaad  to  ti-ai  thr 
alUmmvnl  of  th*  platon  aftar  aaarmlillnK. 
It  iiutlraira  at  on*  arttlns  thi-  accuracy  of 
HliKiiriK'nt  of  th*  rod  In  both  dlr«nlf>n«.  Thi- 
indU-atiiic  part  eonalatlns  of  an  arbor  nxad 
In  a  four-artnad  oaatlnc.  la  allachi-<l  lo  tli<- 
wrlalpln  and  of  th*  conncctlnr  r<xj.  Capac- 

ity, roda  from  t  to  i:|  In.  tunic  l>etwi-*n 
rfntcra.  Intarchansrablr  mandrria  up  to 
2|  In.  In  dlamtilrr  and  IndliulInK  urbura  up 
lo  It   In.  In  dlam»t*r  can  b«  furnlahcd. 

Lalh»«.  KnalB*.  Qaick-Chaac* 
Carroll  A  Jamlaaon  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Batavla.  Ohio 

"American  Machlnlat."   March  It.   lltt 

Th*  lath*,  auppllod  In   It,   14. 
or    l(-ln.    all*,    la   for    toolroom 
and      automotiv*     a*rrlo*     u>" 
HIncI*  or  doubl*  back  cnira  < 
l>«  aupplled.     RiBht  or  I' 
thrrada  from  t  to  (4  p< 
Im-   rut.   th*   food   bclnx 
l>y    a    handl*    and    knob    on    tlx- 
front     of     th*     machin*.       Thf 
»t«ron     haa     a     f.-«1     r*v*nilnic 
Irvrr  and  an  '■  '  mh  davlro. 
Oil   I  he  arml-'i  u*  lathe, 
three      feed  .ir*     pro- 

vided by  ahlflliiK  a   Uver.     Th*  < 
bed   when   farinc   work.      HwIiik 
over  carriace,   I.    10|.   and    ll|    ii.. 
1,700  and  1.100  lb.,  raapactlvely. 

Oriader,  Callar,  Craakpla   Ke-Taralaa  Taal 
Kawy*r-W*ber  Tool  Manufarturlni  Co.,  lAim  Ancalaa,  C«L 

"American   Machlnlat,"   March  tl,   Ktt 

Th*  •laeirl«-dHy*tt  «iltar-«rrln<l 

Inc     atln   ■ — ^^'      .— -t!r-r      -   -•: 

th*  rv-turninir  i«**>i.  Ii  i«  *inM-n 
by  a  fS-hp.  motor  runnlnc  at  10,- 
«•*•    r.p.m.      The   miin-r    !•   p.-ia-i-d 

>t..      n, ....:,      .   '      ■  :  -      -, 

111* 

iif  the  re-tumlng  tool.     The  re- 
in ■>p>'rnti<Mi.  la  (tiled  dlr«ctly  to  On*  of  tha 

.  .   -        and   the  tool   handle   r*ala  on   tha  laXhe  bad. 
The  handwha*l  provid**  a  f**d  for  th*  tool,  t«  adliiat  th*  *l««  of 
UM  pHi. 

iiirnlrtff    Ifiol.    yf>i\\f 
pina  of  th*  crank, 

Clip.  poMtf  onM  X  ff^M.  tardt  and  fU*  om  deaired 
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A  Quarter  Century  for  the  ''T^'rensfretr^perties  T^Ji'l'A^  Be»«i"™  To  Hold  Mechanical 
A.  S.  T.  M.                            were   treated   of   by   Lawford   H.    Fry,  ExpOSitiOH having   special    regard    for    locomotive 

The  twenty-fifth  annual   meeting  of    construction.     A  preliminary  report  on  According   to   W.    H.    Rastall,   chief 
the  American  Society  for  Testing  Mate-     the    Effect   of   Sulphur   in    Rivet   Steel  of    the    industrial    machinery    division 
rials  was  held   at  the  Chalfonte-Had-    was  made  by  G.  K.  Burgess  while  T.  of  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
dan  Hall,  Atlantic  City,  N.  J.,  June  26     Spooner     and     I.     Kinnard     described  Commerce,  an  international  exposition 
to  30  in  the  Vernon  room  of  the  new    laboratory  tests  on  testing  butt  welded  of  mechanical  and  electrical  industries 
building.     The  sessions,  as  usual,  were     steel  plates  both  electrically  and  mag-  will  be  opened  at  Ghent,  Belgium,  on 
full  with  papers  and  reports,  and  little     netically.  June   1,   1923,   and   will  continue   from 
time   was   lost   in   getting  through   the         Impact    testing    occupied    the    fifth  June  to  October. 
order  of  business.  The  first  session  session,  being  a  sort  of  symposium  in  It  is  felt  that  this  exposition  should 

was  on  Non-Ferrous  Metals  and  Corro-  which  H.  L.  Wittemore,  D.  J.  McAdam,  provide  a  splendid  opportunity  for 
sion  and  included  several  reports  such  Jr.,  T.  R.  C.  Wilson,  Earl  B.  Smith,  American  firms  to  exhibit  machinery, 
&s  that  of  Committee  B-2  which  pre-  C.  L.  Warwick,  T.  D.  Lynch,  H.  F.  equipment,  etc.,  which  they  believe  will 
sented  new  tentative  specifications  for  Moore,  and  F.  C.  Langenberg  and  N.  be  able  to  compete  with  the  products 

brass  pipe,  copper  tubing  and  con-  Richardson  participated.  This  was  fol-  of  foreign  manufacturers.  The  expo- 
denser  tubes  and  also  for  methods  of  lowed  by  a  session  on  Fatigue  of  sition  will  be  held  in  the  former  buud- 

chemical  analysis  of  brass  ingots  and  Metals,  the  first  paper  being  by  H.  F.  ings  of  the  Ghent  World's  Exposition 
castings,  and  bronze  bearing  metals.          Moore,  J.  B.  Kommers  and  T.  M.  Jasper,  of  1913. 

A  paper  on  the  remarkable  casting    This   paper   was    accompanied    by    an  The  various  sections  of  the  exposi- 
qualities  of   some  copper-silicon-alumi-     exhibit  of  tests  which   attracted   much  tion  and  the  classes  of  goods  which  will 
num   alloys   was   presented   by    E.   H.    attention.      The    Measurement    of    the  be  exhibited,  as  announced  by  the  Ex- 
Dix,  Jr.,  and  A.  J.  Lyon.     The  corro-     Shape  of  Brinell  Ball  Indentations  was  position    Committee,    are    as    follows: 
sion    problem    received    attention    both     discussed  by  Fred   E.   Foss  and   R.   C.  Metal  working  machinery  of  all  classes, 
in  committee  reports  and  at  the  hands     Brumfield.      The    session    included    re-  woodworking  machinery,   steam  g^ener- 
of  W.   D.   Bancroft,  who   believes   that     ports  of  Committees  E-1  on  Methods  of  ators,  boiler  accessories,  steam  motors, 
measurement  of  electromotive  force  is     Testing;  C-5  on  Fireproofing;  D-15  on  mechanical   devices   of   all   kinds;   tele- 
practically  valueless  in  this  connection     Thermometers   and   E-8   on   Nomencla-  phone  and  telegraph  equipment,  electric 
and  that  the  whole  problem  of  retarded     ture.      The    remaining    sessions    dealt  lighting,     chemical     and    metallurgical 
corrosion   is  essentially  a   question  of    with  such  materials  as  coal,  coke,  road  equipment  and  supplies  of  all  classes. 
film  formation.                                               materials   and   others   which   have    no  Requests  for  information  in  regard 

The    second    session    was   devoted   to     direct   bearing   on    machine   work    and  to  the  exposition  may  be  addressed  to 

wrought,  cast  and  malleable   iron,  be-     are  therefore  omitted.  the  "Comite  de  I'Exposition   de   1923," 
ginning   with   a   report   of   Committee        The  new  officers  are:  G.  K.  Burgess,  Royal  Casino,  Pare,  Ghent,  Belgium. 
A-2  recommending  revision  in  existing     president;    W.    H.    Walker,    vice-presi-    •   
tentative  standards  for  wrought  iron,    dent,   and   the   four   new   members   of  PnlanH  ne  a  Marhinprv 

The  making  of  merchant  bar   iron  by     the    executive    committee    are    W.    K.  IT  UiailU  rtS  <t  iTidciiitiCAjr 
the    Busheled    scrap    process   was    de-    Hatt,  J.   R.   Onderdonk,   D.   M.   Buck  Market 
scribed   in   a   paper  by  W.    M.    Myers,     and  W.  M.  Corse.  mi.  ̂   xu     •              j     ̂     i   •   j     *         * 
The  "Nick-Bend"  test  for  wrought  iron                                      ,  That  the  iron  and  steel  industry  of 

was  discussed   by   H.    S.   Rawdon  and          __    _   ,,   _..                    „         ,  Poland     should     develop     considerably 

S     Epstein,   who    considered    that   the          Moffett  DlSCUSSCS  Naval  within  the  next  few  years  is  the  opinion 

usual  "nick  and  bend"  clause  in  speci-               A:^„^of+  n^^r^^^r^r^ar^i^  °L  ̂:.  \   ̂^}^^'    acting    commercial 
fications  is  indefinite     Wm   R.  Webster              Aircrail  UeVClOpmenl  attache,    American    legation,    Warsaw. 

outlined  a  study  of  the  physics  of  cast           j^j^^j  ̂              ̂ hief  of  the  Bureau  llTetilZl?isneedeT'ii''rA 

cX\"^Slrdfze''exis*ng%Tact'cI  °f  Aeronautics  of  the  Navy  Depart-  ;;ra"h1Serdamiyd1r%^mo?ed1r*^^^ come  lo  bi,diiudiui/.e  cjlisi-iiis  pi»i.i,  v^c  j„g^f  appearing  recently  before  the  *>,„  ~n„ntrv  riurimr  thp  war  While  the as  developed  during  the  fifteen  years  (.A  p„™™iftop  „„  anuroDriations  fne  country  during  tne  war.  wniieme 
onerations  under  the  society's  speci-  J.^^ate  commntee  on  appropriations,  ,ndustry  is  not  as  well  organized  or operdtioiih  unuei  i-"e  „;fi„„i-°  °^>;,„  discussed  at  length  the  great  post-war  _,,  .,  ,o„nH  n  h««!i<j  as  the  textile  in- fications.  Revised  specifications  tor  ,  nrromnlUhpH  hv  thp  Navv  in  the  S  ?  souna  a  oasis  as  me  lexiue  in 
foundrv  me  iron  and  for  chilled  cast  Y  ̂   a^compusnea  Dy  tne  wavy  in  tne  dustry,  neverthe  ess  there  is  an  oppor- 

iron  were'^suggesteHy  Commin^^^  development  of  naval  aircraft  and  en-  tunity  for  the  installation  of  American 
of  which  Richard  Moldenke  is  chair-  ̂ 's„-  kin?  Mnerallv  of  aircraft  de-  ̂ ^^\'''^,^  »"<*  machinery.  This  is  par- 

man.  This  also  included  high  test  velonmeit  he  s^fd-  a'^-ci^aft  de  ticularly  true  if  Polish  ore  deposits, 
gray  iron  castings  and  semi-steel  cast-  ̂   .f-Fh^  Navv  has  todav  a  thoroughly  "?S"  which  the  Upper  Silesian  inaustry 
!nes  The  malleable  castings  commit-  ,  \"^  ̂ avy  nas  waay  a  tnorougniy  ,j  j,  to  depend  for  its  ore 

tef,'-A-7,  recommended' a  .Modification  developed  and  P^-ffyPe  of  engine  ,  ̂ ^^  ̂   1,,  „pg„,d  „p  ̂ ^^  de- 
of  the  test  specimen  and  an  increase  f°J,  with^tm"lefe  TttileT  prodVctLn  ̂ 4^^  obstacles  stand  in  the  way  of f"  attns""''  -'l--™«"*^  '''  *^«  ̂P^'^'-  plans  and  specifications  for  each  type.  A^^rica^n  t  f  of  fi"nished*'^ds  ̂ and f.cations.  The  design  of  every  type  .is  an  Amer-  „iachinery  in  the  Polish  market:  (1) The  President's  .vDDRESS                ican    development     and    is    especially  xhe  low  value  of  the  Polish  mark  makes 

The  third  session  was  opened  with  adapted  to  American  quantity  produc-  j^  extremely  difficult  for  Polish  manu- 
an  address  by  C.  D.  Young,  the  retiring  tion  and  every  type  is  in  performance,  fg^turers  and  dealers  to  finance  dollar 
president,  under  the  title  of  "A  Quarter  weight,  durability,  dependability  and  purchases;  (2)  low  production  costs  in 
Century  of  Progress."  In  it  he  outlined  general  suitability  at  least  equal  to  the  ̂ g^many  and  proximity  to  the  Polish 
the  growth  of  the  society  and  its  work  best  engine  m  the  same  c  ass  which  has  ̂ g^^g^  •  German  manufacturers  a 
and  spoke  of  the  difficulties  which  lay  been  developed  in  any  other  country  jistj^ct  auvantage.  However,  any  re- 

in  the   path   of  the   courageous   group     m  the  world.  construction    and    development    of    the 
who  formed  it  from  among  the  Amer-                                 »   •  Polish    iron    and    steel    industry    on    a 

ican  members  of  the  ten  existing  Inter-  .  ,,4-«.»»,«u;i/»  T^vrk^i-f o  QVinw  large  scale  will  require  credit  accom- 
national  Association  for  Testing  Mate-  AUlOmODlie  HiXpuriSs  OIIUW  niodations  Germany  is  unable  to  ex- 
rials.  One  of  the  main  handicaps  was  Tnrrease  ^^^^  at  this  time,  and  if  American 
the  lack  of  appreciation  of  the  benefits  xiicicaoc  manufacturers,  after  a  thorough  in- 
of  standardization,  of  uniform  methods  Automobile  exports  for  the  month  of  vestigation  of  conditions  in  Poland,  are 
of  testing  and  a  common  nomenclature,  jj^y  ̂ ^  compared  with  the  correspond-  satisfied  with  the  security  offered,  there 
A  similar  situation  still  confronts  the  j^^  month  of  1921  indicate  encouraging  is  no  reason  why  they  cannot  obtain 
advocates  of  standardization  in  other  -^^  ̂ ^^  ̂ .j^ig  branch  of  American  the  business,  notwithstanding  the  pres- 
lines.  Mr.  Young  touched  with  feeling  foreign  trade.  Figures  just  compiled  by  ent  condition  of  Polish  currency  and 
on    the    necessity    of    an    international    ^^^   Bureau   of   Foreign   and    Domestic  German  competition. 
association  and  urged  that  the  Amer-    Commerce  are  as  follows:   lean     Society    for     Testing     Materials    ^ 
strongly  support  any  movement  toward  EXPORTS  OF  AUTOMOBILES 
this   end  •   M.y.  I«l   •  — M«y.  1«?   
xnis    ena.                            ,    ■      ,    j    .              „4.„  Number      Value      Number      Value A   session   on   steel   included   reports  «  7M  nii     8  027    15  763  539 
of  Committees  A-1  and  A-4,  the  former     Automobiles, includiM chassis  (Total)     . .              A"'     ♦■'•JJJ-^^J     ,;203         8l2;i70 
Bresentinir    new    soecifications    for    car-      Tola  motor  trucks  and  busses,  except  electno           J"       29733^     6  798      4,924.134 presenimg    new    specmcaiioiib    loi     cdi        Total  passenter  cars,  except  electric        ■»■«'»        •     i%U       'I?  29  970 
bon     steel    castings    for    railroads    and      station  and  warehouw  motor  trucks             "  "•'"•          JJ             6iM9 the    latter    recommended    practice    for     Trailers,   
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Washington  Notes 
By  Paul  Wooton 

Thfe  conferees  on  the  naval  appro- 
priation bill  for  the  fiscal  year  begin- 

ning July  1  have  agreed  to  the  appro- 
priation of  $100,000  as  proposed  by  the 

Senate  for  an  addition  to  the  machine 
shops  at  the  naval  station  at  Pearl 
Harbor,  Hawaii. 

The  collector  at  New  York  has  been 
reversed  in  his  ruling  which  made  cer- 

tain metal  drilling  machines  being  im- 
ported by  D.  C.  Andrews  &  Co.,  of 

New  York,  dutiable  at  20  per  cent  ad 
valorem.  The  general  appraisers 
pointed  out  that  the  machines  are  to  be 
operated  by  electric  power;  are  con- 

structed and  designed  to  drill  holes  in 
metal  and,  consequently,  must  be  re- 

garded as  machine  tools  which  take  an 
import  duty  of  15  per  cent  ad  valorem. 

The  conferees  on  the  Naval  appro- 
priation bill  for  the  year  beginning 

July  1  adopted  $14,795,000  as  proposed 
by  the  Senate  instead  of  $12,100,000 
proposed  by  the  House,  for  the  Navy 
Bureau  of  Engineering.  It  fixed  a 
limitation  of  $1,675,000  as  proposed 
by  the  House  on  expenses  for  clas- 

sified employees  thereunder  instead  of 
$2,048,000  proposed  by  the  Senate.  The 
conference  committee  eliminated  the 
$100,000  appropriation  for  the  experi- 

mental and  research  laboratory. 
The  National  Screw  Thread  Com- 

mission will  meet  at  the  Bureau  of 
Standards  in  Washington  on  July  7. 

In  considering  the  tariff  bill,  the 
Senate  on  motion  of  Senator  McCum- 
ber,  chairman  of  the  Finance  Commit- 

tee, in  charge  of  the  measure,  recon- 
sidered the  sections  previously  adopted 

relating  to  various  kinds  of  machinery. 
Upon  his  motion,  a  duty  of  60  per  cent 
ad  valorem  was  placed  on  reamers, 
drilling  cutters,  caps,  guys,  twist  drills, 
and  metal  cutting  tools  of  all  descrip- 

tions, not  especially  provided  for,  con- 
taining more  than  6-lOths  of  1  per  cent 

of  tungsten  or  molybdenum.  An  amend- 
ment by  Senator  Ki.ng,  reducing  the 

duty  to  30  per  cent,  was  rejected. 

Thomas  Devlin,  president,  Thomas 
Devlin  Manufacturing  Co.,  the  Hard- 

ware and  Malleable  Iron  Works,  and 
the  National  Specialty  Co.,  and  for  a 
number  oi'  years  p7-esident  of  the  Phil- 

adelphia Foundrymen's  Association, 
died  at  his  home  in  Philadelphia  on 
June  23  at  the  age  of  84  years.  Mr. 
Devlin  was  not  the  only  one  of  Amer- 

ica's early  trail  blazers  in  the  iron 
foundry  indu.stry  but  his  entire  career 
from  its  humble  beginning  on  his  ar- 

rival in  the  United  States  at  the  age 
of  16,  fills  one  with  admiration  for  his 
achievements  against  great  odds.  He 
leaves  behind  some  worthy  monuments 
to  his  energy  and  genius  and  real  assets 
to  Philadelphia's  industrial  life. 

W.  H.  Holland,  president  and  gen- 
era! manager  Sibley  Machine  Co., 

South  Bend,  Ind.,  died  on  June  14. 
William  E.  Snyder,  chief  mechani- 

cal engineer  and  for  the  past  26  years 
connected  with  American  Steel  and 
Wire  Co.,  died  at  his  home  in  Pitts- 

burgh on  June  24  at  the  age  of  54. 
Mr.  Snyder  at  the  time  of  his  death 
was  president  oi  the  Pittsburgh  section 
of  the  American  Society  of  Mechanical 
Engineers. 

The  Super-Seal  Piston  Ring  Corpora- 
tion, Muskegon,  Mich.,  manufacturer 

of  piston  rings  for  automobile  motors, 
has  arranged  for  a  change  of  company 
name  to  the  Oil- Stopper  Piston  Ring 
Corporation. 

The  Waterbury  Standard  Tool  and 
Machine  Co.,  Waterbury,  Conn.,  has 
filed  a  preliminary  notice  of  company 
dissolution.  All  claims  will  be  handled 
by  H.  B.  Jenkins,  53  Euclid  Ave., Waterbury. 

The  Lehigh  Valley  Railroad  Co., 
New  York,  N.  Y.,  it  is  reported,  will 
conduct  a  series  of  tests  at  its  shops 
at  Sayre,  Pa.,  to  ascertain  whether  or 
not  the  workers  can  handle  repair  jobs 
cheaper  and  more  efficiently  than  un- 

der the  outside  contract  plan  system. 
The  demonstration  will  cover  heavy  re- 

pairs to  15  locomotives,  and  compara- 
tive figures  as  to  cost  and  quality  of 

work  will  be  tabulated  from  day  to 
day.  The  results  will  then  be  sub- 

jected to  comparison  with  figures  for 
contract  work  of  a  similar  nature. 

The  Cleveland  Cold  Drawn  Steel  Co., 
Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  has  arranged  for  a 
change  of  company  name  to  the  Buf- 

falo Cold  Drawn  Steel  Co. 

The  J.  W.  Pohlman  Foundry  Co., 
205  Baitz  Ave.,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  manu- 

facturer of  stoves,  iron  castings,  etc., 
has  arranged  for  an  increase  in  capital 
from  $25,000  to  $85,000,  for  general  ex- 

pansion. 
The  Guy  Disc  Valve  Motor  Corpora- 

tion, Chelsea,  Mich.,  recently  organ- 
ized with  a  capital  of  $1,500,000,  has 

acquired  a  portion  of  the  local  plant 
of  the  Lewis  Spring  and  Axle  Co.,  for 
its  proposed  works,  including  a  general 
metalworking  building,  foundry  and 
powerhouse.  Operations  will  soon  be 
inaugurated  for  the  manufacture  of 
valves  and  other  equipment  for  auto- 

mobile service. 

The  Remington  Cutlery  Works,  Inc., 
of  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  recently  incor- 

porated to  manufacture  and  deal  in 
cutlery,  etc.,  has  increased  its  capital 
stock  from  $25,000  to  $1,500,000.  The 
company  will  operate  in  a  part  of  the 
war-time  plants  of  the  Remington 
Arms-Union  Metallic  Cartridge  Co., 
Bridgeport. 

The  Ramapo  Iron  Works,  Hillburn, 
N.  Y.,  has  recently  bought  two  Liberty 
planers  through  McCabe  &  Sheeran 
Machinery  Corporation. 

McCabe  &  Sheeran  Machinery  Cor- 
poration, 50  Church  St.,  New  York 

City,  has  been  appointed  New  York 
City  agents  for  Liberty  Machine  Tool 
Co.,  Hamilton,  Ohio. 

The  George  W.  Hoar  Co.,  of  Wal- 
tham,  Mass.,  has  recently  been  incor- 

porated under  the  law.  of  Massachu- 
setts, to  deal  in  machinery,  metal 

goods,  etc.  The  company  has  a  capital 
stock  of  $25,000,  and  the  incorporators 
are  George  W.  Hoar,  Waltham,  Mass.: 
John  J.  Sullivan  and  James  E.  Cussen, 
both  of  Boston. 

James  Fleming  and  Sons,  St.  John, 
N.  B.,  founded  a  century  ago  in  that 
city  and  for  the  past  two  years,  oper- 

ating a  boiler  machine  shop  and  iron 
foundry  on  a  reduced  scale,  plan  to 
resume   more   active  work.      They   will 

engage  in  the  manufacture  and  repair 
of  motor  car  parts  in  additions  to  the 
construction  and  repair  of  boilers  and 
engines. 

T.  McAvity  and  Song,  St.  John,  N.  B., 
have  moved  their  shop  personnel  and 
equipment  from  the  plant  on  Water 
Street  to  the  Rothesay  Avenue  plant, 
formerly  used  in  the  manufacture  of 
ammunition.  While  it  is  planned, 
eventually  to  transfer  all  manufactur- 

ing activities  to  the  latter,  the  brass 
factory  for  the  present  will  be  con- 

tinued on  the  old  street  site. 
The  Kohler  Co.,  of  Kohler,  Wis., 

manufacturers  of  plumbing  ware  and 
fixtures,  has  established  a  sootheastern 
office  and  distributing  point  to  cover 
Georgia,  Tennessee,  Mississippi,  Ala- 

bama and  Florida  territory,  at  84 
North  Pryor  street,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

The  Tennessee  Coal,  Iron  and  Rail- 
road Co.  is  preparing  to  resume  opera- 
tions shortly  at  its  No.  4  blast  furnace 

in  Bessemer,  Ala.,  to  make  foundry  iron 
for  a  time,  to  be  followed  later  by  a 
production  of  manganese  iron.  A  40,- 
000  ton  cargo  of  this  ore  is  now  en 
route  to  the  district  from  BraziL 

The  Tennessee  Coal,  Iron  and  Rail- 
road Co.,  it  is  announced  will  blow  in 

the  No.  1  furnace  at  Ensley  imme- 
diately upon  completion  of  the  work  of 

rebuilding.  It  is  also  announced  that 
the  No.  1  furnace  of  the  company  at 
Bessemer,  Ala.,  will  resume  operations 
early  in  July. 

The  Monongahela  Iron  and  Steel  Co., 
Paden  City,  W.  Va.  is  arranging  for 
the  immediate  resumption  of  opera- 

tions at  its  local  plant,  following  a 
shutdown  for  the  past  eighteen  months^ 
Employment  will  be  given  to  150  men. 

The  Fulton  Co..  Knoxville,  Tenn.,  has 
announced  a  reorganization  of  the  com- 

pany with  W.  M.  Fulton  as  president 
and  treasurer;  Warren  Webster,  vice- 
president;  C.  N.  Mynderse,  executive 
manager,  and  Henry  Hudson,  secretary. 
The  U.  S.  Electro  Galvanizing  Co., 

32  Stockton  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  an- 
nounces a  change  in  its  corporate 

name  to  U.  S.  Galvanizing  and  Plating 
Equipment  Corporation. 

The  Thomas  Spacing  Machine  Co., 
Fulton  Building,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  makes 
the  announcement  that  the  Chicagro 
office  of  the  company,  foimerly  at  1243 
Monadnock  Block,  has  been  removed  to 
Room  936  in  the  same  building. 

The  Mechanical  Appliance  Co.,  Mil- 
waukee, Wis.,  manufacturer  of  Wat- 

son electric  motors,  has  announced 
through  Louis  Allis,  president,  a 
chan  in  its  corporate  name  to  the 
Louis  Allis  Co.,  with  the  factory  and 
main  office  at  Milwaukee,  as  formerly. 

The     George     B.    Miller    and    Sons' agricultural      implement     factory      at     W 
Waterloo,  Iowa,  was  destroyed  by  fire 
on  June  on  June  21  with  a  loss,  esti- 

mated by  the  owners,  of  $700,000. 
The  Hartford  Auto  Parts  Co.,  Hart- 

ford, Conn.,  recently  incorporated  to 
manufacture  automatic  parts,  etc.,  was 
organized  during  the  past  week  by  the 
election  of  the  following  officers: 
Charles  A.  Dana,  South  Plainfield, 
N.  J.,  president;  John  S.  Berry,  of 
Plainfield,  N.  J.,  vice-president;  Paul 
D.  Hawkins,  of  Plainfield,  N.  J.,  secre- 

tary and  treasurer.  The  board  of 
directors  consists  of  Charles  A.  Dana; 
Ezra  P.  Prentice,  New  York  City;  and 
Lenore  Carbaugh,  of  Colonia.  N.  J. 
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Henry  R.  Cobi£igh  has  been  made 
secretary  of  the  service  committee  of 
the  National  Automobile  Chamber  of 

Commerce.  One  of  Mr.  Cobleigh's  most 
important  duties  will  be  in  connection 
with  the  joint  committee  of  the  cham- 

ber and  the  Society  of  Automotive  En- 
gineers on  simplified  practice.  The 

joint  committee  is  working  with  the 
Department  of  Commerce  to  establish 
automotive  standards  throughout  the 
industry. 

A.  A.  Thorsexl,  for  some  time  past 
connected  with  the  engineering  depart- 

ment of  the  Rockford  Machine  Tool  Co., 
Rockford,  111.,  has  been  promoted  to  the 
office  of  sales  manager  of  that  company 
with  headquarters  at  Rockford. 

H.  B.  Harper  of  the  Studebaker  Cor- 
poration has  been  appointed  a  member 

of  the  simplified  practice  committee  of 
the  National  Automobile  Chamber  of 
Commerce.  This  committee  will  work 
with  a  similar  committee  from  the 
Society  of  Automotive  Engineers  and 
the  Division  of  Simplified  Practice  of 
the  Department  of  Commerce  to  estab- 

lish automotive  standards. 

J.  W.  Robinson  will  succeed  C.  E. 
Allen  as  manager  of  the  central  sta- 

tion division  of  the  Chicago  office, 
Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manufactur- 

ing Co. 

Edgar  D.  Mason  has  resigned  his 
position  as  assistant  sales  manager  of 
the  Transcontinental  Oil  Co.,  and  will 
resume  his  practice  as  consulting  sales 
and  advertising  counsel,  making  his 
headquarters  with  the  Albert  P.  Hill 
Co.,  Inc.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa 

F.  R.  KoHNSTAMM  has  been  ap- 
pointed acting  manager  of  the  appli- 

ance section  of  the  merchandising  de- 
partment of  Westinghouse  Electric  and 

Manufacturing  Co.  and  will  be  located 
in  Mansfield,  Ohio. 

R.  W.  Morton,  for  the  past  twenty- 
five  years  connected  with  the  Fulton 
Iron  Works,  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  in  various 
capacities,  has  recently  resigned  as 
shop  superintendent. 

H.  A.  Lynette  has  been  appointed 
syndicate  representative  of  the  central 
station  division  of  the  Chicago  office, 
Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manufac- 

turing Co. 

L.  H.  Bloom  of  the  Hart-Parr  Co., 
Charles  City,  Iowa,  has  been  promoted 
to  the  office  of  general  sales  manager 
of  the  company  to  succeed  Walter  I. 
Frederickson,  resigned. 

G.  A.  Sacchi,  formerly  manager  of 
the  stoker  section  of  the  power  depart- 

ment, Westinghouse  Electric  and  Man- 
ufacturing Co.,  has  been  appointed 

manager  of  stoker  sales  and  v/ill  have 
his  headquarters  at  South  Philadelphia. 

G.  F.  Sherratt  has  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  Pittsburgh  sales  office 
of  the  Chain  Belt  Co.,  Milwaukee,  with 
headquarters  in  the  Union  Arcade 
Building,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Leoj^ard  Bonnek  has  just  been  ap- 
pointed to  the  position  of  district  man- 

ager for  the  Great  Western  Smelting 
and  Refining  Co.,  with  headquarters  at 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

C.  C.  Curry,  formerly  branch  man- 
ager of  the  Minneapolis  office,  Westing- 

house Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co., 
has  been  assigned  to  special  work  in 
connection  with  the  St.  Paul  Electric Company. 

Charles  M.  Schwab,  it  is  an- 
nounced, has  been  elected  chairman  of 

the  board  of  directors  of  the  Chicago 
Pneumatic  Tool  Co.,  to  succeed  John  R. 
McGinley,  resigned. 

M.  C.  Rypinski  of  the  radio  sales  di- 
vision, Westinghouse  Electric  and  Man- 

ufacturing Co.,  has  transferred  his 
headquarters  to  New  York  as  a  branch 
of  the  headquarters   sales  department. 

Walter  S.  Frederickson,  until  re- 
cently connected  with  the  Hart-Parr 

Co.,  Charles  City,  Iowa,  has  been 
appointed  sales  manger  of  the  Auburn 
Motor  Co.,  Auburn,  Ind. 

A.  Heckman  is  now  works  electrical 
engineer  for  the  East  Pittsburgh  works 
of  the  Westinghouse  Electric  and 
Manufacturing   Co. 

S.  R.  Shave  has  been  appointed  man- 
ager of  the  price  section  of  the  power 

and  railway  departments,  Westing- 
house Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co., East  Pittsburgh. 

Clyde  L.  King,  president  of  the  At- 
lanta  Plow  Co.,  and  the  King  Imple- 

ment Co.,  of  Atlanta,  Ga.,  sailed  for 
Europe  on  June  14  for  a  three  months' business  trip. 

R.  B.  MiLDON  has  been  appointed  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  stoker  department, 

Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manufac- 
turing Cn..  with  headquarters  at  South 

Philadelphia. 

Edgar  Woodrow  has  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  contract  division  of  the 
stoker  department,  Westinghouse  Elec- 

tric and   Manufacturing  Co. 

Ramphlcts  RecGivcd 

Pump  InduHtry  Standardx.  The  Hydrau- 
lic Society,  60  Church  St.,  Now  York  City. 

A  twenty-page  pamphlet  on  the  subject  of 
.standards  in  the  pump  Industry,  prepared 
by  the  society  as  a  guide  for  buyers  and 
sellers  and  containing  definitions  of  terms 
in  common  usage  in  the  Industry.  Copies 
may  be  had  upon  application  to  the  secre- 

tary of  the  society,  C.  H.  Rohrbach. 
Paint  for  St«el.  American  Chemical  Paint 

Co.,  New  York  City.  Bulletin  No.  10  con- 
taining directions  for  preparing  steel  for 

painting  and  for  the  use  of  deoxidine, 
manufactured  by  this  company. 

Carbon-Monoxide  PoUoninfc.  U.  S.  Bu- 
reau of  Labor  Bulletin  No.  291,  by  Alice 

Hamilton,  M.  D..  containing  information 
relative  to  carbon-monoxide  poisoning  in 
the  steel,  coal,  smelting  and  printing  indus- 

tries. Distributed  by  U.  S.  Department  of 
Labor. 

Workmen')*  ContpenRation.  U.  S.  Depart- 
ment of  Labor  Bulletin  No.  301.  entitled 

"Comparison  of  Workmen's  Compensation 
Insurance  and  Administration,"  by  Carl 
Hookstadt.  distributed  by  the  U.  S.  Depart- 

ment of  Labor. 

Educational  Bulletin.  Institute  of  Tech- 
nology. Pasadena,  Cal.  Bulletin  No.  93, 

containing  general  information  regarding 
the  institute  and  complete  descriptive  mat- 

ter relative  to  courses  and  subjects. 

Sulphur  In  Coal  Bedii.  TTniverslty  of  llli- 
noi.s,  Urtiana,  III.  Bulletin  No.  125,  en- 

titled "The  Distribution  of  the  Forms  of 
Sulphur  in  the  Coal  Bed."  by  H.  F.  Yancey 
and  Thomas  Praser,  prepared  under  the  co- 

operative agreement  between  tlie  V.  S.  Bu- 
reau of  Mines  and  the  engineering  experi- 
ment station  of  the  University  of  Illinois. 

]    Trade  Catalogs     | 

ro*°i'l'?f"i'J  '■'**••  T-  '■  ̂ '"•"  Machine 
Co..  4125  Kavenswood  Ave..  Chlcaco.  Ill Annual  catalog  of  the  IJttell  company 
descrlblnjT  a  line  of  automatic  feeda  built to  flt  all  makex  and  sizes  of  punche* 

brushes  and  special  machinery.  "^•""•• i.?***!,  ■"''  W"""  Bearlnm.  Compacnle d  Applications  Mecaniques,  15  Avenue  de  la Grande   Armec.   Paris.   Prance,    represented 

/»  xr  f'"'"'*'?  Company.  405  Lpxlniston Ave  New  York  City.  A  twenty-page  cata- 

n^r.  2,  *.''^  French  language  dewsrlblnr  the 
?;?;^  '^®  °'  *•""  bearing  for  which  the Ooklen  Company  are  sales  agents  in America.  The  catalog  contains  also  tech- nical data  and  load  calculations. 

1  A^V^r^oi'"  J?'£»''  '■'»•'"•  K.  R.  Wilson, 
10  Lock  St..  Buffalo,  N.  Y.  A  booklet  o^ thirty-two  pages,  designed  for  the  garage- man,  containing  descriptions  of  various 
tools  and  accessories  for  use  In  repairing automobile  bearings,  pistons,  crankshafts, etc 

Thrrmaload  Htarter.  Monitor  Controller 
Co.,  Baltimore.  Md.  A  circular  descriptive 
of  the  themaload  starters  manufactured  by this  company  for  either  momentary  contact or  maintained  contact  pilot  control. 

Spiral  Pipe.  American  Spiral  Pipe  Works, 
Chicago,  III.  A  wall  circular  with  numer- 

ous illustrations  of  the  uses  of  spiral  pipe 
on  one  side,  and  blue  prints  of  the  many 
styles  of  fittings  on  the  reverse  side. 

Chain  Fumare  Srreena.  R.  J.  Codd  Co.. 
700  South  Caroline  St.,  Baltimore,  Md.  An 
eight-page  bulletin  descriptive  of  the  Wei- 
gand  chain  furnace  screens  for  furnaces  and ovens. 

Heating  Speclaltie*.  The  Fulton  Co.. 
Knoxville,  Tenn.  General  catalog  No.  100. 
covering  the  Sylphon  line  of  heating  spe- 

cialties, comprising  valve.s.  temperature 
and  pressure  regulators  made  by  this  com- 
pany. 

Bolt  and  Hub  Slachlnrry.  Pawtucket 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Pawtucket,  R.  1.  A 
bulletin  of  twenty-three  pages,  containing 
illustrations  and  speciflcations  pertaining  to 
the  numerous  sizes  of  cold-punched  nut 
presses  made  by  this  company  for  the  pro- 

duction of  square  and  hexagon  U.  S.  Stand- 
ard nuts ;  a  twelve-page  bulletin  descrip- 
tive of  various  sizes  of  bolt  forging  ma- 

chines ;  a  twelve-page  bulletin  containing 
data  and  Illustrations  on  several  sizes  of 
bar,  lever  and  cutting  shears ;  a  four-page 
circular  desrrll)ing  the  two  sizes  of 
Knowles  key-seating  machines. 

Electrically  Driven  Toolii.  James  Clark, 
Jr.,  Electric  Co.,  Louisville,  Ky.  Catalog 
No.  28,  contalnine-  de.scrlptive  matter,  cuts 
and  speciflcations  on  the  line  of  electrically 
driven  portable  hand  drills  and  grinders, 
."■ensitlve  bench  drills  and  tool  grinders. 

Condenslte.  Condensite  Company  of 
America,  Bloomfield,  N.  J.  A  descriptive 
bulletin  containing  Information  regarding 
the  properties  of  condenslte  and  illustrating 
the  many  uses  of  the  material  as  applied 
to  the  automotive   Industry. 

Optical  PyromrterH.  Scientific  Materials 
Co..  Pittsburgh.  Pa.  A  fifteen-page  bulletin 
describing  optical  pyrometers  and  contain- 

ing technical  data  on  the  general  theory  of 
optical  pyrometry  as  well  as  instructions  for 
operating  the  instruments. 

Snap  Oacea.  Meldrum-Oabrielson  Cor- 
poration, Syracuse.  N.  Y.  Catalog  and 

price  list  No.  4  covering  the  various  sizes 
of  Syracuse  adjustable  limit  snap  gages 
made  by  t*-  s  company. 

Forthcoming  Meetings 

3H) 
AfiKOclatton  of  Iron  and  Steel  Klectriral 

EniclneerH.  Annual  convention,  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Secretary,  John  P.  Kelly,  Kmpire  Building, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

American  Sorlety  for  Steel  Treating.    Kx- 
position  and  convention  at  the  General 
Motors  Co.  building,  Detroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  ESaenman.  4,600  Prospect  Ave., 
Cleveland,  is  secretary. 

Ameriran  MnnufartnrerR  Export  Aasorla- 
tion  annual  convention.  New  York  Citv. 
Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean.  160 
Broadway.    New  York  City. 

National  Foundert*  ARftorlatlon,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary.  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
La  Salle  St.,  Chicago,  III. 
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July  6,  1922 
Eliminate  Waste — With  Modem  Equipment 

Machine  Tools  Wanted 

Cal.,  San  Francisco — L.  R.  Lurie,  Mills 
Bldg. — equipment  for  proposed  machine 
shop. 

Kan.,  Wichita — E.  J.  Drake,  253  North 
Market  St.,  cabinet  maker — wood  lathe. 

ta.,  Shreveport — Cunningham  Mch.  Wks., 
L,  T  Cunningham,  Genl.  Mgr. — machine 
tools  and  equipment  for  proposed  factory 
for  manufacture  of  acetylene  equipment. 

Mich.,  Munising— School  Bd.,  T.  W. 
Scholtes,  Secy. — lathes,  woodturning  ma- 

chinery, blacksmith  shop  equipment,  for 
manual  arts. 

Mo.,  Kansas  City — ^Kansas  City  Second 
Hand  Box  Co.,  32  Ewlng  St. — one  power 
planer, 

Mo.,  St,  Charles — P.  Reinert,  314  South 
2nd    St. — ^power    lathe    and   drill    press. 

N.  J.,  Newark — Kreuter  &  Co.,  Inc.,  583 

18th  Ave. — double  disc  grinder  with  coun- 
ter-shaft, etc.,  complete. 

N  T..  Buffalo — Peckham  Vocational 

School,  321  Peckham  St. — equipment  for 
machine  and  woodworking  shops. 

N.  T.,  Buffalo — F.  L.  Whitney,  390  On- 
tario St. — tools  and  equipment  for  the  re- 

pair of  automobiles,  also  a  1,000  gal.  gaso- line tank. 

N.  Y.,  New  York— J.  Spengler,  229  West 
28th  St. — electric  drill    (Universal). 

N  Y.,  New  York — Thomsen  &  Co.,  90 
Wall  St. — four  Universal  type  radial  drill- 

ing machines  with  6  ft.  arm. 
O.  Columbus — .\rch  City  Machine  Wks., 

969  North  Market  St..  C.  L.  Mahnick— 
srinders,  lathe.  .  press,  shapers,  etc.,  for 
machine  works. 

6.,  Columbns — Lawwell-McLeish  Co.,  241 
N  4th  St. — lathe,  drill  press,  grinder  and 

milling  machine  for  garage  and  service  sta- tion. 

O.,  Columbus — Lloyd-Hoffman  Co.,  1148 
Mt.  Vernon  Ave..  E.  Lloyd,  Purch,  Agt.-^ 
one  drill  press,  air  compressor,  and  electric 
motor  15  or  20  hp. 

Pa.,  Beaver  Falls — Brighton  Electric 
Steel  Casting  Co.,  E.  D.  Townsend — machin- 

ery and  equipment  for  proposed  shop  for 
manufacture  of  iron,  steel,  brass  and  other 
castings. 

Pa.,  New  Castle— D.  E.  Frew — machin- 
ery and  equipment  for  proposed  shop,  to 

manufacture    metal    shipping    contaraers. 

Pa.,  Sharon — G.  C.  Cross — machine  tools, 
equipment,  etc.,  for  gas  filling  and  service 
station  on  South  Dock  St.  (now  under  con- 
struction). 

Pa.,  Warren — City  Taxi  Co..  R.  Norris, 
Mgr. — machinery,  tools  and  equipment  for 
proposed  service  garage. 

Va.,  Alexandria — Mt.  Vernon  Garage,  113 
North  St.  Asaph  St..  J.  Benton,  Secy. — 
equipment  and  small  tools  for  machine shop. 

Wis.,  MUwaukee— V.  Zillig,  1202  Chest- 
nut St.,  manufacturer  of  special  tools  and 

machinery — lathe,  drill  presses,  die  room 
equipment. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — M.  Zwoster,  708  Na- tion.Tl  Ave. — drill  preFS,  air  compressor, 
gasoline  tank  and  pump  for  auto  repair 
shop. 

Que.,  Montreal — A.  Ducas,  526  Ontario 
St.  W. — small  tools,  grinder,  etc.  for  gar- 

age  and    automobile   repair  shop. 

Que.,  Montreal — J.  Mathieu,  100  Rose 
de  Lima  St. — small  lathe  and  general 
equipment    for   automobile   repair. 

Machinery  Wanted 

CaU  Fairoaks — Fairoaks  Fruit  Co,,  W. 

Hinsel,  (3enL  Mgr.— additional  machinery tor   handling  olives. 

fal..  Haywood — A.  La  Cunha — machin- 
ery and  equipment  for  proposed  soap  manu- fa  turing  plant. 

Cal.,  Los  Angeles — Joart  Electric  Co., 
Inc.,  Citizens  Natl.  Bank  Bldg. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of 
washing  machines. 

Ga..  Macon — C.  O.  Carpenter,  c/o  4th 
Natl.  Bank — machinery  and  equipment  for 
the  manufacture  of  brooms  and  mattresses 
for  proposed  plant    (new  or  used). 

Kan.,  Xiralnfleld — Cap  Sheaf,  F.  J.  Wolfe, 
Purch.  Agt. — linotype  machine  and  print- 

ing equipment  for  Junior  linotype. 
Kan.,  Wichita  —  Western  Newspaper 

Union,  525  East  William  St.,  H  W.  Al- 
bright, Mgr. — -one  7  column  quarto  cylinder 

press,  and  one  linotype  machine, 
Kan..  Wichita — Wichita  Beacon,  North 

M.iin  St..  H.  J.  Allen,  Purch.  Agt. — one 
newspaper  press. 

Kan..  Wichita — ^Wichita  Eagle,  Market 
and  William  Sts.,  M.  Murdock,  Purch.  Agt. 
— linotype  machine  for  setting  large  news- 

paper heads  and  newspaper  press. 

Md.,  Hagerstown — Oakol  Mfg.  Co..  c/o 
G.  H.  Stevenson,  Dir. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  fuel  from 
the  garbage  supply   of   Hagerstown. 

Mich.,  Midland — E.  Mills — new  machinery 
and  equipment  for  remodeled  foundry  at 
Saginaw. 

Mich.,  Plymouth — Detroit  House  of  Cor- 
rection, 1441  Alfred  St.,  Detroit.  J.  O.  Stutz- 

man,  Supt. — dry  kilns  and  equipment,  also 
woodworking  machinery  for  proposed  In- dustrial building. 

Minn..  Cloquet — Northwest  Paper  Co. — 
one  traveling  crane. 

Neb.,  I,tncoln — Capital  Bindery,  315  South 
11th  St.,  F.  Reger.  Purch.  Agt. — power 
paper  punching  machine  for  loose  leaf sheets  (used). 

Nev.,  Eureka — Holly  Consolidated  Mining 
Co. — equipment  for  proposed  large  flotation 

plant. N.  Y.,  Buffalo — E.  Kubik,  960  Grant  St — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  bakery. 

N.  Y.,  Geneva — Geneva  Brick  Products 
Corp.,  R.  A.  Catchpoll,  Dir. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of 
brick,  tile  and   roofing  materials. 

N.  Y.,  Niagara  Falls — New  Goodyear 
Shoe  Repairing  Co.,  L.  Scozzafana  and  T. 
Zagordi — machinery  and  equipment  for 
shoe  repairing. 

N.  C,  Newland — T.  J.  Ray — electrically 
operated  machinery  and  equipment  for  the 
manufacture  of  ice  cream  and  ice  (new  or used). 

N.  C,  Wlnston-Salem — J.  Reich — ma- 
chinery for  proposed  paint  manufacturing 

plant. 
O.  Dayton — Bd.  of  Governors.  Natl. 

Homes  for  Disabled  Volunteer  Soldiers, 

Genl.  Headquarters,  G.  H.  Wood,  Pres.— 
ice  making  machinery,  25  ton  capacity, 
for  home   in  Wisconsin. 

O  WInton  Place  (Cincinnati  P.  O.) — The 

Cincinnati  Car  Co..  J.  H.  Elliott.  Mgr.— one 

500  ft.,  two  stage,  b  •.  driven  air  com- 

pressor, one  50  in.  table  travel  milling  ma- 
chine. 4  electric  arc  welders.  1  large  size, 

belt  driven  blacksmith  hammer,  one  ware- house shear  for  cutting  rounds,  squares, 
angles  and  channels. 

Okla.,  Pawhnska — Amis  &  Nolan,  Oil 
Products — steam  drill  runners. 

Pa,   nownlngton — Bd.  of  Educ,  c/o  Secy. 

  woodworking    machinery    for    vocational 

department  in  new  high  school. 

Pa..  Franklin — Atlantic  Rettning  Co. — 

equipment  for  proposed  addition. 

Pa  Phlln.— F.  H.  Hosback,  2415  South 

St— tenoning  m.ichines,  planers,  saws,  etc., 

for  woodworking  and  furniture  manufac- turing. 

Pa  Phlla. — J.  P.  Nolan  &  Sons,  Church 
Lanne— vats,  dryers,  etc.,  for  dye  house. 

Tenn.,  ChBttanooga— M.  B.  Parker,  1912 

Oak   St.,    manufacturer   of    machinery     etc. 

  one    belted    air    compressor    (150-250    It. 

^acity),    one    36    in.    gauge    locomo
tive 

(used). 

Wis.,  Delavan— The  State  Bd.  of  (^ontrol, 

Capitol,  Madison,  M.  J.  Tappins.  Socj
.— 

machincrv  and  equipment  for  propose
d 

laundry  for  state  school  for  deaf. 

Wis.,  Ingram — HIntz  Bros. — law  mill  ma- 
chinery, belting,  ghaftlnc,  hangen. 

Wis.,  .Milwaukee — Milwaukee  Co.  Bd.  o.' 
Trustees,  W.  L.  Coffey,  Mgr.,  Wauwaux.- . 
will  receive  bids  until  July  ISth  on  retric- eratlon  machinery. 

Wis.,  Mondovl — P.  K.  Claflin — machin- 
ery and   equipment  for  blacksmith  shop. 

Wis.,  Oconumowoc — Concord  Dairy  Prod- 
ucts Co..  c/o  W.  Kroll  Route  4 — special 

creamery  machinery,   belting,  etc. 

Wis..  Sheboygan — Kell  Oil  Co.,  c/O  W. 
G.  Kell.  1616  North  9th  St. — ^pump,  storage 
tanks,  etc.,  for  proposed  fliling  station  and 

garage. 
N.  8.,  North  Sydney — Cape  Breton  Cold 

Storage  Co. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  cold  storage  plant  and  pack- 

ing house. 
Ont.,  Burford — Apps  Flour  Hllla — ma- 

chinery for  flour  mills,  partially  destroyed 
by  Are. 

Ont.,  Ottawa — Stadium  of  Ottawa,  Ltd., 
198  Sparks  St. — artiflclal  ice  plant  for  pro- 

posed large  rink, 
Ont.,  Toronto  —  Toronto  Wet  Wash 

Laundry  Co.,  11  Dundas  St..  W. — washers, 
boilers,  driers  and  mangles  for  proposed 
laundry. 

Ont.,  Welland — J.  Stokes  Rubber  Co^ 
c/o  General  Manager — machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  radio 
parts,    insulators,    telephone    receivers,    etc 

I     Metal  Working  Shops 
niiiiiiitiiiiiiiniiiMiiiii 

Cal.,  Merced — Merced   Irrigation  DIstrtot. 
Shaffer  Bldg.,   will   build  a   1   story  garage and  machine  shop. 

Conn.,  Hartford — H.  A.  Sillence,  19  Ade- 
laide St.,  will  soon  award  the  contract  for 

the  construction  of  a  4  story,  60  x  60  fi. 

garage.  Estimated  cost  »40,000.  Toole  •* Katzenstein,    252   Asylum  St.,   Archts. 

Conn.,  Norwalk — Meeker  Union  Fdry..  34 

Smith  St.,  plans  to  rebuild  Its  1  story  IroTi 
foundry  and  plant  which  was  recently 
destroyed  by  fire.  Estimated  cost  betweeji 
$25,000  and  140.000.     Private  plans. 

Ind.,  Michigan  City— Sullivan  Mchr  Co., 
122  South  Michigan  Ave.,  and  A.  S.  Coffin. 
Archt..  39  West  Adams  St.,  are  receiving 
bids  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  SO 

X  400  ft.  and  a  2  story.  400  x  560  ft.  fac- 
tory.    Estimated  cost  $1,000,000. 

Md.,  Hagerstown — Pennsylvania  R.R. 

Co.,  18th  and  Filbert  St..  Phila.,  Pa.,  has 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  roundhouse  and  terminal  faciUtles, 
here.      Estimated   cost    $250,000. 

Mass,,  Boston— Peterboro  Realty  Trust 

Co.,  18  Tremont  St..  has  aw-awJed  the  con- tract for  the  construction  of  a  2  ftory,  7.. 

X  170  ft.  garage  on  Kilmarnock  tea.  t,s- 
tlmated  cost  $70,000      Privato  plans. 

Mass.,  lynn  — Ravin  &  (Jorden  has awarded  the  contract  for  the  contraction  of 

a  1  story,  79  x  201  ft.  garage.  KsUmated cost  $50,000. 

Mass..  Rockland— H.  B.  Vesper,  84S  Union 

St ,  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- struction of  a  1  story,  KX)  "120  ft.  garage 

and  service  station  on  West  Water  and 

Union  Sts.    Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Kass..  Wttllmansett  (Holypke  P.  O.)— 

The  Palmer  Steel  Co.,  316  High  St.  Holy- 

oke.  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- stniction  of  a  1  story  80  »,|29  "•  »*«|' 

plant,  here.  Estimated  cost  $75,000.  Pri
- 

vate plans.     Noted  May  4,  1922. 

iiDch.,  Ann  Arbor— The  Bd.  of  Regents. 

University  of  Michi^n.  has  awarded  th
e 

contract  for  the  construction  of  »  *  s'°'T'.- 

189  X  248  ft.  engineering  shop.  Estimated
 

cost  about  $700,000. 

N  H.  Mnnchestci— J.  Sullivan,  60 

Granite  St.,  ̂ vill  soon  award  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story.  60  x  1-0

 

ft.^rage,  service  station  and  repair
  shop 

Est^tld  cost  $25,000.  J.  E.  Baker,  
1008 Elm  St.,  Archt    
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Hm  Vamdtl.  3.90 
Mae.  12  aad  24.  1.05 
"toe.  XS  aad  aik  I.M 
Na.ai    >.lf 

NewYofk  CforoUad 
J  ')  J. 25 
J     •  J  JO 
3      ■  J  J5 
in  )  45 

4  15 
4  20 
4  2i 

4^15 

J  K) J  15 

)  W 

4  00 

Qacaco 

).63 

i.a 
J.7J 

)  tJ 

4  JO 
4  10 
4  )5 4  45 

Galvaniiad  ited  the«ti: 
Noa.  lOandll.  ].I5  4.JS  3.(5  4.45 
Noa.  I2andl4.  J. 25  4.45  3.95  4.55 
Noa.  17  and  21.  3.55  4.75  4  25  4  85 
Noa.  22  and  24.  3.70  4.90  4.SS  S.OO 
Na.26    3.85  5.05  4.70  5.15 
NabM    4.15  5.15  5.00  5.45 

WROUGHT  PIPE — Th»  follom'ini  diicounii  are  to  jobber*  for 
carload  lot(  on  flie  lateat  Pittiburgh  bating  card: 

Inchei 
IM)... 

Steel 
Black 

71 BUTT  WELD  Iron 
(.talv.  Inchci  Black 

58i  iioli        44) LAP  WELD 

5H  2       39 

55}  24  to  4       42 
SIJ  4»to6       42 
50{  7  to  12       40 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 
ItoU       69  574  {to  I)       44t 
2  to  3       70  58} 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    64 
2}  to  6    68 
7  to  8    65 
9  to  12    64 

62 

66 
65 

7  to  8       61 
9  to  12       55 

Malleable  fittinc*. 

2tte4. 

4|  to  6. 

2. 
2tto4. 

4)  to  6. 7  to  8.. 
'»tol2       30 

Catiei  R  and  C,  Handed,  from   New 

504 

54 

53 

47 

41 

40 
43 
42 
35 

•tock  tell  at  net  lift.    Cait  iron,  xandard  lizet,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warehouie  discount*  ai  follow*: 

New  ̂ 'ork     Cleveland         Chicaico 

Black  Galv.  HIack  Calv    "'     "^    '^ lto3in.iteetbuttwelded.  66%   53%   60)%    47i<;; 

ijalv. 

29| 

29 

29 

27 

J0» 

27 

31 
30 

23 
18 

York 

2Jto6in.*teel  lap  welded.  61%   47%    58}%    44}';. 
Clataca  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  Kew  York Malleable  fittint*.     ... 

itock  acll  at  Itit  Iru  10%. 
Sll  ̂   w Banded,  from  N< 

ick 

Galv 
48 

i   45}yc 

Ca*t  iron,  itandard  (iiet,  i2-S'','o  off. 
M  l.%ELLANEOUS— Wareh 

100-lb.  lot*: 

Open  hcartliapring  (ted  (bate) 
Spnnc  iteel  (light)  (bate)   
Coppered  lieitemer  rod((ba«e),. 
Hood  tteel.   
Cold  lolled  *trip  *tad   

Floor  plate*      .    .      
Cold  ftniihcd  ihafiinfor  acrew. 
Cold  finiihed  flait,  iquare*.     . 
Structural  ihapei  (ba*«)   
Soft  iiecl  bar*  (ba*e)     
Soft  lied  bar  ahapc*  (baa«). .  . 
Soft  lied  bandi  (ba*«)   
Tank  plate*  (baae)   
Bar  iron  (2  IO@2.20  at  mill) 
Drill  rod  (from  liat)   
Electric  wcldini  wire: 

ou*e  price*  in  cent*  per  pound  in 

New  York 

4  5U 

6.03 
3.63 6.25 
4.80 J. 35 

3.85 

2  68 2  58 2  56 

3.23 
2.68 

2.58 
S59u0% 

8.00. . . 
6.50... 6.25   . 

Clevrlan 
6  00 
6.00 

8  00 
2.81 8.25 

4.66 3.30 

3  80 
2.51 2.41 

3.41 

3.06 
2.68 

2.21 

$S% 

d  Ch!ca(o 4.50 6.00 

6.85 
3.4« 6.15 

5.08 3.40 

3.90 

2.6t 

3.51 

3.11 
S.2I 
2.38 
2.28 

50% 

I201J 

11^12 
10011 

METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Crnti  Per  Pound 

Copper,  dcctrolvtic  ^lp  10  catloti),  New  York   
Tin,  5-ton  loi>  tk.   ., 
Lead  (up  to  <  .•  l.oui*,  5,50  ;  New  York   
Ztnc  (up  to  cailut*/,  &t.  Louia,  5  30;    New  York   

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  incou,  1-15  N*"  Yo
rk  Claveland ton  lot*    

Antimonv  'Ctiinne),  ton  apoL. . . 

Copper  I'  r     
Copper  V  .ti)   
Copper  ib<ii  ituo  lot*)   
Copper  I  ubingMOO-lb.kMs)     23.25 
Brail  ihect*  (100-lb.  let*).     16.75 
Bra*  fubini  (lOO^b.  iou)    20  50 

IV  20 

C.fW 

20   '0 

U.  (JO 
r;  00 20  00 

7.50 

21. o(; 17  00 

22  IX) 24  00 
18  UO 21  00 

14  62} 

31.50 

6  12} 

6.12} 

Chicago 

IK  00 
6.25 

23.00 
16.25 19.50 
23.00 

n.ii 
20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
1 

METALS — Continued 
Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      14.75  16.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      17.25  17.75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       8.25  17.25 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00    
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .   39.00    
Solder  (I  and  ̂ ),  (caselots)     21.00  22.00 
Babbitt  metal  (fair  grade)      24.00  41 .  50 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      11.00  16.00 

15.75 

is:  75 

26:60 
36  00 9.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS — Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots        3 ' 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese       54 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D"— high  manganese     57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.  J.: 
Shot  32  00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base). .  .     48.00 

Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40  00 
Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50  00 
Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  .  00 

Blocks     32.00 
Ingots     38.00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.50         11.75         11.50 

Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      12.00 

Copper,  1  ight,  and  bottoms      10 . 00 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light   ._       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6  50 
Zinc.           3.00 

11.25 10.50 9.50 
9.75 

4.75 4.75 
3.50 

3.75 6.00 

5.00 
6.66 

6.00 
6.50 3.00 

land      Chicago 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb 

New       Cleve- 

York "AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 

IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  AUaways  Grade: 

IC,  20x28,    112  sheets        17.00 

IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50 

IC,  112sheets       12-80 

Terne  Plate 
Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 

100-lb.,    14x20   
IC,  14x20   

00 

25 

18.25 
21.00 

16.00 
18.75 

11.00 
11.40 

5.60 
5.85 

18.50 

20.90 

17.00 
19.60 

14.50 
14.80 

MISCELLANEOUS 

2.80 

2.85 
.90 per 

per 

New  York 
Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  $0.07|@$0.10 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .055®. 09 
Wiping  cloths,  13Jxl3i   

Wiping  cloths,13|x20J-   Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots   
Roll  sulphur,  360  lb.  bbl.,  per 

1001b   

Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots. 

White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     1001b.  kegs. 

Red  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs. 

Red  lead,  in  oil     100  lb.  kegs. 
Fire  clav,  per  100  lb.  bag   

Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville   

Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville   

Cleve- 
land 

20.12 
.09 

Chicago 

SO.IU .08 

M.  50.00  perlb.  .10 
M.  55.00  perlb.  .13 

2.40  2.65 

3.25  3.50 
1.07  .96 

New  York,  12.50 
New  York,  12.  50 
New  York,  14.00 

.80  1.00 

.per  net  ton  ?8.00 

.per  net  ton  88.50 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Li«ts 

New 
York 

Machine  Bolts: 
.Mi  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       50% 

IJand  ljx3in.  uptol2  in       33i% 
With  cold  punchid  sq.  nuts       35% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)       40% 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       25% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         .'0% 
Lag  screws,  coach   screws       S0% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap   screws. .  . .  70-10% 
Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in.  ̂   30in.         40% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts        50% 

Tap  bolts,  (h.h.  plus  std.  extra  of  10%.)    10% 
Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger        65% 
Case-hardened  nuts         60% 

Washers.caat  iron,  Jin.,  per  1001b.  (na)  $4.50 

Washers,cast  iron,  jin.per  100  lb.  (net)  3  'J 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  3  50 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  2. CO 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  n<r  ICO  lb.  Offlist  2  '''^ Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Off list  2 .00 

Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOlb.Offlist  2. CO 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  i'Vin.  dia.  and  smaller         60-5% 
Rivets,  tinned         60-5% 
Button  heads  J-in.,  J-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 

in.,  per  100  lb   (net)      J4.00 
Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4   10 

li   to   Is-in.    long,    all   diameters, 
£jrr/f//perl001b    0.25 

I  in.  diameter    EXTR^       0  15 

5  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0  50 
1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA       0  50 

Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA       0.7S 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0. 50 

Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs    35% 

Cleve- 

land   Cbiccgo 
5-IU%      60% 

60%        60-10% 

  J4.00off 
J3.90  net         

...    65-5% 

    60-5% 7^%  70-10% 

60%      50-5%         55% 

70-10%  80% 

?3.50 

3.50 

J  SO 
3  50 5.50 

3.50 

83.50 

3.S0 

.  SO  net 
4.00 
4.00 

4.00 

4.00 

70%       60-10% 

70%       4Jc.net 

J3.25 

3. 35 

$3.10 
3.20 

   0.15 

   O.IS 
   O.SO 

   O.SO 

   0.2s 
   0.50 

  $3.35  base 
50%  SO-% 
50%  20% 

$0  55 
$0  SO 

0.35 

$0.67i 

0.40 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bb!.>  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,    medlura-bodicd 

(50  gaL  bbl.),  per  gal    .0.28@0. 33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 

fair  quantities  (J  doz.  rolls). 
Leather— List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  hn.ft.,  $2.88: 
Medium  gr..de   '^'^jl^   '""K*  Vsl 

Heavy  grade    "%         4U/o       w-3/o 

Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade. 

Second  grade'.".:.   ...60-10-5% 

Abrasivematerials— Insheets9xllin.:
 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets 

Flint  paper    '   Emery  paper              17  o^ 

Emery  cloth   ,.      •■.•■■■■•        "•*** 

Flint  cloth, regularweight, width 3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 

Emerv  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per'lOO. Paper    
Cloth      

60-5%    SO-10%,4010% 
60-5%  60-5% 

$5.84 

8.80 

4.50 

1.32 3.02 

$3.85 

11.00 

32.75 $6.48 

8.80 

29.48 
4.95 

1.40 

3.20 
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MM(M(«r«ra  of   pluinbtnc   sup- 
mmmritt  th»  eaai/«M   for  lb» 

-W     D. 

m  !«•  n.  »nM«    Mmi 

w.  v«» 
IMk   Ml 

VUm.    hav* t  iwilM  «(  •  I  aiarr. 
(lM(««y  aiiimlaa.  — ilwi«< 

sth  81 Wai.f   

  of  •  •  •Mrr.    I 
(•ra««  OS  (tk  S(.   aad   Urar 

TViMMa  a   Luta,  III 
•f   pluinbtnc   aup 

I  a* 

a   It*  (L 

Mo.oe*. 
OaMM  COm 

«  *  foaa.  ArrhU.  iU  Bum 
•waM«4  UM  ooatraM  tor  IK* 

nd 

!••  n. 
Av».       Ra- 

■M*«*a-C.  Mmmm  *  •M^  »tl         Wla. 
at.  ptaa  to  iMrili  •  )  atorr   tt   a     O    KM. 

!«•  it  |WM*  aa«  aMMTVMi  ■•  tOtm  Mate    a   I 

aaaaaaaaA.  ■»« 

UaSiaa/  jSImt  Oai*  Qa. 
Vat*,    aaa    Maf^aa    llM 
laaaiiaiiw  af  a  <  «ary  ai 

ll«C    •■    I  Ilk    Atc.    fc«ta»M 
■to.,  kara     rrt»ato  atoa*. 

.1   Oil  Co..  e/u   W. 
.  Bu  ptona  to  build 

ai«r>     «>'    V    »>'    ri.   flUias  jMatlon   aii<l 
Ibainalad  cuac  |4MM.     ArohllMH 

Re- 

build 
I  Mator  Oa.  aad         Mm,   CaakaWa     Any.  %to^hm   a 
ITU  9wmr.  N««     BaiiW  C«>~  >)•  Bwajr.  N«w  Tone  will 
caamrt    far   tlh>     a  plaM  ronawn.*  „f  i^wwal  botldttica. 

UCk 

«.  V. >••  T«wk— Oml  of  ViaMa  Mt 
vm  r»-«a««rfi»  Mtor  tm  u5» 

A««t  C.     ̂ laaii   MiTwttk 

M.  T,  ■••  Ta«*-!C«rtfc  Deck  IU«ltr 
Oa.  !■•,  «/•  J  J.  DhwI«ml  Rter.  •"'' 
AmM.  tM  Maat  l»Mk  •uwh  kSlM  a  t 
atavy.  IM  s  !«•  n   parva*  a*  W«M  «»tli  tt. 
•w  CTaaahMia— OvalMa  WmI  Castm«a 

Ok.  Caaki  na.  la  Immbc  ptaaa  |i>»|i«r»d 
tar  Mm  n—wwlia  «r  a  I  aiaiT.  fniadry 
•■  SmW  f>*  ̂ -*  *••>•  ■>•     BMlMltod 

a      Cn.. 
_  __.       j«tt«  bMa  for 
•Tat  auirr  »(  s  T«  ft 

'  kaWdlac  OS  ChaMar 
A.  Kofca  a  Sana  In- 

HA       ~ 
ala(t*a  OotHlr, 
A  t  atarr,  U 

al    i—» 

tM.M«. 

IMI*  Parksato 
A«».  kaa  kM  plaaa  fiaiiMiid  (or  Ika  raa- 
mrmuam  <«  a  I  aion'.  «t  a  It*  ti.  aanur* 
al   UU  OUr  Aaa.     ■Wtototwl  ooaTt**.- 

B.  atrawa.  «S  Tka  Ar- ■arac; 

«oal  fi 

at 

far  Ika 

n. 

A*a.   v«l 

WIIUaiiu..B  Bklc  Arcfct. 

■d^  "   rp..      1»1« 
conirart 

or  a  <  •'■■rr   !«•  S  141 
~  >ai   Xltfc  m.  aaar 

       an  JII*.M«.     K. 
Otr.    W.  a.  rarKoaea  Oo. 

A*a.  Arekta. 

•,   Wiii^m     n    n    Tkom.    SIM    BaM 
nai  ai.  fcao  a*ar4«l  tk* contrM-t  for  tha 

of  a  I  Mary,  1*  a  t*  ft.  sarac* 
•MlmalMl    cxMt    tlo.a««. 

B.  MartlmUla.  Broa4  IL 
Ava..  haa  aaardcd  Ika  eon- 

of  a  t  atory.  IM 

ftaMoo. 
to  Bfoa.  4«t4   lAiieaaiar 

•waia  (ka  raaiiran  for  tba 
ai  m  I  Mary.  «t  s  141  n.  rar- 
      lOM     •••.•••.      Prtvato 

mm4  LiAtak  Ava.  kaa  ovafdM 
<aa  Uia  iiaalfHtoo  af  •■  •  Moa 

Cte.  Bread  at 
•VBfd«4  Ika  eenlra<i 

l»   s 

t-W.  r.  lUraklfck  laa. 
Amm,  4«  XarramaaaH 

i..^-  -*a-5~«*«  ^.-ig.  »*aaa.to  fcoSd  a
  I 

I    VMM  .__ 

J^a  mmimm  faa  tfco 

a<  a,«  atort._u"ji  Ut  fl. 
«.  V^  ■■aMa— la    C  F 

fM  «n>»lttn« 

iz.aaa.aaa.    t- 

i«a.  h»r^ 
Katlmalvd  coat 

General  Manufacturing 

.%rta.,  Jfafaaat— Blarao  Mlnva,  Inc..  wilt 
build  a  oraalde  mllL  Kailnatad  ooat 
IT».0««. 

CoL.  Cakiia  rallfemla  Prune  and  Aprt- 
<ol  OroweraT  Aaao..  Market  and  San  An- 
IoaIo  81a..  Saa  Joea,  baa  awardrd  the  con- 

tract for  tka  conatfttctlon  of  a  l|  atory 
ranoary.  oo  Coopar'a  Bxtaosion  Trart.  bar*, 
rwkaklall  coat  !••.•««.     Noted  June  I». 

Oaaa«  Beekory— Twaady  Silk  MIIU.  Inc. 
Rut  VMnklln  SL,  haa  awarded  the  contn"-' for  Ika  ooaatroetion  of  a  1  atory.  (o  x  : 
ft.  waav>  akad.  •  I  atory.  40  x  (0  ft.  p. 
kooaa^  a  1  atory  dye  houaa  and  a  i  »!»:> 
olBea  bttlldlaK.  BMimatad  ooal,  between 
|40,00*  and  tift.MO. 

Caaa..    Bartfard— R    8.    Perk    A    Co..    Z( 
HiKti  81..  haa  awarded  tka  ooniract  for  the 
r€>n»trurilon    of    a    I    atory,    lou    x    JiM    ft 

'  prioitnc  plant  nn  Franklin  Ave.  and  Bolton 
81.      Gatlmaled  coat    140.000. 

raaa..  Maackeeler — The  Orford  Soap  Co., 
Hltlard  BL,  plana  to  bullil  a  :  ami  I  aiory, 
•  a  X  ISO  fl.  addliioB  to  Ha  plant.  SIKJ- 
inatad  cual   |(0,000.     Private  plana. 

Caaa  .  Tkaaipaaartlle  —  The  Blcelow- 
Hartford  Caritet  Co..  Tariff  St .  ha«  awarded 
tka  contract  for  the  oonatrurtinn  of  a  I 
Mary,  lU  x  2!T  ft.  Jocquard  mill,  a  1 
al»ry.  111  x  141  ft.  woralad  mill,  and  a  1 
atory.    It   x    lit   ft.   dyebouaa.      Ballmatad 

Fto..  Aakamdala  —  Aubumdale  CItru* 
Orowara  Aaan.  will  eoon  award  the  contract 
for   tka   oonalnjrdon    <>f    a    I    xory,    10    x 
III  n.  dtrua  parklDjt  plant.     Ratlmnted  coat 

flt.00e.    R.  Sanda.  Mcr.     

lAkali     -     -     - 

H.  O.  Mrndenhall, 
Archt. 

Vta.  jMBaoarni*— Mllldala  loa  Co..  1010 
■eat  Bay  Bl,  plana  to  build  an  Ice  manu- 
ftuitlHiaa  plant.      Ratlnuled   coal.    Incliidinc 
maeklnary.  tit.ooo.    s   D.  .simmuns.  itgr. 

Oa«  Maaea  Caae-FOwler  T..ainb«r  Co, 
Plana  to  ratooMd  Ita  lumber  mill  daatreyed 
br  fir*.  ■Mfcnatad  coot  I70.O00.  PrIvaU 

plaoa. Ma-  liakaa  Ceater — Pamnworth  Co.  haa 
awarded  tka  contract  for  the  conairurilun 
of  a  1  atory.  to  z  loo  ft  addition  to  Ita 
wooian  mill.     Batlmated  coat  tZ&.OOO. 

Ma..      Pe>**eae*— F 

ll.ono.OOO. 
Me.  FIMaaald  Aaiir.  Weolan  Co..  I^aw- 

renre.  Maaa,  haa  awarded  tba  contract  for 
the  mnairuclkm  of  a  I  atory.  (0  x  00  ft. 
addition  to  Ita  weolan  mllla  here.  Batl- 

mated coat  140.000.  Prhrata  plana.  Noted 
June  I,  toil. 

M .  TT  ■  t  ,  Parr  Alpa«a  Co,  plana 
to  notion  mill.     Ratlmatao 
ooa-  110.000.       Private    plana. 
Kof^nt^r  not   announced. 

^■aaa,  Laaiiaai  Aiaer.  Wooteo  Co.,  >4l 
Blato  Bt,  Boloa.  kaa  awarded  Ifia  contract 
for  Ike  eeooUDetlofi  of  a  0  atory.  K"*  x  too 
ft.  voolea  Btn  aiO'liilon  to  Waahlncton 
MlOa   kare.      Batlmatol    coat    1100.000.. 

Maae_.  Lew«ll — Meaaarhuaetta  Mohair 
Plaak  Co.,  1»»  Weatern  Av«..  will  build  a 
t  alory  40  ■  UO  ft.  rtnlahlnr  plant  addl- 

~    ■  t4S.OOO.      Private 

W.     Ta 

•aa  BMB.  Arakl  ̂
^ 

Rockland  Webhlnf  Co.. 
•torr.   SO   X    70   ft. 

  .--.-    —    -  ...„    plant     Batlmatad 
<Mt  lU.***,    Private  pUna. 

a«Mk   netlea    (BoatOB  P,  O  > — H. 
to   Ldwrrnca   Ave.,   wilt   build   a 

.  Mhb,  Bapktaga     RocI 
iMkjKaa  to  hafld  a  i 
SBiGato  tta  w.Li.inr 

aih  ■_  to  kaitea  B^^  BfaaafM  nr  tm    Monaaa,_i«   L>awrrnc«  Ave.,   wni  build  i 

nfjBT    fLLWlVatt.  Wiiliaa  aai^BiB         llkea,.     taaikkitd^a    Wamlltoa     Wooler _  .     aaalkkitd^a     Wamlltoa     Woolen 
Ok.  Mill  ai .  pUn*  to  bvlld  a  1  atory.  110  x 

140  ft.  addition   to  lu  woolen   mill.     BMI- 
luated  coat  SOO.POO.  Private  plaiu. 

Mtak.    Plynx-    "  >     .Stuliiiian.    8upl. 
DatroH    Houe-  ^iUitt.    J«»l    Alfred 
BtM  Delruit     w  i.i.u   iini.i   .luh    |u, 
for  >  101 

\  *\  :..Te. *•    '^       j;-...       1....N..    .'.Mull, Arolit. 

MIeh..     Ka«M     «4e.     Marlr     Thn    Cadillac 
X.  I'hi-mu-al  Co.  w       "  i  l  atory, 

ft.   and   no   >  aw   mill. 
.1    t-ttat     ttSU.ou.  :    June    I. 

I  :♦ .'  - . 

*'t"-..*'.'»*»*»*W*     "<'■  o'  P^flt  Comra.. 
J.     A.     Iti 

awarded    ' of  a  S  al houae  oil 
Mian..   M 

Cotton      N 

aWKi  ' 

of  I. 
Ka>i DoUKIult liao.ooo. 

Ml 

.hiirBi-.       ICiitUnuloil 

haa 

Hon 

■ire- 
iltun  Bag  and 

ni.iir.     haa 

lion 

.;  on 

C 
coat 

m: 

Mt(tna*»f««>|l* 

inic 

II  of .md acd 

Mur. 
I;ls, 

-Pejeneoot     Paper     Co,     eoot 
Bnuuiartcfc.  ptaaa  to  bolM  addlilona  to  lu 

Cai. Julv 7»  > 

Ball' 

8ec> 

Wit 

ax 
oOlce  bultdlna  nt  lit  mli 
coot    1 100.000.      A.    I..    \\ 

Uaaney  *  t..-!  -    <"■  ̂  N.  *.,  1.  ,-,,     ::,,! 
St..  haa  .,  ■      ■    :    .    Ill   i. 
atrurllun  of  u   i   .^lury.   40  x   To  ft.  uoltary. 
l-iiilnialed  coat  $10,000. 
N  I  1  h.rrvviii,.— Tarlton  Tarn  Mill, 

iitract  for  the  con- 
to  Ita  cotton  mill. 

N  r..  Katherfordlaa — Peoplea  lot  A  Fuel 
Cu.  (ilnna  In  Imlia  and  equip  an  toe  manu- 
fafiurliiir  plant,  capacity  IS  ton  per  day. K«uiiiai.-ri  .oBt  tic. 000.  R  L.  Taylor, 
Pri-B.     I'riviite  plan*. 

N.  r.,  Hplndale — Splnnera  Proceaalnc  Co. 
haa  awnrih'd  the  contract  for  the  conatruc- 
tlon  of  a  2  atory.  1J7  X  214  ft.  aplnninc 
mill  Katlmated  ooat  flO.OOO.  8.  B.  Blmore. 
Traaa. 

O.,  rierelaad— Kronhflm  Furniture  Mfg. 
Co..  2043  Kuai  Kfiih  St..  la  having  uluna  pre- 

pared for  ttir  c  I  BiruiMlon  of  a  4  atory  t( 
X  110  ft.  <  .1  warehouav.  Eallmated 
cjat  |7t.  M»  A  Steffena,  102t  Wll- 
llameon    I      .         ̂      liia. 

O,  Daylaa— Dayton  Dally  New«.  4th 
and  I.udlow  Ala.  pinna  to  build  a  t  atory 
newanaper  plant  on  4th  8t  Ratlmated  coat 
llSO.Oot,    Arclili<H;t  not  aelacted. 

Okie.,  Ardmore — Amerada  Priroleum 
Co..  241  Kennr-dy  Bldg.,  Tulaa,  plana  to  con- 
atrui-t  n  lurKe  gaaoTlne  extraction  plant 
near  here.  In  the  Amerada  oil  flelda.  Katl- 

mated coat  1 100,000.  W.  M.  Lovejoy,  Mgr, 
Pik,  Pfcllft.— F.  Hoaebach,  24  It  South 

St.,  haa  awarded  the  eontract  for  the  oon- 
atructlon  of  a  2  atory,  64  x  70  ft.  wood- 

working factory,  at  12«h  and  Brown  Sta. 

Tex.,  M  V      I  !   Toxaa    Oil  * 
RaSnlnx  having  palna 

prepared  oapnrliy  1,000 
barrela.  1'.  u.  .su  n  jiaon.  c/o  owner,  Bngr. 

VI.,  Bellow.  Falla— Monarch  Mfg.  Co, 
Diana  to  biiiM  n  1  atory,  80  x  100  ft.  plant 
for  the  nuinufiiciure  of  paper,  Eatimated 
—  tJo.ooo.     Private  plana. 

W.  V».,  I'arkeraburg — At>ex  Rubber  8un- 
drlea  Co.  Cltlxrna  Itank  Rldg.,  plana  to 
build  a  I  aiury.  100  x  SOO  ft.  pant  for  the 
manuruciiiri-  of  rubbiT  gooda.  H.  H. 
Cooiier.  .Mgr.     \rehltect  not  aelecled, 

t-   '"     '^'-  "'■•     nd.  of  Control, .•'    hlila    until 
!<  of  a  2  atory 

hu<>l  fur  ileaf. 
t     J.    Tupplna, 
liidlaon,  Archt 

MrrrMi  lley   Co.,    Inc., 

y..    400    Mllla 
r,n   V   no  ft. 

'lor. 

c/o  w.   n 

Ht„     Irl.ili' 

faci V  P 

Cat; 

atr'. 

«0I 

.  on- 

•  ted 

It  lUle  I,  Box  10. 
Hor  haa   awarded 
tba  cuiilritct  for  the  coiiaiructlon  of  a  I 
atory  grlat  mill.  Eatimated  roat  115,000, 
Private  plana. 
Wla,  Waotema — L.  Ctulmaon,  c/o  Fair 

Store,  plana  to  hulld  a  1  and  2  atory.  EO  x 
ItO  ft.  ferd  nri'l  xrlat  mill.  RKtlmaind  coat 
|fO,000.      Ar<  hit'ct    not   aolectcr] 

Oal.,  Welland  The  St  Thomtia  Parking 
Co,  Ltd..  plana  to  bulkl  n  cold  tlortgi 
plant.     Ratlmalod  coot  fSOOOO. 
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Building  Gas  Engines  for  the  Navy 
Developing  the  Engine  and  Special  Plant— Equipment  of  the  Shop— Machining 

the  Engine  Parts— Handling  the  Work— Assembling  the  Engine 

By  S.  W.  BRINSON 
Assistant  Shop  Superintendent,  U.  S.  Navy  Yard,  Norfolk,  Va. 

VERY  few  people  know  that  the  U.  S.  Navy  Yard  at 
Norfolk,  Va.,  is  building  gasoline  engines  for  the 

Navy  Department,  and  those  who  do  know  probably 
have  no  idea  of  the  magnitude  of  the  work.  In  the 

writer's  opinion  this  plant  will  compare  favorably  in 
equipment  and  methods  of  production  with  any  marine 
gas-engine  plant  in  the  country. 

The  first  experimental  engine  was  built  in  the  yard 
during  the  years  1906  and  1907.  It  did  not  prove  a  suc- 

cess. After  further  work  and  experimentation  on  com- 
mercial engines,  a  two-cycle,  three-port,  single-cylinder 

engine  was  built  in  1910.  Later  on,  two,-  three-  and 
four-cylinder  engines  of  the  same  general  type  were 
built.  The  engines  were  originally  developed  for  the 
purpose  of  motorizing  the  sailing  launches. 

In  1912  a  single-cylinder  model  of  the  engine  was 
built  with  the  upper  half  of  the  crankcase  and  the 
cylinder  cast  in  one  piece.  The  water  jacket  was  made 
round  instead  of  square,  thus  altering  the  appearance 
of  the  engine  considerably.  After  this,  multi-cylinder 
engines  were  built,  the  upper  crankcase  and  cylinders 
being  cast  separately,  however.  This  type  of  engine 
with  slight  modifications  is  the  one  which  is  being 
built  at  present,  although  a  new  model  four-cylinder 
engine  is  being  tested.    All  of  the  present  engines  have 
  CuriL 

was  more  adapted  for  the  repair  work  which  the  yard 
had  been  doing  than  for  the  manufacturing  work  which 

it  then  faced. 
The  pattern  shop  was  well  equipped,  however,  and 

proceeded  with  the  patterns,  which  were  almost  entirely 
made  of  steel  and  were  mounted  on  molding  machine 
plates.  Suitable  molding  machines  were  purchased  for 
the  foundry  in  order  to  handle  this  work.  The  produc- 

tion of  engines  continued  at  the  rate  of  from  ten  to 
twenty  a  month  until  after  the  outbreak  of  the  war  in 
Europe.  During  this  time  a  number  of  jigs  and  fix- 

tures were  built  which  would  do  credit  to  any  manufac- 
turing plant. 

To  meet  the  war  needs,  the  bureau  at  Washington 
asked  for  an  increase  of  production  of  approximately 
1,000  per  cent,  so  that  additional  space  was  secured  in 
other  buildings  to  meet  this  increase.  Even  further 

demands  were  made,  and  the  yard  fulfilled  them  suc- 
cessfully by  enlarging  and  reorganizing.  The  question 

did  not  involve  only  the  production  of  new  engines,  but 
also  the  furnishing  of  a  considerable  number  of  spare 
parts  with  these  engines,  the  supplying  of  repair  parts 
to  about  2,000  engines  already  in  the  service,  and  the 
repairing  of  old  engines. 

It  was  realized  that  the  maximum  production  from f/net 

I 

Locker  Room 

Ff^r'-f'T^ ̂ ^T^-'^-Nrf''T^?l   fMi;^^—.fr'A,77„f^L^^rA'rr?^   eV7Zm77;!>r=t/X>)>»''/-i-:^t!A!7>X. 

CU)TOI»Tlir«)JT 

Ihtt:-  oineliailtioptnitkii  on  machine 

FIG.   1.     LATOtTT  OF  GAS  ENGINE  PLANT 

a  4i-in.  bore  and  5-in.  stroke;  they  are  rated  at  5  hp. 
per  cylinder  at  500  r.p.m.,  and  will  consistently  develop 
this  on  test. 

At  the  beginning  of  manufacture  it  became  obvious 

that  certain  commercial  parts,  such  as  magnetos,  car- 
buretors and  spark  plugs,  could  be  more  cheaply  pur- 

chased than  manufactured.     Also,  the  shop  equipment 

machines  which  were  working  entirely  on  gas-engine 
work  could  be  obtained  only  by  segregating  them  in  a 

separate  building  and  placing  them  under  the  super- 
vision of  one  man.  Space  was  secured  in  another  build- 

ing, and  the  machines  were  moved  from  the  main  shop. 
They  were  arranged  so  that  parts  would  move  in  a 
straight  line  toward  the  group  assembly  section  and 
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to  tk«  parte  and  gnnp  storeroom,  where  they 
in  biaa  umr  the  place  where  they  would 

OB  Um  aiMBibiy  track, 

i  a  largmr  plant  was  needed,  one  of  the  build- 
foroMrly  used  for  the  machine  nhop  was  then 
oat  to  contain  all  of  the  departments  pertaining 

to  Kaa-«ar{De  manufacture  and  repair.  The  layout  of 
tkia  praaant  plant  i«  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  arrangement 
of  tlw  WKhinaa  should  be  noted.  The  path  of  the  work 
ia  rtpraMOtod  by  the  linea  connecting  the  machines. 
Tht  OMWMMnt  Is  toward  the  right,  where  the  assembling 
■taad  is  loeatod.  The  foundry  and  forge  shop  supplying 
the  roogh  work  are.  of  course,  in  separate  buildings. 

Id  the  point  of  equipment  the  plant  may  be  considered 
•  Httie  elaborate  for  the  normal  amount  of  production ; 
bat  it  mu»t  be  remembered  that  at  the  time  the  shop 

waa  placad  in  operation,  the  countr>'  was  in  the  midst 
flf  a  war  Um  anid  of  which  no  one  could  foresee.  The 

phBt  is  foljr  able  to  take  care  of  the  needs  of  the  navy ; 

ia  fact,  at  praacnt  few  enginea  are  being  built,  although 

•  great  many  parts  for  enginaa  in  service  are  being 
■anifactarad. 

1 

! 

KH;.    S.      MII.MNO   riM'KU   fUANKiA.-i:: 

Some  idea  of  the  equipment  in  the  shop  can  be  ob- 
tained by  reviewing  the  machining  operat!on.s  performed 

in  manufacturing  an  engine.  The  bottom  of  the  bed- 
plate is  machined  on  an  Ingersoll  two-head  milling 

machine,  in  the  places  where  it  will  rest  on  the  shoes 
in  the  boat. 

The  bedplate  then  goes  to  an  Ingersoll  three-head  ma- 
chine where  the  topa  of  three  plates  are  milled  at  one 

setting.  A  special  fixture  was  made  for  holding  the 
bedplates,  the  arrangement  being  shown  in  Fig.  2.  The 
stud  holes  for  the  upper  crankcase,  pumps  and  thrust 
bearing,  and  the  through  holes  for  fastening  to  the 
shoes  are  then  drilled  on  a  multi-spindle  drilling  ma- 

chine. Holes  requiring  threads  are  tapped  on  a  drill 

press,  using  an  Errington  tapping  chuck.  The  bed- 
plates are  then  studded  and  arc  ready  to  be  bored  for  the 

crank  brasses  in  connection  with  the  upper  crankcase. 

The  upper  crankcase  has  its  bottom  milled  on  an 

Ingersoll  arbor  milling  machine.  Afterward,  it  goes  to 

another  Ingersoll  three-head  adjustable  milling  machine, 

where  ite  sides  and  top  are  all  machined  in  the  same 

operation,  as  shown  in  Fig.  8.    The  upper  crankcase  is 

jria  «.   aoaoto  csaxkcass  ron  en 
no.  i.    imit^KiNo  crtANUKn  <.'ovkk 
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FIG.   6.     CUTTIXG  LAP  JOIXT   IX  PISTON  RING 

bored  on  the  top  for  the  male  part  of  the  cylinder  on 

a  Moline  four-spindle  "hole-hog"  machine.  This  op- 
eration is  shown  in  Fig.  4.  The  pad  on  the  rear  end  of 

the  crankcase  is  then  machined  on  a  shaper. 
The  next  operation  is  drilling  on  a  multiple-spindle 

drilling  machine  and  then  tapping,  the  same  as  with  the 
bedplate,  for  studs  to  hold  the  cylinder  aivi  handhole 
covers.  The  crankcase  is  then  placed  on  the  bedplate  and 
fastened  to  it  after  a  boring  bar  has  been  inserted.  The 
crank  brasses  are  bored  on  a  lathe. 

Drilling  and  Tapping 

The  bottom  and  male  part  of  the  cylinder  is  machined 
on  a  Gisholt  turret  lathe.  The  bottom  flange  of 
the  cylinder  is  then  drilled,  using  a  special  four-spindle 
fixed-center  head  made  at  the  yard.  From  here  the 
cylinder  goes  to  another  Gisholt  lathe,  fitted  with  a 
special  boring  bar,  where  it  is  bored  and  faced  on  the 
top.  The  top  is  then  drilled  in  a  manner  similar  to  that 

employed  on  the  bottom,  except  that  a  six-spindle  head 
is  used.  This  head  is  employed  also  for  drilling  the 
through  holes  in  the  cylinder  head,  which  operation  is 
shown  in  Fig.  5. 

The  cylinder  is  milled  on  two  sides  on  an  Ingersoll 

two-head  knee-type  milling  machine,  and  on  the  third 
side  on  another  Ingersoll  two-head  machine  which  is 
used  for  other  purposes  also.     The  cylinder  then  goes 

FIG.   7.     FACIXG  AND  BORING  CRANKSHAFT  BRASSES 

through  the  group  of  drilling  machines,  where  it  is 
drilled  and  tapped  on  the  sides  and  top.  Multiple- 
spindle  drilling  machines  and  Errington  tapping  chucks 
are  used  for  these  operations.  The  cylinder  is  ground  on 

Heald  grinding  machines,  and  then  goes  to  the  assembly- 
benches  for  studding  and  plugging  of  core  holes.  It  is 
now  ready  for  placing  on  the  engine. 

Pistons  and  Rings 

The  piston  casting  has  the  bottom  cut  off  and  is 
counterbored  on  a  Gisholt  lathe  to  fit  the  automatic 

turning  machine.  It  is  then  rough-turned  and  grooved 
on  a  Potter  &  Johnson  automatic  lathe.  It  is  finish- 
turned  on  an  engine  lathe;  and  then  sent  to  another 
engine  lathe  where  the  pinhole  is  bored  and  the  pin  boss 
is  faced  by  means  of  special  fixtures  and  tools. 

The  piston  rings  are  cast  in  a  billet  containing  twelve 
rings,  that  goes  directly  on  a  Potter  &  Johnson  auto- 

matic lathe  of  the  same  type  as  used  for  pistons.  This 
machine  rough-turns,  bores,  marks  and  cuts  off  the 
rings,  which  are  then  ground  on  the  sides.  The  rings 
are  cut  on  a  milling  machine  on  both  sides  at  one  time; 
this  operation  .is  shown  in  Fig.  6. 

The  rings  are  then  put  in  a  pot  clamp  and  squeezed 
together.  A  mandrel  which  holds  eight  rings  is  inserted, 
the  rings  are  clamped  in  place,  the  mandrel  is  put  in  a 
grinding  machine  and  the  rings  ground.    The  test  of 

FIG.  S.     CUTTIXG  BEVEL  GEARS  ON  A  MILLING  MACHINE FIG.  9.     SECTION  OF  ASSEMBLY  TRACK 
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tiw  timf  u  to  k*v»  a  kMd  of  SO  Ik  tupportod 
•■ii  of  Um  ptaM  for  S4  hovn.  *ad  tbM  Um  rinr 

on  th« 

line*  muat 
ao  Uwt  Um  ondb  OMot 

rod  U  drop  for«od  and  Um  end  for 
hgr  tka  dia.  A  i-in.  pilot  drill  is 
ttiaa  Um  largo  hole  is  drilled  on 

i«]r-dat]r  Miaator  drUlint  machine.  The  rod  is 
in  a  ji«  wliieh  has  both  a  pin  to  At  the  large  end 

ahoadr  drilled,  and  a  hardetwd  biuhing  at  the  proper 

pMiUaa  fM'  Um  pia  bolo.  whkh  is  then  drilled.  The 
ra4  is  teead  for  Um  cap  bolta.  and  the  cap  cut  off  in 
tka  MBM  opOTtiBB  fld  a  milling  machine  by  the  um 
•f  a  faag  of  mlWav  cattora,  aix  rods  being  act  up  at  one 

I  ara  Uaaad  and  Umo  babbittod.  The  crank 

•ra  caat  on  maadraia.  aod  the  ooniMcting-rod 
ara  po«rod  aotid  in  one  piece.  Tho  crank 

ia  a  milling  machine  wbara  Umqt  are 
on  one  end.  The  operation,  shown  in 

Fig.  7.  ia  rTf^f^*^  continuous.  The  brasses  are  farod 
at  Um  oUMr  «ad  oa  a  milling  machine  and  than  placed 

oa  a  BMadral  and  turned.  Dowel-pin  bolea  for  the  bot- 
naaaas  ara  drilled  and  the  oil  grooves  are  cut  by 
ia  Um  ease  of  Um  connecting-rod  brasses  almost 

■I  of  Um  work  ia  dooo  oo  a  Uthe,  with  the  exception 
of  Um  eatUag.  wUch  is  dooa  on  a  milling  machine. 

The  gaara  aro  flrvt  bored  and  then  placed  on  a  man- 
drel aad  turned,  from  six  to  eight  being  turned  at  one 

UflM.  The  crankshaft  gears  are  cot  on  a  Gleaaon  gear 
wiUi  a  facial  setting  device  which  cuts  down 

I  about  two-thirds.  The  lower  gear,  the 
upper  gear  and  the  magneto  gear  are  all  cut  on  a  milling 
niarhlna  three  at  a  time,  which  operation  is  shown  in 

FI9.  8.    Tba  keywajr  is  then  cut  in  the  gears  by  a  key- 

Machiming  the  Csankshait 

TIm  craakahafl.  ataioa  it  is  of  the  web  t>i>e,  is  forged 
ia  a  roBlBf  dio  wfaidi  makes  the  forging  have  the  same 

aa  the  finished  shaft.  Tho  abaft  is  rough- 

on  an  engine  lathe  and  then  goes  to  a  Tindel- 
Morria  crankshaft  lathe,  where  the  crankpins  are 

at  one  setting  of  the  shaft.  The  Utter, 
-turned,  goea  to  a  cylindrical  grinding 

whert  the  Joomala  are  ground,  and  then  to 
tiM  craakabaft  grinding  machine,  where  the  pins  are 

riaallr  the  four  bolt  holea  for  the  Hywheel  are 

I  oa  a  aaltlpla  apiodle  drilling  machine,  the  sUrt- 

kv  pte  hob  to  drOlad,  aad  the  kajrway  for  the  crank- 
dMft  gaar  aad  pop  aeMBtric  are  cot. 

Um  aagiiMs  ara  MaaaUiiad  on  a  truck  which  runs 

paraOal  to  tba  storaroooi.  aa  shown  in  Fig.  9.  The  parta 
frooi  wtadowa  located  at  the  places  where 

I  atlaffball  to  tba  aogioo.  There  are  drawers  for 

light  parta.  Tboaa  drawers  are  four  high 

aad  staad  opaa  whOa  aaaanbljr  ia  going  on,  with  the 

Iffvar  drawara  opea  further  than  the  top  onaa  so  that 

al  af«  Mieaallils  Thar  are  arranged  so  that  they  can 

ba  poOad  back  into  tba  atoraroom  and  flllad.  A  heavy 

Kfow^a  to  phead  ia  tba  atoraroon  aid*  of  each  drawer, 

g0  H^  at  Bight  tba  drawors  ara  all  poOad  back  flush 

I  ly  drappiag  rods  through  the  screw  eyaa. 

gottaa  up  by  one  of  the  aupar* 
fta  craak  brass  m  are  reamed  instaad 

at  a  niiaalltoirtile  saving  of  tloM.  This 

of  a  berfag  bar  with  detachable 

cattora  being  used  but  with 

diiforent  lengths  of  bars  for  difTarent  typea  of  engines. 
The  boring  bar  is  supported  by  two  heavy  bracketa 
which  are  bolted  to  each  end  of  the  crankcase  at  the 
same  ptoce  that  the  cylinder  is  fastened.  The  bar  is 
then  tum<>d  by  means  of  a  pneunmtic  machine.  It  has 
been  found  that  this  arrangement  will  give  better  results 
than  scraping,  and  will  save  about  three-fourths  of  the 
time. 

The  aasembly  carriagas  have  detachable  bars,  so  that 
the  same  carriage  can  be  used  for  all  types  of  engines 

8impl>'  by  cliHuging  the  barn. 

Shop  Terms— the  "Old  Man" By  Robert  Tait 

The  article  entitled  "Understanding  Shop  Terms"  by 
Robert  Grimshaw.  on  paRe  916,  Vol.  66,  of  Ameriean 
Machiniat,  recalled  an  amusing  (to  some  of  the  by- 

standers at  least)  incident  which  happened  at  one  of 
the  large  steel  mills  in  Illinois,  a  number  of  years  ago. 

At  that  time  the  master  mechanic  was  a  very  well 
known  character  in  steel  mill  circles,  with  a  reputation 

for  iieing  "hard  boiled"  and  with  a  genius  for  apparently 
alwa.va  being  on  the  job  at  the  wrong  time. 

One  of  the  bench  hands  in  the  machine  shop  was  an 
old  Scotchman  with  a  long,  flowing  grey  beard.  He  had 
for  a  long  time  been  in  command  of  a  certain  bench 
just  inside  pne  of  the  doors,  where  practically  all  of  hiH 
time  was  spent  in  fitting  packing  rings  or  piston  rings. 
He  looked  with  exceeding  disfavor  on  any  kind  of  an 
order  that  moved  him  away  from  his  bench,  and  waa 
never  slow  to  show  his  disapproval,  no  matter  from 
what  quarter  such  an  order  might  come. 

One  day  a  nasty  breakdown  occurred  at  the  rod  mill, 

and  as  usual  "Old  Jack,"  the  master  mechanic,  was  right 
there  with  his  regular  line  of  commands  and  comments, 
which,  while  not  having  much  of  any  effect  on  any  of 
the  old  timers,  never  had  a  tendency  to  soothe  the 
nerves  of  any  new  man  who  had  not  had  time  to  become 
acclimated  to  him.  A  ratchet  drill  had  ))een  brought  on 

the  job  and  an  "oM  man"  was  needed.  Turning  to  a 
green  helper,  who  had  been  on  the  job  but  a  few  days 

he  roared  at  him  "go-t-ahop-get-old-man,"  and  the  helper 
was  on  his  way  in  a  aort  of  daze.  His  route  took  him 

through  the  door  adjoining  the  old  Scot's  bench,  and  as 
"old  man"  meant  but  one  thing  to  him  he  immediately 
and  urgently  requested  the  Scot  to  come  along  to  the  rod 
mill,  aa  Mr.   had  sent  for  him.    For  this  old  boy  to 
get  out  on  a  breakdown  was  contrary  to  all  his  ideas  as 
to  what  constituted  a  perfect  day  and  on  the  way  to  the 
rod  mill  his  Scotch  had  risen  considerably.  As  soon  as 
he  got  within  talking  distance  he  glared  at  the  master 

mechanic  and  said,  "whut  ye  want  me  here  for  Jock"T 
Jack  atared  at  him  for  a  moment  and  as  the  light  dawned 

on  him  he  aaid,  "nuthin,  get  back  to  the  shop."  And 
the  helper  was  out  of  a  job  because  he  did  not  quite 
understand  ahop  terms. 

I  recall  an  experience  in  my  early  twenties,  when  I 
had  started  to  work  in  a  shop  in  St.  Joseph,  Mo.,  and 
after  running  a  lathe  for  a  couple  of  days  the  foreman 

aaked  me  if  I  had  ever  run  a  "jumper."  Inquiry  dis- 
ckMed  the  fact  that  I  had,  but  that  where  I  came  from 

they  were  called  "ahapers."  However,  after  I  had 
worlced  on  this  particular  machine  for  a  while  I  was 

convinced  that  it  waa  called  a  "jumper"  advisedly. 
Later  invesUgations  though,  showed  that  shapen  were 

called  "jumpers"  over  considerable  territory  in  those 

parts. 
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Machining  and  Assembling  Operations  on 
Pneumatic  Tools 

The  First  of  a  Series  of  Four  Articles— Drilling  Air  Hammer  Parts- 
Boring,  Reaming,  Grinding  and  Lapping  Piston  Holes 

By  HOWARD  CAMPBELL 
Western  Editor,  American  Machinist 

THE  design  and  construction  of  pneumatic  tools 
involves  some  problems  that  are  solved  at  the 
Aurora,  111.,  plant  of  the  Independent  Pneumatic 

Tool  Co.,  in  ways  that  are  both  unique  and  efficient. 
The  operation  of  drilling  the  port  holes  in  the  live 

air  handle,  or  throttle  stem,  of  an  air  hammer,  is  an 
operation  where  a  number  of  small  holes  are  drilled  to 
make  a  big  one.  Three  jigs  are  used  for  this  purpose, 
the  first  being  the  jig  in  place  at  A  in  Fig.  1.  This 
jig  slips  onto  the  large  end  of  the  throttle  stem  and 
is  held  in  place  by  a  set.screw  which  does  not  show  in 

p-IG.    1— JIG   FOR   DRILLING  PORT  HOLES  IN 
LIVE-AIR  HANDLE 

the  photograph.  It  is  used  for  drilling  the  four  holes 
B.  Then  the  second  jig  is  substituted  and  the  four 
holes  C  are  drilled,  after  which  the  third  jig  is  used, 
the  bushings  in  this  jig  being  so  located  that  the  metal 
which  separates  the  holes  will  be  drilled  away,  and  the 
center  piece  will  fall  out,  leaving  a  large  opening.  The 
rough  edges  are  chipped  and  filed  smooth. 

The  operation  shown  in  Fig.  2  is  that  of  drilling  six 
crossholes,  two  connecting  holes  and  one  trigger  pin 
hole  in  the  handle  of  an  air  hammer.  The  trigger  pin 

hole  is  shown  at  A.  The  jig  is  bored  out  for  the  bush- 
ing B,  which  is  bored  and  tapered  to  receive  the  stee! 

sleeve  C,  a  part  of  the  jig  H.  The  bushing  B  is  held 
in  place  by  means  of  a  collar  on  the  front  end  and  three 
lugs  at  the  rear,  the  lugs  being  shown  at  A,  Fig.  3. 
The  collar  and  lugs  prevent  the  bushing  from  working 
endwise,  but  allow  it  to  be  revolved  so  that  the  various 
drill  bushings  can  be  aligned  with  the  drill.  The  sleeve, 
together  with  the  hammer  barrel,  is  held  in  the  bushing 
by  a  small  clamp  that  slips  over  the  screw  D,  Fig.  2. 
Positive  location  for  drilling  the  various  holes  is 
obtained  by  means  of  a  spring  plunger  in  the  chamber 
E.  This  plunger  is  raised  by  the  lever  F,  and  dropped 
into   a   slot  whenever   a   bushing   is   in   line   with   the 

spindle.  This  does  not  apply  in  me  case  of  the  trigger 
pin  hole,  however,  as  that  hole  is  so  nearly  in  line  with 
one  set  of  crossholes  that  two  slots  are  impossible.  Con- 

sequently, the  plug  G  is  used  to  locate  for  drilling  the 
trigger  pin  hole. 

The  hammer  barrel  is  inserted  into  the  sleeve  C  and 

FIG.    2- 

■INDEXING   JIG    FOR    DRILLING    AIR 
HAMMER  HANDLE 

located  in  the  correct  position  in  part  H  by  means  of 
the  pin  /,  which  fits  into  the  throttle  hole.  The  jig 
with  a  piece  in  position  ready  for  drilling  is  shown 
in  Fig.  3. 

A   hammer   barrel    set   up   for   drilling    six   exhaust 

FIG.   3— JIG  WITH  PIECE  IN   POSITIO.N   FOR   DRILLING 
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for  ttm  nwin  r»\vt  can  be  mmi  in  Fig.  4.  The 
A,  throuvh  which  the  six  holes  are  drilled,  locates 

«■  tlM  two  pine  abown  at  A  in  Fig.  6.  and  is  held  in 
plaea  br  the  clamp  B.  The  barrel  is  located  on  the 
dMtfl  C  bjr  a  pin  on  the  end  engaging  in  the  piston 
hola.  It  can  only  locate  in  one  position,  that  being 
tlM  enmct  cm  for  drilling.  The  shaft  C  is  held  in 
tka  correct  poaltion  br  means  of  the  pin  D  and  locked 
b)r  the  kickbolt  E.  The  aeveral  holes  similar  to  the  hole 
io  which  the  pin  f)  is  located,  are  for  the  purpose  of 
locating  other  sizes  or  types  of  hammer  barrels. 

A  jig  for  drilling  two  holes  in  the  valve  head  of  a 

heavy  riveting  hammer  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  6.  The 
drill  bu8hings  are  contained  in  a  sleeve  in  the  jig-plate 
A,  the  sleeve  locating  in  the  valve  chamber  and  a  pin 
in  the  other  end  of  the  plate  locating  in  the  end  of  the 
vertical  shaft  B.  The  flxture  is  made  to  index  so  that 
both  holes  can  be  aligned  with  the  drill  spindle,  the 
indexing  being  controlled  by  the  handles  C.  Each 
handle  has  a  tongue  on  the  end  which  fits  into  a  slot 
in  the  side  of  the  jig,  each  handle  locating  for  one 
hole.  The  change  is  so  slight  from  one  hole  to  another 
that  the  .simpler  idea  of  one  handle  and  two  slots  could 
not  be  used  as  the  slots  would  run  into  each  other.    The 

no -IMUKXiNU  His  »</H  i^iU^.><i<i  VAl,VK  HKAU.     VIO.  7 \TION  I.N   UIKrBKK.NT  I'OSITIO.N 
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hammer  barrel  extends  down  through  a  hole  in  the 
center  of  the  base  of  the  jig,  and  the  pieces  lock  in 
position  by  the  hinge  plate  D  and  the  screw  E  which 
fits  into  the  throttle  hole. 

The  jig  shown  in  Fig.  7  resembles  that  used  for  the 
previous  operation.  It  is  applied  in  a  different  posi- 

tion, however,  and  is  used  for  drilling  three  holes  in  the 

FIG.    8— LATHE  SET-UP  FOR  BORIXG  AND  REAMING  HAMMER  BARREL. 

valve  chamber  of  a  different  type  of  riveting  hammer. 
The  bushings  for  these  holes  are  contained  in  the 
bracket  A,  which  is  so  made  that  the  sleeve  containing 
the  bushings  slips  into  the  main  valve-bushing  hole  and 
the  end  of  the  bracket  fits  in  the  angle  formed  by  the 
screw  B.  The  piece  is  located  in  the  fixture  by  the 
hinge-plate  C  and  the  screw  D,  which  fits  into  the 
throttle  hole. 

Boring  and  Reaming  the  Hammer  Barrel 

The  operation  of  reaming  a  hammer  barrel  is  shown 
in  Fig.  8.  The  barrel  has  previously  been  rough-drilled 
on  a  similar  machine,  and  in  this  operation  both  the 
piston  hole  and  the  nozzle  hole  are  bored  out  and 
reamed.  As  can  be  seen,  each  tool  on  the  rack  behind 
the  machine  is  fitted  with  a  sleeve,  so  that  the  tools 
can  be  changed  easily  and  quickly.  One  turn  of  the  nut 
instantly  and  rigidly  clamps  the  tool  in  the  holder  which 
is  attached  to  the  toolrest.  The  piston  hole  is  reamed 
to  1.0475  in.  in  this  operation. 

The  next  operation  after  reaming  is  that  of  grinding 
the  bore,  which  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  9.     The  interesting 

FIG, GRINDING  I'ISTOX  HOLE  IX  HAMMER  HAlUiKL 

feature  of  this  operation  is  the  length  of  the  hole, 
which  is  15i  in.  The  handle  of  the  hammer  is  held  to 
the  faceplate  with  a  strap  in  the  same  manner  in  which 
it  was  held  in  the  lathe,  and  the  end  of  the  barrel  runs 
in  a  steadyrest.  The  Independent  Pneumatic  Tool  Co., 
after  trying  for  some  time  to   buy  a   spindle   which 

would  grind  the  length  of  this  hole,  decided  that  one 
was  not  to  be  purchased  and  accordingly  had  such  a 
spindle  made  to  its  own  specifications.    After  consider- 

able  experiment,   a  spindle   was   evolved  of  sufficient 
length   to  grind   to  the  bottom  of  this   hole  without 
vibration  or  chatter.    The  wheel  is  attached  to  a  short 
metal  spindle  at  the  outer  end  which  runs  in  four  ball- 

bearings, and  the  shaft  which 
carries  the  small  pulley  is  also 
very   short    and   runs    in    four 
ball      bearings.        These     two 
widely     separated     shafts     or 
spindles  are  connected  with  a 
wooden  spindle  that  gives  per- 

fect satisfaction.     The  connec- 
tion on  either  end  of  the  wooden 

spindle     is    of     the     ordinar>* 
tongue    and    slot    type.      This 
.spindle    is    18    in.    long    and 
runs  at  a  speed  of  12,000  r.p.m., 
while  the   hammer  is  turning 
at    225    r.p.m.      The    hole    is 
ground  to  1.0595  in.  in  diam- 

eter,    leaving     0.002    in.     for 
lapping. 

The  lapping  machine,  with  a  piece  in  position,  is 
shown  in  Fig.  10.     The  barrel  is  held  in  position  by 
being  clamped   into   the  piece   A,  which  acts  on   the 
principle  of  a  split  bushing,  the  handle  B  operating  a 
screw  which   pulls  the  split   together.     This  bushing 
rests  on  balls,  which  allow  the  barrel  to  center  easily. 
The    balls    are 
held  in  place  by 

a  groove  in  the 
lower     part     C. 

Abrasive  is  pre- 
vented from  get- 
ting    into     the 

ball    race    by    a 
steel   housing, 
which     covers 

the    split    bush- 
ing.    The  lower 

part  C  is  made 
in     two     parts, 
held  together  by 
a   hinge   pin   at 
D,  which  makes 
it     possible     to 

change  the  bush- 
ings   to    accom- 

modate the  dif- 
ferent   sizes    of 

hammers.      The 
handle  E   locks 
the    two     parts 
together  around 
the  bushing. 

The  laps  are  of  fig.  lo- 

lead,    cast    onto 
the  rods,  one  of 
which  can  be  seen  at  F.  A  number  of  grooves  are  cut  in 
each  lap  so  that  the  oil  and  abrasive  will  be  retained,  and 
the  lap  is  then  finished  to  size.  New  laps  are  used  for 
finishing,  but  after  approximately  thirty  holes  have 
been  lapped,  they  become  worn  enough  so  that  they  are 
only  good  for  the  first,  or  roughing  operation.  The 
lapping  is  done  at  a  speed  of  600  r.p.m.,  approximately. 

-LAri'INi;   HUKES  AITER 
GRINDING 
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yV^ACHININK^VVETHODS 
I'lK.  1. — iinisliiiiK  tlie  cuncave  side  of  a  clutcli cover  on  a  Warner  &  Swasey  3-A  universal  turret 

lathe.  The  outside  diameter  is  18}^  in.,  the  web 
is  g  in.  thick.  Because  these  large,  thin  steel 
castings  have  a  tendency  to  warp,  it  Is  neceo- 
sary  to  allow  nliont    »   hi.  of  metnl  for  mnchinliic. 

^■^^ 
F'b-  *■ — FlnlshhiB  the  other  or  convex  side  of 

the  same  clutch  cover  plate.  The  tool  and  the 
roller  and  form  which  guide  it  are  shown.  Thife 
method  of  mnchlning  reduced  the  time  per  cover 
from  li  hr.  to  30  min.  The  machine  Is  a  Warner 
&  Swasey  3-A  universal  turret  Inthe. 

Fig.  3. — One  of   four  operations  on   cone  clutch 
Hywheels.     Flywheel  flange  fit  is  held  to  0.001  in. 
'roduction    averages    12.5    flywheels   in    9    lir.   for 
two  operators  and   four  machines.     The  machine 
is  a  Fny  automatic   lathe. 

lig.  4. — Turning  ends  of  crankshafts  on  Fay 
automatic  latlies.  Two  machines  are  used, 
tooled  to  turn  opposite  ends.  One  man  runs 
them  both.  This  crankshaft  has  main  bearings 
H  In.  in  diameter  and  a  flange  5  in.  in  diameter 
at  the  end.  The  throw  is  for  a  5-in.  stroke.  The 
production  runs  from  30  to  25  shafts  per  hour, 
turned  on  both  ends. 

.^ 
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Factors  of  Safety  and  Allowable  Stress 
Meaninf  of  Allowable  Stress— Factors  of  Safety  for  Live  and  Dead  Loads— Effects  of 

FatifttCt  Shock  and  Uncertainty  as  to  Actual  Conditions  Existing 

By  C.  D.  ALBERT 

IN  THE  dMiflB  of  Um  eompoMtit  puta  of  *  stnic- tar»  or  wcfclno,  Um  form  and  sis*  of  «och  port 
for  propar  ito^gUi  oad  rividity  may  bo  flxod  upon 

Iv  tiM  dHivMr  tai  uqr  om  of  thrM  way*: 
(•)  If  •■  mttmntm,  or  raoaoiuibly  occuroto,  anolysia 

of  Um  condHloiio  of  oopport  and  loading  ia  pooarblo,  ho 
iMy  propofftioa  tiw  port  or  member  by  the  application 
of  tlM  rational  mothoda  of  mtchanica. 

(b)  If  ntioaal  aMOada  are   not  poaaiblo  or  con- 
Im  mv  propertioB  tbo  part  by  tho  nao  of  aemi- 
or  wpliltal  mothoda   which  roprooent  suc- 

eoaafal  practico  or  oxperimentally  determined  reaulta. 
•  c)  If  both  fottooal  ami  empirical  methoda  are  im- 

pooalblo.  ho  anHt  raply  opon  the  inaiffht  and  judgment 
aeqiolrad  aa  a  raaolt  of  his  oxperionoo. 

It  la  only  ia  eemoetion  with  tho  flrat  method  that 
a  tgwo  roprMontlng  the  aliowablo  atiaaa  will  appear  in 
tko  oakolatioiia.  The  allowable  streaa  muat  be  aufD- 

low  to  prevent  failure  and  undue  diatortion 
working  coadltioiia  throughout  the  contemplated 

I  of  the  atnietaro  or  machine. 

Slr«a«:  Tho  terma  "allowable  ttreaa," 
allowable  atresa"  and  "aafo  working  atreaa" 

aro  vymmymoua.  The  allowable  atreaa  ia  the  aafe  limit 
Saad  apoa  for  tbo  maximum  induced  atroaa  under  work- 
tav  ewdltlona,  Tim  uaual  method  of  obtaining  an 

atreaa  for  any  given  working  conditiona  ia  to 
tho  oHiflBato  atrangth  of  the  material  by  a  auit- 

able  factor  of  aafety.  The  ultimate  atrength  uaed  ia 
datorminod  by  tho  uaual  laboratory  teata  of  apeci- 
•ad  la  to  ho  rogardod  aa  the  ultimate  atatic 

•iTCBgth  of  tho  malorial.  Tho  dioico  of  a  auitable 
CMfeor  of  aafoty  domanda  very  careful  conaideration, 
oapodaOy  for  certain  conditiona  of  live  loading.  Call- 
lav  tho  factor  wo  divide  into  tho  ultimate  aUtie  atrength 
t*  «at  tbo  aUowahlo  atroaa.  the  apparent  factor  of 
■afoty.  wo  have: 

intimate  aUtic  attongth  _  u 

Apparent  jfactor  of  awrty  "  ii 
Fortor  o/  Sa/e(y  for  Dtad  LoadM:  A  steady,  or  dead, 

ay  bo  vary  doflnitdy  doAnod  aa  any  load  that 
I  that  do  not  with  time  change  in  mag- 

aitado  or  character. 
For  a  atcady.  or  dead  load,  the  apparent  factor  of 

aafety  may  bo  rtgardod  aa  aiado  up  of  two  factora, 
•  aad  «.  Ia  order  to  avoid  pormaaant  aet  or  any  undue 
dMortloa.  the  maximum  induced  atreaa  muat  be  kept 
al  or  bolow  the  elasUc  limit  of  the  material.  Unfor- 

tho  ratio  of  the  ultimate  atrangth  to  the 
IfaBit  Is  BOt  tho  aame  for  differont  material*,  nor 

is  tiMM  for  an  matoriala  a  well-doflnod  elaatic  limit, 
or  Halt  of  prapoftieaolity  of  atraaa  to  atrain. 

It  io  BOt  poaoMa,  therefore,  to  Ax  npon  a  valna,  or 
o««a  a  fow  vahiaa.  for  factor  a  thai  would  cover  thia 
rMio  1m  aU  —friali     Thia  difleaitsr  emi  bo  largely 

hgr  bMlas  the  allowaUo  atrMi  oa  tho  elaatic 
i  aat  ov  tbo  ahiaato  atrtnctlt.    Howover.  aa 

the  allawahle  atraaa  for  five  loeda  on  the 

ultimate  atatic  atrength,  we  shall  treat  the  apparont 
factor  of  aafety  for  dead  loads  from  the  aame  conven- 

tional atandpoint 

For  wrought  iron  and  the  carbon  ateela  not  heat- 
treated,  a  is  leas  than  2:  and  it  ia  greater  than  2  for 
caat  iron  which,  strictly,  haa  no  well-dedned  elastic 
limit.  If  the  elaatic  limit  ia  looked  upon  aa  the  atresa 
beyond  which  upon  releaae  of  the  load  the  material  will 
show  no  appreciable  permanent  set,  n  may  be  taken  as 
approximately  2  for  the  materials  named. 

Beaidea  avoiding  permanent  set  or  any  undue  dis- 
tortion, we  muat  provide  a  safe  margin  to  cover  uncer- 
tainties and  unknown  contingenciea.  Thia  introducea 

the  second  factor  e  to  cover  such  conaiderations  uh  the 
following: 

Doubt  in  regard  to  the  actual  possible  load. 
Imperfect  or  approximate  analyais  of  conditions  of 

support  and  loading. 
Initial  atreaaea  due  to  casting  or  fabrication. 
Whether  failure  would  or  would  not  endanger  life. 
Degree  of  reliability  of  the  material. 
The  actual  load  that  may  be  applied  is  not  always 

definitely  known,  nor,  where  definitely  known,  ia  it 
always  possible  to  make  a  complete  and  accurate  an- 
alysia  of  the  conditiona  of  support  and  loading.  A 
greater  margin  of  safety  should  also  be  allowed  where 
failure  would  endanger  life  than  where  it  would  not, 
and  for  unreliable  aa  against  reliable  materials. 

Aging,  corrosion,  wear  and  workmanship  are  con- 
siderationa  that  may  affect  the  sizes  or  proportions 
fixed  upon,  but  are  not  considerations  ordinarily  allowed 
for  in  the  factor  of  safety.  Aging,  corrosion,  and  wear 
are  usually  provided  for  by  making  specific  allowances 
after  the  proportions  for  safe  strength  and  rigidity 
have  been  fixed.  Workmanship,  when  considered,  is 
allowed  for  in  aome  such  way  aa  in  atructural  work, 
where  about  26  per  cent  more  riveta  are  required  if 
driven  in  the  field  than  if  driven  in  the  fabricating shop. 

ArrAUENT  Factob  or  Safbty 

If  factor  «.  the  real  factor  of  safety,  be  taken  as 
li  to  2  for  wrought  iron  and  the  carbon  steels  not 
heat-treated  and  2  to  2i  for  caat  iron,  we  have: 

Wrought  iron  and 
carbon  steels  not 
heat-treatod 
Caat  iron 

For  Dead  Loads 

Apparent  Factor  of  Safety  =e  n  X  ' 

2(li  to  2)=  8  to  4  =  « 
2  (2  to  2i)  «  4  to  6  »  n 

These  apparent  factors  are  in  agreement  with  the 
factora  ordinarily  used  for  steel  and  caat  iron.  Dividing 
the  ultimate  atatic  atrength  by  theae  factors  givea 
reasonable  limiting  values  for  the  allowable  atreaa  for 
the  two  classes  of  materials  named.  As  pointed  out 

previously,  factor  a  may  be  eliminated  and  the  deter- 
mination of  a  reasonable  allowable  stress  simplified  by 

dividing  the  stross  at  the  elastic  limit,  or  the  viela 
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point  stress,  by  the  real  factor  of  safety  e  fixed  upon 
to  cover  the  uncertainties  and  unknown  contingencies. 

It  is  important  to  bear  in  mind  that  the  factor  of 
safety  in  design  is  almost  without  exception  a  factor 
used  to  determine  the  allowable  stress  as  a  safe  limit 
for  the  maximum  induced  stress,  and  to  bear  in  mind 
also  that  the  allowable  stress  is  generally  used  in  con- 

nection with  formulas  which  rest  upon  the  assumption 
that  the  induced  stress  does  not  exceed  the  elastic  limit. 
To  use  a  factor  of  safety  of  4  does  not  mean  that  a 
load  of  4  times  the  working  load  would  or  would  not 
cause  failure. 

For  a  piece  of  material  in  direct  tension  a  load  of  4 
times  that  necessary  to  induce  a  stress  of  i  the  ultimate 

■  would  cause  failure.  Here  the  i-atio  of  the  failure  load 
to  the  safe  load  is  the  same  as  the  ratio  of  the  ultimate 
stress  to  the  allowable  stress.  If,  however,  we  had  a 
beam  of  the  same  material  whose  proportions  were 
based  upon  an  allowable  stress  of  i  the  ultimate,  it 
would  not  follow  by  any  means  that  4  times  the  safe 
flexural  load  would  cause  failure  or  that  failure  in  a 
practical  sense,  if  not  rupture,  would  not  occur  for  a 
load  of  less  than  4  times  the  safe,  or  design,  load. 

Example  in  Design 

To  illustrate,  let  it  be  assumed  that  a  round  bar  of 
cast  iron  resting  on  supports  18  in.  apart  is  to  safely 
support  a  load  of  250  lb.  midway  between  the  supports; 
factor  of  safety  4,  ultimate  tensile  strength  of  ma- 

terial 24,000  lb.  per  square  inch. 
24,000 

Allowable  stress  ̂   p =  6,000  lb.  per  sq.in. 

T.  .        ,  u     ..•                  .        ̂ ,       P^      250  X  18 
External  bending  moment  =  M  ;=  -j  =   j   

=  1,125  Ib.-in. 

M Pe  =^32 

-^l'-ff=^/ 
32  X  1,125 

T  6,000 
=  li  in. 

If  the  bar  is  made  li  in.  in  diameter,  we  can  safely 
say  that  the  maximum  induced  stress  under  a  working 
load  of  250  pounds  would  be  very  closely  6,000  lb.  per 
square  inch.  Assuming  the  same  law  to  hold,  and  sub- 

stituting the  ultimate  strength  of  24,000  as  the  maxi- 
mum induced  stress,  would  give  a  breaking  load  of 

4  times  the  safe  load,  or  1,000  lb.  Under  actual  test, 
however,  it  would  require  a  load  of  about  1,800  lb.  to 
cause  rupture;  that  is,  a  load  of  7.2  instead  of  4  times 
the  safe  load.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  long  before 
an  induced  stress  of  24,000  lb.  per  square  inch  is 
reached,  stress  has  ceased  to  be  proportional  to  strain, 
and  due  also  to  the  fact  that  as  the  stress-strain  dia- 

grams for  cast  iron  in  tension  and  compression  differ, 
the  neutral  axis  shifts  to  a  position  above  the  gravity 
axis. 

The  formula  used  above,  like  all  formulas  from  the 
mechanics  of  materials,  is  based  upon  the  assumption 

that  stress  is  proportional  to  strain  and  that  the  modu- 
lus of  elasticity  in  tension  is  the  same  as  that  in  com- 

pression, which  assumptions  are  only  sensibly  true, 
especially  for  cast  iron,  throughout  a  limited  range. 
Except  for  cases  of  direct  tension  and  certain  other 
direct  stress  conditions,  it  must,  therefore,  be  con- 

cluded that  the  ratio  of  the  break  or  failure  load  to 
the  safe  load  is  not  the  same  as  the  ratio  of  the  ulti- 

mate stress  to  the  allowable  stress.  In  the  illustration 
used  these  ratios  are  as  7.2  is  to  4, 

Occasionally,  especially  in  empirical  equations  ex- 
pressing experimentally  determined  results,  we  use  the 

factor  of  safety  as  the  ratio  of  the  failure  to  the  safe 
load  or  pressure.  The  empirical  expressions  from  the 
experimental  work  of  Stewart  and  Carman  on  thin 
tubes  under  external  pressure  are  so  used.  The  safe 
pressure  is  multiplied  by  a  suitable  factor  of  safety  to 
obtain  the  collapsing  pressure  to  be  used  in  the  proper 
equation  in  order  to  obtain  the  necessary  thickness  of 
tube. 

Factor  of  Safety  for  Live  Loads:  A  live  load  may  be 
defined  as  any  load  that  induces  stresses  that  vary  in 
magnitude  or  that  vary  in  both  magnitude  and  char- 
acter. 

It  is  a  matter  of  common  knowledge  and  experience 
that  a  piece  of  material  will  break  or  fail  under  a  much 
smaller  repeated  load  than  would  be  required  to  break 
it  in  one  steady  application  of  load.  It  is  also  known 
that  a  piece  of  material  under  a  repeated  load  will 
endure  longer  for  the  same  range  of  variation  of  stress 
if  the  induced  stress  is  of  one  kind  only  than  if  tne 
induced  stress  changes  from  one  kind  to  another.  Such 
failure  will  take  place  even  though  the  maximum  induced 
stress  is  well  within  the  elastic  limit  or  yield  point. 

We  now  know  that  fatigue,  or  gradual  failure  under 
repeated  variations  of  stress  is  due  to  the  breaking 
down  of  certain  weak  or  imperfect  crystals.  As  this 
shear  failure  of  certain  local  crystals  takes  place  other 
crystals  in  their  neighborhood  are  naturally  subjected 
to  higher  actual  stresses  than  the  nominal  stress.  This 
action  hastens  the  failure  of  the  neighboring  crystals 
and  leads  to  the  gradual  fracture,  or  fatigue  of  the 
material.  As  gradual  fracture  is  due  to  a  breaking 
down,  or  to  shear  slippage,  within  the  crystals,  a 
gradual  fracture  has  a  crystalline  appearance  quite  like 
that  of  a  coarse  grained  brittle  material. 
We  ordinarily  regard  steel,  other  metals,  and  alloys 

as  structureless,  homogenous,  and  isotropic.  So  far  as 
their  failure  under  a  single  application  of  load  is  con- 

cerned, a  great  many  materials  may  be  so  regarded.  It 
is  because  they  are  not  structureless  that  their  be- 

havior is  quite  different  under  repeated  loads  than 
under  single  applications  of  load. 

In  1870  Wohler  published  results  of  a  very  exhaus- 
tive series  of  experiments  on  the  behavior  of  materials 

under  repeated  variations  of  stress.  Each  kind  of 
material  was  subjected  to  repeated  variations  of  stress 
in  torsion,  bending,  and  direct  stress  action  at  the  rate 
of  less  than  100  stress-deformation  cycles  per  minute. 
The  following  formula,  suggested  by  J.  B.  Johnson 

approximately  expresses  the  results  of  Wohler's  work: 

Carrying  Strength  p,  =  - 

u 
2 

ij'      2- 

?! 
Pi 

(1) 

Where, 

M  =  as  before,  the  ultimate  static  strength  of  the 
material  in  pounds  per  square  inch. 

p,  =  carrying   strength,   or  maximum  value  of  the 
varying  stress  in  the  material  in  pounds  per 

square  inch  that  would  cause  failure  for  4  to  10 
million  repetitions. 

Si=  ratio  of  the  minimum  to  the  maximum  value  of P. 

the  varying  induced  stress.  This  ratio  is  nega- 

tive if  p,  and  p,  are  of  opposite  kind  and  there- 
fore of  opposite  sign. 
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tolkt 
mtie  of  Um  MhihM  to  Um  Buimain  load  {^p  ) 

M  Uw  ntio  of  Um  mininum  to  the  maxi- 

■  \^*  vkart  Uw  «rt«nial  forew  eonati- 
tlM  loMBBdHse  il— Iminin  ud  proportioiut* 
■  la  BMCBltadt  witk  no  ckuc*  in  tboir  Hum  of 
and   tlM   IomM   Bamber  dooa   not    rotate   or 
ito  poaitioa. 

ON  FATictm 

rtpaatad  WAhlar't  work  on  the  aama 
wllk  pnetiMllr  tka  sum  reautta.    The  latwr 
BMMcklBtv  and  Sir  B.  Bakar  waa  in  cioaa 
it  with  WfiUar'a  aa  waa  aUo  the  work  con- 

hgr  B^ftirt*tt  aad  Bairstow  at  800  atraaa  defor- 
p&t  minute  acain»t   Icaa   than    100   in 

<»|i»'niLni»'   in  BHl»o« >• 

cimYB  sHOwnio  nxprrmoN  factor 

The  work  of  Oabomc  Reynolda  and  J.  H.  Smith  waa 
carried  o«t  at  from  1.S00  to  2,600  streu  deformation 
cyclai  per  minota.  The  reaalta  would  indicate  that  the 
uurjriut  atrmfth  should  be  reduced  below  that  given 
bjr  tlM  fongolac  formula  where  the  rate  of  repetitiona 
it  abova  aboat  2,000  ttreaa  deformation  cyclea  per 

atfaota.  At  praacnt  thia  matter  awaita  further  invea- 
tffatioo. 

Aa  the  pkH  of  the  energy  of  the  streaa  deformation 
loop  to  tjia  atraaa  raofa  paaaea  throuffa  sero,  it  can 
aoC  bo  aald  that  there  ia  a  atraaa  range  above  xero 
far  whlcb  a  matorial  would  atand  an  infinite  number 
of  npatitiooa.  The  carrying  strength  in,  therefore,  a 
faac^OB  of  the  total  number  of  atraaa  deformation 

fa  tba  contcmplatod  Ufa  of  th«  atnicture  or 
Moore  and  Btaly  (Proeetdingi  AwurieoH 

for  Tfting  Materials,  1916)  and  Kommars 

(Em§im»trim9  S'ewt-Rtrord.  Vol.  8S.  No.  20)  have  pro- 
of taking  thi«  factor  into  account  in 

with  tba  allowabia  atraaa. 
Tba  fofB  aad  tba  aarfaea  flniah  of  the  piece  affect 

tba  canyiag  atiMgtb  of  tba  matarial.  Sunton  and 
Balratov  rated  tba  ttrtngth  of  tba  forma  taatod  by  them 
at  tba  Britlah  National  Physical  Laboratory  aa  follows : 

   100 
tbraada      70 
      SO 

aad  abrvpt  chaagta  in  ahapa  ahouhl 

therefore  be  avoided,  aa  they  are  conducive  to  the  for- 
mation of  mico-flawa.  For  the  same  reason,  the  surface 

finish,  eopecially  for  small  parts,  should  be  free  from 
hiamiahea,  acratcbea,  and  tool  marka  to  obtain  the 
greatcat  endurance  under  repeated  stress. 

It  18  evident  from  what  has  been  said  that  the  carry* 
ing  strength  of  a  material,  that  is.  its  ultimate  strength 
under  repeated  stress,  depends  upon: 

(1)  The  physical  properties  of  the  material. 
(2)  The  range  of  variation  of  stress. 
(8)  Whether  the  varying  streaa  doea  or  doea  not 

change  in  kind. 
(4)  The  rate  of  repetitions  when  above  about  2,000 

per  minute. 
(6)  The  total  number  of  repetitiona  desired  before break. 

(6)  The  form  and  surface  finish. 
Equation  (1)  already  given  takes  account  of  the 

first  three  factors  and  gives  approximately  correct 
results  for  a  repetition  rate  under  about  2,000  per 
minute  and  for  a  total  number  of  repetitions  of  about 
7  million.  As  pointed  out  above,  we  do  not  know  at 

present  just  how  the  carrying  strenjfth  should  be  re- 
duced for  repetition  rates  above  2,000  per  minute. 

Allowance  is  usually  made  for  the  form  and  surface 
finish  of  the  piece  in  the  design  and  manufacture,  and 
not  in  the  allowable  streaa. 

Account  can  be  taken  of  the  total  number  of  repeti- 
tions for  the  contemplated  life  of  the  structure  or 

machine,  by  dividing  the  carrying  strength  from  for- 
mula (1)  for  7  million  repetitions  by  a  suitable  factor. 

Moore  and  Seely  {Proeeedingn  Ameriean  Society  for 
Tttting  Matrrialt,  1916,  Vol.  16)  have  found  that  a 
decreaae  of  9  per  cent  in  the  limit  stress  doubles  the 
number  of  repetitions  required  for  failure.  According 

to  Baxquin  (Procfedinga  Ameriean  Society  for  Test- 
ing Material*.  1910,  Vol.  10)  the  limit  streaa  variea 

with  the  numlier  of  repetitions  for  rupture  as  a  straight 
line  when  the  results  are  plotted  on  logarithmic  paper. 

Aa  pointed  out  by  J.  B.  Kommers  in  his  article  referred 

to  previously,  acceptance  of  these  two  statements  estab- 
lishes a  simple  relation  between  the  ratio  r  of  the  num- 

ber of  repetitions  and  the  ratio  e  of  the  carrying 
strengths : 

0.137  log  r  --  log  c 
To  assume  that  the  straight  line  relation  between 

log  of  streaa  and  log  of  repetitions  holds  for  any  num- 
ber of  repetitions  is  on  the  safe  side,  aa  experiment 

tends  to  show  that  for  very  high  numbers  of  repeti- 
tion the  curve  tends  to  bend  to  the  right. 

Assuming  equation  (1)  to  hold  for  7  million  repeti- 
tions, for  which  r  would  be  unity,  we  can  compute 

valuea  of  c  for  various  totals  of  repetitions.  For  con- 
venience, the  results  are  given  in  the  form  of  a  curve 

in  the  accompanying  figure. 

Effect  of  Shock 

The  effect  of  shock  or  impact  is  to  increase  the 

induced  atreaaea  beyond  what  they  would  be  in  the 

abaence  of  shock.  The  duration  of  the  effects  of 

shock  or  impact  may  cover  the  period  of  each  streaa- 
dcformation  cycle.  If  the  duration  of  the  effecta  of 

ahock  cover  only  a  fraction  of  each  complete  atress- 
deformation  cycle  the  result  may,  in  effect,  be  the 

aame  a*  increasing  the  repetition  rates.  In  aome  cases 

tba  liability  to  shock  is  only  occasional  with  respect 

to  the  regular  cyclea  of  atress  variation.  Such  might 
easily  !<«  the  case  in  pumping  or  hoisting  machinery 
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installations.  It  is  thus  possible  to  have  shock  eflfects 
which  occur  only  occasionally  with  respect  to  the  cycles 
of  stress  variation,  or  shock  effects  which  are  coinci- 

dent with  each  cycle  of  stress  variation.  In  general,  the 
allowance  for  the  former  would  not  be  as  high  as  for the  latter. 

A  load  W  applied  instantaneously,  but  without  initial 
velocity  is  called  a  suddenly  applied  load.  If  the 
stresses  induced  are  within  the  elastic  limit,  such  an 
application  of  load  is  equivalent  to  a  gradually  applied 
load  of  2W.  A  load  W  applied  instantaneously  and  with 
initial  velocity  is  called  an  impact  load.  If  the  stresses 
induced  are  within  the  elastic  limit,  such  an  application 
of  load  is  equivalent  to  a  load  of  P  gradually  applied  • 

h  —  height  corresponding  to  the  velocity  with  which 
load  W  is  applied. 

X  =  total  distortions  of  member  due  to  static  load  W. 
In  suddenly  applied  and  impact  loads,  as  defined 

previously,  as  a  guidance  in  making  allowances  for 
shock,  it  should  be  kept  in  mind  that  in  their  derivation 
the  yield  of  the  supporting  members  is  neglected. 
Hence,  a  factor  of  2  would  more  than  cover  the  case 
of  a  strictly  suddenly  applied  load.  Shock  factors 
from  IJ  to  2  would  cover  the  general  run  of  cases,  for 
we  do  not,  as  a  rule,  in  structures  and  machines  accept 
undue  shock  conditions.  The  kinematic  scheme  and 
general  working  conditions  in  each  case  should  be  care- 

fully analyzed,  and  shock  and  shock  effects  reduced 
wherever  possible  by  modifications  in  the  design,  by 
balancing,  by  the  use  of  springs  and  by  other  expedi- 
ents. 

To  determine  for  a  case  of  live  loading  a  suitable 
apparent  factor  of  safety  and  allowable  stress,  the 
following  procedure  may  be  followed: 

I.  Determine  the  carrying  strength  by  formula  (1). 
II.  Divide  the  carrying  strength  by  a  suitable  factor 

c  from  Fig.  1  to  cover  the  contemplated  numbei 
of  repetitions  to  break. 

III.  Divide  the  carrying  strength  thus  obtained  by 
a  suitable  shock  factor  d  if  the  maximum  load 
upon  which  the  design  is  to  be  based  is  not  the 
resultant  working  load,  shock  effects  included. 
To  introduce  a  shock  factor  as  a  part  of  the 
apparent  factor  of  safety  is  equivalent  to  as- 

suming that  the  design  load  does  not  include 
the  effects  of  shock,  and  that  the  effects  of 
shock  are  present  in  each  cycle  of  stress  varia- 

tion, and  that  the  ratio  of  the  minimum  to  the 
maximum  stress  in  formula  (1)  is  not  affected. 
Factors  for  repeated  shock  are  sometimes  based 
on  the  revolutions  or  linear  velocity  in  feet  per 
minute.  For  the  design  of  gear  teeth,  we  find 
the  shock  factors  used  varying  from 

'^^  ̂ +1:006*°^=^ +600  • 
Examination  of  the  allowable  stresses  given  by 
Seaton  for  marine  engine  work  yields  an  ap- 

proximate shock  factor  of 

IV. 

+  vi,o-- 

,000/ 
Divide  the  carrying  strength  from  (II)  or  (III), 
as  the  case  may  be,  by  a  real  factor  of  safety  e 
to  cover  the  uncertainties  and  unknovtTi  contin- 

gencies mentioned  previously  when  considering 
the  factor  of  safety  for  dead  loads. 

If  for  live  loads  we  use  the  same  real  factor  of 
safety  e  as  for  the  dead  loads,  we  should  in  no  case  use 
an  apparent  factor  of  safety  for  live  loads  as  low  aa that  for  dead  loads. 

Take  as  an  illustration  the  piston  rod  of  an  engine 
assumed  to  run  at  250  r.p.m.  for  10  hours  a  day  for 
300  days  per  year  for  25  years;  the  rod  assumed  of 
open-hearth  nickel  steel  having  an  ultimate  strength of  90,000  lb.  per  square  inch. 

The  rod  is  subjected  to  repeated  stresses  completely 
reversed  each  cycle.    The  total  number  of  stress  cycles 
in  the  assumed  life  of  the  machine  is  1,125,000,000. 

I.  Carrying    strength    for    about    7,000,000    repe- titions, 

90,000 

•  -  30,000 

M 2-  (-1) 

II. 

III. 

Carrying  strength  for  1,125,000,000  repetitions, 

p,      30,000 2 
P,  —  o  = 

15,000 

As  liability  to  undue  shock  is  only  occasional,  it 
may  be  considered  as  sufficiently  covered  by  the 
real  factor  of  safety  e,  or  a  shock  factor 

/^50_V 

^  U.C 

accordance  with  the   previous   III   may  be in 
introduced,  which  would  give 

Pt  15,000 

P.    ■= 

1.0625 

IV.  Allowable  stress  p  = 

1.0625 

Pi
" 

=  14,120 

14,120 

=  9420 

1.5  to  2  ~  1.5  to  2 
to   7,060,  which  is  equivalent  to  an   apparent 
factor  n  =  9.5  to  13. 

Summary:  The  apparent  factor  of  safety  for  dead 
loads  was  considered  above  as  made  up  of  two  factors 
a  and  e;  the  factor  a  to  determine  the  approximate 
yield  point  from  the  ultimate  static  strength,  and  the 
real  factor  of  safety  e  to  cover  uncertainties  and  un- 

known contingencies. 
The  apparent  factor  of  safety  for  live  loads  may  be 

considered  as  made  up  of  either  three  or  four  factors 

TABLE  OF  APP.\RENT  FACTORS  OF  SAFETY  n 

Material 

Forgings e  =  U  to  2 

Castings e  =  2  to  2i 

Timber 
e  =  3  to  3J 

Live  LoacU  n  -  (b  X  c  X  e)  or  (b  X  c  X  d  X  e) 
c  =  2  for  about  one  bilUoo  repetitions 

Repeated  and 
Repeated  Reversed 
0  to  .Max.        Min.  -  .Max. 
b-  2  b  -  3 

Without  shock With  shock, 

d-  L25to  1.5 

Without  shock With  shock, 
d-  L25to  1.5 

Without  shock 
With  shock, 
d  -  1.25  to  I  5 

51  to    7 

7  to  10 

7  to    9 9  to  13 

II  to  13 

Uto  19 

8to  II 
lOto  16 

lOito  13 
13   to  19 

Uto  19 19  to  27 

b,  c  and  e,  or  b,  c,  d  and  e;  the  factor  b  to  obtain 
the  carrying  strength  for  about  7  million  repetitions 
from  the  ultimate  static  strength;  the  factor  c  to 
allow  for  the  total  repetitions  in  the  contemplated  life 
of  the  structure  or  machine;  the  factor  d  to  allow  for 
shock  effects ;  and  the  real  factor  of  safety  e,  as  before, 
to  allow  for  uncertainties  and  unknown  contingencies. 

From  formula  (I),  factor  b,  for  a  stress  variation 
from  zero  to  some  maximum  would  be  2,  and  it  would 
be  3  for  a  stress  variation  from  a  minimum  to  an  equal 
and  opposite  maximum.  For  a  total  of  one  billion 

repetitions,  factor  c  is  about  2. 
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Factory  Storekeeping  and  Material  Control 
The  Sixth  Article — Storeroom  Equipment— Designs  for  Standard  Racks  and  Inter- 
rhanfcobie  Bins— Double  Binning  and  lis  Advantages — LimitinK  Minor  Equipment 

By  henky  h.  farquhar 

THE  primt  i«|iil«lt«  w  rvir*nis  the  ̂ uipnwot  of 
•■jr  ■fwrooM  is  /f«xtMs«y.  It  U  impossible  to 

forMM  an  tlM  up«  and  down  of  inventor)',  the 
•  raqiiirad  for  different  articlee.  the  beet  ar- 
,  aad  plaeliic  of  each  item  to  be  stored.  Con- 

Bta.  particalarly  in  individual  racks 
Mm  •!«  4eeirable  or  nec«ss»r>-  in  most  storerooms, 

tmi  aot  iafrequeBtljr  the  wbole  etoreroom  must  be  picked 

■9  hatUfy  aad  awewl  to  aaotber  kicatioa.  The  ease  with 
hai^M  aHjr  be  OMde  depends  directly  upon 
of  the  radtt  ajtd  bins  used. 

,  oUier  things  being  equal,  would 
be  one  on  wheels.  As  this  is  impracticable  in  most  cases. 

tha  ant  hett  tkiiv  is  to  have  only  movable,  interchange- 
aaHs  Just  so  far  as  poasible.  Rabks  and 

wmy  eeldoin  be  built  in  or  permanently  at- 
I  la  aay  war  to  the  floor,  walls,  or  ceilings.  On  the 

eoatrary  the  equipment  should  include  standard  racks  of 
appropriate  sise  which  may  serve  as  shelves  where  no 

btee  are  required.  In  such  cases  the  racks  may  be  con- 
■tractad  withoat  backs  and  so  placed  as  to  give  shelves 
dsahle  the  width  of  each  rack. 

Into  all  standard  racks  must  fit  interchangeably  indi- 
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».--- nrraacHANaBABLJR  am  aroRAoaL    no. 
or  aTANDARD   RACK   WITH    INTHR' 

CKAXOKABUe  BIKS  FOR  DOCBUB  BINNINO 

Uas.  iaa(  as  one  file  drawer  may  be  exchanged 
wflb  aoother  la  a  Mock  of  uniform,  letter-file  cabinets. 
The  dJaMwaleae  of  the  racks  do  not  matter  so  long  as  a 
■altabia  aad  conrcntent  standard  be  adopted.  Simi- 
larfr.  the  bias  ar  ladiridual  storage  compartments  which 
il  lalo  thasa  radni  may  be  at  various  shapes  and  diman- 

B  aay  Mn  or  serviceable  combinations  of 
ha  flttad  into  any  standard  rack.  The  racks 
bi  Fig.  10  have  main  divisions  24|  in.  square 

r«vik» AH 

by  181  in.  front  to  back  inside  dimensions.  The  bins  are 
dimensioned  correspondingly  to  fit  with  ample  play  into 
these  racks  in  various  combinations,  and  are  typical  of 
thoae  commonly  usmI  in  metal-working  storerooms. 

The  exact  dimensions  are  unimportant,  however,  but 
I  know  of  one  satisfactory  arrangement  where  the  main 
divisions  of  such  raclcs  are  36  in.  on  all  inside  dimen- 

sions, with  bins  to  correspond.  In  some  instances  pack- 
ing cases  maj'  be  used  for  racks,  with  similarly  cheap 

constniction  for  the  bins.  Sturdy  construction  is  neces- 
sary, however,  where  heavy  articles  are  stored. 

In  Fig.  10a  is  shown  a  standard  wooden  rack,  three  or 
four  stories  high  by  two  stories  wide,  the  inside  dimen- 

sions of  each  story  being  241  in.  wide.  24i  in.  high  and 
181  in.  deep.  These  racks  form  the  storage  space  for  the 
whole  storeroom  for  all  binned  items,  or  the  racks  with- 

out bins  nuy  be  used  where  this  arrangement  is  desir- 
able. Into  any  story  of  any  such  rack  may  be  fitted  the 

individual  bins  deUiled  in  Figs.  11  and  12.  In  Fig.  10b 
is  shown  a  typical  arrangement  of  these  bins  in  the 
standard  rack. 

The  advantages  of  such  equipment  are  obvious.  Not 
only  may  the  whole  rack  with  the  bins  described  be 

picked  up  and  removed  to  a 
new  location,  but  as  is  more 
often  necessary  any  one  of 
these  bins,  with  or  without  its 
contents,  may  be  pulled  out 

and  may  be  replaced  by  a  dif- 
ferent arrangement.  Thus, 

double  bin  No.  6,  for  example, 
which  now  accommodates 

about  600  I  X  2-in.  carriage 
bolts  in  each  half,  may  be 
insuflUcient  when  it  is  decided 
to  raise  the  limits  on  this 
item  and  to  store  twice  as 

many  as  heretofore.  In  this 
case  either  one  double  bin  No. 
2  or  two  single  bins  of  No.  4 
design  may  be  used.  Usually 
a  slight  rearrangement  of  bins 
will  enable  the  storekeeper  to 
use  one  whole  compartment  of 
the  rack  so  that  all  bolts  of 
this  size  may  be  kept  together 

in  adjacent  bins. 
In  many  storerooms,  due 

to  the  inflexibility  of  equip- 
ment, such  rearrangement  would  l>e  made  only  with  the 

greatest  difficulty,  if  indeed  it  would  even  be  attempted. 
More  commonly  the  increased  supply  would  be  dumped 
into  some  vacant  bin  not  within  speaking  distance  of  the 

existing  supply,  thereby  increaMing  the  troubles  of  the 
storekeeper.  Only  through  interchangeable  storage 
units  may  all  of  each  different  item  be  kept  together. 

The  installation  and  proper  operation  of  such  equip- 
ment bava  been  known  to  cut  down  by  more  than  half, 

the  aoioant  of  storage  spsce  required  for  a  given  num- 
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69 
ber  of  articles.  Th^  reason  for  this  is  readily  seen. 
Under  most  conditions  of  storage,  where  the  rearrange- 

ments are  not  easily  made,  the  storekeeper  plays  safe  by 
leaving  quantities  of  vacant  space  in  which  additions  to 
the  stock  may  be  absorbed.  It  is  the  exception  where 
the  common  variety  of  built-in  bins  are  found  more  than 
half  filled,  with  the  result  that  space  utilization  is  only 
50  per  cent  of  what  it  should  be.  The  waste  of  head- 

room is  frequently  enormous.  With  racks  and  bins  of 
the  type  described,  however,  the  storekeeper  may  fill 
each  bin  completely,  knowing  that  with  the  contracting 
and  expanding  requirements  of  the  business  he  can 
readily  shift  bins  to  meet  current  needs,  keep  all  of  any 

CcrpacHy-  4.85  Cu.Ff.  per  Bin 
No.perComparfmenf-- 1 
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Except  where  requirements  may  be  very  accurately 
foretold,  it  is  best  in  the  original  layout  of  the  racks  and 
bins  not  to  plan  on  using  every  bin  of  every  rack.  A 
bin  or  compartment  should  be  left  vacant  at  regular 
intervals.  This  is  for  the  purpose  of  making  rearrange- 

ments more  easily  through  the  ability  to  utilize  this 
space  in  case  the  amount  was  miscalculated  or  In  case 
an  increased  amount  of  room  for  one  or  more  articles 
becomes  necessary.  Just  what  proportion  of  space  should 
be  left  depends  on  the  accuracy  with  which  needs  may 
be  and  have  been  predetermined,  and  on  the  room  avail- 

able for  storage.  Ordinarily  one-half  of  one  compart- 
ment of  every  standard  four-story  rack  is  suflficient  with 
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PIG.  11a— BIN  NO.  1.     FIG.  lib — BIN  NO.  2.     PIG.  lie— BIN  NO.  4.     FIG.  lid— BIN  NO.  6 

one  item  together,  largely  prevent  overflow  bins  and  se- 
cure a  maximum  space  utilization. 

Occasions  arise,  however,  where  the  overflow  bins 
should  be  used  rather  than  undertake  the  rearrangement 
necessary  to  provide  for  out-of-the-ordinary  expansion. 
When  it  is  known  that  the  increase  in  the  amount  to  be 
carried  is  temporary,  the  permanent  storage  space  may 
be  completely  filled  and  the  temporary  excess  placed  in 
an  overflow  bin,  which  may  be  simply  an  extra  supply 
of  these  standard  racks  and  bins  left  vacant  for  the  pur- 

pose and  located  at  any  convenient  point.  In  this  case  a 
cross-reference  tag  on  the  permanent  bin  tells  the  loca- 

tion of  thei  overflow  bin  for  that  item,  and  on  the  over- 
flow bin  the  regular  bin  tag  is  placed. 

No  bin  tag,  but  only  the  cross-reference  tag,  should  be 
on  the  permanent  bin,  and  no  issues  must  be  made  from 
this  bin  as  long  as  the  other  is  in  use.  This  method  will 
insure  that  all  issues  are  made  from  the  excess,  over- 

flow stock  in  order  that  it  will  be  disposed  of  first,  re- 
leasing this  space  and  leaving  eventually  only  the  per- 
manent bin  to  be  looked  after.  An  exception  to  this 

procedure  should  be  made  if  the  material  is  subject  to 
depreciation  and,  in  this  case,  the  overflow,  which  is 
usually  the  most  recent  shipment  received,  must  wait 
until  the  older  shipments  have  been  used  up. 

reasonably  careful  original  layout.  This  is  equivalent  to 
a  space  reserve  of  6  per  cent — much  less  than  is  usually 
found  necessary  where  flexible  equipment  is  not  pro- vided. 

Depending  upon  the  tyi)e  of  material  to  be  stored, 
various  other  types  of  racks  and  bins  may  be  found  ser- 

viceable. A  hopper  bin  is  very  useful  in  some  cases,  and 
of  course  for  handling  bar  stock,  castings,  barrels  and 
such  non-binned  items,  suitable  storage  facilities  must 
be  provided  in  addition  to  the  standard  racks  and  bins 
described. 

It  may  be  well  at  this  point  to  mention  the  advisability 

of  providing  a  "morgue"  or  definite  storage  place  for 
semi-obsolete  materials  which  it  is  not  desirable  to  keep 
with  the  active  items.  This  may  be  a  special  part  of  the 
regular  storeroom  devoted  to  the  purpose,  or  a  separate 
room  may  be  provided  where  less  attention  need  be  given 
to  systematic  arrangement,  storage,  and  handling.  The 
same  sort  of  provision  for  the  temporary  storage  of 
strictly  departmental  and  personal  articles  has  been 
found  extremely  useful  in  keeping  the  departments  clean 
and  at  the  same  time  providing  a  definite  and  known 
storage  place  for  all  such  miscellaneous  articles. 

There  is  little  question  that  metal  racks  and  bins  offer 
many  advantages  over  wooden  equipment,  even  though 
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I  mrigiaal  eatt  i»  aoanrlMrt  gtwtor.    It  ia 
■Mtal  iMlpwiX  MBbodjriiif  the  hum  derrw 

•f  AcsibUity  und  interrhaafvabilit)-  m  the  wttuden  units 
JMtrfliii  wiM  baplM^dapaa  tht  WMtim. 

la  rtwiwiay  U»  tjrpM  of  radta  ud  bias  ud  in  layinc 
«■!  Ik*  alwaKaai  vary  eaiafttl  eoiuideration  Bhould  be 

>  to  tlM«Mrti«a  of  **doabl*  binning."   Thia  practice 
tbeonUcaUy  in  •imply  dividinc  each  bin  into 

br  a  partitioa.  and  thervafter  using  one  half  as  a 
for  all  incoming  lots  and  nudcing  all  with- 

for  ianM  froB  Uia  etlMr  half,  rtwning  the 
I  tk*  lattar  half  bwooMa  wnpty. 

Ob  aach  Ma  is  a  bin  tag.  th*  laeeming  tag  for  record- 
tag  la  totab  tha  amoaats  rscaivad  from  time  to  time,  and 
tka  avtgoing  tag 

aaeh 
M  It    

aeran  aad  bring-        —-*—'•-<»-'  ?  f  f !'  *y 
lag  down  tha  bal-  A^l^     JL-  Vl    U> 

aaeainthiablB.A  X^IN'T  <                       ̂  
Mparata  tag  flmr  — ^^^  »  1  . 
ha  aada  o«t  for                                y  y 
caivad  If  dsairad. 
aad  laraaajrcasas 
this  is  tha  beat 
practfca.  Shoaid 

Ma 

na  i»— BOf  Ka  i 

the  unu«ual  case  occur  where  the 
filled  before  the  outiroinK  bin  is 

is  not  svsilsble,  the  matter 

be  handled  in  s  number  of  ways  according  to  the 

atofakacper's  Judgment.  For  instance,  a  hand  count 
■■jr  be  made  of  what  is  left  in  the  outgoing  bin.  the 

aew  shtpaMUt  put  in  thia  bin  with  the  old  stock  on  top, 
aad  tha  anoont  added  to  thia  Ug.  and  future  issues 

fron  thia  bin  aa  before.  This  will  result  in  the 
let  being  issued  before  the  older  material  in  the 

iDCOodng  bin.  which  may  or  may  not  be  serious.  If  it 

to  wfffmrr.  tha  aaaw  procedura  as  described  may  be 
that  the  tags  ara  reversed  and  issues 

the  previous  incoming  bin. 

ACa«ATC  INVKNTOBY  SBCUBED 

The  principle  of  double  binning  may  be  used  with  a 
great  deal  of  proftt  in  almost  avanr  storeroom  and  it 
•haald  ha  toaorporated  wharevar  posaible.  I  say  the  prin- 
Blpla  of  4oBhla  bianing.  for  the  method  described  may 
be  fwluaert  where  the  material  ia  not  binned  at  all  but 
flM  or  stacked  oo  tha  floor  or  placed  on  trucks,  or  put 
ia  lacks  as  is  the  case  with  bar  stock. 

Oaa  of  tk*  two  outstanding  results  secured  through 
10/  iareaiory.a  conaummstion 

>  ««rth  all  it  coeta.  Thar*  la  ooe  and  only  one  way 
1*  h*  sars  of  what  oar  inventoty  la.  and  that  ia  to  make 
aa  aetoal  and  carpful  phyaical  count  at  the  bin.  The 

is  set  up  that  whenever  an  issuing  bin  for 
,  or  wheaevar  a  new  shipment  ia 

be  nade  of  the  amount  ac* 
a  bin  tag  becomes  exhausted 

I  ft  is  filled  with  entries  or  because  the  tero 
cbed.  it  must  be  aent  at  once  to  the 

deck  so  that  the  balance  o«  the  proper  balance 
ihoihad  Therefore  when  the  iaauing  bin 
'  tk*  balaaci  on  iU  bin  tag  ahould  be  lero. 

t  B  phjrsical  lavaBtory  of  the  incoming  bin. 
11m  roeah  of  tfcia  eaoat  Is  eaterod  on  the  regulsr  issu- 

lag  tag  or  oa  Ik*  eaistlag  inconing  tag.  which  accom- 
th*  Ma  tat,  and  the  tw«  are  ssat  to  tha  bafawee 

Oae  ef  th*  datle*  of  this  pstmb  Is 

to  sse  that  such  counts  are  made  regularly  and  accu- 

rateb*.  It  will  be  seen  that  this  procedure  results  in  the 
taking  of  inventory  every  time  the  issuing  bin  becomes 
empty  but  always  for  each  item  when  there  is  least 
on  hand. 

Another  |tartial  check  between  the  bin  contents  luid 
the  book  balance  may  be  secured  currently  between  these 
phyaical  inventoriea.  When  a  bin  tag  becomes  exhausted, 
even  though  the  issuing  bin  is  not  yet  empty,  the 
amount  on  hand  in  the  incoming  bin  (obtained  simpl\ 
from  the  entries  on  the  incoming  tajjs)  may  be  udded  to 
the  balance  on  the  outgoing  bin  tag  and  the  sum  entered 
on  the  tag  before  it  is  sent  to  the  balance  clerk.  This 
is  simply  a  paper  check  which  may  be  used  between  the 
actual  physical  count. 

Enforced  Tuknover  of  Stock 

The  second,  and  in  many  caaea  equally  important  ad- 
vantage of  double  binning  arises  through  the  enforced 

fMrnorer  of  goods  on  hand.  With  this  method  of  stor- 
age it  is  impossible  to  let  steel  parts,  for  instance,  lie  un- 

disturbed in  the  bottom  of  a  bin  longer  than  the  time 
taken  in  using  what  the  l>in  holds.  I  have  seen  iron 
washers  dumped  from  the  bottom  of  single  bins  so  com- 

pletely rusted  as  to  be  quite  worthless.  They  had  simply 
remained  there  while  issues  were  made  from  the  top  of 
the  pile,  or  in  other  words  from  the  supply  most  recently 
purchased.  The  necessity  of  thus  turning  over  stock 
arises  with  all  materials  which  rust  easily  or  which,  like 
rubber,  are  subject  to  deterioration  in  other  ways. 

The  fortunate  thing  about  double  binning  or  piling  is 
the  fact  that  it  ordinarily  requires  little  more  space  than 

does  single  binning.  If  we  start  with  a  sinirie  bin  hold- 
ing a  maximum  of  8,000  bolts  of  a  certain  size  and  we 

wish  to  double  bin  them,  we  would  put  a  partition  in  the 
middle  with  4,000  on  each  side,  and  start  issuing  from 
one  of  these  halves. 

So  far  we  have  used  no  more  space  than  originally,  but 
nince  it  is  desired  to  keep  new  shipments  out  of  the  issu- 

ing bin,  the  vacant  space  which  is  constantly  increasing 
in  this  bin  is  not  available  for  storage,  so  that  if  the 
maximum  to  be  stored  at  any  time  exceeds  the  capacity 
of  the  incoming  bin  (in  this  case  4,000)  additional  space 
becomes  necessary.  Unless  resort  to  overflow  bins  he 
constantly  made,  this  means  a  larger  bin  capacity  than 

that  required  with  single  bin.s. 
With  a  well  arranged  storeroom,  however,  the  addi- 

tional space  thus  required  for  binned  items  does  not  ordi- 
narily exceed  25  to  36  per  cent.  For  piled  or  racked 

materials  where  overhead  spare  rannot  t)e  so  effectively 
utilized,  the  percentage  would  \te  higher.  This  additional 
space  in  all  cases,  however,  may  ordinarily  be  secured  in 
the  average  storeroom  through  attention  to  a  more  effec- 

tive layout  and  s  better  apace  utilization,  particularly  of 
overhead  room. 

MINOB  EQt;iPMENT  REQIJIKED 

As  regards  offlce  equipment,  scales,  ladders,  trucks, 
tote  cans  snd  other  minor  e<iuipment  of  the  storeroom 
little  need  be  said.  It  is  not  that  such  equipment  is  un- 

important but  that  there  is  already  a  great  body  of 
descriptions  and  illustrations  of  these  things.  The  in- 

vestment in  them  forms  a  comparatively  minor  element 
ordinarily,  and  their  various  dealers  are  ready  to  help 
in  selecting  from  the  great  variety  offered,  the  particular 
type  of  equipment  which  best  suits  the  varying  local 
needs. 

It  is  undeniably  convenient  to  have  the  latest  counting 
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and  weighing  machines,  automatic  conveyors  and  sim- 
ilar labor-saving  equipment  on  hand  when  they  are 

needed.  But,  on  the  other  hand,  the  cost  of  the  use  of 
these  facilities  must  be  compared  with  the  cost  of  their 
absence.  In  very  large  storerooms  there  is  little  question 
that  the  very  best  in  such  equipment  is  none  too  good 
and  is  a  safe  investment.  On  the  other  hand,  I  have 
found  many  cases  where  expensive  tiering  machines, 
counting  and  weighing  machines,  scales  and  the  like  re- 

mained covered  with  dust  for  very  long  periods.  The 
cost  of  having  such  equipment  on  hand  for  the  few  times 
it  was  needed  far  exceeded  what  would  have  been  the 

cost  of  using  the  good  old  strong-arm  methods  during 
the  exceptional  times  when  the  latter  became  necessary. 
Just  because  these  various  pieces  of  apparatus  are  on 
the  market  and  in  use  in  many  storerooms  is  no  guar- 

antee that  they  would  be  a  profitable  investment  for  our 
particular  conditions. 

If  we  have  only  two  or  three  men  in  the  storeroom 
anyway,  all  of  the  labor  saving  devices  in  the  world  might 
not  enable  us  to  release  one  of  them  or  to  give  much 
better  service.  On  the  other  hand,  nothing  should  be 
sacrificed  to  accuracy  and  speed  in  the  receiving,  storing, 
and  disbursing  of  materials,  and  in  keeping  the  inven- 

tory figures  correct.  If  an  otherwise  over-worked  store- 
keeper is  kept  busy  for  an  hour  hand-counting  items 

which  could  be  accurately  machine-counted  in  five  min- 
utes it  would  be  niggardly  not  to  supply  him  with  scales 

for  the  purpose. 
The  layout  of  the  storeroom  and  the  provision  of  in- 

terchangeable standard  racks  suited  to  the  business,  as 
discussed  previously,  are  matters  for  very  careful  con- 

sideration. These  features  of  the  work  run  quickly  into 
thousands  of  dollars  and  vitally  affect  the  long-time  eflS- 
ciency  of  operation  of  the  department.  Mistakes,  fur- 

thermore, once  made  are  not  easily  or  cheaply  rectified. 
As  regards  the  minor  equipment,  the  matter  is  ordinarily 
not  so  serious  and  conservatism  is  the  best  policy  until 
the  need  in  any  particular  case  is  fully  proved. 

Provision  for  Moving  Materials 

There  is  a  certain  minimum  of  equipment,  however, 
which  it  would  be  foolish  not  to  adopt  forthwith  in  any 
storeroom.  In  the  case  of  trucks,  it  is  frequently  found 
that  not  only  are  insufficient  quantities  of  trucks  pro- 

vided, but  that  they  have  been  poorly  selected  for  the 
purpose  to  which  they  are  to  be  put,  and  that  they  con- 

sist of  miscellaneous  kinds.  It  is  always  necessary  to 
provide  a  minimum  of  trucks  in  any  given  case.  To  this 
minimum  should  be  added  a  sufficient  number  so  that  the 
work  of  the  storeroom  is  not  held  up  for  lack  of  a  truck. 

In  this  connection  pains  should  be  taken  to  see  that 
trucks  be  properly  loaded  and  expeditiously  dispatched 
where  needed  and  that  empty  trucks  be  systematically 
returned  to  designated  stations.  The  type  of  truck  best 
adapted  to  our  particular  business  should  be  carefully 
ascertained,  although  the  tendency  to  stock  up  with 
special  trucks  not  suitable  for  miscellaneous  moving  must 
be  guarded  against. 

The  same  considerations  apply  to  tote  boxes  and  other 
containers  used  for  moving  material  on  trucks  or  by 
hand.  A  slight  additional  investment  for  a  supply  of 
such  equipment  in  addition  to  what  the  average  store- 

room has  on  hand  will  save  the  storekeeper  and  trans- 
portation men  much  time  during  the  course  of  a  few 

days. 

An  ample  supply  of  suitable  ladders  will  repay  the  in- 
vestment in  them.    These  should  be  made  with  a  broad 

base,  wide  step,  and  plenty  of  room  at  the  top  on  which 
to  set  tote  boxes  or  individual  articles.  They  should  be 
light  and  provided  with  substantial  casters  whereby  they 
may  be  quickly  and  readily  moved  from  place  to  place. 

Storing  Materials  on  Wheels 

Finally  in  the  list  of  necessities  comes  the  question  of 
storage  "on  wheels"  for  all  materials  where  this  method 
is  suitable.  I  refer  to  the  stowage  on  elevating  truck 
platforms  of  items  which  are  ordinarily  piled,  such  as 
paper,  leather,  shooks,  cloth,  box  cartons  in  the  flat  state, 
and  similar  items.  With  most  of  such  materials  much 
unnecessary  handling,  both  in  the  storeroom  and  in  the 
shop,  may  be  avoided  by  providing  a  sufficient  number  of 
platforms  either  with  or  without  specially  constructed 
racks  on  which  the  materials  may  be  piled  instead  of  on 
the  floor. 

In  most  cases  with  the  exercise  of  a  little  ingenuity 
these  platforms  may  be  used  to  pile  material  to  a  con- 

siderable height.  In  some  cases,  above  the  practicable 
platform  piling  height,  a  permanent  storage  rack  is 
erected  under  which  sits  the  platform  with  its  pile  of 
material.  The  greatest  advantage  will  be  secured  in 
this  method  of  storage  if  standard  lots  may  be  deter- 

mined upon  as  the  amount  to  be  piled  on  one  platform. 
In  this  way  no  counting  is  necessary  when  a  withdrawal 
is  made,  the  elevating  truck  being  simply  run  under  the 
platform,  raised,  the  load  withdrawn,  transported  to  the 
point  of  use,  deposited,  and  the  truck  withdrawn  for  an- 

other load. 

Unnecessary  Handling 

The  possibilities  for  saving  handling  expense  in  the 
shop  are  very  great  with  such  platforms.  I  have  counted 
no  less  than  seven  unnecessar>-  handlings  of  materials 
in  process  through  different  machines,  due  to  the  unload- 

ing of  the  material  from  the  ordinary  type  of  truck  to 
the  floor,  picking  it  up  and  putting  it  through  the  various 
machines,  piling  it  on  the  floor  again,  loading  it  to  the 
truck  for  transportation  to  the  next  machine,  and  finally 
unloading  it  to  the  floor  beside  this  machine.  Much  of 
such  handling,  moreover,  was  done  by  the  mechanic  who 
left  his  machine  idle,  although  there  was  plenty  of  work 
to  be  processed. 

Breadth  of  Knowledge  Needed 
By  R<»ert  Grimshaw 

This  being  an  age  of  progress  we  must  call  on  the 
foreman  for  that  breadth  of  knowledge  which  will  enable 
him  to  lay  his  most  cherished  beliefs  in  regard  to  his 
occupation  on  the  table  and  dissect  them  calmly  and  thor- 

oughly, with  a  view  to  discovering  if  his  conceptions 
have  not  been  based  on  false  or  insufficient  premises. 

Theory  after  theory  in  mechanics  has  been  ruthlessly 
dissected  and  shown  to  be  false,  custom  after  custom 
laid  aside  for  better  ones,  sometimes  diametrically  op- 

posed in  their  method  of  working.  I  will  instance  only 
the  introduction  of  high-speed  tool  steel,  the  entire  suc- 

cess of  which  is  based  upon  the  fact  that  if  it  is  to  do 

better  work  than  the  ordinary  or  "carbon"  steel,  it 
must  work  at  a  pressure  and  speed  that  will  develop 
a  temperature  which  would  be  ruinous  to  the  old  kind. 

The  foreman  must  then  discard  all  prejudices,  have 
an  open  mind  for  discussion,  be  unsensitive  to  doubt  of 
and  attack  upon  his  most  warmly  cherished  opinions 
and  practices.  In  other  words,  he  must  be  broad 
minded. 
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Duralumin  for  Gearing 
History  of  Dorahimin— Some  of  the  I*ropcrties  that  Make  It  Desirable  for  Worm-  and 

Other  (learing — Its  Strength  and  Wearing  Qualities 

By  ROBERT  W.  DANIELS 
BMMh  Ma«hlMT»al  Co. 

DURALUMIN  U  an  aluminum  alloy  produced  after 
yean  of  cyctnnatic  March  to  All  tha  demand 

for  a  material  combinins  tbe  lightneaa  of  alumi- 
mm  witk  tht  alrHigtli  ud  Ioo^umm  Maoclated  with 
Umm  aetak.  Thb  cawdlMon  haa  beaa  met  to  a 

ramariuble  decree,  and  the  resulting  physical  charac- 
teristke  make  duralumin  a  moat  desirable  material  for 

certain  Idnda  of  gearint.  As  the  commercial  manufac- 
tsre  of  this  material  in  this  eoantr>'  dates  back  a  little 
awre  than  two  srears,  a  ahort  history  and  general 
daachption  may  be  pcrmiasiMe  at  this  point  for  the 
batter  understanding  of  the  subject,  although  not 
•tricttjr  vithin  the  scope  of  this  paper. 

Dttralumin  waa  first  made  in  Germany  and  was  devel- 
oped by  A.  Wilm  and  associates,  during  the  years  1903 

to  1914.  The  principal  and  unusual  feature  of  this 
aOojr  ia  that  after  it  has  been  hot.  or  hot-  and  cold- 

It  may  be  further  strengthened  and  toughened 
40  to  60  par  cent  by  heat-treatment.  This  heat- 

nt  b  aonewhat  analogous  to  that  of  heat- 
aOoy  steels  and  consists  of  quenching  from 

tm^eraturee  bdow  iu  melting  point  followed  by  an 
aging  process.  The  increased  phyiiical  properties  are 
■0t  aB  pmducad  imwadiataly  on  quenching,  but  increase 
dariat  tha  aabaaqoant  aging.  In  addition  to  being 
■nda  Ib  Germany,  the  manufacture  of  duralumin  was 
takaa  up  In  England  by  Vickers.  Ltd.,  prior  to  the  late 

During  that  conflict  its  use  for  structural  pur- 
ia  eonaeetion  w^ith  aviation  brought  the  material 

bafoi*  the  ajres  of  the  engineering  world.  Today 
daraloBiia  ia  recognized  as  occupying  the  same  relative 
poaitioB  to  ordinary  aluminum  sheet  or  bar.  that  heat- 
traatcd  allojr  steel  does  to  ordinary  carbon  steel. 

DaraloaUa  is  an  aluminum  alloy  containing  copper, 
aHagaaaae  and  nugneaium.  Its  strength  and  tough- 
aaaa  are  eoeiparable  with  mild  steel  and  are  obtained 
with  a  spadAe  gravity  of  2J1  as  against  7.8  for  steel. 
The  aMitiag  point  is  approximately  655  deg.  C.  the 
raealeaccoc*  point  is  520  deg.  C.  the  annealing  tern- 
paratara  ia  approximatclr  8M  deg.  C,  and  the  co- 
eAcient  of  expanaion  is  0.0000S2S7  per  degree  of  tem- 

perature centigrade.  The  chemical  eompoeition  of  the 
alor  varies  within  the  following  limits:  copper  8  to 
•  pv  caat,  magneeinm  0.8  to  0.6  per  cent,  magnesium 
0.4  ta  1  par  cent  and  the  balance  aluminum,  plus  impur- 
ttkm.  Small  quantitiaa  of  etber  nataln  are  sometimes 

for  cerUin  apedic  raaaoaa,  as  for  instance, 
be  added  to  Increase  the  burnishing 

^aalHiea  of  tlM  aOoy. 
Aa  the  phjraical  properties  that  may  be  obtained  from 

darahmia  have  not  had  moA  puMieity.  the  following 
V.  8.  Kavjr  Spsetflcatiea,  aa  drawn  up  by  the  Naval 
Aifftafl  Fadary  for  duralumin  sheet,  rod  and  wire,  will 

ba  as  brtanat* 
A — Uaa  (1)  TUa  apariflcation  Is  drawn  to  cover  the 

lafairMMola  at  danUumin  alteet.  rods  and  wire  sop- 
pUad  ta  Ika  Naval  Aircraft  Pactory. 

;  at  tiM  Amtrtnut  a«ar 

B — General  (2)  General  speciflcations  for  the  inspec- 
tion of  material,  issued  by  the  Navy  Department,  in 

effect  at  date  of  opening  of  bids,  shall  form  part  of  this 
specification. 
C— Material  (3)  Chemical  content:  This  alloy  shall 

show  upon  analysis  the  following  chemical  content: 
copper,  3.6  to  4.4  per  cent ;  manRnesium,  0.2  to  0.76  per 
cent;  manganese,  0.4  to  1.0  per  cent;  aluminum  (mini- 

mum) 92  per  cent. 
(4)  Specimens  for  analysis  or  test:  Samples  for  anal- 

ysis or  test  shall  be  taken  from  the  sheet,  rod  or  wire 
selected  aa  provided  by  the  inspector. 
D— .Manufacture  (6)  No  scrap  shall  be  used  other 

than  that  produced  in  the  manufacturer's  own  plants 
and  of  same  composition  as  the  material  specified. 

E — Workmanship  and  Finish  (6)  The  sheets  must 
be  of  uniform  quality;  they  must  be  sound,  smooth, 
clean,  flat  and  free  from  buckles,  seams,  slivers, 
scratches  and  other  defects. 

(7)  Material  in  Which  defects  are  revealed  by  manufac- 
turing operations  shall  be  replaced  by  the  manufacturer, 

notwithstanding  the  fact  that  the  sheets,  rods  or  wires 
have  previously  paaaed  inspection. 
F— Physical  Properties  and  Tests  (8)  Duralumin  to 

be  in  the  heat-treated  condition.  Physical  Properties: 
Specific  gravity,  2.8  to  2.85;  yield  point  in  tension,  per 
square  inch,  25,000  lb.;  tensile  strength  per  square  .inch, 
55.000  Ib. ;  Modulus  of  elasticity  per  sq.  in..  9.400.000  lb. 

(9)  Selection  of  test  specimens:  At  least  one  speci- 
men for  each  of  the  tensile  and  bend  tests  shall  be 

taken  from  a  sheet  selected  to  represent  each  individual 
melt  of  the  material. 
(10)  The  material  shall  be  furnished  in  the  annealed, 
quenched  or  as  rolled  condition,  as  specified  in  the  order. 

(11)  When  material  ia  ordered  either  in  "quenched" 
or  "aa  rolled"  condition,  apecimena  for  tensile  and  bend 
test  shall  be  tested  in  the  quenched  condition.  When 
material  is  ordered  in  the  annealed  condition  specimena 
for  tensile  and  bend  testa  shall  be  tested  both  in  the 
physical  condition  in  which  the  material  is  received  and 
also  in  the  quenched  condition. 
(12)  Specimena  for  tensile  and  bend  tests  shall  be 
prepared  in  accordance  with  the  general  specifications 
for  inspection  of  material  issued  by  the  Navy  Depart- 

ment, excepting  tJiat  the  form  of  test  specimens  shall 
be  as  shown  in  a  sketch  to  be  obtained  upon  applica- 

tion t^  the  Naval  Aircraft  Factory. 
(18)  Tenaile  strength:  Tensile  teat  apecimena  cut  in 
any  direction  from  the  sheets  must  have  the  properties 
shown  in  Table  I. 

( 14)  Bend  Test:  Specimens  cut  in  any  direction  from 
sheets  either  annealed  or  quenched  must  withstand 

bending  cold  through  an  angle  of  180  deg.  over  a  diam- 
eter equal  to  four  times  the  thickness  of  the  sheet, 

without  cracking. 

G — Dimensions  and  Tolerances  (15)  The  sheets  shall 
be  shipped  in  the  lengths  and  widths  called  for  in  the 
order.  The  foltowing  tolerances  will  be  allowed  on  the 
thickness  of  sheeta. 
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68 It  should  be  noted  that  in  duralumin  forgings  where 
the  sections  are  heavy  it  is  advisable  to  lower  the  mini- 

mum tensile  requirements  to  50,000  lb.  so  that  a  pro- 
portional increase  in  elongation  will  be  secured. 

Duralumin  is  unaffected  by  mercury,  is  non-magnetic, 
withstands  atmospheric  influences,  and  offers  a  remark- 

able resistance  to  sea  and  fresh  waters.     It  is  only 

TABLE  I.     TENSILE  TEST  REQUIREMENTS 
Sheets  or  Strips 
O.OSIn.  orLcsi 

Thick 

Min.        Max. 
25,000       38,000 

Sheets  or  Stripg 
Over  0.05  In. Thick 

Min.        Max. 
25,000      38,000 

Physical 
Condition              Property 

ANNEALED     Ultimate    tensile 
strength,  lb.  per 
sq.in   

ANNEALED     Elongation  per  cent 
intwjC2)in    10  10 

Quenched  Ultimate    tensile 
(?ee  note)  strength  (min.), 

lb.  per  sq.in...  55,000  S5,000 
Quenched  Yield  point  (min.) 

(See  note)  lb.  per  sq.in    25,000  21,000 

Quenched  Elongation  per 
(See  note)  cent  in  two  (2) 

in    18  18 

NOTE. — Quenched  specimens  shall  not  be  tested  within  four  days  after  com- 
pletion of  heat-treatment. 

Annealed  specimens  shall  be  tested  within  1 2  hours  after  treatment. 

slightly  affected  by  numerous  chemicals,  which  in  the 
ordinary  way  so  readily  corrode  other  metals  and 
alloys ;  it  does  not  tarnish  in  the  presence  of  sulphurated 
hydrogen. 

Duralumin  takes  a  polish  equal  to  nickel-plating  and 
remains  bright  without  cleaning  longer  than  any  plated 
or  silvered  articles.  It  is  the  ideal  substitute  for 

aluminum,  German  silver,  brass,  copper,  nickel-plated 
and  silvered  articles,  and  is  the  only  substitute  for 
steel,  where  lightness  combined  with  the  strength  of 
that  metal  is  required. 

Duralumin  is  the  only  light  alloy  that  can  replace 
steel  in  forgings,  with  a  two-thirds  saving  in  weight. 
Heat-treated  duralumin  forgings  approximate  mild  steel 
forgings  in  strength.  Wherever  weight  is  a  deciding 
factor,  duralumin  is  the  most  satisfactory  alloy  for  most 
shapes  made  by  hot  working  or  forging.  Duralumin 
forgings  are  especially  desirable  for  reciprocating  or 
moving  parts  where  inertia,  due  to  their  own  weight, 
forms  a  large  part  of  the  total  stress. 

Duralumin  machines  and  polishes  very  easily  and  as 
it  does  not  rust  or  corrode,  it  can  be  used  in  many 
places  where  weight  is  not  the  prime  essential. 

The  manufacture  of  duralumin  is  somewhat  analogous 

to  that  of  steel  and  in  brief  is  as  follows:  (1)  Manu- 
facture of  alloy  from  its  aluminum  base;  (2)  casting 

the  ingot;  (3)  hot  rolling  or  cogging  in  blooms,  billets 
or  slabs;  (4)  hot  or  cold  working  to  final  shape;  (5) 
heat-treating. 

The  ingots  are  poured  at  as  low  a  temperature  as  is 
practicable,  that  is  to  say,  just  enough  above  the  melting 
point  to  fill  the  mold  and  prevent  cold  shuts. 

The  ingots  are  then  either  hot  rolled  or  cogged  into 
slabs,  blooms  or  billets,  similar  to  the  manner  of  work- 

ing steel.  This  hot  working  is  done  at  a  temperature 
of  from  450  to  480  deg.  C.  (850  to  900  deg.  F.),  and 
care  must  be  used  not  to  perform  any  work  above  these 

temperatures  as  there  is  a  danger  of  hot-shortness  if 
the  material  is  rolled  or  forged  at  higher  temperatures. 

It  is  readily  seen  that  such  low  temperatures  cannot 
be  judged  by  color,  and  it  is  therefore  necessary  to  use 
accurate  pyrometers  in  heating  the  alloy,  previous  to 
working. 

The  final  rolling  or  forging  may  be  done  hot  or  cold 

according  to  the  character  of  the  work  being  handled 
or  the  nature  of  the  shape  it  is  desired  to  produce. 

The  hot  or  cold  alloy  in  its  final  shape  shows  greatiy 
improved  physical  properties  over  the  cast  ingot  but  the 
full  development  of  its  qualities  is  only  obtained  by  a 
specific  heat-treatment.  To  obtain  this  heat-treatment 
the  alloy  is  heated  to  a  temperature  of  500  to  520  deg. 
C.  (932  to  968  deg.  F.),  for  a  period  of  time,  depending 
upon  the  section  of  the  piece,  and  immediately  quenched. 
The  heating  and  quenching  immediately  start  to  improve 
the  physical  qualities,  but  the  maximum  results  are 
obtained  only  by  the  subsequent  aging.  During  the 
aging  period,  which  takes  from  one  to  five  days,  the 
alloy  markedly  increases  in  tensile  strength,  hardness 
and  elongation.  Aging  is  sometimes  accelerated  by 
placing  the  alloy  in  a  hot  water  bath  up  to  100  deg.  C. 
(212  deg.  F.),  or  in  a  hot  room. 
The  above  heat-treatment  develops  the  remarkable 

properties  possessed  by  duralumin  and  these  properties 
have  not  been  obtained  in  like  degree  in  any  other 
aluminum  alloy. 

The  various  stages  of  manufacture  as  related,  increase 
the  physical  properties  of  duralumin  by  distinct  steps, 
and  are  shown  as  follows: 

The  cast  ingot  shows  a  tensile  strength  of  from  28,000 
to  32,000  lb.  per  square  inch,  with  an  elongation  of  from 
1  to  3  per  cent. 

The  hot-  or  cold-worked  alloy  shows  a  tensile  strength 
of  from  40,000  to  50,000  lb.  per  square  inch  with  an 
elongation  of  from  6  to  12  per  cent.  These  last  figures 

are  quite  variable  depending  upon  the  amount  of  work- 
ing in  the  cold  state.  Upon  subsequent  heat-treatment 

and  aging,  the  physical  properties  of  duralumin  show 
a  marked  increase,  namely,  55,000  to  65,000  lb.  tensile 
strength  per  square  inch  and  an  elongation  of  from  18 
to  25  per  cent. 

When  it  is  required  to  put  a  considerable  amount  of 
work  upon  duralumin  in  its  finished  state,  it  is  often 
found  necessary  to  anneal  sheets  between  operations  in 

precisely  the  same  manner  as  other  metals.  This  an- 
nealing should  be  done  at  350  deg.  C.  (660  deg.  P.).  If 

several  drawing  Operations  are  to  be  performed  it  may 
be  necessary  to  anneal  between  such  operations. 

Annealed  duralumin  can  be  heat-treated,  and  the 
maximum  physical  properties  obtained,  no  matter  what 
shape  or  form  it  may  be  reduced  to.  Conversely,  heat- 
treated  duralumin  may  be  annealed. 

Duralumin  may  be  cold  worked  after  heat-treatment 
and  aging.  This  operation  produces  a  hard,  smooth 
finish,  and  materially  increases  the  tensile  strength  at 

the  expense  of  elongation.  That  is,  the  tensile  strength 
will  increase  from  6,000  to  10,000  lb.  per  square  inch 

over  the  tensile  strength  of  the  heat-treated  material, 
but  the  elongation  may  drop  as  low  as  3  or  4  per  cent. 

Annealing  and  Heat-Treating 

In  the  annealed  form  it  can  be  drawn,  spun,  stamped 
and  formed  into  a  great  variety  of  shapes,  similar  to 
brass  and  mild  steel.  The  physical  properties  in  this 
state  average: 

Ult.  Tensile  strength. 
per  square  inch    25  to  85,000  lb. 

Yield  point  per  square  inch  22  to  24,000  lb. 
Elongation  in  2  in.  12  to  15  per  cent 
Brinell   hardness  57 
Scleroscope  hardness  11 
Duralumin  in  its  heat-treated  form  may  be  slightly 

shaped  or  formed  and  may  be  bent  cold  to  180  deg.  ovpf 
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Returning  to  road  teata.  a  considerable  number  of 
duralumin  worm  wheels  are  now  actually  in  regular 

8er>-ice  in  truclcs  ranging  from  one  to  SI  tons  capacity. 
Thaae  wheels  have  been  in  service  from  a  few  weaks 
to  over  two  yeara  without  any  failure.  Aa  these  wheels 
are  all  running,  complete  data  is  not  available,  but 
through  the  courtesy  of  Mr.  Green,  general  manager 
of  the  Fifth  Avenue  Coach  Co.,  of  New  York  City,  I 
quote  from  the  report  of  a  preliminary  teat  under  date 
of  Aug.  2,  as  follows: 

The  graatost  possibility  of  elTecting  weight  saving 
Ilea  in  the  employment  of  aluminum  or  some  of  its 
allojra.  With  this  idea  in  mind  it  was  decided  to  teat 
in  road  service  a  rear-axle  worm  wheel  fabricated  from 

an  aluminum  alloy  commercially  kno\«'n  as  duralumin. 
To  determine  by  road  test  the  merits  of  a  duralumin 

worm  wheel,  especially  noting  its  resistance  to  wear, 
relative  weights,  etc.,  as  compared  with  the  standard 
bronse  unit. 

Duralumin  is  a  light  aluminum  alloy  having  a  specific 
gravity  of  2.82.  It  can  l)e  forged,  stamped,  drawn  or 
•pun.    The  product  to  highly  resistant  to  corroalon.    It 

67  to  72,000  lb. 
68  to  66.000  lb. 
8  to  8  per  cent i 

ISO  to  140 i 

1 89  to  42 

TABLE  III.    OOMPARATIVK  IIKAKINO  TEST 

As  A  Matvual  roa  AinoMortvE  Wobm  Wheblc 

Froa  the  general  description  of  duralumin  it  will  be 
raadtiT  seen  that  hert  ia  an  ideal  material  for  worm 
arkaab  provided  the  baaring  or  wearing  qualities  are 
aatiafactory.  For  a  given  section  the  weight  is  one- 
third  that  of  the  conventional  bronze.  The  tonaile 
■tiaagth  and  relative  high  elastic  limit  insure  superior 
tooth  atraafth.  The  homogeneous  structure  and  uni- 

hafdaoaa  of  heat-traatad  duralumin  forgings 
•atire  fraodon  from  hard  spota,  porosity  and 

'  aiaaa  ao  eomawn  in  bronae  eaatinga,  which  entail 
chine  loas.  but  uneven  tooth  wear  In  aervice. 
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Mrtav  qaalitiea  of  worm  wbeela  for  automotive 
to  boat  detarminad  by  actual  road  aervice,  as 

OT  laboratory  teat  reaulU  do  not  alwaya  corre- 
It  la  instructive,  however,  to  compare  resulto 

obtolaad  from  duralumin  with  thoae  of  other  materials 
coaditlons.  The  daU  from  various 

under  the  writer's  observations  on 
I  and  duralunda  arona  arlMato.  may  be  summarized 

hgr  aajrlag  that  teata  daatmctlva  to  duralumin  worm 
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Ita  raaolu  are  alwajra  good.  An  axample  of  this  ap- 
plication is  shown  by  duralumin  connecting  rods  run- 
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polat  than  with  the  conventional  bronze  bushad  rod  of 
afaal  boarfag  area. 
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is  heat-treated  by  the  producers  in  a  manner  which  is 
not  made  public.  They  claim  the  following  physical 

properties : Tensile  strength  56,000  lb.  per  square  inch 
Elastic  Limit  30,000  lb. 
Elongation  18  per  cent 
Bend  cold  over  180  deg.  on  a  mandrel  four  times  the 

thickness  of  the  sheet. 
Worm  wheel  waa  cut  having  sUndard  pitch  and  ratio. 

The  relative  weights  are  as  follows: 

Duralumin  16  lb. 
SUndard  Bronze      41.6  lb. 
Difference  26.6  lb.  (64  per  cent) 

Three  duralumin  worm  wheels  were  procured  from 

the  Baush  Machine  Tool  Co.,  and  installed  in  standard 

worm  carriers.  Road  teste  were  started  on  three  2A- 
type  busses.  Inspection  of  these  parte  waa  made 

periodically  for  the  first  few  weeks'  service  and  again 
during  the  next  annual  overhaul  of  these  busses. 

The  resulte  obUined  with  these  aample  worm  wheels 
are  racorded  In  the  following  Ubulation. 

Bus  302  89  40 

Date  in  8/27/20    9/16/20         9/11/20 

Date  lamoved  6/20/21     In  Service    6/17/21 

Mileage  26,672       24,143  32.258 

Fuel  Avg.  m.p.g,        6.76  6.62  6.65 
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It  will  be  noted  that  a  total  of  83,068  miles  have  been 
covered  with  these  units,  all  of  which  at  the  end  of  this 
period  show  excellent  resistance  to  wear,  along  the  pitch 
line.  In  one  case  the  unit  removed  from  bus  No.  40 
had  a  gearing  failure  behind  the  worm.  Sides  of  this 
worm  are  slightly  chipped,  not  sufficient,  however,  to 
prevent  returning  this  to  service  with  the  others. 
Inspection  of  these  parts  after  the  above  amount  of 
service  indicates  wearing  qualities  equal  to  the  stand- 

ard bronze  worm  wheel.  In  view  of  the  advantages 
to  be  obtained  from  the  use  of  this  material,  it  was 
recommended  that  several  more  be  obtained  for  a  more 
exhaustive  test. 

Before  leaving  worm  gear  tests  an  important- condi- 
tion is  revealed  by  the  examination  of  the  lubricating 

oil.  After  long  tests  with  bronze  wheels  where  the 
oil  has  not  been  changed,  the  oil  is  found  to  contain 
particles  of  bronze  in  suspension.  This  condition  in 
some  tests  is  very  marked  and  is  of  importance  not  alone 
as  indicating  tooth  wear  but  as  showing  the  deteriora- 

tion of  the  lubricating  value,  of  the  oil.  Oil  heavily 
charged  with  metallic  particles  acts  more  like  an 
abrasive  and  less  like  a  lubricant  and  is  an  important 
factor  in  automotive  worm  gear  wear,  as  the  oil  is 
seldom  renewed  as  often  as  desirable.  When  duralumin 
wheels  were  used  the  charging  of  the  oil  with  metallic 
particles  was  practically  negligible. 

Indications  point,  as  brought  ooit  by  these  tests,  to 
excellent  life  as  well  as  lightness  for  duralumin  worm 
wheels,  unless  the  wheels  havp  been  roughened  by  lack 
of  lubrication  or  too  high  a  tooth  pressure  which  will 
injure  or  destroy  any  worm  gearing. 

For  General  Gearing  Purposes 

The  same  qualities  that  make  duralumin  a  desirable 
material  for  automotive  worm  wheels  also  make  this 

material  valuable  for  plain  spur  and  other  gearing.  It 

is  suitable  for  this  class  of  work  where  the  pressures 

are  sufficiently  within  its  elastic  limit  of  30,000  lb. 

Where  this  condition  is  met,  and  weight  and  quietness 

are  desirable,  it  replaces  iron,  steel,  brass,  fiber  fabric, 

etc.  Where  duralumin  can  be  run  with  steel  rather 

than  against  itself,  the  best  results  are  obtained.  An 

example  of  this  application  is  found  in  the  timing  gear 
trains  of  automobile  motors  where  both  long  life  and 
quietness  are  essential. 

Helical  spur  gears  of  duralumin  alternated  with  steel 

gears  have  been  most  successful  in  service.  Detailed 

test  reports  are  not  especially  interesting  as  the  gear 

design  varies  with  every  motor,  but  the  fact  that  up- 
ward of  60,000  duralumin  camshaft  and  idler  gears  are 

now  in  use,  is  conclusive. 

That  duralumin  gears  when  meshed  with  steel  gears 

are  quiet  may  seem  somewhat  paradoxical  since  when 

struck,  all  duralumin  forgings  are  resonant.  The  ex- 

planation is  undoubtedly  due  to  the  difference  in  pitch 

of  the  sound  vibration  of  steel  and  duralumin.  This, 

of  course,  is  only  true  when  the  mass  and  section  of 

the  duralumin  gear  is  properly  proportioned  to  the  steel 

It  is  obviously  impassible  to  more  than  suggest  the 

practicability  of  duralumin  as  a  material  for  gearing,
 

and  owing  to  the  short  length  of  time  duralumin  b
lanks 

and  forgings  have  been  commercially  available,  m
uch 

of  the  data  being  compiled  are  not  yet  available  
for 

publication.  It  is  not  too  early,  however,  to  say  that 

another  alloy  has  been  added  to  the  list  of  availab
le 

materials,  such  as  the  ferrous  metals,  the  copper  alloys, 

and  non-metallic  materials,  like  raw-hide,  fiber,  etc., 
from  which  the  gear  manufacturers  and  users  may  select 
according  to  their  needs. 

The  use  of  duralumin  has  solved  or  improved  numer^ 
ous  gearing  problems  and  holds  much  promise  for 
widespread  application,  at  least  where  lightness  and 
quietness  are  of  importance  and  where  tooth  pressures 
are  not  too  high. 

Does  Forced  Lubrication  Score  Bearings? 
By  Frederick  Franz 

Under  the  above  title  on  page  919,  Vol.  56,  of  Amer- 
ican Machinist,  Frank  C.  Hudson  gives  his  observation 

that  it  does.  He  attempts  an  explanation  of  gritty  oil, 
which  is  apparently  indorsed  in  an  editorial  in  the  same 
issue.  It  is  my  opinion  that  the  scoring  is  produced  by 
a  different  cause. 

He  states  that  the  splash  system  rarely  scores  the 
shaft.  With  the  better  possibilities  of  oil  filtering  in 
forced  feed  lubrication  the  splash  system  should  score 
more  frequently  than  the  forced  feed,  if  the  scoring  is 
due  to  the  grit,  for,  other  things  being  equal,  the 
quantity  of  metal  particles  worn  from  the  bearing  and 
the  freedom  of  this  "grit"  to  pass  between  the  bearing 
surfaces  is  the  same. 

I  note  his  statement  that  the  scoring  is  opposite  the 
oil  hole.  Herein  is  the  explanation.  The  high  pressure 
of  the  oil  emerging  from  the  oil  hole  separates  the  shaft 
and  housing  at  that  point,  but  the  reaction  of  this  high 
pressure  is  taken  at  the  opposite  side  of  the  bearing. 

On  the  average,  for  half  a  revolution  the  connecting-rod 
thrust  is  also  on  the  opposite  side.  The  sum  of  the  two 

pressures  is  sufficient  to  overcome  the  lubricating  prop- 
erty of  the  oil  opposite  the  oil  hole  by  rupturing  the 

oil  film  and  causing  the  scoring. 
There  are  two  remedies.  One  is  to  decrease  the 

volume  of  oil  forced  through  the  system  by  decreasing 
the  speed  of  the  pump  so  that  not  more  oil  is  fed  to  the 

bearing  than  the  bearing  will  take  in  "on"  side.  This, 
decrease  in  volume  will  decrease  the  oil  pressure  and 
therefore  the  initial  oil-pressure-load  on  the  bearing. 
Incidentally,  some  power  will  be  saved  in  the  pump  in 
addition  to  the  frictional  saving. 

The  other  remedy  is  to  drill  the  oil  hole  clear  through 
the  shaft.  The  effect  will  be  to  equalize  the  oil  pressure 
on  both  sides  of  the  shaft.  Only  the  live  load  will  then 

be  borne  by  the  shaft.  The  best  procedure  for  the  en- 
gine manufacturer  is  to  use  both  methods  and  to  deter- 
mine the  proper  quantity  of  oil  by  running  tests. 

Wise  Is  the  Man  Who  Knows  His  Own 

Limitations  r^ By  Charles  W.  Lee 

Now  that  the  clouds  are  lifting  somewhat,  a  little 
story  of  a  former  dullness  in  the  machinery  line  may 

be  permissible. 
"Old  Uncle  Jim,"  who  was  a  sort  of  handy  man,  very- 

slow,  and  not  excessively  reliable,  was  among  those  laid 
off.  He  came  around  almost  every  day,  hoping  to  be 
reinstated,  so  that  he  finally  became  somewhat  of  a 

nuisance.  At  last  "the  skipper"  said  to  him,  "Why 
Uncle  Jim,  can't  you  see  that  we  can't  give  you  what  we 
haven't  got?  There  is  no  work  for  you — there  is  ab- 

solutely no  work  to  be  done." 
"Oh,  well  then,"  said  Uncle  Jim,  "I  am  just  the  man 

you  want.  What  little  I  would  do  wouldn't  amount  to 
anything  anyhow,  so  you'd  better  take  me  back!" 
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Making  the  Pierce-Arrow  Crankcase 
The  Marhininx  Methods  Shown  Include  Both  Truck  and  Passenger  Motors- 

Details  as  to  Tolerances  and  Allowance  for  Oil  Film 

By  FRFU  H  (OI.VIN 

THE  PI««t-AiTo«r  cnuikeM*  for  •tther  the  paa- 
a*ac»r  or  tlw  truck  motor  haa  to  be  very  sub- 
■Uatial  aad  it  ia  very  carefully  handled.  The 
Murfaee  ia  tboroufhly  Kraped  and  the  cam  and 

dUpped  before  it  goea  to  the  fimt 
It  ia  alao  sUmped  with  ita  serial 

factory  ordar  Domber  at  this  point.  The  upper 
fac*  of  the  craahcaaa  ia  tlwn  milled  in  the  planer- 

tjrpa  ■Mchina  ahown  in  Fie.  1.  Here  the  two  small 
^iMMlv  cattcn  A  and  B  taka  the  roughing  cut.  while 
th»  luvt  iiagli  cvttar  C  takaa  a  second  cut  at  the 
aaaw  aatliin  Th«  roughing  cut  on  both  sides  allows 
A  is.  froaa  tha  canter  of  the  camahaft  hole  for 
ftnishing. 

Tba  knrer  surface  it  milled  on  a  Brown  &  Sharpe 

.!»   ilii'ttinUI 

which  drills  the  oil  holes  in  the  crankshaft  bearing 
slota.  the  vertical  overflow  oil  holes,  the  stud  holes  for 
the  bearing  caps,  and  other  holes  as  well.  Further 
drilling,  reaming  and  counterboring  brings  us  to  boring 
the  valve  guide  holes  in  the  fixture  .shown  in  Fig.  6. 
This  also  shows  a  four-cylinder  truck  motor.  This 
drilling  plate  or  guide  ia  equipped  with  handles  cast  at 
each  end  so  that  it  can  be  readily  lifted.  Having  the 
main  holes  drilled,  the  crankcase  goes  to  a  convenient 
bench  and  the  small  drilling  fixtures  shown  in  Fig.  6 
are  put  into  position.  These  fixtures  guide  the  portable 
electric  drill  for  drilling  the  angular  oil  holes  and  show 
how  convenient  such  fixtures  can  be  made  for  easy 
handling. 

More  drilling  and  milling  is  followed  by  the  mount- 

a-    -4 
no.   I-MILUNO  TMB  TOP  Of  A  TRUCK  CRANKCAaK.     flO.  I— MILLINU  CKANKCA8H  BOTTOM 

vortical  oifllint  machine,  aa  ahown  in  Fig.  2.  The 
■lalhnil  of  ckuaping  tha  crankcaae  is  quite  similar  in 
Urn  two  ftxtoTH.  care  being  taken  to  aupport  the  cast- 

ia  •oeii  ease.  The  large  diameter  milling 

ia  both  Fig.  1  and  2,  are  of  rather  in- 
tarMting  construction  aa  can  ba  soen  by  examining  the 

Safety  aerawa  play  an  important  rdle  in 
of  tkia  kind. 
•aaood  aiHiaf  aUowa  0.006  to  0.008  in.  for  final 
wkich  foOowa  in  do*  course. 

tha  boring  of  the  cylinder  holes  which 
la  anaopUahed  on  the  drilling  machine  shown  in  Fig. 
%.  TMs  naKhine  ia  fitted  with  a  apecial  Ubie  for 

tka  iiMiliiii  fma  ooa  bole  to  the  other.  It 
tfca  eraakcaaa  ahown  in  aome  of  the 

ilhMtralleaa  baloaga  to  the  four-cylinder  truck 
bal  Iho  operatiooa  are  similar  with  both  typaa 

•f  caaaa.  Tha  craniuaa*  is  poaitloned  ao  aa  to  bring 
nbalaaliai  at  ads  A  through  the  hotas  in  tha  caatinga. 
aa  Itat  thay  aaa  act  aa  guldea  for  the  boring  Ux>\  B. 

BtdMd  af  gaidiag  tha  boring  tool  inauroa  tha 
far  aadi  ayHadar  baioa  corrMtly  located. 

Aflar  a  fa«  ailnor  milling  fiperations.  the  crankcaaa 
gam  to  Um  anitipla  drilling  machtoe  shown  in  Pig.  4. 

ing  of  the  crankshaft  bearing  caps  and  Hhlmn,  these 
being  numbered  preparatory  to  boring.  Before  boring, 
however,  the  crankshaft  bearings  are  straddle-milled 
while  the  crankcaae  is  held  In  a  vertical  poHition,  as 
shown  in  Fig.  7.  A  suitable  gang  of  milling  cuttera 
face  the  ends  of  all  bearingH  at  one  operation,  leaving 
the  crankcase  ready  for  boring.  Fijr.  7  also  shows  a 

special  cutter. 
The  boring  operation  includcH  tiiu  crankshaft  boar- 

ings  and  both  the  front  and  rear  camshaft  baarlnga. 
From  0.008  to  0.01  in.  is  left  in  rough-boring  the 
camshaft  and  crankshaft  holes,  while  the  finish-boring 
allows  from  0.008  to  0.006  in.  for  hand  reaming.  The 
boring  fixture  is  shown  in  Fig.  8,  which  also  gives  a 
good  idea  of  the  great  care  taken  to  thoroughly  lubricate 
the  cutting  tools  during  this  operation. 

The  finish-boring  operation  is  shown  in  Fig.  9.  This 
view  alao  shows  the  construction  of  the  bearing  caps, 
which  are  of  aluminum,  reinforced  with  a  steel  plate  on 

the  top.  The  finish  boring  is  done  with  single  point 
cutters,  the  cuttera  being  shown  in  position  for  each bearing. 

Tha  Piereo-Arrow  shop  long  ago  abandoned  scraping 

in   baarlnga  and  adopted    line   reaming    in    its   place. 
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FIG.  3— BORING  HOLES  FOR  TRUCK  CYLINDERS!     FIG.  4— ONE  OF  THE  DRILLING  OPERATIONS 

Substantial  fixtures  of  rigid  design  have  been  provided, 
as  in  Fig.  10,  for  power  reaming.  The  reaming  bar 
is  supported  at  frequent  points  as  A,  B  and  C  to  elimi- 

nate any  sag  of  the  bar  and  its  effect  upon  proper 
alignment. 

The  hand  reaming  is  shown  in  Fig.  11,  which  gives 
a  good  idea  of  the  substantial  bushings  and  bearings 
used  in  the  reaming  fixtures  to  carry  the  bars.  One  of 
the  shell  reamers  is  also  shown  beside  the  bushings. 
The  various  bearings  are  then  reamed  to  suit  the  crank- 

shaft, which  is  kept  within  very  close  manufacturing 
tolerances. 

Careful  Reaming  Operations 

Great  care  is  used  in  all  the  reaming  operations,  it 
being  required  that  all  camshaft  bushings,  except  the 
one  in  the  rear  be  close  push  fits  when  in  the  case. 
Plug  gages  are  used  in  checking  these  holes,  and  the 
limit  is  0.0002  to  0.0005  in.,  the  tolerance  desired  being 
zero.  The  rear  camshaft  bushings  are  a  drive  fit  in 
the  case. 

The  camshaft  must  rotate  freely  in  the  bushings 
when  it  is  in  position.  The  main  bearing  caps  must  fit 
so  as  to  slide  freely  over  the  studs  without  shake.  The 
cap  must  set  square  on  the  case,  any  high  spots  being 
removed  if  necessary.  The  caps  are  then  mounted  on 
the  xase  with  steel  reinforcing  plates  on  top  and  the 

nuts  drawn  tight  with  an  even  tension,  and  marked  for 
position  on  the  studs.  In  this  position  the  main  bear- 

ings are  line  reamed.  Similar  precaution  is  taken  in 
reaming  the  cases  for  the  bearing  bushings,  plug  gages 
being  used  at  each  end  of  the  bearing  to  avoid  the 
possibility  of  having  the  holes  tapered. 

Before  fitting  the  bearings,  all  burrs  are  removed 
as  well  as  all  sharp  corners  on  the  bearing  seat.  Fitters 
are  cautioned  not  to  bend  the  bushings  when  tapping 
them  into  place  in  the  crankcase.  To  avoid  this  a 
wooden  block  is  used,  as  shown  in  Fig.  12.  By  resting 
this  block  squarely  on  both  ends  of  the  bearing  bush- 

ings, they  can  be  tapped  into  place  without  distortion. 
The  cap  is  then  mounted  and  the  joint  of  the  bearing 
tested  for  oil  seal.  With  the  cap  mounted  on  the  case 
and  both  edges  of  the  bearings  tight,  there  should  not 
be  more  than  0.0005  in.  clearance  between  the  cap  and 
case   under  any  consideration. 

Clearance  Allowed  in  Bearings 

Great  care  is  taken  to  secure  the  proper  end  clear- 
ance in  the  various  bearings.  The  facing  to  the  exact 

length  is  done  with  the  special  facing  bar  shown  in 
Fig.  13,  with  the  bar  supported  in  the  center  and  at 
the  end.  This  is  very  carefully  done  by  hand  with  the 
inserted-tooth  facing  cutter  A.  The  oil  holes  in  the 
crankshaft  are  carefully  examined  for  burrs  and  in  fact 

FIG.   5— REAMING  THE  VALVE  GUIDE  HOLES.      FIG.  6— DR  ILLIXG  ANGULAR  OIL  HOLES 
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IXHJC-MIUJ.N-a  KKDB  OF  BEARINU&     FIG.  8— IlorUH-UuKIXO  THK  C-KANKCA8B 

this  i»  quit*  aa  opmtion  •inr«  it  is  ■  vei7  important 
put  of  the  aHMBblinff  of  a  motor. 

Tkt  clcAraaoM  are  carefully  tested  to  the  following 

Proat  end  of  main  bearing    0.003  in. 
laar  tad  of  No.  2  boariog.                 0.006  in. 

tad  of  No.  S  boaring    0.007  in. 
of  No.  4  bearing    0.010  in. 
of  No.  6  and  6  bearings    0.012  in. 

of  Na  2.  S,  4.  5  and  6  bearings  0.014  in. 
Fnat  and  of  No.  7  baarinir  .0.018  in. 

dearancaa  are  carefully  checked  up  by  as- 
the  craiduhaft  in  place,  as  in  Fig.  14,  the 

ftaal  tccting  being  done  just  before  the  connecting  rods 
are  pot  in  plae*  on  the  asaerabUng  stand.  Fig.  16.  This 
vkw  show*  a  fealar  bring  uaad  at  the  back  end  of  the 
fnat  baariag. 

form  of  assembly  stand  has  proved  very  con- 
la  haadling  large  motors,  as  it  not  only  allows 

the  motors  to  be  routed  into  any  desired  position  but 
tbe  whole  thing  is  mounted  on  good^iied  wheels  so  as 
to  be  rsadUr  aoved  to  any  desired  location  in  the  shop. 
n*  loddav  Pla  for  holding  it  at  any  point  of  roUtion, 
iaahovaatiL 

All  oil  holes  are  carefully  flu.^hed  out  with  Kasoline, 
and  when  the  crankshaft  is  placed  in  the  bearings,  the 
corresponding  caps  and  the  nuts  are  tightened  down  to 
the  markings  previously  referred  to.  In  this  position 
the  shaft  must  now  revolve  freely  by  hand.  In  order 
to  check  the  bearings  for  the  proper  clearance,  the 
caps  are  removed  and  a  feeler  0.001  in.  thick  i»  placed 
on  the  crankshaft.  The  caps  are  then  tightened  to 
the  markings  on  the  nuts  and  studs.  With  this  feeler 
in  place,  the  shaft  should  rotate  stiffly. 
A  feeler  0.0016  in.  is  then  tried,  one  bearing  at  a 

time,  in  Nos.  2.  3.  4.  6,  6  and  7  bearings.  If  the  cap 
tightens  down  and  the  shaft  turns  at  all  easily  with 
this  feeler  in  place,  there  is  too  much  space  for  the  oil 
film  in  the  bearing.  The  desired  clearance  is  0.0016  in. 
in  No.  1  bearing  and  0.002  in.  in  all  the  others.  The 
tolerance  is  0.006  inch. 

The  crankpin  bearings  are  fitted  in  a  similar  manner, 
measuring  each  crankpin  and  reaming  the  bearing  to  a 
size  which  will  allow  a  clearance  of  0.002  in.  for  the 
oil  film.  Before  reaming  the  l)eurinK8,  care  is  taken 
to  be  sure  that  the  nuts  are  tiKht«>ned  uniformly  and 
the  ends  of  the  bolts  and  tops  of  the  nuts  properly 
marked.  Reaming  is  done  very  carefully,  so  aa  to 
obtain  an  even  and  smooth  bearing  of  uniform  site 

Hi 
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tmto  Bcnuxoa  with  aiMoi.K-i-oi.N-T  tojiji.     no.  to— reaminq  the  cra.vkcabe 
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FIG.    11— HAND-REAMING  THE  BEARINGS.     FIG.    12— FITTING  THE  BEARINGS  IN  ASSEMBLING  MOTOR 

at  both  ends.  The  bearings  are  tested  at  both  ends 
With  plugs  0.0015  in.  over  the  crankpin  size.  The  ream- 

ers are  inspected  frequently  as  to  condition  and  size. 
The  end  or  side  clearance  for  the  connecting  rods  is 

from  0.002  to  0.004  in.,  0.003  in.  being  the  clearance 

FIG.  13 — FACING  END  OF  MAIN  BEARING 

desired.  The  fillets  of  the  bearings,  are  scraped  to  fit 
the  radii  on  the  crankpins  and  this  is  also  done  with 
the  main  bearing.  Hand  scraping  must  not  destroy  the 
oil  seal  where  the  bearing  joints  come  together. 

In  mounting  the  connecting  rod  on  the  crankpin  great 
care  is  taken  to  draw  the  nuts  down  evenly  by  turning 
them  alternately  so  as  not  to  distort  the  bearings.  In 
order  to  be  sure  that  the  cap  is  correctly  seated  it  is 
tapped  lightly  with  a  small  hammer  so  as  to  insure  an 
even  bearing.  The  crankshaft  is  then  rotated  to  try  the 
feel  of  each  bearing.  The  connecting  rod  bearings 
must  turn  freely  on  the  shaft. 

Connecting  rods  are  balanced  in  sets  and  one  of  the 
last  things  before  assembling  is  to  pass  a  wire  through 
all  oil  tubes  and  oil  holes  to  make  sure  that  there  is 
a  free  passage. 

It  is  attention  to  such  details  as  these  that  makes 
the  difference  between  cheap  cars  and  cars  of  high 
grade.  In  too  many  cases  perfectly  good  motor  parts 
are  so  hurriedly  assembled  that  the  perforniance  of 
the  motor  is  greatly  impaired,  its  life  shortened  and 
the  user  sooner  or  later  deprived  of  the  satisfaction 
to  which  he  is  entitled. 

\ 
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FIG.  14— CRANKSHAFT  ASSEMBLED  IN  CRANKCASE.     FIG.  15-TESTING  END  CLEARANCE  IN   CRANKSHAFT 

 BEARINGS 
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Standardizing  Tolerances  and  Allowances  in 
Machine  Fits 

by  the  A.  S.  M.  E.  Sectional  Committee  on  Plain  Gages 
Comptled  from  the  Practice  of  Many  Weil-Known  Manufacturers 

THE  A.  8.  M.  S.  iTttoiMil  coaunittw  on  plain 
saCM  ba*  drrotod  mneh  ttaw  and  energy  to 
•tadyiac  the  qotction  of  varioiu  kinds  of  fits 

aad  mBowaoew  and  toisraaew  used  by  losdiiif  builders 
«f  varioM  ktedt  of  — cMmry  a*  a  neeaaaary  prelim- 

to  tka  probl—  of  tacaa  thawaalfoa.  The  com- 
Ihm  alrsadx  adopted  tho  foOowiaf  diAnitions.  and 

Uht  appljr  to  what  follows: 
(A)  Baak  Slat:  Ths  anet  theoretical  value  from 

which  all  variaUoas  art  mad*.  ( Example :  The  basic 
akm  of  i  in.  is  OJTSOOO  in.,  or  the  greatest  accuracy 

(B)  AOiMraaeo:    A   diflervnce   in   dimensions,    the 
of  widdi  art  prsaeribod.     It  is  to  provide  for 

or  daaaas  of  fits.  It  represents  maxi- 
or  minimum  loooanaaa,  (It  represents 

tho  t'wrtHhMi  of  the  larfest  pornlaolble  internal  mem- 
bor  matinc  with  tl>«  smaDeot  permissible  external 

Tlie  sone  represented  by  the  allowance  is 
for  free  fits  and  negative  for  force  and  shrink 

Ml)  (Bnaqiii:  A  ahaft  dimensioned  0.874  in.  and 
a  holt  tfOMHiflBtd  %Sn  in.  represents  an  allowance 
«f  tuOOI  In.  Usiny  the  same  hole  with  a  shaft  dimen- 

OJtnt  in.  repTMsnts  an  allowance  of  0.001  in. 
hat,  as  the  shaft  is  larger  than  the  hole,  this 

a  negative  quantity.) 
(C)  Talota net:     A  definite  difference  in  the  dimen- 

ia   order   to   permit    variations    in 

We  now  have  a  condition  in  which  the  groatast  loose- 
ness is  0.003  in.,  and  the  greatest  tightness  is  0.001  in. 

We  therefore  have  the  following  commonly  used  terms 
and  their  equivalents: 
Greatest  Tightness 
Least  Looseness  Are  all  common 
Tightest  Fit  terms    which  Allowance 
Neutral  Zone  are  the  same  aa 
Maximum  Metal 

Least  Tightness 
Greatest  Looaeooas 
Loosest  Fit 
Minimum  Metal 

Are  all  common 
terms  which 
are  the  same  as 

Plus    Tolerance 
Allowance 

Now  called Tolerance 

Difference  between 
largest  and  smallest 
permissible  size  of 
either  members. 
Variation  in  the 
sixe  allowed. 
The  basis  for  the  following  recommended  allowances 

and  tolerances  is  classification  of  fita,  quite  commonly 
known  to  the  manufacturing  public.  Interference  be- 

tween mating  parts  takes  place  at  the  exact  baaic  value 
of  the  dimension;  hence,  an  accepted  pair  of  mating 

standard  gages  become  the  "Go  Gages"  for  mating 
parts  which  will  prevent  interference  at  the  basic  value 
of  the  dimension. 

RBCOMUCNDED  AIXOWANCEB  AND  T0LBRANCE8 
VahMtlaThMMadOa  oT  m  task 

\lUA-*imr^      .   CiMi  Il-B— M«dl«  rtM   

Tllkt-  Loo*.  Tl«bt-  Loo*- 

■  CiMi  ll-A— Aaus  Flu 

Ticbt-Loo*. 

.5 

.»» 

I.S 
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I 
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i     4 

It  Is  equal  to  the  difference  between  the 
d    Blaimam    aiaaa    tpoeifled.      In    the 

AO»wamet,   w  havo   given   the    ideal 
coadHioo  and  the  tightest  fit  permissible:  but  in  nunu- 

larso  numbers  of  pieces,  these  sises  could  not 
oaactljr,  so  variations  must  be  made  that 

vfl  Ml  protaac  thtir  proper  functioning  but  enable 
tiMB  to  bo  prtdaeod.    Tbaae  variations  must  therefore 
toai  toward  rrsater  looaensas.    Therefore,  if  a  manu- 

ef  OXWl  in.  is  reqnirsd  on  each 
he  diaioaatooad: 

0J74  -f 0.000  in. —0.001  in. 

Bolt         0J76  +0XW1  in. — OMO  in. 

Due  to  the  lack  of  a  uniform  and  acceptable  method 
of  measuring  the  fitting  surfaces  of  external  mem- 

bers of  a  pair  of  mating  parts,  it  is  recommended  that 
plugs,  blocks,  disks,  and  rods  govern  the  checking  of 
external  members  for  the  reason  that  usually  the  same 
meaaoring  device  will  check  for  accuracy  both  the 
intomal  member  and  the  gage  for  the  external  member, 
thus  avoiding  an  interference  when  both  members  ap- 

pear to  have  the  same  dimenHion. 
In  the  following  allowances  and  tolerances,  the  beMt 

practke  available  was  considered,  and  where  differ- 
ences occurred  a  compromise  was  attempted. 

It  is  not  deemed  feasible  at  the  present  writing  to 
lay  down  allowancea  and  tolerances  which  will  apply 
to  all  work.     Many  so-called  standard  fltn  are  made  in 
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the  industries  which  are  not  interchangeable,  and  an 
attempt  to  make  them  so  would  be  prohibitive,  in  cost. 
They  do,  however,  require  to  be  made  on  a  production 
basis,  and  it  is  believed  that  the  tables  here  given  will 
be  found  to  contain  allowances  and  tolerances  which 
are  suitable  for  most  work,  even  if  some  individual 
fitting  of  parts  is  desired. 

In  choosing  the  class  of  fit  for  manufacture,  the 
engineer  should  keep  in  mind  that  cost  usually  increases 
proportionately  to  the  accuracy  required,  and  no  finer 
class  of  fit  should  be  chosen  than  the  functional  re- 

quirements actually  demand.  It  is  axiomatical  that  the 
closer  the  fit  the  smaller  the  manufacturing  tolerance, 
and  usually  the  greater  the  cost.  The  length  of 
engagement  of  the  fit  also  plays  an  important  part  in 
the  selection  of  the  class  of  fit  for  a  piece  of  work. 
It  is  obvious  that  a  long  engagement  will  tolerate  more 
looseness  than  a  short  one,  and  due  regard  should  be 
paid  to  this  feature. 

The  following  classification  of  fits  is  recommended. 

Class  I — Loose  Fit 

This  fit  provides  for  considerable  freedom  and 
embraces  those  fits  where  accuracy  is  not  essential. 
Examples:  Machined  fits  of  agricultural  and  mining 
machinery;  controlling  apparatus  for  marine  work; 
textile,  rubber,  candy,  and  bread  machinery;  gen- 

eral machinery  of  a  similar  grade;  some  ordnance 
material. 

Class  II-A — Free  Fit,  Liberal  Allowance 
For  running  fits  with  speeds  600  r.p.m.  or  over, 

and  journal  pressures  of  600  lb.  per  square  inch  or 
over.  Such  as  dynamos,  motors  engines  and  many 
machine  tool  parts,  some  automotive  parts. 

practically  metal  to  metal.    Assembly  is  usually  selec- tive and  not  interchangeable. 

Class  IV-A— Tight  Fits,  Slight  Negative  Allowance 
Light  pressure  required  to  assemble  and  are  more 

or  less  permanently  set.    They  are  used  for  the  fixed 
F0R.MULA8 

RECOMMENDED  ALLOWANCES  AND  TOLEBA.VCES 
CUm  of  Fit 

I  Loom II-A   Free 

II-B    Medium III-ASnug 

I  II-B  Wringing 

IV-A  Tight 

IV-B  Medium  force 

IV-C  Heavy   force    or 
shrink 

Allowance 

.0025V'3«" .00M'v/'5>" 

.0009V'5»" 

0 
0 (selective  assembly) 

—  .  00025  iD 

(selective  assembly) —  .0005d 

(selective  assembly) 

Hole Tolerance 
.0025  V  7 

.00IJ*»/7" 

.0008*1/ J" 

.OOOt'v'  5" 

.0006Vd" 

.OOOtVS" 

.0006Vd' 

Hbafl 

Tolomooe 

0025  V  "5 

,ooijV3 

OOO^'v/d 

.00O«V"S 

.0004V'5 

.000»Vil 

.0004V5 

.OOObVd         .0006V"i 

—  OOld 

(selective  assembly) 

d  —  Diameter  of  fit  in  inches. 
The  Formulas  for  Allowance  Values  give  the  ideal  condition  of  6t. 

end  of  studs  for  gears,  pulleys,  rocker  arms,  etc. 
Drive  fits  in  thin  sections  or  extremely  long  fits  in 
other  sections.  Used  in  automotive,  ordnance,  and 
general  machine  manufacturing.  Also  used  for 
shrink  fits  on  very  light  sections. 

Class  IV-B — Medium  Force  Fits,  Negative  AUoioance 
Considerable  pressure  required  and  are  considered 

permanently  assembled.  Used  in  fastening  locomo- 
tive wheels,  car  wheels,  armatures  of  djTiamos  and 

motors,  and  crank  disks  to  their  axles  or  shafts.  Also 
used  for  shrink  fits  on  medium  sections  or  long  fits. 

RECOMMENDED  ALLOWANCES  AND  TOLERANCES 
Values  in  Thousandths  of  an  Inch 

■   Class  I  II-B   
Wringing  Fits 

.   Class  IV-A   
Tight  Fits   Class  IV-B   Medium  Force  Fits 

  Class  IV-C   

Heavy  Force  or  Shrink  Fits 

Diam. 
Tight- 

est 
Loos- est Tight- 

est 

Loos- 

est 

Tight- 

est 

I,oo«- 

eat 

Tight- 
e«t 

Mt 

Fr
om
 

Up  to  and 

Including 

-Hole- —Shaft— 

s 
e 
t 
< 

Q  S 

—Hole—   —Shaft— 

o 

ll 

< 
— Hole- —Shaft— 

< < -Hole- -Shaft- 5 

OH 

•< 

!    
!* 

2         3J 
3i       6 

4-      — .5       0 
.5       0 
.5       0 
.75     0 

1            0 

-1-         -f 
.25       0 
.5         0 
.5         0 
.5         0 
.75       0 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.75 

+ 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.75 
1 

-f-     —    -(-          + 
.5       0       .75       .25 
.5       0       .75       .25 
.5       0     1             .5 
.75     0     1.5         .75 

1           0     2           1 

.75 

.75 1 

1.5 2 

+ 

.25 

.25 

0 
0 
0     1 

+ 
.5 

.5 

.5 

.75 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1             .5 
1.25       .75 
2.25     1.5 
3.5       2.5 

1 
1  25 

2  25 3  5 

—  .25 
—  .75 -15 

.t 

.5 

.5 

.75 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1  25       .75 
2  1.5 

3.75     3 
6          5 

1 
1.25 
2 
3.75 
6 

0 
.25 

1 2.25 

4 

Negative  (or — )  Allowance  denotes  tight  fit.  ,  ,,        ■       ■       t  ■■    ,.   ,     .     .l  „  ,.   ■  j    ̂     ,  .... The  desired  fit  between  these  extremes  can  be  obtamed  by  proper  selection  at  Assembly,  that  is,  the  small  shafts  m  the  small  holes  and  the  large  ■halts  in  the 
large  holes. 

Class  II-B — Medium  Fit,  Medium  Allowance 
For  running  fits  under  600  r.p.m.,  and  with  less 

than  600  lb.  per  square  inch  in  journal  pressure, 
also  for  sliding  fits,  the  more  accurate  machine  tool 
and  automotive  parts. 

Class  III-A — Snug  Fits,  Small  Allowance 
This  is  the  closest  fit  which  can  be  assembled  by 

hand  and  necessitates  work  of  considerable  precision. 

It  is  used  where  no  perceptible  shake  is  permissible 

and  where  moving  parts  are  not  intended  to  move 
freely  under  a  load. 

Class  III-B — Wringing  Fit,  No  Allowance 

This   is  also  known  as   a   "tunking  fit"  and  it  is 

Class  IV-C — Heavy  Force  and  Shrink  Fits,  Consider- 
able Negative  Allowance 

Used  for  fits  where  metal  will  stand  great  stress 
and  where  a  heavy  force  fit  is  impractical.  Such  as 
locomotive  wheel  tires,  heavy  crank  disks  of  large 

engines,  etc. 

The  committee  will  appreciate  constructive  criticism 
as  to  the  tolerances  and  allowances  suggested,  as  it 
desires  that  its  final  report  shall  be  in  accord  with 
the  best  practice  so  as  to  be  more  readily  adopted. 
Suggestions  should  be  sent  to  E.  C.  Peck,  chairman, 
general  superintendent,  Cleveland  Twist  Drill  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio.  An  open  meeting  will  be  held  in  New 
York  on  a  date  to  be  announced  later. 
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Spedal  Test  Block  for  the  Scleroscope 
Bt  aubr  p.  Saott 

IT  18  •  wrillnM—  CMt  UMt  In  tk*  vmrioos  Ubm 
of  — MfittMi  In  praetie*.  th»n  art  dewloped  from 
Urn*  to  tiat  M«  wrUddH  which  not  only  make  for 

MTVt  to  kMp  preMot  nethods 

«•  Mil  Umm  "tridu  of  the 
b  mmUtm  to  a»jr  that  without  them. 
«e«M  ba  nneartain. 
«f  tha  hardaaaa  taat  which  has  now 
oaivaraal  in  all  kinds  of  machine 

a  aanaa  la  bo  exception.  In  leleroacope 

haa  ahown  that  If  a  vari> 
is  tHfeid  aadtr  tha  diamond  drop  hammer. 

aftar  a  kag  time  the  diamond  point  wears  out  of 
to  caaaa  a  bwr  raadinv,  theae  readings 

vfli  ha  km  la  pi«|nrtk>n  throuthout  the  scale.  By  this 
ia  BMaal  that,  for  etampla.  if  on  tha  eantigrade  scale 
aaa4.  tha  iastrument  raada  S  par  eeat  km  on  hardened 
alaai  at  100.  it  woakl  also  raad  5  per  cent  low  on  metal 
M  hardi  ia  which  iaataaea  iaataad  of  being  ahort  6  dag. 
it  waald  ha  oaijr  ti  dag.  aad  ao  on  down  to  taro. 

lU  oa  tha  othar  hand,  the  sdcroaeope  la  continuously 
aatd  aa  a  laatil  haTiag  a  hardoaaa  avaraging  in  any 

laad  part  of  the  scale  oalx.  aa  for  example,  in  heat- 
tnatad  at«^  at  75  or  80  hard,  it  has  been  found  that 
tha  diaaamd  point  weara  differently,  or  in  a  manner 
pacaliar  to  tliat  particular  part  of  the  hardnaas  range. 
For  thia  raaaon  it  has  bean  foond  advantageous  to  use 
iparial  checking  blocks  having  a  tested  hardness  the 
tmmt  aa  tha  ran  of  pieces  cited,  as  apart  from  the  regu- 

lar oaaa  which  accompany  the  standard  scleroscope  test- 
lag  Mt.  Thaae  apprndaiata  SO  hard  for  the  soft  block 
aad  IM  hard  for  tha  hard  block. 

It  ia  hara  to  ba  aadatatood  that  wbaa  wear  occurs  on 
tha  dlawf^  point  paealiar  to  the  above  cited  run  of 

(76  to  M>  hard),  a  drop  in  the  reading  resulting 
thia  waar  aiajr  or  aiajr  not  be  of  a  uniform  ratio 

tha  whole  aeala.  Hence,  in  quantity  pro- 
t  aaljr  ara  thaaa  apacial  rafaraaoa  bfeeka  used 

fbr  tha  parpeaa  of  chacklng  up  the  aelaroacopa  more 
dinctljr.  bat  often  a  collection  of  samples  of  exceptional 
qaaUty  or  adaptability  for  apccial  purposes  are  kept  on 

for  fotara  laJaraacaa,  and  also  theae  are  some- 
to  oataida  awtal  or  parts  manufacturers 

I  to  611  orders  to  hardnasa  speciAcations. 
TiMre  ia  a  gaaaral  iaipnaalon  that  hardnaaa  testing 

oaljr  show  comparative  values  and  the  sug- 
jaat  made,  at  first  sight,  would  appear  to  sub- 
turh  impreswions.  Tha  lataat  researches 

Id  thf  writer's  paper  read  before  the  Iron  and 
»l  laatitate  In  England  in  1918.  show  the  scleroscope 

■aaars  abaolate  quantitative  hardness.  Ex- 
la  tanas  of  tons  of  preasore  per  square  Inch 

raaist,  or  as  axertad  In  miniature  bjr 

tha  adataaeopa  drop  hammer  to  overcome  such  reaiat- 
dalttadljr  a  special  aeal*  would  have  to  be  in- 

to plaee  of  the  regular  centigrade  scale  now 
that  aftar  foartaen  jraan  has  become  so  popular, 

ia  a  deae  agraooioat  with  the  elastic  limit 
rlaon  aeala.  reyulsrly  included 

la  Hlaaaeapa  Mtaratar*.  and  which  Is  nowadays  found 
reach  of  draftaaten.  daalgncra  and 

thraaghoot  tha  workL 
la  haaiaaaa  taaChw  It  is  importaat  at  all  times  to 

ba  sure  that  the  instrument  is  reading  up  to  a  recog- 
niaed  standard.  In  this  regard,  the  systems  adopted 
by  Brinell  and  uaed  for  the  scleroscope  are  different. 
Tha  Brinell  uses  two  constants,  a  recognised  standard 
diaaieter  of  ball,  and  a  recognised  standard  pressure. 
Tha  scleroscope  has  for  its  two  constants  a  fixed  height 
of  drop  representing  the  pressure  for  its  indentor  ham- 
mar,  and  reference  blocks  of  tested  standard  hardness. 
Tha  Brinell  preaauras  must  be  changed  on  the  softer 
metals  to  avoid  flow  in  them. 

The  rebound  principal  used  in  the  acleroscope  happily 
lends  itself  to  testing  without  special  adjustment  of 
pressure  throughout  the  entire  hardnesB  range.  That 
is  to  say,  by  the  use  of  the  universal  hammer,  which 
has  a  diamond  striking  point,  by  which  the  softest 
lead  to  the  most  intensely  hard  ateel  is  tested,  the  indi- 

cating principal  can  be  used  against  any  scale.  For 
example,  the  Brinell  scale  can  be  used,  or  a  scale  rep- 

resenting resistance  to  penetration  in  tons  per  square 
inch.  Inasmuch  ax  the  latter  two  involve  odd  figures 
however  and  which  are  diflUcult  to  comprehend  in  mak- 

ing comparisons,  we  come  back  to  the  centigrade  aeala 
which  permits  all  softer  metals  to  be  compared  with  the 

round  number  "100,"  representing  the  average  for 
hardened  steel. 

Do  Rear  Speeds  Vary? 
By  a.  L.  DeVinne 

Permit  me  to  take  exception  to  a  few  sentences  in 

an  article  under  the  head  of  "The  Grinding  of  Gear 
Teeth,"  on  page  779  of  Anuriean  MachiniBt.  The 
writer,  after  stating  very  correctly  that  teeth  accu- 

rately formed  to  the  true  involute  curve  will  operate 

accurately  and  relatively  quietly  on  spread-center  dis- 
tance, and  that  in  gear  cutting  it  frequently  occurs  that 

one  of  a  pair  of  gears  will  be  off  in  form  and  make 
noise,  says  that  the  action  of  gears  operating  with 
curvea  placed  too  high  or  too  low  (whatever  that  is)  ia 
to  cause  the  gears  to  move  with  a  speed  varying  up 
and  down  with  each  tooth  action. 

If  I  understand  the  matter  correctly,  he  intinmtei 
that  the  relation  of  the  gears  (note  the  plural)  will  be 

intermittent  or  at  least  irregular — alternately  fast  and 
slow.  As  one  of  thaaa  is  a  driver,  I  fail  to  see  how  its 
rotation  speed  can  vary  because  its  teeth  hurt  it.  And, 
except  in  the  caae  of  pinions  with  very  few  teeth,  we 
find  from  two  to  three  teeth  in  contact  at  once — one 
in  full  action,  one  Just  coming  into  action  and  one  Just 
going  out.  all  three  rolling;  and  as  the  teeth  on  each 
wheel  are  fixed  with  regard  to  the  gear  body  and  each 

other,  I  am  puzzled  to  see  how  the  driven  gear — much 
less  the  driver— can  have  irregular  rotation  velocity. 

In  the  next  column  we  have  the  same  things  re« 
stated :  That  "after  each  tooth  contact  the  mating  gear 

Is  aocalerated  or  retarded  abruptly."  What  is  the  next 
tooth  ahead  doing,  all  this  time?  And  the  next  one 
behind?  Both  should  be  In  contact  and  doing  some 

work— either  driving  or  resisting  driving— which  is 
what  they  are  there  for. 

Applying  the  same  principle  to  herringbone  gears, 

would  we  not  find  the  edges  running  at  different  rota- 

tion speeds  from  the  center  of  face  width?  In  the 

matter  of  pressure-angle,  have  not  tha  actual  and  the 
relative  number  of  teeth  something  to  do  with  the 
choice? 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men  I 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on   useful  method,.      It.    .cope    include,    alt   divi.ion.    of    the   „„,/.,„.    I.     M 
dustry,   from   drafting    room    to   .hipping   platform.    The  article,  are  made  up  from  tetter' .^Lltt^dfrTmaU     .t'    « 
De.cr.pt.on.  of  method,  or  device,  that  ha.e  proved  their  .atue  are  carefjty  con.idered  Zd'^IZ.tZi.he:^.'':^^^: 

Machine  Furniture  that  Saves 

Setting-up  'Hme 
By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

Machine  furniture,  such  as  blocks,  straps,  stops,  bolts, 
•etc.,  has  more  to  do  with  saving  time  in  setting  up 
jobs  on  planers  and  boring  machines  than  many  seem 
to  realize.  The  time  taken  to  hunt  up  odd  blocks  of 
wood  or  metal,  to  borrow  them  perhaps  from  some  other 
machine,  or  to  use  pieces  that  are  not  suitable  and 
which  may  slip  at  the  most  inopportune  moment,  all 
add  to  that  intangible  overhead  which  drives  the  esti- 

mator to  despair  and  too  often  puts  the  cost  of  the 
job  on  the  wrong  side  of  the  ledger. 

As  a  contrast  to  this  method,  and  perhaps  seeming 
€ven  to  go  to  the  other  extreme,  is  the  set  of  boring- 

BOLTS,  STRAPS.  BLOCKS  AND  STOPS  FOR 
SETTING-UP  WORK 

machine  furniture  which  the  Lucas  Machine  Tool  Co. 
makes  for  its  own  use  in  its  shop  in  Cleveland.  The 
furniture  was  designed  particularly  for  handling  any 
kind  of  work  that  may  come  along,  as  the  regular  work 
is,  of  course,  handled  in  special  blocks  or  fixtures.  With 
such  a  set  of  furniture  as  shown  here  a  mechanic  can 
block  up  and  secure  almost  any  shaped  piece  in  the 
minimum  of  time  and  with  no  danger  of  its  slipping. 

Seven  different  lengths  of  bolts  are  shown  at  A, 
together  with  two  thicknesses  of  washers  and  with  nuts 
chamfered  on  both  sides.  The  bolts  have  round  heads 

which  are  flattened  to  prevent  turning  in  the  T-slots. 
In  front  at  B,  are  extension  bolts  and  long  coupling 
nuts  with  pin  holes,  as  well  as  hexagon  sides.  These 
coupling  nuts  enable  almost  unlimited  extensions  to  be 
made  for  special  work. 

Two  kinds  of  straps  are  shown  at  C,  each  being  in 
three  different  sizes. 

Blocks  of  various  kinds  and  heights  are  shown  at  D. 
The  rectangular  blocks  are  made  in  three  .sizes  and  can 
be  built  up  when  necessary,  by  placing  one  on  top  of the  other.  The  stepped  blocks  are  all  the  same  and 
can  be  used  directly  on  the  table  of  the  machine,  or  on 
top  of  the  rectangular  blocks  as  shown. 

Two  sizes  of  an  entirely  different  type  of  block  are 
shown  at  E.  This  type  has  a  tongue  which  fits  the 
boring  machine  table  and  is  of  such  dimensions  as  to 
give  different  heights  when  tipped  in  different  positions. 
The  blocks  are  drilled  for  bolts  in  two  directions  and 
the  holes  are  countersunk  for  easy  seating  of  the  cham- 

fered nuts.  The  proportions  of  these  blocks  have  been 
carefully  considered  to  give  maximum  usefulness  in 
setting  up  work. 

Then  come  the  screw  stops  at  F  which  have  a  wide 
field  of  usefulness.  They  can  be  bolted  in  position  in 
any  slot  by  one  of  the  regular  bolts  which  forms  a  part 
of  this  outfit,  and  are  tapped  for  screws  at  three  differ- 

ent heights  in  each  direction.  It  is  hard  to  imagine  any 
piece  of  work  that  requires  a  screw  stop  that  could  not 
be  handled  with  this  combination. 

This  will  probably  seem  like  a  very  elaborate  outfit 
to  many  shop  men  and  some  will  probably  think  of  the 
first  cost  in  comparison  to  a  few  pieces  of  scantling  and 
some  old  bolts  which  they  use.  But  if  the  recording 
angel  of  time  could  show  them  the  many  hours  they 
have  wasted  in  setting  up  work  because  they  did  not 
have  the  right  blocking,  because  bolts  were  too  long  or 

too  short,  because  stops  were  missing  or  clamps  didn't 
hold,  they  would  realize  how  expensive  some  alleged 
economies  really  can  be.  They  too  often  overlook  the 
fact  that  the  cost  of  tying  up  an  expensive  machine  for  a 

half  hour  frequently  means  more  than  a  day's  wages  of 
the  man  who  runs  it. 

Power  Chart  for  Silent  Chain 
By  W.  W.  Gaylord 

Having  recently  to  apply  motor  drives  to  a  number 
of  old  machines,  and  finding  the  silent  chain  the  most 
satisfactory  method  of  driving  them,  the  writer  has  felt 
the  need  of  a  more  convenient  way  of  choosing  satis- 

factory sizes  of  chain  and  sprockets  than  is  provided 
by  the  data  given  in  chain  catalogs.  Consequently,  he 
has  devised  the  accompanying  chart  in  which  all  the 
data  necessary  to  find  the  sizes  of  the  chain  and 
sprockets  are  given. 

Working  an  example  is  the  most  satisfactorj*  method 
of  showing  how  the  chart  is  used,  so  assume  that  it 
is  required  to  drive  a  machine  the  shaft  of  which  runs 
at  250  r.p.m.,  and  that  it  is  desired  to  use  a  7.5-hp. 
motor  running  at  865  r.p.m.  at  full-load  speed.  Assume 
that  Morse  chain  is  to  be  used  with  a  speed  of  1,200  ft. 

per  minute  or  less,  and  that  a  21-tooth  motor  sprocket 
is  desired. 

Lay  a  straightedge  across  the  chart  from  1,200  on 
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tlM  *Hvacd  of  chain"  teal*  (1).  through  866  on  the 
"■pMd  of  aprockct"  aeale  (7),  and  read  the  "pitch  diam- 

eter of  sprocket"  scale  ( 10).  This  shows  that  the  motor 
be  a  little  over  6  in.  in  pitch  diameter, 

a  straifhtedge  at  21  on  the  "number  of 
(4)  aad  near  6  in.  on  the  pitch  diameter 

(10).  read  the  "pitch  of  chain"  scale  (8).  Note 
that  XI  taetli  at  t-ia.  pitch  will  give  a  pitch  diametar  of 
ijn  Ul,  so  that  a  l-in.  pitch  should  be  used.  Now  a 
Uae  tnm  %Xfl  in.  on  the  pitch  diametar  scale  (10) 
tluoiWil  ftf  oa  the  spaad  of  sprocket  scale  (7).  inter- 

fka  spaed  of  dwin  scale  <1)  at  1,162  ft.  per 
which  is  the  chain  spsed  to  use. 

Tkaa  a  line  from  this  point  through  2S0  on  tha  spaad 
ofaprwlHt  scale  (7)  catu  the  pitch  diameter  scale  (10) 
at  17.4  la.;  aad  a  Uaa  fran  this  intersect  ion  through 
I  la.  OB  tha  pHch  of  duiia  scale  (8)  cute  the  number 
af  teedi  scale  (4)  oearsat  7S.  which  is  the  number 
•f  tas(b  rsqairad  la  the  drhrea  sprocket. 
Kaw  to  lai  tka  width  of  chain  to  deliver  7.6  hp. 

\,\Wl  aa  tlw  ipaed  of  chain  scale  (1)  paM  a  line 

t-ia,  pUch  ea  the  "tension  factor"  scale  (6). 
ting  the  scale  (%)  of  "horsepower  for  chain  1 

la.  wide"  at  4.18.    Than  a  Uae  fron  this  value  through 

2  in.  on  the  "width  factor"  Hcaie  (6)  cutn  the  "horse- 
power of  chain"  scale  (3)  at  8.86,  which  shows  that 

a  chain  2  in.  wide  is  ample  for  this  installation. 
If  it  had  been  desired  to  uite  Link-Belt  chain  instead 

of  Morite,  the  procedure  would  have  been  the  same  aa 
far  as  finding  the  sprocket  sizes  and  chain  speed;  but 
the  horsepower  of  a  chain  1  in.  wide  would  have  been 
found  from  the  cunras  (2)  at  the  left  of  the  chart. 
Reading  the  value  where  the  speed  of  chain  of  l.ie? 
ft.  per  minute  cute  the  power  curve  for  i-in.  pitch. 
which  givea  4.57  hp.,  and  then  proceeding  as  before, 
gives  9.14  hp.  as  the  value  for  2-in.  chain. 

The  power  curves  for  Link-Belt  chain  will  be  found 
to  cloaely  approximate  the  values  given  in  Link-Belt 
Date  Book  No.  125.  The  reason  for  the  apparent  small 
difference  between  }-  and  l-in.  pitch  in  that  chains  of 
l-in.  piteh  and  over  have  an  (-fTective  width  of  about 
i  in.  leas  than  the  nominal  width,  which  condition  is 

taken  care  of  in  the  "width  factor"  scale. 
The  use  of  the  chart  when  other  factors  than  those 

fifftwmtd  are  given  or  required  is  no  obvious  that  it 
needs  no  further  explanation,  but  the  chart  has  been 
found  helpful  in  all  problemN  involving  the  use  of 
silent  chain. 
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Rapid  Method  of  Static  Balancing 
By  John  L.  Alden 

The  balancing  of  small  high-speed  rotors  is  generally  a 
slow  process.  Balance  weights  must  be  added,  or 
metal  must  be  drilled  or  filed  away.  The  writer  has 
had  considerable  success  with  a  method  which  does 
not  require  removing  the  piece  from  the  balancing 
ways.  Inasmuch  as  no  drilling,  filing,  or  adding  of 
weights  must  be  done  during  the  balancing  operation, 
the  work  is  accomplished  with  a  minimum  of  lost  time! 
As  described,  this  scheme  covers  the  use  of  a  counter- 

weight of  fixed  magnitude  with  a  variable  lever  arm, 
in  contrast  with  the  usual  arrangement  employing  a variable  mass  with  a  more  or  less  fixed  arm. 

The  fan  wheel  shown  in  the  illustration  is  a  good 
example  of  this  method.  This  is  a  four-bladed  cast- 
iron  wheel  about  6  in.  in  diameter.  The  back  of  each 
blade,  where  it  joins  the  back  plate,  is  enlarged  to 
permit  drilling  and  tapping  for  a  i  in.  headless  set- 
screw.  When  first  placing  the  wheel  on  the  ways, 
all  setscrew  holes  are  empty.     As  soon  as  the  light 

i 
1 

'^' V 

Sefscrew—^ n 
FAN   WHEEL   BALANCED   BY    SETSCREViTS 

side  of  the  wheel  is  determined,  a  setscrew  is  started 
in  the  nearest  blade.  With  only  a  few  threads  engaged, 
the  lever  arm  of  the  screw  is  a  maximum,  and  if  the 
wheel  is  now  overbalanced,  the  excess  weight  may  be 
counteracted  by  screwing  in  the  screw,  shortening  the 
lever  arm.  If,  when  the  lever  arm  is  reduced  to  its 
smallest  amount,  the  wheel  is  still  overbalanced,  a  screw 
in  the  opposite  hole  must  be  employed.  Working  the 
screws  in  and  out  will  quickly  bring  about  balance. 
Usually  but  two  screws  are  necessary,  although  some 
cases  require  all  four.  Where  the  design  will  permit, 
no  more  than  three  screws  need  be  used. 

The  same  scheme  has  been  used  in  balancing  large 
textile  flyers,  except  that  the  screws  were  auxiliary 
balance  weights,  the  larger  part  of  the  unbalance  being 
corrected  by  steel  weights  into  which  the  screws  were 
tapped.  The  weights  were  made  a  trifle  smaller  than 
necessary  to  secure  balance,  the  difference  being  made 
up  by  the  screws  which  were  moved  in  or  out  from 
the  center  of  rotation. 

Safeguarding  Shaft  Couplings 
By  E.  Hoke 

To  satisfy  a  factory  inspector  and  at  the  same  time 
save  the  expense  of  purchasing  and  installing  a  number 
of  new  shaft  couplings  in  place  of  equipment  already 
in   use,  was  a  problem  with  which   I   recently  found 

myself  confronted.  The  couplings  were  of  a  type 
familiar  to  readers  of  American  Machinist.  They  were 
the  kind  in  which  the  bolt  heads  protruded  from  the 
sides.  To  this  feature  the  inspector  had  objected  and 
removal  of  the  couplings  was  ordered.  A  simple,  inex- 

pensive safeguard,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying 
illustration,  was  devised  as  a  solution  to  the  problem. 

Countrrtxrt  to  rtrtnr Mlhtadi 

fl    rt.  ̂ lac:  Wit 

SAFEGUARDING  SHAFT  COUPLING 

Disks  of  l-in.  pine  lumber  were  cut  on  a  handsaw 
to  a  diameter  corresponding  to  the  outside  diameter  of 
the  coupling.  Holes  were  cut  in  the  disks  to  a  diameter 
corresponding  to  the  outside  diameter  of  the  hub  of 
the  coupling,  after  which  the  disks  were  cut  in  half 
on  a  circular  saw  producing  a  wide  kerf.  The  pieces 
were  then  drilled  and  counterbored,  as  shown  in  the 
illustration,  to  receive  No.  9  x  2-in.  round-head  wood 
screws.  One  disk  was  laid  out  on  the  bolt  circle  and 
drilled.  Using  it  as  a  templet,  the  remaining  disks 
were  drilled  and  counterbored  to  a  depth  sufficient  to 
clear  the  bolt  heads  when  fitted  to  the  sides  of  the 
couplings.  A  coat  of  black  paint,  finally,  was  given 
the  pieces  and  all  were  fitted  to  the  couplings  during 
one  noon  hour. 

Finding  the  Lead  of  a  Spiral  Cutter 
By  F.  H.  Swteet 

To  find  the  lead  of  a  spiral  milling  cutter,  place  the 
cutter  on  the  marking-off  table  or  surface  plate  and 
apply  an  ordinary  scale,  as  shown  in  the  illustration. 
Place  the  scale  at  the  end  of  one  tooth  and  note  the 

FINDING  THE  LEAD  OF  A  SPIRAL  CUTTER 

distance  where  the  edge  of  the  scale  cuts  the  line  of 
the  next  tooth.  Multiply  this  distance  by  the  number 
of  teeth  and  the  result  will  be  very  close  to  the  lead. 
The  sketch  shows  a  distance  of  3  in.  from  the  face 
of  one  tooth  to  the  face  of  the  next  tooth,  measured 
axially  on  the  cutter.  If  the  cutter  has  ten  teeth,  the 
lead  is  ten  times  3  in.  or  30  inches. 
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Tool  for  Screw  Machine 
Bt  G.  G.  SncB 

HftviBf  «a  ordtr  for  a  qoantity  of  the  niMll  rings 
•bowa  la  mcUm  at  A,  1  deriMd  the  tool  Bhown  here- 
vith  to  aaka  tk*  nttm.  it  ww  fitted  to  one  of  the 

I  of  tkt  KTMr  nifliliw  apoa  which  the  ring* 
aad  it  wortod  vmt  alMir- 

Aftar  tk*  rii«  wm  horad  aad  rMOwd  the  receaaing 
■aa  heoafM  to  poaitioa  aad  advaacad  into  the 
oatii  the  turrat-dide  ct«p  indicated  the  proper 

•i  >." 

..--^s:*^ 

A  Kscaaaixo  root,  roa  the  bcrbw  machine 

depth;  then  by  praaaing  with  the  hand  upon  the  amall 
knab  B  tha  eottiag  aad  of  the  tool  C  waa  puahed  out- 

ward to  f ona  tha  racaae 
Tha  ho4)r  of  tht  tool  i«  a  round  piece  fitted  to  the 

4iMMtar  of  tha  raaawd  hole  in  the  ring  and  liaving  a 
— Hahl*  aM  mtOad  iaagthwiae  to  accommodate  the 
rocking  cutter,  for  which  a  fulcrum  waa  provided  by 
a  akottldarad  aerew  aa  akown. 

Tka  raar  tad  of  tka  lever-«haped  cutting  tool  was 
aad  threaded  to  fit  the  little  knob,  and  a  cell  was 

into  the  knob  to  bold  a  suitable  coil 
The  depth  of  the  rcceaa  could  thus  be  regu- 

hjr  adjoating  the  knob,  which  stopped  against 
ttm  ke4ir  when  the  determined  depth  of  receaa  had  been 
naekad  uA,  upon  britiK  released,  the  spring  would 
witkdraw  the  cutting  end  of  the  tool  flush  with  the  body 
•o  tiMt  the  tarret  couM  be  backed  away. 

(What  baeane  of  the  chipa?    Editor.] 

Conbination  Piercinf?,  Shearing 
and  Forming  Took 
By  S.  a.  McDonald 

The  aecoopaayiag  drawing  alwwa  a  combination 
plwrlm.  akaariag  aad  fomiiag  die  that  ia  aimpla  in 

•ad  laaKpaaalye  to  make.  The  atock  upon 
H  ia  oaad  ia  CQld«olM  ateel  U  in.  wide  by  A  in. 
A  rooad  kola  ia  plartad  in  tha  center  of  the 

aad.  aflar  shearing,  tlte  work  la  carried  down  by 
tka  formtag  tools  and  bent  as  shown  in  the  small  sketch. 

Oa  the  dia  akoc  at  A  is  the  piercing  die  and  lower 
akaar  btada  la  oae  piece.  Ket  flush  with  the  upper  sur- 
faca  of  tko  akoe  to  which  it  is  secured  with  screws. 
A  atrlppar  ia  awonted  above  it  in  tlia  oaual  manner. 
Ika  foraaiaff  tooia  are  aet  in  the  aaaia  akoe  at  a  lower 
aiavatioa  ao  tlMt  aa  the  stock  la  fad  tkroagh  tha  plerc- 
liV  dia  tt  akati  acaimt  tha  edg*  of  tka  racaaa  in  the 
ihaa  at  B,  foraUag  a  atop,  and  liaa  laval  with  tlie  lower 

forming  punchaa  D  and  E.  and  the  upper  pressure  pad. 
The  forming  punch  D  is  of  the  correct  thickness  to  act 
in  the  double  capacity  of  forming  punch  and  upper 
shear  blade. 

Tha  operation  of  the  tools  may  readily  be  traced  from 
the  drawing.  As  the  press  ram  daaoaads  the  atock  ia 
pierced  and  the  portion  that  haa  been  pierced  on  the 
previoua  atroka  is  sheared  off.  The  separated  piece  is 
imiaadiataly  gripped  between  the  upper  and  lower  pres- 

sure pada  and  ia  carried  down  to  the  forming  die.    Aa 

la  tka  paach  Iwldar  are  the  plerciag  punch  C,  the 

L'OMBl.\.\l'H).N  flKKOt.M:.  HHEAKI.NU  A.NU  t'UKMlNU  IHH 

the  punch  rises  the  upper  and  lower  pressure  pada  strip 
the  work  from  the  forming  punch  and  die  respectively 
and.  as  the  tools  are  uaed  in  an  inclinable  press,  it 
falls  out  by  gravity. 

Swapping  Knowledge 
By  Frank  V.  Faulhaber 

There  are  many  small  machine  shops  where  but  one 
toolmaker  is  employed,  and  he  attends  to  practically 
the  entire  machine  work.  The  mechanic  in  such  a 
little  shop  comea  across  many  diflteult  problems,  all  of 
which  have  to  ba  solved  by  himself.  He  cannot  ask 
aaaiatanee  aa  can  the  toolmaker  in  a  large  plant  where 
mora  mechanica  are  at  work. 

There  is  a  toolmaker  in  one  such  plant  who  realizes 
that  he  can  often  save  himself  considerable  time  when 
confronted  with  a  new  and  difficult  problem  by  visiting 
a  neighboring  machine  shop,  also  of  small  proportions 
and  where  likewise  but  one  man  ia  at  work,  to  discuss 
the  matter. 

There  is  an  agreement  between  these  two  toolmakers 
that  whenever  a  new  and  perplexing  problem  arises,  an 
for  instance  relative  to  the  making  of  a  new  die,  that 
the  other  be  consulted,  and  then  the  two  can  go  over  the 
problem  together.  Recently  a  diflkult  sub-press  die  had 
to  be  made  by  one  of  these  toolmakers ;  there  was  a  knotty 
problem  ahead,  ao  he  consulted  the  second  man.  Both 
of  these  men  are  sure  two  heads  are  better  than  one; 
tliey  proflt  by  sharing  their  knowledge. 

There  are  aome  mechanics  who  would  hesitate  before 
inquiring  of  the  toolnuker  in  another  shop  regarding 
soma  diflkult  problem:  but  these  two  men  are  aaving 
themaelves  much  time  by  co-oparating. 
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Editorial 
A  Strike  Foredoomed  to  Failure 

BY  what  process  of  reasoning  the  railroad  shopmen 
and  their  leaders  arrived  at  the  conclusion  that  a 

strike  was  justifiable  or  likely  to  succeed  at  the  present 
time  is  hard  to  understand.  Three  issues  were  voted 

upon  separately:  The  wage  reduction  ordered  by  the 
Railroad  Labor  Board  effective  July  1,  the  abrogation  of 
certain  working  rules  governing  pay  for  overtime  work, 
and  the  placing  of  work  with  outside  contractors. 

According  to  our  information  as  this  is  written,  the 
last  mentioned  grievance  has  been  removed  by  the 
agreement  of  the  railroads  to  stop  placing  work  outside. 
Space  does  not  permit  us  to  discuss  the  merits  of  the 
working  rules,  elimination  of  which  constitutes  the  sec- 

ond grievance.  The  Board  has  not  rescinded  them  with- 
out careful  consideration. 

As  to  the  reduction  in  pay,  it  is  interesting  to  note 
that  under  the  new  rate  the  average  hourly  earnings  of 

skilled  shop  mechanics  will  be  slightly  more  than  sev- 
enty cents.  Average  weekly  earnings  will  be  $33.67, 

or  82  per  cent  more  than  the  same  men  received  in  1914. 
Equally  skilled  mechanics  are  working  for  far  less  in 
other  machine  shops  and  cannot  be  expected  to  muster 
any  great  show  of  sympathy  for  their  more  fortunate 
brothers.  On  the  contrary,  some  of  them  are  likely  to 
be  attracted  by  the  wage  rates  offered  by  the  railroads. 
In  addition,  there  are  still  mechanics  without  any  jobs 
at  all  to  whom  seventy  cents  an  hour  will  look  very 
good  indeed. 

The  early  days  of  the  strike  have  been  marked  by  a 
commendable  lack  of  violent  tactics  on  the  part  of  the 
strikers.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  no  violence  will  occur, 
but  should  the  hotheads  get  out  of  control  they  are  sure 
to  find  themselves  face  to  face  with  the  armed  power 
of  the  United  States  Government.  The  people  of  the 
United  States  as  well  as  the  administration  are  out  of 

patience  with  unjustified  strikes.  President  Harding's 
remarks  at  Marion  on  the  Fourth  of  July  reflected  the 
views  of  the  great  mass  of  the  people  and  should  serve 
as  a  warning  to  any  class  that  seeks  its  own  advantage 
at  the  expense  of  the  rest  of  us. 

Civilization  and  the  Automatic  Machine 

THERE  are  many  people  who  seem  to  think  that 
skill,  individual  effort,  ambition  and  everything  else 

that  elevates  man  above  trained  monkeys  is  gradually 
disappearing,  and  that  it  will  only  be  a  matter  of  time 
when  all  human  effort  will  be  reduced  to  the  task  of 
putting  pieces  in  automatic  machines  and  taking  them 
out  again. 

Such  books  as  the  "Iron  Man  in  Industry"  (by 
Arthur  Pound)  give  the  reader  the  idea  that  we  are 
fast  approaching  that  dread  time.  It  is  perhaps  timely 
to  remark  that  farmers,  railroad  men,  street  car  men, 
masons,  bricklayers,  painters,  carpenters,  road  builders, 
etc.,  are  still  doing  things  by  means  of  their  hands  and 
heads.  There  are  still  no  automatic  housekeeping 
machines   and   the    professions    have   not   yet    reached 

the  automatic  stage,  though  it  must  be  confessed  that 
we  would  be  in  favor  of  auiomatic  lawyers.  It  is  true 
that  few  bookkeepers  are  left  enthroned  on  a  high  stool 
and  writing  long  hand  in  thick  ledgers  but,  after  all, 
there  is  not  yet  an  automatic  bookkeeper. 

It  is  extremely  doubtful  if  one  million  out  of  the  one 
hundred  and  six  million  people  in  this  country  tend 
automatic  machines,  and  it  is  highly  probable  that  these 
people  are  doing  the  things  they  are  best  iitted  to  do; 
that  they  might  have  to  starve  or  work  beyond  their 
strength  if  the  automatic  machine  did  not  come  to  the 
rescue. 

What  the  automatic  machine  has  done  so  far  is  princi- 
pally to  reduce  the  amount  of  elbow  grease  necessary 

to  carry  on  the  world's  work.  The  self  binder  relieves 
the  farmer,  his  wife  and  daughters  of  a  lot  of  stooping 
and  disagreeable  exercise  in  the  hot  sun;  spinning  ma- 

chines and  sewing  machines  have  emancipated  millions 
of  women  and  even  the  automatic  screw  machine  has 
relieved  the  lathe  hand  of  a  lot  of  dull  and  dreary  repe- 

tition work. 

The  automatic  machine  has  made  possible  certain 
things  that  never  would  have  been  done  by  hand  and 
that  would  have  been  the  dreariest  kind  of  repetition 
work  if  they  so  had  been  done — wrapping,  bottling  and 
packing,  for  instance.  It  has  done  away  with  such 
murderous  professions  as  glass  blowing.  It  has  sub- 

stituted higher  for  lesser  skill,  die  sinking  for  hand 
forging,  pattern  plate  making  for  hand  molding,  and 
finally  it  has  produced  numerous  things  that  we  need 
to  lead  a  life  of  comfort  and  which  would  have  been 
beyond  our  reach  without  its  help. 

May  the  automatic  machine  prosper  and  multiply. 

Setting  a  Boundary  for  Standardization 

STANDARDIZATION  is  a  very  live  issue  with  engi- 
neers at  the  present  time,  and  deservedly  so.  It  has 

its  limitations,  however,  and  the  experienced  engineer  is 
the  first  to  recognize  them. 

A  case  in  point  came  up  at  the  recent  meeting  of  the 
Society  of  Automotive  Engineers,  undoubtedly  the  most 
advanced  of  our  national  societies  in  standards  work. 
A  division  of  the  standards  committee  brought  in  a 
recommendation  to  limit  the  size  of  the  clear  opening 
of  the  crankcase  drain  to  a  minimum  of  three-quarters 
of  an  inch.  One  of  the  most  prominent  members  was 
promptly  on  his  feet  to  protest.  While  admitting  the 
desirability  of  having  at  least  a  three-quarter  inch,  he 
pointed  out  that  the  recommendation  was  an  attempt  to 
delimit  engineering  practice  and  design.  If  it  should 
be  adopted,  a  precedent  would  be  set  which  would  open 
the  door  wide  to  other  design  limitations  which  might 

be  highly  undesirable.  The  recommendation  was  re- 
ferred back  to  the  committee. 

The  incident  is  unimportant  except  that  it  shows  a 

clear  grasp  by  engineers  of  the  relative  value  of  stand- 
ardization and  unhampered  designing.  Each  has  its 

function  and  nothing  is  to  be  gained  by  confusing  one 
with  the  other. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Cincinnati  Automatic  Centerkss  Cylindrical 

Grtadinc  Machine 
^^>r  vbtainmc  a  high  ntt  of  production  on  cylindrical 

««rh.  «h«th»r  roofh  rmund  or  re^iuiring  the  highest 
pnclsion.  the  Cincinnati  Milling  Machine  Co..  Cincin- 
•Bti.  Ohio.  hM»  ju*t  brought  out  an  automatic  grinding 
narhtM  of  the  centerleM  tyi>e.  The  machine  ha»  a 
capacity  for  work  of  A  to  S  in.  in  diameter  and  up  to 

n«i I— CIXCIXNATI    AITOMATH*  <-E.NTKl 
ORI.VI>I.N-a    MAI'IIIN'K 

Ift  in.  in  length,  and  is  auitaUe  for  flniahing  all  straight 
cjrlindrical  machine  parta  within  this  range  of  sixes. 

The  general  arrangwaent  of  the  parts  can  be  seen 
ia  Fig.  1.  The  work  is  passed  transversely  between  two 
oppoaed  abrasive  wheala.  A  grinding  wheel  20  in.  ir 
dlaawler  and  having  a  S>in.  face  and  6-in.  hole  ii' 
noanted  on  a  heavy  spindle  at  the  left.  Opposite  to  it. 
a  wheel  of  iZ-in.  diameter  is  arranged  to  control  the 
feed  and  the  rotative  speed  of  the  work.  Both  who<>l« 
rofCate  in  the  same  direction,  and  the  axis  of  fhc  fvoti 
or  control  whael  is  set  at  an  an^le  with  that  of  the  grind- 

ing wh««l.  so  as  to  draw  the  work  through  the  machine. 
The  manner  in  which  the  wheels  arc  mounted  is  shown 
bf  the  rear  view  in  Fig.  2. 

To  aopport  the  work,  a  work  rest  is  mounted  between 
the  lAeels.  The  top  of  this  work  rest  and  the  grinding 
wheal  spindle  are  parallel  to  each  other  at  all  times: 
coaseqaently.  the  work  is  always  parallel  to  the  axis  of 
the  grinding  wiMet.  The  control  wheel  can  be  swung 
aboot  a  boriaoBtal  axis  and  clamped,  so  as  to  obtain 
tto  feed  ra^lrad  to  suit  the  work.  Fig.  8  shows  dia- 
fraaOMtfeaAir  the  conditions  that  obtain  when  viewfnr 
tha  MTMWsaMMl  at  a  right-angle  to  the  axis  of  the 

It  shoald  be  aalid  that  the  feed  of  the  work  through 
the  mfMiM  ia  proportional  to  the  sine  of  the  angle  to 

I  Ikacoatrol  tsbod  la  tilted,  and  also  to  the  perlph- 
of  the  eootrol  wheel.     Thus  the  value  of  /, 

or  the  feed  per  revolution  of  the  control  wheel  is  equal 
to  d  X  '  X  ••  The  feed  |>er  minute  is,  of  course.  / 
multiplied  by  the  number  of  revolutions  of  the  control 
wheel.  The  peripheral  speed  of  the  control  wheel  is 
the  sanM  as  the  desired  peripheral  speed  of  the  work. 
so  that  the  transverse  feed  of  the  work  between  the 

wheels  is  an  easily  controllable  value.  For  any  par- 
ticular speed  of  the  control  wheel,  a  change  in  the  angle 

•  produces  a  corresponding  change  in  the  transverse 

feed. 
The  chief  feature  to  which  the  maker  calls  attention 

in  the  la>'out  of  tho  machine  is  the  fact  that  each  mem- 
ber is  called  upon  to  perform  only  one  function.  Thus, 

actual  grinding  is  dene  by  the  abra.sive  wheel,  the  work 
rest  merely  supports  the  work,  while  the  control  wheel 
imparts  the  feed  to  the  work  and  determines  its  rotative 

speed. The  spindle  carrying  the  (rrinding  wheel  is  made  of 
hardened  and  ground  chrome-nickel  steel.  The  end 
thrust  is  taken  by  a  double-row  ball  thrust  bearing. 
Adjustment  can  be  made  while  the  spindle  is  running. 
Due  to  the  fact  that  the  pull  of  the  belt  ia  always 
downward,  half-box  bearings  are  employed.  These 

bearings  are  made  of  cast  iron  lined  with  the  sam»> 
special  bearing  metal  that  is  employed  in  the  spindle 
bearings  of  Cincinnati  milling  machines. 

The  front  bearing  is  SI  in.  in  diameter  and  61  in. 

long.  There  are  adjustable  guards  above  the  journals 
to  prevent  the  spindle  from  lifting  from  the  bearings 

in  case  the  belt  should  break.  The  grindlng-splndle 

bearings  are  equipped  with  special  devices  for  auto- 
matically oiling  them  without  the  use  of  a  pump  and 

piping.     A  disk   at  each   bearing  throws  oil    from  a 

Kl«.   Z— KEAK   VIEW  OK  (■|.\<-|,VN.\TI   fENTBRLBSa 
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reservoir  to  a  amall  shelf,  from  which  it  runs  down  to 
the  bearings  so  that  continuous  lubrication  is  obtained. 
At  each  bearing  a  small  window  is  provided  through 
which  the  flow  of  oil  can  be  observed. 

The  control-wheel  spindle  is  mounted  in  a  yoke  which 
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can  be  tilted  about  a  horizontal  axis  to  obtain  the  rate 
of  feed  desired.  Its  chrome-nickel  steel  spindle  runs  in 
bearings  equipped  with  sight-feed  oilers,  the  front 
bearing  being  adjustable  for  wear.  The  primary  func- 

tion ot  this  control  wheel  is  to  retard  the  work  and  to 
prevent  it  from  spinning  with 
the  grinding  wheel.  The  work 
rotates  at  the  same  peripheral 
speed  as  the  control  wheel.  Wear 
on  the  control  wheel  is  thus  a 
negligible  quantity,  as  there  is 
very  little  slippage  between  the 
control  wheel  and  the  work. 
After  the  grinding  wheel  has 
been  worn  down  to  12  in.  in 
diameter,  it  may  be  employed  as 
a  control  wheel,  particularly  if 
hard  elastic  or  rubber  wheels 
are  used. 

Two  work-rest  blades  are  sup- 
plied, one  with  a  flat  top  for 

supporting  the  work  for  rough- 
ing operations,  and  a  so-called 

knife-edge  blade,  which  is  par- 
ticularly adapted  for  finishing. 

This  latter  form  prevents  grit 
and  dirt  from  reaching  the  sup- 

port on  the  rest  and  thus  im- 
pairing the  finish. 

The  rest  is  mounted  on  a  slide 
fitting  on  the  bed  so  that  its  distance  from  the  grind- 

ing wheel  can  be  adjusted  without  affecting  the 
parallelism  of  the  rest  and  the  grlnding-wheel  spindle. 

On  top  of  the  slide  carrying  the  rest  is  another  slide 
on  which  the  yoke  for  the  control  wheel  is  mounted. 
This  top  slide  can  be  clamped  to  the  lower  one,  and  the 
lower  one  can  be  clamped  to  the  bed,  each  adjustment 
being  independent  of  the  other.  It  is  thus  possible  to 
move  either  the  control  wheel  alone  or  both  the  control 
wheel  and  the  work  rest.  The  single  adjusting  screw 
is  operated  by  means  of  the  spoke  wheel  when  making 
this  adjustment.  An  unusually  large  dial  is  graduated 
in  thousandths  of  an  inch,  and  very  fine  adjustment  of 
the  position  of  the  control  wheel  can  be  obtained  while 
the  machine  is  running  so  as  to  properly  size  the  work. 
A  truing  fixture,  shown  in  front  of  the  machine  in 

Fig.  i,  can  be  mounted  on  top  of  the  work-rest  bracket, 
after  removing  the  slide  that  holds  the  rest.  It  is 
operated  by  a  handwheel  and  a  fine-pitch  screw  so  as 
to  give  smooth  movement  to  the  diamond  holder.  The 
bar  that  carries  the  diamond  slides  parallel  with  the 
axis  of  the  grinding  wheel  in  the  same  position  that 
will  be  occupied  by  the  work.  The  diamond  holder  is 
merely  reversed  in  the  bar  to  dress  the  control  wheel. 
A  truly  cylindrical  periphery  is  not  generated  on  this 
wheel,  as  on  the  grinding  wheel,  but  a  hyperboloid  re- 

sults because  of  the  tilting  of  the  wheel.  When  the 
work  passes  between  the  wheels,  it  has  a  straight-line 
contact  for  the  full  width  of  each  wheel. 

A  set-up  for  grinding  piston  pins  is  shown  in  Fig.  4, 
which  illustrates  very  well  the  manner  of  grinding  such 
parts.  The  pins  are  delivered  to  the  wheels  by  a  slide, 
pass  between  them  and  drop  out  onto  the  delivery  chute. 

The  machine  is  self-contained,  and  can  be  driven 
either  by  an  individual  motor  of  10  to  15  hp.,  or  by 
means  of  a  belt.  In  Fig.  2  the  method  of  mounting  the 
motor  is  shown.  A  silent  chain  completely  protected 
by  a  steel  guard  connects  the  motor  to  the  main  drive 

shaft  in  the  base  of  the  machine.  Due  to  the  weight 
of  the  machine  and  the  proper  distribution  of  thi« 
weight,  mounting  the  motor  on  the  base  does  not  iu- 
terfere  with  the  production  of  work  of  the  highest  qual- 
ity  of  finish  and  accuracy. 

A  12-in.  pulley  driven  by  a  6-in.  belt  to  run  at  600 
r.p.m.  may  be  mounted  on  the  main  drive  shaft  in  the 
place  of  the  chain  sprocket.  The  countershaft  fur- 

nished with  the  belt-driven  machine  runs  at  330  r.p.m. 
and  has  18-in.  pulleys  driven  by  6-in.  belts. 

The  grinding  wheel  spindle  is  driven  by  a  belt  from 
the  main  drive  shaft,  and  a  swinging  idler  pulley 
mounted  on  ball  bearings  keeps  the  belt  taut.  A  four- 
step  cone  connects  the  main  drive  shaft  to  a  shaft  at 
the  other  end  of  the  base.  From  this  position,  the 
control  wheel  is  driven  by  means  of  a  belt  running  over 
idler  pulleys.  The  four  speeds  provided  for  this  wheel 
permit  of  adjustment  to  suit  different  diameters  of work. 

A  flood  of  cutting  lubricant  is  thrown  on  the  work 
during  grinding.  The  separate  50-gal.  steel  tank  shown 
in  Fig.  2  holds  this  lubricant.  A  vertical  centrifugal 
pump  driven  by  belt  from  the  main  drive  shaft  of  the 
machine  forces  the  lubricant  through  the  pipes  to  trie 

FIG.    4— CIXCI.N'NATI    GRINDING    MACHINE    WORKING    CM 
PISTON  PI.NS 

wheels,  after  which  it  flows  back  to  the  tank.  No 
running  bearing  is  exposed  to  grit  or  water  and  no 
stuffing  box  is  I'equired. 

Both  wheels  are  provided  with  heavy  cast  guards. 
All  of  the  rotating  shafts  are  made  of  steel,  hardened 
and  ground  and  run  in  bronze  bearings  lubricated  by 
means  of  ring  oilers.  Both  of  the  wheels  and  all  the 
slides,  bearings  and  belts  are  completely  covered,  for 
the  protection  of  the  operator  and  to  prevent  grit  and 
water  from  entering  the  bearing  surfaces. 

The  net  weight  of  the  machine  is  approximately  4,500 

lb.  and  the  shipping  weight  4.900  lb.  For  expor*.  the 
boxed  weight  is  5,500  lb.  and  the  contents  of  the  case 
189  cubic  feet. 
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Biwvm  it  Sharpe  No.  646  Thickncn  Gsfc 
TW  tkifkaw  gart  •hown  in  the  •ecoovftn.vinf  illu«- 

Itatlott  kM  jMl  beM  pat  OB  Uw  aarlMt  bgr  th«  Brown 
4  Sharp*  Manufarturii«  Co,  Prortdenc*.  R.  I. 

TIm  ffM*  conuiiu  six  hUdw  havint  rp«pective  thick- 
MM  of  0.001&.  aOOt  0.008.  0.004.  0.006  and  0.015  in. 

IIKOWN   «    ..<II.\RPK   No.  •<«  THirK.\'l-:8M  OAOK 

IW  bladaa  can  be  uaed  either  singly  or  collectively  and 
will  tire  a  variety  of  meanurementA  up  to  0.0315  in. 
TW  aiaea  of  the  blade*  have  been  aelected  as  the  ones 
matt  frequently  uaed.  The  bladM  aro  accurately  ground 
to  Uie  correct  thickness. 

The  gag*  is  especially  suited  for  use  by  nu>tor  me- 
chanics and  car  owners,  aa  it  answers  the  requirements 

la  many  place*  around  a  car  or  truck,  as  for  setting 
vahr*  tappet*.  poinU  of  distributor  heads,  spark  plugs; 

Stting  pMona  aad  datarmining  the  sizes  of  shinui  for 

joinU  or  put*  what*  there  ia  play  or  looseness. 
The  gag*  has  an  eyelet  in  one  end  so  that  it  can 

tithcr  be  carried  on  a  ring  or  hung  up. 

Nomalk  Air  Compressor  for  Small 
Installations 

Th*  Norwalk  Iron  WorkJi,  South  Norwalk.  Conn.,  is 

pladng  on  the  market  a  single-sUge  air  compressor  de- 
Mpaciallj  to  neat  the  requiremants  of  small  shops 
air  indar  praaaara  ia  needad  to  operate  hoists, 

drm*   rs  and  almllar  tool*. 

Them&chiuc  ih  compact  in  (It>.sign,  occupying  luit  little 
floor  space.  It  is  of  the  center-iiank.  douhle-action  type 
with  a  belt  and  flywheel  on  oppottite  ends  of  the  crank> 
shaft.  The  cylinder  overhangs,  and  all  valves  are  there* 
fore  readily  accessible.  The  cylinder  and  heads  are 
amply  water  jacketed.  The  valves  are  uf  the  n\ultiple- 
port  plate  type,  deaigned  to  operate  at  high  speeds. 

The  working  parts  are  entirely  endoaed  in  an  oil  tight 
casing  and  are  lubricated  by  the  splaah  system.  A  |)ocket 
in  the  upper  part  of  the  casing  is  kept  full  by  the  splash 
and  oil  flows  therefrom  by  gravity  to  the  main  bearings. 
the  upper  guide,  and  the  wrist  pin. 

As  may  be  seen  in  the  illustration,  the  end  of  the  main 
frame  to  which  the  cylinder  is  bolted  is  provided  with 
open  porta  at  both  sides  so  that  the  stutUng  Ixix  is 
readily  accessible  for  adjustment  and  repacking.  The 
piston  rod  passes  from  the  crosshend  through  a  stufllng 
box  in  the  end  of  the  main  frame,  which  is  otherwise 
closed,  so  that  lubricating  oil  cannot  be  carried  by  the 
rod  into  the  compreaaor  cylinder,  the  gland  stuffing  be- 

ing outside  of  the  frame  so  that  it  may  be  easily 
reached  through  the  ports. 

The  machine  ia  built  in  ten  sizes,  ranging  in  capacity 
from  57.6  cu.  ft.  of  free  air  |)er  minute  up  to  748  cu.  ft. 
per  minute.  The  cylinder  diameter  of  the  smallest  size 
is  6  in.,  with  6  in.  stroke.  The  largest  size  ha*  a  cylinder 
diameter  of  18  in.,  with  12  in.  stroke. 

The  main  bearings  are  of  generous  proportions  and 
designed  to  withstand  belt  pull  in  any  direction  so  that 
the  machine  may  be  driven  by  an  independent  motor  in 
any  convenient  location  or  from  an  overhead  line  shaft. 

Willard  Forminjf  Toolholder 
The  Willard  Tool  Co.,  Inc.,  Strat/ord,  Conn.,  has  re- 

cently placed  on  the  market  the  forming  toolholder 
illustrated  herewith. 

KORWAUC  AIH  rOUPHKMitH 

WII.LAKU   KdUMINO  TOOJ.HOI.I'KH 

The  holder  is  adapted   for  use  on  lathes,  shaperf. 
planers  and  screw  machines  and  the  advantages  claimed 

for  It  are  prevention  from  chatter,  breaking  of 
the  cutter  and  tearing  of  the  work. 

Two  holes  are  drilled  in  the  cutter,  one  for 

the  clamping  bolt  and  the  other  to  fit  a  dowel 

pin  which  not  only  keeps  the  cutter  from  turn- 
ing but  assures  its  proper  location  In  the 

holder  after  removal  for  grinding. 
Cutters  of  various  forms  may  be  kept  on 

hand  and  inaerted  in  the  holder  to  be  used 

whenever  desired.  The  toolholder  is  made  of  a 

tough  grade  of  steel.  The  surface  against 
which  the  cutter  rests  is  parallel  with  the 
under  side  of  the  shank. 

Two  sizes  of  the  holders  having  respective 

( roHK-sections  of  i  x  1  and  I  x  U  In.  are  made 

to  fit  ordlnar\'  toolposts.  The  cutter  for  the 

smaller  aire  is  1  x  1  x  li  in.,  while  that  for  the 

larger  size  Is  3  x  11  x  2  inches. 
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Railroads  Ordering  Cars 
and  Locomotives 

It  has  recently  been  reported  that  the 
Chicago  &  Eastern  Illinois  has  placed 
order  for  six  Pacific  type  locomotives 
with  Lima  Locomotives.  Nashville, 
Chattanooga  &  St.  Louis  has  ordered 
three  mountain  type  from  Baldwin. 
International  Harvester  is  said  to  have 
ordered  two  switching  locomotives  from 
Baldwin. 

Illinois  Central  is  receiving  bids  for 
500  to  1,000  gondola  cars.  Western 
Pacific  has  placed  2,000  refrigerator 
cars  with  American  Car  &  Foundry. 
Northern  Pacific  has  ordered  250  gen- 

eral service  gondola  cars  from  General 
American  Car  and  250  gondola  oars 
from  Standard  Steel  Car.  Norfolk  & 
Western  has  divided  order  for  2,000 
hopper  cars  as  follows:  American  Car 
and  Foundry,  500;  Standard  Steel  Car, 
500,  and  Pressed  Steel  Car,  1,000. 

Illinois  Central  has  placed  20,000 
tons  of  rails  with  U.  S.  Steel  and  Ann 
Arbor  has  ordered  1,800  tons  of  rails 
from  Midvale. 

News   Section  J 
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board,  include:  Louis  Ruthenburg,  Day- 
ton, president;  A.  A.  Gloetzner,  Lock- 

port,  N.  Y.;  Robert  V.  Board,  Louis- 
ville, Ky.;  T.  C.  Brandle,  St.  Louis,  Mo., 

and  George  M.  Dickson,  Indianapolis, 
vice-presidents. 

Automobile  Companies 
Form  Big  Merger 

Under  the  name  of  the  Associated 
Motor  Industries,  Inc.,  an  $80,000,000 
consolidation  of  automobile,  truck  and 
automotive  part  manufacturing  com- 

panies was  announced  as  having  been 
effected  in  Dayton,  Ohio,  last  week, 
with  Will  I.  Ohmer  of  that  city  as 
chairman  of  the  board. 

The  merger  includes  seven  automo- 
bile and  truck  factories,  in  addition  to 

motor,  body,  gear,  ignition  and  other 
parts  makers.  It  is  said  that  a  num- 

ber of  other  manufacturers  of  cars 
are  being  considered  in  the  consolida- 

tion and  announcements  of  these  are 
expected  shortly. 

Besides  the  manufacturing  plants  in- 
volved, five  assembling  plants  will  be 

operated,  located  at  Indianapolis,  Bos- 
ton, Louisville,  Oakland,  Cal.,  and  St. 

Louis,  Mo. 
All  the  plants  in  the  merger  are 

owned  outright  by  the  consolidation, 
the  titles  being  turned  over  in  fee  sim- 

ple to  the  corporation.  Including  the 
assembly  units,  foui'teen  plants  are  in- 

volved.  The  manufacturing  plants  are: 
National  Motor  Car  and  Vehicle  Cor- 

poration, Indianapolis;  Covert  Gear 
Co.,  Lockport,  N.  Y.,  transmission  and 
clutch  makers;  Recording  and  Comput- 

ing Machines  Co.,  Dayton,  Ohio,  ig- 
nition, magneto,  starter,  battery  and 

generator  manufacturers;  Jackson  Mo- 
tors Corporation,  Jackson,  Mich.;  Ken- 

tucky Wagon  Manufacturing  Co., 
Louisville,  Ky.;  Saginaw  Sheet  Metal 
Works,  Saginaw,  Mich.;  Traffic  Motor 
Truck  Corporation,  St.  Louis,  Mo.; 
Murray-Tregurtha  Corporation,  Boston, 
Mass.,  manufacturers  of  gasoline  en- 

gines, and  H.  F.  Holbrook  Co.,  New 
York,  manufacturers  of  automobile 
bodies. 

The  oflficers  of  the  corporation,  be- 
sides   Mr.    Ohmer,    chairman    of    the 

Marconi  Receives  John 
Fritz  Medal 

Multiplying  the  honors  bestowed  by 
governments,  universities  and  learned 
societies  here  and  abroad,  the  John 
Fritz  gold  medal,  awarded  annually 
for  achievement  in  applied  science,  was 
formally  conferred  upon  Senator  Gugli- 
elmo  Marconi  on  July  6,  at  a  public 
ceremony  in  the  Engineering  Societies 
Building,  New  York  City.  Prof.  Com- 

fort A.  Adams,  of  Harvard  University, 
chairman,  and  Charles  F.  Rand,  of  New 
York,  secretary,  of  the  John  Fritz 
Medal  Board,  directed  the  arrange- 

ments for  the  meeting.  Previous  to  the 
presentation  ceremonies,  the  board 
gave  a  dinner  in  honor  of  Senator 
Marconi  at  the  Engineers  Club. 

Prof.  Adams  presided  and  read  mes- 
sages from  medallists,  distinguished 

engineers  and  public  men  of  America 
and  Europe.  The  speakers,  all  of 
whom  eulogizing  Marconi,  dwelt  upon 
different  aspects  of  his  life  work  and 
its  meaning  to  society.  Among  the 
speakers  were  James  R.  Sheffield, 
prominent  New  York  lawyer  and  for 
many  years  counsel  to  Marconi; 
Michael  I.  Pupin,  professor  of  electro 
mechanics  at  Columbia  University  and 
famous  for  his  inventions  in  the  wire- 

less art;  and  Elihu  Thomson,  John 
Fritz  medallist,  who  presented  the 
medal  to  Marconi. 

Senator  Marconi,  responding  to  the 
address  of  presentation,  voiced  the  hope 
that  he  had  been  instrumental  in  ad- 

vancing concord  among  the  peoples  of 
the  earth.     He  said: 
"I  have  long  realized  that  in 

America,  more  than  anywhere  else,  the 
most  cordial  and  generous  encourage- 

ment is  given  to  any  honest  endeavor 

to  apply  science  to  useful  and  practi- cal purposes. 
"It  is  a  great  honor  for  me  to  be  ad- 

mitted, through  your  award,  to  the 
ranks  of  the  eminent  men  upon  whom 
the  John  Fritz  medal  has  been  be- 

stowed." 
Many  distinguished  engineers  at- 

tended the  dinner.  Invited  guests 
present  were:  Senator  Marconi,  Comm. 
Francesco  Quattrone,  Italian  Minister 
Plenipotentiary  and  Commissioner 
General;  Dr.  Paolo  Rossi,  Italian  Vice- 
Consul,  New  York;  James  R.  Sheffield, 
counsellor  at  law;  Dr.  Edward  J. 

Nally,  president.  Radio  Corporation  of 

America;  David  Sarnoff,  general  man- 
ager, Radio  Corporation  of  America; 

John  W.  Lieb,  past  president,  American 
Institute  of  Electrical  Engineers; 

Major-General  George  O.  Squier,  chief 
signal  officer,  U.  S.  Army;  Alfred  W. 
Kiddle,  president,  Engineers  Club, 

New  York;  Edward  D.  Adams,  vice- 
chairman.  The  Engineering  Foundation; 
and  J.  Vipond  Davies,  president,  United 
Engineering   Society. 

Commercial  Credit  Letters 
Standardized 

Commercial  letters  of  credit,  revoca- 
ble or  irrevocable,  confirmed  or  uncon- 

firmed— what  are  they?  Many  readers 
of  this  paper  have  heard  these  ex- 

pressions with  greater  or  less  fre- 
quency in  the  past  two  or  three  years. 

Export  departments  in  nearly  all  cases 
have  had  actual  experience  with  such 
documents.  Shippers  of  goods  abroad 
in  a  manner,  more  or  less  vague,  have 
learned  that  these  forms  contain  pro- 

visions relating  to  bills  of  lading,  in- 
surance and  other  shipping  technique. 

That  there  has  been  much  confusion 

and,  in  some  cases,  disagreeable  litiga- 
tion arising  out  of  the  lack  of  knowl- 
edge of  these  documents,  no  one  of  ex- 

perience will  deny. 
Following  the  suggestion  of  the  Na- 

tional Foreign  Trade  Council  in  1920 
the  New  York  Bankers  Commercial 
Credit  Conference  began  the  work  of 
standardizing  these  forms.  The  work 
has  now  been  brought  to  completion 
by  the  American  Acceptance  Council, 
with  the  result  that  standard  forms 
are  now  available.  These  forms,  bound 
in  a  small  pamphlet,  may  be  secured 
from  the  American  Acceptance  Council, 
120  Broadway,  New  York  City,  for  the 
price  of  20  cents  per  copy.  Individ- 

ual forms  for  use  in  commercial  tran- 
sactions are  also  available  and  it  is 

hoped  to  have  them  in  general  use  by 
the  middle  of  July. 

All  persons  in  any  way  connected 
with  the  financing  of  overseas  ship- 

ments will  do  well  to  secure  a  copy  of 

the  pamphlet  in  order  to  familiarize 
themselves  with  the  latest  practice  in 
connection  with  commercial  credit  let- 

ters. The  provisions  dealing  with  bills 
of  lading,  insurance  papers,  partial 
shipment,  export  quotations,  and 
"prompt  shipment"  are  printed  on  the backs  of  the  forms  and  should  be 
studied  carefully  by  the  personnel  of 
all  shipping  departments. 

Upon  the  care,  skill  and  accuracy 
with  which  all  financial  arrangements 
connected  with  an  export  shipment  are 
consummated,  depends  to  a  great  ex- 

tent, the  success  with  which  markets 
for  American  products  abroad  are 
secured  and  maintained.  No  American 
manufacturer  can  afford  to  neglect  this 
part  of  his  business  education. 

Screw  Thread  Reports 

Reports  were  submitted  to  the  Na- tional Screw  Thread  Commission,  at  its 

meeting  on  July  7,  by  the  sub-commit- tees dealing  with  threads  on  electric 

fixtures  and  fittings,  with  the  standard- ization and  unification  of  screw  threads, 
and  with  bolt  heads,  nuts  and  wrenches. 

Pending  certain  detailed  additions  and 
changes,  the  reports  will  not  be  made 
public  but  it  is  expected  that  they  will 
be  ready  for  inspection  within  a  short 
time.  The  sub-committees  expect  to 
hold  their  next  meeting  the  second  week 

in  August.  The  next  meeting  of  the 

commission  probably  '«''ll  ̂ e  held  in New  York  in  September. 
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Sone  reduction  is,  however. 
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art  without  important  tir- 
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Omr  domaatk  conditions  are.  in  fact. 
■o  wtlafftory  that  it  ••«mii  somewhat 
StmtmUmm  to  f*  abroad  lookinc  for 
tfwyM*.  Bat  WBaa  busine**  men  were 
in  tW  iliptba  hero  a  yrar  or  more  ago 
I  did  not  MoHato  to  point  out  the  cer- 
toinl*  of  a  ncorery  and  I  feel  that  I 
alMaid  now  be  neglectful  of  my  duty  if 
I  fnikd  to  call  attention  to  conditions 

TW  Gorman  bank  atotement  as  of 
Jaaa  W  rafofta  aa  increase  since  June 
B  af  II  Ulioaa  in  tbe  number  of  paper 

lading.  The  totol  is  now 
1«»  htUiaaa.  The  pnre  of  the 
la  New  York  fell  to  1*1  c«nU 

par  1«  last  rriday.  ThU  is  tbe  low- 
yat  toacbod.  On  the  same 
aaM  at  S  c«aU  and  lire  at 

that  will  leave  u«  without  a  market 
for  a  considerable  portion  of  tha  sur- 

plus production  that  we  formerly  sold 
abroad. 

Thia  won't  all  happen  in  a  moment. 
It  may  be  averted  if  France  should 
waive  her  insistence  upon  conditions 
that  make  a  loan  to  dennany  impos- 

sible, but  unless  the  impasse  that  has 
been  created  is  soon  opened  up  there 
will  be  >erious  trouble  across  the  At- 

lantic and  we  can  hardly  Mipe  to  es- 
cape ita  reflex  here.  Developments 

over  soaa  should  therefore  be  closely 
watcbad;  nor  should  we  neglect  to  keep 
an  eyo  upon  our  political  situation  at 

Ite^acUaa  wUch  was  sUrted  by 
RadMpaa^  aaaaMlaation  and  ha*  con- 

la  daa  fondamenully  to 
of  a  poMtlcal  rrvolatlon  in 

.  that  win  ataka  it  iaipoaaibia 
far  f  raare  to  aollect  the  roporations 
aha  clalMs  aa4  aa  wrtck  tba  aoaaa  of 
paper  nasaojr  that  baa  aaM  aew  anaMod 
tbo  raHsua  Earapaan  favaraaHata  to 
panialljr  raawal  their  baakraptcy. 

■at  ara  asiMt  »ot  deeetve  oarsolee* 
WMH  IW  aarit  warth  Icaa  Ihaa  I  par 

tt  Ita  faca  valaa  ia  gaM  H  la 
ikMlMi.  TW  OavauMB 

ittrfUr  riftwa  to  aaeaat  H  far 
'  lakar  m  tkttr  rooda.  Xroaaarfe 

paraliita  wfll  faWaw.  It  will  probatity 
mBtti  aB  Earapa  and  the  reoak  will 
Wa  cMlaHMM  ia 

TW  indications  are  that  next  Novem- 
ber will  provide  the  radicals  with  the 

Geatcat  opportunity  they  ever  have 
d  in  the  United  States.  The  peo- 

ple are  in  a  mood  to  say  "A  plague 
on  both  your  houses"  to  the  Democrats 
as  well  as  to  the  Republicans  and  it 
may  be  that  the  apostles  of  some 
strange  political  faiths  will  be  electad 
to  high  oflice.  After  the  Civil  War 
the  Greenback  party  waa  sufltciently 
strong  to  induce  no  less  a  personago 
(ban  the  greatest  philanthropist  of  ht« 
time,  Peter  Cooper,  to  accept  its  nom- 

ination for  the  Presidency,  and  it  is 
quito  possible  that  in  the  coming  cam- 
pai|rn  there  will  be  some  similar  cx- nibitions  of  political  eccentricity  that 
will  for  a  time  make  capital  cautiouH 
and  induce  a  reaction.  But  these  are 
about  the  only  unfavorablp  features 
tWt  are  to  be  disrvrned.  They  arc 
aa  yet  visible  only  to  the  far  sightod 
and  should  be  heeded  only  by  the 
super-cautious. 

Of  course  there  are  and  always  will 
be  minor  troubles  for  the  neurotic  to 

worry  about.  A  rei^iment  in  the  Bra- 
silian  army  has  mutinied  and  coffee  hai 
daclinad  slightly  in  consequence.  The 
raaalt  of  the  Mexican  election  is  not 
Inown  but  the  Obrcgon  government  has 
accused  an  Ameriran  named  Rrilaski  of 

a  new  crime  called  "self  abduction" 
and  ordered  his  arrest  if  h«  is  found 
in  Mexico.  There  are  tome  who  re- 

gard the  situation  thus  created  as  se- 
rious, though  to  most  it  seems  comic. 

STAPLa  IN  Demand 

Sugar  is  up  again  on  an  extraordi- 
nary demand  from  all  over  the  world 

that  arguaa  still  higher  pricao.  Wool  ia 
rather  aaaier  as  tn«  Uriff  tongle  be- 

comes more  confusing  and  some  Re- 
publican newspapers  advise  that  their 

party  shonU  give  up  trying  to  pan 
any  UriflT  bill  at  alt  this  seaaion. 
The  demand  for  small  lots  of  dry 

gooda  is  continuous  but  the  ups  and 
doaraa  of  tW  cotton  market  make  buy- 
ora  caotloiu  about  buying  in  quantity. 
Cotton  futures  have  lost  part  of  tW 
advance  which  followed  tne  Govem- 
Bient  report.  The  boll  weevil  re- 
asains  tW  main  support  of  the  markat. 
The  steel  indoatrr  waa  tomporarily 
quieter  over  the  holidays  but  great 
nativity    ia    axpaetod    wbaa    tW    eoal 

strike  is  settled.  The  building  boom 
continues  to  grow. 

Automobiles  are  still  selling  aboui  as 
fast  as  they  can  W  turned  out  and  tne 
market  is  said  to  W  bare  of  used  i-Hrs. 
They  are  like  used  pins.  No  one  aeema 
to  know  what  becomes  of  them.  Therv 
is  a  wonderful  demand  for  tires  but 
the  crude  rubber  market  is  no  higher. 
My  correspondents  in  the  West  say  that 
the  low  price  of  wheat  is  the  only 
thing  the  farmer  now  complains  of. 

The  security  markets  are  firm  again. 
Under  the  lead  of  the  Liberty  issues, 
which  are  all  above  par,  bonds  are 
Arm  and  railroad  stocks  ar«  sharply 
higher  on  the  expectation  of  greatly 
increased  traffic  and  eamingi  this 
autumn.  A  Stock  Exchange  boom  led 
by  the  railway  stocks  is  quite  pos- 
aible  and  if  it  comes  the  psychologiciil 
affect  will  not  be  limitea  to  the  -(e- 
cnrity  markets.  The  transportation  in- 

dustry is  America's  greatest  business 
and  when  it  is  profltablc  our  national 
prosperity  is  almost  certain. 

Keith  Company  Will  Rebuild 
New  Haven  Cars 

The  Keith  Car  and  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Sagamore,  Mass.,  it  is  reported, 
has  secured  a  contract  from  the  New 
York,  New  Haven  and  Hartford  Rail- 

road for  the  rebuilding  of  6,000  bad- 
order  freight  cars. 

This. will  help  to  provide  equipment 
to  meet  the  reauirementa  of  traffic.  At 
various  times  in  past  years  when  bad- 
order  cars  have  increased  beyond  nor- 

mal the  excess  have  been  sent  to  the 
Sagamore  plant. 

There  are  a  large  number  of  addi- 
tional cars  awaiting  repairs,  so  that 

this  arrangement  will  not  affect  the 

running  of  the  company's  shops  on  a normal  basis  and  tne  giving  of  con- 
tinuous employment  to  tnoxc  now  in  or 

who  may  be  taken  Into  the  employ  of 
the  company.  It  is  the  programme  of 
tha  companV  to  irive  preference  to  its 
own  shops  for  this  work. 

Southern  Iron  Market 
Cains  Strength 

The  pig  iron  market  in  the  Alabama 
district  Is  holding  strong  at  good 
prices,  with  the  tendency  steadily  up- 

ward. The  present  market  is  $19  to 
$20,  and  it  is  generally  believed  among 
the  makers  that  tIR  base  is  a  thing  of 
the  past.  Additioniil  furnaces  are 
storting  up  each  week  over  the  stoto. 
Active  stacks  at  present  number 
twenty-one,  of  which  thirtoen  are 
making  foundry  iron  and  eight  arc  pro- 

ducing basic.  Lower  freight  rates 
new  in  effect  are  axpaetod  to  help  the 
indtutry  materially  as  the  high  rates 
pravaillng  up  to  tW  prasent  have  prove<l 
to  W  the  principal  retording  factor  to 
tW  more  rapid  Improvement  in  iron 
making. 
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EMPLOYMENT  figures  for  June 
show  an  increase  as  compared  with 
the  month  previous,  amounting  to 

3.2  per  cent,  despite  the  coal,  railroad 
and  textile  strikes.  Vehicle  manufactur- 

ing leads  with  an  increase  in 
employment  approximating 
6.5  per  cent.  Food  and  related 
industries  record  an  increase 
of  5.5  per  cent  with  iron, 
steel  and  their  products  in 
third  place,  recording  an  in- 

crease of  4.04  per  cent. 
Cotton  spindles  in  opera- 

tion as  compared  with  the 
total  in  place,  continue  to 
show  a  steady  increase.  In 
the  month  of  May  sixty 
million  yards  of  cloth  were 
exported  as  against  thirty- 
nine  millions  a  year  ago.  For 
raw  cotton  .^nd  cotton  cloth 
together  shipped  out  of  the 
country  a  total  of  $54,249,252 
was  received  as  compared 
with  similar  exports  in  May 
1921  totaling  $35,469,269,  an 
increase  of  approximately  52 
per  cent. 
American  foreign  trade  for 

the  month  of  May  shows  im- 
ports totaling  $252,617,000 

as  compared  with  $204,011,- 
000  in  the  same  month  of 
last  year.  Exports  totaled 
$301,988,000  as  compared  with  $310,- 
958,000  in  the  month  previous  and 
$322,446,000  in  May  1921.  The  chief 
import  item  showing  an  important  in- 

crease is  that  classed  as  crude  manu- 
facturing materials  in  which  there  is 

an  increase  of  $23,000,000.  Semi- 
manufactured articles  and  articles 

ready  for  consumption  show  important 
gains  as  does  also  the  item  of  crude 
foodstuffs  and  these  gains  cannot  be 
construed  otherwise  than  as  indicating 

an  improvement  in  industrial  activities. 
Railroad  earnings  increased  for  the 

month  of  May,  201  railroads  in  Class  1 
showing  a  net  income  of  $61,980,600  as 
compared   with    $50,271,865    for   April. 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  York,  Chicago  and  Cleveland  Prices 

Four      One 
Current    Weeks     Year 

Unit         Price  Ago       Ago 

Soft  steel  bars       per  lb       30.025  20.0236  ?0. 0283 
Cold  finished 

shafting       per  lb         0.0335  0.032 
Brass  rods       per  lb         0.155     0.1533 
Solder  (i  and  i)....     per  lb         0,21       0,213 
Cotton  waste        per  lb         0.11        0,11 
Washers,  cast  iron 

(iin.)..       perlOOlb.        !.8i       4.00 
Emery,  disks, 

cloth.   No.    1,   6 
in.  dia        per  100         3,11        3.11           

Lard  cutting  oil...     per  gal         0,575     0,608         
Machine  oil       per  gal         0.36       0.40           
Belting,  leather, 

medium       offlist       40-5%  40-5% 
@50%  @50% 

Machine  bolts  up 
to  1x30  in       ofFlist         55%     60%®     50%@ 

@60%  60-10%,  60-10% 

0,0435 

0,159 0.203 
0.122 
4.06 

The  May  earnings  represent  an  annual 
return  of  4.36  per  cent;  April  earnings, 
3.93  per  cent.  The  earnings  for  May 
of  last  year  were  $36,943,248.  The 
Southern  district  is  reported  as  having 
made  the  best  showing  for  the  month 
with  a  net  of  $11,304,700  representing 
an  annual  return  of  6.63  per  cent,  for 
the  month. 

The  Copper  Export  Association  dur- 
ing the  past  week  announced  the  re- 

tirement  of   $9,000,000   bonds,   indicat- 

ing satisfactory  sales  of  stocks  on 
hand.  Sales  of  the  metal  during  June 
are  reported  to  have  totaled  140,000,000 
pounds  and  estimates  indicate  that  not 
more  than  200,000,000  pounds  of  re- 

   fined  copper  remain.  Elec- trolytic is  quoted  at  14  cents 
on  the  New  York  metal  ex- 

change for  domestic  con- 
sumption «nd  the  Copper 

Export  Association  is  re- 
ported to  be  selling  the  metal 

at  14.15  cents  c.i.f.  European 

ports  with  14.25  cents  pre- 
dicted within  the  next  ten 

days. 

Money  market  rates  are 
easier  with  commercial  paper 

quoted  at  4  to  4  i  per  cent 
with  a  good  demand  for 
money  reported.  These  quo- 

tations compare  with  rates 

of  6J  to  62  per  cent  prevail- 
ing a  year  ago. 

Foreign  exchange  rates 
show  declines  as  compared 
with  a  week  previous,  due 
chiefly  to  the  crisis,  appar- 

ently at  hand  in  Germany. 
Marks  dropped  over  3  points 
to  $0.0017J,  a  new  low  record. 
Francs,  particularly,  fell  off  in 
sympathy,  breaking  16  points 
to  7.79.  Sterling  was  the  ex- 

ception declining  8c.  to  $4.44. 
Car  loadings  for  the  week  ending 

June  24th  as  reported  by  the  American 
Railway  Association  show  an  increase 
of  17,084  cars  as  compared  with  the 
week  previous.  As  compared  with  the 
same  week  of  1920,  there  is  a  decrease 
of  33,647  cars.  Loadings  of  coal  show 
an  increase  of  4,824  cars  the  figures 
for  the  cars  loaded  standing  at  96,960. 
In  contrast  to  1920  the  coal  traffic  for 
the  week  of  June  24  showed  a  decrease 

of  98,539  cars. 

Monthly  pereentaKe  of  active  cotton,  woolen  and  wornted 
HpindieH  to  the  total  in  pla«e  a»  re,iorted  by  the  Bureau  of 
Foreigra    and    Domestic    Commerce. 

.Vveraite  price  of  ten  outomotlve  Btocks:  Chandler.  OeneroJ 
Motors,  Happ,  Int.  Motors,  Pierce.  Stewart,  Stromberi,  Slade- 
baker.  White,  Millin, 
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German  Foreign  Competition  Declining 
Factors  Which  Make  German  Tools  and  Machinery  More  Expensive — Will  Only  Quote  on  a 

Slidinjc  Scale  System— British  l^bor  Costs  Four  Times  Those  of  Germany 
Bv  A  UKlTlbil  lOKKESI'O.NUE.NT 

W«  ta««  M  rfl—  bMB  toM  tk*t  Ger-  rmry  romiderably.     Thi*  not  only  re-  facturcrs."  The  following  are  examples 
MM*!  mvwr  to  eoi^ala  oa  tk*  for-  ducM   the    marrin   but   also   make*    it  uf  incroaaea  authoritod  by  the  A»w>cia- 
«%■  iMrkaU  ia  wmaiac.  aad  tlM  atory  vary  difficult  for  Uerman  Arm*  to  enter  tion.     In  Daeember,  1921,  34  per  rent; 
iMa  M   •nan   baas   tmmi  to  ba   pra-  into     lonir-dated     contracta     on     Axed  January.  1922,  6  per  cent;   February, 
— fn  tiMt  aott  kaaiMH  P*opW  naw  pricea.  14  per  cent;  March  16.5  per  cent;  April, 
ksMHp>  ratiw  aeaptlnl  as  w  m  trath.        At  preaent  German  exporting  houaea  22  per  cent;   amountinir   in  all  to  an 
Bat  latntlj  ciMiSlMrv*  tommi  that  in  the  enriniHTmr  trade  quota  oa  ahort  increase  of   .tome    130    per   cent   since 
aaHlla  H  t»  coaaMarattoa.     Wa  know,  delivery   contracU   a   Axed   price   sub-  1921.     The  dofcKt  in  this  arraniiement 

§m  iHlaaMb  that  OanMay  kaa  found  jeet    to    aorchargaa    oorraapondinK    to  from  the  buyt-r's  point  of  view  is  that 
vraatar  ̂ MeaWas  this  yaar  ia  Iwr  par-  ineraaaea  ia  eoata  of  production  from  he  is  powfrli-Hs   in  the  matter.     It  is 
Siaaa   abroad    of   materials    than    she  data  of  order.     Lon;  period  contracts  stated  that  neirotiations  are  procet>dinK 
ttmmi  ia  IMl.     The  lataat  trade  sta-  cannot  be  quoted  at  fixed  ratee  as  the  with  a  view  to  raising  the  inland  sult- 
ttatka  ab**   a    coaaidarabia  axcess   in  risks  consequent  upon  rising  pricea  for  ing  prices  in  consequence  of  the  recent 
tlw  valaa  of  exporta.  wbik  bar   pur-  labor  and  raw  materials  cannot  even  riaas  in  cost  of  production,  but   it  is 
dMaaa  ml  inm  ara.  MVPV  aad  many  ba  approximately   ascertained.      Many  understood  that  tnis  arrunffcmcnt  will 
aHMr  aalala  kava  wdniae.    The  trou-  German    rnirineerinc    Anna    will    now  not    apply    to    the    foreiirn    trnde    for 
hlas  «f  iIm  QaraMM  aaciaaarinc  Arms  ouote  only  on  a  slioinft  acala.     Manu>  obvious   competitive   reasons.     This   is 
bavt  baaa  imiaaaii^.  ina  tn  tae  rise  lacturers  of  electrical  heating  and  cook-  further  evidence  that  German  export 
Ib  ara0i^  eaat  tt  faal,  raw  atatarials  ing   appliances    have    increased    pricea  prices  in  this  respect  ara  nearins  world 
aa4  tranapnrl  by  50  per  cent,  and  the  general  alae-  prieaa. 

CmaUM  Coara  iMCasAaNe  trical  industry  by  16  per  cent     Prices  Labo«  Ratis  Compamcd *  *..«-•■  ...-n-r-T--   «  ^f  white  castings  have  been  increaaed 
Wa  kaaw  too  that  aHbough  there  ia  50  per  cent,  while  the  Iron-foundries  Now  that   tranquility   has  been   re- 

Uttlo  if  aay  ansaipioyawot  in  the  coua-  Association  has  raised  prices  by  S3  per  stored  in  the  British  enj^ineering  trade. 
tor.  yal  bar  tacteriaa  bavo  not  ahnys  cent.  manufacturers  are  hoping  to  be  able 
off  «s  boaa  working  to  thoir  fallaot        it  is  significant  that  German  makers  to  compete  on   more  even   terms  with 
cayadtT.      At    both    the    Leiptig    and  ©f  railroad  rolling  stock  are  finding  it  German   firms.      But   we  have  a  very 
rtaakxort   Fairs   it    was   noticed   that  dilBcult  to  secure  orders.    A  short  time  long  way  to  go  before  we  can  accom- 
yrkaa  of  certain  classes  of  goods  ap-  ago    the    Siamese    Government    cnllcd  plish  this  in  consequence  of  the  huge 
proxiawtad  to  the  world's  lavol.  wbila  for  tenders  for  trucks,  tba  result  l>eing  difTercnce  in  the  cost  of  German  and 
aavaral    Aran   woald    not  aquote    Axed  that  the  lowest  quoUtions  were  from  Britixh  labor  as  it  is  today.    The  follow- 
pitaa  at  an  Bsr  book  orders  too  far  Belgian    Arms,    most    of   the    English,  'ng   '""e   the   rates   of   wages   for  the 
akaaA.    Wa  kaow  that  after  accepting  Frooeh,  German   and   American   firms  chief  European  countries  per  hour  re- 
1— tratU   tbay    have    bean    nnabla   to  quoting  at  about  the  same  level,  the  duccd    to    a    common    denominator    in 
aaacala  tbaas  at  the  prieaa  qnotod.  And  higb<«t  price  of  all  being  made  by  a  Swiss  currency: 
aaw  w«  are  told  that  in  spiU  of  further  German  house.  ...                                 ,,,  t 
*apnti»Uon  in  the  valoe  of  the  mark         It  n  reported  that  many  of  the  Ger-  Austrm  .^1  francs 
Caiaiaa  export  pricoa  are  approaching,  man  engineering  Arms  are  spending  the  l.ermany                           ..>4  francs 
and  ia  aoow  inaUncee.  have  atUincd  Urge  cash  raaarvaa  they  have  accumu-  '^'y    •  •                           ■•''•*  'rnncs 
t>a  waiM'a  iaval.  lated   in   renewing  their   plant  and  in  Belgium          1.10  francs 

AaoCiMr  faiat  worth  ramambering  in  bringing  their  works  fully  up  to  date.  France          1.12  francs 

tU»  aaaaactlaaja  that  aa  Germany's  The>-  think  that  the  best  way  to  safe-  Switzerland        1.75  francs 
ajajaff  JwaAl^aBtwjlBto^  riaaao  guard   themselves  against  loss  by  do-  England        2.10  francs 
BrIliM  «M  pvabaMjr  Aaparican  ooata  preciation  of  the  mark  is  to  invest  their  .         .^      ,  ̂ 
rfMar  a  dactaaaa      For  iealance  ntose  capital    in    ahop    equipment    and    raw  This   shows  that   the   labor  cost   of 
I— atilaa  which   ware  raeaatiy   aelling  materiair     At  the  end  of  the  war  most  production    in    England   is   four  times 
aa  Hb  inm  and  various  other  mcUls  of   the   big   munitions    factories    were  greater  than  it  is  in  Germany.    In  con- 
ara  aow  baying  similar  products  from  dismantled,  a  great  number  of  machine  "wjuence  of  the  ca'canny  policy  of  re- 
aa;  whfla  tba  radaetions  which  are  Uk-  tools  being  thrown  on  the  market.     It  stricting    output,    the    production    for 

hitflaeo  iavafia  ia  British  engineer-  waa  ver>'  naturallv  expected  by  makers  •*«•>    ""'*   "''   wages   is    far    less   with 
bar  tratfaa  wfl  have  the  farther  effect  that  this  would  depress  the  market  for  o»  *•>■"  one-fourth  of  that  of  the  com- 
aff   naaliiiag   coaditieea   bataaaii    the  nich  products;    hut   quite   the  reverse  E«^'"i(   Belgian  or    French.     How  can 
twa  eMBlrioa.  was  the  case.     The  trade  continued  to  British    labor   expect   to   compete   and 

ftttboagh  Germany  is  now  less  favor-  be  as  active  aa  before  as  engineering  ■^■■>  receive  four  times  the  wages  of 
aUr  ylacad  aa  regarda  her  supply  of  Arms  preferred  to  pay  a  higher  price  Germany  and  Austria  and  twice  as 
raw  aMtarlala  for  bar  aasiaoering  to  obtain  a  new  machine  with  up-to-  much  as  French  and  Belgium  and  work 
tradan.  yet  her  aeaitiaa  ia  UM  lattar  daU  equipment  than  save  a  little  money  'or  nhorl.r  hours?  I  may  mention  in 
iiiaHnr  fcaa  aot  boaa  aorkmaly  affoctod.  by  parchasing  a  aecondhand  article.  passing  that  our  shortened  working 
Aa  niu4»  pro4actiga  coaU  in  the  G.,-^  ««/,««„  o,  ,„.»./.  !>../«.  '^''  '■  Pitimated  to  cost  us  200  mil- 
aaciaaariac  aatf  siaHtkal  tradaa,  while  "Aggaa  QtronNO  Sudinc  Pmccb  \ion  pounds  a  year,  of  which  of  course 
dMra  ia  avanr  iadicatioa  of  a  ganeral  It  ia  sUted  that  the  change  from  the  engineering  trade  contributes  its 
laoaaaa.  tlM  ■iiaiwa  of  axchaiwa  will  Axed  to  sliding  prices  haa  encouraged  full  quoU  of  loss.  If  the  shorter  work- 
bo  Iha  4al«raslaii«  factor  ia  rospoet  aome  makers  of  machine  tools  to  revert  ing  week  is  to  sUy  then  we  must 
to  aMTgia  betwaea  iMasa  aad  export  again  to  serial  production,  and  this  in  reduce  the  cost  of  British  products  by 
arieoa.  Siaea  the  araiatico  German  turn  has  led  to  sales  at  Axed  prices  that  sum  annually. 
•raw  baoa  catarad  awiV  aaparially  for  from  stock.  It  is  said  also  thst  there  Although  we  have  got  rid  of  German 
Iba  foralsa  tra4o  hocaoae  of  the  much  ia  a  tendency  to  conAne  production,  and  Belgian  competition  in  pig  iron  and 
mnatm  pratt  aanlng.  But  a  change  eapaeially  of  small  and  ntedium  ma-  steel,  continenUI  shiubuildcrs  and  re- 
M  aav  aaariaf  aaoaU  Export  orders  chines,  solely  to  sUndardised  types,  pairera  are  still  able  to  offer  lower 
art  bacbMiaff  ta  tall  off.  foreign  com-  Buyera  rnntend  that  makers  should  de-  prices  and  l>elter  deliveries  than  those 
yadlloa  tWolag  Iba  «»ward  trend  of  vote  a  part  of  their  shops  to  small  in  this  country,  due  largely  to  the 
frtaaa.  la  tba  iaaiaiwiag'  tra4a  ordara  altorationa  to  sUndard  machines  in  better  and  more  regular  work  done  by 
caa  aow  ho  piaeal  with  a  rfMrtar  tiaw  order  to  moat  the  special  roquiremenU  the  operatives  and  particularly  the  lack 
far  irfliaij  Tkt  iiVeroaea  batwaaa  of  castomara.  of  reitrictions  on  overtime  and  night 
orlaaa  ta  taa  haaw  and  foraiga  auirkata  German  manufacturers  when  quoting  shift  operations.  These  are  Just  the 
U  alaaMr  taaaaaiag.  aad  H  any  ba  sliding  pricoa  protect  thomsclves  against  points  over  which  the  recent  great 
mwpmUd  nat  ttda^Wmaat  win  grow  loea  by  a  clauao  ooaMthing  to  the  fol-  strike  in  the  English  engineering  trade 
laaa.  Not  aaljr  ata  n»n  eigBs  of  a  lowing  affect.  "'The  price  under  our  has  ruKcd.  on  the  vital  question  as  to 
0nofBl  <Wf  la  arlcoa  abroad,  bat  present  tender  to  vary  according  to  the  whether  the  men  or  the  masters  were 
«a0H^  raw  awlaiiala  aad  transport  directions  iaaaod  monthly  by  the  Asso-  to  control  production  in  the  workshops. 
dMMVoa  la  Oaraiaajr  all  toid  ta  riao  datioa  of  German  Machine  Tool  Menu-  The  masters  won  because  at  heart  the 
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84a men  did  not  want  the  responsibility 
of  control  put  on  their  shoulders  and 
the  vicious  system  of  double  shop  stew- 

ards has  received  a  fatal  blow.  Ever 
since  the  war  employers  in  this  indus- 

try have  been  under  the  harrow  of  a 
militant  trade  unionism,  or  in  plain 
English  an  iron  tyranny.  They  revolted, 
and  fortunately  for  the  furture  of 
British  engineering,  they  have  won. 
So  severe  has  competition  been  that 
lately  a  British  firm  tendered  at  a 
price  which  would  have  left  it  no  profits 
and  only  half  its  establishment  charges. 
This  was  done  really  to  keep  the  staff 
together,  but  it  was  found  afterward 
that  a  Dutch  firm  had  sent  in  a  tender 
lower  by  25  per  cent! 

Good  Average  for  All 

Yet  in  spite  of  all  these  adverse  cir- 
cumstances the  main  body  of  our  engi- 

neering firms  have  held  their  own  very 
well  during  the  last  two  years  of  trial. 
Taking  the  balance  sheets  of  14  rep- 

resentative firms  manufacturing  ma- 
chinery for  a  wide  range  of  different 

purposes  we  get  the  following  results: 
In  five  instances  out  of  the  14  selected, 
the  profits  for  1921  were  actually 
higher  than  those  of  1920,  this  fact 
being  partly  accounted  for  by  the  re- 

duced liability  of  taxation.  The  total 
companies  had  a  paid  up  capital  in 
1920  of  11  million  pounds,  and  in  1921 
of  slightly  over  11 J  million  pounds.  The 
The  average  return  as  regards  net 
profits  on  capital  invested  was  there- 

fore 12  per  cent  in  1920  and  8.2  per 
cent  in  1921. 

Belgian  Market  for 
Machine  Tools 

A  report  from  acting  commercial 
attache  Samuel  H.  Cross,  Brussels,  has 
this  to  say  about  the  machine  tool 
market  in  Belgium: 

In  spite  of  impi-oved  industrial  con- 
ditions and  the  removal  of  the  imme- 

diate threat  of  German  competition,  the 
market  for  American  machine  tools  in 
Belgium  is  unfavorable  by  the  presence 
of  considerable  stocks  of  American 
machinery,  probably  aggregating  15,- 
000,000  francs  in  value,  which  will  no 
doubt  require  another  year  for  liquida- 

tion, even  at  the  sacrifice  prices  at 
which  they  are  being  sold  off. 

Appreciation  of  American  equipment, 
even  at  higher  prices,  is  indicated,  how- 

ever, by  the  fact  that,  at  the  recent 
commercial  fair,  one  of  the  best-known 
Belgian  manufacturers  sold  no  lathes 
whatever,  while  several  purchasers 
were  found  by  representatives  of 
American  manufacturers.  Some  sales 
of  universal  millers,  as  well  as  sales  of 
broaching  and  balancing  machines 
ordered  from  the  United  States  rather 
than  being  taken  from  local  stocks,  in- 

dicate also  that  American  prices  are 
reaching  a  point  where  they  are  in- 

teresting the  native  user,  though  Bel- 
gian dealers  in  machine  tools,  after 

taking  considerable  losses,  can  not  be 
expected  to  stock  machinery  again  for 
some  time  to  come. 
Two  factors  must  be  distinguished  in 

regard  to  German  competition  with 
American  tools.  At  the  present  time, 
in  view  of  constantly  increasing  labor 
costs  in  Germany  and  the  discrimina- 

tory tariff  against  German  products, 
the  German  manufacturer  can  not  pro- 
ducemachine  tools  and  deliver  them  in 
Belgium    at    prices    very   much    belo^y 

American  quotations.  On  the  other 
hand,  German  machinery  dealers,  who accumulated  considerable  machinery 
stocks  before  production  costs  in  Ger- 

many had  greatly  risen,  can  still  under- 
sell American  tools  so  long  as  these stocks  hold  out. 

Except  on  light  tools,  such  as  small 
millers  (some  of  which  are  direct  copies 
of  American  machines),  it  can  hardly  be 
sfiid  that  Belgian  manufacturers  pres- 

ent very  serious  competition  with 
American  tools  on  any  basis  except 
price.  Recently,  for  instance,  the  local 
representatives  of  a  well-known  Amer- 

ican manufacturer  secured  an  order  for 
a  48-in.  boring  mill,  at  a  price  6,000 
francs  above  that  quoted  by  the  princi- 

pal Belgian  producer.  Prices  being 
practically  equal,  it  is  probable  that 
the  preference  would  be  in  favor  of 
American  tools,  as  their  accuracy  and 
production  capacity  is  well  known. 
Without  some  slight  price  modification, 
it  is  generally  difficult,  however,  to 
compete  with  the  better  products  of  a 
Belgian  firm  like  the  Progrds  Indus- triel. 

Machinery  Outlook  Bright 

Some  sales  of  Czecho-Slovak  tools 
are  also  noted.  The  firm  of  Podhajsky 
in  Prague,  for  example,  turns  out  a 
bolt  cutter  similar  to  a  favorably 
known  American  machine,  and  is  re- 

ported to  have  sold  250  in  France  dur- 
ing the  past  year. 

The  outlook  for  machine  tool  sales 
in  Belgium  is,  on  the  whole,  more  hope- 

ful during  the  spring.  Better  results 
can  probably  be  obtained  in  this  market 
by  quoting  local  representatives  special 
prices  and  by  supporting  them  to  the 
extent  of  supplying  moderate  stocks  on 
consignment,  as  the  losses  of  the  aver- 

age firm  have  been  too  g^reat  to  permit 
any  purchases  for  stock.  Orders  of 
machinery  for  restoration  purposes 
have  naturally  been  concluded.  Some 
shop  construction  is  reported,  however, 
in  the  vicinity  of  Brussels,  and  a  cer- 

tain amount  of  buying  for  replacements 
and  development  is  being  done  by  pro- 

ducers of  light  mechanics.  It  is  likely, 
therefore,  that  moderate  price  conces- 

sions would  somewhat  extend  sales  of 
American  shop  equipment  in  this  dis- trict. 

Efforts  have  recently  been  made  to 
place  agencies  for  small  American 
electric-driven  woodworking  machinery 
in  Belgium.  In  view  of  the  cheapness 
of  hand  labor  and  the  small  size  and 
means  of  most  Belgian  woodworking 
shops,  it  is  believed  that  the  market 
for  this  equipment  is  very  limited  in 
scope,  and  would  hardly  compensate 
the  outlay  in  publicity  necessary  to 
place  these  products  before  the  average 

prospect. 

Business  Items 

Increase  Cost  of  Ships 
In  passing  the  bill  already  passed  by 

the  House  to  scrap  vessels  under  the 
naval  limitation  treaty,  the  Senate 
voted  to  increase  the  cost  of  construc- 

tion of  the  battleships  "Colorado"  and 
"West  Virginia"  from  $15,000,000  as 
originally  provided  to  $17,000,000,  as 
these  vessels  are  to  be  retained  in  the 
Navy.  The  cost  of  scout  cruisers  four 
to  ten  was  also  increased  from  $7,500,- 
000  to  $8,250,000.  These  increases  are 
due  to  changes  in  construction,  increase 
in  armament  in  the  scout  cruisers  and 
improvements  of  machinery  and  appli- 

ances in  all  ships. 

The  Imperial  Steel  and  Wire  Co.,  Col- 
Iingwood,  Ont.,  at  ite  annual  meeting elected  the  following  officers:  president, 

?}'  i  d-  C""'*;  vice  president,  Don- 
ald McKay;  manager,  secreUry,  and treasurer,  Geo.  A.  Royal. 

The  Rose  Machine  and  Spring  Co., 
Canton,  Ohio,  through  its  president, 
D.  H.  Rose,  announces  the  purchase of  the  entire  machinery  and  equipment 
of  the  Advance  Dairy  Machine  Co.  The 
enlarged  company  will  move  from  its 
present  location,  in  the  near  future,  to 
the  building  now  occupied,  by  the  Can- 

ton Holmes  Co.,  12th  Street  and  Spring 
Ave.,  Canton. 

The  Fayro  Machine  and  Engineering 
Co.,  Johnstown,  Pa.,  has  taken  over  the 
boiler  making  business  established  a 
number  of  years  ago  by  Reinhold  Bet- 
terman.  The  company,  at  the  present 
time,  is  erecting  a  plant  in  Sheridan 
but  until  it  is  completed  the  Better- 
man  shop  will  be  used  with  Mr.  Bet- 
terman  in  charge  as  superintendent  of 
the  boiler  and  tank  shop.  The  officers 
of  the  company  are  F.  F.  Faunce,  pres- 

ident; J.  C.  Ayres,  vice-president  and 
treasurer;  and  Hon.  John  M.  Rose, secretary. 

The  W.  R.  Martin  Co.,  Louisville, 
Ky.,  it  is  announced,  recently  has 
doubled  the  capacity  of  its  plant  and 
will  install  equipment  for  a  complete 
forge  shop  to  be  operated  in  connecr 
tion  with  their  present  machine  shop. 
The  Hoole  Tool  and  Supply  Co.,  54 

Hackensack  St.,  Newark,  N.  J.,  has  filed 
a  voluntary  petition  of  bankruptcy  in 
the  Federal  Court,  in  that  city. 
The  Hodes-Zinc  Manufacturing  Co., 

Fremont,  Ohio,  has  leased  a  building  in 
Erie,  Pa.,  it  is  reported,  where  a 
branch  factory  and  warehouse  will  be 
opened  for  the  manufacture  of  auto  ac- cessories. 

The  General  Electric  Co.,  during  the 
past  week,  exercised  their  option  on  the 
Bridgeport  factories  of  the  war-time 
Remington  Arms  Co.,  by  the  purchase 
of  the  properties  at  a  price  reported 
to  be  in  excess  of  $3,500,000.  The  Gen- 

eral Electric  Co.  came  to  Bridgeport 
two  years  ago,  occupying  the  Reming- 

ton plant,  and  held  a  five  years'  option to  purchase.  The  plant  consists  of 
thirteen  five-story  buildings  about  80 
by  240  feet  each,  with  a  connecting 
corridor  to  each  unit,  making  the  13 
units,  in  reality,  one  gigantic  building. 
Other  buildings  in  the  purchase  con- 

stitute a  large  foundry  building,  office 
building,  several  smaller  structures,  and 
a  large  power  plant  also. 

The  Durant  Motors  Co.,  through  its 
president,  W.  C.  Durant,  is  reported  to 
be  in  negotiation  for  the  purchase  of 
the  plants  of  the  Locomobile  Company 
of  America,  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  now  in 
the  hands  of  receivers,  Col.  Elmer  H. 
Havens,  president  of  the  company,  and 
Edmund  S.  Wolfe,  both  of  Bridgeport. 
The  report  has  been  confirmed  at  the 
offices  of  the  company,  but  no  addi- 

tional details  are  available  at  this  time. 
The  Winchester  Company,  ITew 

Haven,  Conn.,  and  the  Simmons  Hard- 
ware Companies,  Waldon,  N.  Y.,  it  has 

been  announced,  have  effected  a  com- 
bination. The  combination  will  be  op- 

erated  under   a   common   management 
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c Personals 
FnoaucK  M.  SPKNcn,  nnUl  ra- 

caatly,  production  superintendent  of 
tba  Landan,  Frary  and  Clark  Co.  plant 
at  Meriden,  Conn.,  haa  been  appointed 
aaaiatant  auperintandent  of  factory 
"H"  of  the  inUrnational  Silver  Co., in  that  city. 

CUKTON  E.  Woods,  Bridgeport, 
Conn.,  laraeat  stockholder  of  the 
Wooda  Industrial  Engineering  Co., 
Bridg<PDort,  Conn.,  which  firm  has  been 
in  the  nanda  of  a  receiTer,  has  bought 
up  the  company,  having  supplied  aufll- 
cient  funds  to  pay  oif  all  creditors  in 
full 

Thomas  Fulur,  at  prcaent  manager 
of  the  supply  division  of  the  AUanta 
office,  Westinghouae  Electric  and  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  haa  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  power  diviaion  alao  to 
All  tha  vacancy  created  by  the  reaig- 
naUon  of  Paal  H.  Smith. 

Ons  HimaoN  has  racanUy  baen  ap- 
poiatad  production  superintendent  of 
tha  Meriden  plant  of  the  Landers, 
Frary  and  Clark  Co.,  hardware  and 
cutlery  manufacturers.  New  Britain, 
Conn. 

C.  F.  Ford,  for  thapast  several  yeara 
eaanactad  with  Um  Cnicago  Pulley  and 
Shafting  Co.,  haa  recently  joined  the 
aaginaering  sales  force  of  W.  A.  Jones 
Foundry  *  Machine  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 
Mr.  Ford  will  make  his  headquartera  in 

Minneapolia,  aa  manager  of  the  com- 
pany's branch  in  that  city. 

G.  A.  Rav,  of  tb*  Taylor  and  Fenn 
Co.,  Hartford,  Conn.,  was  elactad  to 
tba  board  of  maaagara  of  tba  ConnecU- 
cnt  FoundryBMn's  Association,  at  the 
rAent  annual  meeting  held  at  tha 
Stratfleld  Hotel,  Bridgaport,  Conn. 

R.  S.  GiLSAKT,  formerly  director  for 
tba  American  Malleable  Castings  Aaao- 
ctaUao,  haa  Just  baan  appointad  adver- 
Itetof  BMBBgar  of  the  Oanaral  Fira- 
praeAng  Co.<  Tonngatown,  Ohio. 
Irving  A.  Bbu'DT  and  Dwioht  T. 

Farnham,  forowrly  vice  oresidants  and 
mambera  of  tha  (inn  of  C.  E.  Knoappal 

and  Co^  Inc..  aanoonca  tha  astablish- 
raaat  «f  eoasaMac  aBciaaaring  ofBeas 
in  tha  Baaitobia  TnuS  Bulldrng,  847 
Madison  Are.,  Naw  York  City. 

P.  J.  CoNNn,  fonaarly  traveling  rap- 
itaUva  for  tba  Intamational   Ma- 

cbia  Tool  Co.,  Indianapolia.  Ind.,  ia  now 
aagafsd  arith  the  Haynes  Stellitc  Co., 
arith  haadquartara  in  New  York  City. 
Crarues  T.  Main  announcea  tha 

opening  of  engineering  offlcea  in  the 
Massachusetts  Trust  Building,  200 
Devonshire  Street,  Boston,  Mass.,  where 
ha  will  do  consulting,  acsigning  and 
develonment  work  for  industrial  planto 
of  all  Kinds. 

Samuel  Aronson.  formerly  a  mem- 
bar  of  the  editorial  staff  of  the 
Ataerteaa  Ma«hiniit  and  for  tha 

paat  flva  years  president  and  aecre- 
tary  raspecUvely  of  the  Preato  Phono 
Parts  Corporation  and  the  Presto 
Machine  Works,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  has 

also  been  electad  vice-president  and  a 
director  of  the  newly  formed  Products 
DiatribuUng  Corporation,  New  York 
City,  recentiv  orgsnixed  for  the  pur- 

pose of  selling  and  distributing  the 
products      of      companies      favorably 

ried  upon,  i-xamined  or  managed  by H.  Avram  and  Company,  managa- 
mant  and  industrial  engineen. 

Charles  B.  Kendall,  for  the  past 
eighteen  years  connected  with  the  Hart 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn., 
has  recently  been  sppointed  g<  neral 
purchasing  agent  of  the  company. 

Phiup  Norton,  formerly  superin- 
tandent  of  the  Turner  Machine  Co., 
Danhury,  Conn.,  has  joined  the  organi- 
uUon  of  the  Fellows  Gear  Shaper  Co., 

Springfield,  Vt. 
T.  L.  ScHRANTZ,  formerly  managar 

of  the  supply  division  of  tbe  BuAlo 
office,  Westinghouse  Electric  and 
Manufacturing  Co.,  has  been  appointad 
branch  manager  of  the  Syracuse  office. 

Charles  W.  Stroup.  for  a  number  of 
yaan  manager  of  the  Norwalk  plant  of 
the  Crucible  Steel  Co.  of  America,  has 
rasigned  to  accept  a  similar  position 
with  the  Indiana  Rolling  Mill  Co.,  New 
CasUe,  Ind. 

Paul  H.  SMrra,  manager  of  the 
power  diviaion  of  the  Atlanta  office, 
Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manufac- 

turing Co.,  haa  raaignad  to  accept  a 
poaition  with  the  Brooklyn  Ediaon  Co.. 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
S.  Glen  Vinson,  secretary  and 

general  manager.  Ideal  Electric  Manu- 
facturing Co.,  Mansfield,  Ohio,  is  mak- 

ing a  tour  through  Japan,  China,  India 
and  the  rhilitipines,  studying  business 
conditions.  He  is  expected  to  ratum 
hoBM  about  October  1. 

Carl  G.  Schluederbdio,  assistant  to 
the  manager  of  the  supply  depsrtment, 
Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manufac- 

turing Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  will  here- 
after devote  all  his  time  to  the  foreign 

supply  and  merchandising  business. 

R.  D.  SHiraj>s,  for  several  years  past 
Chief  Kngini-4T  of  the  Ohio  Macnine 
Tool  Co.,  Kenton,  Ohio,  has  just  been 

appointed  A'ssistant  General  Manager 01  that  company. 

GmaaE  W.  Roora  has  been  mad^  act- 
ing manager  of  the  supply  division, 

WestinghouM-  Electric  snd  Manufac- 
turing Co.,  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

Roy  GmtLL  has  reoentiy  been  ap- 

pointed mechanical  BUperf"*'-"''"it.  of the    Meriden    plant    of  lers, 

Frary  and  Clark  Co.,  .'.-  i. italn. Conn. 

Clarshce  E.  Bn.TON,  president  and 
treasurar  of  the  Bilton  Machine  Tool 

Co..  Bridgeport.  Conn.,  was  re-elected 
vice-pnaiaent     of     the      Connecticut 
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Foundrymen's  Association,   at   the  re-  try."    He  goes  on  to  sav   -if  i«hor  i.  ,„       .  . 
cent  annual  meeting  held  at  the  Hotel  ̂   ̂'^l"  the  fulk-st  IncentWe  to  produce    it     «Uo  aS5*I!^'J*""  "">'<""*  hskellw.  conden- 

Stratfield,  Bridgeport.  -  wS  ia^falrf,  "-".r    »'''''''    ''^^^^^^        have^beeS'^'^r,,"'   n,e_bull«l„, 

Stanley  H.  Buixabd  has  been  re-  pVg^t/ e/t'^^^^^^^^^^      ">«  "-"'"«  "•-"  «'    ̂ rtSS^'chiE"  ̂ ^u^^^ 
elected  president  of  the  State  Chamber  tlon  nf  ..LnV^'n'  ,'"'"'  *  general  consldera-        vlI  '  ̂    .'.r"  .      «    . 

of  Commerce  of  Connecticut.  a^-a  orh^e'-^^rfrVt-fhaTnAX^s  1.'o^^Tr    -^i^-^'^^-^harl... Parker  Co, 
Philip  H.  See,  of  Amherst,  Mass..  ?<,  invi^^*?h  '^*"'  present  day  tendency  is 

has  recently  been  appointed  assistant  '-.'^IlLVnifreKraml' nTrS!X''"th'? general  manager  of  the  Parks  &  Wool-  '""'■hod  adopte.i  divides  among  Tmpldy^s 
son  Machine  Co.,  manufacturer  of  tex-  ̂ jjj  m1.?'  '^J:  1'!""'^  P''^"'*  over  the  re- 

tile  machinery,  Springfield,  Vermont.  rr:;^-X'^i„/s^Crs'rt'=a'i.°"hr'br^J,\5t;^ F.    G.    HiCKLING   IS    now   manager   of  ̂ -1"®  l°-S}   'J''^',  '"""t  "f  'hem  consisted  in 
The  shares  failed  to  exert  an 

Influence    on     the    conduct    of 

The 

the  railway  division  of  the  Pittsburgh     r;nw„,'i''.i",l"^'^';i,':'"K  .'"«'  ̂ °  P."'  r^'fer  to  co- district    office,    Westinghouse    Electric 
and  Manufacturing  Co. 

A.  BuoL,  for  many  years  general  su- 
perintendent of  the  New  Britain  Ma- 

chine Co.,  New  Britain,  Conn.,  re- 
cently has  severed  his  connection  and 

is  preparing  to  open  a  tool  and  ma- 
chine shop  on  Arch  Street,  New  Brit- 

ain, where  he  will  build  tools,  jigs  and 
fixtures  as  well  as  special  and  experi- 

mental machinery.  The  business  will 
be  conducted  under  Mr.  Buol's  name 
and  will  be  directly  under  his  personal 
supervision.  He  expects  to  be  ready 
about  August  15. 

p.irtnership. 
i.ppreclulile 
the  worktr. 

„.?u"'"'    '"    takes   up    co-partnership, author  .says  of  this  scheme: 

,,,.„;i.  „, ,  "^    """■*    wage-earning   attitude    to 
procluction    can    be    supplemented    by    the 

fiV»^Hn'\"''""''',S'y""'<''  -1'  "'"'*'  a  pernicious distinction  will  be  removed  and  a  new  bond 
of  industrial  good  will  created.  .  .  .  Co- 

partnery .  .  .  seeks  to  reinforce  the  wage- 
earning  interest  by  the  shareholding  Inter- 

After  giving  some  examples  of  the 
schemes  in  use  In  England,  the  author  tells 
of  labors  antagonistic  attitude  toward  co- 

partnery which  It  claims  upholds  the  capi- 
tal system  and  destroys  the  solidity  of  labor, in  the  chapter  on  the  conditions  of  the  suc- cess   of     oo-partnery, 

Conn.  "CaVaTog  "nv  ̂ r Turt  "iSuJJl^T tainlng  de«.rl!;.lv„  '  cmi  To^L^^ line    of   vises    manufactured    by    thU   com- 
tlon  details  Is  also  given  In  the  cmulog. FormInK  Tool  Holdfira.     Wlllard  Tool  Co 

n|-.h""S.', V".!  i-'"""-  ̂   clreuhTrT.,  ,  il  ■ 

ng  the  \V  Hard  forming  tool  holder  f...     . 

work        '''"'''^''■'  "'""«'■  "'"l  »'>-ew  m.i   

._     ,  -  r   ...     the    author    states: Keai  co-partncry  implies  a  sharing  In  the 

Norman  Stewart  is  branch  manager    cert'iin"riiJf,'^ /hJ' ̂ "''1°'  the  bu.sines..,,  but y^-P     +u«      iit;«„,   1-  ix;  TTT     ..•  cfrtain    risks    the    workman    .qhnnlrl    nnt    h« 
01     the     Minneapolis     office.     Westing-     asked 
house  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co. 

Samuel  T.  Freas  of  Henry  Disston 
&  Sons,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  has  been 
awarded  the  Edward  Longstreth  Medal 
by  the  Franklin  Institute  for  his  in- 

vention and  thirty  years'  work  of  de- 
velopment of  the  inserted  tooth  circu- 

lar metal  cutting  saw. 

Book  Reviews 

Sharing  Profits  with  Employees.     By  James 
A.   Bowie,   M.  A.     Cloth  ;  two  hundred 
eighteen  6  x  9-in.  pages.     Published  by 
Isaac  Pitman  &  Sons,  2  West  45th  St., 
New  York,  N.  Y.     Price,  $4. 

This  is  a  critical  study  of  profit-sharing 
methods  in  the  light  of  present  conditions. 
The  book  is  divided  into  four  parts,  dealing 
with   profits,   profit-sharing,    co-partnership, 
and  other  methods  of  sharing  profits.     The 
question     is    viewed     impartially    from    the 
standpoint  of  both  employers  and  employees 
and  the  cases  of  both  are  very  fairly  stated. 

The  author  starts  off  with  labor's  point  of 
view  and  tells  of  the  injustice  of  a  system 
which    permitted    the    profiteering    of    em- 

ployers during  the  war.     Yet  from  the  em- 

ployer's side  of  the  question,  he  recognizes the  necessity  for  preserving  the   incentives 
to  the  employers  to  undertake  the  risks  in- 

volved in  investing  their  money  in  business 
enterprises. 

Of  government  control,  the  author  holds 
the  opinion  that:  "During  the  war  control 
was  certainly  necessary,  but  the  Govern- 

ment makes  a  great  mistake  if  It  thinks 
that  it  can  continue  to  control  industry, 
without  the  grave  danger  of  suffocating  it." 
Of  the  employment  question  he  suggest.s : 

"As  industry  fluctuates  today  the  grreatf.st safeguard  again.st  unemployment  would  lie 
the  co-relation  of  demand  and  wages." 

While  the  author  deals  impartially  with 
the  subject  of  profits  he  says  that  before 
labor  settles  the  matter,  it  mu.st  be  edu- 

cated up  to  its  part  in  profit-sharing.  He 
sums  up  the  case  against  labor  very  well: 
"The  mcst  abstract  thinker  in  Britain  to- 

day Is  the  working  man.  He  condemns  on 
scanty  evidence,  thinks  without  knowledge, 
readily  subscribes  to  the  most  visionary 
schemes  of  reconstruction,  abstracts  facts 
from  their  context  and  draws  erroneous  de- 

ductions, believes  in  the  necessity  of 
destruction  and  revolution  without  any  clear 
idea  of  the  structure  he  proposes  to  destroy 
or  of  the  substitute  he  hojx's  to  provide. 
The  working  man  must  be  taught  to  think 
concretely  on  economic  matters."  Further 
on.  he  says:  "But  the  workers  must  climb 
into  their  new  status,  not  usurp  it.  And 
to  this  end  .social  and  economic  education 
should  be  advanced  among  the  rank  and 
file  .  .  .  and  in  ow'nership  through  co- 

partnership and  capital-sharing,  finally 
graduating  as  complete  partners   in   Indus- 

risks    the 
to  bear. 

workman    should    not   be 

,       ,  ,    ,  .      .     The   worker's   control should  be  exercised  through  the  ordinary 
voting  rights  of  shareholders  and  secondly 
through  a  co-partnership  committee." 
rin  the  last  part  dealing  with  other  meth- 

ods of  sharing  profits,  the  author  gives  as 
his  opinion  of  a  bonus  on  collective  output: 
•Whatever  effect  such  a  bonus  may  have on  efficiency  it  certainly  fails  to  effect  im- 

provement in    the  worker's  status." The  .author  states  that  sliding  scales  may 
result  possibly  In  uniting  employer  and 
employee  against  the  con.sumer.  At  present, 
he  says,  the  only  control  a  worker  has  in- 

volves the  anti-social  attitude  of  restricted 
production.  He  advocates  co-partnership  in 
order  th.at:  "Employees  may  be  given  a 
share  in  capital  or  be  helped  to  acquire  it." 

Of  trade  unionism,  the  author  holds  this 
opinion:  "One  of  the  great  obstacles  in  the 
way  of  progress  will  certainly  be  the  vested 
interests   enthroned   In   trade  unionism." 

In  conclusion  the  author  predicts:  "The 
workers  will  become  capital-owning  co- 

partners with  possibilities  of  becoming 
through  their  abilities,  democratically 
recognized,  co-managers  and  co-directors 

of  industry." 
Annual  Report  of  the  Smithnonlan  Institn- 

tlon,     1920.      Washington,    D.    C.       Six 
hundred    ninety   6   x    9-ln.   pages,   cloth 
board  covers,  illustrated. 

This    book    describes    the    activities    and 
conditions   of  the    in.stitution    for   the    year 
ending  June  30.  1920.     Its  contents  include 
chapters    on    the    establishment    of   the    in- 

stitution,  researches  and   explorations.   Na- 
tional    Museum,     International    catalog    of 

scientific     literature,     and     many    scientific 
papers.     There    is   an    appendix   containing 
eight    reports    on     such     subjects     as     the 
"Bureau     of    American     Ethnology,"     "Na- 

tional   Zoological    Park,"    etc. 
The  general  appendix  comprises  a  selec- 

tion of  miscellaneous  memoirs  of  interest 
to  collaborators  and  correspondents  of  the 
institution,  teachers,  and  otliers  engaged  in 
the  promotion  of  knowledge. 

11.*'.'  Compr»«iion(.  The  Norwalk  Irt.n Works  Co..  .South  Norwulk.  C^nn.  Bullet  In No.  8  containing  .lata,  Hpeclflcatlon.  ind descriptive  cuts  r.lutlve  to  the  varloui  .TmS of  horizontal,  HliiKk-Hiage  air  comprMMn 

made  by  this  company.  «»miir««)r» 
=  .,h'"i'm.i""''  """""  N'ody  WatchM.  Stein 

rht„^n  'Vfi'"  A^V"  ?J  '"*'"•">  state  Street Soi»^^'f  '  I,  ̂  '>'x;'<let  containing  dejicrlp- 
llons    of     the     various     «tyle»     of     Huecliil 

Tn^rt'^m/I.r"''".™?  "*'  ""«  <="n.pany  for'ltme 

ana  motion  study  purposes. 

.„™''''it'"'  */"*•■»••,  Sampson  Ax. .  s.s  Sys- tem,    Inc.,     Lynn.     Mass.       A    l^ catalog     containing     numerous 
cuts    and    descriptions,    llluHtrat Sampson  lighting  e<julpment  and 
application  in  machine  shops  on  i 
machines.     The  system   Is  design.  u,. nteh  a  light  for  the  machine  operator,  placed 
to  illumin.'ite  the  work  In  the  machine,  with- out being  in  his  way. 

Ramphlets  RecGivcd 

Prnrision  (iaco  Blorkii,  Bureau  of 
Standards  Scientific  Paper  No.  436  entitled 
"Interference  Methods  for  Standardizing 
and    Testing    Precision    Gage    Blocks."    by C.  S.  Peters  and  H.  S.  Boyd,  associate 
physicists  of  the  bureau.  For  sale  by 
Superintendent  of  Documents,   Washington. 
D.  C.    Price  10  cents. 

HetalloKrniihlr  Ktrhlng  ReaKents.  Bu- 
reau of  Standards  acientlfic  paper  No.  415. 

entitled  "Metallographic  Etching  Reagents 
for  Copper  Alloys.  Nickel  and  the  Alpha 
Alloys  of  Nickel,"  by  Henry  S.  Rawdon, 
physicist,  and  Marjorie  S.  Lorents.  assist- 

ant physicist  of  the  bureau.  For  sale  by 
Superintendent  of  Documents.  Washington. 
D.  C.     Price  15  cenU. 

Proprrtle*  of  Sleet.  Bureau  of  Standards 

scientific  paper,  entitled  "Thermal  Expan- 
sion of  a  Few  Steels,"  bv  Wllmer  Souder. 

physicist,  and  Peter  Hidnert,  associate 
physicist  of  the  bureau.  For  sale  by  Super- 

intendent of  Documents,  Washington.  D.  C. Price  5  cents. 

Runt  Frrvention.  American  Chemical 
Paint  Co.,  New  York  City.  Bulletin  No.  11 
describing  a  method  of  preventing  rust, 
especially  on  .soldered  work  which  Is  to  be 

painted. 
Kllmlnatlng  Wante  In  Bla^tlnr.  A  fifty- 

page  booklet  written  by  .V.  P    r   '.^Ider 
and  published  by  the  Hercii'  Co. 
The  booklet   Is  abundantly    ■  :    and 
contains  numerous  instruct. >■  Mi.n;Tam», 
The  best  practice  In  planning  the  work, 
drilling,  kinds  of  explosives  and  methods  of 
firing  is  clearly  set  forth.  The  l>ooklet  Is 
printed  for  free  dLstributlon  and  may  be 
obtained  from  any  office  of  the  Hercules 
Powder  Co. 

Forthcoming  Meetings 

Pneumatic  MeaKUring  TnHtramentn.  Trost 
Brothers,  26  Little  Park  St.,  Coventry,  Eng- 

land, A  circular  describing  the  rotameter, 
an  Instrument  for  measuring  the  air  con- 

sumption of  pneumatic  tools. 
Scientific  Instruments.  Davis  Instru- 

ment Manufacturing  Co.,  Inc..  Baltimore, 
Md.  A  circular  describing  various  styles 
of  anemometers  and  other  mining  scientific 
instruments  made  by  this  company. 

Kxpannion  Reamers.  Samuel  Hocking  & 
Son,  Lancaster,  Pa,  A  circular  descriptive 
of  and  setting  forth  the  various  sizes  of 
the  double  relief  steady-ring  expansion 
reamers  manufactured   by  this  company. 

Hot  and  Cold  Plate  Presses.  Hydraulic 
Press  Manufacturing  Co,,  Mt.  Gllead,  Ohio. 
Two    bulletins    on    hydraulic    hot    and    cold 

Assorlatlon  of  Iron  and  St«el  Elerlrlesl 
KaglneerH.  Annual  convention.  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland.  Ohio. 
Secret.ir.v,  John  F.  Kelly,  ijmpire  Building, 
Pittsburgh.  Pa. 

American  Society  for  Sfeel  Treating.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.  building.  Detroit.  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  ESsenman.  4.600  Prospect  Ave.. 
Cleveland.  Is  secretary. 

American  Mnnufarturers  Kxport  Atmoela- 
tlon  annual  convention.  New  York  City. 
Oct.  25  and  26.  .Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean.  160 
Broadway.   New  York  City. 

National  Founders  Aaaoclatlon.  Nov.  2! 
and  23.  Secretary,  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
La  Salle  St..  Chicago,  HI. 
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The  Weekly  Price  Guide 
WUM  AND  PALL  OP  MARKRT 

__._         of  $IM  POT  100  lb..  HtUburfh. 

ahftfw.  pUtM  wmI  b*n  diaappMrinc  from  nurktt. 
mUt  bMkwM  Mi«  4om  at  11.70^11.80.     Stwl 

  jkw  iMiKlj  UglMr  nag*  of  quoUtioiu,  at  mill. 

Tto  ly  |c  pw  IK.  N««  York  warohouMa;  coppar  market 

at  la  aalaa;  line  alao  firmer,  owinc 

I  of  Aaat  Md  plpa  aaHM.    Babbitt  natal.  b«at 

■9  Ic.  par  Ik,  Nav  York.    LImiiiiI  oil  adranca  eon- 

i;  yalal  timtt  mtttn.    N«w  York  qnolaa  raw  oil  at  9Sc. 

,  Mc  par  laL,  B  bbl.  lots. 
down  ic.  per  lb..  New  York 

I  «*iat.    Dealer*'  purchaainK  pricoa 
of  oM  rappar  down  Ic^kc-  per  lb. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIG  new  —  Per  tnm  loa  —  Qaoistien*  coMpllcd   by   The 
<  AUr  Co.: 

CINaNNATI 
No^  2  S««ib«rn    
Weiikiia  Baac.   
Sawkera  Ohio  No.  2   

NEW  YQBK-r»de«>i«i  Delivery 
SaMhera  Na  2  («fic«a  2.2$«2.7$). 

»25.00 26  52 
26  02 

51.16 

BIIMINCHAM 
No.2roaadrr  20.S0 

PHILADEIPHIA 
Ejeeeta  P*.,  No.  2s  (laiooa  2  2.«#2.75}      27.82 
-"     29  24 

   25  50 
   25  50 

• •••••■ ■ Vk^aia  Na.2. 

Gnjr  Facte 

CHICAGO 
Na.  I  Famdrr  l^al        
NaL  2  Faaadry.  Soaiketa  (alicDa  2.25«2.75) 

ni  ISBUKGH.  iadudiai  frcicbi  cbsrte  from  Valley 
Nat  2  Faaadty   

24.00 
27.17 

25  00 
25  00 25.00 

mON  MACHfVEXY  CASTINGS— la  ttnt*  p«r  pooad: 

Dttreit.   
N«w  Yeffc.. 

LI(bi 

10.0 

M|IO T75 
S.O 

«0 

Medium 
8.0 
6.0 

4.5 
4.5 
5.0 

H<avy 

3.0 
J.O 

2  6 5.5 
4.5 

0»«amloae  are  !a  rem*  per  pound  in  variou*  citiee 
Mm  tba  bate  quof •liooi  fiom  null: 

Na^M 
'•••«•••• 

Naa  17a»d>1. 
Kaa.»aadU. 

ISaadli^ 

lewYotk 

1.65 S.6I 

1.71 
S.tS 

4  15 4.M 

4  15 

4  15 

Clcveiaad 

S  25 
S  JO 
S.J5 
S.45 

I  10 
)  15 
S  90 400 

Ckicapa 

3  6) 

J  68 
5  7} 5.1) 

4  SO 

4  50 
«  55 
4  45 

Galvanised  »ieel  sheet* 

No*.  10  and  II. 
No*.  12  and  U. 
No*.  17  and  21. 
No*.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   
Na.U   

4.SS 4.45 

4.75 4.90 

5.05 

5.35 

S.85 
J. 95 
4.25 
4.55 
4.70 
5.00 

4.4S 
4.55 
4.85 

5.00 

5.15 

5.45 WROUGHT  PIPE— Thr  followinR  diicounti  are  to  jobbers  for 
carioadlouon  thelstesc  Piittburgh  baling  card: 

Incbe* 

I  to  3... 
Staal Black 

71 

2    64 
2ita6    68 
7io8    65 
9  to  12    64 

BUTT  WEI.D 
Galv.  Inches 

581  lioli... 
LAP  WELD 
51 

55 

Iron 

Black ..     44» 

51 

50! 

..  39 ..  42 

..  42 
7  to  12    40 

it 

to  4. 

to  6. 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
1  toll       69  57|  {toll       44i 
2  to  3       70  58} 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

Galv. 

29i 

29 
29 
27 

J0» 

II 

2         62 
to  4       66 
to  6       65 

7'to  8       f<\ 
9tol2       55 

Malleable  liitin(i. 

•lock  tell  ai  net  lift.    (' 
WROUGHT  PIPh 

2 
31 

30 

23 

18 

Clastci  R  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
undard  lises,  20-5%  off. 

   40 2ito4    43 

4)  to  6    42 7  to  8    35 
•»tol2    30 

iKc  ditcountt  ai  follows: 
Chicato 

Black    (TaW. 
New  York     Cleveland 
BUck  Clalv.  Black  Galv 

I  to  3  in.  iteel  l>uti  welded.  66^ 
2}  to  (>  in.  tteel  lap  welded 

Mallcahle  6itingf.     CIsMCt 

stock  icil  at  lilt  leti  10%.    Cast  iron,  lundard  tizei,  32-5%  off, 

MISCEIXANEOUS — Warehouse  price*  in  cents  per  pound  ia 
100-lb.  lots: 

66%   53%   604%   47J%   62)%   48)% 
61%   47%    581%   44)%   5oi%   4S|% 

stc*  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

Open  hearth  iprini  ttecl  (base) 
Spring  iicel  (light)  (bate)   
Coppered  Beuemer  rodi(bsse). 

Hoop  tteel   
Cold  rolled  atrip  ttecl   
Floor  platet    
Cold  finiihed  thaftingoracrsw. 
Cold  finiihed  flail,  tquaret. . . . 
Structural  ihapei  (baie) ..... 
Soft  ilecl  ban  (hate)    ...      ..  . 
Soft  itcci  bar  ihapet  (bate).  .  . 
Soft  tieel  bandt  (bate)   
Tank  platet  (bate)   
Bar  iron  (2.20  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  liit^. 
Electric  welding  wire: 

i toi. 

New  York  C 
Icvelan 

i  Chicago 

4.50 

4.50 

6  00 6»8 

6  00 
6.00 6.03 

800 

6.85 

3.63 2.81 3.48 6.25 
8  25 

6  15 

4.80 
4.66 

5.08 3.35 3.30 

3.40 3  85 

3  80 

3.90 

2  68 
2  SI 2  68 

2  58 2.41 

2.58 2  58 2.41 2.58 3  23 
3,06 3.23 

2  68 2.68 2.38 

2  58 

2  21 
2.28 55t(,vi0% 

55% 50% 

8.00   

..12^13 6,50   

..Il2l2 6.25   

..lOSlI 

METALS 

Current  Prices  In  Cenii  Per  Pound 

Copper,  dectrolvtic  (uo  to  carbts).  New  York   
Tin,  5-ton  Ion,  New  York   
lead  (up  to  carlott),  St.  Ix>uit,  5.50  }  New  York   
2Unc  (up  to  carlott),  St.  Louis.  5  30:   New  York   

ai  oe  ...  ao«r  :..,».    i.u  New  York  Cleveland Aluminum.  98  10  99%  lafots,  l-l) 
ton  lots      19,20  20.00 

Antimony  (Chinese),  ton  spot.    5.50  7.50 
Copper  theen.  bate    20.50  21.00 
Copper  wire  rcarlott)    16.00  17,00 
Copper  rodt  fton  low)    19.00  22.00 
Copper  I. itMnif  MOO-lb.kMs)    23.25  24  00 
Rraii                     lib    lon)....i    16,75  18.00 
Bratt                  A>lb.  loti)    20.50  2100 

14.621 

31.75 6.121 

6.12{ 

Chicago 

18.00 

6.25 
23.00 16.25 

19.50 
23.00 
18.75 

20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
M  ET  ALS — Continued 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      14.75  16.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      17.25  17.75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       8.25  17.25 
Nickel  fingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00    
Nickel  (electroivtic),  Bayonne,  N.J    .   39.00    
Solder  (^  and  5),  (caselots)      21. CO  22.00 
Babbiu  met..!  (fair  grade)      24.25  41.50 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      11.00  16.00 

IS. 75 

15.75 

20.00 

36.00 9.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 

Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars   .'....     47 
Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bavonne,  N.J.: 
Shot      32,00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots     38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50.00 
Sheet  bars..  .    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         11.75         11.50 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      1 1   75 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light       6.0O 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  SO 
Zinc       3.00 

11.25 
9.50 

4.75 3.50 
6.00 
S.OO 
6.00 

3.00 

10.50 
9.75 
4.75 

3.75 7.00 

6.00 
6.50 
3.00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New 
York 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  .Allaways  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50 
IC,  112  sheets        12.80 

Terne  Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00 
IC,  14x20         7.25 

Cleve- 

land 

18.25 

21.00 

16.00 
18. 7S 

11.00 
11.40 

S.60 

5.85 

Chicago 

18.50 
20.90 

17.00 19.60 

14.50 
14.80 

MISCELLANEOUS 

2.80 

2. 85 
.93 per 

per 

New  York 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  ?0.07i@20.10 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perlb.       .055®. 09 
Wiping  cloths,  I31xl3i   
Wiping  cloths,13Jx20J   
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots   
Roll  sulphur,  360  lb.  bbl.,  per 

1001b   

Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots. 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs. 

Red  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  in  oil     100  lb.  kegs. 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag   
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville   
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville   

Cleve- 
land     Chicago 

$0.12        30.  Hi 
.09  .08 

M.  50.00  perlb.  .10 
M. 55.00  perlb.  .13 

2.40  2.6S 

3.25  3.50 
1.07  .96 

New  York,  12. 50 
New  York,  12.  SO 
New  York,  14.00 

.80  1.00 

.per  net  ton  ?8.00 

.per  net  ton  $8.50 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lilt* 

New 

York Machine  Bolts: 

.^11  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       50% 

IJand  lix3in.  uptol2  in       33J% 
With  cold  punchid  sq.  nuts       35% 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  eitra  of  107c)       40% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       25% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         .'0% 
Lag  screws,  coach   screws       S0% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws. .  .  .  /0-10% 
Carriage  bolt.s,  up  to  1  in.    30in.     ....       40% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts       50% 

Tap  bolts,  (h.h.  plus  std.  extra  of  10%)    10% 
Semi-fiiiished  nuts  |  .md  larger         65% 
Case-hardened  nuts           60% 
Washers,caatiron,}in.,per  lOOIb.  (net)  ?4.S0 
Washers, cast  iron,  fin. per  100  lb.  (net)  3.75 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Off  list  3 .  SO 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Off  list  2.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  oer  100  lb.  Offlist  2 .  CO 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist  2 .00 

Nuts.cold punched, hex.,per  lOOIb.Offlist  2.00 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  1%  in.  dia.  and  smaller     ...      60-5% 
Rivets,  tinned         60-5% 

Button  heads  i-in.,  {-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb      (net)      J4.00 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4.10 

li   to    Ij-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£-VT/J.^perl00lb  0.25 

I  in.  diameter         E    TRA       0.15 

i  in.  diameter     E'  TRA       0  50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter     E'TRA       0  50 
Longer  than  5  in     E^TRA       0.75 
Less  than  200  Ih    E^TRA       0.50 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper,  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs           35% 

'nnd    Chicago 

65-10%,      60% 

60^0        60-10% 

  jLOOoff 

J3.90n.-t         

     65-5% 
     60-5% 

75%      70-10% 

60%      SO-S% 
       5S7, 

70-10%         80% 

53.50 
3.50 

3.50 

3.50 3.50 

3.  SO 

J3.50 
3.50 

3.50  net 

4.00 4.00 

4.00 4.00 

70%       60-10% 

70%       41c.  net 

?3.25 

3.35 
$3  10 

3.20 

   0.15 

   0.15 

   0.50 
   0.50 

   0.25 
   0.50 
. ...    93.35  tutse 

50%  SO-% 

50^^  20% 

SO.  55 
?0.S0 
0.35 

Lard  cutting  oil  (SO  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 

(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal   0.28@0.33 
Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 

fair  quantities  (i  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  S2.S-'8: Medium  grade    40-5%   4O-10-2i% 

$0.67) 

Heavy  grade         35% 

Rubber'and  duck: First  grade   ^^  "T  r^ 

Second  grade        .60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materi  als— In  sheets  9x  1 1  in. : 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper                 85.84 
Emery  paper               »•»" 

Emery  cloth   ..;         27.84 

Flint  cloth. regularweight,width31 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll.         4.50 

Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper.  ..  . Cloth   

0.40 

50% 

40%      40-5% 
SO- 10%  40  10% 

60-5%  60-5% 

J3.8S 

11.00 

32.75 

1.32 
3.02 

S6.48 

8.80 

29.48 

4.95 

1.40 
3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Toob  Wanted 

B.  d«i  t*  kL  mm*  •••  l«  te.  baanr 
•r  0tMm*mr*  OmM  *  &rfeM4t 
;  (Mr  kM  iHMk 

-III— nan  lUrltliM  and 
Mn>  Wlb.— iManr  Mty  «acte«  1Mb*.  «1 
ar  w  1*.  mmttt,  U  w  M  ti.  oinm. 

   »!• A<».    — *it     lUlM.    tfrUl 

•22./^ 

WhMt*— •.  C  CoU*.    II*   Nortk 
.-^omtt   UtiM  <lu««>. 

«»    North 

  -X«A  Cyrta  C».  ItS  aswk 
WgatHialin  n,  H.  H  NmIl  ftartk  A«t^- 

■iuu  WlahMk— Ptore*  A«t0  0»,  aMrth 
Tlipito  At*^  W  WimIiIIil  P«r«k.  Acti— 
«M  «r4l  pnas  •■«  yow  talk*. 

M^-B.   SUMMMt.   US   iMMk 
I*  ptmtr   iBtM^   4rin   ptm^ 
Maatf.  cTttadar  sHadw  and 

RHrvr    A« 

Mm   Co..    ll« 
iTMlUc.  ^ 

at 

■Jthm  MortlMnf  Malal 
  immmmtmttvrmr  of   ala*!    raltar 
(br  a«No  cartklaal.   C   H.    NorAr, 

-  MmI    -         ■        - 

».  T,  ■— ail  K,  P.  LafUi  4* 
aaallaM  K.— mmII  vlMltte  4m««i  lai 
««kw  iMipaM  I  jaUwiBt  ter  a«ta 

4*t   Ooa- lath*  aad 

,  V.  T.  V*<r  Tatk— Cur  PhaCa  Oa.  t4t 
lAtaTvtto  At«^— «U*I  41« 

«.  T.  ■■■k-l.>     T  Do«4.  n  Laka  Vtow 
•U    toaliL    amiilawy    aad    aUHr 

for    a«w   cafaca    «i    Mar  aai 

IMMI 

^5«3^2J^J2S-.t« •"W^iaMM  f«r  aatavaMla  nprir  flkapi 

\a..  airl>Bi*a4— Unloa  Maohln<<  Shop,  R. 
R  Katacr.  I'urch.  Act^^-qillck  etuin(r«  lath* 
<U/«T).  ai*o  Ualoa  criadar  (aaw  or  ua«d). 
WU.  HMMak»— O.  U  Rom.  Pvbllo  8w- 

lea  ItMlc.— (aaaklaanr  aad  •quIpoMat  for 
auto  rrftalr  (iw^ 

Wla^  MaraMMd— P.  Racwn.  RiMit*  1— 
■MwknMrr  for  aoto  rvpalr  itMi|».  alao  air 
aoMarMaar.  gaa  alarasa  t^ak.  aw. 

Wte,  miwaakM— nabda  Mtg.  Oa,  S«tl 
Via*  •!.— laliMo.  drill  ptmmm.  gUmimm, 
dMa,  alKtrlc  notora,  vICm  for  prapotid  tao- 
tor>    t<Mil    rfXiOL 

>  aaV»»— Ilarlay-Davtdaon  Motor 
C<  <tmit  8u  W.  Davtdaon.  Purtsh. 
A>  14  automatic  etnioklai  ma- 
«)  llriiain). 

«>   ■  I  ioaakoo— IdAal    Sbaot   MaUl   * 
Hmiuus  Cu.    Til    Paarl    St.— ahaal    matal 

Kaa-    Wirhlta— North 
laatUth   81     (R,    R.    W( 

Machinery  Wanted 

Artt.  BaMiar  aprlaaa- 
t.     Btranaiuui,     Purch. 

-Tha  8p>akar.  W. 
Asu — nawiiwiMr 

Cat.  MaijtiWi  AawHiUttd  Oil  Co.— 
MacMaarr  aad  winlpnMnt  for  propoaod  ad- 

dition  to   rrflnery, 

rkl_  lUrkaaad — San  Pablo  PolUry  Co. — 
additional  Dwchlnary  aad  aqulpiBant  for 
propoaad  pUuil^cnUiitoilMnt 

Cat.  liaa  rrtia«liM  Mhall  OH  Co.,  141 
■aaaoitK-  Ht. — pumplnr  machinery  and 
aqulpmrnl  fur  propoaad  dUtrlbutlns  ita- 
Uon  at  Yuba  City. 

Caaa,  BrIdcaaarV— Karm  Tamilnal  Co., 
44T  .North  Waahtncton  Av«.^«oal  pockat 
Mtulpmrnt  and  coal  oonvaylnr  machinery. 

Pla.,  ■•••la — Acme  Sand  Co.  Inc.  Ik 
wylly,  '{"-nl  Mjr. — machinery  pumptnc 
aqalpoMnt.  etc..  aooo  to  be  Installed. 

tj'aa     Haeaa — The     CItlirn — hand 
aad  complete  printinc  equipment. 

-A.  W.  Webb,  Ind  Ave„  N.  B. 
Iltnary  and  equipment  for  cannery. 

PUi,  Ofl«ad«  W.  P.  Blackmao  and  aa- 
■oclataa — marhlltary  and  equipment  for 
propoeed  Ic*  and  cold  atoraca  plant 

Oa.,  Atlaala — Atlanta  Army  Storea.  Inc.. 
1  Orant  8(. — foundry  marhln>-ry  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  window  aaah welchta 

Aa..  ▼al«M«a  R.  U  Harria— maablnery 
for  t^  maaufaetnra  of  chalra. 

OL.  Caelyla  —  Union  Banner  —  prlnUnf 
oQiilpiDiant. 

VL,  Cblea«a  L.  Bloom  (brokw),  Itl 
North  Walla  t  eoipplau  )ob  printinc 

plant  a. III..   nile,_ 
ttoala  Ava.,  (machlna 

Meaooo,  fill  flouth  St. 
la  ahop) — plallnjc  dyna- 

_— .  lie  to  100  amparea:  alao  pollanlnc ina<inln»ry. 

n,  rblea«a— Laadflald  A  Bloom.  Itt 
Nortk     Wella     SU — lob     printinc     preuaa 

tad.,  laaiaaaaalle — Aone  Vrkm.,  Inc..  4St 
■oath  H*r<1ln«  Ht ,  Iron  caeilns  manufae- 
Itirera.  f*.  [.ambcrtoua  Prea  macklnary 
and  equlfrnM^i  for  addition,  t«  wood  aad 
matal  paitem  >bop. 

lad-  iadlaaaaaWa  R.  H.  Haaalar,  iBO- 
Itll  Naomi  St  apaclal  marhln«rr  mad 
•qqipment  for  propoaed  factory  for  tha 
manufactur*  of  aatomobOa  Aoek  abeorbera. 

tad,  Vla»»aan  Self  Imr  BUtrk  A  Ma* 
rhma  Co.,  manvfaciurera  of  concrete  blook 
ma  ikkiar  r  add  tttoaal  marhlna  tool  oqulp* 
maM  tot  propMid  addition  to  plant. 

Km,  WMMs—Oeod  Witt  BolMara. 
Broadvlnr  nStSi  Hide,  B,  B.  KaniMdy. 
rmlt.  Aai — |ob  prtntlnc  proM,  Mtlac 
Mafllar.   putleya,   hanaera. 

.   WMiit»-OnMa  *  Roahaw  Pa«k- 
Co.— refrla<>ratlon   madilnary.   balUlis, 

kawara,    thafung.    p«li«lr%    baarliMn    •to. 
(•r  atack  >«»<•, 

■aiu  WMMb— noehaday  Atito  Sapplr 
Ok.  10*  ■■«  Deticlaa  Ave,— air  pri 

_       _.               Nawa,    lit ■aat  llih  at  (R  R  Wabor,  owaar)- Job 
printinc   prvas   (power). 

Ky.,  Wlarbealei^— Pilot  Knob  Sand  A 
OravelCo.,  U.  H.  Williams,  Proa, — machin- 

ery and  t^ulpnienl  for  mininc  sand  and 
(ravel,   (&oi  aorea). 

**d..  Texae— Maryland  Calolte  Co^  o/o 
R,  J.  Ixivell,  DIr.— mni'hinery  and  aqulp- 
mant  for  mlnln«  and  preparlnc  calolte. 

Maea..  Ware— Ironaldo  Pdry.  Co.;  Inc. — 
aqulpment  and  machinery  for  foundry  now 
bains  remodeled. 

,.»ilek,  OetrW»— Aiapard  Art  Matal  Co., tut  Raat  Orand  Blvd. — equipment  for  the 
manufacture  of  automobile  hardware. 

MIeh.,  Hlahlaad  Park  (Delrolt  P,  O  )— 
Tha  l'>ord  Motor  Co.— conveyinc  equipment 
for  propoaod  aaaambly  plant  In  New  Or- leana,  La. 

—y—'.  Kalaaiaaoa— The  Vacetable  Parch- 
maat  Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
propoaad  110  ton  paper  plant. 

^lOalt,  M.  rhaelee — P.  A.  Bement,  Prop, 
of  St.  Charlea  Union,  (newspaper)— No.  » or  no.  i  llnotypa. 

MUa.,  Ht.  Paal — Waahlncton  Pdry.  Co., 
St.  Paul,  Kaclo  and  Waahlncton  St.,  H.  H. 
Orma,  Praa. — air  oompraaaor,  blowera,  aand 
blast  machlna,  elaeulc  motors  and  other 
foundry  equlpmanu 

MUa,  Natekea— NatOhW  Ice  Co.— ma- 
chlaary  for  propoaad  loa,  eeld  atoraca  and 
ratricaratlon  plants. 

Ma.,  at.  Leal*— Brt>darlok  A  Basoom  Ropa 
Co,  »0»  North  Main  St —equipment  for 
maenlne  ahup  and  blacksmith  shop,  alao 
nuumtnery  and  aqutpmant  for  engine  room, 
and  proposed  wire  rope  factory  and  ware- houaa. 

N.  J tie  St Newark — Leiman  Bros.,  1T6  Chris- 
ndinc  machlna 

N.  T,  Baiavia— O.  V.  Prank  A  Broa.,  It 
Mala  St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
tha  manufacture  of  candy. 

K.  T,  Bafala— Pratt  A  Lambert,  71 
Tonawanda  St. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  propoaed  addition  to  vamlah  factory. 

M.  T- BaVale — K.  P.  Schroeder,  405  Baat 
Parry  St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
propoaed  candy  manufacturing  shop,  in- 

cluding small  gaa  fumao*. 

,  W.  T..  Baffala— J.  Voll.  II  Bennett  St.— Ura  repairing  and  vulcanising  equipment for  new  ahop. 

W.  r.,  BaVala— W.  Willis.  1111  Bact 
Parry  St.— equipment  for  ban  cry  aervlce 
Matlon  Including  charging  outfit,  etc.,  also 
1,000  cal.  (torac*  lank  and  caaollne  pump, 
and  otht-r  mlarrllaneous  equipment  for  gas 
and  servlin  alatlno. 

N.  T..  rharlotte  (Rocheeter  P.  O.)— O. 
ward — un<'  large  slse  saw  and  table. 

N.  T.  EUenvlUe— Comeld  Radio  Equip- 
ment ('orp. — machinery  and  milling  sup- 

plies fur  tnp  manufacture  of  radio  and  alac- 
Irloal   auppllna   and   Inatruments. 

N.  v..  iameilowa — Ideal-Peerless  Laiw- 
dry  Co.,  24  Korem  Av«.— «qulpm«nt  for  pro- 

posed laundry  addition. 

N,  T.,  ̂ am»iawB — J.  B.  Jackson.  4(-4ll 
Market  St.— cas  tank,  pump  and  other 
MAali  tools  snd  equipment  for  gasoline  and 
sarvio*  station. 

N.  T„  Jameelowa — Phllo-Burt  Co.,  5 
Weat  4lh  St..  manufacturer  of  aplnal  spplt- 
anoaa,  etc— addition  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  propoaed  Improved  plant  on  Baat •th  St 

N.  y.,  Medina— H.  3  Helm  Co.— machln- 
ary  and  e<]ulpment  for  brining  plant  to  be 
Inatatled  in  paeklna  house  of  i'ekin  Co- 
oparaUv*  Aaan.,  at  Sanborn,  N.  Y. 

N.  r.  New  York— New  York  Mchy.  Co., 
too  Ith  A VI'.,  A.  Loawy,  Purch.  Agt. — sev- 
aral  baling  mochlnac. 

«.  T,  »el*a»— Ratsoff  Minii.i-  rn,.  T, OoorthoBa,    Bngr.   of   cnmpni  nnry 
and  a(puP<i>o>>t  for  reflnery  >•>  ninK 

plant. If.  r..  BM-kwitaf~<.  OoMhrric,  204  Hurl- 
son  Ava.^machln«ry  for  prwp'imd  addition 
to  matlreaa  factory. 
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X.  Y..  Rocheater — Ilex  Optical  Co.,  726 
Portland  Ave. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  addition  to  camera  shutter  plant. 

N.    c,    Oxford — Oxford    Public    Ledger   
presses,  machinery,  etc.,  for  proposed  plant 

N.  C,  Rocky  Mount — Munn  &  Griffon  Co. 
— machinery  and  equipment  tor  new  cold 
.storage  and  refrigeration  plant. 

O.,  Cleveland — C.  M.  Fulkerson,  3904 
Superior  Ave.,  N.E. — machinery  for  concen- 

tration of  iron  ore  by  special  process. 

O.,  Marion — Marion  Curtain  Rod  Co.,  Q 
II.  Spragg,  Pres. — $5,000  worth  of  machin- 

ery for  plant. 

O.,  Wellston — Wellston  Telegram — one  30 
in.  lever  and  paper  cutter  with  interlock- 

ing back  gauge. 

O.,  YonniTHtown  —  Youngstown  Mazda 
Lamp  Co.,  617  Williams  St. — equipment  and 
machinery  for  proposed  factory  addition. 

Okla.,  Potean — Poteau  Mfg.  Co.  (manu- 
facturer of  chairs,  porch  swings,  folding 

chairs,  etc.) — complete  machinery  and equipment    (used). 

Okla.,  TuUa — Osage  Battery  Co. — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  proposed  battery factory. 

Okla.,  Valiant — Amer.  Rock  Asphalt  Co.   
machinery  for  mining  asphalt. 

Pa.,  Ambler — Bd.  Educ. — equipment  for 
vocational  department  of  proposed  high school. 

Pa.,  Erie — Bd.  Educ. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  vocational  department  of 
proposed  high  school  on  West  Side. 

Pa.,  New  Brighton — R.  B.  McDanel  Co. — 
equipment  for  smoke  houses,  including  2 
new  coolers,   etc. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — G.  D.  Ellis  &  Sons,  309  North 
3rd  St. — additional  machinery  for  the  manu- 

facture of   tin   ware. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — A.  Locke,  4945  Mulberry  St. 
— automatic  hosiery  machines,  (full  fash- ion). 

Pa.,  Pottstown — Century  Knitting  Co., 
Inc. — machinery  and  equipment  for  bleach- 

ing plant,  now  under  construction. 

Pa.,  Reading- — Central  Abattoir  Co., Chestnut  St. — machinery  for  new  packing plant. 

Pa.,  Warren — Hand  Printing  Co. — auto- 
matic presses  and  equipment  for  modern 

printing  plant,  on  Lexmgton  ave. 

Pa.,  WrightsvUIe — Susquehanna  Casting 
Co. — equipment  for  foundry  to  be  estab- 

lished at  New  Oxford,  Pa. 

Pa.,  York — McGann  Mfg.  Co   one  10  ton 
electric  crane  with   50  ft.  span. 

8.  C,  Newberry — C.  P.  McDaniel,  Secy, 
of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce — machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  tanning  fac- tory. 

Tenn.,  Chattanooga — Dixie  Spinning  Co., 
J.  L.  Lupton,  Pres. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  cotton  and  yarn  mill. 

,,Va.,  Newport  News — ^Appacosta  Shoe 
Mfg.  Co.,  c/o  Chamber  of  Commerce, 
Schmelz  Bldg. — full  line  of  machinery  for 
the  manufacture  of  shoes. 

Va.,  Richmond — Fish  Guano  Co.  (manu- 
facturer of  flsh  fertilizer) — engine,  boiler, 

grinders,   separators  and  belting. 
Va..  Richmond — Grigsby  Constr.  Co.,  120 

South  8th  St. — electric  welder  and  air  test- 
mg  machine. 

Wash.,  Seattle — Pacific  Specialty  Co., 
1407  Dearborn  St.,  A.  C.  Townsend,  Secy. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
soap  factory. 

W.  Va.,  Falrmount — Fairmount  Mining 
Mchy.  Co. — power  bending  brake,  capacity 
i  m.  material  12  ft.  long. 

W.  Va.,  Huntington — Main  Island  Creek 
Coal  Co.,  A.  J,  Dalton,  Pres. — lumber  mill 
and  mmmg  machinery. 

Wis..  Appelton— G.  R.  &  S.  Motor  Co., 
738  Washington  St. — equipment  and  ma- 

chinery for  proposed  garage  and  auto  re- 
pair shop. 

WU.,  Beaver  Dam — Middle  West  Mfg. 
Co. — iron-working  machinery  for  the  manu- 

facture of  stanchions   etc.,    for   barns. 

Wis.,  Chippewa  Falls — A.  F.  Ender — lino- 
type and  Job  press,  newspaper  press,  type, 

belting,  hangers,  shafting  and  pulleys. 

Wis.,  Chippewa  FaUs — Olsen  Shoe  Mfg. 
Co.  —  shoe-working  machine,  (electric 
power). 

Wis.,  La  Crosse — Trane  Co.,  2nd  St.  and 
Cameron  Ave. — machinery  for  the  manu- 

facture of  heating  specialties  and  electric 
motors. 

Wis.,  Madison — Kennedy  Dairy  Co.,  618 
University  Ave. — ice  making  and  refrlgcrat- 
mg  machinery  for  Ice  manufacturing  plant. 

Wis..  Manitowoc— Aluminum  OoodB  Mf«. 

Pro;;^"^  pla'nl"  "'*'=''"=  '™"""'"'^  "■»"«  '' r^jy'V-  .  Marshfleld  —  Blum  Bros.  Co., J"»""fa<:'u'-e'-.  of  butter  tubs— box-boarS matcher,  30  In.  double  planer  with  motor 

hr^rr*^"  and  sectional  Feed  roll^  and  Sh?D breakers,  3  Jointers,   l   heading  turner. 

Co^'b9«  ̂ =I!"i'"''o.''~^'"'*'?  ̂ ""O"  *  Metal 
?hin«  5L^*"*'  S'— *<:etylene  cutting  ma- 
cnine  for  scrap  Iron. 

iftJV'''i><  Milwaukee- Meredith  Broa  Co., 
wnrli^""'°'''j'."'°  Ave.— additional  wood- 
^,  K  wF  machinery.  Including  saws  and probably  a  planer. 

■M,}y}*-  .,  Milwaukee— A.  Ramhorst.  1113 Maiden  Lane— machinery  with  electric  mo- tor, for  the  manufacture  of  candy. 

t!t21!^'T**"",*''''^?~The  Standard  Victoria bteam  Laundry,  69  Ogden  Ave.— additional laundry  machinery  and  belting. 

=  „y"',  NelUsvllie— E.  W.  Scheel— dairy and  refrigerating  machinery. 
Wis..  Oshkosh — Winnebago  County,  J. Bmning,  Commissioner.  —  machinery  and equipment  for  garage  and  repair  shop. 
Wis.,  PhllUps — Kneeland — McClurg  Lum- 

ber Co.,  P.  S.  McClurg,  Pres.— woodwork- ing machmery  for  sawmill. 
Wis.,  Stevens  Point— The  Pflftner  Lum- 

ber Co.,  229  Franklin  St.— band  re-saw, sander,  and  smaller  machinery. 
Wis.,  Two  Rivers — Bd.  Educ,  J.  Doleysh, 

Secy.— machinery  and  equipment  for  man- ual trainmg  department,  also  gas  machine. 
Wis.,  Waunakee— Gripx  Mfg.  Co.— spe- 

cial machmery  for  the  manufacture  of  pat- terns, punch  press  stamping,  etc. 
Wis.,  WanwatosB — Economy  Block  Co., 

7th  St.  and  East  North  Ave. — power  driven machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  cement block.  Including  tampers,  etc. 

Wyo..  Rock  River — R.  A.  Young — ^news- 
paper press  and  Job  press. 

Ont.,  Toronto — Farmers  Dairy  Co.,  Wal- 
mer  Rd. — dairy  equipment  for  pasturizing, 

T^,**"*'.!,  '■"'•onto — Pure  Gasoline  Co.,  13 King  St.  W. — equipment  for  proposed  gaso- hne    stations    at    Kitchener    and    Niagara 

jiitiiiiiin   iiiiiitiiiii,,,,,,,,   Hiiii,,   iiii„„ii„t,ii„   ,„„   i„„„i„„„„^ 

Metal  Working  Shops     I 
^"•""""   •'   "iimtiiinHimiiiitiiiiiiiHimtiiiii,   tiiiittiMiiitiiiittiiiiiDiii,^ 

Cal.,  Berkeley — City  of  Berkeley  (Berke- 
ley School  DIst.)  has  awarded  the  contract 

for  the  construction  of  a  1  story  shop building  at  Burbank  School.  Estimated  cost 
$16,225.     Noted  June  29,  1922. 

Cal.,  San  Francisco —  L.  R.  Lurie  Mills 
Bldg.,  -will  build  a  1  story,  10  x  49  x  165  ft. machine  shop  on  Folsom  St.  near  eth  St. 
Estimated  cost  $17,600.  To  be  leased  to 
Hubbard  Machine  Co.,  615  Howard  St, 
manufacturer  of  pumping  machinery. 

Conn.,  Bantam — Fletcher- Thompson,  Inc., 
Engrs.  and  Archts.,  542  Fairfield  Ave., 
Bridgeport,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  2  story,  60  x  104  ft.  factory 
addition,  for  Bantam  Ball  Bearing  Co., 
here.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

Conn..  Bristol — E.  Ingraham  Co.,  Inc., 
392  North  Main  St.,  has  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  40  x 
195  ft.  addition  to  Its  clock  and  watch  fac- 

tory.    Estimated  cost  $20,000  to  $25,000. 

III.,  Chicago — E.  Edelmann  &  Co.,  2638 
North  Crawford  Ave.,  has  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  150 
X  250  ft.  factory  on  Logan  Blvd.  and  Holly 
Ave.,  for  the  manufacture  of  auto  acces- 

sories. Estimated  cost  $250,000.  Noted 
June  29,   1922. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — R.  H.  Hassler,  Inc., 
1335  Naomi  St,  has  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  37  x  120 
ft.  factory  for  the  manufacture  of  automo- 

bile shock  absorbers.  Estimated  cost  $40,- 
000.     Architect  not  announced. 

La.,  New  Orleans — The  Ford  Motor  Co., 
Highland  Park.  Mich.,  had  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story 
automobile  assembly  plant  on  North  Peters 
St..  here.  Estimated  cost  $100,000.  A. 
Kahn,  1000  Marquette  Bldg.,  Detroit  Mich., Aroht 

Md..  Frostbnrg — Frostburg  Sewer  Pipe 
Co.,  Inc.,  plans  to  build  a  large  plant  In  the 
northern  section  of  the  city.  Estimated 
cost  $200,000.     Engineer  not  announced. 

Mass.,  Somerville — B.  P.  Smith  Co.,  Inc., 
plans  to  build  a  1  story,  50  x  70  ft.  machine 
shop  at  Its  artesian  well  factory  on  Cross 
St.     Estimated  cost  $15,000.     Private  plans. 

M.^^S::.  '**iT?**~'*-    Kahn.    Archt..    1.000 

9K  ,  9?b  «     '*'f  «>n«'ro«lon  of  a  4  itory. 
nitvi  S""  Jejerson  Aves..  for  the  Studa- 
baker  Corp.,  Brush  and  Piquette  Av5. 

at**P.1;i  W  ̂ ""—Washington  Pdry.  Co, 
iwarrt.rt'  ,h**'*  f""*  WashTngton  ati..  hai 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 

?««  f^  "tory.  22  X  100  ft.  and  a  1  story,  71  x 
166  ft  foundry.     H.  H.  Orme.  Prei; 

N.  J.,  BrilevUle — Thompson  Machine  Cn 

^on  of  Y'',*\"'*  """"«  for  the  constrS?: 

tlon  of  a   2  story  factory  for  the  manufaf- 
♦  150,000.     Noted  Juno  8.   1922. 

A  n"„X;'  """"io— The  Great  Lakes  Dredce a  repair  shop  at  the  foot  of  Katherlna  8> 

noiS""    """   *=•""'"•      ArchUect   not   ̂.: N.  Y.  New  York— S.  M  De  Padquale.  o/o- S.  J  Kesaler,  Archt.  529  Cortlandt  St,  will 

AuToot  °"  '^'""»"  ̂ ^*-     E-'l^tid 
^/^'a^'i  ̂ •"' .^■•■■k— Webster  Bulldina  Co.. 

win   h,.'!;,,'^*"','®'''.  -^'='''  •  »*»  Cortlanit  8t and  Sheridan  Ave.    Estimated  cost  $175,000 

*  R;,hw"J^*'l.°.i'^*,"-  °'  the  General  Tire 

&  Rubber  Co.,  had  plans  prepared  for  the construction  of  a  2  story,  98  x  163  ft  «a- 

S^®  ̂ "."J  service  station  on  West  Market &t.  Estimated  cost  $75,000.  Walker  ft Weeks,  1900  Euclid  Ave..  Cleveland   Archta 

.  J*".,®!'^''*"^-  ̂   '^°"'^  ̂ ^ry.  iCo.  has awarded   the   contract   for  the  construction 

Prl?a}e''&'*  *  *"'  "^  '"""""^  """"°°- 
p',JJiM*''r'"'"i"'~^-.  McGeorge.  Archt,  190O 
Euclid  Ave.,  Is  receiving  bids  and  will  open 
same  about  July  15,  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story  96  x  180  ft.  factory  and  ware- house on  East  61st  St.  north  of  Euclid  Ave., 

i?  H!.*  Cleveland  Folding  Machine  Co..  S200 

fo"s?'n00^*60.^-  "•  •'°""'''  ̂ ^'-     Estimated 
O..  pover---Reeves  Mfg.  Co.,  manufacturer of  galvanized  sheets,  etc.,  has  awarded  the contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 

60  X  180  ft.  factory  and  warehouse.  E^atl- mated  cost  $100,000. 

»T.?'  ̂ "•^ — Youngstown  Steel  Car  Co.. Nlles,  plans  to  build  a  large  addition  to  Its 
car  factory.  Estimated  cost  $60,000  Archi- 

tect  not   announced. 

J.  Ptt-f.^Charterol— Fox  Grocery  Co.  plans to  build  a  1  story.  44  x  100  ft.  garage  and 
repair  shop  on  McKean  Ave.  EstTmated 
cost  $40,000.     Architect  not  selected. 

Pa.,  Charlerol  —  G.  Woodward  has awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  3  story.  88  x  100  ft  garage  addition. Estimated    cost    $40,000.      Noted    June    15, 

Pa..  Meadvllle — Champion  Tool  Co.,  Pine 
St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  and  2  story,  100  x  200  ft  and  60  x  60 
ft.  machine  and  forge  shops.  Private 

plans. 
Pa.,  New  Brighton — Standard  Sanitary 

Mfg.  Co.,  Bessemer  Bldg.,  Pittsburgh,  has 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  47  x  135  ft  foundry  addition, 
here.     Estimated  cost  $30,000. 

Pa.,  PIttsbnrgh — National  Metal  Products 
Co.,  North  Side,  plans  to  build  a  3  story. 
80  X  120  ft.  or  a  120  x  120  ft  weatherstrip 
factory,  on  E>Ie  and  West  Diamond  St. 
Estimated  cost  $100,000.  Architect  not selected. 

Pa.,  PottsvlUe — D.  Gulnan,  Mahonov  City, 
plans  to  build  a  4  story.  60  x  120  ft.  ga- 

rage and  repair  shop  on  Harrison  and  Cen- 
tre Sts.,  here.     Engineer  not  announced. 

Pa..  Trafford  City — Westinghouse  Elec- 
tric &  Mfg.  Co.,  East  Pittsburgh,  has 

awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  50  x  135  ft.  tin  shop.  here. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Noted  June  29, 1922. 

W.  Va..  Peaeh  Creek — Chesapeage  & 
Ohio  R.  R.,  9th  and  Main  Sts..  Richmond. 
Va.,  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story  machine  shop,  round 
house  and  power  house,  here.  Estimated 
cost   $250,000. 

W.  Va..  Wheeling — E.  B.  Pranihlem. 
Archt.,  1423  Chapline  St.,  Is  receiving  bids 
for  the  construction  of  a  3  story.  40  x  60 
ft.  garage  and  motor  sales  building  on  15th 
and  Eoff  Sts.,  for  Hopkins  Motor  Co.,  15th 
St     Estimated   cost    $45,000. 

W.  Va.,  Wheeling — ^Warren  Auto  Trading 
Co.  will  build  a  3  story,  60  x  125  ft.  gar- 

age and  repair  shop.  Estimated  cost  $50,- 
000.     Pri\-ate  plans. 
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(■»  ito    —ill  T  "  of  •  T  umt  t  •Mrr,  *• 
.  IM  ft.  •!•«•  -^  »;?»»  •?»^     »»- 

-TtM*  CV,  »»4  ML  •■« 
Cli    nil    A*«,    ■■— NiiWur    W    W«tlas 

^  •  I  atwv;  M  s  M  ft.  tMMnr  ■*<lHwi. 

abM*  Mte.  CW.  S«tl 

   kM*  far  Uw  rmmmrme- 
ikm  «<  •  t  mtrr.  J»  >  U*  «-  *»**»rr  m 
C*Mi*wa  M«  SMh  au,  r»r  tiM  «»«*la^ 
■Mt  mmt  m  i  ■■> i  iim  i  17  »nwal*4  !—<»—- 

»ral  mniri^  gig  II  i~W"«  U*.— Litar  4k  HaM.  IM  Willi  au  AfcMa. 
>■  I    >       Wfcl  llMI     OMMI/.    kM 

i^  iMMa  M4  ̂ iiia  «•  k«M  »  t 

kl«4  (w«  |«C*Ml     J.  WmiIbCi  CtaB> 

Wtk.  WMMkM— Oite  Mfk.  Ok.  »IM  W 
■Mas  Macr.  tt  B  M  ft.  IHBHry  lie  ik> 

iM    AaoIHa 

far  Um  cua- IM  n.  a^AiUoa '  COM  |M.- 

MmoL  m  rwkKM*  ttTpWiUi  (•>  t>aU4 
•  t  aMnr.  S>  ■  S«  n.  mM  !•  »  »«  »»v*<*: 
iio*.  RMImalnl  nMt  (a  vsCMd  M.NIk 

AtaMlMt  aot  atmuuiH^cl. 
H.    r,    HaViii-  V  .  I.«mb«t.     tt 

TaM«nui4a  «U  i  m  »  l«n»  •«<- 
Mm  w  Ha  «M«ia<i  ••>»■.,.  HatllMUad coM 
|««.*ML    AriMHI  sal  aaMMMfd. 

M.  r,  iiMln  wlBiiii  Waiar.  Uitit  * 
R.  R.  iSgt.  DUaa  ta  liutM  a  (aa  roanufar- 
luru«  pUM  :  dally  ca|Mtoliy  l.tM.MO  cu.n. 
r.  H  HiU.  \nca  Praa. 

M.  Y .  Jaintaw— Idaal-riarlaaa  I^un> 
dry  r<i^  S«  PoTMt  'Av<L.,  ptaaa  le  tmlld  a 
Uiav   addllhw    i>  '--<lTr.     Batlmatod 
c«at  tU,M«.     rr 

W    T,   Maakaai-  <'>|Mleal  OOm   TS« l>DrUaa4  A*«-»laiui  lu  Uulld  •  t  atqry  IS 
ta   lia  nawnf  abutter 

|tM.»M.    Arckttaot 
BOC  aanouAcvQ. 

M.  r,  A«fca»HI»  Quif  Rrnnlnc  Co.,  Ub- 
•mr  and  Watar  Kla^  Plliatnirxlv.  I>a..  ta 
ha  vine  plaaa  iirayarad  anU  will  aiHtn  re- c«4*a  bida  for  ika  oaaaUitctioo  of  I  nilins 

■ttnna  bara.  aatlmalad  oaat  batwa—  llu.' 
m  aiM  tzS.MO.  ud  alM  ror.aa«aral  eon- 

TffZ:U.'£S"t&iSJ 

Cental  Manufacturing  [ 
-UaMad   WarrlwMM*  Co..  li. 

  wm  ta>M  a  taciory-aara- I  O  at.  ̂ mr  IMMar*r.  to  b«  liaant 
'iw  Oa,  Ml   Noftl.  Mam  Ht. 

Car  Um  aaaaatacuwa  ot  ttu- 

\SS.'
 

iMaavatdad  tbauawurax 
or  a  t  atonr  tfmmmr 
A««.  aad  Wmtlh  IMb 

N<.Ma. 
-._    CallfaraU    Baaa 
V  BauatT  8(~  Haa  ma- 

tm,m^~i  iaijaiili^  kMa  tar  Um  ronalnie- 
Ua«  a<  a  1  mmry.  ••  s  »M  n.  ararvbouM'. 

■laaad  Mat  A*.***.     MacI>anaU   Ha*.  Co.. 

ta  CbWaral*  at,  aaa  ytaacMeot  Ibisrm. 

CM.  IM  laai     r   Onuil  Caw  111  Ta- 
»MW  au  ««  MitM  •_>.aMry,ta««*ry  o« 

U  Baal*  flu  baa  bad  »>MHi^rr«aarad. 
via  aaa*  ne*4Fa  Md^  for  tbo  — — 

liaa^M.     K.  ir.  awiar        - 

.._w  Ttt»  *  ItaMar  Oa^ 
i^  _i  a»ardad  Ow  eMitraM  far 
vrtbaa  of  a  fb(«anr  oa  Blork  BL 
aaat  lUMMk     fmato  ptaa» 

Taka  n>     MKI  P*  C».  MS  .aaa* 

crata  atoraca  tanka. 
vina^  Archt.  aad  Bagr. 

M.  r.  L«xla««aa— Tba  BrlaNCar  Cotton 
MtUa  Co.  baa  awardad  ttaa  oontraet  for  tba 
canatrartloa  of  a  1  atory  «t  x  »>  ft.  elotb 
rooM  and  clolb  atonuce  builiUnc. 

W.  C,  Oifotd — Oif.  Lrdsrr  la 
havinc  plana  prapar.  <i  onatructlon 
of  a  f  atonr.  fs  x  loo  Batlmatad 
coat  tSO.OM.     M.  Minor,  oiiurd,  Archt. 

H.  C.  TTIartaa  llaNai  t  Raleh  la  raealT> 
mglniafa  Diaaa  and  will  reealva  bida 

■r  tor  tha  eooatructlnn  «r  a  3 
alary.  M  x  70  ft.  paint  iimnufHciurlnK 
plaal,  r*oaatly  daatroyad  by  flra.  Uatlmatad 
aoat  is«.e««-iii,o«o. 
O.  Claaalaad— Th>  Standard  Bnvelopa 

Co,    1111    Oraaoo  » III    ai>on    award 
tha  ooatraat  for  t  met  ion   of  a    1 
awrr.  Ill  X  WO  <y-  on  «"»«  >*»•» 
81.  and  Chaalar  Ave.  Kallmatrd  coat  f  I10,> 
•M.  J.  H.  Allman,  Prea.  Chriatlan 
aebwaiaanbrnr  *  Oawla.  1*00  Boclld  Aro.. 
Archta.     Noted  June  I,  IIS*. 

O,  Calambaa— IVpartmant  of  ruhlleWH- 
tara.  Vlh  and  Oak  Ht«..  hn*  awnrdrd  thn 
contraot  for  Um  •'onxrardim  of  a  laundry 
aad  bak*«4wMi  on  Wm  liroad  81.  Uall- 
matad  coat  tll.OnO  and  ftO.TOO  rcapacllvcly. 
Nolad   June    12. 
O,  t>aytaa — Tha  Bd.  Educ.  will  raoolve 

Mda  aaUl  Jelr  II  for  tha  oooatruatlon  of 
RooaavaU  Hlab  aehooL  S  atory.  Will  con- 
tato  ahopa.  laboratorUa.  'ic.  Ratlmated 
roat  about  UM.9M.  C.  J.  Schmidt.  ItZ  Ut 
Balta  at,  CUL  aebaak  A  WlllUtma,  Mutual 
Boom  Bide.  Archta.    Noted  April  17.  IIU. 

•,  ttatm — Tolninn  Tent  and  Awninc  Co. 
flaaa  to  btilUI   a    fartury.     Batlmotad  ooat 
7I.040.    Architect  not  announced. 
O.       Taoaaalavn — Younsatown       Maada 
   C*.  Ow   Wllllama  St..  plana  to  build 
a  4  alary.  17  x  Ito  ft.  addition  to  Ita  factory. 
       >d  coot  tISI.OOO.     Kn(lnp«r  not  an- 

larfi 

B««    li •aa^rk,  aaa  rwmmtttat.  Im  a« 
.  iiiiii  Har  tka  laaalraitlaa  af  a   
mm  aiatkMa.   hMladt^  laMaalka  inartilaary 

r«M.  MaiMiid    riia  Gate  aatttlaa  Oa. 
•-      \lty«   at.   kaa  award<d   tb>  eaairact 

sa    laaatmrtioa   a*  a    I    aiory.   •»    « 

Mala  at.  kaa  awards  tha  eoa- 
-«  naMWrtlia  of  a  I  taory.  !•  S 
MM  ta  Ha  adk  milL     lOMtmaKrd 

_     _  Anftl.    M 
at,  la  rarrtvlBC  hMa  far  tka 

|;«*a«a. 

(Oak  ram  P.  <y^'»  J*- •  kMk   iMlry  Ca.   I*l«   .   
aaa,  jMa  awardal  Iba  aeaarart  for  tba 
"rwlfia  «<  »J  •••nr.  Ill  «  171  ft. 
y  aa  llarrtaa«&.bpi«      IMMaalad  cn« i^sia 

Pa.  PkUa.-^.  K.  Nolan  *  Bona.  (Church 
Laaa,    haa   awardrd    th*    conlrai-i    fi.r    ihr wokatrMctlon  of  a  I  atory,  II  x 
M  X  il  ft  dya  hodaa.  on  M«> 
AraMlronc    aia.      Bialimalad    oom 

P».  nrtla<-.|.  Waat.  Ill  North  3nd  8i.. 
haa  awardad  the  eontraot  for  the  cmxruo- 
tloa  of  a  4  atory,  II  x  47  fi.  (uniltuif 
faatory.     UMlmated  cunt   fii.uou. 

•.  L.  PawtaahaO  Ho|m.  Webblnit  Co., 
loot  Main  8t..  haa  aw«nU<d  tha  contract 
for  the  runatructlon  of  a  I  atory.  It  x  1*0 
ft,  mill  addition.     KaUmated  coat  1100,000. 

Teaa.  rhallaaaera-- Dixie  RplnnlnK  <''o. plan*  to  build  a  cotton  niid  yarn  mill,  10,000 
aplndlv  •-atmclty.  liallntati-d  ro*t  t&OO.OOO. 
J.  I.,  Lupton,  Prea,  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

Tex.  Refaalo— Iteniclo  Qlaaa  Wka..  Inc., 
Natl.  Bank  of  {'otnmerce  BIdC.  Ban 
Antonio,  plan*  t<i  build  a  claaa  bottla  fac- 

tory bera,  rapacity  10,000  not  lip*  per  day. 
Katlniateti   ooat    171,000.      I'rlvule   pinna, 

VI..  RaUaad — Itutland  BaKh  and  I^mr 
Co,  plan*  to  liiillil  u  i  nlory  ilmir  and  Mnxli 
mllL  K*ilniHt<'U  coat  t&<>.0(io.  Prlvuio 
plana, 

Va.   Oaarnie— nan    River   Cotton   Milla. 
luia  aararded  thn  c»iiiract  for  the  oonaliui-- 
tlvn  of  a   4   atory.    Ill   x  IVO   ft.   bli>ii<  '      ̂  
and  flnlahlnc  cotton  plant.     Katlmatcl 

1410,000. Ta..  Rlrhmond — NaW».L< ;  Innn 
CtiL.  •  North  Kth  St.,  ta  r<  (<! 
tba  ronatrurtlon  of  a  4  alii  i»   ft. 
nawapaper  plant  on  «lh  8(.  ••  8t. Katlmated    coat    isoii.nno.  ..Ud    A 
LamlMCt,  Travelera  Uldx.  Arrnin. 

Wla.  Madlaaa— Kennedy  Dairy  Co..  Ill 
Dalvaralty  Ave.,  plana  to  build  a  1  atory, 
KO  X  71  ft.  Ice  mnnufttcturlnK  plant  on 
Waahlncton  8t.  Kitlmated  ooat  $40,000. 
Arohttaot  not  aoleci(..d. 
Wla.,  MUwaahee — Leaaer  *  Bchutta. 

Ar«tita.,  IS  Wlwonnln  Bt  .  are  rerelvlnc 
bi.r    '  '    .   ■•    ■    i>.  40  X 1 1  ndard 
v..  ,,......,    ,>,-. 

Wl*..  IMillIlp* — Kneelnnd-HrClurff  Lum- 
ber Co.    (lUnn    to    build    H    40    x     UO    ft.    aaw 

tnl;    -' '  V  ti    waa    de- 
att  I    1300,000. 
r  I     not     »e- 

f.    : 

K.    .■^pilH-IlK<    ■ 
B.     C.     V 

ml'--'"'    '■ 
a 

t'olnt — The    Pflffner    I.um- 
,.,,..       U.  ..       ..,...,....!__       1.1,1, 

I    cult,     AK'Ilt. 
\t  .    iinlnater — New     Waat- 1  I.I      I.1....M    lo    build 

tlaaua 

i>:. ;  here. 
KeiitCHKtr^    .•■I'i     ♦.■■.■.-......       yi.     oon.-iH,    DIr, 

not   announced. 

_     ,     _     Battery  Co.  plana  to 
^:a  factory  for  the  manufacture 
Mtttrrlea.     Knflnaer  and  arckl- 

taal  kot  announced. 

Pa,  AMaaaa  Tha  Confedern-  -^  M-rne Abattoir     Corp.      Ill      Willow  .a 
aaramed  tha  contract  for  the  •  n 
of  a  I  atorr,  II  x  141  ft   meat  pai-Kina  plmnt 
on  KMorado  Bd.    Noted  Pab.  •. 
Pa.  Batlar— RlMk-McJaaMa  Dalxy  Co. 

Porbaa  8U  I*  havlnx  plana  praoarad  for 
r*«nadelln|r  Ma  1  and  I  atory  ioa.craam 
ptent  and  dairy.  Hallmalad  ooat  |l«,000. 
A.  Daalala.  c/o  owner,  ArehU 

Pa.  Caaibrldae  n>Ha»a— Blyaton*  Mfjt. 
Co.  ̂ na  lo  biilld  a  I  and  I  atory  >o  x  4M 
ft.  and  4*  X  *•  ft.  fai-tory,  for  tha  manu- 
factara  at  eenerrta  mixer*.    Prlvata  plana. 
Pa^  PfaabWa  Atlantic  lt*4bihic  Co. 

Blaaa  lo  rebvlld  a  lanco  portloa  of  Ita  r»- 
ttnery  daa^myad  !■»  nr..  I'lMlmatcd  eoM 
IIM.OM.     ttagtr. 

Pa,    Hair*— II  'raolor- 
tm,  l%iiam  »*• 

-  of  nr. 

Ill  IVMii a ■ 

4*  X  IM  rL  *r>t<   a'  I 
lac  here.     lMlmate<i 

Pa,  If  ew   •f4cfctaa     '      .      " Btoaa  to  balld  a  S  alery  41  a  •»  (i.  i 
baaae  addlUoa  to  Ma  ptant.     Arrhli 

Pa,  Ifew  HeMlaalaa — Premier  Haklnc 
Da.  haa  awarded  the  eoalrart  for  Uw-  (»n- 
atrvrlkM  a(  a  1  atory.  M  x  f*  fL  bakanr. 
iMlaMUa4  CMC  |IM.«f«.     Noted  June  SI. tnt 

         Oaaataaam»— Bureau     of     Tarda 
and  Dock*.  .N'avy  Dent..  Wa*hlnKtnn,  P.  C 
K'aaa  to  build  a  dlattlltnc  plant,  bar*.  Bpao. 

Ob  4111. 
».  ■.  Ilalirax— Premlar  Paper  *  Power 

Co.  II  Ilolll*  Bt.,  pinna  In  buMiT  ii  liiiK" 
paiMr  mill   )r>  mile*  f'  i 
ooat   ti.fioo.ooo.     p.    I 
IHr.     a.   V.   lUrdy.   3'-  ..  iK 
City.  Bncr, 

If.  «..  Narth  Hydnay — Tape  Br.Inn  Cold 
Btorace  Co..  plan*  to  build   a  ■'  '<< 
plant  and  packlnx   houae.     K*ti  < 
itOO.OOO.       Addres*    J.    Clarke,    •  r. 
Prlvata  plan*.     Architect  not  aniiouncid. 

Oat.,  RratnploB — Blnrrla  Itnhy  Parrlnxe 
Oo.    10    BumHCh    Ht..  'nc 
plana  pr«par<d  for  iii 
atory,  lo  x  it'i  ft.  fn SI  X  10  ft.  boiler  houar,  hire.  IXIniiii'd 
coat  tlOO.ono  It,  W.  liall,  707  Yonxe  St.. 

Toronto,  Ar<hl. 
Oat.,   Ottawa — Btadluin    of  Otlnwa,    l>td., 

ISt  »tpr,rk«  ST..  In  havlni:  pinna  pn-pare<1  for ti,.  aiorea  and 
I,,  iwnrd    Ave. 
I..  >  A  Hurteaa, 

liotni'   liaiiU    l!Iils.,  .""iiJiitk..,  .St.   Archt. 
»>nl..    aiamford— The    Cnnadlnn    Carbor- riiarded     the '    It   Z  atory, 

lit    h'Tiv Oat.. t^r.   N. 
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A  Factory  That  Fits  the  Job 
Laying  Out  a  Manufacturing  Plant  with  Future  Developments  in  Mind— Selecting 

Machinery,  Transportation  Equipment  and  Fixtures  on  an  Economic  Basis 
By  G.  I.  RHODES 

INDUSTRIAL  construction  in  1920  proved  to  be  so 

costly  that  many  new  factories  are  now  "white  ele- 
phants" on  the  hands  of  their  owners.  A  notable 

exception  is  the  plant  of  the  Syracuse  Washing 
Machine  Corporation.  Built  during  that  trying  year 
of  1920,  its  burden  is  eliminated  by  its  economies. 

It  is  pre-eminently  "A  Factory  that  Fits  the  Job." 
The  Syracuse  Washing  Machine  Corporation  in  1919 

occupied  rented  factory  space  which  was  rapidly  becom- 
ing inadequate  to  meet  the  demand  for  washing 

machines.  Rented  facilities  had  been  increased  from 
time  to  time  and  in  the  fall  of  that  year  it  became 
evident  that  some  radical  step  must  be  taken. 

The  product  of  this  concern  has  been  designed  and 

developed  with  a  view  to  low  cost  of  manufacture  com- 
bined with  quality  equal  to  or  better  than  the  best  of 

its  competitors.  It  was  accordingly  felt  that  this 
product  would  be  profitable  when  the  later  inevitable 
competitive  period  of  the  washing  machine  business 
should  be  reached  and  that  this  situation  warranted 
permanent  factory  investment. 

A  Well  Developed  Plan 

It  was  accordingly  decided  in  December,  1919,  to 
build  a  new  factory  and  general  requirements  or 
specifications  were  outlined  as  follows: 
The  new  plant  should  be  located  in  Syracuse  with 

direct  shipping  facilities  on  more  than  one  railroad, 
with  reasonable  accessibility  to  labor  and  with  ample 
space  for  future  growth  not  only  of  the  business  of 
manufacturing  washing  machines  and  other  similar 

products  but  for  later  subsidiary  or  auxiliary  indus- 
tries. 

The  building  should  be  of  fireproof,  permanent  con- 
struction without  unnecessary  frills,  well  lighted  both 

night  and  day  and  have  180,000  sq.ft.  of  space  of  which 
30,000  sq.ft.  should  be  available  for  office  facilities. 

It  should  be  a  permanent  part  of  a  much  larger  fac- 
tory and  be  adapted  to  considerable  rearrangement  with 

the  growth  of  business  and  gradual  transfer  of  certain 
activities  to  later  building  extensions. 

Equipment  should  be  installed  to  manufacture  several 

times  the  daily  capacity  of  the  old  factory  with  proper 

space  equipment  where  necessary.  There  should  be 

installed  no  "special  purpose"  equipment  of  limited  use 
for  other  products,  and  expensive  machine  tools  should 

pay  for  themselves  within  three  years  of  normal  use 

as  compared  with  simpler  and  less  expensive  equipment. 

All  jigs  and  fixtures  should  be  designed  to  pay  for 
themselves  in  six  months  as  compared  with  devices 
already  in  use. 

With  these  general  specifications  as  a  guide,  arrange- 
ments were  entered  into  with   Ford,  Bacon  &  Davis, 

acting  in  co-operation  with  company  officials,  to  assist 
in  determining  the  site,  to  design  and  construct  the 
building,  to  specify,  lay  out  and  install  ready  for  opera- 

tion, all  manufacturing  equipment,  and  to  supervise 
the  selection,  design  and  purchase  of  all  jigs,  tools  and 
fixtures.  In  connection  with  the  latter  work,  the  Manu- 

facturers' Consulting  Engineers,  of  Syracuse,  co-oper- ated with  Ford,  Bacon  &  Davis. 
The  entire  city  of  Syracuse  was  studied  for  location, 

and  finally,  some  twenty-five  acres  of  land  were  pur- 
chased near  the  Erie  Barge  Canal  Terminal,  the  Rome, 

Watertown  &  Ogdensburg  Division  of  the  New  York 
Central  Railroad,  and  the  Delaware,  Lackawanna  & 
Western  Railroad,  thus  providing  three  direct  methods 
for  the  receipt  of  materials  and  the  shipment  of  fin- 

ished products,  and  space  enough  for  any  possible 
future  development.  The  location  is  within  one-half 
mile  of  the  business  center  of  Syracuse  and  is  the  ̂ qch^ 
of  transportation  facilities  in  Syracuse  both  pres^^Jj 
and  future.  Plans  are  under  way  to  make  this^teriii- 

tory,  known  as  the  "salt  lands,"  the  future  'indu^ri|^ district  of  Syracuse,  involving  the  construction  of^ 
loop  railroad  tying  together  the  main  line  railroads  and 
the  barge  canal  with  a  freight  station  directly  across 
the  street  from  the  site. 

The  location  chosen  is  adjacent  to  those  districts  of 
Syracuse  from  which  labor  is  largely  drawn  and  accord- 

ingly there'  was  no  housing  problem.  The  location  of 
the  site  with  respect  to  Syracuse  and  with  respect  to 
the  proposed  loop  railroad  and  the  barge  canal  ar^ 
shown  in  Fig.  1.  ■ 

Buildings  to  Meet  All  Conditions 

It  had  been  observed  that  in  the  manufacture  of 
domestic  appliances,  a  reasonably  definite  relationship 
existed  between  the  amount  of  space  required  for  the 
assembly  and  shipment  of  a  given  number  of  machines 
per  day  and  the  space  utilized  for  the  production  of 
parts,  storage  of  raw  materials,  finished  parts,  etc.  The 
single-story  building  seemed  to  offer  the  greatest  merit 
for  the  volume  of  production  immediately  to  be  planned 
for,  and  a  building  of  the  size  chosen  would  fit  in  very 
satisfactorily  with  a  connected  multi-story  building 
which  could  later  be  used  for  general  manufacturing 

purposes,  the  single-story  building  then  being  utilized 
for  the  assembly  and  shipment  of  machines. 

The  relationship  between  the  single-  and  multiple- 
story  building,  together  with  street  and  track  levels  is 
shown  by  Fig.  1,  which  indicates  a  complete  development 
of  one  block  of  the  site  purchased. 

In  the  complete  development  it  was  planned  to  have 
all  incoming  freight  arrive  on  the  upper  tracks  adjacent 
to  the  multi-story  building  and  have  all  shipments  made 
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frMB  Um  lower  lt«*l  tracks  alonv  the  Hinirle-Btory  build- 
bm.  It  ■iimd  probable  tbat  the  output  of  the 
•Kinuite  baildinc  would  call  for  rcceipta  and  shipment* 

anmcatiat  approri—taly  200  cars  per  day  and  accord- 
incljr  this  scfrtgatlon  seemed  absolutely  neoeaasry  with 
•  fartkar  siavUfleation  of  internal  transportation  prob- 
Ihh.  WUh  Um  initial  conntruction  of  only  the  m ingle- 

portion  of  the  building,  the  volume  of  reeeipts 

and    ahipmenta    could    very    easily    be 
handled  on  the  low  level  tracks. 

The  Bingle-ator>'  building  was  accord- 
ingly designed  300  x  420  ft.  with  a  two- 

story  building  300  x  90  ft.  at  the  south- 
erly end.  The  single-story  building  is 

of  cuncrvte  and  steel  construction  with 

saw-tooth  roof  and  steel  saah  through- 
out: the  two-story  portion  is  of  similar 

construction  with  a  saw-tooth  roof  over 
the  second-story  office  for  better  light- 

ing facilities.  Gypsum  was  chosen  as  a 
roof  material  on  account  of  its  light- 
neaa  and  its  heat  insulating  qualities 
which  offered  large  savings  in  the  cost 
of  heating  plant  and  of  coal.  Five^ply 
tar  and  gravel  roofing  was  installed  as 
offering  the  best  protection  for  a  gyp- 

sum roof.  The  frame  and  walls  of  the 
building  are  supported  on  concrete  piles 
but  the  ground  floor  is  laid  directly  on 
fliled  land.  It  whk  planned  to  utilize 
the  two-story  building  as  an  office  and 
general  storehouse  and  the  single-story 
building  for  manufacturing  and  as- 

sembly purposes  combined  with  stores 
of  finished  parts.  Insurance  regulations 

required  separation  of  the  two-story 
building  from  the  one-story  building  by 
firewall  and  the  division  of  the  single- 
story  building  into  two  substantially 
equal  parts  by  a  wall  of  hollow  tile  or 
u  construction  of  equivalent  safety. 

With  the  limitations  as  imposed  by  location  of  fire 
walls,  careful  study  of  the  floor  layout  was  made  with 
a  view  to  arranging  storage,  manufacturing,  as- 

sembling, crating  and  shipping  facilities  in  such  a 
manner  as  to  reduce  to  the  absolute  minimum  the 

amount  of  internal  transportation.  In  fact,  transporta- 
tion and  the  handling  of  materials  was  one  of  the  prime 

considerations  in  the  layout  of  the  factory  buildings. 
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3— MACHINE  SHOP;  OBSERVE  DOUBLE 
AISLE  ARRANGEMENT  TO  FACILI- 

TATE TRUCKING 

4— TUB  SHOP  SHOWING  ORDERLY  HAND- 
LING OF  PARTS  IN  PROCESS 

5— ASSEMBLING  DEPARTMENT  ;  NOTE  EX- 
CELLENT  LIGHTING    CONDITIONS 

6— BUILDING  SHIPPING  CRATES  ON  A 
QUANTITY  BASIS 

7— SHIPPING  DEPARTMENT  SHOWING 
COMPLETED  MACHINES  BEING 
CRATED 

S— RACKS  AND  BINS  IN  THE  STOREROOM 
FOR  FINISHED  PARTS 
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TW  nmammmmk  tMUy  dMMB  to  iiidk»t«d  by  Fir. 
t.  TW  shippiat  aad  rmMav  pUtform  whkh  t«  ultt- 
■ataljr  to  b*  cnvtrrd  bjr  «  canopy  la  parallel  to  two 
tnris.  In  iMMtml,  material  la  raceivvd  at  the  end  of 
tlM  Mdiac  wher*  proviaioa  ia  alao  made  for  motor 
track  iMiWjr  of  raw  materlala.  Tbe«e  ntaterials  are 

iMpMtadt  ••[filed  and  piwed  into  the  atorerootns.  loca- 
tkaa  for  tha  diffamit  datow  of  material  beins  choaen 
a4iaeast  to  the  operatiny  department  in  which  they  are 
to  bt  aaad.  Practically  all  caatinva  paaa  through  the 

1  and  are  japanned  before  machining  oper- 
Varr  faw  castings  are  later  returned  to  the 

for  furtlMf  treatment.  Theae  caatinga 
tlisa  paas  Uuwvh  tha  aMehine  shop  and  are  delivered 
to  ftnishad  stoias  or  to  the  aaaembly  department  as  may 

be  dsairsd.  All  bars  paas  to  the  left  throush  the  ma- 
chias  akop  and  ars  aitber  operated  upon  by  punchea 
aad  aaara  or  hgr  bar  aetoraatics.  Some  of  theae  parta 
raqpira  olhar  aMchine  operationa  but  a  large  portion  of 

directly  to  the  flniahed  atoreroom  or  to  the 
di^artmaat.  The  aheeU  paaa  to  the  left 

tiuaofh  tha  tab  shop  and  tubs  art  delivered  to  th<> 
'il*"g  dspaitawat  and  thenre  by  ̂ rwity  conveyor  into 
tha  lacqnsrlng  rnnm  from  which  the>'  are  conveyed  to 
tba  aaaambly.  Throughout  the  entire  arrangement, 
tbsm  b  little  necessity  for  doubling  back  of  tractory 
tiiaBSportation. 

INTEB-DITABTMBNT  TRANSPOKTATION 

Typas  of  factoo'  transportation  were  carefully  con- 
sidered for  the  ultimate  capacity  of  the  aingie-ator}' 

building,  although  it  was  not  planned  to  make  the  in- 
atallatloo  of  the  ultinute  equipment  until  buaineiw  con- 

ditions brought  the  output  of  the  plant  to  a  volume 
BWtarially  larger  than  the  output  of  the  old  plant. 

Siovaga  faattary  tractors  seemed  to  offer  the  beat  aolu- 
tiia  of  the  ganeral  factory  tranxportation  problem  and 

accordingly  all  aisles,  together  with  the  ahipping  plat- 
form, were  made  aufllciently  wide  to  allow  two  trains 

of  tractors  and  trailers  to  paas  each  other  at  any  point. 
In  tba  case  of  tuba  and  covers,  the  bulk  was  too  large 

for  laaaoaaUa  traasportstinn  by  auch  meana,  and  it  was 

aeeaatfagljr  p»«f»tit  aventually  to  inatall  an  overhead  tub 
uiwyor.  The  tubs  when  fabricated  in  the  tub  shop 

be  hung  on  the  conveyor  and  delivered  to  maga- 
tocatcd  above  the  buflbig  jacks.  After  buffing, 

tiN  tafaa  would  be  placed  upon  magazine  gravity  con- 
tngm*  aad  delivared  to  the  lacquering  room.  After 
laeqaering  the  tubs  would  be  hung  from  the  conveyor 
wbkfa  woold  carry  them  through  a  continuous  drying 

and  dalivar  them  to  overhead  magazines  located 
tka  varleoa  aasembly  trains.  It  was  planned  in 

tha*eaai9leto  ptaat,  to  use  continuoua  asaembly  nyatema for  sail  aesamlillsa  and  the  final  aaaembliea  of  the 

nisfhlaf  bet  the  working  out  of  auch  ayatcms  was  de- 
ferred until  the  production  of  the  factory  ahould 

warrant. 

The  washing  machine  as  constructed  in  the  old  fsc- 
tory  was  tboroagbly  eiuimlned  with  a  view  to  making 
sach  chaagea  ae  woold  be  desirable  for  production  in 
largar  4pnntftiee  and  a  detail  study  waa  made  of  every 

operation  eataring  into  fabrication  and  as- 
af  the  flatohed  machine.  The  machine  tool  mar- 

stadlad  with  a  view  to  securing  the  beat 

eunijaasnf  ia  tha  qalckeat  poaaiMe  time  and  the  machine 
tool  manufacturers  were  given  an  opportunity  to  demon- 
etrate  the  posaibiUties  of  their  machines  in  the  line  of 

The  capacities  and  operations  of  the 

xsrioua  machinea  were  carefully  checked  in  detail  and 
their  applicability  to  best  possible  jign  and  fixtures  was 

carefully  studied.  Since  deliver)-  of  all  tools  was  re- 
quired  before  July  1.  1921,  limitations  were  placed  upon 
the  choice  of  machine  toola.  which  made  it  impossible 
to  secure  all  economiert  that  were  deaired.  The  opera- 

tion of  every  individual  tool  was  carefully  studied  in  it« 
relation  to  the  production  ex|)ected  from  the  equipment 
lo  be  installed  and  no  tool  waa  purchased  unleita  it  would 

pa>'  for  itself  within  three  years,  as  compared  with 
methods  of  fabrication  employed  in  the  old  factory. 
Autontatic  bar  muchines,  gear  cutters,  etc.,  were  in- 

stalled, but  in  large  measure  the  equipment  whs  non- 
automatic  and  jigs  and  fixtures  were  provided  for  the 
various  operations,  with  a  view  to  eliminating  to  the 
greatest  possible  extent,  all  lost  motion  or  waiting  time 
on  the  part  of  the  operator  and  all  non-productive  time 
on  the  part  of  the  machine.  Where  the  number  of  pro- 

duction parta  warranted,  multiple  jigs  were  provided, 
of  which  the  operator  would  be  loading  one  section  while 
the  tool  waa  working  on  the  other  half.  Some  of  the 
jiga  showed  savings  auflkient  to  pay  for  their  entire 
coat  in  three  months  aa  compared  with  methods  used 
in  the  old  factory. 

Aa  a  reault  of  the  operation  of  this  new  factory  at 
considersbly  less  than  its  capacity  due  to  the  depreased 
market  for  washing  machines,  it  has  been  demonstrated 
that  the  actual  savinga  in  labor  alone,  should  the  new 
factory  be  operated  at  outputs  no  greater  than  the 
capacity  of  the  old  plant,  would  be  more  than  sufficient 
to  pay  the  full  carrying  charges  of  the  entire  new 
factory.  The  Syracuse  Washing  Machine  Corporation 
ia  therefore  provided  with  several  times  its  old  manu- 

facturing capacity  without  additional  annual  cost. 

Spiral  or  Helical? — Discussion 
By  Gus  Hahssler 

The  recent  editorial  on  page  719,  Vol.  66,  of  American 

Maekinut,  entitled  "Spiral  or  Helical?"  and  emphasiz- 
ing the  need  of  the  precise  use  of  terms  as  applied  in 

the  machinery  field,  is  a  step  in  the  right  direction. 
Not  only  do  handbooks,  treatises  and  advertisers  per- 

sist in  using  these  terms  interchangeably,  but  writers 
of  the  current  literature  from  whom  we  might  expect 
better  deeds  continue  to  do  so.  They  even  go  further 
by  coining  other  erroneous  ones  in  spito  of  the  fact 

that  "Halsey's  Handbook"  proclaims  in  large  type  that 
helical  gears  are  commonly  miscalled  spiral  gears. 

Gear  teeth  may  be  either  straight  or  helical — then 
why  should  we  not  term  them  so?  Why  introduce  a 
multiplicity  of  temts  into  the  nomenclature  that  serve 
no  well  defined  purpose  other  than  to  cause  doubt? 
The  path  of  those  seeking  accurate  information  along 
mechanical  lines  may  be  made  smoother  by  doing  away, 

as  far  as  possible,  with  the  use  of  synonyms  in  tech- 
nical literature  and  substituting  terms  of  restricted 

meaning. 

Dictionariee  may  treat  the  terms  helical  and  spiral 
in  the  abstract  as  having  something  in  common,  or  as 

synonymous.  On  the  other  hand,  in  dealing  with  two 
different  concrete  objects  there  is  need  of  specific  terms, 
which  to  avoid  error  must  be  correctly  applied.  Pro- 

gressive writers  should  prove  that  they  are,  by  follow- 
ing the  leadership  of  those  endeavoring  to  distribute 

the  greatest  amount  of  information  with  the  least 
possible  resistance. 
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Automotive  Service  Methods  and  Equipment XIV. Boring  Fixture  for  Crankcase  Bearings  —  Boring  Connecting  Rods  in  the 
Lathe— A  Simple  Cylinder  Lap— Brazing  a  Cracked  Manifold 

By  HOWARD  CAMPBELL 
Western  Editor,  American  Uachiniat 

THE  descriptions  and  illustrations  included  in  this 
article  were  obtained  during  a  trip  through  the 
service  department  of  the  Sinclair  Refining  Co- 

at Chicago,  Illinois. 
The  operation  shown  in  Fig.  1  is  that  of  boring  the 

main  bearings  on  a  truck  crankcase.  The  apparatus 
consists  of  the  boring  bar,  together  with  the  gears, 
drive  pulley  and  belt,  and  three  castings  containing 
sets  of  jaws  similar  to  those  in  a  steadyrest.  One  of 
these  castings  can  be  seen  at  A  in  Fig.  2.  The  crank- 

case is  placed  in  position  on  a  stand  consisting  of  the 
two  sections  A  and  B,  Fig.  1,  and  the  "steadyrests"  are 

FIG.   1— BORING  CRANKCASE  MAIN  BEARINGS 

bolted  to  the  case,  the  middle  one  as  near  to  the  center 
bearing  as  possible,  and  one  just  inside  of  each  end 
bearing.  Two  bushings,  each  of  which  is  a  sliding  fit 
on  the  boring  bar  and  just  large  enough  on  the  outside 
diameter  to  fit  into  the  rough  bearings,  are  slipped  into 
place  in  the  end  bearings,  and  the  bar  is  Inserted.  Then 

the  steadyrest  jaws"  are  adjusted  to  the  bar  and  the bushings  are  slipped  out  of 
the  bearings  again.  The  tool- 
bits  are  now  set  with  the  aid 
of  a  micrometer,  the  gears 
are  slipped  into  place,  and  the 
belt  is  put  on. 

The  feeding  mechanism  can 
be  seen  in  Fig.  2.  The  pulley, 
which  is  driven  by  belt  from 
a  motor,  turns  the  pinion  B, 
which  is  meshed  with  the  gear 
C.  Gear  C  is  on  the  same 
shaft  with  pinion  D,  and  this 
in  turn  drives  the  gear  E, 
which  tui-ns  the  boring  bar  F. 
This  bar  is  threaded  for 
about  6  in.  at  the  front  end, 
as  shown,  as  are  also  the  jaws 
in  the  part  G.     Thus  as  the 

bar  is  revolved,  it  is  also  fed  forward  an  amount 
equal  to  the  lead  of  the  thread.  As  the  shaft  is  of  steel 
and  the  jaws  are  made  of  bronze,  the  mechanism  works 
very  well.  The  piece  G  is  hinged  so  that  the  two  halves 
can  be  spread  apart  in  order  to  locate  the  bar  for  boring. 
Toolbits  are  located  in  the  bar  at  each  bearing  so  that 
all  three  bearings  are  bored  at  the  same  time. 

The  Crankcase  Stand 

The  stand  on  which  the  crankcase  is  located  for  boring 
is  made  of  two  sections  of  8-in.  pipe,  threaded  at  one 
end  and  screwed  into  flanges  which  are  bolted  to  the 
floor,  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.  The  piece  A  is  a  block  of 
wood  that  has  been  turned  to  a  sliding  fit  in  the  pipe, 
except  for  about  li  in.,  which  being  turned  to  the  same 
diameter  as  the  outside  diameter  of  the  pipe,  serves  as 
a  flange  or  support  for  the  block.  A  hole  is  bored 
through  the  block  to  receive  the  shaft  B,  which  is  about 
6  in.  longer  than  the  block,  and  the  collar  C  is  slipped 
over  the  shaft  to  support  it  at  the  desired  height.  A 
slotted  forging  is  welded  or  forged  to  the  upper  end 
of  the  shaft,  to  which  the  crankcase  is  bolted.  Wooden 
handles  are  driven  into  opposite  sides  of  the  block  so 
that  the  blocks  can  be  turned  and  the  space  between 
the  shafts  varied  with  the  design  of  the  crankcase. 
A  unique  type  of  crankshaft  turning  tool  is  shown 

in  Fig.  4.  This  is  a  commercial  article,  made  by  Peters, 
Inc.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  The  operator  shown  in  the 
illustration  is  holding  the  tool  steady  while  the  shaft 
revolves,  but  the  real  feature  of  this  tool  is  that  it 
can  be  used  to  turn  the  pins  on  a  crankshaft  without 

the  use  of  a  -machine  tool.  In  fact,  the  shaft  need  not 
be  removed  from  the  motor,  in  emergency  cases. 

The  tool  consists  of  an  adjustable  screw  plate  contain- 
ing eight  cutters,  the  whole  thing  being  inclosed  in  an 

aluminum  housing  approximately  IJ  in.  wide  and  9  in. 
in  diameter.  The  housing  is  made  in  two  parts  which 
are  hinged  together  so  that  the  tool  can  be  opened  and 
placed  in  position  around  the  crankshaft  pin.  Then  the 
screw  plate  is  set  so  that  the  cutters  rest  on  the  crank- 
pin,  which  is  done  by  turning  the  screw  plate  with  a 

KIG.  2— MECHANISM  OF  BORING  FIXTURE  SHOWING  METHODS  OF  DRIVl.Nii 
A.ND  FEEDING  BORING  BAR 
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no.    I— «TAXD   rOR    HOIJ>IKO   CRANKCASB 

thf  flxturt>  nuo'  be  aliRiuH)  quickly,  two  dowel  holes  are 
drilled  in  the  eroHiilide  and  corre-spunding  pins  are 
inMFted  in  the  bottom  of  the  fixture.  The  small  end 
of  the  rod.  which  is  uppermost,  is  held  in  position  by 
means  of  a  wriatpin  which  la  inserted  part  way  into  the 
wristpin  hole  and  partly  into  a  collet  chuck  which  is 
drawn  into  the  piece  A  by  the  action  of  the  nut  B.  The 
tiirhteninir  of  this  nut  also  damps  the  piece  flrmly  in 
the  slot.  The  slot  is  provided  so  that  the  various 
lensrtha  of  rods  can  be  accommodated.  The  collar  C  is 
step-countertwred  to  accommodate  the  large  ends  of  the 
various  rods.  The  large  end  of  the  rod  is  held  flrmly 
in  the  fixture  by  the  plate  D,  which  is  drawn  ngninst 
the  piece  by  means  of  two  screws  with  knurled  nula,  as 
shown  at  E.  The  boring  tool  consists  of  a  stub  arbor 
carrying  a  toolbit,  which  is  held  in  place  by  the  usual 
headle.<ts  set.-icn'w.  The  stub  arbor  is  turned  to  the  same 
taper  as  the  taper  in  the  spindle. 

No  Scraping  on  Connkcting  Rods 

No  scraping  is  done  on   the  connecting   rods;   they 
are  bored  exactly  to  size  and  the  only  hand  operation 
ia  that  of  relieving  the  sides.     The  operator  shown  in 
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91 Fig.  6  is  performing  this  op- 
eration on  one  of  the  rod 

caps.  The  manner  of  holding 
the  crankshaft  for  this  opera- 

tion is  very  simple.  Two 
holes  are  drilled  in  a  small 
section  of  angle  steel,  the 
holes  being  of  the  same  size 
and  the  same  distance  apart 
as  the  holes  in  the  flange  end 
of  the  crankshaft.  Then  the 
steel  section  is  bolted  to  the 
work  bench  in  the  position 
shown  in  the  illustration, 
where  it  is  left  permanently. 
The  shaft  that  is  to  be  worked 
on  is  bolted  to  the  angle  and 
the  other  end  of  the  shaft  is 
rested  in  a  notch  in  the  end  of 
a  small  board. 

The  operator  shown  in  Fig. 
7  is  lapping  out  a  cylinder 
with  a  home-made  lap  made  out  of  an  old  piston.  The 
piston,  which  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  8,  is  bored  through 
the  head  so  that  the  handle  can  be  inserted.  Then  the 
piston  is  slotted  the  length  of  one  side  so  that  it  can  be 
expanded,  and  both  wristpin  holes  are  solidly  plugged. 
One  of  these  plugs  is  now  drilled  out  to  1  in.  diameter 
and  threaded  14  threads  to  the  inch,  A  headless  screw 
is  inserted  in  the  threaded  plug  and  screwed  against 
the  solid  plug  in  the  opposite  side  of  the  piston.  A 
slight  turn  will  expand  the  piston,  which  makes  it  pos- 

sible to  use  it  in  many  places  instead  of  a  solid  piston. 

FIG.    10— "HOME-MADE"   RUNNING-IN    STAND 

FIG.  7— LAPPING  A  CYLINDER  BORE 

The  value  of 
the  gas  torch  in 
motor  repair 
work  is  becom- 

ing more  evi- 
dent every  day. 

Previous  articles 
in  this  series 
described  the 
use  of  the  torch 
for  brazing 
scores  in  cylin- 

ders, for  filling 
worn  clevis  pin 
holes  with 
bronze  so  that 
new  bearings 
could   be   drilled FIC.   8— PISTON  USED  FOR  LAPPING 

FIG.  9— BR,\ZI.V«  A  CHACKEU   MANIFOLD 

and  reamed  in  the  solid  metal,  and  for  cutting  off 
frames.  Another  illustration  of  the  use  of  the  torch 
is  given  in  Fig.  9,  where  an  operator  is  shown  brazing 
a  crack  in  a  Packard  truck  manifold.  According  to  the 
operator,  a  better  job  is  obtained  by  brazing  than  by 

welding,  because  not  only  does  the  piece  have  to  be  pre- 
heated before  welding,  but  a  weld  is  much  more  liable 

to  crack  again  than  if  the  crack  is  brazed  full  of  metal. 
For  brazing  no  pre-heating  is  necessary.  The  metal 
used  is  a  brass  rod,  i  in.  in  diameter  for  small  cracks, 
but  up  to  A  in.  in  diameter  for  larger  ones.  When 
ready  to  proceed  with  the  operation,  the  operator  dips 
the  end  of  the  rod  into  the  flux,  which  aids  in  the 
amalgamation  of  the  brass  with  the  iron. 

After  a  motor  has  been  overhauled  it  is  given  a  run- 
ning-in  test  on  the  stand  shown  in  Fig.  10.  The  stand 
is  built  of  heavy  timbers,  and  the  three-step  pulley, 
shaft  and  bearings  are  commercial  materials  that  can  be 
purchased  from  any  supply  house.  An  old  universal 
joint  is  used  to  connect  the  motor  with  the  pulley,  and 
power  is  supplied  from  the  line  shaft.  While  it  is  usually 
safe  to  assume  that  an  overhauled  motor  will  run  satis- 

factorily there  is  nothing  like  knowing  positively  that  it 
has  been  turned  over  long  enough  to  get  the  oil  flowing 
through  the  bearings,  and  to  know  it  is  all  right. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
BefrinniiiK  Part  Five  on  Cear  Drives — Arranjfcments  of  Drive  and  Feed  Gears  on  lathes, 

MtUing  Marhines,  Boring  Mills  and  Drilling  Machines— Kfliciencies 

By  a.  L.  UkLEEUW 
Oaocultlnc   Kalltur,   Amrrte^m   tlarhtmitl 

ONLY  th»  smaller  mnd  simpler  kinds  of  machine 
toob  haw  a  belt  drive  par*  and  simple.  Prac- 
tkally  all  larger  machines  and  even  a  large 

of  the  attAUIer  ones  have  some  gears  in  the 

Wkn  «t  say  that  a  machine  is  "belt 
drivMi"  w  rafar  t*  tha  smuvt  of  power  of  that  machine 
ia  order  to  distiagviah  it  from  a  motor  or  engine  drive. 

Not  onl>-  are  gaara  used  in  the  drives  of  most 
■achine  tools,  but  they  are  used  also  in  feed  mech- 

anism and  <|uite  often  in  the  system  of  control.  We 
hatRi,  UMn.  threa  systems  of  gear  drives  to  consider — 
thoat  aaad  for  the  driw.  tboaa  aaad  for  feed  and  those 
for  eoatroL 

Wkathar  gaars  are  used  for  feeds  or  for  speeds,  we 
■Hwt  cooaMer  carefully  the  elements  of  power  to  be 
tnaanUttod  and  the  speeds  to  be  obtained.  The  amount 
of  puBM  at  machine  tools  varies  widely  and  is  prin- 
dpdljr  dependent  on  the  siic  of  cut  we  wish  to  take. 

Wa  say  ''principally'*  dependent,  because  the  nature  of 
tba  tool  also  has  a  large  effect  on  the  annount  of  power 

nqairad.  For  instanc*,  it  requires  more  power  to  re- 
awev  a  fivan  amount  of  metal  by  a  milling  machine 
tiMn  bjr  a  planer.  Similarly,  it  requires  more  power  to 
rmmam  a  given  amount  of  metal  by  drilling  than  by 
tamlog. 

The  exact  calculation  of  the  amount  of  power  required 

for  a  fhrcn  machine  tool  can  ne\'er  be  carried  out  with 
■07  high  degree  of  accuracy.  The  condition  of  the 
tooL  the  shape  of  the  chip,  the  characteristics  of  the 

metal  to  be  cut.  etc..  var>'  so  largely  that  it  would  never 
be  safe  to  guarantee  a  machine  tool  to  be  able  to  take  a 
cot  of  given  dimensions.  It  is  this  fact  which  has  led  to 
much  misrrprrsentation  and  misunderstanding  as  to  the 
capacity  of  a  machine  tool.  However,  there  is  no  reason 
why  a  standardized  cut  cannot  be  established  as  a  unit  of 
OMaaare  for  the  determination  of  the  capacity  of  a  given 
trpe  of  machine  tool. 

Let  tts  take  as  an  example  a  planer,  and  let  us  say 
that  the  standardised  cut  would  be  taken  with  a  tool 
of  gften  shape  and  angles  and  in  a  slab  of  steel  of 
given  analysis,  strength  and  hardness.  Such  tools  and 
soch  slabs  of  steel  coold  be  furnished  just  as  gages  are 
famished  at  the  preaent  time,  and  some  disinterested 
laatitotion — such  as.  for  insUnce.  the  Bureau  of  SUnd- 
•rd»— eoaM  check  up  the  qualities  of  the  standard  tool 
and  the  standard  material.  Having  these  two  items, 
staaiwd  tool  and  standard  material,  it  would  then  be 
poeafMe  to  state  that  a  machine  has  a  capacity  of  a 
cat  of  so-and-so  much  at  a  speed  of  so-many  feet  per 
minute.  If  tJiis  were  done,  there  would  be  ver)*  little 
chance  for  mlareprcMmtntion  or  misunderstanding. 

To  drop  oar  dream  and  come  back  to  realities  again, 
we  have  to  foBow  an  entirely  different  line  of  pro- 

cedure at  the  preaent  time.  Not  being  able  to  aay 
ey  cable  Inebee  of  metal  can  be  removed  and 
■tly  belat  unable  to  say  what  the  maximum 
on  the  tool  point  will  be,  w«  must  guess  at  the 

drive,  and  after  having  gneaeed.  we  must  then  con- 

An  rtsbta  r*«>r*Ml. 

Struct  our  machine  so  that  every  element  shall  be  strong 
enough  to  resist  whatever  strains  this  amount  of  power 

nui>-  impose  on  the  machine. 
Generally  speaking,  part  of  the  power  supplied  to  the 

machine  is  used  for  the  drive  and  part  for  the  feed. 
Notable  exceptions  to  this  rule  are  the  machines  of  the 
planer  type;  planers,  sha|)ers,  slotters,  Rear  shnpers, 
etc.  In  these  machines  the  feed  takes  place  when  th€ 
tool  is  out  of  the  cut  so  that  all  of  the  power  supplied 
is  available  for  either  the  drive  or  the  feed. 

In  order  to  proportion  the  mM-hanism  of  a  machine 
tool  it  will  be  necessary  to  determine  what  portion  of 
the  total  power  supply  is  needed  for  the  feed.  Besides, 

it  will  bo  necessarj'  to  determine  beforehand  at  what 
point  in  the  mechanism  feed  and  drive  part  company. 
To  illustrate  what  is  meant  by  this  latter  problem,  let 
us  consider  a  lathe.  In  practically  all  cases  the  feed 
of  a  lathe  is  taken  off  the  rear  end  of  the  spindle,  so 
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that  all  gears,  shafts,  i-tc.  Utween  the  driving  source 
(motor  or  single  pulley  or  cone  pulley)  and  the  rear 

end  of  {he  spindle  must  \k>  proportioned  so  that  they 
can  take  care  of  both  drive  and  feed,  while  all  similar 

parts  coming  after  the  rear  end  of  the  spindle  need 
to  take  care  of  the  feed  only.  This  case  is  represented 

by  Fig.  66. 
On  the  other  hand,  a  milling  machine  so  arrnnjf»'<l 

that  the  feeds  are  given  in  inches  per  minute  presents 

a  different  problem.  Here  the  feed  is  taken  off  a  con- 
slant  speed  shaft,  and  all  gears  between  this  p<jint  and 

the  spindle  must  Uke  care  of  the  drive  and  the  drive 

only,  while  all  gears  on  the  other  branch  must  be  pro- 

portioned for  the  feed  only.     This  case  is  illustrated 

by  Fig.  66. 
A  third  case,  though  essentially  similar  to  the  first 

one,  is  Illustrated  by  Fig.  67.  In  this  case,  the  feed 

Is  given  in  fractions  of  an  Inch  per  revolution. 

The  machine  represented  here  is  supposed  to  l>e  a  large 

boring  mill.  In  such  a  machine  the  speed  changinjt 

mechanism  Is  early  In  the  train  of  gears  and  aft.r 
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this  there  is  a  further  reduction  of  speed.  The  reason 
why  such  a  construction  is  followed  is  rather  obvious. 
In  a  case  of  this  kind  the  feed  is  taken  off  the  first 
shaft  of  which  the  speed  bears  a  constant  relation  to 
the  speed  of  the  spindle.  In  the  case  represented  by 
Fig.  65,  all  gears  of  the  drive  had  to  be  of  sufficient 
size  to  transmit  all  of  the  power  for  drive  and  for  feed ; 
but  in  the  third  case,  the  last  gears  of  the  system 
needed  only  sufficient  strength  for  the  drive,  as  the  feed 

Source  of 

power 

Feeol  gear^   ^fc_ 

Speecf  changing 
mechanism 

Spindle-' 
FIG.  66— DIAGRAM  SHOWING  ARRANGEMENT  OF 

MILLING  MACHINE  GEARING 

had  already  been  branched  off  before  this  point  was reached. 

It  is  often  difficult  to  state  what  portion  of  the  total 
power  is  required  for  the  feed  only.  On  the  other  hand, 
as  we  must  proportion  gears,  shafts,  etc.,  for  the  great- 

est load  which  they  may  have  to  bear,  we  need  to  be 
interested  only  in  the  amount  of  this  greatest  load. 
This  load  is  imposed  when  we  take  the  heaviest  rough- 

ing cuts  in  the  case  of  lathes  and  similar  machines. 
It  has  been  found  by  practical  experimentation  that, 
for  heavy  cuts  and  using  a  round  nosed  tool  (which 
is  the  tool  used  for  such  cuts  in  the  majority  of  cases), 

the  amount  of  pressure  of  the  chip  on  the  tool  is  a'bout 
equal  to  the  amount  of  side  pressure  required  to  make 
the  tool  feed  into  the  work;  so  that,  if  we  know  what 
cuts  we  can  take  and  what  the  pressures  are  which 
are  caused  by  such  cuts,  we  will  have  the  necessary 
data  for  the  proportioning  of  the  feed  parts. 

Though  such  data  are  not  known  with  a  high  degree 
of  accuracy,  yet  we  know  enough  to  determine  the 
maximum  feed  pressures  with  a  fair  degree  of  safety. 
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FIG.    67- -DIAGRAM    SHOWING   ARRANGEMENT 
OF  BORING  MILL  GEARS 

If,  for  instance,  a  certain  lathe  must  be  constructed 
to  take  a  cut  in  mild  steel  *  in.  deep  and  with  i-in. 
feed,  then  we  know  that  the  pressure  of  the  tool  will 
be  in  the  neighborhood  of  A  X  i  X  240,000  =  30.000 

lb.,  and  this  would  be  the  amount  of  feed  pressure  we may  expect  with  a  round-nosed  tool. 
If  the  mechanism  for  drive  and  feed  were  100  per 

cent  efficient,  then  the  total  amount  of  power  which 
must  be  set  apart  for  the  feed  would  be  very  small. 
Assuming  that  the  cutting  speed  is  45  ft.  per  minute 
and  that  we  are  turning  up  a  6-in.  shaft  which  makes 
approximately  30  r.p.m.,  so  that  the  feed  would  be  30 
X  i  =  Tli  in.  per  minute,  then  we  would  find  that 
the  drive  (running  at  45  ft.  =  540  in.  per  minute) 
requires  72  times  as  much  power  as  the  feed  which 
runs  at  7i  in.  only.  Under  such  ideal  conditions  the 
feed  would  take  less  than  1 J  per  cent  of  the  total  power 
of  the  machine. 

Efficiency  of  Lathe  Feed  Mechanism 

However,  the  efficiency  of  practically  any  feed  mech- 
anism is  very  low.  In  the  first  place,  a  great  number 

of  gears  and  shafts  are,  as  a  rule,  required  to  trans- 
mit the  power  from  the  starting  point  to  the  point 

where  it  is  applied  to  carriage  or  toolholder.  In  the 
second  place,  in  the  majority  of  cases,  there  is  a  screw 
employed  somewhere  in  the  mechanism,  and  generally 
at  the  final  point  of  the  feed  train,  and  such  a  trans- 

mission of  power  by  screw  has  a  very  low  efficiency. 
As  a  consequence,  it  would  not  do  to  base  the  propor- 

tions of  the  various  parts  of  the  feed  mechanism  on 
the  theoretical  amount  of  power  required  for  the  feed. 
Rather  must  it  be  based  on  the  pressure  against  the 
tool  point.  In  other  words,  proportioning  the  elements 
of  the  feed  train,  we  must  start  at  the  tool  point  and 
work  backward.  We  must  not  forget  that  there  are  other 
resistances  to  overcome  besides  the  resistances  of  the 

metal  against  the  edge  of  the  tool.  Toolholders,  car- 
riages, etc.,  are  tightly  gibbed  to  their  supporting  mem- 
bers. This  is  absolutely  necessary  in  machine  tool 

construction  so  as  to  avoid  all  unnecessary  looseness  and 
resulting  vibration  and  inaccuracy.  The  power  required 
to  move  such  a  tightly  gibbed  member  may  be  quite  an 
appreciable  percentage  of  that  required  to  feed  into  the 
metal.  Finally,  the  point  of  application  of  the  feed  mech- 

anism to  a  toolholder  or  carriage  is  very  often  out  of 
center,  thus  tending  to  twist  the  toolholder,  or,  as  it  is 

commonly  called,  toi  "cock"  it  against  its  ways,  and  this 
may,  under  unfavorable  conditions,  cause  a  great  deal 
of  extra  resistance. 

It  will  be  .seen,  then,  that  even  with  such  a  simple 
and  well-known  machine  as  a  lathe,  it  is  not  quite  pos- 

sible to  estimate  with  any  degree  of  certainty  what 
percentage  of  the  total  power  must  be  used  for  the  feed, 
and  it  therefore  becomes  necessary  to  make  ample 
allowance  over  and  above  the  best  possible  estimate 
which  can  be  made. 

In  the  case  of  a  milling  machine,  we  again  have  the 
condition  that  the  pressure  of  the  cut  is  approximately 
the  same  as  the  pressure  required  for  the  feed.  If  the 
teeth  of  the  cutter  were  always  working  in  a  horizontal 
plane,  then  the  feed  pressure  would  be  the  same  as  the 
cutting  pressure.  This  condition  is  modified  by  the 
fact  that  the  tooth  of  the  milling  cutter  describes  an 
arc  and  that  therefore  the  pressure  of  the  cutter  against 
the  work,  measured  in  a  horizonal  direction,  changes 
from  point  to  point.  Besides,  the  chip  does  not  have 
the  same  thickness  at  various  points.  As  the  cutter 
tooth  starts  to  work  it  takes  a  chip  of  infinitesimal 
thickness,  but  this  thickness  gradually  increases  and 
with  it  the  required  feed  pressure.  The  feed  mechanism 
of  a  milling  machine,  therefore,  is  not  subject  to  an  even 
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load  but  chaacM  continuaUy  from  ■  minimum  to  a  mud- 
■Mnt.  This  amottnt  of  variattMl  b  hM  when  more  than 
MM  tooth  to  in  tho  work,  aad  it  still  further  reduced  if  a 
spiral  or  helical  cutter  ie  uaed. 

ActtMl  expertmenu  have  ahoem  that  the  efficiency  of 
the  feed  mechaniam  of  existing  millins  machines, 

;  widely  \-ar>'ins.  is  ahrajrs  very  low.  Thr  highest 
drtain«d  in  a  seriee  of  taets  was  20  p«r  cent , 

tke  bwMt  efldencjr  laea  than  2  per  cent.  In  another 
aeriee  of  tceta,  and  with  older  types  of  milling  ma- 
ehiaaa.  it  was  found  that  with  a  cut  requiring  a  total  of 
10  h|k.  M  flMKh  M  H  hp..  and  in  one  case  even  4  hp. 
WW  reqpirtd  for  the  feed.  It  is  poesihle.  however,  to 

the  feed  neehanism  in  such  a  way  that  a 
of  M  per  cent  of  the  total  power  supplied 

viB  take  care  of  the  feed  for  the  heaviest  cuts  which 
be  taken.  With  lighter  cuts  a  larger  percentage 
ba  wmd  for  the  feed.  but.  as  the  total  power  re- 

qatiad  oader  theee  conditiooa  U  leas  than  with  the 
cota.  thoee  leas  favorable  proportions  do  not 

to  be  eoBsidercd. 

EXTVEMELY    HEAVY    TeEO    PKESSUIUIS    APPLIED 
HYllBAin.ICALLY 

Peed  priMures  have  been  used  in  actual  practice  up 

to  KMMIOO  lb.  To  the  writer's  knowledge  no  machine 
teola  have  been  constructed  employing  strictly  mechan- 

ical means,  such  as  gears  and  shafts  and  screws,  for 
tht  applicatioa  of  theee  extreme  feed  pressures.  Where 

pressorea  were  required,  hydraulic  feeds  were 
On  the  other  hand,  feed  preasures  as  high  as 

100.000  lb.  have  actually  been  transmitted  by  means  of 
lone  feed  screws. 

In  the  eaae  of  boring  mills  of  large  sise.  heavy  cuts 

najr  be  taken  requiring  heavy  feed  preasures.  In  addi- 
tion, the  construction  of  a  boring  mill  makes  it  neces- 

sary to  use  long  shafts  and  many  gears  for  the  purpose 
of  rednring  and  controlling  feeds  and  for  the  purpose 
of  gaing  around  the  many  angles  and  comers  that  lie 

the  toolholder  and  the  point  where  the  feed 
off  from  the  main  drive.  As  a  result,  the 

of  power  required  for  the  feed  of  a  boring  mill 

to  greater  than  that  required  for  the  ordinar>-  lathe. 
Aa  a  broad  propoeition  it  may  be  said  that  the 

aoKNint  of  power  which  should  be  set  aside  for  the 
food  of  a  tothe.  a  boring  mill  or  a  millinR  machine, 
to  proportional  to  the  sixe  of  cut  taken:  or  better  still, 
proportional  to  the  amount  of  metal  removed  per 
minute.  This  rule  does  not  apply  to  drilling  machines. 
In  such  machines  the  feed  pressure  is  only  partly  de- 

on  the  size  of  the  cut,  and  very  largely 
rnt  on  the  nature  of  the  tool  used. 

C^KsnMOUTiom  AmscriNO  Dkillinc-Machinc  Ftxoa 

A  1-in.  twist  drill  removes  an  amount  of  metal  of 
which  the  rroas  sectJoB  has  an  area  of  about  I  sq.in. 
Thto  same  ana  woold  be  removed  if  a  1-in.  hole  were 
eemrterhnred  to  11  in.,  but  the  feed  pressure  required 
for  thto  latter  operation  would  be  very  much  less  than 
that  r«ioircd  for  the  drilling  of  the  1-in.  hole.  This 
is  doe  to  the  fart  that  not  all  of  the  metal  is  removed 
by  the  actioa  of  cutting  when  a  twist  drill  is  used  The 

■MMt  penrtrate  into  the  nnetal  by  sheer 
or  crashing.  If  wc  picture  the  action  of 

a  twist  drill  aa  if  it  consisted  of  two  separate  actions 
— ta  the  ilrst  place,  that  of  penetrating  into  the  metal 
aa  amount  eqoal  to  the  feed  per  revolution;  in  the 

placa.  the  removal  of  this  metal  by  turning  the 

drill — we  will  see  that  the  metal  lying  under  the  cen- 
tral web  must  be  pushed  away  in  order  to  permit  this 

penetration.  There  is  u  (xipular  conception  of  this 
action  to  the  effect  that  the  central  web  crushes  the 
metal  into  fine  particles  which  are  removed  with 
the  other  chipo.  This  picture  is  not  correct.  The  metal 
is  not  crushed  into  fine  particles,  but  im  pushed  xide- 
ways  into  the  surrounding  metal,  and  part  of  that 
surrounding  metal  is  lifted  up.  The  action  is  the  same 
as  that  of  a  center  punch  when  making  a  punch  mark. 
A  crater  is  formed  of  which  the  rim  is  composed  of 
the  metal  which  has  been  displaced  by  the  punch  point. 
The  action  of  the  central  web  may  be  compared  to  that 
of  an  operation  of  embossing.  We  can  readily  reason 
out  for  ourselves  that  it  would  not  be  possible  for  the 
central  web  to  crush  the  material  into  a  fine  dust.  If 
this  were  the  case,  we  might  make  a  punch  shaped  like 
the  central  web,  force  it  into  the  metal,  remove  it.  blow 

out  the  dust  that  was  formed,  force  the  punch  some- 
what further,  and  so  on  until  we  finally  had  made  a  hole 

of  the  re<|uired  depth. 
The  feed  pressure  required  for  the  penetration  of  a 

twist  drill  into  a  piece  of  work  consists  then  of  two 
items:  (1)  The  pressure  required  to  make  the  cutting 
lips  feed  into  the  work;  (2)  the  pressure  required  to 
cause  the  central  web  to  displace  the  metal  underneath. 

The  first  item  depends  on  the  size  of  the  drill,  the 
amount  of  the  feed,  the  hardness  of  the  material  to  be 
drilled,  and  the  sharpness  of  the  tool.  In  other  words, 
it  follows  much  the  same  laws  as  the  feed  pressuro 
required  in  other  cutting  operations.  The  second  item, 
the  pressure  required  to  make  the  central  web  penetrate 
into  the  metal  or  crush  the  metal,  also  depends  on  the 
nature  of  the  metal  to  be  crushed,  and  besides,  on  the 
area  of  the  central  web  and  the  angle  to  which  it  is 
ground.  A  flat  angle  will  have  a  tendency  to  press  the 
metal  downward  rather  than  sideways.  A  pointed  cone 
will  press  the  metal  sideways  and  allow  it  to  get  out 
of  the  way  without  excessive  pressure.  This  is  the 
reason  why  a  pointed  drill  is  used  where  the  breaking 
through  of  the  drill  might  cause  serious  trouble.  The 
amount  of  pressure  required  for  this  punching  action 
of  the  central  web  is,  at  the  present,  not  known.  It 

is.  however,  well  known  that  it  is  a  very  large  per- 
centage of  the  total  pressure  required. 

Prefers  Forced  Lubrication 
By  Frank  W.  Wearin 

Both  forced  feed  and  splash  lubrication  are  good 
systems,  but  the  first  is  the  better  as  it  supplies  a 

steady  stream  of  oil  to  each  bearing.  With  the  splash 
system  the  oil  gets  dirty  very  quickly,  and  should  be 

changed  regularly  as  it  is  diflteult  to  provide  a  filtering 
system  that  would  be  suitable. 

The  forced  feed  system  is  by  far  superior,  but,  as 
the  editor  remarks,  there  should  be  a  proper  system  of 

filtration  that  will  clean  the  oil  before  it  enters  the 

pump  on  each  cycle.  The  oil  should  Iw  changed  regu- 
larly though  it  is  not  necessary  to  do  so  as  frequently 

as  with  the  splash  system.  With  clean  oil  the  bearings 

will  very  rarely  score,  and  never  on  account  of  the  oil, 
if  it  is  of  good  quality. 

My  experience  has  been  on  steam  turbines  and 
machine  tools.  The  oil  reservoir  is  invariably  too  small 

on  the  latter.  Of  course  there  are  limitations  to  size, 

but  the  larger  the  reservoir  the  slower  the  filtration 
and  the  purer  the  oil. 
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The  Machining  of  Camshafts 
Use  of  Multiple  Tools  in  Turning  Camshafts — Master  Cams  and  Cam  Grinding 

Methods — Uniform  Centers  a  Necessity— A  Flush  Pin  Gage 
By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor,  American  Machinist 

THE  machining  of  camshafts  for  automobile  motors 

is  generally  done  by  rough-turning  the  bearings 
and  straight  portions  between  the  cams,  the  rest  of 

the  w  ork  being  done  by  grinding.  In  some  few  places  the 
cams  are  first  milled  with  small  cutters  to  approximately 
the  desired  shape  and  in  one  or  two  instances  special  ma- 

chines have  been  designed  for  turning  the  cams  ready  to 
be  finished  by  grinding.  The  general  practice,  however. 
is  to  grind  the  cams  from  the  forgings  without  previous 
machining  of  any  kind. 

The  individual  cam  of  the  earlier  designed  motors  has 
given  way  to  the  cam  forged  integrally  with  the  camshaft 
and  machined  as  previously  indicated. 

In  plants  where  a  large  production  is  necessary,  multi- 
ple tooling  is  resorted  to  in  order  to  economically  ma- 

chine numerous  straight  portions  between  the  cams.  In 
some  cases  these  multiple  tools  are  arranged  in  a  special 

FIG.   1— FIRST  TURXI.VG  (jrii:R.\TION 

toolblock  on  a  standard  engine  lathe,  but  large  production 
usually  requires  special  machines  such  as  the  Fay  auto- 

matic or  the  Lo-Swing.  The  tooling  arrangement  on  the 
Fay  lathe  can  be  seen  in  Figs.  1,  2,  3  and  4.  Figs.  1  and 
3  show  the  lathes  themselves  with  the  work  in  place, 
while  Figs.  2  and  4  are  the  tool  diagrams  which  .show 
clearly  the  number  of  tools  employed  and  explain  how  the 
camshaft  can  be  so  quickly  machined.  Referring  to  Fig. 
2  it  will  be  seen  that  the  tools  in  group  A  face  down  be- 

tween the  cams  and  the  bearings,  while  those  at  B  auto- 
matically feed  into  the  work,  traverse  it  in  the  direction 

of  the  arrow  shown  and  automatically  feed  out  of  the 
work.  The  tools  in  group  C  feed  in  and  cut  the  four 
shoulders  shown,  while  those  in  block  D  turn  the  small 
diameters  at  the  end  of  the  shaft.  The  remainder  of  the 
camshaft  is  turned  at  a  second  operation,  which  is  shown 
in  Figs.  3  and  4  and  requires  no  explanation. 

In  this  particular  shop  the  first  operation  is  to  mill 
the  ends  of  the  camshaft  to  lengths,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5, 

locating  it  by  means  of  the  gage  at  A  so  as  to  have  the 
cams  and  bearings  come  in  their  proper  position.  The 
camshaft  is  centered  as  shown  in  Fig.  6,  utilizing  a  quick 
acting  clamp  and  having  the  workreats  firmly  against  the 
stop  so  as  to  insure  uniform  center  depth.  The  correct- 

ness of  the  centering  has  a  marked  effect  on  the  produc- 
tion as  a  shallow  center  in  one  end  and  a  deep  one  in  the 

Direction  or' tied 

Direction  of  feed 

FIG.   2— THK  TOOL  LAYOUT  USED 

other  shifts  the  camshaft  endwise  and  affects  the  turn- 
ing operation.  In  order  to  insure  this  uniformity  the 

minimum  and  maximum  gage  shovra  in  Fig.  7  is  used. 
The  three  large-diameter  bearings  are  next  rough- 

turned  or  ground  to  within  0.003  to  0.005  in.  to  furnish 
driving  and  back  resting  surfaces  for  future  operations. 
Then  comes  the  turning  which  has  already  been  shown, 
leaving  the  camshaft  ready  for  heat-treating,  oil  groov- 

ing and  the  finish-grinding  of  both  the  bearings  and  the 
cams  themselves.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  in  the 

turning  operation  there  are  eighteen  tools  at  work  simul- taneously. 

The  other  method  of  machining  referred  to  is  illus- 
trated in  Figs.  8  and  9,  which  show  another  design  of 

camshaft.  The  sequence  of  operation  is  approximately 
the  same  and  the  arrangement  of  the  tools  can  be  very 

FIG.  3— TfRXING  THE  OTHER  END 
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•Mily  ctodM  trtm  Umm  two  illustralions.  Thew  iliun- 
trrtto—  them  •  mmtikatt  for  >  six-cylinder  nMtor  and 

th»  Mt  of  «  fTMter  number  of  tools  ia 

After  tlM  tnraint  operation*,  no  matter  how  they  are 

OS  af?f»!t^  V •?«  ■ 

no    A— TOOL  U^TCHT  rOR  UeCOXD  OPKRATION 

— ■•rTTIXO  OKK  BHAKT   KNPa.      KIO     *— <'KNTKKINO 
TIIK  miAKT.      ri«J.   T— OAOINO   THK  K'KNTKK 

performed,  camahafu  are  ready  for  heat-treatinR  or  car- 
burizinf ,  or  both,  aa  the  case  may  be. 

Aa  the  cams  theniaehres  are  usually  ground  from  the 
rough  forvinff.  it  is  neowsary  to  remove  considerable 
■aUrial  at  a  fairly  rapid  rate,  and  at  the  same  time  to 
^ Willi  accuracy  ao  aa  not  to  leave  too  much  material 
for  the  ftniahinf  wheel.  Probably  no  other  common 
grinding  operation  calls  for  such  fine  workmanKhip  and 

acrurao'  aa  the  grinding  of  cams.  It  ia  a  case  where 
the  art  of  grinding  must  be  known  and  practiced  con- 

tinually in  order  to  gi«'e  aatiafactor)'  results. 
Tke  owkera  of  wheda  and  grinding  machines  usually 

IWOOOMnd  the  24-R.  Alundum  wheel,  or  its  equivalent, 
for  roughing.    The  general  practice  of  automobile  shops, 

ruxxx 
TIT. 

_i       a  -•  — — 

however,  is  to  use  a  con^idernlily  hnrder  wheel  as  u 
of  securing  a  higher  output  per  machine.  This 

to  prove  sati8faotor>-  and  it  is  usually  very  diffi- 
cult for  the  demonstrator  to  secure  an>-  change  in  this 

practice. 
Finish  grinding  of  cams  is  usually  divideii  into  two 

operations,  the  first,  removing  the  scale  due  to  case- 
harder.ing  or  heat-treatment.  The  wheels  used  are 
usually  of  the  J  or  K  grade,  either  No.  46  or  a  No.  24 
combination.  While  some  shops  miike  two  entirely  sepa- 
hate  operations  of  the  finish  grinding,  inmost  cases  the 
camshaft  ia  not  removed  from  the  grinding  machine  but 
the  wheel  ia  dressed  and  the  finishing  touch  taken. 

In  the  plant  of  the  Hudson  Motor  Car  Company,  for 
instance,  a  24-R.  or  a  24-S.  wheel  is  used  for  rough- 
grinding.  This  removes  from  0.25  to  0.275  in.  from 
the  rough  forging.  In  the  finish-grinding,  wheels  of  No. 
24  combintion  K  and  No.  46,  J  or  K  are  used,  the  latter 

being  standard  in  the  above  plant.  In  the  rough-grind- 
ing, the  production  is  from  60  to  70  camshafts  in  8t 

hours,  and  in  finishing  from  55  to  60  camshafts  in  the 
same  time. 

In  the  same  plant,  production  of  the  Essex  camshaft 
(which,  of  course,  is  for  a  four-cylinder  motor)  is  from 
76  to  80  camshafts  in  the  rough-grinding,  and  about  the 
same  number  in  the  finishing  operation.  This  produc- 

tion has,  we  understand,  lieen  materially  increased  by 

the  application  of  vertical  wheel-slide  stops. 
In  large  plants  wheels  No.  30-R.  are  used  for  rough- 

grinding  and  No.  24  combination  K  for  finishing.  The 
production  is  from  eleven  to  twelve  shafts  per  hour  for 

j    .  'mI  mikmiitit 

'/>pff/  roH  mt  >■ 

hMtr 

nthKh/ncrf K^cfimtf9 
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rough-grinding  and  about  eleven  per  hour  for  the  finish- 
grinding.  The  finish-grinding  is  in  two  operations,  re- 

moving 0.03  in.  The  operator  takes  his  first  cut  over 
100  camshafts,  trues  his  wheel  and  goes  over  them  a 
second  time,  producing  100  finished  camshafts  in  nine 
hours.  A  wheel  speed  of  6,500  circumferential  feet  per 
minute  ia  advocated  although  there  is  a  tendency  in  some 
quarters  to  reduce  this  appreciably,  sometimes  as  much 
as  1.000  ft.  per  minute.  When  it  comes  to  the  l)est  work 
•peed,  there  is  a  wide  range  of  opinion,  and  it  is  here 
that  the  operator  can  utilize  his  experience  to  the  best 
advantage  in  order  to  secure  the  desired  finish  without 
reducing  the  output.  For  roughing,  the  work  speed  ia 
not  BO  important  and  the  camshaft  can  be  run  moderately 
fast,  aay  from  40  to  60  r.p.m. 

For  finishing,  however,  a  considerably  lower  work  speed 
should  be  used,  from  16  to  20  r.p.m.  helnjr  found  satis- 

factory in  most  cases.    The  best  speed,  however,  must  be 
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KIG.   10 — GRINDING  MASTER  CAMS.     FIG.  11 — GRINDING  A   SINGLE  MASTER   CAM 

determined  in  each  individual  case  by  actual  experience, 
as  much  aepends  on  the  shape  of  the  cams,  especially  of 
the  lift  portion.  The  finish  required  and  the  wheel  used 
also  have  a  marked  effect.  In  one  particular  instance, 
it  became  necessary  to  reduce  the  speed  to  5  r.p.m.  in 
order  to  eliminate  the  chatter.  In  order  to  thoroughly 
lubricate  the  work  and  carry  away  the  heat,  a  large  sup- 

ply of  grinding  solution  or  compound  should  flow  di- 
rectly on  the  work  at  the  point  of  wheel  contact  at  all 

times  during  the  gi-inding  operation,  helping  to  keep 
the  work  at  uniform  temperature  and  tending  to  insure 
thorough  lubrication  and  accurate  grinding.  This  is  im- 

portant if  an  accurate  camshaft  is  required,  as  excessive 
heating  distorts  the  shaft  and  often  causes  checks  in 
the  cam  faces.  Any  good  commercial  compound  or  soda 
water  and  lard  oil  can  be  used. 

In  finishing  camshafts,  it  is  very  important  to  keep 
the  wheel  true  and  it  should  be  dressed  veiy  frequently. 
Unless  this  is  done,  it  is  impossible  to  secure  satisfac- 

tory results. 
It  is  also  necessary  to  pay  careful  attention  to  the 

steadyrests  and  to  be  sure  they  are  securely  fastened  in 
place.  The  work  shoes  must  have  a  good  bearing  sur- 

face on  the  camshaft  in  order  to  hold  it  as  they  should. 
It  is  also  advisable  to  be  very  sure  that  the  camshaft  at- 

tachment is  firmly  fastened  to  the  table,  and  that  the 
attachment  has  been  wiped  very  clean  before  putting  in 
place. 

The  centers  in  camshafts  should  be  as  large  as  is 
consistent  with  the  size  of  the  shaft  and  as  perfect  as 
possible.  The  centers  should  be  kept  clean  and  well  oiled ; 
but  do  not  put  oil  on  the  master  cams  or  on  the  roll  sur- 

face, as  dust  collects  rapidly  and  may  result  in  inac- 
curate work. 

Attachments  for  grinding  master  cams  are  shown  in 
Figs.  10  and  11.  Fig.  10  shows  all  the  master  cams 
mounted  on  the  single  shaft,  while  in  Fig.  11  a  single 
cam  is  being  ground  at  A.  The  master  cams  are  shown 
at  A,  Fig.  10,  making  contact  with  the  large  disk  B  by 

which  the  cradle  C  carrying  the  cam  to  be  gi-ound  is 
moved  to  and  from  the  grinding  wheel  D.  The  gearing 
by  which  the  cams  are  driven  is  plainly  shown  at  E. 
The  rod  F  leads  to  a  counterweight  which  always  keeps 
the  master  cam  in  contact  with  the  large  disk. 

A  somewhat  different  arrangement  is  shown  in  Fig. 
11  where  the  cam  being  ground  is  shown  at  A,  the  master 

FIG.   12— TESTING  A  FINISHED   SH.\FT 

cam  at  B,  the  large  disk  at  C.  Instead  of  an  overhead 
counterweight,  the  cradle  is  controlled  by  the  spring  D, 
keeping  the  master  cam  always  in  contact  with  the  large 
disk. 

A  device  for  testing  the  cams  is  shown  in  Fig.  12 
where  the  graduated  wheel  shown  indicates  the  degrees 
at  which  certain  movements  of  the  cams  take  place  and 
the  dial  indicator  A,  shows  the  exact  throw  of  the  cam 
being  tested  at  each  point  of  its  contour. 

Idleness  Is  Contagious 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

Watchmakers  say — with  what  degree  of  truth,  I  do 
not  know — that  if  a  number  of  clocks  stand  on  a  shelf, 
some  tending  to  run  too  fast  and  some  too  slow,  the 
fast  clocks  will  slow  down  and  the  slow  ones  will  speed 
up  to  a  noticeable  degree. 

I  do  know  this:  A  slow  workman  will  lessen  the 
speed  of  a  fast  one  beside  him,  while  his  own  speed  will 
increase.  But  on  the  principle  that  disease  is  more 

catching  than  health,  the  slow  worker's  influence  for 
harm  will  be  greater  than  the  fast  one's  influence  for 
good.    The  workman  is  not  conscious  of  the  influence. 

There  are  often  instances  where  a  fast  or  a  normal 
worker,  put  next  to  a  slow  one,  will  purposely  reduce 

his  own  speed,  so  as  not  to  "give  away  his  neighbor." 
All  this  shows  the  desirability  of  a  record  of  output 

by  which  standards,  especially  minimum  standards,  may 
be  established. 
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Grinding  Wheel  Breakage  and  Its  Causes 
What  Produces  the  Slres>t'-  Ki^ultinjr  in  Wheel  KreakaKe — Effect  of 

Over-^)e«dinf— Heating  the  Wheel  Face  and  Spindle  Hearings 

By  HAROLD  E.  JENKS 

I— irartnc  IB  Maitwmailc*    I'.  8.  Naval  Aradvmy 

THE  aakiMt  of  frindinf  wb««l  bntJage  is  on
e 

whiek  fovdblr  and  frrquvntly  brinca  iUelf  to  th« 
attention  of  the  wheel  uaer  and  the  wheel  manu- 

r.  tad  ia  of  grant  Inportence  to  both.  When- 
'  a  ffrfaibw  mkmi.  hemmr  wnll  it  maj'  be  protected, 

la  oparatioa.  thert  ia  ahrajrs  the  poaaibility  that 
fljiiW  fracaHnta  of  the  wheel  may  cauae  the  loss  of 
Ufa  or  aerioos  injury  of  parsons  nearby,  particularly 
of  tha  opentor  of  the  wheel.  Financial  loss  is  always 
ianilwd.  dae  to  the  Wms  of  the  wheel  itself,  loss  of 

ttea  ia  lanantim  another  one.  and  to  the  possible  break- 
acoof  parta  o#  tlia  grindins  machine.  If  a  man  is  killed 

or  iniared  by  the  breakage,  further  financial  loss  han 
to  ba  borne  by  his  empk>yer. 

Tlw  Bwnufacturer  of  the  brolwn  wheel  is  perhaps 
laaa  aSwIad  tlua  ia  the  conaumer.  but  his  interest  in 

praeaatiiV  hrankaga  ia  a  vary  real  one.  The  reputation 

of  his  wImoIs  is  to  a  certain  extent  impaired  by  ever}- 
that  occurs.  If  breakages  take  place  too  fre- 

lie  will  lose  customers,  unless  it  can  be  shown 

tJMt  the  grinding  wheals  are  not  at  fault,  which  in 

oftea  hard  to  prove.  Reputable  manufacturers  realize 
thia  and  do  all  in  their  power  to  minimize  breakage. 

Grinding  wheels  are  taatad  in  various  ways  before 
thay  are  alkmed  to  leave  the  factory,  to  make  cerUin 
that  they  are  sound  and  can  be  safely  run  at  the  speeds 
for  which  they  are  recommended.  Some  nunufacturers 
aak  for  the  return  of  broken  wheels,  and  maintain  a 

hoard  of  experienced  men  to  examine  them  and  deter- 
Briaa.  if  poaaible.  the  cause  of  breakage.  If  it  can  be 
shown  that  th*  whad  itaalf  waa  at  fault,  the  manu- 

facturer U  cspactad  to  raplaea  it  at  his  own  expenHe. 
In  caaaa  whara  braakagaa  eoaaUntly  and  persistently 

ocenr  with  some  particular  conaumer.  men  are  some- 
tiaMO  acnt  by  the  manufacturer  to  observe  the  wheeU 

ia  aetiaa  aadar  operating  conditiona,  and  to  report  on 
of  breakage  and  poasible  methods  of 

the  foregoing  Introductory  remarks  the  desir- 

ability of  redodng  grinding  wheel  breakage  to  a  mini- 
aaaa  baeooMa  avidant.  The  purpose  of  this  article  is 

ta  ahaar  m  daarlf  aa  may  be  poasible  the  underlying 

of  braakaga.  and  to  give  whatever  other  infor- 
ba  nafiaaary  in  order  that  an  intelligent 

attaaapt  nay  ba  made  toward  its  prevention  in  any 

PniMABY  BaCAKACB  CAUOi 

Breakage  of  a  grinding  wheel  while  in  operation  may 
ba  daa  to  any  one  of  the  foUowing  primary  cauaea,  or 
to  a  eeaMnatlon  of  two  or  more  of  them : 

(I)    Centrifugal  force  due  to  roUtion  of  tha  wheel. 
(5)  Direct  preaavre  exerted   by  tha  work  upon 

tha  whaai- 

(t)    Hsating  of  the  wheel. 
(4>    Haatlac  of  the  wheel  spindle. 
( I)    Praaaara  on  the  side  of  the  wheel. 
(6)  Inprapar  awantiag. 
(7)  Impart  on  the  aide  or  faea  of  the  wheel. 

(8)  Cracks  or  flaws  in  the  interior  of  the  wheel. 
(9)  Variation  in  density  of  whet^l  material. 

(10)  Lack  of  balance. 
(11)  Initial  atreaaes  in  the  wheel. 

Evidently  theae  eauaes  are  not  entirely  independent; 
for  example,  heating  of  the  wheel  is  a  result  of  direct 
pressure  by  the  work;  but  the  type  of  stress  produced 
by  direct  pressure  is  entirely  different  from  that  due 
to  heating,  hence  separate  enumeration  and  treatment 
of  these  two  causes  of  breakage  are  necessary.  In 
general,  it  is  thought  that  the  above  list  has  been 
condensed  as  much  as  possible  to  still  allow  a  clear 
discussion  of  the  subject. 

By  stress,  as  used  here,  is  meant  the  force  acting 
between  the  particles  of  wheel  material  per  unit  of  area, 

ordinaril>'  expressed  In  pounds  per  square  inch.  Wheel 
material  is  much  weaker  under  tensile  than  under 

compreasive  streaa;  that  is,  a  much  smaller  force  will 
break  it  if  tending  to  pull  its  particles  apart  than  if 
tending  to  push  them  together.  For  this  reason, 
stresses  are  here  specified  as  tensile  or  compressive,  it 

being  understood  that  compressive'  stresses  are  not 
usually  important  aa  sources  of  breakage  of  grinding 
wheels.  It  is  possible  to  obtain  mathematical  proof  of 
many  statements  made  below  regarding  the  amount  and 
position  of  the  various  stresses  in  wheels,  but  this  is 
beyond  the  scope  of  the  present  article  and  is  therefore 
omitted. 

It  is  very  important  to  note  that  while  not  one  of 
the  stresses  existing  in  a  wheel  may  be  excessive,  the 
combination  or  resultant  of  two  or  more  of  them  may 

be  sufficient  to  cause  breakage.  This  fact  will  be  fre- 
quently referred  to  in  the  following  paragraphs. 

Diametral  Cracks  from  Tangentul  Stresses 

Centrifuqal  force  due  to  rotation  of  the  wheel. — In 
any  body  which  rotates  about  an  axis,  stresses  are 
induced  at  every  point  due  to  centrifugal  force,  which 
for  the  purpose  of  this  article  may  be  defined  as  the 
force  tending  to  make  the  body  fly  apart.  In  a  grinding 
wheel  these  stresses  are  of  two  kinds:  a  radial  stress 
acting  in  the  direction  of  the  radius  of  the  wheel,  and 
a  tangential  stress  acting  in  a  direction  perpendicular 
to  the  radius,  aa  illustrated  in  Fig.  1.  Both  these 
strasaea  are  tensile,  and  their  amounts  vary  as  the 
square  of  the  speed  of  the  wheel,  which  means  that  if 
the  speed  is  doubled,  the  stresses  are  quadrupled. 

The  radial  stress  is  zero  at  the  circumference  of  the 
wheel  and  at  the  hole,  and  reaches  its  maximum  value 

at  a  point  distant  \/Rr  from  the  hole,  measured  along 
the  radius,  R  and  r  being  the  radii  of  the  wheel  and 
hole,  respectively.  In  comparison  with  the  tangential 
stress  the  radial  stress  is  unimportant. 

The  tangential  streas  is  much  greater  than  the  radial, 

and  reaches  iU  greatest  value  at  the  circumference  of 

the  hole.  For  a  given  speed  and  diameter  of  wheel, 

this  maximum  Ungential  stress  increases  slightly  as 

tha  diametar  of  the  hole  is  made  larger,  and  in  cylinder 

whaals  bacomea  about  20  per  cent  greater  than  in  disk 
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Radial  stress 

FIG.    1 — STRESSES    FROM    CEN- 
TRIFUGAL, FORCE 

wheels  with  holes  of  ordinaiy  size.  This  is  a  vei*y 
important  stress,  since  it  always  exists  when  the  wheel 
is  in  motion,  and  because  of  the  location  of  its  maximum 
at  the  circumference  of  the  hole,  where  it  readily  com- 

bines with  other  maximum  stresses  to  produce  a  re- 
sultant stress  large  enough  to  cause  breakage. 

A  wheel  breaking  from  the  effect  of  centrifugal  force 
alone  cracks  approximately  across  a  diameter,  the  crack 
starting  at  the  hole 
and  extending  in 
opposite  directions 
outward  to  the 
face,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  2.  This  is  of 
course  the  initial 
break,  after  which 
the  wheel  may  or 
may  not  split  into 
a  larger  number  of 
pieces  of  irregular 
shape  and  varying 
size.  It  is  not  im- 

possible that  initial 
diametral  cracks 
may  in  some  cases 
start  at  several 

places  simultane- 
ously, as  theoreti- 

cally there  would  be 
an  infinite  number  of  these  cracks,  providing  the  wheel 
were  of  absolutely  uniform  strength  throughout.  Prac- 

tically, due  to  variation  in  the  wheel  material,  there 
must  nearly  always  be  one  diametral  plane  that  is 
weaker  than  any  other,  and  the  first  crack  will  naturally 
start  across  this  plane. 

Reliable  grinding  wheel  manufacturers  test  all  wheels 
before  they  leave  the  factory  by  running  them  at,  a 
speed  approximately  twice  that  for  which  they  are 
designed  and  recommended,  thus  obtaining  a  factor  of 
safety  of  about  four.  It  would  then  appear  that  break- 

ages due  to  speed  alone  must  be  few  in  number.  Such  is 
indeed  the  case,  yet  they  do  occasionally  occur  from  such 
causes  as  shift- 

ing thoughtlessly 
from  large  to  small 
pulleys,  placing 
wheels  of  large  di- 

ameter on  spind'es 
running  at  speeds 
intended  for 
smaller  diameters, 
or  substituting  for 
a  wheel  running  at 
the  correct  speed 
one  of  different 
grain  and  grade 
designed  for  lower 
wheel  speed.  In 
other  words,  most 
breakages    due    to 
speed  are  really  due  to  over-speeding,  either  through 
carelessness  or  ignorance  on  the  part  of  the  op- 
erator. 

The  writer  well  remembers  his  first  and  only  speed 
breakage.  He  had  mounted  a  14-in.  wheel  on  a  cylindrical 
grinding  machine  that  he  had  never  before  used,  and 
knowing  nothing  about  the  machine  or  its  combinations 
of  pulleys,  he  asked  one  of  the  men  in  the  shop  if  the 

FIG.    2 — STARTING    OF    CRACKS 
DUE  TO  CENTRIFUGAL  FORCE 

wheel  would  stand  "all  the  speed  the  motor  could  give 
it."  The  reply  was  in  the  affirmative,  but  before  the 
speed  was  two-thirds  that  which  could  have  been  ob- 

tained the  wheel  exploded  with  great  violence,  breaking 
off  part  of  the  protecting  hood,  but  fortunately  doing 
no  other  damage.  Needless  to  remark,  the  writer  has 
made  sure  of  his  spindle  speeds  since  that  time,  and  as 
stated  above,  he  has  never  had  another  breakage  from 
centrifugal  force  alone.  In  fact,  most  breakages  of  this 
type  could  have  been  as  easily  prevented  as  this  one. 

Direct  pressure  exerted  by  the  work  upon  the  wheel. 
— By  direct  pressure  is  meant  pressure  on  the  face 
of  a  wheel  in  operation  directed  toward  its  center 
as  illustrated  in  Fig.  3.  Stresses  produced  by  this 
pressure  are  of  two  kinds,  radial  stress  and  bending 
stress. 

The  radial  stress  is  the  same  as  would  be  produced 
by  an  equal  pressure  if  the  wheel  were  not  revolving, 
and  is  principally  compressive.  It  is  usually  small,  and 
is  unimportant  as  a  cause  of  breakage. 

Contact  between  the  work  and  the  face  of  the  revolv- 
ing wheel  produces  a  frictional  force,  the  amount  of 

which  is  proportional  to  the  direct  pressure  and  which 
is  in  a  direction  tangent  to  the  wheel  face.  This  force 
causes  bending  stresses  along  any  diametral  section  of 
the  wheel,  which  are  tensile  on  one  side  of  the  center 
and  compressive  on  the  other.  These  stresses  reach 
their  maximum  value  at  the  face  of  the  wheel,  but  are 
usually  comparatively  small  and  unimportant. 

Heating   of  the  wheel. — Every   student   of  grinding 
knows  from  expe- 

rience that  much 
heat  is  developed 

at  the  point  of  con- tact of  wheel  and 
work,  and  that  in 

cases  where  grind- 
ing is  done  dry,  the 

wheel  may  become 

very  hot.  Compar- 
atively few,  how- 

ever, realize  the 
importance  from 
the  standpoint  of 

possible  breakage,  of  the  stresses  due  to  this  heating. 
As  a  matter  of  fact  the  stresses  produced  by  the  unequal 
expansion  of  different  parts  of  the  wheel  may  reach  a 
large  value  so  that  many  breakages  are  no  doubt  due  to 
this  cause. 

These  stresses  are  similar  in  character  to  those  pro- 
duced by  centrifugal  force  and  are  as  in  that  case,  of 

two  kinds — radial  and  tangential.  They  may  vary 

greatly  in  amount  according  to  variations  in  tempera- 
ture of  different  parts  of  the  wheel,  an  exact  deter- 

mination of  their  amount  in  any  given  case  being 
difficult  if  not  impossible. 

The  greatest  tensile  stress  occurs  at  the  circumfer- 
ence of  the  hole  and  hence  combines  at  that  point  with 

the  maximum  tensile  stress  due  to  the  centrifugal 
force,  shown  in  Fig.  1.  This  is  an  important  statement, 
as  both  these  stresses  may  be  large  and  their  resultant 
may  easily  cause  breakage. 

A  few  years  ago  the  writer  assisted  in  making  some 
tests  of  the  effect  of  heat  alone  upon  grinding  wheels. 
An  electric  heating  coil  was  arranged  to  cover  the 
entire  surface  of  the  face  of  the  wheel  to  be  tested, 
and  heat  was  gradually  applied.  The  wheel  was  not 
in  motion,  so  that  the  effect  could  be  due  only  to  heat. 

Point  of  max.. 
bending  stress 

FIG.    3- 

-DIRECT    PRESSURE 
■  STRESSES 
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At  •  tonpvrstor*  of  tb*  dreumfervnc*  averafinf  from 
Tl  to  lift  4«.  C  tlM  wlM«b  toitod  cndwd  akmc  « 

Mb  MMBt  with  MflelMrt  fore*  to  entirel>' 
the  two  h»hw  of  the  whed.  With  the  heat 

tiMM  a9pU«L  from  40  to  TO  minutes  elaiiMd  before 
ocrurrvd.  It  shoaid  be  born*  in  mind  that 

I  to  centrifugal  font  was  not  present  in 
«  that  it  is  nwi>on>bie  to  conclude  that 

•imilar  heating  conditiona  a  wheel  of  the  same 
typo  fai  operation  wo«tld  break  at  a  at  ill  lower  tempera- 
Un*  aad  prohafatjr  in  a  shorter  time.  Actual  heat 

brankatM  ia  opwmtion  are  in  very-  cioae  agresnient 
witk  tiris  MadMioiL 
At  stated  above,  the  typical  heat  break  ia  a 

4HnMtoal  crack,  the  same  as  in  the  caae  of  breakaire 
das  to  centrifugal  force.  It  ia  evident  that  a  fracture 
ramlting  from  a  combination  of  heat  and  speed  stresses 
WBttU  be  of  the  same  type. 

Htmiim§  s/  tk*  tskssl  sjrindlf.— Tight  or  insufficiently 
lubricated  hsariags  on  a  grinding  machine  may  cause 
heating  of  the  wheel  spindle.  In  case  the  wheel  bush- 
iag  tta  tte  spiadls  tightly,  the  expansion  of  the  latter 
■Hjr  eaoM  toaaile  stresses  of  considerable  magnitude 
la  the  wheel.  This  is  cloarly  the  case  of  a  thick  cylinder 

rr  internal  pressure.  The  stresses  produced  are 
in  character  to  both  those  due  to  centrifugal 

forte  aad  those  due  to  heating  of  the  wheel.  They 
•rs  of  two  kinds,  radial  and  tangential,  as  in  those 
rises,  and  the  maximum  tangential  ten«ile  MtreM  occurs 
at  tks  circumference  of  the  hole.  Hence  the  maximum 
■trsMas  would  combine  at  that  point  and  breakage 
arifirt  occur  from  the  resulunt  stress.  The  typical 
break  due  to  heating  of  the  wheel  spindle  would  be  a 
dlaaietnil  crack,  as  in  Um  case  of  breakage  due  to 
•Mttrifugal  force. 

(To  h*  eomtitmed.) 

KeepiiiK  the  Mill  A-Goin^ 
By  A.  L.  DeVinnb 

There  are.  of  course,  manufacturing  and  other  bus- 
incisti  where  the  initial  outlay  that  makes  part  of  the 
oeartiaad  expense  is  so  slight  that  any  slackness  of 
woriu  aajr  hmeriaf  of  the  cOkieocy  percent  of  any 
worfcer.  woald  caasc  but  little  damage  beyond  the  im- 
aMdiate  sphere  of  action  of  the  worker  in  question. 
la  fact,  about  the  only  loss  would  be  that  of  the 
ladBrlint  worker  himself. 

Wbcra.  however,  as  in  some  linsa,  the  initial  outlay 

is  gi'Mt.  aad  rant,  insurance,  taxes,  repairs  and  salaries 
eoastftote  the  greater  part  of  the  cost  of  production  or 

MTvlee.  nhe  mill  must  be  kept  going"  in  the  figurative 
if  great  loss  is  to  be  avoided.  Here,  the  foreman 

ba  tho  prime  factor  that  determines  whether  or 
aot  dthcr  material  or  human  wheeU  Htand  idle,  or 

latenaittaotljr  or  unprofltably.  In  too  few  estab- 
is  the  aaioant  of  overhead  percent  revealed  to 

tiMi  workers— even  to  the  foreman,  or  if  known,  justi- 

Aad  la  the  woriwrs*  ayes.  If  the  amount— or  better  yet 
tkt  pf  ranlapa  wars  a  matter  of  common  knowledge, 
tkart  weald  be  a  graatar  chance  for  the  empkiyees  to 
M»  Um  an«slty  for  exerting  thomsalves  to  keep  down 
tkia  alsaHat  la  the  cost  per  product  unit.  The  average 
anrtoaaa.  kawavar.  In  charging  the  employer  with  mak- 
lag  eaonaoaa  ptaAta.  Bgnrss  the  cost  of  the  Job  as 

plas  liter  cost,  and  of  course,  having  this 
be  lacuaiJ  if  in  his  ignorance  he  thinks  the 
is  getting  rich  at  his  expense. 

Apprenticeship  in  the  Metal  Trades— 
A  Report  Full  of  Helpful  Suggestions 

The  committee  on  industrial  education  of  the  National 
Metal  Trades  Association,  consisting  of  HnnMd  C. 
Smith,  William  M.  Taylor.  John  C.  Spence  and  Philip  C. 
Molter,  has  done  an  excellent  piece  of  work  in  getting 
out  its  report  on  apprenticeship  in  the  metal  trades. 
The  foreword  points  out  that,  while  semi-skilled  men 
can  usually  be  had.  there  is  nearly  always  a  dearth  of 
the  skilled,  all-around  mechanics  on  which  so  much  of 
the  future  of  the  industry  depends.  These  skilled  men 
are  not  only  necessary  in  the  shop  but  are  the  natural 
supply  of  future  foremen,  superintendents,  and  possibly 
nutnagers.  The  pressing  need  of  a  supply  of  such  men 
is  responsible  for  the  publication  of  this  report. 

The  suggestions  for  apprenticeship  contracts  for  the 
training  of  boys  in  both  shop  and  school,  and  the  rela- 

tions which  are  to  be  maintained  are  commended  as 
being  thoroughly  practical,  recogniring  the  frailties  of 
plain,  human  boys  and  not  expecting  them  to  be  angels 
in  embr>'o.  The  training  is  based  on  a  four-year  ap- 

prentice training  with  due  allowunce  for  college  or  other 
experience.  It  is  recommended  that  no  piece  work  or 
premiums  be  given  during  apprenticeship  in  order  to 
eliminate  the  incentive  to  stay  on  a  given  job  longer 
than  necessary. 

One  particularly  good  suggestion  deals  with  the  shift- 
ing of  apprentices  from  shop  to  shop  in  order  to  give 

them  the  desired  training.  Small  shops  can  thus  take 
apprentices  as  well  as  large  ones,  can  give  the  boys  its 
part  of  his  training  and  then  pass  him  on  to  another 
shop  in  the  town.  In  this  way  every  small  shop  gets  its 
quota  of  boys  in  various  stages  of  training  and  stands 
an  equal  chance  of  having  all-around  mechanics  at  the 
end  of  the  training  period. 

While  training  and  not  wages  is  the  first  object  of 
apprenticeship,  the  committee  realizes  that  finance  can- 

not be  overlooked.  It  is  recommended  that  the  rate  be 
sufficiently  high  to  attract  the  highest  type  of  boy. 
They  suggest  that  the  wage  be  increased  every  six 

months  beginning  at  one-third  the  journeyman's  rate 
and  reaching  85  per  cent  for  the  last  six  months  of 
service.  The  committee  also  advises  against  requiring 
a  deposit  from  the  apprentice  and  also  against  prosecu- 

tion of  any  boy  who  breaks  the  contract.  It  does  not 
feel  that  the  first  is  desirable  or  that  an  unwilling 
apprentice  can  be  of  much  value. 

Six  types  of  apprenticeship  are  suggested,  each  de- 
signed to  fit  different  shop  conditions,  and  covering  both 

large  and  small  shops.  The  committee  also  suggests  a 
definite  division  of  different  kinds  of  work  to  suit  shops 
of  various  kinds  and  sizes.  These  suggestions  should 
be  of  great  value  to  everyone  contemplating  introducing 
an  apprentice  system,  while  those  who  already  have  one 
in  operation  can  use  it  as  a  check  on  their  own  methods. 

One  of  the  interesting  and  encouraging  features  of 
the  course  is  that  it  includes  both  economics  and  civics, 
two  subjects  of  vital  importance  to  the  individual,  to 
the  employer  and  to  the  welfare  of  the  country  at  large. 
This  is  along  the  right  line,  as  the  more  mechanics 
know  of  the  economics  of  production  and  distribution, 
the  fewer  illogical  and  erroneous  ideas  will  pervade  in- 

dustry. Both  the  National  Metal  Trades  Association 
and  the  committee  that  prepared  this  report,  are  to  be 
congratulated  on  the  publication  of  such  a  progressive 

plan.  It  should  be  carefully  considered  by  every  manu- 
facturer in  the  metal  industry. 
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Machining  and  Assembling  Operations 
on  Pneumatic  Tools 

The  Second  of  Four  Articles  — Turning  and  Drilling  Crankshafts  for  Air  Motors- 
Machining  Valves— Fixture  for  Rolling  Segment  Stock 

By  HOWARD  CAMPBELL 
Western    Editor,   American   Machinist 

THE  method  of  centering  the  small  crankshafts 
that  are  used  in  the  Thor  air  motors  manufac- 

tured by  the  Independent  Pneumatic  Tool  Co.. 
Aurora,  111.,  is  shown  in  Fig.  11.  The  two  shafts  A 
have  been  straddle-milled  flat  at  the  inner  ends  and 
then  grooved  vertically  so  as  to  form  jaws.  Each  jaw. 
has  a  steel  pin,  1  in.  in  diameter,  projecting  from  the 
back  side  so  as  to  ride  in  the  slot  B  and  in  the  slots 
C  in  the  plate  D,  Fig.  12.  The  end  of  each  pin  is 
encircled  with  a  hardened  bushing  to  take  the  wear. 
It  can  easily  be  seen  that  when  the  handle  E  is  raised 
the  jaws  will  spread  apart,  due  to  the  fact  that  the 
slots  C  are  cut  on  an  angle.  And  when  the  handle  E 
is  lowered  the  jaws  will  close,  holding  the  shaft  in 
position  for  centering.  The  lower  end  of  the  shaft 
locates  in  a  hole  in  a  stationary  block. 

The  drilling  of  the  counterweight  rivet  holes  and 

holes  for  lightening  the  crankshaft  for  a  "close  quar- 
ter" drill  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  13.  The  three  holes  A 

and  the  two  holes  B  are  for  the  purpose  of  lightening 
the  crankshaft,  and  these  are  also  located  on  the  heavy 
side  of  the  shaft  so  as  to  assist  in  balancing.  Holes  C 
are  for  the  counterweight  rivets.  The  under  side  of 
the  bushing  plate  D  is  counterbored  about  t^  in.  to 
receive  the  gear  end  of  the  crankshaft,  which  is  located 
in  the  jig  by  loosening  the  knurled  screws  E  and  F 
enough  so  that  the  entire  top  plate  can  be  raised  the 
necessary  amount.  The  flat  side  of  the  lower  end  of 
the  shaft  is  aligned  with  the  pin  G  which  insures  the 
holes  being  drilled  in  the  correct  position. 

The  operation  of  milling  the  cheeks  and  roughing  the 

pins  of  a  crankshaft  for  a  "close  quarter"  drill  is  illus- 

trated in  Fig.  14.  The  machine  is  a  Becker  vertical 
milling  machine.  Two  heads  are  clamped  on  the  crank 
for  this  operation,  one  on  each  end.  Each  head  has  a 
hole  in  it  which  slips  over  the  end  of  the  crankshaft, 
and  a  center  hole  to  receive  the  centers  of  the  fixture  A. 
Each  head  is  attached  to  the  shaft  by  means  of  a  set- 
screw,  as  shown  at  B.  Neither  the  setscrew  in  the  lower 
head  nor  the  lower  center  can  be  seen  in  the  illustra- 

tion. Each  head  also  contains  a  slot  which  locates  in 
the  lower  face  or  lower  part  of  the  fixture,  as  shown  at 

FJG.  11 — CENTEKING  ATU  DRIUI^  CRANK.SH AFT.'S.     FIG.  12— 
VIEW  SHOWING  opb:ratio.v  of  fixture 

C.  The  upper  end  of  the  shaft  locates  on  a  screw 
center  which  is  withdrawn  when  the  piece  is  to  be 
changed  or  removed. 
When  pieces  or  cutters  are  to  be  changed,  the  piece 

FIG. 
13— DKILLI.XG  COUNTERWEIGHT  RIVET  AND  "LIGHTENING"  HOLES. CHEEKS  AND  ROUGHING  OUT  CRANKPINS 

FIG.   H— F.\CING 
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na  ji-nnaJNo  th«  pihtos  clbarancb.    fio.  u-jig  kor  boring  journal  bearing  case  covers 

ii  f«d  away  from  the  spindle,  uaing  the  longitudinal 

fcvd.  When  ready  to  mill  a  new  piece,  the  table  is  fed 

in  to  a  atop,  then  the  Ubie  is  routed  as  far  as  possible, 

tiring  the  cutters  an  opportunity  to  mill  nearly  around 

the  cirele.    When  om  crank  has  been  roughed  out,  the 

is  inverted  and  the  operation  is  repeated, 

operation  of  milling  the  piston  clearance  on  a 

jBt  type  of  crankshaft  is  shown  in  Fig.  16.    The 
•  and  of  the  shaft  is  held  in  a  collet  churk  which  h 

to  a  plate  and  bolted  to  the  table  of  the  ma- 

litl.  IK— MIU.iNU  ttlAJTS  I.N  lUJiXKIi  lUrTAINEH 

Spindle  of  the  machine  and  the  finishing  cutter  belnj? 

Hhown  lying  on  the  table  at  the  left.  Both  holes  are 

roughed  out  before  being  flni»hed.  After  one  hole  hns 
been  bored,  the  nuts  E  are  loosened,  the  pins  F  with 

drawn,  and  the  entire  fixture  is  moved  over  until  the 

pipH  F  will  Klip  into  the  holcH  G  at  the  top  of  the  fixture. 

Then  the  nuts  E  are  tightened  and  the  boring  opera- 
tion repeated. 

The  tools  for  Inspecting  the  work  done  in  the  opera- 

Slft  It— tJtSMBCTlOW  GA';  IXO  CA»«  C•OV«K^ 

Cklaa.  ThAchuck  la  kicatod  off  center  in  the'Wection of  tlM  apindk.  and  tlM  piece  U  fad  past  the  cutter  by 
routing  the  taMc. 

Tba  sat  op  shown  In  Pig.  16  is  for  boring  and  re- 

eMilot  tlM  crank  'journal  roller  bearing  caae  cover  foi •  No.  8  air  drill.  A  cover  ia  abown  at  H.  and  an  extra 

cotter  caa  be  seen  lying  on  the  table  of  the  macMne. 
The  atep  collars  A  determine  the  depth  of  the  boi 

Tbe  piece  ia  ppt  Into  the  ftxturc  through  the  left  end 

Ifffltffni  in  a  croove  and  against  a  stop  at  the  righ*. 
•ad.    TlftateplflC  the  boiu  B  clamps  the  piece  between 

Hm  tti^  C  Mid  the  piece  D.    Two  cutters  are  need  in 

this  uperrti'^.  the  rooffhing  cutter  being  shown  in  the no.  i»— viBW  or  machinu  yw-ju  oFroHiTi!;  siure 
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FIG.   20— SET-Ur  FOK  VALVE  MILLING  OPEKATION 

tion  just  described  are  shown  in  Fig.  17.  The  plug  A 
must  be  a  push  fit  in  the  bore.  The  gage  B  is  for 
testing  the  distance  from  the  face  of  the  cover  to  the 
bottom  of  the  bearing  hole.  The  use  of  the  gage  C 
insures  that  the  two  holes  are  in  correct  relation  to 
each  other  and  that  the  O.D.  is  correct. 

Milling  Slots  in  Roller  Retainers 

The  equipment  used  in  milling  the  roller  slots  in 
the  roller  retainer  for  the  air  drill  is  illustrated  in 
Fig.  18  and  19.  The  retainers,  one  of  which  can  be 
seen  at  A  in  both  figures,  are  pressed  onto  the  end  of  the 
crankshaft  after  the  rollers  are  in  place,  forming  a 
very  efficient  roller  bearing.  The  arbor  that  is  used 
for  this  operation  is  turned  to  as  large  a  diameter  an 
practicable  at  the  center,  in  order  to  afford  as  much  sur- 

face as  possible  for  the  clamping  action  of  this  fixture. 
The  end  of  the  arbor  is  splined  as  can  be  seen  at  B, 
Fig.  18,  and  the  hardened  plate  C  is  made  with  a  tongue 
which  fits  into  one  of  the  grooves  as  the  arbor  is 
clamped  in  position.  The  grooved  end  of  the  arbor  is 
used  as  an  index  plate  for  spacing  the  slots  in  the 
retainer,  the  tongue  on  plate  B  acting  as  the  index  pin. 

The  machine  on  which  this  operation  is  performed  is 
a  Pratt  &  Whitney  duplex  milling  machine,  arranged 
so  that  two  cutters  are  operating  simultaneously  on 
opposite  sides  of  the  piece.  Both  cutters  feed  in  very 
slowly  while  the  table  is  traveling  back  and  forth  the 
length  of  the  slots.  After  the  slots  have  been  milled 
through,  the  cutters  withdraw,  the  whole  action  being 

fig.  21— mili^ino  valves  on  a  vertical 
milling  machine 

FIG.  22— ROLUNG  COMMUTATOR  SEGMENTS 

automatic.  One  operator  runs  three  of  these  machines 
simultaneously. 

The  illustration,  Fig.  20,  shows  a  milling  machine  set 
up  with  four  cutters  which  are  used  for  milling  the 
valve  blank  A  into  the  form  with  four  grooves  shown 
at  B.  The  valve  is  held  at  one  end  in  the  chuck  and 
the  other  end  is  held  on  a  center  which  does  not  show 
in  the  illustration.  The  table  is  fed  longitudinally  into 
the  cut  until  the  required  depth  is  reached,  then  the 
chuck  is  rotated  by  means  of  the  dividing  head  so  that 
the  grooves  surround  the  base  with  the  exception  of  a 
small  rib  on  one  side,  then  the  table  is  withdrawn. 

The  use  of  a  Becker  vertical  milling  machine  for  a 
similar  operation  is  shown  in  Fig.  21.  Instead  of  mill- 

ing straight  across  the  piece,  however,  the  grooves  are 
milled  practically  three-fourths  of  the  way  around  the 
piece,  this  action  being  accomplished  by  rotating  the 
table  of  the  machine.  The  limits  of  the  cut  are  deter- 

mined by  two  stops,  one  of  which  can  be  seen  at  A. 
A  slot  in  the  lower  end  of  the  valve  locates  on  a  key  in 
the  bottom  of  the  hole  in  the  round  piece  B  and  the 
upper  end  is  held  in  place  by  a  center  of  the  screw 
type.  The  piece  B  turns  the  valve  as  the  table  is 
rotated. 

ROLUNG  Commutator-Segment  Bars 
The  attachment  shown  in  Fig.  22  was  designed  for 

a  unique  operation — that  of  rolling  out  round  copper 
bars  to  flat,  knife-blade  shape.  The  bars  are  orginally 
0.230  in.  in  diameter,  and  after  rolling  they  are  0.425 
in.  wide,  0.070  in.  thick  at  one  side  and  0.014  in.  at 
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tlM  otlMT.    Thim  is  •qoal  to  •  taper  of  7  609.  SO  min. 
b*n  ar*  bimI*  into  commutator  aefmenta  for  tho 

art  MMd  in  Uw  afactrir  drill.    Th«  attach- 
la  bloekad  up  oa  tlw  bad  of  a  lathe  «o  that  it  can 

b*  dilii  tnm  U»  apiadla  aa  abow-n.  Tha  driver  ia  the 
Mock  A,  wUell  la  attaelMd  to  a  (tub  arbor  and  drives 
the  block  ff  OB  tbe  end  of  the  (tub  ahaft  C  by  means 
of  tbt  two  piaa  D.  A  short  section  of  rubber  tubing 
la  aKppad  o««r  each  of  theae  pins  to  take  the  shock. 

Tha  shaft  C  drivaa  on*  gear  and  this  in  turn  drives 
thb  other  three  gaara  in  train,  which  is  necessary  in 

that  the  upper  one  of  the  two  hardened  steel 
may  be  raised  and  lowered  as  the  different  diam- 

•ttr*  of  stock  are  used.  It  is  obvious  that  if  only 
two  gaara  wore  naad.  the  roUars  would  always  have  tn 
work  at  tbt  mam  diataaco  betwoea  centers  in  order  to 
kMp  tha  teeth  of  the  gears  in  mesh.  The  shaft  of  the 
oppar  roOar  runs  in  bearings  contained  in  two  block* 
which  art  raised  and  lowered  by  means  of  the  worm 

oparatod  bj  tha  handle  F.  The  faces  of  the  rollers. 
of  which  can  ba  aaao  at  H.  are  ground  to  give  the 

correct  taper  to  the  copper  aa  it  ia  fed  through  the 
■MKhine. 

Recollections  of  an  Old-Time  Mechanic 
By  John  J.  Grant 

Mr  next  attempt  was  a  pair  of  roller  skates,  made 
my  father  forbade  me  to  skate  on  ice.  I  had 

with  them  and  was  supposed  to  have  been 
tha  original  inventor  of  roller  skates  until  someone 
aovtrnl  yean  after,  in  an  article  in  the  American 

Machinwt.  proved  that  there  had  been  a  priority  of  in- 
vention dating  back  to  about  the  year  1600. 

!  had  done  considerat>le  work  on  clocks  and  made 

•  eonplata  grandfather's  clock,  movement,  dial  and 
caae,  uid  had  it  running  before  1  was  thirteen  years 
okL  I  would  give  many  dollars  to  have  that  clock  and 
my  first  staam  engine  at  present;  but  when  I  went  to 
laam  my  trade,  or  rather  when  I  had  been  at  it  long 

to  know  more  than  the  superintendent,  I  took 
apart  to  reflnish  them,  with  the  usual  results  in 
cases — they  were  never  assembled  again. 

The  naxt  thing  I  tackled  was  marine  engineering. 
I  mada  a  boat  about  twelve  feet  long  and  put  paddle 

in  it.  but  one  night  the  rain  descended  and  the 
came;  it  broke  Ioom  from  its  mooring  and  went 

o««r  tha  dam.  and  that  was  the  end  of  my  ambition  to 
bacoma  a  second  Robert  Fulton. 

The  turning  point  in  my  life  was  when  an  oil  mer- 
Mr.  Reisner.  came  into  the  factory  and  saw  my 
engine  running,  taking  steam  from  the  heating 

pipes.  This  gentleman  told  my  father  that  I  would 
certainly  make  a  aecood  Corliss  and  that  I  must  get 
aterted  at  one*  to  laam  my  trade.  He  lived  in  Provi' 

and  waa  well  acquainted  with  Corliss.  In  a  short 
1  neatnd  an  inviution  to  visit  him  at  his  home. 

I  waa  than  aaaring  the  advanced  age  of  fourteen  years 
aad  it  waa  a  great  day  for  me  when  I  sUrted,  with  a 

faMtractions  from  tlie  whole  family  of  how  to 
mraelf.  including  one  from  my  dear  old  mother, 

■et  to  arhittle  around  the  house  without  cleaning  up 
afterwards.  I  set  forth  for  Providence,  my  flrst  trip 
awajr  from  hooie.  If  ever  a  boy  had  as  good  a  time 
aa  1  did  oa  that  risit,  I  have  never  heard  of  it. 

I  waa  takca  down  to  the  Corliss  shop  and  introduced  to 
the  aMa  la  the  high  pieces,  aa  the  coming  mechanic 

of  the  age,  which  I  think  my  benefactor  really  believed. 

I  was  immediatel>'  accepted  as  an  apprentice  and  in- 
denturee  were  drawn  up  and  signed  for  me  for  a  seven 
year  apprenticeahip,  four  years  in  the  machine  shop 

and  three  yeara'in  the  drafting  room.  1  went  home  to 
have  my  hopes  dashed  tu  pieces  by  the  refu.HMl  of  my 
father  to  sign  the  papers.  He  said  he  had  served 
seven  years  apprenticeship  and  that  I  should  never 
do  it.  He  wrote  to  Mr.  Reisner  to  that  effect  and  in 
a  abort  time  I  received  word  that  he  had  secured  for 

me  a  place  at  Brown  &  Sharpe'.s  for  a  three  years'  term. 

Brown  &  Sharpe's  Old  Shop 

How  well  I  remember  the  day  I  went  with  my  father 

to  BrowTi  &  Sharpe's  shop  at  115  South  Main  St, 
Providence,  where  I  met  Mr.  Sharpe,  who  questioned 
me  and  also  read  the  riot  act  to  me;  and  Mr.  Brown 

who  took  me  under  his  wing  and  said,  "Vou  look  like 
a  good  boy."  Well  boys,  you  who  have  served  your 
apprenticeship  in  the  old  shop  and  know  what  it  was 
to  scrub  the  sink  so  that  it  would  satisfy  Mr.  Sharpe. 
and  have  had  Mr.  Brown  stand  by  you  and  encourage 
you  when  you  made  a  slip  or  a  bad  job,  know  what  it 
was  to  l)e  brought  up  in  a  shop  where  boys  were  in- 

structed; it  would  be  far  better  if  there  were  more  of 
those  shops  in  the  present  day. 

Of  course,  the  kind  of  work  that  was  done  at  that 

time  in  Brown  &  Sharpe's  was  not  the  kind  that  made 
the  all  around  mechanic,  but  it  laid  the  foundation  for 
it.  The  country  job  shop  was  the  place  where  you 
could  take  a  post  graduate  course  that  would  fit  you  to 
repair  a  sewing  machine  in  the  morning  and  in  the  after- 

noon put  a  soft  patch  on  a  boiler,  lying  on  your  back 

in  a  hot  firebox.  But  at  Brown  &  Sharpe's  you  got  it 
pretty  thoroughly  drilled  into  you  that  quality  and  not 
quantity  of  work  was  the  first  requisite  in  a  good 
mechanic. 

I  would  like  to  know  if  any  of  the  boys  of  that  time 
remember  the  sound  of  the  liell  that  used  to  call  us 
down  to  the  front  shop  to  get  a  lecture  from  Mr.  Sharpe 
for  some  infraction  of  the  shop  rules;  and  then  perhaps 
to  meet  Mr.  Brown  on  the  stairs  when  going  back  and 
have  him  try  to  talk  severely  to  us  about  the  shop  being 
a  school  for  the  boys;  and  then  because  he  thought  he 
had  hurt  our  feelings,  hand  each  one  a  three  or  four- 
inch  scale  that  he  would  explain  was  a  little  damaged — 
I  could  never  see  the  damaged  place. 

Well  both  of  them  have  gone  and  certainly  have  left 

their  "footprints  on  the  sands  of  time"  and  a  name 
that  stands  high  for  all  that  is  good  in  mechanics. 
That  was  a  great  combination— a  disciplinarian  and  an 
easy  boss— but  the  mechanics  that  they  turned  out  are 
favorably  known  all  over  the  world. 

The  Foreman  as  Liai.son  Officer 

By  C.  E.  Jensen 

Thoae  who  have  been  "over  there"  know  the  impor- 
tance— In  fact  the  necesslty^f  the  liaiumi  or  connect- 

ing link  between  different  armies  or  divisions,  or  even 
brigades,  the  means  of  acquainting  each,  by  word  of 
mouth,  with  the  plans  and  movements  of  the  others  who 
are  expected  either  to  co-operate  actively  or  to  remain 
ready  for  this  or  that  contingency. 

The  foreman  is  the  liaison  officer  between  depart- 
ments or  production  centers.  Through  his  conferences 

and  messages,  eflkient  co-operation  is  s<H:ured. 
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Gears  and  Pinions  for  Electric 

Railway  and  Mine  Service 
The  following  suggestions  for  gear  material,  manu- 

facture and  finish  are  of  special  interest.  They  are 
recommended  practice  by  the  American  Gear  Manufac- 

turers' Association  for  casehardened  forged  steel  gears 
and  quenched  and  hardened  gears. 

Manufacture 

Material:  All  blanks  for  gears  shall  be  made  from 
openhearth  steel  which  has  been  thoroughly  worked  to 

secure  a  homogeneous  dense  material,  free  fi"om  all 
injurious  defects. 

Chemical  Properties  and  Tests  (Casehardened 
Forged  Steel  Gears  Only) 

Chemical  Properties:  The  steel  shall  conform  to  the 
following  requirements  as  to  chemical  composition: 

Carbon 0.20^ 

Manganese 
0.50% 

Phosphorus   not  over  0.05% 

Sulphur   not  over  0.05%' 
I 

—  not  less  than  0.12% 
nor  more  than  0.28% 

—  not  less  than  0.40  S^ 
nor  more  than  0.60% 

applies  also  to 
material  for 

quenched  and 
tempered  carbon 
steel  gears. 

Check  Analysis:  A  check  analysis  may  be  made  by 
the  purchaser  or  his  representative  from  one  or  more 
gear  blanks  from  each  lot  of  100  or  fraction  thereof 

ordered  and  this  analysis  shall  conform  to  the  require- 
ments specified  above.  Sample  for  check  analysis  to 

be  taken  at  the  pitch  line  so  that  the  blank  will  not  be 
destroyed. 

Physical  Properties  and  Tests  (Casehardened 
Forged  Steel  Gears  Only) 

Hardness:  The  hardness  as  shown  by  the  sclero- 
scope  shall  not  be  less  than  eighty,  taken  at  the  center 
of  the  top  of  the  tooth  after  treatment. 

Treatment:  All  gears,  after  the  teeth  are  cut,  shall 
be  carbonized  to  a  depth  approximately  one-sixth  of 
the  thickness  of  the  teeth  on  the  pitch  line. 

Finish — All  Gears 

Dimensions:  The  outside  diameter  A,  Fig.  1,  over 
the  teeth  as  machined  must  not  vary  from  that  specified 
by  more  than  plus  zero  (0)  in.  or  minus  32  inch. 

The  face  B  of  the  gears  must  not  vary  from  the 
specified  width  by  more  than  plus  -h  in,  or  minus  ̂ fn  inch. 

The  minimum  thickness  of  the  rim  C  under  the  teeth 
shall  be  as  follows,  measured  J  in.  from  the  edge  of  the 
rim: 
Pitch  Thickness  of  Rim 
3'  3    in. 
2i  A  in. 
2  i    in. 

Web:  The  web  D  of  all  gears  shall  have  four  3J-in. 
holes  on  7 1  in.  radius  spaced  with  a  tolerance  of  J  in. 
in  center  of  webbed  section,  whenever  the  space  will 
permit. 

Bore:  The  diameter  of  finished  bore  E  shall  not 
vary  from  that  specified  by  more  than  plus  0.001  in. 
or  minus  0.0015  inch. 

The  diameter  of  rough  bore  Ek  shall  not  vary  more 
than  A  in.  over  or  i  in.  under  that  specified. 

The  ends  of  finished  bores  shall  be  chamfered,  F, 
A  in.  on  motor  side  to  avoid  injury  to  shaft  when 
mounting. 

Bore  shall  be  measured  with  a  pin  gage  or  inside 
micrometer. 
Hub:  The  face  G  of  hub  H,  next  to  lining,  to  have 

a  smooth  bearing  finish  and  run  true  with  bore. 
The  variation  from  the  specified  dimensions  of  hub 

H  and  hub  extension  L  shall  not  exceed  the  following: 
Length  of  hub  H  overall,  plus  zero  (0)  in.  to  minus 

0.02  inch. 
Length  of  hub  extension  L,  plus  a^  in.  to  minus  h inch. 

Diameter  of  hub  extension  J,  plus  zero  (0)  in.  to 
minus  0.03  inch. 
Teeth:  The  thickness  K  of  teeth  at  the  pitch  line 

must  be  to  specified  dimensions  as  a  maximum  or  to 

■^^^^3-=.. 

f  IG.  1.     DIMENSION  CHART  OF  GEAR 

specified  dimensions  minus  0.010  in.  as  a  minimum. 
The  teeth  shall  be  of  the  Brown  &  Sharpe  standard 

14i-deg.   involute  form  unless   otherwise   specified. 
Marking 

Marking:     All    gears   shall    be   plainly    stamped   on 
motor  side  of  rim  A^  as  follows: 

Grade. 

Month,  year,  serial  number  of  manufacturer,  con- 
secutive for  each  month. 

Name,  initials  or  trade  mark  of  manufacturer. 

Inspection  and  Rejection 

Inspection :  All  gears  shall  be  tested  for  smooth 
running.  The  teeth  must  be  equally  spaced  so  that  the 
gear  will  run  smoothly  in  both  directions  with  a  master 

pinion. Records  of  all  chemical  analysis  and  physical  tests 
shall  be  kept  by  the  manufacturer  and  shall  be  available 
to  the  purchaser  for  a  period  of  one  year. 

Rejection:  The  purchaser  reserves  the  right  to  re- 
ject any  portion  of  or  all  of  the  material  which  does 

not  conform  to  the  above  specifications  in  every  par- 
ticular. 

CASEHARDENED  FORGED  STEEL  PINIONS  AND 
QUENCHED  AND  TEMPERED  FORGED 

CARBON  STEEL  PINIONS 
Manufacture 

Material:     All  blanks  for  pinions  shall  be  made  from 
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hM  been  thoroughly  worked  to 
■natu-wl,   free   from   »ll 

Chemical  Pm>wmui»  and  Tbrb  (Caskhaioeno) 
Pinions  Only) 

Th*  atoal  ahall  conform  to  the 
feOowiac  rvquirtOMnta  aa  to  chemicml  composition : 
Cirboa     OJ0%    —  not  l«u  than  0.12% 

nor  more  than  0J8% 
0.S0',  —  not  leiM  than  0.40% 

nor  mom*  than  O.M% 

•ppliM    also    to 

■0tOfM-0M%    material   
 for 

Sdplmr  netOT«r0.06%'  Q"««'<:»>«d  and tempered  carbon 
steel  pinions. 

ChMk  Aanljrsls:  A  chack  analysis  may  be  made  by 
Uw  pofckMor  or  kk  rapraoenUtive  from  one  or  more 
pfaioa  bhudn  froM  aaeli  lot  of  100  or  fraction  thereof 
onkfed  and  this  analysis  shall  conform  to  the  require- 
■ents  specified  above.  The  sample  for  check  analysis 
to  be  taken  at  the  pitch  line  so  that  the  blank  will  not 
be  destroyed. 

Physical  Ptoramix  a.np  Tksis  (Casehaidend 
Foactz)  Stkel  Pinions  Only) 

Hardaoaa:  The  hardness  as  shown  by  the  sclero- 
aeopa  akaU  net  be  less  than  eighty,  taken  at  the  center 
of  tka  top  o#  the  tooth  after  treatment. 
Trmtment:  All  pinions,  after  the  teeth  are  cut, 

ahall  be  carbonised  to  a  depth  approximately  k  of  the 
thicfcnaas  of  the  tooth  on  the  pitch  line. 

DiMBHSiONS— All  Pinions 

Diaowter:     The  ouUide  diameter  A.  Fig.  2.  of  the 
shall  not  vary  from  that  specified  by  more  than 

T 
J 

i 
^^^

^^•
" 

•-   —  • 
■  in 

m^^m^^^\ 
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Vlaa  srro  fO)  in.  or  aninos  A  in.  measured  at  the  center 
of  the  far*. 

Face:  The  face  B  of  the  pinion  must  not  vary  from 
the  sperifled  width  by  more  than  plus  or  minus  i%  inch. 

Bore:  All  bores  C-E  must  be  finished  after  treat- 
awnt.  The  diameter  of  the  bore  must  be  such  that  the 

alaadard  plug  gage  will  not  project  less  than  h  in.  or 
wan  thaa  K  in.  meajiured  at  the  large  end  of  b«r<-  c 
aad  have  bearing  the  full  length  of  D  of  bore  C-t: 

Ceaatrrt»r«:  The  depth  H  of  the  counterbore  must 
asl  vary  froai  that  <peclfled  by  m<ir«  than  plus  tero 
(0)  ta.  or  nimm  A  inch. 
The  diameter  F  of  the  counterbortr  must  not  vary 

from  tlmt  spedfM  by  more  titan  plus  A  In.  or  minus 

(•)  lack. 

Keywa>-:  The  sides  G  of  the  ke)'wa)'  must  be  cut 
parallel  with  the  center  line  of  pinion.  ■ 

The  width  L  of  the  keyway  must  not  vary  from  that       f 
specified  by  more  than  plus  0.003  in.  or  minus  zero 

(0)    inch. 
The  depth  /'  of  the  keywa,v  must  not  vary  from  that 

specified  by  more  than  plus  ̂ <  in.  or  minus  sero  (0) 
inch. 

The  fillet  J  at  the  bottom  of  the  keyway  shall  have       , 
A  in.  radius.     With  this  specification  iV  in.  clearance 
ahall  be  provided  between  bottom  of  keyway  and  pinion key. 

Teeth:  The  thickness  K  of  teeth  at  the  pitch  line 
must  be  to  specifled  dimensions  as  a  maximum  or  to 
specified  dimensions  minus  0.010  in.  as  u  minimum. 

The  teeth  shall  be  of  Brown  &  Sharpe  standard  144- 
deg.  involute  form  unless  otherwise  specified. 

Marking 

Marking:     All    pinions    shall    be    plainly    stamped, 
preferably  on  the  outer  end  M  with  steel  letters  ap- 

proximately I  in.  as  follows: 
Grade. 

Month,  year,  manufacturer's  serial  number  (to  be 
consecutive  for  each  month). 

Name  initials  or  trade  mark  of  manufacturer. 

WOBKMANSHir  AND  FINISH 

Finish:  All  pinions  shall  be  tested  for  smooth  run- 
ning. The  teeth  must  be  equally  spaced  so  that  they 

will  run  smoothly  in  both  directions  with  a  master  gear. 
All  pinions  shall  be  gaged  with  a  standard  taper  plug 

gage,  which  shall  be  the  same  size  as  the  nominal  size 
of  the  bore  at  the  large  end. 

iNsracnoN  AND  Rejection 

Inspection:     All    pinions    shall    be    free    from    any 
seams,  cracks  or  other  defects  that  would  in  any  way 
affect  their  service. 

Rejection:  The  purchaser  reserves  the  right  to  re- 
ject any  portion  of  or  all  of  the  material,  which  does 

not  conform  to  the  above  specifications  in  every  par- 
ticular. 

Growth  of  Pcnn.sylvania 
Employment  Bureau 

Some  idea  of  the  growth  of  state  employment  bureau<< 
or  oflfces  may  be  had  from  the  very  interesting  report 
of  the  Bureau  of  Employment  of  the  Pennsylvania  De- 

partment of  Labor  and  Industry  for  the  year  1921. 
This  bureau  has  headquarters  in  Harrisburg  ami 
branch  offices  in  Philadelphia,  Pittsburgh,  Scranton, 
Altoona,  Pottsville,  Lancaster,  Wiliiamsport,  Kane, 
Krie,  Johnstown,  McKeesport,  Meadville,  Duboi'*. 
Wilkesbarre  and  New  Kensington.  It  co-operates  with 
other  bureaus  such  as  those  of  Mediation  and  Arbitra- 

tion, Rehabilitation,  Inspection,  Occupational  and 
Therapy,  as  well  as  with  Federal  agencies  along  similar 
lines.  Kach  office  has  sections  for  men,  women  and 

juveniles,  the  latter  department  being  conducted  in  co- 
operation with  the  public  schools. 

It  is  interesting  to  note  that,  in  spite  of  industrial 
■  'Editions,  some  of  the  offices  placed  more  people  in 
1921  than  in  any  previous  year.  The  only  conclusion 
is  that  employers  have  learned  to  rely  more  on  the 
empk>yment  offlcea.  as  there  were  certainly  fewer 
people  employed  in  1921  than  in  1919  and  1920.  Thi.^ 
is  borne  out  by  a  total  of  nearly  92,000  applications  f<>i 
woiiccrs  from  employers. 
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Tooling  for  Vertical  Turret  Lathes  and  Boring  Mills  Concluded  —  Machining  Spherical  and  Formed 

Surfaces  —  Methods  of  Laying  Out  and  Developing  the  Design  of  the  Tools 

M 'ANY  of  the  principles  brought  out  in  the  article which  treated  of  the  design  of  attachments  for 
horizontal  turret  lathes,  are  equally  applicable 

to  use  on  vertical  turret  lathes  and  boring  mills.  The 
construction  of  the  machine,  however,  is  somewhat  dif- 

ferent so  that  the  application  of  attachments  varies 
considerably,  although  the  general  principles  may  be 
much  the  same.  In  addition,  the  cutting  action  is 
usually  more  severe  and  the  attachments  must  be  built 

PIG.  402.     SPHKKIC.-VL  BORING  ATTACHMENT 

in  a  more  substantial  manner  than  those  used  on  hori- 
zontal turret  lathes. 

In  Fig.'  402  is  shown  a  piece  of  work  A  which  is 
held  by  the  inside  rough  surface  in  a  set  of  special 
chuck  jaws  B.    The  web  of  the  casting  rests  on  hard- 

For  the  authors'  fortlu-omlng  book.     .\II  rights  reserved. 

ened  buttons  C  in  the  chuck  jaws.  The  work  which 
is  to  be  done  consists  of  facing  the  surfaces  D  and  E, 
turning  the  outside  diameter  G  and  undercutting  the 
flange  F.  In  addition  to  this  machining,  both  the 
spherical  hole  H  and  the  straight  hole  K  are  to  be 
bored. 

A  heavy  bar  L  is  held  in  one  of  the  turret  faces  and 
piloted  at  the  lower  end  in  a  bushing  M  in  the  center 
of  the  table.  The  bar  is  slotted  to  receive  a  swivel 
block  N,  which  carries  a  tool  O  for  generating  the 
spherical  surface.  Connected  to  the  swivel  block  is  a 
sliding  member  P  traveling  vertically  in  a  slot  in  the 
side  of  the  bar  and  operated  by  the  finger  Q  in  the 
sidehead.  The  feed  is  obtained  by  using  the  down 
feed  of  the  sidehead.  The  cylindrical  hole  K  is  bored  by 
a  tool  T  in  the  lower  end  of  the  boring  bar.  This  tool 
is  so  placed  that  it  completes  its  work  shortly  before 
the  shoulder  U  strikes  against  the  top  of  the  bushing. 
In  using  this  tool  the  sidehead  is  disconnected  and  the 
turret  feed  used,  the  latter  being  thrown  out  of  eng- 
gagement  at  the  completion  of  the  cylindrical  bor- 

ing cut. 
The  surfaces  D  and  E  are  faced  by  standard  tools 

in  the  regular  toolholders  of  the  turret.  The  rough- 
and  finish-turning  of  the  outside  diameter  G  is  done 
by  the  sidehead,  using  the  tools  R  and  S,  respectively. 
The  undercutting  of  the  flange  F  is  also  done  by  the 

sidehead,  using  the  tool  X  for  the  purpose.  The  pecu- 
liar part  of  this  equipment  is  the  combination  of  a 

straight  and  spherical  tool  in  the  same  bar,  as  this 
condition  is  seldom  found.  The  tools  T  and  0  are  both 
arranged  so  that  they  can  be  moved  for  roughing  and 
finishing  and  other  tools  substituted  rapidly. 

Generating  A  Spherical  Surface 

In  Fig.  403  is  shown  a  piece  of  work  A  which  is  to 
be  turned  at  B,  faced  at  C  and  D,  undercut  at  E, 
turned  at  F,  grooved  at  G  and  turned  spherically  at  H. 
The  hole  K  is  also  to  be  bored  and  reamed.  All  of 

these  operations  are  to  be  done  in  one  setting  of 

the  work,  and  as  a  consequence  a  considerable  amount 

of  special  tool  equipment  is  necessary.  The  jaws 

L  grip  the  inside  of  the  work  in  such    a    way    that 
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tl»  took  in  the  *id»li«id  u*«<i  for  undrrvuttins  will  not 
iataff«M«  wttli  Uw  Jnn.  The  ubb  U  provided  with 
•  eMtral  bMMag  wlUcb  it  uwd  m  a  guide  for  th<> 
batias  ban. 

W«  arr  partkttlarly  ii>t«r«atMi  in  the  tuminc  of  th« 
iplMrkal  mirface  H,  and  the  «<|uipfnent  for  thi«  pur- 
paae  coaaisu  of  a  haavy  eaatiof  N  which  U  boltad  to 
tlw  teea  of  the  turret.  Ob  this  caatioc  «  doeHalM 
alMt  O  b  mounted  so  that  it  u  free  to  move  longi. 
t»4taaBy.  TW  lower  portion  of  this  slide  is  built  out 
■o  that  it  attppofta  the  tool  P.  which  is  used  for  turnins 
tto  tphcrieal  surface.  Both  roughing  and  finishing 
toola  are  aaide  so  that  they  fit  the  slide  in  the  holder, 
•0  that  one  can  be  used  after  the  other  in  the  turning 
nftnUkm.  The  sidehead  contains  a  form  plate  Q  of 
tlM  proper  curvature,  so  that  when  the  roU  H   is   in 

na  ft.  tPwaucAL  turninq  attachmknt  for 
VKSnCAl.  TUtUUCT  UATHK 

wftk  the  carved  turfaee  the  correct  radius 
«ni  ba  feaerated  at  H.  A  heavy  coil  spring  S  keeps 
the  roller  in  contact  with  the  form,  and  the  down  feed 

«f  tfae  turret  provides  the  power  necessar>'. 
Other  toob  ara  uaed  in  both  turret  and  sidehead  for 

pwfoflng  the  boring,  facing,  turning  and  grooving 
eparuttoBa.  The  worli  ahown  here  is  rather  unusual  in 
shape,  aad  baeause  of  the  fart  that  the  spherical  sur- 

face ia  in  aacb  a  position  that  it  cannot  easily  t>e 
reached  bjr  the  sidehead  toob.  the  design  and  applica- 

tion nf  a  spherical  turning  device  requires  considerable 
lltjr.  tn  operation  it  was  found  that  a  fine  feed 

in  order  to  produce  the  desired  finish. 

COMCAVS  AMD  CONVEX   StrnTACB 

if  a  vertical  boring  mill  of  the  two-head  type  it  uaed 
for  manufacturing  work,  the  generation  of  a  cprved 
surface  caaaaa  eooaidcrabiy  more  troubb  than  if  the 
work  b  dona  on  a  vertical  turret  bthc.  Fig.  404  ahowa 
a  piac*  of  work  A  which  i«  held  in  chuck  Jaws  B  in 
each  a  way  that  the  curved  surface  C  can  be  machined 
ta  the  daaind  foroi,  tbe  plane  surface  D  faced,  and  the 

tanwd.    It  is  dcsirabb  to  perform  all 

Vol.  67.  Na  8 

of  theat  operations  in  the  same  setting  and  without  loss 
of  time.  The  work  is  set  up  in  the  jaws  so  that  the 
under  side  of  the  flange  reals  on  hardened  buttons 
which  are  high  enough  so  that  the  turning  tool  for  the 
outside  diameter  will  not  strike  the  chut-k  jaws. 

Two  special  brackets  K  and  F   are   applied    to    the 

FIO.    401. 8l>ilKKICAL  TII(XIN(3    ATTACIIMK.VT  KOK 
VKRTICAL  TIHHKT  I.ATIIK 

rails  of  the  machine  and  on  these  brackets  a  form  plate 
G  is  fastened.  The  toolslide  is  slotted  at  //  in  a  vertical 
direction,  in  order  to  permit  the  use  of  a  block  which 

carries  a  roller  A',      The    block    can  be  adjusted  ver- 

VUl.  40(.     OBNBKATINa  A  <-0.\VKX    Hl'KKACK 

tically  in  order  to  compensate  for  variations  in  the  tool 
setting.  In  operation  the  tool  L.  held  in  a  standard 
holder  M,  is  controlled  in  its  movement  by  the  position 
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of  the  roll  K  with  respect  to  the  form.  When  the  feed 
is  engaged  the  tool  travels  in  the  direction  indicated 
by  the  arrow,  thus  generating  the  concave  surface. 

While   this  tool   is   in  operation,   the  left-hand  tool- 
slide  N  faces  the  surface  D  and   turns    the    outside 

1  ~r' 

— 
o     o    jo 
0    Q\o 

iiekhml  \ 

0       0     '0 

I 

FIG.  406. DIAGRAM  FOR  TOOL  LAYOUTS  ON  VERTICAL 
TURRET  LATHE 

diameter,  the  tool  O  being  used  for  the  purpose.  This 
is  a  very  simple  arrangement,  but  it  must  be  made 
substantially  and  carefully  fitted  to  the  machine.  It 

also  necessitates  the  removal  of  the  right-hand  tool- 
slide  in  order  to  cut  the  slot  in  which  the  roller  K 
is  held. 

The  same  attachment  used  for  machining  a  convex 
surface  is  shown  in  Fig.  405,  the  only  difference  being 
in  the  shape  of  the  form  plate.  The  work  A  is  held 
by  the  inside  in  a  set  of  special 
jaws  B.  The  work  which  is 
to  be  done  is  facing  the  con- 

vex surface  C,  turning  the 

outside  diameter  D  and  cut- 
ting the  groove  E.  A  form 

plate  F  is  applied  to  the  same 
brackets  that  have  been  shown 

in  the  previous  illustration, 
and  the  roll  K  is  adjusted  to 

suit  the  conditions.  The  tool 
L  is  constrained  to  travel  in 
the  direction  determined  by 

the  shape  of  the  plate.  While 
this  operation  is  being  done, 
the  left-hand  toolslide  N  is 

used  to  turn  the  outside  diam- 
eter D  with  tool  P.  After 

the  turning  has  been  com- 
pleted, the  grooving  tool  Q  is 

set  in  position  and  the  groove 
E  finished. 

The  various  examples  which 

have  been  given  here  are  suffi- 
cient to  illustrate  the  adapt- 

ability of  vertical  turret  lathes  and  vertical  boring  tnllla 
to  the  machining  of  spherical  surfaces.  In  addition  to  the 
devices  illustrated,  some  of  the  ideas  which  have  been 
mentioned  under  horizontal  turret  lathe  work  may  in 
some  cases  be  subject  to  a  certain  amount  of  revision  and 
applied  to  vertical  boring  mill  work.  There  are  so  many 
cases  which  require  special  treatment,  that  it  is  not  con- 

sidered advisable  to  take  up  here  anything  more  than 
the  simpler  methods.  Special  attachments  can,  of 
course,  be  designed  to  suit  particular  cases.  One  point 
of  importance  is  that,  wherever  possible,  the  attach- 

ments should  be  arranged  so  that  the  use  of  both  heads 
will  not  be  interfered  with. 

Layouts  fok  Vertical  Boring  Mills 

In  laying  out  tools  for  machining  work  on  the  ver- 
tical boring  mill  and  vertical  turret  lathe,  the  standard 

tools  which  can  be  purchased  with  the  machine  are  so 

adaptable  that  the  tool   layouts  are  considerably  sim- 
plified.   As  there  are  only  five  sides  to  the  turret  there 

is   less   likelihood  of   interference,   and  the   method  of 
setting  up  the  work  and  applying  the  tools  allows  the 
operator  considerable  latitude.     In  making  tool  layouts 
for  the  machines  mentioned,  a  simple  diagram  like  that 
showln  in  Fig.  406  will  be  found  of  great  help.     This 
diagram  should  be  made  in  ink  on  tracing  cloth,  and 
should  contain  about  as  much  information  as  seems  to 
be  essential   for   making  a  correct  layout.     The  table 
diameter  and  the  maximum  movements  of  turret  and 
sidehead  should  be  clearly  shown.     With  this  diagram 
as  a  guide,  when  it  becomes  necessary  to  make  a  layout 
the  tools  and  toolholders  can  be  easily  placed  in  posi- 

tion, and  the  various  operations  indicated  in  such  a  way 
that   they   will   be  easily   understood. 

The  first  and  second  settings  of  a  large  cast-iron 
spider  which  is  machined  on  a  vertical  turret  lathe  are 
shown  in  Figs.  407  and  408.  All  of  the  tools  used  for 
the  operations  are  of  a  standard  nature,  and  it  is 
considered  advisable  to  show  these  two  settings  in  order 

Tirst  Setting- Second  Operation 

FIG.  407. 
TOOL  LAYOUT  USING  STAND- 

ARD EQUIPMENT 

FIG. 

Fie.408 

Second  Setting-Secorel  Operation 

408.      SECOND    SETTING    LAYOUT 
WITH  STANDARD  TOOLS 
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to  flta«nt»  Uw  aditpUbUity  of  tha  mtchitm  to  work  of 
iMi  ckMacter.  TIm  ««rk  ̂ 4  ia  ImU  la  standutl  Jawa 
Ir  <ka  OTiaUt  iHaiiNt  aad  It  reaU  upon  hardened  but- 
taaa  C.  TW  nala  haad  ourlaa  a  aundard  typ«  of 

bar  £>.  in  whidi  took  E  ara  uaad  for  roush-  and 
Tht  iidilMad  eoBtaina  a  tool  F.  which  ia 

Id  faoa  tlM  tab  aad  tura  aad  face  the  other 
bgr  the  arrowa. 

nain  head  are  working  eimulta- 
Aflar  tha  roagb-  aod  flniah-boring  operation* 
i  doM,  tka  floatinr  reaawr  blade  H  ia  placed 

la  tka  bar  />  and  the  roaminc  cut  taken. 
tool  C  ia  tha  alilakaaJ  ia  uaed  to  Hnish  the 

wMck  vara  rDOgbad  in  the  firat  opera- 

work,  and  it  will  be  aeen  that  practically  all  of  the 
toolini}  ia  of  a  atandard  nature.  It  can  further  be 
noted  that  both  the  main-head  and  aidehead  toola  are 

•attinc  ia  ahown  In  Pig.  408.  The  work 
la  ImM  bgr  tka  oataida  in  aofl  jawa  B.  which  are  bored 
•at  «•  tka  aaeklaa  to  fit  the  outaide  aurface  flniahed 
la  a  praylaaa  oparatioa.  The  work  ia  aupported  on 

C  in  the  chuck  jawa.  The  tool  D  in 
in  the  main-head  turret  ia  uaed  for 

off  the  aurface  of  the  hub,  a  lonffitudinal  feed 
inc  the  tool  to  travel  in  the  direction  indicated  by 

DfTti  Optf  tion 

na  »•»    Trm>i.  i-»Tot;T  roR  murr  •■tti.no  or  carr- 
IIU.J«  MaK  ox   VKimCAI.  Tt'RRKT  I-ATHK 

tka  arrow.    At  tl»  aanx-  time  the  tool  £  in  the  aidabaad 
tam«  facaa  tha  taare.  a*  ahown  by  the  arrow. 

For  tiM  aaeead  operation,  the  tool  f  in  tha  main- 
kaad  tanal  aad  tool  G  in  th«  (tdehead  torr«t  aia  need 
for  talAlag  tha  aaoM  aarface*,     Thia  complctea  the 

via.   410.     TOOL  LAYOUT  IMR  inSTO.N-ltl.NO  POT 

working  Mimultaneou.sly  and  practically  all  of  the  time, 
which  malcea  the  production  rapid. 
We  have  aeverai  times  mentioned  the  importance  of 

keeping  as  many  toola  in  operation  at  the  same  time 
aa  poasible,  in  order  to  obtain  maximum  eiflciency.  Thia 
matter  ia  exemplified  on  vertical  turret  lathe  work,  and 
the  ffreateat  care  ahould  be  taken  to  make  aure  that  the 
aidehead  and  main-head  turreta  are  working  continu- 
oualy,  ao  far  as  the  nature  of  the  work  will  permit. 
At  the  aame  time,  it  is  often  not  necesaary  to  go  to 
great  expense  in  regard  to  the  tool  set  upa,  but  it 
doea  require  that  the  engineer  who  makes  the  layout 
should  be  thoroughly  familiar  with  the  machinea  and 
their  movementH  if  maximum  production  is  to  be  ob- 
tained. 

Holding  a  Large  Piece 

In  Fig.  409  ia  shown  a  piece  of  work  A  which  has  a 
diameter  of  26  in.  and  which  is  to  be  machined  on  the 
various  surfaces  indicated  in  the  illustration.  The 

work  ia  held  by  the  outside  in  chuck  jaws  B  and  sup- 
ported on  hardened  buttons  C.  The  tool  equipment 

uaed  is  very  simple,  and  for  a  great  part  of  the  diam- 
eter both  the  aidehead  and  main-head  turrets  are  work- 
ing simultaneously.  In  the  first  operation  a  standard 

tool  holder  carries  tools  I)  and  E,  which  are  used  for 

rough-facing  the  surfaces  indicated  by  the  arrows.  The 
turret  ia  fed  in  a  horizontal  direction  to  produce  thia 
result.  The  tool  F  held  in  the  aidehead  turret  is  at 

the  same  time  fed  inward  in  order  to  rough-face  the 
aurface  shown. 

In  the  second  operation,  the  tool  G  is  used  for  rough- 
boring  the  large  hole,  and  the  tool  H  in  the  aidehead 
turret  is  brought  forward  to  rough-face  the  angular 
aurface.  The  tool  used  here  is  nickeled,  in  order  to 

break  up  the  chip  and  make  the  cutting  action  easier. 
In  the  third  operation,  the  tool  K  is  of  exceptional 

length,  but  it  is  held  in  a  standard  toolholdcr  as  indi- 
cated. The  main-head  turret  is  fed  down  to  a  pre- 

determined diatanct  and  the  tool  K  is  used  to  undercut 
the  surface  shown.    Only  one  roughing  cut  is  taken  on 
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this  surface.  While  this  undercut  is  going  on,  the 
tool  L  in  the  sidehead  turret  is  used  for  finishing  the 
angular  surface. 

In  the  fourth  operation  the  tool  M  finishes  the  shoul- 
dered portion  of  the  work,  leaving  a  small  amount  for 

a  final  sizing  cut.  The  final  finishing  operation  is  done 
in  the  fifth  operation  by  the  tools  N  and  0,  these  being 
so  set  that  they  will  retain  the  shoulder  distance,  which 
is  important. 

The  second  setting  of  this  piece  is  not  shown,  but 
it  is  very  simple,  and  some  of  the  same  tools  can  be 
used  that  are  shown  in  this  illustration.  The  work  is 
turned  over  and  located  on  the  finished  shoulder  on  a 
special  fixture  of  simple  design.  The  outside  diameter 
is  then  turned  by  the  sidehead  and  the  facing  cuts 
done  by  the  main  head.  No  extra  tools  are  necessary 
for  this  operation. 

Layout  for  Piston-Ring  Pot 

The  work  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  410  is  a  cast-iron  ring 
pot  of  special  form  from  which  large  packing  rings  are 
made  and  cut  off.  The  tool  required  for  such  a  piece 
of  work  is  comparatively  simple,  yet  the  operation  is 
somewhat  different  from  any  which  have  been  pre- 

viously described.  In  the  first  place,  the  lower  portion 
of  the  casting  B  is  made  somewhat  heavier  than  the 
remainder  of  the  pot,  and  it  is  beveled  as  shown  so  that 
it  can  be  firmly  held  in  the  special  jaws  C,  which  are 
cut  to  a  corresponding  angle.  As  this  work  is  of  12-in. 
diameter  and  as  the  walls  of  the  casting  are  rather 
thin,  care  is  necessary  in  the  cutting  to  make .  sure 

that  excessive  vibi-ation  is  not  set  up  by  the  tools'.  In 
order  to  prevent  this  vibration  a  special  toolholder  D 
is  used  in  the  main  head,  and  it  carries  a  boring  tool  E 
which  works  directly  opposite  a  turning  tool  F  in  the 
sidehead.  This  method  of  machining  tends  to  reduce 
vibration  and  greatly  facilitates  the  cutting  action. 

The  finishing  of  the  outside  and  inside  diameters  is 
accomplished  in  the  same  manner  by  means  of  the 
holder  G  and  tool  H  in  the  main-head  turret,  working 
in  opposition  to  a  finishing  tool  K  in  the  sidehead. 
After  these  two  operations  have  been  completed,  the 
holder  L  is  indexed  into  position  and  the  roll  M  brought 
into  contact  with  the  inside  of  the  ring  pot. 

The  three  tools  N,  0  and  P  in  the  sidehead  are  now 
used  for  cutting  off  the  ring,  and  the  support  fur- 

nished by  the  roll  M  is  of  value  in  order  to  prevent 

chatter.  The  parting  tools  mentioned  are  set  pro- 
gressively, so  that  P  is  slightly  ahead  of  0  and  0  is 

ahead  of  A^.  By  this  means  the  rings  are  cut  off  one  at 
a  time  and  the  operator  stops  the  machine  and  removes 
each  ring  as  fast  as  it  is  made.  It  is  possible  to  use 
more  parting  tools  if  desired,  but  it  has  been  found 
that  greater  satisfaction  is  obtained  by  using  two  or 
three  tools  than  by  attempting  to  cut  all  the  rings  at 
one  time.  It  is  obvious  that  the  roll  M  must  be  moved 
downward  into  a  suitable  position  for  giving  support, 
according  to  the  position  of  the  sidehead  tools. 

We  have  attempted  to  cover  in  a  concise  and  graphic 
manner  the  field  of  manufacture  to  which  the  vertical 

turret  lathe  is  adapted,  but  the  tool  engineer  will  ap- 
preciate the  fact  that  many  of  the  matters  which  have 

been  dealt  with  in  horizontal  turret-lathe  tooling  are 
applicable  to  the  methods  for  the  vertical  turret  lathe. 
For  this  reason  it  has  been  our  endeavor  to  simplify 
the  examples  given  as  far  as  possible,  in  order  to  avoid 
any  repetition  of  principles  which  have  been  previously 
treated. 

Does  Forced  Lubrication  Score  Bearings? 
By  Theodore  H.  Miller 

Works  Manager,  DcLaval  Separator  Co. 

I  have  read  with  a  great  deal  of  interest  the  article 
on  page  919,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machinist,  entitled 
"Does  Forced  Lubrication  Score  Bearings?"  Mr.  Hud- son has  evidently  hit  upon  a  kind  of  apparatus  where 
direct  comparison  between  the  splash  and  forced  lubri- 

cation can  easily  be  made. 
The  scoring  of  the  crankshaft,  which  he  brings  out, 

was  new  to  me ;  not  so,  however,  the  very  great  difficulty 
which  is  being  experienced  with  the  oil  used  in  the  gear 
cases  on  large  steam  turbine  installations  and  in  crank- 
cases  of  Diesel  and  other  heavy  oil  engines.  For  these 
services,  it  was  found  out  sometime  ago  that  a  means 
of  purifying  the  oil  constantly  is  not  only  a  very  great 
saving  in  oil,  but  very  materially  reduces  repairs  and 
most  important  of  all,  tends  to  insure  continuity  of 
operation.  As  an  example  of  this  importance,  one  of 
the  very  large  public  service  corporations  not  far  from 
New  York  had  one  of  its  largest  steam-turbine  driven 
units  out  of  commission  for  three  days,  when  it  was 
very  badly  needed,  on  account  of  dirty  oil.  This  was  the 
final  wedge  which  resulted  in  the  installation  of  a 
centrifugal  oil  purifier  to  clean  the  oil.  Not  only  has 
that  machine  continued  to  operate  with  the  aid  of  the 
centrifugal  purifier,  but  all  of  the  other  many  units 
of  that  corporation  are  also  fitted  with  them. 

A  destroyer  making  a  round  trip  to  Europe  during 
the  war  and  since,  has  been  able  to  about  pay  for  the 
installation  of  a  centrifugal  machine  through  the  oi! 
saved  alone,  to  say  nothing  of  the  reduced  wear  on  the 
power  plant.  It  was  formerly  the  practice  to  use  the  oil 
as  long  as  it  was  thought  safe,  then  to  pump  it  over- 

board and  fill  up  with  fresh  oil.  The  centrifugal  purifi- 
cation system  by-passes  a  portion  of  the  oil  in  use 

through  the  purifier  all  the  time,  thus  keeping  it  at  all 
times  in  prime,  usable  shape.  These  machines  are  now 
installed,  or  in  process  of  being  installed  on  all  the 
vessels  of  the  Navy  and  most  of  the  merchant  marine. 

Cutting  oils  used  in  manufacturing  establishments 
are  purified  to  such  an  extent  as  to  keep  tfiem  in  almost 
nejv  condition  and  very  greatly  prolong  the  life  of  the 
cutting  tools.  Perhaps  the  editor  had  all  of  these 
things  in  mind  when  writing  the  very  timely  editorial 
which  appears  on  page  939  in  the  same  issue. 

The  Foreman  as  "Non-Com" By  a.  W.  Brown 

The  "buck  private"  has  learned,  or  should  have 
learned,  both  to  obey  and  how  to  obey,  so  that  when 
promotion  cOmes,  he  knows  why  ol)edience  is  not  merely 

good  policy  but  absolutely  essential,  and  can  better  com- 
mand, and  better  explain,  why  obedience  is  necessary 

and  why  certain  orders  are  issued. 

As  "non-com"  he  has  not  forgotten  his  "rookie" 
days;  nor  does  he  forget  that  the  ex-rookie,  now  "non- 
com,"  may  aspire  with  due  confidence  to  exchanging 
his  chevrons  for  the  bars  of  a  "shave-tail."  He  has 
mingled  on  equal  terms  with  all  sorts  and  conditions  of 
men  and  knows  the  inner  workings  of  their  minds.  He 
remembers,  perhaps,  injustices  that  he  would  be  wise 
to  avoid  and  bears  in  mind  advice  and  examples  that 
have  stimulated  him  and  his  colleagues  to  increased 
and  well-directed  effort.  He  can  avoid,  or  at  least  strive 
to  avoid,  his  prodecessors  errors. 
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How  the  Disk  Is  Machined 
By  Milton  Wright 

On  p*t»  M9.  Vol  54.  of  Ameriean  Machinint,  P. 
Artvr  aalwd  the  <|uwtloB  **How  would  you  miichine  this 

at  intervaU  throughout  th«  succeeding 
vmriooa  contributions  ofTennK 
■a  to  methods  and  tools  for 

perfonninf  the  Job. 
The  job  cited  waa  the  marhininv  all  over  (except 

the  periphery)  of  diaka  of  cast  braas  22 A  in.  outside 
^Smmttar  aad  of  different  thicfcnesaea.  ranring  from 
A  tat  tD  OLffO  in.  Six  Sit-in.  holes  equally  spaced  atmut 
the  renter  at  a  radial  distance  of  8  in.,  were  to  be  bored 
and  threaded  to  a  diameter  of  6}  in.,  having  a  24  pitch 
V-tki«ML 

A  hah  oa  one  aide  of  the  disk  was  9}  in.  in  diameter 
with  a  total  thiekncea.  including  the  web  of  the  disk. 
of  I  iaeh. 

TiMrt  were  various  holea  to  be  drilled  and  slots  to  be 

art  ia  each  disk,  but  these  were  minor  details  and  a  sub- 
ject only  for  ordinary  jig  designing:  the  real  problem 

waa  to  face  the  disks  on  both  sides  so  as  to  leave  them 

flat  and  parallel,  and  to  hold  them  for  subsequent  drill- 
ing and  threading  of  the  dial  holes  without  again  dis- 

tertinc  them.  This  latter  operation  also  called  for 
•eoM  eoaaideration.  as  the  bushings  which  were  later  to 
be  anewed  into  the  threaded  holes  must  stand  stjuare 
with  the  fare  of  the  diak  and  present  smooth  faces 
ftosh  with  the  web  on  both  sides.     On  the  thinner  disks 

rta.  I— TUB  rAcunjkTK  vmn  wHir^  -vhe  uithk WOKK  w  Domi 
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there  could  be  but  little  more  than  one  turn  of  thread 
in  the  hole. 

This  job  has  been  and  is  still  a  standard  manufac- 
turing operation  In  the  shops  of  the  Persons-Arter 

Machine  Co.,  of  Worcester,  Mass.,  where  the  present 
writer  had  the  privilege  of  seeing  and  photOKraphing  it. 

In  Fig.  1  may  be  seen  the  special  faceplate  upon 
which  all  the  lathe  work  is  done.  This  is  a  parallel  disk 
'if  cast  iron  permanently  bolted  to  the  regular  faceplate 
'if  the  lathe  and  fitted  with  a  number  of  freely  moving 
plungers,  each  plunger  having  behind  it  a  coil  spring 
.md  each  being  fitted  with  a  collar  that  may  be  tightened 

upon  it  by  means  of  a  setscrew. 
Method  op  Holding  the  Work 

Two  of  the  projections  that  may  be  seen  in  the 
picture  are  permanent  bushings  set  into  the  faceplate, 
;ind  a  third  similar  bushing  is  concealed  from  view  by 
thf  toolbiock.  These  three  bushings  are  faced  off  after 
:."'«mbling  and  together  form  a  three  point  bearing 
.iKHinst  which  the  disk  to  be  machined  is  held  by  means 
•  if  standard  hexagon  head  machine  screws  passing 
through  from  the  back  of  the  plate. 

The  first  machine  work  upon  the  disk  casting  is  to 
drill  and  tap  the  holea  for  the  holding  screws.  As  these 
holes  must  not  only  come  in  the  right  place  to  match 
the  screws  but  must  also  be  very  exactly  spaced  ho  that 
the  three  screws  will  enter  freely  from  either  side,  the 

drilling  and  tapping  is  done  in  a  jig. 
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With  the  setscrews  in  all  the  collars  loosened  the  disk 
is  then  fastened  to  the  faceplate  as  in  Fig.  2  by  means 
of  the  screws,  the  spring  plungers  moving  back  as  the 
pressure  comes  upon  them  but  remaining  always  in 
firm  contact  with  the  disk  regardless  of  any  irregularity 
in  the  casting.  When  the  holding  screws  are  all  tight 
the  lathe  is  turned  over  to  see  that  everything  is  all 
right  and  then  the  collars  are  tightened  upon  the 
plungers. 

As  each  collar  lies  against  the  surface  of  the  plate 
the  disk  is  now  suported  against  deflection  due  to  tool 
pressure  at  a  sufficient  number  of  points  to  insure  that 
a  cut  taken  over  the  outer  surface  will  leave  it  flat, 
except  for  the  slight  warping  due  to  the  removal  of 
the  scale.  In  this  position  the  entire  exposed  surface  is 
machined,  including  the  hub. 

The  disk  is  then  turned  over  and  again  fastened  with 
the  newly  machined  surface  toward  the  plate,  the  set- 
screws  in  the  collars  being  loosened  so  that  the  plungers 
will  bear  upon  the  work  only  by  the  pressure  of  their 
springs.  Having  secured  the  disk  to  the  plate,  the  set- 
screws  are  again  tightened  to  present  a  rigid  backing 
to  the  work. 

In  this  way  the  bearing  against  which  the  work  rests 
is  always  made  firm  and  unyielding  so  that,  were  it  not 
for  the  natural  distortion  of  the  casting  due  to  the 
removal  of  scale,  but  one  cut  over  each  side  would  be 
needed  to  make  it  flat  and  parallel.  Because  of  the 
distortion,  however,  two  cuts,  and  sometimes  on  the 
thinner  disks  three  or  more  cuts,  over  each  side  are 
required  to  produce  the  desired  condition. 

The  arbor  shown  in  the  foregoing  pictures  does  not 
seem  to  be  a  necessary  part  of  the  set-up,  but  as  a 
matter  of  fact  it  is  quite  an  important  one,  for  without 
it  the  lathe  spindle  would  have  a  slight  amount  of  end 

movement  that  would  result  in  a  wavy  or  "chattered" 
surface.  With  the  arbor  between  centers  all  end  move- 

ment of  the  spindle  is  taken  out  toward  the  thrust  bear- 
ing and  a  smooth  surface  is  obtained  on  the  work.  This 

dodge  is  an  old  one  and  well  known  to  all  lathesmen 
who  have  much  facing  to  do. 

Boring  and  threading  the  six  dial  holes  is  done  under 

a  radial  drill  press  and  in  Fig.  3  is  shown  the  equip- 
ment necessary.  The  jig  plate  A,  bolted  to  the  top  of 

the  drill  press  table,  has  at  its  center  a  shouldered  stud 
over  which  the  center  hole  in  the  disk  (bored  while  the 
casting  is  still  in  the  lathe)  fits.  At  the  correct  radial 
distance  from  this  stud  a  hole  through  the  plate  accom- 

modates a  slip  bushing  which  is  held  in  place  by  a  set- 
screw. 

Two  bushings  are  provided,  one  having  a  plain  hole 
and  the  other  threaded  internally  with  a  24-pitch 
thread  to  correspond  to  the  thread  to  be  cut  in  the  disk. 
Likewise  two  boring  bars  are  provided,  one  with  a  plain 
pilot  to  fit  the  plain  bushing  and  the  other  with  a 
threaded  pilot  to  fit  the  threaded  bushing. 

The  disk  shown  in  Fig.  3  is  a  finished  piece  of  work 
laid  upon  the  jig  for  the  purpose  of  photographing.  It 
will  be  noted  that  there  is  at  one  side  of  each  of  the  six 
dial  holes  a  steel  finger  lying  in  a  radial  slot  extending 
from  one  side  of  the  dial  hole  toward  the  center  of  the 
disk.  At  the  time  when  the  work  would  in  regular 
course  of  procedure  come  to  this  operation,  the  fingers 
would  not  be  in  place  but  the  slots  would  be  there, 
having  been  milled  in  an  indexing  fixture  in  a  previous 
operation. 

As  the  brass  disk  lies  in  position  upon  the  jig  it 
rests  at  its  center  upon  the  shoulder  of  the  stud  and  is 

further  supported  at  one  side,  under  the  hole  to  be 
machined,  by  a  ring  of  cast  iron  having  an  internal 
diameter  somewhat  larger  than  the  hole  in  the  work. 
Having  located  the  hole  to  be  threaded  by  its  respective 
radial  slot,  a  similar  ring  is  now  laid  on  the  disk  sur- 

rounding the  hole  and  is  clamped  in  place  by  bolts  and 
straps  as  shown. 

With  the  plain  bushing  in  the  jig  plate  and  the  bar 
with  the  boring  cutter  in  place  in  the  spindle  of  the 
machine,  the  method  of  boring  is  obvious.  Substituting 
the  bar  with  the  threaded  pilot,  which  bar  carries  a 
chaser  instead  of  a  boring  tool,  and  setting  the  threaded 
bushing  in  place  of  the  plain  one  the  operation  of 
threading  becomes  quite  as  simple.  In  Fig.  3  it  is  the 
threading  tools  that  are  shown.  From  the  position 
occupied  by  them  in  the  picture  it  is  necessary  only  to 
run  the  spindle  down  until  the  bushing  is  seated  in  the 
jig  plate,  tighten  the  setscrew,  and  start  the  machine. 

KiG.    3— THE   SKT-ll'   1-OK  UuKl.MJ   .VNU   THl'.E.VUl.N'G THE  DIAL  HOLES 

The  threaded  bushing  B  is  first  screwed  two  or  three 
turns  onto  the  pilot  of  the  bar.  When  the  spindle  is 
brought  down  to  seat  the  bushing  the  chaser  C  is  almost 
at  the  starting  point  of  the  thread.  All  feeds  and 
operating  levers  are  thrown  out  and  the  spindle  is  free 
to  follow  the  guidance  of  the  pilot  in  the  threaded 
bushing.  A  half  dozen  turns  of  the  spindle  and  the 
work  is  done. 

The  chaser  does  not  have  to  be  "unscrewed"  from 
the  work.  It  cuts  at  one  end  only  and  when  its  work  is 
done  the  holding  straps  are  released  and  the  disk  turned 
slightly  to  one  side  to  clear  the  longer  end  of  the 
chaser. 

Quick- Acting  Monkey  Wrench 
By  Raymond  Beckman 

The  sketch  herewith  shows  a  wrench  that  was  de- 
signed and  made  by  the  writer  for  use  in  our  own  shop. 

It  was  so  well  liked  by  everyone  who  used  it,  and  has 
proved  such  a  success  that  I  felt  it  my  duty  to  present 
it  to  readers  of  American  Machinist  in  return  for  the 
many  splendid  ideas  that  I  have  gotten  from  that 
magazine. 

The  advantages  of  this  wrench  are  that  it  is  quick- 
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it  ta  tile  jaw.  A  hardened  tool  tteel  rack  C  is 
kt  dswB  into  the  body  and  held  in  place  by  screws  at 
D.  The  rack  teeth  are  aixtaen  to  the  inch  for  the  rea- 
••■  tlMt  every  nut  profreaaea  in  siBe-«croas  the  flats 
ia  atepa  of  ̂   in.  or  raultlplaa  thereof.  This  makea 

tha  wweh  ftt  eveo'  nut  with  a  full  bearing  across  the 
fate  and  not  on  the  comers  of  the  nut.  To  adjust 
the  movable  iaw  push  down  on  pawl  with  thumb  at  E. 
i\mngnMing  the  pawl  from  the  rack  and  the  jaw  can  be 
pvkad  up  or  down. 

Wkila  tka  «aat  of  walring  this  wrench  was  rather  high 
fa  tlw  aaall  qoaatity  made,  the  work  was  done  during 
the  recent  buaineaa  depression. 

Tools  for  Blanking:  and  Piercing 
Watch  Wheels 

By  I.  BcRNAto  Black 

In  modem  die  construction  the  old  cylinder  sub-press 

to  faat  bctflf  repiaead  by  the  pillar  t>-pe  of  suh-presn. 
Tkare  haa  baan  eooafdarable  discussion  as  to  the  relative 

merfte  of  the  two  types  and  many  old-time  diemakers 
are  not  favorably  disposed  toward  the  pillar  housing. 
dalainr  that  it  to  not  as  accurate  as  the  cylinder 
mik'prwm:  but  the  writer  has  had  much  experience 
is  tmtgaiag  dies  to  be  used  in  pillar  sui>-pres>i  housing.M 

them  to  work  better,  to  be  more  accurate,  and 
to  make,  due  to  the  fact  that  no  relining  of 

the  housing  to  ever  neccaaary  and  it  can  be  used  over 
and  o««r  again  as  often  aa  new  tooto  are  designed  for 
stoaflarjobs. 

Ia  the  tOaatratioa.  Fig.  1.  is  shown  a  set  of  tooli* 
daalgaiid  to  pradaee  the  watch  wheel  shown  in  Fig.  2. 
The  material  of  which  thto  wheel  is  made  is  Beaaamer 
steel  OuOM  ia.  thick,  aod  tha  wheeto  are  blanked  com- 

arfth  taeth  aod  eeatarbole  from  10-ft.  lengths  of 
I  tak  wUk.  In  daaigning  this  die  the  pillar 

tfpt  af  caailnKtlea  was  cboaan  as  being  more  universal 
tkaa  a  aeh  pnm. 

The  operatioa  of  the  dto  to  as  folkiws:  On  the 
40w«ward  atrote  of  the  ram  the  die  A  forces  down 
tha  atftppar  B.  aOowiag  the  poach  C  to  enter  tha  die, 

tka  pari^ary  of  tba  whaeL    At  the  moment 

of  blanking,  the  shedder  D  is  pushed  back  and  the 
punch  E,  being  rigidly  re-enforced  by  a  hardened  steel 
stop-ptote,  pierceH  the  center  hole,  the  piercing  passing 
out  through  the  hole  in  the  blanking  punch  C  which  also 
constitutes  the  piercing  die. 

At  the  end  of  the  stroke  the  blank  is  pushed  entirely 
clear  of  the  stock  and  is  lodged  in  the  die  ̂ 4,  but  as 
the  ram  recedes,  the  powerful  spring  that  backs  up 
the  .shedder  pushes  the  blank  back  into  the  stock 
from  whence  it  was  cut  so  that  when  the  stock  issues 
from  the  die  it  is  to  all  appearances  as  solid  as  when 
it  went  in,  except  for  the  small  center  hole. 

rta.  1.     PILLAR  PKB88  TfK)I.8  FOR  HLANKLNQ  A 
WATCH  WHKRL 

In  Fig.  3  is  shown  a  plan  of  the  tools.  It  will  be 
noticed  that  two  stops  are  used.  In  order  to  get 
accurate  work  and  at  the  same  time  make  the  tools 

foolproof,  the  stop  F  is  used  when  feeding  the  stock 

by  hand  until  a 
sufllcient  number 
of  bUnks  have 
l>een  cut  for  the 
stock  to  have 

reached  the  auto- matic stop  G, 
when  the  roll  feed 
is  thrown  in. 
On  the  second 

stroke  of  the 

press  the  stock  to 
pulled  over  the 
stop-pin  H  in  the 
stop-bar  F  and 
after  the  fourth 
stroke,  at  which 
time  the  stock  has 

reached  the  auto- 
matic stop  G,  stop 

F  is  pulled  back 
and  kxrked. 
The  automatic 

stop,  shown  in 
Fig.  4.  is  of  the 

it" 
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BLANK KD 
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trigger  type  with  a  projecting  end  to  be  operated  by  the 
adjustable  striking  screw  in  the  die  plate.  As  the  die 
descends  this  screw  strikes  the  end  of  the  trigger, 
lifting  the  opposite  end  of  the  stop  out  of  the  way  of 
the  stock. 

It  has  been  mentioned  that  the  blank  is  replaced  in 
the  stock  so  neatly  that  the  outline  of  the  cut  is  hardly 

FIG.   3.     ELEVATIO.N'  OF  TOOLS 

discernible.  To  remove  it  from  the  stock,  a  second 

punch  and  die,  known  as  the  "knockout"  is  located  at 
the  required  distance  from  the  blanking  die.  The 
knockout  punch  is,  however,  made  5  mm.  smaller  than 
the  blanking  punch,  and  the  die  a  corresponding  amount 
larger  than  the  blanking  die. 
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A  Special  Screw-Machine  Chuck 
By  Edward  H.  Tingley 

The  special  screw-machine  chuck  shown  in  the  illus- 
tration has  been  successfully  used  to  simplify  the  chuck- 

ing of  circular  work,  and  accomplishes  the  same  result 
as  any  reversing  mechanism  for  a  collet  closing  plunger. 
It  can  also  be  applied  to  any  work  that  has  to  be 
clamped  against  a  pad  or  faceplate  on  a  hand  screw- 
machine  and  which  requires  that  work  be  located  on 
a  stud.  It  is  simple  and  quick  in  operation  and  results 
in  accurate  work. 

The  operation  of  the  fixture  is  as  follows:  Place 
the  casting  to  be  machined  on  stud  A  and  with  the 

FIG.   4.      THE  AUTOMATIC  STOP 

SPECIAl,  CHUCK  FOR  A  SCREW  MACHINE 

fingers  turn  the  hook  bolts  B  a  quarter  turn.  Pull  the 
collet-closing  plunger  to  push  spindle  C  forward  carry- 

ing with  it  parts  D,  A  and  E.  The  forward  motion  is 
continued  until  collar  E  stops  against  the  head  of  bush- 

ing H  thus  clamping  the  work  between  the  hook  bolts 
and  the  face  of  D,  under  tension  of  the  spring  K.  The 
collar  E,  stopping  against  the  bushing  H  locates  the 
work  in  the  same  position  each  time.  Bushings  L  and 
H  act  as  guides  for  pad  D.  An  air  hole  is  bored  back 
of  pad  D  to  allow  air  to  escape  as  it  moves  back  and 
forth. 

Slotting  Tool  Steel  Cylinders  Without 
a  Cutting  Tool 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

There  is  perhaps  nothing  in  the  line  of  mechanical 
work  which  gives  more  opportunity  for  personal  skill 
than  the  use  of  flame  or  electric  welding  apparatus. 
Here  the  difference  between  a  good  job  and  a  poor  one. 
assuming  of  course  that  the  apparatus  is  0.  K.,  depends 
almost  entirely  on  the  individuality  of  the  operator. 

One  of  the  latest  developments  is  that  of  accurate 
cutting,  the  usual  cutting  operations  hardly  coming  un- 

der this  heading.  An  excellent  example  of  this  is  to  be 
seen  in  the  plant  of  the  Western  Tool  and  Manufactur- 

ing Co.,  Springfield,  Ohio,  as  shown  herewith. 
An  Oxweld  torch  is  fastened  to  the  overarm  of  an 

old  milling  machine  so  that  the  tip  or  nozzle  points  ver- 
tically downward  as  in  Fig.  1.  The  cylinder  to  be  cut 

forms  the  barrel  or  sleeve  of  the  expanding  mandrel 
and  is  mounted  in  a  holder  so  as  to  index  the  sleeve  to 
line  up  with  the  holes  previously  drilled.  The  milling 
machine  table  provides  the  feed,  which  is  hand  operated. 

The  proper  flame,  and  here  the  skill  of  the  operator 
comes  into  play,  cuts  a  slot  A  in.  wide  and  as  straight 
as  the  table  guides  the  work.  The  slots  are  clean, 
straight,  radial  and  of  uniform  width.    And  the  cutting 
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to  •boofl  tkn*  Umm  that  of  millini  without  the 
and  iipiMi  of  cattcr  brvakacv.     The  alwv* 

to  •kowB  in  Pic.  S. 
TW  atota  vmiy  la  toacth  up  to  8  or  10  in.  and  the 

'  1  to  tmm  i  to  I  ia.  in  thkkncM.    The  st««<l  ia  about 

na  u  ciTTi.xa  xarrow  slots  with  a  ruiMK.    fiq.  s. 
rtut  muacvm  t.x  whh-h  buotb  ark  clt 

Tt  potet  cartwn  and  is  afterward  hardened  and  drawn 
to  •  aprins  temper.  An  adaptation  of  this  should  prove 
of  gnst  vatiM  in  roughing  out  cutting  and  blanking 
dtos  instsad  of  drilling  the  outline  as  is  the  usual 
nsllwil  This  would  leave  a  cleaner  job  and  be  much 
faster.  It  re<)uirea  a  skilled  operator  but  this  is  simply 
a  chaUengo  to  thuM-  who  desire  to  get  ahead  in  the 

Device  to  Hold  Brake  Bands  for  Relining 

By  O.  S.  Ghiqua 

Some  time  ago  I  had  occasion  to  re-line  the  brake 
baads  of  BUT  Ford  car  and,  hax'ing  difficulty  in  holding 
the  wtirk  and  riveting  at  the  same  time,  I  built  the  fix- 

ture illostratsd  and  dsscribed  herewith.  With  this  de- 
vice the  work  of  riveting  on  the  brake  lining  is  relieved 

of  many  of  its  tcdiotu  and  diaagreeable  features. 
Into  the  upper  part  of  the  face  of  a  suitable  angle 

plate  A.  I  acrewsd  a  shouldered  stud  having  a  thread  on 
each  end,  and  to  the  central  part  of  this  stud  I  fitted  a 
drum  of  cast  iron  B  of  proper  aiie  to  hold  the  work.  A 
nut  C  with  n  pin  handle,  screwed  on  the  outer  end  of  the 
stud,  enables  me  to  clamp  the  drum  in  any  position,  and 
thus  have  the  particular  rivet  upon  which  I  am  working 
at  all  times  on  top  where  it  is  easy  to  get  at. 

The  device  may  be  bolted  on  the  edge  of  the  bench,  to 
the  studding  of  the  garage,  or  to  any  convenient  pro- 

jection that  offers. 

Die  for  Cuttinj?  Short  Unjfths  of  Coll  Sprinjf 
By  H.  M.  Fay 

The  illustration  shows  a  die  that  was  designed  to 
cut  short  length.^  from  previously  coiled  wire  springs. 
In  this  case  only  two  turns  were  required  in  the  cut 
spring  but  it  is  obvious  that  the  device  could  be  adapted 
to  cut  other  lengths  by  providing  a  suitable  stop  for 
determining  the  length. 

The  block  .4  is  made  in  halves  and  held  together  by 
suitable   screws.     After  assembling   it    is   bored   and 
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threaded  to  fit  the  coil  with  a  round  section  thread  of 
a  depth  equal  to  a  little  more  than  half  the  wire  di- 

ameter and  of  a  pitch  to  match  that  of  the  spring.  An 
arbor,  similarly  threaded  to  correspond  with  the  in- 

ternal diameter  of  the  spring,  Is  tightly  clamped  in 
the  block  in  such  a  position  that  when  assembled  there 
Is  a  helical  groove  or  passage  clear  through  the  com- 

bined piece,  through  which  the  spring  may  be  "screwed" 
in  the  operation  of  feeding. 
A  small  plate  B  attached  by  screws  to  the  block, 

forms  a  stop  against  which  the  end  of  the  wire  is  fed, 
and  also  acts  as  a  guide  or  backing  for  the  punch.  At 
the  end  of  the  threaded  arbor  that  comes  under  the 
punch  one  half  of  its  diameter  is  cut  away  so  that  it 
becomes  the  die  against  which  the  cut  is  made. 

The  outer  end  of  the  arbor  is  allowed  to  protrude 
some  distance  beyond  the  block,  and  thus  enables  the 
operator  to  start  a  coil  easily  by  simply  screwing  it 
onto  the  half  thread.  As  the  shortened  coil  passes  into 
the  block  and  out  of  sight  of  the  operator,  a  new  coil  is 
flcrtwcd  on  and  wrves  to  push  the  shorter  one  through 
tht  die,  cutting  off  as  it  is  fed  along,  so  there  is  no 
loss  of  material  except  perhaps  a  part  of  a  turn  of  each 
coil. 
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Editorial 
Training  and  Rewarding 
the  Ail-Round  Mechanic 

DURING  the  slack  period  from  which  we  are  for- 
tunately emerging,  there  seemed  little  need  of  think- 

ing of  apprenticeship  or  of  training  men.  But  almost 
the  first  increase  in  demand  shows  that  highly  skilled 

men  are  scarce  and  even  the  semi-skilled  none  too  plenti- 
ful. Realizing  the  constant  need  of  trained  men,  the 

apprenticeship  committee  of  the  National  Metal  Trades 
Association,  after  devoting  much  time  and  thought  to 
the  subject,  has  issued  a  most  instructive  report  on  ap- 

prenticeship, primarily  for  its  mambers,  but  obtainable 
by  others  as  well. 

The  report  recognizes  that  while  many  shop  operations 
can  be  performed  by  comparatively  unskilled  men,  or 
men  with  little  training,  the  all-round  mechanic  is,  and 
always  will  be  necessary  in  production.  The  problem  of 
how  to  train  such  men  from  promising  boys  with  more 
or  less  educational  foundation  is  taken  up  earnestly, 
practically  and  with  much  breadth  of  vision. 

There  is  also  another  side  to  the  problem  of  the  all- 
round  mechanic — that  of  so  utilizing  his  knowledge  and 
experience  as  to  enable  him  to  be  paid  in  proportion  to 
his  value.  In  too  many  cases  we  find  a  man  with  a 
thorough  fundamental  knowledge  of  machine  work,  a 
man  who  can  be  depended  on  in  an  emergency,  earning 
less  money  than  a  specially  rapid  machine  operator 

with  very  little  training.     '"'  '''■"'  ■■'■''■"i^-l'-   <■•!). i.,j  ;. 

It  is  not  an  easy  mattei*  t6'^li>iriai^''sQeW'ar'pt'0bl(^rii;' 
The  specialist  operator  produces  a  given  number  of 
pieces  per  day  and  we  have  tangible  evidence  of  his 
value.  The  all-round  mechanic  might  not  be  able  to 
produce  as  many  pieces  even  if  we  wanted  to  put  him 
at  the  job.  His  value  lies  in  a  different  phase  of  manu- 

facturing and  unfortunately  one  that  is  less  tangible. 
But  unless  this  value  can  be  realized  and  paid  for,  what 
inducement  is  there  for  a  boy  to  spend  four  years  in 
acquiring  the  necessary  training? 

Promises  of  future  advancement;  ef'foremanships 
and  other  possible  paths  to  larger  incomes,  lose  their 
attractiveness  if  long  deferred.  In  these  days  of  high 
rents  and  living  costs,  the  young  man  of  domestic 
tendencies  is  obliged  to  consider  immediate  as  well  as 
future  returns.  And  in  order  to  secure  the  best  class 

of  boys,  who  will  make  the  most  desirable  and  depend- 
able all-round  mechanics,  it  is  more  than  ever  necessary 

to  consider  what  the  trade  holds  out  for  him  in  the  near 
future.  If  we  consider  such  men  necessary  and  desir- 

able, we  may  have  to  count  on  other  qualifications  as 
well  as  ability  to  produce. 

Dependability  and  interest  in  the  work  and  welfare  of 
the  company  have  a  real  value,  even  though  it  cannot 
be  designated  easily  in  dollars  and  cents.  We  perhaps 
need  some  new  standards  of  value  for  such  service, 
standards  that  will  enable  us  to  measure  more  than  the 

actual  work  performed,  in  cases  where  previous  train- 
ing and  experience  make  a  man  available  for  unusual 

or  especially  valuable  work  at  a  moment's  notice.  We 
need  the  all-round  man ;  let  us  find  some  way  of  reward- 

ing him  so  as  to  attract  the  best  men  to  such  work. 

Co-operation  Between  Colleges and  Industry 

THE  question  of  the  engineering  school's  relation  to 
industry  has  come  to  the  front  once  more,  this  time 

in  a  resolution  by  the  National  Industrial  Conference 
Board  for  the  consideration  of  present  engineering  edu- 

cation in  colleges  and  universities  and  for  suggested 
improvements  relating  thereto.  The  conference  em- 

phasized the  fact  that  the  nation's  development  depends 
largely  on  the  character  and  eflficiency  of  the  engineers 
turned  out  by  the  various  schools,  as  industry  requires 
technical  experts  and  engineering  managers  in  all  its 
many  branches.  To  secure  the  best  type  of  graduate 
engineers  requires  the  development  of  thoroughly  com- 

petent men  as  instructors  in  engineering  schools. 
It  has  long  been  held  by  many  that  there  must  b^ 

close  co-operation  between  engineering  schools  and  in- 
dustry of  all  kinds.  With  this  in  view  it  is  believed 

that  adequate  methods  must  be  developed  so  that  each 

may- help  the  other  in  securing  better  trained  graduate 
engineers.  This  involves,  however,  many  things  which 
do  not  appear  on  the  surface,  such  as  better  remunera- 

tion for  teachers  in  engineering  colleges  and  more 
encouragement  to   graduates   after   they  leave  college. 

Perhaps  the  best  real  co-operation  between  colleges 
and  industry  is  that  worked  out  by  Dr.  Schneider  in 
Cincinnati.  It  is  not  only  good  for  the  boys  but  it  gives 
the  manufacturers  a  good  idea  of  the  value  of  college 
training,  which  many  of  them  lack.  They  have  an 
opportunity  to  see  how  such  training  helps  in  making 
the  kind  of  men  they  need. 

The  colleges  must  have  instructors  who  keep  in  touch 
with  industry  and  who  do  not  let  graduates  go  out  with 
false  ideas  of  their  importance.  Industries  on  the  other 
hand  must  co-operate  with  colleges  by  telling  them  the 
qualifications  they  require,  they  must  aid  the  colleges 
to  give  practical  instruction  by  furnishing  data  from 
their  own  plants,  and  they  must  offer  suitable  induce- 

ments to  young  engineers  of  the  right  sort.  They  must 
not  forget  that  the  young  men  have  invested  several 
thousand  dollars  in  an  education  which  can  be  of  value 
to  the  industry  and  that  thislfnu^t  be  capitalized. 

Nor  is  this  all.  There  is  an  increasing  feeling  on  the 
part  of  engineers  that  they  have  not  received  and  are  not 
now  receiving  their  share  of  the  earnings  from  the  indusq 
tries  which  they  make  possible,  or  manage..  There  are  to.<). 
many  cases  of  absentee  directorship^  which  dictati^ 
policies  that  make  it  impossible  to  secure  the  best  re- 

sults. Banker  control  of  industries  has  rarely  proved 
satisfactory  even  to  the  bankers,  and  for  some  reason 
or  other,  the  banker  seems  to  have  the  faculty  of 
picking  the  wrong  man  to  manage  a  mechanical  plant, 
as  shown  many  times  during  the  war. 

If  the  industry  of  the  country  is  to  receive  the  great- 
est value  from  the  engineers  which  are  turned  out 

by  the  colleges,  there  must  be  a  better  understanding 
between  the  financial  and  the  engineering  interests 
than  now  exists.  Colleges  must  be  alive  to  the  newer 
phases  of  these  relationships  and  must  teach  more 
economics  and  management  to  engineering  students. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 

wciUly  branght 

Mitchell  Ball  liearinir  Polishing  and 
Buffini:  Lathes 

TW  MitcMl  EnriBwriac  Co,  Sprincileld.  Ohio.  h»» 
out   ■   line  of   polishing  and   buffing 

with  UUI  bearings. 

Ulaatntad  herewith,  h««  two  in- 
wUle  the  No.  8  machine  has  a  single 

■piadl*  arraaged  for  carrxing  whmis  at  both  ends. 
la  Um  eaaa  of  the  Na  6  machine,  either  spindle  can 

ba  atartad  or  atoppad  independently  of  the  other.  Either 

ar  boUi  apladlaa.  taiatber  with  the  Ix-srings  can  be 
kgr  ralaaaiag  the  bearing-houHtng  clamps  and 

ba  rapiacad  without  danger  of  disturbing  the  aliirn- 
•t  aa  tiw  baaring  bouainga  are  ball  and  socket  type. 
loth  ■aehlaaa  can  be  driven  either  from  overhead  or 

in  addition,  the  No.  5  machine  can  be 
fnraiahad  with  notor  drive,  the  motor  being  placed  in 
tha  base  and  ballad  to  the  spindles.  The  independent 
•tarting  and  atopping  of  the  spindlea  is  taken  care  of 

UtTCHMUL  NO.  t  PUUaHI.NU  AND  BUPKINU  LJITHB 

bjr  a  belt-tightening  deviea  operated  by  a  hand  lever. 
SpeciAcations  of  No.  5  machine:  Length  of  each 

ipindk.  n  in.  Overall  length  of  both  spindles,  66  in. 
INaaatar  of  ipindka  in  baarings,  2  in.  Height  from 
laor  to  eentar  of  ipindlaa,  88  in.  Size  of  base  at  floor. 
M  S  42  ia.  Net  weight.  960  lb.  Crated  for  domestic 
ddpneot  1.100  pounds. 

Spwifiratiotts  of  No.  6  machine:  Overall  length  of 
48  ia.  Diameter  of  spindla  in  Iwarings.  2  in. 
from  floor  to  center  of  spindle.  88  in.  Size  of 

at  floor.  20  X  26  in.  Net  weight  600  lb.  Crated 
far  iumaatit  thipoaent  876  pounds. 

WftlMn  A.C.  MnM-SpeMl  Motors 
The  MerhaaimI  Appliance  Co..  Milwaukee.  Wisconsin, 

kaa  reeaat^  plaaed  on  the  market  a  line  of  a.c.  multi- 
.  oat  of  which  is  ahown  in  tha  aoooav«ny- 

WATSON    AC     Mrl.TI-Sl-KKl)    MllTllH 

The  inotuiM  tiuve  speed  rantfeH  uf  GUU,  720,  900  and 
1.200  r.p.m.  on  60-cycle  circuits.  Motors  will  be  fur- 

nished for  constant  hono-power,  conHtunt  torque  or  any 
required  combination  of  both  in  two,  three  or  four 
speods,  selected  from  600,  720.  990,  1,200  and  1.800  r.p.m. 
either  for  circuits  of  60  cycles  or  other  frequencies  and 
of  either  two  or  three  phase. 

A  control  apparatus  can  be  supplied  which  the  maker 
claims  has  been  thoroughly  worked  out  and  is  suitabk- 
for  both  automatic  and  remote  control. 

Snellex  Automatic  Centers 
The  Snellex  Manufacturing  Co.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.,  huK 

recently  placed  on  the  market  the  anti-expansion  center 
for  use  in  lathe  and  grinding  machine  headstocks  as 
shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  shank  of  the  center  proper  is 
milled  with  a  series  of  helical  oil  grooves  and  has 

longitudinal  motion  within  the  tapered  case.  This  mo- 
tion is  opposed  by  a  very  stiff  adjustable  spring,  the 

purpose  of  which  is  to  allow  the  center  to  recede  within 

PIO.  1— •NieU..EX  ANI 
ttaCLLKX  A. 

.   CBNTKR.     Fia.  2- .   CENTER 

I 
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the  case  to  a  limited  extent  when  great  pressure,  such 
as  the  expansion  of  work  under  operation  takes  place. 
Through  this  motion,  the  tailstock  center  is  relieved 
from  excess  pressure  due  to  expansion  of  the  work  and 
does  not  wear  so  rapidly.  Lubricant  can  be  applied 
through  a  hole  in  the  adjusting  screw. 

The  anti-friction  center.  Fig.  2,  for  use  in  lathe  and 
grinding  machine  tailstocks  either  in  conjunction  with, 
or  separately  from  the  anti-expansion  center  which 
was  described  in  an  earlier  edition  of  American  Machin- 

ist, is  now  made  with  larger  balls  in  the  front  race. 
Centers  with  Morse  tapers  from  Nos.  1  to  6  are 

regularly  carried  in  stock.  Centers  with  other  tapers 
and  special  centers,  including  centers  for  pipe  and  wood 
work  can  be  furnished  to  order.  Centers  for  grinding 
machines  have  heads  of  reduced  diameter  so  that  the 
wheel  can  pass  over  them  in  grinding  small  work. 

"GEWE"  Automatic  Welding  Machine 
The  illustration  herewith  shows  an  automatic  welding 

machine  that  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market 
by  the  General  Welding  and  Equipment  Co.,  Boston, Mass. 

The  welding  rod  passes  through  the  center  of  the 
torch  and  is  fed  downward  by  gravity.  The  torch  is 
mounted  at  one  end  of  a  connecting  rod  that  is  given 
motion  by  a  crankpin  at  the  other  end.  As  the  con- 

necting rod  passes  through  a  pivoted  guide,  adjustable 

"GEWE"  AUTOMATIC  WELDING  MACHINK 

as  to  position,  it  will  be  seen  that  the  torch  will  travel 
in  an  egg  shaped  path,  the  proportions  of  which  can 
be  changed,  according  to  the  position  of  the  pivoted 
guide.  In  addition,  the  whole  machine  may  be  given 
motion  at  a  right-angle  to  the  mean  of  the  motion  im- 

parted to  thf  connecting  rod.  A  combination  of  these 
two  motions  will  cause  the  torch  to  travel  in  the  path 
of  an  approximate  cycloid.  As  the  motion  of  the  whole 
machine  can  be  given  more  or  less  amplitude,  the  torch 
may  be  made  to  travel  through  a  variety  of  paths. 
The  combination  motion  is  used  in  welding  a  seam. 

For  heavy  welds  an  additional  torch  is  supplied  which 
precedes  the  welding  torch  and  preheats  the  metal. 

The  machine  has  two  speed  adjustments,  one  by 
means  of  a  friction  wheel  and  disk  and  the  other 
through  a  rheostat  controlling  the  motor.  By  means  of 
the  rheostat  not  only  can  finer  speed  adjustments  be 
made  but  variations  of  speed  can  be  made  at  points 
where  the  thickness  of  the  metal  varies. 

REED  INSIDE   MICROMETER  AND 
HEIGHT   GAGE 

Reed  Inside  Micrometer  and  Height  Gage 
The  Reed  Small  Tool  Works,  Worcester,  Mass.,  has 

recently  developed  an  inside  micrometer  having  a  lower 
range  than  the  one  illustrated  on  page  388,  Vol.  5«, 
of  American  Machinist,  the  range  being  from  2  to  7 
in.  with  the  five  rods 
furnished.  With  five 
additional  rods  the 

range  can  be  in- 
creased to  32  in. 

The  micrometer  is 
graduated  to  read  to 
0.001  in.  and  the  di- 

ameters of  the  barrel 
and  thimble  allow 
for  wide  spacing  of 
graduation  lines  and 
good  sized  figures. 

The  tool  can  be 

quickly  converted 
into  a  height  gage 

by  use  of  the  attach- 
ment shown  at  A  and 

a  range  of  3  to  32  in. 
can  be  attained  by 
using  a  rod  of  proper 
length.  The  rod  is 

put  through  the 
hardened  base  until 
the  anvil  finds  the 
surface  from  which 
the  measurement  is 

to  be  taken.  A  quick-clamping  knurled  nut,  easily 
operated  by  the  fingers,  firmly  holds  the  measuring 
rod  in  a  perpendicular  position.  The  V-shaped  groove 
in  the  bottom  of  the  base  adapts  the  tool  for  use  in 
cylindrical  work,  measuring  distances  between  shafts 
and  for  alignment  purposes. 

By  inserting  a  drill  rod  in  the  base,  and  attaching 
any  standard  indicator  the  tool  can  be  converted  into  a 
surface  gage. 

The  round  base  B  can  be  used  in  place  of  the  base  A 
when  the  micrometer  is  used  as  a  height  gage  only  on 
plane  surfaces.  The  upper  end  of  the  support  is  split 
to  afford  sliding  friction  as  the  rod  is  inserted  and  tends 
to  prevent  looseness  should  wear  take  place  from  con- 

stant use. 

Combined  Hand  and  Bench  Vise 
A  combined  hand  and  bench  vise,  designed  for  the  use 

of  toolmakers,  patternmakers  and  others  having  occa- 
sion to  manipulate  small  pieces  of  work  in  filing  or 

other  operations  in  which  the  work  cannot  be  held  with 
sufficient  firmness  in  the  grip  of  the  fingers  alone,  has 
been  placed  on  ihe  market  by  the  Malleable  Iron  Fit- 

tings Co.,  Branford,  Conn.,  and  is  shown  in  the  accom- 
panying illustration. 

It  is  made  of  semi-steel  and  is  in  two  main  parts. 
The  anvil  clamp  is  to  be  attached  to  the  edge  of  the 
work  bench  or  other  convenient  point  of  support  and  is 
provided  with  a  tapered  dovetail  slot  into  which  the 
vise  proper  is  fitted.  To  be  used  as  a  bench  vise  the 
tool  has  but  to  be  set  in  place  in  the  slot  where  it  will 
be  held  firmly  without  setscrews  or  other  means  of 
fastening.  ^.. 

The  capacity  of  the  vise  is  IJ  x  1}  in.     The  panto- 
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eincnt  holds  the  Jaw*  parallel  at  any 
^ng  witkin  its  range  Instead  of  the 
with  whirh  hand  Tiitea  are  provided  this 

«  rimnc  pin  handle  similar  to  the  handle  of  a 
bMch  ▼iae;  t^  otfbet  nut  allowing  the  pin  to 

be  OMvad  tram  end  16  aad  without  interferiiti;  with 

the  projective  acr«ir.  '••^    i..'  n,.    ,. 
Th«  via*  aad  contained  work  ma^'te  VtWi  fHM  the 

b*ach  nppoii  at  A^  time  without  effort  and  used  aa 
a  haai  rim.    Eitb?  lAin  or  acrnrted  jaws  are  fur- 

Oilgear  Horizontal  Press 
Tto  acfwinpanyiag  illustration  shows  a  horizontal 

IqrdnMlle  'pwai  that  haa  r«cejitly  been  placed  on  the 
aaarInC  br^MvOUawr  Co.,  60  to  64  Twcoty-ae^-enth  St., 
XihwaalndlWtateMlB. 

TIm  fwillp  4a>Mhy  of  the  presa  ia  26  tons  at  speeds 
varyiiic  from  }  to  6  in.  per  minute.  The  maximum 
traTenlny  vpaed  of  tba  ram  is  87  in.  per  minuta  on  the 
outward  •traka  and  66  in.  per  minota  on  the  return 
stroka.  Bam  speeds  can  be  instantly  changed  by  the 
aparation  «f  a  aoatro)  handle  located  on  top  of  the  pomp. 
n*  pop  6i  dfta—  by  a  eooBtai>t»apaai,  fl>hp.  deetric 

■  and  B»aecaaraktor  or  aaxiliar)r>puaip  ia  raquirad. 
^Mtoa^NUf  vahres  prevant  tniury  Id  caaa  the 

■i  b  drtHWhiaWMt  ft'Stap  at  high  apead. 
Tha  cylindar  ia  9  in.  in  diameter  and  the  full  capacity 

pressure  exerted  on  the  ram  piston  is  800  lb.  p«>r  .-iinKie inch. 

The  diameter  of  the  ram  is  6i  In.,  and  the  lontrth 
of  the  strolce  is  SO  in.  The  axis  of  the  ram  is  82  in. 
above  the  floor  and  the  distance  between  the  stop  sup- 

ports is  24  in.  V-shapcd  stops  can  be  locnted  along  the 
supports  at  regular  intervals  and  held  in  place  by  heavy stt^l  pins. 

The  maker  statas  that  the  ram  b<>idns  Us  stroke  with- 
out shock,  and  that  Its  push  is  without  pulsations. 

S.  H.  D.  Automatic  Universal 
Tool-Grinding  Machine 

The  Hotchkisa  Co.,  Paris,  France,  has  recently  placed 
on  the  market  the  automatic  universal  tool-grindine 
machine  of  which  a  general  view  is  shown  in  the  illuH- 
tration  herewith.  The  miwhine  ia  primarily  intended 
for  grinding  lathe,  planer,  shaper  and  slotter  tools, 
though  attachments  for  grinding  milling  cutters  and 
twist  drills  can  be  furnished. 

The  machine  is  belt  driven  but  can  be  furnished  with 
motor  drive  if  desired.  One  of  the  advantages  claimed 
for  the  machine  is  tlut  tools  of  high-speed  steel  can 
be  ground  without  developing  cracits  on  the  cutting 
faces  or  softening  the  cutting  edges,  as  the  tools  Ara 

'"'■'"'." 

ttomsnamrMbl  PMmn 

-.  U.  O.  AUTOMATIC  UNtVnkSAI^  TUOb-UUINUINO 

automatically  traversed  over  the  face  of  the  wheel  and 
the  amount  of  metal  removed  at  each  pass  is  relatively nmaU. 

Th«  raciprocating  motion  is  obtained  by  an  eccentric 
and  an  adjusUWa  connecting  rod  actuated  by  Jfot;;^ 
gearing  beneath  the  machine.  , ;  ,  ̂ 

The  slide  rest  carrying  the  tooiholder  is  so  arranged 
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that  it  can  be  swung  to  an  angle  of  90  deg.,  and  the 
reciprocation  motion  obtained  fi-om  either  one  of  two 
drums  placed  at  right-angles  to  each  other  so  that  tho 
tool  to  be  ground  can  be  traversed  parallel  to  the  axis 
of  the  wheel,  or  at  a  right-angle  thereto.  The  feed  in 
either  case  can  be  operated  automatically  or  by  hand. 
The  machine  is  provided  with  .five. stops  and  four  gradu- 

ated index  plates  by  means  of  which  tools  can  be  set 

and  ground  to  any  desired  angle,  as  shown  in  th^l/^^SiT^.v'.*'}^  ̂  
diagram  furnished  with  the  machine.  A  gage  attached  "cSpafe  ix  y' for 
to  the  machine  provides  for  setting  the  tool  to  the'''*"*'^*"^^  '^• 

proper  height  in  relation  to  the  grinding  wheel.       ,    :,'i'f§nj^^^^\ 
Among  the  advantages  claimed  for  this  machine  ̂ p  "^    ̂ ^     "^^^ 

the  facilities  it  gives  for  the  standardization  of  cutting 
tools;  simplicity  and  ease  of  operation;  minimum  time 
for  setting  up  to  grind  tools  of  any  shape,  profile  or 
length;  accuracy  of  operation  as  regards  cutting  angle, 
rake  and  clearance ;  ability  to  grind  tools  v/ith  carved 
faces  as  accurately  as, tools  with  flat  faces;  Kigh  iuiish 

Johnson  No.  300  Soft  Metal  Melting  Furnace 
The  Johnson  Gas  Appliance  Co.,  Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa, 

has  recently  placed  on  the  market  the  melting  furnace 
illustrated  herewith  and  designated  as  No.  300. 

The  furnace  stands  28  In.  high,  weighs  100  lb.  and 
has  a  removable 
cast-iron    mell- 

for  fuel  and  is 
delivered, to  the 
furnace  through 
t  h  r  e  e  bunsen 
:  burners.  The 
maker   claims 

given  to  cutting  face;    automatic  feed  and  fool-proof  •*^*^'"''*^A.^^^J';^ 

s  u  mpt  i  oh  of' 
about  40  cu.ft. 

of  gas  per  hour 
a  temperature 
of  2,250  deg.  F. 
can  be  developed 
and  that  Hielted 
metal  can:  be 

kept    i'  n  •  t  h-e 

m  operation. 

The  base  of  the  machine -forjps  a  tank' for  the  grind- 
ing compound  which  ia  circulated  by  a  Brown  &  Sharpe 

pump. 

The  regular  equipment  includes  four  grinding  whe^f^ 
one  8-in.  and  three.  2-in.  The  laa-ge  wheel  runs  at 
2,000  r.p.m.  and  the  small  wheels  at  6,000  r.p.m.,  and 
to  avoid  accidents  a  stop  is  provided  which  prevents, 
the  large  wheel  being  run  at  the  higher  speed,  ..  ■. 

The  machine  is  being  marketed  through  J.  B.  Corffie  ̂ Wplten  state  by 

^^.  }^immM,:W^mM^^^  LQ}u|o^^^-^^;^^^J^^-:two.. 
Pneumatic  Vibrator  for  Foundry  Use  fii9'.8ft*.ieni;  equipped 

A  pneumatic  vibrator  or  "rapper"  intended  for  use'm,",^^*^  '"r^^l.t^ij 
foundries  in  the  operation  of  withdrawing  the  upper  ̂ r^^^'  f  ̂ ̂   9-}^: 
part  of  a  mold  from  a' pattern  or  in  othe^;  industries  "&"*«  »"«  regu,u 
wherever  a  gentle Ljaxring' action  is  neede^iJ^i^iibeBP 

•i...'T 

;k.' 

.11  itiTu  Ijl 

:'.  .U  arid  . 

"^^      -It  -^  ■  l~l  r  ■ 

'io;  ;  lo  a:- 
latpi's.  The  regulators  are  constructed  with  orifices 

'tS^t  c'a:iJ  ̂ le  ;adjusted  to  varying  qualities  and-  pressures of  gas  and  the  maker  states  that  by  their  use  a  sharp, 
solid  jet  of  gas  can  be  sent  up  the  center  of  the  mixing 
tube  with  great  pressure   and  without  the" use  of  a 

!^^i  ̂ Lii^^*  ""^  WP"^""'  P^'^'^l^fii'yS  &j'l§ffl*^  of  high 

■J-fu^jfl  yi.'-rtrr^niy-Milliken  Angle  Plates 

..:-  sT^he^ angle  plates  illustrated  herewith  halfe  bfeien  placed 
on- the  market  ixv  the  Milliken  Machine  Cc'yWest  New- 

ton; ftfa^s.     '   '--'--■-  ;  .•  V        '■■■     ■'■'"   '"'■'■ 
.  x^l/.The  angle;  jplsitfs  are  made  in  seveajsiteft  and  are 
^optened  on  th&  outride  surfaces  and_e(igeSi_ 

'^The  sizes  range  from  3  in.  wide  by  3,'  x  3 J  in.  long, 
io  aniaoiT!  St  oi 

noit^ubo'  [ rsK  n 

-oiq  sifoirrt  bn 
t.->  OOO.OSI.I  xi:   \i.i6)  sAl 

.SHOifti 

iial'i  •£itflq. 

placed  on  the  marlc'et'Txv^he  MalfeaW^  ̂ ^-'fiC^iJJ^S^fiflrua Branfoid,   Conn.j.  and^-is  shown   in  the  aoQomm^ing, 
illustration,     "'Jd    jiuTjBib    -ids   \o   a/u  -JlBq^U,  9/15 

It  operates  upm^fH^"JtinWg,^'^pneumati??a?rfft?ff 
but  is  not  intended  to  deliver  a  blow  of -any  moment; 
It  may  be  used  anywhere  that  a  supply  of  air  under  a 
pressure  of  20  lb,  or  greater  is  available. 

It  is  always  ready  ,foi-  uae  and  may  Ix;  kept  on  th»i»mfrto'J    lo    JnamJHHiLHissfr  «t»GL»'»iatara  aasdi  i 
molding  bench  from  which   it   mav  be  picked   up  aa^.'"'^^  ssallfiW  .1  :lo    btol  „Ar  bsia^Ro  aarf  Blii/rfao: 

^^^;.f.1^m.l^WWm^^y  ^^^^^^-  The  oper^^l^!;^ftig^4S^^:^^,3^||y^|^gg^smaIlest, 
has  only.' to  place,  either  end.of;the  tool  against  hif:  flask -.Jtlo^  ltjatd;2-!jdife  without^  etiffenin^  jeibait  Nos.  3,  4 
and  press  the  trigger  of  the' air  valve  with  his  thumb.       •  *fa*;'SSiive^3W6*lb  ahd  Nos.  6  artd*7"H4rMe**«'»4lbs. 

00,333,1  '.iff 

aaixaM  ai 
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News   Section 
fUilraads  Place  Loeonotive 

Contrarfv 
Accordtec  to  •■  Mil 
•nr  4v*  M»  tiM 

Mtiw   0*.  ku   na 

MiaowiKvnMttI  mmit 

Loco- <br 

thm  ■■IglihM'  SIMM  Ik  mmIi.  umI 

tk»  giiliw  Balhrajr^  Qdmo  A  Ctm- 
cMt  dl»Wu«  viO  g«l  Bftam  Mik*4o 
ty»*  Inn— nl»M  vMigUac  »8,000  lb. 

Tlw  Oatnl 
SmUomal 

mmkm  of  CiA»,  th« 
Im  aad  SUapinc 
I  nftto  Otoas  Co.  and Co,  tlM  PIttdbvrfli 

tlM    D«lawM«    m    Bodapa    have    con- 
tracted for  oaa  lutwotly  —ch  of  Um 

American  Enjrineers  Receive 
Legion  of  Honor 

1W  otdor  «f  ClMTaU«r  of  tho 
L^ria*  of  Honor,  aeeordins  to  an  an- 
■OMMaaMBt  Bwda  a  f»w  days  affo  by 
Oattaa  Uabart,  Frrnrh  Conaol  Gan- 
cni»  BM  baan  confcmd  on  two 
AaaarlMa  •■ciMHn.  Tbtr  art  Colonal 
Aitlnr  B.  Dwlibt  and  Charica  P. 
Imd.  praaUaat  and  treasurer,  r«sp«c- 
tlwair,  af  thm  AiMrican  Institata  of 
Uinbit  and  MateUarckal  Encinaora. 

Tba  croaa  of  tba  order,  bastowad  for 
_  aarrlc*  darinc  tba  war, 
b»  coBfarrsd  br  U.  iMmrt  at  a 

!■  tba  giifiiiiiri  Clab  on  Jnlr 
M.     OaloBil   Dwigkt  balpad   orfaniaa 
tb»  Pint  Kiaam  tMlfnnr  Ragtaant. 
wlddi  aa  tba  Klai— ti  Engiwaari  waa 

of  tlM  Amancan  Expa- tba  trat  nit 

r. 
to  CO  into  action.     H« 
wHk   the   Distinfuished 

Ordar  bjr  tba  British  and  wu 
diad  la  ordan  vjr  Geaaral  Pershing. 

Mr.  Sand  dbtonnd  Urga  aoft  iron 
ora  dspoatla  on  tba  nortb  coaat  of  Cuba 
and  b«tit  tba  Bameo  Railroad  tbwc. 
In  1»U  Kiac  Atfonao  XIII  of  Spain 

'  bia  wttb  tba  Grand  Croaa  of of  tlM  Ordar  of 

Ford  Plans  Aaaembly  Plant 
in  Mexico 

to 
tlMP«rd 

atar  Campaay  plaaa  tba  aatabWabmant 
of  •  larga  pluit  for  tlw  aaarmblinc  of 
iMcarata  lloieat, 

a«tb* 

I  af  tka  scat*  «(  CadMlla  and 
aa  lalBiMi  af  laltaia  wltb  a 
•a  tba  MMMa  ■■Imlwi  of  SaltOlo 
t  Ma  far  tba  prapoaad  frfaat.    Aa 
IR  #■  hhw  cmdotwm.  tlM  Got* 

•f  CaaboOa  baa  adTarad  tba  Pord 
aB  iiiiai    facOitiaa.  Jadad- 

SwB  t^M  far  at  laaiAiflaMrHtn 
aad  aay  alkar  aafataaaa  wMcfc  H  aay 
ba  paaaMa  la  a(lMl4> 

New  York  Metal  Trades 
Show  Employment 

Increase 
Accordins  to  a  atatemant  Joat  iasned 

hy  the  Departmant  of  Labor  of  New 
V<.H(  state,  based  on  returns  received 
from  1.514  repraaentative  manufae- 
turvrs  taere  was  an  incraasa  of  2  per 
cent  in  employment  dorinx  June  as 
compared  with  the  month  of  May. 
Tne  outstandinc  increase  of  the 

month  waa  in  the  metal  and  machinery 
industriaa,  eapecially  in  the  railroad 
equipment  ana  repair  shops.  The  firms 
making  locomotives  and  freieht  cars  re- 

ported incraasaa  in  the  number  of  their 
employew  varying  from  16  to  100  per 
cant.  Most  of  the  railway  repair  shops, 
aapacially  the  locomotive  shops,  added  a 
larce  number  of  workers.  Tne  firms 
making  structural  steel  for  buildini; 
and  for  railway  construction  also  re- 

ported larta  ineraaaaa. 
Thoe*  making  boating  aystems  for 

buildings  and  car  heating  apparatus  in- 
creased their  forces.  Employment  in 

the  iron  and  steel  mills  continued  to 
rise.  Most  of  the  establishments  mak- 

ing automobiles  and  parts  employed 
mora  workers  in  June  than  in  May. 
There  was  an  increase  in  the  manufac- 

ture of  airplanes  and  firearms,  but  em- 
ployment m  the  cutlery  industry  con- 

tinues rather  low.  Among  the  eatab- 
lishmenta  making  machinery  and  elec- 

trical goods  there  were  general  in- 
creases, MpeciaUy  in  the  manufacture 

of  elevators,  printing  machinery  and 
electrical  goods,  but  a  decrease  in  the 
manuf;ictnre  of  radio  equipment,  which 
has  been  greatly  expanded  recently. 

June  Auto  Production 
Greater  than  May 

Preliminary  figures  for  the  produc- 
tion of  pasaanger  automobiles  and 

tracks  during  the  month  of  June  are 
reported  to  show  a  toUl  of  271,000 
machines.  This  is  a  gain  of  61  per 
cent  over  the  same  month  a  year  ago 
and  exceeds  the  May  output  by  15,000. 
The  second  ouartar  of  the  current  year 
shows  744,000  cars  and  trucks  pro- 

duced and  approximately  1,120,000  for 
the  first  half  of  1922.  The  toUl  pro. dnctton  for  the  entire  12  months  of  1921 
was  IJtWfiOO  cars  and  trucks. 

Machine  Tool  Builders  to  Co- 
operate  with  the  Depart- 

BMnt  of  Commerce 
The  cooimittae  apnointcd  by  the  Na- 

tional Machine  Tool  Builders*  AaaocU- 
tion  to  co-operat*  with  the  Bureau  of 
Foreign  and  Doaattc  Coraraarca,  De- 

partment of  ConuDerea,  is  composed 
of:  J.  Wallace  Carrel,  l«dge  A  .Shipley 
Machine  Tool  Co..  Cincinnati,  Ohio;  W. 
LsCoato  Neilaon,  Norton  Co..  Worcaater, 
Mass.;  Paul  E.  Thonaa,  KaaraaoUth 
Mfg.  Co..  MOwaDkae,  Wis.;  J.  fiTAn- 
drsaa.  Barnaa  Drill  Co.,  Rockford,  111. 

New  Foundry  Safety  Code 

Approved Adequate  provision  fur  the  protec- 
tion of  industrial  workers  in  foundries 

in  the  iron,  steel,  tin,  sine,  lead, 
aluminum,  and  other  industries  is  in- 

cluded in  the  National  Safety  Code  for 
the  protection  of  industrial  workers  in 
foundries,  which  has  Just  been  ap- 

proved by  the  American  Engineering 
Standards  committee. 

This  code  is  a  revision  of  that  de- 

veloped by  the  American  Foundrymrn's Association  and  the  National  Foundom 
Association,  joint  sponsors  of  the  new 
code.  The  revision  was  worked  out  by 
a  thoroughly  representative  aectional 
committee  under  the  auspicM  and  pro- 

cedure of  the  American  Engineering 
Standards  committee  including  four 
representatives  of  makers  and  owners 
of  foundry  equipment,  four  of  gov- 

ernmental bodies,  two  of  technical  as- 
sociations, two  of  insurance  organisa- 

tions, and  a  representative  of  foundry 

employees. The  approved  code  deals  with  foundry 
conditions  only,  omitting  such  subjects 
as  building  construction,  exits,  stair- 

ways, elevators,  lighting,  aniUtion, 
etc.,  as  these  subjects  are  covered  by 
other  codes  which  have  an  official  sta- 

tus before  the  American  Engineering 
Standards  Committee. 
The  sectionsi  committee  which  re- 

vised the  foundry  safety  code  and recommended  it  lor  approval  by  the 
A.  K.  S.  C.  included  representatives 
of  the  National  Founders  Association, 
the  Association  of  Government  Labor 
Officials,  the  U.  S.  Department  of  Labor, 

the  American  Foundrymen's  Associa- 
tion, the  National  Association  of  Mu- 

tual CuKualty  Companies,  the  National 
Safety  Council,  the  U.  S.  Bureau  of 
Standards,  the  National  Association  of 
Manufacturers,  the  National  Bureau 
of  Casualty  and  Surety  Underwriters, 
the  American  Society  of  .Safety  Engi- 

neers, and  the  U.  S.  Public  Health 
Service. 

« 

A.S.M.E.  Branch  for 
Western  Massachusetts 

A  branch  of  the  American  Society  of 
Mechanical  Engineers  for  Western 
Massachusetts  was  formed  at  a  meet- 

ing in  Springfield,  July  10.  This  is  in 
Sursuance  of  a  vote  at  the  annual  meet- 
ig  of  the  Engineering  Society  of 

Western  Massachusetts  to  affiliate  with 
the  national  organizations  representa- 

tive of  the  different  branches  of  the 
engineering  profasion.  Charles  L. 
Neweorab,  works  manager  of  the 
Worthington  Pump  and  Machinery  Co., 
Holvoke,  was  chairman  o1  the  organ- 

ization committee.  Officers  are  to  be 
elected  at  a  later  meeting.  Plans  were 
diacuaaed  for  a  regional  meeting  of  the 
American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 

neers in  Springfield,  Sept.  26  to  27,  with 
delegates  from  all  New  Rnf^land  divi- 

sions. It  is  estimsted  that  the  Wmtern 
Massachusetts  brsnch  will  comprise 
600  members. 
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Jaa  Feb,  Mor  Apr  Moy  June  July  Aug.  Sept.  Oct.  Nov  Dec,  Jan,  Feb.  Mar  Apr  May  June 
I9Z1  I9ZZ 

Monthly  piB  iron  production  of  »II  coke  and  antliracite 
furnaces  in  millionK  of  tons,  billed  on  returns  compiled  by  tlie American  iron  and  2Steei  Association. 

Jan.  Feb.  Mac  Apr  May  June  July  Aug.  Sept  Oct.  Nw.  Dec  Jon.  FeU  Hoc  Apr  Moy  Jum 1921  1922 

Total  value  of  all  metnl  working  marliinery  exported  monthly from  the  Vnlted  Sliites.  bnoed  on  returns  complied  by  the 
Bureau   of   Foreifrn  and   Domestic  Commerce. 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
.Average   of  New   York,    Chicago    and    Cleveland    Prices 

Current 
Price 

.  J50.025 

Unit 
Soft  steel  bars      per  lb. 
Cold      finished 

shafting        per  lb       0.0335 
Brass  rods     per  lb       0.155 
Solder  (land  J)  .....   per  lb       0.21 
Cotton  waste      per  lb       0.11 
Washers,   cast   iron 

a  in.).....       per  100  lb.     3.83 
Kmery,    disks, 

cloth.    No.    1,    6 
in.  dia...     per  100       3.11 

Lard  cutting  oil    per  gal       0.575 
Machine  oil    per  gal       0.36 
Belting,  leather, 

medium       offlist       40-5% 

Four         One 
Weeks  Year 
Ago  .Ago 

30.0236  go. 0283 

INDUSTRIAL  expansion  to  an  ex- 
tent little  realized,  no  doubt,  by  the 

average  person  is  shown  in  the  fig- 
ures recently  compiled  by  Dow,  Jones 

and  Co.,  indicating  that  many  branches 
of  industry,  more  particu- 

larly the  equipment  classes, 
are  richer  today  than  ever 
before  in  their  history.  At 
the  close  of  their  last  fiscal 

year,  Dec.  31,  1921,  com- 
panies here  selected  were  in 

possession  of  cash  working 
capital  more  than  100  per 
cent  greater  than  on  Decem- 

ber 31,  1914.  On  December 
31,  1921,  it  is  shovim  that  144 
companies  were  in  posses- 
son  of  cash  working  capital 
100  per  cent  greater  than 
they  possessed  on  December 
31,  1914;  in  other  words, 
$4,306,708,230  last  year  as 
compared  with  $2,036,611,447 
in  1914.  The  inventories  of 
these  same  corporations 
standing  at  $1,730,217,302 
last  year,  compare  with  in- 

ventories of  $3,745,510,950  on 
December  31,  1920,  showing 
a  shrinkage  of  $2,015,293,648, 
while  the  inventories  on  Dec. 

31,  1914,  stood  at  $1,281,306,- 

304.  Viewed  in  the  light  of  f ' 
the      enormous      growth      of 
business  during  the  war  period,  the  fi-  a  steady  and  sustained  improvement 
nancial  status  of  these  144  companies  taking  place  since  September,  1921. 
is  quite  close  to  normal  conditions  with    Exports  of  machinery  of  all  classes  for 

of  a  year  ago  of  $1,275,971.  While  a  Pig  iron  production  for  June  reached 
decline  is  shown  from  the  month  of  2,361,028  tons,  an  increase  of  45,661 
March,  the  high  point  for  the  current  tons  over  May,  and  the  highest  point 
year  with  a  total  of  $1,057,106,  the  ex-  touched  since  January,  1921.  The 
ports  for  the  month,  nevertheless,  show    figure  is  especially  interesting  in  view of  the  coal  strike.  In  many 

quarters  the  shutting  off  of 
coal  production  had  been 
looked  upon  as  a  factor  op- 

erating against  a  favorable 
iron  output. 

0.032 
0.1533 
0.213 
0.11 

0.0435 

0.15>.) 

0.203 
0.122 

4.00        4.06 

3.11 0.608 

0.40 

.Machine'    bolts    up 
to  1  .X  30  in    offlist       55% 

40-5% 

@50% 
60%@     50%® 

@60%  60-10%   60-10 

war  earnings  largely  retained. 

Metal    working    machinery    exported 
from  the  United  States  during  the 
month  of  May  had  a  total  value  of 
$892,078,   as  compared   with   the   April 

May  totaled  $19,415,994  as  compared 
with  the  April  total  of  $19,191,148. 
Textile  and  agricultural  machinery  lead 
with  totals  of  $1,520,512  and  $1,603,- 
574  shown  respectively.  Exports  of 
lathes  were  valued   at  $66,604;  boring 

figure  of  $786,951,  and  the  May  total    and  drilling  machines  at  $69,424 

Steel  ingot  production  for 
the  month,  according  to  the 
compilations  made  by  the 
American  Iron  and  Steel 
Institute,  amounted  to  2,634,- 
477  tons.  This  is  based  on  the 
returns  filed  by  30  companies 
which,  in  1921,  produced 
87.5  per  cent  of  the  total. 
It  is,  however,  somewhat 
under  the  May  production  of 

2,711,141,  but  may  be  ac- 
counted for  by  the  difference 

in  the  number  of  working 
days  in  the  two  months, 
and  brings  the  half  yearly 
reported  total  up  to  13,499,- 
386  tons  with  an  apparent 

total  of  15,422,508  tons  indi- 
cated. Unfilled  tonnage  of 

the  U.  S.  Steel  Corporation 
at  the  end  of  June  stands  at 

5,635,531  tons,  an  increase 
of  381,303  tons  over  production  in  May. 

Exports   of   iron   and   steel   for   the 
month  of  May  increased  encouragingly. 
May  exports  amounted  to  230,062  gross 
tons  as  compared  with  142,551  tons  in 
the  corresponding  month  of  last  year. 
Japan  continued  a  heavy  buyer  but 
Canada  and  South  America  now  lead 
as  steel  importers. 

Monthly  average  price  of  tin  and  lead  In  the  New  York, 
market,  based  on  returns  furnished  by  EnBlneerlng-  and  Mtninc Journal-Press. 
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Monthly  average:  Am.  Brake  Shoe;  Am.  Car  and  Fdy.j  Am. L,oco.;  Baldwin;  Lima  Loco.;  N.  Y.  Airbrake;  Pressed  Steel 
Car;  Pullman;   Ry.  Steel  Sprlns;   Westlnghouse  Airbrake. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
lUi  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance*  Agriculture  and  Industry 

Baited  on  Current  Developments 
bt  thbodorb  h.  prior 

BilMr.  rvwMcrrr  aarf  FtavMv,  N«w    Y'ork 

mM  UMt  Ami  mr*  • 
tA  4o«,   wlw   WM*   dMnby 

taK  npoa  Um  fact  Uwt 
■■4  it  it  pariupa  wU 

Ikat  iImi*  u*  alHkM  aad  fwji»y» 

«— If  tnnliM  of 
til  jiMpwHy.  Bariy  teat 
■tfUH  ■••■  aad  Um  caUe* 

  ,     ̂ .  Brad    to    indicaU 
    tntkU  tmn  and  abroad,  but 
tiM  BHukala  vara  atalM  aad  unaffrctad. 
Br  WidBMiiay  tW  Piaaidvat  had  takao 
Mllaa  vkieb  will  piobabljr  and  both 
tka  caat  aad  nihnjr  atnltaa  aad  the 

t.  wUeC  ImmI  aold  at  .18. 
•p  to  Jt  as  nOROn  that  Germany 

'   *  a  ■oratohum  on  her 

PRoancTs  roR  Gbman  Loan 
It  wma  alae  naortad  that  Franca 

wwUd  abaU  bar  aamanda  nlBcienUy 
to  jRitliy  tha  baakara  ia  arraacinir  an 
artaraal  loaa  to  tha  Ganaaa  repub- ttc.  Latar  advieaa  wara  laaa  danniu 
aad  tha  mark  raactad  to  .2X.  bat  tba 
taaa  of  tha  Eoropaaa  markata  ia  ao 
mseh  better  that  taa  foreicn  titaatioa 
i»  rccarded  a*  aiacb  mora  chcarfol 
by  thoaa  who  baaa  their  diarnoti«  upon 

•ymptaau    mthar   tban    the    patient's 

Maaaarfaik  tha  Bank  of  England  bat 
radacad  iu  rata  to  a  par  cant,  and  a 
radaetion  ia  cor  own  Fadaral  Raacnre 
rato  to  SI  par  cent  is  axpaetad  and 
aRRgaatarl  hy  the  weekly  sUtamcnt 
wOA  shows  a  cain  of  tlSfiOOfiOO  in 
tha  gold  hald  aad  a  reserve  ratio  of 
TJ^^  which  ia  Ipar  cent  above  the 
pnmaa  waak.  Taa  (ain  in  cold  was 
a  aRipifaa.  b  to  aadrntood  to  be  due 
to  Um  aiTival  of  aUpsaanU  from  Great 
Britaia  Huda  to  eavar  at  laast  part  of 
tha  lalaraat  mi  har  dabt  to  oar  Gov- 

If  thaaa  iklpiinta  continue  tha  r»- 
aoh  will  be  a  forthar  rsdoctlon  in  in- 
tarsat  rates  aad  a  money  market  in 

It   may   perhaps   be   possible   to 
a  British  loan.     By  some  this  is 

to  ba  tha  porpoaa  that  the  fl- 
  J  af  Lwbaid  Straat  hava   in 
i4«w.  ba»  whatovar  tha  objact  tiia  fact -'  ■    with 

that 
  ,         very 
fa)  contintnul  Europe. 

^  WJHRlaad,  la  wtniM  to  part 
har  faU  at  thia  timab  avi£aea 
tha  BrWih  da  aot  anticipate  anr 

bam in  tha 

__,    — —   .—         I    mn  which 
win  cMBa  MMta  ar  laa  taflatlaa,  will 
»-att  tha  cntawiraauRl  ft  aa  apwarf 
:t-  -7-.'.—  f'  >!*?"  •■  *•«•»  Mm  of tha   Atlaatlc      If  thit   theory   Is   eor- 
rs«5  tha  Ceraaa  mark  will  seU  hicbar 

'^J'^f^*'^  is  to  ha  made  ia 
^  f»Bamt<^iRat  ̂   I 

vOTaMwa  Iha  haahanto^^"* 

At  all  ̂ ^_ 

to  ba'
 

•upears  to  have  paaaad  and  Prasident 
Hardinr's  admlraoie  ftmneas  in  deal- 
inc  with  tha  coal  and  railway  strikes 
arfoea  their  early  ending.  By  the  time 
thay  ara  ended  and  the  flnancial  distress 
of  Germany  hat  been  relieved  sumo- 
thinc  alae  disturbing  will  no  doubt  turn 

ap,  Mt  until  then  any  review  of  con- ditions in  the  United  States  mtut  be 
a  twice  told  tale  of  prosperity,  preaent 
and  proapective. 

The  markets  are  all  about  normal. 
The  extraordinary  activity  in  buildins 
continues.  Lumber  mills  are  "getting 
a  flood  of  new  orders"  and  in  New York  last  week  second  hand  brick  sold 
at  116  a  thousand.  Continued  activ- 

ity ia  reported  in  the  steel  industry 
and  copper  is  firm  at  14  centa.  The 
dry  goods  market  is  normally  active. 
An  eager  demand  is  expected  at  the 
"spring  opening"  of  tne  American Woolen  Co.  next  week. 
Spun  silk  has  declined  nearly  30 

cenU  a  pound  from  the  top.  The 
break  reflects  the  weakness  in  the  Jap- 
anaaa  market  which  is  in  turn  prob- 

ably due  to  the  German  crisis.  The 
American  demand  is,  however,  auite 
aotial  to  the  offerings  at  the  decline, 
which  has  been  regaraed  in  the  trade  aa 
providing  manufacturers  with  an  un- 
ustul  opportunity.  The  constant  in- 

crease in  the  demand  for  and  output 
of  artificial  silk  is  one  of  the  contin- 

ually surprising  sensations  of  the  silk 
business. 

Rubber  is  quiet  but  steady  pending  a 
definite  annotincement  of  an  Anglo- 
Dutch  agreement  to  limit  production. 

Coffee  has  been  easier  and  a  slight 
but  insignificant  recession  in  the  sugar 
market  is  to  be  noted.  A  better  de- 

mand and  a  strong  market  for  hides 

is  reported  and  the  leather  trade  is  im- 
proving with  prices  on  choice  tannagaa atiffanmg. 

Caop  Outlook  Bcrm 
Raw  cotton  and  cotton  futures  have 

been  "fluctious"  aa  usual  in  the  sum- 
mer time.  Unfavorable  crop  news  puts 

the  market  up.  The  converse  puta  it 
down.  There  is,  however,  a  oisposi- 
tion  to  admit  that  the  crop  would  ba 
a  large  ona  were  it  not  for  the  weevil 
and  tha  quaation  of  whether  this  en- 

emy of  cotton  i*  quickrst  killed  by 
anwnate  of  lime  alone,  or  in  combina- 

tion with  molaaaes,  ia  angrily  debatad 
ia  tha  cotton  stotes. 
Tha  grain  crops  promise  well,  but 

tha  bidicatad  crop  of  com  Is  221  mil- 
lion boabeb  under  last  year's,  while 

tha  yield  of  oata  shows  an  increase  of 
127  miUioa  btuhels.  The  toUl  of  the 
spring  and  winter  whest  crop*  Is  pui 
at  22  millioB  bushels  under  1921.  Bail- 
road  trafltc  holds  up  remarkably  well 
considering  Uia  labor  troubles  and  big 
aatamn  aaraincs  with  a  possible  car ahortage  are  axpaetad. 
A  summer  somnolence  ptrvades  the 

•tack  market,  but  railway  sharvs  wake 
«p  occasionally  and  advance  sharply. 
Tha  New  York  WorU  says  that  "finan- 

ciers expect  a  long  bull  market"  and the  expectation  seems  to  be  reasonable. 
Liberty  Bonds  are  all  a  little  more 

above  par.  Small  investors  who  boiifc  ht 
them  as  a  matter  of  patriotism  and 
carried  them  through  the  depression 
are  now  ju-stiticd  in  exchanging  them 
for  other  good  securities  that  will  pay 
more.  Good  domestic  bonds  are  still 
readily  salable  and  new  offerings  are 
ciuickly  absorbed,  but  the  deve'opments 
in  Gerntany  have  "queered"  some  of the  foreign  issues  recently  brought  out 
and  the  underwriters  will  have  to  take them  up. 

A  110,000,000  loan  to  Cuba  is  un- 
der consideration  and  the  Republic  of 

Salvador  is  seeking  to  borrow  f  lK,r>OU,- 
000  here.  Some  important  public  and 
private  issues  for  Canadian  ircount  are 
also  being  planned.  A  marked  inrreattu 
in  business  activity  across  the  border 
is  reported,  but  its  continnnrce  is  to 
aome  extent  denendent  upon  the  out- 

turn of  the  vvbrnt  crop  and  the  price 
obtained  for  it 

Sane  protectionists  take  comfort  in 
the  growing  opposition  to  the  pending 
teriff  bill  and  the  possibility  of  iU 
abandonment,  while  business  men  gen- 

erally are  ̂ lud  to  hope  that  the  bonus 
bill  has  b«en  aimost  smothered  und  as- 

phyxiated by  the  tariff  debate.  A  fel- 
low editor  remarks  "That  special  Prov- 

idence which  is  said  to  hav^  a  sporial 
care  for  drunken  men,  little  children 
and  the  United  States  evidently  con- 

tinues to  be  on  guard  in  spite  of  all 
our  efforts  to  dislodge  it  In  spite  of 
turmoil  and  discouragement  abroad 
which  must  delay  complete  recovery  we 
see  at  home  a  grateful  progreu  in  re- 

cover/." 

From  thi.<  cheerful  view  no  careful 
observer  can  dissent  and  for  the  next 
few  months  at  lea^t  those  who  calculate 

upon  the  norma]  and  allow  a  reason- able margin  of  safety  are  not  likely  to 
go  far  wrong. 

Naval  Academy  Selects 
Carnegie  Institute  for 
Post-Graduate  Work 

Carnegie  Institute  of  Technology 
at  Pittsburgh  has  been  selected  by  tnc 
Uaited  SUtes  Naval  Academy  at  An- 

napolis to  give  advanead  courses  in 
mctaSargy  to  iU  giadOate  nfflcers. 
Beginning  next  September,  thd 

Naval  Academy  will  send  two  ordnance 
ofllcers.  graduates  of  the  Academy,  for 
a  year's  study  in  advanced  mctaUurgy 
|o  the  institute.  Their  studiea  will  be 
grau';;-'<te  work  in  advanced  mrtallurgy 
with  somu  studies  in  electricity  and 
physical  chemistry.  Other  groups  of 
fridoate  officers  will  b«  assigned  each 
ftr  to  various  collegaa  or  universities 
to  study  along  spaciaiizod  lines.  F.  F. 
Mclntnuh,  associate  profassor  in  metal- 

lurgy, at  Carnegie  Tech,  will  supervise tha  Naval  Officarst 
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Expansion  of  Australian 
Machinery  Market 

A  steadily  expanding  market  for 
machinery  in  Australia  is  shown  by 
the  latest  statistics  compiled  by  the 
Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Com- 

merce. Imports  of  industrial  machin- 
ery, excluding  agricultural  machinery, 

amounted  to  £9,059,871  for  the  fiscal 
year  ending  June  30,  1921,  as  against 
£4,302,419  for  1913.  A  large  increase 
may  also  be  observed  in  the  value  and 
the  percentage  of  machinery  imports 
from  the  United  States  in  1921,  as 
compared  with  pre-war  figures.  In 
1913  American  manufacturers  fur- 

nished machinery  valued  at  £1,245,516, 
or  29  per  cent  of  the  total,  as  against 
£3,884,396,  or  43  per  cent,  in  the  fiscal 
year  ending  June  30,  1921. 

The  following  table  gives  the  annual 
machinery  imports  into  Australia  since 
1909,  showing  the  participation  of  the 
United  States  and  the  United  King- 

dom in  this  trade: 

AUSTRALIAN  IMPORTS  OF  MACHINES  AND 
MACHINERY.  INCI.miNG  MACHINE  TOOLS 

BUT  EXCLUDING  AGRICULTURAL 
MACHINERY 

Imports  from         Imports  from 
United  States     United  Kingdom 

Years                              Value  Value 
1909    £649.993  £1,684,736 
1910              832,694  1,559,504 
1911    1,103,686  1,813.345 
1912    1,330,537  2,433,860 

1913    1,245,516  2,471, 6-i? 
1914-15    1,305,450  1,932.988 
1915-16    1,238.306  1,439,683 
1916-17    1,442,303  1,190,000 
1917-18   -  ...  1,240,667  642,079 
1918-19    1,960,785  1,068.098 
1919-20    2,145.652  1,898.748 
1920-21    3,884,396  4,638.997 

The  following  table  shows  some  of 
the  principal  items  imported  from  the 
United  States  and  the  United  King- 

dom 1920-21: 

PRINCIPAL  MACHINERY  IMPORTS  INTO 
AUTRALIA  FROM  THE  UNITED  STATES  AND 

THE  UNITED  KINGDOM  IN    1920-1921 

1920-21 From  From 
United  United 

Items                              States  Kingdom 
Eneinos; 
Gasandoil        £164,872  £236,722 
Others            250,349  153,629 

Machinctools            534,016  849,189 
Mining  machinery             87,333  44,919 
Sewin?.  stitching,  and  knitting 

machincrv              411,782  415,392 
Printing  machinery            192.651  70,996 
Electrical    machinery,    appli- 

ances,etc           777,014  1,087,416 

Total       2,408,017     2,858,263 

The  United  Kingdom  and  the  United 
States  have  between  them  practically 
monopolized  the  Australian  machinery 
market.  The  only  other  countries  sup- 

plying appreciable  quantities  are  Swe- 
den, Canada,  Switzerland,  France,  and 

Belgium.  Imports  from  these  coun- 
tries in  1920-21  were  as  follows:  From 

Sweden,  £319,425;  Canada,  £82,510; 
Switzerland,  £48,931;  France,  £26,914; 
and  Belgium,  £11,200. 
German  goods  have  been  excluded 

by  the  provisions  of  Australian  war- 
tiyie  legislation,  but  beginning  next 
August  they  may  again  enter  the  field. 
Machinery  imports  from  Germany  at- 

tained a  maximum  of  £387,100  in  1913, 
which  represented  only  9  per  cent  of 
the  total  imports  in  that  year. 
The  growth  in  imports  from  the 

United  States,  as  compared  with  the 
pre-war  years,  is  particularly  striking 
in  view  of  the  advantages  enjoyed  in 
the  Australian  market  by  the  United 
Kingdom,  among  which  may  be  men- 

tioned substantially  heavy  preferential 
tariffs;  favorable  exchange  rates;  and 
close  political,  commercial,  and  finan- 

cial affiliations.  Many  of  the  dealers 
m  imported  machinery  have  intimate 
connections  with  Great  Britain,  and 
some  are  actually  branches  of  British 
houses.  A  considerable  number  of  Aus- 

tralian industrial  establishments  are 
financed  by  British  capital.  As  re- 

gards the  matter  of  commercial  facili- 
ties, three  of  the  most  important  banks 

in  Australia  are  British  and  the  rest 
have  branches  in  Great  Britain,  while 
no  American  banks  have  yet  been  es- tablished in  Australia. 

Australia  is  developing  steadily  and 
American  machinery  manufacturers 
should  not  overlook  the  opportunities 
presented  for  the  future.  The  esti- 

mated value  of  Australian  production 
by  industries  is  indicated  in  the  ac- 

companying table,  from  the  latest 
quarterly  summary  of  Australian  sta- 

tistics (December,  1921).  The  amounts 
shown  under  the  heading  "Manufactur- 

ing" comprise  the  value  added  by  the 
process  of  manufacture;  in  other 
words,  the  difference  between  the  cost 
of  the  raw  material  and  the  value  of 
the  finished  product.  It  will  undoubt- 

edly surprise  many  to  observe  that 
manufacturing  is  Australia's  second  in- 

dustry in  importance. 

ESTIMATED    VALUE    OF    AUSTRALIAN 
PRODUCTION 

Items 

1910 
1913 

1919-20 
Agricultural £39,752,000 £46,162,000 £72,234.000 Pastoral   56,993,000 57,866,000 109,062.000 
Dairy,  poul- 

try,    and 
bee  farm- ing  17,387,000 20,341,000 38,830,000 Forestry 

and    6sh- enes   
4,789,000 6,338,000 10,170,000 Mining   

23,222,000 25,810,000 19,725,000 

M    a    n    u- facturing. 
45,598,000 

61,586,000 98,162,000 

Total... 187,741,000 218,103,000 348,183,000 

^;—  1 920-^1  -—-  Washington  Notes 
By  Paul  Wooton 

A  torpedo  plane,  the  last  word  in 
aircraft  construction  of  its  kind,  will 
be  evolved  from  tests  at  present  under 
way  at  the  Naval  Air  Station,  Ana- 
costia,  under  the  supervision  of  the 
Bureau  of  Aeronautics,  according  to 
reports  issued  by  the  Navy  department. 
Daily  test  flights,  with  types  of  torpedo 
planes  which  embody  the  most  advanced 
ideas  of  foreign  and  American  builders, 
are  being  held  under  the  direction  of 
the  foremost  authorities  on  Naval  air- 

craft design,  and  the  next  few  weeks 
should  give  to  Naval  aviation  the  best 
torpedo  plane  in  the  world. 
A.  H.  G.  Fokker,  designer  and 

builder  of  the  famous  Fokker  mono- 
plane used  by  Germany  during  the 

World  War  for  pursuit  and  combat 
work,  is  now  at  Anacostia.  He  is  di- 

recting the  tests  of  his  own  plane, 
which  is  an  adaptation  of  the  famous 
German  Fokker,  improved  and  re- 

designed to  meet  the  requirements  of 
swift  and  accurate  torpedo  attack  by 
airplane  on  battleships.  In  competi- 

tion with  the  Fokker  plane  are  types 
of  British  and  American  design,  and 
with  the  rigid  tests  under  way  each 
type  is  being  judged  on  its  merits. 

These  developments  are  merely  in 
line  with  a  consistent  policy  of  leading 
the  world  in  advanced  ideas  along  the 
lines  of  national  security — a  policy 
which  discards  the  obsolete  and  forges 

to  the  front  with  the  best  in  the  in- 
terest of  national  defense. 

The  War  Department  appropriation 
bill  carrying  funds  for  the  year  which 
began  July  1,  by  approval  of  Confess 
and  the  President,  authorizes  $26,250 
for  the  Ordnance  Department  of  the 
army  for  testing  machines  for  materials 
of  this  department. 

Appropriations  for  the  District  of 
Columbia  for  the  year  which  began  July 
1,  under  Congressional  allotment,  in- 

clude $250,000  for  repairing  the  heat- 
ing and  ventilating  systems  in  Dis- 
trict public  schools;  $45,000  for  tools 

and  machinery  for  manual  training  in- 
struction; and  $12,500  for  a  pumping 

engine,  triple  expansion,  motor  driven, 
for  the  fire  department. 

The  War  Department  appropriation 
bill  whose  funds  became  available  July 
1  on  approval  by  Congress  and  the 
President  authorizes  the  expenditure 
of  $150,000  for  the  construction  at  the 
army  barracks  in  the  Hawaiian  Is- 

lands of  a  refrigerating  plant 
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Brazil  Will  Hold  Engineering 
Congress 

Of  special  interest  to  American  Ma- 
chinist readers  is  the  announcement 

that  Ingenieria  Intemaeional,  the  Mc- 
Graw-Hill Spanish  publication,  is  the 

recipient  of  signal  honors.  From  Se- 
bastiao  Samparo,  commercial  attache 
of  the  Brazilian  Embassy,  Washington, 
p.  C,  has  come  a  pressing  and  cordial 
pnvitation.  It  is  an  invitation  to  take 
part  in  the  International  Congress  of 
JEngineering  to  be  held  in  Rio  de  Jan- 

eiro, Sept.  7  to  30,  1922. 
The  date,  September  7.  is  important 

for  it  marks  the  first  centenary  of 
Brazilian  independence.  Not  only  will 
the  International  Congress  of  Engineer- 

ing be  opened  on  that  date,  but  the 
republic,  on  that  day  also,  will  throw 
open  the  gates  to  her  great  Interna- 

tional Exposition  with  ceremonies  be- 
fitting so  momentus  an  occasion. 

And  a  momentus  occasion  it  will 
surely  be.  With  infinite  wisdom  this 
new  republic  has  paid  a  rare  tribute 
to  the  engineering  profession.  She  has 
recognized  the  premier  place  of  the 
technical  man  in  world  industrial  de- 

velopment. She  has  sensed  the  bene- 
fits to  be  derived  from  gathering  them 

together  on  her  shores;  and  she  charged 
her  own  Club  de  Engenharia  in  the 
city  of  Rio  with  the  huge  task  of  or- 

ganizing an  International  Engineering 
Congress,  instructing  its  members  to 
spare  no  expense  to  make  it  a  suc- 

cess. An  effort  such  as  this  bespeaks 
an  ardent  desire  on  the  part  of  Brazil 
to  promote  an  international  fraternal 
feeling  among  the  engineering  profes- 

sion. More  than  that,  it  shows  how 
keen  she  is  to  acquaint  the  profession 
with  the  stupendous  problems  confront- 

ing her  in  the  development  of  the  vast 
resources  within  the  borders  of  the  re- 

public. For  this  reason  the  congress 
deserves  the  serious  thought  of  every 
reader  interested  in  expanding  the  mar- 

kets for  American  machinery. 
Subjects  of  a  far  reaching  nature  are 

to  be  brought  before  the  meeting.  They 
are  subjects  of  great  moment  to  Brazil 
and  her  future  industrial  development 
and  in  lending  the  republic  assistance 
in  solving  the  great  problems  there  is 
to  be  found  an  excellent  opportunity  to 
sow  seeds  for  future  trade. 

The  director  of  Ingenieria  Intema- 
eional, V.  L.   Havens,  is  preparing  to 
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tad  tkv  opom* 
llak.     Ht  «iU  K*  M  •  linw UtHi 
if  iIm  9M*'>  ■*'  paaaftty,  alM.  m  • 
i«aa«MiMttv«    of   MM    or    aort    ••• 

la   Um  Ana   b»> 
tkat  BrMtlti  pnMmu  of  railway, 
uad  ttmml,  coal  «i4  atkar  iad«»> 

koM  epportawlty  oT 
VtfW      4wbW      Um      MXt 
iliiHw  lA«*i«wt  wiU 
Ib  pHaiiW  to  Mr.  lUv«fu 
hs  nadw*  Bay  hava  r» 

tlw  caMTCM  urf  it>  aiaM. 
Wm  tkaa  a  fortalcht  disuat 

Nr«  York.  Wkat  a  WMMiarfal 
iiijr  for  lacikiai  tool  boiMtn 

«»'«0oy  a  iMaltkM  vacaUoa  aad  m- tikflifc      cHoai    «i   grmt    tntaxm 

Business  Items 

TIm  Standard  Mold  Co..  Akron.  Ohio, 
■aaafaitiiiwi  of  rakkor  aelda.  cores 
•M  vartou  •pociaHlH.  kaa  awarded  • for  too  cooatra cooatrvctiaa  of  a  n«w 

which,   it   i«   fUled.    will    In- 
its   prcoMit   production   by   ap- 

'    M  par  coaL 
Tlw   Aale   SpaeialtlM   Co..   St.    Jo- 

Mick.,  witk   a    branch   plant   at 
IT,  Oat.,  atanofactttrar  of  auto- 
Jacka.  akock   aboorbor*.   mall*- 

aUa  caatiafB.  etc..  is  dlapoainc  of  a 
of  $SM.OOO.  a   portion   of 

to    ba    luad    for    plant 

Tka  Doaklar  Dia  Caatiac  Co.,  Court 
aad  NfBlk  8tr««ts.  Brooklyn.  N.  Y.. 
kaa  airaacad  for  an  increase  in  capital 
fkaaa  fl  JW^WO  to  »2.000,000. 

TIm  Taraer  MacktiM  Co.,  28  Eaglo 
StTMt,  Newark.  N.  J.,  manufacturer 
ol  ■jitial  machinery,  haa  arranged  for 

in  capiul  from  $25,000  to 
for  general  expansion. 

Aa  Dotioft  Stoker  Co.,  7S42  Wood- 
ward  A^miW.  Datroit.  Mich.,  has  ac- 
■ilnil  tW  plant  of  tho  Van  Blerck 
HaMr  Co.,  Moaroa.  Mich.,  for  a  con. 
rfiaratka  of  doaa  to  t7S,000.  The 
•aw  owBor  will  naa  the  plant  for  the 

factor*  of  stolnrs  aad  parts,  and 
imawdiato  posssasiBii.  Em- 
will   b*  given  to  about  200 

TW  BatUokaai  Motors  Corporation, 
Fa.,  rsecatly  organized  to 
tka  pUnts  and  aaaets  of 

r  corporation  of  the  same 
».  kaa  arrangod  for  the  immediate 

■ptioa  of  operations  at  the  Potts- 
Pa.,  worsa.  Sepoirs  and  int- 
MBU  win  bo  Bwde  to  mackinery 

aad  a  warUag  fores  rocraitsd  at  once. 
Tha  fteat  wUIka  opsratod  oa  a  10-hour 
4a9  talis,  tka  saaM  as  tka  aMia  works 
a*  ADeatawB.  wkick  rwsatly  was 
startod  ap. 
TV  Boliaaes  Btari  aad  Tool  Co., 

U  Marray  Straot.  New  York.  N.  Y., 
kaa  flsd  aoliat  of  rodactkm  in  capital- 
iHtlsa  fre«  ISOO.O0O  to  t\0fiOO. 

T%a  Vaagka  and  Basknell  kaau- 
C*..  2114  Carroll  Ar«nue. 
ill.  aMBBfactarer  of  toots, 
Bottas  af  tacrsass  ia  capital 

IIMM  la  fMOjNO.  and  1,000 
s    m    alodiu   bo    par    valao,    for 

•D 

Tka  fTBaUta 
N.  Y..  to 
tk* 

CBM.   N.   Y..   Is 
Wksd  tk*  MBlk 

Co..  S^ra- 
lo  ka»e  lln- 

iaas  ky  kraaUng '    lartkat 

BMBtk.  The  output  was  tk*  second 

iart«ot  BMBtkly  prodaction  in  the  his- 
toiy  9t  tks  eoBipaay. 

Tlia  Wostlackouse  Electric  Interna- 
~  Co..  Maxico  City.  .Mexico,  it  is 

id,  rwoBtly   hat   Uken   larger 
^   ta  tko  Boker  Buildini;.  laabel 
la  Catolica.  and  Id  de  Septiembre 
SUveU  with  C.  V.  Allen,  for  many 
yaars  BMnager  of  Westingaooae  inter- 
sots  ia  Mexico,  in  charge. 

The  W.  R,  Martin  Co.  Louisville. 

Ky..  i>  reported  to  have  closed  a  con- 
tract recently  for  the  equipment  neces- 

sary for  the  inBtallatiun  of  a  complete 
forg*  shop  in  which  its  business  in 
forging  for  the  mining  industry  will 
be  taken  care  of. 

Tlie  WestingkoQS*  Electric  Intems- 
tional  Co.,  Buenos  Aires,  Argentins,  sn- 
nounces  tke  occupstion  of  larger  quar- 

ters in  that  city,  the  new  addreas  be- 
ing Avenida  de  Mayo  1031,  with  Louis 

F.  Peck  as  managing  director. 

The  Manufacturers'  Tool  and  Supply Co..  South  Bend,  Ind.,  now  located  at 
314  St.  Joaeph  St..  has  broken  ground 
St  the  comer  of  S.  Msin  snd  Cslvert 
Sts.  for  their  new  buildinK-  The  struc- 

ture wkich  will  be  of  concrete  and  6S 
by  132  feet  is  expected  to  be  finished 
by  September  1. 

The  Blsck  A  Decker  Msnufacturing 
Co..  Townson  Heights.  Baltimore,  Md., 
paid  a  dividend  of  2  per  cent  on  the 
preferred  stock  for  the  second  quarter 
and  r.t  the  ssme  time  paid  a  dividend 
of  2  per  cent  for  the  fourth  quarter 
of  last  yesr. 
The  Branford  Brass  Foundry  Co., 

Inc.,  Branford,  Conn.,  has  been  incor- 
porated under  the  laws  of  Connecti- 

cut, to  engage  in  the  brass  foundry 
business.  The  compsny  will  have  s  csp- 
ital  stock  of  150,000,  snd  the  incor- 

porators sre:  Albert  V.  Neilson,  Fred- 
erick A.  Ells,  and  Hugh  A.  Cox.  of 

the  town  of  Branford. 

The  Collins  Co.,  msnufaeturers  of 
tools,  CoUinsville,  Conn.,  held  their  sn- 
nnal  meeting  at  Hartford,  Conn.,  July 
11.  elected  Charles  E.  Chase,  chair- 

man of  the  board  of  the  Hartford  Fire 
Insurance  Co.,  Hartford;  and  Anson  T. 
McCook,  as  directors  to  succeed  Rich- 

ard C.  Colt  and  William  Hill.  The  of- 
ficers chosen  include:  Chsries  L.  Tsvlor, 

president;  C.  H.  Clark,  vice-president: 

id 

pointod  manager  of  the  interior  light* 
ing  section  or  the  merchandising  de- 

partment, Westinghousr  Electric  and 
ManufaoturinK  Co.,  with  headquarters 
St  South  liend,  Ind. 

J.  G.  BKNDirr.  general  manager  of 
the  Landis  Machine  Co.,  Wayneaboro, 
Pa.,  sailed  July  8th  for  a  combined 
business  and  pleasure  trip  abroad.  Mr. 
Benedict  will  be  ̂ ne  for  about  two 
months  and  his  itinerary  will  include 
England,  France,  Holland.  Belgium and  Germany. 

J.  W.  Robinson  has  been  promoted 

to  the  managership  of  the  central  sta- 
tion division,  of  the  Chicago  ofl)ce, 

Wfstinghouse  Electric  and  Manufac- 
turing Co. 

Edwaid  R.  Abbott,  formerly  New 
York  representative  for  the  Taft-Peirce 
Manufacturing  Co.,  is  now  with  the  Uu 
Pont  EnRineering  Company,  Wilminit- 
ton,  Delaware,  as  sales  representative 
for  their  Wilmington  shops,  recently 

opened  to  contrsct  work  ss  a  perma- 
nent feature  of  the  Du  Pont  activities. 

NoBMAN  Stbwart  of  the  Chicago 

office,  Weatinghouae  Electric  and  Manu- 
facturing Co.,  has  been  appointed 

branch  manag«^r  of  the  Minneapolis 
office  of  the  company. 

WnxiAM  F.  Nank,  formerly  auditor 
of  the  Carroll  Foundry  and  Machine 
Tool  Co..  has  been  appointed  branch 
manager  of  the  Mason  Tire  and  Rub- 

ber Co.,  Kent,  Ohio,  with  headquarters 
in  Canton. 

C.  E.  Allin,  of  the  Chicago  office, 

Weatinghouae  Electric  and  Manufac- 
turing Co.,  has  been  appointed  district 

manager  of  the  St  Louis  office. 
A.  C.  Habbrkorn,  formerly  Detroit 

branch  manager  of  Manning,  Maxwell 
A  Moore,  Inc..  and  E.  E.  Wood,  for- 

merly sales  msnagcr  of  the  Jones  A 
Lsmson  Machine  Co.,  hsve  formed  a 

partnership  under  the  name  of  Habcr- kom  A  Wood  and  have  opened  an 
ofllc*  and  warehouse  at  620  E.  Hancock 
Av*.,  Detroit,  Michigan,  where  they 
w^U  handle  a  line  of  machine  tools, 
cutting  oils  snd  compounds  snd  per- 

manent mould  aluminum  castings. 

D.  O.  Tyler  has  junt  been  made  man- 
ager of  the  turbine  section,  Westing- 

house  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co., 
Pittsburgh. 

Harry  B.  Ctrnns,  secretary  and 
treasurer,  of  the  Bridgeport  Hardware 

F.    Spencer    Goodwin,    secretary;    ani 
Meigs  H.  Whsples,  treasurer,  and  these     treasurer,  of  the  Bridgeport  Hardware 
together  with  Arthur  L.  Shipman,  Ed-     Manufacturing  Co.,  Bridgeport,  Conn., 
ward  K.  Root.  WalUr  L.  Goodwin,  Wil-     ̂ ^  elected  a  member  of  the  board  of 
Ham    A.    Hitchcock,    George    H.    Sage, 
Philip  B.  Gale,  and  Charles  E.  Chase, 
constitute  the  board  of  directors. 

The  Guy  Steel  Casting  Co.,  West 
Hartford.  Conn.,  hai  recentlv  filed 
papers  of  incorporation  under  the  laws 
of  Connecticut.  The  capiul  stock  of 
tk*  compsny  is  160,000.  and  they  will 
carry  on  a  business  of  metal  casting 
snd  steel  treating.  The  incorporators 
of  the  compsny  sre:  W.  R.  Bennett  and 
John  E.  Sinnott,  both  of  Hartford. 
Corni.,  and  George  B.  Kinghom,  of 
Soothington,  Conn. 

directors  of  the  Mechanics  and  Farmers 
Ssvings  Bank  of  Bridgeport,  at  its  an- 

nual meeting  held  July  11. 

Obitixary I 

Person 

als      I 

R.  J.  CoBBAjf  kaa  bom  BMd*  managar 
of  tk*  Botto  eOtm,  WaatlBcbooso  El*c> 
trie  aad  Manofactorlas  Co. 

W.    T.    Blackwbi.   haa    beea    ap- 

Chajujm  Phillips,  superintendent  of 
the  Bridgeport  MeUl  Goods  Manufac- 

turing Co.,  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  died  at 
his  home  in  that  city  July  4,  after  a 
short  illness.  Mr.  PhiUipH  was  fifty- 
nine  years  old,  and  at  one  time  was 
oonnoctod  with  the  Bridgeport  Brass 
Co.,  Bridgeport,  in  an  ofllcial  capacity. 

Harvcy  E.  Miluk,  vice-president  of 
tke  Fairbanks  Co.,  of  Cuba,  died  July  0 
at  Hutchinson,  Kan.,  from  injuries  he 
received  in  the  SanU  F^>  collision  at 
Burrton,  Kan.,  on  the  day  before. 

Mr.  Miller  and  his  father  before  him 
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were  pioneers  in  the  scale  business. 
He  was  62  years  old  and  had  been 
with  the  Fairbanks  Co.  for  forty- 
two  years.  As  a  boy  he  learned  to 
build  scales  from  his  father  and  soon 
became  an  expert. 
John  M.  Goodwin,  general  manager 

of  the  New  Process  Twist  Drill  Co., 
Taunton,  Mass.,  died  on  July  4. 
WiLUAM  T.  Murphy,  president  of  the 

Standard  Machinery  Co.,  Auburn,  and 
prominent  in  manufacturing  circles 
throughout  Rhode  Island,  died  at  Green- 

field, Mass.,  July  9,  following  a  three 
days  illness. 

Mr.  Murphy  was  a  member  of  the 
Providence  Chamber  of  Commerce  and 
president  of  the  Metal  Trades  Council. 
He  was  a  native  of  Providence  and 
was  40  years  of  age.  He  received  his 
early  schooling  at  the  Point  Street 
grammar  school  and  English  high 
school.  At  the  conclusion  of  prepara- 

tory courses  he  entered  Brown  Uni- 
versity, from  which  he  was  graduated 

in   1903. 
A  few  months  later  he  became  as- 

sociated with  the  late  Michael  J.  Houli- 
han in  the  construction  of  machinery, 

and  eventually  the  machine  company  of 
which  he  was  the  head  was  estab- 

lished. Recognized  as  the  practical 
man  in  the  promotion  of  the  Standard 
Machinery  Company,  he  succeeded  Mr. 
Houlihan  as  president. 

Theodore  J.  Menton,  vice-president, 
SchaefFer  and  Budenberg  Manufactur- 

ing Co.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  died  July  9, 
at  his  home  in  that  city.  He  was  bom 
at  Elgin,  111.,  forty-five  years  ago  and 
had  been  a  resident  of  Brooklyn  for 
thirty  years.  He  had  been  connected 
with  the  manufacturing  company  for 
twenty-five  years. 

J.  HOBART  Bronson,.  president  and 
treasurer,  of  the  Oakville  Co.,  manu- 

facturers of  metal  and  wire  goods, 
Oakville,  a  suburb  of  Waterbury,  Conn., 
died  at  his  summer  home  in  Litchfield, 
Conn.,  July  6,  after  a  very  brief  ill- 

ness. Mr.  Bronson,  who  was  eighty 
years  old,  was  about  in  his  usual  health 
the  day  previous  to  his  death.  He 
was  formerly  president  of  the  Citizens 
National  Bank  of  Waterbury,  Conn., 
and  has  been  prominent  in  industrial 
and  civic  affairs  in  and  about  Connecti- 

cut. Mr.  Bronson  is  survived  by  his 
jvife,  one  son.  Captain  Bennet  Bron- 

son, two  grandchildrcM,  and  a  brother, 
Dr.  Edward  B.  Bronson,  of  New  York 
city. 

Human    FactorN     in    Industry.       By    Harry 
Tipper,     manager.     Automotive     Indus- 

tries.     Published   by  the   Ronald    Press 
Co..  New  York  City,  cloth  binding,  280 
pages,  price  $2. 

Probably  at  no  previous  period  has  thero 
existed    so    great    a    need    for    an    intensive 
study  and  a  clear  conception  of  the  strong 
currents   of   economics   and   sociology,   more 
especially    that    subdivision    known    as    the 
labor  problem,  than  there  does  today.     Cer- 

tainly   in    no    previous    period    have    men    of 
industry,    employers    of    labor    and    execu- 

tives generally,  had  so  little  cause  to  com- 
plain of  a  lack  of  literature  on  the  subject 

from  the  pens  of  able  minds.     True  enough, 
much  of  it   is   burdensome   and   tiresome   to 
read,    but    here    and    there    exceptions    are 
found — exceptions    in    the    form    of    short, 
clear-cut   discussions    of   the    great    subject. 
Of  such  is  the  little  book  of  less  than   300 
pages    from    Mr.    Tipper,    which    has    beer 
issued  only  recently  by  the  Ronald  Press. 

In   the  opening  chapters   the  author  .lur- 
veys  the  growth  and  development  of  labor 

unions  and  the  trade  union  idea  during 
the  past  century.  An  analysis  of  the  cur- 

rents and  counter  currents  operating  In 
present  day  industry  In  general,  their  con- 

nection with  group  organization  among 
manufacturers,  and  the  much-discu.ssed  col- 

lective bargaming  schemes  occupy  the 
early  chapters. 

Just  what  the  outlook  is  for  various  pro- 
posals intended  to  correct  the  situation,  as 

it  is  generally  known,  Is  surveyed  in  the 
latter  part  of  the  book.  Bonus  and  profit 
sharing  systems,  wage  schemes,  incentive 
and  fatigue  are  Investigated  and  their 
values  set  down.  The  final  chapters  are 
devoted  to  an  analysis  of  the  Industrial  re- 

lations departments,  the  open  shop  and  the 
immediate  future  outlook. 

Noteft  en  Slerhantcal  DrawlnK.     By  Rolland 
S.     Wallis.       Paper     cover,     64     pages. 
Published    by    the    engineering    exten- 

sion   department,    Iowa    State    College, 
Ames,  Iowa,  price  50  cents. 

The  book  is  a  supplement  to  the  drawing 
courses  conducted  by  that  department,  and 
is    an    elementary    discussion    of    the    tech- 

nique of  various  drafting  tools,  the  princi- 
ples   of    projection,    lettering    and    drafting 

room  geometry. 

Pullinir   Together.      By    John    T.    Broderlck. 
With  introduction  by  Charles  P.  Stein- 
metz.     One-hundred-forty-one  5  x  7  in, 
pages,  red  cloth  boards.     Published  by 
Robson    &    Adee,    Schenectady,    N.    Y. Price  $1. 

A  book  dealing  with  human  relations  in 
industry,  advocating  in  particular  employee 
representation    In  management.      The  story 
is    presented    as    a    dialogue    between    the 
president  of  a  corporation  employing  30,000 
people  and  a  traveling  machine  tool  sales- 

man.    On  account  of  the  style  adopted  and 
the   plain,    direct  way   of  telling,   the    book 
will  make  excellent  reading  for  both  plant 
executive  and  for  employee.     It  will   prob- 

ably not  leave  the  plant  owner  or  manager 
entirely    sold    on    the    matter    of    employee 
representation,   but  will  go  far  to  convince 
him   that   there   is   much  to   be   said    for   it 
and   that    It    might   under   the    right   condi- 

tions and  if  properly  applied  solve  many  of 
his  labor  difficulties. 
Labor  leaders,  minor  executives  and 

those  they  direct,  if  open-minded,  should 
profit  by  a  reading  of  "Pulling  Together," 
if  only  to  be  told  again  that  "the  interests 
of  those  engaged  in  industry,  whatever  the 
nature  of  the  functions  they  exercise  or  of 
the  service  they  perform,  are.  or  should  be, 
identical,  not  dissimilar,  and  therefore  that 
their  relations  should  be  harmoniou.s.  not 
antagonistic."  Also  "that  the  industrial 
system  is  dependent  for  its  existence  upon 
co-ordinated  effort  and  the  human  beings 
who  supply  that  effort  have  motives  and 
purposes  that  are  common  and  cannot  be 

otherwise." 
Graphical   Methodx.      William   C.    Marsshall, 

M.E.,    C.E.      First    edition.      McGraw- 
Hill  Book  Co.,    Inc.,   370   Seventh  Ave., 
New   York,   and    6   and    S    Bouverle   St., 
London.  E.  C.  England.     Two  hundred 
and  fifty-three  6  x  9-in.  pages  and  220 
illustrations.      Price   $3. 

Graphs    have    come    into    such    universal 
use  that  a  book  of  this  kind,  containing  as 
it  doe«,  examples  of  graphs  for  almost  every 
conceivable  purpose  together  with  full   and 
complete    Instructions   for   their  preparation 
and    use,    is    of    incalculable    value    to    the 
business  as  well  as  the  professional  man. 

The  book  opens  with  an  introduction  giv- 
ing a  short  hut  comprehensive  history  of 

graphical  methods  and  a  list  of  their  classi- 
fication. The  various  chapters  cover 

"Kinds  of  Graphs,"  "Making  of  Diagrams," 
"Applications,"  "Determination  of  Laws," 
"Routing  and  Organization,"  "Calcula- 

tions," "Nomography  and  Mechanical  Rec- 

ords." 

Boring  and  Turning  Mills.  The  Colburn 
Machine  Tool  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio.  Bulle- 

tins B-101,  B-102  and  B-103  descriptive  of 
Colburn  heavy  duty  boring  and  turning 
mills.  Bulletin  B-101  contains  details  and 
specifications  on  the  42  in.  machine,  while 
bulletin  B-102  is  descriptive  of  the  90  In. 
machine. 

Oil  Bnrnlng  SyntemB.  Schutte  &  Koert- 
ing  Co..  Philadelphia,  Pa.  A  general  cata- 

log just  off  the  press,  containing  complete 
descriptive  and  technical  data  on  the  Koert- 
ing  fuel  oil  burning  systems.  The  various 
bulletins  composing  the  catalog  contain  con- 

siderable general  Information  on  the  in- 
stallation, operation  and  maintenance  of  oil 

burning  plants,  their  requirements,  charac- 
terlRlcB  and  functions.  Contained  also 
within  the  pageii  are  a  great  many  illus- 

trations in  color  and  25  tables  of  important data. 

Milling  Machlnri..  The  Ingersoll  Milling 
Machine  Co.,  Rockford.  111.  A  circular  let- 

ter In  folder  form  with  cuts  showing  a  four 
head  Ingersoll  adjustable  rail  milling  ma- 

chine and  its  use  on  special  work  In  vari- 
ous manufacturing  plants. 

Arc  Welding  In  Electric  Railway  8hapa. 
The  Westlnghouse  Electric  &  Manufactur- 

ing Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  Leaflet  No.  1824. 
describing  arc  welding  on  worn  and  broken 
brake  shoes,  bearings,  frames,  bolsters,  ettc. 
Illustrations  showing  methods  are  given  as 
are  also  figures  showlnK  the  sHVings  pos- 

sible in  reclaiming  worn  out  parts. 
Tool  Steel.  Vanadium-Alloys  Steel  Co., 

Latrobe,  Pa.  A  sixteen-page  bulletin  on 
the  subject  of  non-shrlnkable  die  steel  with 
useful  information  regarding  methods  to 
be  followed  in  its  heat  treatment. 

RestHtanrp  Thermometry.  The  Brown 
Instrument  Co..  Philadelphia,  Pa.  Catalog 
No.  90,  consisting  of  24  pages,  containing 
a  discussion  of  resistance  thermometry. 
Various  types  of  resistance  thermometers 
are  illustrated  and  described  with  Instruc- 

tions given  regarding  their  operation,  care 
and  maintenance. 

Twist  DrUls.  The  ̂ Vhitman  and  Barnes 
Co.,  Akron,  Ohio.  Circular  letter  in  folder 
form  containing  illustrations  showing  the 
application  of  the  company's  twist  drills and  reamers  to  various  types  of  work. 

Bolt  and  Not  Machinery.  Pawtucket 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Pawtucket,  R.  I.  A 
bulletin  of  twenty-three  pages,  containing 
illustrations  and  specifications  pertaining  to 
the  numerous  sizes  of  cold-punched  nut 
presses  made  by  this  company  for  the  pro- 

duction of  square  and  hexagon  U.  S.  Stand- 
ard nuts ;  a  twelve-page  bulletin  descrip- 
tive of  various  sizes  of  bolt  forging  ma- 

chines; a  twelve-page  bulletin  containing 
data  and  Illustrations  on  several  sties  of 
bar,  lever  and  cutting  shears  ;  a  four-page 
circular  describing  the  two  sizes  of 
Knowles  key-seating  machines. 

(We  regret  that  the  title  of  the  above 
mentioned  catalog  was  printed  incorrectly 
last  week  as  Bolt  and  Hub  Machinery  and 
are  pleased  to  correct  the  error.) 

Changes  In  the  Economic  Ufe  of  the  Chi- 
nese People.  Trade  Information  Bulletin 

No.  5  by  Julean  Arnold,  Commercial  At- 
tache, American  Embassy,  Peking,  pub- 

lished by  the  Department  of  Commerce, 
Washington. 

roramereial  AvIatlon-AIr  Mail  Service. 
A  pamphlet  of  168  pages  with  index,  being 
the  hearings  before  the  committee  on  Post 
Roads  of  the  House  of  Representatives  on 
the  bill  H.  R.  11193  to  encourage  commer- 

cial  aviation. 

Association  of  Iron  and  Steel  Kleotrical 
Kngineers.  Annual  convention,  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland.  Ohio. 
Secretary,  John  F.  Kelly,  Empire  Building, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

.American  Institute  of  Mining  and  Meta- 
lurgical  Engineers,  annual  convention,  Sept. 
25  to  28.  1922,  San  Francisco.  Cal.  Secre- 

tary, F.  F.  Sharpless,  29  West  39th  Street, 
New  Y'ork  city. 

American  Society  for  Steel  Treating.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.  building.  Detroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Bisenman,  4.600  Prospect  Ave., 
Cleveland,  is  secretary. 

American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 
tion annual  convention.  New  York  City, 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean,  160 

Broadway,    New   Y^ork  City. 
National  Machine  Tool  Builders'  Associa- 

tion. Annual  convention.  New  York  city. 
October.  1922.  Secretary,  E.  F.  Du  Brtil, 
817  Provident  Bank  Building,  Cincinnati, Ohio. 

National  Founders  Association,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary,  J.  M.  Taylor,  Z>  South 
La  Salle  St.,  Chicago,  lU. 
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I Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
METAtS-^Contihtied 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      15.25 
Brass  wire  (carlots).ii  ix--» . .-. .  v  , . .. . .    17.  75 

Zinc  sheets  (casks)   .".".'.. ...      8.25 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot);  Bavohne.'N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bavonne,  N.J.  .    39.00 

Solder  (',  and  5),  (caselots)   ._^.    21;O0 
Babbitt  metal   (fair   grade)  .'."TTT'.  .  . .    24.25 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)..;  —  i...:ll.(X) 

16.00 
17.75 
17.25 

IS. 75 

15175 

22.00 
41.50 
16.00 

20.  CO 

36  00 
9.00 

eu.oiltf 
SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 

Malleable  nickel  ingots /.^•^^^^J^;;.^':'.;'.,;*^^.^,.  •  -.-ijin^rt-iz??-  ̂ ^  -dfl- Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars.  v.. .   ... ..  .^«..  .iJi*.  »»k'tK.  i    47 
Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)   ^fdi'-l  .50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base) . .  .iudv«W.  .A.  i.i..60 
Copper  nickel  ingots   .:  ...:.::■.'..:■•.•)  .V-PmWU'iV 

Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (hii^p.  .:*•.'. '^-..-^       45 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods' D" — lowTn'angatresk'      54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese     57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot  ...    32  00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 

Ingots     38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)..  .  .'^'if''^^....  50.00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)   ."^45.00 

OLD  METALS— Deal^rs^'pufiCJi^^ing  prices  jn  cents  per  pound: 
,,  ,      .  ,,  „  Nemr  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  hexvf,  affd  cttiaWe.n  ; ;'. .   12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75 
Copper,light,  and  bottoms       9.75 

Lead,  heavjf^^i.^.p.g.  i,£,5j^.:,vx  ry.hh:  J- Ui: 
Lead,  tea   :^,•^iBn■K^^^^bnl>    -^'^f^ : 
Brass,  heavy  .  v.Mi;fr--.W^ft.11fi:r  V  .  JSX 
Brass,  light.  .  ...^-HfiiK'.rfn-^.-iK-  •■nf.:  f>-'M 
No.  1  yellow  brass  tnntmgt.oi.  ...u;  ;6.50 
Zinc^.r.  ., , .  .,.>   t,,.,,,.,j„  ,     3.00 

11.75 

11.25 

9..50 

3.50 
6.00 

5.00 6.00 
3.00 

11.50 

10.50 .A. -7,$ 

3.75 7.00 

6.00 6.50 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 

1  Correot  Discouots  from  Standard  LUti 
aX. 

tD«'!n.TBr'i    ;./!*    -■■4   .ir.'M'i       x-Ji  r.'iri.i 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  siztis  up  to  1x30  in 

New 
York 

•50% 

Clere- 

land    Chicago 

.Jk'.'..,vj;'j 

I J  and  1  Jx3  in.  up  to  12  in'.' . . .". . . .?.     33i% 

65-10% 

60% 

J-     With  cold  punchtd  sq.  nuts       35% 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

1-  ;H.in.  (plus  std.  eitra  of  10%)       40% 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       25%     SL904i«t 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         30% 

Lag  screws,  coach   screws. ......;..,..  50% 

60% 

60-10% 

Viu 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap    screws. 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  x30in,J.  ,Vi  , 

Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nut».ifi,f^^-.'''i(i% 

'3p- 10% 
40% 

Tap  bolts,  (h.h.  plus  std.  extra  of  10%)    10% 
Semi-finished  niits  |  and  larger.  ;,i,,,,^-  (.^6f%  ̂ i^^^^.i: 
Case-hardened  nuts,  i   ^ga-xi  60%! 

.>4.00off 

6S15% 
60-5% 70-10% 

Sa.5% 

55% 

80% 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright-^Centt'tJfcf'lK. 

New     'Cleve^-'  ̂ ''     ■''  ''' 

qiup-j   bna  vi9n;rioi.m— .Jf.   mUr.:V:      York        land      CTi'icagO- 
"AAA"Charcoal'M*lvh'GKidie:  ■''■"'  -"'ii  J'-  •'     ,     .,      ,..   ,,.    ... 

IC,  20x28,    112  sheets. nt'.•I..^2•.00    ..IMST'  ;   l^-W 

IX.  20x28.    112  sheets... K»l.;',TgiJ^  ..-2li«fc    .c30v9Q. 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade:   ,tcU    ..it«H         Rtp     j-ior)  loli-.u    ■ 

112  sheets       17.00    .  l6iO()i.^.i.   17tOO -       18.75        19.60 
,-iniKf}  i 

IC, 
IX, 

20x28, 

20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Briglii  .' jT 
Piime,  20x28  in.:  .;'/'."!" 

100-lb.,        112  sheets. :...'.'..  •,'■•„••■      12-50 
IC.  112  sheetsC;^  .-^Vjl";!  f',.  ;  ::;M# 

n  nci  /; 
llBtVX 

lies 

bnft 

Small  lots.  8-lb.  Coating 
100-lb.,    14x20  4,. 7^,^. 
IC,  14x20..!.!.... 

Terrie   Plat^f-^JV?,' 

■7.00 

7.25 

■  11.00 

11.40 

rfJuo8   T 

5.60 

lib  I' 14.50 
14.80 

,  7.25 
jijiii. 

")  8  ano — k: (yjiSCELLANEOUS .■J         JMlt. 
-Ufp.yijr.    3i!T — uu-.b-i(ifi;i 

,  ....  ..."N^Yoii 

2.40 

.13 

2.65 

CJeve- 

I  .land.  ,  Chicago 
Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  S0.O7J@.3Q.:lO  ?0.12  gO.llJ 

Cottonwaste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .055®. 09        .,  ̂ -^^         ,,•"?„ 

Wiping  cloths,  13ixl3t          ;Vi.^:.'.  pefM.50.00  per  b. .  10 

Wiping  cloths, 13ix20i   m«.-\  ....l- per  M.  53  .00  pcrlb 

Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots....... ^'•■i  "2v80"-    '    • 
Roll  sulphur,  360  lb.  bbl.,  pM-nlo-,ni.i    .  .i  •  < 

_l001b._   ...'.:'-'  ■•••■2-«5'  "■] Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .93 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     100  lb.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  dry     lOO lb:  kegs. 
Red  lead,  in  oil     100  lb.  kegs... 

Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag       j.  -l-'tif  -■':] 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsvillt'.!  :V:VV\ .  .per  net  ton  »9.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connelhville   pernet  ton  »y.UU 

-''5'2T'""'f:%' 
1.15  .98 

New  York,  12. 50 

New  York,  12.50 
New  York,  14.  00 ,:     ..80  1.00 

Washers.castironfin.,  per  1001b.  (net)     $4.50     83.50 

Washers.cast  iron,  f  in. per  lOO  lb.  (net)        3 .  75       3 .  50.^ 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Off  list      3-50     .'...' 
Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist     2.00' 
Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist     2 .  CO 

Nuts,  coldpunched.'sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist    Z.OO 
Nuts,coldpupched,hex.,per  lOOlb.OffHst  ;;?,..(»„';^^,7.; 
R'^«s:    _.,,,,,.,     „.,  ,.,,,.    -,. 

Rivieft,  iVi<».  Biajand  smaller. .  i. . .  60-5 %  70% 

,  ,Rivi!ts,:«nnid^..,v:..;:".:^.. :.  60-5%-  70% ,.;  B,nf,tp.n  heads  f7iif.,  J-in.,Jl,x2in(.,^S  „,•     .„.-     .,.,.-.< 

;  in.,  per  100  lb .  .;i . .  .wwi-.  .J(n«) .  .p$4.00^  S3.2S- 

.*j5»" 

3.50 

3.50, 

4.10    3.35 

S3. SO 
3.50 

3.50  net 

'      ■4'.00 
4.00 

4.0O 

U.*oo 

60-10% 

iicnet 

"ii'Ah 

3.20 

Cbne  heads,  dktor.  .  .V'.".":]'. .^Hhm"' '|,.tj,  td  Is-in'.   long,    all .  diani?ters,  , 
EXTRA  per  1001b  . . .  .v.  i. .'. >i'.T 

I'i  in.  diameter...  .    ...iv,',i^.VTJR^ 

";,l;i  in.  diameter.  ...I..  .'V'. .  EXTRA '•'•'I'in.  long,  and  shorter..., ..  EXTRA 

'^^ 'Longer  than  5  {ri..,..'^.',r£XtRA ■:'"tess  than  200  lb.,....^".^  EXTRA 
,    Countersunk  h^ds-..^^. .  .^^|^r^^ 

'  '  Copper  nvet8.\Wv,  .  ..>,«(ioiim  w-.n  -,>3-->  /o 

Copper  burs..:?! t*^           35%  50%  20% -•H-  nnnmif-.i.s     ■■"'',        — ..iO    -inwJf'i;!/.    isdiJsO — <><>     ».««    .  .'     ' 

10.-2S 

6.15 

0  50 
0.50 

0.2S 0.50 

0.15 
O.IS 

0.5O 
0.50 

0.25 0.50 

0  35       ?3.35base 50%         50.7o 

20. 67) 

0.40 
TL«dio»ttina.oil  (SOgal.  bbl.)perg*l.       50.55      ?0.50 
Macliine   lubricant,    medium-bodied    .     „  ̂   _  _, 

(50'j<al:  bbb),pef  gal..v;;:^:,.^  4.,;,::'q,33        0.35 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in    ' 
!      fair  quantities  (5   doz.  rolls).  .jlS — nniif 

Leather- List  price,  New  York,  per  '^     ̂ f  ̂ 

n  T-  ply.,12-in.  widp,  per  lin.ft.,  ?2.88- 

'"S^d^f":'':..:::::':-^  ..    6(^s%  5o-io%4oio% 
Wdgrade./..,        .60-10-5%    60-5%  60-5% 

Abrasive  materi  ais— In  sheets  9x1 1  in. : 

No.^1  grade,  p^  ream  of  480  sheets, ■  i';.r  Flint  paper  :i.-i..'';. .  :..,irii»g5^ir- •  •• 
■■"■    "Emery  papei*^'.^';;} . .  .i3;s»if>. .  i   

Emery  cloth.  .....  .;':".•  •,-  •  •  •  •  ■ 
Flint  ilo'th. regular  weight,  width3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 

Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No,  1  grade, 
perIO(),T,  (    .r  :j       .n.-sn      rc-ri    -lev- -i    j^   ■•    ̂    ,, 

P3pet,'.\'l-t-7-.ti'...rlJf.iji.lli>.vtftl<imc*.~M'rr   .Bvqyi   i'. Cloth   

85.84 

8.80 
27.84 

4.50 

3.02 

?3.83 

11.00 

32.75 
36.48 

8.  SO 

29.48 

4.9S 

1.4&. 
3.20, 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted 

ut4  StMd  wlih  pullvsr*.  •  In.  dlmmM*r,  I  In. 
tmom.  Wtoedworklnc  miulpmaBt  lariudlnc 

IMiltarmmakvra'  Ulhr. 

r a^ft.  ■i»iip»il     TW  AaMT.  Ck*ta  Oa. 
,  itm  I*  ar  It  la  wtui  •  httmmr  vtM* 

MMMiuii   au   r.   e«>tnr.    Pvrak. 

■iliaHiil     TW    BMtor   ItoAlM 
•f  Fw»W»ln  W.     o—  ««  Want*r 

MitK   •  tl.   kMC  wMh  drop 

H.   T-   RaVal* 
Ine .   .-  »  <".    K. mvnt   (or  the   ma 

■inaa. 

-  Car  OotPm 
■u*  ■•quip- 

jitaolta*  •>• 

«.  T. 
•valVM*"!.     ^ 
wnka    autloil AVMk 

Van  lUroU.  1114  fill. 
II     looliL     tnarhlnery      and 

also    OB*    I.etO    ral.    tank    for 
Ftllmor*    and    Hudn«y 

iaf 

■M*M«a  R.  A.  b*«kia.  Pun*.  Act 
SS^MIa  prvM.  w»  M  IB.  bac (•T<l  drill 

Tha    Qrant     Mfr    * 
■    A«*.    W.    B.     Me- 

Aft,     —a  Ma.  •  and  oaa 
(•rows  A 

r.     Kadlcott — Radleott     Par(ln>    * 
;.  Co.   North  St.— additional   machhiary 
toot*. 

W.  T.  Ifaw  Tork — njn«'hr«l  Rxchanca, 
Stl  Wr«t  «lth  .St. — on..  No  !  Mlllrr  with 
dtndlnc  h»ad.  ((Uick  chanxr  latha. 

O.  Akraa— M<K-h«nl.al  Mold  *  Marhlna 
Co.  Ooatrr  and  lilsh  Su.— ̂ ^ttlpmant  (or oachlna  abop. 

O.  Caatoa — Roar  Sprlns  A  Maehina  COm 
Ittk  St..  N.  B.  D  Koae.  Purch.  A«t.— on* 
Haad  cylindrr  grindiiuc  maohlnak  and  other 
■BAllar    marhln*    toola    (or    proboaad    ahop 

T -Tfca  Larvy  M(s.  Co. 
MabbardL  Parch.  Astv— 

•t' 

PNM07  Utt.  Co. 
A««w    (aaalal    Mampiiwak 

_    In.  power  ikaar  lor  cvtUac 
■»  la  Af  la. 

C— a.    ■ildaipail — Beaaa    Aato    Wapair 
Whk.  n  IC«tua  Laaa    aaa  amall  iaiba  (or 

-Unlifd  Wfldtoic  «  lU. 
t:;:  Uaw  at— oa«  doubU  apladla 
ajK«  MDall  latka 

dala     Mlllirp  Skeo.    !••  Alaay 
M»    wSmI    A«m£    Ualvaraal 

ek.  No.  t  Moalar 

■as.   WUMto—Nattk   Mate  atraat  Oar- 
aya  T17T|»  Nortk  Mata  tu  W.  U  Otom. 
Piw^ 

■■».  WiikWa    Tba  lUx  Aato  Sparlalty 
CaLTa*  Kactk  Mate  Su.  J.  Taylor.  Purch. 

'M'  iirtll  praaa.  totk*.  MUng.  bor- 
9mr  mmwm  marttlwa.  ahaft* 
kiarl—a.    aad    pallaya,    (or 

Owl  Fmltwa* ^'^fck.^Ja 

O.  Wadawartk— Ohio  Injartor  Co.  C  B. 
Tounc.  8«pl. — lathi-a,  bortnr  marhinra. 
drill  pnaaaa  and  othar  machlasry  (or  ma- 
rhlalac  valvra.  rtc. 

Okla..  PlebM' — Tha  Amarlean  Maohlna 
Wka.     aaglaa  latha,  S4  to  >•  In. 

Pa.  Kaal  PliialHirah  —  Waatlnchouaa 
Maetrle  A  M(r.  Co. — hand  ahaara  and 
a^Blpwipt  (or  tin  ahop  at  Tra((ord  City.  Pa. 

Pa-  PkUa.— llvllMic  »lk  DyrlncCo.  *tk 
aad  Battonwood  Sta .  J.  Knup.  Br.,  Pnreh. 
Act. — lath**,  planera,  drill  praaaaa,  ate,  (or maehlaa  ahop. 

Pa.  PhUa. — Propter  A  Bwarta  Co..  Tth  8t. 
aad  Tab*r  Rd. — auto  acraw  machlnaa. 
lathaa.  pUn*r«.  borinc  inllla,  and  other  ma. 
ehlaarr  (or  n*w  (actory. 

Pa.  S*ll»r**ltla — United  Btalea  Oau«a 
Co  KT lading  marhln*  vqual  to  Brown  A 
Sharp*  No.  1  t'nlvaraal.     Muat  ba  (0%  new. 

Tl,  •!.  Albaa*— Central  Hy.  o(  Vermont 
H.  M.  riewart.  Porch.  Act. — additional  ma- 
ehto*  tools. 

Ta_  lUrkaMad— Allen  A  Plrtrl,  IIK  Waat 
Broad  St.— one  medium  lathe,  1  acetylana 
waldlw  marhlne,  and  a  motor  eomplat* 
wltk  vajyra  and  lanka. 

Motor  Corp.   fit 
'-"-'     drill    praaa. 

Ta,  Bltkaaad  Alaop  Mnir 
Waat  Broad  St. — amall  lathe, 
arbor  praat,  aad  amery  wha«l. 

aatem     Oaa     * 
(or  new 

MaekkM  Oa.— 
aad    marhlaa    ifcop 

•«•     rattlar.     iroa     aad 
  .   — Jm   wtth   abaaka.    •   la. 
CMk  IsflVa  piftath  aoka  ear* 

■mm    Bmjiatra  A   I 
BMt  Atvatar  jc    priaa 

(or  atova  parta. 

■ardwar*  Utg. 
"               (or 

A.  Helaler,  lOf   North 
aleotrlo    drill    and    amall 

Ta,  KlekiMad— Holland  *  Snead.  «lt 
Morth  tth  St.— oaa  amaU  latha  (or  aato  ra- 
palr  ahop. 

T^  Blafciaad  T.  T.  Hulrher.  T  BoNtll 
Ttll&— larse  lathe. 

▼^.BMHaaad — l.,ayne  Auto  Repair  fHiop, 
nt   WaM  Broad  M. — lathe  and  drill 

■hopTlIt*  Baat rklB* 

Sli   Porter 
(or    ca- 

   ,,   l«*l  Telfphnna 
Mi.  w«l  raaalM  fclia  wkiI  July   U  tor 
fWiiliaal  mmmt  a«alpaMai— laintna  ma- 
#lwa     MfanL  _«HrkM     lalkaa     laiertor 

SFvrgE3g§5;3?ttgr".gg.' nv  *«4pwa«t  iMfanw  aiaaiatlc  taadar. 

Ilerwhil*         

klia  dt.— mllllac  ma» 

Va,  mifkiaad— J  n.Shnot  Maohhi*  Shop, 
I44t  Ba«t   Pranklln  St, — kpy  way  cwttar. 

▼a.  BMiBMad— D.  W  Vauahn  A  Ion. 
•t*  Waat  Broad  BL— totha,  drill  praaa  aad 
■aiaty  whaaL 

C.  Whit*  A  Son.  4»*- 

I  I  
- 

Irw  drttl.  and  mall  lath*. 

▼a.  Blrluaoad— O  _      , 

4M   North   tlh  Bt^—drltl  preaa.   haiid' a'lac- 

aad  Maaaatara      Waaklaftaa    Bt.    wiartil mmm  Maanarna,     „„^-3;,  .,   

River    Aato    Co, 

(or   aula    re. 
iadlac     tfadrV)     P*> 
hMkiVaadaia.     "* 

air  eompraaaor  aad  alaetrla  mo- 

tar«i  Ml  »MM»  mmmr  am  dmarawr  «ia*. 
aad  tafca^raleaamiit  a^iifiil,  ,0*W^^ 

t— O.   RAM    Motor   Co.. 
Ara     aqilpmant  tor  m*t» 

Altimlnom  Oooda  M(K. 

Tir^aaMasiaa 
repair  •(»*. 

Wl*.  Maa              
Oa,  Itik  aad  Pranklla  Sw,  O   Vltta,  Purel 
Aal^ — rollhiA  mill 

Wla.  M*Bai.ha — Jaecar>Wk*«l«r  Co.  417 
Ind  St. — ma<-liliiery  (or  propoaad  auto  re- 

pair ahop  at  Nirnait. 

Qa*.  Moalrval— L  Bonolt.  11(1  Clare  St  . 
— maehlnvry  and  equipment  (or  propoaeil 
■araco  (tT&.Ooo). 

Qae,  Maalreal— Hart  Motor  Co..  Re(lK- 
lared,  1»  Concord  St.— lathe  and  amall  tooli 
(or  automobile  ropalr  ahop. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ala.  Br*wt*B — Neal  Lumber  A  Mff.  Co.. 
K.  I..  McMillan,  Praa. — marhtnery  and  aqulp- 
meni  r»r  the  manu(actut<'  «(  lumber. 

Ala..  Knalry — 8torey-.Miitth<-wa  M(k.  Co. 
— wowilHurkinK  machinery  (or  tha  manu- 
(arturr   u(   furnlturr. 

Ala.,  PalrfleM— Thlckaaaw  Bide  *  Car 
Co. — machinery  and  equipment  (or  propoH).il (oundry. 

Ark.  Arkanaaa  Clly — Moora  Oil  A  Refln- 
lac  Co. — machinery  and  equipment  (or  pro- 
poaed   addition. 

Cal.  8aa  Jaaa— Tha  CalKornIa  Prune  A 
Apricot  Orowara'  Aaan.  Market  and  San 
Antonio  Sta. — machinery  and  equtpmant  (or 
by-produrta  apeclalty  plant. 

Cat.  MaeiuivlUe— <:all(omla  Pnilt  Orow> 
era*  tCxrhanao — machinery  and  equipment 
(or  (nilt  parking  houaa. 

Caaa.   RrldaeBorl — Acme  Metal  Trent inic 
Co.    &11   John    St..    H.    P    San(ord,    Punh 
Act. — (urnitcfa  tor  hvat  traatlnc.  alao  pr>» 

aura  blowera 
Goaa.  Brtdaepar*— The  Paenay  Tool  Co.. 

Til  Central  Ave. — (ull  aqulpment  (or  pro- 
poaed  (oundry  (amall). 

Caan  .  I.ltrhnrld — Bantam  Ball  Bearing 
Co.  Bantam  Ht. — machinery  and  aqulpment 
(or  addition  to  (actory. 

Pla.  Lakelenil— l.urle  Suirara,  Inc — ma- 
chinery an<l  '-gulpment  (or  tha  manu(actur<< 

and  ri-flnlnc  ii(  Kuvar,  alao  for  tha  cultiva- 
tion o(  aucar  cane. 

Pla.,  Tampa — The  Electric  Motor  Co.,  114 
South  Pr.inklln  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment (or  nrw  plant  addition. 

lad.,  Peterabnra — Simplex  I.iOrk  Rim  Co.. 
(manurnotun-r  of  metal  rimii  for  aui>> 
whaala) — muchlnarjr  (Or  addition  to  plant. 

Kaa.  Ilardlnrr — B.  M.  Mercer — leather 
working  machinery.  Including  one  hamaaa 
aawlng  mnrhin*  and  hand  creaaar. 

Kaa.  nirhlla— llalnra  A  Noll,  c/o  Hainan 
Tile  A  Mantel  Co..  Ut  .North  Market  St.— 
machinery  (or  the  manu(artura  o(  tlla,  belt- 

ing, hanR<'ra,  pullrva.  ahiidlng,  etc, 

Kaa.,  WIrhlla— Miller  Theatre,  North 
Market  Hi..  H.  I'liamlHTa,  Purch.  Art. — r.-- 
(rlgeralion  cooling  ayatem  (or  theatn-, 

f(«,000. Kr..  Horae  rare— W.  A.  McOulra— ma- 
chinery and  rqulpment  (or  creamery  and 

cold  alorage  plum, 

Miek.  Detroit— Pord  Motor  Co.  High- 
land Park— miulpment  (or  aaaamblinc  auto- 

mobllea  (or  propoaad  new  factory  addition 

MIeh,.  MarloB — Tha  Preaa— ona  S  column 
(olio  chaaala. 

Me.,  rape  (ilrardeaa — The  Mlaaourlan — 
printing  i<<iulpmi-nt  for  ncwapaper  plant. 

M'.n)      Mniinr-   -Norlhweat    Refining  Co,, 

R. 

m- 

r. — machinery  and  equlp- 
reflnery  at  I^aurrl. 

Meb-  rambrldg* — 3.  W,  Hammond— .one 
i  revolution  tmny  preaa. 

S.I.  i  ,...iln — W,  A  Parvlna  Oiir«i{<'. 
nil  h  Ht — one  air  rompreaaor  f20n 
lb  '     t    hp.   motor    allachi-d.    horl- 
■ant.ll  type  (uaed). 

V.  T.  MaValo— Bd,  of  Supervlaora  of 
Brl*  County,  Z(  City  and  County  Mnll.  K 
P,  Jaachle,  Clk.— machinery  and  c'lulpmeni 
far  laundry,  bakarr,  and  work  ahup  at  the 
County  Homa,  At  Wanda 
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N.  Y..  llulTuIn — Great  Lakes  Dredge  & 
Dock  Co.,  Morgan  Bldg. — machinery  and 
c-quipment  for  repair  shop  at  the  foot  of 
Katherine  St. 

N.  v.,  Huffalo — Lautz  Marble  Corp.,  861 
Main  St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
cutting  and  drts.sing  marble,  for  proposed 
factory  at  7  Norfolk  Ave. 

N.  Y.,  BnfTuio — E,  F.  Neubecker,  334  Col- 
vln  St. — machinery  for  cabinet  work  and 
for  the  manufacture  of  window  frames, 
plant  on  Cornwall  Ave. 

N.  Y.,  auffalo — J.  F.  Pfl.ster  Co.,  22  Met- 
calfe St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 

vinegar  and  pickle  factory. 
N.  Y.,  Bnrfalo — Queen  City  Candy  Co., 

4.53  Jefter.son  St..  M.  Brownstein,  Purch. 
Agt. — machinery  and  equipment  for  candy 
factory  at  396  Broadway. 

N.  Y..  BnfTalo — Twin  Filter  Co.,  Inc.,  c/o 
G.  \V.  Barker,  Dir..  78  Tioga  St. — m.achin- 
ery  for  the  manufacture  of  water  filters. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — T.  Tzelzo,  5  West  Chip- 
pewa St. — machinery  and  equipment  (or 

proposed  candy  factory  at  452  Pearl  St. 

X.  Y.,  CattarauKOs — Setter  Bros.,  Inc., 
machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  wood  en- 

graving blocks,  veneers,  etc. 

N.  Y.,  East  Rochester — Erie  Mop  & 
Wringer  Co.,  West  Commercial  St. — addi- 

tional machinery  and  equipment. 
N.  Y.,  Geneva — Rice  Bros.  Nurseries  Co., 

Fram  Castle  Rd.,  J.  F.  Rice,  Mgr. — equip- 
ment for  new  $75,000  packing  plant  and 

storage  buildings,  now  under  construction. 
N.  Y.,  Jamestown — Colonial  Engraving 

Co.,  Inc.,  c/o  L.  C.  Petrie,  R.  D.  No.  75 — 
equipment  for  printing,  publishing  and  en- 

graving plant. 

N.  Y.,  Jamestown — Empire  Case  Goods 
Co.,  142  Foote  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  plant,  for  the  manufac- 
ture of  dining  room  furniture. 

N.  Y.,  New  Koehelle — V.  Mastromarino, 
■253  Huguenot  St. — wrecking  crane  for 
garage  and  service  car  use. 

N.  Y.,  Salamanca — H.  Neff — machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  600  ton  coaling 
station. 

N.  Y.,  Walkins — S.  N.  Gutwater  Co. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  the  manu- 

facture of  Christmas  tree  ornaments,  for 
remodeled  factory  on  Franklin   St, 

N.  C,  Ashevlllc — Biltmore  Industries — 
one  Davis  &  Furber  4S  In.  wool  card  (late 
model). 

X.  C,  Gibsonvllle — O.  W.  Mann  Lumber 
Co.,  J.  W.  Burke.  Purch.  Agt. — additional 
machinery  for  plant. 

X.  C,  I.!ncolnton — Lincolnton  Creamery 
&  Ice  Co. — ice  and  refrigeration  machinery. 

N.  C,  Rose  Hill- — The  Atlantic  Coffin  & 
Casket  Co.,  E.  M.  Carr,  Mgr. — one  6  x  15 
in.  moulder  for  woodworking  shop,  Yates 
or    Woods    preferred    (used). 

O..  Bellaire — C.  L.  Dorer  Fdry.  Co. — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  proposed  foun- 

dry addition. 

O..  Cleveland — The  City  of  Cleveland, 
Comr.  of  Purchases  and  Supplies,  City 
Hall — one  4  ton  gasoline  industrial  loco- 

motive crane. 

O.,  Columbus — Columbus  Builders  Supply 
Co.,  14  5  North  Front  St.,  H.  K.  Hill,  Vice 
Pres.- — loading  and  unloading  machinery, 
aerial  tramway,  etc. 

O.,  Columbus — Expression  Piano  Player 
Co.,  127S  West  Broad  St..  C.  E.  Bard,  Genl. 
Mgr. — woodworking  machinery,  including 
small  saws,  planers  and  cutters,  also  some 
metal  working  machinery. 

O.,  Columbus — W.  L.  Lillie  Co.,  233  East 
Gear  St. — $200,000  worth  of  woodworking 
machinery   for  proposed   factory. 

O..  Columbus — .1.  H.  and  P.  A.  Sells  Co., 
Chestnut  and  Pearl  Sts.,  manufacturer  of 
horse  collars  and  pad.-i — special  machinery 
for  factory  nearing  completion  at  280  North 
6th  St, 

Pa.,  Coniiellsvllle — Fayette  Baking  Co. 
(Connellsville).  Purch.  Agt.  for  Premier 
Baking  Co.,  New  Kensington — conveying 
machinery. 

Pa.,  Krle — TTnion  Iron  Wks..  Inc..  15th 
and  Cascade  Sts.,  G.  W.  Bach.  Genl.  Mgr. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  iron  works, 
foundry,  etc 

Pa.,  Ijeechbursr — Bd.  Educ. — equipment 
for  vocational  dept.   of  new  high   school. 

Pa.,  New  Castle — R.  D.  Taple.  107 
South  Mulberry  St. — one  large  size  power 
loom  for  weaving  heavy  rugs. 

Pa.,  Nordmont — C.  W.  Sones,  c/o  Nord- 
mont  Chemical  Co. — machinery  and  equlp- 
ment  for  saw  mill ;  also  machinery  and 
ei|uipment  for  proposed  clothes  pin  factory. 

Pa..  Phllu. — Hulton  Dyeing  Co..  3819 
Frankford  Ave..  M.  B.  Kampe,  Purch.  Agt. 
— bleaching  and  dyeing  machinery. 

Pa.,  Phiia. — B.  S.  Pincus  Co.,  21s*  and 
Market  Sts. — conveyors,  grinding  machines, 
refrigerating  and  other  machinery  for 
packing  plant. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — O.  Spruance  Co.,  »12  North 
3rd    St. — grinders,    mixers,    etc.,    for    paint factory. 

Pa..  Phlla. — L.  Sternberg,  1208  Race  St. — 
English  necktie  frames,  also  machinery  (or 
manufacturing  full  fashioned  neckties. 

Pa.,  Srwirkiry — Bd.  Educ. — equipment 
for  vocational  dept.  of  proposed  high  school. 

Pa.,  Sharon — G.  Boyadjls,  West  State  St. 
mechanical  refrigeration  machinery  for  re- 

modeled restaurant. 

Pa.,  Hliaron — Standard  Tank  Car  Co. — 
additional  machinery  for  proposed  car  and 
assembling  plant   addition, 

P»„  Sharpsvilie — J.  A.  Bolton — tools,  air 
compressor,  etc.,  for  gas  filling  and  eervice 
station   now   under    construction. 

Va„  Richmond — J.  T.  Nuckols,  (contrac- 
tor), 7th  and  Duval  Sts. — six  4  ton  scales 

for  new  freight  depot  of  Chesapeake  and 
Ohio  Ry.   Co.,  Brooke  Ave.,  Norfolk. 

Wis.,  Altoona — Bd.  Educ. — equipment  for 
manual  training  dept.  and  laboratory  In 
new  high  school. 

Wis..  Appleton — J.  Conway,  Oneida  and 
Washington  Sts. — laundry  equipment  in- 

cluding mangles,  tumblers,  and  mechanical 
dryers,  etc. 

Wis..  Green  Bay — H.  F.  Witlig,  Route 
1 — laundry  machinery  including  a  tumbler 
and  dryer. 

Wis.,  Hawkins — Northern  Sash  &  Door 
Co.,  J.  Jesdahl,  Purch.  Agt. — woodworking machinery. 

Wis.,  Madison — The  Kennedy  Dairy  Co., 
618  University  Ave. — refrigerating  machin- 

ery for  proposed  ice  cream  factory. 
Wis.,  Manitowoc — .aluminum  Goods  Mfg. 

Co.,  15th  and  Franklin  Sts. — one  20  ton 
crane  for  use  in  warehouse. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — The  Holeproof  Hosiery 
Co.,  404  Fowler  St. — special  machinery  tor 
knitting  hosiery. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — N.  K.  Lambro,  636  35th 
St. — electrically  driven  shoe  repair  machin- ery. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — H.  Wllhelm,  600  1st 
Ave. — crushing  machinery. 

Wis.,  Neenah — C.  A.  Douglas.  261  East 
Dewey  Ave. — belt  or  electric  driven  air 
compressor. 

Wis.,  Neenali — F.  S.  Durham,  206  West 
Wisconsin  .^ve.  (feed  grinding,  etc.) — one 
attrition  mill  with  electric  motor. 

Wis..  Waukesha — Harvey  Paper  Spe- 
cialty Co.,  Main  St. — special  machinery. 

Wis.,  Waupun — A.  N.  King — job  press  for 
power  equipment  (size  12  x  18). 

Ont..  Petroiia — Peninsula  Sugar  Co. — 
complete  equipment  for  proposed  sugar  re- 

finery, daily  capacity  600  tons. 

Ont.,  Toronto — The  Provisional  Govern- 
ment— conveyors  for  storage  of  coal  and 

hoists  for  dairy  building  at  Guelph  Agri- 
cultural College. 

Que.,  Montreal — Shell  Oil  Co..  3608  Notre 
Dame  St. — tanks,  gasoline  and  oil  handling 
equipment  for  proposed  distributing  sta- tions. 

Que..  Montreal — E.  C.  Vinet,  547  Iberville 
St. — forge  and  other  equipment  for  black- smith shop. 

^lllltlillllliltlllHIMIII Hill   HIIIMIIIt   ItHllltlllilMMIillli. 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Cai..  Richmond — Republic  Steel  Package 
Co.,  79"0  Jones  Kd..  Cleveland,  O.,  plans  to 
build  a  branch  factory  here,  for  the  manu- 

facture of  steel  tanks  and  oil  field  equip- 
ment.    Private  plans. 

Cal.,  San  Francisco- — E.  T.  Meakin,  409 
6th  St.  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  and  2  story,  75  x  100 
ft,  machine  shop  on  South  west  Folsom 
and  14th  Sts.      Estimated  cost  $18,000. 

Cal..  San  Francisco — J.  Pasqualetti, 
Humboldt  Bank  Bldg.,  Is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  2  story  gar- 
age on  Bush  and  Franklin  Sts.  Estimated 

cost  $40,000.  Meyer  &  Johnson,  742  Market 
St.,  Archts. 

Cat,  VaUeJo — ^The  Weatem  Die  Caating 
Co.,  2927  Newbury  St.,  BerkaUy,  l>a» 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  conatruc- 
tlon  of  a  1  story.  126  x  162  ft.  factory  on 
Nape  St.,  here,  for  the  manufacture  of 
WInslow  carburetors.  Estimated  coat  |2S.- 
000.     Noted  Juno  1. 

Conn.,  Mllldnii' — Clark  Bros.  BoU  Co.  ha< 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  conatructlon 
of  a  1  story.  00  x  106  ft.  factory  addition. 
Estimated  cost  $25,000. 

III.,  La  Grance— Kastory  Ktg.  Co.,  JOl 
Hlilgrove  Ave.,  has  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  atory,  100  x  125 
ft.  factory,  for  the  painting  and  repairinK 
of  auto  bodies. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — R.  H.  Hassler,  Inc., 
1535  Naomi  St.,  plans  to  build  a  I  atory, 
37 J  X  120  ft.  sales  and  service  atatton  on 
Meridian  and  Joseph  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$75,000.  Fitton  &  Mothershead,  540  North 
Meridian  St.,  Archts. 

Mass.,  I.owHI — Saco-Lowell  Shops,  77 
Franklin  St.,  Boston.  Is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  factory  ad- 
ditions, for  the  manufacture  of  textile  ma- 

chinery, on  Kitson  St.,  here.  Architect  not announced. 

Mich.,  Detroit — Ford  Motor  Co.,  Highland 
Park,  plans  to  build  a  1  story,  245  x  1070 
ft.  automobile  factory  (addition  to  former 
Lincoln  plant)  on  LIvernoIs  Ave.  A.  Kahn, 
1.000   Marquette   Bldg.,   Archt. 

Nev.,  Reno— Washoe  County,  E.  H 
Beemer,  Clk.,  will  receive  bids  until  July 
29  for  the  construction  of  a  garage.  O.  A. 
Ferris  &  Son,  Colonial  Apts.,  Archts. 

N.  J.,  Camden — Cadillac  Auto  Co..  525 
Market  St.,  is  having  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  a  4  story,  48  x  126  ft. 
auto  show  room  and  service  station  on  11th 
and  Market  Sts.  Estimated  cost  $100,000. 
Lackey  &  Hettel,  509  Federal  St.,  Archts. 

N.  Y.,  Batavia — C.  Mancuso  &  Son,  322 
Main  St..  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story.  81  x  100  ft.  gar- 

age and  salesroom.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

V.  Y..  Green  Island — The  Ford  Motor  Co„ 
Highland  Park,  Mich.,  has  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  atory  auto- 
mobile factory  here. 

N.  Y.  Retsof — Retsof  Mining  Co.  has 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  machine  shop.   Estimated  cost  $225,000. 

N.  Y.,  Rochester — Gallagher  Motor  Co.. 
Inc.,  plans  to  build  a  72  z  150  ft.  garage 
and  salesroom.  32  ft.  high,  on  Monroe  Ave. 
Estimated  cost  $50,000.  Architect  not  an- 
nounced. 

O.,  Cleveland — I.  Pelgenbaum.  Ulmer 
Bldg..  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story.  40  x  120  ft.  ga- 

rage at  3643  Carnegie  Ave.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000.  Best  &  Hoefler,  6523  Euclid  Ave.. Archts. 

O..  Cleveland — W.  Koehl,  Archt.,  Park 
Bldg,  Is  receiving  bids  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story,  SO  x  130  ft.  commercial  build- 

ing and  garage  addition  on  West  30th  St. 
and  Lorain  Ave.,  for  West  Center  Sales 
Co.,  c/o  Architect.     Estimated  cost  $50,009. 

O..  Cleveland — The  Standard  Equipment 
Co.,  Lorain  Ave.  and  West  106th  St.,  plans 
to  build  a  1  story.  60  x  200  ft.  forge  shop. 
Estimated  cost  $40.00.  I.  T.  Domizi.  Lorain 
Ave.  and  West  106th  St.,  Engr.  and  Archt. 

O.,  Cleveland — Studebaker  Corp.  of 
Amer.,  2020  Euclid  Ave..  h.as  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story. 
140  X  148  ft.  service  building  on  East  25th 
St.  near  Payne  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $250.- 000.     Noted  July  22. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Hellwlg  Dyeing  Co.,  9th  and 
Buttonwood  Sts..  has  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  40  x  100 
ft.  and  40  x  240  ft.  machine  shop  in  the 
Wissinoming  Dist. 

Pa..  Phila. — Procter  &  Swarta  Co.,  6th 
St.  and  Tabor  Rd.,  will  build  a  1  story,  125 
X  450  ft.  machinery  factory.  Estimated 
cost  $100,000.     Private  plans. 

Ptt..  Pliila. — Universal  Service  Motor  Co.. 
1407  Locust  St.,  has  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  6  story,  70  x  116 
ft.  garage  on  Broad  and  Manning  Sts. 
Estimated  cost  $250,000. 

Pa.,  Sharon — Standard  Tank  Car  Co.  will 
build  a  50  x  100  ft.  car  and  assembling 
plant  addition.     Estimated  cost  $75,000. 

Wis..  Appelfon — G.  R.  &  S.  Motor  Co.. 
738  Washington  Ave.,  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared fdr  the  construction  of  a  1  story 
100  X  320  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $40.- 
000.  E.  A.  Wettlngel.  578  Pierce  Ave.. 
Archt. 
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Storing  and  Clarifying  Oil  in  Shops 
Methods  Used  in  Twelve  Well-Known  Plants-Tanks,  Separators,  Mixtures  and  Other Details— Clarifying  Reduces  Danger  of  Infection  to  Workers 

THE  handling  of  oil,  both  cutting  and  lubricating, 
is  a  problem  that  may  be  attacked  in  many  ways. 
Some  side-step  it  altogether  but  the  great  major- 

ity attempt  some  sort  of  solution,  varying  with  their 
needs  and  the  expenditure  which  is  felt  to  be  justifiable. 
A  few  plants  have  installed  quite  elaborate  chip  and 

oil  houses  for  cleaning  the  oil  from  chips,  for  clarifying 
the  oil,   and  returning  it 
to  the  system  from  which 

the  shop  is  supplied.  The 
question  of  keeping  cut- 

ting oils  and  compounds 
clean  and  sanitary  is  also 
receiving  more  attention. 

Comparatively  few  shops 
seem  to  have  a  well- 

planned  system  of  looking 
after  oil  expense,  although 
shops  which  have  made  a 

study  of  the  problem  feel 
that  it  well  repays  all  their 
time,  trouble  and  cost. 
Some  contend  that  clean, 
filtered  oil,  free  not  only  from  chips  but  from  the  minute 
particles  which  seem  to  wear  from  tools  and  bearings 
and  form  a  sludge,  helps  to  secure  accurate  work.  Impure 
cutting  oils  are  said  to  increase  the  percentage  of  scrap 
and  otherwise  interfere  with  obtaining  accurate  work. 

In  order  to  show  just  what  some  of  our  leading  shops 
are  doing  in  this  matter  we  are  reprinting  a  number 
of  letters  received  in  response  to  our  inquiry  concerning 
their  methods.  These  letters  give  a  brief  outline  of 
their  experiences  with  different  systems,  or  without 
special  apparatus,  in  some  cases.    Here  they  are: 

American  Tool  Wokks  Co. 

We  are  using  the  Richardson-Phenix  system,  with  a  ca- 
pacity of  1,200  gallons,  which  provides  a  gravity  delivery 

from  our  screw  machine  pans  to  the  filter  station.  Here 
the  oil  IS  filtered  and  chemically  sterilized  before  being 
returned  to  the  screw  machines  by  means  of  a  motor- driven  pump. 
We  have  found  the  advantages  to  be  as  follows:  No 

petty  pump  troubles,  slipping  belts,  etc.  No  priming  of 
pump  after  each  stopping  of  the  machine.  Uniform  pres- 

sure without  surge.  Increased  volume  of  flow.  Pans  on 
machines  practically  dry.  Chips  have  time  to  drain,  leaving 
but  little  oil  to  be  removed  in  centrifugal  machine.  Work  is 
cleaner,  with  little  clinging  oil,  consequently  less  waste. 
Floors  kept  much  cleaner.  Clean  oil  permits  higher  cutting 
speeds,  also  gives  longer  life  to  the  cutting  edges  of  tools. 
We  have  no  comparative  figures  showing  the  difference 

between  the  new  and  old  systems,  but  have  observed  the 
advantages  enumerated  above  during  the  five  years'  usage of  this  system. 
We  have  not  noticed  any  advantages  from  the  stand- 

point of  the  quality  of  work,  as  the  variation  of  work  is 
usually  attributed  to  poor  tool  design  or  grinding,  rather 
than  to  oil.  We  have  tried  several  kinds  of  oil  with  varying 
degrees  of  satisfaction,  finally  determining  upon  a  mixture 
of  about  50  per  cent  each  of  lard  and  mineral  oils. 

We  have  no  means  for  filtering  and  clarifying  used  oils, we  had  some  used  motor  crankcase  oil,  mostly  Mobile  A brand,  filtered  and  clarified.  We  mixed  this  filtered  oil 
with  an  equal  quantity  of  new  so-called  ensine  oil,  the regular  oil  used  for  lubricating  machine  tools  and  trans- mission machinery  around  the  shop.  We  found  it  would 
not  do  for  electric  motor  bearings  and  abandoned  it  there. We  then  mixed  it  30  new  and  70  old,  and  have  used  it 
so  for  some  time  for  general  run  of    shop    transmission 

oiling.     We  question,  how- 

r>AN  YOU  SAVE  money  by  reclaiming 
the  oil  used  in  your  plant?  Replies  to 

inquiries  made  by  American  Machinist  indi- 

cate a  difference  of  opinion  as  to  the  economy 
of  filtering  and  clarifying  oils. 

Each  plant  should  know  the  best  way  to 

handle  its  oils.  As  guides  to  what  may  be 

done  and  what  may  be  expected,  study  these 
opinions  of  some  who  have  carried  on  investi- 

gations in  their  plants. 

ever,  the  economy  of  its 
use,  believing  the  most 
eflicient  oiling  effect  that 
can  be  secured  from  new 
oil  is  none  too  good.  To 
use  a  poor  oil  means  more 
friction,  more  power  and 
more  coal.  To  use  filtered 
oil  mixed  with  good  oil 
means  that  the  friction 
reducing  qualities  of  the 
good  oil  are  decreased.  We 
have  therefore  abandoned 
the  filtration  of  oil  and 
are  now  mixing  the  used 
oil  with  fuel  oil  and  burn- 

ing it  in  our  heat-treating furnaces. 

For  oil  storage  we  have 
a  fireproof  oil  room  with  a 

barrel-size,  round  vertical  sheet-iron  tank  with  tin  pump — 
such  as  can  be  had  from  any  supply  dealer — for  each  kind 
of  oil  used.  We  believe  that  barrel-size  square  oil-storage 
tanks  with  good  substantial  pumps,  such  as  are  furnished 
singly  or  in  multiple  by  several  concerns,  placed  in  fire- 

proof oil  room  for  main  storage  are  good. 
We  also  use  10  to  20  gal.  tanks  with  pumps,  placed  at 

frequent  intervals  around  the  shop.  This  seems  to  be  about 
as  good  an  all  around  system  as  can  be  devised  for  a  small 
plant  like  ours.  Our  shop  hardly  warrants  a  piping  system 
from  a  central  station. 
We  believe  it  is  a  good  plan  to  have  an  oil  distributing 

station  in  the  toolcrib,  and  have  hand  oilcans  filled  by 
an  attendant  from  pump  tanks,  and  passed  out  immediately 
on  call. 

Under  our  scheme  we  store  all  tools,  jigs  and  fixtures 
used  exclusively  in  our  department  in  one  place,  under  the 
care  of  the  foreman  and  his  general  laborer  and  trucker. 
In  this  connection  we  believe  it  is  very  economical  to  have 
a  10-gal.  supply  can  regularly  replenished  by  the  depart- 

ment laborer  and  placed  conveniently  for  operators  to  help 
themselves. 
We  do  not  use  oil  for  cutting  on  any  machines  except 

a  gear  bobber.  This  oil  is  filtered  only,  and  used  over 

again. Brown  &  Sharpb  Manufactuking  Co. 

We  have  given  considerable  thought  to  the  question  of 
the  purifying  of  oil  and  have  experimented  to  some  extent 
in  the  use  of  clarified  oils,  but  in  the  slight  experience 
that  we  have  had  we  have  felt  that  as  far  as  better  cutting 
qualities  were  concerned,  there  was  no  gain  in  the  trans- 
action. 
We  put  all  of  our  chips  through  a  centrifugal  machine, 

and  we  know  that  there  would  be  some  saving  if  we  treated 
the  chips  still  further  by  the  use  of  steam,  but  from 
any  data  that  we  have  been  able  to  collect,  we  feel  that 
the  amount  that  would  be  saved  would  not  be  sufficiently 
large  to  warrant  the  expenditure  and  the  use  of  room  to 
undertake  this  operation.  Clarified  oil,  of  course,  is  better 
to  handle  and  more  attractive. 
As  to  storage,  we  receive  oil  in  barrels  and  keep  it 

there,  carrying  it  in  the  barrels  to  such  parts  of  the  works 
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Oar  aaigtaal  ekip  kaadlinf  inatallattoa  waa  vanr  erode 
"  ckipa  bjr  tka  wkaaibamnr it,  wkara  tkaj  ware 

a  pair  of  ovdiail^  kali-drtvoB  axtraetora  and 
af  tM  oa  oatfackw  in  tkia  way.     Eicbt  men 

to  traaaport  tka  rhipa  from  tka  machine  thopa 
astrartiac  dappartmaBt. 

Wttk  tka  paooaat  arstem,  which  haa  ba«n  in  operation 
two  jraara,  a  vortical 

Wa  narleetod  to  aMitioa  tiia  fact  that  luoaUnc  the  oil 
reclauainf  room  oa  tka  third  floor  permitUKi  u*  to  place 
tka  ckia  otorago  Una  diroctlv  over  the  railroad  track, 
wkaro  taa  ckipa  ara  laad  by  direct  chutes  into  the  cars. 

In  refervace  to  the  advanUce  of  a  carefully  clariflad 
oil  ovt-r  the  use  of  a  now  oil,  we  cannot  aay  that  wa  ara 
particularly  enthusiastic  over  r«vommandin(  a  reclaimad 
oil  in  place  of  freoh  oil.  We  find  tha  oppoaita  to  ba  tha 
case.  That  is,  the  reclaitnctl  oil  -in  urdar  to  produce  raaulta 
comparabia  with   the   .  use   of  naw  oil — requires 
tka  addition   of   about  i-cnt  of  freah    oil   to   the 
reclaimed   product. 

We  havr  at  aeveral  timaa  oxporiancad  aome  trouble  with 
oil  foaminc  in  tha  automatic  aeraw  machtnea.  Wa  have 
Anally  traced  this  troubia  to  the  apparent  preaance  of  water 
in  the  reclaimed  oil,  and  believe  that  it  is  due  entirely  to 
the  defrcUve  operation  of  the  se|>aratora  used  for  extract- 

ing the  water  and  other  impurities.  As  a  basis  for  future 
installations,  we  would  strongly  recommend  the  use  of  a 
belt-driven  extractor  in  place  of  the  steam-driven  machine 
which  we  are  uainff,  and  the  elimination  of  the  4i'<;ect 
heatinc  of  the  chipa  bv  ateam.  It  miffht  be  poaikKbJe  to 
arrange  for  an  indirect  heating  of  this  extract,  witliout  the 
danger  of  too  much  condensation  entcrinir  the  extracted 

General  Elsctkic  Co. 

The  General  Electric  Company  uses  both  DeLaval  cen^Jf- 
tigal  clariflera  and  Richardaon-Phenix  screen  Alters..  tl\h« 

DeLaval  clariflera  are  used  chiefly  for  fllterinir  bean."'  '* 
uaed  in  tcatin^  maehinea.  The  oil  reclaimed  in  ̂ ("•'^nff  oii section  ia  anin  uaed  in  machine  bearings  in  '  ,  jl?  ̂ '^lU 

The  Richardaon-Phenix  filters  arc  used  in  cc,.!.*"'^*'"  test inc  Kicnaroaon-rnenix  niters  arc  used  in  cc,,"  "  ,,""  'esi 
turbine  extractors  for  reclaiming  oil  fromy-i-i  "•*^"0"  w"t 
inir»  in  the  automaUc  and  machine  da,,„"P"  ■"''  'urt 

these  departmenU  ia  X[  u?l,''  '''* 
dition  of  a. small  portion  o"„,w'f   "P   <> 

caMrtfoaal 
for  rUrily- 

TITHERE  OIL  RECLAMATION  ia  prac- 

*^  ticed  the  tiae  of  standard  aeparating 
madiinea  of  the  centrifugal  type  seems  to  be 

altnoot  tiniversal.  For  cleansing  and  purify- 
ing, the  oil  is  then  led  to  reservoirs,  filters 

and  clarifying  apparattu  in  turn.  New  oil  is 
added  in  all  cases  to  maintain  the  standard 

neccaaary  for  good  work. 

Sterilizing  and  clarifying  oils  may  elimi- 
nate skin  affections  which  are  all  too  common 

in  many  shops. 

•Maaau  oao  for  rtartlr- 
:  mad  tk*  otkar  Car  parlfjrtac  tk*  raaiatosd  oil.    The  chips 
>  leaded  kv  aiaana  of  fotka  taMa  tka  larfa  baakeU  of  tha 

aad  tkakaakotaafvkaaAadby  a  Tigl I  by  a  light  air-oporatod 
tk*  OKtractor  Itaalf. 
4rlTea  aad  tha  axhaoat  from 

tSneUr  to  tka  baakot  of  chipa, 
ki  a  tkkviac  aad  fraateg  of  Vb» 
Iko  oatraciad  oil  drains  by  gravity 

H  b  warped  to  aa  orarhoad  atoraga 
H  Is  acab  laad  by  grartty  IkrouA  tko 

rfarttn-  aad  iiarlisi  la  aarfas,  aad  tkan  poa^ad  diraetly 
M*  aa  ail  ataaag*  taak  oa  tko  Aoor  akova,  wksrs  it  caa 
ka  drawa  ky  grarfay  kMo  tk*  distrikattaa  track  tnka  wkan- 

la  ra^ri  to  tka  oaalgr  offortad  ky  tkia  nsatkod,  it  can 

k*  awMrtaad  la  Ike  '^ 

%MMt 

ings    in    the    automatic 
oil    reclaimed    in 
renewed  by  the  addition  *,.  .  ..,..,.  >~.wMn  or  new  i 

In  regard  to  extracting  oil  from  chipn  ,^^,  tur"' 
use  centrifugal  extractors  located  in  various  wftWflVlfc  'bf 
our  plant  either  in  or  in  cloae  proximity  to  our  automatic 
and  machine  departments.  The  amount  of  oil  which  may  be 
extracted  from  a  ton  of  chips  varied  according  to  local 
conditions.  In  shops  where  chips  and  turnings  arc  allowed 
to  drain,  for  a  period  ot  ten  or  twelve  hours,  the  amount 

of  oil  reclaimed  by  the 
extractor  will  average  ap- 

proximate! v  16  or  20  gal. 
per  ton  oi  chips.  Where 
chins  are  taken  immedi- 

ately from  machine  pant 
and  put  into  the  extractor, 
the  amount  of  oil  rerUinied 
wilt  obviously  be  very  much 

greater. Referring  to  the  question 
of   whether   in   our   experi- 

ence   clarified    oil    givea    a 
more  uniform   product  and 
increaaed  percentage  of  per- 

fect work,  would  state  that 

thia     proposition     may     be 
said    to    be    a    self-evident 
one.     The  higher  the  point 
to   which   oils   are   clarified 
and  refined,  whether  oils  in 
original  form  or  used  oils, 

the  nwre  uniform  and  satiafactory  would  be  the  reault  of 
tha  machine  procoaaes  with   a  corroaponding  decreaae  in 
dofoethro  work. 

MaugL  Phms  MANurACTtnuNO  Co. 
We  Bsa  a  refrigerant  baso,  diluted  with  parafllne  in  exact 

proportions. when  it  is  neeaaaary  to  refill  a  machine,  we  drain  off 
all  old  oil  and  raflll  with  the  new  mixture  in  the  exact 
proportlooa,  ao  maintaining  a  uniform  standard  of  cutting 
oiL 

Tko  oU  oil  drained  off  (which  as  you  will  approeiate, 
haa  aecomnlated  much  foreign  matter,  such  aa  Karoaana 
oil,  ekipa.  ate.)  ia  placed  in  a  filtering  Unk,  and  after  being 
flitorod,  (a  atarilisad,  an<l  pumji<<t  into  a  storage  tank,  and 

as  a  carrier  for  diluting  with  naw  refrigerant 

There  ia  no  qnastion  in  our  minda  but  that  a  clarified 
catting  oil  la  eondtieiv*  to  better  reaults,  since  it  is  free 
from  foreign  owttor.  aoek  aa  chip  dust,  or,  in  other  words, 
ekiaa  that  have  boeon*  Tsry  minute  like  powder  grain*. 
TUB  chip  doat  dostioys  tko  cutting  edgea  of  tools,  and 
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prevents  the  best  quality  of  finished  surface  on  the  products. 

Larger  sized  turnings  and  chips  are  put  through  an  oil 
■  extractor  and  the  oil  from  this  process!  goes  through  the 
same  filtration  and  sterilizing  process  as  above  mentioned. 
We  presume  it  is  generally  appreciated  that  the  price 

per  gallon  of  oil  as  used  by  our  method,  is  gradually 
lowered  from  the  first  cost,  until  it  is  necessary  to  pur- 

chase more  paraffine,  because  as  long  as  there  is  sufficient 
quantity  of  oil  in  the  filtration  tank,  the  cost  of  oil  consists 
only  for  the  cost  of  new  refrigerant  base,  plus  the  cost  of 
filtration  and  sterilizing  of  old  oil.  So  a  cutting  oil  whose 
first  cost  represents  cost  of  refrigerant  base,  plus  cost 
of  paraffine,  and  which,  in  the  proportion  we  dilute,  might 
represent  45  cents  per  gal.  eventually  may  cost  only  half 
that. 
We  also  believe  that  cutting  oil  has  a  relative  propor- 

tionate tangible  value  to  machine  oil,  as  regards  its  effect 
on  the  overhead  burden  upon  a  machine,  and  that  a  first- 
class  cutting  oil,  therefore,  is  just  as  good  insurance,  as 
pertains  to  machine  equipment,  as  is  fire  protection  for 
buildings. 

Peerless  Motor  Car  Co. 

Our  cutting  oils  are  bought  by  the  barrel  and  stored  in 
two  1,000  gallon  tanks.  From  these  tanks  the  supply  as 
needed  is  pumped  by  means  of  Wayne  hand  oil-tank  pumps 
into  a  Wayne  portable  lubricating  cart.  In  this  way  the 
cutting  oil  is  delivered  from  the  oil  shed  to  the  different 
departments  and  machines  as  new  oil  is  required. 

In  connection  with  the  machines  we  have  an  oil  separat- 
ing and  clarifying  department.  The  oily  chips  and  work 

are  brought  from  the  automatic  screw  machines  in  metal 
boxes  and  then  forked  or  shoveled  into  a  36-in.  separator, 
centrifugal  type,  made  by  the  Oil  and  Waste  Saving 
Machine  Co.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  From  this  separator  the  oil 
flows  to  a  reservoir  of  50  gal.  capacity.  From  the  reservoir 
the  oil  is  pumped  into  a  Peterson  power-plant  oil  filter,  Size 
13,  made  by  the  Richardson-Phenix  Co.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

After  the  oil  is  filtered  it  is  supplied  to.  the  machines 
as  required.  New  oil  is  added  as  required  to  keep  life 
in  the  oil.  In  this  way  we  are  using  the  cutting  oil  over 
and  over  again.  The  cutting  oil  we  are  using  is  a  mixture 
of  Fiske  Bros.  No.  1770  oil  and  C.  H.  Clark  oil. 

Regarding  cutting  oils  that  are  clarified,  I  have  looked 
into  this  matter  and  taken  it  up  personally  with  some  of 
our  factory  men.  I  cannot  see  where  you  can  gain  a  better 
lubricant  by  using  the  same,  oil  over  and  over  again  by 
filtering,  clarifying  or  sterilizing  same.  It  seems  to  me 
that  the  oil  being  used  for  a  long  time,  a  certain  amount  of 
life  is  taken  out  and  it  will  get  thinner,  and  a  certain 
amount  of  impurity  will  mix  in  with  it.  We  add  new 
oil  to  the  oil  that  has  been  clarified  and  in  this  way  try 
to  keep   the  body  and   life   in   our   oils.  i 
We  have  noticed  something  peculiar  about  oils  that  have 

been  sterilized  and  filtered.  We  have  two  filtering  stations, 
one  in  the  screw  machine  department  and  one  in  the  motor 
running  department.  Before  we  installed  the  filtering  sta- 

tions our  men  were  troubled  with  skin  affections  such  as 
pimples,  boils,  etc.    Now  this  trouble  has  ceased. 

I  would  not  like  to  say  that  this  trouble  was  caused  by 
the  oils,  as  it  may  have  been  an  epidemic  of  some  kind 
at  that  particular  time,  but  the  same  trouble  happening 
in  both  departments  and  being  eliminated,  it  would  seem 
as  though  it  was  caused  by  impurities  in  the  oils. 

Pratt  &  Whitney  Co. 

Our  practice  is  to  keep  separate  the  chips  from  the 
departments  using  widely  different  oils  and  by  means  of 
chutes  to  run  them  into  large  settling  bins  from  which, 
by  gravity  draining,  we  reclaim  about  one-half  the  total 
quantity  of  oil.  The  chips  are  then  put  in  a  centrifugal 
separator  and  the  remainder  of  the  oil  extracted.  Tests 
have  shown  that  what  little  oil  is  left  in  the  chips  is  not 
over  1  per  cent  by  weight.  This  oil  is  then  run  through 
several  DeLaval  machines,  one  for  extracting  liquid,  such 
as  nnoisture,  and  one  for  extracting  solid  matter.  The 
oils  are  heated  to  render  them  antiseptic. 

The  resulting  oil  we  have  found  to  be  the  equal  of  new 
oi!  as  far  as  productive  results  have  shown.  It  is  not 
quite  as  clear,  but  this  may  be  due  in  our  works  to  the  ad- 

mixture of  small  quantities  of  black  oil  which  is  still  used 
in  some  instances.  We  have  found  that  thirteen  baskets 
of  six  bushels  each,  of  chips  each  yield  148  gal.  of  oil,  or, 
roughly,  2  gal.  to  the  bushel. 

Westinghouse  Air  Brake  Co. 

In  order  to  secure  a  good  finish  on  parts  from  our  auto- 
matic screw  machines,  it  is  necessary  to  filter  the  cutting 

oil  periodically.  In  our  practice  the  oil  is  filtered  on  an 
average  of  every  three  or  four  weeks. 

The  oil  used  in  our  standard  production  of  motor-driven 
compressors  during  wearing  in  and  test,  is  purified  and 
used  over  and  over  again  and  until  recently  we  used  an 
ordinary  oil  filter  but  have  lately  installed  a  DeLaval 
centrifugal  separator,  which  has  given  very  satisfactory 
results.  This  machine  has  materially  reduced  the  abrasion 
on  the  bearings  due  to  the  total  elimination  of  fine  sand  and 
metallic  particles  in  the  oil. 

White  Sewing  Machine  Co. 

We  do  not  reclaim  any  oil  in  our  plant.  We  collect  cer- 
tain kinds  of  oil,  however,  such  as  coal  oil,  and  return  it 

to  the  refinery  for  credit  which  they  allow  us.  The  amount 
of  oil  we  use  is  comparatively  small;  in  fact,  so  small  as 
not  to  warrant  the  installation  of  equipment  for  reclama- 
tion. 

In  regard  to  cutting  oils,  we  have  not  found  it  necessary 
to  filter  the  oil,  or  otherwise  clarify  it  other  than  Is  done 
in  the  individual  automatics  and  screw  machines — that  is, 
using  the  strainer  and  settling  tank,  which  is  an  integral 
part  of  the  machine  itself. 
We  are  well  aware  of  the  claims  made  by  some  of  the 

manufacturers  of  mechanical  filters.  It  has  been  our  ob- 
servation, however,  backed  up  by  the  experience  of  our 

operators  who  have  worked  in  other  plants  on  similar 
classes  of  work,  that  there  is  no  great  saving  nor  better- 

ment to  be  expected  by  the  clarifying  of  the  oil.  We 
find  that  far  greater  results  are  obtained  for  better  work 
by  choosing  the  proper   oil.     > 

I  wish  to  add,  however,  that  if  our  raw  stock  contained 
mill  scale  such  as  if  found  on  hot-rolled  stock  we  might 
find  it  necessary  to  filter  the  grit  and  abrasive  substances 
out  of  the  oil.  Our  raw  stock,  however,  is  all  cold-drawn, 
which  possibly  explains  why  we  do  not  take  extra  care  of 
the  filtering   of  the   oil. 

Whitin  Machine  Works 

We  have  just  installed  a  DeLaval  system  of  oil  filtration 
which  is  used  in  connection  with  a  steam  operated  Oil  and 
Waste  Company's  centrifugal  extractor,  and  can  report  the 
best  results.  We  have  made  very  large  savings  in  the 
amount  of  oil  reclaimed  from  our  chips. 

The  hospital  reports  also  that  scratches  and  wounds  heal 
much  quicker  now  that  the  oil  has  run  through  this  pasteur- 

ization process  and  the  workmen  would  rather  use  the 
reclaimed  oil  than  the  new  oil  in  many  cases. 
We  have  combined  this  machinery  with  an  oil  storage 

building  which  has  also  worked  out  to  our  satisfaction. 
We  feel  that  the  DeLaval  system  of  reclaiming  the  oil  is 
the  best  that  we  have  seen. 

Increasing  Production  by  Personal 
Consideration 

By  Charles  W.  Lee 

The  subject  of  increased  production  has  been  so  much 

in  vogue  during  the — shall  we  say  recent — inactivity, 
that  a  few  words  along  that  line  may  not  be  amiss. 

The  superintendent  of  a  factory  that  I  used  to  visit 

was  much  annoyed  because  some  of  "the  hands"  were  in 
the  habit  of  using  the  window  ledge  outside  his  office 
as  a  seat  during  the  noon  hour,  and  accordingly  caused 
to  be  made  and  fastened  on  the  ledge,  a  plate  which 
supported  numerous  sharp  spikes.  The  next  noon  the 

first  "hand"  failed  to  notice  the  innovation,  and  sat  in 
the  usual  place  with  the  result  of  torn  trousers;  this, 
it  will  be  readily  seen,  increased  production — for  the 
tailor. 

However  this  may  be,  in  the  course  of  time,  this  fac- 
tory achieved  a  new  superintendent,  and  after  learning 

the  ropes  a  little,  one  of  the  first  things  he  did  was  to 
remove  the  spiked  plate.  He  then  set  up  a  comfortable 

bench  which  the  "hands"  could  occupy  during  their 
periods  of  relaxation. 

Now  I  firmly  believe,  and  I  hope  the  editor  will  print 
what  I  write,  that  this  little  gracious  act  tended  to  in- 

crease the  production  of  that  factory:  Anyhow,  some- 
thing had  to  pay  for  the  nice  little  grass  plot  with 

flowers  in  the  center,  and  surrounded  by  other  benches 
which  I  noticed  at  my  next  visit  to  the  place. 
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yV^ACHINING/VVETHODS 

Flf.  1 — Newton  Kperiiil  maihiiie  ta<iiin:  and  turnint;  the  tlances  of 
two  oil  pans  bolted  together.  The  cutter  head  revolves.  Fig.  2 — Newton 
special  mlUine  machine  located  on  roller  conveyor  line.  Work  U 
clamped  by  screw  A,  The  cutter  head  flwings  on  column  at  right  and 
the  feed  l«  by  ffesr  secment  and  pinion  operated  by  the  handwheel. 
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Standard  Tapers 
ASIalnwnt  of  the  Case  for  Fxi^tinc  Standards-  ^Suitability  of  Tapers  for 

Specific  Jobs — Some  of  the  Objections  to  the  Jarno  Taper 
By  IATHER  D.  BURl.INr.AME 

CiMllliiaw.  Jtam   t 'ouimlllrv  of  A.    S     M     K    nlul   S     A     K    on HaadartlaaUon  and  I'nUkiattoa  or  BrrfW  Tltrvadf 

AFBSTILB  fltid  for  invMtisatloB  and  dlKOMion
 

hM  bMB  ap«Md  by  the  MriM  of  artkha  appaai^ 
Ibc  in  Awt*riewt  Markimiat  under  the  head- 

Wt  Standardiie  Tapers?"  These  articles 
plataH  of  flfly-eisht  manufacturers  as  to 

tferir  pNHBl  pnetieo  and  rsooaunaodations  for  stand- 
■Bd  whik  K  eanaot  be  said  that  these  fifty- 

lufarturen  rive  quite  "57  varieties"  of  opin- 
i«  aa  to  what  ahouhi  be  done  r^t  the  groat  ▼ariety  of 

spiaioaa  aad  the  rsaaoni  fivm  show  the  extreme  diffi- 
c«hy  in  the  way  of  finding  a  practical  basis  of  stand- 
ardiiatioii  which  would  meet  ani venal  approval  In 
teeC  mat  mif  this  series  of  articles  giving  such  widely 
varyinc  view*  but  also  an  investigation  which  was  made 
is  1918  with  a  view  of  establishing  standards  for  large 

laaka  aad  sockets  and  which  was  presented  aa 
at  the  annnal  meeting  of  the  A.  S.  M.  E.  in 

December  of  that  year,  lead  me  to  believe  that  the 
(Tsataat  possibility  of  effective  standardisation  will  be 
by  the  adoption  of  at  least  fioo  stondards  for  tapera 
rather  than  by  tiyiiif  to  bring  all  to  a  aingle  sUndard. 
raganOaaa  of  the  needa.  and  regardless  of  what  might 
raaalt  froai  the  overthrow  of  basic  standards  so  long 
ncegnlaad  aad  ao  widely  used. 

I  was  much  irapreaaed  with  the  poipt  made  by  George 
B.  Merryweetber  in  his  contribution  on  page  726.  Vol. 
SC.  of  Msierican  UarktniMt.  entitled  "Shall  We  Stand- 

ards Machine  Tools?"  He  shows  the  danger  of  jump- 
ing into  such  standardization  without  a  conception  of 

what  it  might  mean,  and  of  the  results  which  would 
foiow.    I  do  not  wiah  to  be  put  in  the  position  of  not 

as  1  am  now  working  with 
earnest  efforts  are  to  bring 

•taadardixation  where  it  can  be  done. 
but  I  do  feel  that  there  U  a  danger  of  overdoing  this ■Mttar. 

should  not  be  carried  so  far  that  it 
WB  fail  to  meet  the  rmjuirements  and  where  those 
n«aiiiaiiiU  are  such  as  to  call  for  varying  sUndards; 
they  shooM  be  duly  rseofalaed.  each  in  its  turn  becom- 
lag  a  staadard. 

Nc»  or  PtKix  THUAoa 

^Aa  OhMtraUoQ  of  this  is  in  the  use  of  screw  threads. 
^  **•*?•■•*  **  '•*'*  •"  "^^  **  ***  United  SUtea ■fd  screw  thrvad,  even  though   it   is  much  too 

■rse  for  raaay  uses  has  led  to  a  great  variety  of 
thraads  baiag  asad  becaoae  oo  standard  for  flne 

loptod.    By  frankly  rseognizing  the 
•#  taar  thraads  aad  satablishinr  a  standard  for 

I  mw  a«»  this  caafaaion  would  have  been  avoidod. 
■     "  staadafds  woold  have  baan  avail- 

-•^  ^  ..^  -^r*  •  »•'**«»*"  •^  of  work.  The «wMtto  hrtat  ttto  rank  aboot  at  this  late  date  will 
••^Jtaal^  ha^  the  sHaatioa.  hot  a  far-seetng  policy 
to  a*  yart  by  which  at  leant  two  standards  wooU  have 
   raeegaiaad  woald  hava  avoided  ths  prwant  con- 

So  it  is  with  tapers.  There  are  certain  needa  in 
which  a  Uper  as  slight  as  i  inch  to  the  foot  is  pre- 
ferabft  to  a  steeper  taper  because  it  is  desired  to  have 
tools,  such  as  end  mills,  etc..  drive  in  so  as  to  hold 

firmly,  and  drive  by  the  "bite"  of  the  taper  8urfaie« 
in  contact :  and  to  have  this  taper  just  such  that  even 
when  driven  in  tightly  it  can  be  readily  removeti  when 
tools  are  to  be  changed.  One-half  inch  taper  per  foot 
meets  these  requirements. 

On  the  other  hand,  there  are  needs,  such  as  in  drill 
presses  and  lathes,  where  the  end  pressure  comes  on 
the  tool  or  center  tending  to  crowd  it  more  firmly 
into  position  and  where  a  taper  of  approximately  fl 
inch  to  the  foot  gives  sufficient  "bite"  and  allows  for  the 
tool  or  center  to  be  more  easily  freed  when  a  change 
is  to  be  made. 

iNTSODUcnoN  OF  "Magnum"  Tapiers 

In  cases  of  large  tapers,  where  auxiliary  driving 
means  are  required,  and  where  the  "bite"  is  not  de- 

pended on  for  driving,  but  instead  keys  or  clutches  are 
used  for  this  purpose,  and  where  the  parts  are  so 
heav>-  that  greater  difficulty  might  be  experienced  in 
removing  them,  a  steeper  Uper  still  of  i  inch  to  the 
foot  is  desirable.  Such  a  standard  has  already  been 

proposed  under  the  name  of  "Magnum"  tapers  and 
is  an  extension  of  the  B.  &  S.  tapers  to  larger  sizes 
than  had  previously  been  standardized. 

These  varying  needs  have  led  in  the  past  to  the 
esUblishment  of  several  standards  each  of  which  is 
best  suited  to  its  particular  use  and  two  of  which  have 
become  so  widely  used  and  so  firmly  established  as 
basic  sUndards  that  it  is  believed  it  would  be  a  mistake 
to  attempt  to  change  them. 

As  s  result  of  the  study  given  to  this  matter,  and  for 
the  reasons  which  follow,  I  believe  that  the  Morse  taper 
should  be  adopted  as  a  world  sUndard.  for  lathes,  drill 
pnasas  and  mschines  of  like  character,  up  to  the  larg- 

est sise  already  esUblishcd.  No.  7,  and  that  the  B.  &  S. 
Uper.  should  be  made  the  world  sUndard  for  milling 
machines,  gear  cutting  machines,  etc.;  the  "Magnum" 
standard  being  used  for  all  types  of  machines  where 
still  larger  Upers  are  required. 

That  it  is  desirable  to  have  more  than  one  sUndard 
is    voiced    by    a    number    of    those    replying    to    the American  Maehinint  questionnaire. 
For  example,  No.  7  says: 

..  "The  valus  of  on*  standard  Uper  in  •lui-NtionnbJe  becaum-  of U»«  variety  of  us«s  to  which  Uper  shank  tools  are  put.  The 
Brown  A  Sharpe  Uper  i*  unqupationsbly  auperior  for  mill- mg  machine  work,  because  the  irreaUr  the  Uper ~        -,     --.-,  -J — —,  . —  „.»«^.  ...^  Uper  the  eauier 
it  is  to  loosm  the  shank  in  aocket.  due  to  Jarrinjf  in  opora- 
tlon:  but  a  rrsater  Uper  is  more  natinfaclorv  in  Hnllinjf machines,  and  boring  marhinea,  on  account  of  eaxp  of  ex- 

traction ....  No  grest  hsrdnhip  would  hv  noticed 
If  the  Rrown  A  Sharpe  Uper  were  continued  in  UNe  for 
"•'I'  iiines,  snd  ths  Morse  Uper  adopted  for  other nuk'  .,«. 
No.  22  says: 

Modem  ndlling  msehinMi  are  equipped   with   Brown   A 
Sharp*  Upns;  drOl  presses,  radial  drills  and  borintr  milla 
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with  Morse  tapers  ....  the  Brown  &  Sharpe  taper 
having  a  smaller  included  angle  is  better  suited  for  milling 
machines,  gear  cutters  or  any  type  of  machine,  where  a 
great  side  thrust  is  exerted.  This  side  thrust  has  the  tend- 

ency to  cause  the  tapered  end  of  the  cutter  arbor  to  work 
loose.  The  Brown  &  Sharpe  taper  has  a  greater  frictional 
driving  power  than  the  Morse.  ...  all  our  gear-cut- 

ting machines  for  the  trade  are  equipped  with  Brown  <fe 
Sharpe  tapers.  In  our  milling  department  we  have  adopted 
No.  11  and  No.  14  Brown  &  Sharpe  tapers  as  our  standard. 
No.  27  says: 

For  drill  presses  and  lathe  centers  it  seems  there  can  ba 
no  objection  to  the  Morse  taper,  but  for  milling  machines  we 
would  prefer  the  Brown  &  Sharpe  half-inch  taper  per  foot. 
No.  53  says: 
We  will  be  satisfied  to  us?  Brown  &  Sharpe  tapers  for 

our  milling  tools  and  Morse  tapers  on  our  drill  presses. 
A  third  standard  which  has  come  into  use  to  some 

extent  (the  Jarno  taper),  while  having  advantages  in 
the  simple  relations  of  its  various  dimensions  has 
objections  which  it  is  believed  would  militate  against 
its  being  adopted  as  a  universal  standard. 

In  the  discussion  referred  to  above,  published  in  the 
American  Machinist,  while  the  Morse  taper  was  given 
the  preference  if  a  single  standard  was  to  be  adopted, 
and  the  B.  &  S.  taper  was  generally  preferred  for  mill- 

ing and  gear  cutting  machines,  there  seemed  to  be 
quite   a   leaning   toward   the   Jarno   taper. 

Origin  of  the  Jarno  Taper 

This  Jarno  taper  was  first  proposed  by  Oscar  J.  Beale 
of  the  Brown  &  Sharpe  Manufacturing  Co.  in  an  article 
in  American  Machinist  Oct.  31,  1889  and  takes  its 

name  from  the  "pen  name"  under  which  Mr.  Beale 
wrote.  It  is  approximately  the  same  taper  per  foot 
as  the  Morse  taper,  being  a  taper  of  1  in  20,  where 
the  Morse  taper  is  approximately  1  in  19  J,  and  the 
B.  &  S.  taper  1  in  24. 

It  is  so  close  to  the  Morse  taper  that  the  fact  that 
it  has  come  somewhat  into  use  is  causing  considerable 
confusion  from  the  fact  that  it  is  not  easy  by  inspec- 

tion to  determine  which  of  the  two  tapers,  Morse  or 
Jarno,  is  used  in  a  machine  and  the  attempt  to  fit  tools 
made  to  one  of  these  tapers  to  machines  having  the 
other  is  a  source  of  not  only  annoyance  but  of  real 
loss.  If  it  were  not  for  the  fact  that  the  Morse  taper, 
which  approximates  i  in.  to  the  foot,  varies  in  nearly 
all  its  sizes  from  being  exactly  this  taper,  so  that  no 
two  sizes  are  the  same  taper  per  foot,  it  would  no  doubt 
be  more  favorably  considered  as  a  standard;  although 
this  variation  is  not  the  practical  objection  which  it 
appears  in  theory  for  gages  once  made  will  produce 
duplicate  and  thus   interchangeable  work. 

Another  objection  to  the  Jarno  taper  is  that  the  sizes 
vary  uniformly  by  tenths  of  an  inch  in  diameter  at  the 
small  end.  This  has  been  pointed  out  by  a  number  of 

those  whose  opinions  are  published  in  American  Ma- 
chinist as  being  an  advantage.  It  is  my  belief,  however, 

that  it  is  not  an  advantage,  but  a  serious  objection  to 
this  system,  as  the  proper  requirements  should  grade 
the  sizes  of  tapers  in  geometric  progression  from  the 
smallest  to  the  largest  so  that  the  larger  sizes  would 
be  spaced  much  farther  apart  than  the  small  sizes.  See 
Fig.  1.  I  have  pointed  out  the  reasons  for  this  in  an 

article  on  "Geometric  Progressions  by  Short-Cut  Meth- 
ods" on  page  743,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machinist. 

For  the  same  range  which  is  covered  by  the  Morse 
tapers  in  eight  sizes  the  Jarno  taper  has  21,  and  this 
number  of  sizes  would  be  increased  to  what  would  cer- 

tainly be  prohibitive  if  carried  up  to  the  sizes  of  the 
large  taper  shanks  and  sockets. 

Another  objection  to  the  Jarno  taper  is  that  the 
formula  is  only  applicable,  as  far  as  proportions  of 
length  to  diameter  go,  to  tapers  of  small  or  moderate 
size.  As  soon  as  large  sized  tapers  are  reached,  such  as 
say  4  in.  in  diameter,  the  Jarno  formula  would  be 
entirely  out  of  proportion,  as  it  would  call  for  a  taper 
20  in.  in  length,  almost  double  that  which  good  practice 
would  require. 

The  correspondent  of  American  Machinist  No.  48, 
criticises  the  length  of  the  Jarno  taper  even  for  the 
comparatively  small  sizes.  He  says:  "In  order  to  use 
a  Jarno  taper  we  have  considered  modifying  the  length, 
as  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  general  feeling  exists  that 
the  Jarno  taper  is  rather  long." 

Another  reason,  important  from  a  practical  stand- 
point, why  the  Jarno  taper  should  not  be  used  as  a 
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FIG.   1 — TAPER   SIZES  IN  RELATION  TO  A  GEOMETRIC 
PROGRESSION  CURVE 

basis  for  a  general  standard  to  supplant  the  use  of  the 
Morse  and  B.  &  S.  tapers  now  used,  each  in  well-defined 
lines  of  machines,  is  that  these  latter  standards  are 
at  present  so  extensively  in  use  that  great  expense  and 
confusion  through  a  long  period  of  years  would  be 
caused  by  attempting  to  make  a  change.  Take  the 
milling  machine,  for  example,  with  its  collets,  arbors, 
shank  cutters,  etc.,  with  vertical  spindle  and  many 
other  kinds  or  attachments  now  interchangeable  not 
only  with  machines  of  the  same  make  but  also  in  various 
makes  of  machines.  It  is  little  realized  through  what 
a  long  period  such  a  product  must  be  interchangeable. 

A  short  time  ago,  when  the  question  of  standards 
for  tapers  was  raised  as  to  whether  they  could  be 
modified  through  a  long  period  of  years,  an  arbor  with 
a  taper  shank  was  taken  from  stock  and  placed  in  the 
original  universal  milling  machine  built  by  J.  R.  Brown 
&  Sharpe  in  1861.  It  was  found  that  the  taper  hole 
of  the  old  machine  was  still  standard  after  more  than 
sixty  years,  so  that  the  present  day  equipment  would 
interchange. 

Correspondent  No.  40,  after  speaking  of  the  many 
hundreds  of  thousands  of  machines  in  use,  using  tapers, 
says: 

We  should  think  it  would  be  a  very  serious  matter  after 
so  many  years  of  having  an  established  taper,  such  as  the 
Morse  taper,  to  consider  making  any  change.  From  our 
own    standpoint    you    can    understand   it   would   be   a   very 
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ATTiTtflDB  or  BtmsH  ENonaoM 

It  Is  baHavad  that  what  haa  be«n  aatd  refurdlnff  the 
Amarkaa  prartk*  would  alao  hold  true  of  practice 

tka  BtHah-^paaking  world.  The  British 
la  Aaaodation  haa  given  much 

to  tkli  aattor  af  taptn.  As  far  t>ack  as  July. 
Itlt,  tkt  siilMWMMltlss  en  mlDiiic  cutters  and  amall 
toah  iliai  iisasil  tha  question  of  tapers  with  a  view  of 
Arrlriag  at  tkt  most  suitable  standard  to  recommend 
for  tai  adk.  Hmt  rarofniasd  three  accepted  tapers, 
tha  Mataa,  the  Brown  A  Sharps  and  Jarno,  and  after 
coaaMaratioa  in  detail  the  vote  was  ananimous  in  favor 
of  tlw  Brown  A  Sharps  for  this  particular  use.  The 
rnnsifcratlBas  Isadinc  op  to  this  decision  as  iriven  by 

/ansa  tmptr.  DiOealtlas  in  adoptieo  owing  to  its 
praaant  Haitad  oaa.  aHhoofh  its  aInpUdtjr  and  practical 
adraatacea  were  appreciated. 

Meres  Imptr.  Imofllcient  range  of  slsas,  and  in  some 
caass  lack  of  airfkient  length.  It  waa  also  felt  that 
rooBparatively  few  ■adUaaa  were  now  being  made  with 
MorM  taper  bole  in  the  spindle. 

B.  A  S.  taptr.  Was  considered  to  offer  a  reasonable 
range  of  aiaea,  a  aoitable  taper,  and,  in  addition,  had 
the  advantage  of  being  the  standard  generally  in  use. 

la  tlMlr  piAOabad  "Book  of  Standards  for  Milling 
Cattara  and  Rsaawrs  No.  122-1920,"  the  British  Engi- 
nssrint  Standarda  Aaaociation  gives  data  for  and  recog- 
■iaad  batk  the  Brown  A  Sharpe  and  Morae  Upers  to 
be  aasd  for  ahanlu  of  end  mills. 

It  is  reported  by  Robert  Grimshaw.  in  ̂ iNerieaa 
MtkimUt.  May  9.  1907.  tliat  the  German  manufacturers 
a(  twiat  drilb  meeting  in  Hanover  declared  that  the 
pfopaaad  introdoction  into  Germany  of  the  metric  taper, 
instead  of  being  an  advantage  would  be  a  disadvantage; 
tbat  whUs  tJMse  manufacturers  realise  that  there  ware 
soata  variatloos  in  the  Morse  Upers.  tbay  elaimad  that 
tUa  woold  Mi  be  a  serious  disadvantage  to  the  use 
af  that  taper  Tbacaoae  such  tapers  are  not  made  accord- 
lav  to  aMaaara  but  according  to  gages  ground  exactly 
to  alae.  as  tkal  H.  nakaa  no  difference  whether  or  not 
the  ■MasManaata  are  la  even  miBlnators  or  fractions 
thereof.  .  .  .  Twist  drill  manufacture  has  become  a 
specialty:  tbay  are  BMde  in  great  quantitiea.  and  all 
iimaasiDiis  aia  exact  to  the  standards." 

Mr.  GriaMkaw  goea  on  futhar  to  say  that  from  the 
Cerama  staadpafat — 

"Thasa  mn  farther  eaamMivial  rsaaons  for  keeping the  Moraa  lapar.  Twlat  driOs  ars  a  staple  eommer- 
dai  artkH  prka.  dimaoslons  and  quality  of  which 
oaaaai  be  satabHahid  hf  Garmaa  mafcaii.  At  preeent 
there  an  airmaary  a  great  aoaihar  af  apadal  machiaaa 
to  maka  thank     If  it  waia  laqoirad  to  bring  oat  a 

it  woald  be  am   y  to  pat  in  new  special 
therefor.     Furthermore  to  dooUa 

tha  amount  of  stock  aaeeasary  to  be  kept  by  dealers 
would  be  a  heavy  burden.  .  .  .  The  expense  of  such 
increaaed  stock  wook)  have  to  be  borne  not  only  by 

manufacturers,  but  also  by  the  dealers." 
The  question  waa  raiaed  with  the  Brown  A  Sharpe 

Manufacturing  Co.  by  the  British  committee  on  cutters 
as  to  the  arguments  for  having  varying  lengths  of  taper 
for  a  given  siae.  They  were  answered,  basod  on  the 
experience  at  the  Brown  *  Sharpe  works  in  the  follow- 

ing way: 

"A  reason  for  having  several  varying  lengths  is  that 
in  some  cases  the  shank  of  the  taper  extends  through 

Appr»timm**lf   i  •nth  fftr 
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the  bearing  for  the  spindle,  so  that  the  key  for  driving 
out  the  shanks  will  come  back  of  the  bearinj;.  This 
necessiUtes  s  taper  longer  than  would  otherwise  be 
required,  an  illustration  being  No.  10  used  in  milling 
machines  with  a  depth  of  8iJ  in.  In  other  cases,  where 
the  taper  is  used  in  a  collet,  and  it  is  desired  to  drive 
the  shanks  out  without  previously  driving  out  the  collet, 
it  is  necessary  to  have  the  keyway  forward  of  the  end 
of  the  spindle,  or  forward  of  the  larger  sized  collets, 
and  unlees  the  taper  holes  are  made  shorter  than  stand- 

ard, an  excessive  overfiang  results.  For  this  reason 
shorter  tapers  are  used  in  such  places,  so  that  it  will 
be  found  that  some  are  shorter  and  some  longer  than standard. 
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"Where  no  such  limiting  conditions  exist,  it  is  in- 
tended to  have  the  lengths  of  tapers  made  standard." 

The  variation  of  some  of  the  Morse  tapers  and  of 
the  No.  10  Brown  &  Sharpe  taper  from  a  taper  uniform 
with  the  remainder  of  the  series  was  challenged  by 
C.  Franklin  Rothera  in  American  Machinist,  page  893, 
Vol.  56,  where  he  speaks  of  the  difficulty  of  answering 
the  queries  of  his  pupils  as  to  the  reasons  for  these 
variations  of  tapers,  he  considering  that  these  variations 

are  an  important  reason  for  bringing  about  a  change. 

Difficulty  of  Changing  Now 

This  question  was  also  raised  by  the  above-mentioned 
British  committee  as  to  whether  a  change  could  be 
made  in  the  Brown  &  Sharpe  No.  10  taper  so  that  it 
would  in  future  be  made  exactly  i  in.  taper  per  foot. 
They  were  answered  in  this  way: 

The  No.  10  Taper  was  no  doubt  originally  intended  to  be 
i  inch  per  foot  but  in  the  early  days,  before  measuring  tools 

J  inch  taper  per  foot 

dOD 
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' 
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of  precision  were  available,  before  the  importance  of  stand- 
ardization was  realized,  and  after  Brown  &  Sharpe  had 

adopted  this  taper  from  others  who  had  begun  to  use  it, 
this  standard  became  so  firmly  established  that  when  it  was 
known  that  it  was  not  of  an  even  i-in.  taper  to  the  foot  it 
was  thought  best  to  perpetuate  the  variation  rather  than  to 
become  involved  in  the  difficulty  of  making  a  change. 

This  difficulty  of  making  a  change  applies  in  a  still  greater 
degree  at  the  present  time,  there  now  being  hundreds  of 
thousands  of  machines  and  attachments  having  this  taper 
and  many  times  that  number  of  arbors,  end  mills  and  other 
tools  which  fit  the  taper  holes,  besides  the  equipment  of 
gages  found  in  every  manufactory  where  these  tapers  are 
produced,  both  in  America  and  abroad. 

The  change  from  0.5161  to  0.5  per  foot  would  be  so  great 
that  the  parts  would  not  practically  interchange,  that  is,  an 
end  mill  or  arbor  made  to  the  new  standard  could  not  be 
satisfactorily  used  in  a  spindle  or  collet  of  the  old  standard. 
At  the  same  time  they  would  be  so  nearly  alike  that  it  would 

be  difficult  to  detect  the  difference  by  inspection,  and 
through  a  long  period  of  time  this  would  cause  great  an- 

noyance and  expense,  besides  bringing  seriou.s  criticism  upon 
the  manufacturers  on  the  ground  that  their  work  was  not 
being  accurately  made. 

If  this  were  changed  the  new  standard  would  not  be 
the  Brown  &  Sharpe  taper  which  through  a  period  of  sixty 
years'  use  we  feel  has  become  so  established  and  so  widely 
used  as  to  make  us  in  a  sense  custodians  for  its  preserva- 
tion. 
The  comparative  sizes  of  the  Morse  and  Brown  & 

Sharpe  tapers  are  indicated  in  Figs.  2  and  3  where 
each  size  is  shown  to  a  scale  of  approximately  one-half 

full  size,  the  sizes  including  the  "Magnum  Tapers" 
being  given  in  the  accompanying  table.  Fig.  4. 

For  any  who  are  interested  in  a  more  complete  study 
of  the  origin  and  development  of  the  different  standards 
for  tapers  and  the  principles  on  which  tapers  depend, 

reference  may  be  made  to  the  article,  "Standards  for 
Large  Taper  Shanks  and  Sockets"  by  the  author,  re- 

printed on  page  537,  Vol.  50,  of  American  Machinist. 

Now  IS  THE  Time 

It  is  felt  that  all  the  information  it  is  possible  to  give 

regarding  tapers  should  be  brought  to  the  front  at 
this  time,  as  there  is  a  joint  committee  of  the  American 
Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers  and  the  National 

Machine  Tool  Builders'  Association  working  on  stand- 
ardization. The  matter  of  tapers  is  one  of  the  subjects 

to  have  attention  by  the  committee. 

Charles  le  Maistre,  secretary  of  the  British  Engi- 
neering Standards  Association,  who  is  working  in  close 

co-operation  with  American  interests  looking  toward 
standardization,  while  speaking  at  a  recent  meeting 
of  the  North  East  Coast  Institution  of  Engineers  and 

Shipbuilders  held  at  Newcastle-upon-Tyne  said,  regard- 
ing the  general  principles  underlying  standardization: 

"Industrial  standardization  does  not  necessarily  in- 
volve the  idea  of  actual  perfection;  it  is  rather  the 

registering  of  what  is  best  in  present  practice  as 
against  attempting  to  set  up  an  ideal.  It  is  quite 
easy  to  set  up  a  standard,  but  it  is  altogether  another 

thing  to  get  that  standard  widely  adopted,  and  a  stand- 
ard which  is  not  in  accordance  with  the  fundamental 

needs  of  industry,  that  is,  which  does  not  fulfill  a 
recognized  want  is  economically  a  bad  one.  It  is  a 

wasted  effort  and  a  pitfall  for  the  unwary." 
It  is  believed  that  applying  this  sound  advice,  based 

on  most  extended  experience  in  standardization,  to  the 
question  of  tapers  will  lead  to  the  recognition  as 
standard  of  the  two  tapers  here  advocated,  namely  the 
Morse  and  the. Brown  &  Sharpe. 

Awakening  the  Worker's  Interest 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

A  foreman's  first  step  in  awakening  interest  on  the 
part  of  the  worker  is  to  have  it  himself.  Next,  he 
should  prove  that  he  has  it  by  manifesting  it.  To  be 

interested  merely  in  the  product  is  not,  in  itself,  suffi- 
cient. He  must  be  interested  also  in  the  means  of 

making  it  and,  above  all,  he  must  impart  this  interest 
to  the  operatives  to  whom  he  entrusts  the  carrying  out 
of  his  orders  or  the  orders  of  his  superiors  transmitted 

through  him. 
Interest  is  like  magnetism — it  can  be  imparted.  True 

enough,  its  degree  and  permanence  vary  with  the  mate- 
rial magnetized,  but  as  the  choice  of  the  human  mate- 
rial usually  rests  very  largely  with  the  foreman,  he 

can  seldom  complain  if  he  gets  poor  results. 
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Machining  and  Assembling  Operations 
on  Pneumatic  Tools 

The  Third  of  Four  Articlw    Milling:  and  (irindinK  Operations  on  Connecting;  Rods 
for  Air  Motors — A  Ball-and-Socket  Joint — Swa^inK:  and  Milling: 

By  HOWARD  CAMPBELL 
W«at»m  editor.  Amtritmrn  Mmckt»Ut 

THB  iMli^Mdaat  PneanwUc  Tool  Co.  has  d*- 
yi<yd,  for  ■■•  la  Um  air  motor,  a  connecting 
rod  tlMt  fai  fonaad  fron  heavy  sheet  meUl.  There 

at*  aavatmi  —riilaiiig  oparaUoos  after  the  forming 
oparatiea.  eaa  of  which  Is  that  of  atraddle-millinff  the 
larca  end.  This  operation  is  illustrated  in  Pig.  28. 
That  part  of  the  fixture  which  holds  the  rod  coiuists 
of  a  rartaitrular  hlocit  atanding  on  its  side,  as  shown, 

a  slot  in  which  the  rod  is  located  for 
at  .4.  The  slot  and  holes  for  the 

lari*  ends  of  the  rod  are  just  large  enough 
•e  that  when  the  aat  B  Is  looaeaed.  the  rod  can  be 

io  aod  out  of  tha  ftxtnra.    Tightening  the  nut 

another  kind  of  rod  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  26.  One  of 
the  rods  is  lying  on  the  top  of  the  fixture  at  A.  The 
rod  is  held  in  the  fixture  at  H.  The  block  C,  which 
is  hinged  at  the  bottom,  is  swung  up  against  the  rod 

and  the  clamp  D  is  swung  over  so  that  the  setscrew  £" 
can  be  tightened  against  the  back  of  the  block  C,  thus 
holding  the  rod  rigidly  in  place.  The  cutters  straddle 
block  C  and  mill  the  sides  of  the  rod. 

A  unique  punch  press  operation  is  shown  in  Fig.  27. 
Some  of  the  connecting  rods  are  assembled  to  the 
pistons  by  the  use  of  the  socket  shown  at  A.  The  socket 
is  a  screw  machine  product,  having  a  stud  turned  on 
one  end  and  a  cup  formed  in  the  other  end.    The  bottom 

rta.   U — MIUJNO   AIM-MorriR    i-ONMWTIN';    Kol.f-       H', 
IN  A  COK.VBCrmO  ROD 

ivANK     liHAKi.Nii 

B  duBpa  the  rod  in  place,  aa  shown.  A  finished  rod 
la  akown  at  C. 

The  aet'op  for  frioding  the  crankshaft  bearing  in  a 
Be*  atjrW  iaaer  rod  is  shown  In  Fig.  24.  This  opera- 
tloa  b  parfonaed  after  the  rod  and  piston  are  aa- 
aoMbW.  aa  ahewn  at  A,  to  insure  that  the  ground  hole 
wffl  ha  aqaare  with  the  piston.  A  hole  is  bored  in 
the  bioek  B  so  that  when  the  aaaembtjr  is  placed  in  the 
•star*,  the  piston  slips  into  the  hole  and  the  bearings 
nat  in  the  Vbiock  C.  The  assembly  is  held  in  place  by 
arrvwing  the  aatacrew  /)  down  onto  the  piston.  The 
BMchiae  ia  a  Bryaat  chucking  grinder. 

The  Cstar*  aaad  in  gang-milling  the  inside  facas 
of  a  ooailMr  of  oM-atylc  rods  can  be  seen  in  Pig.  26. 
Tha  rods,  oaa  of  which  is  seen  lying  on  the  fixture,  are 
placed  batiaaM  the  biocfca  with  the  ball  ends  down. 
Preaaara  la  broogM  to  bear  against  the  flmt  block  by 
the  action  of  a  large  screw  in  the  end  of  the  fixture, 
aad  aa  thia  acnw  la  tightened,  the  pressure  is  dis- 

ft  hoUe  aU  the  blocks  and  piecea  flrraly 
Baavr  «rtagi  batwaea  tha  bloeka  tend 

ta  ipraad  tbtm  whaa  tbt  pr—ure  la  rella?ad.  thus 
amtaUag  tha  operator  in  remoiring  the  pieces. 

Tha  tstata  aaad  for  straddle  milling  the  sides  of 

of  the  hole  B  has  a  full  radius,  and  a  hole  is  drilled 
through  the  bottom  so  that  the  connecting  rod  can  l>e 
suspended  from  the  ball  end.  Movement  of  the  handle 
C  spreads  the  two  halves  of  the  die  so  that  the  rod 
can  be  placed  in  position.  Then  the  piece  A  is  placed 
in  the  hole  with  the  cup  over  the  hall  of  the  rod  and 

the  press  is  operated.  The  punch  I)  comes  down,  forc- 
ing the  piece  A  into  the  bottom  of  the  hole,  and  the 

shell  of  the  cup  is  closed  around  the  hall,  forming  a 
ball  and  socket  joint.  Both  of  the  handles  K  have  to 
be  praaaed  down  by  the  operator  before  the  clutch  of 
the  machine  can  engage,  making  it  impossible  for  the 
operator  to  have  his  hand  under  the  ram  while  the 
machine  is  in  motion. 

After  the  rod  and  socket  have  been  joined,  the  stud 
on  the  upper  end  of  the  socket  is  screwed  into  a  tapped 
hole  in  the  center  of  the  piston  head,  from  the  inside, 
of  course,  and  a  nut  is  screwed  on.  The  end  of  the 

stud  is  then  peenad  over  the  nut  so  that  the  stud  can- 
not work  kMae. 

The  set-up  of  a  double  head  Hartness  flat  turret 
lathe  for  machining  ratchet  levers  is  illustrated  in  Fig. 
28.  Two  piecea  are  bored  and  faced  at  the  name  time. 
the  bora  beiaf  held  to  a  limit  of  0.002  in.    The  produc- 
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FIG.  25— MILLING  INSIDE  FACES  ON  CONNECTING-ROD  BEARINGS.  FIG.  26— STRADDLE-MILLING  A  CONNECTING  ROD 

tion  of  this  machine  is  an  average  of  70  pieces  in  nine 
hours. 

Another  punch  press  operation  is  that  of  forming 
the  dividing  collar  as  shown  in  Fig.  29.  The  collar 
is  made  from  No.  11  gage  (0.120  in.)  sheet  steel  stock, 
dead  soft.  This  is  cut  to  strips  hi  in.  wide  and  Ah  in. 
long  in  a  previous  operation.  In  the  present  operation 
the  piece  H  is  laid  in  the  groove  between  the  two  pins 
A.  The  operation  of  the  press  causes  the  punch  B  to 
press  the  stock  down  on  the  bar  C  which  also  descends, 
as  it  is  held  in  the  position  shown  by  strong  springs. 
While  this  is  taking  place  the  blocks  D  and  E  are  being 
pushed  together  by  the  action  of  the  pieces  F  and  G, 
thus  forming  the  strip  into  the  circular  piece  shown  at 

"*•      ̂ ^^^fcr-i^'^^fift' ^"^   '^^•88^^^        J^^^^p    '"i^if^^M  ** 

FIG.  27 — FORMING  A  BALL-AND-SOCKET  JOINT 

H.  As  the  ram  ascends,  the  springs  which  can  be  seen 
in  the  illustration  draw  the  blocks  D  and  E  back  into 
the  original  position,  releasing  the  piece.  The  radius 
in  the  top  of  the  bar  C  conforms  to  that  in  the  blocks 
D  and  E,  so  that  the  piece  will  be  formed  in  a  circle. 

A  simple,  though  interesting,  operation  can  be  seen 
in  Fig.  30 — that  of  milling  the  grooves  in  the  live  air 
handle  sleeve.  Although  three  cutters  are  used  in  this 
operation,  only  one  groove  is  finished  at  a  cut.  The  cen- 

tral cutter,  which  is  a  little  smaller  in  diameter  than  the 
other  two,  mills  the  bottom  of  the  groove,  while  the 
other  cutters  mill  alternate  sides  of  the  two  grooves 
to  the  right  and  left  of  the  center  groove.  A  finished 
handle  can  be  seen  standing  on  the  table  of  the  machine 

beside  a  handle  in  which  the  grooves  have  not  yet  been 
cut.  The  sleeve  is  mounted  on  a  mandrel  held  between 
the  dividing  head  center  and  the  dead  center. 

The  illustration,  Fig.  31,  is  that  of  swaging  the  hole 
in  a  pinion  gear,  which  is  done  in  such  a  manner  as  to 
leave  a  key.     A  broaching  operation  precedes  swaging. 

C^^^i^v^/^pC r^i^ 
0SZ5S?P ■""""■'-- — — .'■;-AiL- 

A  — 

FIG.    28— USING    THE    DOUBLE-SPINDLE    HARTNESS   FLAT 
TURRET  LATHE 

The  gear  blank  is  1.100  in.  O.D.  and  0.6562  in.  long. 
A  *-in.  hole  is  drilled  to  admit  the  broach.  The  broach- 

ing operation  leaves  the  hole  0.515  in.  in  diameter,  with 
a  key  0.060  in.  high  and  tapered  on  each  side  19  deg., 
or  38  deg.  included  angle.  The  broach  is  25  J  in.  long, 
on  which  the  teeth  occupy  19J  in.,  leaving  a  plain  end  or 

FIG.  29 — FORMING  A  DIVIDING  COLLAR 
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of  CI  in.   Tb*  Aiat  tooUi  otJha  bnMch  u  0.S9&  in. 
Mgk  ud  tk*  hM  tImriMth  an  ̂ SIS  in.  hich. 
1W  tmm,  wkkk  is  ■Imwb  In  position  in  Fir  SI. 

!•  T I  ia.  loas,  OJtt  iB.  to  diaoMtor  at  xh»  bottom  end. 
!».  la  dteBslir  J«Ht  bolow  th«  Kroove  in 

at  A.  That  port  of  tho  mgv  from  the  rn-  > 
••  Ik*  appor  tad  is  sppnoinatolx  A  in.  under  ̂     < . 
whkh  sBovs  ths  swai*  to  pass  throuffa  the  piece  w 
aatatkklns.  The  loealaa  ia  a  reoass  in  the  c< 

nu.  »4— MtiXJ.vw  nil:  ukouvks  in  an  air- 
DRIU.  HANDUI 

B.    nm 

nistoollsa 

end  of  the  twaga,  being  a  couple  of 
tkaa  tha  hola.  can  be  inserted  into 

ad  esatcrs  into  the  sleeve  C. 
fas  both  hole  and  kajr  the  correct  size. 

Uaira  mt  I>tm.a  Hilung  Machine 

millinf  operation   ia    that   of   milling   th<' 
alar  in  an  air  drill  sleeve.  Fig.  S2.    The  ftxtun 

>  of  a  V-block  and  damp  as  shown,  and  the  mi  Il- 
ia doas  with  two  and  mills  that  operate  simul- 

This  Job  is  done  on  a  Pratt  A  Whitney 
simitar  to  that  used  for  millinK 

liw  siato  la  tba  roOar  cage.  Fig.  19.    Slots  sre  milled  on 

MypgMj 

both  sides  of  the  piece  simultaneously,  the  table  travel- 
ing back  and  forth  the  length  of  the  slot  while  the  two 

cutters  are  gradually  being  fed  into  the  piece.  After 
the  slot  has  been  milled  through,  the  cutters  auto- 

matically withdraw  and  the  machine  stops.    An  unfin- 

FM    It— aWAOtltO  TMK  HOUt  i)s  i  i7>i.f.<«  ML,AMK 

3— Mtl^blNO  FI^TH  ON  A  VAI.VB 

idhed  piece  is  shown  standing  on  the  table  of  the  ma- 
chine. 

The  operation  shown  in  Fig.  88  Is  that  of  milling 
two  flst  spots  on  opposite  Kiden  of  the  end  of  a  valve. 
n  finished  example  of  which  is  shown  at  A.    The  lower 
'■ncl  of  the  valve  is  held  on  a  center  and  the  upper  end 

held  in  a  collet  chuck  which  swings  with  the  handle 
/'.     Two  holes  are  provided  in  the  upper  face  of  the 
fixture,  one  being  on  either  side  of  the  axis  of  the 

'  'o  which  the  spring-pin  C  fitN,  to  innure  the 
,'  "wung  180  deg.  between  cuts.    The  stop  D 

that  the  valve  will  be  chucked   in  the 
.     :  ,   .11.  and  tha  lower  center,  which  rests  on 

a  strong  spring,  can  be  withdrawn  by  the  handle  E  to 
allow  tha  piacas  to  be  changed. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Continuation  of  the  Fifth  Section — Effect  of  Feed  Requirements  on  the  Design- 

Solution  of  Problem  on  Designing  Gear  Drive  for  Heavy  Lathe 

By  a.  L.  DeLEEUW 
Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

'Y'T'  THEN  the  amount  of  feed  pressure  has  once  been 
\A  /  determined,  it  becomes  possible  to  make  a  fairly 
T  T  close  estimate  of  the  amount  of  power  required 

for  the  feed.  In  order  to  do  so,  it  is  necessary  to  lay 
out  the  general  scheme  of  the  feed  mechanism.  As  a 
rule,  this  is  possible  because  we  have,  at  that  time,  a 
general  idea  of  the  construction  of  the  machine  to  be 
designed  and,  though  we  may  not  be  able  to  lay  out 
the  feed  mechanism  in  all  its  details,  we  can  develop  a 
diagram  which  will  show  practically  all  the  essential 
elements. 

For  instance,  if  we  were  designing  a  very  heavy  lathe 
in  which  the  carriage  is  pulled  by  means  of  a  heavy  lead 
screw  centrally  located  in  the  bed,  we  would  know  at 
once  that  there  would  be  a  gear  at  the  end  of  the  spindle 
or  of  some  shaft  of  which  the  speed  bears  a  constant 
relation  to  the  speed  of  the  spindle;  we  would  have 
two  studs  on  which  change  gears  would  be  located  and 

we  would  have  perhaps  one  or  two  sets  of  transmis- 
sion gears  in  order  to  reach  the  lead  screw.  After 

this  we  would  have  to  consider  the  lead  screw  itself 
with  its  thrust  bearings.  Knowing  the  feed  pressure 

and  the  approximate  size  of  the  lead  screw,  we  can  fig- 
ure out  the  efficiency  of  the  screw  as  well  as  the  effi- 

ciency of  the  sets  of  gears  which  we  have  imagined. 
In  this  manner  we  can  calculate  the  total  amount  of 
power  required  for  this  mechanism,  and,  though  we  are 
not  absolutely  sure  as  to  the  actual  number  of  gears 
to  be  employed  nor  of  the  exact  elements  of  the  screw 
or  its  thrust  bearing,  we  will  come  close  enough  for 
an  estimate  of  the  amount  of  power  required. 

In  the  foregoing  calculation  we  started  out  with  the 
amount  of  feed  pressure  and,  as  was  mentioned  before, 
this  is  the  same  as  the  pressure  at  the  tool  point. 
Designing  this  lathe,  we  must  have  had  in  mind  on 
what  size  work  this  heaviest  tool  pressure  might  be 
required.  Suppose  the  lathe  to  be  a  48-in.  machine, 
and  that  the  kind  of  work  for  which  it  is  intended 

requires  the  heaviest  pressures  at  a  diameter  of  16-in. 
Then  we  know  that  the  greatest  amount  of  power  will 

be  used  when  we  are  working  on  this  16-in.  job;  but 
this  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  we  will  also  have 
the  maximum  pressure  on  the  face  gear.  It  might  be, 
for  instance,  that  the  cuts  taken  on  a  32-in.  piece  will 
be  less  than  that  on  the  16-in.  piece,  but  more  than  half 
as  much;  in  which  case  the  pressure  on  the  face  gear 
teeth  would  be  greater  with  the  32-in.  than  with  the 
16-in.  job,  though  the  amount  of  power  required  would 
be  less.  It  is  therefore  necessary  to  analyze  carefully 
the  different  kinds  of  jobs  which  may  be  put  on  such 
a  lathe,  and  find  both  the  maximum  power  as  well  as 
the  maximum  pressure  on  the  faceplate. 

To  illustrate  the  foregoing,  we  will  take  a  concrete 
example.  We  will  imagine  a  lathe  of  48-in.  swing,  of 
which  the  most  impoi'tant  work  will  be  the  work  of 
turning  up  16-in.  cast-steel  rolls,  but  which  will  be 
required  also  to  turn  up  larger  work,  such  as  shells  or 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.    All  rights  reserved. 

sleeves,  rings,  etc.  We  are  informed  that  a  large 
amount  of  metal  will  have  to  be  removed  from  these 
rolls  because  the  castings  cannot  be  expected  to  come 
very  uniform  or  close  to  size.  We  are  also  informed 
that  practically  all  of  the  other  work  to  be  done  on  this 
machine  will  be  on  forgings  which  will  come  fairly  close 
to  size,  and  furthermore,  that  the  percentage  of  this 
second  kind  of  work  is  rather  small  so  that,  even  if  we 
could  not  always  take  the  full  cut  at  once,  the  total 
efficiency  of  the  machine  would  not  be  very  much 
reduced. 

We  will  figure,  then,  on  a  maximum  cut  on  the  16-in. 
work  of  i  x  i  in.,  requiring  a  tool  pressure  of  30,000 
lb.  and  at  a  speed  of  45  ft.  per  minute,  thus  requiring 
1,350,000  ft.-lb.  per  minute.  On  the  other  hand,  with 
the  larger  work,  we  will  be  satisfied  with  a  cut  of  i  x 
A  in  ,  thus  requiring  a  pressure  on  the  tool  of  22,500 
lb.,  and  a  power  of  practically  1,000,000  ft.-lb. 
We  see,  then,  that  the  power  required  for  the  large 

work  is  less  than  that  required  for  the  small  work. 
If  the  face  gear  has  a  diameter  of  40  in.,  then  the 

Ifi 
pressure  required  for  the  small  work  will  be   tt.    X 

30,000  lb.  =  12,000  lb.,  while  that  required  for  the 

large  work  is 
32 

^Q  X  22,500  lb.  =  18,000  lb.    We  see, 
then,  that  the  pressure  on  the  faceplate  is  greater  when 
the  lighter  work  is  done. 

When  we  know  the  different  speeds  at  which  we  wish 
to  run  the  lathe,  and  the  power  required  at  various 
speeds,  we  can  develop  the  gear  mechanism  for  the 
drive.  It  will  be  assumed  here  that  the  reader  has  the 
full  knowledge  required  for  the  selection  of  gears  of  the 
proper  size,  shafts  of  the  proper  diameter,  etc.,  but 
we  will  show  here  how  to  determine  the  loads  which  may 
come  on  each  of  these  gears  or  shafts.  We  will  further 
assume  that  a  gear  arrangement  of  the  general  style 
as  indicated  in  Fig.  16-D  will  be  used,  and  that  the 
speeds  will  range  from  4.5  to  230  r.p.m.  We  will  find 
that  the  speeds  will  be  the  following:  4.5 — 5.85 — 7.60 
—9.89—12.85—16.71—21.72—28.24—36.71  —  47.72  — 
G2.04— 80.65— 104.85— 136-38— 177.2— 230.4.  In  Fig. 
68  this  gear  arrangement  is  shown  with  the  various 
gears  marked  A,  B,  C,  D  and  so  on. 

A  Simple  Lathe  Gear  Drive 

The  arrangement  of  Fig.  68  is  shown  here  as  an 
illustration,  not  because  it  is  particularly  adapted  to 
a  lathe  drive  which,  as  a  matter  of  fact,  it  is  not,  but 
because  it  avoids  a  number  of  the  complications  which 
would  occur  in  most  drives  actually  used  for  such  a 
purpose,  so  that  the  problem  is  simplified  and  lends 
itself  better  to  our  purpose. 

The  drive  is  supposed  to  be  by  means  of  a  tumbler 
arrangement  of  which  the  driving  pinion  is  A  and  the 
cone  of  gears  B,  C,  D  and  E.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  we 
would  probably  use  sliding  gears  instead  of  this  tumbler 
arrangement.     After  the  tumbler,  we  double  the  num- 
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vl  ipM^  kgr  ■»«ni  ot  the  «tiding  (v«r»  ̂  .  o'.  /i 
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a  a  aafiaratc  thaft.  but  in  that 
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na  «e«ld  haw  to  drive  from  thia  ahaft  to  the 

for  a  flaal  traaaadaaion.  The  back  rear  ar- 
ia ao  eonatmctcd  that  a  sinfle  lever  move- 

will  brine  K  ia  BMah  with  L  and  at  the  aame  time 
M  with  S;  and  that  the  moveoMnt  of  this  lever  in  the 
eppuaha  dirKtioa  win  diaencaca  M  and  L  from  S  and  K 
whilt  a  eoaUaaatioe  of  thia  movaeMat  will  dutch  pinion 
JT  to  faea  gaar  U. 

The  taweat  raagc  of  apeeda  will  be  obtained  with  the 
back  gaar  K-L-M-S.  with  H  enraffing  /,  and  with  A 
drtviac  B.  C,  D  or  E.  Under  thoae  conditionii  the 

raage  from  4.5  to  9.89  r.pjn.     Under  the  con- 

-MAoaAM  <5  MontniA  tmiva  which  trsn 

9l  the 

oaa  the 

r.»ja.  ( 
of  U  la.) 

foil 

Watedia 

that  ia.  doing  the 
of  Id  ia.,  wa  will  have  to 

at  a  apaad  of  11 
of  4S  r.pja.  oa  a  diameter 

tlM  tabalatioa  of  Pig.  M  that 

of  tha  laachlne 

there  ta  no  speed  of  U  r.p.m.,  so  that  we  must  choo8« 
either  9.89  or  12.85;  and  as  we  do  not  dart>  to  use  u 
apaad  hi|4>ar  than  45  ft.  per  minute,  we  are  compelled 
to  run  at  9J9  r.p.m.  We  And.  then,  that  gear  S  must 
tranamit  the  full  power  of  the  machine  at  9.89  r.p.m.. 
and  wa  can  easily  work  back  and  And  the  pressure  from 

the  teeth  of  gears  M.  L  and  A'.  Knowing  the  relative 
aise  of  geara  J  and  A'  we  can  also  Agure  out  what  pres- 

sure would  come  on  the  teeth  of  gear  J. 
At  a  Arst  glance  it  would  seem  that  the  pressure  on 

tl>e  teeth  of  gear  C  would  be  greater  than  on  that  of 
gear  J,  because  its  diameter  is  smaller.  However,  we 
notice  that  J  is  driven  by  H.  and  G  ia  driven  by  F. 
and  that  F  is  larger  than  H,  and  therefore  runs  at  a 
higher  circumferential  speed;  so  that  G  also  must  run 
at  a  higher  circumferential  speed  than  J,  and  conse- 

quently its  tooth  pressure  must  be  less. 
Furthermore,  we  notice  that  the  speed  which  we  re- 

quire for  32-in.  work  is  22  r.p.m. ;  so  that  we  select  the 
speed  which,  in  the  Ubulation,  is  marked  21.72.  This 
speed  is  obtained  when  F  meshes  with  G,  and  we  found 
that  only  three-fourths  of  the  total  power  is  required 

no    70— FUUTHKU  MOPIKHTATION  OF  I^ATilK  URIVK 

for  thia  woiit;  ao  that  not  only  is  the  tooth  pressure 
on  G  less  on  account  of  its  higher  speed,  but  also  be- 

cause only  three-fourths  of  the  horsepower  is  employed. 
In  the  design  of  commercial  machines  where  nothing 

is  known  as  to  the  nature  of  the  work  to  be  done  on 
thaai.  such  analysis  ia  not  always  possible,  at  least  not 
when  we  have  to  consider  the  amount  of  horsepower 
actually  needed  for  the  work.  However,  we  can  always 
compare  the  circumferential  speed  of  the  various  gears 
in  action  and,  in  that  way,  determine  the  maximum 
amount  of  tooth  preaaure  which  must  be  provided  for. 

In  special  machines  where,  as  a  rule,  we  know  the 
kind  of  work  which  must  be  done,  we  can  follow  the 
entire  analysis  and  study  every  gear  and  shaft  from  the 
•tandpoint  of  the  work  it  is  called  upim  to  do. 

Gbab  SrcBM 

Next  in  importance  to  the  load  on  the  gears  is  the 
at  which  they  are  to  run.  It  is  desirable  to  keep 

thia  apaad  down  to  as  low  a  point  an  possible  and  to  do 
it  t>x  iutpiag  the  diameter  of  the  gear  down  rather  than 
the  number  ot  revolutions.    If,  in  the  drive  i>{  Fig.  68, 
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we  should  consider  the  last  shaft  not  as  the  spindle 
but  as  a  shaft  which  drives  the  spindle  in  its  turn,  we 
would  have  been  able  to  reduce  the  dimension  of  the 
entire  drive.  Fig.  69  shows  such  an  arrangement.  The 
entire  drive,  with  the  exception  of  the  last  gear,  is 
separated   from  the  spindle,   so  that   it   is  possible  to 

PIG.  71— ANOTHER  MODIFICATION  OF  LATHE  DRIVE 

run  all  the  gears  of  the  drive  at  a  much  higher  speed 
and  consequently  reduce  their  size.  The  advantages  of 
such  a  scheme  are  that  the  entire  drive  can  be  built  up 
in  a  unit  which  may  be  used  for  more  than  one  style 
or  size  of  machine,  thus  making  a  true  manufacturing 
proposition;  and  that  all  the  gears  with  the  exception 
of  the  last  one  can  be  kept  small. 

However,  we  will  have  to  check  up  and  see  whether 
some  new  element  has  crept  in  which  may  cause 
trouble.  We  see  right  away  that  the  large  gear  on  the 
spindle  must  run  from  4i  to  230  r.p.m.,  and  that  this 
gear  must  be  kept  down  in  size  if  we  do  not  wish  to 
exceed  a  speed  of,  say,  700  ft.  per  minute.  At  that 
speed  the  gear  could  not  be  more  than  111  in.  in  diam- 

eter, and  this,  of  course,  is  too  small  for  the  machine 
we  have  in  mind.  If  we  wish  to  make  this  gear  about  40 
in.  in  diameter,  we  must  not  run  it  more  than  67  r.p.m. 
In  order,  then,  to  obtain  all  higher  speeds,  we  must  have 
an  additional  means  of  driving  from  the  last  shaft  to 
spindle.  Such  an  arrangement  is  shown  in  Fig.  70. 
The  last  two  gears  of  the  lahl  driving  shaft  are  so 
arranged  that  they  can  slide  either  in  contact  with  the 
large  or  the  small  gear  on  the  spindle.     Our  arrange- 

ment is  now  such  that  we  can  use  a  40-in.  gear  for 
the  heavy  drive  and  a  gear  of  about  11  in.  in  diameter 
for  the  lighter  and  high-speed  drives. 

Having  looked  at  this  matter  in  a  general  way,  we 
must  now  look  at  it  from  the  standpoint  of  details  to 
see  whether  some  new  element  has  crept  in  which  may cause  trouble. 

If  we  should  have  a  pinion  of,  say,  5  in.  in  diameter 
driving  the  face  gear,  then  the  sum  of  the  diameters 
of  these  two  gears  would  be  45  in.,  and  therefore,  the 
sum  of  the  diameters  of  any  two  other  gears  acting 
between  these  same  two  shafts  must  also  be  45  in.  And 
as  the  small  gear  on  the  spindle  cannot  be  more  than 
11  in.  in  diameter,  we  find  that  the  gear  which  drives 
it  must  be  36  in.  in  diameter.  Not  only  would  such  a 
gear  be  very  clumsy,  but  it  would  mean  that  we  speed 
up  from  the  last  driving  shaft  to  the  spindle  more  than 
3  to  1,  so  that  our  driving  unit,  which  was  supposed 
to  run  at  high  speed,  will  actually  have  to  run  at  a 
very  low  speed,  namely,  less  than  J  of  230  revolutions. 
An  attempt  to  overcome  this  difficulty  is  shown  in 

Fig.  71.  It  would  not  be  necessary  for  the  designer 
to  re-copy  the  major  part  of  the  gear  arrangement  as 

INTRODUCTION  OF  INTERNAL  GEARING 

we  are  only  concerned  with  the  last  few  gears.  On 
the  other  hand,  it  is  so  easy  to  make  such  a  sketch 
that  it  is  well  to  make  every  sketch  complete  so  as  to 
be  able  to  keep  them  on  record,  in  order  to  show  at 
any  later  time  the  steps  which  have  been  followed  in 
trying  to  obtain  a  solution. 

In  this  Fig.  71  we  drive  from  the  last  driving  shaft 
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Tl&.  73  Fie-  74-  Fie.  75 
FIG.  73— SPUR  DRIVE  WITH  IDLE  RUNNING  GEARS.     FIG.    74— BEVEL    DRIVE    WITH    IDLE    RUNNING    GEARS. 

FIG.  75— BEVEL  DRIVE  WITH  NO  IDLE  RUNNING  GEARS 
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to  tlM  ̂ tarihk  aitkar  bgr  awuu  of  one  pair  of  gaan, 

«•  IB.  uri  S  iB.  raivaeUvalr.  or  alaa  bgr  mauia  of  two 

tmn  aadi  eaa  11  la.,  aad  aoat  eonpoond  gaarint 
l),ta,Mi  TW  ratio  bataraaa  thaaa  two  drivaa  ta  8  to  1. 

•e  tkat.  if  «•  hava  tba  lowaat  poaaibla  apaad.  namaly 

4i  laiulatlwi.  wban  the  &-in.  pinion  engagaa  tha  40-in. 

gaar.  «•  will  hava  M  ravolutiooa  when  wa  uaa  tba  othar 

aal  of  taaia.  TlUa  fonetion  of  makint  a  ahift  of  4i  to 

at  r.pjm.  h  tha  function  of  gaara  X.  L.  Jf  aad  N.  so 
^k«i  {f  ««  aheald  uaa  this  n«w  arrantamant.  wa  might 

Altar  «a  hava  foaad  that  our  propoaad  arran««ment 

wffl  ghm  oa  tha  propar  apaad.  wa  naxt  examine  the 

dirwtieo.  and  wa  iod  that  unlaaa  wa  put  an  idler  in 

the  I  iMpniinil  gaarlag  tha  aplada  would  run  in  oppo- 
•ite  diraeticaa  arban  ara  uaa  one  or  the  other  set  of 

gvara.  Thia  oaa  of  aa  idler  is  not  a  desirable  thing. 

For  thia  raaaoB  wa  oiaka  another  attempt  such  as  is 

ah0wn  in  Fig.  72.  wliere  the  proper  direction  is  restored 

ky  OMking  oaa  piaioa  act  on  an  external  gear  whereas 
tlM  othar  tniihTit  with  aa  lotamal  gaar. 

It  was  tha  writer's  intaatioa  to  bring  out  the  fact 
tlwt  in  an  attaaipt  to  daaiga  a  aat  of  gears  we  should 

lookaaecaMivalyat:  (1)  Tha  load:  (2)  the  speed;  (8) 

tha  diraetkMk  Aad  wa  ahould  aot  try  to  solve  more  than 
oMaa  at  a  tiaia. 

Tha  daaicaar  ahoold  at  all  Unas  keep  before  him  the 

(1)  Evaty  gaar  must  have  sufBcient  strength  to 

carry  tha  graataat  load  that  may  come  on  it  under  any 

eoedition  of  running  tha  machine.  Though  a  certain 

iililiinatinn  of  gaars  aaay  aot  be  intended  for  use  in 

Hm  aetaal  mndag  of  tha  aiachine.  so   long  as  the 
ia  aUa  to  effect  such  a  combination,  the  gear 

be  af  aofldaat  strangth  to  carry  the  correspond- 
iag  k>ad. 

(2)  No  gaar  moat  run  at  a  higher  circumferential 

thaa  what  ia  proper  for  the  material  and  work- 
I  af  tha  gaar.  Thara  is  a  wide  poaaible  range  of 

_  Mda.  Wharaaa  caat  gears  (which  are  no 
'  oaad  ia  tha  eoMtraction  of  machine  to(4a)  should 

aot  roa  at  awra  thaa  800  ft.  when  used  in  a  machine 

ahap^  barrtagboaa  gaara.  carefully  cut.  running  in  oil 

ia  a  doaed  fraiaa.  may  mn  2.000  ft.  or  more,  and  raw- 
hida  geara.  fabroil  or  bakalite  mtcarU  gaars  may  run 
aa  high  as  2.700  or  2J00  faat 

(S)  All  idle  running  gears  should  ba  avoided.  When 

•paaUog  of  idle  running  gaara  we  do  not  mean  the 

amn  af  a  aat  of  alidlac  gaara  which  are  aot  engaged, 
■ar  thaaa  of  a  caaa  of  gaara  whkh  do  aot  awah  with  tha 
taaMar.  bat  gaara  which  ara  actually  meahed  with 
aoBH  other  gear,  thoogb  not  transmitting  power.  Fig. 
7S  shows  aa  arraagaowat  in  which  such  idle  gears  are 

fact  that  at  least  one  of  the  gears  in  the  combination 
must  run  idle. 

It  is  poaaible  to  avoid  the  idle  running  gears  in 
such  a  baval  gaar  drive  by  the  construction  shown  in 
Fig.  76.  where  the  two  pinions  are  mounted  on  a  sliding 
sleeve,  allowing  one  pinion  at  a  time  to  be  brought  into 
meah.  Thia  construction,  quite  common  in  the  nprons 

of  smaller  lathes,  is  not  well  adapted  for  the  transmis- 
sion of  conaidarabla  power  and  has  other  objectionable 

features,  baaidaa. 

Prospective  Machiner>'  Markets  in  China — 
Discussion 

By  W.  H.  Rastall 
CkM.  Induatrlkl  Uachlnary   DlvUton. 

of  Porplcn  and  Uomcatlc  Commaro* 

Tha  ilaatratloa  ahowa  4  aa  tha  driving  shaft  The 
ia  aomati—aa  aaad  with  B  aa  driver. 

tha  taaltir  eaaditioa  aaan  woraa.  If  tha 
ba  eooaactad  to  gaar  P.  then  shaft  A 

ha  nnalac  at  a  highar  apaad  than  shaft  B  and 
5  at  a  atfll  Mfhar  apsid.  If  a  construction  anefa 

hi  riK,  It  BMMl  ba  aaad,  thaa  the  shaft  con- 
Iha  dattH  ahoald  ba  nada  tha  drivrn  xhaft. 

I  of  thia  kind  are  particularly  objectionable 
•■  aHaaat  of  the  diflcattias  of  lubrication.  Thia  matter 
wOi  ba  dlacaaaad  am*  ia  detail  latar  oa. 

it  la  MaHliaMa  vary  dMBralt  to  avoid  idle  running 

aM«L  Tba  baaal  wmr  ramaa  ahowa  ia  Pig.  74  U  such 
«  haadir  6t9tm  that  It  ia  oflan  advisable  to  forget  the 

My  attention  has  been  called  to  an  article  entitled 

"Proapective  Machinery  Markets  in  China."  on  page 
888.  Vol.  66,  of  American  Uatkiniat,  and  I  will  be  glad 
If  you  will  again  direct  the  attention  of  your  readers 
to  this  subject. 

On  the  subject  of  exchange  it  is  intimated  that  be- 
cause the  silver  dollar  of  China  is  worth  half  the  gold 

dollar  this  has  a  deterrent  influence  on  the  purchase  of 
American  goods.  I  feel  that  it  is  scarcely  accurate  to 
state  the  case  in  this  way  l)ecause  the  silver  dollar  of 
China  was  worth  approximately  60c  throughout  the 
pre-war  period  and  the  present  rates  may  be  taken  as 
practically  normal.  Consequently  the  position  of  the 
Chinese  (tollar  can  scarcely  be  considered  a  deterrent  in- 

fluence but  represents  the  normal  value  and  should  be 
the  basis  for  healthy  trade. 

Two  years  ago  we  had  what  was  practically  a  "seller's market"  and  conditions  were  most  abnormal,  and  It 
would  be  unfortunate  if  American  manufacturers  esti- 

mated the  value  of  the  China  market  on  this  basis,  for 
the  truth  is  that  the  American  participation  in  the 

machinery  trade  of  China  has  been  constantly  improv- 
ing since  1914,  having  advanced  from  about  9  per  cent 

to  54  per  cent  during  that  interval,  and  as  expressed 
in  money  the  increase  is  even  more  rapid,  having  risen 
from  681.170  haekwan  taels  in  1914  to  12.181.882  haek- 
wan  taels  In  1920,  as  was  shown  on  page  144  of  the 
same  volume. 

I  feel  that  the  American  manufacturer  of  machinery 

has  now  a  pre-eminent  position  in  the  China  market. 
American  engineering  is  vastly  superior  to  that  from 
abroad  and  this  superiority  has  a  deflnite  recognition. 
If  our  manufacturers  will  but  arrange  for  constructive 
sales  programs  in  support  of  their  products,  they  may 
be  expected  not  only  to  maintain  but  to  improve  their 
already  leading  position  in  the  China  trade. 

Public  and  Private  Employment  Agencies 

Private  employment  aK<-ncipH  in  Pennsylvania  are 

required  to  take  out  a  license-  so  as  to  pia<-L'  them  under 
state  supervision.  There  were  278  such  licenses  issued 
In  1921.  Each  agency  makes  a  weekly  report  of  its 
activities  as  well  aa  the  kind  of  placements  made,  the 

total  placemanta  being  86,876  as  against  92.561  by  the 

ten  state  employment  bureaus.  Such  a  comparison 
indlcatea  that  tha  state  activities  are  slowly  hut  surely 

working  their  way  to  the  front  in  matters  of  this  kind. 

The  report  of  the  Bureau  of  Employment  of  Pennsyl- 
vania for  1921  ia  full  of  interesting  figures  of  this  sort. 

It  shows  the  praaant  day  trend  of  governmental  super- 
vision of  public  welfare  organizations. 
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Crankshaft  and  Camshaft  Work 
By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor,  American  Machinist 

THE  crankshaft  described  is  for  a  six-cylinder 
motor  and  has  four  bearings  of  rather  large 
diameter,  the  crankpins  being  2.5  in.  Snagging, 

rough-straightening  and  spot-grinding  bearings  Nos.  2 
and  3,  as  well  as  the  rear  bearing,  are  among  the  first 
operations.  Turning  the  end  bearing  is  shown  in  Fig. 

1,  a  square  turret-toolpost  being  used  to  good  advan- 

tage. The  tool  at  the  left  turns  the  bearings,  but  for 
squaring  down  the  shoulders  the  toolpost  is  swung 
corner-wise  and  the  two  tools  A  and  B  are  fed  straight 
into  the  work.  Turning  the  toolpost  in  this  position 
allows  the  crankpin  at  the  left  to  swing  clear  and  at 
the  same  time  prevents  overhang  of  the  cutting  tools. 

The   crankpins    are   turned   in   double-headed   lathes, 
■   , 

u^;  ...ill  -,..i     -""     ' 
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FIG.  1- -TURNING  AN  END  BEARING.      FIG.    2— TIJRNINC;   THE   CENTER   PINS.       FIG.    3— DRILLING   THE   CRANKPINS 
FIG.    4— GRINDING  THE   CRANKSHAFT.      FIG.    5— TESTING  THE  RUNNING  BALANCE 

FIG.  6— POLISHING  THE  CRANKPINS 
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Kit; 

TIlSTiNU  FOR  DBKL-KlTlON 

machine  shown  in  Fiir.  5.    All 
lH>arinffa  are  then  polished  in 
a  lathe  as  in  Fijt.  6.  the  reffular 
vp<«  of  polishinK  clamp  being 

The  main  bearings  arc 
iied  by  rettting  the  ends 

C  the  clamp  against  the  front 
f  the  lathe  bed.  but  with  the 
in«  the  operator  foIlowN  them 

around  with  the  handles  of  the 
clamp  in  his  hand.     Another 
polishing  clamp  is  shown  at  .4. 

After  the  timing  gear  has 
■i-en  pinned  in  place,  the  shaft 
-<  inspected  and  straightened 
11  the  table  shown  in  Fig.  7. 

!  he  shaft  is  supported  at  the 
wo    end    bearings    and    the 
^nount  of  deflection  tesU?d  at 
each  of   the   center   bearings. 
The  extreme  end  of  the  shaft 
Is   also   tested   to    show    any 

.    ,       .  eccentricity  or  "run-out,"  this telng  held  witUn  very  close  limiU.  The  supports  can. 
however,  be  eaail>-  moved  and  the  hook  A,  through the  rod  B  and  the  cam  C,  exerts  any  desired  pressure. 

ria  t.    RoraH-TiTRxiNu  rnr  camsmakt 

•W  «*  tkMt  bdaff  ahofirn  in  Fig.  2.  roughing  the  two 
cnrtOT  eraakpiaa.  It  ahows  how  the  crankahaft  is 
oaapad  ia  tkt  wipporting  rhucka  and  the  type  cf  cut- 

ting toola  oatd.  The  turning 
iMli  are  in  front  and  tlu 
•Vaaiing  took  are  above  th. 
Vim. 

TiM  Axturas  for  driUing  th< 
va«1ow  cnakpiM  can  b«  acer 
in  Fig.  S.    Thty  are  of  - 
Uar  dasiga  but  the  jawn 

1  as  to  grip  the  pins 
drUlML     Bach    fixture 

drtOe  tlM  two  piaa  lying  in 
tW  aama  Uaa    8«tf-«mter; 
jwra  art  aaad.  «adl  pair  b» 

by   aa   iadtpoD'i 
Tkt  Jaw*  allow   u^ 

to   to    eaally    haadlod 
thb«>laar«^ 
TV  arfiiilaa  is  doaa  ia  the 

  i.^.r.. 

H<i.    »       ITJMBHINU   THK  TAMS 

in  Fig.  4. Earh  abaft  ia  caro- 
«a  Um  CarwM 

KIO.  ir     MACMINB  FOB  WTRAKIHTBNINU  CAMHIIAKTH 
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The  camshaft  is  handled  in  much  the  usual  manner, 
cutting  to  length,  careful  centering  and  rough- 
straightening  being  the  preliminary  operations.  The 
flange  is  next  turned  and  then  comes  spacing  of  the 
cams,  and  the  turning  between  cams  as  in  Fig.  8,  a 
Fay  automatic  lathe  being  used.  Near  the  end  of  the 
camshaft  is  a  cam  for  driving  the  oil  pump.  The  cams 
are  polished  in  the  device  shown  in  Fig.  9,  an  old  lathe 
bed  being  used  for  the  purpose.  The  polishing  jaws 
or  clamps  carry  felt  pads  and  are  held  together  by 
spring  tension.  They  are  free  to  move  up  and  down  as 
the  camshaft  revolves  and  quickly  polish  the  cams. 

Copper  plating  is  used  to  prevent  carbonizing  between 
the  cams  and  bearings.  The  grinding  of  the  cam  is 
divided  into  three  operations,  the  last  being  after  the 
hardening  and  straightening.  In  fact  there  are  several 
straightenings  to  take  care  of  all  spring  which  may 
have  developed  in  or  between  the  different  operations. 
The  final  straightening  is  shown  in  Fig.  10,  which 
gives  a  good  idea  of  the  machine  used  for  this  purpose. 
The  two  centers  can  be  moved  at  will  by  means  of  the 
handwheel  A,  so  as  to  bring  any  desired  portion  under 
the  ram  of  the  straightening  press.  These  centers 
swing  up  from  the  pivots  D  and  E  for  quick  handling 
of  the  work.  The  supports  B  and  C  are  easily  moved 
so  as  to  give  a  long  or  short  bend.  The  whole  arrange- 

ment is  very  compact  as  well  as  convenient,  not  for- 
getting the  location  of  the  lamp  for  throwing  the  light 

exactly  where  it  is  wanted. 

Perfecting  a  Drop  Forging 
By  J.  H.  G.  Williams 

Assistant  Works   Manager,    Billings  &  Spencer  Co. 

Purchasers  of  drop  forgings  often  are  of  the  opinion 
that  once  the  dies  are  made,  it  is  a  simple  matter  to 
produce  sound  forgings,  and  the  manufacturer  often  is 
of  the  opinion,  privately  of  course,  that  the  purchaser  is 
unreasonable,  because  he  cannot  understand  how  diffi- 

cult it  is  to  produce  sound  forgings. 
This  disturbing  situation  is  due  to  a  lack  of  knowl- 

edge of  the  principles  underlying  the  flow  of  metal  in 
the  plastic  condition.  Scientific  research  on  the  subject 
has  not  been  linked  up  with  the  practical  applications. 
The  individual  diemakers  have  accumulated  through 
experience  an  empirical  knowledge.  Every  set  of  drop- 
forge  dies  is  largely  the  expression  of  an  individual 
opinion  as  to  the  flow  of  plastic  metal.  Feeling  that 
it  is  advantageous  sometimes  to  study  the  reverse  side, 
the  accompanying  sketches  are  exhibited  to  illustrate 
how  metal  did  not  flow  in  the  manner  originally  planned. 

The  forging  under  discussion  is  the  head  of  a  me- 

chanic's square.  The  piece  is  forged  double  for  at  least 
two  reasons:  The  rate  of  production  is  increased,  and 
there  is  less  weight  of  metal  involved  in  the  manufacture 
of  two  forgings  than  would  be  if  the  two  forgings  were 
made  singly.  The  flash  or  excess  metal  in  the  center 
is  punched  out,  which  leaves  two  forgings  supposedly 
ready  to  machine  for  use. 

At  this  stage  of  manufacture,  the  forgings  were  in- 
spected and  during  the  production  of  the  first  few  dozen 

certain  defects  called  "laps"  and  "cold  shuts"  were  dis- 
covered, the  causes  and  elimination  of  which  constitute 

the  basis  of  this  paper.  Low  carbon  steel  14  x  i  in. 
was  used  as  raw  material.  As  originally  made,  the  first 
operation   consisted   of   redistributing   the  metal   from 

Treatlne^'^    °^    Paper    read    before    American    Society    for    Steel 

the  uniform  section  shown  in  Pig.  1,  to  that  shown  in 
Fig.  2.  It  will  be  observed  in  Fig.  2  that  there  is  a 
mass  or  bunch  of  metal  at  A  and  B  corresponding  ap- 

proximately to  the  positions  that  the  bosses  will  occupy. 
There  are  very  substantial  reasons  for  this  prelim- 

inary distribution  of  metal.  First,  the  productive  life 
of  the  die  blocks  is  prolonged  by  removing  from  the 
impressions  the  burden  of  this  mass  movement  of  metal. 
Second,  by  distributing  the  metal  in  masses,  to  the 
approximate  position  required  by  the  impressions  in 
the  dies,  the  formation  of  a  true,  sound  forging  is 
promoted.  The  next  forging  step  is  an  extension  of 
the  preceding  operation.  The  original  uniform  section 
of  the  bar  has  now  become  a  non-uniform  section  in 
which  the  metal  has  been  distributed  as  masses  into 

FIGS.  1  TO  5. 
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STEPS  IN  THE  FORGING  PROCESS 

positions  from  which  the  forging  impression  can  work 
or  mold  these  masses  into  the  desired  finished  shape. 

The  section  of  the  partially  formed  forging  as  it 

comes  from  the  first  or  "edger"  operation  is  something 
like  Fig.  3.  When  placed  under  the  dies  for  the  second 

or  "rough  blank"  operation,  it  is  given  a  quarter  turn 
so  that  the  cup  shape  faces  the  impression,  Fig.  4.  The 
action  of  the  dies  upon  the  lips  if  the  cup-like  section 
is  to  lap  them  over  somewhat,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5. 
These  laps  were  eliminated  by  omitting  the  use  of  the 
edgers.  It  was  found  after  making  the  first  dozen  forg- 

ings, that  the  bar  stock  could  be  placed  between  the 

"breakdown"  impressions,  without  the  necessity  for 
any  previous  preparation  of  stock,  and  without  the 
formation  of  any  laps. 

Several  methods  are  used  for  removing  the  condi- 
tions which  promote  the  formation  of  various  defects 

and  all  are  based  upon  the  principle  of  providing  a 
central  space  into  which  the  excess  metal  may  flow. 
For  instance,  the  center  can  be  punched  out,  or  the 
thickness  of  the  central  web  may  be  forged  undersize, 
previous  to  finish  forging,  or  the  bosses  in  the  finished 
impression  may  be  hollowed  out. 

The  first  forging  produced  after  a  hammer  set  up 
is  carefully  examined  for  forging  defects,  and  adjust- 

ments or  alterations  are  made  to  overcome  the  ob- 
jectionable features.  By  carefully  checking  up  each 

forging  during  this  period  of  adjustment,  the  dies  are 
finally  brought  into  such  condition  that  a  continuous 
run  of  perfect  forgings  may  be  produced. 
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Grinding:  Wheel  Breakage  and  Its  Causes 
Continuiiic  the  l)i>tUi^juon  of  Causes — Details  of  a  Correctly  Mounted  Wheel — Necessity 

for  Balance — Why  Wheels  Are  Weakened  by  Balancinij:  Weii^hts 

By  HAROLD  E.  JENKS 

MANY  bTMikavM  ar*  dirwtijr  due  to  praMu
n  on 

th*  «Sd*  of  th*  whML  Thay  occur  to  «  limited 
•Jrtaat  whM  woik  te  hoint  trmverted  across  the 

face  of  tk*  «kMl  bat  mot*  «apecially  when  rrindinx  is 
le  on  iU  Sid*.  Alao.  particularly  in  snaggins 
larg*  side  prsesure  may  be  produced  by 

griadiBC  oo,  or  workinc,  the  comen  of  the  wheel  face. 

of  mMb  pctHore  is  to  produce  a  bending 

rwehM  aB  poiata  of  the  wheel  as  it  re- 
aad  which  U  tensile  on  the  side  of  the  wheel 

•a  vkidi  the  pressure  is  applied  and  compressive  on  the 
It  is  inposaibie  to  do  more  than  rouffhly  approx- 

tha  aMOOBt  of  this  stress  in  any  given  case,  due 

ta  Iha  iBMavMa  kaowMge  of  the  theoo'  of  flat  pUtes, 
9t  wkidi  this  is  aa  exanvtle. 

The  typical  bc«ak  da*  to  side  pnasare.  as  indicated 
ta  Pi(.  4.  is  a  carved  crack  extending  from  the  wheel 

to  a  point  jost  inside  the  flange  and  out  again 

no.  «   aaaAK  wn  to  sidb  I'RBasuRS 

t*  tk*  f^c«  at  a  point  from  150  to  170  deg.  from  where 
It  Mtcred.  it  is  approximately  a  hjrperbola  with  its 
vittex  at  the  point  just  under  the  flange. 
TW  b**t  pr*t*ctton  against  l>r**lwg*  due  to  side 

if  *tCala*d  by  flange*  of  proper  d*sign  used 
«f  iifchiit  thickness.  Flange*  not  onb' 

greatly  radac*  th*  aaximum  itrae*  due  to  this  presaure, 
Uit  ahw  pravcnt  a  larg*  stra**  at  the  circumference  of 
tJle  hcHm,  «h*ff*  it  wvmld  oth*rwia*  combine  with  th* 
•ear  pfaaeat  ■axinom  straa*  do*  to  centrifugal  foroa. 
Th*  proper  design  of  flanges  will  be  diseusaad  below. 

Bow  A  WaoL  Shoolo  Bb  Mounted 
la  order  to  oodaratand  wliat  is 

Imprapar  awanting  it  is  obviously  necessary 
of  eorrsct  mounting.   Th*  BttbJ«et 
to  aO  grinding  wheel  users  tliat 
lataaMota  of  th***  ssssntlsit  are 

riff,  f  alwwB  tha  dalaik  of  a  iHmsI  eerractly 

tlMt  ths  sidss  of  the  wh*si  and 
ia  eoolact  with  th*  wfa*d  ar* 
tkat  aa  svoa  baaring  nay  b* 

bas  oot  apply  to  taporsd 
the  flaogas  should  have  th* 

«r  th*  wh**l. 
h*  of  a  dlaoMtar 

to 
bar 

Th* from  0.002  to 

0.005  in.  larger  than  the  spindle  or  arbor  on  which 
the  wheel  is  to  be  mounted,  and  must  have  its  axis  at 
right-angles  to  the  sides  of  the  wheel,  concentric  with 
the  circumference.  No  portion  of  the  busliiuK  nhould 
project  beyond  the  sides  of  the  wheel. 

The  wheel  spindle  should  be  perfectly  straight  and 
threaded  in  a  direction  such  that  any  tendency  for  the 
wheel  and  nut  to  turn  will  tighten  the  nut 

Flanges  are  used  primarily  to  transmit  power  from 
the  shaft  to  the  wheel,  and  for  this  reason  the  inside 
flange  must  be  keyed  to  the  shaft.  Both  flanges  must 
have  plane  faces  at  right-angles  to  the  shaft,  except 
for  tapered  wheels,  where  the  flange  faces  are  conical, 
with  the  axis  of  the  cone  coinciding  with  the  axis  of 
tha  shaft.  Flanges  should  be  properly  relieved;  that 
is.  should  be  countersunk  so  as  to  bear  on  the  wheel 
only  on  the  part  of  the  flanges  nearest  the  rim.  Both 
flanges  should  be  of  the  same  diameter,  which  should 
be  at  least  one-third  the  diameter  of  the  wheel  and 
preferably  one-half. 

Blotters  or  some  other  form  of  compressible  washers 
should  be  usei^  between  flsnge  and  wheel  to  insure  an 
even  bearing.  Their  diameter  should  be  at  least  aa 
large  as  that  of  the  flanges. 

The  spindle  nut  should  be  tightened  only  enough  to 
properly  hold  the  wheel.  Further  tightening  is  unnec- 

essary and  undesirable. 
These  ar*  th*  flsssntials  of  correct  mounting.  Failure 

to  observe  any  of  them  may  cause  excessive  stress  in 
tb*  wheel.  Side  pressure  producing  large  tensile 
stresses  may  result  from  any  defect  in  mounting  that 
gives  an  ttnavan  bearing  between  flanges  and  wheel. 

Forcing  a  wheel  on  a  spindle  for  which  it  is  too  small 
is  extremely  likely  to  cause  breakage,  as  large  tensile 
stresses  are  induced  around  the 
circumference  of  the  hole.  This 
case  is  practically  the  same  as 
that  of  heating  the  wheel 
spindle,  and  the  same  character 
of  stresses  results.  If  the  hole 
is  too  small  it  should  lie  care- 

fully enlarged  by  scraping  until 
a  perfect  flt  ia  obtained. 

Impact  OH  the  tidt  or  face  of 
Ikt  t0h*«l.  Probably  most 
breakages  due  to  impact  are  the 
result  of  cardcssness  or  ignor- 

ance on  th*  part  of  the  grind- 
ing whed  operator.  It  Hhould  be 

borne  in  inind  tlut  very  much 
larger  stresses  ars  produced  by 
a  force  suddenly  applied  than 
liy  a  force  of  the  aame   intensity  applied   gradually. 

The  impact  of  th*  particles  of  the  wheel  against  the 
work  in  any  form  of  grinding  produces  certain  stresses 
in  the  wlieel,  but  these  are  carried  more  by  the  particles 
in  direct  contact  with  the  work  than  by  the  wheel  as 
s  whole,  sod  ar*  not  important  as  a  cause  of  breakage. 
In  some  ca*ss,  bowsver,  ignorant  operators,  in  order  to 

no. 

'.-rORBMOT 
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increase  the  speed  of  cutting,  have  hacked  the  face  of 
the  wheel  in  such  a  manner  as  to  cause  breakage  due 
to  the  excessive  impact  thus  obtained. 

Breakages  are  sometimes  caused  by  bringing  heavy 
pieces  of  work  into  too  sudden  contact  with  either  the 
face  or  side  of  the  wheel.  Carelessness  in  snagging  a 
casting  suspended  from  a  chain  hoist,  for  example, 
might  easily  result  in  breakage  of  this  kind. 

In  work  where  a  table  traverse  is  used,  the  headstock 
or  footstock  may  be  accidentally  run  into  the  wheel, 
which  will  cause  wheel  breakage  unless  something  else 
gives  way  first.  This  is  not  true  impact,  but  approaches 
it  on  account  of  the  sudden  application  of  the  force. 
Large  stresses  due  to  side  pressure  are  produced. 

Catching  of  the  work  between  the  wheel  and  the  rest, 
in  freehand  operations  is  very  likely  to  cause  breakage. 
Such  an  accident  may  be  the  result  of  improper  adjust- 

ment of  the  rest  or  of  carelessness  in  handling  the 
work,  and  may  have  very  serious  consequences.  This 
is  a  true  case  of  impact,  as  the  speed  of  application 
of  the  force  is  practically  that  of  the  periphery  of  the 
wheel. 

Cracks  or  flaws  in  the  interior  of  the  wheel.  Wheel 
breakage  sometimes  occurs  because  of  cracks  or  flaws 
which  are  in  the  wheel  before  it  is  put  in  operation. 
Such  defects  may  lie  under  the  surface  of  the  wheel 
and  be  entirely  invisible.  Flaws  are  manufacturing 
defects,  while  cracks  may  also  be  due  to  faulty  manu- 

facture or  to  various  other  causes  such  as  carelessness 
in  handling,  packing,  transporting  or  mounting. 

Testing  for  Flaws  and  Cracks 

Most  grinding  wheel  manufacturers  use  extreme  care 
in  testing  wheels  for  flaws  and  cracks  so  that  a  wheel 
having  such   defects   seldom   passes  inspection  and   is 
shipped  outside  the  factory. 

Wheels  are  tested  by  running  them  at  about  double 

the  recommended  operating  speed,  as  previously  men- 
tioned. This  is  a  severe  test,  and  should  eliminate  all 

wheels  having  inherent  defects  of  a  serious  nature.  The 

"ring"  of  a  wheel,  or  sound  produced  by  its  vibration 
when  tapped  lightly  with  some  solid  object,  is  also  used 
as  an  indication  of  interior  cracks  or  flaws.  A  wheel 
with  a  clear  ring  is  fairly  certain  to  be  free  from  such 
imperfections,  although  it  has  been  shown  that  a  poor 
or  dead  ring  does  not  necessarily  mean  a  defective 
wheel.  However,  the  most  reliable  manufacturers 
reject  all  wheels  that  have  a  poor  ring.  It  is  also 
worthy  of  note  in  this  connection  that  ringing  a  wheel 
just  prior  to  mounting  it  will  usually  detect  cracks 
that  may  have  been  caused  by  rough  handling  subse- 

quent to  the  time  the  wheel  left  the  factory. 
Although  as  indicated  above,  manufacturers  use  every 

precaution  to  prevent  it,  occasionally  a  defective  wheel 
will  survive  the  tests,  and  may  break  in  operation 
because  of  its  imperfections.  Sometimes  this  cause  of 
breakage  will  be  indicated  by  the  character  of  the  frac- 

ture, which  may  show  the  location  and  nature  of  the 
defect.  If  the  fracture  shows  a  homogeneous  mixture 
of  grain  and  bond  with  no  indication  of  defects,  and 
if  the  wheel  has  been  in  operation  more  than  a  few 
minutes,  it  is  generally  safe  to  assume  that  breakage 
was  not  due  to  inherent  cracks  or  flaws. 

Variation  in  density  of  wheel  material.  If  a  wheel 
is  poorly  manufactured,  especially  when  the  mixture  of 
which  it  is  composed  is  not  properly  stirred  prior  to 
baking,  it  may  vary  in  density  at  different  parts. 
When  the  wheel  revolves,  the  heavy  portions  will  exert 

a  centrifugal  pull  upon  the  remainder  of  the  wheel,  and 
complicated  stresses  will  be  introduced  therein.  It  is 
possible  that  in  some  cases  these  stresses  may  be  suffi- 

cient to  cause  breakage  without  combination  with  other 
stresses  in  the  wheel.  However,  this  is  probably  of 
rather  rare  occurrence,  especially  in  wheels  made  by 
leading  manufacturers,  who  use  such  care  to  obtain  a 
proper  mixture  that  great  variation  in  density  becomes 
improbable. 

Slight  variations  in  density  do  however  occur,  as 
proved  by  the  fact  that  nearly  all  concerns  balance  some 
wheels  by  the  insertion  of  a  plug  of  metal  near  the 
bushing.  We  are  led  to  the  conclusion  then,  that  many 
wheels  in  operation  are  stressed  in  greater  or  less 
degree  due  to  these  variations.  Stresses  of  this  type 
may  of  course  combine  with  other  stresses  existing  in 
the  wheel  and  help  to  produce  breakage. 

Dangerous  Stresses  prom  Lack  of  Balance 

Lack  of  balance.  By  balance,  as  used  here,  is  meant 
static  balance.  A  wheel  is  out  of  balance  when,  if  sup- 

ported loosely  on  a  horizontal  axis  through  the  hole, 
it  has  in  some  positions  a  tendency  to  turn  about  that 
axis. 

A  wheel  that  is  out  of  balance  has  developed  in  it 
stresses  of  complex  character  which  are  due  to  the 
centrifugal  force  of  its  out  of  balance  portions.  These 
stresses  are  the  same  as  those  just  mentioned  in  con- 

nection with  variation  in  density,  as  such  variation  may, 
and  in  fact  usually  does  cause  lack  of  balance.  In  cases 
where  the  lack  of  balance  is  large,  breakage  may  result, 
either  from  these  stresses  or  from  impact,  as  will  appear below. 

If  a  wheel  for  any  reason  goes  out  of  true  it  will 
also  go  out  of  balance,  since  its  center  of  rotation  will 
no  longer  be  at  its  center  of  gravity.  Wheels  may  go 
out  of  true  from  such  causes  as  a  bent  spindle,  loose 
bearings,  loose  frame,  improper  use,  variation  in  hard- 

ness of  the  wheel  material  causing  excessive  wear  at 
some  points,  or  from  the  hacking  of  the  wheel  face 

previousely  m  e  n  - 
tioned.  If  a  wheel 

is  seriously  out  of 
true  it  will  deliver 
a  series  of  blows  to 
work  thrust  against 
it  thus  producing 
large  impact 
stresses.  The  stresses 

due  to  the  centrif- 
ugal force  of  the  out 

of  balance  portions 
of  the  wheel  may 
also  become  large  in 

this  case,  and  will  in- 
crease the  usual 

maximum  due  to 
the  centrifugal  force. 

A  wheel  should  not  be  allowed  to  stand  partially  sub- 
merged in  water  or  other  liquid,  as  when  it  is  started 

in  motion  the  wet  portion  is  heavier  than  the  remainder 
and  hence  the  wheel  is  greatly  out  of  balance.  Several 
cases  of  breakage  from  this  cause  are  known. 

Lack  of  balance  due  to  variation  in  density  of  the 
wheel  material,  provided  it  does  not  exceed  a  certain 
specified  limit  for  the  wheel  in  question,  is  usually  cor- 

rected at  the  factory  by  the  insertion  of  a  metal  plug 
in  the  side  of  the  wheel  near  the  bushing,  as  shown  in 

FIG.  6- 

-METHOD  OF 

WHKKL, 
BALANCINO 
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>Uwt  th» 

tt  ia 

PiC.  &.    Tin*  phic  i*  piBMd  Of^^ouie  Uw  &«•%■)'  point 
«r  IW  vkML  «ydi  to  th*  CMlv  of  fravily  of  oil  bMTjr 

tpoto  tkot  Biir  oBtol  tkwita.  oad  U  of  a  wvicht  auffl- 
to  c—teioii  ih»  •nboloaead  centrifugal  force, 

AhlniM*  tkia  phit  <kMa  tMdaaco  Um  wheel,  m  that 
of  lutora  wUI  not  prodaeo  Tfbration  in  the 
■ad  ckotlor  aMrka  on  tho  woriu  thi«  method 

of  liohftt  tarn  Ml  hjr  oar  aMMH  ranov*  tbo  atrtaaaa 
4m  to  tka  w<rif>igai  fore*  of  tka  oat  of  hotoneo  por- 
tioa.  ■•  tkla  fore*  raaoiaa.  whether  balanced  or  not 

A  aarteM  omarttoa  to  th»  ptug  U  that  the  whed  ia 
Ir  ArflUiw  A  kola  to  r««ive  it.    Aa  atatod 

tkto  kab  to  drflhd  Mor  the  buahinc.  whore  the 
I  dM  to  coBtrifuffal  force  i«  a  nuucimum, 

ia  waakeaed  at  tha  point  where  break- 
Itoble  to  >Urt. 

fact  that  thU  nathod  of  balancing  may 
fler  not*  than  a  abort  part  of  the 

lUla  of  tho  whaol.    For.  aiaeo  the  original  lack  of  balance 
■ajr  have  baan  daa  to  aavarai  heavy  apota.  it  ia  evident 
that  if  oaa  of  thaaa  apota  ia  worn  off  the  amount  of 
oot  of  botoaco  and  tho  center  of  gravity  of  the  heavy 

of  tho  whaol  will  fai  gOMTBl  chaiifa,  ao  that  the 
wototbt  M  loagor  holanraa     In  the  particular 

the  eotira  heavy  portion  of  the  wheel  ia 
away  thia  watght  bacomoa  an  unbalancing  weight. 
tha  wheal  araold  be  balancod.  or  nearly  ao,  with- 

tt. 
Baoogh  baa  baan  aaid  to  ahow  that  if  a  wheel  con- 

a  balancing  weight,  we  ahould   regard   it  aa  a 
It  faulty  oaa,  more  liable  to  break  than  one 

which  Madid  DO  bolaaciag,  and  probably  more  liable 
to  fo  oat  of  balanoa.    Thia  doaa  oot  mean  that  a  large 
pHctBtate  of  hatonrod  wheab  break,  for  these  wheela 
are  raqairad  to  paaa  the  aaoie  teata  in  the  factoiy  aa 
do  aO  other  whaab  aent  oat.     Reliable  manufacturers 
at  praent  reject  aU  wheala  in  which  the  lack  of  balance 
cnoadi  a  certain  specified  limit 

LocATiKC  Initial  Si 

in  tkt  io*««l.  During  tha  proeaaa  of 

ire  of  a  aoUd  body,  initial  atreaaaa  ara  aome- 
oat  op  in  tho  matorial  of  which  tha  body  fa  com- 
Thls  ia  In  geoerml  due  to  the  fact  that  the  ex- 

of  a  twotad  body  eoob  more  rapidly  than  the 
The  highar  tha  rata  of  cooling,  the  greater 

ara  VUfy  to  baeooM.  UatoM  great  care 
in  ila  mannfartara  a  griadinv  wheal  may  have 
atraasis  exiating  in  it  Thaae  may  be  regarded 

M  tatlpieat  flaws  or  cracks,  and  may  combine  with 
eUwr  attoaaaa  to  incraaae  the  maximum  atresa. 

Ho  aattod  hM  yat  been  devlaad  for  datermining  the 
aatolMHO  of  iattlal  atraaaai  in  whaala.  Manufacturers 
gaafd  *>■»*■*  the  oocarrenc*  of  largo  atreaaaa  of  thia 
tjrpe  by  aDowlag  a  period  of  a  woak  or  mora  for  the 

to  cool  oflor  bokiag  bofora  thair  raoioval  from 
Tho  apood  laat  lofairad  to  above  ahould 

tend  to  eMflriaato  wlieela  contoioiag  oxtraordinary 
Hence  it  is  probobia  that  whaab  break- 

lag  la  aperattaa  contain  only  relatively  aoiall  streaaea 
of  thto  kind,  whidi  may  be  regarded  only  aa  a  contribat- 

of  bi'Mhago  io  wwhlaatlM  with  other  and 

Fraoi  tho  fniajaiat  oaatysls  It  ia  evident  that  the 
of  o  gHadlag  wheal  ia  operation  is  In  gonaral 

  of  aovoral  cooriilaad  caoaaa.  of  wfaidi  tha 
«M  to  oMlrtfagal  forea  to  oaoally  ona.     Tbo 

part  of  tho  wkHl  araoad  tho  dnwfotom*  of  tho  hoto 

m«>-  be  regarded  as  its  weakest  point,  since  it  is  there 
thia  streas  attaina  ita  maximum,  hence  all  additional 
factors  tending  to  produce  more  atreaaes  near  the  hole 
are  particularly  important. 

Manufacturers  find  that  with  the  majority  of  broken 
wheals  returned  to  them  for  an  opinion  regardinK  the 
cause  of  breakage,  so  little  information  is  given  that 
they  are  unable  to  arrive  at  any  conclusion  whatever. 
For  instance,  a  customer  may  return  a  small  fragment 
of  what  was  a  large  wheel,  with  the  information  that 
the  wheel  broke  while  being  used  for  snagging  iron 
eastinga.  Noodleaa  to  say,  in  such  cases  the  cause  of 
breakage  remains  unknown. 

Record  op  Breaks  and  Causes 

In  case  there  is  no  question  aa  to  why  the  wheel  broke, 
as  when  it  is  run  into  by  the  haadstock  of  tho  machine, 
no  further  information  is  necessary.  When  there  is 
any  doubt  as  to  the  cause,  however,  as  much  of  the 
following  data  as  can  be  obtained  should  be  recorded 
and  kept  for  future  reference : 

(1)  Make,  number,  original  diameter,  thickness, 

diameter  of  hole,  grain  and  grade  of  wheel,  and  diam- 
eter at  time  of  breakage. 

(2)  Name  and  number  of  machine  on  which  break- 
age occurred  and  condition  of  same,  particularly  the 

spindle  and  bearings. 
(3)  Operation  for  which  wheel  was  used,  including 

the  kind  of  material  being  ground. 
(4)  Speed  at  which  wheel  was  running.  (This  should 

be  verified  after  the  breakage.) 
(6)  Wet  or  dry  grinding.  If  dry,  note  whether  or 

not  the  wheel  was  hot  at  time  of  breakage.  If  hot,  give 
approximate  temperature  of  face  of  wheel  as  determined 
by  the  touch. 

(6)  Length  of  time  wheel  had  been  running  since 
last  starting  up. 

(7)  Size  and  condition  of  flanges. 
(8)  Description  of  compressible  washers  used;  if 

blotters,  state  aise. 

(9)  Method  used  for  tightening  spindle  nut. 
(10)  If  wheel  was  used  with  automatic  feed  and 

traverse,  give  depth  of  cut  and  speed  of  traverse.  In 
case  the  work  is  revolving,  give  ita  revolutions  per 
minute. 

(11)  Describe  any  marks  on  sides  or  face  of  wheel 
indicating  excessive  impact  or  side  pressure. 

(12)  Give  results  of  examination  of  fracture,  includ- 
ing any  defects  that  coukl  be  noted  in  the  wheel  ma- 

terial. 

(18)  State  whethor  or  not  wheel  contained  balanc- 
ing weights.  If  one  was  present,  give  approximate  size. 

Note  whether  or  not  the  wheel  fracture  passed  through 
the  hole  drilled  for  the  weight. 

(14)  Give  operator's  opinion  of  the  cause  of  breakage 
if  he  has  one.  also  whether  he  has  noticed  any  lack  of 
bolaoeo  in  wheel  or  has  had  any  difficulty  in  keeping 

tho  wheel  running  true. 
This  data  and  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  causes 

of  grinding  wheel  breakage  constitute  proper  equipment 
for  the  investigation  of  any  given  case.  Under  some 
condltlona  the  aetaal  determination  of  the  cause  of 
braokage  of  a  aingto  wheel  may  be  difficult  or  impossible. 
In  eaaas,  however,  where  breakagaa  occur  consistently 
with  a  particular  operator  or  on  a  particular  machine 
or  operation.  It  ia  reaaonaUe  to  suppoae  that  there  are 
ono  or  more  principal  causes  that  can  by  a  study  of 
tho  situation  be  detectod  and  removed. 
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The  World  Trade  in  Machinery 
Exports  by  Germany,  United  Kingdom,  United  States  and  France — Information  Based 

on  Custom  House  Returns — Effect  of  Changes  in  Exchange 
By  WILLIAM  ALTHOFF 

Assistant   Chief,    Industrial    Machinery    Division, 
Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce 

THE  present  position  of  Germany  as  a  competitor 

in  the  world's  machinery  markets  has  been  con- 
siderably overrated  by  many  writers. 

The  accompanying  chart  shows  the  machinery  exports 
of  Germany,  the  United  Kingdom,  the  United  States, 
and  France  for  the  four  years  preceding  the  war,  as 
well  as  during  the  four  years  beginning  with  1918. 
Table  I  shows  the  percentage  furnished  by  each  of  these 
countries  in  relation  to  the  total  of  the  four  combined. 

1910  1911         1912  1913  1918"         1919         1920  1921 CHART  OF  MACHINERY   EXPORTS  OF  GERMANY,  UNITED 
KINGDOM,   UNITED   STATES   AND  FRANCE 

There  is  also  appended  Table  II,  indicating  the  machin- 
ery exports  of  other  important  countries  during  1920 

and  1921,  which  will  afford  a  basis  of  comparison  with 
the  returns  given  in  Table  I. 

These  figures  are  based  on  the  custom  house  returns. 
It  should  be  remembered  that  differences  exist  between 
the  classifications  adopted  by  the  various  countries  and 
the  figures  are  presented  more  with  the  idea  of  illus- 

trating the  general  trend  of  trade  than  of  indicating 
the  precise  amounts  claimed  by  each  country. 

As  can  be  seen  from  Table  II,  during  the  years  1910 

tion  fell  from  45.1  per  cent  of  the  total  of  these 
countries  in  1920,  to  43.6  per  cent  in  1913.  The  pro- 

portion of  the  United  Kingdom  also  declined  continually 
during  these  years,  and  in  1913  its  share  was  only  28.8 
per  cent  as  against  33.1  per  cent  in  1910.  The  United 
States,  on  the  contrary,  secured  a  larger  proportion  each 
successive  year,  rising  steadily  from  17.1  per  cent  of 
the  total  in  1910  to  20.8  per  cent  in  1915. 

In  1918  and  1919  the  United  States  furnished  the 
bulk  of  the  machinery  exports,  the  actual  amounts  being 
.$282,000,000  and  $378,000,000  respectively. 

During  1920  Germany  was  again  in  the  field,  the  total 
of  the  four  countries  ascending  well  on  toward  a  billion 
dollars.  Of  this  the  United  States  supplied  nearly  one- 
half,  48.9  per  cent,  the  United  Kingdom  24.6  per  cent, 
and  Germany  20.8  per  cent. 

The  United  Kingdom  alone  showed  an  increase  in  the 

value  of  its  exports  for  1921,  due  largely  to  heavj' 
shipments  of  textile  machinery  on  orders  that  had  long 
been  unfilled.  Machinery  exports  from  the  United 
States  fell  off  considerably  during  1921,  this  being  due 
in  a  large  measure  to  the  reduction  in  unit  prices  and  to 
the  extraordinary  exchange  situation  that  prevailed. 

It  should  be  particularly  noted,  however,  that  our 
machinery  exports  last  year  exceeded  in  value  those  for 
1918,  and  were  more  than  twice  as  great  as  in  1913, 

In  other  words,  during  1921  we  exported  machinery 
to  the  extent  of  $290,000,000  or  36.2  per  cent  of  the 
total  of  the  four  countries  combined,  as  against  $130,- 
000,000  or  20.8  per  cent  of  the  1913  total. 

The  outstanding  feature  of  the  figures  presented 
herewith  is  that  in  1920  and  1921,  Germany  (in  spite  of 
the  advantages  of  favorable  exchange  rates,  low  wage."?, 
government  subsidies,  etc.)  exported  only  about  one-half 
the  proportion  it  shipped  during  the  pre-war  period. 

Fundamental  conditions  at  present  existing  in  Ger- 
many are  such  as  to  seriously  impair  its  position  as  a 

competitor  in  the  world  machinery  markets.  To  a 
large  extent  its  low  costs  have  been  the  result  of  direct 

TABLE  I  —MACHINERY  EXPORTS  OF  GERMANY,  UNITED  KINGDOM,  TNITED  STATEp  AND  FRANCE 
(Values  in  V.  S.  DoUare) 

Germany   
United  Kingdom. 
United  States   
France   

Total. 

Germany   
United  Kingdom. 
United  States   
France   

19 
Dollars 

193,974,835 
142,449.170 
73.851.098 
19,164.900 

ID 
Per  Cent 
45.169 

33.171 
17.197 
4.463 

19 

Dollars 

217.407,998 
150.670.139 
96.504,104 

34,875.100 

499.457.341 
19 

Dollars 

11 
Per  Cent 

43.529 
30   167 
19.322 

6.982 

\        1912 

D(  liars       Percent 

244.378.193       44  614 

161.363.480       29.459 
106.961.269       19.527 
35,048,800         6.398 

1913 
Dollars      Per  Cent 

273.035.559       43.671 
180.121.988       28.810 
130,554,379       20.882 
41.495.000         6  637 

429.440,003 
19 

Dollars 

100.000 

8 
Per  Cent 

29:246 

67.225 
2  577 

100.000 

19 

Per  Cent 

26,971 
64    198 
8  830 

547,751.742     100.000 

1920 
Dollars          Per  Cent 

197.337,787       20.885 
232,433.323       24  600 
462.933.704       48,995 
52.138.732         5.518 

625,206,926     100.000 

1921 
Dollars         Per  Cent 

•179,667.830       22.449 

78.450,233 
282,986,853 
10,851,618 

158.988.618 
378,425.958 
52.050.170 

287,256,954       35.891 
290.414.115       36.285 
43.011.022         5.378 

Total         372.288,704     100.000      589.464.746     100.000      944.843.546     100.000      800.359,921      100.000 

*  Estimated  on  the  basis  of  returns  for  May  to  December.     Statistics  for  January  to  April,  1921.  inclusive,  have  not  been  published  as  yet. 
The  following  rates  were  used  in  converting  the  1 920  and  1 92 1  foreign  figures  into  dollars.    These  rates  are  the  daily  average  for  the  year,  as  supplied  by  the  Fedenil 

Reserve  Board. 
1920  1921 

1.1751         1.2045 Germany   
United  Kingdom . 
France   3.66427 

7  04 

3.849056 
7  4554 

to  1913  inclusive,  Germany,  the  United  Kingdom,  the 
United  States  and  France  exported  annually  a  total 
average  of  $530,000,000  worth  of  machinery.  Through- 

out this  period  Germany  held  first  place,  but  its  propor- 

and  indirect  government  subsidies  which  the  German 
government  must  necessarily  abandon.  Government 
control  as  applied  to  grain  prices  has  already  been 
abolished,    bringing    about    a    general    movement    for 
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Prvicht  rmtw  aad  raw  iiut«rUl  prtow 
•IV  rWag  rayidljr.  ami  later  dlflenltiM  ar«  beeominf 

Thtr*  U  «  ahorUce  of  both 
TlM  femd  intertiAl  lo«a  eoat«npht«d 

kgr  Uw  G«(«Ma  govtnuMBt   will   undoubtodly   be  d»- 
ia  tiM  MV  future.    Tb*  amount  is  about  one 

equivalent  at  praaeat  to  approzi- 

bujrv,  althouvh  in  line  with  the  general  trend  of  prioaa 
in  world  marketa. 

Theae  and  other  factors  make  it  practically  impoaaibla 

to  qaoU  flna  pricaa  for  long-term  commitments.  The 
tendency  now  ia  to  quote  priced  subject  to  increases  to 
cover  any  enhanced  production  costs  that  may  occur 
before  the  goods  are  delivered.     The  cancellation  of 

TABLB  U.— ANNOAL  tUXMOIEMX  BXTOim 

m>4M,«at 

i».;it.i)i 
H.*U.iM 
*.;m,«m 

(ValMit — iMa- 

i*.«e) 

W.4M 
>.*MU 

H.iik 
M  41* IS.77S 

llair.  N«r«*y  aai  Diaaufc  u«  Bit  trilUhh 
ttm  tm  Ikt  r—f.  —  lantelMd  by  Ik*  Palwal  Raim 

VatMlaUS. OwTHMy 

>4*.ni.M* 12,I4*,>S; 

IM7*.I7( I7.MI.14* 
l*.M«,MO 
*.M4.tt7 

*.H«.7I7 
*.2««.27> 
l.*>7.t» 

tl*4.>15.74S 

ValMtB  VW«i«B 
Ounmr 

»t,(t«.OM «4.0i).n7 4.447.404 

i4*.IM,}42 

-Iflt- 

17. »H 

il.5M7 1.MH54 

7.44*1 

Valw  la  U.  8 
Qmriwy 

tM.714,400 

iM*4,«l7 )».)i6.(IO 

4.0*1.174 
I1.U1.ISI 

a.  IMS 

4.0*1.174 *.ais,H> 

70  billion  paper  marks.  This  loan  will  be  a 

hmtf  border  «■  taimtaf.  The  supplementao*  taxation 
ttet  MHt  BOCHnrttf  follow  will  raise  production  costs 
■tUI  kigker.  Porthermore.  Germany  is  becoming  sold 
eat  ead  the  continuation  of  production  will  invohre  in- 

porchaaing    of   raw    materials    from    outside 
at  prieee  that  wiU  be  almost  beyond  the  German 

numerous  orders  placed  in  Germany  by  foreign  cus- 
tomers is  reported. 

All  of  the  above  conditions  have  a  further  peculiar 
significance  when  it  i»  remembered  that  during:  recent 
years  German  suppliers  had  already  found  it  difficult 
to  deliver  machinery  in  accordance  with  prices  and  de- 

livery dates  contracted. 

■n 

A  Large  Bfa^etic  Chuck 
Scarcely  a  quarter  of  a  century  ago  O.  S.  Walker, 

at  Worcester,  Maaa.^  atarted  in  a  small  way  to  manu- 
factart  a  new  aad  untried  derice  for  hoMing  work  for 
lilMliiii.  ia  whkh  tiM  holding  power  was  the  attrae- 
tieo  of  an  iliftrwatin>. 

At  irat  boUtvod  to  have  but  a  limited  field  of 
appltcatioa  in  tte  toolroom,  the  early  chucks  were  little 
■ore  than  4  x  6  in.  in  siae  and  were  considered  prac- 

tical oaljr  for  the  purpoee  of  holding  small  pieces  of 
steel  while  grinding  off  the  little  material 
to  take  oat  the  warp  and  twist  caused  by 

dM  hntdeaing.  aad  nudw  them  flat  and  parallel. 
As  an  eridaoco  of  the  growth  both  in  size  and  ap- 

plication  of  tte  OMgnetic  chuck  the  accompanying 
pktara  ia  ate  an  of  a  chuck  that  waa  shipped  recently 

tte  Walker  factory  to  a  Am  engaged  in  the 
of  knives  for  wood  planers,  blades  for 

'  aad  Btctal  cutting  shears,  and  other  beavy  part*. 
Tke  ckock  is  of  the  standard  single-magnet  construe- 

tion,  practically  identical  in  principal  with  the  chock 
of  Sf  f«an  ago,  bat  iaataad  of  the  pignjr  device  that 
cooM  aaaily  be  carHod  la  oeo  kaad  thia  one  is  9  in. 
wlda  kr  IM  la.  hag,  km  tm  indinniiat  aiagnetic 
eoHa,  aad  wolgka  apyraKiuiately  IJOO  lb.  It  is  sop- 
pertsd  at  tte  eads  opon  trunnions  6  in.  in  diameter 

ly  be  aaloalsd  to  any  desired  angle. 

Understanding  Shop  Terms 
By  Amos  Fkrber 

On  page  916,  Vol.  56,  of  >4mertcan  Machinist,  Robert 
Grimshaw  contributes  some  entertaining,  if  not  par- 

ticularly instructive,  misinformation  in  reference  to 
shop  terms. 

New  England  did  not  invent  the  "shim."  though  it 
might  have  t)een  the  first  tu  apply  that  name.  A  shim 
has  been,  since  the  days  of  Noah,  a  thin  piece  of  pack- 

ing material  for  providing  adjustment  between  two 
otherwise  non-adjustable  parts.  It  is  never  (intention- 

ally) a  wedge.  1  make  no  claim  to  knowledge  of  foreign 
nomenclature,  but  1  will  venture  to  anscrt  that  in  the 

United  States  a  "shim"  is  known  by  its  name  and  its 
purpose  is  thoroughly  understood  wherever  an  automo- 

bile exists. 

A  "dutchman"  is  a  patch  of  any  kind,  shape  or  form, 
an  unpremeditated  addition  to  some  part  to  correct  or 

compensate  for  somebody's  error  or  overaight  in  design- 
ing or  nuurhining  that  part.  It  is  an  abortion,  and 

should  never  be  tolerated  except  temporarily  in  case  of 
extreme  emergency. 

I  have  heard  the  term  "dutchman"  applied,  even  in 
New  Entrland.  to  what  was  obviously  a  dowel ;  but  such 

application  is  the  result  of  iirnorance  of  the  "language," 
even  as  ia  the  calling  of  a  shim  a  dutchman  in  the 

Philadelphia  district— if  such  be  the  case. 

AS MAnVKTIC  CHUCK 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methodm.  Its  scope  includes  all  divisions  of  the  machine  building  in- 
dustry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  letters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  tlxeir  value  are  carefully   considered  and   those  published  are  paid  for. 

Fixture  for  Inspecting  Camshafts 
By  J.  L.  Strasburg 

Assistant  Master  Mechanic,  Saginaw  Products  Co.,  Saginaw,  Mich. 

Checking  automotive  camshafts  is  a  job  requiring 
accuracy  and  care.  We  built  a  fixture  for  use  in  our 
plant  that  greatly  facilitates  the  work,  and  we  believe  it 
the  finest  thing  we  know  of  in  its  line.  With  this  fix- 

ture it  is  possible  to  check  the  opening  and  closing  time 

Vrf 

FIXTURE  FOR  INDICATING  CAMSHAFTS 

of  all  cams,  using  any  amount  of  lash  desired,  also  the 
relation  of  the  intake  and  exhaust  cams,  the  concen- 

tricity of  the  base  circle,  the  location  of  the  key  with 
No.  1  cam,  the  lift  at  any  number  of  degrees  and  the 
total  lift. 

The  fixture  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 
tion. It  is  made  so  that  the  shaft  is  held  in  three  bear- 

ings in  the  same  manner  that  it  is  mounted  in  the 
motor.  Springing  that  might  occur  with  the  shaft 
on  centers  is  thus  prevented.  These  bearings  are  made 
of  steel,  hardened  and  ground.  The  sliding  block  B 
carries  the  plunger  C  and  the  Ames  indicator  D.  This 
block  can  slide  from  one  end  of  the  fixture  to  the  other 
and  is  held  in  position  by  the  segment  E  and  by  dowel 
pins  and  springs,  shovra  in  Section  2-2,  that  produce 
the  right  amount  of  friction. 

The  plunger  C  is  hardened  and  ground  on  the  nose, 
which  has  the  same  shape  as  the  nose  of  the  push  rods 
in  the  motor.  D  is  a  standard  Ames  indicator  grad- 

uated in  thousandths  of  an  inch.  The  12-in.  dial  plate 
F  is  graduated  in  360  deg.,  and  made  in  two  parts.  By 
loosening  the  handnut  G  and  moving  the  dial  around 
until  the  zero  comes  in  line  with  the  pointer  H  and  then 

tightening  the  nut,  one  can  get  a  direct  reading  ixk 
degrees  on  the  part  being  checked. 

To  check  the  position  of  the  keyway  with  referenc& 
to  the  No.  1  cam,  line  up  the  mark  on  the  dial  and  th& 
line  on  dial  hub  J  and  bring  the  pointer  to  zero,  which. 
will  bring  the  keyway  and  the  No.  1  cam  in  line.  Brings 
the  plunger  C  to  position  on  the  base  circle  of  the  cam^ 
set  the  indicator  pointer  on  zero,  turn  the  camshaft  so. 
that  the  plunger  comes  up  on  the  lift  of  the  cam  an  even 
number  of  degrees  on  the  dial,  and  take  the  reading 
from  the  indicator.  Turn  the  cam  180  deg.;  turn  th& 
same  number  of  degrees  with  the  plunger  on  the  oppo- 

site side  of  the  cam.  and  compare  the  indicator  readings. 
Although  the  procedure  seems  somewhat  complicated^ 
it  is  comparatively  simple  when  one  is  familiar  with 
the  principle  of  operation  of  the  machine.  Considerable- 
speed  of  operation  can  be  obtained.  Reliable  checkings 
can  be  performed,  as  the  instrument  is  accurate  and 
dependable  and  enables  the  operator  to  determine  the. 
true  condition  of  the  camshaft. 

To  check  the  valve  openings 
time  on  the  camshaft,  bring- 
the  plunger  C  against  the  base- 
circle  of  the  cam,  set  the  indi- 

cator at  zero,  and  move  back 
the  sliding  block  B  until  the- 
indicator  pointer  drops  below^ 
zero  an  amount  equal  to  the 
lash  allowed  in  the  design  of 
the  cam.  Then  turn  the  cam 
until  the  plunger  comes  up  on 
the  rise  of  the  cam  and  the  in- 

dicator pointer  comes  back  to. 
zero.  After  loosening  the> 

handnut  G  on  the  dial  and  moving  the  dial  until  zero, 

and  the  pointer  are  in  line,  turn  the  cam  over  the  lift- 
until  the  indicator  comes  to  zero,  and  read  the  valve« 
opening  in  degrees  on  the  dial. 

To  check  the  relation  of  the  cams  with  the  Nx).  1  cam>, 

bring  the  plunger  C  in  the  same  position  as  before  and" 
the  indicator  pointer  on  zero,  and  turn  the  cam  until 
the  indicator  starts  to  rise  on  the  lift  of  the  cam.  Move 

zero  on  the  dial  to  the  pointer  and  lock,  move  the  sliding- 
block  to  the  next  cam,  bring  the  indicator  to-  the  same 
position  as  on  the  No.  1  and  check  the  dial  reading 
against  the  cam  layout.     Repeat  for  the  other  cams. 

To  check  the  closing  and  opening  time  of  the  exhaust 
and  intake  valves,  bring  the  plunger  C  to  position  on 
the  base  circle  and  the  indicator  to  z^-o^  Turn  the- 
shaft  until  the  exhaust  cam  has  just  reached  the  closed 
position,  and  set  the  dial  to  zero.  Move  the  indicator  to. 
the  intake  cam  and  set  to  zero  as  before.  Turn  the- 

cam  until  the  indicator  starts  to  move  on  the  opening- 
side  of  the  cam  and  the  dial  reading  wall  give  the  rela- 

tion in  degrees.  Other  points  that  can  be  checked  are 

indicating  the  base  circle,  and  checking  tj)^  cojitoui;  ot" 
the  cam  at  any  angle  desired. 

Section  l-I 
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Collar  for 
MUMoffllMldiie  Arbor 

Bt  O.  G.  Wl 

For ytmn  I  haw  luad  the  adjustable  •pacing 
ia    IJm  tkttth   for   loratinf   atraddla   or 

cttUan  to  asaet  poaition  on  the  arbor  of 

Tlih ■p  of  a  bunhing.  the  Ahouldar  of 

AOICVTABUt  •PACINO  COLLAR   FOR   MILLI.SO 
MACHINB  ARBOR 

ia  cxtemaHy  threaded  20  to  the  inch,  and  a  ring 
nt  fittad  to  thu  thread.  With  the  collar  assembled 
and  acrmvd  op  tifht.  the  peripheries  of  both  parts  are 
gndoatod  to  60  dMaions.  giving  an  increase  of  O.OOI 
la.  pv  divlsioa  la  hogth  of  the  collar  as  the  ring  is 

■olid  spacing  collar*  are  used  for  setting  up 
of  catters  the  set-up  must  be  completed  and  the 

paaitio—  of  tha  enttars  tested  for  error  in  spacing.  If 
•aek  amr  «dsla.  tba  wbola  aot-up  must  be  disnMunted 
ia  tritr  to  ewract  it  hjr  addition  or  removal  of  thin 
WHkOTiL  WHk  my  doviea  the  error  can  be  corrected 
by  merely  loosening  the  nut  at  the  end  of  the  arbor 
aad  adiuatiag  tJM  collar  ooo  or  more  divisions  as  may 
baiMBirad. 

Dericc  for  Handling  Lathe  Chuekg 
Bt  J.  T.  TowL«oN 

One torn  aaouredly  deaervea  another  and  so.  as 
L.  H.  Gibba  and  W.  Burr  Bennett 

)  tali  aa  of  aaafoi  dwrioas  for  the  handling  of  chucks 
oa  aad  off  tile  IbUm,  it  ia  to  be  hoped  that  a  plan  of  my 
ova  aaiy  be  of  fatatwt. 

My  aMchiae  shop  has  two  rows  of  latbM  with  swings 
vanrteg  from  12  to  1<  ia^  each  Utha  being  provided 
vttll  a  tteadjrrHrt,  a  light  rhurli  and  a  heavy  chuck. 
Wfcaa  I  aay  a  Imairy'  chork  I  mean  a  eompmntiveiw haaiT  chach.  oee  weighing  Mmewhere  about  60  lb.. 
aadL  aaywajr.  toe  haairy  for  the  Uthemaa  to  handle 
coMwUcntly  with  one  hand  while  with  the  other  he 
■aaipalalsi  tlw  bait  to  rotate  the  lathe  spindle. 

It  ii  aa  «U  dHp  aad  has  baoa  added  to  again  and 
afBla  aa  aaar  Mkm  aad  otlMr  nadiinery  have  been 
In^alWd;  thertfae*  therw  (s  no  reamining  evidence  of 

original  design  in  the  overhead  "w-orkn."  The  beams 
an*  of  wood  and  there  ia  no  nwm  for  cranw  of  aiiy 
kind  ao.  1  have  relieved  the  turners  of  the  neceaaity  of 
"wringing  their  backs"  when  shifting  chucks,  and  saved 
them  from  "spelling"  while  waiting  for  a  lift  by  mnkiiiB 
use  of  the  following  deacribed  device. 

There  are  sixteen  lathes  arranged  back  to  back  in 
two  rowB.  with  a  space  of  about  2  ft.  between  them. 
A  plank,  resting  upon  light  columns,  occupies  a  poaition 
midway  between  the  two  rows  and,  between  each  pair 
of  latltes  at  a  point  about  opposite  the  spindle  noae 
of  each  pair,  an  eyebolt  is  screwed  into  the  ruof  beam 
overhead.  To  each  eyebolt  ia  attached  a  light  wire  rope 
having  a  turnbuckle  at  the  lower  end. 

When  a  turner  desires  to  unship  hia  chuck  he  attachaa 
the  turn  buckle  and  aeta  it  tight,  then  allows  the  lathe 
to  run  backward  while  holding  the  chuck  with  his  hand 

^mf!F 
RIOOtNO  FOR  HANDLING  LATHK  CHI7CKH 

until  it  is  unscrewed  from  the  spindle,  when  he  lets  it 
swing  by  gravity  to  ita  normal  poaition  over  the  plank 
and  looaens  the  turn  buckle,  leaving  the  tackle  free  to 
be  used  by  the  nest  ouui. 

The  whole  device  la  very  simple  and  ia  clearly  shown 
by  the  illustration. 

Handy  Tumbling  Harrt-I  for  the  Small  Shop 
By  Hiram  Hicks 

From  time  to  time  articles  have  appeared  in  Avuri- 

can  Maehinut  describing  "home-made"  tumbling  barrels 
and  other  aimilar  crude  dcvicea  for  polishing  or  burn- 

ishing work  that  required  this  tn  <tment.  Here  ia  one 
that  the  writer  saw  a  few  dayi  igo  in  a  small  tool 
and  manufacturing  ahop. 

A  amall  keg.  of  thp  kind  that  ha*  been  made  ao  popu- 
lar by  Mr.  Volstead,  was  fitu-d  with  a  hinged  door,  se- 

cured by  a  hasp  and  staple,  and  flanges  bolted  to  the 
reapcetive  heads  so  that  it  could  be  placed  upon  centcra. 

When  needed  it  ia  filled  with  work,  a  do^  placed  upon 
one  of  tha  hub*  and  mounted  in  any  lathe  that  happetin 
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HOME-MADE  TUMBLING   BARREL 

to  be  idle  or  convenient.  Any  speed  that  could  possibly 
be  required  by  a  tumbling  barrel  is  immediately  avail- 

able through  the  cone  belt  and  back  gears,  or  the  speed 
changing  mechanism  of  the  lathe. 

If  the  lathe  should  be  needed  for  its  legitimate  pur- 
pose it  is  but  the  work  of  a  moment  to  dismount  the 

barrel  without  disturbing  its  contents. 

Practical  Example  of  Helical  Gear  Cutting 
By  Milton  Wright 

The  illustration  shows  an  example  of  spiral,  or  helical, 
gear  cutting  as  practiced  in  the  shops  of  the  Persons- 
Arter  Machine  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass.  The  gear  is  a 
part  of  the  regular  shop  product,  being  the  driven  gear 
on  the  chuck  spindle  of  the  standard  rotary  surface 
grinding  machine,  and  is  cut  without  special  equipment. 

Two  gears  are  cut  at  once.  The  part  that  appears  in 
the  picture  as  a  single  gear  is  actually  two  gears  placed 
face  to  face  on  an  arbor  that  is  provided  with  means  for 
drawing  them  together  endwise. 

The  machine  used  is  a  standard  Milwaukee  milling 
machine  with  universal  attachment  and  the  character- 

istics of  the  gear  are  as  follows :  Material,  cast  iron ; 
pitch,  0.314  in.;  thickness  of  tooth  at  pitch  line,  0.157 
number  of  teeth,  58;  pitch  diameter,  8.203  in.;  angle  of 
helix,  45  deg.  left-hand;  circular  pitch,  0.443  in.;  normal 

pitch  0.314  in.;  thickness  of  tooth  at  pitch  line,  0.157 
in. ;  depth  of  tooth,  0.216  in.  The  theoretical  lead  of  the 
helix  is  one  turn  in  25.773  in.,  and  the  nearest  actual 
lead  that  could  be  obtained  without  special  gearing  is 
one  turn  in  25.8  in.,  a  difference  of  but  0.027  in.  in  a  dis- 

tance of  approximately  25  in.  The  gears  used  are  100 
on  the  screw,  72  and  24  on  the  compound  stud  and  86 
on  the  indexing  spindle.  An  idle  gear  is  of  course  neces- 

sary to  reverse  the  direction  of  the  lead. 
A  No.  2,  10  pitch  B  &  S  spur  gear  cutter  is  used,  some- 

what larger  than  the  standard  cutter  because  of  the  in- 
creased diameter  required  to  enable  the  work  to  clear. 

Special  Wrench  for  Making  Adjustments 
to  Valve  Push  Rods 

By  G.  A.  LuERs 

To  make  adjustments  to  valve  push  rods  or  tappets, 
three  wrenches  are  usually  required,  one  to  hold  the 
tappet,  one  to  turn  the  adjustments  and  the  third  to 
handle  the  locknut.     This  invariably  requires  a  second 

Ct'TTIXO   A   HELICAL   CIEAK 

FIG.   1 — DETAILS  OF  SPECIAL  WRENCH.      FIG.   2 — THE WRENCH  IN  USE 

mechanic  or  helper,  unless  some  special  wrench  is  avail- 
able which  will  hold  on  to  the  push  rod  without  falling 

when  released  by  the  hand. 
For  adjusting  valves  single  handed,  the  tool  shown 

in  Fig.  1  can  be  made  by  any  mechanic  in  spare  time, 
from  a  wrench  with  an  opening  to  suit  the  hexagon 
head  on  the  push  rod.  Cut  the  length  of  this  wrench 
(if  too  long)  to  swing  between  the  valves  and  add  a 
slip  handle  as  is  shown  in  the  attached  sketch.  This 
slip  handle  is  made  from  a  flattened  tube  and  is  to  be 
a  snug  push  fit  on  the  handle  of  the  wrench.  Cut 
away  a  portion  of  the  end  of  the  tube  so  that  it  will 
pass  about  the  largest  diameter  of  the  nut  or  the  dis- 

tance equal  to  that  across  the  corners. 
To  use  this  tool,  place  the  wrench  on  the  hexagon 

head  of  the  push  rod  to  be  held  as  at  A,  Fig.  2,  and 
swing  it  about  until  the  open  end  of  the  slip  handle 
can   be  pushed  past   the  adjacent   valve  at  B. 
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Ufht  Jib  Cran<v- 

Vol.  87,  No.  4 

Bt  S.  Kbxt 

I  k*««  rMd  witii  latorMt  W.  Burr  Bennett's  dcecrip- 
Uoa  of  •  &t»p  bMrteg  for  ■  Ufht  jib  crane  which  ap- 
pmtmi  oa  9af  Oil  VoL  5C  of  Atmtriem  iicckinUt, 
ud  boUovo  •  bMrtag  to  eoaMnietod  to  be  suited  sd- 
■irabljr  to  •  ttvot  nuv  uas. 

Ob  oriwl  of  the  cost  of  such  a  bcorint.  however.  I 

with  Mr.  Bennett  as  to  iU  practical  appli- 
to  •  jib  enuM.  I  am  of  ths  opinion  that  roost 

and  awiateoaaeo  mm  would  insist  on 
hBvfat  tb*  alap  boarins  of  a  jib  crane  made  of  a  cast 

wtth  a  cored  hole  havinv  a  slightly  concaved 
Tbo  BMst  tmonions  could  be  merely  pieces  of 

toek  A  in.  smaller  tiiaa  the  cored  hole,  with 
•ad  revadad  to  fit  the  bottom  and  the  other  end 

flatteosd  to  fit  between  the  beam  flanges  of  the  masL 

Dcsifn  and  Specifications  for  Slip  Bushings 
Bt  Raymond  Bickman 

The  drawings  herewith  show  a  tjrpe  of  slip  bushing 
tbat  has  been  osad  with  entire  soocoss  in  our  shop 
for  otora  than  two  years.  Tbe  design  was  prompted  by 
the  DScasaItT  for  having  a  boabing  tbat  would  lock 
sacuiely  in  place,  jret  bo  aaaUjr  and  quickly  removed. 

To  tbe  initiated,  the  aacasaity  for  such  a  buBhiiiK  i» 
readily  apparent  When  used  with  oil  or  cutting  com- 
poaad  tbe  knurled  head  bushing  usually  used  in  con- 
aection  with  jiga  and  fixtures  is  apt  to  stick  in  the 

king  and  cauxe  the  workman  endless  trouble  in 
it.    This  requires  extra  time  and  is  also  very 

•mMai  Nandii 
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na.  I.  •PBCincATioNs  for  vock  screw 

trying  to  the  workman's  patience,  espoclaliy  if  he  is 
on  piecework. 

"The  tabulated  dimensions  have  been  worked  out  by 
trial  and  have  been  found  to  give  excellent  resultit.  The- 
handle  allows  the  operator  to  get  a  much  better  hold  on 
the  hushing  when  removing  it,  than  he  would  get  on 
the  knurled  head. 

The  writer  believes  that  an  important  point  to  be  con- 
Nidercd  in  present  day  tool  dcnign  N  to  relieve  the 

operator's  nervous  sjntem  of  annoyinx  triflcx  and  make 
all  tools  and  jigs  as  nearly  as  possible  lOD  pet  cent 

perfect. 
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Laying  Out  an  Ellipse  with  a  Compass 
By  James  H.  Yates 

A  useful  method  of  laying  out  an  approximate 
ellipse  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  diagram.  The 
curve  formed  is  so  near  to  a  true  ellipse  as  to  be  quite 
accurate  enough  for  practical  purposes.  A  compass  is 
the  only  instrument  required,  with  the  exception  of 
a  straightedge. 

To  lay  out  the  ellipse  proceed  as  follows:  Mark  off 
the  major  and  minor  axes  AB  and  CD  for  any  size  of 

LAYING  OUT  AN  APPROXIMATE  ELLIPSE 

ellipse  desired.  Join  C  and  B.  With  the  radius  KC, 
strike  point  E  on  line  KB.  Take  the  distance  EB  on  a 
compass  and  mark  it  off  from  C  as  CF.  Bisect  FB  and 
draw  the  line  MG  perpendicular  to  it. 

Where  th:'s  line  MG  cuts  the  major  axis  at  H  is  the 
center  for  the  end  of  the  ellipse  and  where  it  cuts  the 
minor  axis  at  G  is  the  center  for  the  top.  It  is  only 
necessary  to  take  opposite  centers  to  complete  the 
ellipse. 

Rivet  and  Washer  for  Firm  Joint  Caliper 
By  G.  G.  Spicer 

Having  occasion  to  make  for  myself  a  pair  of  calipers 

of  the  kind  known  as  "firm  joint,"  I  turned  both  the 
rivet  and  washer  with  an  annular  recess  in  the  under 
face  of  each  where  it  would  come  against  the  other 

RIVETTED  JOINT  FILLED  W^ITH  WAX 

parts  and,  before  riveting,  filled  this  space  with  bees- 
wax. 

This  tool  has  now  been  in  service  for  several  years 
and  is  still  as  firm  and  works  as  freely  as  when  new. 
I  believe  this  stunt  could  be  applied  with  advantage 
to  many  other  places  where  a  similar  joint  is  required. 

Building  Flywheels  Under  Difficulties 
By  K.  Saldis 

Apropos  of  the  article  under  the  above  heading,  pub- 
lished on  page  862,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machinist,  the 

writer  has  seen  a  method  of  making  similar  wheels 
as  a  regular  manufacturing  proposition.  This  method 
involves  the  use  of  no  large  tools,  yet  it  must  be  prac- 

tical or  it  could  not  compete  with  regular  machines. 
The  hub  is  cast,  bored  to  size,  keyseated,  and  the 

periphery  (of  the  hub)  drilled  and  tapped  for  the 
spokes,  which  are  round  rods  of  wrought  iron.  After 
the  spokes  are  all  screwed  in,  the  spider  is  then  sent 
to  the  foundry  where  a  mold  is  built  up  to  enclose  it 
and  the  iron  rim  is  cast  in  place  around  the  spokes. 

The  wheel  is  then  mounted  on  an  arbor  in  a  timber 
frame  made  purposely  for  the  work,  and  the  rim  is 
trued  with  a  grinding  wheel  that  is  mounted  on  a  slide- 
rest  to  travel  back  and  forth  across  the  face  of  the 
work.  The  grinding  wheel  is  driven  by  a  separate 
belt  and  is  provided  with  an  automatic  traversing 
mechanism  so  timed  with  reference  to  the  rotative  speed 
of  the  work  that  the  grinding  wheel  advances  1  in. 
sidewise  to  each  revolution  of  the  wheel  to  be  ground. 
The  work  speed  is  about  150  ft.  per  minute.  The 
grinding  wheel  is  12  in.  wide. 

All  the  attention  needed,  after  the  job  has  been  set 

up  and  started,  is  devoted  to  it  by  the  colored  gentle- 
man who  sweeps  the  floor.  He  comes  around  (if  he 

happens  to  notice  it)  when  the  wheel  stops  sparking 
and  gives  the  feed  handle  another  twist.  The  boss,  of 

course,  decides  when  a  wheel  is  "done." 
If  the  casting  is  not  particularly  bad  a  wheel  16  ft. 

in  diameter  with  a  20-in.  face  can  be  ground  in  from 
10  to  12  hr.  with  a  labor  cost  that  is  almost  negligible. 

An  Interdepartment  Envelope 
with  Windows 

By  J.  Madden 

I  recently  came  across  what  was  to  me  a  new  type 
of  interdepartment  envelope,  at  the  plant  of  the  Cin- 

cinnati Milling  Machine  Co.    It  is  shown  in  the  accom- 

AN  INTERDEPARTMENT  ENVELOPE  WITH  WINDOWS 

panying  line  drawing,  which  is  about  one-third  actual 
size.  The  unusual  feature  is  that  there  are  three  holes 
punched  through  both  front  and  back  of  the  envelope. 
Their  size  and  location  make  it  practically  impossible 
to  overlook  the  contents  even  though  they  may  consist 
of  very  small  pieces  of  paper. 
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Editorial 
Give  Me  All.  and  111  Ask  No  More 

IN  A  STATEMENT  wbidi  tw  iMHied  m  an  aiuwer  to 

Maw  «f  PriaUMt  Bartfat**  tttteraaoM  regarding  the 
ooal  slriki.  BibhmI  Gooipvra  Mid:  'The  fact  i«  that 
that*  ia  Bobody  to  aiw  coal  until  the  coal  miners  now 
oa  atriki  ntani  to  tfct  Blnaa.  Thay  will  return  to 
IW  mimm  altdtf  and  qukkly  aa  aoon  aa  the  mine 
evMn  ayrer  io7A  rA#ai  (tlit  italica  are  ouni)  on  terms 

aad  caaitUoaa  of  eaploynient." 
p.  they  will  return  to  work  aa  soon  as  the 

with  them.  What  more  could  they 
t?  Should  not  Mr.  Gompers  have  said  as 
ewaers  and  miners  airree?  We  can  only 

ha  aaaat  to  a*y  so  and  that  the  statement, 
oow.  waa  nuvly  a  typographical  error  of 
We  are  afraid  though  that  this  is  not  thp 

Other  utterances  of  Mr.  Gorapara  have  given  us 
tha  favnaaioa  that  he  aithar  beliavca,  or  would  like 
to  aaifca  aa  think  that  b«  baliavaa  that  the  workers  must 

ba  right,  and  that  there  cannot  be  room 
amtoal  aacriftcea.  mutual  revi- 

Tha  ataad  of  Mr.  Goaqian  Indieatad  by  the  para- 
graph qaotad  is  the  HohaaaoUem  stand,  the  stand  of 

Ganaaay  before  the  war.  Germany  was  perfectly  will- 
lag  to  laava  othar  aatiooa  in  peace  and  to  treat  them 
with  tha  graataat  UadMaa  and  conaideratipn  provided 
thiT  waoid  agraa  to  tha  tklaga  Germany  wanted.  This 
alaad  of  Ganaaajr  waa  tha  eaoae  of  the  World  War.  We 
aiaoarely  hope  that  Mr.  Gompers  has  learned  that  such 
a  ataad  caaoot  ba  awlntaiBad  and  we  certainly  hope 
that  if  tha  qootad  paaaage  waa  not  a  slip  of  the  tongue. 
it  waa  aat.  at  laaat,  tha  axpraaalon  of  tha  opinion  of  the 
■ijiirlty  of  laborfag  mm  aad  labor  laadara. 

\V 
Are  MeUI  Workers  Hidebound? 

f  HY  ia  it  that  so  little  research  work  is  done  on 
OHtal  catting?  Sorely  this  mattar  Is  of  sufficient 

haportancc  to  justify  the  spending  of  much 
BMMMgr.  An  almost  unlimited  amount  of 

b  joatiflad  on  the  ground  that  it  producea  a 
with  floa  poaad  less  of  atoaa.  poaaibly  two 

af  caaL  Wooldn't  it  seam  aataral  if  more 
spent  on  the  radaction  of  power  required 
catting?  Tha  rasultlng  saving  in  power 

tha  coal  eooaomption.  the  consumption  of 
aaehiaa  took  bcaidaa.  and— this  ia  the 

point — lirwaai  production, 
thoughts  cane  to  oar  mind  after  reading  the 

artide  oa  "Catting  Pluids."  by  Eugene  C.  Bingham  in 
mn  tmm  of  Jaaa  2».  1922.  The  article  brings  oat 
tlvMIr  haw  Uttia  wa  kaow  aboat  ita  aobjaet.  thoogh 
11  la  af  tha  graataat  Impart  aim  to  avary  OMtaMvorldng 
ahop.  Aad  H  la  aalr  aaa  af  tha  waar  nachina^hop 

wWeh  oar  ignaraac*  la  nwaamentaL  We 
cattiag  owtals  for  hundreds  of  years,  in 
of  ahopa  aad  by  odllioaa  of  people,  and  y«C 

wa  da  pradkaKr  avonrthiaf  br  role  of  thumb,  and 

our  knowledge  is  limited  to  n  is  been  gained  by 
8tumbling  on  some  half  truth,  transferred  from  one 
man  to  the  other  by  word  of  mouth. 

Are  metal  workers  more  indifferent,  more  stupid, 
mort>  hidebound  than  steam  engineers,  electricians  and 
builders,  or  what? 

Isn't  this  subject  big  enough  to  be  taken  up  by  some 
big  society  or  a  big  university,  or  all  universities? 
Why  should  the  machine-tool  trade  depend  on  the 
Bureau  of  Standards  to  find  some  of  the  most  ele- 

mentary fundamentals  of  its  buHiness?  Whv,  and  again why? 

Why  Are  There  So  Many  Different 
Spindle  Hearini^s? 

THERE  are  certain  parts  of  machine  tools  that 
should  be  standardized  and  other»  that  wouldn't 

be  a  bit  better  if  they  were  standardized  to  the  last 
dimension.  Standardizing  the  taper  in  spindles  helps, 
but  it  would  be  of  no  benefit  to  any  body  if  the  spindles 
themselves  were  standardized.  Apparently,  machine 
tool  builders  were  aware  of  the  fact  that  they  were 
free  to  indulge  their  tastes  and  fancies  in  respect  to 
spindles  and  their  bearings,  for  it  is  safe  to  say  that 
(here  are  at  least  as  many  different  spindle  construc- 

tions as  there  are  machine  tool  shops.  As  we  said,  the 
public  is  not  interested  in  this  matter  so  long  as  they 
are  able  to  exchange  tools  or  arbors.  And  yet,  come  to 
think  of  it,  is  this  entirely  so?  Does  not  the  user  of 
the  machine  have  an  interest  in  the  spindle  construc- 

tion? Is  it  reasonable  to  expect  that  two  different  con- 
structions used  in  similar  machines,  should  be  of  ex- 

actly the  same  value?  It  is  doubtful  that  this  should 
be  so  and  it  is  almost  certain  that  there  must  be  a 
difference  when  there  are  not  two  but  an  almost  un- 

limited number  of  constructions  in  use.  It  is  almost 
certain  that  some  must  be  better  than  others  and  very 
probably  that  one  may  be  the  l>est  of  all. 

Take  the  case  of  the  front  bearing  of  the  spindle  of 
a  milling  machine.  It  is  made  straight  by  some,  taper 
by  others.  It  may  have  a  single  or  double  taper  or 
it  may  be  taper  with  straight  collar.  The  end  thrust 
may  be  taken  up  at  the  rear  of  the  spindle  or  imme- 

diately back  of  the  front  box.  Then  there  is  the  box 
itaelf.  It  may  be  made  of  bronze,  various  kinds  of 
bronze,  in  fact,  or  babbitt,  or  it  may  be  hardened  steel 
or  some  kind  of  cast  iron.  It  may  be  straight  or  taper 
on  the  outside.  It  is  sometimes  solid,  and  sometimes 

split.  It  may  be  located  directly  in  the  column  (or  hous- 
ing) and  sometimes  in  another  bushinx  which,  as  a  rule, 

is  taper  on  the  outside.  The  same  differences  may  be 
aaen  in  rear  bearings.  Now,  it  is  not  likely  that  any 
on«  construction  should  be  just  as  good  aa  any  other, 
and  if  we  should  have  to  buy  a  milling  machine  we 
would  be  interested  to  know  which  Is  the  l>est.  It 
would  seem  that  machine  twil  builders  should  no  longer 
ba  satiallad  with  advertising  which  construction  they 
oaa  bat  that  they  should  Uke  the  public  into  their 
eonfldanea  and  tell  tha  raaaon  why. 
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Shop  Equipment  News    [ 
Liberty  Combination  Planer  and  Slotter 

for  Locomotive  Frames 

The  Liberty  Machine  Tool  Co.  of  Hamilton,  Ohio, 
has  recently  developed  a  machine  for  completely  finish- 

ing locomotive  frames.  The  machine  is  really  a  com- 
bination of  a  planer  and  a  slotter,  the  planer  side  of 

the  machine  being  shown  in  Fig.  1  and  the  slotter  side 
in  Fig.  2.  The  prin- 

cipal advantages 
claimed  for  the  ma- 

chine are  the  saving 
of  floor  space,  since 
both  slotting  and 

planing  are  per- 
formed on  the  same 

machine,  and  the  re- 
duction of  the  time 

required  for  moving' 
the  work  from  one 
machine  to  the  other 
and  setting  it  up. 

The  company's  stand- 
ard 36-in.  planer 

forms  the  major  part 
of  the  machine.  If 
desired,  as  many  as 
four  heads  can  ibe 
mounted  although 
only  one  is  shown  in 
the  accompanying  il- 

lustrations. The  bed 
is  of  the  box  type, 
and  is  closed  at  the 
top  between  the  Va. 
which  are  provided 
with  oiling  rollers.  The  bed  is  69  ft.  long  and  the  table 
38  ft.  long  and  30  in.  wide. 

The  housings  are  of  the  box  type  and  extend  to  the 
floor.  They  are  attached  to  the  bed  by  means  of  large 
taper  plugs  and  bolts,  and  are  connected  at  the  top  by 
a  heavy  cross  brace.  The  distance  between  them  is 
37  in.,  which  also  is  the  maximum  distance  between  the 
top  of  the  table  and  the  bottom  of  the  crossrail.  This 
latter  member  is  of  box  section,  and  is  sufficiently  long 
to  accommodate  two  heads  so  that  either  one  of  them 
can  traverse  entirely  across  the  table.  The  elevating 
screws  are  adjustable  from  the  top  and  are  supported 
on  ball  bearings. 

The  heads  are  graduated  to  swivel  up  to  90  deg.,  and 
they  have  automatic  feeds  in  all  directions  that  are 
operative  from  either  end  of  the  crossrail.  When  under 
strain,  the  down-feed  screws  are  in  tension.  Micrometer 
adjustments  are  provided  on  all  feed  screws,  and  both 
the  saddle  and  the  slide  are  fitted  with  binder  screws. 

The  elevating  device  is  centrally  located  on  the  top 
brace.  The  handle  at  the  side  of  the  housing  is  em- 

ployed to  operate  a  saw-tooth  clutch  when  it  is  desired 
to  raise  or  lower  the  cross  rail.     This  handle  must  be 

FIG.    1 — LIBERTY   COMBINATION  PLANER  .\.\'n  .SLOTTER 

held  in  position  while  operating,  as  the  rail  stops  as 
soon  as  it  is  released  or  if  the  rail  strikes  some  ob- 

struction. Side  heads  can  be  attached  to  the  machine 
at  any  time.  These  heads  are  counter-balanced  and 
can  be  moved  below  the  table  top  when  not  in  use. 

Power  for  operating  the  feed  is  transmitted  through 
a  spur  gear  on  the  end  of  the  bull  pinion  shaft,  then 
through  a  pair  of  miter  gears  to  the  vertical  splined 

feed  shaft.  The  posi- 
tion of  a  small  handle 

determines  whether 
the  feed  takes  place 

on  the  forward  or  re- 
turn stroke,  and  the 

feed  can  be  disen- 
gaged by  this  same 

handle.  A  pair  of 
miter  gears  on  the 
vertical  feed  shaft 
serves  to  operate  the 

friction  device  at- 
tached to  the  feed 

gear  on  the  end  of 
the  rail  or  side  head. 
An  adjustable  stop 

operated  by  a  knob 
determines  the 

amount  of  feed.  Re- 
versible ratchet  gears 

operated  by  small 
handles  are  used  in- 

stead of  trigger  gears 
meshing  with  a  feed 
gear.  All  handles  and 
knobs  are  conven- 

iently located,  and  all 
parts  are  well  protected  from  dirt  and  exposure. 

The  operator  can  control  and  change  the  feed  of  the 
railheads  at  any  time  without  stopping  the  machine  or 
disturbing  the  feed  of  either  of  the  side  heads.  Since 
the  amount  of  the  feed  is  indicated  by  a  dial,  the  oper- 

ator can  easily  set  the  feed  to  the  amount  suited  to 
the  work. 

The  running  gear  is  placed  inside  the  bed,  and  is 
accessible  from  the  top.  The  gears  are  pressed  on  the 

hubs  of  the  pinions  so  as  to  relieve  the  shafts  of  tor- 
sional strain.  The  journals  of  the  shafts  are  supported 

in  wick-oiled  bronze  bearings.  The  machine  is  shown 
driven  by  a  15-hp.  reversing  motor.  It  can,  however, 
be  driven  by  belt,  the  pulleys  being  aluminum  with 
cast-iron  centers.  The  reduction  in  weight  obtained  by 
the  use  of  the  aluminum  reduces  the  inertia  that  be- 

comes troublesome  at  high  speed.  The  belt-shifting 
mechanism  is  entirely  inclosed,  so  that  dirt  does  not 
enter  the  moving  parts.  Shifting  levers  on  both  the 
front  and  the  rear  sides  of  machine  enable  the  operator 
to  control  the  motion  of  the  table  without  walking 
around  the  machine. 

The  slotter  part  of  the  machine,  which  is  best  shown 
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no  s— iiu>rrt:R  itsv  or  cx>mbination  machine 

ia  Pis.  S.  protid—  a  dearanra  between  the  housings  of 
S7  ia^  and  oader  tbe  yoke  of  18  in.  Work  30  ft.  long 
caa Jw  aooooaiodatad.  The  Blotter  is  self-contained,  and 
fiirni^hwl  with  a  baae  secured  to  the  bed  that  permits  a 
trawl  of  24  in.  lancthwia*  of  the  machine.  The  baae 
carriaa  a  colama  npoa  which  the  eroaarail  can  be 
ewlneled  in  either  direction  when  it  ia  desired  to  slot 
arroas  the  bed  at  an  angle.  The  Blotter  crossrail  can 
be  awont  entirsijr  oat  of  the  way  when  it  is  desired 
to  ail  tlM  pi— r  for  wvtrk  that  requires  the  maximum 
hdtkk  amim  th*  piaaer  croasrail.  The  left-hand  end 
of  tiM  Blotter  rail  rests  on  a  housing  which  moves  in 
coaJaKlion  with  the  right-hand  housing.  This  left 
bousing  has  a  screw  tiiat  is  used  in  adjusting  the  angle 
•f  tha  rail,  and  also  clanpa  for  locking  the  rail. 

Tk«  h«ad  has  aa  indepandant  automatic  feed  and 
both  croaawlaa  along  the  rail  and  length- 

tha  baaa.  Tbe  ram  is  driven  by  means  of 
a  worm  and  worm  wheel  through  a  crank  disk  and  con- 

rod,  and  it  has  a  stroke  adjostable  up  to  a 
■m  of  14  in.  A  10-hp.  variable  spsad  motor 

on  tha  and  of  the  croasrail  drives  the  ram. 
Two  aamllar  nrntora  are  employed  for  operating  the 

ints  of  the  ran  and  bead. 

ia  being  done,  the  Ublc  is  held  sU- 
ttonaiy.  Aa  sooa  as  the  cut  in  one  position  has  been 

the  tabic  can  be  rapidly  moved  to  the  next 
by  the  net  of  a  pendant  switch.  Attach- 

menu  can  lie  provided,  soch  as  a  toolbar  which  is  used 
for  cirrular  feadioff  or  catting  fllleta. 

Tbe  machina  Imm  an  overall  height  of  10  ft.  11  in.. 
•  ioor  spM*  of  10  ft.  2  in.  by  78  ft  It 

Ih..  and  1.000  lb.  additional  for  each 
astim  foot  of  bad  length. 

'  gear  box  giving  four  speeds, 
auplicated  by,  throwing  in  the  back 
s'ht  speeds  in  all. 

There  are  but  eight  gears  in  the  speed-change  train 
and  all  are  of  alloy  steel,  properly  hardened,  and  run 
in  oil.  The  starting  clutch  and  speed-change  levers  are 
within  easy  reach  of  the  operator,  enabling  him  to  make 
all  adjustments  without  leaving  hia  position. 

The  clutch  is  of  the  double-coi<e  type,  acting,  when 

the  lever  is  moved  in  the  rever(ft!"i^irection.  as  a  brake 
to  bring  the  machine  quickly  to  a  stop.  Conveniently 
located  index  plates  show  the  number  of  strokes  per 
minute  and  the  approximate  cutting  speed  in  feet  per 
minute  for  which  the  machine  is  set,  corresponding  to 
the  several  positions  of  the  levers.  There  is  also  an 

index  to  show  t>'e  length  of  stroke  to  which  the  ram 

is  set,  and  thili'*'length  may  be  changed  with  the  ma- chine in  motion  or  idle,  at  the  will  of  the  operator. 
The  maximum  stroke  of  the  ram  is  24)  in.  The 

vertical  slide  has  a  travel  of  8  in.  and  may  be  swiveled 
to  any  angle.  A  single  binder  screw  holds  the  head 
in  any  position.  Power  feed  may  be  applied  to  the 
slide  at  any  angular  position  and  has  a  range  from 
0.006  to  0.060  inch. 

The  table  travels  30  in.  upon  the  rail  and  the  latter 
has  a  vertical  adjustment  of  14i  in.  The  range  of 
power  crossfeed  is  from  0.008  to  0.180  in.  The  top  of 
the  table  is  17x24  in.  in  size  and  the  vertical  face  is 

171x18  in.  Jig-drilled  and  reamed  holes  are  provided 
in  both  surfaces  as  well  as  the  usual  T-slots.  The 
table  may  be  removed  if  desired  and  work  attached 
directly  to  the  face  of  the  saddle,  which  is  provided  with 
T-alota  for  that  purpose.     An  extension  is  provided  by 

1922  Model  21-Inch  Crank  Shapcr 
The  Header  Machiaa  Co..  Torrington.  Conn.,  has 

added  to  tta  Una  tha  IStt  Bodel.  24-in.  shapcr  shown 
ia  the  ■miuinwiiig  HhMinrtton. 

Tto  ■mUbc  b  of  the  atagto^dt-drit*  tjrpa  aad  nay 
he  iiiw  tram  the  IIimUmH  or  from  aa  Independent 

attadMd  to  the  baae.     It  is  provided  with  the 

^4-l.NCH    HIIAI'iCK 

of  which  the  top  surface  of  the  table  may  be 

increased  to  nearly  double  its  regular  length. 

The  vise  jaws  are  141x8  in.  and  open  16  in.  The 
swiveling  base  allows  the  vise  to  be  set  at  any  angle. 

The  driving  pulley  is  14  in.  in  diameter,  takes  a  4-in. 
belt,  and  should  run  at  440  r.p.m.  The  number  of 

strokes  per  minute  of  the  ram  ranges  from  6  to  102. 
A  belt  guard  of  expanded  metal  is  furninhcd  with  the 
machine.  The  floor  space  occupied  by  the  machine  is 
62x107  in.,  and  the  net  weight  ia  6,680  pounds. 
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Betts-Bridgeford  Double-Head  Lathe 
The  illustration  shows  a  Betts-Bridgeford  72-in. 

double-head  engine  lathe  recently  built  for  the  Morse 
Dry  Dock  and  Repair  Co.,  of  Brooklyn,  by  the  Betts 
Machine  Co.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  The  lathe  is  intended 
for  turning  heavy  crankshafts  and  long  propeller  shafts, 
to  handle  wljich  work  the  bed  has  a  length  of  76  feet. 

In  order  to  utilize  the  machine  when  it  is  not  required 

to  work  on  very  k . ^'  shafts,  and  at  the  same  time 
provide  exti-a  capacity  for  shorter  work,  the  lathe  is 
provided  with  a  headstock  at  each  end  of  the  bed. 
It  is  aiso  equipped  with  two  carriages  and  two  tail- 
stocks.  Two  lead  screws  are  provided,  one  on  each  side 
of  the  machine.  One  screw  runs  the  full  length,  and 
the  other  one-half  the  length  of  the  bsd. 
When  the  lathe  is  required  for  extitmely  long  work, 

one  of  the  tailstocks  is  removed  and  the  other  traversed 
to  a  position  close  to  one  of  the  headstocks,  thus  allowing 
the  use  of  the  full  distance  between  the  centers.  When 
the  machine  is  required  for  shorter  work  which  can 
be  accommodated  in  a  little  less  than  half  the  full 
distance  between  centers,  the  second  tailstock  is  replaced 
on  the  bed  and  the  other  traversed  to  the  center,  so 
that  the  two  tailstocks  are  end  to  end  in  the  center  of 
the  bed.  The  machine  is  thus  quickly  converted  into 
two  entirely  independent  lathes,  each  swinging  work 
72  in.  in  diameter  and  taking  a  maximum  distance  of 
27  ft.  between  the  centers.  By  this  arrangement  econ- 

omies of  both  shop  space  and  first  cost  may  be  effected 
under  certain  conditions  where  there  is  not  sufficient 
unusually  long  work  to  keep  the  machine  busy. 

The  headstocks  are  both  alike  in  details  of  construc- 

tion, being  triple  back-geared  and  having  heavy  bronze 
bearings  throughout.  These  bearings  are  chain  oiled  from 
individual  reservoirs.  There  are  twelve  spindle  speeds 
controlled  by  levers  at  the  front  of  the  headstock,  and 
obtained  through  sliding  hardened-steel  gears.  A  fric- 

tion clutch  and  brake  operated  from  the  carriage  or 
from  the  headstock  is  in  the  drive  of  each  head. 

Power  rapid  traverse  controlled  by  levers  conveniently 
located  at  the  apron,  is  provided  for  both  carriages. 
The  carriages  and  aprons  are  of  heavy  con.struction  and 
provided  with  compound  rests  and  power  angular  feed. 
The  aprons  are  of  double-wall  unit  construction,  with 
all  gears  of  steel  and  running  in  oil.  The  machine  is 
driven  by  two  50-hp.  motors,  mounted  on  the  head- 
stocks  and  having  automatic  starters. 

Greenfield  "Little  Giant"  Pipe  Wrench 
A  pipe  wrench  in  which  is  obtained  simplicity  of 

construction  and  lightness  in  weight,  as  well  as  great 
strength,  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by 
the  Greenfield  Tap  and  Die  Corporation  of  Greenfield, 
Mass.  The  tool,  which  is  shown  in  the  accompanying 

illustration,  is  known  as  the  "Little  Giant"  pipe  wrench. 
It  has  the  end  opening  that  is  commonly  employed  in 

machinists'  wrenches,  which  construction  enables  the 
wrench  to  be  fitted  to  pipes  located  in  corners,  close  to 
walls,  or  in  confined  positions.  The  operator  can  set 
the  wrench  on  the  pipe  in  the  same  manner  as  he  would 
a  pair  of  pliers,  instead  of  having  to  fit  the  jaws  on 
the  pipe  from  the  side  of  the  tool. 

The  wrench  has  three  parts,  a  drop-forged  and  heat- 
treated  handle  and  jaw  made  in  one  piece,  a  drop-forged 
and  heat-treated  moveable  jaw,  and  a  hardened  steel 
nut.     Although  no  springs  are  employed,  the  wrench 

GRFENFIELD   "LITTLE   GIANT"   PIPE   WRENCH 

is  said  to  grip  and  release  quickly  and  easily.  The  main 
jaw  is  equipped  with  two  sets  of  teeth,  so  that  the 
moveable  jaw  can  be  engaged  with  either  one  of  them, 
and  thus  lengthen  the  life  of  the  tool.  On  the  wrenches 
of  14-in.  size  and  larger,  two  additional  sets  of  teeth 
are  provided  back  of  the  adjusting  nut,  and  the  moveable 
jaw  can  be  reversed  to  engage  with  them.  This  ar- 

rangement adapts  the  tool  to  certain  types  of  wc-k. 
The  maker  states  that  the  14-in.  size  has  repeatedly 

withstood  stresses  in  excess  of  4,700  inch-pounds  with- 
out slipping  or  bending,  although  the  specifications  of 

the  Army  and  the  Navy  depai'tments  require  a  strength 
of  only  2,800  inch-pounds  for  a  wrench  of  this  size. 
However,  due  to  the  simplicity  of  the  construction,  the 
wrench  weighs  less  than  a  Stillson-type  wrench  of  cor- 

responding capacity.  The  tool  is  manufactured  in  8,  10, 
14,  18  and  24-in.  sizes. 
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Pratt  ft  H  hitner  Odontometer 
TIk  Pratt  A  WhItMqr  Co^  Hartford.  Conn.,  haa  r»- 

to  tta  Hm  of  prpctakm  ffm  •  Mt  of 
fbr  iHkfaiff  |Mr  t««th,  knowa  m  odoatonn 

•term. 

TW   adoalMMlV    b    a    aimple    and    aelf-contaiiMd 
iHtruMM  far  tMlim  tha  meuney  or  uniformity  of  the 

rinfs  of  the  t««th  in  produc- 
M  lUiutratcd  in  Fiff.  1  haa  a 

of  fnm  S  to  10  diamvtral  pitch,  may  be  uaed  to 
dMck  g«ora  of  any  preaaora  ancle,  and  can  be  applied 
to  a  gear  while  it  ia  in  place  in  the  machine. 

la  effect  it  ia  compoaad  of  a  aection  of  a  atraight- 
•Med  rack  with  two  par^ld  effective  facea,  one  fixed 
and  tke  oChv  ■ovabla.  A  third  face,  aet  at  an  angle 

to  the  two  woridag  facea.  ia  uaed  to  hold  the  fixed  work- 
lag  face  la  eoetact  with  the  flank  of  the  gear  tooth, 

ragiatariat  aorface  ia  at  A.  the  movable  in- 
■rfaea  at  B.  The  third  surface  C  holds  Bur- 

I  il  fai  contact  with  the  involute  surface  of  the  gear 

na  i-4  TO  10  i'lTcu  oiwntombtkk 

The  awrfacaa  B  aad  C  are  adjustable  so  that 
of  variatM  pttebaa  eaa  be  tested  with  the  same 

ladkating  surface  B  ia  mounted  on  two  thio  flat 
sprtaga  D.  whkh  act  aa  pivota  free  from  backlash.  The 
dial  ladicator  K  U  actuated  by  the  lever  F.  which  has  a 
ratio  of  6  to  1.  so  that  each  diviaion  of  the  dial  represents 
a  ■wesmwt  of  OjOOOZ  ia.  of  the  iadleating  surface  B. 

Ia  gaaaral  the  laatmaient  is  aacd  aa  a  comparator  to 
laet  the  oniforroity  of  interchangeable  and  mating 
ffvar*.     If  actual  measurementa  are  required,  the  dis- 

Fl. 

I    PITCH   ODON- i:.STINU   UBAK 

UN  ST  A.N  U 

i  T<>  4   J'lTCII  c^DONTUUETCK 

tanee  betweea  tho 

two  parallel  work- 
ing faoea  of  the 

inatrument  can  lie 
maaaurad. 
Odontometera  are 

made  to  check 

gears  in  the  fol- 
lowing range  of 

sises:  f  to  4  pitch, 
S  to  10  pitch  and 
10  to  24  pitch.  The 

largest  and  small- 
eat  sites  of  odon- 

tometera are  shown 
here  in  Figs.  2  and 
8  respectively. 

Stands  are  also 
made  to  hold  the 
two  smaller  sizes  of  odontometera  when  gears  or  pinion 
shaper  cutters  are  being  tested.  In  this  caae  the  Kt*ar 
is  placed  on  a  surface  pliite  and  rolled  by  the  inatru- 

ment. The  actual  cuttintr  edge  of  cuttera  can  l)e  tested, 
fo  that  errors,  of  whatever  nature,  are  detected. 

Changes  in  Fox  I)-32  Multiple-Spindle 
Drilling  Machine 

The  Fox  Machine  Co..  Jackaon.  Mich.,  haa  made  some 

changes  in  its  D-82  multiple-apindle  drillinK  machine 
deacribed  on  page  967,  Vol.  64,  of  American  Machinist. 
Among  the  changes  are:  An  increase  in  weitrht  and 

power;  the  inatallation  of  a  "Little  David"  uir  motor 
for  raiaing  and  lowering  the  drilling  head;  an  inter- 

locking device  that  preventa  the  feed  from  being  en- 
gaged during  the  operation  of  the  air  control;  the  addi- 

tion of  a  rotary  table;  base  enlarged  to  aupport  the 
table,  to  permit  the  inatallation  of  n  motor  in  place  of 
the  clutch  and  driving  pulley  and  to  give  more  room 
for  the  accumulation  of  drilling  compound;  drilling 
head  increased  from  20  to  26  in.  in  diameter. 

The  new  rotary  table  ia  now  arrantred  for  Indexing 
when  station 
drilling  is  being 

done.  The  index- 
ing plunger  is withdrawn  and 

the  table  is  ele- 
vated by  a  pedal 

in  front  of  the 
nuurhine.  The 

plunger  is  held 
out  of  engage- 

ment until  the 
table  is  brought 

to  the  next  sta- 
tion, when  it  a 

automatically  re- id  enters 

H  in  the 

''ore  th< 

i«iii>-   IB   lowcrrrl 
The    tabl<     .a 
elevated  on  l.<l 
thrust -beariiiK^ 
and  can  be  very 

easily  revelved. FOX  D-12  MUlVriPl.E-BPINDLE 
nUIIXINU  MACHINE 
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Rockford  No.  3  High-Power  All-Geared 
Milling  Machine 

The  No.  3  high-power,  all-geared,  single-pulley-drive 
milling  machine  made  by  the  Rockford  Milling  Machine 
Co.  of  Rockford,  111.,  was  described  in  its  original 
design  on  page  377,  Vol.  52,  of  American  Machinist,  and 
later  as  re-designed  on  page  585,  Vol.  54.  Additional 
changes  in  the  design  have  been  made,  so  that  the 
machine  appears  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  general  char- 

acteristics and  capacity  of  the  machine  are  the  same  as 
before,  although  there  are  refinements  and  changes  in 
the  arrangement  of  some  of  the  parts. 

The  principal  features  of  the  machine  are  the  rec- 
tangular overarm,  the  method  of  transmitting  the 

drive  for  the  feed  motions  to  the  saddle  and  table,  the 
support  at  the  side  of  the  column  for  the  knee  and 
saddle,  and  the  power-driven  quick-return  and  rapid- 
traverse  motions.  The  support  at  the  side  of  the 
column  for  the  knee  and  the  saddle  need  be  employed 
only  when  taking  a  cut  causing  unusually  great  strain 
or  tending  to  chatter. 

The  mechanism  for  operating  the  quick  return  is 
housed  in  the  small  box  mounted  on  the  right  side  of 
the  column.  The  long  lever  that  extends  to  the  front  of 
the  machine  controls  both  the  feed  and  the  quick  return 
of  the  table  in  both  directions.  Rapid  and  easy  manipu- 

lation is  thus  possible.  The  feed  control  box  operates 
either  the  longitudinal,  transverse  or  vertical  feed  and 
quick  return,  depending  on  which  machine  movement  is 
engaged  with  the  feed  gears. 

The  range  of  speed  is  12  to  350  r.p.m.  in  16  steps. 
There  are  12  feed  changes  providing  from  i  to  16  in. 
per  min.  feed.  Among  the  minor  changes  that  have 
been  made  in  the  machine  are  the  following:  The  over- 

arm is  now  4J  X  94  in.  in  section,  the  distance  from  the 
center  of  the  spindle  to  the  bottom  of  the  overarm  is 

73  in.,  and  the  hole  through  the  spindle  is  0'  in.  in 
diameter. 

Constant-speed  drive  is  employed,  the  16-in.  pulley 

being  ordinarily  rotated  at  320  r.p.m.  When  individual 
motor  drive  is  used,  a  7J-hp.  motor  running  at  1,200 
r.p.m.  is  supported  on  the  back  of  the  column.  The  net 
weight  of  the  machine  equipped  for  belt  drive  as  shown 
in  Fig.  2  is  about  8,000  lb.  This  view  shows  also  the 
levers  for  changing  the  speeds  and  feeds.  The  speed 
gears  are  in  the  top  compartment,  the  feed  gears  in  the 
middle  one,  and  a  coolant  tank  below. 

The  machine  can  be  fitted  with  a  number  of  attach- 
ments, which  have  been  developed  to  adapt  it  to  special 

work.  The  universal  milling  and  drilling  attachment  can 
be  fastened  on  the  face  of  the  column.  It  has  two 
heads,  one  at  the  point  of  junction  with  the  machine 
spindle,  and  the  other  at  right  angles  to  the  spindle  at 
the  end  of  the  attachment.  The  spindle  of  the  attach- 

ment has  a  feed  of  5  inches. 

The  12J-in.  dividing  head  shown  mounted  on  the  table 
of  the  machine  is  provided  with  two  index  plates  that 
can  be  used  in  performing  all  the  indexing  formerly 

FIG.  2- 

-GEAR  SHIFTING  SIDE  OP  ROCKFORD 
JIILLING  MACHINE 

PIG.  1— ROCKFORD  NO.  3  HIGH-POWER  MILMNG  MACHINE 

done  with  three  plates.  A  power-driven  rotary  table 
driven  from  the  mechanism  in  the  knee  can  also  be 
provided.  The  worm  drive  of  the  table  has  the  same 
gear  ratio  as  that  of  the  dividing  head,  so  that  an  index 
plate  can  be  transferred  to  the  table,  and  indexing  done 
in  the  same  manner  as  with  the  dividing  head.  The  dial 
is  graduated  to  minutes,  so  that  the  table  can  be 
accurately  set. 

A  vertical  milling  attachment  can  also  be  provided. 
It  is  driven  from  the  spindle  of  the  machine,  and  is 
secured  over  the  end  of  the  overarm  so  that  it  can  be 

rigidly  held.  A  slotting  attachment  can  be  attached  in 
the  same  manner.  For  performing  vertical  work  in 

quantities,  a  vertical  head  can  be  bolted  to  the  top  of 
the  column  after  the  overarm  has  been  removed.  In 

this  way,  a  rigid  vertical  milling  machine  differing  from 

the  standard  one  only  in  the  fact  that  it  has  a  hori- 
zontal spindle  also,  is  obtained.  The  clearance  from 

the  center  of  the  vertical  spindle  to  the  column  is 

normally  15  in.,  although  it  can  be  made  203  in.  when 
additional  capacity  is  necessary. 
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WMtinghousg  FniHne-Driven  Weldinjr 

TiM 
Kquipmcnt 

ring  Ultutnitioa  ahow*  aa  outAt  that 

p«t  Ml  IK*  OMrteC  bgr  tbc  WMting- 
Btftrk  aad  Maaulacttuliit  CompMny  of  Eut 

P^  for  fMwnitiiig  Um  coiTMit  required 
la  ■iKtrtc  wMlac,  aaiat  a  gaaoUiM  antiiM  as  the  sourtw 
of  powvr.    Tlw  •qoipMHrt  ia  applicable  to  uaa  where 

BQVIPUENT 

tiaetrie  power  for  motor  drive  ia  not  available,  and 

aince  it  ia  entirel>-  aelf  contained,  it  doea  not  require 
aajr  auxiliary  apparatua  or  eonnectiona. 

Tha  i|iilpia»nt  eoaaiata  of  a  aingle^perator  welding 
gaBeritar  gaared  to  a  Doman  four-cycle,  two-cylinder, 
fcwr-epeed.  marine-type  gaaoline  engine.  The  generator 
baa  a  rated  capacity  of  175  amp.,  and  a  maximum  capac- 
ity  of  225  amp.  at  1.750  r.p.m.  It  is  designed  to  operate 
at  tiM  are  voltage  required,  to  atabiliie  the  arc,  and 
to  aapplf  a  practically  constant  current  of  any  value 
raqairad  ever  the  working  range  from  90  to  225  amp. 
The  operating  duu«ct«riatica  of  the  generator  adapt  it 
•apedaOy  to  wolding.  ao  that  it  ia  eaay  for  the  oper- 

ator to  atriko  and  awiatain  the  arc  and  alao  to  obtain 
the  daap  panatrallOB  and  thorough  fuaion  deairable  for 

»nutttirtmu>  u-wcm  osAKSo^mAD  bmoikc  Uimm 

welding.  The  ahaft  of  the  generator  extends  through 
the  pedestal  bearing,  and  is  connected  by  means  of  a 
flexible  coupling  to  the  exciter. 

The  engine  is  made  heavy  throughout,  so  as  to  with- 
stand continuous  service.  The  cylinder  block  and  ita 

removable  head  are  made  of  semi-steel.  The  engine  is 
provided  with  a  force-feed  system  of  lubrication,  a 
Wheeler-Schebler  carburetor,  a  Taco  throttle  governor, 
an  impulse  starter  and  a  honey-comb-type  radiate-. 

The  control  panel  is  mounted  directly  over  the  jrene- 
rator  on  an  angle  iron  frame,  and  the  entire  equipment 
is  mounted  on  a  cast>iron  bedplate.  The  outfit  is  made 
in  both  stationary  and  portable  models,  to  adapt  it  to 
the  type  of  service  required. 

Spring:field  2Mnch  Ceared-Head 
Engine  Lathe 

The  Springfield  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Springfield,  Ohio, 
has  recently  placed  on  the  market  a  24<in.  sixe  of  the 
all-geared-head  engine  lathe  that  was  described  in  the 
14.  16,  18  and  20-in.  sizes  on  page  514.  Vol.  48,  of 
Amtriean  Machiniat.  The  24-in.  lathe  is  shown  in  the 
accompanying  illustration  equipped  with  a  motor  drive, 
cabinet  legs  at  each  end  of  the  bed.  steadyrest  and 
other  attachmenta. 

The  gears  in  the  headstock  run  in  oil,  and  all  jour- 
nals, excepting  those  on  the  main  spindle,  are  equipped 

with  ball  bearings.  A  ball  thrust  bearing  ia  employed. 
The  head  is  of  the  selective  type.  It  may  be  driven 
directly  from  the  lineshaft,  and  it  is  so  constructed 
that  a  motor  may  be  mounted  on  top  of  it  at  any  time. 
Fourteen  gears  are  employed  to  obtain  the  twelve  speeds. 
The  main  drive  pulley  contains  the  friction  clutch, 

which  can  be  operated  either  from  the  right-hand  side 
of  the  apron  or  from  the  push  rod  overhead.  A  friction 
drag  is  provided  so  that  the  spindle  can  be  quickly 
stopped.  All  of  the  power-transmitting  shafts  in  the 
head  are  short  and  of  large  diameter,  so  that  heavy 
duty  is  possible.  The  operating  levers  are  conveniently 
grouped  at  the  front  of  the  head. 

The  lathe  may  be  equipped  with  a  quick-change-gear 
system   providing   forty    changes    of   feed,    or   with    a 

system  providing  only  six 

quick  changes.  With  this  lat- 
ter system,  which  is  applicable' 

particularly  where  continual 
change  of  the  pitch  is  not 
re(iuired,  removable  change 
gvnrn  are  employed  to  obtain 
the  exact  feed  necessary.  The 
apron  is  of  box  construction. 
The  half-nuts  are  provided 

'i  a  locking  mechanism  to 
I  '  <-nt  their  engagement 
when  the  feeds  are  in  use. 

Different  t)rpea  of  com- 
pound, plain  and  turret  tool 

t  ■   interchangeable  with 
npound  rest.  The 

(otjiiiii>h«ft  furnished  for 

I  he  helt-driven  machine  is  of 
the  double  friction  type  and 
has  a  single  pulley  for  the 
down-drive  to  the  machine. 

The  lathe  can  Im?  fitted  with  at- 
tachments for  performing  op- 

erations such  as  taper  turning. 

I  with 

Acme 
r.  4«: 
*r,  t: 
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West  Pin  Drive  for  Small  Tools 
The  West  Sales  Co.  of  Detroit,  Mich.,  has  recently 

placed  on  the  market  a  line  of  small  tools  manufactured 
by  the  Hanson  Tool  and  Die  Co.,  also  of  Detroit.  The 
line  comprises  such  tools  as  end  mills,  keyway  cutters, 
counterbores,  countersinks,  two-  and  four-fluted  drills 
and  connecting-rod  tools.  Special  holders  are  provided 
to  suit  the  different  types  of  cutting  tools,  the  accom- 

panying illustration  showing  the  Type  B  counterbore 
and  its  holder.  The  cutters  are  made  of  high-speed 
steel  and  the  holders  of  an  alloy  steel. 

The  milling  cutters  can  be  furnished  in  a  large  range 
of  sizes,  to  suit  the  work.  The  reamers  may  be  either 
straight  or  helical  fluted,  the  drills  two-  or  four-fluted, 
and  the  countersinks  of  either  60-  or  80-deg.  angle.  The 
drilling,  reaming  and  counterboring  tools  are  particu- 

larly intended  for  short  holes.  The  body  of  the  ho'der 
serves  as  a  pilot,  so  that  the  cutting  tool  is  required  to 
do  cutting  only. 

The  holders  can  be  supplied  in  a  large  range  of  sizes 
and  with  any  type  of  shank  needed  to  suit  the  machine. 
In  the  counterbore  shown  a  short  shank  on  the  holder 

WEST  PIN  DRIVE  ON  COUNTERBORE 

slips  into  a  hole  in  the  counterbore  itself,  although  for 
the  drills,  reamers  and  most  of  the  tools  a  small  tapered 
shank  on  the  cutter  slips  into  the  hole  in  the  bottom 
of  the  holder.  The  counterbores  can  be  provided  with 
the  desired  size  of  pilot  at  the  forward  end. 

The  cutter  is  prevented  from  turning  in  the  holder 
by  a  small  pin  placed  lengthwise  in  grooves  in  the  in- 

side and  outside  tapers.  The  construction  provides  a 
positive  drive  that  enables  the  tools  to  run  accurately 
and  permits  the  use  of  a  small  shank.  The  tools  are 
particularly  adapted  to  turret  work,  and  holders  can 
be  furnished  for  any  style  of  turret. 

Vedoe-Peterson  Piston-Groove  Cleaner 
In  order  to  facilitate  the  cleaning  of  carbon  from  the 

gi-ooves  for  the  compression  rings  in  automotive  pis- 
tons, the  Vedoe-Peterson  Co.  of  Norfolk  Downs,  Mass., 

has  just  placed  on  the  market  the  "V-P"  groove 
cleaner  that  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration. 
The  use  of  a  scraper  for  this  work  is  thus  eliminated, 
so  that  the  cleaning  can  be  performed  in  a  very  short 
time. 

The  piston  which  is  to  be  cleaned  is  usually  held  on  a 
bar  passed  through  the  piston  pin  hole  and  clamped  in 
a  vise.  The  hinge  in  the  frame  of  the  holder  allows 
the  device  to  be  placed  over  the  piston,  so  that  the 
cutters  rest  in  one  of  the  ring  grooves.  The  three 
cutters  are  adjusted  to  the  approximate  depth  of  the 
groove  by  means  of  the  screws  that  back  up  each  cut- 

ter. They  are  then  locked  in  place  by  the  small  set- 
screws.  The  final  adjustment  so  that  the  tools  fit  the 
bottom  of  the  groove,  is  made  by  means  of  the  knurled 
screw  that  holds  the  two  parts  of  the  handle  together. 

It  is  necessary  to  rotate  the  cleaner  only  two  or 
three  turns  to  completely  remove  the  carbon.    Two  sets 

"V-P"  PISTON-GROOVE  CLEANER 

of  cutters  are  furnished  with  each  cleaner,  one  for 
grooves  A-in.  and  the  other  for  grooves  i-in.  in  width. 
The  cleaner  is  adapted  to  use  on  pistons  from  3  to  4  in. 
in  diameter. 

Buffalo  Gear  and  Pattern  Works 

Patternmaker's  Lathe 
The  patternmaker's  lathe  illustrated  herewith  has  re- 

cently been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Buffalo  Gear 
&  Pattern  Works,  la  to  20  Elk  St.,  Bufltalo,  N.  Y. 

The  lathe  will  swing  32  in.  over  the  shears,  24  in. 
over  the  carriage  and  take  6  ft.  between  centers.  The 
headstock  can  be  swiveled  90  deg.,  converting  the 
machine  into  a  face  lathe,  the  plane  of  the  work  being 
parallel  with  the  bed.  When  used  as  a  face  lathe,  a 
three-legged  horse  is  provided  having  a  base  thereon 

BUFFALO  GEAR  AND  PATTERN  WORKS 

PATTEHINMAKER'S  LATHE 

to  which  the  compound  rest  can  be  attached,  after  re- 
moval from  the  carriage.  The  horse  also  serves  as  a 

seat  for  the  operator. 
Changes  in  speed  are  made  by  opening  and  closing 

two  pairs  of  interlocking  bevel-faced  pulleys,  one  pair 
of  which  is  located  on  the  headstock  and  the  other  pair 
on  the  countershaft.  Levers  toggled  to  the  shifting 
lever  close  one  pair  of  pulleys  while  they  open  the  other 
pair,  the  action  being  almost  identical  with  that  in 
the  Reeves  speed-changing  countershaft.  Closing  the 
pulleys  increases  the  effective  diameter  while  opening 
them  decreases  it.  A  belt  of  triangular  section  is  used 
and  as  the  interlocking  teeth  of  the  pulleys  are  of  wood, 
it  is  claimed  that  no  damage  results  to  the  belt. 
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Wcfl  iBMrted-Tooth  MiUing  Cutters 
A  ham  of  iaatHad-toeUi  nflliBC  cattcra  nude  by  the 

BaMM  Tool  aad  Dto  Col  of  Datroft.  hu  raccottjr  been 
V«l  ••  tW  aulMt  bar  tlM  WmI  Si^m  Co»  lOlS  Pord 
BMv.  IMroit.  Wek  Tb*  rattan  arc  made  for  both 
licte  aad  haavy  dvtjr.  and  for  side,  faca  or  dot  milling. 
TW  hnUm  of  tlM  cotters  art  of  hardanad  and  f  round 
tool  mmi,  aad  Um  tMCk  of  higlKapaod  atwri. 

Aa  caa  ba  aaMi  la  tlM  aeeoovaajriag  IQaatration.  each 
b  pravldad  with  a  taparad  ahank  that  fits  in  a 

Ikala  la  tiM  body.    To  pravant  the  tooth  from 
tarafan;    oaa 

fltUas  ia 
la  bolb  the 

aad  bola  art  aan 
Al  tsrpaa  of  tba 

otttera  caa  ba  fumiabad 
ia  a  raaga  of  aiiM. 
Wbaa  dadrad.  tba  alze 
of  a  cattar  caa  ba  par^ 
Biaaaatljr  ataiatalnad, 
•vaa  after  aharpaninir. 
Par  a  ptala  cjrliadrical 
cottar,  tba  oataida  of  the 
body  ia  aukda  In  tpiral 
fona  with  the  diamater 
iarraaaing  slirhtijr  fren 
•aa  point  entirely  aroand 
tt»cutter.  Thua.aoaiaof 
tba  Hadea  arc  lonfer  than 
otbata.  To  aliarpaa  tba 
cotter,  tba  abortaat  Made 
la  raawvcd  aad  aaeb  biada 

WBMT  IN«EHTKl>-TOOTH 

forward  oaa  poaitfcm.  Ona  new  tooth  ia  placed  in 
tba  hat  position  tliat  haa  been  made  vacant  by  the 
prncaaa.  ao  tliat  ooty  one  tooth  ia  diacardad.  The  cutter 
caa  tbaa  ba  grooad  to  the  aize  it  waa  before  the  blades 

Tbia  aaaw  principle  b  employed  on  alot-milling  cut- 
tara  bariiif  taatb  oa  both  faces,  so  that  the  width  of 
tba  riot  caa  be  kept  tbe  same  after  grinding  the  cutters. 
The  teeth  can  be  easily  removed  by  inserting  a  wedge 
ia  tba  holaa  baaaatb  tba  abanks  atiid  driving  them  out 
No  aerawB  aor  wadlgta  are  raqoirad  and  the  blades  are 
aH  of  a  staadard  type. 

"Nn-AMigk**  Expansion  Reamer 
The  Vadea-Pateraon  Co..  Norfolk  Downa,  Maas..  haa 

jaat  broacbt  oot  tlie  "No-Angle"  expansion  reamer 
tbat  is  abawa  ia  tiie  accompanying  Illustration.  As  the 
aaaw  iadlcatee.  tbe  bladaa  are  placed  at  an  angle  to  the 
asia  of  tbe  rsaaiar.  which  eoaatraetion  faeUitatea  ream- 
laff  balai  having  oil  groovaa  aad  ridgea.  Tba  pooition 
of  tbe  Uadas  ia  the  body  gives  a  slight  back  rake  to 
tbe  front  face  of  each  Uade  at  tbe  forward  end  of 
tbe  raaawr.  Near  the  center  of  the  Uadea  the  front 
faaao  baaaoM  tadial,  while  they  are  alightly  unrier-cut 
at  tha  falowlaf  aad  of  the  tooL  The  conntruciion 

Ibo  raaaiar  adaptable  to  use  oa  either  bronze, 
nr  fiM  iron,  aad  ia  stated  to  give  a  smooth  finish. 

The  siae  of  the  reamer  is  adjusted  by  means  of  the 
nuts  at  the  ends  of  the  bladaa.  Since  the  bladen  have 
only  straight  relief,  tliey  can  be  sharpened  on  an  ordi- 

nary tool  grinder  without  taking  the  reamer  apart 
The  reamers  are  made  in  eleven  sices.  The  smallest 

has  a  minimum  diameter  of  U  in.  and  a  maximum  diam- 
eter of  ii  in.,  has  bladea  111  in.  lonR,  and  is  51  in. 

overall  in  length.  The  largest  has  a  diameter  adjust- 
ment from  Iti  to  lU  in.,  has  a  41  in.  blade  length,  and  If 

12  in.  overall  in  length.  The  reamers  can  be  supplied 
singly  or  in  sets  packed  in  wooden  cases. 

Chan8:e8  in  '"Titan"  Pneumatic  Tools 
Since  the  description  of  "Titan"  pneumatic  tools  on 

page  1015.  Vol.  53,  of  American  Machiniitt,  the  follow- 
ing changes  have  been  made  in  their  construction. 

The  valve  sleeves  and  all  port  holes  in  the  sides  of 
the  tools  have  been  eliminated,  so  that  instead  of  reg- 

AMOUr  aXPANNIOM  KBAMCn 

•TITAN"  PNKtIMATIC  TOOL, 

ulating  the  air  by  opening  and  closing  the  ports,  a  con- 
stant passage  of  free  air  is  forced  throujrh  the  entire 

tool  between  the  inner  and  outer  casings. 
These  changes  greatly  simplify  the  construction  of 

the  tool  and  prevent  the  former  objectionable  heating  of 
the  outside  casing. 
The  illustration  herewith  shows  one  of  the  tools 

since  the  above  noted  changes  have  been  made.  The 
tools  are  now  made  and  marketed  by  the  Titan  Power 
Hammer  Corporation,  25  West  Broadway.  New  York. 

Horstmann  SwIvel-TToad  Indicating  Caliper 
and  Stand 

On  page  917,  Vol.  60,  of  American  MaehiniM  there 
appeared  a  description  of  an  indicating  caliper  made 
by  the  F.  W.  Horstmann  Co.,  196  Colt  St.,  Irvington, 
N.  J.  A  caliper  of  similar  type  but  provided  with  a 

Bwivelint  head,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 
tion, has  ,jst  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  same 

concern.  The  head  swings  through  a  complete  circle 

about  the  plunger,  so  that  its  position  can  be  adjusted 
to  enable  easy  observation.  The  head  will  stay  fixed 
in  any  position  without  the  necessity  of  clamping  it. 
The  Instrument  is  used  in  the  same  manner  as  the 

caliper  previoualy  deacribed,  being  set  to  the  desired 
slx4>  of  the  work.    Since  the  dial  is  graduated  in  thou- 

sandths of  an  inch,  variations  !n  the  size  of 
the  pieces  from  standard  can  l^e  easily  ob- 

served.   The  tool  is  made  in  six  sizes  from  1 
to  6  in.  in  capacity,  each  size  having  a  ranve 
of  I  inch. 

The  stand   in   which   the  tool   Is   shown 
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damped  in  the  ac- 

companying illustra- 
tion may  be'  provided 

to  facilitate  gaging 

work  of  comparative- 
ly large  size,  so  that 

the  operator  need  not 
hold  the  caliper  in 
his  hand.  The  stand 
normally  requires  no 
fastenings,  but  for 
very  large  work  it 
can  be  secured  to  a 
bench  or  table.  The 
caliper  may  be 
clamped  in  the  stand 
in  either  a  straight 
or  a  tilted  position, 
and  is  held  perfectly 
rigid.  Larger  an- 

vils may  be  fur- 
nished to  use  the 

caliper  and  stand. 
HORSTMANN   SWIVEL-HEAD 

CALIPER  AXD   STAND 

Landis  Stationary  Die-Head  with 
Micrometer  Attachment 

The  Landis  Machine  Co.,  Waynesboro,  Pa.,  has  re- 
cently placed  on  the  market  a  stationary  type  die-head 

with  micrometer  attachment  as  shown  in  the  illustra- 
tion herewith.  With  the  micrometer  attachment  it  is 

possible  to  set  the  die-head  so  that  in  taking  one  or 
more  roughing  cuts,  the  same  amount  of  metal  will  be 
left  for  the  finishing  cut  on  each  piece. 

Graduations  for  all  sizes  of  bolts  and  pipe  within 
the  range  of  the  die-head  are  stamped  on  the  outer 
surface  of  the  closing  ring.  After  the  die-head  has 
been  adjusted  to  size,  by  means  of  the  graduations, 
and  locked  as  far  as  that  adjustment  is  concerned, 
further  and  finer  adjustment  can  be  made  by  use  of  the 
micrometer  screw.  An  adjustable  stop  screw  is  pro- 

vided so  that  after  the  micrometer  adjustment  for  the 
finishing  cut  has  been  made,  finishing  cuts  can  be  taken 
after  roughing  cuts, 
accurately  repeating 
the  size.  The  die- 
head  can  be  applied 
to  lathes,  hand  oper- 

ated screw  machines 
and  other  types  of 
machines  where  the 
work  is  revolved 
while  the  threading 
head  remains  sta- 

tionary. For  attach- 
ment to  screw  ma- 

chines or  turret 
lathes  the  die-head 
is  equipped  with  a 
shank  to  conform  to 
the  dimensions  of  the 
holes  in  the  turret. 
For  use  on  engine 
lathes,  a  special 
bracket  is  required. 
If  the  work  is  placed 
on  centers  a  special 
dead  center  is  needed,    i.axdis  micrometer  die-head 

Butterfield  "E-Z"  Circle  Cutter 
The  small  tool  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 

tion is  intended  for  cutting  round  holes  from  1  to  3?  in 
in  diameter  in  sheet  material  such  as  paper,  liber,  rub- 

ber, leather  and  metal  up  to  ft  in.  in  thickness.  It 
has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  M.  A. 
Butterfield  Co.,  12  June  St.,  Lowell,  Mass.,  and  is  desig- 

nated as  the  "E-Z"  circle  cutter. 
The  two  cutting  wheels  are  so  mounted  on  a  hard- 

ened spindle  that  the  distance  between  them  can  be 

adjusted  to  the  diam- 
eter of  the  circle  that 

it  is  required  to  cut. 
The  spindle  and  the 
cutters  are  supported 

by  two  braces,  the 
positions  of  which 
can  be  moved  by  the 
knurled  nut  threaded 
to  the  shank  so  as 

to  adjust  the  dis- 
tance between  the 

cutters.  The  feed 
pressure  is  obtained 
by  means  of  a  nut 
which  engages  with 
the  supporting  plate 
through  a  ball  thrust 
bearing.  The  device 
is  furnished  with 
an  extra  plate  and  a 
short  spindle  to  en- 

able cutting  holes  close  to  a  corner.  This  arrangement 
is  particularly  useful  when  enlarging  openings  in  switch 
cabinets  and  outlet  boxes.  All  the  steel  parts  of  the 
tool  are  hardened.  The  tool  is  ordinarily  furnished 
with  a  *-in.  square  shank,  so  that  it  may  be  driven  by 
means  of  a  ratchet  wrench  or  a  bit-stock  attachment. 

The  device  is  ordinarily  driven  by  hand,  but  it  can 
be  turned  by  power,  if  it  is  available.  The  tool  is  light 
in  weight  and  compact,  and  can  be  easily  carried  about the  shop. 

.  g^S. 

n 
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•E-Z"   CIRCLE  CUTTER 

The  Foreman  and  Production 
By  C.  E.  Jensen 

In  dealing  with  a  production  group,  we  find  that  un- 
less the  foreman  understands  all  the  factors  making  up 

successful  and  profitable  production,  and  is  able  to  im- 
press that  fact  upon  his  workers  without  apparently 

taking  the  trouble  to  do  so,  he  will  not  make  a  success 
of  his  position.  His  workers  must  look  up  to  him  in 
technical  matters.  Otherwise,  they  will  look  at  him 
out  of  the  corners  of  their  eyes,  which  means  disre- 

spect, an  unwilling  obedience  and  a  disregard  of  advice 
— if  not  actual  disobedience. 

The  foreman's  biggest  job  is  not  the  understanding 
and  handling  of  the  machinery,  the  materials  or  the 
workers.  Nor  does  it  lie  in  understanding  the  methods 
by  which  these  are  utilized  to  the  Kest  advantage  of  all 
concerned — including  the  community.  But  his  biggest 
job  is  the  understanding  and  handling  of  his  own  per- 

sonal equipment  for  his  job.  It  is  knowing  his  possi- 
bilities and  his  limitations  and  how  to  utilize  the  first 

to  the  fullest  and  how  to  counteract  the  latter.  This  he 

may  learn  by  self  analysis  and  study,  and  sometimes  by 

the  help  of  "friend  wife." 
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News   Section 
Turkey  Needs  Amt-rican 

MmckiBcry 
tW     AsmHcmi    OiambcT    of 
for  Um  Lttraat,  in  •  cpvcUl 

(or   AnariouH 

u«tlw»  mM  acricaltvnJ  iaipl*- 

Il  te  yata««4  Ml  i^at  this  iemuad 
hm  kM*  LIMlli  M  •  NOTto  •(  tiM  «X- 

.«f  tk»  arallaM*  Mi»»ly  of 
tka  nsMk  van.  moat  of 

havtalC  been  used  for 
•rtlllary  porpooc*.  Am- 

tractor*,  ■•  well  M  oUtcr  Amen 
fana  awrhioery,  poaaeui  • 

■■a  ni^lallwi  ia  Turkey,  it  U  iiatMi. 
IV  iMMlaaltlM  for  Um  derrlop- 

•MMaf  Um  Aaalollaa.  TbracUn  and 
■ntWaV  BMrfceta  for  arricaitaral  ma- 
CMMty  tmi  tealaaMMti  ai«  eooaidorrd 
••  ka  vifT  Mai.  MMpiUn  kart  ar* 
■na4  to  cfva  aar<a«a  tiMMdit  to  Um 
Mrtira  Naar  Baat  tia<i.  aa  Um  Uaw  ia 
mom  iipiitid  aa  Mac  paealiarijr  oppor- 
towa  far  4a«atoplnc  Uiit  biuinru.  No 
4i^  ia  rhai»iif  for  Um  admitunce  of 
atikallaral  mackinory  into  Tarliojr. 

» 

Railroads  Plan  Large 
Equipment  Purchases 

TW  latvrstola  Caaawrca  ConaiU- 
las  to  raparto  froai  Waah- 
MMjmatod  panaiaataa  to 
aad  flaiaa  Kailroad  Co.  to 

canyaM  ha  pUaa  far  acqairiaa  W^ 
M^IWaf  BOW  aqaiiHaant.  caoaiatiBir 
•a  lw«ij-two  •wttehinc  aaclBoa,  two 

^•t«ty.«T«  •taoT  ba((k(« 
twaaty  atool  amokinc  car*. 

— a  hanac*  and  ■mokinr  can, 
■al  banasv  and  mail  cam  and 

'4n9  aulk  cars,  paaaangar-oqatp* 
atoal  ran  an  a  tUrt  toward       ■      af 

pairaMa  aaoii- Tha  Gavaraaiast  ia  to  land 
■y  •l.ntJSO  to  anabU  it  to 

paysMMt  aa 

It  ia  alaa  Nfartod  tkat  aypticsUoa 
kaa  bMB  BMtfa  to  tka  Caanitaaiaa  by 
ite  taib.aad  Air  Una  Car  pami«im 
to  t— a  tf.l»MS>  of  par  a 
■at  tm»  MilMwHi.  tba  m» 
«m4  la  part  payMM  at  Mt 

I!  nt»  now  . 
it^  aranjemrir 
biuldinc     the     can     in     quotllon     wa« 
approved  Mvenl  monUu  afo. 

Many  other  application*  are  now  ba- 
fore  tne  Commitston  in  WaahinKton 
from  variouit  railroads  throuKhont  the 
covntry.  In  the  majority  of  raaes  tha 
fund*  from  th«  iMoea  apon  which 
aotboritation  ii  beinir  asked  will  be 
uaed  either  in  road  betterments  or  the 
porchaea  of  new  equipment 

♦ —  — Machine  Tool  Merfj^er 
The  work  of  meririnK  certain  machine 

tool  companief  which  ha*  been  under 
way  for  aeveral  months  past  was  Anally 
completed  on  Wnlnrsday,  Julv  19  and 
formal  transfer  of  the  individual  com- 
paaiaa  to  the  new  corporation,  known 
ai  the  Conaolidated  Machine  Tool  Cor- 

poration of  America,  wa*  effected. 
The  new  oncanixaUon  was  incor- 

porated under  the  taws  of  the  Stato  of 
Delawan  in  June,  1922,  and  is  composed 
of  tha  following  individual  units: — 

BetU  Machine  Co.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.; 
Inale  Machine  Co.,  Rochentcr,  N.  Y.; 
HiTlea  A  Jonas  Co.,  Wilminirton,  Del.; 
Modem  Tool  Co.,  Erie.  Pcnn.:  The  New- 

ton Machine  Tool  Works,  Inc.,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa.;  The  Colbum  Machine  Tool 

Co- Cleveland,  Ohio. 
The  Dale  Machinery  Co.  of  New  York 

and  Chiraao  of  which  John  J.  Dale  is 
prcaident,  nas  also  been  taken  over  by 
the  new  combinaUon. 

The  executive  beads,  who  wen  al*o 
tha  ownrra  of  the  companies  forniinfc 
tha  consolidation  and  who  were  respon- 
aibij,  in  a  yrcat  measun,  for  their  sue- 
caaa  in  tba  past,  will  remain  as  active 
aaaraUve*  and  directon  of  the  new 
company  with  the  addition  of  C.  K. 
Laaaitor  as  president  and  W.  H. 
Manhall  as  chairman  of  the  board  of 
directon. 

As  now  made  up  the  executive  per- 
sonnel and  directorate  is  as  follows: — 

W.  H.  Manhall,  Chairman  of  the  board; 
C.  K.  Lassiter.  president;  H.  J.  Bailey, 
H.  W.  Breckenridire.  H.  W.  Champion, 
J.  J.  Dale  and  A.  H.  Ingle,  vicc-pre«i- 
denU;  O.  I).  Miller,  treasunr;  R.  R. 
Lassiter.  secreUry;  W.  H.  Marshall.  C. 
K.  Ussiter,  H.  J.  Bailey,  B.  J.  Baket, 
H.  W.  Breckenridire,  Lawnnce  Cham- 
berUin,  H.  W.  Champion,  J.  J.  Dale, 
T.  Allen  Hillea,  A.  H.  Incla,  V.  D. 
Payae.  directon. 
The  esacuUve  oAlcc*  of  the  naw  cor- 
ition  will  ba  in  tba  National  City 

ink  Bnildiac,  17  East  42d  St.  New York  City.  ^ 

Automobile  Tire  Production 
Establishes  Record 

The  production  of  rubber  tins  for  tha 
asoRth  of  JwM.  aceordlnK  to  preliminary 
nporta.  indicataa  a  new  monthly  record 
oatoUuhed,  with  an  oatpttt  of  ijMOfiOO 
caaiac*.  Thia  compares  with  May 
pradattlMa  of  ijOOOjboO,  a  production 
apyreaimatoly  10  par  cent  uodar  tba 

'  meaUi  of  Aiwaat,  1»2L 

Support  for  Prcsidont  Asked 
by  Chamber  of  Commerce 
Ku.-ui.  Ns;  urganitations  of  the  coun- 

try within  the  past  vreek  have  been 
callad  upon  by  tne  board  of  directon 
of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce  of  the 
United  SUtes  to  take  such  Icaderxliip 
as  will  crystallize  public  sentiment  in 
upholdinjr  rrcsiiicnt  Harding  in  the 
exercise  of  his  authority  for  the  main- 

tenance of  unititorrupted  railway  trans- 
porution.  At  the  name  time  the  Board 
has  commended  Prt-sident  Harding*! 
statement  making  clear  the  issues  In- 

volved in  the  strike,  and  has  urged  the 
Administration  to  use  all  the  power  of 
the  agencies  of  tha  government  to  the 
end  tnat  tha  supnmacy  of  the  law  t>o 
mainUinrd.  The  President  has  been 
infornu-d  of  this  action  of  the  board  in 
a  lettor  written  by  Julius  H.  Barnes 
of  Duluth,  pnsident  of  the  Chamber. 
Mr.  Barnes  has  named  Harry  A. 
Wheeler,  of  Chicago,  to  deliver  the  let- 

ter to  the  Pnsident 
The  declaration  of  the  Board,  as  set 

forth  in  the  letter,  follows: 
"The  Board  of  Directon  of  the  Cham- 

ber of  Commerce  of  the  United  SUtes 
commends  the  statement  of  President 
Harding  making  clear  the  issues  in- 

volved in  the  Railroad  Shop  CrafU 
Strike.  Wc  believe  in  the  peaceful  set- 

tlement of  controversies  and  due  respect 
for  agencies  established  by  law  or 
mutoal  agreement  for  securing  Just  and 
impartial  di-ciiiions.  We  believe  in  the 
compliance  with  such  decisions  by  both 
parties  and  that  the  public  will  trust 
decisions  so  arrived  at  as  Kcncrally 
fair  and  accord  them  support 

"This  strike  of  a  section  of  railroad 
employees  is  against  a  decision  of  tha 
Government's  own  agency. 

"That  agency  is  continuously  in  ses- 
sion to  carefully  consider  and  fairly 

decide  in  the  public  interest  controver- 
sies between  railroad  management  and 

their  employees  niating  to  wages  and 
salaries  or  working  conditions. 

"The  attempt  uf  the  striking  railroad 
employees  to  enforce  their  own  views 
through  methods  of  in<IUKtrial  war 
shoula  meet  the  condemnation  of  all 
v«  ea   in  orderly   procaaaaa  of 

»i 

"This  Miunlry  is  slowly  emerging 
from  a  period  of  unemployment  ana 
savan  business  depression,  and  cannot 
patiently  view  any  unlawful  interfor- etf'-  "■•"'  it*  transportntii)n  facilities, 
r-  '■*    iniluRtrial   recovery. 

■  \\  L  i.mcnd  the  President  for  his 
deMrminatlon  to  maintain  the  supri'm- 
acy  of  the  law  and  we  urge  the  A<lmin- 
iirtration  to  use  all  the  power  of  the 
ngencie*  of  the  government  U>  that  end. 
"We  call  upon  the  ba^  ;-:inlza- 

■lons  of  the  country  to  t/i  ii-nder- 
ship  as  shall  iryntallixo  ihitnh  jx-niimcnt 
in  upholdintr  thi-  President  in  the  exer- 
daa  of  hiH  authority  for  the  mainte- 
nanca  of  unlnt<Trupt4-d  railroad  trans- 
portotion  and  for  such  local  protection 
and  community  public  ort'cr  as  will 
aacura  every  man  his  right  to  work 

wUhoBt  intimidation." 
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Business  Conditions  in  England 
By  our  LONDON  CORRESPONDENT 

The  three  months  dispute  with  tne 
engineering  workpeople  ended  in  an 
agi'eenient  which  gave  the  employers 
much  that  they  wanted.  As  to  over- 

time, the  employers  have  the  right  to 
decide  when  this  is  necessary  up  to  a 
limit  of  30  hours  a  month.  In  regard 
to  any  changes  in  shop  processes  or 
practice,  where  alterations  mean  the 
general  displacement  of  workpeople  of 
one  class  by  people  of  another  class, 
the  employers  undertake  to  give  not 
less  than  10  days  notice  of  their  inten- 

tion to  change,  and  also  to  provide  an 
opportunity  for  discussion,  unless  cir- 

cumstances are  beyond  their  control. 
Where  workpeople  .cannot  protest  until 
after  the  event  and  the  protest  is  up- 

held, the  decision,  as  far  as  payments 
go,  is  to  be  retrospective  to  the  date  of 
protest.  For  three  weeks  or  so,  work 
has  been  resumed  in  the  federated 
shops. 

Inquiries   More   Numekous 

Not  in  every  case  has  it  been  pos- 
sible to  take  on  as  complete  a  comple- 

ment of  workmen  as  had  been  em- 
ployed before  the  shops  were  shut,  and 

this  fact  helped  to  cause,  at  first,  some- 
what of  an  increase  in  the  numbers  of 

unemployed  registered  officially,  as 
men  were  then  entitled  to  make  claims 
which  are  not  tenable  if  made  by 
locked-out  workers.  However,  since 
then  further  falls  have  been  reported. 
According  to  the  latest  figures,  the 
numbers  claiming  State  unemployment 
benefit  amount  to  1,404,900  or,  about 
420,000  less  than  at  the  beginning  of 
the  year,  while  105,900  are  working 
short  time  and  drawing  benefit  for  in- 

tervals  of  unemployment. 
The  raw  material  market  at  the  end 

of  the  dispute  showed  no  particular 
additional  animation,  so  that  no  im- 

mediate revival  was  anticipated.  The 
same  remains  true  now  except  that 
confidence  is  growing  and,  according  to 
recent  reports,  not  only  are  the  home 
railway  companies  ordering  rolling 
stock  but  Indian  railways  are  also  in 
the  market  for  similar  equipment. 

For  iron  and  steel,  British  prices  are 
held  in  many  respects  to  compare  quite 
favorably  with  those  of  the  continent, 
especially,  as  in  Germany,  increases  in 
prices  have  been  reported.  The  effect 
on  the  machine  tool  industry  has  yet  to 
be  seen.  Certainly  any  improvement 
is  but  slight,  and  although  there  have 
been  one  or  two  complaints,  more  par- 

ticularly from  the  Glasgow  area,  there 
is  little  evidence  of  the  sale  of 
German  tools.  In  fact,  those  who  are 
endeavoring  to  get  the  machine  tool 
industry  entered  under  part  two  of  the 
Safeguarding  of  Industries  Act,  have 
failed  so  far.  The  fact  is  that  though 
German  tools  are  on  offer  very  few 
are  sold. 

Tool  inquiries  have  seemed  to  be 
more  numerous  or  nearer  to  business 

of  later  but  "man  never  is  but  always 
to  be  blessed,"  and  it  is  now  thought 
generally  that  the  British  engineering 
industry  cannot  revive  unless  the  war 
wage  bonus  is  removed.  Some  firms, 
at  any  rate,  a»-e  holding  off  in  the  hope 
that  prices  will  fall, 'and  machine  tools 
are  not  so  urgently  needed  that  delay 
is  fatal. 

The  small  tool  trade  has  remained 
relatively  bright,  and  one  of  the  lead- 

ing firms  has  just  started  to  sell  direct 
from  a  sort  of  traveling  stores  in  the 
shape  of  a  self-propelled  vehicle  pretty 
completely  stocked.  On  the  other 
hand,  another  English  firm,  that  lately 
took  up  the  manufacture  of  small  tools 
will,  according  to  rumor,  be  dropping 
them  before  long.  One  or  two  firms  of 
manufacturers'  agents  are  adopting  a 
somewhat  new  method  of  setting  apart 
a  special  room  with  tables  on  which 
are  displayed  samples  of  all,  or  at  any 
rate  many,  of  the  small  tools,  etc.,  in 
which  the  firm  deals.  The  idea  is  that 
the  customer  can  come  and  look  over 
the  exhibition,  for  that  is  what  it 
amounts  to,  and  then  place  orders 
which  will  be  filled  from  stock.  Only 
one  sample  of  each  appliance  is  shown, 
so  that  the  exhibition  cannot  be  drawn 
on  for  direct  supplies. 
As  was  forecast  in  these  columns 

some  time  ago,  a  London  firm  of 
machine  tool  dealers  has  now  opened 
up  as  restaurant  proprietors,  and 
what  were,  until  recently,  show-rooms 
and  offices  are  now  kitchens  and  dining 
halls.  Already  it  is  the  rendezvous  of 
the  machine  tool  people  of  the  district. 
Among  manufacturing  firms  one  ma- 

chine tool  house  is  solely  occupied  in 
the  machining  of  motor  car  details. 
Another  has  included  equipment  for 
the  farm  among  its  output,  while  a 
third  is  largely  engaged  on  engineering 
repairs  and  the  production  of  house- 

hold utensils.  Yet  another  is  engaged 
on  bread-cutting  and  buttering  ma- 

chines, while  one  well-known  agent  has 
rot  sold  a  tool  since  September  last 
according  to  his  own  statement,  and  a 
certain  firm  of  machine  tool  merchants 
is  reported  to  have  received  its  last 
order  more  than  three  months  ago. 
These  may  not  be  fair  examples,  yet  it 
must  be  admitted  that  the  machine  tool 
industry,  taken  as  a  whole,  is  anything 
but  prosperous. 

Serious  Effect  of  Strike 

As  already  indicated,  not  all  the 
workpeople  who  were  locked  out  were 
able  to  resume  operation  immediately 
after  the  dispute  was  ended,  and  the 
two  classes  of  firms  who,  most  readily, 
found  places  for  their  men  were  the 
textile  machinery  manufacturers  and 
automobile  firms,  the  lighter  side  of 
the  latter  industry  having  been  in  a 
good  position  for  some  time  past.  It  is 
thought,  however,  that  very  few  of  the 
makers  of  the  more  expensive  cars  are 
likely  to  show  profits.  While  exports 
may  not  be  up  to  the  mark,  home 
orders  for  the  cheaper  cars  are  not 
lacking  and  in  some  instances  double 
shifts  are  reported.  With  the  trade  in 
cycles,  both  ordinary  and  motor,  ap- 

pearing to   be   satisfactory. 
As  regards  commercial  vehicles,  the 

decision  not  to  hold  the  annual  exhibi- 
tion in  the  autumn  of  this  year  is  not 

without  significance.  Aircraft  and  par- 
ticularly the  aero  engine  people  com- 

plain of  government  neglect.  _  One 
large  firm  is  reported  as  considering 
the  closing  down  of  this  part  of  its 
works  in  the  near  future  as  soon  as 
certain  foreign  orders  are  executed, 
while  another  will  probably  build  or 
arrange  for  building  in  France.  Despite 

some  orders  reported,  the  steam  loco- 
motive building  industry  is  in  no  very 

satisfactory  condition  and  this  ap- 
plies also  to  the  agricultural  machinery side. 

As  to  Scottish  shipbuilding,  a  recent 
statement  of  the  output  on  the  Clyde 
speaks  for  itself.  For  the  first  six 
months  of  the  present  year  the  produc- 

tion of  launches  aggregated  167,468 
tons,  a  decrease  of  more  than  68,000 
tons  as  compared  with  the  same  period 
of  last  year.  The  record  established 
during  the  first  six  months  of  1913 
amounted  to  nearly  350,000  tons.  In 
short  the  engineering  and  shipbuilding 
trades  must  be  regarded  as  fighting  for 
their  existence.  Current  complaints  as 
to  excessive  railway  rates  charges  for 
the  transportation  of  food  and  other 
commodities  are  heard  here  with  no 
less  frequency  than  is  the  case  else- where. 

Industries  Show  Losses 

In  many  instances  the  effect  of  the 
recent  lock-out  has  been  to  improve  the 
relationship  between  employer  and  em- 

ployee, and  negotiations  are  starring 
with  a  view  to  reductions  in,  if  not  the 
complete  elimination  of,  the  war-time 
bonus.  Even  as  it  is,  in  some  districts 
the  wage  rates  of  skilled  workmen  are 
below  those  of  street  cleaners. 

The  decline  in  the  cost  of  materials 
was  indicated  recently  by  the  chairman 
of  John  Brown  &  Co.,  Ltd.,  steel 
makers,  Sheffield,  when  he  stated  that 
English  basic  pig  last  year  was  being 
offered  at  £9  a  ton  as  compared  with 
Belgian  pig  in  this  country  at  £5  a  ton, 
whereas  English  pig  is  now  down  to  £4 
10s.  Similarly,  while  last  year  basic 
blooms  were  priced  at  £15  English  and 
£8-15s.  Belgian,  today  the  English 
price  is  £8-10s.  Again,  last  year  steam 
coal  was  35s.  a  ton  at  the  pit  while  now 
it  is  below  20s.  Parenthetically  we 
may  remark  that,  whereas  some  coal 
distributors  in  the  London  area  had 
been  asserting  their  profit  per  ton  to  be 
no  more  than  5d.,  yet  a  week  or  two 
ago  they  managed  suddenly  to  cut 
prices  by  9s.  a  ton  without,  however, 
stimulating  the  hoped-for  demand. 

Returning  to  the  Sheffield  concern, 
it  was  pointed  out  that  in  their  works 
the  output  was  not  more  than  one-third 
that  of  the  previous  year  and,  while 
the  shops  had  been  reconstructed  to 
meet  peace  developments,  the  trade 
had  not  materialized.  It  is  also  ppinted 
out  that  the  stoppage  of  _  Admiralty . 
orders,  following  the  Washington  con- 

ference, undoubtedly  had  a  detrimental 
eflfect  on  Sheffield.  For  this  the  worst 
year  in  the  history  of  the  company  as 
far  as  the  chairman  could  remember,  a 
dividend  of  5  per  cent  has  been  paid, 
and  little  hope  is  held  out  for  increased 
disbursements  next  year.  Ruston  and 
Homsby,  Ltd.,  builders  of  internal  com- 

bustion engines,  etc.,  had  to  transfer 
£100,000  from  the  general  reserve  to 
meet  further  diminution  in  the  value  of 
stock  in  trade,  and  W.  Foster  and  Co., 
Ltd.,  agricultural  engineers,  Lincoln, 
reported  a  loss  of  £7,500.  Vickers,  Ltd., 
announce  a  dividend  of  5  per  cent  on 
ordinary  shares,  but  this,  in  itself,  in- 

dicates an  improvement  as  these 
(Continued  on  page  168a) 
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tba  Praaeli  wiU  ngn*  that  the  rvpara- 
taaa  4awaarlid  of  Gvrmany  ahall  be 
radacad  daai  1S2  billion  to  50  billion 
(•U  aMrin.  If  tha  Pranch  ar«  aanaible 
awaagh  to  accept  thia  propoaal,  which  t> 
aa  gaaarooa  as  it  ia  wiae,  the  way  will 
ba  opaoad  for  an  iatamational  loan  to 
Gormany  which  will  prvatly  accalarata 
raceaatntction  throufhout  Europe. 
MaanttOM  it  ia  probable  that  the 

raparatioa  commiaaion  will  accord 
Gonaaay  a  two  year*  moratorium  dur- 
lac  which  the  will  have  opportunity  to 
catch  her  economic  breath.  Aa  bearing 
opoa  tha  value  of  the  mark  it  should 
ba  Botad  that  at  the  preaent  quotation 
of  20  cenu  a  hundrad  the  172  billion 

paper  marks  oatatanding  are  worth 
oaly  S44  million  dollar*,  and  that  the 
BaKhabank  kolda  about  one  billion  gold 
Biarka  haviay  a  value  of  .bout  240 
aa'llion  dollars. 

In  tha  light  of  theaa  figuraa  a  pur- 
chaaa  of  mark*  at  praaant  pricaa  would 
saaw  to  ba  a  promising  apacvlation  at 
vary  long  odd*  for  thoaa  who  are  able 
aad  wUliac  to  undertake  Uio  rahabili- 
Utioo  of  Garmany'a  credit 

la  tha  New  York  and  London  stock 
narfceta  the  tone  haa  ba«n  almost  Arm- 
American  railway  aharaa  have  been 
conapicuona  for  tftair  atrength  and  tha 
indicatlona  tkvor  a  ahaip  advance  whan 
tba  aaralasa  raAact  tha  larga  autumn 
trafllc  in  proapact.  Crop  raporta  are 
rood  and  marchanU  from  the  agricul- 

tural sections  are  buying  mora  con- 
fidently in   the  wholeaale  nurkata. 

The  number  of  buyer*  regietarad  in 
Now  York  last  week  wa*  tha  largaat 
OB  racord  for  thia  aaaaon  of  the  yaar 
aad  tfada  in  tha  dry  good*  district  waa 
Botkaably  active.  The  ahorUga  of  cot- 
taa  gooda  raaulting  from  tha  New 
England  Uxtila  strike  is  now  eom- 
raancinc  to  ba  felt  Tha  Amartean 
Woolen  Company  aurpriaad  tha  trade  ia 
•he  rrdurtion*  nwda  at  its  "spring  open- 

ing" last  Monday.  Tha  buying  I*  said 
to  have  been  rrneral  but  not  quite  aa 
'irga  aa  it  might  have  been  if  the  Uriff 
bOfwara  aot  atill  In  the  air. 

STAKSi  Show  Raoovonr 

Um  AoMriean  market  for  raw  wool 
la  raacUooanr.  but  at  the  ColonUI  Wool 
Ralaa  bald  in  London  aoma  advancea 
war*  racordad.  Her*  again  the  UrifT 
ia  a  factor  whose  influanea  npaata  com- 
RMrrl*!  calculation*. 
TW  candid  mtndad  admit  an  improva- 

raaal  In  tba  eottaii  nwp,  but  pricaa  bara 
f  baag«4  bat  tittle  aa  axpariancad  tradan 
raalite  that  onCavoraUa  weather  in 
Anauat  might  cauaa  graat  daouga. 

Raw  silk  I*  riaing  agala.  ̂ iorlap aad  Ja«a  are  aleo  hlghar  non  advicaa 
fraai  ladia  amphasiiing  tha  ahortaga 
la  tfce  Jata  rroD. 
Ca^aa  haa  bam  quiet  and  aaaiar. 

Tba  fear  that  tha  Brultlan  Govam- 
k  aafllag  ar  may  sail  iu  holdings 

ta  havat  th*   trade  daapita 

tional  strength.  The  surpiua  supply  of 
last  January  has  been  all  diatributad. 
A  sharp  reduction  in  the  American 
acraage  planted  to  beat  sugar  ia  ra- 
portad  by  the  Ai^ricultural  Department 
and  aome  atatisUcians  now  figure  that 

tha  supply  left  available  for  this  coun- try will  be  lass  than  the  consumption. 
A  minus  stock  of  sugar  or  anything  else 
is  of  course  impossible,  but  there  is 
eveiy  indication  of  a  further  and  aub- •tantial  advance  before  the  Indicated 
diaproportion  between  supply  and  da- 
mand  Is  readjusted. 

Conditions  Approaching  Normalcy 

Rubber,  which  ia  about  the  only 
commodity  that  is  lAill  subnormally 
low,  continuea  to  drag.  The  trade 
awaita  dcflnite  news  that  the  production 
will  be  restricted,  but  consumption  is 
commencing  to  make  some  impreasion 
on  the  surplus  stocks  and  it  is  quita 
posaible  that  aa  in  sugar  we  may  wake 
up  some  morning  to  find  that  they  have vanished. 

When  basic  commodities  are  wall 

below  the  cost  of  production  they  gen- 
erally disappear  with  surprising  rapid- 

ity. This  sUtement  is  also  partially 
applicable  to  copper,  for  although  at 
tha  current  quotation  of  14  cents  it  Is 
not  below  the  coat  of  production,  that 

&rica  aaama  to  ba  auiflciently  low  to 
tduea  a  large  offtake. 
The  June  report  of  foreign  trade 

shows  merchandiaa  exports  worth  384 
million  dollars  and  importa  valued  at 
260  million*.  For  the  fi*cal  year  end- 

ing June  30,  1022,  the  excaes  of  export* 
was  lies  millions  as  against  2838  mil- 

lion* for  th*  previous  twelve  monthi. 
Thaae  figurea  indicate  a  return  to 

normalcy  in  ao  far  as  our  trade  balance 
ia  concerned  and  aa  a  ganeralixation 
tba  other  news  of  th*  waek  is  to  b* 
similarly  ronatrued. 

All  things  considered  the  world'a 
businaas,  especially  in  America,  ia  re- 

covering from  the  diiorganization  of 
tha  war  with  amazing  rapidity,  but 

parfaction  i*  impussible  and  in  even 
tba  brightest  skies  aome  clouds  will 
from  time  to  time  be  aeen.  On  the 
whole,  tha  machine  of  civiliuttion  ia 
running  with  remarkable  smoothneaa. 

Z  '•?;    __T*5^  "^  advaacad  aa  I   axpaetad bar  If    airf  dM  anHMt  la  davaioplac  aanaa. 

Southern  Exportn  Show 

Big  Improvement 
Indications  of  rapid  Improvement  in 

th*  export  business  from  the  various 
aoBthaaatam  porta  of  the  Unitad 
Stataa  during  the  past  two  or  three 
months  arc  ahown  In  the  June  report 

for  the  port  of  Savannah.  The  fig- area  available  show  that  exports  of 
eoMan,  lumber  and  naval  atoras  from 
the  port  for  the  month  were  greater 
than  in  any  month  in  more  than  a 
yaar.  Thp  month  of  Julv  has  started 
vflfc  unuiual  activity,  indicating  a  atill 
battar  record  as  compared  with  June. 
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UnflUed  orderH  of  V.  H.  Steel  Corporation  baHed  on  the 
monthly  reports  Hhowliig:  the  forward  tonnage  on  the  bookH 
at  the  end  of  earli  month. 
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COST  OF  LIVING  INDEX 
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Index  of  tHe  Cost  of  LivinK  based  on  weighted  retail 
prlceH  oollocted  monthly  and  compiled  by  the  National  In- 
duHtrlal    Conference   Board, 

DESPITE  the  coal  and  railway 
strikes,  unmistakable  signs  of 
good,  sound  business  prosperity 

are  to  be  found  on  every  hand.  To  some 
extent  these  disturbing  fac- 

tors temporarily  may  effect 
production  and  retard  indus- 

trial improvement,  but  with 
the  country  on  the  eve  of  a 
big  industrial  revival,  and 
with  the  working  man  sorely 

in  need  of  steady  employ- 
ment, confidence  is  expressed 

in  well-informed  circles  that 
a  speedy  and  satisfactory 
solution  of  the  troubles  will 
be  found. 

a  reduction  of  158,577  cars  as  compared 
with  the  week  previous,  but  an  increase 
of  77,784  cars  over  the  corresponding 
week   of   1921.      Idle   cars   on  July    1st 

Unfilled  tonnage  of  the 
U.  S.  Steel  Corporation  on 
June  30  reached  the  high  point 
of  5,635,531  tons.  June  pro- 

duction of  pig  iron  shows  an 
increase  of  45,651  tons  over 
May,  reaching  the  highest 
point  recorded  since  January 
1921. 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 

number  unfit  for  service.  Of  the  total 

2,266,045  cars  on  American  railways,  re- 
ports indicate  324,583,  or  14.3  per  cent 

to  be  in  need  of  repairs,  as  compared 
with  14.6  per  cent  on  June  15 
or  a  reduction  of  8,089. 

Average   of  New   York,    Chicago   and 

.Soft  steel  bars   
Cold      finished 

shafting   
Brass  rods.      
Solder  (|  and  J)   
Cotton  waste   
Washers,   cast   iron 

(sin.).   
Emery,    disks, 

cloth,    No.    1,    6 
in.  dia   

Lard  cutting  oil   
Machine  oil   
Belting,  leather, 
medium   

Unit 

per  lb.. 

per  lb., 

per  lb., 
per  lb., 
per  lb.. 

Current 
Price 

.  30.027 

.  0.0350 

.  0.173 

.  0.23 

.  0.11 

Cleveland    Prices 

Four         One 
Weeks       Year 

Ago  Ago 

30.0252  30.301 

0.325 
0.1550 
0.213 

0.11 

0.0435 
0.161 
0.203 

0.122 

per  100  lb.     3.83         3.83         4.06 

per  100. 
per  gal., 

per  gal.. 
offlist.„ 

Early    forecasts    of    crop 
yields  are  favorable  with  an 
indicated  production  of  wheat, 
oats,  barley  and  rye  on  a  par 
with  that  of  last  year.  Cot- 

ton consumed  totaled  509,869 
bales,  with  491,097  bales  exported. 
Stocks  of  cotton  on  hand  continue  to 
decline  with  3,268,000  bales  being  shown 
as  of  June  30  as  compared  with  the 
January  1  stock  of  6,915,000  bales. 

Loadings  of  revenue  freight  for  the 
week  ending  July  8  totaled  718,319  cars. 

Machine    bolts    up 
to  1  X  30  in    oflFlist.. 

3.11 
0.575 
0.36 
40-5% 

@50% 

55% 

@60% 

3.11 
0.573 

0.40 
40-5% 

@50% 

50%@     50%® 
65-10%  60-10% 

because  of  business  conditions  to- 
taled 405,186  or  a  reduction  of  23,889 

from  the  previous  week.  Of  this  total 
239,225  cars  were  of  the  freight  class 
in  good  repair  in  excess  of  current 
freight  requirements  while  the  remain- 

ing 165,960  cars  were  freight  cars  in 
bad    order    in    excess    of    the    normal 

Foreign  affairs  at  the  mo- 
ment appear  brighter  than 

has  been  the  case  for  some 
weeks  past.  Berlin  has 
agreed  to  accept  the  gfuaran- 
tee  committee's  proposal  of 
allied  supervision  of  her 
finances.  This  gives  encour- 

agement. It  indicates,  in 
some  measure,  a  settlement 
of  the  reparations  question, 
and  is  a  matter  of  prime 

importance  to  American  in- 
dustry. The  American  public 

is  more  keenly  interested  in 
conditions  abroad  today  than 
ever  before.  Evidence  of  this 
fact  is  had  in  the  foreign 
loans  offered  in  the  United 

States  which  continue  to  in- 
crease in  volume.  Between 

January  1,  1921,  and  June  26, 
1922,  foreign  loans  offered 
and  absorbed  in  the  United 
States  totaled  the  huge  sum 
of  $1,369,006,125.  Offerings 
in  the  first  half  of  1922  alone 

total  $673,801,900,  and  the  readiness 
with  which  they  have  been  absorbed 
is  noteworthy,  reflecting  as  it  does  the 
state  of  the  public  mmd  toward  the 
peoples  and  industries  in  other  parts 
of  the  globe.  It  bespeaks  the  faith  of 
American  investors  in  the  future  of  the 
nations  abroad. 

Monthly  averafre  of  car  shortasrp,  surplus  and  bad  order 
cars  Id  the  United  States  based  on  returns  to  the  ear  serTlce 
division    of   tlie    .American    Railway    Association. 
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H.  K.  Harrla  BMcti>««riii«  Co,.  Itrldavporl,  Conn. 
"Am«ric«n    Mm-hliilal  "    Mart-li   30,    l»Jt 
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arm  I*  made  •■  lar(e  ••  Ihp  Iran- 
uf  (hr  air  chamber  and  the  dr|illi 
u(  ilrllllnc  or  mlllinc  will  pertnli 
l>rilla.  ttillla  anit  ttiuntrrlkorea  hnx  • 
lii(  aiKs'lal  ahankii  iround  and 
la|>pe<i  lo  fli  thr  apindle  In  Ihf 
ouirr  end  of  (be  arm.  are  uacd. 

A«rfl  t.  Itn 

n*  drtylnc  and  eleratlng 
  aar  Um  drlvar.    Th»  tn»ck 

!•  pv  MM  wNb  a  «.•••  lb.  load.      I.enx1h 
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Craaa,    ladaatrlal.    LaraaitUe-type.    Tltree-Mavaai— t 
Baker  R.  *  L.  0(k.  tlM  West  Itlh  8t,  CleveUnd.  O. 

"AnMrlraa  Machlnlat."  April  «.  IttI 

The  crane,  uaed  In  both  lift- 
Ins  and  oarrylna  work,  haa  a 
capacity  for  llfilnc  :.oon  ih 
at  a  radlua  of  «  ii.  from  thi- 
pivui  nf  the  crane,  and  1,<(>0  lli 
at  a  ludlua  of  II  ft.  All  oontroU 
are  locaird  on  the  daah  In  fnnii 
of  the  platform.  The  m 
la  drivrn  by  a  motor  i 
at  I.IIO  rp.m.  and  I'l 
with  thre*  ■pecda  In  rmU  >li- 
rcillon.  The  lifting  mr.haiil«in 
Conalata  of  a  Sprucur  rlnlrli 
1-ton  holat.  and  ihr  boom  may 

be  ralaed  by  mrana  uf  a  alni- 
nar  holat  A  fourth  motor  with 
an  rlrclric  brake  awlnga  the 
crane       Welsht   (.(OO    lb. 

MiMlwr,   Urila*  and  Caa*ayln( 
l..«wto-8hi|>ard  Co..  &(0  K.  KIrat  St,   lloaton.   Muni.. 

"American  Marhlnlat."  A|h"  <■      
Tha    machine    I*   tiaad    for    lift  Inn. 
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on   three  roller-beartnc  whriln      Th.- 
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hinced    rhannela.    ami    l«    l<>» 
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vided.  Platform.  *<  x  H  In.  liu- 
It  s  kO  Inchea. 

Taal    Ca.    K««    Ha«en.    Ca«B. 

-AaertfM  MacktelM.-  Apra  t.  I»t> 

•awtav  Maebtoa,  Maelt.  ■oaeh,  rewer>nrl*en,  Tarlable 

JBdItmd  Maahlnery  Co.  Inc.,  I'ortlnnd,  N.  Y. "Amerlian  Marhlnlat."  April  •.  1»SS 
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Business  Conditions  in 
England 

(Continued  from  page  165) 

shares  have  received  nothing '  since  the 
dividend  paid  for  1919.     The  holdings 
in    shares    of    this     class     amount    to 
between  12  and  13  millions  of  pounds. 

The    electrical    engineering    concerns 
seem    to    be    showing    some    decline. 
Cromption    and    Co.,    Chelmsford,    has 
announced  a  decrease  in  net  profits  of 
£30,463.      The    ordinary  dividend    paid 
was  5  per  cent  instead  of  10  per  cent, 
while  nothing  was  placed  to  the  general 
reserve.     On  the  other  hand  £10,000  has 
been  set  aside  "to  meet  possible  future 
taxation."     This  firm  forms  one  of  the 
concerns     in     which     the     Armstrong- 
Whitworth    group    are    interested.      It 
has  been  joined  by  C.  Walmsley   and 
Co.,  Ltd.,  Bury,  manufacturer  of  paper- 
making    machinery,    working    in    con- 

junction    with     the     Armstrong-Whit- 
worth  hydro-electric  department,  which 
seems  to  be  particularly  busy  in  con- 

nection with  wood  pulp.    For  the  manu- 
facture of  newsprint  the  Walmsley  firm 

recently    introduced   machines    232    in. 
wide,  claimed  to  be  the  largest  in  the 
world.     The  first  machine  of  this  type 
has  recently  been  set  up  in  Canada. 

Combinations  of  this  kind  have  been 
reported  as  passing  through  difficult 
times,  and  the  B.  S.  A.  recently  an- 

nounced a  loss  for  the  year  of  £355,424, 
increased  to  £469,168  by  interest  on 
certain  loans  issued  in  1920.  The 
ordinary  shares  received  no  dividend. 
The  company's  contingent  liability under  guarantee  in  certain  aircraft 
concerns  has  been  reduced  by  about 
£400,000  and  stands  at  something  more 
than  £550,000  The  directors  are  under 
the  impression  that  no  charge  is  ulti- 

mately likely  to  fall  on  the  company. 
More  orders  are  once  again  being 

placed  with  electrical  engineering  firms, 
largely  in  connection  with  the  exten- 

sion and  improvement  of  the  London 
tube  and  other  railways.  The  com- 

bination known  as  the  English  Elec- 
tric Co.,  has  also  received  orders  for 

electric  locomotives  for  Japan  amount- 
ing to  half  a  million  pounds  and  will 

electrify  a  section  of  a  French  railway 
and  of  a  New  Zealand  railway  also. 
Meanwhile  the  cost  of  living,  as 

officially  calculated,  has  fallen  to  80 
per  cent  above  that  of  1913  but  shows 
a  tendency  to  rise.  Money  is  cheaper, 
and  the  bank  rate,  without  waiting  for 
New  York,  has  been  reduced  to  3i  per cent  with  a  further  reduction  confi- 

dently anticipated.  The  usual  assur- 
ance that  this  means  the  encourage- 
ment of  industry  has  been  given  and, 

in  fact,  many  fresh  issues  of  capital 
are  anticipated.  Then  again,  the 
number  of  people  who  "whistle  for  the 
wind"  by  asserting  that  we  have reached  the  bottom  and  are  on  the  up 
grade,  has  very  sensibly  diminished. 
If  we  had  "turned  the  corner"  as  often as  was  reported  we  should  by  now  be 
a  very  giddy  race. 

In  his  address  before  the  National 
Machine  Tool  Builders  Association,  ac- 

cording to  report,  Mr.  A.  H.  Tuechter 
asserted  that  "in  England,  the  Machine Tool  Builders  Association  has  arrived 
at  a  standard  for  milling  machine 
spindles  so  that  in  the  future,  every 
milling  machine  built  in  England  will 
be  able  to  use  the  same  face  mills, 
arbors,  etc.,  that  are  used  on  every 
other  make  of  English  milling  machine. 
It  IS  understood  that  the  English  stand- 
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f-     »^  i?^^^  °"  ̂ '""^  American  prac- tice.     There  is  perhaps  some  confusion 
of  facts   here,  for    the   Machine    Tool 
Irades   Association   (we  have  no  Tool 
Builders  Association)  has  done  nothing 
m  this   matter.     Some   time  ago,   two 
rival     sets     of     manufacturers     here, namely  Alfred  Herbert,  Ltd.,  and  the 
constituent  firms  concerned  in  the  As- 

sociated British  Machine  Tool  Makers, 
Ltd.,  standardized  their  own  practices 
as   to   spindle   noses,   which,   however, 
differ.      The    whole    matter   was    fully discussed  m  the  columns  of  the  Euro- 

pean   edition    of    this    journal    nearly 
three  years  ago,  and  it  appeared  that while  the  A.  B.  M.  T.  M.  standard  was 
that  of  the  Cincinnati  Milling  Machine 
Co.,  the  Herbert  standard,  on  the  other 
hand,  had  been  adopted  by  Brown  & isharpe. 

Swiss  Automobile  Industry 
Facing  Crisis 

According  to  a  report  just  received 
trom  our  correspondent  in  Switzerland, 

•  the  automobile  manufacturing  industry of  that  country  is  facing  a  grave  situa- 
tion All  laws  passed  by  the  federal authorities  imposing  restrictions  and 

prohibitions  on  foreign  imports  to  aid 
the  industry  have  come  too  late.  They became  effective  only  after  the  record 
year  of  1920  showing  an  importation 
of  foreign  automobiles  aggregating  75 million  francs  in  value. 

The    official    figures    for    the    first 
quarter  of  the  present  year  speak  for 
themselves.      While    during    the    first quarter  of  1921  the  exports  still  reached 
a     value     of    2,020,000    francs,     they amounted   during  the  first  quarter  of 
1922  to  only  403,000  francs,  a  decrease 
of  1,617,000  francs  in  a  period  of  three 
months.       This    is    the    worst    figure recorded   since   Swiss   automobile   sta- 

tistics have  been  published.    How  small 
and  trivial  the  home  demand,  has  be- 

come for  the  Swiss  automobile  industry is  best  evidenced  by  the  breakdown  of 
a  number  of  the  leading  factories  of  the 
country.     Had  the  federal  government 
not    opened   a   great   number   of    new automobile-postal-routes,     and     thus 
placed    considerable    orders    with    the 
home  factories,  the  situation  would  be 
still   more   discouraging. 

Imports  also  show  large  decreases 
During  the  first  quarter  of  1921,  auto- 

mobiles brought  into  the  country  had 
a  total  value  of  15,200,000  francs.  Dur- 

ing the  first  three  months  of  the  current 
year  the  imports  were  valued  at  but 
5,200,000  francs,  a  decrease  of  10,000,- 
000  francs,  and  indicating  the  general 
crisis  through  which  the  country  is 
passing. 
The  few  exports  which  have  been 

made  have  gone,  chiefly,  to  France, 
England  and  Spain.  Only  one  country, 
namely,  Roumania,  bought  over  100,000 
francs  worth  of  Swiss  automobiles.  Up 
to  the  year  1921,  Spain  and  the  Dutch 
East  Indies  offered  a  good  field  for  the 
Swiss  automobile  industry,  but  it  seems 
that  the  Spanish  market  is  definitely closed  to  the  industry  since  Spain  has 
raised  her  import  duties  to  such  an 
extent  as  to  make  them  now  absolutely 
prohibititve. 

The  principal  countries  from  which 
automobiles  were  imported  during  the 
first  quarter  of  1922  were,  in  order  of 
importance:  France,  1,442,000  francs; 
Italy,  1,216,000  francs;  Germany,  1,175,- 
000    francs';    Austria,    455,000    francs; 

r"!**''  ?^'**'  352.000  franw:  Great 

m'"{r''^jr''°'  ''*'^"'  ̂ ^'«'"-'  22*- 
The  United  States  in  1921  held  the fourth  rank  m  the  Swiss  importation 

FnL  fif.J'"'^,  surpassed  by  Austria, 
^^our-fifths  of  the  cars  imported  were leather  covered,"  as  the  statistics  say. 
and,  therefore,  exclusively  new  passen- 

fZ^Ti  ̂ ^^  ""^'"^  "^^y  ̂ he  German 
mport  figures  are  relatively  small  lies in  the  fact  that  German  manufacturers 
impose  a  heavy  extra  charge  on  auto- 

mobiles  for   export   trade,    and    many 

Fr/rf."'  f/''^^°^^'  go  to  Italy  and 

France.  If  Germany  were  to  sell  to home  and  foreign  buyers  at  the  same 
prices,  she  would  no  doubt  control  the hwiss  automobile  market,  just  as  she 
does  the  bicycle  trade  at  the  present 
time,  more  than  tvro-thirds  of  which come  from  that  country. 

Business  Items 

The  Bastian  Blessing  Co.,  Chicago, 
111.,  manufacturers  of  welding  and  cut- 

ting apparatus,  has  announced  that  it has  taken  over  the  entire  output  of  the line  of  soldering  equipment,  trucks, preheaters  and  acetylene  generators 
produced  by  the  St.  Paul  Welding  and Manufacturing  Co.  The  latter  com- 

pany will  act  as  service  distributors throughout  the  Northwest,  maintaining and  operating  a  service  station  at  St Paul. 

The  Hayes-Meserole  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Inc.,  Milford,  Conn.,  recently  in- corporated under  the  laws  of  Connecti- 

cut, with  a  capital  stock  of  $100,000 to  manufacture  wire,  wire  products,  etc has  taken  a  lease  on  a  portion  of  the former  plant  of  the  United  States 
Rubber  Co.,  Milford,  and  is  making  ar- 

rangements to  start  production  shortly. 

i,^^!"®  .^F°'**^  Electrolytic  Iron  Co.. 
Milford,  Conn.,  recently  organized,  anl nounces  it  has  secured  a  lease  on  the 
factory  plant  of  Page  and  Nettleton 
on  New  Haven  Ave.,  and  is  having  ex- tensive alterations  made  to  the  building 
The  company  expects  to  start  produc- tion m  the  early  fall. 

^  '^^t  ̂5.'^^?'*^  Foundry  and  Machine Co.,  Hartford  City,  Ind.,  has  increased its  capital  stock  to  $75,000. 
The  J.  G.  Dickson  Co.,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa.,  has  recently  moved  its  plant  to  317 South  Main  Street,  West  End,  in  order 
to  secure  larger  quarters  to  take  care 
of  proposed  expansion. 
The  Mesta  Machine  Co.,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa.,  announces  the  removal  of  its 
Chicago  office  from  the  McCormick 
Building  to  the  Peoples  Gas  Building, 
with  A.  B.  Neuman  in  charge. 

The  Taft-Pierce  Manufacturing   Co 
Woonsocket,    R.    I.,    manufacturers    of 
special    machinery,    recently    increased 
Its  capital  stock  from  $300,000  to  $1  - 

200,000.  
*  ' The  Guy  Stael  Casting  Co.,  West 

Hartford,  Conn.,  recently  incorporated 
to  engage  in  the  metal  castings  and 
steel  treating  business,  with  a  capital 
of  $50,000,  was  organized  during  the 
past  week  by  the  election  of  the  fol- 
lovring  officers:  president,  John  A.  Guy, 
Hartford;  vice-president,  John  E. 
Synott,  Hartford;  treasurer,  William 
R.  Bennett,  Hartford;  and  secretary, 
George  B.  Kinghom,  of  Southington, Conn. 
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Drill.  Kl«c«rif(.  r«H«M»>  wMk  OriMlaa  AllMkaiMi* 

LouUvllU  BlM<rte  lUa«taclurln(  0>..   UouUvtII*.   Ky. 
-AmMiMn  MMhlnM."  April  «,   1»U 

The  Krindlnv  attachment  la 

placed  on  a  PIchmht  "aaracr 
•prclal"  drill  to  adapt  Ihr  IikiI  to 
aucti  work  aa  atiarprnlns  loolblta 
Ths  drill  ha*  thr  usual  drllllnc 
aplndle.  a*  wvll  aa  a  device  for 
oarlllatlns    thv    automntlvv    valve 

rrrlndlns  tool.  Thf  tool  (or  driv- na  the  valve  l«  ahown  below  the 
drill.  The  rrlndlnc  attachment 
flia  In  the  rear  of  the  annuurf 
ahaft  and  paaara  throuith  thr 
handle  ;  It  ran  be  quickly  removed. 
T>>r  hearinc  that  flii  In  Ihi-  han- 

dle la  r<iuli>pe<l  with  hall  liearlnca  for  the  ■nlndle,  the  atMM^  of 
which  la  normally  »,000  r.p.m.  The  tool  la  fumlahed  to  operate 
oa  atthw  allematinc  or  direct  current  of  either  110  or  110  vdta. 

rvmm  *  IUniH««»fi«ir  Oa.  MllwaakM.  WIk. 
-Aawtraa  MacWatM.'  April  <.  tlM 

•  aakto  wfUMll  l^llia  mrr««l  to     I 

te  »>■—  by  Ik*  ■HMrdHt  kotoi        W, 
y%a  T»trto»*>  keep* 

_  IMN  kl  an  Iknaa.  ao  IkM 
tm  rfacfc  la  aJlawed ;  bat  ikto  tea- tm  rfacfc  la  aJtowed ;  bat  ikto  tea- 
•to*  to  aiUaaiatoa,    Akkoiwk  Ibr 

tW  4tmm  toWvtoi  aidy  vMto  i»» 
iMtoled.      WIf' 

Adjaalable 
lidward  HolUnder  Tool  Co..  141  Hin«r  St..  Newark.  N.  t. 

"American  Machlnlat."  April  (,   1»SI 

"Hie  tool  la  uard  primarily  It<    ' 
ahaper.     but    ran    t>e    uami     In 
drllllnc    marhlnr.    lathe    or   arnu 
machine.      Type    B   oonalata    of    u 
■hank   on   one    end   of   which    arr 
the  outtInK  edvaa,  thia  and  belnc 
allt    In    the    center    of    each    flat 
face,  ao  that  It  can  be  npanded 
Typ*    A    broach    conalata    rf    n 
bolder   hrld    In    a    aultablr    kIi    ' 
with  a  mrchanlam   for  expaml    .. 
the   cutter.      The   toola   ordlnunlv 
rut  to  a  depth  of  {(  In.,  but  wlili 
the     exteniilon     attachmrni      i>ni 
vided    they   cut    to   a    i-li 
The     cutter*     are     ahari  ' 
r-i-rrly    crindinc    the    fr^ 
Th<>y  oan  be  fumlahed  elili-r   in 
dIvldiuUly  or  In  aeU  to  ault  any 
requlramaata. 

Maniafacturlav  Co..  Brooklyn.  N.  T. 

April   (.   lots 

tcaaaa  are  kH
Mla  l'< 

AJT  alaea  fer'^aa. «•  t  to     TWy  caa 
Ur««r  alaaa 

ttmm  I  «•  t  to 

aa«e,  Aaipllfylac. 
American  Oaure  Co.,  Dajrton,  Ohki. 

"AoMrieaa  Machlnlat."  April  •.   lilt 

The  tool  la  almlWr  to  the  larcer  irave 
madi.  by  the  concern,  altbouih  It  la  mnr<' 
limited  In  Ita  ran«r  and  il<"-*  not  hav. nil  »f  thr  attachmenta.  It  i*  u«ed  In 
Krinillnic  and  Innpectlon  deparlmoni". 
.m'l  ■  in  111.  fumlahed  In  two  *l«<-».  om- 
lor  ifiratfiurlnc  round  work  from  J  to  ' 
In.  In  diameter  and  the  other  for  w  "iii 
from  J  to  4  In.  In  dl«m»ier.  TtM-  it<,\\\ 
hl(x.-k  ran  be  Tfn\''  '  "  "»  |m.iiIi1"Ii 
adJUBled.    aa   can    x  '|>    for    I  In 
work       The   he(«ht  ion   of   thr 
mraaurinx  point  arr  u'lju'iuoin  by  mov- 

ing the  entire  arm.  Clamping  lover* 
luck  the  adjuaunenta  In  plate. 

»— -War.  Walk*  4H*«ai 
Coaaaktoc  Katfann.  MeCarihy 
H    T. 

Macbtotot.-  April  M.  t«;: 

Urtadlac  Maaklaa,  Wat.  SMMk,  -Be-U-a."  Ka.  • 
Vaa  Norman  Macbin*  T»al  Co.,  8prlnKfl«ld,  Maaa. 

"Amaricaa  MachlniM,"  April  II,  Kit 

ft*  bnrink 
■««•«  of   lb* 

baMa mmn.  aa  wkaa  karto«.  batiailak 
M<  riiil^UOi  Uto  aktoMWlMJ 
dto  tolaka  paela  ml  ka*  latm 
ijliiili.  TW  aaiMuiMii  ar- 
akana^laa    (a«r   cylkatark    and 

The  machine  haa  hem  adrpt'O 
to  wet  irUidlnk  end  U  aultablr  for 
the  ua*  of  rv"  •  -  ri-crlndliiR 
■hop*     and      I  irlbutora. 
Th*  »ha«lli*a<l  "1  with  n 

J-hp.  motor  oarryina  an    "    ̂     "  > ahraalva   wbaal.     Tha    v 
l«    Innrar  Ihkk    Ik    the    <i 

>•>  pkfia  of  the 

-r.    Tha  ramovi. '.oiintad   on   the    : 
iKi'lallde  ran  Im.  ■wuii 

"III   of  the  operailna  |>o 
.ijl    rhandng   the    poalth/ 

I.'.,     ari-up    or    dlaBWtififtkK 
rrlndlnc  wheel.     llM  Wkktol 
cvtllnc.     An  kdJkMkbto  mm 
M«  potik4k 

'  I'lii 

'".I  while  the  lathe  tool   I* 
I   for  the   talile,      Wclfht, 

Clip,  p»at«  on  S  X  6-in.  eardn  a$%d  HU  M  Attired 
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John  A.  Camm,  for  several  years  past 
connected  with  the  Kearney  &  Trecker 
Corporation,  has  resigned  his  position 
with  that  company  to  become  president 
of  the  Western  Iron  Stores  Co.,  Mil- 

waukee, dealers  in  machinists'  supplies and  tools. 

GiFFORD  K.  SiMONDS,  president  of 
the  Simonds  Manufacturing  Co.,  Fitch- 
burg,  Mass.,  has  recently  been  elected 
president  of  the  Waltham  Watch  Co., 
Waltham,  Mass. 

A.  G.  Crocker  has  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  power  division  of  the 
Detroit  office,  Westinghouse  Electric 
and  Manufacturing  Co. 

W.  W.  Spangler  has  been  appointed 
assistant  manager  of  syndicate  opera- 

tions, Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manu- 
facturing Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

H.  F.  BoE  has  been  appointed  man- 
ager of  the  industrial  division  of  the 

Buffalo  office,  Westinghouse  Electric 
and  Manufacturing  Co. 

W.  C.  KoEHLER  has  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  cost  and  development 
section,  Westinghouse  Electric  and 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

M.  H.  Scott  has  been  appointed  chief 
clerk  of  the  supply  department,  West- 

inghouse Electric  and  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

C.  J.  Mesta,  second  vice-president 
of  the  Mesta  Machine  Co.,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.,  and  located  in  the  company's 
Chicago  office  for  more  than  a  year, 
has  returned  to  the  home  office  to  take 
charge  of  the  sales  department  of  the 
company. 

T.  A.  McDowell  has  been  appointed 
executive  assistant  to  the  manager  of 
the  recently  organized  suply  depart- 

ment, Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manu- 
facturing Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

L.  C.  BuLLiNGTON,  for  several  years 
past,  assistant  to  the  manager  of  the 
power  department,  Westinghouse  Elec- 

tric and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.,  has  been  made  assistant  manager 
and  will  have  charge  of  the  general 
work  of  the  power  department. 

John  M.  Goodwin,  general  man- 
ager of  the  New  Process  Twist  Drill 

Co.,  drill  manufacturers,  "Taunton, 
Mass.,  died  at  his  home  in  that  city 
July  4. 

Nathan  Esterbrook,  New  Haven, 
Conn.,  formerly  head  of  the  Esterbrook 
Manufacturing  Co.,  died  in  that  city, 
Tuesday,  July  18,  at  the  age  of  eighty- 
six  years.  Mr.  Esterbrook  served  in 
the  Civil  War  as  an  officer,  and  has 
been  prominent  in  business  circles  and 
civic  affairs  in  New  Haven  for  the  past 
fifty  years. 

Metric  8.v8t«in  for  EmtlncerH.  Bv  Charles 
B,  Cl.ipham.  Hon.s.  B.Sc.  Cloth ;  One 
hunilred  .seventy-eiRht  6  x  9-in.  pages. 
Publishcfl  bv  K.  P.  Putton  &  Co.,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  Prive  {6. 

The  book  furnishes  a  practical  explana- 
tion of  the  metric  system  to  meet  the  re- 

quirements of  engineers,  draftsmen,  mech- 
anics and  others  who  deal  with  calcula- 

tion and  mca.surement  in  detail.  The  usual 
tools  for  measuring  length,  area,  volume, 
capacity  and  mass,  that  may  be  graduated 
m  metric  units,  are  explained,  and  dia- 

grams of  verniers,  micrometers  and  plani- meters  are  given  to  illustrate  their  use. 
Calculations  in  connection  with  screw  cut- 

ting and  gear  wheels  are  also  dealt  with 
at  some  length,  and  four  pages  are  devoted to  gear  tables. 
The  commoner  compound  measures  met 

with  in  engineering  are  taken  up  in  Chap. VI.  Moment,  energy  and  work,  velocity, acceleration,  power,  loads  on  beams,  pres- 
sure, stress,  density,  specific  volume,  Im- 

purities in  liquids,  radius  of  gyration, 
moments  of  inertia,  train  resistance,  weight 
of  prime  movers,  fuel  con.sumption  of  en- 

gines, temperature,  heat  quantities,  calorlflc value  of  fuel,  heat  radiation  and  the  C. 
Cr.  S.  system  are  discu.ssed.  and  examples 
of  the  conversion  of  the  formulas  into  met- ric units  are  given. 

Chap.  VII  includes  tables  of  the  com- 
moner engineering  constants  In  both  Brit- 

ish and  metric  units.  Chap.  VIII  contains 
examples  of  the  alteration  of  numerical 
constants   in   engineering  formulas. 
A  brief  survey  of  the  arguments  ad- 

vanced for  and  against  the  metric  system 
IS  made  in  Chap.  IX.  The  history  of  the 
system  and  the  practicability  of  Its  adop- 

tion are  told.  The  author  treats  the  sub- 
ject from  what  he  considers  an  impartial 

attitude.  He  states:  "The  foregoing  brief survey  of  the  controversy  on  the  metric 
system  is  not  in  any  way  intended  as 
propaganda  on  either  side.  The  real  ob- 

ject of  tte  book  is  explanation  of  the  sys- 
tem, but  it  was  thought  that  an  attempt  at 

a  more  impartial  treatment  of  some  of  the 
points  than  is  usually  met  with  would  be 

of   interest." Although  in  favor  of  the  universal  adop- 
tion of  the  system,  the  author  admits,  how- 

ever, that  it  would  be  a  difficult  matter  to 
change  the  English  screw  thread  standards: 
"Furthermore,  the  standardization  of  screw threads  has  been  carried  to  .such  lengths, 
and  screw  threads  are  so  widely  met  with 
in  all  branches  of  engineering,  that  no  al- 

teration of  the  existing  standards  can  be 
considered.  Hence  it  appears  that  the  pres- 

ent screw-thread  standards  would  have  to 
be  retained  with  dimensions  which,  in  milli- 

metres, would  be  odd.  This  would  ncce.- 
sitate  retaining  inch-pitch  leading-screws 
on  lathes  to  avoid  complications  in  screw 

cutting." Thirty-four  tables  are  grouped  together 
for  easy  reference  in  the  last  section,  and 
include  both  exact  and  practical  equiva- 

lents and  conversion  tables.  An  envelope 
on  the  back  cover  of  the  book  holds  the 
three  detached  conversion  charts  for  office 
use  In  converting  the  commoner  compound measures. 

Tenting  Machines.  The  Pittsburg  Instru- 
ment and  Machine  Co.,  40  Water  Street, 

Pittsburg,  Pa.  A  bulletin  describing  the 
various  styles  of  Brinell  testing  machines 
for  determining  the  hardness  of  materials. 
Surveying  Instruments  and  impact  testing 
machines  are  also  described. 
Rudt  Preventers.  Oil  .Specialties  and 

Supply  Co.,  39  Cortlandt  St..  New  York 
City.  A  bulletin  on  the  .subject  of  the 
cause  and  prevention  of  rust  with  informa- 

tion describing  Rustavoid.  a  preservative 
coating  material,  made  by  this  company. 

Pneumatic  Tools.  The  Chicago  Pneu- 
matic Tool  Co..  6  East  44th  Street.  New 

York  City.  Special  publications  Nos.  686 
and  687.  issued  in  the  form  of  broadsides 
illustrating,  with  numerous  photographs, 
the  application  of  pneumatic  tools  to  many 
phases  of  engineering,  manufacturing  and 
construction  work.  Numerous  novel  ;neth- 
ods  of  using  air  tools  are  featured,  inter- 

esting and  of  value  to  engineer  and  con- tractor. 

Architects'  Speciflcation  Hand  Book.  The Truscon  Laboratorie.s.  Detroit.  Mich.  A 
handbook  of  108  pages,  size  85  x  11.  in 
loose  leaf  form,  with  a  complete  index.  This 
handbook  has  been  prepared  and  published 
by  the  Truscon  Laboratories  for  the  pur- 

pose of  furnishing  to  architects  and  engi- 
neers such  information  as  they  require  in 

preparing  specifications  for  waterproofing, 
damp  proofing,  oil  proofing,  floor  hardening, 
and  other  protective  flni.shes.  Each  set  of 
specifications  is  accompanied  by  a  descrip- 

tion of  the  particular  product,  arranged 
logically  on  the  reverse  side  of  the  sheet 
and  a  list  of  prominent  users  of  each  prod- 

uct   is   set    forth.      The   handbook    is    note- 

worthy for  the  care  shown  in  its  arrange- ment ;  the  clear  concise  manner  In  which each  speciflcation  has  been  prepared  and 
should  prove  of  considerable  value  to  en- gineers  and   architects. 

Hall  nrurinss.  The  New  Departure Manufacturing  Co..  Bristol,  Conn.  A  folder 
featuring  the  application  of  New  Departure bearings  to  the  record  brcakine  cars  in  the Memorial   Day   race  at  Indianapolis. 

Metal  Cuttlns  Sbwb.  Henry  DIsston  and 
Sons,  Inc.,  Philadelphia.  Pa.  A  catalog  of thirty-six  pages  describing  the  DIsston  line of  metal  cutting  .saws  of  all  styles,  flies, hack  saws  and  swages. 

PIston-RIng  tiroove  Cleaner.  The  Vedoe- Peterson  Co..  Norfolk  Downs.  Mass.  A leaflet  describing  the  V-P  Groove  Cleaner for  cleaning  carbon  from  piston  ring 
grooves. 

Expansion  Reamers.  The  Vedoo-Peter- 
son  Co.,  Norfolk  Downs.  Mass.  A  leaflet 
describing  the  !>Ju-Angle  expansion  reamers made  by  the  company. 

Metal  .SprayInK  ProcesseB.  The  Metal 
Coating  Co.  of  America.  495  North  Third 
Street.  Philadelphia,  Pa.  An  eighteen  page pamphlet  de.scribing  the  Schoop  Metal 
Coating  process  and  apparatus  for  simul- 

taneously melting  and  atomizing  zinc,  lead, aluminum,  tin,  copper,  bronze,  brass 
nickel  or  monel,  either  in  wire  or  dust 
form,  and  impacting  them  on  any  surface. 
The  pamphlet  contains  a  detailed  descrip- 

tion of  the  process  and  the  apparatus  with 
numerous  cuts  and  line  drawings,  showing Its   application. 

Grindstones.  The  Cleveland  Stone  Co., 
Cleveland.  Ohio.  A  sixteen-page  booklet 
containing  a  talk  on  the  art  of  grinding 
with  information  on  strelith  and  sterbon 
wheels   made   by  the   company. 

Flexible  Couplings.  Smith  &  Serrlll, 
general  sales  agents.  Halsey  Street  and 
Central  Ave..  Newark.  N.  J.  Bulletin  No. 
36  -describing  the  construction  details  of Franckle  flexible  couplings  as  well  as  the Pintite  rigid  coupling. 
Welding  and  Catting  Machinery.  The 

General  Welding  and  Equipment  Co.,  74 
Brookline  Ave..  Boston.  Mass.  A  catalog 
on  modern  welding  and  cutting.  The  vari- 

ous types  of  welding  and  cutting  machines 
are  described  and  illustrated  together  with 
examples  of  their  application  to  certain wcrk. 

Ramphlets  Received 
Doing  Business  under  Japanese  Company  * I^aws.      Trade   information   bulletin    No.    46. 

by  Prank  R.  Rutter.  American  Trade  Com- 
missioner,  published  by  the  Department  of Commerce. 

Leather  BeltJng  Speclflcatlons.  A  pamph- 
let of  twelve  pages  known  as  Standard 

Speciflcation  No.  37.  containing  the  speci- 
fications for  leather  belting  offlciallv 

adopted  by  the  Federal  Specifications  Board 
for  use  of  the  various  department  and  in- 

dependent establishments  of  the  Govern- 
ment in  the  purchase  of  leather  belting. 

The  pamplet  has  been  prepared  by  the  Bu- 
reau of  Standards.  Department  of  Com- 
merce, Washington,   1).  C. 

Association  of  Iron  and  Steel  Electrical 
Kngineers.  Annual  convention,  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Secretary,  John  F.  Kelly,  Empire  Building, 
Pittsburgh,    Pa, 

American  Institute  of  Mining  and  Metal- 
lurgical Knglneers.  annual  convention.  Sept. 

25  to  28,  1922,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  Secre- 
tary, P.  F.  Sharpless.  29  West  39th  Street, 

New  York  City. 
American  Society  for  Steel  Treating.  Ex- 

position and  convention  at  the  General 
Motors  Co.  building,  Detroit.  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Eisenman,  4600  Prospect  Ave., 
Cleveland,    is   secretary. 

American  Mannfactarers  Export  .Associa- 
tion annual  convention.  New  York  Citv, 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary.  M.  B.  Dean.  160 
Broadway.    New    York    City. 

National  Machine  Tool  Bnilders'  Associa- 
tion. Annual  convention.  New  York  City, 

October.  1922.  Secretary,  E.  F.  Du  Brul, 
817  Provident  Bank  Building.  Cincinnati, Ohio. 

National  Founders  Association,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary.  J.  M.  Taylor.  29  South 
La  Salle  St.,  Chicago,  III. 
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The  Weekly  Price  Guide 
AND  FALL  OF  MARKET 

■1M|W.  pUlM.  bus.  band*,  hoop*  and 

•p  lie.',  c«U  rotUd  itrip  (to*!,  l&c. 
tr  rod*  in  New  York 

•Bd  bars  up  ISc.  per  100  lb.  in 
I  pttcM  ■b«wHm  «pward  taadtaciM.  doc 

I*  Mai  ami  caka  AaftNT**  IIImhiM-  piatM  and  bara  qaetod 

at  »LW#tl.li.  rtUAaicli.  aa  camat  baataaaa.  Some  ulaa. 
kafwtvar.aal  adB  talav  thraath  at  tlM  oa  apacial  tonnagaa 
hat  a  aaxlaMB  i  f  IJtt  baa  bean  raaehad  on  ahapaa  and 

baa  md  SLM  par  100  Ib^  oa  pUta*.  for  immadiaU  dalivariaa. 
Tkl  4PMM4  at  ttlc  aa  acainit  31  |c.  and  cine  at  <Ac.  aa 

caaifafad  wttk  Mc.  per  lb.  in  N«w  Yorli.  one  week  ago. 
Cpppir  Market  UicbtJy  imm.  Fabncatad  copper  and 
btMa  ap  |c.  per  lb.  ia  CWveland.  Zinc  abaets  advanced 
|c.  and  aoMer  9c.  per  !b.  in  New  York.  Linaeed  oil  quoted 
at  IIjOI.  aa  acaiaat  Mc.  per  (al.  (5  bbl.  loU)  in  Chicairo. 

Daillaaa     Daalaii'  parrbaainc  prke*  of  old  meula  down 
Ic  par  lb.  to  OiTatond.    Recent  rrad*  oil  cnta  causinc  down- 

'  ia  labrkattnc  oil  pricea;  linveed  oil  alio  tend- 
ird  In  •eveml  important  center*.     Lead  market 

nON  AND  STEEL 

PIC  nON  — Per  groM  toa  —  QiMMrioM  coaipfled   by  The 
Manbaw  Addy  Co.: 

aNCTNNATI 
N«.2S<Mtk«r«    92$.  SO 

BaMc        26. SJ 
>Oh«aNow2       26.  S2 

NIW  YORK-rid*«*ttr  Dcfi*erv 
(aatbata  Na-  2  (dioM  2.2$«2.7S) 

BIRMINGHAM 
.    N*.2PMiadry 

PHIUDELPHIA 
EMtera  P>^  Na.  2s  (tiicea  2.2f«2.7S). 
Vir^nu  Ne.  2   •< 

Grey  Foc^   
CHICAGO 

N*.  2  Faaadry  local 

No.  2  Fevadry.  Seatlieni  (dlicoa  2.'2$#2.75) PmSBUROH.  iadadiag  fmght  cbargc  from  Valley 
N*.  2  Fovadry   .  . 

31.66 

20.50 

28.32 29.74 
26.00 
36.00 

24.50 
27.17 

25  SO 
25.50 

25.50 

nUXV  MACBlMPtT  CAVTINGS— Id  emu  per  potiad: 

Cbicafa. 

U(l>i 10.0 

T75 

S.O 6.0 

Medium 8.0 

6.0 

4.5 4.S 
5.0 

llcavy 

3.0 
3.0 

2.6 
3.5 
4.5 

ara  ia  eeatt  per  poaad  ia  *ario««  drici 
*!••  lb*  baM  quo<aito««  ffom  oiiR: 

Pknbargb. 

Ka^W 

Na^H. 
1U.U 

•*•«««•« 

Naa.|7i 
Naa.ni 
NM.2SI 

I3L 
IM. 

NewYark  Oevdaad 
3.75 

3.M 
3  85 
3.95 

4.15 4.20 

4  25 
4.15 

25 
30 
35 
45 

3  «5 

3  no 4.00 

Cbicago 

3.63 

3.68 
3.7J S.B3 

4  )0 

4  30 4  35 4  45 

Gtlvanitcd  ttrrl  tkrelti 
No*.  10  and  II. 
Not.  12  and  14. 
No*.  17  and  21. 
No*  22  and  24. No.  26 

No  28         4 

4.35 

4.45 4.75 4.90 

S.OS 
5.35 

3.85 
3.95 
4.25 
4.55 4.70 

5.00 

4.45 

4.55 4.85 5.00 
5.15 

5.45 

WROUGHT  PIPE — The  followini  ditcounii  are  lo  jobbers  for 
carload  lots  on  the  Utrit  Pitiiburnh  baling  card: 

Inchei 
I  to  3.... 

Steel Black 
71 

BUTT  WELD 
Galv.  Inch** 

58)  Itoli.. 
I.APWEI.D 
Sl»  2   

55)  21(0  4.. 511  4)  to  6.. 
50)  7  to  12.. 

BITT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
l«oU       69  57)  I  to  I)       44| 
2  to  3       70         58) 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    64 
2)  to  6    68 
7  to  8    65 
9  to  12    64 

Iron 
Black 

,.     44» 

..     391 

..     42} 

.     421 

40) 

Galv. 

29) 

JO) 

2       62 
to  4       66 
to  6       65 

7  to  8       61 
9  to  12       55 

Malleable  fitting*, 

il 

2       40^ 24  to  4       43 
4)  to  6       42 7  to  8       35 9to  12   

a*****  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
itock  tell  at  net  lilt.   Ca*tiron.*iandard*iaei,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warehouie  diicount*  ai  followi: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicaco 

Black  Galv.  Black  Gilv.  Black    GaW. 

1  to  3  in.  •ic«l  butt  welded.  6^1% 
2i  to  >>  in.  iteellap  welded.  M% 

Malleable  fiitinRi.     C1a**e(  B 

■lock  sell  at  lilt  Irti  10%.    Cast  iron,  standard  (tut,  32-5%  oflT. 
iri   SSJS   UWc  "\%   45)% and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warchoute  price*  in  cent*  per  pound  ia 
lOO-lb.  Ion: 

Open  heat  ill  ipringiteel  (baac) 
Spring  iteel  (light)  (baic)   
Coppered  lieucmer  rod»(b**e). 
iloop  ttecl   
Cold  lolled  (trip  (t«*l   
Floor  plate*        
Cold  finiihed  ihartingortcrcw. 
Cold  finiihed   flaii,  iquare*..  .  . 
Structural  ihapci  (bate)   
Soft  ilecl  bar*  (baie)   
Soft  iiecl  bar  *hapc*  (b***). . . 
Soft  iiecl  band*  (hut)   
Tank  plate*  (ba*c)   
Bar  iron  (2.20  *t  mill)   

Drill  rod  (from  li*t)        55Oti0% 
Electric  welding  wire: 

t::p:::::::-:::::::: 

New  York  OevrUnd  Chicaga 
4  SO 6  00 

4.50 

6^8 6.00 

6.00 
7.00 8.00 

6.85 
3.75 3.50 

3.48 
6.25 

8.25 6.15 

4.80 4.66 

5.08 
3.50 3.30 

3.40 

4.00 3.80 3.90 
2.80 

2.66 

2.68 

2  70 
2.56 

2.58 
2.70 

2.56 
2.58 

3.35 3.06 
3. 23 

2.80 
2.66 

2.38 

2.70 
2.21 2.28 55Oti0% 

55% 
so% 

8.00   .12^13 6.50   
..IlSl2 6.25   
.lOSlI 

METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Cent*  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  to  carloi*),  N«w  Yorfc    14.62| 
Tin.  5-ton  lot*.  New  York    J2.25 
l.«ad  (up  to  carlot*),  St.  l.oui*,  S.50  ;  New  York    6.00 
Zinc  (up  locarlou),  St.  Leui*.  S.MOi  New  York    6.30 

II      ■     —   na  .    aaer  :_  —    i  ic  New  York  Geveland  Chicaga 
Aluminum,  98  to  99%  ingot*,  1-15 

lonloii       19.20          20.00  18.00 
Antimony  (Chine**),  ton  *pot.       $.50            7.50  6.25 
Copper  ibeet*.  ba*«    21.00  21.50^21.75  23.00 
Capper  wire  (cartou)    16.50          irso  16.25 
Copper  rodi  (ton  lou)     19.50          22.50  19.50 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.lou)    23.75          24.  SO  23.00 
BraMiheet*  (100-lb.  lot*)     17.25          18.50  18.75 
BraM  tubing  (lOO-lb.  Ion)    21.00          21.00  20.50 
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METALS — Continued 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)    15.25 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    17.  75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    o .  SO 

Solder  (ji  and  J),  (caselots)    23.00 
Babbitt  metal  (fair   grade)    24.25 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)    11.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bavonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J    .  39.00 

21.50 
17.75 

15.75 

22.00 
41.50 
16.00 

20.00 
36.00 9.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       .50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)   >       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese       54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese     57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  In  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot  ...    32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)..  .     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 

Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50.00 
Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

Ingots     38.00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible     12.00  11.50        11.50 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75  11.00         10.50 
Copper,light,  and  bottoms       9.75  9.50           9. 75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75  4.50          4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25  3.50          3.75 
Brass,  heavy        7.00  6.00           7.00 
Brass.light       6.00  5.00          6  00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.50  6.00           6.50 
Zinc       3.00  3.00          3.00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New 
York 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets        17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,  14x20     7.00 
IC,     14x20     7.25 

Cleve- 

land  Chicago 

18.25 
21.00 

16.00 
18.75 

11.00 
11.40 

5.60 

5.85 

18.50 

20.90 

17.00 

19.60 

14.50 
14.80 

7.25 
7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

New  York 
Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  g0.07J(a)?0. 10 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per  lb.       .05S(a>.09 
Wiping  cloths,  13ixl3S,perlb.  .075 
Wiping  cloths,13b20hper  lb.  .08 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80 
Roll  sulphur,  360  lb.  bbl.,  per 

1001b    2.85 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .93 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      100  lb.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  In  oil     lOOIb.  kegs. 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag   
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  ConnellsviUe.  .per  net 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  ConnellsviUe.  .per  net 

Cleve- 

land 

30.12 .09 

.10 .11 
2.40 

Chicago 

?0.11i .08 
.10 

.13 
2.65 

3.25  3.50 
1.15  1.01 

New  York,  12.50 
New  York,  12.50 
New  York,  14.00 

.80  1.00 
ton  $10.50(^11.00 
ton     10.50@11.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lists 

Newl 

York Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in        50% 

1 J  and  Ux3  in.  up  to  12  in        33}% 

With  cold  punchsd  sq.  nuts       35% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)       40% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       25% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         30% 
Lag  screws,  coach    screws       50% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap    screws. .  .  .  70-10% 
Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  ̂   30  in         40% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts       50% 

Tap  bolts,  (h.h.  plus  std.  extra  of  \0%)    10% 
Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger       6S% 

Case-hardened  nuts         60% 
Washers,ca»tiron,  Jin.,  per  1001b.  (net)  24.50 

Washers,cast  iron,  jin.per  100  lb.  (net)  3.75 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Offhst  3.50 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Off  list  2.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Off  list  2  00 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist  2.00 

Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOlb.Off list  2.00 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  iVin.  dia.  and  smaller         60-5% 
Rivets,  tinned         60-5% 
Button  heads  j-in.,  i-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 

in.,  per  100  lb   (net)      ?4.00 
Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4.10 

IJ   to    ll-in.    long,    all   diameters, 
EXTRA  per  1001b         0.25 

I  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0. 15 

i  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0. 50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA      0.50 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA       0.25 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0.  SO 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs           35% 

Qeve- 

land    Chicago 
65-10%      60% 

60%        60-10% 

  »4.00ofiF 
33.90  net         

     65.5% 
    60-5% 

75%     70-10% 

60%      SO-5%   •••       55% 

70-10%         80% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       ?0.S5 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (J   doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-5% 
Heavy  grade         35% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 

Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materials— In  sheets 9x1 1  in.: 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper    .  .            35 .  84 
Emery  paper            if'f 

Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. 
Paper   ■_ 

Cloth   
~ 

33.50 33.50 
3.50 

3.50 

3.50  net 

3.50 
4.00 

3.50 
4.00 

3.50 4.00 3.50 
4.00 

70% 

60-10% 

70% 

4Jc.  net 

33.25 33.10 

3.35 
3.20 

.      O.IS 

.      0.15 

.      0.50 

.      0.50 
0.25 

-       O.SO 

  33.35  base 

50% 

50-% 

50% 

20% 

30.50 

30.671 

0.35 
0.40 

40-10-2}%    50% 

40%      40-5% 
50-10%  40  10% 

60-5%  60-5% 

33.85 

11.00 

32.75 

4.50 

1.32 
3.02 

36.48 

8.80 29.48 

4.95 

1.40 3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Took  Wmnted 

0«rma«.BIn« 

ra,  rkUa.— n»ybttni  MQk.  O^  llnd  St. 
•ad  Alh«lM>ay  At*.  (nMMitMturar  of  maUl 
iacs>— iwo  ptma*  pe««r  pHaek  pr«w. 

rik.  rMtabMwte— Jaekaon-Rwnllnc«r.  Han- 
«(aeUir»ra  BMb.— tMW*r  puiiohlni  in«chln«. 

rs,  riiitfc«i«fc   u.  a    HiMuiditi«.   m 
L*Bla«    Ar«4«    hMk.     ow    i    In.    Aimx   up- 
M(i*r .  MM  t   In.   AJaz   roll .   onv   !.OoO   lu. 

-  —  --  -     —  ■■     ■     —    -         ■taci*   trta»   (one*   hammer ;    two    »i    lb. 

—  g*^fc,*'*8Py*ry'g"*gWi  XSST  «»«»»I0"  h«mm«f» ;  on*  IM  II.  unrlaht  h«m- 
W^r  T2?-*U*2HS  f^-W-  9-  y*?^  mm'  (Mmub  or  alr> :  on*  7  lb.  Clev.lmml  or "■^  ««t_  "■  ■•••■■  !***•«  •««■■  nr     |||||„  4  JooM  bUnkInc  punch. 

fm^  Wm*  ■•rsntoa  (Honuilun  P.  O.) — 
Apullo  <Uriur<^  P  H.  Sptecel  (ownrr) — 
•mall  marhlnrrv.  loola  •nd  ovilpmMit  for 
Carac*  and   rrpair  shop. 

r».  WINIa««v«r«— Kupphr  OooHBltta*. 
■ritoot  lid..  H  A.  .><t<Tnrr.  Boor,  raoclvo* 
bhta  ualU  Au«.  I.  for  fulluwlM  •quipment 

(or  High  -^     - 

-taurwuliwl    niiwr 
■14  Claaoiat  Alfa    poarw   pr«aa  tilth 

•iMal  MMka  •  IlL  (Madt. 

^  Am»o    Oo, 
A««..J.  C.T>iteir.  inirrti.  A£| 

■ay  ̂   J^^y^SL  E  1.  Mri.  Praa.    malp- 

Wii>.  »■  >ipia  ma  flUw-Wantar  CO, 
Wm|  Waatara  Atra,  — «  U  Is.  pearvr  ahaar 
tar  M  gao ■aca  HMtaL 

IMl 
latka  for  powar 

1 4*1  Tala- •mil  Au«. 

.  MiMiL  mo 
prlallac   aiop 

Jaly  f. 

0*a  aiacla  aaUidle  hich  apead  drill  to  ba 
aqatopad  with  It*  volt,  two  phaaa,  (0  (.yela 
drmac  m<4nr. 

One  HH-ial  planrr  14'  by  S4*  by  ('  ar- rmaiad  for  brft  drive,  or 

Oaa  mrtal  planar  14*  by  14'  by  I'  ar- raasad  fur  motor  drtva.  Including  a  ttO 
\olt.  two  phaaa.  to  cycio  motor. 
Ona  Rtaaran  ovm  fumaoe  No  II  with 

pvromatar  oponliMi  In  thr  rvar  wall. 
Ona  alactrk-  drlvi-n  canlcr  grlnrtcr  fcr 

lath*  rvntrr  (rinding,  tu  b*  aqttlppad  with 
IXa  ro'l.  two  phaw.  fO  cycle  motor. 

(•iir  unlvrraal  milling  atlarhmrnt  ar- 
ranr«<j  in  m  a  Oarvln  No.  1  Unlvaraal  Mill- 
In*  Marhlnn 

Oiw  •nslna  lathe,  back  narad.  arranved 
for  lM>'t  drive,  to  awlnr  to*  over  'he  bad. 
wlih  lir<]  al  leaat  •'  hmf. 
Onr  Nn  II  plain  mTllInc  machine  with 

pnwrr  lonKitudlnal  and  power  ema«  feeda, 
arrancnl    for    }fU    drive. 

ttfr  :i-ii  Inch  four  >aw  chuck,  Rklnner  No. 
I9IV  (  r  Miiial 

Two  (pn  Inch  throe  iaw  unlvaraal  chucka. 
Bklnnrr  No.  1410  or  equal. 

r>no  rtiw  preMure  aoetyla«a  Mnarater 
with  a  capaplly  of  one  handrcd  feat  of 
acvtyleoa  per  hour,  with  back  praaaura 
vajve. 

Oaa  WKldtnc  blowpipe  l!'-24''  Ions  with 
•«e  weldinc  hrada  for  wrldlnr  wnrk  rans- 
tac  from    I*   III    I'    In    thtrknraa 

One  onygrn  webllnr  rvculator  with  two 

l|auK*a. Onr  ruKlnv  torch  with  I*  dec.  head  and 
four  nnaalmi  for  work  ranrlnv  from  |'  to IS*  In  Ihk-kneea. 
fm-   tixygm   culllnv   regulator    wllh    two 

V,   V,   aiefciitu  I—  K.    fclilaaWil.   f 4t 

nmmtu    Ave.     laW   (ar_fara«»  repair  il 
at  wn  tfmtmm  Awm. 

Tas.  Aaetia    Capitol  BnfravInK  Co..  fOI 
Cniigreai  It. — power  lalhe. 

•wa.  .  ii.iai — /.  Hafner,  I»hby  Interur- 
baa     Bkte. — )ewel«ni     lathe     <Rmall>.     drill 

-   .  '  Obl,  IM4 
■way,  J.   II.   l>avlB.   Parrlk   A«L— «re»eral 
!*•*    iMMam.     |ariatlB«    latke. 

KOA   alao   eoulpment    for   emtravlnit.    pol- 
ing and  Inimnff.  beltlns,  and  email  motor. 

I  I,.  Peareon — woodwork- 
.rludinc  jointer,  tenooer, 
(uaed). 

Ta_  Xarfaik— J.  B.  Poharty.  1401  Oranby 
m. — full  line  of  machinery  and  equipment 
for  raraae.  includlns  lathaa.  driUa.  ream- 
era.  ponchea,  etc. Ta. 

Weat  Broad 
err  for  auto  repair 
Bread  lit 

W.  P. 

._   Co.,  Ill 

of  machln- and 

▼a.  UMummmd  T.  I>.  Baato*.  1M(  Waat 
Kroad  m. .  «p»eral  rapAlT  ■mtilpwr  nr 
naw  auto  aervloe  ahopb 

*tl  Vaat  Broad 

r-j^sSA^ 

"SSjJSSi^  M 

Va..   BIH>aMad— A    J     .  .- 
'aat    ttrnad    Ri.     (pytlndor 

•ry  r*iMilr  work)— ot 

Plemlna  Co>   I  ill arlndlnff 

•  lathe. 

'a';;a 

Va,  BMHBoad— Praoklln  Motor  Co..  tM7 
'aol  nra*4  W4.  -oae  drtn  prat,  lathe  and 

▼a..   BliJiiial— ruli/w    A    Bam»«,    IMI 
'aM   Broad    Ht.— <<ofntiinailon   drill   praaa, 

■nethn  and  latiM  tor  auto  arrttt 

Ya-  MlrhMend— C.  8.  Olbaon.  Ittl  W*M 
Droad  Ml. — repair  machinery,  latha  and 
drill  preaa  for  auto  avrvlce  nation. 

Va.  Blebmaad — The  Owena  Motor  Co., 
1I0«  Weat  Broad  8t— one  lalhe  and  drill 

preaa. 
Va,  Klehmead — Profeaalonal  Auto  Re- 

pair Shop.  I«S«  Weat  llroad  St.— one  lathe, 
drill  prvaa  and  machinery  for  auto  repair 
•hop. 

WU.,  Keneeh*— Ruick  Oaraxa  Co.,  91B 
Salem  Ave..  M.  KUten,  Puroh.  Agt. — ma- 

chinery for  auto  repalrlnc 

WU..  Mllwaahee— Q.  nennlnf.  714  Hat 
St.— double  drum  aander  and  8  In.  atlcker. 
WU.,  Mllwaaheo— P.  Qrabowakl.  410 

Mitchell  SI. — aheet  metal  workln«  machin- 
ery Incluillnic  lirnkea,  beadera,  etc. 

WU..  Mllwaakee — C,  KIrrhan,  SIS  47tli 
St.  (exi>rrlni«nial  tool  work) — talhoa,  drill 
preaaea  iiml  grinder*. 
Wla-  Mllwaakee— I^yton  Park  Motor 

Co.,  c/o  H  W.  Krachi,  1&47  »th  St.— drill 
praaa     burnln(-ln     machine,     and     emery 

WIe.,  Blehfleld — I<aubenhelmer  Qarac* 
Co. — lathe,  drill  preaa,  air  compreaaor,  and 
■•a  BloraKe  lank. 
B.  C,  Vaaeaaver — Ideal  Tron  Wka.,  Ill 

Powell  81. — equlpmeat  for  propoaed  ma- chine ahup. 

ObI„  L«ndea— J.  W.  McLauchlln.  St( 
Quoena  Ave.— complete  equipment  for  sar- ace  and  auto  repair  ahop. 

Oat..   Maatreae — Canadian   Axollte   Co. — 
equipment  for  machine  ahop  addition, 
for  automobile  repair  ahop. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ala..  BlnnlaabMa— Oould  Mfc  Co.,  Inc , 
o/o  K.  K.  Uould — machinery  fur  the  manu- 
faoture  of  windehlelda  for  automobllei  and 
motor  boata. 

Cat..  iM  Aaae4ea— Mlnlnv  A  Oil  Bqulp- 
meat  Co..  10X4  HanU  Fa  St. — raclalminc 

•quIpnMnt. ral.  Hanta  Barbara— Hl|th  School  Tnia- 
tee*.  c/o  Hchool  Bd. — equipment  for  man- 

ual training  department  of  propoaed  hl(h 
achool. 

ral..  lielt*— Steama  Broa. — four  inasa- 
■Inea  for  1   llnotypo  machlnea. 

CaL,  Idaho  Nprinva — Cycle  Mlnlns  Co.— 
equipment  for  c<impr«aaor  plant  (now  under 
conatructlon). 

Caaa.,  Hartford — Aema  Bedding  Co.,  f4 
Brown  8t. — njulpment  for  factory  addition. 

renn..  Ilnrirord— Rd.    of    Contract    and 

Rill  :  '  '  Iclpel    Bide,    W.     F.    O'Neill, 8"  luc  bida  until  Auk.   1,  laundry 
egi..,  r  laolatlon   llriepltal. 

Via..  JarkMBVIDe — Jackaonvllln  ProduOtJ 
Co.,  Pearl  HI  .  J.  K.  Orimih,  Purch.  A«t.— 
complete  llni-  nf  machinery  and  equipment 
for  fruit  prraervlnr  plant. 

fte.,  Moore  liavea — Oladea  County  Dem- 
onrat  A   iTinilnif  Co.,  W.  fltenhena,   M«r. — 
firlntlnff  I'luliiment  and  machinery  Includ- nK  hand  mul  power  preaaea,  cuttara,  oto. 

(new  or  uaed). 
Tim,,  (iriaiiiia^  -IMeicher  A  Crawford  Co., 

Wi   nrhlnery  and   aqtiip- 
nri  ire  of  concrat*  biilld- 
bm  i-u-^..        ..  ->i   --"d). 

ia_CWaa«e— M,  M.  RoUiMblld.  717  Fad- 
•ral  Bt— two  color  praaa. 

HL.  Boekfard— Roekford  Maltaabla  Iron 
Co.,  Pe<i|ilea  Ave.— annaallns  ovena. 

lad-  HaaaB«4aa  Tha  Wbltleek  Pr««% 

Inc.,  i  North  JaftanKNi  Bt. — two  No.  I 
Melhia  preaaaa. 

Baa,  WIeblla — J.  Hill.  41*  South  Water 
MC — )0D  prinilnr  prcaa  (power), 

Kaa.  WIrblla — Smith  Cinrk  Furniture 
CeT>*4  North  Main  St.— multlcraph  ma- 
cdlnary  and  other  prlntlnc  aqulpmant 
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Ky^  lionlsvllle — Kentucky  Steel  &  "Wire 
Co.,  A.  H.  Dillon,  Pres. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  wire 
nails,    staples   and   other   wire   products. 

La.,  Baton  Rouirn — Wright  Steam  Motor 
Mfg.  Co.,  J.  B.  Wright,  Genl.  Mffr. — ma- 

chinery and  equipment  for  new  plant. 

Me.,  Portland — Confederated  Home  Ab- 
batoir  Corp. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  abbatoir  in  Bethlehem,  Pa. 
Md.,  Baltimore  —  McLaughlin  Radio  & 

Electric  Corp.,  c/o  Q.  R.  Allen — machinery 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  radio 
apparatus  and  supplies. 

Md.,  Baltimore— S.  T.  Williams,  223 
North  Calvert  St. — cable  way  hoisting  en- 

gine with  winding  drum  and  endless  rope 
drum  for  electric  drive,  with  or  without 
motor,  35  to  40  hp.,  also  electrically  driven 
air  compressor  suitable  for  about  3  jack 
drills,  with  or  without  motor  (3  phase,  60 
cycle,  220  volts,  A.C.). 

Mich.,  Detroit  —  Four  Wheel  Hydraulic 
Brake  Co.,  708  Harper  Ave. — miscellane- 

ous equipment  for  plant  expansion. 
Mich.,  Detroit— Packard  Motor  Car  Co., 

Boulevard  and  Belt  Line  Ry. — mechanical 
conveyor  for  shipping  shed. 

Mich.,  Detroit — J.  Tekieli,  9201  Home  St. 
—circular  log  sawmill  complete  (used). 

Mich.,  Hamtramok  (Detroit  P.  O.) — City 
of  Hamtramck,  J.  J.  Mitchell,  Clk. — i.ne 
100  lb,  portable  air  compressor,  4  cylinder 
40  hp.  gasoline  motor,  20  gal.  fuel  tank,  12 
cu.ft.  air  receiver. 

Mich.,  Highland  Park  (Detroit  P.  O.) — 
Ford  Motor  Co. — equipment  for  the  man- 

ufacture of  tractor  parts,  also  for  as- 
sembly plant. 

Mich.,  Hi«rhland  Park  (Detroit  P.  O.) — 
Ford  Motor  Co. — gyratory  crusher,  convey- 

ors, elevator  bins,  revolving  screen  shaking 
grizzly,  cyclone  system,  for  proposed  slag 
crusher  building  at  River  Rouge. 

Minn.,  St.  Pan! — The  State  Bd.  of  Con- 
trol, Capitol,  D.  F.  Mullen,  Secy. — machin- 

ery for  the  manufacture  of  butter,  cheese, 
ice  cream,  etc..  for  dairy  at  College  of  Agri- 

culture, University  of  Minnesota, 

Mo.,  Kannax  City — Erickson  Garage  No. 
2.  3701  Main  St. — air  compressor,  belting 
and  pulleys. 

Neb.,  Emerald — Emerald  Motor  Co.,  M. 
Luhlutz,  Purch.  Agt. — one  150  lb.  com- 

pressor for  service  station. 

Neb.,  Lincoln — J.  H.  Markel  Motor  Car 
Co.,  12th  and  Q  Sts.,  W.  F.  Boys,  Mgr. — 
electric  test  stand  suitable  for  work  on 

"North  East"  starting  motors,  with  at- tachments for  other  make  starters. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Angert  Auto  Parts  Corp., 
601  Bailey  Ave..  S.  Angert,  Pres. — equip- 

ment for  wrecking  automobiles  and  repair- 
ing parts,    (for  plant  on  Seneca  St.). 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Barrett  Bros..  628  South 
Park  Ave. — one  1,000  gaU  gasoline  tank 
and  pump. 

N.  T.,  Buffalo — TZ.  V.  Benner,  106  Ver- 
planck  St. — equipment  for  bakery  at  573 
South  Park  Ave. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — I.  W.  Dixon,  43  Briggs 
Ave. — machinery  and  equipment  for  curuig 
boots  and  auto  tires  for  proposed  factory 
at  1152  Michigan  Ave. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo— J.  Schaaf,  1B9  Willis 
Ave. — machinery  and  equipment  for  shoe 
factory  at  947  Northampton  St. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — ^R.  SImone,  17 J  Terrace  St. 
— equipment  for.  the  manufacture  of  confec- 

tionery and  pastry. 

N.  T.,  Dunkirk— Bd.  of  Educ,  J.  J.  Madi- 
gan.  Secy. — receiving  bids  until  Aug.  14 
for  complete  vocational  equipment. 

N.  Y.,  Elmlra — Elmira  Water,  Light  * 
R.  R.  Co..  F.  H.  Hill,  Genl.  Mgr.— machin- 

ery, cooling  apparatus  and  other  equipment 
for  new  gas  manufacturing  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Jamestown — Jamestown  Malleable 
Products  Corp.,  Tiffany  Ave.,  H.  E.  Kies, 
Genl.  Mgr. — annealing  ovens,  machinery 
and  equipment  for  iron  products  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Newark — Marion  Union  Free 
School  Dist.,  A.  M.  Croop,  6  Moore  St., 
Supt. — vocational  equipment  (complete), 
for  school. 

N.  Y.,  Ontario — Ontario  Co-operative 
Packing  Assn.,  R.  Gates,  Purch.  Agt. — ma- 

chinery and  equipment  for  large  packing 
house  including  grading  machines. 

N.  Y.  Wolcott — Wolcott  Co-operative 
Assn.,  Inc.,  H.  V.  Wilson,  Dir. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  fruit  packing  plant. 

N.  C,  China  Grove — China  Grove  Cotton 
Mills  Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  16,000  spindle  cotton  mill. 

N.  C,  Forney — Norwood  Lumber  Co. — 
trim  saw  for  use  in  the  manufacture  of 
hardwood  flooring,  door  and  window  cas- 

ings, etc.,  (new  or  used). 

N.  C,  Mt.  Olive — B.  E.  Martin,  (wood- 
working)— veneering  machine  and  jointer 

(used). 
N.  C,  Balel«rh — Sanitary  Laundry  Co., 

South  Blount  St. — machinery  for  laundry 
on  South  McDougal  St. 

N.  C,  Tarboro — M.  P.  Williams — ^power 
job  press  and  paper  cutter. 

C,  Akron — International  Lead  Co.,  BettS 
Clomers — -machinery  and  equipment  for 
$500,000  lead  manufacturing  plant  now  In 
course  of  construction. 

O.,  Fremont — Safe  Storm  Shield  Co. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed  lac- tory. 

O.,  McArthnr — Happy  Home  Washing 
Machine  Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
plant  at  Logan,  O. 

O.,  NUes — C.  Bradford — equipment  for 
bakeshop  on  Short  St. 

O.,  Norwalk — A.  B.  Chase  Piano  Co.  (sub- 
sidiary of  the  United  Piano  Co.) — machin- 

ery and  equipment  for  piano  factory  here. 

O.,  Sebrlngr — French  China  Co.,  O.  H. 
Sebring  (owner) — complete  equipment  and 
machinery  for  addition  to  china  ware  fac- tory. 

0„  Sebrlnar — Strong  Enamel  Mfg.  Co.,  O. 
H.  Sebring,  Pres.^ — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  aluminum 
ware. 

0„  Warren — K.-W.  Brick  Co.,  (manufac- 
turer of  slag  brick),  R.  W.  Swift,  Genl. 

Mgr. — machinery  and  equipment  (com- 
plete) for  the  manufacture  of  bricks,  in- 

cluding special  brick  presses,  pulverizers, 
etc.   (capacity  40,000  bricks  per  day). 

O.,  Warren — Downs  Studio,  15  West  Mar- 
ket St. — complete  steam  vulcanizing  outfit. 

O.,  Zanesvllle — F.  A.  Jones  Stone  Co.,  616 
Forest  Ave. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
quarrying  40  acres  of  stone  deposits  at 
Martlnsburg,  W.  Va. 

Okla.,  Shawnee — F.  Armstrong,  125  North 
Bell  St.— one  job  press,  newspaper  press, 
linotype,  belting,  hangers,  pulleys,  beam- 

ings,  metal   cutter,    shafting,    and   motors. 

Okla.,  Supply — Republican — one  6  column 
folio  drum  cylinder  press. 

Pa,  Clifton  Heltrhtg — Caledonia  Woolen 
Mill,  J.  S.  Stewart,  Purch.  Agt.— drying 
machinery,   vats,   etc.    for   dyeing  plant. 

Pa.,  I/ambertvIlIe — Lambertville  Home 
Bakery — equipment  for  bakeshop. 

Pa..  New  Castle — Buckeye  Overall  Co., 
M.  Fisher,  Purch.  Agt. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  factory. 

Pa.,  New  Castle — Pennsylvania. Wireless 
Mfg.  Co.,  Inc.,  R.  Patch.  Genl.  Mgr. — ma- 

chinery and  equipment  for  the  manufac- 
ture of  wireless  telephones,  radio  outfits 

and  supplies,  for  factory  on  Florence  Ave. 

Pa.,  Oxford — Oxford  Press — one  7  col- 
umn Cottrell  press,  also  newspaper  folder 

35  X  44  in. 

Pa..  Phlla. — ^A.  T.  Baker  &  Co.,  Fountain 
and  Canal  Sts.  (manufacturer  of  textiles) 
— steam  vats,  drying  machines,  and  other 
dyeing  machinery. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Bureau  of  Water,  Room  696 
City  Hall,  C.  E.  Davis,  Purch.  Agt. — two  3 
ton  traveling  cranes  (overhead)  ;  7  portable 
Pitot  recording  outfits;  6  Pitot  rods  and 
manometers. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — Hardie  Bros.  Co.,  1601 
Liberty  St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  candy  factory  on  13th  and  Pike Sts. 

Pa.,  Plttston — Howell  &  King  Co.,  corner 
Crown  and  Thomas  Sts.,  P.  F.  Joyce,  Pres. 
— machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
artificial  Ice  plant. 

Pa.,  Wellsboro — Wellsboro  Shale  Brick 
Co.,  A.  Wandroik,  Purch.  Agt. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  shale  brick  plant  inchid- 
ing  equipment  for  elevated  railway  and  ma- chinery for  conveying  shale  to  plant. 

Tex.,  Beaumont — ^Neches  Printing  Co. — 
Kelly  or  Miller  unit  and  other  printing 
equipment. 

Tex..  Dallas — R.  F.  Smith,  212  West  8th 
St.  (lob  printer) — ^power  paper  cutter 
(large). 

Tex.,  Sweetwater — Pioneer  Planing  Mill 
Co. — woodworking  machinery,  sash  and 
doors  machinery,  pulleys,  belting,  hangers, 
shafting;  cutting  off  machinery,  etc. 

Tex.,  Tyler — A.  Hicks — Crescent  univer- 
sal woodworker  No.  51  and  59,  belting,  mo- 

tor, hangers,  shafting,  and  other  equip- 
ment for  woodworking  plant. 

Va.,  OlarlHTllle— Clarksvllle  Farmers  Im- 
plement &  Supply  Co.,  H.  A.  Noblin,  Secy. — 

win  soon  receive  bids  for  machinery  for 
proposed  plant. 

Va.,  PurcelivlUe — Loudon  County  Hilling 
Co.^ — machinery  for  proposed  flour  mill. 

Va.,  Richmond — Stuart  Fouck  Co.,  1611 
West  Broad  St. — machinery  for  repairs 
(price  lists). 

Va.,  RIverton — RIvertOn  Mills  Corp.,  W. 
G.  Dearing,  Front  Royal,  Sec. — machmery 
for  fertilizer  plant. 

W.  Va.,  Falrmonnt — Allied  Lumber  Corp., 
A.  J.  Colburn,  Purch.  Agt. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  lum- 

ber and  mill  products. 

W.  Va.,  Huntington — Huntington  Candy 
Co.,  Inc.,  H.  L.  Cook,  Pres. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  candy. 

W.  Va.,  Welrton — R.  L.  Gates — ^wood- working machinery. 

Wis.,  Fan  Claire — Lange  Canning  Co., 
Mill  and  West  Madison  Sts.,  F.  N.  Henick, 
Purch.  Agt. — canning   machinery. 

WU.,  Madison — The  Bd.  of  Educ. — man- 
ual training  equipment  and  woodworking 

machines. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee— Consolidated  Materials 
Co.,  301  Caswell  Blk.,  is  receiving  bids  on 
the  following  equipment  for  gravel  pit  at 
Delafleld:  washing  plant,  crusher  (25-30 
hp.),  pumps,  screens,  bucket  conveyor,  belt 
conveyor,  steam  engine  or  electric  motor 

power. WU.,  Neenah — C.  A.  Douglas,  251  East 
Dewey  Ave.  (filling  station  and  garage) — 
oil  and  gasoline  pumps,  storage  tanks,  and 
air  pump   for  tires. 

Wis.,  Oshkosh — Kuebler  Grocery  Co.,  282 
Main  St.,  Auler  &  Jensen,  Oshkosh,  Archta. 
— ice  machine  and  refrigerating  apparatus 
(owner  and  architect  receiving  bids). 

Wis.,  Racine — Wisconsin  Cream  of  Com 
Co.,  501  6th  St.,  J.  G.  Leuker,  Purch.  Agt. — 
canning  machinery. 

Wis.,  Sheboygan — Dillingham  Mfg.  Co., 
South  13th  St.  and  Wisconsin  Ave. — equip- 

ment for  dry  kiln. 

Ont.,  Hamilton — Penninsula  Cord  Tire 
Co.,  45  John  St.,  S. — equipment  for  the 
manufacture  of  tires. 

Ont.,  Niagara  FaUs — Elton  Knitting 
Mills,  c/o  Chamber  of  Commerce — machin- 

ery and  equipment  for  proposed  woolen 

goods  plant. 
Ont.,  Wetland — Dodds  Canadian  Iron 

Wks.,  Ltd. — equipment  for  proposed  Iron works. 

Ont..  Welland — S.  L.  Lambert — ^machinery 
and    equipment    for   lumber   and   saw   mill. 

Ont.,  Welland — Welland  Packing  Co., 
Ltd.,  F.  Ahr.ian,  Pres. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  packing  house. 

■ll,»ll>llltl,lllt*H,iii,l(l,l,(ll,>ll,U 

Metal  Working  Shops 
miiiimiiiitiiiiiiiiKiiiDiiii 

  ■(■itiMiimmiiiiitHiiiri: 

Cal.,  Oakland — Tlie  Starr  Motor  Co.  of 
California,  c/o  Durant  Motor  Co.,  East 
14th  St.,  has  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  an  80  x  150  ft.  admin- 

istration building,  and  a  100  x  200  ft.  ware- 
house, on  East  14th  St.  Estimated  cost 

(plant   completed)    »1,000,000. 

Cal.,  San  Jose — Central  Improvement  Co., 
has  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  2  story  auto  stage  depot  and 
store  building  on  Market  St.  Estimated 
cost  J41,715.  Peninsula  Rapid  Transit  Co., 
San  Jose  or  5  5th  St.,  San  Francisco, lessee. 

Cal.,  Taft — Taft  Union  High  School  DIst. 
is  having  plans  prepared  for  the  construc- 

tion of  additions  to  its  High  School.  Im- 
mediate building  plans  include  a  garage, 

and  it  is  proposed  by  the  first  of  the  year 
to  complete  machine  and  auto  shop. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — Zenite  Metal  Co..  201 
North  West  St.,  has  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story.  100  x 
200  ft.  factory.     Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

Ind.,  Michigan  City — Sullivan  Mchy.  Co., 
122  South  Michigan  St.,  Chicago,  has 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  and  2  story,  400  x  550  ft.  man- 

ufacturing plant  and  50  x  400  ft.  power 
and  central  heating  plant.  Estimated  cost 
$1,000,000.     Noted  July  6. 

Ky.,  Lexington — Erd  Mfg.  Co.,  117  Sher- 
man Ave.,  is  having  plans  prepared  for 

the  construction  of  a  1  story,  50  x  100  ft. 

machine  shop.  R.  L.  Erd,  Pres.  *  P.  P. Smith,  Lexington,  Archt. 
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•ac  plaau     BallmaiMl  com  tW.Mv   
Jwa*  t». 

CaL.  kaa  rraa«4MO— U  R.  Uwta,  MIIU 
•M»  la  kavlnc  plana  prvparad  tor  Iko 
«aiMU«c«toa  of  a  S  aturv  fadorr  on  Bty 
aat  X  B«ar  Snd  81.  Iluckwald  CkMBloai 
Co,  IS  I  Howard  St.,  Imm*  O'ltrlan  Broa. lac.  !«•  MlintaDOiwy  St..  Ackla. 

Ctal.  Aaa  g^aailni  "Hw  Nad.  le*  Craam C^  STI  Oiwrraro  au  hu  awardad  tka 
coatraat  (or  tka  aooatruMion  of  a  1  alary 
lc«  crMiB  factory.  In  th*  MUaloa  DIM.  8a- 
ilmatad   caial.    tli*»0.     .Noted   April    IS. 

Cat.  Aaa  P>aaiilii«  M.  V.  Polttco.  Arrht.. 
IM  Natl.  Baak  BIda.  la  rKwi%'inc  l>lUa  for tha  ronMnMUon  of  a  1  atory  fariory  on 
Howard  SL  kaar  itk  8(.  fcr  BamM  Co., 
IS   I  at   Av*.   BMuiafkcturvr   of   truck    and 

C«l,  Miik4aa  A.  ».  WHllanw,  aaey.  Bd. 
of  Mac  artU  aoea  award  tka  eoatract  for 
tka  eoaatmctlofi  ol  a  akap  bvUdlna,  and 
etkar  addltlaaa  to  kick  aMooL  Estlmittrd 
coat.  ttt.OM.  L.  itOM,  Baldlac  lilds.. Arckt. 

Cat.  Slacfctaa — X-«lu»lv»  Laundry.  4ST 
aaat  La(a>-*tici  St..  to  build  a  I  mory,  II  x 
HI  ft.  laundry  oa  Lafayatla  and  California 
SiB.      BMImaiad    coat    III.OOO.      Archltwt 

■artfard— Arm*  Baddlac  Co..  t« 
la  havinc  plana  prvparvd  for  thu 

  n  of  a  t  mury,  46  x  70  ft.  addl- 
tioo  la  Ita  plant.     Kitimatrd  coat   CS.ooo. 
B.  A.  Sallow.  711  Main  St..  ISncr.  and  Archt. 

Vka..  Bradoalawa— ManllM  County  Grow- 
•ra  Aaaa.  >>ai  had  plan*  praparod  for  tho 
tMoaMuttt"!!  <>f  •  It  Kiory  II  x  IM  ft.  pack- 
ktf  kouar  iiljulnina  Imih  Boa  beard  and  At- 

lantic Coaat  Ulnr  tty  (racka.  Entlmatrd 

coal  (oxc'udlnc  Miulpnirnt)  111.000.  John- 
aon  A  KMda.    Itradcntuwn.    Arrhla. 

nL.  ffcUa«a — C.  W.  L«mpr.  Arrht.  MB 
North  Clark  St..  will  aoon  m-rlvc  blrtu  for 
tk*  ron«tr\i<-tlon  of  a  I  and  :  dory,  no  x 
!••  ft.  fariory.  for  the  manufaclurv  of  fur- 
bM-.^*  at  1411  Mclicnry  81..  fur  K«n«k« 
Unm.,  e/o  ArchltacL,  KirtlmalMl  coat 
IM.M*. 

lA.  Atoaaadrla— Th*  City  will  aoon  r*- eohr*  bid*  for  th«  ronntrurllon  of  a  (a* 

plant  and    dlatrlbutlnc   nyitrm.      Botlreati>d 
roat  liia.aoo. 

Mbm.,    Hahrak* — Th<>    Parr    Alpara    Co„ 

Jackaoa   St.,   bav»   ha<l   plana  pr«parMl   '"•■ 
tk*  conatructton  of  a  I  atory,  IM  x  lO" 
ram   mill.     H«tlmat«d  coat  |l,OM,OM 
M.  ar«<-n«  A  Co..  SIS  BrIdK*  Rl.,  Bprlncfl   
Rnsra.  and  Archia 

Itlok-    Bl*»r    M—a»    (r><in>li    P.    O.)— . 
«rd   Motor  Co.    lilahl  han    had 

5 Una   prrparrd    for    ih.  «n    nf    a 
atory.  S4  x  »0  ft.  »l;.i.  . ;  — :.  i  bulldinc 

for  ovfnrnt  mill.  lM>r«.  Batlmalad  ooat  ttl,- 
•M.  A.  Kahn.  1.«00  Man|U*tto  Bide..  D*- 
trott   Archt 

SMBflL.  M  raol— Th*  SUt*  Bd.  of  Con- 
ttat.  Capital,  win  aoon  racolvr  hldii  for 

tka  tka  eaoatrur-t ton  of  a  S  atory  dairy  (with 
I  Mary  wine  I  at  th*  Colloc*  of  Acricullur*, 
ITnlvoralty  of  Mlnn»*nta.  ICatlmatMl  ro*t 
IJioaoa.  r>.  v.  Muiim.  rtx-y.  c  ii  John- 
•ton.  711  CapKul  llank  illdc,  Archt. 

Mlaa.  BMith  •«.  raal — Kali  A  Homa 
I'arkln*  Co.  Houih  HI.  Paul  and  SIS  Maat 
•tk  Hi  .  haa  awardod  Ih*  ronlrarl  for  tlw 
eenat nxt km  of  a  S  irtory.  io  x  III  tU 

pBCkInc  plant.      KatlmatMl   coat    |1S<>,0M. 

II.  4,  TfiBloa — F  A.  Rlraua  A  Cn„  John*- 
ton  Av*..  will  build  S  and  S  Mory,  IM  x  l«o  ft. 
and    «•   I    117   ft.  yarn  factory  addKlena. * KatlBkalfd  roat  IIII.MI. 

SI.    r  .    JoatMtawa     lw>ckwood   nr»»n»   A 
Co,   Kn«r«  .    lUritia   ni'Ir..  C^rvpUnA,  (>..  I* 
romMvlna  bid*   for  th»   con»ir«<-tl«n   ft   ih.' 
nr*i   ax^loa   of  dyakou**  and   flf' 
for   Ik*   Jaataatown    WonKod    MIH 
(actarar  of  atan'a  waar  and  worn. :   ̂ 
■eoAa.     Tkhi  win  ka  fMlnwr<l  lai*r  by  -^. 
and   aM^loB    af   drakMB*    and    a    4    «tory 
wnafacturln*  bolMttic  for  aomblns.  draw- 
kw  and  roirkMI  mill. 

ttiirtsk— SanHary    t»undry   Co., 

W,  plana  to  build  r  "  " — 
t*    -'  laundry  on  ■ 
m.      r.«ima<*4  ca*(  VM>*##> Ikr. 

m..  plana  to  build  •  I  atory. 
laundry,  on  South  McDoucnt 

-incraham  Waata  A  Supply 
b«a   na„    la   havlBf  plana 

pr»»ar»4  far  Ik*  ron«trunl<m  of  a  1  atAry. 
Co."  I  III   Cetambua 

M  X  III  ft.  warahoua*  and  factory  at 
1410  Hamilton  Avo.  Batlmalad  ooat  IM.- 
001.     W.  B.  Monaor,  Proa, 

O..  rioTolaad— M.  Makolf.  Ill  Hippo, 
drotna  Annox  UMg.  la  racelvinc  hida  and 
« III  oorn  samr  about  Auc  I  for  lht>  oon- 
■tiurtion  of  a  S  Klory.  IS  x  14  fl  roinmrr- 
rial  ami  llaht  manufacturlnc  building.  Ka- 
timalpd  i-oat  140,010.  A.  F.  Oanowlta.  par- 
manem  Hhlc  Archt. 

<■       :         1.  '  r  of  OonuparM  and 
thr  Ian  to  bwIM  a  r«D> 
ixT  ii,  hara.     BatimBtad 
t-«*t  ll.uuo.uou,  I'rivat*  plan*.  Addroaa 
Chambor  of  Commaroai  Sanduaky, 

O..  Krbrina — Saxon  China  Co.,  Houlli  Side, 
plana  {•<  \'\xiii\  ndilltlonn  In  lia  ixitiiry  far- 
lurv  lii<-ltiilli>(  )  (Ihiu,  S  bUquo  and  4  df><M>- 
rallnc  kiln*.  Batlmatad  ooat  1100,000. 
Plana  privata. 

O,  WarrvB— K.-W.  Briek  Co..  plan*  to 
build  a  factory,  capacity  40,000  brick*  pfr 
day.  Katlmatrd  coat  i&O.OOO.  K.  Swift. 
Msr.    Arrhltfct  not  annauno(>d. 

Fa-  rklladrlphia— It.  K.  Ni>*ly.  Aroht. 
I  IK  IMnp  81..  i*  rocclvlna  bid*  for  the  oon- 
ftru.tioii  of  m  t  *lory,  io  x  lio  ft.  factory 
for  th.'  inHnufacturr  nf  bru*hi>«,  *t  4711 
Markrt  Ht.,  for  Harrlaon  Bru*h  Factory, 
4th  and  Arch  8ta.     Katlmatad  ro*t  141.000. 

Fa..     riM»bnrrh      •■i--",-     !•  ■•>   -     Co., 
ChamiM-r  of  <",  .««l 
a    71    «<-ri>    »ii  iiina 
the    AllfRllrny     ivi^'i.     nnti     I'liiii,.     i<i    f\t«ild 
II*  r.'flixry.  and  Kroct  numcroua  aloraca 
houw*. 

Pa..  Ntraadabart — NItrolold  Corp.  of 
Amar.  plana  to  n-bulld  Ita  rrllulnid  manu- 
faouirliur  plum  which  wa*  deatroyod  by  (Ire. 
natlmatod  coct  llto.ooo.  Architect  not  an- 
noiwead. 

Teaa..  Knaxvlll* — C.  It.  Johnwon,  We*t 
Main  St..  hiia  swarded  the  contract  for 
tha  conairij.llon  of  a  I  »lory,  76  x  176 
ft.  pr«u  and  publlahlnc  houae  on  Church 
St.     IC*timat«Hl  ro*t  110,000. 

Tana.  KBoarlllr — J.  O,  SicrchI  plana  to 
build  a  3  aiory,  100  x  100  ft  fartory  for 
th*  manufacture  of  ahlrt*.  on  Jm-kann  Ave. 
Batlmated  roat  110.000.  It.  F.  Oraf  A 
Sona,  Amatrin  Bide,  Bngra.  and  Archta. 

Ta.,  Parrelloii.  i.inn  County  Mlllinc 
Co.  plana  to    i  nr  mill      Architect 
not  aeleelrd.      j  i   •■oat   tSO.OOO. 

Ta..    Klirerloa— Rlvrrton    Mill*    Corp.,    i* 
havlnr  nrrUrnlnnrv   p!nn«<   prr|inref1   for  the 

--•■■■■'      r  •■'  -..iti'd 

•  lit. 

.  -.    .illlK, 

■At   Hui:i\.   .S-.jy. 

\y.  Va.,  Parkerabart — Oeneral  Porcelain 
I  o.  ha*  awHrdrd  the  contract  for  th*  con- 
atructlon  of  a  I  *lory,  11  x  Sll  ft.  manu- fa'iurlnc  plant. 

•Tk.,  Caaaaarla — Caaanovla  Cn-amery 
Co.  c/o  F.  J  Maye*.  Mcr..  haa  ■elected 
a  alte  and  plan*  to  build  a  t  *tory.  10  x 
IM  ft.  dairy.  K*tlmat*d  coat  140.000.  Ar- 

chitect not  aelected. 

Wla.,  Hrlaran— The  State  ltd.  of  Control. 
Capitol.  .Mi4i||a<in.  ha*  awarded  the  contract for    ■'   •••ni>-ilnn    of    a    I    atory.    76    x 
»0    f  ill    Htate    ftchool    for    Deaf 
her-.  "I   ri>at    (60,000.     M.   J.  Tap- 
plna,  b'l-v.     .-oi'd  July  I. 

WIo_  ICaa  riaJr* — rhipprnwa  Valley  Pro- 

duo*  Co..  220  Hnulh  "'  •  '  ""  '  "  -~- irdod th*   contract    fur    ii  ■'    t 
atory.  70  x  126  fl.  •  ii»e. 
IDatlinatad  coat  (Inriuoinir  •  mivi-ynra  and 
eoetinf  apparatu*)   (IS, 000. 

Wl*.  Madlaaa— F.  RII.  "      l<lln 
nid«..    la    f'.lvInK    bid-  '  >ir- 
llon  of  ■  2  atory.  76  X  i  'rt* 

bulldlnr  for  th*  Bd.  of  K<Im.'. 
WU..  "Xe-  I.«adeB  -AmT.  Plywood  Co., 
haa  f'*T    the     ron- 
alrn  '  *4    ft.    unit    In 
Ha  V,  i        I      ■.  .1  roat  $70,000. 
F.    I'.    Xmuu,    Mxr.      I'rlvulu    plana. 

Wl*.    abebayaan — nilllnKluiiii  MfK.    Co„ 
Mouth    nth    HI.    and    W'  ^ve,.    and 
W.  C.  W.-.ka.   Arrht..   "  HI.,   ar- 
reoelvlna  bid*  for  the  ooii  :  '  i  ''f  a  dry 

kiln. 
Oal.  MamlH«^-PennauU  Cord  Tire  Co., 

41  iohn  m  .  H.  plan*  to  build  a  factory. 
iCattalBled  roat  tlO.OM. 

Oat.  t« 

iMllld    pi 

llmateij    I' 

.nmtiert  plUMtOr*. 
■■yd    by    flrfc     Bl- 
,  140,000.     Frhraia 
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Making  Chasers  for  Self-Opening  Dies 
Milling  Chaser  Blocks  to  Form  and  Size— Cutting  the  Threads  by  Means  of  Hobs- 

Chasers  Must  Be  Interchangeable — Hand  and  Machine  Lapping  Methods 
SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

THE  automatic  or  self-opening  die,  which  is  an  in- 
dispensable tool  in  practically  all  manufacturing 

operations  involving  the  cutting  of  screws  threads 
in  duplicate  and  without  which  no  screw  machine  equip- 

ment would  be  considered  complete,  is  the  logical  de- 

velopment of  the  old  time  "jam-plate"  that  might  have 
been  found  in  the  toolkit  of  any  toolmaker  or  machinist 
of  forty  years  ago. 

This  old-fashioned  jam-plate  was  usually  in  the  form 
of  a  rectangular  frame,  with  suitable  handles,  adapted 
to  hold  different  sizes  of  threading  dies,  each  die  made 
in  two  parts  one  of  which  remained  in  a  fixed  position 
while  the  other  was  adjustable  by  means  of  a  backing 
screw  to  suit  various  diameters  of  work. 

The  jam-plate  was  well  named.  Though  each  die  had 
four  cutting  edges,  but  two  of  them  could  possibly  be 
brought  into  action  on  any  but  the  nominal  size  of  the 
screw  for  which  the  die  was  intended  and,  owing  to  the 

wringing  motion  impai'ted  to  the  die  in  conjunction  with 
the  continual  advancing  of  the  backing  screw,  a  thread 

was  "jammed"  rather  than  cut  into  the  material. 
Notwithstanding  its  unreliability  and  the  uncertain 

character  of  its  product  the  jam-plate  possessed  two 
distinctive  features  in  common  with  the  self-opening 
die;  it  was  adaptable  to  slightly  varying  diameters  of 
screw,  and  it  could  be  opened  to  remove  the  work  with- 

out "unscrewing"  it. 
Like  its  predecessor,  the  self-opening  die  is  usually 

supplied  with  four  cutting  edges,  or  chasers,  but  unlike 
the  jam-plate  the  cutting  edges  are  all  advanced  toward 
the  center  of  the  work  in  unison  and  are  thus  all  in 
position  to  take  an  equal  share  of  the  cutting,  regardless 
of  the  adjustment  of  the  die. 

Evolution  of  Self-Opening  Die 

In  the  process  of  evolution  through  which  it  has  passed 
the  self-opening  die  has  developed  from  an  uncertain, 
unreliable  tool  to  a  perfection  that  enables  it  to  produce 
with  unfailing  regularity  hundreds  of  thousands  of  du- 

plicate threads  of  every  known  thread  characteristic  and 
in  sizes  from  the  tiny  No.  0  machine  screw  to  sturdy 
bars  3  in.  in  diameter.  Thread  forms  from  a  standard  V 
of  56  pitch  to  square  or  Acme  threads  of  2  per  inch  are 
regularly  cut,  to  a  degree  of  accuracy  that  compares 
favorably  with  similar  threads  generated  by  means  of 
leadscrew  and  single  point  too!  and  at  a  rate  with  which 
no  other  method  can  be  compared. 

Though  the  die-head  itself  is  a  piece  of  mechanism 
that  involves  the  most  careful  design  and  accurate 
workmanship,  the  practicability  of  the  automatic  die 
as  a  production  tool  is  dependent  upon  the  accuracy  and 
interchangeability  of  the  chasers  which  do  the  actual 
cutting  and  which  must  be  renewed  from  time  to  time 

as  they  become  worn  in  service.  The  chaser  department 
of  the  Eastern  Machine  Screw  Corporation,  New  Haven, 
Conn.,  where  the  material  for  this  article  was  obtained, 
is  a  highly  organized  manufacturing  establishment  for 
the  production  of  these  chasers  in  large  quantities, 
though  giving  to  each  chaser  the  attention  ordinarily 
devoted  to  the  making  of  a  single  tool. 

All  chasers  made  by  this  firm  are  of  high-speed  steel 
Though  there  are  doubtless  occasional  instances  where 
other  kinds  of  steel  might  be  expected  to  possess  advan- 

tages for  the  purpose,  this  idea  is  probably  due  rather 
to  the  difficulty  experienced  in  handling  it  than  to  any 
characteristic  of  the  steel  itself.  Properly  finished 
chasers  of  high-speed  steel  have  been  found  to  give  su- 

perior results,  regardless  of  the  nature  of  the  material 
to  be  threaded. 

Raw  Stock  Is  Cold  Drawn  Bars 

The  stock  is  received  at  the  factory  in  the  farm  of 
cold-drawn  bars  of  rectangular  section,  conforming  in 
size  very  closely  to  the  finished  dimensions  of  the 
chasers  so  that  no  machining  operations  other  than 
grinding  are  required  to  bring  them  to  size.  All  chasers 

except  specials  are  put  through  upon  shop  orders,  the" 
number  of  chasers  in  each  lot  depending  upon  the  esti- 

mated demand  for  a  given  size. 
Sawing  machines  are  arranged  to  handle  any  number 

of  bars  up  to  twenty-four,  according  to  size.  The  blanks, 
as  the  cut  sections  are  called,  pass  to  the  Pratt  & 
Whitney  vertical  spindle  grinding  machine  shown  in 
Fig.  1  where  a  sufficient  number  to  cover  the  surface 
is  laid  upon  a  magnetic  chuck  and  one  wide  side  ground 
to  a  true  surface.  They  are  then  stood  up  edgewise  be- 

tween parallels  and  ground  upon  one  edge.  These  oper- 
ations are  repeated  upon  the  same  machine  at  a  later 

stage,  at  which  time  the  chasers  are  practically  com- 
pleted and  hardened. 

Passing  next  to  the  milling  machine  shown  in  Fig.  2, 
where  the  blanks  are  held  four  at  a  time  in  a  special 

cam-operated  vise,  a  square  sectioned  slot  is  milled 
diagonally  across  one  of  the  wide  faces  and  at  the  same 
time  a  part  of  one  end  is  milled  parallel  to  the  slot.  A 

gang  of  cutters  of  the  proper  relative  diameters  com- 
plete these  cuts  upon  the  four  pieces  at  one  pass. 

Minor  operations  follow,  including  the  drilling  of  a 

small  hole  in  each  bloc'"  through  which  a  wire  is  passed 
in  the  later  operation  o..  hardening  to  hold  each  set  of 
four  chasers  together,  milling  off  the  corners  so  that 
no  unnecessary  sharp  edges  nsed  be  presented,  removing 
burc  that  may  have  been  thrown  up  by  previous  millin? 
operations,  etc.  The  blanks  go  thence  to  the  stamping 
bench.  Fig.  3,  where  each  group  of  four  blanks  receives 
a  serial  number  and  each  member  of  every  group  of  four 
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is  atamped  1,  2,  3  or  4,  to  denote  the  position  it  is  to 

occupy  in  the  die-head.  Such  a  group  constitutes  a  "set" 
and  is  handled  as  such  in  all  succeeding  operations  hav- 

ing to  do  with  the  length  of  the  chaser. 

The  next  operation  is  called  "milling  to  length,"  though 
the  absolute  length  of  the  chaser  is  not  established  at 

some  form  of  hob.  For  every  slight  variation  in  diam- 
eter, in  form,  or  in  pitch,  there  must  be  a  set  of  hobs 

to  correspond.  This  is  true  even  if  but  one  set  of 
chasers  is  to  be  made,  and,  as  there  must  be  from  two 
to  five  or  six  hobs  in  a  set,  depending  upon  the  size 
and  shape  of  thread  section  and  relative  diameter,  this 

FIG.    7 — HOKUIXU   THE  CH.\SER.S.      FIG.   8— THE   WAV   THE  HCJBS  .VKE  HELD 

this  time.  In  this  operation,  as  in  all  others  involving 
length,  the  chasers  are  located  from  the  diagonal  slot. 

This  is  the  "cam  slot"  that  determines  the  radial  posi- 
tion of  the  finished  chaser  in  the  die-head. 

As  may  be  seen  in  Fig.  4,  the  chasers  are  again  held 
four  at  a  time  in  accordance  with  the  serial  number  of 

the  group,  so  that  each  loading  constitutes  a  "set,"  and 
as  they  are  milled  in  one  pass  they  must  necessarily 
correspond  in  length,  though  one  set  may  vary  from 
another  in  this  respect  if  desired. 

As  the  foregoing  operation  is  one  that  must  be  per- 

formed upon  "special"  sets  as  well  as  upon  the  regular 
product  an  additional  means  of  doing  it,  shown  in  Fig.  5, 
is  provided.  As  it  is  always  small  lots  that  come  to  this 
machine  no  multiple  holding  fixture  has  been  made  but 
the  manner  of  locating  the  piece  by  means  of  a  rib  upon 
the  vise  jaw  fitting  into  the  cam  slot  is  the  same  as  in 
the  larger  fixture. 

The  operation  of  milling  the  end  of  the  chaser  to  a 
radius  conforming  to  the  root  diameter  of  the  screw 
to  be  produced  by  the  die  is  shown  in  Fig.  6.  An  in- 

genious method  of  producing  grooves  of  many  different 
radii  without  the  use  of  a  corresponding  number  of  mill- 

ing cutters  is  here  employed.  Round  faced  cutters  are 
used,  and  if  the  required  radius  is  the  same  as  that  of 
the  cutter  face  the  work  is  passed  under  the  cutter  in 
a  direction  at  right-angles  to  the  axis  of  rotation.  If  a 
larger  radius  is  needed  the  fixture  is  swung  to  pass 
the  work  obliquely  under  the  cutter;  the  resulting  radius 
increasing  as  the  angle  of  departure  increases. 

Strictly  speaking  the  resultant  is  no  part  of  a  true 
circle  but  is  elliptical  in  shape.  For  the  reason,  however, 
that  the  final  curvature  of  this  part  of  the  chaser  is  the 
product  of  the  hob  in  a  later  operation,  the  departure 
from  a  true  circular  arc  is  so  slight  as  to  be  negligible. 

After  passing  an  inspection  test  to  make  certain  that 
no  error  in  length  has  been  allowed  to  creep  in,  the 
blanks  go  to  the  hobbing  operation,  of  which  Figs.  7 
and  8  will  serve  to  convey  an  idea.  Before  describing 
the  manner  in  which  the  hobbing  is  done  a  word  will  be 
said  as  to  the  importance  of  the  hobs  themselves. 

The  cutting  teeth  of  all  chasers  are  the  product  of 

will  serve  to  explain  why  the  cost  of  special  chasers, 
however  slight  the  departure,  may  seem  out  of  all  pro- 

portion to  that  of  standard  chasers. 
The  number  of  hobs  required  depends  upon  the  size 

and  shape  of  thread  section  and  relative  diameter  of  the 
screw  to  be  produced.     Chasers  for  a  screw  of  large 

FIG.    9 — VARIOUS   SlZlES   AND   FORMS   OF  HOBS 

diameter  having  a  fine  pitched  (and  consequently  shal- 
low) thread  of  single  lead  could  probably  he  cut  with  a 

single  hob.  On  the  other  hand  a  screw  of  small  diam- 
eter and  relatively  large  thread  section,  particulai'ly  if  of 

double  or  triple  lead,  might  require  half  a  dozen. 
In  Fig.  9  are  shown  some  examples  of  the  hobs  re- 

quired. The  one  at  the  left  is  of  large  diameter  with 
a  fine  thread  and  is  able,  unassisted,  to  take  care  of  all 
the  work  that  comes  to  it.  The  second  one  is  an  Acme 

double  thread  of  relatively  small  root  diameter  and  prob- 
ably requires  three  or  four  smaller  hobs  to  precede  it, 

as  it  could  not  possibly  stand  to  remove  the  required 
amount  of  metal  from  the  solid  at  a  single  pass. 

Though  the  making  of  the  hobs   involves  none  bu'i 
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yra.  i»— Mnx.txo  thrratw  on  the  hoiw.    no.  ii— oaqinq  and  piuno  to  l^nqth 

«r« 

maehininc  proMMM.  most  of  them  being 
Waltliam  thread  mlllinK  machineii  one  of 

k  abowB  in  Fiv.  10,  the  desigrinff,  partirularly  of 
feraM  wbtra  the  dMiyner  muitt  make  his  deduc- 

froa  piwrietM  •xpericnce.  calls  for  careful  study. 
B«taniiaf  to  •  eonaideration  of  the  actual  bobbing 

,  7  and  8  ahow  the  set  up.    In  the  turret 
•dliiM  there  in  a  chuck  with  a  rone 

•f  a  aim  a  tkanaanoth  or  two  under  the  root 

'  of  tho  ttunwJ  to  be  pnviuccd  oy  the  die,  and  a 
to  raeti'Vt  tha  squared  end  oi  the  hobs.    In 
ia  a  apaeial  dio-haad  of  tba  same  general 
aa  the  die-head  in  which  the  dwsers  are 

to  he  need. 

ara  oaed  to  poeitior  the  chasers,  and 
ehanism  for  openiitv  and  closing  the  die. 

A  aUfht  ■edHteation  of  the  front  piate  U  made,  as  thin 
■Ml  be  iMMwed  aad  raplacod  eech  time  a  aet  of  chasers 
la  hahhed.  The  aeeential  difference  ia  in  the  slots  in 
whidi  the  chMara  Ue;  Inetead  of  being  exactly  radial 

they  are  inclined  slightly  backward,  with  the  result  that 
the  heel  of  the  chaser  is  brought  closer  by  a  very  small 
amount  to  the  center  of  rotation. 

With  a  aet  of  chasers  in  place,  Nos.  1,  2,  S  and  4 
in  their  respective  slots,  the  rose  reamer  ia  run  through, 
leaving  a  round  true  hole  of  the  correct  diameter.  The 
operator  then  introduces  No.  1  of  the  set  of  hobs  and 
brings  up  the  float  holder,  which  serves  exactly  the 
same  purpose  as  a  tap  wrench. 

With  the  machine  revolving  very  slowly  and  with  a 
flood  of  oil  on  the  hob.  the  latter  is  run  through  the 
die,  the  operator  merely  following  the  movement  with 
the  turret.  The  die  is  then  thrown  open  and  the  hob 
removed,  the  die  closed  and  No.  2  run  through  in  the 
same  manner;  other  hobe  follow  in  the  same  way  if 
there  are  more  in  the  set. 

The  operation  is  very  quickly  performed  and  there  is 
nothing  to  go  wrong.  Every  contingency  ha.s  Injen  pro- 

vided for  in  the  design  of  the  tools.  The  Hli^ht  inclina- 
tion of  the  slots  in  the  die-head,  previou!<ly   referred 

wta.  i»»MUJ.iMi  rvrmta  asoa  amd  mevKi^ixo I  ra.  it—anisnma  thb  rrTriNa  tsntjK 
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FIG.  11- -GRINDING  THE  THROAT.  AN  IMPORTANT 
OPERATION 

to,  provides  the  necessary  clearance  to  the  die,  and  the 
manner  of  holding  the  hobs  insures  that  they  will  go 

through  correctly.  As  -the  hobs  are  started  by  the  oper- 
ator's fingers  there  is  no  possibility  of  getting  a  follow- 

ing hob  in  wrong.  A  green  operator  could  be  trained  to 
the  work  in  a  few  hours  time. 

After  hobbing,  the  chasers  are  sent  to  the  inspecting 
room  where  the  newly  formed  threads  are  carefully 
scrutinized  to  make  certain  that  no  imperfections  are 
getting  by  because  of  unnoticed  defects  in  the  hobs. 

Testing  the  chasers  for  length,  as  shown  in  Fig.  11,  is 
the  next  operation.  In  the  device  shown  before  the 
operator  there  is  a  pair  of  jaws  so  designed  as  to 
grip  each  chaser  flatwise,  locating  it,  as  in  the  other 
fixtures,  by  the  cam  slot.    The  slide  is  then  pushed  for- 

ward until  it  contacts  with  a  fixed  stop  in  which  position 
the  pointed  end  of  the  measuring  spindle  has  entered 
the  thread  and  been  forced  back  by  it  far  enough  to 
cau.se  a  rotation  of  the  pointer  on  the  dial  indicator. 

Holding  the  slide  against  the  stop  the  operator  turns 
the  dial  to  bring  the  zero  mark  under  the  pointer,  after 
which  he  tries  the  remaining  three  chasers  of  the  same 
set.  It  is  not  essential  that  all  sets  should  be  alike  but 
there  must  be  no  variation  between  the  four  chasers  of 
any  one  set. 

■  \  n\  / 

li          \     L      1     / f    \f 1 
1 

i 

FIG.  13— THE  SET-UP  i'OR  HAND  LAPPING 

FIG.   16— MACHINE   LAPPING  THE   SMALLER   CHASERS 

If  the  operator  finds  variation  in  this  respect  he  picks 
out  and  lays  aside  the   shortest  one,   after  which  he 
places  the  others  successively  in  the  little  machine  to  his 
right  and  files  a  slight  amount  off  the  bearing  side  of 
the  cam  slot.  By  repeated  filing  and  gaging  he  is  enabled 
to  bring  a  set  of  chasers  very  quickly  to  a  uniform  length. 

Up  to   this  time   the   cutting  end   of  the   chaser   is 
beveled,  both  front  and  rear,  this  shape  remaining  from 

the  pointing  or  "milling  to  length"  operation  shown  in 
Fig.  4.     To  make  a  free  cutting  tool  the  edge  of  the 
chaser  must  be  beveled  slightly  in  the  other  direction  to 

establish  a  certain   degree  of  top 
rake.     To   do   this   they   are   sent 
back    to    the    milling    department 
where,  as  shown  in   Fig.   12,  they 
are  loaded  into  a  fi.xture  and  milled 
to   the  shape  that   is   retained    in 
the  finished  chaser.    To  remove  the 
burrs  that  are  thrown  into  the  teeth 

by  the  mills  the  chasers  are  then 
sent  to  the  grinding  machine  shown 
in  Fig.  13  and  ground  upon  the  edge. 

This    operation    is    later    i-epeated, 
using  the  same  machine  and  fixture, 
after  the  chasers  are  hardened. 

The  chasers  are  now  ready  for 
the  hardening  operation.  The  utility 
of  the  small  crosshole  drilled  in  each 
chaser  at  an  earlier  stage  is  here 

made  apparent,  Chasers  might  be 
hardened  without  reference  to  their 
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>  of  •  ■«<  and  good  rMulU  obtain«d. 
kat  If  Umt*  tkoaM  bo  any  varution  in  tiootnwnt  there 

1  iMVtaMf  bo  dUMMts  of  diffrrvnt  Atgfm  of  hard- 
!■  wmmcr  of  tho  wt*.  To  vliminate  tho  poaaibility 
•ft  is  wirad  tngoUMr  and  troatod  in  iU  poasace 

tluoacli  tiw  hardming  room  a«  ono  piaca. 
Aftor  bardaalm.  the  cbaiora  are  pieUad.  aaad>biaated. 

fbr  hardaaaa.  Thojr  ara  then  flni«h 
■d  odsoa  on  tho  aarae  machine  and 

ia  tko  MBM  wajr  a«  was  illustrated  in  Fir  1.  They  are 

•lie  racrooBd  on  the  cutting  edge  aa  previously  inen- 
UomA  la  <ioaaartlo«  with  Pig.  IS. 

GUKMNQ  THB  THROAT 

What  ta  perhapa  tho  moat  delicate  operation  in  the 
■unfarture  of  chaaera  ia  tho  grinding  of  the  throat. 

PractkaOy  aO  of  the  work  performed  by  a  acrew  cut- 
tiag  dio  in  rHBoving  metal  falls  upon  the  two  or  three 
iwro  or  laaa  atabbed  taeth  of  this  bevalod  off  portion 
of  tka  4ia  aad  if  the  aaglaa  ara  not  just  right  or  the 
iMth  aot  praperly  formed  tho  die  will  work  badly. 

lUal  parts  of  the  machine  shown  in  Fig.  14 
I  and  constmcted  at  tho  factory  where  it  is 

la  aao.  Bjr  meant  of  the  various  adjustable  features 
the  chaaar  to  ba  ground  may  be  preaented  to  and  swung 
paat  dm  griadlag  wheel  at  any  predetermined  angle  in 

baa.  Though  aomewhat  complex  in  design  the 
ia  wry  simple  in  operation  and  when  net  up 

for  tho  atyle  and  sixc  of  chaser  in  hand  an  ordinarily 
I  operator  may  grind  them  indefinitely  with 
lity  for  error. 

The  secret  of  the  auecossful  production  of  millions 
of  parts  naeoaaarily  ao  accurate  as  the  chasers  of  an 
automatic  die  Uea  more  in  the  machines  than  in  the 
operators.  Make  the  machines  so  they  cannot  go  wrong 
and  the  desired  iiniformity  and  accuracy  of  product  will follow. 

Lapping  thb  FiNisitia)  Pmcs 

The  final  operation  of  the  chasers  is  the  lapping. 
On  the  larger  sites  this  is  done  by  hand.  Fig.  15  show- 

ing the  simple  set-up  required.  A  lap  of  the  same  size 
and  thread  characteristics  as  the  screw  the  die  is  to 
produce  is  made  of  soft  steel  by  the  same  accurate 
methods  as  are  employed  in  making  the  hobs.  The  lap 
is  rotated  at  a  comparatively  high  kimhhI  and  the  chaser, 
laid  flatwise  upon  a  rest  that  ia  carefully  adjusted  to  the 
correct  height,  is  passed  over  it  by  hand.  A  fine  abra- 

sive, floated  in  oil.  Is  used,  being  applied  to  the  lap  with 
a  brush.  This  is  a  job  requiring  skill  and  experience 
to  do  nicely,  but  once  having  acquired  the  knack  the 
production  is  surprisingly  rapid. 

To  lap  the  smaller  sites  of  chaser  a  small  drill  press 
has  been  fitted  up  as  shown  in  Fig.  16.  In  this  machine 
a  die-head,  constructed  in  the  same  manner  as  the  heads 
used  in  the  bobbing  operation,  is  mounted  upon  the 
upper  end  of  a  short  vertical  spindle  that  may  be  slowly 
rotated  by  means  of  the  worm  and  worm  wheel.  The 

lap,  rotated  by  the  drill  press  spindle,  is  passed  re- 
peatedly through  the  closed  die,  the  die-head  being 

opened  after  each  pass  in  order  to  permit  the  lup  to 
be  withdrawn. 

■iii 

Machinery  QnoUtions  for  Our  Export  Trade 
By  Fkank  W.  Weaun 

The  writer  reoognixes  that  a  number  of  articles  have 
written  from  time  to  time  concerning  our  export 
aad  that  variooa  factors  must  be  oboerved  to 
in  what  trade  we  have  and  to  stimulate  it  to  a 

Howovor.  I  think  that  each  factor 
aufllciently  to  give  us  a  definite 

of  the  situation. 

A  ooBcem  engaged  in  exporting  machinery  to  various 
parts  of  the  world  receives  inquiries  which  aeklom  give 

Infonaatioa  for  it  to  judge  what  is  really 
The  boat  way  out  of  the  dillfculty  is  for  the 

'actarer  to  quote  tho  cost  of  a  small  or  medium 
hioe.  and  to  give  the  full  particulars  regard- 

ing the  number  of  eaaca.  their  weigbta,  and  the  three 
dtaMaaiona  of  aaefa  eaaa.  The  exporter  may  then  calcu- 
lala  Ika  fraifltt  ckarrea  to  the  prospective  deatination. 

circulars  ahouki  be  fumiahed,  giving 
details  of  the  construction  of  the  machine 

ita  production  capacity  for  a  given  time  under 
rnadiliaaa.  The  aiachine  quoted  on  nuy  not 

bo  what  tho  cUaat  raqnirta,  but  he  will  be  able  to 
JadfB  froai  tht  data  received  what  he  really  needa.  and 
Mi  nfif  «■  ff««  soowUiing  tangible  on  which  to  baae 
the  aaart  ̂ aotatloa 

•  waate  of  time  to  forward  a  quota- 
in  detail,  awr*  aapecially  if  it 

to  tho  middle  of  Africa.  India,  or 
to  placaa  that  ara  naarsr  our  ahoroa. 
ia  alad  thai  vory  f«w  clienU  have 

of  Iha  froifkt  rataa  botweoa  a  port  in  tho 
their  aaataat  poiat  of  delivery.  Theae 

It  ia 
tiea  that  ia  ii 
ii  flotav  to  a 

It 

details  shoukl  include  also  the  marine  and  war 
insurance. 

It  ia  folly  to  quote  f.o.b.  at  some  internal  point,  say 
Chicago  or  Indianapolis,  and  expect  your  client  in 
Burma  to  calculate  freight  and  insurance  to  his  port, 

without  a  knowledge  of  the  forwarding  agents'  charges. 
Always  quote  "Free  on  Board  Ship;  Freight  and  Insur- 
ance  Paid."  unless  a  branch  oflke  on  the  U.  S.  seaboard 
is  to  handle  the  shipment. 

The  safe  and  substantial  boxing  of  a  shipment  is 
vitally  important  for  its  safe  carriage  to  its  destination, 
and  I  regret  to  remark  that  this  is  a  factor  of  the 
export  business  that  has  been  shamefully  neglected  in 
the  past.  Many  manufacturers  leave  the  Imxing  of 
machinery  to  the  shop  foreman,  or  to  the  shipping  de- 

partment in  which  they  have  a  very  small  interest. 
Sometiroea  a  draftsman  is  sent  to  nuke  a  sketch  of  a 
machine  cmte,  which  is  handed  to  the  shipping  depart- 

ment, without  receiving  the  approval  of  an  executive. 
The  shipping  department  boxes  the  machine  as  per 
sketch,  then  hoists  it  in  a  box  car  labelled  for  New 
York. 

If  the  machine  arrives  In  New  York  in  a  broken  con- 
dition the  consignee  ships  it  back  to  the  factory  for 

r^Mirs.  But  if  it  is  damaged  at  some  further  point 
in  transit,  there  is  a  long  argument  lM>twcn  the  client, 
the  exporter  and  the  factory,  as  to  who  is  to  pay  the 
extra  repair  charges.  The  draftsman  who  designed  the 
box  and  the  shipping  department  that  sent  out  the  box 
nn  not  to  blame,  but  rather  thi-  executive  who 
should   have   shouldered   the   re  ,  ity.     All   these 
undeairable  boxing  factors  ran  be  obviated  if  some  exec- 

utive would  devote  a  little  serious  thought  to  this 
important  export  item. 
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Machining  and  Assembling  Operations 
on  Pneumatic  Tools 

The  Last  of  Four  Articles — Boring  and  Reaming  Air  Motor  Cylinders — Setting 
the  Valves — "Running-in"  the  Motors — The  Testing  Brake 

By  HOWARD  CAMPBELL 
Western   Editor.   American  Machinist 

THE  operation  of  boring  out  the  ends  of  the  cyl- 
inders for  a  four-cylinder  air  motor  at  the  Aurora 

plant  of  the  Independent  Pneumatic  Tool  Co.  is 
shown  in  Fig.  34.  The  piece  is  held  in  a  fixture  that 
is  bolted  to  a  supplementary  table  A  on  the  table  of 
the  machine.  The  supplementary  table  holds  two  dowel 
pins,  one  considerably  larger  than  the  other,  and  the 
bottom  of  the  fixture  contains  eight  bushed  holes,  four 
for  each  pin.  The  bottom  of  the  fixture  can  be  seen 
in  Fig.  35,  the  two  dowel  pins  being  shown  at  A.  As 
the  different  boring  and  facing  operations  are  per- 

formed, the  fixture  is  shifted,  locating  on  one  set  of 
pins  for  each  operation.  When  one  of  the  larger  holes 
is  slipped  over  the  large  dowel  pin,  the  corresponding 
small  hole  will  fit  over  the  small  dowel  pin,  which 
brings  the  piece  into  the  correct  position  for  machining 
one  section  of  the  case.  Four  operations. are  performed 
with  this  fixture. 

The  operation  of  finish-reaming  the  cylinders  of  a 
four-cylinder  air  motor  on  a  Becker-Brainerd  vertical 
milling  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  36.  The  motor  case 
is  bolted  to  the  indexing  bracket  A,  that  can  be  swung 
so  as  to  bring  the  opposite  set  of  cylinders  in  line  with 
the  spindle,  using  the  handle  B  at  the  rear.  Correct 
location  is  obtained  by  means  of  a  pin  in  the  back  of 
the  fixture,  that  slips  into  either  one  of  two  holes  in 

FIG.   34- -BORING  AlK   MOTOK   CYUlNDKUa.      I'lG 
OP  LOCATIXO  THE  FIXTURE 

the  indexing  bracket  A,  according  to  which  set  of  cyl- 
inders is  being  reamed.  The  handle  C  is  used  to  slide 

the  whole  fixture  so  that  both  front  and  rear  cylinders 
of  each  pair  can  be  reamed.  The  base  to  which  the 
fixture  is  attached  slides  on  ways  on  the  sub-base,  thus 
keeping  the  fixture  in  line  with  the  spindle  of  the 
machine. 

In  Fig.  37  the  same  operation  can  be  seen  with  the 
opposite  pair  of  cylinders  in  line  for  reaming. 

The  valves  of  an  air  motor  have  to  be  set  or  timed, 
just  as  do  the  valves  in  any  other  kind  of  a  motor. 
A  very  interesting  device  is  used  for  this  operation; 
it  is  shown  in  Fig.  38.  The  dial  A,  which  is  graduated 
by  degrees,  is  placed  over  the  end  of  the  crankshaft, 
and  the  finger  B  is  attached  to  the  end  of  the  shaft. 
This  finger  indicates  the  exact  location  of  the  shaft  as 
the  interior  mechanism  is  rotated.  The  electrical  de- 

vice C  is  plugged  into  the  cylinder  head  of  the  machine 
and  when  the  piston  is  at  the  top  of  the  cylinder,  a 
connection  is  made  which  lights  an  electric  bulb,  thus 
apprising  the  operator  of  the  location  of  the  piston  so 
that  the  valves  can  be  set  accordingly.  The  upper 
connection  in  part  C  connects  with  the  piston  and  the 
lower  connection  connects  with  another  light  which  ap- 

prises the  operator  of  the  opening  of  the  valve.  The 
connection  with  the  air  line  is  made  while  this  timing 

process  is  going  on,  and  the 
lower  connection  contains  a 
small  hole  through  which  a 
blast  of  air  rushes  at  the  in- 

stant the  valve  begins  to  open, 
blowing  a  small  copper  hinge, 
to  which  one  wire  is  connected, 

against  the  piece  to  which  the 
other  wire  is  connected,  thus 
forming  a  connection  and 
lighting  the  incandescent 
lamp.  This  valve  has  to  open 

just  a  certain  number  of  de- 
grees before  the  piston  is  at 

the  top  of  the  cylinder,  and 
if  these  lamps  do  not  light  at 
exactly  the  proper  times  the 
valves  are  adjusted. 

All  air  motors,  after  they 
have  been  assembled  and  the 
valves  adjusted,  are  subjected 
to  a  running-in  operation  on 
frames  similar  to  those  shown 
in  the  illustration.  Fig.  39. 
This  is  done  in  order  to  loosen 
up  the  bearings  and  pistons 
and  be  sure  that  all  parts  are 
in  a  high-class  operating  con- 

dition. Those  shown  in  this 

illustration     are     the     "close 

-METHOU 
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While  thoM  •bowB  in  Fig.  40  are  the 

known    staodard    type.    The    "close 
  are  connected  to  the  air  Use  separately, 

■bown  in  Fiff.  40  are  connected  together 

IihwIbiw  dcvke.    Each  frame  carries  four 

air  motors,  one  of  which   is 
connected  with  the  air  supply 

nnil    diK»8   the   driving,   while 

the    other    three    are    driven 

through   chain   and   Bpn>«ket 
connections.      The    fact    that 

any  one  of  the  air  motors  is 
driven   instead   of  being   the 

driver  in  this  running-in  test 
dpes    not    detract    from    the 
value  of  the  operafion.    Each 
motor     is     mounted     In    the 

frame    in    a    manner    corre- 

sponding to  that  in  which  it 
will   be   used   in  service.     In 

this  case  the  sleeve  is  held  in 

a  bearing  in  the  frame  while 
the  other  end  is  supported  by 

iin  "old  man"  as  shown  in  the 

illustration.     The  valve  heads 

are  removed  from  the  other 
three  motors;  otherwise  they 

would     be     acting     as     com- 

pressors while  the  running-in 
operation  was  proceeding. 

The  torque  of  an  air  motor  is  a  very  important  fea- 
ture, as  it  indicates  the  ability  of  the  motor  to  pull  a 

drill  at  the  rated  capacity.    The  arrangement  used  for 

te.sting  the   torque  of  a  "close  quarter"   air  motor   is 
Hhown  in  Fig.  41.     The  tank  A  Hupplie-s  oil  to  the  disk 

clutch  B  from  the  top  of  which  projects  a  taper  which 

fits   into   the   drill   spindle   of  the   motor.     A  ratchet 

wrench  is  applied  to  the  back  center  C  so  that  pressure 

may  be  applied  to  the  clutch.     A  scale  D  is  now  ar- 

ranged between  the  support  E  and  the  air  connections 

to  the  motor,  and  the  air  is  turned  on.     As  the  motor 

is  fed  downward  by  the  action  of  the  ratchet,  the  oil 

in  squeezed  out  from  between  the  clutch  plates  and  the 

pull  on  the  scale  becomes  stronger.     Any  motor  which 

fails  to  pull  the  specified  capacity  is  sent  back  to  the 

Hsxembly  room  and  examim-d  for  defective  parts. 

The  apparatus  shown  in  Fig.  42  is  a  testing  brake, 

used  to  determine  the  pulling  capacity  of  an  air  motor. 

The  motor  is  mounted  in  a  standard  frame,  as  shown, 

with  the  drill  socket  connected  with  the  shaft  of  the 

brake.  This  brake  conitiHts  of  a  metal  drum  A  about 

which  the  tension  rope  B  is  wound,  the  latter  being 

attached  at  each  end  to  a  spring  balance  bo  that  the 

nu w  VTAXUi  ii>vit  -cumm  qtvxm 
0THMMM  ON  A  It 

40— ONE  MOTOR  URIVINO  THRKB 
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I'lG.   41 — TORQUE  TESTING   DEVICE 

FIG.   42— USING  THE  TESTING  BRAKE 

difference  in  loading  between  the  two  sides  can  be 
determined  by  the  operator.  Greater  or  less  tension 
can  be  applied  to  the  rope  by  means  of  hand  nuts  on 
the  upper  end  of  the  hook  bolts  from  which  the  spring 
balances  are  suspended.  The  friction  drum  is  made  of 
brass  and  the  outer  side  plate  is  open,  as  shown,  so 
that  water  can  be  poured  into  the  drum  for  cooling 
purposes.  When  the  drum  is  standing  still,  the  water 
is  below  the  level  of  the  bottom  of  this  opening,  but 
when  the  drum  is  in  motion,  the  centrifugal  force  car- 

ries the  water  around  the  inside  of  the  rim,  cooling 
the  drum  and  carrying  off  the  heat. 

The  Encouragement  of  Amateur  Writers 
By  S.  Kelly 

The  encouraging  words  to  embyro  journalists  among 
the  machinists'  craft,  offered  by  F.  P.  Terry  of  Belfast, 
Ireland,  on  page  519,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machinist, 
should  be  productive  of  good  results. 

Most  of  us  will  recognize  without  difficulty,  the  three 
types  mentioned  in  Mr.  Terry's  letter.  The  "swelled 
head"  type,  the  "grab-all"  type,  and,  thirdly,  the  able 
and  practical,  though  very  modest  individual,  are 
all  familiar  figures  to  those  who  know  the  present  ma- 

chine shop  world. 
From  those  in  the  first  two  classes  but  little  of  real 

value  in  the  shape  of  contributions  to  mechanical  knowl- 
edge may  ever  be  expected.  Conceit  and  superficiality 

are  the  chief  characteristics  of  the  "swelled-head"  type 
of  individual.  He  never  asks  for  advice  nor  will  he 
take  any.  Seldom  will  he  copy  or  follow  an  approved 
method  of  doing  any  job  and,  as  a  result,  invariably 
leaves  behind  him  a  train  of  spoiled  work  or  "jimraed" machine  tools. 

Selfishness  is  the  outstanding  characteristic  of  the 
"grab-all"  type.  He  is  every  ready  to  copy  from  his 
fellow  workman  and  even  to  "steal  his  thunder."  Al- 

though he,  himself,  is  the  shop's  chronic  borrower,  he 
never  has  been  known  to  lend  assistance  of  any  kind  to 
those  about  him.  He  withholds  information  from  the 
struggling  apprentice;  he  takes  unkindly  to  improved 
methods  or  contrivances  for  the  betterment  of  working 
conditions,  and  views  any  device  installed  to  secure 
greater  production  as  a  scheme  designed  solely  to  enrich his  employer. 

I  agree  with  Mr.  Terry  that  the  modest,  unassuming^ 
practical  man  should  have  encouragement  and  sympathy 
in  order  to  bring  out  successfully  his  latent  ability. 
He  is  the  man  who  does  things,  who  uses  his  brains,  who 
is  resourceful  and  who  can  be  depended  upon  at  all 
times  to  solve  problems  for  his  superiors.  Cheerful 
readiness,  whether  to  do  a  job  himself  or  to  give  others 
the  benefit  of  his  knowledge  when  asked,  is  the  chief 
attribute  of  his  character. 

The  value  of  men  of  this  type  among  the  shop's  per- 
sonnel is  inestimable,  and  once  he  can  be  encouraged 

and  persuaded  to  come  out  into  the  open  with  his  ideas, 
his  illustrations,  and  instructions,  in  his  own  language, 
for  doing  certain  jobs,  I  am  sure  real  benefit  will  accrue 
to  readers  of  American  Machinist. 

Mr.  Terry,  in  my  opinion,  should  have  gone  one  step 
farther  in  his  letter  of  encouragement  to  writers  by 
inviting  criticisms  from  others  to  all  published  articles. 
This,  it  seems  to  me,  would  stimulate  interest.  Surely, 
Mr.  Terry,  Belfast  man  that  he  is,  would  have  no  objec- 

tion to  a  more  or  less  spirited  controversy. 

Increasing  Interest  by  Instruction 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

That  no  worker  is  going  to  take  more  interest  in  his 
job  than  does  his  employer  or  his  foreman,  is  a  truth 
which  may  be  accepted  without  argument.  If  the 
former  or  the  latter  does  not  care  enough  about  the 
manner  in  which  the  work  is  done  to  give  intelligent 
and  inspiring  instructions  to  enable  it  to  be  done,  it 
is  idle  to  expect  the  worker  to  lie  awake  nights,  think- 

ing up  the  best  way  to  perform  the  task.  Responsi- 
bility begins  at  the  top  of  the  ladder. 
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Fixti for  Giiiidiiis  Operationa — Principles  Involved  and  Points  of  DesiKn — Methods  of  Holding 

for  OulMid*  Cylindrical  (Grinding — Use  of  Arbors  and  Steadyrests 

THE  proo«M  of  frindinc  is  now  uaed  as  a  pro- 
doeUea  operation  to  a  consideral>le  extent,  where- 

as a  few  yeara  a(0  it  was  considered  more 
rfijtaMi  for  accurate  finishing  operations  after  work 
kad  b««n  hardened.  For  the  removal  of  metal  it  was 
coasidered  too  slow  a  process  to  be  of  great  value;  but 

practka  and  the  development  of  abrasives,  to- 

gML  (It— bxampum  or  aniwmxo  opnunoxs 

galkar  with  tW  oca  of  specUlited  machlnerr.  ahows  a 
toward  the  oaa  of  grinding  aa  a  production 
Tm  tiM  raaoval  of  eonslderabia  meUl.  grind- 

faif  Is  mC  gamnJIr  oaad.  yet  ft  is  often  found  proflUble 

for  surfacing  rough  castings  or  forgings  when  a  suit- 
able finish  allowance  has  been  made.  The  tool  designer 

must  become  familiar  with  the  process  of  jtrinding  and 
the  machines  used  in  order  to  thoroughly  understand 
its  applications  to  production  work. 

A  few  examples  which  illustrate  the  application  of 
the  grinding  wheel  to  the  work  in  different  kinds  of 
grinding  are  shown  in  Fig.  411.  The  diagrams  are 
fundamental  and  are  intended  only  to  illustrate  the 
principles  involved  in  the  grinding  process.  In  tho 
example  A  the  work  is  cylindrical;  it  is  held  between 
the  centers  B  and  C  and  a  suitable  driver  provided  at 
t).  The  wheel  E  is  applied  to  the  work  as  indicated 
and  the  table  F  is  reciprocated  backward  and  forward 
while  the  work  is  being  revolved. 

The  wheel  is  fed  In  to  the  work  a  little  at  a  time 
until  the  deaired  diameter  is  reached.  It  Is  customary 
to  use  comparatively  heavy  roughing  cuts  until  the 
diametsr  has  been  reduced  to  a  size  slightly  greater 
than  that  required,  after  which  feeds  are  used  in 
order  to  produce  the  required  finish.  The  type  of 
wheel  and  the  quality  of  the  abrasive  are  determined 
by  the  nature  of  the  work,  and  it  Is  not  our  purpose 
to  go  into  detail  in  this  regard.  The  tool  engineer  who 
ia  of  an  inquiring  turn  of  mind  can  readily  obtain  the 

nseeisar)'  data  on  grinding  wheels  by  referring  to 
manufacturers'  catak>g8. 

In  the  example  shown  at  G  the  work  Is  held  by  the 

outside  in  chuck  jaws  H.  The  work  to  be  done  Is  grind- 
ing the  inside  surface  K  and  the  outside  of  the  hub  L. 

An  internal  grinding  spindle  M  is  applied  to  the  ma- 
chine, and  suitable  adjustments  are  made  so  that  this 

spindle  can  take  the  positions  shown  by  both  the  solid 
and  dotted  lines.  The  machine  used  may  be  a  plain 
or  an   internal  grinding  machine. 

A  method  used  for  surfacing  either  rough  or  finished 
work  is  shown  at  AT.  In  thin  application  the  work  O 
is  held  on  a  magnetic  chuck  P,  which  Is  so  arranged 
that  it  revolves  under  the  wheel  Q.  This  wheel  is 
usually  of  the  cup  variety,  and  it  comes  In  contact  with 
the  work  as  the  latter  revolves.  Fixtures  can  also 
be  used  on  this  type  of  machine  if  the  nature  of  the 
work  requires  it. 

Another  method  of  grinding  surfaces  Is  shown  at  R. 
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119 Here  the  work  S  is  held  in  a  fixture  T  or  on  a  magnetic 
table,  as  may  be  found  desirable.  The  table  U  recipro- 

cates in  the  direction  indicated  by  the  arrows  while  the 
work  passes  under  the  wheel.  The  feed,  which  can  be 
operated  by  hand  or  power,  causes  the  table  to  move 
transversely  under  the  wheel  a  little  at  a  time.  This 
type  of  grinding  machine  is  more  generally  used  for 
toolroom  work  than  for  manufacturing. 

Still  another  type  of  machine  uses  a  cup  wheel   V 

m  3 

FIG.   412 — TURNING  AND  GRINDING  FIXTURES 
FOR   A   FLANGE 

mounted  on  a  horizontal  spindle,  and  the  work  W  is 
held  in  a  fixture  X  which  is  mounted  on  the  recipro- 

cating table  Y. 
Any  mention  of  grinding  processes  would  not  be 

complete  without  an  example  of  disk  grinding,  which 
is  shown  in  the  illustration  at  Z.  Machines  for  this 
kind  of  grinding  are  made  with  a  single  spindle,  which 
carries  a  faceplate  AA  on  which  an  abrasive  disk  is 
mounted.  The  work  BB  is  held  against  this  surface 
while  the  disk  revolves,  thus  removing  the  stock  and 
leaving  a  smooth  finish.  Another  type  of  disk  grinder 
uses  two  spindles  which  are  opposed  to  each  other,  and 
the  work  which  is  to  be  surfaced  is  passed  between 
them  so  that  the  grinding  effect  takes  place  on  both 
sides  of  the  work  at  the  same  time. 

Another  method  of  disk  grinding  is  by  means  of  a 
large  abrasive  plate  lying  in  a  horizontal  plane  and 
revolving  swiftly.  Castings  such  as  those  shown  at  CC 
are  laid  on  the  disk,  and  their  own  weight  holding 
them  in  contact  with  the  abrasive  surface  is  sufficient 

to  cause  removal  of  the  stock  with  considerable  rapid- 
ity. Suitable  crossbars  DD  can  be  placed  across  the 

disk,  and  against  these  bars  the  work  is  thrust  in  the 
direction  of  rotation,  as  indicated  by  the  arrows. 

Turning  and  Grinding 

Fixtures  which  are  used  for  turning  and  grinding 
are  quite  similar  in  their  general  features  of  construc- 

tion ;  but  the  latter  type  are  usually  considerably  lighter 
and  the  work  does  not  need  to  be  clamped  as  securely, 
because  the  removal  of  stock  by  the  process  of  grinding 
is  slower  and  does  not  tend  to  throw  the  work  out  of 
its  position.  In  order  to  illustrate  this  point  clearly 
two  examples  are  shown  in  Fig.  412,  in  which  a  turret 
lathe  fixture  A  is  compared  with  a  grinding  fixture  B 
for  the  same  piece  of  work.  In  the  example  A  the 
work  C  is  located  on  a  plug  D,  which  is  set  in  the 
fixture  E  bolted  to  an  adapter  F,  the  latter  being 
screwed  to  the  spindle.  The  work  rests  on  studs  at  G 
and  is  clamped  down  by  straps  H.  The  construction 
of  this  fixture   is  fairly  heavy  because  tools  are  used 

for  removing  stock,  as  shown  at  K,  and  the  hole  L  is 
also  bored  in  the  same  operation. 

In  the  example  shown  at  B  the  fixture  M  is  very  much 
lighter  and  is  screwed  directly  to  the  spindle  of  the 
machine.  A  locating  plug  N  centralizes  the  work, 
which  rests  against  three  points  O  and  is  clamped  in 
place  by  light  clamps  P  operated  by  thumbscrews  Q. 
Protection  is  afforded  the  operator  by  placing  the 
thumbscrews  in  the  position  shown  by  a  detailed  view  at 
R.  The  wheel  S  is  used  on  the  outside  of  the  work 
and  an  internal  grinding  attachment  is  applied  for 
boring  the  hole  L.  The  general  construction  of  this 
fixture  is  much  lighter  than  that  used  for  the  turret 
lathe,  and  the  clamping  is  done  by  finger  pressure.  This 
illustrates  the  difference  between  the  types  of  fixtures 
used  for  turning  and  grinding,  but  it  should  always 
be  remembered  that  any  fixture  used  on  a  grinding  ma- 

chine must  be  heavy  enough  so  that  it  will  support  the 
work  properly  and  not  be  subject  to  vibration. 

In  the  grinding  of  shafts  or  other  cylindrical  pieces 
which  are  located  on  centers,  there  is  very  little  for 
the  tool  engineer  to  concern  himself  about.  There  an« 
occasional  cases  when  a  little  ingenuity  may  be  r© 
quired  to  assist  the  grinding  machine  operator  in  set- 

ting up  the  work  in  order  to  obtain  maximuiu 

production. 
In  the  example  A  shown  in  Fig.  413  the  work  is  a 

shaft  5  in.  long  x  IJ  in.  in  diameter.  If  it  were  possible 
to  grind  this  piece  by  employing  the  methods  used  in 
turning,  one  end  would  be  driven  positively  and  the 
other  held  on  a  center  point.    If  the  standard  type  of 
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FIG.   413— HOLDING  CYLINDRICAL.  WORK 

"dog"  is  used,  the  work  can  be  ground  only  up  to  a 
point  close  to  the  dog.  In  order  to  complete  the  shaft, 
the  work  would  need  to  be  reversed  and  the  dog  placed 
on  the  other  end,  after  which  the  second  grinding 
operation  would  have  to  be  done  very  carefully  in  order 
that  there  would  not  be  a  shoulder  where  the  second 
cut  overlaps  the  first. 
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of  aToidtBff  thi*  troabit  is  to  um  a  >pe- 
center  point  like  that  abowa  at  B.    This 

bt  foi«ad  into  the  and  of  the  work  with 
•0  that  it  wiU  traaamit  torqm  anoagh 

4r<v*  Um  ahafi  agmiaak  tlw  friction  of  the  rrindins 
C.    Aaolbv  ■tetiiod  which  can  be  uaad  for  a 

ork     is 
at    D. 

C H 

la  naHiiJ  la 
tba  aaual  man- 

la  yiiiHia  at 
IT  ia  which  tba 
pin  F  eatcrm. 
Thla  pin 

to  driva 
the  work 

aiaiaat  the 
tkraat  of  the 
ffiiadiny  wheel 
C.  Another 

which 

raaoHaiaahowB  no.  «i4 — aTRAiaHTK.\is<s  work 
atW.  The  work  aaroiuc  <!KiNt>iv«: 
ia  slotted  at  K, 

ao  that  tha  pin  L  will  enter  the  alot  and  act  as  a  driver. 
8til  aaoUiar  oiatbod  which  in  quite  frequently  used  for 

mmM  piaa  ia  abown  at  If.  Here  the  work  N  is  made 
auaaaaliat  loagar  than  required  and  grooved  deeply  at 
O,  ao  that  tha  dlatancc  P  is  the  length  of  the  piece  when 

Tha  additional  stock  at  Q  provides  sufficient 

ao  that  a  "dog"  can  be  applied  to  it  for  driving 
After  the  portion  N  has  been  ground  to  sice, 

tha  cad  Q  ia  broken  off. 

S-nujcRinfiKc  WoBK  BeytNu  Ghkding 
When  abafta  are  to  be  hardened  and  subsequently 

taUkad  by  grinding,  a  certain  amount  of  stock  is  left 
oa  the  work  after  the  turning  operation.  It  is  quite 

poaafMa  that  this  "grinding  aUowance"  doaa  not  takp 
iato  eoasideratioQ  the  poasibie  warping  of  the  work 

hardening.  It  is  seldom  that  a  ahaft  of  any 
laagth  can  be  hardaaad  wHhotit  a  certain  amount 

ti  ifatwtli  II  and  it  ia  tbarafore  aaeeaaary  to  straighten 
it  pratiadnary  to  tha  grinding  operation. 

la  order  to  Oltutrate  this  point  clearly  a  diagram 
ia  ahown  ia  Pig.  414  in  which  the  work  i4  is  a  shaft 
whkh  haa  baca  hardaaad.  and  which  ia  found  to  have 
takcB  tha  poaitioa  ahewa  by  the  dotted  lines  at  B  and 
C.  if  aa  attenpt  wera  made  to  grind  it  in  this  condi- 
tloa.  It  wooM  ba  iaqwaaiMe  to  reduce  it  to  the  proper 
siae  oalaas  a  very  great  amount  of  finiah  has  been 
allBwad  for  the  grinding  operation.  In  order  to  avoid 
tha  aaad  for  soch  a  large  aOowaaea.  the  work  should  be 
alralghteaod  aftrr  hardening  aad  before  grinding.  The 

aaethod  for  a  shaft  is  to  place  it  on  supports  I) 
B  aad  apply  prasaore  to  a  bktck  F  by  aiaans  of  a 

iwm.  The  preaaure  can  be  applied  by 
of  a  haadahasi  or  a  lever,  according  to  tha  re- 

I  af  tha  work.  It  will  always  ba  found  neceii- 
t»  dtpnaa  tha  work  considerably  beyond  Ha  true 
,  ■•  riMwo  by  tha  dpttad  Unaa  at  G.  in  order  that 

It  Miy  iprfat  hack  aad  retura  to  a  tnta  position. 
TUa  T"T**  •hows  the  Importanea  of  alhiwaaeaa  for 

grinding.  The  sisas  are  usually  determined  by  the  engi- 
neering department,  and  the  shaft  should  be  marked 

with  limits  for  both  turning  and  Rrindinir.  It  is  essen- 
tial that  the  tool  engineer  ohould  be  very  careful  to 

maka  all  jigs  and  flxturea  to  the  sites  which  are  pro- 
duead  by  turning  and  not  to  the  finish  grinding  HiseH. 
If  an  oceaaion  should  ariae  where  the  grinding  allow- 

ance does  not  appear  to  be  sufAcient.  the  matter  should 
iaunadiately  be  taken  up  with  the  engineering  depart- 

ment and   proper  tolerances  set. 
Various  types  of  steadyrests  are  used  for  supporting 

cylindrical  work  while  grinding.  The  designs  are 
somewhat  different  in  their  general  features  of  con- 

struction, but  the  priiKiples  employed  are  much  the 
same.  In  order  to  illustrHte  the  application  of  steady- 
rests  to  cylindrical  work,  we  have  shown  a  few  exampU-.x 
in  graphic  form  in  Fig.  415.  The  shaft  .shown  in 
section  .4  is  to  be  ground  cylindrical  by  the  wheel  B, 
which  revolves  in  the  direction  indicated  by  the  arrow. 
The  thrust  of  the  grinding  therefore  is  both  downward 
and  outward  from  the  wheel.  In  order  to  counteract 
this  thrust  and  provide  sufHcient  stability  to  the  shaft 
during  the  grinding  process,  a  simple  steadyreat  such 
as  that  shown  at  C  can  be  used.  This  rest  can  be  made 
of  wood,  if  desired,  and  mounted  so  that  it  can  be 
adjusted  to  oiive  the  necessary  support. 

In  the  example  /)  the  wheel  E  acts  in  the  same  man- 
ner as  that  previously  mentioned,  but  two  supports  F 

and  G  are  provided  for  the  work.  The  lower  support 
G  obtains  a  contact  with  the  work  slightly  ahead  of 
the  center,  so  that  the  action  of  the  wheel  has  a 
tendency  to  hold  the  work  firmly  against  both  members 
F  and  G.  These  members  are  adjusted  separately  to 
suit  the  shaft  diameter. 

In  the  example  H  another  type  of  rest  K  is  used. mrkA. 

777?7'/Py^\  ̂  

iSJ "V   ,   Y" 

J3 

via.  4i»— avpPORTiNd  rvi.i.snniCA^  work iron    ORINIJINO 

The  steady  rest  is  made  in  one  piece  and  proportioned 

suiUbly  to  giva  the  necessary  stability.  It  has  a  con- 
tact with  the  work  at  L  and  M  very  similar  to  that 

previously  mentioned.  Another  type,  shown  at  N  haa 
two  adJusUble  members  O  and  P  which  are  mounted 
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so  that  they  can  be  very  easily  brought  into  contact 
with  different  diameters  of  work. 

In  grinding  long  work  several  steadyrests  may  be 
necessary,  and  in  order  to  secure  accuracy  the  position 
of  the  steadyrests  should  be  as  shown  in  the  example  Q. 
The  work  is  supported  on  centers  at  R  and  S,  and  two 
steadyrests  T  and  U  are  placed  iii  such  a  position  that 
the  support  is  equally  distributed  along  the  length 
of  the  shaft,  the  distances  between  the  steadyrests  and 
centers  being  approximately  the  same.  This  is  an  im- 

portant matter  when  setting  up  a  shaft  for  grinding, 

and  if  considerable  care  *is  used  when  placing  the 
steadyrests  much  better  results  will  be  obtained. 

Points  of  Design 

Many  of  the  principles  which  have  been  previously 
described  can  be  applied  equally  well  to  the  design  of 
fixtures  for  grinding,  and  many  cautions  which  have 
been  given  in  regard  to  other  types  of  fixtures  should 
be  reviewed  and  applied  here.  A  few  additional  points 
should  be  given  because  the  action  of  a  grinding  wheel 
is  somewhat  different  from  that  of  a  cutting  tool. 

(1)  Stability  of  fixture  and  proper  balance  are  im- 
portant factors  in  design.  Vibi-ation  causes  chatter 

which  makes  it  impossible  to  produce  good  work  in 
either  turning  or  grinding.  Therefore,  the  greatest 
care  must  be  used  to  make  sure  that  fixtures  are  suffi- 
<;iently  rigid  and  well  balanced,  so  that  they  will  not 
set  up  vibrations  in  the  work  or  the  machine.  In 
grinding,  the  fixture  revolves  slowly  while  the  wheel 
turns  rapidly,  and  it  may  seem  to  the  designer  that 
with  such  comparatively  slow  movement  the  balance  ot 
the  fixture  is  not  important.  It  will  be  found,  however, 
that  any  holding  device  which  is  considerably  heavier 
on  one  side  than  on  the  other  will  be  likely  to  produce 
inaccurate    work.      Therefore,    when   such    a   condition 

--fly^ 

FIG.   41S— PLAI.V  ARBORS  FOR  CYLIXDRICAI^  WORK 

is  found,  the  defect  should  be  counteracted  by  the  use 
of  a  counterpoise. 

(2)  The  location  of  the  work  is  important,  as  it  is 
in  all  fixtures,  and  due  to  the  fact  that  abrasives  are 
being  used  continually  there  is  a  great  deal  of  such 
matter  that  finds  its  way  into  the  fixture.  Conse- 

quently, locating  surfaces  and  plugs  are  likely  to  lose 
their  size  quite  rapidly  on  account  of  the  abrasive 
action,  so  that  they  should  be  made  replaceable  if  good 
results  are  to  be  obtained.  If  indexing  pins  are  used 

great  care  must  be  taken  to  pro'tect  them,  so  that  they are  not  subject  to  the  action  of  the  grinding  dust. 

(3)  The   method   of   holding   the   woi'k   in   grinding 

fixtures  is  the  same  in  principle  as  that  used  for  fix- 
tures for  turret  lathes  and  other  machines  of  a  similar 

kind.  The  amount  of  stock  removed  by  the  grinding 
wheel  is  much  less  than  when  turning  or  boring,  and 
there  is  consequently  less  pulling  action  which  tends 
to  displace  the  work.  Therefore,  it  is  often  possible  to 
use  spring  clamps  or  even  springs  to  hold  the  piece 

FIG.    417 -ARBOR    FOR    GRINDING    ECCENTRIC 
PISTON   RINGS 

in  position.  Many  times  magnetic  chucks  are  used  in 
certain  kinds  of  grinding,  the  holding  power  of  the 
magnets  being  sufficient  to  withstand  the  pressure  of 
the  grinding  wheel. 

(4)  Work  may  be  ground  either  wet  or  dry,  depend- 
ing on  conditions.  In  the  case  of  fixtures  used  for  wet 

grinding,  provision  should  be  made  so  that  the  water 
can  run  out  of  the  fixture  freely.  This  is  a  very  small 
matter  and  yet  it  should  receive  consideration  when 
designing  fixtures.  There  may  be  occasional  cases 
where  a  special  application  will  be  found  necessary  in 
order  to  direct  the  stream  of  water  into  the  proper 

position. 
A  few  examples  of  simple  arbors  used  for  holding 

work  while  grinding  are  shown  in  Fig.  416.  The 
diagram  at  A  is  a  plain  taper  arbor  of  the  standard 
type,  such  as  commonly  used  for  turning  cylindrical 
work.  The  example  B  shows  a  piece  of  work  C  mounted 
on  a  shouldered  collar  D,  the  outside  diameter  of  which 
is  slightly  smaller  than  the  finished  outside  diameter  of 
the  work,  as  indicated  at  E.  The  collar  is  pinned  to  a 
short  arbor  F  which  locates  on  the  center  G.  The  work 
is  driven  by  means  of  a  pin  H  entering  the  hole  as 
shown.  The  outer  end  of  the  work  is  supported  on  the 
center  K. 

Another  method  of  locating  and  holding  is  shown  at 
L,  in  which  example  the  work  M  has  been  previously 
finished.  The  arbor  N  has  a  collar  0  pinned  tq  it,  and 
a  taper  locating  plug  P  is  mounted  by  means  of  springs 
Q  so  that  it  forces  itself  into  the  end  of  the  work,  thus 
giving  the  central  location.  The  collar  R  at  the  other 
end  of  the  piece  is  clamped  in  place  by  means  of  nuts 
and  washers  at  S,  which  action  draws  the  work  back 
against  the  face  of  the  collar  O.  The  centers  in  each 
end  of  the  arbor  hold  it  in  position  for  the  grinding. 

A  simple  type  of  expanding  arbor  is  shown  at  T.    The 
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,  m  tarfkatod  hjr  Uw  mmm%.  Hm 

V  kM  •  evaUr  If  in  om  end.  while  the  other  i« 

gplH  at  X  ia  Uuaa  ptac««  and  expanded  by  means  of 

>'.  A  similar  arbor  to  thie  hu  been  de- 
ls Uw  artldta  «■  tanaC  lathe  work.  The 

af  tfitrtaf  is  bgr  aNaaa  af  a  pin  Z  which  liee 
iCaiaet  a  pnJecClaf  atod  in  the  faceplate.  All  of  the 
artora  ihean  here  are  of  very  eimple  type,  and  it  will 
ba  avUMrt  that  there  is  considerable  similarity  between 

I  ani  arbors  oaed  for  maehininc  operations. 

piston  rinfa  aaeh  as  those  used  in  auto- 
and  oUwr  faa-en«lne  cylinders  nust  be  ground 

oa  dM  ovtaMa  diameter  after  they  have  been  cut  apart. 

la  tha  anmvla  at  A  in  Fif.  417  two  methods  of  cutting 
tke  rii«  art  ahofvii.  Tht  example  B  is  the  ordinary 

form,  la  wkkh  tha  sdgm  of  the  ring  come  together  on 
The  hip-joint  ring  shown  at  C  is 

fom^  which  ia  not  so  commonly  used.  In  ma- 
rings  of  this  liind.  they  are  bored  and  then 

aumitlkally.  after  which  a  piece  of  esch  ring 

li  cat  onl.  M  akawn  at  K  and  F  in  the  exampla  D. 

WImb  grlndittg  the  ring*,  they  must  be  ck>8ed  up 
and  drawn  together  so  that  the  edges  meet,  and  they 

must  be  held  in  this  position  during  the  procesn  of 
grinding.  A  method  of  holding  frequently  employed 
for  this  kind  of  work  is  shown  in  the  same  illustration. 
From  four  to  six  rings  G  are  sprung  together  and 
placed  in  the  shell  H.  which  in  mounted  on  an  arbor  K 
ao  that  it  is  sliding  fit.  The  collar  0  is  brought  up 
against  the  edge  of  the  outer  ring  and  clamped  in 
Dlace  by  the  nut  R,  The  stud  S  is  centrally  located  in 

he  bod>'  of  the  arbor  and  contains  a  countersunk  por- 
tion in  which  the  center  Q  locates.  The  other  end  of  the 

arbor  rests  on  the  center  P. 

After  the  rings  hsve  bi>en  placed  in  position  and  the 
collar  tightened,  the  operator  pulls  the  sleeve  H  back 
as  indicated  by  the  dotted  outline.  This  leaves  the 
rings  clear,  so  that  the  grinding  wheel  can  be  used  to 
finish  the  outside  diamete^.  The  arbor  is  furnished 

with  a  ball  M,  which  acts  as  a  "detent"  in  the  groove  L 
when  the  sleeve  is  pulled  back  from  the  rings.  A  point 
of  importance  in  connection  with  the  dexign  is  the 
groove  N,  which  is  used  solely  for  the  purpose  of  reliev- 

ing the  air  pressure  when  moving  the  sleeve  backward 
and  forward  on  the  arbor.  Unless  some  provision  for 
this  relief  is  made,  great  difficulty  will  be  experienced 
on  account  of  the  close  fit. 

Recollections  of  an  Old-Time  Mechanic 
By  John  J.  Gkant 

After  leaving  Brown  ft  Sharpe's  shop  I  went  into  a 
mill  and  helped  the  all-around  man  who  did  the 

1  had  the  starch  taken  out  of  me  when  I  en- 
a  job  that  it  seemed  impossible  to  do  with 
we  had.  It  was  dona,  however,  and  I  had 
igh  to  see  that  if  I  was  ever  to  become  the 

aO-roand  man  I  hoped  to  be.  I  must  be  able  to  do  these 
ioba  and  othars  that  would  put  me  in  a  tight  place. 

I  west  to  Northampton.  Mass..  and  hired  to  a  man 
vim  ran  a  foandry.  ntachine  shop,  sash  and  blind  ohop 
— Old  Bin  Cfaipp.  Nothing  got  away  from  him,  he 
woold  take  anything  from  cleaning  a  watch  to  building 
aa  IS  z  42-ln.  steam  engine.  I  worked  there  for  three 
yaars  and  laid  the  foundation  for  all  the  success  in 

that  has  come  to  me. 
ip  had  a  fair  equipment  of  tools,  as  shops 

I  SBppltad  in  these  days.  As  far  as  I  can  remember 
three  small  engine  lathes  of  14-  to  16-in. 

with  iron  V-s  and  chain  feeds;  a 
l#-ia.  laths^  a  littla  more  modam,  which  I  remember 
had  a  csrioaa  arrantamant  of  tha  speed-reducing  gears, 
al  Inslds  of  tha  oooo  poOsy.  and  one  16-in.  lathe,  made 
by  tha  Hadley  Falls  Machine  Co..  Holyoke.  Mass.  This 

I  oar  star  lathe  and  used  for  the  best  work.  We  had 
oChar  lathea  all  of  tha  same  ssoaral  design,  but 

aa^  ana  with  tha  feed  in  tha  aproa. 
A  14  in.  X  Sa  ft  bad  lathe  wss  used  for  a  shafting 

laiha  and  I  hava  turned  miles  of  shafting  2  to  3  in.  in 
oa  it.  at  the  rate  of  about  SO  ft  per  day.    We 

all  Iron  shafting  In  thoee  day*  and  whan  Old  Bill 
takaa  a  job  aatrsaMly  low,  he  bought  correspond- 
had  Iron  for  the  Job.    This  iron  ivaa  full  of  sand 

obligad  to  stop  the  iatha  ovary  foot 
or  two  and  chip  oat  the  sand  strsaka. 

Wo  taraad  aO  shafting  to  a  ring  gaga  and  K  roquirad 
to  hasp  the  siae  dose  enough  to  All 

firos  anoagh  to  pam  through.    Tbc  diam- 
•f  tka  fiag  gaga  waa  aaoogh  larger   than   tha 

finished  size  of  the  shaft  to  allow  for  filing.  We  had 

standsrd  rings  bored  out  to  inside  calipers  set  to  a 
scale  with  the  corners  worn  off  but  it  was  a  standard 

even  though  it  did  not  match  the  other  fellow's  who 
made  shafting.  Old  Bill  used  to  chuckle  when  we  told 

him  about  it,  and  say,  "Well,  that  is  all  right;  the 
people  who  buy  this  shafting  will  have  to  come  to  me  for 

pulleys." 

We  had  an  8-ft.  lathe  built  on  a  stone  foundation 
having  the  cast-iron  ways  bedded  in  sulphur.  This 
lathe  was  not  very  accurate,  but  we  did  some  good  work 
on  It.  as  it  was  strongly  built.  The  spindle  was  of 
cast  iron,  and  the  bearing  on  the  front  box,  which  wan 
also  of  cast  iron,  waa  about  8  in.  in  diameter  and  10  in. 
long.  After  many  years  use  the  bearing  had  a  beautiful 
surface.  The  faceplate  was  keyed  to  the  spindle.  While 
doing  a  job  I  found  that  the  faceplate  was  loose,  so 
I  took  off  the  front  spindle  cap,  backed  out  the  key 
and  shimmed  under  It  with  a  piece  of  tin.  Thi.s  threw 
it  out  of  true  nearly  a  quarter  of  an  inch  at  the  periph- 

ery, but  we  had  to  use  it  in  that  shape  for  at  least 
one  year  before  I  could  get  permission  to  true  it. 

Our  drill  press  was  home-made,  being  constructed 
from  the  headstock  of  an  old  wood-turning  lathe.  There 
was  no  quick  return  to  the  spindle.  The  quill  was 
threaded  on  the  outside  and  ran  through  the  front  box. 
It  had  a  handwhaei  at  the  top  for  feeding.  The  spindle 
was  driven  by  a  pair  of  cast  bevel  gears  at  the  top. 
One  of  these  gears  was  mounted  on  a  horizontal  shaft 
which  went  through  a  hole  iKircd  through  the  post  to 
which  the  drill  press  was  bolted.  There  was  a  cone 
pulley  on  this  horizontal  shaft,  and  another  shaft  on 
the  bottom  of  the  post  with  a  cone  and  tight  and  loose 

pulleys. The  Ubie  was  a  large  angle  casting  bolted  to  the 
post  snd  arranged  so  that  it  could  be  moved  up  and 
down.  The  spindle  had  a  straight  hole  and  drills  or 
coUcte  were  fastened  in  with  a  setacrew.  We  had  no 

twist  drills,  rsamars,  tops,  dies,  or  milling  cutters  ex- 
cept home-made  ones,  and  some  of  them  were  fearfully 

and  wonderfully  made. 
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An  Engineer's  View  of  Standardization 
of  Macliine  Tool  Elements 

By  Harry  E.  Harris 

During  the  writer's  experience  as  an  engineer  in 
charge  of  equipment,  design,  purchase  and  installation 
in  both  large  and  small  corporations,  he  has  repeatedly 
standardized  machine  tool  elements  and  equipment  as 
well  as  small  tools  in  the  companies  that  he  was  con- 

nected with.  Take  for  instance  the  matter  of  draw-in 
collets  for  lathes,  milling  machines,  bench  lathes  and 
small  grinders;  he  has  adopted  a  certain  collet  as 
standard  and  put  in  new  spindles  or  re-made  the  ex- 

isting spindles  so  that  this  collet  adopted  as  standard 
could  be  used  interchangeably  throughout.  This  elimi- 

nated considerable  confusion  in  the  toolroom,  and  the 
necessity  of  having  a  number  of  sets  of  different  styles 
of  collets,  lost  time  finding  the  proper  collets  and  also 
putting  collets  in  the  wrong  spindles,  stripping  threads 
and  producing  inaccurate  work. 

Another  point  which  was  standardized  was  the  nose 
thread  on  lathe,  milling  machine  and  index  head 
spindles,  so  that  if  machines  were  within  a  certain 
range,  the  same  chucks,  drivers,  boring  heads  and  face- 

plates could  be  used  interchangeably.  This  is  often  of 
advantage  when  work  has  been  strapped  up  on  a  lathe 
faceplate,  or  put  into  a  chuck  and  then  transferred  to 
a  milling  machine  for  further  operations.  It  also  elimi- 

nates the  duplicity  and  complicity  of  the  chucks  and 
chuck  parts,  faceplates,  etc.,  in  stock  as  the  nose  threads 
on  the  spindles  and  the  internal  threads  in  the  backing 

plates  were  made  to  gage.  They  always  fitted  satisfac- 
torily. In  some  cases,  upright  drills  carrying  lathe 

chucks  and  boring  heads,  were  fitted  with  nose  threads 
on  their  spindles  to  correspond  to  the  above  which 
proved  to  be  of  considerable  advantage  in  many  cases. 

Eliminate  Unnecessary  Tapers 

Another  point  which  should  be  considered  is  the 
matter  of  centers  and  tapers.  It  is  a  matter  of  great 
expense  and  confusion  in  reamers  and  chuck  shanks. 
It  is  my  belief  that  a  standard  taper  should  be  adopted 
and  the  large  number  of  useless  tapers  be  discarded 
as  was  undertaken  and  put  through  in  regard  to  screw 
thread  sizes  some  years  ago. 

Other  details  which  might  well  be  standardized  even 
further  than  they  are  today,  are  countershaft  speeds, 
hangers,  boxes,  shaft  sizes,  and  pulleys.  The  speed  at 
which  cutting  tools  can  cut  or  should  cut  is  well  known. 
A  certain  size  lathe  should  have  a  certain  range  of 

speeds  and  the  belt  should  transmit  a  certain  horse- 
power at  each  speed  and  in  case  of  cone  driven  lathes, 

the  diameters  of  the  steps  of  the  cone  pulleys,  the  face 
width  for  the  belt  and  the  number  of  steps  could  well 
be  standardized  for  each  size,  as  also  could  be  the 
length  and  diameter  of  the  bearings. 

While  we  are  on  the  subject  of  lathes,  the  toolposts 
could  be  standardized  so  that  all  lathes  of  similar  size 

would  take  the  same  size  tool.  I  have  made  it  a  prac- 
tice when  buying  a  new  lathe,  to  change  the  toolposts  to 

conform  to  a  tool  which  was  standard  for  that  particu- 
lar size  of  lathe,  and  have  found  quite  a  variation  in 

toolposts.  Where  this  is  not  done,  some  toolposts  are 
found  too  small  to  fit  the  tool  and  the  tool  has  to  be 
ground  down  to  fit. 

Another  thing  which  could  well  be  standardized,  and 

Extracts   from    a   letter   to    the    Standards    Secretary,    A.S.M.E. 
PUolished  by  peiinisslcn. 

there  has  been  some  work  along  this  line,  would  be 
T-slots  of  the  different  machine  tools,  so  that  a  set  of 
standard  bolts  and  clamps  could  be  used  for  milling 
machine,  faceplate,  shaper  table  and  small  planer  work; 
and  a  set  of  standard  clamps  could  be  laid  out  and 
could  be  carried  in  the  stock  room  instead  of  having 
them  kick  around  each  machine. 

First  Standardizers  Will  Reap  Harvest 

We  are  coming  to  a  period  of  keen  competition  and 
the  firms  who  are  first  to  supply  standard  goods  will 
assuredly  reap  the  benefit,  as  users  are  well  aware  of 
the  great  waste  that  goes  on  in  their  factories  due 
to  the  duplication  and  complication  of  machine  tool  ele- 

ments and  accessories,  the  confusion  caused  by  not 
being  able  to  find  the  proper  part  to  fit  and  the  large 
inventory  of  this  kind  of  material  each  concern  has  to 
carry  for  each  individual  type  of  machine  tool. 

I,  as  a  buyer,  appreciating  the  large  saving  that  this 
would  make  in  my  business,  would  consider  the  purchase 
of  an  inferior  machine  tool,  if  I  knew  that  its  elements 
were  to  an  accepted  universal  standard,  rather  than  a 
similar  machine  tool  of  well-known  excellence  of  high 
reputation  but  which  had  everything  peculiar. 

I  am  a  great  enthusiast  on  standardization  and  have 
seen  the  benefits  derived  from  it.  Some  years  ago  in  one 
shop  having  7,000  emplyees  and  of  international  renown, 
I  carried  on  the  work  of  standardizing  their  small  tool 
parts  for  jigs,  such  parts  as  latches,  clamps,  bushings, 
feet,  hinge  leafs,  etc.  The  general  dimensions  being 

standardized,  saved  much  of  the  designer's  and 
mechanics'  time  and  allowed  us  to  manufacture  the 
elements  and  carry  them  in  stock  ready  for  withdrawal 
by  the  toolmaker,  who  simply  had  to  suit  them  to  the 
job  in  hand.  Likewise  in  punches  and  dies,  I  stand- 

ardized the  clamps  and  clamping  bolts  and  die  beds,  die 
blanks,  strippers,  feed  fingers,  punch  holders,  punch 
blanks,  liner  pins  and  liner  pin  bushings.  We  carried 
all  these  in  stock  in  several  different  sizes,  making  it 

a  simple  matter  to  make  a  die.  All  the  diemaker  re- 
quired was  a  sketch  showing  the  layout  of  the  die  itself 

and  giving  the  stock  number  of  the  various  blanks  to  be 
withdrawn  from  stock. 

The  same  standardization  was  carried  throughout  on 
gages,  screw  machine  tools,  etc.,  it  being  only  necessary 
for  the  special  job,  to  withdraw  the  blank  from  the 
stock  room  by  its  stock  number  and  finish  it  to  suit 
the  special  job  in  hand.  This  company  is  producing 
better  tools  than  any  other  company  that  I  know  of 
and  doing  it  for  much  less  cost;  this  cost  being 
approximately  one-half  of  what  they  can  have  the  same 
tools  built  by  tool  building  concerns  for  them.  This 
gives  you  some  idea  of  the  value  of  standardization. 

Standardization  is  also  of  immense  value  in  the  ques- 

tion of  replacements  and  reducing  the  cost  to  the  manu- 
facturer of  the  machine  tool  and  its  parts.  A  large  saving 

would  be  made  also  to  the  manufacturer  of  machine  tools 
in  the  matter  of  initial  costs  and  upkeep  of  his  special 
gages  and  tools  in  his  designing  department.  He  would 
be  able  to  buy  standard  gages  and  tools  made  by  gage 

and  toolmaking  concerns  on  a  commercial  quantity  pro- 
duction basis  much  cheaper  than  he  could  build  gages 

and  tools  himself  and  would  require  fewer  of  them  and 
in  the  engineering  department,  a  high  priced  engineer 
would  not  be  compelled  to  give  any  consideration  to 
such  elements,  except  to  select  the  right  thing  from  a 
table  of  standards  and  have  the  detail  draftsman  specify 
it  on  the  drawings. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Third  P«rt  of  Chapter  on  Gear  Drive* — Speed  Variation  by  Moans  of  Sliding  Gears — 

Arrangements  of  Gears — Rounding  of  Teeth 

By  a.  L.  Dk  LEEUW 
i'-anauhUic  Bdltor.  Amrriran  Maektniit 

S  THE  fonfoiaff  paracnpH*  s»n«nl  fvaturcs  were 
coiMidtnitiolu    whkh    kad    up    to    the 

of  •  cvrtain  dMiyn.  but  without  coiuiderinir 
W*  hav«  found  how  much  power  must  be  traiu- 

mmajr  shift*  «•  should  make  for  a  civen 
mft  of  ip»ar1t.  e*-.     We  must  now  aee 

what  MMoae  tlwre  are  available  to  obuin  the  daaired 
reaalta. 
TW  vartoos  daaired  speed*  are  obtained  by  speed 

of  wideh  aeveral  may  be  uaed  in  one  speed- 
devko.    We  can  make  change*  in  one  of  theee 
or  chanfe  over  from  one  to  another:  or,  what 

puiiaps  more  often,  do  both,  when  we  want 
•  ̂ •agt  of  epeed*. 

Speed  variators  are  of  different  tjrpes.  the  principle 
«M*  being:  Slidiay  fears:  cone  gears  and  tumbler; 

pal  pin  gears:  back  gears:  clutch  arrangements;  dif- 
fMwiUals;  combinations  of  some  of  these  devices. 

Sttdiag  gears  should  be  made  with  rounded  teeth  on 
tlMt  aide  wiMre  tJMjr  onter  into  mesh.  Both  meshing 

have  Um  teeth  rounded.  The  amount  of 
tt  the  pitch  of  the  gears  and  on  their 

drensfereotial  speed.  If  the  gear  has  several  speeds, 
the  highest  *boald  be  considered.     Up  to  6  pitch  and 

I 

rictt  ntn rwLTS 

i 

dtr 
m.tt 

7«  TO  7»— roiiMs  or  ROI'SUBD  tcrtii 

with  a  speed  not  cieeeding  600  ft.  per  minute.  )  in. 

is  tooagh  for  the  round.  I^vier  pitches  than  6  dia- 
below  600  ft.,  or  6  pitch  or  less  and 

tlwa  too  ft.  require  A  in.  Heavier  pitches  and 
above  MO  ft  require  i  in.  or  more. 

An  aatoeas  of  round  docs  no  harm,  but  it  must  be 
rsiwwbiied  that  in  figuring  tooth  pressure  the  round 
mmgt  ael  be  Hgurtd;  so  that  more  round  than  is  neces- 
aarjr  adds  to  the  face  of  gear,  length  of  shaft,  etc.. 
wHlMNtt  eottprnsating  feature.  The  round  should  be 
■•de  a*  In  Pig.  76.  and  not  a*  in  Fig.  77.  It  is  some- 
UflMB  thought  that  the  round  appears  as  in  Fig.  78. 
Soch  a  round  b  only  given  to  prevent  the  gear  from 
being  damaged  in  IwBdiiflg  and  a  very  small  amount 
serves  for  thi*  purpose.  The  round  intended  for  the 
gaar  shift  Is  shown  in  Fig.  19.  ThU  round  is  made 
along  tlie  fare  and  flsnk  of  teeth.  The  existing  machines 
for  aalUag  the  tmiod  produce  one  also  at  the  top. 
Ihoogh  thi*  Is  not  required.  Sliding  gears  shoaM  be 
da**  to  a  bearing  when  la  nMsh.  Figs.  80  and  81 
•how  the  right  and  wrong  way  of  srrsnging  them. 
Maay  dseiga*  eslat  which  ignore  this  requirement 

AH  rlelM*  r«— n't*. 

The  pinion  which  transmits  the  power  from  a  sliding 
gear  shaft  to  another  shaft  should  be  placed  as  near 
as  possible  to  the  largest  gear  of  the  sliding  gear 
system.  The  reason  is  that  this  gear  producer  the 
maximum  torque  on  that  shaft,  and  that  therefore  the 
deflection  will  be  held  to  a  minimum  when  that  part 
of  the  shaft  between  the  gear  and  the  transmission 
pinion  is  as  short  as  possible. 

1^ 
-^iE-M-   •■^-^- RijUt 

PtSM 

^  -M 

Wronfl 

, .  FI(.W 

3£K1 
rios  10  ANO  »j— niauT  a.nd  wrong  ways  of  arhanq- 

INO  SLIDINO  QKARM 

The  shaft  on  which  the  gears  slide  should  be  pro- 
vided with  at  least  two  keys.  If  possible,  these  should 

be  made  larger  than  standard  to  provide  more  bearing 
surface.  The  reason  why  more  than  one  key  should 
be  provided  (and  this  holds  good  for  clutches  and  other 
similar  sliding  parts)  is  that  there  must  always  be  some 
difference  in  size  between  the  >K>re  of  the  gear  and  the 
diameter  of  the  shaft,  and  that  thi.s  cauHcs  a  wedging 
action.  This  is  shown  in  exaggerated  form  in  Fig.  82. 
When  two  keys  are  used,  the  action  is  as  shown  in 
Fig.  88.  The  best  and  most  modern  practice  is  to  use 
splined  shafts  for  sliding  gears.  The  number  of  splines 
in  such  shafts  varies  from  four  to  ten.  Often  the 
shafts  are  hardened  and  the  Hplines  ground.  The  rather 
modem  processes  of  broaching  the  gear  and  bobbing  the 
shaft  have  made  this  construction  practicable. 

Cboss-Sbctions  of  Hobbed  Splines 

WTien  providing  a  splined  shaft  which  is  to  be  hob- 
bed,  the  following  should  be  remembered:  It  is  not 
possible  to  hob  a  squared  corner  at  the  bottom  of  a 
splire.  The  section  should  therefore  be  made  as  in 
Fig.  84  or  else  as  in  Fig.  85.  but  in  the  latter  case 

'••n  'itti  pisM  n«ji 

FfOS.    at    AND    »»— MKTMOI.-    .,|      KKVINO    OICAUH. 

noa.  14  AND  «»— rnosH mx'Ttovu  ,,p 
SfMN'Kt)  MHAir- 

the  gear  should  bear  on  the  topM  of  th<;  nplinc's  only. 
The  itrst-mentioned  construction  is  to  l>e  preferred  be- 

cause it  provides  mors  bearing  surface  for  the  gear. 
The  length  of  the  sliding  gears  on  the  shaft  should 
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be  as  much  as  conditions  will  permit  and  should  never 
be  less  than  the  diameter  at  the  point  where  the  shift- 

ing fork  engages  the  gear.  This  diameter  should  be 
measured  at  the  farthest  point  of  engagement  (see 
Fig.  86). 

Larger  gears  require  greater  length  on  the  shafts, 
because  there  is  a  tendency  to  cant  the  gear  when  it 
butts  against  the  mating  gear  before  the  teeth  enter. 
This  canting  effect  may  make  it  difficult  and  even 
impossible  to  complete  the  shift. 

If  it  is  intended  to  shift  the   gears  while  running, 

ot 

I1-, 

:e3- 
D  should  not  be 

greakrthan  L 

FIG.  86 
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FIG.BT 

FIG.    S6 — DIAGRAM    OF   GEAR    SHIFTI.XG    FORK.      FIG.    87 — 

DIAGRAM  OF  GEAR  ACTION"  WHEX  SHIFT 
IS  TOO   SLOW 

care  "should  be  taken  not  to  have  much  difference  be- 
tween the  old  and  the  new  speeds.  It  should  not  be 

forgotten  that  large  masses  may  have  to  be  speeded 
up  and  that  the  load  on  the  mechanism  is  proportional 
to  the  acceleration  we  must  impart.  This  acceleration 
is  necessarily  very  great,  because  the  time  available 
for  the  change  from  low  to  high  speed  is  very  short. 
This  time  is  merely  the  amount  of  time  required  for 
the  rounds  of  the  gears  to  pass  each  other 
and,  in  addition,  a  few  degrees  of  one 
revolution  of  the  driven  and  driving  shafts 
and  possibly  some  other  shafts  besides,  due 
to  their  torsional  deflections. 

It   would    seem,    then,    that    one    should 
shift  the  gears  slowly,  but  this  would  cause 
another  difficulty.     Fig.  87  illustrates  what 
happens  when  we  try  to  shift  slowly.  While 
the  stationary  gear  travels   in  the   direc- 

tion   of    arrow    No.    1,    the    sliding    gear 
moves  in  the  direction  of  arrow  No.  2.    If 
the   speed    of  A    is   high   and    that   of   B 
is  low,  the  sliding  gear  will  have  penetrated  but  a  very 
short  distance  between  the  teeth  of  A  before  the  rounds 
of  the  two   gears   come   in   contact  with  one   another. 
Gear   A   will   then   have    a   tendency   to   push   B   back. 

teeth  opposite  the  straight  part  of  the  teeth  of  A,  such 
clashing  will  occur.  This  condition  is  aggravated  by 
the  high  speed  of  A,  low  speed  of  B  in  the  direction 
of  shift,  and  heavy  load.  When  the  load  to  be  picked 
up  is  light,  it  may  be  po.ssible  to  force  the  sliding  gear 
into  place  even  with  a  slow  shift. 

The  sliding  gear  system  has  been  taken  up  first  be- 
cause it  is  the  most  satisfactory  of  all  speed  variatora 

in  which  gears  are  the  means  of  obtaining  the  various 
speeds.  However,  its  application  is  limited  for  various 
reasons.  In  the  first  place,  it  loses  some  of  its  desirable 
features  as  soon  as  more  than  two  speeds  are  to  be 
obtained  in  one  shift.  Fig.  88  shows  a  sliding  gear 
arrangement  for  three  speeds.  As  will  be  seen,  it  is 
no  longer  possible  to  have  all  of  the  stationary  gears 
close  to  a  bearing.  It  is  further  necessary  to  pass 
through  one  of  the  speeds  in  order  to  obtain  one  of  the 
other  two.  If,  for  instance,  in  Fig.  88  R  is  the  driving 
9nd  N  the  driven  shaft,  we  will  obtain  the  high  speed  in 
the  position  as  shown;  i.e.,  with  B  and  E  in  mesh.  In 
order  to  go  from  the  medium  to  low  speed  we  have  to 
pass  through  high.  We  also  find  that  the  length  between 
bearings  becomes  rather  great.  If  we  call  the  face  of 
the  gears  F  and  the  clearance  between  adjoining  gears, 
when  in  neutral  position,  C,  the  length  between  bearings 
with  a  two-speed  arrangement  would  be  4F  -f  3C ;  while 
with  a  three-speed  arrangement  it  would  be  7F  -f- 
6C.  If  it  were  possible  to  make  the  length  of  the  shaft 
proportional  to  the  number  of  speeds,  it  would  be 

\  X  (4F  -f  3C)  =  6F  +  4iC,  so  that  we  have  lost 
F  -f-  liC.  Another  thing  to  be  noticed  about  the 
three-speed  arrangement  is  that  gear  F  must  have  at 
least  four  teeth  less  than  gear  E  in  order  to  slide 
under  gear  B  without  touching. 

A   four-speed   arrangement   may   be  constructed  as 

X-t:: 
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FIGS.  8S  AXD  89— THREE  AXD  FOUR  SPEED 
ARRANGEMEXTS 

This  action  will  be  repeated  again  and  again,  causing 
the  rattling  or  clashing  of  the  gears  when  they  are  not 
properly  shifted. 

Unless  the  speed  of  B  in  the  direction  of  arrow  No.  2 
is  great  enough   to  bring  the  straight   portion  of  its 

FIG.    90 — AXOTHER    FOUR    SPEED    ARRAXGEMEXT.      FIG. 
91— DIAGRAM  OF  SHIFTIXG  COLLARS  AXD  FORKS 

in  Fig.  89  or  Fig.  90.  The  construction  of  Fig.  89 
requires  a  rather  complicated  shifting  arrangement.  It 
is  necessary  to  pick  up  gears  A  and  B  while  C  and  D 

are  being  held  in  a  locked  position.  When  it  is  neces- 
sary! to  shift  C  and  B,  gears  A  and  B  must  first  be 

brought  to  the  neutral  position  and  there  secured 
against  sidewise  movement,  after  which  C  and  B  may 
be  picked  up  and  shifted.  The  way  in  which  this  is 
ordinarily  accomplished  is  showni  in  Fig.  91  in  dia- 

grammatic form.  The  lever  A,  shown  here  in  section, 
can  swing  in  the  direction  of  arrows  Nos.  1  and  2,  and 
is  thus  able  to  engage  either  collars  B-B  or  C-C  and 
move  them  sideways,  thus  moving  either  rod  B  and  fork 
E  or  rod  F  and  fork  G.  To  lock  the  inactive  fork, 

spring  plungers  are  sometimes  used,  or  a  positive  lock 
may  be  pushed  out  of  the  way  by  the  lever  itself.  This 
matter  will  be  more  fully  treated  in  the  chapter  on 
interlocking  devices.  Many  other  shifting  devices  are 
possible  operated  by  cams  and  other  mechanisms. 

It  is,  of  course,  possible  to  have  more  than  two  sets 
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OB  MM  skkfl  and  optrate  th«in  with 
an  opmtcd  by  on«  lever. 

conpiiratrd  and  are  not  much 
tka  flMn  WMrid  baceote  too  larre  if 

la  eoMMarabla.     With  two  even 
that,  if  the  lartmt   step  had  a 

D  aad  tlM  aouli  atap  a  diameter  d.  the  range 

-f.    The  same  would  be  the  caae  with 
■bdtnc  g«ara  if  w*  were  willing  to  have  a  large  gear 

Thia,  bowvvar.   ia  not   desirable. 

We  aim  to 
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ia    much    leas 
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The  four-apeed  arrangement  shown  in  Pig.  90  re- 
guirea  a  length  of  ahaft  of  12F  -f-  UC  and  is  therefore 
not  to  be  recommended  except,  perhaps,  for  lijtht  loads. 
It  has  various  other  disadvantages  besides  the  great 
length  of  ahaft.  such,  for  inatance.  as  the  fact  that 
there  is  no  regular  increase  or  decrease  of  speeds  when 
going  from  right  to  left. 

■n 

Making  Camshafts  in  Two  Motor  Shops 
.Methods  Used  in  Turning:  and  Grinding  Camshafts  for  Four-  and 

Six>Oylinder  Motors — Operations  and  Their  Sequence 
By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
»lllor.  AmrrimH  ilarhlnUI 

THE  method  oatd  in  machining  the  Pierve-Arrow 
OMHhaft  ma)-  be  of  interest  and  is  given  in  con- 
aidtrable  deuil  herewith.    The  list  of  the  various 

and  the  allowaooe  for  grinding  is  as  follows : 

tor  vmlwlBS- 
\ti  CuMfW  bMh  «iiaa. 

I4>  ttmm^kmrm  Hot,  I.  I 
raU;  aBev  SMI  le 

«S>  Wlia  IMP  IM*  An 
bmh  tdtm  af  Jmrmm 
•■•*  asii  t*  a.eis 

..  .  afHl  i  kMifina  4lam«t«ra  for  ataady- 
SMl  le  «.•<»  In.  for  flnlaMiMr. 

>».0J 

twa   K«a    I   Mid    « 
•  •It  k>,  Mi4  toM 

tll>    lUacli-tara  krtWMM 

«ll>   r%n  -  -        - 

tupf  •mm*;  allow  •oil   to  >02«  in.:   f«<^ 
at  mfWf  ■ana*   and   Inaldr   of   smaU   flansr 
t*  •.•>•  In.  kJMwvrn  larca  bimI  nnall  flangm 
•  •!•  IB.  on  outaldr  fac«  of  larn  Aans«- 
•Bia   Nan.   1  and   : :   turn  and  race  bark  of 
•I  Nn.  I  haartns  and  front  Hans*  at  No.  1 

N«B.   t  and   4 :  torn  and  fac«  bark  of 
it  No.   i  baartas  and  front  llans*  at  No.  t 

Naa.   t  and  •:  turn  and  faca  bark  of 
M   Na^    I   banrtac   and   faoa   bark   of  No.    < 

•t  N&  >  baarlM:  turn  Noa. 
•D»w  •.•N  to  rtlt  In.  and 

ll«> 
«|T» 

tlSi  MmisMaa. 

■  :  aiow  ••»  to  ••»  In.  on  diamatar 

allMr   •.•»   to  •.•>!   In.   for  flnlah- 

bnrr  and  tap  aaapo. 

ISJ>   Orlnd  all  baarinc  dlamrtrr*  and  sr'ml  joint  faor  of  larsf 
Oanga  and  Inaldr  rac-<>«  of  both  lolUr*  for  front  Iwarlnc. 

(141   Taat  baarlnca  nml  ■tralcliti-n  If  nn  fniw r) . 
liS)    Plnnl-srlnil   <  nnm 
(S()    '  iinii    anil    bintk    nhnrp    rornria 

(J7)     1         ;  ,  htcn  If  ncc«»Hr> . 

The  rough-turning  of  the  bearings  is  shown  in  Fig.  1, 
a  Lo-Swing  lathe  being  used  for  this  purpose.  The 
facing  of  the  ahouldera  and  cami«  in  shown  in  Fig.  2 
and  the  rough-turning  between  them  in  Fig.  3.  The 
method  of  driving  the  camshaft  can  be  seen  in  the 
various  operations.  In  the  flrat  a  bent  tail  dog  is  used 
on  the  large  flange;  in  the  second,  a  three-jawed  chuck 
grips  the  flange  after  it  haa  been  turned;  and  in  the 
third  operation  a  special  form  of  driving  clamp  can  lie 
seen.  The  camshaft  is  then  carburir.ed  and  hardened, 
after  which  the  flange  is  annealed.  The  ahaft  in  then 
straightened  on  centers  as  shown  in  Fig.  4,  the  dial 
indicator  testing  the  concentricity  of  the  various  bear- 
inga.  The  indicator  can  be  alid  along  the  splined  bar 
to  any  desired  position.  A  straightening  press  can  be 
seen  just  to  the  right  of  the  operator.  The  finish  grind- 

ing of  the  camshaft  is  shown  in  Fig.  5.  and  requires 
no  special  explanation. 

The  cam  testing  flxture  used  by  the  Peerless  Motor 
Car  Co.,  of  Cleveland,  Ohio,  is  shown  in  Fig.  6;  it 
resembles  in  many  ways  the  type  of  machine  shown  In 
a  previous  article,  but  has  an  indexing  mechanism  on 

no.  t   niuvT  oncRATioN  in  U}-»wtMa.   na.  i.   kacino  thb  sHouLbiois 
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FIG.  3.     FINISH  TURNING  CAMSHAFT.     FIG.   4.      STRAIGHTENING  AFTER  HARDENING 
FIG.   5.     FINISH-GRINDING  THE  CAMS.     FIG.   6.     PEERLESS  TESTING  FIXTURE 

the  large  wheel  in  addition  to  an  outside  pointer,  show- 
ing the  angularity  of  the  cams  in  degrees.  This  cam- 

shaft is  for  an  eight-cylinder  motor,  while  the  Fierce- 
Arrow  camshaft  handles  only  the  inlet  valves  for  a  six- 
cylinder  motor.  The  Fierce-Arrow  is  a  dual  valve  motor, 
having  two  inlet  and  two  exhaust  valves  to  each  cylinder, 
hence  the  twelve  cams  on  the  shaft  in  Fig.  4. 

The  camshaft  for  the  Mack  motor,  like  the  crankshaft,, 
is  made  of  carbon  steel  and  then  carburized  so  as  to,' 

"secure  an  extremely  hard  bearing  surface.  The  ends 
of  the  forgings  are  ground,  if  necessary,  and  the  cam- 

shaft is  centered,  after  which  a  preliminary  straighten- 
ing takes  place.  Then  the  center  bearing  is  rough- 

turned,  the  shaft  turned  between  the  cams  and  the 
other  rough-turning  operations  completed.  The  shaft 
is  then  ready  for  another  straightening,  followed  by 
three  finish-turning  operations,  one  being  shown  in  Fig. 
7,  utilizing  a  Lo-swing  lathe  with  three  toolposts.    The 

FIG.  7.     TURNING  THE  CAMSHAFT.     FIG.  8.     HOBBING  THE  SPIRAL  GEAR 
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iriU.  ».     run  iriSAl.  tlTI<AlUHTK.NiMU.     MU.   iv.     USAL.  INSJl'fe^.TlON 

diaiiMten  of  Um  thrw  bearing  ahoutd  be  noted. 
TIm  miilinc  of  tbt  spiral  xv«r  for  drivUiK  the  oil 

«a  «  Lew-Bradncr  machine  ia  shown  in  Fig.  8. 
of  Um  caaa  are  then  faced,  the  nmal! 
idntat  and  the  ahaft  cut  to  the  proper 

kngth  and  re-centered.  Then  the  fillet  radiua  is  cut 
OS  the  K«ar.  two  ke)'ways  milled  and  cotter-pin  holes 
drIllMl  and  countersunk.  The  end  threads  are  cut  and 

tto  CMoa  roii(ii>croand. 
Al  burrs  are  then  ranoved  with  a  file,  all  machine 

ioapMted  and  the  camshaft  is  ready  to  be 
•ad  hardened,  the  threaded  portions  being 

aftvrwarda  annealed.  Sand  blanting  comes  next,  after 
which  the  final  straightening  takes  place  as  shown  in 
Fig.  9,  a  convenient  hand  press  being  provided  for  this 

purpose. The  center  bearing  ia  then  finish-ground,  after  which 
the  eight  hardened  cams  are  both  rough-  and  finish- 
ground.  The  end  main  bearings  and  the  several  diam- 

eters that  form  gear  seats  are  finish-ground.  This  ia 
followed  by  a  final  inspection  as  in  Fig.  10,  including 
Bcleroscope  hardness  testa.  These  tests  include  the  bear- 

ings and  the  cam  throws,  as  can  be  seen  from  the 
apparatus  in  the  same  illust ration. 

■n 

How  Shall  We  Desifcnate  Tolerances? 
— Discussion 

By  J.  A.  Roy 

Scfarrint  to  the  article  by  F.  C.  Hudj»on  on  page  794, 
VoL  86^  of  Amttrieom  MoekiniMl.  entitled  "How  Shall 
We  Designate  Tolerances?**  this  is  a  subject  which 
might  well  be  thrashed  out  and  some  standard  system 
adopted.  The  aTcrafe  engineer  and  draftsman  nuiy 
ha«»  (more  often  he  has  not)  a  conception  of  the  uses 
of  toleraoees  and  their  expression  on  working  draw- 
lafa.  A  teleraace  ia  *imply  an  Indication  as  to  the 
variatkm  flmn  a  cwrtain  sise  that  is  serviceable  in  the 
•  lasmliiid  onlt.  making  allowance  for  the  errora  which 
cwhnC  he  disaaaociated  from  any  type  of  human  per- fiii— im. 

The  accepted  and  ahnoet  udvcraal  method  of  indicat- 
tof  teleraacea,  M  as  «tr  for  a  hole  and  shaft  ia  thus: 

"*^S  ̂   •'«'  >'»W  *JS5  in.,  that  ia.  the  baaic 
AiaiHlau  is  artoalty  indicated,  and  nothing  smaller 
«••■■  to  ♦».  to  tJie  case  of  the  hole,  nor  anything  larger 
•hM  IMVl  ia.  in  the  caae  of  the  ahaft  will  be  accepted. 
The  wmkmam  wiO  aaturaliy  have  the  dimenaion  shown. 
iMsie  to  this  caa«  ixed  in  hU  mind  and  he  will  work  to 
it  aad  aahe  alln— aii  ia  oalr  one  dirwtion.  This  often 
NMrits  to  ecrapptov  or  rereoting  of  work,  and  ahraxa 
to  toaa  of  tiaw. 

Let  m  aow  roMidir  the  rcsolta  if  we  iodicaU  the 
I  aad  five  •  Udirsetiooal  toleranee.    The 

dimensions  given  above  would  become  2.001  ■±:  0.001 
and  1.996  :^  0.001  in.  The  machinist  now  has  an 
indicated  dimension  midway  >>etweeii  the  allowable 
limits.  He  consequently  works  to  that  dimension  and  a 
slight  error  either  way  will  not  cause  rejection.  If 
his  "mike"  or  gage  should  be  out  a  trifle  the  chances 
are  he  will  get  by.  Also  the  natural  wear  of  the  tool 
point  and  machine  l)ed  and  parts,  faulty  but  almost 
imperceptible  alignment  of  centers,  and  settling  of  the 
machine  foundation  will,  to  some  extent  be  taken  care 
of  automatically. 

This  system  of  indicating  tolerances  is  especially  uno- 
ful  in  a  shop  where  piecework  and  time  study  arc  in 
vogue,  and  where  a  complete  system  of  working  and 
inspection  gages  cannot  be  had,  or  where  only  a  few 
r-leces  are  required.  The  writer  s|)eaks  from  expe- 

rience when  he  says  he  alwavM  t«)ok  the  menu,  and  not 
the  boMic  dimension  as  standard.  Any  change  in  dimen- 

sion could  l)e  immediately  corrected  without  repassing 
Ihe  piece  through  the  operation,  a  most  unsatisfactory 
method  where  a  fairly  heavy  cut  to  a  close  tolerance  is 
required. 

And.  why  in  Sam  Hill  does  a  draftsman  put  down 
:t:  0.001  when  it:  0.010  would  In;  plenty  good  enough? 

And  how  many  wera  ever  guilty  of  putting  down  /•  O.-'iOO 
or  even  ar  0.2&0?  And  why.  when  ̂ .  0.010  is  given  will 
a  machinist  woric  to  :i:  0.000r>?  I  have  known  some  to 
work  to  :±:  O.OOOI.  It  might  make  a  good  sutiject  for 
a  psfcbological  Investigation,  but  it  has  no  place  in 
these  days  ot  efficiency  and  maximum  production. 
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Factory  Storekeeping  and  Material  Control 
The  Seventh  Article — Storeroom  Stowage  Rules — Protection  of  Stores  from  Fire,  Pilfering 

and  Deterioration — Charging  and  Issuing  Maintenance  Stores 

By  henry  h.  farquhar 

IN  COMPLETING  the  discussion  of  storeroom  re- 
quirements, the  methods  of  stowage,  the  protection 

of  materials  and  the  handling  of  maintenance  stores 
must  be  dealt  with.  The  five  general  rules  given  for 
the  physical  arrangement  and  the  removal  of  goods  in 
the  storeroom  will  facilitate  the  handling  and  taking  of 
inventory,  if  strictly  observed. 

A  few  definitions  of  the  terms  illustrated  in  Fig.  13 

FIG.   13 — STOWAGE  UNIT--^ 

and  used  in  the  rules  for  stowage  are  as  follows: 
An  article  is  any  one  kind  of  material,  as  machine 

bolts. 

An  item  is  any  one  size  or  variety  of  an  article,  as 
hex  head  machine  bolts,  U.  S.  Standard,  J  x  3i  in. 
A  unit  or  piece  is  any  single  piece,  as  one  bolt, 

shown  at  A. 

A  package  is  a  quantity  in  the  original  container, 
as  one  box  of  bolts,  twelve  in  a  box,  shown  at  A. 

A  lot  is  a  quantity  received  and  stored  at  any  time, 
as  one  gross  bolts,  twelve  boxes,  twelve  in  a  box. 

A  standard  lot  is  a  quantity  determined  upon  as  most 
suitable  for  a  given  condition  of  use,  as  fifty  bolts. 

A  column  is  a  number  of  units  or  packages  in  vertical 
arrangement,  one  wide,  two  or  more  high,  one  deep, 
shown  at  B. 

A  row  is  a  number  of  units  in  fore  and  aft  arrange- 
ment, one  wide,  one  high,  two  or  more  deep, 

shown  at  /. 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  hook.     All  rights  reserved. 

A  course  is  a  number  of  units  in  left  and  right  ar- 
rangement, two  or  more  wide,  one  high,  one  deep, 

shown  at  F. 

A  section  is  a  number  of  rows  in  vertical  arrange- 
ment, one  wide,  tvio  or  more  high,  two  or  more  deep, 

shown  at  C. 

A  tier  is  a  number  of  rows  in  left  and  right  arrange- 
ment, two  or  more  wide,  one  high,  two  or  more  deep, 

shown  at  E. 

A  block  is  a  number  of 

courses  in  vertical  arrange- 
ment, two  or  more  wide,  two 

or  more  high,  one  deep,  shown 
at  D. 

A  stack  is  a  number  of  tiens 

in  vertical-  arrangement,  two 
or  more  wide,  two  or  more 
high,  two  or  more  deep,  shown 
atH. 

A  wedge  stack  is  an  ar- 
rangement of  units  in  the 

form  of  a  wedge,  as  illustrated 
by  the  storing  of  shells,  cans 
and  other  cylindrical  bodies, 
and  as  shown  at  K. 

A  pyramidal  stack  is  an 
arrangement  of  units  in  the 

form  of  a  pyramid,  as  illus- 
trated by  the  storing  of  can-  ̂  

noh  balls,  and  other  spherical 
bodies,  and  as  shown  at  G. 

A  pile  or  heap  is  an  irreg- 
ular mass  of  pieces,  such  as  a 

pile  of  coal. 
Instructions  for  stowage  are 

as  follows: 

( 1 )  Have  a  designated  stow- 
age place  for  each  item,  and 

so  far  as  possible  keep  all  of 
that  item  and  no  other  in  that  place,  properly  stowed. 
When  it  becomes  necessary  to  place  different  articles 
or  items,  or  different  lots  of  the  same  item,  in  the  same 
stowage  space,  separate  the  piles  or  stacks  by  at  least 
2  in.,  if  in  bins,  and  by  at  least  5  in.,  if  on  platforms 
or  in  piles  on  the  floor  between  the  aisles.  Be  sure  that 

this  arrangement  is  such  that  it  never  becomes  neces- 
sary to  remove  one  item  to  get  at  another. 

(2)  Arrange  the  items  for  a  maximum  facility  in 
taking  inventory.  In  other  words,  as  you  face  the 
stowage  area  from  the  aisle,  commence  piling  at  the 
back  left-hand  corner  and  complete  this  column  to  the 
top;  then  in  front  of  this  build  the  next  column  and 
so  on,  completing  the  left-hand  section.  Similarly,  com- 

plete the  next  section  to  the  right,  each  column  being 
completed  so  that  no  vacant  spaces  will  remain  hidden, 
before  a  new  column  is  started.  Only  the  last  column 
should  remain  incomplete  as  shown  at  H  in  Fig.  13. 
Place  all  labels  facing  the  aisle  wherever  possible. 

In  taking  inventory,  multiply  the  number  of  packages 
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«r  aate  yw  block  bgr  tkt  aosbtr  of  full  bloclu.  and 

•di  to  ttds  Uw  BvalMr  of  padagw  in  tlw  tneomplc'te 
— ttioB.    Ptor  •  <wjgi  atadc: 
Naahv  ia  •  block  ■■  aiunbor  od  bottom  tier  X 

(■mhir  of  tkn  4- 1)  -^  1: 
la  oono  caaoo  otowago  may  be  arranfed  ao  that  the 

takioc  of  iaveatorjr  is  accompliahed  in  even  leas  time 
It  ia  oftao  poooiblo  with  articlea  which 
in  dtroet  proportioa  to  quantity,  to  eatab- 

a  acalo  or  gac*  at  the  aide  of  the  stack,  bin.  car- 
haf  or  otbor  container,  which,  at  a  glance,  indieatea 
with  ataflklent  accurarr  the  quantity  on  hand.  Familiar 

of  auck  acalao  of  quantity  are  found  in  coal 
and  in  luabor  ahods.  Tho  ̂ neral  method  ia 

to  tho  BOOMnaMBt  of  many  other  materialH 
bo  aoriaod. 

Provide  for  aecuring  a  turnover  of  atock.  The 
of  doinc  thia  will  vary  somewhat  as  between 

doable  binnins.  stacking  or  piling. 

AND  DoiTBUc  Stacking  Systems 

la  aingle  stacking  always  iasue  from  the  right-hand 
■Ido  of  the  stack.  Surting  with  the  incomplete  section, 
at  rim  an  at  If  in  Fig.  IS,  work  in  the  opposite  direction 
(to  tho  Mt)  fron  that  in  which  the  stack  was  built  up. 

column  and  section  completely  before  an- 
te diatarfaod.  If  stacks  t«nd  to  topple  over,  it 

■Mqr  bo  Boeaoaary  to  remove  the  itema  by  tiers,  leaving 
the  top  of  the  stack  instead  of  the  right-hand  section 

Tho  proooduro  abould  be  modiAed  accord- 
TUa,  howovor.  is  more  wasteful  of  stowage 

and  ohoold  Dot  be  done  unloaa  necosaary. 
a  BOW  lot  of  the  aame  itam  is  received,  aa 

directed  in  Rale  No.  2,  pile  it  to  the  left  of  the  present 
lot.  roaaoviaff  the  left-hand  sections  of  the  latter  and 

packagoa  on  the  right-hand  side  aa  it 
iry  to  provide  room.  The  new  lot  may 

bo  plofod  floah  with  the  old  one  in  single  stacking, 
oaloM  It  ia  daoired  for  ideotiAcation  purposes  to  keop 
tho  two  Iota  physically  separate.  Leave  odd  packages 
oa  the  right-hand  section  of  the  new  lot  where  the 
aeparation  of  k>ta  ia  neceaaary,  or  use  more  of  the  old 
lot  t«  iUI  in  the  new  stack  where  stacks  are  to  be  flush 
thmighowL  Where  it  ia  impracticable  or  too  expensive 
to  awvo  the  old  lot  to  make  wa)-  for  the  new,  the  latter 
may  be  piled  to  the  right  of  the  preacnt  k>t  aa  described 
la  tho  Boat  paragraph. 
Whata  doobio  stacking  ia  practiced,  it  Is  necessary 

alwaya  to  hava  apaeo  for  two  stacks,  one  from  which 
aB  iflsaoo  are  audo.  the  other  to  which  all  receipts  are 
added.  Bach  stack  ia  buih  ap  aa  explained  in  Rule 
Ko.  2.  aad  botwaen  the  two,  a  vacant  space  of  not  leaa 
thaa  6  in.  ahoold  ordinarily  be  left.  Withdrawals  are 
matt  troBk  right  to  loft  of  tho  iaauing  atack  as  ex- 
fiatmi.  aad  when  tho  iaaaing  atack  ia  exhausted,  issu- 
lag  ahoald  start  from  the  prerioos  incoming  stack,  and 
fMwa  netipU  aboald  be  pot  in  the  space  just  left 
vaeaat.  Wharo  H  is  dooirod  to  koop  each  lot  separate, 
k««  agaia  Ibt  procadafo  owat  be  modiflad  aa  suggested 
for  alaclo  itarliiwg.  Which  stack  or  k>t  is  outgoing 

a!<d  which  Is  lassmlng  at  any  particular  time  is  indi- 
<a  ed  by  ths  dMhcaoco  ia  Ma  tags,  or  by  a  marker,  if 

(4) 

R  to 

leU  for  the  stowage  and 
practicable.    Unfortoaately, 

to  Msks  tho  trade  conUlnor.  box. 
at  aaeo  oar  oaft  of  porehaae.  stowage 

throaghoMt  althoagh  thia  shouki  be  done 

wherever  poMible.  In  such  cases,  the  container  need  not 
be  opened  until  it  reaches  the  point  of  use.  except  for 
iaapection  and  for  possible  treatment  againat  rust. 
Clerical  work  in  such  cases  is  much  aimplifled,  Hince 
the  tranaactiona  relate  to  a  few  packagea  containin»r 
many  unite.  < 

Where  the  use  of  the  original  container  is  not  pos- 
sible, however,  it  will  facilitate  issuing  and  quick  serv- 

ice if,  instead  of  putting  the  units  back  in  the  original 
containers  or  storing  them  loose  in  bins  st  the  time  of 
inspection,  they  are  divided  off  when  being  counted  into 
predetermined  standard  amounts  which,  aa  separate 
lota,  are  auitable  for  delivery  to  the  point  of  use.  Such 
items  aa  bolts  and  nuts,  screws,  special  castings  and 
BO  on  may  alwaya  be  needed  in  certain  deflnite  quanti- 

ties for  the  aasembly  of  a  standard  product.  This 
quantity  should  be  sorted  into  suitable  boxes  or  put 
into  strong  bags  and  stored  aa  a  standard  lot  ready  for 
iasue  without  further  counting. 

Again,  the  method  of  storing  in  hulk  and  issuing  by 

unite  described  below  under  "Maintenance  Storea"  will 
cut  down  the  clerical  work  incident  to  book  entries  and 
to  the  taking  of  inventory. 

(5)  Utilise  available  stowage  space  to  the  utmost 
capacity.  Study  your  requirements  in  each  material 
and  try  to  have  just  enough  and  not  too  much  apace  for 
each  article.  By  providing  standard  racka  and  inter- 

changeable bins,  by  leaving  vacancies  every  so  often 
at  the  start,  and  by  providing  overflow  bins  when  necea- 
sary.  one  may  afford  to  be  very  miaerly  in  allotting 
space  for  the  various  itema  without  the  fear  of  later 
confusion  in  caae  his  estimate  waa  wrong.  Readjust- 

ments in  such  casea  may  be  readily  made.  The  great 
obstacle  to  more  effective  space  utilization  is  the  lack 
of  data  showing  how  much  space  a  given  number  of  any 
item  will  occupy,  or  how  many  may  be  stored  in  the 
given  space  which  is  available. 

Precautions  Against  Firk  and  Explosion 

Since  in  the  normal  factory  the  equivalent  of  much 
more  money  ia  held  within  the  four  walls  of  the  store- 

room than  in  any  other  part  of  the  establishment,  it 
follows  that  every  precaution  should  be  taken  to  insure 
againat  loss.  The  storeroom  should  be  of  fireproof 
construction,  if  practicable.  In  any  event,  certain  pre- 
cautiona  must  be  observed  to  prevent  loss  through  ex- 

plosion or  Are. 
No  inflammable  material,  such  as  gasoline,  powder  or 

dynamite  should  ever  be  allowed  in  the  storeroom  itself. 
Such  material  should  be  atored  in  an  isolated  position 
away  from  all  buildings. 

Within  the  storeroom,  cleanliness  ahould  be  absolutely 

insisted  upon.  Oily  waste,  paper,  burlap,  and  all  mate- 
rials which  are  subject  to  spontaneous  combustion,  or 

which  would  readily  serve  to  feed  an  incipient  blaze, 

should  be  rigorously  excluded  from  the  storeroom,  ex- 
cept as  they  may  be  brought  there,  or  as  they  may 

accumulate  temporarily,  pending  prompt  disposal. 
All  aialea  must  be  kept  absolutely  clear  of  permanent 

obstructiona.  The  only  obatruction  which  ahould  be 
permitted  in  any  aisle  is  that  caused  by  men  and 
trucks  actually  In  the  process  of  delivering  goods.  When 
a  truck  has  been  emptied  or  filled,  it  must  not  be  allowed 
to  ck>g  up  the  aiale,  but  should  be  taken  immediately 
to  the  designated  position.  The  poaaibility  of  controll- 

ing a  Are  should  not  be  lessened  through  unusual  ob- 
structions. 

It  goes  without  saying  that  the  most  modern  oveiliead 
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Bprinkler  system  should  be  installed.  Particular  care 
must  be  taken,  furthermore,  to  see  that  the  sprinkler 
has  a  chance  to  perform  properly  through  having  plenty 
of  room  between  sprinkler  head  and  piles  of  material. 
Having  determined  the  minimum  head  room  which 
should  be  left,  constant  vigilance  through  systematic 
inspection  is  necessary  to  prevent  storeroom  attendants 
from  encroaching  upon  this  space. 

An  ample  supply  of  hand  fire  extinguishers  should 
be  provided  at  convenient  points.  An  incipient  blaze 
may  be  put  out  through  the  use  of  such  extinguishers 
before  it  has  become  sufficient  to  start  the  sprinkler 
heads.  As  an  extra  precaution,  a  hose  should  be  pro- 

vided, which  is  connected  to  a  head  other  than  that  to 
which  the  sprinkler  system  is  attached. 

As  to  the  use  of  wood  instead  of  steel  storage  racks 
and  bins,  little  can  be  said  as  regards  insurance  rates 
because  conditions  vary  so  widely,  making  individual 
appraisals  necessary  in  each  case.  For  instance  the 
difference  in  rates  in  any  given  case  between  sprinklered 
and  unsprinklered  storerooms  is  very  much  in  favor 
of  sprinklers,  and  this  holds  true  in  general  regardless 
of  what  kind  of  storage  equipment  is  used.  In  un- 

sprinklered storerooms  the  use  of  metal  equipment 
might  amount  to  as  much  as  a  20  per  cent  saving  in 
rates  over  wood  equipment  in  some  cases,  whereas  in 
others  the  saving  would  be  negligible.  With  the  use  of 
sprinklers,  however,  which  is  the  only  safe  method, 
there  appears  to  be  little  choice  between  metal  and  wood 
equipment  as  far  as  the  insurance  rates  go. 

How  Detesioration  and  Pilfering  Are 
Avoided 

All  material  subject  to  deterioration  through  rust 
must  be  treated  by  some  one  of  the  numerous  prepara- 

tions available  for  this  purpose.  It  must  be  remembered 
that  the  chemical  decomposition  of  metals  takes  place 
much  more  rapidly  during  the  warm,  humid  days  of 
summer,  and  particular  attention  is  necessary  at  this 
time.  Parts  which  are  to  be  held  in  storage  more  than 
a  week  should  be  given  a  coating  of  a  rust  preventative. 

Specifications,  tests  and  prices  of  the  various  rust 
preventing  agents  may  be  obtained  from  the  vendors, 
as  may  also  the  machines  and  solutions  by  which  these 
agents  may  be  easily  removed.  Care  must  be  taken 
to  secure  an  agent  which  does  not  readily  evaporate 
and  which  does  not  corrode  or  otherwise  injure  the 
surface  of  the  metal. 

In  the  discussion  of  double  binning  methods,  it  was 
emphasized  that  one  of  the  prime  advantages  to  be 

derived  through  this  method  w'as  the  insurance  of  a 
turnover  of  stock.  Even  with  double  binning,  however, 
the  turnover  may  be  insufficient  to  prevent  rust  and  this 
method  mu.st  be  looked  upon  as  a  supplement  to,  and 
not  as  a  substitute  for,  the  use  of  rust-preventing 
agents. 

In  the  case  of  materials  such  as  rubber,  which  harden 
and  become  useless  with  age,  and  in  the  case  of  certain 
oils  which  solidify  if  left  standing  too  long,  the  double 
binning  principle  comes  fully  into  its  own.  As  ex- 

plained in  the  previous  installment  under  the  discussion 
of  double  binning,  the  provision  of  one  bin  or  aisle  for 
all  incoming  material  with  the  use  of  the  adjoining  one 
for  all  issuing,  is  the  only  sure  way  to  provide  auto- 

matically and  systematically  for  a  regular  turnover  of 
stock.  Since  double  binning  requires  somewhat  more 
space  than  single  binning,  the  principle  may  be  used, 
of  course,  for  the  storage  of  this  kind  of  goods,  while 

those  not  subject  to  rapid  deterioration  may  be  single 
binned.  The  only  loss  in  the  latter  case  is  the  loss  of 
accuracy  of  inventory,  a  sufficiently  important  con- 

sideration, however,  in  all  cases. 

The  prime  prerequisite  to  prevent  deterioration  from 
dust  is  to  keep  the  storeroom  thoroughly  cleaned  and 
to  provide  dustproof  racks  for  such  articles  as  station- 

ery, which  would  be  ruined  should  they  become  the 
least  bit  dirty.  The  standard  racks  and  bins  described 
and  illustrated  previously  are  entirely  adaptable  to 
closed  cabinets  and  many  such  racks  are  in  use  today 
for  the  dustproof  storage  of  many  different  articles. 

The  success  with  which  so  many  plant  activities 
may  be  controlled  hinges  at  many  points  on  the  accuracy 
of  the  inventory.  Consequences  have  at  times  been  very 
distressing  when  we  thought  we  had  one  hundred  pieces 
on  hand  and  found  there  were  actually  only  eighty-five. 
Our  accounting  statements,  furthermore,  are  misleading 
unless  our  inventory  of  materials  and  work  in  process 
is  correct.  Primarily,  in  order  that  we  may  maintain 
any  semblance  of  control  and  only  secondarily  because 
some  among  us  have  the  habit  of  pocketing  that  which 
does  not  belong  to  us,  we  must  have  a  locked  storeroom. 
The  psychological  effect,  furthermore,  is  excellent. 

The  temptation  to  petty  theft  is  particularly  strong 
in  the  case  of  such  handy  household  articles  as  tacks  and 
hammers,  electric  light  globes,  ink,  paper,  mucilage,  and 
similar  items.  If  such  articles  are  left  where  they 

may  be  easily  slipped  into  one's  pocket  for  home  con- 
sumption, it  is  inevitable  that  that  is  what  will  happen 

to  many  of  them.    Such  temptations  should  be  removed. 
This  does  not  mean,  however,  that  we  are  to  be  par- 

simonious in  furnishing  supplies,  or  even  that  we  may 
not  adopt  a  liberal  policy  in  supplying  at  cost  such 
articles  as  the  individual  employees  may  desire.  With 
the  locked  storeroom  and  a  tight  rein  generally,  accom- 

panied by  a  judicious  amount  of  what  workmen  are 

usually  pleased  to  regard  as  "red  tape,"  most  of  the 
needless  requests  and  petty  takings  will  disappear  of 
themselves.  A  liberal  policy  in  these  respects  may 
neutralize  what  might  otherwise  be  called  an  irksome 
system.  It  simply  means  that  we  must  know  at  all 
times  where  we  stand  and  that  insistence  must  be 
placed  upon  the  locked  storeroom,  the  written  requests, 
and  the  approval  of  some  responsible  official  before 
articles  are  furnished  for  private  consumption. 

Handling  Maintenance  Stores 

The  adequate  handling  of  the  supplies  used  in  fhe 
upkeep  of  a  plant  offers  peculiar  problems  and  difficul- 

ties because  of  the  emergency  nature  of  much  of  the 
maintenance  work.  Some  factories  have  made  great 
strides  in  standardizing  current  inspection  and  repairs, 
and  in  planning  and  even  in  paying  bonus  on  the  opera- 

tions performed  by  this  department.  But  there  is  an 
irreducible  minimum  of  hurry-up  jobs  which  constantly 
places  the  retention  of  a  system  in  the  maintenance 
storeroom  to  severe  tests. 

On  one  hand,  to  maintain  any  semblance  of  control 
of  inventory  and  of  issue,  a  certain  amount  of  system- 

atic routine  must  be  insisted  upon.  On  the  other  hand, 
a  few  seconds  delay  when  a  steam  pipe  or  water  main 
bursts,  is  not  to  be  tolerated.  The  question  is  how  to 
secure  control  and  avoid  delay.  Reference  is  made  to 
preceding  discussions  of  such  matters  as  organization, 
layout,  the  provision  of  adequate  equipment,  including 
standard  interchangeable  racks  and  bins  properly 
indexed  with  cross  references,  and  operated  by  double 
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UT  aii  trsturr*  oi  (ood  stnre- 
Bt  in  this  earn. 

I  wtek  to  twgwt  brMy 

^r  «M(k  llM  ««tk  of  Um  BMlotMuaM  dapwrt- 
ha  ipMdad  up^  and  )r«t  majr  be  controtled  in 

•f  ita  vorl^  which  ordinarily  eauae  Uw 
iMwIjr,  the  haodlins  of  auppliea  and 

parta.  aai  tha  rlwcHni  in  and  out  of  teola. 

It  is  BMdhaa  to  aaphMiat  tha  ftict  that  the  rafula- 
«f  NplaalaiHanL  ibllBW>«p>,  iaapertion.  itorinr. 

aad  halaaee  aheat  raalral  prerfoaatjr  dearribed  i*  dout>ly 
iavortaat  in  the  caaa  af  itama  which  have  such  a  poten- 

o(  caaaiar  dJaaator  tteonth  aa  insuffl- 
Mt  of  the  articles 

la  the  aMtatoMMM  atorawam.  Because  uf  thf 
ef  the  sappHaa.  ft  abo  follows  that  a  liberal 

policr  aa  raganta  the  amount  of  inventory  must  b«> 
adopted.  Thia  polkjr  araat  be  rtllected  in  the  setting 
of  low  Itaaita  aad  aoMaato  to  order,  and  to  such  a  plenti- 
f  al  aBaanuM  BNMt  ba  added  eoaataat  vigUaaea. 

la  a  pwie*eae  laatolnaat,  under  dapartmantal  sup- 
plier two  altemativee  in  charrinc  or  allocatiny  the  cost 

of  the  awtoffiala  laaaad  to  the  proper  account,  were  indi- 

■appllea  may  be  charged  to  de- 
.  to  be  taken  up  in  the  overhead. 

it)  DepartflMOta]  supplies  may  be  charged  to  spe- 
rttc  Joba  whaa  daairabie  from  a  oost-flnding  standpoint. 

In  the  caaa  of  the  maintenance  department  suppliex. 
both  aaUMda  are  oaaally  deainibia — the  Arst  for  small 
iaaavMMha  ttaaw,  the  second  for  expensive  or  special 
HMterials  which  the  particular  Job  served  should  carry. 

la  caaea  where  the  re«eni*e  supply  of  stocked  items  is 
kept  in  a  central  storeroom  from  which  small,  current 
soppUaa  ai«  kwoad,  the  above  procedure  is  applicable. 

Where  thIa  !•  Bol  the  eaae.  bat  where  the  whole  sup- 
pljr  «f  paita  aaadad  for  maintenance  is  stored  in  the 
aaiiatoaaaea  atoweuum.  a  slightly  diiferent  procedure 
ia  aaeaMarjr.  in  order  that  the  best  results  as  a  whole 

ba  obtolaad  and  that  the  deaired  charges  may  be 

brtaeaa  theae  to  be  charged  to  departmental  ex- 
aad  thiae  to  ba  dnrgad  to  apeeial  expense. 

The  foBowlaff  procaduw  will  be  foaad  effective  for 
thoae  aapplic*  to  ba  charged  to  departmental  expense 
wbea  iaaaad  to  the  workman.  A  reserve  supply  will 
be  hipt  la  «ae  bin.  In  original  packages  or  in  other 
bak  lot  aa  b  daairabie.  On  this  supply  the  regular 

dSBcrfbsd  for  the  central  storeroom  will  oper- 
la  other  taords,  for  each  item  there  will  be  a 

that  coatrels  replenishment  and  records 
al  traaMCtions.  and  a  bin  Ug  on  the  bin  will  be  oper- 

aa  di  I  III  id,  Back  to  back  or  afongside  of  this 
bta  in  be  aaothar  aaiallcr  bin  which  is  used  for 
lanat  to  the  workman.  When  the  latter  becomes 
a  tnMt*T  in  bulk  will  be  made  from  the  main 

bin.  aad  at  that  time  a  stores  iasoe  will  be  made  for 
tha  <|aaatitjr  transferred,  charging  tha  amount  to  the 

soppiiaa.  Tha  artielea  will  be  placed 
r/a  Ika  bsaing  bin.  from  which  tha  laauas  oiajr  be 

■d*  arNkoat  a  further  rseord. 
Far  iMtorlals  to  be  charged  to  a  speclflc  Job  number, 

materials  purchased  specially,  or  those  of 
valor,  the  proper  charge  is  unknown  until 

tha  aaa  is  known.  WhaUt  this  use  may  be  ascertained 
to  lasae.  the  •toria  lasae  may  be  Ailed  out  and 

tide  wMh  the  article  aatil  it  i«  called  for.  which 
ariS  aipedtta  action  in  delivery.  But  on  a  hurry-up 
Job  tiMra  b  aotUac  to  do  bat  giva  oat  the  material  as 

railed  for  and  attend  to  the  issues  lattT.  Ity  following 
the  procedure  indicated,  however,  the  papi>r  work  nt 
the  time  of  issue  may  be  reduwd  solely  to  rush  joba — 
a  small  proportion  of  the  work  in  well-run  department.s. 

A  similarly  simple  procedure  covering  tools  will  givo 
the  speed  and  deflniteness  essential  for  effective  work. 
Each  tool,  of 
course,  must 
have  its  own 
location,  which 

must  be  so  in- 
dexed and  cross- 

indexed  aa  to 
make  it  possible 
for  a  stranger  to 
find  any  tool  in 

a  very  few  mo- 
ments, no  matter 

whether  it  is  in 
its  rack  or  in  the 
hands  of  some 
mechanic    in    one 

The  tool   racks 

•PTAtCMCO                                                                                                  1 

CHECK    NO.                             1 
OUAMTirr  WftMTCO »»M»OL  or  Toet.  WAMTSB 1 

D«*CMmON  or  TOOh  WAMKD 

M«iM> 
Dar    I  Y»«r 

Si«ii>«  bimm  itc«ivMi|  looU. 

NOTI       ONL«  OH(  HIMO  or  TOOL  C«M  •!  IssulO  ON 
TMta  CAiio      vur  AivtiiAL  op  tmk  bami  kino 

I'lC 

n— I'HECK    I"OK   TOOLS 
AND  nxTriiES 

of   the    departments    of    the    plant. 
must  be  plainly  lettered  according 

to  a  systematic  scheme.  A  card  index  of  each  tool 
refers  to  the  rack  where  it  is  stored.  When  a  mechiinic 
desires  a  tool  he  comes  to  the  window  and  fills  out 
and  signs  the  tool  check  shown  in  Fig.  14.  The  ati 
tendant  Issues  him  the  tool,  files  the  check  by  the  tool 

symbol  and  in  the  compartment  with  the  mechanic's 
number  on  it  files  a  tag  on  which  this  tool's  symbol  is 
stamped.  The  whole  transaction  should  take  but  n 
moment.  Looking  at  the  files  of  checks,  one  may  see 
just  who  has  any  particular  tool  and  where  he  has 
gone  with  it,  in  case  a  hurried  recall  is  desired.  Look- 

ing at  the  man's  cori  t,  one  may  see  just  what 
tools  are  now  in  his  i  n. 

As  Told  by  the  1919  Census  of  Manufactures 
The  table  below  gives  some  facts  of  more  than  pass- 

ing interest  that  were  gathered  from  the  1919  census 
of  manufactures.  After  eliminating  the  wages  and 
material,  the  amounts  left  per  wage  earner  for  profit 
and  overhead  are  as   follows: 

Wwraprr rriifll  iiikI 
nrnfflmmtl 

Ovrriu"«l \jjjfclaa  iiMih, , 
l.liO.OO 

t,M>  00 
AaCiNnaMhB. . . 

l,4t*  00 

2,M7  00 RaOm^^^mm.  . . 
I.W  00 

I.WI  00 O^MMrfaiavaAftil  »•.   4  ...... I.Ut  00 

J.Otl  00 
l.4>t  00 1.771   00 

ryJIfto3I»iw<»r-tr- i'-(r— I ••— 

l.lil  00 

l.70i  00 
1.437  (10 

1.464    (M Mrlynum                                         . 
I.M*  W 

l.82(.  (JO 

J.!)*  (» 

S.n 

,  ,        , 

2.414  no 

2.)6n  no 
l.i9R   (M 

!;gl8 1,4a)  00 
l,»4  00 

I.Mt  00 

«*a  DO 

From  the  above  it  would  seem  that  it  pays  better  in 
the  matter  of  tools  to  make  shovels  and  scoops  and  snws 

than  it  does  machinists'  tools.  Also,  that  it  is  an  expen- 
sive luxury  to  run  a  foundry.  Likewise  that  a  machine- 

tool  shop  does  not  afford  as  much  for  profit  and  ovcrheud 
as  Just  a  plain  machine  shop,  and  certainly  not  as  much 
as  an  engine  shop;  nor  an  automobile  shop;  nor  a  rail- 

road car  shop:  nor  a  locomotive  shop;  and  that  many 

other  rr-  '•  '<  necm  to  be  able  'o  pay 
more  th..  "P  can  pay  for  wajres.  and 
still  have  a  lot  more  left  for  profit  and  overhead.  Evi- 

dently the  machine-tool  shops  have  been  more  modest  in 
their  demands  on  their  customers. 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methods.  Its  scope  includes  ait  divisions  of  the  machine  building  in- 
dustryt  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  tetters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  tfteir  value  are  carefully   considered  and  those   published  are  paid  for. 

Three  Methods  of  Storing  Material 
By  Herbert  Crawford 

There  are  many  methods  of  handling  and  storing  ma- 
terial, each  adapted  for  some  particular  place,  and  from 

which  we  can  select  the  most  suitable  for  other  similar 
conditions.  The  illustrations  herewith  show  three 

methods  used  in  different  parts  of  the  plant  of  the  Peer- 
less Motor  Car  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

The  first,  Fig.  1,  shows  a  very  substantial  rack  of 
structural  steel  for  storing  bar  steel  for  the  screw 
machine  and  other  departments.  This  rack  needs  no 
special  description.  It  is  simply  well  built  of  shapes 
and  sizes  suitable  for  the  loads  to  be  carried.  It  is 
located  in  the  center  of  the  building,  beneath  the  first 

FIG.  1— SUBSTANTIAL  STEEL  BAR  STOR.VGE  RACK 

floor,  both  to  secure  a  firm  foundation  and  to  avoid 
obstructing  light  from  other  departments. 

In  Fig.  2  i.s  shovra  a  storage  room  for  finished  and 
semi-finished  parts,  large  steel  tote  boxes  being  u.sed 
as  containers.  The  boxes  are  handled  by  means  of  a 
suitable  sling  and  an  electrically  operated  overhead 
crane.  The  stacking  of  the  boxes  is  carefully  kept  in- 

side the  painted  lines  designating  the  aisles.  This 
keeps  a  clear  passage  for  men  and  trucks  and  also  makes 
a  path  for  the  load  on  the  crane  in  carrying  boxes  from 
one  point  to  another,  or  in  delivering  them  to  some 
other  department  as  the  work  progresses.  These  boxes 

can  be  piled  seven  deep  so  that  a  large  amount  of  ma- 
terial can  be  stored  in  a  small  floor  space  without  pre- 

senting a  crowded  appearance. 
An  entirely  different  type  of  storage  and  handling 

apparatus  is  shown  in  Fig.  3.  This  is  for  handling  and 
storing  frames  in  any  one  of  three  rows.  The  gantry 
crane  has  a  runway  which  overhangs  the  legs  at  each 
end  so  that  stacks  of  frames  can  be  piled  either  in 
rows  A,  B  or  C  as  desired.  As  the  track  on  which  the 
crane  runs  extends  to  the  building  behind  it,  a  great 
many  frames  can  be  piled  in  each  of  the  three  locations. 
The  frames  are  handled  in  lots  of  seven  and  are  usually 
piled  fourteen  deep.  The  three  lines  of  storage  can 
easily  take  care  of  a  thousand  or  more  frames  without 
exceeding  the  height  of  piling  shown,  and  this  can  even 
be  doubled  if  necessary  to  take  care  of  an  emergency 
or  other  condition. 

The  storage  yard  is  adjacent  to  the  chassis  assembling 
shop  so  that  a  stack  of  frames  is  simply  picked  up  from 
the  storage  piles,  lowered  on  to  the  small  truck  D  and 
pushed  into  the  assembling  shop  at  the  right.  This 
makes  a  very  compact  and  convenient  storage  arrange- 

ment and  saves  space  in  the  stockroom. 

KKJ 
2^-TOTE  UOX  STORAGE.   FIG.  3— CONVENIENT  FRA.ME  STORAG

E 
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A  Double  Colkt 
Bt  Milton  Wught 

I  «f  Um  eoUal  ekiiek  principle  to  the  hold- 
iag  «f  fPlfli  gwu*  is  ■huwii  in  the  accompany inf  illu»tra- 
tioM.  Tk«  piaet  to  which  it  is  adapted  ia  familiar  to  all 

who  hn«  had  oeeoakMi  to  *iook  into"  the  transmiMion  of 
aad  cooaiata  of  three  gears  of  different 

art  npoa  a  alagl*  piece  of  metal. 
!■■  taora  ai«  haat-traated  and.  in  the  better 

class  of  marhliMia.  froaad  aftar  hardaninf.    The  grind- 

na  1— aacnoxAL  vitw     .       i   >'k 

lag  operations  inclode  the  teeth  of  the  large  gear  but  be- 
caoae  of  the  smaller  diametor  and  doae  proximity  to  the 
iart*  one.  the  taeth  of  the  small  fsara  cannot  be  reached 
b)r  tha  fiiadliW  whasL 

The  dmdc  shown  in  aection  in  Fig.  1,  was  designed 
for  the  purpose  of  locating  this  piece  from  the  pitch  cir- 
cIsB  of  both  the  smaller  gears  and  thus  compensate  for 
any  alight  error, 
caoaed  by  distortion 
la  hardening,  that 
might  exist  ia  cither. 
For  this  parpost 
two  collets  are  pro- 
ridad.  ooe  ta  ba 
closed  bjr  BMsaa  of 
a  draw  bar  and 
haudwhaal  upon  tha 
rsar  aad  of  the 
spiadia  in  tha  asoal 
wajr  aad  the  othar 
bjr  the  ootar  ring, 
which  arrrws  upon 
the  body  of  tha 
chadt  aal  is  tumad 
bjr  aaaas  of  a  l>ar. 
Tha  plies,  aat  op 
rsady  to  go  ia  tha 
diock.   Is  shown  ia  Fig.  2. 

no. S— TtIK  WCiHK   HKADT  TO  OO 
IN  TllE  CHITTC 

The  plugs,  or  pins,  by 
of  which  tha  chuck  is  aaablad  to  raach  tha  pitch 
«i  th«  gaan,  are  Aral  ouda  aa  rsaad  pieces  of 

aad  are  thaa  wired  in  place  upon 
a  laiitii  gear  (batsra  the  lattar  is  hardanad;.  and  a 
part  of  their  surface  ground  away  to  conform  to  the 
drdaa  praaaatad  by  tha  inner  aurfacaa  of  tha  ranec- 

throasBata.  
^^ 

JlsldMa  ara  iMda  ia  both  aada  of  each  pin  ao  that  in 
Mttfav  ap  Cor  tha  iaal  griadlag  of  the  bora  of  tha  piaea 
tha  ptaa  ara  placed  in  their  raapective  puitions  and  held 
W  Bsaaa  af  two  nibbcr  baada  aaappad  around  each 

**IO.   J— THE  OUrcK    I'PON   THK   UKINUlNci    MACHINE 
aat  The  woric  can  then  be  handled  into  and  out  of  the 
chuck  as  a  unit. 

The  chucl(  is  used  upon  the  work  spindle  of  an  internal 
grindinsr  machine  as  may  be  seen  in  Fig.  8.  Though  in 
this  picture  the  large  gear  appears  to  be  within  the 
chuck,  it  does  not  actually  touch  it,  the  piece  being  held 
entirely  by  the  grip  of  the  collets  upon  the  pins. 

The  chuck  was  designed  by  G.  E.  Peterson,  superin- 
tendent of  the  irrindinK  dep«rtment  for  the  Pmtt  & 

Whitney  Co.,  of  Hartford. 

Repairing:  a  Broken  I^ocomotive  Cylinder 
Bv  F.  M.  A'Hk:arn 

A  broken  piston  rod  on  a  paHnenger  locomotive  re- 
sulted In  forcing  out  a  front  cylinder  head  and  cracking 

the  end  of  the  cylinder  for  a  distance  of  some  15  in. 
circumferentially,  the  crack  commencing  in  the  front 
steam  port  and  extending  outwardly  to  the  vertical 
surface  above  the  port,  terminating  in  a  line  almost 
concentric  with  the  cylinder  flange.  The  radius  of  the 
crack  was  from  i  to  {  in.  larger  than  that  of  the  flange 
and  extended  approximately  the  entire  length  of  the 
port.  The  crack  wa.s  opened  i  in.  at  the  inside  which 
brought  the  cylinder-head  seat  through  the  broken  zone 
a  corresponding  amount  above  the   remainder  of  the 

^'^   -r   ^ 

^Hh  *»//   ~  S«ction  ArA 
HOW  TilK  CYMNDRR  WAS  MKPAIRBD 

joint.  The  aection  was  also  cracked  radially  at  two  stud 
holes,  all  of  the  fracture  appearing  as  shown  in  the 
accompanying  sketch. 
There  appeared  to  be  a  possibility  of  drawing  thi- 

broken  aaetion  back  into  its  original  position  and 
making  a  satisfactory  Job,  the  saving  of  time  the  loco- 

motive would  otharwiae  be  out  of  service  being  the 
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point  that  decided  the  matter,  although  it  would  be 
necessary  to  reinforce  the  cylinder  flange  by  the  use 
of  a  band  shrunk  around  it  which  would  cover  the 
fracture  in  such  a  manner  as  to  make  any  method  of 
caulking  a  difficult  matter.  It  was  found  that  if  the 
vertical  surface  was  chipped  away  a  small  amount  the 
crack  would  terminate  on  the  extension  of  the  cylinder 
flange  thus  formed. 
A  row  of  patch  bolt  holes  was  drilled  at  an  angle 

with  the  bore  of  the  cylinder,  the  object  being  to  have 
the  heads  of  the  patch  bolts  outside  of  the  cylinder- 
head  joint  and  to  screw  the  bolts  into  the  cylinder 
body  between  the  steanv  port  and  the  bore  of  the 
cylinder.  With  the  patch  bolts  screwed  in,  the  broken 
section  was  drawn  back  very  nearly  to  its  original 
position.  The  vertical  surface  along  the  line  of  the 

break  was  chipped  back  i  in.  and  a  groove  fr,  x  ,-%  in. 
was  chipped  the  length  of  the  crack,  care  being  taken 
that  the  crack  terminated  in  the  groove  so  made.  A 
piece  of  square  copper  was  fitted  into  the  groove  and 
fullered  tight,  the  band  was  shrunk  on  and  the  patch 
bolts  again  tightened  to  take  up  any  slack  gained  by 
shrinking  the  band.  The  shanks  of  the  bolts  were  next 
cut  off  and  the  heads  caulked  tight.  The  cylinder  joint 
was  found  to  project  slightly  along  the  broken  zone 
necessitating  some  scraping  and  grinding. 

When  tested  under  working  pressure  the  copper  strip 
leaked  in  several  places  but  was  easily  caulked,  the 
space  between  the  band  and  vertical  face  of  the  casting 
being  sufficient  to  permit  the  use  of  a  thin  fuller.  The 
radial  cracks  were  not  visible  after  the  band  was  ap- 

plied and  did  not  leak  when  tested. 
When  consideration  is  given  to  the  value  of  a  new 

locomotive  cylinder,  it  is  apparent  that  a  study  of  the 
various  methods  of  repairs  is  time  well  spent.  It  re- 

quires no  skill  or  intelligence  to  scrap  a  broken  piece 
but  often  requires  good  judgment  to  make  repairs. 

Testing  Gears  by  Micrometer  Measurement 
By  S.  0.  Gordon 

The  accompanying  formulas  may  prove  useful  to  the 
reader  for  checking  the  pitch  diameter  of  gears.  It 
may  be  well  to  note  that  this  method  is  also  useful 
for  finding  the  distance  from  the  center  of  the  gear, 
and  for  calculating  the  sizes  of  pins  for  locating  the 
gear  in  a  chuck. 

Two  plugs  with  centers  B  and  L,  are  placed  in  oppo- 
site or  nearly  opposite  tooth  spaces  as  shown  in  the 

accompanying  illustration,  and  are  of  such  a  diameter 
that  they  touch  the  teeth  at  the  pitch  line.  A  microm- 

eter measurement  is  taken  over  these  plugs  and  from 
the  accompanying  formulas  the  error  in  the  actual  pitch 
diameter  of  the  gear  is  figured.  It  is  necessary  to  cal- 

culate the  size  of  the  plug  for  each  size  of  gear,  even 
though  the  diametral  pitch  is  the  same. 

Referring  to  the  accompanying  illustration,  C  is  the 
center  of  the  gear,  CB  the  center  line  of  the  tooth 
space,  F  the  point  where  the  tooth  curve  cuts  the 
pitch  circle.  The  line  of  action,  BFE  is  tangent  to  the 
base  circle  at  E.  A  part  of  this  line,  BF  is  also  the 
radius  of  the  plug.  The  angle  FCE  or  a  is  equal  to  the 
pressure  angle. 

D  =  pitch   diameter;     N  =  number   of  teeth; 
M  =  micrometer  measurement  for  an  even  number 

of  teeth; 
X  =  micrometer  measurement  for  an  odd  number 

of  teeth; 

A  =  distance    between    plug   centers    for    an    odd number  of  teeth; 
Z  =  diameter  of  plug; 

360°      90" '  =  "4Ar  =  AT  >  =  •  +  » 
The  triangles  CEF  and  CEB  are  right  triangles. 

CE  =  2   cos  o 
D 
-r  cos  a 

CB  =.V 

_CE 

cos   7 

D cos  y 

IF  =  y  sin  7 

D 

=  -g-  cos  a  sec  7 

Y  = 

rSin    a 

Z  =  2   (IT  —  y)  =  2  7  sin  7  —  D  sin  a 
Z   ̂ =  D  (tan  7  cos  o  —  sin  a) 
M  =  2  y  +  Z 

M  ̂   D  cos  o  sec  y  -\-  Z 
The  illustration  is  made  for  an  odd  number  of  teeth, 

but  when  the  gear  has  an  even  number  of  teeth,  the 

GEAi;   MEASURING  PLUGS  IN  POSITION 

tooth  spaces  and,  therefore,  the  pins,  are  directly  op- 
posite each  other.  The  center  of  the  pin  opposite  to  B 

is  at  H  which,  in  this  case  would  be  on  the  center  of 
a  tooth  space  instead  of  a  tooth  as  shown. 

M  =  2V  -\-  Z  M  =^  D  cos  a  sec  y  -\-  Z 
For  an  odd  number  of  teeth  a  little  further  calcula- 

tion is  necessary. 
BH  ̂   2V 

The  triangle  BLH  is  a  right  triangle,  being  inscribed 
in  a  semicircle. 

90° 

Angle  HBL  = N 

A  =  BH  X  cos 
X    =:^    A     +    Z. 

angle  s. 

90° 

N 2V  COS  S 

X  =  D  cos  a  sec  7  cos  S  -{-  Z 
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For  anavK  !•  iaA  Urn  MnmtHtr  of  the  plus  and 
U»  aikrMMtcr  ■■■■■fiBl  for  •  imt  with  SO  t<wth. 

S  tfUBrtral  pitch,  SI^Ib.  pitch  diameter.  HI  dec.  P(«** 

y 16 
•  «  14)* 

«*•+«.  t  »  141*  f  ' 
M  am  D  (taa  ̂   cm  •  —  Aia  •)  ■ 

X  »  U  (0.S448S  X  0JMI6 

JT  —  DCM«MC->+' 
tJ  X  MMIS 

^  ■"   mB   +  ••»•'**  ==  2.76727  in. 

4r  =  ir 

»  0.20746  in. 

Per 

aagW: 

to  And  the  diameter  of  the  plus  and  the 
It   for  a  sear  with  25  teeth.   10 

pitch,  2i*in.  pitch  diameter.  14i-des.  preiiHure 

4  «r 

i4r y->  26 
8*  sr 

P  ■=  2.5 

M  mm  D  (taa  ■>  coa  •  —  >in  •) 
g  ̂ %A  <  0.82686  X  0.96816  —  0.25088) ^   0.16514    in. 

D  eoo  •  eoo  • 

+  2 X  _  «•»  X  0J68I6  X  0J9608 

=  2.7064  in. 

Carrying  the  Lubricant  .Around 
with  the  Tool 

By  Henry  M.  Claky 

Tha  forfOHUi   havins  decided   that   the   borlns  and 
rModas  tools  uacd  for  borins  out  some  larse  worlc  on 
a  hoavy  two-apindle  drillins  machine  were  not  settins 
•aoaglt  oU«  Im  ti*^  t^  tinsmith  make  up  the  arranse- 
OMat  ebotni  in  the  photosraph.    A  band  of  sheet  metal 
was  cat  to  a  lensth 
that  would  Just   so 
aroend    the    spindle 
of  the  nachine,  and 
of  a  width  of  about 

II  In.    Then  a  simi> 
lar   band    was    rut, 
ewrpt   that    it   was 

ao  tkat  H  woaM  be 
ahoot  8  ftt.  (TWlar 
i  a  cfeKwnf araace, 
aad  a  disk  was  cat 
oat  aad  solderad  in 
for  the  bottooL  The 
cealar  was  cot  out, 
af  covrse.  ao  that 
tha  spladb  eooM 
paaa  throash.  Than 
this  cap,  or  pan,  was 
cat  throagh  oae  sida 
80  that  It  eooM  to 

araaad    fto 

to- 
TMs 

cause  it  could  not  be  slipped  over  the  spindlt;  nuso,  liiio 
to  the  fact  that  the  noae  is  larscr  than  the  other  puit 
of  tha  apindle. 

A  petcock.  to  which  a  Ions  apout  had  hwn  soldered 
as  shown,  was  soldered  into  the  bottom  of  the  pan,  and 
the  lower  end  of  the  pipe  through  which  the  lubricant 
flows  from  the  tank  was  placed  ho  that  the  lubricant 
could  run  into  the  pan.  Att  the  Hpindle  of  the  machine 
turns,  the  luin  turnii  with  it,  feedins  lubricant  to  tho 
point  of  the  tool.  Or  if  a  reamer  is  used,  as  shown  in 
the  photosraph,  there  is  nit  doul)t  that  the  lubricant 
reaches  every  part  of  the  hole. 

Salvaging;;  Toolholdcrs  by  Brazing 
By  Gboruk  Wilson 

In  an  effort  to  improve  the  ordinary  setscrew  type 
of  toolholder  and  at  the  same  time  secure  one  that 
misht  use  the  toolbits  to  shorter  lensths,  it  was  decided 
to  try  different  makes  and  designs  selected  from  the 
catalogs.  The  shop  was  not  long  in  rendering  a  most 
emphatic  opinion,  with  the  result  that  u  considerable 

number  of  .socalled  "improved"  toolholders  were   rele- 

TACHCb  TO  MAnilXV-SPtXDI.< 

•nXlMIOLUKHH   IltCKOHB   AM>   AI-TKK    HUAZI.NO 

gated  to  the  scrap  pile  in  favor  of  the  old  standby, 
the  plain  setscrew. 
As  the  toolholders  represented  a  considerable  cash 

outlay  it  wax  decided  to  try  salvaging  by  brazing  up 
•he  'Wnrk?","  shaping  off  the  protuberances  and  putting 

<  t  <  rrwM  in  the  usual  manner.  After  this  was  done 
the  surplus  brass  cleaned  off  so  that  the  steel  was 

•  ;«i<oHed,  the  pieces  were  reheated  to  a  low  red,  just 
hot  enough  so  that  the  brass  would  not  run  out  of  the 

meared  v    '        nide  and  quenched. 
1  many  t'  is  have  the  habit  of  breaking 

the  bits  under  pressure  of  the  screw,  due  to  a  hollow 
under  the  screw.  Before  casehardcning  these  tools  the 
);«ttom  of  the  hole  was  flled,  to  insure  straightness. 
The  illustration  shows  the  toolholders  before  and  after brazing. 
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Finish  Boring  Connecting  Rods 
and  Crankcase 

By  Herbert  Crawford 

The  device  used  by  the  Peerless  Motor  Car  Co.,  Cleve- 
land, Ohio,  for  finish-boring  the  connecting  rod  so  as 

to  leave  0.001  in.  for  the  final  scraping  and  fitting  is 
shown  in  Fig.  1,  and  in  detail  in  Fig.  2.     It  consists 

i'lG.   1.     FIXTUKK  FOR  FINAL,  BORING 

of  a  substantial  block  with  a  bearing  on  each  side  of 
the  rod,  each  bearing  being  fitted  with  a  steel  sleeve 
which  guides  the  boring  bar.  The  nut  A,  which  is 
threaded  on  the  end  of  one  sleeve,  is  first  used  to  clamp 

FIG.   2.     DETAILS  OF  BORING  FIXTURE 

the  rod  lightly  in  place.  The  bar  is  then  slipped 
through  so  that  the  six  centering  plungers  are  inside 
the  bearing  as  in  Fig.  2.  They  are  forced  out  by  the 
knob  B,  centering  the  bearing  with  the  bar.     The  con- 

necting rod  is  then  clamped  tightly  in  position  by  nut 
A  and  the  centering  plungers  withdrawn  by  knob  B. 

The  boring  bar  is  then  moved  forward  so  as  to  bring 
the  cutting  tool  C  in  position  to  bore  the  bearing.  This 
brings  the  threaded  portion  of  the  bar  D  in  position  to 
be  engaged  by  the  split  nut  E,  providing  a  feed  of  32 
per  inch  to  the  boring  tool.  The  bar  is  then  fed 
through  by  hand  with  the  wheel  F.  The  cutting  tool 
has  micrometer  graduations  for  feeding  it  into  the 
work. 

A  .somewhat  similar  device  is  u.sed  for  finish-boring 
the  crankshaft  bearings  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.  The 
cylinder  block  rests  on  one  cylinder  face  in  the  fixture 
at  A,  and  the  plug  X  fits  into  the  camshaft  hole  being 
held  by  clamps  B  and  C.  A  center-bearing  D  projects 
up  from  the  base  to  support  the  bar,  in  addition  to  the 
end  supports  E  and  F.  The  bar  has  disappearing  cut- 

ters as  shown  in  the  bar  in  Fig.  2,  and  is  also  fed  by 
a  screw  at  G  having  20  threads  per  inch,  using  the 
crank  handle  H  for  turning.  A  split  nut  at  /  allows  for 
a  quick  return  of  the  bar,  also  for  rapid  movement 
between  the  bearings. 

Drilling  a  Large  Die-Casting 
By  R.  E.  Marks 

The  illustration  shows  one  of  a  lot  of  very  large  die- 
castings  used  by  the  Monroe  Calculating  Machine  Co., 
Orange,  N.  J.  The  reason  for  die-casting  this  part  was 
not  to  eliminate  machine  operations  but  to  insure  a 
solid  and  reliable  aluminum  casting  of  thin  section. 

This  casting  forms  the  case  of  a  calculating  machine 
and  measures  15  x  12i  x4J  in.  and  weighs  2  lb.  6  oz.  As 
shown  it  is  being  drilled  in  a  fixture  of  very  light  con- 

I'lG.    3.      BORl.NU    CKANKSHAFT    IJEAKIXCIS 

DRILLING   A  LARGE    DIF.-CASTIXG 

struction  so  as  to  secure  easy  handling.  The  skeleton 
construction  is  of  interest  as  an  example  in  fixture 
design.  In  addition  to  being  supported  on  the  outside, 
the  flange  is  clamped  on  the  inside  as  at  A  and  B.  The 
side  of  the  case  is  also  supported  against  the  thrust  of 
the  drill  by  the  arm  C.  A  large  hole  in  one  position, 
for  the  crank  operating-handle  to  go  through,  is  cut 
by  the  trepanning  tools  shown  at  D,  a  pilot  hole  being 
first  drilled  as  usual. 
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Editorial 
Shop  Economics  Aside  from  Cutting 

Speeds  and  Feeds 
rIS  •  rnininn  faiUnt  v***"  attMnptins  to  r«duc« 

9oata  to  comidar  onljr  Um  tin*  r«quired  for  machin- 
ii«  •  phc*  of  work.  IncrMawi  cutting  speeds  and 
feeds  art  Mt  to  be  overlooked,  but  in  many  cases  the 
tiaw  taken  in  tiawUlM  «orii  aioeeds  that  of  cuttintr- 

Tka  keeping  of  nadMi  natarial  ahead  for  the  con- 
HmH  shwMqb  of  machiBca  ia  also  s  vitnl  factor  in 
MMMOde  prodwtioo.  This  lavohras  not  only  ordering 
la  ample  time  from  coacems  with  a  reputation  for 

r.  bat  in  storinf  the  material  where  it 

ba  r— dHjr  fooad.  starting  it  out  of  the  stockroom 
um  tiam  aad  having  a  system  which  moves  it  promptly 

to  Um  f^f**!*** 
Whan  it  comes  to  the  machines  themselven  we  are 

CMif roated  with  the  problems  of  easy  handling  from  the 
laor  or  bench,  and  the  designing  of  ffxturex  whereby 
tba  work  eaa  be  accurately,  easily  and  quickly  clamped 

rsadj-  to  be  nuchined.  Eaae  of  cleaning  out  chips. 
wkieh  prevent  accuracy,  is  an  important  matter.  If 
tka  time  taken  in  loading  keeps  the  machine  idle,  the 
adviaability  of  uning  duplicate  fixtures,  or  of  reducing 
the  idia  time  in  other  ways.  «hould  be  considered. 

Nor  ahoakl  the  inspection  and  assembly  be  over- 
looked as  both  can  very  frequently  be  speeded  up  more 

than  manjr  realiac.  Some  of  our  best  shops  are  using 
placa  rate  aad  hoaas  very  effectively  in  the  inspection 
of  porta.  Thajr  claim  not  only  a  greater  output  but  a 
omkIi  mora  careful  inspection.  For  a  super-inspection 
pwialiw  both  the  paaaing  of  poor  work  and  the  rejec- 

tion of  work  which  should  have  been  passed  as  0.  K. 
Catting  speeds  and  feeds  should  of  course  be  looked 

farto  aad  it  win  freqaently  be  found  that  a  stiffer  ma- 
cWao  with  a  batter  feed  meehaaism  will  prove  a  paying 
ia*«i*maBt  The  kind  of  tools  being  used  may  also 
prave  a  factor  in  securing  increaaad  production.  But 
stady  the  other  factors  as  well,  they  are  frequently 
sosreso  of  leaks  which  are  unsuspected  and  yet  count 
op  to  a  wasteful  total  that  is  amazing. 

Wafcs  Shoald  Not  Depend  on  Profits 
WE  QUOTE  from  an  editorial  in  the  New  York 

Trthmtt  of  July  20  the  following: 

"TkMMa  Kennedy,  chairman  of  the  Anthracite  Miners 
Scale  CMamfttaa,  complains  that  it  seems  that  intorest 
Uaa  ia  oaljr  oea  dir«ction,  and  that  is  to  put  wages  on 
the  aiMtratioe  tal>le  and  permit  the  profits  of  the 

uparaters  to  go  BachaBtnged.'  If  things  are  so,  if  the 
atrlka  settlemeat  coonaittoe  asked  for  by  the  president 
is  as«  to  eooaider  protta  as  well  as  wages.  Chairman 

Ifeaaedjf  haa  jot*  canae  to  eoatplain." 
H  is  perfaetir  ptopar  that  the  question  of  wagM 

■hMM  Iw  bokad  Into.  It  ia  also  perfectly  co/rect  that 
tfeo  tiiatlGB  of  praita  shoold  be  looked  into.  But,  we 
wUh  to  state  oar  conviction  most  emphatically  that  the 
«M  haa  aotkiag  to  do  with  the  other.  If  it  shoald  be 
faaad  that  tba  proAta  are  unreasonably  high,  this 

aot  ha  a  raaaoa  why  wagas  shoohi  be  raised.  Kor 
be  lowered  bacause  profits  are  low. 

This  idea. that  profltK  and  wntroit  have  Mome  relation, 
one  to  the  other,  ia  so  common  that  it  may  not  be  amiss 

to  call  attention  to  the  fact  that  there  may  Ik>  two  com- 
panies in  the  same  industry,  one  of  which  makes  larire 

profits  while  the  other  one  is  barely  keeping  alive.  If 
there  were  such  a  relation  between  wages  and  profits, 

as  many  people  seem  to  think,  then  the  employees  of 
the  first  company  should  receive  unusually  high  wages 
while  those  of  the  second  company  would  have  to  be 
put  on  starvation  diet. 

The  worker  is  entitled  to  a  living  wage  or  to  a  saving 
wage  and  he  niay  be  entitled  to  more  than  that,  but  his 
title  to  these  things  is  not  based  on  the  fact  that  his 
employer  is  making  money,  l>ut  rather  on  the  fact  that 
he  is  giving  his  energy  and  contributes  to  production. 

His  work  is  part  of  the  world's  work  and  for  that 
reason  alone  he  is  entitled  to  his  reward.  The  amount 
of  his  compensation  should  be  based  on  the  value  of 
his  work  and  to  a  certain  extent  on  the  preparation 

necessary  to  bring  him  to  that  point  where  he  can  per- 
form his  work  successfully. 

If  he  and  his  employer  are  partners,  that  is  if  he 
shares  in  the  losses  as  well  as  in  the  profits,  then  the 
amount  of  profits  would  be  a  measure  for  the  amount  of 
his  wages,  but  not  until  then.  Simple  as  this  idea  is,  it 
seems  to  be  overlooked  by  many  people  many  times. 

An  Achievement  in  Safe  Aviation 
THE  Air  Mail  has  added  another  record  to  its  list  of 

creditable  achievements,  achievements  which  have 
no  equal  in  aviation  the  world  over.  During  the  year 
ending  June  30,  1922.  the  air  mail  planes  flew  1.750,000 
miles,  or  seventy  times  the  distance  around  the  globe, 
end  without  a  single  fatality.  This  record  is  all  the 
more  remarkable  when  we  consider  that  much  of  the 

flying  was  over  such  rugged  country  as  the  Rocky  and 
Sierra  Madre  Mountains,  where  safe  forced  landings 
are  almost  impossible. 

Those  who  still  look  at  the  airplane  as  a  highly  dan- 
gerous toy  will  have  to  revise  their  ideas,  as  it  is  doubt- 

ful if  any  other  method  of  transportation  can  show  a 
better  record.  The  freedom  from  accidents  speaks 
volumes  for  the  painstaking  work  of  those  in  charge  of 
the  planes  and  the  service  in  general.  The  motors  and 
planes  must  have  been  kept  in  excellent  condition  and 
the  pilots  must  have  exercised  great  care  to  achieve 
such  a  result.  Every  mechanic  must  have  given  whole- 

hearted service  and  worked  harmoniously. 
This  performance  is  all  the  more  noteworthy  when  we 

recall  that  the  appropriation  for  the  service  was  sadly 
inadequate  and  required  curtailment  in  every  direction. 
Congressional  doubters  as  to  the  practicability  of  the  air 
mail  service  should  take  warning  and  loosen  the  purse 

strings  for  a  service  which  bears  directly  on  the  develop- 
ment of  commercial  aviation  in  this  country. 

The  country  as  a  whole  is  to  l>e  congratulated  on  hav- 
ing a  corps  of  men  In  the  Post  Office  Department  who 

can  accomplish  such  remarkable  results.  Thc-y  deserve 
the  highest  commi-ndation  and  should  Vmj  rfwardcd  by 
being  allowed  to  further  develop  the  Air  Mail  Service 
along  safe  and  sane  lines. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Automatic  Multiple  Die-Casting  Machine 
The  machine  shown  in  Fig.  1  is  a  multiple  automatic 

die-casting  machine  that  has  been  developed  by  the 
Automatic  Die  Casting  Co.,  1120  Marshall  Field  Annex, 
Chicago,  111.  The  machine  is  of  rotary  type,  consist- 

ing principally  of  a  table  carrying  four  dies  rotating 
about  a  central  vertical  shaft.  The  four  dies  can  be 
of  the  same  or  different  patterns,  as  the  machine  works 
at  a  given  rate  of  speed  and  the  same  amount  of  time 

FIG.    1— AUTOMATIC    MULTIPLE    DIE-CASTING    MACHINE 

is  required  for  any  casting.  Two  castings  are  made  at 
the  same  time,  eigl  t  castings  being  delivered  at  each 
complete  revolution  of  the  table.  Any  of  the  metals 
now  used  in  die  casting  can  be  used  in  the  machine. 

The  four  dies,  which  are  placed  at  equi-distant  points 
near  the  edge  of  the  machine  table,  are  enclosed  in 
die-cages  which  support  the  operating  mechanism. 
(Two  of  the  die-cages  have  been  removed  from  the 
machine  shown  in  the  illustration  so  that  the  mechanism 
may  be  seen  more  clearly.)  Through  the  center  of 
each  die-cage  is  a  vertical  shaft,  enclosed  in  a  sleeve 
made  of  steel  tubing.  The  shaft  is  attached  to  the 
upper  half  of  the  die,  and  the  tubing  is  attached  to  the 
mechanism  that  controls  the  core  pins. 

To  the  upper  end  of  the  shaft  is  attached  a  follower 
that  rides  in  the  upper  one  of  the  two  grooves  in  the 
large  cam  attached  to  the  main  shaft.  A  follower  at- 

tached to  the  sleeve  rides  in  the  lower  groove.  As  the 
table  revolves,  the  shaft  and  sleeve  are  raised  and  low- 

ered by  the  action  of  the  cams,  thus  opening  and  closing 
the  die  and  setting  or  withdrawing  the  upper  core  pins. 
The  cam  grooves  are  so  made  that  the  core  pins  are 
placed  in  position  just  before  the  dies  are  closed,  and 
withdrawn  just  after  the  dies  are  opened. 

The  lower  core  pins  are  held  by  four  short  levers 
that  ride  in  four  curved  slots  in  a  round  plate  resting 
on  the  table  of  the  machine  and  centrally  located  be- 

tween the  four  posts  of  the  die-cage.    The  plate  is  made 

to  turn  first  in  one  direction  and  then  in  the  other  as 

the  table  revolves,  thus  causing  the  core  pins  to  con- 
verge and  separate  as  desired. 

On  opposite  sides  of  the  table  are  located  two  metal 
boxes,  mounted  on  the  ends  of  a  long  arm  that  passes 
through  the  base  of  the  machine.  This  arm  is  pivoted 
in  the  center,  so  that  it  can  swing  approximately  60  deg. 
in  a  horizontal  plane.  Each  box  is  lined  with  firebrick 
and  contains  a  pot  for  the  metal.  The  pot,  a  cross- 
section  of  which  is  shown  in  Fig.  2,  resembles  a  tea 

kettle  with  a  vertical  cylinder  in  the 
center  in  which  a  piston  is  operated 
by  a  cam  on  a  horizontal  shaft.  When 
the  piston  is  raised,  the  metal  flows 
into  the  cylinder  through  a  number  of 
small  holes;  and  when  the  piston  is 
forced  downward,  the  metal  is  forced 
into  the  bottom  of  the  pot,  out  through 
the  spout  and  into  the  die.  A  second 
cam  operates  a  lever  attached  to  the 
top  of  the  piston  so  as  to  raise  it.  The 
machine  is  so  designed  that  the  piston 
cannot  operate  if  the  spout  of  the  pot 
is  not  in  the  correct  position  in  the 

die-opening,  thus  precluding  the  possi- 
bility of  danger  to  the  operator. 

A  series  of  gas  jets  inside  the  box 
melts  the  metal  and  keeps  it  at  the  de- 

sired temperature  while  the  machine 
is  in  operation.    As  the  table  revolves 
to  bring  two  of  the  dies  in  line  with 
the  two  pots,  the  metal   boxes   slide 

toward  the  table  with  the  spout  of  the  pot  entering 
the  gate  in  the  die.     The  arm  swings  with  the  table 
while  the  pistons  are  forcing  the  metal  into  the  dies, 
then   the    boxes   are   withdrawn   and   the   arm   swings 
back    in    time    for    the    next    set    of    dies.      Directly 

Ik^^h 

FIG. "ROSS-SECTION  OF  POT 
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■fur  th*  tw»  dlM  luv>  rvMiTed  their  chart**  of  metal. 

ikKf  an  aatoawtkaltjr  ope««4  ̂ ^  «»•  Pin^  arc  pulM 
o«L  tlw  caatiMB  U*  tJwMi  th*  diaa  d*an«4l  and  cloaad. 

xtm  cor»  piaa  an>  pualMd  ta.  and  tiM  diM  are  raady 

(•r  iniitfcM^  charvr.  In  tht  aeaotiinc.  the  other  two 
dlM  Mv  pMaiiw  UhwwIi  Uw  •«■»  «iycl»  •!  oparationa. 

Aa  tha  opfwr  half  of  tha  die  ia  raiaad  to  the  maxi- 
MM  height,  carrriag  Uw  caatinc  with  it.  a  pin  knorlu 

tlM  CMliat  ioM*  MlA  MMM  it  to  fall  onto  the  plate 

wlUck  caa  ba  aaaa  auapinird  batwean  the  upper  «n<l 

iammr  hahw  «f  tha  die*.  Tha  plate  U  then  withdrawn 

aad  at  tha  propar  time  a  trippinc  aachanivm  causea  the 
plat*  to  tara  and  dump  tha  caatinf . 

Aftar  tha  rMfingi  have  heeo  renrnved  from  the  diea. 

a  n»tary  bnirii  attached  to  a  racic  i»  fed  forward  acroaa 

tha  fac«  of  aMh  dia,  iMolviat  aa  it  goaa  and  cleaning 

tha  die.  Thaa  tha  bmahea  ara  raturaed  to  their  plaeaa 

and  a  powvrful  jet  of  air  i«  bJown  upon  the  face  of  each 

dia  for  tha  patpoaa  of  removing  any  particles  that  may 
hava  chnw  to  tha  dia. 

A  coovlata  watar  circulation  system  Iceeps  the  dies 

at  tha  ptopor  tamparalure  at  all  times,  the  water  being 

iatRKiuccd  through  a  swivel  overhead  pipe  at  the  center 

of  tha  aiachine.  then  passing  through  four  radiating 

pipaa  that  connect  with  ttoth  the  upper  and  lower  halve^i 
«r  aadi  aot  of  dies  and  eventually  discharging  through 
tha  haaa  of  tha  machine. 

The  poU  can  be  operated  by  either  the  plunger  method 

laad  air.  dapanding  upon  the  liind  of  meUl 

and  the  preferancc  of  the  operator.  When 

tha  tuauifnascii  air  method  is  uited.  the  air  is  preheated 

ae  that  oo  further  expansion  will  talce  place  when  the 

air  eooMa  in  contact  with  the  metal.  A  system  of  burn- 
af»  aorrooading  the  cylinder  lu«p«  the  cylinder  and 

plrtita  at  tha  correct  temperature,  in  order  to  prevent 

tha  piston  frooi  sticking  in  the  cylinder  and  to  prevent 

aay  metal  from  adhering  to  the  wall  of  the  cylinder. 

Hobart  HB  Constant-Potential  Battery 
Charging  Outfit 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  storage-bat- 
tery charging  outftt  that  baa  recently  been  placed  on 

tha  market  by  the  Hobart  Brothera  Co..  Troy,  Ohio. 
The  chief  feature  of  the  machine  is  that  it  charges 

at  coaataat  potential,  so  that  batteries  of  the  type 

ordlaarfly  employed  in  electric  automobiles  can  be  com- 
pletely charged  in  from  six  to  eight  hours. 

VtlMn  the  batterfea  are  first  placed  in  the  circuit. 
they  draw  a  large  amperage.  As  the  charge  builds  up, 
the  reatataaee  of  the  battery  increases,  so  that  the 

amperage  dacrcaaea.  When  the  batten*  i»  'ully  charged. 
it  «M  be  kft  connected  to  the  line  without  danger  of 

iajory.  as  no  current  flows.  It  is  stated  that  with  the 

coMtant-poUntial  method  of  charging,  the  charge  oc- 
ean very  raptAy.  the  greater  part  of  it  Uking  place 

wfthia  three  hoars  after  connection.  Also,  since  the 

battery  4eea  aot  heat  appreciably  and  practically  no  gas- 
the  life  of  the  battery  is  said  to  be  pro- 

mt cknstant-I'ktentiai.  oh.\u<iin(;  oi:tkit 

potential  generator.  Combining  the  motor  and  the  gen- 
erator in  one  unit  eliminates  trouble  that  may  arise  from 

lack  of  alignment  of  two  units.  The  outfit  is  intended 

primarily  for  charging  6-volt  batterien,  although  it  can 
be  adapted  to  use  for  12-  ur  24-volt  batteries.  The 
outfit  it*  completely  equipped  with  all  necensary  partn 
such  as  bus  iMrs,  terminals,  instruments,  switchboard 
and  12  ft.  of  connecting  cable. 

The  machine  is  17  in.  in  height.  S3  in.  long  and  16  in. 
wide.  The  switchboard  is  12  x  18  in.  in  size.  The 
total  height  of  the  machine  and  switchboard  is  30  in. 
and  the  net  weight  676  pounds. 

Milliken  Spring  Vise  Jaw  Clamps 
The  accompanying  illustration  shows  the  vise  Jaw 

clamps  that  have  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by 
the  Milliken  Machine  Co..  West  Newton,  Mass.  The  de- 

vices are  intended  for  use  in  a  bench  vise  or  in  viae  jaws 

or  clamps  mounted  on  milling  machines,  surface  grind- 
ing machines  and  similar  tools.    Each  pair  has  different 

Aay  aomber  of  batteries  may  be  connected  to  the 
nmfhlnt  pnrrldat  that  th«  full  load  doea  not  exceed  the 

apadlir.    The  abort  time  In  which  batieriea 
be  dMTged  b  eaid  to  redoce  the  coat  of  current 
the  aaariier  of  rental  batteries  that  a  charging 

*  have  OB  hand. 

j%f  eatflt  ceariata  of  a  S-lqi.   ball-bearing  motor 

haOl  la  oM  onlt  with  a  li-eolt.  200-ampere  consUnt- 

MtL.LIKEN  MI'KINO   VI»B  JAW  Ct^AMPS 

sizes  of  holes,  for  either  square  or  round  stock,  so  that 

rods,  pins  or  screws  can  be  securely  gripped.  Either 

rough  or  finished  slock  can  thus  be  held  without  mar- 
ring or  bruising  it  when  performing  machining  opera^ 

tions  such  aa  slotting,  milling,  grinding  or  threading. 

>ilien  the  jaws  of  the  vi»»e  are  releasod,  two  Hprings 

cause  the  jawa  of  the  clamp  to  automatically  open,  so 

that  the  work  ia  releaaed.  The  clamps  are  hardened  and 

finished  all  over.  They  are  made  to  take  stock  from  i  to 
}  in.  in  sixe. 
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Large  Hydraulic  Flanging  Press 
A  very  large  h5'draulic  flanging  press  has  recently 

been  built  by  the  Hydraulic  Press  Manufacturing  Co., 
Mount  Gilead,  Ohio,  for  the  Merchants  Dispatch  Trans- 

portation Co.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  The  machine,  which  is 
shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration,  is  used  for 
flanging  the  plates  for  Murphy  car  ends.  Its  principal 
feature  is  its  size,  as  it  will  flange  cold  steel  A  in. 
thick  by  10  ft.  long. 

The  press  is  equipped  with  two  20-in.  diameter  rams. 

LARGE  HYDRAULIC   FLANGING   PRESS 

Two  auxiliary  cylinders  5*  in.  in  diameter  are  used 
for  returning  the  platen  to  the  upper  position.  The 
stroke  is  24  in.  and  the  maximum  distance  between  the 

platens  is  36  in.  The  press  is  capable  of  exerting  a  pres- 
sure of  435  tons.  The  strength  required  to  withstand 

this  pressure  is  obtained  by  the  use  of  cast  steel  for  all 

cylindei-s,  platens  and  housings.  The  total  weight  of 
the  machine  is  42  tons. 

Valves  and  fittings  made  by  the  Hydraulic  Press 
Manufacturing  Co.  are  used  in  connecting  the  press  to 
the  hydraulic  line.  A  three-way,  poppet-type,  high- 
pressure  valve  is  used  to  control  all  the  movements  of 
the  press  by  the  manipulation  of  one  hand  lever. 

Marvin  &  Casler  Castellating  and 
Hexing  Machine 

On  page  36  of  American  Machinist  there  appeared  a 
description  of  a  nut  castellating  and  hexing  machine 
that  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the 

Manufacturers'  Consulting  Engineers,  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 
The  Marvin  &  Casler  Co.,  Canastota,  N.  Y.,  has  just 
taken  over  the  manufacture  and  sale  of  this  machine. 

The  machine  is  intended  especially  for  the  castella- 
tion  of  nuts  and  for  milling  the  hex  form  on  spark 
plugs  or  such  articles.  The  work  is  held  in  six  collets 
carried  on  a  revolving  turret,  the  pieces  in  every 
alternate  collet  being  operated  on  simultaneously.  The 
turret  is  automatically  oscillated  to  and  from  the 
cutters.  The  operation  of  the  machine  is  continuous, 
six  pieces  being  completed  at  each  revolution  of  the 
turret.    The  capacity  is  1,000  nuts  per  hour. 

Leinert  "Rotex"  Dimension  Calculator 
A  device  to  enable  the  rapid  mechanical  addition  and 

subtraction  of  fractions  of  an  inch,  inches  and  feet,  has 
recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  W.  Leinert,  410 
West  23rd  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  This  device  is  shown 
in  the  accompanying  illustration  and  is  designated  as 

the  "Rotex"  rapid  calculator.  It  consists  of  a  front 
plate  carrying  two  circular  scales,  one  divided  into  forty- 
eight  equal  parts  and  the  other  into  sixty-four  parts. 
The  former  scale  is  used  for  operations  involving  inte- 

gers of  feet  and  inches,  and  the  latter  scale  for 
those  involving  fractions  of  an  inch.  The  divi- 

sions of  the  scale  are  indicated  with  black 
figures  in  clockwise  sequence  for  addition,  and 
red  figures  in  counter-clockwise  sequence  for 
subtraction. 

Mounted  within  each  of  these  scales  is  a 

circular  rotatable  disk  graduated  at  its  periph- 
ery with  divisions  and  figures  corresponding 

to  those  on  the  scale.  A  pinion  on  the  shaft  of 
each  disk  meshes  with  a  gear  carrying  the 
circular  scale  at  the  top  of  the  device.  The 
perforations  on  the  rotatable  disks  provide  for 
the  insertion  of  a  stylus  that  is  furnished  with 
the  device.  The  celluloid  pointers  serve  to 
indicate  the  last  item  in  case  of  interruption. 
When  starting  to  use  the  device,  the  dials 

are  set  to  zero  by  first  disengaging  the  gears, 
turning  the  dials,  and  then  bringing  the  gears 
into  engagement.  The  disks  are  turned  con- 

secutively to  the  different  values  that  it  is 
desired  to  add  or  subtract,  the  motion  being 
clockwise  using  the  black  figures  when  adding, 
and  counter-clockwise  using  the  red  figures 
when  subtracting.  The  calculations  are  always 

started  with  the  zero  mark  of  the  disk  placed  opposite 
that  of  the  scale,  and  the  zero  on  the  disk  is  moved 
either  way  necessary  for  the  operation.  A  buzzer  sig- 

nals at  each  complete  revolution  of  the  upper  gear 
showing  feet. 

When  reading  the  results,  the  number  of  feet  is  indi- 
cated on  the  upper  gear  on  the  left-hand  side,  and  the 

integers  of  inches  on  the  lower  disk  on  the  left-hand 

LEINERT  "ROTEX"   DIMENSION  CALCULATOR  FOR 
ADDITION  AND  SUBTRACTION 

side  and  on  the  upper  gear  on  the  right-hand  side,  while 
the  fractions  of  inches  are  read  on  the  lower  disk  at 
the  right.  The  device  should  prove  of  especial  use  when 
adding  and  checking  a  series  of  dimensions  on  a  drawing 

to  obtain  the  overall  dimensions,  although  it  can  be  • 
adapted  to  many  other  uses  of  a  similar  nature. 
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■H*  tkaa  t^OM JM  aaator  twMelaa. 
Tut  tka  aaaaad  ̂ Mitar  of  tha  yaar. 
TCSjMO  Malar  cara  war*  Manofaetarad. 
•■4  (ka  lalal  far  tka  ftrtt  aiz  moatha 

USTjMt.  TUa  eaanaraa  wHb  a 
of  ljMS,000  far  1»21  and 

I    prodttctioa    ia     1M0    of 

.irr. 

Steel  Companies  Show 
Increased  Eamingrs 

tbt  Mttlement  of  the  labor  contro- 
vacaic*.  coniumpr*  arc  mor«  eoncernad 
aboat  deliveriM  than  about  placing  for- 

ward bosineaa,  but  demand  is  itttl  utia- 
factory.  Cannars  and  automobile 
Bukara  ha*a  baaa  baavy  consumer*  of 
ataal  for  aaata  tine.  There  are  sign* 
af  a  revival  in  railroad  demand,  and 
Blaal  men  aatimate  that  several  million 
tana  will  be  needed  for  new  cant  and 
locomotivaa,  and  to  put  the  conitantly 
incrrasinc  number  of  bad  order  cara 
into  fint  das*  runninc  order. 

witk 

to  Dow,  Jonaa  A  Co..  an 
in  ataal  demand,  together 

■rieaa  for  et^cl   prod- 
1  la  earnings  statements 

to   hand    thus   far. 

Iran' A  StaaJ  for  the  first  time tha  bagianing  of  1921.  showed  a 
far  stock.      Lackawanna,   while 

a    deficit    for    tka    aaeaod 

Sm,  dM  arack  batter  tkaa  ia  
tha 

0«tf  Sutaa  Steal's  second  qnartar 
I  were  equal  to  ft.TO  a  share  on 

CMBSMB  stock  agaiaat  40  eaola  in  Jan* 
•ary-Mardi  panod.  Vanadhwi,  which 

't  not  a  ataal  cooipaay  proper for  its  business  on  the  st««l 
d  a  small  balance  for  stock 

to  dka  half  yaar  daa  to  proStabla  bosi- 
■aaa  to  aaeaad  aoartar  oSaattiac  loas 
totnt 
A  itodlar  famrovanMnt  mav  be  ax* 

rtti  to  Uaitad  Stataa  Stoat's  report, ka  aM«e  ••kUe  iaiy  ».  In  flr^ 
■irtif  U.  &  Staal  had  oat  of  $19^ 
U$$m,  aad  aak  for  itoek  af  HjMJm, 
MMBa  aMMb  to  M««r  the  IMM^IS 
pMfarrad  «vi2nd  far  tha  pariod.  It 
wmtU  net  be  awpttotog  If  the  big  com- 
^Mqr  reported  set  «f  over  tW^iMjOOO 

ended  Jaaa  SO,  or  its  common 
wtth  aania  awrgin. 

I  la  aaadaa^to  aovar  all 

  ^_  ̂    M  to  cioaa  of 
The  caal  and  raOroad  strikes. 

hava  affected  oparatlons  to 

'  to  i«iy.  bnt  tharo  ia  every 
traablo- 

aat  af  tha  way  epcra- 
'     to  a  iaval  ap- 

tha  yaar  with  opera- 
nt capacity.    At 

tkay  wcf*  cloaa 
.    ..a  April  aad  Jana 
Tl  per  cant  to  7S  per 
Braadly  apaakiag,  a 

af  tha 

Alabama  District  Shows 
Increased  Production 

A  survey  of  industrial  conditions  in 
the  iron  and  steel  bnsinaas  of  the  Ala- 

bama district  during  the  latter  part  of 
July,  shows  that  production  hsui  bean 
ataadily  increasing  from  weak  to  weak 
daring  the  past  two  months,  and  tltat 
there  is  promise  of  steady  activity 
throughout  tlie  district  ilurinK  the  re- 

mainder of  the  year,  according  to  the 
Atlanta  oflkce  of  the  Southern  Metal 
Tradaa  AaaocUtion. 

Tha  Tannaaaaa  Coal,  Iron  and  Rail- 
road Co.  has  blown  in  another  furnace 

at  Baasemer,  Ala.,  giving  that  company 
now  nine  active  stacks.  The  Central 
Iron  and  Coal  Co.  has  also  blown  in 
aaotiicr  furnace  and  that  company  now 
haa  all  of  its  stacks  going.  The  Repub- 

lic Iron  Co.  is  expected  to  start  up  an- other stock  in  tne  near  future.  The 

present  total  of  active  stacks  in  Ala- 
bama to  twenty-two  as  compared  with 

five  at  this  time  in  1921,  not  including 
the  stacks  referred  to  above. 

The  concrete  bar  mill  of  the  Southern 
Staal  and  Rolling  Mills  Co.,  known  as 
tha  GaraoB  Rolling  .Mills,  has  begun 
operations,  while  the  larger  18-Inch  oar 
mill  batog  constructed  by  this  company 
b  cxpactad  to  Im  finished  and  ready  to 
Btort  up  within  the  next  thirty  dsys. 
Nearly  all  departments  of  the  steel  mill : 
at  Ensley,  Fairfield  and  Bessemer  ara 
in  steady  operation. 
Haanmption  of  operations  at  tha 

North  BIrmlncham  plant  of  the  United 
SUtca  Cast  Iron  Pipe  and  Foundry  Co., 

has  servad  to  increase  the  district's 
pipe  prodoetkm.  Practically  all  of  tha 
pipe  plants  at  Bessemer  and  Anniaton 
arc  now  operating  at  capacity. 

While  the  iron  market  of  lato  has 
BonMwhat     listless    Birmingham 

    Is  still  at  118.60  to  $20,  though 
very  little  boainesa  Is  reported  at  the 
new  price  as  yet  Pressure  baae  pipe 
is  at  n?  and  $38,  with  sanitory  base  at 
lU.  |«0  and  fJK,  the  cast-iron  pipe 
Bwrfcat  maltoalat  strong. 

Oflkial  flgaraa  on  pig-Iron  production 
to  Alabama  daring  June  show  an  in- 

crease of  more  than  100  per  cent  over 
June  of  1921.  Production  is  oAlcially 
riven  at  189.101  tons  as  compared  with 
njOOO  tons  in  June.  1921.  The  oatput 
daring  Jnly  la  expected  to  aaeoed  that 
of  Joaa  aa  there  nave  been  four  addi- 
ttoaal  famacaa  atortad  np  since  tha 
ftnt  af  the  month. 

S.  A.  E.  Production  Men 
to  Meet  in  Detroit 

A  national  meeting  of  the  Society 
of  Automotive  Engineers  will  be  held  in 
Detroit,  Oct.  26  and  27,  for  the  pur- 

pose of  discussing  problems  of  automo- 
tive production.  The  nuH-ting  is  to  be 

known  as  the  S.A.K.  Automotive  I^o- 
duction   Meeting. 

Papers  treating  current  production 
problems  in  a  simple  and  practical  way 
will  be  read  and  fully  discussed  in 
morning  meetings  on  each  of  the  two 
days.  The  aftemoona  will  be  devoted 
to  factory  inspection  trips  especially 
arranged  for  the  purpose  of  viewing 
new  and  advsnced  production  methods 
that  will  particulHrfy  interest  the  tool, 
inspection  and  production  men.  The 
principal  object  of  this  meeting  is  the 
promotion  of  an  interchange  of  experi- 

ence between  practical  factory  men  on 
automotive  production  problems  which 
are  troubling  them  in  their  daily  work. 
An  S.A.E.  Production  dinner  will 

be  held  Thursday  evening,  Oct.  26, 
where  social  friendships  between  pro- 

duction men  will  be  promoted.  An- 
nouncement of  the  locations  of  the 

meetings  and  dinner  will  be  made  in  the 
near  future. 

Special  committees  of  Detroit  S.A.E. 
members  are  in  charge  of  the  arrange- 

ments for  this  national  meeting.  K.  L. 
Herrmann,  a  Studebaker  production  en- 

gineer, is  chairman  of  the  committee 
which  is  selecting  the  papers  and  topics 
for  discussion.  Suggestions  or  requests 
to  present  papers  should  be  addreasad 
to  the  S.A.E.  New  York  ofRee. 

Engineers  of  Steel  Industry 
Will  Hold  Convention 

The  engineers  in  the  iron  and  staal 
industry  will  meet  in  convention  dur- 

ing the  week  of  September  11th  tu  16th, 
1922,  at  Cleveland  Public  Hall,  Cleve- 

land, Ohio,  at  which  time  there  will  be 

presented  and  discussed  subjects  deal- 
ing particularly  with  steel  mill  prob- 

lems. The  papers  have  been  written  with  a 
view  of  giving  to  tha  engineers  as  much 
practical  data  as  is  possible,  feeling 
that  this  class  of  information  is  far 
more  beneficial  than  the  theoretical  side 
when  dealing  with  steel  mill  problems. 

Some  of  those  who  will  present  and 

diacusa  the  anbjecto  are  Dr.  C.  P.  Stein- 
mcta,  Meaara.  B.  G.  Lamme,  Wilfred 

Sykaa.  A.  0.  Witting,  F.  C.  Watson,  D. 

M.  Petty,  L.  W.  Heller,  R.  B.  Ger- hardt,   I).   B.    Rushmore,   J.    B.   Crane, 
E.  R.   Fish,  R.  M.  Rush,  R.  E.  Butler, 
F.  Hodson,  Prof.  Edgar  Kidwell,  F.  W. 

Cramer,  A.  R.  Leavltt.  K.  T.  Moore, 
R.  H.  Issuer,  r.  A.  Wiley,  L.  F.  Gal- 
braith,  R.  S.  Shoemaker. 

Repraaentotives  from  prartically 

every  staal  mill  in  the  TTnlted  StaU-s  are 
expected  at  this  convt-nlion  for  it  will 
interest  practically  every  clasa  of  en- 

gineer. 
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Railroad  Shopmen  Better 
Paid  Than  in  Private 

Industry 
A  comparison  of  the  wages  of  rail- 

road shopmen  with  the  wages  paid  to 
emr'oyees  in  foundries  and  machine 
shops  in  other  industries,  given  out  to- 

day by  the  National  Industrial  Confer- 
ence Board,  10  East  39th  Street,  New 

York  City,  shows  that  the  average 
hourly  earnings  of  the  railroad  employ- 

ees stand  at  least  25  per  cent  and 
weekly  earnings  at  least  32  per  cent 
above  those  paid  to  men  performing 
practically  identical  work  in  privately 
controlled  plants.  Railroad  skilled 
shop  mechanics  include  machinists, 
boiler  makers,  blacksmiths,  sheet  metal 
workers,  and  electrical  workers,  whose 
duties  in  the  railroad  shops  are  prac- 

tically identical  with  the  duties  of  men 
employed  in  commercial  foundries  and 
machine  shops. 

The  National  Industrial  Conference 
Board  has  just  completed  a  survey  of 
the  wages  of  employees  of  foundry  and 
machine  shops  other  than  railroad, 
which  shows  that  the  average  earnings 
of  skilled  labor  stood  at  56.1  cents  on 
January  1,  1922.  In  a  statement  given 
out  by  the  Conference  Board  on  July  2, 
the  average  hourly  earnings  of  railroad 
skilled  shop  labor  were  shown  to  be 
70.1  cents  under  the  new  wage  rates, 
this  being  based  on  the  hourly  rate  of 
70  cents  laid  down  by  the  U.  S.  Rail- 

road Labor  Board,  and  a  working  week 
of  48.06  hours. 

Wages  Are  Higher 

The  hourly  wages  of  skilled  mechan- 
ics employed  by  the  railroads  are  there- 

fore 25  per  cent  higher  than  those  paid 
skilled  mechanical  employees  of  other 
industries  in  the  country  at  the  first  of 
the  year.  Wage  rates  in  private  in- 

dustry, moreover,  have  declined  in  the 
past  six  months,  so  that  the  compara- 

tive position  of  railroad  shopmen  and 
other  shop  workers  in  private  industry 
is  probably  at  present  more  marked 
than  here  shown.  The  National  In- 

dustrial Conference  Board's  report 
covers  the  wages  of  388,560  men  em- 

ployed in  1,338  plants,  or  73  per  cent  of 
all  »he  wage  earners  in  foundries  and 
machine  shops  as  shown  by  the  United 
States  Census  of  Manufactures  in  1919, 
and  can  therefore  be  regarded  as  thor- 

oughly representative  of  the  conditions 
existing  in  foundries  and  machine 
shops  throughout  the  country. 

Studies  by  the  Conference  Board 
show  that  the  average  hourly  earnings 
of  skilled  shop  labor  in  privately  con- 

trolled plants  rose  from  30.4  cents  per 
hour  in  1914  to  71.3  cents  in  Septem- 

ber, 1920.  On  January  1  of  the  present 
year,  these  wages  had  declined  to  56.1 
cents  per  hour.  The  railroad  shop- 

men's wages  rose  during  the  war  pe- 
riod from  29.8  cents  per  hour  in  1914  to 

86.4  cents  per  hour  at  the  peak  in  No- 
vember, 1920,  and  despite  two  wage 

cuts  ordered  by  the  Railroad  Labor 
Board,  the  wages  of  the  striking  shop- 

men have  been  reduced  to  a  point  which 
is  only  1.2  cents  per  hour  below  the 
rates  paid  to  shopmen  in  other  indus- 

tries at  the  peak  of  the  industrial  in- 
flation. 
A  comparison  of  the  weekly  wages 

of  the  two  classes  of  employees  shows  a 
situation  which  is  even  more  favorable 
to  the  railroad  shopmen  than  in  the 
case  of  hourly  earnings.  This  aspect 
of  the  matter  is  important,  as  weekly 

earnings  constitute  a  much  better  basis 
for  judging  the  comparative  status  of 
the  two  groups  of  workers  than  do 
hourly  earnings.  The  statement  of  the 
National  Industrial  Conference  Board 

referred  to  above,  estimated  the  aver- 
age weekly  earnings  of  skilled  railroad 

mechanics  to  be  $33.67  under  the  re- 
duced rates  recently  established  by  the 

Railroad  Labor  Board.  The  weekly 
wages  of  foundry  and  machine  shop 
employees,  however,  on  Jan.  1,  1922, 
were  $25.08,  giving  the  railroad  em- 

ployees a  clear  advantage  of  32  per 
cent  in  weekly  earnings  over  the  earn- 

ings of  men  performing  work  identical 
with  their  own,  but  in  the  shops  of 
privately  controlled  companies.  Since 
a  decline  in  wages  of  outside  shop 
workers  has  taken  place  since  the  first 
of  the  year,  the  position  of  the  railroad 
shopmen  is  even  more  favorable. 

The  employees  of  the  foundry  and 
machine  shop  industry  are  shown  to 
have  been  working  an  average  of  44.7 
hours  per  week  on  January  1,  while  it 
is  estimated  that  on  the  basis  of  the 
average  number  of  hours  worked  per 
week  since  September,  1919,  the  rail- 

road shopmen  will  average  48.06  hours. 
Statements  have  recently  appeared 
which  purport  to  show  that  any  com- 

parison of  the  estimated  earnings  of 
railroad  employees  for  1922  with  the 
actual  earnings  of  1914  are  unfavorable 
to  the  employees  because  of  the  fewer 
hours  of  work  performed  in  1914  on 
account  of  the  severe  industrial  depres- 

sion of  that  year.  The  figures  published 
by  the  Interstate  Commerce  Commis- 

sion, however,  show  that  in  1914  the 
average  number  of  hours  of  work  per 
week  for  railroad  shopmen  was  51.4 
or  nearly  3  hours  per  week  more  than 
the  estimate  of  48.06  hours  for  1922. 

In  1914,  moreover,  the  average  work- 
ing day  of  railroad  shopmen  was  nom- 

inally ten  hours  but  fell  to  the  lower 
figure  by  reason  of  lack  of  business. 
Since  that  time  the  nominal  week  has 
been  reduced  by  the  insistence  of  the 
unions  to  48  hours  or  8  hours  per 
day,  with  a  6-day  week,  and  the  attempt 
is  now  being  made  to  use  this  fact  to 
make  the  real  earnings  of  railroad  em- 

ployees appear  to  be  less  than  in  1914. 
The  result  is,  therefore,  that  rail- 

road shopmen  are  in  a  more  advanta- 
geous position  than  they  were  in  1914, 

in  thrfee  ways:  First,  that  their  hours 
of  employment  have  been  reduced,  giv- 

ing them  more  time  for  leisure  and 
receatlon;  second,  that  their  economic 
status,  even  under  the  new  wage  cuts, 
is  10  per  cent  higher  than  eight  years 
ago;  and  third,  that  the  average  weekly 
wages  of  railroad  shopmen  are  at  least 
32  per  cent  higher  than  those  of  men 
doing  the  same  work  but  employed  by 
other  industries,  where  wages  are  reg- 

ulated as  a  general  rule,  by  the  supply 
and  demand  for  labor. 

i 

"Made-in-Atlanta** 
Exhibition 

Several  hundred  Atlanta  manufac- 
turers will  co-operate  in  a  "Made-in- Atlanta"  exhibition  to  be  held  at  the 

Atlanta  Auditorium  Sept.  18  to  23,  at 
which  time  the  products  of  all  Atlanta 
factories  will  be  on  display.  Among 
the  foundries  and  machine  shops  al- 

ready listed  is  the  Atlanta  Stove  Works, 
Hanson  Motor  Co.,  Atlantic  Steel  Co., 
Butters-'Camp  Co.,  Nick  Heater  Cor- 

poration. 

Gerard  Swope  Elected 
a  Fellow  of  the 

A.I.E.E. 

Gerard  Swope,  president  of  the  Gen- 
eral Electric  Company,  has  just  been 

elected  a  Fellow  of  the  American  In- 
stitute of  Electrical  Engineers.  Fel- 

lowship is  the  highest  grade  of  mem- 
bership as  is  characterized  by  the 

stipulation  that  the  president  of  the 
Institute  is  to  be  chosen  only  from 
among  the   Fellows. 

Mr.  Swope,  although  an  electrical  en- 
gineer by  training,  has  developed  into 

a  conspicuous  business  executive  as 
well,  one  whose  career  has  revealed  an 
ability  for  continual  accomplishment. 
He  was  graduated  in  1895  from  the 
Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology 
as  an  electrical  engineer,  and  after  his 
graduation  found  work  in  the  shops:  of 
the  Western  Electric  Company,  forging 
ahead  rapidly  until  he  became  general 
manager  of  power  apparatus  business, 
making  that  department  extremely  suc- cessful. 

In  1908,  he  became  general  sales 
manager  of  the  Western  Electric  Com- 

pany and  in  1913  was  made  a  vice- 
president  and  director,  in  charge  of  all 
commercial  work  in  the  United  States 
and  of  all  manufacturing,  engineering 
and  commercial  work  outside  of  this 
country.  This  necessitated  traveling 
abroad,  and  while  in  Japan  he  was 
decorated  by  the  Emperor  with  the 
Order  of  the  Rising  Sun. 

During  the  period  of  America's  par- ticipation in  the  war,  Mr.  Swope  served 
as  assistant  director  of  purchase,  stor- 

age and  traific,  receiving  the  Distin- 
guished Service  Medal.  He  was  made 

a  Chevalier  of  the  Legion  of  Honor  by 
the  French  government. 

In  1919  he  was  made  president  of  the 
International  General  Electric  Com- 

pany, serving  in  that  position  until 
chosen  president  of  the  General  Electric 
Company  last  spring. 

Gasoline  Consumption  Shows 

Big  Increase 
Of  particular  interest  to  consumers 

of  gasoline,  kerosene  and  fuel  oil 
whether  for  automobile  or  any  other 
purpose,  is  the  recent  announcement 
from  the  Bureau  of  Mines. 

Due  chiefly  to  the  record  breaking 
output  of  automobiles,  the  gasoline 
stocks,  which  have  been  mounting  stead- 

ily to  new  high  records,  are  now  on 
the  decline.  On  June  1,  stocks  on  hand  at 
the  refineries  amounted  to  856,607,102 
gallons,  which  is  35,661,000  gallons 
below  the  record  figure  of  892,267,766 
gallons  atained  at  the  beginning  of 
May.  The  fact  that  the  billion-gallon 
mark,  forecasted  in  some  quarters, 
was  not  reached  seems  due  to  the 
tremendous  increase  in  domestic  con- 

sumption of  gasoline,  which  amounted 
to  499,242,343  gallons  in  May.  This 

figure  represents  an  increase  in  domes- 
tic consumption  of  gasoline  of  113,- 

000,000  gallons  over  the  month  of  April 
and  145,000,000  gallons  over  the  month 
of  May,  1921.  Gasoline  consumption 
figures  for  May  constitute  a  record  for 
that  month,  and  are  within  four  mil- 

lion gallons  of  the  record-setting  fig- 
ure attained  in  August.  1921,  although 

occurring  three  months  before  the  cus- 
tomary month  of  largest  consumption. 
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Based  on  Current  Developments 
bt  thbooorb  h.  prick 

WtHot,  CmmmiTTt  aarf  rmaiKT,  N««  Terk 

lCmpw"»^i'^-  Tkr«tf«rv  IT.   ̂ rict  PmtH»kt»t  Corpomtion,  U  Mm€tiaH0t  Piave,  tfrt«  York) 

PKESIDENT  BAROING  it 
 tryine 

T»liMitiy  to  Ikold  Um  ahirM  of  fptv- 
•rBMMiUl  nrotoctioa  kmpartully 

•KW  tk*  CoBaUtetkwal  ricbu  of  th« 
■trifcwi  sad  tMr  Maployvr*  ••  w»Il  aa 
to  prstoct  Umm  who  mar  <>•  wiHinc  to 
4o   tk«   worfc   Uwt   the    (triker*    have 

As  ■■wl  ia  sork  caaaa  sach  of  the 
pwtiw  ia  iatarart  f«^  that  favoritUm 
It  Mi«  ikowa  to  the  others,  but  the 
«aat  awJwHy  of  the  pohlic  recovnixe 
the  fainMM  of  the  PrMidwt's  attitude. 
Sean,  tt  is  tru«,  advocate  meaiures  that 
■ealil  he  awrc  rorrrtve  or  Rooeeveltian, 
hvt  it  is  plain  that   moat  people   are 

'  i  wfch  Mr.  Hmrdias'B  pimctilioaa fer  the  CeaatttaUoo  sad  believe 
kis  poHrr  will  be  saceaaaftaL  It  ii 

eatar  apoa  tlua  theorjr  that  the  tran- 
oaflitT  t4  the  marlMta  can  be  explained 
(or  it  mo(t  be  admitted  that  the  winter 
will  be  one  of  genuine  discontent  and 

the   strikes    are   soon 

MOKKT  IK   DBMAND 

production  of  bitumi> 
is  disappointinc  and  far  be- |0»  cuTTtat  reanirementa.  Little  or  no 

anthracite  ia  wine  mined  and  while 
the  railraada  bravely  claim  that  they 
are  functioning  normally  it  is  undent- 
My  true  that  many  arc  aeriously  han- 

ed  and  that  we  may  have  a  vex- 
freight  blockade  in  the  autumn 
relief  is  soon  found.  This  will 

aalsaly  delay  the  dintribution  of  nods 
bat  tie  ap  the  capital  inverted  in  tnem. 

The  wsaH  auy  he  an  iacreaacd  de- 

'  for  Sisaey  as  it  is  eetimated  that worth  at  leant  a  billion 
is  aonaally  in  the  hands  of  the 

railroad  coaipaaies  and  any  delay  in  ita 
delivery  woeld  of  course  retard  tlie 
liMidation  at  inaimarclsl  credits. 
Tbere  ia  slrssdy  soeie  Indication  of 

tUaw  for  aeesrdiac  to  tlie  reports  of 
ni  0t  ths  awr*  important  banics.  com> 
aaarnal  leaas  are  aow  Incraaaiag  for 
the  irst  tiam  in  SMire  than  a  yssr. 
TW  iacrsaas  for  the  two  weeks  cading 
inly  19  was  125,000,000,  but  as  the 
toUl  ia  atOI  ll^<i>00,000  below  the 

1  of  May  a,  mi.  and  the  weekly 
of  the  Federal  Reserve  Sjrs- 

■kuwa  a  reserve  ratio  of  79.2  per 
:  there  b  abaadant  room  for  fnrtaer 

ikfch 
wis  1 ve  ratio,  which  com- 

77J  at  the  end  of  the  pre- 
I  VMk.  is  M  port  doe  to  an  ineraaae 

«r  aaar^lft/MOjOOO  lo  Uie  gold  kcld 
aad  ta  part  to  a  decrease  in  depoaita 
aad  sarafaB«  asaeta,  aMdl  saggests  that 
a  rsdacrisa  hi  the  rediacoont  rat*  will 
asta  bs  ascosaary  if  the  Pederal  R*- 
swa  Vairits  are  to  keep  their  rsaoarcca 
IS— SSI  all  I  ily  saiployvd. 
Taldac  advaatafs  of  the  plethora  of 

sdtt  Oatfatary  Melkm  kaa  aa- 
Ikal  oae  hilfioa  of  the  41  per 

wUI  be  railed  for 
IS  and  that  of  the 

so  callsd  $aoo/wo.ooo  will 
ht  agskaagiakia  oa  Aagast  1  for  an 

equal  amount  of  four  year  Treasury 
rertiflcates  bearing  interest  at  4i  per 
cent.  As  on  the  present  money  market 
theee  Treasury  certificates  are  worth 
a  premium,  the  effect  has  been  to  ad- 

vance the  Victory  notes  called  and  to 
pave  the  way  for  successfully  refunding 
the  4i  billions  of  short  dated  debt  that 
maturea  during  the  fiscal  year  ending 
June  SO,  1923.  All  of  which  serve.i 
to  emphaiiize  afresh  the  ease  of  money 
due  to  the  continued  gain  in  our  gold 
supply  and  the  possibility  of  inflation 
as  a  consequence. 

The  resiliency  of  the  security  mar- 
kets in  the  face  of  the  strikes  is  per- 

liape  due  to  a  subconscious  recognition 
of  this  poasibility.  Under  the  leadership 
of  the  Government  issues  most  dontestic 
bonds  have  been  in  good  demand  at 
advancing  prices  and  while  stocks  have 
been  from  time  to  time  attacked  by  the 
bears  they  have  rallied  sharplv  upon 
ths  slightest  intimation  of  good  news. 
On  these  rallies  the  railroad  ahares 
havj  been  the  leaders  and  a  boom  in 
railroad  stocka  ia  quite  poaaible  when 
the  labor  troubles  are  ended.  Eliminat- 

ing the  coal  traffic  the  car  loadings 
indicate  tttat  the  railroads  are  now 
handling  a  record  tonnage  of  other 
freight 

Or  the  commodity  marketa  there  is 
nothing  novel  or  sensational  to  report. 
Raw  eotton  has  been  rather  easier  on 
a  gaaerally  admitted  improvement  in 
the  crop.  During  the  critical  month 
of  August  deterioration  is  normal  and 
it  will  be  strange  if  the  month  passes 
without  a  crop  scare  and  a  sharp  ad- 

vance in  the  market.  But  in  the  long 
run  an  increase  in  European  consump- 

tion must  be  relied  upon  to  sustain 
prices  and  it  is  to  be  expected  if  the 
arrangements  for  the  rehabilitation  of 
German  credit  now  under  diacuaaion  are 
con«ummatcd. 

Activity   in   Atx  Industwbs 

Our  domestic  trade  in  cotton  goods 
and  nearly  everything  else  is  aatiafac- 
tory  and  will  be  better  when  the  atrikea 
are  aettled.  A  broad  speculation  in 
augar  ia  developing  but  the  market 
hesitates  a  little  as  Cuban  raws  ap- 

proach four  cents.  Once  that  nibicon 
la  paaeed  the  upward  progreaa  will 
prooahly  Im  more  rapid  for  it  ia  bseom- 
ing  plain  that  there  will  be  active  com- 

petition for  the  small  remnant  of  the 
much  exploited  surplus  that  remains. 

The  demand  for  hide*  and  leather  is 
also  better  and  shoe  manufacturers  re- 

port an  active  trade.  The  market  for 
wool  and  woolen  goods  is  somewhat 
disarranged  by  the  quarrel  over  the 
arool  schedule  of  the  tariff  bill  but  the 
minor  textf*e«,  silk,  linen,  jute  and  bur- 

laps are  all  tending  upward.  The  petro- 
leum produrtinn  is  now  tl>e  largest  on 

record.  Thr  inrreaae  ia  perhapa  due  to 
the  coal  shortage. 

Pig  iron  is  a  dollar  higher  in  antici- 
pation of  the  activity  that  is  expected 

wlien  the  ateel  mills  can  get  the  coal 
that  tksy  require.     Tin  and  zinc  have 

alao  advanced.  Copper  atill  hangs 
around  131  to  14  cents.  It  muHt  be  a 

price  that  pays  producers  for  the  sup- 
ply seems  equal  to  the  demand,  which 

IS  large  because  of  the  boom  in  building 
and  construction  activity  generally.  In 

irreater  New  York  alone  tae  new  build- ings row  under  way  will  house  38,363 
families  and  in  Now  York  and  New 
Jersey  some  1260,528,000  was  invested 
in  new  residonrcs  during  the  six  months 
ending  June  30,  last. 

The  automobile  production  for  June 
was  the  largest  on  record  for  that 
month  and  there  has  been  a  correspond- 

ingly large  demand  for  tires.  As  a 
result  America  now  uses  06  per  cent 

uf  all  the  world's  rubber  production  and as  new  tires  are  required  and  new 
uses  for  rubber  arc  found  an  advance 
in  that  article  may  come  even  though 
the  English  and  the  Dutch  do  not 
agree  to  reduce  production.  Coffee  is 
dull    and    dragging.      The    mnrkct    is 
Saralyxed  by  the  fear  that  the  Brazilian 
overnment  is  quietly  selling  its  valor- 

ized holdings. 
The  news  from  abroad  is  not  sensa- 

tional or  important.  The  London  stock 
market  is  firm  on  easy  money  and  coal 
ia  higher  in  England  on  American  pur- 
chaaea  totaling  over  700,000  tons.  Manv 
close  observers  believe  that  the  British 
Government  is  sending  gold  here  at  the 
rate  of  ten  million  dollara  a  week  with 
the  purpose  of  raising  the  reserve  ratio 
of  our  Reserve  banks  to  a  point  that 
will  insure  an  acceptance  of  our  quota 
of  the  inevitable  German  loan.  I  con- 

tinue to  believe  that  when  and  if  it  is 
issued  the  German  mark  will  be  worth 
more  than  20  cents  a  hundred. 
Apart  from  the  coal  and  railway 

strikes  which  must  be  settled  and  may 
tie  aettled  when  this  is  printed  the  low 
price  of  wheat  is  the  only  adverse  fac- 

tor of  importance  in  the  commercial 
complex  of  this  country. 

Ttiat  It  is  not  more  generally  com- 
plained of  is  surprising  and  it  may  be 

that  I  overestimate  its  seriousness.  If 
so  I  shall  he  glad  for,  if  the  purchaaing 
]irwer  of  the  farmer  is  not  impaired, 
this  fall  will  be  a  period  of  grsst  pros- 

perity despito  ths  probability  of  high 
priced  coal. 

Southern  Pi^  Iron  Output 
Shows  Increase 

Pig  iron  production  continues  to  pick 
up  in  the  Alabama  district,  with  in- 

quiries and  sales  getting  steadily  bet- 
ter. Prices  prevailing  arc  $19  ond  |20 

per  ton  base  for  No.  2  foundry  iron. 
During  Juno  a  total  of  four  furnaccx 
were  blown  in,  and  production  for  the 
month  was  189,008  tonx,  bringing  the- 
six-month  total  to  9'1.'*,1I7  tons,  as  com- 

pared with  630,343  tonN  tho  HrHt  six 
months  of  1921.  Since  March  produc- 

tion esrh  month  has  increased  steadily 
by  several  thousand  tons,  and  the  out- 

look gives  promise  of  close  to  nor- 
malcy before  the  end  of  the  yoar. 
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W'e^'Uly  rur  loaclliiKK  of  revenue  freight  bunted  on  reportM 
from  the  niilroiulK  of  the  V.  S.  by  the  Car  Service  UlviNion 
of  the  Ameriean  Kailways  ABHoeiatlon 
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)»  MERICAN  foreign  trade  has  just 
l\  closed  its  fiscal  year.  For  the 

J,  \_  twelve  months  ending  June  30, 
1922,  exports  show  a  total  value  of 
$3,770,220,971.  Imports  in  the 
corresponding  period  were 
valued  at  $2,607,618,110.  By 
way  of  comparison  the  fiscal 
year  ending  June  30,  1920, 
showed  exports  having  a  total 
value  of  $6,516,510,033  and 
imports  having  a  total  valued 
at  $3,654,459,346.  In  other 
words,  the  so-called  "favor- 

able" trade  balance  of  the 
United  States,  that  is,  the  ex- 

cess of  exports  over  imports 
standing  at  nearly  3  billions 
of  dollars  on  June  20,  1921, 
has  declined  until  on  June 
30th  of  this  year  it  is  just  a 
little  over  one  billion  dollars. 
While  the  position  of  the 
United  States  is  shifting 
slowly  toward  an  excess  of 
imports  over  exports,  it  does 
not  appear  that  this  point 
will  be  reached  in  the  very 
near  future. 

"This  substantial  reduction  in  the 
excess  of  exports  does  not,  however, 
indicate  that  an  excess  of  imports  is  a 
probable  development  of  the  near  fu- 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average   of   New    York,    Chicago    and 

Soft  steel  bars   
Cold     finished 

shafting   
Brass  rods   
Solder  (5  and  J)   
Cotton  waste   

Washers,    cast   iron 

,(^in.)..-.,   :   Kmery,     disks, 
cloth.    No.    1,    6 
in.  dia   

Lard  cutting  oil   
Machine  oil   

Belting,  leather, 
medium   

Unit 

per  lb.. 

per  lb.. . 
per  lb... 
per  lb... 
per  lb... 

Current 
Price 

.  30.027 

.  0.0335 

.  0.162 

.  0.21 

.  0.11 

Cleveland    Prices 

Four  One 
Weeks        Year 
Ago  Ago 

20.0252  30.0283 

the  Allies — interest  payments  have 
thus  far  been  deferrecf  and  conse- 

quently have  exercised  no  influence  on 
the  trade  balance.  Moreover,  general 

negotiations  regarding  fund- 
ing and  interest  payments  on 

the  Allied  indebtedness  have 
hardly  more  than  begun,  so 
that  for  some  months  at  least 
the  influence  of  this  factor 
on  the  trade  balance  will  be 
slight. 

0.0335  0.043S 
0.1550  0.159 
0.213  0.203 
O.ll  0.122 

per  100  lb.     3.83         3.83         4.06 

per  100.. 
per  gal... 

per  gal.. 
off  list.. 

The  country's  excess  of 
exports  has  declined  to  an 
average  only  slightly  higher 
than  pre-war  levels,  yet  it  is 
still  being  maintained  by  the 
new  loans  and  investments  abroad. 

"It  is  worthy  of  note  that  although 
the  total  value  of  foreign  trade  is  still 
more  than  60  per  cent  above  the  pre- 

war total,"  says  a  local  bank,  "the 
current  average  monthly  net  balance 
of  exports  is  only  moderately  above 
the  prewar  level. 

Machine    bolts    up 
to  1  X  30  in    ofFIist.. 

3.11 
0.575 0.36 +0-5% 

@50% 

55% 

3.11 0.57S 0.3^ 
40-5% 

©50% 

S0%@     S0%@ 
65-10%  60-10% 

Freight  cars  loaded  with 
revenue  freight  during  the 
week  ending  July  15th  totaled 
860,907,  an  increase  over  the 
week  previous  of  142,588  cars. 
As  compared  with  the  corre- 

sponding period  in  1921,  an 
increase  of  86,023  cars  is 
shown.  Idle  cars  on  July  8 
totaled  405,120  as  compared 
with  405,180  on  July  1.  Of 
this  total  239,160  were  sur- 

plus freight  cars  in  good 
repair  in  excess  of  current 
freight  requirements,  while 
the  remaining  165,960  were 
freight  cars  in  bad  order  in 
excess  of  the  normal  number 
unfit  for  service. 

ture.  The  expectation  of  a  net  balance 
of  imports  is  based  on  the  fact  that 
eventually  the  obligations  of  other 
countries  to  the  United  States  can  be 
liquidated_  only  by  payments  in  goods 
and  services.  But  as  regards  the 
largest  item  in  this  indebtedness — the 
advances  made  by  the  Government  to 

The  Steel  Corporation's report  for  the  second  quarter 
which  shows  a  gain  of  more  than 
$7,000,000  over  the  first  three  months, 
created  an  optimistic  feeling.  The 
net  earnings  for  the  second  quarter 
amounted  to  $27,286,945  as  compared 
with  a  net  of  $19,339,983  in  the  first 
three  months  of  the  current  year  and 
$21,892,026  in  the  second  quarter. 

I*asfienirer  ears  and  trucks,  production  based  on  08:nres 
compiled  by  the  Btirean  of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce. 
-Monthly  average  for  laiD,  138,138  carx;  ii6,364  trucks 

380 

New  York  Times  Annalist  combined  averajce  price  of  25 
railroad  and  2S  industrial  stocks  based  on  weekly  averaKcs 
of  last  sale  In  each  week 
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Condensed-Clipping  Index  of  Equipment 
Fainted  Aug.  tO,  i9tS 

MMk. 

A»r«  ta.  i*tt 

.»•  »•»• 
««k  •  kM*.    A  l-i*.  mnut  ■III— 
tk>  l^lk.  aaw.  Mrf  ta  I— tfolliJ  by  « 

M  tka  f(«M.    TW 
UMaM  M  •»  ■■■>•  «»  I*  M  *>•■  MM 
Urkitt  IB  »tM«.  •■<  ha*  >n<Mllt«i 
tar  aMttHK.    1W  WW  aMor  W  lMnUik«4 

Tte  arkor  oTlh' 

  at  a  i»iiJ 
TaM*.   t«   s    i>    In 

It   la.:   w«icb(. 

...      
jj 

ratvanal 
au*a  r»ttOT«  * 

-A 

Ot.  ittt  W«M  Laka  Su  Chieasok  III 

Itochlalat."  AprU  IS.  »tt 

Paark.   C>al»r-L«M«lac.  rricli.   arrlbrr 

Xrrnard  P.  Johnaon.  Hit  noulrvard.  Jrra<-y  City,  N.  J. 

"Amartoaa  MaehlnUi."  April  11.  !»:: 

Th«  Buneli  la  ua«l  for  pr«><-l8li>ti 
«(irk    III    laylns    nut    <-vntf>r«    r<>' 
bolM    In    )t««    and    dtaa,    and    In 
oulllnlns     oama.      A*     It     U     nut 
ncctawry    to    employ    liuttun*    In 
la>ltiK    "Ul    holoa,    boira   can    lliiix 
(>.■     |iln.'<'i1     %•  ry     rioae     toj;.  M  ■  • 
nil.     i.xil   <  »n    I).-  uaad   In  <<"  n: 
IKiii    Hitli    a    »hap<T.    mlllliii;    ::. 
rhlnn  iir  olhvr  ina<-hlnp  tool.    Tli' 
work   In  attach<4  to   III*   marhln 
tabu,  and  la  moveid  by   mrana  I'l 
Iha  marlilnr  oontrola.    Aflrr  each 
adjtiatmrnl.  a  prick  mark  ran  bu 
mad*  on  the  work  by  lupiiliiK  iti<' 
rear    end    of    ihr    punch    with    * 

hammer.      Sprliica    permit    the    mollun    o(    ihv    puDOb    lo    vilh«r 
direction. 

rillas  MarhlBe>,  Ule.  KarUaMl.  Naa.  I  aad  4 

W.  D.  Rearwin.  Tl«  Monroe  Ave..  Orand  lUplda.  Mich. 
^-Amerlran  Machlnlat."  April  10,  Ittl 

Ma.  IV  ■■•t^  "  "f  > 
|S.iA.  aMi  far  allker 
1W  mw  •■■  IM  lalaad  «r 
aaaaMaa  a 

try  i»- lit   or 

riMva,  m  »p  .'. (or   rtttilaa    axMid, 
   .    liber    anl    a*a« 
TiM  aarhlBe  eaa  ha 

a  tin  lag  or  ataikmar 

la  of   I    hp.    ' ajc,  or  d.r. 
lawarad.  an<i 

tlmni  «»r*U  af  cat  of 
I  la  Tto  ■»•«  la  I.Ma  r«jn.  A 

g«M»  la  f«i«iai«4  to  ba  oaad  oa  aitber 

aMa  ar  tba  aaw.  Ma  -  -  • 
aaaur  «(  Om  mw.  • 

M 

Dl 

raltl^  aa4  Taralaa.  "■aMy."  ••  la  It-la. 
Manufacturlnc  Co.  lac^  Banana  Falla.  N.  T. 

-ABwffcaa  Macblnkal."  April  t*.  IttS 

lalka  eaa  be 
Botar  or  bait 

a  larva  balloir  i^la. 
ran  toncltadlaal  aatf 
gra4Bala4    truaifiiil 

r    tallaloek. 
raat.  and  a 

VoMBtaritian   hav- 
rtMftar  eaa  ba  far- 

lamlaa   lath* 
  aad  1-h.  ba4. 
mmm  Mac*  a<  U  •». 
ttm  n  I*  avilBaad 
rant,  taa^a  froM  f.MS 

la.  par  raralwtlaa  af  Ifca 
i.   tbrfe 

t^laina. 

Tf«i^  riattoas. 

"Ai 

Xa^BlaraUns,   HeavyOaly 
Ib  Covrl.  Stamford.  Coaa. 

Marhlnlat.''  April  S*.  tttt 

Although  amaller  In  *lae,  the  marhlnm  are 
Rlmltar  In  prlnrlplr  to  thr   No    (I  model,  and 
.  .til    l>.-   iii'Mim.  il  i,ti    ,1  i-ol- 

:,  '1  I;.       N..       t     p:  MUm 
?.tri>K<      ■    '  I  ■   't      .  ,,:.;.■■.       »r- 
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Washington  Notes 
By  Paul  Wooton 

Service  orders  extending  drastic 
priority  privileges  in  the  transportation 
of  coal  were  issued  by  the  Interstate 
Commerce  Commission  on  July  25. 
Under  one  of  the  orders  the  railroads 
are  given  authority  to  move  coal  by  the 
most  available  route.  Under  another, 
the  railroads  are  instructed  to  move 
coal,  coke  and  fuel  oil  in  preference  to 
all  other  freight,  excepting  food  for 
human  consumption,  food  for  livestock, 
livestock   and   perishable   products. 

Cars  for  coal  loading  are  to  be  fur- 
nished first  for  fuel  intended  for  rail- 

roads and  for  the  bunkering  of  ships; 
next  for  public  utilities  which  directly 
serve  the  general  public  under  a  fran- 

chise. This  includes  street  and  inter- 
urban  railways,  electric  power,  light, 
gas,  water  and  sewer  works  and  ice 
plants.  Hospitals  come  next  in  the 
priority  list.  Other  consumers  then  are 
listed  in  the  following  order:  federal 
state,  county  and  municipal  govern- 

ments. The  order  points  out  that  the 
intention  is  that  all  common  carriers, 
public  utilities,  quasi-public  utilities  and 
governments  may  be  kept  supplied  with 
coal  for  current  use,  "but  not  for  stor- 

age, exchange  or  sale." 
Priority  also  is  given  to  coal  for  ship- 

ment to  the  Northwest  by  way  of  the 
Lakes  and  to  the  commercial  sizes  of 
coal  for  domestic  use.  The  order  pro- 

vides also  that  no  coal  is  to  be  subject 
to  reconsignment  or  diversion,  except 
for  some  purpose  in  the  same  class  or 
in  a  superior  class.  Mines  producing coal  are  to  be  given  first  call  on  cars 
suitable  for  transportation  of  their  out- 

put. The  President  has  submitted  a 
plan  to  the  operators  and  mineworkers 
providing  for  a  minimum  wage  for  280 
days  each  year.  The  plan  has  as  its 
object  the  elimination  of  those  mines 
not  in  a  position  to  furnish  280  days' 
work  and  thereby  meet  the  evil  of  over- 

development in  the  industry. 

The  use  of  machinery  in  the  manu- 
facture of  knit  fabrics  was  discussed 

in  the  Senate  during  the  tariff  debate 
on  July  21.  A  duty  of  60  per  cent 
advalorem,  was  adopted  on  knit  fabric 
in  the  piece,  composed  wholly  or  in 
chief  value  of  cotton  or  other  vegetable 
fiber,  made  on  a  warp  knitting  machine. 
A  duty  of  35  per  cent  was  placed  on 
such  articles  made  on  other  than  a 
warp  knitting  machine.  A  duty  of  50 
per  cent  advalorem  was  placed  on 
gloves  of  cotton  or  other  vegetable 
fiber  made  of  fabric  knit  on  a  warp 
knitting  machine  and  25  per  cent  on 
those  made  on  other  than  a  warp 
knitting  machine. 

The  Union  Electric  Welding  Co.,  has 
requested  the  Supreme  Court  to  review 
the  decision  of  the  Circuit  Court  of 
Appeals  for  the  6th  Circuit  which  de- 

cided in  favor  of  J.  P.  Curry  and  C.  L. 
Miller  in  a  patent  infringement  case. 
Curry  and  Miller  brought  the  suit  orig- 

inally in  the  Northern  District  of  Ohio 
Court,  seeking  an  injunction  and  an 
accounting  from  the  welding  company 
for  an  alleged  infringement  of  patent. 
The  lower  courts  held  that  the  patent 
was  infringed  and  awarded  Curry  and 
Miller  $45,000,  representing  profits  on 
the  infringement.  The  welding  Com- 

pany has  asked  the  court  to  set  aside 
the  verdict  of  the  lower  court.  The 
case  will  not  be  considered  by  the  court, 
however,  until  it  reconvenes  in  October. 

Large  Special  Broaching 
Machine  Installed 

The  J.  N.  LaPointe  Co.,  New  London, 
Conn.,  has  recently  shipped  to  the Schenectady  Works  of  the  General 
Electric  Co.,  an  extra  large  broaching 
machine  of  their  No.  5  type,  which  is 
to  be  directly  driven  by  a  reversing motor. 

The  machine  is  designed  to  cut  twelve 
0.375  in.  slots  simultaneously  in  a  stator 
frame.  The  jig  or  fixture  attached  to 
the  machine  for  holding  and  centering 
the  stator  frame  weighs  1,800  pounds. 
The  weight  of  the  complete  machine  is 
1,200  pounds.  The  twelve  cutter  bars 
are  each  IJ  in.  in  section  by  156  in. 
long. 

  «   

Penn  State  College  Will 
Enlarge  Engineer- 

ing School 
In  a  report  made  during  the  past 

week  by  the  industrial  conference  com- 
mittee of  engineers  making  a  study  of 

the  School  of  Engineering  of  the  Penn- 
sylvania State  College,  it  is  recom- 

mended that  the  Pennsylvania  legisla- 
ture provide  for  the  next  biennium  new 

buildings,  equipment,  and  salary  in- 
creases totalling  nearly  $2,000,000.  The 

committee  endorsed  the  work  being 
done  by  the  school  and  stated  that  of 
its  2,500  graduates  in  engineering,  over 
half  are  in  Pennsylvania  occupying  po- 

sitions of  service  to  the  railways,  indus- 
tries, cities,  and  the  various  depart- 
ments of  the  State. 

The  committee  making  the  report 
was  composed  of  M.  I.  Kast,  architect; 
Elbert  A.  Gibbs,  chief  engineer  of  the 
McClintock-Marshall  Company;  C.  B. 
Keiser,  superintendent  of  motive  power 
of  the  Pennsylvania  Railroad;  Carl  W. 
Davis,  of  the  J.  H.  McFarland  Com- 

pany; C.  S.  Coler,  manager  of  the  edu- 
cational department  of  the  Westing- 

house  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Com- 
pany; and  P.  C.  Haldeman,  master 

mechanic  of  the  Luckens  Iron  and  Steel 
Company. 

Among  the  new  buildings  recom- 
mended by  the  committee  were  a  main 

engineering  building  to  replace  one 
destroyed  by  fire  in  1918,  a  building  for 
the  Department  of  Electrical  Engineer- 

ing; and  a  new  foundry  and  transporta- 
tion building. 

To  provide  for  the  accommodation  of 
a  larger  number  of  students  in  the 
Engineering  School  of  the  college  as 
well  as  in  the  other  schools,  the  raising 
of  a  fund  of  $2,000,000  is  now  planned. 
Health  and  welfare  buildings  will  be 
erected  as  the  initial  step  in  the  col- 

lege's program  for  development  into  the 
state  university  when  it  will  be  able  to 
admit  10,000  students. 

American  and  Lima  Receive 
Locomotive  Orders 

It  is  reported  that  the  New  York 
Central  Lines  have  placed  orders  for 
150  locomotives,  half  with  the  American 
Locomotive  Co.  and  half  with  Lima 
Locomotive  Works. 

Earlier  this  year  the  same  system 
placed  orders  for  75  switching  loco- 

motives at  an  approximate  total  cost  of 
$2,500,000.  The  orders  just  placed  will 
involve  expenditure  of  about  $7,000,000. 

A  National  Engineering Museum 
After  the  DeLamater-Ericsson  Com- 

memoration on  March  9th,  the  60th  an- 
niversary of  the  Battle  between  the 

Monitor  and  Merrimac,  the  American 
Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers  ap- 

pointed a  committee  to  co-operate  with 
the  committee  in  charge  in  making  a 
collection  of  historical  material  con- 

nected with  Mr.  Cornelius  H.  DeLama- 
ter  and  Capt.  John  Ericsson  during 
their  50  years'  association  (1840-1890) as  the  leading  factors  in  the  DeLamater 
Iron  Works,  at  the  foot  of  West  13th 
St.,  New  York  City.  These  works  were 
the  largest  institution  of  their  kind  in 
their  day  and  there  during  the  period 
mentioned  developments  took  place  in 
Naval,  Merchant-Marine,  Ordnance  and 
Industrial  Engineering  which  helped 
materially  to  raise  this  nation  from 
coniparative  unimportance  to  its  recog- 

nition as  the  leading  nation  of  the 
world,  and  yet  of  the  details  of  this 
accomplishment  there  is  no  record.  In 
fact  there  is  nowhere  a  tangible  record 
of  any  of  the  steps  whereby  this  coun- 

try has  attained  its  present  command- 
ing position  in  the  world. 

In  seeking  for  a  permanent  deposi- 
tory for  the  DeLamater-Ericsson  His- 

torical Collection  the  committee  con- 
ferred with  the  Smithsonian  Institution 

at  Washington  and  its  secretary  sent 
wdth  his  reply  his  latest  report  on  the 
National  Museum  which  is  under  his custody. 

The  Smithsonian  Institution  then  not 
only  solicited  the  placing  of  tlie  De- 

Lamater-Ericsson Historical  Collection 
in  its  National  Museum  but  proposed 
the  co-operation  of  the  committee  in  es- 

tablishing the  nucleus  there  of  a  great 
National  Engineering  Museum  com- 

parable to  the  foreign  museums  to 
record  the  accomplishments,  in  the  up- 

building of  this  nation,  of  its  engi- 
neers who  are  only  now  beginning  to 

secure  a  recognition  of  obligations  too 
long  deferred. 

At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Ameri- 
can Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers, 

there  will  be  exhibited  a  part  of  the 
historical  collection  in  the  Engineering 

Societies'  Building.  Such  of  it  as 
would  be  appropriate  as  representing 
the  work  of  Capt.  Ericsson  will  be  sent 
as  requested  to  the  tercentenary  of  the 
City  of  Gothenburg,  Sweden,  to  be  held 
there  next  summer.  On  its  return  it 
will  go  with  the  rest  of  the  collection  to 
the  National  Museum  at  Washington. 

Lima  Locomotive  Plans 
New  Financing 

The  refinancing  plan  of  the  Lima 
Locomotive  Works,  proposed  recently 
by  the  Directors,  has  been  approved  at 
a  special  meeting  of  the  stockholders  in 
Richmond,  Va.  The  plan  provides  that 
48,590  shares  of  $100  par  common 
stock  shall  be  converted  into  no  par 
common  at  the  rate  of  two  shares  of 
new  stock  for  one  of  old.  The  share- 

holders likewi.se  will  have  the  right  to 
subscribe,  at  $50  a  share,  for  14  addi- 

tional shares  of  no  par  common  stock 
for  each  share  of  existing  common 
stock. 

The  preferred  stockholders  may  also 
obtain  the  right  of  subscribing  to  the 
new  common  stock  by  converting  their 
stock  into  new  common. 
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Business  Items 

The  United  States  Pipe  &  Foundry 
Co.  is  installing  four  machines  for 
the  manufacture  of  cast  iron  pipe  by 
the  de  Lavaud  method  at  its  North 
Birmingham  plant. 

The  Wright  Aeronautical  Corpora- 
tion, for  the  quarter  ending  June  30, 

1922,  reports  net  sales  of  $667,037  and 
net  profits  after  $136,340. 

The  Chicago  &  Eastern  Illinois  Rail- 
way, for  four  months  ended  April  30, 

1922,  reports  a  net  income  of  $325,856, 
after  taxes  and  charges. 

The  Norfolk  and  Western  Railway 
Co.  reports  gross  earnings  for  June  of 
$9,474,614,  an  increase  of  $2,417,224 
over  the  corresponding  month  of  1921. 

The  Southern  Pacific  Co.,  for  the  six 
months  ending  June  30th,  reports  a  net 
revenue  from  railway  operations  of 
$27,958,826,  an  increase  of  $5,014^10, 
over  the  same  period  of  last  year. 

The  National  Tool  Co.,  Cleveland, 
Ohio,  has  purchased  the  business  of  the 
SaveAll  Tool  Co.,  Waltham,  Mass., 
manufacturers  of  the  SaveAll  Chuck. 
J.  C.  Dufresne  will  remain  in  the  capac- 

ity of  manager  of  the  SaveAll  depart- 
ment. 

The  Herberts  Machinery  and  Supply 
Company,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.,  an- 

nounces that  it  has  acquired  the  exclu- 
sive sales  rights  of  the  Gisholt  Machine 

Co.,  Madison,  Wis.,  for  the  states  of 
Arizona,  California  and  Nevada. 

The  American  Refrigerating  Machine 
Co.,  Inc.,  Hartford,  Conn.,  has  been  in- 

corporated under  the  laws  of  Connecti- 
cut to  engage  in  the  refrigerating  ma- 

chinery and  tools  of  all  kinds.  The 
capital  stock  of  the  company  is  $50,000, 
and  the  incorporators  are:  Edward 
Carlson,  Samuel  Gilbert,  and  Gustaf 
Bernston,  all  of  Hartford. 

The  Coppus  Engineering  Corporation, 
Worcester,  Mass.,  industrial  engineer- 

ing and  equipment,  has  recently  been 
incorporated  with  a  capital  of  $500,000, 
succeeding  the  Coppus  Engineering  and 
Equipment  Co.,  incorporated  in  1912, 
The  concern  manufactures  steam  tur- 

bines, pumps,  turbine  blowers,  etc.  The 
incorporators  are:  Frans  H.  C.  Coppus, 
president;  Otto  Wachsberg,  and  Lin- 
wood  M.  Erskine,  all  of  Worcester. 

The  C.  G.  Garrigus  Co.,  Haddam, 
Conn.,  recently  incorporated  to  manu- 

facture and  deal  in  machinery,  tools, 
hardware,  etc.,  with  a  capital  of  $50,000, 
organized  last  week  with  the  election  of 
Clarence  G.  Garrigus,  president  and 
treasurer;  Howard  L.  Webster,  vice- 
president;  Alfred  C.  Garrigus,  assistant 
treasurer  and  secretary;  and  Harold  I. 
Arms,    assistant   secretary. 

The  Hi  -  Power  Tool  Corporation, 
Jackson,  Mich.,  recently  incorporated 
with  a  capital  of  $75,000,  has  taken 
possession  of  the  plant  formerly  occu- 

pied by  the  Jackson  Machine  Co.  and 
production  is  expected  to  start  within 
the  next  thirty  days.  The  officers  of 
the  new  company  are:  M.  C.  Townley, 
president;  V/atson  R.  Smith,  treasurer 
and  general  manager;  Thomas  Wood- 
field,  vice-president,  all  of  the  city  of 
Jackson.  Richard  W.  Hansen,  for- 

merly with  the  Illinois  Tool  Co.,  Chi- 

cago, has  been  retained  in  the  capacity 
of  engineer  to  develop  a  line  of  hobs, 
reamers  and  milling  cutters.  Arthur 
Knapp,  formerly  of  the  Goddard  Tool 
Co.,  will  be  sales  manager  and  T.  G. 
Trocke,  also  formerly  with  the  God- 

dard  Co.,  will  be  production  manager. 

The  Penn  Seaboard  Steel  Corpora- 
tion, for  the  six  months  ended  June 

30,  1922,  reports  a  deficit  of  $571,687, 
after  charges  and  inventory  adjust- 

ments.   ■ The  American  Metal  Co.,  Ltd.,  and 
subsidiary  companies  for  quarter  ended 
March  31,  1922,  reports  a  net  income  of 
$508,304  before  depreciation  but  after 
interest  charges. 

The  Hercules  Powder  Co.  reports  net 
earnings  for  the  first  six  months  of  the 
current  year  of  $717,326,  equivalent  to 
$5.50  per  share  on  the  $7,150,000  com- mon stock. 

The  American  La  France  Fire  Engine 
Co.,  for  the  six  months  ending  June  30, 
1922,  reports  operating  profits  of  $456,- 
970  as  compared  with  $452,653  in  the 
corresponding  period   of  1921. 

The  Delaware,  Lackawanna  and 
Western  Railroad  Co.,  in  its  report  for 
June,  1922,  shows  gross  earnings  of  $5,- 
501,267  as  compared  with  $7,566,132  in 
June,  1921.  The  decrease  in  earnings 
is  attributed  to  heavy  losses  in  traffic 
due  to  the  coal  strike. 

The  Otis  Steel  Co.,  Cleveland,  has 
just  issued  $5,000,000  first  mortgage, 
twenty-five  year  7i  per  cent  gold  bonds, 
the  proceeds  of  their  sale  to  be  used  in 
the  construction  of  four  open-hearth 
furnaces,  a  blooming  mill,  a  sheet  bar 
mill  and  a  strip  mill  of  84,000  tons 
annual  capacity. 

The  Ontario  Steel  Products  Co.,  Ltd., 
Toronto,  for  year  ended  June  30,  1922, 
reports  a  profit  of  $141,083  compared 
with  $223,446  in  previous  year.  After 
deduction  of  interest,  depreciation,  divi- 

dends and  inventory  reserve,  deficit 
was  $150,987  against  surplus  of  $32,946 
in  preceding  year. 

The  B.  F.  Goodrich  Co.,  for  six 
months  ended  June  30,  last,  before  in- 

terest and  depreciation  charges,  reports 
net  earnings  of  $3,877,000.  After  in- 

terest of  $1,527,483  and  depreciation 
of  $1,037,836,  net  profits  before  federal 
taxes  were  $1,312,000,  about  equal  to 
preferred  dividend  requirements  for  the 

period. The  Smith  &  Furbush  Machine  Co., 
and  Proctor  &  Schwartz,  Inc.,  both  of 
Philadelphia,  manufacturers  of  textile 
machinery,  have  been  merged  into  a 
new  company  to  be  known  as  Procter 
&  Schwartz,  Inc.,  with  a  capitalization 
of  $2,500,000.  The  officers  of  the  new 
consolidation  will  be:  Walter  M.  Sch- 

wartz, president;  E.  B.  Ayers,  Fred- 
erick Kershaw  and  Thomas  W.  Allen, 

vice-presidents;  and  Frank  E.  Schermer- 
horn,  secretary  and  treasurer. 

The  Studebaker  Corporation,  for  the 
second  quarter  of  the  current  year,  re- 

ports net  profits  of  $7,086,552,  after 
deducting  for  federal  tax  reserve.  This 
is  equivalent  to  $11.52  per  share  on  the 
$60,000,000  common  stock  after  pre- 

ferred dividends  and  compares  with 
$4,069,848  in  the  first  quarter,  equiva- 

lent to  $6.49  per  share  on  the  same 
issue. 

The  Ford  Motor  Co.  is  reported  to 
have  produced  141,941  cars  and  trucks 
during  the  month  of  June  in  its  Ameri- 

can and  foreign  plants,  an  increase  of 
13,698  over  May.  This  brings  the  half 
year  total  to  551,382  cars  and  trucks 
as  against  442,142  in  the  corresponding 
period  of  1921. 

The  Stewart  Warner  Speedometer 
Corp.  for  quarter  ended  June  30,  1922, 
reports  profits  before  taxes  of  $1,605,- 
267,  the  largest  in  the  history  of  the 
company,  comparing  with  $601,945  in 
second  quarter  of  1921.  For  first  half 
1922  profits  totaled  $2,121,686,  against 
$652,872  in  same  period  of  1921. 

The  Roach-Appleton  Manufacturing 
Co.,  2446  North  Crawford  Ave.,  Chi- 

cago, has  been  recently  incorporated  for 
$100,000  for  the  purpose  of  manufac- 

turing electrical  specialties,  such  as 
protecting  materials  and  also  special 
stampings  and  assemblies.  The  offi- 

cers of  the  company  are:  Ernest  G. 
Appleton,  president  and  treasurer; 
Walter  O.  Roach,  vice-president  and 
general  manager,  John  N.  Wilson,  sec- 

retary, all  of  whom  were  formerly  con- 
nected with  the  Chicago  Fuse  Mfg. 

Company. 

James  C.  Potter,  president  of  the 
Potter  and  Johnston  Machine  Co.,  man- 

ufacturer of  machine  tools,  Pawtucket, 
R.  I.,  recently  returned  from  his  busi- 

ness trip  to  Europe. 

H.  Wales  Lines,  president  of  the 
Meriden  Machine  Tool  Co.,  forming 
turret  and  spinning  lathes,  Meriden, 
Conn.,  was  elected  a  vice-president  of 
the  Meriden  Savings  Bank  at  its  recent 
annual  meeting. 

W.  C.  DuRANT,  president  of  the 
Durant  Motors,  Inc.,  New  York,  has 
become  president  of  the  Locomobile 
Company  of  America,  makers  of  the 
well-known  Locomobile  pleasure  auto- 

mobile, and  the  Riker  trucks,  Bridge- 

port, Conn. 
Fred  W.  Howe,  vice-president  of  the 

Crompton  and  Knowles  Loom  Works, 
Providence,  R.  I.,  returned  home  last 

week  after  a  three  months'  trip  in China  and  Japan. 

E.  V.  SwANGREN,  formerly  vice- 
president  and  superintenedent  of  the 
F.  J.  Littell  Machine  Co.,  Chicago,  and 
W.  N.  Stevenson,  formerly  secretary 
and  chief  engineer  of  the  same  com- 

pany, announce  the  formation  of  a 
partnership  to  be  known  as  the  S.  &  S. 
Machine  Works,  4522  Lexington  Street, 
Chicago. 

Charles  L.  Harold,  secretary  of  the 
Birmingham  Civic  Association,  and  also 
of  the  Southern  Association  of  Rolled 
Steel  Consumers,  has  resigned  his  posi- 

tion and  will  shortly  enter  upon  a  new 
line  of  activity. 

H.  F.  Barrus,  who,  for  a  number  of 
years  past,  has  been  identified  with  the 
Union  Twist  Drill  Co.,  Athol,  Mass., 
will  sail  for  England  early  in  Septem- 

ber where  he  will  take  up  his  new  duties 
as  general  manager  of  Barrus  &  Cullen, 
of  London. 

A.  A.  MiTRPHY,  for  many  years  past 
connected  with  Du  Pont  sales  activities, 
has  been  appointed  resident  sales  man- 

ager of  the  industrial  and  railway  paint 
and  varnish  division  of  E.  I.  du  Pont 
de  Nemours  and  Co.,  with  headquarters 
at  30  Church  Street,  New  York  City, 
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where  the  company's  paint  and  varnish 
division  has  recently  opened  new  offices. 

Robert  W.  Appleton,  production  en- 
gineer of  the  Pierce  Arrow  Motor  Car 

Co.,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  has  been  appointed 
manager  of  purchases  of  the  company. 
Mr.  Appleton,  who  will  also  continue 
his  duties  as  production  engineer,  has 
been  identified  with  the  Pierce  Arrow 
factory  for  more  than  twenty  years. 

Charles  F.  Goedke  of  the  William 
Ganschow  Co.,  Chicago,  111.,  has  been 
elected  treasurer  of  the  American  Gear 

Manufacturers'  Association. 

A.  J.  WuRTZ,  professor  of  electrical 
engineering  at  the  Carnegie  Institute 
of  Technology  has  retired  from  the 
staff  of  that  department  to  devote  his 
entire  attention  to  research  work  in 
that  subject  for  the  division  of  co- 

operative research. 

E.  B.  Phillips,  for  the  past,  two 
years  instructor  in  electrical  engineer- 

ing at  the  U.  S.  Naval  Academy,  has 
been  appointed  instructor  in  the  same 
branch  of  study  at  the  Carnegie  In- 

stitute of  Technology,  Pittsburg. 

R.  E.  CAROTHEais,  formerly  manager 
of  the  turbine  section,  Westinghouse 
Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Pitts- 

burgh, has  been  appointed  manager 
of  the  steam  turbine  division  of  that 
company. 

James  A.  Beaubien  has  been  ap- 
pointed manager  of  the  New  York 

office  of  the  Pennsylvania  Pump  and 
Compressor  Co.,  Easton,  Pa.,  and  will 
be  located  at  30  Church  Street,  New 
York  City. 

Charles  F.  Lloyd,  formerly  manager 
of  the  Substation  Section,  Westing- 
house  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co., 
Pittsburgh,  has  been  made  manager  of 
the  electric  division  of  the  company. 

Wendell  E.  Whipp,  manager  of  the 
Monarch  Machine  Tool  Co.  and  pres- 

ident of  the  Whipp  Machine  Tool  Co., 
Sidney,  Ohio,  addressed  the  Kiwanis 
Club  of  that  city  on  business  conditions 
at  its  recent  meeting. 

Bruce  H.  Lytle  has  been  promoted 
to  the  position  of  manager  of  the  sub- 

station section,  Westinghouse  Electric 
and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Pittsburgh. 

A.  B.  Neuman,  for  a  number  of  years 
past  engaged  in  consulting  engineering 
work  in  Chicago,  has  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  branch  sales  office  in 
that  city  of  the  Mesta  Machine  Co., 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Machine  Tool  Co.  and  Mr.  Thwing  went 
with  it.  When  Alonzo  W.  Whitcomb, 
president,  left  the  company  some  years 
ago  and  started  the  Worcester  Lathe 
Co.,  Mr.  Thwing  joined  him  in  his  old capacity. 

Edward  R.  Caldwell,  founder  of  the 
E.  R.  Caldwell  and  Son  Brass  Co., 
Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  died  at  his  home  in 
that  city  recently  at  the  age  of  58  years 
after  a  long  illness.  He  organized  the 
Central  Brass  Co.  here  31  years  ago, 
and  later  the  Caldwell  &  Ward  Brass 
Co.,  both  still  in  operation. 

Peter  Eckel,  president  of  the  Eckel- 
Nye  Steel  Co.,  Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  died 
recently  at  the  Memorial  Hospital  in 
that  city  following  an  operation,  at  the 
age  of  67  years.  Mr.  Eckel  was  at  one 
time  superintendent  of  the  Sweet 
Manufacturing  Co.  and  later  was  with 
the  re-organized  Sweet  Steel  Co.  of 
Syracuse.  With  his  brothers  he  founded 
the  Eckel-Nye  company  about  twenty- five  years  ago. 

Charles  E.  Thwing,  sales  manager 
of  the  Worcester  Lathe  Co.,  Worcester, 
Mass.,  died  at  his  home  in  that  city, 
July  9  after  five  months'  illness  at  the 
age  of  61  years.  He  was  one  of  the 
best  known  lathe  salesman  in  the  coun- 

try, and  began  his  career  as  a  book- 
keeper for  the  Lathe  and  Morse  Tool 

Co.,  Worcester,  of  which  his  father, 
Edwin  A.  Thwing  was  for  many  years 
agent.  At  one  time  Mr.  Thwing  was 
sales  manager  for  the  Whitcomb-Blais- 
dell  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Worcester,  leav- 
mg  that  company  to  become  treasurer 
of  the  Draper  Machine  Tool  Co., 
Worcester.  This  company  later  was 
taken  over  by  the  Whitcomb-Blaisdell 

The  Oantt  Chart.  By  Wallace  Clark.  Pub- 
lished by  the  Ronald  Press  Co.,  New 

York   City.    N.    Y. 

Mr.  Clark  writes  as  the  acknowledged 
literary  executor  and  disciple  of  Henry  L. 
Gantt  among  whose  contributions  to  the 
science  of  more  intelligent  management 
were  undoubtedly  the  control  and  progress 
charts  which  have  come  to  bear  his  name. 
This  book  is  eloquent  testimony  to  the  truth 
that  all  big  and  good  ideas  are  essentially 
simple.  The  idea  that  it  is  good  business 
to  utilize  a  method  of  charting  the  amount 
of  idle  time  of  machines,  of  recording  the 
actual  as  against  the  expected  production 
of  individual  workers,  of  showing  by  simple 
bar  charts  the  progress  of  work  within 
departments  and  by  departments — this 
does  not  sound  profound,  nor  yet  strikingly 
ingenious.  Yet  it  took  Mr.  Gantt  and  his 
co-workers  to  develop  a  technique  of  chart 
design  and  procedure  which  had  never  be- 

fore been  worked  out,  which  has  given 
effective  results  in  practice,  which  has  ap- 

plications to  many  types  of  control  prob- 
lems   not    yet   fully   realized. 

Mr.  Clark's  is  deliberately  a  book  of  ele- 
mentary exposition.  It  is  most  useful  too, 

and  the  industrial  statistician,  adminis- 
trative accountant  and  co-ordinating  exec- 

utive will  find  suggestions  in  the  text  which 
can  be  turned  to  good  account.  Adminis- 

trators will  find  here  a  practical  statement 
of  how  one  group  of  engineers  applied  a 
sound  principle  of  management.  The  lit- 

erature of  scientific  methods  of  business 
control  is  definitely  enriched  by  this  con- 

tribution, well  deserving  of  a  place  on  the 
desk  of  every  executive. 

Prodnrtion  Engineering:  and  Cost  Keepinir 
for  Machine  Shops.  By  Wm.  R.  Basset 
and  Johnson  Heywood.  311  pages,  6x9 
in.,  115  illustrations.  Published  by  the 
McGraw-Hill  Book  Co.,  New  York.  Price 

»3.50. Having  as  its  basis  the  articles  which 
appeared  in  American  Machinist  under  the 
title  of  "Modern  Production  Methods,"  this book  takes  up  many  subjects  which  are  of 
vital  interest  to  all  who  have  to  do  with 
the  economical  production  of  machinery  or 
machine  parts.  The  twenty-six  chapters 
include  planning,  purchasing,  stockkeeping, 
engineering,  tools,  shop  layout,  central  con- 

trol of  production  and  the  control  of  work 
in  the  shop.  Planning  work  in  a  jobbing 
shop  will  appeal  to  many,  as  most  shops 
have  more  or  less  work  which  comes  under 
this  head.  Time  study  fundamentals,  set- 

ting standards  and  piece  rates  as  well  as 
special  cases  of  each  are  given  careful 
attention,  while  time  study  on  automatic 
machines   has   a  short  chapter   of   its  own. 
The  fundamentals  of  cost  systems  are 

taken  up  and  the  authors  point  out  just 
what  benefit  the?  can  be  expected  to 
confer.  Fixed  charges,  the  various  phases 
of  overhead  expense,  analyzing  labor  costs, 
accounting  for  supplies  and  getting  the 
overhead  into  the  finished  product,  are 
treated  in  considerable  detail.  The  last 
five    chapters    deal    with    the    handling    of 

abnormal  expense,  the  ffatheriner  of  final costs ;  statements,  both  of  conditions  and 
operating;  the  cost  of  selling  and  graphic 
methods  of  control.  These  give  just  the 
points  which  are  needed  by  many  shop 
managers,  and  not  always  in  smaU  shops either. 

The  various  subjects  are  handled  In  clear 
and  easily  understandable  language  and 
the  many  examples  help  to  make  them 
plain  in  every  way.  The  authors  are  evi- 

dently students  of  shop  psychology  as  well 
as  systems,  which  adds  materially  to  the 
value  of  the  book.  The  cflfect  of  certain 
methods  on  men  is  discussed  from  a  broad 
viewpoint  which  will  aid  managers  who 
have  not  been  through  the  shop  In  under- 

standing the  men's  reaction  on  various  mat- ters. It  Is  a  thoroughly  practical  book  and 
one  which  can  be  heartily  recommended  to 
managers  and  to  shop  executives  who  wish 
to  go  up  the  ladder. 

.Self-Opening    Die    Heads    and    Collapsible 
Taps.  The  Victor  Tool  Co.,  Waynesboro. 
Pa.  A  booklet  showing  installations  of  the 
Victor  self  opening  die  heads  and  collap- 

sible taps  in  machine  shop  work.  The 
booklet  also  describes  the  nut  facing  ma- 

chines and  the  floating  reamer  holders 
made  by  this  company. 

Automatic  Eloctric  Farnaees.  Automatic 
and  Electric  Furnaces  Limited,  281  Grays 
Inn  Road,  London,  W.  C.  1,  England.  A 
twenty-page  catalog  describing  the  Wild- 
Barfield  automatic  electric  furnaces  for 
steel  hardening.  The  catalog  contains  a 
general  description  of  the  product,  a  theo- 

retical and  practical  discussion  of  the  pyro- 
scopic  detector  data  on  vertical  hardening 
and  flat  furnaces  and  information  relative 
to  oil  tempering  and  salt  tempering  baths. 
Illustrative  and  de!5criptive  matter  on  air 
tempering  muffles,  maturing  ovens,  pyrom- 

eters, and  magnetic  sclerometers  is  also 

given. Rapid  Prodnction  I,athes.     The  R.  K.  Le 
Blond  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 
A  special  bulletin  of  eleven  pages,  just  Is- 

sued, giving  a  detailed  description  with 
numerous  illustrations  of  the  LeBlond  11 
inch  heavy  duty  rapid  production  lathe. 
The  bulletin  also  contans  complete  specifi- 

cations covering  the  machine. 
Multi-Cut  Lathes.  The  R.  K.  LeBlond 

Machine  Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio.  A  new 
general  catalog  containing  complete  de- 

scriptive matter  on  and  illustrations  of  the 
LeBlond  multi-cut  lathe.  Set  forth  in  the 
catalog  are  detailed  descriptions  on  the 
special  features  of  construction  with  numer- 

ous halftones  and  line  cuts.  Typical  multi- 
cut  tool  layouts  are  featured  and  setting 
table  for  the  machine  is  given.  On  page 
■29,  by  means  of  line  drawings,  are  shown 
samples  of  parts  of  various  styles  on  which 
the  machine  has  eitected  time  saving  in machining. 

Association  of  Iron  and  .Steel  Electrical 
Engineers.  Annual  convention,  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Secretary,  John  F.  Kelly,  Empire  Building, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

American  Institute  of  Mlninr  and  Metal- 
lurgical Engineers,  annual  convention,  Sept. 

25  to  28,  1922,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  Secre- 
tary, F.  F.  Sharpless,  29  West  39th  Street, New  York  City. 

American  Society  for  Steel  Treating.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.  building,  Detroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Eisenman,  4600  Prospect  Ave.,  Cleve- land, is  secretary. 

American  Gear  Manufacturers*  Associa- 
tion. Fall  meeting,  Chicago,  111,,  October 

9,  10  and  11,  1922. 
American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 

tion annual  convention.  New  York  City. 
Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway,  New  York  City. 

Xational  Machine  Tool  Builders'  Associa- tion. Annual  convention.  New  York  City, 
October,  1922.  Secretarv,  E.  F.  Du  Brul, 
817  Provident  Bank  Building,  Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 

National  Founders  Association.  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary,  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
La   Salle   St..   Chicago,   111. 
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Machine  Tools  Wanted 
Que.,   WcHtmount — F.  S.  Cape,   460   Wood 

Ave. — equipment   for   garage. 

Ala..  Blrminsrliam — East  Pratt  Coal  Co., 
621  Chamber  of  Commerce  Bldg.,  T.  W. 
Morgan,  Pres. — one  vertical  drill  press  up 
to  34  in.  drill. 

Fla..  liuena  Vista — Buena  Vista  Automo- 
bile Worlvs — complete  garage  machinery 

and  equipment,  including  lathe,  drill  press, 
reamer,  and  small  tools   (new  or  used). 
Mass.,  Fitchburs — Fitchburg  Pumping 

Mchy.  Co.,  H.  Gordon,  Dir. — additional 
machinery  and  tools  for  proposed  $125,000 
plant  at  East  Akron,  O. 

Mass.,  Woburn — Massachusetts  Gear  & 
Tool  Co.,  E.  R.  Lyman,  Mgr. — one  Universal 
grinder.  No.  1  Brown  and  Sharpe  or  equiv- 

alent, with  complete  equipment  including 
internal  grinding  attachment,  also  Cincin- 

nati No.  IJ  cutter  and  tool  grinder,  or 
equivalent. 

Miob.,  Saeinaw — Miles  Mchy.  Co.,  205 
Bearinger  Bldg. — cut-oft  machines,  drills, 
key  sealers,  milling  machines  and  other 
tools. 

Miss.,  Ja«kson — Lauchley  Fdry.  Machine 
Co.,  B.  W.  Lauchley.  Pres. — equipment  for 
foundry  and   machine   shop. 

N.  J.,  Patterson — The  Sipp  Machi.ie  Co., 
Erie  R.R.,  Keen  and  ̂ Varren  Sts..  W.  Toll, 
Asst.  Secy. — one  automatic  threading  lathe 
(used). 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — C.  F.  Dunning,  1480  Jef- 
ferson Ave. — equipment  for  automobile  re- 

pair shop. 

>'.  Y.,  New  York — The  New  York  Cen- 
tral R.R.,  Grand  Central  Station.  Purch. 

Dept. — one  motor  driven  improved  6  spindle 
vertical  bolt  threading  and  turning  ma- 

chine, capacity  up  to  36  in.  long. 

O.,  Cleveland — The  Bd.  of  Educ,  Ea.st 
6th  St.  and  Rockwell  Ave. — one  motor  drive 
wood  lathe,  No.  20C,  complete  with  220  v., 
d.c.  motor,  with  starting  box.  Also  the  fol- 

lowing equipment  for  Patrick  Henry,  Rawl- 
ings  and  Audubon  Schools,  (previous  bids 
have  been  rescinded) — two  hollow  chisel 
mortiser,  block  sander,  4  bar  folding  ma- 

chines, 4  punch  and  shear  machines,  4 
forming  rollers,  4  burring  machines,  4  turn- 

ing machines,  2  wiring  macliines,  2  hand 
forges,  2  variety  saw  benches,  2  cabinet 
planers,  2  combined  oil  stone  grinders,  4 
lathes.  4  10  in.  bench  drills,  4  two-wheel 
grinders,   4  squaring  shears. 

O.,  Columbus — AVhite  Machine  Co.,  240 
North  High  St.,  C.  White  Pres. — machine 
tools,  including  drill  press,  lathe.  24  in. 
grinders,   etc. 

Okla.,  Tulsa — McCann  Motor  Co.,  633 
North  Main  St. — one  16  in.  power  lathe. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Roberts  &  Manders  Stove 
Co..  11th  St.  and  Washington  Ave. — foundry 
machinery  including  cranes,  boring  ma- 

chines, drills,  etc. 

Wis.,  Appleton — Herman  Motor  Co.,  680 
College  Ave. — machinery  for  auto  repair 
shop. 

Wis..  Blaek  Earth — R.  A.  Hermann — 
equipment  tor  auto  repair  shop. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — General  Battery  &  Mo- 
tor Service.  1008  29th  St.,  A.  Ebener,  Purcli. 

Agt. — machinery   for   auto   repair   slioiJ. 
Wis..  Milwaukee — Heller  Elevator  Co., 

250  Milwaukee  St. — planer  and  lathe. 
Wis.,  Milwaukee — J.  Kokotez.  511  Na- 

tional Ave.,  (auto  repairs)— repair  ma- 
chinery  including  drill   press. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — A.  A.  Magrltz.  1078 
25tii    St. — sheet    metal    working   machinery. 

Wis.,  Wafertown — Klinger  &  Mayer.  200 
1st  St. — macliinery  for  automobile  repair- 

ing,  including  crane  and  power  press. 

Que.,  Montreal — H.  Rayment,  412  1st 
Ave.  Rosemont — complete  equipment  for 
garage  and  automobile  repairs. 

Que.,  Montreal — O.  Roberts,  340  Kingston 
.  Ave. — complete    equipment   for   automobile 
repair  shop. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Fla.,  Brooksville — Florida  Veneer  &  Grate 
Co.,  J.  Coogler,  Purch.  Agt. — one  niortiser, 
tenoner,  rounding  and  nailing  machines 
and  other  miscellaneous  machinery  for  the 
manufacture    of   bo.xes    (new    or   used). 

Fla.,  L,ake  Eustls — Lake  Eustis  Fruit  Co., 
B.  Dillard,  mgr. — machinery  for  proposed fruit  canning  factory. 

Fla.,  Ocala — Smoak  &  Goni — woodwork- 
ing machinery  tor  the  manufacture  of 

automobile  and  truck  bodies,  including  va- 
rious saws,  jointer,  tenoner,  sander,  etc., 

also  small  tools  for  automobile  and  tire 
repairs  (used  or  new). 

Fla.,  Tampa — Consumers  Ice  Co.,  Polk 
and  Marion  Sts. — will  receive  bids  until 
Oct.  1  for  ice  machinery  for  proposed  plant, 
30  ton  daily  capacity. 

Ga.,  Mt.  Airy — W.  A.  Smith — cotton  mill 
machinery,  capacity   5,000   spindles. 

Ind.,  Goshen — News  Printing  Co. — lino- 
type machine,  model  K. 

Kan.,  Wichita — R.  W.  Parks,  1832  South 
Wichita  Ave. — one  18  in.  planer  for  cabinet work. 

Ky.,  Ashland^Pittsburgh  Brick  &  Tile 
Co.,  c/o  S.  S.  Willis — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  brick  manufacturing  plant  at 
Summit. 

Mass..  Worcester  —  Ettrick  Finishing 
Wks.,  Box  445 — two  Woonsocket  nappers, 
90  in.  long,  double  action. 

Minn.,  Duluth — McDougall  Terminal  Ware- 
house Co.,  510  Alworth  Bldg., — equipment 

for  refrigerating  and  artificial  ice  plant  on 
Railroad  St.  and  9th  Ave.  W. 

Minn.,  Frazee  —  Frazee  Co-operative 
Creamery  Co.,  P.  O.  Anorison,  Mgr. — one 
10  ton  ice  machine,  2  cream  vats,  and  one 
30  hp.  boiler. 

Miss..  Hattlesburg:  —  Hattiesburg  Pine 
Oils  Co.,  V.  M.  Scanlon,  Pres. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  tur- 

pentine, oil  and  various  pine  oil  products. 

Neb..  Lincoln — Lincoln  Rug  Factory, 
2373  O  St.,  D.  O.  Pettit,  Pres. — power  cut- 

ting and  fraying  machine  ;  power  or  hand 
looms  for  making  rugs  ;  machinery  for  rug cleaning. 

N.  J.,  Hammonton — Littlefleld  Ice  &  Coal 
Co. — complete  refrigeration  machinery  and 
equipment   for  proposed   ice   plant. 
•  N.  Y.,  Buffalo — O.  E.  Bray,  1009  Mutual 
Life  Bldg. — special  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  patented 
Plankstone  (concrete  blocks  treated  with 
other  materials),  for  several  factories  in 
western  New  Yprk. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — H.  S.  Lockwood,  220  Tri- 
angle St. — printing  equipment  for  pro- 

posed plant  on  South  Park  Ave.  and  Read- ing St. 

N.  Y.,  Jamestown — Lindbeck  Lumber  & 
Mfg.  Co.,  16  River  St.  (manufacturers  of 
wood  work,  trim  and  dealers  in  luml)er)  — 
conveying  and  woodworking  machinery  for 
new  addition  to  factory. 

N.  Y..  North  Tonowanda — Transfer  Lum- 
ber &  Shingle  Co.,  Main  St.,  C.  Betz,  Purch. 

Agt. — machinery  and  equipment  for  the 
manufacture  of  stained  shingles,  for  pro- 
I)osed  plant  at  Minneapolis,  Minn. 

N.  Y.,  Oveee» — Gotham  Shoe  Co.,  Church 
St. — machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
shoe  factory  on  Church  St. 

N.  Y..  Rochester — Vacuum  Oil  Co.,  926 
Exchange  St. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  barrel  washing  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Tonowanda — The  Transfer  Lum- 
ber &  Shingle  (io. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  stained  shingle  plant  in  Minne- 
apolis, Minn. 

N.  C.  Newton — S.  D.  Houk.  c/o  Newton 
Oil  &  Fertilizer  Co. — machinery  for  pro- 

posed fertilizer  mill. 

jr.  C,  WInston-Salem — Fogle  Pumlture 
Co..  P.  A.  Fogle,  Pres.  and  mgr. — wood- 

working machinery   for  furniture   factory. 
O.,  Columbus — Clark  Show  Case  Co.,  31 

West  Chestnut  St. — wood  and  metal  work- ing machinery. 

O.,  Urnnison — Dennison  Lumber  Co.,  J. 
C.  Roby,  genl.  mgr. — woodworking  machin- ery for   planing  mill. 

O.,  Niles — Atlas  China  Co.,  A.  H,  Ahrendt, 
Pres.— machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

posed addition  to  plant. 

O.,  South  Akron  (Akron  P.  O.) — Wash- 
ington Rubber  Co..  (manufacturer  of  rub- 

ber specialties) — equipment  to  replace  that 
whicli  was  destroyed  by  Are. 

Pa.,  Ellwood  Clty^-Consolidated  Stone  & 
Mining  Co. — complete  equipment  and  ma- 

chinery for  proposed  cement  block  factory 
on  Wampum  Rd.,  capacity  21  blocks  per 
minute. 

Pa.,  Grove  City — McKays  Carriage  Wks., 
Brie  Ave. — macliinery  for  1-story  factory addition. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Apex  Hosiery  Co.,  Lawrence 
and  Luzerne  Sts.,  W.  Meyer,  Purch.  Agt. — 
full  fashion  knitting  machines  including 
latch  needle  machine  and  dyeing  machinery. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Huges&  Bradley  Co.,  10th  St. 
and  Washington  Ave.,  J.  C.  Wollman,  Purch. 
Agt. — circular  and  flat  knitting  machines, 
and  hand  frame  looms,  for  textile  manu- facturing plants. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — B.  L.  Mansure  &  Co. — 1415 
North  St. — looms  for  new  textile  manufac- 

turing mill. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Motor  Exchange,  327  North 
•3rd  St.— chain  hoist,  40  ft.  lift. 

Pa..  Phlla. — Wilson  &  Co.,  10  South  18th 
St. — additional  presses  and  equipment  for print  shop. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — H.  C.  Frick  Coke  Co., 
Carnegie  Bldg. — mammoth  belt  in  20  sep- 

arate lengths  of  rubberized  fabric,  length 
over  ail  about  9  miles.  4  ft.  wide,  J  of  an 
in.  thick  350  tons,  for  use  in  coal  mines 
for  carrying  coal  through  a  four  mile tunnel. 

Pa.,  Readings— E.  R.  Meinig,  McKnIght 
St.  bet.  Greenwich  and  Oley  Sts. — complete 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed  7 
story  hosiery  factory. 

Pa.,  Scranton — E.  H.  Schlesser.  1006 
Scranton  St.- — paint  shop  machinery  and 
spraying  apparatus  and  complete  mechan- ical equipment  for  large  addition  to  garage 
and  paint  shop. 

Pa.,  Vanderitrlft — Bd.  of  EJduc. — equip- ment for  vocational  department  of  proposed 
High   School. 

Pa..  Warren. — Crescent  Furniture  Co.— 
machinery  for  furniture  factory,  including 
planers,  saws,  stickers,  etc. 

S.  C.  Beaufort — Beaufort  Gazette,  S.  F. 
Sherman,  Mgr. — $10,000  worth  printing  ma- 

chinery for   proposed   publishing   plant. 

S.  C,  Sumter — Sumter  Ice  &  Fuel  Co..  E. 
H.    Moses.    MgT. — machinery    for    proposed 
creamery  and  ice  plant. 

Tenn..  Waverly — J.  P.  Cowe  Co.  (cotton 
mill) — knitting  mill  machinery  for  the  man- ufacture of  hosiery. 

Va.,  Rich  Creek — .A.ce  Lumber  Co.,  T.  B. 
Ballard,  Secy. — mill  and  woodworking  ma- 

chinery  (used  or  new). 

Va.,  Wythevllle — R.  P.  Johnson — one  4 
side  planer  and  matcher  to  handle  lumber 
up  to  20  in.,  also  self  feed  rip  saw,   (used). 

Wis.,  Bavaria  (Gleason  P.  O.) — H.  Brei, 
Route  1 — cheese  making  machinery  and vats. 

Wis.,  Hartford — •Hillside  Co-operative 
Dairy  Co.,  Route  4,  E.  C.  Retzlaft,  Purch. 
Agt. — power  churns,  separators  and  belt- 

ing. 

Wis..  Madison — J.  Feldman  Paper  Box 
Co.,  515  Regent  St. — special  machinery  for box  factory. 

Wis.,  Madison — Madison  Gas  &  Electric- Co.,  120  Bast  Main  St.,  Mead  &  Seastone, 
Engrs..  State  Journal  Bldg.. — Engineers  are 
receiving  bids  for  ash  handling  equipment 
for  power  house. 
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AKD  PALL  OF  MABKBT 

taOM^HrfMNki 

Mill  riM  fai  bhM  aiibmM  ahMtt 

•r  lie.  ia  Ckicac*  and  S6c.  per  100  lb. 
■ML.    Floar  platM  wp  Mc.  in  Cleveland; 

te.  and  b*mi>.  I2c.  in  Chiraco.    St««l 

■ad  tan  ̂ MUd  at  |1.70^|l.iM>  per  100  lb.. 

imataUmm  at  tlw  luwtt  flvure,  however,  diffi- 
caH  to  iMiia  •«•■  ••  latt*  taaaac**-  On  current  boaineaa, 
aa  ia«k  aa  tl.M#«t  haa  beaa  qm>t»i  on  pUtea  and  $2  per 
lt»  ».  •■  akapM. 

TIb  ̂ amd  at  SSte-  as  arainat  S2|c.  and  sine  at  <lc.  as 
whli  tAc.  per  lb.,  laat  week.  Braas  aheeU  and 

ap  |r-;  braaa  wire  aad  rada,  Ic.  and  babbitt  metal, 
Ic.  pm  Ik  ia  New  York  wiralwaaai.  Babbitt  metal  up  tc  in 

lovyar  aMrfcat  aligbtty  firmer.  Lead  pricea 

IkMviar.  Paalati'  poiclMainc  prices  of  old 
'aad  tiae  advaaced  slirhtlT  in  Cleveland  and  Chicaco. 

-Drop  of  |e.  per  lb.  in  doalers'  purchasing 
•U  lead,  ia  Qeveland.  Raw  linseed  oil  down  2e. 

JNT  gaL  (S  ML  Iota)  la  New  York. 

■^^aa— BeBsatgaa  '  ̂ ^ 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIG  IRON  —  Per  poM   loo  —  Quoiaiiont  coaipiled   by   The 
Msftkew  Addy  Co.: 

CIVCIKSATI 
K*.  2  SoMibera    ■•. 
Nonbeni  Baac    
Sseihera  Ofcio  No.  7        

NEW  YOBK-TUcwaiet  Dafivery 
tsadiiii  No.  2  (MicMi  2.25«2.7S)   

MIMINGHAM 
Na.  2  Feaadry . .    

PHILADELPHIA 
Easicn  Pa..  No.  2«  (tlieoa  2.25#2.75)   
Vir^uMs  No.  2   

Gfvy  Forge   

CHICAGO 
No^  2  Foaadry  local    
No.  2  Foaadry.  SooiUra  (alicao  2.2S«2.7S)   

PTTTSBUBGH.  iadadiag  ffeiclit  charts  from  VaBey 
No.  2  Foaadry        

S2S.S0 26.52 
36.  S2 

31.66 

20.50 

28.32 

29.74 
26.00 
26.00 

24.50 
27.17 

25.  SO 
25.50 

25.50 

mat  MACHINnY  CAmNOS-Ie  ccflu  per  poood: 
Lifbl  Medium  Heavy 

        I0BI2  8.0  3«»4 
         9&I0  6.0  4.0 
   6.75  4.5  26 
   5.0  4.5  3.5 
   6.0  5.0  4.5 

New  YaA. 
Ckrelaad.. 

Large 

MiBUtt 

NacW           2  40#2«O 
Noul2         2  45*2  65 
Na.14          2.50*2.70 
NskM         2.70#290 

fcl7Md3L  }.0Qt
l.25 

n  sad  24.  J. 05*1.  JO 
Mm.  IS  aad  at.  M0Ij.)5 
Ma^  2«    }.l^J,4e 

sfs  ia  ceats  per  pooad  ia  vsrioas  doss 
site  ths  bsse  ̂ aotsiio**  from  aul: 

fftnbarth. 

N*wYo«i t  Uevolaad 
Cbicags 

J.7t S.50 J.  75 

}  11 S.55 J.M 
).U J.60 

5.85 

l.9« 
J.7D 1.95 

4. IS 5.10 4.30 
4.20 )  15 4. JO 
4.25 }.90 4)5 
4.  it 4.00 4  45 

Gslvanited  itecl  theeui 
No*.  10  and  II. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
Nos.  17  and  21. 
No*.  22  aad  24. 
No.  26   
No.2«   

4.35 4.45 

4.75 

4.90 
S.OS 

5.35 

3.85 

3.95 4.25 
4.SS 
4.70 
5.00 

4.45 4.55 4.85 

5.00 
5.15 
5.4S 

WROUGHT  PIPE — The  foltowing  diirounti  arc  to  jobbcri  for 
carload  lot*  on  the  latrit  Piitihursh  bating  card: 

Inchet 
IcoJ.... 

Steel 
Black 
71 

BUTT  WELD 
<>alv.  Inchet 

58)  iiol).. 
LAP  WELD 

SI*  2   

55)  24  10  4. . 
51)  4)  to  6.. 
50{  7  to  12.. 

BUTT  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
1  to  I)       69  57)  itol)       44i 
2  to  3       70  58) 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    64 
2)  to  6    68 
7  to  8    65 
9  to  12    64 

Iron 
Black 

44) 

39| 

..     
42  
j 

.     
42 

.     
40) 

Galv. 

29) 

301 

2       62 

2)  to  4       66 
4)  to  6       6S 
7  to  8       rSl 
9toI2       55 

Mallcihle  fittinci. 

2        401 

2)  to  4       43 
4)  to  6       421 
7  to  8       3S(         23 
9  to  12       30{         18 

Oatici  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

27 

31 

30 

•lock  icll  a(  net  lift.    Cait  iron,  itandard  titei,  20-S%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPB— Warchouie  ditcount*  ai  followi: 
New  York     Oeveland         Chicago 
Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

I  to  3  in.  iceel  butt  welded.  66% 
2iio(<in.tlef I  lap  welded.  61^ 

Malleable  Attingi.     Claite* 

stock  tell  at  list  lest  10%.    Cast  iron,  standard  lizes,  32-5%  oflP. 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warehouse  prices  in  cents  per  pound  in 
lOO-lb.  lots: 

iiacK  uaiv.   oiacK  uaiv.    oiacK     uaiv. 

>mM  'M  m  Jftf i$  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

Open  hearth  spring  itcci  (bate) 
Spring  iteel  (light)  (base)   
Coppered  Bessemer  rodt(bate). 
Hoop  Iteel   
Cold  roiled  iirip  ited   
Floor  plates  .      
Cold  finiihcd  shafting  or  screw. 
Cold  finithed   flats,  squares.. .  . 
Structural  ihapes  (bate)   
Soft  •ictl  bars  (bate)   
Soft  iteel  bar  ihapet  (bate). . . 
Soft  ticci  bands  (oase)   
Tank  plates  ( base)   
Bar  iron  (2. 2U  at  mill)   

Drill  rod  (from  list)        S5@uO% 
Electric  welding  wire: 

Ato)   

New  York  Qeveland  Chicago 4.50 

6.00 

4.50 
6^8 

6.00 

6.00 

7.00 

8.00 6.85 
3.78 

3.50 3.M 
6.50 

8.25 
6.15 

4.80 4.91 5.08 

3.50 

3.30 3.40 

4.00 3.80 3.90 
2.83 

2.66 

2.70 

2.73 
2.56 2.60 2.73 
2.56 

2.60 
3.38 

3.06 

3.35 

2.83 2.66 
2.38 

2.70 2.21 
2.28 5®uO% 

55% J0% 

8.00.... 

.12®ll 
6.50   

.llSl2 6.25.... 

.lO&ll 

METALS 

Current  Prices  in  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (ud  to  carlott),  New  York   
Tin,  5-ton  lott.  New  York   , 
Lead  (up  to  carlott),  St.  I.ouit,  5.40;  New  York   
Zinc  (up  to  cartots),  St.  Louis,  6  00;   New  York   

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingots.  MS  New  Yor
k  Qeveland ton  lots      19.20  20  00 

Antimony  (ChincM).  ton  spot.        S.SO  7.50 
Copper  sheets,  bate    21  00  21.50^21.75 ~  it: Copper  wire  (carlots)    16.50 
Copper  bars  'ton  lots)    19.50 
Coppcrtubing  nOO-lb.lots)    23.75 
Brattiheets  (lOO-lb.  lots)    17.75 
Brats  tubing  (lOO^b.  lott)    2150 

SO 

22.su 24.  SO 
18.50 

21.00 

14.62) 

33.12) 

6.00 

6.75 Chicago 

IR.OO 6. 25 

23.00 16.25 

19.50 
23.00 
18.75 

20.50 
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21.50 IS.  75 
17.75 

22.66 26!66 
42.00 36.00 
16.00 9.00 

M  ET  ALS^Continued 
Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)    16.25 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    18.  25 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)        8.50 
Solder  (J  and  J),  (caselots)    23.00 
Babbitt  metal  (fair  grade)    24.50 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)    11.  12i 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.J.  .  39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars   :       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese       54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese     57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot  .    32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...     48.00 
Blocks      32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots   38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50.00 
Sheet  bars...    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.00         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75  11.50         11.25 
Copper,light,  and  bottoms       9.75  9.75  10.25 
Lead,  heavy       4.75  4.. 50  4.50 
Lead,tea       4.25  3.50  3.50 
Brass,  heavy        7.00  6.00  9.00 
Brass,light       6.00  5.00  6  25 
No.  1  vellow  brass  turnings       6.50  6.00  6.75 
Zinc.:        3.00  3.25  ^.50 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lists 

New 
York 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  .Mlaways  Grade: 
-lie,  20x28,    112  sheets        17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00 
IC,  14x20         7.25 

Cleve- 
land     Chicago 

18.25 
21.00 

16.00 
18.75 

11.00 
11.40 

5.60 
5.85 

18.50 

20.90 

17.00 
19.60 

14.50 
14.80 

7.25 
7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

New  York 
Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  20.07^(?^?0. 10 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perlb.       .05S@.09 

Wiping  cloths,  13ixl3i,perlb.  .075 
Wiping  cloths,13ix205,per  lb.  .08 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80 
Roll  sulphur,  360  lb.  bbl.,  per 

1001b    2.85 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .  91 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  dry      1001b.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  in  oil     100  lb.  kegs. 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag   
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville.  .per  net 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .per  net 

Cleve- 

land 

30.12 
.09 

.10 

.11 
2.40 

Chicago 

JO.IU 
.08 .10 

.13 .65 

3.25  3.50 
1.15  1.01 

New  York,  12.50 
New  York,  12.50 
New  York,  14.00 

.80  1.00 
ton  ?10.50@11.00 
ton     10.50@11.00 

New 
York 

Machine  Bolts: 
All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in        50% 

lJandUx3in.  uptol2  in        331% 
With  cold  punchsd  sq.  nuts        35% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  eitra  of  10%)       40% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       25% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         30% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws       50% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap    screws.  .  .  .  70-10% 
Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  ̂   30  in         40% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts       50% 

Tap  bolts,  (h.h.  plus  std.  extra  of  10%)    10% 
Semi-finished  nuts  §  end  larger        65% 

Case-hardened  nuts         60% 
Washers.cast  iron,  Jin.,  per  l(K)lb.  (net)  ?4.S0 
Washers,cast  iron,  i  in.per  100  lb.  (net)  3.75 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  OfFlist  3.50 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  2.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  2. CO 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist  2 .00 

Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOlb.Offlist  2.00 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  Ain.  dia.  and  smaller         60-5% 
Rivets,  tinned         60-5% 
Button  heads  J-in.,  |-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 

in.,  per  100  lb   (net)      34.00 
Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4.10 

li    to    IJ-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
EXTRA  per  1001b         0.25 

i  in.  diameter    EXTRA        0  15 
J  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0  50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA       0.  50 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA       0.25 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0. 50 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs    35% 

Qeve- 

land    Chicago 

65-10%      60% 

60%        60-10% 

  $4.00  off 
33.90  net         

     65-5%     60-5% 
75%      70-10% 

60%      50-5% 

        55%. 

70-10% 

33.50 
3.50 

3.50 

3.50 3.50 3.50 

70% 70% 

33.25 
3.35 

80%. 

33.50 

3.50 

3.50  net 

4.00 4.00 
4.00 

4.00 

60-10%. 

4ic.  net 

33.25- 

3.35- 

   O.lf 
   0.15 

   0.50 
   0.50 

   0.25 
   0.50 

  33.35  base 
50%  50-% 
50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       30.55 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (i   doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-5% 
Heavy  grade          35% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 

Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materials— In  sheets  9x11  in.: 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper          35.84 

Emery  paper      <..  8.80 
Emery   cloth          2/. 84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. 
Paper   
Cloth   

30.50 

0.35 

30.67i 

0.40 

4O-10-2i%     50%. 

40%      40-5%. 
SO-10%40  10%. 
60-5%  60-5%. 

33.85 

11.00 

32.75 

4.50 

1.32 3.02 

36.48- 

8.80 

29.48^ 
4.95 

1.4a 3.20 
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W«k,   —■■lifcii      N«»   War   Brnrk*   Ok. 
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««r«  of 
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     -Ji4    igMliMmm 
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■Mtl    (or    riAavry    p^-  .«tn>]rt<il    by 

Metal  Working  Shops 

rai. .  p.  riiiu>r  Co.. 
Ml— Inn    Mau.    kaa   awantad    Ilia 
UM  >— UT>loa  of  a  garas*. 

'J' 

•«T 

*     Nowr. 

•U  ar*  rv of  a    « 
mmrr,  »  a  t*t  O-   tatwr»,  tar  ifea  mann 
toMw«  af  ataMfla  ■lataltlMk  (or  Hart  A 

|IU.M«. 

e^r::.;;^ 

tmr4     F^aalwl    A    Warahav. 
,  ara  raotrlM  bMa  liar  tlM a  .jSTTr.**^^^ 

C   Hia<iiaua.  Arehl. 

Mt  AllaaUr  M. 
■w<niHlia  •(  a  S  Mary.  U  s  M  It.  b> 
rM*  aa  Mala  M.  BaUwiattd  ooat  M«i«M- 
•LX.  Lrrta*.  Owrtay  SUc  ArdhL 

>  fU  la  rK^lvW  bbl* 

a«  a  t  a<M  I  aiorr.   " at   l«tS>*4  Ck>ca«o  Ara, 
btotfcwalU.    ITtTRUc*   Ava. 
•la.M*. 

.1  Mil    OWa   a^M   ra.    lit 
■a  «•  MM  a  J  alary. 
la  aalaa  and   aarrlra 

;  Xarik  MarMaa  ac     MMl- 
liM.aaa.  ArcbtMct  •at 

■  tM  ft. 
tor  J.  E. 

aialfai    •■ 

      ^  _         _    (RoMaa    P,    0,>— 
KaOMto)  '-aa  0»,  H  WaatilocWa  SL.  Win 
aaaa  mm^nt  Ik*  <*««ra't  for  Ika  maalnw- 
Itaa  •(  a  t  atarr.  M  a  i*«  ft.  taMory.  •  > 
Kiry.  ta  s  «ff  fi.  atarakawaa.  aM  a  I  Mary. 

aoM  tin.aSa     lta<*d  Apr.  11. 

taar  aa   Wat    llMjMjL  aa4 

itavra^  aa4  ArrMa. 

I»r«a«    Aro, 
U.     KrtMlman, 

«.  wii  III  I    r.  p.  aotwa oa.  Mai   
T»«li  SU  kaa  a»ard«4  itw  conirib'i  (or  Ika 
iiiiMtiatllna  of  a  I  atarv.  ;s  x  l«o  n.  fac- 
tary,  al  ntl  Kaal  7>lli  St.  Katlmalptl  .-oat 
liaiaa. 
O.  riftrlaad  nal«Ma  '<Wam-n«vtlla 
I'  "     .     ■  (     M«>-AaU I  io»  n. 

fi 
 .  »1    coal 

4^,oAti.  I'tlVAt.       (ilMIVK, 

Pa,  BaiWr— llinman  Broa..  KIT  Tth  Av<- . 
Iia«v  awarded  tba  canlrart  (or  tha  coaatrvc- 
Ikia  of  a  S  atorr.  la*  «  tie  ft.  rara«a  on 
Orvaa  Ava.  aad  tth  Mt.  Batlmalad  coat 

IM.aaa. 
oil  Wka.  la  hav- 

rvd   for   lha>   rvKiat ruction   of 

caracr   ami    r<-palr :.  Martaulf.  bll  Ird  Avr.. 

Kara  Carrlaf*  Wka, 
r    nf    nttinmoDllK    bun 

■ia   awardrd 
ion   of    a    1 

J  tnatad    coat 

•.  CtaiataaJ  fHwiataad  Haaiar  C«.  IMS 
'•at  link  m.  la  pmHtW  Mda  for  ItM 
■iiii  ail  Ilia  af  al  atary.  («  s  II*  fl.  far- 

i— Di 

lac  plaaa  pr*t>ar«d  for 
a»  atory.  I*  x  TJ  ft 
■lH»  aSdMlon    J.  K.  Mj 

Nrw  I>.-»" 

Pa-.  • 

Krw  .■- 
bvdiMI     nix  I 
Iha    r«nlra< 
alary     fart" 
tia.iaa. 

Pa,  Malbsro — Roltrrta  *  Mandara  Btova 
Cn.  Ilih  «i  '  li;ia  awarded 
Ihr    tvnlm  tun    of    a    t 
alury.  l(  i.  '  ..  1I&  x  mt 
ft.   factory.      Kaiiniair<i   r<ui(   |&a,au«.     Prl- 
vata  plana. 

Pa.  Na«  Kaaata««*»— National  Auto 
Banrtfa  Co.  haa  awardtHl  thf  contract  for 
Iha  oanatnicUon  of  a  I  atory.  ::>  x  tlu  ft. 
and  *•  X  70  ft.  raracr,  at  lOtO  £th  Ave. 
Katlmalrd  coat    tfo.ao. 

Pa..  O.raad  — l>u  R..|b  8tMi|  Truck  *  Cur 
V-"  €11   K.y.i  '        '       '   • 
I'  :ild   a   mat 
t!  .:ill     (u    Im- 
matni    coat    fl.&od.ovn.      <       r.     l.^oni;.     1Z<>5 
Paoplaa  Bank  BMc..  Bnsr. 

«  Ca^  Map  «. 
far   «»a   mmt- 

t  B  trt  n.  taaiiiry 

AraM. 

I.....  I     m....i.it -      ">th 
.(4 

•  n 

1.    iith 

.1    coat 
:i     AV».. 

Pa.    Pklla Aw.    and 
awardrd   tl 
of  a  1   alor> .    I 

and   Olvnwood    .*- t&a.aaa.     a.  a 
S»w  York  City,  Amu. 

Pa..  Plt«alra — Prnnaylvanla  R.  It..  Broad 
m.    Sla.     rhila.    la    havlna    plm   r-fl 
and   will   aoon    rvcdv*   bid*    for 
atniciurv  of  a  atr*l  car  rrpair 

Katlmalcd  coat   tiaO.OOA.     A.  C    .^;...i..I,   I'h. 
Rncr. 
Pa_  PIII»lMirch — Tommerclat  Ijuid  Co, 

r/o  K.  M.  I.ova.  ZSt  Water  St..  la  rocelv- 
liMC   bida  for  (ha  conatructinn  of  a   4    alury 
Ermc*    on    HrbM-ca    8i.    anil    Baum    Blvd. 

Ilmatvd    coat    f  1 76.009.      Privata    plana. 
Bttick   Motor  Co.   tuum   Bird,   and   Euclid 

Pa..  PMIabanib — Hunting  Havla  Co., 
archlai.  Canlury  Bids,  la  rccrlvlns  bIda  for 
tha  eeaattvetloB  of  a  1  atory.  41  x  \nn  ft. 
Baraca  adtflthM  for  T.  Donaldann,  c/o  I>on- 
aldaoM  MeAlaar  Motor  Co..  lloO  Wi-ntprn 
Ava. 

Pa.  PIHakarsh— W.  H.  Stulen.  Archt.. 
lai  Mnrk.f  Ht ..  la  racalvlnc  blda  for  tha 
coaalr-  -it  atory,   14   x    US  ft.  fac* 
tory  II  r  (ha  mMnufarlurr  of  tnya, 
tor  !•  '     :.iri   Co,    Hi    I>ennlatan   Ava. 
BMImai'^l  i-oat  Itt.eoo. 

Pa.  Warraa — Warran  Tank  Car  Co.  wilt 
tvballd    Ita    (ank    car    factory    and    rvpair 
riant    daatrtnrad    by    lira.      Batlmat*d    «Miat 
Tt.aaa,     PrWata  pUna.     Notad  Jun«  tS. 

Pa.  Wayaeakara     Th>  Krlck  Cn .   (alaam 
vtMltna   and    bolUr    wath>>.    will    bulM    a    I 
a4ory.   S0«    z    tO«    ft.    aildltlon   (o    Ita  plant. 
Privata  plana.     Notad  Mar.  14. 

Taaa.  KaaavlDa— Tddana  Mchr  Co.  wilt 
•aon  raeaiva  bMa  tar  tha  oonatructlon  of 
a  I  atory  plaaL  ■•tillMMd  eoat  «fa,a««. 
ArckHart  not  aaneoaead. 

W.  Ta.  ■•«*l#y— Ttin  Tlalclch  Motor  Co. 
la  havtnc  |>Iana  prepared  for  Ihr  iiiriKtnjr- 
llnn  of  a  1  alury,  41  x  14*  ft.  saraae  on 
Kaat     Main    St.       Ka(lma(»d    ooat    IM,OM. 

McOraw    Oo. 

vlnci 

»f  a  1  atory. 

k  111  ft.  «ara<a  at  tail  Main  IM.,  h«r«L 
tknatad      awl      l4a,ao*.         Archlti>ctunil 

or  r«rd    Motor  Co.    DMroll.    MIolu 

W.    Ta.,    WkaaWaa    Tjia     -        
fWor*  Aaoncorj,  BaOilra.  O..  1>  havinc  plana 
arapatad  far  tna  eoaatrvetinn 

Wia,  Ma«4i  KaHk— R.  A.  Ilarmanil  plana 
la  bwlid  a  I  atory.  ta  s  70  ti.  garaca  on 
Main  Ht  IBMIma(*d  eeat  t4«.a«l.  Arebl- laat   not  aatactad. 

Wla.   Nakaaaa — Nakooaa   Iron   ̂ 'V-  will 
bulltl  a    1    •it»r.\.    m  X    'h   ft.  m  ..  ii 
•ml      f«un<lr\.        h^itlmatcd     c.'  • 
M.  J.    PuwiTH,    rrw. 

.siiriiiB    City    Auto III-,  tvinc  blda  for 
V ,    60    X 

i>0.    M. 

.Noted 

WU.    Waaknba-  Th.- 
Co.  Ita  Mnin   ."-'I  .   V  ,    I-. 

the  rtoaalrii,  • 111  n.  nr 
H.     Blake, 
June  t. 

Oat.  LaaMd* — Durant  Motora  of  Canada. 
»o»  Ituyat  !•  ■  '  •"'-  ""nronio.  la  racelv. 
Inv    blda    f'  tion    of    an    auto 
farlury   Ini  :  ̂    40  x    100  ft.,   1 
atory  lO  x  4<'i  tt.  .>  >iorv  loo  x  4ul  ft.,  1 
atorv  SO  X  100  ft,  and  I  atory  110  x  SOO  ft, 
bulldlnta,  h«ra.  tCatlmatiHl  coat  t&OCOOO. 
Private   plana. 

General  Manufacturing 

rat.     Oakland  —  Ocneral     RIoclric     Co., 
RInlto    HIiIr  .    Hun    Flfinclx-o.    hai    awardcti 
II  ' :  iK'tlon  of  a  IS!  X 

I  C4lh  Sta„  heru. 

I. 

t'aaa.  k^**e%  '         '   ih 
awarded   (he  ct  u 
of  a   I   atory,    4i'  nx 
witch  bnii'l  plant.  I'XIniateU  wMt  )4U,uuu. 
Noted   June   ID, 

C'ann..  Ilarlford — The  Hartford  lo*  Cranm 
Co.,  anil  Wliiitmir  Ave,  la  rocalvinc  blda  for 
(hv  coimirucltiin  of  a  2  atory,  40x10  Icn 
cream  plant. — KatlinatiHl  coat  110,000.  Pri- 

vate plana. 
Kla..      .\uliurndala  —  Auliurndnlc      Chrua 

'    ■  )iuH    HWartled    i '  ■     .  ..'i 
lion  of  a    1   xli'i  > 
1.      Katimnli-d   i-  mi. 

li:.   li.  .:r. 
111..  II       ..        \V.  V.  Hall  Co.,  Chlcairnand 

Klnsri  ■'      •       • -r"  '     ■    ■-'•••'nit 
pinnl.  I vcrar  M 
|t,O0M"«"i.       /\i<iiii«ri    IM'I    ;iniimiiii«  II, 

III.,      t'hiraso— lli'iiKclili'i)      A      Mcl.nren, 
Archta.,     1«17    Pralrl.-     »v,.      v.(||    aoon    n- 
«<lve    liltli    for    the  <'!>     of    a     4 
atory,   *.'>  x    l&o  ft.  i>  m    neur  the 
Tnlon  atock   yurila,    f..;    .,,.     ......tern    Pack- 
Inr  A  Provlaliin  Co.  iNi>4  Huuth  Morgan  HI. 
Kallmatvd  coat  tl70,000. 

lad..  Aoder.on  — NnlWinal  Tile  Co..  ISth 
and  PIliK  sin,.  Iiim  uwiirili'fl  the  contrHcl 
for  the  oinmrurllon  of  ii  I  Hlory,  K5  x  411* 
ft.  tile  plant.      I'lallniated   coat    $60,000. 

Me..  l*wUle»— The  Uewlaton  Bleachcry 
A  Dya  Wka.,  Uabon  St.,  haa  u warded  tlio 
contract  for  the  conatnicllon  of  u  3  atory, 
49x110  ft,  addition  to  Ita  ■hn-UiiK  ilciiuri- 
manu — Bhtlnuited  coat  140,000,  Privain 

plana. Mlaa.,      Dnlath  —  McP'   "      "^   i'imI 
Warehoune     Cti.,      610      Al\>  '■< awardcfl    the   contract    for  'ii 
nf  "   '•      •     -   '■"    -    '""    "      •  i.iiuiK    I'liUll 
II'  Minii  81.  and 
■,ii  11.000,000, 

A.  M.   .>i'-i  "niiriui   tri-w 
Mlaa.,  Mlaneapalla^Weatam  Newapaper 

I'nlon,  2no  North  Ird  HI,,  hna  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  conelniclloti  of  n  2  Mtorv, 

41  X  114  ft.  prInlInK  plant  nnd  om<-<>  bull'l- Inc  al  IK  Xth  Ave.  8.  Idlliimlad  coat 

1126,000 
O..    flevrlanil     Olenvlllr    Howpllnl    r/n   A. 

U 
a 
C..HI       |.'.'I,'III0.         J.      W, 
Kellh    BIdr..    Archt, 

ri  ,    7  in,     vilt,        '■    -• 

■  ■f ..1 

f'orlillKliT,       III9N 

1- 

f*l 
III 

!■ 

a..    1 
ft t 

!■ 

fl 

Vui. 

•    |ii* 

iria,  AtpMaa  Harmann  Motor  Co.  Mt 
c«ile««  A*e„  plana  to  build  a  t  atory.  to 
s  •«  fl.  nra«e  and  raaair  ahop  «•  (^ollava 
Ave.     KauiiiMod  coal  |«MM.  AMkltaot  not 

-.  -  Or-rauch  BoKla  Co. 

•  1    for    the    con- i    X   40  ft.  factory. 

''■.,   I.awrcnce 

.:•  il    the   contract 
I     .    r,    atory.   90  x  166 

,  ,  ~l   1160.000.      Prl- 
l.ii     :0,    1921. 

Pa.  I'blU  i:  I  iHiPont  Pnlnl  Co,  }6th 
■t.,  and  <ir,i  ~  I'lry  Kit.,  will  build  a  1 
atory.  *l  *  Hl  '■•  factory. — Batlmatad  coat. tia.OtO.     Private  plana. 

1    .       I       .-I.      The    PI'  I  * 

I  !»er      of      '  ■'  . 
I  ■    I    Ktory,  1- 1.  .1.  ;«lh  Bt.     W.  (J.  SVUkln.ii  Co., V  ..«  lililit,,  Archia. 

I   ,      w  .    '    ii;.  k..r.      ■'     '   '    *  Co., V  and 
I,..  .  which 

waa  .Jim  r. .J  ..I  by  fir.,  i:'Miiiiit"<i  oat  |60,- 
•99.      Noted   June  29. 
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Compulsory  Unemployment  Insurance  and  its 
Effect  on  the  Machinery  Industry 

Manufacturers  in  Two  States  Facing  Compulsory  Unemployment  Insurance — Humanita> 

rianism  Ignores  Economic  Laws  —  Inelastic  Demand  a  Factor  in  Machinery  Industry 
By  ERNEST  F.  DuBRUL 

General  Manager,  National  Machine  Tool  Builders'  Association 

THE  industries  of  Massachusetts  and  Wisconsin 

face  agitation  advocated  by  people  who  have  a 
very  worthy  desire  to  improve  the  conditions  of 

wage  earners.  Unfortunately,  such  sentiment  often 
takes  on  an  impractical  character,  as  in  the  advocacy 
of  unemployment  insurance  in  the  two  states  named. 
No  doubt  such  legislation  will  be  presented  in  other 
states  during  the  coming 
year.  It  is  well,  therefore, 
for  manufacturers  to  be 
fortified  with  arguments 
against  such  legislation, 

and  the  following  is  sub- 
mitted for  your  informa- 

tion to  be  used  whenever 
the  occasion  arises. 
The  bills  now  being 

agitated  in  the  states  of 
Wisconsin  and  Massachu- 

setts would  be  absolutely 
disastrous  to  the  machin- 

ery industries  of  those 
states  for  a  very  funda- 

mental economic  reason : 
That  is,  that  the  demand 
for  machinery  is  of  a  most 
inelastic  character.  These 
bills  in  effect  provide  that, 
if,  after  a  workman  has 
been  employed  for  a  given 
length  of  time,  he  be  laid 
off  through  no  fault  of  his 
own,     an     unemployment 
dole  or  compensation  shall  be  paid  to  him  for  another 
period  of  time. 

Let  us  see  how  this  affects  the  machine  building 
industries.  Machines  have  absoliitely  no  demand  in 
and  of  themselves.  Theirs  is  a  derived  demand,  that 
arises  only  when  there  is  a  market  for  the  products  of 
the  machines,  though  increased  material  comfort  ob- 

tained by  increased  consumption  of  material  goods  is 
possible  only  by  the  increased  use  of  machinery.  No 
industry  can,  for  very  long,  produce  more  goods  than  it 
can  sell,  whether  its  force  be  5  or  5,000  men,  and 
whether  its  product  be  special  and  made  on  contract, 
or  be  of  such  a  nature  that  it  can  be  made  for  stock. 
A  shop  working  on  special  or  contract  machinery  gives 
the  clearest  illustration  of  the  principle  involved. 

Unemployment  is  mostly  due  to  the  operations  of  the 
economic  cycle,  and  the  evils  of  unemployment  are  more 

UNEMPLOYMENT  is  mostly  due  to  the 
operations  of  the  economic  cycle  and 

the  evils  of  unemployment  are  more  apparent 
in  times  of  depression  than  at  any  other  time. 

Bradstreet's  statistics  of  failures  show  that 
the  metal  working  industries  have  had  the 
worst  experience  of  all  the  manufacturing 
industries.  To  add  unemployment  doles  to 
their  other  burdens  would  put  more  concerns 

out  of  business  than  the  present  bad  con- 
ditions have  done. 

Insurance  as  a  science  can  never  insure 

things  that  lie  so  much  in  the  domain  of 

politics,  so  influenced  byfeelings  and  emo- 
tions as  the  unemployment  problem. 

To  ask  the  individual  to  do  what  cannot 

be  done  by  scientific  insurance  is  asking  the 

impossible. 

apparent  in  times  of  depression  than  at  any  other  time. 
This  accounts  for  the  attempts  in  such  periods  to  miti- 

gate the  evils  by  legislation.  Such  times  of  depression 
are  also  financially  the  most  dangerous  for  the  em- 

ployer. Therefore,  the  proponents  of  unemployment 
insurance  propose  to  compel  the  employer  to  pay  out 
unemployment  doles  just  when  he  can  least  afford  to 

do  so,  and  when  such  doles 
would  further  drain  hia 
cash  resources,  already 
more  than  sufficiently  bur- 

dened from  various  other causes. 

An  employer  making 
contract  machine  work  has 
no  alternative  when  gen- 

eral business  slumps  but  to 
lay  off  his  men.  He  can- 

not possibly  find  employ- 
ment in  such  times  for  all 

the  men  he  had  used  when 
his  business  was  good.  He 
does  not  lay  them  off  for 
caprice;  he  wants  to  get 
work  for  them  and  for  his 
shop  as  well.  To  compel 
such  an  employer  to  pay 
wages  or  any  percentage 
of  wages  to  the  men 
previously  employed, 
would  compel  him  to  pay 

out  money  without  any 
possibility  of  receiving 

any  return  therefor.  Could  he  possibly  make  his  price 
on  the  product  sold  during  active  times  high  enough  to 
include  the  paying  of  unemployment  doles  to  the  men 
who  might  be  discharged  immediately  on  completion  of 
a  certain  job?  The  tremendous  addition  in  cost  that 
would  have  to  be  made  in  all  estimates  to  cover  these 
contingencies  would  result  in  such  inflation  in  prices  as 
to  prevent  exchange.  Could  any  employer  possibly  get 
any  mathematical  basis  of  experience  on  which  to  base 
any  such  estimates? 

A  favorite  argument  of  the  proponents  of  unemploy- 
ment compensation  is  that  it  would  compel  the  employer 

to  continue  employment  and  make  goods  for  stock.  Con- 
sider two  machine  builders  making  an  equivalent  line 

of  machinery. 

In  one  case  as  the  demand  falls  off  after  a  boom  has 

passed,    the   management  ceases   production  as   ordc*" 
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felte 

to 

fi 

mn  tM»L  En»  m.  ttere  wil  ••rvty  be  aaaie  ouUUad- 
b^  tHmn  tor  natcriak.  ordtn  that  had  to  be  placed 

far  alM^d.  la  anticipation  of  Majra  in  dvliwry  of  tnate- 
riak.  to  permit  a  cootinuinc  achadale  of  manufacturing. 

"Iliaiiilinf  iDveotoriaa'*  wxalled.  are  always  of 
fmlur  than  the  current  requirementa  of  a 
The  ordara  moat  ba  placad  ahead  for  larger 

ha  the  CM*  were  deliveriaa 
aa  delivvriea  improve  with  the 

tlwaa  lavaoloriaa  oome  in  on  the  manu- 
Often  tta  nidi  ia  treat  enough  to  swamp 

wlw  haw  not  been  aufBcientJy  careful 
wm  -tdaring  of  thi«  aort.  Even  the  best 
ia  snre  to  get  stuck  with  some  inventories  of 

Ikai  kind,  and  thajr  are  always  high  priced.  Even 
the  eaak  peaition  is  very  sound  and  provides 
to  cany  tha  key  orvanitation  over  the  slump 
I  radacad  danaad,  the  fall  in  price  on  the  com- 

its  of  the  material  inventory  is  a  dead  loaa  on  what 
km  to  ba  carried. 

to  hia  natoral  and  unavoidable  burdens,  the 

inanraac*  law  wpold  compel  this  em- 

to  pay  oat  additional  aatoaata  of  cash  as  unem- 
[ion  to  the  men  laid  off.  No  concern 

eaald  do  ao  aatoaa  it  had  charged  enough  more  for  its 
doriac  tht  bocaa  to  provide  that  cash  when  it 

the  amount  dependinir  on  the  provisions  of 
dw  law.  of  eooraa.  And  if  it  did  so  it  would  be  called 
a  profiteer  by  the  uninformed  sentimentalists. 

WoauNG  Vt  Labob  Ihvbntobisb 

Now,  ■uppoaa  that  a  direct  competitor  of  this  con- 
to  continue  production  and  work  up  these 
la  order  to  give  his  men  employment.  He 

deplete  hia  bank  account  of  the  cash  he  would 
lawat  in  the  additional  labor,  of  coarse.  As  he  con- 
tiaaad.  hia  warehooaca  woold  fill  up  with  machines  built 
at  high  coats  for  labor  and  material,  machines  that 
woald  later  on  And  themaelvea  in  competition  with  low 

aiachines  built  by  the  wiser  competitor  who  had 
down  when  the  boom  paaaed.  If  the  depression 

this  employer  must  shut  down 
for  ladt  of  cadu  for  doe  to  the  nature  of  demand  for 
aMMbinery  his  stock  is  very  slow  moving. 

If.  in  addition  to  what  he  spent  for  labor  In  working 
op  stock,  hia  caah  aoeoant  la  to  be  drained  by  the 

dole  his  poaitioo  ia  atill  fur- 
More  than  that,  the  eowpotltor  who 

down  win  be  in  better  position  to  ra-amploy 
I  at  lower  wagea  as  soon  as  demand  shows 

aiyna  of  revivaL    He  then  will  get  the  pick  of  the  labor 
incloding  the  beat  men  laid  off  by  the  man  who 

All  thi«  will  make  for  lower  roxtx  and 
aad   still   greater  loss  to  the  one   who 

coatinaed 

Aa  n  would  ba  dooMjr  dlaaatroaa  to  continue  employ- 
■■■t  for  that  rcaaoo,  tkare  is  no  sane  basis  for  th<> 

bjr  MMpalling  empkiycrs  to  pay  unem- 
tkey  win  ba  coo^alM  to  kcap  men 

EWBCTOr  OHOUKSNOi  OT  PaODOCT 

of  oveiy  diprsaitoii  shows  that  prada^ 
are  iaiproasini  nt«  mostly  made  in  machine 

Tkia  la  pcrfaetly  natural,  for  two  reaaona: 
Ika  BMdiina  baflder  has  more  time  to 

la  parMi  af  tkat  aort.  wbaa  the  prMaara  of 

production  is  relieved:  and  second,  because  the  presaure 
of  compatitiMi  and  tiia  naceaaity  of  getting  business 
drivea  him  to  coax  every  poaaible  bit  of  buHineas  his 
wa>'  by  bringing  out  newer  and  better  machines. 

The  competitor  who  was  wise  enough  to  shut  off  his 
production  early  is  probably  fully  fortified  with  new 
deaigns,  ready  to  be  brought  out  when  the  market  is 
down.  If  a  deaign  is  very  far  in  advuiKe  of  previous 
practice,  that  new  design  simply  wipes  out  the  potential 
value  of  the  stock  of  older  types  of  machines  left  on 
the  hands  of  any  producer.  This  makes  over-stocking 
particularly  disastrous  to  the  machine  builder.  The 
relative  value  of  old  types  of  machines  will  not  be  at  all 
in  accordance  even  with  the  replacement  cost.  It  will 
accord  with  the  relative  utility  of  such  machines  in  pro- 

duction of  the  goods  they  were  designed  to  make.  Obso- 
laaccnoe  loaa  due  to  over-stocking  is  an  ever  present  and 

vary  large  danger  to  machine  builders  in  every  depres- 
sion. This  danger  make.s  it  all  the  more  imperative  for 

them  to  shut  down  until  cost  conditions  are  sUbilised  at 
lower  levela. 

Machine  builders  naturally  have  a  bad  "load  factor" 
and  the  effect  of  their  load  factor  must  be  carefully 
considered  before  legislation  of  this  sort  is  allowed 
to  pass. 

CONSUUEB  AND  PRODUCER  GOODS 

Some  advocates  of  unemployment  doles  are  college 

professors,  not  producers  of  physical  goods.  As  con- 
sumers they  seem  to  view  production  as  mainly  the 

production  of  consumer  goods.  An  a  matter  of  fact,  the 
great  mass  of  production  is  production  of  producer 
goods;  that  is,  goods  used  for  further  production,  or 

processing. 
Only  a  very  small  part  of  the  production  of  any  one 

year  goes  into  consumption  that  year.  The  most  elastic 
demands  are  those  for  consumer  goods  of  perishable 
nature.  Even  the  perishable  consumer  articles  have  a 
varying  elasticity  in  their  demand  according  to  the 
varying  conditions  of  the  purchasingT  power  of  the 
country  and  according  to  the  psychological  attitude 
which  in  some  cyclical  stages  diminishes  the  will-to-buy 
even  though  the  power-to-buy  is  present. 

Relatively  small  reductions  in  price  of  some  com- 
modities would  correspondingly  widen  the  market  and 

reaton  the  unit  demand.  But  even  in  such  cases  it  is 

neceaaar>-  for  the  manufacturer  to  keep  his  costs  going 
down  in  line  with  reduced  prices,  if  he  is  to  make  a 
profit.  That  means  that  he  must  get  more  output  per 
dollar  of  wages  paid,  either  by  getting  more  production 
per  dollar  or  by  reducing  wage  rates. 

Theoretically  he  might  sell  the  market  short  from 
day  to  day  or  weak  to  week  and  get  his  costs  down 
below  the  sale  price— if  he  cannot  increase  output. 

Evil  Emcn  or  Unempi^oyment  Insurance  Laws 

If  his  shop  is  full  of  orders  his  workmen  will  not 
accept  a  reduction  of  wages.  In  his  present  stage  of 
economic  education  the  wage  earner  cannot  recognize 
the  necessity  and  desirability  of  accepting  progressivp 
cuts  In  wages  that  would  bring  down  costs  in  conform- 

ity with  price*.  The  inevitable  consequence  of  wage 
ettto  ao  made  is  to  breed  strikes,  with  their  usual  manl- 
featotions,  without  reducing  wages.  He  flndx  it  difficult 
to  reduca  wages  without  xtnpping  produrtion. 

If  unemployment  insurance  laws  were  in  effect,  and 
an  employer  sought  to  reduce  cost  by  reducing  wages, 
and   keeping  the   shop  full   of   orders  taken   at   lower 
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prices,  such  an  employer  would  surely  be  accused  of 
cutting  wages  to  bring  on  a  strike  and  thereby  avoid 
the  payment  of  unemployment  compensation.  For  this 
reason  also,  the  unemployment  dole  would  not  work 
out  in  practice  to  continue  employment,  even  in  indus- 

tries having  an  elastic  demand,  that  would  respond  to 
lower  prices. 

In  England  experience  with  unemployment  doles 
shows  that  many  workers  preferred  to  lie  idle  and 

amuse  themselves,  as  long  as  the  small  dole  was  forth- 
coming, rather  than  to  hunt  a  fresh  demand  for  their 

services  at  reduced  pay  on  the  new  job.  In  such  cases, 
the  unemployment  dole  increased  unemployment  and 
did  not  reduce  it. 

If,  through  misguided  sentiment,  the  states  of  Wis- 
consin and  Massachusetts  should  be  burdened  with  this 

sort  of  legislation,  the  machine  industries  of  those 
states  will  experience  many  relative  difficulties  in  com- 

petition with  employers  of  other  states,  unless  and 
until  similar  economic  fallacies  and  misguided  senti- 

ment would  procure  the  passage  of  similar  bills  in 
other  states.  Meanwhile,  the  machine  builders  in  Wis- 

consin and  Massachusetts  would  be  greatly  weakened 
and  many  of  them  ho  doubt  would  be  put  out  of  business 
by  the  conditions  created  by  the  worthy  desire  to  miti- 

gate the  evils  of  unemployment. 

Bradstreet's  statistics  of  failures  show  that  the  metal 
working  industries  have  had  the  worst  experience  of 
all  the  manufacturing  industries.  Certainly  to  add  un- 

employment doles  to  their  other  burdens  would  put 
more  concerns  out  of  business  than  the  present  bad 
conditions  have  done.  Could  the  social  loss  and  wastage 
of  capital  caused  by  the  wrecking  of  businesses  that 
offer  employment,  offset  the  doles  that  would  be  paid 
to  the  employees  that  would  be  supposed  to  be  protected 
by  the  unemployment  insurance? 

Scientific  Insurance  Impossible 

The  worst  thing  about  some  of  these  bills  is  that 
they  seek  to  put  the  burden  of  the  unemployment  dole 
directly  on  each  employer,  instead  of  providing  some 
scientific  insurance  basis  on  which  to  calculate  the 

risks.  These  bills  are  general,  and  apply  to  all  indus- 
tries alike,  regardless  of  the  fact  that  the  demand  for 

the  product  of  each  industry  is  entirely  different  in  its 
nature  and  in  the  effect  its  elasticity  must  exercise  on 
wise  managerial  policy.  To  provide  scientific  insur- 

ance, on  an  actuarial  basis,  that  would  make  each 
industry  carry  its  fair  share  of  burden  would  be  an 
almost  impossible  task.  No  man  can  possibly  vision 
a  fair  basis  of  that  sort,  because  human  caprice  shifts 
demand  over  night.  There  have  been  times  when  fac- 

tories making  articles  of  wearing  apparel  like  bustles, 

beads,  and  hoop-skirts,  have  found  the  decrees  of 
fashion  to  wipe  out  their  demand  over  night,  and  the 
workers  had  to  hunt  for  other  jobs,  and  so  did  the 
factory.  How  could  any  actuary  devise  a  formula  that 
would  furnish  a  scientific  insurance  basis  for  unem- 

ployment compensation  in  such  cases? 
Nearly  every  producer  must  gamble  more  or  less  on 

his  judgment  of  the  consumer's  taste,  to  tempt  the  con- 
sumer to  part  with  money  in  exchange  for  his  own 

commodity.  This  is  a  heavy  enough  risk  without  adding 
to  it  the  additional  burden  of  paying  out  doles  that  in 
England  encouraged  idleness,  while  the  employer  him- 

self has  to  hunt  a  job  through  change  in  demand,  and 
may  face  bankruptcy  besides. 

An  Economic  "Sport" 
No  legislator,  no  social  reformer,  no  matter  how 

sincere,  can  afford  to  make  the  burdens  of  industry 
more  than  they  are  now.  Advocates  of  all  sorts  of 
social  legislation  are  indulging  in  the  favorite  economic 
sport  of  hounding  the  manufacturer.  They  cannot  be- 

lieve that  the  hated  employer  must  confonn  to  the 
operations  of  the  business  cycle  if  he  would  stay  in 
business  and  give  employment  and  produce  goods  to 
supply  the  wants  even  of  the  reformers,  to  say  nothing 
of  paying  taxes,  like  the  Excess  Profits  Tax,  that  penal- 

ized progress.  Many  such  people  cannot  be  made  to 
realize  that  employment  can  be  continuous  only  as  busi- 

ness is  healthy.  Too  many,  through  ignorance  or  envy, 
look  on  profit  as  an  exploitation  of  the  manual  worker. 
They  cannot  believe  that  after  all  the  losses  of  all 
industry  are  taken  up  over  a  long  period  of  time,  the 
final  remainder  left,  if  proportionately  distributed  to  all 
the  business  men  in  the  industry,  would  be  a  small  per 
capita  reward  for  their  organizing  ability  and  their 
courage  in  taking  the  risks  out  of  which  the  small  net 
profit  arose. 

True,  some  men  do  get  big  rewards,  but  they  are 

very  few  and  far  between — "For  many  run,  indeed,  but 
only  one  gains  the  prize."  It  is  precisely  that  human 
hope  or  optimism  that  tempts  so  many  to  run  in  spite 
of  the  fact  that  only  a  few  can  and  do  succeed.  Kill 

that  hope,  and  society  will  never  progress.  Russia's 
example  should  be  enough  for  memory.  Each  individual, 
whether  worker  or  employer,  has  his  own  part  to  look 

after  in  earning  the  world's  living,  and  he  can  only 
exchange  his  own  commodities  or  services  for  those  of 
others. 

Insurance  as  a  science  can  never  insure  things  that 
lie  so  much  in  the  domain  of  politics,  so  influenced  by 
feelings  and  emotions,  as  the  unemployment  question. 

To  ask  the  individual  to  do  what  cannot  be  done  oy 
scientific  insurance  is  asking  the  impossible.    . 
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Unemployment — A  Management  Problem 
Basis  for  l*ublir  In.surance  Not  Yet  Developed  in  United  States — 

European  Systems  (Jrew  Out  of  Private  Eflforts 

THE  bMi*  for  applring  public  insurance 
 to  the 

rvlivf   or   prewotioo   of    unemployiMnt    in   the 
United  Stale*  withoot  ononnoiu  cost  does  not 

•s  yel.  aeeording  to  a  Atudy  of  the  question  juat 
Iqr  the  National    Industrial  Conference  Board. 

'  the  title  "UMnptoyment  Insurance  in  Theory*  and 
XIUs  basis  has  been  provided  in  Euroi>ean 

insurance   is  in  use.  by  fairly 
of  the  rate  of  uneapbjriBent  and 

reduction  through  the  efforts  of 

  .--,--      In  the  United  States,  where 
the  rate  of  uueuipluy  luent  is  normally  more  than  twice 
as  high  afl  tn  Europe,  where  little  accurate  knowledge 
<bM*  regarding  it.  where  private  organization  and 
Mllilliae  in  relation  to  unemployment  have  not  devel- 

oped to  aajr  great  degree,  and  where  the  great  extent 
aad  poUtieal  organixation  of  the  country  would  nuUce 
tke  adaiBistntion  of  legislation  difficuft  and  costly,  the 

■  iavHas  the  voluntar>'  co-operative  effort  of  in- 
aad  tke  pablk  before  compulsory  legislation  is 
to. 

StlMMABT  or  THS  HVOBT 

Aeearding  to  the  theory  of  insurance,  the  economic 
applieattea  of  the  insurance  principle  to  unemployment 
rsqoires:  (1)  That  the  risk  of  unemployment  for  the 
greap  towarad  be  relatively  constant,  definitely  deter- 
whnt****  aad  redaced  to  a  minimum;  (2)  that  the  cost. 

I  of  a  constant  rink  arising 
bvood  the  eeatrol  of  the  worker,  be  dis- 

tributed ao  aa  to  give  an  incentive  for  its  further 
redoctioa. 

The  probhiw  of  unemployment  insurance  from  a  prac- 
tical poiat  of  via».  therefore,  is  one  of  deciding  whether 

the  aaaaplqrMnt  contingency  aiay  be  more  definitely 
aad  provided  for  at  lesa  cost  and  with  more 
diatrfbotion  of  the  tnirden  by  means  of  public 
I  tlMn  through  some  other  form  of  co-operative 

or  railaf.  This  involves  the 
tba  extent  to  which  other 

I  of  ce-oparativa  ralief  or  prevention  are  available: 
to  what  ectoat  it  is  poaaiUe  to  determine,  stabllixe  and 

the  average  risk:  and  to  what  extent  the  direct 
lad  bansAu  caa  be  distribotad  ao  aa  to  be  equi- 

taUa  aad  aa  aa  to  taod  toward  a  redaetkn  of  the  con- 
tiafMKr- 

The  developaMat  of  eo-operativc  unempk>yment  relief 
aad  prrveatioa  OMasnrea  in  all  countries  where  such 

tried  indicate:  M)  That  thev 
la  cerraapnndaaas  with  aa  increase  in 

the  fra^aaacy  aad  serinnanaaa  of  unemployaient.  with 
the  roeetnltlae  of  the  inadeqoaey  of  individual  provi- 
sini  for  reiiaf  and  an  inrrtasing  sense  of  social  reapen- 
sfMlty:  f2>  (hat  the  private  co-operative  neasnres 

aemd  as  a  basis  for  sficial  measures:  (3)  that 
private  weasuris  have  becoaie  insuranee  measures 

«o  dke  ei&rrt  that  the  cor«l  roold  be  diminished,  through 
raiariag.  s*sbilirtng  and  detcnalaing  the  risk;  C4>  that 
paUie  or  social  insoraaca  systems  have  Imnph  developed 
oat  of  private  insaraaca  meaaaiaa  so  far  as  the  latter 
have  proves  laadtquate  or  »weaBlwl>  eosthr  frrnn  thn 

insurance  point  of  view  and  so  far  as  the  aenae  of 
social  responsibility  has  led  society  to  assume  part  or 
all  of  the  burden  and  distribute  it  over  certain  groups ; 
and  (6)  that,  finally,  these  social  insurance  measures 
have  proven  successful  from  the  insurance  point  of 
view  to  the  extent  that  their  cost  has  been  diminJAhed 
by  limiting  their  scope  and  determining,  stabilizing  und 
reducing  the  risk  through  assisting  private  co-operative 
efforts,  through  basing  their  actuarial  feature.s  on  the 
experience  with  these  private  efforts  und  supplementing 
them  by  special  measures  such  as  labor  exchanges. 

Co-orERATivi;  Benefit  Funds 

The  voluntary  co-operative  meas.ures  such  as  trado 
union  benefit  funds  and  friendly  society  aid  have  been 
accepted  for  many  years  in  England  and  certain  other 
countries  of  Europe  as  a  means  of  .meeting  unemploy- 

ment contingencies,  but  they  have  not  developed  to  any 
great  extent  in  the  United  State.s.  The  advantages  of 
such  systems  of  mutual  aid  are  that  they  spring  from 
the  voluntary  initiative  of  groups  of  workers,  whose 
risk  of  unemployment  is  approximately  equal,  and  that 
within  a  narrow  area  they  may  serve  to  reduce  unem- 

ployment and  malingerinK-  They  fail  generally  because 
of  the  relatively  small  numl>er  of  workmen  reached, 
because  they  afford  no  incentive  to  industrial  forces 
which  might  assist  in  improving  employment  conditions, 
because  the  field  for  placing  members  out  of  work  in 
limited,  and  finally,  because  their  cost  is  relatively  high 
and  their  financial  or  contractual  basis  insecure. 

The  municipal  funds  subscribed  either  by  public  or 
private  organizations  to  relieve  the  distress  from  un- 

employment among  workers  who  also  contribute  to  the 
same  fund  have  not  been  a  success  because  they  have 
attracted  unfavorable  risks,  the  cost  has  been  very  high 
and  the  solvency  of  the  funds  insecure.  They  have  not 
enlisted  the  co-operation  of  the  employing  group  and 
have  afforded  relief  to  only  a  small  proportion  of  local 
workmen  in  seasonal  trades. 

Public  subaidiea  to  workmen's  benefit  funds  have  over- 
come some  of  these  diflDculties  because  they  have  been 

based  on  a  more  calculable  risk  and  the  solvency  of 
the  funds  has  been  maintained  through  the  assistance 
of  the  public  treasury.  The  weaknesa  of  this  system 
is  that  unorganized  workmen  have  received  little  or  no 
benefit  from  it  and  that  the  position  of  the  union  work- 

ers has  been  corresp«)ndingly  strengthened.  This  sys- 
tem has  not  taken  into  account  the  employer  as  a  factor 

fn  the  unemployment  situation,  but  n-lij-d  only  on  such 
efforts  as  the  labor  organization  could  make  to  secure 
empk>ym<<nt  for  their  member*.  These  defects  led  to 
the  intrr>duc»ion  of  n  form  of  universal  compulsory  in- 
Kurance  throuirh  n  state  fund. 
'  '    ARainsf   unemployment  exists 
"•  '        ia.    Austria   and    Italy,   and    is 
under  consideration  in  Belgium  and  Germany.  The Br;.:_u  „.  ...^  p^^^  |„(^  operation  In  1912.  was  the 
f*'  ''  study  of  thr-  Mubsidlzed  voluntary  plans 
and  d4-  f  earlier  attempts  to  meet  the  proh- 
•«n  of  .nt   throuich    Poor   Law   Relief  and 
through  labor  exrhanjfes.    The  British  system,  In  con- 
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trust  10  continental  unemployment  insurance  systems, 
was  devised  primarily  to  provide  relief  for  regular 
unemployment  instead  of  abnormal  unemployment  in 
emergencies.  It  was  designed  to  protect  organized  and 
unorganized  workers  alike  and  so  to  distribute  the  risk 
among  as  large  a  group  as  possible  as  to  make  the  cost 
small  in  relation  to  potential  benefits.  It  was  estab- 

lished on  an  actuarial  basis  afforded  by  trade  union 
employment  records  and  was  designed  to  promote  the 
accumulation  of  a  reserve  to  tide  over  bad  years. 

Failure  of  the  British  Fund  . 

The  British  Unemployment  Insurance  Fund  became 
exhausted  in  1921  and  has  involved  a  large  drain  on  the 
public  treasury  since  that  time,  largely  because  of  three 
circumstances:  (1)  The  acute  business  depression 
which  caused  sudden  and  .long  unemployment  of  large 
numbers,  (2)  the  inclusion  immediately  prior  to  the 

beginning  of  the  industrial  depi'ession  of  eight  million 
workers  not  previously  insured  who  drew  benefits  after 
making  only  a  few  contributions,  and  (3)  the  provision 

for  payment  to  insured  workers  of  special  benefits  with- 
out corresponding  contributions,  in  order  to  relieve  the 

distress  of  those  who  had  exhausted  their  rights  to 
benefits.  The  system,  though  possibly  financially  sound 
in  relation  to  normal  unemployment,  proved  inadequate 
under  the  stress  of  extreme  emergency;  it  has  done 
practically  nothing  to  stimulate  efforts  for  reduction  of 
unemployment  by  employers,  employees  and  the  state, 
and  the  administrative  machinery  has  been  found  ex- 

tremely costly.  Improvements  in  the  administration  of 
the  system,  particularly  as  related  to  the  labor  exchanges 
and  the  payment  of  benefits,  are  under  consideration. 
It  is  doubtful,  however,  how  much  the  system  could 
have  reduced  unemployment  because  it  was  adopted 
after  practically  every  other  method  of  meeting  the 
problem  of  unemployment  had  been  tried  and  because 
unemployment  in  normal  years  had  probably  nearly 
reached  a  minimum. 

The  question  of  the  adoption  of  a  system  of  public 
unemployment  insurance  in  the  United  States  involves 
two  specific  questions :  Is  there  need  for  such  a  system 
here,  and  does  an  adequate  basis  for  the  economical 
application  of  the  insurance  principle  to  unemployment 
exist  in  this  country? 

The  studies  of  the  board  show  that  there  is  in  the 
United  States  in  normal  times  a  considerable  body  of 
wage  earners  without  employment,  a  large  proportion 
of  whom  may  be  presumed  to  be  in  need  of  relief.  This 
proportion  of  wage  earners  without  work  is  consider- 

ably higher  in  the  United  States  than  in  the  industrial 
countries  of  Europe  and  the  available  means  of  relief 
by  voluntary  effort  are  much  fewer  than  abroad.  Ac- 

curate knowledge  of  the  volume  of  unemployment  and 
of  the  extent  to  which  unemployed  workers  are  able  to 
provide  for  themselves  in  individual  or  co-operative 
ways  is,  however,  lacking  here  and  the  extent  of  the 
need  for  systematic  relief  cannot  be  fully  known  until 
more  adequate  information  exists  in  regard  to  unem- 

ployment, wage  conditions,  standards  and  cost  of  living, 
differences  in  seasonality  of  industries  and  savings. 

Studies  by  the  board  have  shown  that  much  can  be  done 
by  individual  employers,  and  co-ordinated  industrial  ef- 

fort to  reduce  unemployment  and  some  progress  in  this 
direction  has  been  made.  Although  the  plans  inau- 

gurated in  particular  establishments  cover  as  yet  so 
small  a  percentage  of  the  industrial  workers  of  the 
country    as   not   to  have   greatly   affected   the   general 

unemployment  Lcntingency,  they  suggest  the  possibili- 
ties of  bringing  private  initiative  to  bear  on  the  prob- 

lems in  a  variety  of  ways  suited  to  the  special  require- 
ments of  different  groups  of  workers  in  industry.  They 

indicate  that  there  exists  an  increasing  sense  of  indus- 
trial responsibility  in  relation  to  unemployment  and  that 

as  technical  methods  of  providing  relief  and  preventive 
devices  are  worked  out,  the  cost  may  be  reduced  and 
the  worker  in  time  bear  some  part  of  it.  The  private 
measures  so  far  used  to  meet  the  unemployment  problem 
are  for  the  most  part  relief  measures  and  appear  to 
have  been  successful  as  the  cost  has  been  reduced 
through  the  development  of  preventive  features  and  the 
systematization  of  relief. 

The  private  efforts  of  employers,  trade  unions,  and 
other  organizations  to  provide  for  or  prevent  unemploy- 

ment have  not  as  yet,  however,  developed  to  an  extent 
suflScient  to  afford  an  adequate  basis  upon  which  to 
build  a  system  of  public  insurance  in  the  United  States. 
The  unemployment  risk  among  American  wage  earners 
is  not  known  with  any  degree  of  definiteness,  but  avail- 

able figures  indicate  that  compared  with  industrial  coun- 
tries in  Europe  the  rate  is  very  high  and  has  not  been 

reduced  to  a  working  minimum.  The  financial  basis 

which  would  be  required  for  an  actuarially  safe  insure 
ance  system  in  the  United  States  would  involve  an  enoi> 
mous  expense.  Furthermore,  the  political  organization  of 
the  United  States  would  make  the  adoption  of  a  national 

system  of  unemployment  insurance  impossible  without 

constitutional  changes,  and  the  country's  vast  extent, 
diversified  industries  and  social  composition  would 
create  under  such  a  system  an  administrative  problem 
of  gigantic  proportions  and  cost.  If,  on  the  other  hand, 
a  system  of  unemployment  insurance  were  to  be  built 
up  by  the  separate  states,  the  complications  arising  from 

attempting  co-operation  between  the  states  in  the  place- 
ment of  workers  and  adjustment  of  compensation  would 

likewise  present  administrative  problems  of  difficulty, 

especially  in  view  of  the  probability  that  the  legislation 
in  the  separate  states  would  differ  widely.  In  addition 
to  these  difficulties  is  the  fact  that  there  does  not  exist 

in  most  states  either  a  system  of  labor  exchanges  or 

comprehensive  organizations  of  wage  earners,  either 

one  of  which  European  experiences  indicates  as  a  neces- 
sary basis  for  a  public  insurance  scheme. 

Not  Ready  for  Public  Insurance 

Such  legislation  for  public  unemployment  insurance 

as  that  projected  in  the  Wisconsin  Bill  of  1921  and 
others  modelled  on  it,  is  based  on  the  recognition  of  the 

necessity  of  promoting  individual  effort  to  determine, 
stabilize  and  reduce  the  unemployment  risk.  On  its 

actual  success  in  achieving  this  end  in  practice,  depends 

its  cost  and  effectiveness  in  the  relief  of  unemployment. 

This  is  dependent  on  better  knowledge  regarding  unem- 
ployment and  on  the  extent  to  which  similar  methods 

are  adopted  in  other  states  and  over  the  country  as  a 

whole.  Such  extensive  adoption  would  require  nation- 

wide legislation  which  would  be  of  great  practical  diffi- 
culty and  great  cost.  The  final  question  raised  by  such 

legislation  is  whether  the  stimulation  of  private 
co-operative  efforts  to  reduce  unemployment  which  are 

necessary  to  meet  the  need  for  unemployment  relief  and 
serve  as  a  basis  for  any  extended  system,  can  be  more 

economically  and  effectively  achieved  by  compulsory 

legislation  than  by  some  other  means?  The  problem 

is.  therefore,  put  squarely  to  industrial  management  in 
the  United  States  to  devise  such  other  means. 
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Forced  and  Shrink  FUi  In  Machine 
Construction  and  Repair 

BT  W.  a.  STANBIfWD 

oa  akatu  bgr  nmm  of  foread 
•f  Um  — tl  BMthod  of  Mcurinv 

tb«  pMfti  ty  ■■■■■  rf  Ian.  doM  net  Man  to  b«  aa«d 
to  tiM  «s«Ht  tki*  It  tkoidd.  cximidtriiif  the  «rc«>ll«tit 
I— !>■  tliAt  U9  ob>»lMd  with  Burh  parts  m  fear  wheds 
tkal  M«  aobjaetod  to  iMavjr  Tibration.  Pinions  held  on 
•hafts  bgr  hajrs  will  aot  stand  jarring  for  any  length  of 
tiHMb  aad  aooMr  «r  latar  thtr  baeooM  looae.  In  case 
tha  pnHBra  aaattad  upaa  •  pinloa  la  eoBtinuous.  the 
kMv  will  vmmIb  faat  upon  itj  ahaft  for  a  much  longer 
ttea  thaa  whart  the  BwtioB  is  intermittent  and  jerky. 

Two  IhTs  a  quarter^ircle  from  each  other  will  enable 
•  piatea  to  nmmim  aottd  Joager  on  ita  ahaft:  but  the 

faaad  hy  aovariaaea  that,  whan  continuously 
■chlMfy  ia  daairad.  it  is  much  better  to  force 

m  flaw  waaal  on  a  ahaft  hy  hydraulic  pressure,  no  key 
A  pinioa  or  gear  wheel  preaaad  on  in 

will  rcaaain  until  it  requires  to  be  removed 
of  wer*  taath,  removal  often  being  quickly  ef- 

faetad  bgr  cottiag  a  alot  in  the  bottom  of  a  tooth,  forcing 
a  wadfle  In  the  slot  and  knocking  the  wheel  off  with  a 
baanaar.  In  making  praaasd  or  forced  Ata.  the  differ- 
aaea  ia  dianeter  of  the  mambara  ia  not  great,  as  all  that 
la  aaadad  ia  to  have  the  grip  sotteiantly  tight  to  prevent 
tha  parte  firaaa  allppliifl  aad  eoniag  off.  Any  heavier 

pate  a  atiaia  npoe  the  metal  around  the  hole 
caaae  a  cast-iron  pinion  to  break  while  in  action. 

The  aaaal  piaetke  among  aMchanics  in  fitting  work 
of  tkia  kiad  ia  to  judge  the  aoMMat  of  oversize  for  the 

bgr  tha  faal  of  a  caliper;  but  this  ia  a 
lafhod,  aa  artora  are  likaly  to  be  made 

in  judging  siiea.  The  right  way  of  taking  such  nteasure- 
■aets  is  tqr  maawa  of  an  inside  micrometer  in  the  hole, 
aad  aa  outside  adcrometer  on  the  ahaft  This  puts  all 
aMManaMate  npea  aa  asact  baais.  the  worker  knowing 
Jail  what  alkrwanoa  haa  bean  given  in  thousandths  of 
aa  inch.  A  awchanic  always  gains  by  doing  all  such 
work  aa  earafully  as  poasible,  as  bad  habits  once  formed 
are  hard  to  break  and  often  lead  to  spoiled  work. 

Tbara  is  a  limit  to  the  alaa  of  fits  that  can  be  forced 
or  praaaad.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  as  the  diameter 
of  tka  ftt  iaetaaaiB.  more  powerful  apparatus  is  required 
to  praaa  tba  parte  together,  so  that  a  point  is  soon 

H  doaa  not  pay  to  keep  an  expensive  and 
I  for  oaljr  oceaalonal  uaa.  Force  fits  are 

oa  aadi  comparatively  small  objecte  as 
craakpins.  car-wheel  axlaa  and  machine  parts. 

ALLOWAMCEi  roB  Pm 

In  judging  the  proper  aUowanea  for  a  prcas  fit.  sev- 
eral factors  have  to  be  takaa  into  consideration ;  namely. 

the  tbirkasM  of  BMtal  surrounding  the  hole,  the  kind 
aad  gaaUtjr  of  the  aurtorlal  of  which  the  parte  are  made, 

ik  the  wnrk.  and  also  the  smoothneaa  and  ac- 
of  Um  bore  and  ahaft  that  are  to  be  fl^ad  to- 

flather.  Aa  a  gaaaral  rule,  to  make  a  praaa  0t  of  the 
giaataat  poaaiMa  strength,  there  should  be  a  difference 
la  the  atses  of  tke  parts  to  be  fitted  together  of  from 
9Mt  to  €u0«8  la.  for  each  inch  of  dtemator. 

rule  will  serve  to  give  an  idea  of  the 
for  making  foread  fits  for  different 

;  The  rsquired  prsasure  in  tons  will  be 
tile  tt  aloaaaca  ia  tboaaandths  of  an  inch.  molti|riiad 
bf  dte  Mwitir  of  tka  ahaft  ia  laekaa  aad  alaa  br  the 

factor  of  H.  As  an  example,  auppoae  that  a  gear  wheel 
ia  to  be  forced  on  a  4-in.  shaft,  the  allowance  being 
0.002  in.  for  each  inch  of  diameter. 

4  X  0.002  m  0.008  in.  allowance. 
The  preaaure  in  tona  will  be  8  X  4  X  li  =  48  tons. 
Oa  smaller  diametera  of  shafta  where  a  very  strong 

grip  between  the  parte  is  desired,  the  larger  altowance 
of  0.00S  in.  can  be  used. 

It  will  be  apparent  that,  if  the  allowance  figures  given 
were  adhered  to  for  very  large  siied  shafte,  the  re- 

quired pressure  M-ould  be  very  great  and  beyond  the 
capacity  of  the  appliances  found  in  most  shops.  To 
show  this  clearly,  we  will  suppose  that  a  14-in.  crankpin 
is  to  be  fitted  into  iU  disk. Then, 

0.002  X  H  =  0.028  in., 

And.  28  X  14  X  H  =  588 

tons  pressure  needed  to  do  the  work.  Very  few  factories 
poaaeas  the  facilities  for  obtaining  such  heavy  pressure. 
However,  the  extra-tight  fits  are  usually  unnecessary. 
In  practice,  for  a  shaft  of  14-in.  sire,  it  will  be  found 
that  a  0.012  in.  total  allowance  will  hold  tightly,  the 
tonnage  neceaaary  to  force  the  parts  together  being  very 
much  leaa. 

Soma  mechanics  taper  the  sections  to  be  fitted,  think- 
ing that  tighter  fite  will  result.  This  is  bad  practice, 

because  the  tendency  of  taper-fitted  parts  to  become 
loose  under  vibration  is  always  present.  On  the  other 
hand,  a  taper  fit  does  not  abrade  the  contacting  surfaces 
to  the  extent  that  a  parallel  fit  does.  In  order  to  prevent 
abrasion  in  work  of  this  kind,  it  is  advisable  to  lubricate 
the  surfaces  with  white  lead  mixed  with  a  little  lard  oil, 
or  else  rub  a  piece  of  ordinary  soap  over  the  surfaces. 
It  is  best  to  keep  the  members  as  smooth  as  possible,  so 
aa  to  alk)w  for  putting  new  gears  on  the  shaft,  should 
they  be  needed  later. 

Shrink  Fits 

Shrink  fits  are  employed  in  cases  where  the  greataat 

possible  binding  effects  are  desired,  being  used  exten- 
sively by  machinery  manufacturers,  and  also  in  rail- 

way locomotive  shopa  for  putting  tires  on  the  driving 
wheels  of  engines.  Repair  forces  also  use  shrink  fits  to 
hold  parts  of  machines  together  in  emergency,  aa  welt  as 
in  permanent  work. 

Aa  in  force  fits,  the  allowance  for  a  shrink  fit  depends 
to  a  great  extent  upon  the  thickness  and  amount  of 
metal  around  the  hole,  as  this  has  a  great  influence  upon 
the  stresses  in  the  hub  at  the  bore  of  the  wheel.  The 
higher  the  heat  of  the  outer  member,  naturally  the 
greater  the  expansion  and  the  subsequent  shrinkage. 

By  properly  sizing  the  parts,  it  is  possible  by  the  shrink- 
age method  to  control  definitely  the  amount  of  pressure 

between  a  wheel  and  its  shaft.  In  actual  practice  there 
are  limitit  beyond  which  it  is  not  safe  to  go,  on  account 
of  the  mechanical  stresses  set  up  when  the  metal  is  cold. 
Should  the  final  pressure  exceed  the  elastic  limit  of  the 
steel,  a  permanent  set  will  occur,  the  metal  around  the 
hub  being  under  a  strain  and  likely  to  develop  a  crack. 

Should  the  pressure  on  the  hub  be  so  great  that  its  ulti- 
mate strength  is  exceeded,  it  will  burxt  when  the  parts 

become  cokL 

For  the  general  run  of  machine  work,  .in  all-iwance 
of  about  0.004  in.  for  each  inch  of  diameter  of  the  fit 

will  give  satisfactory  resulU.  On  account  of  their  large 
dUmeters.  railroad  locomotive  tires  are  shrunk  on  with 
an  allowance  of  from  A  to  A  in.  per  foot,  of  diameter, 

and  thejr  give  effective  service  in  withsUnding  shocks. 
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Scientific  Selection  of  Materials  for  Forgings 
Selecting  Steels  to  Suit  the  Job — Specimens  Subjected  to  Exhaustive  Tests — 

Importance  of  Heat-Treatment — Work  Supervised  by  Laboratory 
SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

THERE  is  probably  no  piece  of  metal  entering  into 
machine  construction  that  is  subjected  to  more 
severe  usage  than  the  crankshaft  of  the  high- 
speed internal  combustion  engines  of  automobiles  and 

aircraft.  From  the  moment  the  engine  is  put  into 
service  this  shaft  is  called  upon  to  withstand  a  rapid 
succession  of  hammerlike  blows  to  the  number  of  thou- 

sands per  minute  that,  aside  from  the  wringing  and 

twisting  sti-ains  to  which  it  is  at  the  same  time  sub- 
jected, would  soon  disintegrate  any  but  the  most  care- 

fully designed  and  structurally  perfect  forging. 
It  is  not  enough  merely  to  say  that  such  a  forging 

ing  in  the  production  of  forgings  for  automobiles, 
where  there  are  maintained  complete  laboratory  systems 
for  determining  the  properties,  both  chemical  and 
physical,  of  each  lot  of  steel  received  from  the  steel 
mills,  establishing  a  permanent  record  thereof  and 
supervising  the  progress  of  the  stock  through  the  forge 
and  heat-treating  departments.  This  article  is  based 
upon  a  trip  through  the  Worcester  works. 

The  suitability  of  a  steel  for  a  definite  forging — as  a 
crankshaft  for  an  automobile  engine — is  determined  by 
its  ability  to  resist  the  peculiar  shocks  and  strains  to 
which  such  a  shaft  is  subjected  in  service  and  as  this 

FIG.    1— THE    STEEL   YARD 

must  be  sound  and  of  good  material.  In  order  to  be 
certain  that  the  crankshaft  will  render  continuous  and 
satisfactory  service  it  is  necessary  for  the  manufacturer 
to  know  by  actual  test  that  the  steel  from  which  the 
forging  is  made  is  free  from  structural  defects;  that  it 
is  sufficiently  strong  to  absorb  the  shocks  and  convert 
them  into  useful  work;  and  that  it  possesses  the 
property  of  resilience  to  a  degree  that  will  enable  it  to 
endure  the  continued  hammering  of  the  pistons  and 
their  connections  and  preserve  its  structure. 

It  thus  devolves  upon  the  manufacturer  of  high- 
grade  crankshaft  forgings,  who  would  jealously  guard 
his  reputation  as  a  supplier  of  strictly  first-class  mate- 

rial, to  subject  the  steels  from  which  his  product  is 
made  to  a  most  careful  scrutiny,  not  only  for  visible 
defects  in  its  structure  but  in  the  matter  of  chemical 
composition  and  the  more  intimate  physical  properties 
that  can  be  determined  only  by  the  application  of  tests. 

The  Wyman-Gordon  Co.,  operates  extensive  forging 
plants  at  Worcester,  Mass.,  and  Harvey,  111.,  specializ- 

ability  follows  to  some  extent  the  chemical  composition 
of  the  steel  the  chemical  analysis  must  necessarily  be 
the  basis  upon  which  the  stock  is  selected. 

All  orders  to  the  steel  mills,  therefore,  specify  the 

chemical  content  of  the  required  material,  and  this  con- 
tent is  the  basis  upon  which  a  consignment  is  accepted 

or  rejected.  To  meet  the  specifications  the  mill  pre- 
pares a  "melt"  of  steel  in  accordance  therewith.  When 

the  melt  is  rolled  into  bars  each  bar  is  stamped  with  a 

number  that  designates  that  particular  melt  and  noth- 
ing else.  This  is  the  "heat  number"  to  which  further 

reference  will  be  made  in  this  article,  and  it  remains  the 
identifying  symbol  of  a  given  lot  of  steel  up  to  the  time 
that  the  consignment  is  analyzed  by  the  purchaser. 

To  the  layman  it  would  seem  that,  given  a  definite 
chemical  content,  all  steels  conforming  to  that  analysis 
should  be  reasonably  uniform  regardless  of  their  origin. 
But  this  is  far  from  the  case.  So  many  factors  enter 
into  the  making  and  rolling  of  steel  that  two  heats,  even 
from  the  same  mill,  though  they  may  be  identical  in  so 
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VML  >-aoiUMa  von  mAUwrnn  roK  tmk 
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CHBMICAL. 

ttrmtha  dwnica]  Uboratoo*  <•  *ble  to  determine,  may 
wMtljr  differing  phyaical  properties. 

of  this  condition  it  U  neceeaary  to  consider 

or  "beat,"  of  eteel  indiTidiuUy,  determine  its 
dMracterieUee  sapenrteijr.  and  •errecate  the  fortingi 

from  it  in  their  pcogrees  throufh  the  sho.i  so  that 
lot  will  receive  the  treetment  best  calculated  to 

>  eat  ita  ««ar-  and  shock-resistinv  properties. 
la  Fig.  1  wmf  be  saan  a  part  of  the  receivins  yard 

of  the  plaal  aaiar  diacaaakn.  and  from  this  view  the 
reader  oyqr  diaeem  how  each  heat  of  steel  is  stacked 
aaparatdy  la  aceordaaee  with  its  number.  As  the  mill 
heat  itY— H*  aigaliaa  notfaiac  apart  from  the  re<rords  of 
the  odll  tlHt  pradaead  tt.  and  as  it  Is  quite  possible  for 
the  eaoM  aaarikar  to  daalfnate  two  or  more  very  differ- 

ent Uadi  of  aleel  If  they  come  from  different  mills,  the 
aiBt  ilap  la  the  proeaee  of  eegrara- 
tioa  k  to  aaslfn  to  each  stack  in  the 

■jraiibol  that  must 
ce-i  be  dupli- 

Thla  afBbel  Is  the  "analysis 
In  Pis.  1  it  may  be 

coaaplcaoaaly  painted  in  several 

Hhall  be  used  for  any  parpose  to  which  it  in  not 
utiapted,  or  receive  any  treatment  other  than  that 
indicated  by  the  requirements  of  its  rom|x).tition, 
each  bar  la  the  stack  la  stamped  with  an  individual 

liumbcr  running  consecutivel)'  from  1  up  to  the  number 
of  bars  in  the  stack. 

Borings  are  taken,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2,  from  the  ends 
cf  the  bars  for  the  purpose  of  analysis.  The  bars  are 
.sampled  in  two  places;  at  the  center  of  the  section  and 

at  a  point  midwa>'  between  the  center  and  the  outer 
surface.  These  samples  are  placed  in  stout  envelopes 
each  marked  with  analysis  numlMir,  the  bar  numl)er,  and 
"outside"  or  "center"  according  to  the  boring. 

As  the  purpose  of  this  article  is  to  cover  in  a  general 
V  the  system  of  supervisory  control  exercised  by  the 
ratory  over  the  selection  of  material  and  .such 

u(K-rntions  as  affect  ita  properties  in  subsei|uent 
handling,  no  attempt  will  be  made  to  describe  in  dotitil 
the  actual  tests.  To  give  the  reader  an  idea  of  the  com- 

plete equipment  provided.  Figs.  S  and  4  are  presented, 
showing  parts  of  the  chemical  laboratory. 

Though  the  result  of  the  chemlrsl  analysis  estab- 
lishes the  status  of  a  consignment  of  Ht«el  it  is  by  no 

means  conclusive  as  an  index  to  what  the  steel  may  be 

expected  to  endure  in  service.  Though  it  may  with 

comparative  safety  be  assumed  that,  given  a  uniform 

showing  by  several  bars  in  the  same  heat,  all  the  bars 

in  that  heat  will  display  similar  characteristics,  it 
does  not  follow  that  bars  from  different  heats,  though 

having  exactly  the  same  chemical  content,  will  behave 
in  similar  manner  under  the  physical  tests.  Indeed, 

wide  variation  may  \ye  expected  in  the  latter  case. 
At  the  same  time  that  the  borings  are  taken  for  the 

chemical  analysis,  short  sections  are  cut  from  several 

bars  of  each  heat,  and  these  "coupons"  are  forged  to  a 
round  section  of  2i  in.  diameter,  regardless  of  the 

size  or  shape  of  the  bar  from  which  they  are  taken. 

These  coupons  are  then  subjected  iti  the  laboratory  to 

a  tentative  heat-treatment  based  upon  the  chemical  con- 
tent and  in  accordance  with  the  judgment  of  the  engineer 

in  charge.  After  heat-treating,  the  coupon  is  sawed 

apart  lengthwi.se  and  one  of  the   result iii>/   half-mund 

la  the  eflaa  of  the  laboratory  there 
la  a  fla  of  5  X  S-in.  tarda,  and  as  each 
fiiaaliBBiiiit  of  steel  is  laid  down  in 
the  yard  the  aame  of  the  supplying 

d  the  mill  heat  number  are 
apaa  one  of  the  cards,  to 
ia  artgnsd  a  eoosecative 

r.  Thia  DaoOier  ia  im- 
Bwdlstaly  palated  upon  the  stack  in 
the  yard  and  thus  Is  established  a 
laeord  to  which  later  will  be  added 
the  actaalchaarieal  content  of  the  stasi 
aa  Mararfaad  hf  the  laboratory,  the 
raaalts  obtained  from  the  physical 

if,  the  disposition  of 
la  the  eoasigomcnt. 

Ta  cemplita  the  sagrsgatinn  and 
that  aot  a  alatW  bar 

no.  »— TIUB  BAl^NCCa  I.N  THE  <-MKMI'AL  U*IK>l(AT
OIt' 
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FIG.   4— TESTING  AND  ANALYZING   SPECIMENS 

pieces  is  again  split,  reducing  it  to  quarter  sections. 
The    half-round    piece    is    preserved    and    to    it    are 

applied  Brinell  tests  for  hardness,  both  upon  the  outer 
surface  and  also  upon  the  surface  exposed  by  the  saw. 

by  chemical  content  and  those  actually 
exhibited  under  actual  physical  test 

are  manifested. '  Though  the  same 
temperatures  and  methods  of  handling 
may  have  been  employed  upon  this 
as  upon  previous  samples  of  like  na- 

ture, the  specimen  may  prove  to  be  too 
hard  or  too  soft.  If  the  Brinell  test 
indicates  a  variation  in  this  respect 
that  puts  the  sample  outside  the  allow- 

able limits  of  hardness,  the  coupon 
may  be  retreated  or  other  coupons 
taken  from  the  same  or  other  bars 

and  subjected  to  treatment  at  dif- 
ferent temperatures,  until  the  proper 

treatment  has  been  found  to  give  the 
sample  the  requisite  physical  prop- 
erties. 

From  one  of  the  quarter  sections 
of  the  finally  selected  coupon  a  test 
piece  as  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  5  is  made 
up  for  the   tensile  test.     The   small 
diameter  at  the  center  is   0.505  in., 

giving   a   cross-sectional    area    of    A 
sq.in.    This  test  piece  is  put  in  the 
testing    machine    shown    in    Fig.    6, 

where  it  is  pulled  apart  and  the  "yield  point,"  or  limit 
of  elasticity  and  the  ultimate  strength,  are  automatically 
recorded   upon  the  chart  of  the  machine.     This  test 
also  indicates  the  ductility  of  the  steel. 

The  property  of  resilience  which  gages  the  ability  of 
the  material  to  stand  up  under  long  continued  shocks,  is 

WW\^\\MW\i.. 
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FIG.    5— SAMPLES    PREPARED    FOR  THE   PHYSICAL  TESTS 

In  the  first  heat-treatment  of  a  specimen  the  only 
guide  is  the  result  obtained  upon  previous  specimens  of 
similar  analysis,  and  is  in  the  nature  of  an  experiment. 
It  is  here  that  discrepancy  between  qualities  indicated 

TK.VSiLE  TE.STING   MACIUNE 

FIG.   7— THE  STANTON  ALTERNATE   IMP.\CT   MACHLVE 

tested  in  two  ways.  The  machine  shown  in  Fig.  7,  called 
the  Stanton  alternate  impact  testing  machine,  is  a  de- 

vice for  delivering  continuous  blows  of  definite  moment 
upon  a  specimen  that  is  turned  half  way  over  after  each 
successive  blow  so  that  the  hammer  tends  to  bend  it 
first  in  one  direction  and  then  in  the  other  until  it 
breaks.  The  weight  of  the  hammer,  the  distance 
through  which  it  falls,  and  the  rapidity  with  which  the 
blows  are  delivered  may  be  changed  to  suit  the  condi- 

tions. For  this  work  the  hammer  weighs  ten  pounds 
and  falls  through  a  distance  of  2  in.  90  times  per 

minute.  When  the  specimen  breaks  the  machine  auto- 
matically stops  and  the  total  number  of  blows  that  have 

been  delivered  is  registered  on  a  counter. 
An  entirely  different  method  of  testing  the  resistance 

of  the  specimen  is  provided  by  the  Izod  impact  testing 
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abowB  in  Fig.  8.  This  machine  breaks  the 
Um  flnt  time  the  hammer  strikes  it,  but  the  dis- 

Ihat  the  hammer  swings  beyond  the  point  where 
It  omtacts  with  the  sample  is  a  resultant  of  the  height 
of  fall  and  the  rssistanct  of  th«  test  piece.  A  movable 
pointer  is  pushed  bjr  the  forward  swinging  hammer  over 
the  scale  at  the  top  of  the  machine,  but  the  pointer  is 
not  attached  to  the  hMmmmr  and  so  remains  to  indicate 
tbe  point  of  grwUst  aioplitttde  of  swing. 

A  specimen  is  prepared  from  one  of  the  broken  pieces 
froM  the  tensile  testing  machine  as  shown  at  B  Fig.  6. 
TW  teat  ptoee  may  be  aeen  in  the  machine  in  Fig.  8, 
Wtm9  ft  to  srippod  in  a  vise  directly  in  the  path  of  the 
Mrtagiaf  kammer  with  the  groove  at  the  level  of  the 

vise  jaws  and  toward  the  hammer.  The  piece  at  C,  Fig. 
&,  has  been  prepared  for  the  Stanton  machine  where  it 
is  held  by  both  ends  and  is  unHuptwrted  in  the  middle 
where  the  hammer  falls.  This  specimen  is  i  in.  in 

diameter  and  the  square  sectioned  groove  haa  a  dium- 
eter  at  the  bottom  of  0.40  inch. 

'Samples  from  every  heat  of  steel  received  ut  the 
yard  are  passed  through  the  above  outlined  sericH  of 
tests  and  the  results  are  tabulated  upon  the  cards  in  the 
file.  The  laboratory  is  therefore  in  a  iioaition  to  a-ssign 
to  each  order  for  forginga  a  steel  that  can  be  guar- 

anteed to  meet  the  conditions  specified  upon  the  order, 
and  to  attach  instructions  for  heat-trentinn  the  forged 
pieces  in  accordance  with  their  requirements. 

To  further  insure  the  segregation  of  cei^uin  kinds  of 
steel  and  to  make  it  impossible  for  even  one  bur  to  be 
subjected  to  improper  heat-treatment,  each  forging  is 
stamped  while  at  the  forging  heat  with  a  symbol  that 
denotes  the  anHlysis  number  and  thus  furnishes  a  means 
of  identifying  single  forgings  in  case  they  are  removed 
from  the  regular  progression  for  any  purpose. 

The  manufacture  of  crankshafts  is  done  so  far  as  is 
practicable  in  one  heat;  including  breakdown,  forging, 
trimming,  and  indexing.  In  Fig.  9  may  be  seen  a  large 
steam  hammer  used  for  producing  crankshafts.  If  the 
design  calls  for  a  flange  to  be  forged  upon  the  shaft  an 
extra  heat  is  necessary  at  that  end  of  the  forging  for 
the  operation. 

As  the  bars  from  the  yard  are  sheared  to  forging 
length  the  pieces  are  stacked  upon  racks,  one  of  which 
may  be  seen  in  Fig.  10,  of  such  design  that  they  may 
readily  be  handled  by  either  crane  or  floor  truck  and, 
each  rack  is  ticketed  with  a  card  bearing  the  job  num- 

ber, the  analysis  number  and  instructions  to  the  fur- 
nace men  for  heat-treating.  As  the  work  progreHnes 

through  the  shop  each  lot  remains  in  its  respective  rack 
or  racks  and  the  tickets  present  a  quick  means  of 

identifying  any  job,  an  identification  that  is  easily  veri- 
fied at  any  time  by  comparing  with  symbol  stamped 

upon  each  forging. 

no.   •— A   t.M«.|.l 
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In  making  up  the  forgings  a  definite  proportion  of 
each  lot  (usually  one  in  six)  is  left  with  an  extra  piece 

of  metal  or  "coupon"  attached,  so  that  tests  of  the  metal 
may  be  taken  from  the  forgings  at  any  stage. 

The  heat-treatment  of  the  finished  forgings  is  an 
operation  of  prime  importance  and  it  is  here  that  the 
knowledge  of  the  properties  of  the  steel  gained  by  the 
laboratory  in  its  preliminary  tests  is  demonstrated  to 
its  full  advantage.  The  index  card  shows  the  exact 
temperatures  that  must  be  attained  to  bring  out  the 
qualities  of  the  steel. 

In  this  department  oil  fired  furnaces  are  used  ex- 
clusively. They  are  each  fitted  with  an  electrically 

operated  automatic  regulating  device  that  is  under  con- 
trol of  the  pyrometers  and  may  be  set  in  advance  to 

bring  the  furnace  to  any  desired  temperature  and  hold 
it  within  a  total  variation  of  not  more  than  5  degrees. 

Various  grades  of  carbon,  chrome-nickel,  chrome- 
vanadium,  and  other  alloy  steels  go  into  the  forgings 
and  each  requires  its  own  particular  heat-treatment. 
Hardening  heats  are  fairly  uniform;  ranging  from  1,450 
to  1,650  deg.  depending  upon  the  grade  of  the  steel 
to  be  treated.  Draw  heats  may  range  from  1,000  to 
1,200  deg.  Fahrenheit. 
From  the  draw  heats  the  crankshaft  forgings  go 

directly  to  the  special  straightening  presses  while  hot, 
where  they  are  straightened  to  bring  the  journals  and 
crankpins  into  alignment  and  insure  suflScient  material 

to  "clean  up"  in  the  subsequent  machining  operations. 
Besides  the  tests  outlined  above  a  constant  watch 

must  be  maintained  upon  the  structure  of  the  steel  by 
means  of  the  microscope.  Though  a  lot  of  steel  may 
show  a  uniform  analysis  and  the  coupon  under  test  may 
demonstrate  that  it  possesses  all  the  necessary  qualifica- 

tions in  the  way  of  strength,  ductility,  etc.,  local  struc- 
tural defects  may  creep  in  and,  if  allowed  to  escape  the 

vigilant  eyes  of  the  laboratory  inspectors,  prove  to  be  a 
prolific  cause  of  mysterious  failures. 

r r 
FIG.   10- 

-RACK  UPON  WHICH  THE  WORK  IS  HANDLED  IN 
THE  FORGE  SHOP 

Though  no  microscope  is  needed  to  show  the  defective 
structures  displayed  in  Figs.  11  and  12,  they  may  be  ac- 

cepted as  evidence  of  what  may  be  expected  in  more 
minute  degree  in  any  lot  of  steel,  even  though  all  tests 
have  proved  it  to  be  of  good  quality  as  a  whole. 

An  Unusual  Break  in  a  Tire  Turning  Tool 
Special  Correspondence 

The  illustrations  show  a  remarkable  break  in  a  tool 

used  for  turning  locomotive  driving  wheels  on  a  90-in. 
wheel-lathe  in  the  plant  of  William  Sellers  &  Co.,  Inc., 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  The  tool  section  at  the  break  is  3 
X  14  inches.     The  cutting  edge  is  unimpaired. 

At  the  time  of  the  break  the  lathe  was  turning  the 

► 

FIGS.  11  AND  12— LOCAL  STRUCTURAL  DEFECTS 
IN  STEEL 

BROKEN  TOOL  WITH  CUTTING  EDGE   STILL  SH.\RP 

tires  on  a  pair  of  drivers  82i  in.  in  diameter  with  a 
cut  varying  from  A  to  i  in.  in  depth  on  each  toolrest. 
The  feed  was  i  in.  per  revolution  and  the  cutting 
speed  144  ft.  per  minute,  consuming  52  horsepower. 

The  tools  had  been  reground  for  this  pair  of  wheels. 
As  there  were  other  interruptions  during  the  turning 
of  this  pair  of  wheels  no  record  was  made  of  the  time, 

but  just  previous  thereto  a  pair  of  80-in.  wheels  was 
turned  in  424  minutes;  also  a  pair  56  in.  in  diameter 
in  47  minutes;  another  pair  76  in.  in  diameter  in  44 
minutes;  a  pair  67  in.  in  diameter  in  39  minutes,  and 
a  pair  54  in.  in  diameter  in  38  minutes,  all  times  given 
being  from  floor  to  floor. 
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jACHINING^ETHOD 

ng.  8 — ^Detroit  centerleag  grinOtng  ma- chine. AbODt  250  /t.  of  work  runs  throneh machine  i)er  hour.  Average  handllni;  rate 
1,200  -pieces  per  hoar 

Fig.  7 — Bryant  chucking  grinding  machine. 
?»  font™'  Jawg  In  collet  chuck.  Hole  Ig ?  **'"•■  *-l*  In.  removed.  Tolerance  0.001 

m.      Production  65  per  hour 

"■0'j^:.i=*;a-,t^E:^ 
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MBitaranrun 

for  Grinding  Operations  Continued — Methods  of  Holdinfr  for  External,  Internal, 
Sarfacc  and  Form  Grinding — Standard  and  Special  Fixtures  and  Magnetic  Chucks 

•tC. 

WHEN  work  ha«  been  previously  finished,  a eolht  or  fixture  of  some  kind  is  often  found 
Mnwarr.  There  are  some  eaaes  where  a  chuck 

can  b*  and  aoeh  as  that  shown  at  ff  in  Pig.  411  in  the 
pwTkw  article,  although  for  a  great  deal  of  work  the 

is  Bot  aoearat*  enoo^  to  produce  first-class  re- 
Pig.  418  ahowi  Mveral  methods  of  hokling 

which  has  bam  prariooaly  machined.  The  ex- 
at  A  shows  a  piece  of  worii  B  held  in  a  collet 
This  eoUet  is  tapered  at  £  so  that  it  fits  a  cor- 

tapar  in  the  ooaepiece  D.  It  is  drawn  back 
falo  poaHioa  so  that  it  grips  the  work  firmly,  by  means 
of  a  rod  which  extends  back  through  the  spindle  as 
at  F.  In  grinding  the  hole  an  internal  grinding  attach- 

ment is  oaad,  with  a  wheel  as  shown  at  G. 
Per  eartain  kinds  of  work  the  method  of  holding  just 

dsaeribad  will  be  foond  aatisfactonr,  although  in  many 
a  coOat  camiot  be  conaidarad  sufliciently  good  to 

thmkMtf  accurata  work.  In  the  example  // 
a  piece  of  thin  work  JT  is  to  be  ground  internally  by 
tha  wheal  O.  Tlw  work  k>cates  in  a  hardened  collar  L 
whidi  Ita  H  aeeoratety.  In  order  to  avoid  distortion, 
tlw  pressure  Daeaaaary  for  holding  tha  work  is  exerted 
antlftijr  oo  the  and  of  tha  plaee  bjr  means  of  the  clamp 
N,  which  ia  bored  out  to  a  diameter  sufficiently  large 
to  allow  tha  grinding  wheal  apladle  to  enter.  The 
•tada  which  hoM  tlM  efauap  Ib  place  are  two  in  number. 
Md  thar  •*•  inaerted  in  tiia  body  of  tha  flxtura  M  aa 

Por  light  work  the  clamp  can  be  aet  up  by 
of  thttmbacrewB  instead  of  the  nuts.  By  bring- 

ing praasuis  to  bear  in  this  way  on  the  end  of  the  work 
Ihara  ia  very  little  danger  of  distortion,  and  therefore 
•  piaca  of  work  which  is  thin  can  be  clanqied  firmly 
•M«gh  to  aOow  the  grinding  to  take  place. 

In  thaaaoMpie  ahown  at  P  the  work  Q  is  to  be  ground 
iMamaBr  br  tha  whad  V.  The  method  of  location  in 
this  caaa  is  by  aaana  of  the  pins  i?,  which  are  set 
In  a  hnrtlsnid  ring  agninat  which  the  work  is  clamped 
*f  "y  •♦  **•  otraps  T.  These  straps  are  operated 
hf  thiBliaiiiini  aa  indicated.  Th*  fixture  5  is 
mnmtA  tfraetly  to  tha  apiadia  of  the  machine.  In 
rare  eaaaa  this  method  of  holding  may  be  found  aatis- 
faetory.  hat  it  wil  aaldon  be  ao  onlaaa  graat  aeeo- 

racy  has  been  maintained  in  the  previous  operations, 
and  unless  the  location8  for  these  operations  have 
been  made  from  the  same  holes.  There  are  instances 
when  a  piece  of  work  must  be  ground  on  the  inside 
after  the  outside  has  been  finished;  and  when  a  subse- 

quent grinding  operation  for  the  outside  surface  is 
necessary,  the  hole  can  be  ground  first  and  the  work 
placed  on  an  arbor  for  the  second  grinding  operation 
with  the  assurance  that  a  concentric  job  will  result. 

The  example  at  V  shows  a  piece  of  work  IV  which 
has  been  previously  machined  on  the  angular  surface 
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no.  4U— UETIIOUH  OF  HOLDING  WORK  KOK  OKINDINQ 

X,  and  it  is  necessary  to  grind  the  other  side  con- 
centric with  the  angular  portion.  The  work  is  located 

on  a  taper  plug  at  X  and  is  clamped  by  means  of  the 
nut  and  washer  at  Y.  The  grindinx  is  don*-  i^y  an 
internal  grinding  attachment.  usinK  the  wheel  Z.  Thi? 
is  a  very  simple  fixture  and  the  only  points  of  impor- 

tance in  connection  with  it  are  the  clearance  for  the 
grinding  wheal  spindle  and  wheel  and  the  method  of 
clamping.    This  particular  case  permits  a  center  clamp. 
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but  other  instances  may  be  found  where  such  a  means 
may  not  be  possible,  in  which  case  a  special  method  may 
be  found  necessary. 

In  order  that  a  spur  gear  may  run  true  after  it  has 

b 

113 

found  that  the  distortion  will  not  allow  the  gear  to 
locate  properly  so  that  the  hole  will  be  central. 

The  diagram  at  K  shows  the  construction  of  a  collet 
chuck  for  holding  spur  gears.  The  gear  L  locates  on 
three  rollers  M,  which  are  set  in  the  collet  N  so  that 
they  will  move  inward  or  outward  as  the  collet  is  con- 

tracted or  expanded.  The  rollers  may  be  three,  four, 
five  or  six  in  number,  depending  on  the  number  of 
teeth  in  the  gear.  They  must  be  so  placed  that  they 
will  come  in  contact  between  the  teeth  and  on  the  pitch 
line.  The  collet  used  is  mounted  in  a  nosepiece  0  which 
screws  to  the  end  of  the  spindle.  The  operation  of  the 
collet  is  by  means  of  a  closer  which  screws  in  to  the  end 
P.  Various  applications  of  this  principle  can  be  used 
for  any  work  of  a  similar  kind,  and  it  is  only  neces- 

sary to  design  the  holding  device  so  that  the  contraction 
of  the  collet  will  cause  the  rollers  to  move  inward  in 
a  truly  radial  direction. 

In  Fig.  420  is  shown  at  A  a  bevel  ring  gear  B  in 
which  the  hole  E  must  be  ground  so  that  the  face  C 
will  run  true  with  the  pitch  line  of  the  gear.  In  this 
case  the  work  is  located  on  three  pins  D  and  clamped 
against  the  hardened  ring  by  means  of  springs  which 
are  applied  to  the  angular  face  C.  This  method  may 
be  considered  good,  providing  the  locating  surface  has 
been  previously  ground  from  the  pitch  line  of  the  gear, 
but  otherwise  there  is  likely  to  be  trouble  due  to  the 
warping  of  the  angular  surface  during  hardening. 

FIG.  419— LOCATING  SPUR  GEARS  FOR  GRINDING 

been  hardened,  it  is  usually  considered  necessary  to 

grind  the  center  hole.  Many  times  the  process  of  hard- 
ening distorts  the  gear  to  some  extent,  so  that  the 

teeth  do  not  run  perfectly  true  with  the  hole.  A 
portion  of  a  spur  gear  is  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  419.  The 
outside  diameter  B,  the  pitch  diameter  C  and  the  thick- 

ness of  the  tooth  D  are  subject  to  a  certain  amount  of 
change  during  hardening.  In  order  to  locate  the  hole 
so  that  it  will  be  central  with  the  pitch  line  of  the  gear, 
pins  are  placed  between  the  teeth  as  shown  at  F.  The 
distance  E  from  the  center  of  the  gear  must  be  deter- 

mined and  maintained  with  care.  The  diameter  of  the 
pin  should  be  such  that  the  pin  will  strike  the  tooth 
directly  on  the  pitch  line,  and  as  this  point  lies  on  a 

FIG.   420— LOCATING  BEVEL  RING  GEARS 

curved  surface  care  must  be  taken  to  see  that  the  pin 
is  correctly  proportioned. 

In  the  example  G  the  method  of  locating  is  by  means 
of  the  outside  diameter  of  the  gear  in  a  pocket  H.  This 
method  is  not  usually  considered  good,  as  it  may  be 

FIG.  421— HORIZONTAL  CYLINDER  GRINDING 

A  better  way  of  grinding  the  hole  is  shown  in  the 
example  at  F.  Here  a  master  gear  G  which  is  accu- 

rately made  is  screwed  to  the  face  of  the  fixture  and 
located  centrally.  On  this  master  the  ring  gear  H  is 
located,  being  clamped  in  place  by  means  of  the  hook 
bolts  at  K.  This  gives  the  pitch-line  location,  so  that 
when  the  hole  is  ground  it  will  be  true  with  the  pitch 
line  of  the  gear.  The  hook  bolts  K  are  of  light  con- 

struction and  in  some  cases  springs  can  be  used, 
although  the  latter  must  be  very  stiff  unless  the  gear 
is  of  small  size.  The  hook  bolts  can  be  operated  by 
thumbnuts  at  the  rear  of  the  fixture  L. 

Cylinders  for  gas  engines  are  often  finished  by  grind- 
ing, and  the  machine  used  for  the  purpose  has  a  spindle 

arranged  horizontally  and  carried  in  eccentric  sleeves, 
as  shown  at  K  in  Fig.  421.  Provision  is  made  so  that 
the  eccentricity  of  the  spindle  can  be  adjusted,  to  take 
care  of  various  diameters  within  the  capacity  of  the 
machine.  The  type  of  fixture  required  for  work  of  this 
kind  is  quite  different  from  any  which  has  been  pre- 

viously shown.  Sometimes  the  work  is  ground  wet  and 
sometimes  dry,  and  provision  may  be  made  for  the 
removal  of  the  dust  by  a  vacuum  system.    Usually  the 
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WMk  A  te  IhU  on  an  angW-plate  Axtur*  B  and  clunped 
i  nufm  pwp— dtettWr  to  the  ■piodle  of  the 
Varjr  aflM  tha  locatkM  U  obtained  bgr  naana 

«f  aevaral  pin*,  aa  ahowa  at  C,  and  tbe  cylinder  la 
dampti  bgr  aoMa  ceaTcnieat  method. 

bi  tka  iHM'l'  *  l*<^  <>  i*  •rraacad  ao  that  It  can 
ha  thrmni  deem  oat  of  the  wajr  when  not  in  uae.  and 
vhan  ia  the  peamon  K  a  cam  lerer  F  locks  it  in  place 
and  at  the  aaaw  tima  fonaa  the  cylinder  againat  the 
Hf*t*f^  sarfaeo.  The  nature  of  the  clamp  used  is  de- 
paadent  entirely  opoa  the  siie  and  shape  of  the  cylin- 

der casting  which  ia  to  be  rroand.     In  operation  the 

rta  «ss— nouMNo  work  on  maonbtic  chucks 

G  ia  moantad  on  the  end  of  a  lonff  spindle,  and 
tka  taUa  J7  la  f ad  fradoally  along  while  the  wheel  is 
hi  rataUaa.  Aa  tha  apindla  ia  mounted  eccentrically. 
tha  path  ihiarrlhad  by  the  wheal  can  be  controlled  so 
that  a   apadiad  diameter   can   be   obtained   without 

HOLMNO  WOUt  ON  MACNVnC  CHUCK8 

The  diagram  in  Fig.  422  illustratea  the  use  of  mag- 
aalk  chacks  for  holding  work  when  grinding.  In  the 

A  the  chuck  B  is  arranged  so  that  an  electric 
■t  can  be  paased  through  iU  coils  by  cloaing  a 

awitch;  aad  as  tha  current  ia  turned  on  the  magnets 
are  aaartfaad.  so  that  thegr  will  pull  and  hold  down 
«■  tha  aarfaca  any  atad  or  iron  parts  which  are  laid 
apoa  tha  chart  Maay  applications  of  magnetic  chucks 
caa  ha  made  to  tha  proceaa  of  surface  grinding,  and 
ia  tha  aaaa^la  tadicatad  a  aaad>er  of  bushings  C  are 
groapad  togMmr  an  tha  efaoek  ao  that  the  ends  can 
be  grooad  by  maaaa  of  tha  cup  whaal  D.  The  chuck 
B  rawtlfea  aad  ia  fad  forward  nndar  tha  wheel  when 
ia  apatatloB. 
AaaUHT  typa  of  aiafnafif  drack  is  more  in  the  nature 

of  a  tahk,  aiaea  ft  ia  roelaagular  in  shape  as  at  F. 
TMa  typa  ia  alw  aoad  for  aarfaca  grinding,  but  the 
taUo  raeiproeataa  ia  tha  direction  indk:ated  by  the 
aiiawa.  so  that  tha  work  paaaaa  bade  and  forth  under 
tha  wiwd  G.  In  grinding  a  group  of  flat  bars  such 
aa  thoaa  alMwa  at  £.  tha  bars  can  be  laid  down  on 
tke  magnHic  tahla  aad  haki  there  by  magnetiam. 

Ia  extreme  caaaa  thrust  pina  caa  be  suitably  piaead 
aa  that  there  ia  no  daager  of  the  work  shifting  while 
tlw  operatloa  la  goiag  on.  This  is  not  ganerally  necaa- 

■cept  ia  caaaa  where  a  rery  aawil  amount  of 
I  af  tha  wotfc  ki  ta  eaotaet  with  tha  UMa.  Mag- 

I  and  tahles  are  aaad  ostansively  in  grinding 
■aiaaaHy  a  eoaibination  of  the  chucks 
af  loeatiag  work  can  be  made.  For 

If  a  loeatioo  la  needed  ao  that  work  will  be 
far  oa|y  a  aartala  portioa  of  iU  width  or  length. 

Ilia 

magnetic  chuck,  and  yat  a  aurfaoa  grinding  operation 
may  be  required.  A  typa  of  fixture  used  for  work  of 
this  kind  is  shown  in  Pig.  423.  The  castings  A  are 
to  be  ground  on  the  surfaces  B,  and  they  have  l>een 
previously  machined  on  the  surfaces  C  and  in  the  holeA 
D.  The  surface  C  and  holes  D  can  therefore  be  used 
for  location,  and  a  fixture  can  be  designed  like  that 
shown  at  E. 

The  bed  of  the  fixture  ia  long,  and  is  arranged  so  that 
it  can  be  fastened  to  the  table  of  a  horizontal  surface 

grinding  machine  by  means  of  T-bolts.  The  work 
locates  on  two  pina  in  the  holes  D  and  rests  on  the 
surface  C.  It  is  clamped  down  by  means  of  straps  E 
at  the  ends  and  between  the  pieces.  Fixtures  of  this 
kind  are  very  simple  in  their  general  construction, 
although  instances  are  found  where  the  shape  of  the 
piece  neceasitates  particular  care  in  the  location  and 
c'amping. 

Care  should  alwaj's  l>e  taken  to  place  as  msny  pieces 
on  the  table  as  the  diameter  of  the  wheel  will  cover, 
and  in  locating  the  work  the  distance  between  the 
flanges  should  be  as  small  as  poiuiible,  always  havinpr  in 
mind  the  necessity  for  ease  in  operating  the  clumpa. 
It  is  much  better  to  arrange  the  work  so  that  the  pieces 
will  approach  each  other,  as  shown  at  F,  rather  than 
to  have  them  spaced  a  considerable  distance  apart,  as 
at  G.  The  wheel  H  passes  over  the  flanges  of  the 
work  as  the  table  reciprocates  in  the  direction  indi- 

cated by  the  arrows. 

UisK  Grinding 

The  fixtures  used  for  disk  grinding  are  generally 
very  simple  in  their  design,  as  the  work  which  is  done 
is  a  plain  surfacing  operation.  Fig.  424  shows  a  piece 
of  work  A  in  contact  with  a  revolving  disk  B  on  which 
there  is  an  abrasive  substance.  The  surface  which  is 
to  be  ground  is  shown  at  C.  The  piece  is  held  in  a 
fixture  D,  located  against  pins  E  and  clamped  by  some 
convenient  method  which  can  be  rapidly  operated.  Tht- 
table  F  is  arrahged  so  that  it  can  be  forced  in  against 
the  work  by  means  of  a  lever  G,  and  at  the  same  time 
it  is  pivoted  on  a  shaft  H  so  that  it  can  be  swung  on 
this  shaft  as  a  bearing.  A  counterweight  K  balances 
the  entire  unit  so  that  it  is  not  topheavy. 

The  requirements  of  fixtures   for  disk  grinding  on 
H-0-*1 
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machines  of  this  kind  are  of  the  simplest.  The  method 
of  holding  must  be  dovatoped  according  to  the  nature 
of  the  work,  and  it  ia  aasentlal  to  have  a  quick  method 
of  clamping.  Aside  from  this  the  design  of  fixtures  is 
akmg  the  aame  lines  as  those  used  for  milling.  The 
amount  of  metal  removed,  however,  is  comparatively 
small  so  that  the  pressure  on  the  work  is  not  as  great 
as  when  milling. 

The  cxanpla  ataatJonad  is  spplied  to  a  disk  grindinK 
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machine  having  a  single  wheel ;  but  it  is  often  desirable 
to  surface  two  sides  of  a  given  piece  of  work  at  the 
same  time,  and  when  this  is  the  case  the  double-disk 
type  of  grinding  machine  is  to  be  preferred.  The  dia- 

gram at  L  illustrates  the  action  of  the  disks  on  a  piece 
of  work  M  which  passes  between  the  two  disks  N  and  0 

□ 

N- 
<    -0 

FIG.   424— EXAMPLES  OF  DISK  GRINDING 

so  that  an  abrasive  action  takes  place  on  both  sides  at 
P  and  Q.  The  work  is  usually  held  on  a  slide  so 
arranged  that  it  can  be  passed  between  the  two  disks  by 
means  of  a  lever  or  handwheel. 
Any  fixtures  used  for  work  of  this  kind  must  be 

arranged  so  that  the  clamps  will  not  extend  beyond  the 
edge  of  the  fixture,  as  otherwise  they  would  interfere 
with  the  action  of  the  disks.  For  work  such  as  the 
wrench  shown  at  R  on  which  the  two  sides  are  to  be 

surfaced,  a  double-disk  grinding  machine  has  many  pos- 
sibilities. There  are  no  other  points  in  connection  with 

the  design  of  fixtures  for  this  kind  of  work  which  need 
comment. 

Form  Grinding 

In  the  grinding  of  forms  of  various  kinds  two  meth- 
ods are  in  common  use.  In  one  of  these  the  wheel  is 

"dressed"  to  the  shape  of  the  form  required,  while  in 
the  other  the  wheel  is  controlled  in  its  movements  by 
means  of  a  form  of  suitable,  shape  so  that  the  desired 
contour  is  generated.  Fig.  425  shows  an  example  at  A 
in  which  the  work  B  is  ground  on  the  diameter  C,  the 
face  D  and  the  fillet  E  at  the  same  time  by  means  of 
a  wheel  which  is  shaped  to  the  form  shown. 

Another  example  of  a  piece  of  work  which  can  be 
handled  by  means  of  a  formed  wheel  is  shown  at  F. 

Here  the  wheel  is  formed  to  the  angle  G,  and  the  por- 
tion H  made  straight  so  that  both  the  angle  and  cylin- 

drical portion  are  ground  at  the  same  time.  In  the 
form  shown  at  K  the  work  is  of  a  curved  contour,  and 
therefore  the  wheel  must  be  very  carefully  formed  to 
the  shape  shown  at  L  in  order  that  the  surface  may 
be  ground  accurately  and  to  the  required  dimension. 
These  examples  all  illustrate  the  field  which  is  covered 
by  the  process  of  grinding  with  a  formed  wheel.  A 
cylindrical  grinding  machine  is  used  for  this  work. 

For  the  generating  of  surfaces  either  internal  or 
external  another  type  of  machine  is  required,  but  two 
methods  are  possible  on  some  of  this  work.  For  ex- 

ample, the  piece  shown  at  Af  is  to  be  ground  on  the 
taper  at  N  and  in  the  straight  hole  0.  This  work  can 
be  done  by  means  of  an  internal  grinding  machine 
arranged  so  that  the  taper  will  be  generated  by  the 
taper  slide.  After  this  has  been  done  the  slide  can  be 
set  over  to  grind  the  straight  portion  0. 

By  using  a  type  of  machine  which  has  a  control  or 
form  plate,  both  surfaces  can  be  ground  in  the  same 
setting  without  any  change  in  the  position  of  the  wheel 
or  of  the  slide.  Briefly  stated,  machines  of  this  kind 
have  a  spindle  which  carries  a  grinding  wheel  and  a 
follower  which  controls  the  position  of  the  spindle.  The 
form  plate  is  made  in  accordance  with  the  shape  which 
is  to  be  generated,  and  the  follower  rides  on  this  plate, 
thus  causing  the  wheel  to  produce  the  shape  desired. 
A  plate  for  the  work  shown  at  M  would  have  a  taper 
portion  to  correspond  with  that  at  N  and  a  straight 
portion  like  that  at  O. 

Another  example,  shown  at  P,  has  a  curved  portion 
Q  running  into  a  straight  hole  R.  This  work  would 
be  done  in  the  same  manner  as  that  previously  de- 

scribed, and  the  only  difference  would  be  in  the  shape 
of  the  form  plate.  In  the  example  S  the  work  has  an 
internal  curved  surface  running  into  a  straight  hole. 
The  form  of  control  plate  used  for  this  operation  is 

FIG.  425— PRINCIPLES  OF  FORM  GRINDING 

indicated  at  T,  the  follower  pin  U  controlling  the  move- 
ment of  the  spindle  V  to  produce  the  desired  contour. 

To  make  sure  that  the  hole  is  properly  shaped,  con- 
siderable attention  must  be  given  to  the  shape  of  the 

follower,  in  order  that  the  generation  may  be  correct 
as  determined  by  the  movement  of  the  follower  pin  and 
the  wheel.  The  proper  shape  of  the  grinding  wheel 
periphery  must  be  carefully  laid  out,  and  the  plate 
formed  in  such  a  way  that  it  will  cause  the  wheel  to 
travel  in  exactly  the  direction  desired. 

The  Application  of  Principles 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

After  the  principles  of  management  and  execution 
have  been  laid  down  distinctly  and  in  considerable  de- 

tail by  "the  powers  that  be,"  it  is  the  foreman's  work 
to  see  that  they  are  applied  in  their  entirety  wherever 
he  exerts  authority  and  bears  responsibility.  Natur- 

ally, various  interpretations  of  general  principles  may 
present  themselves  to  different  foremen;  but,  as  a  rule, 
the  variations  are  more  in  the  way  in  which  the  prin- 

ciples are  applied  than  interpreted. 
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Machining  the  Pierce- Arrow  Gear  Shifter  Fork 
Special  Fixtures  and  Milling  Cutters — Four  Milling  Operations  Cover  Most  of  the 

Machininx — CaaehardoninK.  Annealing  and  Sand  Blastinf?— Final  Operations 

SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

AFTER  roasli-criadias  and  straightening  the  forg- 

f\  iaga.  tlM  fork  U  atraddle-milled  by  the  pair  of 1  \  rutton  abewa  in  Fig.  1.  The  fork  ia  heU  in 
•ubatantial  Ja«a  whkh  arr  almost  hidden  by  the  milling 
cutters  tkMBMlVM.  The  cutters  have  forged  inoerted 
tMth  haU  in  position  by  suitable  clamps  and  headless 
•rram.  TIm  kind  of  chips  removed  by  the  cutters  can 
ba  aMfi  WMler  the  cutter  arbor.  An  allowance  of  O.OOS 
ia.  Ml  aadi  aida^  is  made  for  further  finishing. 
TW  fork  ia  carborixed.  after  which  the  circle  or 

radios  is  milled  as  shown  in  Fig.  2.    The  ends  of  the 

no.  L   imiAi>i>Lx-iiiujNa  thb  roMC 

fork  can  be  seen  at  A  and  B,  the  fork  being  held  in 
poaHioo  by  the  substantial  clamps  C  and  D.  After 
ffonoring  the  borrs.  the  top  and  bottom,  as  well  as  the 

kV    i'.'..  r  of  the  bolt  lug  are  milled,  aa  shown  in  Fig.  3. 

allowing  0.2  to  0.25  in.  all  around  for  finishing.  The 
fork  is  carried  in  the  fixture  shown,  the  sliding  jaw  ̂ 4 
forcing  it  to  place  against  the  abutting  end  of  the 
fixture.  The  squareness  of  the  fork  with  the  sliding 
portion,  is  secured  by  means  of  thf  nnKle  plate  R. 

1  K;    3      Mil. mm;  T!1K  iioi.t  l.\r. 

Next  the  ends  are  milled  to  length,  the  fork  end  cut 
oflf  and  after  removing  any  burrs,  the  fork  end  is 
casehardened  and  the  other  end  annealed.  Sand  blast- 

ing follows  these  operations,  after  which  a  scleroscope 
ti'st  is  made  on  both  the  hardened  and  annealed  portions 
of  the  fork. 

The  fork  is  then  straightened  and  opened  if  neces- 
sary, and  the  large  diameter  ground.  This  is  followed 

by  another  milling  operation,  as  shown  in   Fig.  4,  by 

I  I  ■.  I.  II   M  ; I  '  ■rioM    ANI'   HM'HI.I'l.l: 

rui  2.    Miixixo  iKsir/B  or  cmrtjc 

■.  hich  the  bottom  and  shoulder  are  finish-milled.  Drill- 
ing, reaming,  burring  and  countersinking  the  screw 

holes,  tofftlher  with  grinding  out  the  small  diameter  on 
the  fork  end  eompietea  the  operations  as  carried  out  in 
the  Pierce-Arrow  plant  in  Buffalo,  N.  Y. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Fourth  Part  of  Section  on  Gear  Drives— Good  and  Bad  Points  of  Cone  and 

Tumbler  Device— Requirements  for  Successful  Operation 
By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 

Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

B,5q 

J 

THE  oldest,  and  therefore  best-known,  so-called 
quick  gear  change  device  is  the  cone  and  tumbler. 
It  has  the  advantage  of  compactness  and  sim- 

plicity and  lends  itself  to  a  great  many  speeds  in  one 
shift  without  additional  complications.  On  the  other 
hand,  it  requires  great  care  in  the  design  when  applied 
to  anything  but  light  loads.  Fig.  92  shows  it  in  its 
simplest  form.  The 
gears  A-B-C-D-E-F 
are  keyed  to  the  driv- 

ing shaft.  Pinion  H 
slides  on  the  driving  i- 
shaft  and  transmits 
power  to  any  of  the 
cone  gears  through 
idler  G.  Of  course 

this  action  may  be  re- 
versed and  the  cone 

made  the  driving 
member,  while  the 
sliding  pinion  is  driv- 

en.   G  and  H  are  held 
in  the  bracket  J  which  also  slides  on  the  shaft.  A 
handle,  attached  to  J,  serves  to  slide  J  along  the  shaft, 
and  also  to  swing  it  so  as  to  bring  idler  G  into  mesh 
with  one  of  the  cone  gears. 

Some  01  the  difficulties  one  meets  when  applying  the 

m 
L 1 

FIG.  92 — SKETCH  OP  CONE 
AND  TUMBLER 

anything.  It  is  well  to  recognize  limitations  in  a  device, 
but  this  should  only  serve  to  limit  its  application  to 
cases  where  it  properly  belongs,  and  not  to  condemn 
and  drop  it  entirely. 

In  order  to  make  this  arrangement  a  success,  it  should 
be  so  constructed  that  it  can  stand  the  load  without 
danger  of  breaking  or  too  much  deflection  and  without 
any  features  which  permit  it  to  vibrate.  In  addition, 
it  should  be  possible  to  operate  it  with  ease.  It  is,  of 
course,  easy  to  proportion  the  gears  properly  for  the 
load,  but  there  are  difficulties  to  face  when  it  comes  to 
the  shaft.  If,  for  instance,  each  of  the  six  gears, 
A-B-C-D-E-F,  were  of  U-in.  face,  their  total  length 
on  the  shaft  would  be  about  9  J  in.  The  length  of  the 
pinion  shaft  between  bearings  would  then  be  9i  in. 
plus  the  length  of  bracket  J  on  the  shaft. 

Length  of  Bracket  Bearings 

It  is  sometimes  thought  that  the  shaft  finds  bearings 
in  bracket  J,  but  this  is  not  the  case.  The  shaft  does  not 
support  the  bracket,  but  is  supported  by  it.  It  might  be 
thought  that,  this  being  the  case,  the  bearings  in  bracket 
J  can  be  made  very  short,  but  again  this  is  not  the 
case;  for  the  bracket  carries  the  load  of  the  tooth  pres- 

sure, so  that  the  pressure  between  bracket  and  shaft 
is  equal  to  this  tooth  pressure.  The  length  of  the 
bracket  on  the  shaft  must  therefore  be  the  same  as 

Whan  9  is  o/rii/er  runnirq  in  oli reckon  l\  With  poinf  0  fo  right  of  A  gear  Pis  pulled  ini-o  mesh 
"     P   "       •'  "  "  "        2  J-    ••  -•     0  "    left  ̂ "  A     "    P  o  pushed  out  of  mesh 
"     <J    "       "  "  "  "       Jl     "  >.      0    "  right    »  A      -    p  -  pulled  into  mash 
"     P    «       "  "         •'  »       4  (    <•         '>     0    -  left    « A     '    P  '  pushed  out  of  mesh FIG.  93 

FIGS.  93  AND  94 — DIAGRAMS  TO  SHOW  ACTION  OP  CONE  AND  TUMBLER  GEARS 

cone  and  tumbler  arrangement  are  very  evident  even 
from  this  crude  sketch.  The  failings  of  the  system 
were  at  first  not  recognized  or  perhaps  overlooked,  and 
the  arrangement  was  applied  wherever  a  quick  change 
device  was  required.  As  a  result  it  began  to  show  up 
its  limitations  and  undesirable  qualities  and  gradually 
came  to  be  considered  by  many  designers  as  unfit  for 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

the  length  of  the  stationary  bearings  for  this  shaft. 
This  causes  the  length  of  the  shaft  between  its  bearings 
to  be  excessive  in  many  cases.  In  addition  to  the  tooth 
pressure,  the  shaft  must  support  the  weight  of  bracket 
and  idler.  This  condition  of  having  heavy  pressure 
on  a  shaft  of  which  the  bearings  are  spread  far  apart 
makes  a  very  undesirable  arrangement  and  should  be 
avoided  when  possible. 
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It  U  oAhi  Uwucht  nwrwiry  to  anbody  a  wide  rang« 
of  ipMii  la  0»  eMM  aad  UnMsr  Mnatamtnt.  m  that. 
If  «•  «Mi  to  kmp  tk*  krflMt  of  tlM  gwuv  within  raMoo- 
•Ui  Halla,  w  mm^  wmka  Oo  nMlkrt  of  thcM  t«urt 
■■  mm!  m  H  b  poMlbl*  to  bmIm  it  and  this  vma» 
that  tlM  driving  pinion  niao  ahould  be  kept  to  tlie  sniall- 
•at  poaaibla  diameter.  Conaequently.  it  is  often  not 
yoaaibit  to  giva  tite  shaft  the  deaired  Hfidity  by  givinr 

it  ft  iMat  dlHMler.  It  will  th4>r«>fon?  be  necaaaar)'  to 
to  avoid  the  long  un^upportod  aliaft. 

tirely  different  aet  of  conditions  is  met  ai-cordinR  to 
witather  the  idler  maaliea  with  the  Bmall  or  with  the 
large  gaar.  It  may  very  well  be  poaaible  that  the  small 
gear  lua  a  tendency  to  pull  the  idler  into  mesh,  whereaa 
the  large  gear  may  have  the  tendency  to  throw  it  out. 
This  matter  waa  diacusaed  to  bring  out  the  fact  that 
it  is  neeeaaary  to  lay  out  carefully  the  conditions  of 
centers,  and  the  line  of  pressure  for  both  the  largest 
and  the  smallest  gear. 

As  a  rule,  braclcet  and  lever  are  so  constructed  thai 

% 

'•••••  rf.9*  rio.rr 
OPBNINO  IN  OBAR  BOX.     FIQ.  IS— AN  ATTKMiT  TO  BKPARATB  SHIKTINQ  AND  RWINUINO 

rx'xiTiONa    rta.  tr— notchkd  cautinq  for  i>ooati.no  rrMBiJCR  BHihTiNt,  lbvek 

The  original  construction  of  this  device  had  a  single 
lavar  by  which  the  braekat  waa  moved  endwiaa  as  well 

ioto  maah.  Whathar  thia  construction  is 

or  whathar  two  aaparata  devicM  are  sup- 
plied, one  for  tha  aidawiae  motion  and  one  for  the 

swinging  movaawat,  thia  latter  motion  presents  a  prob- 
lem of  ita  own.  Fig.  93  shows  a  pair  of  gears  in  mesh, 

ooa  of  tlie  gaara  being  lield  on  a  swinging  arm  which 
paraiita  it  to  Im  brought  into  or  out  of  mesh.  The 
llaa  of  aetkm  between  gears  P  and  Q  nuy  he  either 
the  full  line  A  or  the  compound  line  A,. 

ErnscT  or  DisecnoN  op  Rotation 

TIm  praaaare  may  be  in  one  direction  or  in  ano'her, 
defwading  on  which  is  tlie  driving  gear  and  on  the  direi- 
thm  of  rotation.  If  Q  is  the  driver  and  running  in  the 
direction  of  arrow  No.  1,  gaar  P  will  be  pulled  into 

ao  feng  as  O  ia  to  the  right  of  A.  but  will  be 
out  of  meah  whan  O  is  to  the  left  of  A. 

Ob  tha  other  hand,  if  P  is  the  driver  running  in  the 
direction  of  arrow  No.  4,  it  will  be  pushed  out  of  mesh 
with  O  to  tha  left  of  A^  aad  pulled  into  meah  with  O 
to  tha  right  of  A,. 

If  Q  ia  the  driver,  but  running  in  the  direction  of 
arrow  No.  8.  gear  P  witl  be  polled  into  mesh  also  when 
O  ia  to  the  right  of  A  and  poahad  out  of  mesh  when  to 
tkt  kft  of  A.  And  finally,  when  P  is  the  driver,  run- 

in  the  direction  of  arrow  No.  2,  it  will  be  pulled 
when  O  la  to  the  right  of  A.  and  pushed  out 
rhaa  tt  ia  to  tha  left  of  A. 

Wa  aae.  than,  that  we  moat  consider  the  direction  of 
M  wa  daviae  our  controlling  mechanism. 

ia  more  than  thia.  The  fuknim  of  the  swing- 
iaf  kecr  can  ba  aa  placed  in  relation  to  the  line  of  action 
of  Ika  taath  prwaara  that,  whether  the  stotionary  gaar 
tanm  to  oaa  dbaetioa  or  aaothar,  it  will  ahraya  throw 
tha  awiagiat  wtmr  oat  of  awah.  Whether  this  will 

or  aat  dapanda  oa  tha  rabtiva  poaitiona  of  the 
of  the  two  tmn.  tha  f  olerom  of  the  lavar,  and 

tha  aagla  of  actiaa. 
Ia  Wig.  U  Ika  aamllaat  and  tha  Urgeat  of  a  act  of 

caaa  taara  ara  dtown  and  it  will  be  aeen  that  an  en* 

when  the  idler  is  in  mesh  with  one  of  the  cone  gears, 
some  part  of  the  bracket  or  maybe  some  part  of  the 
lever  reato  against  a  solid  abutment.  As  the  bracket 
is  swung  from  the  outside  toward  the  center  of  the 
cone,  and  as  the  cone  gear  haa  a  tendency  to  pull  the 
idler  gear  in,  a  solid  stop  under  the  bracket  will  fill  our 
conditions.  It  might  be  asked  whether  it  would  be 
possible  to  arrange  the  parts  so  that  the  cone  of  gears 
has  a  tendency  to  throw  the  idler  out  of  mesh.  The 
answer  is,  that  this  is  very  well  possible  but  that  it 
would  be  very  undesirable. 

In  the  first  place,  it  would  be  difficult  to  mesh  the 
gears,  especially  if  we  should  want  to  make  a  shift 
while  the  load  is  on.  Even  a  relatively  light  load  might 
make  the  shift  impossible.    In  the  second  place,  even  if 

ttmiinf  pin 

.Shiffinm 

i/  Itnr  ' 

MO.  »•— HHirriNa  i-kvkk  with  i/k'atino 
AND  DKTENT  PINK 

the  shift  had  been  accomplished,  there  would  be  a  con- 
stant tendency  to  throw  the  idler  out  again;  and  if  we 

should  furnish  an  abutment  so  as  to  prevent  this  throw- 
ing out,  we  would  have  to  place  it  above  the  bracket 

and  it  would  have  to  be  swung  out  of  the  way  when 
wa  daairad  to  maka  a  new  shift.  In  other  words,  the 
abutment  could  not  be  solid  and  it  would  require  addi- 

tional handling. 
This  fact  makaa  the  cone  and  tumbler  arrangement 

rather  unfit  whare  wa  have  a  reversal  In  the  direction 
of  movanoat,  and  where  this  reversal   mechanism   is 
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located  between  the  source  of  driving  power  and  the 
cone  and  tumbler  arrangement.  Though  we  might  have 

made  the  shift  while  everjrthing  was  running  in  the 

proper  direction,  as  soon  as  the  reversal  had  been  ac- 
complished the  idler  would  be  thrown  out  of  mesh  and 

away  from  the  supporting  abutment. 
There  is  another  reason  why  the  length  of  the  bracket 

on  the  shaft  should  be  considerable,  and  that  is  that 
the  shifting  lever  must  be  of  fair  length  in  order  to 
have  enough  power  to  swing  the  idler  into  or  out  of 

mesh  when  the  gears  are  under  load.  This  long  lever- 
age would  cause  the  bracket  to  cock  on  the  shaft  and 

prevent  the  sidewise  shifting. 

The  problem  of  shifting  is  a  complicated  one  in  prac- 
tice, though  it  looks  quite  simple  at  a  first  glance.    Fig. 

FIG.  99- -ARRANGBMENT  OF  TUMBLER  FOR  LIGHT 
MILLING  MACHINE 

95  represents  the  opening  in  the  gear  box  through  which 
the  lever  projects.  The  steps  showTi  form  the  abutments 
for  the  lever  when  the  gears  are  in  mesh.  In  order 
to  change  speeds  the  lever  is  first  brought  down  as 
far  as  the  lower  edge  of  the  opening  permits,  after 
which  it  is  shifted  sideways  so  as  to  bring  the  idler 
opposite  the  proper  gear  of  the  cone.  It  is  quite  clear 
that  there  is  nothing  to  indicate  when  this  is  the  case, 

because  the  lever  is  some  distance  away  from  its  abut- 
ment. A  mark  on  the  lower  edge  might  indicate  the 

proper  position,  but  this  is  lost  as  soon  as  the  lever 

is  swung  upward  to  bring  the  gears  into  mesh.  There 
is  a  chance  then  that  we  butt  up  against  the  next  larger 
gear.  Altogether  it  requires  some  skill  to  accomplish 
the  shift  without  fumbling. 

;        ■<;  SePA^aT INC,  THE  FUNCTIONS 

For  this  reason  a  great  many  constructions  have  Ireen 
developed  and  patented  in  which  the  two  functions  of 
sidewise  shifting  and  swinging  into  mesh  have  been 
separated.  In  one  of  the  earlier  attempts  a  rod  was 
attached  to  the  bracket  somewhat  as  shown  in  Fig.  96. 

The  rod  projects  through  a  slot  in  the  side  wall  of 
the  feed  box;  it  is  provided  with  a  knob  for  handling 

and  has  V-.shaped  rings  turned  in,  the  proper  distances 
apart.  The  device  was  crude,  but  it  indicates  that  the 
need  was  felt  for  a  better  shifting  arrangement. 

In  other  devices  a  circular  rack  was  turned  on  the 

hub  of  the  bracket  and  a  pinion  provided  for  the  side- 
wise  shifting,  while  this  entire  arrangement  was  put 
in  a  swinging  housing  of  which  the  trunnion  projected 
through  the  side  wall  so  that  the  gear  could  be  swung 
into  mesh  by  a  lever  attached  to  this  trunnion.  There 

were,  then,  two  levers,  each  one  provided  with  a  detent 
pin.  The  proper  number  of  holes  was  provided  for  each 
pin,  so  that  it  was  only  necessary  to  make  sure  that  the 
two  pins  were  located  in  corresponding  holes. 

Less  com.  licated  arrangements  sought  to  guide  a 
single  lever  by  means  of  slots  in  the  casting,  somewhat 
like  Fig.  97.  This  scheme  works  fairly  well  when  the 
gears  are  of  wide  face,  but  if  this  is  not  the  case,  the 
projecting  narrow  strip  of  the  casting  becomes  too  weak 
and  liable  to  be  broken  off.  In  still  other  arrangements, 
the  lever  was  provided  with  a  detent  pin  and  another 
short  pin  was  placed  a  little  distance  ahead  of  the 
detent,  so  that  it  could  be  located  in  a  slot  provided  for 
that  purpose  before  the  gears  began  to  mesh  (see 
Fig.  98). 

Most  of  these  schemes  had  some  merit,  but  none  over- 
came the  chief  objection  of  the  cone  and  tumbler  device, 

namely  that  it  was  supported  by  a  long  shaft  an  J  that 
it  was  merely  located  and  not  locked. 

Shifter  for  Light  Milling  Machines 

In  Fig.  99  is  shown  an  arrangement  patented  by  the 
writer  and  applied  by  the  Cincinnati  Milling  Machine 
Co.  to  the  feed  box  of  its  lighter  millers.  It  overcomes 

entirely  the  first  objection,  while  a  solution  of  the  sec- 
ond one  was  not  attempted.  In  this  device  A  is  the 

idler  which  turns  with  its  shaft  in  bracket  B.  This 

bracket  is  fastened  to  a  finished  cylindrical  casting,  C. 
This  casting  is  bored  out  and  bushed  so  as  to  provide 
bearings  for  the  driving  shaft  D,  and  immediately  ad- 

joining driving  pinion  E.  The  cylinder  C  is  trunnioned 
in  the  frame  of  the  feed  box  F.  The  shifting  lever  G 
is  bolted  to  the  cylinder.  The  front  wall  of  the  feed 
box  has  an  opening  large  enough  to  allow  the  shifting 
lever  the  necessary  play. 

It  will  be  seen  that  the  driving  shaft  is  not  subject 

1K;.    100— SUCCESSFUL  SHIFTING    DEVICE   FOR   HEAVY- 
DUTY   milling  MACHINE 

to  deflection,  due  to  the  tooth  pressure,  and  that  the 
shaft  does  not  have  to  support  the  weight  of  the 
tumbler.  The  bearings  are  close  to  the  driving  pinion, 

as  they  should  be,  and  furthermore,  the  cylinder  itself 
closes  the  feed  box  completely  and  makes  it  dustproof. 

The  great  length  of  the  cylinder  makes  sidewise  shift- 
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its  •>  pwlbiHty  of  btDdinc.    How- 
thm  iMd  ia  •till  carried  biy  th*  d»t*nt  pin  and  thv 

ia  th*  wall  of  the  fMd  box.    Neither  is  there 

w«]r  of  locatinc  the  thiftins  le\-«r  before  it 

la  Fit.  100  is  shown  aaothor  dsvies  patented  by  the 
vrltsr  and  applied  by  the  Cincinnati  llillinx  Sfaehine 
Ca  to  tW  drivm  and  feod  boxss  of  the  high  power 

.g  n«.ioi 

rtOa  1*1  AND  1«J— VARIATIONS  OF  THK  CONB  AND 

In  thb  device  also  the  shaft  is  relieved  of 
strains,  but.  besides,  the  tumbler  is  powerfully 

in  its  proper  position,  while  there  are  means 
for  poattitaly  loeatJnc  the  shifting  device  before  the 

Is  swanc  into  mesh.  In  this  construction  the 
bracket  A  is  hung  on  a  tobin  bronze  plate  B 

which  it  can  slide.  The  brscket  C  which  holds 
Uw  idler  D  ia  pivoted  in  A,  so  that,  when  A  is  moved 
■Haarfas,  C  and  D  anst  go  with  it.  while  at  all  times 
aad  la  any  poaHfaa  of  i4,  C  is  free  to  swing  sround  its 
phnL  Thb  pivot  is  located  around  the  center  line  of 
the  drivinc  shaft  E.  The  swinging  of  brscket  C  is 
aeeeaipUdMd  by  two  spiral  gears.  F  and  G,  one  of 
vMeh  la  located  on  and  keyed  to  an  extension  of  the 

of  C.  while  the  other  is  located  on  shaft  H 
its  bearing  in  bracket  A  and  projects 

tkfvagli  a  loog  slot  in  plate  B  and  in  the  feed  box.  A 
pflot  wheel  /  ia  keyed  to  thU  shaft. 

To  effect  a  shift,  the  pilot  wheel  is  turned  to  the 
left  which  causes  the  bracket  C  to  swing  sround  the 
4rivlBg  shaft,  bringing  the  idler  out  of  mesh  with  the 
cooa  gears.  The  pilot  wheel  should  be  swung  ss  fsr 
aa  n  la  poaalble  to  go.  ThU  will  bring  the  idler  so 
far  oat  of  naoh  that  it  will  not  strike  any  of  the  cone 
gears,  whaa  tha  btadnt  is  shifted  sidewise. 
T1m«li  the  pikit  wheel  U  keyed  to  shaft  H.  it  is 

to  oioTe  it  endwiae  on  this  shaft.  This  move- 
palls  a  pin  out  of  a  detent  hole  in  the  feed  box 

The  pin  is  ktcated  in  a  collar  which  is  pre- 
froas  taming  by  a  tongue  fitting  in  the  sk>t  of 

tka  faai  baa  tnmm.  Whan  the  sidewise  movement  has 
baaa  caaplalad,  the  pin  anaps  in  the  new  detent  hole 
aa  soon  as  the  pikrt  wheel  has  resamed  its  normal  posi- 
ties  on  the  shaft. 

Taming  the  pOel  wheel  to  the  right  lowers  the 
and  bring*  the  gear  into  mesh,  snd  a 

g  in  a  tail  of  the  bracket  against  sn  sbut- 
Coattening  the  mUtion  of  the  pih>t  whed 

Macs  tka  taaMer  bracket  tmnnions  hard  up  against 
tkair  tuarlii,  aad  the  aUdlag  maaibar  against  iu  bear- 
fag  o«  tW  plate  B.  The  aa^la  of  the  aplral  gear  t««th 
U  laaa  Ikaa  the  frktion  aagta.  ao  that  the  parte  remain 

locked  after  the  pressure  is  taken  off  the  pilot  wheel. 
This  device  meets  all  requirements  of  the  cone  and 
tumbler  arrangement,  but  i»  rather  expensive  snd  8)ioiild 

be  used  onl>-  for  important  drives  which  have  to  stuiid 
heavy  loads. 

Many  variations  of  the  cone  and  tumbler  construction 
have  been  attempted.  Many  of  them  were  ill-considered 
freaks,  or  arrangements  which  might  be  tolerated  in 

crude  machinery,  but  which 

were  not  applicable  to  ma- 
chine tools.  However,  some  of 

them  had  some  interesting 
features  which  make  them 

worthy  of  a  closer  acquaint- 
ance. 

One  of  these  constructions 
is  shown  in  Fig.  101.  There 
are  two  shafts,  P  and  Q,  on 
which  are  mounted  a  number 

of  sets  of  gears.  Each  set 
consists  of  two  gears  of  differ- 

ent numbers  of  teeth.  The 
pairs  of  gears  in  shaft  P  are 

indicated  by  the  letters  A — B 
and  those  on  shaft  Q  by  C — D. 
All  gears  are  run  loose  on  the 

shaft  (the  shafts  themselves  do  not  turn).  The  gear  A, 
is  driven  in  some  way  not  shown  in  the  illustration. 
Its  connecting  gear  B,  drives  C,  through  D,  back  to  A,. 
The  connecting  gear  B,  through  C,—D,  drives  A,,  etc. 
It  will  be  seen,  then,  that  we  have  a  series  of  gears, 
A — A, — A,,  all  running  at  different  speeds,  all  on  the 
same  shaft,  and  all  of  the  same  diameter,  so  that  a 
sliding  pinion  E  can  move  from  one  to  the  other  and 
thus  be  msde  to  run  at  as  many  different  speeds  as 
there  are  sets  of  gears  in  the  system.  It  will  further 
be  noticed  that  the  ratio  of  speeds  between  two  sdjoin- 
ing  gears  is  always  the  same.  This  arrangement  is 
very  simple  in  principle  snd  sllows  for  a  very  simple 

rift,  tot 

TUUBUCR  DEVICB 

no.   lot— LBNa-ntENINO  OBAR  TaOTH  TO 
rACILITATB  MBBHtNO 

way  of  changing  speeds  by  merely  sliding  the  driven 
gear,  but  has  the  disadvantage  of  r<H|uiring  a  great 
number  of  gears,  all  of  which  are  running  all  of  the 
time.  Besidea.  a  great  length  on  the  shaft  is  required. 

There  were  arrangements  such  as  are  shown  in  Fig. 
102,  in  which  the  driven  gear  could  be  connected  to  the 
cone  bjr  means  of  two  idlers,  one  above  and  one  below 
the  eone.  These  idlers  might  be  of  different  size,  so 
that  for  each  step  of  the  cone  there  would  be  two 
speeds  of  the  driven  gear.  Or,  again,  instead  of  one 
of  the  idlers,  a  pair  of  compound  gears  might  be  used, 
thus  making  a  greater  ratio  between  the  two  sets  of 
speeds  obtained.     Or,  instead  of  a  single  idler,  there 
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might  be  two  idlers  in  one  branch  of  the  tumbler,  so 
that  right-  or  left-hand  rotation  would  be  obtained, 
according  to  which  side  of  the  tumbler  was  in  action. 
All  these  arrangements  have  the  disadvantage  that  the 
tumbler  is  drawn  into  mesh  on  one  side  and  pushed  out 
of  mesh  on  the  other  side  by  the  action  of  the  gears 
themselves.  Such  arrangements  do  not  permit  of  a 
heavy  construction,  and  can  only  be  used  for  light  loads. 

To  facilitate  the  throwing  into  mesh  of  the  tumbler 

gear  while  under  load,  various  means  have  been  em- 
ployed. The  most  common  way  is  to  provide  the  tumbler 

with  a  long  lever  so  as  to  give  the  operator  sufficient 
power  to  overcome  whatever  resistance  he  may  meet. 
Another  way  is  to  continue  the  curve  of  the  teeth  of  the 

idler,  in  other  words,  to  make  the  idler  teeth  pointed. 
The  cone  gear  may  also  be  made  pointed.  This  facili- 

tates the  meshing  of  the  gears,  but  on  the  other  hand 
weakens  them  considerably  and  this  method  should, 
therefore,  not  be  employed  for  heavy  loads.  (See 
Fig.  103.) 

Summing  up  the  requirements  of  cone  and  tumbler 
arrangements:  The  length  of  pinion  shaft  should  be 
held  to  a  minimum  between  bearings;  the  tumbler 
should  not  be  supported  by  the  shaft,  but  should  have 
its  individual  support;  for  heavy  drives  the  tumbler 
should  be  positively  locked;  some  arrangement  should 
be  provided  to  guide  the  operating  lever  before  the 
gears  are  in  mesh. 

Installing  Electric  Trucks  in  an  Old  Plant 
Investigation  Necessary  to  Determine  Adaptability — Checking  Cost  of  the  Present  System 

— Outfit  for  Changing  Batteries — Ability  to  Stand  General  Abuse 
By  D.  WRIGHT 

Manager   of  Production,   Dodge  Manufacturing  Co.,   Mishawalta,   Ind. 

THE  plant  in  which  it  was  decided  to  use  electrical 
trucks  consists  of  good-sized  machine,  floor  and 
bench  work  foundries;  machine  shop  and  erection 

floors  for  the  larger  class  of  work;  a  large  section  de- 
voted to  wooden  articles;  a  sheet  metal  shop,  sawmill 

and  several  departments  devoted  to  the  smaller  lines  of 
both  stock  and  made-to-order  machine  work.  All  of 

these  departments,  together  with  such  accessory  de- 
partments as  power,  tool,  inspection  and  warehouses, 

are  spread  in  a  more  or  less  regular  order  over  a  space 
of  several  acres. 

The  products  consist  of  a  very  large  variety  of  parts, 
both  metal  and  wood,  ranging  in  weight  from  an  ounce 
or  so  to  several  tons.     A  large  amount  of  the  output 

T.\BLE  I.     SUMMARY  OF  ROUTINE DAILY  MOVES 

One-man 
Average Average 

Time. Daily 
Daily 

Total 
Total Move Minutes 

Trips Tnps 
Daily Daily 

Single Double Time Cost 

Casting  stores  to  department  I . 25 0 10.5 262 1.31 
Casting  stores  to  department  2 . 35 16.6 5.3 600 3.00 
Casting  stores  to  department  3 , 

45 

2.2 
9.4 489 2.44 

Casting  stores  to  department  4 . 

30 

27 

7 616 3.08 
Department  I  to  wareiiouse. . .  . 50 0 

43 

2,150 

10.80 
Department  2  to  warehouse. . . . 40 0 22 880 

4.03 
Department  3  to  warehouse. . . . 46 0 6.5 300 1    50 
Department  4  to  warehouse. . .  . 

40 
0 II 440 

1.83 

Total  daily  cost    27 .  99 
The  above  are  merely  the  common  routine  jobs,  in  addition  to  which  there  are  a 

large  number  of  regular  moves,  which  are  made  at  longer  intervals,  together  with 
special  jobs  of  transfer,  switcliing  of  cars,  etc.,  whicli  are  not  taken  into  con- sideration at  this  time. 

consists  of  items,  whose  sales  values  justify  their 
classification  as  stock,  but  there  is  also  a  considerable 
output  of  those  pieces,  where  infrequent  demand  or 
uniqueness  of  design  make  it  necessary  to  classify  as 
made-to-order  goods. 

It  was  this  varying  nature  of  output  handled,  together 
with  the  nature  of  roads  to  be  traveled,  that  had  made 
it  seem  uneconomical  to  consider  other  than  the  hand- 
propelled  balanced  truck  for  the  moving  of  material. 

In  fact  surveys  that  had  been  made  by  various  represent- 
atives of  electric  truck  concerns,  indicated  that  it  was 

not  feasible  to  operate  either  elevating  or  platform 
«lectric  trucks  over  all  our  runways,  and  it  was  this 
limitation  that  made  it  seem  inadvisable  to  consider 
such  an  installation. 

However,   this  question  was   one  that  persisted   in 

coming  up  about  every  so  often  in  spite  of  its  being 

generally  considered  as  "dead."  Anyway,  it  finally  got 
so  persistent  that  the  writer  undertook  a  more  com- 

plete survey  of  actual  conditions  than  had  yet  been 
attempted,  including  routes  regularly  traveled,  average 
trips  per  day  over  each  of  these  routes  under  normal 
production  conditions,  average  number  of  men  neces- 
saiy  per  trip  on  hand  trucks,  average  time  per  trip; 
in  fact  as  detailed  a  record  as  possible  of  all  factors 
entering  into  our  shop  transportation  system  at  that 
time.  A  summary  of  the  results  of  these  tests  appears 
in  Table  I. 

This  investigation  proved  that  there  was  a  large 
amount  of  soldiering  and  unnecesary  time  lost  on  each 
trip  over  all  of  the  routes,  and  that,  pending  the  in- 

stallation of  mechanical  handling,  it  was  easy  to  place 
a  time  limit  on  the  routes  and  by  means  of  a  rough 
check  on  the  trips,  cut  down  a  lot  on  actual  trucking time. 

In  the  meantime  correspondence  had  been  carried 
on   with   a  number  of  makers   of   industrial   electric 

TABLE  II.    COST  OF  ELECTRIC  TRUCK  INSTALLATION 

(All  figures  are  hypothetical  as  conditions  are  changing  in  market  coDtinually 
and  therefore  the  following  can  be  only  illustrative.) 
Initialexpen.se: 

Truck           $2,000  00 
Skids,  trailers,  etc    200. 00 
Charging  equipment    400. 00 

Total   

.\nnual  expense: 

Depreciation  on  3-year  basis. 
Interest  at  7%   
Allowance  for  upkeep   

Total  annual  charge   

Daily  operating  expense: 

Daily  charge  on  300-day  basis. . 
Daily  cost  operator  9  hr.  at  50c. 
Current  cost   

Total  daily  cost . 

$2,600.00 

$520.00 182.00 
100  00 

$802.00 

$2.67 

4.50 0.50 

$7.67 
vehicles  and  a  pretty  good  idea  had  been  obtained  as 
to  what  the  operating  cost  of  various  types  of  electric 
trucks  would  be,  including  depreciation,  upkeep,  current, 
operator,  interest  on  investment,  etc.  The  results  of 
this  canvass,  as  summarized  in  a  composite  form,  are 
shown  in  Table  II. 

The  writer  had  previously   used  electric  trucks  of 
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ia  otlMT  pbata.  ami  fron  his  oxperienc* 
ovtfHib  kad  •  pnttjr  woBdoaarf  proforoaeo 

of  orhidi  ho  had  boaght  ••yoatoen  ma- 
la tlBMO  paot      Aeeerdlatir  It  io  ooiy  to  mo 

iMa  laqairloo  vara  ooat  oat.  tkoro  was  an  obvious 
adraatago  ia  favor  of  this  paHkoUr  maker.    With  tho 

sot  la  tkls  fMkiOB.  it  is  Botc«-orthy   that  the 
iHts  of  tlM  OMkor  of  this  particular  truck 

lato  a  porfoactorjr  sortes  of  letters.  conUin- 
aad  tardjr  repUeo  to  laqossts  for  information 

aad  a  iaal  eoivlsta  "potoriog  oat"  of  sll  intercourses. 
wllk  tklo  arw  the  st  tent  ion  to  detail. 

aad  pisasinf  psrsonal  iatarcourse 

Iqr  tho  sslttwiff"  of  aaotlior  eoaeam.  who 

piosoiitlin  his  own  products  in  as  attractive 

a  WfM  M  irrtri"*.  took  liold  of  the  whole  sffsir  in  s 
trtatcd  it  first  as  an  electric  truck 

as  an  opportunity  for  his  partic- 
alar  track  to  aMka  good. 

Wa  had  eoaaiderable  trouble  with  our  charging  outfit, 

owfag  to  tho  fact  that  our  factory  uses  direct  current 

of  a  high  voHage.  operating  only  at  certain  hours  dur- 
ing Ika  dqr,  while  the  charging  voltage  on  batteries  is 

Imt  aad  ahoold  be  continuous  over  a  period  ordinarily 
as  idle  sl>op  time.  This  charging  installation 

after  investigation  and  upon  recommenda- 
tioa  bf  the  truck  makers. 

After  being  led  to  botiove  that  after  buying  oar  truck 
aad  the  beautifully  ftttad  op  charging  panel  which  came 

alMV  arith  it,  all  we'd  have  to  do  was  to  plug  in  our 
chatglBg  plug  at  the  end  of  the  day  and  go  home, 

ia  the  thought  that  the  little  sentinel  on  the 
boavd  wmhl  attand  to  aoeh  minor  matters  as 

vottaga,  eattiag  off.  statting  up.  etc,  it  was 
a  pooar  to  eome  back  in  the  morning  and  find  that 
faMlaad  of  being  ail  charged  up  and  in  fine  shape  to 
roa.  oar  battery  had  kist  whatever  charge  it  might 
have  had.  aad  a  day  of  hand  trucking  confronted  us. 
TUi  a'M  Mpoeially  true  when  the  generator  had  been 

I  to  *dla  on  the  line"  before  the  required  charge 
pot  into  the  battery. 

Ultimately  a  small  motor-generator  set  scttuted  by 
city  current,  which  is  available  at  all  hours, 

installed.  This  equipment  handled  the  charging 

'  aieslr,  althaogh  mechanically  it  was  of  poor  design. 
ftaaetioaal  dstail  that  has  not  been  cared  for  as 

jrot,  has  to  do  with  the  poasibility  of  a  momentary  stop- 
paffs  of  the  current  supply  and  the  ability  of  the  charg- 
iag  aatftt  to  bridge  this  gap  and  resume  operations  as 
canant  booooMS  avaifaa>ia. 

A«  oac  prodmt  is  made  up  of  a  big  variety  of  work 
aad  there  are  a  lot  of  things  done  with  our  truck,  which 
are  aot  covered  in  any  estimate  or  figured  in  on  any 
•est,  it  was  deemed  adviaable  to  compile  a  weekly  report 
ng.  I.  froai  a  rseard  kept  by  the  truck  driver,  in 
vhfdi  he  makai  aota  of  alt  his  moves  throughout 
thadagr. 

HydrooMtar  raadiags  are  taken  morning,  noon  and 
aight.  together  with  a  record  of  the  current  consump- 
Uaa  for  the  day  up  to  that  hour  as  shown  by  the 

TMa  daw  lii^Mwrlglua  has  had  the  affaeC  of  koeplag 
tha  avripiNat  Is  Im  il—  Aape  aad  eep«rially  as  it 

ta  that  aqraUrioos.  usnally-negiectad-beeausa- 
heart  of  all  electric  factory  vobi- 

battary.  Oar  original  estimate  ilgnred 
oar  battery  at  tha  end  of  between  two 

aad  thfaa  yaata.  bat  as  aiattars  ooar  oeem  to  ha  pto- 

gressing,  based  upon  our  daily  observations,  this  limit 
is  going  to  be  materially  extended. 

While  on  the  subject  of  storage  batteries,  there  is 
one  point  in  connection  with  our  paKicular  problem 
which  had  a  tot  to  do  with  the  delay  in  making  our 
installation,  owing  to  the  unwillingness  of  some  of  the 
truck  Biakars  to  gusrantee  the  performance  of  their 
product  under  the  condition  as  it  existed  in  our  plnnt. 

Our  heaviest  routine  loads  are  in  the  form  of  finiahed 

material  moving  from  the  various  metalrworking  de- 
partments to  our  small  parts  inspection.  This  depart- 

ment is  located  on  the  second  floor  of  our  warehouse 
and  shipping  building  and  is  reached  by  a  steam- 
hydraulic  elevator  from  the  entrance  to  the  first  floor. 
The  first  floor  is  several  feet  above  ground  level,  with 
the  result  that  all  trucks  entering  this  floor  must 
negotiate  a  ramp  with  a  grade  of  about  14  deg.  and 
perhaps  40  ft.  long. 

This  ramp  is  so  located  as  to  be  practically  impos- 
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siUe  of  change  as  to  either  location  or  grade  and  here 
it  was  that  the  greatest  discussion  arose  as  to  the 
ability  of  the  various  trucks  to  negotiate  the  rise. 

Tha  writer  had  always  had  a  preference  for  a  certain 
type  of  battery  through  a  belief  in  its  ability  to  best 
withstand  general  abuse  in  the  hsnds  of  unskilled  oper- 

ators, but  this  one  troublesome  incline  finally  made  it 
necessary  to  give  ground  in  favor  of  n  hattcry  of 
another  tsrpe  which,  through  its  greater  nliility  to  mnet 

in  unloading  rates  without  permanent 
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injury,  was  the  only  one  which  seemed  to  meet  the 
requirements.  Certain  it  is  that  the  decision  seems 
to  have  been  borne  out  by  results,  as  capacity  loads 
have  been  hauled  up  this  incline  for  a  year  or  more 
and  the  battery  is  apparently  as  good  as  ever. 

The  following  factors  seem  to  be  essential  to  the 
successful  use  of  power  hauling  in  place  of  hand  truck- 

ing in  a  field  of  miscellaneous  production : 

Don't  take  the  salesman's  word  with  regard  to  the 
unbeatable  possibilities  for  economy  within  your  plant 
through  the  adoption  of  mechanical  haulage.  It  is  not 
possible  for  a  sales  engineer  in  the  course  of  a  brief  in- 

spection of  your  layout  to  do  more  than  uncover  the 
more  or  less  obvious  things.  The  host  of  minor  details, 
which  have  so  great  a  part  to  play  in  the  why  and 

wherefores  of  a  plant's  routine,  can  only  be  learned  after 
long  and  intimate  contact. 

Don't  think  that  the  installation  for  power  hauling 
is  going  to  eliminate  the  hand  trucker.  There  will 
always  be  certain  conditions,  where  expediency,  sudden 
need  or  other  limiting  factors  will  make  it  advisable 
to  use  hand  trucking.  On  the  other  hand,  it  is  possible 

to  cut  out  any  men  previously  maintained  for  inter- 
department  service  alone,  and  in  large  departments 
maintain  a  man  for  load  shifting  within  that  depart- 

ment. In  the  case  of  small  shops  this  may  usually  be 

cared  for  by  a  general  sweeper-trucker-roustabout. 
Look  beyond  the  actual  trucking  and  realize  that 

any  truck  can  only  give  service  in  proportion  to  the 
efficiency  and  adaptability  of  its  charging  outfit.  Too 
little  attention  has  heretofore  been  given  by  the  truck- 
maker  to  ascertaining  that  the  purchaser  of  his  truck 
had  facilities  for  maintaining  it  at  a  point  of  high 
efficiency.  Some  day  the  truck  folks  are  going  to  form 
a  combine  with  the  battery  and  charging  equipment 
people,  looking  to  this  co-operative  efficiency  and  then 
there'll  be  more  trucks  sold. 

Get  your  truck  maker  to  tell  you  frankly  what  real 
weaknesses  your  truck  may  have.  He  knows  them,  and 

if  he's  the  right  sort  of  chap  and  realizes  that  you  appre- 
ciate that  even  the  best  of  machines  have  weaknesses, 

he  should  be  willing  to  tell  you  about  them.  Then  cover 
yourself  against  possible  tie-ups  by  laying  in  a  small 
stock  of  spare  parts  to  meet  anticipated  breakdowns. 

Recollections  of  an  Old-Time  Mechanic 
By  John  J.  Grant 

The  variety  of  home-made  and  make-shift  equipment 

that  made  up  Bill  Clapp's  machine  shop  in  North- 
hampton (Mass.)  was  the  best  I  had  ever  come  across 

in  my  travels. 
We  had  a  suspension  drilling  machine  that  was  one 

of  the  handiest  tools  I  ever  saw.  Years  ago  I  wrote 
an  article  on  drilling  machines  for  the  American 
Machinist  in  which  I  described  this  drill.  A  tool  of 
this  description  would  be  a  valuable  tool  for  shops  doing 
large  work  at  the  present  day. 
We  had  one  planer  24  x  24  in.  x  6  ft.,  made  by  Gage, 

Warner  &  Whitney,  Nashua,  N.  H.  The  architectural 
design  was  rather  elaborate,  but  the  machine  designer 
was  certainly  abroad  when  the  drawings  were  made 
(if  there  ever  were  any).  We  had  more  trouble  to  the 
square  inch  to  make  that  planer  behave  than  any  tool 
I  ever  saw.  The  platen  was  continually  running  off 
the  gear  and  tipping  endwise  to  the  floor.  I  finally 
made  a  sort  of  table  at  the  end  that  prevented  this. 
The  elevating  screw  was  in  the  center  of  the  crossrail 

and  after  each  raising  it  was  necessary  to  set  it  parallel 
with  the  platen,  with  a  surface  gage.  Of  course,  we 
changed  it  as  seldom  as  possible,  using  long  tools  for 
the  work. 

There  was  one  tool  in  the  shop  that  stood  out  from 
all  the  others  and  had  nearly  all  the  refinements  of 
tools  of  its  class  made  today.  This  was  a  42  x  42  in. 
X  10  ft.  planer  made  by  Slate  &  Brown,  Windsor  Locks, 
Conn.  It  was  designed  by  Dwight  Slate,  one  of  the 
foremost  mechanics  of  his  day.  I  have  often  talked 
with  him  about  this  tool  and  it  pleased  him  to  have 
me  enumerate  its  good  points.  It  had  the  first  friction 
feed  box,  afterwards  applied  to  Pratt  &  Whitney  planers. 
We  had  a  gear-cutting  machine  bought  second-hand 

from  the  old  Lowell  machine  shop.  It  was  built  on  a 
wooden  frame,  had  an  index  plate  about  30  in.  in  diam- 

eter, and  had  been  used  so  long  that  several  of  the 
rows  of  holes  looked  like  grooves.  Our  gear  cutters 
were  all  straight  face,  conunencing  with  about  30  deg. 
included  angle  and  guessed  at  for  the  lesser  number 
of  teeth.  We  filed  most  of  the  teeth  in  the  gears  to 
shape,  often  putting  them  on  studs  on  a  plate  and  run- 

ning them  together,  getting  the  shape  in  that  way.  The 
only  man  who  knew  a  thing  about  gearing  was  the  pat- 

ternmaker who  used  to  shape  the  teeth  by  his  eye. 
We  made  gears  that  certainly  ran  well  even  though 

they  were  only  "  notches  on  the  periphery,"  as  Joe 
Renshaw  at  the  Pratt  &  Whitney  Co.  used  to  call  all 
badly  cut  gearing. 

Our  other  tools  were  a  bolt  cutter,  hand  lathe  and, 
of  course,  the  usual  grindstone  under  the  stairs.  At  first 
it  was  difficult  for  me  to  grind  a  tool  on  account  of  the 
stone  running  out  of  true.  I  simply  had  to  hold  the 
tool  solid  on  the  rest  and  let  the  high  places  on  the  stone 
hit  it  when  they  came  around,  which  by  the  way  is  often 
the  case  with  the  abrasive  wheels  in  the  shops  of  today. 

After  a  few  months  in  Old  Bill's  shop,  the  Civil  War 
was  declared  and  from  that  time  on  for  the  next  three 
years,  we  were  kept  hustling.  We  did  a  large  amount 
of  work  for  the  Government,  such  as  gunbarrel 
drilling-machines,  barrel-reaming  machines,  lapping  and 
polishing  machines  and  rolls  for  forging  bayonets. 
Everything  was  on  the  jump  and  we  certainly  averaged 
fourteen  hours  per  day  during  that  time. 

We  had  no  addition  to  our  equipment  except  such 
small  tools  as  were  actually  necessary  to  produce  the 
results  called  for  by  government  inspectors.  Old  Bill 

fought  the  making  of  every  tool  and  used  to  say:  "You 
machinists  ought  to  do  anything  with  all  the  tools  we 

have  in  this  shop." Most  of  the  machines  we  made  were  well  built  and 
I  would  not  be  surprised  to  find  many  of  them  still 
in  use  at  the  Armory  at  Springfield,  Mass.  That  shop 
did  such  an  endless  variety  of  work  that  it  was  no  un- 

common thing  to  see  in  the  big  lathe,  a  set  of  drivers 
from  one  of  the  Hinckley  &  Drury  locomotives  used  on 
the  Connecticut  River  R.R.,  and  a  man  close  by  repair- 

ing a  sewing  machine.  We  had  no  specialists,  every 
man  was  supposed  to  know  how  to  handle  every  machine 
in  the  shop.  No  one  man  had  a  machine  of  his  own 
but  took  any  that  was  free  at  the  time  his  job  was  given 
to  him. 

Of  course.  Old  Bill's  shop  was  a  jobbing  machine 
shop,  and  the  greater  part  of  it  was  used  for  that  pur- 

pose, although  we  made  standard  machines,  such  as 
sawmills,  waterwbeels,  and  steam  engines.  It  took 
skill,  patience  and  perseverance  to  produce  good  work 
with  such  an  equipment. 
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Chart  for  Calculating  Fit  Allowances 
A.  D.  Sances 

Tb0  tcodeacy  in  manufkcturing  to(U>-  ia  to  work  wi 
to  Um  DooituU  dinwosions  for  a  part  or  parta 

m  U  cofwiatoat  with  the  defrae  of  accuracy  neceaaary 
to  tlM  proptr  fuDctionint  of  the  parta  and  to  the  cost 
of  prodadat.  Any  further  degree  of  accuracy  that  io 
oa  cither  aide  of  the  atandard  eatabliahed,  ia  unnecea- 
•arjr  and  alowat  alwaya  coatljr. 

FroB  tine  to  time  varioua  data  have  been  published 
ragardiag  tlUa  aubject  and  it  is  not  assuming  too  much 
to  aojr  tint  nearly  every  factory  has  ita  own  individual 
•jratea  for  eaubliahing  allowances,  although  aeveral 

lanufarture  the  aaroe  product.  Perhaps  the 
attempt  toward  atandardizing  allowances  for 

porta,  haa  been  'made  by  the  National  Screw 
Til  road  Commiaaion.  Ita  inveatigations  and  recom- 
mendationa  ahow  concluaively  that  it  is  not  only  possible 
to  arrive  at  a  standard  that  will  be  universal  in  appli- 

cation, but  also  that  thia  acbeme  is  practicable  an<J 
daoiroblo  froan  aovcrol  atandpointa. 

Yeora  ago  tho  Nowall  Engineering  Co.  made  an  at- 
tcavt  aimilar  to  the  one  conducted  by  the  commission, 
bat  fiftftrt<  ita  oadoovors  to  eatablishing  suitable  and 
pfaetieal  ororUaf  allowances  for  various  classes  of  plain 
wofk.  Ita  iladingB  havo  boon  publiahed  in  several 

haadbooka.  aoch  aa  the  "American  Machinist  Hand- 
book.** and  a  number  of  trade  catalogs. 

PBnooi  Tabu*  Wnc  Faulty 
IN  MrnioDs  Of  GiounNG 

Tko  oao  objection  to  the  tables  for  allowances  that 
hovo  boon  paMiahod,  ia  the  method  adopted  in  compiling 

,  a  nMlwd  of  groaping  too  many  aixes  or  too  many 
for  one  aet  of  allowancea.  If  allowances 

thaa  thooo  Ubolatcd  are  wanted,  they  muat  be 
or  arrivod  at  by  aolving  the  formulas  given, 
formulae  are  not  alwaya  publiahed. 

To  facilitate  thia  work,  the  aoomnpanying  chart  was 
and  haa  been  found  aoeesasfal.  especially  for 
that  are  not  spccifled  in  the  iabloa.  Rofer- 

oaoo  to  the  chart  shows  that  there  are  three  aeales.  one 
coatalning  the  allowaaeso  ia  daciaials  of  an  inch,  the 
■oeond,  which  ia  a  diagonal  acale.  giving  the  diametera 
of  the  parta  to  be  made,  and  the  third  showing  the 
daoaaa  of  work. 

Tho  dnoi  of  work  scale  prevldso  a  noaas  for  estab- 
liahiac  aBowaoces  in  accordance  with  the  character  of 
tho  work.  Thia  scale  eJlminatas  allowancea  that  are 
too  saan  and  eoaflnes  then  to  something  close  to  a 
aiae  that  will  ptaduee  a  good  working  eondition  for  the 

porta.  Aa  aOowaaee  that  would  ordinarily  be 
for  doao  tool  work  or  for  gages  would  hardly 

bo  practical  if  appHod  to  the  aame  diameter  of  a  part 
oe  aa  eofiao  or  aMior.  Tho  coadMoos  imposed  upon 
the  parts  in  thoM  caass  would,  as  a  role,  be  entirely 

different.  Therefore,  the  allowance  made  for  tool  work 
would  be  too  close  for  the  latter  and  that  which  would 
be  acceptable  for  engine  work  might  prove  to  be  too 
rough  for  tool  work. 

The  system  is  based  upon  the  theory  that  the  hole 
is  of  a  standard  size  and  any  allowance  made  for  the 
Hhaft  iH  to  be  deducted  from  the  nominal  diameter  of 
that  part.  Also,  the  .system  recognizes  the  fact  that 
cutting  tools  do  not  always  cut  to  size,  especially  when 
new.  Therefore,  allowance  is  made  for  the  variation 
of  standard  holoM  above  the  nominal  size,  »o  that  when 
taking  the  allowance  from  the  chart  this  value  is  to  be 
added  to  the  nominal  size  of  the  hole.  For  holes,  the 
allowance  is  to  be  applied  plus  and  for  shafts,  minua. 
The  allowance  for  the  holes  is  divided  into  two  classes, 
one  of  which  may  be  used  for  the  working  limits  and  the 
other  for  the  inspection  limits. 

Use  of  a  Straightedge  in 
Using  the  Chart 

A  few  examples  will  illustrate  the  use  of  the  chart. 
Let  the  diameter  be  1  in.  for  the  hole,  in  which  is  to 

be  placed  a  shaft,  the  two  making  what  would  be 
termed  an  "easy"  fit.  The  high  and  low  limits  of  the 
shaft  diameter  are  desired.  With  a  straightedge  con- 

nect Class  IV  on  the  claaa  scale  with  the  1-in.  diameter 
mark  on  the  diagonal  scale,  allowing  the  straightedge 
to  project  beyond  the  allowance  scale.  Where  this  line 
intersects  the  allowance  scale,  read  0.0025  in.  Now, 
further  down  on  the  right-hand  scale  is  another  Class 
IV.  Connect  this  point  with  the  1-in.  diameter  mark, 
and  on  the  left-hand  scale,  read  0.00125  in.  We  then 
have  two  limits,  a  high  and  a  low,  which  means  that 

the  diameter  may  vary  from  0.00125  to  0.0025  in.  under- 
size.  In  actual  limit  dimensions  this  means  that  the 
shaft  size  would  be  specified  thus,  0.99875  to  0.9975  in. 
The  tolerance  on  the  shaft  will,  of  course,  be  the  differ- 

ence between  the  two  limits,  or  0.00125  in.,  and  the 
initial  clearance  will  be  0.00125  inches. 

Let  us  assume  another  case  wherein  the  shaft  is  to 
flt  a  2-in.  hole  and  the  class  of  work  required  is  that 
for  fine  tool  work.  Connecting  VI  with  the  2-in.  diam- 

eter mark  the  allowance  is  found  to  lie  between  0.00125 
and  0.0015  in.  Therefore,  we  have  a  choice  of  either, 

or  something  in  between,  say  0.00186  in.  Again  con- 
necting the  lower  VI  with  the  diameter,  the  allowance 

is  found  to  be  0.00075  in.  Therefore,  the  shaft  may 
vary  from  the  nominal  size,  2  in.  by  minus  0.00075  in. 
to  minua  0.00135  in.  The  initial  clearance  being 
0.00076  in.  and  the  tolerance  0.0006  inches. 

Pbopeb  Attention  to  Working  Limit.s 
AN  Aid  to  Inspection 

Referring  to  the  flrst  example,  that  of  a  1-in.  hole, 
let  us  aasume  that  it  is  desired  to  make  an  inspection 

gage  for  checking  the  hole;  also  a  gage  for  the  work- 
man ia  wanted.  If  the  working  limits  are  held  closer 

to  the  nominal  size  than  the  inspection  limits  we  wilt 
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be  assured  that  the  inspection  gage  will  accept  all  parts 
when  they  have  been  made  to  the  working  gage.  There- 

fore, connecting  the  I  and  II  marks  on  the  class  scale 
with  the  1-in.  diameter  mark  we  find  the  allowance  on  the 
left-hand  scale  to  be  plus  0.0006  in.  and  plus  0.0008  in. 
respectively.  If  the  former  allowance  is  assigned  to  the 
working  gage  and  the  latter  to  the  inspection  gage  we 
are  permitted  a  variatioft  from  the  standard  size  suffi- 

cient to  compensate  for  the  variation  in  tools  and  yet 
we  obtain  a  hole  that  will  not  depart  too  far  from  the standard  size. 

The  allowance  for  other  sizes  and  classes  of  work  are 
found  in  a  similar  manner.  However,  the  allowance 
provided  will  depend  upon  the  class  of  work,  the  char- 

acter of  the  tool  equipment  and  the  machinery  used  and 
-.the  conditions  imposed  upon  the  working  parts.    There- 

CHART    FOR    CALCULATING 
ALLOWS ANCES  FOR  VARIOUS 

CLASSES  OF  FITS 

Class  I  and  II  represent  allowances  for  standard  holes. 
(Class  I  is  usually  employed  for  working  allowances  ;  Class  II 
is  usually  employed  for  inspection  allowances.) 
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rfore,  even  with  the  limits  provided  for  by  the  chart, 
which  are  closer  than  the  tabulated  values  given  in 
tables,  good  judgment  must  be  exercised  by  the  designer 
or  workman  in  establishing  limits.  As  a  rule,  the 

-whims  or  judgment  of  the  one  responsible  for  establish- 
ing tolerances  is  permitted,  which  results  in  a  variety 

of  dimensions,  increases  the  chance  for  errors,  and 
either  increases  the  cost  of  the  manufacture  or  causes 
difficulty  in  the  assembling.  A  little  thought  concern- 

ing the  chart  will  indicate  wherein  it  can  be  advan- 
tageously used  on  most  work  in  the  drafting  room. 

Class  III,  allowances  for  push  fits. 

Class  IV,  allowances  for  engine  fits  and  other  work  requir- ing easy  fits. 

Class  V,  allowances  for  high-speed  work  and  good,  average machine  work. 

Class  VI,  allowances  for  fine  tool  work. 

The  plus  and  minus  signs  after  the  class  numbers  indicate 
that  the  allowance  is  to  be  either  added  to  or  deducted  from 
the  nominal  diameter. 

To  Operate  the  Chart  :  Determine  the  fit  required  relative 
to  the  class  of  work.  With  a  straightedge  connect  this  point 
on  the  class  scale  with  the  nominal  diameter  on  the  diagonal 
scale.  Where  the  straightedge  intersects  the  allowance  scale 
read  the  allowance  in  inches. 

What  Are  the  Most  Advantageous  Angles to  Give  to  Cutting  Tools? 
By  M.  Tolliver 

For  some  time  past  I  have  been  making  a  study  of 
the  most  advantageous  angles  to  give  to  cutting  tools 
and  I  know  of  no  better  way  than  to  look  over  articles 
in  American  Machinist  dealing  with  this  subject  I 
regret  to  say  that  I  did  not  find  as  much  as  I  expected, 

or  maybe  I  should  say  that  I 
-IF-  found  a  great  deal  too  much. 

This  sounds  a  little  involved 
but  you  will  see  what  I  mean 
from  the  following  examples: 

In  American  Machinist  of 
Aug.  11,  1921,  I  find  an  article 
by  Fred  H.  Colvin  on  tools  for 
boring  and  turning  locomotive 
tires.  He  illustrates  the  various 
tools  used  in  various  shops  and 
gives  their  main  elements. 
Considering  that  all  of  these 
tools  are  used  in  the  same  kind 
of  a  job  and  on  the  same  kind 
of  material  one  would  expect 
them  to  be  somewhat  similar, 
at  least  in  their  essentials.  In- 

stead I  find  differences  like  this: 
Hocking  Valley,  top  rake  8 

to  10  deg. 

Wabash,  top  rake  2  deg. 

One  naturally  asks  what  is 
^  the     difference     between     the 

I  Hocking  Valley  and  the  Wabash 
%  that  cutting  tools  should  have 

I  a  difference  of  6  to  8  degrees 
^~o  in  top  rake.    After  puzzling  for 

,2  a  little  while  on  the  whys  and 
«  wherefores  of  this  difference  I 

^  came  to  the  conclusion  that  it 
may  possibly  be  a  difference  in 
artistic  tastes  of  the  presidents 
of  the  railroads,  but  this  nice 
little  theory  was  knocked  in  the 
head  when  I  found  in  the  same 
tabulation  the  following: 

Grand  Trunk,  Battle  Creek, 
Mich.,  top  rake  8  deg. 

Grand  Trunk,  Montreal,  Can- 
ada, top  rake,  18  deg. 

This  shows  that  it  cannot  be 
a  matter  of  personal  taste  on 
the  part  of  the  presidents  but 
that  it  may  possibly  be  the  re- 

sult of  latitude. 

I  found  so  many  other  differ- 
ences that  I  gave  it  up  and  I 

will  ask  other  readers  of  Ameri- 
can Machinist  to  solve  the  puz- 

zle for  me.    A  tabulation  is  at  the  end  of  this  article. 
I  can  see  how  different  shops  may  have  different  cut- 

ting speeds  or  feeds.  The  reason  may  be  that  they  have 
different  machine  tools  with  more  or  less  power  but 
why  there  should  be  a  marked  difference  in  the  angles 
of  tools  is  more  than  I  can  understand,  and  I  wonder 
if  the  people  who  use  the  tools  understand  it  them- 

selves.    One  thing  is  sure  in  my  mind.     All  of  them 
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h«  hslit  Md  protafaijr  om  of  tbaoi  is  Um  best 
be  Uw  kMt  want.   POMtUy  mom  of  Um  fwitle- 

■n  who  dccid*  oa  the  nature  of  toote  to  be  used  for 
bariav  tins  amr   be  kind  epottth   to  enlicbten  me. 
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Equalizing  Vise  Jaws 
By  S.  a.  McDonau) 

TroaUe  is  often  experteaeed  in  slotting  the  headH  of 

■crews  wImb  omn  than  two  pleeaa  are  beinx  held  in  a 

Tte  at  one  tine,  doe  to  aliffht  variationn  in  the  diam- 

eter* of  the  piecea.  To  overcome  this  trouble  the  visi- 
>aws  abown  in  the  iUoatration  were  deaiirned. 

The  ftxed  jaw  ia  of  uaiial  conatruetton.  The  equal  iz- 

iag  Jaw  ia  made  of  tool  steel  and  baa  a  series  of  sloU 

aiMccd  to  that  they  will  come  between  the  screws  when 

#A<W¥^ 
frm^jfm 

roumtnATtsa  vum  jaw  to  uouy  sbvbral  imbceh 

the  Jaw  ia  io  place.  This  Jaw,  after  being  drilled  and 
coanterbored  for  the  fillister  head  holding  screws,  is 
hardened  and  drawn  to  a  spring  temper.  A  piece  of 
|-i&  rubber  of  the  aaaie  width  and  length  as  the  jaw 
ia  put  in  between  it  and  the  alide. 

When  the  viae  is  tightened  on  the  screws  the  rubber 
le  mmpresesd.  exerting  a  preaaure  on  the  flexible  Jaw, 

it  to  OMet  variations  in  the  size  of  the  screws. 

Emtnn 
Om  of  oar  rends  w  has  called  our  attention  to  an  error 

in  the  artiele  Tools  for  Blanking  and  Piercing  Watch 

Whesta,"  OB  page  1 14.  The  dimenslona  in  Fig.  2  should 
hnvn  bMB  gfven  in  millimeters  instead  of  inches. 

Milling  Ports  in  Valve  Rushintrs 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

Having  a  lot  of  valve  bushing  poris  to  mill  and  no 
large  vertical  milling  machine  to  handle  them  on,  the 
maater  mechanic  of  the  Readville,  Mass.  shops  of  the 
New  York.  New  Haven  &  Hartford  railroad,  rigged  up 
an  old  vertical  drilling  machine  us  shown  herewith.  It 
was  easier  to  get  the  blacksmith  to  forge  up  the  frame 
A  for  the  head  of  the  milling  spindle  than  to  get  a 

pattern  made,  which  accounts  for  the  forged  head  in- 

ria.   1—UlLX.lNO    I'OHTS    IN    VAI.N 

stead  of  a  caxting.  This  head  carries  tlie  xpiiuile  whi.h 
drives  the  milling  cutter,  the  drill  press  spindle  driving 
the  milling  spindle  by  means  of  the  bevel  gears  shown 
atB. 

The  valve  bushings  are  centered  on  the  stepped  plate 
C,  the  steps  being  turned  to  flt  the  different  bushings 
used.  The  bushings  are  held  in  place  by  a  long  center 
bolt.  The  combination  of  the  rotary  feed  of  the  table 
and  the  vertical  feed  of  the  drilling  head  gives  the 
desired  movements  to  the  milling  cutter  and  the  work. 
The  vertical  feed  is  secured  by  the  ratchet  handle  1) 
while  the  rotary  motion  is  secured  by  the  handwheel  K, 
shown  In  the  lower  left-hand  corner. 

Threading  Pipe  Flanges  in  a  Boring  Mill 
By  Joe  V.  Romig 

Having  a  large  quantity  of  cast-iron  flanges  for  pipes 
to  machine,  we  e<iuipped  a  Imring  mill,  as  shown  in  the 
illustration,  to  do  the  work.  On  this  machine  more  than 
one  operation  could  be  carried  forward  at  the  same 
time,  thereby  gaining  considerable  time  over  the  lathe 
with  its  single  point  cutting  tool. 

The  flanges  were  first  faci-d  off  and  properly  rcccsseil 
upon  the  joint  surface,  then  turned  over  for  boring  and 
threading  in  the  manner  described.  The  mill  was  pro- 

vided with  a  friction  feed  that  could  be  adjusted  to  any 
desif-ed    relative   advance.      A    chaser    was    made   and i 
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fitted  to  a  suitable  holder  as  shown,  and  the  feed  ad- 
justed as  nearly  as  could  be  calculated  to  the  required 

pitch.  With  the  work  revolving,  the  chaser  was  fed 
into  the  hole  by  power  with  the  tips  of  the  chaser 
teeth  just  touching  the  work,  the  light  line  thus  made 
serving  to  show  when  the  rate  of  advance  was  right 
and  enabling  the  operator  to  make  minor  corrections. 
The  chaser  would  then  be  withdrawn,  the  head  moved 
by  means  of  the  cross-screw  and  micrometer  dial  to 

perff: 
CHASING  A  THREAD  IN  A  BORING  MILL 

give  the  exact  depth  of  cut,  and  the  chaser  run  through 
the  hole,  thus  cutting  the  thread  to  required  depth  in 
one  pass.  As  the  cut  proceeded  the  head  would  be 
moved  slowly  toward  the  center  to  give  the  thread 
the  necessary  draft. 

The  chaser  was  made  in  the  shaper  by  swiveling  the 
vise  to  correspond  with  the  helix  angle  and  tilting  it 
slightly  forward  to  give  the  necessary  clearance.  One 
of  the  requisites  of  a  free  cutting  chaser  is  the  lip, 
which  I  have  tried  to  show  as  clearly  as  possible  in 
my  sketch. 

Holding  a  Drill  Chuck  on  the  Tail  Spindle 
of  a  Lathe 

By  Charles  Kaufmann 

To  prevent  a  chuck  from  wringing  loose  when  it  i.= 
used  in  the  tail  spindle  of  a  lathe,  as  in  drilling,  make 
a  clamp  ring  as  shown  in  the  sketch  to  fit  over  the 
tailspindle  and  provide  it  with  a  pin  extending  hori- 

zontally to  contact  with  a  pin  in  the  chuck  body. 
This  is  simple  and  easy  to  make,  will  not  mar  the 

spindle,  and  will  save  a  great  deal  of  annoyance  when 

KEEPING  A  CHUCK  FROM  WRINGING  LOOSE 

using  a  drill  chuck  in  this  manner.  Do  not  forget  to 
make  the  head  of  the  clamping  screw  in  the  ring  the 
same  size  as  the  toolpost  screw,  so  that  you  will  not 
have  to  hunt  up  a  wrench  every  time  it  is  necessary 
to  adjust  it. 

Keeping  the  Shopmen  Interested 
in  the  Company 

By  Herbert  Crawford 

The  Brown  Hoisting  Machinery  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio, 
believe  that  men  are  more  interested  in  their  work  and 
in  the  company,  if  they  are  kept  posted  as  to  what  they 
are  making  and  as  to  how  it  performs.  One  method  of 
doing  this  is  shown  in  the  bulletin  reproduced  herewith. 
The  company  also  posts  blueprints  showing  the  main 
features  of  new  cranes  or  hoists  with  the  general  dimen- 

b 
^ 

Bulletin  for  Month  of  April 

I^jcomotive  Crane  Sales 

We  R-ct-'ivciJ  ortlcr.s  f'»r  —  Loidtin'iivc  Cranes  jn  April. 

General 

There  wa*  ii  consnicrahlc  failint;  uH  in  business  durine  April,  due,  very 

iikely,  ro  the  coal  strrke,  as  it  -jlFects  sttcl  mills,  railroads  and  other  itiduslrics 

to  which  we  sell. 

\Vc  arc  glad  to  state  that  the  coal  bridge  which  we  built  tor  the  I  ,  S, 

Government  on  Contract  rt5.>  unloaded  coal  at  the  rate  of  .^(K)  rori'.  I'cr  hour 

in  it,s  official  test.       Our  guarantee  was  4(l*>  tons  per  hour.  .tye 

handled  2.i  per  cent  over  the  guarantee. 

ONE  OF  THE  SHOP  BULLETINS 

sions  and  special  features  clearly  shown.  These  prints 
also  tell  what  the  machines  must  do  and  give  other  inter- 

esting details.  Similar  methods  can  be  used  to  ad- 
vantage in  almost  any  shop. 

Two  Ways  of  Making  a  Core 
By  M.  E.  Duggan 

In  casting  a  brass  valve  body  a  core,  as  shown  in  the 

accompanying  illustration,  was  used.  There  were  sev- 
eral sizes  of  this  valve,  the  only  difference  being  in  the 

dimensions,  and  cores  had,  of  course,  to  be  made  for  all. 
When  in  doubt  as  to  just  how  best  to  make  a  pattern 

or  corebox  I  usually  consult  with  the  molder  or  core- 

maker,  or  both,  and  as  a  rule  I  accept  their  "say  so"  as 
final.  However,  there  are  times  when  they  too  make 
mistakes;  some  of  them  costly. 

The  core  here  shown  should  interest  patternmakers 

for  the  reason  that  the  practice  of  "drying  on  end"  is 
the  subject  of  some  controversy.     I  doubt  if  there  are 
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pAttrmmakeni  »ttflki«atly  w«U  informed  on  core- 
pnKtk*  to  giv  »  poftiUv*  amw^r  to  the  quM- 

ttoa  "U  thto  awthod  praeUcabb  ami  •eonomicnlT" 
BrowB  W9»  Uw  boM  ceraaalwr  in  the  foundry  where 

tlMM  vahrw  wn  to  be  produced  in  Urre  quant  it  iee. 
la  •rder  to  produce  •  perfect  core  and  at  the  same  time 

BrowB  dacided  that  a  set  of  twenty- 

OORS  rOK  BRAM  VALVB  BOOT 

faor  eMt<4roB  core  dryer*  for  each  site — 168  caatinvs 
ia  aD — «*r»  required,  and  thcaa  coat  about  $95. 

Browa  quit  hi*  job  as  foreman  coremalcer  and  Black 
took  hia  place  One  of  the  first  things  that  Blacic  did 
■flar  aaiUBilBg  hia  n«w  raaponsibilitiea  was  to  throw 

oat  tlM  168  diyer  caatinn  bccauae.  a*  he  said,  "the  way 
to  dry  the  core*  i*  on  end."    Here  is  how  he  did  it. 

A  full  core  was  made  in  an  open  end  box  in  the  usual 
nkaaaer.  and  straight  rods  cut  full  length  were  inserted 
la  tiM  cnas  BMUbers  as  shown.  The  vent  rod  was 
paaaad  tkroagh  both  branches  of  the  core  after  the  core 
rt>ds  had  been  set  in  place.  The  corebox  was  laid  flat 
on  the  bench  and  the  upper  half  lifted.  The  remaining 
half,  with  the  core  in  it  was  then  transferred  to  the 
drying  plate,  set  on  end,  and  the  half  box  carefully 
drawn  away. 

Reference  Reading  in  the  Shop  School 
By  Robebt  H.  Barnes 

laarnKtor  ot  DralUBC.  Roc)i<-pivr  Hliop  Srhool 

An  outline  of  the  system  followed  in  the  Rochester 
Skop  School  ia  regard  to  the  reading  by  students  of 
rttbnmem  and  articles  pertaining  to  their  studies  as 
tiM  btter  are  published  in  the  various  trade  papers 
aad  technical  publications,  is  presentad  herewith. 

Tha  magazinca  arc  preserved  in  binders  that  allow 
tb*  addition  each  week  or  month  of  the  numbers  as 

i^ 

'I 

American  Machinist 

Magazine 

Place  on  file  in  Drafting;  department 
of  Rochester  Shop  School 

Fai  na4Nig  sad  wiiisacs  puiyassi 

no  I— arx«  pu«tb  t'SKi>  ts  Hurniumai  shop  ttrHtxH. 
OtATSPKIKT  »•«) 

the>-  appear.  After  the  advertising  pages  have  bean 
dul>-  read  and  digested  by  those  interaated,  they  are 
removed  and  the  editorial  section  preserved  in  the 
binders.    A  printed  plate  or  form  corresponding  to  the 

cuau  ̂ <»  iTt^^wm  ab%  in  /i>i»  Aaot  i^uoyr  nam*  aaftar* 

I 

  1  mmt^  tutu  tb/l>m  itnfrvchens  as  c/nnn/i^^t  /MvutJr 

n  am* 
AMignm«nt)  OaHxf^mi/fn 

RafWrane*'    c^mtttm  Wtttdmitt 
Volum«:      St         Hombafi       tt 

^mtf,  »n^  itj/ou  contMhr  thi»  emtfrucfion  ot 

lnnt^bceimn^ft^mnj/mitl»fh»innmttl»m 
motttr  fhmt  will  mitljfOii  A>  mitunii  J»trm. 

testaiuisMi 
Mot*  tfrmwin^  en  p»f*s  607  *o 

PIQ.  I— RKFIinKNCB  I<X:»KM  O.N  COVERS  OK  BINDBRS 

5utt*in  to »»  rollo>v«d  hu  BuA  in  Ofoftina Deportment 
Relative  to  Tim*  AllAtal  to  RcfcrancC  RMcUng 

Tt>otn,tio»t  n»mn  aapt»rltfrMntMvVmo»tonci/re/fff  tiirvtht^arcMMt 

n^fKfanaoet  'trmfiMtfammf,  •)  giif»n  on  blut print  Z64,t>nif  rr/ain 

Tm^tSignmfni  ̂ ^nrwMr  i— iMm  ot  tms/  entptrM  of 45  min  hkH 
iM«>.  Turn  l$lot»  <it»d  by  Ihott  1x4m  m  ccmp/ftiiu  tftt  tntignmtnt. 

ifittvrn  thit  ccpy  to  dvtATi'M 

OMtK 

lian>« CTrr 
D«yor)fn«nt 

T«rm w "it*^: 

Ttm^0Uf   *^ 

FIQ.  S— ASaiaNMRNT  I.IST  OF  BTUDBNTS 

magazine  is  pasted  on  the  cover  of  each  binder,  the 
one  shown  in  Fig.  1  being  for  the  American  Machiidl^. 

The  forms  represented  in  Figs.  2  and  3  are  also 
pasted  on  each  cover  and  these  are  fllled  out  by  the 
instructor,  directing  the  attention  of  certain  students 
to  definite  articles  in  the  magazine  that  it  is  desired 
to  have  them  read.  Upon  reading  the  specified  article 
a  student  passes  the  volume  along  to  him  whose  name 
appears  next  in  line,  after  placing  a  check  mark  before 
his  own  name  to  indicate  that  he  has  completed  the 

aasignment. 

SavinK  Time  in  (Jrindinjf  Centers 
By  Charues  Kaupmann 

The  centers  of  the  average  engine  lathe  are  many 
times  larger  than  is  actually  required  by  most  of  the 

jobs  that  are  done  upon  them.    To  save  time  in  regrind- 

A  TIMK  SAVBR  for  THE  TOOL.ItOOM 

inff  hardened  centers  it  will  pay  to  fit  each  lathe  with 
an  extra  pair,  made  as  shown  in  the  sketch. 

In  this  way  the  grinding  wheel  does  not  have  to  cut 
away  a  lot  of  extra  metal  every  time  the  centers  are 
trued,  and  the  time  thus  saved  will  soon  pay  for  the 
naking  of  this  extra  equipment. 
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Relative  Turnover  Rates 

ACCORDING  to  the  1919  Census  of  Manufacturers, 
the  value  added  by  manufacture  to  the  products 

of  the  whole  country  was  slightly  less  than  one  and  a 

half  times  the  capital  invested.  In  other  words  Amer- 
ican business  as  a  whole  turns  its  capital  approximately 

one  and  a  half  times  a  year.  Further  investigations 

show  that  the  machine-tool  industry  succeeds  in  turn- 
ing its  capital  only  a  little  more  than  nine-tenths  of 

one  time  in  a  year.  Bear  in  mind  that  the  period 
under  discussion,  1914  to  1919,  includes  the  war  years 

when  the  industry  was  making  such  "fabulous"  profits. 
It  is  almost  axiomatic  that  the  surest  road  to  com- 

mercial success  is  through  small  profits  and  rapid 
turnover.  Apparently  the  machine-tool  builders  have 
endeavored  to  follow  only  the  first  part  of  the  road,  the 
small  profit  section,  without  sufficient  attention  to  the 

second.  We  say  "apparently"  because  as  a  matter  of 
fact  it  is  next  to  impossible,  under  present  conditions, 
to  increase  the  rate  of  turnover. 

In  the  long  run  there  seems  to  be  only  one  way  for 
the  machine-tool  industry  to  keep  up  with  the  proces- 

sion. If  the  rate  of  turnover  in  that  industry  is  of 
necessity  less  than  the  rate  for  other  industries,  then 
it  is  certainly  logical  to  expect  a  greater  return  on 
each  turnover  provided  the  whole  business  is  not  to  be 
conducted  as  a  philanthropic  enterprise. 

Encouraging  the  Manufacturer 

WHEN  a  political  campaign  impends  and  the 
sinews  of  war  are  in  demand  there  is  much  talk 

of  encouraging  the  manufacturer,  protecting  him  from 
foreign  competition,  the  good  of  the  community,  and 
so  on.  Many  of  the  arguments  used  to  support  the 
iniquitous  tariff  bill  now  before  the  Senate  are  based 
on  such  reasoning. 

In  between  times,  however,  the  encouragement 
sometimes  assumes  a  rather  negative  character.  Take 
for  instance  the  case  of  an  old  New  Hampshire  ma- 

chinery concern  which  was  recently  visited  by  state 
assessors  with  the  result  that  the  valuation  of  its  prop- 

erty was  increased  ninety  per  cent.  In  all  probability 
the  assessors  were  honestly  applying  the  law  of  the 
state  in  making  their  valuation,  but  the  result  of  their 
action  is  detrimental  not  only  to  the  state  but  to  the 
community  in  which  this  plant  has  been  an  important 
factor  for  many  years. 

The  company  in  question  has  purchased  a  factory  site 
in  a  Middle-Western  state  near  one  of  the  big  steel 
centers,  and  one  that  is  served  by  several  trunk  line 
railroads.  Eventually  the  old  plant  will  probably  be 
closed,  with  a  loss  not  only  to  the  state  in  the  matter 
of  taxes  but  to  the  community  in  the  elimination  of  a 

live  industry  employing  many  men,  who  will  be  com- 
pelled to  seek  work  elsewhere  and  take  their  trade  from 

the  merchants  of  the  town. 
The  puzzling  part  of  the  situation  is  that  the  same 

legislative  encouragers  who  are  so  willing  to  make 
promises  before  election  are  the  ones  responsible  for 
the  kind  of  taxation  law  which  works  so  badly  for  the 
people  they  are  supposed  to  represent. 

Business  and  the  Artist 

THE  artist  has  always  been  famous  for  his  ignorance 
or  disregard  of  hard  business  facts.  To  him  the 

satisfaction  of  achievement,  of  creating  some  beautiful 
thing  in  marble,  on  canvas  or  in  metal,  is  sufficient 
recompense  for  the  hours  of  hard  work  put  in.  The  real 
artist  seldom  realizes  the  true  value  of  his  work,  and 
puts  entirely  too  low  a  price  upon  it.  His  customers 
are  only  too  glad  to  accept  his  valuation  and  profit accordingly. 

The  "practical"  man  who  builds  the  machinery  which 
makes  possible  the  present  scale  of  living  would  be 
the  last  to  consider  himself  an  artist,  and  yet  he 

answers  every  item  of  the  description  except  that  some- 
times his  work  is  not  exactly  beautiful  according  to 

accepted  standards  of  beauty.  One  of  the  best  of 
modern  American  painters,  a  man  who  has  given  much 
thought  to  the  psychology  of  the  artist,  maintains  that 
the  only  difference  between  the  painter  and  the 
mechanic  lies  in  the  medium  used  by  each  to  express 
his  ideas. 

The  artistic  spirit  of  the  mechanic  is  typified  in  the 
remark  made  to  us  by  the  president  of  a  firm  of 

machine  tool  builders  just  after  the  successful  intro- 
duction of  a  new  design.  He  said,  "Aside  from  the 

commercial  value  of  this  tool  there  is  a  very  real  satis- 
faction in  having  finally  achieved  an  ideal  we  have 

had  for  years."  Judging  from  the  price  he  put  on  the 
tool  he  is  likely  to  get  most  of  his  returns  in  satisfaction 
rather  than  in  cash.  A  trus  artist,  the  mechanic,  but 
not  much  of  a  business  man. 

Unemployment  Insurance 

IN  TWO  STATES  bills  are  being  advocated  to  make 

unemployment  insurance  compulsory  on  all  manu- 
facturers. Undoubtedly  similar  laws  will  be  proposed 

in  other  state  legislatures  this  autumn. 
The  subject  of  unemployment  insurance  holds  out 

alluring  possibilities  to  the  humanitarian,  the  socialist, 
the  college  professor  and  other  well-meaning  individuals 
who  are  not  hampered  by  the  unpleasant  functioning  of 
economic  laws.  In  most  cases  their  motives  in  advocat- 

ing such  legislation  are  above  reproach,  but  not  so  their 
knowledge  or  acceptance  of  inescapable  economic  facts. 
To  bring  the  unemployment  insurance  question 

squarely  before  the  machinery  industry  we  have  two 
articles  in  this  issue,  one  on  the  economic  phases  of  the 
problem  and  the  other  on  the  private  and  public  efforts 
to  solve  it  both  in  this  country  and  in  Europe.  They 
merit  careful  reading  as  a  rigid  enforcement  of  such 
acts  as  the  Wisconsin  Bill  of  1921  would  do  untold  harm 
to  the  industry. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
I'ower  Clmmpini^  lU\i(-t>  for  Column  of 

Unact  Radial  iiriiliiif  Machine 
la  ordM-  to  aHwiiwit*  the  nawlt>-  for  the  operator 

of  •  Urf*  radial  driUins  machine  leavins  hia  place  at 

tha  head  to  tighten  the  column  rarryins  the  HwinKing 
ana  at  aadi  ahitl  of  the  drill,  the  Dreses  Machine  Tool 

Cttw  Ciacinaati.  Ohio,  haa  juat  placed  on  ita  machine* 

a  daviee  for  Haaipini  by  power.  The  clamp  ia  controlled 
tram  tka  head.  No  air  preaaure  ia  re<)uired  for  the 
dariea^  ao  that  it  la  not  naceaaary  to  have  piping  and 
air  boaa  broufht  to  the  machine. 

A  nmr  view  of  a  radial  drilling  machine  equipped 
with  the  powrr  clamp  ia  ahown  in  the  accompanying 
tUoatratioo.  The  device  ia  driven  from  the  main  ver- 
tkal  driving  ahaft,  which  extends  through  the  small 

beat  at  the  rear  of  the  column.  Two  friction 
In  the  box  are  incorporated  in  the  drive,  ao 

tka  aerew  below  the  box  can  be  run  either  right- 
tr  bft-haoded.  On  this  acrew  there  is  a  nut  that  oper- 
atca  a  forhed  lavar.  The  hub  of  this  lever  is  tapped 
and  threaded  on  the  binding  screw  of  the  column,  ao 
that  the  cohimn  ia  clamped  in  position  when  one  of  the 

iaangaged. 
of  the  friction  clutches  that  operate  the 

la  aaeoaqdiahed  by  means  of  a  cannon  top  of 
tka  bos.  Tkll  can  ia  attached  to  the  vertical  splined 
ahaft.  which  ia  gaarad  to  the  horizontal  splined  abaft 
at  the  back  of  the  am.  The  linka  and  the  hand  lever 

aadtmaath  the  head  move  with  it,  and  can  be 
to  operate  the  mechaniam  and  clamp  the 
The  friction  ciutchea  are  adf-releaainK  and 

at  aitker  end  of  the  movement  of  the  tightening 
'tintr  iri'ij-s-  to  th«»  pHrt«  V>v  over-running. 

Robbins  Profilinic  and  Millin{(  Machine 
The  Robbins  Machine  Co.,  42  Lagrange  St.,  Wor- 

cester, Maaa.,  has  just  placed  on  the  market  a  vertical- 
spindle   profiling   and    milling    machine,    nhown    in    the 

r 

OOUtmX  CLAMP \DtAL,  DRILUNO   MACHINB 

I'.OKUINS  PROPIUNO  ANU  ItlLLINO  MACHINB 

accompanying  Illustration,  that  ia  somewhat 
different  from  the  conventional  design. 

The  work  table  has  a  surface  of  16  x  30  in. 
:ind  the  throat  depth  from  the  center  of  the 
:  pindle  to  the  face  of  the  column  is  14  in., 
thus  accommodating  comparatively  large  work 
for  this  type  of  machine.  The  table  traverse 
in  12  in.  and  the  cross  movement  7  in.  The 
knee  may  be  moved  vertically  a  distance  of  6 
in.  and  there  is  a  vertical  movement  of  the 

Hpindle  of  2}  in.,  operated  by  a  rack  and 

pinion. The  croaafeed  acrew  is  operated  through  hel- 
ical gears  from  a  handwheel  that  stands  in 

the  same  plane  as  the  traverse  handle,  thus 
making  it  convenient  for  the  operator  to 
manipulate  both  movemenU  simulUneously. 
The  end  of  the  cross  screw  ia  squared  to  carry 
a  crank  handle  in  the  usual  position  if  de.sired. 

The  spindle  is  It**  in.  in  diameter  and  takes 
a  No.  8  Morae  taper  shank.  A  through  hole 

provides  for  the  use  of  a  knock-out  rod.  The 
Hpindle  runs  in  three  parallel  bearingx  of 
hronze,  each  4  in.  long,  by  which  it  is  held 

rigidly  in  alignment.  The  drive  is  through  gen- 
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erated  bevel  gears  from  a  shaft  having  a  four-step  cone 
to  provide  speed  changes. 
The  normal  height  of  the  table  from  the  floor  is 

about  36  in.,  and  the  maximum  distance  from  the  table 
to  the  lower  end  of  the  spindle  is  9  in.  The  machine 
occupies  a  floor  space  of  36  x  45  in.  and  weighs  1,100 
pounds. 

Cutler-Hammer  Tool-Handle  Switches 
Two  types  of  compact  electric  switches  for  use  on 

small  tools  and  appliances  have  recently  been  placed  on 
the  market  by  the  Cutler-Hammer  Manufacturing  Co., 
Milwaukee,  Wis.  The  view  on  the  left  of  the  accom- 

panying illustration  shows  a  momentary-contact  type  of 
switch  for  installation  in  the  handle  of  such  tools  as 
portable  drills.  The  switch  is  usually  so  placed  that 
when  the  tool  is  gripped  the  forefinger  of  the  operator 
rests  on  the  trigger,  so  that  the  current  can  be  easily 
turned  on.  A  spring  causes  the  trigger  to  return  to 
the  off  position,  so  that  when  the  grip  is  released  the 
switch  automatically  opens  the  circuit. 

The  switch  shown  on  the  right  of  the  illustration 
is  of  different  form,  and  is  provided  with  an  operating 

CUTLER-HAMMER  TOOL-HANDLE  SWITCHES 

lever,  but  no  spring  to  return  this  lever.  The  switch 
is  for  use  in  appliances  where  it  is  desirable  that  the 
switch  remain  in  either  the  off  or  the  on  position 
until  the  lever  is  moved  to  the  other  position  by  the 

operator.  The  devices  are  provided  with  long  phosphor- 
bronze  contacts  which  engage  with  a  wiping  motion. 

Jaques  Special  Micrometer 

A  micrometer,  designated  as  the  "Jaques  Special," 
has  just  been  brought  out  by  the  Central  Tool  Co., 
Auburn,  R.  I.  It  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illus- 

trations, the  lower  view  giving  the  tool  assembled 
and  the  upper  one  the  component  parts.  All  the  parts 
are  shown  separately,  except  that  the  measuring  spindle 
and  its  sleeve,  which  appear  as  one  piece,  are  two  pieces 
pressed  together. 

The  frame  is  of  oval  section  and  is  one  piece  with 
the  barrel.  The  outer  end  of  the  barrel  is  split  to 
provide  means  of  compensating  for  wear  of  the  thread, 
and  the  adjustment  in  diameter  is  made  by  the  spring 
nut  which  may  be  seen  adjacent  to  the  barrel.  The 
thimble  is  a  tight  push  fit  over  the  sleeve  of  the  meas- 

JAQUES  SPECIAL  MICROMETER 

uring  spindle  and  it  is  also  split  and  provided  with  a 
knurled  ring  nut  for  clamping  it  to  the  sleeve. 

The  micrometer  may  be  dis-assembled,  the  adjust- 
ments made,  and  then  reassembled  in  a  few  seconds 

with  no  tools  other  than  the  operator's  fingers.  After 
the  adjustment  is  completed,  the  spindle  is  run  into 
contact  with  the  anvil,  and  the  thimble  turned  or  moved 
endwise,  or  both  as  may  be  necessary,  to  bring  the  zero 
lines  into  coincidence.  After  the  outer  ring  nut  has 
been  tightened,  the  micrometer  is  ready  for  use. 

Desmond-Stephan  Roller  Bearing 
Grinding- Wheel  Dresser 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  rotary  type  of 
grinding-wheel  dresser  that  has  recently  been  placed  on 
the  market  by  the  Desmond-Stephan  Manufacturing  Co., 
Urbana,  Ohio,  in  which  device  the  tool-steel  disks  are 
carried  on  roller  bearings.  The  advantage  of  the  con- 

struction is  the  easy  running  of  the  disks  and  the 
long  life  of  the  bearing.  It  is  stated  that  on  a  continu- 

ous run  of  15  hours  the  bearings  showed  no  wear,  and 
the  cutters  showed  a  loss  in  diameter  of  A  inch. 

A  stud  'i  in.  in  diameter  carries  a  cage  holding  the 
rollers  of  the  bearing,  which  in  turn  support  a  bushing 

DESMOND-STEPHAN  ROLLER-BEARING  DRESSER 

on  which  the  cutters  are  securely  fastened.  The  con- 
struction makes  the  bearing  dust-proof,  but  provides 

means  of  oiling  it.  The  cutters  have  a  corrugated  form, 
are  2i  in.  in  diameter  and  may  be  replaced  when  worn. 

The  body  of  the  device  is  so  made  that  it  is  applicable 
to  use  either  in  a  toolpost  or  on  a  magnetic  chuck.  The 
shank  is  employed  to  hold  the  dresser  in  a  toolpost; 
for  use  on  a  chuck,  the  device  is  turned  over  from  the 
position  shown  in  the  illustration,  so  that  both  the  top 
of  the  body  and  the  end  of  the  shank  rests  on  the 
chuck  table. 
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Automatic  Transportation  Co.  3-Ton 
Urtinx-PUtrurm  Truck 

Ab  •Wetric-driTvn  iodiutrial  truck  of  the  lifting-pUt- 
typc   in  «hkh  CMtiogB  hav*   been   eliminated 

ttootlMMit  the  fruHWork.  It  alMiwii  in  the  aocompany- 
iac  nillUlllim.     Stivctana  ated  hot-riveted  in  place 
b  eaiplofad  to  provMt  a  riyid  and  durable,  as  well  as 
Ucht.  ooactroction  for  the  truck.     The  truck  is  a  r»- 
eeat  prodMct  of  the  Antoraatie  TraaaporUtion  Co^  29SS 
Mala  SU  Buffalo.  N.  Y. 

The  track  has  a  lifiins  capacity  of  three  tons.    The 

.MTVJMATl UU-TI.NGl'U-VTHJUM    TKLCK 

tmttarr,  tk«  motor,  the  drive  marhaniam  and  the  control 
madMafam  art  similar  to  tboaa  employed  on  previous 

■adtb  of  thia  company's  trucks.  Steel  covers  encloae 
tbm  battariaa  and  all  of  the  auxiliary  mechanism. 

"Bverwear'*  End  Test  Gage 
An  end  gafe  for  testing  micrometers  or  for  use  in 

quantity  production  of  work  requiring  the  accurate 

gagias  of  internal  diameters,  is  a  nn-rnt  product  of 
Um  Central  Tool  Co.,  Auburn.  R.  I.  The  gage  is  here- 
with  illustrated  with  the  cap  and  ball  removed  from 
eat  end  to  abow  tbe  eoaatmction. 

TiM  eaotral  part,  or  stem,  is  cupped  at  both  ends 
to  rweivt  a  A-in.  eoauaereial  steel  ball,  which  is  re- 

tained la  place  by  a  sleeve  or  cup  thrended  to  Rcrew 
oD  the  atem. 

Becanae  of  the  fact  that  the  attuui  nifiutunnK  con- 
tacta  are  provided  by  round. balls,  the  gage  may  be 
•4Jaalod  to  cnmprnsate  for  wear  by  merely  loosening 
the  altivas  and  turning  the  bails  alightly  to  expose  un- 
oati  portions  of  their  aurfaeea.  Aftor  several  such 
adJaatnenU  the  batia  may  be  diacarded  and  new  ones 
aabaUtoted.  Tke  aaow  "Evarwear"  ia  applied  because 
ti  tke  abnity  to  malatala  the  length  of  the  tool.  The 
tmt  caa  be  fumlabed  la  any  desired  length  above 
1  Inch. 

Van  Dorn  Radial-Arm  Electric  Drill 
for  Millwrights 

In  order  to  provide  an  electric  drill  especially  adapted 
to  the  needs  of  millwrights  and  maintenance  men.  the 
Van  Dorn   Electric  Tool  Co..   Cleveland.  Ohio,  has  re- 

cently placed  on  the  market  the  "millwrights'  special" 
radial-arm  drilling  machine  that  is  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying  Illustration.     The   device  can   be   attached   to 
the  wall  or  to  a  column  for  performing  jobs  of  a  sta- 

tionary   nature    where    rigidity    and   greater   accuracy 
are  re<juired  than  can  be  obtained  by  holding  the  drill in  the  hands. 

The  power-driven  unit  of  the  machine  is 
es.sentially  a  portable  electric  drill  of  the  type 
formerly  made  by  the  concern.  The  housing 
is  of  aluminum;  the  whole  tool  is  light  in 
weight,  and  the  parts  are  arranged  to  permit 
quick  dismounting  for  greasing  and  cleaninjt. 
The  motor  is  of  the  universal  type,  adaptable 
to  both  a.c.  and  d.c.  circuits.  It  is  ventilated 
by  means  of  an  aluminum  fan  on  the  rotor 
shaft,  which  latter  is  equipped  with  ball  bear- 

ings. The  drill  chuck  holds  twist  drills  up  to 
i  in.  in  diameter  for  work  in  iron  and  steel, 
while  larger  bits  can  be  carried  for  boring 
wood. 

The  arm  that  carries  the  drill  is  light  in 
weight  BO  that  it  can  be  easily  swung  on  its 
pivots  or  carried  to  different  parts  of  the  shop. 
Two  brackets  are  Iwlted  to  the  wall  or  column 

to  carry  the  pivots  that  supjwrt  the  arm.  At  the  outer 
end  of  the  arm  is  a  second  pivoted  joint  on  which  the 
short  forearm  swings.  The  outer  portion  of  the  fore- 

arm Is  a  support  and  guide  for  the  bracket  carrying 
the  drill.  The  portable  drill  can  be  quickly  attached  to 
the  radial  arm  by  removing  one  handle  from  It  and 
bolting  It  to  the  adaptor  plate.  It  is  stated  that  less 
than  one  minute  is  required  to  attach  and  detach  the 
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VAN  DORN  nADLAI^AHM  ULBfmtlC  DRILL, 

drill  from  the  arm,  thus  making  the  machine  available 
for  portable  drilling  operations. 
The  drill  bracket  or  vertical  sliding  members  can 

be  operated  by  means  of  the  long  hand  lever.  A 
tension  spring  attached  to  the  bottom  of  the  drill 
bracket  counterbalances  the  weight  of  the  drill.  The 
area  of  operation  for  the  cutting  tool  lies  within  a 
circle  having  a  radius  of  .3U  in.  from  the  wall  pivots. 
The  auxiliary  forearm  provides  a  secondary  radius  of 
101  in.  that  permits  of  varying  the  distance  of  the  drill 
from  the  pivot,  and  enables  locating  it  over  the  work. 
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fox  No.  12  Automatic  Countersinking 
Machine 

A  single  purpose  machine  designed  for  such  work  as 
countersinking  automobile  clutch  plate  holes  has  just 
been  introduced  by  the  Fox  Machine  Co.,  Jackson,  Mich. 
As  arranged  for  countersinking  the  fifty-two  holes  in 
Hudson  clutch  plates  it  is  a  three-station,  rotary-table 
machine  with  twenty-six  spindles  in  each  of  two  groups 
mounted  in  a  single  head  as  illustrated. 

The  speed  box  on  top  of  the  column  is  similar  to  the 
one  used  on  other  Fox  machines,  but  the  feed  box,  on 
the   left   in  the   figure,  has   but  one   fixed   movement 

FOX  AUTOMATIC   COUNTERSINKING   MACHINE 

instead  of  the  usual  changes  through  sliding  gears.  The 
vertical  shaft  which  drives  the  spindles  is  driven  by  a 
bevel  gear  from  the  front  of  the  speed  box.  The  other 
vertical  shaft  shown,  coming  from  the  feed  box,  drives 
the  cams  through  which  the  spindles  get  their  up-and- 
down  motion  of  i  in.  A  clutch  is  provided  so  that  the 
feed  can  be  released  or  engaged  at  will. 

The  shaft  with  universal  joints  at  both  ends  trans- 
mits power  from  the  feed  box  to  the  table  indexing 

mechanism  which  indexes  the  table  120  deg.  through 
a  modified  Geneva  motion.  The  tripping  is  done  by  the 
upward  movement  of  the  head. 

The  countersinks  float  so  that  any  small  irregularity 
in  the  spacing  of  the  holes  in  the  work  may  be  taken 
up.  Each  spindle  has  a  vertical  adjustment  graduated 
to  0.005  in.,  and  a  positive  lock. 

Forced  lubrication  of  the  spindle  bearings  and  spindle 
head  gears  is  provided  by  a  geared  pump  located  in  the 
head.  A  feature  of  the  design  is  an  arrangement  which 
prevents  oil  from  running  down  the  spindles.  The 
drilling  compound  is  carried  in  the  forward  compart- 

ment of  the  lower  tank  and  is  forced  up  through  the 
center  of  the  table  to  flow  out  over  the  entire  work 
surface.  The  pump  is  belt  driven  from  the  indexing 
niechanism  drive  shaft,  as  is  the  pump  which  forces 
the  lubricant  to  the  speed  box  gears  and  which  is  located 
in  the  rear  compartment  of  the  tank. 

The  machine  is  started  up  at  a  rate  of  ten  cycles  per 
minute  or  a  completed  plate  every  six  seconds.  This 
arrangement  gives  the  operator  plenty  of  time  to  change 
pieces  at  the  loading  station  and  higher  production  is 
expected  when  he  becomes  more  familiar  with  the machine. 

Initial  drive  is  through  an  automobile  type  dry  disk 
clutch  at  the  top  of  the  column  and  controlled  by  a  foot 
lever  at  the  base  of  the  pedestal.  The  weight  of  the 
machine  is  2,450  pounds. 

Oliver  No.  173  Self-Contained  Jig  Saw 
A  self-contained  jig  saw  known  as  No.  173  has  just 

been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Oliver  Machinery  Co., 
Grand  Rapids,  Mich.  The  machine  is  designed  for  all 
kinds  of  interior  and  exterior  scroll  work  made  of  wood 
or  other  substances  of  similar  machineability. 

As  will  be  seen  from  the  illusti'ation  no  moving  parts 

OLIVER  SELF-CONTAINED  JIG  SAW 
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tlw  MW.    TIm  fart  that  the  aaw  ia 
■ell  •  war  thai  ft  ia  not  und«r  tenaion  is 
to  add  to  tko  aafaty  of  the  machine.     An 

daaapiRf  dark*  balow  tha  table  operatins  in 
with   the  alidinf   block  abova  makaa   tha 

of  MadM  aa  aaajr  job.    The  pitman  and  cross- 
of  ahnainum  to  reduce  the  weinht   of 

patta. 
caat-iroa  tabia  ia  S»  x  S4  in.  and  may  be  tilted 
aacla  of  M  daf .  rlfht  or  left.  It  ia  poasibie  to 
tha  aaw  gvidea  90  def.  in  their  bearinga  ao  that 

aajr  ba  fed  either  from  the  nide  or  the  front 
coatroi  ia  arranged  to  ba  operated  from  either 

A  lUda  ia  tlw  tabIa  mar  be  withdrawn  by  meana  of 

A  kaob  «a  ita  under  aide  to  allow  chipa  and  small  pieces 

ta  4r«p  throaffa  the  Ubie  out  of  the  way.  A  continuous 

air  blast  la  directed  at  the  front  of  Uw  aaw  to  carr>- 
awa>  doat 

of  tha  ahaft  ia  1.200  r.pjn.  and  a  flexible 
ia  provided  to  connect  it  directly  with  the 
Bait  drive  can  be  provided  if  desired.  The 

alroka  of  tha  aaw  ia  S  in.  and  saws  up  to  18  in.  longr 
■MX  ha  aasd.  Prom  tha  aaw  to  tha  column  there  is  a 
daar  oponlns  of  S6)  in.  bat  lonirer  work  can  ba  fed  from 
tha  aUa  as  indicated  above.  The  hiirheat  work  that  can 
b»  talwe  under  tha  (uida  ia  10  inches. 

Oaa  daaaa  aaws  and  the  necaaaary  wrancbaa  ara 
f^u«iahad  with  tha  machine. 

Bath  Inspection  Gage  and  Stand 
Tha  laapaetion  saca  and  stand  shown  in  the  illustra- 

tioe  liaa  raoantly  baen  brought  out  by  John  Bath  &  Co., 
lac  Woreaatar,  Maaa,  and  ia  intended  for  facilitating 
the  calibratioa  of  accurate  internal  diametars  in  hard- 

ened and  troond  work.  Tha  gaga  ia  a  modification  of 
the  Bath  internal  micrometer  that  maaaurea  internal 
diaowtara  by  meana  of  a  combination  of  a  mieronteter 
aertw  aod  aliding  wcdgaa,  which  micrometer  was  da* 
•ertbad  oa  paga  C78.  VoL  54.  of  Amtriean  Machinist. 

Tha  oadar  aarfaca  of  aach  wedga  ia  inclined  at  an 
aagfe  of  15  dag.  to  tha  body  of  the  tool,  and  the  wedges 
are  mored  longitudinally  by  the  micrometer  screw, 
whkh  is  actuated  by  turning  the  knurled  end  of  the 

■laaL  Baeauac  of  Um  amplification  of  moramant  ob- 
taiaad  through  the  combination,  very  fina  ineramanta 
of  diamctar  can  aaally  ba  dia- 
earaad.  Tha  tool  naasuraa 
rsadOr  varlatloBa  aa  anall  aa 
iutOOl  1b..  aach  mark  on  tha 
thlMhli  ropraaenting  tbia 
aaioant.  Measuramanta  in* 
vahriag  portions  of  divlsiona 
aMf  ha  aatimated  aa  aaaily 
aad  aeenataly  aa  upon  tha 

»g  0.001  in.  divi. 
of  tha  atandard  micro- 

UATH    I.VSPhXTlO.N    CiAUK   ANU   STAND 

operator's  left  hand  free  to  handle  work,  while  with  the 
fingers  of  his  right  hand  he  manipulates  the  knurled 
measuring  screw. 

The  stand  grips  the  measuring  tool  by  the  knurled 
handle,  which  has  no  movement  with  relation  to  the 
body,  and  the  gripping  surfaces  are  faced  with  soft 
metal  to  prevent  marring  the  tool.  Measuring  tools  can 
be  supplied  for  any  diameter  above  1  In.,  and  the 
change  from  one  size  to  another  can  be  easily  made. 

Arcade  Jolt  Stripper  Molding:  Machine 
A  jolt  type  of  molding  machine  equipped  with  a 

pneumatically  operated  stripper  has  recently  been  added 
to  the  line  of  the  Arcade  Manufacturing  Co.,  Freeport, 

III.  The  machine  has  a  6-in.  jolting  motion  operated 

by  compraaaed  air  in  the  usual  manner.  The  air-oper- 
ated stripping  motion  can  be  furnished  with  either 

8  or  12  in.  length  of  stroke.  The  machine  having  the 

12-in.  stripping  motion  is  placed  with  half  its  height 
below  the  floor  level,  but  the  8-in.  strip  machine  is 
placed  entirely  above  the  floor. 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  machine  hav- 
ing an  8-in.  stripping  motion.  A  pattern  is  mounted 

on  the  jolting  table,  and  a  flask  containing  a  completed 

mold  is  shown  on  the  floor  at  the  left  of  the  illustra- 
tion. The  arrangement  of  the  operating  valves  can  be 

easily  seen. 

The  atripper  frame  which  carries  the  vertical  pins 

A  taparad  ring  of  hardaoad 
at  tha  aataring  and  of 

flw  laal  anablaa  tha  laapaetor 
to  rfida  tha  work  opon  tba 
■waaarfaf  aorfaea  aaatly  whila 
tha  ataad  holda  tha  tool  firmly, 

laavaa   tha ARCAPC  joi/r  mttppBR  iiou>iNo  uachinb 
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that  engage  the  stripping  plate,  or  that  lift  the 
flask  when  a  stripping  plate  is  not  used,  is  mounted 

on  an  annular  type  of  piston.  This  piston  fits  around 
the  column  of  the  jolt  cylinder  and  inside  th©  large 

cylinder  at  the  bottom  of  the  machine.  Sheet-metal 
guards  cover  the  pistons  and  cylinders,  so  that  they  are 
not  visible  in  the  illustration.  For  the  12-in.  lift,  the 
annular  piston  is  provided  with  a  bearing  18  in.  long  on 

the  guiding  column.  The  flask  containing  the  sand  can 
be  lifted  straight  up  from  the  pattern,  so  that  only  a 
very  small  amount  of  draft  is  necessary. 

The  lifting  pins  that  engage  the  stripping  plate  or 
the  flask  are  adjustable  in  position,  so  as  to  suit  work 
of  different  sizes.  The  machine  may  be  made  with  a 

hand-operated  stripping  device  for  use  in  connection 
with  small  jolt  cylinders;  also  it  may  be  provided  with 
several  stripping  cylinders  for  long  flasks. 

Sisson  Portable  Saw  Bench  for 
Patternmakers 

A.  C.  Sisson,  41  Bayley  St.,  Pawtucket,  R.  I.,  has 

placed  on  the  market  a  small  portable  saw  bench  in- 
tended for  the  use  of  patternmakers  and  cabinet  makers, 

and  in  jobbing  machine  shops  where  there  is  wood- 
working to  be  done.  The  machine  is  entirely  self- 

contained.  The  arbor  is  belt  driven  from  a  motor 
mounted  on  a  bracket  at  the  side  of  the  pedestal,  the 
belt  running  inside  the  hollow  column.  The  motor  can 
be  attached  by  a  flexible  cord  to  any  convenient  lamp 
socket. 

The  table  is  38  in.  from  the  floor,  has  a  working  sur- 
face of  16i  X  211  in.,  and  is  provided  with  a  rip  fence 

that  may  be  set  at  any  angle  for  bevel  sawing,  as  well 
as  a  cut-off  slide  that  is  also  adjustable  to  obtain  miters 

Dover  Combination  Hand  Press  and  Puller 
A  combination  hand  press  and  puller,  designed 

primarily  for  use  in  garages  and  jobbing  shops  for 
the  purpose  of  removing  wheels,  gears  and  bushings 
from  their  shafts  and  also  for  pressing  such  parts  in 
place,  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  Geo. 
W.  Dover,  Inc.,  Eddy  St.  and  Thurbers  Ave.,  Provi- 

dence, R.  I. 
The  base  can  be  attached  to  the  work  bench  by  means 

of  three  lagscrews.    With  the  yoke,  spreaders  and  anvil 

SISSON  PORTABLE  SAW  BENCH 

up  to  45  deg.     An  adjustable  stop  attaches  to  the  cut- 
off slide  for  duplicating  lengths. 

The  arbor  can  carry  a  6-ln.  saw,  and  it  runs  at  2,400 
r.p.m.  The  table  may  be  tilted  to  any  angle  or  swung 
up  out  of  the  way  entirely  when  changing  saws.  The 
machine  weighs   184   lb.  with  the   motor. 

DOVKK  COMBINATION  PRESS  AND  PULLER 

plate  in  place,  as  may  be  seen,  in  the  center  of  the 
accompanying  illustration,  the  device  becomes  an  arbor 
press,  for  handling  round  pieces  up  to  18  in.  in  diameter. 

Three  yokes  of  different  lengths  are  supplied,  each 

having  a  set  of  hook  arms  to  adapt  the  device  for  pull- 
ing off  refractory  wheels  or  for  extracting  bushings. 

The  arms  are  reversible  so  that  they  may  be  used  either 
side  out,  and  they  may  be  placed  any  distance  apart 
within  the  limits  of  the  yoke,  to  suit  the  work.  Special 

hook  arms  are  provided  for  removing  gears  and  bush- 
ings from  parts  for  certain  makes  of  automobile  that 

cannot  be  reached  with  the  regular  equipment. 
The  yokes,  arms  and  other  parts  that  are  called  upon 

to  withstand  stresses  are  drop  forged  from  40-point 
carbon  steel,  and  are  capable  of  sustaining  a  load  of 

50,000  lb.  per  square  inch  of  sectional  area.  The  illus- 
tration shows  appliances  adapted  to  use  with  the  device. 

What  Does  Complication  Mean? 
By  a.  W.  Brown 

We  are  told  to  avoid  complication;  but  if  you  were 

to  ask  me  to  define  this  term  exactly,  I  would  say  ver>' 
frankly  that  I  could  not.  One  machine  is  "compli- 

cated" because  it  contains  a  great  number  of  parts; 
another,  because  although  it  has  fewer  parts,  it  has 
more  kinds  of  parts. 

On  first  thought,  I  might  say  that  the  latter  was  the 
more  complicated  of  the  two  and  the  next  day  I  might 

reverse  my  judgment.  Take  your  choice;  but  in  manu- 
facture avoid  unnecessary  "complication"  of  either  kind. 
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News   Section 
Accountants  Will  Hold  Inter- 

nalioiul  Conference 
«»ihri— ry  procrmai  of  Um 
wUeml  coat  coafvrMtc*  un- 
■■■liii  of  til*  National  A»- 
«f  Coat  AecaoMtaaU  which  U 

Tho 

U  to  IhM  Ib  AUutie  City.  Soptrmber 
tS.  St,  Sit  tr  aad  tS.  IMl,  haa  Juat 

Ih*  taiporUBt  wibjecta  which 
imr  4iaciwaioa  at  the  vafiom 
m-inna  ara  "Actoal  Oiala  aa 

with    KoplMWMst    Coots." 
ai     AaadiriatnUon     Coata." Maaaa  of  Rododur 

,**  Tha  Ptec«  of  Coou  ia  Bwd- 
t."  -Cort  ProUoaa  of 

Steel   and  TastQo 

that  nor*  than  a  tbou- 
fram  United  SUteo. 

Canada  will  ba  ia  at- 
at  this  conforancOL  Um  Na- 

Uaaal  Aasociatioa  of  Coot  Accountants 
■adar  wbaaa  aoapicaa  the  confcrenrv  is 
to  ba  htid  \mm  baeeaa  international  in 
its  oparatinn  throocli  affiliation  with 
caat  aaaarlatioaa  ia  other  countries. 
Mora  thaa  a  dioaaand  businma  con- 

an  iipiaaaiitiil  aowac  the  three 
1  of  tha  aaaodatioa. 

Interchani^ecblo  Mileage 
BiU  Passed 

TIm  aews  of  the  passaire  of  the  Int«r- 
Milaace    btfi    recenUy    by 

win  be  received  with  no  •mall 
ti  aatiafartkn  by  all  persons 

wha  tiavel  t«  aay  axteat  whatsoev«T. 
Tba  aaMnd-  laat  to  the  laterstate  Com- 
BMica  Act,  proridlac  for  thasa  boolu, 
reads,  la  part,  aa  follows: 

"Tbo  CoaaiiaBloB  ia  directed  to  rr- 
^■ira,  after  aottra  and  hearinir,  each 

by  rail,  aobjert  to  this  Art,  to 
at  each  oAcea  as  msy  be  prr- 
1  by  the  eonnnisaion  Interchange- 

ahla  laileafte  or  scrip  coupon  tickeu  at 
Jvt  aad  laaaaaaWa  rates,  good  for 
fmwmtiu  intrlaaa  opon  tbe  paasenver 
t«alaa  «f  all  rarrWri  by  rail  subject  to 
tMa  Act.  Tbe  eomaiiiaion  may  in  Its 
dlaoatiea  cxanpt  from  the  provisions 
of  tbla  MMaadatory  Art  either  ia  whole 
or  isMrt  aay  carrier  where  tit*  par- 
tictiv  cireaaistaBcea  abown  to  the 
«a«ariaaioa  shall  Jaatify  each  exetnp- 
lioa  to  be  BMde.  8orh  tickets  nsy  be 
le^aiied  to  be  iaoved  in  each  doaomina* 

aa  the  coaadaaiga  auy  prescribe. 
■aHag  aay  enler  mioirinff  tbe 
«f  amr  awb  ticfcoU  tbe  com- 
■ball  Wkke  aad  poblish  nurh 

for rMaaaabio  r«laa  and  tavalatloaa   for 
tfMr  Iseaaaca  aad  mo  aa  la  Ha  Mr 
aMMt  tbe  pobUe  brtataat  doaMuds;  and 

kuu  been  jiven,  it  i«  .•vni-.!..«l  and 
Itoped   that    immetli  n  the 
sifninir  of  the  bill  bv  :  'niing, 
tlte  Interstate  Commerce  Commisaion 
will  art  without  delay.  One  of  the  out- 
•t«ndin(  feature*  of  the  new  book, 
when  i««ued,  is  that  the  traveler  will 
not  be  rvqaired  to  carry  a  number  of 
different  books,  inasmuch  as  the  one 
form  of  book  will  l>e  anlversally  osed 
and  accepted. 

Machine  Tool  Exhibition 
in  New  Haven 

On  Sept«<nibt.-r  21  there  will  be  opened 
in  New  llavt-n  a  machine  tool  exhibi- 

tion under  the  juiift  auspices  of  the 
New  Haven  branch  of  the  American 
Society  of  Mechanical  Enicineera  and 
the  Department  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
aeerinc  of  Yale  University. 

The  Mason  Laboratory  of  the  Uni- 
versity  has  been  sot  apart  for  this  pur- 

pose and  the  exhibition,  dcvou-d  entirely 
to  machine  tools,  will  be  held  on  Sep- 
U-mber  21.  22  and  23. 

While  the  original  purpose  of  the  ex- 
hibition was  to  bring  before  the  man- 

ufacturera  of  the  State  of  Connecticut 
and  the  engineering  students  of  Yale 
University  the  Istest  developments  in 
machine  tool  practice,  it  is  also  being 
held  this  year  for  the  purpone  of  stim- 

ulating industrial  activity  and  haiitcn- 
ing  a  return  to  prosperous  conditions 
in  the  machine  tool  industry. 

No  charge  ia  being  made  for  spaee 
and  th«-re  will  he  no  admission  fee 
c}  ̂ rged  for  spectators.  H.  R.  Wescott, 
207  Orange  Street,  New  Haven,  mem- 

ber of  the  executive  committ^'e  of  the 
New  Haven  Branch  of  the  A.S.M.E.  is 
chairman  of  the  exhibition  committee 
and  any  inquiry  for  informntiun  or 
space  should  be  addreaoed  to  him. 

Mpaitalhr  it  aboO  prescribe  wbHhcr 
Mm  liciiots  ar«  fenuaferaMo  or  non- 

and  If  the  latter,  what 
Wtmf    bo    reqaired;    and 

Department  of  Commerce 
Opens  Atlanta  Office 

Acconling  to  B.  C.  Ge'xingcr,  di- 
rector of  the  recently  ejttahtisncd  At- 

lanta office  of  the  Bureau  of  Foreign 
and  Domeatic  Commerce,  the  only  of- 

fice of  the  bureau  between  Washington 
and  New  Orleans,  the  Atlanta  district 
will  embrace  the  five  states  of  Georgia, 
Klorida,  Alabama  and  North  and  South 
Carolina.  The  offire,  whirh  will  be  in 
room  206,  Chamber  of  Commerce  Build- 

ing, AlJanta,  will  be  ready  to  function 
on  or  about   August   15. 

Of  recent  years  southern  mannfac- 
tnrers  have  «levelope<l  a  larjfa  volume 
of  export  bosinoaa  with  l.stin- American 
coontriaa,  and  this  office  Is  expected 
to  bring  abask  a  farther  tncrcare  in 

this  bosinaaa.    At  present  t^u-  r<r;.  r'nal 

-J,  also  to  wbat  baggago 
dw  tewfri  haMm  of  Mdk  tl^koU 

Nov    that 

products  of  ixport  are  r 
china    tools    and    marh .  r  >. 
common  and  face  brick,  lumUT,  and 
iron  and  stod  products  and  railway 
equipment,  most  of  the  latter  Items 
froai  the  Alabama  distrirt,  and  the 
principal  trade  is  with  Cuba,  Mexico 

aatborily    and  CVnIral  America. 

rhiladolphia  Industrial 
Conditions 

While  there  are  many  general 
rumors  of  substantially  increasing  busi- 

ness the  increase  in  operations  and 
employment  in  the  metal  manufactur- 

ing induNtry  of  Philadelphiu  during 
June,  though  steady,  has  been  but 
slight,  aa  revealed  by  the  compilation, 
enuiracing  the  reports  of  132  metal 
manufacturing  establishments  in  this 
vicinity. 

According  to  statistics  Just  compiled 

by  the  Metal  Manufacturera'  Associa- tion of  that  city,  132  shops  addtnl  1,313 
employees  to  their  payroll  during  the 
month  of  June  equivalent  to  an  in- 

crease of  3  per  cent  compared  with 
May.  The  Inbor  turn-over,  while  some- 

what less  than  in  Mav,  ia  high,  6,080 
hands  being  put  to  work  to  obtain  a  net 
increase  of  1,313  employees. 

The  incronse  in  June  as  compared 
with  May  was  well  divided  among  all 
of  the  varied  groups  of  the  industry 
with  the  exrcption  of  group  1,  inclucl- 
Ing  shipyards  and  marine  cnfrine 
plants;  group  4,  including  knitting, 
weaving,  dyeing  and  drying  plants; 
group  8,  including  metal  stamping 
works;  and  group  10,  including  elec- 

trical, surgical  and  dental  specialties 
and  instrument  factories. 
Average  weekly  operating  hours  re- 

mained about  the  same  and  are  slightly 
more  than  the  average  weekly  operat- 

ing hours  in  July,  1020.  No  further 
decreases  in  wages,  were  made  and  the 
average  reduction  since  the  depression 
set  in  two  years  ago  totals  22.4  per 
cent  which  figure  ia  likely  to  be  main- 

tained some  little  time. 
Fewer  plants  had  an  increase  in 

weekly  man-hours  in  June  than  in  May 
and  the  aggregate  increase  is  very  con- 

siderably Toss  thnn  it  was  in  the  preced- 
ing month.  This  may  indicate  that 

the  rising  tide  uf  business  In  our  lines 
has  temporarily  reached  its  peak  and 
may  subside.  Similar  Indications 
might  be  drawn  from  the  decreasing 
demand  for  labor  as  revealed  by  the 
classified  want  advertisements  in  the 
leading  newspapers  of  this  city,  which 
this  month  have  averaged  20  per  c«nt 
less  for  male  help  and  86  per  cent  loss 
for  female  help,  the  male  help  demand 
having  derlincd  ev<-n  in  the  face  of  large 
advertisements  for  labor  to  take  tho 

place  of  men  on  strike  from  the  rail- road shops. 

An  examination  of  starting  and  nro- 
vailing  rates  for  labor  in  eighly-tnree 
metal  working  establishmenta  now  cm- 

Sloying  27,069  hands,  rovculs  that  then' as  been  only  very  slight  changes  in 
rataa  sinee  February  of  thii  year.  Tho 
rates  for  some  crafts  arc  slightly 
higher  and  for  others  slightly  less. 
Generally  speaking,  however,  thcro  ha< 
been  no  change  of  moment  ^iid  the 
averages  arc  nrarlically  tho  same  ns 
prevailed  in  Fehrunry.  Unless  there Is  soma  ronnidcrahlo  improvement  in 
1)11  ■  "'ions   now    prevailing    It 
if  our   opinion,    thiit    the 
r.ii'T    ri'iw  <':Mniing  will   he  niaintflin"d 
'or  quite  some  time. 
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Machinery  Manufacturer 
Returns  from  Trip 

to  Orient 
Mr.  Henry  Harnischfeger,  President 

of  the  Pawling  &  Harnischfeger  Co.  at 
Milwaukee,  Wis.,  has  just  returned 
from  a  six  months'  tour  around  the 
world,  in  which  he  visited  Japan, 
China,  the  Philippine  Islands,  India, 
and  several  European  countries  in  an 
investigation  of  business  conditions  and 
possibilities  generally,  but  more  par- 

ticularly in  the  Far  East. 
He  found  those  countries  suffering 

from  the  effects  of  the  world-wide  busi- 
ness depression,  because  of  a  large  sur- 
plus stock  of  materials  of  all  kinds  left 

over  from  the  war  days.  These,  he 
says,  must  be  used  up  before  new  sup- 

plies will  be  needed.  Contrary  to  the 
general  opinion  there  is  a  growing  mar- 

ket in  the  Far  East  for  labor-saving 
machinery  of  all  kinds.  This  is  due  to 
the  fact  that  labor  conditions  are 
slowly  reaching  a  point  where  costs  of 
construction  and  manufacture  are 
high.  Furthermore,  in  spite  of  the 
fact  that  labor  is  cheap  and  so  ineffi- 

cient the  labor  costs  on  projects  can- 
not be  figured  much  lower  than  in  this 

country. 
In  the  steel-making  line  there  is  con- 

siderable activity  as  well  as  in  large 
civil  engineering  projects,  such  as 
power  plants,  drainage,  irrigation  and 
building  construction. 
The  opportunities  in  Burma  for 

flood  control,  were  especially  impres- 
sive. They  have  a  problem  with  the 

flood  disasters  on  the  Irrawaddy  River 
such  as  we  have  on  our  own  Mississippi 
where  they  are  constantly  building  up 
embankments  to  keep  the  river  within 
its  channel.  For  this  reason  there  is  a 
large  market  for  gasoline-driven  exca- 

vating equipment.  It  will  be  necessary, 
however,  on  account  of  the  intense  heat, 
to  design  gas  engines  especially  to 
withstand  the  high  heats  found  in  that 
country.  On  lai-ge  railroad  projects, 
particularly,  the  use  of  gasoline-driven 
excavators  has  been  recognized  as 
economical. 

In  the  interior  of  India  there  is  a 
large  amount  of  construction  work  to  be 
done  but  up  to  this  time  it  has  been 
particularly  hazardous  due  to  the  loss 
of  life  among  workmen,  because  of 
wild  beasts  and  reptiles.  It  is  believed 
that  this  work  can  be  done  very  much 
more  safely  with  the  use  of  machinery. 

Of  interest  to  Americans  is  the  atti- 
tude of  the  natives.  The  Indian  people 

are  very  well  disposed  toward  Ameri- 
can-made goods.  They  feel  that  owing 

to  the  vastness  of  their  own  country  and 
also  of  ours  that  we  have  had  problems 
which  are  very  similar  to  their  own  and 
for  this  reason  they  believe  that  the 
machinery  which  Americans  designed 
for  the  construction  of  the  Erie  Canal, 
Panama  Canal,  Mississippi  flood  control 
and  other  projects  will  meet  their  con- 

ditions. This  experience  which  United 
States  manufacturers  have  had  has  not 
been  shared  by  European  manufac- 

turers since  they  have  never  had  to 
contend  with  these  propositions  on  such 
a  large  scale.  There  are  only  two  great 
differences  between  the  conditions  in 
India  and  United  States,  first,  the  dif- 

ferent class  of  labor  which  they  have 
in  India  and,  secondly,  weather  and  cli- 

matic conditions. 
Another    feature,    according    to    Mr. 
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Harnischfeger,  which  must  be  taken 
into  account  in  the  design  of  equip- 

ment for  use  in  these  countries  is  the 
fact  that  their  bridge  capacities  and 
clearances  are  much  less  than  ours  and 
for  this  reason,  for  the  present,  at  least, 
mobile  equipment  must  be  built  in  such 
a  manner  as  to  permit  of  its  being 
easily  dismantled. 

Altogether,  Mr.  Harnischfeger  was 
much  impressed  by  the  possibilities  of 
the  Far  East  and  he  believes  that  there 
is  a  good  market  there  for  labor-saving 
machinery  of  all  kinds. 

Business  Is  Better  in  Ohio 
By  A  Field  Editor 

In  spite  of  coal  and  railroad  strikes, 
there  is  a  decidedly  better  tone  to  busi- 

ness in  Ohio  and  surrounding  districts. 
Not  that  the  strikes  have  not  had  their 
effect,  for  both  trains  and  interurbans 
are  delayed  and  it  isn't  safe  to  bank  on 
scheduled  connections.  But  there  isn't 
a  shop  I've  visited  so  far  that  hasn't 
greeted  •  me  with  a  happier  look  than 
I've  seen  for  the  past  year.  Some 
haven't  really  got  back  into  their  stride, 
their  organization  hasn't  been  com- 

pletely rebuilt  even  with  essential  men, 
but  they  are  on  the  way  and  business 
is  coming  in  very  satisfactorily. 

Direct  business  is  very  evident  in 
automobile  accessories  such  as  jacks,  in 
household  appliances  and  other  lines. 
This  is  reflecting  itself  in  the  machine 
tool  shops  and  in  the  shops  building 
special  machinery  as  well.  New 
products  are  being  developed,  such  as 
large  milk  cans  on  the.  vacuum  bottle 
principle,  all  of  which  means  shear- 

ing and  punching  machines  for  the 
sheets,  drawing  machines  for  the  caps, 
and  welding  machines  for  putting  them 
together. 

New  types  of  battery  boxes  are  being 
molded  of  non-conducting  material  to 
replace  the  dove  tailed  wooden  box  for 
an  outer  case.  This  means  large 
presses  for  forcing  the  materials  into 
the  molds  and  again  gets  back  directly 
or  indirectly  to  the  machine  tool  field. 

Then  too  there  is  a  district  move- 
ment toward  the  use  of  metal,  of  the 

duralumin  order  in  airplane  construc- 
tion. One  large  and  well  known 

builder  is  doing  some  very  interesting 
work  in  this  line.  And  even  though 
this  may  not  seem  to  affect  the  machine 
tool  business  materially  at  present,  it 
is  a  step  toward  it,  and  one  which  may 
eventually  amount  to  quite  a  volume  of 
business. 

Business  is  decidedly  better.  Orders 
are  filtering  in  from  unexpected  places 
and  the  man  who  still  pulls  a  long  face 
over  the  outlook  should  consult  a 

specialist  and  have  his  "pessimisticas" removed  at  once. 

Reports  on  Three-Shift  Day 
to  Be  Discussed  by 

Engineers 
Findings  in  a  nationwide  survey  of 

the  three-shift  day  in  American  indus- 
try will  be  placed  before  the  Execu- 
tive Board  of  the  American  Engineer- 

mg  Council  of  the  Federated  Ameri 
can  Engineering  Societies,  at  a  meet 
mg  of  the  Board  to  be  held  in  Boston 
on  Septembei  8  and  9,  it  was  announcer; 
following  a  meeting  of  the  committee 
on  procedure  in  New  York. 
_  Two  reports,  dealing  with  exhaustive investigations  of  the  two-shift  and  the 
three-shift  day  problems  in  numerous 
industries  will  be  presnted.  One,  pre- 

pared by  Horace  B.  Drury,  formerly 
of  the  faculty  of  Ohio  State  University, 
will  describe  the  extent  of  two-shift 
operations  in  the  continuous  industries 
as  well  as  the  procedure  followed  and 
the  results  noted  by  those  companies 
which  have  changed  from  the  two-shift 
day  of  twelve  hours  each  to  the  three- 
shift   day   of   eight   hours    each. 
Among  the  industries  investigated 

are  the  metals,  glass  and  cement,  lime, 
brick,  and  pottery,  chemicals,  sugar, 
salt,  petroleum,  cottonseed  and  other 
vegetable  oils,  paper,  flour,  rubber,  mis- 

cellaneous manufactures,  and  mines, 
electricity,  gas,  water,  and  ice,  trans- 

portation, communication,  care-taking, 
and  personal  service. 
A  second  report  on  an  investigation 

of  the  modus  operandi  involved  in 
changing  the  operations  of  a  steel  plant 
from  a  two-shift  to  three-shift  meth- 

ods will  be  made  by  Bradley  Stough- 
ton,  former  secretary  of  the  American 
Institute  of  Mining  and  Metallurgical 
Engineers.  Both  investigations  are  be- 

ing directed  by  the  American  Engi- 
neering Council's  Committee  on  Work 

Periods  in  Continuous  Operation  Indus- 
tries, of  which  H.  E.  Howe  of  Wash- 

mgton,  president  of  the  American Chemical   Society,  is   chairman. 
The  findings  of  the  committee,  which 

are  expected  to  be  a  notable  contribu- 
tion to  the  facts  of  present  day  indus- 
try, will  be  presented  to  the  Boston 

meeting  of  the  engineering  board,  com- 
posed of  leading  engineers  from  all 

parts  of  the  country,  for  definite  ac- 
tion. A  preliminary  report  by  Mr. 

Drury  estimates  that  "very  roughly,  the number  of  shift  workers  in  the  United 
States  is  probably  well  over  500,000. 
though  likely  not  as  large  as  1,000,000  " Industries  of  the  South  and  the  Far 
West  are  included  in  the  survey  as  well 
as  the  industries  of  the  East  and  Mid- dle West. 
The  number  of  men  on  twelve-hour 

shifts  in  the  period  preceding  the  indus- 
trial depression  was  given  as  "perhaps not  far  from  300,000,  of  which  about 

as  many  were  outside  the  steel  indus- 

try as  within  it." 
New  England  N.  A.  S.E. 

Elects  Officers 
At  the  convention  of  the  New  Eng- 

land branch  of  the  National  Association 
of  Stationary  Engineers  in  Springfield, 
Mass.,  July  12  to  15,  the  city  of  Hart- 

ford was  awarded  the  prize  for  making 
the  largest  gain  in  membership.  Of  38 
stationary  engineers'  organizations  in 
the  New  England  field,  27  are  repre- 

sented in  the  association.  Special  em- 
phasis was  laid  on  the  progress  of  the 

work  of  the  educational  committee,  by 

means  of  examinations,  lectures,  motion 
picture  films,  etc.  These  officers  were 
elected  for  the  ensuing  year:  president, 
Janies  H  Henderson,  Lynn;  Vice-presi- dent, Edwin  H.  Perry,  Worcester: 
secretary.  Freeman  L.  Tyler,  Taunton; treasurer,  Walter  H.  Damon,  Spring- 

field. * The  New  England  Association  of 
Commercial  Engineers,  meeting  at  the 
same  time,  elected  Henry  H.  Lynch, 
Boston,  president;  Charles  S.  Ceilley, 
New  York,  vice-president,  and  Maj.  J. 
W.  H.  Myrick,  Boston,  treasurer. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
Tldt  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Ajfriculture  and  Industry 

Based  on  Current  Developments 

UT  TliaODORK  IL  THirK 
iMor,  C»mtmtrrm  mmd  FtiMfier,  N»w    York 

ICtp>nf>frf.  r>n«t-T  «.  rHw  rvMUktM  Cot»««««i.  l«  Sme^anf  Ptmtm.  NfW  Y
mrk) 

SCTTLBMKNT  oT  th»  «»«ff?^! 

o(  tk*  — liiilij  wiwrtoii     WitiMMlt 

■ai  liillm   tkat  Ukt  ..   

%iwm  aa4  dw  tkctp  mm  «iU  aooa  g«t 

oT  wWdi 

TIm  eMl  atrika  te  diff«r«nt.    It  prom- 
I*  be  •  loac  dniwB  oat  ftcht  th« 

li  wfll  bo  Urcoiy  borne  by 
.%m  will  hare  to  pay  exor- 

  I  for  their  winter  eoal.    Mr. 

||ac««r~i>  ynrtt****^  tbat  no  one  will 
aaffar  Wt  k  dow  aet  •PP«ai'  t^*^  >>« 
«r  aay  OM  •!•#  will  b«  able  to  control 

8aa«  eyaks  an  aaaatiaM  as- 
,  tlMt  Um  coal  opafatow  ara  not 
la  a  coatiaMBC*  of  the  •trik* 

MtO  ftaaC  «»«?«»^,*^T_T*i'  ̂ ^^ 
aUa  to  date  that  thay  had  to  yiaW  to 
tka  BMB  or  Wt  tba  paofda  ftvaa*  and 

aa  JwtHy  tha  pricea  to  which  coal  U 
abaady  ■ooathMr  In  mom  localiUca. 

Itaek  af  Um  prait  of  thia  advanea.  bow- 
ia  aiiiftabtoilly  batac  taapad  by 

  poaamUttaa  tha  stock 
.  a  Uttla  Icaa  conftdent  in  tone, 

  ,      it    is    still    plain    that    if    the 
striksa  wara  aatUad  the  prcvaUinc  op- 
ttmtsa  wooM  apa««JiIy  r«praM  naOt 

ia  s»aiii1allia  actWity  and  the  contin- 
•ad  iraasH  of  the  railroad  ttorka 
raflacto  tha  improveroent  in  eaminr* 
•hawn  and  expacted. 

Tha  bond  aMrkat,  thoi«h  laas  active, 
ia  alM  flm  hwaaai   moaay  la  cheap 
-- ^  *-idMn  can  gvt  better  ratsms  by 

^  Vaad  scraritie*  on  a  S  per  cent 
  I  tlMHi  thay  ran  by  boyinc  eommar- 
eial  papar  at  4  per  cent. 

Tha  sapply  of  «ood  commareial  paper 

ia.  aiiifaaear.  limitad  by  Um  indispoai- 
af   nMTdunta    to    incraaaa   Uialr 
9t  CMda  whila  Um  strikes  are 

  hL   Tfca  araaUjr  atotomrnt  of  the 
FadafBl  Bisirri  Snrtaai  shows  a  re- 
aar««  ratia  a(  1»J  par  Mat  as  com- 
parad  artth  ?»J  a  waak  prrrtoos.  The 
«U  Wld  has  bierMaad  hy  |17  000.00a 
Thaae  flrarts  aaaora  an  abondanee  of 

:  rrwdit  for  the  balaaea  af  tiM  yaar. 

Tha  foreim  ̂    --  — 
mg.  Ccrssaa  aarln  ao4d  in  New  Yoi- 
at  111  cwto  a  hoadrad  last  Wednea- 
4mr.  Thair  iatenwttaaal  rahte  ia 
tharaTore  M«f1cfbla.  Tha  decline  ia  at- 
IrAsted  to  the  Balfoar  noU  intiaut- 
kw  that  Great  BrHain  cannot  forfiva 

tka  dabta  daa  her  by  b«rr  late  aampan- 
Itaa  tm  arm  ar  hv  shai*  in  Ifca  Gar- 

Jaas  Aa  receives 
aaaaldaraflon.  In 
of  "wHitac  off 
iraaaarHoa  tha 

of  interallied  laliMiiasas* daspalrtacfy  .rafVMXf^ 
J  la  apparently  intandad 
aara,  bat  as  thars  seams 

,  H  villi  ba  haadad  hare  It 
ha  aaaa  what  affael  U  will 

have  upon  Prance  with  whose  premier 
Puinrairv  Lloyd  George  is  to  confer  on 

Auipist  7th. If  thi«  conferaaoa  shall  not  lead  the 
Frrnch  to  make  concessions   thst  will 

tetify  a  loan  to  Germany  continenUl rope  will  And  iUelf  in  a  distress- 
inc  predicament  for  an  economic  de- bacle that  will  destroy  the  productive 

and  purchasinc  power  of  the  Germans 
must  adversely  affect  all  of  their  neigh- 

bors. The  very  gravity  of  the  crisis 
that  threatens  is  my  main  reason  for 
telievinir  that  it  will  be  averted.  If  it 
is  averted  the  mark  will  advance  as 
sensationally  as  it  has  declined. 

The  steel  industry  is  commencing  to 
feal  the  coal  shorUge  acutely.  The  de- 

mand is  good  but  the  mills  cannot  op- 
erate witnout  fuel  and  the  result  is 

more  or  less  paralysis  all  along  the  line. 
One  can  only  hope,  but  it  must  be 
admitted  that  more  or  less  sUgnation 
and  unemployment  in  the  Pittsburgh 
and  Yonngstown  districte  are  Drobable 
unless  eoal  is  soon  to  be  had  in  in- 
craaaad  quantity  and  at  reasonable 

prices. 
Copper  is  sgain  firmer,  but  the  de- 

mamTnas  not  yet  lifle<i  the  price  above 
14  cenU  nor  is  it  likely  that  it  will  if 
the  steel   mills  continue  idle. 

Cotton  had  a  convulsion  upon  the 
publication  of  a  Government  report 
which  no  one  undersUnds  and  but  few 
believe.  The  advance  of  nearly  two 

cents  a  pound  proved  ephemeral  and 
most  of  it  has  been  lost.  The  best 

trade  opinion  is  that  the  crop  outlook 
is  better  but  current  estimstes  of  the 

yield  are  not  vet  in  excess  of  the  ex- 
pected demana. 

Bat  European  requiremente  will  be 
reduced  unles*  the  financial  collapse  of 

Germany  can  be  averted  and  it  is  prob- 
able that  economic  conditions  abroad 

will  soon  oatweigb  crop  reports  as  a 
market  Influence. 

Raw  sugsr  continues  to  hang  around 

four  cenU  ex  duty,  with  refined  selling 
at  the  classic  price  of  seven  cenix  or 

7  pounds  for  66  ccnte.  The  sUtisticat 

strength  of  sugar  is  generally  recog- 
aisad  and  empnasixed.  It  remains  to 
ba  aaan  whether  it  has  been  discounted. 
In  any  event  the  scarcity  predicted 
cannot  be  acutely  felt  for  some  tlma 

yet. 

Tha  grain  markeU  are  quiet  without 
moch  change.  1  had  thought  that  the 

praaant  prfca  of  wheat  meant  possible 
loaa  ana  distrass  to  tho  farmers  who 
raised  it,  but  since  they  do  not  laem 
to  bo  complaining  I  am  dispoaad  to 
think  that  1  was  wrong.  Perhaps  the 
relatively  high  prices  at  which  cop 
and  bogs  are  selling  partially  offset  the 

low  priM  of  wheat.  At  all  events  busl- naaa  in  the  Middle  West  sacros  to  be 
good    and    a   fair   trada   ia   geoarally 

Tha  dry  good*  and  Jobbing  trada  is 

still  laoaaMbly  active   thoagb  a  '" 

sonal  August  dullness  is  commencing 
to  be  noticeable.  Hera  again  it  is 

necessary  to  take  the  coal  strike  into 
consideration  in  considering  the  future. 

If  people  have  to  pay  $20  a  ton  for 
coal  they  will  buy  less  clothing. 

Wool  and  woolen  goods  are  some- 
what reactionary  as  a  result  of  sheer 

weariness  over  th«  interminable  teriff 
debate.  Most  woolen  dealers  and  man- 

ufacturers are  now  praying  that  Con- 
gress will  adjourn  without  passing  a 

teriff  bill,  but  Mr.  Lodge  has  issued  a 
ukase  to  the  contrary  and  there  is  not 
much  hope  that  these  prayers  will  be 
granted. 

In  the  automobile  industry  several 
of  the  more  imporUnt  producers  have 
reduced  priccii  and  there  is  some  Ulk 
of  a  price  cutting  war  which  only  the 
fittest  will  survive.  I  doubt  if  this 
is  warranted  but  the  automobile  sell- 

ing season  is  about  over  and  it  is  quite 
natural  that  the  manufacturers  should 

want  to  clean  up  the  year's  output  be- 
fore commencing  on  their  next  year's 

program. Viewing  the  outlook  broadly  and  in- 
clusively confidence  and  optimism  ap- 

pear to  he  warranted  provided  tho  Pres- ident or  some  one  eUe  can  find  a  way 
to  settle  the  coal  and  railway  strikes. 
I  am,  however,  impelled  to  admit  that 
impatience  and  irriUtion  over  their 
continuance  are  now  commencing  to 
be  noticeable  and  it  is  questionable 
whether  the  nerenc  and  surprising  sto- 

lidity upon  which  I  have  so  often  com- 
mented will  pomJHt  if  the  American 

people  have  to  face  a  blockade  in  trans- 
portetion  and  a  winter  in  which  coal 
will  ba  scarce  and  prohibitively  high. 

That  I  may  get  a  short  holiday  and 
acquaint  mynelf  with  the  feeling  of 
business  men  throughout  the  country 
I  shall  shortly  leave  New  York  for  a 
trip  to  the  Pacific  Coast.  I  go  by  the 
Northern  route  and  shall  return 
through  Texas  and  the  South.  As  I 
travel  my  impressions  will  be  tele- 
graphod  to  New  York  for  inclusion  in 
those  weekly  letters. 

Machinery  Companies 
Consolidate 

OfHcials  of  the  Mackintonh-Hemphill 
Co.,  according  to  information  received 
from  Pittshurgh,  have  confirmed  ro- 
porte  that  tho  PitUburgh  Steel  Foun- drlca  Co.  and  the  A.  Garrison  Foundry 
Co.,  Pittsburgh,  and  the  Woodwanl 
Machine  Co.,  Wooster,  Ohio,  have  been 

merged  with  the  Mackintouh-Hcmphill 
Co,  with  a  capitel  of  IKt.OOO.OOO.  The 
combination  will  manufacture  rolling 
mill  machinery  and  will  employ  l,r.00 
man.  No  further  plant  extension  will 
ba  made  at  this  time,  but  the  compHny 

has  purchased  forty-five  acres  in  the 
vicinity  rt  Pi'Uburgh  to  provide  for 

future  n' 
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RAILROAD  earnings  for  June
 

from  reports  of  170  roads,  re- 
.  cently  available,  show  an  ag- 

gregate gross  revenue  of  $435,825,- 
442,  an  increase  of  2.4  per 
cent  over  the  corresponding 

month  a  year  ago.  Net  earn- 
ings on  these  same  roads  to- 
taled $70,601,448  as  against 

$47,979,901,  an  increase  of 
47.1  per  cent.  With  these  fig- 

ures as  a  basis,  the  June  net 
for  all  railroads  in  the  United 
States  will  probably  amount 
to  $76,000,000,  approximately 
4  J  per  cent  return  on  the 
property  valuation. 

Corporate     financing     during     July 
continued  heavy,  although  below  the 
exceptionally  high  mark  reached  in 
June.     Bonds,  notes  and  stocks  issued 

Commercial  failures  in  the 
United  States  during  July, 
according  to  preliminary  re- 

turns to  R.  G.  Dunn  &  Co. 
totaled  1743  with  liabilities 
of  $36,900,000.  Failures  in 
the  month  previous  totaled 
1,740  with  indebtedness 
amounting  to  $38,200,000.  In 
July  of  last  year  there  were 
1,444  insolvencies. 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
.'\verage   of  New   York,    Chicago   and 

Soft  steel  bars   
Cold     finished 

shafting   
Brass  rods   
Solder  (i  and  J)   
Cotton  waste    
Washers,  cast  iron 

,(|in.)....,   Kmery,    disks, 
cloth,    No.    1,    6 
in.  dia   

Lard  cutting  oil   
Machine  oil   
Belting,  leather, 
medium   

Unit 

per  lb. . 

per  lb... 
per  lb... 
per  lb... 
per  lb... 

Current 
Price 

.  $0,026 

.     0.033.S 

.     0.165 

.     0.22 

0.11 

Cleveland    Prices 
Four  One 
Weeks       Year 
Ago  Ago 

?0.02S2  30.0278 

Freight   cars    loaded    with    revenue 

"freight   on  201  railroads   of   Class    1, 
.  for   the   week  ending   July   22,   with 
^the    exception    of    coal,    reached    the 

highest  point  in  the  history 
of  American  roads.     A  total 
of  861,124  cars  were   loaded 
as  compared  with  860,907  in 
the  week  previous,  and  788,- 
034  in  1921. 

0.0335  0.0428 
O.ISSO  0.159 

0.213  ■  0.18 
0.11  0.122 

per  100  lb.     3.83         3.83         4.06 

per  100.. 
per  gal... 
per  gal... 
ofFlist   

Contracts  awarded  for  the 
construction  o  f  industrial 
work.s  in  the  United  States 
and  Canada  during  the  month 
of  July  had  a  total  value 
of  $11,616,000  as  compared  with 
the  high  point  reached  in  June,  the 
contract  awards  in  that  month  total- 

ing $24,560,000.  The  grand  total 
value  of  contracts  awarded  during 
the  month  of  all  classes  of  construc- 

tion, including  industrial  works, 
reached  $119,173,906. 

Machine    bolts    up 

to  1  X  30  in.....'    off  list.. 

3.11 0.575 
0.36 40-5% 

@50% 

55% 

@60% 

3.11 
0.575 
0.36 40-5% 

@50% 

50%@     50%@ 

65-10%   60-10%, 

by  railroads,  industrial  enterprises 
and  public  utilities  during  the  month 
totaled  $241,438,380  as  compared  with 
June  financing  totaling  $354,355,940. 
In  the  corresponding  month  of  last 
year  new  financial  issues  amounted  to 
$128,352,360.  Industrials  led  in  July 
with  a  total  of  $117,402,780. 

Skilled  machine  operators 

are  scarce,  reports  from  cer- 
tain centers  indicating  that 

the  demand  for  experienced 
hands  exceeds  the  supply. 

Philadelphia  is  paying  from 
50  to  85  cents  to  tool  makers; 
from  40  to  80  cents  to  bench 
hands  and  from  45  to  85 
cents  to  lathe  hands.  In 
Detroit,  where  the  demand 
for  good  operators  is  strong, 
tool  makers  and  lathe  oper- 

ators are  being  paid  from 
75  to  80  cents.  Chicago  is 

paying  from  60  to  70  cents 
for  lathe  operators  and  bench 
hands  and  from  80  to  90 
cents  for  skilled  tool  makers. 

In  the  Cleveland  and  Cin- 
cinnati districts  the  range 

on  tool  makers  is  between 
50  and  75  ,  cents;  bench 
hands,  between  40  and  60 

cents  and  lathe  hands  between  40 
and  55  cents.  Pattern  makers  in 

Cleveland'  are  receiving  from  65 
cents  to  $1.00.  In  the  New  York 
district  75  cents  is  the  prevailing 
rate  for  tool  makers  with  bench  and 
lathe  hands  receiving  from  50  to  60 

cents  per  hour. 

Average  of  New  York  weekly  quotationH  on  electrolytic 
copper  and  zinc  an  reported  b.v  Knicineerlnic  and  Mining: 
.lournuI-I*rcNt». 
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I Business  Items 
Mn.lM.Ma- 

tiM 

ChaBi»iSk*ltun     M*chin«    Co.. 
tk  M.  T,«  r«(«tiUy  «irr«niaMi  to 

tlw  Tripln  ganiiMrt  DTM*- 
.  ■■■■■■»■  tht  titnoa  of 
•flcan:  OrrilW  H.  Grwn. 

■■4  CUflbH  H.  GmfW.  mc- 
I.  L  Chapia,  of  Uw  Brown- 

pla  Co.,  MS  bom   appoinUd 

llw  Oolorads  Fvol  and  Iron  Co.,  for 
tko  wtoad  qaarter  of  th«  current  yoar 
rvparta  a«t  aaniiari  of  11,012,094  as 
nmamnt  wHk  Um  first  quarter  vam- 
tawi  af  HtM««-  R*rnin(«  in  tiM  SK- 
aal    f  artsr    ef    1921    amounted    to 

IV  Fas  Raraaea  Co.,  Elyria,  Ohio, 
■aaafailaiMS  of  Saabaam  furnacaa. 
viD  opMl  a  8ottthpa*t«rn  office  and 

ia  Atlanta  in  tha  naar 
L.  P.  Meboaald  will  ba  di»- 

trkC  waaagir  aa4  stataa  that  a  force 
tt  aalaaaaa  vUl  cofvar  the  territory. 

)  Caatuaan  Chack  Co.,  chock  mann- 
fatturet*,  Hartford,  Conn.,  has  recently 
eetabltahed  a  branch  oAWa  and  diatribn- 
Uao  »tore.  at  IM  Hich  Straat,  Boaton, 
where  it  wiU  be  brtt<-r  fitted  to  haadla 
tha  trade  ia  that 

V£ 

The   FHnajrtvaata   SjrBtem,   for  tha 
of  JatM,  reports  a  net  operatinr 
of  |M37,M9,   an   increase  of 

ewer    tha    previooa    HMnth. 
PC  aasiatlng  incoma  for  tha  ftrat 
'  this  current  year,  amounting  to half  of 

m,HtJBt,  repreaenta  an  increaie  of 

na  Ceotral  Coal  and  Iron  Co.,  Holt, 
Ala.,  it  is  reportMl,  will  mume  opera- 
tiaas  at  H»  furnace  at  that  point  early 
ia  Aa^aat,  bnnrtnf  all  departmenta  of 
tha  I— paw/  ap  to  full  capacity  as  is 
■•»  tha  caaa  at  the  company  s  pipe 

'  I  at  Baaaanar  and  Anniston. 
na  Oaaaral  Motors  Co.  for  tha  six 

BMBtha  — dingjaaa  M.  19X2,  reports 
■at  ircilaoC  fS^TIlJM  and  a  nurplus 
af  w*1JM,tn,  aftar  datectinc  charges, 
fidsral  taaaa  and  preferred  dividanda. 
which  ia  aquivalent  to  I1.SS  par  share 
oa  tha  cawaon  stock. 

TW BattJa  Co^  Tolado.  Ohio, 
arith  a  capital 

1,000  to  BMaafactare  and   sell 
Uads  of  bottles.     The   incor- 

are    Dartd     Puirh,    Charles 
Etnar  C  Wiek#.  Prank  R. 

aad   HBdrsd    L.   Hova.  all  of 

tW  Nawalk  Iraa  Works,  Norwalk. 
ihaashad  tha  plant,  daaiirn«, 
I    other    property    of    the 
Carbonic     Machine     Co., 

IVarIa,  IIL,aai  plans  to  reatoye  the 
flaat  ta  Narvdh,    The  cawarii  mano- 

comprea- — rhiinrjr. 

Tha  Maw  Tafk  Cwl*al  Ballraad  Co. 

la  its  la^oft  for  iaaa,  rf>oai  rroas  and 
tlMW  for  any  pre- 

sth  aC  tha  aanaat  year.  The 
croas  aotouatad  to  |S9.48t,468  aad  the 
aat  to  t«.0M,4»t  as  conpared  with 
WM&An  and  «6.517,&S{>  respecUvely. 
ia  tha  correapondinf  month  of  19tl. 

The  Wabash  Railroad  Co.  has  been 
Btad    authority    by    the    Interstate 

CommiMiun  to  issue  |4,S45,- 
worth  of  (<|uipment   trust  certify- 
to  Itp  used  in  paying  for  $6,S06,- 

arorth  of  freight  cars. 

The  Missouri,  Kansas  and  Texas 
Railroad  Co..  in  its  rvport  for  June, 
ahoars  an  increase  in  net  income  of 
ISIB.I49  over  tha  month  previous.  This 
brings  the  half  yearly  net  up  to  |&,6Mr 
096.  or  an  increaae  of  $2,814,982  over 
tha  eorreaponding  period  of  last  year. 

The  Porcupine  Co.,  Bridgeport,  Conn., 
with  s  Urge  pisnt  in  Fsfrneld,  Conn., 
manufacturers  of  boiler«,  and  fabri- 

cators of  structural  steel,  has  recently 
Alad  a  certificate  with  the  Secretary  of 
Coanerticut,  to  increase  its  capital  stock 
from  $150,000  to  1260.000,  the  proceeds 
to  be  used  for  expansion  of  tne  com- 

pany's business. 
Tha  Baltimore  and  Ohio  Railroad  Co. 

has  filed  sn  spplication  with  the  Inter- 
state Commerce  Commission  for  aa- 

thority  to  issue  $6,750,000  of  certifl- 
cstes  in  sid  of  acquisition  of  freight 
and  passenger  equipment,  the  total  cost 
of  which  will  be  $U,0«U,650. 

The  Roiiuction  Sales  Co.,  msnufsc- 
turers  of  t-quipment  for  the  oxyacetyl- 
ana  welding  and  cutting  industry,  it  is 
reported,  will  permanently  locate  a 
plant  in  Birmingham,  Ala.,  having 
obtained  a  site  there  for  the  purpose. 
Tha  initial  investment  will  be  about 

$260,000. 
The  New  Englsnd  Brass  Mfg.  Co., 

Danbury.  Conn.,  has  recently  been  in- 
corporated under  the  laws  of  Connec- 

ticut, to  operste  the  brsss  goods  msnu- 
fscturing  business  now  conducted  st 
the  plant  on  Maple  Street,  that  city, 
by  tne  Arm  of  the  ssme  nsme.  The 
cspiUl  stocic  is  $22i>00.  and  tiiv  incor- 

porators sre:  Prsnk  I'con,  Mohammed Inamruddin  and  M.  E.  Krabba,  ail  of 
Danbury. 

Tha  Roma  Stove  and  Range  Co., 
Rome,  Ga.,  has  completed  its  new  plsnt 
there  and  sUrted  operations.  The  old 
plant,  known  as  the  Bowie  Stove  Works. 
wss  destroyed  by  ftre  seversl  months 
ago,  the  compsny  then  reorgsnixing 
oader  the  present  name  and  rebuilding 
tha  plant. 

The  Bridgeport,  Conn..  Chamber  of 
Coromerea  is  naving  preliminary  plans 
drawn  ap  for  the  erection  of  sn  incu- 

bator industrial  building  on  Railroad 
Ave.,  Bridgeport.  The  building,  as 
planned,  will  be  Ave  stories  high, 
60  X  280  feet,  of  modem  mill  construc- 
Uon,  and  wilt  cost  $260,000.  The  ides 
of  tha  building  ia  to  sllot  space  for 
smsll  industrial  enterprises  which 
cannot  afford  a  factory  of  their  own, 
and  in  this  way  help  to  build  up  the 
boslnaas  of  the  companies,  ensbling 
them  at  some  future  time  to  opersta 
Uwir  own  boilding. 

Tha  Sdtfoadar  Bros.  Mfg.  Co.,  Inc., 
Torriocton,  Coon.,  lias  baan  incorpo- 

rated nndar  tlia  laws  of  Connecticut, 
to  engaga  in  tha  manufacture  of  tools. 
hardware  spacialtics,  etc.,  with  a  cap- 

ital stock  of  $100,000.  The  incorpora- 
tors are:  Gustave  A.  Schrooder,  Arthur 

E.  R.  Schroeder,  Ernest  E.  Schru<Hier 
and  Hugo  C.  F.  Scjtroeder,  all  of  Tor- 
rington,  Conn.  The  Arm  will  operate 
a  plant  on  Brook  Street,  Torrington. 

The  Virginia  Bridge  and  Iron  Co. 
has  obtained  a  permit  in  Birmingham, 
Ala.,  for  the  remodeling  and  enlarging 
of  the  plant  uf  the  Birmingham  Steel 
Corporation,  which  is  recently  acquired. 

The  Peck.  Stow  and  Wilcox  Com- 
pany, Southington,  Conn.,  manufactur- 

ers of  nu-ohani('!i  tools  and  hardwiire, 
at  its  recent  annual  meeting  eloi-ted 
tha  following  ofAcers  for  the  ensuing 
yaar:  L.  E.  Fichthorn,  president;  T.  J. 
Ray,  vice-president;  George  S.  Case, 
secretary;  E.  N.  Walkeley,  treasurer. 

The  Mullins  Body  Corporation  for  the 
first  half  of  1922  reports  gross  sales  of 
$1,070,875  and  gross  profits  from  sales 
of  $121,0:i8.  Net  income  sfter  expenses 
snd  other  charges  smounted  to  $36,006. 
The  profit  and  loss  surplus  on  June  30 
before  dividends  amounted  to  $1,976,- 141. 

The  Minneapolis,  St.  Paul  A  Sault 
Ste.  Marie  Railway  Co.  for  June  reports 
operating  revenues  of  $4,204,331,  an  in- 

crease of  $it2.'t,17:t  and  net  operating 
income  $84-l,r>2.'>,  an  increase  of  $1,023,- 
459.  For  six  months  ended  June  30  op- 

erating revenues  were  $19,254,928,  an 
increase  of  $12,814  and  net  operating 

income  $610H'i22,  an  increase  of  $3,396,- 924. 

The  C.  A.  Spots  Co.,  Inc..  Stamford, 
Conn.,  has  been  incorporated  under  the 
laws  of  Connei-lii'Ut,  to  make  and  deal 
in  machinery  and  mechanical  devices, 
etc.  The  company  has  a  capital  stock 
of  $60,000,  and  the  incorporators  are: 
Chester  A.  Spots,  Greenwich,  Conn.; 
Csrieton  Pratt,  60  West  72nd  St.,  New 
York;  Gustavius  Pratt,  151  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York;  Harry  M.  Rice,  100  Broad- 

way, New  York;  Gustavo  Bergmsrk, 
Henry  G.  Baumnn,  William  H.  Specht 
snd  O.  A.  Helmer,  all  of  New  York 
Citv.  A  meeting  will  be  held  shortly 
and  ofRcers  will  be  chosen. 

The  Fisk  Rubber  Co.  has  issued  its 
report  for  the  six  months  ended  June 
30,  showing  a  net  income  of  $1,111,191, 
which,  after  deduction  of  allowsnca  of 
dividends  on  the  first  and  second  pre- 

ferred stocks,  is  equsi  to  about  60  cents 
per  share  on  ttie  common  stock  of  no 

par  value. The  St.  I>ouis  Sonthwestem  Railway 
Co.  for  the  year  ended  Dec.  31,  1921, 
reports  a  net  income  of  $2,493,481, 
which,  after  allowing  for  R  per  cent 
preferred  dividends,  is  equal  to  $9.16 
per  share  on  $10,366,100  common  stock, 
romparini;  with  a  net  Income  of  $2,969,- 
8.'{6,  or  $12.01  pur  shsre  on  the  common 
stock  in  1920. 

The  Cherrytree  Machina  Co.,  Cherry- 
tree,  Pa.,  according  to  reports,  is  mov- 

ing its  machinery  and  otner  eauipment 
to  Johnstown,  Pa.,  where  it  will  shortly 
begin  the  manufacture  of  mine  pumpH, 
hoTsta  snd  other  mining  equipment  in 
a  now  snd  Isrger  plant.  Tiie  company, 
which  has  baan  reorganized,  will  hv 
known  as  the  Brown  Mine  Equit)mcnt 
Co.  and  its  oiAcers  are:  H.  V.  Brown, 

president;  H.  J.  Mealun,  vica-president; 
and  John  C.  Cotgrove,  secretary  and 
treasurer,  all  of  .fohnstown. 
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A.  M.  LiNDSLEY,  formerly  connected 
with  the  Cincinnati  Milling  Machine 
Co.,  and  at  the  present  time  chief  engi- 

neer of  the  Alvord  Reamer  and  Tool 
Co.,  Millersburg,  Pa.,  has  been  placed 
in  complete  charge  of  the  advertising 
department  of  that  company.  He  will 
continue  his  duties  as  chief  engineer, 
co-ordinating  the  work  of  the  two 
departments. 

A.  P.  Aldrich,  Jr.,  who,  with  his 
brother,  Robert  Aldrich,  has  for  some 
time  operated  the  Aldrich  Machine 
Works  at  Greenwood,  S.  C,  specializ- 

ing in  textile  machinery  work,  has 
accepted  a  position  as  specialty  engi- 

neer with  the  Saco-Lowell  Shops,  and 
has  located  permanently  in  Boston.  He 
will  have  charge  of  the  adoption  of  ball 
bearings  to  the  various  types  of  textile 
machinery  manufactured  by  the  Saco- 
Lowell  Shops,  a  line  of  work  in  which 
Mr.  Aldrich  is  recognized  as  an  expert. 

G.  A.  Norton,  formerly  associated 
with  the  Utility  Trailer  Manufacturing 
Co.,  has  been  elected  treasurer  and  en- 

gineer of  the  Hercules  Trailer  Manu- 
facturing Co.,  Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

Col.  Elmer  H.  Havens,  who  was 
president  and  co-receiver  of  the  old 
Locomobile  Company  of  Americe, 
Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has  been  made  vice- 
president  and  general  manager  of  the 
new  Locomobile  Corp.  of  America,  the 
new  company  formed  by  W.  C.  Durant, 
who  recently  purchased  the  Locomobile 
plants  in  Bridgeport. 

J.  Duncan  Upham,  treasurer  of  the 
Sullivan  Machinery  Co.,  Claremont, 
N.  H.,  was  elected  a  director  of  the 
Boston  and  Maine  Railroad  Co.,  at  the 
recent  annual  meeting  held  in  Boston. 

Chester  A.  Jewett,  Fletcher  Sav- 
ings and  Trust  Building,  Indianapolis, 

has  been  named  receiver  for  the  Handi 
Tool  Manufacturing  Co.,  of  that  city. 

William  D.  Woolson,  treasurer  of 
the  Jones  &  Lamson  Machine  Co.,  manu- 

facturers of  lathes,  etc.,  Springfield, 
Vt.,  was  elected  a  director  of  the  Boston 
and  Maine  Railroad,  at  the  meeting 
held  in  Boston  July  27. 

Charles  H.  Mason,  formerly  asso- 
ciated with  the  Utility  Trailer  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  has  been  elected  presi- 
dent and  manager  of  the  Hercules 

Trailer  Manufacturing  Co.,  Los  An- 
geles, Cal. 

E.  Kent  Hubbard,  Middletown, 

Conn.,  president  of  the  Manufacturers' 
Association  of  Connecticut,  is  a  mem- 

ber of  the  recently  appointed  fuel  ad- 
ministration commission  of  Connecticut, 

made  by  Governor  Everett  J.  Lake,  to 
have  charge  of  the  distribution  of  coal 
in  the  state. 

Lawrence  G.  Pritz,  formerly  general 
.superintendent  of  the  Canton  plant  of 
the  Timken  Roller  Bearing  Co.  has 
been  named  by  the  Sizer  Steel  Co., 
Syracuse  and  Buffalo,  to  take  charge 
of  production  at  its  plants  in  those 
two  cities. 

R.  W.  McLaren,  for  the  past  twenty- 
five  years  connected  with  the  Brown  & 
Sharpe  Manufacturing  Co.,  has  joined 
the  S.  W.  Card  Manufacturing  Co., 
division  of  the  Union  Twist  Drill  Co., 
Man.sfield,  Mass.,  and  will  act  in  the 
capacity  of  special  sales  representative. 

W.   T.  Johnston,  for  the   past  six 

years  a  member  of  the  sales  force  of  the 
Greenfield  Tap  &  Die  Corporation,  has 
joined  the  S.  W.  Card  Manufacturing 
Co.  division  of  the  Union  Twist  Drill 
Co.,  Mansfield,  Mass.,  to  represent  that 
company  in  Western  territory. 

The  Bureau  of  Foreiffn  and  Domestic 
Conitnerre.  Depurtnieiit  of  Commerce, 
^\'uNhing:ton,  D.  C,  haH  inquirleH  for  tlie UKeiieteN  of  muchlnery  and  niiichine  toolH, 
.-\ii.v  information  deKired  resrardinr  theHe 
opportunitleH  can  be  He«ured  from  the  above 
addreNH  by  referring  to  the  number  follow- 

ing each  item. 
An  agency  is  desired  by  a  firm  in  Italy 

for  the  sale  of  machinery  and  electrical 
apparatus.  Correspondence,  Italian,  French, 
or  Spanish.     Reference  No.  3061. 

The  purchase  of  tools  and  rnaoS,  :-i;ry  Is 
desired  by  a  mercantile  firm  in  Czecho- 

slovakia. Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  German, 
French,  or  Holland  jiorts.  Reference  No. 3054. 

A  builder  and  contractor  in  Northern 
Chile  wishes  to  purchase  machinery  for 
installing  a  carpenter  shop.  Quotations, 
c.  1.  f.  Chilean  port.  Correspondence,  Span- 

ish.     Reference   No.    3044. 
A  manufacturer  in  England  desires  to 

purchase  automatic,  rapid-working  stamp- 
ing machines  for  stamping  medallions  and 

similar  articles.  Quotations,  f.o.b.  Ameri- 
can port.  Payment,  cash.  Reference  No. 2023. 

A  manufacturing  company  In  South 
.Africa  desires  to  purchase  machinery  for 
making  red  oxide  paint,  pug  mills,  mixers, 
grinders  in  oil,  etc.  Catalogues  should  be 
forwarded.      Reference    No.    3047. 
A  firm  of  Importers  in  China  is  desirous 

of  being  placed  in  touch  with  manufac- 
turers of  machinery,  electrical  apparatus 

and  supplies,  mechanical  supplies,  sundries, 
etc.,  who  are  not  already  represented  in 
that  country.  Reference  No.   3041. 

An  agency  is  desired  by  a  merchant  in 
Italy  for  the  sale  of  files,  locks,  wrenches, 
nails,  screws,  drills,  and  tools  in  general. 
Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Western  Italian  ports, 
Correspondence,  Italian  or  French.  Refer- ence No.  3039. 

A  mercantile  firm  in  Czechoslovakia  de- 
sires to  purchase  tools  and  implements, 

and  also  fiousehold  articles  which  may  be 
sold  by  a  hardware  dealer.  Quotations, 
c.  i.  f.  German,  French,  or  Holland  ports. 
Correspondence,  Czech  or  German.  Refer- ence  No.    3046. 

A  mercantile  firm  in  Italy  desires  to  pur- 
chase and  secure  an  agency  for  the  sale  of 

metal-working  machines,  files  and  twist 
drills,  electric  dynamos,  machinery  belting, 
tools,  and  mechanical  appliances  In  general. 
Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Leghorn  or  Genoa. 
Reference  No.  3004. 

A  manufacturer  in  Mexico  desires  to  pur- 
chase a  machine  for  extracting  oil  from 

castor  beans,  of  a  capacity  of  2,540  pounds 
of  beans  per  day  of  10  hours.  Quotations, 
f.  o.  b.  New  York.  Terms,  cash  with  order. 
Correspondence,  Spanish.  Reference  No. 3038. 

A  government  oflicial  In  Palestine  desires 
to  purchase  a  cement  gun,  and  receive 
technical  Information,  such  as  catalogues 
and  trade  journals,  on  water  supply,  hydro- 

electric power,  and  kindred  public  utilities. 
Quotations,  C.  1.  t.  Jaffa.  Reference  No. 3057. 

A  mercantile  company  in  the  Baltic 
Provinces  desires  to  purchase  and  secure 
an  agency  for  agricultural  machines  and 
implements,  wood-working  machinery,  and 
especially  threshing  machines,  36  to  48 
inch  and  22  to  34  inch  ;  steam  tractors  of 
8  horsepower ;  portable  steam  engines  of 
3  to  5  horsepower ;  emery  grindstones  for 
sharpening  saws  and  other  instruments : 
and  Diston  circular  and  hand  .saws ;  and 
also  kitchen  utensils.  Quotations,  c.  i.  f. 
Baltic  port.  Correspondence,  German.  Rus- 

sian,  or  Lettish.     Reference  No.   3058. 

and  polyphase  motors  with  Illustrations 
showing  construction  and  assembly. 

Cork  Inauiatlon.  The  ArmstronK  Cork 
and  Insulation  Co.,  Fitlsburgh.  Pa.  A 
folder  entitled  "A  Neglected  Sourw  of 
Kconomy."  This  new  publication  deals 
with  the  saving  which  can  be  effected  in 
manufacturing  plants  by  the  use  of  refrig- 

erated drinking  water  systems. 

Gears.  The  Van  Dorn  &  Dutton  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio.  A  8i>eclal  imbllcMtlim 
entitled  "Bringing  the  Van  Dorii  Plant 
Home  to  You."  The  booklet  contains  interior 
views  of  the  Van  Dorn  plant  and  Is  in- 

tended to  acquaint  the  user  with  the  com- 
pany's Industrial  gear  products  of  various kinds. 

I>a<l     Weldlnc.       The     Bastlan-Blesslngr 
Co.,  125  West  Austin  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 
A  special  folder  entitled  "Sparks"  and known  as  leafiet  No.  2.  The  leaflet  has 
been  prepared  to  satisfy  the  demand  for 
information  on  the  subject  of  lead  welding 
on  battery  service  outfits.  Illustrations 
are  shown  of  two  styles  of  lead  welding outfits. 

Electrio     Dynamometers.       The     Sprague 
Electric  Work.s,  of  the  General  Electric  Co., 
New  York  City.  A  .special  bulletin  No. 
48718.  The  bulletin  features  the  Sprague 
electric  dynamometer  chassis  test  system 
for  car  manufacturers,  service  stations  and 
public  garages.  Numerous  illustrations  are 
given  showing  characteristic  installations 
on  test  floors  of  various  motor  car  manufac- 

turers with  detailed  Information  as  to  the 
operation   of  the  system. 

Small  Tools.  The  Alvord  Reamer  and 
Tool  Co.,  Millersburg,  Pa.  A  new  general 
catalog,  known  as  catalog  No.  6,  containing 
243  page.s.  The  publication  lists  the  com- 

pany's complete  line  of  reamers,  drills, milling  cutters,  tajjs  and  dies.  Special 
emphasis  has  been  placed  upon  their  high 
power  milling  cutters  in  all  styles  and 
types,  both  of  standard  and  special  de- 

sign. The  catalog  contains  a  special  sec- 
tion devoted  to  tables  and  other  useful  in- 

formation conveniently  arranged.  Besides 
the  general  index,  it  has  been  arranged  with 
a  thumb-index  on  the  edges  for  ready 
reference  to  the  various  sections  of  the 
book. 

KlevatinK   trucks,    stackers    and    trailers. 
The  Lewis-Shepard  Co.,  566  East  Fir.st 
Street,  Boston,  Mass.  A  general  catalog 
of  thirty-two  pages  conveniently  arranged 
and  bound  for  filing  in  vertical  filing  cab- 

inet. The  catalog  is  replete  with  illustra- 
tions showing  the  various  labor-saving 

specialties  made  by  this  company  in  actual 
operation  in  numerous  plants.  Jacklift 
elevating  trucks,  singlelift  elevating  trucks, 
wood  and  metal  leg  platform.s,  self-loading 
barrel  and  case  trucks,  the  Lewis-Shepurd 
stacker  and  trailers  lor  electric  trucks  are 
all  featured  In  special  sections  with  details 
given  as  to  their  construction  and  mode 
of  operation.  A  price  list  and  part  list 
accompanies  the  catalog,  in  the  arrange- 

ment of  which  considerable  care  has  been 
taken. 

Motor  Starters.  The  Monitor  Controller 
Co.,  Baltimore,  Md.  A  special  folder  on 
the  company's  thermaload  starter  for  single 

.\HMOciation  of  Iron  and  Steel  Kleotrlcal 
Kngrineers.  Annual  convention.  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Secretary,  John  F.  Kelly,  Empire  Building, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

American  InMtitute  of  Mininir  and  Metal- 
lurgical £ng:ineers.  annual  convention,  Sept. 

25  to  28,  1922,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  Secre- 
tary, F.  F.  Sharpless.  29  West  39th  Street, 

New  York  City. 

Ajnerican  Soriety  for  Steel  Treating.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.  building,  Oetroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Eisenman,  4600  Prospect  Ave.,  Cleve- 

land, Is  secretary. 

American  Gear  >lanufacturer«*  Associa- 
tion. Fail  meeting,  Chicago,  HI.,  October 

9,  10  and  11,  1922. 
American  Manufacturers  Kxport  Associa- 

tion annual  convention.  New  York  Cltv. 
Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary.  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway,  New  York  City. 

National  Machine  Tool  Builders'  Associa- tion, annual  convention.  .\Vw  York  City, 
October,  1922,  Secretary.  E.  F.  Du  lirul, 
817  Provident  Bitnk  Building,  Cincinnati, Ohio. 

National  Founders  AsNoclatton.  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary.  J.  M.  Taylor.  29  South 
La   Salle   St.,   Chicago,    III. 
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The  Weekly  Price  Guide •••••••••••••I 

RW  mmi  Fall  of  tU  Market 

91c. 

at  bodMM  In  ttovl  diapM,  ̂ tM  and 

•t  |1J0#|1J0  p*r  100  lb..  f.o.b.  PitUburch. 
of  11.70.  1miw*»w,  inwl«  for  Urr«  tonnage*  on 

Willi  nsniar  tuitenwn  New  inquiri**  for  •mall 

M  kldl  w  |Z  per  100  lb. 

la  pic  Ina  and  wiU  prfec  of  bar  iron  reflected 
)  M  nnchiaery  rattings  in  Cincinnati: 

cMw  •bowinc  upward  tvndencie*.  Demand  for  lead 
prk«a  hiffber  in  St  Louis.  Shortage  of  sine; 

■p  Ic  per  !b.  in  New  York  warehouees  and  slightly 

la  St.  Loola.  Copper  markrt  firmer.  Diacouirta 

oa  iMaey  iMtlwr  baltins,  following  advance  in  hide*. 
-TIa  qMlmA  in  New  York  warehooaea  at  S2lc.  a* 

SSIc  par  lb.  Raw  liaacad  oO,  89c.  as  compared  with 
gaL  (ft  bhL  loto)  on  kcew  •(•. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

ru>  IRON  —  Prf  gran   loa  —  Quoiiiiofit   conptlcd    hy   The 
Maiibew  M4f  Co.: 

aNCINNATl 
K«.2Sc«ibeni    52*^6 
Nwtber»Ba«c     ..  7  27 
Swiibe(aOlHeNo.2  27  17 

NEW  YORK-Tidewaier  Deli«err 
SaMbenNo.2(«ili<wi2  2>j»2.7S).  H)  06 

BIRMINGHAM 
No.  IFouadr;  20  SO 

PIIII.ADEI  PHIA 
Baatcte  P« .  No.  2>  (taioeo  2  2^2  75)  29  76 
Vitataia  N*2    30.17 
Baac         27.2$ 
Gnrrmm    "25 

CHICAGO 

No.  2  Foaadry  local   .  24.50 

No.  2  Fo<indr>.  So<ith«f«  (tUicon  2.25^2.75)  26  00 

rriTSBrRGH.  iii<ludia«  frciclit  ckar(c  froia  Valley 

No   ;  laundry  25  03 
Ham..    25  O-J 

IRON  MACHINERY  CASTINC»-la  crnti  prr  pound: 

New  York-. 
CVvliad    , 

Cb  car 

Ugbi 
1^'  0 

12 
10 

6  75 

SO 

Mrdium 
10  0 

Heavy 

4  75 

4.0 

2  6 

Mil.» '■•  art  in  ccai*  pn  pooad  ia  eariou*  citie* 
ai«>  ib«  baa«  qao<auona  from  mill: 

Piitiburgli. 
I  ai(( 

MiO  Uu NewYwk  CUvelMd 
Ne^M)    2 
Ha.  12    2  4 

tM    
2. I*    2. 

Kaa  17  aaJ  21. 
No*.  22  aad  24. 
N«.2}aa4  2«. 

1  78 
J  •) 
J.M 

s.n 
4  IS 4.20 

4  25 
4  SS 

)  SO 
J  $5 S.60 
3.70 

Cbicato 

J  rs 
)  «0 3  85 

1.9$ 

}  80 
4  JO 

S  SS 4  30 

J  90 
4  SS 

4  00 4  45 

Galvaniied 

No*.  lOaad  II. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
No*.  17  and  21. 

No*  22  and  24. 
No.  26   

No.  21   

Pittiburth 
'  1 5ft .«  31 
.V  25®  3  SO 

)  SS^J.HO 

3  TOSl.OS 3  RSe4.IO 
4.IS@4.40 

New  York 

4  <? 

4.4? 

4.75 
4.90 
5,05 

5.35 

Cleveland 

3  8S 

3.9$ 
4  2S 
4.55 

4.70 

S.OO 

Chicaco 
4.45 
4.55 

4.8$ 5  00 

$.15 
S.4S 

WROUGHT  PIPE — Tlir  ruliowinic  Jltrounti  are  to  jobber*  for 

carload  loK  on  the  litrtt  I'iittliuiiili  li4>in|C«rd: 

Inckc* 

(o3 

Steel Blaek 

71 

Bi;  I  T  WKL.D 
Galv.  Inche* 

58)  J  loll... 
1.APWFI.D 

Iron HUcIc 

44i 

2    64 

2tio6    68 
7  to  8     65 
9iol2.       64 

$1 

55 
M 
50 

J9 

..     42 ..     ̂  

7  to  12       40 

21  to  4. 

4)  to  6. 
BUTT  WEI.D.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

IiolJ       69  574  iiol)       44| 
2  to  3       70  58} 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

Galv. 

29) 

25 

29 

29 
27 

SOI 

2       62 
21  to  4       66 

4)  to  6       6'; 7  to  8       61 
9  to  12       $$ 

Malleable  fittingi. 

50 
54 
53 

47 

41 

21  to  4., 

41  to  6.. 
7  to  8.. 
9  to  12., 

40 

43 

42 

35 
30 

271 
31 

30 
23 
18 

aattei  B  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  York 

•lock  lell  at  net  lilt.    Cait  iron,  (tandard  litei,  20-5%  oF. 

WROUGHT  PIPB— Warehoiiic  diicount*  ai  follow*: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicijo 
Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

I  lo  y  in.  iieel  liutt  welded.  6'. 

2)  luCin.  xecl  Up  welded     'I' 
.Malleable  titiinitt.     C'laiiei 

itock  icll  at  lilt  Icit  10%.    Ca*t  iron,  itandard  ntti,  32-5%  off. 

MISCELLANEOUS— Warehoiiie  price*  in  cenli  per  pound  in 
lOO-lb.  loit: 

uiflcft  \iiiiv.    DiaiK  viaiv.    DiacK     vjbiv. 

■.%  ̂ y-a  M\%  471%  6.'j%  481% 

I';,  V%  SiK  i*H  5'«[%  45J% 
c>  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

Open  hearth  iprin|  itoci  (baie) 
Sprini  itetl  (light)  (baic)   

Coppered  Bcucmer  rodi(ba*c) 
Hoop  jteel      
Cold  rolled  ilrip  *te*l   

Floor  plate*   ,. .. . 
Cold  liniihed  ihartingor  icrew 
Cold  hniihed   flaii,  iquarei. .  . 
Structural  thapci  (baM)   

Soft  flee!  ban  (baic)   

Soft  iieel  bar  ihapci  (baic).  . 
Soft  %ieel  l>.indi  (bale)   
lank  plain  (baic)   

Bar  iron  (2.25  at  mill)   

Drill  rod  (from  lilt)        5S0uO% 
Electric  welding  wiret 

r.:::   ■••;.•.•;;: Ato|.    

«Jew  York  C 

cvclan 
i  Chicago 

4.00 
6  00 

4   SO 
6.00 

6  00 
6  00 

7.00 
8  00 

6,8$ 
3.78 

3  $0 
3.48 

6.50 

8  25 
6,15 

4.80 4.91 

5,08 

3.50 3.30 
3.40 

4.00 
3.80 3.90 2.83 
2.66 

2,70 

2  73 2,56 2.60 2.73 2,56 2.60 
3.38 3.06 3.35 

2.83 
2.66 2.38 

2.70 2.21 
2.28 

5S@u0% 

ss% 
so% 

8.00   
.  .12013 6.50   
..11012 

6.25   ..loaii 

METALS 

Current  Pricri  in  Cent*  Pe*  Pound 

Copper,  clectrolyiic  (up  to  cation).  New  York   
Tin,  5-ion  loti.  New  York   
I  ead  (up  to  carloit),  St.  louii,  5,45^5.50;  New  York.   . 
Zinc  (up  10  catloti),  St.  Loui*.  6  30^.6.3$;   New  York 

Aluininum.  98  to  99%  in.oti.  1-1$  New
  York  Geveland I  ■!  loti        19.20 

nony  (Cbiiic**),  con  tpot       $ .  50 

Copper  ilu Copper  ¥11! ■  I  ,4..i 
Copperbai.  ....■.., it)  ... ,, 
Copper  tubing  (\Olh\i>.  lot*) 

Brail  ihcrti  'inn-lh,  loti).. 
Bra**  tubing    lOO-lb.  loti)  , 

20,00 7.50 

f0tt9*t§l 

21.00  ii.imii.JS 
16.50 
19.50 

23,75 17  7$ 

21.50 

m21. 
ifso 

22  SO 
24  SO 19  SO 

22,50 

14.62) 

32.75 
6.00 7.00 

Chicago 

18,00 6.25 
23,00 
16,25 

19,50 23,00 

18.75 

20.50 
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19.50 

23.50 20.00 
42.00 36.00 16.00 9.00 

M  ETALS— Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      16.25         17.50         15.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      18.25 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)        8 .  50 
Solder  (i  and  ̂ ),  (caselots)     23.00 
Babbitt  metal  (fair  grade)      24.50 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      11 .  12j 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.J    .    39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots        37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.  J.: 
Shot     32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...      48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40  00 
Ingots     38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50  00 
Sheet  bars.    .    40  00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base")       4'   00 

OLD  METALS. —  Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.00         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11 .75 
Copper,  light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  50 
Zinc.;        3.00 

1. 00 11.25 
9.50 10.25 
4.50 

4.50 

3.50 3.50 6.00 9.00 
5.00 6  25 
6  00 

6.75 
3.25 

3.50 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade: . 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets.       17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50 
IC,  112  sheets        12.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00 
IC,  14x20         7.25 

18.25 
21.00 

18.50 
20.90 

16.00 
18.75 

17.00 
19.60 

11.00 
11.40 

14.50 

14.80 

5.60 

5.85 

7.25 
7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

ICotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  ?0.07J@?0. 10         30.12         JOllJ 
ICotton  waste,  mixed,  per  lb.       .055®. 09  .09  .08 
IWiping  cloths,  13ixl35,perlb.  .075  .10  .10 
IWipingcloths,13Jx20S,perlb.  .08  .11  -13 
pSal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
■  Roll  sulphur,  360  lb.  bbl.,  per 

1001b     2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .89  1.17  1.01 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.  50 
Red  lead,  dry     lOOIb.  kegs.        New  York,  12.  50 
Red  lead,  in  oil     lOOlb.kegs.       New  York,  14.00 
Fireclay,  per  100  1b.  bag    .80  100 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville. .  per  net  ton  14.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .per  net  ton'  15.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Listi 

New 
York 

Cleve- 

land   Chicago 

60% 

60-10% 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       50%     65-10% 
IJand  Ux3in.  uptol2  in       33J%      60% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       35%          

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)       40%       ?4.00  off 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       25%     33.90  net 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         30%              65-S% 
Lag  screws,  coach   screws       50%             60-5% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap    screws....  70-10%         70%      70-10% 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  .^  30in         40%  60-10-5%   S0-S% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts       50%               S5% 
Tap  bolts,  (h.h.  plus  std.  extra  of  10%)    10%         

Semi-finished  nuts  I  and  larger       65%     70-10%  80% 
Case-hardened  nuts         60%         
Washers,ca5tiron,^in.,  per  1001b.  (net)  34. SO  33.50 

Washers,castiron,  fin. per  1001b.  (net)  3.75  3. SO 
Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Off  list  3.50  5.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  2.00  3.50 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  1001b.  Offlist  2.00  3.50 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist  2.00  3.50 

Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOIb.Offlist  2.00  3.50 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  T%  in.  dia.  and  smaller         60-5%    65-10% 
Rivets,  tinned         60-5%  65-10% 
Button  heads  ̂ -in.,  J-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 

in.,  per  100  lb   (net)      34.00  33.50 

33.50 3. SO 
3. SO  net 

4.00 4.00 
4.00 

4.00 
60-10% 

4Jc.  net 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4.10     3.60 

IJ   to    Ij-in.'  long,    all   diameters, 
EXTRA  perlOOlh         0.25       

I  in.  diameter    E'^'TRA \  in.  diameter    E  \TR.4 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EyTRA 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

0.15       
0  50       

0  50       

0.7S       

0.50       

0.35       33.35  base 

55-5%  50%         50-% 
35%  50%          20% 

33.25 

3.35 
0.15 
CIS 

0.50 0.50 

0.25 
0.50 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       30.55      30.50      30.67| 

Machine    lubricant,    mcdlum-bodicd 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33        0.35        0.40 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (|   do?,,  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-£% 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets 9x11  in.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets. 
Flintpaper         35.84      33.85 
Emery  paper               8.80       11.00 
Emery  cloth         27.84       32.75 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  § 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll,         4.50         
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    1-32          
Cloth    3.02         

40-10-2J%     50% 

40%       40-5% 
50-10%  40  10% 

60-5%  6C-5% 

8.80 

29.48 

4.95 

1.40 3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted 

: 

•MlMMa    MaHiliw 

^  a  uu*.  i«s  w«« 
r)    Jrdt. 

Cfcl.   r«irti—     ram   *   J«Mi  Co..   U 

tli«  ■■Hilawi,   1-4  ta 
..    Co.   St 

,_aB«far««f«T   «r   amall   hard- 
wiv   ,   »|     A     OiwviwtMn,    Purrll.   Ast. 
— 4«a  ■riMiW  BMrMa*.  mkaprt.  powvr  pf . 

C«Mk.  IMHtot*— 41.  attelMUi.  St  On*- 
MM*  A**.— •«•  •aKMMlte  aervw  macbUta 
(V  awH  rmttn  parta. 

•«sr.  (■Mkrfcter  r«valr»l— anuiil  tool*  Mid 

0»^  Bmb»— Battrrr  Maehla*  Oo  e— 
•«i<«Milr  ctrrvlar  ■•«  ■amOHr.  I<  in. 

Kaa.  WlffelM  — CratnU  BMtrio  Co.. 
Xortk  MwkM  AW.  J  VloMW.  lUr  — 
MM  pa«»T  lallM  and  drtll  prrM. 

■ml,  Wlima     T    Prakr._^r,a   McKlnnry 

,^.  WliMf  t.  MaaVMT*.  Main  •<..  «l>; 
•a^*  Covt  Hmm».  4CBra«»— power  drill 
p«««b  lallM.  U4  «nary  Maod. 
  ,   — — M.  J.  II    K»4Jlo  Co_   1J» 

La«mlM  A»»,  a   Maraluill.   P»reh    Apt,— 
MM  mmwT  *nU  pn^.  lalb*.  bcHIm^  abafl- 

.  Wa««ffiL  pm*V  "  ' 
M^  r      W.     lUimoMa.     IIS 

■MNk  »»WMai  ab-^awar  drill  pr««a.  lalbr. 
'Hmtt  aiBaA.  crlladSr  Krtad*r.  and  IwlUiw 

.  H.  B.  aelimldC 
A**.  Sta^-powar 
ln«. 

..^-M    c    c«iiiiiinL   "• 
     Ara.    oaa    bMid    asw    and 
M  or  M  In. 

■II     rito — M.  J    l,«vr«nM'.  1110 
I  Ara     lla—lUi  toola.  aMllns  down 

Mxal  Ck.  MM  Oaauml  BU  aamfaetiirtr 
at  ITM  aad  plp«  pip*  IhrMMMnc  macblna 
t  M  •  in. 

lick  Kri   rhaln  Co. 
aar    hanim«r,   drill 

tunc,  paitava. 

m.  T.  ■inMia  r.  J.  Gliaaiw.  tUt  Bar< 
gMi  m  — *r*i«4t>ns  aMMlitoa.  , , 

».  Y..  BaCala— Allaa  Mtc  *  WaldIM  C^.. 
Inr.  TM  WaakhwUHi  ».  MW  atartric  floof 
•   ■  KTladar  and  »tawrtc       "*"■  "'  "  •  " 

v.  T.,  »*«  Tat*    Cam»n  Iron  Wka.  Ml 
Wm(     l«ih    M.— 4«1at    dnit    vrtod*r    for 

ll  PrMn>d  a—r  Co.. 
Ava^    It.    Noakaum. 

"    for  pr». 
•M4«dla« 

  Klv*  WlM.  aaMh 

U«S  kaWL   •r««la«  iIm^   — lyjr***** 
ptea*.  «a**  raaai.  palM  and  track  Aopa. 

•.  Tali^k    Tta  Tlliti  MmMm  MMI  YVmI 
C5a,  i:t«.^«  I>WT I  no. 

O,  Tanaolava— Vaht-y  OU  Co..  toil 
W«at  Karan  M. — machinery,  toola  and 
•M)ul|Mwa(  for  caraca  and  aarvloa  atatlon. 

Pa.  McKaaapaH— Tha  Bd.  of  Bdwc  eiia 
hand  aaw  aad  aki^Ho  drtll. 

Pa..  Maw  OaMlaa— rtttabunch.  Uabon  * 
Waatam  1^.  N.  B  Bllllnsalvy.  Vl<<a  Praa 
*  OanL  Mirr-— <na<'><lnt>ry  and  Mulpntent 
(or  loaoinoliva  rrpair  and  blackamith  ahop. 

Vn..  on  nty— Bd.  i>r  Kduc — machlnr  and 
woadworhinc     ahop     equlpmmt     (<ir     hl(h 

Pa^  PkllB.— r;  W  HlalH>n  Co..  Slat  and 
lluntlncdiin  Sla.— ■•(•Iltlonal  machlnvry  for 
llM>  roanufarlurr  of  uM  cloth,  alau  additional 
•qtllpmrat   for  machlnr  iihop. 

Pa..  Phlla.— Knx  Gun  Co„  llth  and 
Wlndrlm  8(. — borlni  maohlnea.  lathaa, 
plaovra.    rXc. 

Pa..  PMlBlMirab— nilabunh  Ry«.  Co., 
I*hlla  Co.  Bldc„  «th  Av».— 1  lathpa.  1  drill 
crtndrni.  and   I  brnrh  drill. 

Pa..  Taplaa — Topton  Fdy.  Co..  N.  Kllna, 
Prop. — mai-hln*  ahiap  aqulpmrnt. 

Ta..  Klrhaand— Tha  City  Klr«  DopL.  r/o 
A.  Heckman,  IVpi.  of  Public  Safety— larga 
lath*. 

Va..  KMiBtaad— A  J  lAiea*.  till  Raat 
Main  81..  abavt  (nuHal  work*) — ahevt  matal 
machinery   (prtca-m. 
Va..  BlekMaad-  Mann  A  Malhla.  SOI 

Korlh  Ith  Bt.,  wiiii-liiimkiTB -ont*  lathe 
whh  motor  and  one  itollahlnK  lathe  with 
molor. 

Ta..  Bleiuaaad— II.  C.  Rlchardann  111 8 
Kaat  PVanklln  «!.-  one  drill  preaa,  alactrlo 
drill,  and  iM-nch  toola  for  auto  rapalr  ahop, 

Va..  klehaiaBd- KIchnmnd  Typewriter 
Co„  14   North   "Ih  Bt. — amall  lathe. 

Va..  BlehBtaBd-mrk-kland  Machine  Bliop, 
Sill  Baat   Main   St.— Ulhe  and  drill  preaa. 

Ta..  BlakBiaad— Vlrclnla  Machine  Rhop, 
SSlt  Raat  Main  St. — planer  and  mllllns 
machine. 

WU..  AaplXaa  O  R.  »  8.  Motor  Co, 
711  Waahln^ton  Ave —machinery  for  pro- 
poaed  auto  repair  ahop. 

Wla..  Ka«l*  IU»er— fltron*  A  Manley— 
machinery  for  auto  reiwlr  ahop  Includinc 
compreaaor    and    Baa   atoraae    lank. 

Hrla,  Mllwaaka* — Automotive  .Servlca 
Co„  I00«  I»th  Bt.,  A  C.  I,«u.-r.  Turch.  A«t. 
— biallarr  rhanrln«  machine  and  drill  prejj. 

WU..  MMwaahe*— R.  V.  Jack.  i»7  IJn- 
coin  Ave.— aulomohlle  repair  machinery.  In- 
cindlns  drill  prewi  and  air  compreaaor. 

WU..  Kaelae — Knudaen  Halea  Co.,  e/o  A. 
C.  Knudaen.  1711  Michigan  nivd.— iwnaral Una  of  aulomoblU  repair  machinery. 

WU,  Waaann — Marathon  Motor  Co..  tlO 
MeClellan  Bt — machinery  and  equipment 
for  pr<>poa«d  auto  repair  ittop. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ala-  MacMlaa— Akikama  Saw  Mllla  ma- 
chlnarr  to  rapiaoa  tfcal  whioh  waa  daftroyad 

by  Br*. 
Cat,  La.  AacaWa  —  I.  R  Cook.  SI  07 

Wnnlam  Bt.,— harneaa  maklns  maehlnary 
and  loom  for  wanvtag. 

rat..    l.ao    Aa«alaa  —  Unlveraal     PMiar 

rurch  A«t, — pa|>«r  makln«  machinery, 

printing  preaa,  beltln*.  paper  cutter,  pul- Uy*.   hancera,   and    bearlnffa. 

Cal.,  TarWeh  — Hunt-Jew«tt-»onU  Co. 
(Cattfomla  Sweet  potato  ''"JP  >— JiSJH 
lITt.ao*  worth  of  machinery  for  ntoobol 
and  vla<«ar  plant  on  K"Uth  let  Bt. 

tnm^  n,  M*ade-IM.  Maada  CKnwFttdl- 
inc  Co,.  C.  H.  Walker,  PrM.— OMdllMfT 
and  eqalpment  for  rltnia  pncktaw  pUnt 

IIU  rtiUeaa— The  Cle««et»»«  Co ,  »<01 
We«  rMvl.irm  Bt,  D.  A.  B«f«lo.  Purch.  Alt. 
— power  printinc  pfeea  fo^  Job  work  (ua»d>. 

nU  rhleaaa— K,  IUe»»l  A  Co..  «11T-II 
Wentworih  Ave.  iiiankWary  for  Um  manu- 

factnre  of  tana,  klao  — mint  — «*•— (M*d>. 

Kaa.,  KaMMia  t'lty— Kanaaa  City  Second 
Hand  I)<ix  Co.,  SI  Kwln(  St.— «ne  power 

planer. Kaa..  Wichita— r.  K.  Church,  20(  North 
Main  St..  Itoom  ( — Job  prlntlnn  prciui. 

Kaa..  H'Irblla— Kranklln  frliiii-ra,  i:4| 
Kaat  l>ouglaa  Ave.,  K.  Dperman.  I'urch. 
Act. — iuli  preaa  and  Miller  feeder,  for  power 
c<|ulpmrnt. 

Kan..  WIehlla— C.  H.  t>ulln>.  Ill  North 
Marki'i  SI.,   (oil  producer) — drill  Tig. 

Kan,  WIrhlta-  I'earleoa  Steam  Ijiundry, 
S41  North  Market  St. — collar  laundrylng 
machine   ( power ) . 

Kaa..  Wlehlta— H.  C.  Perahlnc  A  Co., 
(li  South  Wnler  St. — Job  preaa  with  iwwer 

equlpmriil. Md.,     Halllmare-    Iliirnoi      I'  ling 
Protlui'lN  i'o„   \V.    K    Siinuni..  iilp- 
ment    ami    machinery    for   th<  .:..iure 
of   nreproof   roof  producla.  etc. 

Ml«h.,     netrell — Petrolt     Marvel     Braaa 

Mfr  <•<>.  1741   Rlvard  8t  — m-  ■'      ^inlp. ment  for  nnlahlns  amall  brH^ 

Mlaa- MInaeapalla— W.  nuK  <  8th 
Ave.,  N. — refrlseratlnf  machliiu  (ur  pro< 
poaed  creamery, 

Mian,  8t.  Paul — Tllden  Produce  Co,.  06 
tSdml  Ird  St..  W.  A.  TlUlen.  Pn-a. — creamery 
and    refrlg'Tatlng    machinery    equipment. 

Me.,  Jeplln— Joplln  Pdry.  Co,  ISaat  7th 
St..  C.  H«>wera.  Purch.  Agt. — two  chain 
holata  for  1  and  1  ton. 

Me,  Kanaaa  t'lly — ('.  K.  Meyera,  S4t 
Weatport  Ave.,  cabinet  maker — band  aaw. 

N.  t.,  Caaidea — ('.  W.  Brennan  A  Co., 
(th  and  Jefferaon  IM„  manufacturer  of 
Bhade  cloth.  W.  II  Jiicoba,  Purch,  Ast.— 
looma,  dryera.  Impreirnatora.  etc. 

N'.  i..  Camden— Honor  KnKlliiR  Mllla, 
Inc.,  2I(  Kclerol  St.,  K,  K.  Price,  Purch. 
Act — lalch  ncfdle  machine*,  full  faahlon 
hiMlery  ninchlnea,  lo'lllna,  pulley*,  elu. 

N.  J.,  Camden — U.  H.  Wool  (Nimbtng  Co., 
>th  ami  Stole  8ta..  J.  A.  MIddleton,  Purch. 
Act.— nddlilonal  wool  carda,  oomba,  and 
acceaaorlea. 

W.  i..   Inlen   Mill  wken    P.   O,)  — 
A,    Vnn    (iiM'lhiti.  II    Avo.     (engl- 
neent^me  Wortli;  i,  ^  .  Ivit. 

N.  Y,  HuVala— U  F,  IJndall,  Ally,  Kria 

Counlv  Bank  Itl'lir.  (rr-prt^rntltiK  <'hiim- plon  Rotary   .m  •"••[ 
equipment  f"i  '"  'I 
here,   for   lh<'  ''"to englnea. 

N.  Y..  «iaaper«— flaaport  Prult  Orowera 
Aaan.-  rTuichlnery  and  equipment  for  large 

fruit  purking  and  alorage  plant  under  oon- Btructlon   at   Urangaport. 

N.  Y..  Jnmeatewa— Jameatown  Woratod 
Mllla,  lis  Harrlaon  St. — machinery  for 
combing  and  drawing  departmenta. 

W.  Y..  Mayrina— Chautauqua  Cabinet  Co. 
— additional  machinery  for  propoaed  In- 
creaae  In  capacity  of  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Kew  York— J.  Caaaelln,  114  Weal 
17lh  St.^K>ne  hmxl  loom  (new  or  uaed). 

S.  Y-  Mlaatara  PaUa — Carborundum  Co., 

Iluffalo  Ave.  and  llth  St.— one  hydraulic 

preaa.  preoalnc  apaoa  1  fl.^io  In.  x  1  ft. 

10  In,  praamra  6,000  to  t.ono  ib«.  (uaed). 

K.  T,  Onaania— Oneonin  Ilattery  Co.,  H 
Broad  it<— «omplele  eiiulpinent  for  ballcry 
aervtce  and  repair  department, 

W,  T,  Koebealer  -Pnwerlown  Tire  Cf>n»M 

Rldgeway  Ave. — equipment  for  proimaed 
tire  autlon  Including  vulcanlilng  equip- 
ment 

K.  T,  »aekeelar— K,  J.  Protopapoa,  570 

Lyell  Ave.— machinery  for  the  manufacturo of  lee  cream, 

M,  V,  Baakaelar  Ttrr' — n  Mfg.  Corp., 

IIS  Banford  Bt,  R  K  <i..  -i.-r,  Secy.— ma- 
chinery and  eqtiip»  ,n  monufacture 

of  patented  eye  ain  .opoaed  branch 
plant  at  San  Francis  „ 

If.  v.,  Sariitaga  ipHaae— pd.  of  Hdiic, 

C,  U  M'-aher,  Bery.— martllnary  and  .<iulp- 
menl  tor  woodworking  and  machine  ahope 
In  new  high  ach'wL 
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N.  Y.,  Solvay — Bd.  of  Educ— machinery 
and  equipment  for  vocational  department 
of  new  liigh  scliool. 

N.  C.  Lexington — C.  M.  Wall  &  Son- 
woodworking  macliinery  for  box  factory 
and  planing  mill,  including  jointers. 
Banders,  tenoners,  matches,  etc. 

O..  Ashland — F.  E.  Myers  &  Bro. — 
equipment  for  (proposed)  large  foundry 
addition. 
O.,  Conneanf — .1.  L.  Lovell — portable 

drilling  equipment  for  either  gas  or  oil  well 
work. 

O.,  Fremont — Hodes-Zinc  Co.,  (manufac- 
turer of  automobile  equipment  and  acces- 

sories)— machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 
posed plant  at  Erie,  Pa. 

O.,  Williamsburg — Williamsburg  B*urni- 
ture  Co..  J.  F.  Knight.  Purch.  Agt.^full 
line  of  woodworking  machinery  to  replace 
that  destroyed  by  fire. 

Okla.,  Oklahoma  City — Apco  Refining  Co., 
Coicord   Bldg. — equipment  for  proposed  re-  • 
finery.    700    bbls.    daily   capacity. 

Pa.,  Corry — Kurtz  Brass  &  Wood  Bed 
Co. — machinery  for  proposed  addition  to 
manufacturing  plant. 

Pa.,  East  Strond,sburg — Weeds  Ice  Cream 
Co. — complete  machinery  and  equipment  for 
the  manufacture  of  ice  cream,  for  (pro- 

posed)   large    plant    on    King    St. 
Pa.,  Garland  (Warren  County) — Grove 

Mfg.  Co.,  Inc.,  manufacturer  of  furniture — 
additional  woodworking  machinery  for  pro- 

posed increase  in  capacity  of  plant. 
Pa..  Herrick  Center — Bd.  of  Bduc,  G. 

B.  Gile.s,  Secy. — mechanical  equipment  for 
high  and  grade  school,  and  vocational  shop. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Boger  &  Crawford,  J  and 
Venango  Sts.,  (manufacturer  of  yarns) — 
R.  C.  Boger,  Purch.  Agt.,  additional  equip- 

ment including  cards,  garnetts,  etc.,  for 
mills  at  Lincointon,  N.  C. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Breyer-Sharpless,  Inc.,  8th 
and  Cumberland  St. — refrigerating  and 
wrapping  machines,  also  ice  breakers,  power 
freezers,  steam  vat^,  etc. 

P».,  Phila. — Corrugated  Container  Co., 
Trenton  and  Venango  Sts. — Colt  or  Thomp- 

son cutter  and  creaser  over  20  x  30  in. 
Pa.,  Phila. — Fay-Keser  &  Sailer,  Inc., 

Front  and  Clearfield  Sts.,  manufacturers  of 
hosiery,  F.  B.  Keser.  Purch.  Agt. — addi- 

tional knitting  machines  and  looper  ma- 
chines. 

Pa.,  PhllB. — Globe  Knitting  Mills,  2nd  St. 
and  Columbia  Ave. — additional  machinery 
including  full  fashion  hosiery  machine  and 
latch  needle  machine. 

Pa.,  Phila. — C.  Gurevitch,  1214  South  24th 
St. — one  large  stationary  circular  saw  with 
table. 

Pa.,  Phila. — La  France  Textile  Co.,  4423 
Frankford  Ave.,  manufacturer  of  tapes- 

tries. E.  T.  Duval,  Purch.  Agt. — additional 
Jacquard   looms. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Oliver  Knitting  Mills,  3rd 
and  Huntington  Sts. — full  fashion  hosiery 
machines,  latch  needle  machines,  ribbers 
and    accessories. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Paragon  Knitting  Mills,  2813 
Fletcher  St.,  N.  Neuman,  Purch.  Agt. — addi- 

tional knitting  and  .sewing  machines. 
Pa,,  Phlla. — Penna.  Music  Co.,  13th  and 

Appletree  Sts.  —  presses,  paper  cutter, 
folders,  etc. 

Pa.,  Pottstown  —  CollegeviUe  Flag  & 
Mfg.  Co, — complete  machinery  and  equip- 

ment, including  stitchery,  etc.,  for  proposed 
plant  for  the  manufacture  of  flags. 

Pa.,  Scranton — Clark-Snover  Tobacco  Co., 
112  Adams  Ave..  W.  Li.  Mathews,  Pres. — 
additional  machinery  and  equipment  for 
plant   on  Dockash  St. 

Pa.,  Temple — S.  S.  Staley — complete 
equipment  for  proposed  foundry. 

Pa.,  Vandergrift — The  Bd.  of  Educ. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  vocational 
department  of  proposed  high  school. 

Pa.,  Warren — East  Side  Bakery.  209 
Penna.  Ave.  E.,  J.  P.  Raisor — bakeshop 
equipment. 

Ph.,  Willlamsport — W.  R.  Hoehn  Silk 
Co..  201  Pine  St. — machinery  for  proposed 
addition   to  silk  factory. 

S.  C,  Lena — H.  L.  Lawton — machinery 
for  the  manufacture  of  crates  and  baskets. 

8.  C,  Norway — S.  S.  Williams — machin- 
ery to  equip  small  canning  factory. 

Tenn.,  Erwin — B.  S.  Abernethy,  Lincoln- 
ton,  N.  C,  and  W.  C.  Heath,  Charlotte.  N. 
C. — machinery  for  proposed  15,000  spindle 
textile  mill  at  Erwin,  Tenn. 

Tex.,  Beaumont — Boykln  Mchy.  &  Supply 
Co. — one  48  in.  x  48  in.  x  12  ft.  motor 
driven   planer,    also   one   alligator   shear. 

Tex.,  Brady — Mayhew  Produce  Co. — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  proposed  cold 

storage  and  refrigerating  plant. 
Tex.,  Breckenrldge — Dillingham  Ice  Cream 

Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
65  ton  ice  manufacturing  plant. 

Tex.,  Killeem — W.  J.  Cole,  (oil  producer) 
— oil  pumps  and  large  oil  tanks. 

Vt.,  Barre — Nelson  &  Berg,  (granite 
products) — machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  monumental  works  on  Lincoln  and 
School  Sts.,  Auburn,  N.  Y. 

Va,,  Dante — Nora  Coal  Corp.,  J.  W. 
Gerow,  Pres.  and  Mgr. — complete  line  of 
mining  machinery. 

Va.,  Norfolk — M.  T.  Blassingham  Lumber 
Co..  Flat  Iron  Bldg. — woodworking  ma- 

chinery for   small    planing   fill   on    25th    St. 
Va.,  Rlrhmond — Fleming  Aytes,  1006-^ 

Bacon  St.,  manufacturer  auto  part  patent — 
special  machinery. 

Va..  Rlrhmond — J.  Pox  &  Son,  2Bth  and 
Franklin  Sts.,  (mill  work) — one  sash sticker. 

Va.,  Roanoke — Journal  Printing  &  Pub- 
lishing Co.,  W.  R.  Martin.  Mgr.  and  Pres. 

— machinery  and  equipment  for  printing 
plant,  including  7  column  press  and  linotype 
machine    (used). 

Va.,  Tamworth — Moon  &  Blanton — full 
line  of  machinery  for  a  creamery. 

W.  Va.,  Charleston — Moore  Lumber  Co., 
J.  W.  Moore.  Pres. — one  7  ft.  band  mill, 
log  locomotive,  logs  trucks,  and  25  lb.  relay- 

ing rails. 
W.  Va.,  Paw  Paw — Bd.  of  Educ,  C.  R. 

White.  Secy. — equipment  for  vocational  de- 
partment of  new  school. 

Wis.,  Fredonlo — Gilson  Bros.— foundry 
equipment,  including  cupola  and  molding 
machines. 

Wis.,  La  Crosse — Nelson  Garment  Co., 
Ill  South  2nd  St. — stitching  and  buttonhole 
machines    for    proposed    factory. 

Wis.,  Madison — The  Bd.  of  Educ,  c/o 
Secretary — machinery  and  equipment  for 
manual  arts  and  vocational  training  build ing. 

Wis.,  Madison — The  Way  Building  Co.,  20 
North  Orchard  St. — woodworking  machin- 

ery for  new  carpenter  shop. 

Wis.,  Marinette — Heath  Cedar  Co.,  1863 
Riverside  Ave.  —  belting,  shafting  and 
hangers  for  factory  addition. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Byrne  Bros.  Co.,  3112 
Burleigh  St. — air  compressor,  gasoline  stor- 

age tank,  and  pump  for  proposed  garage  on 
Kinnickinnie  Ave. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Edward  Motor  Car  Co., 
2713  Grand  Ave. — machinery  for  repair 
shop  including  conveyor,  motors,   etc. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — C.  Kirchhan,  823  47th 
St. — foundry  moulding  machines. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — J.  L.  Shonts.  449  21st 
St.,  manufacturer  of  meat  products — one 
No.  52  chopping  and  stuffing  machine,  one 
meat  grinding  machine  (both  power driven). 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — J.  Zaph,  1341  40th  St., 
(millwork) — one  6  in.  sticker. 

Wis.,  Neenah — Jaeger-Dowling  Co.,  214 
South  Commercial  St. — air  compressor, 
storage  tank,  pump  and  machinery  for  auto 
repair  shop. 

Wis.,  Phillips — Knceland  McClurg  Co. — 
machinery  for  sawmill  including  .saws,   etc. 

Wis.,  Port  Washington — Port  Washing- 
ton Beverage  Co.,  c/o  J.  W.  Collins — 

bottling  machinery. 

Wis.,  Bosendale — Central  Wisconsin  Can- 
ning Co. — machinery  for  proposed  canning 

plant,    including   conveying   machinery. 
Wis.,  Stevens  Point — B.  V.  Martin.  1303 

Main  St. — one  6  to  8  in.  sticker,  double 
drum  .sander,  medium  size  planer,  hollow 
chisel  mortiser,  glueing  machine  and  elec- 

tric motors. 

B.  C  Knmloops — Northern  Construction 
Co. — prices  on  new  saw  mill  machinery  and 
equipment  for  mill  on  Thompson  River. 

Ont.,  Llstowel — N.  Calder- — woodworking 
equipment  for  new  planing  mill  including 
planers,  shapers,  saws,  etc. 

Ont.,  Rhamesville — D.  E.  Wallace — prices 
on  complete  new  equipment  for  sawmills 
which  were  recently  destroyed  by  fire. 
Damage  to  machinery,   $25,000. 

Ont.,  St.  Marys — The  Hurlbut  Shoe  Co. 
— special  equipment  for  shoe  factory. 

Ont..  Stratford — Dufton  Woolen  Mills  Co. 
• — machinery  and  equipment  for  woolen 
mill,  partially  destroyed  by  fire. 

flltllltlltlUllllllttIb 

Metal  Working  Shops 
nllllllllllllMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIDHIIMMI lllltHUHMItttlltllllllllll' 

Cal.,  Oakland — Chevrolet  Motor  Co.  of 
California.  69th  Ave.  and  Foothill  Blvd., 
had  plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
an  addition,  for  the  manufacture  of  auto 
bodies.  Estimated  cost  J150,000.  Archi- tect  not  announced. 

Cal.,  San  Francisco— Eames  Co.,  B5  1st 
St.,  manufacturer  of  hand  trucks  and  wheel 
goods,  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
contruction  of  a  1  story  factory  on  Howard 
and  5th  Sts. 

Ind.,  Hartford  City — Paramount  Wheel  & 
Kng.  Co.  plans  to  build  a  1  story  wheel 
factory.  Estimated  cost  1100,000.  Private 

plans. Mich.,  Detroit — A.  Kahn,  Archt..  1.000 
Marquette  Bldg.,  Is  receiving  bids  and  will 
open  same  about  Aug.  15,  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  5  story.  60  x  441  ft.  factory  (for 
the  manufacture  of  auto  parts)  and  two 
connecting  bridges  to  existing  building  on 
Campau  Ave.,  for  Studebaker  Corp.,  Brush 
St.  and  Piquette  Ave.  Estimated  co.st 

$400,000. 
N.  J.,  Perth  Amboy — The  Standard  Under- 

ground Cable  Co.,  50  Church  St.,  New  York 
City,  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  3  .story,  50  x  150  ft. 
factory,  on  Washington  St.,  here.  Noted 
June  15. 

N.  Y.,  L.  I.,  Morris  Park— The  Long 
Island  R.  R,  has  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  shop  buldings,  consisting 
of  a  3  story,  40  x  100  ft.  warehouse  and  a 
3  story,  40  x  80  ft.  factory,  here.  L.  V. 
Morris,    Ch.    Engr. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — O.  K.  Building  Corp., 
c/o  J.  De  Hart,  Archt.  and  Engr..  1039  Fox 
St..  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the  con- struction of  a  1  story,  110  x  135  ft.  garage 
on  Bryant  Ave.  and  161st  St.  Estimated 
cost   $50,000. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — The  Schock  Estate  has 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  an  8  story,  75  x  100  ft.  garage  and  serv- ice station  at  503   West  56th  St. 

O.,  Cleveland — Cleveland  Folding  Ma- 
chine Co.,  5200  Euclid  Ave.,  has  awarded 

the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2 
story,  96  x  180  ft.  factory,  on  East  61st 
St.  near  Euclid  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $75,- 
000.     E.   H.  Jones,  Secy. 

O.,  Cleveland — M.  Marmorstein,  Ulmer 
Bldg.,  had  plans  prepared  for  the  construc- tion of  a  1  story,  40  x  94  ft  garage  on 
East  69th  St.  and  Euclid  Ave.  Estimated 
cost  $40,000.  W.  S.  Ferguson  Co.,  1900 
Euclid  Ave.,  Archts. 

O.,  Cleveland — D.  Round  &  Son,  Stop 
3,  A.  B.  C,  have  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  52  x  275 
ft.  foundry  and  shop.  Estimated  cost 

$60,000. O.,  Youngstown — Vahey  Oil  Co.,  1028 
West  Rayen  St.,  plans  to  build  a  2  story,  75 
X  162  ft.  garage  and  service  station  on 
Phelps  and  Front  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$65,000.      Architect    not    announced. 

Pa.,  Ambridge— The  Amer.  Bridge  Co. 
has  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  an  addition,  including  a  large  crane 
runway  and  unloading  dock.  Estimated 
cost  $15,000. 

Pa.,  Monessen — S.  S.  Jones,  30  6th  St., 
Belle  Vernon,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  con- struction of  a  2  story.  64  x  99  ft.  garage 
on  Doner  Ave.  and  9th  St.,  here.  Esti- 

mated cost  $60,000.  Austin  Co.,  Union  Ar- 
cade, Pittsburgh,  Archts.  and  Engrs. 

Pa.,  Munhall — The  Miller  Motor  Co.,  228 
West  7th  Ave.,  Homestead.  Pa.,  is  receiving 
bids  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  74 
X  108  ft.  garage,  on  8th  Ave.,  here.  Esti- 

mated cost  $40,000.  J.  E.  Dwyer,  5808 
Forbes  St..   Pittsburgh,  Archt. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — A.  H.  Fox  Gun  Co.,  18th 
and  Windrim  Sts.,  has  awarded  the  con- tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  100 
X  100  ft.  gun  factory. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — National  Biscuit  Co.,  13th 
St.  and  Glenwood  Ave.,  has  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story 
132  X  225  ft.  garage. 

W.  Va..  Montgomery — Coal  Valley  Ma- 
chine and  Electric  Mine  Car  Co.  has 

awarded  tlie  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a   1   story,   50   x   100  ft.  factory. 

W.  Va..  Wheeling — The  National  Garage 
of  Wheeling  will  build  a  2  story,  103  x  112 
ft.  garage  on  National  Pike.  Estimated cost    $50,000. 
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of   a   I    aiorr.   Tl   t    IS*   ft. 
•■   North   Cotntnarrtal   Av».     BmI- 

iwla«  coal  («•.*•*.     Priraia  ptaaa 

Wk.  WaaaMi— ManUboa  Motor  Okr  Co.. 
II*  McCWOaa  ft.  haa  awardad  tta  ean- 
frart  tar  iIm  raaatmaMi  of  a  «  alorr.  ** 
B   It*  R-  sarac*  ■ddwlna.     Rattoiaiad  coal 

General  Manufacturing 

VW.  Liak*  Kw«l* — L«k»  Koatla  rnill  Co. 
atiim  lo  taOd  a  7t  z  I**  ft.  fmlt  ranntnc 
fartory.  RMtMMad  coal  laciudlnc  ntarhla- 
•ry.  |l*.**«,  BTlMnardL  Mcr.  ArehK*cl 
■a«  artortad. 

'utmannm  tea  Co..  Polk 
win  iwratT*  bida  aslll 
lalnMllaa  of  a  I  alary. 
pteaL  aMIaialad  rooi 
-    IS*.***.      C    PiTTy. 

QA.  1.  tar  tk* 

mn^ntnm 

Prall  *  Laml>*rt.  Xne..  SZ* 
I  awarded  thr  mntrari  for 
or  a  2  Morr.  i«  x  U*  fl. 

[aolara  o(  Tamlab  and 

Aaa.  ■»- 

'umd  Baklac  Co  haa 
for  iha  oaaalnirtKMi 

ita   plaal.      I~ 
■  H«i     TW    Omm 

•iva   A**.,' plana  l«  hand  a   S «2  ft.  toaadrr  oa  KerdI  firaato 
...«la4  eaol   |«*.***.    W.  B.  Al- 

Mdc  AMMi 

ladlaa aMa— nattad 
and  Jolnara  of  Ai 

la  MM   a    S    Mnry    prfnf    plajil    aa    Kaal 
MMMcaa  A**.     rMhaal^d  eoal  11**.***/ 

■r>       laaiMli    riiiahaijih   •rfrk    A   TIU 
fV,    r/a   B,   a.    Wiaiik    AJMaad.    plana    to 
larIM  a  plaat  Har*  for  ftta  manafa'ivr*  of 

       "   "   nal   IX*«.*««.      Prlrala 

Mi  ft.  kUa  tar  haralac  raw  malarial.   
ooOaeaac  apparaiua  and  olhar  aqulpaMBl. 
Itattmalad  «iai  IS**.***. 

I*— 1 
alacUea   ta  NvVMnhar  la  w  " 
toiil*.***  baa«*  for  kBfirD\  i : 

laaladkiK  iha  roaMnMltoa  >'■■ hilMtaB    aad  aa  alaMrte  iiium     >ii»i 
haanllai    for    trmg    addk-iik     rrrri«rr 
plaal  a.  aad  taaadty  for  nx-n  an>l  *•■<■ haUdbicaL 

N.  J.  raatdva — C.  W.  Braaaan.  1S«« 
Hanaom  8u  ntlla..  haa  awardad  th»  can- 
irart  for  Uta  roaolntelkMi  of  a  I  atory. 
«•  X  S**  fl.  taelary.  for  Iba  nuknufaotur* 
of   rlolh.   oa   <lh   and    JHT«"T>— ••    «■-      hen-. 

M.   T..  BartBl»— Lauti  M  1(1 
Mam  St..  haa  awar<t«Kl  Ihr  .  i    ihv 
coiwinicilon  of  a  I  Mory.  ii<i  \  It:.'  ft. 
manufarturtnit  atut  ttflk*^  DUlldlns. 

N.  v..  JamralawB-- Janw«tnwn  Wonili^ 
MUU.  SIS  lUrrlmin  St  .  ha*  awanlPd  tho 
euntrari  fiir  Ihr  tNinatrtHM Uin  of  a  4  ntnry. 
7*  X  ITt  fl.  ••Iilllinn  lu  Ita  iwrnhlnc  ami 
drawinc  dr|>artmml,  and  a  112  x  Ito  ft 
dyv  and  fllirr  houav,  rlo.  mtlnwlml  covi 
|l**.«*«. 

K.  Y_  Oaraao — Oolttam  Rhor  Co..  plaim 
to  build  a  farlory  a<l<lllloa  on  f^turrh  81  — 
nitlinalc>d  caot  ItO.O**.  ArrhllisM  not annouitead. 

K.  C  Wlaataa-Pal**— Podr  Kurnllur* 
Co.  ta  havlnc  pUnn  prrparrd  for  Ihp  con- 
airurtlon  of  a  2  utory.  SO  x  li'a  fl.  furnl- 
Ittra  factory.  Katlmalrd  iHMit  I20.0UO.  P. 
A.  Fogta.  Pna.  and  Mcr. 

O,  ClaTalaad — TTw-  Ingraham  Waal*  A 
Bmptr  Co.  ItSI  Columbus  lid..  In  ri^rlvlns 
btoa  for  Iha  eonatnirtlon  of  a  1  alory. 
k*  X  Hi  ft.  factory  and  warchDuar  at 
I4S*  Hamilton  Av-.  Kallmat»d  coat  %iO.- 
•**.  W.  K  Monaor.  \'Trm.  I'or  Knr.  Co.. 
I*aaplaa  Hank  lildr.,  l-:n(ra      NotiM  July  IT. 

O..  nv*»laiU— Tha  Standard  En\-rlop« 
fa.,    tail    <>rr«nn    Av*-.     haa    awardad    tha 
contract  f>ir  ihr  rr   ••  -   ■  '  n   I  atory, 
tit  X  200  fl.  fan.  <li  Kt.  and 
I'hrairr     Ave.        1.  IIOII.OOO, 
a.  H.  Altman.  ITc*  II   ' 
O,  rotaabaa — Clark  -  Co..   11 

Wwn  riMBtnut  St..  I»  hM  ^  prepared 
for  Iha  connlrurtlon  of  u  t  >.t.iiy.  40  x  120 

fl.  factory.  «n  N'achN-n  Kl  l-Iatlmatod  coal IIO.AOO.     Private  plana. 

O..  aaalh  Akran  (Abraa  i*.0.>— Waahln*- 
lon  Rubber  Co,  (manufarlun-r  of  ruW)pr 
np^.-lallle*.  plaita  to  i^bulld  larsr  itortlon  of 
Ita  fartory  wblah  waa  deotroyed  by  fire. — 
Katlmaled  eoat  110.90*.  Architect  no( 
announced. 

Pa..  BaUar — Standard  Plate  Olaaa  Co.. 
n««r  Ltnooln  Ave.,  will  btilld  a  1  alory,  100 
«2l*fl.  addition  to  Ita  (law  fnrtory. — 
Katlmaled  coat  1100.000.     Private  plana. 

Pa..  Phlla.— Penna  Muale  LlthomraDh  Co., 
IStb  and  Appletree  Sta.,  haa  awarded  the 
coalract  for  the  eonatrucllon  of  a  I  atory, 
t*  >  II  ft  printing  plant.  ICatlmated  ooat 
111.00*. 

Pa,  Warraa — Creoeant  Furniture  fo. 
plana  to  bulM  a  4  atory.  to  x  IS  fl.  addition 
to  Ha  furniture  factory  alao  II  x  SO  ft.  dry 
kllna.  on  Houlh  8Me  Batltnatod  ooat  120.- 
000.    Architect  not  announced. 

rm,  wnaaaapofl — W.  n.  Hni-hn  Hllk  Co., 
S*t  Ptoa  St..  .haa  awarded  the  cuniract 
for  tba  eenainictlon  of  a  1  atory  addition 
to  Ha  aflk  teci<iry. 

pn     Wimataeparl — V.''"'     "■llldlnf 
Pt  C'«   K.   t  l«Ol 
iCr  .i<l  plana  i"  con- 
airu'oiiii  '.f   a   f  atory,  ...    «        ii     jMciory 
for  Ihe   manufacture  of  building  producta. 

a.  C„  ■eoafarl — Baaufort  Oaa«lta  la  hav- 
plana  prepared  for  tha  conat ruction  of  a  I 
atory.  t*  X  too  ft.  pubtlahlnf  plant.  Katl- 

'  coat  with  machinery  lll.ooo.  8.  P 

Mgr. 

a«.«a««~>Tba    Naaford    Mllla    baa 
I  he  HIM  art  for  tba  aoaalractian 

ag  a  •  aaarr.^lt*  j!.t|).ft.  jtla^jNt.  .WW 
aad  a  I  alary  •<  ■  IM  ft. 

inc. 

Vaa     Meee     *»»..-      —  ' 
I      baa    awar.}' 

UMk  -4   m    . 
aa  M  aaa  mii>..  nt  n"ir 
mmt.  It  St.*** 

'ITalTvraal   ISniand    Ce. 

f-o.  S*S  WatataM..  wUI  tMcreva*  the 
aa   idaal   ̂ 9.   7. 

Iiroiianil  for  the  runatructlon  of  an 
ami     aenaral     prlnliiit:     kIkiii     on  9lh     and 
  !       Bta.  —  I  ,       ,  ,100. 

■■    Itoberta  a  l.lfi' 

.  ...t..     Kngra..    Ha:.    .^    .'.-    ii.iiklns Itldg..  Arvhia. 
Va..  Peterabarg — Q.  W,  Kolner  la  at  head 

iiiiutny    which    plann  ■■'"'■    u    K ;  ■(!    X    too    fl.    .-old  i.inl. 
<il   i-oKi    il.nno.ooo.  .    not .inttouitfrd. 

Waab..  Tarama — The  Caralena  Packing 
Co»  Ttd.'  i-'i,.i.  In  having  plann  prepared 
for  the  n   of  n   4   ainry.    117    X   72 
ft.  packi  ..tdllloii   with  22   x  40  ft. 
wing.     1..-:.^   1   i-uai    ti.noo.ooo.     P.    V. 
tTomlla  i-«im|M«ny   Archl. 
W.  Va..  Warwoort  (Wheeling  P.O.)  — 

Whei.lli.i-    ■    .  f. 
hulld     III 
here.        I  1      .       '  "        '    , '  .       t  i>ir  , I'llllibuti  ni:r». 

wu..    X,     ■>  Till'  Valley  Dairy  Co.— 
plana  to  l.»   vinry.  10  x  100  fl.  dairy.— 
Katlmaled    cnat     110.000,  Architect    not 
aelecle<l, 

WU.,  flreea  liar — The  Northern  Paper 
MIIlM  Co..  .MiidlKon  and  l>ny  Htn..  r.o  K.  Mf 

.NauKhlon.  I'urrh  Act.,  plana  to  hullil  a  " 
■tory.  70  X  :vfl  fl.  addition  to  Ita  mill.  K»- 
■  Imatrd  coal  IIUO.OOO.  Architect  not  ae- 
lecled. 

Wb.,  Madlaon— The  Bd.  of  Rduc,  c/o 
Heeratary.  haa  awarded  Ihe  contrnct  for  the 
eonatrucllon  of  a  2  atory,  60  x  115  fl, 
manual  an  and  vocational  Irnlning  build- 

ing    Kallmnled  coal  t7&,000.    .Voted  July  27. 
WU..  MadUaa. — J.  Peldman  Paper  Box 

Co.,  tit  Ui'Kent  St..  In  hiiving  plana  pre- 
pareil  for  Ilie  eonatrucllon  of  n  1  atory.  «0 
X  III  ft.  box  factory  on  Charier  8t.  Katl- 

maled coat  tlOO.OOO.  J.  R.  and  K.  3.  I.aw, 
Klrand  Theatre,  Archta,     Noted  Feb.  S. 

Wl«.,  Milwaukee — Holeproof  Hoalery  Co,, 
404  Kowler  St.,  haa  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  eonatrucllon  of  a  4  atory,  <4  x  04  fl, 
lexille  mill  addition  on  tth  Rl.  Katlmaled 
coat    {80,000, 

Wla..  Mllwaahee  —  Standard  Victoria 
Rteam  I,dundry.  H  Og«len  Ave.,  will  re- 

ceive new  lilda  (former  bida  rejected)  for 
the  ocinatruetlon  of  a  2  atory,  40  x  114  ft. 
laundry.  I/eaaer  A  Bchulte,  IS  Wlaconain 

81..    Archta. 
Wk..  Phllllpa  Kneeland  McCturg  Co. 

haa  awardMl   ■  :i<t  for  the  eonalruc 
lion  of  a  I   ̂ '  'Jin  fi    aaw  mill,  to 
replace   one    -i  liv    (Ire.      Katlmaled 
eoal  171,000.    V.  8.  Mcclurg,  Prea,    Notod 
July  II. 

Wla..  kaaendale— Central  Wlaconain  Can- 
ning Co.  la  having  plana  pri'imnd  for  the 

conalruriloii  of  a  *  atory  running  plant 
comprlalng  n  main  building,  wnrehnuan  and 
viner.  Katlmnted  coal  lioo.nno.  J.  R. 

Hatch,  Becy.     I'rlvale  plana. 

Wla..  Waakesha — Manitowoc  Church  Pur- 
nitura  Co..  1214  Lincoln  Ave.,  haa  awarded 
tha  oonlract  for  the  eonatrunlnn  of  a  1 
atory,  70  x  10  ft.  factory.  Katlmaled  coat 

It0,««0. 
Hex..  Tampiro — Pierre  nil  <?orp.  plana  to 

rebuild  portion  of  Ita  refinery  which  waa 
reoenlly  deatroyed  by  Are,  Katlmaled  coat 
1100.000.     Knvlnecr  not  announced. 

J«.     B.     ai.     Johaa— N»«'-«"l'      I'nn,  r     Mllla I.ld.  pinna  In  build  nn  ; 

plant.    I"    Inrreaae    Ita     ' (0  to  in  Ion    '  Katlmatail    :   ;   .-■■:'.    lii 
vale   plana. 

flat        luriira     Tnvlor     Tliitit"  r 

1,1,  ,  ,        ■, 

H.  r.,  Oreearllle — Norrla  Broe..  Inc., 
HImla  Ml .  have  awarded  the  contract  for 
Ihe  mnatrucllon  of  a  S  atory,  40  s  III  ft. 
bobbta  factory. 

R.  e^  Ornr — VIrlnr-Monaghan  Co..   Vic- 
tor Plaal,  haa  awarded  the  crmtraci  for  the 
(raoUoa  affaS  atory  addition   to   Ita 

plaaa 

KallM 
C  aoartar— Samlar   loe   A  Fuol   c.o. 

_  la  balM  a  ereamery  and  lea  plant. 
MMMl  ««a|   It*.***  to   14*.***.      K.    H. 

Mgr.    ArcfcHaflC  aot  aolaetad. 

tl  ala    B.  fl.  Abemeihr  tJncoln- 

loa.  M.  "C,  aad  W.  C    T'      ■    '"  ".  N. r    pkM  (a  Iwpd  a   r  •  «iii» mill  bara.    AtaMtaci  >, 

Tea*..  ira«bv1«e.-Maratiall  A  ttnic"  ■•rlnl 
Ing  Co..   IIS   4tb  Ave.  K.,  ia  having  plana 

Co.,  17 

to  till  I  Id 
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Apprenticeship  in  a  Small  Shop 
Operations  Studied — Tendency  of  the  Boys  Toward  Toolmaking — Their  Lack  of  Practical 

Imagination — Natural  Rate  of  Progress  Cannot  Be  Accelerated 
By  a.  W.  FORBES 

A  PPRENTICESHIP  is  today  rather  an  indefinite 
l\  term  and  when  applied  to  a  small  shop  is  scarcely 

X  jL  distinguishable  from  a  job.  A  sharp  line  is  not 
drawn  between  the  apprentices  and  the  regular  em- 

ployees in  a  small  shop,  while  systematic  instruction  is 
seldom  attempted  and  is  not  necessary.  All  the  proc- 

esses are  carried  on  within  sight  of  everyone  and  the 
boy  may  usually  secure  an  opportunity  to  try  any  branch 
of  the  work,  in  which  he  is  really  interested. 

The  accompanying  illustrations  show  boys,  all  under 
twenty  years  of  age,  at  their  regular  work  in  the 
Forbes  &  Myers  shop  at  Worcester,  Mass.  The  large 
proportion  of  special  machines  and  tools  made  in  this 
shop  furnishes  opportunities  always  greater  than  the 
ability  of  the  boy  permits  him  to  grasp,  while  there 
are,  at  the  same  time,  enough  parts  made  by  the  thou- 

sand to  give  him  suflScient  examples  of  production 
methods. 

In  Fig.  1  a  boy  is  drilling  through  a  jig.  This  is 
the  simplest  operation  in  the  machine  shop,  and  yet 
one  in  which  there  is  more  to  learn  than  many  machin- 

ists imagine.  Probably  the  man  who  has  spent  his 
whole  life  in  studying  simple  drilling  operations  would 
see  more  possibilities  for  further  study  in  the  subject 
than  either  the  beginner  or  the  machinist.  Yet  there 
has  never  been  a  man  with  a  first-class  intellect  who 
would  give  his  attention  to  machine  shop  practice.  As 
a  result,  we  know  less  of  the  fundamental  theories  of 
this  subject  than  of  the  more  complex  ones  such  as 
electricity  and  heredity.  The  opportunities  for  the 
ordinary  boy  are  greater  in  this  field  for  he  will  find 
less  competition  with  intelligent  men. 

The  boy  in  Fig.  2  is  acquiring  skill  in  accurately 
spacing  holes.  A  milling  machine  has  been  fitted  with 
a  small  high-speed  motor  which  drills  through  a  hard- 

ened steel  plate  into  the  work.  The  work  is  moved  by 
means  of  the  usual  milling  machine  feeds,  and  the 
holes  are  accurately  spaced  by  the  graduated  dials. 

The  drilling  attachment  was  made  by  the  boy  shown 
in  the  illustration,  and  he  is  here  engaged  in  making 
a  few  changes  to  secure  greater  accuracy  in  drilling. 

It  is  possible  with  such  apparatus  to  drill  two  inter- 
secting A-in.  holes  and  have  them  come  out  of  the 

back  of  a  i-in.  plate  accurate  within  a  thousandth  of 
an  inch. 

In  Fig.  3  a  boy  is  engaged  in  finishing  spindles  on  a 
lathe.  The  lathe  is  often  considered  the  basic  machine 
of  the  machine  shop.  If  a  boy  is  given  a  thorough 
understanding  of  the  various  lathe  operations,  he  will 
experience  no  diflfkiulty  in  handling  any  of  the  other 
machines.  In  the  operation  illustrated  in  Fig.  3  an 
error  of  half  a  thousandth  of  an  inch  would  be  con- 

sidered a  bad  mistake. 

The  field  of  the  turret  lathe  includes  production  in 
moderate  quantities,  but  not  in  sufllcient  quantities  to 
justify  the  use  of  an  automatic  machine.  Repetition 
work  is  essential  to  the  thorough  study  of  the  action 
of  a  tool.  Only  in  this  way  is  it  possible  to  see  the 
fine  diflferences  which  are  caused  by  slight  changes  in 
the  position  of  the  tool.  Without  study  repetition  work 
is  drudgery ;  with  study  it  is  one  of  the  most  interesting 
and  instructive  parts  of  the  training.  In  Fig.  4  a 
grinding  attachment  is  used  on  one  operation  in  addition 
to  the  regular  turret  tools. 

Being  manufacturers  of  electric  motors,  it  is  natural 
that  we  should  use  them  to  a  greater  extent  than  manu- 

facturers in  other  lines.  The  boy  shown  in  Fig.  4 

is  here  engaged  in  fitting  his  machine  with  three  adjust- 
able-speed, three-phase  motors,  one  for  each  feed  and 

one  for  the  main  power. 

FIG.  2— ACCURATE  SPACING  OF  HOLES.     FIG.  J— FINISHING  SPINDLES 
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TlllRieT  LATHB  OPKRATION.     riU.  t— FlUNQ  CLBAUANCJi!  ON  A  BflO-lAU  UKO
ACH 

TtolBMkiiic  l»  a  highly  dvniopti  form  of  machine 

wori.  and  ia  a  naturml  line  of  adrance.  Practical  ex- 

ffrtrn^  In  oaiOf  toob  \s  an  enential  preliminary.  How- 
ever, to  dtrtg"  and  make  a  aet  of  tooln  that  will  work 

rifkt  the  flrst  tinw.  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  theory 

of  the  tool'a  aetton  ia  neceMary.  a  knowledge  to  be 

ateand  enljr  ttanmyh  individual  initiative  and  study. 

Fig.  t  abonn  a  toy  filing  the  clearance  on  the  sides  of 

Um  cutting  teeth  of  a  special  broach  which  has  already 

been  machined  to  shape  except  for  this  clearance. 

In  Fit-  S  •  '^  ̂   notching  armature  punchings. 

Metal  ftftnTr'"f  i*  vaoally  done  by  mature  men  who 

haw  felM  to  adTaace  to  better  poeitions.  and  in  gen- 

eral this  ia  probably  the  best  class  of  person  to  do  the 

wdtIl  Howewr.  as  a  preliminary  to  diemaking  a  cer- 

tain period  of  working  at  the  prcas  is  quite  desirable. 

TW  advance  from  prtas  hand  to  toolmaker  can  be  read- 

ily nade  ia  any  ahop  which  is  not  over-systenutized. 

The  element  of  danger  is  one  that  has  to  be  considered 

in  using  boys  on  meUl  stamping,  but  only  a  small  part 

of  the  work  is  necessarily  of  much  risk.  The  press  is 

the  only  type  of  metal  working  machine  on  which  we 
have  never  had  an  accident. 

In  Fig.  7  a  boy  is  doing  hand  work  on  a  fan  die. 

These  tools  cut  and  bend  to  shape  the  fan  blades  used 

for  cooling  a  snuill  motor.  The  edges  of  the  die  over 

which  the  blades  are  bent,  are  now  being  rounded  with 

a  file.  Metal  stampings  are  one  of  the  most  important 

factors  in  electrical  machinery.  Mnkinjf  tools  for  this 

work,  including  the  various  punching,  bending  and  form- 

ing operations  is  a  highly  skilled  form  of  toolmaking. 
A  certain  amount  of  training  in  diemaking  is  also 

valuable  for  the  motor  designer. 

In  Fig.  8  are  represented  some  metal  stamping  tools 

and  the  finished  product  secured  with  them.  Nearly  all 

the  work  of  designing  and  making  these  tools  was 

accomplished  by  a  boy  who  had  had  twenty  months  of 

machine  shop  experience.     Safety  is  an  important  fac- 

no.  a-KOTCHiwo  AJuiATtrRS  rvMcnina:    rta.  t-hawd  work  on  a  fa.n  dik 
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FIG.   8- -METAL  STAMPING  TOOLS  AND  THE  FINISHED 
PRODUCT 

tor  in  the  design  of  stamping  tools.  In  this  case  in 
each  operation  after  the  blanking,  the  pieces  are  pushed 
into  slots  from  the  front,  making  it  impossible  to  place 
the  fingers  under  the  punch  except  by  a  special  effort. 

Our  work  leads  naturally  in  four  directions,  to  the 

positions  of  foreman,  salesman,  motor  designer,  tool- 
maker  and  tool  designer.     We  find  that  the  boys  take 

into  irregular  shapes.  While  it  does  not  leave  a  finished 
surface,  it  has  its  use,  and  this  use  should  be  thoroughly 
understood  by  the  designers  of  machinery. 

Manufacturing  processes  require  special  machinery. 
We  find  it  best  to  build  most  of  this  special  machinery 
in  our  own  shop.  In  Fig.  11  a  standard  bench  press  is 
being  fitted  with  an  attachment  for  rotating  the  blank 
while  a  row  of  notches  is  being  punched  around  the 
outside  edge.  This  press  will  make  twenty-four  slots 
in  an  armature  punching,  one  at  a  time,  spacing  them 
accurately,  in  a  total  time  of  9  sec.  It  is  always  a 
question  of  whether  it  is  better  to  stamp  the  slots  in 
this  way,  or  whether  it  would  be  better  to  make  a 
compound  die;  but,  for  special  motors,  the  expensive 
dies  are  out  of  the  question. 

In  Fig.  12  a  boy  is  winding  an  electric  motor.  The 
mechanical  processes  of  inserting  the  wires  can  be 
learned  in  a  comparatively  short  time.  The  theory  of 
the  windings  is  an  entirely  different  proposition.  No 
boy  should  take  up  winding  without  possessing  the 
interest  in  electricity  and  the  practical  imagination  to 

FIG.   9 — BUILDING  A  STATOR  CORE.      FIG.   10— CUTTING  A  STEEL  PLATE.      FIG.  11 — ASSEMBLING  A  NOTCHING  PRESS 

most  naturally  to  toolmaking,  some  doing  very  creditable 
work  after  a  short  period. 

In  Fig.  9  a  boy  is  building  a  stator  core.  For  time 

studies,  few  jobs  offer  an  opportunity  equal  to  this  one. 
As  this  is  entirely  hand  work,  there  is  no  limit  to  the 
speed  except  in  the  selection 
of  the  proper  motions  and  in 
the  rapidity  with  which  they 
can  be  made.  Time  studies 

are  essential  for  anyone  who 
wishes  to  take  part  in  shop 
management  and  the  best  time 
to  learn  the  principles  is  while 
working  on  a  job  of  this  sort. 
Yet  few  boys  take  naturally  to 

time  studies,  or  for  that  mat- 
ter to  anything  connected  with 

management.  It  is  probably 
best  for  the  average  boy  to 
devote  his  time  to  the  technical 

side  of  the  work,  leaving  all 
questions  of  management  until 
he  is  more  mature. 

Unquestionably  the  method 
shown  in  Fig.  10  is  the  fastest 
method  of  cutting  a  steel  plate 

carry  through  the  study  to  such  positions  as  electrical 
designer  or  research  engineer.  Very  few  do  so,  and 
I  think  the  reason  lies  in  their  lack  of  imagination. 

The  jump  from  the  actual  wires  to  the  current  inside 
and  the  magnetism  outside  is  too  much  for  the  ordinary 
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bettor  with  toolmalring  Wher*  ha  am 

to  geiac  OB. 
bt  drawn  out  carefully  by 

bat  •  siB^lt  akateh  by  tha  daaignar 
aarraa  tha  pvrpoaa  aqoalljr  waO.  Pic.  IS  givaa  a  diaffran 
of  •  apccial  thraa-phaae  adjuatabia-apaed  motor  being 
boih  for  tha  tarrat  latha  abowa  in  Fif.  4.  Eivhty 
wiraa  eeaiBK  ttam  tlw  eoOa  in  bondlea  of  eight,  can 
ba  aaafljr  mind  up.  Whan  eonnaeted  by  a  boy  aa  ahown 
la  Fif.  U  tlMy  always  taat  out  O.K.  Bat  some  winders 

and  It  takaa  a  great  deal  of  inwgination 

whkk  wIraa  ware  intorchangad  without  dis- 
:  aD  aad  alartiat  again. 

TIm  bojr  in  Pig.  14  is  attending  to  some  of  the  firm's 
This  is  not  stonography.  The  as- 

■■II  la  answered,  indexed  and  filed.  After  the 

written  it  is  taken  to  the  proper  per- 
MB  tar  approval  and  signature. 

Satarday  aftamoons  and  other  tiinea  when  the  shop 
la  opaa  bat  ooiy  part  of  the  equipment  in  use,  the 
faciUtiaa  of  tha  ahop  are  available  to  the  boys  for 

thiaga  for  their  own  use.  Electric  toasters  and 
apparatns  are  made  by  the  boys  in  thia  period. 

Tha  majority  of  tha  bojra  in  oor  ahop  start  work 
thajr  are  foortaea  or  ilftaen  years  of  age.  Of  our 

all  atartad  ahop  work  at  either  of 
and  8S  per  cent  came  to  us  before  their 

ristaaath  birthday.  I  think  this  is  the  best  time  to 
bagio  work,  exeept  for  the  brightest  boys,  who  might 
bt  baaaittad  fagr  aa  eariiar  start.  Some  boys  work 
tha  fan  tfana  from  tha  bacianing.  that  is  40  hours  per 

anwirding  to  tha  Massachusetts  law  for  boys 
afartaaa  yaan  of  age.  Others  spend  part  of  their 

tiaM  ia  tha  ahop  and  part  in  the  city  high  schools, 
eh  aabjccts  as  mathematics,  English.  Latin 

I  think  that  boys  who  are  in  the  shop 
ahooM  aoC  atady  vocational  subjects  in  achooL 

Tha  pay  atarta  at  aboat  20  cents  per  hour,  although 

H  Bay  start  at  a  higfaar  rate  in  some  cases  where  pre- 
work  or  atody  ia  of  aoch  a  nature  that  it  is  of 
to  aa.  TUa  pay  ia  ravlaad  ooee  in  three  monthii. 

Ia  irtatadaiag  tha  rata  at  thaaa  raviaions,  the  amount 

and  quality  of  the  work  done  during  the  last  three 
months,  aa  compared  with  that  of  an  experienced  man, 

are  tha  graataat  factors,  but  not  the  onlj'  ones.  It  in 
alao  aaoaaaary  to  consider  the  amount  of  supervision 
naeaaaary  and  the  regularity  of  attendance.  Boys  on 
short  time  or  irregular  schedule  cannot  expect  the  same 
rate  per  hour  as  those  working  full  time. 
The  accompanying  illustrations  show  some  of  the 

opportunities  for  the  boys  in  our  shop.  The  real  prob- 
lem is  getting  the  boys  to  take  advantage  of  them. 

I  think  I  can  say  definitely  that  every  eflTort  to  make 
bo)^  advance  along  a  special  line,  or  to  hurry  their 
natural  rate  of  progress  has  been  a  failure.  It  is 
possible  to  teach  them  facts  as  is  done  in  school,  but 
that  is  not  real  progreas.  We  can  show  them  how  to 
do  a  given  job,  and  they  will  then  do  that  job  better, 
but  this  work  does  not  seem  to  prepare  them  for  the 
next  stage,  unless  it  is  consistent  with  their  natural 
rate  of  prograaa.  Corrections  of  mistakes  are,  of 
course,  necaaaary,  the  giving  of  information  when  it 
ia  daairad  ia  often  of  benefit,  and  I  am  inclined  to  think 
a  certain  amount  of  systemntic  study  is  of  value,  pro- 

vided it  does  not  encroach  on  what  a  boy  would  naturally 
learn  without  it. 

We  have  had  some  boys  who  have  made  considerable 
progress,  such  aa  shown  by  Figs.  7,  8,  11  and  12,  but 
this  prograaa  doaa  not  aeem  to  have  bean  caused  by  any 
effort  on  tha  part  of  the  management  toward  that 
result.  In  one  of  these  eases,  I  thought  the  boy  would 
do  better  in  another  line  and  directed  his  work  with 
this  in  view,  but  without  results.  He  made  progress 
only  when  given  opportunities  in  this  one  direction,  and 
so  naturally  he  was  allowed  to  specialize  in  this  line  of 
worit. 

There  is  one  thing  that  is  essential  to  secure  prog- 
ress, and  that  is  the  proper  selection  of  boys.  If  I 

am  correct  in  my  opinion  that  each  boy  has  his  natural 
rate  of  progress  that  cannot  be  materially  accelerated, 
but  may  be  retarded  if  opportunities  are  lacking,  or  if 
his  mind  is  too  much  occupied  with  other  things,  then 
the  principal  factor  is  the  selection  of  boys  who  have 
a  natural  rapid  rate  of  progress  in  the  direction  in 
which  the  opportunities  arc  offered. 

FIOl  tt — WIMUK' vxmuc  MOTOK.   rta.  i4— oosxaapc. 
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Application  of  Bedaux  Management  Methods 
in  the  Robbins  &  Myers  Plants 

A  Single  Unit  for  All  Activities  —  Estimating  —  Manufacturing  —  Inspection 
and  Salvage — Knowing  Costs  at  All  Times — Reports  and  Graphs 

By  L.  C.  morrow 
Managing  Kdltor,  American  Machinist 

SINCE  1918  Bedaux  methods  of  setting  work  stand- 
ards and  compensating  labor  have  been  in  operation 

in  the  plant  of  the  Robbins  &  Myers  Co.,  Springfield, 
Ohio.  The  results  have  been  so  thoroughly  satisfactory 
during  both  boom  and  depression  that  a  presentation  in 
detail  of  the  application  of  the  Bedaux  methods  may  now 
be  given  to  the  industrial  world. 

The  Bedaux  principle  of  human  power  measurement 
was  explained  in  a  previous  issue  of  the  American 
Machinist  (page  241,  Vol.  56) .  As  therein  defined  it  is  a 
principle  around  which  a  system  has  been  built  whereby 
there  can  be  expressed  in  one  common  unit  the  work 
done  by  every  human  being,  whether  laborer  or  super- 

The  Robbins  &  Myers  organization  is  not  of  an  un- 
usual type,  as  may  be  seen  from  the  chart,  Fig.  1.  So 

far  as  the  actual  carrying  on  of  the  system  is  concerned, 
the  entire  chart  may  be  forgotten,  except  for  the  stand- 

ards and  planning  departments  and  those  departments 
that  they  control.  Shop  departments  now  on  B  work 
are  indicated  in  the  following  list:  Receiving  (partly), 
material  (partly),  time  keeping  (partly,  Hollerith  punch 
operator) , standards  (partly,  posting  and  stenographic), 

salvage  (partly,  inspectors),  foundry  molding,  raw  ma- 
terial stores,  saw  and  shear,  cleaning  and  chipping, 

punch  press,  drill  press,  lathe,  boring  mill  and  heavy 
machine,   screw  machine,  grinding  and  shaft  turning, 
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FIG.  1 — CHART  OP  THE  MANUFACTURING  ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  ROBBINS  &  MTERS  CO. 

visor,  in  relation  to  the  work  that  should  be  done.  That 
unit,  called  a  B,  is  a  fraction  of  a  minute  of  work,  plus 
a  fraction  of  a  minute  of  rest,  always  aggregating  unity 
but  varying  in  proportions. 

There  must,  of  course,  be  sixty  of  these  units,  or  Bs, 
of  productive  effort  plus  rest  in  one  hour  and  they  con- 

stitute an  hour's  normal  work,  because  they  include  all 
necessary  allowances  for  rest,  recreation,  rebuilding,  or 
whatever  the  renewal  of  human  energy  may  be  called. 
The  system  is  the  property  of  the  Charles  E.  Bedaux 
Co.,  engineers,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

To  show  the  application  of  the  system,  the  Robbins 
&  Myers  plants  have  been  chosen  from  some  28  plants, 
wherein  the  installation  has  been  successful,  because  of 
the  diversity  of  work  performed.  The  products  are 
electric  motors,  generators,  fans,  motor  generator  sets, 
radio  apparatus  and  electrical  parts  for  automobile 
starting  and  ignition  systems  involving  some  200  differ- 

ent operations  on  50,000  parts.  The  productive  force  of 
the  plants  when  working  at  full  capacity  is  3,000  people. 
The  corresponding  clerical  force  in  200,  including  the 
personnel  of  the  standards  and  planning  departments. 

J.  &  L.  turret  lathe,  form  making,  a.c.  armature,  d.c. 
armature  winding,  armature  core  building,  commu- 

tator, polishing  and  bufl!ing,  plating  and  japaning,  me- 
dium armature  winding,  parts  stores,  polyphase  coil 

winding  and  inserting,  coil  winding,  small  armature 
winding,  small  a.c.  field  inserting,  large  armature  wind- 

ing, armature  assembly,  armature  finishing,  armature 
inspection,  polyphase  motor  assembly,  large  d.c.  motor 
assembly,  small  a.c.  motor  assembly,  motor  testing  (50 
per  cent),  fan  assembly,  motor  packing,  fan  testing 
and  fan  packing. 

Of  great  importance  is  the  standards  department. 
Briefly  its  duties  are  to  take  time  studies,  set  standards, 
keep  records,  make  adjustments,  make  analyses. 

Time  studies  are  made  with  the  stop  watch  by  men 
who  have  been  chosen  from  the  shop  because  they  them- 

selves can  do  the  work  they  are  timing,  and  the  best 
operator  in  the  department  is,  as  a  rule,  selected  as  the 
subject. 

Such  standards  are  set  that  a  normal  effort  will  pro- 
duce sixty  Bs  of  work  per  hour.  Added  effort  will  in- 

crease production,  and  a  proportionate  reward  is  given. 
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Reward  appUM  to  both  productive  and  non-productive 

Oaljr  «Kh  raeord*  as  will  be  of  future  une  are  kept. 
There  is  a  constant  clearing  of  records  as  information 
is  drawn  off  for  aoaljrticai  purposes. 
AdlioataMrta  ftnarallr  consist  of  determining 

■Mini  or  not  an  operator  is  to  be  paid  for  reworlted 
operMioas.  There  are  certain  well  «)eflned  rules  about 
reworkint  that  are  entirely  intelligible  to  the  operator, 
]«t  an  ■omiitiinw  difflcult  of  application,  so  that  his 
eaBtaf  aHltloa  to  a  ease  b  in  the  nature  of  asking  for 
inforntstion.  rather  than  bjr  way  of  complaint. 

Analyses  are  made  for  the  use  of  management.  They 
an  few  and  sinple^  yet  true  and  compltta,  as  will  be 

by  tha  Mnpit  forms  given  latar. 

Dvn  or  rat  Planmmo  DerABncENT 

as  brteiy  as  possible  the  duty  of  the  plan- 
alng  dcpafUneat  is  to  assign  the  parts  to  be  manufsc- 
tsrsd  to  the  dcpartmanta  that  will  manufscture  them. 
It  is  an  inportiBt  departoMBt  becauoe  from  it  emanate 
■0  detiwiy  praadMi.  It  oontnls  sitop  orders  in  every 
•ay— rtwtfmr.  foOow'Up  and  raeords. 

The  pracadfag  paragraphs  are  intended  to  give  a  con* 
Mptioa  of  the  qnstaoi  and  its  operation  as  a  whole.    If 

and  priaeiplas  are  Iccpt  in  mind  the  details 

that  follow  will  not  be  confutiing.  Bear  in  mind  par- 
ticularly that  all  capacities  are  expreHHed  in  Bh.  Each 

operator's  capacity  is  measured  in  Bs.  The  capacity  of 
each  department  is  measured  in  Br.  The  capacity  of 
the  entire  plant  is  measured  in  Bs.  The  requirements 
of  work  are  expressed  in  Bh,  estinuited  work  as  well  as 
work  that  has  t>een  made  before.  All  results  are  meas- 

ured and  tabulated  in  Bs.  CoHt  is  figured  as  cont  per  B. 
The  entire  plant  is  therefore  thinking  and  talking  in 
terms  of  one  and  the  same  unit. 

FOL.LOWINC  Through  an  Okdkr 

For  the  purpose  of  this  article,  we  will  Huppose  that 
the  Robbins  A  Myers  Co.  is  asked  to  estimate  on  a  motor 
similar  to  its  standard  motors,  but  enough  different  that 

the  company  does  not  feel  justiflcd  in  Haying.  "They  are 
just  like  our  XY  motor  and  we'll  muke  Ihem  for  Z 
dollars  apiece."  The  company  receivei*  and  fillH  the 
order  and  we  are  privileged  to  see  how  the  entimate  wuh 
prepared,  the  delivery  dates  determined,  the  work  routed, 
manufscture  carried  on  and  irmpection  and  Halvage  con- 

ducted. We  are  also  permitted  to  see  that  the  company 
knew  at  all  timas  Just  what  were  its  cohIh  on  the  job 
and  that  there  were  no  continual  leaks,  permitting  profit 
to  escape. 

Spaciflcations  of  the  new  motor  were  given  to  the 
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standards  department  for  estimating.  The  first  step 
was  to  make  up  an  operation  list  and  enter  it  in  Col.  3 
on  the  estimating  form  shown  in  Fig.  2.  The  engineer- 

ing and  planning  departments  were  important  factors  in 
making  up  such  a  list  and  in  specifying  the  departments 
in  which  tho  operations  would  be  performed.  The  stand- 

ards department  then  determined  the  number  of  Bs  re- 
quired for  one  operator  for  each  operation  and  entered 

it  in  Col.  5.  These  standards  were  determined  by  making 
use  of  the  records  of  accomplishment  on  previous  work. 
The  standards  were  then  split  up  to  show  Bs  for  set-up 
and  for  machining  and  the  results  entered  in  Cols. 
6  and  7. 

1   ■■  ■  ■          ■     ■■ 

THE  ROBBINS  &  MYERS  CO. 
*To  be  filled  in •Card  Number 

Follow  Card UKcri  ait  Hent 

ahead  card. 

♦Last  Operation 

Name  of  Fart I>rawlnK    Number 

Order  Number Amount   of   Order Date    Ordered 

Lot  Number  ^    _ 

2034 Amoant  of  I-ot 
Ordered    by 

Card Last -1 Number Date Amount Operation 

Sent   by 
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li i 
* 1 1 a 
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FIG.  3— FOLLOW  CARD 

The  cc^t  per  B  for  a  given  operation  in  a  given  depart- 
ment, known  from  definite  rates  established  on  each 

class  of  work  and  from  records  of  pa.st  performance, 
was  entered  in  Col.  8.  Overhead  was  added  and  the 
result  placed  in  Col.  9.  Multiplying  Cols.  6  and  8 
together  gave  the  cost  of  labor  for  set-up,  Col.  10.  Mul- 

tiplying Cols.  7  and  8  gave  the  cost  of  labor  for  machin- 
ing, Col.  11.  The  costs  of  labor  plus  overhead  for  set-up, 

Col.  12,  and  of  labor  plus  overhead  for  machining.  Col. 
13,  were  obtained  by  multiplying  together  Cols.  6  and  9 
and  Cols.  7  and  9  respectively.  The  resulting  costs  per 
operation  per  piece  had  to  be  multiplied  by  the  number 
of  pieces  on  the  order  to  obtain  the  total  cost  of  the  job. 

The  estimate  thus  completed 

was  given  to  the  sales  depart- 
ment. The  entire  calculation 

was  of  course  based  on  a  speci- 

fied quantity  in  order  to  charge 

correctly  for  set-up. 
With  the  shop  costs  made 

available  in  that  way,  the  sales 

department  added  the  cost  of 

general  overhead  and  the 
amount  necessary  for  profit 

and  submitted  the  bid  to  the 

customer.  It  was  a  competi- 
tive bid,  but  we  are  assured 

by  the  Bobbins  &  Myers  Co. 

that  in  presenting  it  there  was 

no  doubt  that  if  the  order 

should  be  received  and  exe- 
cuted, a  very  satisfactory 

profit  would  be  obtained.  The 

figures  were  evidently  accept- 
able to  the  customer  as  the 

order  was  placed  without  ques- tioning the  price. 

Upon  receiving  the  formal 

order,  the  sales  manager 
caused  the  necessary  copies  to 

be  made,  among  them  one  for 

the  planning  department  and 

two  for  the  engineering  de- 

partment to  be  delivered  later 
to  the  planning  department. 

The  copy  sent  direc+ly  to  the 

planning  department  was  an 
advance  notice  of  the  new  job. 

The  two  copies  sent  to  the 

engineering  department  were 

supplemented  in  that  depart- 
ment by  notations  and  speci- 

fications before  being  sent  to 

the  planning  department. 

Upon  receipt  of  those  two 

copies  the  planning  depart- ment analyzed  the  job,  giving 

to  the  sales  department  the 

necessary  lot  or  part  delivery 

promises  and  attaching  to  the 

order  riders  containing  state- 
ments of  those  promises.  One 

copy  of  the  order  was  then 

sent  to  the  material  depart- 
ment where  the  material  list 

of  the  engineering  department 

was  assigned  on  the  stock  re- 
cord to  determine  the  amount 
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o DATS nOTTKS o 
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lim^H      Ona.aw         tTAMO  MO.  rC%.        TOTAi,  t«  CO»T 

CLOCK NVMM 

ontr OKESIt-XMjr  >*«rtJ 

no.   4— OPKRATOR'S  TtVB  TICKBT 

•(  liliy*f''»fl  raw  material  to  be  purchased  and  the  manu- 
fMtai«d  parta  that  were  not  available  in  the  stockrooms. 

for  raw  material  were  placed  upon  the  pur- 
department,  givins  the  quantity,  specification 

id.  The  material  department  also  placed  re- 
oa  tlw  planning  department  for  any  manufac- 

tured parts  needed.  Requisitions  for  raw  material  and 
parte  oo  hand  were  sent  to  the  planning  department. 
Iwwwliitiij  upon  receipt  of  materials  that  had  to  be 
parchaaed,  additional  requisitions  were  made  by  the 
material  department  and  delivered  to  the  planninR 

dapartinent.  No  shop  tkketa  wera  placed  by  the  plan- 
■ing  department  in  the  factory  until  the  necessary  mate- 

rial had  been  rMtlved  and  delivered  to  the  stockroom. 
Waa  the  planninf  department  able  to  set  delivery 

dat«  that  it  felt  capable  of  livinK  up  to,  and  were  those 

dates  met  in  eveo'  particular?  The  answer  to  the  first 
part  of  the  question  is  yes,  on  the  assumption  that  mate- 

rial could  be  obtained  without  delay.  The  answer  to  the 
•aeoad  part  aiao  ia  yea,  except  on  a  few  parts  when 
iMIieij  of  — terial  waa  delayed  by  causes  that  could 
not  be  forasMo.  A  reasonable  factor  of  safety  was  used 
by  tbe  sales  department  in  making  a  delivery  promise 
•o  that  the  order  was  filled    
waO  within  the  tetea  ipeeiflsd 
hi  the  contract. 

By  keeping  its  reeords  in 
Be  and  because  the  estimate 

in  Be  the  planning 
knew  how  much 

would  be  reqairod  for 
I  operation  ia  each  depait- 

It  alao  knew  how  nndi 
on  other  producta 

of  each  department 
aad  for  that  matter  each  ma- 

chine of  each  department. 
I  the  new  order  was  placed, 
the  poeaeeeioo  of  such 

did  not  require  an 
in  the  ahop.    It 

operation  in  each  department  and  the  machine  the  opera- 
tion is  to  be  performed  on.  Expressed  in  another  way,  the 

planning  department  knows  at  all  times  how  many  Bs 
may  be  issued  against  each  machine,  since  it  knows  that 

machine's  capacity  in  Bs  and  the  load  that  it  is  carrying. 
Once  it  has  been  determined  that  a  certain  operation  ia 
to  be  done  on  a  particular  machine,  everything  about 
that  operation  may  be  forgotten  so  far  as  capacity  to 
produce  is  concerned,  except  the  Bs  required  to  pro- 

duce it  and  the  B  capacity  of  the  machine.  It  is  neces- 
sary that  records  be  kept  of  the  Bs  work  assigned  to 

each  machine,  until  completed. 
An  additional  value  of  such  a  systom  for  setting 

capacities  against  requirements  is  that  the  planning 
department  is  enabled  to  advise  the  material  department 
Just  when  material  must  be  on  hand.  Likewise  it  knows 
that  material  must  not  be  ordered  to  the  departments 
before  a  given  time  in  order  to  prevent  congestion  and 
interference  with  other  work  in  process. 

Details  of  planning  department  routine  are  few,  yet 

they  cannot  be  fully  described  here.  Briefly  they  in- 
clude the  sending  of  the  shop  orders  to  the  shop  dis- 

patchen,  the  checking  up  of  finished  orders,  and  the 

',  in  the  system  fol* 
Um  amount  of 

in  each 

REOPERATION  TICKET 
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Ctert*   N«. 

Wcrkawa  u  r««li 

BBTURN  TO OCI'ANTMtKT 

r<,tm  'iiU 

awin  in  ne  uivwveo 
jna.  »— RB^PBRATIOK  TICKBT 
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By 
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Oper. No. 

Order 
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Workman 
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Per  B 
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Form  1»$— BOm— M»-ai 

Labor 
Cost Factory 

Burden Mat. 

Cost 

ToUl 

Cost 

FIG.  6— SCRAP  MATERIAL.  TICKET 

following-up  of  delinquent  orders,  the  last  named  entail- 
ing the  use  of  a  "delinquent  board."  The  order  sent  to 

a  dispatcher  shows  the  dates  upon  which  the  order 
should  be  started  and  finished.  The  dispatcher  possesses 
a  dispatch  board  laid  out  by  groups  and  machines. 
Pockets  on  the  boards  carry  load  cards  giving  the  capac- 

ities of  the  machines.  When  the  dispatcher  puts  a  job 
on  a  machine  he  notes  the  load  that  it  is  carrying,  and  is 
guided  thereby.  A  balance  of  all  load  cards  is  made 
each  day,  between  work  assigned  and  work  finished,  so 
as  not  to  overload.    Loads  are  expressed  in  Bs. 

The  dispatcher  occupies  an  important  place.  He 
ties  up  with  both  planning  and  standard  departments. 
In  addition  to  handling  load  cards,  he  receives  the  plan- 

ning department  job  tickets,  and  dis- 
tributes them  to  the  foremen  in  his  de- 

partment. He  requisitions  ma- 
terials, having  them  delivered 

either  to  the  machine  on  which 

they  are  to  be  worked  or  to 
other  designated  positions. 
(Job  tickets  are  never  issued 
until  the  material  is  in  stores.) 

He  also  returns  to  the  plan- 
ning department  the  shop 

orders  as  they  are  completed. 
Let  us  now  see  how  the 

actual  production  takes  place. 
It  is  of  course  guided  by  the 
standards  department.  When- 

ever possible  on  the  order  we 
are  observing  an  operation  was 
given  a  B  value,  that  is,  ar- 

ranged on  a  premium  basis. 
Many  of  the  operations  are 
nearly    identical  with   opera- 

Name                                                                            Typo  of  Mach. 

Oept. 
No 

Ooer, 
No. 

Detcrlpllon  of 

Ooerstlon 

Mich. 

No. 

Stand 

Setup 

Rate 

FormS'M 

\ 

FIG. 
7 — DEPARTMENTAL,  OPERATION  REFERENCE  CARD. 
FRONT  AND  BACK  ARE  ALIKE.   SIZE  4x6  IN. 

THE  ROBBINS  &  MYERS  CO. 

STD  GOOD. 

NAME  or  PART 

OPER 
NO. 

PER  CENT. 
INSP DESCRIPTION  OF  OPERATION 

J  ̂  
msp. 
DEPT TOOIS  USED 

TOOL 
CRIB 

ROUTING 

REMARKS 

FIG.  8— INSPECTION  OPERATION  REFERENCE  CARD,  FRONT  AND  BACK.     SIZE  4  x  6  IN. 

tions  on  the  company's  stand- ard work,  so  that  it  was 
possible  to  set  B  values  before 
the  first  lot  was  ordered  into 

the  shop.  On  the  other  opera- 
tions, time  studies  were  taken 

on  the  first  lot  and  standards 
set  in  time  for  the  operators 
to  be  paid  on  a  premium  basis. 

Before  examining  the  details 
of  the  shop  forms  and  records, 
it  should  be  fully  understood 
that  the  Bedaux  system  does 
not  make  use  of  piece  rates. 
Each  employee  is  hired  at  an 

hourly  rate,  the  amount  de- 
pending upon  the  rate  for 

labor  of  the  class  to  which  he 
belongs  in  the  locality  in  which 
he  works.  His  job  is  then 

given  a  B  value  that  is  guaran- 
teed. His  hourly  rate  is  guar- 
anteed temporarily,  being  sub- 

ject to  change  either  upward 
or  downward  according  to 

general  conditions.  If  it  be- 
comes necessary  to  reduce 

wages  (and  that  such  a  neces- 
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•ftr  at  Ubm  oMs  Umt*  csb  b*  no  qiMstioa)  th«  hourb' 
rat*  to  tvAwad  with  no  •djoatamt  of  B  valuM.  One* 
Mtck  a  rwhKtiBB  ham  bawi  dtUnnin«><l  upon  th«  stancl* 
anb  dtpkitaMOl  iMtMS  writtaa  iiutt ructions  to  foremen. 
ffiriat  tlw  new  hoarty  ratM  for  the  varioua  cIsmcs  of 
Ma^lagrM*.  Th*  fowwa  t«U  the  cmploytcs  what  their 
new  rate*  are.  at  th*  hub*  tin*  •xplaininc  why  the 

hM  b*0a  nacHMuy.  Than  atway*  ia  a  raaaon 
a  eiit  to  arwr  aaiid*  antoas  nae«aiiry.  Stated 

la  a  broad  way.  the  chief  rMaon  it  the  neceaaity  to  meet 
eaa^MtitioB.  Joat  aa  rataa  are  rut  on  what  might  be 
tonnad  a  fUlitiv  market,  ao  they  are  incraaaed  on  a 
Kainy  OHtflvt.  The  method  of  notification  ia  tlie  aame. 
W*  hafa  alwaina  felt  that  a  cut  in  piece  ratea  waa  a  aure 
war  to  pradpltat*  tobor  trouble  in  a  ahop,  ao  we  are 
la^iaBad  to  laqtiire  aa  to  how  the  ayatem  of  guaranteeing 
B  valac*  and  making  adjustmenta  in  the  hourly  ratea 
works  oat.  We  are  aaaured  by  iw  toaa  an  authority  than 
th*  haad  of  the  aUodarda  dapartmant  that  the  amount 

of  trouble  cauned  has  been  almoat  negligible.  But  h« 
telto  us  also  that  the  secret  of  having  no  trouble  is  con- 
fldanc*  of  the  men  in  the  mHnagemcnt,  not  only  in  the 
matter  of  hourly  rates,  but  in  time  setting,  inspection, 
premium  accounting,  adjustments,  in  a  word.  hII  reln- 
tiona.  He  aays  that  the  same  is  true  of  all  successful 
aystema,  but  particularly  of  the  Kedaux  system  on 
account  of  its  single  atandard  of  value. 

The  base  rates,  we  learn,  are  set  by  a  committee,  com- 
posed of  (1)  the  head  of  the  .standiu-ds  depnrlnient,  (2) 

either  the  department  superintendents  or  the  general 
<iuperintendent.  (8)  the  head  of  the  production  control 
department  and  (4)  an  executive  representative.  In 

i'hant(ing  base  rates  the  poliry  is  to  change  the  ratea  of 
the  entire  plant,  though  thut  cannot  always  l)e  done. 

In  following  the  work  of  the  standards  department  it 
ia  seen  that  there  are  few  forms  with  which  the  shop 
comes  in  contact.  The  job  ticket  has  been  referred  to. 

There  are  also  the  follow  curd,  the  operator's  time  ticket. 
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the  re-operation  ticket,  the  scrap  material  ticket,  the 
departmental  operation  reference  card,  the  inspection 
operation  reference  card,  and  the  posting  sheet. 

The  follow  card.  Fig.  3,  is  made  out  by  a  clerk  known 
as  the  production  clerk.  Upon  completion  of  the  lot  the 
two  parts  of  the  card  are  separated,  the  lower  being  sent 
with  the  work  to  the  inspection  department  to  be  re- 

turned with  proper  entries  made  after  the  work  has  been 
inspected.  The  upper  part  stays  with  the  premium  clerk 
for  purposes  of  record  and  for  comparison  with  the 

inspector's  part  upon  its  return.  It  should  be  noted 
that  the  inspector  must  determine  his  own  count,  as  the 

inspector's  copy  contains  no  information  as  to  the  num- 
ber of  pieces.  A  blind  count  is  required  on  all  work  so 

that  the  inspector's  count  can  be  verified  by  the  premium 
checker,  as  it  is  found  that  in  a  plant  where  there  is  a 
large  quantity  of  small  pieces  being  made  daily  it  is  of 
the  utmost  importance  to  know,  and  have  positive 
check  on,  the  amount  of  work  being  completed  by  opera- 

tors daily.  The  inspection  department  is  held  respon- 
sible for  the  final  count  for  the  reason  that  all  work 

completed  in  a  given  department  must  be  handled  by  the 
inspection  department  before  being  transferred  to  the 
next   department  or   operation. 

Each  operator  is  provided  daily  with  a  time  ticket  on 
which  certain  entries  are  made  by  the  premium  checker. 
See  Fig.  4.  At  the  close  of  the  day,  the  ticket  is  turned 
in  to  the  standards  department,  from  which  it  is  sent  on 
to  the  payroll  department.  The  operator  is  paid  at  the 
close  of  the  pay  period  for  the  number  of  hours  shown 
on  his  time  tickets  for  that  period  at  his  base  rate,  and 
premium  for  the  Bs  produced  above  his  standard  re- 

quirement. The  time  ticket  serves  the  additional  pur- 
pose of  furnishing  information  for  the  Hollerith  cards. 

The  inspection  department  has  three  classifications 
for  inspected  work,  passed,  scrap  and  re-operation.  It 
fills  out  the  two  forms  "Re-operation  Ticket"  and  "Scrap 
Material"  shown  in  Figs.  5  and  6.  The  re-operation 
ticket  is  sent  to  the  premium  checker  who  deducts  the  B 

values  of  the  rejected  work  from  the  operator's  produc- 

tive Bs.  If  re-operation  is  due  to  no  fault  of  the  oper- 
ator, the  operator  does  not  lose.  Reworking  must  be 

done,  of  course,  and  responsibility  for  the  error  must  be 
fixed  on  the  proper  person  or  department.  Credit  is 
given  to  the  operator  for  the  reworked  pieces  after  they 
have  passed  inspection.  Four  copies  of  the  re-operation 
ticket  are  made,  one  a  tag  to  remain  with  the  work,  the 
three  others  on  three  colors  of  paper  for  the  operating 
department,  the  originating  department  and  the  inspec- 

tion department. 
Four  copies  of  the  .scrap  material  form  are  made,  one 

for  the  salvage  department,  on  a  card,  to  be  attached  to 
the  work,  the  three  others  on  three  colors  of  paper,  for 
the  originating  department  (it  goes  to  the  operator), 
the  standards  department  and  the  production  depart- 

ment. The  B  values  on  scrap  tickets  are  subtracted 

from  the  operator's  productive  Bs.  At  specified  inter- 
vals reports  are  made  by  the  inspection  department  of 

the  amounts  of  scrap  chargeable  against  individual  oper- 
ators.   They  are  sent  to  the  department  heads. 

Two  other  forms  were  mentioned,  the  departmental 
operation  reference  card  and  the  inspection  operation 
reference  card.  They  are  shown  in  Figs.  7  and  8.  As 
the  names  imply,  they  are  production  and  inspection 
record  cards  that  are  used  for  reference.  For  example, 
each  department  in  the  shop  holds  a  set  of  reference 
cards  that  contain  the  records  of  its  operations.  A 
duplicate  set  is  held  by  the  standards  department  which 
also  holds  a  master  set  showing  all  operations  in  all 

departments.  This  set  is  available  for  cost  determina- 
tion. A  master  set  also  is  located  in  the  planning 

department. 
Still  another  form  has  been  referred  to,  the  plant 

posting  sheet.  The  cut.  Fig.  9,  shows  ten  units  of  the 
thirty  that  the  sheet  contains.  By  referring  to  this 
sheet,  which  is  posted  in  a  conspicuous  place,  toward  the 
close  of  the  day,  the  operator  may  see  just  what  he  is 

accomplishing,  and  also  the  other  fellow's  record.  Oper- 
ators below  60  B  (standard)  are  posted  in  red. 

•    (To  be  concluded  next  week.) 

I 
r 

"Scrapping"  Employees 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

There  are  two  reasons  for  "scrapping"  equipment, 
uselessness  and  unfitness.  Just  as  a  machine  may  be 
worn  out,  obsolete,  or  unfitted  for  the  purposes  of  the 
establishment,  so  the  workers  may  be  useless  for  three 
reasons.  In  the  first  place,  they  may  be  no  longer 
physically  or  mentally  capable  of  doing  efficiently  the 
work  they  had  been  doing  satisfactorily.  In  the  second 
place,  they  may  constitute  elements  of  discord;  or 
in  the  third  place,  they  may  merely  be  square  pegs 
in  round  holes.  In  any  of  these  cases,  scrapping  is 
usually  advisable,  but  never,  never  on  the  same  basis 
that  applies  to  equipment.  It  is  necessary  to  treat  the 
human  element  from  a  different  viewpoint ;  it  should 
never  be  considered  as  an  abstract  quantity. 

With  the  second  class,  which  is  composed  of  those 
who  sow  discord  or  discontent  among  their  fellows, 
or  quarrel  with  the  workers  and  the  management,  there 
is  usually  but  one  course  to  pur.sue;  present  them,  at 

the  psychological  moment,  with  the  well-known  "key 
of  the  street."  They  would  be  dear  at  any  price.  Of 
course,  if  they  can  be  reasoned  with  and  converted 
from  destructive  to  constructive  elements,  it  is  better 

to  retain  them.  But  no  amount  of  threats  will  abate 
the   evil. 

As  regards  the  first  and  third  causes  for  scrapping, 

"justice"  (that  is,  to  the  whole  establishment)  "must 
be  tempered  with  mercy"  (to  the  employees).  The 
first  step  should  be  to  see  if  the  incompetence  is  not  the 
fault  of  the  management  for  imperfect  instruction  and 
supervision.  If  so,  the  fault  should  be  remedied  by 
the  one  responsible  for  it.  The  man  should  be  taught 
and  guided,  patiently  and  competently.  When  one  has 
a  horse  that  has  become  balky  by  bad  driving,  the 
animal  must  not  be  discarded,  but  must  be  cured  of 
his  trick  by  a  competent  and  patient  person.  Why 
not  apply  the  same  principle  to  human  beings? 

The  third  cause  is  often  due  to  improper  selection 
and  assignment.  The  remedy  is  simple  and  very  often 
highly  effective.  Shifting  should  be  tried  at  least  once, 
and  sometimes  twice,  but  never  three  times.  The 
reason  for  the  shift  must  be  clearly  shown  to  be  in  the 
worker's  own  interest.  If  he  cannot  be  made  to  see  this 
reason  plainly,  the  one  who  has  tried  to  explain  it  to 
him  may  be  at  fault,  and  someone  else  may  be  more 
logical  or  more  convincing.  Sometimes  a  shopmate  who 
is  not  personally  interested  can  help  out,  and  at  times 
"friend  wife"  can  be  of  use. 
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Manufacturing  Calculating  Machine 
Side-Frames 

McllMds  and  Toob  Used  by  the  Monroe  Calculatinjr  Machine  Company  — IxK-atinK  Points 

for  Various  Operations— CJages  and  How  They  Are  Used 

THE  maaofacturv  of  th«  aid
e  fraxMS 

nuchioM  BUMle  by  th«  Monroe  CalcuUtins  Machine 

Co.  in  iU  new  plant  at  Orance.  N.  J.,  involves  a 
Bomber  of  iatcraatinf  featurea.  The  frames  are  made 

ia  rt«hu  and  lelta  for  the  oppoaite  sides  of  the  machine, 

tkt  Ml^idi  framt  bainc  shown  in  Fig.  1  in  four  dif- 
The  first  operation,  after  the  castinKS 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Bdllor.  Amtritmm  MmehtiUtt 

for  tha 

na  1— rouK  staobs  of  thb  side  rRAMB 

and  trimmed,  is  to  Japan  them,  which 
very  much  better  to  handle  in  every  way 

than  the  plain  cast  iron.  Next  comes  the  rough-  and 
taiall-triiidiag.  The  first  is  done  on  a  disk  grinding 
■HeMBa.  aflcr  which  they  are  finish-ground  on  a  Pratt 
A  Whitney  vertical  spindle  machine  equipped  with  a 
magnetic  chuck.  This  finish  grinding  secures  a  uni- 

form thickness  and  also  provides  a  flat  surface  on  each 
aid*,  whiek  eonditioa  ia  important  in  aaaembling  the 

Tha  UJtrmoet  ia  0.008  in.  The  working  in- 
is  with  micrometer,  but  a  snap  gage  Is  naad 

for  floal   inspection. 

no    *— MAOKAJf  or  MACBIMtNO  OPSBATtOMB 

Tka  drflfaHT  optrstiooa  begin  with  the  larg •  hola  at 
A.  Thia  ia  vwy  dsBrljr  mariced  bjr  a  conical  depraaaton 
la  tlM  eaaUiw  at  can  bt  aacn  in  Pig.  1.  Fig.  2  ahowa 

in  ootline.  the  leading  operations  being  indi* 
bjr  bsBVx  bladt  doU  for  drilling  and  by  Unaa 
liBliV.  Tka  bladi  trteoglaa  abow  kKsUng  potata. 
1  aad  2  can  ba  atadlad  togathar  to  advantage. 

Using  the  hole  A  as  the  first  locating  point,  the  frame 

ia  supported  on  a  light  milling  fixture,  and  the  two  pads 

B  and  C  milled  to  form  the  supports  for  the  frames  and 

the  entire  machine.  Future  operations  use  the  pad  C 

and  the  hole  A  as  the  locating  points. 

The  milling  of  the  feet  is  with  reference  to  the  first 

hole  drilled.  The  distance  from  the  foot  to  the  hole 

ia  tMted  by  the  block  and  plug  shown  in  Fig.  8.  A 

plug  in  the  hole  A  and  the  block  B  give  the  correct 
distance  for  either  setting  the  milling  cutter  or  testing 
the  frame  after  milling. 

Next  comes  the  drilling  of  twenty-one  holes  as  shown 

na.  t— TBST   BlXXnC   FOR   MIIAJNO   PBBT 

by  both  Figs.  1  and  2,  the  drilling  jig  being  shown  in 

Fig.  4.  Here  it  will  be  noted  the  side  frames  rest  on 
the  lower  surface  of  the  jig.  and  a  locating  pin  enters 

the  hole  A,  while  the  surface  C  (Figs.  1  and  2),  rests 
against  a  hardened  steel  block  at  B. 

The  knurled  knob  D,  Fig.  4,  controls  a  cam  which 
holds  the  frame  iirmly  against  B  during  the  drilling 
operation.  It  will  also  be  noted  that  the  upper  plate 
of  the  jig  which  carries  the  hardened  drill  bushings  la 
provided  with  four  hardened  buttons,  E,  F,  G  and  H, 
which  bear  on  the  ground  surface  of  the  side  frames. 
There  are  also  four  more  hardened  buttons  in  pairs  at 
/  and  /  which  bear  on  corresponding  buttons  at  K 
and  L.  These  buttons  aid  in  holding  the  drill  bushings 

in  the  proper  plane  ao  as  to  insure  all  the  holes  being 
drilled  square  with  the  frame. 

The  drill  jig  cover  or  bushing  pUte  is  locked  in  posi- 
tion by  the  turn  buttons  shown  at  each  end  and  is  also 

provided  with  pn)jecting  handles  so  as  to  be  easily 
raiaed  into  the  position  shown.  The  jig  is  used  on  a 
afx-spindle  drilling  machine,  beinK  moved  from  spindle 
to  spindle,  so  that  all  the  various  size  holes  may  be 
drillad  at  one  setting  of  the  frame  in  the  jig. 

The  kKation  of  all  the  holes  is  tested  after  drilling, 

by  a  gaga  made  of  another  frame  with  pins  in  each  hole. 
Tbaaa  pins  are  made  with  shoulders  so  as  to  drive  into 
the  frame  used  aa  a  gage  and  have  the  outer  ends 
rounded  to  aid  in  entering  them  into  the  holes. 

The  naxt  operation  is  that  of  milling  for  four  bearing 
capa  and  is  a  somewhat  unusual  method  in  work  of  this 
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FIG.   4— DRILLING  THE  SIDE  HOLES.       FIG.   5— MILLING  FOR  BEARING  CAPS 

kind.  The  side  frames  are  mounted  in  groups  of  three 
on  a  knee  type  milling  machine  as  shown  in  Fig.  5. 
The  frames  are  located  by  pins  in  reamed  holes  at 
A  and  B.  The  milling  operation  removes  the  metal 
surrounding  the  upper  part  of  the  holes  for  shafts  at 
D,  E,  F  and  G,  shown  by  the  outline  above  the  milling 
fixture  and  also  in  Fig.  2.  In  Fig.  5  the  other  surfaces 
have  been  milled  and  the  fixture  swings  around  to  the 
second  index  point  for  milling  the  last  bearing  G.  The 
heavy  lines  show  the  milled  surfaces. 

More  Drilling  and  Tapping 

In  the  drilling  operations  which  follow,  holes  are 
drilled  and  tapped  for  the  screws  which  hold  the  bear- 

ing caps.  The  caps  hold  die  cast  bearings  in  place, 
making  an  unusual  construction  for  machines  of  this 
type,  but  adding  materially  to  their  life  on  account  of 
the  cost  of  replacing  bearings.  It  also  aids  in  assem- 

bling the  machine. 
Some  of  the  drilling  and  tapping  operations  which 

follow  are  shown  in  Fig.  6. 
This  view  shows  the  tyi)e  of  fixture  used  for  most 

of  the  holes  in  the  edge  of  the  frame.  In  the  fixture 
at  the  left  the  frame  is  located  in  position  by  the  pins 
A  and  B,  which  insure  the  holes  for  the  two  bearing 

caps  being  held  level  for  tapping.  The  center  fixture 
is  used  for  drilling  the  bottom  feet  of  the  frame.  It 
will  be  noted  that  this  fixture  has  feet  on  three  sides, 
so  that  it  can  be  used  in  various  positions.  Drilling 
bushings  are  provided  at  C,  D,  E  and  F.  It  will  also 
be  seen  that,  in  order  to  insure  firm  and  accurate  set- 

ting in  the  different  positions,  hardened  steel  spots  are 
provided  on  all  the  feet. 

Another  drilling  fixture  is  shown  at  the  right,  being 
for  the  holes  in  the  angular  bearing  caps.  The  frame 
is  located  on  the  upper  pin  G  and  swung  up  into  con- 

tact with  the  underside  of  the  ledge  carrying  the  hard- 
ened steel  drill-bushings.  The  frame  is  held  by  the 

hook  bolt  H  operated  from  the  back  side  of  the  fixture. 
This  is  in  contrast  to  the  long  strap  used  in  the  center 

D 

FIG.  7 — GAGING  THE  MILLED  SURFACES 

FIG.  6— DRILLING  THE  EDGE  HOLES 
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txttir*  for  dunpinc  thm  fnun*  at  both  ends  near  the 
drflHat  poinu. 

laipMtioB  is  •  cooUdimmu  prow  in  the  Monroo 
pUnt,  but  thi*  doM  not  nooa  that  it  i*  overdone.  The 
tnt  pi>w  of  a  oaw  nmq»  ia  inspected  and  paaaed 
bafort  proeaading  with  tha  job.  Floor  tnapectora  are 
eoaataatljr  oa  the  hiokout  for  errors  to  prevent  gpoilage. 
which  haa  baao  radaoed  to  a  low  point.     So  far  aa 

7-^117 

n<i   •— OAUK  POR  BBARINQ  DBITH 

prartkable  the  Axturea  are  made  to  check  the  preceding 
operation.  But  a  Anal  checlting  takes  place  before 
gotaf  to  asaenbiy. 

Tha  ralaffaina  batwwn  the  angular  bearing  surface  A, 
the  upper  snrfaea  B  and  the  foot  C  are  tested  as  in 
Fig.  7.  The  foot  reata  against  the  pin.  while  the  upper 
hole  Ats  over  the  stud  D.  The  two  flush-pin  gages  at 
A  aad  B  teat  the  accuracy  of  the  points  mentioned. 

The  depth  of  the  half-holes  for  the  shafts  is  also 
tatlad  in  an  interesting  manner,  so  as  to  be  sure  that 
tha  Billing  ia  at  the  proper  depth  to  leave  a  half  circle. 
An  AoHa  gaga  with  a  special  foot  is  used  for  the 
taatiog.  aa  abown  in  Fig.  8.  The  test  block  provides 
a  proper  actting  for  the  indicator,  so  that  by  simply 
appljrtag  It  to  the  surface  of  the  bearing  as  shown,  the 
diptJi  ia  abown  on  Um  indicator  dial. 

The  Advantages  of  Records 
By  a.  w.  Bkown 

Dm  A  Co.  or  Bradatrecta  will  tell  any  one  who  does 
not  know  it.  that  a  large  proportion  of  the  business 
failana,  aapadally  of  thoae  in  manufacturing  concerns. 
ia  dna  to  tlie  lack  of  records,  or  to  the  reliance  on 
thoaa  wIm  do  not  meaaare  up  to  the  proper  standards 
of  what  a  record  slioald  be.  Records  are  more  than 
■M*  goldcs.  Ther  are  insurance.  The  shop  where 
the  foreman  carries  the  piece-work  rates  in  his  head 
la  at  a  disadvantage  if  he  dies  or  quits— or  forgets; 
or  if  the  woffkara  diapote  liis  atatamenta  as  to  what  was 
afmd  npoa.  Raeords  alao  enaUa  the  after-cakulation 
aad  tha  forxalcolation  of  coata,  and  nulw  proper 

tsndars  for  the  work.  Thaj^foil  tha  inaaranea  adjuster's dbfta  to  a^iaat  flra  losssa  downwarda,  and  show  the 
■WMffMnant  (aad  tha  ownara  too.  if  the  managemant 
b  IndspsndiHt  of  tha  ownership)  whether  the  buaineas 
ia  goiag  op  MB  or  down,  at  what  rata  and  why.  One 
thing,  however,  is  cartain:  Whan  records  have  been 

thajr  aboold  ba  eflan  eonauhed. 
who  kaawa  honaa  well  can  lay  down  the 
of  tha  perfaet  boraa.  aa  can  alao  ona  who 

or  gans,  or  ck>th.     There  are  so  many 
4«irable  qnalitiaa,  aad  so  many  pointa  to  be  aeeordad 

for  the  posaaaaion  of  each  of  these  necesaar)-  features. 
But  a  ver>'  few  who  use  records  give  themsolvfs  the 

trouble  to  formulate  the  essential  record  churacteristica. 
For  that  raaaon,  there  are  fewer  really  good  and 
profitable  records  than  there  should  be.  A  record  to  be 
real  and  stand  the  test  of  time  and  U!«e  nhould  be 

aoeurate.  up  to  dste.  comprehensive,  unpn-judiced. 
accessible  to  those  entitled  to  use  it.  untumperHblc. 
legible  and  comparable  with  records  in  similar  lines. 

These  have  many  advantngea  in  regard  to  the  ease 

and  aeearacy  of  registry  and  calculation.  Unfor- 
tunately.  pwing  to  the  Britiith  tendency  to  do  so  many 
things  by  dotens  and  their  multiples,  we  are  saddled 
with  a  60-min.  hour.  It  is  too  much  to  hope  for  a 
change  to  an  hour  of  100  min.  We  can.  however, 
divide  this  unit  into  ten  periods  of  6  min.  each  and 
we  will  find  this  divinion  more  convenient  and  certain 

than  a  division  of  quartern.  Just  to  prove  this  asser- 
tion, suppose  we  try  for  one  day.  dividing  our  dollar 

into  sixty  equal  parts,  and  see  how  disguxted  we  gut. 
Yet  that  is  just  as  rational  as  using  a  60-min.  hour. 

Kvery  worker  who  standi  around  waiting  for  work, 
tools,  power,  instructions  or  repairs,  is  a  loss  to  the 
establishment,  and  sometimes  he  is  a  loser  as  well.  The 
excuse  may  be  a  lack  of  orders  or  bad  planninK;  but 
the  main  thing  is  to  record  all  such  idle  periods  and 
to  try  to  eliminate  future  occurrences  from  the  same 
cause.  An  idle  workman  is  apt  to  instill  idleness  in 
others,   but  human  nature  cannot  be  eliminated. 

Some  pieces  of  equipment  "made  good"  from  the 
very  date  of  their  installation,  while  others  are  a 
source  of  trouble  and  even  of  loss,  either  because  they 
are  unsuited  to  the  class  of  work,  are  too  small  or 

too  large,  or  are  of  a  character  that  demands  a  differ- 
ent claas  of  operatives  from  that  which  is  available. 

Many  a  printing  office  is  in  this  predicament  because 
it  has  too  large  a  preas  and,  in  consequence  one  that 
is  too  slow  for  the  average  work.  This  compels  the 
printer  to  ask  an  unobtainable  price  for  press  work  on 
all  jobs  that  could  be  done  economically  and  profitably 
on  a  smaller  machine. 

This  being  so.  there  should  be  for  each  piece  of 
equipment,  a  card  on  which  are  entered  all  the  data 
that  are  likely  to  be  useful  in  determining  what  classes 
and  sizes  of  work  the  equipment  is  capable  of  turning 
out,  and  what  it  is  not  able  to  do;  what  parts  are 
constantly  giving  way  or  wearing  out,  and  hence  need 
frequent  replacement;  what  class  of  operatives  is  the 
most  suitable;  the  amount  of  power,  gas  or  water 
required;  and  whether  or  not  the  piece  is  likely  to  be 
obsolescent  or  obsolete  at  an  early  date. 

Stickinfi:  to  Commercial  Sizes 
By  C.  E.  Jknsen 

There  are  many  instances  in  which  a  designer  has 
tfnore  or  less  thoroughly  handicapped  the  production 
dapartment  by  introducing  special  dimensions,  shapes 
or  materials,  that,  for  all  practical  purposes,  might  just 
aa  well  have  been  the  standards  which  are  found  tiny- 
where  on  the  market,  or  are  readily  and  cheaply  manu- 

factured. It  may  be  that  a  shaft  21  in.  in  diameter 
would  be  exactly  strong  enough  for  a  given  transmis- 

sion. If  this  siied  shaft,  however,  would  cost  more 
than  the  usual  2il-in.  shaft,  it  would  be  folly  to  suggest. 
much  less  insist  upon,  the  use  of  the  21  in.-size  just 
bacauae  it  waa  technically  exact. 
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PULL-PIN  gears  are  not  used  to  any  great  extent, 
but  were,  at  one  time,  one  of  the  best  known  means 
to  obtain  variable  speed.  At  the  present  time,  a 

description  of  a  set  of  pull-pin  gears  is  of  not  much 
more  than  historical  value,  and  will  therefore  be  abbre- 

viated. Fig.  104  shows  the  standard  construction  of 
a  set  of  three  pull-pin  gears.  The  gears  A,  B  and  C 
mesh  with  D,  E  and  F  respectively.  The  latter  three 
gears  are  keyed  to  their  shaft,  whereas  the  former  run 
loose.  For  the  same  reason  that  it  is  advisable  to  have 

the  keyed-on  gears  of  a  clutch  system  as  driving  mem- 

FIG.  104— THREE-SPEED  PULL-PIN  GEARSHIFT 

ber,  it  is  advisable  here  to  drive  with  gears  D,  E  and  F. 
The  gears  A,  B  and  C  are  running  loose  on  a  shaft  G. 

They  are  kept  from  sidewise  movement  either  by  collars 
on  that  shaft  or  by  adjacent  bearings.  A  hole  is  bored 
through  the  shaft,  in  which  slides  rod  H,  which  is 
provided  with  a  cross-key  K.  The  gears  have  keyways  L 
and  are  counterbored  at  M  to  a  size  slightly  larger  than 
the  depth  of  the  keyway  and  to  a  combined  width 
slightly  more  than  the  width  of  the  key.  This  counter- 
bore  may  be  all  in  one  gear,  or  it  may  be  divided  be- 

tween the  two  adjoining  gears.  It  is  merely  a  place 
where  the  key  can  go  without  engaging  either  gear, 
so  that  it  is  possible  by  the  endwise  movement  of  the 
rod  H  to  pull  the  key  out  of  one  gear  and  have  it  in  a 

FIG.  105- -CONSTRUCTION  TO  I.VCRBASE  LENGTH 
OF  GEAR  BEARING 

neutral  place  before  it  enters  another.  A  slot  is  made 
in  shaft  G,  in  which  the  key  K  can  slide.  It  will  be 
noticed  that  the  key  projects  on  both  sides  of  the  shaft, 
so  that  it  is  double  acting. 

The  disadvantages  of  such  a  system  are  evident. 
There  are  gears  running  loose  on  a  shaft,  requiring 
positive  means  for  lubrication,  and  yet  the  keyways  in 
the  gears  and  the  slots  in  the  shafts  make  such  lubrica- 

tion almost  impossible,  so  that  such  gears  are  confined 
to  light  loads  and  low  speeds. 

In  order  to  have  a  sufficient  length  of  engagement 
between  keyway  and  key  the  gears  must  be  of  consider- 

able length  on  the  shaft.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  total 
length  of  the  three  gears  shown  on  the  shaft  must  be 
more  than  five  times  the  width  of  key  K.  Even  at 
that,  the  amount  of  bearing  on  the  shaft  is  small. 

In  order  to  increase  the  possible  amount  of  bearing 
on  the  shaft  without  having  the  gears  themselves  too 

far  apai-t,  a  construction  such  as  shown  in  Fig.  105 
may  be  made,  in  which  four  gears  are  shown  side  by 
side,  but  of  which  the  hubs  are  so  constructed  that  a 
considerable  length  on  the  shaft  is  possible. 

In  ordinary  construction  the  rod  H  projected  through 
one  end  of  the  shaft  and  was  there  provided  either  with 
a  knob  to  be  operated  by  the  fingers  of  the  operator, 
or  else  with  a  special  collar  which  might  be  operated 
by  a  lever.    This  construction  is  shown  in  Fig.  106,  in 
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FIG.  106— COLLARS  AND  YOKE  AT  END  OF  PULL-PIN 

which  rod  H,  shaft  G  and  spool  C  are  shown.  The  end 
view  shows  how  such  a  spool  may  be  operated  by  a  lever. 

The  projecting  part  of  the  pull  rod  may  become  ex- 
cessively long  when  there  are  many  gears  in  the  system 

or  when  they  have  long  hubs.  Such  a  long  projecting  part 

of  the  pull  rod  is  unsightly  and  is  apt  to  be  bent  acci- 
dentally whether  it  is  operated  by  hand  or  by  lever.  To 

avoid  this,  the  construction  shown  takes  the  form  shown 
in  Fig.  107  where  another  slot  in  the  shaft  permits  a 
cross  pin  to  connect  the  pull  rod  with  the  spool  before 
leaving  the  shaft.  Of  course,  this  construction  is  not 
always  possible.  It  requires  additional  available  length 
of  shaft.  It  hardly  needs  to  be  pointed  out  that  the 
shaft  is  still  further  weakened  by  this  construction. 

The  pull-pin  arrangement  is  modified  in  different 
ways.  In  one  construction  each  gear  is  provided  with 

two  hinged  keys,  opposite  each  other  (just  as  the  con- 
struction described  in  the  previous  paragraph  had  two 

opposite  keyways).  There  is  a  spring  pressing  on  the 
back  of  each  key,  tending  to  force  it  into  the  groove 
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or  iloC  of  tbt  Ahkft.  Th«  puU  rod  itaalf  pvtwnU  this. 

m*  fod  to  iMwridwl  with  a  kar  eoaptoteiir  flUins  th« 
•lot  in  Um  »hait  ttuwpt  for  •  fnr  notdtM  or  impreMiona 

tai  tkU  key.  If  OM  of  Umm  notehw  eun*  opposite  the 

pmjwtiw  put  of  ow  of  the  kejrt,  that  k«y  would  drop 
aiii  caw*  tka  ahkft  to  obcm*  tbt  tear.  The  notches 

w*  m  placvd  t*»*»  only  oiw  at  a  time  could  correspond 

to  tk*  prajaetioa  of  a  key  while  another  would  become 
»  aooB  aa  the  prerioaa  oae  had  passed.  In  that 
'  tha  aoMMnt  of  traval  of  the  rod  was  limitad  to 

  tiMa  tlM  comhined  lenfths  of  the  projec- 
ef  Urn  kv.  nganllaaa  of  the  tongths  of  the  hubs 

of  the  gears. 

PiaaUr.  to  show  how  hard  machine  tool  deaigners 
stririag  for  means  to  obtain  variable  speed  by 

fnp—^ra lei—PtTU^PIN    AIUlANaKMB.vr  TO    AVOID    BENUINO 

gearing  and  bow.  in  their  eagerneaa.  they  forgot  every- 
thing enepC  tiM  OM  object  they  had  in  view,  a  short 

dascriptioB  will  be  ghren  here  of  a  variable  speed  gear 
device  brought  oat  by  a  reputable  machine  tool  builder 

aoBM  twenty  years  ago.  The  derlee  consisted  of  two 
COMB  of  gears.  Oae  eone  was  keyed  to  a  shaft,  while 
the  other  eoaaisted  of  gears  which  would  revolve  on 
tlM  ahaft  and  which  could  be  coupled  to  it  by  a  pull-pin 

To  avoid  the  running  of  idle  gears,  all  loose 
Dot  actively  engaged  were  thrown  out  of  meah. 

Ftar  tkto  porpooe  the  shaft  containing  the  looee  gears 
waa  placed  below  the  other,  and  the  gears  were  bored 
oat  to  aaeh  a  site  that  they  would  be  out  of  mesh  when 

oo  the  shaft.  The  puU-pin  arrangement  would 
lift  a  gear  into  poaitioo,  and  then  key  it  to  the 

In  order  that  the  k>oee  gear  ahould  not  actually 
rsat  oB  the  shaft,  supports  were  provided  so  that  all 

bat  oae  were  out  of  meah  and  resting  on  a  sta- 
Mt  while  the  one  gear  was  in  action. 

or  ttw  tivae  gear  arriiUMinti  daaerfbed  ao  far.  the 
eooe  aad  taadiler  arrangeoMot  poaaaaaea  ooe  advantage 
ever  the  other  two  which  may  be  the  deciding  feature 
tai  tko  aalaftinn  of  a  speed  deviee.  Before  rapid  speed 

rteaa  wars  aiaployed.  simple  change  gears 
■aad  for  th*  porpoae.  Thtf  ware  ased  either  on 
or  OB  nwvabia  eeatars.  The  eegreent  in  the  feed 

of  a  lathe  or  the  spiral  gear  driving  attach* 
for  the  dfvtdlaf  head  of  a  milling  machine  are 

ef  th*  aa*  of  chaag*  gears  with  movable 

with  ftud  centers  are  found  on  many 
or  oa  aiachinee  where  spseds  have  to 

at  infrequent  intervato  oaly.    They  are  not 
in  feed  mechanisms.    Tlie  reason  to  that 
■danlaaH  require  a  fixed  relation  to  the 
la  the  ■wehantoms  mentioned  (tothe  and 

head)  a  certain  lead  miwt  be  produced  so  that 
■pwativ*  to  seleet  change  gears  with  a 
TMa  to  Bot  ahrays  possible;  in  fact  it  to 
■rfbia  with  ikxed  centers.    If,  for  instance. 

are  twa  rhaage  gears  meshing  with  esch  other. 
«f  4*  taeth.  tke  san  of  the  numbers  of  teeth  of 

Boat  be  80.  and 
b*  aaia  wttk  toM  thaa  M 

teeth,  on  account  of  site  of  shaft  or  other  existing 
conditions,  the  following  combinations  would  be 
poesibto:  20—60;  21—69;  22—68:  28—67;  etc.  As 
will  be  seen,  most  of  the  ratios  are  odd  fractions,  frac- 

tions which  are  not  likely  to  occur  in  our  calculHtions. 
The  ratios  which  we  would  be  able  to  obtain  and  which 

could  be  expressed  by  small  numbers  are:  20 — 60 
(1  to  8) ;  24^-56  (8  to  7) ;  2S— 66  (6  to  11) ;  80—60 
(8  to  6) ;  82—48  (2  to  8) ;  86—46  (7  to  9) ;  40—40 
(1  to  1);  and  the  inverted  values  of  these  fractions. 
Such  sn  srrangement  would  not  be  satisfactory  for 
screw  cutting  or  any  other  device  which  would  have  to 
produce  a  variety  of  leads. 

The  arrangement  with  movable  centers,  on  the  other 
hand,  allows  of  many  leads.  Fig.  108  shows  in  diagram- 

matic form  the  well-known  segment  construction.  The 
idler  makes  it  possible  to  obtain  any  desired  ratio 
between  A  and  B. 

Flixibility  of  Cone  and  Tumbler 
A  similar  difference  exists  between  the  cone  and 

tumbler  on  the  one  hand  and  the  construction  with 

sliding  gears  or  pull-pin  on  the  other  hand.  In  these 
totter  constructions,  the  center  distance  is  flxed  so 
that,  generally  speaking,  a  change  in  the  ratio  would 
demand  a  change  in  the  center  distance.  With  the  cone 
and  tumbler  there  is  a  possibility  of  obtaining  many 
ratios  without  changing  anything  but  some  of  the  gears. 
For  this  reason,  the  cone  and  tumbler  arrangement 
lends  itself  particularly  well  for  screw  cutting  devices. 
The  segment  device  of  Fig.  108  permits  of  more 

changes  than  the  cone  and  tumbler,  because  both  A  and 
B  can  be  changed,  while  in  the  cone  and  tumbler  device 
all  change  gears  must  be  placed  on  one  shaft.  Further- 

more, so  fsr  as  the  possible  gear  ratios  are  concerned, 
it  nwkes  no  difference  whether  we  swing  the  idler 
around  A  or  B  as  center.  With  the  cone  and  tumbler 
device,  it  does  make  a  difference  whether  the  cone  shaft 
is  the  driven  shaft  or  the  driver.  If  we  should  want 
the  feed  screw  of  a  lathe  to  make  2,  8  or  4  revolutions 
for  each  revolution  of  the  spindle,  we  would  have  to 
put  gears  of  2n,  3n  or  4n  teeth  on  the  cone  shaft  and 
make  it  the  driver.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  we  should 
want  the  screw  to  make  I,  i  or  i  revolution  per  revolu- 

tion of  the  spindle, 
we  would  sgain  place 
gears  with  2n,  3n  or 
4n  teeth  on  the  cone 
shaft,  but  make  it  the 
driven  shaft.  In  gen- 

eral, a  change  in  the 
number  of  teeth  of 

the  driving  gears  af- 
fects the  nomerstor 

of  the  fraction  indi- 
cating the  relation 

between  screw  and 

spindle  ;  while  s 
change  in  the  num- 

ber of  teeth  of  the  driven  gear  affects  the  denominator. 
When  we  said  that  change  gears  on  fixed  centers  do 

not  permit  of  a  fm  selection  of  gear  ratios,  we  took 

silently  for  granted  that  standard  spur  gi-ars  were  to 
be  used.  However,  when  wc  are  confronted  with  the 
narsssltj  of  retaining  an  existing  center  distance,  we 
may  ineraaae  the  list  of  poHsible  combinations  very 

by  making  use  of  the  well-known  fact  that 

no. 101— SEOMBNT      CONSTRUC- 
TION FOR  MOUNTINO 

CHANOB  OBARS 
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involute  gears  may  be  placed  closer  together  or  further 
apart  than  their  theoretical  center  distance  without 
affecting  their  proper  running.  Furthermore,  it  is  pos- 

sible to  cut  spur  gears  with  involute  teeth  on  the  Fellows 
gear  shaper  or  by  similar  generating  processes  which 
will  run  properly,  though  the  fixed  diameter  is  not  equal 
to  the  number  of  teeth  divided  by  the  pitch.  The  fol- 

lowing illustration  will  show  how  these  peculiarities  can 
be  applied  in  practice: 

Center  distance   5  inches 
Pitch  of  gears   8  inches 

From  this  we  find  that  the  sum  of  the  number  of  teeth 
of  the  two  gears  is :  2  X  5  X  8  =  80.  In  order  to 
find  two  gears  of  which  the  ratio  is  a  to  b,  we  would 
divide  80  by  (a  +  6),  and  multiply  the  quotient  by 
a  for  gear  A,  and  by  b  for  gear  B. 

If  we  take  for  granted  that  the  ratio  of  o  and  b  has 
been  reduced  to  its  simplest  form,  then  80  must  be  divis- 

ible by  (a  -\-  b)  if  a  set  of  gears  shall  be  possible  with 
the  desired  ratio.  As  80  can  be  divided  by  2,  4,  5,  8,  10, 
20  and  40,  any  ratio  of  which  the  sum  of  the  terms  is 
one  of  these  divisors  might  be  had.  However,  the 
smaller  of  the  two  gears  cannot  be  made  below  a  certain 
size,  let  us  say  20  teeth,  so  that  60  and  20,  or  3  to  1, 
is  the  largest  ratio  we  can  obtain. 

Taking  the  divisor    2,  we  find  that  1  to  1  is  possible. 
Taking  the  divisor    4,  we  find  that  1  to  3  is  possible. 
Taking  the  divisor    5,  we  find  that  2  to  3  is  possible. 
Taking  the  divisor    8,  we  find  that  3  to  5  is  possible. 
Taking  the  divisor  10,  we  find  that  3  to  7  is  possible. 
Taking  the  divisor  20,  we  find  that  7  to  13,  and  9  to 

11  are  possible.  Besides,  we  can  make  any  ratio  of 
which  the  sum  of  the  terms  is  80,  such  as  37  and  43, 
or  23  and  57,  etc.  If,  however,  we  should  meet  a  ratio  of 
which  the  sum  of  the  terms  is  7  (such  as  3  to  4),  we 
would  not  be  able  to  find  two  gears  of  that  ratio  and 
of  which  the  sum  of  the  numbers  of  teeth  is  80.  We 
could  find  gears  with  a  combined  number  of  teeth  of 
77  or  84.  If  we  take  77  as  the  sum,  the  two  gears  will 
be  33  and  44.  By  taking  two  blanks  of  the  proper 
diameter  for  34  and  46  teeth  (note  that  34  +  46  =  80), 
and  cutting  them  with  33  and  44  teeth,  we  meet  the 
requirements.  If  we  had  selected  84  as  the  sum,  we 
would  have  to  make  the  gears  with  36  and  48  teeth, 
cut  on  blanks  of  the  proper  diameter  for  34  and  46 
teeth.    This  little  artifice  can  often  be  profitably  applied. 

Even  if  it  is  not  possible  to  reach  a  solution  in  this 
manner,  there  is  another  way  of  overcoming  the  diflS- 
culty.  A  helical  gear  of  n  teeth,  and  with  a  spiral 
angle  a,  has  the  same  diameter  as  a  spur  gear  of  n  sec. 
a  teeth.  If,  then,  we  wish  to  find  two  gears  with  a 
ratio  of  3  to  4,  all  we  have  to  do  is  to  give  them  m  and  n 
teeth  and  a  spiral  angle  a  so  that  M:m:  :3:4,  and  so  that 

(n  +  in)  sec.  a  ̂   80 

As  sec.  a  is  always  more  than  1,  we  must  make  n  -\-  m 
<  80.  We  could  have  selected  77  but  not  84.  We  would 

find  sec.  a  =  80/77.  We  might  have  selected  a  smaller 
number  than  77,  and  we  would  have  found  a  correspond- 

ingly larger  value  for  a.  However,  it  is  well  to  keepnhe 
value  of  a  as  small  as  possible;  in  other  words,  to  keep 

n  -[-  m  as  near  to  80  as  possible  to  avoid  the  objection- 
able effects  of  end  thrust  due  to  the  spiral  angle. 

What  was  said  about  change  gears  applies  equally 
well  to  sliding  gears  and  pull-pin  gears.  These  latter 
could  be  arranged  as  helical  gears,  but  the  sliding  gears 
do  not  lend  themselves  to  this  treatment. 

Industrial  Relations  and  the  Construction Industry 

By  Ernest  T.  Trigo 

The  whole  question  of  "industrial  relations,"  aa  we 
have  come  to  call  it,  is  one  of  the  most  important  and 
fundamental  probfems  confronting  the  entire  world 
today.  I  do  believe  that  there  are  unmistakable  signs 
indicating  a  better  understanding  of  the  situation  and 
a  clearer  realization  of  the  responsibilities  on  both 
sides  than  has  heretofore  existed.  Really,  the  problem 
is  one  which  I  have  always  preferred  to  think  of  in 

terms  of  "human  relations"  rather  than  "industrial  re- 
lations," because  it  is  essentially  a  matter  of  relation- 

ship between  man  and  man — a  distinctly  human  propo- 
sition. The  great  economic  loss  which  we  are  called 

upon  to  stand  every  year  because  of  disputes  between 
employers  and  employees,  is  a  bill  which  the  public, 
as  an  innocent  bystander,  has  to  pay. 

It  does  seem  so  utterly  foolish  and  unnecessary  and 
could  so  easily  be  avoided  by  proper  understanding 
between  the  employer  and  the  employee,  of  the  problems, 
the  viewpoints  and  the  necessities  of  each  by  the  other. 
The  employer  is,  undoubtedly,  the  one  who  should  as- 

sume the  leadership  of,  and  keep  the  human  touch 
with,  his  own  group  of  workmen.  Unfortunately  all  em- 

ployers do  not  do  so  and  so  long  as  they  vacate  this 
position,  just  so  long  will  there  be  room  for  interference 
in  their  mutual  affairs  by  third  parties  who  so  often 
are  the  root  of  the  trouble.  Employers  are  not  entirely 
blameless  in  the  situation.  Education  of  the  employers 
as  to  their  responsibilities  and  duties  is,  in  my  opinion, 
quite  as  essential  as  the  education  of  the  employees. 

It  is  the  employer's  responsibility,  for  one  thing,  to 
see  to  it  that  in  times  of  depression,  when  there  are 
fewer  jobs  than  there  are  men,  the  wage  of  the  working- 
man  is  not  cut  down  below  the  living  point ;  on  the  other 
hand,  the  employee  should  realize  that  there  is  a  point 
over  which  the  wage  rate  cannot  successfully  go  if  our 
industries  are  to  continue  to  thrive  and  the  wheels 
in  our  factories  to  go  round. 

From   a  paper  presented   at  a  recent  meeting  of  the  National 
Paint,  Oil  and  Varnish  Association,  by  Its  president. 

Safety  Work  at  the  Ford  Plant 
The  Ford  Motor  Co.  recently  had  an  intensive  safety 

week  campaign  which  produced  astonishing  results.  The 

week's  output  of  30,972  cars  by  46,627  workers  was  with- 
out a  single  major  accident,  and  minor  accidents  were 

reduced  one  half.  Four  accidents  involved  the  loss  of  1 

day  each,  three  of  2  days  each,  two  of  4  days  each,  one 
of  5  days,  two  of  6  days,  four  of  7  days  and  one  each  of 
10  and  14  days.  This  makes  a  total  of  eighteen  cases 
and  87  days  lost  time  out  of  a  total  of  276,000  days 
worked. 

Every  department  holds  instruction  meetings  on  the 
hazards  of  work,  shows  what  has  caused  and  can  cause 
accidents  and  gives  suggestions  as  to  how  to  avoid  injury. 
These  instruction  meetings  are,  in  the  future,  to  be 

held  on  the  first  work  day  of  each  month.  Several  depart- 
ments such  as  the  "drop  forge"  and  "body  pressed 

steel"  went  through  the  week  without  a  single  lost  time 
accident.  The  factory  paint  department,  which  has  a 
lot  of  hazardous  work  such  as  painting  smoke  stacks 

and  other  scaffold  work  has  a  record  of  forty-six  con- 
secutive months  without  a  lost-time  accident. 
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Machining  Pierce -Arrow  Transmission  Cases 
By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Kalllnr,  j(mrrtr<iii  ilarkmiit 

THE  traiumiMioR  case  of  the  Pierce-Arrow  ear 
Is  of  aluminum,  aa  is  uaual;  and  in  order  to 
poaitively  remove  all  sand  and  loose  metal  the 

tmU»  at  the  case  is  thoroughly  scraped  and  filed  before 

goins  to  the  preliminar>'  machininir  operation,  which 
is  milling  the  face  of  the  joint  surface. 

The  facing  of  tlM  knrar  half  of  the  case  is  shown  in 

Pif.  1.  being  done  on  a  Brown  k  Sharpe  vertical  mil- 
Ung  machine.  Proriaion  is  made  for  clamping  the  case 
withoat  springing  it,  the  different  jaws  being  so  de- 
•igoed  as  to  have  a  good  bearing  surface  and  to  avoid 
dttftartion.  Jaw  A  and  its  mate  on  the  opposite  side 
w«  operated  by  handle  B.  An  inspection  of  10  per  cent 
of  the  work  foUowa  this  operation,  after  which  the 
other  sarfaeaa  are  milled.  Particular  attention  is  paid 
to  kaaping  everything  square  and  parallel,  the  tolerance 
for  the  kttcr  being  0.005  in. 

Then  cone  two  profiling  operations,  after  which  the 
surface  for  the  handhole  cover  is  milled  as  shown  in  Fig.  2. 
This  view  shows  how  the  case  is  supported  by  the  sub- 

stantial end  lugs  at  A  and  B,  the  other  end  beinjr  held 
1b  a  siallar  manner.  This  construction  makes  clamp- 
bm  perticulariy  easy,  as  the  straps  C  and  D  can  be 
handled  very  quickly  and  the  case  lifted  either  in 
or  oat. 

Several  drilling  and  tapping  operations  follow,  after 
which  the  two  halves  are  mated  and  numbered  and  the 

drain  hole  laid  out  in  the  bottom  half.  The  inspection 

department  watches  the  numberinK  ver>'  carefully  to 
be  sure  that  no  errors  creep  in  at  this  point.  All  bolt 
and  dowel  holes  are  then  transferred  to  the  bottom 
half  of  the  case  through  the  top  half  and  the  drain 
hole  is  drilled,  faced  and  tapped.  The  parts  are  then 
mounted  toRether,  the  level  working-base  scraped  to  a 
bearing  and  the  holes  bored  Iwth  for  the  bearings  and 
the  shifting  rod  housing.  The  hole  for  the  idler  gear 
is  next  bored  and  faced,  allowing  0.01  in.  on  the  outside 
face  of  the  boss.  A  10  per  cent  inspection  takes  place 
at  this  point. 

The  boring  of  the  holes  is  shown  in  Fig.  3,  which 
gives  a  good  idea  of  the  construction  of  the  fixture  and 
shows  the  swinging  arm  A.  carrying  the  guide  bushing 
B  for  the  idler-hole  boring  bar.  This  view  shows  how 
the  work  is  located  on  the  hardened  steel  buttons,  as 
at  C,  and  held  in  place  by  the  sliding  clamps,  as  at  I). 

The  transmission  case  is  then  mounted  on  a  mandrel 
as  shown  in  Fig.  4,  both  ends  are  faced  and  the  outside 
diameter  of  the  large  boss  extension  is  turned.  This 

leaves  only  some  counter-boring  and  the  chipping  of 
such  clearance  for  shifting  leaves  as  may  be  necessary. 
after  which  the  case  is  studded  and  put  together  reudy 
for  inspection  before  going  to  assembly.  The  numbern 
of  any  caaes  scrapped  are  reported  to  the  inspection 
room  for  record. 

na  I- ■utujyco  Twr.  <-AaK  ioisr.   no.  i— miixino  for  ha.nti  hoi.k  ro\ 
aiiArr  hkamso.    no.  4— tuhmno  thk  ksvh  / 

I  i:.      no.    »— BOHINO    KOI! 
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Design  of  Drop-Forging  Dies — General  Practice  and  Important  Points — Draft  and 

Machining  Allowances — Proportions  of  Parts  of  Die-Blocks 

HERETOFORE  we  have  discussed  fixtures  and 

tools  used  in  the  various  processes  of  cutting 
metals.  The  tool  engineer  who  is  progressive  and 

wishes  to  become  thoroughly  familiar  with  the  entire 

subject,  must  also  understand  both  principles  and  de- 
tails which  apply  to  the  bending  and  shaping  of  dif- 

ferent metals  either  hot  or  cold.  In  discussing  matters 
which  pertain  to  the  subject  we  shall  consider  first  the 
tools  used  for  forging  various  shapes. 

It  is  interesting  to  recall  briefly  the  growth  of  drop 

forging  and  the  adoption  of  forgings  in  place  of  cast- 
ings for  many  purposes.  Some  years  ago  the  practice  of 

drop  forging  was  limited  to  small  work  of  a  compara- 
tively simple  nature ;  but  during  the  development  stages 

of  the  bicycle  more  elaborate  designs  were  made,  al- 
though even  at  this  time  the  parts  were  of  compara- 
tively small  size.  With  the  development  of  the 

automobile  it  was  found  that  castings  were  unsuited  to 
use  for  many  of  the  parts;  hence  a  distinct  advance 
was  recorded  in  the  process  of  drop  forging,  which  was 
developed  to  cover  a  much  wider  field  and  more  compli- 

cated work.  The  use  of  alloy  steels  of  different  kinds 
and  special  steel  for  die-blocks  has  been  an  additional 
improvement  in  the  process. 

Drop  forgings  can  be  produced  more  cheaply  than 
castings  in  many  cases,  and  they  have  replaced  the 
latter  for  many  purposes.  Greater  difficulty  is  found  in 
the  forging  of  alloy  steels  and  those  containing  a  high 
percentage  of  carbon,  and  more  care  must  be  used  when 
designing  dies  to  avoid  sharp  points  and  projections 
or  deep  impressions,  as  it  is  sometimes  difficult  to  fill 
the  dies  when  forging  alloy  steels.  It  is  not  our  purpose 
to  go  into  details  in  regard  to  the  process  of  drop 
forging,  but  a  certain  amount  of  information  is  neces- 

sary to  enable  the  tool  designer  to  understand  the 
principles  which  effect  the  design  of  dies. 

The  simplest  form  of  drop  hammer  used  for  forging 

is  the  "board-drop"  type  having  a  hammer  of  not  more 
than  2,000  lb.  striking  weight.  For  small  forgings  such 
as  wrenches,  turnbuckles,  rod-ends  and  eyebolts,  this 
type  yf  hammer  is  thoroughly  efficient.  When  heavy 
forgings  are  to  be  handled,  however,  steam  hammers 
are  required.    In  making  a  selection  of  the  hammer  for 

use  in  producing  a  given  drop  forging,  the  size  of  the 
work  is  not  always  a  determining  factor,  although  it 
has  some  effect  on  the  selection.  It  is  usually  better  to 
select  a  hammer  too  large  than  one  which  is  too  small 
for  a  certain  class  of  work.  The  general  inclination  is 
toward  the  use  of  steam  drop  hammers,  particularly  in 
the  automobile  industry. 

It  is  customary  to  work  up  the  forging  from  short 
lengths  of  bar  stock  rather  than  to  cut  the  stock  into 
blanks  approximating  the  size  of  the  work  to  be  done. 
The  length  which  is  found  to  be  most  convenient  for 
handling  ranges  from  3  to  5  ft.  The  bars  are  first  set 
in  the  furnace,  and  after  properly  heating  at  one  end 
they  are  removed  to  the  dies  and  the  forgings  produced 
by  the  action  of  the  hammer.  This  procedure  continues 
until  the  bar  is  too  short  to  be  handled  with  the  tongs. 
On  small  forgings  it  is  often  possible  to  produce  two 
parts  with  one  heating  of  the  bar,  but  on  larger  work 
the  stock  must  be  heated  after  each  operation. 

Accurate  forgings  can  be  produced  only  when  proper 
consideration  has  been  given  to  the  shrinkage  of  the 
metal.  When  work  is  of  such  a  nature  that  two  heavy 
ends  are  connected  by  a  thin  strap,  the  shrinkage  is 
likely  to  be  much  greater  than  when  sections  of  the 
work  are  more  nearly  uniform.  A  certain  amount  of 
variation  is  to  be  expected  in  drop  forging  practice,  but 
careful  design  of  dies  will  minimize  this  and  keep  it 
within  reasonable  limits. 

A  set  of  dies  used  for  drop  forging  consists  of  two 
steel  blocks,  each  of  which  contains  an  impression  of 
one-half  of  the  forging  which  is  to  be  produced.  One 
of  the  dies  is  attached  to  the  ram  of  the  hammer  while 
the  other  is  mounted  and  secured  on  the  sow  block  or 
anvil  cap.  Suitable  matching  surfaces  are  provided  for 

aligning  the  upper  and  lower  dies,  so  that  the  im- 
pressions will  join  each  other  properly.  Dies  are  made 

of  cast  steel  occasionally,  but  this  material  is  not  recom- 
mended unless  the  design  of  the  forging  is  such  that 

the  impressions  must  be  cast  in  it.  There  is,  of  course, 
a  great  saving  in  the  course  of  manufacture  when  cast 
steel  dies  are  used,  but  they  are  not  as  serviceable  as 
those  cut  from  the  solid  metal. 

The   development  of  the  automatic  die-sinking  ma- 
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In*  »liylii>d  tlM  maaufaelur*  of  diM  to  such 
tkal  caat  cImI  Is  oet  «Md  ••  noch  m  it 

m  ttm  ymn  afo^  anyt  oa  vwr  l*f*  wo^l    TbU 
«f  — rtiUilBg  diM  OMs  •  wood  or 

as  •  auMtor.    Tko  nuutor  it  pcorkM 
vttk  tlw  BMWMry  flaah  and  ritUr.  and  a  foUowar 

tha  ant  Ira  awrfaea  whik  a  catUr  suiUbly 
tba  forai  in  the  die.    An  inunenaa 

of  hud  araric  k  aavad  bjr  the  oaa  of  maehinaa 
af  tkk  tTpa.  ao  that  tha  eoat  of  dk  work  haa  bean 

Bead. 
troB  for  a  light  claaa  of  forring 

FM  «aa— rKiMCfPua or  DROP  UAMMBR  AND  ATTACH - 
or  Dtaa 

to  aona  axt«nt.  particularly 
ooljr  a  faw  parta  are  to  ba  manufactured.  They 

caa  ba  awda  dMapijr  and  will  anawer  the  purpoae  for 
aaav  coodHiaaa.  Ontr  tha  iloaat  grain  of  Iron  ahoold 
ba  oaad  for  tha  parpoaa.  All  of  the  pointa  mentioned 
hara  ara  of  lataiaat  to  tha  daaignar  in  order  that  he 
wmr  aakct  tha  propar  autarial  to  ba  oaed  in  the  manu- 
faetort  of  tha  dka. 

Altar  tha  itaa  and  natarial  of  a  dk-block  hara  baan 
tha  draft  allowance,  ahrinkage  and  ma- 

ba  conaidarad.  Tha  ordinary 
for  draft  k  7  dag^  but  in  earUhi  eaaaa  thk 

to  iaoaaaad  to  10  dag.  or  even  to  aa  much  aa  16  deg. 
nfcaa  tha  depth  of  tha  Impraaalon  k  exceaalTa,  or  If 
other  tldaga  la  tha  gaaaral  deaiga  aadca  it  naeeaaanr. 
For  mrnnw  aad  iaap  farftaff  whaa  tta  metal  must  be 

"shot  up"  or  forced  into  the  upper  die,  an  extra  allow- 
ance for  draft  is  usually  necessary.  When  there  are 

openings  or  holea  in  a  forging  and  when  thin  sections 
ara  being  forged.  Inereaaed  draft  must  be  allowed. 

Wh«B  plugs  ara  uaed  for  producing  holes  in  matched 
diea,  thaae  pluga  are  made  of  such  a  height  that  there 
remains  a  thin  wall  in  the  forging,  which  web  is 
aubaequently  punched  out.  The  draft  on  plugs  of  thin 
kind  is  often  as  great  as  16  deg.  because,  on  account 
of  the  thin  walls,  the  metal  is  likely  to  shrink  rapidly 

during  the  forging,  so  that  it  may  contract  and  "freece" to  the  plugs. 

Occasionally  on  small  work  the  draft  k  aa  amall  as 
8  deg.,  and  if  a  shallow  impression  is  required  even 
on  large  work  a  small  draft  allowance  like  this  may 
be  permissible.  It  k  important  to  provide  sufflcient 
draft  on  all  forging  work,  as  otherwise  the  dies  will 
deteriorate  rapidly  and  break  down,  so  that  it  will  be 
necessary  to  recut  them.  Unless  there  is  sufficient 
draft,  there  is  a  greater  likelihood  of  breakage  in 
forging. 

AuowANCE  roa  Machining 

The  allowance  necessary  for  machining  a  given  sur- 
face must  be  taken  into  consideration  in  the  design 

of  the  die  and  sufficient  metal  left  at  the  points  re- 
quired. The  amount  of  metal  allowed  for  finishing  is 

different  in  various  factories.  Many  places  allow  at 
least  A  in.  on  small  work,  while  on  larger  pieces  •/*  in. 
is  made.  On  long  work  which  requires  accurate  machin- 

ing of  length,  it  may  even  be  necessary  to  make  a 
flnish  allowance  of  A  to  i  in.  Finish  allowances  should 
always  be  made  in  addition  to  the  allowance  for  draft. 

Some  companies  have  established  a  method  of  making 
forging  drawings  of  full  size  on  each  part  which  is 
to  be  manufactured.  On  this  drawing  the  allowance 
for  draft,  machining,  etc.,  is  shown,  and  the  outline 
of  the  finished  part  is  shown  by  dotted  lines.  When 
forgings  are  made  outside  the  factory,  blueprints  of 
the  drawing  may  be  sent  to  the  firm  that  is  to  make 
the  forging  and  any  changes  which  may  be  found 
naceaaary  can  be  suitably  marked  on  the  blueprint  and 
returned  for  approval.  This  practice  k  to  be  com- 

mended, yet  it  is  not  generally  followed,  as  a  consider- 
able knowledge  of  drop  forging  is  required  in  order 

to  make  the  drawings  properly.  A  request  may  be 
made  of  the  drop  forging  company  to  furnish  blue- 

prints or  drawings  showing  the  finished  allowances, 
draft,  etc.,  which  it  proposes  to  furnish,  and  any  desired 
changes  can  be  marked  on  the  print  at  the  time  of 
ita  approval. 

There  are  a  number  of  other  pointa  in  connection 
with  the  design  of  drop-forging  dies  and  general  prac- 

tice in  regard  to  forging  which  will  be  taken  up  in 
detail  later  in  thk  article.  The  intention  has  been  so 
far  to  familiarize  the  designer  somewhat  with  the 
general  proceaa  and  give  him  a  few  details  so  that  he 
will  obtain  a  clearer  understanding  of  the  general 

requirements. 
IMPOBTANT  Points 

In  considering  the  matter  of  dies  for  a  given  piece 
of  work,  there  are  a  numl>er  of  points  which  we  will 
mention  in  a  general  way  and  then  take  them  up  in 
detail  later  by  means  of  graphic  examples.  Let  us 
aaaame  that  drop-forging  diea  are  to  be  mad»  for  a 
piece  of  work;  certain  infomtation  will  be  found  neces- 
aarjr  bafora  proceeding  with  the  design. 
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(1)  Number  of  Parts  Required:  This  affects  the 
dies  to  a  great  extent  and  determines  whether  they 
will  be  of  cast  iron  or  steel.  A  small  number  of  parts 
might  be  made  in  cast-iron  dies,  while  a  large  number 
would  require  the  use  of  steel. 

(2)  Samples:  If  a  new  die  is  required  for  an  old 
part  there  may  be  a  sample  available  from  the  old 
die.  This  can  often  be  used  to  obtain  an  idea  of  the 
method  previously  utilized,  providing  that  the  sample 
is  in  good  condition. 

(3)  Templets:  If  there  are  templets  for  the  dove- 
tail and  edges  or  breaker,  or  if  it  is  possible  to  obtain 

FIG.  427— EXAMPLE  OF  FORGING  DRAWING 

those  which  were  originally  used  for  impressions,  all 
of  these  things  will  help  in  the  design  and  manufac- 

ture of  a  new  die.  Where  fullers  have  been  used,  a 
templet  may  be  available  for  this  also.  The  templet 
will  show  the  amount  of  stock  which  was  found  suffi- 

cient for  the  needs  of  the  die.  If  there  was  a  layout 

of  the  dies  when  they  were  originally  made,  a  refer- 
ence to  this  will  be  a  great  help;  and  if  accurate 

drawings  can  be  found,  it  will  obviate  the  necessity 
for  new  ones. 

(4)  Finished  and  Forging  Drawings:  A  great  deal 
depends  on  the  nature  of  the  work  and  whether  the 
part  has  been  previously  made  or  not.  In  either  case, 
however,  a  forging  drawing  is  the  starting  point  from 
which  the  dies  should  be  developed.  It  is  necessary 
that  a  very  practical  man  who  understands  the  process 
of  forging  well  should  be  given  this  work,  as  other- 

wise draft  allowances  and  other  important  matters 
will   not   be  properly  taken  care   of. 

(5)  Shanks:  The  sizes  of  shanks  should  be  given 
for  the  hammer  to  which  the  dies  are  to  be  fitted.  The 
various  dimensions  required  are:  (a)  width,  (6)  depth, 
(c)  angle,  (d)  round  corner  and  (e)  off  set  or  center. 

(6)  Type  of  Lock:  A  determination  should  be  made 
as  to  whether  a  plain  lock  will  be  all  that  is  needed, 
or  whether  a  counterlock  is  required.  These  points 
will  be  brought  out  later  in  the  article. 

(7)  Draft  Angle:  The  draft  angle  may  be  any- 
where from  3  to  15  deg.,  depending  on  the  nature  of 

the  work.  It  is  only  necessary  to  make  sure  that  the 
angle  is  sufficient  so  that  the  work  will  not  stick. 

(8)  Finish:  The  allowance  for  finish  is  important 
and  should  be  decided  upon  and  approved  before  any 
work  has  been  done  on  the  die. 

(9)  Other  Important  Points:  Such  matters  as  the 
match  edge,  the  flash,  the  gutter,  together  with  its 
width  and  depth,  and  various  other  points  must  all  be 
considered  in  the  design. 

(10)  Tolerance:  The  amount  of  tolerance  permitted 
on  the  forging  has  a  decided  effect  upon  the  layout  of 
the  work.  Certain  kinds  of  steel  shrink  more  than 
others,  and  certain  forms  of  forgings  require  a  greater 
shrinkage  allowance  than  others.  These  points  are 
determined  largely  by  experience,  although  it  may  be 
generally  stated  that  work  having  heavy  ends  and  a 
thin  connecting  section  will  require  a  greater  shrinkage 
allowance  than  those  forgings  which  are  of  uniform 
section.  Various  other  matters  connected  with  die 
design  will  be  mentioned  specifically  during  the  prog- 

ress of  this  and  the  subsequent  article. 

Attachment  of  Dies 

In  Fig.  426  is  shown  a  diagram  of  a  portion  of  a 
drop  hammer  with  dies  in  position  in  order  to  illus- 

trate the  principles  used  in  forging.  A  ram  A  slides 
up  and  down  on  the  ways  B  and  C.  The  shaft  D  is 
connected  with  the  piston  of  the  hammer  when  the 
steam-hammer  type  is  used.  For  the  "board-drop" 
type  a  different  connection  is  made,  but  it  is  unneces- 

sary to  go  into  detail  regarding  this  matter.  The  dies 
are  usually  spoken  of  as  the  upper  and  lower  impres- 

sions, as  indicated  at  E  and  F.  The  upper  impression 
fits  the  dovetail  G  of  the  ram  and  moves  up  and  down 
with  it.  The  lower  impression  F  is  dovetailed  at  H 
to  fit  the  anvil  cap  or  sow.  The  dies  are  fitted  to  each 
member  so  that  they  register  accurately  one  with 
another.  The  section  X-X  gives  an  idea  of  the  general 
appearance  of  the  ram  and  side  columns  of  the  hammer. 

We  have  previously  mentioned  the  importance  of  hav- 
ing a  forging  drawing  made  for  each  piece  which  is 

to  be  drop  forged,  and  in  order  to  illustrate  the  man- 
ner in  which  these  drawings  are  made,  an  example  of 

Suffer  D 

FIG.  428— SECTIONAL  VIEW  OF  UPPER  AND  LOVV^R  DIES 

one  is  shown  in  Fig.  427.  Attention  is  called  to  the 
care  with  which  all  center  lines  are  located  so  that 

there  is  no  guess-work  about  the  positions  of  the 
various  centers  used  in  the  construction.  A  sectional 

view  is  given  at  A-A  so  that  the  die  maker  will  under- 
stand the  form  at  this  point.  All  draft  angles  are 

shown,  and  a  suitable   allowance  has  been  made  for 
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tiM 
■e  UMt  aoflkWot  Mock  is  sUowvd  to  permit 
to  b*  WMWhlwod  to  th*  dh— iwIom  of  the 
rawiaf.  W*  hav*  conaidand  it  OBOMaaaury 

to  tktm  m  iaialMd  drawiac  of  tk*  part,  aa  w*  are  not 
coarenwd  wUJi  tlia  machininc  of  th«  work  at  pr«aent. 

'*  iMrOSTAKT  PEATVUB  OT  DIB 

It  la  «wr  tnt— Han  to  Oioatrato  the  imporUnt  point* 
la  dit  daaita  bgr  OMaaa  of  fraphk  examplaa  in  order 
to  familiarix*  tha  daaiftter  with  the  uaca  and  namea 
of  tW  variooa  parta  of  a  die.  Fi*.  428  ia  a  sectional 

of  appar  and  lower  diea.  ahowing  the  "Kutter" 
"flaali."  Tka  porpoaa  of  the  (laah  ia  to  allow  the 
to  lav  oat  alightlr  bejrond  the  edgca  of  the 

foryinc.  ao  that  oaiy  a  thin  wall  renaina  which  can  be 
trioHMd  off  vanr  aaailjr  in  a  trimming  preas  after  the 
fortiav  haa  baas  nada.  The  flaxh  may  be  entirely 
ia  tka  appar  dia.  aa  abown  at  A.  or  it  may  be  half  in 

appcr  die  and  half  in  the  lower,  aa  shown  at  H 
C.  The  aimpleet  way  of  making  it  in  in  the 
die  entirely,  although  circumatancea  alter  caaes 

aad  there  may  be  times  when  it  would  be  fo«|iid  an 
adraatage  to  make  it  in  both  impressions. 

Tba  gutter  H  is  an  important  feature  in  the  design 
of  die.  as  it  is  intended  to  take  the  overflow  from  the 
die  in  aacasa  of  that  which  lies  in  the  flash.  It  is 

always  to  provide  a  gutter  all  around  the 
ao  that  thara  will  oarer  be  any  possibility  of  the 

Hiatal  baiag  eonpreaaed  without  having  an  outlet  in 
tha  crant  that  the  stock  which  ia  being  forged  is  a 
little  too  large.  This  circumatance  would  cauae  a 
braakage  in  the  hammer  or  dies  or  other  troubles,  unlaas 
tka  gnttar  waa  provided.  A  gutter  may  be  considered 
ia  varr  mack  tka  aaoiB  Banner  aa  a  aafety  valve  on 
a  boiler,  as  it  rdievea  axoaaaive  pressures  in  the  die. 
It  is  important  to  have  a  gutter  suflkiently  large  to 
take  care  of  any  extraordinary  condition  which  may 
davalop  iriiaa  forging,  so  that  the  width  E  and  depth 
F  akoaU  ba  graat  enough  to  provide  for  any  emer- 

m.  «a»— imATT  aixowanci FOR    KiJIuiOuM 

■aacjr.  Nataraify  tkeae  dimenaions  are  dapandcnt  to 
aoaw  axtant  opon  tka  aisa  of  the  die  and  tJia  aaioant 
of  awtal  which  ia  being  forged. 

■aad  BiM«  gutter  apace  than  small  ones, 
I  feMCal  ia  being  worked.  The  flash  A  U 

qoitt  lUa.  aa  t|iia  wMkm  it  aaaiar  for  the 
diaa.  Tha  diataooe  C  ia  akM  dapaadant  upon 

tka  aba  of  tke  die  and  the  work  which  is  being  done. 
Altkoagk  hetk  tke  flaab  and  gutter  may  appaar  to  ba 

peiata  in  the  daaign  of  diaa.  thia 

in  really  not  the  « asc.  for  n  lack  of  proper  provision  tor 

theae  matters  would  i-uu.st-  a  nwul  deal  of  trouble.  It 
sttrma  bast  to  call  particular  attention  to  them  both 
by  means  of  the  diagram  shown. 

DKAKT   AlXOWANCKS 

The  allowance  for  draft  on  forgings  is  dependent 
almost  entirely  on  the  depth  of  the  impre-ssion.  The 
purpose  of  the  draft  is  to  prevent  the  work  from  stick- 

ing in  the  die  nfter  the  forRinir  has  been  made. 
Another  point  of  importance  is  the  fact  that  the  metal 
will  flow  more  readily  into  an  angular  |M>cket  than  it 
will  if  the  sides  are  pnrullel.     The  variation  in  draft 

^

^

 

St  naif  M 

Curved 

KIO.   «0— STIIAIQHT  A.M>  I  I  ItVKU  LOCKS  USEIJ   I.N 
KOHfJIXO   niKH 

ranges  from  3  to  16  deg.,  as  previously  stated,  the  com- 
mon draft  angle  for  a  large  part  of  forging  work  being 

7  deg.,  as  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  429.  In  the  case  of  a  deep 
pocket  like  that  shown  at  B,  the  angle  may  be  10  deg., 
or  even  as  much  as  16  deg.  in  extreme  cases. 

Sometimes  it  is  necessary  to  make  more  than  one 
draft  angle  on  the  same  piece  of  work.  An  example  of 
this  is  shown  at  C,  in  which  the  forging  has  a  circular 
boaa  at  one  end,  a  section  of  which  is  shown  at  D. 
Here  the  outside  angle  of  the  boss  might  bo  made  7 
deg.,  but  the  upper  and  lower  plugs  or  inside  angle 
would  need  to  be  10  deg.  or  more  so  that  they 
would  not  tend  to  stick  in  the  work.  For  small  work 

and  shallow  forgings.  a  S-deg.  angle  ia  sometimes  used 
like  that  shown  at  E.  The  fact  that  the  work  is  shallow 
makea  it  posaible  to  use  a  very  acute  angle  on  work 
of  this  sort,  as  there  ia  little  danger  of  sticking  and 
the  depth  is  so  small  that  the  metal  will  flow  into 
the  impression  readily. 

The  h)ck  in  die  work  is  really  the  parting  line  which 
■aparataa  the  upper  and  lower  impressions.  Locks  are 
made  straight  or  curved,  depending  on  the  nature  of 
tha  work  which  is  to  be  forged.  The  method  used  and 

the  position  of  the  piece  which  is  to  be  made  affect  thn 
shape  of  the  lock  to  a  considerable  extent.  The  examples 
at  C  and  D  in  Fig.  480  illustrate  two  different  methods 
by  means  of  which  tba  aaaw  work  can  be  forged. 
This  diagram  also  shows  the  difference  in  the  lock 
which  arises  from  the  method  of  forging. 

In  the  sectional  view  at  A  the  work  is  forged  flat, 
so  that  the  lock  is  perfectly  straight  and  both  upper 
and  lower  halves  contain  the  same  amount  of  metal. 

In  the  example  B  the  forging  is  made  in  another  posi- 
tion which  necessitates  making  the  lock  on  a  curve. 

In  some  caaaa  the  shape  of  the  piece  may  require  quite 
an  irregular  lock;  but,  if  other  things  are  equal  and 
results  can  ba  obtainad  as  well  in  one  way  as  in  another, 
tha  atraight  hKk  is  to  be  preferred  because  it  is  easier 
to  make. 
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The  Art  of  Milling  in  1750 
By  L.  L.  Thwing 

Some  time  ago  the  writer  ventured  to  predict  that  if 
the  inventor  of  milling  cutters — and  milling  machines 
— was  ever  located,  that  he  would  be  a  watch  or  clock 
maker,  and  probably  a  French  clock  maker.  Since  that 
time  certain  information  has  been  secured  which  seems 

~=:Eas^^^  i ^jy^^^^ 

FIG.    1— FRENCH   CLOCKMAKER'S   TOOLS 

to  substantiate  this  prophecy.  The  French  Encyclo- 
pedia of  1752  defines  the  word  "Fraise"  as  a  tool  or 

process  common  to  many  trades,  and  continues  "it  is 
also  a  small  circular  plate  of  hard  tempered  steel,  cut 
on  the  circumference.  It  is  used  to  cut  the  teeth  in 

clock  gears.  Also  a  sort  of  'rochet'  mounted  on  an 
arbor  to  make  slots  for  the  'rochets'  of  the  chain." 

This  is  evidence  enough  that  milling  was  a  known  and 
practiced  operation  at  least  as  far  back  as  1750.  Fig. 
1  is  a  reproduction  of  Plate  XIV  from  the  French 
encyclopedia  and  shows  an  assortment  of  clock  makers' 
tools  of  this  period.  The  tool  A  is  the  device  men- 

tioned in  the  latter  part  of  the  definition,  while  B  is 
the  common  form  of  a  "fraise,"  and  is  what  we  would 
call  a  rose  countersink.  It  will  be  noted  that  the  end 

of  this  looks  not  unlike  a  strawberry  or  "fraise." 
Attention  is  also  called  to  C  which  is  a  hand  punch  .for. 
cutting  gear  teeth. 

Leupold   (1724)  describes  the  two  gear  cutting  ,mfe^^ 
chines  shown  in  Fig.  2,  these  being  intended  for  cSk; 
gears.     The  machine  in  the  upper  part  of  the  plate 
shows  a  cutter  with  a  toothed  edge,  and  in  the  descrip- 

tion the  word  "schneiden"  is  used,  which  certainly  does 
not  mean  either  to  grind  or  to  file.     The  figure  in  the 

FIG.   2— TWO  GERMAN  CLOCK  OBAR  CUTTING  MACHINES 

FIGS.  3  AND  4— GEAR  CUTTING  MACHINES  OP  ABOUT  174.5 

lower  half  is  intended  for  heavier  gears,  and  accom- 
plishes this  by  a  reciprocating  motion  of  a  toothed 

cutter.  This  is  more  of  a  broaching  or  sawing  process 
,han  a  milling  process,  but  the  idea  of  cutting  with  a 
formed  tooth  is  close  to  the  basic  principle  of  milling. 
Figs.  3  and  4  are  machines  of  a  later  period,  but  not 
later  than  1745.  The  milling  cutters  are  plainly  shown, 

and  the  word  "fendre"  which  means  to  cut  is  used  in 
the  title. 

This  evidence  would  tend  to  prove  the  contention  of 
the  writer  that  conditions  were  most  favorable  among 
the  clock  makers  in  France  for  the  invention  of  the 
milling  cutter.  On  the  other  hand,  an  early  French 
v/riter  on  the  subject  of  Horlogerie  says  that  all  arts 
and  trades  flourished  and  advanced  during  the  reign 
of  Louis  XIV  except  that  of  clock  making,  for  which 
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to  kvM  had  IB  wtaMhlwH  rapuu- 
R*  ako  mxs  Uut  the  Eng iisli  ««rt  vwy  accretive 

•boat  tlMlr  mMnJM  ao  thot  "Um  Gobovom  who  with  to 
tko  wMekaolMro  traio  cobm  to  Franco,  whore 

tai  eno  yoor  than  in  EnvUnd  in 
tlut  tlM  procow  of  milling  may 

1m«o  boon  laooatod  la  BackUMi,  poooibly  earlier  than 
ia  Praae*.  Rowovor.  all  tho  proof  «re  can  have  of  thia 
at  thia  time  weald  be  in  tho  form  of  an  ongraving  or 

Faailbijr  ooaw  of  our  Engliah  readers  can 
tlda.  Oao  tidag  la  eorUin:  There  is  always 

awro  kaovledge  and  practical  information  in  men's 
koadto  thaa  Is  to  bo  found  on  paper,  and  at  a  time  when 
It  took  BooooB  (1S70)  about  ten  years  to  And  a  pub- 

Iris  book,  wo  aiajr  bo  sure  that  inventors  and 
>  M  aot  rash  Isto  priat  as  eonunonly  aa  they 

OO  BOW, 

Are  Metal  Workers  Hidebound?— 
Discussion 

By  E.  F.  DuBbul 
NsUmhU   MeJiSli   Tool   BoUdan*   AawtcUtlon 

Ob  pago  IM  of  AmfriemH  Maekimut,  the  editorial 

HSMtlnii  Is  aokod,  "Why  is  it  that  ao  little  research  work 
ii  doao  OB  BMtal  cutting?" 

in  the  aame  editorial  you  ask,  "Are 
awre  indifforoBt,  laoro  stupid,  more  hido- 

thaa  stoam  engiaoers,  slsetrkiana  and  builders, 
orwkatr 

Yoo  alao  aak,  "Isn't  thia  aubject  big  enough  to  be 
takoB  op  bsr  oobm  big  society  or  a  big  university,  or  all 
bbIsbsbIUos?  Why  should  the  machine-tool  trade 

1  OB  the  Bureau  of  Standards  to  find  aome  of  the 

■BOatary  fundamentala  of  ita  buainesa?" 
are  aO  pertinent  and  Inportant  qoestioBS  for 

dvfliaod  sodoty,  simply  for  tho  roasoB  that  tho  progress 
of  eivUixatioa  depends  on  machinery,  and  the  more  we 

abeot  prododng  machinery,  the  more  will  society 
Of  flootsc.  the  cutting  of  metal  ia  not  con- 

to  tho  metal  omployod  in  making  machines,  but 
also  to  aU  otbor  mstal  artidoa. 

It  lo  ootgr  OBOugfa  to  think  that  this  is  a  problem  of 

I  tool  boihlor  aioBOb  bat  a  monont's  reflection 
ttat  n  Is  nadi  wMor  than  tho  madiine  tool 

Don  Not  Ban  With  Machini 
Tool  BtnLsm  Aloni 

Tko  Bwrliins  tool  buiklors  produce  about  twenty-five 
paresBt  of  tlie  total  prodaettoB  of  ladostrial  machinery, 
bat  ia  addition  thors  are  troBMBdoos  qoantities  of  oloe- 
trkal  BtachiBory,  kxocBOtivos,  railway  cats,  metal  atruc- 

ahipo.  aad  otbor  prodocta  made  of  motal  that  far 
Ibo  valao  of  tho  prodoet  of  the  induatry 

I  tko  BUKbiaos  tkat  cut  the  metal  Tborsforo, 
of  yoar  qoastions  should  bo  realisod  by 

tko  BOOTS  of  the  machines,  ovon  mors  so  thaa  by  the 
tool  boUdora.  Coaeelvabty,  tho  machine  tool 
Brifkt  oaboerfbo  to  a  fond  soflkloBtly  large  to 
an  tko  research  tkat  ought  to  bo  conducted  for 

^  of  al  its  cosUNBors. 
So  mamr  qBOstiona  of  rssoarch  have  already  boOB 

H  lo  ao  oaagiBiatlBB  to  say  that  oador 
B  prodactlfo  aad  valaabio  rssoarch 

bo  oaaiaolsd,  aad  as  much  ss  $200,000 

a  year  could  oasil>-  and  well  be  spent  in  that  sort  of work  for  a  number  of  years  to  come. 
There  ia  on  file  in  the  oflk'e  of  the  National  Machine 

Tool  Builders'  Association  a  list  of  questions  that 
deserve  attention.  It  is  a  long  list  of  about  fifty  sub- 

jects, and  anyone  of  theae  aubjecta  would  require  from 
15.000  to  $10,000  a  year  for  proper  reaearch.  Unfortu- 

nately, the  machine  tool  industry,  aa  auch,  cannot 
aaaume  thia  burden,  nor  can  it  ever  get  enough  for  its 
product  to  do  sa 

It  sooms  to  me  that  it  would  be  very  profitable  for 
all  metal  working  induatriea  to  join  handa  in  financing 
research  work  of  this  sort.  The  fundamental  problema 
are  beyond  the  capacity  of  any  aingie  concern  to  solve 
within  a  reaaonable  length  of  time.  But  if  an  organ- 

ized effort  were  made  through  the  various  associations 
of  metal  working  manufacturers,  if  a  research  com- 

mittee were  appointed  to  supervise  the  work,  and  if 
the  funds  were  forthcominK.  all  of  the  questions  of  your 
editorial  could  l>e  answered,  and  so  promptly  perhaps 
as  to  be  surprising  in  their  profit  to  all.  Many  years 
ago  I  suggested,  through  a  letter  to  American  Maehitt- 
iat.  the  desirability  of  some  sort  of  a  national  organiza- 

tion of  machinery  manufacturers  to  look  after  juat 
exactly  auch  movements  as  theae  reaearch  queations 
involve,  movements  that  affect  all  machine  builders. 

A  number  of  machinery  organizations  exist.  Through 
a  federation  they  could  arrive  at  solutions  of  problema 
that  touch  all  of  them,  while  still  retaining  their  own 
individualitiea  and  organizations  that  deal  with  the 

problema  peculiar  to  each  branch.  The  electrical  indus- 
try has  such  a  federation;  the  music  industries,  the 

paper  industry,  the  automobile  industry,  and  the  lum- 
ber industry,  all  have  such  federations.  The  way  has 

been  pointed  out  to  the  machine  industries.  It  only 
roquirea  a  very  alight  effort  on  their  part  to  develop 
a  aimilar  organization. 

Do  Rush  Orders  Pay? 
By  a.  L.  De  Vinne 

Do  ruah  orders  pay,  ia  a  question  upon  which  opinion 
ia  generally  widely  divided.  However,  the  fact  that 
some  establishments  make  a  specialty  of  filling  rush 
orders,  would  make  it  appear  aa  though  there  was  con- 

siderable to  be  said  on  tho  affirmative  side. 
We  see  thst  a  greater  proportion  of  such  concerns 

indnds  merchants  and  printers  rather  than  manufac- 
turers. Considering  the  former  concerns,  we  find  that 

their  ability  usually  consists  principally  in  the  knowl- 
edge of  the  sources  and  of  the  financial  strings  existing 

with  one  or  more  orders.  They  can  thus  lay  their  hands 
on  job  lots  or  mill  runs  where  ready  cash  wiU  insure 
low  terms  and  prompt  shipments.  Printers  take  advan- 

tage of  the  fact  that,  in  their  line,  night  work  is  quite 
common,  and  they  reduce  their  overhead  percentage 
by  running  as  nearly  24  hours  a  day  as  circumstances 
will  permit.  To  make  a  success  of  this  practice,  there 
must  be  only  a  few  who  offer  to  do  such  work. 

In  general,  where  tho  larger  proportion  of  the  manu- 
facturing costs  is  in  material  and  overhead,  it  will 

readily  be  seen  thst  rush  orders  seldom  raise  the  invoice 
price  of  the  materials,  while  they  do  save  in  storage 
costs  and  in  interest.  The  increased  labor  cost,  even 
where  it  exists,  may  be  many  times  overbalanced  by 
the  saving  in  the  overhead  percentage. 
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Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methodm.  Its  scope  includes  all  divisions  of  the  machine  building  in' 
dustry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  ptatform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  letters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully  considered  and   those  published  are  paid   for. 

I 

Big  Shops  versus  Little  Shops — Discussion 
By  J.  T.  TowLSON 

With  reference  to  the  interesting  contribution  of 

R.  F.  Moore,  on  page  368,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machin- 
ist, I  am  of  the  opinion  that  whether  such  a  job  as  the 

drilling  of  holes  so  small  as  tW  in.  in  diameter  in  precise 
location  be  done  in  a  large  shop  or  a  small  one,  the  most 

dependable  method  cannot  be  by  way  of  using  a  com- 
bination center  drill,  nor  yet  by  actual  dependence  upon 

the  accuracy  of  the  dividing  head.  It  is  quite  possible 
for  the  head  to  be  all  right  and  yet  to  have  the  holes  out 
of  position  when  using  such  a  small  drill. 

My  personal  preference  would  be  for  the  "disk" 
method,  which  involves  the  use  of  three  disks  accurately 
ground  to  diameter  and  used  as  shown  in  the  illustra- 

tion. With  a  highly  polished  work  surface  and  careful 
workmanship  this  method  is  hard  to  beat. 

The  first  disk  is  attached  at  the  center  of  the  piece 
to  be  drilled  while  the  second  is  clamped  in  such  posi- 

tion as  to  touch  the  central  one.  This  second  disk  thus 
becomes  a  drill  bushing,  or  jig,  through  which  the  first 
hole  is  drilled  and  reamed. 

The  third  disk  is  now  clamped  to  the  work  in  posi- 
tion to  touch  both  the  central  and  second  disks,  where 

it  becomes  the  jig  for  the  second  hole.  The  second 
disk  may  now  be  detached  and  moved  ahead  of  the 

third  one  in  position  to  drill  the  third  hole,  thus  step- 
ping the  two  disks  alternately  around  the  central  one 

until  the  circle  is  completed. 
In  my  own  practice  I  prefer  to  have  the  disks  ground 

to  a  slightly  less  diameter  than  that  necessary  to  secure 
the  calculated  distance  between  centers  of  the  holes 
and  then  use  paper  of  the  proper  thickness  for  locating 
them,  as  in  this  way  one  may  be  sure  that  the  several 

ho.Zolkc 

THE  DISK  METHOD  OF  tiOCATINO  HOLES  ACCURATBLT 

locations  are  right  by  adjusting  the  positions  of  the 
disks  so  that  the  paper  will  pull  from  between  them. 

[Our  contributor's  method  is  an  excellent  one,  but 
involves  the  fatal  disqualification  of  requiring  about 

forty  dollars'  worth  of  special  tools  to  do  a  five  dollar 
job. — Editor.] 

  ^ 

Buying  Machines  for  Occasional  Use 
By  a.  W.  Forbes 

To  a  person  in  my  line  of  work  it  seems  strange 
that  any  manager  should  try  to  have  all  the  machines 
in  operation  at  once,  a  policy  that  is  criticized  by  John 
R.  Godfrey  on  page  833,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machinist. 
As  the  bulk  of  our  machines  go  to  shops  where  they 
are  not  used  more  than  one  hour  a  day,  such  a  course 
seems  to  be  the  only  natural  one. 
When  a  man  buys  a  micrometer,  he  never  expects  to 

use  it  for  a  very  large  part  of  the  day.  When  he 
buys  a  tool  grinder  he  only  has  to  find  a  saving  of 
about  2  min.  a  day  to  make  it  a  profitable  investment. 
A  small  engine  lathe  will  require  a  saving  of  perhaps 

15  min.  a  day  of  one  man's  time,  and  sometimes  2 
min.  of  work  will  save  15  min.  waiting.  Yet  it  Is 
hard  to  find  the  manager  who  would  consider  installing 
a  lathe  for  2  min.  work  a  day. 
On  going  through  a  certain  shop  I  saw  a  drilling 

machine  that  looked  as  though  it  was  idle  most  of  the 
time.  The  manager  commented  that  this  drill  was  a 
very  profitable  investment.  There  was  one  size  of 
hole  that  a  number  of  men  had  to  drill  occasionally, 
but  the  nature  of  the  work  did  not  permit  its  being 
routed  so  that  the  pieces  could  all  be  drilled  in  one 
lot.  There  was  an  average  of  about  six  holes  a  day 
drilled  of  this  size,  requiring  a  total  time  of  100  sec. 

per  day,  and  with  the  drill  in 
place  this  was  about  the  total 
elapsed  time.  Without  this 
drilling  machine  the  man  would 
have  to  walk  across  the  room; 
find  out  when  one  of  the  other 
machines  would  be  free,  and 
take  his  work  over  to  it  at  that 
time,  a  loss  of  perhaps  5  min. 
on  each  hole  or  a  total  loss  of 
30  min.  a  day. 

Some  managers  seem  very 
slow  to  take  advantage  of  such 
economies,  but  looking  at  my 

own  shop,  I  find  that  I  am  in 
the  same  class.  I  could  use 
another  lathe,  another  drilling 
machine  and  possibly  some 

other  tools  to  advantage.  I  in- 
tend to  buy  them,  but  when  is 

the  question. 

/foi  disc 
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(iiire  for  Indiratinir  Rake  Anirles 
in  Hub  and  Cutter  Teeth 

By  Haiby  E.  Hamu8 

Tbt  sag*  hwvUi  dMcribtd  wm  imigntd  by  tht 
writer  for  his  own  uM:  it  win  Indicate  th«  fare  angle 
ot  AutMl  cutting  toob  u  large  a*  8  in.  in  diamaUr 
and  10  in.  in  length.  Whether  the  flutes  are  atratght  or 
halkal  aalna  no  iitttnaeu.  lu  range  ia  from  a  naga- 
tiv*  laka  af  5  dag.  to  a  poaitive  rake  of  SO  degreea. 

Eaiirrliv  to  Ptga.  1  to  S.  A  is  a  knife-edge  straight- 
edge slldtag  in  protractor  membor  B  which  has  angular 

adjustment  in  the  baae  C.  the  latter  being  graduated  in 
liigiiiM  D  ia  a  clamping  stud  for  holding  tlie  prvtrac- 
tor  at  aar  aagh  to  which  it  majr  be  aeC 

Tba  block  K  alidaa  in  the  groova  F  in  the  baae  G  and 
carries  the  rod  H  on  which  the  protractor  is  slidable  in 
a  direction  at  a  right-angle  to  the  groove  F.  This  ar- 
nuig«Baiit  maintains  the  protractor  at  a  right-angle  to 
the  aoda  of  the  tool  to  be  indicated,  in  whatever  loca- 
tioa  the  proUaelor  majr  ba  novod. 

The  too)  to  bo  tadioited  Is  aopportcd  by  the  centers 
J  whkh  are  adjustable  axially  with  the  tool. 

The  renter  of  angular  adjustment  M  of  the  protractor 

ia  alwa>'s  in  tlte  lutme  boriiontal  plane  as  the  center 
Ifaa  of  the  cooters  J,  and  therefore  in  the  axial  plane  of 
the  tool  to  be  indicated. 

By  bringing  this  protractor  against  the  back  of  the 
tool  to  bo  indicatod.  and  routing  the  tool  until  the 

I  ilieii  cutting  edge  is  coincident  with  the  protractor's 
Motor  of  angular  adjustment  it,  the  rake  angle  can  be 
aecaratoly  found  by  moans  of  the  straightedge  A  and 
tlte  graduatod  sector.  The  angle  thus  found  in  always 
tl»  rake  angle  aa  meaaured  from  a  radial  line  at  the 

tooth  intersection.  As  A  is  a  knife  edge  and  always 
makes  a  line  contact  with  the  tooth  face,  neither 
angular  gashes  nor  helical  flutes  affect  the  accuracy  of 
tlie  angle  aa  read  on  the  sector. 

In  grinding  the  tooth  faces  of  fluted  tools,  abrasive 
wheela  wear  so  rapidly  that  the  resulting  angles  do  nut 
alwaya  agree  with  the  setting  of  the  grinding  machine, 
and  aa  any  variation  from  a  prodetermined  angrle  on  a 
bob  or  formed  cutter  will  rotiult  in  inaccurate  work,  it 
la  neoeasary  to  check  the  anxle  of  toothface  after 
grinding  and  before  putting  the  tool  to  work. 

With  a  little  experience  in  indicating  anglea  of  tooth- 
face  after  grindinR,  and  comiwrinR  the  anKlos  with  the 
retting  of  the  tcinding  machine,  the  Kri"di"g  machine 
operator  will  soon  be  able  to  set  his  machine  so  as  to 
make  allowance  for  any  change  due  to  wheel  wear. 

ne na.t 

rut  I— oAoa  wrru  piw/tra<,tx»k  hkt  kom  i.sdicatino  a  hauiai.  tckthi 
rACK  OK  A  root.  »  ix.  i.x  imamktkk    kici.  »— ruf>TRACTon  HBT  run 

A  MOOKXD  TtxiTM    no.  s— iiioTRAfnoR  aaT  ton  A  nUMJj 
Tooc  wrm  radiai.  tooth  rAoa 

Can  These  Thinjfs  Be  True? 
By  M.  ToLUivKR 

I  received  the  other  day  a  little  folder  from  the 
A.  B.  C.  Company,  which  l)y  the  way  is  not  the  right 
name.  This  folder  describes  the  wonderful  qualities  of 

a  substance  the  company  recommends  for  heat-treatintt 
and  hardening  of  steel.  It  is  a  powder;  it  is  poisonous 
and  must  be  kept  dry,  like  the  rest  of  the  United  States. 

The  claims  made  for  this  substance  are  the  following: 
It  replaces  carbon  in  burned  steel ;  it  makes  a  tool  hard 
and  tough;  it  eliminates  brittlcness;  it  increases  ten- 

sile strength;  it  is  steel's  affinity;  and,  last  but  not 
least,  it  is  the  only  compound  known  that  will  eliminate 
brittlencsss  in  stellite. 

Forgetting  for  the  present  the  romantic  side  of  this 

compound,  namely  that  it  is  steel's  affinity,  there  is 
enough  left  to  make  a  person  wonder 
that  the  world  has  gotten  along  for  so 

many  years  without  this  substance.  I 
was  particularly  interested  in  the  fact 
that  it  will  eliminate  brittleness  in 
stellite.  As  stellite  is  not  a  steel,  as, 
in  fact,  it  has  no  iron  contents  at  all, 
and  as  it  is  not  hardened,  I  wonder 
how  the  powder  is  used  and  how  it  acts. 

This  little  pamphlet  is  not  the  only 
one  I  have  received.  Every  so  often 
somel)ody  comes  out  with  a  powder,  or 
liquid,  or  crystal  which,  when  applied 
in  a  prescribed  manner,  will  convert 
any  wicked  steel  individual  into  a  para- 

gon of  steel  virtue.  Most,  if  not  all, 
are  failures  and  I  am  inclined  to  think 
that  a  good  many  of  them  are  fakes. 

Just  the  same  I  know  of  a  good 
many  people  who  will  buy  a  box  (only 
|6),  or  a  half-gallon  can  (only  $7.86), 
every  time  a  new  substance  of  this 
kind  is  advertised.  It  shows  that  these 

people  really  need  something  to  help 
then  out  of  their  troubles  with  steel 
treatment  and  hardening  and  I  wonder 
if  they  do  not  catch  at  every  little  float- 

ing straw  they  see  in  the  hope  that 
they  may  pull  themselves  up.  , 

Is  there  any  substance  at  all  which 
could  have  such  (|ualities  as  mentioned 
here?  If  so,  how  does  it  act  on  steel 
and  why  does  it  have  these  results? 

rio.s 
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Couldn't  you  give  us  small  fellows  some  information 
on  this  subject  or  maybe  draw  out  some  of  the  bigger 
men  who  have  had  a  chance  to  do  experimenting  and 
really  study  the  matter  from  top  to  bottom  in  plants 
where  facilities  were  available  to  investigate  the  prob- 

lems more  thoroughly  than  can  be  done  in  small  shops? 
If  things  like  this  substance  are  mere  fakes,  exposing 

them  would  do  a  great  service  to  a  number  of  people. 
It  is  not  so  much  the  $5  that  is  spent,  but  that  every 
time  they  try  a  thing  like  this,  they  fool  themselves  and 
get  just  that  much  further  away  from  real  knowledge 
and  the  final  solution  of  their  problems. 

Blueprinting  from  Typewritten  Sheets 
By  H.  Broome 
Derby,  England 

Many  of  your  readers  may  overlook  the  importance 
of  the  kink  mentioned  by  Frank  Harazim  who,  on  page 

420,  Vol.  56,  of  Amei'ican  Machinist,  refers  to  a  method 
of  obtaining  blueprints  direct  from  typewritten  mat- 

ter, but  fails  to  point  out  that  a  special  typewriter 
ribbon  has  now  been  placed  on  the  market  that  gives 
even  better  results. 

A  resume  of  the  application  of  the  principle  may 
serve  to  emphasize  the  point  and  will  undoubtedly  be  of 
service  to  production  engineers  in  search  of  a  simple 
and  direct  method  of  supplying  information  to  the 
man  on  the  job. 

The  writer  is  in  charge  of  the  operation  section  of 
a  large  factory  organized  for  repetition  work,  and  a 
year  ago  was  faced  with  the  problem  of  instructions 
for  the  production  of  small  quantities  of  components  to 
fine  limits  without  interference  with  the  ordinary  shop 
organization. 

Having  decided  on  the  typewriter  as  the  quickest 
method  of  producing  the  master  list  of  operations,  wc 
stumbled  by  accident  on  the  method  advocated  by  your 
correspondent — of  securing  a  clearer  blueprint  by  typ- 

ing with  a  reversed  carbon  sheet  at  the  back  of  the 
master  list.  At  the  same  time  we  sent  out  inquiries 
as  to  the  possibility  of  obtaining  a  specially  prepared 
ribbon  for  the  purpose,  and  ultimately  we  secured  the 

very  efficient  "Barco"  special  blueprint  ribbon  which 
gives  the  required  effect  and  is  supplied  by  the  Bar 
Lock  Typewriter  Co.,  Ltd.,  of  London. 

It  may  be  of  interest  to  state  that  by  careful  experi- 
ment we  found  that,  using  ordinary  detail  paper  or 

thin  bond  paper  as  used  for  ordinary  typewritten  cor- 
respondence, we  were  able  to  secure  a  readable  blue- 

prints as  given  below  in  order  of  visibility: 
1.  "Barco"  ribbon. 
2.  Ordinary  carbon  copy  with  reversed  carbon  paper 

at  back. 

3.  Ordinary  purple  ribbon  with  reversed  carbon 
paper  at  back. 

4.  Ordinary  carbon  copy  without  reversed  carbon 
paper. 

5.  The  ordinary  commercial  purple  typewriter  rib- 
bon used  alone  is  practically  useless. 

It  will  be  obvious  that  if  the  paper  is  unsuitable  or 
an  exceptionally  good  copy  is  required  the  special  ribbon 
may  be  supplemented  by  the  reversed  carbon  paper, 
and  also  that  pencil  sketches  are  rendered  more  effective 
if  a  reversed  carbon  paper  is  used  underneath,  which  in 
itself  is  a  useful  kink  for  the  man  who  is  making 
sketches  that  must  show  clearly. 

A  Self -Acting  Drift 
By  Robert  Brainerd 

One  of  the  boys  in  our  shop,  whose  regular  job  is 
running  a  heavy  drilling  and  boring  machine,  became 
tired  of  trying  to  keep  track  of  his  hammer  and  drift 
and  so  invented  the  tool  shown  in  Fig.  1. 

The  handle  is  bored  to  a  sliding  fit  for  the  shank 

FIG.   1— A   SELF-ACTING    DRIFT 

of  the  drift,  the  hole  extending  down  nearly  to  the 
heavy  part  as  shown  in  the  sketch,  Fig.  2.  A  slot  is 
milled  in  the  side  of  the  shank  and  a  screw  put  into 
the  handle  with  the  inner  end  projecting  into  the  slot 
so  that  the  drift  cannot  slip  out  of  the  handle.     The 

— -6i'     FIG.  2— DETAILS  AND  DIMENSIONS  OF  DKIFT 

end  of  the  handle  is  counterbored  to  receive  the  spring. 
When  the  operator  wishes  to  remove  a  drill  or  other 

tool  from  the  machine  spindle,  he  inserts  the  point  of 
the  drift  into  the  slot  in  the  spindle  and  slams  the 
handle  against  the  drift-shank.  This  can  be  easily 
and  quickly  done  with  one  hand,  and  works  beautifully. 

A  Toolpost  Repair 
By  George  Wilson 

The  toolpost  belonged  to  a  new  lathe.  For  some 
reason  the  builder  had  considered  that  a  shoulder  A  in. 
thick  was  sufficient  to  sustain  the  .screw  pull,  and  of 
course  it  had  to  pull  off  just  when  the  machine  was 
most  urgently  needed. 

A  quick  repair  was  made  by  turning  down  the  shoul- 
der end  and  brazing  on  a  ring.  After  brazing,  the 

post  was  chucked  and  the  ring  machined  down  as  shown 

TOOLPOST  REPAIRED  BY  BRAZING 

In  the  sketch.  Cyanide  was  sprinkled  on  at  the  same 
time  the  brazing  was  done,  and  the  piece  was  case- 
hardened;  care  being  taken  to  keep  the  cyanide  off 
the  part  that  had  to  be  machined. 

The  ring  was  given  a  long  bearing  on  the  post  to 
increase  the  area  for  brazing  so  the  ring  would  not 
pull  off.  The  width  of  shoulder  was  increased  to  i 
inch. 
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Special  Planer  for  HcsTy  Work 
By  UotMBT  caAwrov 

TW  AMx  Mandtetarinc  Co.  OrrvUiid.  Ohio,  builds 
forfiac  iMchintry  which  nia»  into  Urc*  siaaa.  aome  of 
tte  beds  wwigWav  <0  tow  aad  meMMring  9  ft,  8  in.  in 

Th*  liMidltag  of  tUa  work  in  Um  shop  is  s 
jwpMltloa  aad  tha  planinc  btoooMa  a  raal 
Ta  plaM  tkcaa  beds  in  tha  ordinary  manner 

woold  require  a  planer  of  extraordinary  site  and  power. 
So  tha  Ajaa  """^•f  haa  baih  a  special  type  of  planer 
for  laortiininr  tho  bodt  aa  diown  in  Fit.  1.  While  the 
■ovtev  tool  mifht  pot  this  machine  in  the  shaper  class. 
tko  tiafiilaa  ram  and  the  crossrail  for  tha  toolhaad 
traval,  Mano  to  brine  't  hack  into  line  with  the  planer. 

Tlw  wachtna  eonaiats  of  the  two  rails  or  ways.  A  and 
B.  which  eanr  tba  travalinc  ram  with  its  toolhead  C. 
Tho  rails  art  nooatod  on  sahstantial  columns  D  and  E 
aad  tiod  togothor  fagr  tho  hoasfans  shown  at  F,  in  both 
riss.  1  and  2.  Beoaath  the  mschine  is  a  maasiTe  bed- 
plata  previdod  with  T-alota  runainf  in  both  direction  as 
can  bo  oaao. 

Tho  pioeo  to  bo  plaaod  ia  locatod  benoath  the  planer 
haad.  blocfcod  up  to  suit  and  is  then  planed  in  the 
lagnlar  way.  The  planer  head  is  driven  by  gearing  in 

tho  aama  way  as  tlw  table  drive  in  the  usual 
Bocauso  of  the  great  weight  of  the  toolhead 

taken  to  adjust  it  through  any  consider- 
by  hand,  a  separate  motor  ia  gearod 

directly  to  the  operating  aerawa.  The  original  drive 
was  from  a  ccontershaft  locatod  in  the  gallery  aa  at  G, 
Pig.  2.  and  there  were  controls  on  each  side  as  at  tf  and 
/.  which  coold  bo  oporatod  from  any  point  along  the  ways. 
Siaco  tho  photographa  were  taken  the  drive  haa  boon 

A  S5-k|».  diraet-connoctod  revoraing  motor  is 
naod  aad  wo  ftad  tho  point  of  rarorae  mora  poaitive 

and  the  aflcioncy  ineraaood  becauao  of  the  greater 
power  dalivorad.  It  will  bo  noted  that  the  ram  travels 
in  V-groovoa  aad  also  has  an  upper  guide  on  each  side 
to  prwwat  Ita  liftfag  off  the  Vs. 

Bench  Screwdriver  for  Rapid  Assembling 
By  T.  Covey 

Tho  accompanying  illustration  shows  an  efficient  and 
cheaply  constructed  screwdriver  to  be  used  in  as- 
aembling  parts  that  require  a  large  number  of  small 
screws. 

To  a  suitable  base  plate  is  secured  a  bracket  in  the 
overhanging  end  of  which  is  a  bearing  to  hold  a  spindle 
in  a  vertical  position,  and  to  the  lower  end  of  tha 

spindle  the  screw- 
driver i  s  sttached. 

At  the  upper  end  is 
kesrod  a  star-shaped 
knob,  or  wheel,  that 
enables  the  operator 
to  aocure  a  firm  hand 
grip  when  tightening 
the  screws  or  loosen- 

ing obstinate  ones. 
A  wooden  handle, 
held  to  one  of  the 

projections  of  the 
star  by  a  shouldered 
screw,  provides 
means  for  rapid  and 
easy  rotation  of  the 
screwdriver. 

The  base  plate  may 
be  secured  to  the 
work  bench  by  means 
of  wood  screws.  A 

light  coil  spring  bo- 
low  the  star  balancoa 
the  weight  of  the 
spindle  and  its  attached  parts,  holding  the  screwdriver 
above  the  work.  The  strength  of  this  spring  should  be 

so  calculated  that  the  weight  of  the  operator's  hand  is 
sufflcient  to  overcome  the  tension  and  bring  the  blade 
down  to  the  screw  slot 

BBNCH  OCRBWDIUVaR 
FOR  PRODUCTION 

inacriAJ^  hkavt  puaicaa Wrm  TRA V«UNO  TOOU1EAD.      J 
SBOWIKO  imtTB  ABOVB 

VIKW  OF  PLANBi; 
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Making  a  Large  Gear  Wheel 
Under  Difficulties 

By  K.  Saldis 

Reading  in  a  recent  issue  of  American  Machinist  of 
the  making  of  a  flj^vheel  under  difficulties,  I  am  re- 

minded of  a  job  that  once  fell  to  me  that  taxed  my 
ingenuity  to  a  considerable  extent  before  I  could  figure 
out  a  way  to  do  it. 

Quite  a  while  ago  we  received  an  order  for  a  job 
that  was  about  seven  sizes  too  big  for  our  equipment, 
but,  as  there  were  no  machines  larger  than  ours  within 
a  distance  of  several  hundred  miles,  it  was  up  to  us 
to  get  out  the  work.  The  order  was  for  a  gear  wheel, 
8  ft.  (more  or  less)  in  diameter,  6-in.  face  and  4-in. 
bore.  The  wheel  that  was  to  be  replaced  was  made  of 
wood  and  was  quite  apt  to  change  its  size  and  shape 
without  due  notice  in  accordance  with  the  weather  con- 

ditions, and  had  caused  such  an  endless  amount  of 
trouble  that  the  owners  had  decided  they  must  have 
something  that  could  reasonably  be  expected  to  remain 
true  and  of  one  size  for  quite  a  while. 

Using  the  Equipment  at  Hand 

Our  largest  machine  for  turning  was  a  vertical  bor- 
ing mill  of  48-in.  swing  and  therefore  all  of  our  work 

had  to  be  done  with  improvised  tools.  Fortunately,  the 
new  gear  was  to  have  wooden  teeth  set  into  pockets  or 
slots  in  the  rim,  which  was  to  be  about  1  in.  thick. 

The  first  thing  to  do  was  to  make  a  heavy  bushing 
of  steel,  which  we  bored  in  a  lathe  to  3M  in.  internal 

diameter,  or  -h  in.  less  than  the  finished  bore -of  the 
gear.  This  was  used  as  a  hub  core,  being  set  in  the 
mold  and  the  iron  poured  around  it.  Regular  cores  for 
the  rim  slots  were  also  set  in  the  mold  but  were  not 
allowed  to  project  clear  through  the  rim  section.  These 
cores  were  set  from  the  inside  of  the  rim  so  that  when 
the  casting  was  poured  the  periphery  presented  a 
smooth  unbroken  surface;  otherwise  we  could  not  have 
turned  it  in  the  way  we  did. 
When  the  casting  was  ready  to  work  upon  it  was 

leveled  up  on  a  floor  plate  and  a  yoke  built  up  over 
the  hub  with  blocks,  bolts  and  straps  so  that  a  large 
pointed  setscrew  tapped  into  the  horizontal  bar  that 
formed  the  upper  member  of  the  yoke  would  stand 
parallel  to  and  directly  in  line  with  the  axis  of  the 
casting. 

You  will  remember  that  the  actual  hub  of  the  casting 
was  formed  by  the  bushing  of  steel  that  had  been  cast 

'  in,  so  that  we  now  had  to  remove  only  the  remaining 
jPs  in.  of  metal  all  around  the  bore.  A  4-in.  reamer 
.was  set  in  place  under  the  setscrew  and  by  means  of 
long  wrenches,  much  muscular  exertion  and  a  great 
many  expressive  remarks,  we  were  able  to  turn  it 
through  the  bore,  feeding  by  means  of  the  setscrew 
and  leaving  a  smooth  true  hole  that  was  of  the  correct 
diameter  and  surprisingly  near  to  the  center  line  of 
the  casting. 

To  turn  off  the  periphery  of  the  v^heel  we  dug  a  pit 
out  of  doors  around  which  we  placed  a  framework  of 
12xl2-in.  timbers  and  to  the  side  members  of  this 
framework  we  bolted  improvised  wooden  bearings.  An 
arbor  was  driven  into  the  bore  of  the  wheel  in  which 
a  keyway  had  been  cut  by  the  hammer  and  chisel 
process,  and  the  job  was  jacked  up  in  position  while 
we  poured  the  babbitt.  The  arbor  extended  through 
one  bearing  far  enough  to  permit  a  pulley  or  band 

wheel,  almost  as  large  as  the  casting,  to  be  keyed  on. 
The  line  shaft  was  extended  through  the  wall  and 

a  small  pulley  placed  upon  it  in  alignment  with  the 
big  one  on  the  arbor.  A  suitable  belt  was  then  placed 
around  the  pulleys  and  we  were  ready  to  proceed  with 
the  turning. 

Holding  the  Tool 

There  was  considerable  discussion  at  this  point  as  to 
the  best  way  to  hold  and  manipulate  the  turning  tool. 
One  suggestion  was  to  place  a  small  lathe  across  the 
pit  facing  the  wheel  and  block  out  the  carriage  suffi- 

ciently to  get  the  tool  in  the  place  where  it  would  do 
some  good,  but  this  idea  involved  so  much  extra  rig- 

ging that  it  was  abandoned  in  favor  of  turning  with 
a  hand  tool.  This  was  the  way  the  turning  was  finally 
accomplished  and  was  one  of  the  very  few  occasions 

in  my  life  when  I  used  a  "hook"  tool.  I  do  not  care  to 
repeat  the  experience. 

However,  we  managed  to  produce  a  fairly  round  and 
true  rim.  The  thin  walls  left  by  the  cores  at  the 
bottom  of  the  tooth  pockets  were  then  knocked  out  by 
means  of  hammer  and  chisel  and  the  slots  finished 

through,  ready  for  the  reception  of  the  wooden  "cogs." 
We  secured  by  this  method  an  iron  gear  wheel 

(though  with  wooden  teeth)  that  ran  fairly  true,  con- 
sidering the  way  in  which  we  were  obliged  to  make  it, 

and  that  was  far  superior  to  the  all-wood  gear  that  it 
replaced.  I  would  not,  however,  advise  any  readers  of 
American  Machinist  to  make  gears  in  this  way  as  a 
regular  practice  if  modern  boring  mills  or  turning  lathes 
of  suitable  size  are  available. 

A  Small  Tap  Wrench 
By  Charles  Kaufmann 

To  the  toolmaker  who  has  many  small  holes  to  be 

tapped  in  the  course  of  his  day's  work,  the  wrench 
shown  in  the  sketch  will  prove  a  valuable  aid.  It  is 
made  of  a  piece  of  brass  rod  of  suitable  diameter,  tapered 
toward  one  end  by  filing  in  the  speed  lathe  and  drilled 
with  a  hole  to  fit  tightly  over  the  shank  of  the  tap.     The 

WRENCH  FOR  SMALL  TAPS 

hole  is  then  drilled  further  with  a  drill  of  a  diameter 
equal  to  the  width  across  the  flats  of  the  squared  end 
of  the  tap.  No  broaching  is  necessary.  Hold  the  tap 
in  the  vise  and  drive  the  piece  of  rod  over  it.  The 
harder  metal  of  which  the  tap  is  made  will  cut  its  way 
into  the  smaller  hole  and  hold  the  tap  against  any 
twisting  strain  that  the  tap  itself  will  stand.  The 
wrench  is  not  supposed  to  be  taken  off  while  the  tap 
lasts,  but  to  become  a  part  of  and  stay  with  it  when  it 
goes  in  the  crib  or  toolkit. 
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Editorial 
The  Brooklyn  Bridge 

ONE  of  the  four  cable*  of  the  Bn.>t>klyn  Bridge  slipped 
IrnsthwiM  11  in.  That  ia  to  »ay  that  the  toUl  effect 

•f  lUMvao  loadlac  of««r  a  period  of  forty  years  was  a  shift 
of  II  la.  ia  man  than  4.000  ft  To  boom  people  this 
aMaoa  that  the  bridse  is  faulty,  unsafe  and  should  be 
rehaOt.  To  others  it  means  increased  respect  and  ad- 

miration for  the  men  and  the  profession  who  can  build 
a  atraetart  which,  after  forty  years  of  continued  serv- 
let  aad  ovarload  is  still  so  flt  that  an  almost  negligible 
flhifl  startJas  the  world  out  of  its  dream  that  anything 
can  be  made  br  human  hands  which  will  last  forever. 
Sorrtjr  if  this  job  did  not  reach  perfection,  it  came 

it 

SUndardization  for  the  User  of 
Machine  Tools 

THBBE  are  two  distinct  phases  to  the  subject  of 
BtaadardiiatJon  of  machine  tools — the  advantages  to 

the  mannfacturer  in  decreased  costs  and  the  advantage 

to  the  user  in  tlie  ability  to  interchange  tools  and  ftx- 
tttrsa  from  one  make  of  machine  to  another.  The  first 

phsM  haa  raeeivad  cooaiderabie  attention  to  the  extent 
of  BHUaf  porta  iBtorchangeable  on  given  makes  of 

Tliore  haa  also  been  some  standardization  of  machine 
capadtiaa,  ootabijr  in  milling  machines,  and  planers  are 

also  falling  in  line.  But  the  customer's  point  of  view, 
the  ability  to  interchange  tools  and  fixtures,  has  been 

entirely  overlooked.  It  is  necessary  in  many 
to  make  separate  toola  and  fixtures  for  each 

machine,  in  others  the  use  of  adapters  of  one  kind  or 
la  the  imtal  aolotion.  The  first  means  much 

POBM,  tho  aecond  is  rarely  entirely  satis- 
factory, even  thoagh  it  eoata  laaa  than  making  new  tools 

aad  fixturaa. 

Tho  aMation  of  standardisation  frequently  arouses  re- 
•MrtaMBt  in  tho  rainda  of  macliino  builders  wtio  seem 
to  iaaigine  that  it  means  the  building  of  all  machines 
to  a  aiagle  pattern.  They  fear  that  it  will  prevent 
the  development  of  new  ideas,  that  it  will  not  be  possible 
to  OMke  tlieir  lathe  or  boring  machine  dilTerent  or  bet- 
tat  thaa  thair  competitors  and  aone  even  go  to  tlie 
•xtiMM  of  deriding  all  staadarda. 

An  answer  to  this  is  found  in  the  automotive  indus- 
try. The  8.  A.  E.  has  probably  ado|*ed  more  standards, 

which  are  in  use  by  ita  Bienibera.  than  any  other 
jrat  ««  know  that  few  of  the  best  known 

ore  aUlw  ia  details.  Using  sUndard  bolts 
■daid  eoaaeetiOBs  for  bralut  rods,  standard 

iia«  of  wiMdh  aad  riaia,  do  not  make  all  cars  alike. 
The  designer  simply  picks  sUndard  units  and  woriu 
then  into  bia  owa  ideas  of  a  completad  motor  or  chassis. 

la  ofdor  to  stili  further  alUy  the  fears  of  machine 
tmMmt  lot  tt  bo  ■nd»stood  that  rational  staodardiza- 
ttai  viB  ao»  aCMt  tho  diawaaions  of  their  bearings. 
of  Ikair  faod  ocrews.  of  their  ways  or  back  gears. 
It  oaly  alaw  to  standardiso  such  parts  as  affect  the 

uwfr  of  the  machine — namely  the  work-holding  mui  tool- 
holding  portions  of  the  machines. 

It  is  quite  poasible  that  the  day  may  come  when 
machine  builders  will  themBelves  determine  the  best 
siie  bearing  for  certain  duties.  They  would  then  select 
such  a  size  for  any  new  machine  as  a  matter  of  economy. 
The  present  movement  however  is  confined  entirely  to 

the  user'o  side  of  the  (|ue.stion,  and,  so  long  as  a 
machine  does  its  woric  and  stands  up,  the  user  should 
have  no  complaint  if  the  bearings  do  not  accord  with 
his  previous  notions  on  the  subject. 

The  Need  of  Data  for  the  Diemaker 
THE  manufacture  of  otamped  articleM  has  taken 

enormous  proportions.  Many  shops  contain  hun- 
dreds of  power  presses  and  use  thousands  of  dies,  many 

of  complicated  construction.  One  would  naturally  think 
that  an  industry  of  such  importance  rests  on  well- 
Imown  facts  and  data,  and  yet  the  reverse  is  true. 

Almost  every  time  a  new  piece  must  be  tooled,  the 
diemaker  is  confronted  with  a  completely  new  riddle, 

and  his  only  way  of  solving  the  problem  is  experi- 
mentation. A  skillful  diemaker,  a  man  with  much 

experience,  may  sometimes  get  along  without  much 
experimenting  but  he  never  feels  quite  sure  of  the 
results  until  the  piece  is  actually  produced. 
He  will  start  with  the  finished  piece,  making  one 

by  tiand,  the  best  way  he  can.  Working  his  way  back, 
he  develops  the  various  shapes  it  must  pass  through 
and  the  opei^Uions  and  dies  required  to  bring  it  from 
one  step  to  another.  Each  of  these  steps  is  again  a 
subject  for  experimentation  and  quite  often  each  one 
requires  a  new  hand-made  model.  He  may  find  that 
the  metal  will  not  stand  the  deformation  caused  by 
changing  one  shape  into  another  and  he  may  have  to 
add  operations  or,  may)>e,  start  all  over  again.  Even 
when  he  has  solved  the  problem  of  how  to  make  the 
piece,  he  remains  uncertain  whether  another  way  would 
not  have  been  better  or  simpler.  Neither  does  he  know 
what  size  press  is  required  for  each  of  the  operations. 
He  may  know  the  amount  of  room  but  not  the  amount 
of  pressure  needed  for  forming,  drawing  or  swaging. 

He  is,  in  short,  absolutely  without  data.  There  Is 
no  established  authority  to  tell  him  what  to  do,  and 
to  assure  him  that  he  will  get  the  desired  results 
when  he  does  it.  .Maybe  there  are  data  here  and  there, 
collected  by  some  progressive  concern,  but  they  are 
private  property  and  will  probably  be  safeguarded  as 

such. 
It  would  seem  that  a  thorough  study  of  this  subject 

would  be  in  order  and  that  colleges,  universities  and 
other  scientific  institutions  could  make  themselves  an 
additional  power  for  good  by  an  investigation  of  this 
subject.  At  the  same  time,  such  an  investigation  by 
disinterested  parties  would  not  relieve  the  manufac- 

turers of  dies  and  die-produced  articles  from  tha 
rasponsibility  of  investing  some  of  their  profits  in 
research  work.  They  would  get  their  investment  back , 
many  times  over. 
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J     Shop  Equipment  News 
"Elecdrive"  Screw  and  Nut  Setting  Tools 
The  electric  tools  illustrated  herewith  are  the  product 

of  the  Elecdrive  Manufacturing  Co.,  Inc.,  Syracuse, 
N.  Y.,  and  are  for  use  in  driving  and  setting  screws, 
studs  and  nuts.  Two  types  of  the  tools  are  made,  port- 

able and  stationary. 
The  portable  tool,  Fig.  1,  resembles  an  electric  drill  in 

general  outline  and  can  be  operated  from  an  electric 
light  socket  on  either  direct  or  alternating  current  of 
110  volts,  providing  the  alternating  current  has  a  fre- 

quency of  not  more  than  60  cycles. 
The  stationary  tool.  Fig.  2,  should  be  operated  from 

a  power  line,  though  if  the  light  wiring  has  a  large 
enough  safety  factor  the  tool  may  be  operated  from  a 
light  socket.  The  motor  of  the  stationary  tool  is  uni- 

versal under  the  same  current  conditions  that  govern 
the  motor  in  the  portable  tool.  The  motors  in  both  tools 
are  of  the  high-speed  type  and  operate  the  spindles 
through  gearing  having  a  10  to  1  reduction. 

The  driving  mechanism  consists  of  a  multiple-disk 
clutch,  adjustable  for  any  torque  within  the  capacity  of 
the  motor,  and  driving  a  positive  clutch  through  a 

splined  shaft.  The  positive  clutch  automatically  "kicks 
out"  when  the  disk  clutch  is  fully  released,  at  which 
time  the  driving  spindle  is  entirely  fi-ee.  This  feature 
permits  the  removal  and  replacement  of  tools  while  the 
motor  is  running  at  full  speed.  It  is  claimed  that  the 
slip  clutch  insures  all  screws  and  nuts  being  driven  to 
the  same  tension  and  that  it  prevents  shocks  to  the 
motor.  The  clutch  is  so  constructed  that  it  cannot  be 
overtightened  and  thus  the  tool  cannot  be  overloaded. 

A  special  feature  is  the  provision  for  slow  setting  up 
of  screws  and  nuts.  During  the  period  the  screw  or 
nut  is  being  driven  the  spindle  runs  at  1,000  r.p.m.,  but 

during  the  actual  setting  it  is  slowed  down  to  about  350 
r.p.m.  The  tools  are  furnished  with  recessed  and 
tapered  wrenches  so  that  nuts  can  be  picked  up  while 
the  spindle  is  running  at  full  speed.    Nuts  and  screws 

FIG. "ELECDRIVE"    STATIONARY    SCREW   AND   NTT 
SETTING  TOOL 

are  held  in  the  wrenches  with  their  axes  in  line  with 
the  spindle  so  that  threads  can  be  engaged  without 
danger  of  crossing. 

The  stationary  machine  can  be  equipped  with  a  hop- 
per for  handling  screws  and  double-chamfered  nuts. 

Both  tools  will  take  Jacobs  chucks  and  can  be  used  as 
electric  drills. 

The  portable  tools  are  made  in  two  sizes,  weighing 
11  and  13  lb.,  and  will  drive  and  set  nuts  from  J  to  A  in. 
and  from  i  to  J  in.  respectively.  The  stationary  tool 
handles  nuts  from  J  to  1  inch. 

FIG.  1- "ELECDRIVE"  PORTABLE  SCREW  AND  NUT 
SETTING  TOOL 

U.  S.  Electrical  Tool  Co.  Combination 
External  and  Internal  Grinding 

Attachment 

The  grinding  attachment  illustrated  herewith  has 
lately  been  brought  out  by  the  United  States  Electrical 
Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  and  can  be  used  on  lathes  as 
small  as  10-in.  swing. 

The  angle  plate,  on  which  tbe  attachment  is  mounted, 
is  secured  to  the  toolblock  of  the  lathe,  the  motor  and 
.spindle  being  on  opposite  sides  of  the  vertical  member. 

The  motor  is  of  the  universal  type  and  can  be 
operated  with  either  direct  or  alternating  current, 
where  the  latter  has  a  frequency  of  60  cycles  or  less. 
The  motor  is  pivoted  to  the  angle  plate,  permitting 
movement  for  tightening  the  belt.     The  spindle  has  a 
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vtrtkal  •4iust]n«nt  of  4  in.  and  can  abo  be  set  at  an 
tatfim.  Tb«  aaiM  apindle  ia  uaed  for  both  external  and 
tBtanal  ffrindinv.  the  rehitlve  apeeda  being  changed  by 
tnMpoaing  the  pulkjra.  Different  lengths  of  wheel 
•rbon  can  be  tiiaarted  In  the  apindle.  Both  the  motor 
aad  aptodle  ara  fitted  with  ball  bearinga. 
TIm  regular  eqnipraent  includes:  Three  pulleys. 

gfriBg  spindle  speada  of  80.000.  16.600.  9.600  and  6,600 
r.pjB.:  two  grinding  wheels,  one  6xlxi  in.  for  external 
woflu  and  cm  Ixix)  in.  for  internal  work;  one  wheel 
arbor  S  in.  long,  and  two  woven  belts. 

IJnk-Belt  Crawler  Crane 
The  Link-Belt  Co..  910  S.  Michigan  Ave..  Chicago, 

nL  Ina  added  to  ita  line  the  crawler  crane  illustrated. 

The  araaa  is  operated  by  a  heav>'-duty,  4-cylinder 
traction  engine  running  at  800  r.p.m.  and  equipped  with 
an  automatic  governor,  gear-driven  fan,  centrifugal 
paai^  higk  tenaioa  magneto  with  impulse  starter,  and 
fona  faad  lobrieation  to  all  bearings. 

Tba  boom  ia  86  ft.  long  and  is  of  angle  and  lattice 
bar  cooatnietioa.  The  hoisting  cable  is  i  in.  in  diam- 
alar.  The  boon-boiating  mechanism  is  automatically 
••If  loeklng.  The  rear  axle  eonatntction  is  similar  to 
tiMt  aaad  in  aotonobU*  praetie*.  and  ia  equipped  with 
cat  bavel  gears  running  in  a  bath  of  oil 

Ther«  ara  only  sixteen  gears  in  the  whole  machine 

and.  with  the  exception  of  the  slow  moving  rotating 

gear  and  pinion,  all  are  cut  from  solid  blanks  of  steel or  bronia. 

The  dutches  for  swinging,  traveling  and  hoisting  the 
boom  are  of  the  expanding  type  and  require  very  little 
effort  to  operate.  The  clutchea  for  the  hoisting  and 
holding  drums  are  of  the  same  construction  and  the 
brake  drums  are  so  constructed  as  to  enable  the 

operator  to  set  the  brakes  either  before  or  while  hoist- 
ing the  load  so  that  the  moment  the  hoist  clutch  is  dis- 

pngaged,  the  load  will  be  instantly  and  automatically 
hold  in  position. 

All  bearin(r8  are  fitted  with  eaaily  renewable  bronze 
bushings  and  the  principal  bearinKH  are  all  of  the  same 
site.  All  bearings  are  lubricated  with  grease  under  high 

pressure. 
The  complete  crane  is  only  11  ft.  8  in.  high  and  can 

be  loaded,  completely  assembled,  on  a  ntandard  flat  car. 
It  can  be  loaded  or  unloaded  by  ita  own  power  by  pro- 

viding an  incline  from  the  ground  to  the  car. 
A  40-hp.  electric  motor  for  any  standard  current  can 

be  supplied  to  operate  the  rrane  in  place  of  the  gasoline 
engine,  if  desired. 

Ames  "Junior"  Universal  Attachment 
The  B.  C.  Ames  Co.,  Waltham,  Mass.,  has  recently 

brought  out  the  attachment  shown  in  the  accompanying 
illustration  for  use  with  its  junior  dial  gage. 

The  attachment  can  be  applied  to  any  object  within 
the  range  of  the  clamp  and  can  ])C  bo  set  at  to  bring 

Ui<k-i>k^i  cfcAWLJkM  CMAMM 

A.MKK  ••JUNIOR"  UNIVBRaAI^  ATTACHMENT 

the  dial  gage  to  almost  any  position  or  angle. 
Among  the  many  uses  to  which  the  attachment  can  be 

put,  in  conjunction  with  a  dial  gage,  the  maker 
enumerates  the  following:  Testing  straightness  of 
crankshafU,  camshafts  and  valve  stems;  checkinK  lifts 
of  valves  and  valve  cams;  gaging  thickness  of  piHton 
rings,  nhims,  bearing  liners,  diameters  of  pistons  and 
indicating  the  truth  of  flywheels  and  shafts. 

The  attachment  can  be  purchased  without  the  dial 

gage  If  desired. 
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Electric  Arc  Transformer  Rivet  Cutter 
On  page  545,  Vol.  49,  of  American  Machinist  there 

appeared  a  description  of  an  arc-welding  transformer 
operated  by  alternating  current.  An  apparatus  of  sim- 

ilar type  having  characteristics  that  adopt  it  to  cutting, 
has  recently  been  brought  out  by  the  same  manufac- 

turer, the  Electric  Arc  Cutting  and  Welding  Co.,  152 
Jelliff  Ave.,  Newark,  N.  J.  The  machine  is  adapted 
primarily  to  rivet  catting,  although  it  can  be  used  also 
for  cutting  cast  iron,  brass  or  bronze,  besides  steel. 

The  machine  is  made  in  three  sizes.  The  Type  CW, 
300-amp.  machine  is  intended  for  both  welding  and 
cutting,  the  600-amp.  machine  for  rivet  cutting  and  car- 

bon arc  welding,  and  the  1,000-amp.  for  cutting  alone. 

ELECTRIC-ARC   RIVET   CUTTING   TRANSFORMER 

The  primary  magnet  wire  has  micanite  between  the 
layers,  while  double  micanite  and  asbestos  spacers 
are  placed  between  the  primary  and  the  secondary 
winding.  There  are  large  air  ducts  between  the  iron  and 
the  copper  and  between  the  layers  of  the  copper.  A 
bucket  type  of  ball  bearing  blower  is  arranged  to  drive 
air  through  these  spaces  continuously  whenever  power  is 
being  used  in  the  transformer. 

In  order  to  reduce  the  power  required  to  magnetize 

the  core,  an  automatic  cut-off  arrangement  is  provided. 
A  magnetically  operated  switch  is  provided 
in  the  primary,  so  that  the  circuit  remains 
open  at  all  times  when  the  electrode  is  not 
in  contact  with  the  work,  or  when  the  arc  is 
not  being  drawn.  A  small  pilot  transformer 
of  100  watts  capacity  is  employed,  making 
the  operation  automatic  and  positive. 

The  electrical  characteristics  of  the  ma- 
chine are  different  than  for  the  welding 

machine  in  that  the  voltage  across  the  arc  is 

higher,  and  the  drooping  characteristics  de- 
sirable in  arc  welding  are  not  so  pronounced. 

In  operation,  the  kva.  in  the  primary  can  be 
held  constant  and  the  voltage  can  be  kept  up 
to  the  value  desired  as  the  current  is  in- 

creased. The  use  of  the  transformer  enables 
working  with  larger  amperages  than  is 
possible  with  direct-current  machinery. 

Atlas  5-Ton  Elevating  Platform  Truck 
The  electric  elevating  platform  truck  shown  in  the 

accompanying  illustration  has  recently  been  placed  on 
the  market  by  the  Atlas  Car  and  Manufacturing  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio.  Its  especial  use  is  handling  large  core 
racks  into  and  out  of  core  ovens.  The  truck  has  a 
rated  capacity  of  5  tons,  and  the  platform  can  be  ele- 

vated 4  in.  in  10  seconds. 
The  truck  may  be  operated  by  either  Edison  or  lead 

batteries,  the  latter  being  standard  equipment.  The 
battery  compartment  is  provided  with  removable  end 
plates  and  with  rails  for  guiding  and  holding  the  stor- 

age battery  trays. 
The  elevating  mechanism  consists  chiefly  of  a  motor 

flexibly  coupled  to  a  double  worm  reduction.  Four 
crankshafts  placed  crosswise  of  the  truck,  two  at  each 
end,  are  connected  by  means  of  bevel  gears  to  the 
worms.  Hardened  steel  rollers  on  the  crankpins  bear 
against  hardened  steel  wearing  plates  on  the  under 
side  of  the  platform.  The  crankshafts  are  caused  to 
revolve  simultaneously  one-half  revolution  when  it  is 
desired  to  raise  the  platform.  A  limit  switch  is  oper- 

ated automatically  at  each  end  of  the  travel  of  the 
platform,  so  that  the  motor  is  stopped  and  the  platform 
is  held  in  position. 

Reduction  in  the  driving  mechanism  is  obtained  by 
means  of  an  inclosed  worm  and  wheel,  the  motor  being 
flexibly  coupled  to  the  worm.  A  contracting-type  shoe 
brake  is  interlocked  with  the  pedal  and  controller 
safety  switch,  so  that  the  brake  is  applied  whenever 
pressure  is  completely  relieved  from  the  pedal.  Three 
speeds  are  provided  in  each  direction.  A  signal  horn 
is  operated  by  a  push  button  on  the  controller  handle. 

The  steel  driving  wheels  are  provided  with  rubber 
tires  27 1  in.  in  diameter  and  4i  in.  wide.  Their  maxi- 

mum speed  of  rotation  gives  the  truck  a  speed  of  700 
ft.  per  minute,  or  8  miles  per  hour  when  unloaded. 
The  trailing  or  load-carrying  wheels  are  of  steel  lOJ 
in.  in  diameter  and  43  in.  face,  the  tread  being  11 J 

in.  They  are  mounted  on  double-row  ball  bearings,  and 
a  ball  thrust  bearing  is  provided  to  give  ease  of  steer- 

ing.   Steering  is  applied  to  all  four  wheels. 
The  load  platform  is  7  ft.  2i  in.  long  and  30  in. 

wide,  and  Hi  in.  from  the  floor  in  the  lowest  position. 
The  machine  has  an  overall  length  of  11  ft.  8  in.  and 
a  width  of  4  ft.  The  inside  turning  radius  is  5  ft. 
9  in.  and  the  outside  12  ft.  The  machine  can  be  oper- 

ated through  intersecting  aisles  8  ft.  wide,  while  carry- 
ing a  core  rack  5  ft.  1  in.  wide  and  7  ft.  long. 

ATLAS  5-TON  ELEVATING  PLATFORM  TRUCK 
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McAtoia.  N«w  York.  OctoUr  1820.  to 
•n«M  tiM  Uirw  Jay  NmUomJ  Coaven- 
Ham  tt  tk*  8MMy  of  Indwtrtol  Emri- 
Mara,  it  to  ■■■!■![  Ill  bjr  Um  Aaxrican 
f^fiiiilM  ObucU.  Pnt  JoMPh  W. 
Mml  pnalMt  of  Um  aocioty.  mm  head 
«f  uio  dvportmvnt  of  indiutrUI  raci- 

al N«w  York  Univorsitjr.  will 

«f  Indostry**  will  bo  the 
id  bjr  spoakm  of  national 
BoctioMl     BMatiac*    for 

Prodoetion  Man- 
_»ri,  Induatrial  Ro- 

DirvHor*,     Accoantanta,     ami 
arc  included  in  the  prorraro. 

TW  totereational  committo*  for  the 
■UalastfMi    of    Unnceoaaary    Fatigue 
«■  Mi  Ml  opon  mwtinc. 
A  mdal  feature  will  oe  an  exhibi- 

tkni  of  factory  and  oOc*  oquipmrnt  and 
inad  to  *ave  labor  and 

_  TW  exhibition  will  be 
  !■  tlw  aaaBodioiu   Winter  Gar- 
4mk  lUahriag  UM  ball  room  in  which 
tka  Mtai^ia  MaatlBn  will  be  held. 

All  Um  meetlncB  will  be  open  to  tba 
pidtUe.  Oa  the  rreninc  before  the  coa- 
wUiW.  than  will  be  a  joint  mMUnc 
«f  tUa  aaeiatT  with  the  Taylor  So- 
cMr  aad  tl^  Ancriean  Society  of  Me- 
AHftaal  Enrinoera. 

Tka  aAcial  program  will  be  ready  for 

'  ftatiaa  early  in  Septeaibar.  Copiea U  ablaineJ  from  Uie  S.  I.  B.  of- 
07  8.  U  Salle  St.,  Cbicaga 

National  Fire  Prevention 
Exposition 

of  flre-raaiaUve  ma- 
af  Are-ftrhtinr  and  retard- 

for  the  (I  rut  time,  will 
..  tvaity  of  Ukins  part  in 

a  Flrt  Prevaatiaa  Expoaition  to  be  held 
October  S  to  7.  int,  at  tba  twmty- 
aacoad  tartiaat  arnMry,  New  York 
CHt.  wbara  wU]  be  abown.  by  exhibit 
aad  iliBiDMtratioa.  what  a  riul  part 
ia  IIm  ickt  acainat  the  creat  annual 
Al»  kaa  ia  ̂ yed  by  flra-aafe  mat«- 
tlala  and  apaaratiia 
Tba  txpoiMam  ariciaatad  with  tba 

Are  prevMrtlaa  connhtaa  of  tba 
NatlaoaJ  Awedattaa  of  laaanuiea 
Acasta  aa  yart  of  Ha  prorram  of  Bra 
f««*«»tiaa  arthrftlaa.  ft  has  beca  an- 
fcraad  by  tbe  National  Fire  Protec- 
tiea  Aaaorlattoa.  tbe  National  Aaao- 
ciattaa  of  Ckaiit  M«a,  bgr  Frank  G. 
Biyilda.  pfanMaM,  of  tlw  International 
AwMhitiea  af  rira  Bagtooen,  tba 
Madaaal  Bmii  af  FlraOadcrwritera 

hal  la  te  tba  armory  baild- 
fac  aad  it  la  alaaaed  to  aiake  each 
day  «t  the  aneaitlaa  a  apodal  day,  witb 

a  aad  aatlaa  pictaraa  In  tbe 
ban.  Ona  day  will  probably  be 

to   lantciaal   a«tboriti««   and 

on  municipal  fire  prevenUon  and  pro- tn-tiun. 

Already  requeata  for  apace  are  reach- 
ing tbe  expoaition  rummittee  and  it  la 

axpeetad  that  every  foot  of  available 
•pace  will  be  taken  within  a  few  weeks. 
A.  E.  MacKinnon,  405  L<>xinK'ton  Ave., 
New  York  City,  is  chairman  of  the  expo- 

aition committee. 

Machinery  Exports  Show 
Big:  Increase 

Exporta  of  metal-working  machinery 
took  a  decided  upturn  in  June.  The 
total  value  of  these  exports  was  $1,446,- 
866,  or  over  a  half  million  dollars 
greater  than  those  of  May,  the  total 
•xporta  for  that  month  amounting  to 
$8M,078.  The  toUl  almost  equalled 
that  of  the  exports  in  June.  1921,  in 
which  month  machinery  to  the  total 
value  of  $1,488,213  was  shipped  abroad. 
The  detaileid  figures,  which  are  those  of 
the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Commerce,  follow: 
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Record  Auto  Output  for 
July  Indicated 

Shipping  reporta  to  the  National 
Aotomobiie  Chamber  of  Commerce,  90 
par  cant  complete,  indicate  that  July 
•hipmenta  from  all  factories  will  reach 
a  toUl  of  28,412  carloads,  28,022  drive- 
aways  and  6,86S  boata. 

On  thia  baais  it  is  estimated  that  246,- 
800  paaaanger  cars  and  trucks  were 
prodoced  by  all  makers  in  July,  ex- 

ceeding July,  1921,  by  39  per  cent  and 
the  beat  prevtoos  July  (in  1920)  by  20 
rrr  cant;  tba  decrease  under  Junr,  of 
1  per  cent,  la  aaaaonal  and  expected. 

This  is  a  record  for  production  in  July 
and  is  the  third  larg<-«)  ninirl*  month  a 

production  in  the  hin'  '<<•  indus- 
try, brine  exceeded  on  .  ••  two  pre- ceding months. 

Legion  of  Honor  for 
Dr.  KenncUy 

For  diaUngniahed  services  aa  ex- 
change profaaaor  in  engineering  to  the 

French  Republic,  the  Cross  of  the 
Legion  of  Honor  has  been  awarded  to 
Dr.  A.  E.  Kcnnelly,  professor  of  elec- 

trical engineering  at  Harvard  Univer- 
sity and  the  Massachusetts  Institute  of Technology. 

Dr,  Kennelly  was  the  first  exchange 
profeaaor  sent  to  France  from  America 
under  the  scheme  of  regular  annual  ex- 
change  of  professors  in  engineering  and 
applied  science,  inaugurated  last  fall 
between  the  French  University  Admin- 

istration and  seven  American  insti- 
tutions. 

The  French  representative  in  America, 
Professor  J.  Cavalier,  director  of  the 
University  of  Toulouse,  and  an  author- 

ity on  metallurgical  chemistry,  has 
recently  returned  to  France  after  a 
year  spent  at  the  seven  co-operating 
Institutions,  Columbia,  Cornell,  Harvard, 
Johns  Hopkins,  Massachusetts  Institute 
of  Technology,  Pennsylvania  and  Yule. 

Professor  Kennelly  is  the  third 
American  engineer  thus  to  be  honored 
recently,  the  others  being  Colonel 
Arthur  S.  Dwight,  president  of  the 
American  Institute  of  Mining  and 
Metallurgical  Engineers,  and  Charles 
F.  Rand,  chairman  of  the  Engineering 
Foundation.  He  will  be  succeeded  this 
ear  as  American  exchange  profeaaor 
y  Dean  John  Fraxer  of  the  University 

of  Pennsylvania,  now  in  Franco.  Pro- 

fessor Cavalier's  post  in  the  seven American  universities  will  be  filled  by 
Dr.  M.  E.  deMargerie,  director  of  the 
Geological  Service  of  France. 

^i 

Employment  Service  for 
Engineers 

An  employment  service  for  engineers 
of  every  variety  of  training  and  experi- 

ence is  conducted  by  the  four  national 
engineering  societies  of  the  United 
States.  This  service  brings  in  touch 
with  the  various  business  men  the  serv- 

ices of  60,000  trained  technical  men 
who  are  members  of  these  societies  iind 
one  of  the  objecta  of  it  is  to  show  U> 
the  various  commercial  houses  the  nid 
which  Gngineera  are  rendering  to  othcrH 
in  the  same  lines  and  to  help  tli>  ki' 
firms  and  corporation!  secure  ilmilnr 
assistance. 
Men  of  engineering  training  are 

prominent  in  all  branches  of  commer- 
cial endeavor  and  their  creative  ability 

is  recognized  as  being  of  great  help  in 

the  building  up  of  the  nation's  wealth This  service  is  in  a  position  t^>  supply 
chemical  engineers,  civil  engineers, 
mechanical  engineers,  electrical  cni;!- 
neers,  sales  engineers,  production  mnn- 
agcrs,  superintendents  nnd  other  trained 
executives,  and  is  under  the  direction 
of  W.  V.  nrowii.  The  ofBcc  in  locjitcfl 
In    •  neering    Huilrlinir, 

29   '  ■•  w  York  f'il.y,  and 
ia  fre«  to  employer  and  employee. 
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Business  Conditions  in  Germany 
By  our  BERLIN  CORRESPONDENT 

yt  FTER  the  negative  result  of  the 
l\  Genoa  conference  and  the  bank- 

J.  JL  ers  conference,  the  critical  condi- 
tions visible  for  some  considerable  time, 

are  perceptibly  becoming  more  and 
more  accentuated.  In  the  public's 
opinion  the  country's  business  has  en- 

tered into  an  era  of  crisis,  opposing 
interests  working  to  gain  control.  The 
fear  of  the  impending  impact  is  cast- 

ing a  gloomy  spell  over  the  country. 
For  the  last  seven  or  eight  months  the 
population  had  been  hoping  for  finan- 

cial improvement,  and  the  business 
world  has  shaped  its  course  accordingly. 

Especially  with  regard  to  the  bankers' 
conference,  a  favorable  outcome  result- 

ing in  a  large  loan  was  commonly  ex- 
pected, even  to  the  extent  of  full  con- 

viction in  quarters  where  carefully 
formed  opinions  and  even  scepticism 
prevails  as  a  rule.  Such  general  expec- 

tations, which,  if  realized  would  have 
marked  results  upon  every  phase  of 
business  life,  could  not  fail  to  hold  in 
suspense  numerous  arrangements  of 
even  the  most  pressing  nature.  When 
they  ultimately  broke  down,  a  state  of 
affairs  ensued  resembling  the  bursting 
of  a  dam,  the  combined  effect  of  the 
long  restrained  business  actions  gravi- 

tating towards  an  outlet  and,  indeed, 
lending  to  the  situation  all  the  signs 
of  a  severe  crisis. 

Stringency  of  Capital  Acute 

The  most  threatening  conditions  by 
which  industry  is  now  faced  are  thg 
stringency  of  capital,  the  shortage  of 
material,  and  the  g^rowing  unrest  among 
the  laboring  class. 

The  stringency  of  capital,  the  causes 
of  which  have  already  been  explained 
in  these  columns  has,  during  the  last 
two  months,  taken  alarming  dimen- 

sions. Banks  were  compelled  to  reduce 
their  rate  of  credit  on  securities  and 
these  have  declined  steadily  in  value. 
The  same  can  be  said  of  all  other  forms 
of  collateral.  Credits  are,  indeed, 
strained  to  the  utmost.  Under  such 
conditions,  it  is  not  surprising  that 
numerous  manufacturers  have  delayed 
covering  themselves  with  raw  material, 
especially  the  imported  kinds,  hoping 
that  a  large  loan  to  the  country  would 
relieve  the  financial  strain.  Upon  the 
sudden  realization  of  the  vainness  of 
such  hopes,  a  general  rush  took  place, 
and  this  is  largely  responsible  for  the 
recent  financial  landslide.  Storm  and 
stress  having  created  a  disposition  in 
the  population,  including  the  leading 
business  men,  to  go  from  one  extreme 
to  the  other,  it  is  believed  that  experi- 

ment to  support  the  mark  has  broken 
down,  and  that  there  is  nothing  more 
to   prevent  its  complete   collapse. 

The  immediate  effect  upon  industry 
of  this  state  of  affairs  is  that  large 
quantities  of  raw  material  needed  for 
orders  in  hand  and  partly  paid  for 
have  to  be  bought  now  at  prices  entirely 
out  of  keeping  with  original  estimates. 
Lven  if  the  money  for  these  purchases 
can  be  found  in  all  cases,  which  is 
extremely  doubtful,  great  difficulty  will 
be  encountered  later  on  in  the  matter 
of  prices.  It  is  true  that  most  domestic 
orders  and  part  of  the  orders  for  ex- 

port are  placed  upon  a  sliding  scale, 
but  the  agreed-upon  stipulations  of  the 

scale  do  not  take  care  of  such  con- 
tingencies as  the  neglect  of  the  manu- 

facturer to  provide  himself  with  the 
raw  material  needed  at  the  time  of 
receiving  the  order.  If  the  latter  does 
not  succeed  in  unloading  the  increase 
of  price  upon  the  purchaser,  he  will 
be  faced  either  with  the  loss  of  money 
or  of  orders.  The  latter  could,  no 
doubt,  be  sustained  more  easily,  and 
the  tendency  is  to  retreat  in  this  direc- tion. 

It  is  commonly  estimated  in  business 
circles  that  the  stringency  of  capital 
will  last  until  the  vast  sums  now  being 
tied  up  in  enormous  quantities  of  goods 
in  the  course  of  manufacture  have 
reached  the  consumers,  provided  that 
the  latter  are  not  then  inclined  to  place 
further  orders  of  equal  size.  Hardly 
any  fear  is  felt  on  the  latter  account, 
and  for  this  reason  a  release  of  tied-up 
capital  is  generally  expected  next  fall. 
As  an  alternative  is  hoped  that  foreign 
capital  will  flow  into  the  country  in 
the  shape  of  investments  in  industry, 
attracted  by  the  extremely  low  quota- 

tions on  all  industrial  stocks.  Industry 
urgently  needs  fresh  capital  to  an  ex- 

tent which,  in  the  light  of  statistics, 
appears  to  be  no  less  than  20  to  50 
billion  marks.  In  the  first  five  months 
of  this  year  the  joint  stock  companies, 
which  represent  nearly  80  per  cent  of 
industry  as  a  whole,  only  received  15 
billion  marks,  compared  with  nearly 
9  billion  marks  for  the  same  period 
of  last  year.  In  the  capital  demands 
of  industry,  the  machine  building  indus- 

try occupies,  by  far,  the  front  rank. 
It  has  required  2  J  billion  marks  of 
fresh  capital  during  the  first  three 
months  of  the  year.  When  taking  into 
account  that  the  purchasing  power  of 
money  since  last  year  has  deqreased 
from  25  to  30  per  cent,  and  that,  on 
the  other  hand,  the  industrial  activity 
has  nearly  doubled,  the  cramped  condi- 

tion of  industry  can  be  realized.  Under 
present  conditions  there  appears  to  be 
no  way  out  of  the  difficulty.  Even  the 
usually  strong  support  lent  to  manu- 

facturers by  the  banks  has  weakened 
considerably. 

Shortage  of  Raw  Materials 

Almost  in  the  same  proportion  as  the 
stringency  of  capital,  the  shortage  of 
raw  material  has  increased  along  the 
entire  list,  starting  with  fuel.  The 
shortage  of  coal  which,  in  public  dis- 

cussions of  the  situation  forms  the  chief 
topic,  is  said  to  be  caused  by  the  drop 
in  the  production  of  Ruhr  coal  and  by 
the  division  of  Upper  Silesia.  The 
dimensions  which  the  imports  of  for- 

eign coal  have  taken  lately,  running 
up  quickly  in  the  case  of  British  coal 
to  the  pre-war  average,  have  further 
accentuated  the  growing  difficulty. 
Nevertheless,  the  shortage  of  coal  is 
somewhat  exaggerated  in  connection 
with  the  new  adjustment  of  the  coal 
tribute  now  under  consideration. 

More  pronounced  is  the  shortage  of 
iron,  steel  and  other  metals.  It  is  being 
stated  that  numerous  machine  tool 
building  works,  crowded  with  orders, 
have  had  to  reduce  working  time  on 
this  account.  The  shortage  of  iron  and 
steel  is  attributed  to  the  mills  being 
handicapped  for  lack  of  fuel,  but  this 

can  only  apply  to  the  present  hand-to- 
mouth  conditions,  and  could  have  been 
obviated  by  better  foresight  on  the  part 
of  the  producers.  Lack  of  raw  mate- 

rial is,  in  the  first  instance,  caused 
by  the  enormous  industrial  activity 
which  has  not  been  foreseen  and  taken 
care  of  in  proper  time.  In  fact,  the 
present  time  can  be  taken  as  a  test 
of  the  capacity  of  German  industry. 
It  can  be  clearly  seen  that  the  utmost 
limit  of  this  capacity  has  been  reached 
or  even  passed.  The  rate  of  production 
is  estimated  at  only  60  per  cent  of  pre- 

war production,  and  this  can  be  taken 
as  the  present  standard  of  capacity. 
This  standard  coincides  with  the  effi- 

ciency of  the  workman.  According  to 
a  statement  made  recently  at  the  an- 

nual meeting  of  the  German  machine 
tool  building  works,  this  efficiency  last 
year  was  60  per  cent,  and  has  even 
dropped  during  the  second  part  of  the 
year.  As  further  accentuating  the 
strained  situation  of  the  industry  there 
has  been  added  lately  a  shortage  of 
labor.  Complaints  on  this  score  are 
coming  chiefly  from  the  mining  dis- 

tricts and  also  from  the  metal  trades. 

Labor  Situation  Threatening 

The  strong  revival  in  the  building  in- 
dustry, drawing  workmen  to  it  by  high 

wages,  is  the  chief  cause.  It  appears, 
indeed,  that  if  all  lines  of  work  are 
to  be  kept  going  at  the  present  rate 
of  production,  the  amount  of  labor 
available  in  the  country  will  be  insuffi- 

cient. The  relief  coming  from  the 
emigration  of  workmen  of  German 
nationality  from  the  Polish  part  of 
Upper  Silesia  which  has  taken  place 
lately  is  too  slight  to  cause  a  marked 
difference.  The  chief  difiiculty  of  the 
labor  supply  is  the  housing  problem. 

The  third,  but  by  no  means  the  least 
important  of  the  threatening  conditions 
prevailing,  is  the  labor  situation.  The 
latter  is  chiefly  ruled  by  the  control 
which,  so  far,  has  been  exercised  upon 
living  cost.  Recent  developments  have 
shown  that  the  theory  held  out  some 
time  ago  that  this  control  has  broken 
down  is  not  far  from  the  truth.  At 
no  time  since  the  armistice  has  the 
upward  movement  of  prices  been  any- 

where as  rapid  as  during  late  months. 
According  to  the  index  of  living  costs, 

the  latter  increased  20  per  cent  in 
April  as  compared  with  March,  and  9 
per  cent  in  May  over  April.  From 
May  to  June  a  further  large  increase 
has  taken  place.  The  living  costs  for 
May  were  35  times  higher  than  the 
pre-war  level,  and  the  cost  of  food  is 
47  times  higher.  The  increase  in  wages 
of  machinists  during  the  same  period 
can  be  seen  from  the  following  figures, 
giving  the  wages  per  week: 

July.  1914  May,  1922 Trained  Machinists 
Bachelors           42.44-M  825-M 
Married  men      (Not  Given)  1,011-M 

Half  Trained  Workmen 
Bachelors           39.96-M  791-M 
Married  men      (Not  Given)        977-M 

Untrained  Workmen 
Bachelors           30.62-M  772-M 
Married  men   (Not  Given)        938-M 

These    figures    apply    to    conditions 
in  Berlin.     In  a  few  other  towns  they 
are  higher,  but  in  the  majority  of  lo- 

(Continucd   on  page   2806) 
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The  Business  Barometer 
TUs  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Ag:riculture  and 

Induiitrv  Based  on  Current  Developments 
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  tmi  aflkvra.     They   are    all    opti- 
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ti  Uw  Uipa  an  sood.  that  thay  have 
haaa  •eoaMUcally  prwhicvd,  that  they 
art  hriactaw  fair  prieaa  and  that  the 
fafiais  are  and  will  continue  to  be 
libaral  havers.  An  active  trade,  at 
laMi   Batif  well    into   the   antumn,    b 

fore  Kcneratly  expected. 
to  ba 
tabity 

vfll  he  a  coal  famine  unless  the 
thaeaftabity 

Stet 
settl^d.     The  pres- 
icarrity  of  coal  is 

fhr  Iho  raceipta  from  April  1 
to  iolp  SI    St   IMatJi   aad    Snperior, 
froa  wUeh  porta  aMSt  of  tka  fM  sop- 

at  tha  Brttawi  Nerthwaat  ia  dia- 
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mm  NMB  «W  aaid  that  he  had  baord 
cool  ftualaao  talkad  of  alt  his  lifa  bat 
dkok  W  had  atror  aaen  one  and  did 

;  to.  TW  eaaference  at  Cleve- 
thooch  only  20  per  cent  of 

tW  opvatora  in  the  central  field  are 
oat  hope  for  an 
of  the  strike  than 

•  woat  afo.  and  oneo 
pait  «f  tW  operators  arreo  oa 

tonao  tW  MMlomaat  ia  likely  to  spraad. 

As  to  tW  ratlrood  strike  the  ex«- 
caU««a  aaaoi  to  resard  tW  flffht  as 
woa,  TWt  aav  that  tW  BMro  will 
tadttf  wanro  tao  soniorHy  qoaation. 
MBfliw  datMoa  by  tbo  Labor  Board 
la  aacianlawfs  wHh  the  Praaidont's  pr»- 
■  nai,  that  the  strikers  will  have 
liarasd  that  ia  fotur*  strikes  they  oui- 
aei  haep  th*ir  cake  aad  eat  it  too.  and 
that  the  malt  will  be  Immunity  from 

for  tooM  time  to  coma. 

TWn  baa  boaa  svrprfsindy  litUe  da- 
lajr  la  aoiriac  atthar  frricht  or  pas- 
aaaVHS  to  thla  ractoa  and  aa  there  is 
ooagypraapart  tWt  the  autama  traf- 
Ac  wB  ba^iaaiwawi   the  oflkials   are 
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that  there  b  an 
tWt  old  accoaato 

«v   oaOactod,   that  tW 
Of*  boiac   thawed   oat 

aad  that  flnaneial  conditions  generally 
aro  aaaiar  than  they  have  been  since 
IMO  aad  sounder  than  then  because 
there  is  aot  yet  aay  ovar  speculation. 

Ia  tW  Wast  ak  in  the  East  hish 
reals,  Mgh  taxaa  aad  the  probability  of 
hlfh  prtead  coal  ara  bitterly  complained 
of  but  in  so  far  as  the  Northwest  is 
concerned  it  seems  unlikely  that  for  the 

praaant  or  the  immediate  future  any- 
thfans  short  of  a  cataclysm  can  se- 

riously disturb  the  confidence  that  is 
so  pervasive  and  one  ii  imoelled  to 
conclude  that  in  so  far  as  both  mental 
and  material  cun<i.tiuns  arr  cunci-rned 
the  indications  are  in  the  main  highly 
raaasuring. 

The  bumper  crops  forecast  by  the 
Ansust  report  will  add  at  present 
prices  well  over  a  billion  dollars  to  the 
farmers'  purchasing  powar  as  compared 
with  1921,  and  if  there  is.  as  many  ex- 

pect, an  advance  in  the  prices  of  wheat 
and  rye  this  figure  will  be  increased 
materially.  The  gain  in  what  the 
farmers  will  receive  amounts  to  about 
20  per  cent,  which  is  considerably  more 
than  the  average  increasa  in  the  things 
they  have  to  buy. 

If  there  is  no  setback  !n  the  condi- 
tion of  the  crops,  therefore,  biuineas  in 

the  farming  stataa  is  likely  to  be  even 
batter  than  most  merchants  expect. 
The  most  authoritative  reports  obtain- 

able indicate  that  retailers'  stocks  are 
small,  and  as  these  facts  become  gen- 

erally appreciated  the  consarvative 
hand  to  mouth  buying  which  is  now 
the  rule  is  likely  to  give  way  some 
time  during  the  fall  to  a  spurt  which 
will  advance  prices  sharply.  In  any 
event  buyers  are  likely  soon  to  begin 
placing  their  orders  for  two  to  three 

months'  supply  of  goods  instead  of  fill- ing only  their  immediata  needs. 

The  First  National  Merchandise  Fair, 
which  is  the  first  trial  in  this  countrv 
of  an  ancient  marketing  method  still 
widely  tued  in  Europe,  has  been 
opened,  apparently  with  great  success. 
It  haa  brought  an  unprecedented  num- 

ber of  buyers  into  New  York,  and  they 
seem  ronfldent  that  biuiness  will  be 
«>od  during  the  fall.  The  lessons  of 
tJte  past  eighteen  months,  however, 
have  taught  them  super-conservatism, 
and  many  are  disposed  to  limit  their 

baying,  i  think,  too  closely,  fonret- 
ting  tiie  scramble  which  will  follow 
If  all  discover  that  they  are  under- 
atocked  at  the  same  time. 

Candidatoa  who  advocate  the  aol- 
diora'  bonus  are  making  poor  showings 
la  tW  primsrim,  and  perhaps  this 
deawaatntion  that  support  of  the 
largeeae  is  not  a  sure  step  to  political 
preferment  may  turn  Senatorial  srnti- 
B«ent  away  from  it.  Like  the  ship  sub- 

sidy, however,  the  issue  is  still  to  be 
fought  out.  Meanwhile  it  is  worth 
noting  that  the  stotea  have  by  no  means 

ipwted  thoir  eoatemplated  financing 

PIsee,  Hew  Verk) 

to  pay  beoaaoe  to  tWir  own  soldiers. 
and  in  so  far  as  this  is  a  factor  con- 

tributing  to   "secondary    inflation"    ita effects  have  not  worn  off. 

Colonel  Ayres,  of  the  Cleveland  Trust 
Co.,  has  made  an  interesting  study  of 

previoiu  depressions  which  snows  a  re- markable similarity  in  the  course  of 
bond  prices  during  recovery.  Taking 
the  lowest  point  of  pig  iron  production 

as  the  bottom  of  depression  he  has  dis- covered that  bona  prices  uniformly 
reached  their  peak  about  fourteen 
months  later.  Should  this  be  true  of 

the  present  recovery  the  peak  would  be 
reacned  in  September.  Colonel  Ayres 
of  course  knows  that  the  precedents 
of  the  past  do  not  always  govern  the 
present  and  future,  and  he  is  too  saga- 
cioiM  to  predict  that  the  interval  will  ba 
the  same  in  this  instance,  but  as  a 
"take  it  or  leave  it"  statement  his  con- 

clusion is  particularly  interesting  be- 
cause there  sre  other  factors  which 

seem  to  support  it,  particularly  the 
trend  of  the  money  market. 

Analysis  of  the  loans  and  invest- 
ments of  the  member  banks  of  the 

Federal  Reserve  System  shows  that  in 
the  past  fifteen  months  there  has  been 
a  decrease  of  about  11.250,000,000  in 
the  total  of  commercial  loans,  and  an 
increase  of  about  11,160,000,000  in  the 
total  of  their  security  holdings  or  loana 
based  on  securities.  This  has  been  ac- 

companied by  a  steady  advance  in  bond 
f trices  and  a  decline  in  money  rates,  and 
t  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  when 
commercial  loans  start  incraaaing  again 
the  trend  will  to  some  extont  be  re- versed. 

If,  as  everyone  expects,  this  increase 
in  commercial  loans  first  becomes 
marked  in  the  autumn  the  rise  in  bonds 
is  likely  to  be  stopped  concurrently. 
Nevertheless  they  need  not  be  expected 

to  decline  greatly.  Colonel  Ayres' study  shows  that  in  the  plast  they 
generally  entered  a  period  of  compara- 

tive stability.  The  peak  of  stock  prices 
was  not  reached  until  some  time  after- ward. 

I  am  informed  that  a  number  of  large 
Investors,  including  banks,  intend  to 
handle  their  bond  holdings  in  accord- 

ance with  this  theory,  and  if  there 
should  be  enough  profit  taking  it  would 
produce  exactly  that  halt  in  prices 
which  Colonel  Ayres'  conclusion  indi- caUa. 

The  Federal  Reserve  statement  for 
the  week  re-emphasizes  the  certainty 
of  ample  funds  to  sustain  commercial 
expansion.  Dae  to  a  decline  in  redis- 

counts the  reserve  ratio  is  up  to  80.4 
per  cent,  the  highest  since  the  spring 
of  1917,  though  gold  holdings  are  vir- 

tually unchanged. 
American  confldenee  seems  imper- 

vioua  both  to  the  strikes  and  to  any- 
thing which  happens  as  far  away  as 

Germany.  And  in  nearly  nil  respects. 
save  the  outlook  abroad,  this  faith  and 
confidence,  which  are  Just  as  important 
Ingredients  of  prosperity  as  actual  con- 

ditions, seem  to  be  warranted. 
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AMERICAN  FOREIG
N  TRADE 

figures  for  June  from  the  De- 
L  partment  of  Commerce  show 

total  imports  to  the  value  of  $260,390,- 
000  and  total  exports  valued 
at  $327,198,000.  In  both, 
there  is  an  increase  over 
May.  Chiefly  is  the  increase 
in  imports  made  up  of  raw 
materials  or  partly  finished 
goods.  In  manufactured 
goods  ready  for  consumption 

there  is  only  a  slight  in- 
crease. On  the  other  hand 

our  foreign  sales  of  manu- 
factured goods  show  an  in- 

crease of  over  nine  millions. 

income  of  the  carriers  totaled  $348,- 
387,400  as  compared  with  $145,639,800 
during  the  same  period  of  last  year, 
or  a  return  of  4.43  per  cent  per  annum 

British        foreign        trade 
figures  for  June  show  two 
facts  of  interest.  Her  im- 

ports of  raw  materials, 
valued  at  £69  millions  is  not 
merely  equal  to,  but  is 
slightly  above  the  1913  aver- 

age. Her  exports  of  manu- 
factured goods,  on  the  other 

hand  are  but  slightly  more 
than  half  of  her  pre-war 
volume. 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average   of  New   York,    Chicago    and 

Soft  steel  bars   
Cold      finished 

shafting   
Brass  rods   
Solder  ( J  and  j)    
Cotton  waste   
Washers,   cast   iron 

(^in.)....;   
Emery,     disks, 

cloth,    No.    1,    6 
in.  dia   

Lard  cutting  oil   
Machine  oil   
Belting,  leatlier, 
medium   

Unit 

per  lb.. 

per  lb.. - 
per  lb. . 
per  lb., 
per  lb. . 

Current 
Price 

.  ?0.0263 

.  0.0343 

.  0.165 

.  0.22 

.  0.11 

Cleveland    Prices 
Four  One 

Weeks        Year 
Ago  Ago 

go. 0252  30.0278 

0.0335  0.0428 
0.1550  0.159 
0.213  0.18 
0.11  0.122 

The  increase  however,  is  only  about 
one-third  of  that  recorded  in  June 
over  the  month  of  May.  With  the  ex- 

ception of  February  which  showed  a 
decrease  of  100,000  tons, 
every  month  of  the  current 
year  shows  an  increase,  al- 

though a  decrease  because  of 
the  strike  situation,  is  ex- 

pected during  Aug:ust. 

perlCOlb.     4.00         3.83         4.06 

per  100. 
per  gal.. 
per  gal... 
offlist.. 

Railroad  earnings  for  June, 
according  to  the  final  report 
of  railway  operations  shows 
199  roads  out  of  200  in  Class 
1,  having  a  net  operating  income  of 
$76,470,500,  equivalent  to  a  return  of 
4.78  per  cent  on  their  tentative  valua- 

tion. In  the  same  period  of  last  year, 
the  net  income  of  these  same  roads 

totaled  $50,984,000  or  an  annual  re- 
turn of  3.18  per  cent.  For  the  first 

six  months  of  1922  the  net  operating 

Machine    bolts    up 
to  1  X  30  in    offlict . 

3.11 
0,575 
0.36 40-5% 

@50% 

55% 

@60% 

3.11 
0.575 
0.35 4C-5% 

@50% 

50S<®     50%@ 
65-10%  6C-10% 

as   against  1.85  per  cent  in  the   first 
half  of  1921. 

Unfilled  tonnage  on  the  books  of  the 
U.  S.  Steel  Corporation  on  July  31,  in- 

creased 140,630  tons  over  June.  The 
forward  orders  totaled  5,766,161  as 
against    5,635,531    tons    on    June    30. 

Loadings  of  revenue 

freight  on  American  rail- 
roads for  the  week  ending 

July  29  totaled  859,733  cars  as 
compared  with  861,123  in  the 
week  previous.  Compared 
with  the  corresponding  week 

of  last  year  there  is  an  in- 
crease shown  of  64,301  cars, 

but  the  figure  shows  a  de- 
crease of  76,633  as  against 

the  same  period  of  1920.  Coal 
loadings  increased  314  cars 
over  last  week  but  decreased 

73,065  cars  as  compared  with 
the  1921. 

Freight  cars  idle  on  Amer- ican roads  on  July  23  because 
of  business  conditions,  totaled 
382,322  as  compared  with 
417,029  in  the  week  previous. 
Of  the  total  198,322  were  cars 
in  good  repair  in  excess  of  the 

current  requirements.  The  remainder, 
184,000,  were  bad  order  cars  in  excess 
of  the  normal  unfit  for  service.  Con- 

trary to  the  general  impression,  the 
number  of  locomotives  in  bad  order  is 
not  excessive.  On  July  15  there  were 
15,764  in  need  of  repairs  as  compared 
with  15,437  on  July  1,   1921. 

Montlil.v  averasre  price  of  tin  and  lead  in  the  New  York 
market,  ha.sed  on  returns  furnished  by  Engineering  and 
Mining  Journal-PresM. 
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Monthly  average:  Am,  Brake  Shoe;  Am.  Car  and  Pdy.; 
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preaent  tfaaa,  diAeult  to  aar  whether 
this  change  i*  a  reactiaa  of  a  tranai- 
tory  character  or  the  flrat  atage  in  the 
proplkeaied  slump.  Manufacturvra  are 
hoping  that  thv  rrcvnt  decline  of  the 
mark  will  again  call  buying  into  ac- 

tivity, but  if  what  has  born  stated  r^ 
peatcdiy  from  authoritative  quartora  ia 
true,  that  the  purt-hamng  power  of  the 
domrstic  market  is  for  the  time  being 
impaired  by  the  stringency  of  muney, 
auch  a  hope  could  only  be  realised  by  a 
revival  of  export  activity.  JudKing 
from  the  experience  gained  durini;  the 
last  twelve  months,  which  shuWB  that 
the  demand  from  abroad  hardly  follows 
tbe  riaa  and  fall  of  exchange,  such  a 
bopa  aeama  rather  idle.  According  to 
tbe  reports  of  the  machine  building  as- 
aoeiations,  amongst  them  the  Society  of 
German  Machine  Tool  Builders,  ex- 
porto  amount  to  hardly  more  than  from 
20  per  cent  to  30  per  cent  of  the  total 
production.  From  January  to  April 
the  total  machinery  exports  have  in- 
creaaed  from  33,000  tons  to  39,000  tons, 
but  Judging  from  preliminary  reporU 
of  the  May  and  June  businesa|  a  drop 
lias  token  place  during  this  period. 

This  decraaae  ia  already  viaible  in 
tba  eaao  of  ntachine  tools  which,  as  a 
rule,  are  leaders  in  the  business  fluc- 

tuations in  the  machinery  market. 
From  7.336  tons  in  February,  machine 
tool  exporta  have  dropped  in  March  to 
6,800  and  in  April  to  6,800  tons.  The 
totol  of  machine  tool  exporta  during 
the  flrst  four  months  of  the  year  was 
27,000  tons  compared  with  23,700  tone 
in  the  same  period  in  1913.  From  the 
lataat  reporto  of  export  business  it  ap- 

pear*, however,  that  the  official  re- 
turns on  machine  tool  exporta  have  in- 

cluded wood  working  machinery.  De- 
ducting the  lattor  from  the  total  of 

machine  tools,  it  appears  that  the  April 
exporta  were  only  4,300  tons  compared 
with  5,900  tons  in  April,  1913.  De- 

ducting wood  working  tools  which, 
probably,  during  the  flrst  four  months 
of  the  year  were  6,000  tons,  the  toUl 
volume  of  exporU  waa  sontewhat  lower 
than  in  pre-war  time*. 
With  regard  to  export  prices  of 

machinery,  the  stotistics  snow  that 
aooM  progress  haa  been  made  in  raia- 
iog  tbam  with  the  depreciation  of  the 
exchange,  but  nut  in  the  same  propor- 

tion. The  toUl  of  machinery  exporta 
daring  January-April,  1922,  were  val- 
oad  at  6  billion  paper  marks,  which  is 
84^00  paper  marks  per  ton,  compared 
with  a  pre-war  average  of  1^200  gold 
marfca.  The  average  depraciation  of 
currency  during  the  aam*  period  was  1 
to  60.  In  the  case  of  machine  tools, 
tbe  average  during  the  flrst  four 
months  of  the  year  was  25,000  marks, 
and  in  April  40,000  marks.  The  pre- 

war average,  at  the  rato  of  exchange 
prevailing  during  April  would  equal 
nearly  HO.OOO  marks  per  ton,  o*  almost 
double  the  actual  price  raoaived. 

Machine  Tool  Exroar  Paicta 

From  stotiatica  it  ia  apparent  that 
tbe  diraetions  given  by  the  Aaaociation 
<ff  Genaan  Machine  Tool  Builders  for 

«nMtiBC  export  prices  are  not  properly 
libaervad.  According  to  these  direction* 
the  avaraca  priea  par  ton  in  April 
•hoatd  bave  baaa  84,000  marks  per  ton. 
By  wav  of  axplaaation,  manufacturera 
aa  well  aa  dealan  atoto  that  they  And 
it  mora  and  aiore  impooaibi*  to  enforce 
thaat  diraetiona  to  tba  full  extent 
Spaddavof  tbaae  diraciiooa,  tba  rato  of 

over    Moveaibar    priea*    haa. 

from  May  to  June,  been  raised  by  from 
120  to  I4&  WT  cent. 

The  death  of  Dr.  Rathcnau  haa  been 
a  aevere  blow,  not  onlv  to  Germany  aa 
a  whole  but  particularly  to  German  in- 

dustry. In  fact  it  is  in  the  latter  fleld 
that  nis  chief  excellence  lay,  aa  even 
his  many  enemies  admit.  The  develop- 

ment of  the  Allgemeine  ElektriciUta 
Geaellachaft  (General  Klectric  Com- 

pany), whoae  praaident  he  was,  is  a 
monument  to  his  foresight  aa  an  indua- 
trial  leader. 
The  organiulion  of  the  A. E.G.  ia. 

doubtleaa,  one  of  the  best  in  Germany. 
One  of  the  chief  featurea  is  the  inde- 

pendence of  the  varioua  departmenU  of 
each  other,  giving  managers  a  free 
hand  to  procure  from  outaide  aourcea 
articles  manufactured  by  the  company 
itself  if  its  own  product  cannot  com- 
peto  in  the  way  of  pricea.  The  stimulus 
thus  imparted  to  the  various  depart- 

ments of  the  company  has  never  failed 
to  work.  In  spite  of  such  equalities,  Dr. 
Rathenau  had  many  enemies,  not  only 
in  Dolitical  circles  but  also  in  indus- 

trial affairs.  His  lato  policy  waa 
to  bring  about  an  improvement  of  the 
mark  and  ita  sUbilistoion,  even  in  the 
face  of  the  severe  crisis  threatened 
thereby  to  industry,  recognized,  doubt- 

less, by  him  as  well  as  by  others.  The 
opposition  encountered  from  his  breth- 

ren was  chiffly  centered  on  the  conten- 
tion that  the  time  for  going  through 

such  a  crisis  had  not  yet  come,  and  that 
tomporizing  was  the  thing  most  needed. 

REPAJUnONB  AND    RlISBU 

In  view  of  the  atognation  in  export 
buainess,  some  attention  is  now  again 
being  devoted  to  the  reparations  quea- 
tion.  No  progress  haa  been  made  in 
this  respect  in  spite  of  varioua  agree- 

ments concluded.  The  latter  have  not 
been  ratifled,  and  must,  for  the  preaent, 
be  considered  shelved.  Of  actual  aup- 

plies  made  for  the  reparations'  account, the  chief  place  is  occupied  by  coal,  coal 
by-products  and  chemical  products. 
Blachinery  so  far  has  been  entirely  neg- 

lected. Although  France  and  Belgium 
are  among  the  chief  foreign  buyers  of 
German  machinery,  these  products  have 
been  supplied  only  in  the  course  of  reg- 

ular export  business. 
No  material  progress  is  being  made 

in  the  furtherance  of  the  Russian  buai- 
ni'HK  nttlwiugh  preparations  are  being 
f  with   great   vigor.     The  ex- 
]  <  gained  from  trading  with  the 
exuort  department  of  the  Soviet  Re- 

public is  most  disappointing.  In  many 
cases  it  ha*  turned  out  that  the  goods 
to  be  supplied  by  Russia  in  exchange 
for  German  goods  are  not  available  for 

ahipment,  being  tied  up  by  some  com- 
munity or  co-operative  aociety.  It  has 

been  found  necessary  to  deal  with  the 
lattor  separately  and  this,  in  many 
caaea,  haa  resulted  in  )H>tter  and  quicker 
buaines*.  For  thiK  renHon  the  actual  offi- 

cial returns  from  Kuxitian  export  busi- 
naas  to  Germany  in  no  way  reflect  the 
totol  volume  (if  business  transacted.  The 
official  trariKartions  in  the  second  half 
of  1921  comprised  good*  to  the  value  of 
only  200  million  paper  marks,  and  in 
the  flrst  quarter  of  the  current  year 
106  million  paper  markii.  Flax  and 
wood  were  the  chief  imports.  A  com- 
pleto  re-organization  of  Russian  forcigs 
trade  ia  «aid  to  be  in  the  course  of 
development,  consisting,  in  most  cHse% 
of  companies  In  which  the  Russiaa 
Stoto  as  well  a*  foreign  capitalists  are 
ahareholders. 
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To  keep  alive  in  such  times  as  these 
the  requisite  knowledge  of,  and  skill 
in,  the  mechanical  arts  peculiar  to  ord- 

nance manufacture  is  a  very  serious 
problem,  General  C.  C.  Williams,  the 
Chief  of  Ordnance  of  the  Army,  points 
out.  With  the  principal  nations  well 
stocked  with  ordnance  material,  pri- 

vate manufacturers  of  these  articles  are 
without  orders  and  their  shops  are 
closed  down,  says  General  Williams. 
There  are  no  prospects  that  they  will 
receive  any  orders  for  many  years  to 
come  and  as  a  result  the  whole  burden 
of  keeping  alive  the  very  exacting  art 
of  ordnance  manufacture  in  this  coun- 

try  has   fallen   upon   the   Government. 
During  the  current  fiscal  year  the 

Ordnance  Department's  appropriations 
have  been  cut  $3,000,000  lower  than 
the  average  appropriations  during  ten 
pre-war  years,  that  is  from  1904  to  1914 
inclusive.  Despite  this  handicap  every 
effort  is  being  made  to  apportion  just 
as  much  of  the  money  as  is  possible 
to  work  at  the  arsenals.  Arrange- 

ments have  been  made  whereby  all  of 
the  manufacturing  arsenals  will  be 
kept  in  operation  during  the  next  year. 
While  the  force  at  these  ordnance  man- 

ufacturing plants  is  simply  a  skeleton- 
ized organization,  it  will  make  possible 

the  preservation  of  a  certain  amount  of 
skill  which  must  be  kept  alive.  General 
Williams  says.  In  addition  it  allows 
a  certain  amount  of  development  work 
to  go  forward. 

Just  at  this  time  the  Ordnance  De- 
partment is  giving  particular  attention 

to  the  development  of  an  automatic 
loading  shoulder  rifle.  The  advantages 
that  come  through  no  interference  with 
aim  such  as  is  caused  when  a  bolt  must 
be  operated  to  reload  are  so  great  that 
General  Williams  regards  it  as  certain 
that  this  will  be  the  next  step  forward 
in  shoulder  rifle  development.  He  re- 

ports that  highly  satisfactory  progress 
IS  being  made  in  the  development  of 
aircraft  bombs. 

A  patent  infringement  suit  involv- 
ing the  unitary  oscillating  magneto 

ignition  equipment  employed  upon 
practically  all  stationary  and  portable 
gasoline  engines  is  before  the  Supreme 
Court  for  decision.  The  case  was 
brought  on  appeal  by  the  Webster 
Electric  Co.,  against  the  Splitdorf 
Electrical  Co.,  from  the  Circuit  Court 
of  Appeals  for  the  7th  Circuit.  Ths 
lower  court  declared  the  patent  in  ques- 

tion was  void,  while  the  Webster  Co. 
contends  that  if  this  ruling  is  sustained 
it  will  act  to  invalidate  half  of  the 
U.  S.  patents  in  existence.  The  Web- 

ster case  is  based  on  an  alleged  in- 
fringement by  the  Splitdorf  Co.,  of  the 

Kant  patent  granted  September  24, 
1918.  The  district  court  found  the  pat- 

ent valid  and  infringed  but  it  was  re- 
versed by  the  circuit  court.  The  cir- 

cuit court  gave  two  opinions  in  the 
first  of  which  it  declared  the  patent 
void  for  want  of  novelty.  On  rehear- 

ing the  court  admitted  error  in  the  first 
opinion  but  held  that  while  the  patent 
is  a  novel  and  meritorious  invention,  it 
was  invalid  because  it  was  not  formu- 

lated and  presented  in  the  patent  ap- 
plication until  shortly  before  its  allow- 

ance. 

In  a  House  speech  discounting  al- 
leged disadvantages  under  which  Amer- 

ican ships  operate  as  compared  to  for- 
eign   ships.    Representative    Hardy    of 

Texas,  in  opposing  the  ship  subsidy  bill, 
stated  that  much  of  the  cost  of  ships 
comes  from  complicated  and  expensive 
machinery  but  that  our  manufacturers 

of  machinery  have  shown  "that  in  al- 
most every  line  they  can  hold  their 

own  in  the  markets  of  the  world."  He 
stated  that  the  oil  burner  and  the 
Diesel  engine  are  effecting  as  great  a 
revolution  in  shipping  as  the  displace- 

ment of  wooden  ships  by  iron  ships  did 
in  the  fifties  of  the  last  century.  The 
economies  affected  by  this  new  fuel 
and  machinery,  in  operation  and  cargo 
space  and  greater  speed  and  quicker 
turn  around  are  marvelous,  said  Mr. 
Hardy,  and  it  will  take  a  long  time  for 
the  other  nations  to  junk  their  exist- 

ing coal  burning  fleets,  while  the 
United  States  can  fairly  start  with  the 
new  era.  As  to  the  high  labor  cost  of 
operation  of  ships,  Mr.  Hardy  said  the 
labor  cost  is  not  more  than  8  to  12 
per  cent  of  the  total  cost  of  operating 
an  American  coal  burning  ship.  That 
percentage  will  be  lessened,  he  says 
by  the  use  of  oil  burners  and  the  Diesel 
engine  and  when  this  class  of  ships 
conies  in  competition  with  coal  burners, 
which  constitute  the  bulk  of  foreign 
shipping,  the  percentage  of  labor  cost 
to  the  whole  cost  of  operation  will  be 
less  on  American  ships  than  on 
foreign. 

Unreasonable  rates  on  machinery 
from  various  points  to  Omaha  are 
alleged  in  a  complaint  to  the  Interstate 
Commerce  Commission  by  the  Metro- 

politan  Utilities  district  of  that  city. 

Senator  Harrison,  of  Mississippi,  has 
introduced  by  request  of  Senator  King, 
who  is  in  Utah,  a  resolution  calling 
for  a  report  by  the  Interstate  Com- 

merce Commission  as  to  whether  the 
acts  of  Congress  requiring  railroads  to 
equip  their  locomotives  with  safe  and 
suitable  boilers  and  calling  for  regular 
inspection  of  boilers,  is  being  violated. 
The  resolution  was  referred  to  the 
Senate  Committee  on  Interstate  Com- 

merce for  consideration  as  to  the  feas- 
ibility of  calling  on  the  commission  for 

a  report.  _ 

Germany  Again  Buying 
Our  Copper 

A  sign  of  good  omen  in  the  copper 
situation  is  found  in  a  recent  announce- 

ment that  the  Copper  Export  Associa- 
tion has  just  drawn  for  redemption 

?3,000,000  of  their  8  per  cent  gold  notes 
of  series  "B,"  and  $6,000,000  of  their 
8  per  cent  gold  notes  of  series  "C"  to 
be  paid  on  August  15,  1922. 

For  the  fiscal  year  ending  June  30  the 
figures,  it  is  reported,  will  show  ap- 

proximately $90,000,000  have  been 
realized  in  the  sale  of  copper  to  foreign 
consumers,  the  greater  portion  of  which 
has  been  handled  through  the  associa- 
tion. 

Of  interest,  chiefly,  as  bearing  out 
past  history,  has  been  the  exports  of  the 
red  metal  to  Germany.  As  in  the  pre- 

war days,  she  has  been  the  mainstay 
of  the  foreign  demand,  taking  and  pay- 

ing for  more  than  $30,000,000  worth 
of  copper  in  cash.  In  the  past  two 
years  she  has  taken  more  than  $50,000,- 
000  worth  of  the  metal. 

Export  shipments  for  the  month  of 
May  were  58,085,033  pounds  as  against 
62,196,956  pounds  in  April.  The  total 
exports  for  the  entire  year  of  1921 
amounted  to  but  32,259,011  pounds. 

Southern  Industrial 
Conditions 

The  Southern  Metal  Trades  Associa- 
tion from  the  Atlanta  headquarters  an- 

nounces that  the  railroad  strike  has  not 

as  ypt  slowed  up  in'Justrial  operations 
in  the  Alabama  district  to  any  material 
extent,  and  that  most  of  the  manufac- 

turers believe  a  settlement  will  be 
reached  before  the  situation  becomes 
serious.  The  plants  are  continuing  un- 

abated production  the  only  difficulty 
being  in  getting  products  to  market. 

The  end  of  July  found  23  furnaces 
operating  in  Alabama,  the  largest  num- 

ber that  have  been  active  at  any  time 
in  that  district  since  the  period  of  de- 

pression began  almost  two  years  ago. 
Several  furnaces  started  up  in  July. 

The  base  price  for  No.  2  foundry  iron 
is  $19  to  $20  with  most  makers  asking 
the  $20  price.  Encouragement  is  found 
in  the  recent  action  of  the  Louisville 
and  Nashville  Railway  and  the  South- 

ern Railway.  These  two  roads  have 
formally  announced  that  the  new  and 
lower  rates  on  Birmingham  pig  iron 
to  Cincinnati  and  St.  Louis  will  go  into 
effect  Sept.  1.  The  present  rates  are 
$4.05  and  $5.17,  while  the  new  rates 
will  be  $3.53  and  $4.22,  respectively. 

All  industrial  operations  over  the 
southeast  continued  upward  during  July 
but  the  pinch  of  the  strike  is  now  be- 

ginning to  assume  more  serious  pro- 
portions in  the  district,  causing  a  ma- 

terial shortage  of  cars. 

China  Also  Having  Its 
Labor  Troubles 

According  to  reports  from  the  Far 
East,  the  lowly  Chinese  wage-earner, 
perhaps  the  most  abject  of  all  the 
■world's  toilers,  is  just  learning  of  the 
power  he  is  able  to  wield  through  the 
medium  of  organization,  and  like  a 
great  flood  the  movement  to  form  vari- 

ous trade  guilds  is  sweeping  the country. 

It  was  hardly  more  than  a  year  ago 
that  China  witnessed  its  first  important 
strike.  Since  then  the  larger  cities 
have  experienced  walkouts  in  almost  all 
classes  of  work,  with  the  result  that 
business  is  demoralized,  transportation 
is  so  uncertain  that  merchants  refuse 
to  ship,  and  in  many  cities  the  public 
health  is  menaced  through  strikes  of 
street  and  water-works  employees. 

At  the  present  time  in  Canton  the 
carpenters,  painters,  school  teachers, 
butchers,  street  sweepers  and  city  em- 

ployees are  on  strike,  while  the  seamen 
and  launchmen,  who  but  recently  re- 

turned to  work,  are  on  the  verge  of 
another  walkout.  The  City  of  Macao  is 
in  the  thick  of  a  general  strike  which 
is  almost  a  state  of  siege.  The  casual- 

ties to  date  have  been  forty  killed  and 
nearly  200  injured. 

The  seamen's  strike  here  has  had  a 
tremendous  effect  all  over  the  Par 
East,  as  it  has  given  the  laborers 
confidence  in  their  new  gruilds  and 
stimulated  their  desire  for  better  liv- 

ing conditions.  The  seamen  have  been 
so  successful  in  forcing  their  demands 
that  they  now  talk  of  going  into  the 
shipping  business  for  themselves.  The 
men  are  being  asked  to  subscribe  $5 
each,  and  judging  from  the  eagerness 
■with  which  they  are  responding  the 
backers  of  the  project  expect  soon  to 
have  a  steamer  running  between  here 
and  Canton. 
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TW  Bay  Steto  Tmp  sad  Die  Co.  Km 
UkM  MW  tiM  ptMit  of  Um  Bianek* 
TwMt  Dril  0»,  tiilOB.  Mm^  which 

kaalnpfiqr  •ka«*  •  ]r*«r 
it  to  wpwKd.  sUut  o|»- 

CutOT  MaehiMrr  Co.. 
•  teoU  mad  sappliM. 
16  Gmim(  8tr««t  to 

•t      180      CkMtBUt 
R.  I. 

tw C   C la 

n*  •■B  Da«  Lock  WuhM-  Co 
<l— H^  Md^  ka«  wraaMd  to  In 

Bal- 

InerMwo 
to  b« 

TiM  M«Ullfe  Prna  Clolh  Co-  Au- 
•tHto,  Go^  which  rvcvntlr  wUblished 
•  I^Uat  in  that  city,  ia  now  manufac- 

•  ■MUiiie  pr«M  rtoth  raently 
t4  bjr  WOUui  A.  Lm.  of  Au- 
wlUdi  oottoa  oil  mill  raperin- 

.  la  hava  ayprowd  as  an  invention 
of  4acMad  faaportaaco  to  this  industry. 

Tho  Soawt-SelTay  Co..  Entley.  Ala.. 
kaa  flrsd  up  sixty  addHional  coke  oven* 

nth  244  ovana  already  in  opara- 
*"!&(•  prodaction  up  to  a  fall  100 

'par  eraC 
The  Goorsia  SUto  Lncislatur*  has 

befort  it  at  tho  praatnt  time  a  bill, 
whidi  haa  booa  favorably  reported  in 
Iha  aiiart  aaaatoa.  daaicnatinc  Savan- 
■B^  Oa-  aa  Um  aAdal  sute  port,  and 
Mttorisinc  tha  invntmcnt  of  tlS.OOO,- 
•M  for  tho  aatablishment  there  of 
•tala-owaod  aad  oporatad  port  tcrmi- 
aala,  warilieoaM.  etc. 

Tha  CUcaco  Flexible  Shaft  Co.  an- 
BiaaiM  tkat  the  address  of  iU  New 
Tarit  «Am  for  Stewart  Industrial  Pur- 
■aaaa,  wMrii  h«i  boea  located  at  860 
BiuaJaay  alaca  it  waa  oatabUahad  early 
ia  1M».  kaa  htm  changed  to  M  Raade 

TW  oBke,  aa  before,  is  in 
•f  i.  W.  Lasaar. 

TW  Bicker  Machinery  Co..  Seattle, 
WadL,  has  been  incorporated  with  a 
aaytol  of  fSSyOOO  by  James  W.  Mc- 
mirmf.  Hoce  boildinr;  E.  M.  Rieker. 
B.  J.  Amats«i«  and  Jas.  W.  Mc- 

r.  aB  «f  tWt  city. 
aad  Tool   Co.. 

at 

work  on  a  boild- 
will  W  clven  to  160 
aad  dealcainir  shop, 
I,   vtO    be    followed 

TW  Lockport  Foondrlaa  Corporation, 
Lechpert,  N.  T.,  has  anneonccd  that 
H  hae  a*qairad  Wtiul  of  thr  JrffertMMi 
Uaioa  Co.,  Lailacton.  Mam.,  manu- 

of  pipe  flttinc*.  and  that  plans 
r  way  for  tW  erection  of  add!- 

tlMMl  WOdtaga. 

TW  Bartfavd  T19  aad  Coare  Co., 
BaftfaH,  Csai..  Ws  raeeoUy  ftled  a 
wllliali  «Hk  tW  SorrvUry  of  the 
Hato  of  Coaaacttntt  to  rhanre  the 
aaaw  of  IW  caaipaay  to  tite  Hanson 
Tn  aad  Oa»i  Ca.  TW  directors  and 
eflMn  af  tta  iwwpany  rasMia  tW 

tWta  will  W  ao  alWr 

▼aa  VlaaL  be.  Redden  Plaaa  mmi 

Nartk  IMkiu  Mavarfc,  N.  J.  ' capful  of 

tUMOO  for  the  purpoae  of  ..---....— 
aoction  sales  of  machinery,  industrial 
ami  manufacturmi;  planta  ami  wurk  of 
appraiaaL  Tlie  offiorrs  of  the  company 
are  B.  Derf,  preaidrnt;  S.  H.  Bergar. 
Tico-praaidaat  and  Herbert  S^al, 
treasurer. 

The  Mount  Vernon  Machine  and  Mo- 
tor Co..  Mount  Vernon,  III.,  has  filed 

notice  of  change  in  name  to  the  Dnvis- 
Settlemire  Co. 

TW  Hubbard  Oven  and  Mannfartur- 
ing  Co.,  an  Illinois  corporation,  has  filed 
notice  of  organisation  to  operate  in 
New  York  with  a  capital  of  $200,000. 
a  S.  Sharp.  260  West  Broadway,  rep- 
raaents  the  company. 

The  Board  of  Commerce,  Bay  City, 
Mich.,  ia  negotiating  with  the  Michigan 
Central  Railroad  Co.,  Detroit,  regard- 

ing the  erection  of  ita  proposed  new 
main  car  shops  on  local  property.  A 
siu  has  been  selected  and  indocementa 
have  been  offered  to  Wve  tW  plant  ea- 
tablished  here. 

The  McKinley  Hardware  Co.,  Ro«k 
Island,  III.,  has  arranged  for  an  in- 

crease in  capital  from  $10,000  to 

$60,000. 
The  American  Cylinder  Grinding  Co.. 

Newark.  N.  J.,  has  filed  notice  of  or- 
fsnisation  to  operate  a  works  at  682 
outh  Eleventh  Street     A  general  ma- 

chine shop  will  be  conducted. 

The  Dasco  Spring  Cover  Co.,  Alls- 
ton.  Mass..  will  commence  tW  opera- 

tion of  a  new  work*  on  the  second  floor 
of  the  Wilcox  Building,  Athol  High- 

land*, Athol,  Mass.,  recently  acquired 
for  this  purpose.  The  company  will 
manufacture  spring  covers  for  automo- 

bile aerrice. 

The  Ajar  Bolt  and  Screw  Co.,  1671 
Wellington  Street,  Detroit,  Mich.,  has 
arranged  for  an  increase  in  capiul  from 
$26,000  to  $200,000. 

TW  Hercoleo  Trailer  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Loa  Angeles,  Cal.,  incorporated  in 
April  of  this  year  with  a  capital  of 
960,000,  and  now  producing  Hercules 
trailers  in  iU  new  plant  at  1327-33 
Santo  Pe  Ave.,  has  elected  the  follow- 

ing oAlceni  and  directors:  Charles  H. 
Mason,  president  and  manager:  A.  C. 
Pferdner,  secretary;  G.  A.  Morton, 
treasurer  and  engineer;  C.  A.  HerWrts 
am)  Major  WhittingWm,  directors. 

The  Maico  Products  Corporation,  220 
Wast  Sooth  Temple  St,  Salt  Lake  City, 
Uuh,  i*  equipping  a  modem  plant  to 
manufacture  automobile  accessories  aa 
well  as  to  do  experimenUl  and  con- 

tract work  lequlrmg  stomping,  blank- 
ing, sWping  and  *pinnin|;.  It  desires 

to  receive  advertining  Ittersture  and 
catologs  from  tool  and  machine  buildert. 

TW  Wisconsin  Electric  Co..  mano- 
facturer  of  Dunmorc  electric  tools, 
Racine,  Wis.,  has  estoblished  offices  for 
tW  New  Pork  and  NortWm  New  Jersey 
districto  at  27  Warren  St,  New  York 
City  with  E.  S.  McGoaagal  in  charge 
aa  sales  repreaentotive. 
TW  Sullivan  Machinery  Co.,  Chicago, 

III.,  haa  recently  purchased  126  acres 
of  groand  at  Michigan  City.  Ind..  where 
it  Is  plaaaiag  to  aract  buildings  and 
shops  for  a  aaw  and  greatly  enlarged 
plant  Upon  completion  of  the  pro- 
poeed  construction,  thr  buildings  com- 

prising the  Chicago  plant  of  the  com- 
■aay  will  be  sold  after  the  equipment 
Ma  be«B  moved  to  Michigan  Crty.    TW 

company  plans,  hovrever,  to  reuin  ito 
f  resent  oAce  headquartora  in  Chicago, llinois. 

The  North  tk  Judd  Manufacturing 
Co.,  New  Britain,  Conn.,  unr  of  the 
largest  manufactarers  of  hardware 
toou,  etc.,  in  the  enat  held  its  annual 
stockholders'  meeting  during  the  paat 
week  and  elected  the  foll»win(r  oflMafa 
for  the  ensuing  year:  H.  C.  Nuble,  nraa' 
ident;  E.  M.  Wightmaa.  viee-prasident 
snd  secretory;  F.  M.  Holmes,  vicfl- 
pre!tid<-nt  and  treasurer;  Samuel  Mac- 
(utchiHin,  assistont  aacretary;  anrf 
Frederick  J.  Ward,  assistont  treasurer. 
The  directors  chosen  wera:  P.  8.  Cham- 

berlain; George  C.  ClartL  Charlea 
1.  iC  Landers, (.'.lover,  F.   .M.  Holmes,  G 

H.  C.  Noble,  A.  J.  Sloper. 
Wigktaum. E.  M. 

Personals 

W.  F.  TlHDfAltT,  of  AUantab.  fikr  in- 
ventor of  the  pump  bearing  hi»  name, 

has  Wen  granted  a  patent  for  cactaW 

improventents  on  the  Trenary  centrifis- 
gal  pump,  which  prevents  leakage,  re- 

tains the  priming  and  protecU  tne  im^ 
poller  from  undui-  abrasions.  The  modl»> 
ncstion  consists  of  a  water-sealed  stuf- 

fing box  and  an  adJusUble  Journal  box. 
which  do  away  with  loss  of  priming  ana 
enable  tW  journal  to  W  adapted  ba  tta 
wear  of  tW  imj>uUer. 

R.  G.  Plumb,  sales  manager  of  tka 
New  York  office  of  the  Eagle  Lock  Ca>. 
manufaetarer  of  hardware,  locka»  etc, 
Terryville.  Conn.,  has  Wen  chaaan  a 
director  of  tho  company  at  ita  neiait 
annaal  meeting.  Mr.  Plumb  saeeaadi 
the  lato  Rnllin  J.  Plumb,  who  wm  also 
praaidant  of  the  concern. 
Chakubb  Gixiver,  of  tW  Skinner 

Chuck  Co..  manufacturer  of  chuckx, 
ete..  New  Britain,  Conn.,  waa  re-elaeted 
a  director  of  the  North  &  Judd  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  New  Britain,  at  the  lat- 
ter company's  recent  annual  meeting. 

JAME3  F.  PUU.AN  hsH  entered  the  em- 
ploy of  the  Lincoln  Machine  Co.,  Paw- 

tucket.  R.  I.,  in  the  capacity  of  gen- 
eral superintendent. 

E.  S.  McGoNBOAL  haa  been  appointed 
resident  sales  representative  of  the 
Wisconsin  Electric  C/O.,  manufacturer 
of  Dumore  electric  tools,  Racine,  Win., 
for  the  New  York  and  northern  New 
Jersey  districto  and  will  make  his  head- 

quarters at  27  Warren  Street,  New York  City. 

I      Obitttary      | 
Frank  Toomey.  Sr.,  founder  and  for 

many  years  president  of  Frank  Toomey, 
Inc.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  died  on  Wednes- 

day morning,  Aug.  2,  at  the  home  of 
his  daughter,  in  K<Tanton,  Pa.,  af l<-r  an 
illness  of  approximately  three  weeks. 
Ho  was  born  in  Liverpool.  England. 
72  years  ago,  of  Irish-Engliiih  parent- 

age, and  came  to  this  country  when 

quite  a  young  man.  He  bc<'amc  con- nected with  the  Baxt<rr  Engine  Co.. 
Hartford,  Conn.,  and  had  charge  of 
their  exhibit  at  the  centennial  cxpoHi- 
tion  at  Philadel.ohia  in  1870,  subwe- 
quantly   starting,   tho  same   year,  tho 
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VaX\e  Beseatliisr  Tool,  Boring,  "Davis" 
Hinckley  Machine  Works,  Hinckley,  III. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  11.  1922 

The  tool  is  useil  on  cyl- 
inder blocks  of  automotive 

engines,  as  shown  at  the 
right.  A  large  bearing  above 
the  valve  seat  holds  the  cut- 

ter bar  in  place,  and  is  lo- 
cated in  a  plate  or  holder 

clamped  to  the  work.  The 
bar  is  inserted  in  the  top  of 
the  holder  and  the  cutter  put 
In  place  at  the  bottom  of  it. 
The  cutter  bar  is  turned  by 
handle,  and  feed  is  provided 
by  a  screw.  The  set  includes 
three  boring  bars,  with  ft,  g  and  ft -in.  pilots,  two  valve  seating 
cutters,  one  knurled  turning  handle,  two  boring  cutters,  hexagon 
setscrew  wrench,  and  an  attachment  for  handling  Bulck  valve 
cages.     Weight,  18  lb.     Boxed  for  export,  25  pounds. 

Time-Stndy  Machine 
H.  H.  Williams,   1613  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  18,  1922 

The  machine  is  used  in  timing 
machine  operations,  and  makes  a 
permanent  record.  A  strip  of  pa- 

per is  moved  at  a  uniform  rate 
of  speed  by  a  positive  drive  rej^ru- 
lated  to  suit  conditions.  A  pen, 
moved  back  and  forth  by  two 
finger  keys,  traces  a  line  on  the 
moving  strip  of  paper.  The 
graph  or  record  obtained  gives  all 
the  data  for  filling  in  a  time- 
study  observation  sheet.  The 
length  of  time  between  each  step 
can  be  read  on  the  strip  by  means 
of  a  decimally  divided  scale.  The 
motor,  of  spring-driven  clock  work,  is  Independent  of  any  outside 
power.  Observations  of  0.001  min.  can  be  recorded  and  twenty- 
four  steps  or  elements  are  obtainable.  The  machine  is  8  x  8  in. 
square  and  6i  in.  high.     Weight,  9J   pounds. 

Furnace,   Hardening,   Automatic,  £lectric,  Gleason 
American  Industrial  Furnace  Corp.,  10  Post  Office  Square, 

Boston,   Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  18,  1922 

The  furnace  Is  used  for  harden- 
ing automobile  transmission  gears, 

and  is  adapted  to  hardening 
small  and  medium-sized  parts. 
The  hearth  is  made  up  of  a  series 
of  "thermalloy"  rolls  geared  to- 

gether and  di'iven  by  a  variable- 
speed  motor.  It  is  designed  to 
operate  at  temperatures  from 
1.000  to  1.800  deg.  F.  There  are 
fourteen  changes  of  speed  to  the 
rolls.  Hearth:  Width,  17  in.; 
length,  132  in.  Electrical  capac- 

ity, 65  kilowatts.  Work  capacity, 
450  to  700  lb.  per  hour. 

Hoist,  Electric,  MrCoilum 
Joslyn  Manufacturing  and  Supply  Co.,   3700   South  Morgan  St.. 

Chicago,  111. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,   1922 

The  speed-reducing  gearing 
consists  of  three  internal  ring 
gears,  three  planetary  pinions, 
and  a  high-speed  pinion  mounted 
on  the  motor  shaft.  A  reduction 
of  speed  of  from  100:  1  to  350:  1 
is  obtainable  between  the  driving 
pinion  and  the  sheave.  The  ac- 

tion is  not  reversible,  so  that  the 
speed-reducing  gearing  can  be 
operated  from  the  motor  end  only. 
Either  a.c.  or  d.c.  motors  using 
from  110  to  440  volts  can  be  em- 

ployed. The  hoist  is  supplied 
with  either  rope  or  chain  lift. 
With  the  chain  lift,  a  hook  can  be  used  on  either  end. 
requires  only  a  small  amount  of  head  room. 

The  hoist 

Urindinir  Machine,  Intrrnul,   Vertical,  "Bri(lit" 
Garvin  Machine  Co.,  Xew  York,  N.  Y. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  18,  1922 

The  machine  grinds  cylindrical  holes 
only.  The  chief  feature  Is  the  revolving 
and  reciprocating  of  the  work  spindle 
in  one  bearing.  The  wheel  spindle  Is 
directly  driven  by  a  1  J-hp.  induction  mo- 

tor at  the  top  at  speeds  of  from  7,500 
to  12,000  r.p.m..  while  the  work  and 
feed  mechanism  are  driven  by  a  motor 
at  the  rear.  A  feed  screw  with  a 
large  graduated  wheel  is  carried  on 
the  column  at  the  right  of  the  wheel 
spindle,  and  feeds  the  grinding  wheel 
a  distance  of  O.OOfll  in.  per  gradua- 

tion. The  fe':d  Is  automatically  oper- 
ated. The  work-spindle  speed  of  ro- 

tation is  100  to  385  r.p.m.  in  five  steps, 
and  the  ten  reciprocating  speeds  give 
from  4  to  48  strokes  per  minute.  Ca- 

pacity, 4x4.  Swing,  11  in.  Floor 
space,  20  x  45  in.  Height,  63  In. 
Weight,  1,250  pounds. 

Wrench  Set,  Square  and  HexaKon,  "Bay  State" 
Allen  Manufacturing  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  18,  1922 

The  set  is  expressly  for  auto- 
mobile and  garage  work  and  com- 

prises a  reversible  ratchet  wrench, 
universal  joint,  extension  bar, 
screwdriver  and  twelve  sockets 
ranging  in  size  from  ft  to  \i  in. 
hexagon,  and  Including  i,  i  and  g 
in.  square  sockets.  The  set  is  put 
up  in  a  hardwood  case,  and  is 
designated  as  the  No,  19  box  set. 

Comparator  for  Gagingr  Gears,  BartneRg 
Jones  &  Lamson  Machine  Co.,  Springfield,  Vt. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

A  mirror  throws  the  image  on 
the  back  of  a  ground-glass  screen. 
Since  the  chamfered  ends  of  gear 
teeth  do  not  focus  clearly  when 
projected,  the  instrument  is  fo- cused at  some  point  along  the 
face  of  the  tooth,  while  the  gear 
is  slightly  tilted  for  the  light  rays 
to  strike  the  side  of  the  tooth. 
Needles,  placed  in  the  plane  to  be 
explored,  give  a  very  sharp  pro- 

jected point  and  show  the  outline 
of  the  tooth.  This  outline  lies  in 
the  image  on  the  screen  between 
the  point  of  the  needle  it.self  and 
the  reflection  of  it  in  the  face  of 
the  tooth. 

Skid,  bift-Truck,  Steel-Frame 
Cowan  Truck  Co.,  7  Water  St..  Holyoke.  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

The  platform  or  skid  is  used with  hand-operated  lift  trucks. 
The  frame  of  the  skid  consists  of 
two  2J  x  2  X  ft -in.  angle  irons. 
Pine  planking  is  secured  to  the 
angles  by  four  counter-sunk bolts.  The  feet  of  the  skid  are 
IJ  in.  wide  and  J  in.  thick  and 
are  secured  to  both   the  top  and the  sides  of  the  angle-iron  frames.  „.  ̂      on  i_     „-,i  i„  „i.,o 

The  skids  are  made  in  eight  lengths  from  24  to  80  in-  and  in  nine 
widths  from  24  to  4 S  in.  All  sizes  can  be  furnished  in  heights 

of  6i  7J  and  9J  in.,  and  the  larger  sizes  of  llj  m.  also.  Special 

sizes  and  forms  of  skids  can  be  furnished  to  suit  special  require- ments. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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Vtut»4 
tT%ttm 

bMn  Vm  aoM. 
lUl  ia  iktpotHag  ti 

•f  ihft  Baxter  boilcn 
te  tW  Milani  p*rt  of  Um 

MM    of   tk« 
itot  the  aqoip- 

B«  iaeonoTatM 
•r  rtMk  i^Mnn.  i^^  >» 

ivttrfd  froa  Um  prwUaacy 
K  ■■>«■<>>!  by  kto  toB. 
;  Jr.  Mr.  Tooiiiy  wu  a 

•(  NaaAaUa  vWoa  aad  was  w«U 
aa4  Cavwably  kaova  thnmcbout  Um 
Uaila4  8ut««  and  Canaila  for  hia 
kaaarakW  aad  aqaar*  dealincs.  He  had 
a  ■  iiaitai  ful  ■Miaory  aad  coold  r«adUy 
recall  vartew  tjrpw  of  Moipinaat  UmI 

dMcribiac  taoM  in 
ticularly  boU4  for 

clMorfttl  dtepoaition, 
■M  ia  Croat  oatoooi  by  hia 
aad  all  who  caaM  ia  con- 

tact  wHii  hiai  &axint  hia  loi«  aad  sue- 

wm  aartic 
■  aad  cboi 

VAUBmifiB.Ci N.  Ja.,  New 
Coaa-  atn  avpariaundcnt  of 

tbo  StikaWy  Works,  dird  Buddenly  at 
Oak  Bfatfa.  Maaa^  Aurut  5.  at  tho  ac« 
of  W  yoara. 
LawuMcs  A.  Danton,  vico-araaidaat 

of  tba  Liuhfleld  Mannfarturinc  Co., 
Watarloo,  Iowa,  diod  at  his  hooM  ia 

ctar,  Jaly  SI.  Mr.  Danton  waa 
br  kaewa  throagfaottt  the  coatral 

■uiaa  tbroach  hia  work  as 
aalta  BMaaaor  for  tho  com- 

Ho  oatatad  tho  omploymcnt  of 
UMcoMara  ia  UM  aad  in  1907  morad 
to  Watarloo  to  boeoaso  r«n«ral  aaloa 
—aatar.  Ia  19lt  he  waa  oloctMl  aoe- 
lataiy  aad  la  1920,  vico-praaidont. 

K Book  Reviews 1 
Tuit:  By  A.  U  r>»t*«5«w. 

I  ■■■■■■  I .  br  Mraraw-lllll  i<ook  Co.. 
lac,  IT*  SvirMMa  An,  S'W  York,  and 
•  aad  a  BaavrrW  HI..  K  C  «.  I»n<loi>. 
~     -      -    Itt.  •  I  t-te.  paCM.  IM  UUia- 

■r  la  laf«  laamrfaowrtoc  aaUblMi- 
|M«  Im4  ab«ii4am   oaoortnaltl—  to 

MoOr   Uw   agaaa   at  aMUmt   tools   andar 

**nk%a  aaif  Ma  0MortaaMI«a  both  wtMly 
'  ««M..aad  ao*  civm  io  Um  paMia  th* oMsTTattofM  and  ainflwiis 

baafe.  wkMi  Um  waar  ocbar 
larvoiloB  la  a  aortas  or 
^atTtMM    JvaMlMMSC. 
BMhIac  In  niicaaaiaa 
aa  li|j>  rrai  actiOO  oC 
•r  why  aoOM  »tm  soe- 

  ^   ■   fall       Mr     Da   L«attw 
aaua^  alatao  la  kla  profOea  ihat^a  p«r- 
aaoa  oC^ke  baak  Is  to  brtac  bsfirs  th. 
wmdtr  UM  prtaiUlM  OM  tMasi  bs  aaplM 
la  dka  oalMtlsik  walaliaaasi  aad  «a»  of 
BHtal  t«niar  tools  laoiM  tkaa.io  aevaalnt 

tttm  waa  tSa  m'  '  ' n^bo  baa  aMn 
vrtTba  avldaaa  I 

'laiitaaiaa  wfib  a  sfciXsr  on  ih«  forma- tiaa  «t  «Ma^  diaaadMr  iMda  loatcaiiy  and 
— iMt|i  aa  to  loola  of  aM  «mr»Krabi« 
I  mm4  TSfiaka  aadaMroaaMr  asplalas 
ana«»l«o  aadaaa^'aiB  UMr  a«tlaN. 

«f  tha  BMSl  waaMi  fcistaris 
   ^  HQiiiany  to  raaa*  aaalaaan. 

asMs  ara  vood  aad  sssm  aro  bad, 
-  ■        "  aladjr  of  1Mb 

ooo  was 

nExpo rt  Opportunities 
itiesl 

Ttfc*      Iktir^itu      t.f       l.>r.-l|n      ii  .lie 
f'*«»,lirrr«'.  I>r|*«r4«nritl         wf  iumitifrr^, 
H  »kli>«l»«.  I>.  «'  ,  hi»  iB.ialrWn  (vr  lb* 
aarMrle*  mt  mukrhimrr>  Aad  mMrhlnt.  looU, 
Aajr  lafaraka4l«B  drvlr^d  rrcitrdlaa  lhv»« 
•l^^aHaalU**  rmm  b«.  tt^rvrrd  fraiti  IKr  «Im,v» 

r*(*rrUt(  to  tb«   aaailM-r  (allow 
aiaron  by 

lao  oorti  Uo 
A  BMrrhaat  In  Canada  wUhas  to  pur- 

ohaaa  vtn<««r  immM.  Quotallona,  f.  o.  b. 
poft  of  ahluinoni.  Caiih  to  ba  paid.  Refar- 

No.  lOlt. 
A  ceiawilsstow  nwrrhani  la  Bpala  daalras 

to  porrbasa  aad  aacur*  aa  aaaaoy  for  typa- wrflarK  awdaia  eOloa  aqgiawniW.  acalss^ 
"  rr  la  caaaral.  Qtiotatlona. 

Baataadar.     Oorraspoodenca, 
and       
r.l  f.  ODoa  or 
Spanlsa.    Rafaroaea  No.  lOU. 

A  mvrrhant  In  Franco  daalraa  to  aaoura 
an  acfnry  for  Iho  aalo  of  wolghlnc  ma- 
rhlnra  whirh  will  aulomallrally  Indicate  tha 
prlr«  of  any  wricht  of  (ondu  when  the  price 
of  a  unit  of  thr  euoda  la  known.  Quota- 
(tons,  c.lX  Dunkirk.     Itrfvrence  No.  1014. 

The  purchase  la  dealred  by  a  merchant  In 
South  Africa  of  machinery  for  cniahlna  and 
raAalaa  orthoclaae  feldapar.  which  has  a 
potaab  eootent  of  over  1*  per  cent.  Capac- 

ity of  machinery  to  be  ttS  tons  monthly. 
Quotatlona.  f.  o.  b.  New  York.  Payment, 
letter  of  credit  In  United  BUtrs.  Referanca 
No.  leil. 

An  enrtnrrrlnc  Arm  In  Italy  dralrpn  to 
ae<-ure  an  acmcy  and  purchaar  rlet-trlral 
marhlnrry  (motora,  iranafonnrra),  oondur- 
lon.  compreaaora.  iranamlaalon  materlala, 
metallic  wire  lamps  at  half  watt,  and  elec- 

trical appllancea  In  generaL  Quotatlona, 
c.  I  f.  Leghorn  or  Qenoa.  Corrsspondenca, 
Italian  or  French.    Referaoea  Mo.  nit. 

[|  I^mphlcts  Received  |[ 

Iphla. 

rtaeaioe  tasfi  oB^a  staar  or  taw  aoaa        rti»m 

Zf  arTiaiaiao  wmJS~m',4o»tnmflv  sbow  ro-     G%f^< salla  to  latWiasad^fi ia cy^  7>*  aaa  ia^V     nSSttut  I 

IB  or  oiisr      aaaenpu 
fkolaflac  Co.. 

led  oo  hav-     aMsrifllia   Iba 

oaSh^TSs^lMlMr  la  Ibair 
~   "     —   aHerO   aa4   to  — 

  Aataaaablle  tirea.  Bu- 
reau of  Btandarda  publkatlon  No.  til.  by 

W.  I.,  Holt,  aaaoclate  mechanical  enslneer. 
aad  P.  L.  Wormley,  physicist  of  the  Bureau. 
For  aale  l>y  the  Superintendent  of  Docu- 
maata.  Waahlncton,  O.  C,  price  i  cents. 

TeaClaa  Materlala.  Amrrloan  Sorlrly  of 
Tfotinc  Materials,  rhlladrlphla.  Pa.  A 
summary  of  the  proceedlnsa  of  the  twenty- flfth  annual  meeting  of  the  Society  held  In 
Allanllc  City.  June  27-10,  ItZt,  C.  L.  War- 
wirk.  aa-cretary.  lilS  Spruce  Street.  Phila- 

delphia, Pa^ 
rmakahafia  aad  Hearlnaa.  A  treatise  on 

the  soblcct  of  Crankshafts  and  Bearings  by 
K.  R  Patera.  Tha  purt»sa  of  the  I  real  lea 
la  not  to  Introduce  a  new  proeeaa.  but  to 

sbow  the  moat  efficient  an'1  iii..i<...iiii.- 
ssathnda  nf  |M'rrect  fitting  an<1 
bsainnga  ami  rrankahafla.     Ptii 
Peter*     Knclneerlng     Co.,     12^:        .-:   
Ave..  PhlUdrltihla.  Pa. 

iMlaelrlal  aelatlsaa.  Proceedings  of  the 
Industrial  l<<-la(luna  Conference  held  Oct, 
t<-lT,  1>ZI.  at  llarrlsburg.  Pa.  The  pol>ll- 
ratlon  mntalna  the  romplnte  records  of  tho 

t  held  durlnr  •lays'  session. 
14,    Boll.  :  ■'    and    Boiler 

I  ■)■:  Oct.  It.   .  .1  Cooperation, 
%Vomen  and  Children  In  In'lii«try.  Hlabllls- 
loc  Industry .  Oct.  t».  Indualrlal  Bduca- 
tloo:  Oct.  17,  Industrial  I'ulill.  ttv  Mrdlcal 

an     In     Indupiry     an<i  <  na 
Ulon.      I'ultllshed   by   •  n 

_.aJlth    of     Pennsylvania,     I.><  ;  of 
t^ibor  and  Industry,  ClUtord  U.  CuouvUey, 
Commlsalonar  of  Labor, 

I    Trade  Catalogs     | 
The  Hrown  Inatrument  C«».. 

Pa.       A     special     lllualrsted 
Ining   s   Blory   of   temperslure 

oaaliul   Hi    s    large    liwlaslrlal   iilnnf    wllh    a 
daaai<|i»lon  of  tha  method  use<l  '.It. 

■aaa  Tba  Lolbo.     Ths  Car  .u- 

Worcastar,  Maa.r.  ■  Un Raaisdali   hand    vise   lathe, 
.„,    ^_.  of  loola  la  a  eaae,  oonslstlng 

^  ̂   dsabla<aldad  combined  tool  and  die 

boldsr.  fsadiaa  deoko.  doobla  end  ttalam-ed boa  tool  boMar,  two  oattlng  knivea  and  a 
as«  or  iiaaklMs  to  taho  atodt  from  |  la.  to 

ila.  as  wall  aa  tha  corresponding  8.  A.  Bl. lea.  The  set  Is  sipeclally  aulted  to  the 
needa  of  the  machine  owner,  garage  man 
ur  farmer  (o  enable  either  to  make  emer- 

gency repalra. 

Meter  Hlarter*.     T'       '•.'  ;   ,     Tl.-o- 
Irlo  and  Msnufaotiii  I'n. 
A     new     iMxiklel.     K.  iijiitf 
and   ile*<'i!'  iiiii'   ol    full- 
safety    m  .il    to    afford 
coniplrte  I  r  iiiiir  ami  the 
niiitor.     I'  are  featured 
haviiii;   ,-..  Ill   ih<'   small- 
eat   niotui  'Its. 

Klerirle    Mui.-  trlr   und 
i'rtntntllrr    t'i».  Cleve- 
lanil.  Ohio.     All  iiii.iwn 

as  bulletin   No.  iui.  •   A.-- Bcrlpilona    with    nu::  i>r 
the  rompany'a  fracli.    ....    ....   ..lur- 
nating  und  tllnt-t  ourrnii  nioiura,  the  for- 

mer prtxlucl  In  llfl  to  440  volts,  t&  to  (0 
cycles,  and  the  latter.  In  11  to  150  volt 
slaea.  The  last  page  of  the  bulletin  con- 

tains a  complete  price  list  and  auei'lflra- tlons  governing  both  types  manufactured 
by  the  company  In  the  varloua  sises  of 
horsepower. 

aieel  Wladawa.  The  David  Lupton'a Sons  Co.,  Phllsdelphia,  Pa.  A  new  publica- 
tion of  seventy-two  (lagea,  knnn-n  aa  cata- 

log No.  110.  This  new  <  '  fiaturlng the    ateel    windowa    man  by    the 
company,  ahowa  the  exn  .  and  ar- 

rangement which  has  niurki'U  the  other 
publications  of  the  company.  It  contains  a 
great  vurlety  of  lliustratlona  ahowlng  not 
only  the  ronatructlon  details  of  the  com- 

pany's ateel  window  products,  but  numer- 
ous cuts  of  complete  Installations.  There 

are  alao  contained  many  line  cuts  and  oon- 
alilerable  data  of  value  to  architects  and 
engineers. 

Kleetric  Teola.  The  Black  A  Decker 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Baltimore,  Md.  A  new 

lorty-page  catalog  entitled  "P.M.P."  the 
iaitlala  signifying  products,  markets,  poll- 
eiaa.  The  catalog  u  unque  In  arrangement 
ia  that  It  Is  a  complete  merohandlaing  pro- 

gram covering  the  company's  oomurehcn- sive  line  of  electric  tools  publlsheo  under 
one  cover.  The  first  part  of  the  catalog 
i-ontalns  detailed  deaorlptlnns  of  each  of 
the  many  styles  of  tools  with  their  speclai 
featurea  emphasised.  A  market  analysis 
follows,  jKilnllng  out  the  varloua  fields  In 
which  thr  i'«.|»  are  applicable.  Tho  publi- 

cation cci  '  '  with  an  outline  of  the 
company  '  lurlng  and  aalea   policy 
which  is  '  :  .   Interest  to  jobbers  and 
dealers,  romnu.iKK  a«  It  doea,  numeroua 
Bales  and  ndverttalng  aiila.  The  catalog 
showa  aklll  In  the  aelertion  of  the  many 
lliustratlona  and  In  the  general  preparatlona 
of  the  material  and  data  contained  therein. 

||R)rthcomin^  Meetings  [| 

AK«arliililin     nf     Irnii      >■..!     ̂ (..I      I   l.-itrlnll 
k    1.1.     1  I    til 

.1,    (Jlllo. 
1      i  iiulldlng. 

I'llUbuiiili.  I'a. 

AsMrleaa  Inetllnte  of  Mlalag  aad  Melal. 
largteai  Knglaeere,  annual  convention.  Sept, 

>&  to  m,  1»11.  Ban  Franclaoo,  C'nI.  Secre- tary, F.  F.  Sharpless.  in  West  lUtli  Street, 
New  York  City, 

Amerleaa  Heelely  for  MIeel  Treating.  ICx- 
poaltlun  und  convention  nt  the  Ueneral 
Motora  Co  building,  Detroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Klaenman,  4600  I'roapncl  Ave.,  Clavs- land,  la  aecretary. 

.tmerlean  flear  Manofaelarera'  Aaaocla- 
tlaa.  Kali  meeting,  Chicago,  III.,  Oct.  9,  10 
and   11,    1*22. 

Amarleaa  Maaafaeturera  Kxport  Aaaoela- 
llsn  annual  convention.  New  York  City, 
Oct.  2.'.  und  2(.  M<-cretnry,  M,  B.  Dean.  1(0 
Broadway,  New  York  City, 
American  Trade  Aanorlallon  Kxecatlves. 

Third  unniiiil  >Ti<'<'lltiK.  On.  2lt,  2V  unil  27, 
III22,  nt  IlK'  Inn.  lluik  KuIIn,  ]'u.,  (L><-iii- ware  Water  Uiip). 

MaUeaal  Maehlne  Tool  llalldera'  Aaaeela- 
Uaa,  annual  convention.  .\'<-w  York  City, 
October,  lilt.  Secretary,  K.  V.  Du  llrul, 
%n  Provldsnt  Bank  Building,  Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 

Kalloaal  Faandera  Aaaoelallon,  Nov.  22 
and  22.  H<.<-relary.  J.  M.  Taylor,  20  South 
1j»  Salle   Ht.,   Chicago,    111. 

Natleaal  Kapealtlnn  of  Power  and  Me. 
ebaalrHl  Knalneerina,  Ix-r.  7  to  12,  11)22, 
Orat..'  I     I'Hlnce,    New     York     City. 
Hacr.  .  In    W.    Rice,    2»    West    ItUi 
Hire.  •  rk  Ctty. 
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Uillini;  Machine,  Vertical,  Higli-Speed,  No.  8 
Becker  Milling  Machine  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass, 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

The  No.  2  vertical  milling  and  rout- 
ing machine  has  been  changed  to  fit 

it  for  high-speed  worlc.  It  is  equipped 
witii  an  auxiliary  ball  bearing  to  take 
the  belt  pull,  so  that  the  machine  can 
be  run  50  per  cent  faster  than  the 
standard  machine.  Two  sizes  of  in- 

terchangeable pulleys  are  provided  for 
the  spindle.  Another  improvement  in 
the  machine  is  the  u.se  of  a  full  box- 
form  knee.  A  steel  chip  guard  is  pro- 

vided in  the  knee  in  front  of  the  car- 
riage, to  protect  the  crossfeed  screw. 

Orinder,  Klectrlc,  Portable,  Model  35 
Forbes  &  Myers,  172  Union  St.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

The  motor  of  the  device  is 
of  the  squirrel-cage  induc- 

tion type  and  has  fireproof 
windings.  The  insulation  is 
asbestos  specially  treated  to 
bind  the  fibers  into  a  mass 
capable  of  withstanding  a 
red  heat  indefinitely.  The 
motor  has  %  hp.  and  a  nor- 

mal speed  of  3,600  r.p.m. 
The  wheel  ordinarily  carried  is  6  x  1  in.  in  size.  In  order  to  pre- 

vent the  operator  from  receiving  an  electric  shock  from  the  tool, 
a  grounded  wire  is  employed.  The  wheel  is  equipped  with  a 
guard  and  convenient  grips  are  provided  for  the  operator.  The 
switch  is  within  easy  reach  in  the  handle. 

Vi»e-Latlie  Set,   Hand,  BamiideU 
Campbell  Manufacturing  Co.,  Slater  Bldg.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

\^. 

The  tool  is  intended  for 
accurately  cutting  screws, 
studs  and  pins  from  bar 
stock  without  the  use  of  a 
lathe  or  screw  machine, 
the  work  being  held  in  a 
vise.  Wire  springs  can  be 
wound  to  any  desired  pitch. 
Any  combination  of  bush- 

ings, dies  and  taps  in 
U.  S.  S.  or  S.  A.  E,  stand- 

ard sizes  can  be  furnished. 
For  turning,  a  different  set-up  is  employed.  Bar  stock  up  to  and 
including  1  in.  in  diameter  can  be  handled.  Each  set  is  furnished 
with  a  knurling  attachment  and  with  centering  bushings  from  4  to 
1  in.  in  diameter,  by   A -in,  steps. 

Grindine  .\ttnchment,  Angle-Plate,   Motor-Driven,   12-In. 
Van  Dorn  Electric  Tool  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

The  principal  feature  of  the  at- 
tachment is  an  inclined  slide  by 

which  both  feed  and  spindle 
height  adjustment  can  be  obtained 
by  movement  in  one  plane,  giving 
the  effect  of  both  horizontal  and 
vertical  slides.  The  rigidity  of 
the  machine  is  greater  than  that 
of  the  vertical  slide  type.  The 
shaft  is  1  ,'j  in.  in  diameter 
through  the  motor  and  1  in. 
through  the  wheel.  Motors  for 
a.c.  or  d.c.  are  interchangeable, 
and  have  a  normal  continuous 
capacity  of  IJ  hp.,  with  a  peak  capacity  of  24  hp.  and  a  speed 
of  1,800  r.p.m.     Weight,   175  pounds. 

HoUt,   Wheel,  Tire  PreHii,   Hand 
Reliance  Trailer  and  Truck  Co.,   16<2   Howard  St., 

San  Francisco,  Cal. 
"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

The  hoist  is  used  on  presses  to 
lift  automobile  truck  wheels  into 
place  when  changing  tires.  Two 
clamps,  secured  to  the  upright 
frame  of  the  press,  carry  adjust- 

able brackets  in  which  the  trun- 
nions of  the  swinging  arm  are 

fastened.  Hoisting  is  accom- 
plished by  hand,  through  a  gear 

reduction  connected  to  the  crank 
at  the  pivoted  end  of  the  device. 
The  wheels  are  secured  by  means 
of  cones  placed  in  the  hubs.  Be- 

sides being  used  on  a  tire  press, 
the  hoist  is  adaptable  to  general 
work  around  the  shop.  Different 
brackets  can  be  furnished  for 
securing  it.  Capacity,  1,200  pounds. 

Reamer,  £xpanKlon,  '*Parob'* 
Gammons-Holman   Co.,   Manchester,   Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

The  cutting  edges  of 
the  reamer  are  alter- 

nately parallel  and  ob- lique to  the  axis  of  the 
tool.  The  reamer  is  ex- 

panded  from  the  center 
by  means  of  a  tapered  plug,  adjusted  by  a  screw  in  the  end.  The 
end  of  the  pilot  is  recessed  to  a  considerable  depth  to  protect 
the  screw  head,  and  to  act  as  a  center  for  regrinding.  Cutting 
edges  on  the  extreme  end  of  the  pilot  portion  remove  the  burrs 
and  permit  the  reamer  to  enter  the  hole  easily.  The  reamers 
are  made  in  one  piece,  with  blades  cut  from  the  solid.  They  are 
made  in  standard  sizes  from  1  to  li  inches. 

Flexible-Shaft   Outfit,   Motor-Driven,   Portable,   H-250 
Hergi  Manufacturing  Co.,  250  Fifth  St.,  Bridgeport,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

A  high-speed  motor  of  i  hp.  for 
operation  on  110-volt  a.c.  or  d.c. 
is  inclosed  in  an  aluminum  casing 
having  a  base  and  handle.  A 
ventilating  fan  keeps  a  current  of 
air  passing  between  the  field  and 
the  armature  windings  and  cools 
both  front  and  end  cap  bearings. 
The  flexible  shaft  is  4  in.  in 
diameter,  3  ft.  long  and  wound 
with  wire.  A  ball-bearing  hand- 

piece with  a  A-in.  chuck  is  provided.  The  No.  4  or  5  shaft, 
sheath  and  handpiece  are  interchangeable  on  the  motor  unit.  Six 
feet  of  drop  cord  with  an  attachment  plug  are  provided  with 
each  motor. 

Liapping:  Tool,  Internal 
Stimson  Engineering  Co.,  598  Sixty-Eighth  Ave.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  25,  1922 

The  device  is  used  for  lap- 
ping the  bores  of  automotive 

cylinders.  The  shoes  which 
make  tile  contact  with  the 
cylinder  bore  are  held  by 
flexible  connections  at  one 
end  of  the  shaft,  and  can  be 
easily  removed.  Two  sets 
are  provided  to  fit  bores  21  to  3J  in.  in  diameter,  and  3J  to  4J  in., 
respectively.  A  nut  operating  the  taper  adjustment  serves  to  fit 
the  shoes  to  the  cylinder.  The  disk  mounted  on  the  shaft  is  ad- 

justable in  position,  acting  as  a  stop  and  preventing  the  tool 
from  feeding  too  deeply  into  the  cylinder.  The  tool  can  be  oper- 

ated by  an  electric  or  air-driven  portable  drill  or  by  a  drilline 
machine,  or  it  can  be  attached  to  a  lathe  tallstock.  The  tool 
requires  no  lining  up  with  the  cylinder. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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The  Weekly  Price  Guide 
■■4  Fall  of  Um  Market 

Airimm  l*rk»  «f  atMl  ahapM.  platM  and  ban.  f.oJ>. 
nHi>MHli.  niTlBt  alalBiam  of  11.80  per  100  lb.  QuoU- 
Umi  af  tt.1t  fMt  (Uaawwirtiic.  except  on  order*  for  *hip- 
■MMft  dariac  Uat  qiaartMr.  Suataiaad  demand,  bowever. 
llilt  i4w  to  qaolatioaa  of  ft  por  100  lb.  on  platea  in 
■■•■  taMMCM.  for  oarly  *hipment.  Recent  rUe  in  mill 
ftfa*  ti  boha.  nota  and  nveU.  reflectad  in  reduction  of 
•kaat  lv«  pointa  ia  ■■lahmm  diacoonta  in  Cleveland  and 
New  York. 

at  «f^e.  as  against  6c.  per  lb.  in  New  York 
Copper   sale*  bearier   than   year   aRo;    pricea 

•rm.    UMMd  oQ  ap  2c  per  gti.  (5  bbl.  loU)  in  New  York. 

-1^  quoted  at  S2kc.  as  compared  with  321c.  per 
in    New    Vrrk    wareboOMa.      Zinc    market 

price*  in  St.  Loaia. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

»erY 

30.66 

nC  IKON  -^  Per  (ro««   toa  —  Quocation*   compfled    by  Tbe 
Maitbaw  Addy  Co.: 

riNCINNATl 
N*.2SouilMni    124.56 
ffankani  Batic       27.27 
SaMkeni  Ohio  No.  3       37.37 

NEW  YORK-Tidoater  Dcitv( 
SMibcr*  No.  2  (nikoa  2.2  $92. 

BIRMINGHAM 
No.2Foa»dry       20.50 

PHILADELPHIA 
ttmtm  Pa..  No.  2«  (■aicoa  2 ■  25#2 . 75)      29.76 
ViniMa  No.  3    30.17 
BmSTT    27.25 
Gny  Fotfi    27.25 

CHICAGO 
No.  2  Foaadry  local        24. SO 
No.  2  Feaadry.  Souibcni  (tilicoa  2.25^2.75)       26.00 

flTTSBURGH.  iadudiac  fiaiftbt  chart*  fi«M  Vallty 
Na.3FaMiidry    25  00 
BaMC           25.00 

..  25.00 

DUM  MACHINCKY  CAflTING»-Ia  ceau  per  povod: 
Light  Medium  Heary 

aadMMf           15.0  100  4  75 
Dttnic         10A13  8.0  3^4 
Nov  York.          9SiO  6.0  4^ 

SV»«**^    "^^  *•*  <  s 
Chkaaa    S.O  4.S  3.5 

...tsneM  art  ia  Mat*  per  pound  ia  varioui  dd«* 
»i  aiao  ih«  baaa  ̂ aotatioM  from  mill: 

Fktabafih. 
taig* 

Mill  U<«       New  Yock  Oerdaad  Cbicafo 

5^"        li^lii         i*i  3.55  3  80 

No.  I*        I.70#3.90         i.n  3.70  3.95 
Black 

No*.17aiU2l.       3.00f3.2S         4.1S  }.»  4.30 
No*.  23  ai»d  3«.       3.05S}.)0         4.30  3.t$  4.30 
N«.2Saa4a*.      3.loSj.3S         435  3.90  4.]S 
M*>24         3.I5S3.«         4.3S  4.00  4  45 

Galvaniiad 
Ne«.  10  and  II. 
Noi.  12  and  14. 
Noi.  17  and  21. 
No*  22  and  24. 
No.  26   
No.  3«   

Pittiburih 
}.i5aj.^5 

New  York 
4.JS 

4.45 
4.75 
4.90 
S.05 

5. 55 

Geveland 
3.85 

3.95 
4.25 

4.SS 4.70 

5.00 

Chicago 

4  45 

4.55 

4.85 
5.00 
5.15 

5.45 
WROUGHT  PIPE — The  folluwinH  ditcounii  are  to  jobbert  fot 

carload  Ion  on  the  litnt  I'ittihurgh  haiing  card: 
Inch** 

lto3..., 
Stael Bla*k 

71 

2    64 
2|to6    68 
7  to  8    65 
9  to  12    64 

Iron 
Hbck 

.     441 

J9 

42 

BUTT  WELD 
Galv.  Inchei 

58)  itol).. 
LAP  WELD 

51}  2   551  2)  to  4.. 
511  4)  to  6.. 
S0(  7  to  12       40 

BUTT  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 
ItolJ       69  571  ftol)       441 
2to3       70  58} 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

42 

62 

66 
.             65 7to8       61 

9  to  12       55 
Malleable  fitting!. 

24  to  4. 

4{to6. 

SO 

54 

53 

47, 

41 

   401 to  4    43 
to  6    42 

7  to  8    JS 
9  to  12    30 

ii 
r.alv. 

29t 

25 

29 

29 

27 

SOI 

27 

31 

30 

23 
18 

aaiiei  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  Yotk 
atock  lell  II  net  lilt.    Cait  iron,  icandard  lizei,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warehou**  diicounti  ai  followi: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 

Black  (iaiv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 
Ito3in.*te*lbuttwelded.  6<.%   53%   601%    471%   621%   48J7o 

**.'?';.'". V**"*P *«'<*«'*•  ̂ '^♦''%   5*1%  ♦**%  H%  <5l% Malleable  hciinici.     Claftei  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
»tock  .ell  at  Im  jrti  10%.    Cait  iron,  standard  iitei,  32-5%  off. 

M ISCELLANEOUS— Wareho 
100-lb.  lots: 

Open  hearth  tpring  iteel  (b**e)  . 
Spring  Iteel  (light)  (base)   
Coppered  Beiscmer  rod*(b*«c).. 
Hoop  Iteel . 
Coldr rolled  atrip  iteel   
Floor  platei    
Cold  finiihed  ihafiingoricrew. . 
Cold  hnithed   flaii,  iquarct   
Structural  ihapci  (bat«)   
Soft  Iteel  ban  (baie)   

Soft  Iteel  bar  ihapei  (bate). . . . 
Soft  iicel  handi  (bate)   
Tank  plates  (base)   
Bar  iron  (2.25  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  list^   
Electric  welding  wire: 

l:::::;;:.-;:::::.v;:;::; 
Atol   

use  prices n  cents  per  pound  in 

New  York  Gevelan 
d  Chicago 4.00 

6  00 
4  50 

6.00 

6.00 
6.00 

6.03 
8. GO 

6.85 

3.78 
3.  SO 

3.48 

6.50 

8  25 6.15 
4.80 4.91 

5.08 
3.50 3.30 3.40 

4.00 3.80 

3.90 

2.83 
2.66 2.70 

2.73 
3.56 

2.60 
2.73 

3.56 

2.60 

3.38 
3.06 3.35 

2.83 

3.66 
2.38 

2.70 
2.21 2.28 

55@U)% 

S5% 
50% 

8.00... ..12ai3 
.11^1? 

6.50... 

6.25... 

,  ,IO(n   11 
METALS 

Current  Prices  In  Cents  Per  Puund 

Copper,  clertrolvtic  (up  to  carlots),  New  York    14.62) 
Tin.  5-ton  lots.  New  York    32 .  SO 
Lead  (up  to  carlots),  St.  Louii   S  52);  New  York.  .  6. 10 
Zinc  (up  to  carlots),  St.  Louis   6. 30  ;  New  York.  7.00 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingots,  MS  ̂ "^  "^"'^  Oeveland  Ch
icago ion  lots     19  20          20.00  18.00 

Antimony  (Chinese),  ton  spot.        $.50             7.50  6. 25 
Copper  iheets.  base     21  00  21.SO®21.7$  23.00 
Copper  wire  (carlots)     16.50          iTSO  16.25 
Copper  bars  (ton  lots)     I'y.SO          22.50  19.50 
Copper  tubing  (100-lb.  lots)    23.75          24  50  23.CO 
Brais  sheets  Mn<Mb.  lot.)      J7.75           19,50  IKT7S 
Brass  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lots)   ..21.  SO          22.50  20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies    \ 

M  ET  ALS-^Continued 
New  York   Cleveland  Chicago 

17.50 15.75 
19.50 
9.00 
23.50 20.00 
42.00 36.00 
16.00 9.00 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)    16.25 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    18.25 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)        8.50 
Solder  (I  and  i),  (caselots)    23.00 
Babbitt  metal  (fair  grade)    24.50 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)    11 .  12j 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J    .  39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Mallealile  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       SO 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...     48.00 
Blocks      32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots     38,00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50.00 
Sheet  bars...    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper, heavy,  and  crucible      12.00  12.00         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75  11.00         11.25 
Copper,light,  and  bottoms       9.75  9.50         10.25 
Lead.heavy       4.75  4.50           4.50 
Lead,  tea       4. 25  3.50          3.50 
Brass,  heavy        7.00  6.00           9.00 
Brass,light       6.00  5.00          6  25 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.50  6.00          6.75 
Zinc       3.00  3.25           3.50 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Li»tt 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets        17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00 
IC,  14x20         7.25 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 

18.25 
21.00 

16.00 
18.75 

11.00 
11.40 

.5.60 
5.85 

18.. 50 

20.90 

17.00 
19.60 

14.50 
14.80 

7.25 
7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

New  York 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  $0.07;((?  ?0. 10 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perlb.       .05S(a  .09 

Wiping  cloths,  13 JxH'-, perlb.  .075 
Wiping  cloths, 13ix20i,per  lb.  .08 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80 
Roll  sulphur,  360  lb.  bbl.,  per 

lOOIb.    2.85 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl. lots.  .91 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     1001b.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  in  oil     1001b.  kegs. 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag   
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville.  .per  net 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .per  net 

Cleve- 
land Chicago 

SO.  12 

gO.lU 

.09 

.08 

.10 
.10 

.11 
.13 

2.40 
2.65 

3.25 
3.50 

1.17 
1.01 

New  Yoi k,  12.50 
New  Yo k,12.50 
New  York,  14.00 

.80 
1.00 

ton     13.50@14.00 
ton     15. 0( 

)@15.50 

New 

York 

Qeve- 

land    Chicago 

60% 

65% 

60% 

60-10% 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       45% 

IJand  Ux3  in.  up  to  12  in       25% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       30% 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plusstd.  ej[traoflO%)       35%       ?4.00  off 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        20%     33.90  net 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         25%              65-5% 
Lag  screws,  coach    screws       45%         ,,      60^5% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap    screws.  .  .  .     75%  70%      70-10% 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  >  30  in         35%   50-10-5%    50-5% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts       45%          

Tap  bolts,  hex.  hea  d,  list  plus        10%          

Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger       65%     70-10% 
Case-hardened  nuts         50%          
Washers,castiron,iin.,  per  lOOIb.  (net)      yS.OO  ?3.50 
Washers, cast  iron,  I  in. per  1(X)  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  OfTlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  hex., per  100  Ib.Off  list 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  iifin.  dia.  and.smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  j-in.,  j-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

li    to    ll-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
EXTRA  per  ]00\h         0.25 

I  in.  diameter   E^'TRA       0.15 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    E^'TRA      0.50 Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 

Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

4.00 

3.00 1.50 1.50 1.50 

l.SO 

55% 
55% 

3.50 
5.00 

3.50 

3.50 3.50 3.50 

65% 

65% 

34.50  33.50 4.60    3.60 

0.75 

0.50 

55% 

80% 

33. 5C 

3.50 

3 .  50  net 
4.00 4.00 

4.00 

4.00 60-10% 

4Jc.  net 33.25 

3.35 

,  O.IS 0.15 

0.50 0.50 

0.25 0.50 

0.35        33.35  base 

55-5%        50%         50-% 
35%  50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.        30.55 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (^   doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-5% 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade          60-5% 
Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets  9x11  in. : 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper          35.84 
Emery  paper    8.80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. 
Paper   
Cloth   

30.50      30.67i 

0.35         0.40 

40-10-21%     50% 

40%       40-5% 
50-10%  40- 10% 

60-5%  60-5% 

33.85 

11.00 

32.75 

4.50 

1.32 
3.02 

36.48 
8.80 29.48 

4.95 

1.40 
3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Toob  Wanted 

U  Mmi  Irm  Wta.  I«l« 
A  O.  ftlBliiiw.  VmttL  Act. 

poUvX*. 

AWUto 
A#t.     pow«r 

     -Ihnilwr   A«M  Ok.  •nnlh 
AT«^     ilirtrtr   vorteM*   MmI   dHII. 

       lUiiary  Oft, 
!)•*(.)     lal    Mrf    Totwlu    SIS. 
  '-      --        Uih«. 

Bm.   WtiMla  —  WMU  TM*  C«.   IIT 
rMtUvw  au  J.  r.  Kiiwit  Fitfc^ 

«.  V-  ■■•irtB  AMI  turn,  m  WaMlM 
Ow».  T>«  WaiMMtM  SL— alMtrta  floor 
k^  (ti»Arr.  alOB  obatrtr  poitMli  grinl«r. 

S.  T.  ■■■■■■  P.  UbOTtr.  I«7  Bwoy  — 
mttitmtrr.    tool*   aa4   «q«l»liniil    for    pro- 

■.  T.  Lmm  l«loa«  CHir— WappWr  Ktoe- 
Mb  Ok.  UiHa^rM  Av>.  A.  V«tlMM<.  Pmolk 

AM«-2**    "■    X    aarfacw    Krt»4»r    (Browa 

^iil     IMlk    m.-         - 

Va.  BtoliaM<i4— Aci«M  Aulo  tfwvio*  Co., 
»«:    Hull   81.— drtll   |ir*M. 

Vb.  BItIim— <  W.  T.  any  Co..  ill 
Wmi  cuy  Si. — Uth*  •ltd  drill  for  »uto- 
mnhiW  rvpair  ahoit. 

To-  BMiaiMi4— llMrn  Motor  Co..  llOt 
Hull  W.— drill,  talbo.  and  bumlns  in  ma- 
ehla*. 

W.  Ta,  CtMkabar*— Plltabursti  *  Weat 
Virclnia  Oaa  Co  — tnaehlnonr  tor  maohino 
rtB^^  taras*  aad  rrpatr  shop. 

Wla..    MadlaM— MB<ll»>n    Oaracr    *    Ma- 
.......  Co.     It-t«   North  Chartor  BU   C   U 
Lodin*.    mgr — marhlnrry     and    rqulpmvnt 
for  auto   repair  and   machln«   ahop. 

WU..    MadlMB— A.    Malaano.    Ml    Ri>aont 
Bt. — marhlnrrr    for    propoaad    auto    repair 

Including  a  I -ton 

WU..    Mllwaahw— Diamond    Motor    Bcrv- 
to*,  c/e  U.   P.   Mlllrr.   71 «    Holtnn  St   auto 
r»palr  marhlnrry   InchidliMr  drill  preaa.  air 
tank  and  pump. 

WU..  Mllwaak*. — P.  Portman.  Stit  Bur- 
UIgti  .Si.  (auio  ffpalr  ahop) — rrlndor,  lathr, 
drfll  pmui.  air  tank  and  pump. 

WU.  WaakMka— P.  Wblf.  ttO  Main  81  . 
(auto  rapair  atatton)— drill  pr*aa  and  amall tooU. 

ladla.  Baakar — Vatabhdaa  Runchnrdaa 
A  r^o .  TO  Appctllo  81.— lathm.  mlllinc  ma- 
rhlnra.  ■haprr*.  drllln.  IihiU  fur  umair  ihon 
work,  macnlnary  for  thp  manufacliirr  <>t 
tin  rramophnnr  homa.  tin  toya.  cramo- 
plM>nf>  r*«nr<la,  jrramaphnnr  and  acwinc 
nrMilm  iind  nrMliv  Ikkmi  ;  marhlnrry  for 
ruiiina  mica  frwn  I  to  t  In.  In  diamatar : 
woodworklnc  machlniry  for  Ihr  manufar- 
turr  nf  rramophonf-mhliiciii ;  upraylnc  ma- 

rhlnrry for  palnitna  rrnmophon<*  hnma  and 
toya .  prinlinc  marhlncry.  CnlaloKui-  with 
full  partlculan  and  lowpni  i-xiHirt  prle<.«, 
alao  aamplaa  of  rram<Mihiin<-  n<.<-nl<-ii.  aiirlnra and  cahfnat  flltlnca  of  all  kinda,  r«<|uln>d 
in  tb«  mAiiufaotura  of  eablneta. 

Machinery  Wanted 

faaa.. 
BrUaaparl — MrTathron 

Wka.  Co^   7t   Knowlton   8t 

llalUr 

Ir  eompraa- ■or.  rapacity  10  «i  ft.  par  minut*. 

Oa..  AlUata— W.  H.  ItradUy.  SI*  Orant 
mdrc— «ii*  to-lon  narrow  vaiiKa  aaddia 
Uw  leeemoiiva. 

IB..     AfUma— Tlia     WaOOrJ    ooa     tt     In. 
pap«r  rultrr. 

IB-  rkarUalaa — Tha  Nw  om  tO  point 
kaadUilar  moM,  II  ama. 

IB.  rkUaca— rtilea|to  Book  nindary,  EOO 
Boath  Mlala  St.— on*  14  s  SI  printing  pr*aa 
tor  powar  aqolpmant. 

_     annar    Mchjr.     To..     1t« 
Bontk  Diarkom  Hi  — powar  fotdlnc  ma- 
ektoa.  Urva  and  amall  powar  papar  ontUTf 
aiaa  powar  atllriiar. 

Fart    Wayaa— Fart    W«yn<>    Oil    A 
      I'"..    SSt-tt*    Haal    CohimhiM    flt.- 

•*•  (to  IS  In.  motor  drtvan  plpa  marhlnr. 

lad.    Oaafeaw— .Vawa    Print  Inc    Co.— Itne> 
Ijrpa  marblno.  modal  No.  ( 

Baa..  WUkHa — M.  R.  Amarman.  fcanaral 
'-^••'•ctor)   Sit  North  Markat  St.— pavlnti 

IT'-"-"-.    ■•^-    f»"—    "•{..    Corp. 

fv-«»'«  r    T. 
Itanoa.  r-  \ng  ma- 
rtiiaary.    i>.iaiiiiir     uanK^m.    (..-Hririaa.   pul- 
Uj%.  balllnc.  aawtnc  njUMC  oO. 

^Baik,    WMtHa-^.   K.   Oaiw,   tit   Hoath 
Cfcataa^aa  Ava. — powar  pHMtac  praaa. 

Kaa.  Mlahlta— Lumbar  A  Supply  Co. 
Murdork  lllilc..  A.  ailklnaon,  Purch.  AKt.— 
iwwar   planor. 

Kaa.  WIrhlla— J.  A.  MoMaatar,  IISI 
South  Wairr  HI. — Job  printlns  praaa  for 
powar  rqulpmvnl, 

Kaa.  Wlahlla— O.  Millar.  Hi  Handrloka 
St. — larsa  job  printing  praaa  and  power, latha. 

trfi.  Balaa  Raa«a— Bd.  of  Kdur..  R.  C. 
Oonlun.  I'rra. — woodwork  liiic  and  Iron- 
worklnc  marhlnery  and  miulpnifnt  (or  new ■rhool. 

Maea.,  Palmer — The  Journal— ona  16  x 
SI    In.  prfu  for  |H>wer  equipment. 

Mlvh..  Wllllamaloa — C.  KInc — one  4 
paae,  7  rulumn  nrWH  and  Job  preaana,  and 
folder  for  powrr  rgulpmnnt. 

Minn.,  MlnnreixilU  Waahlnrton-Croaby 
'  urrrn) — mechanlral 

I    mory   wnruhouae 
:  ■     I  1      -i.ilo.    N.    Y. 

Ma..  Kaaaaa  ('lty--lld.  of  Kdue .^-equip- ment for  boya  manual  tralninc  ahop.  alao 
floor   BCarlflf-r. 

Ma..  Kanaae  City — Davia  Truck  Co.— 
one  truck,  I  to  5  ton. 

N.  r.,  Amatardam  —  Fiticerald  Bra*. 
manufarlunT*  of  hoalrry — thread  cutler 
inoatlnir  tyiM.).  ulno  atyla  40  U.  D.  Marrow 
aewlnic   marhlne. 

K.  T.,  Aabarn— Auburn  ConvertlnB  Co, 
Inc..  I«6  Clar  St..  S.  Tabor.  Dlr.— ma- 

chinery and  equlpmrnt  for  Ihe  manufac- 
ture of  twine  and  twine  producta. 

N.  v..  Aubara — W  J.  Henry— eomplrii' 
machinery  ami  •siulpnimt  for  propimid 
tlOO.OOO  tool  plant  on  York  St. 

K.  T..  Braaklya— Clifton  Knlttlns  Hllla. 
114  Stanhope  Su — 14  In.  lirlnton  circular 
machlnra. 

N.  Y.,  Oanara — Supply  Sale*  Corp.,  P. 
Dwyar.  Pre*. — marhlnrry  fur  the  manu- 

facture of  ricilh   and   wood   iiprrlMltlo*. 

N.  T.,  I.arkporl — Ix>rkport  Fdry.  Corp., 
R.  K.  Bryant.  Trea*. — foundry  and  ma. 
china  ahop  Miulpmont  for  nropoaed  rxten> 
alon  to  plant,  aleo  Iron  working  machinery, 

N.  Y..  Odeeaa  II.  f'nuoh — equipment  for 
development  of  anjl  di-poalla,  here. 

W.    Y..    Herhr.Irr— /•.    C      II'  T              ;|7 
lllnaaoiii   Itil..   (purkiTR  >>t  frur  i) 
— parklnir    rniicliliHTy.    niao    *••:  tor 
larva   forse    plan). 

N.    Y.,     Baehealar — Rorlifalrr  Ti  l"|p)ion<' 
forp.,  St  Stone  Hi.  -♦null      il 
liulldlnic  on  Si.   Paul   Rl..  i ->. and  ranair  deiiartmnnta,  i;        .,  rna 
and  cabinet  ahop 

IT.  Y.  Rorheaiar— Sill  SlOVe  Wka.  Inc.. 
Oak  HI. — machinery  and  e<|ulpment  for  pro- 

poaad     foundry      rieaninc     plant     at      SS4 

O..  Dalawara— Climax  Rublier  Co.,  T. 
Waddell.  Purch.  A»l. — S  vulcanlsera,  and 
other  tulie  maklns  machinery. 

O-  MaaaSald — Pederaon  Machine  Co. — 
machinery  for  tha  manufartura  of  um- 
brellaa. 

O.,  Newlen  rnlla  Newton  Pnlla  Herald. 
A.  Tixlrt.  Jr.  Purch.  Airt. — linotype  and 
alereatypInK    outdl. 

O.,  Porlamaafh  —  Porlamouth  Alove  A 
llanse  fVi„  r;iiiiiA  and  Campliell  Sta. — ma- 

chinery and  etiulpment  for  propoa<-d  addi- tion   to    factory, 

O.,  Toledo  -The  Mlllnirn  Wafon  Co.— 
one  t  ft.  aieel  power  brake,  to  nandle  up 
to  14  In.   Kuae  metal. 

Ohia..  Itartlaavllla— PhllllfM  Petroleum 
Co. — machinery  and  aqtllpmont  for  pro- 

poaad aaMilln*  abaorptkm  plant. 
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Oklu.,  May — The  May  Bugle,  A.  Latta, 
Purch.  Agt. — ^newspaper  power  and  job 
press. 

Okla.,  Orlanilo — E.  Davis — leather  work- 
ing and  polishing  machinery,  shafting, 

hangers,   bearings,  and  pulleys. 

Pa.,   Carrlck    (PlttsburBh   P-   O.) — Bd.   of 
Educ,  G.  L.  Suttler,  2417  ISrownsville  Kd., 
Pres. — equipment  for  vocational  department 
of   proposed   new   school. 

Pa.,  Kaston — Uhl's  Brewing  Co.,  G.  P. 
Coffin,  Solicitor — machinery  for  manufac- 

turing bottling  and   preparing  beverages. 

Pa.,  Freedom — Freedom  Oil  Works — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  proposed  2 

story   addition   to   garage  and   repair  shop. 

Pa.,  Glen  Olden — A.  K.  Sonnekalb  (ma- 
chine shop  and  trunk  factory) — 3  riveting 

machines  for  power  equipment. 

Pa.,  Grove  City — McKay  Carriage  Wks., 
Erie  St. — equipment  for  addition  to  shop, 
will   manufacture    automobile    bodies. 

Pa.,  Patton— Bd.  of  Educ,  F.  L.  Brown, 
Secy. — equipment  for  manual  training  de- 

partment of  new  high  school. 

Pa.,  Pittsburirh — Pittsbugh  Railways  Co., 
6th  Ave. — one  locomotive  crane. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — United  Engineering  & 
Fdry.  Co.,  Farmers  Bank  Bldg. — -one  40  ton 
and  two  10  ton  mill  type  cranes  for  Na- 

tional Enameling  &  Stamping  Co.,  St. 
Louis,   Mo. 

Pa.,  PittNburgh — U.  S.  Drug  &  Chemical 
Co. — equipment  for  proposed  drug  and 
chemical  plant. 

Pa.,  Sharon — Bd.  of  Educ,  W.  Whitehead, 
Secy. — equipment  for  manual  training  de- 

partment of  proposed  high  school. 

Pa.,  Sharon — Ebblie  &  Hunter,  64  Vine 
St. — one  machine  paper  baler. 

Pa..  Sharon — Z.  N.  Mason,  691  South 
Irvine  St.- — U.  S.  Hoffman  pressing  ma- 

chine;  medium  size  electric  finisher;  ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  electric  shoe 

repair. 

Pa.,  Warren — P.  V.  Edgett.  49  Clark  St. 
— one  mortising  machine,   (new  or  used). 

Pa.,  Waynesboro — The  Frick  Co.,  (manu- 
facturer of  refrigerating  plants  and  ice 

machines) — two  5-ton,  one  10-ton,  and  six 
25-ton  cranes. 

Pa.,  WriKhtsvill* — H.  K.  Smith — machin- 
ery and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of 

thermometers   and    like   instruments. 

Tenn.,  Mempliis — Memphis  Sash  &  Door 
Co.,  673  South  Dudley  St. — complete  equip- 

ment and  machinery  for  proposed  sash  and 
door  factory,  incIudinK  jointers,  planers, 
jigs,  etc.,  on  R.R.   St.  and   Roland  Ave. 

Tex.,  Beaumont — Stedman  Fruit  Co. — 
refrigeration  machinery  and  equipment  for 
$180,000  refrigerator  plant. 

Tex..  Cleburne — Home  Steam  Laundry, 
416   East   Wardville    St. — boiler   feed   pump. 

Tex.,  Dallas — Brown  Garage — 4612  Main 
St. — band    .saw   for   power   equipment. 

Tex..  Slierman — Hunter  Printing  Co. — 
ont  7  column  quarto  folder,  and  set  of  8 
point  mats. 

Va.,  Rirbmond — .S.  W.  Hatton,  905  Hull 
St.    (batteries) — rectifier. 

Wash..  Brewster — D.  L.  Gillespie,  Pro- 
prietor of  Brewster  Herald — presses  and 

linotype   machine. 

W.  Va.,  Clarksburg — Clarksburg  Ice  & 
Storage  Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  ice  storage  plant,  capacity  4,500 ton. 

W.  Va.,  riarksbiiric — Hornor  Bro.s. — 
equipment  and,  machinery  for  proposed 
$30,000  ice  cream  plant  at  Shinnston, W.  Va. 

W.  Va.,  Weirton — Weirton  Steel  Co. — one 
ladle  crane. 

Wis.,  Cndahy — J.  Bersic.  Layton  Ave. 
and  Kingan  St. — machinery  for  sheet  metal working. 

Wis.,  Green  Ba.v — The  Bd.  of  Educ,  I.  H. 
Mclntyre,  City  Hall.  Supt.— equipment  and 

machinery    for    proposed    manual    training building. 

Wis..  Milwankee — Ever-Glow  Light  Co., 
776  Tentonia  Ave.,  J.  Gelssman,  Purch. 
Agt. — special  machinery  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  metal  lighting  fixtures,  belting,  and shafting. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — H.  E.  Krueger.  1040 
Holton  St. — equipment  for  mechanical  bake shop,   and   electric   motors. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Midwest  Die  Casting 
Co.,  c/o  E.  A.  Rathgen,  1211J  National 
Ave,    (rear) — die  casting  machinery. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Milwaukee  Steam  Ap- 
pliance Co.,  c/o  L.  E.  Ficheurx,  120  Wis- 

consin St. — special  machinery  for  the  manu- 
facture of  oil  pumps,  gauges,  etc,  also 

shafting  and   belting. 

.Wis.,  Milwaukee — Western  Newspaper 
Union,    286   Milwaukee   St. — auto  press. 

Wis.,  Platteviile — E.  H.  Johnson — wood- 
working machinery  for  proposed  toy  factory. 

Wis.,  Bacine— Horlick  Malted  Milk  Co., 
Horlicksville — special  machinery  for  pro- 

posed manufacturing  plant. 

Wis.,  Wansan — Tractor  &  Truck  Im- 
provement Co.,  c/o  D.  Healy.  506i  3rd  St. 

— machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  tractor 
drives    and    transmissions. 

Wyo.,  Casper — Lukis  Candy  Co.,  C.  C. 
Lukls,  Pres. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
large  candy  manufacturing   plant. 

Ont.,  Ganonoque — Ontario  Steel  Products 
Co.,  Ltd. — $60,000  worth  of  machinery  for 
steel  plant. 

Ont.,  Niagara  Falls — Dominion  Insulator 
Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
insulator  factory. 

Ont.,  St.  Thomas  —  St.  Thomas  Metal 
Signs,  Ltd. — Hoe  front  delivery,  stop  cylin- 

der printing  press  No.  9i,  to  take  sheet 
metal  36  x  60  in. 

Ont.,  Samia- — Brutons  Pure  Food  Bakery 
— complete  modern  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  2  story,  65  x  150  ft.  bakery  and 
confectionery  building, 

Ont.,  Thamesville — B.  E.  Wallace — prices 
on  saw  mill  equipment  and  machinery  to 
replace  that  destroyed  by  fire. 

Ont.,  Toronto — Toronto  Transportation 
Comn..  Yonge  and  Front  Sts. — equipment 
for   proposed    car    barns    and    repair    shops. 

Ont.,  Wallacrburg — Dominion  Glass  Co., 
Ldt., — cable  conveyors  for  handling  33  x 
10  in.  pallets  from  machine  to  drying  racks. 

Ont..  Wallacebnrg — Sydenham  Brick  & 
Tile  Co.,  E.  Morse.  Genl.  Mgr. — equipment 
for  addition   to   brick  and   tile  plant. 

Que..  Acton  Vale  Town — J.  S.  St.  Pierre, 
Secy.-Treas. — supply  of  mechanical  gravity 
filters  and  equipment   for  pumping  station. 

Que.,  Montreal — Talpia  &  Kert,  (metal 
merchants)  125  Nazareth  St. — complete 
laboratory  equipment  to  replace  that  which 
was  destroyed  by  fire,  (between  $2,000  and 
$3,000). 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Ariz.,  Superior — Magma  Copper  Co,  plans 
to  build  a  large  smelting  plant  here.  Esti- 

mated cost  $500,000.  Architect  not  an- 
nounced. 

Cal..  I.OS  Angeles — Union  Pacific  Ry.,  610 
South  Main  St.,  plans  to  build  shops  and 
classifications  yards  and  make  other  im- 

provements on  a  516  acre  site  adjoining 
southern  boundary  of  city.  Estimated 
cost  $29,000,000.  Work  will  be  supervised 
from  local  offices.     Private  plans. 

Cal..  San  Francisco — H.  Baumann,  Archt., 
251  Kearny  St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story  garage  and 
battery  service  station  on  4  th  Ave.  and 
Geary  St .  for  J.  Weissbein,  c/o  architect. 
Estimated  cost  $12,000. 

III.,  Chicago — S.  Malty,  c/o  Dubln  & 
Eisenberg,  Archts.,  19  West  Washington 
St.,  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 
.struction  of  a  1  story,  125  x  200  ft.  garage 

on    Taylor    St.    and    Independence    Blvd. Estimated  cost  $60,000. 

Mich.,  Battle  Creek — Rich  Steel  Prod- 
ucts Co.,  Springfield  PI.,  plans  to  build  a 

3  or  4  story  factory.  Estimated  cost  $500,- 
000.  Will  not  mature  before  1923.  Archi- tect not  selected. 

Minn..  Daluth — M.  O.  Anderson,  1930 
East  4th  St.,  will  build  a  1  story,  100  x  140 
ft.  garage  on  Superior  St.  and  14th  Ave.  E. 
Estimated  cost  $75,000, 

Minn,,  Minneapolis — The  City,  c/o  W.  R. 
Young,  registrar,  Water  Dept.,  City  Hall. 
plans  to  build  a  2  story  warehouse,  shops, 
garage  and  oflilces.  on  5th  St.  and  East 
Hennepin  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $60,000. 
Architect  not  selected. 

Minn.,  Minneapolis — The  Dayton  Co.,  7th 
St.  and  Nicollet  Ave.,  has  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  100 
X  143  ft.  garage  on  11th  St.  and  1st  Ave., 
N.     Estimated  cost  $61,000. 

Minn,,  Minneapolis — Payne  Motor  Co., 
1301  Hennepin  .4ve..  has  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  100  x 
150  ft.  garage  and  sales  building  on  14th 
St.  and  Harmon  PI.  Estimated  cost 
$117,098. 

N.  H.,  Manchester  —  F.  P.  Carpenter, 
Mechanic  St.,  had  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story  garage,  service 
station  and  repair  shop.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000.  W.  H.  Rhodes.  574  Congress  St., 
Portland,  Me.,  Archt. 

N.  Y..  Auburn — W.  J.  Henry  and  others, 
128  South  St.,  plan  to  build  a  large  tool 
factory  on  York  St.  Estimated  cost  $100,- 
000.     Engineer  not  announced. 

N.  T.,  Rochester — Gallagher  Motor  Co., 
Inc.,  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  72  x  159  ft  garage  and 
service  station,  32  ft.  high,  on  Monroe  Ave. 
Estimated  cost   $50,000.     Noted  July  20. 

N.  Y.,  Rochester — Rochester  Telephone 
Corp.,  59  Stone  St..  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  145  x  200 
ft.  building  on  St.  Paul  St.,  to  include 
service  and  repair  departments,  garage, 
stockrooms  and  cabinet  shop.  Estimated 
cost  $130,000.  J.  F.  Warner,  c/o  owner, 
Archt. 

O.,  Cleveland — A.  W.  Henn  and  J.  L. 
Free,  1004  Prospect  Ave.,  have  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
100  X  200  ft.  commercial  building  and  gar- 

age at  3746  Prospect  Ave.  Estimated  cost 
$75,000.      Private    plans. 

O.,  Columbus — Lawwell-Leish  Co.,  97 
North  4th  St.,  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  32  x  187 
ft.  garage  and  service  station.  Estunated 
cost  $40,000.     Private  plans. 

C,  Lima — Lima  Locomotive  Wks.,  South 
Main  St.,  has  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  additions  to  its  plant,  in- 

cluding 5  buildings.  Estimated  cost 

$1,500,000. 
O.,  Portsmouth — Portsmouth  Stove  & 

Range  Co.,  Gallia  and  Campbell  Sts..  has 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction  of 
a  5  story  addition  to  its  stove  factory. 
Estimated  cost  $75,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

O.,  Portsmouth  —  Universal  Motor  Co., 
9th  and  Chlllicothe  St.,  has  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story. 
130     X    296    ft.    garage.       Estimated     cost 

$80,000. Pa.,  Carbondale — S.  D.  Chandler.  82 
Main  St.,  plans  to  build  a  3  story  garage 
and  salesroom,  on  South  Main  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $40,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

Pa.,  New  Castle — American  Sheet  &  Tin 
Plate  Co.,  Frick  Bldg.,  Pittsburgh,  plans 
to  build  a  tin  mill  unit  at  its  Shenango 
Wks.,  here.  Estimated  cost  $5,000,  Archi- 

tect not  announced. 

Pa.,  Oil  Cit.v — National  Transit  Pump 
and  Machine  Co.  plans  to  build  a  1  story. 
80  X   200  ft.    foundry.      Private   plans. 

Pa.,  Osgood  (Greenville  P,  O.) — De  Roth 
Steel  Truck  &  Car  Wheel  Co..  611  Key- 

stone Bldg.,  Pittsburgh,  has  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story. 
100  X  200  ft.  manufacturing  plant  here. Noted   Aug.   3. 
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aa«  I  pan   mtf.     ItitiManrl  com  lla.aM. 

-aillt  CKjr  Maltxbto  Ir«a 
■i-  ka«  a«nkf4*4  lb*   ooa- 

«laa   ar  a   t    aa4   t 

Co.  of  Can-              Y^arofiio.     baa 

'ika  (Wilraet  for  tb*  oonairoctloa •f  a  I  alary.  «•  m  !••  ft.  1  auarir,  !•  s  «01 

lU  a  I  *a»»  tM  s  «*t  fU  a  1     "  " a  W*  fl.  aai  a  I 
tM  s  «*t  fU  a  )  al«ry.  M 

IM  a  t*«  n.  aulo 

X^MS"«aH•  li.      _ 

.    .  Frar^or  A  lla^tani, 
a«  Taraaia  Su  •!•  raoatrtec  bMa 

«(  b  a  ataiT  caraci^ 
'       :  ataUaa.  wc 

SM^rlo*   Oa, 

rar   ia>   soiianauaa   «>    ■   •  ■ 
*a«r  raaa  aa4  asMbafMac 
Iba   Oaart   Si.   AM*   mftUw 
U«,  It  Ca«n  M.    MUaMtoTa 

General  Manufacturing 

mr 
-Atobama     Saw     Mill* 
tlea  a(  plaat  4Mtroy«4 
oaat   n:—.     Arohi- 

rat.  ■■iWaaawi  Dairy  DaHvanr  Ca, 
UM  IMb  tL.  aaa  rraadaea.  la  Mvtoc 
■taaa  anffiJ  far  ib*  uamrimw  oT  a 

^^  S»y  a*  aaa  Matu*  aii4  Ha>arard 
If*,  rngmuut  aaai  i>«.m«.  w.  h. 
MS    MwSat   m..    Saa    rraaciaca, 

i;iaa.  MaaiAtmr— Tba  Orf ar«  Saa*  Oaw 
iniar*  •(.  baa  a»ai<«<  (ba  uawliaal  lar 

■a*  a    Uaaaf  Oal.^yaj!i?~MriK  iS! 
■■tM  aaal  t9a.«aa. 

tract  tar  dw  aaaatrMnSi  afa  •  alarri 
l««  ■  Iff  ft.  aiflUM  jMMry.  mummaai 
yai    fy»M*a.       H.     TlttAarda.     l*rM^ 

DulcbMa    Cbir 
   ukro   Ava-  m4 

pteiM  »r«t>ar«il  tar  tb*  eoaauucliaa  of  a  J 
aior*.  I«  s  l««  ft.  tvrtlllaM-  »laal  at  •*•• 
aoMlh  Robvy  at  IMImalad  eaal  t»«.»M. 
H.  C  <:brtal««u»n.  TttI  Uakm  Ava..  Arrht. 

OL  trblraaa  McAdam  Mfc  Co.  haa 
awarded  (br  ci>nlr*r(  for  the  ron»tnirili>n 
of  a  S  Btory  factory,  for  it><-  mumifm-turr of  palnla.  oa  JTib  and  Troy  Sim.  Kalimatol 
coal  tlM.*«« 

Ia4,  rraab«a*«— It  W.  Vaorbaaa  plana 
lo  bulM  a  1  atorr.  <4  x  U*  ft.  himbar 
plan!  and  mill  Katlmalad  eoM  tt«.0«O. 
Arrhllvcl   not   arlvcted. 

La,    rt4««    (laahrl    P.    O.)— ̂ a    roator 
iannTn CannTnf    Co..    Illloxl.    Utaa..   plana   to   build 

a   oannTna    i-Unl.    f«r    ahrlr^    ""' bMv.     Uaillmaird  coat  llO.t 

lfa«a,  rataarra— M.  J.  Whittall  and 
aaaocuiaa,  Bruaaria  Su  Woroaater.  will 
balld  a  i  atory.  To  x  }I0  ft.  addition  to 
oarpat  mill,  aUo  a  1  atory  atorac*  bulldtna, 
at  plant  hrrv.  Batlmatad  coat  ftO.OOt. 
mvatr   plana. 

MIcb,  Kalamaraa  City  alaotloa  In  Bap- 
tpmbrr  to  vet*  on  11,000,000  bond  laaue, 
for  a  aaa  plant  conatatlng  of  •  bulldlnca- 
l*r»llmlnary  aurvay  la  brina  mad*  by  Huma 
A  McDooaall.  Micra,  «00  lataraUto  Uldc 
Kanaaa  City,  Mo. 

M.  i^  TrMrtaa— Tha  Panalyta  Board  Ca. 
lit  Nortb  MontaontMry  St..  plana  to  liulld 
a  factory  on  Whltabaaoa  Rd..  for  the  manu- 
factura  of  cardboard  product!.  Eatlmatad 
coat  tltO.OOO. 

M .  Y-.  Jaai»«l«aa  Idaal.P— rlaaa  Ijiundi^ 
Co..  1<  r^rrat  Avr.  haa  awarded  Ihr  con* 
tract  for  the  conatructlon  of  a  laundry 
addition.  Katlmai«d  coot  |U,000.  Noted 
Jvly  II. 

W.    y..    MlMara    Falla— Kimbfrlr-Clark 

K,  PBCIiar<l  Kd.,  plana  to  build  a •r  plant  and  itora  houae  addition. 
Imatpd  coat  114,000.     Privata  plana. 

K.  T.  aartindar — Powartown  TIra  Corn,. 
RMcaway  Ava.,  plana  to  build  a  40  s  lit 
ft.  Uro  aarvlea  atatlon  and  aalaaroom  oa 
~        Av*.     Batlmatad  ooat  f40.»ee. 

Co- 

lt. T-  a»»li»a>aa  Roohtatar  Compoalta 
Brick  Co.,  Baat  Ava-  plaaa  to  rabttlld  por- 

tion of  plant  daatroyao  by  Bra.  BMImatad 
coat    ItO.noo. 

O,  CI>T»laad — U  Bondy  Hamvaa  Co., 
c/o  C.  Bondr.  710  Bway.,  plana  to  btiild 
a  I  atory,  4<  s  110  ft.  comm«n-l>l  bulld- 
Inc  and  factory  at  lltl  Mupt'rlor  Av». Eallmatcd  coat  ttO.OOO,  H.  Naro,  c/o 
otrnar,  ArchC 

.   --_,,—   -.   fl55T    *•• 
an>ilt  tba  aMtfaM  far  ttm  MMMUtMUaa 

Ciia.    niitafy— Tba   Maltory   Mat    0*. 

ham  aaardid  Iba  »ialiaa«  tar  tba  aaw  ' Itaa  af  a  •  Mary.  «•  a  M  fl^  aad  a  I 

M  B  lOa  ft    aaMi  '  ^       - 
liaa.< 

O,  riarvlaad— Wolf  Rnralepa  Co..  1T4I 
Baat  tind  8t ,  la  ha  vine  plana  praiiared 
tor  th*  conatructlon  of  a  I  atory,  *4  x  110 
ft.  factory  addition  BMbaatad  ooat  ItO,- 
•M.     N.  O.  Dryfeoa.  Praai 

O..  Warraa  Oanaral  FIra  VMIavntabar 
Co..  bad  plana  praparad  tor  tha  oonatruetlon 
of  a  4  atory,  to  >  fot  ft.  factory.  BMImatad 
eoat  tlM.MO.  W.  A.  Narachar,  VIea.  Praa. 
O.  a.  RldM'  A  Co..  Century  Bide  ClaTeland. 
Arabta. 

e.,    WWIIaBi»bar« — Wllllamabitrir    Paml- 
~      la  havlnc  plana  praparMi  for  tba on  of  a  I  alary  rumltura  factory, 

tad  eoat  140.000.    J.  F.  Knlcht,  Proa. 

OU^     Bartlaavtaa— Phillip*     Petrolanm 
Ca.  plan*  lo  balld  a  4  unit  saMilInc  alianrii- 

plant,     dally     rapacity     10,000,000    n. 
iiMi  coat  ttoo.oto.    Arefiliaet  not  an- 

4Mta,     <lblab»aia     rily— Apee     RaflnlBC 

>..   Coleerd    BMjc,   plana   lo   ' la.   par 

Arohitaet    not    aa- 
tiMty^  eapadiy BMic   Plaiia   lo'  bulM   a   ra* TOO   bbla.   par  day. 

Fa-  BiHaipail  I.  Laaa  *  Hon*,  have 
awarded  tba  eaatraat  for  the  conatructlon 
o(  a  I  alory,  1*1  >  lit  ft.  faalory  for  tha 

  /.  karoL  <Br  Baytik  Broa.,  Ird I  •Hnoa  Bta,  Fhlla.  itnlmatad  ooat 
«T».Mir    NotedJune  l». 

FM^Fhlla. — llayuk  Kroi..  Ird  and  Snruor 
aia.    aava   awardrd    thv    canine       ' eonatmotloa  of  a  4  atory,  14  x  v 
factory     on      lOih     and      Italnl'i        
Katlmated  ooat   flO.OOO.      Notrd  Juiiu  ilil. 

Fa..  Fhlla. — (>>ncrMa  Clear  Co.,  Ir.i  a>..i 
Bpruoa  81*.   haa  awarded   the  oontrii 
tha   oonatrui-iiim    of   an    I    atory,    70 
ft.   clffar    factory    at    I00>4    South    ii- 
Bitlmated  coat  tltu,000, 

ra.,  rhlla.— The  Phlla.  Partition  and 
Kutldlnit  llliK'k  Co.,  o/o  W.  Chniiman, 
Mrdlral  Aria  lllda..  naa  awarded  thr  con- 

tract for  the  oonai  ruction  of  a  t  atory, 
100  X  100  ft.  factory.  Hktlmated  ooat 
|tt,000. 

Fa.  PbUa — K.  A.  Wlchtman,  Archt , 
Head  Illdc  la  reoalvlnf  blda  for  altrrlnr 
and  building  a  1  atory  factory  addition  for 
the  manufacture  of  abdominal  truawH,  for 
Haatlnsa  A  Mclnloah,  tit  Walnut  SL 
Batlmalrd  coal  |I0,000, 

Pa,  PlMabarcb — Air  Reduction  Co.,  I4t 
Madlaun  Ave,  Nrw  York  City.  hHR  pur- 
chaaed  a  allr  on  Neville  laland.  herr.  and 
plana  to  build  a  plant  for  tba  manufactura 
of  acetylene.  Batlmated  ooat  1 100,000. 
Privata   plana. 

Fa,  Plll«barch— U.  S.  Drue  A  Chemical 
Co.  haa  hml  pinna  prepared  for  ihr  cnn- atructloti  yf  ■  )  Mlory,  100  x  14U  i  . 
for   thr   tnunufuriure  of  druffa.  i 
ooal    tloo.iKio.      I>.    R.    Poaaallo, 
araaa  Illdc..  I>etrQU,  Archt. 

Tana.,  MeaphU — Mrmphta  Saah  A  Poor 
Co,  471  Houth  Dudley  St.,  haa  purchniu.d 
a  Bite  on  U.K.  SI.  nnd  Roland  Ave.  iind 
plana  to  build  a  I  atory,  100  X  100  ft.  fac- 

tory for  th«  manufucture  of  aaah  nnd 
doora.     Architect  not  announced. 

Teaa..  Nanhvlll*— M  MoKlaaack.  Archt, 
III  I  Cedar  8t.,  will  aoon  rw^elve  blda  for 
the  conatructlon  of  a  4  atnry  publlahinc 
plant  and  office  bulldlnc  on  4tn  nnd  (V<lnr 
Bta.,  for  lh<'  National  Knpdm  Siimlny 
School  lid.  (ncsro),   Eatlmated  coat  |2&0,000. 

Wl»..  lAk  Craaae  Welaon  Qarrnenl  Co., 

II'    ■       '    'nd  St..  la  recelvtns  M'     '  ■ c  >  of  a  1  atory,  04  x   i 
t<'i  'I   and  Cameron  Sta.  -\ 
ooat    i&a,u«o,     o.   J,   Sorenaon,    L'ln    .Muln 
at,  Aroht. 

Wla~  Marlaetl»— Heath  Cadar  Co.,  1141 
RIveralde  Ave  ,  will  build  a  1  atory,  60  x 
100  ft.  factory  nddlllon  on  Sherman  aat 
Bute  Su.     Prlvnte  plana, 

Wla,  IMattevllle— R,  H.  Johnaon  plana 
to  balld  a  I  and  2  atory,  4o  x  IBO  ft.  toy 
factory.  Ratlmated  ooat  (40,000.  Archi- 

tect not  aelected. 

WU.,    Raelae—llorllck    Maltad    Milk    rn  . 
Ij,.-i.  .1 — .1.^    ii^j    plana   prepared   f"'     ' 
•  ■  of   a    6    atory.    111    x    i 
II  iiK  pUnt.     Katlmated  coal 
bi'u.     u  1.1'lilr.  1110  llway,  Chlcaco,  yXf  Jit. 

Wla,  Baelae— Wlaconaln  Oaa  A  Blectrlo 
Co.,  lAs  4th  8t .  la  racelvlnr  blda  for  the 
conatructlon  of  n  I  atory,  BO  x  OS  ft. 
addition  to  lla  aaa  plant.  Katlmated  coat 
140.000.  g.  II.  Sherman,  Bupt.  Private 

plana. 
Wya.,  Caaper — The  Farifo  Oil  Co.,  I'olarm 

Spider  Oil  Field  (near  Caaper).  will  l.ulM 
a  gaaollne  comnrcaalon  plant,  dally  cnuacliy 
10,000,000   cu.ft.      Katlmated   coal    llOo.OOU. 

B,  r.,  ftf  »»•.-•„>, .tee — New  Weat- 
mlnatrr  Pu  '.n*  awnrtli-il  Ihe 
oontrncl    f'  ion    of    n    iiaper 
mill    on    tli.  .     ...,,,    of    the    Fraaer 
Rhrer.    on    the    In'tiiin    Ki'aerv*.      Batlmatad 
coat  |100,rfO(i.    Privuie  pinna. 

Oat..  Cell Inilld    a    III 

Privata   plaiiK 

T.  H.  Tatoa  pinna  lo 
mated  ooat   (l  00,000. 

of  lectllaaL 

Fa.  CilBiblo  Furtoao  FMdlna  Bos  A 
Crala  Co..  «/•  F.  ■,  tSmfam,  mrvat  An- 

nex. JiibwamB,  ptaJM  lo  fcalid  ■  1  atOTTi 
M  a  M«  ft.  fiMory.  for  tha  manafbaliu* 
otbeaaa  mi4  arataa,  here.  Arcbltact  not aatactaa. 

CbMU 

Iba 

ft.  A.  WUaon,  Archt,  1  tOI 
Fblla..   la   recalvlnir   blda   for 

of  a  I  alory,  M  x  174  ft 

«i>«.,  Taraata  Klngaton  Road  I..umlMT 
r.  •  •"  -?«  Kln«aton  Rd,  ha*  purrhaaed 
(1  jilnnir    to   balld   a   planing  mill 
)>'  will  r<K|ulre  all  kinda  of  wood- 
woraina  machinery. 

OaOi,  Wallaaebarc— Ryifenhnm  r.rU](  A 
Tlla  Oe.  Plana  •'  m>. brtak  Md  tlla  pi 
004.     iTMor 
announced. 
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Some  Unique  Operations  in  the  Manufacture 
of  Gunsights 

Delicate  Parts  Involve  Special  Machines  and  Methods — Fixtures  and  Tools  Developed  for 

the  Work — Automatic  "Digging"  Machine  Rivals  Milling  Cutter 
SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

AS  EVERY  mechanic  who  has  ever  "toted"  a  rifle 
L\  or  shotgun  is  aware,  the  little  device  known  in 

X  ̂   gun  parlance  as  the  "sight"  is  a  very  important 
adjunct  to  a  gun,  for  without  it  the  user  of  the  gun 
would  be  unable  to  hit  the  object  at  which  he  aimed. 

These  gunsights  ai-e  made  in  many  forms,  adapted  to 
all  kinds  of  guns,  and  many  of  them  are  provided  with 
very  accurate  means  of  adjustment  for  elevation  and 
windage,  comparing  very  favorably  with  some  of  our 

split-thousandth  measuring  instruments. 
The  manufacturers  of  gunsights  are  few  in  number, 

as  the  field  is  somewhat  narrow.  Their  shops,  however, 
contain  many  ingenious  and  effective  machines  and 

devices  designed  to  perform  operations  that  are  perhaps 
without  counterpart  in  other  lines  of  industry.  One 
such  shop,  from  which  a  few  examples  will  be  cited,  is 
that  of  the  Lyman  Gunsight  Corporation,  located  in 
the  little  Connecticut  village  of  Middlefield. 

The  founder  of  this  business,  William  Lyman,  was 

himself  an  expert  marksman  with  a  world-wide  reputa- 
tion for  accurate  target  shooting,  and  the  business  grew 

out  of  his  early  efforts  to  perfect  sights  for  his  own 
guns.  He  started  nearly  fifty  years  ago  in  a  little 
wooden  building  that  now  appears  in  Fig.  1  as  a  very 
insignificant  part  of  the  modern  factory. 

His  first  product  was  practically  all  hand  made,  for 
at  that  time  there  was  little  machinery  available  for 

performing  the  many  special  operations  required  by  the 
nature  of  the  work.  As  the  business  grew,  the  necessity 
for  production  machinery  to  replace  the  slow  and  tedious 
hand  operations  became  apparent,  and  with  true  Yankee 

ingenuity  he  set  about  designing,  and  in  most  part 
constructing,  many  of  the  machines  and  tools  that  are 
here  illustrated. 

A  few  of  the  completed  sights  may  be  seen  in  Fig.  2, 
which  will  serve  to  give  the  reader  an  idea  of  the 

number  and  special  nature  of  the  parts  required.  To 
de-scribe  all  the  fixtures  used  and  operations  performed 
in  their  making  would  fill  a  volume  and,  therefore,  only 
a  few  of  the  more  interesting  will  be  attempted. 

The  part  shown  in  Fig.  3,  and  in  successive  opera- 
tions in  Fig.  4,  goes  upon  the  outer  end  of  a  gun  barrel. 

Though  others  of  similar  appearances  are  adjustable, 
this  one  is  not  and  it  is  made  in  one  piece.  It  is  of 
importance  that  the  small  bead  be  located  exactly  in 
the  center  of  the   ring. 

The  stock  from  which  it  is  made  is  received  at  the 

factory  in  bars  drawn  to  the  exact  section,  shown  at  a 

Fig.  4,  and  the  piece  therefore  requires  no  machining 
or  other  operations  except  polishing  upon  its  outer 
contour.  The  first  step  is  to  cut  off  the  pieces  to  length 
in  an  automatic  screw  machine,  which  at  the  same  time 
produces  the  counterbore  to  be  seen  at  b  in  the  same 
figure. 

The  problem  of  continuing  this  counterbored  recess  to 

make  a  through  hole,  round  and  true,  without  disturbing 
the  metal  at  the  center  that  is  later  to  form  the  little 

bead  and  its  slender  support  is  one  that  requires  con- 
siderable study.  Drilling,  punching,  broaching,  milling 

and  shaving  are  some  of  the  operations  that  contribute 
to  its  making. 

Most  of  the  special  tools  are  shown  in  Fig.  5,  where, 
beginning  at  the  left  of  the  picture,  is  the  jig  by  means 
of  which  the  piece  is  drilled  as  shown  at  c,  Fig.  4,  pre- 

paratory to  punching  out  the  remainder  of  the  stock.  In 

Fig.  5  the  jig  is  shown  inverted  and  open  ready  for 

loading.  The  work  is  placed  over  the  central  plug  of 
hardened  steel  in  which  are  the  guide  holes  for  the  drill. 

FIG.    1— F.VCTOKY   OF  THE   CY.MAN    GIN.SK  HIT   CUKI  ■(  )K.\TI().\    AT  Mil  )r  )I,FE-|Kr.l).  COXN. 
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and  it  U  cUmpMi  by  turning  over  the  Utch  huiidlv  A. 
in  the  outer  end  ot  which  in  a  small  cam  lever  to  apply 
tW  danpinc  preaaure.  The  operator  now  tuma  over 
Um  fig  ao  that  it  recta  upon  th«  enda  of  the  four  poata, 

drilla  the  Ave  holaa  shown  at  e  in  Fig.  4. 
driOad  piece  next  goes  to  a  punch  presn  where 

tlw  topb  abown  at  B  and  C 
in  Fie.  B  punch  out  the  stock 
•t  tiM  bottom  of  the  recess 
wltboot  disturbing  the  metal 
•t  tlw  center,  leaving  the 

M  at  d  in  Fig.  4.  The 
poaitioQ  of  the  die  and 
b  Pewraed  in  this  op- 

•ratioa,  the  punch  B  being 
•ttaelMd  to  the  bolster  plate 

tb«  die  C  held  in  tha 
gate.  The  scrap  paaaaa 

■p  throofh  a  cuni-ed  bole  in 
tba  atam  of  tb«  die  and  falla 
oirt  at  tba  back  of  the  gate. 

On  tha  poach  B  will  be  noticed  two  amall  pina  project- 
iag  from  tba  ahoulder,  parallel  to  the  punch.  These  are 
ajacton  for  tba  porpoaa  of  lifting  the  work  off  the 
poach :  aad.  together  with  a  third  ejector  lying  within 
tba  alot  in  the  punch,  are  operated  by  means  of  the 
baadb  in  front  of  the  tool. 

Tbis  ponehlag  operation  may  be  tenned  "roughing 
oot,"  for  tba  raaolting  bole  is  not  to  size  nor  is  the 
bead  finished.  Aa  will  be  noticed  in 
parts  d.  «  and  /  in  Fig.  4.  there  is  still 
ceoaiderable  Mtal  to  be  removed  from 
tba  bead  bdbl*  It  reaches  its  final 
akapa.  Bacaaaa  of  ita  alander  nature, 
it  wooid  aot  be  practicable  to  finish 
it  BBtil  aO  tba  atber  aiachining  opera- 
lieoa  ware  rnnaplatad.  It  is  shown  in 
tba  fatahad  aUfa  at  0  io  tbia  picture. 

Balaaaa  atagaa  d  aad  «  there  are 
savaral  mitttng  operatiooa  which  will 
bo  daacribtd  later.  The  transforma- 
tloM  are  aligbt  and  dilAralt  to  ahow 
bf  haaaa  of  •  ybotegraph.  The  dif- 
fercoea  balwaaa  «  aad  /  is  that  the  ym  4    i-iuniny. 

round  hole  has  be^n  broached 
to  sise.  The  broaching  tools 
are  shown  at  /)  and  K  in  FIk. 
5.  The  work  is  placed  in  the 
holder  D  and  the  loose  broach 
is  pushed  through  by  a  plain 
piece  of  round  stock  held  in 
the  punch  holder  of  the  press. 
The  broach  passes  clear 
through  the  work  and  is 
cauKht  by  the  operator  as  it 
fulLs  away  from  the  under 
ttide  of  the  bolster  after  paas> 
ing  through  the  holder. 

The  tool  shown  at  F  is  the 
shaving  die  which  reduces  the 
bead  to  its  finished  form  aa 
shown  at  g   in   Fig.   4.     The 

work  is  placed  over  the  pro- 
jecting stud    (in   this  case  a 

die)  and  is  pushed  into  it  by 
the  round  punch  G,    The  op- 

eration is  somewhat  unique  in 
that  no  formed  punch  is  used. 

At  this  HtaKc  the  rouirh  l>ead  is  still  flush  on  one  side 
with  the  surrounding  ring  of  metal.     As  the  work  lied 
upon  the  die  a  small  punching  of  soft  iron,  shown  at  It 
in  Fig.  4,  is  laid  upon  it.     As  the  press  gate  comes 

down  the  work  is  pushed  into  the  shaving  die,  while  th<> 
small  amount  of  scrap  removed  is  swaged  into  the  soft 
punching  as  the  latter  is  squeezed  l)etween  the  punch 
and  die.     A  punching  is  needed,  of  cour.se,  for  every 
piece  shaved,  and  these  punchings  are  produced  at  small 
cost  upon  an  automatic  press. 

The  reason  for  doing  the  shaving  in  this  peculiar 
nuinner  instead  of  with  a  formed  punch  is  that  in  no 
other  way  that  has  been  tried  is  there  assurance  that 
the  fragile  bead  will  not  be  distorted  or  twisted  out 
of  ita  proper  relation  to  the  surrounding  ring.  If  such 
twisting  occurs  it  would  be  a  difllcult  matter  indeed  to 
correct  it.  The  first  action  of  the  punch  is  to  force  the 
soft  punching  partly  into  the  hole,  the  harder  metal  of 
which  the  work  is  made  forming  a  partial  impression  of 
the  bead  in  the  soft  iron  of  the  punching,  which  thus 
supports  the  bead  on  all  sides  as  it  passes  into  the  die. 

This  method  could  hardly  be  depended  upon  to  pro- 
duce clean,  sharp  edges,  but  they  are  not  necessary. 

The  following  operation,  shown  in  Fig.  6,  mills  away  a 
part  of  the  bead,  leaving  it  about  1^  in.  below  the  sur- 

face of  the  ring  and  bringing  the  corners  up  sharp. 
The  machine  for  milling  is  a  special  one  made  some- 

what like  a  bench  drill  press,  but  holding  a  very  small 
end  mill.    The  manner  of  holding  the  work  by  the  bead 
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is  clearly  shown  in  the  illustration.  The  jaws  of  the 
holding  device  are  in  the  form  of  a  split  stud,  the 
periphery  of  which  fits  the  round  hole,  and  the  two  parts 
of  this  stud  are  pinched  together  upon  the  bead  by 
means  of  a  cam  operated  by  the  small  lever.  The  spindle 
of  the  machine  is  then  lowered  to  a  stop  and  the  work 
fed  forward  to  the  cutter  by  the  lower  handle. 

The  milling  of  the  rounded  tang  to  be  seen  on  the 
last  three  pieces  to  the  right  in  Fig.  4  might  be  thought 
to  be  a  job  for  a  straddle  mill,  but  it  is  not  so  made. 
The  work  is  done  in  a  device,  much  used  in  this  shop, 

called  a  "flop-over"  fixture.  Such  a  fixture  is  used  on 
many  other  small  parts  that  must  be  parallel  or  definitely 
tapered.  One  of  the  fixtures  is  shown  in  Fig.  7  set  up 
for  milling  a  dovetail. 

The  vise  in  which  the  work  is  held  may  be  considered 
a  two-jawed  chuck,  as  both  jaws  are  moved  in  unison 
to  and  from  the  center  of  rotation  by  means  of  a  right- 
and-left-hand  screw.    False  jaws  are  fitted  to  adapt  the 
device  to  various  shapes  of  work.     The  vise,  or  chuck, 
in  mounted  on  the  end  of  a  spindle  that  may  be  rotated 
180  deg.  and  held  in  either  position  by  means  of  the 
toggles,  one  of  which  may  be  seen  in  action  in  the  pic- 

ture.    There  is  a  similar  toggle  on  the  other  side  of  the 
fixture  for  hold- 

ing the   spindle 
in   the   opposite 
position,       and 
also     an     index 
pin    for  holding 
the     spindle     at 
the  90-deg.  angle 
if  desired.    This 
pin  may  be  .seen 
in  Fig.  8,  which 
i.s  the  rear  view 
of  the  same  fix- 
ture. 
The  lever  A 

Fig.  7,  rests  in 
either  extreme 
position  upon  an 
adjustable  anvil 
so  that  though 
the  normal  range 
of  movement  is 
180     deg.,     this 

may    be    varied  pj^,    g_^  delicate  milling slightly    and    bv  opeR-VTION 
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definite  amounts  by  turning  an  ad- 
justing screw  when  it  is  desired 

to  produce  slight  tapers,  as  in  the 
case  of  dovetails  that  are  to  be  driven 
to  place.  The  fixture  is  here  shown 
mounted  upon  a  hand  milling  ma- 

chine. It  is  a  very  versatile  device, 
however,  and  is  used  in  this  factory 
in  many  other  places  where  a  reliable 
three-position  indexing  ■  fixture  is 
needed.  It  has  proved  its  worth  by 
continuous  service. 

Continuous    milling    fixtures    and 
devices  have  in  recent  years  become 
quite   common.     That  the   principle 
is  not  a  new  one  is  indicated  by  the 
fact  that  it  is  applied  in  the  machine 
shown  in  Fig.  9,  which  has  been  in 
service  for  many  years  milling  parts 

of  gunsights.    One  of  the  pieces  may  be  seen  at  A  in 
this  figure.    A  portion  of  the  contour  at  each  end  of  the 
piece  has  been  rounded  to  conform  to  the  curvature  of 
the  gunstock  of  which  it  is  to  become  a  part.   In  this 
machine   a   slowly   revolving   central   spindle   carries   a 
mandiel  to  which  the  parts  to  be  milled  are  successively 
attached  by  means  of  countersunk-head  screws. 
Two  cutter  spindles  carry  gangs  of  formed  cutters 

that  may  be  arranged  to  suit  the  size  and  shape  of  the 
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work  in  hand.  The  center  distances  of  the  cutter  spin- 
dles are  adjustable  with  relation  to  each  other  and  to 

the  work  spindle.  The  milling  is  continuous,  as  many 
pieces  as  the  mandrel  will  hold  being  completed  at  each 
revolution  of  the  latter.  As  each  piece  reaches  the  top 
position  it  is  taken  off  and  another  one  substituted. 

In  Fig.  10  is  a  drawing  of  an  elevating  screw  used 
in  many  of  the  sights,  and  upon  which  some  of  the 
operations  are  performed  in  an  unusual  way.  For  in- 

stance, the  part  that  looks  like  a  small  rack  is  in 
reality  a  portion  of  a  square  thread.  If  this  thread 
were  continuous  any  toolmaker  would  at  once  suggest 
that  it  be  cut  with  a  die  upon  a  screw  machine;  but 
because  of  its  lack  of  continuity,  this  method  would 
seem  to  be  out  of  the  question.  That  it  may  be  so 
cut,  despite  its  peculiarities,  the  little  machine  shown  in 
Fig.  11  amply  demonstrates. 

In  the  chuck  of  this  machine  is  mounted  an  ordinary 
single-piece  die  of  square  shape  and  proper  thread  char- 

acteristics, while  held  stationary  within  the  spindle,  just 
back  of  the  die,  is  a  bushing  fitted  to  the  stem  of  the 
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it  b  rUnpcd  by  taminv  over  the  latch  handle  A, 

in  the  outer  end  of  which  ia  a  small  cam  lever  to  appl>' 
the  clanpins  preaaare.  The  operator  now  turns  over 
the  iig  ao  that  it  rcata  upon  the  enda  of  the  four  poats, 
and  driUa  the  Ave  holea  ahown  at  r  in  Piff.  4. 

The  drilled  piece  next  gotn  to  a  punch  press  where 
the  toob  ahown  at  B  and  C 
in  Fig.  6  pouch  out  the  stock 
at  tha  bottom  of  the  recess 
without  disturbing  the  ntetal 
at  the  center,  leaving  the 
piece  aa  at  d  in  Fig.  4.  The 

poattkn  of  the  die  and 
is  rtwrsed  in  this  op- 

eration, the  punch  B  being 
attached  to  the  bolsUr  plate 

the  die  C  bald  in  the 
gate.  The  scrap  paaaes 

op  Ihroogh  a  curved  hole  in 
the  stem  of  the  die  and  falls 
out  at  the  back  of  the  gate. 

On  tha  punch  B  will  be  noticed  two  amall  pina  project- 
inf  from  tha  ahoolder.  parallel  to  the  punch.  These  are 
ejectors  for  tha  porpoae  of  lifting  the  work  off  the 
punch:  and.  together  with  a  third  ejector  lying  within 
tha  alot  in  tlie  punch,  are  operated  by  means  of  the 
iMadb  in  front  of  the  tool. 

This  punching  operation  nay  l>e  termed  "roughing 
out."  for  tlie  raoolting  hole  is  not  to  size  nor  is  the 
baod  finisbod.  Aa  wiU  be  noticed  in 
ports  d.  •  and  /  In  Fig.  4.  there  is  still 
considerabia  flWUl  to  be  removed  from 
tho  boad  b«CM»  it  riochaa  its  final 
ahapt.  Batooaa  of  ita  alwidT  nature, 
it  would  not  be  practicable  to  finish 
it  until  all  tha  oUiar  machining  opera- 
tlona  w«ra  conplatadL  It  ia  shown  in 
tka  Haialiad  ataga  at  ir  In  this  picture. 

Batwaau  ata^H  d  and  c  there  are 
•evcral  milling  operations  which  will 
l«  daacribtd  later.  The  transforms- 
tioao  are  slight  and  diArolt  to  show 

bf  haaaa  of  a  piMitograpb.    The  dif- 

round  hole  has  been  broached 
to  size.  The  broaching  tools 
are  shown  at  P  and  K  in  Fig. 
5.  The  work  is  placed  in  the 
holder  P  und  the  loose  broach 
is  pushed  through  by  a  plain 
piece  of  round  stock  held  in 
the  punch  holder  of  the  press. 
The  broach  passes  clear 
through  the  work  and  ia 
cituKht  by  the  operator  as  It 
fnlli*  away  from  the  under 
side  of  the  bolster  after  pass- 

ing through  the  holder. 
The  tool  shown  at  F  is  the 

shaving  die  which  reduces  the 
l)ead  to  its  finished  form  as 

shown  at  g  in  Fig.  4.  The 
work  Is  placed  over  the  pro- 

jecting stud  (in  this  case  a 
die)  and  is  pushed  into  it  by 
the  round  punch  G.  The  op- 

eration is  somewhat  unique  in 
that  no  formed  punch  is  used. 

At  this  stage  the  rough  bead  is  still  flush  on  one  side 
with  the  surrounding  ring  of  metal.  As  the  work  lies 
upon  the  die  a  snu»ll  punching  of  soft  iron,  shown  at  h 
in  Fig.  4,  is  laid  upon  it.  As  the  press  gate  comes 
down  the  work  is  pushed  into  the  shaving  die,  while  th^ 
small  amount  of  scrap  removed  is  swaged  into  the  soft 
punching  as  the  latter  is  squeezed  lietween  the  punch 
and  die.  A  punching  ia  needed,  of  course,  for  every 
piece  shaved,  and  these  punchings  are  produced  at  small 
cost  upon  an  automatic  press. 
The  reason  for  doing  the  shaving  in  this  peculiar 

manner  instead  of  with  a  formed  punch  is  that  in  no 
other  way  that  has  been  tried  is  there  assurance  that 
the  fragile  bead  will  not  be  distorted  or  twisted  out 
of  its  proper  relation  to  the  surrounding  ring.  If  such 
twisting  occurs  it  would  be  a  difficult  matter  indeed  to 
correct  it.  The  first  action  of  the  punch  is  to  force  the 
soft  punching  partly  Into  the  hole,  the  harder  metal  of 
which  the  work  is  made  forming  u  partial  impression  of 
the  bead  in  the  soft  iron  of  the  punching,  which  thus 
supports  the  bead  on  all  sides  as  it  passes  into  the  die. 

This  method  could  hardly  be  depended  upon  to  pro- 
duce clean,  sharp  edges,  but  they  are  not  necessary. 

The  following  operation,  shown  in  Fig.  6,  mills  away  a 
part  of  the  bead,  leaving  it  about  A  in.  below  the  sur- 

face of  the  ring  and  bringing  the  corners  up  sharp. 
The  machine  for  milling  is  a  special  one  made  some- 

what like  a  bench  drill  press,  but  holding  a  very  small 
end  mill.    The  manner  of  holding  the  work  by  the  bead 
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is  clearly  shown  in  the  illustration.  The  jaws  of  the 
holding  device  are  in  the  form  of  a  split  stud,  the 
periphery  of  which  fits  the  round  hole,  and  the  two  parts 
of  this  stud  are  pinched  together  upon  the  bead  by 
means  of  a  cam  operated  by  the  small  lever.  The  spindle 
of  the  machine  is  then  lowered  to  a  stop  and  the  work 
fed  forward  to  the  cutter  by  the  lower  handle. 

The  milling  of  the  rounded  tang  to  be  seen  on  the 
last  three  pieces  to  the  right  in  Fig.  4  might  be  thought 
to  be  a  job  for  a  straddle  mill,  but  it  is  not  so  made. 
The  work  is  done  in  a  device,  much  used  in  this  shop, 

called  a  "flop-over"  fixture.  Such  a  fixture  is  used  on 
many  other  small  parts  that  must  be  parallel  or  definitely 
tapered.  One  of  the  fixtures  is  shown  in  Fig.  7  set  up 
for  milling  a  dovetail. 

The  vise  in  which  the  work  is  held  may  be  considered 
a  two-jawed  chuck,  as  both  jaws  are  moved  in  unison 
to  and  from  the  center  of  rotation  by  means  of  a  right- 
and-left-hand  screw.    False  jaws  are  fitted  to  adapt  the 
device  to  various  shapes  of  work.     The  vise,  or  chuck, 
in  mounted  on  the  end  of  a  spindle  that  may  be  rotated 
180  deg.  and  held  in  either  position  by  means  of  the 
toggles,  one  of  which  may  be  seen  in  action  in  the  pic- 

ture.   There  is  a  similar  toggle  on  the  other  side  of  the 
fixture  for  hold- 

ing the   spindle 
in   the   opposite 
position,       and 
also     an     index 
pin    for   holding 
the     spindle     at 
the  90-deg.  angle 
if  desired.    This 
pin  may  be  seen 
in  Fig.  8,  which 
i.s  the  rear  view 
of  the  same  fix- 
ture. 
The  lever  A 

Fig.  7,  rests  in 
either  extreme 
position  upon  an 
adjustable  anvil 
so  that  though 
the  normal  range 
of  movement  is 
180     deg.,     this 

may    be    varied  pj^    g_^  delicate  milling 
slightly    and   bv  oper.ation 

definite  amounts  by  turning  an  ad- 
justing screw  when  it  is  desired 

to  produce  slight  tapers,  as  in  the 
case  of  dovetails  that  are  to  be  driven 
to  place.  The  fixture  is  here  shown 
mounted  upon  a  hand  milling  ma- 

chine. It  is  a  very  versatile  device, 
however,  and  is  used  in  this  factory 
in  many  other  places  where  a  reliable 
three-position  indexing  •  fixture  is 
needed.  It  has  proved  its  worth  by 
continuous  service. 

Continuous    milling    fixtures    and 
devices  have  in  recent  years  become 
quite   common.     That   the   principle 
is  not  a  new  one  is  indicated  by  the 
fact  that  it  is  applied  in  the  machine 
shown  in  Fig.  9,  which  has  been  in 
service  for  many  years  milling  parts 

of  gunsights.    One  of  the  pieces  may  be  seen  at  A  in 
this  figure.    A  portion  of  the  contour  at  each  end  of  the 
piece  has  been  rounded  to  conform  to  the  curvature  of 
the  gunstock  of  which  it  is  to  become  a  part.   In  this 
machine  a  slowly   revolving  central   spindle   carries   a 
mandiel  to  which  the  parts  to  be  milled  are  successively 
attached  by  means  of  countersunk-head  screws. 

Two  cutter  spindles  carry  gangs  of  formed  cutters 
that  may  be  arranged  to  suit  the  size  and  shape  of  the 
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work  in  hand.  The  center  distances  of  the  cutter  spin- 
dles are  adjustable  with  relation  to  each  other  and  to 

the  work  spindle.  The  milling  is  continuous,  as  many 
pieces  as  the  mandrel  will  hold  being  completed  at  each 
revolution  of  the  latter.  As  each  piece  reaches  the  top 
position  it  is  taken  off  and  another  one  substituted. 

In  Fig.  10  is  a  drawing  of  an  elevating  screw  used 
in  many  of  the  sights,  and  upon  which  some  of  the 
operations  are  performed  in  an  unusual  way.  For  in- 

stance, the  part  that  looks  like  a  small  rack  is  in 
reality  a  portion  of  a  square  thread.  If  this  thread 
were  continuous  any  toolmaker  would  at  once  suggest 
that  it  be  cut  with  a  die  upon  a  screw  machine;  but 
because  of  its  lack  of  continuity,  this  method  would 
seem  to  be  out  of  the  question.  That  it  may  be  so 
cut,  despite  its  peculiarities,  the  little  machine  shown  in 
Fig.  11  amply  demonstrates. 

In  the  chuck  of  this  machine  is  mounted  an  ordinary 
single-piece  die  of  square  shape  and  proper  thread  char- 

acteristics, while  held  stationary  within  the  spindle,  just 
back  of  the  die,  is  a  bushing  fitted  to  the  stem  of  the 
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•crew  and  having  a  slot  or  kryway  to  allow  the  threaded 
part  to  paa*.  C— red  to  the  spindle  and  extending 
•ader  the  alide  in  which  the  work  is  held  is  a  left-hand 
had  aenrw  of  the  same  lead  a«  the  die.  A  split  nut. 

hf  the  thumb-nut  A,  may  be  closed  upon  the 
at  the  will  of  the  operator. 

With  one  of  the  parts  gripped  in  the  holding  clamp 
the  operator  move*  th«  slide  forward  until  the  round 
atom  of  the  screw  has  entered  the  bushing,  then  close;* 
the  apUt  not  upon  the  lead  screw.     The  Mlide  is  thuv 

no    t-A  «MjNTIXLUItt  MliJ.I>>«i  MA«'HI.SK 

carried  forward  at  the  same  rato  of  adranoe 
die  were  cutting,  until  the  spline  to  be  threa 

clear  through   the  die.   the  thread   being   rut 
in  its  paaaagc.     The  machine  is  now  stopped. 

lapiadle  turned  1^  hand  to  bring  one  of  the  clearanri' 
of  the  dia  oppoait*  the  thraadad  spline,  the  "pli* 

nut  relvsjied.  and  the  work  withdrawn.  The  %vhtile  oper- 
ation takes  no  more  time  than  wituld  be  i>>i|uired  tn 

thread  a  complete  screw  hy  running  the  die  on  and  ofT. 
In  the  drawing  Fig.  10  it  will  be  noticed  that  the 

croaa-hole  passing  through  the  round  head  of  the  screw 
is  recessed  from  tmth  siden.  This  would  seem  to  Ite  a 

Job  for  an  ordinary  i-uunterUire  or  a  hollow  mill,  hut 
these  tools  have  Un-n  tried  and  dimarded  in  favor  ol 
the  little  machine  !<hown  in  Fig.  12,  in  which  the  work 
is  done  by  a  single-point  tool. 

The  piece  to  be  counterlxjred  is  slipped  over  a  short 
stud  arbor  in  the  spindle  of  the  machine  and  is  burked 
up  by  a  cup  center  in  the  tail  spindle,  which  is  brought 
to  bear  upon  the  work  by  means  of  the  cum  lever  A. 
The  driving  is  done  by  the  pin  which  extends  from 
the  face  of  the  driver  parallel  with  the  arbor,  and 
against  which  the  work  is  shown  resting. 

Another  pin  extending*  radially  from  the  periphery 

riU.   11— TUUI£.V1>I.N'0  THK  HCKKW 

of  the  driver  engages  the  short  studs  in  the  face  of  the 
small  wheel  B,  which  thus  becomes  a  sort  of  crown  gear 
driven  by  a  one-tooth  pinion.  This  wheel  is  mounted 
by  means  of  a  spring-adjusted  friction  upon  a  short 
shaft  that  is  geared  to  what  may  be  termed  the  lead 
.screw  of  the  tool  slide  C 

When  the  machine  spindle  is  revolved  the  wheel  H 
revolves,  though  intermittently,  and  through  the  fric- 

tion device  turns  the  screw  forward  to  feed  the  formed 

I 

la—fMuwfKO  or  ttucrA-nxo  acMRw 

yia.  i>— A  Mi'icriAh  coi  .mi>ki;uui,\o  maciiimi: 

cutting  tool  D  into  the  work.  The  forward  movement  of 
the  tool  slide  is  limited  by  a  stop  which  rcgujiitcs  the 

depth  of  the  cut  and  maki-s  all  parts  alike  as  regards 
depth  of  the  recess.  When  the  limit  is  reached  the 
wheel  B  continues  to  turn  as  long  as  the  machine  is 
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FIG.    13- '•UlUGliNl.:    ()UT."      A    MKTHOU   TiXAT   COiHrETEti 
WITH  MILLING 

running,  but  because  of  the  slippage  of  the  friction  no 
turning  movement  is  imparted  to  the  screw. 

Should  the  tool  become  dull  and  refuse  to  cut  as  fast 
as  it  ought,  the  friction  slips  and  adjusts  the  feeding 
pressure  to  accommodate  the  reduced  efficiency  of  the 
tool.  The  feeding  will  continue,  however,  until  the 
established  depth  of  recess  has   been  reached  and  the 

F\<\.  14 — OLD  AlACHINK   F(1R  KNURLING 

Stop  engages,  which  point  is  indicated  by  the  stoppage 
of  the  handwheel  at  the  right  which  is  keyed  to  the 
screw.  The  tool  may  be  withdrawn  from  the  cut  at  any 
time  by  turning  back  the  handwheel,  slight  effort  being 
required  to  overcome  the  resistance  of  the  friction  drive. 

If  Whitney  cutters  could  have  been  purchased  fifty 

years  ago  at  present-day  prices,  the  machine  shown  in 
Fig.  13  probably  never  would  have  been  buiic.  As  they 
could  not,  and  as  the  small  groove  that  cuts  radially  into 
the  deeper  recess  in  Fig.  10  had  to  be  made,  this 
machine  was  designed  to  do  the  work. 

Except  for  unloading  and  reloading,  the  machine  is 
automatic  in  its  movements.  The  work  (the  piece.  Fig. 
10)  is  clamped  upright  in  the  vise  with  the  deeper  recess 
■facing  the  tool  held  in  the  cutter  head  A.  This  cutter 
is  ground  as  an  ordinary  parting  tool,  and  the  head 
gives  it  a  peculiar  rocking  motion  actuated  by  two 
pitmans,  one  of  which  may  be  seen  at  the  left  and  the 
other  between  the  housings,  both  being  driven  from  the 
horizontal  shaft  above.  The  forward  movement  of  the 
tool  is  analogous  to  the  action  of  a  fly  cutter,  or  single- 
toothed  milling  cutter.     Reaching  the  end  of  its  stroke 
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FIG.  16— SOME  OF  THE  L;i::AlAS  I'HODUCED 

it  is  withdrawn  slightly,  rotated  backward,  and  again 
advanced  to  the  cut.  The  cross-slide  and  work  is  in  the 
meantime  moving  slowly  and  continuously  forward 
toward  the  tool  until  the  pre-determined  depth  of  cut 
is  reached,  when  it  unlocks  and  recedes. 

The  machine  is  very  rapid  in  its  action;  so  rapid  in 
fact  that  the  eye  cannot  follow  it.  If  the  job  were  up 
today  for  con.sideration,  a  speciad  milling  machine  using 
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IVORY    BEADS 

FIG.  17 — A  VETERAN  EMPLOYEE 

Whitney  cutters  would  doubtless  be  selected;  but  to 

make  the  change  now  would  involve  the  design  and  con- 
struction of  an  entirely  new  machine  which,  when  com- 

pleted, would  neither  increase  production  nor  produce 
better  work.  It  is  on  that  account,  therefore,  that  this 
ingenious  device  remains  on  the  job. 

One  part  of  certain  gunsights  requires  a  small  care- 
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faSr  kniirM  kuMih  and.  cootrarr  to  luual  prsctkw.  four 
Mad  le  prodae*  it.  TImm  kaiirl*  ara 
>  th»  fwpwiiwil  tover  compwi— ting  device 

•hewn  ia  Pig.  14  oo  the  tail  spindle  of  the  machine. 
With  the  work  held  in  the  chuck  the  knurl*  are  brought 
forerard  hjr  BMana  of  the  levwoperated  rack  and  pinion. 
the  coaipMHtiaf  levera  are  hrought  totethtr  by  the 
aaMO  haadia  at  the  top.  while  at  the  ume  time  the 

*^«t'*  ea  the  elide  A  la  pressed  Into  engageroent  with 
the  roBetanHy  tamiag  scroll. 

1W  eMe  b.  af  coarse,  attached  to  the  tail  spindle 
aad  draws  the  kauris  fon»ard  over  the  work  until  the 

hoctk  desired  has  been  knurled,  when  the  knurlholder 
b  aatevaticaQr  released  and  the  nut  thrown  out  of  the 

TUs  oachiae  ia  also  a  rapid  producer  and. 
Ha  ata.  It  would  he  diftcult  to  design  a  machine 

to  heat  n. 

Making  Ivaar  Beam  On  a  Scbbw  Machine 

In  Pig.  15  Is  shown  a  nuehine  that  appears  to  be 
operating  under  a  snow  drift.  This  machine  has  no 
special  dala  to  distinction  as  it  is  one  of  the  early 
Hartford  antoaatics  and  has  many  counterparts  still  at 
work  throughout  the  country.  It  is  doubtful,  however, 
if  any  of  the  others  are  handling  the  same  kind  of 
awterlal.  for  the  product  is  some  one  of  the  many  small 

ahown  in  Fig.  16.  and  the  material  is  ivory. 

The  ivory  comes  to  the  machine  in  the  form  of  short 
round  rods,  some  of  which  msy  be  seen  in  the  little 
pan  on  the  base  of  the  machine.  These  rods  are  fed 
through  the  hollow  spindle,  one  puxhing  another,  by 
means  of  the  usual  form  of  wire  feed.  When  a  xhort 
end  is  reached  it  is  either  thrown  out  of  the  collet  or 
is  knocked  out  by  the  cutter,  the  result  being  only 
that  the  machine  makes  one  idle  cycle.  Some  of  the 
tools  used  are  the  same  as  would  be  employed  upon 
similar  parts  of  steel,  but  all  the  forming  i»  done  hy 
revolving  cutters. 

The  machine  is  entirely  automatic  in  its  action  and 
its  attendant  has  many  other  duties  to  perform  while 

"keeping  his  eye  on  it."  One  of  the  things  that  hi< 
does  not  do.  however,  is  to  clean  off  the  chips.  Ivory 
readily  absorbs,  and  is  discolored  by,  oil.  The  chip.s 

are  therefore  allowed  to  colki-t  und  thus  act  as  a  protec- 
tion to  the  product  by  catching  up  any  stray  drops  of  oil 

that  may  be  thrown  off  by  the  revolving  parts  of  the 
machine. 

Besides  veteran  tools,  the  company  has  some  veteran 
employees.  Though  the  founder  of  the  businesx  haM 
long  since  passed  away,  several  of  hia  early  associates 
are  still  on  the  job.  One  of  them  may  be  seen  in  Fi<r. 
17  at  the  work  in  which  he  has  been  engaged  for  nenrlv 

half  a  century.  He  is  "going  to  die  right  on  this  stool; 
but  not  for  a  long  time  yet ;"  as  he  himself  says. 

THiinf  Gears  by  Micrometer  Measurement 
— Diacunioii 

By  Pmd  Rom  BBatHAKor 
Maa«S«r.  N«w«rk  Omt  Cultinc  Mai-hln*  Co. 

In  an  article  under  the  above  heading  on  page  196  of 
Amerirmm  ilackimist.  S.  0.  Gordon  gives  some  interest- 

ing formulas  for  use  in  making  micrometer  measure- 
■MMs  of  gaan  o«er  plugs.  We  wish  to  compliment  Mr. 
GofdoB  on  hia  nuthematics.  although  we  question  the 
value  of  gear  measurements  made  in  this  manner.  Some 
of  the  woret  running  gears  that  the  writer  has  seen 
have  pa  seed  a  careful  inspection  of  this  kind. 

An  involute  gear,  as  such,  has  only  two  unchangeable 
characteristics;  namely,  the  number  of  teeth,  and  the 
diasMter  of  the  involute  base  circle.  The  pitch  diam- 

eter depends  entirely  upon  the  mating  gear  and  the 
distaoc*.  This  fact  being  the  case,  it  is  clearly 

to  BMaeare  the  pitch  diameter  of  any  one 
bjr  ftarif.  Suppooa  a  certain  pitch  diameter  is 

arbitrarily.  If  the  teeth  should  be  cut  0.001 
in.  too  thin  they  would  still  be  within  the  limits 

wqairsd  for  noat  worlL  but  a  measurement  over  plugs 
aeem  to  indicate  that  the  pitch  diameter  was 

Of  courac,  this  would  be  erroneous. 
The  only  gaar  teet  of  value  ia  some  sort  of  a  running 

teet,  which  awy  be  supplemented  by  a  micrometer  meas- 
arMmt  of  each  tooth  if  deaired.  The  gears  should  be 
aHMiated  on  true  running  spindles  set  at  the  same  cen- 

ter distance  at  which  the  gears  will  actually  operate 
aad  akeoM  be  rsa  at  a  fairly  high  speed  under  load. 
A  faad  taaflng  ipaad  is  approximately  1.000  ft.  per  min. 
^tch  Hae  velocity.  This  vriocity  may  be  roughly  cal- 
colatad  aa  being  equal  to  i  r.p.m.  X  pitch  diameter  ( in 
IndMe).  A  load  nuy  be  applied  by  means  of  a  brake. 
a  atld(  of  wood  or  a  place  of  belting. 
TIm  laara  akoaU  be  run  ia  both  directions.  Any 

laaecuracy  in  tooth  spacing,  as  well  aa  an  eccentricity. 

thick  teeth,  or  gear  running  out,  will  be  shown  up  at 
once  by  the  noisy  operation.  An  incorrect  tooth  form 
will  also  be  apparent,  from  the  noisy  operation  and  from 
an  examination  of  the  bearing  area  on  each  tooth. 
When  the  gears  are  on  the  centers,  tests  for  backlash 
may  be  made  by  shaking  one  gear  while  the  mating  gear 
is  firmly  held. 

If  it  is  not  convenient  to  make  a  power  test  as  out- 
lined, the  gears  may  be  mounted  on  spindles  set  at 

the  correct  center  distance  and  revolved  by  hand.  This 
test  should  be  accomplished  by  turning  one  gear  very 
slowly,  and  resisting  the  movement  with  the  other  gear. 
If  no  delicate  rumbling  or  bumping  is  felt  as  the  teeth 

are  engaged  and  disengaged,  und  if  a  satisfactory  bear- 
ing ia  ahown,  it  is  likely  that  the  Kears  will  not  operate 

noisily  because  of  any  inaccuracy  in  the  teeth. 
It  is  very  difficult,  if  not  impossible,  to  test  any  one 

gear  by  itself,  and  to  be  certain  that  the  gear  will  run 
satisfactorily.  Every  gear  is  one  of  a  pair  or  a  train, 
and  has  no  properties  of  its  own,  so  that  one  would 
hardly  know  what  *m  measure  on  a  single  gear.  The 
correct  way  should  be  to  make  up  a  mate,  and  test  the 
pair.  If  this  could  not  be  done,  perhaps  the  best 
alternative  would  be  to  make  a  clay  mold,  using  the  gear 
aa  a  core,  and  to  cast  a  lead  form.  Testing  the  gear 
in  every  different  pdkition  of  the  lead  form  shows  up 
any  inaccuracy  in  spacing  as  well  as  the  variation  in 
tooth  form  and  tooth  thickness.  Any  of  these  error-* 
would  prex'ent  the  gear  from  fitting  the  lead  form  ex- 

cept in  certain  positions  and  yet  in  spite  of  these 
errors  the  gear  might  operate  perfectly. 

Where  there  are  many  gears  to  be  tested,  a  testing 
machine  may  be  used,  with  a  hardened  and  ground 
master  gear.  Variations  in  the  center  distance,  as  well 
•s  backlash  and  thick  and  thin  teeth  will  l>e  noted  at 
once  without  a  running  test.  If  quietness  is  desired, 
a  running  test,  or  at  least  a  hand  test  of  feeling  for 
any  rumble,  is  necessary. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Sixth  Installment  of  Chapter  V  Discusses  Back  Gears — Arrangements  for  Light  and 

Heavy  Drives — Double  Back  Gears — Objections  to  Back  Gears 

By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 
C'onsuItinK;    Kilitor.    American   Machinist 

PERHAPS  no  speed  variator  is  so'  well  known  as the  back  gear,  especially  when  it  is  used  in  com- 
bination with  the  cone  pulley.  There  is  a  quite 

general  belief  that  back  gears  are  so  called  because  they 

are  generally  located  at  the  back  of  the  lathe  head- 
stock.  However,  the  location  has  no  more  to  do  with 
their  name  than  with  their  action.  They  are  called 
back  gears  because  their  action  brings  the  drive  back 

to  the  shaft  from  which  it  was  taken.  The  term  "back 
gears"  simply  means  "return  gears." 

In  their  best  known  form,  they  are  arranged  as  shown 
in  Fig.  109.  A  is  the  shaft  (generally  a  spindle)  upon 
which  the  cone  B  runs.  Keyed  to  this  cone  is  pinion  C 
which  drives  gear  D.  The  gear  D  is  connected  to  pinion 
F  through  sleeve  E.     Finally  F  drives  the  face  gear  H, 

FIG.    109 — rSTAI.   AKKA.VGKMKNT   OF    HACIC   GKAR.'^ 

which  is  keyed  to  the  spindle.     Under  these  conditions 
C        F 

the  spindle  speed  equals  cone  speed  ̂   j^  ̂  fi 
However,  it  is  possible  to  disengage  F  from  H,  and 

D  from  C  simultaneously.  For  this  purpose  sleeve  E 
is  made  to  run  on  an  eccentric  shaft  G  which  can  be 
turned  by  handle  J.  When  this  is  done  cone  B  is  free 
to  turn  on  the  spindle,  without  affecting  face  gear  H. 
This  gear  has  a  slot  in  which  a  block  can  slide  in  a 
radial  direction.  The  block  can  be  clamped  in  position 
by  nut  K.  The  cone  is  provided  with  an  inner  rim, 
into  which  one  or  more  notches  have  been  cut.  By 
pushing  the  block  into  one  of  these  notches  and  locking 
it,  cone  and  face  gear  are  connected  and  run  together. 

For  light  machinery  a  somewhat  simpler  lock  is  used 
which  can  be  operated  without  a  wrench.  It  consists 
of  a  pin  which  is  pushed  into  one  of  a  number  of  holes 
in  the  face  of  the  cone.  The  entering  edge  is  beveled. 
The  other  end  is  provided  with  a  knob.  The  pin  and  the 
spring  which  assist  in  pushing  it  into  the  hole  are 
contained  in  a  bushing  which  is  driven  or  screwed  into 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

the  face  gear.  When  the  pin  is  withdrawn  from  the 
cone  it  is  prevented  from  jumping  back  by  a  cross  pin 
which  rests  in  a  shallow  groove  in  the  top  of  the  bush- 

ing. When  the  pin  is  in  action  this  cross  pin  rests  in 
a  deeper  slot,  as  shown  in  Fig.  110. 

Construction  of  Eccentric  Shaft 

As  a  rule  the  eccentric  shaft  G,  Fig.  109,  is  made 
in  one  piece  which  may  cause  it  to  be  quite  large,  thus 
compelling  the  use  of  a  rather  large  pinion  F.  The 
small  part  of  the  eccentric  shaft  should  be  kept  large 
enough  to  permit  of  a  substantial  handle  being  at- 

tached to  it.  If  the  face  gear  is  of  3-P,  then  the  throw 
of  the  eccentric  would  have  to  be  more  than  i  in.,  let 
us  say  I  in.  Fig.  Ill  shows  how  this  eccentricity 
affects  the  dimensions  of  the  shaft.  For  the  turning 
(or  grinding)  of  this  shaft,  two  centers  are  required 
0,  and  0,.  These  centers  are  t  in.  apart.  In  order 
to  have  sufficient  supporting  metal  around  0„  the  dis- 

tance O^A  should  not  be  less  than  i  in.,  so  that  O^A 
is  not  less  than  1  in.  This  makes  0.,B  also  1  in.  0,B 
is  therefore  12  in.  and  consequently  the  diameter  of  the 
large  shaft  cannot  be  less  than  3i  in.  In  general,  if 
the  eccentricity  is  E  and  the  amount  of  metal  around 
the  center  is  t  (0,A  ̂ 0,  then d  =  2(E  +  O 

D  =  2(2£'  +  f) 
It  may  be  necessary  to  keep  the  large  diameter  of  the 
eccentric  shaft  down  to  a  convenient  size.  This  can 

be  done  by  having  0^  fall  outside  of  the  eccentric.  (See 
Fig.  112).  This  arrangement  has  the  disadvantage  that 
it  becomes  very  difficult  to  turn  or  grind  the  main  part 
of  the  shaft.  To  avoid  this  difficulty  and  for  other 
reasons,  of  which  more  later,  the  shaft  is  made  straight 
and  eccentric  bushings  are  pinned  on,  as  shown  in 

Fig.  113.  This  makes  it  possible  to  make  +he  shaft 
of  any  convenient  diameter.  Under  the  conditions  as 
shown  in  Fig.  113, 

D  =  2R  =  2  {E  +  i  d  -{-t,)  ̂ 2E  +  d  +  2t. 
It   is  of  course  necessary  to  pin  the  bushings   to  the 

FIG.   110 

FI6.II2 

-PUSH  PIN'  LOCK  FOR  X  LIGHT  MACHI.VB. 
in  AND  112 — SOLID  ECrKNTRIC  SH.\FTS 

FIGS. 

shaft  before  finish  turning  or  grinding  so  as  to  have 
them  in  proper  alignment.  For  assembling  the  shaft 
in  the  frame,  one  of  the  bushings  may  be  removed,  the 
shaft  inserted  in  the  frame,  and  the  bushing  replaced. 
To  meet  this  method  of  assembling,  the  pin,  connecting 
bushing  to  shaft,  is  shown  as  going  through  the  flange 
(which  is  always  outside  the  bearing  and  accessible). 
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Tht  nd  of  Um  Mttntrif  iihtft  with  it«  two  c«ntrrv. 
O.  oad  O^  u  alMWB  in  diarnnnnuitic  form  in  Fif.  114. 
11  akov*  tiMl  th*  hack  g<e«r  pinion  will  approach  th« 
face  faar  wh*t|irr  ««  mow  the  «cc«ntric  alons  arrow 
I  or  ahat  S.  Homwr.  in  the  om  caw.  the  gvam  will 
hav*  a  toiMlMKy  to  pull  in.  and  in  the  other  caae.  they 
will  reaist  the  ■wahinf.  The  moveroenta  ahould  be  such 
aa  to  kaap  tht  foar*  in  maah.  and  the  end  of  the  ntove- 
■MMl  ikMrid  bo  dooo  to^  but  mtt  quite  up  to.  the  center. 

TIh  tr»i»BKX  to  pull  the  fears  into  meah  or  puxh 
tbam  afiart  la  not  quite  ao  atronc  as  might  be  nuppoited 
at  a  flrrt  glance.  Thia  ia  doe  to  the  fact  that,  whereaa 

pinion  C.  Fiff.  109,  may  ha\'e  a  tendency  to  push  the 

WttL  tt»~AtUi*^'-*"'  "^^  ■"■■    t.  .ivTifi,-    iii-HHINO       yui. 
tit — MAOK  <  SMAI--T      Kilt. 
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goars  out  of  meah.  pinion  F  haa  a  tendency  to  pull  in. 
It  ia  true  that  thetw  tendenciea  do  not  equalixe  each 
other  becauae  the  tooth  pressure  is  greater  on  F  than 
on  C:  nevertheless,  the  total  effect  has  been  reduced. 
There  should  be  a  stop  to  prevent  further  movement 

the  pressure  of  the  teeth.  This  stop  is  some- 
Bwrvly  •  pin  butting  against  the  end  of  a  milled 

groove  Thia  ia  sufficient  for  light  load,  but  when  this 
construction  of  back  gears  is  used  for  heavy  nuchinery, 
a  more  substantial  stop  should  be  provided.  Besides, 
it  ia  not  aafc  to  dopend  entirely  on  the  tooth  pressure 
to  kaop  the  gaan  in  mesh.  Vibration  may  tend  to 
throw  the  goara  out  unless  a  positive  lock  is  provided. 
Fig.  1 16  ahowa  a  light  construction  with  stop  and  lock- 

ing dcvico.  For  heavier  constructions  the  shaft  is  gen- 
cralljr  provided  with  eccentric  bushings,  aa  waa  de- 

scribed.    Thb  makes  it  possible  tu  cut  away  part   of 

Mfn^/t  ̂   *(e0nfrte 
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thr  Oange  of  un«  bnahing  and  make  ttte  end  butt  against 
a  birjrk  acrewed.  and  perhaps  kejrod,  to  the  frame.  The 
bcariac  mm^  be  aplit  and  the  shaft  kxkcd  by  a  binder 

ar*  bast  known  in  combination  with 

.thvfr  art  bjr  no  means  confined  to  this  com- 

bination, nor  is  it  essential  that  an  eccentric  .xhaft  In- 
used  or  a  spring  plunger  or  sliding  block  to  connect 
face  gear  and  cone.  Fig.  116  shows  the  essentisi  ele- 

ments of  a  back  gear  arrangement.  There  is  a  membi>r 
P,  running  kmae  on  shaft  A  and  driven  from  some 
source,  a  belt  or  gear  or  perhaps  n  complete  speed 
variator.  This  member,  through  its  pinion  li  and  the 
gears  C  and  /).  drives  a  gear  K  keyed  to  shaft  .4.  There 

is  further  a  meml)er  Q  which  tun  clutch  /'  to  K.  Fin- 
ally, there  must  be  some  way  to  make  gears  C  and  D 

inactive  when  P  and  F.  are  connected.  It  is  not  even 
necessary  that  K  should  be  keyed  to  M.  In  case  K  is 
loose  on  a  shaft.  Q  is  a  memlM>r  which  is  keyed  to  A, 
and  which  can  be  clutched  either  to  K  or  P.  It  is  no 
longer  necessary  with  this  con.st ruction  to  put  C  and  D 
out  of  action  when  the  drive  goes  through  E,  though 
it  is  desirable.  Such  a  construction  of  the  back  gear 
is  quite  common  to  screw  machines,  chucking  machines, 

♦•tc.  where  quick  and  handy  operation  is  of  prime  im- 
imrtance.  In  such  constructions  the  member  Q  is  gen- 

erally a  double  acting  friction  dutch. 
Another  construction  which  permits  of  quick  opera- 

tion without  the  disadvantage  of  idle  running  gears, 
is  diagrammatically  shown  in  Fig.  117.  Here  the  mem- 

ber P  runs  loose  on  the  shaft,  and  E  is  keyed  to  the 
shaft  as  in  diagram  116.  E  is  provided  with  a  clutch 
(jaw  clutch  as  shown),  which  can  be  engaged  by  the 
sliding  clutch  F.  This  latter  clutch  slides  on,  and  is 

keyed  to,  a  sleeve  which  is  part  of  member  P.  A  le\'er 
G  moves  both  the 
clutch  F  and  the  luick 

gears  H  and  /  in  such 
a  way  that  the  gears 
are  out  of  mesh  be- 

fore the  sliding  clutch 
enters  E,  and  vice 
versa.  It  might  be 
impossible  to  make  / 
and  H  enter  the  mat- 

ing gear  simultane 
ously,  because  gear  E 

is  standing  still  when  this  shift  is  made.  For  that  rea- 
son, the  other  gear  J,  or  its  mating  pinion,  is  made  with 

an  extra  long  face  ao  that  these  gears  begin  to  mesh 
before  H  has  resched  its  mating  gear.  As  P  is  the 
driving  memtier  in  this  arrangement,  it  is  necessarily 
running  when  the  shift  is  being  made,  so  that  Jean  enter 

A'.    This  causes  H  to  run,  thus  permitting  it  to  enter  E. 
There  are,  of  course,  many  ways,  one  might  say  an 

unlimited  numl)er  of  ways,  to  construct  the  arrange- 
ment called  hack  ̂ r-ar*.  The  foregoing  will  suffice  to 

show  that  the  essentials  lie  not  in  the  way  the  details 
are  arranged  but  in  the  fact  that  a  shaft  is  driven 
direct  from  a  member  located  on  this  shaft  or  through 
tite  intervention  of  a  set  of  gears  located  on  anoth<r shaft. 

Referring  again  to  Fig.  116,  It  will  be  seen  that  /' 
might  be  provided  with  a  numlx'r  of  pinions  and  that 
there  might  l>e  a  numlier  of  gears  E  on  the  shaft.  We 
would  then  have  to  provide  a  number  of  gears  C,  each 
one  to  mesh  with  one  of  the  pinions  B,  and  a  number 
(if  pinions  />,  each  one  to  mesh  with  a  gear  E.  Of 
course  there  should  Iw  some  means  of  selecting  the 
gears  C  or  the  pinion  D  which  we  wish  to  use,  as  only 
one  of  a  set  could  be  used  at  one  time. 

A  construction  of  this  nature  is  the  so-called  doulile 
back  gear,  which  is  shown  in  diagram  in  Fig.  118. 
There  are  two  pinions,  B,  and  H,,  which  we  can  me«h 
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either  with  C,  or  Cj.  These  two  latter  gears  slide  on 
the  quill  on  which  pinion  D  is  located,  and  they  are 
often  made  to  slide  by  hand  without  any  mechanical 
means.  The  arrangement  of  the  pinions  and  gears 
B  and  C  differs  somewhat  from  the  ordinary  sliding 
gear  arrangement.  Ordinarily,  a  little  more  than  two 
spaces  is  required  between  the  pinions  B^  and  B,  so 
as  to  make  it  pos- 

sible for  the  gears 
C,  or  C,  to  get  out 
of  engagement  with 
one  of.  the  pinions 
before  they  get  into 
engagement  with  an- 

other. With  the  slid- 
ing back  gear,  a 

single  space  between 

Bj  and  B.^  is  suffi- 
cient because,  when 

shifting  the  gears  C, 
and  Cj  one  can  throw 
the  back  gear  shaft 
out  of  action  com- 

pletely by  means  of 

the  eccentric  befoi-e  making  the  shift  to  the  other  speed. 
An  arrangement  such  as  shown  in  Fig.  118  has  three 

sets  of  speeds:  all  the  speeds  obtainable  by  shifting  the 
belt  on  the  cone  with  back  gear  out,  the  cone  shifts 
of  belt  with  the  fast  back  gear  in,  and,  in  the  third 
place,  these  same  shifts  again  with  the  slow  back  gear 
in.  Assuming  that  there  are  four  steps  in  the  cone 
and  that  the  slow  back  gear  is  in,  we  might  call  the 

speeds,  a,  ar,  a?-",  ai^.  Then  the  speeds  will  be  ar\  ar', 
ar',  ar'  when  the  fast  back  gear  is  in,  and  ar",  ar', 
ar",  ar"  without  back  gear.     Referring  to  Fig.  118  we 
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FIG.   lis— DOt'BLH  BACK  GEAR 

see  that B,      B 
C, 

TT    must  be  the  ratio  between  slow  and 

fast  back  gear  speeds  when  the  belt  is  on  the  same  cone 
step,  because  in  either  case,  whether  slow  or  fast,  the 

ratio  p  is  in  use.     This  shows  that  it  is  not  possible 

to  have  a  vei-y  wide  range  between  slow  and  fast  back 
gear,  and  this  makes  this  arrangement  particularly 
adapted  to  cases  where  the  total  range  of  speeds  is  not 
very  wide  and  where  the  speeds  should  be  close  together. 
As  illustration  we  will  take  a  machine  in  which  the 
-speeds  range  from  13  to  351;  that  is,  a  equals  13,  and 

«r"  equals  351,  so  that  r"  is  27,  and  therefore  r  = 
1.35;  r'  =  3.315,  and  this  is  the  ratio  between  slow  and 
fast  back  gear.  If  we  should  make  B,  and  C,  equal,  we 
would  have  to  make  the  ratio  between  B,  and  C^  equal 
to  3.315  and  make  this  same  ratio  between  D  and  E. 
It  is  perfectly  feasible  to  do  so.  If,  on  the  other  hand, 

we  should  have  found  that  r'  =  5,  we  would  have  found 
it  extremely  difficult,  or  rather  awkward,  to  make  the 
pinions  B,  and  C,  with  such  a  large  ratio. 

It  might  be  i-emarked  that  the  ratio  between  two  ad- 
joining steps  is  rather  large,  namely  1.35;  but  this  is 

entirely  due  to  the  fact  that  we  have  only  four  steps 
on  the  cone.  If  we  had  more  steps,  this  ratio  would  be 
reduced.  We  can  thus  reduce  that  ratio  by  taking  two 
countershaft  speeds,  which  will  have  the  same  effect  as 
if  we  had  eight  steps  on  the  cone,  in  which  case  the 
ratio  between  two  adjoining  steps  would  be 

VTTis'  =  1.162 
Though  a  back  gear  arrangement,  in  its  typical  form, 

is    simple   in   design   and   construction,    it   is   gradually 

being  superceded  by  other  arrangements  on  account  of 
a  certain  unhandiness  in  its  manipulation  which  is  al- 

most unavoidable.  The  shifting  of  the  lock  is  very 
often  awkward,  because  the  wrench  must  be  applied 
between  the  frame  of  the  machine  and  the  face  gear 
where  there  is  very  little  room.  If  the  lock  should  be 
in  a  position  where  it  is  not  accessible,  it  becomes  neces- 

sary to  pull  the  belt  around.  Furthermore,  modern 
construction  requires  .safeguards  for  the  belts,  and  such 
safeguards  should  be  permanent.  They  should  not  be 
removable  shields  which  may  be  forgotten  when  they 
have  once  been  removed.  When  such  permanent  shields 
are  used  it  may  become  entirely  impossible  to  reach 
the  sliding  block.  The  back  gears  themselves,  also, 
present  a  more  or  less  unsightly  appearance.  They 
and  their  guards  form  large  projections  on  the  frame 
of  the  machine  and  detract  from  its  symmetry. 

Machinery  Quotations  for  Our  Export  Trade 
— Discussion 

By  L.  B.  Gerold 

The  writer  has  read  with  interest  the  points  set 
forth  by  Mr.  Wearin  in  his  article  under  the  above 
title  which  appeared  on  page  174  of  American 
Machinist.  Although  short,  the  article  contains  much 
food  for  thought  for  American  manufacturers  and 
agents  who  contemplate  carrying  on  an  export  business. 

A  quotation  "Free  on  Board  Ship;  Freight  and  In- 
surance Paid"  involves  more  than  is  apparent  at  fir.st 

glance.  Among  other  things  it  places  the  responsibility 
for  the  shipment  on  the  shoulders  of  the  manufacturer 
until  the  goods  have  arrived  safely  at  foreign  port. 
Accidents  during  the  voyage,  be  they  due  to  any  causes 
such  as  breakages,  marine  risks  or  losses  of  any  sort, 
will  involve  him  in  long  drawn  out  controversies  and 
trouble,  not  only  with  the  transportation  companies  but 
with  the  customer.  Besides  this  such  a  quotation  con- 

tains a  speculative  element  as  transportation  costs  are 
subject  to  considerable  fluctuations. 
Why  assume  unnecessary  risks  or  deal  in  futures 

when  a  simple  "f.o.b.  American  Port"  quotation  will 
prove  acceptable  to  all  interested.  I  do  not  mean  to 
imply  that  one  should  quote  inflexibly  this  way  for 
there  may  be  conditions  that  might  modify  it  at  times, 
but  my  experience  has  proved  that  the  average  foreign 
inquirer,  who  desires  to  deal  direct,  understands  the 
steps  and  costs  involved  in  obtaining  his  goods ;  also 
the  channels  through  which  he  can  obtain  the  neces- 

sary information  to  enable  him  to  calculate  intelligently 
the  ultimate  price  to  him. 

As  Mr.  Wearin  remarks,  it  cannot  be  reiterated  too 
often  that  manufacturers  should  give  the  gross  and 
net  weights  and  the  shipping  dimensions.  It  is  also 
very  much  worth  while  that  careful  study  be  made  of 
the  product  with  a  view  of  packing  it  in  the  least 
possible  cubic  space.  A  very  recent  case  comes  to  my 
mind  of  where,  by  detaching  certain  readily  removable 
parts  from  a  machine,  there  would  have  been  a  saving 
of  35  per  cent  in  the  ocean  freight.  Attention  to  these 
details  increases  the  chances  of  competing  favorably 
against  the  exceedingly  keen  foreign  manufacturers. 

Don't  create  a  masterpiece  and  then  put  it  in  the  hands 
of  a  carpenter  and  his  assistant  for  the  finishing  touches 
unless  you  know  he  is  doing  right.  The  maintenance 
and  growth  of  our  foreign  trade  requires  that  thought 
be  put  on  the  details  connected  with  the  work. 
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MachiningT^ethods 
FiK.  4  —  lloefer 

itiilliii^  iiiHcliine  fur 
fr<»iit  axh's.  ForK- 
iiifcs  are  held  on  a 
four  fiicled  drum 
wliicli  is  mounted 
oil  a  knee  th»t  is 
fed  upward  to  tlie 
eiitterw  by  criun  be- 

low the  rollers 
sliown.  The  worU 
drum  in  indexed  by 
the  hand  wheel  at 
the  right.  Can  be 
equipped  to  mill 
jawH  for  KteeriiiK^ 
knuekles.  Produc- 
tioii  time  I'i minutes. 

I'lB.  5 — A  duuble-spliidle  C'olburn  heavy- 
duty  drilling;  maehine  drilling:  and  reaniing 
steerinjf  knuekles.  The  knuckles  are  held 
in  spriuff-controlled  drilling:  fixtures  which 
allow  of  easy  handling:,  as  it  is  only  neces- 

sary to  raise  tl»e  upper  bar,  remove  the 
drilled  piece  and  put  a  new  one  In  place. 
Hole  is  a  in.  by  5  in.  deep.  Production  34 
per   hour. 

TiK.  *i — Another  Newton  milling  ma- 
_!  ■  chine    with    a    long:,    horizontal    Npindle 

''  t  carryiuK    cutters    for    faring    the    ends 
I  of    crankshaft    bearings     in     a    motor 

I        block. 

.J 
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Fixtures  for  Assembling  Calculator  Wheels 
A  Combined  Assemblini?,  Testing  and  Drilling:  Fixture  That  Is 

Convenient  and  Efficient — An  Unusual  Staking  Fixture 
By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
BdlUtr,  Ammmm  Jjfocktiitol 

THE  Monro*  CalcuUtinr  Machine  Co.,  Onngr, 
S.  i^  has  M>in«  vrry  interesting  methods  of 
AMiemblinf  its  machine.  Among  them  is  one  for 

locating  the  numbered  wheels  properly  on  the  shaft  that 
carries  them.  The  dial  wheels  are  positioned  by  means 
of  lurdtMd  steel  plungers  which  locate  in  depressions 
ia  tlM  (van.  The  plungers  are  controlled  in  holes  in 
the  flanges  of  the  coUan  supporting  the  dial  gears  and 
the  collars  in  turn  arc  located  in  line  upon  the  spline- 
ahaft  by  nwani  of  embowa d  keys  which  At  the  spline. 
The  conbiaad  locating  and  drilling  Axture  is  shown  in 
Fi«>.laiid2. 

The  shaft  with  tht  wfaatls  already  mounted,  is  placed 
in  the  flxtar*  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.  and  clamped  lightly 
bjr  the  thambacrews  A  and  B.     The  night   nr  window 

gages  C  and  D  are  then  swuhk  down  and  the  shaft 
turned  until  No.  3  shows  in  each  window.  To  insure 
the  setting,  the  gage  E  is  put  in  place  on  the  fixture 
and  the  forked,  lower  end  of  the  pointer,  placed  over 
the  pin  shown  at  F.  When  this  is  correct  the  upper 
end  of  the  pointer  must  be  between  the  limit  lines 
shown.  The  shaft  carrying  the  dial  wheelx  is  then 
clamped  tightly,  the  gage  removed,  and  the  shaft  ia 
ready  for  drilling.  The  fixture  is  then  placed  on  the 
table  of  a  multiple-spindle  drilling  machine. 

Only  two  holes  are  drilled,  one  in  each  end,  for  the 
gears  which  actuate  the  num)>ered  wheel  shaft.  The 
same  fixture  acta  as  a  drilling  jig,  utilizinK  thu  two  end 
pieces  as  A  and  B  in  Fig.  2.  These  end  pieces  swing 
down  over  the  shaft  and  contain  bushinKS  to  guide  the 
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I'U;     3— FIXTl'KE   FOR  STAKlNti    PINS 

drills.  The  holes  are  afterwards  reamed  for  a  taper  pin, 
the  reamers  being  shown  at  C  and  D. 

Another  interesting  assembling  fixture  is  shown  in 
Fig.  3  and  is  for  staking  the  pins  in  one  of  the  wheel 
shafts  used  in  the  calculator.  The  wheels  are  held 

in  position  by  light  springs  and  in  order  to  stake  the 
pins  readily  it  is  easier  to  hold  the  wheels  apart.  To  do 
this  easily  the  shaft  is  placed  in  the  fixture  shown  when, 
by  grasping  the  two  handles  A  and  B,  the  forks  which  fit 
in  between  the  wheels,  separate  them  while  the  staking 
is  being  done. 

Beneath  each  pin  is  a  steel  post  with  a  cup  or  center 
in  the  upper  end.  The  pins  rest  in  these  cups  so  that 
the  blow  of  the  staking  hammer  is  taken  by  the  pin 
and  not  by  the  shaft.  One  of  the  staking  posts  which 
is  used  for  a  longer  shaft,  is  shown  at  C.  This  fixture 
enables  the  work  to  be  handled  very  quickly  and  insures 
a  good  job. 

Quack,  Quack ! 
(  Uiprinted   from   Cheinicxl   tmd   M<  lullitrgical  Engineeiinti) 

Scarcely  a  week  passes  without  the  receipt  of  printed 
matter  describing  some  marvelous  liquid  or  powder 
which  will  turn  merchant  bar  into  finest  tool  steel, 
which  will  double  the  mileage  of  a  Cadillac  if  two  drops 
of  the  stufif  are  placed  in  the  carburetor,  which  will 
convert  the  purchasable  variety  of  grape  juice  into  extra 
dry  champagne  over  night,  or  which  will  cure  warts, 
corns,  sprains,  abrasions,  cancer  and  falling  hair. 
Later  in  the  fall  we  expect  to  get  some  more  literature 

advocating  the  use  of  some  other  stuff,  "the  result  of 
extensive  and  exhau.stive  research,  experiments,  tests 

and  demonstrations  by  scientists,"  which  will  make  the 
mixture  of  slate  and  culm  to  be  sold  this  winter  burn 
like  the  cleanest  anthracite. 

That  all  of  these  varieties  of  "Nulife"  are  sold  in 
large  quantity  is  sure:  so  many  new  ones  are  constantly 
appearing.  And  doubtless  they  are  often  sold  to  men 
who  pride  themselves  with  knowing  something  about 
their  business.  A  fair  share  of  the  purchasers  must 
also  be  those  who  have  never  been  victimized  before 
and  who  must  learn  from  experience,  and  in  no  other 
way,  that  there  is  no  virtue  in  nostrums.  Furthermore, 

it  is  a  standing  demonstration  of  the  salesman's  premi.se 
that  it  is  more  important  to  know  the  psychology  of  the 
buyer  than  anything  about  his  real  needs  or  the  nature 
of  the  article  offered  for  sale. 

Chemical  analysis  would  in  most  cases  show  that 

the  largest  portion  of  "Nulife" — and  we  offer  our  apol- 

ogy if  this  pet  word  meaning  all  kind.s  of  quack  reme- 
dies has  been  previously  appropriated — might  be  water, 

sand,  charcoal,  fuel  oil  or  some  such  cheap  ingredient. 
But  not  everybody  has  the  opportunity  nor  the  desire 

for  analyzing  "Nulife"  and  finding  out  whether  he  could 
not  make  it  up  for  himself  for  about  one-tenth  the 

selling  price  of  the  "secret  composition."  Those  who 
have  such  opportunities  ordinarily  have  wholesome  re- 

spect for  law,  and  become  instantly  suspicious  of  lurid 
claims,  knowing  that  in  the  struggle  with  Mother  Na- 

ture you  can't  get  something  for  nothing. 
But  it  would  be  just  as  well  to  spead  the  word  about. 

There  now  seems  to  be  a  flood  of  substances  on  the 

market  by  which  "wrought  iron  or  bessemer  steel  of 
low  grade  is  converted  into  the  equivalent  of  costly 
crucible  steel  as  far  as  physical  properties  are  con- 

cerned." A  rule-of-thumb  or  thoughtless  heat-treater 
might  easily  believe  it,  remembering  the  changes  he 
can  make  in  a  piece  of  really  high-grade  steel  by  heating 
and  cooling.  But  he  must  be  warned  by  more  intelli- 

gent friends  that  the  metal  he  has  in  hand  did  not  ap- 
pear by  merely  waving  a  wand  and  muttering  cabalistic 

words.  It  is  the  i-esult  of  most  extreme  care  on  the 
part  of  a  hundred  men  throughout  a  dozen  diflScult  oper- 

ations, from  the  selection  of  ore  and  raw  materials 
through  steel  making,  casting,  rolling,  annealing  and 
inspection.  If  he  will  think  a  little  he  will  agree  that 
all  this  infinite  care,  wrapped  up  in  a  little  piece  of 
flawless  metal,  cannot  be  replaced  by  daubing  some  dope 
on  some  junk  and  following  the  printed  directions. 

Thirty  years  ago  the  late  Dr.  Henry  M.  Howe  was 
encountering  these  same  ideas,  and  what  he  said  is  very 

much  to  the  point:  "You  cannot  make  a  bad  beefsteak 
good  by  the  cooking;  you  can  cook  it  better  or  worse, 
and  it  will  be  worse  or  less  bad  beefsteak,  but  always 
bad.  On  the  other  hand,  you  can  easily  spoil  a  good 
beefsteak  by  bad  cooking.  Now,  just  as  cooking  is  to 

food,  so  is  heat-treatment  to  steel." 
When  you  dine  at  Lung  Tong's  chop  house  in  Juarez, 

you  use  a  liberal  amount  of  chili  sauce  and  red  pepper, 
and  for  a  very  good  reason :  but  at  the  Waldorf  you  do 

not  need  to  drown  one  of  Oscar's  patties  in  mustard  to 
make  it  tasty. 

Broaching  Wristpins 
By  George  E.  Hodges 

On  high-grade  automotive  work,  the  wriStpin  is  so 
heat-treated  that  there  is  a  hard  wearing  surface  on 
the  outside,  but  the  hole  is  left  soft  to  give  the  pin 
added  strength. 

One  of  the  best  methods  of  accomplishing  this,  the 
writer  has  noticed,  is  the  following:  The  pins  are 

made  of  seamless  tubing,  the  first  operation  being  cut- 
ting off  to  length.  The  pins  are  then  carbonized  and 

allowed  to  cool  in  the  carbonizing  material.  The  next 
operation  is  to  broach  the  holes  to  remove  the  case, 
after  which  the  pins  are  hardened  and  ground. 

The  advantage  of  broaching  seems  to  be  twofold. 
First,  the  case  is  removed  in  good  productive  time  with 
consequent  low  labor,  tool  and  machine  cost;  second, 
the  pins  are  very  readily  sorted  to  close  limits  in 
weight,  the  only  variable  being  errors  in  the  outside 
diameter  and  length. 
Some  plants  broach  the  hole  a  second  time  after 

hardening,  this  being  for  finish  only.  The  second 
broaching   is  not   generally  considered   necessary. 
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of  hit  Jobs  abown  a  Iom  aad  the  value  uf 

Um maMmiai  Mlvac«4  rmmintd  eonataat.  hf  wmM  htM* 
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aO  X  X£0  \  tO.0O45  -^  $29.70 
Bvt  it  to  ataMBM  certain  that  the  value  of  the  material 

•atrafvd  «««M  ha^-e  inrreaiwd.    Had  it  irone  to  SS.WO 
or  more  tka  pr«mjum  would  haw  bt»n  fM. 
KnowMi*  of  th^  Bcdaux  •rvtem  has  induced  a  deair« 

to  aaa  th*  paopla  at  work  under  it  and  a  trip  throujrh 
tha  akapa  ia  taken.  The  imprewion  upon  entering  the 

ia  tkU  it  has  the  appearance  of  any 
,  ami  aAdently  conducted  ahop.  Nor  is  that 
ekaosed.  except  in  twu  \vav«.    Thf>rv  ix  per- 

atom  have  been  retained.  The  intere.sting  fact  ia 
brought  out  that  when  the  plant  is  running  full  time 
there  are  four  claasea  of  winding  operators.  A.  B.  C 
and  D.  Their  hourly  rate*  run  »ay.  86,  30,  27  and  24 
cent).  But  their  Mtandarda  aloo  vary,  so  thut  while  the 
Claaa  A  operator  must  do  better  than  GO  Bs  per  hour 
to  earn  a  premium,  or  reward,  the  Class  B  operator 
need  do  onl.v  50  Bs.  the  Class  C  operator  45  Bs  and  the 
Claas  D  operator  40  Bs  as  standards,  reward  h«'innr 
paid  for  additional  Bs.  Class  D  operntors  are  advanced 
to  Class  C  as  soon  as  they  can  hold  their  own  in  that 

'  class,  then  to  Class  B  and  finally  to  Class  A.  The  pos- 
sibilities in  this  variation  of  straight  B  pavment  are 
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laas  material  piled  around  the  machines  than  in 
Ika  averace  shop,  and  there  seems  to  be  no  visiting 

amonc  iiiuilnjiaa  At  the  same  time  there  are  no  wild- 
<yad  operators  such  a*  majr  ba  aaen  in  some  piece-work 
abepa,  atliat  as  if  they  ware  nanufacturing  money  all 
of  wMck  ia  ta  ba  their  own.  The  absence  of  kist  motion 
ia  appamt,  however,  and  the  closer  the  obaenration  the 
srsatcr  tba  eoevirtion  that  the  operators  know  their 
o«ra  iwaaura  and  are  living  up  to  it,  without  unduly 
taaiag  tbeir  aUvngth.  The  payrolls,  previously  exam- 
laad.  show  tliat  thaaa  people  are  not  being  underpaid. 

The  tour  includaa  otbar  departments,  which  furnish 
no  caaaa  for  additional  notes  and  Anally  brings  us  to 
tba  wtoifng  room,  where  it  seems  that  the  work  is 
belnf  doaa  ■atlcaably  faster  than  in  other  departments. 
The  bapTMiiaa  pmca  to  be  true.  The  plant  is  passing 

a  b— Iweas  deprsaalon  and  only  the  ijest  oper- 

apparent  and  to  be  told  that  it  Is  highly  effective  causes 
no  surprise. 

There  is  pointed  out  a  job  of  winding  small  armatures 
on  which  production  was  Increased  from  30  to  40  per 

day.  That  was  during  the  early  months  of  the  in- 
stallation of  the  system  and  the  hardest  part  of  thai 

Job  was  to  convince  the  operators  that  the  B  value  was 
guaranteed. 

Details  on  a  punch  scrap  baling  Job  are  given.  Be- 
fore placing  premium  on  the  work,  it  was  thought  that  a 

aacood  baling  machine  would  have  to  be  bought.  Five 
men  were  baling  7i  tons  a  day  but  not  collecting  the 
scrap  or  delivering  the  bales.  With  premium  on  the 
job.  the  force  was  reduced  from  five  to  three,  then 
increased  to  five  when  the  operation  of  gathering  the 

scrap  was  added,  then  reduced  to  three,  where  it  re- 
mained.     The   three    now   on   the  Job  collect   and   bale 
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the  scrap  and  haul  out  the  bales.  The  production  is  15 
tons  per  day.  There  has  been  no  second  machine  pur- 

chased. Asking  if  the  two  jobs  just  described  are  not 

"show"  jobs  invokes  the  reply  that  while  they  are  among 
the  best,  they  are  not  exceptional. 

During  the  trip  through  the  plant  the  foremen  had 
shown  that  they  are  satisfied  with,  even  proud  of  their 
system  and  the  results  it  is  accomplishing.  Upon  re- 

turning to  the  office  we  are  shown  a  formula  that  time 
and  experience  have  proved  to  be  correct  in  determining 
the  reward  for  supervisors  and  indirect  labor.  The 
four   factors   affecting   the    computation    are: 

(1)  That  part  of  the  cost  of  the  B  for  which  super- 
vision (or  indirect  labor)  is  directly  responsible. 

(2)  The   theoretical   ratings   of   those   participating 
(e.g.  foremen  of  1st  class,  foremen  of  2nd  class, 
assistant  foremen,  truckers,  job  setters,  etc.) . 

(3)  The  actual  accumulation  of  premium  in  the  pool 
(money  value  of  25  per  cent  of  the  production 
above  60  Bs,  the  75  per  cent  having  been  paid 
to  the  operators). 

(4)  The  theoretical  rating  of  the  individual  partic- 
ipating. 

Premium  for  supervision  or  indirect  labor  as  well 
as  direct  labor  is  paid  by  separate  check  so  that  it  is 
never  confused  with  the  regular  salary  check. 

Reports  That  Tell  the  Story 

With  the  examination  of  plant  routine  and  operation 
concluded,  the  next  step  is  a  consideration  of  the  several 
ways  in  which  management  follows  the  progress  of  the 
work  and  knows  at  all  times  the  costs  for  both  good 
and  scrap  parts.  It  is  probably  the  most  interesting 
phase  of  the  application  of  the  Bedaux  system,  because 
ordinarily  in  many  cases  cost  reports  are  post  mortems 
■ — they  are  too  late  to  benefit  the  patient,  profit. 

The  only  known  way  to  hand  cost  data  to  executives 
is  by  means  of  reports.  The  Bedaux  sy.stem  offers  no 
other  method,  its  principal  reports  being: 

(1)  The  daily  report^of  operators  below  standard. 
(2)  The    daily    report    of    the    B-hour    averages    by 

departments. 
(3)  The  daily  scrap  tickets. 
(4)  The  weekly  scrap  report. 
(5)  The  weekly  summary  by  departments. 
(6)  The  monthly  summary  by  departments. 
(7)  The    plant    monthly    summary    sheet. 

The  function  of  the  daily  report  of  operators  below 
standard  is  to  acquaint  the  management  and  foremen 

with  the  weak  spots  in  the  day's  work.  The  cause 
for  operators  being  below  standard  is  investigated  daily 
to  determine  if  it  is  due  to  incompetency,  operator  mis- 

placed, lack  of  knowledge  on  the  part  of  the  operator, 
or  if  some  adjustment  of  machines  or  tools  is  necessary 

to  meet  the  daily  requirements.  Experience  has  indi- 
cated that  in  the  majority  of  cases  where  operators 

are  below  standard,  it  was  due  to  some  cause  beyond 
the  control  of  the  operator.  The  daily  report  gives 
the  foremen  and  superintendents  opportunity  to  correct 
such  conditions  daily,  if  necessary.  The  form  of  report 
is  simple  and  on  that  account  no  cut  is  given. 

No  illustration  of  the  form  used  for  the  daily  report 
of  the  B-hour  average  by  departments  is  given,  because 
it  likewise  is  simple,  furni.shing  merely  figures  showing 
the  Bs  for  each  department  and  the  B-hour  values.  As 
there  must  be  a  cause  for  variation  from  day  to  day  in 

total  Bs  and  B-hour  values,  the  usefulness  of  the  re- 
port is  apparent.  Ordinarily,  it  is  much  easier  to 

locate  the  cause  of  a  department's  falling  behind  than 
it  is  to  learn  the  fact  that  it  is  falling  behind. 

Daily  and  weekly  .scrap  reports  enable  precautionary 
measures  to  be  taken  and  leaks  to  be  stopped  without 
delay.  The  daily  report  invites  immediate  action,  the 
weekly  report  prevents  unjust  action.  Likewise  an 
unusual  amount  of  scrap  on  a  weekly  report  may  be 
found  to  be  justified  when  the  month  as  a  whole  is 
considered. 

In  Fig.  11  is  shown  the  weekly  summarj"^  form  for 
one  department.  Beside  its  value  on  account  of  the 
information  shown,  which  needs  no  further  explanation, 
it  has  a  value  for  later  use  in  making  up  the  plant 
monthly  summary  sheets.  There  are  two  kinds  of 
monthly  summary  reports — by  department  and  by  plant. 
The  department  report  is  similar  to  the  weekly  sum- 

mary report,  although  more  complete.  No  example  is 
shown. 

The  plant  monthly  summary  form  is  shown  in  Fig.  12. 
Careful  study  of  this  form  will  show  that  it  points  out 
in  actual  figures,  and  compares  with  similar  figures  of 

the  previous  month,  just  those  things  that  it  is  neces- 
sary for  management  to  know.  Especial  prominence  is 

given  to  K  orders,  or  non-productive  work,  as  it  is  on 
them  particularly  that  profit  may  be  lost. 

It  is  always  difficult  to  compare  figures  and  obtain 
from  them  the  quickest  and  best  conception  of  the 
trend  an  activity  is  taking.  Like  almost  all  modern 
concerns  engaged  in  business  the  Bobbins  &  Myers  Co. 
resorts  to  the  use  of  graphs.  There  are  four  principal 
ones  outlined  below.  The  sources  of  their  information 
have  been  described.  It  is  fitting  that  they  hang  in  the 
office  of  the  production  control  manager. 

Graph  No.  1 — Manufacturing  Results 

This  graph  reflects  the  trend  of  seven  factors  of  the 
manufacturing  division  and  is  made  up  monthly  by 
plants,  a  separate  graph  being  made  for  each  plant. 

The  seven  factors  are  as  follows: 

(1)  Productive  operators. 
(2)  Productive  Bs  produced. 
(3)  Cost  per  B  (total  labor  and  manufacturing 

burden). 

(4)  Allowed  Bs  (non-productive  Bs  produced  by 
productive  operators). 

(5)  Non-productive  operators  (indirect  labor  such  as 
foremen,  assistant  foremen,  clerks,  repair  men, 
etc.). 

(6)  B-hour  average  (average  productive  Bs  pro- 
duced hourly  per  man).  This  figure  compares 

with  a  thermometer  in  that  it  reflects  the  "tem- 
perature" or  efficiency  of  the  various  depart- 

ments or  the  plant  as  a  whole. 

(7)  Sci-ap  Bs.  (This  item  reflects  volume  of  Bs 
scrapped  by  inspection,  prior  to  delivery  to  the 
salvage   department.) 

Graph  No.  2— Planning  and  Material 

A  graph  that  consists   of  seven  curves  listed  below 
and   offers   a   very    efficient    method   of  controlling   in- ventory : 

(1)  Raw  material   on   hand 
(2)  Manufactured  parts   in  stock. 
(3)  Work  in  process. 
(4)  Finished  motors  in  stock. 
(5)  Finished  fans  in  stock. 
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<C)    Bnuidi  ud  coMlfMd  stocks  (faas  and  motor*). 
(T)    PttrdMMd  teob  aad  dMp  MppHss  on  ImumL 

Gbath  Na  S— Load  Chabt 

Tte   felovlag   tkn«   very    important    fraturrs    are 

(1) 

actoal 

raqai 

ity    of    plant    <»hown    in    Bs 
■Bthly  aeconUnt  to  the  number  of  wwWnc 

or  dmy  ia  tb«  month). 
iclmdwh  (reduced  to  Ba). 

Actaal  prodtoetioB  (in  Ba). 
carrao  rafloet  inataatly  the  gap  between  the 
of  tW  plant  and  aalca  ■chedule:  alao,  whether 

prodttctioB   ia  meeting   or  exreeding   the  aalea 
la  a  caaa  of  the  Utter,  it  indicataa  that  parta 
■uwfaeUired  for   stock  in  ezcaas  of  »ale« 

URAJ-H  No.  4— iNSTBcnoN  Graph 

A  graph  (hut  reflerta  eight  factors  concerning  the 
inspection  deptirtment  as  a  whole.  All  of  these  rurvei* 
show  money  values: 

( 1 )  Value  of  scrap  laaa  salvage. 
(2)  Payroll  of  inspection  department. 
iS)    Per  cent  of  value  of  work  scrapped  in  relatioii 

to  shop  cost. 

«4)    Cost  of  operating  the  Halvage  department. 
<6)    Savings  of  salvage  department. 
(6)  Total  value  of  scrap. 
(7)  Shop  cost.  (This  item  covers  complete  cost  of 

nuinufacture.) 

(8)  Free  repair  cost  to  customers.  (All  service  coHt 
to  customers  within  guaranteed  time  limit  of 

company's  product.) 

High-Speed  Rotating  Machines 
Developed  for  TestinK  the  Burning  Action  of  Powder  RinRS  in  Shell  Fuses  Under  Normal 

Conditions — Special  Chronograph  for  Recording  Elapsed  Time 
By  H.  M.  BRAYTON 

THE  literature  perUining  to  mechanic
s  and 

mechanical  engineering  has  during  recent  years 

conuined  many  articlea  on  high-apeed  rotation. 

It  ia  not  the  porpoae  or  intent  of  the  writer  to  develop 

UMoriaa  of  balance  of  routing  part*  or  to  at- 
to  add  to  the  already  well  developed  science  of 

dyBUBk  balance.  It  is  rather  the  purpose  here  to 

td  tbc  reader  what  baa  actually  been  accomptiabed 

this  Una  by  the  Army  Ordnance  Department 

Uw  pweure  of  necessity.  No  attempt  will  be 

,   to  explain  the  resuHs  obUined.  The  mathemati- 
cal traatment  will  be  left  for  thoae  better  qualified, 

•koold  they  be  interested. 

It  ia  aaeaHary  to  route  an  artlBery  projectile  at  a 
high  spaed  fai  order  to  make  it  sUble  and  so  that  it 

win  carrr  properly  in  flight.  This  roUtional  speed 
varica  wMeljr  in  the  various  calibers  covering  a  range 

from  4.000  r.p.m.  in  some  of  the  large  guns  and  howit- 
aer  to  over  88.000  in  some  of  the  smaller  howitzers. 

Tba  oaoal  speed,  however,  is  around  17.000  r.p.m.  and 

ia  accoopUelMd  bjr  the  rifling  in  the  bore  of  the  gun. 
Ia  the  developaent  of  new  typea  of  fuses  to  meet 

tlM  Mods  of  the  service,  it  became  necessary  to  study 
tke  action  of  cerUIn  moving  parU  within  the  fuse 

tiMt  were  operated  upon  by  the  centrifugal  force  cre- 
ated by  the  roUtion.  It  is  true  that  these  forces  can 

h9  calcnlated  with  mathematical  exactness  but  it  was 
seea  found  that  the  fuse  did  not  perform  as  it  was 
calculated  to  do  and  a  mare  practical  method  of  study- 

ing the  action  was  at  once  needed. 
Under  the  law  ot  n«ce«sity  the  Ordance  Department 

began  an  intensive  study  of  routing  machines  and  the 
beat  eaperta  were  called  in  for  advice.  It  was  deaired 
to  rotate  a  l|-lb.  fuw  at  17,000  r.p.m.,  but  some  of 
tk*  cxparta  said  it  could  not  be  done.  Others  believed  ft 

be  done  by  the  installation  of  the  neceaaary 
Bttts  which  was  to  coat  $6,000  and  take 

■p  abo«l  800  aq.ft.  of  floor  spaee. 
Tkls  prtoe  waa  of  coarse  eaeessive  bat  the  depart- 

ia  arfsat  need  of  a  routing  machine  for 
■  SBpsrISMatal  work  and  a  decision  had  about 

to  pises  a  contract  for  the  |6,000  ap- 

paratuH  when  a  dark  horse  entered  the  field.  Thix 
dark  horse  appeared  in  the  form  of  a  gentleman  who 
had  probably  never  heard  that  such  high  speeds  are  net 
practical.  He  was  not  an  enKinoer  or  scientiHt  but  he 
had  heard  that  we  wanted  a  hiKh-Hpced  routing  mHchine 
and  claimed  to  have  produced  it.  In  other  words  he 

carried  out  the  well  known  motto  "He  didn't  know  it 
could  not  be  done  so  he  went  ahead  and  did  it."  At  I 
any  rate  a  demonstration  proved  hiH  statements  tt>  be 
correct  and  hia  machine  would  actually  run  at  20.000 

KIO.   1— UKTAIUI  OK  THE  HOTATl.NO  MA- 

r.p.m.  Needless  to  nay  the  machine  was  purchased  at' 
a  price  very  much  under  96,000,  and  the  floor  space  | 
required  for  installation  of  the  machine  wan  negligible. 

The  routing  machine  itself  in  very  simple.  A  sec- 
tional view  of  the  annembly  in  nhown  in  Vig.  1.  The 

machine  has  a  vertical  npindle  mounted  in  ball  l>caringi< 
of  the  usual  form.  The  bottom  bearing  in  a  regular 
thrust  ball  bearing.  The  top  Ijearing  in  mounted  in  a 
plaU  supported  on  eight  small  coil  sprinKn.    Thin  plate 
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tank 

is  made  with  considerable  side  play  in  the  head.  In 
other  words  the  shaft  is  not  held  rigidly  and  therein 
probably  lies  the  secret  of  the  success  of  this  machine. 
The  shaft  is  permitted  side  play  and  will  thus  find  its 
own  center.  It  may  vibrate  considerably  while  passing 
through  the  critical  speeds  but  it  will  always  smooth 
out  as  it  goes  higher. 

The  whole  interior  is  mounted  as  shown  in  a  circular 
steel  shell,  and  the  bearings  are  lubricated  with  very 
thin  oil  by  means  of 
ordinary  oil  cups.  At 
the  bottom  of  the 
shaft  is  mounted  a 

fan  designed  to  oper- 
ate on  air  pressure  of 

about  75  lb.  On  the 
center  of  the  shaft  a 
worm  is  cut  into 
which  a  wheel  meshes. 
A  side  shaft  runs  out 
through  the  casing  of 
the  machine  and  is  ar- 

ranged to  take  a  speed 
counter.  The  speed 
read  on  the  counter 
must  be  multipUed  by 
25  to  get  the  speed  of 
the  shaft  which  car- 

ries the  fuse. 
At  the  top  of  the 

vertical  spindle  any 
special  fixture  or 
holder  may  be 
mounted  to  take  the 
fuse  which  is  to  be 
rotated.  The  more 
weight  put  on  the 
shaft  the  less  the 
speed  obtained.  It  is 
an  actual  fact,  how- 

ever, that  a  speed  of 
50,000  r.p.m.  has  been 
obtained  with  this  ma- 

chine with  a  weight 
of  H  lb.  at  the  top. 
With  nothing  but  the 
bare  shaft  a  speed  of 
74,000  r.p.m.  has  been 
obtained.  The  values 

appear  to  be  very  ex- 
cessive to  those  who 

are  familiar  with 

high  -  speed  rotating 
devices  but  they  have 
actually  been  obtained 
and  what  is  more 
these  facts  can  be 
proved  at  either  the 
Frankford  Arsenal, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.,  or 
the  Picatinny  Arsenal,  Dover,  N.  J.,  where  the  machines 
are  installed. 

The  design  shown  here  has  been  modified  consider- 
ably from  the  one  first  made.  As  previously  stated 

the  first  machine  would  give  20,000  r.p.m.,  but  it  was 
found  possible  by  certain  changes  to  greatly  increase 
this  speed  and  at  the  same  time  greatly  increase  the 
life  of  the  machine. 

FIG.    2— DEJTAILS    OF    MACHINE    FOR    TESTING    BURNING    TIME    OF 
FUSES 

The  reader  who  is  familiar  with  such  machines  will  at 
once  think  that  such  a  speed  would  very  quickly  wear 
out  the  bearings  and  shaft.  Such  is  not  the  case  how- 

ever as  one  machine  at  the  Frankford  Arsenal  has 
been  in  constant  use  in  experimental  work  for  over  a 
year  and  still  appears  to  be  as  good  as  ever.  One  of 
the  leadimg  makers  of  ball  bearings  stated  officially 
that  no  ball  bearings  could  be  made  to  stand  such 
speeds.    They  do  stand  it  and  are  giving  perfect  service 

to  the  Ordnance  De- 
partment. Higher  air 

pressure  for  driving 
the  shaft  than  75  lb. 
has  not  been  tried, 

due  to  lack  of  facili- 
ties for  obtaining 

higher  pressures 
where  the  machines 
are  now  installed.  The 
air  used  must  be 

passed  through  a 
separator  and  all 
water  removed,  as 

any  water  will  choke 
the  rotor  and  at  once 
reduce  the  speed.  The 
machine  is  mounted 
on  a  table  or  bench 
and  a  hole  is  cut 
under  it  for  the  air  to 

pass  through  after  it 
has  done  its  work  on 
the  rotor.  Needless 

to  say  this  machine 
has  been  of  invaluable 

assistance  in  the  de- 
velopment of  artillery 

fuses.  With  it  we  can 
study  the  action  of 

any  projectile  mech- ansim  under  the  ac- 
tual forces  which  it 

receives  in  flight  and 
we  are  able  to  reach 

higher  speeds  than 

any  gun  in  our  serv- 
ice gives  to  its  pro- 

jectile. The  powder 
ring  time  fuse  was 

used  almost  exclu- 
sively during  the  late 

war  wherever  a  time 
fuse  was  needed. 
These  fuses  were 
quite  satisfactory  for 

use  in  artillery  as  em- 

ployed before  the  ad- vent of  the  airplane. 

High  trajectories 
were  not  common  ex- 

cept in  certain  mortar  firing  in  seacoast  artillery  work. 
It  has  been  a  well-known  fact  for  years  that  the 

powder  ring  in  a  time  fuse  burns  at  different  rates 
at  different  pressures,  that  is,  at  different  atmospheric 
pressures  or  gas  pressure  of  the  surrounding  medium. 
To  be  more  specific  it  was  well  known  that  as  the  air 
pressure  surrounding  the  burning  fuse  was  increased, 
the  time  of  burning  of  the  fuse  was  decreased  and  vice 
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vtn*.  ThU  meim  of  course  that  aa  the  projectile 

which  iiari't—  •  powder  time  fuae  traveln  upward  from 
the  CMtli'a  aurfare  into  the  rarer  air  it  burns  slower. 
With  flat  trajectoriea  the  resulta  are  oppooite  aa  the 
tvm  would  bum  faster.  Such  fuses  are  timed  stati- 
caOjr  on  Um  btorh  and  if  a  time  in  flight  of  21  seconds 
b  daaired.  a  time  of  22JI  aeconda  la  obtained  on  the 
banch.  This  reduction  of  time  in  flat  trajectories  is 
probobix  doe  to  the  building  up  of  air  pressure  at 
Um  whc  of  the  ahell. 
Aoin  it  haa  been  well  established  that  the  rotation 

of  tho  ahd  Haelf.  with  no  linear  movement  of  the  fuse 
or  chaag*  of  exterior  pressure,  will  affect  the  timinir 

of  •  powder  fuse.  The  rotation  makeo^he  fuse  burn 
•lower  apparentb'  by  creating  a  lower  ̂ ssure  inside. 
This  effect  varies  with  the  speed  of  rotation. 
When  the  airplane  came  into  general  use  for  war 

purpoeee  the  uiti-airrraft  gun  was  developed  to  combat 
h.  All  shrBpnel  are  equipped  with  time  fuses  and  prac> 
tically  all  with  powder  time-fuses.  With  the  anti-air- 

craft gun  came  high  trajectoriee  which  carried  the 
•hmpod  and  fuse  up  into  the  regions  of  considerably 
redaoad  atmospheric  pressure.  In  conpliance  with  well- 
known  laws  the  powder  time-fuaca  failed  to  perform 
property.  The  higher  the  angle  of  Are  the  slower  the 
faeee  would  bum  with  the  result  that  the  shrapnel 
would  tMnt  beyond  the  target  without  effect. 

Intcaeive  study  has  been  put  into  this  problem  but 
much  ttUI  remain*  to  be  done.  In  order  to  study  the 

behavior  of  powder  time-fuaes  un(^r  the  same  condi- 
tions of  flight,  as  near  as  it  was  possible  to  duplicate 

them,  a  special  apparatus  or  machine  was  designed  and 
bath  at  the  Frankford  Arsenal.  This  machine  is  unique 
becnuse  it  is  believed  to  be  the  only  one  in  existence. 
Fnrthennorc  it  performs  perfectly  the  functions  for 
which  it  Is  designed. 

In  order  to  obtain  deflnite  information  on  the  rate 
of  burning  of  a  powder  ring  In  a  time  fuse  in  flight,  it  is 
necessary  to  duplicate  all  conditions  and  at  the  same 

time  take  the  "tine  of  burning"  accurately.  These 
conditions  are  first;  to  rotate  the  fuse  at  the  same 
sp«>d  as  when  tlie  projectile  is  in  flight;  and  second  to 
establish  a  pressure  around  the  fuse  equal  to  that 
ohUlned  in  flight.  In  other  words  a  machine  has  been 
4«lfBsd  and  built  b)  wliich  it  i«  poasible  to  Uke  the 
tine  of  burning  of  a  powder  tlme>fuse  white  being 
rotated  at  the  same  *peed  as  when  the  projectile  Is  In 
light  and  while  surrotinded  by  air  praasore  or  partial 

to  that  in  flight.  Of  course  the  air  prea- 
Ihrooghoot  the  trajectory  and  we  have  to 

run  tests  at  deflnite  pressuree  for  each  increment  of 

travel.  These  preaauras  at  different  altitude.^  are  quite 
well  known.  Testa  a{  different  rotatinnul  speeds  are 

needed  onl)'  to  atudy  the  effi^rt  in  diffen^nt  guns,  as  a 
projectile  in  flight  slows  down  but  very  little  throughuui 
its  travel.  This  statement  does  not  apply  to  rhm  sht>lls 
in  which  the  rotational  apeed  is  considerably  redu  cd. 
Thi't  reduction  in  speed  is  due  to  the  liquid  inside  of  the 
Khell  acting  like  a  brake  trying  to  catch  up  to  the  speed 
of  the  shell. 

DBacuPTiON  OF  Machine 

A  sectional  view  of  this  machine  is  shown  in  Fiv  2 
It  consists  of  a  casting  mounted  over  the  regular  h:v:li 
speed  rotating  machine  previously  deecribod.  This 
machine  is  driven  by  two  air  nozxies.  The  idea  in 
using  two  noEzles  was  to  equalize  the  thrust  on  t>i> 
lower  end  of  the  shaft  and  incidentally  to  learn  if  thf 
two  nozzles  would  give  more  speed.  It  was  found  that 
no  greater  speed  was  obtained. 

The  illustration  shows  a  regular  powder  time   fuse 
mounted  in  the  upper  part  of  the  vertical  shaft.     Ju> 
underneath   the  special   fuse   holder   is   a   plate   \vhi<  li 
carries  at    its  edge,   at   the   extreme    right,  a   br:i<  k<  i 
contact    which    establi.shes   an   electric   circuit.       I 

wires  lead  to  a  chronograph  outside  the  machine.    \'> 
the  base  charge  in  the  fuse  explodes  after  the   rings 
have  burned  through,  the  gases  from  the  black  powder 
force  the  plate  down  and  break  the  electric  connection 
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at  the  right.  The  breaking  of  this  circuit  is  recorded 
on  the  paper  of  the  chronoKraph  and  thus  registers  the 
time  when  the  fuie  nnlKht-d  bui  iiing. 

From  the  top  of  the  casting  a  large  steel  rod  hatitrs 
vertically  downward.  This  rod  carries  an  adjustable 
bracket  which  is  part  of  an  electromagnet.  Wires 
lead  from  this  magnet  outside  the  casting  through  two 
binding  posts.  The  magnet  holds  up  a  sled  bull  the 
dropping  of  which  functions  the  fuse  as  follows: 
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At  the  lower  end  of  the  vertical  steel  rod  is  another 
bracket  used  to  support  a  firing  pin  and  another  breaker 
mechanism.  The  ball  is  dropped  by  opening  the  mag- 

net circuit  and  strikes  the  top  of  the  firing  pin  driving 
it  down  and  firing  the  concussion  primer  of  the  fuse. 
At  the  .same  time  it  breaks  the  circuit  incorporated  in 
this  mechanism.  This  circuit  is  connected  to  the  same 
chronograph  as  the  circuit  at  the  base  of  the  fuse. 
This  upper  circuit  registers  the  time  when  the  con- 

cussion primer  fired  and  ignited  the  top  ring  of  the 
fuse.  The  distance  between  these  two  marks  on  the 
chronograph  is  a  measure  of  the  time  in  seconds  taken 
by  the  fuse  to  burn  through. 

The  casting  is  arranged  with  a  hand  hole  in  the  side 
through  which  a  fuse  may  be  placed  in  the  holder. 
Both  brackets  on  the  rod  are  adjustable  for  height, 
thus  making  it  possible  to  test  any  time  fuse,  and  also 
to  drop  the  ball  upon  it  from  any  reasonable  height. 

This  machine  is  arranged  for  either  internal  pressure 
or  vacuum.  If  pressure  is  required  it  is  fed  in  through 
a  pipe  line  at  the  left  from  a  tank  which  in  turn  is 
supplied  from  a  pump.  The  tank  is  interposed  between 
the  pump  and  machine  to  reduce  pulsations.  Similarly 
we  can  obtain  vacuum  inside  the  case  by  pumping  out 
the  air.  As  this  machine  is  now  installed  it  is  possible 
to  obtain  either  25-lb.  pressure  or  21  in.  of  vacuum 
(less  than  5  lb.  absolute  pressure)  with  the  same  small 
pump.    This  is  done  by  an  arrangement  of  valves. 

It  was  comparatively  easy  to  make  this  apparatus 
air  tight  to  these  pressures  except  for  the  space  around 
the  rotating  shaft.  Any  of  the  ordinary  forms  of 
packing  would  not  do  because  they  would  bring  so 
much  friction  on  the  shaft  that  the  desired  speed  could 
not  be  obtained.  At  first  it  was  attempted  to  obtain  an 

air  seal  around  the  shaft  by  means  of  oil  under  pres- 
sure. This  was  not  at  all  satisfactory  as  the  oil  would 

all  be  thrown  out.  Due  to  the  high  speed  desired  as  in 
the  earlier  rotating  machine  it  was  necessary  to  leave 
considerable  clearance  around  the  shaft.  This  clearance 
was  not  conducive  to  easy  sealing  against  25  lb.  air 
pressure. 

After  many  difficulties  the  problem  was  finally  solved 
by  the  incorporation  of  a  soft  leather  washer  formed 
into  a  cup  as  shown.  This  washer  caused  very  little 
friction  on  the  shaft  and  did  not  prevent  obtaining  the 
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desired  high  speed.  The  washer  is  for  use  either  with 
pressure  or  vacuum.  With  pressure  inside,  the  washer 
pushes  down  against  the  surface  underneath  and  the 
greater  the  pressure  the  greater  it  will  bear.  The 
leakage  is  very  small  and  easily  taken  care  of  by  the small  pump. 

The  apparatus  in  its  present  form  lends  itse^f  to 
rapid  manipulation  and  it  is  possible  to  conduct  tests 
quickly.     A  vent  is  arranged  to  carry  all  the  burned 
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FIG.  6— THE  CHRO.\()GR.APH 

gases  from  the  fuse  outdoors  so  that  prolonged  testing 
will  not  injure  the  operator. 

Some  photographs  are  also  given  which  show  the 
actual  machines  discussed  in  this  article.  Fig.  3  shows 
the  small  machine  first  described  with  the  safety  cap 
beside  it  on  the  bench.  It  is  shown  with  a  time  fuse 
screwed  into  the  head.  With  this  weight  it  will  give 
a  speed  of  50,000  revolutions  per  minute. 

A  view  of  the  combination  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  4. 
The  hand  plate  that  closes  the  opening  through  which 
the  fuse  is  inserted  has  been  removed  and  is  lying  on 
the  bench.  The  tachometer  is  aLso  to  be  seen.  The 
air  enters  through  the  vertical  pipe  at  the  left  and  the 
speed  is  controlled  by  the  valvei  shown  in  the  front 
view.  The  pipe  leading  to  the  chambei^  .shown  at  the 
rear  either  conducts  air  to  or  from  the  machine,  de- 

pending on  whether  pressure  or  vacuum  is  used.  The 
pressure  or  vacuum  is  also  regulated  by  a  valve  plainly 
shown  in  both  views. 

The  galvanized  iron  tank  and  combination  pump  used 
in  connection  with  the  machine  are  shown  in  Fig.  5. 
The  tank  is  used  to  prevent  pulsations  in  the  machine 
itself  and  to  create  a  reservoir  of  pressure  or  vacuum 
if  suddenly  needed. 

The  chronograph,  Fig.  6,  specifically  designed  for 
testing  fuses  was  extensively  used  during  the  war.  Two 
records  are  made  on  the  strip  of  paper.  One  records 
and  marks  off  seconds  and  the  other  registers  when 
the  fuse  started  burning  and  when  it  finished. 
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Retaining  the  Worker's  Interest 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

Interest  of  the  worker  in  his  work  may  be  retained 
by  the  same  means  used  to  awaken  it,  although  a  trifie 

more  psychology,  perhaps,  is  brought  into  play.  Mone- 
tary incentive  is  not  enough.  Pride  in  the  quantity  and 

the  quality  of  the  work  may  not  merely  be  awakened, 
but  it  may  also  be  kept  alive  by  friendly  competition. 
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Drafting  Room  Efficiency 
Printed  iMlracftioiu  for  DrafUmen  — Specifications  for  Kinds  of  Fit.s  and  Finishes - 

DesiKnatinff  Tolerances  —  Eliminating  Friction  Between  Draftsmen  and  Checkers 
By  CHARLES  SORENTRUE 

IN  A  LARGE  ooinber  of  draftinc  rooou  of  manufac- 
tariav  orgaaiiaUeiM.  eooaidrrablr  time  and  mon#y 
eooM  b*  Mvad  if  aw«  attention  were  given  to 

certain  detail*  of  aratem  and  atandardiiation  work.  At 
the  aane  time  when  proper  method*  are  followed  by  the 
drafting  room,  the  coat  of  executing  the  drawings  by 
Um  ahop  ia  automaticallv  reduced. 

Barewith  art  some  of  the  more  important  drafting 
room  method*  which  were  put  into  practice  and  found 

to  he  Terr  aatiafactor}-  by  one  of  the  largest  manufac- 
turing plant*  in  the  country.  The  method*  outlined 

wmn  adopted  primarily  to  increane  the  efficiency  of  the 
eoatoMrinc  department  and  at  the  aame  time  to  pro- 

duce complete  drawing*  at  a  minimum  ro«t. 
One  of  the  lint  step*  taken  waa  to  write  a  book  of 

drafting  room  inatruction*.  a  copy  of  which  was  fur- 
to  each  draflaman.  In  thi*  book  wa*  incor- 
genera!  inatruction*  nuch  ait  ntandard  methods 

for  dimenaioning.  the  tolerance*  allowable  for  different 
Uada  of  ftta.  finishee  and  aymbola  uHed.  Ii*t*  of  variou* 

stock  sixea  of  material  carried  in  atores,  and  alno  photo- 
static copie*  of  typical  drawing  of  flxtures.  gagea  and 

so  forth. 

It  ia  surpriaing  how  much  more  time  the  draftinx 
room  aquad  leaders  had  to  devote  to  design  supervi*ion 
after  these  booka  were  Issued.  Previously  most  of 
their  time  had  been  talten  up  in  explaining  points 
covered  by  these  instruction  books.  In  addition  to  this 
advantage  each  squad  leader  could  efficiently  supervise 
from  10  to  25  draftsmen,  whereas  before  be  could  only 
sapeivise  from  12  to  16  men. 

Aa  aaamablr  aheet  and  part  of  a  detail  sheet  for  a 
tjrpieal  iittart  drawing,  copie*  of  which  were  in  each 
iostnMtioa  book,  are  ahown  in  Figs.  1  and  2.  By  refer- 

ring to  these  shceU  it  will  be  seen  that  the  drafting 
room  fnmiabed  complete  information  to  the  shop  and. 
by  making  the  detail  drawings  as  shown,  a  job  could 
be  divided  among  a  number  of  men  in  the  shop  by 
simply  cutting  out  the  details  along  the  ruled  lines  on 
the  print  in  Pig.  2,  the  information  for  each  deUil 
baiaff  cmnpletc  in  itself.  This  was  often  found  neces- 
aarr  in  order  to  expedite  the  work. 

Another  important  point  to  be  noted  on  the  detail 
■lissta  ia  the  finish  marks  f,.  f^  etc.  Upon  investiga- 

tion it  waa  found  that  part*  of  flxtures  and  machines 
were  very  often  being  highly  finished  by  the  shop  when 
It  was  not  nsBiasary.  This  waa  especially  true  in  caaea 
where  the  dilTerent  parte  for  the  aamc  fixture  were 
givm  to  different  tooimaker*.  This  unneceaaary  extra 

machining  wa*  veo'  costly,  ao  the  practice  was  estab- 
Hshad  wbetehy  each  aurface  to  be  finiahed  was  marked 
t^  t,  etc^  «■  the  dcUtI  drawing  according  to  the  kind 
af  tnish  rsf  irad.  In  addition  to  unneceaaary  finiahe*. 
II  waa  alsa  looad  that  very  often  the  toolmakera  were 

•otiraly  too  dose  in  cases  where  no  tolerancea 
I  on  the  drawing,  therefore  the  folk>wing 

derided  npon  to  remedy  thia  trouble,  vit.:  a  toler- 

af  •'.  In.  wa*  allowable  for  all  common  fractional 
AOowaMc  telsraiai  for  decimal  dimen- 

siona  were  always  to  be  spaeified.  Herewith  ia  a 
copy  of  sheet  No.  6  from  the  drafting  r(X)m  instruct  ion 
book,  which  explains  fully  to  each  draftsman  the  .-<>  m 
bols  for  finishes  and  methods  of  dimetisioning  drawini^H. 
To  eliminate  any  misunderstandings  between  .shop  and 
drafting  room,  the  shop  wan  also  furni.>ihed  with  thi 
same  information  regarding  finishes  and  tolerances. 

TOLOUN'CES  AND  FiNlBHKS 

Express  dimension*  in  common  fractions  if  not  essentisi 
or  where  accuracy  ia  not  nvceimary. 

Scale  is  used  in  shop  for  common  fractional  dimenaionH. 
Express  dimension*  in  decimals  if  essential  or  where 

accuracy  is  necessary. 
Micrometer  is  used  in  shop  for  dt^-imal  dimensions. 
Permi**ible  tolerance  ahould  be  noted  for  tack  <Ueimal 
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dimemiion  n*ed  in  connection  with  machines,  Jigs,  flxtureit, 
tools,  gages  or  other  mechanical  equipment. 

Never  combine  two  or  more  tolersncen  to  make  a  total 
tolerance  dimension.  Always  leave  one  dimension  blank,  tii 
a  case  of  this  kind. 

For  building  and  machinery  layouts,  ventilating  or  itruc 
tural  steel,  or  other  cIshni-s  of  drawings  for  which  no  degrv 
of  accuracy  is  required,  it  is  not  necessary  to  note  tidcr 
ancaa. 

Four  classes  of  fits  should  be  noted  on  drawings  wherever 
necessary:  Drive  At,  liirht  drive  At,  running  At  snd  slide  Al 

The  dimension  should  be  given  for  the  hole  or  psrt  inl<> 
which  the  pin  or  other  part  fits. 

The  dimension  for  the  pin  or  part  which  Ats  into  anothc 
part  should  also  be  given;  but  in  addition  t»  the  dimenNioii, 
the  class  of  fit  and  piece  number  of  the  part  intd  whi'li 
It  fiU  should  be  noted,  thus:  Drive  At,  No.  2. 
When  it  ia  neeeasary  for  a  part  to  fit  close  to  u  inudol. 

the  dimenaion  i*  given  thus:  02U  -.  Mod.  :£  0.0006  or  0.62r> 
=  Mod. +0.0006. 

It  is  not  necessary  to  give  a  dimension  of  a  radius  which 
is  shown  on  a  detail,  when  the  radius  is  not  important  and 
is  not  governed  by  any  other  details. 

FlN-ISHES 

T\—PoUihing  Fhiiah :  This  finish  i*  obtainable  by  careful 
grindinir.  lapping  or  scraping.    Used  for  Ksges,  toots,  shaft 
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journals,  and  other  sliding  surfaces  for  the  best  class  of      whereas  if  he  had  known  what  sizes  were  on  hand  he 
could  just  as  conveniently  have  used  one  of  the  stock 
sizes.  Of  course  it  is  necessary  to  bring  a  list  of  this 

kind  up  to  date  as  often  as  possible. 
There  is  one  more  point  which  might  be  worth  while 

machinery,  especially  on  high  speed  machines. 

F2 — Ordinary  Grinding  Finish :  This  finish  is  obtained  by 
grinding.  Used  for  surfaces  which  slide  at  low  velocities 
with   a    limited    travel;    for    shafts    between    bearings;    for 
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machine  parts  which  must  be  kept  clean  and  free  from  oil, 
powder,  dust,  etc. 

F3 — Smooth  Ma-chine  Finish:  This  finish  is  obtained  by 

milling  cutters,  finishing  lathe,  or  planer  tools.  Used  for 
surfaces   which   do  not  slide,  except  occasionally,  as   parts 
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used  for  adjustment;  for  parts  bolted  together;  for  cams, 
gears,  pulleys,  levers  and  other  parts  which  require  a  true 
surface  for  squaring  up  and  locating  and  attaching  other 
parts. 

F4 — Rough  Machine  Finish:  This  finish  is  obtained  with 
ordinary  roughing  tools.  Used  for  surfaces  which  are 
needed  only  for  lining  up  and  locating  and  which  are  painted 
after  the  machine  is  completed. 

F5 — Smooth  Forge  Finish:   (No  machining  required.) 
Note: — Surfaces   will   not   he  finished   by   the   shop,  nnless 
marked,  excepting  when  it  is  noted  in  the  heading  of  the 
detail  that  the  piece  is  to  be  finished  all  over. 

It  was  also  found  to  be  quite  a  saving  to  furnish  the 
draftsmen  with  a  list  of  all  sizes  of  tool  steel,  drill  rod, 

angle  irons  and  other  materials  which  wei-e  in  stock. 
Previous  to  this  a  draftsman  would  often  figure  on  cer- 

tain sizes  of  material  which  were  not  in  the  storeroom, 

to  bring  out  in  connection  with  drafting  room  proce- 
dures. When  I  took  charge  of  the  drafting  room  I 

found  that  there  was  considerable  friction  between 

draftsmen  and  checkers.  Upon  investigation  I  found 
the  main  cause  for  this  friction  was  the  marking  of  the 

drawings  by  the  checkers  with  a  colored  pencil  showing 
the  corrections  to  be  made.  Many  concerns  use  this 

method  and  in  most  cases  the  colored  pencil  is  used 

without  much  discretion,  thereby  causing  considerable 

extra  work  in  cleaning  the  drawing  after  the  corrections 
are  made.  To  remedy  this  trouble  a  printed  form  as 

shown  in  Fig.  3  was  developed  and  made  up  in  pads  in 

duplicate  as  shown.  By  using  this  form  the  checker 

simply  put  a  letter  as  A,  B,  etc.,  on  the  drawing  along- 
side of  the  error  and  on  the  correction  sheet  explained 

fully  all  corrections  to  be  made  according  to  letters 

noted  on  drawing.  The  original  copy  of  the  correction 

sheet  was  attached  to  the  drawing  and  returned  to  the 

draftsman  for  correction,  the  checker  retaining  the 

carbon  copy  for  rechecking  after  corrections  were  made. 

This  method  proved  to  be  a  very  satisfactory  one  both 

in  time  saving  and  reducing  the  friction  between  check- 

ers and  draftsmen.  In  addition  this  procedure  elimi- 

nated the  possibility  of  the  draftsman  erasing  the  cor- 
rections when  making  the  changes,  as  noted  by  the 

checker,  under  the  old  system. 

The  above  are  only  a  few  of  the  methods  put  into 

practice  which  helped  to  increase  the  efficiency  and 

expedite  the  work  of  the  entire  engineering  and  tool 

departments.  Similar  results  can  be  accomplished  in 

any  engineering  organization  if  a  certain  amount  of 

time  and  study  is  devoted  to  the  work,  and  thought  is 

given  to  the  convenience  of  all  men  on  the  staff. 
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Rear  Axle  Making:  and  Testing 
Borinx  Howfaift — Automatic  Switch  Returns  A>simbly  Trucks  to  Starting  I'oint- 

Rear  Axles  Tented  with  Motor  and  Under  the  Car's  Own  Power 
By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
KillM.  AmtrHmu  Mmckntttl 

THE  Rm  Spwd  Wagon  usm  a  pr««Md  itMl  rMir- »sie  housins  with  the  two  halve*  rivated  ami 
waldid  aa  can  be  ae*n  in  Fig.  1.  The  central 

tpara  for  the  differential  hotuing  ix  bttrvd  with  a  special 
borinc  baad  iMvioc  hwattod  toeth  which  also  facea  the 

nu-facc  for  the  cover  plate.  The  fixture  holds  the 
housins  b)r  the  turnMl  ends  and  supporta  the  central 
portion  oa  piMw  on*  of  which  is  shown  at  A.  These 

caa  bo  adjooted  op  against  the  under  aide  of  the 
bgr  tb*  baadwheel  B.  The  angle  pieces  C,  with 

tbtir  aerew  daaipa.  prevent  side  or  end  motion  under 
the  aetioB  of  the  cutting  tool.  The  cutter  is  piloted 

and  drivoa  by  the  substantial  key  D.  The 

la  done  on  a  Baker  heavy-duty  drilling  machine. 
A  dcwr  time-aaving  device  for  handling  axle^aaem- 

Mjr  trtieka  is  shown  in  Pig-  2.    This  shows  a  passenger 

As  soon  as  the  truck  is  off  thew  rails,  the  itprinprn  D 
and  E  lift  the  mils  and  the  truck  rolls  back  underneath 
and  goes  back  to  the  beginning  of  the  assembly  line. 
The  swinging  rails  are  guided  at  the  outer  ends  us  at  F. 

Each  pair  of  bevels  for  the  rear-axle  drive  ia  te.<«tp(l 

11':     t— iM'KI.N'i    UE.VIt-AXLR   HOI'SINO 

car  axJe  mounted  on  the  assembly  truck  A.  The  axle 
i*  BOW  raady  to  be  removed  from  the  truck,  which  In 

poahcd  to  the  right  on  the  movable  rails  B  and  C. 
rails  are  hinged  and  the  weight  of  the  truck 

throw*  them  downward  into  contact  with  the  lower,  in- 
clined rails.  This  gives  the  truck  impetus  and  it  rolls 

op  the  incline,  deering  the  swinging  rails  B  and  C. 

no  t  -nKTvnsisa  Aflnaim.T  Tniv*K  .^irroMATKMi.i 

KlU.   3— UATINU   A.\l>  TK8TJ.\U   UiiVKI-S 

on  the  machine  shown  in  Fig.  3.  Both  the  bearing  ami 
the  noise  are  carefully  noted  and  selections  made  to 
secure  the  best  results.  The  pinion  i«  driven  by  power, 
as  in  the  car,  and  the  ring  gear  can  lie  loaded  by  the 
brake  at  A.  The  meshing  of  the  teeth  is  adjustable 
in  both  directions,  micrometer  graduations  be.ing  pro- 

vided on  the  handwheels. 
After  the  axle  is  assembled  it  is  mounted  on  the 

testing  stand  shown  in  Fig.  4  and  large  special  wheels 
or  pulleys  mounted  en  the  ends.  The  axle  is  then  driven 
by  the  large  electric  motor  shown,  the  load  being  taken 
by  the  belts  which  drive  a  shaft  overhead.  In  this 
way  the  axle  is  made  to  do  useful  work  during  the 
test  and  it  also  works  under  almost  road  conditions. 
The  method  of  holding  the  axle  in  of  interest  as  it 
allows  it  to  be  readily  handled.  The  arm  A  is  hinged 
at  B  and  when  the  locking  yoke  C  is  thrown  up.  the 

arm    can    be   pulled    forward. 
The   arm    also  carries   a    bar 

which  supporta  the  axle  when 
in   the  poaition  shown.    With 
the  arm  thrown  forward  the 
••  hfolu  can  be  rolled  over  the 

III,    and    as    it    is    lifted    it 
i^es  the   axle   into  pos^t^ion 

^^^^  ̂ ^^  I'  I   testing. 
^d^^^^^  ̂ H^  Hi  When    the   chassis   Is   cnm- 
■r  ̂ tV^^^     {]        pletely  assembled  it  is  run  to r  I  dl .      the  test   room  shown   in   Fig. 

6.  Here  it  is  backed  into 
place,  the  rear  end  jacked  up 
so  as  to  slip  the  belts  over  the 
rear  wheels,  and  the  motors 
are  started  for  their  final  test, 
Ti.:  il'.«..^  not  injure  the  tires 

.ii    ..I,,     way    and    iillowH    the 
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FIG.    4— TESTIXG    AM, MS    r.\l>i:il    IA).\U.      FIG.    H— FIXAI.    TFST  OF  COMPLKTK  CHASSIS 

wheels  to  be  equipped  with  their  regular  tires   before  head.     Provision  is  made  for  carrying  away  the  burned 
this  test  is  made.    With  the  chassis  suspended  by  the  gases  from  the  motors.     This  makes  an  unusual  and 
chains  shown  the  motor  is  run  at  varying  speeds  and  interesting    method    of    giving    the    final    test    before 
the  power  delivered  drives  the  generators  shown  over-  shipment. 

As  Not  Told  by  the  1919  Census 
of  Manufacturers 

By  T.  Harrison 

I  notice  on  page  192  of  American  Machinist  a  little 
tabulation  of  the  wages  per  wage  earner  and  the  profit 
and  overhead  in  various  kinds  of  industries.  Every- 

thing is  all  right  up  to  the  end  of  the  tabulation,  but 
then  the  trouble  begins  in  the  form  of  certain  things 

and  remarks.  For  instance,  it  says:  "From  the  above 
it  would  seem  that  it  pays  better  in  the  matter  of  tools 
to  make  shovels  and  scoops  and  saws  than  it  does 
machine  tools.  Also  that  it  is  an  expensive  luxury  to 

run  a  foundry." 
How  a  man  can  see  all  this  from  the  tabulation  is 

beyond  me.  When  the  profit  and  overhead  for  the 
foundry  is  $998,  it  may  very  well  be  that  $8  is  overhead 
and  $990  profit  and  it  is  quite  possible  that  it  may  be 
the  other  way.  Similarly,  when  machine  tools  show  for 
profit  and  overhead  $1,643,  we  are  still  left  in  the  dark 
as  to  how  much  is  profit  and  how  much  overhead.  To  be 
short  about  it,  profit  and  overhead  together  tell  nothing 
in  themselves. 

Even  the  wage  per  wage  earner  tells  very  little  for 
we  do  not  know  what  is  the  percentage  of  highly  skilled, 
ordinarily  skilled  and  unskilled  labor;  the  percentage  of 
grown  ups,  boys  and  girls.  To  me  it  seems  that  the 
whole  tabulation  is  a  beautiful  example  of  statistics  gone 
astray.  It  may  be  said  of  all  statistics  that  they  are  all 
right  until  somebody  begins  to  draw  conclusions.  But, 
when  they  are  as  incomplete  and  as  undeveloped  as  the 
tabulation  given  in  the  little  article  mentioned  above,  it 
would  seem  that  they  are  without  any  merit  or  meaning. 

Do  Gear  Speeds  Vary?— Discussion 
By  Fred  Ross  Eberhardt 

Gear   D.partnient   .Manager,   Newark   Gear   Cutting    Machine   Co. 

The  questions  brought  up  by  A.  L.  DeVinne  in  the 
article  under  the  above  heading  on  page  72  of  American 
Machinist,  are  natural  and  are  easily  answered.  What 
is  meant  by  the  tooth  curves  being  placed  too  high  or 

too  low,  is  the  position  of  the  curve  produced  by  a 
formed  milling  cutter,  if  the  cut  is  too  deep,  not  deep 
enough,  or  off  center.  It  is  readily  apparent  that  the 
involute  curve  may  be  put  in  the  wrong  place  and 
rendered  valueless  as  a  gear  tooth  form. 

If  the  tooth  curves  are  not  correct,  "the  relation  of 
the  gears  will  be  intermittent  or  at  least  irregular — 
alternately  fast  and  slow."  This  does  not  mean  that 
the  gears  will  perform  acrobatic  stunts  visible  to  the 
naked  eye.  Even  if  the  driver  is  revolved  at  a  constant 
speed,  it  will  transmit  an  uneven  angular  motion  to 
the  follower.  This  may  be  measured  on  the  various 
types  of  gear  testing  machines  which  eqiploy  recording 
pens.  An  exaggerated  example  would  be  the  motion 
imparted  to  a  spoked  wheel,  without  the  rim,  driven 
by  a  similar  wheel,  with  the  .spokes  acting  as  teeth. 
If  a  driving  gear  of  great  weight,  running  at  a  high 
speed,  drives  another  gear  of  great  weight,  at  a  high 
speed,  the  flywheel  action  of  the  two  gears  will  tend 
to  prevent  uneven  angular  motion.  However,  the  incor- 

rect tooth  forms  would  cause  some  portions  of  the  teeth 
to  do  all  the  work,  and  would  induce  rapid  wear,  vibra- 

tion, noise,  and  tooth  breakage. 
With  reference  to  the  number  of  teeth  in  contact, 

the  maximum  number  possible  with  the  14J-deg.  stand- 
ard tooth  is  2.46.  In  gearing  of  the  usual  proportions, 

the  number  of  teeth  in  contact  may  be  two  or  less. 
If  the  tooth  curves  are  incorrect,  there  will  be  less 
than  2.46  teeth  in  contact,  and  if  they  are  very  bad 
indeed,  there  may  be  only  one  tooth  or  less  in  continu- 

ous contact.  If  excessively  incorrect,  the  teeth  will 
break  off  as  soon  as  the  gears  are  set  in  motion  and  the 
teeth  run  with  each  other. 

In  his  last  paragraph,  Mr.  DeVinne  mentions  herring- 
bone gears.  If  made  with  a  sufliicient  face  width  to 

give  continuous  helical  contact,  these  gears  would  run 
with  an  even  angular  velocity  with  teeth  of  almost  any 
form,  which  explains  why  they  are  used  for  high-speed 
work.  The  helical  contact,  in  addition  to  the  regular 
involute  action  in  the  plane  of  rotation,  tends  to  counter- 

act any  inaccuracies,  and  gives  a  greater  smoothness 
of  action.  In  selecting  pressure  angles  for  herringbone 
gears,  the  same  rules  may  be  applied  as  for  spur  gears. 
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I   Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men 
imtlmd—    mil    divitimtu    mt    tht    marAiiM    bnllJiHt    in- 

tmmd*  mp  Inm  httm  ntbm4tt»J  fram  all  avar  lft«  warM. 
IfrfaWy   iaiiaMir«rf  aarf  fkaaa  paMlaMtt  ara  »aM  far. 

iatkt 

Some  Examples  of  Cmm  Cutting 
By  Milton  Wucht 

txanpln  of  ram  cattinc  that  art  of  interMt 
•f  tMr  «K«pUanal  «se  and  wei^t  are  shown 

Oaatration*.  In  each  caae  the  cam 
cot  from  solid  metal,  the  cuttinir  being 

a  atandard  Rowbottom  ram-cutting  machine. 

no.  U-TMB  CAM  CVTTINU  MACUIMB 

ia  whSck  Um  cattiof  tool  ia  (ulded  entirdjr  hy  •  maatcr 
to  the  forai  of  a  flat  plat*  cam. 
Tbb  macliine  b  shown  in  Pif.  1,  where  it  has  Just 

flniakad  cattinc  <>*>•  ot  the  cams,  which,  by-the-way,  was 
ofw  of  an  ordar  of  wvm.  Th«  master  cam  appear*  at 

A.  Jwt  balow  aad  to  tha  Wft  of  the  operator's  position. 
The  twiiliiad  earn  m  thomm  to  plaoa  on  the  machine 

««iglH  svprochnatelr  600  lb.,  is  about  8  ft.  long  and 
Ha  iMVMt  diameter  is  14  in.  Tha  eantrai  part  ia  an 
thor  of  caal  iron  ovn  which  is  forcad  a  shell  of  mild 

a  to.  leoc  14  la.  oaUida  and  111  to.  inside 
Baaidaa  tha  fore*  flt.  the  ghall  ia  aacurad  to 

tlM  arter  hf  MHmnaa  flOiater  head  aertwa. 
Ma  pwHailiiaiy  Iv^vt  of  thr  ram  aurfaeaa  apon  tha 

warfc  la  aoadad,  tlm^  tha  points  of  reversal  or  chanfa 
af  MnHU&m  of  tha  freova  ara  aotnatimaa  prick'puncbad 
IfcaiWNi  aa  a  aaaaa  of  diaddnf  op  aa  the  work  prof- 
raasaa.  Tha  cat  ia  atorted  with  a  cutter  of  small 
diaoMlar  wlUeh  ia  fad  radiallx  into  the  work,  as  if  drill- 
lac  a  hols;  to  a  depth  of  abeat  A  !&,  dapendinf  upon 

the  nature  of  the  material.  The  table  movement  Is 
then  started  and  the  master  cam  and  work  revolve  in 
.Hynchronism,  rompletiny  a  revolution,  in  this  caAe,  in 
about  40  min.  Ak  each  turn  is  muile  the  cutter  ia  ad- 

vanced, and  thii*  in  repeated  until  the  full  depth  of  the 
cut  is  reached. 

Shifting  the  work  endwiHC  with  relation  to  the  cutter 
for  a  distance  equal  to  nearly  one-half  the  required 
width  of  groove  less  the  radius  of  the  cutter,  the  motul 
ia  cut  away  first  from  one  side  and  then  from  the  other 

of  the  line  of  action,  leaving  a  groove  that  is  from  n't  to 
■/t  in.  laaa  in  width  than  the  flnish  dimension,  but  con- 

forming in  all  other  respects  to  the  requirements  of  the 
cam  contour. 

The  final  operation  is  performed  with  a  cutter  of 
exactly  the  same  diameter  as  the  follower  roll  to  be 
used  with  the  cam — in  this  case  2)  in.  This  is  of  prime 
importance,  aa  is  also  the  diameter  of  the  follower,  or 
Kuiding.  roll  used  in  connectitm  with  the  master  cam. 
Any  discrepancy  with  respect  to  either  would  result  in 
an  incorrect  contour. 

The  finishing  cutter  is  fed  in  radially  to  the  full  depth 
of  cut  exactly  at  the  center  of  the  line  of  action  of  the 
cam,  and  cuts  both  sides  of  the  groove  simultaneously, 
removing  a  small  amount  of  metal  from  each  side  and 
finishing  the  groove  in  one  revolution  of  the  work. 

There  must,  of  course,  be  a  master  cam  for  each  differ- 
ent cam  to  be  cut,  and  the  laying  out  of  this  master 

is  the  work  of  an  expert,  though  the  actual  making  is 
simple.  Disks  of  caat  iron  of  the  requisite  diameter 
and  about  )  in.  thick  are  used  for  this  purpose.  The 
actual  diameter  of  the  master  need  bear  no  special  rela- 

tion to  the  dimensions  of  the  cam  to  be  cut,  though  the 
larger  it  is  the  less  chance  will  there  be  for  error. 

A  development  of  the  line  of  action  is  first  laid  off 

on  a  drawing,  circles 

corresponding  in  di- 
ameter to  tha  size  of 

the  follower  roll 

struck  at  interval.x 
along  this  line,  and 
the  line  of  the  two 

working  surfaces 
drawn  in  to  touch 
these  eirclas.  A 
straight  line  is  then 

drawn  at  a  conven- 
ient distance  l>elow 

the  contour  lines  of 
a  length  to  equal  the 
circumference  of  the 
work  and  thia  line  is 

divided  into  a  num- 
ber of  equal  spaces. 

tha  numbar  of  divi- 
sions corresponding 

to  some  number  of 
i—A    ('VI.INI»<I<'AI.    <i|( 

"BAKKKI."  C-AM 
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degrees  that  will  divide  into  360  without  a  remainder. 
Upon  a  heavily  coppered  or  painted  disk  of  thin  sheet 

metal  a  circle  is  struck  and  divided  into  a  number  of 
sectors  to  correspond  with  the  number  of  divisions  upon 
the  drawing.  Assuming  a  definite  length  of  radial  line 
upon  this  templet  as  a  starting  point,  the  distance 
between  the  horizontal  line  and  the  line  of  action  is 
measured  upon  the  drawing  at  two  adjacent  division 
and  the  difference  laid  off  along  the  next  radial  line 
upon  the  templet. 

Proceeding  in  this  manner  a  series  of  points  are 
established  upon  the  templet  through  which  a  line  is 
drawn  that  represents  the  contour  of  the  master.  This 
contour  may  seem  to  the  uninitiated  to  bear  little  re- 

semblance to  the  contour  of  the  cam  to  be  cut,  but  it 
may  be  depended  upon  when  in  the  machine  to  produce 
it.  Having  cut  and  filed  the  templet  to  match  the  line  it 
is  then  turned  over  to  a  workman  who,  with  drill  and 

FIG.  3— TWO  EXCEPTIONALLY  LARGE  CAMS 

file,  soon  produces  from  one  of  the  cast  iron  disks  a 
master  cam  to  correspond. 

An  interesting  device  is  used  in  the  lay-out  depart- 
ment for  laying  out  and  checking  the  templet  and  also 

for  checking  the  master  after  the  latter  has  been  com- 
pleted. It  consists  of  a  bed,  somewhat  like  the  bed  of 

a  small  lathe,  at  one  end  of  which  is  mounted  a  freely 
revolving  hub  to  turn  about  a  vertical  axis.  Sliding 
upon  the  shears  of  the  bed  is  a  head  that  carries  the 
barrel  and  thimble  of  a  micrometer  measuring  instru- 

ment. The  stud  of  the  hub  is  of  the  same  diameter  as 
the  stud  of  the  cam  cutting  machine  upon  which  the 
master  cam  goes,  and  having  a  keyway  to  correspond. 

To  check  the  templet  or  master  cam  it  is  laid  flat  upon 
the  hub,  the  center  hole  fitting  over  the  stud,  and  the 
radial  position  of  the  working  line  is  determined  at  a 
given  point.  Turning  the  templet  to  the  next  division 
the  radial  position  is  again  measured  and  the  difference 
noted.  Actual  radial  distances  are  unimportant;  it  is 
the  difference  that  counts. 

A  "keyline"  is  struck  radially  upon  the  templet 
(which  line  may  or  may  not  correspond  to  one  of  the 
divisions)  and  this  keyline  is  usually  the  point  of  de- 

parture from  which  measurements  are  taken.  The  posi- 
tion of  the  keyline  with  reference  to  any  given  point 

upon  the  line  of  action  is  established  by  conditions  in 
the  machine  upon  which  the  finished  cam  is  to  be  used, 
and  this  relationship  must  be  rigidly  observed  in  all 
work  upon  the  templet  or  master. 

Given  a  correct  master,  any  number  of  cams  of  corre- 
sponding contour  may  be  cut  upon  the  cam  cutting 

machine  with  little  attention  from  the  operator,   who 

may  devote  most  of  his  time  to  other  work  or  may 
handle  a  battery  of  similar  machines.  An  air  blast 
upon  the  cutter  keeps  it  cool  and  removes  chips  as  fast 
as  they  are  formed. 

In  Fig.  2  is  shown  a  cam  similar  to  that  shown  upon 
the  machine  in  Fig.  1,  but  having  a  groove  for  a  6-in. 
diameter  roll.  In  Fig.  3  two  larger  cams  are  shown, 
both  cut  upon  the  same  machine.  They  are  each  28  in. 
in  diameter;  one  being  23!  and  the  other  13  in.  long, 
and  weighing  1,575  and  1,075  lb.  respectively.  The  roll 
grooves  are  all  3  in.  wide  by  IJ  in.  deep,  being  cut 
through  the  full  thickness  of  the  steel  shell.  In  the 
larger  cam  350  lb.,  and  in  the  smaller  one  220  lb.  of 
metal  were  removed  in  cutting  the  grooves.  The  reader 
will  realize  that  these  were  machining  operations  of 
considerable  size,  so  that  they  were  not  easy  to  perform. 

Catching  the  Thread  by  the  "Jump**  Method By  John  Hansen 

On  page  970,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machinist, 
appeared  an  article  by  B.  A.  Donley  entitled  "Catching 
the  Thread  by  the  'Jumping'  Method,"  and  in  this  article 
is  a  statement  to  which  I  want  to  take  exception.  The 
statement  is:  "In  any  event  it  is  far  quicker  than 
stopping  the  lathe  and  scaling  for  position,  which  is  th" 
only  other  method  possible  under  the  conditions." 

As  to  speed,  the  method  that  the  writer  uses  might  be 
slower  under  certain  conditions  than  the  one  described 
by  Mr.  Donley;  but  it  is  faster  under  the  majority  of conditions. 

Years  ago,  while  serving  my  time  as  apprentice,  a 
job  of  cutting  31  threads  per  in.,  19  in.  long,  and  7 
threads  per  in.,  30  in.  long  was  frequently  given  me. 
We  did  not  have  a  dial  on  the  lathe,  but  a  reverse  belt. 
The  time  required  to  bring  the  carriage  back  to  the 
starting  position  was  too  long  a  wait  and  the  problem 
was  reasoned  out  this  way:  That,  if  the  tool  could  be 
brought  back  to  a  fixed  starting  point  every  time  and 
the  spindle  and  leadscrew  to  the  same  relative  position, 
the  tool  would  be  right  in  the  lead. 

Actually,  the  problem  was  worked  out  as  follows: 
The  carriage  was  run  back  against  the  tailstock,  the 
spindle  was  then  turned  until  the  locknut  would  engage 
the  leadscrew  without  side  motion  of  the  carriage.  A 
chalk  mark  on  the  top  of  the  faceplate  and  top  of  the 
leadscrew  would  then  indicate  this  position  and  every- 

thing was  set  for  cutting  the  thread  without  using  the 
reverse  belt  for  bringing  the  carriage  back.  A  cut 
would  be  taken  the  desired  length,  locknut  disengaged 
and  carriage  brought  back  with  the  left  hand  while  the 
right  hand  was  working  the  shifter  to  bring  the  marks 
on  the  faceplate  and  leadscrew  up  again. 

By  the  time  the  carriage  was  back  against  the  tail- 
stock  the  marks  would  coincide  and  the  locknut  could  be 
engaged  to  the  leadscrew  and  the  next  cut  would  be 
taken.  This  continued  until  the  thread  was  finished. 
The  number  of  threads  to  be  cut  and  the  number  of 
threads  on  the  lead  screw  are  immaterial.  The  method 
works  under  all  conditions.  It  does  not  require  any 
skill.  It  is  positive,  and  it  also  shows  that  the  method 
described  by  Mr.  Donley  is  not  the  only  one  possible 
under  the  circumstances.  If  the  nature  of  the  work 
does  not  permit  using  the  tailstock  as  a  stop,  a  clamp 
can  be  attached  to  the  ways  or  a  line  drawn  to  indicate 
the  starting  point  of  the  threading  operation. 
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llahi-DrilKiiK  in  Um  Turret  Uthc 
By  IBVIKO  Lake 

to  — flil»>  wmth  parts  ■■  wKwl  hub*,  fly- 
pip*  Oaatw.  ring  gMirm  and  other   nuinrrou.< 
pwt*  Uwt  rmnnind  maltislriUinx   operation*. 
t»  Uw  coadMlHi  that  in  a  good  many  caaw 

leoU  bt  anonpliahed  with  irreater 
iraqr  if  it  caoid  be  done  in  the  chuck  in 

which  tke  work  was  turned 

The  partintlar  probiMB  wsa  to  ftnd  a  driilinir  head 
:hat  coold  be  ■rtarhad  to  the  turret  and  would  drill 

(is  i-4a.  bolaa.  aqpaOjr  aparad  on  a  2j-in  circle.  The 
piec*  «aa  a  caat-iroa  diak.  i-ia.  thick.  21  in.  outside 

diameter,  bond  and  tapped  li  in.  11  thread*  per  inch 
aitd  machined  all  over.  After  aearrhinir  widely  for  «uch 

«  drilling  head  and  being  laughed  at.  (either  openly  or 

aflar  katring)  and  told  it  couldn't  he  done,  I  decided  to 
build  ooa  myaelf.  After  arvrral  trials  I  got  together 

a  bead  that  would  drill  the  required  holes  without  stop- 
ping the  OMcbioe  which  ran  at  150  turn*  per  minute. 

TiM  drflb  are  geared  4  to  I  which  gives  them  a  speed 
of  tM  r.pLiii. 

Thia  Bulti-drill  head  works  on  the  same  order  as  a 

collapsing  up  or  die.  being  pushed  up  against  the  re- 

the  resulting  chips  are  thrown  away  leaving  the  drill 
head  and  work-holding  chuck  of  the  Axture  clean. 

The  flange  to  b«>  drilled  is  shown  at  A  in  both  Figs.  I 
and  2.  The  friction  flange  H  contacts  with  the  work 
and  revolves  with  it.  the  pins  C  go  between  the  chuck 
jaws  and  give  a  positive  drive  to  the  drilling  head  B. 

rtU.  I— THE  UKII.MNO   HBAU  ASO  THK  WUKK 

f«lving  piece  of  work  and  withdrawn  when  its  job  is 

dene.  This  method  of  drilling  uses  a  sUndard  6-in. 

Caahnan  thrae-Jawed  universal  chudc  The  drills  pierce 

tha  work  ao  as  to  miss  fouling  the  jaws.  With  the 

Jawa  rocaaaad  it  is  possible  to  drill  twelve  holes  on  the 
■aaa  dldt  of  2)  in.  at  one  contact 

Of  eoorae  there  are  limits  to  the  site  of  head  which 

caa  be  used  on  the  different  turret  machines,  such  as 

tha  swiog  over  tha  croa»^ide  and  the  clearance  over  the 

top  of  the  turret  slide.  On  the  upright  multiple  station 

tTpa  of  ■arblWT  the  sii«  of  multi-drill  head  can  be 
giaatir  iMiiaawMl  It  is  possible  to  build  a  head  to  drill 
a  set  af  bolea  in  tha  riaa  or  hubs  of  flywheels,  as  there 

la  no  overhang  to  cause  any  trouble  and  the  full  diam- 
capacity  of  such  machines   is  available  at 

It  Is  sBHirtlmes  nscsssary  with  tha  present  equipment 
t«  oMka  two  operations  of  the  drilling  where  the  holes 
af«  vary  rioae  together.  In  this  case  six  or  more  holes 
are  driOad  through  the  piere.  the  piece  is  then  indexed 
and  drflbd  again  between  tha  previous  set  of  holes. 
This  proetdorv  is  nnids  narsssary  by  tha  type  of  gearing 

sod  the  site  of  tha  splndlas  on  th«  multi-drill  pre- 
a  closer  nesting  of  the  drills.  With  the  head 

all  of  the  necassary  boias  can  be  drilled  at 
with  the  work  running  at  whatever  speed 

prsper  for  the  facing  or  forming  tools.  Owing 
ta  the  fact  that  this  drill  head  revolves  with  the  work 

PIO.  »— UETAIUJ  OK  TIIK  DnilXINO   HKAD 

The  gears  on  the  drill  spindles  mesh  into  a  stationary 
internal  gear  t\  Fig.  2  fixed  to  the  Imck  portion  of  the 
head.  As  the  head  revolves,  each  spindle  turns,  and  is 
guided  into  the  work  by  the  bushings  in  li.  Advancing 
the  turret  feeds  the  drills  through  the  flange,  and  the 
work  is  done. 

Stop  for  a  Profiling  Fixture 
By  Edward  H.  Tingley 

Tlie  niusiration  shows  a  stop  for  a  profiling  fixture 

that  was  developed  and  used  successfully  by  the  Delco- 
Light  Co.,  Dayton,  Ohio.  In  the  past,  solid  stops  have 
failed  to  hold  the  work  down  in  all  cases  and  fulcrum 
finger  stops  had  the  fault  of  coming  up  above  the  face 
of  the  work  to  be  profiled,  except  on  thick  work.  The 
stop  em>K>dies  the  good  points  of  lx)th  other  styles  as 
the  top  of  the  stop  comes  below  the  face  to  be  machined 
and  also  holds  down  the  work  in  a  very  positive  manner. 

Experiments  were  made  to  determine  the  limits  of  the 
angle  «  that  the  stop  must  have  with  the  work  and 
it  was  found  that  the  stop  worked  equally  satisfactory 

with  any  angle  from  26  to  45  deg.  The  stop  itself  and 

the  bushing  in  which  it  slides  are  Iwlh  tool  steel  hard- 
ened and  ground.  It  will  be  noted  that  there  is  a  small 

spring  at  the  bottom  of  the  stop  which  allows  the  stop 

to  lift  the  work  up  when  the  screw  V-block  is  released 
and  permits  it  to 
drop  down  to  lock 
the  work.  A  screw  in 
the  side  of  the  stop 
keeps  it  from  lifting 
out  or  being  lost  and 
as  the  end  of  the 
screw  is  smaller  than 

'  the  slot  in  the  side  of 

the  atop,  sufficient 

play  is  allowed  so that  the  work  can 

STOP  ran  a  pnoriusa  kixtlkm  lock  on  the  plug. 
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Holding  Pulleys  and  Shafts 
By  Leroy  M.  Curry 

A  pulley  fastening  devised  to  meet  certain  conditions 
is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration.  Shaft  C 
was  made  of  cold-rolled  or  ground  shafting  without 
turning  or  grinding.  The  sliding  gear  D  meshes  alter- 

nately with  gears  on  sleeve  E,  which  turns  on  stationary 
shaft  F.     Retaining  collars  are  shown  at  GG. 

The  cap  A  serves  the  purpose  of  holding  the  pulley 
firmly  in  the  correct  position  on  the  shaft,  the  actual 
driving  being  through  the  key.  The  cap  is  also  an  aid 
in  removing  or  replacing  the  pulley.  The  central  hole 
in  the  cap  is  drilled  larger  than  the  ̂ -in.  screw  /?, 
and  tapped  with  a  standard  thread.  The  pulley  can  be 
removed  by  unscrewing  B  and  screwing  a  larger  screw 
into  the  cap,  thus  forcing  the  pulley  off  the  shaft.  In 

replacing,  a  '.-in.  screw  of  extra  length  would  be  used 
to  reach  through  the  hub  of  the  pulley  and  into  the 
shaft.  If  used  in  an  exposed  location,  a  metal  cap  can 
be  used  to  cover  the  screw  heads,  or  the  design  modified 
so  as  to  use  fillister-head  instead  of  hex-head  capscrews. 

A  setscrew  is  often  a  very  undesirable  method  of 
holding  a  stationary  shaft  in  a  machine  frame,  especially 
when  it  must  be  placed  on  the  outside,  and  the  boss  must 
have  a  rather  thin  wall  of  metal  surrounding  the  shaft. 

METHOD   OF   F.VSTENl.Vt!    Pl'LLPJV    .V.\I)   SHAFT 

Besides  being  unsightly,  there  is  always  the  probability 

of  the  screw  stripping  the  thi-eads  in  the  hub  or  boss, 
or  of  cracking  the  casting.  This  can  be  obviated  by 
using  a  fillister-head  screw  tapped  into  the  shaft  as 
shown  at  H.  Of  course,  this  method  cannot  be  used 
on  very  small  shafts  or  rods. 

Fixture  for  Drilling  Round  Shafts 
By  Robert  Tait 

In  automotive  repair  work  it  is  often  necessary  to 
make  valves  with  slotted  stems  as  shown  in  Fig.  1, 
and  unless  a  shop  has  special  equipment  it  is  not  an  easy 
task.  The  fixture  shown  in  Figs.  2  and  3  is  easily 
made.  It  is  convenient,  not  only  for  valve  work  but 
also  as  a  V-block  for  use  in  drilling  small  holes  cen- 

trally through  round  stock  of  any  kind.  The  drill 
bushing  can  be  clamped  in  position  close  to  the  work 
thereby  giving  maximum  support  and  rigidity  to  the 
drill. 

This  particular  fixture  is  4  in.  long  by  3  in.  wide  and 
will  accomodate  g-in.  round  stock.  Details  can  easily 
be  modified  to  suit  requirements. 

The  work  holding  member  A,  which  is  swung  down 

in  Fig.  2  to  show  the  details  more  clearly,  has  its  shank' 
graduated  with  a  series  of  annular  lines   !*«   in.  apart 
as  at  B,  Fig.  3;  this  acts  as  an  aid  in  spacing  holes. 
The  work  holder  is  hinged  in  a  block  C,  Fig.  2,  so  that 

ri&.t 

FI6.3 

F'IG.   1 — THE  VALVE  TO   BE   DRILLED.      FIG.    2— DETAILS 
OF  DRILLING  FIXTURE.      FIG.    3— SIDE  VIEW 

SHOWING   GRADUATIONS 

it  can  be  moved  to  get  the  work  in  the  desired  relation 
with  the  bushing  D.  The  locking  member  C  which  is 
omitted  in  Fig.  8,  is  the  same  as  that  usually  found  on 
surface  gages  and  similar  devices.  The  drill  bushing  D 
slips  through  the  plate  E  and  can  be  readily  removed 
or  adjusted  as  to  height.  It  is  clamped  by  a  screw  as 
shown. 

In  use  the  work  is  clamped  by  the  strap  F  and  brought 
to  the  proper  position  for  the  first  hole.  Block  C  is 
tightened,  and  the  hole  drilled.  After  enough  holes 
have  been  drilled  to  get  the  required  length  of  slot  the 
work  is  moved  to  such  positions  as  will  admit  of  drilling 
out  the  remaining  stock  between  the  holes.  It  will  be 
found  that  a  neat  job  can  be  done  quite  rapidly. 

Crosshead  Pin  That  Will  Stay  Tight 
By  C.  D.  Michener 

It  is  the  general  practice  in  some  shops  to  make 
crosshead  pins  with  a  taper  at  each  end.  Pins  so  made 
will  sooner  or  later  work  loose. 

To  make  a  pin  that  won't  work  loose,  make  the  out- 
side parallel  the  whole  length,  bore  a  taper  hole  in  it 

and  cut  a  slit  through  one  side.  Fit  a  pin  in  the  taper 
hole  and  cut  a  thread  on  the  small  >end  for  a  nut.     The 

CROSSHE.\D  PIN  THAT  WILL  ST.VY   TIGHT 

accompanying  sketch  shows  the  idea.  Put  the  cross- 
head  pin  or  "bushing"  in  place  and  expand  it  by  driving 
in  the  taper  pin  and  screwing  the  nut  up  tight.  This 
kind  of  a  repair  job  ne%'er  comes  back. 
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Grindiiic  Vahre  Scats  and  Cuttinf 
Oil  Grooves 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

TW  •••  of  klr  teeb.  hu  loot  bc«a  one  of  the  notice* 
«f  laflrMi  ahapwork.  Pitt.  1  shows  a 

tfr  Mi  WMintcd  vertically  on  a 
Igr  pMbs  to  tht  shop  air  supply. 

Tiris  to  wmd  far  ffriiidlat  the  saata  of  safety  valves. 
TW  haO  ahaped  lap  A  is  mounted  on  the  spindle  nose  of 
tha  air  drill  sad  tiia  vrnhw  aeat  is  held  in  plarr  by  hand. 

rttt.  t— Aia  UKINUKK   FOR   VAL.VB  SCATS 

being  moved  around  on  the  ball  to  prevent  grinding 
riacB  in  the  seat.  This  makes  a  rapid  as  well  as  an 

1  of  doing  this  work. 
The  oas  of  aiactric  headlights  involves  motor  and 

baaringi  which  require  renewing  at  fairly 
iatanrals.  Fig.  2  shows  a  method  of  cutting 

tha  ail  gncwm  in  these  bearings  that  is  interesting  and 
also  a  time  saver. 

Tha  bead  A  is  mounted  on  tb<   r.  >  ?.,''  .     '    %vn  and 

no.  t-cxrmsti  uti.  ukuh 
KAKI.N'Ua 

B.    Tllto  t^tadh 
■Bing  npindla  in  the  front  end  of  tha 

ran  ba  movad  vertically  by  the 
C  to  refulat*  the  depth  of  the  cut     Tha 

to  driven  by  a  aauU  chain  D  which  gets 
la  tan  from  tha  bait-driven  pulley  E. 

The  bearing  to  be  grooved  is  placed  on  the  hold«>r  F 
which  is  in  the  turret  of  the  lathe.  This  holder  carrier 
a  pin  fitting  into  the  groove  (7  so  that  when  the  holder 
b  turned  by  the  bundle  H  the  holder  and  the  bearinK  / 
ara  moved  in  the  same  path  as  the  groove  shown.  This 
gives  just  the  oil  groove  desired,  which  can,  of  course, 
l>e  varied  by  using  bars  with  different  grooves.  A.S 
shown  this  device  cuts  a  sort  of  figure  8  groove  which 
does  not  run  out  at  the  ends.  A  little  practice  enables 
aa  operator  to  groove  these  bearings  very  rapidly.  Both 
thaae  kinks  are  from  the  Keadville.  Mass.,  shops  of  the 
New  York.  New  Haven  &  Hartford  Railroad. 

Formula  for  Tap  Drill  Size — Discussion 
By    H.  W.  Bbarck 

BSMUIIvt  nnrvury,  .National  Scr«w  Thread  Commliialon 

A  simple  and  easily  remembered  rule  for  calculating 
the  tap  drill  site  was  given  by  J.  R.  Owens  on  page  936, 
Vol.  66,  of  Amtriean  Maehiniitt.  The  rule  was:  "Sub- 

tract the  fraction  represented  by  the  pitch  from  the 

nominal  size  of  the  tap."  Mr.  Owens  stated  that  this 
rule  was  recommended  for  the  ordinary  run  of  work 
that  does  not  require  exact  flgurinK- 

,  1  should  like  to  point  out  that  not  only  is  the  rule 
simple  and  easily  applied,  but  that  it  is  also  exact.  It 
is  adaptable  to  all  threads  of  the  U.  S.  form,  that  is, 
to  both  the  U.  S.  Std.  and  S.  A.  E.  series,  or  to  the 
National  coarse  and  National  fine,  as  establtshed  by 
the   National   Screw  Thread  Commission. 

The  specification  of  the  commiHHion  as  to  the  minor 
diameter  of  the  nut.  is  that  the  thread  in  th*  nut  shall 
be  cut  off  below  the  basic  flat  by  an  amount  varying 
from  1  to  i  of  the  basic  thread  depth.  This  results  In 
a  thread  depth  of  from  75  to  83 :(  per  cent  full. 

The  limits  of  the  minor  or  core  diameter  of  the  nut. 
and,  therefore,  the  diameter  of  the  tap  drill,  in  order 
to  be  within  the  limits  set  are: 

(1)  Maximum  minor  diameter  ='  D  —  2ih  —  J  A) 
(2)  Minimum  minor  diameter  ==  D  —  2(A — I  A) 
(8)   Maximum  minor  diameter  = /)  —  lih 
(4)    Minimum  minor  diameter  =:=  £>  —  Hh 

D  =^  basic  diameter  of  tap 
k  =  basic  diameter  depth 
A=0.649619p 

I 

"=« 

p=  pitch 
n  —  number  of  threads  per  inch. 

Substituting  for  h  in   (8)   and    (4),  the  equivalent 0.649519, 
value equation  (8)  reduceH  to: 

0.97428 

Maximum  tap  drill  c=:  D  — 
equation  (4)  reduces  to: 

Minimum  tap  drill  =  D  — 
1.08258. 

It   is  therefore  seen  that  the  equation  given  by  Mr. 
Owens : 

o-l 

Tap  drill  diameter: 
lies  between  the  maximum  and  minimum  permissible 
minor  diameter.  Since  this  value  is  somewhat  nearer 

the  maximum  than  the  minimum  size,  the  power  re- 
quirements and  the  tap  breakage  should  not  be  exces- 

sive, and  the  drill  size  should  )»  as  satisfactory  as  any 
that  could  be  selected. 
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Editorial 
Eliminating  Unnecessary  Machine  Sizes 

THERE  seems  to  be  a  growing  feeling  among  engi- 
neers and  machine-tool  builders  that  there  are  too 

many  sizes  of  machines  in  various  lines  to  make  it 
possible  to  manufacture  or  sell  economically.  For,  while 
slight  variations  in  size  may  occasionally  aid  in  secur- 

ing an  order  from  a  competitor,  it  is  very  probable  that 
if  all  the  costs  were  carefully  kept,  the  sale  would  prove 
unprofitable. 

The  bad  feature  of  this  practice  of  overlapping  sizes 
is  that  it  adds  greatly  to  the  shop  overhead  in  the 
way  of  tools,  fixtures  and  gages  and  also  that  it  swells 
the  inventory  of  machines  in  process  or  in  stock.  When 
improvements  are  made  they  must  be  applied  to  a  need- 

lessly large  line,  aH  of  which  adds  to  the  cost  of  doing 
business. 

In  too  many  cases  these  odd-sized  machines  are  de- 
signed simply  to  secure  orders  which  would  naturally 

go  to  the  next  standard  size  if  there  were  none  in 
between.  Extended  capacities  are  too  often  subterfuges 
for  price  cutting,  and  while  no  one  questions  the  right 
to  do  this,  there  are  many  doubts  as  to  its  being  really 
profitable  in  any  way. 

The  advantages  of  having  a  few  sizes  of  machines 
is  particularly  noticeable  during  a  depression  or  a  defla- 

tion period.  Money  tied  up  in  twenty  sizes  of  machines 
instead  of  ten,  is  harder  to  get  out  and  is  of  little 
assistance  in  meeting  the  payroll.  The  present  move- 

ment toward  standardizing  on  fewer  sizes  is  a  step  in 
the  right  direction. 

Varied  Equipment  for  Shop  Schools 
TRADE  schools,  and  others .  undfer  whatever  name, 

using  machine  tools,  will  soon  be  considering  new 
equipment  of  lathes,  drilling  machines  and  the  like.  As 
the  selection  of  these  machines  has  a  direct  bearing  on 
the  education  of  the  boys  who  will  use  them,  great  care 
should  be  used  in  picking  this  equipment. 

In  many  cases,  owing  both  to  a  lack  of  funds  and  also 

a  lack  of  realization  as  to  the  effect  on  a  boy's  training, 
machine  tools  for  schools  are  selected  solely  on  a  price 

basis.  The  idea  seems  to  be  that  "anything  is  good 
enough  for  a  boy  to  learn  on."  Nothing  could  be  more 
erroneous. 

The  school  is  simply  a  preliminary  to  the  boy's  life 
of  usefulness  after  he  goes  out  into  the  world.  It 
should  teach  him  to  handle  the  kind  of  machines  he  will 
find  when  he  goes  into  the  average  shop.  There  he  will 
find  cheap  lathes  and  expensive  lathes,  lathes  poorly 
designed  and  built,  side  by  side  with  the  best.  He 
should  know  how  to  get  the  best  work  possible  out  of 
each  kind. 

It  might  even  be  well  to  have  one  machine  in  which 
the  bearings  were  a  trifle  worn,  the  ways  out  of  line 
and  with  a  few  other  defects  which  are  fairly  common 
in  many  shops.  This  could  be  used  as  a  horrible  ex- 

ample to  show  the  effect  of  these  conditions  on  the  work. 
There  is  nothing  like  knowing  what  to  look  for  when 
any  machine  gives  signs  of  trouble. 

Instructors  in  shop  schools  should  give  the  question 
of  selecting  machine  tools  and  other  equipment  very 
careful  consideration.  They  should  always  bear  in  mind 
that  instruction  in  shop  work,  and  especially  in  work 

under  shop  conditions,  is  the  prime  fact  to  be  con- 
sidered. No  small  part  of  their  success  as  instructors 

depends  on  the  equipment  with  which  the  boys  are 
taught.  It  need  not  be  extravagantly  expensive  but  it 
should  be  good  and  it  should  be  representative  of  shop 
conditions ;  which  means  that  it  should  be  varied. 

What  About  Machine  Tool  Prices? 

EVERYBODY  wants  to  -buy  at  the  bottom  of  the 
market  and  sell  at  the  top,  but  not  everybody  knows 

enough  about  the  market  to  recognize  either  the  top 

or  the  bottom  when  he  sees  it.  It  makes  little  difference 

what  the  market  is,  potatoes,  beaded  bags  or  machine 

tools,  the  statement  holds  good.  The  sensible  citizen 
is  content  if  he  can  buy  somewhere  near  the  bottom 
and  sell  vnthin  a  reasonable  distance  of  the  top. 

As  to  potatoes  or  beaded  bags  we  do  not  pretend  to 

any  market  knowledge,  but  when  it  comes  to  machine 
tools  we  are  convinced  that  for  most  lines  the  bottom 

was  passed  some  weeks  ago.  In  fact,  increases  have 
been  announced  in  some  of  them  already  and  other  such 
announcements  must  come  soon. 

Let's  see  why.  Machinists  the  country  over  have 
read  with  interest  the  display  advertisements  of  the 
railroads  offering  seventy  cents  an  hour  for  railroad 
shopmen.  The  railroad  shopmen  say  they  cannot  live 
on  their  reduced  wages  but  other  machinists  doing 
equally  good  or  better  work  have  had  to  live  on  as  low 
as  forty  cents  an  hour  and  are  still  doing  so.  Here 
is  a  situation  that  cannot  continue.  Not  only  will  there 
be  a  protest  from  the  machinists  in  the  machine  tool 
industry  but  the  builders  themselves  will  be  glad  to  take 
the  first  opportunity  to  raise  the  wages  of  their  men. 
Nothing  can  be  done  until  prices  go  up,  but  one  increase 
will  follow  the  other  closely. 

Coal  is  going  to  be  scarce  this  winter  and  at  least 
as  expensive  as  it  was  last  winter,  probably  more  ex- 

pensive. The  administration's  rationing  plan  may  serve 
to  keep  industry  going  but  will  not  supply  cheap  fuel. 

Keen  competition  has  kept  prices  of  machinery  cast- 
ings low  but  increases  in  costs  of  pig  iron  and  fuel  are 

bound  to  be  reflected  in  the  cost  of  castings  to  the 
machine  tool  builder.  Other  raw  material  is  increasing 
rather  than  diminishing  in  cost. 

Selling  expense  is  likely  to  increase  because  of  keener 
competition  and  overhead  has  been  pared  to  the  bone. 

The  obvious  conclusion  from  a  survey  of  the  facts 
just  mentioned  is  that  the  next  price  announcements 
as  regards  machine  tools  will  be  increases  and  not  cuts. 
Not  only  is  the  machine  tool  builder  up  against  rising 
costs,  but  he  is  also  waking  up  to  the  fact  that  he  never 
has  charged  enough  for  the  product  of  his  brains  and skill. 

On  a  rising  market  far-sighted  men  buy  in  advance  of 
their  needs. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Ctereland  I>oublc>-Knded  Automatic 

Threading  Machine 
A  fuUjr   •utomatk   machine  havinc  two  headx  and 

t*  hich-«pc«d  thrvadinf  has  jiut  been  placed 
tkt  nurket  by  the  ClevcUuid  Automatic  Machine  Co., 

Ohio.      The    outatanding    feature    of    this 
ia  ita  ability   to  thread  simultaneously   both 

of  •  forfed  or  rolied  stay  bolt,  so  that  both  threaded 
arc  la  line  and  the  lead  la  continuous  from  one 

A  ^^        1        i^t 

ri<i    1— <.'tJcvi:i^.\t>  iMji  tii.t:-KM>Ki>  tiihkai>in<:   ma<'HI.nk 

thraadtd  pertlen  to  the  other.     The  fact  that  the  cen- 
ter part  of  th«  bolt  is  always  more  or  leaa  out  of  line 

wHh  Um  aads.  does  not  affect  the  action  of  the  nuchine. 
TIm  ■adilne.  a  general  view  of  which  is  shown  in 

Fif.  1.  eonaiaU  primarily  of  a  hopper  which  holds  a 
•apply  of  stajrboit  blanks  sullkient  to  keep  the  machint' 
busy  from  40  to  SS  minutes;   a  work-feeding 
nachaaiam.  a  pair  of  floating  Jawa  which  hold 
Um  stajrbolt  and  present  it  to  tha  dies  so  that 
both  cads  are  in  exact  alignntent:    two  sub- 

•tantial   spindles   caro'ing    the   die-heads;     a 
large  laad  screw  with  long  bronze  nuts;    and 
«TtH'*r  cams  and  connections  for  operating 
the  various  parts  automatically. 

The  spladlaa  arc  dri%-en  from  the  main  driv- 
ing shaft  by  fear*  at  A  and  B.  The  feed  shaft 

C  ia  driven  by  helical  gears  and.  in  turn,  drivi-x 
the  canahaft  through  change  gears  conven- 

iently bcated  In  the  box  D.  Fig.  2.  Th<itc 
Wmn  ragalale  the  speed  of  the  camshaft  to 
salt  different  lengths  of  thread*  u>  be  cut. 
Tke  lend  acmr  ia  mounted  directly  back  of  the 
4I«  aplndles  and  la  driven  by  gears  at  E.  Two 

die  slldaa  F  and  C  are  controlled  "by  the  lead acrew  dwiac  the  cot.  after  which  the  heads 
NMd  hjr  etepa  at  H  (sec  Fig.  8).  the  lead 

'  Mrts  an  tripped  bjr  caaa/and/  ( Fig.  2) 
and  tke  ■Mdaa  an  returned  rapidly  by  means  kkj 

of  cams  on  the  cam  drums  A'  and  L.  V^ien  the  dieheads 
are  just  clear  of  the  work,  the  work-holding  jaws  open 
and  move  backward,  ejecting  the  finished  ataybolt,  which 
drops  into  the  pan.  The  mechanism  then  operates 
to  place  a  ruugh  staybolt  in  p<)8ition  for  threading. 

Part  of  the  backward  movement  of  the  toggle  mechan- 
ism for  controlling  the  work-holding  jaws  withdraws 

the  slide  on  which  the  jaws  are  mounted,  und  hIIuwh 
another  staybolt  to  drop  from  the  magazine  M  into  the 
lower  end  of  the  carriers  U  and  V  in  Fig.  1.  These 

carriers  then  move  down,  bringing  the  blank 
in  line  with  the  dies.  The  toggle  mechanism 

advani-es  the  slide  with  its  jaws  open  until  the 
latter  are  ready  to  close  on  the  staybolt,  at  the 

same  time  seating  the  l>olt  uKsinst  two  V-blocks 
which  line  it  up  correctly.  The  jaws  then  close 
on  the  Ijolt.  the  two  carriers  return  to  their 
up|)er  positicm,  and  the  die  moves  forward. 

The  bearing  spring  shown  in  the  upper  jaw 
.V  in  Fig.  3,  allows  for  any  variations  existing 
in  the  diameters  of  the  centers  of  the  bolts. 
The  two  parts  of  the  gripping  jaws  are  pivoted 
on  the  stud  0,  and  operated  by  the  toggle  P, 
which  is  moved  by  the  lever  Q.    The  lever  in 
turn  is  controlled  by  cams  at  R,  Fig.  2,  through 
the  lever  S  and  bar  T.    The  lower  end  of  the 
nlot  in  lever  Q,  Fig.  3,  is  enlarged  to  give  a 
slight    movement,    allowing   the   jaw    slide   to 
Mhift  forward  or  back  and  the  jaws  to  oscillate 
or  float   on   stud   0,   to  accommodate  a   bent 
staybolt,  which  is  frequently  encountered. 

In  setting  up  a  job  a  master  staybolt  or  long- 
thread  gage  is  inserted  in  the  dieheads,  one  of  which  is 
then  closed  on  the  threads  of  the  master  or  gage.    Then, 
by  a  fine  adjustment  provided  for  the  purpose,  the  other 
diehead  is  brought  to  a  position  where  it  will  also  close 
on  the  threads.     Thus  the  heads  are  set  so  as  to  pro- 

duce threads  at  each  end  that  are  continuous  in  lead. 

KKAIt  VIKW  C»K  <-|.KVKl.A.N'l>  Al  TOMAirr 
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A  safety  or  shearing  pin  is  provided  to  prevent 
damage  should  a  blank  be  too  much  out  of  shape.  A 
heavy  stream  of  cutting  oil  is  pumped  through  each 
spindle  to  wash  out  chips  and  cool  and  lubricate  the 
chasers.  Starting  and  stopping  is  controlled  by  handle 
W,  shown  in  Fig.  1,  which  operates  the  friction  clutch. 

The  machine  threads  staybolts  up  to  U  in.  in  diameter 
and  from  7  to  18  in.  long.  The  time  is  from  35  to 
60  seconds  per  bolt,  depending  on  the  diameter  and 
length  of  thread.  Practically  no  time  is  required  for 
chucking  the  work,  as  compared  to  that  taken  when 
chucking  by  hand,  and  the  time  of  cutting  a  bolt  is  that 
needed  for  threading  the  longest  end. 

One  man  can  operate  five  machines,  as  all  that   is 

spection  and  adjustment.  The  universal  motor  i*uns 
equally  well  upon  either  direct  or  alternating  current, 
and  is  wound  for  110  or  220  volts  as  may  be  specified. 

The  height  of  the  machine  from  base  to  wheel  center 
is  3  in.  and  the  distance  between  wheels  ia  93  in.  The 

^^H^^^^^^^^Pdr      ''^ 
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"DUWELL."    MOTOR-DRIVEN    BENCH    GRINDER 

machine  as  shipped  is  provided  with  cord,'  switcfi  and 
attachment  plug,  ready  for  connecting  to  any  convenient 
lamp  socket.  Detachable  wheel  guards  and  toolrests  for 
each  wheel  are  also  furnished.  Four  bolt  holes  in  the 

base  provide  means  for  permanently  attaching  the  ma- 
chine to  a  bench  or  pedestal.    The  weight  is  25  pounds. 

FIG.  3_DETAII>S  OF  THE  CLAMPING  JAWS 

required  is  to  keep  the  magazine  full,  keep  the  chasers 

sharp  and  remove  the  finished  bolts.  Although  designed 

for  staybolts,  the  machine  is  equally  useful  for  all 

double-ended  turning  and  threading  work  such  as  on 

studs,  pipe  nipples  and  short  shafts. 

^m 

"Duwell"  Motor-Driven  Bench  Grinder 
A  motor-driven  bench  grinder  designed  for  service  in 

machine  shops  and  such  shops  as  garages,  where  a  light, 

strongly  driven  machine  is  needed  for  tool  grinding, 

polishing,  wire-brushing  and  general  utility  purposes, 

and  where  it  may  not  be  convenient  to" provide  a  counter- 
shaft and  belt  drive,  has  just  been  placed  on  the  mar- 

ket by  the  J.  A.  Finley  Co.,  Grinder  Division,  20  Brain- 
tree  St.,  AUston,  Mass. 

The  device  carries  two  grinding  wheels  5  in.  in  dia- 
meter by  h  in.  face  and  runs  at  a  speed  of  4,500  r.p.m., 

giving  a  peripheral  speed  of  approximately  5,900  ft. 
per  minute.  The  wheel  spindle  is  of  steel,  is  ground, 
and  runs  in  dust-proof  parallel  bronze  bearings. 
Power  is  supplied  by  a  universal  motor  of  special 

construction,  which  drives  the  spindle  through  reduction 
gearing  consisting  of  a  steel  pinion  on  the  rotor  shaft 
meshing  directly  with  a  fiber  gear  on  the  spindle.  Be- 

cause of  the  geared  drive  the  wheel  spindle  is  mounted 
well  toward  the  front  of  the  machine,  thus  rendering 
the  wheels  accessible  for  grinding  long,  pieces  without 
interference  with  the  frame. 

The  case  in  which  the  motor  and  reduction  gearing 
are  contained  is  closed  by  a  tightly  fitting  cover  that 
excludes  dust,  yet  is  easily  removable  to  facilitate  in- 

Hoskins  Portable  Pyrometer  for 
Molten  Metals 

A  pyrometer  outfit  capable  of  giving  instantaneous 
temperature  measurements  of  molten  metals  and  having 
renewable  thermo-couple  ends  is  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying illustration.  It  has  recently  been  placed  on 
the  market  by  the  Hoskins  Manufacturing  Co.,  Law- 
ton  Ave.  at  Buchanan,  Detroit,  Mich.  The  apparatus 
consists  essentially  of  a  standard  Type-PA  portable 
meter  and  a  specially  constructed  thermo-couple. 

The  two  bare  wires  on  the  end  of  the  couple  are 
renewable.  They  are  ordinarily  furnished  in  lengths  of 
16  in.  and  can  be  used  until  only  a  few  inches  in  length. 
They  are  inserted  bare  into  the  molten  metal,  such  as 
brass,  bronze,  aluminum,  copper  or  babbitt,  and  the 
temperature  can  be  read  almost  instantly  on  the  meter. 
The  upper  temperature  limit  at  which  the  equipment 
should  be  used  is  about  2,200  deg.  F.  Since  setscrews 
hold  the  wires  in  the  brass  fixture  on  the  end  of  the 

tube,  replacement  requires  but  a  very  short  time. 
The  scale  of  the  meter  used  is  graduated- directly  in 

degrees  from  32  to  2,500.  The  case  is  made  of  cast 
aluminum  and  has  a  black  enamel  finish.  It  is  approxi- 

mately 6^x6x3  in.  in  size  and  weighs  5  lb.  Twenty  feet 
of  flexible  copper  cord  connect  the  couple  and  meter. 

HOSKINS  PYROMETER  FOR  MOLTEN  .METAL. 
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Anu-DWcnbaufti  ''Kant-Sltp*'  Wrench 
iOttstnitvd  hvrvwiih  ha*   r«c«iilly    Imh-ii 

tlM  aarket  by  the  All«n-l>ilTvnb«uxh  Wrench 
Md  Tool  Col.  Banboo.  Wu. 

TIm  himhJi  wiU  (rip  work  of  any  ahape  and  readily 
■di—t  Itoolf  M  to  Biao.  Th*  aliding  fukrum  is  close  to 
tiM  lo*4  OBd  thoro  Of*  no  scrtws.  pins  or  springs  to 
wwr  out  or  hwt 

Ob  top  of  tko  oUUonanr  jaw  is  a  raised  flat,  forming 
a  luUHaor  koad  and  onabUnf  tlM  wrrnrh  to  be  used  as 

for  light  Mom.     The  opposite  end  of  the 
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■tollwiory  HWwKtr  ia  fonaed  into  a  acrewdriver.  The 
maker  dairas  that  when  used  as  a  pipe  wrench,  it  will 
not  crukh  the  pipe:  also  that  the  wrench  will  perform 
aU  the  functions  of  a  monkey  wrench. 

De  Bats  MeUI  No.  4 
Do  BaU  Saleo  Inc.,  60  South  St..  Boston,  Mass..  is 

a     DOn-ferrous     alloy     of     the     tungsten- 
I  for  which  remarkable  claims  are 

I  fa  tlM  wajr  of  speed  and  endurance  cutting  on  cast 
iroa  aad  the  higher  aUojr  steels. 

Oo  Bats  OMtal  has  the  appearance  of  steel,  though  it 
coatalaa  ao  ferrous  compounds  and  is  non-magnetic. 
It  U  nelted  in  electric  furnaces  and  cast  in  moldn  of 

•tool  la  the  form  of  toolbita,  inserts  for  built-up  milling 
eattero,  twist  drills,  reamers,  etc,  as  shown  in  the 
aecompanying  illustration. 

The  BWtal  cannot  be  forged, 
Bor  eoa  it  bo  aanealed;  the 

eeljr  aeaas  of  working  it  be- 
iag.  therefore,  by  the  grinding 
prooeas.  It  may  be  produced 
in  tiM  simple  foroM  refarrod 
to  with  little  neei  for  finish- 
iag  operations. 

The  metal  is  very  dense,  is 
to  be  free  from  blow 

I  aad  internal  strains,  and 
to  poMsaa  a  high  resistance  to 
iBipBrt  that  laadcn  it  partie- 
alarly  adaptable  to  the  por> 
pose  of  a  catting  tool.  Be- 
1— ■  of  thoao  properties  it 
■•r  ba  sf««B  nhs  and  ct» 

chiag  th    ■ 

l»K  HATS  METAI.  so    I 

blocks  are  welded  to  carbon  steel  buckings.  In  the  above 
illustration  all  the  pieces  shown  except  the  two  Inrjrer 
lathe  tools  are  entirely  of  De  Bats  metal.  The  Inventor 
is  Jean  H.  L.  De  Bats. 

Crescent  Metal-Parts  Washing  Macliine 
A  large  machine  for  washing  metal  parts  that  are 

handled  in  quantities  of  60,000  to  100.000  or  more  per 
day,  is  shown  in  the  accompanyinir  illustration.  It  has 
recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Crescent 
Washing  Machine  Co..  New  Rochelle.  N.  Y.,  the  machine 
shown  being  installed  in  the  plant  of  the  Crane  Co., 
Chicago,  111. 

The  machine  is  arranged  to  care  for  both  the  washing 
and  rinsing,  as  well  as  drying  when  that  is  required. 
In  this  respect  it  is  somewhat  different  from  the  ma- 

chines formerly  made  liy  the  concern,  an  small,  compact, 
self-contained  units  that  could  lje  grouped  as  required 
by  the  work  were  built.    Thus,  separate  machines  were 

1 

art to 
bo toolbita 

In 
for 
or 
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formerly  used  for  washing  and  rinsing  when  these  two 
operations  were  necessary  at  the  same  point. 

The  large  machine  is  well  adapted  to  the  manufacture 
of  automobile  parts.  It  is  fitted  especially  to  cleaning 
that  class  of  work  requiring  great  force  and  volume 
of  water,  the  volume  being  more  important  that  the 
force  for  quick  and  effective  cleaning  of  metal. 

The  machine  will  clean  objects  24  in.  high,  40  in. 
wide,  and  if  necessary,  as  long  as  the  machine  itself. 
It  is  16  ft.  long,  41  ft.  wide,  and  5  ft.  3  in.  high.  The 
work  level  is  34  in.  above  the  floor.  The  body  of  the 
machine  is  made  of  10-gage  steel  plate  that  is  supported 
throughout  its  length  by  6-in.  channels. 

The  chamber  into  which  the  work  is  first  introduced 

has  four  sets  of  two-arm  upper  and"  lower  revolving 
washing  units  for  spraying  the  water  on  the  work. 
The  upper  and  lower  arms  of  each  set  rotate  in  opposite 
directions;  the  solution  which  is  thrown  from  each 
thus  strikes  the  work  at  an  angle,  so  as  to  strip  the  dirt 
and  oil  from  the  surface.  These  revolving  washing 
arms  are  the  same  as  employed  in  the  former  models 
of  washing  machine  made  by  the  concern.  The  pump 
feeding  the  wash  arm  supplies  1,200  gal.  of  water  per 
minute,  and  is  driven  by  a  15-hp.  motor.  It  can  be  seen 
along  the  side  of  the  machine  in  the  illustration. 

Located  at  about  6J  ft.  from  the  washing  chamber 
are  two  sets  of  upper  and  lower  revolving  washing  units 
that  are  equipped  to  throw  400  gal.  of  fresh  rinse 
water  or  rinse  solution  per  hour,  so  as  to  thoroughly 
clean  the  parts.  A  3-hp.  motor  is  sufficient  to  drive 
the  pump  for  the  rinse  water.        

When  washing  small  objects,  such  as  stampings  and 
screw  machine  products,  the  parts  are  placed  in  racks 
made  of  wire  mesh  laid  over  pressed  steel  frames.  Two 
racks  18x24  in.  in  size  can  be  fed  into  the  machine,  side 
by  side.  They  are  carried  continuously  through  the 
machine  on  the  conveyor,  so  that  they  pass  under  both 
the  washing  and  rinsing  sprays.  Larger  parts  can  be 
placed  in  racks,  which  can  be  brought  to  and  taken 
from  the  machine  on  conveyors. 

"Duwell"  Self-Guiding  Scriber 
A  self-guiding  scriber  intended  for  the  use  of  me- 

chanics, particularly  toolmakers,  is  being  introduced  by 
the  J.  A.  Finley  Co.,  Grinder  Department,  20  Braintree 
St.,  Allston,  Mass.  The  feature  of  this  tool  is  the 
double  point,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration, 
by  means  of  which  the  operator  is  enabled  to  lay  out  an 
outline  at  the  bottom  of  a  small,  irregular-shaped  hole. 

•■DrWEI.L"    SEI.F-GflDING    srHIBER 

as  in  transferring  or  "t^etting-off"  a  punch  blank  from 
the  finished  die. 

One  of  the  points  is  made  sharp  to  do  the  scribing, 
while  the  other  one  is  slightly  rounded  and  is  a  trifle 
shorter  than  its  mate.  The  tool  is  introduced  in  a  small 
hole  by  pressing  the  points  together,  and  is  then  twirled 
between  the  thumb  and  fingers,  the  spring  point  causing 
the  scribing  point  to  follow  the  outline  of  the  hole.  For 
larger  holes  the  single  point  at  the  opposite  end  of  the 
tool  is  used  in  the  regular  manner. 

Starrett  1-Inch  Micrometer 
The  L.  S.  Starrett  Co.,  Athol,  Mass.,  has  added  to 

its  line  the  1-in.  micrometer  illustrated  herewith  and 
designated  as  No.  435. 

The  frame  is  drop  forged  and  the  ribbed  section  adds 
greatly  to  its  rigidity.  The  finish  is  in  black  enamel. 
As  the  diameter  of  the  screw  is  0.312  in.  and  that  of 

STARRETT   1-INCH   MICROMETER 

the  contact  points  0.270  in.,  large  wearing  surfaces, 

insuring  long  life,  have  been  provided.  Decimal  equiv- 
alents are  marked  on  the  thimble.  The  micrometer  can 

be  furnished  either  with  or  without  a  ratchet  stop. 

"Duwell"  Centering  Device 
A  tool  for  center-marking  round  stock  rapidly  and 

accurately  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by 
the  J.  A.  Finley  Co.,  20  Braintree  St.,  Allston,  Mass., 

under  the  name  of  the  "Duwell"  centering  device. 
The  hub  of  the  device  has  a  reamed  hole  through  its 

axis  to  which  is  fitted  a  ground  center  punch.  Extend- 
ing radially  from  the  hub  are  three  steel  posts,  equi- 

••DL  W  KLL,"    CENTERING    DEVICE 

distantly  spaced  around  the  periphery,  and  upon  each 
post  is  a  sliding  jaw.  A  bushing,  or  spider,  having  an 
equal  number  of  radial  bosses  fits  over  the  hub  in  such 
a  way  that  it  may  be  rotated  without  endwise  movement. 

Connecting  rods  join  the  radial  bosses  to  the  jaws 
upon  the  hub,  so  that  when  the  bushing  is  rotated  rela- 

tive to  the  hub  the  toggle  action  of  the  rods  causes  the 
jaws  to  slide  simultaneously  inward  or  outward,  accord- 

ing to  the  direction  of  rotation. 
The  illustration  shows  the  manner  of  using  the  device. 

After  centering,  a  light  blow  with  a  hammer  on  the 
outer  end  of  the  punch  finishes  the  operation,  leaving 
a  mark  exactly  in  the  center  of  the  bar. 
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Wire  Companies  Form 
Merger 

AflMviiac  to  rtperu  rtrtivad  during 
*•  pwt  wMk   Uw   WIr*   Gootb   Co.. 

■nunr  hsa  sbaorbcd  MvcrmI 
mnodiiiK  the  Arret  Man- 

r.  Um  Quntfr-r«irteak  Co.. 
Qimm,  aad  tlw  Andrvws  Wir«  mnH 
bwiSL  Rockfocd.  in  .  and  Watvrford 
CkaMK,  Im««  coBaoluiated  m  «  tl.- 
MMM  cwywBtioii.  with  hr«<lmurt«r« 
ia  WMCMtar.  Evaiitiully  tii«  bosiiMM 

win  b*  Msdaeltd  under  the 
Om  Waakbani  Co..  the  other 

dbappcannc. 
of  Ui«  new  corporatioii 

•re:  prHMMM,  Ckarlrn  G.  Washburn ; 
vtot  MMMMta.  Arthur  G.  Andrews. 
BackfaH;  Krry  M.  Shepard.  Cbkacof 
Mitf  WOuui  U  Walker;  trsaaurar  and 
gaaaral  aaaafer,  Brfinald  Waabkarn: 
■arretarr.  Irnug  A.  Gram:  dirMtDr;, 
Ckariaa  G.  WasBbam.  lUffinald  Wash- 
kpnk.  Arthur  G.  Ahdrt-wi,  Perry  M. 
Kifird  and  WillUm  L.  Walker. 
TW  baaiaMt  of  the  Wire  Gooda  Co. 

vaa  ■HabHikid  ia  Wereaatar  ia  UM. 
aai  ito  yrowtk  baa  been  larre  and 
ataadljr  avar  alaia.  Ia  addition  to  the 
CaaM^y  Falifcaat  aad  the  Andrew* 
Ca..  tba 
ocbcr  Inaa. 
ufartariac  Co.,  tiM  E.  Jenciae  Manu- 
factariac  Co..  Pawtocket,  R.  I.,  man- 

af  wire  hardware,  aiid  the 
Co..  LowaU.  the  old- 

ia  the  country  makinc 
kitckaaware. 

InduHtrial  Foundation 

for  IndianapoliR 
Tke  trade  in  Indianapolis,  at  the 

•reaeat  tiaaa,  is  becoaiinc  very  much 
bteraatod  ia  tba  proposiJ  formation  of 
wkat  wfll  b«  known  as  the  Indianapolii 
laiaslilal  Faawdattaa,  with  a  capiul- 
iaallia  ti  taan  tkaa  11.000,000,  which 
arfll  ba  aaai  to  pravida  flaaaeial  aad 

•arvice  to  botb  old  and  new 
hi  tba  Htf.  Soma  of  the 

aMot  aroeiiaent  mea  in  the  trade  bare 
art  aaclriwc  the  movenient,  uniich 

to  b«  of  vast  importanct  to 
hlJaitrial  bcaltb  of  the  city. 

WbUa  aaC  ae  imporUnt  to  the  reUil 
•arf  af  tka  trade,  taa  fa«t  remaina  that 
Ib  atdar  to  fartlter  the  cauie,  the  re- 
taOen  ara  coaiinc  forward  almont  in  a 

'  with  tkeir  moral  and  financial  lup- 
the    foraiation    of    the 

aeaaaisati 
Tko  Foaa4atia«  will  be  spoaaorad  by 

Ike  ladiaaapolls  Chamber  of  Comaiarre 
aad  win  faaetion  tbrourh  the  Baraau 

   of  that  bodr.     It  is  the 
af  thaaa  bebiad  tae  movement 
■rb  a  lars*  reserve  fund  in 
stork  i*«ae  tiMt  industrie* 

nay  bo  atdod  teanciatly  at  a  nominal 
raU  «f  lateraal,  whea  an  iaveatication 
of  tfco  atsaalaaliaa.  Its  prodaet  and  lu 
■arkst  aiaa  show  tkat  by  tba  aid  of 

tta  faiartqr  caa  kaep  Ha  kaad  above' walOT.  la  fth  way  tka  aldar  iadaatrlos 
of  tke  cfty  wn  be  kaMtlad  aa  wtH  aa 
tlw  aaw.    Ona  ariailaaat  mum  In  the 

tradp  here  said  when  talkinK  <■•  ><>< 
wholehearted  support  the  trade  was 
LMMiiL-  the  movement,  that  it  was  the 

!  to  keep  failures  in  Indianap- 
>«  n  to  a  minimum.  He  said 

ii.aiiy  failures  were  due  to  lack  of 
financial  assistance  at  the  right  time 
and  also  lacic  of  proper  co-operation  on 
the  part  of  other  executivea  who>niiRht 
have  the  solution  of  that  particular 
prohlcm  if  they  wore  appraiaed  of  the 
situation.  It  is  planned  to  make  the 
foundation  self-sustaininr  through  the 
rate  of  interest  charged. 

Steel  Treating  Society  Ex- 
pects JElecord  Attendance 

r.t  Detroft  Convention 
Final  arrangements  are  beinK  made 

for  the  fourth  Internation.il  Steel  Expo- 
sition and  Conventions  of  'he  American 

Society  for  Steel  Treati.ig  and  the 
American  Drop  Forging  Inktitute  to  be 
held  in  the  General  Motors  Building, 
Detroit,  Mich.,  Oct.  2-7. 
The  exposition  will  be  the  largest 

ever  held,  as  99  per  cent  of  the  floor 
space  has  been  sold  and  many  exhibitors 
who  deairad  to  be  present  will  be  unable 
to  be  accommodated.  There  will  be 
quite  a  number  of  exhibitors  who  have 
not  been  present  at  previous  shows  due 
to  the  fact  that  the  Drop  Forging 
Institute  is  holding  its  Annual  Conven- 

tion simultonooaafy  and  in  the  same 
building  with  the  American  Society  for 
Steel  Treating,  and  many  members  of 
the  Drop  Forging  Supply  Association 
are  accepting  the  opportunity  to  ex- 
hibit 
The  General  Motors  Building  is 

especially  adapted  for  exhibition  nur- 
poaes.  In  the  Urge  exhibition  hall, 
there  are  30,000  sq.ft.,  while  the  two 
wrings  on  the  same  floor  leading  to 
the  exhibition  hall  has  20,000  addi- 

tional square  feet  of  display  space.  All 
but  a  few  booths  have  been  sold. 
ArrsngemenU  have  been  made  so  that 
ia  one  section  of  the  hall  gas  furnaces 
will  be  in  operation,  while  electrical 
furnaces  and  other  equipment  requir- 

ing power  will  be  displayed  throughout 
the  hall.  Practically  all  of  the  exhibiU 
will  be  in  operation.  With  Detroit  as 
a  steel  market  an  attendance  in  excess 
of  16,000  is  expected. 

The  railroads  have  granted  fare  and 
oee-balf  for  the  rouncT  trip  to  Detroit 
on  aecoant  of  the  conventions.  In  order 
to  be  able  to  toke  advantoga  of  this 
reduced  fare  which  applies  not  only 
to  the  holdor  of  the  ccrtiflcato  but  to 
the  members  of  his  family  as  well,  it  is 
necessary  that  one  should  have  an  iden- 

tification certiflcate.  These  may  be 
obtoined  by  addressing  the  National 
Secretory  <n  the  American  .Society  for 

Stool  Trcattac,  Mr.  W.  I!  ' 
4M0  Prospoet  Avenue,  Cle- Kodaced  fart  tickaU  RMy  Ih  ,-..■  ....--i 
from  September  2S,  return  limit  being October  18th. 

Philadelphia  Industrial 
Conditions 

According  to  sUtistics  compiled  by 
the  Metal  Manufacturers'  Association 
of  Philadelphia,  a  further  improvement 
during  July  is  revealed,  the  132  plants 
canvaiiiii'd  having  added  1,084  empmyees 
tu  their  payrolls  during  that  month. 
This  was  an  increase  in  employment  of 
2.3  per  cent  compared  with  the  month 
of  June,  bringing  the  numbers  em- 

ployed to  48.1  per  cent  of  what  they 
were  in  the  same  shops  in  July  1920. 
Group  No.  1.  the  shipbuilding  industry, 
is  now  employing  21  per  cent  of  the 
employees  that  were  on  their  payrolls 
in  July,  two  years  ago,  while  Groups 
5,  hardware  and  plumbers  supplies; 
Group  6,  auto  and  accessory  manufac- 

turers; and  Group  11,  miscellaneous  in- 
dustries, have  approximatoly  80  per 

cent  of  the  number  of  employees  that 
thev  had  two  years  ago. 
There  is  very  little  change  in  the 

average  weekly  operating  week  though 
the  tondency  seems  to  be  to  a  slightly 
longer  week,  which  may  be  more  evi- 

dent after  the  summer  months  are 
over  as  a  few  companies  make  it  a 
practice  during  the  hot  months  to 
operate  only  Ave  days  a  week. 
No  wage  re<luctions   have  been    re- 

ported since   February   and   it   is   very 
unlikely  that  there  will  be  any  within  . 

the   next   few   months   unless    there    is  ° some  radical  change  in  conditions  which 
cannot   now   be   foreseen.     It  ia  more 
probable   that   the   tendency   is   toward 
slight   increases    to   be   granted    to   in- 

dividuals on  the  basis  of  their  produc-      4 
tion  and  ability.  ■ 

It  is  not  unlikely  that  the  buildini; 
trades  which  have  utilized  much  of  the 
common  and  semi-skilled  labor  will  de- 

mand fewer  adclitionni  workers  in  the 
future,  and  toward  full  this  should  be 
felt  in  an  easier  market  for  common 
labor  especially,  as  it  usually  is. 

The  Midvale  Steel  and  Ordnance  Co. 
made  a  wage  increase  on  Aug.  1  from 
26c.  to  28ic.  per  hour  for  common 
labor  at  iU  plants  at  Johnstown,  Fa. 

Alabama  Pisr  Iron  Output 
Incrca.sed  in  July 

OfDcial  figures  on  pig  Iron  production 
in  Alabama  during  July  give  the  ton- 

nage at  194,300,  almost  three  times  the 
production  of  July,  1921,  In  which 
•nonlh  66,57.1  tons  were  produced.  In 
June,  of  this  year  the  production  totoled 
189,008  tons,  showing  a  steady  upward 
movement  coch  month  since  the;  first 
of  the  year.  With  more  furnaces  now 

operating  in  the  district  than  at  any 
time  in  the  past  two  years,  August 
production  is  expected  to  be  around 
ixrjMO  tons  in  spite  of  the  railroad 
strike  which  is  retording  operations 
'  htly.  There  were  22  blast  furnaces 

!>erali(m  during  July,  as  compared 
...111  fivr  in  July  of  last  year.  The 
pig  iron  ninrket  holds  firm  at  nround 
%ia   t..   « '(I  .'.0    f.ir    Vi.    ■'    fi.iinilrv    iiiiii 
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Labor  and  Wage  Conditions  in  Austria 
The  Workman  and  His  Status — Position  of  Labor  Unions — 

Health,  Accident  and  Life  Insurance  Compulsory 
By  a  correspondent  IN  VIENNA 

CONDITIONS  under  which  the 
Austrian  workman  performs  his 
work  are  largely  governed  by 

federal  laws.  His  safety  is  a  matter 
of  Austrian  federal  legislation.  In  fact 
such  questions  as  life  insurance,  sick 
benefit,  pensions  and  working  hours  are 
all  fixed  by  law.  The  question  of  wages 
is  settled  between  the  factories  or 
other  employers  and  the  labor  unions, 
who  are  very  strong  in  the  country. 
Where  the  workman  lives  in  a  company 
owned  house  the  federal  law  makes 

certain  provisions,  but  othei'wise  leave"; matters  to  local  authorities. 
Just  now  the  Austrian  workman  is 

living  in  the  "silk  shirt  era"  as  it  was called  in  America.  He  does  not  literally 
buy  silk  shirts  and  automobiles,  as  they 
are  in  most  cases  more  expensive  than 
in  America,  but  he  throws  his  money 
away  on  other  luxuries.  Formerly  the 
workman  was  satisfied  if  he  could  have 
a  place  to  live,  buy  three  meals  a  day 
and  put  something  aside  for  a  rain^ 
day,  but  that  time  has  passed.  Now  he 
drinks  wine  instead  of  beer.  He  buys 
fine  clothes.  He  spends  a  lot  of  money 
at  the  candy  shops  and  confectioners. 
He  has  better  meals  than  formerly,  but 
he  saves  nothing,  which,  however,  is 
easy  to  understand. 

Era  of  Free  Spending 

Saving  money  in  Austria  in  these 
days  is  out  of  the  question  for  the 
average  person.  If  one  deposits  a  cer- 

tain sum  of  money  in  the  bank  today 
it  may  be  worth  only  half  as  much  30 
days  hence,  because  of  the  steady  de- 

preciation of  Austria  currency.  For 
instance,  early  in  June  it  took  10,000 
kronen  (Austrian  crowns)  to  equal  one 
dollar.  By  the  middle  of  July  it  took 
35,000  crowns  to  equal  one  dollar.  In 
other  words,  a  given  sum  deposited 
early  in  June,  depreciated  in  a  little 
over  a  month  to  a  point  where  it  was 
worth  less  than  one  third.  The  only 
possible  way  for  people  to  put  aside 
money  and  not  have  it  become  worthless 
is  to  buy  stocks  and  bonds,  although 
even  this  method  of  saving  is  far  from 
safe.  Most  people,  including  the  work- 

men, either  spend  their  surplus  funds 
or  buy  useful  articles  before  the  cur- 

rency goes  down  and  the  price  of  the 
goods  goes  up. 

The  scale  of  wages  for  the  workman 
is  a  sliding  one.  If  the  crown  falls  in 
value,  the  wages  go  up,  although  they 
do  not  keep  pace  one  with  another. 
The  wages  are  always  two  weeks  or  a 
month  behind  nothwithstanding  the  fact 
that  each  factory  has  clerks  doing 
nothing  else  but  correcting  the  scale 
of  wages.  On  July  18,  1922,  the  scale 
of  wages  for  metal  and  rubber  workers 
averaged  400,000  crowns  a  month. 
These  two  classes  constitute  about  the 
highest  paid  workmen.  The  sum  of 
course  sounds  enormous,  but  expressed 
in  dollars  it  was  only  about  $12.00  per 
month.  The  unions  fix  the  scale  of 
wages  and  do  not  allow  a  good  work- 

man to  be  paid  a  higher  hourly  rate 
than  a  poor  one,  so  the  factory  man- 
pgement   endeavors    to    give   the   good 

workman  the  best  paid  work.  In  this 
way  the  objections  to  a  fixed  scale  of 
wages  is  largely  overcome. 

In  connection  with  the  labor  unions 
it  is  interesting  to  note  that  they  are 
both  a  labor  an  a  political  organiza- 

tion. The  workmen  are  all  socialists 
and  formerly  controlled  the  government 
absolutely,  but  in  the  reecnt  elections 
a  more  conservative  and  capable  gov- 

ernment was  elected  by  the  Christly- 
Socialist  Party.  Communism  among 
the  workmen  seems  to  be  a  thing  of 
the  past.  Vienna,  with  a  population  of 
2  million  inhabitants  and  the  largest 
industrial  city,  formerly  had  quite  a 
few  communists  among  the  workmen, 
but  they  have  all  since  been  thrown 
out  by  the  men  themselves.  This  is 
true  of  most  industrial  centers  of 
Austria,  although  in  the  Wiener-Neu- 
stadt  district  there  is  still  a  great 
deal  of  radicalism.  However,  the  Aus- 

trian workman,  in  general,  is  a  good 
i.  itured,  intelligent  individual,  who  is 
aot  given  to  radicalism,  although  he 
calls  himself  a  socialist  and,  without 
exception,  belongs  to  a  labor  union. 

Safety  regulations  and  appliances  are 
required  by  law  and  are  very  strict, 
but,  as  IS  the  case  with  American  work- 

men, the  men  themselves  often  do  not 
observe  them.  Such  things  as  guards 
over  exposed  gears  or  chains  are  to 
be  found  on  all  machine  tools.  Large 
driving  belts,  such  as  are  used  to 
operate  tin  plate  rolling  mills,  are 
enclosed  and  in  every  possible  way  the 
safety  of  the  workman  is  provided  for. 
Where  necessary,  the  men  are  provided 
with  goggles  or  masks,  but  as  a  rule 
it  is  hard  to  make  them  wear  such 
articles.  When,  however,  a  workman 
is  injured  in  a  factory,  the  case  does 
not  go  to  court,  because  the  insurance 
takes  care  of  accidents  and  definite 
amounts  are  allowed  for  various  in- 

juries. This  avoids  litigation  which  is 
often  expensive  for  the  employer,  work- 

man, or  both,  to  say  nothing  of  the 
hard  feeling  it  creates,  and  everyone 
knows  what  to  expect,  if  a  given  acci- 

dent occurs.  The  question  of  how  an 
accident  has  happened  has  nothing  to 
do  with  the  amount  paid,  provided  the 
manufacturer  has  lived  up  to  the  law 
regarding  safety  appliances. 

Insurance  Compulsory 

The  workman  must  take  out  both  sick 
benefit  and  life  insurance.  His  employer 
pays  one-third  and  he  pays  two-thirds 
of  the  premium.  This  is  deducted  from 
his  pay.  Any  taxes,  such  as  income, 
are  also  deducted  and  paid  to  the  state 
by  the  employer.  If  a  workman  be- 

comes incapacitated  for  work  through 
age  or  any  other  reason  he  receives  a 
pension  from  the  state,  but  it  is  so 
small  at  present  that  he  would  starve 
to  death  without  any  other  Source  of 
income.  During  his  period  of  employ- 

ment each  workman  receives  free  med- 
ical attendance  and  if,  necessary,  all 

his  hospital  expenses  are  paid  by  his 
employer. 

Welfare  work  as  developed  in  the 
United  States  is  not  popular  with  fac- 

tory owner  or  worker.  A  workman's council  handles  all  matters  which  may 
arise  between  the  factory  management 
and  the  men,  whether  they  involve  indi- 

viduals or  g^roups  of  employees.  Should 
a  given  workman  have  a  grievance  of 
any  sort  he  must  lay  it  before  his 
council.  The  council  decides  whether 
the  grievance  is  justified  and,  if  so, 
lays  the  matter  before  the  factory 
management.  Questions  of  a  collective 
nature  are  handled  in  the  same  way. 
This  method  of  handling  disputes  has 
been  found  satisfactory  by  both  sides. 

Efficiency  Is  Improving 

To  provide  suitable  midday  meals,  the 
factories  operate  lunch  rooms  and  cafes 
which,  needless  tq  say,  are  operated  at 
a  loss.  The  patronage  given  these 
places  is  very  large  because  it  is  the 
most  inexpensive  way  to  secure  a  satis- 

factory meal.  The  management  does 
not  furnish  entertainments  during  the 
noon  hour,  but  in  many  instances  places 
an  auditorium  at  the  disposal  of  the 
workmen.  The  men  themselves  furnish 
and  pay  for  the  amusements,  which 
range  from  music  rendered  by  their  own 
band  to  that  of  famous  opera  singers 
and  include  other  forms  of  entertain- 

ment. The  present  day  audiences  at 
the  opera  in  Vienna  could  learn  a  great 
deal  regarding  silence  and  general  good 

behavior  from  the  workmen.  Children's 
playgrounds,  day  nurseries,  and  visit- 

ing nurses  are  all  provided,  not  by  the 
factory  management  by  by  the  work- 

men themselves  and  this  method  of 
welfare  work  has  proven  most  satis- 

factory. The  workmen  do  not  feel  that 

the  management  is  always  "butting  in" on  their  own  affairs,  yet  the  same 
benefits  are  obtained  without  a  certain 
paternalism  on  the  part  of  the  employer. 

The  eight-hour  day  and  the  forty- 
four  week  are  universal  in  Austria  and 
even  extend  to  the  stores  and  shops. 
In  the  steel  industry  also  the  eight- 
hour  day  is  used  and  has  been  found 
perfectly  satisfactory.  The  efficiency  of 
the  workman  is  much  higher  than  in 
the  period  immediately  after  the  war, 
but  has  not  reached  the  pre-war  stand- 

ard. The  Taylor  and  other  similar  sys- 
tems have  aroused  a  great  deal  of 

interest  and  factory  managers  have 
given  them   a   great   deal   of  thought. 

According  to  a  law  recently  passed 
an  individual  receives  80  per  cent  of 
what  he  would  get  if  he  were  employed 
at  his  trade.  This  law  was  obtained 
by  the  socialists  in  return  for  their 
help  in  passing  the  new  financial 
reorganization  laws. 

In  conclusion,  it  might  be  said  that 
most  plants  are  operating  at  from 
seventy-five  per  cent  to  one  hundred 
per  cent  of  their  capacity  and  that 
the  workmen  are  causing  little  or  no 
trouble.  Should,  however,  the  value  of 
the  Austrian  currency  suddenly  in- 

crease, the  factories  will  be  unable  to 
export  their  products  and  widespread 
unemployment  will  ensue.  What  result 
such  a  condition  would  bring  about  no 
one  is  willing  to  state,  but  all  believe 
it  would  cause  a  revolution. 
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YBXowtraKi  Paui.  Aub.  20. 
tiHrt  All  AaMrteMM  alirtu  trar^ 

•  MtlMT*.     It 
North  DmkoU 

k.  wlwn  Um  whrat   rrow« 
•r*   r«(*ptivr   tu   n«w 

polKiral  and  vronomtr.     In 
M  tar  ••  kOKittM*  condition*  arr  con- 

Um  fMUac  ia  acvrcoahrvty  opti- 
Tlw  cron  art  good,  credit  ia 
•MaiaaMo    and    ewry    one    ia 
laward  to  an  autumn  uf  activ- 

lljr  aai  pTMpvritT.  Tbvrr  u.  bowcvrr, 
aaaw  ShaaUafaction  at  rhm  lew  price 
at  wlkieil  wlMat  m  aalhnr  and  th«  prob- 
aMMty  b  Ikat  a  Ian*  portion  uf  th« 
y«ar^  jrMd  wiQ  ba  b«Id  in  the  hope  of 
aa  advaat*  and  becaose  it  i«  becominc 

tkat  the  railroad*  cannot  move  it 
proMatly.  In  this  hoMin|[  morement 
Um  War  Finance  Corporation  ia  asaiat- 
iac  bgr  proaiiainc  larfe  loan*  to  the 
variow  corporative  aaoociation*  that 
ha««  been  formed  amonr  the  farmers. 

A  coal  famine  thia  winter  ia  ceneralljr 
awl  taldicnantly  exported.  The  aetUe- 

'\  adopted  at  Clereland  will  add  only 
;  a  arfBiiNi  tana  aaikly  to  the  prao- 

aMvart  and  th««ii  H  mdoaM«»y 
km  wlHiSad  ta  faany  other  Held* 

rill  etap*e  be- 
•lurh  above  A.OOO.- 

Mt  ton«.  This  is  lea*  than  ronsump- 
tloa.  whereas  at  thb  time  of  the  year 
at  haat  4JDOOJ0OO  t«M  weekly  ahonld 
Bo  aMMftag  nrta  rtoriWi 
TW  local  nrwapapors,  inclndinc  the 

Chicaco  Tr\hMm»,  art  enconrarina  the 
boHof  that  the  coal  strika  aad  the  delay 
la  settlinff  it  ware  aaeeHaiv*  step*  in  a 
plaa  deliborately  doatgwd  to  mulct  the 
pMkt  \r  raWac  tba  prtee  of  coal.  For 
Ikia  tlM  coal  nUaa  operator*  ami  the 
OawinBHnt.  which  ha*  permitted  the 
praSleeiiag  allegod,  are  held  reapon- 
•Mo.  aad  it  b.  I  think,  almoat  cerUin 
that  tha  dtopleasare  felt  will  be  vicor- 
oaaljr  expraiaad  at  the  autumn  election. 

Ia  North  DskoU  an  effort  i«  beina 
aMila  la  atrip  aoaM  of  tho  licnite  coal 
hali  Ikat  the  state  poMaaaes  in  time  to 
ptaaUa  fiwl  for  tha  cwwlag  winter,  bat 
■  ■II in  li  Saahtfil  aa4  avw  if  the  rail- 
raa4  attifco  ahoaM  ha  settled  imme- 
diaUlv  and  If  the  Cleveland  aettlement 
•haald  be  extended  to  the  fleld*  from 
wM*  the  Uke  traflic  is  supplied  it  will 
ha  auoediacif  diArult  to  provide  the 
Narthwoot  wiUi  the  foel  H  Heads  before 

stWr  Mto  te. 

MoaatiaM  aai  SaiplU  tho  fact  that 
the  raflroadi  hao*  pat  matiy  clerk*  and 
statfM  haaSi  at  work  in  tba  diopa  tha 
fWHaf  alMfc  U  manifertly  deter iorat- 
l««  aa4  aattlnv  hi  bad  shape  to  handle 
tha  traSk  that  is  agarlag  and  aeeonnH 
brtiav.  Oar  laadlais,  with  Om  o««b> 
tiaa  af  coal,  at*  aaiy  «!•■•  to  iwearai, 
aad  aa  asal  aro^Mliaa  hMiaaas*  aMva- 
weaf  oT  ather  gaoda  will  be  hand!- 
capped.  TlM  sarplas  of  frvlirht  apelb 

"  for  tha  railroad*,  bat  tho 
af  traasportation  will  re- 

ladastrlal  activity,  aad 
tha  afferts  of  tha 

strike*  from  our  calculations  as  soon 
a*  they  are  over. 

One  of  the  olBcora  of  a  large  bank 
serving  this  region  told  me  that  he  was 
Relling  out  all  the  Liberty  Band^  and 
Trra*urv  CertiArate*  that  he  held  that 
he  might  be  prepared  to  meet  the 
dtmand  for  money  that  would  be  cau*ed 
by  an  inevitable  freight  blockade,  and 
tltat  he  knew  that  several  other  bankers 
Were  doing  likewise. 

But  the  prospective  railway  conges- 
tion and  coal  scarcity  are  the  only 

shadow*  that  bedim  the  sunshine  of 
optimism  and  prosperity  in  this  section, 
and  as  often  happens  it  may  be  that 
their  effect  will  be  less  serious  than 
expected  now  that  they  are  being  vigor- 

ously prepared  for. 

Tho  prices  which  producers  are  rs- 
ceiving  for  their  crops,  snd  for  their 
wool,  livestock  and  hides,  are  on  the 
whole  higher  than  a  year  aK«).  What- 

ever is  lacking  in  Western  buying  power 
will  be  made  up  in  the  .'^uuth,  and 
trade  during  the  New  Orleani  Fall 
Buyers'  Week  hn»  bi-en  extraordinarily 
good.  Undoubtedly  in  many  sections 
the  bludgeoning  of  deflation  was  so 
■evere  that  the  farmer  has  not  yet 
recovered,  but,  to  quote  an  lowan,  "The 
We»t  is  neither  broke  nor  blue."  and 
the  improvement  in  the  mail  order  and 
automobile  businesses  is  an  indication 
that  the  50  per  cent  of  our  purchasing 
power  repreaented  by  the  rural  districts 
intends  to  give  a  good  account  of  itself. 

The  commodity  markets  have  shown 
a  general  downward  trend  all  week.  As 
usual  this  is  ascribed  to  specific  in- 

fluences in  each  market,  but  the  prob- 
ability is  that  the  prevalent  optimism 

had  discounted  business  improvement 
u  little  I<K>  rapidly.  In  sugar  the  almost 
miraculous  disappearance  of  the  sur- 

plus started  everyone  talking  about  a 
shoriagr.  whereas  there  is  still  a  plen- 

tiful supply,  and  the  too  rapid  advance 
in  prices  has  been  followed  by  a  decline. 
Qonrv  is  dull  and  unsteady  because  the 
trade  is  afraid  Braxil  will  depress  the 
market  by  selling  B<iffle  of  the  stock  she 
ha*  been  withholding.  Rubber,  under 

pressure  of  a  surplus  such  as  there  was 
in  sugar  six  months  ago,  has  dropped 
to  a  new  low  record.  Cotton  is  sensi- 

tive to  an  favorable  foreign  news  one 
day  and  te  crop  killing  dispatches  the 
next.  It  has  iwtrT  regained  the  peak 
it  reached  on  the  August  1  report  and 
tho  chief  inflnence  in  the  market  seems 
to  be  the  fear  of  mill  men  thst  they 
will  not  be  able  to  sell  goods  st  s  proflt 
arhan  tiie  cotton  in  them  costs  more  thsn 

Bidas  have  reactad  a  little  after  their 
staadjr  advanea,  hot  wool  is  still  strong 
and  dstpito  Ui«  oecaslonal  pessimism 
which  has  been  noticeable  in  the  woolen 
irood*  trade  the  Am<Tiran  Woolen  Co. 
has  easily  sold  alt  the  material  it  can 
manafactare.  Petroleum  and  Its  prod- 

ucts, of  which  huge  stocks  have  l>e«n 
accamulated.  are  weak. 

Most  industries  are  beginning  to  feel 
the  effects  of  fuel  shortagi'.  Iron  and 
steel  output  has  been  further  curtailed 
and  probably  will  decline  xtill  more, 
and  the  Detroit  automobile  manufac- 

turers, who  have  been  making  astonish- 
ing records  in  production  and  salcn,  day 

they  will  have  to  stop  work  entirely 
unless  coal  is  soon  available.  From 
some  of  the  chief  industrial  renters  is 
reported  a  scarcity  of  skilled  labor, 
which  may  become  more  aggravated 
later  in  the  fall. 

Stocks  and  bonds  have  been  sluggish 
but  Arm,  nnd  railway  bonds  have  made 
new  hiirhs.  While  credit  is  abundant 
and  industrial  and  trade  confidence  jier- 
sists  there  is  no  reason  to  expert  any 
aetlMck.  The  changes  in  the  Federal 

Raaerve  .System's  report  for  the  week 
ware  unimportant.  Gold  holding.s  de- 

clined and  the  reserve  ratio  was  sliKhtly 
lower  at  80.2  per  cent.  The  Kansas 
Citjr  and  Minneapolis  bunks,  in  the 
grain  districts,  have  cut  their  redis- 

count rates  to  41  per  cent,  but  the 
reserve  hanks  have  voted  overwhelm- 

ingly against  a  proposal  to  establish  a 
specisl  rate  of  31  per  cent  on  agricul- 

tural paper. 

The  thirteenth  conference  of  the  Al- 
lies on   German   reparations  broke  up 

last   week   without  accompliBhini;   any- 
thing and   the   mark   declmed   until   on 

Thursday  n   thousand   could  bo  b<iught 
in  New  York  for  95  cents.     Except  as        ■ 
it    represents   faith   that   Germany   will       I 
pull  out.  or  lie  helped  out,  of  the  flnan-        ' 
clal  mire,  the  mark  is  worthless.     The 
people  seem   to  have   work   to  do  and 
enough   to  eat,   but  their   surplus   pro- 

duction is  practically  confiscated  to  pay 
reparation*  and  not  enough  of  it  can  be 
tisad   to   buy    food   and    raw   materials. 
Her  industry  csnnot  permanently  func-      j 
tion  on  such  a  one-siacd  basis.     Left  to      ■ 

herself,  with  ability  to  trade  her  sur-        ■ 
plus  for  the  things  she  needs,  Germany 
riiiirlil  tr.i  on  as  P'iIjmwI  iv  nrwl  imprnve 
1  iilturat  ;i;  "ii 

c  •  imnciul  «l«  i  i  i   :  ii'?<s 
she  olitains  nt  least  the  niil  of  a  mora- 
tt.rium  her  case  would  appear  hopeless. 
This  seems  so  apparent  that  it  is  my 
chief  reliance  in  prcHlieling  that  a  way 
will  be  found  to  grant  it. 

Many  .Senutors  have  invited  their 
political  ■!  n  by  putting  through 
a  highlv  tarin   which  there  Is 
no  doubt  the  American  people  do  not 
want.  How  much  harm  it,  and  the 
soldiers'  Iwinus  and  shin  subsidy  if  they 
should  be  passed,  will  do  to  business 
can  only  be  guessed  at  present.  Mean- 

time not  even  strikes  and  high  tuxes 
can  keep  the  wheels  from  revolving  nnd 
though  they  creak  and  Jerk  a  little  they 
are  likely  to  move  with  increasing 
smoothness  during  the  autumn.  Con- 

fidence prevails  that  strike  trouble* 
will  be  settled  soon  and  in  all  quarters 
there  is  to  be  found  optimism  for  fhe 
foturs.  A  clearing  of  F>uropean  skle* 
will  give  added  stimullus. 
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DIVIDEND  disbursem
ents  by  in- 

dustrial companies  to  stock- 
holders in  September,  accord- 

ing to  forecasts  just  made,  will 
amount  approximately  to 
$37,400,000  a  slight  decrease 

a.i  compared  with  the  cor- 
responding month  of  last 

year.  This  brings  the  total 
dividend  disbursement  by  in- 

dustrial companies  for  the 

current  year  to  date  to  $388,- 
700,300.  Steam  railroads 
will  pay  out  $14,7.50,000 
while  street  railways  will 
disburse  $3,025,000,  a  grand 

total  of  $5.5,175,000,  as  com- 
pared with  $56,200,500  paid 

out  by  companies  in  these 
three  classes  in  1921.  In- 

terest payments  will  aggre- 
gate $180,600,000. 

British  living  costs,  ac- 
cording to  the  index  figure 

for  July  just  announced  by 
the  Labor  Ministry,  is  81 
above  the  pre-war  level,  a 
drop  of  three  points  from 
that  of  June.  British  un- 

employment figures,  though 
istill  bad,  show  a  further 
slight  improvement.  The 
number  of  unemployed  on 
July  31  is  given  as  approxi- 

mately 1,400,000  as  compared  with 
1,4.55,000   at  the   end  of  June. 

Cost  of  food  and  other  commodi- 
ties, wholesale  and  retail,  in  the 

United  States,  took  an  upward  jump 
during  the  month  of  July,  retail  prices 
averaging  a  1  per  cent  increase,  while 
wholesale  prices  registered  a  gain  of 

about  3ii  per  cent  as  compared  with 
June  prices.  Comparison  of  whole- 

sale prices  in  June  with  those  of  a 
year    ago    indicated,    the    department 

Comparat ive  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 

.Average    of   New    ̂ 'ork,    Cbicago    and 
Clevelan d    Prices 

Unit 
Current 

Price 

Four 
Weeks Ago 

One 
Year 

Soft  steel  bars  . 
Cold      tinished 

shaftlim 

lirass  rods 
Solder  (  5  ami  \i 
Cotton  waste  . 

    per  lb   

per  lb. 

per  lb. per  lb..   
per  lb   

)i0.0273 

0.0365 
0.U.5 0  22 

0.11 

W.0252 
0.0335 
0.1550 
0.213 
0.11 

550.0278 

0  0428 

0.15'^ 

0.18 0.122 
Washers,   cast   i 

(Sin.).     ■   

on 

per  100  lb 

4.00 
3.83 

4.06 

I'.mery,     disks, 
cloth.    No.    1, 
in.  dia   

Lard  cuttinK  oil per  100  .. 
per  nal   
IH-rfral 

.     oFlist 

lip 

3.11 
0.575 0  36 

3.11 0.575 0  36 

Heltinj!,  leather, 
medium   

Machine    bolts 

40-5% 

(3(50% 
55% 

@/'0% 

40-5% 

@50% 

50%@ 

65-10% 
50%@. 

60-10% 

said,  that  the  general  price  level  had 
advanced  about  10  per  cent,  with  fuel 
and  lighting  materials  registering  an 
increase  of  36i  per  cent.  The  average 
retail  price  is  based  on  forty-three 
items   in  fifty-one  cities. 

Surplus   freight  cars — that  is,  cars 
in  good  repair  and  immediately  avail- 

able for  service  if  transportation  con- 
ditions warranted — totaled  174,927  on 

July  31,  or  a  decrease  of  28,395  cars 
since  July  23.  Surplus  coal  cars  stood 

at  131,267,  a  decrease  oi 
10,163  within  that  period. 
There  was  a  reduction  within 
the  same  time  of  13,778  in 
the  number  of  surplus  box 
cars. 

Steel  ingot  production  in 
July  according  to  the  reports 
issued  by  the  American  Iron 
&  Steel  Institute,  showed  a 
decrease  of  147,373  gross 
tons  for  30  steel  plants 
which  produced  87i  per  cent 
of  the  total  in  1921.  This 
is  the  second  month  of  the 

current  year  to  show  a  de- 
crease, June  production  hav- 

ing dropped  off  76,664  tons. 

July  production  totaled  2,- 
487,104  tons,  bringing  the 
tonnage  for  the  current  year 
to  date  up  to  15,986,490  as 
compared  with  16,826,946 
tons  produced  during  the  en- 

tire twelve  months   of   1921. 

Loadings  of  revenue 

freight  on  American  rail- 
roads for  the  week  ending 

August  5,  totaled  851,351 
cars  as  compared  with  859,733  in  the 
week  previous.  Compared  with  the 
corresponding  week  of  last  year  there 
is  an  increase  shown  of  65,173  cars, 
but  the  figure  shows  a  decrease  of 
84,379  as  against  the  same  period  of 
1920.  Coal  loadings  increased  2,872 
cars  over  last  week  but  decreased 

66,849    cars    as    compared   with    1921. 
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MontUl.v    iiveraee   of   ear    shortage,   NUrplUN    aiul    had    iirdiT 
irs  in  the  liiilei!  States   Imxeil  on  returns  to  the  ear  service 
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Monthly    average:      Ad.  Rumely;     Allis-Chalmei-H;    Amer 
lean   C'lin ;    Cotit.   Can;    Gen.   Klec;    Int.  lliirv.;    Nat.  Aeme; 
Und.  Type.;    We^t  l^lec.  A  Mfg.   Co.;    Worth.  Pomn. 
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Washinfton  Notes 
By  Paul  Wmttvh 

M  caatfvl  0<me  coaI  mtam  mmd  duUt> 
Unirn  is  — hwilai*.  hmlMj  Hmvm- 
nii  tkto  bhI  wm«.  OMgMH  Most 
BTMMa  lacMMloab  It  is  teprMtkwklc. 
I»  nl^  to  tiy  to  WtttoM  cuatral   in- 
<ia5Mr  ••  >  vaiMtonr  w»u.   whiu 
nxty  or  Mf««at;r  per  e*a(  of  Ik*  ep»r- 
Atofs  ««  viUuif  to  do  Um  aqnar* 
Uua(,  it  ia  Bot  /air  to  tltvoa  to  ailow  tk« 
r— iwilir  t*  ocmpy  •  pa«iUon  in  which 
tkmr  cm  tok*  advutMEt  of  Ik*  tittta- tioa  to  tlMir  Mm  mnSL 
lU  tfw  «f  InSsImHwi  koot  nitmi 

to  tka  ywyttw  kM  «•!  kom  workod 
oat.  8«««ral  ohonuitivM  or*  sudor 
tmrnkknUm  kct  no  a^rUion  will  be 

tko  depth  of  thr  problem b   
la  (lliiMili^  tko  txtont  to  which  the 

coaI  oyotoTi  kod  co-Moroted  with 
Wa  to  tko  eeatjol  of  pikoo  and  dU 
trikstioa.  Socrotonr  Hoeror  aoid  that 
ho  ka4  kooB  ffivoa  lOO  per  coot  ee-opor- 
otioa  ia  tko  amokeUo*  field  witk  al- 
aaoot  a>  good  performance  in  Virfiaia 
•ad  porta  of  We«t  VirKtnia. 

Adrkoa  reaching  Wuhington  are  to 
tta  affoct  that  Brttiah  coal  arriving  in 
New  York  i*  not  finding  a  ready  mar- 

ket. It  abo  haa  been  found  that  no  coal 
roteo  are  ta  effect  on  tkc  railroad*  from 
New  York  to  ialaad  pointa. 

Wido  poklicity  haa  been  riven  a 
ao«s  artklo  to  the  rfTcct  that  Com- 
JMVOO  Soorotary  Hoover  has  endorsed 
fho  MoItIc  syttero.  SecreUry  Hoover 
Matoo  llMt  BO  ia  at  a  losa  to  ander- 
Btaad  kov  01A  a  roport  originated. 
Bo  kaa  aet  oadorsod  tho  compulsory 
BM  of  the  motric  ayftem,  he  toys. 

Eotaklishmoat  of  foreign  trade  sonea 
st  a  aaiakor  of  American  ports  prac- 
tkaMy  ki  oaosrad  by  the  action  of  the 
ITs— fg  OB  Aa(.  M  in  adopting,  with 
pfBctiealiir  bo  oppooition,  an  amend- 
BMSrt  to  tko  tariff  bill  which  woald 
aatkortoa  tko  creation  nf  auch  tonoo. 
IW  plaa  for  tko  oowrallcd  freeport* 
kas  MOB  ilsaiiBlli  sil  by  ultra-protec- 
tioaisU  as  a  f  roo  trade  ackemr.  To 

of  tko  okjoetioas  voiced 
tko  Senate  com - 

the  orisinal 
•  astkerity  to  esubUah 
eaterpriseo  witkia  tko 

ft'wUl  be  pooaiMe,  kowovor. axkiMt,  break-up,  repack, 
,  dWtrtbttte,  aort,  rvAne.  girode. 
lis,  and  otkerwiae  manipulate 

foreign  or  doBMStie  oierrhandise  in  an 
CO  with  tko 
looraiac  tko 

of  laotitaadlso  wffi  bo  requirod. 
'  oxlottac  tow  say  goods  landod 

to  tUs  ooaatry  araat  paaa  tkroagk  tho 
Caotaai  Hoaao.  If  tkey  are  ro- 

M  Bor  c*nt  of  the  doty  poid  is 
to  oddttioe  to  tiM  looo  of 

tar  coat  of  the  daty.  tkcre  is  tko 
loiporlaat  coaaidoraitioB  of  vexa- 
sad  twsity  delays  ia  complying 

arftk  tho  rod  tops  aiiich  aceoniponios 
oalry  tkrwagh  tho  jCBBtoai  Hoooo 

^Boat  dispatcfc  of  tho 
altor  tkoy  iiave  been 

BMrvkaadiao   or 

   I  fonas.    Tko  do- l^w  aad  aBaoyaaeas  of  tkis  procodore 
VBfB  OBlll  aa  to  4is>earage  almoat  en* 
tiroly  aar  iHaitfwr  af  foreign  aierchaa- 
dioo  to  traaait  Wf  Maktag  this  pooaiUo 
It  io  kolJaea*  that  oabotoatlsl  odvsa- 
toan  vfO  oasw  to  AaMrfcaa  iadaotry 

Maajrakips 

ooaw  to  tke  United  Siaiee  in  ballast,  it 
is  declarvd.  which  would  bring  cargoes 
for  Irana-ahipmrnt  to  various  other 
coBBtrieo  were  it  not  for  the  difficulties 
of  our  costonit  legulationa.  One  of  the 
great  advantages  of  allowing  transit 
privileges  on  foreign  cargoes  Is  the 
fact  that  on  tkoir  ro-asaembly  at 
American  porta,  domeetic  merchandise 
will  be  mixed  with  the  shipmrnis  of 
foreign  origin. 

Tkere  has  not  iMen  the  slightest  sur- 
render  on  tke  part  of  the  administra- 

tion of  its  intention  to  bring  about 

Sractical  reorganisation  of  the  execu- 
ive  departments  of  the  Federal 
Government.  A  tentative  report  was 
laid  l>efore  the  IVesident  aeveral 
months  ago.  It  has  not  been  made 
public  due  to  the  fact  that  the  report 
as  xubmitttHl  is  not  acceptable  to  all 
the  department  heads.  It  Is  lielieved, 
however,  that  certain  changes  in  the 

plan  can  be  made  so  as  to  secure 
for  it  the  unanimous  support  of  the 
department  heads  or  at  least  any  dis- 

senting opinions  that  may  be  offered 
will  be  of  minor  importance. 
Wero  the  report  to  be  sent  to 

Congress  without  the  endorsement  of 
certain  of  the  department  heads,  it  is 
lecognised  that  the  possibility  of 
securing  the  legislation  would  be  less- 

ened. Moreover  the  legislative  situa- 
tion, since  the  report  was  submitted  to 

the  President,  has  t>een  such  as  to  pre- 
clude action  on  reorganisation.  In  ad- 

dition if  the  report  were  made  public 
in  ita  tontative  form  and  before 
unanimous  ondorsoment  by  departmont 
heads  has  been  secured,  there  is  a  feel- 

ing that  it  would  invoke  non-conHtruc- 
tive  criticism  and  arouse  agitation 
which  would  serve  no  good  purpose. 

It  can  be  stated  authoriutively  that 
the  reorganisation  proposal  has  not 
l>e«n  laid  aside  indefinitely. 

In  190S  he  joined  the  De  La  Vargne 

Machine    Company     as    m,--  for the    installation    uf    thcii  it- 
ing  machinery,  travelinK  .  \..  i..-..ily 
thruuKliuut  the  country,  particularly  in 
the  .^outh  ami  Southwt-st.  In  1911  he 
n-turiuHl  to  the  Bullanl  Oum|>any  in  a 
(•alc>!)  capacity  with  heailiiuarters  suc- 

cessively in  Chicago,  Cleveland  and 
Philadelphia.  His  last  year  in  sales 
woric  was  spent  in  Bnifland,  this  hoing 
1B14  and  coincident  with  Ihc  bvKnininij; 
of  the  world  war.  1 

On-  his  return  to  Bridgeport  he  be-       9 
came  manager  of  Employment  and  In-        ' dustrial  ReTiition.s  at  the  Broad  Street 

plant.     His  work  here  was  so  success- 
ful  that  the  Bullard  shop  was  noted  for      -M the  way  in  which  it  was  steered  safely      % 
through   the   rocky   channels  of   indus- 

trial    difficulties     which     beset     moat 
Bridgeport   manufacturers   during    the 
war  years.     Frank  Smith  had  the  |>cr- 
sonality,  the  vision  and  tho  knowledire 
of  human  nature  which  made  his  deal- 

ings with  men  of  all  kinds  successful 
from  every  point  of  view. 

With  the  moving  of  the  Bullard  ahop 
to  the  Black  Rock  plant  in  1920  he 
became  works  manager,  occupying  the 
position  until  his  death.  Mr.  Smith 
was  also  active  in  the  mechanical  de- 

velopment of  Bullard  productx  and  ho 
alao  patented  u  number  of  mininic  nnd 
automotive  devices.  He  was  a  luem- 
her  of  the  Algonquin  Club  and  sIku  of 
the  Masonic  order.  He  leaves  a  widow 
and  brother  as  well  as  a  host  of  friend.4 
who  will  miss  his  genial  welcome  ut 
the  Bullard  plane 

Frank  Burr  Smith  Dead 
Prank  Bt'mt  Smith,  works  manager 

of  the  Bullard  Machin*  Tool  Co., 
Bridgeport,  Conn.,  died  Aug.  10th,  as 
tko  mult  of  an  acute  attack  of  appen- 

dicitis. Bom  in  Fairfield  in  1872  and 
educated  in  Bridgeport,  he  entered  the 
employ  of  the  Bullard  Machine  Tool 
CoBipany  in   1890  aa   a  machinist  ap- 

prentko,  goiac  to  tho  englnoorinK  do- 
partnent  on  completion  of  his  appren- 
ticoahip.  I^eaving  in  IM94  becauae  of 
bronchial  difflcolty,  b«  went  to  Colo- 

rado and  did  prospocting  and  mining, 
which  ho  followed  in  vsrioas  cspacities 
for  sovoral  years. 

Business  Items 1 
The  Ohio  Electric  and  Controller  Co., 

Cleveland,  Ohio,  announces  the  appoint- 
ment, affective  September  1,  of  C.  J. 

Paget,  as  sales  representative.  Mr. 
Pagcl  has  boon  associatod  with  the 
Bobbins  A  Myers  Co.  in  the  Cleveland district 

The  Ohio  Electric  and  Controller  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio,  announces  the  appoint- 

ment of  Paul  H.  Diver  as  manager  of 
sales.  Mr.  Diver  has  been  associnti'l 
with  this  company  four  yeors  aa  sulis 
representative. 

The  Atlantic  Coast  Line  Rsilroa '. Co.,  Savannah,  (la.,  will  enlarge  its 
Southover  machliK'  hIkikk,  the  present 
plan  being  to  inv.  $1(10,000  for 

this  puriHise,  in<  ■  •  w  (-(luipmcnt and  improved  maehineiy. 

The  Elliott  Co.,  Jcannette,  I'a.,  manu- 
facturer «if  power  accessories,  will  open 

a  branch  oflVce  in  Atlanta  in  the  latter 

part  of  August,  according  to  an  an- fiouncement  by  James  E.  Watson,  vice 

president  of  the  company.  H.  A.  Hoff- 
man, formerly  of  Philadelphia,  has  been 

named  manager  for  the  Atlanta  dis- 

trict. 
Tho  Loshl>ough-Jordan  Tool  and  Ma- 

chine Co.,  Elkhart,  Ind.,  through  J.  C. 
Jordan,  announces  that  the  company 
will,  in  the  future,  be  operated  as  a 

partnership  with  a  broader  scope  to ItM  activities  and   interests. 

The  Groton  Iron  Works,  Groton, 
Conn.,  according  to  reports,  will  be 
laased  by  tho  New  York,  .New  Haven 
and  Hartford  Rsilroad  Co.  An  official 
of  tho  railroad  company  stated  that 
inability  to  get  cerUin  grades  of  work 
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Vi»e,   DriUinE  Machine 
J.  L.  Austin  Manufacturing  Co.,  419  Van  Buren  St. 

Milwaukee,  Wis. 

"American  Maciilnist,"  May  4,  1922 

Die,  Screw-Cutting,  Two-Part,  "Reliable" 
Conant  &  Doneison,  Conway,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  May  4,   1922 

The  vise  is  used  in  place  of 
special  jigs  and  fixtures  for 
quiclcly  securing  small  parts 
which  require  drilling.  It  is 
made  of  cast  iron  and  ha.f  two 
flanges  on  the  base  for  attach- 

ment to  the  table  of  the  drilling 
machine.  The  handle  is  so  se- 

cured to  the  end  of  the  operat- 
ing screw  that  it  can  be  ̂ wiv- 

pled  for  operating  in  cramped 
positions.  The  jaws  are  3  in. 
wide  and  IJ  in.  deep,  and  open  4  in.  The  a-in.  screw  has  a 
thread.     Weight,  10  pounds. 

n  Acme 

The  die  is  made  in  all  com- 
mercial sizes  from  ^,  in.  upward 

and  fits  the  same  collets  that  the 
corresponding  sizes  of  the  regular 
product  fit.  The  special  feature 
of  the  die  is  the  way  in  which  ihc 
face  is  ground  to  curl  the  chips 
ahead  of  itself,  instead  of  allnw- 
ing  them  to  fill  and  clog  the 
clearance  spaces.  This  is  ai  com- 
plished  by  undercutting  the  edges 
in  a  sharp  diagonal. 

Handle,  VlHe 

Bentley  &  Holmgren,   40fi  Court  Exchange  Bldg., 
Bridgeport,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist."  May  4,  1922 

Hradstork,  Lathe,  Lapping  and  Filing 
Marvin  &  Casler  Co.,  Canastota,  N.  Y. 

"-■American  Machinist,"  M.ny  4,  1922 

The  vise  handle  is  used  for 
positioning  the  movable  jaw  of 
a  screw-type  milling  m.ichine 
vise,  as  the  ordinary  handli- 
sometimes  interferes  with  tli" 
table  or  the  setting.  The  handle 
lias  two  square  holes  at  right - 
angles  to  each  other  in  the  bos.s. 
When  the  liandle  is  applied  in 
one  position,  as  .shown  at  the 
left,  it  clears  the  table  and  can 
be  revolved.  Applied  as  shown 
at  the  right,  it  gives  a  long 
lever  to  tighten  the  screw.  The 
handle  is  made  in  a  range  of 
sizes,  having  holes  from  J  to  5  in.  The  smallest  size  has  a  IJ-ln. 
radius  of  swing  with  the  short  leverage,  and  a  5-in.  radius  with 
the  long  leverage.  Tlie  swings  of  the  largest  handle  are  2$  and  9J inches. 

This  lathe  headstock  Is  used 
when  lapping  and  filing  small 
parts.  It  is  shown  equipped  with 
a  guard  for  the  driving  belt.  The 
headstock  is  fitted  with  ball  bear- 

ings at  each  end  of  the  spindle. 
It  may  be  equipped  eitlier  with  a 
twin-screw  drill  chuck  or  a  three- 
jaw  chuck.  The  base  of  the  head- 
stock  is  lOJ  in.  long,  and  the  dis- 

tance from  the  pulley  to  the  drill 
chuck  is  141  inches. 

Itrilline   Machine.   Uprieht.  Automatic,  Duplex,  "Autoplex" 
H.  Edsil  Barr,  EJrie,  Pa. 

"American   Machinist,"  May   11,   1922 

Bending,  Forming  and  Shearing  Machine,  UniverNnI 
Bussel  Machine  Co.,  EI  Paso,  Texas 

"American  Machinist,"  May   11,   1922 

The  machine  is  intended  for  high- 
speed drilling,  reaming,  facing  and 

polishing,  drilling  automatically  and 
dropping  the  parts  into  a  chute.  Two 
spindles,  mounted  on  the  face  of  the 
column,  each  rotate  in  a  .square  guide 
block  or  quill  and  are  driven  by  a 
three-step  pulley.  The  feed  and  the 
work  chucii  are  operated  by  a  five- 
step  cone  pulley  at  the  rear.  Each 
fixture  head  is  removable,  has  four 
pockets  to  hold  the  work,  and  can  be 
adjusted  vertically  by  the  handwheel 
beneath  it.  The  work  is  usually  car- 

ried on  a  sheet-metal  container,  and 
the  operator  feeds  one  head  with  eaeli 
hand.  Drills  or  reamers  up  to  %  in. 
in  size  can  be  handled. 

(utter  Holder,  Angle,  Adjustable 
Warner  &  .Swasey  Co.,  Cleveland.  Ohio 

"American   Machinist."  Mav   11,   1922 

The  machine  is  hand-operated 
and  furnished  in  three  sizes,  the 
smallest  size  being  intended  for 
bench  mounting.  The  medium 
sized  or  No.  2  machine  lias  only 
one  bending  post  and  no  shear- 

ing plate  or  compound  ratchet  ; 
but  the  No.  3  size,  as  illustrated, 
is  equipped  for  forming  and 
shearing  and  has  a  compound 
ratchet  lever  and  two  bending 
posts  for  light  and  heavy  work. 
No  extra  dies  are  required.  The 
machine  operates  either  right- 
or  left-handed.  Bending  ca- 

pacity of  No.  3  model :  small 
post,    cold    ̂     X    6    in.    and    S-in. 
round  or  square  steel,  and  hot  8x6  in.  witli  a  sharp  corner ; 
large  post,  cold  i  x  6  in.,  hot  1  x  6  in.  with  a  sharp  corner,  and 
18x6  in.  with  a  round  corner,  and  pipe  up  to  2  in.  in  diameter. 
Weight,  S40  pounds. 

Belt  Shifter,  Automatic,  "Kleckler~ 
Keuka  Industries.  Inc..  Hanimond.sport,  N.  Y. 

"American  Machinist,"  May   11,  1922 

With  the  device  cutter.<!  can  be 
■adjusted  to  limits  as  small  as 
U.OOii.l  in.  A  graduated  adjust- 

ing screw  oi>t'rates  a  small  cutter 
slide.  The  loeli  screw  is  ordinarily 
drawn  up  lightly  and  kept  in  tiiat 
position,  so  that  tile  adjustment 
can  be  made  without  changing 
the  tension  of  the  screw.  Thi' 
(\Ka('t  size  of  the  work  can  be- 
mainl.'iined  as  tile  cutting  edge 
wears  down  and  as  tlie  machine  warms  up 

t 

The  device  is  for  use  on  all  ma- 
chines operated  by  belts  running  on 

<'one  pulleys.  Tlie  iielt  does  not 
slacken  to  a  great  extent  during  tlie 
shifting,  and  only  one  iiand  is  neces- 

sary to  operate  the  device.  A  loop  fits 
the  belt  at  both  the  countershaft  and 
the  machine  pulley,  and  is  .so  pivoted 
that  its  sides  remain  parallel  with  tlie 
belt  for  all  movements.  Near  eaeli 
end  of  the  mechanism  is  a  weigiited 
pendulum  pivoted  to  the  outer  ends  of 
the  belt  actuating  levers.  P.elts  from 
2  to  ,')  in.  in  width  on  any  standard 
machine  can  be  handlid.  and  tlie  di- 
vice  can  be  applied  to  most  lathes  Ijy 
si'curing  it  under  the  rear  cap.  bolts. 
For  long  and  heavy  belts,  heavier 
liendulums  are  provided. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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is  a  ̂ OM  fke- 
i«Ui««4  pUna 
■4  too  nuMi  at 

tk* 

tM  \mw  U  Oh 
_  ar*  ortlanr.  aaall  toolik 
•te.  TlH  capital  atotii  of 
qr  !•  MMO^  Md  tha  iaeor- ra:  BawsM  S.  Hitc)wock« 

Wad«a- 

  by  Um  atartkin  of  the  followinir 
oOcars:  Praaidanl.  C.  L.  Rirraon,  Bronx- 
villa,  N.  Y.;  vlce-prcnident.  1.  S.  B«tt». 
Naw  York  City;  treasurer,  Charles  W. 

Many,  Weat  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  and  aecra- 
tary,  Ckwr(«  Bingham,  Plainfleld.  N.  J. 

TW  Bitdgapuit  Brooat  Co..  Bridg»- 
Cauk.    kas    baan     incorporatad 
CiMlava    of     Connvcttrut,     to 
tai  tko  brasM  foundry  businaaa. 

will    bo    capiUliaed    at 
mwA  iIm  iacorporatDra  include: 

tkaa  Grout,  11  IS  Slain  St.,  Bridce- 
Howard  U  Schaff  and  Hilda  M. 

,  alao  of  tliat  city. 

Dolaarart.  Lackawanna  and 
Baflvoad  Co.,  one  of  tha  rail- 

orUch  dtpenda  to  a  large  degree 
opea  tha  iiitiiint  of  coal  for  iu  rev- 
aasaa,  raperta  a  Jona  groaa  of  $S,Mlr 
M7,  a  itxi9  of  tt,0«4,M5.  comparad 
widi  tW  rorraapeoding  month  a  yoar 

Tho  Marlia  Raritwall  Corporation 
nparta  a  aat  loaa  of  SS4,480  for  tha 
ais  amrfths  aadad  Joaa  SO,  1922.  afUr 
aO  chargaa.  TIm  groaa  income  was 

dsdaedoas  ware  |»7S,449. 
expenaaa,  iotareat 

iik  plant  expanaaa. 

TW  International  Machine  Tool  Ca 
organised  in  Indianapolia  for 

I  of  manufacturing  tools  and 
O  lando  B.  lies,  president 

of  tlia  Indianapolis  Chamber  of  Com- 
Rarre,  and  a  wall  known  manufacturer 
ia  one  of  tha  orgaaiaara.  Among  the 
others  are  Bihar  D.  Ilaa  and  T.  F. 
Dirfcinaon.  TiM  eoamaay  will  liava  a 
capital  alacfc  of  MS.MO. 

Tha  Walah  BoOar  Worfca,  Holvoke, 
Maaa.,  baa  Itaan  oBlargod  in  accordance 
with  foqaiiMMata  for  tha  repairing  of 

hhI  Matea  Raflroad  loeomotiVea. 
toiaati   mas  bow  ba  rapairao 

Ihara  at  ona  tliaa. 

Tha  Amarican  Rafrinrattng  Ma- 
cUm  Oil,  lae^  Hartford.  CooiLf  raeoBtly 
MMarporatad    to    auka    rcfri(arsting 
mmmbmn,  atai*  orgaalaad  tfM  oeamaBy 
AffhMt  On  paat  voak.  alaetlag  oOcara 
aa  foOowa:  Praaident.  Edward  Ct^rlaon, 
Waat  Hartford,  Coon.;  vira-proaldant 
aadaiMral  lawagir,  Eric  .S.  Sandbarg, 
SS  Browa  Btroot,  Hartford  Conn.:  aoo- 
retary  and  treasurer,  Joaaph  H.  King, 

<  of  West  Hartford. 

The  Oiflon  Maaafactaring  Co..  New- 
ark. K.  J..  iMa  6iad  notiea  of  organisa- 

tlaa  to  operau  a  plant  at  IW  Market 
Btraat.  for  tha  maoofactara  of  radio 
a^aiyaMM  aad  parta.  Tha  eeai^aay  ia 
hiaJadhy  Charka  B.  Whippla. 

TW  Vaa  Driiiir  Brothara.  XXVt  Coa- 
aavd  Aaai.  DatiwH,  Mich.,  aaaooacaa 
that  tha  aalo  aad  aatribotioo  of  Van 
Dnaaar  ryUador  rahoring  toola.  until 
ruMUy  haaHid  by  tha  Intaroatioaal 
PtmlMiilag  aaianiaiirti^  Ca.  of  that 
WK^t    VlB«    nvS    MW    Ottf    09 *"        by 

Tha laaitagtaa  Catlary  Worha.  Inc. 
I  aad  Saariaw  Avaa^  Bridgoport, 

with  acap- 
thalawa /  ;atl8ry 

argaaiaaa  una  paat 

Personals o 
  E.  TiTOom  of  tha  McMylar 

InteraUto  Co.,  50  Church  Street,  New 
York  City,  haa  just  returned  home 
from  a  flva  months'  tour  of  inspection 
of  Europaan  ports. 
A.  L.  Roanrrs,  formerly  master 

mechanic  of  the  Lehigh  Valley  Rail- 
road and  more  recently  chief  engineer 

of  the  Atlas  Crucible  Steal  Co.,  Dun- 
kirk. N.  Y..  has  been  appointed  sales 

engineer  of  the  railroad  department  of 
the  United  Alloy  Steel  Company,  Can- 

ton, Ohio. 
Skvbrxn  p.  Km,  Jr.,  identified  for 

the  past  two  yeara  with  the  Sharon 
Steel  Hoop  Co.,  Sharon,  Pa.,  has  been 
made  general  manager  of  sales  of  the 
AahUbula  Steel  Co.,  AshUbula,  Ohio. 
Gaoacg  T.  Christopher,  formerly 

assistant  superintendent  and  produc- 
tion manager  of  the  Dayton  Labora- 

tories Co.,  Dayton,  Ohio,  has  been  ap- 
pointed general  superintendent  of  that company. 

Samuel  F.  Long,  of  Canton,  Ohio, 

has  been  appointed  sales  represenU- tive  of  the  National  Roll  and  Foundry 
Co.,  Avonmore,  Pa. 
John  F.  Kalk,  formerly  with  the 

Dunham  Co.,  Berea,  Ohio,  and  for  the 
last  three  years  superintendent  of  the 
Muskegon  Castings  Co.,  Muskegon, 
Mich.,  has  been  appointed  superin- 

tendent of  the  Eagle  Foundry  Co.,  of 
MosluBgon. 

Tbomab  Stewart,  until  recently  with 
the  Inter  SUte  Foundry  Co.,  Cleveland, 
has  itut  been  made  superintendent  of 
the  Mnakegon  Castings  Co.,  succeeding 
John  F.  Kalk. 

ARTHtm  Whittraft,  manager  of 
alaal  sales,  Hadtield-Penficld  .Steel  Co., 
Bncyrua,  Ohio,  in  addition  to  his  pra- viotM  duties  has  also  been  placed  in 
charge  of  all  foundry  operations  at  the 
south  works  of  the  company,  Bucyrus, 
Ohio. 

Harry  W.  Htn^roRXN,  salaaman  for 
the  Skinnar  Chuck  Co.,  New  BriUin, 
Conn.,  raaignad  his  poaition  Aug.  1. 

M.  A.  Antoine  of  France,  engineer 
of  roads  and  bridges,  is  in  this  country 
on  a  miasion  relating  to  the  study  of 

bousing  and  building  constrtKtion  gen- 
erally, and  problems  of  industrial  man- 

agamant  He  rapraaenU  the  French 
Dapairtnent  of  Public  Works,  the 
CoeiitA  Michelin.  and  tha  Association 
of  French  Contractor!.  The  Comit4 
Michelin  corresponds  somewfaat  to  our 
Taylor  Society  and  is  angagad  in 
studying  the  poasibilitias  of  afflciancy 
managcmpnt  as  applied  to  French  la- 
doatnaa.  Mr.  Antoina'a  haadqaartara, 
whila  in  thia  country,  are  in  tha  oflleaa 
of  tha  Taylor  Society,  20  Waat  SOth 
St.,  Naw  York  City. 

Joaani  Prnmr.  for  a  nmnbar  of  yaars 
paat  aaaoeUtad  with  the  U.  S.  Steal 
ProdacU  Co.,  haa  bean  appointed  aalaa 
nrpraaaatativa  of  tha  Waavar  Maaofae- 
taotog  Co.,  Sprfngflald,  IU.,  manvfac- 
tarars  gf  garage  and  stiop  aqnipmant. 

and  will  cover  the  Stataa  of  Texaa, 
Oklahoma,  Arkansas,  and  Louisiana 
with  the  exception  of  the  cities  of 
El  Paso  and  New  Orleans,  ile  will 
make  his  headquarters  in  one  of  the 
Taxaa  ciUaa  at  an  early  data. 

Del  Lang,  for  the  paat  Ave  years 
associated  with  the  Chamolon  spark 

Plug  Co.,  has  been  appointed  sales  rep- 
resentative of  the  Weaver  Manufactur- 

ing Co.,  Spriniflield,  HI.,  manufacturers 
of  garage  and  Hhop  eauipment  Hnd  will 
cover  the  states  of  Wisconsin,  Minne- 

sota, North  and  South  Dakota  and 
Illinoii  with  the  exception  of  the  City 

of  Quincy.  He  will  make  his  head- 
quarters at  3608  Eleventh  Ave.,  South, 

Minneapolis,  Minn. 

W.  Clayton  Farris.  for  aeveral  years 
associated  with  the  Home  Co.,  Ltd.,  of 
Japan  and,  for  the  past  year,  manager 

of  the  company's  branch  in  Osaka,  has 
recently  returned  to  the  United  States 
to  spend  his  vacation.  During  his  stay 
in  the  United  SUtes  he  will  make  his 
headquarters  at  the  New  York  offices 
of  the  company,  61  Chambers  Street, New  York  City. 

Albert  J.  Woodruff,  president  of 
the  Woodruff  Machinery  Co.,  AtlanU, 
Jobber  of  machinery  and  supplies,  is  a 
candidate  for  the  Georgia  state  legisla- 

ture at  the  primariaa  to  ba  held  in 

September. 

I Obittxary t 

1i 

CoiJCMAN  SlUXM,  Jr.,  president  of 
William  Sellera  h  Co.,  Philadelphia, 
died  August  16th,  after  an  illness  of 
three  months,  in  his  seventieth  year. 
An  appreciation  of  his  work  in  carry- 

ing on  this  pioneer  machine  tool  build- 
ing firm  will  appear  in  a  later  isaue. 

Datio  Wadbworth,  one  of  the  lead- 
ing manufacturers  of  central  New 

York,  died  at  his  home  August  16  at 
74.  He  was  head  of  the  David  Wads- 
worth  and  Son  plant,  manufacturing 
scythaa  and  knives  for  agricultural  im- 

plements. He  was  Alderman,  Water 
Commissioner  and  twice  Mayor  of 
Auburn.  His  industry  is  one  of  the 
oldest  in  America,  having  been  founded 
more  than  a  century  ago  at  Grafton, 
Maaa. 

Oborgi     Bicknexi^     secretary     and 
treasurer  of  the  Meridcn  Machine  Tool 
Co.,  manufacturer  of  tools,  etc..  Meri- 
den.  Conn.,  died  August  16  at  his  home 
after  a  long  illness.     Mr.  Bioknell  was       j 
wall  known  In  industrial  circles  through-       | 
out  the  east.    He  was  born  in  Belfast,        * 
Maine,  November  26,  1861. 

Thomaj  E.  Deblby  of  Robert  Daalay      J 
and  Co.,  maker  of  sunr  refining  ma-       ■ 
chinery.  New  York  City,  died  August 
13,  1922,  at  his  residence  in  the  New 
York  Athletic  Club. 

Jamer  Kennedy,  engineer,  editor  and 
author,  died  suddenly  on  Auifust  14th, 
1922,  at  his  home,  128  West  129th 
Street,  New  York  City.  He  was  at  the 
time  of  his  death  editor  and  president 
of  the  Angus  Sinclair  Publishing  Com- 

pany. Mr.  Kennedy  was  72  years  old. Ha  learned  the  machinist  trade  and 
worked  at  locomotiva  construction  and 
repair  work  whila  itndying  at  night. 
He   was   In   charge  of  the   locomotive 
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shops  of  the  New  York  Elevated  Rail- 
road from  1879  until  1902.  Mr.  Ken- 
nedy was  chief  cashier  in  the  Water 

Department  of  the  city  in  1903  and 
deputy  superintendent  of  elections  in 
1904.  In  the  following  year  he  became 
associate  editor  of  Railway  and  Loco- 

motive Engineering.  He  was  made 
managing  editor  in  1910. 

William  Taylor,  superintendent  of 
the  Walden  Knife  Works,  Walden, 
N.  Y.,  died  August  15,  1922,  at  his  home 
in  Walden,  aged  45. 

Offlcial   report   of   the    Ninth    National    Kor- 
eien  Trade  Convention  at  Philadelphia, 
May    10.    11    and    13.    lOii.      8    X    9-in 
621  pages.     Issued  by  the  Secretary  of 
the    National    Foreign    Trade    Council, 
New  Yorl<,  N.  Y. 

If    one    needed    to    be    convinced    of   the 
general  interest  in  foreign  trade,  a  perusal 
of    this    volume    would    surely    dispel    any 
illusions  to  the  contrary.     The  volume  con- 

tains the  addresses  and  discussions  of  the 
convention,  which  were   given   by   title  and 
outline  at  the  time  in  these  columns.     The 
addresses  cover   foreign   loans,   depreciated 
currency,    need   of  foreign   trade,    effect    of 
high      taxation,      teaching      of      economics, 
credits    and    acceptances,    net    prices    and 
discounts,      merchant      marine,      insurance, 
bonded      service,      arbitration ;      European, 
South  American  and  Par  Eastern  business, 
agriculture,    exchange,    financing,     exports, 
co-operation,    use    of    information    and    ad- 

vertising,  foreign   trade  policies,   and   such 
matters. 
One  of  the  most  impressive  addresses, 

and  one  which  should  be  studied  by  busi- 
ness men  generally,  whether  they  are  di- 

rectly interested  in  export  or  not,  was  de- 
livered by  Walter  Lichtenstein,  Ph.D.,  of 

the  First  National  Bank  of  Chicago,  III. 
Under  the  title  of  "Need  for  Imports  to 
Pay  for  Exports"  he  points  out  many  ob- vious truths  which  are  too  often  overlooked 
by  business  men  as  well  as  legislators. 
He  shows  plainly  that  exports  must  mean 
imports  as  well,  and  that  artificial  bar- 

riers to  import  make  export  more  difficult, 
if  not  impossible.  This  address  alone  will 
well  repay  securing  a  copy  of  the  volume 
tor  one's  reference  library. 
.'Vircrraft  Year  Book.  1928.     6  X  9-ln.     Two 

hundred    and    forty-six     pages.      Pub- 
U.-ihed  by  the  Aeronautical  Chamber  of 
Commerce,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

The   year   book   of   the   aircraft   industry 
has  become  an  Institution  which  chronicles 
the  progress  of  our  latest  method  of  trans- 

portation,  a   method   which   is   soon    to    be 
much  more  prominent  than  at  present.    The 
book    reviews    the    advance    of    commercial 
aviation,  the  status  of  laws  governing  avia- 

tion and   the   need   for  others,   accomplish- 
ments   of    other    nations    and    many    other 

subjects.      The    achievements     of     the     air 
force  in  bombing  the  battleships  is  given  in 
detail  and  with  illustrations. 

There  are  six  chapters  in  the  book,  which 
occupy  the  first  160  pages.  The  appendix 
which  follows  includes  data  on  the  activi- 

ties of  the  War  and  Navy  Departments, 
the  Marine  Cori'S,  Air  Mail  Service,  Forest 
Fire  Patrol  and  many  other  departments 
and  committees.  Details  of  performance 
are  of  interest,  such  as  6,500,000  miles 
flown  during  the  year,  with  250.000  pas- 

sengers. Twice  each  day  planes  fly  from 
coast  to  coast.  The  four  new  records  made 
in  America  are  of  interest:  Altitude,  35,563 
ft. ;  seaplane  with  four  people,  19,500  ft. : 
olane  remains  aloft  over  26  hours  ;  and  a 
speed  record  of  174.77  miles  per  hour  on  a 
closed  course.  Those  who  want  to  know 
what  has  been  done,  and  who  can  gather 
from  the  past  what  the  future  may  have  in 
store,  need  this  book  at  hand  as  a  refer- 

ence. It  is  well  written  and  fully  illus- 
trated, including  outline  drawings  of  many 

planes  and  motors. 

RadiatorH  for  Aircraft  Emrinex.    By    S.   R. 
Parsons  and  D.  R.  Harper,  3rd.  physi- 

cists.     One    hundred    and    eighty-three 
page.s,      150      illu.strationa    and    tables. 
Published     by     Bureau     of    Standards. 
Washington,   D.  C.      Price,   50  cents. 

While  this  forms   Technologic   Paper   211 
of  the  Bureau  of  Standards  publications,  it 
is  in  reality  a  handbook  on  radiators,  based 
on    extended    experiments    during    the    war 
and    since.      In   addition    to   recording   these 
special    investigations,    the    paper    contains 

a  full  description  of  laboratory  methods 
and  instruments  for  those  tests  of  radiator 
cores  which  can  be  made  in  the  laboratory. 
Results  are  tabulated  stiving  the  physical 
properties  and  geometrical  characteristics 
of  the  various  cores  tested.  Performance 
characteristics  of  sixty-six  types  of  core 
are  given  in  graphical  form,  and  empirical 
equations  for  relating  the  heat  dissipating 
power  of  a  radiator  to  the  air  flow  through 
the  core,  for  computing  the  performance  of 
a  core  of  any  depth  from  that  of  a  core 
of  exactly  similar  construction  but  differ- 

ent depth,  and  for  computing  heat  dissipat- 
ing power  of  such  cores  from  their  geom- etrical dimensions,  are  included. 

The  effectiveness  of  indirect  cooling  sur- 
face, that  is,  cooling  surface  not  backed  by 

flowing  water,  is  developed  mathemati- 
cally, reduced  to  a  practical  working  equa- 

tion and  applied  to  computation  of  the  best 
fln  dimensions  for  given  conditions.  Also, 
the  equations  of  thermal  conductivity  are 
applied  in  order  to  produce  a  table  showing 
temperature  drop  through  metallic  water 
tubes  of  radiators  having  various  wall 
thicknesses  of  different  kinds  of  material. 
The  effect  upon  heat  dissipation  of  varying 
the  rate  of  water  flow  is  considered  In  de- 

tail, also  a  comparison  of  different  methods 
of  testing  radiator  cores  calorimetrically ; 
and  a  great  many  other  topics  having  to 
do  with  the  performance  of  the  radiator  In 
different  positions  and  at  different  alti- tudes are  discussed. 

Pattern    Making.     By    Sampson     and     Mc- 
Cracken.      Published    by    D.    Van    Nos- 
trand  &  Co.,   8   Warren  St.,  New  York, 
N.   Y.      One    hundred    and    eleven    8    x 
lOJ-in.   pages.     Thirty   full-page   plates 
and    85    halftone    illustrations. 

This  book  was  written  to  fill  the  need  for 
a    text    that    would    give    students    such     a 
knowledge  of  pattern  making  as  to  enable 
them  to  make  a  pattern  of  any  usual  type. 
Beginning  with   general   information   as  to 
kinds  of   patterns   generally  used,   and   de- 

fining  such    subjects    as    shrinkage,    finish, 
draft,   cores  and  core  prints,   a  chapter  on 
pattern  details  follows.     Here  pattern  lum- 

ber is  thoroughly  discussed  and  a  full  ex- 
planation  given    of   the    way    it   should    be 

sawed  and  glued  in  building  up  patterns. 
In  a  section  devoted  to  tools,  ail  the  hand 

tools  and  machines  used  by  pattern  makers 
are  illustrated  and  described.  Molding  is 
taken  up  in  such  a  way  as  to  give  the  stu- 

dent a  fair  idea  of  how  a  pattern  is  to  be 
used  in  the  foundry,  together  with  a  full 
description  of  foundry  equipment  and  its use. 

The  foregoing  chapters  are  followed  by 
thirty  exercises  for  students,  in  which  de- 

tailed drawings  of  a  variety  of  articles  are 
given  with  full  instructions  for  making 
patterns  for  them.  In  the  plates  with  the 
drawings  are  many  illustrations  showing 
how  the  patterns  are  to  be  molded.  Stu- 

dents finishing  the  course  prescribed  in  this 
book  should  have  attained  a  good  working 
knowledge  of  the  general  principles  of  pat- tern making. 

250  Lacquer  QueHttons  Answered.  Zeller 
Lacquer  Manufacturing  Co.,  Inc.,  342  Madi- son Ave.,  New  York  City.  An  interestmg 
pamphlet  of  28  pages  with  a  complete  m- dex.  It  contains  as  its  title  implies,  250 
questions  regarding  lacquer,  its  composition, 
use.  methods  of  application  and  other  points 
of  interest.  These  are  clearly  answered  in 
language  easy  to  understand.  To  the  great 
numbers  of  people  who  desire  information 
on  lacquers  this  pamphlet  should  fill  a 
long  felt  want. 
KngineerlnE  Service.  Ford,  Bacon  & 

Davis  Inc..  115  Broadway,  New  York  City. 
Pamphlet  No.  46  describing  in  detail  this 
comuany's  engineering  organizaition  and 
the  inroad  scope  of  its  service. 
How  Klectric  Kivetlng  WaK  Made  Com- 

mercial. A  pamphlet  and  catalog  com- 
bined, containing  sixteen  pages  by  Frank  P. 

Kobert,  i)ublished  by  the  Kobert  Machine 
Co.,  Inc.,  50  Church  Street,  New  York  City. 
The  pamphlet  is  a  detailed  discussion  of 
the  process  of  electric  riveting  with  illus- trations of  the  machinery  used  in  the 

operation. KHtabllshinR:  Branch  Factories  in  Ger- 
mun.v.  Trade  information  Bulletin  No.  52 
published  by  the  Department  of  Commerce, 
being  a  report  to  th-  Secretary  of  Com- merce by  the  Western  European  Advisory 
Committee  consisting  of  Fred  I.  Kent. 
Rudolph  S.  Heeht.  Clyde  L..  King.  Alexander 
Legge.  George  M.  Verity.  Distributed  by 
the  IT.  S.  Department  of  Commerce,  Wash- 

ington,  D.   C. 

InHulatlnic  Componndo.  The  WestlnghoMSe 
Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  A  booklet  of  sixteen  pages, 
known  as  Publication  No.  4249-A  describ- 

ing the  company's  line  of  insulating  and 
soldering  compounds.  Some  of  the  mate- 

rials treated  in  the  publication  are  baking 
varnishes,  air-drying  varni-shes.  insulating 
compounds,  finishing  materials,  insulating 
glue,  soldering  flux,  and  lubricating  oil. 

Heat  Treating  Furnaces.  The  Chicago 
Flexible  Shaft  Co.,  Chicago,  III.  An  Illus- 

trated folder  showing  the  numerous  types 
and  sizes  of  the  Stewart  heat  treating  fur- 

naces, with  dimensions  and  other  data  on 
each  size. 

Mlcarta  Geam.  The  Westinghouse  Elec- 
tric and  Manufacturing  Co..  Pittsburgh. 

Pa.  An  illustrated  folder,  known  as  Folder 
No.  4453,  enumerating  the  points  of  su- 

periority claimed  for  mlcarta  gears  and 
showing  the  advantages  to  be  derived  from 
the  use  of  Mlcarta  in  place  of  their  non- metallio  gears. 

Electric  Holgts.  The  Northern  Engineer- 
ing Works,  Detroit.  Mich.  Bulletin  No. 

544-DD.  just  issued,  describing  in  detail 
the  company's  electrically  operated  portable 
hoists  in  sizes  ranging  from  }  to  1  ton. 
The  hoist  is  made  for  either  direct  or  al- 

ternating current  and  complete  specifica- 
tions are  set  forth  in  tabular  form  in  the bulletin. 

Measuring  InstrnmentH  and  Tools.  The 
Van  Keuren  Co.,  362  Cambridge  St.,  Alls- 
ton,  Boston,  Mass.  A  new  catalog  of  8 
pages,  just  issued,  and  known  as  catalog 
No.  25.  The  catalog  contains  a  foreword 
on  the  Van  Keuren  Service,  quality  and 
guarantee,  and  gives  detailed  information 
with  cuts  on  the  company's  line  of  gage 
blocks,  plug  gages,  measuring  wires,  sur- face plates  and  outfits  for  measuring  light 
waves. 

Association  of  Iron  and  Steel  Electrittal 
Engineers.  Annual  convention.  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Secretary,  John  F.  Kelly,  Empire  Building. 
Pittsburgh,   Pa. 

American  Institute  of  Mining  and  Metal- 
lurgical Englneern,  annual  convention.  Sept. 

25  to  28,  1922,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  Secre- 
tary, F.  P.  Sharpless,  29  West  39th  Street. New  York  City. 

American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engl- 
neerx,  regional  meeting.  Sept.  25.  26  and 
27,  1922,  Hotel  Kimball,  Springfield,  Mass. 
Secretary  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,  New  York  City. 

American  Society  for  Steel  Treating.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.,  Building,  Detroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Eisenman.  4600  Prospect  Ave.,  Cleve- 

land,   is   secretary. 

American  Gear  Jtlanufacturers'  Associa- 
tion. Fall  meeting,  Chicago,  III.,  Oct.  9,  lo 

and  11,  1922. 

American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 
tion annual  convention.  New  York  City. 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway,   New   York  City. 

American    Trade   Association    Executives. 
Third  annual  meeting.  Oct.  25,  26  and  27, 
1922.  at  the  Inn  Buck  Falls,  Pa..  (Dela- ware Water  Gap). 

National  Machine  Tool  Builders'  Associa- 
tion, annual  convention.  New  Y'ork  City. October.  1922.  Secretarv.  E.  F.  Du  Brul. 

817  Provident  Bank  Building,  Cincinnati, Ohio. 

National   Founders   Association.    Nov.    22 
and  23.  Secretarv,  J.  M.  Tavlor,  29  South 
La  Salle  St.,   Chicago,  III. 

American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
neers, annual  convention,  December  4  to  7, 

1922.  New  York  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  39th  Street,  New  York 
City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chanical Engineering.  Dec.  7  to  13.  1922. 

Grand  Central  Palace,  New  York  City. 
Secretary.  Calvin  W.  Rice.  29  West  39th 
Street,  New  York  City. 
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pU%m  sad  ban  op  10c.;  roM  rollwl 
fee;  hoops  and  Mft  i tc«l  bands,  26c. 

ft.  tai  New  Yock  warthottSM.  Chicaco  quotet 

M  af  lit.  oa  abapaa.  ptata*.  ban  and  toft  aUal  bands; 
I  Imt  platas:  tSc  on  hoops  and  SOc.  on  cold  rollad 
Mm  pfk*  of  ahapM.  platas  aad  ban.  |1J0#|2  p«r 

IM  fth,  fjaJk.  PtnAvcb-  Bars  quoUd  at  $2  and  plataa  at 
IS^ISJS  par  IM  Ih.  oa  small  tonnares  for  quick  dcHvarioa. 
WiMcbt  itc^l  ptpr  dtsrtMints  rrducfd  m  New  York  war«- 

Do  cbaac*.  as  yri,  on  Pittsburgh  baaing  card  of 
Prirr  advaacao  doa  to  farther  reduction 

ia  oalpat  aad  Mchar  prodnetioii  coata,  caosed  by  scarcity 
of  eoal  ad  caka. 

Ha  9  ItL  la  Now  Yerii  warahooaaa.    Copper  demand  bet- 
tar;  priMa  fna.     Aluminum  ingots  advanced  Ic.  and  anti- 

Ic:  par  lb.  in  Chicago.     Lead  quiet;  prices  higher, 
r.  ia  81.  Lools. 

a'  porrhaaiag  price  of  old  ccppor,  heavy, 
eibic.  down  he.  por  lb.  in  Chicago.  Zinc  market 
St.  Loots  qaotes  ft.  16c.  as  against  6.S0r.  per  lb. 

oil  down  4c.  p«-r  gal.  in  Chicago. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIG  mON  -  Per 
Matthew  M4f  Co.: 
CINCTNKATl 

No^  2  Seoihcm 

Na.2 

<fEW  VOlK-Tidr-jirr  DcBvcry 
fiathiti  No.  2  (nhroo  2  2>A2.7$) 

BtRMtNCHAM 
Na  2  Fouodfy .  . .    . 

PHII  ADFIPHIA 

Eastrra  Pa.,  No.  2s  (iBicon  2.Z.(«2.75) 
Vwvan  riab  s. ••*.»'•■..••»••••  • 

*  .•*«•••• 

peaa  loa  —  Quotsriom   rompiled    by   The 

f25.SS 2S.27 
27.00 

32.44 

24.00 

31.64 

30.17 
27.25 
31.50 

30.00 27.  SO 

26.00 
26.00 27.00 

raaaaaata* 

GcoyPaiV. 

CHICACO 

Na.  2  Foundrr.  Souikern  (aaicoa  2.2542.7S) '     ' . . MTTSBl  R(iM,  iadudiag  fr«i(bl  charge  from  Valley 
Na.  2  Fo«i»Jry 

IRON  MACHOttRY  CAmNGS— la  ccau  per  peond; 

au.. 
Dttfoit.  .. 
New  Yurk.. 
Clrr«laad.. 

Light 
15.0 
10912 

tJ? 
5.0 

Mediam 

10.0 S.O 

6.0 
6.5 
4.5 

Heavy 

4.75 
)»4 
4.0 
4  5 J. 5 

laiieat  are  ia  caata  per  poaad  ia  variou*  cities 
alie  the  haia  quet attorn  from  mill. 

NauW... 

Na.M... 

aa  17  I 
Naat2< 
Naa-ISi 
Na  ». 

••••aa 

Id  21. 
id  24. 
id  26. 

NawYofk  Clavalaad 

J.  71 }.•} 
3.U 
3.9* 

4.15 4.20 

4  25 4.35 

3  50 
3.55 
3.60 
3.70 

J.M 
}.tS 

2.90 
4.00 

Chicago 

2.90 3.9S 4.00 

4.10 

4.60 
4.60 
4  6S 
4.75 

(•alvanitcii 
Naa.  10  and  11. 
Nea.  12  and  14. 
Noa.  17  and  21. 
Noa.  22  and  24. 
No.  26    
No.  28..  . 

I'liitburgh 

M  Ha  3.40 V  25^3.50 
5  5503.80 
^  70a3.95 
<  K5g4.IO 

4   15^4.40 

New  York 

4.35 
4.45 
4.75 4.90 5. OS 

5.35 

Cleveland 
3.85 
3.9$ 
4.2s 4.SS 
4.70 
5.00 

Chicago 

5.M 

5.70 
6.00 

6.1s 

6.  SO 6.60 

WROUGHT  PIPE     The  followini  diirounti  are  to  jobbeia  lor 
carload  Ion  on  the  latnt  I'iiiihurgh  bating  card: 

Steel  BUTT  WELD  Iron 
Inchei  Black    Calv.  Inchci  Black 

I  to  3       71  S8|  itol)       44) 
LAP  WELD 

f2
  
  

39 

24  10  4   
 

42 

4)  to  6   
 

42 
7  to  12      

   
40 

BrXT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
Itoll       69         S7t  ItoU       «4i        301 
2.0  3       70         58) 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

2..  64 

2)106    68 
7  to  8    65 
9  to  12    64 

2....       62 
24  to  4       66 
4)  to  6       65 
7  to  8       61 
9  to  12       55 

Malleable  fittings. 

2   

24  to  4. 

4)  to  6. 
7  to  8.. 

">to  12. 404 
43 
42 
35 

30 

27 

31 
30 

23 

It 
OaiKi  B  and  C,  Banded,  front  New  York 

stock  tell  at  net  list.   Caitiron,itandard  tiica,  20-5%  off. 

WROl'GIIT  PIPE-Warehouie  diicoiim.  at  followi: 
New  York      Cleveland  Chicago 
Black  (!atv.  Black  (iviv.  Black    Galv. 

I  to  3  in.  itecl  butt  welded.  63% 
2)toOin.  •teellapwelded.  (lOVb^ 

Malleable  httiniit.     ClaMe*  B  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  YorE 

stock  tell  at  till  Irtt  lU';!..    Cast  iron,  standard  iixet,  32-5%  off. 

4')%  "601%   47fi   6i|%  484 *('%    584%   44}%    59i%  45) 
'•  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  Yo 

MISCELLANEOUS- Warchouie  pricei 
lOO^b.  Ion: 

Open  hearth  tpring  tieel  (bate) 
SprinK  tieel  (liehij  (bitr)   
Coppered  Bcuemcr  rodi(ba«r). 
Hoop  tieel   
Colli  tolled  tirip  tied   
Floor  plaiet    
Cold  hnithed  tliafting  or  screw. 
Cold  hniihcd  flait,  iquarei. .    . 
Stiiicliital  thapct  (baic)   
Soft  iieel  ban  (base)     
Soft  iiecl  bar  ihapct  (base).  . . 
.Soft  tieel  handi  (base)   
Tank  platet  (bate)     
Bar  iron  (2.25  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  liil)        550uO% 
Electric  welding  wire: 

i-::;:::v.v;:::v;;.::: 
A'oJ   

in  ctnti  per  pound  in 

New  York  GeveUii 
d  Chicago 

4.50 4.00 
6.00 6.00 

6.00 
6.00 

6.03 
8  00 

6. 85 4.03 3.50 3.70 6.50 8.25 6.1s 
5.00 

4.91 

5.28 3.65 

3.30 3.70 
4.15 

3.80 4.20 2.93 

2.66 

2.80 

2.83 2.56 
2.70 2.83 

2.56 2.70 

3.63 
3.06 3.45 

2.93 2.66 

2.80 

2.83 
2.21 

2.28 550uO% 

$5% 

50% 

8.(0...  . 
12013 ^.50, . . . 

lUrtl.' 

6.25.... 
. .  I0(./  1 1 

METALS 

Currenl  Prices  in  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (ud  10  carloia).  New  York.  .  . . 
Tin,  5-ton  loti.  New  York 
Lead  (up  to  carlota),  Si.  I.ouii. 
Zinc  (up  to  carloti),  Si.  Louit. . 

•1$ 

Aluminum,  96  to  99%  ingota,  t 
ton  loti    

Antitnony  'Chinete),  ton  spot.. . . 
Copper  tneeit,  b»c     
Copper  wire  (carlota) . . 
Copper  ban  (ton  k>tt)   
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.  tola)    23.75 
Bratf  thecK  (lOTHh.  Ion)      17.75 
Braaa  tubing  (lOO^b.  lota)     21.50 

5  55;  New  York. 
6.1$;  New  York, 
New  York  Geveland 

19.20  20  00 
5.50  7,50 

21.00  ll.imilJS 16.50 

'*.S0 

17  50 
22.50 

24.50 

19.50 

22.50 

14.621 

33.25 
6.10 
7.00 

Chicago 

19.00 
6.50 

23.00 16.25 
19.50 

23.00 
1«.75 
20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
METALS — Continued 

New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      16.25  17.50  15.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      18.25  19.50    
Zinc  sheets  (casks)        8.50  9.00           
Solder  (^  and  1),  (caselots)     23.00  23.50  20.00 
Babbitt  metal  (fair  grade)      24.50  42.00  36.00 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      11.125  16.00  9.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00       
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.J    .    39.00       

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Mallealile  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)        50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.  J.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...      48,00 
Blocks      32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)        40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50  00 
Sheetbars..      40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.00         11.50 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75  11.00         11.25 
Copper.light,  and  bottoms       9.75  9.50         10.25 
Lead, heavy       4.75  4.50  4.50 
Lead,  tea       4.25  3.50  3.50 
Brass,  heavy        7.00  6.00  9.00 
Brass.light       6.00  5.00  625 
No.  1  vellow  brass  turnings       6.50  6.00  6.75 

Zinc."       3.00  3.25  3.50   «   .   

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 
New 

York 
"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade: 
IC.  20x28,    112  sheets        17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets        12.50 
IC,  112  sheets        12.80 

Terne   Plate 
8-lb.  Coating: 

Cleve- 

land     Chicago 

18.25 
21.00 

16.00 

18.75 

11.00 

11.40 

18.50 

20.90 

17.00 
19.60 

14.50 
14.80 

100-1h.. IC, 14x20. 
14x20. 

        7.00 
        7.25 

5.60 
5.85 

7.25 
7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

New  York 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..  30.07^@?0.10 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perlb.       .055®. 09 

Wiping  cloths,  13ixl3J,perlb.  .075 
Wiping  cloths,13ix20'j,per  lb.  .08 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80 
Roll  sulphur,  per  100 lb    2.85 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .91 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs. 
ReJ  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  in  oil      100  lb.  kegs. 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag   
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  ConnelUville   
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Conaellsville   

Cleve- 

land 

J0.12 .09 
.10 .11 

2.40 
3.25 

1.17 

Chicago 

30.11i .08 
.10 
.13 

2.65 

3.50 

.97 New  York,  12.50 
New  York,  12.  50 
New  York,  14.00 

,80  1.00 

per  net  ton     14.00 
per  net  toj     15.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lisu 

New 

York 
Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       45% 

IJand  lix3in.  uptol2  in       25% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       30% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)       35% 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       20% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         25% 

Lag  screws,  coach   screws       45% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap    screws.  .  .  .     75% 
Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in.  %  30in          35% 
Bolt  ends,  vrith  hot  pressed  nuts       45% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  bead,  list  plus        10% 

Semi-finished  nutt  |  and  larger        65% 

Case-hardened  nuts           50% 

Washers.castiron,  Jin.,  per  1001b.  (nd)  ■J5.00 
Washers.castiron,  lin.per  100  lb.  (net)  4.00 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Offlist  3.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  1 .  SO 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  I  SO 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist  1  .SO 
Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOlb.Offlist  ISO 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  iVin.  dia.  and  smaller    55% 
Rivets,  tinned    55% 

Button  heads  |-in.,  |-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  1001b   (net)      )54.50 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4.60 

li   to   l|-in.   long,    all   diameters, 
EXTRA  per  IQOlb         0.25 

I  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0.  IS 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0  50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA      0.50 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA       0.25 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0.  SO 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.3S 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs           35% 

Qere- 

land    Chicago 

60%         SO-10% 
65%        60-10% 

  «4.00off 

83.90  net         

     65-5% 
    60-5% 

70%     70-10% 50-10-5%  SO-S% 

       SS7c 

70-10%         80% 

$3. SO 

3.  SO 5.00 

3.50 

3.50 
3.50 

3.50 

65% 

65% 

23.50 

3.60 

53.50 
3. SO 

3. SO  net 

4.00 4.00 

4.00 

4.00 60-10% 

4ic.net 

S3.3S 3.45 

   0.15 
   O.IS 
   0.50 

   0.50 

   0.25 
   0.50 

   23.70  base 
50%  50-% 
50%  20% 

0.33        0.35 

0.40 Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       SO.  55      JO. 50      S0.67| 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal   

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (J  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  ?2.88: 
Medium  grade   40-S%  40-10-2}%    50% 
Heavy  grade      . .  30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets  9x11  in.: 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper           ?5 .  84 
F-mery  paper         8.80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,regularweight,width3J 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper   
Cloth   

40%      40-5% 
50-10%  40-10% 

60-5%  60-5% 

$3.85 

11.00 

32.75 
4.50 

1.32 3.02 

36.48 

8.80 
29.48 

4.95 

1.40 

).20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted 

larlitduic  Uttw.  drill 

-U.  Pailoii.  4M   nk  Ml  — 

mmt   BMrftlnvry  tor  cmrms*.  mrr- 
,  aad  iwpalr  alMV  an  0*a«Ma*  M. 

Pt 

n.  r.  l>|M»iliw  ■■  B.  lloM>ln».  >•! 
LateyMto  il  ■MKhhi»ry  and  looU  for 

mnitmmi  pttrng*   sad   wrrte*    Matton     un 

K.  T.  ■iitirtw — Aate  Itefea  *  Svrrle* 
<'•«>.  SSt  WUUuaa  1.    ■— Mnlml 
■Mac  aacMaatT.  aad 
iTlM.«M) 

for  pmaoasd  ^ara^ 
•■  UUw  Ava. 

.a.%JS' •Ma.  W«t    Waady  Malar  Ca.— «ialp- 
HMfar  liaAlaa  *o»  aad   awvtea  Ma- 

■lhr*r.  Hh   aad 

■la. — aytdlagowtm.    art   of   tlaaara* •ad 

Va-  Matvtovato— rrw  Br«d«a  MotataCo 
aad  aclMT  w»a<*lwiry   far 

aad  garac*        ~  " rial  Triieli  Co.  J7lh 
aad  irMni  jtt.  oai  **  la.  BaiUrd  vwtioil 
iMka 

FWte.^ — IW   VtBln   Hand  Co..   B*ach 
iwto  la.     lai   M  la.  a  II  ft.  latka. 

mm  it  la.  rtwur  aad  aaa  M  in.  drill  pr»—. 

ra.  rwia  ■■jn  L«««l  Radla  Co..  41 
K«rtk  latk  du— drw  yriaid  lallna.  ale 
•■r  arv  tactarjr. 

ra.  Wiaa,  a.  SalWlTar.  Itll  CiMrrjrSL 
— oaa  •  la.  aaiac  •  ft.  kad  »«w«r  Mfca. 

WlK..  Wiaaifca  r  A.  Waatbrrv.  •<! 
raria  at  <«aa«fa««arar  of  print Inc  ma- 
Hiuk*TT»— iBlfea.      adliarB.      rtlanra.      drill 

It  Mk 

\    .       MaXaoMrr)-   .Vllaitlit     U^     A    < 
i'«.  —  >-i<mi>lrli'      uiachlni'ry 

..,..i,ii.«ul    tut  atldliton   lo  lc«  and   attu.^^' 
iMaat. 
Ark-  HM  Hpr4i«»— UlawNirl  l.uniWr 

Cd^  aalara  Ava.— 4nachln«ry  and  equip- 
BMat  fur  rallL 

rallf.  Laaa  WwMtt  Xamk  Brarh  I'upvr 
Hox  Co.— marhlnrry  and  rqulpnMMil  fur  itrv 
imaad  facuvy  on  Ctaarry  Avtk 

B  AraoU.  Caloa- 
_  qalpmal  far 
gatac*.  capacity  tM  nua. 

-  *  W.   M<TV«aa,   U4  — 
lallna,  IHK*  saarad.  wkk  «aai> 

-qpifiidaaa  Joyea  Ca., 
WmWkmt  tU.  IKaaafaHarvr  of  aato  iraetw) 

Machinery  Wanted 

>l  vartaaa  Martilaiy.  aairtal  xiala- 
•••  Mali  Car  iimmd  addMion  ta    ..It*:- 

AM.    Ba 
*>•  -aaa  It  i  U  fL  pawar 

-J.    P     K     tUftaaa.    Boa 

roaa,  Brldptparl  Tt»-  RaytM>atoi«  >'« . Hallroad  Avv.  aad  Boatwlrk  Avp  (maim- 
factnrar  of  aat^aloa  brakr  llnlnca,  etc),  A. 

n't^mhy,  l^irch.  Aft.— oaa  ball  prvaa. 

(■•■■..  Bwidmrpmri-M  J.  I>n«llii|c  A  C... 
tT(  Uurdun  SL  (hulldmc  apeolaltlM.  aqulp* 
mml.  pti-  ).  J  M.  S^.iiihiy.  I'urrh.  .%«!  — 
oaa  t  lun  capacity  chain  hnlat  Ulook  (uard). 

CaaBL.  ralrdald  0.  Orcalvr.  140  Oraa- 
mrrr  Av».  (nuwily  and  nirchanlcal  work) 
—•mall  luola,  alvo  on<>  I  hp.  electric  motor. 

roaa..  ra^naaark  Brld**  (flrolon  T.  O.) 
— H.  B.  Thurber— one  band  aaw  (uaed). 

I»al.,  WUmlaataa — Bd.  of  Harbiir  CMnra., 
Public  Hide.,  will  rrcelve  bid*  lililll  !4i-|>t. 
t.  for  one  railroad  track  aeale,  too  tun  ca- 
pacity 

1  ateam  loroinMlvr  crane*.  }0  too  ca- 
pacity,  to.   to  and  70  ft    boom. 

S  llshi  duty  tra\-ellnK  electric  portal 
cran««,  S|  ton  capacity. 

4  portable  electric  dock  winchr*.  2  ton rapacity. 

I  oMchanleal  rarco  ramp. 
•  alactrte  tractor  trucka.  with  two  apara bat  tar  lea. 

•  lead  carrying  trucka 
M  trallrra  ("r  fli-i-iric   traetora. 
tt  atevadore  hand  trucka 

Oa>  Baaia  Battery  Machine  Co.,  A. 
Butler.  Purch.  Art.— 1  aclf  feod  rip  aaw 
with  1  aawa  apaced  11   In.  apart. 

Aaw  Wayneabara  J,  D.  Bandera  one 
lanuniaff  ihachlne.  alnsli'  hi-aU.  to  uae  for 
•attlac  taooa  on   wagon  croaabara   (uaed), 

IB..  Chleaaa  Weatem  Newapaper  ITnlon, 
tlO  South  Ueeplataaa  St.— one  No.  14  lino- 

type, 
IIL.  Baekfard— Andrewa  Win-  A  Iron 

Wofka.  IIOI  Prrafon  St. — ej>eclHl  Iron  and 
wire  wnrkinc  machinery  for  uiw  In  the 
maaafactnra  of  ornamental  wira  work. 

la..  BlaaaiSeld — BInomfleld  Mcaaenaar, 
Boa  tM,  F  R.  Sullivan,  Purch.  Act.— 
aawapaper  and  Job  preaa.  power. 

la,  Oraady  Taalar — J.  Roaekamp— ayrup 
and  ausar  maklnc  and  mixinc  machinery. 

Kaik.  WlakHa— Wichita  Trunk  Co„  South 
l.awi«iiee  BU  B.  Boaa,  Purch.  Act.- power 
planar  aad  drtlt  praai. 

Ky^  Aacaela— Ohio  Vatlay  Publlahlnc 
Oo.  P.  O.  Boa  Itl — two  newa  preaaea,  1 
fob  preaaia  I  llnotiraa  machlna.  beltlnr 
ahaftlns,  hangara,  pulley  a,  and  other  print- 
lac  equipment. 

Br.,  ryalblaaa — Tynthlana  Carrlaca  Co.. 
J.  W.  l>-<-k.  I'rra  —  machlnffy  and  e<|ul|i- 
ment  fur  propoeed  plant  at  Covington,  Ky. 

By..  Madlaaavlll* — K<-nlucky  Tlf  )*ump 
To. — machinery  and  equlpmanl  for  propoeed 
plant  at  KvaaavUla.  lad. 

La.  Mew  Otteaaa— Kottaman  Kurnllure 
Co..  4101  Maitalne  St —machinery  and 
e«ialpm»nt   for  tna  manufacture  of  window 

iMm  Stwaaeparl  fhiaahlne  Soap  Co .  Inc. 
iiiiMililaai y  and  <|Ul|>maBt  f<>r  the  manu- 

fartara  of  aoap  and  aoap  produeta. 

TI'Ji        l.,ee  |<unil>er  Co — maohlaary 
tqulpRH  III    ftit    lltiU.OOO  aaw  mllL 

MIHi..  De4r*M — The  fliy.  Herman  Klafer 
lloai.llal.  Byr-  ■  "al  hoiUMT,  arlndtr. 
trarelinc  weir  ivntad  belt  Oonveyor, 
capacity  it  t-  ir. 

Mlaa..  Albert  t.ea  -Central  Clay  Wka.— 
fall  aqulpairvt  (or  modem  ttla  plant 

Mlaa..  I>alatl>— T>ahiih  Burial  Caaa  Co.. 
XI i  l*<rt  jnii  Ki.— maehlnrry  for  propoaed 
burl*!  caakrt  factorr. 

M».    J«|illa — <'.    Mi'Miiiiiimv.    SSSO    IVarl 
:.  (iiiiiii-  »|wrnior) — Kryatune  drllL 
M.,     ii,iM.,..  i'ii>     ''.  ntnil  Print  Ins  Co.. 

1.1   \\ .       1.-.!',  .><•      ,  >  ,:ml.T  praaa. 
Mil  M.ir.liiitl  -  liu,  riintlonal  Shoe  Co, 

iiiacliiiii  r.v  uiiil  •  i|uiiiiii<-iii  for  propoaod 
|]60,uu0  addition  to  factory. 

Ma..  HI.  Jsaepli  — .\(iiit  Ji  Milniii  MIIIm  Co  . 
3nd  Hiiil  hUlmond  Sta.  ((ikmI  manufacturing) 

— (ralilig  mactiliiery    tMullrim  pnfiTri')! ). 
Ma..  HI.  Laal* — JuIIiih  Mcyrr  Printing  k 

PultliKlilitK  Co.,  2107  Katit  Prairie  St. — one 

type  rualiT. Mev.,  Itpark* — I.  O.  Wagiifr— refrlgerat- 
titg  and  Ice  iitanufMcturlna  machinery  for 
propoaed  plant  at  Maryavlllc,  C^l. 

S.  v..  .%lllra — W  Ranger— one  hollow 
chlart  mortlaliig  machine,  to  mortlie  )tl> lo  |th. 

N.  v..  BaCalo— Jewett  *  Co.,  Uilltary 
Rd..  8.  .s  Jewell.  BCS  Weat  Ferry  St.  Prea. 
— machinery  und  equipment  for  atova  and 
range  factory. 

N.  T..  Huff alo— Wood  *  Brook*  Co., 
Military  Rd.  (manufacturer  of  mechanical 
playara) — machinery  and  equipment  for 
pr^xiaed  addition  to  plant. 

H.   T..    Frewsburdi — K.   Qumaey,   Route 
8( — larae    power    threahing   machine   aepa-  . 
rator  wUh  aide  ataeker. 

N.  T..  Ilhara— Mome  Chain  Co.,  South 
Tluga  St. — mucliinery  nnd  equipment  for 
propoaed  factory  In  l^ctroll,  Mich. 

M.  v.,  Jamealewn — ICmeraon  Olnm  Corp., 
141      Blackatone      Ave.,      mim  ■  i       at 
mirror*,     glaaa    product*,     •  kiii 
and  machinery   for  xtlverlnK    ' 

X.  T.,  Jamealawn — Interniitlonal  Caae- 
ment  Co.,  14  Hopklna  Ave.,  iniinufacturer 
of  ateel  window   nrr-  <,1   framea — ma- 

chinery and  e<|iil|'ti  .'tory  addition 
now  In  courae  of  <.  n. 

y,  T.,  I.aB«y-- Ralph  Oypaum  Co. — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  mining  and  de- 

velopment  uf    gypaum   field. 

N.  v.,  I.onr  hiand  City— Wengritf  Mfg. 
Co.,  29  Proapect  81..  (manufacturer  of 
cranea) — chain  blocka,   1   Ion  and  2|  ton. 

M.  T.  New  Tofli  City— Continental  Pa- 
per *  Hag  Mllla,  11  KiiKt  40th  H(. — one  I*  X 

40  two  column  printing  preaa  (or  powar 

•quipmant. 
M.  Y.  Niagara  Falla — P.  l«nb«rKer,  l(2t 

•th  St^na  t  ton  holat  for  truck. 

N.  Y.  Narlli  Beae  —  North  Roae  Cold 
Storage  Plant.  Orchard  St. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  addition  to  atoraga  plant, 
capacity  to.ooo  barrtla. 

N.  Y.,  Heaaea  *Wla— Beneca  Palla  Rule 
*  Blo<k  Co .  19  Water  St.— 10  x  IC  or  It  x 

It  Job  preaaea. 
H.  C.  Teaeerd — A.  B.  Pounda— electri- 

cally oiieraied  2B-ton  loe  machine,  and 
other  aqulpment,  for  Ice  roanufaciurlng 

plant. 
N.  r..  (iaalaala — Art  Cloth  Mllla,  Inc.,  H. 

If.  Oagner.  Prea.— tastlla  machinery  for 
proptiaed  large  plant. 

O..  rieeelaail  The  City  of  Cleveland- 
one  10  ton  gaaullne  Irlven  locomotive  crane. 

O..  I'l.  ,  :  .  I  Ti,,  Criicllile  Rteel  Caal- 

Inga  Co  II  iiiiil  <'iinnl   Rd. — >mp  i tun    riert  Miriil    lilunl    equipment, 
cupula   mill   iiiMtom.   for  propoaed  plant. 

O..  ralnmba*— Amiinii  Prull  Co.  81  Baal 
.Sai-i  ■•       mni'lilnery  and  equipment  for 
I  m  'oruKe  and  refrlKeratlon  plant 
at    '..  11.    Vf.  Va. 

O.  ralambaa — Clark  Grave  Vault  Co., 
144  Weet  Town  St.,  A.  F  lleck,  Prea,  and 
OenI,  Mar.-- 1  ttraaker  for  ateel,  and  other 
niulpment  for  propoaed  plant. 

O.,  Unaa~-The  Lima  Locomotive  Co.. 
South  Main  Kt.— ItOO.oiMi  worth  of  varluua 
equipment  for  new  planl. 

Okla..  narnadale  (P.  O.  Avant)— C.  A. 
Ilunyan— iMiwer  Job  preaa,  paper  cuttar, 
Hiiil  other  printing  equipment. 
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Okla..  Cu8hlnir  —  CushinB  Refining  & 
Gasoline  Co. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  extension  to  refinery  at  In- 
gaii,  Olila.,  also  equipment  for  new  gasoline 
producing  plant. 

Pa.,  Allentown  —  Channock  &  Sendero- 
witz — machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

posed 3  story  cigar  factory. 

Pa..  Haileton — D.  Markle — machinery 
and  equipment  for  development  of  coal  min- 

ing properties  near  Tremont.  Pa. 

P».,  Ice  lake  (White  Haven  P.  O.)  — 
Miller  Powder  Works  (manufacturer  of  ex- 

plosives)— machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  enlargement   of  plant. 

Pa.,  Phila.  —  Branch  — Crawford  Co.. 
(metal  manufacturers)  27  South  4th  St. — 
punch  press,  inclineable  table,  4  in.  stroke 
or  over. 

Pa..  Phila.  —  Fennessey  &  Kobler  Co., 
2eth  and  Parrish  Sts.,  A.  Fennessey,  Purch. 
Agt. — wood  and  metal  working  machines 
for  the  manufacture   of  automobile   bodies. 

Fa.,  Phila. — R.  Krook,  Main  St.  and 
Walnut  Lane,  manufacturer  of  yarn — ad- 

ditional mule  spindles  and  sets. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Montgomery  &  Snow,  Mont- 
Komery  and  Moscher  .Sts..  A.  Snow.  Purch. 
.Agt. — Textiles — drying  machine.s  tor  dye- 

ing  plant. 

Pa..  Phila. — A.  J.  Reach  &  Co.,  Tulip  and 
Palmer  Sts.,  A.  Gamble.  Puroh.  Agt. — mule 
spindles,  belts,  shaftings,  etc.,  for  the 
manufacture  of  yarn. 

Pa.,  Phila. — P.  C.  Sneadaker  &  Co.,  9th 
and  Tioga  Sts.,  mill  work — additional 
woodworking  machinery. 

Pa.,  Phila. — United  Lutheran  Publication 
Co.,  9th  and  Sansom  Sts. — machinery  for 
printing  plant    (new). 

Pa.,  PittsburRh — D.  N.  Carlin  Co.,  125 
Dennison  St.  (manufacturer  of  toys) — ma- 

chinery and  etiuipment  for  proposed  addi- 
tion to  factory. 

Pa.,  PittsburKh — Du  Roth  Steel  Truck  & 
Car  Wheel  Co.,  611  Keystone  Bldg.  — 
equipment  for  new  plant  at  Osgood,  Pa. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — Kund  &  Eiben  Co.,  204 
Warrington  Ave. — 1  self  feed  rip  saw,  3 
cut  off  saws,  and  1  band  saw,  1  planer,  2 
moulders,  1  jointer,  1  Sander,  1  tenon  and 
1  boring  machine,  1  shaper,  1  concrete 
mixer,  1  cement  block  machine,  and  1  Ford 
tractor,  for  cabinet   works  at  Bedford. 

Pa.,  Wilke»-Barre — A.  L.  Reilly,  Archt., 
Bennett  Bldg. — vocational  equipment  for 
proposed  high  school  at  Plains,  Pa. 

Tex.,  Dallas — Edwards  Wheel  &  Body 
Works,  2801  Main  St. — power  polishing  ma- 

chine, belt  sanding  machine,  and  a  20  to 
25  hp.   motor. 

Tex.,  Stamford — Jay  Cotton  Oil  Co. — ma- 
chinery for  cotton  oil  mill. 

Va.,  liynchburB — Apex  Coal  Co. — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  proposed  coal 

tipple  and  other  coal  mining  plants  at  Sar- 
gent, Ky. 

WaHh.,  Chehalift— Coy  Valve  Co. — com- 
plete machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 
posed plant. 

W.  Va.,  Wheeling — Bd.  of  Educ.  2105 
Chapline  St.,  C.  E.  Githens.  Supt. — equip- 

ment for  vocational  departments  of  schools. 

Wis..  A^jpleton — The  Valley  Dairy  Prod- 
ucts Co. — machinery   for  proposed  dairy. 

WIh..  CarrollWlIe  (P.  O.  Otjen) — U.  S. 
Fertilizer  Co. — special  machinery  to  ex- 

tract fumes  and  gases  from  commercial 
fertilizer  while   in  process  of  manufacture. 

Wis.,  He  Pere — The  City.  W'.  R.  Mathews, 
Clk. —  manual  training  equipment  for  pro- 

posed vocational  .school. 

Wl»..  KenoHha  —  The  Nash  Motors  Co., 
Edward  St..  ('.  W.  Nash,  Pres. — iron  and 
woodworking  machinery  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  automoijiles. 

WIh..  "Lake  Geneva — J.  Nutini — dairy  ma- chinery  for  proposed   ice  cream   factory. 

WU..  MadUon — Madison  Gas  &  Electric 
Co.,  120   East  Main  St. — mon<)  rail  crane. 

Win.,  Manihfleld  —  Cahill  &  Douglas, 
Engrs.,  216  West  Water  St.,  Milwaukee, 
are  receiving  bids  for  bucket  conveyor,  40 
ft.  long,  belt  or  chain  type,  for  Roddis 
I^umber  and  Veneer  Co,,   Marshfleld. 

WIh..  Medf  ord  —  Medford  Marble  & 
Cranite  Works,  F.  J.  Barry,  Purch.  Agt. — 
cutting  machinery  for  monument  working. 

WiH..  Menanha — .laeger-Wheeler  Co.,  417 
2nd  St. — machinery  for  auto  repair  shop 
at   Neenah    (proposed). 

WU..  Milwaukee — Seaman  Body  Corp., 
1732  Richards  St. — woodworking  and  iron 
working  machinery. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Standard  Oil  Co.,  68 
Wisconsin  St. — gasoline  storage  tank  and 
pump  for  garage  at  Green  Bay. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — L.  Windier,  1218  23rd 
Ave. — trim  saw  and  pulling  machine  for wood  working. 

Wi».,  OshkoNh — Kaewer  Auto  Co.,  Main 
and  Irving  Sts. — air  tank,  complete  with 
pump,  for  proposed  addition  to  enrage. 

Wis..  Racine — Belle  City  Malleable  Iron 
Co.,   Kewaunee   St. — annealing  ovens. 

Wis.,  Kaelne — V.  E.  Christiansen.  1242 
Goold  St. — one  electrically  driven  floor  sur- facing machine. 

Wis..  Wauwatosa^Milwaukee  County  Bd. 
of  Trustees.  Watertown  Plank  Rd.,  W.  L. 
Cuftey,  Mgr. — receiving  bids  until  Aug.  28 
for  refrigerating  machinery. 

Wis.,  West  AUiB— Allis  Chalmers  Mfg. 
Co. — one  10  ton  traveling  crane. 

Ont.,  (ieorgetnwn — Smith  &  Stone  Elec- 
trical (^o..  C^ollege  View — equipment  for porcelain    kilns. 

Ont.,  ̂ iuelph — McArthur  Engineering  Co. 
— latest  modern  gravel  and  sand  handling 
and  washing  equipment,  for  gravel  pit. 

Every  one  of  these  items  is  re- 
ported by  our  authorized  cor- 

respondents who  are  instruct- 
ed to  verify  every  item  sent  in. 

Everything  possible  is  done 
to  insure  authenticity  and 
timeliness.  This  free  weekly 
service  is  published  in  the 
interests  of  the  buyer  and  the 
seller,  to  bring  them  together 
and  get  machinery  moving. 
Your  co-operation  is  invited. 
BUSINESS   NEWS  DEPARTMENT 
Tenth  Ave.  at  36th  St.,  New  York 

Ont.,  Hamilton — Libbey  Owens  Sheet 
Glass  Co. — equipment  for  proposed  exten- 

sion to  plant. 

Ont.,  london — McCormick  Biscuit  Co., 
Dundas  St.  E.,  F.  McCormick,  Mgr. — elec- 

tric ovens  and  baking  equipment.  Estimated 
cost  $30,000. 

Ont.,  Bt.  Thomas — St.  Thomas  Metal 
Signs.  Ltd. — cylinder  press  for  sheet  metal 
36  x  60  in.,  9i  in.  between  table  and  ram. 

Ont..  Scarboro  Junction — -Kingston  Road 
Lumber  Co.,  828  Kingston  Rd. — complete 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
planing  mill. 

Ont.,  Sudbury — Cochrane  Hardware  Co. 
— electric  floor  scrapers. 

Ont..  Woodstock — The  Oxford  Knitting 
Co.,  Ltd.  (manufacturer  of  underwear) — 
W.  A.  Gray,  Secy.-treas. — latcli  needle  ma- 

chines in  10-cut  with  different  sized  cylin- 
ders, (Scott  and  Williams,  also  Wildman)  ; 

28  gauge  spring  needle  machines  different 
sized   cylinders    (Tompkins). 
UllllllllflMIII 
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Metal  Working  Shops 

Calif.,  Oakland — Hebern  Electric  Code, 
Inc.,  Bank  of  Italy  Bldg.,  had  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  3  story  fac- 
tory on  Harrison  St.  between  8th  and  9th 

Sts.  Estimated  cost  $200,000.  Reed  & 
Corlett,  Oakland  Bank  of  Savings  Bldg., 
Archts. 

Calif.,  Santa  Rosa  —  B.  Hildebrand, 
Archt.,  Santa  Rosa,  is  receiving  bids  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  75  x  150  ft. 
garage  for  Tllden  &  Tilden.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000. 

ni.,  Chicago — B.  H.  Gwathmey,  1508  East 
66th  PI.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  91  x  127  ft.  ga- 

rage at  1947-53  East  57th  St.  Estimated 
cost   $40,000. 

Mass.,  Boston — Fisher  Hill  Co.,  18  Tre- 
mont St.,  will  build  a  3  story,  80  x  170  ft. 

garage,  repair  shop  and  service  station,  on 
Commonwealth  Ave.  Estimated  cost 

$100,000. 
Mass.,  Nantaskpt — L.  Damon.  Jr.,  Hull, 

awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  100  x  110  ft.  garage  and 
warehouse,  on  Atlantic  Ave.  Estimated 
cost  $40,000. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Jewett  &  Co.,  Military 
Rd.,  plans  to  build  a  plant  for  the  manu- 

facture of  stoves  and  ranges,  to  replace 
one  destroyed  by  fire.  Estimated  cost 
$150,000.  S.  S.  Jewett,  563  West  Ferry 
St.,    Pres.      Architect   not   announced, 

N.  Y.,  Chautauqua — Chautauqua  Institu- 
tion— The  Colonnade  plans  to  rebuild  its 

garage  destroyed  by  Are,  capacity  500  cars. 
Estimated  cost  $50,000.  A.  E.  Bestor,  Pres. 
C.  A.   Arnold,   Colonnade  Bldg.,   lessee. 

N.  Y..  Jamestown — S.  B.  Robbins,  303 
Lafayette  St..  has  purchased  a  site  on 
North  Main  St.  and  plans  to  build  a  garage 
and  .service  station.  Estimated  cost  $45.- 
000.     Architect  not  announced. 

O.,  Cleveland — W.  B.  Gongwer,  Federal 
Bldg.,  is  interested  in  a  syndicate  which 
plans  to  build  a  3  and  6  story  garage,  com- 

mercial and  office  building  at  3328  Euclid 
Ave.  Estimated  cost  $400,000.  W.  S.  Lou- 
gee,  500  Marshall  Bldg.,  Archt. 

O.,  Cleveland — Pollock-Davis  Co.,  11628 
Euclid  Ave.,  had  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  72  x  74  ft. 
garage.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  H.  P. 
Whitworth,   526   Hickox   Bldg.,  Archt. 

O.,  Cleveland — G.  S.  Rider  &  Co.,  Archts., 
Century  Bldg.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  100  x  240  ft. 
foundry  on  Almira  Ave.  and  East  82nd  St.. 
for  the  Crucible  Steel  Castings  Co.,  Canal 
Rd.  Estimated  cost  $100,000.  W.  H. 
Shepard,  Pres.     Noted  July  6. 

Okla.,  Madlll— Woody  Motor  Co.  plans  to 
build  a  service  station  and  garage  to  re- 

place the  one  destroyed  by  Are.  Estimated 
cost  $60,000.     Architect  not  announced. 

Pa.,  Ambrldge — Standard  Seamless  Tube 
Co..  plans  to  build  a  1  story,  80  x  480  ft. 
addition   to  its  plant.      Private  plans. 

Pa..  Johnstown — J.  Walling  &  Co.,  518 
Washington  St.,  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  74  x  132 
ft.  garage,  on  Railroad  St.  Estimated  cost 
$15,000.  S.  E.  Dickey  &  Co.,  Johnstown, 
Engrs.    Noted  June  22. 

Pa.,  Morrisvllle— Free  Bridge  Motors  Co. 
plans  to  build  a  2  story,  86  x  86  ft.  ma- 

chine shop  and  garage  on  Bridge  St.  Esti- 
mated cost  $10,000.  O'Rourke  &  Haig,  87 Liberty  St.,  Trenton,  Archts. 

Pa.,  New  Kensington  —  National  Auto 
Service  Co.  plans  to  build  a  1  story,  60  x  70 
ft.  and  25  x  60  ft.  garage  and  service  sta- 

tion, on  5th  St.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

Pa..  ;Phila   J.  T.  Finnesssy.   Taney  and 
Parish  Sts.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  25  x  80  ft.  shop 
for  the  manufacture  of  automobile  bodies. 
Estimated  cost   $17,000. 

R.  1.,  Providence — United  Electric  Rail- 
ways Co.,  Union  Station,  plans  to  build  a  1 

and  2  story,  88  x  250  ft,  garage  and  service 
repair  station  on  Melrose  St.  Estimated 
cost  $100,000.     Private  plans. 

Wis.,  Appleton — G.  R.  &  S.  Motor  Co.,  738 
Washington  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story,  30  x  75 
ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  Noted 
Aug.  10. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Seaman  Body  Corp.. 
1732  Richards  St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  5  story  factor.v  for  the 
manufacture  of  auto  bodies.     Private  plans. 

Wis.,  Neenali — Jaeger- Wheeler  Co..  417 
2nd  St..  Menasha.  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  60  x  120 
ft.  garage  and  repair  shop,  on  Commercial 
St.,  here.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  B.  A. 
Wettengel,  578  Pierce  Ave.,  Appleton, Archt. 

Wis.,  Oshkosh — Kaewer  Auto  Co.,  Main 
and  Irving  Sts..  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  64  x  130  ft. 
garage   addition.      Estimated   cost    $40,000. 
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MlB^  wiMoo  —  l'«»i««  Itekllac  Oa. 
■•MM  U»  roBiract  for  «*•  oowtrtietlMi 
«f  a  I  and  t  alory.  U  «  >".»«•  «5«»"« 
raclory  aad  m^rAuamr.  Raltmaiad  coal 
lla.aaa      No«*d  Jaa*   i 

X  d  TuMoa  rniiiMn  Maeitie  Oo. 

»M  'BaM  Mau  8« .  awardwl  Um  eoMro«( 
tor  Iho  oooatnicHon  of  a  1  •lory.  IX  «,»•« 
n  addllioa  to  lt«  porcelain  plant.  K»U- 
OMtWd  COM  |J«.*»*. 

M.  T.  BMa*UI*— Bd.  of  Bduc.  awardad 
Iho  c«airar(  tor  iba  eoaatmetlon  of  a  I 
Mory.  !•>  >  MS  ft-  ■rhooi  on  rord  and 
Pom  Bla..  to  rvplac*  on*  doatrojrad  by  Bro. 
•Miauuad  ooal  llSt.OM. 

M.   T,  Baffalo— 1>    Paltofc   4tl   BIk   St.. 
■a  M  l«IM  a  rwtir  and  ntanbina  ahop 

^    *U   IHk   mu     wlinaiod   «oM   Ic.ooO. 
ArdUtaM  sot  aaaoaaead. 

W.  T..  ■■»alo— A  Tra.hout  tk  Son.  BJ 
l^iollo  St..  plana  to  robulld  that  porttoii  of 
Ha  planlns  mill  which  wa*  deMroyed  by 
Aro.      KattmalMl   coat    tU.MO. 

».  r,  Ja»»iia»B  Bmaiyin  OlaaaCoip. 
I«(  Blactratono  Ava,  maaufaeturer  of  mlr- 
rank  aUao  producta,  •(«..  plana  to  buUd  an 
addltloo  to  Ita  fartory.  Ballmatad  ooM 
ti.ao*.    Privatr  plana. 

X.  v..  JatBMlawa— L'lrlch  Plan  Ftia  Co.. 
&U  Weal  4th  Ht..  awarded  thv  rontract  for 
Iha  ««n»trurtlon  of  a  factory  for  the  manu- 
faouira  of  vortical  Allnf  «<julpmrnt  for 
oAoML  ate..  OB  Murray  Ave.  ISallinatml 
ooal  |lt.»*<.     Noted  June  S*. 

K.  T»  Xewbofwh  —  W.  R.  Crabtroo 
awardad  the  c«nlra«t  for  the  conatructlon 
of  a  ram  mUL  Katlmatad  ooat  about 

fli«,*0«. 

X.  C,  fiaetaala  —  The  Art  Cloth  Mllla. 

Inc..  plan*  to  bulM  a  weav.-  mill,  to  be 
aottlBBod  with  aavanly-two  10  hameaa 

iSviSty  lootaa.  Bailmated  ooat  tl'S.OOO. H.  D.  Oaynar.  Ptm. 

X.  C  Oraalte  rail*  A.  A.  Shuford  Mill 
Co,  lllchland.  plana  to  build  a  cotton  roll). 
here.  Katlmated  coet.  exclurive  of  mn. 
oblnery  and  equipment.   1100,000. 

0„  riaveUad  — Chrlntlan.  Bchwarwn- 
bera  *  Qaade,  Archta..  1900  Ruclld  Avp.. 
are  r*c»lvti«  blda  for  the  oonitruct  l.m  of 

a  I  alory  faolory  addition,  for  Wolf  Kn- 
vrMM  0&.  lT4t  Baat  tXnd  SL     Kallmat.tl 
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rta..  uwaahaw — Ball  Chamloal  Co..  Pulton 
BMjc..  IMttalnirth.  t"  havliu|  plana  prrpnred 
for  II  ■:  of  a  1  at.'i  lU 
ft.   II  ikI  atoraa-  >>n 
Butl>  :  '  here.      Boi  '>M 

ItCOOU 
Pa..   Kalpwaa*— W.  L.  Coiiiu-ll  Coal   Co.. 

4l«    iJicka    Avr..   8cranl<"  inn 
plana  preitaml  for  the  r< .  ih 
oual    waahery,    here.      Khu:     .:  ,    ;.ii'.- 
000.     Knslneer  not  announc««l. 

_  -»L  n  Um  Floar  Mllla.  had 
»»parid  and  aoon  rawlreo  btda  for 
e-3!-  „  _  of  a  M  «  M  ri-  rtaaner "  ̂  *^ '"*^£aAff^^rRr^   re    Ave.            -- 

U  ladn.  aatlna.  ArrlM.  aMi 

Saw   mliMiw     Bd    of 
■I  au  StoM  I*  t«ild  a  t  alorr.  t<« 
fL   frato   aadUna    plairi.   adJpinliM 

tCMIOMled  out  llVo.OM. 

-Ilotroka  9mt»r  Co..  tl« 
_         latvr  of 
awards  *tm  mmwt*  far   
at  a   t   atarr  addHioa   «<•  Ha  ptmM. 

ooat  tlo.M*.    Notad  Auk.  it. 

O..  Clovotoad  —  The  IJncnIn  Hrlchtu 

Dairy  Co..  c/o  J.  Trrenca.  7S5  Stark- WMUiar  Ave.,  had  plana  preparMi  for  the 
oooatruetlon  of  a  I  atory.  It  x  7«  ft  fac- 

tory at  1104  Profaaaor  Ave.  Batlmated 
ooat  140.000.  W.  Markowltc  1II<  Kuclld 
Ave.,  ArchU 

e.  rievelaad — D.  Rackle  *  Bona  Co..  Rtop 
I,  A.  II.  r".  Une.  mfiniifartiiri'r  of  artificial 
■tonr.  luifl  pUnn  I'l  I    ll"  ronatruc- 
Uon  "f  a  1  alory.  .'  miiMInu  ahop 
OB  Mrt'racken  lt<l  I  c""'  lln.oii" 

0_  rietelaad— A.  Sock.  Archt..  Hippo- 
drome ntdk  .  la  recalvlna  blila  for  thi-  con- 

atntetkm  of  a  2  atory,   S(  x  '  lorv 
and  alore   bulldlnc.  nn   Kaat  »n<1 

Moperlor  Ave_  for  J.  O.  Hteii,      ._  ."Ipr- 
KaW«  Bide.     BulMInc  to  be  Iraaed  to  ItafT- 

Candy  Co..  c/o  architect. 

lUasUtoa     Wi 
■U  aaardad  itw  raMrae«  far  the 

■fat    alorr.    lat   «    II*   fL 
addtltaa   to  K*  plant  on   Wool 

|4*.ao*. 

.iL.  ,.■■.■ .  ...  -  '^eotrnl  nay  vrba. 
piKa  I*  bwM  a  tS*  fa^i'irr  to  reytoM  ana 
na  ally  dia^njid  by  Mr*  IMmtaled  «aa( 
IIMaO       A     U   SnwlB.    M«r.      Itogbiaar 

Pa..    A 

•V     mo    North 

met    for    the 

X   04  ft.   re- »,'.uoO.    PrIvBio 

Pa..    Phlla.— C.    ]•     II- Ptoni    81  ,    awaolr.l 

ooiutruftlon   of  a   :' pair  ahop.     Batlmalt-u  ..v 

plana. Pa..  Phlla — n.  Krook,  M-  "•    nnrt  Raai Walnut     l.aiiF.    nwnr<le<l  ■■  iict    for 
Iho  nmalrurllon   of   a    1  x    10   ft. 
fnctiiry  for  the  manufaciun    <>i  ti  siilea.  Ka- 

tlmated coat   1X0,000.     I*rlvalf  plana. 

R.  I..  Pawtarhet — 8ol» 
tllr    Co.    ItiKrahuiiivllli'. 
tract  for  the  oonatruoKon 
140    ft.   textile   plant    addition. 
ooat    140,000. 

H.  v..   Clover — Hampahlre    - 
awardeil  the  contract  for  tli<  <>ii 
of  a  1  atory.  Ill  x  194  ft.  mili  it" 
be   tO'a  to   TO'a  oorobod   yariui,  packwl   on 

O.,  rWvelaad— P.  P.  Weaaela  A  Hon.  ITIt 
ftoat  ITlh  Ml,  manufacturer  of  aanllary 

tuba,  are  recelvlnit  blda  ■>— '  -  "'  —•••■  -ame about   AM.   10.    Tor   th.  ■'  a 

2  atory,  ii«  x   lO!  ft.  f  "r*-- 
con   Ave.     Katlmated  ooei   i*v,.,..o    invaU 

Plana. 
0_  MMdietawn— The  Oardner  Harvey 

l>aper  Co..  Weet  Ird  St.,  I(  receiving  blda 
for  the  aonatructlon  of  a  I  atory,  m.x 
l»(  ft.  paper  manufacturing  plant.  T.  H. 
•eott  A  Son.  MIddl'lown.  Archta. 

OMto.  DoaeM>— Pauline  (Ml  *  Oaa  Co. 
ptoaa  to  tiitlM  a  n-nnerr.  capacity  700 
SSE.  an  alt*  •  milea  from  nar*.  fOMJmalad 
eaal  tW.OOO. 

Wimlow  Olaaa  Ca., 

  J..  1   '     award»«J the  oaotnat  for  tfi*  •  r,  of  a   1 
■tory.  I«a  b  |4t  ft  ttox  1--      . , 

Pa.,    Badtord— Kond    A    BIben    Co..    204 
Banal  Caae  r-n.     WarrWton   Ave.,   illtabunrh.   will  bylld  a 

aarard  tbe  <«••     1  ainry,  M  x   I  fa  n.  cabinet  wnrh*    here. 
dtf  •  I  Mary.    Prtvat*  ptona 

,    A  Tex- I  hr    con- ■  ly.  70  » 
l£allmatP(l 

Tex.,  Honalon— llouaton  Oaa  A  Kuel  Co.. 
(07  San  Jarliito  St.,  plana  to  make  exten- 
aive  Improvi'iiiinin  to  Ita  xaa  manufactur- 

ing plant,  Inoludlnc  enlargement  of  holder, 
etc     Batlmated   coat   $110,000, 

T*x„  Hahlne — Maanolla  Petroleum  Co.. 
■liana  to  rrlmilil  that  portion  of  dlalrlbul- 
Ing  plant  doatruycil  by  Are.  Katlmated  ooat 
1170,000.     Architect   not   announcod. 

Tex.,  Hiaairerd — Jay  Cotton  Oil  Co.,  plana 
to  build  a  12(  ton  daily  capacity  cotton  oil 
mill. 

W.  Va.,  Welrton— The  Welrton  Steel  Co. 
awarded  the  conlrnct  for  the  conatructlon 
of  a  complete  coki>  and  bl-producta  plant, 
•■onalatlnic  of  about  40  ovena.  iil  Ihi-lr  mllla. here. 

Wla.,  Appleton— The  Valley  Dairy  Prod- 
ucta  Co.  uwarile<l  the  contract  for  the  con- 

atructlon of  a  X  atory,  (0  x  KO  ft.  dairy, 
Katlmated  coat  ISO.OOO.     Noted  Aug.  1. 

Wla,  lie  I'ere— Tlie  City,  W.  R.  Ma- 
iheWB,  Clk.,  uluna  to  build  a  t  atory  voca- 

tional achool.  Katlmated  ooat  tl&0,000. 
Architect  not  aelcctad. 

Wla.,  Oreea  Ray — BlMmliiiii  Oil  Co.,  t» 
Wlaconain     HI..     Rniwnni 

I 

led  thn 
'  1  atory, 

uae,   hero. contract  for  thn  conatru' hi  X  110  ft.  saraKo  ami 
Batlmated  coat  140.000. 

Wla.,  t.ahe  neneva — J.  Nutlnl  awarded 
the  conlracl  for  the  conalnicdon  of  a  I 
atory.  60  x  !l<i  ft  Ice  croam  factory.  Batl- 

mated coat   14)1,000. 

Wla.,  Milwaukee — 8.  K.  Tnte  PrlnllnK 
Co,  111  2nil  Ht..  la  havtiir  .irv  (ilana 
preiMred  for  the  innalM'  >   n  alory. 
10  X  120  ft.  nrlnllnjr  pinir  <  .itioo  build- 
Inr.  M.  TullKTan  £  Bona,  4Zfi  i!:4Ult  Water 

Ht.    Archta. 

Wl«.,   Rarlne— H.   A    M     BiMly  Cnrv..  OOH 
Ce.jliT    Bl..    nwiirdMl    the    conlrunt    for  the 
conatructlon  •>r  1  alory,  liio  x  240  ft  dry 
kllna.      I<>ltmal<-<l    <-o«t    1IZG,000, 

Oal,   fJeenrei.. trieal    Co,    C. 

I  in-pared   for 
illn*.     Ratlmai" 

"mllh  A  Slone  KK<- %  la  havlns  plana 
irtlon  of  porcelain 

.     i  to. (Kill, 

Oat.,  Hamilton  -  l.tlil»-y  Owena  Hhuel 
rilaaa  Co.  la  iir"|iiirliiK  l>lniia  for  exiendinc 
Ita  plant  Katlinnli'if  roal  12&0,000.  II. 

Allen,  Mcr.     Prlviiii-  plana. 

Oat,  aearbero  Junelinn — Klncaton  Itoad 
lAimlter  ''o..  N2H  KInKBton  ltd.,  plana  to 
bulkl  a  plnnlnc  mill.  Uatlmatad  ooat  |lli,- 
000.      Privntp    plan*.      Arehlteet     not     an- 

Qoe.,  Aabeatea — Jolina  ManvMIn  Co..  t4d., 
410  Ht  Jnmea  HI..  Montreal,  reporteil  ulan- 
nina  erection  of  plant,  hara  Katlmated  coal 

11,000,000. 
Qae,   Meat  real — Burton   P'  «r 

r'anada,  plana  to  build  a  I  ai  '>'>" ft   br«W"i      Ml.   iM-nnM  ai.:    ij  V.tller 
Rta.     B-'                   t  1400,000     u.  H.  An- 
«lln.  Pr 
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Malleable  Cast  Iron 
Poor  Qualities  of  Pure  Cast  Iron — The  Factors  That  Make  Malleable  Cast  Iron  Superior- 

Soundness,  Strength  and  Good  Machineability  Attained 

By  ENRIQUE  TOUCEDA 
Consulting  Kngrineer,  American  Malleable  Castings  Association 

ANON-TECHNICAL  article  descriptive  of  any 
foundry  product,  in  order  to  prove  of  real  prac- 

tical value  to  the  general  reader,  must  cover  quite 

completely  the  details  concerning  the  physical  and  struc- 
tural characteristics  of  the  product,  the  ease  with  which 

it  can  be  machined,  the  facility  with  which  it  can  be 
hot  or  cold  worked,  heat-treated  or  welded,  and  its 
cost.  The  commercial  worth  of  any  industrial  product 
is  determined  not  only  by  a  consideration  of  these 
various  characteristics,  but  by  a  rigid  comparison  of 
these  properties  with  those  possessed  by  such  products 
as  could  be  commercially  substituted  for  it. 

There  are  reasons,  however,  why  it  will  best  serve 
our  purpose  to  consider  first  what  these  properties  may 
be  in  the  case  of  pure  iron  if  it  is  used  as  a  casting 
material.  With  this  data  in  hand,  and  with  some 
essential  preliminary  explanations,  the  reader  will  be 
in  a  position  to  exercise  his  own  judgment  in  sizing  up 
the  advantages  or  shortcomings  of  the  malleable  iron 
casting  as  compared  with  the  products  that  might  be 
used  commercially  in  its  stead.  He  will  be  in  a  position 
as  well  to  gather  an  intelligent  idea  as  to  the  field 
to  which  this  casting  is  best  adapted. 

According  to  various  authorities,  pure  iron  has  an 
average  ultimate  strength  of  about  50,000  lb.  per  sq.in., 
accompanied  by  an  exceedingly  high  ductility.  Owing 
to  the  absence  of  carbon  or  phosphorus,  the  two  elements 
that  impart  fluidity,  this  metal  is  extremely  sluggish 
when  molten.  Structurally,  pure  iron  when  cast  is  made 
up  of  an  aggregate  of  coarsely  crystalline  grains,  as 
the  microphotograph  in  Fig.  1  shows.  While  these 
grains  are  typical  in  form,  their  size  will  depend  upon 
the  rate  of  cooling  from  solidification.  Therefore,  it 
follows  that  if  two  castings  of  equal  length  but  of  dif- 

ferent sized  sections  are  poured  from  a  ladle  of  pure 
molten  iron,  the  crystalline  structure  of  the  heavier 
casting  will  be  larger  than  that  of  the  lighter,  in  propor- 

tion to  the  disparity  in  section. 

Thicker  the  Section,  Larger  the  Grain 

As  it  is  in  rare  cases  only  that  ca.stings  are  designed 
with  uniform  sections  throughout,  it  follows  that  the 
crystalline  structure  of  the  thicker  sections  will  be 
larger  than  thai  of  the  thinner  sections,  owing  to  the 
fact  that  the  thicker  sections  cool  more  slowly  than 
do  the  thinner  ones.  Not  only  is  a  coarsely  crystalline 
structure  unreliable  in  service,  but  internal  strains  are 
unavoidably  developed  in  the  casting,  occasioned  by 
the  difference  in  the  rate  of  cooling  of  the  heavy  and 
light  sections.  These  strains  are  frequently  of  such 
magnitude  as  to  cause  the  casting  to  crack  either  when 
coolinjr  or  when  subjected  to  any  slight  strain  in  service. 

The  more  uneven  this  structural  state  is,  the  greater 
is  the  probability  that  these  troubles  will  occur. 

Experience  has  shown  that  if  such  a  casting  as  we 
have  just  described  is  placed  in  an  annealing  oven  and 
heated  to  around  900  deg.  C.  for  a  short  interval  of 
time  and  then  slowly  cooled,  the  defects  in  the  structure 
will  be  modified.  Not  only  will  the  coarsely  crystalline 
grains  in  both  the  thick  and  thin  sections  be  changed 
into  ones  very  minute  and  uniform  in  size  throughout 
all  sections,  but  the  internal  strains  which  were  occa- 

sioned by  the  difference  in  the  rate  of  cooling  of  the 
disproportionate  parts,  will  be  removed. 

Pure  Iron  Castings  Commercially  Inferior 

Without  entering  into  complete  details,  it  can  be 
stated  that  in  the  case  of  all  of  the  various  ferrous 
products  to  which  we  will  refer,  there  exists  a  certain 
temperature  at  which  the  metal  ceases  to  be  magnetic. 
The  constitutents  that  exist  and  are  stable  below  this 
temperature  change  into  others  wholly  different  and 
stable  only  while  above  it.  A  coarsely  crystalline  struc- 

ture can  be  broken  up  and  replaced  by  one  that  will  be 
permanent,  very  minute,  and  most  reliable  for  the  par- 

ticular product  in  question. 
In  spite  of  what  has  been  stated,  castings  of  pure 

iron  cannot  be  produced  successfully  or  commercially 
for  either  structural  purposes  or  for  the  construction 
of  machines.  On  the  one  hand,  they  would  be  pro- 

hibitory in  cost,  while  on  the  other,  even  if  they  were 
cheap,  the  lack  of  fluidity  of  pure  iron  when  molten 
would  occasion  high  loss  due  to  mis-runs.  The  contrac- 

tion after  solidification  is  so  great  that  any  casting  of 
intricate  design  would  crack  and  pull  apart  at  the  junc- 

tion of  the  thick  and  thin  sections.  A  further  handicap 
would  lie  in  its  high  melting  point,  to  which  must  be 
added  several  hundred  degrees  of  superheat  in  order 
to  raise  the  metal  to  a  proper  casting  temperature. 

Poor  machineability,  a  characteristic  of  all  soft  metals 
such  as  copper  and  aluminum,  is  another  shortcoming 
of  pure  cast  iron.  The  castings  would  be  unsound  due 
to  the  blowholes  which  are  very  pronounced  for  such 
sluggish  metals.  The  welding  properties  of  such  ma- 

terial are  the  best  of  any  ferrous  product,  while  it  can 
be  hot  or  cold  worked  with  the  greatest  facility.  The 
foregoing  has  been  entered  into  in  order  to  explain 
certain  facts  that  could  be  more  clearly  brought  out  by 
a  consideration  of  the  characteristics  of  this  metal  whose 
casting  properties  could  hardly  be  worse. 

The  main  difference  between  pure  iron  and  steel  is 
that  the  latter  must  contain  at  least  some  carbon  in 
order  that  it  can  be  thus  classified.  The  effect  of  adding 
carbon  to  pure   iron  manifests   itself   in  an    increased 
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tawO*  vtmctli.  •  I«mm4  dactllitjr  mad  an  latriMid 
la  pviportiHi  t0  Um  aoMwit  of  curbon 

n*  WMi  ter  IktM  rwiMa  Um  ta  tlM  f act  that 
A«  aat  i—hIii  aa  aticli  when  added  to  molten 

intt.  Aa  aoM  aa  cartoa  ia  MMad.  it  combinca  chemically 
villi  afcaat  Iftaaa  tteH  Ha  walght  of  iron  to  form  an 

aa^poaad  of  Mtattt  eoaapoaitioa  called 
of  IraaT;  and  tkia  notwltlMtaudinv  the  fact 
eoMtitaaBt  la  vary  aoft  and  the  other  com- 

pafatlva^  tu, 
Bttt  it  iMVpaaa  tkat.  aoaw  tima  after  the  meUl  has 

tkla  wy  kafd  earblda  of  iron  rafiiaaa  to 
I  Iqr  Haalf  aad  gotlMra  ante  and  attaehea  to  Itarif 

aboot  ateM  tloMa  Its  waicbt  of  iron.  Aa  a  renult  a 
■Ustnre  of  dcAnlte  cotnpoeition  is  built  up 

0M  aaion  of  the  two.  A  dintinct  constituent 
ia  cuolodU  vhkli.  aldto  net  qait*  aa  hard  as  carbide  of 
troo.  b  nmdi  aUaagw  and  owra  ductile,  although  it  is 
laaa  doctfla  than  pare  Iron. 

It  alMald  BOW  bt  plain  to  the  reader  why  an  exceed- 
tffif  mmI  aoMont  tf  carbon  added  to  pure  iron  can 

■och  a  profound  effect  on  the  physical  character- 
ef  the  latter.  This  can  be  illustrated  by  the  use 

of  coaerete  flffurea.  If  to  pure  iron  such  a  trivial 
:  of  carbon  aa  O.I  per  cent  be  added,  two  reactions 

First,  there  will  be  formed  from  this 
111  par  eent  of  carbon  about  S  per  cent  of  iron  carbide. 
8a«aa4,  aflar  aolklMcatioo  and  at  about  redneas,  this 
S  par  eoat  of  iron  carbide  will  unite  with  about  8  times 
its  weicht  of  iron  to  form  about  12.5  per  cent  of  th<' 
BMchantcal  mixture  known  as  "pearlite."  In  Fig.  2  i^ 
dwwa  a  ■Jerophototraph  of  steel  containing  about  0.12 
par  eent  carbon.  The  white  areas  are  the  carbonleK.>< 
Iron  and  tlte  dark  areas  the  pearlite.  Fig.  8  shows  n 
aUuophotoyraph  of  the  structure  of  a  stael  which  hnx 
a  9M  ptr  eent  carbon  content. 

Not  odlr  doaa  carbon  when  introduced  into  pure  iron 
prodaea  tha  far  ranching  effects  noted,  but  it  also  has 
a  narkad  influanc*  on  tlw  melting  point  of  the  metal 
aadi  oa  ita  fluidity  and  contraction.  This  is  the  case  to 

aa  otent  tlut  very  superior  castings  could  be 
of  this  ver)'  pure  steel,  which  would  have  a 

atrength,  daetility  and  hardneaa  ver>-  easily  adjusted  by 
tho  carbon  coaloal.  However,  it  happens  that  commer- 
daOy.  caatinga  cuuot  ba  nade  of  pure  iron  and  carbon, 
tacaoaa  of  tha  fraat  tsponaa  that  this  would  entail. 

stsai  Is  shvaya  contaminated  with  a 
•a  perctntage  of  phosphorus,  sulphur, 

and  silicon,  tlte  first  two  being  very  harmful 
ia  sscw  of  a  eortain  quantity.  Conseciumtly,  its 

fnaa  ths  irst  two  chemlcala  Is  a  measure  of 
tks  qiBsllfjr  of  wwiarilal  steel  Ita  carbon  content,  ow- 

ing to  Its  Inflasncs  on  the  physical  characteristics  of 
the  oatal.  artoally  datcrminas  its  sppn^riateness  for 
tUa  or  that  particiilar  porpoae.  For  this  reason  carbon 
is  aot  coBsldarod  ia  the  light  of  aa  impurity,  but  as  a 

Sodsty  for  Taating  Materiala  grsdss 
Slaai  eastlags  into  Class  A  and  Class  B.  With  reference 
to  tboaa  of  Class  A  which,  the  writer  can  state,  pre- 
dwlnats  bjr  a  eoasiderabis  amount  in  tonnage,  it  is 
prorldad  tkat  tkagr  aoad  not  ba  annealed  unlsss  so  spo- 
dtai.  WbOs  ae  pkyakal  requirenienta  hava  to  ba  oooi- 
pllsd  witli.   it   is   rsqalrcd   thst   the   csrbon   and    the 

0.S0  per  cent  and  0.06 

ia  all  caaaa  thay  shall  be  properly  annealed,  depending 
upon  their  design  and  composition.  This  daas  is  graded 
into  soft,  medium  and  hard,  having,  raapectively, 
minimum  ultinute  atrengths  of  60,000,  70,000  and 
80.000  ib.  per  sguare  inch.  The  yield  point  in  each 
cas«  should  be  at  least  45  per  cent  of  the  ultimata 
strength.  The  elongations  should  not  be  less  than  22 
per  cent,  18  per  cent  and  16  per  cent,  while  the  reduc- 

tions of  area  should  not  ba  leaa  than  SO  per  cent,  25 
per  cent  and  20  per  cent,  rettpertively.     In  regard  to 

•  hi  11.^' 

FIO.   1— .MUHlU'HoTlHJHAPH   Ol"   11  1;K  r.V.ST   IIlt).\.   .SMUW- 
INO    THE    OOAKSE    CRYSTAl.I.INK    HIIAINS.       FIO.     S— 
MlCROPHOTOCKAril    UK   STEEL    rDXTAINlNO    O.IS 

PER    CK.NT    CARIIO.V.    SHOWIM!     THE 
rARTK>.\l.K.>*S  IRON  AND  rEAHUTB 

la  tks B  castings,  it  ia  provided  that 

yiQ.    J— MKUOI'llOTlMJUArH    OK   STEliL   C'O.NTAINI.NO    0.J4 
PER  CENT  CARBON.     FIO.  4— MICnOPlrOTOORAPH  OF 
HARD  IRON,  8HOWINU  CARBIDE  AND  PBARI.ITB 

con)|M)sitlon,  it  is  specified 
that  both  the  phosphorus 
and  the  sulphur  content 
must  be  less  than  0.06  per 
cent. 

No  better  casting  exists 
than  a  sound,  high-grade 
tcel  casting,  and  the  re- 

marks that  follow  are  not 
intended  to  offset  or  nega- 

tive this  statement  in  any 
particular.  All  products 
have  certain  properties 
that  make  them  superior 
to  others,  while  on  the 

other  hand  they  have  other  characteristics  that  would 
make  the  reverse  statement  ef)unlly  true. 

It  has  been  pointed  out  that  Class  A  castings  prcdom- 
inats  in  tonnage  and  that  they  do  not  need  to  be 
annealed  unless  so  apscifled.  It  ran  be  stated  then  that, 
with  thia  priviisgo  allowed,  not  all  such  castings  receive 
annealing  traatmant.  It  has  been  pointed  out  also  that 
under  these  conditions  the  crystallization  must  be  coaras 
in  proportion  to  the  size  of  the  sections,  as  well  as 
different  in  size  In  disproportionate  sections,  while  in- 
tsmsl  strsins  must  bs  present   for   reasons  sircady 

Kin.    s  I"- 
CRAPII    ■  I.B 

CAirr  iini.-<  .\i  I  t.ti 
ANNKAMNO 
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explained.     In  spite  of  this  there  is  a  large  sale  of 
Class  A  castings,  even  when  they  are  unannealed. 

It  has  been  explained  that  the  hardness  of  steel  is  a 
function  of  the  carbon  content.  Inasmuch  as  quantity 
production  is  one  of  the  essentials  insisted  upon  by 
our  manufacturers,  it  will  be  found  that  they  will  pur- 

chase in  preference  a  low  rather  than  a  high  limit  of 
carbon  for  Class  A  castings.  Exception  is  made  to  this, 
however,  for  special  parts  where  high  strength  is 
needed,  and  on  this  account  the  ease  of  machining  is 
sacrificed.  This  will  mean  a  product  that  will  probably 
not  be  higher  than  0.15  per  cent  in  carbon.  Even  with 
a  carbon  content  as  low  as  this,  these  castings  will  have 
a  machining  cost  far  in  excess  of  what  would  be  neces- 

sary in  the  case  of  malleable  cast  iron. 

Melting  and  Pouring  Malleable  Cast  Iron 

Malleable  cast  iron  is  made  by  melting  together  a 
certain  proportion  of  pig  iron,  sprew  and  low-carbon 
scrap  of  the  proper  composition.  The  molten  metal  is 
allowed  to  remain  in  the  furnace  under  the  oxidizing 
influence  of  the  furnace  atmosphere,  until  a  cast  test- 
sprew,  when  broken,  shows  a  uniformly  white  fracture 
free  from  any  particles  of  graphitic  carbon,  or,  in 
other  words,  until  all  of  the  carbon  in  the  metal  is  in 
chemical  combination  with  the  iron.  If  this  condition 
is  reached,  and  if  the  molten  metal  is  hot  enough  to 
pour  the  castings  without  the  danger  of  mis-runs,  the 
furnace  is  ready  to  be  tapped. 

Castings  made  from  such  iron  are  of  extreme  brittle- 
ness  and  hardness,  and  except  in  rare  instances  where 
such  properties  are  actually  desired,  would  serve  no 
useful  purpose.  The  structure  of  this  hard  iron  is 
made  up  wholly  of  the  two  very  hard  constituents, 
carbide  of  iron  or  cementite  and  the  mechanical  mixture 
known  as  pearlite.  This  structure  has  been  micro- 
photographed,  as  shown  in  Fig.  4.  The  white  areas  that 
stand  in  relief  are  the  carbide  and  the  dark  areas  the 
pearlite. 

Before  proceeding  let  us  note  other  characteristics 
possessed  by  this  hard  iron,  the  composition  of  which 
will  average  about  0.85  per  cent  silicon,  about  2.40  per 
cent  carbon,  about  0.18  per  cent  phosphorus,  0.07  per 
cent  sulphur  and  0.25  per  cent  manganese.  We  have 
seen  that  both  carbon  and  phosphorus,  in  the  order 
named,  impart  great  fluidity  to  iron,  and  that  they  act 
as  well  to  lower  its  melting  temperature.  The  melting 
point  of  pure  iron  is  about  1,500  deg.  C,  and  that  of 
steel  castings  such  as  can  be  machined  with  fair  ease 
for  steel,  is  around  1,460  deg  C.  Hard  iron  of  the  com- 

position referred  to  will  have  a  melting  range  between 
1,130  and  1,275  deg.  Centigrade. 

Comparative  Freedom  From  Blowholes 

From  the  foregoing  we  must  conclude  that  this  char- 
acter of  metal  is  one  that  is  much  easier  and  safer  to 

cast  than  either  pure  iron  or  steel,  both  on  account  of 
its  greater  fluidity  and  its  far  lower  melting  point. 
It  has  been  shown  that  the  higher  the  melting  range  of 
a  ferrous  product,  the  greater  will  be  the  amount  of 
gas  absorbed.  Consequently,  the  greater  will  be  the 
danger  from  the  presence  of  blowholes,  not  alone  due 
to  the  larger  quantity  of  gas  absorbed,  but  more  par- 

ticularly to  the  sluggishness  of  the  metal. 
Of  all  the  defects  to  which  castings  are  prone,  the 

most  serious  are  due  to  blowholes.  On  the  one  hand,  it 
is  impossible  to  ascertain  the  presence  of  blowholes 
except  by  the  destruction  of  the  casting  itself.    On  the 

other  hand,  if  a  considerable  amount  of  machining  be 
done  on  castings  that  must  be  rejected  subsequently  due 
to  these  defects,  the  monetary  loss  will  be  great.  In 
the  case  of  steel,  ferro-silicon  and  aluminum  are  the 
alloys  generally  used  to  produce  soundness. 

It  can  be  safely  stated  that  without  the  addition  of 
some  alloy  to  take  care  of  the  occluded  gases,  the  soft 
steel  casting  would  not  be  a  commercial  product.  White 
iron,  or  hard  iron  as  it  is  called  in  the  vernacular  of 
the  foundry,  contains  an  average  of  about  0.85  per  cent 
silicon  and  2.45  per  cent  carbon  as  cast.  No  alloys  are 
ever  added  for  the  prevention  of  blowholes,  as  hard  iron 
is  practically  free  from  this  evil.  This  does  not  mean 
that  blowholes  never  exist  in  the  malleable  iron  casting, 
for  such  is  possible  due  to  bad  molding  practice,  the 
blowing  of  a  core  or  damp  sand — accidents  that  may 
happen  in  the  case  of  any  cast  product.  It  does  mean, 
however,  that  only  in  very  rare  cases  are  they  ever 
caused  by  occluded  gas. 

It,  therefore,  can  be  accepted  as  a  fact  that  hard 
iron  is  essentially  a  sound  metal.  The  contraction  of 
white  iron  is  not  only  somewhat  less  than  that  of  steel, 
but  from  the  evidence  furnished  it  is  clearly  a  metal 
of  much  greater  fluidity  and  of  lower  melting  range. 
From  this,  it  follows  that  unsoundness  due  to  shrink 
is  much  more  liable  to  occur  in  the  latter  than  in  the 
former  metal.  On  the  other  hand,  it  is  only  fair  to 
state  that,  while  the  presence  of  shrink  is  highly  objec- 

tionable in  either  product  for  obvious  reasons,  if  the 
product  is  to  be  machined  a  shrink  will  prove  more 
objectionable  in  malleable  cast  iron  than  in  steel,  for 
in  the  former  a  hard  area  will  always  accompany  a 
shrink  while  in  the  latter  this  is  not  the  case. 

Annealing  Malleable  Cast  Iron 

After  the  hard  iron  castings  have  been  cleaned, 
they  are  packed  in  tightly  sealed  pots  in  which  they 
are  surrounded  on  all  sides  with  a  slightly  oxidizing 
packing.  The  pots  are  then  placed  in  an  annealing  oven, 
heated  to  about  850  deg.  C,  at  which  temperature  they 
are  held  for  ̂   period  of  not  less  than  60  hours.  From 
this  temperature  they  are  allowed  to  cool  at  a  rate  that 
will  not  exceed  about  10  deg.  per  hour  until  the  tem- 

perature of  the  castings  has  dropped  to  about  600 
deg.  C,  after  which  the  rate  of  cooling  can  be  con- 

siderably increased. 

It  should  be  noted  that  the  very  temperature  that  is 
required  for  annealing  the  hard  iron  castings  coincides 
with  the  temperature  at  which  the  grain  is  refined. 
A  coarsely  crystalline  malleable  iron  casting  therefore 
is  quite  a  practical  impossibility.  What  takes  place 
during  this  annealing  and  conversion  process  can  be 
gathered  from  a  comparison  of  the  microphotograph  of 
hard  or  white  iron  shown  in  Fig.  4  and  the  micro- 
photograph  of  the  annealed  product  shown  in  Fig.  5. 

It  has  been  pointed  out  that  hard  iron  is  made 
up  wholly  of  two  very  hard  constituents,  cementite  and 
pearlite.  Now,  while  this  is  true,  it  must  not  be  for- 

gotten that  the  cementite  existing  as  such,  and  the 
cementite  in  pearlite,  consist  of  the  chemical  union  of 
very  soft  carbon  and  soft  iron.  During  the  heat  treat- 

ment of  the  castings,  the  chemical  union  is  disrupted. 
The  carbon  is  forced  to  separate  out  in  small  rounded 
nodules,  leaving  the  carbonless  iron  as  a  ground  mass 
throughout  which  these  segregated  particles  of  soft 
carbon  are  uniformly  distributed. 

The  malleable  process  therefore  consists  first  in  melt- 
ing a  cast-iron   mixture   in   such   a  manner  that  the 
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la  form  a  VMy  hurd  and  brittle 
Mib>«rtinK  tkia  product   to  th« 

tad  time,  whereby   the  hard 
forad  to  bnak  up  into  the  two  original 

k  kf  •  coavariaoa  of  Um  •ocompaio'ing 
.,.   .  malhaMn  caat  iron  ha«  a  vtnirture 

   tkat  of  pore  Iron  or  of  »teel.    Were  wo 
I  cartoia  facta,  we  misht  sUte  that  iU  atructuro 

I  to  tJiat  of  pure  iron  if  roundtnl  nodules 
of  corkHi  w&n  oniforaly  diatributed  thruuKhuut  the 
atjrvctara  of  tlM  latter.  We  mifht  alao  aute  that  the 

•mctort  of  a  atool  caatinr  would  be  similar  to  that 

of  pw«  Iron  if  tko  particles  of  pearlite  were  located  at 

na  a— A  cofcxmmtta  rod  or  maij^auuk  tast  ikon 
WHIOI   fUM   nSM   OIVKN    A    IIO-DBO.    TWI8T   TO 

lUA'VniA'ni  TH«  ABirSB  THIS  I'KODrcT  WItX  STAND 

tiM  JuDction  of  the  grain  boundaries.  While  such  indeed 

mdghX  be  the  bastr  conclusion,  there  are  certain  easen- 
tial  facta  that  must  be  considered  before  one  can  obtain 

tba  correct  point  of  riew. 
If  to  a  ladle  of  port  iron  there  Is  added  the  same 

•BMoat  of  allicoo.  phoopbortis.  sulphur  and  manganeae 

ao  Bonnalty  exists  in  ntalleable  cast  iron,  but  no  carbon. 
■ad  if  the  atructure  of  this  metal  is  compared  with  that 

of  pure  iron,  it  might  be  quite  impossible  to  tall  whdeh 
was  which  fron  a  comparison  of  their  microphotographs. 
This  is  baciuaa  alliooa  haa  the  property  of  alloying  with 
iron  with  such  intimacy  that  even  under  the  highest 

BUgniflcation  one  cannot  be  differentiated  from  the 
oCber.  It  wookl  be  impossible  to  tell  the  amount  of 

I  oaed,  while  the  sulphur  and  manganese, 
rseiprocal  attraction,  unite  together  to  form 

m  light  sUg.  which,  if  given  the  opportunity,  will  float 
to  the  top  of  th*  molten  metaL  If  the  metal  is  too 
•lagClah  to  admit  of  its  escape  in  this  nunner.  the 

alBf  wfO  ba  eatrmiaad  in  the  casting  In  the  form  of 
iwiadad  particlee  of  indefinite  shspe  that  can  then  be 
aaca  aad  idsntiflod. 
Hmt*  will  ba  a  marked  difference,  however,  in  tha 

plqrslcal  propartiea  of  pare  iron  and  the  pure  iron  to 

vkidi  Hmm  particular  impurities  have  been  added.  Tha 
■ddltiMi  of  ailicoo  will  faciliUte  machineability  to  such 
aa  ostent  that  this  can  take  place  at  high  speed.  Tba 

Btmgth  will  ba  ineraaaed  without  an  appreciable  aac- 
of  ductOity.    Tbe  pbosphorus  will  Increase  the 

faciliuta  machineability  but  decrease  ductility 
to  aooM  extent.  Tba  aulphide  of  manganaaa  will  be 
taert.  unlasa  K  Is  praaant  in  a  prohibitory  amount. 

Prom  tlM  foregoing  it  can  be  sUted  that  while  the 
stnKtara  of  pore  iron  consists  wholly  of  ferrita  (carbon* 
laaa  iroe),  aad  tba  ground  maas  of  tha  malleable  iron 
CMllaff  also  of  ferrita.  in  that  it  ia  alao  earboolaaa  iron, 
Ito  phyaical  pwpartiaa  of  thcae  two  typaa  of  ferrita 
arc  wtMOy  dlilvaat.  Tbia  distiactioa  la  aot  alwaya 

by  writers  o«  tbia  sobject. 
Mollan  bave  baaa  aatorad  into  ia  todioua  do* 

taH,  bacsMM  tha  writer  hae  been  aakad  ao  often  by  even 

meUllurgisU  of  long  experience,  how  it  ia  possible  that 
msllc>able  ra8t  iron  consiHting  of  a  ground  mati8  of  forritc 

ao  dosel>'  resembling  the  structure  of  pure  iron,  but 
weakened  by  the  preaance  of  particles  of  free  carbon 
distributed  throughout  it,  can  have  an  ultimate  strength 
considerably  superior  to  that  of  the  latter.  In  additiun, 
many  who  use  these  castings  fail  to  understand  why 
they  can  b«  machined  at  such  high  speed  with  an  almost 
perfect  surface,  while  the  machinability  of  pure  iron, 
or  iron  almost  pure  like  high-grade  wrought  iron,  is  so 
poor,  and  the  nutchined  surface  so  routfh. 

Ckaractebistics  of  Malleable  Cast  Iron 

Malleable  cast  iron  is  a  product  that  is  very  unique 
in  many  ways.  As  has  been  explained,  it  is  made  from 
a  white  cast  iron  that  is  very  fluid  when  molten,  that 
melts  at  a  temperature  slightly  lower  than  grey  iron,  and 
that  is  very  sound  when  caat,  each  and  all  of  which  are 
characteristics  that  make  for  general  integrity  of  prod- 

uct The  castings  are  not  only  very  tough  and  strong, 
but  they  can  be  machined  at  a  much  higher  speed  than 
is  possible  in  the  case  of  any  other  ferrous  product,  and 
they  have  a  machined  surface  that  ia  smooth  and  of 
close  texture.  These  castings  cannot  be  welded  and  in 
this  particular  the  soft  steel  casting  is  superior.  They 

cannot  be  improved  by  heat-treatment. 
Lest  the  reader  be  confused,  it  will  be  explained  that 

malleable  cast  iron  is  a  product  that  has  the  special 
characteristics  of  great  toughness  and  of  comparatively 
high  strength  accompanied  by  machining  properties  that 
can  be  excelled  only  by  brass  or  some  other  non-ferrous 
alloy.  While  steel  can  be  heat-treated  in  such  a  manner 
as  to  make  it  capable  of  standing  a  much  hJKher  strength 

no.    7— CKRTIKICATE    IMHl'KD    TO    KIUMH    WKOHt:    PrtOD- 
UCT8   HAVB   PAMKO   THE  A^.T.M.    RKQUIKKMKNT8 

than  when  in  its  raw  state,  this  will  be  at  the  cost  of 
ductility  on  the  one  hand  and,  to  a  much  greater  extent, 
of  lessened  machineability  on  the  other.  Malleable  cast 
iron  cannot  be  thus  manipulated,  and  its  use  is  applied 
to  those  cases  in  which  the  part  is  designed  to  stand 

great  abuse  in  service  and  where  maximum  production 
Ik  a  prime  essential.    For  such  UHe  it  has  no  rival. 

While  there  ia  no  limit  to  the  smallness  of  the  casting 
that  can  be  made,  it  is  recommended  that  castings  with 
Mctions  in  excess  of  21  in.  or  over  6  ft.  long  should  not 
be  made  of  this  material.  In  Pig.  6  can  be  seen  a  fairly 

heavy  easting,  a  connecting  rod,  that  has  been  given 
a  18(Meg.  twist  by  way  of  Illustrating  the  abuse  this 

product  will  successfully  withstand. 
While  some  writers  intimate  that  grey  iron  casting  is 

a  competitor,  a  perusal  of  the  data  which  follow,  in  con- 
nection with  the  ultimate  strength  and  elongation  of 
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malleable  cast  iron,  will  correct  this  impression.  Grey 
iron  that  is  capable  of  being  machined  with  anywhere 
near  the  facility  of  malleable  cast  iron  will  not  exceed 

about  20,000  lb.  per  sq.  in.  ultimate  strength,  accom- 
panied by  no  elongation  whatsoever. 

The  writer  is  in  a  position  to  speak  authoritatively 
in  connection  with  the  physical  properties  of  malleable 
cast  iron,  its  manufacture,  the  conditions  of  plant  per- 

sonnel, and  the  improvements  that  have  taken  place  in 
the  quality  of  this  product  during  the  past  seven  years. 
Not  only  has  the  product  been  improved  in  ultimate 
strength  and  ductility  each  year  during  this  period,  but 
the  plants  have  been  improved  both  in  personnel  and 
metallurgical  apparatus,  until  in  the  case  of  the  plants 
referred  to  little  has  been  left  undone  in  the  way  of 
scientific  control  that  would  make  tor  uniformity  of 
product. 

A  certificate,  shown  in  Fig.  7  is  issued  each  quarter 
to  those  whose  product  has  passed  the  A.S.T.M.  require- 

ments. This  certificate  is  granted  after  a  daily  test 
of  test  bars  and  an  examination  of  the  castings  at  each 

plant  by  an  inspector  attached  to  the  engineer's  office 
of  these  seventy  plants  who  have  co-operated  to  carry 
out  this  and  other  work  of  mutual  interest.  This  cer- 

tificate entitles  the  recipient  lo  market  "Certified  Mal- 
leable Iron  Castings,"  a  product  that  is  guaranteed  to 

equal  or  exceed  material  that  will  stand  up  to  the 
A.S.T.M.  specifications  that  have  just  been  discussed. 

The  uses  to  which  these  castings  are  put  are  many. 
The  railroads,  the  agricultural  implement  manufac- 

turers and  the  automotive  industry  are  all  high  con- 
sumers of  these  castings,  which  are  manufactured  into 

machines  of  many  types. 

During  the  past  three  years,  the  average  ultimate 
strength  and  elongation  of  the  seventy  different  plants 
to  which  we  have  referred  have  been  over  53,000  lb.  per 
square  inch  and  15  per  cent,  respectively.  The  last 

complete  monthly  record  in  the  writer's  possession  is 
that  of  August  of  last  year.  Some  individual  records 
during  this  month  which  may  prove  of  interest  by  way 
of  illustrating  what  some  of  the  certificate  holders  can 
accomplish,  are  given  in  the  following  table. 

Ultimate  Stiength 
Average,  Pounds 
per  Square  Inch 

56,393 56,248 

56,094 58,906 
54,023 

Elongation 

per  Cent 
24.78 
23.91 24.50 

23.34 

23.44 

The  average  of  eight  others  was  55,120  lb.  ultimate 
strength  and  20.27  per  cent  elongation.  The  yield 
point  in  these  samples  averaged  about  33,000  lbs.  per 
square  inch.  These  results  are  very  remarkable  in  a 
metal  that  can  be  machined  at  such  high  speed. 

Matching  the  Wire  With  the  Work 
By  E.  Wanamaker 

Electrical  Engineer,  Chicago,  Rock  Island  &  Pacific  Railroad 

Many  tests  tend  to  confirm  what  has  been  the  general 
belief  that  the  metal  passing  from  the  end  of  the  elec- 

trode into  the  weld  is  in  a  highly  molten  state,  with  a 
generous  proportion  of  it  in  a  gaseous  state  and,  there- 

fore, extremely  susceptible  to  atmospheric  effects,  even 
though  the  time  of  exposure  to  the  atmosphere  in  this 
state  be  of  short  duration.  By  the  use  of  such  coated 
electrodes  as  are  used  on  the  Rock  Island  lines  (and 
which  it  might  be  well  to  say,  were  only  developed  after 
years  of  experience  and  patient  research,  laboratory 
and  service  tests),  we  were  able,  to  a  large  degree,  to 
greatly  minimize  this  damaging  effect.  By  such  pro- 

tection of  the  metal  in  fusion,  not  only  has  it  been 
possible  to  protect  the  iron  and  low  carbon  steel  mate- 

rials, but  to  go  further  and  protect  many  of  the  various 
alloys,  the  use  of  which  is  extremely  desirable  to  meet 
certain  conditions,  such  alloys  as  nickel,  vanadium,  man- 

ganese and  others. 
Electrodes  to  have  any  real  value  must  be  very  care- 

fully produced  to  meet  the  necessarily  exacting  specifi- 
cations, which  in  turn  were  only  possible  as  a  result  of 

the  combined  prolonged  efl'orts  of  those  engaged  in 
scientific  research,  development  and  application. 

To  produce  such  electrodes  some  expense  is  incurred 
over  and  above  the  production  of  mere  wire,  but  in 
this  and  in  no  other  way  is  it  possible  to  produce  an 
electrode  of  the  proper  composition  and  with  the  proper 
welding  characteristics  to  meet  the  various  require- 

ments. A  comparison  of  high-grade  electrode  costs  with 
cost  per  pound  of  high  grade  steel  castings,  etc.  (long 
ago  deemed  necessary)  causes  one  to  marvel  at  the  low 
cost  of  good  electrode  material.  It  would  seem  reason- 

able to  believe  that  we  could  no  more  secure  good  elec- 
tric arc  welds  with  poor  or  unsuitable  welding  material 

From   .Tournal    of   the   Amf-rican   Welding  Society,   July.    1922. 

than  we  could  expect  to  build  machinery  or  structures 
out  of  poor  or  unsuitable  material. 

The  necessity  for  welding  materials  of  different  com- 
position to  make  possible  productions  of  welds  of  vari- 

ous characteristics  as  desired  to  meet  the  service 
requirements,  has  been  recognized  for  some  time  in 
oxy-acetylene  welding.  Yet  there  are  many  users  of 
electric  arc  welding  who  endeavor  to  apply  welding  to 
different  metals,  each  of  a  different  analysis,  using  only 
one  grade  of  electrode  material.  This  should  not  be 
construed  to  mean  that  the  composition  of  the  welding 
electrode  should  in  all  cases  be  the  same  as  the  base 
metal.  As  stated  above,  the  service  requirements  will 
determine  the  character  of  the  weld  metal  desired. 

For  example,  cast-iron  electrodes  have  recently  been 
used  to  build  up  worn  cast-steel  chafing  plates  between 
engine  and  tender  of  locomotive.  The  cast  iron  was 
simply  deposited  on  the  steel  casting  and  allowed  to  cool 
normally,  the  rate  of  cooling  being  sufficiently  quick  to 
effect  the  formation  of  white  cast  iron,  which  is  ex- 

tremely hard,  but  especially  suited  for  the  service mentioned. 

Examples  of  welding  applications  where  the  use  of 
an  electrode  of  an  analysis  or  character  approximately 
that  of  the  base  material  has  been  found  desirable  or 
necessary  to  the  success  of  the  operation,  are  those  of 
welding  vanadium  steel  locomotive  frames,  where  van- 

adium steel  electrode  material  is  used;  or  in  the  case 
of  building  up  worn  steel  car  wheel  flanges  where  the 
wheel  was  slightly  preheated  and  the  flange  built  up 
with  a  high  carbon  steel  material.  In  each  case  the  weld 
metal  is  of  similar  character  to  the  part  welded. 

The  desirability  of  electrode  materials  to  better  facili- 
tate electric  arc  welding  of  the  different  metals  and  to 

meet  the  diversified  service  requirement  in  repair  and 
construction  work,  is  recognized  by  many,  but  the  fact 
remains  that  the  use  of  such  materials  is  not  generally 
practiced,  even  in  cases  where  their  use  would  do  much 
to  give  electric  arc  welding  the  standing  it  deserves. 
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A  Modern  Gear  Cutting  Shop 
at  Various  DepartmenU — Floor   I*lans  Show  Arrangement  of  Stock  Room 

and  Machines — Details  of  Construction  and  Other  Data 

Br  FRED  H.  COLVIN 

THE  ahap  of  tk*  OMttral  Gmr  Worlu.  which  in  a 
higldr  apaeMlmi  pluit  bckmyins  to  the  General 
Motors  C»,  was  diaairned  and  equipped  for  pro- 
difci— Ual  gaarioc  for  a  number  of  the  cam 

kgr  Uw  CwmwI  Motora  Co.  It  ia  kicated  on  what 
la  kmmm  m  Um  Bolbrook  property  in  the  City  of 
Datrall,  b«t  la  far  aoongli  fron  the  buaineu  center  to 
ft««  aaaple  rooca  in  a  aingle-atory  shop  for  all  the 

It  eovirs  SCO  b)-  570  ft,  exdudins  the 
■n  aleof  Um  S60-ft.  front 
t  ef  Um  conatniction  and  the  excellent  light 

wlUeh  ta  obuined  by  the  use  of  the  saw- 
tooUi  roof  can  be  had  in  Fir  1-  This  illustration  nhows 
•  viaw  dowB  tlM  center  aisle,  the  long  way  of  the  shop, 

aad  Um  pholoffraph  waa  taken  from  the  office  end.  The 
are  pUred  on  SO-ft.  centers  in  one  direction 

40-ft.  centers  in  the  other  direction,  the  longer 

being  in  the  direction  parallel  with  the  saw- 

TIUs  aiiop  ia  remarkably  well  lighted  and  is  a  particu- 
larljr  plaMMit  plaea  ia  which  to  work.  The  radiators 
for  kaaMag  art  Mipportad  above  the  beams  which  run 
parallel  wiUi  tha  aaw-tecth.  and  are  entirely  out  of 
tte  way.  The  arliAeial  lighting  ia  by  the  mercury  vapor 

ahowa.  This  riew  also  shows  the  department 

I  prominently  displayed,  the  foremen's  desks  and 
at  the  right  the  gravity  track  system. 

A  plsa  view  of  the  shop  ia  shown  in  Pig.  2,  which 
give*  Ml  idaa  of  the  machine-tool  Uyout  and  from 
wUck  tha  imniaaa  of  the  work  from  department  to 

Bt  can  be  Axed.  The  bar  ctock  comes  from 
track  and  is  stored  in  the  space  shown  in  the 

upper  left-hand  corner  of  the  plan.  A  Napier  handsaw 
is  located  in  this  department  ho  as  to  cut  up  stock  as 
it  may  be  needed  by  any  of  the  nuchinen.  The  stock 
rack  ia  ao  extremely  interesting  that  it  will  be  shown 
in  detail  in  another  article. 

In  order  to  give  a  general  idea  of  the  equipment, 
the  various  kinds  of  machines  have  been  lettered  accord- 

ing to  the  list  herewith.  The  size  of  motor  on  each,  for 
this  is  entirely  an  independent -motor-driven  shop,  fol- 

lows the  name  of  the  machine.  The  sequence  of  the 
machines  listed  is  simply  from  top  to  Ixtttom  of  the  illus- 

tration and  bears  no  relation  to  either  the  size  of  the 
installation  or  the  importance  of  the  particular  machine. 
The  list  follows: 

each 
A. Gridley  screw  machines 

10     hp 

B. Gridley  automatics 

S     hp 

C. 

Foote-Burt  drilling  machines 

7i  hp 

D. 

Avey  drilling  machines                            | 
and  I     hp. 

E. lUed- Prentice  lathes 

5     hp 

F. 

Baker  drillinK  machines 

71  hp 

0. 

LaPointe  broaching  maehlaea 

71  hp 

H. Hartness  automatics 

1.3     hp. I. 

Fay  lathes 

7»  hp 

J. Cincinnati- Bickford    drillinir    machines 

li  hp 

K. Bullard  Multaumatics 

10     hp. 

L. Natco   drilling   machines 

15     hp 

M. Foster  turret  lathes 

9     hp 

N. 
Gleaaon   gear  cutting   machines 

3     hp 

0. 

Brown  A  Sharpe  nrrindinK  machines 

7i   hp 

P. 

Barber-Colman  gear  hobbing  machine 

6     hp. 

q. 

Bullard    vertical    turret    lathes 

7i  hp 

R. 

Gould  A  Eberhardt  gear  rouKhinic  machines  10     hp 
s. Van   Norman  grinding  machines 

3     hp 

T. 
Heald  grinding  machines 

2     hp. 

rta  I— TH»: UB  or  THK  SHOP 
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With  tlU*  iMiilit  af  tlM  wflitm  tiwl  •quipmeat 
la  aiiad.  a  cartfol  atadr  of  the  whole  shop  layout  U 

to  Umoo  rwpoBiiMt  for  production  on  a 

A  partial  alcvaUaa  «f  Um  froat  of  tha  olllc«  build- 
it  ia  tkamm  la  Pif.  S.     It  prcavnU  a  vary  attnicti\>e 

frooi  the  atratt  and  eoaaplately  hidca  the 
It.     A  croaa-aertkm  la  ahown  in  Fig.  4, 

Tha  photographic  iiluatrationa  show  nome  of  the  dif- 
ferent departments,  and  give  an  excellent  idea  of  many 

details  of  the  shop  layout,  such  as  the  arrangement  of 
electric  conduits  for  bringing  power  to  the  difTorent 
machines,  the  grouping  of  the  machines  themselves,  the 
space  between  them,  the  kind  of  drip  pans  and  water 
guards  uaed  and  other  items  of  interest  to  the  factory 
executive. 

A- .  r.*x . . 

J.:'\...A}i... 

Sevtti     elevation 
no.   I — PARTIAL   BUeVATIO.V   OF  OPPICE    BL'tLDINO    IN'    PKONT 

z::-^ 
Umpotitien  tttrinf 

mriM^u 
«V»tt   tUvatlen 

no.    •-CROeS-SBCTION  8H0WIN0 

wWcli  fitaa  an  outline  of  the  saw-tooth  construction, 
sbowa  hew  it  Is  brolien  in  placaa  by  the  mezzanine  lava- 
toriaa,  aad  bow  tha  lavatoriea  are  reached  by  sUirs  from 
tha  BMia  ahop.  The  lavatory  floor  does  not  project 
down  into  tha  ahop,  but  it  is  level  with  the  bottom  of 
the  vallrya  of  tha  aaw-tooth  roof. 

Tha  coaatrartioB  givea  a  much  more  open  appearance 
to  tha  dMp  aad  aids  in  the  uniform  distribution  of 
Ught.  It  also  permits  the  complata  and  unhampered 
otitizatioe  of  the  apace,  so  that  departments  can  grow 
freely  la  abaoat  aajr  dlreetloe  without  being  hampered 
la  aay  way  by  tha  ahop  construction. 

S««tien  Tbrot/9h  Mtiunint  Teilttt 
CONSTRUCTION   AND    LAVATOniES 

The  Gould  &  Eberhardt  machines  for  roughing  out 
gears  and  pinions,  including  the  complete  guarding  of 
the  machines  and  the  oil  reservoirs  with  their  pipes 
leading  to  the  various  bearings,  are  shown  in  Fig.  5. 
The  battery  of  Gleason  straight-tooth  gear-cutting  ma- 
chines  is  shown  in  Fig.  6.  The  spiral  gear  generators 
shown  in  Fig.  7,  handle  both  the  ring  gears  and  their 
pinions.  Some  of  the  ring  gears  are  shown  on  the  plat- 

form in  the  foreground.  The  platform  consists  of  a 
subxtantial  framework  of  steel  panels,  one  on  each  Hide 
and  held  together  by  a  cross  panel  at  each  end.  The 
supporting  fact  are  castings  which  hold  the  platform 

TM.  •— WMTOtftlM  OOT  B*^ *— TTTTIXO   KTKAIOIIT-T<K*TII   tIKVKI.  OKARM 
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at  a  tnptr  htifht  m  m  to  b»  rMdilv  handM  by  the 
•iKtrk  Un-tnick. 
TW  Uu»  MP  of  Um  dtpuliMBt  for  makinc  differential 

tarrimn  or  Mipports  ia  thofwa  Is  Pif .  8.    The  equipment 
tarfilr    of    drUlinc    machinee.    though    some 

and  MBall  vertical  turret  lathe*  are 

partSMBt. 

B  nni  ImracnoN  Gaob  Abb  Xbtt 
to  aajr.  tka  kind  of  irark  produced  in  this 

loapaetioa  and.  in  addition  to 
work    is    checked    aa    it 

are  provided  in  each  de- 
The  value  of  the  necMsao'  ft**  runs  into 
•f  dollars,  for  which  reason  the  graves  are 

cabinets  in  the  special   inspection  gage 
ia  Tig.  9.    The  cases  are  all  checked  at 

the  nwtiiM  raquirinc  that  they  be 

no.  IP—  THK  KURCTRICAL.  RKPAIR  TRUCK 

tOHMd  into  the  inspection  gage  roon  oo  certain  dates. 
Tbcr  are  carefully  tested  either  bjr  measurement  or  by 
master  gagoa  before  being  again  issued  to  the  shop 

A  valaable  institution  is  the  repair  truck  of  the  elec- 

trical dapaitlMat  shown  in  P*ig.  10.  This  truck  carries 
all  aorta  of  apare  parts  which  are  generally  required 
Is  kaaping  noiors  in  operation.  The  shelves  and  bins 
■twii  carry  fuses  of  various  kinds  and  capacities. 
JBaaiatad  wire  for  emergency  connection,  conduit 

and  avcn  a  spare  motor,  in  addition  to  the 
rim  and  work  bench  over  the  bin. 

TlAVBUNC  RETAtt  SHOT 

Aa  aoon  aa  olaetrkal  trouble  davdopa  in  any  part  of 
tfca  aiaetriciaa  is  notified  by  shop  telephone 

runs  his  traveling  repair  shop  to  the 
la  this  way  loss  of  time  from  electrical 

is  rsdncad  to  a  minimum.  This  truck  has 
baan  found  to  pay  for  itself  many  times  and  to  aid 
gmtly  ia  kaaping  production  at  a  maximum  wlien 

Is  alao  •  ««rjr  MMBpMo  dapartment  for  heat 
tha  tmn,  ladoding  oil  and  wat^r  pumps  for 

tke  cooling  mediums,  storage  Unk  and  oil 
for  DmL  H  ia  a  thoroagbly  nodom  oquipownt  in  every 
partiealar.  Joat  aa  ia  that  ia  tha  romalnder  of  the  shop 
snucB  haa  jBrt  1 

Cost  Venus  Value  of  Patterns 
By  James  H.  Yates 

To  the  nuchine  shop  manager  who  handles  much 
repair  work  the  cost  of  patterns  is  always  a  serious 
consideration.  Hardly  one  customer  in  ten  can  bo  made 
to  understand  why  a  pattern  should  be  necessary  or 
where  the  price  comes  in,  and  will  always  almost 

invariably  "kick"  at  the  item  when  it  is  time  to  settle 
the  bill.  In  consequence,  most  managers  look  upon  a 

pattern  as  a  "necessary  evil,"  to  be  avoided  whenever 
possible;  and  because  of  this  view  of  thi>  matter  I 
think  a  few  comments  from  a  practical  standpoint  will 
be  of  help  and  value  to  shops  of  this  character  doing 

pattern  work. 
It  is  common  practice  to  obtain  castings  from  the  old 

part  to  be  replaced,  but  this  practice  is,  on  the  average, 

a  ver}'  questionable  one  for  several  very  practical 
reasons.  In  the  flrst  place,  the  casting  is  in  most  cases 
but  a  crude  example  of  what  is  required,  as  it  has 
shrunk  in  cooling  1  10  in.  for  every  foot,  while  if  it  is  a 

machined  part  it  will  have  to  be  "doctored  up"  in  the 
pattern  shop  to  allow  sufficient  stock  to  Anish  it  to  the 
site  desired. 

Expensive  Doctoring 

To  mold  from  an  old  or  doctored  casting  usually 
consumes  twice  the  time  in  the  foundry  that  would  be 
required  if  a  suitable  pattern  were  available,  and  the 
resultant  casting  will  probably  l>e  difficult  to  handle  in 
the  machine  shop  as  compared  with  the  clean,  correctly 

shaped  casting  to  be  obtained  from  a  well-made  wood 

pattern. Then.  too.  the  cost  of  doctoring  the  old  casting, 

especially  if  it  is  broken,  to  put  it  in  condition  for  mold- 
ing may  easily  exceed  the  cost  of  a  new  pattern.  In 

many  cases  that  have  come  under  the  writer's  observa- 
tion Jhe  value  of  the  time  spent  in  "saving  the  cost  of  a 

pattern"  has  amounted  to  more  than  the  saving.  What 
is  more,  much  additional  trouble  is  sure  to  be  met  and 
time  lost  in  the  machining. 

Patterns  should  be  looked  upon  by  shop  managers  aa 
an  investment  instead  of  an  expense.  The  investment 

may  not  be  "gilt-edged."  but  on  the  average  it  ia  a 
very  good  one.  The  pattern  is  there,  as  good  as  ever, 
after  the  molder  has  finished  with  it,  and  if  the  part 
ever  comes  back  for  a  repeat  order,  it  may  prove  to  be 
a  profitable  investment  indeed.  If  a  pattern  is  on  hand, 
the  cost  of  makinjr  the  part  a  second  time  will  be  small, 

so  that  on  Jobs  which  are  apt  to  come  back  again  pat- 
terns should  almost  invariably  be  made  of  the  parts 

to  ba  rwplacod. 

Erratum  Notice 

In  the  article  "Making  Chasers  for  Self-Opening 
Dies."  on  page  174,  of  American  Marhinint,  in  referring 
to  thfl  operation  of  grinding  the  throat  of  the  chaser 

our  correspondent  stated  that  "the  essential  partx  of  the 
machine  shown  in  Fig.  14  were  designed  and  constructed 

at  the  factory  where  it  is  in  use." 
This  statement  implies  that  the  machine  itself  was 

at  least  partially  constructed  by  the  users.  The  fact  is 

that  the  machine  was  made,  as  may  be  seen  from  the 

nameplate  on  the  base,  by  the  National  Machinery  Co., 

Tiffin.  Ohio.  The  statement  should  have  referred  to  the 

attachment  for  holding  the  chasers. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
First  Section  of  Chapter  on  Machine  Tool  Clutches  —  Jaw  Clutches  and  Considerations 

Affecting  Their  Design — Saw  Tooth  Clutches 

BY  A.  L.  DE  LEEUW 
Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

CLUTCHES  are  used  in  machine  tool  design  for  a 
great  variety  of  purposes :  for  starting  and  stop- 

ping either  the  entire  machine  or  certain  func- 
tions of  it,  for  reversing,  for  slowing  down  or  speeding 

up  certain  functions,  and  for  making  shifts  between 
speed  variators. 

Clutches  are  of  two  principal  types:  friction  clutches 
and  positive  clutches.  Such  clutches  as  pneumatic  or 
m.agnetic  clutches  are  generally  friction  clutches  which 
are  operated  by  compressed  air  or  magnetic  attraction 
and  could  be  arranged  as  positive  clutches  if  it  were 
desirable. 

Friction  clutches  are  necessary  where  a  heavy  load 
must  be  picked  up  at  a  relatively  high  speed.  Positive 
clutches  are  needed  where  we  cannot  permit  of  any  un- 

certainty as  to  the  taking  up  of  the  load.  For  instance, 
we  would  not  admit  a  friction  clutch  in  a  feed  mechanism 
used  for  the  cutting  of  screw  threads  for  the  possible 
slippage  might  produce  variable  lead  in  the  screw. 

On  the  other  hand,  we  could  not  use  a  positive  clutch 
for  connecting  a  large  belt  pulley  driven  by  a  heavy  belt 
to  the  mechanism  of  a  machine.  If,  for  some  reason  or 
other,  it  is  absolutely  necessary  to  use  a  positive  clutch 
for  starting  under  heavy  load,  we  should  introduce  some 
additional  mechanism  which  reduces  the  speed  to  safe 

proportions.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  it  is  absolutely  nec- 
essary to  use  a  friction  clutch  in  a  mechanism  which 

must  maintain  a  certain  fixed  speed  ratio  to  other  parts 
of  the  drive,  then  we  should  arrange  it  so  that  the  pos- 

sible variations  in  speed  cannot  have  any  effect  on  the 
ultimate  result. 

We  will  not  describe  here  the  various  kinds  of  positive 
clutches,  as  full  description  and  data  may  be  found  in 
many  standard  works  on  the  design  of  machine  ele- 

ments, but  we  will  call  attention  here  to  such  features 
as  make  them  more  or  less  adapted  for  use  in  machine 
tool  design. 

Shape  of  Clutch  Teeth 

All  jaw  clutches  used  on  relatively  fast  running  shafts 
should  be  made  with  some  angle  to  the  teeth.  Square 
tooth  clutches  can  only  be  used  where  the  shaft  runs  at 
very  low  speed,  such,  for  instance,  as  the  feed  screws 
for  small  milling  machines.  Of  course  they  can  be  used 
even  on  heavier  machines  for  such  purposes  as  the 
throwing  in  of  a  hand  wheel  or  crank  for  temporary  use 
by  hand.  The  angle  recommended  for  the  teeth  of  such 
clutches  is  4  deg.  on  a  side.  A  greater  angle  would  be 
preferable,  but  experience  has  shown  that  5  deg.  or  more 
is  liable  to  lead  to  a  working  loose  of  the  clutch  under 
strain. 

As  a  rule,  there  is  no  reason  why  the  width  of  the 
tooth  of  such  a  clutch  should  be  equal  to  the  width  of 
the  gap.  Exceptions  are  such  cases  where  a  shaft  runs 
at  very  low  speed,  and  where  we  do  not  wish  to  wait  any 
length  of  time  before  it  is  possible  to  throw  the  clutch 
in.     If,  for  instance,  we  had  a  clutch  on  a  feed  shaft 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book  :  all  rights  reserved. 

revolving  1  r.p.m.,  and  if  there  were  three  teeth  in  this 
clutch,  we  might  have  to  wait  almost  20  seconds  before 
we  could  throw  it  in.  To  shorten  this  time  it  may  be 
desirable  to  make  the  clutch  with  as  many  teeth  as  the 
strength  of  the  individual  teeth  will  allow. 

In  Fig.  119  two  clutch  members  are  shown  with  beveled 
teeth  at  the  moment  when  the  sliding  member  is  about 
to  enter  the  rotating  member.  If  wt  wish  the  teeth  of 
the  sliding  member  to  reach  the  bottom  of  the  gap  of 
the  rotary  member  before  it  takes  up  the  load,  it  will 
have  to  travel  a  distance  B  during  the  time  that  the 
rotary  member  has  traveled  a  distance  A ;  that  is,  if  no 
other  clearance  is  provided  except  that  due  to  the  angu- 

larity of  the  teeth.  This  distance  B  is  about  seven-and- 
a-half  times  as  much  as  the  distance  A,  if  the  teeth 
have  an  angle  of  4  deg.  on  a  side. 

Speed  of  Engagement 

The  speed  with  which  the  sliding  member  travels  in 
the  direction  of  the  arrow  is  limited  because,  as  a  rule, 
it  derives  its  movement  from  a  lever  operated  by  hand. 
Consequently,  it  is  not  possible  to  get  to  the  bottom  of 
the  teeth  unless  the  rotating  member  travels  at  a  low 
rate  of  speed.  If  the  rotative  speed  of  P  is  too  great  or 
the  sliding  speed  of  Q  not  great  enough,  the  side  walls 
of  the  clutch  P  will  touch  before  Q  has  reached  the  bot- 

tom of  the  teeth  of  P.  When  that  happens,  Q  will  have 
to  transmit  the  entire  load,  and  it  will  only  be  possible 
to  move  Q  further  if  the  load  is  light  and  a  sufficient 
leverage  has  been  provided  to  move  Q.  On  the  other 
hand,  we  must  not  forget  that  if  much  leverage  has  been 
provided  for  the  movement  of  Q  its  sliding  speed  must 
necessarily  be  low. 

Altogether  then,  we  see  that  it  is  difficult  to  pick  up 
a  load  and  have  the  clutches  in  the  proper  relative  posi- 

tion at  the  moment  of  pick-up  unless  a  sufficient  amount 
of  lateral  clearance  is  provided.  It  might  be  thought 
that  we  will  get  some  assistance  if  we  make  the  distance 
B  small,  that  is,  if  we  make  the  clutch  teeth  shallow, 
but  this  is  not  the  case,  because  if  B  becomes  less,  2A 
also  becomes  less  and  we  have  not  improved  the  condi- tions. 

In  Fig.  120  we  see  how  it  is  possible  to  facilitate  the 
throwing  in  of  a  clutch  by  making  the  gap  wider  than 
the  teeth.  The  excess  of  width  is  supposed  to  be  W. 
The  teeth  are  shown  square  in  the  illustration.  If  we 
had  made  them  angular,  as  in  Fig.  119,  we  would  have  a 
total  lateral  clearance  of  W  +  2A. 

Rounding  of  Clutch  Teeth  Corners 

In  Fig.  121  is  shown  what  happens  to  the  teeth  due  to 
the  fact  that  they  are  apt  to  strike  on  the  corners.  This 
effect  of  rounding  the  teeth  becomes  worse  when  once  a 
round  has  been  produced.  In  the  condition  as  shown 
here,  the  sliding  member  will  be  pushed  back  by  the 
rotating  member  unless  the  load  is  so  light  that  it  is 
possible  to  force  it  into  position  against  the  load. 
Doing  this,  we  must  not  only  pick  up  the  load,  but  must 
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I  tk*  ilidinv  OMmber  to  rotat*  at  a  higher 
wd  Una  that  of  ■MobM'  F.    A*  the  Uluatra- 
tha  cMiditkwa,  thara  ia  no  rlaaranca  at  all 

ba  jfgmMtaBy  ioapoaaible  to  maka  thaaa 
,^   if  bad  or  ipoad  an  appraeiabta.    Giving 
tlw  toa«li  a  att^  aaglo  will  aaalat  eonditioiia  aomawhat. 
hm  oaoB  tfMB  Q  will  b«  pwhod  back  by  the  roundneaa  of 
tka  teeth  aad  thb  will  bo  miaoted  over  tnd  over  again, 
eauaias  the  roaad  to  bceona  much  more  pronounced. 

Wllh  food  rMrtltfffM.  «•  wiO  find  that  the  round  on 
dMdl  taath  tmdMJIr  obtaina  a  radiua  of  about  i  in. 
Fie.  122  ahowa  what  ia  the  effect  of  thia  round  when 
Um  tooth  ora  la  imah  There  ia  only  a  diaUnce  E  left 

the  taolli  proporty  boar  one  againat  the  other. 

rw  ito 
ri6i?i 

rMUO 

ma.  ii»  !•  iw— FORjia  or  jaw  cutch  tketh 

If  Um  roaad  of  the  teeth  bacomca  I  in.,  then  i  in.  of  the 

laagtb  of  tho  tooth  ia  loet.  In  other  words,  if  the  clutch 
taotii  wore  leaa  tiian  1  in.  in  depth  there  would  always 
bo  a  toadeacy  to  throw  the  sliding  member  out  of  mesh 
and  tho  clutch  would  cease  to  act.  In  order  to  have 
aafBcient  bearing  aurface,  the  teeth  should  be  more  than 
i  ia.  iadopth. 

It  has  booa  fooad  by  experience  that  the  circumfer- 
aatial  apood  of  a  Jaw  clutch  should  not  be  more  than 
180  ft.  per  minote.  Should  there  ba  a  case  where  it  is 
abaoot  oaavoldable  to  use  a  higher  apaod.  the  depth  of 
tho  datdi  tooth  aboold  ba  aoawwhat  iacreased.  If.  for 
fawNara,  a  daptti  of  tooth  of  I  ia.  aatiafactory  with  a 
apaad  of  ISO  ft.  and  it  should  ba  aoooaaary  to  oae  a 
dotch  for  tho  aaaio  load  but  running  at  a  speed  of  200 
ft.,  it  woald  bo  adviaabla  to  make  the  depth  of  the 
taith  i  iadi. 

Tha  abode  oo  the  clutch  teeth  ia  almoat  entirely  due 
to  tha  load;  tliat  ia,  to  the  number  of  foot-pounds  of 
woffc  por  mioota.  So  long  aa  thia  load  is  the  same,  it 

ralativoly  little  difforenoe  ao  far  as  shock  is  con- 
at  what  apeed  the  clutch  is  running.  If,  for 

m,  75.000  ft.  lb.  per  minute  must  be  transmitted 
aad  a  clutch  ia  uaed  running  at  ISO  ft  per  minute,  we 
will  have  a  preasore  on  the  teeth  of  600  lb.  If  the  dutch 
arora  running  at  200  ft.  the  preaaure  would  be  S7S  lb.; 
bat  the  shock  haa  not  boea  diminished  becauae  tho 
aawaat  of  work  dona  ia  tho  aame. 

It  was  aaid  that  the  shock  ia  almost  the  aama.  It  ia 
aot  eatirdy  so^  beraaae  the  energy  of  the  revolving 
chrtch  haa  baoa  Janaoaad  oa  aenrant  of  ita  greater 

apood.  However,  aa  a  role,  this  is  but  a  email  percent- 
•fg  of  tho  total  load  to  be  picked  up. 

Whaa  the  datdi.  in  the  provioos  eaample,  is  made  to 
nn  at  200  ft.  per  mioota.  but  retaining  the  pressure  of 
MO  fti  oa  tho  tooth,  tho  aiBoeat  of  ahock  is  materially 

dM  work  has  ban  increaaed  from 

75,000  to  100,000  ft.-lb.  We  see,  then,  that  the  limit  of 
the  circumferential  speed  of  the  clutch  is  not  set  by  the 
fact  that  the  lo«d  increases  with  iniTea.sed  apeed,  but 

to  something  else  and  that  is,  that  it  becomes  increas- 
ingly difficult  to  make  the  clutch  mesh  when  we  increase 

tho  speed. 
Saw  tooth  clutches  provide  naturally  the  necessary 

daarance  for  throwing  in,  and  are  therefore  less  liable 
to  be  rounded  off  or  to  rebound.  As  a  result,  it  ia  pos- 

sible to  make  saw  tooth  clutches  of  less  depth  than 

square  tooth  clutches.  Great  caution  should  be  exer- 
cised when  designing  saw  tooth  clutches  for  heavy  loads 

for,  while  there  is  sufficient  clearance,  it  is  still  possible 
that  the  point  of  the  tooth  will  have  to  bear  the  entire 
load,  so  that  it  is  liable  to  be  broken  off  when  made  of 
cast  iron  or  hardened  steel,  or  bent  over  if  made  of  soft 
4teeL  The  form  we  should  have  to  give  the  back  of  a 
saw  tooth  clutch  in  order  to  make  it  of  equal  resistance 
at  all  points  would  be  the  parabola.  As  this  would  lead 
to  difficulties  in  manufacture,  it  is  advisable  to  approxi- 

mate this  form  by  giving  the  tooth  a  land  at  the  top 
and  making  the  angle  of  the  back  such  that  the  actual 

shape  of  the  tooth  will  fall  outside  the  theoretical  para- 
bola. This  is  indicated  in  Fig.  123  where  both  the 

theoretical  parabola  and  the  practical  straight  line  out- 
line are  shown.  As  will  be  seen,  the  strength  of  the 

tooth  is  somewhat  greater  than  if  the  parabola  had 
been  used. 

If  we  imagine  one  of  these  clutches  being  cut  on  a 
milling  machine,  and  if  Fig.  124  represents  an  end 
view  of  part  of  such  a  clutch,  we  would  find  that  the 
lines  AB  and  CD  are  parallel  becauae  AC  or  BD  is 
merely  the  width  of  the  cutter  at  ita  outside  diameter. 
The  lines  EF  and  GH  might  be  parallel  or  they  might 

be  as  shown  by  the  dotted  line  EF.'  Fig.  126A  shows 

r«  125  A  _ 

no  IM 
KIQS.   Ill  to  Ue— DBTAII^  OK  BAW  TKKTH 

the  end  view  of  a  tooth  both  at  the  outside  and  the 
inside  diameter;  the  full  line  showing  the  form  at  the 
outside  and  the  dotted  line  the  form  which  the  tooth 
would  have  at  the  inside  if  all  the  lines  AB,  CD.  EF  and 
GH,  Fig.  124,  had  been  radial.  As  these  lines  are  not 
radial,  but  are  aa  shown  in  Fig.  124,  the  result  is  that 
the  inside  shape  of  the  tooth  will  be  as  represented  by 
the  compound  line  in  Fig.  126A. 
We  are  never  absolutely  sure  that  the  load  will  be 

picked  up  by  the  entire  surface  GH  (see  Fig.  124).  Due 
to  some  looaeneas  or  imperfection  here  or  there  it  is 
more  likely  that  the  first  shr)ck  of  the  load  will  be  borne 
either  by  the  point  C  or  the  i>oint  //.  The  proportions 
of  the  tooth  are  correct  at  the  point  G,  but  at  the  point 
H  theae  proportions  are  what  the  machining  operation 
made  them  and  not  the  result  of  design  and  calculation. 
Fig.  1 25 A  shows  very  clearly  that  even  with  the  proper 
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way  of  manufacturing  we  would  obtain  a  tooth  at  the 
inside  much  less  strong  than  at  the  outside  and  the  fact 
that  we  did  not  manufacture  by  the  proper  method  has 
still  further  reduced  that  strength. 

In  order  to  obtain  a  tooth  of  equal  strength  at  all 

points,  we  should  have  manufactured  by  a  method  simi- 
lar to  the  cutting  of  a  bevel  gear.  The  result  is  shown 

in  Fig.  126.  All  cuts  are  taken  toward  the  center,  so 
that  the  inside  of  the  clutch  will  have  a  smaller  height 
as  well  as  a  smaller  length  of  tooth.  Doing  this,  the 
end  view  of  the  tooth  would  become  as  shown  in  Fig. 
125B,  and  not  as  in  Fig.  125A.  Not  enough  attention 

is  paid  to  saw  tooth  clutches,  their  design  and  manu- 
facture, and  this  is  probably  the  reason  why  one  finds 

them  very  seldom  in  heavy  machine  tools,  though  they 
are  used  in  light  machinery  where  the  load  is  never 
heavy  enough  to  cause  breakage. 

Wherever  possible,  saw  tooth  clutches  should  be  used 
in  preference  to  the  square  tooth  variety.  However, 
they  are  not  adapted  for  reverse  movements.  Neither 
can  they  be  used  when  it  is  essential  that  there  shall  be 
no  lost  motion  between  the  teeth  of  engaging  members. 

In  the  foregoing  the  saw  tooth  clutch  was  shown  with 
one  vertical  face.  Though  the  angle  of  the  active  face 
is  no  longer  necessary  for  the  throwing  in  of  the  clutch, 
yet  it  is  desirable  to  give  the  saw  tooth  clutch  also  an 
angle  of  about  4  deg.  It  will  be  found  with  square  as 
well  as  with  saw  tooth  clutches  that  at  times  it  is  aiffi- 
cult  to  disengage  the  clutch  on  account  of  the  friction 

set  up  by  the  heavy  pressure,  and  which  may  be  con- 
siderable as  the  clutch  teeth  are  not  lubricated.  Slight 

roughnesses  in  the  teeth  may  make  the  disengagement 
exceedingly  difficult.  The  angle  of  4  deg.  will  materially 
assist  in  throwing  out. 

When  saw  tooth  clutches  are  made  without  a  land  at 
the  top  and  without  flat  at  the  bottom,  they  can  readily 
be  made  on  the  milling  machine  by  using  an  angular 
cutter  of  the  proper  shape  and  setting  the  clutch  at  an 
angle.  The  result  will  be  as  shown  in  section  in  Fig.  126 
and  it  will  be  found  that  it  is  not  necessary  to  bevel  the 
top  of  the  clutch  along  the  line  PQ.  The  blank  may  be 
turned  up  with  a  flat  face  and  the  result  of  the  milling 
of  the  teeth  will  be  that  all  the  tops  of  the  teeth  lie 
in  a  cone. 

Another  Machinist  Has  Reminiscences 
By  Stephen  McEvoy 

After  many  years  in  the  machine  shop,  during  which 
time  I  have  taken  a  turn  at  about  every  branch  of 
the  business,  I  often  sit  back  and  laugh  as  I  recall 
some  of  my  experiences,  although  many  of  them  at  the 
time  they  transpired  seemed  to  be  anything  but 
humorous.  These  recollections  help  me  to  realize  how 
little  any  one  man  actually  knows.  As  a  case  in  point 
I  will  relate  one  such  experience  that  befell  me  years 
ago  and  taught  me  that  it  is  not  always  safe  to  judge 
by   appearances. 

I  was  at  the  time  foreman  of  a  machine  shop  where, 
I  am  sorry  to  say,  I  had  the  reputation  of  being  an 

"A  No.  1  hard-boiled  egg"  who  thought  he  knew  all 
and  then  some  about  the  machine  business.  I  had 
gathered  about  me  as  strange  and  motley  a  crew  of 
journeymen  and  apprentices  as  any  old-time  writer  of 
fiction  might  desire,  and  among  the  apprentices  was 
one  mild  youth  of  polished  appearance  and  manner  who 
was  destined  to  teach  me  a  lesson. 

One  of  the  jobs  that  occasionally  came  to  us  was 
the  cutting  of  some  large  screws,  quadruple  thread,  of 
0.888-in.  lead.  Though  this  job  was  continually  recur- 

ring, there  was  never  at  any  one  time  a  sufficient 
quantity  to  warrant  the  making  of  a  master  faceplate 
or  any  of  the  modern  devices  for  securing  accuracy  and 
speed  of  production  on  such  jobs.  My  method  was  to 
shift  a  change  gear  one-quarter  turn  for  each  separate 
start  as  I  had  been  taught  to  do  and  which,  I  thought, 
was  about  the  only  method  worth  considering. 

This  method  if  carefully  carried  out  will  produce 
satisfactory  results,  as  every  mechanic  knows;  but, 
because  of  backlash,  miscounting  a  tooth  or  so  now 
and  then,  and  general  carelessness  or  cussedness  on  the 
part  of  the  workmen,  it  was  rare  that  I  got  a  screw 
that  could  be  induced  to  go  in  the  nut  without  a  great 
deal  of  filing  and  fitting.  This  state  of  affairs  caused 
me  great  concern,  besides  eliciting  much  lurid  language 
both  from  me  and  from  my  immediate  superiors.  It 
also  helped  to  swell  the  scrap  pile. 

On  the  occasion  to  which  I  am  referring  an  order  had 

come  through  for  one  such  sci-ew  and  nut,  and  as  usual. 

the  screw  when  cut  would  not  go  into  the  nut.  Here, 
thought  I,  is  where  I  take  it  out  of  my  polished  ap- 

prentice; and  to  him  I  gave  over  the  job  of  fitting, 
explaining  to  him  in  careful,  though  forceful  English 
just  what  was  to  be  done  and  how  he  was  to  do  it.  He 

listened  attentively  without  giving  me  a  chance  to  "go 
off  the  handle,"  and  I  finished  by  setting  a  time  limit 
on  the  job  which  I  knew  to  be  impossible  of  accom- 
plishment. 

Just  then  I  was  called  into  the  office  where  I  was 
detained  for  a  considerable  time,  listening  to  the 
choicest  kind  of  a  bawling  out  that  ever  fell  to  the  lot 
of  a  harassed  foreman;  all  on  account  of  the  cost  and 
general  inaccuracy  of  those  same  pesky  screws.  When 
I  returned  to  the  shop  my  temper  was  at  the  boiling 
point  and  I  was  in  fit  condition  to  annihilate  that  quiet 
little  apprentice  if  things  had  not  turned  out  satis- factorily_ 

Although  the  ridiculous  time  limit  that  I  had  set  had 

not  expired,  I  found  my  little  man  unconcernedly  run- 
ning the  nut  back  and  forth  over  the  screw — a  finished 

job  and  a  perfect  one,  though  a  file  had  never  been 
near  it.  I  took  it  from  him  and  held  it  in  speechless 
amazement,  mingled  not  a  little  with  shame,  as  I  listened 
to  his  explanation  of  how  he  did  it. 

That  was  a  long  time  ago.  You  all  know  now,  and  I 
presume  that  many  of  you  did  then,  how  easy  it  is  to 
set  the  compound  rest  parallel  with  the  shears  of  the 
lathe  and  take  one  cut,  draw  the  compound  slide  back 
one-quarter  of  the  lead  to  take  the  next  cut,  and  so  on 
until  you  have  finished. 

That  is  what  he  had  done.  The  lathe  he  had  chosen 

was  one  of  the  few  then  in  existence  that  wei'e  fitted 
with  micrometer  dials  on  cross  and  compound  screws. 
When  I  had  gotten  the  sand  out  of  my  eyes  and  put 
some  Prussian  blue  on  the  threads,  I  found  that  he  had 
a  perfect  bearing  on  all  of  them. 

I  had  learned  my  lesson.  I  never  assume  that  a 
man  knows  less  than  I  do  because  he  looks  that  way. 
My  apprentice  got  a  raise  that  enabled  him  to  look 
more  polished  than  ever.  He  also  got  the  job  of  making 
all  such  screws  that  came  to  the  shop  thereafter.  Our 
superintendent  got  good  screws  at  less  than  half  the 
previous  cost.    The  only  sufferer  was  the  scrap  pile. 
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Heavy  Machine  Work  in  a  Railroad  Shop 
Iptirttttmi  on  Locomotive  Side  Frames — Method  of  MarhiniiiK  ('vlinders  and  Valves 'Work  on  Crankshaft  for  a  Steam  Boat 

SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

THE  tnl  AHimkas  in  thU  article  relate  to  rci^  ting  machine,  and  Fig.  2  illuHtrates  a  Blotter  machininK 

UIb  mw  riflnM  «•  iDMOOtiv*  aide  frames.  Fig.  1  along  the  edgea  of  hea\'>'   frames.     The  8lotting-tool 
■hnwii  •  very  coaTcnient  laying-out  floor  with  a  holder  shown  in  made  with  back-stroke  relief,  so  that 

Mf  Iroa  bwdl  sad  rigid  boraea  on  which  heavy  frame  upon  the  return  stroke  of  the  Blotter  ram  the  cutting 

aacUwik  •■  Wil  •■  Hghter  work  sodi  aa  rod  strapa,  can  tool  is  relieved  in  the  cut,  and  upon  the  down  stroke  it 

to  plHMd  far  laytaf  oat  with  aquare.  surface  gage,  again  takes  its  original  cutting  position.     This  relief 
•ad  ealipam    Two  large  frame  sections  can  be  is  obtained  by  means  of  a  pivoted  holder  for  the  cutting 

no.  1.     BQUIPMKNT  rOR  LAYINO  OUT  WUKK      FlU.  i.    A    I'AIR  OK  FRAMES  ON  THE 

ia  tba  forcfround  with  a  number  of  straps  and 
parts  oa  tba  big  bench  plate  at  the  rear.  The 

parts  to  be  laid  off  for  finishing  are  measured  over 
important  points,  chalked  on  the  surfaces  and  scribed 
and  ccnter-pancbad  for  center  lines,  hole  centers  and 

worldBg  locationa.  Alao,  finished  work  is  here 

Inapectad  for  squareness  of  surfaces,  uniform- 
ttjrof  eomapooding  dimensions,  and  general  accuracy  of 
al  maaanremanta.  as  called  for  on  the  blueprints. 

A  great  deal  of  the  work  naceasary  in  machining  loco- 
fraoMi  ia  naturally  handled  on  the  vertical  slot- 

tool,  which  holder  is  so  operated  by  a  compression 
spring  as  to  normally  stay  in  the  working  position,  but 
upon  the  up  stroke  to  swing  back  against  the  spring 
sufficiently  to  relieve  the  pressure  of  the  tool  point  upon 
the  work  surface.  Another  interesting  feature  of  this 
Blotter  tool  is  the  swiveling  and  adjustment  at  the  neck, 
by  which  the  toolholder  is  connected  to  the  shank 
proper,  and  by  means  of  which  the  tool  may  be  set 
around  at  any  desired  angle  so  that  it  can  work  along 
different  surfaces  and  in  corners  to  advantage.  The 

rigidity  of  the  construction  permits  the  taking  of  deep 

1 1 if J  J 
/ 1 

1 

na  t.   aawiKu  orr  ksd  or  vhaue  aecrios.   na.  i.  drillino  a  frami.  mkmukk 
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FIG.    5.     PLANING   WEDGES.      FIG.    6.     PLANER    FIXTURE    FOR    DRIVING    BOXES 

FIG.   7.     PLANING  A  GUIDE  YOKE 

heavy  cuts,  and  a  pair  of  frames  may  be  slotted  at  one 
setting  all  the  way  around.  The  frames  rest  upon 
parallel  strips  on  the  slotter  table,  and  the  outer  ends 
are  carried  on  rollers  placed  on  parallel  bars  on  a  stiff 
floor  support,  which  also  can  be  rolled  to  give  free 
movement  for  the  adjustments. 

In  Fig.  3  a  frame  section  is  illustrated  as  forged  up 
in  the  blacksmith  shop  and  ready  for  the  cutting  off  of 
the  end  with  the  cold  sawing  machine.  The  frame 
section  is  rigidly  strapped  to  the  upright  face  of  the 

work  table  and  the  end  projects  sufficiently  to  allow 
the  saw  to  clear  the  angle  back-support  on  the  table. 
This  saw  is  used  in  various  ways  for  work  similar  to 
that  illustrated.  One  interesting  application  is  to  the 
cutting  out  of  such  work  as  rod  ends  to  reduce  the  labor 
of  drilling  or  otherwise  getting  the  metal  out  of  the 
open  end  of  the  rod.  With  the  saw  the  bottom  clearance 
holes  are  drilled  at  the  inside  of  the  rod  end  to  allow 

*  the  saw  to  run  out  at  the  end  of  the  cut ;  and  if  a  pair 
of  saws  are  combined,  the  two  sides  of  the  rod  end 
opening  are  cut  out  at  once. 

A  drilling  operation  on  the  frame  section  is  shown 
in  Fig.  4,  with  the  work  under  the  radial  drill.  The 
work  is  clamped  to  the  side  of  a  big  angle  plate  and  a 
jack  is  applied  to  take  the  downward  thrust  of  the  drill. 

Some  planing  jobs  are  shown  in  the  illustrations  which 
follow.  The  fixture  on  the  planer  in  Fig.  5  is  a  double 
one,  for  holding  two  rows  of  wedges,  there  being  twelve 
wedges  in  the  fixture  as  set  up.  Along  the  center  of 
this  fixture  there  are  parallel  ledges,  against  which  the 
work  is  forced  by  the  series  of  setscrews  tapped  through 
the  side  walls  of  the  fixture.  Two  eyebolts  are  tapped 
into  the  top  of  the  fixture,  so  that  it  can  be  readily 
picked  up  by  slings  and  hooks  with  the  overhead  crane. 

A  fixture  for  holding  driving  boxes  while  planing  the 
shoe  and  wedge  bearing  surfaces  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  6. 
This  fixture  is  also  a  double  arrangement  with  central 

FIG.    a.      CYLINDlii;   UJilLLLNU    Ol'KUATlON.      FIG.    U.     KEBUKINU    A   VALVE    CH  K.ST  U.\   A   I.AltGE   ENGINE 
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riQ.  II.    MIULJNO  KKYWAVa  IN  STICAU- 

^   J  whkh  th«  boxes  on  owh  side  are  Mcurely 

  br  bolts  Mid  atnps  aa  indicated.    The  fixture 

koMa  alx  boxaa  on  each  side.  It  will  be  noticed  that, 

la  tiMitkm  to  the  straps  by  which  the  boxea  are  secured 

tB  tkt  vwtkal  ladce  on  the  fixture,  there  are  table  straps 

batWMB  each  pair  of  boxea  to  hold  them  down  securely 
totlMpbten. 

Tb*  operation  illustrated  in  Fig.  7  is  the  planing  of 

m  upadal  croaahead  guide  yoke.  This  yoke  was  cut  out^ 

of  aatal  U  ia-  thick  by  meana  of  the  oxy-acetylene* 
toich  and  b  abown  aa  planed  on  the  surface  on  a  42-in. 

%  10-fL  planar.  An  interesting  feature  of  the  job  in 

the  method  of  supporting  and  holding  the  work  against 

•Ida  tkmat  by  the  stiff  Uble  posts  with  the  downward 

pofatod  'toaa"  which  bear  against  the  sides  of  the  yoke. 

Cylladar  work  ia  always  of  interest  in  the  railroad 

■hop  baiaim  of  the  sise  and  shape  of  the  casting  and 

tbt  apacial  maana  often  resorted  to  in  handling  the 

varioaa  oparatfcms.  A  very  large  cylinder  casting  in 

•hova  In  Pig.  8,  with  the  work  in  position  under  the 

sadlal  drill  for  drilling  and  Upping  various  flange  stud 

Tbia  casting  with  its  cylindrical  valve  cheat  has 

bond,  and  the  various  faces  have  been  planed  on 

tbt  draw<ut  shaper.  Under  the  radial  machine  it  is 

poaaibla  to  drill  quite  a  number  of  holes  before  it  be- 
iry  to  readjunt  the  work. 

A  reboring  operation  on  a  similar  cylinder  is  shown 

in  Fig.  9  with  the  porUble  machine  set  up  for  operating 

in  the  steam  chest.  The  illustration  shows  a  big  Mal- 
let locomotive  with  half  of  the  enRine  well  stripped 

down  in  the  round  house.  The  portable  boring  bar  is 

driven  by  means  of  a  motor  which  is  mounted  upon  a  low 

truck  so  that  it  can  be  hauled  to  any  point  required. 

The  motor  is  belted  to  a  jack  shaft  on  the  truck  and 

the  power  for  the  boring  outfit  is  Uken  from  a  small 

»K».  It     TVMKim  PIK  ox  mtAMnOAT  niAXK,     rta.  U.     TrR.M.XO  KTKaMUUAT  CliANKHIIAt-T 
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pulley  on  the  end  of  the  shaft.  Behind  the  boring  outfit 
can  be  seen  a  workman  repairing  a  yoke  by  welding  with 
the  acetylene  torch. 

In  Fig.  10  at  the  rear  of  the  big  lathe  can  be  seen  a 
mandrel  for  turning  piston  valve  cages  or  bushings  for 
various  sizes  of  engines.  This  mandrel  is  made  up  of 
a  heavy  arbor  with  two  cast-iron  drums  or  cones.  One 
of  these  is  fixed  at  the  ena  of  the  arbor  while  the  other 
is  adjustable  along  the  arbor.  Steps  of  corresponding 
diameter  are  turned  on  the  cones,  so  as  to  receive  work 
of  the  various  sizes  coming  through  the  shops.  With 
a  sleeve  or  bushing  put  in  place  on  the  proper  size  of 
shoulder  on  the  cones,  the  nut  is  tightened  up  and  the 
work  held  securely  for  turning.  The  operation  shown 
under  way  in  the  lathe  is  the  turning  of  a  tumbling 
shaft  which  is  here  mounted  upon  centers  and  driven 
by  one  of  the  arms  contacting  with  a  driver  in  the 
faceplate. 

A  Steamer  Shaft 

These  shops,  the  Southern  Pacific  at  Sacramento, 
have  had  a  good  deal  of  marine  work  along  with  regu- 

lar railroad  equipment  to  care  for.  Consequently,  some 
of  the  operations  attended  to  are  of  most  unusual  char- 

acter. Thus,  Fig.  11  illustrates  a  steamboat  shaft 
15  in.  in  diameter  by  30  ft.  long  in  which  a  number  of 
keyways  are  being  cut.  The  work  is  done  in  the  draw- 
cut  machine  with  a  milling  cutter.  The  feed  for  the 
cut  is  by  means  of  the  traveling  column  on  the  bed  of 
the  machine.  Several  floor  blocks  of  cast  iron  with 

V-tops  are  used  for  holding  the  shaft  during  the  opera- 
tion. There  are  four  sets  of  keyways  cut  along  the 

shaft  surface  for  the  hubs  of  the  spiders  of  a  pair  of 
paddle  wheels. 

Another  steamer  job  is  shown  in  Fig.  12.  This  is  a 
crankshaft,  which  is  here  represented  with  a  special 
rig  in  operation  turning  the  crankpin.  The  work  is 
blocked  up  in  the  lathe  and  lined  up  by  the  centers. 
The  device  for  turning  the  Crankpin  is  a  worm-driven 
ring  revolving  in  a  bearing  whose  base  is  carried  upon 
the  lathe  carriage.  The  carrying  housing  for  the  re- 

volving ring  is,  of  course,  made  in  halves,  enabling  the 
case  to  be  opened  to  remove  the  ring,  which  is  also 
made  in  two  parts.  The  ring  is  really  a  hollow  mill 
with  inserted  tools,  made  to  revolve  around  the  crank- 

pin and  turn  it  to  size.  The  feed  is  provided  by  a  tool- 
holder,  which  is  moved  along  its  guide  in  the  turning 
ring. 

The  drive  for  the  wormshaft  is  taken  from  a  motor 
shown  near  the  head  of  the  lathe.  In  operation  on  this 
crank  the  tool  was  driven  at  the  rate  of  about  four 

turns  per  minute,  and  given  a  feed  of  n'a  in.  per  revolu- 
tion. Three  roughing  cuts  were  necessary  in  turning 

down  the  rough  crankpin  and  then  a  finishing  cut  taken 
with  a  goose-neck  tool.  About  IJ  in.  of  metal  was  re- 

moved in  sizing  the  pin. 
The  turning  of  the  shaft  bearings,  web  sides  and  disk 

was  accomplished  with  the  crankshaft  on  centers  and 
the  faceplate  heavily  counterbalanced,  in  the  manner 
shown  in  Fig.  13.  The  headstock  and  the  footstock  are 
shown  blocked  up,  as  in  the  previous  illustration,  and 
the  tool  for  turning  is  carried  on  an  elevating  block  on 
the  toolrest  of  the  carriage. 

The  final  illustration.  Fig.  14,  shows  the  crankshaft 
set  up  on  the  draw-cut  machine  for  the  shaping  of  the 
curved  ends  of  the  webs  and  throws.  The  advantages 
of  this  type  of  machine  for  such  work  are  evident. 
The  ram  reaches  well  out  over  the  edge  of  the  outer 

crank  and  by  taking  the  cut  on  the  draw  stroke  elimi- 
nates likelihood  of  chatter  and  irregularity  of  surface. 

The  simplicity  of  the  set-up  for  the  work  is  also  a  de- 
cided advantage,  as  the  setting  of  jobs  of  this  character 

often  consumes  more  time  than  the  actual  machine 

performance. 

P.  A. 

By  Charles  W.  Lee 

P.  A.  stands  for  Purchasing  Agent;  and  pity  the 

poor  traveling  man  who  has  to  "stand  for"  the  average 
P.  A.,  who,  in  the  words  of  the  manager  of  a  large 

works  where  I  recently  called,  "thinks  this  whole  big 
establishment  exists  merely  to  give  him  a  chance  to  buy 

something,"  and  to  whom  Joe  Renshaw's  definition,  "A 
P.  A.  is  a  man  who  knows  that  99c.  is  less  than  f  1 

and  that's  every  damn  thing  he  does  know,"  still  applies 
after  50  years. 

Here  is  something  that  happened  recently.  A  price 
was  requested  and  given  on  a  repair  part,  and  the  P.  A. 
wrote  back  that  $75  was  too  much  for  the  piece,  that 
$60  was  ample  and  all  that  he  would  pay;  to  which  the 
reply  was  that  if  the  P.  A.  would  look  more  closely  at 
the  decimal  point  he  would  see  that  the  price  quoted 
was  $7.50  and  not  $75. 

Every  railroad  man  knows  that  the  principal  cause 

of  hot  boxes  is  "P.  A.  oil,"  and  every  shop  man  knows 
that  the  shop  runs  behind  $300  while  the  P.  A.  wastes 
time  and  money  telephoning  all  over  the  state  trying 
to  save  3c.  on  a  keg  of  nails. 
Now  you  know  it  has  been  mighty  hot  lately,  and 

no  traveling  man  likes  to  wait  40  minutes  in  a  stuffy 
coop  without  word  of  any  sort  from  the  lordly  P.  A. 
You  would  probably  do  as  I  did,  i.e.,  conclude  that  your 
time  was  fully  as  valuable  as  that  of  the  P.  A.  and 
might  better  be  put  in  elsewhere,  which  proved  a  good 
hunch  for  me,  as  at  the  next  place  I  was  received  by 
the  engineer  of  the  works  and  taken  in  to  see  if  I 
could  furnish  anything  to  do  a  certain  thing  better 
than  it  was  being  done. 

Here  is  what  I  am  trying  to  get  at:  After  35  years 
of  traveling  it  still  amazes  me  that  any  concern  that 
has  anything  to  sell — which,  of  course,  is  every  concern 
— should  fail  to  realize  that  without  buying  there  could 
be  no  selling.  This  is  so  simple  a  proposition  that  it  is 
axiomatic  and  therefore  cannot  be  proved ;  and  it  does 
seem  to  me  that  it  would  be  well  for  every  concern  to 
treat  the  seller  of  today — who  may  be  the  buyer  of 
tomorrow — with  courtesy. 

It  would  have  been  a  simple  and  easy  matter  for  the 
P.  A.  mentioned,  who  is  of  a  type  very  frequently  met 
— or  failed  to  be  met,  to  be  more  exact — if  he  was  to 
be  busy  for  40  minutes,  or  as  much  longer  as  it  would 

eventually  have  been  if  I  hadn't  gotten  sore  and  flown 
the  coop,  to  send  out  word  that  he  would  be  busy  for 
the  specified  time  and  if  the  traveling  man  had  else- 

where to  go,  to  go  ahead  and  come  back  at  2  o'clock? 
Even  the  traditional  message.  "Nothing  in  your  line 
today,"  would  be  better  than  nothing,  as  it  would  give 
a  man  the  chance  to  put  in  his  time  elsewhere  doing 
something  more  productive  than  waiting. 

When  I  ran  a  shop  "many  years  ago"  I  never  failed 
to  see  every  traveling  man  who  called,  and  it  was  a 

mighty  poor  fish  of  a  traveling  man  that  I  couldn't 
get  valuable  information  from  (there  I  go  again,  "never 
use  a  preposition  to  end  a  sentence  with").  And  the 
net  result  was  all  to  the  good.    If  then,  why  not  now? 
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Ten  Steps  in  Marmon  Assembly 
Special  Corrkspondknce 

One  of  the  moat  vita]  items  in  the  building  uf  u^od 
motor  cars  is  care  in  aascmblinK-  These  pages  show 
the  methods  of  handling  the  motor  assembly  in  the 
Klurmon  plant,  some  being  equally  valuable  in  repair work. 

In  Figs.  1  and  2  the  crankcase  is  shown  on  the 
nssombly  stand.  The  stand  is  then  swung  over,  the 
crankshaft  lowered  into  place  and  the  bearing  caps 
Atted,  as  in  Fig.  3. 

The  crankshaft  is  then  removed,  the  rods  and  pistons 

put  in  the  shaft  and  the  guards  put  over  the  rings  as 

shown  in  Fig.  4.  The  guard  is  hinged  at  the  back  and 

held  by  the  wedge-ahaped  clamp  shown.  These  guards 

compress  the  rings  in  their  grooves  and  allow  the  pis- 
ton  to  easily  enter  the  cylinder  bore.  As  the  pistons 

go  down  the  guard*  slide  up  on  them.  The  guards 
are  easily   removed  by  lifting  the  wedges.     The  top 

na  L     ̂ rflff  *t  t*^  !•  i«  IIAI.r  or  CKANKr-AUB  IN  fOHITlON.    PIO,  t.    CVI.INUBR  BIXKTKH  IN  yLACt 
Pm  CnjUatCMtm     H'J    •      .■■  ii>.*  LKARINOCAPHTO  r   T      no    4      CKANKMHAFT  WITH  rMHTr.VK 

AXD  KOM  ATTAOUCD  KBApr  TO  BK  I  'O  Pt^CB.    riO.  6.    Tf )P 
n*w  or  MOTOR  lu......  .  «*.  uil.  pan 
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view,  Fig.  5,  shows  the  shaft  in  place  ready  for  the 
lower  half  of  the  crankcase  to  be  put  on. 

The  lower  crankcase  in  place  is  shown  in  Fig.  6. 
In  Fig.  7,  the  flywheel  and  inner  clutch  members  are 
in  place.  The  starting  motor,  with  its  Bendix  drive, 
is  also  shown  as  well  as  the  simple  manner  of  mounting 
the  motor  by  means  of  the  straps  and  adjusting  bolt. 

In  Fig.  8  the  outer  clutch  members  are  shown  in 
place.  It  also  shows  the  construction  of  the  clutch. 
In  Fig.  9  the  assembly  is  rapidly  nearing  completion 
with  the  cylinder  head  and  valves  in  place.  The  gener- 

ator, held  in  a  manner  similar  to  the  starting  motor, 
is  not  yet  in  place.  The  timing  gear,  which  incidently 
is  of  duralumin,  to  reduce  noise,  is  also  missing. 

A  very  complete  test  stand  is  shown  in  Fig.  10,  as 
well  as  the  large  intake  and  exhaust  manifolds  and  the 
carburetor.  The  large  generator  furnishes  the  load 
while  the  tachometer,  geared  direct  from  the  generator 
shaft,  indicates  the  speed  of  the  motor  in  revolutions 
per  minute,  which  must  be  known  throughout  the  tests. 

FIG.  6.     COKKUGATED  OIL.  PAN  IN  PLACE  WITH  OIL  PIPE  CON.VECTIONS.     FIG.  7.     FLYWHEEL,  CLUTCH  SPIDER  AND 
STARTER  IN  POSITION.     FIG.   8.      CLUTCH  ASSEMBLY  COMPLETE  AND  TRANSMISSION   SHAFT. 

FIG.   9.     CYLINDER  HEAD  VALVES,  TURNING   GEAR  AND   TIRE   PUMP   IN  PLACE. 
FIG.  10.     FINAL  TEST  STAND  WITH  DYNAMOMETER  AND  TACHOMETER 
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of  Drop-Forjfinif  Dl«9  Continued— -ITs*  of  EdRers  and  Fullers 

Ancrkan  Practice  in  ForginK  Non-Ferrous  Metals 

-European  and 

PIECES  or  work  shapes  are  bent,  *^roken  down" 
or  "cdjred'*  in  order  to  make  laaa  work  for  the  dies 
in  the  actual  striking  up  of  the  metals  in  forRinxs. 

Proper  attention  is  not  given  to  edges  in  many  cases, 
bacauie  of  the  daaire  to  kaap  the  die-blocks  as  small 
M  poaaible  on  account  of  economy.  When  die-blocks 
are  too  small  there  is  very  little  room  for  the  edger. 
and  the  consequence  is  that  the  upper  and  lower  im- 

are  required  to  do 
work   than  they  shouM 

do.     Therefore,  they  are  not 
and  wear  out  much 

rapidly. 

The  principle  of  the  "break- 
down" or  "edger^  oaed  for 

dias  is  shown  in  Fig.  Ail.  In 
Um  example  A  the  upper  and 
loavr  dies  are  cut  out  at  B 
aloag  ooe  edge  in  soeh  a  way 
that  the  atock  can  be  placed 

wbcB  la  the  rough  and 
roaghly  shaped  into  the 

raqaired  form.  By  doing  this. 
Brach  oanecaaaary  work  ia 
•eoidad  and  the  pieee  can  ba 
li«aafsiia<l  f roa  the  edger  to 
tha  Impraaaloii  and  rapidly 
hcooght  into  shape.  The  im- 

portance of  alk>wing  sufficient 
stack  ia  the  die  U  clearly  shown 
by  tkia  Ohiatration.  for  there 
■Mt  he  a  safllcicnt  distance 
hotwcm  the  edger  and  the  im- 

,  as  shown  ate.  Other- 
the  die  win  not  stand  up 

««B  and  iaaerurate  work  will 

important  (wlnta  are 
to  mualraia  tlie  appear- 

presaion  at  F.  The  sprue  G  may  be  considered  as  the 
"neck"  at  the  end  of  the  impression.  The  gate  H  is  the 
portion  which  approximates  the  size  of  the  bar  from 
which  the  forging  is  being  made.  The  sprue  should  be 
comparatively  thin  so  that  it  cun  be  easily  broken  off. 

An  instance  of  a  die  having  upper  and  lower  im- 
pressions K  and  L  and  a  very  irregular  lock  is  also 

shown  in  thia  illustration.    The  lock  is  made  as  indicated 
.M»tth  tdfu 

MO. 

ri*.4si 

111— BRBAKDOWV  rill  KliQKK  UNKD  OK  rOROt.VO  I>II-:M. 
or  aCPARATK  PIRTK 

kwking 

to  givo  tha 
parts  of  the  die.     The  flash  and 

rMpactively.  at  D  and  E  and  the  im- 

aa  rttfMa  rtwrvML 

FIG.  432 

KlU.  411  — KIKlKIl  MAfii: 

merely  on  account  of  the  peculiar  shape  of  the  forKinK- 
In  order  to  save  stock  in  the  dies  and  to  economize 

on  the  labor  necessary,  there  are  certain  cases  when 
an  edger  may  be  made  from  a  separate  piece.     It  is 
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not  considered  the  best  practice,  however,  to  do  this, 
although  it  may  be  found  an  advantage  in  some  cases. 
Fig.  432  shows  an  example  of  this  kind  in  which  the 
die  has  both  form  and  finish  impressions  at  A  and  B. 
The  edger  C  is  cut  out  in  the  lower  die,  and  the  upper 
one  contains  a  separate  piece  D  which  is  carefully 
located  and  fastened  in  place  by  means  of  screws  and 
dowels  at  E  and  F.  If  the  edger  was  to  be  made  in  one 
piece,  all  the  rest  of  the  die  would  have  to  be  cut 
away,  which  would  be  an  expensive  machining  operation. 

Sect  ion  X-X Section  !■! 

FIG.   433— METHOD  OF  MAKING  HOLE  IN  FORGING 

Hence,  it  appeared  desirable  to  make  up  a  separate 
piece  as  shown  here. 

There  are  many  forgings  of  levers,  connecting  rods 
and  similar  work  which  require  holes  to  be  located  in 
them.  The  holes  cannot  be  made  completely  through 
a  hub  or  boss,  but  the  greater  part  of  the  metal  can 
be  removed  so  that  only  a  thin  web  is  left,  which  can  be 
removed  by  punching  in  a  subsequent  operation.  Fig. 
433  shows  an  example  of  this  sort  in  which  the  work 
is  a  lever  having  the  shape  shown  at  A.  The  bosses  at 
each  end  are  formed  by  means  of  suitable  impressions 
in  the  dies,  and  the  metal  is  compressed  at  B,  C,  D  and 
E  so  that  there  is  only  a  thin  web  remaining. 

The  lock  F  in  this  die  is  straight,  and  the  lower  plugs 
C  and  E  come  up  flush  with  it.  The  upper  plugs 
B  and  D  do  not  come  down  quite  to  the  lock.  It  is 
possible  to  make  these  plugs  the  same  distance  on  each 
side  of  the  lock,  but  there  would  be  no  particular  gain 
in  so  doing.  The  diagram  at  A  shows  the  work  as  it 
comes  from  the  die  with  the  fin  G  remaining  on  it.  This 
fin  is  trimmed  off  and  the  work  punched  on  a  trimming 
press  after  the  forging  has  been  made. 

In  order  to  illustrate  the  appearance  of  the  impression 
more  clearly,  a  section  ZZ  is  taken  through  the  center 
of  the  boss  to  show  the  thin  web  at  H  and  also  the 
fin  and  gutter  surrounding  the  piece  at  K.  The  section 
XX  is  taken  through  another  portion  of  the  die,  and 
shows  the  web  in  the  arm  at  L,  which  web  is  so  made 
that  it  is  equally  distributed  on  both  sides  of  the 
lock.  The  gutter  and  fin,  however,  are  entirely  in  the 
upper  impression. 

There  are  several  ways  in  which  a  forging  can  be 
made  and  one  of  them  is  usually  somewhat  better  than 
the  others.  A  decision  should  be  reached  as  to  which 
method  is  to  be  preferred,  considering  not  only  the 
amount  of  labor  involved  in  making  a  die,  but  the 
durability  of  the  die  and  the  number  of  pieces  which 
it  can  be  expected  to  produce. 

In  Fig.  434  is  shown  at  A  and  B  the  same  piece  of  work 
made  in  two  different  ways.  In  the  case  A  the  work  is 
forged  on  edge,  while  in  the  example  B  it  is  laid  flat. 

The  lock  in  both  cases  is  straight,  as  shown  In  the  sec- 
tional views.  The  impression  for  the  boss  C  is  in  the 

upper  die,  while  that  at  D  is  in  both  upper  and  lower 
halves.  When  metal  is  being  forged  and  when  there  is 
a  boss  of  considerable  size  on  one  side  of  the  part,  it 
is  better  practice  to  place  this  boss  in  the  upper  die, 
as  the  metal  when  struck  has  a  tendency  to  rise  up 
and  fill  the  impression  better  than  if  carried  dovraward 
and  the  boss  made  in  the  lower  impression. 

Another  point  of  importance  is  the  position  of  the 
large  end  of  the  forging.  Two  methods  are  shown  at 
E  and  F.  In  the  example  E  the  small  end  connects 
with  the  sprue,  while  in  the  example  F  the  large  end 
is  outward.  The  latter  method  is  much  to  be  preferred 
because  the  metal  will  flow  more  readily.  These  points 
are  of  importance  and  should  be  considered  when  layinf 
out  dies. 

Use  of  The  Fuller 

When  very  irregular  sections  or  large  masses  of  meta* 
are  required  in  a  forging  at  different  points,  it  is  a 
decided  advantage  to  roughly  shape  the  metal  to  an 
approximation  of  the  form  required.  This  is  done  by 

means  of  the  "fuller,"  a  diagram  of  which  is  shown 
in  Fig.  435.  The  work  is  to  be  forged  into  the  form  A, 
and  the  lower  impression  B  indicates  the  general  appear- 

ance of  the  die.  In  order  to  provide  sufficient  metal  to 
fill  the  portion  C,  a  fuller  is  cut  at  D  so  as  to  shape 
the  bar  to  approximately  the  form  shown  at  E.  After 
this  has  been  done,  there  is  sufficient  metal  in  the 
portion  E  so  that  it  will  fill  C  during  the  process  of forging. 

Flat  fullers,  as  shovsrn  at  F,  are  often  made  when  the 
forging  is  supposed  to  be  round,  but  an  oval  or  curved 
.shape  like  that  shown  at  G  is  very  much  better.     The 
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FIG.  434 — POINT.S  IN  DESIGN  OF  FORGING  DIES 

stock  will  be  drawn  more  rapidly  and  there  is  less 

danger  of  "cold  shuts."  A  cold  shut  is  something  sim- 
ilar to  a  seam  in  the  metal,  and  is  caused  by  the  two 

portions  not  joining  each  other  when  turned  over  and 
compressed  by  the  blow  of  the  hammer.  The  stock 
when  compressed  should  flow  from  the  center  first  and 
not  at  the  corners;  and  in  order  to  make  sure  that 
this  result  will  be  obtained,  there  must  be  suflicient  full- 

ness of  metal  at  the  center  so  that  it  can  be  easily 
forced  out  by  the  hammer  blow. 
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li  to  tat  Md  dOMty  to  >ti«  or  when 
la  alupe.  it  ina.r  be  re* 
wine  forming  and  fin- 

of  which  ore  la  the  sune  die-hlocks. 
The  aatare  of  the  work  gowms  the  shape  of  the  dte, 
•ad  the  aaeaHity  for  forminc  and  flnuhinf  would  be 

tha 

fBfaad  ta 

ne.4u yia  tt*— c««  or  rvLuai  ix  dib-block.    kio.  4i«— foroinu  dik 
WITH  TWO   IMPRESSIONS 

determined  by  the  poinU  that  have  been  mentioned. 
In  the  example  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  436.  the  impression 

B  is  for  forming  and  that  at  C  for  flniithing.  The 
center  line  of  the  die  is  shown,  and  attention  is  called 
to  the  position  of  the  finishing  die  with  respect  to  the 
ctater.  The  distance  D  is  too  great,  and  more  accurate 
work  can  be  obtained  by  placing  the  finishing  die  as 

to  the  center  as  possible,  so  that  the  dimension  is 

lika  that  shown  at  E.  This  is  a  ver>-  imporUnt 
pafat  whca  nakiag  dies  which  have  both  forming  and 

operations.  It  is  evident  that  there  is  less 
for  an  error  when  the  finishing  impression  is 

placed  as  nearly  central  as  possible. 
example  of  a  forging  die  having  two  im* 

is  shown  in  Fig.  437.  The  top  die  is  shown  at 
A.  The  cdger  at  B  roughs  out  the  shape  or  breaks  it 
down.  The  work  is  then  placed  in  the  forming  impres- 
sioa  C  and  afterward  in  the  finisher  D.  The  dies  are 

•SC  ap  so  that  they  will  register  properly,  by  means  of 
tha  BMtch  edges,  which  are  so  arranged  that  they  are  in 
perfect  alignment  when  the  impressions  register  one 
with  the  other.  The  view  shown  at  E  gives  the  appear- 
aaes  of  tho  dies  from  the  front,  and  the  diagram  F  is  a 
sida  Tiow  which  shows  the  shape  of  the  edger  and 
ganarai  dlnwnalons  of  it.  The  forging  with  fin  attached 
hcfon^  triaHBloff  is  shown  at  G. 

la  rtK>  4S8  is  shown  a  piece  of  work  A  and  the  die 
wbkh  prodeeca  it  The  portion  ff  is  ttie  edger,  which 
is  slightly  different  in  upper  and  lower  diss  on  account 
of  the  shape  of  the  piece.  The  Impression  C  is  the 
forsing  die.  while  that  at  O  is  used  for  finishing. 
The  iash  oatlioe  is  shown  in  one  die  at  E  and  in  the 
other  at  f .  while  the  gatUr  may  be  noted  at  G.  This 
is  a  vary  good  esaaiple  of  a  well  designed  and  accurately 
lalihiJ  drop.far»h»  die. 

Wa  ham  idsswrad  to  take  op  th«  points  of  impor- 
la  oaaaoctlaa  arith  the  design  of  dies  for  forging 
Oar  aim  has  been  to  illustrate  the  principles 

Iho  ieiportaae*  of  tlie  various  features  in  die 
la  ordsr,  howarsr,  to  be  a  thoroughly  prac- 

tical dsaignr  of  drop-forging  dies  a  man  should  have 
cooaiderabie  experience  in  the  forging  of  metal,  as  it 
is  diflkult  to  bring  out  all  the  important  points  in  such 

a  wa>'  that  they  can  lie  thoroughly'  absorl>ed  by  a  man 
unfamiliar  with  this  class  of  work.  Complicated  forg- 
ings  rsQuirt  special  treatment,  and  work  of  large  sice 

may  require  several  "heats" in  order  to  form  it  to  the  de- 
sired shape.  These  latter  mat- 

ters are  obviously  beyond  the 
scope  of  the  to<il  designer,  and 
yet  the  information  we  have 
given  should  l>e  of  value  in 
enabling  him  to  understand 
the  fundamental  principles 
governing  the  design  of  drop- 
forging  dies. 

We  have  taken  up  a  num- 
ber of  matters  in  connection 

with  the  forging  of  steel,  and 
in  order  to  make  this  article 

more  comprehensive  it  seems 
desirable  to  make  mention  of 
the  process  of  forging  brass 
and   bronze.     In  the   United 
States   the   forging   of   brass 
part."*    has    not    been    widely 

adopted,  except  the  making  of  luse  parts  during  the 
war.    In  Great  Britain  and  on  the  European  continent 
many  non-ferrous  metals  are  formed  in  dies.  The  process 
deserves  more  consideration  than  is  usually  accorded 
to  it,  and  we  therefore  believe  that  a  few  of  the  prin- 

ciples involved  may  be  of  use  to  the  tool  designer. 
In  the  first  place  the  machine  used  for  the  process 

Forging 

Fio.  417— roRuiNu  uia  HAViNa  two  imi'kksbions 

is  not  a  drop  lianuner,  but  a  heavy  single-  or  double- 
action  press.  Yellow  brass  mixtures  of  various  kinds, 
as  well  as  magsnssa  or  tobin  bron/.c,  can  be  forged 
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to  advantage.  Castings  can  be  made  to  an  approxi- 

mation of  the  shape  desired,  and  afterwards  "struck  up" 
in  dies;  but  a  better  noethod  is  to  use  the  process  of 
extrusion  to  obtain  special  forms  and  then  work  the 

part  up  in  dies  to  the  desired  shape.  The  temperatui'es 
required  vary  from  about  1,250  to  1,300  deg.  F.,  but  very 
accurate  control  of  the  heating  is  not  important.  The 
temperature  can  be  judged  approximately  by  the  color 

A  .-A 

PIG.  438- -UPPER  AND  LOWER  FORMING  AND 
FINISHING  DIES 

of  the  work,  making  it  unnecessary  to  use  pyrometers. 
Dies  for  forging  brass  should  be  lubricated,  and  it 

is  customary  to  swab  them  with  cylinder  oil,  which 
the  operator  applies  with  a  long-handled  swab.  The 
oil  is  necessary  in  order  to  prevent  the  dies  from  wear- 

ing too  rapidly,  on  account  of  the  excessive  pressure. 
Occasionally  it  is  found  an  advantage  to  add  about  one 
per  cent  of  the  powdered  graphite  to  the  cylinder  oil, 
so  that  more  body  is  obtained  to  resist  the  pressure. 
It  is  possible  to  hold  brass  forgings 
within  an  accuracy  of  =t  0.002  or  0.003 
inches. 

As  there  is  a  certain  amount  of 
variation  in  the  thickness  of  the  brass 
used,  it  is  necessary  to  protect  the 
dies  from  injury.  Several  methods  are 
possible  for  accomplishing  this  result, 
a  shear  block  or  pin  of  some  sort 
being  the  most  logical  method.  Pro- 

viding a  shear  pin  in  the  crank  of  the 
press  so  that  it  will  shear  off  before 
any  damage  is  done,  is  probably  as 
good  a  way  as  any  to  overcome  the 
trouble. 

In  reality  the  process  of  making 
brass  forgings  consists  of  squeezing 
the  heated  metal  between  a  pair  of 
dies,  thus  causing  it  to  flow  suffici- 

ently to  fill  the  upper  and  lower 
impressions.  Blanks  are  often  made 
from  bar  stock  when  the  work  is 
simple,  but  the  extrusion  process  is 
also  used  when  work  is  of  more  com- 

plicated shapes.  Dies  can  be  expected 
to  produce  from  10,000  to  20,000 
pieces,  according  to  the  nature  of  the  work.  Under 
good  conditions  from  6,000  to  8,000  pieces  can  be  made 
in  ten  hours.  If  metal  is  required  to  flow  a  con- 

siderable distance,  a  double-action  press  should  be  used, 
the  first  movement  to  extrude  the  blank  and  the  second 
to  bring  down  the  plunger  through  the  upper  die,  thus 
causing  the  metal  to  flow. 

Air  vents   should   be   provided   so   that   the   air   can 

escape,  in  order  not  to  hinder  the  flow  of  the  metal 
and  fill  the  die  space.  No.  70  drilled  holes  are  often 

used  for  this  purpose,  and  the  small  "needles"  which 
are  left  in  the  holes  are  forced  out  by  the  compression 
at  each  operation  so  that  they  do  not  cause  trouble. 
In  the  manufacture  of  dies  for  brass  forgings  the  con- 

tact parts  are  made  of  high-speed  steel,  as  they  will 
withstand  the  temperature  better  than  carbon  steel. 

In  order  to  illustrate  the  principles  in  graphic  form. 
Fig.  439  is  given.  In  the  example  A  the  work  is  placed 
in  the  die  B,  and  the  upper  die  C  comes  down  upon 
it  to  bring  it  into  the  approximate  shape  of  the  finished 
forging.  It  will  be  remembered  that  the  work  is  done 
in  a  heavy  punch  press. 

In  order  to  illustrate  the  difference  between  the  pro- 
cess of  forming  dies  and  machining,  a  diagram  is 

shown  at  D  in  which  the  work  E  is  manufactured  from 
hexagon  stock  on  a  screw  machine,  using  a  forming 
tool  F  and  a  cutting-off  tool  G.  When  manufactured  by 
means  of  the  forging  process,  a  billet  can  be  used  like 
that  shown  at  H,  and  the  work  produced  so  that  it 
appears  as  shown  at  K.  The  fin  L  is  cut  off  by  trim- 

ming dies  after  the  piece  has  been  formed. 
The  work  shown  at  M  is  a  cup-shaped  forging  which 

is  made  from  the  bar  by  means  of  the  dies  shown  at  A^. 
The  lower  die  is  cut  out  as  indicated  at  0  to  the  form 
required,  and  the  work  is  squeezed  until  it  fills  the  dies 

and  overflows  at  P.  A  "shedder"  is  provided  in  the 
upper  die,  as  shown  at  Q,  and  an  ejector  R  in  the  lower 
die.  The  portions  S  and  T  are  made  of  high-speed  steel 
to  withstand  the  heat.  Registry  is  accomplished  by  the 
sleeve   U,  which   locates  over   the   ring   V   in  closing. 

The  principle  of  operation  on  a  double-acting  press 
is  clearly  shown  at  W.    The  dies  come  together  in  the 

Work  M'  ^"'--ejector  R 
Single  Action    Die 

FIG.    439- 

Double  Action  Die 

iVPiTHOD  OF  FORGING   BRASS,  SHOWING  TYI'E  OF  DIE  USED 

same  manner  as  those  previously  shown,  and  after  the 
faces  have  touched  each  other  the  plunger  X  comes  down 
and  forces  the  metal  into  the  die.  In  all  probability 
the  process  of  brass  forging  will  come  into  prominence 
more  and  more  in  the  manufacture  of  small  brass  parts 
where  they  are  produced  in  quantities.  An  advantage 
of  the  process  is  the  accuracy  and  rapidity  that  can  be 
obtained  in  manufacture. 
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Large  Gear  Planer  at  Watertown 
Arsenal 

At  the  Watertown  Arsenal,  Watertown,  Mass.,  are 
built  among  other  things  the  mounts  for  large  guns  for 
various  kinds  of  service.  Some  of  these  mounts  have 
large  circular  traversing  racks  for  swinging  the  guns 
to  different  points,  the  largest  one  at  present  being  32 
ft.  pitch  diameter  and  used  on  a  16-in.  Barbette  gun 
carriage.  In  order  to  cut  these  racks  rapidly  and  accu- 

rately, the  gear  planer  illustrated  herewith  in  Figs.  1 
and  2  was  built  by  the  Gleason  Works,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 
and  has  recently  been  installed.  The  faceplate  was,  how- 

ever, designed  and  built  at  the  Watertown  Arsenal,  to 
suit  the  work  required. 

This  machine  has  a  capacity  for  cutting  both  internal 
and  external  spur  gears  having  a  minimum  pitch  diam- 

eter of  5  ft.  and  a  maximum  diameter  of  41  ft.,  with 
no  limit  as  to  the  pitch  to  be  cut.  The  stroke  can  be 
varied  from  4  to  15  in.  The  cast-iron  faceplate  is  32 
ft.  in  diameter,  made  in  halves,  the  total  finished  weight 
being  18  tons.  It  is  attached  to  the  front  end  of  the 
main  spindle,  which  rests  in  two  main  bearings  and 
ore  outboard  bearing.  Extensions  allow  gears  up  to 
41  ft.  pitch  diameter  to  be  cut.  An  index  wormwheel 
12  ft.  in  diameter  is  attached  to  the  back  of  the  -spindle. 
The  indexing  mechanism  is  driven  by  a  constant- 

speed,  non-reversible,  1-hp.  motor  running  at  1,700 
r.p.m.  In  order  to  reduce  the  friction  on  the  worm 
gearing  used  for  indexing,  large  roller  bearings  are 
provided,  consisting  of  inner  and  outer  sleeves  and  hav- 

ing 1-in.  rollers,  12  in.  in  length.  The  planing  mech- 
anism is  so  arranged  that  either  form  tools  or  plain 

tools  guided  by  special  forms  can  be  used,  depending 
on  the  shape  of  the  teeth  to  be  cut. 

The  two  main  bearings  form  part  of  an  upright  frame 
bolted  firmly  to  a  bedplate  resting  on  concrete  founda- 

tions. The  outboard  bearing  is  also  attached  to  a  bed- 
plate resting  on  a  firm  foundation.  A  third  bedplate 

is  provided  for  the  base  of  the  tool  slide.  This  base 
can  be  traversed  within  a  range  of  from  2 J  to  20i  ft. 
from  the  center  of  the  faceplate,  by  means  of  a  screw 
driven  by  a  5-hp.  constant-speed  motor  provided  with 
reversible  control. 

To  prevent  deflection  of  the  faceplate  under  the  cut, 
a  thrust  brace  is  provided  which  can  be  moved  to  either 
of  the  three  circumferential  ribs  on  the  back.  This 
brace  is  supported  in  a  bearing  secured  to  the  rear  base- 

plate, and  is  so  controlled  electrically  that  the  operator 
of  the  machine  can  by  means  of  a  remote  control, 
withdraw  it  ni  in.  while  the  machine  is  indexing.  On 
completion  of  the  indexing,  the  brace  can  be  again 
brought  into  contact  with  the  faceplate  by  the  remote 
control. 

The  main  drive  is  from  a  10-hp.  variable-speed  motor 
having  a  range  of  from  300  to  1,200  r.p.m.  By  means 
of  change  gears  and  the  speed  controller,  the  strokes 
of  the  tool  ram  can  be  varied  from  6.6  to  66  per  minute. 

Cutting  compound  is  delivered  by  a  motor-driven 
pump.  The  toolslide  is  provided  with  automatic  feed 
and  has  proper  support  for  the  various  kinds  of  forms 
used  ft  planing  teeth,  also  housings  for  the  rolls  that 
engage  the  forms.  The  total  weight  of  this  machine  is 
200  tons.  The  extreme  height  vnth  all  extensions 
attached  is  24  ft.  6  in.  The  length  is  53  ft.  and  the 
width  20  feet. 

The  machine  is  operated  from  a  platform  attached  to 
the  base,  and  on  one  side  of  the  platform  is  a  panel 

containing  the  control  switches,  automatic  control  and 
means  for  complete  manipulation  electrically.  As  the 
traversing  motor  travels  with  the  sliding  base,  the 
cables  furnishing  the  current  are  coiled  on  a  spring- 
actuated  drum  which  automatically  takes  in  the  slack  or 
allows  the  cables  to  be  paid  out,  according  to  the  direc- 

tion of  traverse. 

Job  Welding  Shop  Problems 
By  S.  W.  Miller 

By  a  job  shop  is  meant  a  shop  which  takes  in  any 
kind  of  work  that  is  brought  to  it.  The  work  may  be 
large  or  small,  easy  or  diflScult,  and  there  may  be  much 
of  one  kind  or  there  may  be  no  two  jobs  alike.  The  job 
welding  shop  comes  under  this  specification  but  has  an 
additional  difference.  The  work  is  almost  entirely  re- 

pair work.  In  repair  work  of  any  nature,  the  objects 
are  to  have  the  repaired  part  strong  enough  to  stand 
the  service  required  of  it,  and  to  do  it  at  a  price  as 
low  as  possible  consistent  with  good  workmanship  and 
a  fair  profit.  There  are  many  difficulties  in  accomplish- 

ing this  result  in  a  job  welding  shop.  In  considering 
these  difficulties,  we  will  confine  our  attention  to  repair 
work,  because  in  production  work  the  difficulties  can  be 
overcome  in  the  course  of  a  short  time,  and  after  this 
has  been  done,  the  rest  of  the  work  is  comparatively easy. 

The  difficulties  in  a  job  welding  shop  may  be  classified 
as  follows:  (1)  The  work  itself;  (2)  the  varied  na- 

tures of  metals  that  are  of  the  same  general  type;  (S) 
financial  problems;   (4)  guarantees  on  the  work. 

Work 

The  first  head  may  be  sub-divided  into  the  following: 
Preparation;  welding;  finishing.  The  preparation  of 
the  work  involves  the  making  of  the  V,  the  method  of 
lining  up  the  work,  and  the  arranging  for  and  taking 
care  of  the  expansion  and  contraction. 

The  welding  covers  the  decision  as  to  whether  gas 
or  electric  welding  be  employed,  and  upon  this  decision 
somewhat  depends  the  preparation.  The  method  of  pre- 

heating really  should  be  considered  in  connection  with 
the  welding,  although  it  is  important  enough  in  some 
cases  to  be  considered  separately. 

The  method  of  finishing  the  work,  if  finishing  be 
necessary,  as  do  all  the  other  operations,  depends  on 
the  facilities  on  hand.  It  is  difficult  to  lay  down  gen- 

eral rules  for  any  of  these  matters  and  it  is  probably 
best  to  consider  what  has  been  done  in  individual  cases. 

Varied  Nature  of  Metals  op  Same  General  Type 

Under  the  second  heading,  it  should  be  remembered 
that  in  a  production  job  the  material  used  can  be  speci- 

fied so  that  uniformity  can  be  obtained,  which  enables 
the  welder  to  use  the  same  methods  and  practices  at 
all  times.  In  repair  work,  however,  not  only  are  the 
materials,  for  instance,  cast  iron,  not  uniform,  but  in 
many  cases  it  is  impossible  to  determine  before  the 
welding  is  started  how  the  material  is  going  to  act 
during  the  welding  process,  and  sometimes  changes  in 
methods  have  to  be  made  in  order  to  overcome  diffi- 

culties of  this  nature  that  could  not  be  anticipated. 
The  only  thing  that  will  guide  a  welder  under  such 

adverse  conditions  is  experience,  and  to  use  this  experi- 

ence the  welder's  memory  must  be  good  and  his  obser- vation keen. 
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TIm  job  chop  to  caIM  o«  tA  huidb  all  metaU  and 
it  to  mMmb  Iktf  MM  and*  a  wridtr  wIm  U  able  to  do 
■B  of  thMB  writ  mad  atiO  nrtr  to  find  om  who  ia 

capable  of  doint  all<«rottiid  waMiny  with  both  va«  torch 
aaal  atoctrfc  arc. 

It  to  aoMatinwa  diflbvK  to  diatinfuish  between  caat 
IroK.  aalMkto  Irea  aai  CMt  ateeL  It  i*  frequently 

!•  dtoUlgatoh  tal««en  the  various  braaa  and 
■any  failurM  hav*  oeeurred  becauae 

of  Umm  >f  Mm  Unilar  diflevHtoa  «actot  with  other 
«w«ito.  ao  that  tha  Job  ahofk,  to  be  succceaaful,  muat 

have  a  wMar  knowrhdia  of  ■wlato  and  their  character* 
totks  tliaa  aajr  tUhmr  ktad  of  a  ahop. 

PiNANOUL  PaoBLms 

Tidrd.  the  inajoritjr  of  job  ahopa  do  not  have  any  real 
of  their  coata.  and  it  is  frequently  the  eaae 

are  a  namber  of  competitors  in  the  same 
city,  prices  will  be  rut  and  recut  until  the  work  is 
beiac  ̂ oi^  **  an  actual  loas  by  everybody.  Such  a 
CDBJHtoa  to  bad  for  the  welding  industry,  but  it  will 
aot  b*  ofwftutua  until  such  ahopa  aae  the  importance 
of  kaowiaf  what  the  work  coata  tbam.  To  do  this  is 

bat  doaa  require  a  proper  system  of 
and  a  simpto  aeeounting  method. 

TIm  itciBs  that  are  noat  frequently  overlooked  are 
tlnaa  that  are  aattaily  called  overhead  expenses,  such  as 
iaMraaea.  tazaa.  repairs  of  apparatus,  and  advertising. 
I  4a  aal  mean  that  these  expenaaa  are  not  paid,  but 
tkat  tiJMjr  are  not  included  in  the  ehargaa  made  for  the 
wnrk  ia  an  intelligent  way.  Of  course  if  the  real  cost 
of  the  work  being  done  to  not  known,  it  to  impossible 
to  aay  what  the  charges  ahould  be,  and  charges  must 
inrlu^  a  profit  over  all  expensea  or  etoa  the  business 
wiU  fail 

la  eonaection  with  the  financial  end  of  the  business, 
Um  tnatnent  of  the  customer  to  of  vital  importance. 
A  aattotid  customer  is  the  biggest  asset  of  the  business. 
Of  eoom  a  catoBMr  cannot  be  aattofied  unless  the 
work  to  doM  prBpariy.  and  at  a  reaaonable  price.  The 
aMot  aaaential  thinv,  however,  is  to  do  the  work  prop- 
arfjr  avm  if  in  soma  eaaea  it  haa  to  be  done  at  a  loss, 
and  aa  a  matter  of  policy,  I  believe  it  to  wrong  to  do 

work,  that  is.  work  which  is  deliberately  ao  done, 
with  the  understanding  that  first-class  work  is  not 

Oa  tha  other  hand,  if  the  welder  to  ao  un- 
aa  to  do  a  place  of  work  badly,  the  best  policy 

to  to  hopaatly  admit  it  and  explain  why.  There  are  so 
Joba  that  eofoe  to  the  weMing  shop  that  have 

bafore  that  it  to  no  wonder  that  fail- 
oeear  aod  homatjr  in  this,  as  well  as  in 

athar  caaaa.  to  the  beat  policy.  I  speak  of  theae 
in  some  detail  becaoaa  thay  are  many  times 

or  not  understood  or  appractoted. 

GUABANTBCS 

A  walding  shop  to  freqoantly  aakcd  if  it  guarantees 
ita  work,  and  Ruch  shops  fra«|acntly  advertise  that  they 
gaaranlM  all  jobs.  A  general  statement  to  the  effect 
that  all  work  to  guaranteed  in  reality  means  nothing 

ba  aoaaa  apaciflc  form  of  guarantee 

ft  to  alae  tiafl  ta  know  that,  in  all  probability,  a  gen- 
oral  atataiMat  ae  ta  aajr  guarantee  to  not  legally  effective 

K  to  ivarifleally  caOad  to  the  attention  of  the 
bafoc*  the  work  to  ni^laftakan.  and  if  it  is 

!  to  gaarantaa  tha  work,  tha  eoatomer  should 
fa*  adttoad  0f  thto  at  tha  time  the  work  is  taken  in. 

and  in  important  caaaa  the  further  precaution  of  notify- 
ing him  in  writing  should  be  taken. 

Whatever  is  done  in  tha  way  of  guarantees  should 
be  done  as  a  matter  of  principle,  and  the  policy  should 
ba  followed  strictly  and  altered  only  as  experience  in- 
dieatea  that  changes  may  be  safely  made. 

As  in  all  other  work,  welding  has  ita  tragical  and 
humorous  sidex.  The  tragical  may  be  well  represented 
by  the  accidents  that  have  occurred  either  through  lack 
of  knowledge  or  pure  careleaaneas,  aa  when  tanks  that 
have  contained  oil.  gasoline  or  other  explosives  have 
been  worked  on  with  a  cutting  or  welding  torch.  It  is 
equally  dangerous  to  work  on  them  with  an  electric 
arc.  Exploaiona  have  occurred  even  after  a  tank  haa 
been  washed  out  with  water,  or  steamed  out,  so  that  the 
only  safe  way  is  to  keep  the  tank  as  full  of  water 
as  possible  while  the  work  ia  being  done.  It  should 
first  be  filled  entirely,  care  being  taken  to  aee  that  all 
pockets  are  filled.  The  water  can  then  be  let  out  just 
enough  so  that  the  welding  can  be  done. 

The  dangers  of  looking  at  the  electric  arc  are  well 
known  to  you,  and  in  all  caaea  precautiona  should  be 
taken  so  that  even  aide  flaahea  from  the  arc  may  not 

get  to  anyone's  eyes. 
There  are  many  humorous  questions  asked  by  cus- 

tomers; that  is,  they  are  humoroua  to  us.  One  of  theao 
questioiu  is  quite  frequent,  that  ia.  whether  cast  iron 
can  be  welded.  Courtesy  and  tact  demand  that  we 
should  not  smile  under  such  conditions,  but  that  a 
careful  explanation  of  the  principlea  of  fuaion  welding 
be  given,  so  that  the  customer  may  understand  that  all 
metato  may  be  joined  together  by  theae  processes.  Then 
his  idea  of  welding  will  be  broadened  and  his  confidence 
in  it  increased.  It  is  even  aometimea  necessary  to 
demonatrate  to  the  customer  that  metals  can  actually 
be  melted  together.  Aa  a  matter  of  fact,  we  can  all 
be  asked  queationa  in  connection  with  welding  which 
we  are  unable  to  anawer. 

The  Field  of  Aggociation  Publications 
It  haa  long  been  a  queation  aa  to  both  the  ethica  and 

the  desirability  of  aasociations  or  societies  entering 

the  publishing  business  aa  a  financial  enterprise.  Bul- 
letins, containing  news  of  the  society  and  more  formal 

transactions,  to  put  on  record  the  proceedings  of  the 
society  so  that  the  valuable  information  presented  can 
be  preserved  for  future  use,  are  essential  to  every 
technical  organization.  But  when  the  society  publica- 

tion enters  the  field  of  the  standard  periodical,  even 
when  the  sole  desire  is  to  help  the  society  to  become 

self-supporting  and  of  even  greater  value,  several  real 
problems  are  presented. 

Such  a  problem  faced  the  Associated  Advertising 
Clubs  of  thp  World,  an  association  devoted  to  making 
advertising  of  the  greatest  value  to  nil.  After  serious 
consideration  on  the  part  of  the  managers,  this  aaso- 

elation  has  decided  to  "clean  up  its  own  backyard"  as 
it  expreaaes  it,  and  withdraw  from  the  field  of  regular 
publicationa.  Hereafter  their  oflkial  organ  will  carry 
no  advertising  except  that  poKainIng  to  the  activities 
of  the  aasociation.  This  will  change  the  whole  char- 

acter of  the  publication  and  take  it  out  of  the  general 
periodical  field,  but  the  managors  feel  that  it  ia  the  best 
policy  for  this  aasociation  as  well  aa  for  others  which 
are  similarly  aituaied. 

Their  decision  is  well  worth  careful  conaideration  by 
an  managers  of  aasociation  publications. 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methods.  Its  scope  includes  all  divisions  of  the  machine  building  in- 

dustry, from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform*  The  articles  are  made  up  from  letters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully  considered  and   those  published  are  paid  for. 

Angles  of  Cutting  Tools 
By  J.  Hereon 

I  was  very  much  interested  in  the  article  by  M.  Tol- 
liver  on  page  231  of  American  Machinist.  .  The  discrep- 

ancies he  pointed  out  were  so  striking  that  I  looked  up 
page  218,  Vol.  55,  of  Avierican  Machinist  and  did  some 
speculating  on  my  own  account. 

The  tabulation  to  which  Mr.  Tolliver  referred  is  given 
here  in  a  different  form,  so  as  to  bring  in  a  somewhat 
clearer  view  the  things  I  wish  to  point  out. 
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The  first  column  of  this  table  gives  the  top  rake  of 

the  tool  in  degrees.  The  second  is  the  clearance  at  the 
point.  The  third  gives  the  contained  angle  of  the  tool. 
The  fourth  and  fifth  give  the  roughing  speeds  and  feeds. 
The  sixth  and  seventh,  the  finishing  feeds  and  speeds; 
and  the  eighth,  the  product  of  roughing  speed  and  feed. 

Looking  over  the  first  column  it  will  be  noticed  that 
the  top  rake  varies  between  18  and  2  deg.  The  second 
column  shows  that  the  clearance  varies  between  15 
and  4.  The  range  of  roughing  speeds  is  from  55  to  14 
ft.  per  minute.  The  roughing  feeds  vary  between  i 
and  T^  in.  It  will  be  seen  that  the  finishing  speeds  are 
as  a  rule  the  same  as  the  roughing  speeds,  but  now  and 
then  one  will  be  found  slightly  more,  and  occasionally 
one  slightly  less,  than  the  corresponding  roughing 
speed.  The  same  is  true  in  regard  to  the  finishing 
feeds.  As  a  rule  these  feeds  are  the  same  as  those  used 
for  roughing,  but  sometimes  they  are  more  and  some- 

times less. 

I  am  going  out  from  the  supposition  that  the  amount 
of  metal  to  be  removed  is  practically  the  same  on  all 
tires.    I  dare  say  this  assumption  is  nearly,  if  not  quite. 

correct;  but  if  there  should  be  a  wide  difference  in  the 
amount  of  metal  to  be  removed  from  various  tires,  I 

would  naturally  ask  why  there  should  be  such  a  differ- 
ence. If  one  tire  can  be  forged  with  a  small  amount  of 

metal  to  be  removed,  why  shouldn't  it  be  possible  to 
forge  another  tire  the  same  way?  There  is,  of  course, 
a  certain  amount  of  difference  between  individual  tires ; 
but  where  a  general  practice  is  developed  for  the  boring 
out  of  tires,  we  may,  of  course,  expect  that  the  maxi- 

mum amount  of  metal  to  be  removed  is  the  basis  of 
such  practice. 

Assuming  then,  that  the  depth  of  cut  is  the  same  in 
all  cases,  we  can  say  that  the  product  of  roughing  feed 
and  roughing  speed,  will  be  a  measure  of  the  amount 
of  metal  removed  in  a  unit  of  time.  We  find  in  our 
tabulation  that  this  amount  of  metal  is  as  little  as  14 
or  as  much  as  Hi,  and  one  may  say  that  all  possible 
combinations  between  these  extremes  are  found. 

Looking  over  these  figures  one  wonders  what  may  be 
the  reason  why  there  are  such  startling  differences  in 
practice  in  different  shops.  The  difference  in  amount 
of  metal  may  be  explained  by  the  fact  that  there  is  a 
powerful  machine  in  one  shop,  where  another  shop  must 
get  along  with  an  old  and  out-of-date  machine  not 
capable  of  taking  heavy  cuts.  But,  if  this  is  so,  then 
why  is  a  much  sturdier  tool  required  to  cut  3  cu.in.  than 
one  to  cut  74?  The  74  cu.in.  are  removed  with  a  tool 
having  a  top  rake  of  12  deg.,  a  clearance  of  10  deg.  and 
a  contained  angle  of  68  deg.,  whereas  3  cu.in.  are 
removed  with  a  tool  having  a  top  rake  of  4  deg.,  a  clear- 

ance of  44  deg.  and  a  contained  angle  of  814  deg.  Again, 
we  find  on  line  D  that  44  cu.in.  are  removed  by  means 
of  a  fragile  tool  with  a  contained  angle  of  63  deg., 
whereas  in  the  case  of  line  L,  5  in.  are  removed  with  a 
tool  of  77  deg.  angle. 

One  may  ask  why  it  is  necessary  to  run  at  such  a  low 
speed  as  14  ft.  per  minute  and  with  J-in.  feed,  as  is  the 
case  on  line  K,  if  in  another  case,  (line  N)  a  speed  of 
55  ft.  or  nearly  4  times  as  much  is  used  and  with  the 
same  amount  of  feed  per  revolution.  Again,  if  a  cut 
can  be  taken  at  30  ft.  with  a  feed  of  3  in.  (see  R),  why 
must  the  speed  be  reduced  to  192  ft.  per  minute  when  a 
feed  of  A  in.  is  taken,  as  is  the  case  in  Q?  One  could 
go  on  asking  such  questions,  because  it  would  be  difficult 
to  find  a  greater  lack  of  uniformity  than  shown  in  this tabulation. 

As  Mr.  Tolliver  says,  surely  it  cannot  be  that  every- 
body is  right.  Some  one  practice  must  be  better  than 

another  and  probably  one  is  the  best  or  maybe  the least  bad. 

It  is  surprising  that  there  should  be  two  shops  which 
vary  in  their  practice  on  important  operations  to  any 
great  extent,  considering  the  facilities  which  are  offered 
for  interchange  of  ideas.  When  one  can  pick  out  seven- 

teen shops  all  doing  the  same  kind  of  work,  with  the 
same  kind  of  machines  and  the  same  kind  of  tools  and 
working  on  the  same  material,  and  then  find  that  there 
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It  mmm  to  be  •  fact  In  oiaehine  ahop  practice  that 

Httb  kilt  aad  poteatate  has  his  own  lawa.  his 

111*  owa  habits  and  his  own  practice*,  and 

U  itioall  at  tlwai  TiMra  art  act  owar  Industries  apart 

tnm  tke  aiafbtna  ikap  akaia  each  difference  in  prac- 

tk*  mold  peraisL  The  coacani  boldinc  onto  the  lesser 

praetica  wmUd  aooa  be  eat  of  business.  What  there  is 

la  tke  aaehlae  shop  that  awkaa  people  hang  on  tena- 

tlomfy  to  their  own  ladlTMnal  practice  and  makes  them 
as  U  their  lieas  depend  on  it,  any  oU  way  or 

_,„,.,  tkar  aiar  bsee  b  atore  than  the  writer  can  telL 

Practical  aien  hare  oftea  sneered  at  the  work  of  the 

ea«in««r  and  with  sooM  excuse  and  maybe 

,^_an,  but  if  ewr  the  eflfciency  engineer  should 

  to  ■■(  back  at  the  sneering  practical  man.  all  he 

has  to  do  is  point  to  the  tabulation  herewith. 

A  Speedy  Home-Made  Drill  Fixture 
Bt  H.  E.  C«AwroED 

As  oar  shop  is  a  snudl  Job  shop,  it  is  only  natural 

^^^  «C  ahoold  fet  the  Job  of  drilling  the  holes  in  the 

cap  shown  at  ̂ 4  in  Figs.  1  and  2.    As  the  holes 

rta.  I— MUK  view  or  tmnjuno  rrxn-RR 

no.  2— FUONT  VIEW  BUOWINO  Ol'KHATINU  MBCHAN18
U 

have   to   be   evenly  spaced  and   in  practically  perfect 

alignment,  the  foreman  devised  a  semi-automatic  fixture. 

The  casting  B,  Figs.  1  and  2,  was  bored  to  receive 
the  shaft  C,  which  in  turn  was  drilled  and  tapped  to 

receive  the  capscrew  D.    The  plate  E  was  then  turned 

and  drilled  at  three  equl -distant  points  on  the  circum- 

ference, the  holes  extending  through  to  the  hole  in  th« 

center  of  the  plate.    Then  three  pins  similar  to  the  one 
shown  at  F  were  slipped  in  the  holes  and  the  plate  was 

attached  to  an  old  spiral  gear  which  was  used  for  an 

index  plate.    The  end  of  shaft  C  was  pressed  into  the 

gear  and  then  assembled  to  the  casting  B  by  the  simple 

process  of  slipping  the  shaft  into  the  hole.     It  is  held 

in  place  by  the  plate  G.  which  is  ground  on  the  end  so 

that  it  will  slip  into  any  one  of  the  grooves  shown.    This 

I'lite  is  slotted  so  that  the  hole  H,  Fig.  2.  will  hold  the 

sliaft  in  place  and  yet  allow  it  to  be  slipped  back  and 

forth  for  adjustment  in  another  groove. 
The  screw  D  is  long  enough  to  project  through  the 

,<nr  and  into  tho  plate  E,  and  is  tapered  on  the  end 

BO  that  when  it  is  screwed  in,  it  forces  the  pins  F  out, 

Plate  E  is  turned  to  a  lit  for  the  brass  cap,  and  when 

the  screw  D  is  screwed  in.  the  pins  are  forced  out, 

holding  the  cap  in  place.  Withdrawing  the  screw  allows 
the  pins  to  release  the  csp. 

Piece  /,  which  is  a  strip  of  bar  iron  twisted  to  the 

shape  shown,  is  riveted  to  the  plate  /  and  this  is  at- 
tached to  the  casting  B  by  a  screw  which  serves  as  a 

hinge.  The  small  piece  M,  which  has  a  pin  on  the  under 
side  that  fits  into  the  grooves  between  the  gear  teeth, 

is  also  held  by  a  screw  which  acts  as  a  hinge.  This 

kxates  the  piece  for  drilling,  and  is  held  down  by  the 
action  of  a  saull  coil  spring,  as  shown. 
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When  the  lever  O  is  raised,  the  block  P  that  is  at- 
tached to  it  rides  in  the  twist  in  the  bar  /,  forcing  it 

back  and  raising  the  piece  M,  thus  dragging  the  pin 
over  into  the  next  groove.  When  the  lever  is  lowered, 
the  bar  /  is  pulled  forward  by  the  spring  R,  and  the 
spiral  gear,  together  with  the  piece  of  work,  is  rotated 
the  required  distance.  As  the  action  of  the  lever  is 
primarily  to  raise  and  lower  the  machine  spindle,  the 
whole  operation  is  done  in  one  movement.  The  action 
of  rotating  the  work  is  accomplished  before  the  drill 
enters  the  piece. 

The  brass  cap  is  3i  in.  in  diameter,  with  a  t^-in.  wall. 
The  drill  is  a  No.  53.  Each  cap  contains  358  holes  and 
we  drill  six  caps  per  hour,  a  total  of  2,148  holes  per  hour. 

Some  Modern  Railroad  Shop  Equipment 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

Just  as  an  evidence  that  some  railroad  shops  at 
least  have  modern  shop  equipment,  I  am  showing  a 
few  illustrations  from  the  New  York,  New  Haven  & 
Hartford  Railroad  shop  at  Readville,  Mass.  First  is 
a  large  Landis  grinding  machine  for  piston  rods  and 
similar  work  and  is  used  for  truing  worn  piston  rods 
instead  of  trying  to  turn  or  file  them  as  is  too  often 
done.  This  method  gets  the  rod  round  in  the  shortest 
time  and  without  removing  more  metal  than  is  neces- 

sary. The  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  1  set  up  with  one  of 

FIG.  1— GRINDING  PISTON  RODS 

no.   2 — HEAT-TREATING  EQUIPMENT 

FIG.  3 — A  NEW  REPAIR  JOB — THE  STOKER 

the  worn  piston  rods  in  place  for  finishing  and  truing. 
Then  comes  the  heat-treatment  room.  Fig.  2,  for 

valve  motion  pins  and  other  parts  which  require  case- 
hardening  or  other  treatment.  It  is  well  equipped  with 
a  gas  furnace  at  the  right,  and  with  two  American 
continuous  gas  furnaces  for  drawing  the  temper,  at  the 
left.  Quenching  tanks  of  different  sizes  and  shapes  can 
also  be  seen,  all  being  provided  with  steam  pipes  for 

■warming  the  water  to  the  de- 
sired temperature.  This  is  a 

very  complete  little  department 
and  has  proved  much  more 
satisfactory  than  attempting 
such  work  in  the  blacksmith 
shop,  as  is  very  frequently 
the  case. 

A  third  evidence  of  modern 

equipment  is  shown  in  Fig.  3. 
This  is  a  modern  mechanical 

stoker  for  one  of  the  big  loco- 
motives. The  stoker  is  mounted 

on  large  casters  for  easy  han- 
dling in  the  shop  and  is  taken 

apart  and  assembled  in  the  po- 
sition shown.  Mechanical  stok- 

ers add  a  new  piece  of  appara- 

tus to  the  shop  man's  burden, 
but  he  is  handling  it,  just  as  he 
handles  everything  else  which 
comes  along,  as  best  he  can. 
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How  Modi  I>o  You  Sprnd  for  Took 

mud  Equipment? 
Bt  a.  W.  Field 

At  Uw  «id  of  •  pviod  or  at  th«  ckae  of  the  r«ar  » 
to  oflMi  aikad:  "How  much  do  jrou  spend  for 

Tho  uuwer  to  this  quMtion  is 
pwtetwdoBt  and  vney  BUUM««r 

'  at  mm  ttmm  m  anoUMr.    Bat  th«  question 

la  a«N«lHt  Ilka  plMrtof  nke  cart  before  the  horse." far  II  vaaM  ba  BMra  appropriata;  from  the  sUndpoint 
af  alllMr  aj^aaaa  ar,  lavaataaeat.  if  the  question  were 

prt:  '^ear  aacli  alMrid  I  apaad  for  tools  and  equip- 

Dvtet  tlM  writav^  acKpariaaca  his  work  has  been  in 

aqalpaMBt.  asperialljr  small  tools,  were 
I  at  nuidom  or  at  the  instifstion  of  some  depart- 

wttkoot  daa  iaeastirstion  as  to  the  merits 

af  tkt  aapaodUvra.    Aa  an  iUustrstion.  s  foreman  mnv 

CHAarr  roK  nxuuso  tub  amount  or  mo.skt  to  be  exPKNDeo  Fon  tool  bquip- 
WBBf  TBS  nTIltATB)  SAVIiKO.  DKimErUTION.  INTEREaT  AND 

KATK  or  Mvrviui  ON  nnmmiEXT  ahr  known 

have  aonfw  diAcuIty  witii  a  piece  of  woric  which  hsu 
been  produced  for  some  time  past  by  more  or  less  crude 
methods.  He  decides  suddenly  that  a  special  tool,  jiir 
or  fixture  should  be  made  to  do  a  particular  operation  on 
this  part,  and  at  once  places  a  requisition  for  the  tool. 
The  requisition  is  approved  and  the  equipment  made. 

Upon  investigatinv  the  conditions,  it  is  found  that  the 
expenditure  was  not  warranted  for  several  reasons. 

Comparatively  few  piecaa  may  be  produced  in  a  year's 
time,  or  to  employ  the  special  equipment  may  add  time 
to  the  operation,  (as  often  happens),  and  increase  in- 

stead of  decrease  the  cost  It  may  also  be  discovered 
that  the  accuracy  desired  can  be  obtained  by  the  former 
'"hand  method"  of  producing  nnd  that  the  RavinK  effected 
by  adopting  the  new  e<iuipment  may  be  nil,  and  there- 

fore the  chance  to  make  the  investment  a  paying 
proposition  is  eliminated. 

In  considering  an  expenditure,  whether  it  be  for  96 

or   95,000.   the   natural   question    is   "Will    it   pay    for 
itself?"  Let  us  suppoHe  that 
an  order  is  placed  for  a  jig  to 
do  a  certain  operation.  It  is 
but  natural  for  the  men  re- 
spon8ible  for  the  expenditure 
to  want  to  Icnow  first,  what  the 
cost  in  going  to  be;  and  sec- 

ond, in  what  length  of  time 
will  the  saving  effected  pay  for 
the  cost  of  the  jig. 

Let  us  assume  that  by  the 
present  method  of  doing  the 
work  it  is  costing  an  amount 
of  money  which  can  be  reduced 
$200  per  year,  this  beinr  the 
saving  estimated  at  the  time 
the  order  is  placed.  Let  us 
assume,  also,  that  10  per  cent 

for  depreciation  and  interest 
is  to  be  considered  and  in  addi- 

tion a  15  per  cent  return  on 
the  investment  is  desired,  as 

this  particular  tool  is  of  such 
a  character  that  its  life  will 
be  comparatively  short.  The 
problem,  then,  is  to  determine 
what  amount  can  be  expended 
judiciously  upon  such  a  piece 
of  equipment. 

By  referring  to  the  accom- 
panying chart,  this  amount  is 

readily  found.  First,  locate 
the  estimated  saving  on  the 
right-hand  scale,  which  in  thJH 
case  is  |200  per  year.  Next, 
locate  the  total  per  cent,  in  this 

case  25  per  cent,  on  the  diag- 
onal scale  and  connect  these 

p(>ints  by  a  straightedge.  On 
the  left-hand  scale  at  the  in- 
terncction  of  the  straightedge 

WL'  find  $810.  This  is  the  max- 
imum amount  that  should  )>e 

expended  for  the  ccjuipment 

upon  the  basis  used.  It  repre- 
sents the  principal  for  which 

|20<)  is  the  interest  per  year 

at  26  per  cent. 

\ 
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With  a  saving  of  $200  per  year,  it  would,  of  course, 
require  four  years  for  the  jig  to  pay  for  itself.  If,  in 
the  meantime,  the  jig  was  for  any  reason  disqualified 
for  service,  the  loss  would  be  proportionate  to  the 
useful  life  and  service  of  the  jig.  In  estimating  the 
saving,  therefore,  it  is  important  that  the  useful  life  of 

the  equipment  be  considered  as  well  as  the  possible  re- 
placement of  the  part  for  which  it  is  to  be  used  by 

another  part,  thereby  making  the  equipment  obsolete 
long  before  its  allotted  time. 

The  same  reasoning  applies  to  machinery  and  otl";r 
equipment  as  it  does  to  small  tools  and  fixtures.  Sup- 

pose, for  example,  that  a  part  is  now  being  produced  in 
quantities  at  a  cost  of  $1,000  per  year.  It  is  estimated 
that  a  saving  of  $500  can  be  affected  by  adopting  a  new 
machine.  But  in  operating  this  machine  the  cost  of 

operation  will  be  $350  more  per  annum  than'  the  cost  of 
operating  the  former  equipment.  The  actual  saving 
therefore  is  only  $150.  To  this,  then,  must  be  added 
$100  for  new  tool  equipment  which  is  not  available  for 
use  and  must  be  made.  The  saving  will  then  be  de- 

creased to  $50. 
Now,  while  the  machine  is  special,  it  may  be  so  con- 

structed that  it  would  have  a  possible  life  of  20  years, 
which  is  a  long  time.  The  depreciation  and  interest 
would  not  need  to  be  as  heavy  as  in  the  former  case 
cited,  but  other  conditions  make  it  desirable  that  the 

machine  pay  for  itself  within  five  years'  time. 
The  cost  of  the  new  machines,  let  us  say  will  be 

$1,500.  Therefore,  on  a  saving  of  $50  per  year,  the 
machine  would  require  30  years  to  pay  for  itself!  On 
the  other  hand,  if  we  assume  interest  and  depreciation 
at  8  per  cent  and  a  return  on  the  investment  of  32  per 
cent,  we  have  a  total  of  40  per  cent.  Locating  on  the 
chart  40  per  cent  and  $50  saving,  we  find  that  the  ex- 

penditure warranted  is  only  $125.  It  is  obvious  that, 
unless  other  conditions  make  a  losing  investment  worth 
while,  the  outlay  of  $1,500  for  the  new  machine  would 
be  unwarranted,  if  it  is  based  upon  a  saving  of  only  $50 
per  year. 

In  a  great  many  shops  and  factories  investments  such 

as  these  are  found  and  are  usually  known  as  "white 
elephants."  A  little  consideration  as  to  the  probable 
saving,  depreciation,  interest  and  initial  cost  of  the  pro- 

posed new  equipment  would  have  indicated  at  once  that 
such  an  investment  or  expenditure  would  not  be  a  pay- 

ing proposition  and  the  "white  elephant"  would  never 
have  been  born.  In  the  present  time  of  making  the 
dollar  go  further  and  affecting  economies  wherever 
possible,  the  chart  will  serve  as  a  ready  aid  in  at  least 
indicating  in  what  manner  new  expenditures  for  equip- 

ment should  be  made. 

Recessing  Tool  for  Screw  Machine — 
Discussion 

By  C.  G.  Spicer 

Referring  to  the  Editor's  note,  at  the  bottom  of  my 
article  under  the  above  title  on  page  76  of  American 
Machinist,  perhaps  the  fault  was  mine  in  that  I  may 
not  have  made  the  drawing  clear. 
When  the  tool  is  in  position  to  cut  the  recess,  it  is 

in  advance  of  the  holder  a  distance  equal  to  its  own 
width,  so  that  the  chips  easily  clear  themselves. 

The  comment  shows  me  that  American  Machinist  is 
alert,  which  I  appreciate. 

Railroad  Shop  Methods  of  Fitting 
Studs  and  Plugs 

By  F.  M.  A'Heaen 

The  article  on  page  553  Vol.  56,  of  American  Ma- 
chinist, more  especially  that  part  on  page  555,  illustrated 

by  Fig.  12,  showing  the  practice  of  the  Southern  Pacific 
Railroad  shops  in  fitting  boiler  washout  plugs,  gives  a 
simple  and  sure  way  of  avoiding  trouble  in  renewing 
washout  plugs. 

The  writer  has  had  experience  with  a  similar  method, 
differing,  however,  in  the  use  of  taps  having  a  taper 
of  1  and  li  in.  in  12  in.  instead  of  the  taper  of  11  in. 

as  described  in  the  article  already  mentioned.  The  15-in. 
taper  brings  the  plugs  to  varying  diameters  in  even 
steps  of  i  in.  each.  This  seems  less  complicated  in 
sizing  the  plugs  for  threading. 

A  similar  method  may  be  used  in  the  renewal  of  boiler 
studs.  In  this  case  the  taps  are  made  with  a  taper 
of  4  in.  in  12  in.  and  by  varying  the  number  sizes  of 

ORDER  BLANK  FOR  STUDS 

Taper,  straighf No  groove 

CZ] 

Threao/s^-    . 

per  inch      r- 
Number  of  sfuds  ymnfed- 

Ordered  by    

Charge  to Date 

SAMPLE  ORDER  FORM  FOR  STUDS 
Instructions:  Fill  in  all  blank 

diijiension  spaces  with  dimen- 
sion wanted.  Cross  out  word 

"no"  If  a  cylinder  head  stud  is 
wanted  grooved.  Cross  out 
"straight"  or  "taper"  as  wanted. 
Where  numbered  boiler  tap  sizes 

are  wanted,  cross  out  "diameter" and  flU  in  tap  number.  Give 
threads  per  inch. 

Machine  operator  will  not  make 
studs  it  any  space  is  not  prop- 

erly filled,  so  that  he  is  shown 
exactly  what   is  wanted. 

the  boiler  fit  ends  of  the  studs  in  step  sizes  of  A  in. 
each,  the  nominal  diameters  of  the  boiler  threads  are 
kept  in  even  sixteenths.  This  practice  tends  to  avoid 
confusion  when  a  change  from  the  regular  one-eighth 
variations,  common  to  locomotive  studs,  must  be  made 
on  account  of  defective  boiler  threads  requiring  re- 
tapping. 

As  the  renewal  of  studs  in  a  locomotive  receiving 
classified  or  general  repairs  may  involve  the  use  of  studs 
having  varying  lengths  of  the  same  diameter,  some  with 
enlarged  boiler  threads,  some  with  standard  threads  on 
either  end,  and  others  grooved  for  front  cylinder  head 
fastenings,  an  order  blank  or  form  similar  to  that  shown 
in  the  accompanying  illustration  will  be  found  useful. 
The  blank  spaces  should  all  be  filled  in  to  furnish  the 
machine  operator  with  suflScient  information  to  make 
what  is  wanted.  It  also  sets  aside  the  time-worn  prac- 

tice of  placing  the  blame  for  all  errors  upon  the  machine 
hand  by  putting  the  responsibility  for  mistakes  where 
it  actually  belongs. 

The  practice  of  "grooving"  or  "nicking"  front  cylinder 
head  studs  provides  a  means  of  protecting  cylinder  ends 
when  front  heads  are  forced  loose  from  cylinders.  Large 
locomotives  equipped  with  steel  cylinder  heads  require 
careful  attention  in  this  respect. 
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A  IVoablesome  Milling  Job 
Br  J.  C  AOAMS 

ikovs  •  job  of  miUinff  which 
••  gN*  Mt  •  gTMU  4m1  of  troabltL    Th«  pi«<v  wu 
iron  oad  th*  tkidcMM  aboat   A  In^  never  mon- 
1  ia.     It  WM  VMnr  iVriatr  aa^  no  nutter  how 

I  pal  aadar  it,  it  would  chatter  and 

^:t* 

A  TIKN'ltUCfttMK   MIIJJNO  JOB 

■ak*  a  faarfal  aobe.    Of  coume,  the  ftnish  was  rough 
aa4  ooHi  two  rata  would  not  make  it  really  smooth. 
TW  odMT  dajr  I  had  an  idea.  1  overhung  the  piece 

ao  tlMt  I  eaald  uae  a  larger  cutter.  I  had  been  using 
a  t-la.  mi  BtQ.  and  now  I  uaed  a  2i-in.  shell  end  mil!. 
I  piifil  it  ao  that  tho  opper  part  of  the  mill  did  all 
the  rutting.  The  result  was  surprising.  The  cut  was 
takm  withoot  any  chatter  at  all.  The  reason  is  simple 

aad  I  don't  understand  now  why  I  did  not  think  of  it 
ir.  With  tiM  small  cutter,  placod  as  it  was,  the  pres- 
was  downward  and  the  piece  was  bent  and  would 

gfWB.  With  the  large  cutter,  the  pressure 
or  aaarly  so.  and  there  was  no  spring  or 

beading.  Of  coarse  with  the  larger  cutter  I  had  to 
down  tha  apiodk  spaed,  but  Just  the  same  the  piece 
■rilM  qakliar  beeaose  I  could  use  a  much  heavier 

feed,  had  to  take  one  cut  only,  and  did  not  neod  to  fuss 
•way  a  lot  of  time  fitting  pieces  of  wood  and  wedges 

the  work. 

Another  Way  to  Catch  the  Thread 
Bt  H.  0.  TtmNBinx 

I  raad  with  Interaat  the  scheme  for  "catching"  the 
Ikraad  by  the  "Jonp"  laathod.  published  on  page  970, 
VoL  Sa,  of  AmfHett  Mtkiniat.  and  I  am  submitting 

rtrurrui  TMAT  tjtuf'x-nw  rur.  ifwiTiox  or  tm« 
TMRKAI>  Trioi. 

haw  with  tha  awl  hod  I  oaa  for  the  same  purpose  when 
dMf«  ia  M  haddaa  baM  or  Ihraad  dial  on  the  Uthe. 

rival  a  plaea  af  AaaC  troa  aboat  I  in.  thick  I  cut  a 

pointer  as  shown  in  the  sketch.  This  pointer  I  hold  in 
the  toolpost  by  catching  the  shank  nn  top  of  the  thread 
tool  and  under  the  toolpoat  screw,  making  sure  that  the 
point  measures  just  1  in.  in  advance  of  the  point  of  the 
tool  and  enough  higher  so  as  not  to  interfere  with 
the  work. 

This  scheme  hai  an  advantage  over  the  method  men- 
tioned in  the  previous  article  for  the  reason  thnt  it 

enabiaa  the  operator  to  know  positively  whether  or  not 
tha  tool  point  ia  going  to  follow  the  prcvioualy  cut 
thread;  for  when  the  carriage  is  run  back  for  the  new 
cut  it  is  run  far  enough  to  bring  the  pointer  over  the 
end  of  the  work  before  the  nut  is  locked  in.  If,  when 
the  nut  is  closed,  the  pointer  ia  not  exactly  over  a  pre- 
viously  cut  thread  the  operator  knows  that  the  tool  ia 
not  going  to  follow,  and  there  ia  ample  time  to  unlock 
the  nut  and  make  a  reaetting  before  the  tool  ifets  fur 
anough  along  to  spoil  the  work. 

Single  Key  for  Two  Slot  Widths 
By  Stephen  McEvoy 

In  a  recent  issue  of  American  Mafhiniat  Frank  C. 
Hudson  showed  a  design  of  key  for  fixtures  to  accommo- 

date the  varying  width  of  T-alots  in  milling  machine 

.»>*. 

Fia.  1— A  fKjrni.K  itui-usk  t-mi.ot  kkt 

and  other  tables.    The  method  shown,  however,  requires 
a  separate  key  for  each  slot. 

The  key  illustrated  herewith  ia  simpler  and  retjuires 
but  one  key  for  two  sises  of  slots.  We  take  a  piece  of 
cold-rolled  steel  }  in.  square  by  i  in.  thick.    Two  aides 

— W. 

L 
no.   I— (LKI-Ti    KKY    IN    J-IN     T-.'<I.<'T       iKhWll)    Kl.\     i 

l-I.N.  T-HU)T 

are  milled  so  as  to  leave  I  in.  width  for  half  the  depth, 
or  1  in.  This  block  can  now  be  used  with  the  narrow 

or  l-in.  side  parallel  with  the  slot,  and  it  fits  a  l-in. 
T-slot.  Or,  it  can  be  turned  90  deg.  so  that  the  full 
width  fits  into  a  l-in.  slot.  The  K<'neral  appearance  is 
shown  in  Fig.  1.  while  Fig.  2  gives  more  details. 

Bi-chromatc  of  PotaHh  as  a  QuenchinK 
Medium 

By  John  Livie 

In  hardening  some  shell  reamers  we  experienced 

trouble  from  checking  in  the  quenching  bath.  On  ad- 
vice, we  made  up  a  bath  consisting  of  1  lb.  of  potassium 

bi-chromat«  to  about  40  gal.  of  water,  which  stopped 
all  the  trouble  at  onca.  Can  any  of  the  readers  tell  me 
in  what  way  the  chamical  affected  the  steel? 
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Holding  Up  the  Machine  Tool  Builder 

WE  LIKE  to  think  that  business  ethics  has  im- 
proved greatly  during  the  past  decade,  but  once 

in  a  while  we  get  a  jar  that  makes  us  wonder  how 
far  some  managers  of  big  corporations  have  advanced 
beyond  the  cave-man  type.  The  chief  engineer  of  a 

big  corporation  enlisted  the  aid  of  a  well-known 
machine-tool  builder  to  improve  his  product  and  reduce 
his  cost. 

The  agreement  was  that  a  new  machine  should  be 
designed  and  that  if  it  worked  satisfactorily  a  dozen 
machines  should  be  ordered  at  a  price  which  would 
cover  the  cost  of  designing  and  development.  Further 
machines  would  also  be  required,  about  a  hundred  in 
number,  and  these  were  to  be  supplied  at  a  lower  price. 
A  perfectly  straightforward  agreement,  made  in  the 
presence   of  four  or  five  people. 

The  machine-tool  builder  went  to  work  and  built  a 
machine  which  more  than  met  all  requirements.  The 

company's  own  engineers  pronounced  it  O.K.  in  every 
way  and  the  way  seemed  open  for  completing  the 
order  for  the  entire  lot.  In  the  meantime,  however, 
the  chief  engineer  who  ordered  the  machines  resigned 
and  the  manager  of  the  company  refused  to  carry  out 
the  agreement.  He  offered  to  buy  the  first  machine  and 
perhaps  a  few  more,  at  the  minimum  price  agreed  upon 
for  the  hundred.  This  price,  it  will  be  remembered, 
did  not  include  development  costs  which  had  been  taken 
care  of  in  the  previous  order  for  twelve. 

Fortunately  for  the  machine-tool  industry,  this  par- 
ticular builder  had  two  very  important  qualifications, 

a  backbone  and  a  bank  account — and  he  promptly  told 
the  alleged  big  business  man  where  to  head  in.  For- 

tunately again,  the  machine  can  be  utilized  for  other 
classes  of  work  and  if  the  company  which  ordered  it 
ever  get  any  the  full  price  will  be  paid. 

There  are  too  many  cases  of  this  kind  where  the 
machine-tool  builder  has  been  made  to  stand  the  cost  of 
developing  new  machines  for  the  builders  of  various 
machinery.  Customers  who  demand  unfair  advantages 
like  these  are  undesirable  in  every  way  and  the  machine- 
tool  builder  who  can  and  will  refuse  to  concede  to 
unjust  demands  is  doing  a  great  work  for  the  industry. 
When  concerns  with  a  reputation  for  unfair  dealings 
find  it  difficult  to  secure  machine  tools  they  may  realize 
that  it  pays  to  play  the  business  game  on  the  level. 

What's  the  Matter  With  the  Machine 
Tool  Business? 

THE  employment  manager  of  a  good  sized  machine 
tool  shop  came  into  the  office  of  the  works  manager 

the  other  day  and  said,  "What's  the  matter  with  the 
machine  tool  business  anyhow?  Here  is  a  list  of  about 
twenty  good  men  who  have  quit  us  within  a  month,  in 
the  face  of  improved  business  too,  to  go  into  something 
else  that  pays  better  wages  or  offers  more  opportunities. 

"Funny  part  is  only  a  few  are  going  to  other  mechani- 
cal lines.  The  automobile  shops  used  to  take  even  our 

poor  men  and  pay  'em  double  what  we  could.    But  these 

men  are  going  into  laundries,  grocery  stores,  insurance 
business  and  all  sorts  of  work  that  ought  not  to  pay 
nearly  as  well  as  working  right  here  in  our  shop.  A 
good  mechanic  has  to  have  more  real  knowledge  and 
training  than  any  kind  of  worker  I  know,  a  lot  more 
than  those  in  any  of  the  lines  I  have  here  on  my  list. 

"Some,  of  course,  are  making  a  mistake  and  will  come 
back  to  this  or  some  other  shop  later.  But  the  major- 

ity of  them  will  make  good  and  wish  they  had  gone 

before.  And  it  isn't  saying  much  for  the  machine  tool 

business  either." 
The  employment  manager  was  right.  Machine  tools 

are  the  foundation  of  every  industry  using  machines  of 
any  kind.  For  the  sake  of  the  future  of  the  country 
itself  the  machine  tool  industry  should  have  the  best 
workmen  and  the  best  designers  in  the  land.  To  do  this 
it  must  be  the  most  attractive  industry  to  the  right  kind 
of  men,  both  as  to  working  conditions  and  remuneration. 

The  automobile  and  other  industries  have  pointed 
out  the  way,  yet  unfortunately,  the  very  industries 
which  have  been  made  possible  by  machine  tool  develop- 

ment, are  too  often  unwilling  to  pay  a  fair  price  for 
the  machines  they  buy.  The  cost  of  developing  these 
machines  does  not  secure  proper  consideration.  In  one 
particular  instance  the  builder  of  a  machire  lost  several 
thousand  dollars  in  this  way  while  the  purchaser  saved 
enough  in  three  months  to  cover  its  cost  to  him. 

Neither  exorbitant  prices  nor  excessive  profits  have 
any  place  in  any  industry.  But  the  users  of  machines 
should  realize  that  the  industry  on  which  our  future 
development  depends  should  have  more  consideration 
than  has  been  the  case  in  too  many  instances.  Not  so 
much  for  the  machine  tool  industry  itself  as  for  those 
industries  which  are  dependent  on  it,  and  for  the  coun- 

try as  a  whole. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  all  union  labor  should  adopt  a  new  way 
of  paying  their  leaders,  giving  them  an  increase  of 

salary  when  their  men  had  obtained  higher  wages,  a 
reduction  when  the  wages  of  the  men  had  been  reduced 
and  no  salary  at  all  when  there  is  a  strike,  how  many 
strikes  would  there  be  in  ten  centuries?  Think  of  the 
amount  of  real  hard  work  the  leaders  would  do  to  get 
their  men  a  raise.  Think  of  the  desperate  efforts  they 
would  make  to  prevent  a  cut.  But  not  by  striking. 
Heaven  forbid.  Think  of  all  the  tricks  the  leaders  would 
learn  to  accomplish  their  object,  whereas  now  they  know 
only  one.  Maybe  they  know  more,  but  anyhow  they  use 
only  one.  Think  how  everyone  would  work  up,  and  per- 

fect and  polish  up  his  ovni  union,  so  as  to  get  a  higher 

price  for  his  ware.  Think  of  all  the  union  leaders' 
weeklies,  monthlies  and  quarterlies  to  spread  and  pro- 

mote scientific  union  management. 
But  no,  this  will  never  happen,  it  is  not  practical.  We 

should  not  expect  the  union  leader  to  introduce  such 

revolutionary  methods,  and  if  they  don't,  who  will?  The 
men?    What  have  they  to  say  about  such  matters? 

No,  this  will  never  come  to  pass,  but — 
Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Landb  Heavy-Duty  Roll  Grinding  Machine 
A  luv*  hMVT'^aty  cylindrieal  rrindinff  machine  for 

•H  tjrpiM  of  hot  aad  cold  mill  rolls  is  now  being 
I  bar  tlw  Liuidi*  Tool  Col.  Wa.vnMboro.  Ps.    The 

illiutratloM  show  one  of  th««e  machines 

a  ICOOO-lbL  roil  in  the  plant  of  the  Aluminum 

of  America.  Mar>*>ville.  Tenn. 
chine  is  entirely  aelf<ontaiDed  and  is  driven 

no.  I— I^XDI«  HEAVT-ni'TT  ROU.  ORINDINO  MACHINE 

bjr  three  asperate  motors.  One  motor,  shown  in  Fig.  1. 
driTes  the  work  and  in  ntountcd  on  the  bed  of  the  ma- 

and  directly  connected  to  the  headstock;  one  is 
oa  a  carriage  traveling  on  a  track  at  the  back 

•f  the  mMhlae  for  driving  the  grinding  wheel,  as  shown 
la  Fig.  2.  aad  a  small  motor  in 
directly  eoanocted  to  the  water 

All  the  motors  are 
bjr  mearn  of  push 

battosa  ea  the  operator's 
pistform. 

The  operator's  platform  is 
moonted  on  the  grinding  wheel 
carrlace  so  that  the  operator 
baa  a  dear  view  of  the  wheel 
aad  the  work  at  the  point  of 
cealact.  which  view  cannot  be 
oMataed  If  the  machine  i< 
eparated  from  the  front.  Th< 
carriac*  tmeeree  aad  reverb- 
lac  MMhaaiaa  are  alt  con- 
lalaad  ia  «ae  aait  amaated  on 
the  grfadiat  wheel  carriage 
vtthla  eaey  raacb  from  the 

All  gears 
b  «r  cfcrarn- nickel 
nia  ia  a  hath  of  oil. 

The  awla  driea  oa  the  grind- 
iag  wheel  carriM*  b  throagh 

a  worm  and  rack  which  gi\*e8  smooth  operation,  while 
provision  has  been  made  for  a  tarry  at  the  point  of 
reversal.  Provi!»ion  is  also  made  for  a  piiwer  movement 
of  the  grinding  wheel  base  for  moving  the  wheel  rapidly 
toward  and  away  from  the  work. 
A  special  feature  emiwdied  in  the  machine  is  an 

attachment  for  grindinv  the  periphery  of  the  roll  either 
concave,  ronvex  or  straiRht,  aH  desired.  The  amount 
of  crown  or  concavity  ia  varied  by  a  simple  system  of 

gearing  at  the  back  of  the 
machine.  The  gearing  can  be 
engaged  and  disengaged  by 

means  of  »  lever  on  the  oper- 
ator'it  platform. 

The  roll  supports  furnished 
with  the  machine  are  of  the 
two-bearing  type,  which  per- 

mits grinding  the  journal 
without  changing  the  position 
of  the  roll,  so  as  to  get  the 

body  of  the  roll  and  the  jour- 
nal concentric.  The  bearing 

blocks  are  adjustable  in  the 

roll  supimrts  so  as  to  accom- 
modate journals  of  different 

diameters  without  need  of  dif- 
ferent bearings. 

It  ia  stated  that  under 
actual  operating  conditions 
the  machine  has  removed  as 
much  as  7  cu.in.  of  chilled 

iron  per  minute,  and  the  accuracy  and  sensitiveness  have 
been  maintained  throughout  the  work.  The  machine 
is  built  in  standard  20-,  30-  and  40-in.  sizes  in  any 
required  length.  Its  construction  adapts  it  to  surfacing 
all  sorts  of  large  rolls  of  the  type  just  described. 

KlU.  S— OPKRATINO  CAHHIAOE  OM  tMNDIH  KOLt<  ORINDI.VO  MACHINB 
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Pratt  &  Whitney  "Super-Micrometer" 
The  super-micrometer  brought  out  by  the  Pratt  & 

Whitney  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn.,  is  really  a  bench  measur- 
ing machine.  It  has  capacity  up  to  8  in.  in  diameter, 

though  its  direct  measuring  capacity  is  only  0.500  inch. 
It  consists  of  two  measuring  heads,  one  with  a  sta- 

tionary spindle  and  anvil,  the  other  with  a  spindle  which 
can  be  moved  in  and  out  by  means  of  a  large  graduated 
wheel.    The  amount  of  spindle  movement  is  0.500  inch. 

The  wheel  is  not  moved  by  hand  but  by  a  very  small 
round  belt  which  is  engaged  by  the  knurled  knob  shown. 
This  knob  has  a  smaller  knob  attached  to  it,  which 
permits  spinning  it  with  the  fingers  so  as  to  obtain  rapid 
adjustment  of  the  spindle.  The  final  adjustment  is  made 
by  turning  the  large  knob  very  slpwly.  The  belt  is  for 
the  purpose  of  measuring  always  with  the  same  amount 

"SUPER-MICROMETER"   MEASURING   MACHINE 

of  pressure,  by  continuing  the  rotation  of  the  knob  until 
the  belt  slips.  That  the  belt  majf  be  tighter  at  one 
time  than  at  another  has  no  effect  on  the  accuracy 
because  the  machine  is  set  up  under  the  same  conditions 
under  which  the  measuring  is  done. 

This  setting  up  is  accomplished  by  the  standard  inch 
blocks,  which  are  machine-lapped  by  modification  of  the 
Hoke  method  and  are  accurate  within  five  millionths  of 
an  inch.  These  blocks  should  be  kept  in  a  casing  or 
pocket  at  the  rear  of  the  headstock  provided  for  that 
purpose.  As  many  inch  blocks  as  required,  but  not 
more  than  eight,  are  set  side  by  side  on  a  bar  which 
is  slightly  channeled  out  for  convenience  in  holding 
them  and  which  rests  between  a  slot  in  the  tailstock 
and  a  pin  at  the  front  of  the  headstock.  This  arrange- 

ment insures  that  the  blocks  will  lie  with  their  hori- 
zontal diameters  in  line  with  the  centers  of  the  spindles. 

When  the  tailstock  is  brought  up  against  the  blocks 
it  is  clamped  on  the  cylindrical  bed  of  the  machine, 
after  which  an  arm,  called  the  "zero  arm,"  is  swung 
around  until  a  mark  comes  opposite  the  zero  mark  of 
the  dividing  wheel.  If,  as  in  the  illustration,  there 
are  four  inch  blocks  and  the  spindle  is  as  far  back  as  it 
will  go,  then  it  is  possible  to  measure  anything  from  4 
in.  down  to  3J  in.  With  the  spindle  entirely  forward, 
it  is  possible  to  measure  from  4  in.  up  to  4i  inches. 

The  marks  on  the  spindle  are  0.050  in.  apart  and  the 
figures  are  given  by  0.100  in.  There  are  500  divisions 
on  the  dividing  wheel,  of  which  every  tenth  is  provided 
with  a  figure.  These  divisions  are  'h  in.  apart  and  each 
one  denotes  0.0001  in.,  so  that  the  figures  read  direct 
in  thousandths. 

The  channeled  bar  may  be  reversed  for  supporting 
flat  work  and  in  addition  two  tables  are  furnished  which 
can  be  laid  on  the  bed  to  support  larger  work. 

Hanna  Pneumatic  Toggle  and  Lever  Press 
A  general  utility  press  operated  by  means  of  com- 

pressed air  or  steam  has  just  been  placed  on  the  market 
by  the  Hanna  Engineering  Works,  1765  Elston  Ave., 
Chicago,  III.,  the  power  mechanism  of  the  machine  being 
similar  to  that  used  on  the  riveters  formerly  made  by 
the  concern.  The  accompanying  illustration  shows  the 
type  of  press  employed  for  compressing  or  packing 
carbonizing  material  in  pots  around  parts  such  as  gears 
and  forgings  to  be  casehardened. 

The  press  can  be  arranged  with  various  forms  of 
platens  or  work-supporting  structures,  so  as  to  make  it 
adaptable  to  straightening,  bending,  forcing,  marking, 
embossing,  coining,  forging,  briquetting,  multiple  rivet- 

ing, and  such  operations.  The  machine  is  made  in 
tonnages  of  15,  20,  30,  50,  70,  80,  100,  125,  150  and  200. 
In  all  sizes  it  is  portable  in  the  sense  that  it  can  be 
moved  without  the  need  of  moving  any  auxiliary  equip- 

ment.   The  machine  requires  only  a  small  floor  space. 
The  die  is  mounted  on  an  adjusting  screw.  The  valve 

controlling  its  manipulation  can  be  operated  by  either 
hand  or  foot.  The  length  of  stroke  can  be  adjusted. 
The  connecting  mechanism  between  the  die  and  its  actu- 

ating piston  consists  of  a  combination  of  a  toggle  and 
lever.  The  piston  imparts  to  the  die  a  gradually  de- 

creasing speed  and  an  increasing  pressure  for  each  unit 
of  travel  of  the  piston  during  the  first  part  of  its  stroke. 
The  last  portion  of  the  stroke  of  the  ram  is  made  at 
practically  a  uniform  pressure.  The  first  portion  of 
the  stroke,  or  the  increasing  pressure  part,  is  from  1> 
to  4a  in.  long,  depending  on  the  rating  of  the  machine. 
The  last  portion,  where  uniform  pressure  is  held,  i? 
from  3  to  IJ  in.  long. 

The  machine  is  well  adapted  to  bending  and  straight- 
ening operations,  since  the  pressure  on  the  die  builds  up 

in  the  same. ratio  as  the  air  pressure  placed  on  the  pis- 
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MB.  It  b  powible  fcf)-  throttling  the  air  to  hrinf  on 
riaat  ynmun  to  d»aMt  it  Uw  dwired 
to  npidbr  nlmm  th*  prvMur*.  If 

Ikt  di*  tt«««i  te  aiov^  by  th«  work  at  anjr  point  with- 
la  tk*  aBlfMrai  pimmn  stroke,  the  prMsure  on  the 
te  la  •  kaowa  fimbti  aiiiwii  amount  in  proportion  to 

tka  pTCMar*  la  tkt  air  Une.  Thi*  line  praaiure  can 

h*  caaliaMI  bjr  a  prMiare-refuUtinr  raive  to  within 

Whea  vard  for  niarkinv.  •mboasing.  coininff  and  for*- 
lav  aniforfnity  of  reaulta  ran  be  obtained,  since  the 

b*  adjaatad  and  aiaintained  for  each  joh. 
vah*  eaa  be  aet.  and  the  manipulation 

of  tka  a^tratinf  vahw  and  \-ariation  in  thickneM  of  th«> 
arltkiB  the  liaiiU  of  the  length  of  the  uniform- 

■trolw.  do  Bot  affect  the  pressure  obtained  on 

Hcndejr  "Junior"  12-Inrh  Uthe 
llMldu  Machina  Co..  Torrinirton,  Conn.,  has 

oat  a  lathe  to  be  daaiffnated  as  the  "Junior." 
The  tool  ia  iatandod  for  light  manufacturing  purposes, 

for  mmM  akopa  and  for  Tocational  achool  Ber%'ice,  where 
a  tkotaagklf  practical  and  rugged  tool  is  wanted,  but 

the  full  complement  of  attachments  and 
that  have  come  to  be  recognised  as  part  of  a 

regular  toolroom  lathe. 
This  lathe  ia  bah -driven  to  a  four-step  cone,  as  shown 

ia  tho  attaaipanying  illustration,  is  provided  with 
I  gaara  iastoad  of  tho  goar-box  for  screw  cutting, 

:  Ikt  food  nuy  bo  obtained  either  through  the  chanRe 
or  through  a  feed  belt  running  over  a  three-step 
The  lead  screw  is  I  in.  in  diameter  and  has  6 

thraada  per  inch.  Threads  from  2  to  36  per  in.  may 
be  cat.  As  in  tho  regular  Hendey  lathe,  the  carriage 
trarerao  ia  stopped,  started,  or  reversed  by  the  move- 
aMBt  of  a  lever  on  the  apron. 

Tko  Biain  spindle  runs  in  tapered  bearings,  II  to  21 
in.  and  Itl  to  2 A  in.  in  diameter,  respectively,  the  bear- 
lafi  being  provided  with  means  to  compensate  for  wear. 
Tka  spiadla  boo*  is  2  in.  in  diameter,  with  an  8-pitch 
tkraad.  There  is  a  through  hole  tl  in.  in  diameter. 
Qafli  back*g*ara  provide  a  10.4  to  1  ratio  of  reduction. 
With  tk*  two-spoed  countershaft  furnished.  16  spindle 
apaadi  are  available. 

Tk*  carriage  has  a  bearing  of  161  in.  on  the  shears. 
It  Is  fitted  with  power  crosafeod  and  compound  rest. 
Tk*  toolpoet  take*  1  x  l-in.  tool  shanks.    The  actual 

swing  over  the  shears  is  121  in.,  and  over  the  carriage 
71  in.  The  maximum  distance  U'tween  centers  with 
the  5  ft.  length  of  bed  is  271  in.  The  lathe  van  be  regu- 

larly furnished  with  4,  6.  or  6  ft.  bed  length,  or  longer 

upon  order. 
.The  equipment  includes  a  two-speed  countertthuft, 

large  and  small  facepUt^'a,  center  rest  and  all  neces- 
sary wrenches.  All  attai-hmenta  to  the  standard  12-in. 

Hendey  lathe  are  applicable  to  this  one.  A  laliinet  leg 
under  the  headstock  end  of  the  bed  is  fitted  with  shelved 

and  partitions,  providing  a  place  to  keep  change  gears. 
wrenches  and  aoceaaory  porta. 

Changes  in  Reeves  Centerless  Grinding 
Machine • 

The  centerlesH  grinding  machine  made  by  the  Reeves 

Pulley  Co.,  ColumbuM,  Ind.,  ha«  recently  undergone  sev- 
eral changes  in  design,  the  latest  model  lieing  shown 

in  Fig.  1.  A  special  feature  of  the  machine  is  the 

"drop-in"  work  rest  which  makes  it  possible  to  grind 
either  shouldered,  tapered  or  straight  work. 

HKMtNnr  'iVMHMir  ii-ism  i^athi: 

Kia.    I— llKKVh:«   CK.NTKId.najH    (»HINI>IN<J    MACMI.NK 

The  rest  consists  of  a  steel  bar  with  a  hardened  and 

ground  edge  which  supports  the  work  in  a  true  hori- 
zontal position  between  the  two  wheels.  On  top  of  the 

bar  there  is  an  extended  slotted  guide,  leaving  an  open- 
ing just  large  enough  to  receive  the  work  to  be  ground. 

On  the  sides  of  the  bar  are  guide  walls  which  hold  the 
work  in  a  straight  line  and  exactly  central  between  the 
two  wheels.  A  stop  is  provided  which  may  be  adjusted 
for  different  lengths  of  rolls.  The  construction  allows 
the  rolls  to  extend  l>etween  the  wheels  just  far  enough 
to  grind  the  roll  and  not  touch  the  shoulder. 

The  end  of  the  guide,  with  a  motor  valve  in  position 
for  having  its  stem  ground,  is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  The 
guide  is  mounted  on  rollers,  so  that  it  can  he  drawn 
forward,  raised  to  permit  the  work  to  be  entered  length- 

wise alwve  the  grinding  point  for  a  distance  of  5  in. 
or  leaa,  and  lowered  to  the  grinding  position.  In  this 

way  the  piece  is  centered  and  ground  concentric 
throughout  Its  entire  length.  The  work  rest,  being 
mounted  on  rollers,  can  travel  with  the  work;  but  the 
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FIG.    2— GRINDING  A   MOTOR  VALVE   STEM.      FIG.   3— BAL  ANCING  A  WHEEL 

drop-in  method  makes  a  convenient  way  to  grind 
shoulder  work  such  as  valve  stems  and  shackle  bolts. 

Tapered  work  can  also  be  ground  on  the  drop-in  work 
rest.  The  diamond  dresser  has  an  adjustment  for  ob- 

taining any  degree  of  angle  desired  to  make  the  proper 
taper. 

Another  feature  of  the  machine  is  the  balancing  ways 
and  arbor  for  grinding  wheels.  It  is  essential  that 
the  wheel  be  in  fairly  accurate  balance,  so  an  easy 
method  of  balancing  is  provided.  Holes  are  drilled  in 
the  chuck  just  within  the  bore  of  the  wheel.  Balancing 
pins  are  furnished  which  may  be  placed  in  the  holes 
just  opposite  the  heavy  spot,  so  as  to  secure  an  accurate 
balance  of  the  wheel.  Permanent  balancing  ways  are 
a  part  of  the  regular  equipment,  and  are  bolted  to  the 
base  of  the  machine.  Fig.  3  shows  both  the  pins  and 
the  ways.  A  tapered  arbor  which  fits  the  chuck  is  also 
furnished  for  use  when  balancing  the  wheel. 

matically   operates   every   30    sec.   to 
test  the  temperature. 

The  regulator  can  be  most  easily 
adapted  to  use  on  electric  furnaces,  as 
the  instrument  operates  a  small  relay 
that,  in  turn,  actuates  the  main  power 
switch,  which  is  of  the  magnetic  type. 
The  complete  equipment  for  use 
with  an  electric  furnace  is  shown  in 
the  accompanying  illustration.  Signal 
lamps  and  fixtures,  a  relay,  the  mag- 

netic control  switch  and  the  instru- 
ment itself  can  be  provided  mounted 

on  a  slate  panel.  The  control  switch 
is  shown  more  clearly  in  the  small 
view  at  the  right  of  the  illustration. 
When  the  furnace  is  operating 

within  8  deg.  F.  of  the  desired  tem- 
perature, a  white  signal  light  is  lighted  at  the  top 

of  the  board.  If  the  temperature  goes  below  this 
limit,  a  green  light  appears,  while  if  it  goes  above, 
a  red  one  is  lighted.  The  mechanism  operates  the  con- 

trol switch,  so  that  the  error  is  corrected  before  it  has 
deviated  more  than  10  deg.  from  the  desired  tempera- 

ture.    Thus  the  control  is  positive  and  automatic. 
The  control  mechanism  of  the  regulator  is  operated 

by  a  small  motor,  which  can  be  supplied  for  use  on 
either  a.c.  or  d.c.  lines  of  110  to  220  volts.  The  case 
of  the  instrument  is  made  of  cast  iron  and  has  a  black 

enamel  finish.  Its  over-all  size  is  I2xl0ix8^  in.,  and 
its  net  weight  27  pounds. 

Hoskins  Automatic  Temperature  Regulator 
An  apparatus  for  controlling  the  temperature  of  elec- 

tric, oil  or  gas  furnaces  automatically  has  recently  been 
placed  on  the  market  by  the  Hoskins  Manufacturing  Co., 
Lawton  Ave.  at  Buchanan,  Detroit,  Mich.  The  tem- 

perature of  the  furnace  can  be  held  within  limits  of 
plus  or  minus  10  deg.  F.    The  control  mechanism  auto- 

Black  &  Decker  8-Inch  Electric  Grinder 
A  small  electric  bench  grinder  carrying  wheels  8  in. 

in  diameter  and  i  in.  wide,  and  driven  by  a  J-hp.  motor, 
has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Black  & 
Decker  Manufacturing  Co.,  Towson  Heights,  Baltimore, 
Md.  The  motor  is  not  of  the  universal  type,  but  is  in- 

tended for  operation  on  either  direct  current  or  alter- 
nating current  of  40  or  60  cycles.  It  can  be  furnished 

for  voltages  of  either  110  or  220. 
Large  bearings  carry  the  combined  motor  shaft  and 

spindle.  The  no-load  speed  is  3,600  r.p.m.  The  machine 
is  furnished  complete  with  two  abrasive  wheels,  two 
wheel  guards,  two  adjustable  tool  rests,  a  toggle  switch 
in  the  base,  and  5  ft.  of  electric  cable  fitted  with  an 
attachment  plug. 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  the  grinder  ar- 
ranged for  mounting  on  a  bench,  although  a  pedestal 

can  be  furnished  so  that  it  may  be  stood  on  the  floor. 
The  net  weight  of  the  bench  grinder  is  75  pounds. 

HOSKINS  AVTOMATIC  TEMPERATURE  REGrL.\TOR BLACK  &  DECKER  S-IX.  ELECTRIC  GRINDER 
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Dover  PiUar  Punch  Press 
Tte  aeeMvaarint  OliutrmUoa  thews  front  and  r«ar 

vim  «f  •  mmU  pilUr  puarli  praat  madt  by  G«o-  W. 
Oovvr.  tat,  Providrnr*.  R.  I.  Tht  prtM  was  dwelopwl 

for  work  oa  imdiator  cvlh,  a  strip  of  which 
bt  MM  is  Um  Tirm  at  ths  Wft  of  th«  illuKtration. 

R  la  Mhirtnl  to  any  sort  of  nhMt-mFtal  work 
withia  its  caparity.  If  dtairMl.  it  may  be  equipped 
with  a  roO  fc«d. 

Tka  atrokt  of  the  ram  is   li   in.,  and  the  vertical 

a^taadBMl  li  S  in.     The  maximum  disUnre  from  the 
la  tha  bad  of  tht  praaa  is  6  in,  the  dimensions  of 

DOVKH  PUXAR  PUNCH  Pi 

the  bed  being  9|xll  in.  The  machine  is  driven  by 
msaaa  af  a  8-ia.  bait  on  a  flywheel  18  in.  in  diameter 
aad  haviag  a  solid  web.  With  tha  lets  it  weighs  700 
Ibi    The  floor  space  required  is  about  36x40  inches. 

Hammond  Wall  Bracket  Drill 
A  light  swiagiag  drill  for  sttachment  to  a  wall  or 

post,  and  that  reaches  any  point  within  a  radius  of  3i 
ft.  of  its  fastening,  has  recently  been  placed  on  the 
market  by  the  Hammond  Manufacturing  Co.,  654S 
Camegia  Ava,  Clevelaad,  Ohio.  The  machine  has  a, 
capacity  la  ataal  of  I  ia..  aad  is  espaeially  adapted  to 
work  «■  parta  for  electrical  instrumenta,  switchboards 
aad  alovaa. 

Tbe  drin  ia  bait-driven  through  tight  and  loose  pul- 
laya  •  in.  in  diaawter  and  carrying  a  2-in.  belt  The 
aoaatarsbaft  is  geared  to  the  upright  shaft,  from  which 
t«e  balta  carry  the  drive  to  the  npindla.  The  counter- 
■kafi  yaka  em  ba  set  to  any  position  to  conform  to 
tha  Bwrbaad  driva.    It  is  provided  with  a  bait-shifting 

l<AMMU.\U   WAU.   UKACKKT  DKIUh 

ings  and  the  rack  cut  from  the  solid.    A  spring  counter- 
balance is  provided. 

The  tight  pulley  ordinarily  runs  at  400  r.p.m.,  and 
two  speeds  of  the  spindle  of  600  and  1,300  r.p.m.  are 
provided.  The  spindle  pulley  ia  covered  with  u  belt 
guard.     The  shipping  weight  ia  260  pounds. 

Hergi  Type  NK4S  Flexible-Shaft  Outfit 
The  flexible-shaft  outftt  shown  in  the  accompanying 

illustration  is  a  recent  product  of  the  Hergi  Manufac- 
turing Co..  260  Fifth  St.,  Bridgeport.  Conn.    The  outfit 

.  is  intended  primarily  for  driving  screws,  as  in  the 
manufacture    of    radio    equipment.      It    is    arranged 

'  primarily  for  over-head  mounting,  but  can  be  secured 
to  either  the  bench,  wall  or  ceiling.  When  the  screw- 

driver is  employed  in  the  vertical  position,  the  bracket 
•  is  ordinarily  mounted  on  the  ceiling;  but  for  horizontal 
I  work,  it  can  best  be  mounted  on  the  wall.  In  this  way, 
the  flexible  shaft  can  be  kept  quite  straight  while  the 
work  is  in  process. 

The  counter-shaft  is  equipped  with  tight  and  loose 
pulleys  and  with  a  lever-operated  belt  shifter  for  mov- 

ing the  belt  from  one  pulley  to  the  other.  A  round 
leather  belt  transmits  the  power  to  the  bracket  carrying 
the  flexible  shaft  For  speeds  from  160  to  760  r.p.m. 
the  swivel  connection  whera  the  shaft  joins  the  bracket 

is  equipped  with  plain  hardened  and  ground  steel  bear- 
ings. For  high  speeds,  however,  in  conjunction  with 

the  ball-bearing  hand  piece  such  as  used  for  grinding 

purposes,  a  ball-bearing  swivel  connection  can  be  fur- 
nished. 

The  style  of  flexible  shaft  and  hand  piece  needed 
to  suit  the  work  can  be  provided.  The  finder  sleeve 
can  be  furnished  to  fit  the  screw  that  is  being  driven. 

Tha  two  arms  airing  on  stationary  sleeves,  so  that 
tha  praaaara  doaa  sot  eooM  directly  on  the  driving 

Tha  apiadb  la  aqaippad  with  ball  throat  bear- 
d  haa  a  No.  2  Morsa  taper  hola  and  a  traverse 

af  tl  in.    Tha  apiadia  quifl  is  of  steal  with  bushed  bear- HBROI  OVKK-HKAU  rLKXIULK-SMAKT  OUTKIT 
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Steel  Treating  Society 
Elects  Officers 

At  the  recent  election  of  the  Ameri- 
can Society  for  Steel  Treating,  the  fol- 

lowing officers  were  elected  for  the 
ensuing  year:  President,  T.  D.  Lynch, 
research  engineer,  Westinghouse  Elec- 

tric and  Manufacturing  Co.,  East  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.;  second  vice-president,  W.  S. 

Bidle,  president,  W.  S.  Bidle  Co.,  Cleve- 
land, Ohio;  secretary,  W.  H.  Eisenman, 

4600  Prospect  Avenue,  Cleveland,  Ohio; 
director,  S.  M.  Havens,  assistant  treas- 

urer and  manager,  Ingalls-Shepard 
Division,  Wyman  Gordon  Co.,  Har- 

vey, 111. 
The  board  of  directors  of  the  society 

will  be  composed  of  the  newly  elected 
officers  and  the  following:  First  vice- 
president,  R.  J.  Allen,  metallurgist, 
Rolls  Royce  Co.  of  America,  Spring- 

field, Mass.;  treasurer,  J.  V.  Emmons, 
metallurgist,  Cleveland  Twist  Drill  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio;  director,  J.  J.  Crowe, 
metallurgist,  Philadelphia  Navy  Yard, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.;  director,  A.  E.  White, 
past-president,  director  engineering  re- 

search. University  of  Michigan,  Ann 
Arbor,  Mich.;  director,  F.  P.  Gilligan, 
past  -  president,  secretary  -  treasurer, 
Henry  Souther  Engineering  Co.,  Hart- 

ford, Conn. 
The  new  officers  will  begin  their 

duties  at  the  close  of  the  annual  con- 
vention of  the  society,  which  will  be 

held  at  Detroit  Oct.  2  to  7  at  the  same 
time  as  the  International  Steel  Expo- 
sition. 

Calvin  W.  Rice  Goes  to 
Rio  Exposition 

Appointment  of  Calvin  W.  Rice,  sec- 
retary of  the  American  Society  of  Me- 

chanical Engineers,  as  official  delegate 
to  the  Engineering  Congress  to  be  held 
in  connection  with  the  International 
Exposition  at  Rio  de  Janeiro,  has  been 
announced  at  the  national  headquarters 
of  the  society  in  New  York  City. 

Mr.  Rice,  who  goes  as  the  emissary 
of  organized  engineering  in  the  United 
States,  and  who  for  purposes  of  repre- 

sentation at  the  Congress  has  been 
elected  an  honorary  vice-president  of 
the  Society,  will  sail  from  New  York 
Aug.  23  on  the  steamship  Pan-America, 
which  will  convey  Secretary  of  State 
Charles  E.  Hughes  and  his  party  to  the 
Brazilian  capitol. 

Mr.  Rice's  journey  was  called  by  offi- 
cials of  the  Society  the  opening  of  a 

new  chapter  in  international  relations 
among  engineers.  For  many  years,  it 
was  stated,  this  Society  has  been  active 
in  laying  the  groundwork  of  a  close 
union  of  thought  and  effort  among  the 
engineers  of  the  world  as  a  part  of  an 
elaborate  plan  of  public  service  which 
is  being  gradually  linked  to  the  tech- 

nical activity  of  the  Society,  and  which, 
through  a  national  network  of  local 
sections,  professional  divisions  and  ad- 

ministrative committees,  is  enlisting  the 
co-operation  of  nearly  200,000  members 
in  every  State.    From  the  Rio  Consrress 

engineers  look  for  results  which  will 
give  to  Pan-American  ideals  new  mean- 

ing and  vitality.  The  work  of  this  Con- 
gress, it  was  said,  is  another  phase  of 

the  world-wide  engineering  movement 
sponsored  in  London  by  Sir  Robert 
Hadfield,  in  Paris  by  Eugene  Schneider, 
head  of  the  famous  Creusot  works,  and 
in  Italy,  Czechoslovakia  and  other 
European  nations  by  leading  engineers 
and  government  officials. 

Machine  Tool  Exhibit 
in  New  Haven 

Under  the  combined  auspices  of  Yale 
University  and  the  Connecticut  section 
of  the  American  Society  of  Mechanical 
Engineers,  a  machine  tool  exhibition 
will  be  held  in  the  Mason  Laboratory 
of  the  university,  New  Haven,  Conn., 
Sept.  21,  22  and  23. 

Several  exhibitions  of  machine  tools 
have  been  held  in  various  parts  of  the 
country  in  the  past  few  years  but  there 
has  been  no  concentrated  effort  to 
bring  them  to  the  attention  of  the  gen- 

eral public  as  is  being  done  in  this 
case.  Yale  University  appreciates  the 
courtesies  extended  its  students  inter- 

ested in  mechanical  engineering  by  the 
manufacturing  plants  of  Connecticut 
and  New  England  and  has  generously 
offered  the  use  of  the  Mason  Labora- 

tory for  the  exhibit.  This  offer  by  Yale 
made  it  possible  for  the  Engineering 
Society  to  carry  out  a  long  felt  wish 
and  the  exhibit  should  pixjve  of  interest 
not  only  to  the  shop  superintendent, 
purchasing  agent,  master  mechanic,  but 
to  the  general  public. 

Students  of  Sheffield  Scientific  School 
get  considerable  practical  experience 
on  machines  and  tools  on  their  tours 
of  nearby  manufacturing  plants,  and 
many  makers  of  machines  and  machine 
tools  in  order  to  facilitate  the  work 
being  done  by  Yale  send  demonstrators 
from  time  to  time  to  explain  the  work- 

ings of  their  instruments,  etc.,  and  out 
of  those  demonstrations  came  the  idea 
of  the  exhibit. 
Mason  Laboratory  has  unusual  fa- 

cilities for  the  handling  of  such  an  ex- 
hibition as  this,  in  fact  it  seems  to 

have  been  erected  for  just  this  purpose. 
It  has  a  ten-ton  crane  and  a  number  of 
smaller  ones  to  move  machines  to  their 
proper  places,  lecture  rooms  equipped 
with  motion  picture  apparatus,  wide 
hallways  and  plenty  of  floor  space. 
There  will  be  no  cost  to  the  manufac- 

turer to  show  his  goods  and  there  will 
be  no  admission  charged  to  those  who 
wish  to  view  the  display.  An  oppor- 

tunity to  display  small  machinery  and 
tools  will  also  be  afforded. 

Kenneth  F.  Lees,  9  Hillhouse  Ave., 
New  Haven,  Conn.,  is  chairman  of  the 
executive  committee  which  is  respon- 

sible for  the  exhibit  which  i.;  being 
held  in  connection  with  the  Fall  meet- 

ing of  the  Connecticut  section  of  the 
American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 

neers. No  meetings  are  held  in  the 
Summer  and  through  the  exhibition  it 
is  expected  that  this  meeting  will  be 
more  on  the  order  of  a  convention. 

Greenville  to  Get  New 
Steel  Plant 

A  steel  plant  complete  in  all  depart- 
ments, costing  $2,500,000  to  erect  and 

equip,  to  be  known  as  the  Greenville 
Steel  and  Iron  Co.,  is  to  be  built  at 
Greenville,  Pa.,  and  put  in  operation 
next  spring  for  the  manufacture  of 
alloy  steels. 

The  backers  of  the  new  company 

propose  building  one  500-ton  blast  fur- 
nace, four  60-ton  open  hearths  and  one 

10-ton  open  hearth  for  experimental 
and  analytical  work,  a  steel  foundry, 
four  rolling  mills  and  a  cold  drawing 
mill.  The  proposed  output  is  to  be 
165,000  tons  of  steel,  182,000  tons  of 
pig  iron,  of  which  the  plant  expects  to 
use  110,000  tons,  the  balance  to  be  dis- 

posed of  to  other  mills,  and  12,000  tons 
of  electrical  steel  castings.  The  rolls 
will  be  electrically  operated  and  the 
backers  expect  to  build  their  own  power 
plant  with  a  capacity  of  15,000  hp. 

The  officers  of  the  new  company  will 
be  Colonel  H.  P.  Bope,  for  many  years 
connected  with  the  Carnegie  Steel  Co., 
president;  H.  B.  McConnell,  formerly 
consulting  engineer  with  the  Carnegie 
Steel  Co.,  managing  director,  and  A. 
H.  Davies,  one  of  the  best  known  open 
hearth  men  in  the  country,  general 

superintendent. 
The  plant  will  be  located  south  of 

Greenville,  where  35  acres  of  land  have 
been  secured  with  direct  rail  connec- 

tions with  the  Bessemer,  Pennsylvania 
and  Erie  Railroads.  General  sales 
and  executive  offices  are  to  be  located 
in  Greenville.   •   

International  Chamber  of 
Commerce  to  Meet 

in  Rome 
Announcements  have  just  been  sent 

out  for  the  second  general  meeting  of 
the  International  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce which  will  be  held  in  Rome, 
Italy,  March  18-24,  inclusive,  1923. 
The  present  indications  are  that 

there  will  be  from  two  to  three  hun- 
dred American  business  men  in  attend- 
ance at  this  meeting.  Already  a  num- 

ber of  prominent  business  men  have 
made  reservations  on  the  S.S.  Caronia, 
which  has  been  chartered  for  the  trip, 
among  them  being  the  following: 
A.  C.  Bedford,  chairman  of  the 

board.  Standard  Oil  Co.  of  New  Jersey; 
Julius  H.  Barnes,  president,  Barnes- 
Ames  Co.,  New  York;  John  H.  Fahey, 
Boston,  Mass.,  director.  International 
Chamber  of  Commerce;  Joseph  H.  De- 
frees,  Defrees,  Buckingham,  and  Eaton, 
Chicago;  William  Butterworth,  presi- 

dent, Deere  and  Co.,  Moline,  111.;  Harry 
A.  Wheeler,  vice-president.  Union  Trust 
Co.,  Chicago;  Lewis  E.  Pierson,  chair- 

man of  the  board,  Irving  National 
Bank,  New  York;  Edward  N.  Hurley, 
Hurley  Machine  Co.,  Chicago;  R.  P. 
Lamont,  president,  American  Steel 
Foundries,  Chicago;  Clarence  H.  How- 

ard, president.  Commonwealth  Steel 
Co.,  St.  Louis. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
Wtllli  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Ai^ricuUure  and 

Industry  Based  on  Current  Developments 
m  TUBODOMC  H.  PRICE 

■illlor.  r»mmrre9  aarf  rinaarf .  Nrw  York 
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wrv*  and  ar« 
tkat  la  ia  aa 
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•varyOiiac  that 
cotton  and 

h  caaTgat  cottoa'froa*  Arisona t  itmm  Japaa  rerr  qoiddy  whan 
•(  Umbi   ia   aaadad      Tha  coal 

for  tlM  paoala  in 
dw  «Ml  k  diMfar  oU 
aaaleaa  ba  had  freoi 

And  tW •ra  aa  caad  that 
it  tka  raUwajni  atoppao  runnioc  H_  b 

tiMt  tha  many  automobnaa 
wttk  wtadi  tiM  eooatry  U  cuppliad 
c««M  fteaiab  all  tha  local  tranaporU- 

tmanitx  ia  not  moch 
tka  labor  troublaa  that 

ara  vntec  tlM  Baat  and  Ontral  Weat. 
TIm  cra^  ara  gaaarally  good.  Th«y 
ara  kilaglaa  fair  prieaa.  Tim  low  rataa 
at  vbka  tia  iatareoaaUl  and  foraian 
ttafle  ia  carriad  bjr  walar  throach  tba 

Canal  rivaa  tha  farmer*  and 
of  taa  PaciAc  dope  a  tra- 

advantajia  othrr  their  Eaatem 
caonatitort  and  m  tbt  evect  of  a  Kcn- 
araltia  sp  of  the  railroads  it  nugfat 
ba  tkat  aainy  rittes  on  th«  Atlantic  aea> 
baard  waaid  ba  fad  with  food  broogbt 
fraaa  Oalffarala.  Oragon  and  Wash- 

li    
- faaliay  la  tkrrefora  ooa  of  eoro- 

plMaal  ogriaiiM  anl  conManra  in  tha 
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The  announcement  by  tha  United 
Sutaa  Steal  Corporation  of  a  20  per 
cant  iacraaae  in  tha  wagva  of  iu  day 
labor,  suppbmaatad  in  thv  preaa  by 
reports  of  labor  scarcity  and  hiKher 
wagaa  ebawhere,  was  easily  the  most 
important  event  of  the  week.  It  served 
rataar  aansational  notice  on  the  reat  of 
tita  country  that  the  ers  of  declining 
wages  was  drtinitrly  at  a  halt  and  that 

probably  they  would  follow  other  baro- metric indicators  upward.  Bond  prices 
reached  their  bottom  about  the  middle 
of  IMO,  stock  prices  in  Auguat,  1921, 
coBUaodity  prices,  production  snd  trsde 
about  the  same  time  or  a  little  later, 
and  commercial  loans  and  money  rates 
aboat  laat  Juna. 

Bonds  have  sinea  recovered  so  far  that 
there  b  some  justlAcation  for  thinking 
that  their  next  peak,  u  not  many 
months  ahead.  Stocks  have  climbed 
about  SO  per  cent.  Commodity  prices 
are  perhaps  10  per  cent  higher  and  the volume  of  trade  has  increased  even 
more.  As  for  industrial  production, 
July  figures  compsred  with  s  year  aip> 
ahowetfa  gain  of  177  per  cent  in  pig 
iron  output.  60  per  cent  ia  automobiles 
and  89  per  cent  in  sccassorias  and 
parts,  78  per  cent  in  sugar  meltings, 

20  per  cent  in  electric  power  produc- 
tion, 81  per  cent  in  builoing  contracts, 

9  per  cent  in  gasoline  consumption,  and 
12  per  cent  in  cotton  consumption. 
Bank  clearings  for  July  were  16  per 
cent  above  last  year,  and  the  number 
of  workers  employed  increased  about 
the  same. 

The  greater  volume  of  business,  how* 
e^'er,  hss  not  brought  satisfactory  prof- 

its to  many  manufacturers,  ana  their 
insistence  thst  wages  must  still  come 
down  has  partially  obacurad  the  fact 
that  wages  sre  subject  to  the  Hsnie 
economic  influences  as  bonds  and  stocks 
and  thst  there  is  a  market  for  Ubor 
ss  well  as  for  commodities,  a  markat 
which  b  bound  to  go  up  when  demand 
begins  to  exceed  supply-  These  ara 
farts,  whether  wa  think  higher  wagaa 
ara  aconomically  desirable  st  present 
or  not  Most  of  us  thhik  not,  but  sellers 

who  want  higher  prices  must  also  ex- 
pect to  pay  them  for  labor.  Tha  Staal 

Corporation's  recognition  of  this  fact  is 
coarageons,  and  it  b  the  most  convinc- 

ing expression  of  confldence  In  the  per- 
manence of  better  business  thst  could 

ba  given.  I  say  "better  business"  be- cansa  that  is  what  it  will  seem  like  for 
soma  time  to  come.  The  fsr  sighted 
arill  rrsHze  thst  rising  wages  are  an 
important  indication  of  the  secondary 
inOation  for  which  many  economists 
hara  beaa  loeMag,  and  thst  eventually 
bond  prieaa  wflt  atop  rising,  commercbl 
loans  will  ineraaae,  interest  rates  wilt 
go  up  and  stecfca  will  decline,  and  that 
later  there  will  ba  a  contraction  of 
basiness  and  deeltaia  in  prices  again. 
Bat  thnc  developments  are  anqncstion- ably  far  in  the  foture  and  wliib  tha 
Peoeral  Reserve  ratio  remains  around 
M  per  rent    we  can    tw   assured   that 

many  months  of  battar  businaas  are still  ahead. 

Most  of  the  other  developments  of 
the  week  were  of  trsnsient  importance. 
On  the  financial  side  the  abundsnce  of 

the  country's  credit  resources  for  mov- 
ing ths  crops  without  recurrence  of  the 

strain  of  former  years,  ami  for  facing 
tha  transportation  congestion  which 
appears  certain,  is  testiAed  to  by  the 
huge  amounts  which  banks  all  over  the 
country  have  invested  in  securities. 
The  FedersI  Reserve  rstio,  as  s  result 
of  s  smull  (lecrease  in  gold  holdings 
and  increase  in  deposit  liabilities, 
showed  an  unimportant  decline  to  70.8 
par  cent  The  best  opinion  still  inclines 
to  the  belief  thst  interest  rates  are  at 
bottom,  and  it  is  reported  that  Sec- 

retary Mellon,  a  shrewd  Judge  of  the 
money  market,  will  soon  offer  a  brge 
long  term  bund  issue  to  retire  (the 
Victory  41  per  cent  notes  which  are 
callable  on  Dec.  16. 

The  terms  adopted  st  Cleveland  for 
settling  the  coal  strike  have  been 
accepted  by  many  other  operators  and 
it  seems  probable  that  production  dur- 

ing the  fall  will  be  much  heavier  than 
anyone  dared  predict  two  weeks  a|^. 
When  they  sre  recognised,  emergencies 
often  dissppesr  thus  quickly.  With  the 
rsilroad  strike  little  progress  is  re- 

ported. Most  of  the  executives  and 
shopmen  are  as  far  from  a  compromise 
on  the  seniority  Question  as  they  were 
a  month  ago.  A  minority,  however, 
are  reported  to  be  ncftotiatinK  an  agree- 

ment and  if  they  do  come  to  terms  the 
settlement  will  probsbly  spread  as  it 
hss  in  the  esse  of  cosl.  Meanwhile 

rsch  day's  deteriorlation  of  equipment 
will  sccentuste  the  impossibility  of 
moving  the  huge  amounts  of  freight 
which  will  be  offered  as  coal  mines 
resume  operation. 

The  Germsn  msrk  declined  sgain  last 
week  until  a  thousand  in  New  York  cost 
only  52  cents.  The  catastrophe  thus 
accentuated  is  unchanged  in  any  im- 

portant respi-ct  from  last  week,  and 
until  constructive  action  is  taken  by  the 
Allies  there  is  little  more  to  be  said 
of  it.  It  is  a  relief  to  look  at  two  of 
our  largest  customers  nearer  home.  The 
Canadian  dollar  iK  at  par  and  the  out- 

look in  ('uba  is  reported  much  more 
promising.  Even  Cnina  is  winding  up 
tier  civil  conflict  and  seems  likely  to 
come  out  of  it  a  stronger  and  more 
nnlAed  nstion.  She  is  the  greatest 
potential  market  on  the  globe.  Condi- 

tions in  Japan  show  continued  improve- 
ment with  a  favorable  '  trsde  balance 

for  July  indicated. 
Business  in  the  United  States  has 

given  astonishing  evidence  of  its  rccu- 
pcrstlva  power  in  tha  past  year,  and sll  the  indications  are  still  tending 
upward.  When  one  of  them  reverses 
itself  it  will  be  time  to  point  out  the 
naeaaaity  for  caution.  Until  then  wc 
can  view  the  future  with  assurnnce  of 
an  autumn  of  continuously  expsnding 
trsde  snd  s  winter  of  prosperity. 
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Foreign  and  Domestic  Trade  Conditions 
THE  outstanding  event  in  the news  of  the  week,  and  over- 

shadowing in  its  importance  to 
American  trade  the  discouraging  fail- 

ure to  effect  peace  in  the  railway 
strike  in  the  United  States,  is  the 
failure  of  the  Bradbury  mission  to 
Berlin  with  the  subsequent  collapse  of 
the  German  mark.  Normally  worth 
23.8  cents,  it  has  dropped  to  a  point 
where  100  marks  are  now  worth 
51  cents,  to  a  point  where  10,000 
marks  are  needed  to  buy  one 
pound  sterling.  Reports  indicate  that 
France  has  refused  absolutely  to  con- 

sider the  proposed  plan  for  a  five 
months  moratorium  and  that  she 
will  insist  on  some  sort  of  physical 
control  over  German  industrial  enter- 

prises. In  taking  this  step  she  is 
further  jeopardizing  her  already  pre- 

carious position.  The  complete  col- 
lapse of  Germany  means  the  collapse 

of  France  also  and  with  her  Italy. 
And  the  effect  such  a  situation  would 
produce  upon  American  trade  is  well 
worth  sober  thought.  Already  signs 
are  not  wanting  of  a  falling 
off  in  demand  from  the  Euro- 

pean nations  for  our  food- 
stuffs and  raw  materials — 

materials  which  they  must 
have  before  they  can  revive 
their  former  productive  in- 

dustries and  produce  a  sur- 
plus for  export. 

French  foreign  trade,  ac- 
cording to  reports  just  made 

public,  continues  to  show  an 
upward  mounting  of  her  ad- 

verse balance.  Statistics  com- 
piled for  the  first  seven 

months  of  the  current  year 
show  total  imports  valued  at 
12,667,000,000  francs  and  ex- 

ports valued  at  10,802,000,000 
francs.  In  other  words,  an 
unfavorable  balance  of  1,865,- 
000,000  francs  is  indicated 
for  the  seven  months  period. 
This  compares  with  an  un- 

favorable balance  in  the  cor- 
responding period  of  1921  of 

.088,000,000  francs.  The  fig- 
ures for  July  show  increasing 

excess  of  imports  over  ex- 
ports, importations  totaling 

1,996,000,000  francs  as  against  ex- 
ports totaling  1,433,000,000  francs,  or 

an  unfavorable  balance  of  over  500 
million  francs  in  July  alone.  These 
figures  seem  to  indicate  quite  clearly 
that  the  frequent  reports  to  the  effect 
that  France  is  rapidly  recovering  her 
favorable  economic  position  are  com- 

pletely unfounded.  France  now  has 
a  national  debt  greater  than  any 
other  European  country,  excepting 
Germany.  It  is  rapidly  approaching 
a  point  where  it  will  be  twice  as 
great  as  that  of  Great  Britain.  France 
did  not  come  anywhere  near  making 
both  ends  meet  in  1921  and  her  plight 
for  1922   is  even  less  promising. 

Japan's  foreign  trade,  after  show- 
ing an  unfavorable  balance  for  twenty 

consecutive  months,  since,  October 
1920,  shows  an  excess  of  exports  over 
imports  for  the  month   of  July,   ac- 

cording to  preliminary  figures  fur- 
nished by  the  Department  of  Com- 

merce. Exports  totaled  144,800,000 
yen  as  against  imports  of  142,200,000 
yen,  resulting  in  a  small  but  favor- 

able balance  of  2,600,000  yen.  This 
is  an  encouraging  sign.  Japan  has 
just  passed  through  a  financial  crisis. 
She  is  still  suffering  from  the  post 
war  inflation  period  but  she  is  moving 
rapidly  forward  and  creating  an  ex- 

cess production  for  export.  In  the 
past  ten  years  she  has  made  heavy 
investments  to  capital  account  and  her 
industrial  growth  has  been  nothing 
short  of  marvelous.  Between  1916 
and  1918  alone  the  amount  of  capital 
invested  in  new  enterprises  in  the 
empire  totaled  over  $1,700,000,000, 
while  capital  used  to  expand  existing 
enterprises  in  the  same  period  totaled 
over  $1,200,000,000.  She  was  our 
sixth  best  customer  in  1919.  She  con- 

tends with  Canada  for  first  place  as  a 
buyer  of  our  steel  and  iron.  She  is 
one  of  our  best  customers  for  auto- 

mobiles.     The    empire    offers    one    of 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Averajse  of  New York,  Ch 

cago  and 
Clevelan 

Four 

d   Prices 

One Current Weeks Year Unit 
Price Ago Ago 

Soft  steel  bars .  . 

per  lb   
20.0273  ?0.0261 

30.0270 Cold    finished 
shafting   

per  lb   
0,0365 0.0340 0  041S 

Brass  rods   

per  lb   
0.165 0.1750 0.1433 

Solder  (i  and  i) per  lb   
0.22 0.217 0.18 

Cotton    waste.  . 
per  lb.   

0.115 
0.11 

0.102 
Washers,    cast 

iron  (J  in.) .  .  . 
per  1001b 

4  00 
3.83 4.06 

Emergy,     disks. 
cloth.  No.  1,  6 
in.  dia   

per  100  ... 3.11 J. 11 Lard  cutting  of! 
Macliine  oil.  .  .  . per  gal   

per  gal.   

0  575 0  >75 

0.36 
0  36 

Belting,  leather, 
medium   ofFlist   

40-5% 

@50% 

40-5% 

@50% 
Machine      bolts 

up  to  1  X  30  in. oflFlist   

55% 

S0%@ S0%@ 

. 
@60% 

65-10% 60-10% 

Finland's  foreign  trade  continues  to 
increase  markedly  and  the  balance  of 
trade  is  much  more  favorable  than  last 
year,  imports  for  the  first  half  of 
1922  exceeding  exports  by  only  7  per 
cent,  whereas  in  1921  imports  were 
more  than  double  the  exports. 

Automobile  production  in  the  United 
States  declined  during  the  month  of 
July  as  compared  with  June  although 
the  decline  was  not  unexpected.  The 
high  peak  for  the  current  year  was 
reached  in  June  with  263,017  cars  and 
25,985  trucks  produced.  Figures  for 
July  thus  far  available  and  subject 
to  revision  when  all  reports  are  re- 

ceived, indicate  a  total  of  223,201  cars 
and  21,243  trucks  produced  during  the month. 

Fabricated  structural  steel  sales  in 
the  United  States  during  the  month 
of  July,  according  to  reports  made  to 
the  Department  of  Commerce,  by 
almost  the  entire  fabricating  indus- 

try, amounted  to  62  per  cent  of  shop 
capacity  as  compared  with 
7.1  per  cent  in  June.  Actual 
sales  in  July  totaled  127,765 
tons  as  against  the  June  fig- 

ure of  204,540  tons. 

Commercial  failures  in  the 
United  States  according  to 
reports  furnished  by  Brad- 
street  totaled  368  for  the  past 
week  as  compared  with  363 
for  the  previous  week  and 
395,  133,  110,  179  for  the 
corresponding  weeks  1921  to 
1918.  The  New  England 
States  had  29,  Middle  101, 
Western  72,  Northwestern  37, 
Southern  87,  Far  Western  42. 
Canada  had  42  failures  for 
the  week,  against  48  for  the 
preceding  week.  In  the 
United  States  about  76.6  per 
cent  of  the  concerns  failing 
had  $5,000  capital  or  less 
and  14.6  per  cent  had  from 
$5,000  to  $20,000   capital. 

our  best  markets  for  machinery  of  all 
kinds. 

Holland's  foreign  trade  position 
shows  improvement.  According  to 
reports  imports  for  July  were  valued 
at  164,000,000  gulden  in  comparison 
with  171,000,000  gulden  for  July,  1921, 
and  152,000,000  gulden  for  June  of 
this  year.  Exports  for  July  amounted 
to  105,000,000  gulden,  compared  with 
the  same  total  for  July  of  last  year 
and  101,000,000  gulden  for  June  of 
this  year.  The  import  balance  of 
51,000,000  gulden  for  June  is  the  most 
favorable  monthly  balance  this  cur- 

rent year.  The  July,  1922,  import  bal- 
ance of  59,000,000  gulden  brings  the 

Dutch  trade  balance  for  the  first  seven 
months  of  the  year  up  to  452,000,000 
gulden,  compared  with  an  import  bal- 

ance of  about  549,000,000  gulden  for 
the  same  period  of  last  year. 

Cost  of  living  among  wage 
earners'  ■  families  in  the 
United  States  on  .  July  ,  15, 
1922  was  55.6. per  cent  higher 

than  in  July,  1914,:  according  "to  the 
results  of  a  comprehensive  ■  investiga- 

tion of  conditions  the  country  '.over 
just  completed  by  the  National  Indus- trial Conference  Board.  Between 
June  15  and  July  15,  1922,  there  was 
an  increase  of  two-tenths  of  one  point 
or  one-tenth  of  one  per  cent.  The 
changes  in  the  budget  within  the 
month  were  a  slight  rise  in  clothing 

and  food 'prices,"  and  a  .slight  decline 
in  averages  sundries  prices.  These 
changes  nearly  balanced  each  other 
so  that  there  was  very  little  change 
in  the  budget  as  a  whole  between  June 
and  July.  Between  July,  1920,  when 
the  peak  of  the  rise  in  the  cost  of 
living  since  1914  was  reached,  and 
July,  1922,  the  cost  of  living  dropped 
48.9  points  or  23.9  per  cent.  Since 
March,  1922  the  cost  of  living  among 
wage  earners  the  country  over  has 
remained  practically  stationary. 
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Machincr>  I>utirs  I'nder 
the  TanflT  HiU 

Tm  dbjr* 
I  tkm 
If  M 

tot*  TMQCM 

,  atMi  7  per  cent. 
umitUw  te- 

ll iron  and 

haninMT- 
tlw  Hmm»  rmU  of  arvvn- 

,  ̂  a  cmI  pnr  ifTi***  to  oiw- 
•Ml  tt  •  CM*  fat  pooadaad  rodncwd 
I*  Si  9w  Mai  •«  vdwMB  tfw  Arty  «■ 
^trmctmni  tibdi  U  mmOtltmA.  fabriestMl 
Uir  mm  ar  otbmrlM-  advBnead  btywid 
haaHMriac.  TU*  latter  rata  b  S  par 
COTt  balaw  tka  Hawa  Omra.  wWch  alao 
WW  «■  tka  kickar  bA  af  Anwriran 
valaatieii.  aad  to  !•  par  cant  bdow  tha "    "    l>)-    the 
Icara  actgiaally  raeaau   

*Mai  ta  »  par  cart  bf  & 

Baocnom  om  Machimk  Tool* 

Tlw 
to  Ika  Arty  aa br  tha a  tool*, 

a  dntjr  of  36 

aa  tka'  ABariean   valuation. ftnata  ta— iilttm  oaed  this 
to  iU  arirtoal  ncaauaan- 

,  «lJdi  laaHy  nuawt  a  tadoetion, 
taaa  k  araa  baaad  apoo  tba  faraign 

vaa  ovaf  iuread  by  a  vota 
lla  and  a   rate  of  16  par 

«H  wHttan  into  ih»  bill.     Iiii* 
k  tka  aaaw  aa  tba  axiatiac  doty 
tba  Uadarwaod  law.     Tbc  rate 

to  «M  Paraa-Aldrkb  bill  waa  30  par 

af  tha 

TW*rtyaa 

a  ■atailal  ladac- 
ta  ba  *aM  aa  dutaa. 

rtaahh af  a  aant 
and  waahar*  and 
oa  boHa    a<  (IimI 

bjrtba 

ittaa  bavins  baan  40  par 

I*  bammrr*.  tonga,  aladgaa. 
at  II  caata  par  pound, 

tbv  Hoaaa  bad  dacidad  alaa  Babbitt 
Bwtai  and  otbar  kad  was  nncbangad 
fraai  tba  Haaaa  rate  of  34  cante  par 

__  bad  eoatant  and  21 
  par  peond  if  in  abaata.  wira.  ate. 
LMtlMT  hAtxng,  upon  wbbh  a  doty  of 
4  eaate  par  pounii  waa  raeaauaaadad. 
wai  glared  on  the  free  list  by  vote  of the  t«nale. 

Gaakate  of  aabaatos  paper  ware  given 
a  duty  of  38  par  eaaL  a  reduction 
below  the  Houae  rate.  Emery  carriva 
a  duty  of  1  cant  per  pound,  and  a  duty 
of  30  per  cant  was  put  on  eoMry  wheals, 
Alas  and  paper. 

HAiDWAn  AND  Small  Tooui 

As  the  bill  passed  the  Senate,  the 
di^  on  antifriction  balls  and  rollers 
b  ued  at  10  ceate  par  pound  and  66 
par  cent  ad  valorem,  which  is  an  in- 
craaaa  over  the  Houae  rate  of  10  cenU 

parpound  and  36  per  cent  ad  valorem. 
ift  Houae  rate  on  axles,  six-tanths 

of  a  cent  per  pound,  was  not  changed 
by  tha  Senate. 

The  finance  committee  fixed  a  rate 
uf  20  per  cent  on  anviU  weighing  less 
than  five  pounds  and  45  pvr  cent  upon 
heavbr  anvils. 

Tka  classification  of  wood  screws  of 
iron  or  steel  according  to  length  waa 
stridwn  out  and  a  rate  of  25  per  cent 
was  imposed  regardless  of  sixe. 

Pliers,  pincers  and  nippers  will  bear 
a  lower  duty,  if  the  Senate  rates  are 
acaapted  in  conference.  The  House 
recommended  specific  duties  according 
to  aize  plus  26  per  cent,  on  American 
valuation,  and  the  finance  committee 
raised  the  ad  valorem  to  60,  on  the 
basis  of  foreign  valuation,  which  would 
be  about  the  same  in  dollars  and  oenU. 
but  subsequently  this  figure  was  raised 
to  60  per  cent  by  tha  committee  and 
the  specific  duties  were  eliminated,  thus 
affecting  a  general  reduction. 

The  Houae  figoras  on  files,  rasps  and 
floate  arera  unchanged,  being  25  cenU 

per  doaea  for  those  taro-and-a-half inchea  ia  length  or  laaa;  471  cenU  per 
doten  for  tboae  from  21  to  4i  inches; 
621  cante  par  doaen  for  those  from  4} 
to  7  inches,  and  77|  cenU  per  doaan  for 
thoaa  over  7  inchea  in  length. 

and  loca- 
ls par  crnt,  a  r«> aan  Arty;  a  doty 

thaa  175  and  40  par  cant 
than   amount  was 

UH;  and  a  25  per  cent 
a  80  per 

adding  and  type- 
writtaa  into  tha 
Bataa  m  textile 
at  ««,«»^and  60 
ta  naaaiocatioQ. 

■arataa 
abe»a 

Tlw  Arty  aa 
■t  la  M  par 

kaaliW  kMa  » 

•f  tha 

Timken  ReadjuHts 

Capitalization 
Readjustment  of  the  capiUlization 

of  the  Timken  Roller  Bearing  Co.  by 
the  sale  of  a  Urge  amount  of  stock, 
including  some  held  by  the  Timken 
family,  has  been  announced  by  officials 
of  the  company. 

The  plan  cantemplatas  the  aale  of 
iOOfiOO  ot  the  1.200.000  shares  of  stock 
for  approximately  $12,000,000  or  $50 
a  share.  The  400.000  shares  are  owne<l 
by  tba  Timken  family.  The  family  will 
ratain  the  baUnce  of  800.000  sharas. 
There  win  ba  no  changes  in  diractorate 
or  managviuaut. 

Figtiring  in  the  biir  transartion  (s  a 
groap  of  New  York  bsnkcrii  h<Mflod  by 
Hontblowar  *  Weeks.    Included  in  the 

0>  to  make  tka  offarinf  wfll  ba nick  A  Dominick.  C.  u.  Barney 
and  Co..  P.  B.  Korh  and  Co..  and 
otkara.  The  company  manufactures 
tapared  rotler  baariags  and  supplies, 
aeeordlag  to  raporta,  about  00  per  eent 
af  Ike  trade. 

Thread  Grinder  Company 

Acquired  by  A.  T.  Doud 
The  Precision  and  Thread  Grinder 

Manufacturing  Co.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.. 
wvi\  Ivnown  in  the  marhine  tool  and 
automotive  industry  field  for  its  multi- 
graduated  precision  grinder,  haa  just 
been  acquired  by  A.  T.  Doud,  of  that city. 

The  company's  new  owner,  A.  T. 
Doud,  president  and  treasurer,  is  u 
mechanical  engineer  of  wide  experience 
in  the  metal  working  industry  and  a 
graduate  of  Purdue  University.  He 
was  formerly  mechanical  engineer  for 
the  Hale  tt  Kilburn  Co.,  Philadelphia, 
and  during  the  war  was  associated  with 
the  Hero  Manufacturing  Co.,  in  the 
capacity  of  general  manager,  in  the 
manufacture  of  gas  masks  for  the  War 

Department 
P.  V.  Doud  has  bean  elected  Secre- 

tary of  the  company  and  C.  A.  White, 
aecreUry  of  I^eeds  &  Northup  Co., 
Philadelphia,  has  been  elected  to  the 
board  uf  directors.  F.  Roger  ImhofT, 
formerly  Rales  manager  has  been  ap- 

pointed consulting  engineer  for  the  new 

organization. 
The  company  will  continue  the  pro- 

duction of  iU  multi-graduated  precision 
grinder  on  an  enlarii<Bd  scale,  as  Mrell  as 
iU  thread  lead  variator  for  obUining 
lead  from  the  ordinary  lathe  lead  screw. 
It  will  alao  manufacture  a  gage  block 
for  testing  lead  screws  and  a  per- 

manent alignment  wheel  truing  head 
for  use  on  all  precision  grinders. 

Bad  Export  Packing:  on  Bolts, 
Nuts  and  Rivets 

Chilean  importers  prefer  sheet  iron 
conUiners  for  nuU.  bolte.  and  rivete, 

according  to  the  Department  of  Com- 
merce. They  do  not  want  shipmente  to 

come  in  wooden  casks  that  break  in 
handling.  Europeans  use  the  sheet  iron 
conteiners  and  get  the  orders.  One 
European  firm  recently  got  an  order 
for  fifteen  tons  of  rivets  by  cable  be- 

cause American  concerns  are  disregard- 
ing instructions  to  ship  in  double  bags 

of  heavy  material  which,  while  not  as 
good  aa  sheet  iron  kegs,  are  vastly 
batter  than  wooden  containers.  On  one 
sbiproent  80  per  cent  of  the  wooden 
kegs  burst  when  they  were  let  over  the 
ship's  side  into  lighters,  the  contents 
were  scattered  over  the  floor  and  had 
to  be  shoveled  into  bags  and  later 
■ortad  out  by  hand. 

Southern  Metal  Trades 

to  Meet  in  Memphis 

The  Southern  Metal  Trades  Associa- 
tion, AtlanU,  Ga.,  through  William  R, 

Dunn,  Jr.,  president,  announccH  that  the 
annual  meetings  of  the  as!M>cintion  will, 
hereafter,  be  held  during  the  winter 
months,  instead  of  In  the  summer  ah  in 
tha  past.  The  next  annual  meetintj  will 
ba  held  at  Memphis,  Tenn.,  the  latter 
part  of  January  or  in  early  February, 
a  definite  date  to  be  announced  later. 
The  association  ia  said  to  have  a  mem- 

bership representing  a  totel  invested 
capltel  of  more  than  150,000,000,  the 
industries  employing  more  than  25,000 
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Machinery   Prospects 
Abroad 

Washington  Correspondence 

Information  reaching  the  Department 
of  Commerce  through  its  special  agents 
abroad,  through  the  consuls,  and 
through  its  correspondence  with  indi- 

viduals leads  to  the  conclusion  that  the 
United  States  will  furnish  more  metal- 
working  machinery  to  the  foreign  mar- 

ket than  it  ever  has  before  once  that  the 

transitory  period  incident  to  recon- 
struction is  past.  During  the  twelve 

months  ended  with  June,  the  total  ex- 
ports of  metal-working  machinery  were 

valued  at  $11,239,330.  This  is  less  than 
one-fifth  of  the  value  of  the  exports 
during  the  calendar  year  of  1919.  Dur- 

ing the  war  and  until  the  close  of  1920, 
American  metal- working  machinery 
was  .shipped  abroad  in  such  large 
quantities  that  it  has  become  very 
widely  known  and  its  merit  thoroughly 
established. 

Metal-working  machinery  would  be 
among  the  last  commodities  to  feel  the 
effect  of  a  quickened  buying  power,  it 
is  pointed  out  at  the  Department  of 
Commerce.  Returning  prosperity  is 
first  reflected  in  the  demand  for  food- 

stuffs and  clothing.  Then  come  other 
staples  and  the  luxuries,  but  before 
machinery  buying  increases  perceptibly 
the  wave  of  prosperity  must  be  well 
advanced. 

The  specialists  at  the  Department  of 
Commerce  expect  to  see  the  improve- 

ment in  the  demand  for  metal-working 
machinery  mount  steadily  but  the  in- 

crease is  certain  to  be  gradual.  The 
conditions  abroad  which  forced  the 
monthly  average  of  metal-working 
machinery  exports  below  $1,000,000  dur- 

ing the  last  fiscal  year  are  passing,  they 
declared,  but  there  is  nothing  in  the  sit- 

uation to  encourage  them  to  think  that 
there  will  be  any  rapid  expansion  in 
the  demand  during  the  present  fiscal 
year.  During  the  last  fiscal  year  Ger- 

many offered  a  competition  which 
American  manufacturers  could  not 
meet.  Much  of  the  advantage  which 
the  Germans  held,  however,  was  tem- 

porary and  as  costs  of  production  catch 
up  with  the  depreciation  of  the  mark, 
the  margin  of  advantage  grows  nar- 

rower and  narrower.  Moreover  Ger- 
many lost  so  much  of  her  skill  during 

the  war  that  it  is  being  reflected  in  the 
quality  of  her  machinery.  Even  now 
with  prices  geatly  in  favor  of  the 
German  article,  American  machinery 
is  being  sold  with  quality  arguments. 

Barter  Methods  in  Selling 

Both  German  and  English  competi- 
tors have  had  an  advantage  over  the 

American  manufacturer  in  their  need 
for  a  great  variety  of  commodities. 
Wool  is  a  good  example.  In  Argentina 
instances  are  known  where  machine 
tools  were  sold  on  a  formal  agreement 
to  accept  wool  in  payment.  What  is 
tantamount  to  the  same  situation  has 
existed  in  many  countries.  The  Ger- 

mans, the  English  and  the  French  have 
been  mere  ready  to  set  up  this  type  of 
barter  than  have  the  American  manu- 
facturers. 

The  fact  that  Europe  has  been  econo- 
mizing as  never  before  has  affected  the 

purchasing  power  of  metal-working 
machinery  consumers  throughout  the 
world.  Europe  is  not  buying  and  as  a 
result  large  stocks  of  raw  materials  and 
semi-finished  materials  piled  up  in 
many    countries,    this    threw    an    un- 

usual load  on  their  banks  and  busi- 
ness houses  from  being  called  upon  to 

conduct  financing  on  a  larger  scale 
than  ever  before.  This  made  money 
hard  to  get  for  manufacturing  and 
other  enterprises.  Since  many  years 
are  certain  to  be  required  before  the 
new  normal  is  reached,  the  rehabilita- 

tion of  the  export  business  in  metal- 
working  machinery  is  certain  to  take 
some  time,  according  to  those  who  are 
studying  that  situation  closely  at  the 
Department  of  Commerce.  They  are 
convinced,  however,  that  once  recon- 

struction has  been  accomplished,  it  will 
be  found  that  American  manufac- 

turers are  supplying  a  much  larger 

proportion  of  the  world's  metal-work- ing machinery  requirements  than  ever 
before  was  the  case. 

Coleman  Sellers,  Jr. 
Coleman  Sellers,  Jr.,  president  of 

William  Sellers  and  Co.,  Inc.,  died  on 
Tuesday,  Aug.  15,  in  his  seventieth  year 
after  an  illness  of  several  months. 

His  connection  with  the  Sellers  house, 
then  a  firm,  began  in  1873  immediately 
after  his  graduation  from  the  Univer- 

sity of  Pennsylvania  when,  after  serv- 
ing a  practical  course  in  the  shops  for 

several  years,  he  took  a  position  in  the 
drafting  room  of  which  he  soon  became 
the  head.     He  was  appointed  assistant 

manager  in  1887,  becoming  at  the  same 
time  a  director  of  the  company.  He 
was  elected  engineer  in  1902,  and  pres- 

ident in  May  1905,  holding  this  office 
continuously  until  his  death. 

He  came  from  progenitors  who,  in 
the  four  preceding  generations,  gave 
many  evidences  of  unusual  mechanical 
and  engineering  ability,  and  the  first  of 
whom  came  to  this  country  from  Derby- 

shire, England,  in  1682.  His  father, 
Coleman  Sellers,  a  member  of  the  Sel- 

lers firm  in  1873,  was  one  of  the  most 
brilliant  mechanical  engineers  of  his 
time,  and  of  most  versalite  talents.  Like 
his  father,  Coleman  Sellers,  Jr.,  was 
also  a  man  of  many  parts  and  of  lib- 

eral ideas,  and  while  his  principal  in- 
clinations and  activities  were  in  me- 

chanical and  engineering  lines,  he  took 
keen  interest  in  many  other  directions, 
scientific,  literary,  educational  and  the 
arts,  and  he  was  active  in  the  civic  life 
of  Philadelphia  as  well  as  in  city,  state 
and  national  betterments. 

He  was  long  active  in  the  affairs  of 
the  Franklin  Institute,  of  which  he  was 

vice-president  at  the  time  of  his  death. 
He  was  a  member  of  the  Board  of  Com- 

missioners of  Navigation  of  Pennsyl- 
,ania,  to  which  he  was  appointed  in 
1907.  He  took  special  interest  in  the 
work  of  the  American  Philosophical 
Society,  the  American  Society  of  Me- 

chanical Engineers,  the  American  So- 
ciety of  Naval  Architects  and  Marine 

Engineers  and  the  Engineers  Club  of 
Philadelphia  of  which  he  was  one  of 
the  founders.  He  was  president  of 
the  Philadelphia  Chamber  of  Commerce 
from  1909  to  1913. 
He  served  as  chairman  of  Local 

Draft  Board  No.  20  during  the  early 

stages  of  our  country's  entrance  into 
the  war  and  with  such  fidelity  and  assi- 

duity to  both  the  Government  and  the 
draftees,  that  his  intimates  have  since 
been  convinced  it  seriously  impaired  his 
health  and  contributed  not  a  little  to 
his  subsequent  illness  and  death.  It  can 
therefore  well  be  said  that  he  too,  made 
physical  sacrifice  to  the  Great  War. 

Mr.  Sellers  was  a  most  lovable  man, 
kind  and  considerate  to  all  with  whom 
he  came  in  contact  whatever  their 
station  in  life.  He  had  an  especial 
sympathy  for  the  young  men  of  his 
profession,  those  just  stepping  upon  the 
lower  rounds  of  the  ladder  which,  he 
had  climbed  so  brilliantly  and  success- 
rully. 

He  had  a  keen  sense  of  humor 
coupled  with  a  most  unusual  fund  of 
anecdotes.  He  was  quick  in  repartee 
but  never  caustic  or  resentful.  He  could 
be  sedate  or  gay,  so  that  his  presence 
in  any  gathering  Imparted  an  atmos- 

phere suited  to  the  occasion.  His  pass- 
ing is  a  severe  loss  to  his  city,  state  and 

country;  to  his  company  and  his  asso- 
ciates therein,  as  well  as  to  a  very  wide 

circle  of  friends. 

The  Sanford  Riley  Stoker  Co.  and 
The  Murphy  Iron  Works  announce  a 
change  of  address  from  233  Broadway 
to  Room  607,  Terminal  Building,  103 
Park  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

The  New  England  Brass  Manufactur- 
ing Co.,  5  Maple  Avenue,  Danbury, 

Conn.,  incorporated  recently  under  the 
laws  of  Connecticut,  organized  the 
company  during  the  past  week  by  the 
election  of  the  following  oflticers: 

president  and  treasurer,  M.  Quam- 
ruddin,  and  secretary,  D.  S.  Bradley, 
both  of  Danbury. 

The  Greenfield  Tap  and  Die  Corpora- 
tion has  steadily  increased  its  opera- 
tions in  the  last  few  months,  except  for 

a  short  midsummer  period,  and  now  has 
more  than  700  employed  in  the  various 

departments.  Its  "Little  Giant"  wrench, its  latest  new  product,  is  now  being 
brought  to  quantity  production. 

The  Wico  Electric  Co.,  Springfield, 
Mass.,  opened  bids  Aug.  24  for  a  new 
building  in  West  Springfield,  planned 
to  be  the  first  of  five  units,  each  400  x 
90  ft.,  one  story,  brick  construction. 
Beginning  Jan.  1,  1923,  the  company 
will  have  in  production  a  new  magn9to 
for  engines  under  5  hp.  or  smaller  than 
those  for  which  it  has  hitherto  provided 
equipment.  Operations  in  the  new 
building  which  is  to  be  ready  at  the 
beginning  of  the  year,  are  to  be  started 
with   a  force  of  200,  with  a  view  to 
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The  capital  atock  of  the  concern  will  be 
ttOjmL  and  the  incorporator*  are 
MHrhell  S-  Ultle.  of  the  M.  S.  Little 
Manufarturing  Co..  Hartford;  Michael 
H.  Klynn  and  H.  Biaaell  Caray,  both 
of  Hartford  alau. 

Tha  Kdward  Hollander  Tool  Co., 
Newark.  .N.  J.,  has  been  organiied  by 
Edwan)  Hollander,  to  operate  a  plant 
at  U2  Miller  Straot,  for  the  manufac- 
tune  of  aMchina  tools  and  parU. 

The  Westinghouaa  Electric  and 
Manufacturing  Co.  ia  now  employing 
SJMO  paraoaa fa  iU  Springftald  (Mass.) 
plaat.  of  whoBB  S.BO0  are  in  tha  auto- 
BMtiw  eqaipiaent  diTislon.  where  the 
prodoctioB  of  lighting,  aUrting,  and  ig- 

nition apparatua  ia  being  made  to 
equip  IVfs  car  aiodals.  This  company 
now  makoa  equipment  for  67  makes  of 
motor  vahictoa  and  maintains  more  than 
300  official  automotive  service  stations 
throughout  the  country.  The  radio  di- 

vision is  increasing  its  output  each 
month,  the  preaent  rate  of  production 
being  22^000  receiving  sets  per  month. 

Tha  Cowan  Truck  Co.,  manufacturers 
of  alactrie-lift  and  hand  trucka  for  in- 
doatrial  naa,  Holyoka,  Maaa.,  haa  ap- 

pointed PaaDiaic  RttacKorr  as  sales 
manager  and  Kkith  A.  Wood  as  engi- 

neer of  material  handling,  the  latter 
baiag  a  aaw  division  to  teach  srientiAc 
maaagamant  in  handling  supplien  and 
Eroducta  in  factoriea.    Tnia  service  will 

•    available    to    tha   company's    cus- 
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Personals 

W.  R.  BAaaiCK  of  Bridgeport  and 
H.  L.  SinroN  and  Willabo  L.  Cass  of 
SUmford,  Conn.,  have  purchaaed  the 
control  of  the  Tumor  A  Seymour  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  of  Torringtun,  Conn. 
In  tha  reorganisation  of  the  company 

Mr.  Baaaicfc  was  elactad  president  and 
ganaral  ounagar,  and  Mr.  Sutton,  who 
for  asfvaral  yaara  was  the  general  man- 

ager for  tha  American  Tube  and 
Stamping  Co.  waa  chosen  vice-presi- 

dent. Mr.  Caaa  will  be  aacretary  and 
traaanrer.  Tha  board  of  directors  con- 
aiato  of  the  above  named  oAcera,  John 
N.  Brooks,  C  Bamum  Seelay,  president 
of  the  Bridcaport  Trust  Co.,  and  A.  M. 
Coopar  of  Bridgeport. 

GKMMg  ScHKta.  126  Liberty  Street, 
New  York  City,  will  leave  on  Saturday. 
August  26,  for  an  extended  business 
trip  to  Rurope,  through  Itoly,  Austria 
and  Germany. 

JcHK  C.  Stanlcy,  of  the  American 
aad  British  Manufacturing  Co.,  Bridge- 

port, Cono..  has  been  chosen  president 
of  the  newly  ineorporatod  Yalelms  Cor- 

poration, manufacturers  of  compraaaed 
paper  boxes,  etc.,  Bridgeport. 
Thomas  H.  WiCKSNDgN  and  CrarUHI 

McKmcht,  Jb.,  have  recently  joined 

the  developmant  and  rasean'  f- aMRt  of  the  International  * 
New  York  City,  to  ondartalM  develop- 
aMBt  work  In  conneetioa  with  alloy 
steels.  Nfr.  Wickenden  waa  for  many 

|«ars  asMciated  with  the  Btodebakar 
Corporation  aa  engineer  in  charge  at 
their  South  Bend  plant,  and  more  ra* 
cantly  asaorialed  with  the  Zeder- 
fkaitan-Braer    Eagineering   Cov   in   a 

consulting  capacity.  Mr.  Mi-Knight 
wan  formerlv  works  manager  of  the 
Carbon  Steel  Co.,  and  enKSK^d  for 
many  years  In  the  production  of  alloy ■teela. 

H.  S.  McDowKix,  formerly  engineer 
in  the  aeronautical  engine  laboratory 
of  the  Wainintrton  navy  vard,  has  be- 

come research  engineer  for  the  Max- 
wall  Motora  Corporation,  Detroit,  Mich. 

A.  L.  RtJk.  of  ZunFHville.  Ohio,  has 
assumed   the   mnnugt>iiient  of  tht>   new 
Slant  of  the  Federal  Radiator  Co.,  at 
anesville.  Thi*  plant  will  operate  to 

full  capacity  from  now  on.  Associated 
with  ManagiT  Rea  ia  W.  H.  Watt,  as 
auperintendent  of  the  foundry  depart- 

ment, who,  for  aeveral  yeara  past,  was 
identifled  with  the  plant  of  the  Ameri- 

can Radiator  Co.  as  assistant  superin- 
tendent of  the  foundry. 

T.  S.  Scott,  Kingston,  Ont,  has  been 
appointed  city  engineer  at  Niagara 
Falls,  Ont,  to  succeed  J.  C.  Gardncx. 

John  C.  Brooks,  formerly  assisUnt 
to  tha  president  of  the  Goodell-Pratt 
Co.,  Greenfield,  Mass.,  has  been  ap- 

pointed general  manager  of  the  Piber- loid  Corporation,  Springfield,  Mast. 

WiLUAM  E.  Casey,  formerly  prodoe- 
tion  manager  of  the  Penn  Metal  Co., 
Boston,  Mass.,  and  auperintendent  of 
naval  construction  work  at  Squnntum 
and  Fore  River  shipyards  during  thu 
war,  has  been  appointed  instructor  of 
sheet  metal  work  in  the  Holyoke 

(Mass.)  public  achoola. 

Obitttary      [| 

Meshbch  Fbost,  president  of  the  Na- 
tional Machinery  Co.,  Tiffin,  Ohio,  died 

Aug.  6  at  thf  iigc  of  76.  He  waa  ofton 
referred  to  ns  the  man  who  built  Tiffin, 
as  twenty  industriea  were  brought  to 
Tiffin  throuKh  his  efforts  alone.  The 
presidency  of  the  National  Machinery 
Co.  was  the  only  executive  position  he 
held  in  the  long  lint  of  industries  in 
which  he  had  oxtensive  holdings.  Mr. 
Frost  spent  the  last  ten  yeara  of  hia 
life  in  New  York  City,  where  ha  had 
wide  financial  intorests.  Besides  hia 
widow,  he  loaves  a  son,  Earl  R.  Froat, 

general  manager  of  the  National  Ma- 
chinery Co.,  and  a  daughter. 

Richard  D.  Reeo,  one  of  the  best- 
known  men  in  the  radiator  and  boiler 
industry,  died  in  Westfleld,  Mass.,  Aug. 
16,  aftor  a  long  illnona.  For  many 
years  he  waa  identifled  with  the  H.  B. 
Smith  Co.,  of  WpsUi<-l(l,  his  father,  the 
lato  John  R.  Reed,  having  been  head  of 
that  concern.  He  was  a  member  of  the 
American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
neers. 

Park  Bbnjamin,  noted  patent  lawver, 
author  of  a  number  of  worka  on  scien- 

tific aubjects  and  father-in-law  of  tha 
lato  Enrico  Caruao,  died  Aug.  21  at 
his  home  In  Stamford,  Conn.,  in  his 
seventy-fourth  year.  From  1872  to 
1878,  Mr.  Mcnjamin  waa  aasociato  edi- 

tor of  The  Sritnlifie  Amsriean  and  took 

charge  of  the  production  of  Appleton'a 
"Cyclopaedia  of  Applied  Mechanics"  aa editor-in-chief. 

Charum  G.  Davih,  formerly  manager 
of  the  Canadian  branch  of  the  Maple 
Leaf   Harvest   Tool    Co.,    Ltd.,    Silver 
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Boring   and   Turning   MiUs,  Vertical,    Heavy-Duty 
Colburn  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Cleveland,   Ohio 

"American  Machinist,"  June  1,   1922. 

The  machine  is  furnished  in  42-,  48-, 
54-,  62-,  72-  and  84-in.  sizes.  It  poH- 
sesses  a  single-lever  control  for  feed 
and  rapid  traverse  of  the  heads  and 
rams,  automatic  gravity  lubricating 
system,  forced  lubrication  of  angular 
and  vertical  spindle  bearings,  spring 
counter-weighting  of  rams  and  tur- 

ret slide,  friction  di.sk  clutches  to  raise 
and  lower  the  crossrail,  and  single- 
jiulley  drive.  Four  of  the  twelve  speed 
changes  are  provided  by  the  speed- 
change  gear  box  and  three  by  a  sec- 

ondary unit  in  the  basei.  Sixteen 
changes  of  feed  from  0.006  to  1  in, 
per  revolution  or  the  table  are  avail 
able  for  both  horizontal  and  vertical 
movements.  Each  head  is  independ 
ently  controlled. 

Urilling;   >tachine.    Sensitive,    "Superspeed."    13-ln. 
Fosdick  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

"American  Machinist,"  June   1,   1922. 

The  machine  is  built  in  both  bench  and 
pedestal  types,  and  in  combinations  of  from 
one  to  eight  spindles.  Three  spindle  speeds 
of  5,700,  8,000  and  12,000  r.p.m.  are  avail- 

able, although  other  speeds  may  be  substi- 
tuted. By  a  special  speed-changing  ar- 

rangement, a  single  turn  of  a  handle  auto- 
matically releases  the  belt  tension,  and 

shifts  the  belt.  In  the  pedestal  machine, 
the  elevating  table  is  of  the  quick-acting 
counterbalanced  type,  with  the  clamping 
handle  in  front.  The  traverse  is  10  in.  The 
counterbalanced  head  has  a  vertical  tra- 

verse of  6  in.  Capacity,  drills  up  to  4  in. 
in  diameter  in  steel,  iron  or  brass.  Weight, 
bench  type,  225  lb,;  pedestal  type,  464 
pounds. 

Tap,   Ground,   "Sharpening   Face"   Flutes 
John  Bath  &  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  June   1, 

Jts*-
* 

1922. 

Shaper,  Crank,  32-lnch 
R.  A.  Kelly  Co.,  Xenia,  Ohio 

"American  Machinist,"  June  1,  1922. 

The  shaper  is  intended  partic- 
ularly for  heavy  duty  in  railroad 

and  forge  shops.  The  table  is 
of  the  revolving  type,  and  work 
may  be  clamped  on  either  side 
or  on  the  top.  The  feed  does 
not  operate  during  the  cutting 
stroke  of  the  ram,  and  its  direc- 

tion is  controlled  by  a  lever  o 
the  top  of  the  box,  while  the 
amount  of  the  feed  is  controlled 
by  the  lever  on  the  side.  Th 

gear  box  has  four  changes  o' .''Peed  engaged  by  a  ball  lever 
on  top  of   the  box.     The   clutch 
and  brake  are  controlled  by  a  long  lever  at  the  front  of  the 
shaper.  All  machines  may  be  easily  fitted  with  motor  equip- 

ment, and  a  gear  box  may  be  quickly  installed.  Extreme  stroke, 
33  in.  Vertical  table  movement,  12J  in.  Cross  traverse,  30  in. 
Weight,  6.500  pounds. 

Thermometer,   Resistance,    Direct-Reading 
Brown  Instrument  Co.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

"American  Machinist,"  June   1,   1922. 

The  thermometer  is  intended 
for  accurately  gaging  a  high  tem- 

perature when  only  a  small  range 
is  required.  A  more  accurate 
reading  than  when  the  range  on 
the  scale  starts  at  zero,  can  be 
obtained  by  the  large  sized  de- 

gree divisions.  The  change  in 
electrical  resistance  occurring  in 
metals  with  a  change  in  temper- 

ature can  be  accurately  measured, 
and  a  scale  can  be  calibrated  to 
read  directly  in  degrees  of  tem- 

perature. Bulbs  can  be  furnished 
for  all  uses,  for  high  or  low  tem- 

peratures or  for  use  in  chemical 
processes.  In  dry  kilns,  the  in- 

strument can  be  employed  to 
measure  both  temperature  and  humidity. 

Chuck,    nifTerentlal.    Scroll-type 
E.  Horton  &  Son  Co..  Windsor  Locks,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  June   1,   1922. 

The  shape  of  the  flute  of 
the  tap  leaves  a  projecting 
face  upon  which  is  the  cut- 

ting edge.  The  cutting  face 
is  undercut  to  give  the  effect 
of  top  rake.  The  taps  are 
ground  to  size  and  to  their 
final  .shape  after  hardening. 
The  first  four  teeth  are  eccentrically  ground,  but  the  remainder 
of  the  cutting  part  is  concentric  and  the  outside  diameter  is  uni- 

form. Beginning  with  the  fifth  tooth  and  continuing  for  four  or 
five  turns,  the  pitch  diameter  is  constant  and  to  exact  nominal 
size.  From  this  point,  however,  the  pitch  diameter  falls  away  in 
a  uniform  taper  toward  the  shank,  where  at  the  last  turn  it  is 
0.00125  in.  under  size.  Regrinding  does  not  impair  the  accuracy 
of  the  tap. 

Necking  Attacliment  for   V.  &   W.   Full   Automatic   Lathe 
Pratt  &  Whitney  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  June   1,  1922. 

The  attachment  is  used  for 
squaring  shoulders  or  necking  be- 

low the  turned  surfaces  of  work 
being  prepared  for  grinding,  and 
is  adaptable  to  other  operations 
where  the  crossfeed  can  be  util- 

ized. It  consists  of  multiple  car- 
riages that  replace  the  regular 

carriage  of  the  lathe ;  and  one, 
two  or  three  of  these  carriages 
may  be  adjustably  clamped  to  the 
front  way  of  the  bed.  Each  car- 

riage has  a  regular  toolslide  or 
a  multiple  toolpost.  Adjustment 
for  depth  of  cut  is  made  by 
handwheels  mounted  on  screws 
carrying  graduated  dials.  Tli.e 
cross-slides  are  actuated  by  cams,  which  can  be  adjusted  to  pro- 

vide any  sequence  of  the  cross  movements,  or  all  slides  may  be 
moved    in   unison. 

The  chuck  is  for  use  on  turret 
and  engine  lathes.  The  power  of 
the  machine  is  utilized  to  close 
the  jaws  and  grip  the  work. 
When  the  chuck  is  running  for- 

ward with  the  lathe,  if  the  hand- 
wheel  is  pressed  and  its  movi'- 
ment  stopped,  the  scroll-plate  will 
close  the  jaws.  One  revolution  of 
the  handwheel  moves  the  chuck 
jaws  a'a  in,  radially.  A  quick  for- ward movement  of  the  handwheel 
will  deliver  a  hammer  blow  upon 
the  gear  train,  and  will  release 
the  grip.  The  handwheel  turns 
easily  and  may  be  spun  rapidly 
backward  or  forward  to  open  or 
close  the  jaws.     The  chuck  is  available  in  y- 13-  and  Itii-iu.  siz<,-.s. 

Sanding  Machine,  Belt,   Self-Contained,  No.  183 
Oliver  Machinery  Co.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 

"American  Machinist,"  June  1,  1922. 

The  machine  is  adapted  par- 
ticularly to  rapidly  sanding  and 

Iiolishing  flat  or  irregular 
wooden  surfaces,  as  well  as  to 
liolishing  metal  surfaces.  The 
sand  belt  pulleys  run  in  either 
direction  on  ball  bearings  that 
are  provided  with  vertical  indi- 

vidual adjustment.  The  bear- 
ing housings  are  moved  by 

handwheels.  With  the  ."low- 
speed  motor  drive,  the  motor  is 
directly  connected  to  the  driving 
pulley,  or  .a  high-speed  motor 
may  he  geared  to  the  pulley.  The  machine  will  take'work  of  any 
length,  and  sand  to  the  center  of  a  72-in,  circle.  It  will  hold 
work  42  in.  high  on  the  table.  Without  the  table,  work  66  in. 
high  from  the  floor  can  be  accommodated.  Table:  96  in.  long, 
32  in.  wide;  travel,  36  in.  horizontally;  adjustment,  14  in.  ver- 

tically.    Belt:  31  ft.  long;  width,  up  to  10  inches. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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stud  Setter,  Self-Opening,  "JarvlH" 
Geomet        Tool  Co.,  Xew  Haven,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  June  1,  1922 

The  tool  \s  simple  in  desien 
and  provides  a  quick  grip  and  re- 

lease for  tile  work.  Tiie  setter  is 
made  in  tliree  sizes.  Tlie  No.  IJ 
size  has  a  capacity  up  to  J-in. 
Studs,  and  is  provided  with  a  No. 
2   or   3   Morse   taper  shank.     The 
No.  2  size  has  a  capacity  up  to  3  in.,  and  Nos.  3  or  4  taper  shanki. 
The  capacity  ot  the  No.  3  size  is  up  to  11  in.,  and  Nos.  4  or  .1 
shanks  are  used.  Special  sizes  of  taper  shanks  can  be  furnished 
to  suit  particular  needs,  and  special  sizes  o£  jaws  can  be  supplied. 

Press,  Power,   Flexible 
General  Manufacturing  Co.,  255  Meldrum  Ave.,  Detroit,  Mich. 

"American  Machinist,"   June   8,   1922 

The  press  is  adapted  to  straightening. 
pressing  in  bushings,  and  assembling 
parts  having  press  fits.  As  it  has  a 
stroke  of  9  in.,  it  may  also  be  used  for 
push  broaching.  The  pressure  applied 
may  vary  from  a  few  pounds  to  8  tons. 
The  press  is  a  three-post  macliine, 
mounted  on  a  base  with  the  table  top 
30  in.  from  the  floor.  Two  of  the  posts 
are  in  tension,  the  third  post  is  under 
compression.  Power  applied  to  the  pul- 

ley by  the  belt  drives  the  ram  at  con- 
stant speed  in  one  direction.  The  nut 

turns  with  the  ram  until  pressure  is  ap- 
plied on  the  pedal,  which  action  applies 

a  brake  that  stops  the  nut  and  causes 
the  ram  to  descend.  The  height  between 
the  ram  and  table  is  ordinarily  12 inches. 

Molding  Machine,  Portable,  Duplex,   Selt-Contalned,  Model    13-36, 
Type  D. 

William  H.  Nichoils  Co.,  Inc.,  2  College  Place,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
"American   Machinist,"   June   8,    1922 

The  machine  consists  of  two  strip- 
ping-plate  molding  machines  mounted 
on  the  same  base  with  a  riddle,  sand 
conveyor  and  a  double  iDoot  hopper 
having  sand  gates.  It  is  mounted  on 
four  wheels  running  on  steei  rails. 
The  combination  squeeze  and 
drawing  action  semi-automaticaily 
squeezes  on  the  up-stroke  ot  the  pis- 

ton and  draws  by  gravity  on  the 
down-stroke.  Each  half  of  the  ma- 

chine is  operated  separately  hy 
means  of  one  valve  for  jolting, 
squeezing  and  drawing  the  patterns. 
The  sand  is  conveyed  to  the  hopper, 
dropped  into  the  flask  and  made  into 
molds,  which  are  set  on  the  floor  di- 

rectly in  front  of  the  machine  as  it 
travels  along.     Height,  10  feet. 

Heater,  Forging,  Electrir,  Two-Patll,  Berwick 
American  Car  and  Foundry  Co.,  New  York,  N.   V. 

"American  Machinist,"   June  8,    1922 

The  machine  is  intended  for 
heating  the  ends  o(  bar  stork  or 
points  along  the  length  of  the  ma- 

terial, and  can  be  operated  on 
either  220  or  440-volt  current. 
The  heaters  are  ordinarily  built 
with  one,  two  or  three  electrodes, 
but  may  be  supplied  with  four  or 
five.  The  right-hand  electrode  of 
each  unit  has  a  vertical  move- 

ment operated  by  a  treadle,  and 
a  horizontal  adjustment  operated 
by  sliding  the  clamping  device 
along  its  shaft.  The  left-hand 
electrode  may  be  adjusted  hori- 

zontally. Length  of  heat,  1  to  8 
in.  or  3  to  11  in.  Range  of  stock 
diameter  with  No.  3  heater,  8  to  i 
inches. 
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MeiiNuring   Wires,   Thread,   Precision 
Van  Keuren  Co.,  362  Caml)ridge  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  June  1,  1922 

The  wires  are  used  in  the 
measurement  of  screw  threads, 
angles  and  profile  gages  and  are 
made  by  methods  similar  to 
those  used  in  the  manufacture 
of  gage  blocks.  They  are  1!  in. 
in  length,  and  are  lapped  the 
full  lengtii.  The  wires  providefl 
for  each  thread  measurement 
are  of  the  theoretical  diameter 
to  touch  on  the  pitch  line,  or  at 
the  pitch  diameter  of  a  perfect 
thread.  They  are  packed  in  glass  bottles,  the  labels  on  which 
show  the  calibrated  diameter  ot  the  wires  to  hundred-thousandths 
of  an  inch.  The  set  shown  includes  wires  for  measuring  U.  S.  F. 
threads  of  from  6  to  36  threads  per  inch.  Additional  sizes  are 
made  ranging  from  a  i-in.  diameter  measuring  plug  to  wires 
0.00641  in.  in  diameter  for  measuring  screws  with  90  threads 

per  inch. 

Molding  Maeliine,  Duplex,  Portable,  Model   14-43 
William  H.  Nichoils  Co.,  Inc.,  2  College  Place,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

"American  Machinist,"   June   8,   1922 

The  Model  14-42  machine  is  in- 
tended principally  for  making  copes 

and  drags  simultaneously.  There  are 
two  adjustable  screw  heads.  The 
cope  can  be  made  on  the  split  pat- 

tern plate  attached  to  the  jolt  head, 
and  the  drag  can  be  made  on  the 
right-hand  side  and  roiled  over  be- 

fore squeezing.  The  pattern  can  be 
drawn  *ith  the  electro-magnetic 
drawing  device  and  both  halves  can 
be  squeezed  at  the  same  time.  The 
valve  is  placed  low  and  has  a  hori- 

zontal handle  that  is  easily  accessi- 
ble. The  machine  has  a  6-in.  length 

of  jolt   and  a  14-in.   squeeze. 

Welding  Set,  Arc,  Electric,  Seml-Aatomatic,  Portable 
General  Electric  Co.,  Schenectady,  N.  Y. 

"American  Machinist,"   June  8,   1922 

The  welding  equipment  con- 
sists of  a  semi-automatic  lead, 

an  automatic  welding  head  with 
control  mechanism,  and  a  stand- 

ard for  holding  a  reel  of  electrode 
wire.  Power  is  supplied  to  the 
arc  through  a  flexible  cable  hav- 

ing a  plug  for  attachment  to  the 
nearest  welding  circuit.  The  reel 
carrier  is  equipped  with  a  brake 
and  is  intended  to  hold  any  size 
of  reel  up  to  2i  ft.  in  diameter. 
Since  the  welding  operation  is 
continuous,  interruptions  which 
tend  to  affect  the  strength  of  the 
weld,  are  reduced.  Weight,  40ii 

pounds. 

Drill.  Pneumatic.  Portable,  Thor,  "Pigmy" 
Independent  Pneumatic  Tool  Co..  Chicago,  III. 

"American  Machinist,"   June  S,   19a 

■«^^ 

The  drill  lias  a  pistol-grip 
handle,  with  the  control  valve  in 
easy  reach,  and  i.s  non-reversible. 
It  is  made  in  three  sizes,  the  No. 
25  size  having  a  drilling  capacity 
of  1  in.  and  w'eighing  only  5  lb., 
the  No.  375  size  having  a  capacity 
of  i  in.  and  weighing  5J  lb.  and 
the  No.  50  size  having  a  capacity 
of  i  in.  and  weighing  6  lb.  The  speeds  of  the  tools  are  2,200, 
1.400  and  1,000  r.p.m.,  respectively.  The  drills  are  fitted  with 
Jacobs  chucks,  the  No.  25  having  a  No.  IB  chuck,  the  No. 
375  a  2B,  and  the  No.  50  a  6B.  A  screwdriver  attachment  and 
wire  brush  can  be  furnished.  The  tool  can  also  be  employed  for 
reaming  and  wood  boring. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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groM  i«M  —  Quotation*  coMpfled   by   The 

iOTtkm  OIm  No  : 

NEW  YOtK-Ty««attr  D«ii**ry 
SMtkm  No.  2  (mXUtm  2J$«2./$) 

RIKUISGHAM 
No  2  FotiB^ty 

PtULAOELPHIA 
Emmi*  Pa..No.  2s(«il«Mi2.2$#2.7;) 
ViniM  N*.2   

Gray  Fotff   

CHICAGO 

N*.  2  PoMiry  loal    

N^2  PoMUry.  SoatlMrn  (tilicoo  2.25«2.7S)   

PI  I  ISBl'ROH.  iaclu^ioi  fraiglit  chaff*  flow  VaBty 
Now  2  Fo««4ry   

»5  %5 

2H  2» 

27  00 

32/44 

24.00 

)3.M 
JO.  17 27.25 

31.50 

30.00 
27.50 

26.00 
26.00 
27.00 

IRON  MACHINUtY  CAflTING»-lD  c^ati  prt  pound: 

0«tnlL.... 
N«W  tork.. 

Lisbt 

15.0 
10912 

t!? 
$0 

Mfdium 

10.0 

8.0 

6.0 6.S 

4.S 

Heary 

4.75 

4.0 

4  5 

3.5 

ifioM  tf*  in  (MM*  per  poaad  in  varioui  citici 
•  th*  kaM  qyotstioe*  Inm  ml: 

rSmfcanlii 

fcS:: 

11m.  Vm4 
nm.nm4 

17  < 21  }. 00*3  25 
24.  S.MJ.JO 
U.  9.Mi}.» 
...  }.15S}.40 

••Yofk 

4  0) 
4.01 

4.1) 
4.23 

4  M) 4.)5 
4  40 
4  50 

Ckvdand 

3.50 
3  55 
3.60 

J.  70 

4  OS 

4  in 4  15 

4.25 

Chicago 

3.90 3.95 4.00 
4.10 

4  60 

4  fa 4  65 

4.75 

AND  FALL  OF  THE  MARKET 

■ad  bars  iiuot«d  at  |S#|8.10. 

Quotation  of  (l.HO  per 
tnm  Uw  ■Mrkvi.     Scarcity  of  baaic 

froiB   eeaatmian    for    foreign    iron, 

fabncatori   quotinc   on    no 

ut  last  ̂ oartor.    Shape  mill*  moatly 
Maa.    Staal  pipaa  up  $6  per  . 

t  poiata  on  new  Pittsburgh  | 

Mm  rtoe  i«fl«cted  in  New  York  I 

:  diaeeaata  redocad  3  points  on 

■ten  Attf.  R.    Steal  aheaU  advanced 
Yacll  and  Clvveland.  durinc  laat  two 

in  New  York  warabooaca  at  6.2c.  a*  airainat 

Clc  pwHk  Capper  prfaaa  oaelMncad:  sine  aiishtly  hiicher 

ia  8l  Laala.  D««lrn'  purrhasiac  pricaa  of  old  metals  (non- 
fiiiaM)  UclMr  in  ClrveUnd.  Cotton  waato  (whita)  quoted 

■t  •c#Utc  as  BCain»t  7k-9>0r-  P*'  >>>'  <"  ̂ '^  ̂ O'l': 
riaa  4*0  ta  adU  aranrity  cauaed  by  textile  strike. 

ftiiMaw  TIa  iiantad  at  32|c.  as  compared  with  33|c. 

par  ftw  aaa  waak  aco.  in  New  York  warabouses.  LInsead 

o41  4aaa  Sc  par  r^.  (S  bbl.  lots)  in  Clereland;  no  change  in 
New  Tofk  aad  Ckkata 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

Galvanised 

No*  10  and  II. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
No*  17  and  21. 

No*.  22  snd  24. 
No.  26 

Na.2«        4.1 

Pittaburgh 

5  l$«i)  40 

New  York 
4.6U 
4.70 

5.00 
5.15 5.30 
5.60 

Cleveland 

4.10 
4.20 

4.50 
4.80 
4.05 5.25 

Chicago 

s;7o 6.00 

6. IS 

6.30 

6.60 WROt'OHT  PIPE— Thf  followini  ditrount*  are  to  jobhen  for 
cirioad  lot!  on  the  litrit  Pittthurgh  hating  card: 

Inchr* 
I  10  3    . 

Steel 
mark 

■  s 

2    bl 

21  to  6    65 
7  to  8    62 
9  to  12  61 

BUIT  WFI.D  Iron 
(;ilv  Inchet  HIailc 
5M  i  ic  M        44i 
LAPWF.l.D 

49  2       3'y 
."!.'  2Jto4       42 
49  4}  to  6       42 
48  7  to  12         40 

Galv. 

29| 

25 

29 
29 
27 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 
1  to  li       66         551 
2  to  3       67  56) 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN 

iiol)       44)        30) 

48i 

52 

51 

45 

39 

9  to  12       3( 

2       59 

2)  to  4       63 
4)  to  6       62 
7  to  8       58 
9tol2       52 

Malleable  fiitingi.    Claitei  R  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

stock  lell  at  net  lilt.    Cait  iron,  standard  liaet,  20-5%  ofT, 

WROUGHT  PIPF.— Warehoute  diicounti  a*  followi: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 
Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

I  to  j  in.  iiecl  hull  welded.  60% 

2)to6in.iieel  lap  welded.  57*% 
Malleable  fitting*.    Gaaac*  B  and  C,  Sanded,  from  K«w  YorE 

atock  (ell  at  liii  lr«*  10%.    Cast  iron,  standard  aixc*,  32-5%  off. 

K    VIBIT.     »iatK    ViaiV.      IIIBCK       VJSI1 

t:s  ip  !iii  M  a< t  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  Yor 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warehoute  price*  in  cent*  per  pound  in 
lOO^b.  loti: 

Open  hearth  apring  ■icci  (ba*r) 
Sprint  iteel  (liicht)  (bitr)  .  . 
Coppered  lieMcmer  rodi(b*ir). 
Hoop  ttcci   
Cold  rolled  trrip  ited   

Floor  plate*      
Cold  finithed  ihaflingor  icrew. 
Cold  hniihed   flat*,  iquarei. 
Structural  thapc*  (bate) 
Soft  (teel  bar*  (ba*e)   ... 

Soft  iicel  bar  ihapc*  (bate) 
Soft  tieel  band*  (hate). 
Tank  plate*  (ba*e)   
Rar  iron   (2.35  at  mill). 
Drill  rod  (from  lid)   

Electric  welding  wit«: 

t.v;:;;;:v   

Atol 

METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Cent*  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  ro  carioi*).  New  York    14.62) 
Tin.  5^00  lot*.  New  York    32.50 
Lead  (up  to  carlot*).  St.  I.oui*  5.5595.60;  New  York....  6.20 
Zinc  (up  to  cariot*).  St.  Lout*   6.25;  New  York..    .  7.00 

.,      •  o«  .-  ooer   :.   ..    I  ic  N«#  York  Cleveland  Chicago 
Aluminum,  98  to  99%  ingou.  1-15 

toolott      P  20         20.00  19.00 

Antimony  (Chtn«*e),  ton  spot.               5.50           7.50  6.50 
Copper  ihcet*.  base   21 .00  2I.5I)@2I.75  23.00 
Copper  wire  (carlot*)..                          16.50          17.50  16.25 
Copper  bar*  (ton  lou)                             19.50          22.50  19.50 

Copper  tubing  (100-lb.  lot*)         23.75          24.50  23.00 
Bra*.•he«t*^IOO^b    lot*)     17.75          19.50  18.75 

Btas*tubing(IO(Mb.  lou)        21.50         22.50  20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
METALS — Continued 

New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)    16.25 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    18.  25 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    8.50 
Solder  (i  and  J),  (caselots)    23.00 
Babbitt  metai  (fair  grade)    24.50 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)    11 .  121 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J    .  39.00 

17.50 
19.50 
9.00 
23.50 

42.75' 

16.00 

15.75 

20  no 
36  on 9.00 

( 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — ^low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base).         48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40  00 
Ingots     38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base).        50  00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base).  .     4.v00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.25         11.50 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75         11.75         11   25 
Copper.light,  and  bottoms       9.75         10.00         10.25 
Lead,heavy       4.75  4.50  4.50 
Lead,  tea       4.25  3. SO  3.50 
Brass,  heavy        7.00  6.00  9.00 
Brass.light       6.00  5. 25  6  25 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.50  6.25  6.75 
Zinc       3.00  3.50  V50 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright — Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00       21.00        20.90 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade: 

^  IC,  20x28,    112  sheets        17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112sheets       12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        5.60  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7.25         5.85  7.40 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Liits 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    30.09@?0.11^       $0.12        ?0.1U 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .065®. 10  .09  .08 

Wiping  cloths,  131xl3i,perlb.  .075  .10  .10 

Wiping  cloths,13ix20J,per  lb.  .08  .11  -13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 

Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .91  1.14  .97 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.  50 
Red  lead,  dry     lOOIb.  kegs.       New  York,  12.  50 
Red  lead,  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  14.00 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  100 

Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville   per  aet  ton  13.50(^14.00 

Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .  .per  net  ton  15-00@16.00 

New 
York 

Machine  Bolts: 
All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       45% 

IJ  and  ljx3  in.  up  to  12  in        25% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       30% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)        35% 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        20% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts  25% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .     45% 
Square  and  hex.  held  cap     screws.    .        7S% 
Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  x  30 in.         35% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  cute        45% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus        10% 

Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  .larger        65% 

Case-hardened  nuts           50% 
Washers.cast iron, iin.,  per  1001b.  (net)      ̂ 5.00 
Washers,cast  iron,  fin.per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 
Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist 
Nuts, cold  punched, hex., per  ICXllb.Off  list 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  j^  in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  l-ln.,  |-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

H   to    l|-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£Xr;?^perl001b         0.25 

f  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0.15 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA      0.50 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA       0.25 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0.50 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs           35% 

Qeve- 

land    Chicago 

60% 

65% 
50-10% 
60-10% 

  $4.00  o£F 
33.90  net         

     65-5% 
    60-5% 

70%      70-10% 
50-10-5%   SO-S% 

        Si% 

70-10%  80% 

35.00  33.50 
33.50 4.00    3.25 
3.50 

3.00    5.00 3.50  net 

l.SO    3.50 
4.00 

1.50    3.50 

4.00 

l.SO    3.50 

4.00 

1.50    3.50 
4.00 

55%    65% 

60-10% 

55%    65% 

4Jc.  net 
34.50  33.50 

S3.3S 

4.60    3.60 3.4S 

   0.15 
   CIS 
   o.so 
   o.so 

   0.25 
   O.SO 

   33.70  base 
50%  50.% 

S0%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       SO. 55      30.50      S0.67J 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33        0.35        0.40 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (|  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wjde,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-5%   4O-10-2i%     50% 
Heavy  grade   30-S%o  40%       40-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5%    SO-10%40-10% 
Second  grade   60-10-5%     60-5%  60-5% 

A  brasi ve  materi  als — In  sheets  9x1 1  in. : 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flintpaper         55.84      33.85 
Emery  paper               8.80       11.00 
Emery  cloth           27.84      32.75 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3i 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll,        4.50         
.  Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    1-32          
Cloth    3.02         

36.48 8.80 29.48 

4.95 

1.40 
3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted 

SIM    Wm«    tiat    n. 

nili— ■     KrtiT 

S.eXll»r.  TM  Avtwn 

4n3 

Ztli 
IkiWir  mu    pmwtt  9t^  fWMlM  aMcktar  lo 

Ka*.  WtiMMi— Aa»«  A  L««  Mtc  0»> 
»:i  t'MMi  MMlwl  awk  BMc-  iMiiarac- 
i«r>*  c4  «•  taniM*— Ma  »n«rWb*.  belt- 
h^    III  Ml  II     !■■■><■    *•»!■«.    N«rtas* 

  -Tlt»  0«M<«alM  IU«>lr  * 

~  Act.— iKTVcf   pUarr.    wood 
IIMi    talk*,    ud    mary 

•111  NortJl 'W.  I>fi— .  till 

\^.  »!»>»—<  lUfhmond  Motor  Co.. 
i*ih  aatf  Broad  Sta. — rwburlac  maohliio  and lalh*. 

Va..  HIvhaiMMl—Rlrhmond  Prvaacd  Meial 
Wk*..  tth  and  8tockl«n  Si  ,  8.  M.  Hou*e. 
IMrrK  Act' — Uth»a.  punch  and  die  ma- ChtaMT. 

Ta,  BtHtaaMi  —  RlekarstalT*  Kr|>alr 
Shop,  1111  KaM  Main  8U— latbra. 
Va>  BMiaMM — Standard  Blactrto  Co- 

1121  ISaat  Main  St.— «inorr  whaola  and 
fraoMi,  drill  praaa  and  lath*. 

Wla-  B*MM*IB»  —  8ehnUa-Bray  Aulo 
HmkiCn.  W.  F.  Schuttt.  Purch.  Aft.— rc- 
patr  maohlnrry  and  air  tank, 

Oal..  Lislowrl— Urintyre  *  Mrlroao^ 
prieaa  nn  trwls  and  Miulpmvnt  for  ■arac* 
and  auin  rrpair  ahop. 

Machinery  Wanted 

IS*    North 

B.  Vamrr.  KIT  Sooth 
wood    lath*    for 

Waikiw  Mr«.   Co.   :o« 
•l\.    C.   A.    Waiktn*.    rurrh. 

lath*.  Krtod»r«.  ahafllmi. 
paBayik  and  pattfr  brar- 

'ictw*   of   amoiwobll* 
fhrtorr   at    STTanta*. 

CaM.   Ravdait— O.  V.   BlMI     DWI 
paprr  pmw.   Job  praaa.  Ilnotyp*  and 

pirt*  Miulpnx-nt. 
raMf .   OreaaaM> — The  Ncwa — prtwf  praaa 

and  Urs«  prrtnrmxnt  machine. 

r*BB 
S>:    Wat*r    St 
chin*. 

BrIdaepM'l— Kvrninx    Star,    Inc., 
publlahera— llnot)i>«    ma- 

WIrhlU  SoiUr  *  Machine 
1  l«  Bis,  A  McParland. 
M  m.  Iron  powor  laih*. 

C. WrteM   (J^*lM'>. 

Caaa..  New  Haven— Hnit  Ponatr.  Co^ 
44a  Ktm  (*t  ,  bullctrrn  and  mill  work — wood- 

working machinery. 

Oa..  A<laal»— B  Mimn  Hood  Ilrlrk  To. 
— addlllonal  machinery  for  the  manufacture 
of  clay  and  brick  products,  for  plant  at 
Roroe. 

IB-  Chiracs — M.  OTonnor.  141  Waat 
Klnaia  St.— cood  alt*  air  compreaaor,  altbcr 

Doodlaa     baited  or  direct  connected  type. 

R.  Wood.  •!«  Baat  High 

for 

nt.  rata— Trt-County  Prea 
ad  Intertyp*  machine. 

on*  Ilnotyp* 

U  O.  Mitchell.  Tll-t( 
drin   preaa. 

Mala  tor  machln* 

Heath  A  Co..   tot 
machine,    f,    la. 

!actar*  of  tounlala 

B.  T_  Bnahtja     Mwtauli  Mfc    Co..  141 
falaa    Si  — drtit    pr<'«a.     saw     table,    amall 

»»l   lath*   for   the   manufacture  of 

B,  T.  BaBali  U  Caator.  *t  Maneheater 
n  — tania  and  etvlpmeni  for  propaaid  hrlcfc 
aM  aieel  garace.  at  I  xx  Carroll  SI. 

».  T,  llalaiaaia     T    K.  Barnll.  Wild- 
WHrf    Aa»     —ill    inr4a,    machtnary    and 

MMN  far  larva  addlitoa  lo  samga.  ma- 
•■d  ripnir  ihapa. 

Vauilahefn    ^Raal 

Ii^  redar  Ba«iMe— The  Bd.  nt  Educ.  J. 
A.  Moteje.  Secy. — equipment  for  vocational 
and  manual  imlnlnc  departmenta  of  pro- 
poaed  Juntor  HIch   School. 

la..  r*dar  RapMe— The  Merer  HoapHal, 

e/o  SisUr   Sophia*.    Jih    ■  •        -    '-- 
and    Otvtalon    Mta  -Uui. and    ramum    deanlnc    "i 

addition  In  hoepltal. 

]«ew  HoUaad  Machine 
I  la  hi  •■rfaee  crlnder  with  emery 

M   leaa  Ihaa    II   s   I   hi.  or   14   In 
rap  wh**l  mHaM*  In  aarfare  hard 

llalaa  ap  I*  11  In.  igaara  tnew  or 

Baa..  Plltaliarc — The  New  York  Confae- 
llonery  I'n,  Bway,  on*  power  hMUar,  S 
ft.   dlam. 

Baa..  WIehHa — Pooae  *  Pence.  Ill  North 
Markrt  HI.,  manufecturrr  of  (hoe* — leather 
W'Tklna  machinery,  hancrre,  polishing  ma- 

chinery, pulley*  and  lielilnc. 

Ban..  Wlrhlla— Oondwln-Reser  Printing 
Co..  411-411  Hutu  Hide..  K.  Ooodwln. 
Purch.  Agt.— power  )ob  print  stapUr,  and 
power  perforatinc  machine. 

■na.  Wiehlta— Puhllfl  MarhH  Co,  114 
Waat  Doogiaa  Ave..— one  t  Ion  lee  machln*. 

Maaa..   Cllnlaa— T  t'lc. 
7*1  Mala  St.,  nuin<i'  '>ih — «l*amlnc  and  hr^.  <tila 
and  Marble.   u*ed> 

MW*- Oraad  llapMe— The  Orand  Rapid* 
TIra  *  Rgbber  Co..  Fuller  St..  II    P.  3wan. 

Agt, — mllllnc    machine    and    rubber 
wofklag  machinery,  etc 

Mlah.  Maebema  Helehte— SoUr  Polar 
aiann  Saah  A  Screen  (To..  J.  1.  Olllman. 
Uir..  e/o  Bnincwlck-Dslke-ColUndar  Co., 
Mnifcigoii  pam-h  preaa,  drill  priaaia  (ra- 
Aal  and  otfeara). 

N.  v..  Bug*!*-  The  Art  Work  Shuo.  Ill 
hU*l    Kerry  HI.,  manufacturer  t»l 
Work     and    leaiher     coods — mn  nd 
•■gulpment  for  proposed  factor)    — 

M.  r..  BaSal*— Keystone  Tool  A  Metal 
Co..  &•  Oak  St. — tool  maklnc  machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  factory  addi- tion. 

N.  v.,  Hagala — SIkes  Chair  Co.,  100  Clin- 
ton St..  <l  <'  IKiw.  Mcr. — woodworking machinery. 

».  T,  Bagala  — Wire  WTieel  Corp  of 
Amer,  ITOn  KImwood  Ave — machinery  and 
equipment  for  propoaad  llt.OVO  addition  lo wir*  wheel  factory. 

M*,  Banana  CMf— W.  Byer*.  let  and 
Charlott*  Sta/— waidl^  ««im  and  cutting tarchaa. 

iMMpaon  Dyabw  Co., In.  halt  diivan  feMkat 

Air  lladncUon  Snlaa  Co, 
inMT  and  aqnipmani 

piMM. 

e/o 

.if 

...    ,illd 
W,  v..   naafclrV  — Bi'->>'-    «•.■•' 

Chsmlxr  of   !'■ machln<-ry  and 
lory,    for   thr    ii........... ..n,    ...    . 
loola  of  like  character. 

N.  Y.,  Kimira — The  (Iravy-Brown  Co.. 
(manufacturer  of  extracts,  etc..)  B.  F.  Da 
Ved.  Pres — machinery  and  equipment  for 

plant  at  Csnisteo. 
B.  Y..  JaaieelawB  —  Jsmrstown  Panel 

fVi„  1I-I4  Steel  Sl.^-qulpment  and  ma- 
chinery for  the  manufacture  of  panels,  etc. 

K.  Y..  Jameelowa— Wataon   Mfg.  Co„   (I 
Taylor    8t — machinery    tor    the    manufac- 

ture  of  steel    window    and   door   acreent. 

N.  v.,  New  Vark — Koval  A  Knauher.  100 
Kdgewater  Hd.,  (Iron  work*) — one  air  com- 

preaaor. almul    100   cu.ft.   capacity,  A.C. 

N.  v..  Philadelphia — Indian  Chair  Co.. 
O.  I.lder*,  Pres.  A  Mgr. — additional  equip- 
ment  for  chair  factory. 

W.  Y.,  Roeheeler — The  Northeast  Elec- 
tric Co..  Whilnry  St. — machinery  and 

equipment  for  larRe  addition  to  factory,  for 
the  manufacture  of  auto  electric  systems. 

N.  v.,  KoeheMer — ('.  Kchllcker.  II  Bloom- 
Incdale  SI. — nmall  machinery  and  equip, 
ment  for  the  manufacture  nt  surgical  in- 
struments. 

N.  Ym  Taaawanda — The  Spalding  A  Rons 
Co.,  Wheeler  St..  manufacturer  of  sportinc 
coods— comnlelp  machinery  and  equipment 
for  1200.000  factory  now  under  construc- 

tion. 
X.    r..    HIch    Point  —  Marietta    Paint   A 

manufacturer  <■•■  rid  prod- iilnery     and  for     4 
..ry  now  under  .  .n. 

B.  D.,  Parca— Pnkodot  Co.,  R.  P,  Savaga, 
Mgr. — electric  drier  or  steriliser  for  a 

breakfast  fmid. 
O-  Amb*r«l — Itnynesit*  Powder  Co.— 

machinery  and  '.tiulpment  for  the  manu- 
facture of  blaetlnc   powder. 

O..  relDmbua— The  Columhua  Sucker  Rod 
Co.  t2S  \Vi.*t  1*1  Ave. — machine  for  mak- 

lnc sucker  rfMl  )olnta,  to  take  full  length 

rod*  up  lo  IS  ft. 
o.,  l,aarseier — I^noastCT  Lona  Co.— ̂ n* 

air  oomprreaor. 

O.,  tJ*b*a— PItlshunch.  Liabon  A  West- 
ern R.R..  N.  U.  Bllllncsiay,  Oenl.  Mgr,— 

machinery  for  locomotiv*  repair  shop  at 
.New  Oalllee,   Pa. 

O.,  Mlaerva— The  Owen  China  Co. — equip- 
ment tor  udOiilon   (II   kilns)  to  factory. 

Okla.,  ranmeree — J,  r.  R«ltl  (timber 

yard  and  pianlnc  mill)— ̂ roodworklng  ma- 
chinery and  saw  mill. 

Pa.,  Batler — Record  Printing  Co.  (nawa- 
paper)  —  wir*  atltchlng  machine,  motor 

power. 
Pn«  r*raap*H* — SUndard  Steel  Spring 

Co. — special  crana  equlppad  with  long 
holstinc  drum*  and  I  hooks  on  It  ft  e*n- 
ters,  for  lirtinc  heavy  plataa. 

Pn»    MlddMawa— Middl*to« ' 
uwpilla    machinery    and    e.i 
propoaad  le*  manufacturing  pi 

Pn.,  Barrlsiawa  .  Nofylatown  Cigar  Bos 
Co.— ono  croaaeut  aaw,  1  rip  saw  wttli 
framaa. 

for 
.>o* 



August  31,  1922 Eliminate  Waste — With  Modem  Equipment 
360k 

Pa  I»hil». — Fisiliers  Hi  Grade  Dairy 
Co  North  and  Ortliodox  St.— sterilizers, 
steam  vats,  bottling  machines,  etc.,  for dairy. 

Pa.      rhlltt   H.     A.     Haussmann,     1527 
Germantown  Ave. — full  line  tools  and  ma- 

chinery for  the  manufacture  of  candy. 
Pa  Phlla.— F.  W.  Hosbach.  2415  South 

St.,  (woodworking) — additional  woodwork- 
ing machinery  for  new  factory. 

Pa  Phila. — Logan  Ice  Co..  10th  and 
^\-indrim  Sts.,  C.  W.  Roberts,  Purch.  Agt.— 
ice  manufacturing  machinery  for  new 
plant. 

Pa.  Phila.— T.  J.  Luttrell,  3726  Walnut 
St.  (isheet  metal  and  heating  contractor)  — additional  metal  working  machinery  for 
new  shop. 

Pa..  Phila. — J.  Schintzler,  2305  East  Sus- 
quehanna Ave. — one  printing  press,  Colts 

Armory,  14  x  22  in. 
Pa..  Phila. — Standard  Provision  Co.,  212 

North  Front  St.,  (meat  packers)  A.  Rabi- 
nowitz.  Purch.  Agt. — conveyors,  refrigerat- 

ing machines,  steam  kettles,  etc.,  for  pack- ing house. 
Pa..  Keadlnir — Reading  Hardware  Co., 

6th  &  Willow  Sts.,  manufacturer  of  hard- 
ware and  specialties — machinery  and  equip- 
ment for  proposed  7  story  addition  to  fac- tory. 

Pa.,  Stroudsburg — Pocono  Food  Products 
Co.,  1st  St. — refrigeration  machinery  and 
equipment  for  large  refrigerator  and  fruit 
storage  plant,  now  under  construction. 

Pa.,  Warren — J.  T.  Xewell,  244  Penna. 
Ave.,  W. — complete  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  job  printing  plant. 

Pa..  WilUamsport — Hermance  Machine 
Co..  1st  &  Campbell  Sts. — machine  shop  and 
machine  manufacturer — equipment  for  pat- 

tern  shop   under  construction. 

Pa..  WllliamRport — The  Stewart  Artifi- 
cial Ice  Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 

ice  freezing  plant  addition. 

R.    I..    Providence — The    Colwell   Worsted 
MilKs,  2(14  Hartford  Ave, — one  Kenyon  two- 
bowl  73  in.  crab,   (used)   in  good  condition. 

Tenn.,  Chattanooira  —  The  Browning 
Hosiery  Mills.  East  Main  St. — twenty-five 
3i-in.  cylinder  176,  200.  or  240-needle  ma- 

chines  for   hosiery   work, 

Tenn,,  Mein,)liis — United  States  Fire- 
works (io, — machinery  and  equipment  for 

proposed  large  addition  to  factory. 

Va.,  Kenbridse — T,  H,  Allen — coal  load- 
ing and  conveying  machinery. 

Va,.  Richmond — H.  A.  Carter,  400  East 
Marshal  St. — small  corrugating  machine 
to  corrugate  metal  sheets  3  to  5  ft.  long, 
for  soda  water  fountain,  etc. 

Va..  Richmond — Cussons,  May  &  Co..  415 
and  419  Bowe  St. — tin  binding  machine  for 
binding  calendars. 

Va..  Richmond — Southern  Steel  Products 
Co.,  4th  and  Bainbridge  Sts. — bar  benders. 

Va..  Richmond — Virginia  Carolina  Rub- 
ber Co.,  in  North  19th  St.,  R.  A.  Simp.son, 

Purch.  Agt. — mill  for  milling  rubber,  also 
colander  machine. 

Wis.,  Burlington — J.  Abby  &  Sons — air 
compressor,  gas  storage  tank,  and  pump, 
for  proposed   garage. 

Wis..  Cazenovia — Cazenovia  Creamery 
Co. — machinery  for  the  manufacture  of 
dairy  products. 

Wi».,  Cudahy — The  Federal  Rubber  Co. 
— special   rubber   working   machinery. 

WiH..  Hartford — W.  B.  Place  &  Co. — one 
fleshing  machine,  2  paddle  vats,  and  2 
drums  for  tannery  addition. 

Wi»..  Kewaunee — Kewaunee  Mfg.  Co. — 
woodworking  machinery  and  motors  for 
proposed  addition  to  factory,  for  the 
manufacture    of    laboratory   furniture. 

Wi«.,  Milwaukee — J.  Holly.  781  34th  St. 
— one  20  to  30  In.  band  saw  for  wood- 
working. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Seaman  Body  Corp., 
1732  Richard  St. — iron  working  and  wood- 

working machinery  for  proposed  auto  body 
factory. 

Wl«..  Milwaukee — Traffle  Control.  Inc., 
c/o  A.  J.  .Sweet,  531  Grand  Ave. — electric 
drills  for  the  manufacture  of  traffic  control 
devices. 

Wis.,  Nekoosa — M.  J.  Power — foundry 
equipment   including  cupola  and  furnace. 

Wis.,  PeshtiKo — Pe.shtigo  Paper  Co. — 
traveling   crane. 

Wis.,  Plymouth — The  Phoenix  Cheese  Co., 
R.  A.  Harbach,  Mgr. — refrigeration  ma- 

chinery of  several  tons  capacity,  steam 
power  equipment  of  300  hp.,  also  special 
cheese-making   equipment. 

Wis.,  Racinr — P.  Meyer  Mfg.  Co.,  407 
Blaine  Blvd..  P.  Meyer,  Purch.  Agt. — wood 
turning  machinery  for  the  manufacture  of household  utensils. 

Wis.,  Stevens  Point — Pflffner  Lumber  Co., 
229    Franklin    St. — band   saw. 

Wis..  Waukesha — Waukesha  Lime  & 
Stone  Co.,  Route  7 — limestone  crushing  ma- chinery. 

Wis..  Wausao — Marathon  Motor  Car  Co., 
210  McClellan  St. — machinery  for  auto  re- pair shop. 

Wl».,  Wisconsin  Rapids — South  Rudolph 
Co-operative  Cheese  Co.,  c/o  I.  Tliompson. 
Route  2 — cheese  making  machinery,  vats 
and   belting. 

Ont.,  Bynfr  Inlet — Graves  Bigwood  Lum- 
ber Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 

power  Iriouse  and  planing  mills  damaged  by 
fire  and  lightning  to  extent  of  $100,000. 

Ont.,  Kincardine — Circle  Bar  Knitting  Co. 
— prices  on  complete  equipment  for  new 
dye  iiouse,  including  vats,  tanks,  and  all 
general  equipment. 

Ont..  Listowel — Ideal  Manufacturing  Co., 
G.  A.  -McDonald,  Mgr. — equipment  for  the 
manufacture  of  patent  bread  moulders, 
special  tools  and  small  electric  motors  in 
quantity. 

Ont.,  I.ondon — The  Coco  Cola  Co.  of 
Canada.  Edmonton,  Alta..  D.  W.  Hawkes, 
Mgr, — $50,000  worth  of  bottling  and  soft 
drink  equipment  for  factory,  here. 

Ont.,  Jfeustadt — The  Grey  Furniture  Co., 
,r.  C.  Heuther.  Mgr. — prices  on  woodwork- 

ing equipment  for  proposed  addition  to  fac- tory. 

Ont..  Port  Dover — Port  Dover  Spinning 
Co..  H.  S,  Martin.  Pres. — special  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  sport  cloths. 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Calif.,  Xewman — The  Newman  High 
School  Dist.,  R  and  Kern  Sts.,  had  plans 
prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
33  X  60  ft.  shop.  S.  Wade.  secy.  F.  W. 
Reid.  East  St.,  Concord,  Archt. 

Conn.,  East  Hartford — Colonial  Auto  Co., 
1279  Main  St..  Hartford,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2 
story  garage,  showroom,  and  service  sta- 

tion, on  Connecticut  Blvd.  Estimated,  cost 
$40,000.     Private  plans. 

Conn.,  Hartford — The  Automatic  Refrig- 
erating Co.,  618  Capitol  Ave.,  awarded  the 

contract  for  the  construction  of  a  3  .story 
53  X  71  X  95  ft,  addition  to  its  plant,  for 
the  manufacture  of  refrigerating  ma- 

chinery.     Estimated   cost   $50,000, 

Conn..  Norwalk — E.  M.  Jennings  Co.,  27 
Harrison  St..  will  soon  award  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  55  x  155 
ft.  garage,  automobile  sales  and  service 
station,  on  West  Ave.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.  J.  W.  Northrop,  211  State  St., 
Bridgeport,  archt. 

Conn.,  Plalnvllle — The  Standard  Steel 
Bearings,  Inc.,  Railroad  St„  plans  to  build 
a  large  factory  addition  to  its  plant,  1 
story.    Private  plans. 

HI..  Chicago — Sloan  Valve  Co.,  4300 
West  Lake  St.,  is  receiving  bids  tor  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  39  x  132  ft.  fac- 

tory at  4336-40  West  Lake  St.  Estimated 
cost  $16,000.  A.  S.  Alschuler,  28  East 
Jackson  St.,  Archt. 

Mass..  Attlcboro  —  The  Hartley  Clock 
Co.,  c/o  Monks  &  Johnson,  Archts.,  99 
Chauncey  St.,  Boston,  Is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  3  story.  60 
X  240  ft.  buildng.     Estimated  cost  $125,000. 

Mass.,  Boston — Druker  &  Rudnick.  18 
Tremont  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story  garage,  auto- 

mobile sales  and  service  station,  on  Har- 
vard Ave.     Estimated  cost  $75,000. 

Mass.,  Everett  —  The  Boston  Elevated 
Ry.,  108  Mass.  Ave.,  will  receive  bids  until 
Sept.  2,  on  sub-structure  and  foundations for  two  160  X  300  ft.,  and  two  53  x  56  ft. 
car  repair  shops,  etc.  D.  P.  Robinson,  61 
Bway.,  New  York  City,  Engrs. 
Mass..  West  SprinitfleUl  (Springfield  P.  O.) 

Wico  Electric  C!o.,  c/o  P.  Brown,  Pres..  44 

Avon  PL,  Springfield,  is  having  plans  pre- pared for  the  con,struction  of  four  1  story, 
90  X  400  ft.  buildings,  here,  for  the  manu- 

facture of  electric  goods.  Architect  not announced. 

Mich,.  Detroit — J.  R.  Wood,  618  East 
High  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  90  x  120  ft, 
garage,  on  West  Warren  St.  Estimated 
co.st    $40,000. 

N.  J.,  Trenton^ — Mercer  County,  E.  E. 
Margerum,  Dir.  of  Buildings,  County 
House,  plans  to  build  a  2  story,  55  x  75  ft. 
garage  addition,  on  Brunswick  Ave.  E^stl- mated   cost   $35,000. 

N.  T.,  Albany — The  Electric  Supply  & 
Equipment  Co.,  103  Allyn  St..  Hartford. 
Conn.,  will  soon  award  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  4  story,  40  x  63  ft. 
factory,  for  the  manufacture  of  electrical 
supplies,  appliances,  etc.,  on  Bway,  here. 
Estimated  cost  $50,000.     Private  plans. 

N.  Y..  Dunkirk— Skelton  Shovel  Co.,  c/o 
Chamber  of  Commerce,  plans  to  build  a  fac- 

tory for  the  manufacture  of  shovels  and 
tools  of  like  character.  Estimated  cost 
$125,000.    Architect  not  announced. 

N.  Y..  Jamestown — Watson  Mfg.  Co..  63 
Taylor  St.,  plans  to  build  a  4  story  addition 
to  its  factory  for  the  manufacture  of  steel 
window  and  door  screens.  Estimated  cost 

$24,000. 
N.  Y..  Lockport — Dittmer  Gear  &  Mfg. 

Co.,  Grand  St.,  plans  to  build  an  addition 
to  its  factory  for  the  manufacture  of  gears 
and  gear  products. 

X.  Y.,  New  York — J.  Arfman,  439  East 
90th  St.,  will  build  a  75  x  100  ft,  garage 
on  Ave.  A.  Estimated  cost  $100,000.  Pri- vate plans. 

N.  Y..  New  York — H,  Harjes,  408  West 
76th  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  4  story  garage  at  403  West 
76th  St.  Estimated  cost  $200,000.  Private 

plans. O.,  Cleveland — The  Crucible  Steel  Cast- 
ings Co.,  Canal  Rd,,  awarded  the  contract 

for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  100  x  28>, 
ft.  foundry,  on  West  82nd  St,  and  Almira. 
Ave.  Estimated  cost  $100,000.  W.  H. 
Shepard.  Pres.     Noted  Aug.  24. 

O..  Cleveland — Templar  Realty  Co..  c/o 
M.  Marmorstein,  605  Ulmer  Bldg..  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  52  x  86  ft.  garage  on  East  69th  St. 
and  Euclid  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
Building  to  be  leased  to  the  Central  Chev- 

rolet Co.,   c/o   A.   B.   Bashaw,  Akron,   O. 

Pa.,  Charlerol — S.  S.  Jones,  Belle  Ver- 
non, awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 
tion of  a  2  story,  60  x  100  ft.  garage  on 

Donner  and  9th  Aves.  Estimated  cost 

$40,000. 
Pa..  Phlla. — Henderson  Bros..  25th  and 

Spruce  .Sts.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story.  40  x  118  ft.  and 
a  1  story,  30  x  115  ft.  garage,  on  27th  and 
Bainbridge  Sts.     Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh  —  The  Westinghouse 
Electric  &  Mfg.  Co..  East  Pittsburgh, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  4  story,  100  x  200  ft.  manufacturing 
and  storage  plant,  on  Susquehanna  and 
Lang  Aves,      Noted  Jan.  26. 

Wis.,  Belolt — J,  Terwillizer,  Clinton,  is 
receiving  bids  for  the  construction  of  a  2 
.story,  75  x  135  ft.  garage  on  Broad  St., 
here.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  Private 

plans. Wis..  Burlington — J.  Abby  &  Sons,  are  re- 
ceiving bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1 

story.  30  x  82  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.  M.  F.  White,  c/o  Wilbur  Lumber 
Co.,    908    Trust   Bldg.,    Milwaukee,   Archt. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Seaman  Body  Corp., 
1732  Richard  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  5  story,  100  x  225  ft. 
and  100  x  420  ft.  auto  body  manufacturing 
plant.     Estimated  cost  $350,000. 

Wis.,  Neenah — Jaeger-Dowling  Co.,  214 
South  Commercial  St.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  75  x 
120  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
Private  plans.     Noted  August  10. 

Wis..  Waukesha — The  Waukesha  Fdry. 
Co.,  Lincoln  Ave.,  has  selected  a  site  and 
plans  to  build  a  2  and  3  story,  50  x  195  ft. 
steel  factory  and  foundry.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000.     Architect   not   selected. 

Wis.,  Wansau — Marathon  Motor  Car  Co., 
210  McClellan  St..  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  4  story,  60  x  120 
ft.  garage  and  service  station.  Estimated 
cost   $75,000. 
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«lm  W.  Mmw.  Arr^U  WaOi 

Mlnrral 
Hi  •  ̂ M  for  Ihr «    tIM      «■ 

K.      Brown. 

>_   -^    BUU    rvpl.    of 
Wka..  vHI  t »*««»«  MdB  anlll  8r|H    11. 

racllMi  of  •  X  •««>.  I«e  a  U* 
•ai  O  ain.  Iwc*. 

8    MMAl  PfOd- 
U«  IMk  at.  !■  bAvlac  plwM  pr>- 

pani  far  iko  t— inwOoii  ot  a  I  to  «  atory 

CImrm  Stw, 
ite  rniraci  far  Mm  aoaatmetloa 

■■■WMn   nlillililBg  »Unt. 

r  vlm.«a  lllk  aiM  o  * 
fSjnt^***.     O.  B.  Mrl 

  -Xdaatvo  fiiaij.   «tT 
■mi  LatajMt*  SU  awar*^  tiM  eoatraet 
ErtiM  cj— tf^crtpa  •(  a  i  uorr.  it  x  U« 
rT  li»aii|  ••  Latlar«ci«  moi  CalUernIa 

fkjk        —llMfd      eoat      tt«.*M.        Noted 

Can.  Suw  •(.  >«t— Ina.  awarded  the 
caatract  for  Uw  cooamMtiaa  of  a  I  alory. 
W  B  ITf  ft.  (actonr  addHlaa.  lBB(liiMit«d 
coat  M«.M«- 

raaa.  ■at«ti  i «— Tfca  Aem»  BaddllwCo.. 
»l  Brow*  Su,  awardad  Iha  romrac*  tor  tlta 
■nr^imwi  o(  a  S  atanr.  «(  x  1«  ft.  bwl- 

4»m     faatanr.      ■atti— lad     eoM      !»,•••. 
X«a«  iatr  It. 

,  MMta  Hood  Brick  C<^  At- 

AMMlaM  Mt 

IB.  CMapaa  — Tka  Chleaao  Bvrninc 
AiawtaaarmWaM  Madlaotiir.  la  hairinc 
Idaaa  anaarid  tor  Ikr  eDaatra<-iion  n(  •  } 
alory.  1*«  m  IM  ft.  artellac  pUot  ai  :iO-lt 
Baartk  PMrta  BL  AltMil«d«>a«  IIIi.oM. 
P.  OatlMf«.  M  Wmi  Madlaoa  BU  areJM. 

<«wa— J.  T.  laao  Co.  IIT  Waal 
BU  aarafdad  ilia  cvMrart  flar  Iha 

oC  a   I*  nory.   IM  »   II*  ft. 
~  «•  Vaa  Baro*  aad  JaCaraoo 
I  Mat  ITM.r 

Maaa.    Molraka     Tko    Parr    Alpars    ̂ 'o . iaekaoa  St .  awarded  tk«  cooinirt  for  th* 
r«u»i r»<-t uui   of  a   <   alory.    to*   x   (ot  ft. 

Bi.  Ifiatkaatad  coat  !••«,•••. 

:r"' 

Xu*,  J)««  Badfwd— N«w  Badford  Boiler 
aad  Marklaa  Co.  It  Front  Dt.  wlU  boUd 
a  I  nary.  M  i  1(7  ft.  warabouaa.  BaU- 

I  1 1  »•,*••. 
,  Balailaara  Tk>  Bood  Rubbor 

Oow  awaidod  tka  eoatrart  tor  th«  coa> 
«tr«r<l«n  of  a  t  alary.  >t  x  lot  ft.  addltloa 
to  ii*  (wrtory.     MMlmaird  roat  Ht.OM. 

Mick..  Oraad  Bayld- 
T«i»   *    Rul>lxT   fo 

;i.tnd  Tlaplda 

will    liulld 
a  t  atory,   <«   x  ti*  i  K«tiinittpd 
roal  llti.OM.    11.  K.  S»au.  I'urch   Act. 

«n<pk..     Maakrann     Hrtah(«— Knlnr     Pnlar 

;  .1    ;    i.i..rv,   ju  \   •in  ri.  r«i-|ory, 
itna(<-d      roat      tt&.MO.      Private 

MIh'  <        -aiMHa — Thf      Northwrrtrrn 
Tir»  '  (I  \vr.,  R,.   la  kavlnir  nlann 
?'    -  T    \nr  ix>n«-t^- — ^       '    ".  ■  -rv. 

M.   «al«<a   II'  <>Ti 
rl  ,     brIWM  1  In. 

tsaiimair^i   coat    l&o.tm.      i.unu    tv    t.um.    iH 
■kMK  BUg;  Archla. 

M>nn      "t     Vnal— North    81.    Taul   Caakrt 
I'nul,   awarded   (hr   rontrart 
lion  of  a  4  atory,  >^  x   160 

Ii.  .«. ,...;   ...i.i  udloa  bulldlna  on  unlveralty 
Avr.     and      Uricca     8t.      Katlmalad     coat 

f*1.7iO. 
N.  J.  Traalaa — The  State.  Court  Houaa. 

plana  to  btilld  !  nhopa  on  Ird  St..  one  for 
woodworkliic  and  the  other  for  manufac- 
furinc  cooorvte  articles.  Eatlmaled  roat 
ftt.OOO.  A.  B.  Hllla.  141  Weal  State  8t_ 
Archt. 

B.  T.  4aai»»low« — Jaroeatown  Lounse 
Co-  4«  Wlnaor  8l.  plana  to  build  t  amall 
addltlooa.  Including  a  dry  klbi.  Eatlmated •-oat   fO.OOO. 

B.  T.  Jaairatawa — Jameatown  Panel  Co. 
11-14  Steel  St.,  plana  to  bulltl  an  addition 
to  Ita  woodworking  factory  for  the  roanu- 
factnre    of    panaU.    ato.     Btlmalad    ooat 

tcooo. 
11.  r.  Loaa  lelaad  Clly— The  National 

Uquld  Blearli  Co..  II  I'urvln  .St.,  plana  to baild  a  factory  on  Foater  Ave.  between 
Honaywell  and  Buckley  Sta.  BMlmated 
ooai  ttoo.oeo. 

N     Y.    'few  -York      r  -' ■  '     tm   Co., 
'  -                  SI.,  award.  fur  the 
>                      n  of  a   (a,  mufnc- 
turr   ni   i>arbar  auppli<  •.  "n    I34tti   Kt.   and 
Willow  Ava.     Balkaatrd  coat  t>o,000. 

».  Y  n...l.r.iet — Th.'  Northriiai  Kler- 
irlr  >  V  St..  nlanii  to  liullil  a  lil   X 
>0  ft.  :i  ri.  hich.  to  IlK  |>Unl.  for 
the  mitnuiKriure  of  auto   electric   ayalema. 
BatlmaUd  com   tlO.OOO. 

V       Y        nm-tte«|er — Reel.   '■      '••-        ♦!} 
I  i^ana  to   '  n 

for    the  •>f 
rh'M..fir«|MiK:      attpllaacaa.         r.i*tuiiiiti  (i      '-ORl 

0„  AbiI«"-»  —  "oynealte  Powder  Co. 
plana  in  r'  '  on  of  Ita  powder  plant 
deatroyed   '  <n. 

M.  D.  \V.«aela  A  Son.  Ittt 
     I7lb    Bl..    manufacturer    of    aanltary 
taka,  awardad  the  contract*  for  the  con- 
atroetlon  of  a  1  atory,  lOO  %  lOt  fL  fao- 
lory  and  warakotiaa,  at  toot  OregoD  Ava. 
Eatlmated  ooat  $»M00,     Noted   Aug.   14. 

O.  ralamfcaa— Columbua  Show  CaaeCo., 
Orant  Ave,  and  llucklncham  St.,  awarded 
Um  contract  for  the  conatructlon  of  a  t 

II  s  ttl  ft.  factory.    Eatlmated  eoal 

TfWiX 

UBaMr  Coryw  la  kavHw  plaaa  pr«»a*«l     S.*  USJ^.^ 
■^■■C    iaa   ̂ mmmlm^^MH^   aa^    e^eican.       "Ol    BaWCiaa. 

O-  Daylao — The  Andrews  Hakinc  Co., 
1*  North  Main  St..  plana  to  build  a  t  titory. 
M  X  140  ft.  bakery  on  trd  and  (Charter 
Ma     Wmialad   roat    tioo.ooo.     Archltaet 

Iaa  awaafaelartas  aad  rafrlcara- 
Raiinainl  rnM   UM**:    Oor- 

HI    Wrmmtnm*r   Mt. 
II    I     >'.....      ■-,....«  i.,„,  II 

The 

Boa- 
MknlMc 

.Vra.    K*. 

■  i^ai  »r« . 

at  a  I  aMi  fat   • 
laM.  «■  tk.' 
in.daa.       frit  eta 

o,  nariM>—  I 
lor  It,  award*' wmaHon  of  a  • 

•p  Bkal    lat  tf alarlrleal  appar.. 
•M.      a.    B,    Mc<:aiii,. 

Co.,  North  Tay- irt    for    the    eotl. 

 
 

7< 

mry.   rrean. 

-Tke 

U  m  Si  ft*aai"S*  "■'"»•  ft' 

MoMiala    Mm 
'ard«<l  fka  man- 

a    I    atary 
addMtoa   la 

lldjM*. 

O..  liar  Iaa— Miami  Ic*  *  Ptial  Co.  Lad- 
km  lUdc,  plana  to  bulM  a  4  alory.  M  x 
IM  ft.  catd  Mnnica  pUM.  Batlmatad  Mat 
llM.Mt.     Arrhltaet  mM  aalaolad. 

O,  tlla»r«a— The  OwaM  Cklaa  C«.,  manu- 
rarturar  of  rhina  ware,  plana  la  btilld  an 
addlilan  of  II  kllaa  to  lla  priaant  pUnU 
Prtvala  plana. 

Pa.   CaaikrMaa  Bprlna'  --lu Co.  amtrdad  Um  eoniruci 
lion    of    a    >•    X    MO    ft.    i           „;      ;J,, 
manufacture  of  Btyatons  cunorata  blo^n. 
Noted  July   tl. 

I   .      1    rrjr — The    Kurti    Braaa   *    Wood 
I  havliia   plana  preparad  for  the 
>  ri  of  a  }  alory.  tOO  s  l&O  ft.  ad- 

dition to  lu  manufaciurlni  plant,  PrI- 
vata  plana. 

Pa..  I"'  •  Flachera  Dairy,  Orthodox 
and    \  awarded   llx'   contract  foi 
Ihe  >  of  a   1   atory,    40  x   «1    ft 
dair>-,  a  J  M,.ry  it  x  64  ft.  atable.  and  a 
la  X  11  ft.  power  houaa. 

Pa..   Phlla.— J    "•    "  •         Archl..    1718 
Saneom   St..    le    i  i,,r   ihx   con- 
;tru.-ilon   of  an  ,1.    inoUullnii 
four  1  atory,  »*  \  is:  11  immlinBa.  for  thf 
L«nn  Ice  Co  loth  aii.l  WIndrlni  Sim. 
Eatlmated  coat   1160,000, 

Pa.  Pfcllo. — Lutheran  Pubtlahinf  Co.,  tth 
and    Banaom     Mia .    nwardrd    the    contract '"   'Ion  of  un  8  atory,  74  x  117 
''  I   on   ISth  and  Spruce  Sta. '  l.'.nn.doo.     Harrla  *  Rlch- ..i..n.    .....v,.    i.i,|j.,   Archla. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Standard  Provlalon  Co.,  US 
.North  Front  SI  .  will  open  bida  Sept,  I,  for 
the  conm ruction  of  a  3  atory,  <0  x  to  ft. 
and  70  X  1«<>  ft  naokinf  houae,  on  Callow, 
hill  and  Willow  Sta.  Eatlmated  eoat  1150,- 
ono.    Private  plana. 

Pa,  Warren— J.  T.  Nawell,  144  Penna. 
Ave.  W.,  plniid  to  build  a  4  atory.  60  x  HO 
ft.  Job  prlnllni;  plnni,  on  Liberty  St,  Archi- 

tect nal  annuunci-d. 

Pa.,  Wllllamnporl — Stewart  Artlflclal  Ice 
Co.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  conatruc- 

tlon of  a  1  atory,  16  x  7t  ft.  Ice  plant  ad- 
dition on   lat   SL     Eatlmated  coat   $16,00,0. 

B.  I..  Wooasoekrl — The  Evenh.c  Call  Puh- 
llahlnc  Co.,  76  Main  St.,  plana  to  build 
a  1  atory  mechanical  bulldlnc  Eatlmated 
ooat    t46,000,      Prlvalo    plana. 

B.  I.,  Wooaaoekrl — French  Worated  Co.. 
Mill  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  a  I 
atory  addition  to  lu  6  story  aplnnlna  mill. 
Eatlmated  coat  140,000. 

Wla.  Caaaaavia — Caxenovia  Creamery 
Co.  la  recalvinc  bids  for  the  conatructlon  of 
a  1  atory.  60  x  I6«  ft  dairy.  Eatlmated 
coat  160,000.     Private  plana. 

WU  .  f.irt.hv— The  Federal  Rubber  Co., 
awaril  ^trnrt    for  the   construction 
of  a    i  II   X    260   ft.   inanufarturlnK 
plant,     i   ,..l  coat  tZDO.OOO, 

Wla.,    Orrea    Bay — Fort    Howard    Pa|>er 

Co..    South    State    8t„    plans    to    build    a    1  ' atory,    100   X   140   ft,  paper  nnlshlnR  plant 
Estimated   roat    $200,000.     Private  plana, 

Wla..  Rarlfard — W.  B.  I'liire  &  Co..  will 
build  a  1  story,  10  x  60  ft.  ndilltlon  to  Its 
Unnery.  Estimated  ooat  $30,000.  Private 

plana. Wla.  Krwaaaee  .—  Kewaunee  Mfi:  '"<>. awarded  Iha  contract   for  the   '  ti 
of  a  1  atory,  10  x  140  ft,  fact' 
for   the   manufacture   of    labom'  1 lure,     Eatlmated  coat  $46,000. 

'ru.,  MadUnn— .7.  R.  and  B.  J,  Low, 
■\-  >-..    are    rooelvinc    bIda 
'  r  a  1  atory,  10  x  112 
It  .r  St.,  for  J.  Feldman 
Papier  Uqx  Cu.  tili  Kefant -Bt  Bttlmated coat   ItO.OOO. 

Wla.,  Plymouth — The  Phoenix  Choeaa  Co., 
la  havInK  pri'linilnnry  plana  prepared  for 
the  consirurili.n  of  «  5  atory,  10  x  60  ft. 
factory  Mdillllim,  and  iilso  a  2  story,  30  x 
to  ft  addition  to  prenont  buildlnx.  Kiitl- 
mated  cost  $40,000  H,  A.  liarbsrh,  Mxr 
Private  plana. 

B.    r.    Marpale^The    Parlflp    Meat    Co.. 

:>•        t.ia  St..  v.ii  ■••  1  .■■■^  ;i Tt      100     ft  I 

K  ulanl.  1 .1  IK' 
the    rriix.T    HIver,    loTf.       i*>i  t  t 
ItO.OOO.     H,  Idsnrdl,  c/o  ownet. 

K.      f  ^   -inrfiMtrr        ''   .11... 

Ltd., 
wo<jd    . 

fire.  *■,-' iinii  i'  u       .  i,«i       ji'.inp..       ifi      f.,ii.'F>f>i 
Engineer  and   An  hllerl   not   selected. 

H  «       »..,. .,.,.»,     '11,..    ii'.irilnlon    Oov- 
.  ■  il    the   con- 
I'  30  X  60  ft. 
>'     I, .nil.   and   a   1 
>  '    iioller  bouse,  here,     Blatl- 

II  -no. 

Oal..    *< 

plans    lo    ' 
additional  i;.~   , 
mated   ooat    m,l»iu. J.  C.   Ueutlier,   Micr 
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Parkerizing — A  Rustproofing  Process 
What  the  Parker  Rustproofing  Process  Is  — The  Three  Operations  in  Its  Application- 

Kinds  of  Parts  Treated — Apparatus  and  Equipment  Required 

By  L.  C.  morrow 
Managing   Editor,   American   Machinist 

RUST,  formed  by  the  chemical  action  of-  water, 
atmosphere  and  iron  is  visible  evidence  of  the 

-  destruction  of  iron  and  steel  and  constant 

vigilance  is  required  to  prevent  its  formation.  With- 
out the  actual  getting  together  of  the  iron,  water  and 

oxygen  from  the  air  there  can  be  no  rust.  If  polished 
iron  or  steel  is  kept  perfectly  dry,  it  will  stay  polished, 
or  if  it  is  kept  covered  by  a  substance  that  will  keep 
away  water  (moisture)  the  polish  will  remain. 

Oil,  if  thick  enough  and  viscous  enough,  will  keep 
the  iron  free  from  water  when  it  is  applied  as  a  coat- 

ing on  the  metal,  and  is  fairly  efficient  as  a  rust-prevent- 
ing agent.  But  its  use  generally  interferes  with  the 

utility  of  the  article  protected.  A  better  protection 
would  be  a  substance  that  would  adhere  to  or  be  a  part 
of  the  metal  and  still  permit  it  to  be  handled.  Three 
general  methods  have  been  used  to  provide  such  a  pro- 

tection, namely,  the  application  of  an  organic  substance 
(painting,  lacquering,  enameling),  the  application  of  an 
inorganic  substance  (galvanizing,  electroplating,  metal 
spraying),  and  the  chemical  conversion  of  the  surface 
of  the  object  being  protected  (Jirowning,  bluing, 
blacking  and  other  processes). 

"Parkerizing"  belongs  to  the  conversion  method.    It 

consists  in  changing  by  chemical  action  the  surface  of 
the  metal  to  form  other  substances  that  will  not  change 
into  rust.  The  substances  so  formed  are  basic  iron 
phosphates  (ferrous  phosphate  and  ferric  phosphate), 
insoluble  in  water  and  permanent  in  the  air. 

The  Parker  process  is  the  property  of  the  Parker 
Rust  Proof  Co.,  Detroit,  Mich.,  which  licenses  manu- 

facturers for  its  use.  It  is  a  development  from  two 
English  patents,  one  purchased  from  Thomas  Watts 
Coslett,  the  other  from  Frank  Rupert  Granville 
Richards.  The  first  contemplates  the  use  of  a  dilute 
solution  of  phosphoric  acid  with  iron  filings,  the  second 
the  use  of  dilute  phosphoric  acid  with  an  oxidizing 
agent.  Improvements  made  by  the  present  owners  in- 

clude the  addition  of  manganese  and  other  metals  to 
the  phosphoric  acid  and  the  development  of  a  chemical 
test  whereby  the  strength  of  the  solution  can  be  easily 
and  readily  controlled. 
Three  operations  are  necessary  in  Parkerizing — 

cleaning,  processing  and  finishing.  With  the  processing 
solution  at  proper  strength,  success  in  the  coating  de- 

pends entirely  upon  the  thoroughness  of  the  cleaning. 
Any  method  of  cleaning  that  produces  a  chemically  clean 
surface  is  satisfactory.    Some  bright  parts  or  parts  that 

FIG.    1— THE  PARKERIZING  DEPARTMENT 

The  sand  blasting  machine  is  seen  at  the  |  alkali    tank   being  nearest   the    sand   blast.   I  cover  down   and   Is   used,   for   this   illustra- 
rear.     On  the  right  are  alkali,  rinse,  pickle      On  the  left  are  the  processing  tanks.     The      tion,  to  display  components  .and  containers, 
and   rmse   tanks    in    the   order   named,    the  I  finishing  tank,   in   the   foreground,   has  the  I  A  chain  block  serves  the  tanks  and  blast. 
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!■«•  bwn  machined  all  over  can  be  proeeaacd  without 
fiirtber  deaninf.  Sand  blasting  ia  the  beat  method  of 
cleaning,  bat  pickling  can  be  used  successfully  if  all 
pickling  residue  is  removed  before  processing.  Pickled 
nufMM  proc— ■  lew  quickly  than  sand  blasted  surfaces. 
Wkm  pidde  is  used  as  a  cleaning  medium  the  oper- 

stiMH  Bomanjr  are  as  foDowa: 
(1)  Alkali  wash 
(2)  Rinse 
(S)    PIddc 
(4)  Rinse 
(5)  Sand  rub  or  sand  roll. 

TW  artids  is  then  ready  for  proeessing.  For  best 
rMiOls  alkali  water  most  be  used  at  a  boiling  tempera- 

ture and  all  rinse  waters  must  be  boiling.  The  tem- 
pontare  of  the  pidde  itself,  which  frequently  consists 
of  oos  part  of  saJphnric  acid  to  seven  parts  of  water 

ba  higher  than  180  deg.  F.  and  not  lower 
160  dSK'  F.  A  pickling  solution  recommended  for 

eooaists  of  one  galk>n  of  water  to  four 
of  sulphuric  acid  and  a  limited  amount  of 

faiaolpbite.  The  bisulphite  U  added  in  small 
is  tbs  ratio  of  obs  pooad  to  one  hundrwl 

ef  pidda  Cram  time  to  tins  during  the  day's 
Tbs  objact  of  the  bisalpbite  is  to  supply 

diosida  gas  which  renders  iron  scale  more 
io  the  pidding  solution.  It  is  nscsssary  that 

tbs  sodiaa  Uratpbite  bs  added  andsr  the  surface  of 
tbs  water,  bae«Be  if  It  wars  pot  in  on  the  surface  all 
tha  gas  woald  ba  Ubaratad  there  and  would  pass  im- 
awdlatslr  lata  tha  air. 

Tbs  object  of  the  sand  rubbing  or  rolling  is  to  remove 
pfekle  residos  as  the  riaas  aMjr  fail  to  take  olf 

and  it  must  be  carried  on  with  great  care.  Rubbing 
is  ordinarily  a  manual  operation  and  is  used  only  on 
such  parta  as  cannot  be  rolled  with  sand  in  a  barrel. 
Where  it  is  required  a  shallow  box  containing  sand 
from  3  to  6  in.  deep  placed  on  a  table  or  bench  is  often 
provided  for  this  purpose.  The  articles  may  be  rubb>od 
with  a  brush  or  a  cloth  or  rubbed  directly  in  the  sand. 

Rolling  is  merely  tumbling  with  sand  after  final 
rinsing  and  drying.  The  tilted  tumbling  barrel  is  con- 

sidered best  for  this  operation  berauHe  with  it  the 
amount  of  fall   can   be   regulated.      The   duration   of 

thar 
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FIG.   4— CLl 
The  basket  of   parts   has         t 

been  taken  from  the  alkali  >iaan 
and   is   about   to   be   rinsed.      It 
will   then   move   to   the   right   to 

ING  BY   PICKLING 
the  pickling  tank  and  after  that 
to  the  rinse  tank.  Inside  di- 

mensions of  the  tanks:  length 
45  ft.,  width  4  ft.,  depth  3i  ft. 

tumbling  varies  from  5  to  20  min.  and  the  speed  of  the 
barrel  from  15  to  45  r.p.m.  A  clean  sharp  sand  is 
used.  For  parts  that  are  small  or  fragile  the  sand 
should  be  of  such  size  that  it  will  pass  through  40-  or 
50-mesh  screen.  Coarser  sand  may  be  used  for  larger 
pieces.  The  barrel  is  often  fitted  with  a  screen  cover 
so  that  the  sand  can  be  removed  by  turning  the  barrel 
downward  and  the  parts  left  clean.  In  other  cases  a 
shallow  box  is  provided  with  a  coarse  screen  cover  on 
which  the  full  load  of  the  barrel  is  dumped,  the  sand 

passing  through  the  screen.  A  variation  of  the  rub- 
bing process  involves  the  use  of  a  wire  brush  to 

help  in  removing  the  residue 
from  receptacles  or  pockets. 

The  method  of  cleaning  by 

sand-blasting  makes  unneces- 
sary the  washing,  rinsing  and 

rubbing  operations.  Ordi- 
narily no  other  cleaning  is 

done  although  in  special  cases 
a  combination  of  chemical 

cleaning  and  sand-blast  may 
be  desirable.  A  very  fine  vel- 

vet surface  may  be  produced 

by  first  pickling  and  then  sand- 
blasting with  fine  sand  at  very 

low  pressure. 
Any  method  of  cleaning 

that  will  produce  a  chemically 
clean  surface  is  satisfactory 
for  Parker  process  and  in 
many  shops  individual  ideas 
have  been  worked  out  with 
success.  Tumbling,  with  an 
abrasive  in  the  presence  of 
the  cleaner,  may  remove  the 
burrs  from  stampings  and  at 
the  same  time  produce  very 
fine  surfaces  for  Parkerizing. 
Electric  cleaners  are  also  used 
in  some  cases.  The  cleaning 

operation  may  serve  two  pur- 
poses— that  of  removing  the 

scale  and  other  foreign  matter  from  the  surfaces,  also  of 
scouring  and  polishing  the  surfaces  so  as  to  secure 
the  most  desirable  finish  for  the  processing  operation. 

The  amount  of  time  necessary  for  the  various  sub- 
operations  depends  upon  the  nature  of  the  work.  On 
a  0.30  caliber  rifle  barrel  the  alkali  wash  required  10 
min.  immersion,  first  rinse  3  to  5  min.,  pickling  30  sec., 
second  rinse  3  to  5  minutes. 

Processing  -  ■  t After  cleaning,  the  articles  are  immersed  in  the 
processing  solution  for  from  40  min.  to  2  hr.,  the 
length  of  time  required  depending  upon  the  nature  of 
the  work.  The  bath  is  maintained  at  a  temperature  of 
210  deg.  F.  Proper  immersion  will  leave  all  surfaces 
in  free  contact  with  the  solution.  To  secure  that  con- 

dition the  articles  are  placed  in  steel  baskets,  racks  or 
trays  such  as  shown  in  Figs.  5  and  6.  The  tank  itself 
is  of  steel,  arranged  with  steam  coils  to  heat  the  solu- 

tion. A  bath  can  be  used  over  and  over,  but  loses 

strength  for  every  surface  processed.  To  renew  it,  chem- 
icals must  be  added  from  time  to  time,  the  amounts 

depending  upon  the  loss  in  strength  indicated  by  a  well- 
defined  and  positive  test.  For  small  articles  the 
tank  contains  a  cylinder  or  barrel  made  of  perforated 
metal,  that  is  revolved  slowly  by  a  mechanical  device. 
The  purpose  is  to  expose  all  surfaces  that  are  to  be 
coated  to  the  action  of  the  processing  solution.  Refer- 

ence has  been  made  to  heating  the  solution  by  steam, 
but  tanks  can  be  arranged  for  gas  heating  as  well. 

The  physical  evidence  of  change  is  a  vigorous  bub- 
bling in  the  solution  that  begins  as  soon  as  the  work  is 

immersed.  This  bubbling  is  the  evolution  of  hydrogen 
gas.  It  decreases  after  about  15  min.  and  when  it 
ceases  altogether  it  indicates  that  the  chemical  action 
is  complete.  It  is  desirable  to  leave  the  work  in  the 
solution  a  short  time  after  the  bubbling  action  ceases 

PIG.  5— PROCESSING 
Showing  a  rotating  cylinder  made  of  per- 

forated metal,  used  for  processing  small  parts. 
The  processing  tanks  are  of  1.000  gallons  ca- 

pacity and  the  dimensions  are  9  J  ft.  long,  4 
ft.  2  in.  wide  and  4  ft.  deep.  Processed  parts 
are  shown  at  the  left  and  on  the  truck.     The 

large   rings    and    segments    are    parts    of    tire 
molds.     The  small  cylindrical  containers  lying 
on  top  of  the  tank  cover  are  made  of  screen. 
They  are  loaded  with  parts  and  are  placed 
in  the  rotating  cylinder  for  processing,  pre- 

venting, in  that  way,  the  mixing  of  parts. 
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•ad  no  barm  resulU  if  th«  work  ia  left  in  longer  as 
tko  clmiilc«l  action  entirely  ceases  as  soon  as  the  sur- 
fact  of  tht  nMtjJ  Is  completely  converted  to  iron  phos- 

•rtaally  takes  place  on  the  iron  or  steal  is  that 
paitielaa  of  iron  are  dissolved  from  the  surface 

aad  are  replaeed  hy  tlie  phosphates  of  iron  contained 
ia  the  aolutjoo.  this  change  continuing  until  the  entire 

niwiiti  of  iron  phosphates  instead  of  iron.  The 
of  the  solution  that  brings  about  this  change 

is:  II,PO.  (orthophosphoric  acid)  in  quantities  less 
than  I  of  1  per  cent;  phosphates  of  iron  and  mangenese; 
water  about  99  per  cent 

(Ueadde  ia  added  to  aerve  as  an  oxidising 
lla  fteetloa  being  to  aeoelerate  the  reaction  by 

the  hydrogen  in  tiie  form  of  water. 

FtNUHlNC 

After  proeeaeing  is  complete  the  work  is  removed 
aad  alaved  to  dry,  witliout  rinsing.  Pieces  of  appre- 

ciable vohooe  will  retain  enough  heat  from  the  baths 
to  dry  thiMihws.  Where  large  quantities  of  small  thin 

are  proeeeeed  a  drying  oven  or  a  hot  plate  will 
the  drying.  The  finishing  operation 

of  the  applieation  of  a  neutral  mineral  oil  that 
characteristic  grayish  black  mat  finish. 

As  aJdItloaal  chemical  dip  has  been  developed  by  the 
Paffar  caaipaaijr  that,  if  applied  before  dipping  in  oil, 
wfl  give  a  peraiaaaat  black  color,  much  deeper  than  the 
■•I  predaeed  by  the  oil  dip  alone,  and  will  add  appre- 

to  He  raet  rwisting  qualities.  The  most  recent 
I  beea  the  partial  change  of  the  phoe- 
with  certain  organie  ehenieala,  the 

tings  having  a  far  greater  reaistanoe  to 
The  Bohrtioa  used  oonUins  abo  phoaphatee  of  man- 

There  are  other  preparations  for  finishing, 
drying.  Paint  may  be  applied,  as 
aad  ainilar  coatings.  The  process 

■I  aaderceating  for  plating, 
of  Imilding  up  on  a  surface  is  not  over 
fnqncatly  there  is  no  increase  in  sise. 

Other  pkrHcal  prepeiliee  of  the  nMtal  treated  remain 

strength  are  not  alTected  to  any  extent  Processing 
does  interfere  somewhat  with  spot  welding.  Solder 
will  not  stick  to  a  Parkerised  surface,  but  articles  that 
'  ive  been  soldered  can  be  coated  without  trouble. 
^i.'vpi  that  the  solder  itself  will  not  be  covered. 
It  is  considered  that  a  floor  space  of  1,600  Hq.ft, 

equivalent  to  a  room  about  88x46  ft.  is  necessary  for  a 
Ntandard  installation  of  1.000  gal.  capacity.  A  model 
layout  for  an  installation  of  that  capacity  Ih  shown  by 
Fig.  2.  A  Unk  is  expected  to  turn  out  four  loads  of 
processed  parts  per  10-hr.  day  at  an  approximate  cost 
of  $0,006  per  square  foot  of  processed  surface.  The 
-  'luipraent  required  for  a  complete  installation  (much 
of  which  may  be  omitted  in  many  cases)  is  as  follows: 

Cleaning  equipment,  when  sand-blast  is  not  used:  1 
alkali  tank,  1  rinse  tank.  1  pickle  Unk.  1  or  more  clean- 

ing baskets,  1  tilting  tumbling  barrel. 
Processing  equipment:   1  processing  tank  with  steam 

coils  or  gas  for  heating:  processing  baskets,  or  trays,  or 
rsfk.-*.  or  a  perforated  revolving  steel  drum,  whichever 

rve  the  purpose  best,  depending  upon  the  nature 
material  to  be  processed. 

Finishing  equipment:   1  or  more  steel  Unks  for  dip- 
ping, depending  upon  the  finish  required;   1  or  more 

baskets  for  dipping;  1  or  more  drain  boards;  for  special 
finishes — a  drying  oven. 

Testing:  A  simple  testing  equipment  that  can  be  used 
succeesfully  by  a  worknuui  of  average  intelligence. 

Parker  process  is  adaptable  to  parts  produced  in 
many  industries,  not  only  to  add  to  their  life  while  in 
service  but  for  preservation  while  in  stock  and  to 
enhance  their  appearance. 

Electrical  equipment  is  frequently  placed  in  base- 
ments or  cellars  where  it  is  exposed  to  dampness  and 

on  that  account  is  equipment  that  should  be  protected 
by  a  rust-proof  coating.  Among  the  parts  adaptable 
for  the  coating  are  telephone  instrumenlH  and  bell  boxes, 
timer  parts,  magneto,  motor  and  starter  parts,  meter 
boxes  and  switchboard  parts. 

Machine  and  instrument  parts  that  fall  under  the 
same  classification  include  parts  of  automobiles,  cam- 

eras, tsrpewriters  and  similar  machines,  phonographs, 
moving-picture  machines  and  sewing  machines.  Auto- 

mobile accessories  such  as  chains,  springs  and  Jacks 
are  continually  subjected  to  weather  and  on  that  account 
merit  protection.  Lock  parts  are  in  the  same  category. 
Molds  for  tires  and  parts  made  from  celluloid  and 
similar  materials  have  been  found  to  be  benefited  by 

Parkerizing  in  that  the  amount  of  cleaninir*is  very 
much  reduced  and  there  is  less  likelihood  that  the  part 
being  formed  will  stick  to  the  mold.  A  peculiar  use 
has  been  found  in  the  canning-machinery  industry.  The 
coating,  while  it  may  react  with  the  organic  acids  of 
fruits  and  foods,  will  not  produce  a  sulistance  that  is 
harmful  if  eaten. 

A  Parkerizing  plant  in  operation  on  commercial  work 
ia  shown  in  the  several  illustrations.  The  photo- 
graplu  were  obtained  at  the  plant  of  the  Pyrene  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  Newark,  N.  J.,  where  Parkerizing  is  one 
of  about  eighteen  methods  of  finishing  metal  parts. 
conducted  in  a  department  devoted  to  commercial  finish- 

ing. With  the  exception  of  a  tumbling  machine  every- 
thing essential  to  Parkerizing  is  shown  in  Fig.  1.  sand- 
blast alkali,  pickle  and  rinse  tanks,  processing  and 

finish-dipping  tanks.  Closer  views  of  the  operations 
are  shown  in  Figs.  8,  4.  6  and  6.  Drying  baskets 
and  draining  apparatus  are  conspicuous  in  the  last 
illustration. 
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Employee  Suggestion  Plans 
Reward  for  Suggestions  in  Money  and  Promotion  —  How  the  Priority  of  Suggestions 

Is  Determined — Some  Successful  Plans  in  Practice 

W'
 

By  SANFORD  DeHART 
Director   of  Hospital   and   Employment,    K.  K.  LeBlond  Machine  Tool  Co. 

'HY  was  Jim  Smith  selected  for  the  job  of  plant 
engineer?  He  has  had  no  college  education, 
and  so  far  as  I  know  he  has  received  no 

training  which  would  particularly  fit  him  for  the  posi- 

tion of  plant  engineer." 
"Jim  was  appointed  to  the  positi&n  of  plant  engineer 

largely  because  he  has  been  a  consistent  prize  winner  in 
suggestion  contests.  The  big  boss  was  of  the  opinion 
that  a  man  who  could  think  of  so  many  different  valu- 

able suggestions  would  make  an  ideal  plant  engineer." 
The  foregoing  colloquy  took  place  between  a  workman 

and  his  foreman  in  a  factory  in  the  Middle-West.  The 
manager  of  this  factory 
made  it  a  practice  to 
select  men  for  positions 
of  authority  on  the  basis 
of  the  valuable  sugges- 

tions they  submitted. 

Several  of  his  men  "woke 
up  one  morning  and  found 

themselves,  famous"  be- 
cause of  some  hidden 

talent  brought  to  light  by 
their  suggestions.  This 

manager  is  very  enthusi- 
astic about  the  results  he 

has  obtained  from  the 
suggestion  system  which 
he  inaugurated  in  his 
plant  twenty-three  years 
ago. 
A  department  with  a 

personnel  of  ten  persons 
devotes  its  entire  time  to 

investigating  and  answer- 
ing suggestions  which  are  either  sent  to  them  through 

the  mail  or  deposited  in  locked  boxes  provided  at  the  en- 
trance of  each  department.  After  the  suggestion  depart- 

ment has  reviewed  a  suggestion,  a  final  disposition  is 
made  of  it  by  a  committee  consisting  of  the  factory  man- 

ager, controller,  chief  engineer,  office  manager,  super- 
visor of  the  order  department,  assistant  sales  manager, 

chief  inspector,  efl^ciency  engineer,  supervisor  of  the 
assembling  department,  one  man  of  the  rank  and  file, 
and  the  head  of  the  suggestion  department. 

Each  suggestion  is  copied  without  the  name  of  the 
suggestor  and  is  referred  to  the  head  of  the  division 

affected,  who  submits  a  report  to  the  suggestion  depart- 
ment. If  this  department  thinks  the  report  satisfactory, 

it  passes  the  report  on  to  the  suggestor.  14  the  report 
is  not  satisfactory,  a  further  investigation  is  made  by 
either  a  member  of  the  suggestion  department,  or  some 
other  head  of  a  division. 

If  the  idea  is  not  accepted,  a  letter  is  written  giving  in 
detail  the  reasons  for  not  adopting  it.  In  its  reply,  the 
department  tries  to  make  the  suggestor  feel  that  it  was 
glad  to  have  the  opportunity  to  investigate  the  sug- 

gestor's  idea  even  though  the  idea  could  not  be  adopted. 
In  the  past  twenty  years,  the  company  has  paid  its 

THE  INSTALLATION  and  operation  of  a 
suggestion  system  are  absurdly  simple. 

The  success  or  failure  of  the  system,  however, 
depends  largely  on  the  personality  of  the  one 
in  charge,  and  on  the  proper  recognition  by 
the  management  of  the  employee  making  the 

suggestion. 
One  manager  selects  men  for  positions  of 

authority  on  the  basis  of  the  valuable  sugges- 
tions they  have  submitted. 

Even  though  a  suggestion  is  not  accepted, 
the  employee  should  be  told  the  reason  and 
encouraged  to  make  other  suggestions.  A 
record  file  should  establish  the  priority  of  the 

suggestions  received. 

employees  more  than  $75,000  for  suggestions.  Last  year 
8,200  suggestions  were  submitted  by  employees,  and  of 
this  number  2,200  were  adopted.  Of  the  80,000  received 
in  the  past  nine  years  30,600  were  adopted.  The  largest 
rewards  were  given  during  the  first  six  months  of  last 
year  in  which  1,009  suggestions  were  adopted  and 
$10,000  awarded  in  prizes. 

The  winner  of  the  capital  prize  in  this  contest  in- 
vented a  counter-wheel  knurl  engraving  machine.  The 

knurls  had  always  been  engraved  by  hand,  a  process 
which  was  necessarily  slow  and  imperfect.  Nine  or  ten 
hours  of  work  were  required  to  complete  a  knurl  by 

hand,  while  the  machine 
which  this  man  invented, 

engraved  a  complete  knurl 
in  thirty-five  minutes,  and 
turned  out  a  far  better 

product. From  the  foregoing  it 

may  be  gathered  that  this 
company  would  be  very 
reluctant  to  abandon  its 

suggestion  system.  The 
system  is  a  success  in  the 
plant  mainly  because  of 
the  personal  interest  taken 
in  it  by  the  manager,  for 
the  success  or  failure  of 

any  suggestion  system  de- 
pends largely  on  the  per- 

sonality of  the  one  in 

charge.  While  some  in- 
dustrial managers  are 

thoroughly  cognizant  of 
the  benefits  accruing  from 

such  a  system,  conversely,  many  manifest  very  little 
interest  in  suggestions  emanating  from  the  employee. 

Suggestion  systems  are  an  unqualified  success  if  the 
employee  making  the  suggestion  is  given  the  proper 
recognition  by  the  management.  This  recognition  may 
be  in  the  form  of  money,  honorable  mention  in  the  fac- 

tory magazine  or  merely  a  pat  on  the  back.  It  is  a 
short-sighted  policy  to  receive  a  good  suggestion  with- 

out giving  the  person  who  made  it  the  proper  credit. 
Even  though  the  suggestion  cannot  be  used,  the  em- 

ployee should  be  told  the  reason. 
Not  long  ago,  I  visited  a  factory  in  the  Middle-West, 

and  while  there  saw  a  condition  which  obviously  needed 
improvement,  and  which  could  have  been  made  by  any 
employee  having  the  slightest  mechanical  training.  I 
spoke  to  one  of  the  employees  about  it,  thinking  that 
perhaps  it  had  not  occurred  to  him  that  such  a  condition 
might  be  improved.  He  informed  me,  however,  that  he 
was  fully  aware  that  the  defect  could  easily  be  remedied, 
but  had  long  since  stopped  making  suggestions,  as  he 
had  never  received  any  credit  for  those  he  had  previ- 

ously made.  Yet,  a  large  box  labeled  "Suggestions"  had 
been  placed  conspicuously  in  the  shop;  but  had  long 
passed  into  innocuous  desuetude  because  of  the  lack 
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Nrattoaora 
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to  not  OBlvHrMlir 
ioB  contact  of  another 

•Wait  to  fairljr  ripraaantatiw  of 
Tha  eantaat  to  apaa  to  aU  amployaaa. 

to  ffivaa  daa  conaideration 

■hop 
tkiav 

in  the 
Bvarr 

and  if 
•armrdi  ara  made.    The  foUowins 

af«  oliclb)*  to  •obcait  inccMtions  and 

■nboUt  •imilar  susgaa- 
   alip  WM  first  recvlTad wtOU 

(S)  TW  Mm  is  to  ba  listrftsii  as  thorouchly  as  pouibls. 
Aajr  aanMtiaa  not  daar  to  the  committM  will  be 
rHarwd  to  tha  ssadse  for  further  deUila. 

(4)  Datoaadriga  all  aanaatioaa and  five  badge  aontber. 
(5)  ffhstclis  shoaid  ituoipaay  M«iaatioBs  rsgrnrdiac 

aisebsBlfl  appuataa,  whsaetaf  poeaibla. 
«)  The  stab  attodMd  to  the  iimsartna  blank  is  to  be 

(7)  Bsaeea  for  aol  eeceptinc  soggeetions  will  be  ghren 
toaeadar. 

(I)  SaiphiieaB  bmjt  have  sahoiitted  soggeations  recon- 
I  kf  forwarding  written  reqoest  to  the  soggee- 

(•)  Drsp  an  suggest  hwn  in  the  suggestion  box.    Do  not 

'  bjr  atoil  to  the  eoouaittae.    Use  the  sUndard af  aaorHtiaa  dip  ia  all  eases,  bat  if  more 
ia  aeesaaary  to  describe  jroor  idea   in  full, 

attach  oae  or  aMca  sheato  of  paper  to  the  suggestion 
slip.    Uae  aaa  aide  of  paper  only. 

(!•)  All  saiggaottoas  erhich  bear  the  name  of  employee 
sahaimiiH  the  same  will  be  acknowledged. 

tion  committee  meets  once  a  week  to  consider 
and  yo«  will  hear  from  your  suggestion 

What  to  Saggeat 

(1>  laiprafv  aM ithods  of  manafactare. 
(t)  lavaavaas tchinery  or  other  eonipment 
(S)  laoaaaa  sikinicy  and  prodaction. 
(4)  boaaaaca. ifirstlsa  aad  anited  effort  between  indi- 

vidaatoar4 lapaitaMata. 
(()  Iiapaaeowa efctag  eenditioiu. 
(«)  BUastoatoi raato  of  any  kind,  time.  ciTort, 

material. 

(7)  Pis  seat  accideato  aad  increase  safety. 
(•)  Maha  aeary  Job  at  our  plant  the  best  Job  of  ite  kfatd 

la  thto  coeipaay,  aatgeation  boxes,  numbering  about 
tkfatjr-aight  in  aO.  are  tocated  throughout  the  plant. 
Back  box  is  nombarad  aad  tha  suggaationi  collected 
frooi  tha  variooa  boxaa  ara  nombarad  to  datarmine  the 
orifia  of  tha  unsigned  sotgaatiOBa. 

t^PW»  t*»  receipt  of  a  mgiaatloii.  ft  is  given  a  record 
—■ bar,  aad  aatarad  on  a  card  (lie.  Theae  cards  contain 
tba  toapiaj  ii^a  aame,  number,  data  sufgaatioa  ia  aub- 
■Ittad,  soffgaatioa  aombar,  raeord  nombar,  to  whom 
fafarred.  date  rafarrad,  data  of  receipt  of  reply,  date 
daaad,  award  aad  iaal  dtapoaitlon. 

It  aeeaataatVir  happaaa  that  a  number  of  suggeationa 
ia  tbto  plaal  eaa  ba  daaad  at  ooca.    There  ara  othera. 

that  may  ba  bald  ia  abayanoe  for  months. 
fUa  to  iataedad  to  aatabliaii  the  priority  of 

■abailttad  ia  caaa  tba  insUlUtion  of 

!•  amda  aftar  a  long  period.    The  sug- 
M  baaa  fai  opafalion  ia  thU  pUnt  for  thraa 

Daring  this  pariod  1,045  aoffiaatloaa  hata  baan 

Oae  company  reports  that  one  of  its  best  RuggOBtiona 

eaaM  from  a  young  gtri  in  the  girl's  department.  This 
girl,  atlli  io  her  taens.  submitted  a  suimt'stion  which  da> 
creaaed  by  86  per  cent  the  cost  of  the  product  manufae- 
tared  by  the  concern,  and  for  this  suggestion  she  ra- 
oaivad  a  $60  prixe.  Rewards  as  high  as  |600  have  been 
givan  for  suggaations  in  this  concern  and,  in  addition, 
maehina  aafa-guards  have  been  named  after  the  om- 
ployaa  ariio  tuggeated  them. 
Another  concern  rewards  its  employees  for  finding 

defective  links  in  crane  and  sling  chains,  presenting  a 
pocketbook  to  the  employee  who  discovers  one  defective 
link  and  a  gold  watch  to  the  employee  finding  the  largest 
number  of  defective  links. 

PoBiMEN  Sometimes  Excluded  nou  Contests 

In  one  firm  all  employaaa  except  supervisors,  depart- 
ment haada,  foramen,  job  foremen,  section  heads  and 

aalaa  aganta  may  compete  in  suggestion  contests.  In 
another  firm,  heads  of  departments,  draftsmen,  experi- 

mental men  and  others  in  similar  po«itions  are  excluded 
from  participation  in  the  suggestion  plan,  for  the  man- 

agement is  of  the  opinion  that  any  plan  that  causes 
competition  between  the  executives  and  the  men  is  un- 
dasirabie.  This  rule  is  not  inexorably  adhered  to  in 
all  establishments. 

One  company  employing  ten  thousand  persons  has 
never  excluded  the  foremen  from  the  privileges  of  the 
suggestion  system,  and  considers  this  a  wis^  plan.  Some 
very  good  ideas  have  been  obtained  from  the  foremen, 
ideas  which  probably  would  not  have  been  brought  for- 

ward had  there  not  been  a  prospect  of  compensation. 
For  a  time  the  concern  tried  classifying  the  foremen 

by  themselves,  removing  them  from  competition  with 
the  workmen,  and  baaing  the  foremen's  prizes  upon  the 
awards  received  by  the  men  working  under  them.  This 
did  not  prove  to  be  a  successful  plan,  however,  and  re- 

cently the  old  arrangement  was  resumed.  During  the 
year  1921,  $10,500  was  paid  to  employees  for  suggestions. 

A  description  of  the  operation  of  this  system  ia  as follows : 

Suggestion  blanks  are  placed  at  convenient  pointa 
about  the  works.  Any  employee  having  a  suggestion  to 
make  writes  out  a  full  description  of  his  idea,  places  it 

in  an  envelope  marked  "manager's  office,"  and  drops  it 
in  a  locked  mail  box  nearby.  If  a  sketch  is  necessary 
to  illustrate  the  employee's  idea,  and  he  has  not  the 
necessary  skill  to  make  one,  he  is  privileged  to  have  one 
of  the  draftamen  make  a  simple  sketch  for  hinC 

The  suggestions  are  collected  daily  and  sent  to  the 
manager's  ofHce.  Every  suggestion  is  there  stamped 
with  the  date  on  which  it  is  collected.  It  was  found 
necessary  to  do  thia  bacause  on  several  occasions  dif- 

ferent employees  made  suggestions  on  the  same  thing 
abnoai  simaltaiiaoasly,  and  until  the  suggestion  blanks 
were  dated,  tha  question  of  priority  could  not  be  deter- 
mined. 

As  soon  as  the  suggestion  is  received,  a  copy  of  it  is 
sent  to  the  superintendent  of  the  department  to  which 
tba  suggestion  applies.  He  investigates  the  merita  of 
tha  idaa  and  returns  tlie  suggestion  to  the  office  with  his 
raeOBUaaadationa  and  reasons.  In  the  meantime  a 
printed  acknowledgement  has  been  sent  to  the  person 
wiio  made  the  suggestion.  If  the  recommendation  of 
tba  anpcrfntaadant  is  endorsed  by  the  manager,  the 
aapariataadant  to  instructed  to  carry  out  the  nuggention 
aad  a  raport  to  sent  to  the  maker  stating  that  it  has 
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been  adopted.  If  the  suggestion  has  not  been  adopted, 
the  maker  is  advised  to  that  effect. 

At  the  end  of  each  month  all  the  suggestions  accepted 
and  put  in  operation  during  the  month  are  listed,  to- 

gether with  a  brief  description  of  the  ideas  and  their 
advantages,  and  a  copy  is  sent  to  each  member  of  the 
suggestion  committee,  which  is  composed  of  the  super- 

intendents of  the  various  departments.  A  few  days  later 
a  meeting  is  held  for  the  purpose  of  making  the  awards 
of  the  prizes  for  the  suggestions  of  the  preceding  month. 

Each  suggestion  on  the  list  is  taken  up  by  the  super- 
intendent who  had  charge  of  putting  it  into  practice. 

The  superintendent  at  the  same  time  gives  his  idea  of 
the  prize  the  suggestion  merits,  if  any.  A  discussion  of 
the  advantage  of  the  suggestion  follows;  and  a  vote  is 
taken  as  to  the  suggestions  for  which  prizes  are  to  be 
of  each  prize, 
awarded,  and  the  amount 
The  suggestion  boxes 

of  another  concern  are  in 

charge  of  the  "factory 
conditions  section"  of  the 
personnel  department. 
The  contents  of  these 
boxes  are  collected  by  the 
safety  inspector  while  on 
his  daily  rounds  through 
the  factory.  As  sugges- 

tions are  received  by  the 
superintendent  of  the  per- 

sonnel department,  they 
are  given  a  file  number, 
and  are  acknowledged  by 
post  card.  An  endorsing 
sheet  is  prepared  for 
recording  investigations 
and  decisions.  The  ideas 
are  then  referred  to  the 

general  committee  at  their  next  weekly  meeting.  This 
committee  is  made  up  of  the  committee  chairman  who 
is  the  superintendent  of  the  personnel  department,  the 
chairman  of  the  factory  committee  on  methods  and  im- 

provements, the  chairman  of  the  engineering  committee 
on  inventions  and  improvements,  and  a  representative 
of  the  patent  department. 

The  remuneration  for  suggestions  may  take  one  of 
three  forms,  monetary  consideration,  advancement  in 
position,  or  honorable  mention.  This  suggestion  plan 

has  been  in  operation  for  the  past  eight  months.  Six- 
teen hundred  persons  are  employed. 

The  number  of  suggestions  disposed  of  by  the  com- 
mittee has  been  analyzed  as  follows: 

Received    127 
Acted  upon     122 
Adopted— Special  Reward      35    ($367.50) 
Adopted — Honorable  Mention     11 
Good  but  already  taken  care  of  prior  to 

receipt  of  the  suggestion       2 
Good  but  not  feasible  for  present  adop- 
tion     19 

Not  feasible    66 
Held  over  for  further  consideration       5 

The  concern  believes  that  the  percentage  of  good  ideas 
submitted  (59  per  cent  of  the  total)  speaks  very  well 
for  the  plan.  Of  the  good  ideas,  53  per  cent  had  to  do 
with  improvements  in  manufacturing  methods,  42  per 
cent  were  inprovements  in  design  of  apparatus,  the 
remaining  5  per  cent  pertained  to  factory  routine. 

THE  SUGGESTION  system  reacts  favor- 
ably upon  the  employee  and  at  the  same 

time  benefits  the  management. 
Besides  receiving  a  monetary  prize,  in 

working  out  his  idea  the  suggestor  gains  an 
increased  knowledge  of  the  busthess  which 
frequently  leads  to  promotion  and  increased 

pay. An  improved  product,  better  factory  and 
office  system,  new  selling  and  advertising 
methods,  better  health  and  safety  features 

and  savings  of  thousands  of  dollars  in  produc- 
tion costs,  are  some  of  the  advantages  derived 

by  the  management. 

Some  of  the  suggestions  submitted  brought  about 
large  savings  in  the  costs  of  production,  and  others 
solved  some  design  difficulties.  As  an  example  of  the 
latter,  the  case  of  a  new  means  for  lubricating  the  rotor 
bearings  of  large  machines  might  be  cited.  The  rotor 
bearings  of  this  machine  weighed  approximately  45  lb., 
were  equipped  with  ball  bearings  and  revolved  at  a  speed 
of  8,600  r.p.m.  Perfect  lubrication  was  a  prime  requi- 

site to  the  successful  functioning  of  the  machme.  One 
of  the  department  foremen  became  interested  in  the 
problem,  though  his  work  at  that  time  did  not  include 
the  responsibility  for  the  manufacture  of  that  part. 
Nevertheless,  he  worked  on  a  scheme  which  solved  the 
problem  and  was  awarded  a  substantial  money  prize  by 
the  suggestion  committee. 

There  is  no  question  of  the  good  psychology  in  having 

an  employee  understand 
that  his  efforts  along 

these  lines  are  appreci- 
ated, for  the  system  reacts 

favorably  on  the  employee 

and  also  benefits  the  man- 

agement. 
One  manufacturing  or- 

ganization employing 

6,000  persons  has  had  a 
suggestion  plan  in  effect 
in  some  form  since  1894. 

The  president  of  this  con- 
cern says:  "We  believe 

the  value  of  the  sugges- 
tion system  to  be  almost 

limitless.  Our  plan  has 

proved  to  be  very  profit- 
able. It  has  resulted  in 

giving  us  an  improved 
product,  better  factory 
and  office  systems,  new 

selling  and  advertising  methods,  better  health  and  safety 
features,  saved  thousands  of  dollars  in  the  cost  of 

production,  and  in  fact  every  phase  of  the  company's 
business  has  been  benefited  by  the  suggestion  plan. 

"Another  feature  that  should  not  be  lost  sight  of  is 
the  benefit  the  suggestor  receives  besides  the  monetary 

prize,  and  that  is  the  increased  knowledge  of  the  busi- 
ness which  he  gains  by  working  out  his  idea.  It  also 

leads  to  promotion  and  increased  pay.  A  large  number 
of  our  executives  who  have  been  promoted  from  the 
ranks  were  consistent  prize  winners  in  our  suggestion 

contests." 

Spiral  or  Helical? — ^Discussion 
By  F.  F.  Dorsey 

May  I  suggest  that  your  discussion  of  the  distinction 
between  a  spiral  and  a  helix  might  well  be  extended  to 
include  a  third  form  of  curve  often  used  in  machinery, 

and  also  commonly  called  a  "spiral"?  I  refer  to  the 
curve  which  may  be  considered  as  a  compromise  between 
the  spiral  and  the  helix,  and  described  as  the  path  of 
a  point  moving  at  a  constantly  increasing  distance, 
around  another  point  which  moves  along  a  straight  line. 

I  understand  that  this  curve  is  properly  termed  a 

"volute,"  and  it  is  often  used  in  springs.  It  was  also 
formerly  much  used  in  the  "fusee"  of  watch  movements, 
in  combination  with  a  chain  and  a  "barrel,"  to  equalize 
the  force  of  the  main  spring. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Section  of  Chapter  TVnIinK  With  Machine  Tool  Clutches— MillinK  of  Clutch  Teeth- 

lluiclu-  lor  Power  Presses  and  Screw  Machines 

BY  A.  L.  DlLEEUW 
riMBhtnt  MMor.  AaMTioM  MaehtnUt 

CLLTCHn  wkkk  caa  te  machiMd 
 oo  the  milling 

imrhiiw  ahoald  prafarabljr  b*  mad*  with  an  odd 
umaJbtt  of  tMth.  Wh«o  the  clutch  la  to  be  made 

la  aHM  ̂ IllMWt  way— for  Inatance.  on  the  Gleuon 

Imil  gtai  flwarator — it  is  immaterial,  ao  f ar  as  the 

■MBufarturar  gMi^  whether  the  number  of  teeth  is  odd 

or  evrn.  Considerliig  the  action  of  such  a  clutch  it  ia 

preferable  to  make  it  with  an  even  number  of  teeth. 

The  reaaod  why  an  odd  number  of  teeth  should  be 

■Md  for  the  miUinf  method  ia  that  the  odd  number 

na  in— DIAGRAMS  to  illustratb  methodb  or 
CtTTIUO  CIXTCH  TSVra  BT   MliaJ.NO 

yenniU  the  milling  cutter  to  go  through  from  one  end 
of  the  dutch  to  the  other,  so  that  a  clutch  with  fifteen 

tMth  wfll  require  only  fifteen  cuts,  whereas  a  clutch 

with  fourteen  teeth  will  require  twenty-eight  cuts.  In 

Fig.  127  two  Jaw  dutches  are  shown  with  nine  and 

eight  teeth  rsBpeetively.  and  the  cuU  taken  through 

them  are  indicated  by  figures  1.  2.  8.  etc..  while  the 

cat-awajr  parts  are  shaded  one  way  for  the  first  cut  and 

the  other  way  for  the  second  cut.  It  will  be  seen  that 

for  tke  aiao^ooth  clutch  one  merely  needs  to  index  once 
the  circle,  while  with  eight  teeth  it  is 

first  to  index  once  clear  around  the  circle  and 
shift  the  clutch  a  suflkient  amount  to  produce  the 

ihiimi  width  of  gap.  then  index  around  once  more. 
It  ta  aavar  advlMble  to  slide  a  clutch  over  a  shaft 

wtth  eidjr  one  haf.  with  the  eaception,  of  course,  of  such 
datehss  as  may  be  used  for  connecting  up  a  crank  o^ 
haadwlMel  for  mT"*'  operation  of  a  machine  part. 

The  doable  key  is  not  so  much  required  for  the  throw- 
iiW  ia  as  f or  the  throwing  out  of  the  clutch,  because 

tha  aiacW  kar  is  very  apt  to  cause  binding  between 
tha  dotch  and  the  shaft  and  make  it  abnoat  impoaaible 
to  throw  oat  the  ciuUh  under  a  noderatdy  11^  kiad. 
Wmm  better  than  the  doable  key  is  the  splined  shaft. 

la  Fig.  I2i  Is  dM>wn  a  dutch  construction  for  a 
dldfaw  slMft.  In  this  ease  it  is  not  safe  to  mount  the 
flMlk  4ba0U|r  aa  the  shaft,  because  whether  the  shaft 
iHiM  Ikmgk  the  gaara  or  the  machine  element  hoMing 

the  geara  alMaa  alai«  the  shaft,  there  will  be  a  tend- 
ooqr  to  tako  tha  dotdi  aloag  by  the  friction  of  shaft 
or  hejr.  To  mwiiuiiii  this  danger  the  clutch  is  karad 
to  a  dmrn  ahhh  aataada  f rooi  one  bard  gear  to  the 
other  aad  pfWMla  aajr  aadwfae  bmUob  of  theaa  gears. 
Tha  aiaeea  Kadf  Is  kqrad  to  the  shaft. 

AH  rtglMa  itmrtit. 

If  the  gears  themselves  serve  to  give  a  motion  to 
the  member  which  holds  them  or  to  the  member  which 
holds  the  sliding  shaft,  then  it  is  possible  to  avoid  the 
above-mentioned  diflfeulty  without  the  use  of  the 
sleeve.  Let  us  suppose  that  the  gears  are  placed  at  the 
bottom  of  a  column  which  slides  over  a  bed  and  that 

the  shaft  is  located  in  the  lied;  and  let  us  further  sup- 
pose that  by  throwing  the  clutch  into  gear  A  (on  the 

left),  we  cause  the  column  to  move  to  the  right.  Then 
it  is  dear  that  the  movement  of  the  column  will  have  a 

teiidenc>'  to  hold  the  clutch  in  mesh.  As  gear  A  causes 
a  movement  to  the  right,  gear  H  must  necessarily  cause 
a  movement  to  the  left;  so  that,  whether  the  clutch 
is  thrown  in  to  the  right  or  left,  it  will  always  be  safe. 
On  the  other  hand,  if  the  bevel  gears  are  used  for  some 

other  purpose,  so  that  there  may  be  right-or  left-hand 
movement  between  gears  and  shaft,  whether  the  clutch 
ia  in  one  way  or  the  other,  then  there  miKht  be  a 
tendency  to  throw  the  clutch  out  by  its  movement.  Such 
a  case  might  happen  with  this  same  column  and  bed  if 
the  gears  were  not  for  moving  the  column  but,  for  in- 

stance, for  giving  movement  to  the  elevating  screw  of 
the  saddle  on  the  column. 

Though  the  sleeve  construction  is  not  absolutely 
necessary  in  some  cases,  it  is  advisable  to  employ  it 
wherever  possible.  It  brings  the  key  for  the  clutch  to 
a  larger  diameter.  This  facilitates  the  throwing  out 
because  the  pressure  on  the  key  is  less.  On  the  other 
hand,  it  is  always  necessary  to  examine  carefully  the 
conditions  of  each  individual  case.  We  might  find  a 
case  where  the  maximum  possible  length  of  the  clutch 
is  suflncient  as  compared  to  the  size  of  the  shaft,  but 
would  be  too  short  as  compared  to  the  size  of  the 
sleeve.  In  that  case,  what  we  would  gain  by  reduced 

pressure  on  the  key  would  In"  lost  by  the  insufflcient 
length  of  the  clutch,  and  the  Hhiftint;  might  actually 
become  more  diflkult. 

A  well-known  construction  of  clutch  is  that  which  is 
permitted  to  make  one  or  more  revolutions  after  which 
It  is  supposed  to  throw  itself  out.    Such  clutches  are 

no.  iM— currcH  coKarRucrioN  for  budino  shaft 

used  in  power  presses,  in  screw  machines,  etc.  Fig. 
129  shows  tha  essential  parU  of  such  a  clutch.  The 

gear  A  derives  its  movement  from  some  source  and  must 
transmit  this  movement  to  gear  B:  or,  in  trencral,  to 

shaft  C.  Gear  A  runs  loose  on  the  shaft  and  is  con- 
structed with  duUh  teeth  D.  The  clutch  K  is  msde  to 

with  D  during  one  revolution.    E  is  keyed  to  the 
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shaft,  so  that  during  that  one  revolution  the  shaft  also 
will  turn.  A  spring  F  tends  to  push  clutch  E  into  mesh, 
but  is  prevented  from  doing  so  by  an  obstruction  G. 
This  obstruction  can  be  removed  either  by  hand  or  by 
some  part  of  the  mechanism.  This  permits  the  clutch 

E  to  jump  forward  and  to  engage  D.  There  is  a  cam- 
shaped  portion  H  milled  in  the  outer  circumference  of 
the  clutch  which,  when  bearing  up  against  the  obstruc- 

tion G,  pulls  the  clutch  out  of  engagement.  All  that 
is  necessary  then  to  cause  the  clutch  to  make  one  turn 
is  to  withdraw  the  obstruction  for  a  single  moment  and 
let  it  go  back  into  place.  If  it  should  be  desired  to 
have  the  clutch  make  two  or  three  or  more  revolutions, 

some  arrangement  should  be  made  so  that  the  obstruc- 
tion cannot  go  back  into  place  until  after  the  entire 

number  of  revolutions  but  one  has  been  completed. 
It  should  be  noticed  that,  when  the  clutch  is  in 

engagement,  there  is  spring  pressure  between  B  and 
A  and,  unless  the  proper  precautions  were  taken,  there 
would  be  end  pressure  against  the  bearings.  To  take 
care  of  this  end  pressure,  gear  B  bears  up  against  a 
shoulder  of  the  shaft  and  gear  A  is  limited  by  a  collar 
/  pinned  or  setscrewed  to  the  shaft. 

A  modified  construction  of  this  arrangement  is  shown 
in  Fig.  130.  In  this  case  the  clutch  is  mounted  on  the 
hub  of  one  of  the  gears.     This  has  the  advantage  of 

shaft,  so  that  there  would  be  a  certain  degree  of  un- 
certainty as  to  whether  the  projection  of  lever  B  will 

actually  enter  the  notch  or  not.  In  that  case  it  is  well 
to  make  the  disk  heavy  enough  to  act  as  a  flywheel. 
Even  where  the  accurate  cycle  is  not  required,  but 
where  the  clutch  runs  at  relatively  low  speeds,  it  may 
be  necessary  to  provide  for  such  a  flywheel  effect. 

FIG.  129— LAYOUT  OF  POWER  PRESS  CLUTCH 

being  a  neater  construction,  but  gives  less  bearing  for 
the  clutch  with  the  same  length  over  all. 

It  sometimes  happens  that  such  a  clutch  is  used  in  a 

cycle  of  operations  which  requires  a  very  accurate  tim- 
ing. It  will  be  necessary  to  have  the  clutch  make 

exactly  one  revolution — no  more,  no  less.  Such  a  con- 
dition might  exist  in  a  gear  cutter,  for  instance,  if  it 

is  used  for  the  indexing.  In  that  case,  a  construction 
such  as  shown  in  Fig.  131  is  used.  The  cam-shaped 
groove  or  projection  of  the  clutch  again  serves  to  throw 
it  out  of  engagement,  but  there  is  also  a  disk  on  the 
shaft  with  a  notch  in  which  the  projection  of  a  lever 
fits.  For  the  starting  of  the  clutch  both  obstructions 
are  lifted  out  of  the  way;  that  is,  the  one  against 
the  cam-shaped  portion  of  the  clutch  and  the  one  in 
the  notch  of  the  disk.  Fig.  131  shows  this  arrange- 

ment. A  single  movement  of  the  lever  A  operates  both 
levers  B  and  C  and  allows  the  clutch  to  engage.  Lever 

B  can  return  to  its  starting  position,  ready  to  inter- 
cept the  projection  of  the  clutch,  independent  of  lever  C. 

The  projection  of  this  latter  lever  rides  on  the  cir- 
cumference of  disk  D.  When  the  clutch  has  made  almost 

one  revolution,  it  is  thrown  out  in  the  manner  described 
above,  but  the  momentum  of  the  parts  permits  the  shaft 
to  go  a  small  distance  further  until  it  is  stopped  by  the 
projection  of  lever  B  entering  the  notch.  It  happens 
sometimes  that  the  momentum  of  a  small  clutch  is  not 
sufficient  to  overcome  the  friction  which  may  retard  the 

FIG.   130— MODIFIED  TYPE   OF  PRESS   CLUTCH 

In  many  cases,  more  than  one  revolution  of  the  clutch 
is  required,  and  this  may  be  combined  with  the  neces- 

sity of  accurate  timing.  To  accomplish  this,  two  disks 
are  provided,  as  shown  in  Fig.  132.  These  disks  are 
side  by  side,  but  are  run  at  different  speeds.  If,  for 
instance,  we  should  wish  five  revolutions  of  the  clutch 

before  stopping,  we  would  run  disk  B  at  one-fifth  of  the 
speed  of  disk  A  and  do  this  by  a  system  of  back  gearing 
between  A  and  B.  Disk  A,  which  is  the  slow-running 
one,  would  be  provided  with  a  notch  considerably  wider 
than  is  required  for  the  projection  of  the  lever  but  less 
than  one-fifth  of  the  circumference ;  while  disk  A  would 
have  a  notch  just  wide  enough  to  admit  the  projection 
of  another  lever  so  as  to  stop  it  in  the  correct  position. 
In  addition  to  these  two  levers,  there  is  a  third  one 
which  carries  the  obstruction  which  holds  the  clutch 
out  of  engagement. 

In  starting  this  mechanism,  a  single  movement  dis- 
engages all  three  levers.  The  clutch  engages,  and  both 

disks  begin  to  turn  disk  B  slowly,  and  A  as  fast  as  the 
clutch.  Levers  P  and  Q  are  in  some  way  connected  so 
that  the  movement  of  either  of  the  two  must  be  followed 
by  the  other.  The  two  levers,  for  instance,  mighc  both 
be  keyed  to  shaft  S.  Lever  R  is  not  connected  to  the 
two,  though  it  may  be  pivoted  on  the  same  shaft. 

FIG.  131— USB  OF  TWO  LEVERS  FOR  ACCURATE  TIMING 

As  soon  as  the  handle  of  the  levers  is  released,  they 
try  to  resume  their  original  position,  but  are  prevented 
from  doing  so  by  the  fact  that  Q  rides  against  the  slow- 
running  disk  B.  The  lever  R  has  a  tendency  to  jump 
back  in  the  notch  of  the  fast-running  disk  A,  but  is 
prevented  from  doing  so  by  a  projection  of  this  lever 
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wlildi  haara  up  ag^tat.  m  timlUr  praj«etiea  of  Irrer  F, 
htmn  ia  Pit.  ISl.    When  Anally  the 

Ib  tfe*  alw-raniUnr  disk  has  come   far 
P  and  Q  are  permitted  to  renume  their 

pedttea.    W«  are  now  oa  the  last  turn  of  the 
TW  tovcr  R,  hewvvor.  cannot  yet  jump  in 
ft  ia  ridiav  oa  tkt  dicamfervnce  of  the  fast 

Uh  ImI  rafelatiBU  of  the  clutch  is  com- 

—  ►  I   — 

na  1 or  cixrrcR  pakts  whbiuc  two  or 
KKTOUmONa  ARB  TO  BB  MADB 

pb««d.  it  throws  itself  out  and,  immediately  after,  R 
jarapa  into  the  notch  of  the  fast  disk. 

Whaa  a  positiT*  or  jaw  dutch  is  used  in  a  mechanism 
wbara  a  Mrtala  relatioa  aoat  he  maintained,  we  may 
tad  that  it  is  not  soScient  merely  to  use  such  a  clutch 
bat  that  certain  additional  provisions  must  be  made. 
To  make  it  aoewwhat  clearer,  we  will  take  a  concrete 

A  borin*  mill  is  provided  with  screw-cutting  attach- 
■MBt  which  deriTca  ita  motion  from  a  vertical  feed 
■haft  The  fearing  is  so  arranged  that  one  revolution 
of  the  faad  ahaft  will  cause  the  toolbar  to  move  1  in. 
There  ia  alae  a  qaick 

^Tml  tmr 

-f 

/i»*j>»> 

traf 
I  for  returning  tlie 
ir  and  for  its  ap- 

proach to  the  werlL 
Thia  qoiek  traverse 
amagWMnt  is  driven 
tnm  a  abaft  maaJng 
at  eoastaat  apaad. 

Ia  Pig.  1»  thU  ar- 
raagMMot  is  shown 
ia  diagraaunatic  form. 
A  ia  the  abaft  which 
glvaa  the  awvaaient  to 
tlte  toolbar  throogb 
g«an  B  and  C  aad 
abaft  D.  It  is  this 
ahaft  A  which  aakaa 
•ee  revotetiaa  for  1 
ia.  of  aaataaieut  of 
the  toollMr.  Shaft  A 
derives  tta  aiotioa 
olthar  froai  feed  box 
P  or  fraai  «aiek  traverse  arrangenant  Q.  In  order 
to  aMbe  aare  that  the  tool  point  will  always  have 
the  aaae  relatioa  to  the  thread  to  be  cut,  we  must 
have  feed  sltaft  /4  ia  a  eertain  definite  position  wlten 
the  toolbar  Is  raiaad  to  a  certain  point.  To  speak 

doOaitaljr.  lot  oa  aay  that  a  chalk  mark  on 
A  auMC  point  dae  north  when  a  ntark  on  the 

fO»Wft»¥ 

/Mtf- 

no.  i*t— oKvrcH  or  borino 
mix  acRBw  arrrtNO 

ATTACK  MBNT 

toolbar  has  been  raised  to  the  point  O.  This  relation 
is  maintained  as  long  as  we  use  the  feed  box  only,  but 
when  we  disconnect  shaft  ̂ 4  from  the  feed  box  and 

clutch  it  to  the  quick-traveriie  nrrangement.  we  may  get 
an  entirely  different  relation:  nor  does  this  matter  so 
long  aa  we  have  some  means  of  connecting  the  feed 
Iwx  to  the  shaft  again  in  exactly  the  same  manner  in 
which  it  was  connected  before. 

If  the  clutch  with  which  we  connected  the  shaft  to 
the  feed  box  has  five  teeth,  then  there  would  be  five 
possibilities,  namely,  that  shaft  and  box  were  connected 
in  exactly  the  same  manner  as  before,  or  that  they 
would  be  72  deg.,  144  deg.,  216  deg.,  and  288  deg.  away 
from  their  proper  relation.  In  order,  then,  to  be  abso- 

lutely Hure  that  we  will  regain  the  original  position, 
we  must  make  the  connecting  clutch  with  one  tooth 

only.  Such  one-tooth  clutches  are  not  necessarily 
clutchea  on  which  only  one  tooth  has  been  cut.  They 
nwy  have  more  teeth,  but  one  tooth  and  the  mating 
gap  should  be  larger  than  all  the  otherR  so  that  the 
two  clutches  can  mate  only  in  one  certain  ponition.  If 
we  were  cutting  5  or  6  or  7  threads  to  the  inch,  we 
might  find  that  the  toolbar  is  6  or  6  or  7  threads  away 
from  the  work,  but  never  a  fraction  of  one  thread.  For 
S|  or  4i  or  any  other  numbor  of  fractional  threads 
we  would  need  a  shaft  which  moves  the  toolbar  2  in. 

per  revolution. 

Mystery  Stuff  in  Industry 
Fkom  Power 

The  small  boy  loves  a  secret;  the  hidden  cave  and 
the  mystic  password  give  him  endless  thrills.  When 
he  grows  to  be  a  man,  he  can  still  indulge  himself  in 
similar  delights  by  membership  in  various  fraternal 
orders.  Such  membership  may  be  of  real  benefit  to  him 
and  do  no  harm  to  others. 

But  the  same  instinct,  combined  with  a  short-sighted 
view  of  business  relations,  has  led  many  a  business  man 

to  throw  the  cloak  of  mystery  over  his  "trade  secrets." 
He  does  thia  to  keep  them  from  his  competitors.  Yet 
in  nine  cases  out  of  ten  they  already  have  the  informa- 

tion. 
"Experience  in  dealing  with  producers  of  different 

commodities  has  shown  that  secrecy  is  largely  a  method 

by  which  producers  have  been  fooling  themselves,"  says 
George  Otis  Smith,  the  director  of  the  United  States 

Geological  Survey,  who  has  had  long  Contact  with  pro- 
duction statistics.  "Those  who  really  wish  to  know  the 

scope  of  competitors'  activities  have  plenty  of  ways  to 
find  out.  Secretive  operators,  who  eventually  decided 
to  change  their  methods,  have  been  surprised  very  much 
on  disclosing  their  secrets  to  find  that  these  secrets 

already  were  well  known  to  their  competitors." 
The  industries  that  make  the  greatest  progress  are 

those  where  co-operation  replaces  suspicion  and  where 
energy  is  directed  into  productive  channels  rather  than 
wasted  in  the  attempt  to  preserve  trade  secrets.  Manu- 

facturers that  co-operate  in  obtaining  and  disseminat- 
ing knowledge  of  common  value  find  their  reward  in 

many  ways.  Unfair  competition  grown  less  as  com- 
petitors come  to  know  and  trust  one  another.  Pro- 
duction costs  are  reduced  to  the  mutual  benefit  of 

producers  and  consumers.  Finally,  the  good  will  of  the 
consumer — a  matter  of  first-rate  importance — is  best 
fostered  by  an  attitude  of  frankness  in  regard  to 
metboda  of  noanufacture  and  distribution.  On  the  other 
tuutd.  aecrecy  Invariably  breeds  suspicion. 
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Effect  of  German  Standardization 
on  Exports 

By  Oscar  R.  Wikandes 

The  following  communication  to  the  American 
Engineering  Standards  Committee  is  by  an  American 
engineer  who  has  just  returned  from  Germany,  where 
he  represented  the  Committee  in  conferences  concerning 

the  international  standardization  of  ball  bearings.  De- 
scribing the  great  strides  in  standardization  that  have 

been  made  by  German  industries  during  the  last  few 
years,  and  the  important  foreign  trade  advantages 
accruing  to  German  industries  because  of  their  intense 
standardization  activities,  he  said: 

There  is  no  doubt  in  my  mind  that  one  of  the  main 
reasons  why  forward-looking  Germans  force  their  standard- 

ization work  is  because  they  want  to  introduce  German 
standards  in  the  great  importing  countries,  and  possibly 
in  the  whole  world.  Holland,  Switzerland,  Austria,  Sweden, 
and  many  other  European  countries  follow  the  German 
lead  very  closely.  The  great  German  deliveries  in  kind  to 
France  will  no  doubt  be  made  as  far  as  feasible  according 
to  German  standards,  thereby  introducing  them  in  that 
country. 

It  was  only  a  few  years  ago  that  the  "Normenausschuss 
der  Deutschen  Industrie,"  an  organization  corresponding  to 
our  American  Engineering  Standards  Committee,  was 
formed,  but  the  amount  of  work  which  it  has  already 
accomplished  is  stupendous.  The  Normenausschuss  has 
already  issued  several  hundred  sheets  of  approved  standards, 
and  about  twice  as  many  are  already  published  as  proposed 
standards.  This  enormous  output  of  the  German  organ- 

ization has  led  many  to  believe  that  it  was  merely  a 

factory,  producing  'paper  standards',  and  that  its  work  was 
not  to  be  taken  very  seriously.  A  personal  investigation 
convinced  me  that  this  is  not  the  case,  and  I  found  that 
the  great  output  of  standards  was  merely  due  to  the 
enormous  efforts  put  forth  and  to  the  enthusiasm  of  the 
great  majority  of  the  interested  parties. 

This  enthusiasm  is  due  to  a  more  or  less  general  recog- 
nition, created  under  the  pressure  of  war  conditions,  of 

the  great  economic  value  of  standardization,  and  to  the 
very  generally  accepted  opinion  that  a  standardized  industry 

would  be  one  of  the  strongest  weapons  in  Germany's  struggle 
for  economic  rehabilitation  and  financial  reconstruction. 

To  give  a  concrete  illustration  of  this  point,  I  may  mention 
that  at  the  time  of  my  visit,  a  syndicate  of  nineteen  German 
manufacturers  and  one  Swedish  manufacturer  were  execut- 

ing an  order  for  seven  hundred  locomotives  for  Russia, 
all  of  the  same  design,  and  every  part  in  every  one  of  them 
was  being  made  interchangeable  with  the  corresponding 
part  in  all  the  others,  all  parts  having  been  manufactured 
to  the  same  fits  and  tolerances.  This  feature  will  have  the 
great  advantage  of  permitting  the  Russian  railroads  to  use 
any  disabled  locomotive  as  a  store  of  spare  parts  for  all 
the  others.  In  one  case  a  locomotive  was  assembled  from 
parts  machined  in  twenty  different  shops,  with  no  more 
difficulty  than  a  locomotive  which  was  built  complete  in  one 
shop.  In  case  of  future  orders,  the  Russians  will  no  doubt 
specify  that  all  new  locomotives  of  this  class  be  built  not 
only  of  the  same  design  as  above,  but  so  that  every  part 
is  interchangeable  with  the  above. 

It  is  easy  to  realize  what  great  advantages  German  man- 
ufacturers of  locomotives  will  have  over  those  of  other 

nations  when  competing  on  the  basis  of  such  specifica- 
tions, and  this  example  illustrates  the  economic  advantage 

which  can  be  gained  by  German  industry  in  introducing  its 
standards  in  all  countries  importing  mechanical  equipment. 

Another  error  in  our  conception  of  German  standard- 
ization is  the  belief  that  the  Normenausschuss  is  auto- 

cratic in  its  methods  and  is  not  in  as  close  contact  with 
the  industries  as  our  own  standardizing  bodies.  I  found, 
on  the  contrary,  that  absolutely  the  same  methods  are  used 
there  as  here  to  arrive  at  national  standards.  The  staff  of 

the  Normenausschuss  is  merely  co-ordinating  and  directing 
the  work  of  the  various  committees,  and  the  actual  work 

in   establishing   standards   is  left   to  such  experts   as   are 
recognized  leaders  in  the  various  industries. 
The  Normenausschuss  is  a  big  organization  built  up 

along  the  same  lines  as  the  American  Engineering  Standards 
Committee.  Its  personnel  consists  of  the  same  high  grade 
type  of  men  as  selected  in  this  country  for  that  kind  of 
work,  only  there  are  more  of  them  and  their  work  is 
greatly  facilitated  on  account  of  the  eager  response  from  the 
German  industry,  whose  leaders  look  to  standardization 
as  one  of  their  greatest  hopes   for  salvation. 
Many  of  the  big  German  manufacturers  have  standards 

departments  of  their  own,  with  a  number  of  engineers  and 
draftsmen  working  permanently  on  national  standjbrds. 
I  found  the  staff  of  the  Normenausschuss  greatly  interested 
in  American  standardization  and  very  anxious  to  collaborate 
with  us  in  establishing  international  standards. 

It  was  proposed  that  they  should  send  the  American 
Engineering  Standards  Committee  all  the  drafts  of  any 
importance  submitted  to  their  own  committees  for  considera- 

tion, so  as  to  make  it  possible  for  them  to  obtain  American 
comments  on  important  propositions,  which  might  be  of 
value  in  making  final  decisions.  It  was  also  suggested  that  . 
the  American  Engineering  Standards  Committee  keep  the 
Normenausschuss  posted  on  its  more  important  work.  It 
would,  of  course,  be  highly  desirable  to  establish  inter- 

national standards  and  great  efforts  are  being  made  to 
obtain  them  in  certain  lines,  such  as  ball  bearings. 

The  days  may  not  be  far  distant  when  our  manufac- 
turers will  receive  inquiries  from  oversea  countries  to  fur- 

nish goods  according  to  the  German  national  standards  or 
specifications,  as  referred  to  above  in  connection  with  the 
Russian  locomotives,  and  it  behooves  us  to  plan  in  time  to 
meet  such  conditions.  England  seems  to  have  realized 
fully  the  importance  of  recognition  of  her  standards,  and  is 
trying  to  force  the  adoption  of  them  in  her  colonies  and 
dominions. 

On  account  of  its  very  efficient  organizations,  the  German 
Standards  Committee  has  come  to  play  a  more  important 
role  in  the  industrial  life  of  the  nation  than  originally 
expected  and  manufacturers  write  to  the  Normenausschuss 
for  advice  on  questions  of  the  most  intricate  nature. 

In  conclusion  I  wish  to  express  the  hope  that  the  example 
of  the  German  engineers  and  manufacturers  may  spur  us  to 
make  equally  large  contributions  in  work  and  money  to 
the  cause  of  standardization,  and  that  our  leading  engineers 
may  try  to  realize  the  enormous  economic  importance  of 
both  national  and  international  standards. 

Can  You  Drive  a  Rivet? 
By  Charles  W.  Lee 

A  great  many  persons  who  think  sloppily  when  they 
think  at  all  have  an  idea  that  a  thing  should  not  be 
called  wrong  by  one  who  cannot  make  it  right;  or  in 
other  words  that  there  should  be  no  criticism  by  one 
who  cannot  find  a  remedy.  This  is  the  reason  why  the 

"practical  man"  so  greatly  despises  the  "theoretical 
man,"  who  in  his  turn  equally  despises  the  practical 
man,  neither  realizing  that  each  is  necessary  to  the 
other. 

The  oftenheard  expression,  "Oh,  that  is  all  right  in 
theory  but  it  will  not  work  out  in  practice,"  gets  my 
goat,  because  a  little  reflection  will  show  that  whatever 

will  not  work  out  in  practice  is  not  right  in  theory,  and 
that  a  theory  is  not  wrong  simply  because  it  cannot  be 
made  to  work  by  the  one  who  propounds  it. 

I  heard  an  old  "practical  man"  with  whiskers  say  to 
a  young  man  without  whiskers  who  ran  a  boiler  factory 
and  ran  it  well : 

"Say,  young  fella,  can  you  drive  a  rivet?" 
"No,"  the  young  man  said,  "but  I  know  when  a  rivet 

is  well  driven;"  and  whiskers  shut  up.  But  he  had 
enough  good  practical  common  sense  to  keep  right  on 
buying  his  boilers  of  the  same  young  man. 
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Marmon  Methods  on  Cylinders  and  Crankcases 
Special  Machines  and  Fixtures  for  Profiling,  Milling  and  Grinding  Cylinders- 

Scraping  and  Lapping  Crankcase  Joints — Inspecting  After  Machining 

SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE i 
THE  cylinder*  of  th«  Marmon  car  are  cast  in 

blocks  of  three  each,  as  in  the  case  of  the  Rolls- 
Bo]rc«  and  a  few  other  makes.  The  cylinder 

Uodoi  are  first  faced  on  a  Cincinnati  milling  machine 

after  which  tbejr  are  rourh-bored  on  a  combination 
k  Smith  machine.  All  operations  are  located 

three  points  on  the  o'Hnder  block.  The  bolt  holes 
•re  tkn  drilled  in  the  flanges  and  after  another  drilling 
aad  nlBlof  operation  the  cylinder  castings  are  milled 
on  the  lower  side  of  the  water  jacket  in  an  Ingemoll 

profiling  machine  which  handles  two  c)-linder  blocks  at 
once,  as  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  1.    The  movement  of  the 

table  is  controlled  by  the  form  and  roller  nhown  at  A, 
which  guides  the  profiling  cutter  around  the  hnrrels  of 
the  three  cylinders,  a  counterweight  taking  cnrc  of  the 
cross-movement,  holding  the  roll  in  lontact  with  the  form. 

The  surface  thus  profiled  is  used  in  locating  the 
cylinders  for  the  final  boring,  as  can  be  seen  in  the 
Foote-Burt  machine.  Fig.  2,  where  two  cylinder  blocks, 
or  a  complete  motor,  are  bored  at  one  setting.  This 
view  shows  the  way  in  which  the  cylinder  blocks  are 
held  In  position  by  the  clamps  beneath,  the  clnmpH 

being  easily  adjusted  by  the  wrench  shown.  In  remov- 
ing the  cylinders,  the  operator  steps  on  the  treadle  A, 

na  t-TMnuM  mttom  or  <^*^'^^i^ri2uJt^JM*FSBSil 
via.  »— CTUmiKR  ORINDINO  FIXTURE. 
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FIG.    5— MILLING    UPPER    SURFACE.      FIG.    6— LAPPING    THE  JOINT 

which  raises  a  supporting  pad  B  and  C,  under  each 
cylinder  block.  The  clamps  are  then  released,  swung  at 
right-angles  so  as  to  allow  the  cylinder  blocks  to  pass 
and  the  work  is  easily  lowered  and  removed. 

There  remains  only  chamfering,  counterboring,  mill- 
ing the  sides,  drilling  for  spark  plug  holes,  and  the 

water  test  of  40  lb.  The  cylinders  are  then  painted, 
after  which  they  go  to  the  Heald  grinding  machines  for 
finishing  in  the  bore.  Fig.  3  shows  the  type  of  grind- 

ing fixture  used.  Provision  is  made  for  exhausting  the 
grinding  dust  and  also  for  running  water  through  the 
cylinder  jacket  during  the  grinding  operation.  The 
substantial  construction  of  the  grinding  fixture  helps  to 
insure  accuracy  and  squareness  of  the  bore.  Interest- 

ing experiments  with  diamond  boring  tools  have  also 
been  made  to  secure  the  best  cylinder  possible. 

The  first  operation  on  the  crankcase  is  to  brush  the 
aluminum  casting  all  over  so  as  to  remove  any  loose 
material,  to  smooth  off  any  small  snags  or  projections 

and  in  this  way  prevent  the  possibility  of  foreign  par- 
ticles getting  into  the  bearings  after  the  motor  is 

assembled.  Fig.  4  shows  the  special  truck  which 
carries  four  of  the  crankcases,  and  also  the  scraping 
stand  at  the  left  on  which  they  are  readily  clamped.  As 
can  be  seen,  these  stands  are  readily  adjustable  so  as 
to  make  it  easy  to  reach  all  parts  of  the  crankcase  with- 

out  getting   into   strained  or   uncomfortable  positions. 

Both  the  crankcases  and  the  oil  pans  which  go  under 
them.,  are  machined  on  a  large  Ingersoll  milling  machine 
as  shown  in  Fig.  5.  In  this  case  the  fixtures  are  also 
the  product  of  the  Ingersoll  company  whose  varied 
experience  makes  it  possible  for  it  to  design  fixtures  of 
various  kinds  for  handling  work  rapidly.  As  will  be 
seen  these  fixtures  support  the  outer  edges  of  the  lower 
crankcases  against  the  thrust  of  the  milling  cutter  so  as 
to  prevent  breakage  or  distortion.  It  will  also  be  noted 
that  supporting  strips  are  cast  across  the  crankcases 
and  stiffen  them  during  the  various  operations. 

Particular  attention  is  paid  to  securing  a  perfectly  flat 
surface  and  an  oil-tight  joint  between  the  upper  and 
lower  crankcases.  After  being  very  carefully  milled, 
these  surfaces  are  lapped  on  the  large  lapping  table 
shown  in  Fig.  6.  This  is  a  cast-iron  table,  grooved  in 
both  directions  so  as  to  present  small  squares,  which  pre- 

vent the  accumulation  of  the  lapping  material  on  the 
surface  of  the  table  itself.  A  fine  abrasive  is  used  and 
the  lapped. surface  carefully  inspected  on  another  plate 
as  shown  in  Fig.  7. 

The  inspection  of  the  crankcase  is  showm  in  Fig.  8 
where  gages  of  two  different  types  are  used  in  check- 

ing up  the  two  surfaces  to  make  sure  they  are  parallel 
in  both  directions.  After  lapping,  the  surface  is  care- 

fully cleaned  to  prevent  any  of  the  abrasive  finding  its 
way  from  the  crankcase  surface  to  the  bearings. 

FIG.    7— INSPECTION   OF  JOINT.      FIG.   8— GAGING  THE  CRANKCASE 
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A  Combination  Gage  and  Adjusting: 
Fixture 

BtC  J.  DoBn 

TW  ■■tatalBhn  of  mecnmcy  wben  riveting  and  sol- 
r  parti  lootkar  oa  •  prodaetioa  bwia  i«  a  difflcult 
r,  aad  Um  txturr  h«rt  praatntMi  is  for  work  that 

I  wMtntam  accurmry  for  alisnnwnt  and  center 
in  work  of  sucli  character. 

A  wniter  of  daivka  mch  as  the  average  straighten- 

1^  lltara  wwt  ami,  bat  with  little  succaaa.  After 

OHMliHaUa  opariiaent  the  flxture  ahown  in  Fig.  1 

«M  JMlgniil  Tkia  fixture  makes  it  poasible  to  not 

OBir  ehadi  tkt  part,  but  to  correct  it.  The  part  in  this 

CM*  ia  ahown  in  Fig.  2  and  consists  of  a  l-in.  shaft. 
10  bk  k^  to  which  a  sheet  meUl  pUte  0.097  in.  thick 

rHotod.  This  plate  has  two  balls  formed 
,  -kick  extend  outwardly  and  parallel  to  the 

To  this  plate  is  riveted  a  disk  which  is  also 
to  tlie  outer  sides  of  the  two  balls. 

to  being  inspected  by  this  gage,  the  balls  and 

rn.  I— coantxATioN  oaob  and  AOJuanNO  fixturb 

ilMft  19  faMpactod  for  eanter  distance.  They  must 

ba  oqaidMaBt  tton  •  Ua*  oormal  to  the  shaft.  This 
of  the  checking  is  taken  care  of  by  a  different 

diametrically  when  the  block  has  been  reKnuiiid  ttt^veral 
times.  The  ball  might  then  rest  on  the  surface  C  its 
eaater  being  at  C,  which  is  below  line  B,  and  therefore 
the  oppoaite  ball  would  be  a  corresponding  distance 
above  line  B.  Therefore,  if  the  indicator  is  set  at  tero 
by  means  of  the  master  gage  the  parts  which  are  placed 
in  the  gage  will  register  in  a  like  manner  when  they 
are  correct,  that  is,  when  they  are  diametriinlly  op- 

posite each  other.  The  indicator  will  also  register  the 
amount  of  error  if  there  is  any.    The  amount  of  vari»- 

-f«rS*/-*"*-^ 

Tte  s»ffa  harain  daocribcd  ia  oaad  for  determining 
vkallMr  tlM  bolls  are  diametrically  oppoaita  each  other. 
tha  Aaft  being  at  the  center;  and  if  they  are  not.  it 
ia  aacd  for  adjusting  them  until  they  are  diametrically 

oppooito  each  other,  within  :;:  0.001  inch. 
Tkart  are  nunierotu  reasons  for  the  accuracy  that 

aiaaC  ba  naioUined  rtlativo  to  thaaa  balla,  as  the  shuttle 
of  a  aawing  nachioe  la  driven,  and  eonaequently.  timed 
bjr  theoL  The  alignment  of  driver  holea  in  the  shuttle 
with  theoe  balla.  and  in  which  the  balla  operate,  must 
ha  practically  perfect.  To  daacribe  this  phase  of  the 
4rH«r  wooM  bt  to  ootor  apon  ao  unnaraaaafy  daacrip- 
Hm  of  tha  vary  haart  of  tha  Mwiag  nadiiB*. 

PatMorLB  or  OrouTiON 

Tha  Hock  H.  Fig.  S.  ia  ao  made  that  when  placed 

ia  tha  gag*  iU  top  sorfaee  A'  acaiaat  which  the  ball 
raala.  I*  aacb  aa  to  cauaa  the  contor  of  the  ball  to  be 
at  4  or  abovo  tha  horiiootal  line  B.  This  means  that 

aMe  ia  a  corresponding  diataoce 

no.  S— THB  WORK  TO  BB  OAOBD  AND  AUONBD 

tion  tolerated  in  block  S6  is  between  /a  to  A  in.  plus  or 
minus. 

It  should  be  noted  that  this  amount  of  variation  in 
block  85  will  produce  practically  no  variation  of  center 
distance  in  the  position  of  the  ball  relative  to  the  indi- 

cator plunger. 
It  should  also  be  kept  in  mind  that  the  gage  ia  set 

to  a  master  before  using  and  that  the  checking  of  the 
parts  is  a  comparative  check  with  the  master  as  a  basis. 
When  the  ball  which  is  against  or  near  block  86  is 

clamped,  the  rest  of  the  shaft  is  lying  freely  in  the  half 
bushing  as  shown.  The  shaft  is  then  clamped,  and  in 
this  way  no  strain  is  set  up  between  the  ball  and  the 
shaft  at  this  time.  The  other  ball  is  then  teNted,  and 
if  the  indicator  doea  not  register  within  the  limits  the 
ball  is  forced  in  the  desired  direction,  up  or  down. 
This  forcing  sets  up  strains  which  are  released  as  soon 
aa  the  clamps  are  opened  and  the  shaft  lies  free. 

The  position  of  the  balls  is  then  reversed  and  the 
reading  ia  again  taken.  The  balls  will  now  show  more 
nearly  in  alignment  than  before  owing  to  the  bending 
or  forcing.  If  they  are  not  within  the  limits,  the  oper- 

ation can  again  be  repeated,  and  so  on.  until  the  balls 
are  diametrically  in  line  with  the  center  of  the  shaft. 

na.  «— DUORAMH  SHOWINO  PRINCIPLB  OV  THK  aAQK 

Oeeaaionally  shafts  are  found  which  are  so  far  from 
being  correct  that  tbey  cannot  be  corrected  in  the  gage. 
These  have  to  be  either  re-operated  or  scrapped. 

The  reaaon  for  reversing  the  balls  after  each  bending 

is  so  that  the  bending  will  be  equalized  to  some  extent 
thellaaS.    Thai hoU*  trae  as  U,  aligmnent     on  oaeh  side  of  the  center  of  the  shaft.     The  clamp 
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must  be  released  after  each  bending  so  as  to  release  the 
strains  which  are  set  up  between  the  clamped  balls 
and  the  clamped  shaft. 

Method  of  Operation 

The  part  is  laid  in  the  hardened  tool  steel  semi-cir- 
cular blocks  B  and  C,  Fig.  4,  and  one  of  the  balls  caused 

to  rest  upon  block  A.  The  ball  is  then  held  by  clamp  D, 
after  which  the  shaft  proper  is  clamped  by  clamps  E. 

It  was  essential,  as  this  job  is  on  a  100  per  cent  pro- 
duction basis,  to  have  quick-acting  clamps,  and  there- 

fore cam  actuated  clamps  were  used.  The  clamps, 
which  are  operated  by  a  split  cam  G,  quickly  tighten 
and  release  the  piece,  about  90  deg.  of  motion  being 
required.  The  clamps  are  adjustable  and  can  be  recti- 

fied by  unlocking  and  turning  stud  H.  They  are 
actuated  by  pin  J,  which  rides  in  a  slot  in  the  cam, 
shown  in  the  left-hand  illustration. 

Block  A,  against  which  one  of  the  balls  is  clamped, 
wears  quite  rapidly.  A  master  gage  which  is  practically 
a  duplicate  of  the  part  is  used  to  set  up  the  job.  By 
using  the  master  gage  it  is  possible  after  regrinding 
block  A,  to  reset  the  indicator. 

After  the  part  has  been  securely  clamped,  plunger  K 
is  brought  down  on  the  free  ball.  This  is  the  most 
delicate  part  of  the  gage,  as  the  plunger  must  come 
down  with  enough  pressure  to  insure  its  being  tight 
against  the  ball,  and  still  not  cause  it  to  be  displaced. 
This  was  accomplished  by  the  construction  shown  in  the 
section  shown  in  Fig.  4.  A  bracket  L  was  built  and 
bushed  with  bushings  M  and  N.  Gaging  plunger  K 
is  placed  in  a  long  sleeve  0  in  which  it  has  a  sliding  fit, 
and  is  backed  up  by  a  spring  P  of  proper  pressure. 
Sleeve  0  has  a  shoulder  against  which  spring  R  presses, 
holding  it  up.  Pin  S,  which  rides  in  a  slot  in  bracket  L, 
prevents  sleeve  0  from  coming  out.     Plunger  K  is  also 

provided  with  a  stop  pin  T  which  rides  in  a  slot  in 
sleeve  0,  a  clearance  slot  being  provided  in  bracket  L. 
Pin  T  also  engages  the  indicator  bar  and  registers  the 
accuracy  of  the  part. 

The  action  of  these  parts  is  as  follows :  As  sleeve  0 
is  pushed  down,  it  in  turn,  through  spring  P,  gently 
pushes  plunger  K  down  until  the  plunger  strikes  against 
the  part  and  registers  the  error  on  the  indicator.  The 
operator  continues  to  press  down  on  sleeve  O  until  the 
head  of  the  sleeve  strikes  the  top  of  the  bracket.  About 
iV  in.  of  motion  is  required  to  bring  sleeve  0  to  a  stop 
after  plunger  K  strikes  the  ball.  Therefore,  it  makes 
little  difference  how  hard  the  operator  presses  on  sleeve 
0  as  the  pressure  of  plunger  K  on  the  work  will  always 
be  the  same  if  the  sleeve  is  pushed  all  the  way  down. 
Also,  spring  P  is  always  compressed  the  same  amount, 
the  same  holding  true  for  spring  R. 

Correcting  the  Reading 

After  taking  the  reading,  if  the  location  of  the  ball 
is  not  within  the  limits,  which  are  ±0.001  in.,  the 
operator  can  correct  it  by  means  of  lever  V.  This  lever 
is  fulcrumed  on  a  screw  and  is  provided  with  a  slot 
so  that  it  can  be  slid  in  and  out.  The  ball  engaging  end 
is  provided  with  a  hole  which  encircles  the  ball.  By 
means  of  this  lever  the  operator  can  gently  bend  the 
part  in  the  desired  direction.  After  bending,  the  piece 
must  be  reversed  so  that  the  other  ball  is  brought  under 
the  indicator.  The  second  ball  is  then  tested  in  the 
same  manner.  The  average  part  can  be  tested  and 
brought  within  the  limits  with  two  or  three  attempts. 

It  is  not  necessary  to  release  the  part  after  each 
bending  operation,  as  the  strains  which  are  set  up  in 
the  metal  are  not  released  until  the  clamps  are  opened. 
An  experienced  operator  can  quickly  bring  both  balls 
and  shaft  into  alignment  very  quickly. 

FIG.  4— DETAILS  OF  COMBINATION  GAGE  AND  ADJUSTING  FIXTURE 
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Treatment  of  Carbon  Steels 
Chemical  Compositions  and  Treatments  in  Steel  Making  Produce — 

Properties  and  Uses  of  Some  Steels — Methods  of  Working 
By  DEAN  HARVEY 

THE   eaorsMM   varMy  of   applicationa   of  atcel 
prodiKU  la  pnwtkaQjr  all  of  th«  indiutrlM  has 
■■<•  It  BMMMrr  to  davtiop  Buuiy  iradM  of  st«el 

•  «M»  raflt*  of  pkyvkol  proportiea.  in  order 
BMtniala  baat  aoitad  to  aaeh  oaa.    The  steel 

has  produced  steela  diiferinf  rreatly  in  strenirth, 

4Mtflit)r  and  hardneei.  by  vao'inc  the  chemical  com- 
I  of  the  eteel.  and  also  by  chanyinf  the  character 

of  its 

kiO(  and  of  iu 
'  treatment  d  n  r  i  n  f 
ifactnre.  The  user 

has  creatly  improved  the 
MHBtJal  characteristics  by 
ftnrthar  haat-treatnent. 

Tha  selection  of  the 
pivpar  grade  of  stael  for 
aoy  applieatioa  la  impor- 

tant in  order  to  obtain  the 
ffraatast  efficiency  by  a 

I  of  quality  and 
which  gives  the  ma- 

larial the  propertiaa  best 
aoHad  to  that  applteatiow. 

DIFFERENT  characteristics  are  given  to 
carbon  steel  by  changing  the  chemical 

composition,  the  mechanical  worlcing  and  the 
heat -treatment  in  manufacture. 

Strength,  hardness,  toughness,  ductility, 

reaistance  to  shock  and  brittleness  may  be  in- 
creaaed  or  decreased  by  varying  the  chemical 
content. 

Hot  working  brealcs  up  the  crystals  and  im- 
proves the  soundness  of  steel  by  closing  the 

blowholes. 

Cold  working  increases  the  hardness  and 

strength  and  gives  accuracy  in  size. 
of  aona  of  the  rom- 

OMMly  oaad  gradas  of  steel 
bars  are  shown  in  Table  I. 
The  wide  variety  of  physical  propertiaa  which  the  ateel 
■Hkar  Bay  obtain  with  these  gradea  of  carbon  steels 
la  OhMtratad  in  Table  II.  The  chemical  composition 
and  the  plqrsieal  propartiaa  vary  somewhat  with  the 
aiie  of  the  bar.  aiid  ao  average  values  are  given,  to 

comparisons  to  be  made  between  the  different 

make  them  adaptable  to  different  uses.  It  is  of  interest 
to  note  the  principal  factors  which  accomplish  these 
results. 

Rivet  steel  is  soft,  tough  and  very  ductile.  The  low 
carbon  and  manganese  content  causes  low  tensile 
strength  and  high  ductility,  while  the  toughness  and 
ductility  are  increased  by  keeping  the  phoaphorus  and 
sulphur  content  low.    Cold-drawn  besHemer  screw  stock 

is  used  for  high -speed 
screw  machine  work.  For 
free  cutting  at  high  speed, 
the  steel  must  be  brittle, 
and  this  brittleness  is 
obtained  by  addinK  both 

phosphorus  and  sulphur. 

The  required  close  accu- 
racy of  dimensions  is  se- 

cured by  cold  drawing 
which  also  considerably 
increases  the  strength. 
This  steel  costs  consider- 

ably more  than  hot-rolled 
steel,  due  to  the  cost  of  the 
cold  drawing  operation. 

Open-hearth  low  carbon 
steel  is  soft,  tough  and 
ductile.     The  strength  is 

Higher  strength,  incraaaad  toughnaaa.  greater  re- 
aiaCaaoe  to  shock,  and  other  desirable  characteristics, 
may  be  obtained  by  proper  heat-treatment  of  carbon 
ataeb  or  by  the  uae  of  heat-treated  alloy  steels. 

Erracr  or  Chemical  CoMPoarnoN 

The  addition  of  a  small  percentage  of  carbon,  man- 
SBMaa.  pheaphorus,  sulphur  or  silicon  gives  steel  vari- 
ow  pnjraical  properties. 
Cwhoa  incraaaaa  the  strength  and  hardneas  but  de- 

tka  dMtilftar. 
laas  the  strength  and  hardneaa.  In 

erdlaary  carboa  atael  it  is  used  principaOy  to  remove 
Ike  axyren  aad  aolpbnr  from  the  steel. 

Phtmphfinu  redooea  the  ductility  and  renders  the 

"eold  short."  tlmt  ia,  brittle  when  subjected  to 
at  orHaary  taoparatnraa. 

the  ateal  to  be  "Yad  abort."  or  brittle 
tmL  aad  tbaa  iaiarferes  with  hot  working. 
ia  awially  praasat  in  small  quantitiea.     It 

I  to  pfaaMla  aeaadaaaa  aad  providea  greater  tough- 
aaaa  fcgr  waotlag  gaaaa  aad  oxide  froa  ateel  aad  alimi- 

fa  ih»  gradea  of  atael 
the  steel  aMkar  pro- 

given  in  Tablea  I  and  II 

greater  and  ductility  lower 
than  those  of  rivet  steel.  It  is  used  especially  where  a 
tough,  ductile  steel  is  required,  and  where  rivet  ateel 
would  be  too  ductile  or  not  strong  enough. 

Cold-drawn  open-hearth  screw  stock  is  similar  to 
beasemer  screw  stock,  except  that  it  is  made  by  the 
open-hearth  process.  It  is  tougher  and  not  as  free  cut- 

ting as  the  bessemer  steel,  but  machines  fairly  well 
even  at  high  speed.  It  is  used  for  screws  and  other 
applications  where  greater  toughness  is  required  than 
is  obtainable  with  bessemer  screw  stock,  and  where 
accuracy  of  dimensions  and  free  cutting  quality  are 
needed. 

Cold-rolled  axle  steel  is  a  strong,  tough  steel  with 
good  machining  qualities.  The  tensile  strength  and 
especially  the  elastic  limit  are  much  increased  by  the 
cold-rolling. 

Hot-rolled  axle  steel  is  strong  and  tough,  with  fairly 
good  machining  qualities.  The  carbon  and  manganese 
are  high  enough  to  give  the  steel  good  strength,  yet 
low  enough  to  keep  the  steel  from  being  too  brittle,  or 
too  hard  to  be  readily  machined.  Phosphorus  and  sul- 

phur are  low  and  so  do  not  cause  brittleness. 
Music  wire  is  a  very  strong,  tough  wire  used  espe- 

cially in  pianos  and  springs.  The  strength  is  very 
much  increased  by  cold-drawing. 

ErrEor  or  Methanical  Work 

There  are  four  methods  of  working  steel:  By  roll- 
ing, hammer  forging,  press  forging  and  drawing.  Bars 

may  be  rolled  to  about  i  in.  in  diameter,  but  the  smaller 
sisea  are  oaoally  rolled  approximately  to  size  and  then 
finished  by   cold   drawing   through  a  die.     For  bars 
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larger  than  7  in.  in  diameter,  forgings  are  often  used 
instead  of  rolled  bars,  in  order  to  obtain  more  thor- 

ough working  of  the  steel. 
Hammer  forging   requires  in  proportion   a  greater 

pressure   than    rolling   or   press    forging,   due  to   the 

TABLE  I— CHEMICAL  COMPOSITION 

Grade  of  Steel 
Rivet  steel   
Cold-drawn    Besse- 

mer screw  stock.. 
Open    hearth    low 

carbon  steel   
ColdKlrawn  open 

hearth  screw  stock 
Cold-rolled  axle  steel 
Hot-rolled  axle  steel 
Music  wire   

Carbon  %  Manganese  %  Phosphorus  %  Sulphur  % 
(Approx.) 

0.08toO.I5  0.30to0.50  0.04max.  0.045max. 

0.08toO.I6  0.60to0.80  0.09toO.I3  0.075toO.I5 

O.IOto0.20  0.40to0.70  0.04  max.  0.05  max. 

O.I5to0.25  0.60to0.90  0.06max.  0.075toO.I5 
0.30to0.40  0.40to0.80  O.OSmax.  OOSmax. 
O.35to0.50  O.40to0.70  O.OSmax.  0.06max. 
0.90toI.I0  0.30to0.50  0.025max.  0.025mai. 

shorter  time  of  application,  and  the  effect  is  not  likely 

to  extend  as  far  below  the  surface  of  the  piece. ' 
Press  forging,  in  which  the  piece  is  struck  a  blow 

and  the  pressure  is  continued,  is  best  adapted  for  the 
working  of  large  pieces.  The  slow  action  allows  the 
metal  to  flow,  causing  the  entire  mass  to  be  worked. 
The  pressure  may  be  either  continuous  or  intermittent. 

Drawing,  or  passing  the  steel  through  a  die,  is  more 
often  used  for  obtaining  accuracy  of  dimensions  than 
for  working  the  steel,  except  in  the  case  of  steel  wire. 

The  physical  properties  may  be  largely  affected  by 
mechanical  working  of  the  steel.  Hot  working,  by 

either  forging  or  rolling,  tends  to  improve  the  sound- 
ness of  the  steel  by  closing  up  blowholes.  It  also  breaks 

up  the  crystals  and  removes  the  cleavage  planes  along 
which  failure  would  take  place. 

The  important  consideration  is  to  obtain  thorough 
working  of  the  steel  throughout  its  entire  mass,  so  that 
it  will  have  uniformly  high  strength  because  the  steel 
is  sound  and  has  small  crystal  structure.  The  method 
of  obtaining  this  result  is  of  secondary  importance. 

The  work  should  be  continued  until  the  steel  has 
cooled  well  below  the  critical  temperature,  in  order  to 
prevent  large  crystals  from  forming  again.  The  critical 
temperatures  are  those  at  which  physical  changes  take 
place  in  the  steel.  These  changes  are  indicated  by 
liberation  of  heat  during  cooling  and  absorption  of  heat 
during  heating  of  the  steel,  thus  retarding  the  cooling 
or  heating.  The  temperature  at  which  the  working  of 
the  steel  is  stopped  has  much  to  do  with  the  physical 
properties.  Steel  which  has  been  worked  considerably 
below  the  critical  temperature  has  a  much  higher 
elastic  limit  than  steel  the  working  of  which  was  dis- 

continued at  a  high  temperature. 

TABLE     II— TENSION  TEST 

Tensile 
Strength 
Lb.  Per 

Grade  of  Steel  Sq.In. 
Rivet  steel       45,000  to    55,000 
Cold-drawn  Bessemer screwstock...     80, 000  to    95,000 
Open  hearth  low  carbon-steel        55,000  to    70,000 
Cold-drawn  open  hearth  screw  stock     75,000  to    90.000 
Cold-rolled  axle  steel        80,000  to    95,000 
Hot-rolled  axle  steel       75,000  to    90,000 
Music  wire     300,000  to  330,000 

*  Elastic  limit. 

By  elastic  limit  is  meant  the  greatest  load  per  unit 
of  original  cross-section  which  does  not  produce  a  per- 

manent set.  It  is  lower  than  the  yield  point  which 
is  the  load  per  unit  of  original  cross-section  at  which 
a  marked  stretching  of  the  specimen  occurs  without 
increase  of  load,  and  which  is  usually  determined  by 
the  drop  of  the  beam  of  the  testing  machine. 

Cold  working,  or  straining  the  cold  metal  beyond 
the  elastic  limit  causes  permanent  deformation  of  the 
crystals,   with   increase   in  the  hardness  and  strength 

Yield  Point  Elongation 
Lb.  Per In  2  In.; 

Sq.In. 
Per  Cent 

(Minimum)  (Minimum) 
23,000 34 

70,000* 

10 
28.000 20 

65,000* 

12 

70,000* 

8 
40,000 18 

250,000 

of  the  steel.  The  tensile  strength  may  be  increased  20 
to  40  per  cent  and  the  elastic  limit  60  to  100  per  cent 
by  cold  working. 

Cold  working  may  be  beneficial  or  harmful  depending 
upon  the  manner  in  which  it  is  done,  and  upon  the  use 
to  which  the  steel  is  to  be  put.  Unequal  working, 
causing  internal  strains  may  result  in  season  cracks 
in  service.  Large  reduction  in  section  of  the  piece 
during  one  pass  through  the  rolls  or  through  the  die 
should  be  avoided,  as  this  is  likely  to  produce  cracks. 
It  is  preferable  to  obtain  the  desired  dimensions  by 
several  successive  reductions  in  section  rather  than  to 
obtain  this  result  in  one  operation.  This  applies  to 
both  hot  and  cold  working.  Excessive  cold  working  may 
cause  the  splitting  of  the  steel. 

Cold  working  is  generally  used  for  its  effect  upon 
the  physical  properties  of  the  steel,  to  obtain  accuracy 
of  size  or  to  produce  complicated  sections  which  could 
not  be  obtained  in  any  other  way  commercially. 

Putting  Limits  on  All  Dimensions — 
Discussion 

By  M.  E.  Duggan 

Mr.  Gregory  says  on  page  848,  Vol.  56  of  American 

Machinist,  "In  all  shops  there  is  a  standard  of  work- 
manship which  is  what  might  be  called  an  unwritten 

code,  and  it  should  not  take  a  new  man  long  to  become 

acquainted  with  that  standard."  Suppose  we  lend  the 
new  man  a  little  assistance,  that  he  may  become  ac- 

quainted with  the  "standard,"  the  "unwritten  code,"  in 
the  shortest  time  possible,  because  during  the  time  he 

is  getting  acquainted  with  the  shop  methods  and  stand- 
ards, mistakes — or  what  would  be  considered  in  this 

particular  shop  to  be  mistakes — might  show  up  when 
the  final  checking  of  the  job  is  done. 

Showing  to  the  patternmaker,  after  he  has  finished 
making  a  pattern  for  a  piece  complicated  in  design,  a 
card  having  on  the  back  the  record  and  time  limit  for 

making  this  pattern,  is  just  so  much  "bunk."  A  short 
talk  between  the  foreman  and  the  patternmaker  before 

the  job  is  started,  is  the  best  kind  of  time-limit  record. 
I  have  worked  in  the  pattern  shop  of  a  large  concern 

where  everything  was  done  on  the  time-limit  system. 
The  new  man  just  starting  to  work  would  be  given  a 
pattern  to  make  upon  which  the  time  limit  was  set  by 
a  journeyman  who  had  been  a  patternmaker  in  the 
employ  of  this  company  fourteen  years,  and  as  he  said 

himself,  "he  knew  the  number  of  nails  in  the  pattern- 
shop  floor."  During  my  employment  with  this  company 
in  their  pattern  shop,  I  don't  remember  ever  having 
a  drawing  or  job  explained  to  me  by  the  foreman 
patternmaker. 

I  do  remember  getting  "hell"  from  him  several  times, 
after  the  pattern  was  mude,  because  of  some  trifling 
mistake  that  would  not  have  happened  had  the  job  or 
drawing  been  explained  to  me  at  the  start.  I  have 
seen  a  pattern  with  a  ten-day  time  limit  in  this  shop, 
made  in  seven  and  one-half  days  in  another  shop. 

A  new  man  just  starting  to  work  would  be  told  by  his 
friend  that  six  days  was  the  time  limit  on  the  job  he 
was  about  to  make.  When  he  had  finished  he  would 
learn  to  his  sorrow  that  five,  not  six  days  was  the  time 

limit  and  that  his  "friend"  had  given  him  a  "bum  steer." 
A  time  limit  is  a  hindrance  rather  than  an  aid  to  the 
man  who  does  not  understand  his  job  right  from  the start. 
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An  Up-to-Date  Bar  Storage  Rack 
Bars  Can  Be  Loaded  Into  Rack  Directly  from  the  Cars- 
Ease  of  Access  for  Withdrawing  Stock  for  Manufacture 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
■tltor.  aw«rle—  MmeUniMt 

It 
TIM 

THE  qouititr  of  \»r  stock  lued  In  •  Urs«  auto- 
mohih  tmr  cuttiaf  pUat  runs  into  wry  hoavy 
laHHit«>  Tk*  design  and  construction  of  the 

«rTlM  Central  Gmr  Works.  Detroit.  Mich., 
eoavtnieni  and  has  much  to  command  it. 

is  rsoairsd  from  the  spar  trade  which  runs 
ahippinc  platform,  the  outside  of  the  rack 

in  Fif.  1.  The  har  stock  is  handled  direct 
from  the  freisht  cars  into  the  racks,  the  bars  being 
aesniated  aocordinc  to  siie. 

The  rack  a  open  on  th*  otlier  side  from  the  platform 
iato  Um  abop  itaalf.  as  shown  in  Figs.  2  and  3.  Eac>: 
Ma  la  providad  with  a  rolling  steel  curtain  so  that  the 
■MS  ia  Um  dwp  need  not  be  wpoaad  to  the  cold  when 
Uw  rack  ia  bdag  either  filled  or  araiitied.  On  the  other 
kaad.  both  curtains  can  be  raised  at  once,  allowing 
WtHation  through  the  rack,  should  it  be  desirable  in 
agrtremety-  hot  weather. 

Details  of  construction  of  the  rack  can  be  seen  in 
Fig.  2.  The  rack  is  90  ft.  long  and  14  ft.  2  in.  high. 
Tke  openings  are  about  21  in.  wide  and  3U  in.  high  in 
tlw  dear,  with  the  openings  in  the  lower  part  slightly 
laaa  in  height.  There  are  196  openings  in  the  racks 
which  are  acceaaiMe  from  the  outside  and  24  blanked 
at  the  outer  end  hjr  the  supporting  columns  with  an 
o^aaing  oa  the  iaaida.  Theae  short  compartments  can 

be  Bsed  for  st'oriag  pieoea  tliat  have  been  cut  off. 
.iKtUmf* 

The  racks  hold  20-ft.  bara  with  sufficient  clearance  at 
each  end.  They  have  a  very  convenient  means  of  deter- 

mining how  far  the  bars  are  to  be  pushed  through  when 
unloading  from  the  car,  so  as  allow  the  inside  Bteel 

no.  1— OUTSIDE  or  thk  hack  from  rbckivinq 
Pl*ATK»I«M 

^^^7^.^t^    ̂ ^lMY*i 

%    5    ■■'^    Vi    ;     'A    ;l  ̂   i\ 

f   I 

f  *  I 
f  t  i 

m'? 

-RKL 

1  I 

'*  KtJtir^JSfta  ni 

» 

Ct.*fMtd4'^ 
■        »■  ' 

na.  t—n.AS  vibw  or  DKTAiLa  or  rroaAOR  hack 

^. 

i 
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Kia.   3— SHOP  SIDE   OF  THE   RACK,    SHOWING   STOCK    IN    PLACE 

Curtains  to  be  rolled  down,  to  permit  the  closing  of  the 
curtains  on  the  shipping  platform  side,  and  to  enable 
the  workmen  to  reach  the  stock  conveniently.  This 
device  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  3. 

Each  of  the  three  sections  has  two  loading  gages  in 
the  shape  of  heavy  plank  stops,  one  inside  the  shop  and 
the  other  outside  at  the  shipping  platform.  The  outside 
gages  are  shown  at  A  and  B,  Fig.  3.  Each  gage  hangs 
on  suitable  rollers  and  is  supported  at  both  top  and 
bottom  in  substantial  runways.  When  any  particular  bin 
is  to  be  loaded,  the  plank  stop  is  placed  in  front  of  that 
bin  on  the  inside  end.  Men  working  on  the  platform  simply 
push  the  long  bar  through  until  it  touches  the  stop  and 
then  pull  the  bar  back  a  half  inch  or  so  to  give  the 
necessary  clearance. 

The  steel  curtains  are  operated  by  a  motor  located  at 
C  and  controlled  by  push  buttons  at  D  and  E.     These 

buttons  enable  the  operator  to  raise  or  lower  any  one  of 
the  steel  curtains  without  manual  labor,  adding  ma- 

terially to  the  convenience  and  up-to-dateness  of  this 
type  of  storage  rack. 

A  chain  hoist  is  provided  for  aiding  in  handling  long 
bars  when  necessary.  Bars  can  be  removed  from  the 
racks  and  cut  up  on  the  Napier  band  saw  shown  at  F 
whenever  the  work  in  hand  makes  it  desirable.  It  will  be 
noted  that  each  bin  carries  a  tag  designating  the  contents 
of  the  bin.  A  running  inventory  is  kept  which  makes 
stock-taking  an  easy  matter. 

All  necessary  details  used  in  the  construction  of  the 
rack  are  shown  in  Fig.  2,  and  it  certainly  has  much  to 
commend  it.  Those  who  are  contemplating  installing 
storage  racks,  or  whose  present  equipment  is  inadequate, 
cannot  do  better  than  to  study  this  rack  from  its  va- 

rious angles. 

Negative  Nepotism 
By  Charles  W.  Lee 

A  certain  "Old  Man"  of  beloved  memory,  who  was 
boss  of  the  whole  works,  had  a  son  Jim  learning  the 
trade  in  the  machine  shop  department. 

The  foundation  walls  of  the  machine  shop  were 
washed  by  a  river,  which  normally  flowed  by,  but  rose 
€very  spring  and  flowed  in  and  washed  the  lower  floor — 
which,  however,  has  nothing  to  do  with  the  story,  but 
may  help  to  identify  the  place  if  the  reader  is  curious. 

One  day  Jim  was  leaning  out  of  a  window  and  fishing 
in  the  river;  and  another  apprentice  boy  on  the  floor 
above  happened  to  see  Jim,  and  let  him  have,  so  to 
speak,  the  entire  contents  of  a  water  bucket.  So  Jim 
counted  the  windows  from  the  end  of  the  room,  went 
upstairs,  counted  the  same  number  of  windows,  and 
easily  found  a  boy  who  looked  rather  guilty. 

Then  he  went  down  to  the  Old  Man's  office. 
"Say,  Dad,  Bill  Jenkins  up  on  number  three  floor 

poured  a  bucket  of  water  all  over  me!" 
"How  could  that  happen?" 

"Oh,  I  was  leaning  out  of  the  window." 
"Why  were  you  leaning  out  of  the  window?" 
"Oh — well — I  was  just  fishing  a  little  while  my  lathe 

was  running." The  Old  Man  was  very  busy,  being  much  occupied,  as 
usual,  with  matters  of  finance  and  general  management, 
as  it  was  a  large  works;  but  he  left  several  pressing 
things  waiting  while  he  hurried  up  to  number  three 
floor  to  establish  the  identity  of  one  Bill  Jenkins. 

The  identity  of  Bill  Jenkins  having  been  established, 
the  Old  Man  went  to  him,  and  said, 

"Are  you  Bill  Jenkins?" 
"Y-y-yessir,"  said  Bill. 

"Did  you  douse  Jim  with  a  bucket  of  water?" 
"Y-y-y-e-es  sir." 
The  Old  Man  put  his  hand  in  his  pocket: 

"You  did  a  good  job,  and  here  is  half  a  dollar  to 
douse  him  again  next  time  you  catch  him  fishing  out  of 

the  window." Then  the  Old  Man  returned  to  his  regular  job  of 
financiering  and  general  managing.  The  reader  may 

supply  his  own  moral. 
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Ideas  from  ftactical  Men 

Eod  Paddnc  in  a  Railroad  Shop 
Br  I.  B.  Rich 

IW  OM  of  Mfk  OMfUl  packing  on  air  brako  pump 

siaikr  appMakua  haa  dwalopad  aome  int«r- 
of  caaMay  Uw  rinsa  ia  variooa  railroad 

and  mathodi  oaad  by  the  New  York, 
Htm  Ravm  4  Hartford  Railroad  are  shown  in  Piga. 
1  aad  t. 

Oaa  of  Um  BMiUa  ia  shown  in  Fig.  1  with  soma  of 
tka  riais  loawvad.  It  doea  not,  howwrar,  show  the 

mtt»  00  tha  rings  already  in  tha  mM.  The  mold 
la  the  haavy  cast-iron  ptata  A  which  ia  bored 

far  twcHo  rings  of  different  kinda.  The  cores  B  are 
in  the  molds,  the  cover  C  lowered  and  the  metal 
through  the  umall  gataa  repraaanted  by  the  small 
white  dotii  in  the  upper  |riata.  The  sprues  have 

m  akarp  taper  so  as  to  be  easily  puabad  out  from  the 
oader  side  of  C  after  they  are  cut  off. 

After  the  molds  are  all  poured  the  bar  D,  which  is 
from  tka  cover  aa  aoon  as  it  is  kiwarad  for 
ia  plaead  in  tha  atnd  B.  which  is  moantad 

OSHBtrically.  A  partial  revolution  of  this  stud  slides 
tka  eevar  plate  endwise  and  shears  off  all  the  sprues 
at  ooa  aaovement.  Tha  bar  ia  then  placed  in  the  mold 

oaad  to  raiaa  it  aa  shown.  It  will  be  noted 
of  tha  eorea  have  a  projection  on  one  side 

a  split  in  the  cast  ring,  while  others  leave 
the  ringa  solid.  Also  that  the  cores  have  a  crossbar 
oa  tha  inaide  ao  that  they  can  be  easily  handled  in 
and  out  of  tha  nolda. 

A  similar  bat  larger  mold  is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  In 
fact  this  is  one  of  a  battery  of  four  molds  permanently 
arranged  on  a  heavy  truck  so  that  it  caa  be  run  in 
froot  of  the  melting  furnace  when  it  is  to  be  uaad. 
Thaaa  meU»  are  for  larger  rings  but  the  method  oaad 
ia  tha  aaaM  aa  in  the  first  case.    The  four  molds  are 

mounted  at  an  angle  and  all  have  their  covers  connected 
to  a  central  stand  equipped  with  pulleys  and  counter- 

weights. This  arrangement  makes  it  much  more  easy 
to  handle  the  covers,  and  in  fact  something  of  this  sort 
is  neoeaaary  with  molds  as  large  aa  this.  This  view 
fihows  the  allowance  for  end  movement  in  the  hinges 
which  takes  care  of  the  shearing  of  the  gates.  The 
method  of  stringing  the  cast  ringa  on  wooden  sticks, 
is  shown  in  front  of  the  mold. 

The  Necessity  of  Clean  Oil 
By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

My  letter  regarding  the  scoring  of  motor  bearings 
where  a  forced  feed  is  used  (Ameriean  Machinist,  Vol. 

56,  page  919),  aaems  to  have  stirred  up  a  healthy  dis- 
cussion. Regardleas  of  the  merits  of  the  two  systems, 

splash  or  forced  feed,  there  can  be  no  question  as  to 
the  cause  of  the  scoring  being  grit  and  other  impurities 
in  the  oil.  The  one  answer  seems  to  be  to  keep  the 
oil  free  from  these  impurities,  either  by  suitable  filters 
in  the  oiling  system,  if  that  be  possible,  or  by  removing 
the  oil,  cleaning  it  and  using  it  over,  with  perhaps  the 
addition  of  some  new  oil. 

Installations  of  apparatus  for  purifying  oil  are  be- 
coming more  numerous  in  large  machine  e.stnblishment8, 

but  are  usually  out  of  the  reach  of  small  Hhops,  not  to 
mention  motorists.  Oil  reclaiming  plants  would  seem 
to  be  a  poasibility  in  nuny  localities,  but  they  would 
require  a  high  type  of  honest  and  careful  operation  to 
be  of  real  value.  It  is  diflkult  to  imagine  a  business 
where  careleasneas  or  the  slightest  lapse  from  the 
straight  and  narrow  path  of  strict  honesty,  would  do 
more  harm  or  be  more  difficult  to  detect. 

Gean  oil  and  enough  of  it  is  a  necessity,  which,  to 
the  small  users,  means  frequent  emptyfng  of  the  old 
oil  and  refilling  with  new  oil. 

no   I- jH  CAOTIMO  FACKlSii  RIMCW.    nO.  t—TOVn  LABOBR  MuLl' 

•lliL-CK 
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Milling  Seats  for  Woodruff  Keys  in  a  Lathe 
By  Robert  Brainard 

The  keyseating  attachment  shown  herewith  is  in 
operation  in  a  small  machine  shop  in  Wisconsin.  It 
consists  of  a  long  V-block  with  three  bearings  for  a 
worm  shaft.  The  three  worms  carried  by  the  shaft 
drive  three  worm  gears  that  turn  three  large  screws 
threaded  into  a  heavy  block  that  is  bolted  to  the  car- 

riage.    Perpendicular  guiding  is  provided  by  castings 

ATTACHMENT  FOR  MILLING  SEATS  FOR  WOODRUFF  KEYS 
IN  A  LATHE 

bolted  to  the  carriage.  The  worms  are  operated 
through  spur  gear  and  pinion  by  means  of  the  ball 
crank  handle. 

The  V-block  is  used  to  support  large  shafts  but  small 
shafts  are  held  in  a  smaller  V-block  bolted  to  the  side 
of  the  larger  block.  In  the  illustration  a  shaft  is  in 
position  in  the  smaller  block.  In  either  case  clamping 

is  done  by  the  C-clamp. 

Three  Planing  Jobs  in  a  Railroad  Shop 
By  Herbert  Crawford 

The  guides  on  the  back  heads  of  steam  chests  on 

locomotives  fitted  with  Walschaert  valve  gears  are  diffi- 
cult things  to  plane  without  the  use  of  special  holding 

fixtures. 

At  the  Readville,  Mass.,  shops  of  the  New  York, 
New  Haven  &  Hartford  Railroad  the  fixture  shown  in 
Fig.  1  is  used.  The  hole  for  the  valve  stem  is  first 
drilled  in  the  head,  a  special  holding  fixture  being  used. 
The  head  is  then  mounted  on  a  mandrel  and  faced  in 
a  lathe,  after  which  the  stud  holes  are  drilled. 

The  work  then  goes  to  a  Woodward  &  Powell  planer 

FIG.  2— a   radius  planing  DEVICE 

which  is  fitted  with  a  substantial  fixture  as  at  A,  with 
dowels  to  locate  the  heads  so  that  the  guides  will  be 
level  and  in  planing  position.  The  fixture  holds  two 
steam-chest  heads  so  as  to  utilize  both  heads  of  the 
planer  and  makes  it  possible  to  plane  the  steam  chest 
heads  at  a  considerable  saving  of  time  over  the  older 
method. 

There  are  many  devices  for  planing  locomotive  valve 
motion  links  and  link  blocks.  The  one  used  in  this 
shop  is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  It  consists  of  a  chuck  body  A 
which  holds  the  woik  and  is  pivoted  at  B.  The  frame 
or  base  in  which  the  chuck  swings  has  a  gear  segment 
on  each  side  at  C  into  which  mesh  pinions  as  at  D. 

At  the  back  end  of  the  chuck  the  trunnion  carries 
the  jaw  F  which  fits  over  the  inclined  bar  G.    The  angle 

i 

^.  \^^^4"^'
'~  -■ w  ̂ >^:---^-y---^^-/'-.m^mm 

FIG.  3— A  CYLINDER  PLANING  JOB 

to  which  this  bar  is  set  determines  the  amount  of 
movement  of  the  chuck  and  with  it,  the  radius  of  the 
link.  As  the  planer  talble  moves  back  and  forth  the 
jaw  F  slides  up  and  down  the  inclined  bar  and  moves 
the  chuck  up  and  down,  swinging  it  from  the  pivot. 

A  typical  railroad  shop  job  is  shown  in  Fig.  3,  which 
gives  an  idea  as  to  why  machining  time  is  not  always 
as  rapid  as  we  would  expect  on  regular  work.     The 
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TIhm  kiUH 

hiaf<Mddl>  makM  it  •  vtry 
»  oae  can  aspect  good 
t  be  Ml  u  •bown.  to 
to  piMM  •  «Mt  for  the 

to  bo  httntad  in  tb*  dMirn 
tbox  eon  b*  mor*  owily 

TW  coaaMtfM  botWMa  tbo  tvo  baod*  oa  tbt  upper 
rat  li  for  pludiw  tlw  ndbw  ia  tbo  MddW  whrrr  the 

ita.  TW  Iwad  A  ia  danped  to  tbo  rail  in  tbe 
poaltka  and  tbo  aerNri  which  fasten  the  awival- 

ng  part  of  the  boad  kwooiMMi  MiAriently  to  allow  it  to 
tttca  easily.  The  feed  of  tbo  other  bead  B  is  then 
tbmva  in  M  a*  to  travel  to  tbo  lofL  Tbe  connecting 
t»r  fwivels  tba  atatkaary  bead  to  tbe  left  and  swinfi 
tbe  taai  tkroagb  as  are,  tbo  radius  of  which  depends 
oa  tbo  itbtanfO  froafi  tbe  point  of  the  tool  to  the  center 
of  tbo  avhnL 

Bushinss  Used  m  Buttons  for 
bocatiiiK  Holeti  Accurately 

By  Hauuc  M.  Pike 

Sovoral  years  ago  wbUo  tbo  writer  was  worliing  on 

Jiga  aad  txttonos  ia  co— octtoo  with  engines  for  air- 
bo  was  shown  tbe  following  kinic  for  locating 

accoratctjr  upon  work  that  is  too  large  and  heavy 
to  bo  hwttoiiod  aad  bored  ia  tbe  uauaJ  manner. 

TIm  bolaa  ia  qmaUon  waro  to  bo  jigged  in  the  hub 
of  tbo  aagiao  t^rwberi.  and  bore  an  important  rela- 
tioa  to  tlM  timing  gear,  so  important  in  fact  that  no 
tolnaaco  at  all  was  allowed  in  locating  them.  Upon 

of  work  that  could  be  swung  up  in  a 
on  the  table  of  aq. ordinary  toolroom 

this  part  of  the  work  would  have  pre- 
BO  dMkahy;  bat  as  such  procedure  was  out  of 

tbo  g— olton.  Mate  other  method  had  to  be  devised. 
Tbo  bolw  were  laid  out  on  radial  lines  extending 

from  tbo  eairtar  of  the  hub,  their  location  being  deter- 
■laod  ia  thoaoamttha  of  an  inch  from  the  center  and 
ia  itgnm  aad  minutes  of  arc  from  a  given  radial. 

mttana,  or  bashings,  were  made  as  shown  in  the 
Tbo  iatoraal  diamoCor  was  ground  accurately 

tf** 

attaebod  to  the  jiff  by  moans  of  two  machine  screws 
fitting  looooly  in  tbo  aerow  holes.  They  were  then 
lositloned  exactly  by  triangulat ion  and  measurement 
over  their  outer  surfaces  with  micromi'ters  in  the  u.huhI 

wa>'.  aa  would  Ih>  done  with  ordinury   liuttoiiH. 
The  job  was  then  placed  on  the  table  of  n  true- 

lunning  drill  press  and  the  holes  drilled  and  retimed 

through  the  bushings.  The  total  accumulated  cn-ur  was 
but  0.0002  inch. 

TRK  «Oa  AKD  THB  BtlirOWg 

tothoafMartbeboiotoba  made  aad  tbo  oot^r  dinm- 
ftm  wm  fiaaai  to  a  staadard  site.  looTing  suflkient 

I  af  wtM  to  aseeaaaodato  tlie  two  small  bole*  for 

An  Improvised  Hardeningr  Furnace 
By  Dwight  Donald 

Fifteen  hundred  degrees  from  a  small  bun.sen  gas 
burner  can  be  liamossed  up  to  do  a  lot  of  hardening  of 
small  parts. 

The  sketch  shows  such  a  burner  fitted  with  a  simple 
metal  plate,  with  several  grooves  running  radially  from 
the  open  center,  attached  above  a  collar  which  allows 
the  combined  apparatus  to  drop  in  a  centra!  |K>sition 
over  the  burner.  The  plate,  which  has  an  outer  ring 
of  A-in.  sheet  metal  to  reduce  weight,  can  be  revolved 
about  the  burner  for  convenience  in  withdrawing  the 
work  from  the  flame.    The  sketch  furnishes  all  details. 

hupportin^  thtif 

•nutk  of  ring  mml 

were  Aral   located  approximately  and 

A  BtmaRN  nvKtam.  hbatino  rvK»Ac%  for  smaix  rods 

This  simple  flxture  was  designed  for  use  in  a  small 
shop,  to  supply  an  inexpensive  and  efficient  method  of 
hardening  the  ends  of  a  large  number  of  i  in.  in  diam- 

eter rods.  The  rods  are  placed  in  the  grooves  one  at 
a  time  with  the  ends  over  the  center  of  the  flame,  are 
removod  in  tbe  same  sequence  when  they  reach  the 
proper  boat  and  are  quenched  in  the  hardening;  bath. 

A  continuous  heat-treating  process  at  constant  tem- 
perature, with  ia  resulting  uniform  Itardaass  of  parts, 

is  thus  sflTorded. 
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385 What  the  Mechanic  Used  Before  the 
Sine-Bar  Was  Invented 

By,  Amos  Ferber 

Althouph  the  sine-bar  in  its  present  well-known  form 
is  a  comparatively  new  development,  the  principle  on 
which  it  is  based  is  as  old  as  mathematics,  and  the  older 

mechanics  were  by  no  means  unfamiliar  with  the  prac- 
tical application  of  it,  though  they  ma.,-  never  have 

applied  a  name  to  the  device  they  used.  In  the  sketch 
may  be  seen  the  tool  used  by  the  writer  for  many  years 
before  the  introduction  of  the  sine-bar  for  applying  the 

TANGENT  GAGE  FOR  LAYING  OFF  ANGLES 

trigonometrical  function  to  the  development  of  angles. 
Let  us  say  that  an  angle  of  15  deg.  (the  angle  shown 

in  the  sketch)  is  required,  and  there  is  no  bevel  pro- 
tractor at  hand  or  the  protractor  is  not  suflSciently  accu- 

rate for  the  purpose. 
Take  a  piece  of  sheet  metal  of  any  size  and  thickness 

convenient  and  cut  it  roughly  to  the  shape  shown  in 
the  sketch,  making  sure  that  we  leave  sufficient  stock 
at  the  essential  points  to  secure  accurate  measurements. 
The  thickness  of  the  metal  is  of  no  importance,  except 
that  the  thicker  it  is  the  more  stock  there  is  to  cut 
away  and  the  longer  time  will  be  needed  to  make  the 
device.  Metal  thin  enough  to  cut  with  the  hand  shears 
may  be  used  if  the  device  is  wanted  in  a  hurry  and 
permanency  is  not  a  consideration. 

After  cutting  roughly  to  shape,  set  the  piece  in  a 
shaper  or  vise  of  a  surface  grinding  machine,  and 
reduce  the  surfaces  a,  b  and  c  accurately  to  parallelism; 
also  make  both  ends  accurately  square.  The  actual 
length  and  width  of  the  piece  does  not  matter,  but 
the  corners  indicated  at  xx  must  be  left  sharp,  as  it 
is  upon  these  corners  that  the  serviceability  of  the  tool 
depends. 

Now  measure  the  length  of  the  piece  over  all  (dimen- 
sion A)  with  a  micrometer.  Next  file  or  grind  the 

inner  face  of  the  angle  at  c  until  dimension  B  sub- 
tracted from  dimension  A  leaves  exactly  the  chosen 

radius  upon  which  the  angle  is  computed,  in  this  case 
3  in.,  dimension  E. 
Now  grind  the  under  face  at  b  until  dimension  C 

subtracted  from  dimension  D  leaves  exactly  the  tangent 
of  the  required  angle  multiplied  by  the  chosen  radius. 
The  angle  sought  will  now  be  included  between  the 
longer  surface  a  and  a  straight-edge  laid  across  the 
sharp  corners  a;  a;  as  indicated  by  the  dotted  lines. 

The  tool  in  this  shape  is  available  for  laying  off  the 
angle  it  represents  upon  the  polished  surface  of  a  jig  or 
fixture,  but  the  sharp  corners  could  not  be  expected  to 
stand  up  very  well  if  the  tool  were  to  be  banged  around 
a  milling  or  grinding  machine  very  much  in  setting  up 

work.  To  avoid  impairment  of  its  accuracy  and  pre- 
serve the  tool  for  continued  use,  set  it  in  the  vise  of 

the  grinder  with  the  corners  uppermost  and  carefully 
level  these  corners  by  means  of  a  sensitive  indicator. 
You  may  now  grind  away  as  much  of  the  corners  as 
may  be  necessary  to  secure  a  permanent  bearing  sur- 

face, without  affecting  the  included  angle. 
If  this  tool  were  to  have  a  name,  it  should  be  called 

a  "tangent  gage,"  as  the  sine  of  the  angle  is  not  con- sidered. 

Form  Gage  for  U.S.F.  Thread  Tools 
By  Joe  V.  Romig 

An  adjustable  gage  for  use  in  forming  thread  tools 
to  cut  U.S.F.  threads  is  shown  in  the  accompanying 
sketch. 

The  shear,  one  of  the  setting  jaws  and  the  fixed 
angular  jaw  are  made  in  one  piece.  The  sliding  jaw 
is  made  up  of  four  pieces,  the  thin  side  plates  being 
riveted  to  the  angular  jaw  face  and  to  the  top  piece 
so  as  to  leave  just  sufficient  space  for  the  assembled 
part  to  slide  over  the  shear  without  shake.  A  small 

'inurled  setscrew  in  the  top  of  the  sliding  jaw  preserves 
the  setting.  Note  that  a  clearance  space  is  left  at  the 
point  where  the  angular  jaw  bears  upon  the  shear. 

The  setting  jaws  should  be  so  made  as  to  touch  at  the 
instant  the  space  at  the  apex  of  the  angle  disappears. 

P/'a. 

'Clearance 

-It*  / 

A  &icle  plates' 

.  Tool  ground  for  cutting 
Z  threacfs  per  inch 

GAGE  FOR  U.S.F.  THREAD  TOOLS 

A  good  way  to  do  this  is  to  make  them  a  trifle  too  long 
and  fit  them  by  lapping  between  the  surfaces,  testing 
as  the  work  proceeds  with  an  accurate  center  gage. 

To  set  the  gage  to  any  given  size  of  U.S.F.  tool  it  is 
necessary  only  to  provide  a  feeler  gage  of  a  thickness 
equal  to  the  width  of  flat  {\  of  the  pitch),  and  close  the 
setting  jaws  upon  it. 
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Air  CjHaiii  for  Jiga  awl  Fixtures 
BT  CaAHJB  B.  JOKMON 

TIm  niatlvt  I— rHi  of  kaad*  sad  pa*am»tiaaiy-o|Mr- 
art  DOt  fMwralljr  nadwateod  by  the  avtrage 
pr  wbo  has  had  littW  acpthmmm  in  the  dMiyn 

of  alr^paraud  »quipoent.  Many  dMifBan  recard  the 

4mltf^m  Mil  V'ff'Tig  of  a  paaamaticany-operated  fix- 
tani,  )if  ar  attadHMBt  a*  aonathing  justiAable  only 
vImb  tha  flr*t  coat  la  not  to  ba  coaaidored  and  when 

aa  uilteited  Biimtaar  of  parta  are  to  be  produced. 
la  '»— 4r''^  •  pBMUMtkaUr-operated  tool  the  first 

^aaatiaa  to  bt  aiMwiad  ia.  can  the  piece  be  located  by 

^1  TW  baat  armwaoMnt  for  locating  is  by  moans 

of  witti>Hr  pMk  rodk  for  moving  the  piece  to  its  proper 

^fft^^ay  nat.  TiMoe  rods  are  operated  by  a  cylinder 

lari*  anoogh  to  aeat  the  piece  flrmb'-  For  clamping, 
a  lugm  cjrUadar  ia  oaad.  as  more  power  is  required 

to  ImM  tlw  plaet  to  ptaca  than  merely  to  locate  it. 

Ttm  next  tUng  to  be  datormined  ia  the  amount  of 

prwaiira  raqioirsd  to  hold  the  piee*  firmly  in  place  while 

the  operation  is  performed.  A  close  approximation  of 

the  ptaaaora  required  may  be  secured  by  calculating 

tka  pfolabb  preaaore  cxartad  by  the  clamping  arrange- 
■nt  If  tka  tool  ware  hand-operated.  In  other  words, 
If  a  |.^  daaariaf  boh  were  to  be  used,  the  pneumatic 

exert  an  equivalent  amount  of  pressure. 
tUa  prassiirn  has  been  determined  or  assumed. 

^«  pMoB  illamatar  D  ia  aecured  by  using  the  formula : 

■'J 

The  calculated  praaaure  is  P;  201  is  a  constant.  The 
iHrlsnrj  of  the  air  is  taken  care  of  in  this  formula. 
Ofdtaarily  the  efkiency  of  an  air  cylinder  is  from  70 
to  80  par  cent. 
no  ant  important  decision  is  whether  the  cylinder 

ia  to  ba  dotadwbic  or  incorporated  in  the  casting.  Cyl- 
iadars  sp  to  2  la.  ia  diameter  are  cast  in  the  baae  if 

U*tt>v 

,%««..-      -k^^^^    ̂ &k mtfi 

DCTAIUi  or  AM  AtX  CTUXtlBR  VOK  JIOO  AND  FtXTtJItaa 

a  miwtnana  amooat  of  pnMora  is  required  and  if  there 
ia  ao  objoctioa  to  tba  pistoo  rod  and  clamping  arrange- 
■MSl  projactiag  ootaida  of  the  solid  base  casting.  The 
cyllader  is  formed  bjr  coonterboring  holes  for  the  pis- 
toa  bead  aod  tlM  oeeaaaary  apring.  The  hole  is  tapped 
to  receive  a  plac  which  doaaa  the  end  of  the  cylinder, 
and  the  piatoe  rod  oporatae  through  thia  plug. 

CyUadara  ovar  S  la.  In  diameter  are  usually  made 
datarimWe.  Tba  priacipal  advantages  of  this  method 
aia  aMuqr.  Tka  baaa  caatiog  nuy  be  eorad,  eliminating 
aaaek  aMtifluuua  wdgkt,  aad  the  cylindar  majr  ba  placad 
la  tka  Baat  eoaaaiiaat  plaea  for  operating  the  damping 
machial— .  Tka  piatoe  red  amy  be  easily  aligned,  and 
tka  fjrlladw  aar  ba  tahca  apart  for  repairing,  or  nuy 
ba  aaad  for  more  than  oaa  piece  of  equipment. 

The  aecompanying  illustration  shows  a  simple  cylinder 
with  dimensions  proportional  to  the  diameter.  The 
cylinder  is  a  bronxe  caating,  the  base  of  which  is  wide 
enough  to  allow  the  uae  of  a  screwdriver  or  wrench  in 
tightening  the  screws  which  hold  the  cylinder  to  the 
base  easting.  The  screw  slots  should  be  wide  enough 
to  allow  shifting  in  aligning  the  piston  rod.  The  cylinder 
itself  is  counterbored  for  the  piston  head  and  is  threaded 
for  the  larii^e  plug  which  forms  one  end  of  the  cylinder. 

The  large  plug  has  a  boss  on  both  sides  for  counter- 
boring  and  tapping  the  space  allowed  for  the  packing 
and  the  amaller  plug.  The  smaller  plug  guides  the  pis- 

ton rod.  compresses  the  packing  and  prevents  the  leak- 
age of  air.  Its  head  should  be  slotted  to  correspond 

with  the  end-check  nuts  and  should  be  made  long  enough 
to  allow  adjustment  for  wear.  The  l)o.s8  on  the  outside 
of  the  large  plug  should  be  milled  either  square  or 
hexagonal  for  wrench  adjustment.  The  larger  plug  is 
renamed  a  few  thousandths  of  an  inch  large  (usually 
about  0.010  in.)  to  allow  the  neceasary  clearance  for 
aligning  or  operating.  The  leakage  of  air  is  prevented 
by  the  smaller  plug  and  the  packing. 
The  pipe  furnishing  the  air  supply  is  conunonly 

tapped  into  the  large  plug.  The  intake  and  exhaust  of 
the  air  is  controlled  by  a  simple  three-way  valve  located 
in  the  pipe  line. 

The  piston  head  is  made  with  a  good  sliding-flt  in 
the  cylinder  and  is  held  in  place  by  two  nuts,  one  of 
which  acts  as  a  check.  The  leather  packing  and  several 
braas  spacers  of  varying  thickness  are  placed  between 
the  piston  head  and  the  backing  plate  which  is  held  in 
place  by  the  collar.  This  collar  may  be  driven  on  or 
pinned  to  the  piston  rod.  When  the  packing  becomes 
worn,  it  may  be  tightened  by  removing  the  larger  plug, 
withdrawing  the  entire  mechanism  from  the  cylinder, 
taking  off  the  end  nuts  and  removing  spacers  enough 
to  decrease  the  distance  between  the  backing  plate  and 
piston  head,  and  thus  forcing  the  packing  ring  to 
expand  by  moving  it  up  the  angle  on  the  backing  plate. 
By  inserting  enough  spacers,  this  adjustment  may  be 
made  a  number  of  times,  thereby  eliminating  one  of 
the  principal  objections  to  air  cylinders. 

The  spring  is  for  releasing  the  clamps  and  should 
be  just  strong  enough  to  accomplish  this.  The  outside 
diameter  of  the  spring  must  be  small  enough  to  allow 
sufficient  clearance  to  operate  during  its  compression. 

Wlien  only  a  small  diameter  spring  is  necessary,  due 
to  the  ease  with  which  the  clamping  mechanism  releases, 
provision  should  be  made  for  holding  the  spring  exactly 
in  the  center  of  the  cylinder.  This  will  prevent  the 
spring  from  dropping  to  the  bottom  of  the  cylinder, 
and  from  exerting  an  unequal  pressure,  which  would 
have  a  tendency  to  tip  the  piston  head  and  make  it  bind. 
The  beat  aieana  for  holding  the  spring  in  the  center 
is  to  tap  or  preaa  a  small  piece  of  drill  rod  in  the  rear 
of  the  cylinder.  The  piece  should  not  be  long  enough 
to  strike  the  end  of  the  piston  rod  when  the  piston 
head  is  moved  sufficiently  to  operate  the  clamps. 

The  pipe  line  should  be  aa  straight  as  possible  and 
the  check  valve  should  be  placed  between  the  three-way 
valve  and  the  air  supply.  An  exhaust  hole  usually  i-in. 
in  diameter  abould  be  located  behind  the  piston.  Be- 

cause of  the  great  friction,  wedge  systems  '>f  levers 
and  clampa  should  be  avoided. 

If  care  is  taken  to  design  air  clamping  mechanisms 
with  due  reference  to  the  pressure  involved,  both  in  the 
cylinder  and  in  tlie  spring  used  for  returning  the  piston, 

aatiafactor}'  reaults  will  be  secured. 
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An  Inserted  Blade  Cutter  of  Exacting 
Requirements 

By  Milton  Wright 

The  illustration  shows  a  cutter  with  inserted  blades 

of  high-speed  steel  that  is  made  in  a  manner  somewhat 
unusual  when  the  pui-pose  it  is  to  serve  is  considered. 
The  serrations  of  the  blades  do  not  constitute  a  helix 
but  are  in  separate  planes,  the  cutter  being  used  to 

form  the  rack  teeth  on  the  bar  of  a  large  monkey- 
wrench. 

The  cutter  is  5 J  in.  in  diameter  by  3i  in.  long  when 

.assembled,  being  made  in  three  li-in.  sections  with  24 
blades  to  each  section.  The  sections  are  keyed  to  a 
shouldered  bushing  and  are  clamped  tightly  together 

INSERTED  BLADE  MILLING  CUTTER 

by  the  ring  nut  of  the  bushing,  so  that  when  assembled 
the  cutter  may  be  handled  on  and  off  the  milling  machine 
.arbor  as  a  single  piece. 

The  individual  blades  are  1.250  in.  long  and  A  in. 
thick  at  one  end,  being  wedge-shaped,  or  tapered,  to 
an  angle  of  2  deg.,  and  are  held  in  the  slots  only  by 
the  pressure  of  the  drive  fit.  This  method  of  holding 
is  common  enough  in  cutters  that  are  used  only  for 

•surface  milling  or  facing  and  the  blades  of  which  can 
be  ground  in  position  after  assembling,  but  when  the 
tool  is  called  upon  to  mill  the  teeth  of  a  rack  in  which 
no  variation  can  be  permitted  and  the  blades  are  com- 

pletely finished  before  they  are  set  into  the  body,  it 
is  quite  another  matter,  and  involves  careful  and  pains- 

taking workmanship. 
The  blades  are  made  to  form  and  size,  plus  grinding 

-allowance,  and  the  teeth  are  cut  in  them  with  a  single 
piece  hob  of  small  diameter.  For  this  latter  operation 
the  blades  are  held  in  the  special  vise  jaws  shown  to 
the  right  in  the  illustration;  the  angle  at  which  they 
are  presented  to  the  hob  being  10  deg.,  which  provides 
the  necessary  relief  without  any  further  backing  off. 
No  side  clearance  is  allowed. 

After  hardening,  the  blades  are  ground  to  thickness 
and  taper,  and  in  this  operation  extreme  accuracy  is 
required;  a  variation  of  0.0001  in.  being  sufficient  to 
throw  the  teeth  out  of  register.  The  only  special  tools 

required  are  the  little  tapered  "parallel"  upon  which 
the  extra  blade  is  shown  in  the  picture,  and  a  gage 

into  which  each  blade  is  fitted.  The  work  is  held  for 
grinding  upon  a  magnetic  chuck.  These  blades  are 
made  up  in  quantities  without  reference  to  the  body  of 
the  cutter  and  are  interchangeable. 

The  cutter  shown  is  one  of  many  such  cutters  that 
are  in  constant  service  in  the  factory,  there  being  as 
many  bushings  as  there  are  manufacturing  machines. 
Any  blade  fits  any  slot  in  any  section  of  cutter  and 
the  sections  are  used  in  whatever  combination  may 
be  convenient.  It  is  this  interchangeability  throughout 
a  large  set  of  tools,  the  requirements  of  which  are  so 
exacting,  that  renders  the  method  of  construction 
unusual. 

The  staggered  position  of  the  blades  in  the  assembly 
is  for  the  purpose  of  making  the  cut  as  nearly  con- 

tinuous as  possible  and  avoiding  the  chatter  that  would 
be  caused  by  the  intermittent  action  if  the  entire  tooth 
face  were  parallel  to  the  axis  of  rotation.  To  secure 
this  effect  in  assembling  it  is  necessary  only  to  select 
three  sections  the  keyways  of  which  are  not  in  the 
same  relation  to  the  blade  positions. 

~  These  cutters  are  in  service  in  the  factory  of  Billings 
&  Spencer  and  were  designed  by  W.  R.  Croke,  super- 

intendent of  the  tool  department. 

Guarding  the  Bull  Gear  of  a  Planer 
By  Donald  A.  Hampson 

The  factory  inspection  department  of  New  York  State 
has  recently  called  attention  to  a  hazard  which  has 
hitherto  remained  unguarded — that  of  the  spoked  type 
of  bull  gear  and  its  mating  point  with  the  pinion.  Official 
attention  to  these  hazards  was  directed  through  several 
accidents  occuring  at  about  the  same  time.  The  fact 
that  the  injured  men  apparently  went  out  of  their  way 
to  get  caught,  does  not  relieve  the  employer  of  responsi- bility. 

In  the  illustration  may  be  seen  a  simple  but  effective 
way  of  protecting  the  spoked  wheel.  The  hazard  in  any 
kind  of  a  spoked  wheel  lies  in  the  possibility  of  an  arm 
or  a  foot  being  thrust  through  and  getting  caught 
against  a  stationary  part  of  the  machine,  resulting  in  a 
broken  bone,  if  nothing  more  serious.  If  the  spokes 
can  be  converted  into  a  web,  the  hazard  no  longer  exists. 
A  notable  example  of  such  conversion  may  be  seen  on 
job  presses  in  printing  plants  where  wheels  with  slender 
arms  are  made  safe  by  the  application  of  paper  disks. 

The  planer  shown  in  the  foreground   is   one   of  a 

GUARD  frOR   BULL  WHEEL 
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IwTiBC  Um  boll  wiMib  cspoMd.  that  ww  pro- 
hgr   atrvviBg  togtUiw   cirdw   rut    front    i-in. 
oM  drri*  M  Mch  tklt  of  tiM  arms.    Protection 

I M  tiM  appMnBM  It  bmL 
r  aad  pteka  ■ih.  tlMre  cxittii  a  dancer 

•■  tW  rvtam  strokt  of  the  planer.  This  ma.v  be 

by  a  pier*  of  ahoet  metal  wide  enough  to  in- 
afaral  taeth  on  oach  v«ar.  and  with  tabs  extend- 

•  «ck  aid*  to  iHitrt  tlMr  majr  be  caught  under  the 
I  of  tko  biortaflo  eapa.  It  raquirw  more  of  a  fender 

thoa  •  g«ord  sorb  aa  would  be  needed  where  the  gears 
•TO  «•  top  aaar  to  working  poaitiona  of  the  hands.  A 

•loborate  daaign  would  be  a  hood  to  completely 
joora,  but  tbe  oxpeiiat  of  conatmrtinn 

Mi  tht  dUkohy  of  fUlOBing  oadoriMoth  se«n  hardb* 
vamatcd  when  the  simpler  design  affords  safety. 

Pattern  for  Gas  Eninne  Pistons 
By  Jamr}  H.  Yatcs 

Al  ripoir  BMB  ksew  the  difflculty  of  securing  good 
for  gas  engine  pistonn  when  they  are 

the  rvgular  melt  in  conjunction  with  regu- 
lar tommtiy  wotk.  If  tite  pattern  is  made  in  accordance 

with  the  following  suggestions  a  better  result  will  be 
obtaioed  in  many  cases: 

A  core  print  is  made  to  extend  outward  from  the 
pattern,  as  nhown  at  i4.  for  a  diaUnce  of  about  f  in. 
aU  arooad.  The  core  itaelf  rests  upon  this  extension 

la  tha  Bold,  thua  centering  the  core  and  insuring  per- 

I'ATTOU*  won  QAM  ENOIKB  PIBTONS 

feet  ■ligiiiimil  and  even  thtekneaa  of  the  piston  wall. 
It  is  advlaaUa  to  make  the  pattern  somewhat  longer 

than  the  Anished  piston  is  to  be,  say  i  in.,  ao  that 

aajr  dirt  that  may  riae  from  the  mold  will  be  in  that 

part  of  Um  rartlng  that  is  to  be  machined  off. 
Tba  aaia  adtantage  of  this  aiottiod  Ilea  in  casting 

the  pMoo  vftli  tha  head  downward  ao  that  there  will 

bt  vood.  daaa.  tkmgntati  iroa  at  the  head  where  it 
ia 

Selling  a  Touch  Customer— DiacuMion 
By  V.  P.  T»wiY 

The  cootrfbatioa  by  Hiram  Strong  under  the  above 

pi^a  na.  Vol   M.  of   AuMriam  MaehiniMt. 
iniaraatiag  reading,  as  doea  any  method  that 

a  way  of  oewcomina  •  probaUa  but  un-get-at- 

Mr.  Stroog'*  saeeaaa  with  "Bill  Jones" 
to  bo  dae  prinripally  to  the  fact  that  he  did 

I  hiak,"  bat  artually  took  conaidarable  paina  to 
he  waa  not  sold. 

)  aiv  naar  Bill  iooMaa  aeattorad  about  the  world, 
aai  n  k  prabaMy  aa  ««■  that  this  la  so.    As  a  brrHher 
aalaaiMa  oeet  told  bm.  They  are  iw>nt  by  the  Almighty 

jaat  to  try  aa."  aad  la  dealing  wifh  them  no  doubt  many 

Mlesaien  are  found  wanting  simply  because  they  lack 
initiative  and  resource.  There  is  no  standardized 
method  that  I  ever  heard  of  for  this  type  of  customer 

beyond  'Veighing  him  up"  and  then  bucking  in,  lotting 
him  see  by  the  beat  possible  meanH  that  his  abuse  ha.s  i«s 

much  effect  aa  water  on  a  duck's  back.  This  also  re> 
quires  nerve,  otherwise  no  ice  will  be  cut.  With  these 
i|ualiflcations  and  a  reliable  tool  that  will  stand  the 
test  of  wide  publicity  and  come  up  to  the  standard  set 
for  it,  no  salesman  need  despair  but  that  Bill  Jones 
will  be  landed  in  due  course. 

My  first  experience  of  this  type  happened  some  years 
ago  when  I  knew  little  of  the  game,  but  how  I  over- 

came this  Bill  Jones  may  be  of  interest.  He  occupied, 
and  still  does,  the  position  of  manager  of  a  large  firm. 

and,  quite  unknown  to  me.  he  had  a  "grouse"  up 
against  us  for  a  previous  transaction.  On  producing 

m)'  card,  the  way  his  face  worked  when  reading  it  and 
then  tearing  it  into  a  hundred  pieces,  convinced  me 
that  I  would  be  safer  elsewhere,  and  no  doubt  a  timid 
man  would  have  bolted  for  the  door.  I  simply  kept  one 
eye  on  it  and  stood  my  ground,  but  not  for  long,  as  he 
burst  out  with  a  lot  of  Bill  Jones  abuse  about  my  firm 

and  m>'self,  and  in  addition  gave  me  one  minute  to  get 
out  and  threatened  that  should  I  ever  visit  him  again, 
amongst  other  tortures  I  would  be  shot.  With  a  pleas- 

ant good-day  I  retired,  and  once  safely  into  the  street 
some  imp  in  my  brain  set  to  work  to  overcome  him. 

Before  my  next  journey  1  had  particulars  of  our  pre- 
vious trouble,  which  from  ignorance  more  than  anything 

else  was  not  to  our  credit,  but  as  it  happened  before 
my  time  I  saw  no  reason  why  I  should  stop  callinR,  and 
I  could  not  shake  off  the  aforesaid  imp  that  would 
impress  me  with  the  credit  sure  to  follow  in  brinjfing 
him  back  to  the  fold,  which  actually  happened  much 
quicker  than  I  ever  dreamed  of. 

Before  my  second  visit  I  had  a  real  slap-bang  cut-and- 
dried  Btor>'  to  put  before  him,  but  I  will  not  repeat  it 
here,  as.  like  the  curate's  sermon,  when  re<iuired  it  was 
not  on  tap,  and  a  very  good  job  too.  I  walked  boldly 
into  the  office,  and  like  all  other  Bill  Joneses,  he  had 

a  good  memory  for  faces  and  didn't  want  my  card.  He 
thundered  out,  "What  the  —  are  you  doing  here, 
didn't  I  —  well  tell  you  never  to  come  in  that  — 
door  again?"  After  a  lot  more  unprintable  language 
which  completely  upset  my  programme,  at  the  first 

opportunity  I  meekly  replied.  "I  just  called  to  see  if 
you  were  dead."  Further  explanations  were  demanded, 
and  I  added  that  I  knew  perfectly  well  that  he  would 
never  buy  anything  from  us  and  my  only  chance  waa 

when  a  new  manager  came  along,  whi -h  wouldn't  Im 
in  his  lifetime.  His  attitude  changed  immediately,  and 

beyond  his  reply  that  he  wouldn't  have  any  damn  fool 
wandering  around  the  country  wishing  him  dead,  we 
soon  drifted  into  ordinary  conversation. 

To  cut  the  story  short.  I  was  soon  seated  in  his 
private  office  and  left  with  an  order.  Other  orders  have 
followed  since  and  today  I  number  him  among  my 
very  beat  friends.  We  have  laughed  many  times  over 
the  incident,  and  probably  he  may  laugh  again  as  he 
reads  the  Ameriean  MaekinUt. 

Other  similar  stories  could  be  told,  but  the  above 

satisfied  me  once  and  for  all  time  that  the  cut-and-dricd 

method  is  uadaaa,  and  above  all  as  this  journal  pro- 
claims, "Only  reliable  products  can  be  continually 

advertised."  It  naturally  follows  that  it  is  only  the 
same  that  can  be  continually  sold,  after  which  it  is  only 
a  matter  of  the  right  salesman. 
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Editorial 

L 

Standardization  and  Exports 
Too  many  manufacturers  have  considered  all  efforts 

at  standardization  as  unnecessary  frills  which  had 
little  or  no  commercial  value.  The  report  of  Oscar  R. 
Wikander,  who  represented  the  American  Engineering 
Standards  Committee  at  conferences  concerning  inter- 

national standards  for  ball  bearings,  shows  clearly  just 
how  standardization  is  going  to  directly  affect  export 
trade.  His  example  of  the  700  locomotives  being  built 
for  Russia  points  out  very  clearly  the  handicap  which 
must  be  overcome  by  American  locomotive  builders  be- 

fore they  can  compete  for  locomotives  of  this  class. 
It  does  not  matter  so  much  from  the  economic  point 

of  view  whether  the  standards  be  German  or  American, 
so  long  as  they  are  good  standards.  For  the  best  stand- 

ards must  and  will  become  international  as  time  goes 
on  and  we  become  more  and  more  inter-dependent. 
What  does  matter  is  that  the  country  which  first  adopts 
good  standards  and  gets  them  into  use,  will  have  the 
jump  on  all  the  rest  when  it  comes  to  repeat  orders. 

We  have  led  the  world  in  interchangeable  manufac- 
ture which  requires  certain  standards  within  the  shop 

doing  the  work.  But  we  have  been  slow  in  adopting 
standards  throughout  any  big  industry  except  that  of 
automobile  building. 

Unless  we  wake  up  to  the  importance  of  standardiza- 
tion we  are  likely  to  have  inquiries  from  foreign  coun- 

tries for  goods  made  to  German  or  other  standards. 
And  if  we  are  to  be  content  to  follow  rather  than  lead 
in  the  work  of  standardization,  we  should  at  least  keep 
posted  as  to  what  German  standards  are  so  as  to  be 
able  to  bid  intelligently  if  asked  to  do  so.  As  the 
leading  manufacturing  nation  of  the  globe  we  should 
do  our  share  in  the  work  of  standardization  which  is 
very  evidently  well  under  way. 

Our  Fallen  Idols 

WE  USED  to  think  of  locomotive  engineers  and  fire- 
men as  a  superior  kind  of  workers,  the  cream  of 

labor,  a  kind  of  aristocracy;  not  because-  they  were 
richer,  or  better  educated  or  possessed  greater  skill  or 
ability,  but  because  we  recognized  in  them  men  of  char- 

acter. We  saw  that  they  had  ideals,  beyond  and  above 
their  wages.  We  instinctively  admired  their  devotion 

to  duty.  We  were  not  sui-prised  to  read  of  an  engineer 
sticking  to  his  post  in  the  face  of  death,  refusing  to 
save  himself,  his  last  act  saving  his  passengers. 

In  the  days  when  unions  were  not  so  common  and  not 
so  generally  accepted,  when  a  large  portion  of  the  public 
was  opposed  to  them  and  their  activities,  the  brother- 

hoods received  almost  universal  sympathy.  They  too, 
were  of  a  higher  order,  more  constructive,  never  rowdy, 
never  breathing  hatred  for  others,  though  always  prop- 

erly alert  for  chances  to  improve  their  condition. 
When  these  brotherhoods  made  demands,  we  natur- 

ally wished  that  they  might  succeed,  for  we  wanted  our 
heroes  to  prosper.  We  were  with  them,  as  they  de- 
served. 

And  now — engineers  and  firemen  leaving  their  trains 
in  the  desert,  exposing  women  and  children,  mothers- 

to-be,  aged  folks  and  babies  to  suffering  and  death.  Not 
in  the  heat  of  passion,  not  even  in  the  face  of  danger, 
but  cold-bloodedly,  wickedly,  meanly.  They  sold  their 
reputation,  their  manhood,  their  honor  for  a  mess  of 
pottage  for  their  friends.  The  captain  deserting  the  ship 
in  time  of  danger,  for  the  sake  of  a  few  dollars!  The 
disgusting  performance  challenges  the  power  of  the 
English  language. 

We  hoped  that  it  was  the  action  of  a  few,  wondering 
meanwhile  why  these  few  should  all  be  found  in  one 
location — in  the  desert.  We  waited  anxiously  the  words 
of  scathing  denunciation  to  be  pronounced  by  the  heads 
of  their  brotherhoods.  We  expected  their  unions  to 
kick  out  the  rotten  members,  as  unfit  to  associate  with 
the  rest  of  them.  We  felt  almost  sure  that  the  heads 
of  the  brotherhoods  would  issue  a  proclamation  to  the 
world  at  large,  condemning  such  unspeakable  conduct 
and  asserting  that  it  was  far  from  the  ideals  of  the 
majority. 

Instead,  they  announced  that  the  strike — mind,  they 
called  this  cowardly  act  a  strike — that  the  strike  was 
unauthorized,  and  that  the  leaders  are  to  be  discharged 
as  such,  thus  proclaiming  that  the  men  are  mere  pup- 

pets, irresponsibles  and  that  the  union  heads  are  the 
real  union. 
How  our  idols  are  fallen! 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  a  superintendent  should  tell  his  men, 
that  being  all  good  mechanics,  there  was  no  sense 

in  telling  them  how  much  allowance  there  should  be 
between  a  shaft  and  its  bearing;  nor  how  tight  a  drive 
should  be  between  the  axle  and  the  car  wheel.  Suppose 
he  told  them  that  each  should  do  his  own  hardening, 
and  that  he  might  choose  a  temperature  best  suited  to 
his  personality  and  disposition.  Suppose  he  allowed 
each  man  to  select  a  bar  from  the  steel  rack  instead 
of  handing  him  his  material  according  to  specifications. 

Wouldn't  you  immediately  inquire  as  to  the  location 
of  the  nearest  insane  asylum? 

But  suppose  you  met  a  superintendent,  who  allows 
each  man  to  grind  his  own  tools  according  to  his  notions, 
and  probably  never  twice  the  same  way,  who  declares 
that  each  man  knows  best  what  he  needs  for  his  work, 
though  there  may  be  ten  men  doing  the  same  job  and 
all  with  differently  ground  tools.  Suppose  you  meet 
such  a  man,  do  you  shake  your  head  and  say  sadly: 

"Poor  fellow — do  you  think  it  is  the  heat?" 
And  suppose  you  came  into  a  shop  where  things  are 

made  in  quantities,  and  many  machines  working  on  the 
same  operation,  but  with  different  feeds,  speeds  and 
tools,  because,  as  the  super  says,  each  man  knows  best 

his  own  conditions,  wouldn't  you  wonder  about  that? 
You  have  been  in  shops  where  every  man  selects  his 

own  feeds  and  speeds — and  grinds  his  own  tools  accord- 
ing to  his  own  ideas.  Suppose  we  go  a  step  further  and 

let  every  man  select  his  own  dimensions  and  fits. 
Oh,  well,  now,  you  know,  this  is  foolishness.     Well, 

perhaps,  but- Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Oilffeur  HiKh-Spe«d  Hydraulic 

Broaching  Machine 
An  hydraulic  bnMciuag  niachinr  for  operating  at 

hifh  •p««d  haa  rMiattjr  bc«n  plarrd  on  the  market  by 
tlM  OOgmr  Co,  MOwmaltM.  Wis.,  a  general  view  of  the 
■MhtaM  htbag  riMWB  in  Fig.  1.  The  machine  ia  stated 
to  km*  •  graat  wpacity  for  work,  chiefly  because  of 
tlM  wMa  rung*  of  tpuJa  availabte  with  the  maximum 

at  SCO  ia.  per  minatc.  the  aaae  of  selection  and  adjust- 
■MOt  of  tJk*  speed,  and  the  independent  operation  of 
IIm  ■Btamrtk  cootrots  for  both  the  cutting  and  return 
■InkM.  Tlw  overall  aAdeacy  i*  stated  to  be  high, 
naciaff  from  70  to  M  pmr  cnt,  as  no  power  is  wasted 
in  gears  or  screw  drhree. 

A  sUadard  Type-MD.  Tariafale-deliver>'  pump,  similar 
la  daeiga  aad  operation  to  those  used  in  the  Oilgear 
variaMe  speed  drives  previounly  described  in  American 
MuekimtMt.  delivers  a  steady  flow  of  oil  to  a  double- 
acttog  cyliader.  wboee  piston  rod  is  connected  to  a  slid- 

ing heed  which  operates  on  waya  in  a  U-shaped  trough 
at  the  usual  design.  A  doee  view  of  the  mechanism  io 
abawn  ia  Pig.  2.  The  aawunt  of  oil  delivered  to  the 
<arliadcr  dcptads  on  the  length  of  the  pump  stroke,  and 
tkla  lenKtk  can  be  varied  from  xero  to  a  maximum. 
As  the  speed  of  piston  travel  depends  on  the  amount 
of  oil  pumped  into  the  cylinder,  this  speed  can  be 

changed  at  will  merely  b>'  changing  the  pump  Htroke. 
The  catting  stroke  is  started  without  shock  and  the 
pen  ie  steady. 

Very  alight  variations  of  speed  within  the  limits  of 
48  and  860  in.  per  minate  are  easily  obtainable.  The 
right  spied  nuy  be  quickly  selected  for  different  mate- 

rials aad  different  broaches.  The  speed  of  the  return 
■tiaki  la  adjasuble  indepeadeatly  of  that  selected  for  the 
^'T'lflg  stroke.  Automatic  stops  are  provided  which  can 
he  set  for  any  desired  length  of  stroke.  There  is  no 
ovcr-mnning,  so  that  the  broach  will  be  pulled  beyond 
the  reducing  bushings  and  be  caught  on  the  reverse. 
Little  effort  la  Beaded  to  reverse  the  machine,  as  there 

aavy  chrtckae  to  shift.  Simply  pressing  down 
a  MUdl  poab-button  operatee  the  reverse,  or  the 

caa  he  act  for  automatic  reversal.  An  emer- 
gaaey  lever  caables  the  operator  to  stop  the  machine 
laalaoUy  at  any  point  of  the  stroke. 

Quick-acting   relief  vahrea  preveat  daaaage  to  the 

broach.  These  valves,  one  of  which  is  placed  on  the 
cutting  end  and  one  on  the  return  end,  automutically 
relieve  the  pressure  and  stop  the  machine  whenever 
the  pressure  builds  up  to  a  predetermined  point.  The 
machine  is  driven  by  vertical  belt  from  a  iineshaft  or 
motor.  The  motor  may  be  mounted  above  the  main 
cylinder  on  an  adjustable  support. 

The  following  actual  production  figures  are  given  as 
representative  of  those  obtainable.    The  work  consisted 

KlfJ. 2— UIUVI.S'U    MI<X:MA.N'18M    UF    Ull.OKAK    l<H< 
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of  broaching  four  solid  keys  in  a  differential  bevel  gear 
of  li-in.  bore.  2  in.  long,  and  mude  of  0.22  per  cent 
carbon  steel.    The  cutting  speed  was  288  in.  per  minute 
and  the  return  speed  312  in.  per  minute.     There  were 
two  broaches  in  the  set.  and  the  draws  per  hour  aver- 

aged 146.    The  maximum  horsepower  used  was  5i  for 
a  cutting  time  of  6i  seconds. 

The  principal  speciflcationa  of  the  machine  are  as 
follows:    Pullinir  capacity,    16,000  lb. 

(equivalent  to  that  required  by  a  2-in. 
square  broach  designed  according  to 
standard  practice).     Speed  range  for 
either  cutting  or  return  strokes,  48  to 
360  in.  per  minute.     Stroke,  56   in. 
Diameter  of  hole  in  faceplate,  6  in. 
Vertical  adjustment  of  drawing  head, 
II  in.  above  and  11  in.  below  center. 
Driving  pulley,  18  in.  in  diameter  by  6 
in.  face.     Speed  of  pulley,  600  r.p.m. 
Motor  size  recommended,  10  hp.    Floor 
space,  16  ft.  by  26  in.     Net  weight. 

MTDRAtnJC  aaoAcmMO  machinr  2.000  pounds. 
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391 Erratum 

Under  the  heading  of  "Cleveland  Double-Ended  Auto- 
matic Threading  Machine"  on  page  313  of  American 

Machinist,  the  capacity  of  the  machine  was  wrongly 
given  as  M  in.  in  diameter,  due  to  a  typographical  error. 

The  capacity  should  have  been  stated  as  l-fti  in.,  as  the 
machine  is  adaptable  to  threading  large  staybolts. 

Syracuse  Portable  9-Inch  Disk  Sander 
The  Syracuse  Sander  Manufacturing  Co.,  Inc., 

Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  is  now  marketing  the  9-in.  motor- 
driven  disk  Sander  shown  in  the  accompanying  illus- 

tration. The  machine  is  suited  to  general  work,  being 
fitted  with  garnet  paper  disks  for  sanding  wood  and 
grinding  brass  and 
aluminum,  while 
emery  cloth  is  used 
for  iron  and  steel. 

The  machine  is 

mounted  on  a  pedes- 
tal and  is  easily  port- 

able. It  can  be  con- 
nected to  any  conven- 

ient light  socket,  the 
motor  being  fur- 

nished to  suit  the 

type  of  current  avail- 
able. The  disk  is 

driven  directly  by  a 
J-hp.  G.E.  enclosed 
motor  running  at 

1,725  r.p.m.  A  tum- 
bler switch  is  pro- 

vided on  the  end  of 
the  motor.  The  table 
is  5ixl0  in.  in  size 
and  38  in.  from  the 
floor.  It  may  be  tilted 
45  deg.  down  and  15 

deg.  up.  A  thumb- 
screw  serves  to 
tighten  the  table  securely  at  any  angle,  the  setting  being 
shown  on  a  plate  graduated  in  degrees  and  mounted  on 
the  side  of  the  machine.  The  table  is  equipped  with  a 
graduated  angle  gage. 

The  entire  head  is  mounted  on  a  pedestal  by  means  of 
a  swivel  joint,  so  that  the  work  can  be  easily  turned 
toward  the  light.  A  canvas  bag  is  attached  to  the  table 
for  catching  the  dust  thrown  from  the  disk. 

SYRACUSE    9-INCH   DISK    SANDER 

1 

"Independent"  Reversible  Portable 
Electric  Drill 

The  Independent  Pneumatic  Tool  Co.,  Chicago,  111., 

manufacturers  of  the  "Thor"  line  of  pneumatic  and 
electric  tools,  has  just  placed  on  the  market  the  re- 

versible portable  electric  drill  herewith  illustrated.  The 
direction  of  motion  is  reversed  mechanically,  so  as  to 
eliminate  the  electric  troubles  that  may  occur  when  the 
reverse  is  obtained  electrically.  The  motor  runs  always 
in  the  same  direction  and  is  not  subjected  to  the  shock 
which  results  from  reversing  the  current  with  the 
motor  running  at  speed  and  under  load.  The  mechanical 
reversing  device  is  located  in  the  gear  case. 

The  reversing  gear  is  equipped  with  a  locking  device 
which  can  be  shifted  instantly  to  permit  of  three  mo- 

"INDEPENDENT"    REVERSIBLE    ELECTRIC    DRILL 

tions  as  follows :  The  first  motion  is  a  locked  constant 
forward  motion  for  general  drilling,  reaming,  stud 
driving,  nut  tightening  and  tube  rolling;  the  second  is 
a  locked  constant  reverse  motion  for  backing  off  nuts 
and  backing  out  studs  and  tube  rollers;  and  the  third 
is  a  neutral  position  which  allows  the  spindle  to  slip 
into  forward  motion  when  the  machine  is  pressed  for- 
-ward  against  the  work,  and  to  slip  into  the  reverse 
motion  as  the  machine  is  withdrawn  from  the  work. 

This  last  is  an  automatic  action  that  follows  the  oper- 
ator's movements  and  makes  the  tool  suitable  for  work 

such  as  wood  boring,  tapping,  and  flue  rolling,  where 
drive  by  power  in  both  directions  is  required. 

Although  here  applied  to  an  electric  drill,  the  revers- 
ing mechanism  is  adaptable  to  both  electric  and  pneu- 

matic tools  of  all  sizes.  The  maker  stresses  particularly 
the  durability  of  the  device. 

Diamond  Alloy  Cutting  Metal 
A  non-ferrous  alloy  for  metal  cutting  that  possesses 

unusual  hardness  and  resistance  to  wear  has  been  placed 

on  the  market  under  the  name  of  "Diamond  Alloy."  The 
product  is  being  manufactured  by  the  Diamond  Alloy 
Division  of  the  Kent-Owens  Machine  Co.,  Toledo,  Ohio, 
which  concern  has  taken  it  over  recently  from  the  Dia- 

mond Alloy  Tool  Co.,  St.  Louis,  Mo.  The  alloy  is  being 
sold  by  P.  H.  Biggs,  1235  West  9th  St.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

The  alloy  is  composed  of  such  metals  as  chromium, 
molybdenum  and  tungsten,  melted  together  in  such  pro- 

portions as  to  produce  a  hard,  fine-grained,  homogeneous 
alloy.  It  is  claimed  to  possess  an  unusual  degree  of 
resistance  to  wear,  holding  a  keen  cutting  edge  under 
the  most  severe  conditions  without  any  tendency  to 
crumble  even  under  an  intermittent  cut;  also  to  possess 
a  great  heat  resisting  quality,  as  tools  made  of  it  will 
operate  at  such  high  speeds  and  feeds  as  to  bring  the 
cutting  end  of  the  tool  almost  to  the  point  of  fusion 
without  any  tendency  to  soften.  Since  the  alloy  is  non- 
ferrous,  it  is  also  non-magnetic,  a  desirable  property 
for  many  forms  of  cutting  tools. 

One  of  the  most  predominating  features  of  the  alloy 
is  the  fact  that  it  can  be  cast  in  permanent  molds 
into  a  great  variety  of  forms  such  as  milling  cutters, 
end  mills,  reamers  and  similar  tools.  It  maintains  a 

uniform  composition  of  permanent  hardness,  necessitat- 
ing only  a  grinding  operation  to  complete  the  finished 

tools,  all  heat  treatments  being  eliminated. 
Another  feature  lies  in  the  ability  to  cast  the  alloy 
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•rtMnd  •  toucli  ctMl  center.  Uwrvbjr  makinc  •  tool  that 
ia  alVMiCW  aad  will  tUad  OMKh  aora  abuaa  than  a  tool 
mmi»  cni»Ma|y  of  tka  nifclat  aatariaL  Thus  Um 

of  a  aUntat  cvltar  majr  ba  owuh  of  duoow-nldMl 
wtth  t)M  rtav  aff  Diaaood  ABor  euttiat  tcath  eaat 

aroond  tha  alaaL 
TIm  aOajr  caa  alao  ba  wtMcd  to  •t««L  A  strip  of  it 

ba  waMad  to  a  ebroae-nickel  atcei  backinv  to  make 
ia  kaewB  aa  lamiaated  tool  bits,  to  be  uaed  in  the 

Tlw  foOewiac  aiaavlaa  abo«r  high  rates  of  production 
tlMt  ara  atatad  to  have  been  obtained  in  actual  practice 
witk  loeli  made  from  this  allojr.  In  milling  cast  iron. 
tka  cotter  waa  ma  at  a  speed  of  S70  ft.  per  minute. 

a  rut  )  in.  deep  and  a  table  feed  of  15  in.  per 
In  turning  0.S5  to  0.40  per  cent  carbon 
steel,  the  tool  was  operated  at  28S  ft.  per 

with  a  cut  i  in.  deep  aind  a  feed  of  A  in.  per 
In  machining  a  chrome-nickel  steel  shaft, 

125  ft.  per  minute  with  a  cut  /i  in.  daap 
and  a  faad  of  A  in<  per  ravolntion. 

A  laalhalder  deaicnatad  aa  the  '^aper"  toolholder 
has  been  developed  for  use  in  conjunction  with  various 
fonaa  of  cutter  bits  made  of  the  Diamond  Alloy.  This 
boMar  ia  made  in  nine  different  sixes,  the  section  rang- 
iaff  froas  i  x  I  in.  up  to  U  x  2i  in.  in  siie. 

Ilie  cutter  bits  are  made  with  a  taper  shank  which 
fits  into  a  coi  raapoodiag  taper  aocket  in  the  toolholder. 
The  taper  being  a  very  gradual  one.  the  pressure  of 
the  cut  forces  the  tool  bit  tightly  into  the  socket,  so 
that  no  other  clamping  is  neceaaary.  With  a  single- 
point  bit.  the  tool  can  be  adapted  as  a  right-hand, 
straight  or  left-hand  tool,  by  simply  changing  the  posi- 

tion of  the  tool  bit  in  the  holder. 

Rockford  Rotary-Table  Drilling:  Machine 
An  upright  drilling  machine  especially  fitted  for 

■nhiple  -operation  work  on  small  parts  is  shown  in  the 
•eeootpanylng  illustration.  The  work  that  can  be  seen 

on  the  edge  of  the  coolant  trough  of  the  machine 
In  this  caae  of  parte  of  a  universal  joint.  The 

attachments  for  handling  the  joint  have  recently 
daeed  on  the  market  by  the  Rockford  Drilling 

Machine  Co..  Rockford,  HI. 
The  machine  is  a  standard  20-in..  box<olumn  Rock- 

ford drilling  machine  having  capacity  for  a  2-in. 
highspeed  steel  drill  when  drilling  nteel.  It  is  driven 
thraogh  a  silent  chain  frnm  an  electric  motor  mounted 
In  the  nr.  The  speed  can  be  changed  by  the  use  of 
Intetvhaaiccable  pick-off  gears,  and  four  changes  of  feed 
ara  provMad  by  means  of  a  gear  box. 
A  foor^tation  rotary  table  having  an  indexing 

by  a  treadle  is  applied  to  the  regular 
This  rotary  table  ia  indexed  by  hand  after  the 

fecaling  plunger  la  paOed  out  of  position.  The  table 
earrfea  four  two-Jaw  choeka,  with  the  jaws  formed  to 
■■H  tka  work.  By  owana  of  an  extended  wrench,  the 
ckaek  screws  ean  be  tightened  from  outside  the  chip 

gaard. 
TIM  rbucka  are  aligned  under  three  work  spindles  so 

that  three  opanrtlona  are  performed  simultaneously 
vklla  the  foorth  chock  is  being  loaded.  A  finished 

ia  tlnia  rsio»ii1  at  each  indexing.  A  special  three* 
hMd  drfvM  and  fad  by  means  of  the  spindle  of 

I  ■adOot  ia  aqaippad  with  a  V-shaped  gibbed 
on  the  ways  of  the  column,  and  is 

A  positive   micrometer   adjustment 

nocKroRO  driluno  machinb  with  KUTAKY  takuu 

stop  on  the  quill  serves  as  a  depth  gage.  A  drill  bunh- 
ing  support  is  provided  under  the  npindle  on  the  left. 

On  the  work  shovt'n  the  first  spindle  rough  drilla  the 
hole,  which  is  f  in.  in  diamuter  and  21  in.  in  length, 
the  second  spindle  rough  taper  reams  and  faces,  and 
the  third  spindle  finish  taper  reams  the  hole.  A  produc- 

tion of  260  pieces  per  10-hr.  day  is  obtained. 

Doctors  V8.  Draftsmen 
By  Chables  W.  Lee 

Some  years  ago  I  called  on  a  lady  of  various  attain- 
ments, inasmuch  as  she  was  a  successful  physician, 

a  man-hater,  and  my  aunt,  and  told  her  that  I  was 
about  to  become  her  fellow  citizen,  having  just  gotten 

a  job  (which  she  called  "accepted  a  position")  in  her fair  city. 

"Finel"  she  said,  "and  of  what  will  your  new  work 

consist?" 
"Making  drawings  of  machinery." 
"Is  it  possible?  It  is  beyond  my  comprehension 

how  a  man" — remember  that  she  was  a  man-hater  and 

imagine  the  emphasis  on  "man" — "can  be  satisfied 
not  only  to  spend  his  time  making  marks  on  sheets  of 

paper,  but  to  make  a  business  of  it!" "Neither,"  said  I,  "is  it  within  my  understanding 

how  a  woman" — emphasis  on  "woman" — "can  be 
satisfied  to  spend  her  life  doing  up  powders  in  little 

pieces  of  paper!" "Ah,  but  I  have  to  know  what  is  in  the  powders, 

and  why." "Precisely  so.  and  I  have  to  know  where  to  put  the 

linea,  and  why." Which,  strange  as  it  may  seem,  especially  to  mar- 
ried men,  closed  the  discussion. 
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Aeronautical  Chamber  of 
Commerce  Elects 

Officers 

At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  board 
of  governors,  Aeronautical  Chamber 
of  Commerce  of  America,  501  Fifth 
Ave.,  today,  the  following  officers  were 
elected:  president,  Inglis  M.  Uppercu, 
Aeromarine  Plane  and  Motor  Co.,  Key- 
port,  N.  J.;  first  vice-president,  Charles 
L.  Lawrence,  Lawrence  Aero-Engine 
Corporation,  New  York  City;  second 
vice-president,  C.  C.  Witmer,  Airship 
Manufacturing  Co.  of  America,  Ham- 
mondsport,  New  York;  third  vice-presi- 

dent, Lawrence  B.  Sperry,  Lawrence 
Sperry  Aircraft  Co.,  Farmingdale,  L.  L; 
treasurer,  Charles  H.  Colvin,  Pioneer 
Instrument  Co.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.;  gen- 

eral manager  and  assistant  treasurer, 
S.  S.  Bradley;  secretary,  Luther  K. 
Bell;  assistant  secretary,  Owen  A. 
Shannon. 

Increases  in  the  Board  of  Governors 
from  eleven  to  fifteen  were  made  as 
follows:  I.  M.  Uppercu;  G.  M.  Wil- 

liams, general  manager,  Dayton  Wright 
Co.,  Dayton,  Ohio;  W.  C.  Young,  Good- 

year Tire  and  Rubber  Co.,  Akron,  Ohio; 
Charles  L.  Lawrence. 

Steady  growth  by  the  Aeronautical 
Chamber  of  Commerce  was  reported, 
recent  additions  to  the  membership  in- 

cluding Goodrich  Rubber  Co.,  Akron, 
Ohio;  Goodyear  Tire  and  Rubber  Co., 
Akron,  Ohio;  Wolverine  Lubricants  Co. 
of  New  York,  New  York;  Rich  Tool  Co., 
Chicago,  111.;  Mosler  Metal  Products 
Corporation,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.  Y. 

Steel  Engineers'  Convention 
Opens  in  Cleveland  Sept.  11 
The  Association  of  Iron  and  Steel 

Electrical  Engineers,  through  its  sec- 
retary, John  F.  Kelley,  has  just  made 

public  the  official  program  of  its  six- 
teenth annual  convention  and  exhibit 

which  will  be  held  September  11  to  15, 
in  the  Cleveland  Public  Hall,  Cleve- 

land, Ohio. 
The  attendance  this  year  is  expected 

t(»  exceed  all  previous  records  and  engi- 
neers from  the  steel  industry  through- 

out the  country  vrill  be  present.  Manu- 
facturers of  mechanical  and  electrical 

apparatus  applicable  to  the  iron  and 
steel  industry  will  demonstrate  their 
products,  close  to  one  hundred  manu- 

facturing companies  having  taken  space 
for  exhibiting  their  equipment. 

The  exposition  will  be  held  on  the 
first  floor  of  the  new  public  auditorium 
and  the  technical  sessions'  will  be  held 
in  the  lecture  hall  in  the  same  building. 
A  very  elaborate  program  has  been 

prepared  for  the  technical  sessions. 
Among  those  who  will  present  papers 
are  the  following: 

Dr.  Charles  P.  Steinmetz,  chief  con- 
sulting engineer,  General  Electric  Co.; 

B.  G.  Lamme,  chief  consulting  engi- 
neer, Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manu- 

facturing Co.;  A.  G.  Witting,  assistant 

chief  engineer,  Illinois  Steel  Co.;  F.  C. 
Watson,  electrical  superintendent.  Inter- 

national Nickel  Co.;  D.  M.  Petty,  elec- 
trical superintendent,  Lehigh  Plant, 

Bethlehem  Steel  Co.;  L.  W.  Heller, 
general  superintendent  power  stations, 
Duquesne  Light  Co.;  R.  B.  Gerhardt, 
electrical  superintendent,  Bethlehem 
Steel  Co.;  D.  B.  Rushmore,  consulting 
engineer.  General  Electric  Co.;  and  F. 
W.  Cramer,  £ngineer  of  tests',  Cambria Steel  Co. 

» 

Machinery  News  from 
Abroad 

According  to  official  figures  just  pub- 
lished at  Budapest  for  the  first  six 

months  of  the  present  year,  the  exports 
of  Hungarian  made  machinery  have 
largely  increased  against  the  same 
period  of  the  preceding  year,  nearly 
60,000  quintals  more  than  during  the 
first  six  months  of  1921.  Half  of  the 
machines  exported  were  agricultural 
machines  and  implements,  the  larger 
part  of  which  went  to  Jugoslavia.  A 
considerable  number  of  steam  locomo- 

tives and  flour  mill  machinery  was  ex- 
ported to  Poland.  The  total  exports  of 

machinery  during  the  firs.t  half  year 
1922  were  as  follows: 

Machines  and  apparatus,  98,717  quin- 
tals valued  at  1,411,000,000  Hungarian 

crowns;  and  electrical  machinery,  16,- 
026  quintals  valued  at  1,133,000,000 
crowns. 

As  compared  with  the  exports  of 
other  branches  of  the  machinery  indus- 

tries, the  exports  of  textile  machinery 
from  Great  Britain  have  largely  in- 

creased again,  as  will  be  seen  from  the 
following  table: 

Weight  hi  tons  Total  value 
1913      178,084  £8,282,000 
1919        65,920  8,427,000 
1920        63,614  9,159,000 
1921      156,995  25,149,000 

The  per  ton  value  of  these  exports  in 
1913  was  £46.5,  while  in  1921,  the  per 
ton  value  was  £160. 

The  increase  in  price  is  remarkable. 
Large  orders  were  placed  not  only  by 
India,  China,  and  Japan,  but  also  by 
the  British  dominions  and  South  Amer- 

ica. On  the  other  hand,  the  exports  to 
Russia,  which  in  1913  amounted  to 
15,308  tons,  amounted  in  1921  to  only 
3  tons.  Germany,  which  in  1913 
bought  British  textile  machinery  to 
the  amount  of  13,917  tons,  received  in 
1921  only  341  tons. 
A  report  from  Budapest  is  to  the 

effect  that  the  German  iron  master, 
Hugo  Stinnes,  has  just  formed  a  com- 

pany with  headquarters  at  the  Hun- 
garian capital  and  a  capital  of  30  mil- 

lion Hungarian  crowns  for  the  purpose 
of  exporting  iron,  steel  and  machinery. 

The  first  locomotive  built  since  the 
revolution  in  Russia  has  just  left  the 
St.  Petersburg  Railway  shops.  The 
cost  of  construction  of  this  locomotive 
was  no  less  than  75  milliards  of  Soviet 
rubles.  (75,000,000,000  rubles). 

Branch  Secretaries  of 
National  Metal 
Trades  Meet 

All  but  four  of  the  twenty-four  local 
branch  secretaries  of  the  National 
Metal  Trades  Association  met  August 
16  and  17  at  Milwaukee  (Wis.)  Athletic 
Club  for  their  semi-annual  conference. 

The  meeting  was  opened  by  W.  W. 
Coleman  of  the  Bucyrus  Co.,  president 
of  the  National  organization,  who  gave 
an  interesting  and  instructive  talk  on 
the  political  history  of  Milwaukee  and 
Wisconsin.  Mr.  Coleman  pointed  out 
that  immigrants  of  a  radical  and  social- 

istic tendency  were  in  the  majority 
among  the  early  settlers.  At  one  time 
a  bill  was  introduced  in  the  state  legis- 

lature which  required  that  all  property 
be  divided  every  Saturday,  or  oftener 
if  necessary.  It  was  defeated.  His 
address  was  unusual  in  that  much  that 
he  said  has  never  before  been  com- 

piled. 
The  visiting  secretaries  were  sur- 

prised to  learn  that  for  many  years  the 
metal  trades  have  predominated  in  the 
industrial  activity  of  Milwaukee  in- 

stead of  the  brewing  industry.  Inter- 
esting and  educational  papers  were 

read  and  discussed  by  the  secretaries 
including  "An  Up-to-Date  Employment 
Bureau"  by  Chester  M.  Culver,  "Ob- 

jections to  Legislation  Favoring  Un- 
employment and  Health  Insurance  and 

Old  Age  Pensions"  by  J.  M.  Manly,  "Ex- perience of  the  Grand  Rapids  Branch  of 
the  National  Metal  Trades  Association 

with  their  Mutual  Workmen's  Com- 
pensation Insurance  Bureau"  by  A.  W. 

Blodgett,  "Comparative  Wage"  Sched- ules" by  W.  J.  Cronin,  "What  is 
Normal"  by  Lewis  Atherton,  "Legisla- 

tion" by  H.  A.  Jansen,  "Superinten- 
dents' and  Foremen's  Clubs"  by  Paul 

Blatchford,  "Need  and  Value  of  Eco- 
nomic Education  of  Employees"  by 

Donald  Tulloch,  and  "Turnover — Causes 
and  Remedy"  by  T.  G.  Silkman. 

A  committee  was  appointed  by  Chair- 
man Fairbairn  to  devise  an  improved 

and  more  comprehensive  comparative 
statement  of  wages  paid  in  the  various 
localities,  than  that  which  has  hereto- 

fore been  issued  by  the  local  branches 
and  the  national  office  of  the  associa- 
tion. 
The  result  of  the  survey  recently 

completed  by  the  Association  in  regard 
to  industrial  betterment  work  was  pre- 

sented in  tabulated  form  showing  the 
results   accomplished. 

In  addition  to  national  president 
Coleman,  H.  J.  Wiegand  of  the  Cutler- 
Hammer  Co.,  who  is  president  of  the 
Milwaukee  branch;  Commissioner  Sayre, 
Counselor  Hibbard  and  Secretary 
Fischer  of  the  National  Metal  Trades 
Association  and  some  ten  secretaries 
of  closely  allied  associations;  J.  B. 

Dean  of  the  American  Tool  'Works  Co., Paul  T.  Horton,  of  the  Case  Crane  and 

Engineering  Co.,  and  J.  W.  O'Leary  of 
Arthur  J.  O'Leary  and  Son  Co.,  whp 
are  members  of  the  executive  com- 

mittee of  the  national  association,  were 

present. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Afirriculture  and 

Industry  Based  on  Current  Developments 

im  AiiMii.  c*L^  Sept.  s.  \m. 
FIOM  wlat  I  kav*  Mm  and  hMrd 

is  Sbb  PnutrteM  sad  Lo«  AnrrlM, 
M  w«i|  u  is  tk>  fertile  valley* 

tkraagk  wluch  oat  poww  m  r«>nc 
fSnai  OM  of  IkMt  cTMt  cities  to  the 

I  coadadt  taot  thu  region  b 
*—■"">*  to  tl»e  deprewins  in- 

I  wkJcli  kre  felt  from  time  to 
timm  ia  otlMr  porU  of  the  roontry.  The 

feet  it  tkat  morh  of  the  country'* 
tt«iid  wmHk  it  bciac  brourht  here 
kgr  tta»tlin  wIm  coom  ••  toartstt  and 

a  ■•  raoiitats.  TImt*  it.  tiMrtforc, 
haoraMl  frowtt  wUca  trrtr«ly 
tkt  fedlFtitt  prorUcd.  althonxh 

tiMy  art  Mac  incrmaed  with  marvel- 
oat  rapidity  and  cntvrprise.  The  re- 
Mli  it  CTMt  boildinc  activity,  good 
tiafe  tad  creat  prosperity  in  almost 
tWM|  kraacB  of  batiMtt. 

mg  tboae  merrhantt  who  are  on- 
ia  tiM  increatinc  foreign  trade 
m  tlM  Pacific  Coait  and  the 

Orfoat  thero  b  aome  apprehension  lett 
tlw  tariff  bill  will  reduce  our  export* 
t»  Aaia,  AattvaHa  aad  New  Zealand. 
kat  oalir  Umoo  wt»  look  far  ahead  are 
■ack  coMcomod  orer  toch  a  poMibility 
•Ml  (or  tho  prttoBt  at  lea*t  the  major- 

ity of  tko  poopio  tooa  happy  and  con- 
tmltai.  Fraa  tho  aaaibor  of  automo- 
Mat  tkat  aro  to  bo  aooa  on  the  excel- 
laat  rtadi  wUek  cover  the  *ute  and 
tko  erowdod  coeditioa  of  the  touri*t 
MHBpo  that  or*  to  bo  feond  in  every 
••amaaity  it  woold  tooai  that  almott 
tmrf  oa*  it  BMkfef  a  aMtor  trip,  but 
tko  «»n  AIM  botA  Bocate  thi*  idea 
■ad  I  am  leaving  btrt  innirht  in  tho 
MM  that  everyoBO  ia  Califomia  ia 
liaianiBg  titber  by  motor  or  by  train. 

Hm  fttaury  political  campaign  which 
kaa  naaltad  ia  tha  nomination  of  Hiram 
Johaaoa  to  aactocd  him*«lf  a*  U.  S. 

kaa  bota  foofbt  with  much 
mtf  hat  abtorbod  public  at- 

fer  tht  latt  two  or  thrco  wock*, 
w  that  it  i*  endad  a  poriod  of 

k  to  ba  axpadod  natil  tba 
eoataat  beciat  in  October. 

tW  BMOt  iaipartaat  iadteation  of  the 
r  oC  taototta  latt  voak  wa*  to  be 
is  tha  ttoeh  aurfcot  The  rollec- 

Maa  to  bo  wiaor  than  any 
ad  at  raad  in  the  trand  of 
to  preacience  hat  boeoflio 

•a  paoTorhial  that  wa  tay  "tba  tkfcar 
lioa."  Ia  cowaactioB  with  other 

at  warfc  oa  boaiaaa*  and 
thaiafafo,  I  coaaidar  it  of  first 
aaca  that  both  raOway  and  in- 

4aiMal  atockt  latt  waek  reached  hich 
for  tha  cvrrtat  opward  move- 
wMch  ia  BOW  Boariy  a  yoar  old, 

at  tixty-flro  ttoekt 
pricot  tai  a  tiaala 
ware  bmAo  daoplto 

tba  tal  attfta  mi  tha  Mtaiamii  that 

eaMaatioa  aad  of  itigh  pfffaadoaaL 
CMaddaataHjr   raw  OMnaaAtf  aad 

bt  thbodorb  h.  prick 
Bdllor.  C»mmrrr*  m»4  l^nmnrt.  Nrw   York 

If    Pnt%   PuHtshtmt  Corporation,  K  BMCkmnft  Place,  Xrw  Fork) 

wholesale  pricaa  are  in  the  main  dia- 
tinctly  firmer,  aod  retail  prices,  a  buyer 

tell*  me,  "are  (attiiic  •tiifer  every  day." 
Tbero  teem*  to  be  a  great  fear  in  many 
qturtoit  that  the  ultimate  con*umer 
will  not  pay  these  price*,  but  the  crops 
will  bring  in  mora  money  to  tna 
fanners,  all  our  labor  is  employed, 
wagers  are  rising  in  many  places,  and 
it  i*  my  belief  that  the  strength  of  the 
stock  market  expre**es  the  confidence 
of  the  omniscient  collective  mind  that 
trade    will    be    of    good    volume    and 
rirofitable  for  many  month*  to  come, 
t  will  be  recalled  that  after  the  cul- 

mination of  the  laat  bull  market  in 
atocks  in  November,  1919,  six  months 
elapsed  before  deflation  began  in  com- 

modities, and  I  am  inclined  to  think 
that  the  end  of  this  rise  in  stocks  i* 
Bot  very  near  while  money  remains 
to  plentiful  and  cheap. 

The  wage  advance  announced  by  the 
United  States  Steel  Corporation,  which 
I  commented  on  last  week,  has  aroused 
wide  discussion  a*  to  whether  it  is  a 
momentary  maladjustment  portending 
unbalanced  prices,  and  will  therefore 
restrict  business  because  those  who  re- 

ceive low  price*  for  their  goods  cannot 
pay  high  prices  for  what  they  buy,  or 
whether  it  is  an  indication  of  rising 
wages  and  price*  and  expanding  bu*i- 
ness  everywhere.  Those  who  hold  the 
former  view  point  to  the  downward 
tendency  of  wheat  and  some  of  the 
other  crops  as  proof  that  the  wage 
advance  is  not  a  move  toward  general 
readjustment,  but  this  seems  to  me 
statistical  Jugglery  because  farm  prod- 

ucts a*  a  whole  are  higher  than  they 
were  last  year  and  the  declines  are  ex- 

ception*, not  the  rule.  On  the  other 
hand  wage  increa*es  have  been  reported 
in  many  other  industries,  notably  the 
New  England  cotton  mills,  which  are 
returning  to  the  scale  that  prevailed 
before  the  strike.  And  a*  all  induatry 
will  have  t«  pay  more  for  coal  and  for 
metal  producU,  and  later  for  other 
Buppliot,  a  general  rise  in  prices  and 
wagea,  appears  to  me  extremely  prob- able. 

As  for  tha  belief  that  this  inflation 
will  be  restrained  by  the  refusal  of 
consumer*  to  buy,  that  teem*  to  me  to 
disregard  the  les*on*  of  the  past  three 
years,  in  which  it  ha*  been  cl«-arly  dem- 

onstrated that  people  will  buy  anything 
a*  long  a*  they  think  it  it  going  higher, 
and  that  they  do  not  refuse  to  buy 
until  they  have  been  rapoatodlr  warned 
by  ri*ing  interest  rates  and  falling 
stock  prlcea  tliat  commodities  cannot 

go  op  forever. 
At  if  wo  wort  not  beading  naturally 

lato  a  period  of  secondary  inflation, 
tiM  tavaata  in  Washington  are  doing 
thtir  batt  to  pot  at  tbare.  A  real 
atoaaoa  it  ditcovarablo  ia  tha  falling 
off  of  Fodoral  tax  roeoiptt.  For  the 
ilical  jrtar  oadod  Jon*  30  they  were 
$3.1»7^1,aea  against  Ufi»5^bijM2  in 

1921.  For  July  they  ware  $46,000,000  « 
below  tha  tame  month  last  year.  Ex-  % 
penditures  have  shown  no  *urn  decrease  ■ 
and  our  tax  burdens,  though  inordinate, 
are  in*uflicient  to  pay  the  cost  of  gov- 

ernment, and  higher  taxes,  in  some 
form,  or  continued  government  borrow- 

ing i*  ineviuble.  Nevertheless,  Con- 
gre**  ha*  put  through  a  bonus  biK 
which  quite  possibly  will  be  passed 
over  the  Pretident't  veto,  and  which 
will  add  nearly  |100,000,000  a  year  to 
our  expenses  immediately  and  about 
$4,000,000,000  before  we  aro  through 
with  it  President  Harding  is  confi- 

dent the  ship  subsidy  ia  not  yet  dead. 
In  addition,  Congress  has  paased  a 
tariff  which  will  raise  price  and  wage 
levels.  State  governmental  expenses 
and  taxes  are  the  heaviest  in  our  time, 
and  we  have  yet  to  reap  the  full  har- 

vest of  the  axtentive  county  and 
municipal  borrowing  of  the  past  year 

The  inflationary  effect  of  all  these 
influences  ha*  often  been  touched  or 
in  the*e  letters,  and  it  is  suflicirnt  U 
tay  that  the  boom  I  have  been  expect- 

ing, meretricious  and  undesirable  as  it 
may  be,  seems  to  be  fairly  upon  ua. 

Sugar  advanced  sensationally  last 
week  as  the  strength  of  the  sUtistical 
position  ascerted  itaelf  over  the  fear 
that  consumptive  channels  were  clog- 

ged. Coffee  i*  slightly  higher.  Iron 
and  steel  have  shown  their  expected advance. 

The  government  report  placing  tha 
condition  of  the  cotton  crop  at  57  wa* 
Just  about  in  line  with  expectation* 
and  a  general  willingness  to  take  prof- 

its resulted  in  a  brief  convulsion  dur- 
ing which  prices  dropped  80  points. 

The  indicated  crop  of  10,576,000  bales 
is  small  in  comparison  to  probable 
needs,  but  mill  men,  despite  good  trade, 
are  still  uncertain  whether  they  can 
sell  goods  manufactured  out  of  cotton 
costing  more    than   22   cent*   a   pound. 
Other  commodities  are  firm,  Mr. 

Ford's  denunciation  of  coal  prices  i* 
timely  and  vigorous  and  his  assertion 
that  operators  have  conspired  to  rai*e 
prices  through  the  strike  reflects  an 
opinion  widely  prevalent  in  the  North- 

west, but  it  is  likely  to  have  little 
effect  on  prices.  The  money  markets 
are  unchanged,  and  the  Federal  Reserve 
ratio  shows  but  a  tmtU  daclina  to  79.2 

per  cent. Germany  ha*  been  granted  a  pro- 
visional six  months'  respite  in  repar- 

ation payments  which  has  brought 
about  a  recovery  in  the  mark  to  86 
cents  a  thousand,  and  the  international 
emergency  is  met  Just  in  time,  a* 
emergenciet  generally  arc.  That  ha* 
been  proven  true  many  times  during 
the  past  few  vears,  and  it  is  extremely 
likely  that  if  any  of  the  factors  re- 

straining confidence  on  this  tide  of  the 
Atlantic  becomes  to  serious  at  to  con- 

stitute an  emorircncy  they  will  be 

promptly   obliterated. 
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Weekly  car  l<itulliieH  of  revenue  freiKht  baNcd  an  reportn 
from  the  railroads  of  Ihe  U.  S.  by  the  Car  Service  Dlvlnlon 
of  the   American    Railways   Association. 
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AMERICAN     FOREIGN     TRADE 
/a  for  the  month  of  July  shows 
1  \  that  the  value  of  exports  was 
$30,000,000  below  the  June  total.  Im- 

ports also  declined,  being 
$9,000,000  less  than  the  im- 

portations in  the  month  pre- 
vious. Cotton  shipments 

abroad  appear  to  be  respon- 
sible for  the  decline  in  ex- 
ports, July  shipments  totaling 

373,742  bales,  or  a  decline  of 
about  118,000  bales  in  the 
thirty-day  period.  Exports 
of  iron  and  steel  continue 
light. 

Railroad  earnings,  accord- 
ing to  reports  filed  with  the 

Interstate  Commerce  Com- 
mission, show  a  net  operating 

income  of  ?46,263,000  for  104 
railroads  of  Class  1,  repre- 

senting a  mileage  of  141,380. 
In  the  corresponding  month 
of  last  year,  these  same 
roads  reported  a  net  of  $43,- 
938,000. 

Commercial  paper  rates  re- 
main unchanged  around  4  per 

cent.  The  ma'  .et  appears  to 
be  somewhat  firmer.  The 
downward  movement  in  the 
volume  of  commercial  loans 
which  has  been  going  on  steadily 
since  the  first  of  the  year,  appears  to 
have  ceased.  In  the  United  States 
since  the  beginning  of  1921,  the  decline 
has  been  continuous  from  a  point 
around  10  billions  of  dollars  to  around 
7  billions  at  the  current  date. 

Crop  reports  forecast  a   com   yield 

of  over  3  billions  of  bushels.  This, 
if  fulfilled,  will  mark  the  fourth  time 
in  the  country's  history  that  a  crop 
as  large  has  been  harvested.     Cotton 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
.Average  of  New  York,  Ch icago  and Clevelan d  Prices 

Four 
One Current Weeks 
Year 

Unit 
Price Ago Ago 

Soft  steel  bars.  . 

per  lb   
.  30.0280  SO. 0261  SO. 0270      | 

Cold    finished 
shaftinK   

per  lb   
.     0.0365 0.0340 0.041S 

Brass  rods   

per  lb   
.     0.166 0.1750 0.1433 

Solder  (J  and  \) 
per  lb   

.     0.22 
0.217 

0.18 
Cotton    waste.  . 

per  lb   
.     0.115 0.11 0.102 

Washers,   cast 
iron  (§  in.) .  .  . 

per  100  lb 
.     4.00 3  83 

4.06 l.merKV,     Jisks, 
cloth,  No.  1,  6 
in.  dia   

Lard  cutting  od per  100 
.     3.11 

0  575 3.11 0  ̂ ^75 
Der  cal. 

per  gal   
0.36 0.36 

Belting,  leather. 
medium   offKst   -     40-5% 

©50% 

40-5% 

©50% Machine      bolts 

up  to  1  X  30  in. offlist   
.     55% 

so%® 50%@ 

©60% 

65-10% 
60-10% 

was  estimated  at  11,449,000  bales  on 
July  25  by  the  Government,  as  com- 

pared with  an  actual  yield  in  1921  of 
7,958,000  bales.  On  that  date  the 
condition  was  estimated  at  70.8  per 
cent  of  normal  as  compared  with  64.7 
per  cent  a  year  ago. 

World    wholesale    prices    on    basic 

commodities,  using  the  1913  average 
as  equivalent  to  100,  show  increases 
in  many  countries  in  July  as  com- 

pared with  June.  The  index  for  the 
United  States  is  155.  The 
Economist  computes  that  of 
Great  Britain  as  being  163. 
Pranee  is  reported  as  being 
around  325,  Italy  at  537, 
Japan  at  201,  Canada  at  166 
and  Germany  at  13,935.  In  the 
case  of  Germany  the  increase 
in  July  alone  was  52.5  per  cent. 

Construction  contracts 
awarded  for  buildings  of  all 
classes  during  July  in  27 
northeastern  states  totaled 
$350,000,000,  an  increase  of  2 
per  cent  over  June  awards 
and  an  increase  of  65  per  cent 
over  the  total  for  July,  1921. 

Cotton     spinning     activity 
during  July  was  somewhat 
increased,  31,975,269  spindles 
being  operated  during  the 
inonth  as  compared  with 
31,877,015  in  the  month  pre- vious. 

Loading  of  revenue  freight 
on  the  railroads  of  the  coun- 

try totaled  856,219  cars  dur- 
ing the  week  which  ended  on 

Aug.  19,  which  was  an  increase  of 
3,639  cars  compared  with  the  preced- 

ing week.  This  represents  an  increase 
of  41,072  cars  over  the  corresponding 
week  in  1921,  but  a  decrease  of  111,884 
cars  compared  with  the  corresponding 
week  in  1920.  Coal  loadings  during 
the  week  totaled  81,959  cars,  an  in- 

crease of  2,600  over  the  previous  week. 

Pa».Henf;er  cars  and  trucks,  production  based  on  figures 
rompiie<I  \ty  the  Bureau  of  Foreiirn  and  Domestic  Com- 

merce.    Montlily  average,  1919,  138,138  cars;   26,364  trucks. 

New  York  Times  Annalist  combined  average  price  of  25 
railroad  and  25  industrial  stocks  based  on  weelUy  averages 
of  last  sale  in  each  week. 
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Condensed-Clipping  Index  of  Equipment 
Pttnt0d  Aug.  $0,  t»l8 

Ml.  Okto 
K  l>lt 

>  mwitt,  ••  tkal 
     «••  slwar*  k> 

•   taac   lM«rlna  on   thv   ahan   and   a 
a  t*  prr  crnt  widrr  fa«*,  Uini«r 

>lrr  farn  IK  111  than  In  Ihr  fornM-r 

COw  J«pUn.  Mo. 
JWM  U,  If  J I 

T««  4laka  «<lh  emrtt-rwerrra 
cBOtral  tac*«  ••  Ihrtr  ywlphry 
•tv  li—ihr  ttta^  «■  •  IH*.  Thry 
ara  <f<w  kgr  ptas  UHvuch  a 
Irlumlkr  flMa  wllkli  li  a  i>ar< 
«(  a»  kaC  ̂ Atr  eaa  br  frd 
llMVMIk  Ik*  hak  bafxu  the 
Mita  wMla  ik»  hab  la  r»voi«- 
!■■  nw  MtiM  •(  tk*  Air  IkrcM 
Ik*  raaleal 
vML  Ik*  «■■■*  eMMk  wktafe  taa 

PWi.    tn 
  with  aprtnca 

Ika  riMrk.     TtM^  rtatdi 

mad  ai 
prr  aquara 

  la    r«|M*4-lall>'    a«lNtitf<l    to    flrldf* 
o(  tofv*  kocaapowr  are  rvqulrad. 

IM  1^  at   IM  r.pjn.,  and  uaca  air 

«<Ha4»*.  Tool,  ■■■-■rarlac 

Fafalr  Orartec  t'o,  Nrv  Briialn.  Ooon. 
-JkaMrlcu  MachtaM.'*  Jobs  It.  1*U 

TW tea.  Mr  b« 
•r  with 

at  aMMMIaclka  apindlr  on  rafnir 
tmU  kaWlMl.  Tka  ipl»«a  ran  h-  <lr1v>-n  by 
Ml  <»iiM»  fWi  lk»  ItMakafl  an  thai  It  la 
■at  Maaaaarr  to  aUrt  «■«  Mop  varb  lima  th» 
■ila<ii  to  ■*«4.  AdIWaUkk  loolrrata.  wat»r  pot 
aad  wkaal  caarda  ar*  hiiaklwd. 

■B««i.«Mr«<  •«««•*  apladW.  Madala  B  and  r 

•m  l(«^a>  *  PrtB  Praaa  Omoinuv.  «»  W.  llth  •u*«t. 

MMkMM."  Jm*  It.  IMS 

Tka  aa.  a« C««r»  ki  tfcia 

tm  UH   tn  laal  af  Ika  up  ikan 
•  ton*a*«  i»ii<.    Tlk>  aialn 
ti  iu>4  arNk  ban  I*ar1nc« 

Wr«     Up    koMinc 
TIm  ratio  af  ili# 
ta     Ika     forvard 

i  to  t  1  Igika  MaM  K.    Th. aa4  S  Morvr 
i^  aad  baa  a  laaarttr  aa  to 
.  M»a.    tWltaZTr  tollait. 

Trallrr.    « Itvrl   aad   IMattarm 

KlMrll-l'arkrr   Kl.t-trit-  «'u .   t'lrvvlanil,   Ohio 
"Amrrtcan  Uarhlnlat."  Juno  It,  lilt 

Ttir  tralirr  la  for  uae  with  •!«■■ (|.|,.  ..I..  .11..^  plalfortn  (ruolca  ami 
Ir.i  lie    fmnl     whrri*    ni. 
»r  I  typr,  and  arr  10  In 
In      w.«....  >i  I         Thi*      flxrd      rvMi 
whn-la  ar»   rarrlvd   In   yokra   rlv- 
rtrit     lo     lhl>    l«|>     anil     to     III.-     kIiIi 
anil    arr    li    I-     '■■              Tti. 
trailer   can    >    I 
or     aldi*     atni  'h     a 
hoa>k  and  f>.-  it  i  ii.ni, 
may    Ijp  r<|Ul|iiml    with 
rra,   ur  Ihr   wiiiH-la  iii» - 
with    10-    and    IS-ln.    aoiui    niniM'r 
tlrr*.        Thr      rti*arniir<-      Ix-twern 
the    whi-rla    la   aulTlclrnt    lo    allow 

Ihr  im  trurk  to  Xtr  ilrlvrn  lN>nrath  Ihr  plaKurm.     i'aparit\.   ii  inin lb.      WVlKht.   COO  iKiiindi. 

WrtUla«  and  Tappla*  Marhlav,  Hvaalll**,  Maltlpla,  Qelrb-rhanir 
Landau  Marhlnr  and  Drill  Pn-aa  Cc  4S  Wtat   18th  St.. •Vrw   York.   X    Y. 

"Anirrlran  Marhlnlat."  Junr   K..   !!•:'.' 

Tha  machlnr  provldaa  both  low  and 
high    a|H-rda.    anil    ran    lu-    drlv<-(i     t>> 
mi'ana  of  rlthrr  tlaht  and   loo«.<  pullrvf 
or   by   a   i-hp.   motor.      Karh   iiplndir   In 
a    romplptr    unit,    may     Im     uhiiI     iikIi 
vidually    with    thr    rrmnlnlnK    aplinlli"- 

Idle,    and    la    rradlly    adluntiil'l.'    l><>ili 
radially  and  viTlli-nily.     Tli. 
a    iravfl   of   >t    Inrhra.      8|» 
Inr.  (00.  HOO  and   l.Hiiu  r.p.ii 
r<ir  tii|i|>inK.   till).    1.(1110  and   1,'miii   r  ,> m. 
I ';i|>a<'itv  :  ilrllllnx,  up  to  i  In..  Iiiim'Kik. 
.\t».   10  X   32.    Maximum  aplndl.-  Niir.Mid. 
41   In.    Minimum  ci-nirr  dlainm-c,   I  In 
>Vrl«ht :     molor-drlvrii,    1*0    Mi. :    l>rli 
drivrn.  too  pounda. 

f'harka.   Tapplac.   Plain.   ModrU   (I   ft    B 
I.«uilau  Mai-hlnr  and  Drill  PrraH  I'n.,  iS>  Wral  IKlh  81. Ni'W  York,  N.  W 

"Amrrlcan  Marhlnlat,"  June  IE,  I91t 

Thr  almpir  Modrl  O  frlrllon  dr. 
vk-r.  ahown  al  thr  left,  la  for 
holdInK  lapa  ao  aa  tn  prrvrnt 
brrakBKr  In  raar  a  hard  anol  ia 
rnrountrri'd  In  thr  work.  It  can 
be  uaed  with  ihr  Modria  B  and  K 
lapplnc  rhurkn.  ua  wril  ua  Willi 
atandani  laiiplns  marhlni.*  It  la 
made  with  a  laperrd  ahunk  for 
uar  on  drllllnir  nwiililiKB  and 
lathra,  or  with  a  atriilKht  aliank 
nnd  a  rrvrralnc  alri-vr  for  uao  In 
a  turrrt  hrad  At  Ihr  rlcdt  I" 
>h'>wn  thr  Modrl  II  alngle-aplndlr 
lappInK  I'liurk   that  ran   l>r  ilriv>ii 
dlri'.'tly   fr'im   tli.- drItllnM 

main  aplmli. IIInK    marhlnr.      II    la    tlll.il 
with    ball    iM-arlNca.      Thi-    aplndb' 
rrvrm.-a      Hi      hiahrr      aprni      than 
Capai'lly,   up  lo  |   Inch. 

when     fMdIns     downwiird. 

LaevBiatI**,  Indaalrlal,  naaallar,  Motor-Driven,  Atlaa.Cletrae 
AtUa  Car  4k  ManufaclurliiK  Company,  Clrvetand,  Ohio. 

"Amrrl'iin  Marhlnlat,"  Junr  l.'i,  U22 

ttl 

M 

ft*  I]!  .  Ah  un--\tifn: 
dual  from  thr  alt 
f'if.       7l.'\.'faii1    1* 

■  r.prrMlor  Clin  br  moiintrd  on  th'- 'I  Utar.  14  III.  (iuKr,  24  In.  or  widrr.  Maximum 
h.      Draw-bar   pull   at    4.11   m.p.h.,    xoo   lb,      Wclcht. 

Clip,  pamtf  on  S  X  B-in.  cardn  and  file  at  deuired 
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The  Tariff  Situation 
Washington  Correspondence 

Driving  at  top  speed,  Republican  con- 
ferees on  the  tariff  bill  have  considered 

and  tentatively  agreed  upon  more  than 
half  of  the  amendments  to  rates  which 
were  made  by  the  Senate.  Working 
seven  hours  daily,  and  with  prospects 
of  night  sessions,  the  conferees  have  de- 

clared that  their  report  will  be  sub- 
mitted to  Congress  by  the  middle  of 

September. 
In  making  this  record  of  speed,  how- 

ever, the  conferees  have  passed  over 
until  the  end  of  the  bill  all  highly  con- 

troversial points  in  the  measure.  The 
question  of  the  basis  of  valuation  to  be 
used  in  determining  ad  valorem  rates 
will  not  be  disposed  of  until  the  last. 
The  House  used  American  valuation  as 
its  basis — the  value  of  a  comparable 
American  article.  The  Senate  used 
foreign  valuation,  which  has  been  the 
basis  of  all  previous  tariff  measures. 
In  proceeding  with  discussion  of  rates, 
the  conferees  are  using  the  Senate  basis 
of  foreign  valuation,  but  with  experts 
of  the  Tariff  Commission  keeping  a 
parallel  column  translating  such  duties 
into  terms  of  the  American  wholesale 
selling  price  of  the  imported  article. 
This  is  the  so-called  Burgess  plan,  sug- 

gested by  William  Burgess,  now  a  mem- 
ber of  the  Tariff  Commission,  and 

which  was  considered  and  rejected  by 
the  Senate  finance  committee  when  the 
bill  first  came  from  the  House  more 
than  a  year  ago.  If  this  plan  finally 
were  adopted  by  the  conferees,  it  would 
change  every  ad  valorem  rate  in  the 
bill — and  ad  valorem  rates  constitute 
^bout  22  per  cent  of  all  rates  in  the 
bill — and  would  destroy  any  accurate 
basis  of  comparison  with  previous 
tariff  laws. 

Vigorous  Contest  Expected 

Nothing  as  to  definite  agreements  on 
rates  is  being  given  out  by  the  Republi- 

can conferees.  The  Democratic  con- 
ferees are  excluded  from  the  sessions 

and  no  meetings  are  being  held  witk 
reporters,  as  was  done  during  confer- 

ence  on   the   tax   bill. 
Senator  McCumber,  however,  has 

stated  definitely  that  in  the  chemical 
schedule  the  conferees  passed  over 
coal-tar  products,  which  rates  were  in- 

creased heavily  in  the  Senate  by  the 
Bursum  amendment,  raising  the  figures 
and  placing  them  on  tha  basis,  of 
American  valuation.  He  also  stated 
that  white  arsenic  on  which  the  House 
placed  a  duty  of  25  per  cent  and  the 
Senate  finance  committee  recommended 
2  cents  per  pound  but  which  was  placed 
on  the  free  list  by  vote  of  the  Senate, 
had  been  passed  over.  It  is  expected 
that  in  the  cotton  schedule,  the  addi- 

tional duty  of  4  per  cent  imposed  by 
the  Senate  upon  yarns  and  cloths 
treated  with  vat  dyes,  will  be  passed 
over  until  the  dye  rates  in  the  chemical 
schedule  are  determined. 

While  no  authoritative  information 
has  been  given  out  by  the  conferees,  it 
is  the  general  understanding  in  the 
corridors  of  both  Houses  of  Congress 
that  the  conferees  have  made  some  re- 

ductions in  the  chemical  schedule  and 
in  the  metals  schedule,  the  latter  being 
in  manufactured  articles.  The  cutlery 
rates  were  passed  over,  it  is  under- 
stood. 

When  the  conferees  do  take  up  the 

coal-tar  rates  in  the  chemical  schedule, 
a  vigorous  contest  is  expected.  Senator 
Smoot  is  opposed  to  anything  like  the 
rates  imposed  by  the  Bursum  amend- 

ment. Somewhat  significant  of  the 
fight  he  proposes  to  wage  in  the  con- 

ference was  the  fact  that  on  the  day 
the  bill  passed  the  Senate,  the  Utah 
senator  secured  adoption  of  an  amend- 

ment to  the  flexible  tariff  provision  of 
the  administrative  section  which  would 
empower  the  President  to  make  effec- 

tive a  change  in  rates  of  coal-tar 
products  on  15  days  notice,  whereas  60 
days  notice  is  required  before  changes 
en  any  other  products  shall  go  into effect. 

On  the  other  hand.  Senator  Mc- 
Cumber heartily  favors  the  high  rates 

of  the  Bursum  amendment,  and  Senator 
McLean,  the  third  Senate  conferee  of 
the  Republicans,  voted  for  the  high 
rates  and  is  an  ardent  protectionist. 

Republican  leaders  in  both  the  House 
and  Senate  predict  that  the  new  tariff 
bill  will  be  on  the  statute  books  by 
Oct.  1. 

Strikes  Retard  Southern 
Industries 

While  the  coal  and  railroad  strikes 
are  seriously  retarding  industrial  op- 

erations over  the  entire  Southeast,  con- 
ditions in  the  iron  and  steel  business 

are  not  being  seriously  affected  as  yet, 
according  to  the  Southern  Metal  Trades 
Association,  of  Atlanta.  Building  op- 

erations are  being  somewhat  retarded, 
as  the  situation  has  become  acute  in  the 
lumber  and  brick  industries.  Many 
smaller  lumber  plants  have  shut  down 
entirely,  while  all  have  curtailed  pro- 

duction to  some  extent.  Brick  plants 
are  being  operated  on  a  curtailed  basis. 
There  are  hundreds  of  carloads  of  lum- 

ber on  the  side  tracks  in  Southeastern 
railroad  yards,  and  millions  of  brick  in 
the  brick  yards  that  cannot  be  shipped 
because  of  the  car  shortage. 

According  to  Robert  Gregg,  presi- 
dent of  the  Atlantic  Steel  Co.,  of  At- 

lanta, the  iron  and  steel  industries  of 
this  immediate  section  are  in  very  good 
shape  with  the  outlook  for  the  future 
better  than  it  has  been  in  the  past  three 

years. The  iron  market  at  Birmingham, 
Ala.,  reached  $25  the  latter  part  of 
August,  which,  the  Southern  Metal 
Trades  Association  advises,  is  the  high- 

est price  paid  since  the  war.  The  lots 
sold  at  this  price  ranged  from  carloads 
to  200  tons,  and  were  for  spot  and 
fourth  quarter  delivery.  Pig  iron 
prices  for  1923  delivery  are  expected 
to  be  above  $21  to  $22  per  ton  for  No. 
2  foundry.  No  sales  have  been  made  as 
yet,  however,  for  1923  delivery.  The 
present  spot  average  is  above  $21.  The 
price  tendency  is  upward  due  to  the 
strikes. 

There  are  now  23  iron  stacks  active 
in  the  Alabama  district  as  compared 
with  20  on  July  1,  and  about  25  per 
cent  that  production  at  this  time  a  year 

ago. Production  in  the  Alabama  district 
the  last  half  of  the  year  is  expected  to 
greatly  exceed  that  of  the  first  six 
months,  when  official  tonnage  was 
963,019  tons.  For  the  last  six  months 
of  1922  production  will  probably  double 
that  of  the  same  period  in  1921,  when 
the  tonnage  was  only  548,183  tons. 

Washington  Notes 
By  Paul  Wooton 

During  July  inspectors  of  the  Inter- 
state Commerce  Commission  inspected 

4,085  locomotives  throughout  the  coun- 
try. Of  that  number  only  169  were 

found  to  be  in  such  condition  as  to  be 

classed  as  "not  safe  to  operate";  2,450 disclosed  defects  of  varied  character, 
more  or  less  serious,  while  1,295  others 
possessed  defects  of  a  character  such 
as  to  give  cause  for  no  immediate  con- 

cern, but  which,  according  to  the  best 
practice,  should  have  attention.  The 
report,  called  for  by  a  Senate  resolu- 

tion, is  a  disappointment  to  the  unions 
which  inspired  it,  who  expected  it  to 

disclose  a  much  higher  percentage  of" bad-order  locomotives. 

The  Commission  took  advantage  of 
the  opportunity  to  present  certain 
pertinent  facts  in  connection  with  loco- 

motive boiler  inspection.  As  required 
by  the  act,  the  United  States  is  divided 
into  fifty  locomotive-boiler  inspection 
districts.  One  inspector  is  assigned  to 
each  district.  There  are  70,000  loco- 

motives coming  within  the  purview  of 
the  act.  A  determination  as  to  the 
extent  to  which  the  act  currently  is 
being  violated  would  involve  ascer- 

tainment of,  the  condition  of  each 
locomotive  and  information  as  to  the 
use  being  made  of  it.  Condition?  of 
locomotives  vary  from  day  to  day.  It 
will  be  impossible  for  Interstate  Com- 

merce Commission  inspectors  to  make 
any  such  determination.  The  70,000 
locomotives  are  housed  or  repaired  at 
4,600  different  points  and  are  operated 
over  more  than  265,000  miles  of  track. 
While  it  is  obvious  that  it  is  impossible 
to  report  on  the  condition  of  all  loco- 

motives, the  Commission  expresses  the 
opinion  that  the  boiler  inspection  act 
has  been  recently  violated.  At  the 
same  time  the  Commission  points  out 
that  it  is  absolutely  impossible  to  re- 

port accurately  on  the  extent  of  such violations. 

The  reports  from  the  boiler  inspec- 
tors of  the  Commission  indicate,  the  re- 
port says,  "a  very  general  let-down  in 

the  matter  of  inspection  by  the  car- 
riers which  gives  cause  for  concern." 

The  Commission  points  out  that  it  is 
the  use  of  a  locomotive  which  is  not  in 
proper  condition  and  not  the  condition 
itself  which  is  a  violation  of  the  law. 
Attention  also  is  called  to  the  fact  that 
the  appropriation  for  boiler  inspection 
for  the  current  fiscal  year  is  $290,000. 
Of  that  amount,  the  maximum  legal 
expenditure  in  any  one  month  is 
$24,166.66.  This  was  cited  to  show  that 
inspectors  can  render  only  a  general 
service,  designed  to  bring  about  com- 

pliance on  the  part  of  the  carriers  with 
the  terms  of  the  act. 

The  hope  that  Mr.  Ford  will  not  find 
it  necessary  to  close  his  plants  on  ac- 

count of  coal  prices  was  expressed  to- 
day by  Secretary  Hoover.  He  called 

attention  to  the  fact  that  Mr.  Ford  has 
signified  his  willingness  to  pay  $4..50 
for  coal.  Mr.  Hoover  expressed  the 
opinion  that  the  price  would  not  be 
greatly  in  excess  of  that  figure  on 
September  16,  the  date  set  for  the 
closing  of  the  Ford  factories.  Even 
should  Mr.  Ford  have  to  pay  $6.50  per 
ton  for  coal  after  the  16th,  Mr.  Hoover 
pointed  out  that  this  would  not  be  n. 
heavy  tax  on  his  business  since  at  the 
present  rate   of  his   output  the  added 
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coal  cost  at  very  most  would  be  $1.50 
per  automobile. 

That  the  administration  has  at  no 
time  favored  putting  the  Government  in 
the  coal  business  was  indicated  when 
Secretary  Hoover  declared  emphatically 
today  that  the  Cabinet  never  has  seri- 

ously discussed  the  seizure  of  either 
anthracite  or  bituminous  mines. 

Mr.  Hoover  stated  that  no  less  than 
25,000  cars  loaded  with  non-union  coal 
are  awaiting  movement.  None  of  the 
coal  mined  under  the  drastic  priority 
requiring  one-half  of  all  non-union  coal 
sent  to  the  lakes  has  reached  the  lower 
lake  ports  as  yet,  he  declared. 

There  is  no  estimating  the  coal  ton- 
nage the  railroads  can  handle  under 

present  conditions,  Mr.  Hoover  stated. 
He  does  think,  however,  that  they  can 
handle  enough  to  take  care  of  the  coun- 

try's current  needs. 

Convention  of  Eleventh 
Annual  Safety  Congress 
More  than  3,000  safety  experts  regis- 

tered at  the  eleventh  annual  safety  con- 
gress which  was  held  at  Detroit,  Aug. 

28  to  Sept.  1.  The  first  day's  session 
was  preceded  by  four  days  of  intensive 
"Safety  First"  campaigning  by  the Public  Safety  Bureau  of  the  Detroit 
police  department.  During  the  week 
there  were  more  than  230  speakers,  rep- 

resenting indus.trial,  public  and  educa- 
tional forces  now  active  in  national  and 

local   safety  campaigns. 
Resolutions  were  passed  by  the  Na- 

tional Safety  Council  advocating: 
1.  The  safeguarding  of  all  dangerous 

machinery  and  places  according  to 
standard  methods  of  proved  value. 

2.  The  development  of  industrial 
equipment  and  processes  along  lines  of 
inherent  safety  to  eliminate  accident 
hazards  and  increase  production  effi- 
ciency. 

3.  The  education  of  all  workmen  and 
their  supervisors  in  safe  methods  and 
habits  of  work. 

4.  The  training  in  safety  of  all  school 
children,  as  well  as  students  in  colleges 
and  universities,  both  for  their  own 
protection  and  as  an  object  lesson  in 
good   citizenship. 

5.  The  adoption  and  enforcement  of 
laws  and  ordinances  for  the  safeguard- 

ing of  vehicular  traffic  and  the  protec- 
tion of  law  abiding  drivers  and  pedes- 

trians against  the  thoughtlessness  and 
recklessness  of  the  few. 

6.  The  mobilization  of  all  community 
forces  through  state  and  city  safety 
councils  for  achieving  these  ends 
through  the  overwhelming  force  of  en- 

lightened public  opinion. 
A  night  parade  of  automobiles, 

demonstrating  types  of  safety  head- 
lights, the  annual  mechanical  safety 

exhibit,  and  showing  of  the  latest  traffic 
and  accident  prevention  films  were 
among  the  features  of  the  convention. 
Better  health  and  working  conditions 
for  industrial  employees,  elimination  of 
all  waste  traceable  to  accidents,  a  better 
public  safety  atmosphere  for  all  cities 
where  traffic  problems  are  menaces  to 
citizens,  a  nation-wide  appeal  for  more 
attention  to  the  principles  of  safety 
first,  and  a  general  campaign  against 
accidents  that  threaten  industry,  are  a 
few  of  the  planks  in  the  1923  plat- 
form. 

In  order  that  each  member  might  be 
enabled  to  devote  his  time  to  that  phase 
of  safety  engineering  in  which   he  is 

most  interested,  the  meetings  were  di- 
vided into  sections  as  follows:  drop 

forge;  metals;  automotive;  cement; 
chemical;  mining;  packers  and  tanners; 
paper  and  pulp;  public  utilities  and 
electric  railways;  rubber;  steam  rail- 

roads; textiles;  woodworking;  engi- 
neering. Organization  and  section 

meetings  were  also  held,  including  a 
meeting  of  the  taxicab  and  transfer  de- 

partment, a  special  meeting  for  the  con- 
sideration of  standardization  of  traffic 

codes  and  signals,  and  a  meeting  of  con- 
ductors, porters  and  yard  workers  of 

the  Pullman  Co.,  which  was  held  at 
noon  in  the  Michigan  Central  yards, 
Harry  Guilbert,  director  of  safety  for 
the  Pullman  Co.,  in  charge. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  executive  council, 
the  following  officers  were  elected: 
President,  Marcus  A.  Dow,  general 
safety  agent  of  the  New  York  Central 
lines;  Vice-president  in  charge  of  in- 

dustrial safety,  Chas.  B.  Auel,  Westing- 
house  Electric  Co.,  East  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.;  Vice-president  in  charge  of  public 
safety,  David  Van  Schaak,  Aetna  Life 
Insurance  Co.,  New  York  City;  Vice- 
president  in  charge  of  sectional  activi- 

ties, George  T.  Fonda,  Fonda  &  Tolsted, 
Washington,  D.  C. ;  Vice-president  in 
charge  of  local  councils,  L.  A.  De  Blois., 
Delaware  Safety  Council,  Wilmington, 
Delaware;  Treasurer  and  chairman  of 
finance  committee.  Homer  Niez,  Com- 

monwealth Edison  Co.;  managing  di- 
rector and  secretary,  Wm.  H.  Cameron. 

Business'  Items 

The  Coal  Strike  Situation 
Washington  Correspondence 

Principle  emphasis  is  being  placed  by 
those  opposed  to  legislation  looking  to 
the   control   of   coal   prices   and   distri- 

bution on  the  argument  that  such  con- 
trol  no   longer    is    needed.      Many   law 

makers    are    of    the    opinion    that    the 
situation  is  such  that  it  can  take  care  of 
itself.     Those   who    favor   the   legisla- 

tion might  be  willing  to  accept  the  argu- 
ment if  they  were  sure  that  the  rail- 
roads could  function  at  a  high  rate  of 

efficiency.     With  the  uncertainty  as  to 
railroad  operation,  however,  they  con- 

tend  that   this   control   must  be   estab- 
lished.    They  contend  that  at  the  end 

of  price  control   in   1919  everyone  was 
confident  the  situation  would  take  care 
of  itself  but  they  point  to  the  profiteer- 

ing  in   coal    in    1920   as   a   glaring   in- 
stance wherein  the  Government  did  not 

function  in  the  protection  of  the  public. 
They  think  the  country  is  in  much  the 
same    frame    of    mind    now    but    they 
deprecate  statements  intended  to  create 
a  false  sense  of  security  at  this  time. 

They   point  out  that  the   emergency 
will  not  have  passed  until  coal  starts 
moving  to  the  northwest  at  the  rate  of 
one   million   tons   a   week;   until   prices 
show  a  definite  downward  tendency  and 
until  the  anthracite  mines  are  in  opera- 

tion   and    careful    attention    has    been 
given   the   problem   of  substitution  for 
that  portion  of  the  anthracite  produc- 

tion which  cannot  be  made  up.     Before 

the  situation  can  improve  very  rap'''ly, 
it  is  believed,  the  railroads  must  be  in 
a    position    to    transport    nine    million 
tons    of    bituminous    and    one    million 
seven    hundred    thousand    net    tons    of 
anthracite  per  week.     Theoretically  at 
least  all  stocks  of  coal  now  have  been 
wiped  out.     Whatever  stocks  there  may 
be  are  known  to  be  negligible  and  too 
low  to  enter  the  Winter  with  safety. 

The  Pawling  &  Harnischfeger  Co., 
Milwaukee,  announces  the  appoint- 

ment of  the  Seifreat-Woodruff  Co., 
with  offices  at  Dayton  and  Cincinnati, 
as  its  machine  tool  representative, 
covering  the  lower  section  of  Ohio, 
with  counties  bordering  the  Ohio  River 
in  the  State  of  Kentucky. 

The  Worthington  Pump  and  Machin- 
ery Co.,  Holyoke,  Mass.,  reports  that 

its  Deane  Steam  Pump  plant  had  a 
more  successful  month  in  July  than  in 
any  other  month  since  October,  1920. 
A  full  force,  it  is  expected,  will  be 
employed  within  a  short  time. 

The  Bay  State  Tap  and  Die  Co.,  of 
Mansfield,  Mass.,  has  recently  pur- 

chased the  plant  of  the  Blanck  Twist 
Drill  Co.,  at  Taunton,  Mass.,  and  will 
utilize  same  as  a  branch  plant. 

The  West  Point  Iron  Works,  operat- 
ing a  large  foundry  and  machine  shop 

at  West  Point,  Ga.,  announces  the  es- 
tablishment of  a  branch  district  office 

at  Columbus,  Ga.,  19  Thirteenth  St., 
in  charge  of  J.  P.  Bradfield. 

The  McWane  Cast  Iron  Pipe  Co.,  a 
new  corporation  formed  in  Birming- 

ham a  few  months  ago,  following  the 
purchase  recently  of  an  extensive  acre- 

age in  the  eastern  part  of  the  city, 
makes  the  announcement  that  construc- 

tion of  a  new  plant  will  begin  at  once. 
The  company  has  been  operating  in  the 
plant  of  the  Southern  Pipe  and  Foun- 

dry Co.  The  new  plant  will  have  a 
capacity  of  8,000  feet  of  pipe  daily,  and 
will  be  ready  by  March  of  next  year. 

The  Chicago  Railway  Equipment  Co., 
Grand  Rapids,  Mich.,  has  arranged  for 
an  increase  in  capital  from  22,500,000 
to  $3,000,000. 

The  Westfield  Machine  Co.,  Westfield, 
Mass.,  suffered  a  loss  of  $10,000  by  a 
fire  which  swept  their  factory  on  Aug. 
15.  Part  of  the  plant  was  used  for  the 
making  of  radio  apparatus,  and  much 
completed  stock  in  the  department  was destroyed. 

The  Lucey  Manufacturing  Co.,  of 
Texas,  has  recently  opened  new  head- 

quarters for  the  State  of  Texas,  at  1514 
Magnolia  Building,  Dallas,  Tex.,  accord- 

ing to  Clyde  V.  Wallis,  of  the  Chamber 
of  Commerce  of  that  city. 

The  Ashtabula  Steel  Co.  has  started 
fifty  per  cent  operations  with  its  new 
plant  at  Ashtabula,  Ohio.  The  company 
has  eight  mills  for  the  production  of 
sheets,  specializing  in  black  and  gal- 

vanized, 12  to  30  gage.  RoBiatT  Lock 

is  president. 
The  Pawling  &  Harnischfeger  Co., 

Milwaukee,  announces  that  it  has  ap- 
pointed the  Cleveland  Duplex  Machinery 

Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  G.  J.  Hawkey, 
president,  as  its  Cleveland  represent- 

ative, for  its  line  of  machine  tools  in 
the  northern  section  of  Ohio. 

The  C.  A.  Spotz,  Inc.,  41  Bank 
Street,  Stamford,  Conn.,  recently  in- 

corporated under  the  laws  of  Connecti- 
cut, to  engage  in  the  manufacture  and 

deal  in  machinery,  tools,  etc.,  organized 
the  past  week,  electing  the  following 
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officials:  C.  A.  Spotz,  of  Greenwich, 
Conn.,  president;  H.  M.  Rice,  of  New 
York  City,  vice-president;  A.  H.  Emery, 
Jr.,  of  Glenbrook,  Conn.,  secretary;  and 
Carleton  Pratt,  of  New  York  City, 
treasurer. 

The  Pawling  &  Hamischfeger  Co., 
Milwaukee,  Wis.,  announces  that  the 
Cadillac  Machinery  Co.,  Detroit,  C.  L. 
Campbell,  president,  is  representing  it 
in  the  machine  tool  line  in  the  State 
of  Michigan  with  the  exception  of 
counties  bordering  on  Lake  Michigan 
and  the  extreme  northern  section  of  the 
State. 

The  Alabama  Machinery  and  Supply 
Co.,  Montgomery,  Ala.,  has  filed  a  peti- 

tion requesting  permission  to  increase 
its  capital  from  $100,000  to  $200,000, 
in  order  to  provide  for  the  expansion  of 
its  plant  and  properties  during  the 
coming  year. 

The  International  Derrick  and  Equip- 
ment Co.,  Toledo,  Ohio,  manufacturers 

of  oil  field  machinery,  has  recently 
opened  Texas  headquarters  in  the 
Southland  Life  Building,  Dallas,  Tex. 

The  Liberty  Tool  and  Die  Corp., 
Rochester,  N.  Y.,  has  been  incorporated 
with  a  capital  of  $10,000.  The  organ- 

izers are  C.  F.  Hallick,  C.  H.  Meyer 
and  F.  E.  Wagner,  all  of  Rochester. 

W.  A.  Jones  Foundry  &  Machine  Co., 
manufacturer  of  speed  reducers  and 

power  transmitting  machinery,  Chi- 
cago, III.,  announces  the  opening  of  a 

branch  sales  and  engineering  office  at 
2482  University  Ave.,  St.  Paul,  Minn., 
with  C.  F.  Ford  in  charge. 

The  American  Thermometer  Co.,  Co- 
lumbia, Pa.,  has  sold  its  machinery 

and  plant  equipment  to  Harry  K.  Smith 
and  John  Minnick  of  Wrightsville,  Pa., 
who,  it  is  reported,  will  remove  it  to 
Wrightsville,  where  a  new  factory  is 
being  erected. 

The  Hendry  Machine  and  Engineer- 
ing Co.,  Fort  Meyers,  Fla.,  according 

to  B.  L.  Hendry,  president,  expects  to 
operate  a  machine  shop  and  marine 
ways  specializing  in  ship  work.  Lanier 
Hendry  is  vice-president  of  the  com- 

pany, and  W.  F.  Lusk,  secretary  and 
treasurer.     The  capital  is  $50,000. 

The  H.  B.  Smith  Co.,  Westfield, 
Mass.,  has  resumed  work  in  its 
foundries  after  a  period  of  inactivity 
lasting  fifteen  weeks  due  to  a  strike  of 
the  employees. 

The  Lamar  Welding  Co.  has  been  or- 
ganized in  Atlanta  and  has  taken  over 

the  plant  of  the  Standard  Gas  Prod- 
ucts Co.,  formerly  the  Bird-Wilcox  Co., 

one  of  the  largest  welding  shops  in  the 
South.  John  Lamar  is  president  of  the 
company. 

The  Elwood  Foundry,  Inc.,  Elwood, 
Ind.,  it  is  announced  by  Richard  F. 
Broadbent,  receiver,  will  be  sold  at  a 
public  sale  at  an  early  date.  The  per- 

sonal property  consists  of  electric 
motors,  drill  presses,  an  electric  travel- 

ing crane,  tools,  appliances,  a  large 
quantity  of  machinery  for  tool  making 
and  office  furniture. 

The  New  York,  Chicago  and  St.  Louis 
(Nickel  Plate)  Railroad  Co.  has  been 
granted  permission  by  the  Interstate 
Commerce  Commission  to  issue  and  sell, 
at  not  less  than  par,  $8,663,000  of  its 
second  and  improvement  bonds,  to  en- 

able it  to  pay  off  a  debt  of  $1,000,000 

owed  to  the  Government,  to  retire 
funded  debts  falling  due  in  1922,  and  to 
reimburse  its  treasury  for  improve- 

ments and  betterments  paid  out  of  cur- rent funds. 

The  Illinois  Tool  Works,  Chicago, 
111.,  has  appointed  the  Commercial 
Steel  and  Supply  Co.,  Plymouth  Build- 

ing, Cleveland,  as  its  representative  in 
the  Cleveland  district. 

Stringer  Brothers,  Chicago,  111.,  man- 
ufacturers of  plumbing  specialties  and 

supplies,  have  under  construction  at 
Gadsden,  Ala.,  an  addition  to  their  Ala- 

bama plant.  Two  units  are  being  added 
that  will  increase  the  floor  space  by 
7,000  square  feet. 

The  Oliver  Rim  Co.,  Atlanta,  Ga., 
manufacturer  of  automobile  rims,  has 
filed  a  voluntary  petition  in  bankruptcy. 
W.  A.  Fuller,  of  Atlanta,  has  been 
named  receiver. 

The  T.  Murphy  Iron  Works,  Jackson- 
ville, Fla.,  through  its  president,  Frank 

Murphy,  announces  the  sale  of  its  plant 
and  properties  to  the  Merrill-Stevens 
Drydock  and  Repair  Co.,  also  of  Jack- 

sonville. The  Murphy  company  was 
originally  founded  in  1880. 

The  E.  L.  Gee  and  Co.,  Nashville, 
Tenn.,  advise  that  due  to  a  steady  im- 

provement in  recent  months  in  the  sale 
of  machinery  supplies,  machinery,  etc., 
over  the  southeast,  it  has  been  found 
necessary  to  practically  double  capacity 
of  its  plant. 

The  New  Britain  Hardware  Manu- 
facturing Co.,  New  Britain,  Conn., 

has  incorporated  under  the  laws  of 
Connecticut  to  engage  in  the  manu- 

facture of  all  kinds  of  cutlery,  hard- 
ware, small  tools,  etc.  The  concern 

will  be  capitalized  at  $10,000,  and  the 
incorporators  are:  Anthony  Perza- 
nowski,  John  Kulesza  and  Alex  Her- 
manowski,  all  New  Britain  men.  The 
concern  will  operate  a  plant  on  Wash- 

ington- Street,  New  Britain. 
The  Reeves  Pulley  Co.,  Columbus, 

Ind.,  announces  the  appointment  of 
Manning,  Maxwell  &  Moore,  Inc.,  99 
Chauncey  St.,  Boston,  Mass.,  as  its 
agent  for  the  New  England  territory. 
A  complete  and  separate  variable  speed 
department  has  been  installed,  and  a 
large  stock  of  variable  speed  transmis- 

sions, as  well  as  parts,  will  be  carried. 

The  Springfield  Ornamental  Iron 
Co.,  West  Springfield,  Mass.,  has  en- 

tered upon  active  production  at  its 
plant,  turning  out  ornamental  steel  and 
bronze  work.  G.  G.  Gerke,  26  Maple 
Terrace,  Mittineague,  Mass.,  is  head  of 
the  corporation,  which  has  a  capital  of 
$20,000.  Associated  with  him  is  G. 
Olsen,  former  owner  of  the  Worcester 
Ornamental  Works,  0.  W.  Peterson  and 
Alden  Carlson. 

The  Chamber  of  Commerce,  Birming- 
ham, Ala.,  has  announced  an  unusual 

plan  to  be  carried  out  during  the  com- 
ing year  to  advertise  the  industries  of 

that  city.  Full  page  ads  will  be  de- 
voted to  each  of  the  separate  businesses 

or  industries  that  are  included  in  the 
membership  of  the  chamber.  For  in- 

stance, there  will  be  one  advertisement 
of  the  iron  and  steel  industries,  one  of 
the  general  machinery  and  supply  busi- 

ness, etc. 

The  Scheid  Engineering  Corporation, 
90  West   Street,   New  York   City,  has 

been  appointed  metropolitan  and  export 
representative  for  the  Franklin  Moore 
Co.,  Winsted,  Conn.,  manufacturer  of 
material  handling  machinery  for  indus- 

trial plants. 

Chas.  Eisler,  Newark,  N.  J.,  has 
moved  his  factory  and  offices  from  15 
Kirk  Alley  to  756  S.  13th  St.,  where 
he  has  a  well-equipped  factory  con- 

taining 6,000  sq.ft.  of  floor  space  in  a 
modern  brick  building  recently  put  up 
at  a  cost  of  $30,000. 

The  Buol  Machine  Co.,  168  Arch 
St.,  New  Britain,  Conn.,  is  now  being 
organized  to  engage  in  the  manufacture 
of  special  machinery  and  to  conduct  a 
general  machine  business  at  the  ad- 

dress mentioned.  Abraham  Buol,  for 
many  years  connected  with  the  New 
Britain  Machine  Co.,  as  superintendent, 
is  the  directing  head  of  the  new  con- 

cern. 
The  Hartford  Valve  Manufacturing 

Co.,  of  Hartford,  Conn.,  recently  in- 
corporated under  the  laws  of  Connecti- 

cut, to  engage  in  the  manufacture  of 
valves,  heating  appliances,  etc.,  organ- 

ized the  past  week  by  the  election  of 
the  following  officers:  Mitchell  S.  Little, 
president;  Michael  H.  Flynn,  secretary 
and  treasurer.  These  two,  together 
with  H.  Bissell  Carey,  form  the  board 
of  directors. 

The  Pacific  Development  Co.,  New 
York  City,  for  the  year  ended  Dec.  31, 
1921,  reports  a  total  income  of  $514,779 
and  a  deficit  of  $6,547,239  after  writing 
off  bad  debts. 

The  Union  Hardware  Co.,  manufac- 
turer of  hardware,  small  tools,  etc.,  of 

Torrington,  Conn.,  filed  a  certificate 
with  the  Secretary  of  the  State  of  Con- 

necticut during  the  week,  increasing  the 
company's  capital  stock  from  $600,000 
to  $2,100,000. 

The  Dawson  Variety  Co.,  Dawson, 
Ga.,  suffered  a  loss  of  several  thousand 
dollars,  caused  by  a  fire  which  com- 

pletely destroyed  its  machine  shops  on 
August  10. 

The  Hunter  Saw  and  Machine  Co., 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  announces  that  it  has 
opened  an  office  in  the  Manhattan 
Building,  Chicago,  111.,  where  they  will 
carry  a  complete  stock  of  metal  cutting 
circular  saw  blades,  as  well  as  pneu- 

matic hammer  rivet  sets  and  chisel 
blanks.  Paul  W.  Wendt  will  be  in 
charge. 

The  M.  S.  Little  Manufacturing  Co., 
151  New  Park  Ave.,  Hartford,  Conn., 
and  the  A.  J.  Beaton  Manufacturing 
Co.,  of  New-  Britain,  Conn.,  both  manu- 

facturers of  plumbing  and  heating 
tools,  specialities,  etc.,  will  on  Septem- 

ber 6th,  merge  into  one  company,  using 
the  name  of  the  M.  S.  Little  Manufac- 

turing Co.  The  machinery  and  stock 
of  the  Beaton  concern  will  be  removed 
to  the  Hartford  plant  of  the  Little 
Manufacturing  Co.,  and  the  Beaton 
Co.  will  be  dissolved.  Lack  of  space 
for  expansion  of  the  A.  J.  Beaton  Com- 

pany is  given  as  the  main  reason  for 
the  consolidation  of  the  two  companies. 

The  Diamant  Tool  and  Manufactur- 
ing Co.,  Inc.,  91-97  Runyon  St.,  New- 

ark, N.  J.,  has  appointed  Samuel  W. 
Hay's  Sons,  1410  Keenan  Building, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  its  exclusive  repre- sentative in  connection  with  the  sale  of 
Diamant  standard  punch  and  die  sets. 
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in  the  territory  covered  by  the  counties 
of  Allegheny,  Westmoreland,  Washing- 

ton, Armstrong,  Indiana,  Cambria, 
Somerset,  Fayette  and  Beaver  in  the 
state  of  Pennsylvania. 

The  Apex  Electrical  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  has  purchased 
factory  site  at  East  75th  Street  and 
Bessemer  Ave.,  for  the  motor  division 
and  foundry  department. 

J.  H.  Connolly,  formerly  plant  en- 
gineer of  the  Remington  Arms  and 

Ammunition  Co.,  Bridgeport,,  Conn., 
and  later  vice  president  and  production 
manager  of  the  N.  C.  L.  Engineering 
Corporation,  of  Providence,  R.  I.,  has 
been  appointed  general  manager  of  the 
Standard  Machinery  Co.,  of  Auburn, 
R.  I. 

J.  L.  Stone,  sales  manager  of  the 
Elgin  Machine  Tool  Co.,  has  resigned 
to  accept  a  position  on  the  sales  staff 
of  the  Thermalene  Gas  Corporation, 
Kankakee,  111.,  in  Chicago  and  vicinity. 

W.  Irving  Bullard,  vice-president  of 
the  E.  H.  Jacobs  Manufacturing  Co., 
manufacturers  of  mill  supplies,  Daniel- 
son,  Conn.,  will  sail  September  30,  for 

Brazil,  where  he  will  attend  the  Inter- national Centennial  Exposition  at  Rio 
de  Janiero  as  a  delegate  of  the  states 
of  Connecticut  and  Massachusetts,  as 
well  as  for  the  American  Bankers  As- 

sociation, National  Association  of  Cot- 
ton Manufacturers,  and  the  National 

Council  of  the  American  Cotton  Manu- 
facturers. Mrs.  Bullard  will  accom- 

pany him,  as  will  his  son  and  daughter. 

H.  J.  SwANSON,  formerly  sales  man- 
ager of  the  Detroit  Machine  Tool  Co., 

manufacturers  of  the  Detroit  center- 
less  grinding  machine,  resigned  from 
that  position  on  Sept.  1,  and  has  ac- 

cepted the  position  of  general  sales 
manager  with  the  Peerless  Machine 
Co.,  Racine,  Wis.,  manufacturers  of  the 
Peerless  universal  shaping  saws.  Mr. 
Swanson's  connections  with  the  Detroit 
Machine  Tool  Co.  extended  over  a 
period  of  six  years.  His  work  included 
the  positions  of  machine  designer,  road 
work  and  sales  manager. 

R.  R.  Jones,  chief  engineer  of  the 
Firestone  Tire  and  Rubber  Co.,  has 
been  named  chairman  of  the  Akron  sec- 

tion of  the  American  Society  of 
Mechanical  Engineers.  J.  C.  Sproull 
will  serve  as  vice-chairman  of  the 
Akron  section  while  W.  R.  Gilliam 
will  act  as  secretary. 

Robert  C.  Yates,  well  known  in  the 
forging  industry  and  for  many  years 
identified  with  the  Union  Drop  Forge 
Co.  of  Chicago,  has  resigned  to  become 
general  manager  of  the  Interstate 
Drop  Forge  Co.  of  Milwaukee.  Mr. 
Yates  was  formerly  connected  with  the 
American  Locomotive  Co.  at  Schenec- 

tady, and  the  Bethlehem  Steel  Co.,  as 
manager  of  the  Chicago  district  office. 

W.  J.  Howard  and  G.  T.  Key,  Jr., 
both  of  Montgomery,  Ala.,  have  organ- 

ized the  Standard  Electric  Machine 
Works  and  established  a  plant  in  that 
city  at  Coosa  and  Bibb  Sts.  Mr. 
Howard  has  been  chief  engineer  for 
the  Durham  Public  Public  Service  Co., 
Durham,    N.    C,   while    Mr.    Key   has 

been  master  mechanic  with  the  Ameri- 
can Agricultural  Chemical  Co.  The 

new  company  will  specialize  in  heavy 
electrical  construction  work. 

John  J.  Curry  has  been  appointed 
mechanical  superintendent  of  Plant  D, 
of  the  New  Departure  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Meriden,  Conn. 

W.  B.  Strahan,  West  Palm  Beach, 
Fla.,  suffered  a  loss  of  $10,000  a  few 
days  ago  in  a  fire  which  desti'oyed  his 
machine  shops  in  that  city. 

D.  C.  Griffiths,  formerly  with  the 
M.  B.  Austin  Co.,  and  D.  B.  Graze,  a 
specialist  on  power  apparatus,  have 
opened  offices  in  the  Marshall  Building, 

Cleveland,  Ohio,  as  manufacturers' 
agents,  to  handle  the  distribution  of 
electrical  material  in  the  State  of  Ohio, 
for  the  M.  B.  Austin  Co.,  Appleton 
Rubber  Co.,  and  portions  of  the  state 
for  the  S.  H.  Couch  Co.,  Inc. 

E.  F.  Linbgren  has  been  named  man- 
ager of  the  southeastern  plant  of  the 

Air  Reduction  Sales  Co.,  Birmingham, 
Ala.,  succeeding  H.  G.  Boyner.  The 
company  recently  moved  its  plant  from 
Atlanta  to  Birmingham  where  a  new 
plant  is  being  established. 

Howard  C.  Noble,  president  of  the 
North  &  Judd  Manufacturing  Co.,  New 
Britain,  Conn.,  manufacturers  of  hard- 

ware, tools,  etc.,  died  at  the  Hartford 
Hospital,  Aug.  24,  1922.  Mr.  Noble 
was  born  in  Kent,  Conn.,  Oct.  13,  1851, 
and  entered  the  employ  of  the  North 
&  Judd  Manufacturing  Co.,  when 
twenty  years  of  age,  as  a  bookkeeper. 
He  rose  steadily  through  various  offices 
in  the  company,  being  treasurer  and 
vice-president,  until  he  was  elected  the 
president  in  July,  1918.  Mr.  Noble 
leaves  a  wife,  a  son,  and  two  daughters. 

Core     Oven    Kqnlpment.       The     Whiting 
Corporation.  945  Mon.idnock  Rlock,  Chicago. 
III.  A  new  puljlication.  known  as  catalog 
No.  163,  containing  23  pages.  This  catalog 
is  descriptive  of  the  company's  line  of core  oven  enui|)ment  for  foundry  work  and 
contains  numerous  illustrations  showing 
typical  installations  as  well  as  useful 
general  Information  regarding  core  ovens, 
racks,    bricks,   etc. 

TriiekN  and  Turntables.  The  Whiting 
Corporation.  !)45  Monadnock  Block,  Chicago, 
III.  A  new  publication,  known  as  catalog 
.N'o.  164,  containing  numerous  illustrations 
and  descriptive  matter  on  the  company's extensive  line  of  trucks  and  turntables  for 
foundry,  shop  yard,  and  other  industrial 
uses. 

Milling  Maohlnen.  The  IngersoU  Milling 
Machine  Co.,  Rockford,  111.  A  special 
folder  containing  eight  special  illustrations 
sliowing  impeller  bodies  for  blowers  being 
milled  accurately  in  four  pa.sses,  as  well 
as  the  tools  and  set-up  used  In  accomplish- 

ing the  work. 
LadleH.  The  Whiting  Corporation,  S45 

Monadnock  Block,  Chicago,  111.  A  new 
publication,  known  as  Catalog  No.  161,  of 
31  pages.  The  catalog  contains  complete 
information  with  numerous  illustrations  of 
the  company's  extension  line  of  ladles  for 
all  classes  of  foundry  work  with  sugges- 

tions as  to  operation  and  maintenance. 
**Onee  Upon  a  Time.*'  The  Coi)per  and 

Brass  Research  Association.  25  Broadway, 
New  York  City.  "Once  Upon  a  Time"  is 
the  title  of  a  picture-playlet  in  seven  .scenes 
just  issued  by  the  Copper  and  Brass  Re- 

search Association  for  distribution  among 
home-owners.  The  first  "scene"  shows  a 
man  and  wife  selecting  a  building  site,  fol- 

lowing wliich  is  a  scene  showing  the  de- 
bate with  the  architect  where  the  substi 

tution  of  inferior  metals  for  bra.ss  and  cop. 
per  is  decided  upon.  The  resulting  rust- 

less and  inconvenience  are  depicted  in  a 
series  of  scenes  indicating  the  effect  on 
piping,  leaders  and  gutters  and  roof.  The 
last  scene  shows  the  house  "for  sale  cheap," 
following  which  is  a  diagram  of  a  "real 
iiouse"  which  the  home-owner  tlien  built 
him.self,  showing  14  places  where  copper 
and  brass  should   be  used   in  building. 

Machine     Tool      0,iertttlon,     Part      IT.        By 
Henry  E.  Burghardt.  438  pages,  43  x 
7i  in.  Amply  illustrated  with  halt- tones  and  line  drawing.s.  Published  by 
the  McGraw-Hill  Book  Co.,  Inc.,  New 
York   City.      Price    $2.75. 

As  in  part  one,  this  book  gives  informa- 
tion to  the  apprentice  and  the  .student  of 

trade  schools  and  similar  educational  insti- 
tutions which  will  enable  him  to  do  ma- 

chine work  intelligently  and  which  will  as- 
sist him  in   l>ecoming  a  real   machinist. 

The  book  is  written  in  language  which 
can  be  understood  by  any  boy  who  has 
learned  to  read.  Simple  terms  are  u.sed 
and  everything  is  explained  in  a  plain  and 
.straightforward  manner  and  without  the 
use  of  mathematics. 

The  first  part,  the  one  devoted  to  drill 
presses  and  drilling,  is  particularly  meri- 

torious and  complete.  As  we  go  further 
into  the  book  we  find  that  this  complete- 

ness tapers  down  somewhat.  The  chapters 
on  shapers  and  planers  are  perliaps  of  a 
somewhat  lower  order  than  those  on  drill- 

ing and  milling,  but  tills  is  merely  a  matter 
of  comparison.  \^'e  should  not  say  tliat the  chapters  on  planers  and  shapers  are 
le.ss  good,  but  that  those  on  drilling  and" milling   are    better. 

Every  boy  who  desires  to  become  a  ma- 
chinist, and  with  due  respect  for  most  fin- 

ished machinists,  every  man  who  works  in 
the  machine  sliop.  can  gain  by  reading  this 
l)ook.  It  should  Ije  remembered,  however, 
that  the  Ijook  should  not  be  read  like  a 
novel  but  that  every  chapter  and  every 
part  should  I>e  studied  and  carefully  di- 
gested. 

AsHoeiatlon  of  Iron  and  Steel  Electrical 
Kngineers.  Annual  convention,  Sept.  11  to 
15  at  the  new  auditorium,  Cleveland.  Ohio. 
Secretary.  John  F.  Kelly,  Empire  Building, 
Pittsburgh,    Pa. 

Amerienn  Institute  of  Mining  and  Metal- 
lurRieul  Knglneers,  annual  convention,  Sept. 
25  to  28,  1922.  San  Francisco.  Cal.  Secre- 

tary. F,  F.  Sharpless,  29  West  39th  Street, New   York  City. 
American  Society  of  Meciianical  Engi- 

iieers,  regional  meeting,  Sept.  25,  26  and 
27,  1922,  Hotel  Kimball,  Springfield,  Mass. 
Secretary  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,  New  York  City. 

American  Society  fop  Steel  Treating.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.  building,  Detroit.  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Eisenman,  4600  Prospect  Ave., 
Cleveland,    is   secretar>'. 

American  Gear  ManafaciurerH*  AHSOOia- tion.  Fall  meeting,  Chicago,  111.,  Oct,  9, 
10  and  11,  1922. 
American  MunufacturerH  Kxport  AHSocia- 

tion  annual  conveiition.  New  Y'ork  Citv. Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary.  M.  B.  Dean.  160 
Broadway,    New    York    City. 

American  Trade  .Association  ExecativeH. 
Third  annual  meeting.  Oct.  25,  26  and  27, 
1922,  at  the  Inn,  Buck  Falls,  Pa.,  (Dela- ware Water  Gap). 

National  Machine  Tool  Builders'  Associa- 
tion. Annual  convention.  New  York  City, 

October,  1922.  Secretary,  E.  F.  Du  Brul. 
817  Provident  Bank  Building,  Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 

National  Founilers  Association,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary.  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
f^a  Salle  St.,  Chicago.  111. 

American  Society  of  Mechanical  Kngi- 
neers,  annual  convention,  December  4  to  7, 
1922.  New  York  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  39th  Street.  New  York 
City. 

National  Kxposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chanical Engineerinft.  Dec.  7  to  13,  1922. 

Grand  Central  Palace,  New  York  City. 
Secretary,  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street.  New  York  City. 
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Machine  Tools  Wanted 

Kun.,  Wichita — The  Auto  Uepaiiing  & 
Machine  Wks..  614  lOast  Murdock  St.,  H. 
M.  Dawson,  Purch.  Agt. — one  drill  press 
(liower). 

Kan..  Wichita — J.  C.  Conley.  623  Mur- 
dock St. — power  lathe,  drill  press,  emery 

.stand,  shafting,  pulleys,  hangers,  bearings 
and  small  tools  for  machine   shop. 

Kan.,  Wi<'Iiita — De  Long  Machine  Co., 
705  East  Murdock  St.,  .1.  F.  De  Long, 
Purch.  Agt. — lathe,  power  drill  press, 
emery  stand,  cutters,  grinders  for  automo- 

bile  cylinders    (used). 
Kan..  Wichita — G.  Humphrey,  625  East 

Murdock  St. — drill  press,  lathe,  emery 
stand  and  small  tools. 

MaNH.,  BoNton — The  Boston  Sand  &  Gravel 
Co.,  8S  Broad  St.,  P.  F.  Ayer,  Secy. — addi- 

tional etiuipment  for  machine  shop  under 
construction  at  Bast  Boston. 

Mass.,  Boston — T.  Noonan  &  Sons  Co.. 
38  Portland  St.,  manufacturer  of  barbers' 
supplies — one  engine  lathe  12  or  14  in., 
with   full  equipment    (used). 

MaKs..  Norfolk  DownH  (Boston  P.  O.)  — 
W.  A.  Hiscock,  machine  shop — one  pair  4 
or  ,')  ft.  X  15  or  18  in,  gap  power  shear,  10 
gauge  capacity   (used). 

Mich..  Wyandotte — The  All  Metal  Prod- 
ucts Co.,  12th  and  Sycamore  Sts. — three  No. 

1    Townsend  riveting  macliines. 

Minn.,  AllxTt  Lea — A.  R.  Jensen — com- 
plete machiner.v  etiuipment  for  auto  repair 

shop. 

Minn.,  St.  Paul — H.  Slawik,  1730  Mar- 
shall Ave. — equipment  for  auto  repair  shop under  construction. 

Mo..  Joplin — Inter-State  Billiard  Supply 
Co.,  413  Main  St.,  E.  K.  Johnson,  Purch. 
Agt. — power  lathe. 

N.  Y..  Brooklyn — The  Imperial  Hardware 
Mfg.  Co..  511  Flushing  Ave. — one  No.  19 
Bliss  press,  also  small  rolling  machine  for 
rolling  U   shaped   channels. 

N.  "V..  Brooklyn — J.  G.  Knight  &  Co..  1034 
Dean  St..  electrical  goods — one  No.  5  V.  and 
O.  geared  press  with  4   in.  stroke. 

N.  Y..  Elmira — Bolton  Motor  Co.,  125 
Railroad  Ave. — machinery  and  equipment, 
incl.  tools  for  large  modern  auto  service 
station  under  construction. 

N.  Y.,  Elmira — Goldsmith  Tire  &  Service 
Co.,  214  Baldwin  St.,  J.  T.  Goldsmith, 
Member  of  Firm — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  addition  to  tire  and  re- 
pair station. 

N.  Y..  Jamestown — General  Metalsmiths 
Inc..  3)3  Prendergast  Ave.,  B.  C.  Davis, 
Mgr. — complete  machinery  and  eciiiipment 
for  factory  for  the  manufacture  of  archi- 

tectural, mortuary  and  industrial  bronze 
and  copper  products. 

N.  Y.,  Lockport — Bd.  of  Educ,  East  Ave. 
— complete  metal  working  machinery  and 
equipment  for  shop   in  Chestnut  St.   School. 

N.  Y.,  KochpKtrr — W.  Gray.  17  Carlton 
St. — one   medium   sized   drill  press. 

N.  Y..  Syracutic — Tile  Globe  Malleable 
Iron  &  Steel  Co..  East  End.  H.  E.  Elmer, 
Treas.  and  Genl.  Mgr. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  proposed  addition  to  plant 
tor  the  manufacture  of  special  patented 
fuel    oil    engines. 

X.  I)..  Wiliiston — Monroe  Bros,,  auto  re- 
pair shop — one   arbor  press. 

O..  Lima — The  Lima  Locomotive  Wks.. 
South  Main  St. — eight  6  ft.  radial  drilling 
machines  ;  one  90  in.,  one  42  in.,  one  36  in. 
and  one  20  in.  vertical  boring  mills ;  also 
one   20   in.  x   10  ft.  axle  lathe. 

O..  Lisbon — National  Razor  Mfg.  Co. — 
machine  shop  equipment  for  proposed  .shop. 

Pa.,  Bareville — .T.  W.  Miller — machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  auto  radiator 
and    metal   Works   shop. 

I'll.,  Kllwood  C'it.v — EUwood  Steel  Corp. — 
wire  drawing  and  nail  machines,  for  the 
Sharon  Pres.sed  Steel  Co.,  recently  pur- chased. 

Pa.,      Phiia   Bd.     of     Educ.      19th     and 
Chestnut  Sts..  M.  Savage,  Dir.  of  Supplies 
— three  speed  lathes,  2  for  12  in.  and  1  for 
43  in.  woodwork  ;  2  engine  lathes.  10  in. 
swing,  24  in.  centers ;  one  3  jaw  chuck, 
and  one  4  jaw  chuck  ;  1  drill  press  i  in.  (all motor  connected). 

Pa..  Phila. — H.  Kaiser  &  Co.,  Inc..  23rd 
and  Race  Sts. — metal  working  machinery 
for  auto  body  factory,  dies,  presses,  cutters, 
etc. 

Va.,  Richmond — McMichle  &  McMahon.  4 
South  5th  St. — power  T>ipe  threading  ma- 

chine for  heating  and  plumbing. 
W.  Va..  Wheellns — Centre  Fdry.  &  Ma- 

chine Co.,  2011  Main  St. — additional  tools 
for  plant  Warwood,  W.  Va. 

Wis.,  Marinette — H.  A.  White.  2000  Hall 
Ave. — machinery  for  auto  repair   sh()it. 

Wis.,  Prescott- — J.  A.  Miller — equipment 
and  machinery  for  auto  repair  shop  (pro- 
posed). 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ark..  Po.ven — A.  B.  Cunningham — equip- 
ment for  sawmill  and  power  hou.se. 

D.  C.  Washington — The  International 
Shoe  Heel  Corp. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  branch  plant  in  Aylmer, 
Ont. 

III..  C'liicago — Van  Housen's  Favor  Co., 81  West  Lake  St.  and  189  North  Clark  St., 
T.  Van  Housen,  Purch.  Agt. — one  power cutter. 

Ind.,  Brazil — A.  E.  Warde — equipment 
for  job  printing. 

Ind..  Evansville — The  Speedy  Photo  Co., 
Box  178 — one  multicolor  printing  press. 

Kan.,  Wichita — W.  H.  Osborn,  1065 
North   Waco   St. — power   press. 
Kan.,  Wichita — M.  Quinius,  209  Sedg- 

wick St.,  printer — one  job  printing  press 
(power). 

La..  Bunkie — The  Bunkie  Record  (news- 
paper)— one   power  cylinder  press. 

Minn.,  Federal  Dam — O.  B.  Poore.  saw 
mill  products — short  log  sawmill  or  regular 
saw  mill,  or  parts  of  saw  mill,  such  as 
headblocks,  setworks.  carriage,  saw  man- 

dril, feedworks ;  also  engine  lathe,  8  to  10 
in.  swing,   4  to  6   in.  bed. 

Mo.,  Joplin — Machinery  &  Supply  Corp., 
Joplin  St..  machine  shoi> — two  75  hp.  elec- 

tric hoists,  one  150  hp.  Bessemer  gas  en- 
gine, one  65  hp.  Bessemer  gas  engine,  two 

801  ft.  Chicago  pneumatic  compres.sor,  one 
100  hp.  Fairbanks-Morse  Y  oil  engine,  25 
cycle,   2.200   volt   motors. 

Mo..  >Iountaln  Grove — Mountain  Grove 
Laundry — washer,  extractor,  belting  and 
hangers  for  laundry. 

Mo..  St.  Louis — Gruenwaelders  Print 
Shop,  720  Pine  St..  A.  Gruenw\ielder.  Purch. 
Agt. — one  7  x  11  ft.  or  8  X  12  ft.  power  job 

press. N.  i.,  Trenton — The  Bergougnan  Rubber 
Co..  J.  Grenier,  Vice  Pres. — vulcanizers  and 
other  rubber  making  machinery  for  curing 
and   mill   departments. 

N.  Y..  BulTalo — Dynamo  &  Motor  Ex- 
change. 41  Court  St. — equipment  for  motor 

and  electrical  repair  shop,  at  45  Elm  St. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — The  Sikes  Chair  Co..  500 
Clinton  St. — some  new  machinery  for  fac- 

tory partially  destro.ved  by  flre. 

>'.  Y..  Clarence — Bd.  of  Educ. — machin- 
ery and  equii)ment  tor  vocational  depart- 

ment in  proposed  school. 

N.  Y..  North  Tonawanda — Pierce-Brown 
Fdry.  Co..  S.  Brown.  Officer — machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  addition  to 
foundry   plant. 

N.  \'.,  Rochester — Atlantic  Supply  House, 
61-65  Front  St. — one  belt  driven  ice 
breaker  (used  or  new). 

O.,  Huc.vrnM — Woodrult  I'rinting  Co..  job 
printers,  A.  Woodruff.  I'urch.  Agt. — job press   (power). 

O.,  Cleveland — The  Fisher  Body  Ohio 
Co.,  East  140th  St.  and  Colt  Rd. — equip- 

ment for  proposed  factory  in  Flint,  Mich. 
O.,  CoiumbiiH — Eureka  Stone  &  Marlile 

Co.,  179  West  Maple  St.,  P.  McDonough. 
Vice  Pres.  and  Genl.  ilgr. — .special  ma- 

chinery for  making  sandstone  shapers  and cutters. 

O.,  Columbus — Finks  Bakery,  234  South 
4th  St.,  H.  Fink.  Mgr. — complete  equipment 
tor  bakery  including  mixers,  etc. 

O.,  Poland — Bd.  of  Educ.  (Springflelil 
Rural  School  District).  J.  A.  Withers,  Clk. 
— complete  vocational  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  school  to  be  constructed at  Petersburg,  O. 

Okla..  Oklahoma  CIt.v — Scotch  Tone  Co., 
2  West  6th  St.,  W.  P.  Westfall,  Purch. 
Agt. — power  Job  printing  press  and  power 
paper  cutter. 

Pa.,  Bradford — W.  P.  Brinton,  Jr.,  183 
Kennedy  St. — one  small  belt  driven  double end  air  compressor. 

Pa..  Coatesville — Coatesville  Boiler  Works 
— machinery  and  equipment  for  plant. 

Pa.,  Conshohocken — Montgomery  Fdry.  & 
Fittings  Co. — equipment  for  propo-sed  100 ton   foundry  addition. 

Pa.,  New  Brifchton — Damascus  Crucible 
Steel  Casting  Co. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  branch  plant  at  Ham- mond,   Ind. 

Pa.,  New  Cumberland — A.  Hanker — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  proposed  plant 

for  the  manufacture  of  a  patent  window 
with   locking  and   lifting  devices. 

Pa.,  Phila,— Eagle  Knitting  Mills,  12th 
and  Arch  Sts..  M.  B.  Goldberg,  Purch.  Agt. 
— full  fashion  hosiery  machines  and winders. 

Pa..  Phila. — Pinkelstein  Bros.,  303  South 
St. — shoe   machinery   for  factory. 

Pa.,  Phiia. — Globe  Ticket  Co..  112  North 
12th  St. — printing  machinery  for  proposed 
plant. 

Pa.,  Phila. — F.  Pearson  &  Co..  Inc.,  1011 
Chestnut  St.,  N.  Albrecht,  Purch.  Agt. — 
looms  for  the  manufacture  of  plush  in  pro- posed factory. 

Pa..  Phila. — Ricards  Mfg.  Co..  614  Mar- 
ket St. — punches,  cutters  and  machines  for the  manufacture  of  leather  and  canvas 

goods. Pa..  Phila.  —  Unique  Knitting  Co.,  1324 North  Lawrence  St..  N.  R.  Kline,  Purch. 
Agt. — latch  needle  machines,  ribbing  ma- chmes  and  loopers  for  the  manufacture  of 
hosiery. 

R.  I..  Providence — The  City  Bd.  of  Con- 
tract &  Supply — delivering  and  erecting  " 

portal  gantry  cranes  of  the  revolving  ham- 
mmer  head  type,  at  Municipal  Wharf, Fields    Point. 

S.  n.,  Fairfax— The  Advertiser  (news- 
paper)— one    No.    5    linotype. 

Tenn..  Manchester — Coffee  County,  N.  H. 
Meriwetlier.  Co.  Engr. — complete  crush- 

ing plant  and  miscellaneous  road  building 
machinery,  for  construction  of  county  road 

system. 
Masli..  .Aberdeen — The  Port  Oi  Grays 

Harbor,  office  of  Comn.,  206  East  Wishkah 
St..  F.  H.  Lamb,  Pres..  J.  A.  Vance,  Secy. 
— will  receive  bids  until  Sept.  23,  for  one 
5  ton  lumber  handling  mill  type  crane, 
equijiped  with  lumber  grapnle  75  ft.  span. 
F'urther  information  on  application. 

W.  Va..  Glen  White — E.  E.  AVhite  Coal 
Co. — additional  mining  and  handling  ma- 

chinery, etc.,  for  proposed  $300,000  im- 
provement program. 

W.  Va.,  Huntinicton — C.  P.  Wilcoxen,  9th 
St. — one  10  ft.  power  brake  for  sheet  metal works. 

Wis.,  PeshtiKO — Thompson  Bros.,  manu- 
facturer of  pleasure  boats — woodworking machinery. 
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AND  FALL  OF  THE  MARKET 

I  —  N«>.  S  fooa^  iron  up  $3  in  Birmiiurham: 

Ib  Pittabnrch.  PhiUdelphia.  Cincin- 
Wact  •drwtcv  of  20  prr  rrnt  plus 

in  hicher  »trrl  quotations 
Stcct  rmiU  and  tin  plates 

tmm  tk«  Mriar  t««  «srepUMM  to  tbs  c«nvral  advanrr  in  price. 

A  mimlm^  of  tl-M  on  A»f»»  mni  platr*  han  been  estab- 

VUbmi  hgr  tW  iMdinc  tntowl.  hat  iMWpendmt.i  K<^n*-rally 
94#tft  prr  ton  abw*  ttito  rate.  A  maximum  of 

>  yar  IM  lb,  f  Ah.  Pittahgrch,  has  applied  on  actual 
tiMwaak. 

TIb  qaatoi  at  Me.  aa  acaiaat  Stk-  per  lb.  in  New  York. 

Laa4  ■•«  SyMfc^MSr.  aa  compared  with  hMe.^b.We.  per 
Ik,  ia  8t  Laala.  All  fabricated  braas  and  copper,  up  )c.  per 
»u  hi  Naw  York  warrhaaaea. 

afl  <&  hU.  lato).  Mc.  aa  acainst  »7c.  per  cal^  In 
»;  ae  chance  in  New  York  and  Clereland. 

bt  tendency  to  shade  (inc  price* ;  quotatJbna 
ta  Bast  St.  Lx>uis.     No  other  declines  reported  in 

Naw  York,  Cleveland  or  ChiraKo. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

no  nON— Per 
Manhew  Addy  Co.: 
CINaNNATI 
Na^2  Saathira   

toa  —  Qaotationi   compiled   by  The 

Saathcra  Ohia  No.  2   

NEW  YOKK-Tidewater  Ddietn 
Savthem  No.  2  (dma  2J5«2./5) 

BIRMINGHAM 
N«.  2  FoaaJry    

PHILADtl.PHlA 
Eaataia  fa.,  No.2s  (taieoo2.25«2.7S).. 
VitBaia  Na.2   

Gf«y  Fa«si   
CHICAGO 

Na.  2  Faaadry  lacal   
Na.2  faaadry.  Saathera  («li«oa  2.25«2.75) 

firiSBL'RGH.  iadadiac  freigbt  cbsrce  from  Valley 
Na.2Foaad(y   

S25.0S 28  27 
32. 27 

32i44 

27.00 

J?. 64 
31.17 31.14 
31.  SO 

30.00 
28.00 

J3  00 

2'.  00 
H)  00 

aum  MACBINtRY  CASTING»-li 
Ligbi 

Oftfiaani,                                If  0 

9  cratt  per  ponnd: 
.Medium              Heavy 
10  0                    4  75 

Detroit.         10*12 »0                   3«4 
60                    4.0 
5.0                   4  5 
4.5                   3.5 

New  Yart.          MK) 
Oearfaad.          T$ 
Oiamt            5.0 

Madaa*  ara  ia  ceata  per  pooad  ia  various  cities 
aikatha  haat  aao«siiaof  from  mitt: 

ffctsbatth. 
l.arB* 

Mia  Cau       New  York  ClevcUad      Oiicaio 
Na.  W   
Na.U   
Na^M   

4.03 
4.0t 
4.13 
4.23 

J. 50 
1.51 5.60 

3.70 

4.00 
4  OS 4  10 

4  20 

Nat.  17  Md  21. 
Nat.  na*l  24. 
Naa.25aadab. 
Na.2»   

300i»)  25 
3.05^3.10 
3.10S3  )S 
}.I5#3.«) 

4.40 
4.45 
4  SO 
4  60 

405 
4.10 

4   15 
4  25 

4.70 

4.70 4.75 

4  MS 

Galvanised 
Nes.  10  and  II. 
Nos.  12  and  14. 
No*    17  and  21. 
Noa.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   
Na.2«   

Piiiiburgh 
i.imi.W 

3.2S^3  50 
VS5^3  m 

I  70*f.V<»5 K5(ii4.IO 

IS#4  40 

New  York 4. (4) 4.70 

5.00 
5.15 

.1.30 

S.60 

Cleveland 

4.10 4.20 

4. SO 

4.80 

4. 95 
S.25 

Chicaco 4.8S 

4.95 

siio 5.55 
S.9S 

WROrCHT  PIPE— The  followina  ditcounit  are  to  jobkert  for 
carload  Ion  on  the  liirti  I'ittihiirgh  hstini  card: 

Steel Inches  Black 
I  to  3       tJi 

1}V  IT  WELD 
(•alv.  Inchei 
5<.»  Siolj.. 

LAPWEl.D 
491  2   

S3{  21  to  4.. 4<>|  4)  to  6. . 
4k(  7  to  12       40 

BUTT  WEJ.D,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
1  toll       66  55)  icol)       44i 
2  to  3       67  56) 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    61 
2)  to  6    65 
7  to  r.    62 
9  10  12    61 

Iron 

Black 
.     44) 

39 

42 

42 

2       $9 
2)  to  4       63 4)  to  6       62 
7  10  8       58 
9iol2       52 

.Mstlcable  fiitinft. 

48) 

39) 

Oaiiei  R 

2       40) 

2)  to  4       43 4)  to  6       42 7  to  8       3S 
9  10  12       30 

nd  C,  Banded,  from  New 

Galv. 

29) 

25) 
29| 29| 

27) 

30) 

27) 

31 

30 
23 
18 York 

flock  tellai  net  lilt.    Cattiron.iiandard  (ixet,  20-S%  off. 

WROUGHT  PtPB— Warehouse  discounts  a*  follow*: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicaco 
Black  <;alv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

1 10  3  in.  steel  butt  welded.  60%   47%    S7i';;    4SJ%   624%   48)% 
21 10 <- in.  .teel  lap  welded.  .17%    44%    S$|%    42j%    S')\%    45)% 

.Malleable  HtiinKt.     Clsssei  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
atock  sell  at  li>t  Lit  10%.    Cast  iron,  standard  site*.  32-5%  oflT. 

MISCEI.l.ANEOUS'^Warehoiiic  price*  in  cents  per  pound  in 
100-lb.  Ion. 

Open  hearth  (print  •iccl  (bate) 
Sprinn  >teel  (lighlj  (ba*cl   
C  oppcied  Bessemer  rods(base). . 
Hoop  iteel    .  .      
Cold  rolled  strip  sicd. . . 
Floor  plates   
Cold  linuhed  ihaftinior  sciew. . 
Cold  bniihed  flatt,  *quares   
Structural  ihapet  (bate)   
Soft  iirel  liari  (base)   
Soft  tied  hai  ihapcs  (baac). . . . 
Soft  Iteel  handt  (base)   
Tank  plate*  (hate)   
Bar  iron  '2.  <5  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  list)   
Electric  welding  wire: 

t:    
 ■•■■• 

New  York 

4.  SO 6.00 
6.03 

4.14 

«..$0 

20 

65 

IS 

3.04 
94 

74 
3.04 

2.94 
S5®</0% 

Cleveland 
6.00 

6  00 

8  00 3.50 

8.2s 4.91 3.45 

3.9S 
2.76 

2.66 2.66 

3.06 

2.76 2.21 

55% 

8.00 6.  SO. 
6.2  s. 

Chicago 

4. SO 6.00 

6.10 3.90 7.2$ 
5.50 
3.70 

4.20 2.90 

2.80 

2.80 

3.55 2.90 
2.80 

$0% 

.12913 

.IIS12 

.lOSlI 

METALS 

Current  Prices  In  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  to  cartots),  New  York   
Tin,  5-ion  lot*,  New  York   
Lead  (up  to  carlots),  St.  I.ouis  S.62dS.6S:  New  York. .. 
2Unc  (up  to  csriots).  St.  I^uis   6.25;  New  York.. 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  iafots.  M5  N*"  Yor
k  Cleveland ton  lot*         

Antimony  1  Chinese),  ton  spot... 
Capper  snectt,  base   
Copper  wire  (carlots)   
Copper  bsrs  (ton  lots)   
Copper  I iibina  ( 100-lb.  lota)   
Brstttheei*  (100-lb.  lots)     .    18.25 
Brass  lubini  (100-lb.  lots)         22. SO 

19.20  20.00 
5.50  7.50 

21.  SO  21.50^21. 
15.75  17;  SO 
20.00  22.50 
24. 7S  24, SO 

19.  SO 
22.50 

75 

14,62) 

33.00 
6.20 
7.00 

Chicago 

19.00 

6.50 
23.00 16.25 

19.50 

23.00 IH.75 

20.50 
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17.50 15.75 19.50 
9.00 
23.50 

20.00 42.75 
36.00 

16.00 9.00 

METALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      16.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      18.75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9.00 
Solder  (I  and  i),  (caselots)      23.00 
Babbitt  met^i   (fair  grade)      24.50 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      11 .  12J 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .    39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot   32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)..  .      48.00 
Blocks      32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)        40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50  00 
Sheet  bars..      40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12  .00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11 .  75 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy        4 .  75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,  light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  50 

Zinc."        3.00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00       21.00         20.90 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade: 
IC.  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne  Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        5.60  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7.25         5.85  7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

12.25 11.50 
11.75 11.25 
10.00 10.25 
4.50 4.50 
3.50 3.50 6.00 9.00 
5.25 6  25 
6.25 6.75 
3.50 3.50 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    ?0.09@?0.1H       30.12         20.1U 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .065®.  10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13 Jxl3;-,perlb.  .075  .10  .10 
Wiping  cloths,13ix20i,per  lb.  .08  .11  .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseed  oil,  per  gaL,  5  bbl.  lots.  .91  1.14  .99 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.  50 
Red  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs.        New  York,  12.  50 
Red  lead,  in  oil     lOOlb.kegs.        New  York,  14.00 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  1.00 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville.. . .  per  net  ton         11.50 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton  14.S0@lS.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lists 

New York 
Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       45% 

1 J  and  1  ix3  in.  up  to  12  in        25% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts        30% 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)        35% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        20% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolt»             25% 

Lag  screws,  coach    icrewi  .     45% 

Square  and  hex.  hej'<^  cap    tcrewt.  .  .  .     75% 
Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  .^  30 in          35% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  Dut»        45% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus        10% 
Semi-finished  nuts  |  and   larger        65% 

Case-hardened  nuts         50% 

Washers.castiron,  |in.,  per  lOOIb.  (net)  ■?5.00 
Washers,cast  iron,  fin. per  100  lb.  (net)  4.00 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Off  list  3.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Off  list  l.SO 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  1 .  SO 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist  1 .50 
Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOIb.Offlist  I .  SO 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  i^in.  dia.  and  smaller    55% 
Rivets,  tinned    55% 

Button  heads  J-in.,  i-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net)      ?4.S0 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4.60 

\i   to    l|-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£.Vr./J.:/perl00lb         0.25 

f  in.  diameter     EXTRA       0.15 
h  in.  diameter   EXTRA        0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter     EXTRA       0  50 
Longer  than  5  in     EXTRA        0.25 
Less  than  200  lb     EXTRA       0.50 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs    3S% 

Qeve- 

land    Chicago 

60%         50-10% 
65%  50-10-10% 

  W.OOoff 
33.90  net         

     65-5% 
     60-5% 

70%      70-10% 50-10-5%   50-5% 

       55% 
70-10%      r,  80% 

33.50 
3,25 5.00 

3.50 

3.50 3.50 3.50 

65% 

6S% 

33.50 

3.60 

?3.50 
3.50 

3.50  net 
4.00 4.00 

4.00 4.00 

60% 

4ic.  net 

«3.35 3.45 

   0.15 
   0.15 
   0.50 
   0.50 

   0.2^    0. 50 

   33.70  base 
50%  40-% 

50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bhl.)  per  gal.        30.55 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities   {\  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade.    40-5% 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck 

30.50       30.67J 

0.35         0.40 

40-10-25%    50% 

40%      40-5% 

Second  grade   60-10-5% 
Abrasive  materials — In  sheets 9x11  in.: 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets. 
Flintpaper         35.84 
Emery  paper    8.80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 

■   Flint  cloth, regMlarweight,width3i 
in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 

Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper   
Cloth   

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

33.85 

11.00 

32.75 4.50 

1.32 

3.02 

36.48 

8.80 

29.48 

4.95 

1.40 
3  20 
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    -TV    llarte*    Cmrnrak. 
A.    U     •VMI.     I*     Ph>ll«|« 
r.  U.   MMr  — «UI  nr<cv»>v 

4.  tmttmttmm  llw 

■•V  — tiilainr  £r  Hmn  !■■■■■  i  Nr  tr*. 

<^   J.  K. 

tiiHM  nm^  pilMiiT  rvMrtfwal  ■ 

■••  M   IK   «ab4m<4  «•«   aHMtiM*,   for   -_ 

■m4  (•(».  •••  •••  to*  kjrdraalk' 

hTmI   Oak   •i^.'O^II.    K.    HataMw. Kr*.   Act.   II    SI     Xlekoti   St.— coapWt* 

-Tlw  law*n*l  (ML  UA^- 
_     _    .   .      ■   l»<— II.   ntiMictiy    l.tM 
•I   CalB»nr.    ANa.    «proyofd). 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Poctw.  c/o  J.  W. 
ArrlM.  Mil  tttuitittck  Av«..  will 

•wmr4  tiM  raMrsrt  for  lh»  cMMtnio- 
•(at  atory  saraav  and  aula  aal»«- 
.  Ml  DvraM  and  Aaiinrk   Av*. 

—  CaJUcMnla     FbaadrtM 

a<    IMk   Ar».    av-ardvd   lb*  con- 
ranioti    of    a    1    alorr 

lad    coal    |l.a««. 

ir>aa««in     i.   Wvtabala.    r/o 
ArrM.   t(l    KMiniy   w. 

(or   Iha  eaoatraetlon 
ballafv   aarvtea 

aa  ilk  A*>.  and  OMiry  m.     BMI- 
tSt.«M.      Notvd   AOS.    IT. 

R  C.  PVaslM^.  Arrhl..  S« 
k  Piaiiini  M  ,  la  nr*t>arln«  plana  and 

Mda  for  lb*  ronatradton 

I  Mranr.  IM  ■  l>«  fl.  •■ra«r  >i  121:;- 
r«a(  Harr«n>n  ■(_  for  J  A.  lUnnah. 

rVMos  MaHmI.      BMimalfd  roM    li*.- 

X. of  a 

M    1 
|a«t 

•H.  A.  M«ld«r.  Arrkl..  II* 
•aali  Onrkjlli  au  ki  rwatrlaf  bM«  for 
•ka  aa— «i— Ilia  af  a  I  Mary,  lit  s  li«  fi 
gBfaCiL  «■  dark  M.  nvar  nrvoM  Mi ,  for 

R.  iCOBtJwaa.  riM  !(orth  <-Urk  m.  Ml- — ia4  aaal  t«a.a««. 

-Tfca    iManMltaoal 

mm  das.  Itlal    M.   and   McTook 
••  kSM  •  I  aMrr.  M  ■  laa  n. 

eaM  $tl.—.   Prt- 

la«_  n.  Wya  J.  ■.  rarA  DavMlMa 
Wkd  Harrtaaa  Ma.  plaM  la  balld  §  t  lianr. 
IM  «  JM  (L  aaraca.  -a  Maki  M.  Wmi' 
mmtmt  -tm   ItilaM. 

IM«.  AfrM. 
iiirW      TW  CoadBN  Awaow- 
N«»«b  ndawara  au. 

.  _.       .     .        WaMkarlHCB. 

ladL.  to*    _ 
Ml»  Ca.  Sl«  Manb  ndawara  au.  •!•■•  J« 
kaM  a  1  alarr.  •!  «  tia  ft.  •■tMOkO* 
•ala*  and  mpttW*  Malloik  o«  Kofth  UmH- 
•a»  Aaa.  laMtaMlMt  roM  ItM.M*.  F.  & 
llaMar.  Mat.  Ltf«  Md«.  Af«4U. 

tad,  tiMmaik      nwaiatiirp  Molar  Co. 
•  U  L«iM«M  MiiTfiaM  lo  k«lld  a  I  Morr. 

■Mo  lat^arr.  a«  Hfvlk  llard- 
PnvaU 

_    ̂   -   Co,  Xortb 
M'Ttdaa  M.  »*>M  i»  b«HM  a  t  Mory  avlo- 
aMMb  MiM  and  arrlta  alollaN.  BNI- 
■aud  MM  IIM.ao*.  WaboMi  *  HaM>r. 

Ar«ku.     -       -   - 

*  '       ><ln'i*i<l, 
**•  1  aa*  ri.  g»mr 

aM(  Mt.*««. 

.        Aa>r.   Can  Co, 
•Ul.  a«ard«4  Ik*  mn- 

iiawiia  of  a  I  Mary.  MIt 
  dMrlkollac  «rar»> 

la«»r.  a«  Carta* 

■».(•■    I  liiv.tvai    r.   O  I      TIk- 
A    (iKM'i    >°>i,    UK    |lM>a<l    Ml. 

I»    lMllkll>'<     •      I      >l»l>,     4U     II     M>     (I. 
ilB*  akMk.  on  «.'o*d<ir  Ml,   bar*      lOMt- I  «««  fia.M«.    P.  r.  Ayvr.  aaajr. 

— Yli*     tttttdahahrr    Can>. 

  _,   A«aa.  awarded  Iha  con- 
far  Ika  canMrwcltan  i>r  a    I   «iiiry.  H 
ri    .uinnxiitik.  i>Uiii  adtiltlon.  on  Jaf- 

1.    .    Body  Ohio  Co, 

livin  m.   «nu   *  •■ii    Kd..   Ct.       '  .■    '    f> 
ataaa   praoarrd    for    ihr 

or  a  I  Mary.  IM  i  lui  fi.  fa'  ̂ 
■Humrarlurv  of  auto  bodlvo,  ihi   »  iir<<\  .-^<. 
kat«      A     Kahn.    I.»a»    MarMuviiv    lildc.. Arekc 

Mirk..  Jaakaan— Tba  Hayra  \Vhn<l  I'o . 
Jaakaaa  and  DaNSHa  m:.  awardrd  the 
oaatran  for  iba  cooalmetlun  of  a  I  aiory. 
t*  X  (a  ft.  factory,  and  a  I  atory  luii  s  |(0 
n.  powrr  houar      HallnialiHl  ctMt  $S&o,Aoe. 

M.  V.  Matlra— The  n.  v  ̂   ^  :tnmobll« 
Oo.  IM  WaM  Church  tit  uk   hUU 
far    rMMOdaikMr    aiut    alxi  :  nut    an 
addMoa  to  Its  I  mury  l>uii<iiiik-.  im  iuillnc  a 
now  halrortHMn  on  ihi-  nrx  n<K>r.  Kallinalcd 
COM  lia.Ma.  O.  I>o<h>ladrr.  171  Weat  lot 

St,  Arrht. 

M.  V,  Jaa»»«lawn— Urneral  M<'lalamUh* 
Ine..  Ill  I'rvndrnraat  Ave.  awardml  tha 
coolrael  for  tha  cunatrurllun  of  a  1  atory, 
••  s  tl*  fl.  factory,  on  llo|>klna  Ave.  for 
Ik*  maaafadurr  of  archllrctunil.  mortuary, 
and  Indumrlal  hr<>n«>>  and  co|>|irr  producla. 
ICetlmat<-<l  roai  tl&o.ituo. 

^X.  T,  N»»  Vork—Th*  Dept,  of  riant  * 
■trwdurM.  Munl<-liial  lllds..  plana  lo  hulld 
a  raoair  abop  at  i«lh  Kl.  and  Ave.  C,  for 

Ika  Itapt.  of  8tn-rt  t'lranlna.  an<l  will  aoon 
award  Ikr  contract  for  clrarlna  of  altv,  ex- 
eavallns.  ahr^lina  and  liraoTns  for  thr 
foimdallon  of  aanw. 

X.  T,  Naw  Varb— A.  Jawlti  Really  Co, 
c/o  J.  Inaber.  Arcbt.  and  Knar.,  I&  Ave.  A. 
wUl  build  a  I  atory,  1*0  s  lO*  ft.  nraae 
on  BoM   ITtrd  St.     tBatlmatad  com  IT&.OOO. 

W.  Y..  K»«  Tarfc— J.  Pearlblnder.  c/o  C. 
Kraymlwrs.  Arrht.  and  ICnicr..  2a)|  Marlon 
Ave,  will  hulld  a  aaraaf.  on  Wrati-hfalvr 
Ave.      Katlmatnl  mat   flOO.iiOu. 

H.   y,  Boehealor — W.  Steele  A  Bona  Co, 
Arrbla..    I*th    and    Arrb    Stu  .     nillii  .    will 

raooive   bidii   unlll  Heiil.   »    ■ 
IIOM  of  a    ra<-iory.    on    V>\ 
Barton    St.    here,    for    th-     i 

Battery  Co.,   Ill   8oulb  i'lli>t»ii   .Si. 
N.  V-  m.  Oeorae — The  IVpt.  of  Police, 

R.  B.  nrlcbt.  Connr..  jm  tVnirr  HI  ,  .Ww 

Yorli,  WIU  aoon  award  (h>-  contru<-i  tor  ihr 
eoaatnwllaa  of  a  :  aiory  carace  for  Ihr 
••th  Ptwclnct  poller  ttiallon,  on  Klchmond 
Terrace  and  Wall  .St,  hera. 

K.  T..  Teaawaado — Jewelt  A  Co..  Mili- 
tary ltd,  Iluffalu,  awarded  the  contract  for 

the  conatructlon  of  a  Z  atory.  It  z  til  ft. 
plant,  for  the  manufacture  of  atovra  and 
rancea.  here,  to  renlaoa  the  on»  recently 
deatroyed  by  lire.     Noted  Au(.  SI. 

O,  Cla^alaad  Tha  Amer.  Rhlphnllilina 
Co.  ItM  DIrlaleil  Ave,  awardrd  Ih-  con- 

tract for  tfca  eMUtruetlon  of  a  1  atory,  to 
a  laa  ft.  factory.  Ballmated  coal  |lt>i,ooo. 
M.  K.  Tarr.  Prao. 

O,  rtevelaad — J.  HookaU.  lit  Raat  »»lh 
«i  .  a«ar<led  the  mntract  for  the  ronalnic- 
lion  of  a  I  atory,  tt  i  I  to  ft.  itaraae,  on 
Suparlor  Ave.  naar  lOSrd  St.  UMlmati-d 
•aat  |»*.M«. 

O,  rierelaaj — H.  H  Itramaon,  Cadillac 
nid«,  awardMi  the  contract  for  thf  con- 
Mmctlon  of  a  I  atory,  7S  x  111  fl,  carace 
ai>4  aloivB.  at  Tti  Kaai  Itlth  Ml.  Hall- 
OMMad  MM  •<•,••«. 

•,  CVTel"'^ — ■  ni-i.i--.i  •.«••  Qnineey 
Ave,   bad   :  nalrur- 
tion   of  a    .  .         !  u«e  on 
■bM     laird     ̂ .,     .....     ^i       .    lu.r     A...        KmI- 
■Miad  COM  lio.eea.  M.  Altachuld,  tilt 
Woodland  Ave,   ArchL 

O,  rievelaad  —  Th<-  Velaer  Co,  I  III 
llolmd'ti  Ave.  laulomallr  faiu-elal 
awarded  the  mntrart  for  the  ronatructlon 
of  a  1  Mory.  II  a  i|  ft.  machine  ahop. 
HMlaialed    coat    flt.teo. 

iwepaied  for  tka  eonlrtwllok  of  «  :  aiory. 
II  «  177  n.  saracf.  oa  {..akefronl  Ave. 
NMImatad  «o«riM,M«.  A.  K.  Janowlts. 
Permanent    Hide  CleVeUnd,   Arrhl. 

O,  Tooaaalawa — Toitnaatown  Holler  A 
Tank  Co..  Ki  of  Mabonlnc  Ave,  award<.^ 
Ike  aoatmn  for  tka  c«nMru«tlofi  of  a  1 

aMry.aMtUon  to  boliar  factory.  JCMImalad 
aoM  MMito;    Arrfcltaet  Dot  aanokiMad. 

„»aw  tm  cmw—W.  II.  Croaby.  ArcbU 
Maaonic  IMc.  U  nwatvinc  t>Ma  for  tha  eoa* 

►mi.  turn   of    »    J    i<tf>rv.    lo    v    »»    n.   laraiie 
lot   K    M    li..«.ii.   (Korxl  .Vsrncy),  Oil  City. 

I-N!ltv.,f,    I     ;     .-!      ||.«  .1.111. 
I    ■        '  ITIS 
N  uir  Ih. 
( .  iin.t   .t 

lou  *   It;  '    > 

online  Avi- Parker.    &>  : 
Pa,   PKi  ■<.   Co.. 

JIM   Kaat  na  pre- 
■   '-■\  for  1...    .-.    ..    -   .-lory,  tl 

'  ft,  iMitiry  ractorv.  »n  Souili  z&lh 

.i.iiie  Hta.  II  lows.  Ill*  llrowiiavllle K.i  .    Arcbt. 

Pa,  PllUbarck — The  Hiroh  Steel  Hard- 
mlnc  Proccaa  Co.,  \Vrallit||houa<'  BIdg.. 
plana  to  build  a  atr<-l  foundry  addition,  on 
Chateau  ami  UIiIk<-  Hta.  Kallniated  roal 
ISIO.UOii.      I'rIVHif   plana. 
Pa,  HIarbrIrk  (Warrxn  P.  0,>— Thf 

Warren  Steel  Car  Co  awanlisl  ihi-  i-on- 
tract  for  the  i-onat ruction  of  a  I  atory,  »0 
X  tto  ft.  factory,  near  Warren.  Ratlmatfd 
coat    $71,000.      .Voted   Auc.    17. 

Pa,  York-  The  York  Mf«.  Co..  plana  lo 
hulld  a  i  atory,  to  x  100  fl  ad<lllloii  lo 
Ita  plant  for  Inr  manufaclure  of  Ire  and 
refrMferallna  marhliiery.  Katlmaled  coal 

1100,000.     ArcliltfH-t'a  name  withheld. 
W.  Va,  NanllnalaB-— J.  J.  Weat.  Ardit  , 

til  lib  Avr,  Will  remodal  and  tiullU  a  I 
atory.  »o  x  IIS  fl.  addition  to  saraaa  and 

bakery,  for  Sirwhmann  llaklnic  T'o.,  btli  St. 
and  7lh  Ave.     I':allmated  ooat  IIUO.OOO. 

W,  Va..  I.aana— R.  a  Mntllrks,  \n  hnvtnt 
1''  irril  for  the  O'l  I   1 
'  13(1   fl,  aarBKi  I' 
I  .iiai    Ito.oilfl.       \  .1 
Ion.  r,    i(..i.>onl'rltchard    lllilt.,    ihiiitliiKiun, 
W.  Va.,  ArvhiN. 

Wla,  Hear  Creek^ — H.  A.  Itnamuaai'ii  will 
build  a  1  atory,  Ko  x  >0  fu  ■arnsa.  E>ill- 
mated  coat   tlo.onn. 

Wla,  Marlaelte^If.  A.  White.  1,000  Hall 
Ave,.  Mwardi'il  the  tHintraci  for  ihi-  con- 
atrurtlon  of  ii  1  atory.  117  x  117  fl,  icnraat' 
and  repair  ahop.      KallinHled  coal  fl". <>"■>. 

Wla.,  Preaealt — J.  A.  Miller,  Bwardivl  the 
conirui'l  for  the  conalrucUon  of  a  I  ami  i 
atory.  50  x  70  fl.  (araae.  l!>tlmated  coat 

110,0(10. 
Ml...     Weal     Allla  —  Th.-  ̂   "M-  f-hnlmrr» 

I'o,    .National    Ave.,  ircra   of 

iH-ry,    awarded    thr  f.ir    tlii. .  ..i.-iiucilon   of   a    1    «lor>,  iik    x    lot    ft. carpenter  ahop. 

General  Manufacturing 

>•«••,  (  amUrldae— The  CnmhrUlice  Huli- 
'  in  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
f  Mort   of  a    4   Ktorv.   R3   x    103 
I..    .-    ....iimaled   coat   |1VU,000. 

Maaa..  Kaal  ilaalon — The  Boalon  A  IxH'k- 
port  IthK-k  Co,  100  Condor  St..  awiirdeil 
the  oonlruct  for  Ihe  conatruclinn  of  a  1 
aiory.  90  x   170  fl,  factory.     Kjitlmated  coal 

la&.ooo, Maaa,  Maiden— The  Yale  KnlltlnR  Co. 
Hlu-rmnn  SI,  nwnrdi-d  the  contrnct  for  Ihe 
conalriicilon  of  u  I  aiory  knilllnit  plant  ad- 

dition. Kallmnled  coat  flO.OOO.  .Noted 
March   t. 

Maaa,.  tVallham— Wnlklna-Potler  Preaa. 
77  Waahlnalon  St.,  .V,.  lloaton,  awarded  the 
contract  for  Ihe  conatrticllon  of  a  I  atory. 
«o  X  Ito  fl.  printing  plant,  here.  Katlmated 
coal    IfO.OOO. 

N.  T..  naffalo— Tho  Slkea  Cbair  Co..  SOO 
Clinton  St,  plana  to  rebuild  a  portion  of 
tIa  factory  dealroyeil  by  lire.  Katlmalol 
coat  IJo.oon.     Archlleci  not  announced. 

Jf.  v..  firnrva — The  Standard  Optical 

<*o.,    I  II    St.,    plana    to    reiinir   and 
to    r<  I  ..n    of    Ita    plant,    ilcalroyed 
by    fl'.'  I.      mated    coat    11,000.      Archi- 

tect   nut    aimuuiiced, 

y.  Y..  Xloaara   Palla — The  Carlioriindiim 
<  '    >>•»    Ave.    and     lllh    SI.,    awarded 
'  I    for    Ihe    coMBinicilitn    of   ii    I 
•  •  -    •'•7  fl,  train  atorage  bulldlnE 

M,    Y..    Woadbaven     (Jamaica    P.    0.>— 
The    I»r..per    Silk    lloalery    Mllla.    Inc.,    171 

\,.w   York,  awarded  the  contract 
I  '.Irui'tliin  of  a  I  Kiory,  r>0  x  202 
"  tnr  (he  manufacture  of  hoalery 
hi-rr.       I>lltiial<rt    coat    1100,1)00, 

Pa.,  (ileaahaw  -T.  M,  Muff.  Kn«r,  712 

Maaee    llhlv  ,    I  —  -  nif   hlda 
for  the  conatni'  i   x  IH 
ft,  warehnuae  «.  ,  Lint,   u( 
<*■        "  "'.Ttlon,  lor  ilie  tiHii  >  II.  iniral  Co.. 

"vr,      BaUmatod    coat     iso.non. 
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Nickel  and  Its  Alloys 
The  First  Article  —  Commercial  Uses  of  Malleable  Nickel — How  Various  Percentages 

of  Nickel  Affect  Steel — Production  of  the  Copper-Nickel  Alloys 
By  PAUL  D.  MERICA 

Director  of  Research,  International  Nickel  Company 

IF  ONE  were  asked  to  characterize  in  a  few  words 

those  properties  which  make  nickel  of  commiercial 
value — the  properties  which  it  possesses  not  only 

in  itself  but  which,  remarkably  enough,  it  is  able  to 
impart  to  its  alloys — the  answer  might  well  be: 
Mechanical  toughness,  resistance  to  corrosion,  heat 

resistance  and  decolorizing  power.  These  typical  char- 
acteristics are  well  illustrated  in  four  groups  of  nickel 

alloys,  namely,  nickel  steels,  monel  metal,  nickel- 
chromium  alloys,  and  nickel  or  german  silver.  There 
are,  of  course,  many  other  commercially  valuable  prop- 

erties, often  of  a  special  nature,  which  distinguish  this 
metal  in  its  combination  with  others,  but  these  four  are 
the  most  prominent,  and,  if  we  may  so  personalize  the 
metal,  are  the  most  expressive  of  its  inner  nature. 

Source  and  Production  of  Nickel 

These  p)iysical  properties  of  the  nickel  alloys  are 
intimately  related  to  their  structural  or  metallographic 
characteristics.  Nickel  has  the  habit  of  forming  those 
peculiarly  intimate  combinations  with  other  metals, 
which  we  call  solid  solutions;  and  it  forms  such  solutions 
in  alloying  with  iron  and  copper,  our  two  principal 
alloy  base  metals.  Such  alloys  are  not  merely  in 
mechanical  combination.  They  are  actually  in  atomic 
combination  and  consequently  display  the  properties 
peculiar  to  such  arrangements.  So  extensive  is  this 
power  of  taking  up  other  metals  in  a  solid  solution, 
that  one  is  tempted  to  regard  nickel  as  a  sort  of  uni- 

versal solid  flux  or  solvent  for  metals.  Nickel  alloys 
with  iron,  copper,  cobalt,  chromium,  manganese,  the 
platinum  metals  and,  to  a  more  limited  extent,  with 
zinc,  aluminum,  tin,  silicon,  antimony,  arsenic,  molyb- 

denum and  tungsten. 
Like  many  other  prized  possessions  of  society  today, 

nickel  was  once  rather  an  outcast  among  metals  and 
at  various  times  was  even  regarded  as  a  positive  pest. 

In  the  middle  ages,  the  name  "Kupfernickel"  or 
"Devil's  Copper"  was  applied  in  contempt  to  a  nickel 
mineral  which  seemed  to  contain  the  valuable  metal, 
copper,  but  did  not.  Even  in  the  early  history  of  the 
nickel  industry  in  this  country  (1870-1890),  the  pres- 

ence of  nickel  in  the  copper  ores  of  Sudbury,  Ontario, 
Canada,  was  regarded  merely  as  an  annoyance,  as  it 
occasioned  additional  refining  difficulties  and  increased 
the  cost  of  the  copper  extracted.  Not  indeed  until  the 
middle  of  the  19th  century  were  the  properties  of  nickel 
sufficiently  known  and  valued.  It  then  began  to  attain 
commercial  standing,  although,  unrecognized  as  such, 
nickel  was  used  on  copper-nickel  coinage  and  in  Chinese 
packfong  in  the  earliest  times. 

Most  of  the  world's  supply  of  nickel  today  comes 
from  the  copper-nickel-iron  sulphide  orSs  of  Sudbury, I  fron 

Ontario,  which  are  mined  and  smelted  in  Canada  and 
are  refined  into  refined  nickel  and  copper  either  there, 
in  this  country,  or  in  Wales.  From  the  same  ores  and 
essentially  by  the  same  processes,  the  International 
Nickel  Co.  refines  an  intermediate  copper-nickel  sul- 

phide or  matte  directly  to  its  monel  metal,  without  the 
separation  of  the  copper  and  nickel  of  the  original  ore. 

Metallic  nickel,  so  refined,  appears  on  the  market  in 
the  following  forms: 

Nickel  blocks  or  ingots  weigh  25  or  50  lb.  and  con- 
tain about  99  per  cent  nickel.  They  are  used  for 

remelting  in  the  production  of  alloys. 
Nickel  shot  is  also  used  for  remelting  and  is  produced 

by  pouring  molten  nickel  into  water.  A  pure  variety 

containing  little  carbon  ("X"  shot)  is  used  in  the  manu- 
facture of  copper-nickel  alloys  and  steel,  and  another 

variety  with  about  0.5  per  cent  carbon  is  used  in  the 

manufacture  of  nickel-platers'  anodes.  The  former  con- 
tains 99  per  cent  nickel,  the  latter  about  98.5  per  cent. 

Electro-nickel  cathodes  consist  of  a  very  pure  variety 
containing  99.8  per  cent  nickel  and  are  used  in  remelt- 

ing in  the  making  of  copper-nickel  and  special  alloys. 
Malleable  nickel  is  produced  in  the  usual  commer- 

cial form  of  rods,  sheet,  strip,  wire  and  welded  tubes 
for  commercial  fabrication.  It  contains  from  94  to 
99  per  cent  nickel,  together  with  additions  of  manganese, 
to  adapt  it  better  to  its  particular  commercial  uses. 
Castings  contain  from  97  to  98  per  cent. 

How  Brittle  Nickel  Becomes  Malleable 

Nickel  produced  by  melting  in  the  usual  manner 
either  in  the  reyerberatory  furnace  or  in  the  crucible 
is  not  in  general  malleable  either  hot  or  cold.  But 
it  can  be  made  malleable  by  the  addition  of  magnesium 
or  manganese  to  the  molten  metal  just  before  pour- 

ing it  into  ingots  or  castings,  a  fact  discovered  by 
Fleitman.  These  additions  produce  a  most  remarkable 
change  in  the  mechanical  properties  of  nickel.  Without 
them,  the  metal  is  absolutely  brittle  and  will  hardly 
undergo  the  slightest  deformation.  After  these  addi- 

tions have  been  made,  it  can  be  worked  with  the  greatest 
ease  and  possesses  a  degree  of  malleability  which,  of  all 
the  base  metals,  perhaps  only  copper  surpasses. 

Therefore,  in  the  production  of  nickel  for  mechan- 
ical fabrication  these  precautions  are  always  taken,  and 

the  product  is  usually  distinguished  from  the  non- 
malleable  products  such  as  shot  and  blocks  by  the  term 

"malleable."  Nickel  castings  are  also  made  of  the 
malleable  metal. 

Some  of  the  more  important  useful  properties  of 
malleable  nickel  are  given  in  Table  I.  Its  principal 

properties  are  a  high  resistance  to  corrosion,  a  pleas- 
ing color  and  appearance  after  polishing  or  buffing,  and 
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a  ralativt  hardMM  totnUiBr  with  ■  high  dtfrw  of 
Mid  aalMbiltlar.  «l«ttricai  properti«s  and  a 
to  wrtdrtl—  at  Mfh  tMnperaturca. 

Nkkrl  is  iM*d  largaly  abroad  and  to  a  limited  extent 
ia  tkia  eoanUy  in  tlw  forai  of  cooking  nt«i»iU.  cast, 

ipsa.     For  aimilar  reaaooa  many  othar 

and  fittings  are  pro- 

Nirkvl  Wirt  ia  ekiat]r  Mad  tat  water  ignition  spark 

plug  poiata,  owiag  to  its  rcalataaet  to  the  s-tion  of  the 
gMaa  of  caMbaidioa  at  high  taaM>*nture«.  Thus  one 
of  tha  wall-kaowa  spark  plugs  carries  both  the  center 

The  addition  of  nickel  to  n  ntruetursl  steel  containing 
f  n^m  0.2  to  0.4  per  cent  of  carbon  incresAen  the  tensile 
strength  of  the  uteel  in  tile  hot-rolled,  unhi-at-treated 
condition,  by  approximately  6,000  lb.  per  mjuare  inch 
for  each  per  cent  of  nickel  and  without  the  loss  of 
ductility.  It  is.  however,  after  the  heat-treatment  that 
the  superiority  of  nickel  or  nickel-chromium  steels  is 
evident.  This  is  illustrated  by  the  flguresi  in  Table  II, 
which  give  the  average  tensile  properties  of  two  steels 
exartly  similar,  except  that  one  contained  8.5  per  cent 
nickel,  and  the  other,  none. 

The  beneficial  effects  of  nickel  are  intensified  in  the 

TABU.    I      firSJl-UI.   rtlVltlCil.   PttDfEKTlIU  or  C»UMERCIAL   MAt.LKABLK  NICKEL 

Yi*U 
Point 

In  1,000  Lb. 
Per  Sq.ln. 

ISio    2$ 
85  to  lOS 

20  lo    39 

Hm4  4nm„ 

Ttnaiie Strtnglh 

In    1.000   Lb. 
Per    Sq.In. 

6$ to    7S 

90  lo  110 

f.5  to    75 
120  10  Mi 

-Trn«il»  Propeniet- 

Klontation     Reduction 
In  Jin.  Of  Area 

Per  Cent      Per  Cent 

Sclrroicopc         Brinell 
L'nivcrial      10  mm.  Ball 
Hammer    3,000  k|.  Load 

JSto4$ 
lio   : 

20ro30 
i  to    2 

40  to  60 20  lu  40 

40  to  60 

12  to  14 30  to  40 

i«0to  100 

I50to2?0 

50  to  70        15  to  18         lOOtol.tO 20to    M)  70  to    80  40  to  50 
20  to    50  50  to   60  20  to  50 

:QJI9lb.  Hfoibiciacfc  or  nearly  equal  to  that  of  copper. 
  .yaiai   about  2,MW«(  F.  -  .  .         ,         ,        , 
CmCocm  of  tbcimal  captiuKM  0  0000072  per  degree  K.  (from  60  to  210  deg.  F.),  or  only  iligntly  greater  than  that  of  iteel. 
ElmrM-al  re«ntaitr*   64  obm  per  md   ft   'for  99  per  cent  nickel)  at  75  deg.  F. 
Traip«fatMrc  coeftncat  sf  etccincal  rrwiianre   0  002.<  per  degree  F. 

MtMMii  mvputm*   Abaci  »■«  balf  aa  nagnciic  at  cax  iron  up  to  MO  deg.  F.  when  it  become*  non-magnciic. 

fljllisl  liiiTlisa    Abeet  65  ptt  c«at  CMspaitd  with  about  <'$  per  cent  for  polithcd  lilvcr  and  55  per  cent  for  polithcd  ■led. 

the 

Veaac'a  saodaliii  of  rlaadcitr :  30,000,000  lb.  per  xjuarr  inch. 

aad  shall  aiactrodc  of  niekai  wire  which  in  this  case 

fimtT*r*  froa  2  to  6  par  cent  manganese.  It  has  been 
fooad  that  the  addition  of  manganese  in  this  case  in- 

the  life  of  the  apark  point. 
■MiOaaUe  nkkal  is  produced  in  the  form  of 
for  llllMtllH  and  evaporating  apparatus  for 

idaatrjr.  Babble  ahoea  of  cast  nickel  have 
Ib  oaa  in  the  faraaeaa  of  the  International 

Nirksl  Cb.  for  roasting  mattca  and  sulphides,  because 
af  their  superior  resistance  to  deterioration  under  the 
coaihiiicd  action  of  the  high  temperature  (1,600  deg. 
F.)  and  the  furnace  gaaes  containing  sulphur. 

The  fabrication  of  malleable  nickel,  that  is,  the  cast- 
lag,  forging,  machining,  drawing,  atamping,  spinning 
•ad  waiding   is   saaentially   similar  to  that   of  monel 
aataL  whkh  wfll  ba  daacribed  in  a  later  article.    The 

oaf/  difference  is  that  of  degree  and  is  occasioned  by  t>ie 
fact  that  nickel  has  a  higher  melting  point  than  monel 

BHtal  aad  haaea  ia  hot-forged    advantageously   at  a 
luawahat  highar  temperature  of  about  2.000  to  2,160 
dag.  F.     It  is  also  somewhat  softer  than  monel  metal 

aad  gNaa  leas  difltntltx  in  cold-working  or  machining. 
Tha  aaa  of  nickel  in  coaunerclal  steel  was  first  de- 

scrAii  la  dalafl  by  JaaMa  Riley  in  1889  and  has  since 
lata  oaa  of  the  principal,  if  not  the  principal 

applications  of  the  meUI.     It  is  impossible 
to  diaeaas  the  detoils  of  the  manufacture  and  uses  of 

the  akfcal  ataals  within  the  few  paragraphs  which  may 

ba  daaalad  to  then  bare,  aad  for  further  deUiled  in- 

faowtiCVt''*  nader  la  referred  to:     Bullens,  "Steel 

T£1^  i^h^  Trwtfawnt,  1»18~;  Hibbard.  "Manufacture 
AnaiiL    )ua^  .  ABay  Bt«Fb.  1920";  Circular  No.  100  of 

©i^.'TrV  8UBdards.  1921. |^M»*»  *""****  vUag.  from  1  to  6.0  per  cent  of  nickel 

l«7'l^  IMMB^  ̂ "^  *^^  *''<'  *it>>o*'^  Mnall  amounU 
gjnaeMrfTMiMviMinaata,  aaeh  a»  chromium,  and  more 
ittif«.«LSSw«SaM.  to  laenaae  its  strength  and 

tZTVwJSl/ail       "'^  •^t^f  appropriate  heat-treatment. 

presence  of  other  elements,  particularly  chromium,  and 
nickel-chromium  steels  are  therefore  more  widely  used 
today  for  heat-treated  automobile  and  other  forgings 
than  are  the  simple  nickel  steels. 

In  Table  III  are  given  the  compositions  of  nickel 
steel  now  in  conunercial  UHe.  The  simple  3.5  per  cent 
nickel  steel  was  the  first  compcmition  to  be  developed 
and  is  still  adjudged  by  some  to  be  the  best.  It  is 
used  for  structural  bridge  and  other  work  in  the  un- 
heat-treated  condition  and  for  larRe  heat-treated  forg- 
ings  such  as  those  made  for  ordnance  parts.  In  Figs. 
1  and  2  charts  show  the  phyHical  properties  of  this 

steel  ss  well  as  those  of  a  typical  nickel-chromium  steel 
in  the  heat-treated  condition. 
The  nickel-chromium  HteelH  may  well  be  called  the 

automobile  steels  since  thc;y  are  associated  with  the 
engineering  development  of  this  industry.  They  are 
used  for  axles,  shafts,  pinN,  knucklcH.  bolts  and  gears. 

Annealing Temperatur*  Of^f. 
1100  m  tye 

^         a  AnneollngTempe.-9»uf»  0 
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The  lower  nickel  content  steels  are  used  for  case- 
hardened  pins,  rollers  and  gears.  The  high  nickel- 
chromium  steels  are  also  used  almost  exclusively  for 
armor  plate  and  armor  piercing  projectiles,  fig.  3 
shows  a  Liberty  engine  crankshaft  forged  of  nickel- 
chromium  steel. 

The  presence  of  nickel  in  the  steel  used  for  casehard- 
TABLE  II.  AVERAGE  TENSILE  PROPERTIES  OF  STEEL 

WITH  AND  WITHOUT  NICKEL 
FIG.   3- 

Yield 
Point 

Lb.  Per 

Sq.In. 
0.40%  carbon  steel . .  .       53,000 
0.40%   carbon,   3.5% 

nickel  steel        83,000 

Tensile 
Strength  Elongation  Reduction 
Lb.  Per  In   2   in.     Of  Area 
Sq.In.  Per  Cent  .  Per  Cent, 
90,000  25               62.5 

-A   LIBERTY  ENGINE  CRANKSHAFT  FORGING  OV 
MEDIUM   NICKEL-CHROMIUM    STEEL 

108,000 25 66.0 

ening  tends  to  restrain  the  grain  growth  of  the  core 
during  the  heating,  to  produce  a  uniform  zone  of  car- 
burization  or  case,  and  consequently,  to  prevent  brit- 
tleness  in  the  casehardened  parts.  The  nickel  steels  are 
for  this  reason  very  largely  used  for  casehardened  parts 
such  as  the  bearings  of  chains  and  for  gears.  The  use  of 
the  high  nickel  steels  for  casehardening  makes  possible 

ments  in  which  thermal  changes  of  dimensions  must 
be  avoided.  These  steels  also  manifest  unique  elastic- 
thermal  characteristics  which  should  make  them  valu- 

able in  the  construction  of  instruments  of  precision 
(see  Chevenard  in  Comptes  Rendus,  Vol.  170,  p.  1,499). 
Next  in  importance  to  the  nickel  steels  are  the  series 

of  commercial  alloys  which  nickel  forms  with  copper 
and  brass,  namely  monel  metal,  constantan,  cupro- 
nickel  and  nickel  silver.  These  alloys  are  all  charac- 

terized by  ductility  and  toughness,  resistance  to  cor- 
rosion and  white  color,  these  properties  being  exhibited 

roughly  in  proportion  to  the  nickel  content  of  the  alloy. 

Steel 

3.5%  Nickel  steel   
Nickel-chromium  steel 

Low   
Medium   

,High   Nickel  steel  for  casehardening 
Low   
High.   

Ferro-nickel  steel   

TABLE  III.  COMPOSITIONS  OF  COMMERCIAL  NICKEL  STEEL 

Nickel  Chromium  Carbon 
Per  Cent  Per  Cent  Per  Cent  Commercial     Uses 

3  to  3.5            0.2  to  0.4  Structural  purposes,  heat-treated  forgings,  gun  forgings 

l.S 
1.5to3.S 

3.5 

1.5  to3.5 

5  to  7 
25  to  38 

0.5 0.5  to  1.5 

1.5 

O.2to0.5 
0.2  toO.5 
O.4to0.5 

O.ltoO.2 
.0.1  to  0.15 
0.3  toO.5 

the  production  of  a  self-  or  air-hardening  case  that 
does  not  require  quenching. 

The  nickel  steels  containing  25  per  cent  and  more  of 
nickel  are  interesting  in  that  they  are  not  subjected  to 
a  heat-treatment  in  the  usual  sense,  but  have  peculiar 
properties  in  the  natural  state.  They  are  extremely 
tough  and  resistant  to  corrosion  and  are  comparatively 
difficult  to  machine.  They  have  been  used  for  marine 

boiler  tubes  and  today  constitute  a  variety  of  "stain- 
less" steels  which  generally  contain  also  some  chromium. 

The  steel  containing  about  36  per  cent  nickel  is 
called  invar  and  exhibits  practically  no  thermal  expan- 

sion between  room  temperature  and  110  deg.  F.  Invar 

is  used  for  measuring  tapes,  chronometers  and  instru- 
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FIG.  2— CHART  SHOWING  THE  PHYSICAL  PROPERTIES  OF 
A  LOW  NICKEL-CHROMIUM   STEEL   AFTER   VARIOUS 

HEAT-TREATMENTS 

Casehardening,  heat-treated  forgings. 
Heat-treated  forgings. 
Heat-treated  forgings  and  gears. 

Parts  that  require  case-hardening. 
Parts  that  require  case-hardening. 
Valves,   boiler   tubes,   rheostats,   non-expanding  steel, 

invar. 

Of  these,  constantan  is  produced  in  the  form  of  wire  or 
strip.  It  is  used  largely  for  electrical  purposes  and 
consequently  is  described  in  a  later  article  under  that 
head.  Cupro-nickel  and  nickel  silver  are  produced  by 
the  brass  manufacturers  largely  in  the  form  of  sheet 
and  wire  but  also  in  seamless  tubes. 

Coinage  "bronze"  (the  term  bronze,  is  a  misnomer 
as  it  contains  no  tin)  consists  of  from  22  to  25  per  cent 

TABLE  IV.     TENSILE   PROPERTIES  OF  CUPRO-NICKEL 

Tensile  Strength  Elongation 
Lb.    Per  Sq.In.  Per  Cent 

Annealed         45,000  to  50,000  30  to  40 
Cold-rolled          75,000  to  80,000  2  to     3 

nickel  and  the  balance  of  copper,  and  is  probably  one  of 
the  oldest  alloys  known.  Strangely  enough  the  modern 
compositions  used  for  this  purpose,  such  as  in  the  pres- 

ent U.  S.  five-cent  piece,  are  practically  identical  with 
those  used  in  Asia  Minor  2,000  years  ago. 

Cupro-nickel,  containing  15  per  cent  nickel  and  the 
balance  of  copper,  is  used  chiefly  for  bullet  jackets 
and  has  properties  similar  to  those  of  coinage  bronze 
although  the  former  is  not  as  white  in  color  as  the 
latter.  It  is  used  for  this  purpose  chiefly  on  account  of 
its  white  color,  resistance  to  corrosion  and  remarkable 
ductility  and  malleability  which  enormously  facilitates 
fabrication  by  rolling  and  drawing.  As  an  instance 
of  this,  may  be  noted  the  fact  that  cupro-nickel  may  be 
rolled  from  a  cast  bar,  1.25  in.  thick  to  a  0.040-in. 
sheet  without  intermediate  annealing. 

In  Table  IV  are  given  the  typical  tensile  properties 
of  cupro-nickel.  In  cold  rolling  or  drawing  these  alloys, 
they  may  be  annealed  at  about  1,300  deg.  F.  in  a  muffle 
furnace,  if  possible,  or  otherwise  protected  against 
oxidation  from  the  furnace  gases. 
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Motor  Flywheels  on  the  Libby  Lathe 
Madiuiinff  Hywheeb  in  a  Modern  Automobile  IMant — Methods  of  Turning,  Boring 

and  Facing — How  the  Work  Is  Chucked 
By  HOWARD  CAMPBELL 

Wiim  BdlMT.  Ammitmrn  «•«*«•<•( 

THE  ■Mchininc  of  Batomobil*  flywhMlB  is  an  to  its  original  position  while  the  boring  operation 
operatioa  of  coosidrrable  importance,  not  alone  be-  being  performed,  an  economical  and  efficient  arrangement. 
caaM  of  the  raiaUvaljr  high  cost  of  the  operation.  The  operator  rarely  uses  this,  howeve,  as  it  Ukea 

Nrt  aho  tocMH*  thart  are  vtry  nearly  as  many  methods  onb'  a  couple  of  seconds  to  return  the  slide  to  position 
•f  ■Mfhtntng  aa  there  are  designs  of  flywheels.  One  by  means  of  the  handwheel  F.  This  wheel  is  also  used 
of  the  largaat  aiaBufacturers  of  autonobilea,  who  has  to  set  the  tools  before  locking  the  feed  in.  The  auto- 
r«c«ntly  built  the  ftnt  half  of  a  flfi.OOO.OOO  plant  in  matic  feed  is  applied  by  meshing  the  worm  with  the 
the  Middle  Weat.  haa  solv«l 
the  preUen  in  the  naaaer 
daacribed  below. 

AO  the  taming  and  boring 

operations  art  performed  on 
LiMor  lathaa.  aaing  an 
iMhaianf  which  eaa  be 

la  Pig.  1.  The  attachnant 
consists  of  a  coontersliaft 

whkh  drivaa.  throufti  the  uni- 
vanal  ahaft  A.  Pig.  1.  the 
ilJMl  tooiraat  or  alide  B. 

Fig-  S.  Power  is  transmitted 
la  tha  shaft  through  a  set  of 
bavai  gaars  at  the  upper  end. 
aad  f  r«B  tha  ahaft  to  the  tool- 
alide  throngh  a  dlffartntUI  at 
the  iowar  and.  One  of  the 

gaara  in  the  differaatial  can 
ba  aaan  at  C.  la  Pig.  S.  The 
dUTafantiai  drivea  the  shaft 

carrytag  the  largar  of  the  two 
change  gears  D,  Pig.  S.  and 
thaaa  change  gears  in  turn 
drfve  a  wom  and  worn  wheel 
which  tarn  the  ahort  lead  screw 
that  feeds  the  toofadide  B. 

The  lever  L\  Pigs.  2  and  4. 
wUuti  the  reverae  gear  by 
whkk  tha  toolaUde  ia  made  to 
toi  apward.  tha  Maa  batng 
that  the  tool  can  be  retaming  j^^  i— ubbt  ljithb  with  tubiuct  toolbudb  atta«-hmk.nt 

na  t—umcHAKtMU  or  tvumct  TootauDK    no.  .t—ncAH  vn iluWI.NU  CHANOE  UEAR8 
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|f4"^^l FIG.   4 — TOOLS  IN  POSITION  FOR  FIRST  OPERATION 

wheel,  which  is  done  by  means  of  the  level  G.  The  stop 
H  releases  the  worm  when  the  cut  is  through. 

The  first  action  of  the  operator  after  swinging  the 
turret  around  so  that  the  tools  are  in  position,  is  to 
set  the  tool  in  the  cross-slide  turret  as  shown  in  Fig.  4, 
so  that  it  will  be  turning  the  outside  diameter  of  the 
wheel  while  the  boring  and  facing  operations  are  pro- 

ceeding. Then  the  block  /,  Figs.  2,  3  and  5,  is  locked 
against  the  underside  of  the  block  J  by  means  of  the 
cam  lever  K.  This  holds  the  slide  firmly  so  that  the 

opportunity  for  "weave"  is  reduced  to  a  minimum. 
The  operator  now  forces  the  tools  in  the  turret  tool- 

the  first  operation — that  of 
boring  and  facing  the  rim 
and  facing  the  inside  of 
the  flange.  The  inside  of 
the  rim  is  bored  by  the  upper 
one  of  the  four  tools  in  the 
lower  block,  and  when  the  tool 
is  in  far  enough  the  feed  is 
thrown  in  and  the  toolslide  be- 

gins to  travel  downward,  each 
tool  facing  a  section  as  it  goes. 
The  single  tool  in  the  upper 
block  faces  the  rim  while  the 
other  four  tools  face  the  inside 
of  the  flange.  While  this  is 
taking  place,  the  turning  oper- 

ation is  completed  and  the 
operator  withdraws  the  cross- 
slide  turret  tool  from  the  work. 

After  the  first  operation  is 
done,  the  wheel  is  faced  on  the 

opposite  side  in  a  similar  man- 
ner, using  the  set-up  shown  in 

Fig.  5.  These  tools  are  fed 
into  the  work  in  the  same 
manner  until  the  proper  depth 

is  reached,  then  the  tools  are  fed  down  for  the  short  dis- 
tance necessary  to  finish  the  surface.  Three  machines  are 

employed  on  the  first  operation,  each  of  which  finishes  a 
wheel  in  approximately  seven  minutes.  This  is,  with  the 
proper  allowance,  a  production  of  approximately  sixty- 
nine  wheels  per  day  (nine  hours)  per  machine,  or  207 
wheels  per  day  total.  The  second  operation  takes  about  five 
minutes,  which  is  a  production  of  twelve  per  hour,  or, 
with  the  same  allowance,  approximately  100  per  day. 
Two  machines  on  this  operation,  however,  together  with 
the  three  on  the  first  operation,  produce  the  present 
requirements — 205  finished  flywheels  per  day. 

The  boring  operations  are  performed  with  the  aid 
of  Davis  adjustable  boring  bars.  The  Davis  bar  is 
made  with  a  micrometer  adjustment  which  allows  the 
tools  to  be  set  almost  instantly  to  take  care  of  wear  on 
the  cutting  edge.  A  great  deal  of  time  is  saved  also 

by  using  Barker  wrenchless  chucks,  which  are  so  de- 
signed that  the  flywheel  can  be  chucked  lightly,  trued 

and  tightened  while  running. 

FIG.    5 — CROSS-SECTION   OF  FLYWHEEL,  SHOWING 
OPERATION  OF  TOOLS 

slide  straight  into  the  work  until  a  stop  is  reached,  then 
the  feed  is  applied  and  the  tools  begin  to  feed  down- 

ward. The  multiplicity  of  tools  reduces  the  amount 
of  metal  to  be  removed  by  each  tool,  so  that  the  cut 
is  through  in  an  incredibly  short  time. 

The  set-up  shown  in  Figs.  2  and  4  is  for  performing 

Understudies 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

The  concern  that  does  not  know  who  will  step  into 

A's  shoes  if  he  dies,  and  who  will  take  the  place  of 
A's  successor,  is  in  a  parlous  state,  which  is  comparable 
to  that  of  an  automobile  without  a  spare  tire  and  a  few 

other  necessary  replacement  parts.  It  is  to  the  advan- 
tage of  every  one  on  the  force  to  know  who  is  his 

predetermined  substitute  in  case  of  absence,  or  his 
successor  in  case  of  death,  or  of  the  dissolution  of  his 
connection  with  the  firm. 

Many  a  man  is  brought  in  from  the  outside  to  fill 
an  upper  position  because  the  man  in  the  position  below 
— ^who  would  be  available  if  replaced — must  be  kept 
where  he  is,  because  he  is  indispensable  there. 

At  West  Point  the  value  of  understudies  is  well  under- 
stood. Every  cadet  fills  every  rank  in  turn,  so  that  in 

an  emergency  he  can  be  corporal  or  captain. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Third  ScctMNi  of  Chapter  on  Machine  Tool  Clutches— Shear  Pin  and  Ball  Safety  Clutches- 

Tbe  Cone  Clutch— The  Single  Plate  Clutch 

By  a.  L.  Di  LEEUW 
CobmOUiic  BdHor.  ilaMHcM  JfarMntet. 

SAFETY  rttcliM  art  «Md  to  pttiil  brMkag*  by 
accMfeot  «r  kgr  D»irio«d.  TW  siaviwt  device  used 

for  tUs  piupow  la  the  ■e<aU6d  ^'brMking  pin." 
wiUek  it  wmnty  •  pin  of  mild  »toei  inMrted  in  hardened 
haakiaaa.  Tke  buahiacs  are  located  in  the  driving  and 
dri««i  ■■aher  raapeetively.  They  are  hardened  and 

I  at  tke  point  where  they  come  tugether. 
I  tkt  drive  raqairee  OMre  power  than  ia  penniaaible, 

tto  bMkiaga  wiO  ahaar  the  pin  off.  Thia  derioe  haa 
btHi  eiabemted  ia  aooM  caaoa  bjr  the  uae  of  a  number 
•f  haakiaga  aad  plan.  In  thi*  caae  the  buahings  are 

for  varfooa  abea  of  pina.  ao  that  a  great  many 
are  ̂ OMiMe.  If.  for  inatjince.  the  pina 

ia  iHattaw  of  0.100  in..  0.120  in..  0.140  in^ 
aad  OJW  ia^  aad  if  we  caU  theae  pina  A.  B.  C  and  i) 

Mild  nee  A,  or  B,  or  C,  or  D  alone,  or 
aae  A  aad  C,  or  A  and  B.  etc.  Aa  the  shear- 

lac  rMiataaM  ia  proportional  to  the  square  of  the  diam- 
•IV  of  tiM  pia  aad  as  the  pins  have  proportions  of 
•.  •.  7  aad  t,  w«  would  have  aa  our  smalleat  reaiataoee 
tJhe  agoar*  of  S,  aad  aa  our  largeat  resistance  the  sum 
of  the  squarve  of  6.  C,  7  and  ft.  The  minimum  reaiatanee 
tkoa  wooid  be  26.  aad  the  maximum  174.  or  almost 

aa  much.  Thia  arrangement  works  better 
tiMa  ia  reality,  aa  it  would  require  the  con- 

of  aa  eafineer  to  have  the  proper  pina 
ia  poaitioo  for  cvtrjr  job. 
Tbere  ia  aaotlMr  objection  to  this  arrangement, 

aaaMlf  ttat  tharo  it  a  oooaiderable  interval  between 
tko  MsaMat  when  the  pia  beriaa.  to  ahear  off  and  the 
■eaMHl  arken  it  is  coaipietaly  alMarad  off,  so  that  break- 
ace  of  aarn*  machine  element  may  occur  before  the 
broakiaff  pin  can  do  iu  duty.     Still  another  difficulty 

per  inch  feed.  If  a  breaking  pin  is  applied  to  this 
universal  shaft,  there  will  be  a  number  of  ahaftA  and 
geara  and  acrewa  between  this  pin  and  the  point  where 
the  danger  Ilea.  Each  of  these  shafts  or  screws  may 
offer  at  timea  a  somewhat  excessive  amount  of  friction, 
thua  increasing  the  load;  and  this  might  cause  the 
breaking  pin  to  give  way  before  there  is  any  real 
danger.  This  leads  to  delay  and  annoyance.  To  have 
a  breaking  pin  perform  properly  it  should  l>e  applied  as 
dooe  aa  possible  to  the  point  where  the  overload  may  be 
originated. 

no  It* 
no.ia4>A  na.  1*4-8 

-TDvniKb  rrnc  or  aArsrr  ci^rrt'ii 

Uae  in  the  fact  that  a  teaiporarjr  overload,  though  not 
aaAridit  to  abcar  the  pia  cowipletely,  may  be  sufficient 
to  shear  it  partially,  and  after  a  number  of  timea  the 
pia  may  be  akf  ad  off  ao  far  that  it  Anally  leU  go 
■adM^  a  load  auKk  balow  the  critical  one.  The  firat 
tkitniM  ailgkl  be  pwwjiobh  bjr  pladi*  the  ahearing 
fla  ia  a  ralatloaly  faat^maiiiag  BMmbor,  which  would 
radaee  the  tia»  al«*Bent.  On  the  other  hand,  when  thia 
io  daae  then  wiB  be  a  number  of  shafta,  gears,  etc., 

tlM  m—kir  which  canica  the  breaking  pin 
tke  polal  wk«a  Ike  anaaalva  kwd  may  be  applied. 

•  maumh.  tka  aaivtraal  ahaft  of  a  milling 
widdi  BMikaa  M  or  80  or  cvoa  Bwre  rcvolutiona 

Far  tta  m An  rt0HB 
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A  safety  clutch  is  shown  in  Fig.  184-A.  Any  friction 
clutch  may  be  considered  aa  a  safety  clutch,  but  it  is 
not  always  advisable  or  poasible  to  employ  friction 
dutehea.  The  clutch  shown  here  acts  at  all  times  as  a 
positive  clutch,  except  at  the  moment  when  it  lets  go. 
In  this  sketch  A  is  the  driving  member  which  transmits 
its  motion  to  shaft  B  by  means  of  the  driven  member  C, 
which  is  keyed  to  that  shaft.  A  and  C  arc  provided 
with  teeth  of  a  shape  shown  in  Fig.  184-B.  The  angle 
of  tile  teeth  is  such  that  a  relatively  small  amount  of 
prtMOre  of  spring  D  will  permit  A  to  transmit  u  rela- 

tively large  amount  of  power.  The  spring  is  adjustable 
by  meana  of  the  nuts  F  and  rests  against  a  collar  K 
which  is  alao  keyed  to  the  shaft.  The  depth  of  the  teeth 
of  the  two  clutch  members  is  only  about  jh  in.  The 
angle  may  vary,  but  may  be  made  from  26  to  SO  deg. 
with  the  axis.  The  surfaces  of  the  clutch  teeth  are 
hardened  and  should  be  smooth.  If  the  surface  is  rough 
or  the  angle  leaa  than  26  deg.,  there  ia  danger  that  the 
clutch  may  refuse  to  work.  Assuming  that  this  angle 
ia  26  deg.  and  the  depth  of  the  clutch  teeth  ,ft  in.,  we 
And  that  the  clutoh  teeth  of  meml)er  A  must  travel  a 
distance  of  Vi  x  tan  26  deg.  Ijofore  the  clutch  is  entirely 
diaengaged.  This  amounts  to  0.0186  in.  Supposing 
that  theae  clutch  teeth  are  on  a  diameter  of  2  in.,  then 
member  A  will  have  traveled  through  an  arc  equal  to 

i  V  8  Urt  **  *  '•''®'"***"'  **•  dlaengage  itself.  This ia  equal  to  8/l,0O0tha  of  a  revolution,  approximately. 
If  the  ahaft  on  which  the  clutch  is  located  makes  20 
revolutions  for  1  in.  feed  of  the  table  or  saddle,  then  the 
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table  or  saddle  will  travel in.  before  the  clutch 
20,000 

is  disengaged.  It  is  safe  to  say  that  no  breakage  will 
occur  within  such  a  short  amount  of  travel.  When  the 
clutch  disengages,  the  load  is  entirely  removed,  so  that 
member  B  will  at  once  jump  into  position  again.  This 
causes  a  rattling  sound,  notifying  the  operator  that  he 
should  stop  the  machine. 

The  steep  angle  of  the  teeth  was  chosen  in  order  to 
reduce  the  required  pressure  of  the  spring  to  a  mini- 

FIG.  136— BALL  AND  SPRING  SAFETY  CLUTCH 

mum.  If  the  angle  chosen  were  equal  to  the  friction 
angle  there  would  be  no  action.  It  is  only  because  25 
deg.  is  more  than  the  friction  angle  that  the  clutch 
works  at  all.  However,  it  is  not  this  angle  of  the  teeth 
alone  which  prevents  the  clutch  from  operating.  The 
friction  of  the  clutch  member  C  against  the  key  in  the 
shaft  is  another  element  which  may  prevent  the  clutch 
from  acting.  As  the  tangential  pressure  on  the  clutch 
teeth  is  very  great  and  as  the  pressure  on  the  key  is 
even  greater,  it  will  be  found  that  even  with  an  angle 
of  25  deg.  the  clutch  may  refuse  to  act.  To  overcome 
this,  a  construction  as  shown  in  Fig.  135  may  be  em- 

ployed. The  spring  is  again  indicated  by  the  letter  D, 
and  it  rests  against  a  collar  E  and  a  clutch  member  C. 
The  elements  which  are  not  shown  are  the  same  as  in 
Fig.  134.  The  member  C  has  been  provided  with  two 
tails  or  prongs,  shown  in  section  and  indicated  by  the 
letter  G.  These  prongs  bear  against  rollers  H,  which 
turn  around  pins  /.  By  making  the  rollers  as  large 
and  the  pins  as  small  as  possible  the  frictional  resistance 
against  axial  movement  of  the  prongs  can  be  very  much 
reduced.  The  entire  arrangement  may  be  enclosed  so 
as  to  protect  it  against  dirt,  etc. 

Ball  Type  of  Safety  Clutch 

A  safety  clutch  of  somewhat  different  construction  is 

shown  in  Fig.  136  in  which  A  is  the  driving  membei-,  B 
the  shaft  to  be  driven  through  the  member  C  which  is 
keyed  to  the  .shaft.  Endwise  motion  of  the  two  mem- 

bers, A  and  C,  is  prevented  by  the  collars  D  and  E. 
The  member  C  has  a  number  of  holes  in  which  hardened 
bushings  F  are  driven.  Balls  G  rest  against  springs  H 
and  are  kept  from  moving  by  the  bushings  /  in  member 
A.  These  bushings  have  a  shape  so  as  partly  or  entirely 
to  envelop  a  section  of  the  ball.  When  the  pressure  on  A 
exceeds  a  certain  amount  the  balls  will  be  pressed  back 
into  bushings  F.     The  pressure   required   depends  on 

the  number  of  balls,  the  pressure  of  the  springs  behind 
the  balls,  and  the  angle  at  which  the  ball  ia  attacked. 
If  bushing  /  were  bearing  against  the  equatorial  plane 
of  the  ball  there  would  be  no  tendency  to  push  it  back 
into  the  bushing.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  /  should  en- 

velop only  the  polar  region  of  the  ball,  a  small  amount 
of  pressure  would  be  sufficient  to  force  the  ball  back. 

There  are  a  number  of  objections  to  this  construction. 
In  the  first  place  it  is  not  possible,  or  at  least  not 
practical,  to  adjust  all  springs  to  the  same  pressure. 
Neither  would  it  be  practical  to  m^e  an  adjusting 
arrangement  behind  each  one  of  the  springs ;  so  that  if 
any  adjustment  is  required  it  would  have  to  be  secured 
by  pushing  member  C  forward,  just  as  was  done  in 
the  other  safety  clutch.  However,  the  amount  of  adjust- 

ment is  necessarily  extremely  small,  because  the  dis- 
tance between  the  members  A  and  C  can  be  only  a  small 

part  of  the  radius  of  the  ball. 
Another  objection  lies  in  the  fact  that,  if  there  is  a 

momentary  overload  which  causes  the  clutch  to  act,  it 
will  be  very  doubtful  whether  the  clutch  starts  driving 
again.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  moment  the  ball 
begins  to  move,  it  offers  a  more  and  more  favorable 
angle  to  the  bushing  /.  If,  for  instance,  a  pressure  of 
100  lb.  were  required  initially,  then  a  pressure  of  only 
50  lb.  will  be  required  after  the  ball  has  moved  back  a 
small  distance,  and  still  less  when  it  has  moved  a  little 
further.  The  full  pressure,  then,  is  only  required  when 
the  ball  is  in  its  position  of  rest.  When  member  A 
rotates  and  pushes  the  balls  back,  they  will  jump  again 
into  the  bushings  /  at  the  first  chance,  but  they  will 
require  only  a  small  amount  of  pressure  to  be  pushed 
out  again,  except  at  the  infinitesimal  period  when  they 
are  in  the  central  position.  The  momentum  of  the  parts 
is  sufficient  to  bring  A  over  that  infinitesimal  element 
of  time,  so  that  the  clutch  will  keep  on  rattling  until 
the  machine  stops. 

FIG.   137— ORDINARY  CONE  CLUTCH 

Still  another  disadvantage  lies  in  the  fact  that  unless 
the  holes  in  both  members  are  located  with  extra- 

ordinary precision,  some  of  the  balls-  will  be  bearing 
against  a  corner  of  the  bushings  /,  and  this  condition 
changes  as  soon  as  member  A  has  rotated  a  fraction  of 
a  revolution  in  relation  to  member  C,  so  that  we  will 
have  a  different  clutch  as  soon  as  any  movement  has 
taken  place. 

Friction  clutches,  their  construction  and  calculation, 
have  been  described  in  many  ways  and  do  not  need  to 
be  touched  on  here,  except  in  so  far  as  their  use  in 

machine  tools  puts  certain  requirements  in  the  fore- 
ground.    The  various  types  of  friction  clutches  used 
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dun*  tool  cwMtmeUou  u*  th*  cone  dutch,  the 
riat  dMck,  tkt  aiiiglt  diak  dutch,  and  the 

dUi  chrtdu  TWre  are  a  rr*Bt  man>-  variationa 
•f  aadi  of  tlMM  tjrpaa  in  «xist«nc«.  In  a  machine  tool 
fHctioa  fhrtflw  BMt  hava  great  handiodea  of  opera- 
tioa,  — inolliiUM  of  action,  oaae  of  adjuatment.  and 

Om  of  tka  ataai^laat  and  moat  eommonly  uaed  dutchea 
k  the  cooe  dutch.  Fi«.  1S7  ahowa  the  esaential  features 
of  Buch  a  dutch  as  aypUed  to  a  machine  tool.  A  ia  the 
drivlac  member,  in  thia  caae  a  worm  wheel ;  B  ia  driven. 
Tfcla  wtmtat  B^t»  ahowa  hart  aa  aliding  on  ahaft  C 
aad  o«  tka  ktr  O.  Tkt  ahaft  itaelf  ia  held  againat 
••dwiaa  ■ofimaiit  by  the  collar*  E.  In  order  to  engage 
tha  chrtdi  the  haodwheel  F  ia  turned,  which  moves 

0  in  aa  axial  direction.  The  important  part  of 
ia  that  the  entire  arrangement  ia  aelf- 

aad  that  ao  praaaurc  ia  brought  to  bear  on 
aajr  of  tha  parts  CK«|it  thooa  acated  on  the  .^haft.  There 
la.  thtrofora.  ao  oadoe  friction  when  the  dutch   ia 

A  piaioa  G  wUdi  ia  part  of,  or  mounted  on,  member 
B  traaaaiita  tha  aiovoawnt  of  the  clutch  to  other  mem- 

ban  of  tka  awcfcanlsa.  Tha  angle  of  '.he  cone  may 
ha  sack  as  to  BMka  tha  arrangement  aelf-releaaing.  An 
aagW  of  Biort  than  15  dag.  with  the  axia  will  accom- 
pUah  this  object;  12  deg.  U  doubtful.  It  will  releaae 
saaMtiaMO.  bat  not  always.  Ten  degrees  ia  fairly  aafe 
for  •  awn  ralaaafag  dutch.  The  smaller  angle  will  give 
grsator  powor  capocity.  ao  that  wherever  possible  the 
saaBar  aagk  ahoold  be  used.  A  means  for  releasing 
tka  dotck  is  shown  in  Fig.  187.  though  the  sketch  does 
Bot  show  tha  dataila  of  construction — merely  the  prin- 
cipla.  Part  of  tha  alaata  oavaloiia  a  flange  of  the  hand- 

wbaal  f*.  In  ordar  to  aaiamhlii  thoac  parts  the  envelop- 
ing part  of  tha  alaavc  ahoold  have  been  made  separate. 

na.ta*^ 

na.i>t-A 

m^ 
/j-^ 

u 
na.oa^  ria.isa-a 

SM  AMD  iS»— MVniODO  OF  CVTTIHO  CtXTCB 

A  handwbed  H  is  ahowa  beyad  to  the  alceve,  providing 
for  hand  owaaHBt  wkao  tlw  dutch  is  out. 

la  Fig.  IM-A  ia  ahowa  the  proper  way  of  making 
tka  aaaW  and  feaule  coeieal  sorfacaa,  while  Fig.  ISft-B 
sfcowB  tlM  aaaaaar  in  which  thaac  aarfaoaa  would  waar. 
Fif.  IM-A.  oa  tlie  otiMr  hand,  ahowa  tba  wrong  way  of 

tka  aorfaeao,  and  Fig.  189-B  ahowa  tha  way  in 
tkaaa  aorfaeaa  woald  waar.  The  illoatration 
daarfy  hew  alMwldan  woold  ha  formed  in  the 

caaa.  wbleh  woold  pravaat  proper  clutch  action. 
Tha  saasaMala  of  a  singia  plat*  friction  dutch  are 

hi  Fig.  140.    A  poUcT  A  mas  on  the  hub  of  a 

bracket  B  and  ia  provided  with  friction  surfaces  C-C. 
A  member 7)  bears  against  one  of  the  friction  surfaces 
whereas  one  arm  of  a  lever  E  bears  against  the  other 
surface.  By  forcing  lever  E  down  in  the  direction  of 
arrow  No.  1,  the  friction  surfaces  C-C  are  clami)ed  be- 

tween the  member  />  and  the  short  arm  of  the  lever. 
The  arm  E  is  moved  by  the  conical  surface  of  a  member 
F  which  slides  on  the  ahaft  G,  to  which  shaft  the 
member  D  also  is  keyed.  The  construction  of  this  type 
of  clutch  is  so  well  known  that  it  would  not  have  been 
mentioned  here  but  for  the  fact  that  a  good  deal  of 
trouble  may  be  met  unless  a  couple  of  details  have  been 
properly  taken  care  of. 

M,.     C  n 

%rt^
' 

■I 

Kia. 140— aiNULB    PI^TB   CLUTCH    ASSEMBLY 

If  there  were  only  one  lever  E,  then  the  movement 
of  the  member  F  would  cause  the  pulley  to  rock  on  its 
besring  and,  at  the  same  time,  there  would  l)e  u  ten- 

dency for  the  shaft  to  bend  and  bind  in  its  bearing. 
The  two  tendencies  are  represented  by  the  two  arrows 
Nos.  2  and  8.  This  tendency  will  be  completely  over- 

come if  there  are  two  levers  diametrically  opposed  to 
each  other  and  acting  simultaneously.  As  a  rule, 
clutches  of  this  kind  are  made  with  two,  and  often 
with  more  levers.  Such  levers  are  properly  spaced,  but 
often  no  provision  is  msde  to  make  all  the  levers  act 
simultaneously. 

It  can  readily  be  seen  that  if  the  roller  in  E,  is  some- 
what larger  or  smaller  than  the  one  in  E,;  If  the  short 

lever  arm  //,  has  a  worm  a  little  more  or  less  than  the 
arm  H^  there  will  be  more  or  less  pressure  on  the  one 
than  on  the  other,  and  then  this  will  cause  again  the 
aama  tendency  as  if  there  were  only  a  single  lever. 
To  ovarcome  this  unavoidable  condition  of  une(|ual  ac- 

tion of  the  two  lever  arms,  the  sliding  memb<>r  F  is 
provided  with  a  ring  /  which  is  made  floating,  that  is, 
its  outside  diameter  is  somewhat  smaller  than  the  inside 
diametar  of  the  member  F.  The  amount  of  clearance 
is  sufllcient  to  companaata  for  any  inequality  which 
may  be  met  in  the  levara  E. 

Another  item  which  is  quite  essential  to  the  proper 
action  of  such  a  clutch  is  that  the  member  F  must  be 
keyed  to  tha  shaft  in  order  to  retain  the  proper  relation 
between  F  and  E.  If  F  were  loose  on  the  shaft  the 
member  I)  might  be  taken  along  by  the  pulley  before  F 
starts  to  turn,  in  which  case  the  rollers  in  the  levers  E 
would  have  a  sideways  sliding  movement  over  the  ring 
/,  which  would  cause  wear  of  the  rollers,  of  the  ring, 
and  a  possible  distortion  of  the  pins  around  which  the 
levers  flt 

It  will  bs  Botioad  that  member  D  consists  of  two 
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pieces— a  central  part  provided  with  lugs  in  which  the 
levers  E  are  pivoted,  and  a  ring  which  is  screwed  onto 
this  central  part.  This  construction  provides  the  neces- 

sary adjustment  for  wear.  Some  provision  must  be 
made  to  lock  this  ring  in  position  after  adjustment. 

Care  should  be  taken  to  make  member  F  on  ring  / 
deep  enough  so  that  the  rollers  of  levers  E  rest  against 
the  cylindrical  part  of  ring  /  when  the  clutch  functions. 
Unless  this  is  properly  attended  to  the  clutch  will  have 
a  tendency  to  disengage  itself. 

The  centrifugal  action  causes  no  trouble  with  this 
construction  of  clutch,  because  the  levers  E  do  not  re- 

volve except  when  they  are  pressed  hard  against  ring  /. 
There  is  no  centrifugal  force  acting  when  the  clutch 
is  disengaged,  that  is,  when  the  pulley  only  is  revolving. 
When  the  clutch  is  standing  still  and  in  a  position  as 

shown  in  the  sketch — that  is,  with  lever  E,  at  the  top 
— there  is  a  tendency  for  the  long  arm  of  this  lever  to 
drop,  thus  causing  a  slight  amount  of  pressure  against 
the  friction  surfaces.  Under  certain  conditions  this 
might  cause  trouble,  so  that  it  is  well  to  make  provision 

F10.14I  FIG. 142 

FIG.   141   AND  142— MALE  AND  FEMALE  ENGAGING  RINGS 

against  such  a  possibility  either  by  a  compression  spring 
between  the  members  E^  and  E,  or  in  any  other  way 
which  holds  the  rollers  against  the  ring  /.  As  a  com- 

pression spring  would  have  a  tendency  to  throw  the  two 

lever  arms  apart,  it  is  very  essential  to  limit  the  move- 
ment of  member  F  to  the  right  so  as  always  to  have 

the  rollers  against  the  ring  /. 
In  Fig.  141  is  shown  the  same  arrangement  of  a 

clutch,  except  that  the  ring  /  has  a  male  taper;  while 
Fig.  142  shows  the  same  arrangement  as  that  of  Fig. 

140.  The  two  figures  are  set  side  by  side  no  as  to  bring 
out  the  fact  that  it  is  possible  to  have  a  friction  surface 
of  larger  diameter  with  the  female  taper. 

This  type  of  friction  clutch  can  be  made  with  three 
levers  without  changing  the  construction  in  any  other 
respect.    It  is  not  possible,  however,  to  use  more  than 
three  levers  without  making  some  special  arrangement 
to  cause  these  levers  to  act  in  unison.    The  reason  why 
two  or  three  levers  can  be  employed  without  special 
provision  lies  in  the  fact  that  it  is  always  possible  to 

find  a  cii'cle  on  which  two  or  more  given  points  are 
located.     To  construct   a   clutch  with   four   levers,   it 
would   be   necessary   to   divide   these  levers   into  two 

groups;  say,  numbers 
one    and    three,    and 
two    and    four.     The 
member  /  was  made 
in  the  form  of  a  ring 
because  it  is  an  easy 
way  to  make   it.     It 

would  have  been  suffi- 
cient, however,  to  have 

two  shoes,  one  against 
each    of    the    rollers, 
made  in  such  a  way 
that  they  can  slide  on 

the  diameter,  and  con- 
TiPrfpH    <!0   as    to    form  FIG-  143— DIAGRAM  OF  ARMS 

 AND 
nected  SO  as  to  lorm    ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^  replace  operating 
one    single    member.  ring 
Such    a    construction 

is  diagrammatically  shown  in  Fig.  143.  By  having  two 
such  sets  of  shoes  we  can  operate  four  arms ;  by  making 
one  set  of  shoes  with  three,  and  the  other  set  with 

two  taper  surfaces,  we  might  operate  five,  etc.  Such 
a  construction,  however,  will  seldom,  if  ever,  be  required. 

The  friction  plate  of  the  pulley  might  be  a  rim  with- 
out altering  the  essentials  of  the  single  plate  clutch. 

However,  such  an  arrangement  is  not  frequently  used 
in  machine  tools  and  is  not  to  be  recommended  where 

a  neat  appearance  counts. 

ff 

C) 

Putting  Limits  on  All  Dimensions 
By  John  Thomas 

On  page  848,  Vol.  56  of  American  Machinist,  Mr. 
Gregory  takes  exception  to  my  suggestion  that  we  put 
limits  on  all  dimensions  on  drawings  intended  for  use 

in  the  shop.  He  has  selected,  as  an  example,  the  manu- 
facture of  a  single  machine,  and  in  this  particular  case 

there  might  be  some  excuse  for  not  going  to  the  trouble 
of  dimensioning  as  suggested.  Yet  even  for  a  single 
machine,  the  time  spent  in  the  drawing  room  in  placing 
the  proper  limits  on  each  dimension  of  each  part  of  the 
machine  might  very  easily  be  repaid  in  time  saved  in 
the  shop. 

The  production  of  duplicate  parts  is  utterly  impossi- 
ble without  limits,  and  the  tendency  today  in  shops 

doing  such  work  is  certainly  toward  removing  all 
chance  of  spoiled  work  due  to  drawings  having  dimen- 

sions about  which  there  can  be  any  question. 
Interpretations  of  drawings  will  vary  and  one  must 

get  away  from  the  idea  of  expecting  the  shop  man  to 
rely  on  his  judgment  as  to  what  is  a  proper  tolerance  on 
a  given  dimension.  There  are  mechanics  who  have  had 
enough  experience  and  have  enough  common  sense  to 

be  able  to  make  a  piece  of  work  from  a  drawing  that 

has  no  limits,  which  will  come  as  near  to  what  is  wanted 

as  anyone  can  wish;  but  they  are  scarce. 
Mr.  Gregory  spoke  of  the  foreman  talking  things 

over  with  his  assistants.  I  wonder  if  he  has  ever  made 

a  mental  calculation  of  just  what  such  talks  cost.  It 

doesn't  take  very  long  for  3  or  4  high-priced  men  to 
talk  away  several  dollars  worth  of  time.  A  full  set  of 
limits  on  the  drawings  will  do  away  with  the  necessity 

of  most  of  these  talks.  It  is  true  that  the  automobile 

shops  have  a  large  force  of  inspectors  to  see  that  work 
is  made  up  to  certain  standards.  But  these  inspectors 

usually  have  a  drawing,  with  limits.  If  the  work  does 
not  conform  to  these  limits,  it  is  not  passed. 

Data  as  to  the  proper  limits  should  be  collected  and 
be  instantly  available.  The  various  handbooks  contain 
a  large  amount  of  such  information;  but  if  it  cannot 
be  found  there,  then  the  draftman  should  hunt  it  up 

and  put  it  on  file  for  the  next  time.  The  terms  "sliding 
fit,"  "press  fit,"  "running  fit,"  etc.,  can  and  must  be 
translated  into  figures  which  can  be  put  on  the  drawing 
in  the  form  of  limits.  As  the  majority  of  mechanics 
working  in  our  shops  today  have  no  idea  what  some  of 
these  terms  mean,  such  a  note  on  a  drawing  would  mean 
nothing  to  them. 
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Air-Brake  Repairs  on  a  New  England  Railroad 
UnuMiAUy  Complete  and  Efficient  Equip  ment  for  Handling  Air  Pumps,  Triple 

Valves  and  other  Air-Brake  Farts 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Bdltor.  Awu-rtran  MarhimtH 

NO  ONE  who  U  at  all  familiar  with  the  conatruc- 

tiOB  of  •Ir-brak*  apparatua  can  help  but  marvel 
at  tba  aimoat  universally  rood  performance 
it  ghm*.  Whan  wa  conaider  the  rather  complex 

of  the  eoyiMeKa  valve  and  the  triple 
vahca.  and  that  the  tatter  are  under  the  cars  expoaed 
to  an  aorta  of  temperature  changea  aa  well  aa  median- 
fcml  daaMg*.  the  woedar  ia  that  they  do  not  rive  trouble 
much  aort  fraqomtly  than  they  do.  And  they  perform 
in  apita  of  rathar  inadaqaate  facilities  for  overhaul  and 
repairs  In 

In  the  Readville  shop  of  the  New  York.  New  Haven 
4k  Hartford  Railroad  much  attention  has  been  given 

to  equipment  and  to  facilities  for  handling  the  air-brake 
apparatus  as  it  comes  off  the  locomotives  for  over- 

hauling. The  foreman  of  the  air-brake  department 
kwpa  a  man  or  two  down  in  the  shop  where  locomotives 
are  stripped  for  repairs,  whose  duty  it  is  to  take  care 
of  the  air-brake  parts,  to  see  that  they  are  properly 
cleaned  in  the  soda  tanks  and  to  keep  the  stuff  all 

together.  In  this  way  the  parts  come  up  to  the  uir- 
brake  department  on  the  second  floor  in  condition  to 

no    I— THII  AlR'MIAKB  VAi.VM  HMAlii  >".^'   n       fr  ■         -rA^^,^^■k^ki^^i    •')■    THK    I  > 
no.  »— A  LAPPtMO  nXIVRB  IIAVIMO  RBCIPROCATINO  JIOTIo.S 
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FIG.    4— LAPPING   FIXTURE  WITH   RECIPROCATING   ROTARY   MOTIONS. HANDLING  OP  AIR  PUMPS 
FIG.    5 — FRAME   FOR   THE 

be  immediately  handled  by  the  experts  who  look  after 
this  work.  The  air-brake  parts  are  kept  together  in 
large  steel  baskets  or  tanks  which  the  traveling  crane 
picks  up  from  below,  depositing  them  in  the  air-brake 
department  without  further  handling. 

One  of  these  steel  tanks  is  shown  in  the  foreground 
of  Fig.  1,  having  been  just  delivered.  Here  the  various 
parts  are  sorted  out  and  distributed  to  the  different 
groups  who  will  handle  them.  The  long  bench  at  the 
right  has  a  small,  narrow-gage  track  dowm  the  center 
carrying  miniature  gondola  cars  into  which-  the  small 
parts  are  placed.  The  cars  can  be  run  to  any  point  on 
the  bench  enabling  the  men  on  either  side  of  the  bench 
to  reach  any  part  easily  or  keep  it  in  one  of  the  cars 
when  it  is  not  actually  in  their  hands  for  work.     The 

bench  carries  a  full  equipment  of  vises  and  small  spe- 
cial devices  for  grinding  and  lapping  valves  and  small 

pistons.  Air  hose  at  each  place  supplies  air  jets  for 
cleaning  small  parts. 

At  the  left  is  a  very  complete  testing  bench  which 
is  shown  more  in  detail  in  Fig.  2.  This  view  shows  a 
large  Pullman  valve  in  place  for  testing.  The  bench 
contains  all  the  necessary  connections  for  testing  any 
sort  of  valve  belonging  to  air-brake  installation  in  use 
on  this  road. 

One  of  the  special  devices  for  lapping  a  brake-valve 
piston,  and  shown  in  Fig.  3,  is  provided  with  belt- 
driven  reciprocating  motion  by  which  the  piston  is  made 
to  travel  back  and  forth  until  the  job  is  done.  The 
valve  is  held  against  end  movement  by  two  studs,  one  of 

FIG.    6— REBORING  AIR   PUMP   CYLINDERS.      FIG.    7— TEST  ING   A  REPAIRED  PUMP 
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viudi  U  ahomu  at  A.    iMtoad  ot  acrtwinc  on  •  nut,  a 
ii  JrijBid  Me  a  slot  is  Mck  rtad  and  tappw) 

nia  aaablM  tht  work  to  ba  haadM 
aad  qalddr  than  if  boKs  and  nuU  were 

A  lapping  derie*  which  has  both  rotary  and  recip- 
is  liwwB  in  Pit.  4  and  eooaiata  of  a 
•BCiBa  with  a  heavy  flywhtal.  The  lap 

ia  raripvoeatad  by  th«  eccentric-  A  and  the  work  ia 
rotated  hgr  taara,  the  pinion  being  attached  to  the  upper 
•■d  of  the  woroi-drivaii  ahaft  B. 

Tka  Mathed  of  i«»«MiH"g  air  pumpa  ia  of  interest 
rirat  Umm  ia  a  tnm»  mmd»  op  of  piping  with  trunnion 
ar  beariag  blodta  on  aaeh  aide  as  at  A  and  0,  Fig.  6. 
Side  flaiaee  C,  wHk  tnmaions  at  or  near  tlte  center, 
are  bolted  to  each  aide  of  the  pumps,  utiliting  the  inlet 

ilMMHt  openings  for  this  purpose.  The  whole 
b  than  swung  into  position  on  the  frame  as 
Tkia  araupHMBt  aOowa  the  ponp  to  be  swung 

lioa  far  asamlaation  and  repair. 
Tha  pay  can  be  located  in  a  horiiontal  position  by 
briagiag  the  end  of  the  side  frame  at  D  against  a  stop 
oa  tha  standard  and  locked  by  s  latch  on  the  oppoaite 
aad  of  the  aide  frame. 

Ia  caaa  the  cylinders  are  worn  so  badly  as  to  need 
thajr  are  taken  off  and  bored  by  the  special, 

portable  boring  machina  flhaWB  in  Fig.  6,  which  is  held 
in  place  by  the  studs  shown.  The  boring  machine  is 
driven  by  a  standard  air  drill,  either  through  a  train  of 
gearing  or  direct,  by  placing  it  on  the  central  taper 
shank  A.  Direct  driving  is  only  for  running  the  cutter 
head  back  out  of  the  work,  whether  for  a  second  cut  or 
to  remove  it  from  the  work.  A«  shown,  the  cutter  head 
is  just  above  the  end  of  the  cylinder. 

There  are  aaveral  sites  of  these  boring  heads  and 
frames  so  aa  to  accommodate  all  sites  of  pumps.  They 
do  a  very  satisfactory  job  of  boring  and  make  the 
pumps  as  good  as  new,  so  far  as  the  bore  is  concerned 
at  leaat 

After  re-aasemblin(r.  the  pumptt  are  given  a  thorough 
test  as  to  performance  and  capacity.  They  are  driven 
by  air  to  avoid  getting  steam  in  the  shop,  but  they 
pump  directly  into  a  pressure  tank  as  shown  at  ̂ 4  in 
Fig.  7.  The  air  pressure  for  driving  the  pump  is 
delivered  through  the  hose  B  and  the  exhaust  is  open  to 
the  shop  lhn)ugh  the  pipe  C.  This  view  shows  how 
the  connections  of  the  side  frames  are  utilited  for  the 
air  when  it  comes  to  testing.  It  also  shows  the  latch 
at  D  previously  referred  to  for  locking  the  pump  in  a 
horizontal  position  in  the  frame.  This  department  is 
very  complete  and  we  regret  not  being  able  to  give 
proper  credit  for  its  equipment. 

A  Modern  Method  of  Dip  Brazing 
Furnace  and  Materials  that  Produce  the  Best   Results — Preparing:  and  Testing:  the  Mixture 

for  Temperature — Instructions  for  Dipping  the  Parts 

By  C.  a.  VanDUSEN 

DIP  braxing  probably  first  came  into  extensive 
oat  with  tha  iaeaptiea  of  tha  bicycle,  and  is  now 
coaaMwtf  aavlofid  fai  tha  atotorcycle  and  air- 

etaft  laiHtrlaa.  It  ia  also  anployed  to  a  great  extent 
ia  tlM  ■■ifarfnre  of  eertain  aotomobile  parta.  In  the 

writer'a  oplaioD.  if  the  advantagea  of  this  method  of 
baiWag  tp  parta  froai  abaat  atael  and  tubing  were 

ft  would  ha  adopted  to  a 
ia  odMriadartrlaa. 

Ia  tha  afrpiaaa  ladaatry,  fittings  are  manufactured 
very  largely  by  being  built  up  of  ehaet  metal  stampings 
wlUch  cooaist  «f  a  large  number  of  various  pieces  of 
stad  faataaod  togatber  by  either  spot-welding,  riveting 
or  tark  waldfag  with  aa  acatjlwia  torch.  They  are  then 
bra«4  rfdiar  br  tha  opa>€ra  BMtbod  or  by  dip  braxing. 
Tha  toola  to  prodaee  a  dip  brased  airplane  fitting  are 
ahowB  in  rfga.  1  aad  2.  The  fhting  itaelf  is  shown  in 
Pig.  a.  It  is  baiU  ap  of  aheet  awtal  with  the  exception 
of  part  A  wUeh  la  a  drop  forging. 

is  commonly  oaad  in  machine  shops 
aad  aeariy  all  machanica  are  familiar  with 

tha  prntaaa.  Ia  thia  article,  therefore,  we  will  take  up 
ealy  the  dip  brasiac  aicthods  with  which  the  writer 
haa  had  axperiaaaa  ia  the  awnufactura  of  aircraft 

aKhoafh  tha  t^m  in  mtHht^  u  aJao  used  in  the 
for  large  parta  and  for  small  quantity 

yrerioae  to  the 
re  to  be  A 

of  the  parta,  all  snrfa 
tofalhar  amat  be  clean  and  free 

from  oil  or  scale.  The  parts  may  then  be  fastened 
together  by  using  one  or  a  combination  of  more  than 
one  of  the  above  methods.  It  is  essential  that  they  be 
securely  fastened  in  order  that  the  rapid  expansion 
caused  by  immersion  in  the  molten  spelter  during  the 
brazing  operation,  will  not  loosen  any  of  the  various 

parta. Before  description  of  the  dip  brazing  operation  is 
given,  it  might  be  well  to  outline  the  equipment  and 
material  necessary  to  obtain  satisfactory  results.  For 
snull  work,  and  even  for  fittings  of  considerable  size, 
we  have  found  that  an  ordinary  metal  melting  furnace, 
crucible  type,  is  very  satisfactory.  A  furnace  taking 
a  No.  40  graphite  crucible  has  been  used  by  the  writer 
with  considerable  success.  The  only  difference  between 
tha  two  fumacea,  is  that  the  opening  in  the  top  of  the 
furnace  more  closely  fits  the  top  edge  of  the  crucible 
than  in  the  regulation  metal  melting  furnace,  which 
mtiat  always  have  an  opening  large  enough  to  permit 
tha  removal  of  the  crucible  when  the  castings  are  being 

poured. It  is  always  advisable  to  select  the  smallest  type  of 
crucible  that  will  cover  the  range  of  work  proposed, 
becaase  it  is  nacasaary  to  keep  the  crucible  almost  full 
of  spelter  during  the  bracing  operation.  In  using  the 
No.  40  crucible,  aeveral  hours  are  required  to  bring 
the  metal  to  a  molten  state.  It  may  be  readily  under- 

stood that  if  we  were  dip  brazing  very  small  parts,  we 
could  aave  a  conaiderable  amount  of  time  each  day  by 
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FIG. 

FIG.    1— TOOLS   TO   PRODUCE   A   DIP  BRAZED   AIRPLANE    FITTING 

using  a  smaller  crucible,  which  would  not  require  so 
long  a  time  to  reach  the  necessary  heat. 

Furnaces   for  dip    brazing   are   sometimes   equipped 
with  specially  shaped  crucibles.     However,  this  should 
be  resorted  to  only  when  the  shape  of  the  pieces  to  be 
brazed  are  such  that  it  is  not  economically  possible  to 
use  the  standard  shapes.   The 
special   shapes  are  more   ex- 

pensive   and    are    sometimes 
difficult   to   obtain   for  quick 
delivery   or   in   some   sudden 
emergency. 

Previous  to  using,  the  cru- 
cibles should  be  seasoned 

from  three  to  five  months  in  a 
warm  dry  place  such  as  on  the 
top  of  a  heat-treated  furnace. 
It  is  necessary  that  the  tem- 

perature during  the  seasoning 
process  be  not  less  than  100 
deg.,  but  it  is  not  necessary 
that  this  temperature  should 
be  constant  both  day  and  night. 
The  purpose  of  this  seasoning  is  to  expel  all  moisture 
from  the  walls  of  the  crucible  and  thus  to  prevent 
cracks  in  the  crucible  from  what  a  foundryman  would 
call  greenness. 

The  brazing  spelter  from  which  we  have  obtained  the 
most  satisfactory  results  is  known  to  the  trade  as  the 

"long  grain,  lump  spelter"  and  may  be  obtained  from 
any  of  the  well-known  dealers  in  brass  or  from  the 
brass  manufacturers.  Almost  any  kind  of  a  flux  that  is 
suitable  for  open-fire  brazing  may  be  used,  and  may  be 
obtained  as  a  rule  from  any  dealer  in  welding  and  braz- 

ing materials. 
If  it  is  necessary  to  use  zinc  for  the  purpose  of 

reducing  the  copper  content  in  the  spelter  alloy  (as 

described  later),  only  the  purest  commercial  zinc  obtain- 
able should  be  used.  Under  no  circumstances  should 

scrap  zinc  which  contains  foreign  matter  and  oxide  be 
used,  as  such  zinc  has  a  tendency  to  make  the  molten 
metal  dirty  and  to  interfere  with  its  free  flow. 

Starting  with  a  cold  furnace,  we  should  bring  it  up 
to  heat  slowly  with  the  crucible  filled  with  broken  lumps 
of  spelter.  As  the  material  melts,  more  material  should 
be  added  with  a  gradually  increased  heat,  until  the  cru- 

cible is  filled  within  2  in.  of  the  top  with  the  molten 
metal. 

After  the  spelter  has  been  heated  in  the  crucible  to 

the  molten  state  described 
above,  enough  flux  (which  is 
in  a  powdered  form)  should  be 
slowly  poured  on  the  molten 
spelter  to  make  approximately 
1  to  IJ  in.  of  melted  flux,  and 
to  cover  the  surface  of  the 

spelter  in  the  crucible. 
Test  pieces  of  sheet  metal 

approximately  IJ  x  8  in.  and  4 
in.   thick  are   dipped    in   the 
crucible  to  determine   if  the 

spelter  is  at  the  required  heat. 
Inasmuch  as  great  care  must 

be  taken  not  to  burn  the  spel- 
ter, up  to  this  point,  the  expe- 

rienced operator  always  keeps 
the  temperature  of  the  furnace 

belo,w   the   temperature   re- 
quired for  brazing.     Then  he  gradually  increases  the 

heat,  until  the  test  pieces  show  that  he  has  obtained 
the  required  temperature. 

The  experienced  operator  judges  the  temperature  of 
the  bath  by  the  freedom  with  which  the  spelter  flows 
on  the  test  pieces  and  also  by  the  color  of  the  spelter 

TOOLS  TO   PRODUCE  A  DIP  BRAZED    AIRPLANE  FITTING 

upon  cooling.  If  the  temperature  of  the  bath  is  cor- 
rect, the  spelter  will  flow  freely  and  will  be  of  a  light 

yellow  color  when  cold.  If  by  any  chance  the  furnace 
should  become  too  hot,  the  spelter  may  still  flow  freely 
and  give  a  smooth  surface,  but  upon  cooling  it  will  have 
a  dark  brownish  yellow  appearance.  If  this  occurs,  it 
is  necessary  to  add  more  zinc  until  the  satisfactory  color 

is  obtained.  In  add- 
ing the  zinc,  care 

must  be  taken  not  to 

get  too  much  zinc  in 
the  alloy,  as  an  excess 
amount  weakens  the 
strength  of  the  joint. 

The  piece  to  be 
brazed  should  be 

hung  on  low  carbon- 
steel  wire  hooks, 

should  be  dipped  in- 
to the  pot  by  means 

of  an  ordinary  pair 
of  tongs,  and  should 

be    completely    sub- merged  in  the  molten         ̂ ^^   3-airplane  pitting 
spelter.    The  opera-  which  has  been  dip 
tor  from  time  to  time  brazed 
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rmim  the  pUcw  abovt  Um  Mir» 

Ik'kMi  Um  tiMnrmtw  of  the 
•ttlBC  ud  tlw  iMiparatara  of  the 
^ritar  M«  appNabMrtabr  Um 
tte  ilttev    ahMii    Omb    to 
0«t  of  tto  MllM  SHMm 
to  hfMttr  atotoa  to  rMM 

'  vkkh  woaMottonriM  c«iif«al 
MAVT  laapt  ttot  mast  be 

It  is  dMnUt  t*  Ml  •  gl««a  l«n«th  of 
which  Attiac*  of  vmhoiu 
ImmM  remain  in  the  mohan 

For  ••mall  flttinc.cvMi  ttoofh 
it  is  of  tto  asme  thicknwa  •od  of  tto 

••  •  Iwfvr  flttinc,  heats 
rapidly  beeaua*  it  has  ■ 

■Mas    of    material    to 
•toorbtto 

It  via  to  aotad  in  the  dip  brazing 
•paratioaa,  that  wton  a  larc*  fitting 
Is  iaasfftad  in  the  toth.  the  tempera- 

of  tto  molten  metal  in  the 
iBost  lamadiataly.  due 

to  tto  rapU  otosrplteo  of  tto  toat  by 
tto  larvt  flttiat.  A  sohJI  piaco  of  tto 
mam  thfckiisss.  aRtoofh  It  absorto  tto  heat  just  as 
rapidtjr,  does  not  hava  a  large  enough  mass  to  affect  so 

tto  toiapsntar*  of  tto  moltan  metal, 
tratioa  Is  dspsodent  upon  tto  experience  of 

tto  operator.  If  the  piece  is  left  in  the  crucible  too 
Isoc.  tto  thin  projections  on  the  piece  will  burn  off. 
If  it  is  BO*  left  long  enough,  the  joinU  may  not  be 
Ptoftrtf  hnsad.  atttoogh  tto  work  may  look  all  right 
oa  tto  ootaids.  If  tto  meUl  has  thoroughly  run  into 
the  >oiats.  It  will  tove  the  appearance  of  toving  flown 
freely  at  the  points  where  the  surfaces  meet,  and  an 

at  this  point,  after  brazing,  will  show  tto 
inspector  whether  tto  brazing  operation 

pfopanjr  psrfomod. 

SinVACS  AND  COUW 

tr  point  which  determine*  the  quality  of  the 
is  ttot  a  properly  brazed  fitting  will  show 

•Biform  surface  of  a  light  yellow  color.  A 
roogh.  pisMdad.  darkish  yellow  iiurface  indicates  ttot 
alitor  tto  baot  was  too  high  or  there  was  not  enough 
zinc  in  tto  spaitor. 

It  will,  ttoiiiots.  to  seen  ttot  in  dip  brazing  opera- 
tioos  tto  aspariaaee  of  tto  operator  is  a  primary  con- 
sldei^tloB  aad  eoa  to  ohUload  only  by  •ctual  experi- 

wtth  tto  vorioiw  aisea  and  gages  of  fittings. 
Rparlaaea  can  be  aciuired  in  a  compara- 

tlas  bjr  aa  intelligent  operator.  It  ia 
however,  ttot  for  the  initi«l  experiments, 

or  ntfadad  fittings  stould  be  dipped,  as 
tto  opsrator  msgr  gpafl  a  eensiderable  number  of  pieces, 
while  Mrarlng  tiM  aasaMary  experiance. 

In  Pig.  4  ia  Shuwu  a  4^  brazing  furnace  in  opera- 
tioo.  Plaeas  of  a  Tarialy  of  sizas  uv  piled  on  tto  top 
td  tto  faraars  aad  toadMa  to  •w^it  tto  brazing  opera* 
lioa.  Tto  lafvar  plaeas  art  only  dipped  at  the  points 
wtofv  ttoy  are  CastsMd  tngrtliir 

Oar  practice  is  to  rflgkUr  pw  h<st  sU  fittings  tofore 
dlppfag  ttofB.  We  do  this  bjr  lariag  tto  fittings  on  tto 
tap  of  tto  furnace,  keeping  It  covarsd  with  parts  •• 

*"  I  hi  Pig.  4.  After  each  operation.  •  new  part  is I  oa  tto  top  of  tto  furnace.    We  groop  tto  parU 

no.   4— DIP  lUlAZINQ   KURNACB  IN  OPISRATION 

in  lots  according  to  size,  wherever  possible,  so  ttot  the 
operator  is  enabled  to  work  faster  and  to  obtain  more 
uniform  results. 

Diflkulty  will  perhaps  to  experienced  in  obtaining 
good  results  at  first.  However,  if  the  above  inntructions 
are  carefully  observed  a  comparatively  small  amount  of 
practice  will  bring  success. 

The  information  given  in  this  article  is  the  result  of 

a  number  of  year's  experience  in  dip  brazing,  and  was 
obtained  from  actual  experience.  No  data  could  be 
secured  from  any  of  the  publications  except  the  rather 
vague  information  ttot  dip  brazing  was  accomplished 
by  dipping  the  parts  to  to  brazed  in  a  pot  of  molten 
brass.  This  information  the  writer  obtained  from  a 
book  after  a  search  through  nil  the  available  sources  of 
information,  including  the  pulilic  library  of  one  of  our 
larger  cities. 

Bonus  Succeeds  in  Packard  Plant 

The  vice-president  in  charge  of  manufacturing  at  the 
Pactord  Motor  Car  Co.,  Detroit,  Mich,  reports  ttot 
tto  company  has  instituted  a  departmental  bonus  sys- 

tem for  rewarding  effort  of  emplnyei-s  and  encourairing 
batter  workmanship.  Under  this  plan  a  careful  time 
study  is  made  of  the  work  in  a  department,  and  a  stand- 

ard of  production  is  fixed  at  80  per  cent  of  the 
poasibilities  of  the  department  working  at  maximum 
eflkiency.  As  this  arbitrary  figure  is  exceeded,  the 
(onus  applies  upon  the  wage  scale  of  the  men  accord- 

ing to  the  numtor  of  points  by  which  they  exceed  it. 
When  an  eleven-point  gain  is  shown,  the  men  receive 
a  bonus  of  11  per  cent  figured  upon  the  basis  of  their 
fixed  salary- 

Bonus  applies  to  every  man  in  the  department  from 

swaspers  to  foreman,  thereby  encouraging  ever>'one  to 
giva  bis  bsst  efforts.  In  starting  the  system,  departments 
were  aalceted  ttot  had  been  on  a  piece-work  baHift.  in 
•OOM  eaaaa  for  16  years.  Results  of  the  plan  are  said 
to  to  a  reduction  of  overtime  and  more  careful  work- 
mamhip. 
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Steel  for  Forge  Welding 
How  Material  and  Workmanship  Affect  the  Welding  Quality — Chemical  Composition  and 

Physical  Properties  Required — Finishing  After  Welding 
By  frank  N.  speller 

Presented  at  the  Spring  Meeting,  Atlanta,  Ga.,  May  8  to  11,  1922,    of  the  American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers. 

THE  welding  quality  of  steel,  and  the  strength 
and  reliability  of  such  welds,  depend  on  a  num- 

ber of  factors,  which  include  principally:  Method 
of  manufacture,  composition,  susceptibility  to  heat, 
fluxing  quality,  the  mechanical  appliances  for  handling 
and  controlling  the  work,  and  the  skill  of  the  operator. 
There  are  so  many  factors  present  affecting  the  results 
that  it  is  often  difficult  to  determine  which  of  these 

predominates  in  any  particular"  case.  This  article  dis- cusses particularly  the  characteristics  of  steel  for  forge 
welding,  with  a  brief  reference  to  other  factors. 

Method  of  Manufacture.  Wrought  iron  is  most  easily 
welded,  probably  on  account 
of  the  presence  of  about  one 
and  one-half  per  cent  of 
easily  fusible  cinder,  which 
enables  the  metal  to  be 
welded  at  a  comparatively 
low  temperature  and  pro- 

tects it  from  injurious  oxi- 
dation at  high  temperature. 

For  this  reason  wrought 
iron  can  usually  be  welded 
without  much  difficulty,  but 
on  account  of  the  presence 
of  this  cinder  internal  de- 

fects such  as  laminations 
and  blisters  are  more  likely 
to  occur  after  the  metal  has 
been  brought  up  to  the 
welding  heat  than  at  any 

other  time.  What  we  term  "soft  welding  steel"  may 
be  made  by  the  bessemer  or  open  hearth  process  and 
should  be  made  especially  for  this  purpose,  i.e.,  it 
should  have,  as  far  as  possible,  sufficient  of  the  char- 

acteristics of  wrought  iron  to  readily  form  a  "welding 
scale"  at  the  lowest  possible  temperature.  Very  highly 
refined  open  hearth  steels,  "ingot  iron"  or  electric 
steel,  are,  as  a  rule,  lacking  in  this  respect  and  so  far 
have  not  shown  as  good  welding  quality  as  soft  weld- 

ing steel  or  wrought  iron.  Possibly  these  may  be 
improved  in  this  respect,  but  while  these  metals  possess 
many  advantages  for  other  purposes,  they  do  not  at 
present  appear  to  be  so  well  adapted  for  forge  welding. 

Composition.  It  is  well  known  that  comparatively 

small  quantities  of  nickel,  chromium  and  silicon  inter- 
fere seriously  with  welding.  Each  of  these  should  be 

under  0.05  per  cent.  Carbon  has  a  lesser  effect  and 
should  preferably  be  low,  certainly  under  0.30  per  cent 
for  any  kind  of  forge  welding.  The  higher  the  car- 

bon, the  lower  the  melting  and  burning  point  of  the 
steel.  By  the  burning  point  we  mean  the  temperature 
at  which  the  grain  growth  has  increased  to  such  a 
degree  as  to  cause  actual  disintegration  and  intergranu- 
lar  oxidation  of  the  metal.  Sulphur  under  0.05  per  cent 
is  not  harmful  and  under  certain  conditions  more  may 
be  present  without  injurious  results.  Phosphorus  up 
to  bessemer  limits  is  beneficial  to  welding. 

THE  METHOD  of  manufacture,  the 
chemical  composition,  the  fluxing  quality, 

the  susceptibility  to  heat  and  the  welding 
temperature  of  steel  affect  its  welding  quality. 
A  steel  gives  the  greatest  satisfaction  in 

forge  welding  when  it  has  either  a  carbon 
content  of  not  over  0.15  per  cent  and  a 
minimum  tensile  strength  of  47,000  lb.  per 
square  inch,  or  a  carbon  content  of  not  over 
0.20  per  cent  and  a  minimum  tensile  strength 
of  52,000  lb.  per  square  inch. 

Suitable  material,  well  trained  operators 
and  adequate  facilities  for  the  control  of 
operations  are  necessary  for  uniformly  good 
results. 

'Solid    non-metallio    impurities    in    steel,    H.    D.    Hlbbard,    Trans. 
.\    I.  M.  E.,  Vol.  xli,  p.  803    (1910). 

Self-Fluxing  Quality.  On  heating  iron  or  steel  above 
1,500  deg.  F.  an  oxide  scale  is  formed.  The  relation 
between  the  fusibility  of  the  oxide  scale  to  the  tempera- 

ture at  which  the  metal  "burns"  is  one  of  the  most 
important  factors  determining  the  suitability  of  the 
metal  for  welding.  This  scale  consists  usually  of  the 
magnetic  oxide  of  iron  (Fe.,0,)  with  a  certain  per- 

centage of  "sonims" '  from  the  iron  (MnO,  P,0^  SiO„ 
etc.)  which  tend  to  make  the  scale  more  fusible.  The 
method  of  manufacture  and  composition  of  the  steel 
have  much  to  do  with  the  formation  of  a  suitable  weld- 

ing   scale.      The    range    of    temperature   between   the 
melting  point  of  the  scale 
and  the  burning  point  of 
the  metal  is  about  100  deg. 
F.  in  good  welding  steel 
and  distinguishes  this  class 
of  steel  probably  more  than 
any  other  property.  In  fact, 
it  is  this  self-fluxing  qual- 

ity which  makes  possible 
the  commercial  welding  of 
iron  and  steel.  Artificial 
fluxes,  such  as  borax,  may 

be  used  to  lower  the  melt- 
ing point  of  the  scale  in 

welding  small  parts  of 
high-carbon  steel,  but  at 
present  it  is  not  practicable 

     to  apply  this  method  when working  on  a  large  scale. 

The  fusion  of  the  scale  also  affords  the  operator  a  defi- 
nite indication  of  the  welding  point,  giving  him  close 

control  over  the  operation. 
Susceptibility  of  Metal  to  Heat.  When  normal 

wrought  iron  or  steel  is  heated  above  the  upper  critical 
point  (about  1,750  deg.  F.  for  soft  steel)  the  grain 
grows  at  a  rate  depending  on  the  temperature  and  time 
of  heating.  When  a  certain  grain  size  is  reached,  a 
disintegration  of  the  metal  occurs  with  intergranular 

oxidation  and  the  metal  becomes  "burnt."  When  this 
occurs,  the  metal  is  red-short  and  cold-short  and  is 
useless  for  most  purposes.  The  actual  temperatures 
at  which  iron  or  steel  is  burned  depends  as  much  on 
the  protective  character  and  fusibility  of  the  welding 
scale  as  anything  else.  High-carbon  steels  are  more 
susceptible  to  damage  of  this  kind  in  welding  than  the 
same  class  of  steel  of  lower  carbon.  But  the  carbon 
is  not  the  only  factor,  otherwise  we  might  expect  highly 

refined  open  hearth  steel  or  "ingot  iron"  to  weld  as 
easily  as  charcoal  iron. 

The  large  granular  structure  caused  by  the  exposure 
of  the  metal  to  the  welding  temperature  may  be  re- 

duced to  a  fine  structure  (unless  the  metal  has  been 
excessively  overheated)  by  a  certain  amount  of  mechan- 

ical forging  applied  while  the  metal  is  cooling  or  by 
reheating  the  metal  to  about  30  deg.  F.  above  the 
upper  critical  point,  followed  by  cooling  in  the  air, 
which  with  soft  steel  may  be  comparatively  rapid. 

Welding    Temperature.     To   produce    intercrystalline 
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of  t«o  piHM  of  iron  it  is  naecsMr}'  <l^t  ̂ ^ 
dMB  Mrfcew  bo  brooflit  IbId  dooo  oootact  with  a 

BMtolH  prtMUo.  This  is  pooolblo  ovoa  at  Domwl  tem- 
pwHbno  wWk  MpMfHw  af  MSckot  pnman  in  tho 
OMtate  proMsro.  This  li  pooiiblo  ovm  at  oomuU  tom- 
»»fw  aiiiMir  abovo  Um  fasiiic  point  of  tht  Molo 
wttk  eoaporolhroiy  Uttlo  preosurr.  or  at  ■  lowor  torn- 
pormtart  if  tho  fooloa  point  of  the  acalo  it  lowered 
hr  tho  Mc  of  wtttdal  tmMm,  wat±  a»  bono.  So  that 

foToraUi  iMWatero  for  woldinr  dependa 
ehonicaJ  facilities.  The  usual 

•t  wbkil  aott  stool  is  found  to  weld  satia- 
fMB  UM  to  2.M0  do«.  Fahrenheit 

of  the  operator  are,  of 
faeton  in  all  welding.  However, 

1b  forto  wolding  to  some  extant  by  the 
fadUtioa  gtvaa  Um  toe  oontroUing  the  heat  and  the 

A  MMter  of  tmt»  of  f^rgo  woldk  (80  in  all)  made 
oa  two  rtaf*  cat  fkoai  tho  onda  of  hamaor-welded  pipe 
•hoat  I  tau  thkk,  eoaiparod  with  the  original  material 
tahoa  froai  tho  aasM  plpo,  90  deg.  from  the  weld,  gave 
laoahs  which  are  sommarixed  as  follows: 

Aimai  •<  aO  «rL  (St  IMM.  p«  J«         »l 
A«w>ri>.«ra«««MrlraaM4<4eMli4.pwaMt         MS 
MMmM  «  MMW  Md.  »OT  (MM  »•  • 
>tM—»  I  ̂   «»  —  »»mir  tram  mt,  9m  —I  Ml 

The   above  stool  before  welding  ranged   in   tensile 
froa  aboat  47,000  to  62.000  lb.  per  square  inch 

of  it  beiny  aador  67,000  lb.  and  under  0.16  per 
cent  caiuoa* 

8tbl  SncincATioNs 

Thia  briagi  aa  to  tlie  question  of  speciflcations  for 
for  forge  welding.  While  sliillful 

eaa  andoabtodljr  make  a  good  job  of  most 
whoa  tho  oarboo  dooa  not  ezeeed  that  of  flange 

quality,  it  sitms  desirable,  ever>'thing  considered,  to 
limit  tlie  carbon  to  about  0.16  per  cent  for  important 
porta  where  life  and  valuable  property  are  at  stalce  and 
a  high  ofldency  of  streagth  of  weld  is  desired. 

Tho  proacot  A^.T.M.  apodflcation  (A78-21-T)  for 
stool  calls  for  steel  of  not  over  0.18  per 

carbon  having  a  minimum  tensile  strength  of 

lb.  per  square  inch.  A.S.T.M.  Sub-Committee  II 
of  Coannittee  A- 1  now  has  under  consideration  nub- 
•tltatlag  for  this  two  grades  of  steel  having  the  chem- 

ical and  phjraieal  proportioa  shown  in  the  accompanying 

of  both  grades  have  been  forge-welded  and 
ia  largo  geantitioa  with  an  aasumt-d  weld  efli- 
of  90  per  eeat.  Tho  tests  we  luve  miide  indicate 

that  this  flgare  is  warranted  for  pipe  lines,  penstocka. 
taalMor  work  aad  siaiilar  construction.  A  somewhat 

■Oeloaer  or  higher  factor  of  safety  should,  of 
bo  aaod  for  boOin  aad  dass  A  unflred  pressure 

to With 
aactloa  I. 

for   forgo  wolding.   part  I, 
IM  of  the  boiler  code  roqairoo 

Tho  aMiaato  atowfl*  of  a  Jolat  which  has  boon  prop- 
orlr  wM$i  hr  tho  forgli«  proeoaa,  shall  be  uken  as 
Ujm  Ibu  pw  aqaare  lach.  with  stoel  pUtes  having  a 
laapt  la  t^astle  streagth  of  47,000  to  88.000  lb.  per 

square  inch.  Autogenous  welding  may  be  used  in  boil- 
ers in  casaa  where  the  strain  is  carried  by  other  con- 

stniction  which  conforms  to  the  retiuirements  of  the 
code  and  whoro  tlie  safety  of  the  structure  is  not  de- 

pendent upon  tho  strength  of  the  weld. 
Section  III.  paragraph  L-29  reads: 
The  ultimate  strength  of  a  joint  which  has  been 

properly  welded  by  the  forging  process,  shall  be  taken 
as  28.600  lb.  per  square  inch,  with  steel  plates  having 
a  range  in  tensile  strength  of  45.000  to  66,000  lb.  per 
square  inch.  Autogenous  welding  may  be  used  in  boil- 

ers in  cases  where  the  strain  is  carried  by  other 
construction  which  conforms  to  the  requirements  of  the 
code  and  where  the  safety  of  the  structure  is  not 
dependent  upon  the  strength  of  the  weld. 

Unhred  Prkssure  Vusns 

The  proposed  section  on  unflred  pressure  veasola  with 
reference  to  forge  weldings,  paragraphs  6  and  8,  reads: 
The  ultimate  strength  of  a  joint  which  has  been 

properly  welded  by  the  forge  process  shall  be  taken  as 
66  per  cent  of  the  tensile  strength  of  the  plate. 

This  weld  eflfciency  seems  rather  low  for  class  A 
veasola  and  we  believe  that  it  should  be  still  higher  for 
class  B  vessels. 

In  paragraphs  2  and  3  of  sections  I  and  III,  fire- 
box and  flange  steels  are  specifled  for  all  parts  of  the 

boiler.  There  seems  to  be  a  conflict  in  these  specifica- 
tions between  the  requirements  for  steel  which  may  be 

forge-welded,  although  apparently  the  intention  is  to 
use  a  steel  of  lower  carbon  for  this  purpose.  This 
would  seem  to  be  in  line  with  the  best  experience,  but 
inasmuch  as  flange  steel  has  apparently  been  success- 

fully used  for  some  time  in  forge-welded  boiler  con- 
struction where  part  of  the  stress  is  carried  by  riveted 

straps,  there  would  seem  to  be  no  reason  for  not  con- 
tinuing this  practice  when  the  weld  is  so  reinforced. 

After  the  weld  has  been  made,  internal  strains  re- 
main in  the  metal  which  should  be  released  by  anneal- 
ing. This  may  be  done  by  heating  the  piece  uniformly 

to  a  red  heat  (about  1,500  deg.  F.)  and  allowing  it 
to  cool  in  the  air.  Any  objectionable  amount  of  dis- 

tortion which  has  occurred  in  the  welding  operation 
should  be  removed,  preferably  while  the  piece  is  at  an 
annealing  heat.  Otherwise  it  should  be  reformed  and 
then  annealed.  Nothing  has  \»en  said  as  to  the  method 
of  welding,  scarfing,  preparation  of  the  plate,  or  fuel 
to  be  used,  as  these  vary  considerably  and  good  results 
have  been  obtained  with  widely  different  methods  of 
working.  Some  operators  prefer  one  form  of  scarfing, 
others  none  at  all.  Some  use  roller  welding  machines, 
but  the  majority  use  power  hammers,  (lood  welding 
has  been  done  with  coke  fire,  producer  gas,  natural 
gas  and  water  gas,  the  last  l)eing  best  adapted  for 

forge-welding  on  a  large  scale. 
To  produce  uniformly  a  high  weld  eflkiency,  the 

most  important  conaiderations  are:  Suitable  material, 
well-trained  oporators,  and  adequate  facilities  for  con- 

trol of  tho  work. 

ooMroaiTioN  and  PRoPEMTuji  OF  TWO  oaADBB  or  vnxL 
Orad*  A  OtMkB 
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What  Do  We  Mean  by  Service? 
Webster's  Definitions — Suggestions  About  Standardizing  Service — Paying  for  Demonstra- 

tions, Estimates,  Quotations  —  The  Cost  of  Keeping  the  Customer  Sold 
By  J.  K.  JONES 

THE  word  "service"  is  one  of  the  most  abused  and 
perverted  terms  in  machine  tool  and  other 
languages.  There  are  as  many  interpretations  of 

this  term  as  there  are  firms  in  business,  each  one  of 
which  believes  that  its  code  is  the  only  correct  one. 

The  writer  has  studied  the  matter  from  various 
angles  and  this  article  is  written,  not  for  the  sake  of 
argument  or  with  intent  to  force  his  views  upon  others, 
but  merely  to  present  a  few  facts  for  consideration. 

Webster's  definitions  supply  food  for  thought  in  the 
first  place: 

(a)  "The  act  of  serving  or  the  performing  of  labor 
for  the  benefit  of  another  or  at  another's  com- 

mand." 
This  definition  is  the  liberal  interpretation  and  im- 

plies willing  and  cheerful  compliance  with  the  custom- 
er's wishes  in  every  particular,  the  substitution  of  "the 

customer  is  always  right"  for  "ceveat  emptor" — (let 
the  buyer  beware).  The  benefit  accures  to  another, 
thus  eliminating  the  thought  of  profit  or  gain,  and  the 

"labor  performed"  can  be  demanded  not  for  value  re- 
ceived but  as  a  right. 

(b)  "Attendance  of  an  inferior." 
How  many  large  firms  today  can  say  that  they  have 

never  assumed  this  attitude  toward  the  little  fellow 
in  business?  Special  discounts,  cut  prices,  extra  values, 
are  all  extended  because  the  small  concern  wants  to  get 
the  big  business.  This  is  one  of  the  perverted  forms  of 
service. 

(c)  "The  deed  of  one  who  serves"  or  "Duty  done  or 

required." Here  we  find  the  dignified  form  that  insists  on  a  job 
well  done,  using  the  best  of  materials  and  workmanship 
and  honest  prices,  the  same  to  everyone,  allowing  a  fair 
return  on  the  investment. 

(d)  "An  office  of  devotion." 
Strange  though  it  may  seem  there  are  some  busi- 

nesses that  look  to  the  other  fellow  as  a  sort  of  hang 
dog,  supposed  to  exist  merely  to  supply  their  needs  and 
gratify  their  desires.  When  he  goes  under  because  of 
the  demands  made  upon  him,  it  is  merely  an  incident, 
poor  management,  and  is  simply  irritating  because  an- 

other source  of  supply  must  be  located. 

(e)  "Duty  performed  in,  or  appropriate  to  an  office 
or  cha:rge." 

Capital  invested  in  manufacturing  represents  a 
charge  for  which  the  management  is  responsible  to  the 
community.  If  judiciously  used  to  create  wealth  or 

increase  the  world's  store  of  goods,  the  duty  is  efficiently 
performed  and  constitutes  a  very  definite  form  of 
service. 

(f)  "Useful  office — advantage  conferred — that  which 
promotes  interest  or  happiness — benefit." 

The  commoner  expression  and  forms  of  service  are 
represented  in  these  definitions.  Most  of  the  popular 
and  mistaken  ideas  have  arisen  from  a  misconception 
of  the  second  and  last  terms.  However,  it  should  be 
noted  and  remembered  that  those  two  items  are  tem- 

pered by  the  other  two  with  their  specific  statements. 
There  is  no  mention  made  in  regard  to  whose  benefit 
the  service  will  accrue,  and  on  the  other  hand  there  is 

no  statement  as  to  whether  the  "advantage  conferred" 
shall  be  paid  for  or  rendered  without  money  or  without 

price.  The  popular  idea  of  service  seems  to  be  "an 
advantage  conferred  to  the  gain  of  the  customer  and  to 

the  loss  of  the  merchant  or  manufacturer."  That  this 
view  is  correct  is  unsupported  by  any  facts  or  defini- 
tions. 

(g)  "Act  or  means  of  supplying  some  general  de- 

mand." 

Here  is  a  definition  that  fits  every  sales  effort  and 
gives  the  manufacturer  an  excuse  for  being.  The  de- 

mand may  not  be  known,  as  is  often  the  case,  but 

whether  it  exists  or  is  created,  the  "act  or  means  of 
supplying"  is  a  form  of  service  that  is  universally 
accepted  and  practiced. 

(h)    "Scrimmage  or  engagement." 
While  not  exactly  pertaining  to  the  subject  in  hand, 

nevertheless  this  last  definition  carries  a  moral  sug- 
gestion that  cannot  be  ignored.  Much  of  the  bad  blood 

spilled  in  the  business  world  has  been  shed  in  obtaining, 
giving  or  interpreting  service.  If  more  attention  was 
paid  to  courtesy  and  promptness,  and  service,  when 
rendered  or  asked  for,  were  filled  with  the  spirit  of 
helpfulness,  co-operation  and  willingness,  the  scrim- 

mage or  engagement  definition  could  be  safely  wiped 
out  of  the  machine  tool  dictionary. 

An  Outline 

To  attempt  to  lay  out  or  standardize  the  forms  of 
service  is  a  hard  task  on  account  of  all  the  factors  that 
enter  into  this  great  pertinent  element  of  the  machine 
tool  industry.  Just  a  simple  division  of  the  service  and 
of  the  machine  tool  business  is  suggested  here.  It  is 
not  complete  but  can  be  used  as  a  basis  for  discussion. 
Many  of  these  items  are  commonly  listed  under  other 
headings,  but  after  all  they  are  parts  of  the  service  that 
is  rendered. 

Before  the  Sale. — Calls,  demonstrations,  estimates, 
quotations,  engineering. 

After  the  Sale. — Operation,  repairs,  new  parts,  com- 

plaints. 
General. — Information,  catalogs,  circulars,  photo- 

graphs. Before  the  Sale  (The  Salesman) 

The  call  of  the  salesman  in  response  to  an  inquiry 
should  be  called  service.  He  comes  as  a  specialist,  not 
to  sell  you  something  that  you  do  not  need,  but  to 
help  you  fill  a  need  or  to  show  you  where  there  is  a 

need.  His  is  therefore  "a.  useful  office,"  an  "advantage 
conferred"  and  may  prove  a  "benefit."  He  is  there  as  a 
"means  of  supplying  a  demand,"  or  if  you  please,  cre- 

ating a  demand  which  he  can  supply.  When  you  draw- 
on  his  fund  of  information,  you  are  utilizing  the  service 
of  the  firm  he  represents.  The  expense  is  legitimatelv 
borne  by  the  manufacturer  and  charged  to  general  sales 
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Of  eo«ti«a  jron  pay  for  this  Mrrk*.  ••  it  is 
ia  tlw  nlint  prie*.  If  jroo  do  ao*  buy.  Mine 
pajr*  for  it.  On  tbr  ottwr  hand.  th«  Mrvice 
is  rtpwiintwi  in  the  capital  inv««tin«nt.  in 

tW  fact  tint  tko  naaufarturor  ho*  gstlMrod  the  inate- 
rtala  and  rnihliiod  them  with  food  deaifna  and  worlc- 
■MMkip  to  civt  jmi  roadbr  ■Mda  the  tool  you  aood. 

the iat 

Moat  inM  do  aot  aak  you  to  take  their  word  for  the 
l«aaibiUtiaa  of  their  nachioea.  They  want  to  help  you 
pkh  out  tho  moot  efficient  machine  for  your  job.  If 

>  is  bn»d  •aoovh  to  Ukv  that  thia  or  that 
fa  th*  light  one.  you  are  fortunate.  If  you 

,  thw*  fa  tha  daonaatiation.  '*the  performing  of 
for  the  faaiMAt  of  another  or  at  another's  com- 

Yoa  are  th«a  enabled  to  pick  out  the  best  in 

If  yoa  parehaae,  the  charge  of  demonstrat- 
i  ba  iaetadad  in  the  aalling  pric«.  If  not.  there 

ha  a  MTWitm  charge.  Why  should  others  pay  the 
far  proving  that  « 

eartain  madilna  is  aot  auited 
for  jroar  work  when  you 
waraaotaarayooradf?  Of 
eoara*  thia  ia  radical  yet  is 
it  not  simple  Jastica? 

A  certain  firm  had  aaveral 
thaaaaad  piaoaa  gnMiad  for 
a  eaaiplata  daaaeaal ration 
aad  dsrtdad  aot  toparchaaa. 
Whr?  Baeaaaa  H  had  a 

year's  supply  of  parts  all 
nicely  Oaishsd.  Who  paid 
tlMbOla?  The  incident  telb 
of  an  isolated  caae  of  the 
liberal  interpretation. 

Bvoa  tha  simple  foram 
iry  in  making  aati- 
and  quotations  are  a  distinct  service.  How  else 

I  jrea  datanninc  the  sailing  price  of  your  product  or 

chine?  "An  advantage  conferred"— "a 
Tha  involved  estimate,  proposal  or  quotation 

•aaa  ooa  stap  farther,  as  it  necaasitatas  the  personal 
■ttaalton  of  anginaers.  axacutivaa,  aalaa  and  estimating 

SERVICE  DOES  not  niean  the  giving  of 
something  for  nothing,  the  conferring  of 

advantages  that  no  one  else  can  give,  the 
special  price  inducement  or  the  wasting  of 
time,  effort  and  money  in  satisfying  requests 
or  demands  that  have  no  real  reason  for  being. 
Service  is  the  duty  well  done,  the  claim, 
honestly,  willingly  and  promptly  adjusted, 
the  information  gladly  given,  the  product 
well  made  with  honest  materials  and  work- 

manship, the  price  that  yields  a  reasonable 
return  on  the  investment. 

What  haa  jaat  been  said  of  the  involved  estimataa  is 
paHhalaiU  traa  ia  a  krga  machina  tool  plant  building 
marHaaa.  toals  and  gagaa.  Sappoae  you  send  along 
a  part  or  blueprint  and  want  a  layout  of  the  necessary 
took,  ftstarsa,  gagaa  and  machines  necessary  for  manu- 
faetars.  Bvarjr  fona  of  aarviea  is  involved  and  why 
dbjaet  to  a  aarviea  dmrga?  Perhaps  800  hours  are 

thair  eoat  cannot  be  spread  over  the  sales. 
Bpblad  jroar  propoaal  givca  you  a  basis  upon 

which  to  adact  yoor  entire  equipment.  You  were  not 
aart  of  tha  right  way  yoorself  or  had  no  force  to 

It,  ao  foa  aaat  it  on  to  a  Arm  that  you  knew 
liarfkr  W9ik.  There  has  been  considerable 

gfata  to  tkfa  form  of  »*rvirt  yK  there  is  no 
ataadard  to  go  by.  Sobk  firms  will  do  such  work 
rsgardlaaa  of  tha  oatcaaw  while  others  refuse  unlaaa 
thara  ia  a  cartalnty  of  abtaining  s  fixed  charge  in  eaaa 
tfcaoffdar  goaa  sfaaalwa. 

A  larga  poawr  howa  aqpdpSMOt  eoncam  in  New  York 
haa  a  aaparata  hraaeb  aMhr  a  tfttarent  name,  to  which 
at  iaqairlaa  rtqairing  aaginaaring  work  ara  referred. 
Tha  Meaad  im  daaa  tha  layoat  work  at  coat  for  tlic 

■a  Jsit  aboat  btaaka  avaa.  on  expense. 

"Keeping  tiie  customer  sold"  is  the  popular  method 
of  expressing  aenrioe,  or  "that  which  promotes  intereHt 
or  happiness."  and  the  first  problem  is  seeing  that  the 
operation  of  the  machine  is  clearly  understotni  and 
appreciated  and  the  directions  followed.  There  is  con- 

siderable abuse  along  this  line.  Consider  the  tons  of 
literature  that  have  been  sent  out  during  the  past  year 
to  enable  purchasers  of  war  machines  to  get  their 

"white  elephants"  in  operation.  Responses  to  inquiries 
took  many  hours  of  valuable  time  for  which  there  was 

no  remuneration.  "Please  send  me  instructions  on 
how  to  tool  up  your  turret  lathe  to  cut  the  enclosed 

part."  "How  do  you  cut  left-hand  threads  on  your 
lathe?"  "We  have  been  assigned  a  machine  which  we 
think  is  called  a  profiler;  how  is  it  used  and  for  what 

purpose?"  "Where  are  the  change  gears  for  the  milling 
machine  we  purchased  from  the  Blank  Co.?"  "We 
wvre  told  we  could  get  25  pieces  an  hour  on  your 
machine,  and  as  we  are  getting  only  15;  please  send  a 
demonstrator.     Such  inquiries  run  on  ad  infinitum. 

The  work  involved  in  sup- 

plying the  wants  indicated 
by  the  questions  quoted  is 
what  is  popularly  called 
service.  So  is  answering 

the  calls  from  second-hand 
dealers  for  literature  to  en- 

able them  to  intelligently 

offer  their  stock  of  used  ma- 
chines. Where  do  you  draw 

the  line?  You  don't  draw  it, 
because  you  want  to  save 
your  reputation  for  fair 
dealing  and  promote  good 
will. 

Every  new  machine  for  a 
specific  purpose  should  be 
thoroughly  tried  out  and 

demonstrated  in  the  plant  before  it  goes  out  to  the  cus- 
tomer, and  there  the  responsibility  of  the  manufacturer 

should  end.  If  it  is  necessary  to  train  an  operator,  he 

should  be  sent  to  the  manufacturer's  plant  for  instruc- 
tion, unless  the  customer  is  willing  to  pay  for  a  trainer. 

The  machine  will  do  what  you  promise  under  an  efficient 

opera* or,  your  instructions  are  specific,  and  the  produc- 
tion is  up  to  the  operator.  The  machine  has  a  definite 

potential  output  regardless  of  the  human  element. 
A  poor  operator  may  hamper  this  output.  Who  is 
responsible? 

How  far  shall  we  go  in  promoting  "interest  and 
happiness."  that  is  service? 

Repairs 

Are  people  always  fair  in  assuming  that  responsi- 
bility for  a  damaged  machine  belongs  to  the  manu- 

facturer? Does  service  include  remodeling  a  machine 
that  has  failed  in  service?  Many  a  part  comes  hack 

tagged  with  the  remarks  such  as  "shows  poor  harden 
ing."  The  customer  is  not  always  right,  yet  we  rc'j)la<<' 
the  part  from  a  mistaken  idea  of  "duty  performed  in 
or  appropriate  to  an  oflke  or  charge."  We  thus  admit 
tha  allagation  rather  than  enter  the  "scrimmage  or 
aagaganant^  stage.  I  believe  there  should  \)e  a  firm 
policy  of  saying  definitely  "we,  or  you.  are  in  the  wrong" 
and  making  the  adjustment  accordingly. 

A  certain  firm  wrote  for  and  obtained  a  layout  for 
tools  and  a  recommendation  for  a  certain  type  of 
machine.    A  used  machine  of  that  type  was  offered  them 
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and  they  wrote  the  manufacturer  asking  him  to  inspect 
the  used  machine  and  tell  them  whether  or  not  it  would 
answer  the  purpose.  They  were  indignant  at  the 
thought  of  a  service  charge  for  this  work.  Again  an 
isolated  case  but  in  principle  very  similar  to  many 
others. 

New  Parts 

The  matter  of  supplying  new  parts  may  be  considered 

to  be  part  of  the  "act  or  means  of  supplying  some  gen- 
eral demand"  or  "duty  performed  in  or  appropriate 

to  an  oflBqe  or  charge,"  therefore  a  service.  When  a 
manufacturer  has  a  large  diversified  line,  the  item  of 
new  parts  often  causes  considerable  trouble.  It  is 
mighty  hard  to  keep  spare  parts  on  hand  for  all 
machines,  and  when  a  breakdown  occurs  customers 
cannot  understand  the  delay  in  furnishing  parts.  It  is 
also  difficult  to  understand  the  higher  prices  which  must 
be  charged  when  parts  have  to  be  made  up  separately 
instead  of  in  lots.  The  only  solution  to  the  problem 
seems  to  be  the  establishment  of  a  parts  department 
separated  from  the  regular  production,  and  carrying  its 
own  overhead.  There  would  be  a  tendency  toward 
reduced  costs  and  quicker  deliveries. 

The  "after  the  war"  machines  presented  a  new  parts 
problem.  Machines  had  been  overloaded,  breakage  was 
high,  and  used  tools  were  generally  sold  minus  large 

parts  o"  their  equipment,  necessitating  replacements. 
Customers  expected  immediate  delivery  on  parts.  When 
that  was  impossible  it  was  hard  to  explain  satisfactorily. 
This  end  of  the  service  problem  is  now  in  much  better 
shape  than  before,  the  rough  spots  have  been  smoothed 
over  and  better  relations  exist. 

Complaints 

"The  deeds  of  one  who  serves  or  duty  done  or  re- 
quired." Diplomacy  and  tact  will  alleviate  the  strains 

of  satisfying  the  demands  and  requests  that  come  under 
this  heading.  There  should  be  some  definite  policy 
adopted  to  suit  the  conditions  common  to  the  particular 
business.  The  policy  should  be  elastic  enough  in  its 
application  so  that  it  can  be  adapted  to  suit  peculiar 
conditions.  Breakages  should  be  carefully  examined 
from  all  angles,  the  responsibility  fixed  and  the  adjust- 

ment made  without  quibbling,  no  matter  which  way 
the  fault  lies.  Where  you  are  sure  the  customer  is 
right  there  is  no  question  as  to  a  prompt  settlement. 
When  the  shoe  is  on  the  other  foot  there  is  no  need  of 

knuckling  under  and  losing  your  self  respect.  Straight- 
forwardness never  lost  a  good  customer. 

A  machine  in  a  certain  plant  was  found  to  be  mag- 
netized. Electrical  experts  were  consulted  and  a  sug- 

gested scheme  worked  out  for  demagnetization.  The 
machine  was  demagnetized,  but  on  starting  up  again 
it  became  magnetized  once  more,  proving  conclusively 

that  the  fault  lay  in  the  customer's  plant.  "Duty  was 
done,"  there  was  no  more  necessity  for  service,  but  still 
other  plans  and  schemes  were  suggested,  and  it  is 
assumed  that  one  of  them  has  had  a  good  result.  Re- 

placement of  the  machine  would  have  had  no  effect. 

Information,  Catalogs,  Photographs,  Visitors 

The  forms  of  service  included  under  information, 
catalogs,  circulars,  photographs  and  visitors  generally 
come  under  the  head  of  publicity  and  refer  to  those 
items  which  cannot  properly  be  classified  under  the 

headings  "Before  the  Sale"  and  "After  the  Sale."  Of 
course  it  is  assumed  that  goodwill  is  created  and  poten- 

tial buyers  are  influenced,  yet  it  sometimes  takes  a 
far  stretch  of  the  imagination  to  believe  that  benefits 
will  ever  accrue  from  some  of  the  requests  which  come 
in.  Attention  has  been  frequently  and  thoroughly  called 
to  the  catalog  evil.  Free  lance  technical  writers  still 

flood  us  with  requests  for  "complete  data"  from  which 
to  build  up  articles  and  nine  times  out  of  ten  they  never 
even  acknowledge  the  courtesy  when  the  information  is 

given. To  sum  up,  it  is  believed  that  service  does  not  mean 
the  giving  of  something  for  nothing,  the  conferring 
of  advantages  that  no  one  else  can  give,  the  special 
price  inducement  or  the  wasting  of  time,  effort  and 
money  in  satisfying  requests  or  demands  that  have  no 
real  reason  for  being.  Service  is  the  duty  well  done, 
the  claim,  honestly,  willingly  and  promptly  adjusted, 
the  information  gladly  given,  the  product  well  made 
with  honest  materials  and  workmanship,  the  price  that 
yields  a  reasonable  return  on  the  investment,  the  well 

informed  salesman,  the  complete  "careful  attention  to 
detail"  proposal  or  quotation,  and  the  efficient  discharge 
of  the  obligation  that  is  owed  by  the  management  to  the 
country,  the  community,  the  customer,  the  employee  and 
the  stockholder. 

The  policy  may  vary,  but  the  fundamental  rule  is 

still  as  laid  down  by  the  teacher  of  old,  "Do  unto  others 
as  ye  would  that  they  should  do  to  you."  Standards 
must  be  continually  checked  up  to  see  that  they  align 
with  the  ideals  which  should  lie  behind  every  industry. 
Success  is  assured  in  good  times  or  bad  by  the  careful 
attention  to  detail  and  development. 

^^B  pen 

Vacations  Without  Loss  of  Time 
By  B.  B.  Quillen 

President,  Cincinnati   Planer  Co. 

It  is  customary  in  most  business  concerns  to  give  the 
executives  and  the  office  employees  a  vacation  each  year, 
but  it  is  always  a  difficult  problem  to  give  vacations 
to  the  workmen  in  the  shop.  First,  for  the  reason  that 
there  is  such  a  large  number  of  them,  and  second,  that 
it  is  necessary  to  keep  the  men  on  the  job  to  get  the 
necessary  production. 

We  have  hit  upon  an  idea  that  will  enable  us  to  give 
our  shop  employees  a  vacation  of  four  days  at  different 
periods  of  the  year,  without  any  loss  of  time. 

Our  first  experiment  was  for  the  Fourth  of  July 
period,  when  we  closed  down  on  Friday  evening,  June 

30,  and  remained  closed  until  Wednesday  of  the  follow- 
ing week,  July  5.  We  anticipated  this  vacation  period 

by  working  a  few  minutes  extra  every  day  for  several 
weeks,  to  make  up  the  lost  time,  and  our  people  cer- 

tainly did  appreciate  the  opportunity  of  getting  away 
for  four  full  days. 

We  propose  to  repeat  this  schedule  for  Labor  Day, 
closing  down  Thursday  evening,  Aug.  31,  and  opening 
up  again  on  the  morning  of  Sept.  5,  giving  them  an- 

other four  day  vacation,  without  any  loss  of  time. 
This  same  idea  can  be  put  into  effect  for  Thanks- 

giving and  for  the  Christmas  holidays,  or  any  other 
period  of  the  year,  so  that  the  men  have  ample  oppor- 

tunity to  make  trips  out  of  town  with  their  families, 
and  have  a  real  vacation  three  or  four  times  a  year 
without  any  loss  of  pay. 
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The  Third  Party  in  Industrial  Disputes 
Public  the  Paramount  Party— When  the  (lovernment  May  Step  in- 

All  Strikes  Should  be  Settled  Without  StoppiuR  Production 

By  WALTER  J.  MATHERLY 

IN  ALi.  indiutna]  duputM  thtn  art  three  factors. 
TImm  tliree  farters  are  the  employers,  the  employ- 
Mi  aod  the  public.  While  the  employers  and 

•■flaorwa  are  th*  iMMilitte  partioa  involwtd.  Um  pub- 
Ik  aa  •  third  party  ia  no  haa  tnTohred.  A  strike  called. 
carrM  on  and  settled  in  the  midst  of  difliculty  and 
tanaoO  with  the  idea  of  benefiting  labor  only  is  a 
TiahMoB  of  public  riffhu.  So  also  is  it  a  violation  of 
paUk  rtcbta  to  amwcaaaarily  delay  a  strike  nettlement 

or  proloaf  atabbomly  an  industrial  tie-up  with  the  idea 
«f  haasAttaf  capital  only.  Capital  is  not  the  paramount 
paity  la  iadaatrial  disputes;  neither  is  labor.  The 
paraawant  party  ia  the  puUk  or  the  ultimate  con- 
■■Mrs  of  the  prodaeta  turned  out  by  capital  and  labor. 
Ta  taka  any  othar  riaw  of  the  matter  is  to  disregard 

la  aapport  of  this  position,  a  writer,  representing 
OM  of  the  largest  financial  institutions  in  New  York 

City,  recently  aaM:  "When  individual  righU  or  the 
intercats  of  groapa  eona  in  conflict,  the  government, 

Bting  the  entire  body  of  people,  has  a  right  to 
and  enforce  policies  that  in  its  judgment 

win  baat  aanra  tha  lataraaU  of  society  as  a  whole.  This 
ia  not  fapltaHatlr  doctrine:  it  is  the  essence  of  democ- 

racy. Tha  eapHalista  are  few.  and  the  class  best  able 
to  take  care  of  thaaMhraa  in  an  emergency.  The 

principle  that  the  goawaaMnt  has  the  right  to  s|ife- 
gaard  tha  waiawn  iattrasta  and  maintain  policies  that 
are  lasintlal  to  aoelal  ppograas  is  fundamental;  it  is 
paramount  in  all  diaputca.  becauae  it  is  more  important 
to  a»arybody  than  any  diapata  over  his  own  wages  or 
hfa  OWB  proparty  righta  pooaiUy  can  be.  It  is  the 

principle  opoa  whkh  orderly  society  is  baaad." 

Wa*T   AaS  THE    WoaKEBS'    RiOHTB? 

That  the  workars  have  their  righta  is  self-evident. 
Aa  loBff  aa  thay  can  aecure  wage  incrsaaea  or  prevent 

reductions  without  going  contrary  to  public  in- 
or  interfering  with  the  rights  of  private  prop- 

erty, there  are  no  valid  objections  to  their  doing  so. 

Moat  paopla  admit  that  the}*  are  entitled  to  adequate 
aMajia  of  aubaistaaca.  Thay  are  perfectly  justified  in 
lawfully  strhriat  to  raiaa  thair  standards  of  living  or 
ia  lawfoOy  atriylag  to  raatraia  awvements  battering 

I  thaIr  alaadarda  of  liviaf.  Thara  la  eaaent  tally  no 
why  thay  ahoald  not  bo  alhtwad  aoraa  voice  in  the 

determination  of  tha  conditions  under  which  they  work. 
Thay  have  a  right  to  be  troatad,  not  aa  machines  and 
haaata  of  burden,  but  as  humaa  baiafs.  if  thay  choose 
frmif  to  bargain  Individnatly,  no  trade  union  haa  a  right 
la  lalarfara.  On  tha  other  hand,  if  thay  choose  freely 
aad  arlthoak  tha  dktaUoa  of  oaUida  aviUtors  and  trade- 
aaloB  orgaaiaars  to  bargain  coUacthraly,  no  employer 
haa  a  right  to  Interfere. 

Whila  labor  haa  iU  rights,  yet.  if  in  the  axarcise  of 
aack  ffghta.  tha  public  or  the  third  party  is  ignored 
aad  thetahy  placad  at  a  disadvantage,  the  rights  of  the 
laaasr  aMMt  ghra  way  to  tha  rights  of  the  greater.  The 
paUic  is  saperior  to  any  one  claas.  No  part  is  largar 
than  tha  whole.    Tha  aicnbara  of  the  aocial  organfam 

cannot  war  against  each  other  and  yet  work  for  the 
advancement  of  that  organism.  No  minority  must  be 

allowed  to  tyrannize  over  the  majority.  "The  interests 
of  the  many  cannot  l)e  Nulxtrdinated  to  the  intore.sts  of 
the  few,  no  matter  whether  the  few  are  rich,  or  power- 

ful for  some  other  reason."  The  greatest  good  to  the 
greatest  numbers  must  be  the  standard  of  action.  When 
larger  or  smaller  groups  in  comparison  with  the  total 
population  act  otherwise,  jrovernment  restraint  exer- 

cised in  favor  of  the  whole  |>eople  is  imperative. 

Employers'  Rights 

Like  the  employees,  the  employers  have  their  rights. 
This  no  one  will  attempt  to  controvert.  The  employers 
are  entitled  to  the  protection  of  their  property,  to 
contract  freely,  to  be  secure  in  the  prosecution  of  their 
particular  businesses  and  to  deal  with  labor  as  they 
think  best.  But  they^  are  not  entitled  to  stamp  out 
trade-union  activities,  regardless  of  the  public  welfare 
and  violate  with  impunity  the  rights  of  the  third  party. 
They  are  not  justified  in  doing  what  they  please  with 
that  which  they  choose  to  call  their  own  business  and 
absolutely  leave  out  of  account  the  consumers  of  their 
goods.  As  Floyd  W.  Parsons  in  his  recent  book  on 

"American  Business  Methods"  points  out,  "the  public 
be  damned"  policy  as  well  as  "the  labor  be  damned" 
policy  has  been  discarded  forever  in  the  opttration  of 
American  business  enterprises.  Manufacturers  and 
business  men  in  general  who  do  not  recognize  this  and 
make  the  public  interest  the  guiding  principle  in  all 
their  business  relations  are  out  of  harmony  with  the 
times  and  are  coming  to  be  looked  upon  as  public 
enemies. 

In  the  bituminous  and  anthracite  coal  mining  indus- 
tries, there  are  about  800,000  persons  according  to  the 

Geological  Survey.  Something  like  about  2  per  cent  of 
these  are  operators  and  officials,  and  the  remainder  are 
workers,  clerks  and  other  salaried  individuals.  With- 

out in  any  way  trying  to  Ax  the  responsibility  for  the 
coal  strike  either  on  the  few  who  operate  the  mines  or 
the  many  who  dig  the  coal,  it  is  highly  significant  that 

hore  are  about  800,000  people  crippling  the  nation's 
productivity  and  trespaasing  more  or  less  upon  the 
rights  of  106,000,000  people.  What  is  the  conclusion? 
The  conclusion  is  that  the  welfare  of  the  106,000,000 

comes  first.  The  800,000  must  give  in  and  the  threat- 
ened coal  famine  must  be  averted.  In  other  words,  the 

minority  must  be  compelled  by  the  government,  if  neces- 
sary, to  comply  with  the  wish  of  the  majority. 

It  has  long  been  rerngnized  that  the  public  has  nil 
interest  in  public  service  corporations.  The  fact  that 
public  utilities  have  long  been  subjected  to  government 
regulation  provea  this.  The  courts  ever  since  the 
famous  case  of  Munn  vs.  Illinois  have  universally  held 

that  certain  industries  are  clothed  with  a  public  in- 
terest and  must  be  operated  in  conformity  with  the 

public  good.  In  the  presence  of  a  coal  strike  nation- 
wide in  character,  it  might  be  profitable  to  raise  the 

queation  as  to  where  the  line  of  demarcation  lies  be- 
tween public-service  industries  and  private  industries. 
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After  all,  what  is  a  public  utility?  Shall  the  question 
of  monopoly  decide  the  issue  ?  Or  shall  some ,  other 
test  be  used?  Is  not  the  coal  industry  in  a  certain 
sense  a  public  utility?  Are  not  coal  mines  clothed  with 
a  public  interest?  Certainly  this  industry  is  closely 
tied  up  with  the  public  welfare.  Mine  operators  and 
workers  in  settling  their  disputes  must  not  be  permitted 
to  disrupt  the  activities  of  the  entire  nation.  Unques- 

tionably, national  welfare  comes  before  the  welfare  of 
particular  industries.  Doubly  true  is  this  where  the 
industry  furnishes  a  national  necessity  such  as  coal. 

In  the  railway  industry,  there  are  400,000  shopmen 
out  on  a  strike.  These  striking  shopmen  as  well  ag 
the  striking  miners  seem  to  think  that  personal  rights 
are  superior  to  public  rights.  As  a  current  writer  ex- 

presses it  "utterances  of  some  of  the  leaders  among 
both  miners  and  railroad  men  have  indicated  a  belief 

that  they  have  only  to  tie  up  the  mines  and  the  rail- 
roads and  wait  for  a  flag  of  truce  from  the  owners. 

They  expect  the  industries  to  gradually  shut  down,  the 
millions  of  wage-earners  to  be  thrown  out  of  employ- 

ment, the  transportation  of  food  products  to  cease,  and 
the  population  en  masse  to  be  brought  to  the  verge  of 
starvation,  and  to  actually  starve  unless  the  employers 
give  way.  Their  every  utterance  indicates  that  there 

is  no  possible  relief  except  from  employers." 
Policy  of  Government  Interference 

"This  policy,"  continues  the  above  writer,  "if  it  is 
a  real  policy,  is  based  upon  the  assumption  that  the 
government  is  either  impotent  or  afraid  to  take  action 
in  such  an  emergency  as  they  hope  to  create.  The 
assumption,  however,  is  certain  to  be  disappointed  if 
such  a  situation  ever  arises.  It  is  inconceivable  that 

any  government,  however,  composed,  would  fail  to  ̂ ake 
action  under  such  conditions,  and  a  government  that  has 
been  maintaining  a  great  organization  to  feed  the  starv- 

ing people  of  Russia  is  not  likely  to  allow  its  own  people 
to  starve  or  freeze.  It  probably  will  occasion  surprise 
in  some  quarters  to  learn  what  unanimity  there  will  be 
on  this  subject  if  the  issue  ever  shall  be  actually  joined, 

■''he  unanimity  will  not  be  in  behalf  of  the  rights  of 
owners  or  employers,  but  in  behalf  of  the  rights  of  the 

whole  body  of  the  people." 
Of  course,  this  doctrine  of  government  interference 

in  business  is  more  or  less  a  departure  from  the  indi- 
vidualistic philosophy  of  the  past.  In  the  past,  the 

policy  adhered  to  was  laissez-faire.  Any  one  who  advo- 
cated government  interference  was  on  the  wrong  trail. 

Enlightened  self-interest  was  the  basis  of  all  economic 
motives.  If  each  individual  acted  for  his  own  best  in- 

terest, individuals  in  the  aggregate  would  thereby  act 
for  the  best  interests  of  all.  The  third  party  in  so  far 
as  industrial  matters  were  concerned  received  little  or 
no  attention.  But  such  philosophy  has  been  outgrown 
with  the  coming  of  large-scale  production  and  the 
widening  of  the  gap  between  capital  and  labor;  and  on 
account  of  these  changes,  it  has  become  more  and  more 
necessary  to  protect  the  public  and  safeguard  public 
rights.  All  the  more  is  there  need  for  such  protection 
in  the  face  of  great  national  strikes  such  as  the  coal 

and  railway  strikes  which  threaten  the  nation's  stabil- 
ity and  presage  injury  to  the  nation's  population. 

The  acceptance  of  such  philosophy  becomes  imper- 
ative when  industrial  disputes  result  or  are  likely  to 

result  in  lawlessness  and  disorder.  The  government 
cannot  long  endure  as  long  as  it  ignores  such  outbreaks 
as  recently  occurred  in  Illinois.  Regardless  of  who  is 
to  blame  for  the  unfortunate  affair  in  the  Illinois'  coal- 

mining districts,  it  is  necessary  to  point  out  that  what 
happened  was  not  strictly  a  local  matter,  but  rather  in- 

volved the  general  welfare  of  the  State  of  Illinois  and 
the  nation  in  general.  The  people  there  may  say  through 

the  Associated  Press:  "This  is  our  business.  Sorry, 
but  it  is  done.  Let  us  alone.  We  will  handle  this 

all  right.  We're  good  people  to  get  along  with — good 
as  anybody  if  you  mind  your  own  business.  We  will 

attend  to  ours."  But  is  it  their  business?  Do  they 
have  a  right  to  defy  state  and  national  laws?  Are 
the  coal  mines  in  which  they  work  absolutely  devoid  of 
all  public  interest?  Such  questions  must  be  answered 
in  the  negative.  As  the  Monthly  Btdletin  of  the  Na- 

tional City  Bank  of  New  York  City  points  out  "The 
coal  mines  which  they  claim  the  right  to  control  could 
not  be  operated  without  an  outside  market;  the  coal 
could  not  be  moved  without  the  railroads  supplied  by 
outside  capital,  and  the  population  could  not  obtain  the 
comforts  of  life  to  which  they  are  accustomed,  if  it  was 
not  a  part  of  the  great  industrial  system  which  links 
all  localities  and  occupations  together,  and  which  is 
dependent  at  last  upon  government  and  the  guaranty  of 

law  and  order." 
Strength  of  Pxjbuc  Opinion 

In  spite  of  the  terrible  outbreak  in  Illinois,  both 
employers  and  employees  in  a  measure  recognize  the 
rights  of  the  third  party  in  industrial  disputes.  At  the 
very  beginning  of  their  difficulties,  each  tries  to  curry 
public  favor.  Each  attempts  to  place  the  responsibility 
for  the  strike  upon  the  other.  Both  often  resort  to 
misstatement  and  exaggeration  in  order  to  make  out 
their  case.  They  make  charges  and  counter  charges. 
Sometimes,  it  seems  to  the  outsider  that  they  care  little 
whether  the  public  gets  the  real  issues  or  not.  Their 
efforts  are  directed  toward  securing  the  backing  of 
public  opinion,  regardless  more  or  less  of  the  methods 
used  in  arriving  at  that  objective.  They  know  full  well 
that  the  side  which  gets  the  support  of  public  senti- 

ment wins.  That  is  what  they  want.  Their  purpose 
is  victory,  not  necessarily  public  welfare;  and  they 
utilize  public  opinion  as  a  tool  in  order  to  procure  a 
favorable  decision,  be  it  right  or  wrong. 

While  both  employers  and  employees  recognize  in  a 
way  the  rights  of  the  public,  in  that  they  know  that 
public  opinion  turns  the  tide  for  or  against  them,  yet 
they  must  be  shown  that  what  the  public  is  interested 
in  is  more  than  that.  They  must  be  shown  that  the 

public  is  interested  in  justice,  square  dealings  and  effi- 
cient service,  and  under  no  circumstances  are  any  of 

these  things  to  be  sacrificed  in  order  to  give  advantage 
to  labor  over  capital  or  capital  over  labor. 

Finally,  there  is  one  outstanding  thing  that  the  third 
party  demands,  and  that  is  that  whatever  the  differences 
between  capital  and  labor,  such  differences  must  be 
adjusted  without  the  cessation  of  work.  While  no  one 
would  deny  the  employers  and  the  employees  the  right 
to  drive  the  best  bargain  possible,  nevertheless  the 
workers  must  not  strike  nor  the  employers  resort  to  a 

lockout  in  effecting  that  bargain.  What  the  consum- 
ing public  wants  and  is  entitled  to  have  is  continuous 

production,  not  strikes  and  lockouts.  If  any  wrangles 
arise  over  wages,  hours  or  working  conditions,  and 
such  will  naturally  arise  from  time  to  time,  all  of  them 
must  be  settled  without  closing  down  mines  and  fac- 

tories, curtailing  production  and  disrupting  the  indus- 
trial system  in  general.  The  supreme  consideration  in 

all  industrial  disputes,  is  not  the  welfare  of  the  few, 
but  rather  the  welfare  of  all. 
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The  Importance  of  Screw  Thread 
Fits  in  Assembling: 

Bt  R.  G.  ScawoBm 

w  CMBMt  for  kwt  tiiB*  in  the  usemblinf 
mm  of  Um  moat  coouBoa  mad  by  far  Uie 

to  Um  ■••  wIm  »imB  to  do  a  raal 

for  •  fUr  dag'*  pay  «and  one  which  the  in- 
VMtBMat  fluds  it  hard  to  yuard  a^in>t )  ia 
I  amw  or  atad  that  ftU  stuck  part  way  hoow 
to  budgo  oithar  way.  Nor  ia  it  always  ao 

tiM  mmnkm  aeraw  or  stud  a«  the  underaiied  or 
hob.  TIm  aortra  work  and  uaeleas  delay 

ia  larfoty  amidabla  and  stroncly  empha- 
ttma  Ika  tmpiKttam  of  boMinc  both  studa  and  tape 
lo  doaa  wrfda^  Italta. 

Ualaea  all  bolaa  ara  reUpped  by  hand  before  aa- 
aaaMi^I,  aatelind  iMlaa  are  not  eaaily  noticed;  and 
If  tvtmA  wtai  tiw  mmmaUty  la  well  under  way,  are  often 

Wrd  to  eerraet  Ualnf  drilla  that  are  too  small,  in  order 

to  fal  M  fan  •  thraad  as  possible,  partly  Upping  blind 
that  are  worn  under  size,  have  lost 

,  or  art  kmg  or  abort  in  the  lead,  cause 
of  thla  troobla. 

Holaa  that  are  too  anall  make  topping  more  costly 

■ad  rsgairt  mora  powar  and  time,  increase  wear  and 

lira>lnffa  of  tapa.  and  oftan  aaeaaaitoto  plugging,  weld- 

lat.  >*-drilUiif  aad  tappios.  Detail  blueprinU  do  not 

aa  a  rvla  give  the  ate  of  tap  drflla.  it  being  assumed  in 

quantity  production  abopa  that  the  jigs  used  are  fitted 

with  tha  propar  aiaa  baahinga.  In  other  shops  or  on 

aacfc  work  whara  ao  Jigs  ara  provide  1  it  i«  '  viiumed  tlut 
tha  drflUiv  aaMklaa  opatator  ought  to  have  and  use  a 
chart  «r  ht*^"****  coataiaing  this  information.  Alao 

that  ha  wiO  ua*  bia  Jodgmeut  concerning  the  hardnaaa 
of  tlM  OMtal.  tlM  depth  of  the  hole  and 
I  that  affaet  tha  procaaa  of  topping.  But 

I  tha  maa  or  the  department  tlut  does  this  drilling 

is  taqaiiad  to  do  tiia  tapping,  which  is  usually  not  the 

caaa,  thlaga  ara  apt  to  drag  along  with  little  and  at  boat 

oaty  taavorary  aad  pariodie  improvement.  Unless  it 

is  tha  ftt^ff**^  buaiaaM  of  aoaaa  one  to  watch  for  and 

^fmtt»fi»t  lafriiiii  fti  tt — ^'ff  ~T   ***   1   """^ 

rarely  tiacwmsa  awara  of  tha  eauaea,  or  haa 

laformation  at  hand  to  Improve  the  situation. 

Ia  a caHaia  ahop  a  groop  of  holoB  in  a  cast-iron  crsnk 

I  drffbd  ia  ooa  oparation  on  a  multiple  npindle 

machiaa.  Tha  boahiag  pravidad  for  one  of  the  holes 

was  too  soHdl  to  allow  tha  aaa  of  tha  proper  size  drill 

for  c  mmereial  topping  on  a  machine.  To  permit  ma- 

chiaa tapping,  thi*  particular  hola  waa  lator  drilled  in 

a  liparatii  operation  aad  chargad  to  "repairing."  As 
thia  "rapairiog^  waa  raportad  ragnlarly,  the  coat  depart- 

■MMt  iavaatigatad  and  foaad  that  tha  foreman  super- 

vialag  thr  oparation  had  cheaaa  tha  laast  of  the  evils 

ha  cxpaetad  to  «coantor  in  the  "rad  tape"  required  to 
nwha  a  ehaaga  ia  the  size  of  tha  hola  in  the  bushing. 

la  thm  shop  the  jigs  and  tooU  are  daaigned  by  the 

toal  dsaign  d^rtawat,  boUt  and  triad  oat  by  the  tool 

factanng  depnrtaMnt  and  O.IL'd  by  tha  inspection 
It  ia  quito  poaaibia  to  try  out  a  cleverly 

■ad  carafaBy  built  Jig  under  favorable  circum- 

I  and  pMa  tt  for  aarviea.  only  to  have  it  fall  down 

tha  add  taat  of  prodoetion,  for  when  piece  work 
B  ipataaa  furnish  tha  ineantiva  or 

I  later  operatioaa  oadar  similar  indneamanto  dapand 

on  the  preceding  operation,  no  nursing  is  possible.  It 
is  a  decidedly  good  rule  that  prevents  tampering  with, 
changing  or  adjusting  jigs  and  gages  in  the  shop  by 
the  rank  and  ftla  of  the  operating  departments. 

If  the  product  is  held  uniform  by  close  inspection,  if 
coets  are  zealoualy  audited  and  investigations  are  thor- 

oughly conducted  "murder  will  out,"  and  indirect,  yet 
appreciable  loss  will  be  located  so  that  it  can  be  avoided 
or  minimized  in  the  future. 

To  further  sUndardize  the  product,  it  was  decided  to 
purchase  all  tops  to  the  spocified  limits  of  plus  or  minus 
0.001  in.  in  pitch  diametor,  to  discard  them  when  they 
reached  the  low  limit  and  to  specify  the  pitch  diameter 
of  all  stud.H  and  screws  on  the  detail  blueprints.  Ex- 

haustive and  thorough  teats  were  made  with  taps  of 
different  makes  on  the  various  metals  used  in  regular 

production,  which  resulted  in  the  elimination  of  the 
one-drill  size  for  all  metals  and  the  use,  instead,  of  the 
accompanying  data,  insuring  universally  good  threads 
of  sufficient  .strength,  easily  produced  at  minimum  cost. 

  Drill  Sizes  for   
Diam.  Threads  W.I.         Bronze 
of  per       Alumi-        Cast  and  and 

Tap        Inch num Ton 
Steel Brass 

No.  8  .12  No.  28  No.  27  No.  26  No.  27 
No.  10  24  No.  23  No.  21  No.  20  No.  22 
No.  14  20  No.  11  No.  10  No.  9  No.  10 
Inches 

1/4  28       No.    fi       Vr,.    5       No.    3        No.    6 
1/4  20       No.  .,.    7      No.    6       No.    7 

Inches       Inches  Inches 
S/16        24        17/64        17/64  J  17/64 
S/I6        18  1/4  1/4  F  1/4 
3/8  24        21/64        21/64  R  21/64 
3/8  16  5/16  5/16  O  5/16 

Inches 

7/16        20  3/8  3/8  25/64  3/8 
7/16        14        23/64        23/64  U  23/64 
1/2  20  7/16  7/16        29/64  7/16 
1/2  13        27/64        27/64        27/64  27/64 
9/16        18        31/64  1/2  33/64  1/2 
9/16        12        15/32        15/32        31/64  15/32 
5/8  18        35/64  9/16        37/64  9/16 
5/8  11         17/32        17/32        35/64  17/32 

11/16        16  5/8  5/8  41/64  5/8 
3/4  16        43/64        11/16        45/64  43/64 
3/4  10  5/8  41/64        21/32  5/8 
7/8  14        13/16        13/16        53/64  13/16 
7/8  9  3/4  49/64        25/32  49/64 
1  14        59/64        15/16       61/64  15/16 
1  8        27/32  7/8  57/64  7/8 

Aa  a  large  quantity  of  studs  waa  uaad  and  most  of 
them  were  driven  home  by  air  drivers,  limits  of  actual 
pitch  diameter  plus  or  minus  0.001  in.  were  specified  for 
the  nut-  or  "loosa"  ends.  The  pitch  diameters  for  the 
tight  enda  were: 

For  aluminum,  actual  pitch  diameter  plus  0.004  in. 
to  0.006  in. 

For  caat  iron,  actual  pitch  diameter  plus  0.002  in. 
to  0.004  in. 

For  steal,  actual  piteh  diameter  plus  0.001  in.  to 
0.003  in. 

For  braaa  and  bronze,  actual  pitch  diameter  plus  0.003 
in.  to  0.006  in. 

Except  for  a  few  iaolated  accidents,  the  scheme  worked 
smoothly,  topping  and  assembling  were  speeded  up, 
gave  laas  trouble  and  the  results  justified  the  expense 
of  tha  aaparimants  and  additional  cost  of  tops,  studs 
and  scrawa. 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methods.  Its  scope  includes  alt  divisions  of  the  machine  building  M- 
dustry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  front  letters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully  considered  and  those  published  are  paid  for. 

Jig  for  Assembling  Needle  Valves 
By  Robert  Mawson 

A  jig  used  by  the  Wheeler-Schebler  Carburetor  Co., 
Indianapolis,  Ind.,  for  locating  and  drilling  the  ball  and 
stem  of  a  ball-type  needle  valve  is  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying illustration.  The  parts  are  made  separately 
and  pinned  together,  it  being  essential  that  the  ball 
shall  occupy  exactly  the  same  position  with  respect  to 
the  valve  end  of  the  stem  on  all  valves,  in  order  that 

certain  adjustments  will  produce  like  results  in  all  car- 
buretors regardless  of  whether  they  are  newly  assembled 

or  contain  repair  parts. 
In  this  jig  the  valve  stem  is  held  between  two  anvils, 

one  of  which  is  beveled  to  match  the  valve  end  of  the 

stem  and  the  other  cup-shaped  to  match  the  opposite 
end.  This  latter  anvil  is  susceptible  to  endwise  move- 

ment by  means  of  the  knurled-head  screw  A,  while  the 
other  has  a  slight  endwise  movement  against  a  spring, 
the  position  being  shown  by  the  pointer  of  the  dial 
indicator. 

The  ball  is  held  between  two  jaws  so  located  as  to 
bring  the  center  of  the  ball  under  the  drill  bushing. 
The  rear  jaw  is  stationary  and  the  front  one  may  be 
advanced  by  means  of  the  screw  B  to  grip  the  ball.  In 
setting  up  the  device  a  gage  is  placed  between  the  anvils, 
and  the  latter  adjusted  endwise  with  the  screw  A  to 
bring  the  drill  hole  in  the  right  position,  after  which 
the  indicator  is  adjusted  to  read  zero.  When  the  gage 
is  removed  the  pointer  will,  of  course,  fall  below  the 
zero  position  because  of  the  spring  pressure. 

JIG  FOR  ASSEMBLING  BALL-TYPE  NEEDLE  VALVES 

To  drill  the  work  a  partly  assembled  ball  and  stem  is 
placed  in  position,  the  ball  gripped  between  the  jaws, 
and  the  screw  A  advanced  until  the  indicator  again 
registers  zero,  indicating  that  the  ball  is  located  at  the 
exact  predetermined  distance  from  the  valve  end  of  the 
stem. 

A  Fast  Cutting-Off  Tool 
Ey  Robert  Brainerd 

Among  other  radio  parts  that  we  have  been  making 
were  some  detector  pins,  which  were  to  be  of  brass  rod 
i  in.  in  diameter  and  2  in.  long.  We  used  an  old  lathe 

for  this  purpose,  employing  as  the  cutting-off  tool  a 
2-in.  square  high-speed  steel  block  which  was  tempered 
and  ground  across  one  end.  The  block  was  attached 
to  the  faceplate  by  two  screws,  as  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying illustration,  with  the  cutting  edge  down. 

CUTTING  OFF  PINS  IN  A  LATHE 

A  holder  was  made  with  a  block  on  the  front  end, 
a  hole  being  drilled  in  the  block  into  which  any  one  of 
several  bushings  could  be  slipped,  each  bushing  for  a 
different  size  rod.  The  holder  was  clamped  into  the 
toolpost  and  set  with  the  bushing  as  close  as  possible 
to  the  edge  of  the  block.  The  spindle  was  run  at  a 
speed  of  1,728  r.p.m.  and  the  stock  was  fed  through 
by  hand,  the  faceplate  acting  as  a  stop.  One  man  cut 
off  25,000  pieces  in  three  hours  with  this  outfit  and  the 
tool  hardly  showed  signs  of  wear. 

To  Make  a  Wooden  Chuck  Hold  Tightly 
By  Charles  G.  Sficer 

In  turning  wood  patterns  or  light  metal  parts  it  is 
often  necessary  to  reverse  the  work  and  have  it  run  true 
in  order  to  finish  the  opposite  side.  When  the  nature 
of  the  work  is  such  that  it  can  be  used,  there  is  no  better 
method  for  this  purpose  than  the  one  here  described. 

Take  a  piece  of  wood  of  suitable  size  and  fasten  it 
to  the  faceplate  of  the  lathe  with  three  or  more  wood 
screws,  entering  from  the  back  of  the  plate.  Turn 
a  recess  into  the  face  of  the  wood  into  which  the  work 

will  fit  snugly  but  not  too  tight. 
When  ready  to  set  the  work  in  place,  saturate  a  piece 

of  waste  with  water  and  wet  the  wood  at  three  places 

equidistantly  around  the  periphery  of  the  recess.  Now 
set  the  work  into  the  recess  quickly  and  the  wet  wood 
will  swell  and  hold  it  very  tightly. 
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Standard  Infmmation  for  Tool  Desiirnera 
By  Chab.  B.  Johnson 
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rintch  whidi  he  has  made  (and  which  in  all  probabil- 
ity is  oadaratood  kgr  no  ooa  cieept  himself)  for  a  short 

time,  aftar  wMdl  It  aitkar  baeoMaa  loat  or  is  destroyed. 
Wkan  fortlMr  aqplyaMBt  Is  cootMBplated  for  the  same 
— rhina,  no  infonBHtiea  ia  avaHabla  except  what  itlay 
b*  derlwd  from  his  drawiof.  If  this  information,  for 
any  raaaon.  is  incomplete,  it  naeaaal- 
tatca  measuring  the  machina  agkin. 
At  tUa  tia*.  tiM  dtfaf  drafUman. 

r  or  etiwr  oOeial  in  charra 
i  that  the  aame  rroand  ia  beinf 
too  many  timaa  and  poaaibljr 

lis  that  this  information  be  re- 

la  eooipMrfaa  provida  alwtch 
of  crosa  sactioa  paper  and 
that  tiM  rtaalgnai  uae  thaac. 
tha  tttKfjA  la  appiwad,  tha 

afcetchas  ar«  proparly  claaaiflad.  is- 
and  Iliad.  Tha  ramlt  is  tlM 
tkm  of  a  mass  of  akatchaa 

iwmmt  of  than  baiac  of  sinthir 
Mttira.  aapaclallr  irhaa  asad  on  tha 

machinas)  which  aoooar  or 

Is  booad  to  o^r-crowd  the  (lie.  niakinR  an 
aaarch  neccMMuy  to  find  the  proper  sketch 

•mk  (kaa  tha  ooaaaltinff  of  the  man  who  made  it.  In 
caaa  thla  aiaii  U  no  loogcr  anpiojrad  and  the  sketch 
■at  raadfly  BiMliistund.  tha  daainmr  dacidaa  to  take 
•  isofc  at  ths  — dilas  sad  make  a  new  akcteh  for 

hia  own  use.  This  action  proves  that  even  under  thia 
systan  the  aame  ground  is  apt  to  be  covered  twice. 

A  simple  and  practical  way  of  avoidinfr  thix  trouble, 
and  lit  the  t«ame  time  retaininir  the  information  in  per- 

manent form,  may  be  reached  in  the  following  manner. 
When  a  new  machine  is  received  at  the  plant,  aftar 
it  haa  bean  placed  in  position,  a  diagram  may  be  made 
similar  to  the  one  shown  in  Fig.  1,  which  is  for  a 
vertical  milling  machine. 

The  diagram  is  self-explanatory  and  givex  the  prin- 
cipal dimensions  that  a  tool  designer  would  be  inter- 
ested in.  It  should  be  made  on  tracing  cloth  of  a  sise 

suitable  for  the  standard  data  books  used,  and  may  be 
made  by  a  comparatively  inexperienced  tracer;  but  the 
machine  should  be  measured  up  by  some  one  who  is 
thoroughly  competent  (preferably  a  tool  designer)  to 
decide  upon  the  dimensions  required,  and  after  they 
are  placed  on  the  tracing  they  should  be  carefully 
checked. 

Description  of  Equipment 

The  information  may  possibly  be  secured  from  a 
catalog,  but  the  particular  dimensions  required  are  usu- 

ally scattered  through  a  tabulation  or  description  which 
has  little,  if  any.  bearing  on  the  equipment  alone,  or 
the  machine  may  have  some  special  features  differing 
from  the  catalog  speciflcutions.  The  diagram  may  be 
made  to  embrace  all  machines  of  that  particular  type, 
the  dimensions  being  properly  tabulated  under  their 
respective  letters.  After  it  has  been  completed  and 
checked,  blueprints  can  be  made  and  placed  in  all  stand- 

ard data  books,  thus  assuring  a  certain  standardization 
and  making  the  information  always  available  to  every 
one  interested.  Similar  diagrams  may  be  worked  up 
for  horizontal  milling  machines,  profiling  machines,  etc., 
in  fact,  all  types  of  milling  machines. 

For  hand  screw  machines,  the  diagram  necessarily 
has  to  be  of  a  somewhat  different  form,  as  is  shown 
in  Fig.  2.  For  presses,  the  diagrams  can  be  made  up 
giving  the  length  of  the  stroke,  center  distances  of  bolt 
holes,  center  line  of  gate  to  front  of  uprights,  the 
poaaible  adjustment  and  distances  between  uprights. 

These  diagrams  are  inexpensive  and  have  the  advan- 
tage of  making  authentic  information  accessible  at  all 
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times.  The  first  cost  is  small  and  real  economy  results 

by  a  saving  of  the  designer's  time.  The  diaRrumH  are 
generally  received  with  approbation  by  those  who  find  it 
neceasary  to  uae  them,  as  they  make  the  preliminary 
work  easier  and  reduce  the  possibilities  of  error  to  u 
minimum. 
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Turning  Tool  for  Welding  Arbors 
By  K.  a.  Munson 

The  arbors  or  mandrels  used  on  an  electric  welding 
machine  for  lap  welding  the  longitudinal  seams  on  some 
long  slender  tubes,  were  straight  phosphor  bronze  rods 
about  4  in.  longer  than  the  tubes  to  be  welded.  As  the 
inside  diameters  of  these  tubes  were  not  of  even  frac- 

tional dimensions,  it  was  necessary  to  take  the  next 
largest  standard  size  of  bronze  rod  and  turn  it  down  to 
the  required  size. 

The  various  diameters  of  arbors  ranged  from  0.540 
to  0.830  in.  and  the  lengths  from  15  to  24  in.  The 
requirements  were  that  each  arbor  should  be  within 
0.002  in.  of  specified  diameter  and  the  diameter  should 
be  uniform  throughout  the  length  of  the  arbor. 

Many  different  ways  of  turning  these  arbors  between 
centers,  supported  by  a  follow  rest,  were  tried  out  with 
very  little  success  until  one  of  the  old  mechanics  devised 
and  built  the  tool  shown  in  the  accompanying  sketch. 

A  block  of  cast  iron  A  was  shaped  out  to  fit  the  slide 
on  the  compound  rest  of  a  small  Pratt  &  Whitney  lathe, 
just  in  front  of  the  toolpost  holder.  A  gib  B  and  set- 
screws  C  were  provided  to  lock  the  block  in  place.  A 
recess  was  bored  in  the  block  on  the  headstock  side  to 
receive  the  guide  bushings  D.     These  guide  bushings 

Form-Relieved  Adjastable  Boring  Tools 
By  C.  J.  DoRER 

The  operation  which  the  cutters  illustrated  in  Figs. 
1  and  2  perform  is  that  of  boring  the  odd-shaped  hole 
in  the  flange  shovra  in  Fig.  3,  and  at  the  same  time 
holding  the  diameters  of  the  three  straight  portions 
of  the  hole  to  size.  The  cutters  are  also  used  to  face 
the  piece.  It  will  be  readily  seen  upon  examining 
Fig.  3  that  a  hole  of  this  nature  could  not  be  made  with 

TOOL,  FOR  TURNING  LONG  RODS 

were  of  hardened  tool  steel  with  different  size  bores  to 
suit  the  various  sizes  of  bar  stock  used,  and  were 
secured  by  means  of  setscrew  E.  A  hole  somewhat 
larger  than  the  largest  size  of  bar  stock,  but  smaller 
than  the  outside  diameter  of  the  guide  block  was  then 
bored  clear  through  the  block  and  the  block  was  cut 
away  on  top.  A  toolbit  F  was  set  in  as  shown  and 
clamped  by  a  setscrew  from  the  headstock  side  of  block. 

When  turning  up  the  arbors  a  10-ft.  bar  of  stock  was 
passed  through  the  spindle  of  the  lathe  and  gripped  with 
the  collet  chuck,  allowing  about  2  ft.  of  bar  to  stick  out. 
The  end  of  the  bar  was  entered  into  the  guide  bushing, 
the  tool  adjusted  and  the  lathe  started.  After  the  tool 
was  finally  set  to  turn  the  required  diameter  all  that 
was  necessary  was  to  squirt  a  little  oil  on  the  bar  and 
let  the  feed  run  to  the  length  for  one  arbor;  then  the 
lathe  was  stopped,  the  finished  arbor  cut  off  with  a  hack- 

saw, a  new  length  of  stock  drawn  out  from  the  collet 
chuck  and  the  lathe  started  again. 

With  the  tool  properly  ground  and  set,  from  eight  to 
ten  arbors  could  be  turned  without  regrinding  or  reset- 

ting tool.  The  arbors  came  out  uniform  in  diameter 
and  only  needed  to  be  polished  up  a  bit  with  abrasive 
cloth.  The  lathe  needed  no  attention  during  the  cut 
and  the  operator  was  free  to  carry  on  some  other  job. 
Hundreds  of  arbors  were  turned  successfully  in  this 
manner. 

^IJJ--- 

FIG.   1— THE  ROUGHING  CUTTER 

any  other  than  a  formed  cutter,  either  round  or  flat, 
and  that  such  a  cutter  would  not  last  long  because  its 
size  would  soon  be  lost  through  grinding. 

A  number  of  differently  designed  cutters  were  tried, 

but  always  with  a  high  cost  for  upkeep  and  replace- 
ment. The  cutters  now  used  and  shown  in  Figs.  1 

and  2  have  been  running  for  over  four  months  and 
are  still  in  very  good  condition.  They  have  given  sur- 

prisingly accurate  results  and  proved  very  satisfactory 
both  from  a  standpoint  of  service  and  repair  cost. 

The  operation  is  performed  on  a  hand  screw  machine. 
The  work.  Fig.  3  is  of  cast  iron  and  is  held  in  a  flat 
two-jaw  chuck,  being  gripped  at  the  lugs  G  on  each 
side. 

The  roughing  cutter,  Fig.  1,  is  a  form-relieved  cutter 
with  three  fly  cutters  set  in  for  the  purpose  of  cutting 
the  outer  recess  A  and  forming  the  face  B  as  shown 
in  the  section  in  Fig.  3.  The  cutter  A,  Fig.  1,  is  form- 
relieved  and  the  original  sizes  were  about  0.005  in. 
under  the  finished  size,  allowing  from  0.005  in.  up  for 
finish  with  the  amount  increasing  as  the  cutter  is 
ground.  This  cutter  also  has  a  small  shank  which 
extends  into  the  main  shank  B,  where  it  is  kept  from 
turning  by  two  setscrews.  A  small  hole  extends  through 
the  shank  so  that  the  cutter  can  be  readily  pushed  out. 

FIG.  2— THE  FINISHING  CUTTER 

The  fly  cutters  C  are  set  in  slots  in  the  shank  and 
are  he'd  in  place  by  setscrews  in  the  collar  D.  They 
can  be  easily  pulled  forward,  thus  maintaining  the 
depth  of  outer  recess  A  in  the  work. 

It  should  be  noticed  that  the  cutter  A  backs  against 
the  shank  and  that  the  shank  backs  against  the  collar, 
which  is  placed  against  the  turret  of  the  machine,  thus 
preventing  the  parts  from  slipping  back  within  each other. 
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Tte  §mUUm  ruttcr.  Fie.  t.  b  built  up.  but  upon 

aa  wHmty  different  priacipl*  fron  that  of  the  rough- 
The  attpt  of  the  work.  K  and  C.  Fig.  S. 
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The  Or  cuttcra  are  adjusUble  endwise,  and  are  backed 
ay  aad  poslMd  forward  aa  they  wear  by  the  lock  collars 
G.    ThoM  cottar*  art  iMid  tight  in  collar  D,  a  Mtacrew 
bofac  appUad  to  oadi.    TlMre  is  one  cutter  for  each 
of  tha  twa  atops  K  aad  C  of  the  work.    The  one  that 
fans  B  ia  oad  catting  only.    The  two  which  bore  the 

art  both  end  and  side  cutting.     Thus  it  is 
to  bota  the  diameter  to  size  and  hold  the  form 

:  caotinually  having  to  make  new  form  cutters. 
TIm  parte  back   up  each  other  in  turn,  the  shank 

bsrlaf  a  flange  which  badu  against  the  turret,  thus 
ptataiitlng  Um  Tarioua  parta  from   pushing  back   on 

atliar  whUt  the  cutter  is  in  use. 
I  tha  cattiag  adgaa  of  the  roughing  and  finishing 
ara  eoavlataljr  worn  away  they  are  esAily  and 
lapiaetd  with  new  ones.  The  shanks  will  last 

iadaOnitaljr.  aad  in  this  case,  as  with  most  special 
cottam  tht  tlwinki  make  up  approximately  two-thirds 
of  tha  natarial.  It  aboold  be  noted  in  both  cutters 
that  tlM  catting  edgat  art  all  adjustable  in  relation  to 

Another  Exception  to  Mr.  Oonlejr*! 
SUtenent 
By  John  Livtc 

la  ao  artic'e  cotiticd  "Xlatching  the  Thread  by  the 
Joap  Method."  pobliabad  on  page  970.  Vol.  S«  of 
Am*riemm  MaekimUt,  B.  A.  Doolcy  sUtes  in  part  that 

"in  anjr  avent  it  is  far  qaicker  than  stopping  the  lathe 
aad  aeidlac  'or  poaitiea.  wkUk  ia  tba  only  other  method 

potatbh  aadar  tba  eoodltiona.*' 
Aiwtber  method  is  as  foiknrs:  Set  the  lathe  to  cut 

tbe  tbrtad  dMiirtd;  engage  the  kicknut  with  the  lead 
scrrw  and  plaet  a  stop  on  the  ihtars  against  the  car- 

riage, so  that  tbt  latter  nay  always  be  bmught  back 
to  the  same  position.  Make  a  chalk  mark  on  the  cone 
vmBay  and  one  to  natch  it  on  the  gear  guard  or  other 
Stat  lam  ry  part.  Make  similar  narks  on  the  collar  of 
tbt  had  scrrw  aad  the  adjacent  bearing  bots.  We  now 
baav  tow  BMvtng  narfca  and  two  sutionary  onaa. 

At  tka  aad  of  aacb  cat  tbe  locknut  is  opened  and  the 

carriag*  latai'aad  tit  the  stop.  When  th*-  mox'tng  ntarlcs 
art  botb  Uatd  ap  with  their  retpective  stationar.  marks, 
drop  ta  tba  hadorat  and  proeaed  with  the  cutting. 

Quill  Drive  for  Bench  Lathe 
By  I.  Bbknaio  Black 

la  the  use  of  quills  in  watch  work  it  is  desirable  to 
stop  the  machine  quickly  after  the  operntion  on  a  pieet 
held  in  the  quill  has  been  performed,  so  that  the  piece 
may  be  replaced  by  another  in  the  least  possible  time. 
As  this  requires  a  quick-acting  device  of  some  sort,  the 
design  here  shown  was  evolved: 

In  the  illustration,  part  A  is  the  housing  for  the  drive, 
is  made  of  cast  iron,  and  attached  to  the  l)ench  lathe 
as  shown.  Part  B  is  the  driving  pulley,  also  made  of 
cast  iron  and  finished  all  over.  Part  C  is  the  driving 
spindle,  made  of  tool  steel,  hardened  and  ground,  and 
machined  to  a  running  fit  in  the  hou.Hing.  Part  /)  is 
the  brake  band,  made  of  bronze,  the  outside  diameter 
being  machined  about  0.018  in.  under  the  diameter  of 
the  recass  in  the  pulley;  it  is  held  in  place  by  the 
screw  s. 

Part  F  is  the  brake  band  shoe,  made  of  tool  steel, 
hardened  and  ground,  machined  to  a  running  fit  in  the 
housing  and  held  in  position  by  the  screw  G.  Part  H 
is  the  brake  band  lever,  made  of  machine  steel.  The 
end  thrust  of  the  spindle  is  taken  up  by  the  parts 
J  and  K. 

DR9ION  OF  QUII.L,  FOR  WATCH  UATHB8 

The  foot  mechanism  is  so  arranged  that  there  is 
always  a  pull  on  the  brake  band  lever,  thus  causing 
the  brake  band  shoe  to  spread  the  brake  band  so  that 
it  bears  against  the  surface  of  the  recess  in  the  driving 

pulley.  When  the  operator  presses  down  on  the  pedal 

to  start  the  machine,  the  spring  tension  on  the  brake 

band  lever  is  released  and  the  machine  starts;  but  just 

as  toon  as  the  foot  pressure  is  released  the  machine 

•topt  short,  because  of  the  friction  set  up  by  the  brake 

band  against  the  inside  of  the  driving  pulley. 

Soliloquies  of  Old  Mac 
By  R.  McHknky 

When  drilling  rows  of  small  holes  in  a  block  of  steel. 

as.  for  Instance,  in  drilling  out  the  center  of  a  blanking 

die,  set  the  stop  on  the  drill  press  so  that  the  drill  will 

stop  just  short  of  breaking  through.  In  this  way  the 
oil  used  to  lubricate  the  drill  will  remain  in  or  on  the 

die  instead  of  being  slopped  all  over  the  table,  the 

operator,  and  anything  else  that  happens  to  be  near  by. 
When  all  the  holes  are  thus  drilled  to  uniform  depth  the 

ramaining  oil  may  be  dumped  out.  and  it  is  the  work 
of  but  a  few  momants  to  complete  the  drilling.  This 

method  has  the  addad  advanUge  of  leaving  the  under 

side  of  the  die  smooth  until  the  work  is  almost  done. 
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Chart  for  Addition  and  Subtraction 
of  Fractions 

By  p.  a.  Daschke 

The  accompanying  chart  is  carried  out  to  the  first 
whole  number,  or  one,  which  is  far  enough  to  show  the 
principle  of  construction. 

To  add  two  fractions,  find  one  of  them  at  the  top 
margin  and  the  other  at  the  left-hand  margin.  Follow 
the  vertical  and  horizontal  lines  from  the  fractions  to 
where  they  intersect.  Follow  the  diagonal  line  from 
the  intersection  and  the  answer  will  be  found  in  the 
margin  at  either  the  left  or  top. 

For  example:  Add  M  and  JS.  Find  ?i  at  the  top 
margin  and  J5  at  the  left-hand  margin.  Follow  the  ver- 

tical line  opposite  §3  down  to  where  it  intersects  with 
the  horizontal  line  opposite  ii.  From  the  intersection 
of  these  two  lines,  follow  the  diagonal  line  to  either  one 

of  the  margins  where  the  answer,  iJ,  will  be  found. 
The  process  is  outlined  in  diagram  A  on  the  chart. 

To  add  mixed  numbers  greater  than  one,  as  61  plus 
9},  proceed  as  above  by  finding  the  sum  of  i  and  i 
and  carry  over  the  whole  number. 

To  subtract,  both  fractions  are  to  be  taken  from  the 
left-hand  margin.  For  example:  From  i  in.  subtract 
if  in.  Find  3  and  8i  in  the  left-hand  margin.  Follow 
the  diagonal  line  opposite  J  until  it  intersects  with 
the  horizontal  line  opposite  31.  From  the  intersection 
of  these  two  lines  follow  the  vertical  line  to  the  top 
and  there  find  hi,  the  answer.  The  process  is  outlined 
in  diagram  B  on  the  chart. 
To  subtract  mixed  numbers,  where  the  subtrahend 

has  a  larger  fraction  than  the  minuend,  the  chart  must 
be  made  to  take  in  a  greater  range  than  is  shown  in  the 
illustration.  If  liJ  is  to  be  taken  from  3i,  subtract 
Jl  from  IJ,  remembering  1  was  taken  from  3.  The 
answer  will  be  found  to  be  IJi. 

2  . 
4  .  3 
&  I  3  S  7 
16  t  3  J  7  9  II  13  13 
32        1  3  5  7  9  II  IJ  15  17  19  21  23  25  27  29  31 

2  4  8 16  32M     1        3       5       7       9       II       13      15      17      19     21      23     25     27      29     31      33     35     31     39      41      43     45      47     49     51      53     55     57     59     H       43 

Ik 
CHART  FOR  ADDITION  AND  SUBTRACTION  OF  FRACTIONS 
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na  1— rovMNa  collar  on  urivinq  box 

Machining  Driving  Boxes  and  Hub  Collars 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

At  Uw  New  York.  New  HaTen  A  Hartford  R«ilroad 
RMdrillc  Man.,  collars  are  cast  on  to  the  driving 

ia  Pig.  1.  A  board  A  is  fitted  into  the 
of  th*  drhrinf  box  and  held  ftrmly  by 

B.  Tlw  board  is  protected  by  asbestos  and 
•  sahablt  clay  dam  buitt  around  the  outer  edge  acU 
•a  a  naold  to  luM  the  melted  brass  as  it  flows  from 
the  faroacc  Tha  drivins  box  Is  placed  on  a  truck  for 

of  the  board  and  iutins  with  clay,  and  is 
the  furnace  opening  when  the  metal  is 

to  pour.  As  shown,  the  metal  has  just  been 
and  the  rotary  famacc  brought  back  into  the 

a»Hint  poaitioo. 
Wkan  tlw  box  is  cool  enough  to  handle,  it  goes  to 

Um  Ballard  boring  mill,  shown  in  Fig.  2.  for  boring  and 
facing.  The  chuck  hhown  haa  aavwral  interesting  points. 
The  eada  of  the  body  A  are  tamad  to  the  same  diameter 
aa  the  boring  mill  Ubie  so  there  will  be  no  projections 

tft^  BH^  CAM*  iajary  to  the  workman.  The  jaws  B 
are  shapod  oo  aa  to  grip  the  driving  box  by  its  planed 

avrfacca.  the  jaws  being  controlled  by  a  right-  and  left- 
kand  acraw  in  the  usual  way.  In  addition  to  the  regular 

laws  tbcrt  are  the  auxiliary  Jaws  C  which  bear  on  the 
box  flange  and  hold  the  box  against  any  lifting 
of  the  cutting  tools.  The  auxiliary  jaws  are 

I  hgr  amaO  vwtieal  acmra,  one  being  nhown  at  D. 

A  apodal  air-oporatad  drack  for  turning  crown 
ia  abown  io  Pig.  S.    The  body  of  the  chuck  or 

no.  I— MANUKBL  FDR  TURNING  CROWN  BRA.S.SK.>< 

mandrel  has  a  collar  A  which  carries  a  toothed  surface 
of  hardened  steel  to  grip  one  end  of  the  brass.  The 
collar  B  slides  on  the  mandrel  and  carries  steel  points 
which  grip  the  brass  at  the  other  end,  being  operated 
by  compressed  air,  controlled  by  the  three-wjiy  valve  C 
Turning  this  valve  to  the  release  position  relieves  the 
air  pressure  and  lets  the  collar  B  slide  back  to  release 
the  brass.  Placing  another  brass  in  position  and  turn- 

ing the  valve  again  throws  the-  collar  B  against  the  work 
and  holds  it  flrmly  while  it  is  t>eing  turned. 

Another  and  much  larger  crown  brass  is  shown  in 
Fig.  4.  It  is  for  one  of  the  largest  locomotives  and 
haa  a  bearing  12  in.  in  diameter  by  20  in.  long.  This 
brass  is  being  turned  on  a  boring  mill  on  account  of 
having  no  chuck  that  would  handle  it  in  the  lathe.  The 
fixture  is  simply  a  good  size  stud  or  mandrel  having 
a  checkered  ring  at  the  bottom  for  gripping  the  end 
of  the  braas.  A  similar  ring  at  the  top  is  forced  against 
the  brass  by  the  large  nut  on  top.  As  can  be  seen  by 
the   coupHnjr   rut   A   the   mandrel    has   been   extended. 

WW.  %—cmocK.  FOR  BOKora  tmnruio  uaxam na  ̂ -JtVHWHtl  A  tlKABS  M  IN.  LONG 
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Cheap  Holder  for  Grinding  Bushings  on  End 
By  Hiram  Hicks 

Having  a   large   number   of  headed   bushings  to  be 
ground  on  one  end  square  with  the  bore,  we  took  two 
gear  blank  castings,  bored  and  faced  them,  and  cut  a 

HOLDER  FOR  GRINDING  BUSHINGS 

series  of  V-shaped  notches  into  the  periphery  in  place 
of   regular  gear  teeth. 

The  "teeth"  thus  formed  were  of  sufficient  thickness 
to  allow  for  a  i-in.  capscrew  to  be  tapped  into  each 
alternate  one,  and  each  screw  passed  through  the  center 
of  a  short  strap  by  means  of  which  each  adjacent  pair 
of  bushings  was  held  in  the  grooves.  The  holders  were 
used  on  the  magnetic  chuck  of  a  Persons-Arter  rotary 
grinder.  The  two  holders  enabled  the  operator  to  load 
one  while  the  other  load  was  grinding. 

Side-Head  Attachment  for  a  Planer 
By  Fred  S.  Harger 

Having  to  machine  some  castings  that  were  too  wide 
to    pass    between    the    planer    housings,    we    built    the 
attachment  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration. 

With  the  exception  of  the  column  and  gear  bracket, 
the  parts  were  salvaged  from  a  discarded  planer.  The 
elevating  screw  was  flattened  at  one  end  and  an  eye 

formed  for  attaching 
it  to  the  slide  of  the 
side  -  head.  As  the 
screw  is  stationary, 
the  bevel  gear  at  the 
top  was  fitted  with  a 
threaded  bushing 
and  as  the  gear 
was  confined  in  the 
bracket,  revolving 
the  gear  would  either 
raise  or  lower  the 
head.  Power  was 

applied  to  the  ver- tical feed  through  a 
ratchet  and  pawl 
operated  by  a  rod 
attached  to  the  re- 

versing lever. 
The  operator  had 

free  access  to  all  of 
SIDE  PLANING  ATTACHMENT        the  Controls. 

Making  the  Work  Machine  Itself 
By  H.  E.  Crawford 

The  attachment  shown  in  the  illustration  is  used  to 
mill  the  radius  around  the  upper  part  of  the  face  of 
our  milling-machine  columns,  and  for  undercutting  the 
slot  in  the  face. 

A  shaft  of  the  correct  size  for  a  sliding  fit  is  in- 
t-erted  into  the  over-arm  hole,  then  the  body  of  the 
mechanism  is  slipped  onto  the  front  end  of  the  shaft 
and  a  bracket  onto  the  rear  end.  The  bracket  is 

clamped'  to  the  rear  bearing  hole,  as  shown.  The  shaft 
is  held  from  turning  by  being  keyed  to  the  bracket, 
and  is  also  clamped  by  means  of  the  arm-clamp  screw 
handle.  The  shaft  is  bored  through  its  entire  length 
to  receive  a  rod  which  carries  the  shaft  that  serves  as 
it  journal  for  the  pulley  and  the  pinion  that  is  attached 
to  it.  The  rod  is  threaded  at  the  rear  end  for  a  nut, 
and  a  collar  is  slipped  onto  the  front  end. 

The  handwheel  shaft  carries  a  worm  gear  that  meshes 
with  a  wheel  keyed  to  the  main  shaft.  As  the  housing 
lor  the  handwheel  shaft  is  a  part  of  the  main  housing 

^^^^^^1 

ATT.\CHMENT  FOR  CIRCULAR  MILLING 

casting,  the  operation  of  the  worm  feeds  the  main  hous- 
ing around  the  shaft.  The  housing  contains  two 

spindles  which  operate  simultaneously,  being  driven 
through  a  set  of  compound  gearing ;  and  as  the  housing 
is  fed  around  the  shaft,  either  a  radius  or  a  circular 
slot  is  milled,  according  to  which  spindle  is  used. 

Best  Way  to  Show  Sections  Through  Ribs 
By  M.  E.  Duggan 

Referring  to  the  last  paragraph  of  Mr.  Sylvester's 
article  on  page  28  of  American  Machinist,  it  is  only 
the  very  young  patternmaker,  the  fellow  who  is  long 
on  theory  and .  short  on  practice,  who  laughs  at  the 
plain  and  easily  understood  drawing;  not  the  old  timer. 

A  pattern,  several  corebo.xes  and  a  blueprint  were 
sent  to  our  local  foundry  by  a  chap  down  in  Lima,  Ohio. 
The  molding  and  core  work  made  quite  a  complicated 
job,  and  that  was  the  reason  for  sending  the  print. 
Everything  went  along  all  right  until  it  came  to  setting 
the  cores,  of  which  there  were  seven. 

Then  the  trouble  began.  Much  time  was  spent  in 
puzzling  over  the  drawing  without  avail.  There  was  too 
much  theory  and  not  enough  common  sense.  Finally 
a  telegram  was  dispatched  to  Lima  asking  the  customer 
to  make  the  matter  plain.  By  the  first  mail  there  came 
a  free-hand  sketch  which  cleared  up  the  difficulty. 

Mr.  Sylvester  says  that  to  draw  correctly  the  gear 
that  he  has  chosen  as  an  illustration  it  would  be  neces- 

sary to  cross-hatch  the  upper  arm.  He  might  well  have 

added,  "and  the  gear  tooth  also." 
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The  Railrwid  Strike  Injanction 
WE  SAW  witli  ricrtt  tlw  kind  of  injunction  the 

tnwwiin  hM  obtaiiMd  afminat  the  strikins 
TW  Umi  of  iaJWMtiaa,  w«  say.  for  it  appean 

l>«7«r.  •BXioua  to  hog  all  that 
k*  lad,  kaa  Mcar«d  an  injunction  which  places 

tiM  Uowiat  ap  of  railroad  trains  on  a  level  with  putting 
tW  tlramb  to  the  noae  and  kwkinc  at  the  same  time 
at  a  railroad  prasldent. 

We  da  not  b«li«««  tlut  a  striker  will  ever  be  made 
t«  arfhr  for  dotef  wkat  he  would  be  allowed  to  do 

^  But  why  ffive  the  public  the 
thot  oar  fovvmment  is  trying  to  neutraliie 

tha  CowCltatieo?  Why.  iodaod.  plat*  a  weapon  in  the 
hand  of  tht  afitator.  and  abovt  all  Jnst  now,  when 
tl»  sitaalka  la  tbrtou^  moDdiat?  Finally,  why  try 
to  enliat  tiM  ayyathloa  of  tho  not  of  the  labor  world 
aad  alienate  tlws*  of  the  raat  of  tlM  public? 

We  want  traaaportaUon  and  peace  and  order.  At  the 
sane  time,  to  cnphoaiit  the  fact  that  our  judicial  sya- 
ttm  earn  aako  •  low  say  what  it  was  never  intended 
to  aof.  If  hoadM  by  a  clever  lawyer,  is  neither  to 
praaolo  roapoct  for  the  law  nor  bring  order,  peace  and 
tnuwportaiioB. 

Modern  Toob  and  the  Shopawn's  Strike 
ALL  negotiations  having  failed,  the  railroad  shop- 

i  men's  strike  aettJea  down  to  a  fight  to  the  finii«h. 
Tlie  ahopmi  doin  that  equipment  is  deteriorating 
ao  roptdlf  thot  tkey  will  win.  The  railroad  managers 
daira  thjU  there  will  be  plenty  of  cars  to  move  the  crops 
and  what  coal  im  mined,  and  that  abop  forces  are  being 
rseniitod  back  to  normaL 

Aaoaff  the  racmita  an  lodoabtcdly  many  good  ma- 
fhlBhta  who  have  been  need  to  working  in  well-equipped 
ahops  bat  have  been  attracted  by  the  higher  wages  paid 
hgr  tho  railraada.  Some  of  theee  men  are  due  for  a 

whoa  they  get  into  the  thick  of  railroad  repair 
aa  done  In  tho  averaco  shop.  They  are  going 

to  fad  toola  wbooe  Haaaga  la  honorable  bat  very  ancient 
awrisnt  to  tlic  point  of  deerepitade  in  some  caaee. 

TiMjr  are  going  to  learn  how  to  employ  ingenious  make- 
ahifto— as  they  have  been  employed  in  railroad  shops 
for  a  geoeratioa,  simpijr  bacaaas  the  maoaccment  was 
too  penwrioos  or  too  short  elglitad  to  bay  toob  adequate 
for  the  jobs. 

The  war  taught  American  industry  the  wonders  that 
BpHahad  throoth  intensive  training  and  the 

are  ears  to  make  the  most  of 
oar  kaewtedce  to  Ikia  direction.  Bot  how  much  easier 
the  whale  job  woald  bo  if  the  nemita,  maay  of  whom 
art  tkMaA  to  the  haadKng  of  modem  machine  tools, 
eaoM  ha  gives  the  kind  of  tools  they  art  need  to  and 
that  are  raaljr  needed  for  tlw  work  to  be  performed. 

If  there  fai  any  deabt  aa  to  the  accuracy  of  oar  atate- 
OMBt  aw  haa  bat  to  ran  through  tho  hack  fliee  of 
AmtHtm  MmOdmUa.  or  aqy  othar  machlaaiy  Journal. 
to  aaa  iiiiMt  aHar  aceamt  of  aocb  makaahift  joba  in 
raOroad  ahapa.    taggaioaa    lae,  bat  aspenslve. 

If  the  agpericneae  bm(  hjr  tfee  railroad  managements 

in  breaking  in  men  used  to  modern  munufuciuniig 
methods  rather  than  average  railnmd  method.n  serve  to 
awaken  them  to  the  poor  economy  of  scrimping  on  shop 
equipment,  the  hardships  suffered  by  the  public  will 
not  have  been  entirely  useless. 

An  International  Engineering  Congress 
AN  EVENT  of  unusual  importance  in  the  engineer- 

ling  world  is  the  International  Congress  of  Engi- 
neering being  held  at  Rio  de  Janeiro  this  month.  In 

reply  to  the  official  invitation  of  the  Government  of 
Bnuil.  the  leading  engineering  societies  of  the  United 
States  have  appointed  delegates  to  attend  the  Congress, 
and  have  appointed  the  members  of  the  United  States 
engineering  societies  in  South  America  to  participate 
as  oiBcial  representatives  of  the  engineers  of  the  United 
States  in  a  discussion  of  the  engineering  problems 
affecting  the  commercial  development  of  South  America. 

Relations  between  the  two  Americas  should,  of  course, 
be  fostered  in  many  ways  for  mutual  advantages.  It 
was  with  such  belief  that  Ingenieria  ItUrmacional  was 
established  by  the  McGraw-Hill  Co.,  and  the  influence 
of  that  publication  baa  been  greatly  felt  in  arranging 
the  present  Congress  of  engineers.  It  is  appropriate 
that  its  editor  has  been  appointed  aa  a  delegate  by  some 
of  the  engineering  societies.  The  congress  is  in  the 
nature  of  a  culmination  of  the  policy  which  has  had  in 
view  the  introduction  to  South  American  engineers  and 

business  men.  of  North  American  engineering  and  in- 
dustrial practices  and  products. 

In  line  with  the  basic  principle  of  American  engineer- 
ing development  the  keynote  of  the  Congress  is  to  be 

the  practical  treatment  of  subjects  of  everyday  impor- 
tance, rather  than  theoretical  and  academic  discussion. 

The  general  subjects  to  be  discussed  are: 

1.  The  utilization  of  fuel  resources. 
2.  The  best  utilization  of  water  power. 
3.  Recent  advances  in  irrigation  methods. 

4.  The  elimination  of  waste  through  the  standardi- 
zation of  supplies  for  agricultural  and  indus- 

trial purposes. 
5.  Coal  as  a  factor  in  industrial  development. 
6.  Essentials  of  a  national  railroad  policy. 

7.  Intercontinental  engineering  co-operation. 
8.  Port  developments. 
9.  Terminal  facilities. 
10.  The  iron  and  steel  industry. 
11.  Rivers  and  seaporta. 
12.  Industrial  and  agricultural  machinery. 

The  engineering  problems  are  mainly  those  falling  in 
the  provineea  of  the  civil  and  mining  engineers,  but  as 

they  are  being  solved  others  for  the  mechanical,  elec- 
trical and  chemical  engineers  are  arising  and  a  strong 

market  for  American  machinery  is  developing.  The 

American  manufacturers  who  have  had  the  vision  to  sup- 
port the  Congreaa  aa  an  important  step  in  improving 

the  contact  between  the  engineers  of  the  world  and  in 
eatabllshing  good  will  between  the  two  contincntH  are  to 
be  congratulated. 
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Shop  Equipment  News    f 
Cincinnati  Shaper  Co.  All-Steel 

Power  Press  Brake 

A  development  in  the  manufacture  of  heavy  power- 
driven  brakes  has  just  been  disclosed  by  the  Cincinnati 
Shaper  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  by  the  introduction  of  its 

"Cincinnati"  all-steel  press  brake  shown  in  the  accom- 
panying illustration.  The  machine  incorporates  fea- 

tures to  increase  the  strength  and  ease  of  operation, 
without  however  necessitating  any  great  changes  in  the 
shop  methods  now  employed  by  the  user. 

The  principal  departures  from  standard  practice  in 
the  design  are 
the  adoption 
of  steel  plate 
for  the  frame 
and  large 
members  and 
the  use  of  the 

o^ei  -  throat 

type  of  hous- 
ing. Another 

feature  not 
evident  in  the 
illustration  is 
the  use  of 

electric  weld- 
ing in  fabri- 

cating and  as- 
sembling the 

steel  frame 
members. 

This  construc- 
tion elimi- 

nates to  a 
large  extent 
dependence  on 
bolts  and  riv- 

ets for  com- 
b  i  n  i  n  g  the 
component 
parts  and 
unites  the 

various  mem- 
bers into  one,  so  as  to  secure  the  action  of  a  solid  whole 

rather  than  of  built-up  sections.  Where  bolts  are  used  in 
solid  members  to  draw  the  plates  down  into  place,  the 
bolts  themselves  are  welded  as  well  as  the  plates,  so  that 
they  become  an  integral  part  of  the  member  with  no 
chance  of  working  loose.  The  necessities  of  easy  erec- 

tion, of  course,  demand  the  use  of  bolts  at  certain  con- 
nections. The  number  of  these  connections  has  been 

reduced  as  far  as  possible,  both  for  simplicity  in  erection 
and  for  securing  a  powerful  machine.  The  deflection  of 
the  machine  is  claimed  to  be  very  slight  under  full  load. 
The  driving  mechanism  is  completely  contained 

within  the  housing,  and  the  housings  are  shipped  with 
the  mechanism  assembled,  so  that  it  is  only  necessary 
to  place  them  on  their  foundations  and  attach  the  cross 

members  and  the  drive  shaft.  The  tool  is  shipped  as 
four  main  pieces,  with  the  drive  shaft  and  cross  brace 
in  addition,  making  a  total  of  only  six  parts  which  must 
be  assembled.  Self-aligning  features  are  incorporated, 
so  that  the  machine  will  go  together  in  the  customer's 
shop  exactly  as  assembled  on  the  floor  of  the  factory. 
The  open-side  housings  facilitate  the  handling  of 

material.  As  most  bends  are  made  near  the  edge  of 
the  plate,  the  full  length  of  the  die-holding  surface  can 
be  utilized.  Thus  for  many  classes  of  work,  a  machine 
can  be  rated  with  respect  to  the  length  of  the  die-hold- 

ing surface  instead  of  the  distance  between  housings, 
which  means 
the  use  of  a 
n  a  r  rower, 
more  rigid 
machine.  In 
addition  to 
freedom  from 

a  1 1  interfer- ence at  the 
front  of  the machine, 

there  is  clear 

space  between the  housings 
at  the  rear, 

for  conven- 

ience in  stack- 
i  n  g  finished 
work.  Where 
more  than  one 

operation  is 
required,  the 
work  c  a  n  be 

passed  back 
and  forth 
through  the machine, 

avoiding  the 
inconvenience 
of  turning  it 

end  for  end. 
The   bed   and 

ram  are  constructed  entirely  of  heavy  steel  plates 
and  billets,  which,  together  with  the  cross-ribs,  are 
welded  to  each  other,  thus  making  what  are  virtu- 

ally heavy  solid  steel  beams  of  box  section.  The 
housings  are  framed  of  steel  plate,  having  cast-steel 
members  interlocked  and  welded  to  the  plates.  These 

members  are  provided  with  heavy  trunnions  for  sup- 
porting the  bed. 

In  order  to  determine  definitely  what  forces  must  be 
dealt  with  in  brakes  of  different  capacities,  a  series  of 
tests  on  bending  and  forming  various  thicknesses  of 
metal  under  a  variety  of  conditions,  was  conducted.  As 
the  characteristics  of  all  materials  entering  into  the 
brake  are  well  known,  the  whole  mechanism  could  be 
designed  with  confidence  as  to  its  ultimate  performance. 

CINCINNATI"  ALL-STEEL  POWER  PRESS  BRAKE 
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•ad  avoM  pltiim  dcpcadenet  apoa  cwtingB,  the  quali- 
Um  at  which  are  luoally  ankaowa  and  unreliable. 

■ight-faad  labrieatioa  U  provided  on  all 
bMrtag*.  Tkt  flrortiaal.  clutch,  wona  and 

vena  whaal  for  tk*  run  adjusting  davka.  and  the  power 
drive  for  tlUa  ammmtM,  all  nui  in  a  bath  of  oil.  All 
akafu  an  of  hicb-carbon  rtaaL  TIm  aeoaotric  ahafta 
are  ilM  to  0.C0  per  cent  carbon  forvinffs  with  the 
»cc— trtea  forfad  integral  with  thvm.  All  main  drive 
baarlaga  art  of  ipadal  broaaa. 
A  apliaad  trip  ttmSt  ivaa 

the  foil  length  of  the  machine. 
aad  «a  it  ia  laoaatad  aa  ad- 
JaiMbla  trMdb  wUek  MaUaa 
tka  opwatar  to  angaga  the 
f  lalfa  fitrn  tha  noat  caovan- 
laot  poaitioa.  The  ram  ia 
flbbad  idwaya  aa  well  aa 

t  aaaaatial  feature 
tha  laarhina  aa  a 

Rcadinf  48-Iiidi  Plate  Shear 
The  larye  plate  shear  ahown  in  the  acompunyins 

illustration  haa  recantljr  baen  built  by  the  KoadinR 
Iron  Co.,  Scott  Foundry  Department,  ReadinK.  Pa.  This 
shear  has  the  capacity  for  shearing  1-in.  stoei  plate  48 
in.  wide.  Tha  aiaa  of  tha  machine  can  be  appreciated  by 
comitarison  with  the  man  standing  at  the  side  of  it. 

The  shear  is  arranged  for  either  steam  engine  or 

When  tha  machine  is  to  be 

driven,  tha   motor   is 
I  oa  a  bracket  attached 

to  tbt  hoaafag.    The  drivi- 
tbroagh  a  bait,  haki  in  tensi 
br  a  waightad  idler  poOay 

aide.  Tha  nUKhine 
at  a  greatar  aaaber 

of  atrakaa  par  minute  than 

haa  baaa  eaatomar>-  in  bralies 
of  this  type.    The  flywhael  is 

oa  high-datr  ball 
with  bardoiiad  raeaa. 

Al  gaar*  are  cat  and  the 
piateaa  are  of  ataal.  The 
clutch  is  of  multiple-diak  type  operating  in  oil.  A  very 
lew  aait  ptaaaara  ia  aaad  in  its  operation.  It  is  acces- 
aiUa  aad  alavla  to  adjoat.  Aa  a  maana  of  tasting  the 
dutch,  while  adjoated  to  picic  up  the  full  load  under  a 
•tanding  atart,  that  ia.  with  the  ram  down  against  the 
work,  it  haa  beca  repaatadiy  thrown  into  engagement 
whra  the  diaa  were  together,  thereby  atopping  the  fly- 
wheal  in  a  very  abort  period  of  time.  The  clutch  has 

pcoaad  Ha  ability  to  withatand  aoeh  aovara  service  with- 
oat  lajary.  tt  ia  atatad.  The  great  factor  of  aafety  with 
regard  to  the  ttywhaal  aad  moving  parts,  in  connection 
with  the  action  of  tha  frietfcm  dutch,  gives  a  large 
factor  of  aafety  agalnat  aeddantal  injury. 

Tka  ■Bchine  ia  aa  simpla  ia  design  aa  poaslMe  for 
all  tha  operationa  required  of  it    The 

ara  eoobiaad  to  secure  rigidity,  power,  speed 
ileoc*  of  operation.  The  small  deflection  under 

hiad  is  slated  to  give  accuracy  of  worknunahip.  The 
largo  factor  of  aafety  aaiployad  throughout  giveo  the 
■taaagth  aaeaaMry  to  prevent  breakage  under  acddental 
or  ■weaaivs  oeerkiadiBg.  Continuous  work  and  the 
foradag  of  dtoeta  of  greater  aridth  than  the  clear  dis- 
taaca  betweeu  hoosinga  la  made  poaaiMe  by  the  open- 
tkroat  coaetraetlea. 

The  brake  fai  bailt  in  capadtiea  ranging  from  80  to 
•M  tans  for  woritfag  amterial  from  10  gage  to  )  in. 
fa  tkkkaeea.  The  wldtha  between  housings  vary  from 
•  ft.<iaiol4fL€  In.,  and  the  weight  from  18.000 
to  ISOjOOO  lb.  The  first  machines  to  be  delivered  were 
a  mtoa  brake  for  the  Hamilton  Manufacturing  Co., 
Two  Bfvera,  Wia.,  aad  a  200-ton  brake  for  the  B.  F. 
Haasinaan  Maaafactariag  Co.,  Cleveland.  Ohio. 

RBADINO  41-INCH  PLJITB  8HKAR  DRU TBAM    RNQINB 

electric  motor  drive,  the  shear  illustrated  being  engine 
driven.  The  camshaft  is  11  in.  in  diameter  in  the  bear- 

ings, and  is  equipped  with  an  automatic  releasing  clutch, 
either  for  stopping  at  every  up-stroke,  leaving  the 
shear  open  for  inserting  the  plate,  or  the  machine  can 
be  operated  continuously,  at  the  will  of  the  operator. 
The  shipping  weight  is  66,000  pounds. 

Wallace  Electric  Bench  Clue  Pot 
An  electrically  heated  glue  pot  the  temperature  of 

which  is  controlled  automatically  has  recently  l)een 
placed  on  the  market  by  J.  D.  Wallace  &  Co.,  1401  West 
Jackaon  Boulevard,  Chicago,  III.  The  current  for  the 
pot  may  be  taken  from  an  eiectrir  lighting  circuit,  and 
all  that  is  necessary  to  start  the  heating  is  to  turn  on 
the  switch.  After  that,  the  temperature  of  the  pot  rises 
and  is  maintained  between  140  and  160  deg.  F.,  the 

temperature  control  requiring  no  further  attention. 
The  glue  ia  always  kept  at  the  proper  temperature 

for  use.  although  it  is  not  cooked  sufficiently  to  injure 
its  holding  propertiea.  Even  thouKh  the  current  t)e 
left  on  over  night,  no  injury  will  result  either  to  the 
pot  or  the  glue.  The  pot  may  be  employed  either  as 
a  water  bath,  or  as  a  hot  air  or  a  dry  heat  pot.  It  may 
be  used  for  heating  or  melting  such  subatances  as  wax, 

pitch,  sealing  compound  or  resin,  that  requires  a  defi- 
nite working  temperature. 

The  electrical  heating  element  is  in  the  bottom  of  the 

pot.  although  a  dead  air  space  is  provided  below  it  to 
prevent  injury  to  the  bench  on  which  the  pot  ia  placed. 
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I 
The  thermostat  contains  a  sensitive  volatile  substance 
that  contracts  and  expands  with  changes  in  temperature, 

so  as  to  operate  the  conti'ol  switch  when  the  tempera- 
ture rises  to  the  upper  limit  or  falls  to  the  lower  limit. 

The  water  pot  is  above  the  thermostat,  and  the  glue 
container  inside  this  pot. 

WALLACE  ELECTRIC  BENCH  GLtTE  POT 

The  container  is  of  cast  aluminum  and  fitted  with 
retaining  lugs  at  the  top  that  prevent  it  from  floating 
when  only  paitially  filled.  A  part  of  the  bail  extends 
across  the  center  of  the  pot  to  serve  as  a  brush  wiper. 
The  dial  gage  shown  on  the  side  of  the  pot  in  the 
accompanying  illustration  indicates  the  temperature. 
The  jewel  or  window  in  the  base  allows  the  operator  to 
see  whether  the  coil  is  heated. 

Reading  42-Inch  Roll  Lathe 
The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  large  roll 

lathe  recently  built  by  the  Reading  Iron  Co.,  Scott 
Foundry  Department,  Reading,  Pa.  The  machine  has 
a  capacity  for  turning  a  chilled  roll  42  in.  in  diameter 
by  120  in.  long.  It  is  driven  by  a  20-hp.  variable-speed 
motor,  the  speeds  of  which  range  from  400  to  600  r.p.m. 
There  is  a  gear  box  with  two  changes  of  speed,  arranged 
so  that  the  full  range  of  motor  speed  can  be  employed 
with  each. 

The  faceplate  speed  varies  from  0.4  to  1.6  revolutions 
I)er  minute.  The  main  spindle  is  73  in.  in  diameter, 
and  the  gears  are  machine  cut.    The  bearings  are  large. 

The  entire  construction  is  heavy  to  provide  the  strength 
required  for  the  heavy  service  for  which  the  machine 
is  intended.  The  total  weight  of  the  lathe  is  35,000 

pounds. 

Whiting  Combination  Clutch  and  Brake 
for  Tumbling  Barrels 

In  order  to  promote  safety  of  operation  of  tumbling 
barrels  and  mills,  the  Whiting  Corporation,  Harvey.  111., 
has  recently  placed  on  the  market  a  combination  clutch 
and  brake  mechanism  for  use  in  starting  and  stopping 
them.  The  device,  which  can  be  .seen  attached  to  the 
end  of  a  tumbling  mill  in  the  accompanying  illustration, 
is  simple  in  construction  and  controlled  by  a  single 
hand  lever.  Shifting  the  lever  toward  the  mill  engages 
the  clutch  and  starts  rotation  of  the  barrel.  To  stop 
the  barrel,  the  lever  is  moved  in  the  reverse  direction, 
passing  through  the  neutral  position  and  to  the  braking 

position. 
The  clutch  permits  of  stopping  a  loaded  mill  at  ex- 

WHITIXG  CLUTCH  AND  BRAKE  ON  TUMBLING  BARREL 

actly  the  point  desired  for  unloading.  The  barrel  is 
thus  held  in  position  while  the  unloading  is  taking  place, 
eliminating  the  necessity  of  temporarily  bracing  the 
barrel  or  of  placing  a  bolt  in  the  gearing,  as  is  some- 

times done.  Even  though  the  barrel  is  unevenly  loaded, 
it  cannot  turn  when  the  brake  is  set. 
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A  Rapid  MiUineter-Inch  Conversion  Chart 
By  Lucuw  B.  PioouTT 

Yoor  rKMit  note  on  "SUndardiMd  Methods  of 
Traiuiatinc  IdcIm*  to  MUlinMUra**  rvralU  an  unlooked 
fir  Afindty  ta  tb*  truwlattoa  of  a  wt  of  metrically 
dbMWlMwd  drawiaga  Into  inch  naasurvmenu  many 
■Malfca  ago,  and  tk*  cfolaUoa  of  a  diart  for  expedi- 
ti— aly  aSacUac  tka  coavaraioo. 

Tlw  drawiasa  wvrt  relatively  of  a  aimple  character 
in  e\-»B  millimetera  and  free  of  the  com- 

I  of  interchaosMibilit)-  with  »tmil«r  metric  part«. 
WHli  f«w  euapUoaa,  aoeh  aa  faaring.  the  convemiun 
coaaiatad  la  a  rouadiac'off  to  tha  nearest  6tth.  or 
tbt  daairad  coarMr  divlaloa  of  an  inch. 

Foraiga  aagtoaara  who  supervised  the  work  had 
a  tabit  eovarinc  the  range  of  dimensions 
Whaa  tbax  procaadad  to  apply  their  table  to 

aa.  tha  doaa  applkatton  of  comparing  many 
huadrtd  BMtrie  dinanaioas  with  their  proper  equiv- 
alaata  ia  iaekaa  p««*«d  aoaxpactedly  laborious,  because 
It  ww»  Mft  aloiM  tlM  eeoTorakHi  to  the  nearest  64th  that 

waa  raqaltad  bat,  nore  ofton,  the  adoption  of  a  near 
•qahralaat  la  aoaia  eoanwr  divUior^ 

Aft«r  aooM  tentative  efforts  to  And  a  better  arrange- 
■MMt  of  aqaivahsta.  the  expedient  of  juxUposing  the 
illTlaloaa  of  a  aMtric  and  an  inch  scale,  enlarged  about 

laa  timm,  waa  adoptad  wHb  vary  aatiiifactor>-  results. 
.  TIm  dwrt  hartwith  is  the  first  of  five  sheets,  four 
of  which  read  to  S2  in.  The  fifth  sheet  gives  equiv- 

alents bf  thiwitaitiit  of  BUnimeters  from  1,000  to  20.000 
millimetera.  The  top  horixontal  line  represents  a  length 
of  1  in.  aad  is  dhridod  into  64ths  and  numbered.  The 
first  liae  baloWt  Mrireri  O.  ia  divided  into  correitponding 

millimeters  of  which  every  fifth  one  is  numliertKl.  Th«i 
succeeding  lines,  marked  1  in.,  2  in.,  3  in.,  etc.,  are 
simply  a  continuation  of  the  metric  scale.  The 
chart  in  fact  consists  of  inch  length.H  of  the  two  enlarged 
scales  laid  one  above  the  other  after  the  manner  of  the 
Thatcher  slide  rule  which  is  many  feet  in  length.  The 
vertical  lines  pass  through  the  inch  divisions  aiui  serve 

to  compare  the  corr«?.sponding  points  on  the  two  scale.'*. 
For  a  given  metric  reading,  its  position  with  respect 

to  the  adjacent  vertical  Unas  indicates  at  a  glance  what 
fraction  to  choose  and  its  departure  from  the  metric 
value.  With  a  table  of  equivalents  this  departure  must 
be  visualized  from  arithmetical  values. 

A  value  of  2S.4  mm.  was  taken  for  the  inch  value 

and  it  ia  readily  seen  that  the  addition  of  25  mm.  to 
any  given  value  lies  on  the  line  immediately  below  it, 
0.4  mm.  behind  it  and  all  points  25  mm.  apart,  fall  on 
parallel  diagonal  lines.  The  last  diagonal  passes 
through  the  upper  right  corner  of  the  chart  and  recedes 
0.4  mm.  at  each  horizontal  line.  At  the  tenth  line 

marked  "9,"  it  intersects  at  4  mm.  from  the  end  at  the 
250  mm.  point  which  determines  the  slope. 

With  no  other  object  than  to  fit  an  odd  size  of  sheet, 
the  length  of  the  chart  (25.4  mm.)  was  taken  at  280  mm. 280 

The  260-mm.  point  on  that  scale  then  falls  "^  "*  g,  .  =  44.1 
mm.  from  the  end  of  the  9-Iine. 

The  sheet  with  inter\'als  of  1,000  mm.  is  con.structed 
on  the  same  manner,  but  the  diagonals  have  a  different 
and  opposite  slope.  That  sheet  might  well  be  eliminated 
by  the  use  of  an  auxiliary  table  of  equivalents  at  in- 

tervals of  10  in.  which  are  all  multiples  of  254  mm. 
Indeed  all  but  the  first  sheet  could  be  thus  eliminated 
and  that  one  need  then  read  only  to  10  in. 

Fractions  of  oin  Inch 

Hi  it 
nilltirtefer* 

MKTRIC  CONVKRJIION  <.-HART 
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Bad  Order  Cars  Show 
Increase 

Reports  just  received  from  the  rail- 
roads of  the  United  States  by  the  Car 

Service  Division  of  the  American  Rail- 
way Association  show  that  335,575  or 

14.8  per  cent  of  the  freight  cars  on  line 
were  in  need  of  repairs  on  August  15. 

This  was  an  increase  of  10,992  cars 
over  the  total  number  of  freight  cars 
in  bad  order  on  July  1  when  the  shop- 

men's strike  began,  at  which  time  there 
were  324,583  cars  or  14.3  per  cent. 

Compared  with  August  1,  this  was  a 
decrease  of  9,438  cars.  On  that  date, 
345,013  cars  were  in  bad  order  or  15.3 
per  cent  of  the  cars  on  line. 

The  total  number  of  bad  order  freight 
cars  on  August  15  last  was  46,865  less 
than  the  total  in  need  of  repairs  on 
August  15,  1921,  and  5,247  less  than  on 
June  1,  1922,  at  which  times  no  strikes 
of  railway  employees  were  in  progress. 

These  tabulations  are  based  on  re- 
ports received  directly  by  the  Car  Serv- 

ice Division  from  roads  representing 
98.6  per  cent  of  the  total  mileage  of 
the  Class  One  railroads  and  owning 

99.3  per  cent  of  the  cars  on  line.  i-v' 

terneplate,  etc.,  1,330  tons  rail  fasten- 
ings, switches,  frogs,  etc.,  1,284  tons 

iron  and  steel  bars,  and  rods  other 
than  wire,  and  1,210  tons  structural 
shapes,  plain  material. 

Iron  and  Steel  Export  Trade 
For  July 

July  exports  of  iron  and  steel  were 
only  159,338  long  tons,  as  compared 
with  220,112  tons  for  June,  according 
to  figures  of  the  Iron  and  Steel  Divi- 

sion of  the  Department  of  Commerce. 
This  shows  a  decrease  of  60,774  tons 
over  June  and  71,922  over  May. 

The  only  noticeable  increase  in  the 
July  exports  over  June  were  barbed 
wire  and  woven  wire  fencing,  1,426 
tons,  and  cast  iron  pipe  and  fittings, 
1,316  tons.  Among  the  smaller  gains 
were:  Structural  material,  fabricated, 
950  tons;  wire  rope  and  cable.,  287  tons; 
wire,  n.e.s.  and  manufactures  of  223 
tons;  hoops,  bands  and  strip  steel,  206 
tons;  and  black  iron  sheets,  202  tons. 
Outstanding  losses  for  July  were:  Steel 
rails,  13,753  tons;  black  steel  sheets, 
10,995  tons;  boiler  tubes  and  welded 
pipe,  6,888  tons;  iron  and  steel  bars  and 
rods  other  than  vnre,  5,797  tons;  Ingots, 
blooms,  billets,  sheet  bars  and  skelp, 
3,028  tons;  structural  shapes,  plain  ma- 

terial, 2,903  tons;  plain  wire,  1,755  tons; 
galvanized  sheets.   1,383   tons. 

Canada  was  the  foremost  buyer  of 
American  iron  and  steel,  with  Japan 
second.  Canada's  purchases  in  July 
amounted  to  48.010  tons,  comprised 
principally  of  8,630  tons  ingots,  blooms, 
billets,  sheet  bars  and  skelp,  6,427  tons 
iron  and  steel  bars  and  rods  other  than 

wire,  5,780  tons  structural  shapes',  plain 
material,  3,808  tons  iron  and  steel 
plates,  3,526  tons  black  steel  sheets, 
3,101  tons  galvanized  sheets,  2,369  tons 
steel  rails  and  1,899  tons  hoops,  bands 
and  strip  steel.  The  most  important 
shipments  to  Japan  were  16,886  tons 
steel  rails,  8,153  tons  black  steel  sheets, 
2:746  tons   scrap,   1,339  tons  tinplate, 

Exporters  Make  Plans  for 
Annual  Convention 

Preliminary  announcement  during  the 
past  week  by  Myron  Co.  Robinson, 
president  of  the  American  Manufac- 

turers Export  Association  indicates 
that  plans  of  a  most  comprehensive 
character  are  being  made  for  the  an- 

nual convention  of  the  Association 
which  will  be  held  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria,  New  York  City,  Oct.  25  and  26. 
The  slogan  for  the  convention, 

"Better  Times  Through  Foreign  Trade," 
furnishes  some  hint  as  to  the  keynote 
for  the  general  discussions  and  leading 
talks  which  will  occupy  the  morning 
and  afternoon  sessions  of  both  days.  _ 

The  annual  banquet  will  be  held  in 
the  evening  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria; 
the  subject  will  be  "foreign  trade." 
Alba  B.  Johnson  of  Philadelphia,  for- 

merly president  of  the  association,  will 
be    toastmaster. 

President  Warren  G.  Harding  has 
tentatively  accepted  an  invitation  to 
speak  on  this  occasion  subject  to  final 
acceptance,  depending  upon  pressure  of 
national  affairs  at  the  time. 

The  attendance  at  the  banquet  prom- 
ises to  be  exceptionally  large  and  will 

undoubtedly  tax  the  capacity  of  the 
banquet  room.  Reservations  are  now 
being  made  although  the  invitations 
have  not  yet  been   sent   out. 

The  speakers  at  the  various  sessions 
are  now  being  considered  by  the  chair- 

man of  the  respective  sessions  with  a 
view  to  obtaining  the  most  prominent 
and  best  qualified  speakers  on  these 
subjects. 

A  further  announcement  of  speakers 
will  be  made  in  the  near  future. 

  ♦   

Fitchburg  Industries 

Exposition 
At  a  meeting  held  last  week,  the 

Fitchburg  Chamber  of  Commerce  of 
Fitchburg,  Mass.,  completed  plans  for 
the  Manufacturers'  and  Merchants' 
Exposition  which  will  be  held  in  the 
state  Armory  in  that  city  Sept.  19  to 
22  inclusive. 

Nearly  every  industry  in  Fitchburg 
and  the  immediate  vicinity  has  taken 
space  for  exhibiting  their  products,  the 
metal  and  machine  working  industries 
being  in  the  majority. 

The  exposition  has  attracted  wide- 
spread attention  and  a  large  attendance 

is  expected.  As  the  committee  on 
manufacturers  of  the  Fitchburg  Charn- 
ber  of  Commerce  has  worked  intelli- 

gently and  well  in  the  planning  for 
Fitchburg's  first  Manufacturers'  find 
Merchants'  Exposition,  it  is  hoped  that 
a  full  measure  of  success  will  crown 
their  efforts.  The  city  proudly  boasts 
of  many  industries  whose  products  are 
internationally  known. 

Manufacture  of  Aircraft 
in  1921 

The  Department  of  Commerce  an* 
nouces  that  the  census  reports  shoW- 
considerable  decrease  in  the  number 
and  value  of  aircraft  manufactured  in 
1921  as  compared  with  1919.  In  1921, 
there  were  19  establishments  reported 
and  the  total  value  of  all  products  was 
$6,616,988,  as  compared  with  31  estab- 

lishments and  the  total  value  of  prod- 
ucts of  $14,372,643  in  1919.  The  da- 

crease  in  the  total  value  of  products 
was  54.0  per  cent. 

In  1921  as  compared  With  1919,  there 
was  a  decrease  of  148,  or  34.3  per  cent, 
in  the  number  of  airplanes  manufac- 

tured, but  there  was  an  increase  of 
$332,888,  or  9.6  per  cent,  in  their  total 
value.  For  seaplanes  there  were  de- 

creases during  this  period  both  in  their 
number  and  value,  222,  or  96.5  per  cent, 
and  $4,269,948,  or  93  per  cent,  respec- 

tively. While  this  condition  reflects 
the  deflation  following  the  war,  prog- 

ress in  aircraft  development  is,  never- 
theless, proceeding  apace,  under  the 

energetic  activities  of  the  Aeronautical 
Chamber  of  Commerce  of  America. 

British  Motor  Production 
Still  Limited 

Assistant  Trade  Commissioner  Park, 
London,  in  a  report  to  the  Department 
of  Commerce  says,  the  serious  disloca- 

tions caused  by  the  engineering  lockout 
during  the  first  part  of  this  year  in  the 
British  automotive  industry  have  proven 
very  difficult  to  overcome. 

The  export  trade  continues  to  de- 
crease, while  imports  of  foreign  cars 

have  steadily  increased  since  the  first 
of  the  year,  despite  the  33i  per  cent 
import  duty.  The  United  States  and 
Canada  remain  well  in  the  lead  in 
British  imports  of  passenger  cars,  which 
are  dutiable,  while  France  and  Italy  are 
ahead  with  respect  to  complete  motor 
trucks,  which  enter  the  United  King- 

dom free.  Sales  of  American  cars  in 
the  British  market  have  improved 
steadily  and  will  continue  to  hold  a 
good  market  as  long  as  they  can  give 
a  better  value  for  less  money,  as  is 
true  at  the  present  time  in  many  cases. 
Recent  price  redr.ctions  have  been  made 

by  the  representatives  of  several  Amer- 
ican cars  on  the  market  due  to  satis- 

factory increases  in  business. 

Cincinnati  Metal  Trades 
Hold  Picnic 

On  the  afternoon  of  Sept.  6,  the 
outing  of  the  Cincinnati  Metal  Trades 
w^as  held  at  Langberg  Island,  Indiana. 
Automobiles  conveyed  the  excursion- 

ists, about  sixty  members  and  their 
guests,  to  the  ground.  After  lunch, 
athletic  events,  a  ball  game,  and  a  few 

quieter  games  were  indulged  in.  Fol- lowing the  sports  a  chicken  dinner  was 
served. 
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VMMii.  1  Imi«v  trawIM  «v«r 

MM  ■Ml—  Ml  nx  diirvrrnt  railrMd*. 

Ilto  ̂ — J)lf  ■!■.  tl»  Chkcaco,  Bartiaf- 
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Mt    tbair    icht    aalaaa    tka    ill 

tajnnctioa  ob«ataa<  by  th«  At- 
Geaaral  thall  ao  atiia^thiii  their 

haafc  that  tiiay  caa  riaianBrl  tha  eo- 
apantiaa  at  othar 

In  aOikalr.  bat 

iaiftnctiaa  ara 
««tT  but*  pirOaa  af  tfw 
aai  that  iu  «€act  baa  h» 
aad  <«iptB  tha  gnU 

Ob  aw  trip  I  trisHa 
apalia,  ffpabaai.  laat 
lHi4.   OrMpaa,   8aa 

trip  I  trisHad  Ciiieac«,  Mioaa- 
~  tttla.  TacMaa.  Port- 

Fraadaeo.  Santa 

■aiWra.  Cea  Aacalaa,  El  Paaa,  Hooa- 
•«.  Haw  OriaaM.  MaaipUs  aad  Cin- 
ilniH  la  BMBt  af  thMa  cMaa  1  liad 

■ppartL.iHy  ta  talk  wttk  BMuqr  rapra- 
■aatallr*  baaiaaaa  aiao. 

A*  I  hava  afaaady  raportad.  tha  faai- 
Ibb  aa  tka  fmMe  Coaat  is  aloMat  oaaai- 
■aaaly  apdaOstk. 

Tlw  chaarfklaasB  aaaryahaif  n«tir«- 
abla  is  lai«al*  4aa  ta  tha  fact  that  from 

Mtaa  Im  Saathsta  CaUfornia  tha 

bf  Iba  fbsap  water 
ta  KawpatBeaHi  Abmt- 

i<a  aad  tha  Atlaalk  CaaM 
aWsd  via  tba  PbaaaM  CtaaL 

With  tha  abaailsat  toaaaca  prsasaUy 
aaaOaMa  lalaa  ai*  sa  law  that  th«  rail- 

trip  f r 
>a  It  4 

_  attaopt  to  compatr  with 
tbaaL  na  Tfaaidant  Tafl*'  of  tha 

rvcantly  mada  tha 
N«w  Tatb  ta  Saa  rraariacQ 

I  aad  U  baara,  aad  thara  is 
that  dnrlnir  tha  rominc 

I  af  tha  California  fruit  pro- 
aa  wail  aa  a  larva  shara  of  tha 
travai  wfB  ba  haaAad  by  tba 

watar  roota.  la  tima  of 
a€sct  af  tba  law  rataa  will 

t»  tike  raUtloa  batwaaw 
and  rhaap  traaapartatton 

that  wUI  laarf  tha  raat  of  tha  coaatfy  to 
diwaad  aa  aoaality  of  opportaaity  ta 
•a  far  aa  twaigki  mtaa  ar« 

tba 
of  Ha  craat  natoral  ad- 
Pariftr  Caaat  la  nearly 

it  ran  hardly  be 
aa  typkal  of  tha  whole 

caaatrr.  Eastward  to  tba  sraat  1 
aippi  ValWy  aad  ta  tba  gaatkwsat 

to   flraara    Umt*   to 
wfca  hava  baaa 

waiting  for  the  (ood  (imas  that  hava 
been  promiaed. 

Thr  price  of  wheat  has  been  diaap- 
poiniinir  and  cotton  ha«  declined  in- 
atcad  of  advancing  a*  the  probability  of 
another  (hort  crop  becAmea  apparent. 
Than  there  ia  the  certainty  of  very  high 
prices  for  coal  and  the  probability  of 
much  physical  and  industrial  distress 
in  the  northern  regions  where  the  winter 
taag^ratures  are  low. 

Fard's  announcement  that  he  will 
shot  down  because  he  can't  get  coal  at 
raaaonable  prices  haa  produced  a  pro- 

found impreaaion  in  the  Northwttit  and 
while  there  ia  but  little  unemployment 
at  ptaaaat,  a  winter  of  discontent  and 
idlaaeaa  is  expected  in  many  of  the  man- 

ufacturing cities  of  Ohio,  Indiana,  Mich- 
ican  and  Wiaconsin. 

Tba  aaaaches  of  the  radical  pollti- 
etoaa  wno  have  in  many  cases  been 
aomioatad  at  the  primaries  have 
faatored  this  discontent  and  the  exploit- 

ation of  European  poverty  in  which 
ntany  of  the  candidates  have  engaged 
by  way  of  justifying  the  American 
tkolation  that  they  preach  has  led  many 
fanners  to  realize  for  the  first  time  that 
the  price  they  get  for  their  crops  is  to 
some  extent  dependent  upon  the  export 
demand.  This  is,  I  think,  one  of  tha 
reasons  why  the  <-otton  is  being  so 
readily  sold  in  Texas  and  some  other 
cotton  slates. 

The  experience  of  the  last  two  years 
has  bef-n  cosUy  as  well  as  educational 
to  the  fanner  and  while  he  does  not  say 
much  his  actions  show  that  the  lessons 
he  has  learnt  are  not  as  yet  forgotten. 
He  is  doing  a  heap  of  thinking.  He 
feels  that  the  future  is  somewhat  be- 
clooded  and  while  he  Is  able  to  buy  what 
ha  really  needa  his  present  attittide  is 
one  that  suggests  caution  and  self  ra- 
straint  rather  than  the  reckless  expend- 

iture that  ia  by  some  thought  to  be 
eaaentjal  to  good  trade  and  btisiness 
activity.  Therefore  1  am  not  disposed 
to  expect  a  boom  that  presupposes  agri- 

cultural opulence  or  extravagance.  Tha basic  conaltiona  are  lacking. 

But  as  one  comes  further  East  and 
gats  into  what  might  ba  called  the  fin- 
anrial  and  industrial  tone  of  the 
country  he  is  impressed  by  tha  persist- 

ent belief  In  a  period  of  what  haa  been 
so  often   called   "sacoadary    inflation." 

This  belief  is  pradicatad  upon  the 
abondance  of  money  and  bank  credit 
and  the  theory  that  high  wages  and 
high  prices  for  what  labor  produces 
most  in  time  cause  an  advance  all  along 
tha  liaa. 

It  (s  expaetad  that  as  prices  advance 
and  inventorias  or  salaa  show  profits 
arrntsd  or  raalixed  paonia  will  com- 

mence to  spend  or  apecafite  somrwiuit 
recklessly.  It  is  upon  this  theory  thst 
tha  stock  market  has  been  sustained 
and  advanced  during  tha  strikes.  It  will 
probably  be  vindicated,  for  tbooa  who 

control  the  reservoirs  and  flow  of  cap- 
iul  accept  it  and  are  prepared  to  lemi freely. 

As  a  conNe<juenre  many  large  cor- 
porationa,  particularly  the  railways,  are 
preparing  to  spend  huge  sums  for  im- 

provements and  equipment,  and  there Is  much  new  construction  in  progress 
everywhere  in  the  East.  As  one  half 
the  population  of  the  nation  resides 
within  600  miles  of  New  York  City  the 
dominant  feeling  in  that  comparatively 

small  Dortion  of  the  country's  area  has 
a  profound  effect  upon  the  whole  and 
for  the  present  at  least  it  is  probable 
that  the  optimism  which  prevails  here 
and  hereabouts  will  penetrate  and 
lighten  the  clouds  which  hang  over  the 
agricultural  region  that  drains  intc  the 
Gulf  of  Mi-xico  and  the  South  Atlantic. 
On  b»>th  the  Pacific  and  Atlantic 

slopes  a  winter  of  activity  and  rising 
prices  is  expected.  The  expectation  is 
reasonable.  It  will  probably  be  realized, 
but  it  will  be  well  to  remember  that 
rising  prices  do  not  create  wealth.  They 
are  generally  a  sign  of  decreased  pro- 

duction and  impoverishment  for  it  is 
onl^  by  increased  production  that  the 
individual  or  the  world  grows  richer. 

Under  the  stimulus  of  easy  money 
and  the  rapid  distribution  of  revenues 
raised  by  taxation  or  public  borrowing 
we  may  for  a  while  be  able  to  simulate 
real  prosperity,  but  the  time  is  rapidly 
approaching  when  hard  work,  economy, 
and  the  intelligent  development  of  trade 
that  depends  upon  low  cost  production 
will  be  essential  to  our  commercial  and 
industrial  success. 

Progrress  of  French  Iron  and 
Steel  Industry 

During  the  first  six  months  of  1922, 
according  to  information  received  by 
the  DepaKment  of  Commerce  from  Act- 

ing Commercial  Attache  Butler,  Paris. 
French  exports  of  iron  ore  raachea 
4328,456  metric  tons,  value  99,000,000 
francs,  as  aginst  2,066,428  tons,  value 
61,000,000  franca  during  the  first  six 
months  of  1921.  The  exports  of  iron 

ore  from  one  period  to  another  fn- 
craased,  especially  for  Germany  (1,160,- 
068  tons-  against  r>ori,702  tons).  They 
remsin  stationary  for  Belgium  and  hIviw 
an  increase  for  the  Ssar  and  the  Nether- 
lands. 

The  total  French  imports  for  the  first 
half  of  1022  of  pig  iron,  wrought  iron 
and  steel  (including  slag)  amounted  to 
891,674  metric  tons,  value  293,000,000 

francs,  against  2.''il,2:?2  Um;  value  269,- 000,000  francs  during  the  corresponding 

period  of  1921.  The  increase  in  Im- 
ports is  especially  notable  for  foundry 

pig  iron  (n4.H4H  tons  during  the  first 
six  months  of  1022,  a<'ainst  15.2H1  tons 
during  the  same  period  of  1921),  for 
blooms,  bllleU  and  bars  (160,031  tons 
against  00  072  tons),  for  hoop  iron  or 
•teel  (19,406  tons  against  H,:{KK  tons). 
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BUSINESS  CONDITIONS,  in  the United  States  as  reflected  in  the 
weekly  statement  of  the  Federal 

Reserve  Board  issued  on  September 
6,  show  a  slight  increase  in 
activity.  The  twelve  banks 
report  bills  on  hand  totaling 
$593,000,000,  an  increase  of  a 
little  over  $17,000,000,  which 
is  the  highest  point  for  a 
considerable  period.  The  re- 

serve ratio  declined  from  79.2 
per  cent  on  August  30  to  78.3 
per  cent.  The  reserve  for  the 
Federal  Reserve  Bank  of  New 
York  declined  from  86.3  per 
cent  to  83.8  per  cent.  The 
reserve  of  the  Bank  of  Eng- 

land shows  inprovement  dur- 
ing the  same  period,  increas- 
ing from  17.64  per  cent  to 

18.30  per  cent  on  September  6. 

Industrial  works  construc- 
tion contracts  awarded  in  the 

United  States  and  Canada 
during  August  reached  a  total 
of  $21,660,000,  nearly  double 
the  total  for  the  four  weeks 
of  July.  Building  contracts 
were  valued  at  $73,512,000, 
street  and  road  construction 
following  in  second  place  with 
$37,035,000.  The  grand  total 
of  all  August  construction 
contracted  for  amounted  to  $160,130,- 
000  as  compared  with  $119,173,906  in 
the  month  of  July. 

World  wheat  crop  prospects,  as  esti- 
mated by  the  Department  of  Agri- 
culture, indicates  a  yield  of  3,019,000,- 

000  bushels.  The  combined  yield  of  the 
United  States  and  Canada  is  placed  at 

1,125,968,000  bushels  as  compared  with 
the  pre-war  average  of  883,810,000 
bushels.  British  India  and  Japan  are 
expected  to  produce  a  combined  yield 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New Yorlc,  Chicago  and Clevelan d   Prices 

Four One 
Current 

Weeks' 

Year 

Unit 
Price 

Ago Ago 

Soft  steel  bars. . 
per  lb   _ 30.028S  30.0261 SO. 0270 

Cold    finished 
shafting   

per  lb   
0.036S 0.0340 0.041S 

Brass  rods   
per  lb   

0.170 0.17S0 0.1433 
Solder  (§  and  J) 

per  lb   

0,225 
0.217 0.18 

Cotton    waste.  . 
per  lb   

0.115 0.11 0.102 

Washers,    cast 
iron  (\  in.) .  .  . per  100  lb. 

4.00 3.83 4.06 

Emergy,     disks, 
cloth.  No.  1,  6 
in.  lia. . .  .  .  . . per  100   

per  gal   

3.11 
0.575 

3.11 
0.575 

1 0.36 0.36 

Belting,  leather. 
medium   off  list   

40-5% 

@50% 

40-5% 

@50% 
Machine      bolts 

up  to  1  x30in. 
off  list   

^^% 
50%@ S0%@ 

@60% 

65-10% 60-10% 

of  392,000,000  bushels  as  against  the 
pre-war  average  of  375,000,000.  Nearly 
all  European  countries  report  de- 

creases as  compared  with  pre-war 
production. 

World  international  trade  in  the  first 
half  of  1922  according  to  the  National 
City  Bank  of  New  York  shows  a  ma- 

terial decline  in  stated  value  when 
compared  with  the  corresponding 
period  of  1921,  and  of  course  a  big 
fall  off  when  compared  with  the  high 

record  year  1920.  OfRcial  re- 
ports of  18  principal  countries 

representing  about  60  per 
cent  of  the  world's  normal 
trade  indicates  that  the  stated 
value  of  their  international 
commerce  in  the  first  half  of 
1922  is  about  13  per  cent  be- 

low that  of  the  same  period in  1921. 

Pig     iron     production    for 
August  totaled  1,800,000  tons, 
a  decrease  of  600,000  tons 

from  the  previous  month's total.  July  production  showed 
an  increase  of  50,000  tons 
over  June. 

Unfilled     tonnage     of     the 
U.  S.  Steel  Corporation  as  of 
August  31,  totaled  5,950,105 
tons,  an  increase  over  the 
month  of  July  of  173,000  tons. 
This  compares  with  the  high 
point  reached  in  April  1921, 
at  which  time  the  forward 
tonnage  totaled  5,845,224  and 
the  low  point  on  February  28 
of  the  current  year  at  which 
time  the  unfilled  orders 

amounted  to  4,141,069  tons. 

Loading  of   revenue  freight  on   the 
railroads  of  the  country  totaled  890,- 

838  cars  during  the  week  which  ended  • 
on  Aug.  26,  which  was  an  increase  of 
34,619  cars  compared  with  the  pre- 

ceding week,  and  an  increase  of  61,955 
cars  over  1921. 

Weekly  car  loadinfcN  of  revenue  freight  liaNed  on  report** 
from  the  railroads  of  the  U.  S.  by  the  Car  Service  Division 
of    tile    Aniericuu    Kailwuys    AHsociation. 

AveraKe  price  of  ten  automotive  stocks;  Chandler,  Gen- 
eral Mf>torR,  llupp.  Mack,  Pierce,  Stewart,  stromberg,  8tude- 

baker.  White,  WlUys. 
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CkOcMM  Want  American 

CUto,  mtiiam  Um  Dapart- 
that  ahhoack  tlwi 

froai    Aawr- 
ta  Mck  maU.  it  u 

wltk  raflcient 
IW  rtmMiU  (or  la- 
u«  rtwimly  brine  re- 

crlrad.  Ikw*  ia  aa  aapariallx  activ« 
4mamad  ttr  cataloca  of  awdnnvry  ot 
•■  Iteiib  M*  hacaaaa  of  aay  particular 
MMIwtty  •■•■(  QiUaaa  auuiatac- 
tMnTWrt  ftr  tka  r«aaa  tkat  tkt  rtp* 

ad  AnMricaa 
ia  ratlktr  U«kinc  in  Chil« 

t  la  Mttala  Ikaw  wh«rv  the  maker* 
by  tb*ir  own  talesinvn 

ar  bjr  aa  Wiially  alert  arrncy.  Many 
m4m*  tar  aadilMiy  bava  bavn  placad 
IB  iMMa  SmSTSmmm  i<  a  lack  of 
haawla^  af  Om  Aaaricaa  prodaet  or 
bi    <Aah    af    aceaaaibt*    American 

all  oparatina  but  liue  to  tka  coal  ttrika 
maay  will  Rkely  be  compelled  to  »hut 
dears  alkartly  becauM  of  lack  of  fuel. 
Tba  MBM  ia  true  of  the  bnck  and  lum- 

ber induatrtea. 
Pic  irun  production  ia  raininf  ataadily 

and  aa  yrt  the  iron  and  ateel  trade* 
are  not  havinc  to  curtail  greatly  be- 
cauae  of  the  atrikra.  Building  continuei 
active  tboufh  ia  beinc  alovrrd  up  to 
•oma  extant  due  to  the  inability  to  ob- 

tain prompt  ahipment  of  materiala. 

It  la  ■agaiited  that  caUlofa  be 
•ml  la  tka  AaMrtcaa  Commercul 
AttadM  at  laatiafa.  Ckila.  (Caaib 
ST-O.  taatlag^  CUW).  by  aach  Amer- 
ieaa  muttMrnttf  balMera  aa  are  inter- 
aatad  ia  iiaatt.  tiada,  and  able  to  fur- 
mUk  wtMmmttmQf  tka  aarvice  and 
■  niit  ruplwd  Iw  wat— ara  in  Chile. 
At  yaaaaat  tkaia  w  partiealar  intereat 
k.  a  II ad  ■aitlaa  larbtaary,  aapacially 
tkat  ii|iiaiiii  vith  alactrle  aaotar  drive. 

Ia  q— Iwc  price*  on  machiaaa  with 
attacfcad  alectrie  drive,  the  ability  to 

betk  direct  current  and  alter- 
at  motora— particularly 

ba  iadicatad  and  any 
la   ariea  iliwiM  ba  aUtad. 
I  af  carregt  at*  at  priaent 

I  tbere  ia  under  way  a 
taward  the  tiae  of  al- 

trmatiair  tftaat  lolari. 
Catalaca  abeold  ba  in  Rpaniab.  if 

aad  preferably  in  triplicate 
mplieato.  It  ia  well  to  aUte 

tha  aana  aad  addraaa  af  tba  agaat  for 
Cldla.  if  any. 

Southern  Industrial 
Conditions 

Wapwtlw>  for  tba  aixtb  federal  i«- 
mm  diatrkt  which  coaipriaM  tba  croap 

rm  atatea.  tiM  Fadaral  Ba 
of  AtlanU  advtacs  that  bat 

far  tiM  railroad  and  coal  atrikea,  in- 
ia  tba  dtatrict  would  likely  be  ax- 

aaa  «f  the  craataat  craa  of 
.  af  tha  paat 

Of  t«aaty-fo«r 
•rBM  raportinc  all  atata  that 
of  Uu  baa  beaa  lata  thaa  laat  year 
wt!h  tha  euaptioai  of  thraa  larca  At- 

lanta traM  which  nparted  a  alirht  in- 
«tnm.  Kara  lagMMBt  diatributora 

ahow  aflBlpoMBt  aalaa  ta  be 
ue  par  wot  battar  thaa  last 

year. 
Meaiber  haaka  of  tba  a/aUai  ara  OMnv 

-ptiaikatk  avar  tha  oalJaak  thaa  thay 
ha««  beaa  ta  mta^  OMMha,  aad  fli 
cialijr  tba  diatHrt  appears  to  he  ia  vary 
C<Md  thape.  Failarea  of  late  bava  baco 
CMHideraMy  lc«a  than  a  year  affo.  Ex- 

pect taitaaaa  ia  badly  off  aa  rallroada 
da  aat  appaar  te  b«  lafciac  moch  iatar- 
eat  hi  tha  aiarheta.    IhlpaMWla.  fnrthar- 

cfftaia  at 
la  hetaf  I 

TnrtJla 

ta  iiathiaitara  aarta  an  too 
aa«  aet  aai 

Automobile  Production 
Heavy  in  August 

Heavy  production  continued  in  the 
automobile  imluitry  during  Auguxt  ac- 
coniinc  to  reporte  received  from  fac- 
toriri  by  tM  National  Autuniubili- 
Chamber  of  Commerce.  Whilr  the  total 
prodnctioa  for  July  reached  244,444, 
eatimataa  baaed  on  ahioping  reporta 
for  the  flnt  three  weeaa  oi  Aiiauat 
indicate  thia  Agure  will  be  exceeded  by 
more  than  20,000  machine!.  Laat  year 
Auguat  production  exceeded  Julv  by 
4.445  machine*,  the  flgurea  Seing 
176,340  in  July  and  180,7815  in  August 
IMl.  Thus,  July,  1922.  exceeded  the 
uktn*  month  a  year  ago  by  38  per  cent, 
while  Augtut  will  apparently  increaae 
over  Auguat,  1921,  by  aomvthing  like 
50  per  cent.  Proouction  of  cars  and 
tracaa  for  the  entire  induxtry  during 
the  flrat  aeven  montha  of  1922  reached 
1,39S,0M  compared  with  1,668,550  for 
the  entire  year  of  1921. 
The  export  aitoation  continue*  to 

ahow  improvement  Paaarnffer  car  ex- 
porU  in  May  exceeded  April  by  8  per 
cent,  and  June  exceeded  May  bv  15  par 
cent  The  revival  of  truck  Dunineaa 
abroad  continuea  to  be  affected  by 
tba  diaturbed  indoatrial  condition*  in 
Evropa.  Export*  in  May,  however, 
exceeded  April  by  86  per  cent. 

E usiness  Items 
The  Weatem  Iron  Store*  Co.,  Mfl- 

waukve.  Wia..  John  A.  Camm,  presi- 
dent and  general  manager,  haa  added 

to  the  line  of  toola  that  it  repreaentii, 
tbooe  of  the  Rockford  Milling  Machine 
Co.,  Rockford,  111.,  and  it*  aaaociated 
lines,  the  drilling  machinea  of  the 
Hoefer  Manufat-luring  Co.,  Freepnrt. 
III.,  the  sensitive  drilling  machines  of 
the  Ediund  Machinery  Co.,  Cortland, 
N.  Y.,  and  the  radial  drilling  machine* 
of  the  Western  Machine  Tool  Work*. 
HolUnd,  Mich. 

The  Cropper-Kinney  Auto  Spring  Co. 
haa  recently  been  incorporntcd  at  Leb- 

anon, Ohio,  a  *uborb  of  Cincinnati,  with 
a  eapiul  of  $50,000.  Ggoaoe  Caorm, 
for  26  year*  connected  with  the  Kilbnm 
Wagon  Co.  i*  preaidant  and  treasurer. 
L.  W.  KiKNCY,  for  12  year*  in  charge  of 
tha  epring  factorie*  of  the  Studebaker 
Co.  ia  vice-pre*ident  and  general  auper- 
intendent  and  A.  M.  Kinncy  is  aaaist- 
aat  raperintandcnt.  The  company  ex- 
pecU  to  begin  operationa  October  15 
aad  will  manufacture  a  fine  gra'te  of 

ing  under  the  trade  name  of  "Star •pring 

Brand." 
aeh  effact 

■•  aajHHt. 
the  ifietria  ar* 

The  AtlanU  office  of  the  Bnrcaa  of 
Foreign  and  Domntie  Commerce, 
throogh  B.  C.  Getainger,  manager,  ad- 
vlaaa  that  with  the  co-operation  of 
•oathcm  manufacturer*  and  industrial 
aaaociatioBB,  mirtion    pietvraa  will   be 

made  of  many  southern  plante,  theee 
picturea  to  be  exhibited  in  foreign 
countriea  aa  a  meana  of  increaaing  de- 

mand for  aouthern  made  producta.  Mr. 
Ueteinger  requesU  any  reader  of  the 
America  a  Maohinitt,  intoreeted  in  the 

Bure«u'a  plan,  to  communicate  with 
him  at  the  Atlante  office  in  the  Cham- 

ber of  Commerce  Building.  Among 
the  imporUnt  induatriea  to  be  filmed 
will  be  the  iron  and  steel  industries  of 
the   Birmingham   di*trict. 

The  Mack  Trucks,  Inc.,  for  tha  aec- 
ond  quarter  of  the  current  year  report* 
net  earning*  of  $1,316,634,  after  de- 

ducting Axed  chargea,  depreciation  and 
Uxea.  Earninga  for  the  Arst  half  of 
ihe  year  now  amount  to  $1,670,632. 
The  American  Steel  Foundries  Co., 

in  iU  report  for  aix  months  ended  June 
30,  1922,  *how*  a  net  income  of  $1,462,- 
869,  which,  after  deduction  of  preferred 
dividends,  is  equal  tu  $1.89  per  share  on 
$20,401,000  common  stock  of  $331  par 
value,  comparing  with  a  net  income  of 
$334,775,  or  aix  cenU  per  share  on 
the  common  stock  in  the  same  period 
of  1921. 

The  Southern  Metal  Tradea  Aaaocia- 
tion  advises  that  investigationa  now 
in  progress  at  the  Bureau  of  Minea 
aouthern  experiment  aUtion  at  Tus- 

caloosa, Ala.,  cover  the  physical  prop- 
ertiei  of  blast  furnace  coke,  including 
physical  teaU,  solubility  of  coke  in 
carbon  dioxide,  and  analyaia  of  blast 
furnace  hearth  gaa.  In  the  study  of 
reactivity  of  coke  with  carbon  dioxide, 
the  effect  of  mesh  of  coke,  temperature, 
rate  of  flow  of  carbon  dioxide,  and 
dilution  with  nitrogen  ia  being  further 
investigated  by  the  sUtion. 

The  Meldrum-Gabrielson  Corporation 
of  Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  announce*  the  ap. 
pointment  of  Wm.  Battrrbby  of  No. 
3325  No.  21st  St.,  Philadelphia,  a*  ite 
exclusive  represenUtive  tor  •outheaat- 
em  Pennsylvania  and  Delaware;  and 
the  Kemp  Marhinery  Company  of  No. 
216  N.  Calvert  St..  Baltimore,  aa  iU 
repreaenUtive  in  Maryland,  Diatrict  of 
Columbia  and  Virginia. 

The  Canadian  National  Railway  chopa 
In  Moncton,  N.  B.,  it  i*  expected,  will 
shortly  be  assigned  to  work  on  a  new 
order  for  two  hundred  freight  cars  to 
be  built  in  that  city.  During  the  sum- 

mer and  early  fall,  most  of  the  work 
haa  been  on  repair*  of  freight  car*. 
The  works  were  recently  inspected  by 
the  new  minister  of  railways,  W.  C. 
Kennedy.  The  word  that  the  old  board 
of  management  is  to  be  retired  and  n 

new  board  appointed  waa  very  favornbly received  aa  it  is  believed  that  under  the 
new  regime,  the  machine  shops  in  Monc- 

ton will  be  favored  with  much  more 
work  than  hns  been  the  caae  for  the 

past  few   years. 
The  Mcldrum-Oabrielson  Corporation 

of  Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  manufacturer  of  the 
Syracuse  adjusteble  limit  *naa  KOff**! 
announces  the  appointment  of  W.  R. 
Wyatt.  60  Church  Street,  New  York,  as 
exclusive  rcpreHentative  in  the  Metro- 
poliUn  xone  and  vicinity. 

~  The  Belknap  Manufacturing  Co.ri49 
Water  St.,  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  manu- 

facturer* of  steam  atd  water  goods, 
valves,  cU.,  purchased  during  the  weok 
th«.  large  machine  shop  of  the  old 
Morris  MeUI  Product*  Co.,  on  Union 
Ave.,  Bridireport.  It  wa»  bought  from 
Kenneth  W.  McNeil,  of  Bridgeport, 
who  had  previously  during  the  wrek 
purchased  the  entire  Morris  plant  from 
tha   United    States    Diatrict   Court   at 
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(jrinOing  Machine,   KadiUii.   Link 
Xewlon   Machiiif   Tool    Works,    Inc.,    Philadelphia,   Pa. 

"American  Machinist,"  June   29,   1922 

The  machine  is  inuniled 
particularly  for  finishing  tlie 
reverse  links  and  blocks  used 
on  locomotives.  The  radius 
can  be  varied  from  18  to  lOU 
in.  The  table  has  hand  ad- 

justment and  is  reciprocated 
iuitomalically  by  the  use  of 
dogs.  Three  speeds  are  pro- 

vided. The  .spindle  head  is 
adjustable  on  the  upright. 
The  sjiindle  has  both  hand 
adjustment  and  an  automatic 
(oscillating  motion  for  use 
with  wide-face  wheels.  The  drive  is  by  a  5-hp.  motor  running  at 
1,200  r.p.m.  or  by  a  single  pulley.  Distance  from  the  spindle 
center  to  column,  7  to  13  in.  Table  stroke:  maximum,  30  in.; 
minimum,  2  in.  Table.  18  x  42  in.  Floor  space,  14  ft.  3  in.  x 
9  ft.  6  in.     Height  overall.  6  ft.  7J   inches. 

Boring,  Drilling  and   Milling   Machine,  Horixontal,  No.   S-T 
Pawling  &  Harnischfeger  Co.,   Milwaukee,   Wis. 

"American    Machinist,"    July    B,    1922 

The  machine  is  built  for  tool 
work  especially.  The  levers  and 
handwheels  which  control  the 
starting,  stopping,  reversing  and 
changing  of  feeds  or  speeds  by 
either  hand  or  power,  are  with- 

in easy  reach  of  the  operator. 
Tiiwer  is  applied  at  the  front 
end  and  the  feed  motion  at  the 
rear  end  of  the  spindle.  Sixteen 
spindle  speeds  antl  eight  geared 
feeds  are  provided.  With  small 
faceplate:  spindle  speeds,  14.5 
to  225  r.p.m.  ;  boring  feeds, 
0.005  to  0.288  in.  per  sp  ndl - 
revolution  ;  milling  feeds,  0.0084 
to  0.44  in.  per  revidution.  With 
large  faceplate:  spindle  speeds, 
8.7  to  136  r.p.m.  ;  boring  feeds,  0.008  to  0.48  in.  per  spindle  revo- 

lution ;  milling  feeds,  0.013  to  0.73  in.  per  revolution. 

I.athrs,   Engine,   Plain   and    Quick   Change, 
IK-  and   2U-In. 

"Standard,"    14-,    16., 

John   Steptoe  Co..   Cincinnati.    Ohio. 

"American   Machinist,"   July   6,   1922 

The  lathes  are  equipped  with 
feed  rods  in  addition  to  lead 
screws,  and  in  the  tiuick-change 
model  the  range  of  threads  and 
feeds  is  controlled  by  two 
handles.  The  18-in.  machincK 
are  furnished  with  cabinet  leg.-^ 
under  the  headstock.  and  thf 
20-in.  ones  with  cabinet  legs  at 
both  ends.  Bed  lengths:  For  thi- 
14-  and  16-in.  lathes,  fi,  8  and 
10  ft.:  for  the  18-  and  20-in. 
lathis,  6.  8,  10.  12,  14  and  IB  ft. 
Efinipment:  two  faceplates, 
.steadyrest.  follow  rest,  trradu- 
ated  compound  rest,  gear  guards,  and  countershaft  with  two 
friction-clutch  pulleys.  Extra  equipment :  taper  attachment, 
thread  indicators,   draw-in  attachment  and  motor  drive. 

(jirlndiriK    and    Kel>orlng    .Maoliine,    C.viinder,    I*oitabIe 
Simplicity  Engine  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Fort  Washington, Wis. 

"-•American    Machinist,"   July    6,    1922 

The  machine  can  be  used  on  either  open 
or  closed  cylinders  up  to  11 J  in.  in  depth.  It 
is  driven  by  a  L'-hp.  motor  ordinarilv  sup-* 
plied  for  either  110-  or  22»-volt  alternating 
or  direct  current.  The  boring  bar  is  driven 
at  40  r.p.m.  The  grinding  .spindle  inside  the 
bar  runs  at  S.ooo  r.p.m..  driven  bv  a  belt.  The 
downward  feed  i..;  automatic.  The  base  block 
has  holes  for  clamping  to  the  cylinder  block 
and  the  machine  it.«;e!f  is  |)ivoted  on  this  i)ase. 
A  boring  head  with  three  cutters  adjustable 
simultaneously  by  means  of  a  central  tapered 
plug,  and  rings  for  use  in  setting  the  cutter 
head  to  size,  are  furnished.  Weight  140  pounds. 

llui'kHaw  Frame,  .4dJUKtab|p,  PiHtol-Orlp,   No.   160 
L.  S.  Starrett  Co.,  Athol,  Mas.s. 

"American  Machinist,"  June   29,   1922 

The  constant  tension  main- 
tained by  springs  on  the 

bolts  which  hold  the  blade,  in 
counectlon  with  the  positive 
adjustment  on  the  back, 
enables  easy  and  rapid 
changing  of  the  blades.  The 
)  awl  for  adjustment  is  set 
down  inside  the  frame  as 

.  low  as  possible.  The  back 
is  constructed  of  steel  tubing.  By  turning  the  wing  nut,  the 
blade  may  be  set  to  cut  in  any  one  of  four  directions.  The 
frame  has  a  depth  of  31  in,  from  the  cutting  edge  of  the  blade. 
Blades  from  8  to  12  in.  in  length  can  be  used.  The  checked 
hard-rubber  handle  provides  plenty  of  finger  room  and  is  com- fortable to  grip. 

Cirinding   Machine,   Cylindrical,  Plain,  10  z  18-ln. 
Norton  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

"American    Machinist,"  July   6,   1922 

The  machine  is  similar  to  the 
other  10-in.  grinding  machines 
made  by  the  firm,  and  has  the 
same  headstock,  footstock, 
wheelslide.  table-speed  frame 
and  wH(H-feed  mechanism.  The 
floor  space  is  le.ss  because  of 
the  shortened  distance  between 
centers.  The  wheel  spindle  can 
carry  a  standard  grinding  wheel 
up  to  18  in.  in  diameter.  Four 
speeds  are  provided  for  the 
table.  Each  tooth  on  the  index 
wheel  represents  a  feed  of  the 
wheel  of  0.00025  in.  The  length 
of  work  accommodated  is  18  in., 
which  gives  a  capacity  for  han- 

dling a  large  number  of  parts 
used  in  automobile-s  and  ac- cessories. 

<JaKe,   Grinding 
Fred  J.  Pratt.  627  Wayne  St.,  Detroit,  Mich. 

American    Machinist,"    July    6,    1922 

The  gage  is  for  determining 
the  size  of  work  being  ground, 
without  stopping  to  use  .snap 
gages  or  micrometers.  Heads  to 
fit  the  work  can  be  interchanged, 
each  having  a  range  of  IJ  in., 
and  sizes  up  to  5  in.  can  be  sup- 

plied. Two  diamond  contact 
points  which  do  not  mark  the 
work,  are  mounted  in  the  ends 
of  adjustable  interchangeable 
screws,  and  a  third  is  mounted 
in  tiie  end  of  the  .spring-actuated 
plunger.  The  indicator  is  set  at 
an  angle  of  30  deg.  at  the  top 
of  the  column.  The  gage  can 
be  raised  and  lowered,  and  can 
be  changed  from  one  machine  to 
another  by  inserting  it  in  differ- 

ent hangers. 

Gagex,    Cylinder    and   ristun,   .\tluN,   "Mikro-Indicator" 
Geo.  H.  Wilkins  Co.,   ISO   X.    Market  St.,   Cliicago,   111. 

"American  Machinist,"  July  6.  1922 

The  cylinder  gage  at  the  left 
consists  of  a  dial  gage  with  two 
contact  points  and  a  saddle  with 
a  supporting  stud  on  which  the 
indicator  is  mounted,  and  which 
bi>lds  the  contact  points  at  a 
right-angle  to  the  axis  of  the 
cylinder.  The  gage  can  be  used 
in  cylinders  from  28  to  5  in.  in 
diameter  and  indicates  in  thou- 

sandths of  an  inch.  It  can  be  dis- 
mounted from  the  saddle,  and  the 

dial  can   be    set    by    revolving   the 
bezel.       The    piston    gage    at    the    
right,     is    a    bench    gage    with    a 
range  of  from  0  to  6  in.     The  dial  indicator  is  mounted  on 
ing  scale  graduated   in   inches  and  sixteenths.     Diameter ness  and   uniformity  can  be  checked. 

a  slid- round- 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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T«»  ■■III!  wu%Mi  rrooaeu  i;o.  i 
•t  BrUcaport.  Co«b_  «m  Mid  An 
SU  kf  «Sr  «f  tfwUaitad  SutM 
trM   OMVt   l»   KMUMlh    W.    Md 
■mywt  aT  tlw  Cam  Tvrmlaal 

of  • 

S»  n.  brkk  and 
Tlia  mh^cImmv 

pvk»  paM  bgr  Um  mkaap  latar«ta  b 
IB  tW  mtt^kntknti  oT  f IMJM.  Tho 
c— COT  ia  aliaadar  Mic>t*4  M  ■U'iln4 
tola  Um  bw  tocatioa. 
1W  AflMfffaaa  Lacaaiatfyt  Co,  la  ita 

lapatt  for  tiM  all  aiiatlM  awM  Jtnw 
Sic  no.  akawad  a^MkH  af  IMUM. 

I  miiaJ  wNk  a  Ml  tamaw  ̂ fUMl.- 
oa  for  tka  aatnapoaJli^  Mriad  af 
l«ll.  Onaa  ta»ian  far  Om  abaMntha 
wan  tka  aaMtlfaat  fbr  any  slndlar  pariod 
•ten  l»».  aiaaattoa  to  VtjmjnA. 
c— pariM  witk  tUSn.m  for  tbe 
eanaapaallBC  laatlw  af  IfltL 
TW  Waatta^Moaa  BWetrk  anl 

Ma— flauwit  Co,  arfll  alMrtly  asut*- 
iUk  %  MTvlea  aad  repair  plant  m 
■M4(apav1,  OaML,  tka  rompaBy  bavini; 
tidna  •  laaaa  oo  approxiBMtaly  tei 
tkaWMld  MMMB  faat  of  factory  apace 
ia  Ik*  MNMBff  oa  Saywoor  atraat. 

avar  tha  line  of  Bridjcc- 
HglBC  to  thr  Bridr«port 

_  Oa.  The  nrw  plant  will 
a*r*«  tW  aatira  Naacatuck  Valley  ar:- 
uaa  af  Ce— attkat.  and  will  bv  oadar 
tka  aapinialua  of  L.  D.  Canfleld.  41s- 
Mct  aalaa  auuttcar  la  chare*  of  the 
Haw  Tarfc  tanttovy. 
TW  MaiTii  Malal  Pradaets  Co.  plant 

"  "■  ■ "  '    "  "    \aca«i 

a  Dia- McNall. 
af  tka  Cam  Tarmlaal  Co, 

far  ttWJO.  In  tha  prop- 
artr  parekaaad  ia  a  larc*  two^atory 
IM  B^  tIS  ft  krM  and  at««l  eon- 
straetad  aiarkhii  ahop  baildiac. 

af  addraaa  far  Ha  Datrait  atlkc* 
Caaa  A*a^  eppoaitv  the  G«n«ral 
Boildittc,  in  wt)  rh  location,  it 

wfll  alao  Bwiatain  a  now  ahow  room. 
Tka  kraack  will  he  in  charaa  of  F.  C. 
McDoivALB.  fonaariy  of  tho  ladiaa- 
aaatta  aMaa  af  tka  eopipany,  aaalatad  ky 
C.  B.  Baam^  for«t«iiy  •uperintandant 
af  tka  LafayatU  Motor  Corporatioe. 
As  ia  tiM  paat.  thr  oOco  wUI  alao  be 

Mlaa  iMJiiir-       (or  tka  Boclier  Mill- 
aMaiirfw  Ca..  and  tka  \%1iitrorol>- lodaO  Maahtoa  Co. 

lU  Ualaa  FMndry  aad  Macbina  Co.. 
8L  Joka,  N.  B..  aaa  af  tka  oldaat  bm- 
cktaa  aad  fipair  caacaraa  in  tha  aMri- 
tiaa  pawtaaaa.  kaa  racoivad  r«««ntJy  at 
tkatr  WaM  8L  Joka  plant  »«^VFral  saw 

a  far  kailara  aad  craaa*  for  ban- 
fratekt.  Aa  aataaaiaa  wai  lataly 

I  la  tkaWaat  St.  Jaka  plant  to  uli« 
car*  af  laiiaaaad  kaainiaa  rraultmc 
f^oai  tka  work  aa  tka  Traaa-AtUntk 
dacka  ia  tkat  dty. 

Tka  Davvr  Mackiaary  Co..  Proridanca, 
K.  I,  waa  craatad  a  chartar  laat  waak 
ky  tka  SacrvUrr  af  Suto  oadar  wkich 
it  win  aann  bi  a  foaaral  audiinary 
baaiaaaa.  Tm  iutarporatata  ara  Hanry 
K.  Watjaa  and  Harold  P.  Watjan  of 
Proyidaaca  and  Haary  A.  Goodrich  of 

TW  Makl  Miifciii  Tool  aad  Dia  Co.. 
far    tka    past    taa    jraara    locatad    at 

Now  Imntff  If"***   'o  ̂ ^ 
aad    laaafaactlaw    af   Jica, 

  aad  apacial  aw- 
far  aMaafactarara.  kaa  Jaat 

apaaad  aa  aMJwaariat  kraack  ia  Clava- 
kad.  OUa^  fkU  U  ia  ardor  to  kMp  in 

aad  to  batt«r  ear*  for  thir 
of  tkair  tacraaainf  aam- 

koat  tka  mid- 
kattar  •tm^f 

kar  af  watiian  IfcraMkaat  tka  mid- 
dto  ««at  aad  nadar  ■tnl  katu 

ia  tool  ancin««rinc  ky  Tiaaea  of  hav- 
ing an  cncinevrinc  fore*  arailable  for 

imoiadtBtv  contarl  and  co-operation  with 
th«4r  middle  wrttvm  cualontar*.  The 
main  plant  and  ofllce  will  be  retained 
in  Boaelle.  and  the  cxpaniion  of  the 
orsanisation  as  ivflevtcd  in  the  opon- 
inc  of  the  aaw  Cleveland  enfineerinff 
branch  will,  it  ia  axpectod,  be  aug- 

mented by  other  branchaa  at  poinU 
contral  to  other  larg*  induatrial  dia 
tricta. 

The  Cray  A  Davis.  Inc..  for  the  six 
months  ended  June  SO,  before  deprecia- 

tion, taxes  and  intereat  ctiarges,  reporta 
net  earnings  of  $206,506,  most  of  which 
was  earned  in  June.  Operations  in  that 
month  were  at  (M)  per  cent  of  capacity. 
Present  unfilled  orders  of  the  corpora- 

tion toUl  approximately  $3,000,000. 
The  Atlantic  Steel  Co.  in  connection 

with  the  "Made-in-AtlanU"  Ex|>osit'o:i 
at  tiie  Atlanta  Auditorium,  Sept.  18  to 
25,  will  operate  a  miniature  plant  manu- 
factorinr  barbed  wire  and  naiU. 
Several  of  the  important  Atlanta  fac- 

tories wilt  install  machinery  for  the 
manufacture  of  their  products  aa  oiM 
of  the  educational  features  of  the  ex- 

position. The  Queen  City  Iron  and  Metal  Co., 
Charlotte,  )k  C,  announrcn  that  it  has 
purchased  the  DuPont  Alcohol  Plant  at 
Georgetown.  S.  C. 

The  SUndard  Machine  Co.,  311  Fifth 
Ave.,  Nashville,  Tenn.,  is  planning  the 
construction  of  a  small  machine  shop 
to  coat  about  $6,000. 

The  International  Trade  Commission 
of  the  Southern  Commercial  Congress 
which  is  to  make  a  tour  of  the  princi- 

pal European  countries  during  August, 
September  and  October,  will  include  in 
ita  personnel  about  sixty  prominent 
business  men  snd  manufacturers  of  the 

South  representing  all  lines  of  indus- 
try, chiefly  tite  aMtal  trades.  They  will 

studv  busineas,  industrial  and  agricul- 
tural conditions  in  Kurope  with  a  view 

to  further  expanding  the  export  trade 
of  Southern  manufacturers  with  the 
countries  to  t>e  visited. 

The  ChatUnooga  Smelting  and  Plat- 
ing Works  has  been  incorporated  at 

Chattanooga,  Tenn.,  by  M.  W.  Wilbur 
and  associates,  with  a  capital  stock  of 
$600,000. 

T.  McAvity  and  Sons,  Ltd..  St.  John. 
N.  B.,  arc  engaged  in  transferring  all 
tke  production  departments  from  the  old 
X;arters  to  the  buildinrs  on  Rothessy 

vc..  near  the  One  Mile  House.  The 
machine  shops  and  iron  foundry  are 
now  at  the  Rothesay  Ave.  p'ant.  The 
brasa  shops  will  follow  Inter.  The 
Bothesay  Ave.  shops  are  of  conrrcti- 
and  glass.  The  executive  and  clerical 
forrea  of  the  production  departments 
are  now  quartered  at  the  RoUiaaay  Ave. 

plant. Tke  National  Supply  Co.,  Columbus, 
Ohio,  manufacturers  of  oil  field  ma- 

chinery has  recently  opened  Texas 
kaadqoarters  in  the  Magnolia  Building, 
DkHaa,  Tex. 

Tka  Herrick  Bafrigerator  and  fold 
Staraga  Co.,  Waterloo,  Iowa,  manufac- 

turer of  refrigeratora  for  atore.  hotel 
and  family  use,  announced  today  the 
expansion  of  their  factory  by  tlia  addi- 

tion of  a  new  heating  plant  and  the 
eroflion  of  a  separate  of^ce  l>uilding. 
Additional  land,  120  by  140  feet,  front- 

ing on  Commercial  St..  has  been  pur- 
cfaii^,  giving   the   factory   an   antiro 

block  of  ground  area.  The  enlargement 
of  the  factory  has  been  brought  about 
by  increased  business  and  was  de- 

termined when  the  full  capacity  of  the 
factory-  for  the  past  few  months  has 
been  insufficient  to  keep  up  with  orders 
for  their  product.  H.  G.  Northcy,  sec- 

retary, sUtes  that  the  volume  of  busi- 
ness  is  greater  this  vear  than  fur  uny 
similar  period  in  the  hiatory  of  the  coiii- 
pany.  The  offloers  of  the  conijmny  iirc 
president,  Nathan  Northey;  secretary 
and  manager,  Harry  G.  Northey,  and 
treasurer,  W.  £.  Ogla. 

t Personals D 
Marcus  A.  CooLioai,  president  of  the 

Pitchburg  Machine  Worka,  Fitchburg, 
Mass.,  has  ju.it  returned  from  a  busi- 

ness trip  to  Europe. 

Gro.  R.  Wimmis,  general  manager  of 
R.  S.  Stokvis  &  .Son,  Inc.,  New  York, 
will  sail  on  September  lO,  for  a  husi- 
nesa  trip  to  his  home  office  in  Holland. 

Charles  L.  TAViiOR,  president  of  the 
Taylor  &,  Fenn  Co.,  relumed  last  .Satur- 

day from  a  business  trip  to  Europe. 
A.  W.  Bobbins,  for  the  past  few  yesrs 

identified  with  the  ball  bearing  industry 
because  of  his  connections  with  the 
Standard  Roller  Bearing  Co ,  and  the 
Bearings  Service  Co.,  in  now  associated 
with  The  Bearings  Company  of  Amer- 

ica, and  will  make  his  headquarters  at 
the  Detroit  office  of  the  company, 

located  in  the  Ford  Building  in  t'r  t 

city. 

D0NAI.0  SiMONDs,  formerlv  asso- 
ciated  with  the  Arcade  Malleable  Iron 

Co.,  Worcester,  Maas.,  ia  now  con- nected with  the  Rogers,  Brown  and  Co., 
pig  iron  dealers,  01  Boston. 
Lawrsncb  M.  KgCLBi,  agent  for 

the  Whitin  Machine  Works,  manufac- 
turers of  textile  mill  machinery,  Whlt- 

insville,  Mass.,  has  left  fur  a  busineHu 
trip  throuKh  Spain.  Mr.  Kceler,  sailed 
from  .New  York  the  past  week,  and 
will  land  at  Havre,  France. 
AtXEN  AsHiJCY,  aasoclated  with  the 

domestic  sales  department  of  the 
WestinKhouse  Electric  and  Manufac- 

turing Co.  for  ten  years  and  with  the 
foreign  sales  department  of  the  Allied 
Machinery  Company  of  America  for 
four  yeara,  haa  established  a  clesrin;' 
house  to  handle  surplus  mschinery  sna 
supplies  St  162  West  42d  St..  New York  City. 

\ 

Obittxary 

John  A.  Leonard,  business  man- 
ager of  the  Crane  Co.,  Bridgeport, 

Conn.,  plants,  died  at  his  home  in  that 

city,  September  2,  after  an  lllne«s lasting  about  a  year.  Mr.  I>eonard  has 
been  with  the  Crane  Co.  for  a  number 
of  years.  He  was  bom  in  Livermore 
Falla,  Me.,  October  26,  1872,  and  camo 
to  Bridgeport  when  10  years  old. 
W1U.IAM  F.  RuwKU.,  for  26  years  « 

a  well-known  machinery  expert,  whose 
home  was  at  3023  Girard  Ave.,  Phlla- 
delphia.  Pa.,  died  AuKUst  31,  at  his 
summer  home  in  Ses  Isle  City  of  pneu- 

monia. He  was  62  years  old,  and  is 
survived  by  a  widow  and  four  children. 
Mr.  Ruwell  was  widely  known  as  an 
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Hoint.    Klet'trie 
HtaiKiairl  Electric  Crane  and  Hoist  Co.,  1420  Chestnut  St., 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
"American  Machinist,"  July  6,  1922 

Th.-  hoist  is  rugged  in  con- 
.struction  and  the  working  part.s 
are  inclosed  in  a  dust-  and 
weather-i>root  ease.  It  is  sup- 

plied with  a  two-  or  four-part 
rope  l)look.  When  the  load 
bloclv  reaches  its  upper  limit  of 
travel  the  holding  brake  is  au- 

tomatically applied.  The  hoist 
is  made  in  two  types,  being 
moved  along  the  rail  by  hand 
or  by  motor.  Both  types  are 
made  in  five  sizes  with  from 
2.000  to  10,000  lb.  hoisting  ca- 
pacitv.  Motors  for  either  a.c.  or  d.c.  can  be  furnished.  Heights 
of  lift.  15  to  50  ft.  Hoisting  speeds,  10  to  70  ft.  per  inin.  Weight. 
l.sno    to    2.050    pounds. 

Gaicr,   King,   for   Setting  Reamero,  "(ilniplex" Ampoo  Twist  Drill   and   Tool  Co.,   18th  and  Howard  Sts., 
Detroit,  Mich. 

"American  Machinist,"  July   6,  1922 

Tile  gages  are  used  in  setting  ex- 
pansion reamers  of  the  Critchley 

type.  A  reamer  may  be  accurately 
set  to  size  without  the  use  of  a  mi- 

crometer. A  gage  of  the  desired  size 
is  merel"  slipped  .over  the  reamer 
and  the  blades  are  expanded  until 
they  fit  the  gage  closely.  Gages  can 
lie  furnished  in  all  standard  sizes. 
and  in  the  over-  or  under-sizes  re- 

quired. They  can  be  supplied  singly 
or  in  sets,  packed  in  wooden  boxes. 
Sets  consisting  of  Ampco  adjustable 
Critchle.v  reamers  and  Simplex  gages 
can  be  supplied,  for  automotive  pur- 

poses especially.  All  the  reamers 
and  bushings  necessary  for  work  on 
engine  or  transmission  bearings  can 
be  packed  in  one  box. 

Drill.  Portable,  Pneumatic,  "Tln.v" 
Turbine  Air  Tool  Co.,   710  Huron  Rd.,  Cleveland,  O. 

"American  Machinist,"  July  6,   1922 

The  drill  it  driven  by  a  small 
air-operated  turbine.  The  mtor 
is  mounted  on  ball  bearings,  but 
does  not  touch  any  other  part  of 
tlie  mechanism.  Speerl  reduc- 

tion is  obtained  by  means  of 
gears.  Since  all  bearJiiKs  and 
gears  are  contained  in  one 
housing,  a  semi-liquid  lubricant 
that  need  be  renewed  only 
every  three  to  six  months  Is 
emplo.ved.  The  valve  is  oper- 

ated by  the  trigger  handle.  The 
part  containing  the  nozzles  is  easily  accessible.  Capacity,  holes 
up  to  g  in.  in  metal  and  J  in.  in  wood.  Maximum  speed,  2,000 
r.p.ni.      Weight,    S    pounds. 

Itlowpipr  Outfit,  GaKoline 
Ransom  &  Randolph,  Toledo,  Ohio 

"American  Machinist,"   July  6,   1922 

The  outfit  is  for  use  in  solder- 
ing \ty  jewelers,  electricians, 

battery-men  and  automotive 
mechanics.  The  blowpijje  u.ies 
gasoline  as  fuel  by  preheating 
the  air.  The  gas-air  ratio  is 
controlled  by  a  lever  which  di- 
rei-ts  the  air  through  different ports.  This  lever  is  movable 
through  an  arc  of  90  deg.  and 
at  one  extreme  the  gas  deliv- 

ered is  rich  in  fuel  value,  while 
at  the  other  extreme  it  ia  very 
lean.  The  flame  at  the  blow- 

pipe tip  covers  a  wide  varia- 
tion from  a  jet  of  about  i  in.  in 

enveloi>ing  flame  1   in.  in.  diameter  and  6  in.  long. 
diameter  and   1   in.  long  to  an 

,sul>-Ileu<l  fur  llrndry   I.atlir< 
Hendey  Machine  Oo..  Torrington,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  July  6,  1922 

The  attachment  is  used  in  the 
cutting  of  Wf)rms.  threads,  and 
hobs  of  unusually  rapid  lead,  and 
also  in  connection  with  the  back- 
ing-off  or  relieving  of  cutlers  pos- 

sessing a  large  number  of  teeth. 
The  attachment  Is  fitted  to  the 
inner  Vs  of  the  lathe  and  is  set 
in  place  and  clamped  by  means 
of  a  clami)ing  bolt.  It  gives  a 
six-to-one  reduction  in  speed 
relative  to  tlie  lathe  spindle.  A 
helix  which  has  a  lead  of  one  turn  in  6  In.  may  be  cut  with  the 
.same  screw  gears  used  for  cutting  a  one-to-one  lead. 

Truek,  Crane,  Klei-trie,  Industrial 
Elwell-Parker  Electric  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

"American  Machinist,"  July  6.  1922 

The  single  motor,  double-drum 
hoist  handles  separate  lines 
to  the  boom  and  hook.  The 
crane  swings  through  ISO  deg. 
Current  for  all  motions  is  fur- 

nished from  a  single  batttry. 
and  only  two  motors  are  u.^ed with  both  controllers  located 
near  the  operator.  The  outfit 
lias  a  crane  trip-switch,  truck 
automatic-control,  worm  drive, 
four-wheel  steer,  and  pressure 
lubrication.  Lifting  capacity 
without  outriggers,  3.000  'b.  at 
6-ft.  radius.  1.000  lb.  at  12-ft. 
radius.  Stacking  capacity,  12 
ft.  high  with  boom  set  to  lift 
3,000   lb.   at   6-ft.    radius. 

Hexing  and  C'aNtoUating   Maelilne,   Nut 
Manufacturers'    Consulting    Engineers,    McCarthy    Bldg., 

Syracuse.    X.  Y. 
"American  Machinist,"  July  6,  1922 

The  machine  is  intended  for  the  cas- 
tellation  of  nuts  and  for  milling  the  hex 
on  spark  plugs.  The  work  is  contained 
in  si.x  collets  carried  b.v  a  n-volving  tur- 

ret, and  every  alternate  collet  Is  oper- 
ated on  simultaneously.  The  turret  is 

automatically  oscillated  to  and  from  the 
cutters  and  is  indexed  l*i»  deg.  on  the 
back  stroke.  When  a  piece  of  work  has 
been  completed  it  is  ejected  from  Its 
collet.  Three  cutters  are  spaced  120  deg. 
apart  and  cut  simultaneously.  The  ma- chine is  belt  driven  and  is  equipped  will, 
a  clutch  for  stopping  and  start  in.4;. 

<irliicling  Machine,   Crankpin,  Model  Kl-lt 
Norton  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  July  6,  1922 

The  machine  Is  intended  for 
accurate  high-speed  work  on 
crankshaft  pins.  It  has  a  two- 
speed  hand-operated  table  tra- verse, the  slow  speed  for  truing 
and  the  fast  speed  for  moving 
the  table  from  one  pin  to  an- 

other. Six  speeds  are  provided 
for  the  work  table.  The  ma- 

chine is  equipped  with  auto- 
matic power  infeed  for  the 

wheel,  indei>endent  of  the  work 
speed,  the  rate  being  arranged 
to  suit  the  work.  A  safety  de- 

vice in  the  wheel-feed  mechanism  prevents  injury  to  the  wheel 
or  crank.  The  machine  is  made  in  four  sizes.  Swing.  14  in.  Work 
length,   24  to  48   in.     Weight,   11.375  to  11,600  pounds. 

k Clip,  paste  on  S  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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•■4  iM«rjr  mat*- 

dacvmcnia.  ('orroapoaAMM*.  Svanlslk.  lUt- rr««o»  Nv.  S<iC 

Waad«B  and  aual'  laakla  pulWy  block*— 
Caaadk.  QttgUttoaik  M^K  port  o(  >hl|>- 
BMBU  Trmw.  raali.  aUprnMIl  lu  \tm  •') 
rmll.     lUfrrvoc*  N'tt.  Kit. 

Marhlna  for  ■harpriilnB  lh»  b*v»l«d  M«. 
Iloaa  fur  UadM  of  mowlnf  maahilMa — 
rraaea.  Qoouitloni,  f.o-b.  New  York. 
Tvmuk  payanat  aniaat  doeoBMaUL  Oor> 
r»iniaa«BO«^  FrvacK.  Rafvrrooc  Na  S4(T. 

roaohliM      i<<ol»— UvIkIuik. 
         QuotalkHia,  c.l.f.  Aniwrrp 
Tvniw,  eaali  agatn»»  daoamrala.  Bamplaa 
ibauM   b«  forwardsd.    SaCarMiM  Ma   l«7I. 

Oahraalaad  atrvl  eabK  BMuaila  haaip  rop*. 
haop  Iraa.  tla  pUica.  and  machlnvry  lor 
Um  lakaracturt  uf  mna,  rapt^lnUy  «uiu- 
na<ic  marhlarry  8p«n».  Quoiaitona.  o.l.f. 
Cailia  ratBlo|M«a  ar«  r«qu*a(«d.  Rater- »ne«  Na  14TI. 

TuIm-^  pumpa.  valvra.  inWary  goodik 
machtn*  tool*,  ami  unall  Utula  ■■•den. 
l*urchaM  or  asancy  d*atr«4.  Qaotatlon*. 
f.ub.  .V«w  York.    RafarwMa  Na  l«l». 

Hardwar*.  mill  matlMnWT  ami  parta, 
lubrtoailnc  olla,  and  matal  alMri»— India. 
I*arckaaa  and  uvncy  dvalrrd.  UuuiationK. 
cLf.  Madraa.     lUfrrvno*   Na  S4il. 

Oalvanlaad  wire  and  pruducta,  rnaini-l 
aa<l  hollow  waro^l'nnama.  kxcluslvr 
acvnar  on  eoouBlaalon  for  tba  aalr  uf  suoda 
la  Cowmfcla  and  I'anama.  Rafaranc*  No. 
XIX. 

HardwariL    toola,    kiieh'-n 
amaJI     maimlatfy    Daaan- 
wtMrfaaalw  dartrn  to  be  pi. 
eatlea  with  Amertcan  manu;.. 

Na  ttil. 

»iiiiass^T»a,;:£:sra-nr 
II. 

IU»ir»«a»  l«a>.  Mil. 

TntUea  airf   tntUa 
Rapraaaaialtoa  •(  AiaaHcaa 
•a    ika   aartk    •<   rvaaaa 
ml. 

■  nd 

Wladlna  marhln*  for  attachlnc  ioopa  to 

whip  haodlea  to  which  laah  la  ati«<-li<.d,  and 
aatomalle  aafriv-rator  bladr  atrupprra 
wttJioat  trop  Canada.  Quolatluna.  f  n.b. 
plaet  of  ahlpoMal.  Tmna.  caah  upon  ar- 

rival of  gooda.    Ra<arMwa  Na  Uli. 
rouitdrr  Pla  Iron,  ralla,  ahlpbulldlnc  raa- 

trnata.  romprraard  ahafla,  iuUk,  fcrru-al- 
loya,  dynamo  ■h<^ta.  Mllrta  nnd  r><A»,  and 
•lanru  eoppar  >w«drn.  Agrncy  or  pur- 

daafriit.  QUDiallona.  f.o.b.  Atlantic 
a«alnai    documanta. 

ooawpany  tot  a  YarMy  of  purpoaaa.  Jiany 
tatatvaUas  llluairitiluna  arv  given  of  large 
laaiallatkaia  aa  »<ii  >■  other  uarful  m«ti<r 
i«  eoaatmctkan  del  alia. 

Hwlag    Dale    Valvar      The  8«hull»    and 
Kiwrting     i\i..     PhlladrlphlK.  I'a.       .4     new 
uubllcallon   ̂    '•    ■••   ••■■"■M.t   «.■;   ■>.—   
Ing  the  nr«  i<- 
Valve,  daalK  !> 
soo  Iba   per   -.,.. 
up  to  710  drg  I  I 
coiiialna   cuia   ■)" 
aa         well         a*         lliU>i  i.iuii.'H         MunKtinK         iin 
t>|ie  ration. 

JIfa.  ruiarea.  ItW.  aad  Oagea.  Th<'  Mrhl 
UacBlae  Tool  and  l>te  «'i>..  Koai'lli',  .Nrw 
Jereey.  A  new  odltlnn  of  thv  compuny'a griiirui  . dialog.  The  publUatlun  roiKainn 
c<  .formatloa    regarding    lln'    oim- 
I'  of    aervtoe    and    llga,    nxtur^**, 
dt>..   „..».:.  and  apeclal  machlnea  with  nu 
mrruua   lllttairatlona  of   the   claaa   of   work 

produced. 
tHrri-  The  Jaa.  Clark.  Jr.  El.r. 

trie    I  III-.     Ky.       An      lllunlriiird 
folder  ^   the  Clark  automnttc  rhc- 
trk-  drill,  ua  utll  aa  other  elaotrk  apeclal- tlra  made  by  Ihia  rompaay. 

Ja<«ba  rharka.  The  Jaooba  Manufactur 

ing  I'u..  Hartford,  Conn.  Catalog  and  prio 
llat  No.  IS  of  the  very  complrti-  line  if 

Impruvrd  drill  chucka,  "Bur  '  "'  "  "•■"  and chuck    arlHira    manufactur-  com- 
pany.     In    thr    booklet    ar<  :    dlrec- 

tlona  for  taking  apart  hmm  iixnrmbling 
Jacoba  chucka  nnd  rrcommmdatlona  aa  to 
the  proper  nu>drl  of  chuck  to  uae  for  varl- 
oua  machlnea  and  purpoaea.  There  la  alao 
■  chart  of  tnper  arbor  boiea  aa  uaed  In 
Ibeae  chucka, 

rraae*  and  Holata.  The  Northern  Engi- 
neering Wtirka,  IVtrolt.  Ulch.  Crane  and 

Holat  booklet.  No.  ti-O,  Juat  laaued.  The 
booklet  cuntalna  a  collection  of  llluatra- 
llona  ahowing  lyulcal  Inatallatlona  uf  the 

oompany'a    line  of  cranea  and    holata. 
Klerirle  Paraaeea.  The  Electric  Furnace 

Co.,  Sali'm,  Ohio.  A  alx-page  folder  lllua- 
tratlng  the  application  of  Ilalley  i-lrctrlc 
furnacea  In  the  braaa  foundry  Induatry, 
Alao  a  aU  page  llluatratrd  letter  ahowing 
Bomr  of  thr  many  lyiiea  uf  electric  enamel- 

ing. MiiiH'ulliig  itnd  heat  treating  furnacea by   the   company. 

Terma,    caab 
Na   14»» 
and    mniora— Sweden. Agency 

n*. 

h  AMa.  Qiio. 

<i  air  111.      QiHitailona    d.r.    Stockholm    or 
Oataborg.     The   cheaper-grade   artlclea  are 

Reference  No.  1104. 

Ramphlcts  RccGivod 
^ 

r»i% Catalncaaa  aad  ptiaa  IMa  r<v 
ifo.  MtL 
ipmeM  aa4  raftekattas 

awrt'Afrtaa.    •aMp4ea  af  aaaoaaaK  mtitm, 

IMaNMi  XaTiuL 
MadMtovr  lar  «M4M4MUb  fi 

Meaiaa     OmMMM  fAfeu  faatanr 
a  raaa^  ̂ Ri.     Payiiat.  aa<*   la 

or  a-tr. 
iraHed 

rafalaapM*  aad  prtaia  re> 
Nan4M. 

Aftlrtaa  «€  wkMa  WMtal  ■pata.  Par- 
dkMa  t>  da«ir«4  by  a  daaler  la  aotfaiM  and 
Omhp  aaada.  QootolliiMLeU.  Vtao.  Cor- 
re«»aMf«a^  aiWilift  or  weaiifc.  iMereaoe 

Jiwrnm  te)  work— Italy. 

1*1^  -    --•»-•  ♦l^- »• 
MavaatiMM 
Ka  SML 

CeMkieree  at  liaMt,     T> 
VkkMi    Uulletln   on    the   Commerce    ui    iiiiiii 
baaed   on    the   iateat    reporta   fron   linlilan 
aUk-tal    aourcea      DIatrlbuted    bjr    the    I'an- 
AOMrlcaa  L'nton,   Waahlngtun,  D.  C. 

Pra»eedl»g»  af  Ike  Nalleaal  Aaaeelattaa 
of  4MBe«  Maaaaera.  Tlie  publlcallun  con- 
talaa  Iba  proroodliMM  ot  tba  third  annual 
confrrence  of  lb*  National  Aaaoclatlon  of 

Oflloe  Maaaaera  hald  In  w-'  ■ — -in.  D. C 
May   l«-t»ni«SS.     Appll'  '    eoplea 
of  llie  prooeedmga  ahoald  in  u.  ■. 
Chllda,   aerriary.   AleiaiKi.  r    innMiiiiin   In- 
■titute.  Aaiur  rlace.  New  York  City. 

Trade  Catalogs 

Itolleer    fkarglag   K^alpneal.  The    llo- 
tmn    llrotb»r«    Co,    Troy.    <>lii<.  .v     n.  w 

■  Um  awblxt  of  elght->  nt 
I  CStary  («argtaa.    i  i'- 
Ifea  c«Ri|HMiy'a   ».i<<ii<>  iila 

a(  work  and  givca  t  ta- 
Uoaa  •(  charartcrlaile  Uf  n' 
aeftiaa  anth  the  well-kAvv...  .   ^:  uat- 

           _     I  WhlUna  Corpora- tlaa.  »«l  ̂ eaadaort  itocft,  citatn  DL 
A  aaw  pitMieatlua,  hnowiiia  aaiaw*  N", 
lit.    of    11    ptmeai     Ttila   oataloa  oonUlna 

pleta  Isfonaailon  r'U' 
Mytea  of  (nmbling  rt 

R)rthcomin^  Meetings 1 
rt    "<,--)    KIrrtrleal 

.    II    to 
uhl<i. 

i.iiilMi,     nilildlllg. 

Aaaeelallon   *f   Iron 

Baglaeera.      Annual   . 
II  at  the  iii'W  uudli' 
Secrelarv.  John  F.   Ki- 
PltUburgh,    r*a. 

Aaierlran  Inalllate  ef  Mining  and  Mrlal- 
iaectaal  Kaglaeera.  annual  con^ 
II  to  it.  l*tt,  San  rraaelaeo, 
Ury.  F    F,  Bharpleaa,  II  Weat ,N'ow  York  City. 

Aaierleaa    aaately    af    Meahanleal     Kngl- 
r,t-rr.     ■    ■■'   1    meeting,    Sept.     26,    24    «nd 

Kimball.  SprlngOeM,   Maaa. 
n    \V.    nice,    :«    Weat    llth 

nirn  1.    .^.    N     1  •■rk  City. 
Aiaerlean  Morlelr  far  gteel  Treating,  K%- 

CMUtlun     and     r.iiiventlon     at     the     <lrnerul 
otura   C<i.    Iliiflding,   Detroit,   (let.    3  to    T 

W.  II.  Klxeiitii^iii,  4CU0  I'roapect  Ave..  CIrV' 
land,    la    aecr*  lary, 

,\airtlean  Clear  Maaafaetnrera'  A«««rla- 
lien.  Fall  meeting.  Chicago,  111.,  (;ci.  V. 
10  Mid   11,   1112:.  \ 

Amerleaa  Manafaetarere  Baport  Aaaoela- 
Iten.  annuul  convention.  New  York  City, 
Oct.  It  and  *•  Secretary,  M.  B,  Dean.  14u 
Broadway,   Nrw   York  City, 

Aaiertean  Triul»  Aaaoelatteo  Kxeenllvra, 
Third   am  ■  it.   Oct,   It,  24  and   27, 
1*12,    at    I  I    jck    Falla.    I>a..    (Dela- ware  Wut.  ,  , 

Kall'iK.il  M'fhlne  Teet  Bnlldera*  Aaaeela- 
Ilea,    i.i.i^  .iivrniion       New    Yi.rk   City. 
•Kiober,    I  '       .    K.   F.   I>u   Bnil, 
117    frovi'  >idlng,    Cincinnati, 

Ohio, 
Wallenal  Fsaadara  A.aoelatloa.  Nov,  22 

and  II.  Secretary,  J  M,  Taylor,  II  South 
La   Salle   St,    Chlsaco,    III. 

Anertraa  aeelety  af  Mubaalgal  Bngl> 
neere,  anntial  oonvanUcn,  Daoambar  4  to  7, 
l>21.  New  York  Cltjr.  Saerotanr,  Calvin 
W.  hloe,  II  WeM  Itth  Straat,  New  York 
riiy. 

Kaliaaal    rapeattlen    af    Fawer    and    Me- 
ehanlral    Knclneerlag.      Dee,   7    to   II,    I '<:;:' ':!..ti.|    rvntral    Palaoe.    New    York    <ii.v 

■lary,    Calvin    W,    Rice,    21   Wa«t    l»lli ',  New  York  City, 
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Millingr     anil     DrilliiiK    Atlarlinient,     Vnlvermil 
Kijckford  Milling  Machine  Co.,  Rockford,  III. 

"American    Machinist,"   July    6,    1922 

The  attachment  is  mounted  on  the 
face  of  the  column  above  the  spindle 
and  receives  its  drive  by  a  geared  con- 

nection from  the  back  end  of  the 
spindle  through  a  driving  sleeve  sub- 

stituted for  the  overarm.  It  has  two 
graduated  circular  bases,  placed  at 
right  angles  to  each  other  and  both 
bases  can  be  -swiveled  through  360  deg. 
Its  spindle,  mounted  in  a  graduated 
(luill,  has  two  feeds,  one  of  which  is 
48  times  faster  than  the  other.  Sixteen 
spindle  speeds  are  obtainable,  ranging 
from  21  to  414  r.p.m.  The  hole  in  the 
spindle   is   No.   9    B.   &  S.   taper. 

Filins   Maehlne,   Bench,   Motor-Driven.   "Hartford" Robinson    Tool   Works,    Waterbury,    Conn. 
"American   Machinist,"   July   6,   1922 

Some  improvements  have  been 
made  in  the  machine.  The  top 
plate  or  table  now  has  a  double 
swing  so  that  it  can  be  tilted  to 
angles  up  to  10  deg.  in  any  direc- 

tion. An  improved  dust  guard 
has  also  been  added. 

GrlndlDK    Machine,    C'enterleHK,    Cylindrical,    Automatic 
Cincinnati   Milling   Machine   Co.,   Cincinnati,   Ohio 

"American  Machinist,"  July   13,   1922 

The  machine  is  for  finishing 
str.iight  cylindrical  machine  parts. 
It  is  self  contained  and  can  he 
driven  by  belt  or  by  a  10-  to 
15-hp.  motor.  The  work  is  al- 

ways held  parallel  to  the  grindinsj 
wheel  axis  and  is  passed  trans- 

versely between  a  20-in,  diam- 
eter grinding  wheel  and  a  12-in. 

diameter  wheel  opposite,  which 
controls  the  feed  and  the  I'ota- 
tive  speed  of  the  work.  The 
axis  of  the  control  wheel  is  set 
at  an  angle  with  that  of  the 
grinding  wheel,  so  as  to  draw 
the  work  through  the  machine. 
Four  speeds  are  provided  for   the 
control  wheel  to  suit  the  work  diameter.  A  wheel-truing  fixture 
can  be  mounted  on  top  of  the  work-rest  bracket.  Capacity,  A  I" 
3   in.   in  diameter,   15   in.   in  length. 

.\ir   CumpreHsor   for   Small   InstallatlonN.   Single-Stajfe 
Norwalk  Iron  Works,  South  Norwalk,  Conn. 

"American    Machinist,"   July   13,    1922 

The  air  compressor  is  used  in 
ojierating  hoists,  drills  and  ham- 

mers, and  may  be  driven  by  an 
independent  motor  or  from  a  line- 
shaft.  It  is  built  in  ten  sizes  and 
is  of  the  center-crank,  douide- 
action  type  with  a  belt  and  fly- 

wheel on  opposite  ends  of  the 
irankshaft.  The  cylinder  over- 

hangs and  all  valves  are  acces- 
.■^ible.  The  cylinder  and  heads 
are  amply  water  Jacketed.  The 
valves    are    of     the    multiple-port 
plate  type  for  high-speed  operation.  The  .stufling  box  is  accessible 
for  adjustment  and  repacking.  Capacity.  57.6  to  748  cu.ft.  free 
air  per  minute.  Cylinder  (liameter:  smallest  size,  6  in.  with 
6    in.  stroke;    largest   size,    18    in.    with    12    in.   stroke. 

Cunnter,    (Vitli   MeaHurln^   Attachment,  "Universal  Modrl" 
Precision   Machine   Co.,   416   Chestnut   St.,   Milwaukee,   Wis. 

"American    Machinist,"    July    6,    1922 

The  counter  can  be  used  on 
practically  any  machine  to  find  the 
number  of  moves  made  by  any 
part  of  the  machine,  or  the  num- 

ber of  pieces  or  loads  which  pass 
a  given  point.  As  .shown  in  the 
top  view,  attached  to  a  punch 
press,  it  can  be  used  as  a  revolu- 

tion or  stroke  counter.  Attached 
as  shown  below,  it  can  be  used  to 
record  the  number  of  feet  of  thread 
being  wound  on  a  spool.  The  brass 
plate  connected  to  the  worm  wheel 
side  is  graduated  in  feet,  and  one 
complete  revolution  of  the  wheel 
records  the  passing  of  100  ft.  of 
material.  The  counter  can  be 
furnished    with    electrical    contacts. 

Keamer,  E.xpansion,  Plston-Typ«,  "Keamrlte" 
Cronin-Waddell   Co.,   104   Portland   St.,   Boston,    Mass. 

"American    Machinist,"    July    C,    1922 

The  tool  is  Intended 
for  reaming  pin  holes 
in  automotive  pistons. 
The  slots  in  which  the 
blades  are  set  are 
milled  slightly  wider 
than  necessary  to  ao- commodate  the  thickness  of  the  blades,  and  the  extra  space  is 
filled  by  a  liner,  or  shim,  placed  back  of  each  blade.  With  the 
shims  placed  ahead  of  their  respective  blade.s.  the  tool  may  be 
ground  between  centers  in  a  lathe  as  an  ordinary  concentric 
piece  of  work.  Eccentric  relief  is  obtained  by  reversing  the 
shims  to  former  positions.  The  reamer  is  made  in  seventeen 
sizes.  Range:  smallest  size,  55  to  II  in.:  largest  size.  3,',  to 
33  In.     Blade  length,  13  to  6  in.     Overall  length,  51  to  20  lnche.s. 

Cjiage,    Thickness,    No.    €46 
Brown   &    Sharpe    Manufacturing   Co.,    Providence,    R.    1.. 

"American   Machinist,"   July   13,   1922 

The  gage  contains  six  blades 
having  respective  thicknesses  of 
0.0015,  0.002,  0.003,  0.004,  0.006 
and  0.015  in.  The  blades  can  be 
used  either  singly  or  collectively 
and  will  give  a  variety  of 
measurements  up  to  0.0315  In. 
The  gage  is  especially  suited  to 
the  use  of  motor  mechanics  and 
oar  owners  for  settlne:  valve  tap- 

pets, points  of  distributor  heads, 
spark  plugs,  joints  or  parts  where 
there  is  play  or  looseness.  It 
has  an  eyelet  at  one  end  so  that 
it  can  be  either  carried  on  a  ring 
or  hun?  ui). 

Toiylliolder,    ForiiiiiiK 
Willard  TooL  Co.,   Inc.,   Stratford,   Conn. 

"American   Machinist,"  July  13,   1922 

The  holder  is  adapted  for  u.se 
on  lathes,  shapers.  i)laners  and 
screw  machines.  Two  holes  are 
drilled  in  the  cutter,  one  for  the 
clainplng  bolt  and  the  other  to 
fit  a  dowel  pin  -which  not  only 
keeps  the  cutter  from  turning  but 
properly  locates  it  in  the  holder 
after  removal  for  grinding.  The 
toolholder  is  made  of  a  tough 
grade     of      steel.         The      surface 
against  which  the  cutter  rests  is  parallel  with  the  under  side 
of  the  shank.  Two  sizes  of  the  holders  having  respective  cross- 
sections  of  i  X  1  and  S  x  li  In.  are  made  to  fit  ordinary  tool- 
posts.  Cutters:  smaller  size,  J  x  1  X  li  in.  ;  larger  size,  a  x  li 
and  2  inches. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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TIG  IRON  —  Per  groM  to«  —  QueutioM  coapiM   by   Tbt 
M«flM«  AMy  Co.: 

ayciNNATi 
S*.2SoMlMn    S29.>S 
Kwtk««  Bmk       12  27 

OhioN*  2       J1.50 

NEW  \0%t—T*4rmMtmt  Mhrwv 
titbin  N»  2  (dicMi  2.25#2.7S)    32. 44 

BIIMIKGHAM 

N«.2Fe«MMlrT     27.00 

PHll  AD{I.PHIA 

tMftn  P>.  N*.2i(«aicoa2.2J#2.7S)    U.M 
Nirpau  N*.  2    30.17 
BaMC        52.00 

Cray  Trntm—   •    )2.00 
CHICAGO 

No  2  FevM^rrlMd    $2.00 
K*.  2  FMadrr.  S««ii>c(a  (uUcoa  2  25#2.7$)    30  00 

PnTSBt'ftCiH.  iactuaiac  frcicbt  cbart*  from  Valky 
l<«.2r«MUqr    }$  00 
••M    30.00 

IRON  MACHINCRT  CAflTiNGS~la  crait  prr  pound: 

N»-  Vjrk.. 
CbT<l«a<L.. 

Lifhl 

I0tl2 

5.0 

Medium 

10.0 8.0 

64) 

5.0 
4.S 

He«vy 

4  75 

J«4 

4.0 4  5 
3.5 

mCCTi— QaotMi0«*  ara  in  ccai*  per  petind  in  vartou*  dtits 
ala*  lb*  b«M  s 

fiHibargb. 
I  aii« 

MiBLMa 

NoulO           2  S0fl2  60 

Haw  12        2.6092.70 
N«.I4         IMl.tO 
tU.U        2.f!Ss.l0 

uofaitMU  ffOM  mib: 

.   l7M4n.       1.201^3  35 
Um.U»U24.       3  2^3.40 

M»  24        J.}t#J.50 

N««Ywk CteralMd 
Cbicsfo 

4.03 

4.04 
4.15 
4.23 

5.50 
J  5$ 
)  60 
3.70 

4  00 
4  05 

4  10 4.20 

2:8 
4. SO 
4  to 

4.05 

4.10 
4.15 
4.25 

4.70 

4  70 
4.75 

4.  MS 

R18B  AND  FALL  OF  THE  )4AKKET 

Mnmtm    N*.  t  Ummiry  iron  «p  $2  in  Pituburrh  and 

         bMic  t4  !■  nttabwsb  unA  $1   in   PhiladelphU: 
'  tS  par  (TOM  iMi  m  PitUburcb.  dunnx  we«lt.     Blue 

   (alvanucd  »t««l  »he«u.  all  up  10c.  per 

MO  »^  tj^Jk.  ariU.   SlMl  ban.  $1  J0««U6  per  100  lb..  ro.b. 

PlttalMig^  ̂ aataltai  aaly  ■aiatiial.  owing  to  K-arcity  of  ma- 
larW.      lOUti    Iwwa^at.     rapMIy     inrreaainx     production,  i 

flkapaa  awl  plataa  <|Batad  by  laadinc  interest  at  minimum  | 

tt  ft;   9tM   ebtainad,  lwa»at,   on    current    trading,    for  ' 
tfH  doltvcne*.    SUiMUnala.  Boor  platen  and  cold  finished 

I  advaacad  Ite.  par  100  lb.,  in  Cleveland  warehousea. 

gaaarally  Arvier.     Lead  quoted  at  6.6c.  aa 
r  lb..  New  York:  hifher  in  St.  Louia.    Chineae 

.  per  lb.  higher,  in  New  York.     All  fabrt- 
    cappar   prodorta.   bolt*,   nuta.   rivets   and 

'  Mtiiw  Mckar  la  daiwlmad. 
palaad  qootea  reduction  of  Ic.^lc.  per  lb.  in 

(aa»-farroual ;  alao  alicht  reduction  in  wiping 

_    __iaaad  oil.  $1.01  as  acainst  $1.14  per  iral.,  in  &  bbL 

Xo  daellaes  in  New  York  or  Chirago. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

Galvaniicd 

Naa.  10  and  II. 
Noa.  12  and  14. 
No*.  17  and  21. 

Noa.  22  and  24. 
No.  26    

No.  2«   

Pititliurch 
.1  . '5(0  3.^0 

3.45^3.60 
3.7$ft3.90 3  •100405 

S  05(n4.20 
4.350  4  >0 

New  York 

i.U) 
4.70 
5.00 

5.15 
5.30 
5.60 

Cleveland 4.25 

4.35 

4.65 

4.80 4.95 5  25 

C'hicano 

4  8.? 

4.95 

S!40 
5  5S 
5  -5 

WROl'GHT  PIPE — 1  b e  followini  ditcountt  are  to  jobbcrt  for 
carioad  Ion  on  ihe  lilrtt  I'itttburKh  baling  card : 

Steal  Bl'TT  WKI.D  Iron 
Inchci I  to  3 

Ulack 

2    61 

2)  to  6    65 
7io8    62 

9  to  12  61 

(•alv.  Inches 

5M  J.olJ... 
LAP  WKI.D 

49 

53 

49 

48 

21  to  4. 

4}  tor.. 

Ulack 

54 
57 

..     37 7»ol2       35 

BITT  WEI  D.  EXTRA  STRONC.  PLAIN  ENDS 
lioU       w.  551  i  to  li       39J 
2  to  3       67  5<.| 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

Galv. 

241 

20» 

22| 

251 

2       59 

2|io4       63 
4i(o6       62 
7  to  8       58 
9iol2  52 

Malleable  fiiiinsi. 

48) 

52 
51 
45 

39l 

2. 2|  to4. 4|  to  6. 7  loK 
9to  12. 

55 

•38 

37 

50 

25 

22 

2f. 

25 

IK 

13 

Claiscs  li  and  C,  Handed,  from  New  ̂ 'utk 
stock  icll  at  netlitt.    Castiron.itanJanl  lizea,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warchouie  diicoiinti  ai  followi: 
New  York      Cleveland 

Black  Calv.  lilack  Calv. 

I  to  3  ill.  iteel  butt  welded.  W/c 

H  to  '■  in.  (lecl  lap  welde 
Malleable  fitiinci. 

Chicaito 
Black 

•elded.  60%  47%  571'';  454%  624%  4817- 
relded.  57%  44%  S^H  4>|%  S9J%  45i% 
i.     Oasies  n  and  C.  Handed,  from  New  York 

stock  »ell  at  li>t  li-ii  5%.    Cait  iron,  iiandard  lixet,  32%  ofT. 

MIJiCEI.i.ANEOUS — Warchoiiic  prices  in  cents  per  pound  in 
lOO-lb.  lots: 

Open  hearth  iprini  steel  (bsir) 
Sprint;  iteel  (luhtj  (bate)   
Coppered  lieucmei  rodi(ba*c). 
Hoop  steel   
Cold  rolled  strip  steal   
Floor  plates        
Cold  hnithed  shaftingori 

Cold  liniihed   flatt.  squares. . 
Siructuril  thapn  (hate). .    . 
Soft  •led  hari  (baiei      
Soft  iircl  har  thapci  (base). 
Soft  iteel  bands  (base)   
Tank  plates  (base)   
Bar  iion  (2.45  at  mill}   
Drill  rod  (from  lilt)   

Electric  welding  wire: 

New  York 

4.50 6.00 

6.03 

4.14 

6.50 

5.20 

5.65 
4.15 

3.04 

2  94 
2.94 
3.74 3.04 

2.'>4 

Cleveland 
6.00 
6.00 8  00 

3.50 
8.25 

5.06 

3.60 

4.10 

2.91 

2.81 2.81 5.61 

5.10i 

2.81 

40% 

8.(0. 
6.5.). 

6.25. 

Chicago 

4.50 
6.00 

6.10 

5.90 7.25 

5)0 5.70 
4.20 

2.90 

2.80 

2.80 
5.55 

2.90 

2.80 

50% 

.12«113 

.11012 

.10(^41 

METALS 

Currrqt  Pfiees  in  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  clectrolvtic 'up  to  carlots),  New  York    14.62) 

Tin.  5-ton  lots.  New  York .. ;    32.50 
lead  (up  to  carioti),  St.  I.oum   6.25;  New  York. ..  6.60 
Zinc  (up  to  carfots).  Si.  Louis   6.25;  New  York..    .     7.00 

Aluminum.  58  to  99%  ingots.  1-15  ̂ "
^  ̂«"''  ̂ "'•v«l"'«  t''""«« 

ton  Iocs     19.20          20.00  19.00 

Anrimony  rCbinesa),  »n  spot.     5 . 75^6          7. 75  6. 50 
Copper  sheets,  base     21.50          22.00  23.00 
Copper  wire  (carlota)     15.75          IK. 00  16.25 
Copper  ban  (ton  lots)      20.00           23. OU  19  50 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.lou)     24.75           25.00  23.00 
Bras* sheet*  (tOO-lb.  lots)     18.25          20.50  IS. 75 
Bras*  tubing  flOO^b.lou)         22.50          22.50  20.50 
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19.50 9.00 
. 

23..';o 
20.00 42.25 

36.00 16.00 

f).00 

METALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      16.75         18.  .iO         15.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      18.  75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9.00 
Solder  (I  and  i),  (caselots)     24.00 
Babbitt  metul   (fair   grade)      24.50 
Babbitt  metal   (commercial)      11 .  Hj 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bavonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.J    .   39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Mallealile  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese       54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese     57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.li.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot  ..      32  UO     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base). .  .      48.00 
Blocks      32  00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)        40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50  00 
Sheetbars...    40.00     Hot  rolled  slicets  Chnsel       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound; 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible.  .....    12  .00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      1 1 .  75 
Copper,  light,  and  bottoms       9.  75 
Lead,  heavy        4.  75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7. 00 
Brass,  light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings        6 .  50 
Zinc        3.00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- 

12.00 11.50 
11.00 11   25 
9.50 

10.25 4.50 4  50 

5.50 3.50 
6.00 

9.00 
-S.OO 

6  25 
6  00 

6.75 
3.50 

3.50 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 

Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lifts 

York 
'•.\.\A"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x2S,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets        23.00 

"A"  Charcoal  Allaways  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets        17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets        12.50 
IC,  112  sheets        12.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lh.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00 
IC,  14x20         7.25 

land       Chicago 

18.25 
21.00 

16.00 
18.75 

11.00 
11.40 

5.60 5.85 

18.-50 20.90 

17.00 
19.60 

14.50 14.80 

MISCELLANEOUS 

New  York 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..     ?0.09(«  $0. 11 J 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.        .065(0  .  10 
Wiping  cloths,  131x131, perlb.  .075 
Wiping  cloths,13ix205,per  lb.  .08 
Sil  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .91 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      100  lb.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  dry     lOOIb.  kegs. 
Red  lead,  in  oil     100 lb.  kegs. 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag   
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville...  .per  net 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .  .per  net 

Cleve- 

land 

33.12 

.09 

.06 

.10 

.40 ,25 
,01 

New  York,  12 
New  York,  12 
New  York,  14 

.80  1 
11.50@I 

1. 

Chicago 

iOAli 
.08 
.10 .13 

2.65 

3.50 .99 
50 

50 
00 
00 
.00 

  ..$4.00  oti 
23.90  net          

25%            65-5% 
     60-5% 
70%      70-10% 

ton  13.0O@13.S0 

New       Cleve- 
York         land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       45%       60%         50-10% 

IJand  1 1x3  in.  up  to  12  in       25%  50-10-S%SO-10-10% 
With  cold  punchtd  sq.  nuts        30%          

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plusstd.  eitraof  10%)        35% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        20% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts 

Lag  screws,  coach   screws  .     45% 

Square  and  hex.  hs#,d  cap     acrr-ws.  .  .  .     75% 
Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in. x30in         35%   SO-10-5%    50-5% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts       45%                55% 
Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plu»        10%          

SLmi-fiiiished  nuts  I  and  larger       65%     50-10-5%        80% 
Case-hardened  nuts         50%          
Washers,cast  iron,  jin.,  per  1001b.  (net) 
Washers.cast  iron,  s  in. per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Ofllist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist 
Nuts, cold  punched, hex., per  1001b. Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  15  in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  ̂ -in.,  l-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

IJ    to    Ij-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
EXTRA  per  100  lb         0. 25 

I  in.  diameter   EXTRA 

\  in.  diameter    EXTRA 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter   .  EXTR.4 

Longer  than  5  in    EXTR.4 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 

Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

?5.C0 
33.50 

33.50 

4.00 3.25 
3.50 

3. CO 

5.00 

3.50  net 

1  SO 3.50 

4.00 

1  SO 

3.50 

4.00 

1.50 
3.50 4.00 

1.50 
3.50 4.00 

55% 

60% 60% 

55% 60% 

4Jc.  net 

$4.50  33.50 
S3  35 

4.60 

3.60 

3.45 
0.25 

..       0.15 
0.15 

0.15 

0.50 ..       0.50 

0.50 
..       0.50 

0.25 .         0.25 

0.50 

0.50 

0.35       ?3.70ba«e 

55-5%        50%         SO-% 
35%  50%  20% 

30.55 
30.50 

30.67J 

0.33 
0.3S 0.40 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  hbl.)  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  pal   

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (5  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
.Medium  grade   40-5% 

Heavy  grade   30-5% 
Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5% 

Second  grade   60-10-5% 
Abrasive  materials — In  sheets 9x1 1  in.: 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper         85 .  84 
Emery  paper    8.80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 
Emet7  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper   
Cloth   

40-2i%      50% 

30-5%,  40-5% 

50-10%,  40-10% 
60-5%,  60-5% 

35.84 

11.00 

31.12 36.48 

8.80 

29.48 

4. SO 

1.32 

3.02 

4.28    4.95 

1.24 
2  67 

1.40 
3.2c 
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.N'o.  II  to  M  MmC  «■• 
IMt,  •a4  oa*  irMMrfna 

-TlM    HmUi    MadklM    * 

    »••.    IM*-t*   ItHi  IC— «M»  H»*»d 
■r  L'M«wMl  cyllgjii  trtm**r.  om  UBltmal «r  OMMfml  ■toetrte 

  Ob..  »•«• 
Arrt^r  Ar>.— a**   M  la.   ■   •  or  I*  ft    «!> ~  tolha 

Kaa.  WtoMte— OoaraM'*  Molar  Co. 
MIT  BmI  OMWtM  W_  H  r.  CbM^  Parch. 
Al.     — »  *r«  VrMaL 

til  a*rma«. 

tM»  ll«1k  taWKMM  ■!..  R  rmi.  I>urrh 
A«l- 

W    acML  CaMb    t>aii«Ua 
W.  aeotl.   I*«rrlt.  Act— 

Bm-  triitllB  W>rti  TaMi*  Omim.  IMI 
SCaruTLiVTaM*  M..  H  W  JnttaMS.  Pwrcli. 
A«v— OM  IW*  l»U>«. 

in*Mto-^.  H    TKaaiM.  IMh  aiwl 
«l1ll  pTMK,   UtiM 

M*lal lath* 

       _      -D.    ■i««l.    im    kUrlMt 
9U  n.  ■l<»l.  Pan*.  Act— |»v*r  UUw  aiHl 

-UfMnIn      TrBriliMi      Cou 
BM«.   A.   O.    McMaMvra.    Parrh. 

A«t.^-yy_M  >■  tnwMam  M«4  «rUI  ptmi 

».  v.,  ■i»«Mf  M»f  I  Btoetrto*  Har4- 
»»w    Mf.   Oa.   Sa    VMa*4ak    PC—mvotbI 

».  V.  Il*«r  Tm«  CMy— ABHrtf  Car  A 
r«rr  C*.  i*>  B«r«y.  wtfi  MkM  for 
irutiiiliwMidnr  atDMroM.  Wak. 

Im«  Wka.  ttttd  aarf 
A«a.>-aaa»>l>     alwte 
•  B  •  ■  I  la. 

Machinery  Wanted 

CaUI..  Lm  .«b«*Im— C  I'.  IWlnlsrr.  3«: 
HooUi  Via*  til.— «B«  2»  In.  s  4  In.  rvUndrr 

•4  oat  :«  In.  X  It  la.  powvr  cutirr 
r«la,  D»a*»r— llralti  A  W«ld  Co..  UK 

tllli  8U  A.  Il<«th.  IMrch.  Act. — w»ldlnc 
•qttlpawnL 

Cvaa..  K»»  Ra***— W.  Bnxik.  I(  Wc-lton 
St. — |M>n>bl«   saw-rUl   marhlnc. 

D*(.  Wllwlaataa  Tb*  llvarn  Oil  Co.. 
Ird  aa4  CWamMr*  8is..  C.  Hram,  Mar. — 
•qatpmcnl  (or  pmpoaMl  niuriMCr  and  oil 
dutrlbullas   plant   at    HalUbury.    Md. 

IN..  rhlrac»— .\rki-rman-Qulcl«y  ITInl- 
Inc  I'o,  A.  Ack»fTnan,  I'urch.  Adt. — print- 
ln«  aqnlpmit  bad  I  anvalop*  patchinc 
Btadilnaa. 

lad.  PI.  WmrtM^-C  Honvefc  A  8nn.  mil 
South  r-alhoun  St.  I'.  Honrck.  I>ur<-h  Act. 
.—!>•■«  rr  )ob  uTr»ar»  and  book  binding  ma- 
ehlnvrr   (uava). 

la..  Maaalaa — K.  Parrvll — Job  (Kiwrr 

prraa.  |Mi|>rr  ruttrr.  Ilnntv|>«.  In-Mini, 
hancrm,  ahartlnB.  pullrys  and  bvarlnsM. 

Kaa..  WlrbMa— W.  A  HniU.  «II  .North 
Main  St  — amall  powvr  cyllndrr  or  Oat  Iwd 

-rity  Ie»  Dallwrr  Co..  Ill 
^  .    F.   Srvams.    Purch. 

itKin  law,  pUniT  and '  'f  w-tNMl  working. 

■aa.,  WIHilla- 
■nuth   \Va>l. 
Atrt  --<>n  Im. 
eutllng  off  :< 

Cmopmr.     Hupi..-^d aroolMi  mill. 

TW  Cotiinwrrtal  TriMl  Co, 
■  vartlal 

Uib*  a«d  Srm  Rr*  irP*  lalba. 
M  la    Hallard 

lrp»  lalba 
fa.  Mttaial    ABwi  TraaafW  *  ll«»alr 

Ca,    iTtt   Waal  CaiT  SL—teika  aa4  irW 

WW.  Awlitaa  W.  n.  m.  JalMi.  <M 
K««tb  Vaa  Harva  ••..  Owaa  Itair— aalo 
r«»air     aurWaMT.     air     taak.     ata.     for 

tiia<it.  ri««ral Mcni   M    WortUk  AaM. 
kar  h.a4ia«  atarWaao. 

Oanwiv  A  lt>- M  l«  r»>>aea 
•ra. 

vaak.  waainai  j.  naniMr  Co..  tH 
Baavar  Han  MIH  pop  «t  la  Tt  la  oar 
ar^Mriattiu  mma  haarr  «alr  a»M  Utb*.  21 
!•  M  iBHififc  aaa  tortas  mm.  It  in  dlam. 
•lar.    t    jraka    f1»»tor»    aad    aa»    bydrawllo 

Kaa..  trirblla  —  W.  A  Dltano.  tSt 
Wabash  Avr^ — wood  workinc  machlnrry  In- 
cludlnc  wood  taiha,  war,  culllna  <<tt  planrr, 
hansrra  and  billing  fur  |>o«'vr  r<|uipin»ni. 

Kaa..  WIrbMa — Morrllno  A  oc-..nn<>r.  2:1 
Kouih  Toix-ka  St..  A.  Morrtlnii.  Turrh.  Act. 
— orMint  atiulpfnanl  for  rvpalrmc  aut<>- mubllra  . 

Kaa„  Wlrhlla — R  W.  Parka.  Iltt  South 
Wichita  «i  .  II.  W  Parka.  IHirch.  A«t.— 
•roodworklnc  machlnary.  Inrludinc  wood 
lath*'.  >a«r.  planrr,  cultlnfoff  machlna. 
aandrr  an'l  b*ltlnc, 

Kaa..  WIrMla— WIrhlta  Auto  Sprlnc 
WOrka.  Ill  Houth  Wa>hlnft<in  SI,  C.  K. 
Riarhrt.  Purch.  Art. — wood  wnrklltc  ma. 
chlnarr  for  wacon  r*palr  worka 

Kr..  PMwWa — Pika  Ceomr  Srw — on* 
noarlo  aia*.  2  rarolutlaa.  T  column,  cxHn. 
<l*r  prtaa  (oatd). 

Ma.  Llarala— Mnroln  Woratrd  Co.  A.  B. 
Hupi.,-^dilltliinal     machlnarx     for mill. 

Ma*i..  I.aw»n— Ipawlrh  Mill*.  Warrrn  St.. 
(manufarturrr  of  cotton  and  woolm  aooda. 
ai«  >,  W.  rntckworth.  Supt. — additional  nia- rhltt»ry. 

Maaa.  llarlaa«*M— Slarllna  T'-ilil*  Co. 
12  Qulnr>-  Sc — yam  acourlnc  machlna 
(aa>4). 

Maaa..  labrldar — Wanoonturk  Wnratad 
Mill* — addliUrtial  machlnary  for  woolvn 
mllL 

Mom..  Wallliaai — J,  H.  Martin.  II  €*«• 
tral  HI  — machinvry  and  oqulpmant  t>ir 
printing  alvip  ̂ nrw  or  uaMl). 

MMi.  Oraad  KaaMa  —  Valtor  CHy 
Ovaam*^  rn..  ««<  ijika  Dr.  H.  B. — m««iiaa. 
Mai  a<|ulpmmt   for   rraamatT' 

HarHa    —    Ifarrta     ro.<,p<^allir» 
ry  <"n..   A     S.   D'mlng.   Hi«rv. — btitlar 

and     r»frl»'raltng    n|ulpm*nt     for 
BOW   In  oouraa  of  coaatructlon. 

...i..,  MtooravaHa— Dulay  Maal  To.  721 
Haaaaptn  Av^.-rpfrlcrratlnn   marhln«-rr. 

Maa.  Mara  .—  PBrm^ra  Cn-oprrallv* 
Craaawry  fo..  B  W,  iloyl*.  Purrh.  Agv— 
4alfT  wiai<llaHT  and  ooollng  aqulpm^nl. 

Ma.  Kaaaaa  rMr— MarahatI  Mfg.  Co. 
•  12  Orand  Ava.  A.  Marahall.  Parch  Agt. — 
wrldlng  atpilpniaet  and  oay-aoatylana  loreh. 

Maw  Kaaaaa  ('Hy — Hl>«k  A  Warwick 
Papar  To..  li;.IM  VT-M  «th  St..  B.  T. 
Warwlok.  Purch  A  at  —••»)*  !•  In.  papar 
rttlirr 

Ma^TlX^  l«ala— Wlllla  MInnuH  rioor  Co.. 
Ism  PorcBi  Park  lllvd.,  A  Wlllla.  Purch. 
Aat. — onf  II  In.  |H>wpr  iMper  cuttar. 

N.  T..  nraoklira— H.  ("hryatal  Iron  Wka., 
>t  Van  t>yk«  St.— ̂ n«  I  ton  lea  machlna with  condrniwr. 

N.  v..  Danklrk— Marah  Valve  Co..  4lh 
ami  llrlKh.iMi  Idl. — iiiarhliiory  for  farlory 
m«nufa>'turliig  mill  Hupply  valvfa,  globca, 
anglaa  and  gntra. 

N.  T..  Kaal  Rarliaalar— B.  L.  Bakor. 
Baat  ItorhfaItT  Packing  Co.  Bidg. — ma* 
chln<.r>  ami  t.<|ulptnfiu  for  the  manufacture 
of  ailhialvt!  pruilucta. 

K.  v..  KiBiIra— Markle  A  Pcden.  Inc., 
470  Klvcraldc  Avr  .  \V.  K.  Marklo,  I'rea.— 
machinery  and  euulpm>-nt  fur  a  I  alory 
building  at  Corning  for  packing  laaf  to- 
baooo  and  other  tobacco  pro<lucts. 

K.  T..  Paleaaer  —  PalconiT  I'lulc  (ilnaa 
Co. — marhhiery  and  equlpmenl  for  the 
manufacture  of  mirrora  ami  plate  glaaa  fur 
plant  at   Youngaluwn,  Pa. 

N.  Y..  Jamaalowa — Jameaiown  Novalty 
Mfg.  Co..  Jonea  anil  (iinroni  Ave..  J.  A. 
Haag.  .Secy,  and  Treaa — niHchlnerv  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  »r  steel 
bathroom  flxturea,  flnlahed  In  while  enumel, 
to  be  Inainlled  In  factory  on  River  uml 
Chandler  Hla. 

W.  T..  Narth  Tanawaada — Lenox  Furnl- 
ttira  Co.,  Oliver  and  Miller  Sta. — one  No. 
21-4   power   aho,.   repair  aewing   machine. 

M.  Y..  Plltalard— O.  Murna,  Clover  St.— 
one  awing  cut-ofT  niiw. 

N.  Y..  Poaahkeepale — Parker  Axles.  Tnc. 
— machinery  nnd  e<iulpnient  for  propoaed 
factory  at  York,  Pa. 

Va.,  RIehaiaad — Arrow  L.aundry,  117 
Raai  Main  St.— completa  Una  Of  laundry machinery. 

Va.  Blehmaad — O.  V.  Sauars,  Brooke  Rd. 
and  Broad  St.  (mMiiufaclurrr  of  ■■xlracla) 
—lathe  for  woodturnlng. 

W.  Va..  rharleaiawa — Charleatnwn  Slenm 
Laundry  A  Dry  Cleaning  Co. — machlni.ry 
and  equipment  for  laundry  and  dry  clean- 

ing plant. 
W.  Va.,  Ilunllnglan — Siroehman  Baking 

Co.— conveying  machinery,  power  equipment 
and  traveling  oven. 

W,  Va..  ahlnaalaa — Hughea  Coal  Co. 
W.  C.  Hawkliia.  Kulrmont.  Kngr. — machln- 
•ry  and  aqulpmeni  for  new  conl  tipple. 

M'la.,  Aatlga^ll.  B,  Quackenbush.  Main 
■t. — machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  kia cream. 

Wla..  Applelaa — c.  Oerlock,  111  Oneida 
St. — pasteuriser,  bottle  washing  and  filling 
machines. 

Wla.     Appletsn— HI.     Klliabeth     Hospltnl 
Aaan.,  c/o  J.  Conway,  Chn. — laundry  equip 
meat  and  machinery  for  new  hoapltal 

Wia_  Bear  Creek — Flanagan  Bros, — re- 
frigeration machinery. 

Wla.  Bearer  ftam — Central  Wisconsin 
Cannln#  Co.  — pea  nnd  corn  cnnnlng  ma- 
rhlnery.  also  conveying  machinery,  for 

plant  at   Itoaendale. 
Wla.  Rerlla— J.  U.  SUbbo— fliltl  and 

Srlndlng  nia'hlnery, 
Wla.  nintaarllla— Sarvloa  Auto  Co,— 

compressor,  gsa  storage  tank  and  pump 
for  garage. 

Wis.  Ragle  Mirer — Strong  A  Hanl*r — 
rapalr  machinery,  air  lank,  gas  alorsge 
laak  and  pump  for  garage,     .Noted  Aug.  10. 

Wla.  Oreea  Hay — Brown  County,  c/o 
H.  F,  Wliilg.  Court  House — laundry  ma- 
oiilnery,  Inrtudlng   lumbler  and  dryer. 

Wla.  Oreea  Bar — Slaters  of  Our  Lady 
of  Charily,  c/o  Good  Shepherd  Home— 
lauitdry  equipment. 

WU.  Mllwaakea— B,  A.  Brtel,  14*1  14th 
■t.— electric  or  belt  driven  sir  compreaaor. 

B^e.  Mllwaake«>— Hagner  Auto  Supply 

Co.,  172$  .National  Ave.,  J,  Ifagner,  Purch. 
Agt.r-«hain  hoist  for  machine  shop  ttse 
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win.,  Madison — Vorclone  Co.,  c/o  J.  T. 
Blake,  611  South  Few  St. — special  machin- 

ery for  the  manufacture  of  ventilating 
equipments  and  fans,  also  patented  de- vices. 

Wis..  Manitowoc — Behnke  Vaper  Burner 
Co.,  c/o  A.  C.  Behnke,  409  Cleveland  St. — 
metal  working  machinery  for  the  manu- 

facture  of    vaporizers   and    burners. 
Wis..  Manitowoc — A.  M.  Richter  &  Sons 

Co..  South  8th  and  Madison  Sts. — power 
cider   presses. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — M.  Hilty  Lumber  Co., 
foot  (>f  12th  St. — woodwork'  g  machinery for   millwork. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Henning;  &  Quast 
Corp..  1242  Booth  St.,  O.  K.  Quast,  Purch. 
Agt. — .special  wireworking  machinery  to 
manufacture    fibre    brushes. 

Wi!..,  Milwaukee — Railemacher  &  Meyer, 
2807  Vliet  St. — one  joiner,  one  band  saw 
and  other  wood  working  machinery  for  the 
manufacture    of    automobile    bodies. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — L.  Schlenvogt  &  Sons 
Cheese  Co.,  c/o  G.  W.  Miller,  498  13th  Ave. 
— dairy  and  cheese  making  machinery 
(power). 

Wis..  Milwankee — Schmitt  Orlow  Co.,  256 
South  Water  St. — Universal  wood  worker 
and  liand  saw. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Vollbrecht  Cut  Stone 
Co..  ISth  ami  Canal  Sts.,  .T.  Bonnett,  Purch. 
Agt. — machinery  for  stone  cutting. 

Wis.,  Milwankee — Western  Washed  Sand 
&  Gravel  Co.,  c/o  F.  Schub,  940  5th  St. — 
machinery  for  washing  gravel  and  sand. 
Wis..  Milwaukee — Wisconsin  Soap  & 

Produce  Co..  c/o  J.  A.  Barly.  257  8th  St. — 
vats  and  special  soar   making  machinery. 

Wis..  Neerah — M.  Thermansen.  217  West 
Wisconsin  Ave. — electric  welding  equipment. 

Wis..  Stevens  Point — -B.  V.  Martin,  1303 
Main  St. — one  large  size  planer. 

Wis..  Wauwatosa — F.  Hartung  &  Son, 
Burleigh  Rd..  P..  F.  D.  Wauwatosa — ma- 

chinery for  crushing  and  conveying  lime- stone. 

Ont.,  BrldKeburg — Fedders  Mfg.  Co. — 
one    spot    welder. 

Ont..  Cobalt — O'Brien  Silvermine  Co. — 
equipment  for  electric  dryer  mill  and  main 
shaft  house,  partially  destroyed  by  fire. 
Loss   $250,000. 

Ont.,  Kitchener — A.  H.  Koepke.  204 
Frederick  St. — woodworking  equipment  for 
proposed   planing   mill. 

Ont..  Kitchener — The  School  Bd. — equip- 
ment for  technical  school,  including  wood 

and   iron  working  tools   and  machinery. 

Ont.,  Ottawa — Maass  Bros..  22  Irving 
Ave. — one  36  in.  x  48  in.  brass  cylinder 
laundry   washing   machine. 

Ont..  Toronto — Graves-Eigwood  Lumber 
Co..  712  Hamilton  Bank  BIdg. — planing  and 
.saw  mill  equipment  to  replace  fire  loss  at 
Byng    Inlet. 

Ont..  Windsor — Malloney  Electrical  Co. — 
machinery  and  equipment  to  replace  that 
which  was  damaged  by  fire. 

Que.,  .A.vlnier — Ritchie  Bros.,  J.  Ritchie, 
Purch.  Agt. — complete  sawmill  equipment 
to   replace  that  which  was  lost   in   fire. 

B.  C.  Biirnab.v — Phillips  Hoyt  Lumber 
Co. — equipment  for  saw  and  shingle  mill. 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Ark..  Ft.  Smith — P.  Sheridan.  1107-11 
Garrison  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story.  72  x  140 
ft.  garage.      Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Calif..  Newman — The  Orestimba  Union 
High  School  Dist.  will  receive  bids  until 
Sept.  16.  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story 
workshop.  S.  Wade.  Clk.  F.  W.  Reid, 
Concord,    Archt.      Noted   Aug.    29. 

Calif..  Oakland— H.  V.  Glore,  2053  3Sth 
Ave.,  will  build  a  1  story  machine  shop  on 
5th     St.    near    Alice     St.       Estimated     cost 
$1,500, 

Calif,.  San  Francisco — The  Bothin  Real 
Estate  Co..  604  Mission  St..  is  having  plans 
prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story 
garage,  on  Natoma-Hunter  and  Sherwood 
Sts.  A.  S.  Bugbee,  26  Montgomery  St., 
Archt. 

Conn..  BridKeport  —  The  Atlas  Body 
Wks..  Inc..  147  McKinley  Ave.,  is  receiv- 

ing bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story. 
76  X  '.)()  ft.  plant  addition.  E.stimated  cost 
$25,1)00.  H.  E.  Koerner,  164  State  St.. 
Archt. 

Conn.,  Hartford — M.  S.  Little  Mfg.  Co., 
New  Park  Ave.,  will  .soon  award  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  50  x 
65  ft.  factory  addition  for  the  manufacture 
of  plumbing  goods.     E.stimated  cost  $15,000. 

D.  C.  Wash. — P.  M.  Anderson,  Engr., 
705  Southern  Bldg.,  will  receive  bids  until 
Sept.  10.  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story, 
76  X  110  ft.  garage,  workshop  and  power 
plant,  for  the  Corby  Baking  Co.,  2301 
Georgia  Ave.,  N.W.  Estimated  cost  $75,- 
000.     Private  plans. 

Ind.,  East  Chleaarn — The  International 
Lead  Refining  Co.,  151st  St.  and  McCook 
Ave.,  will  build  a  1  story,  50  x  100  ft.  lead 
refining  plant.  Estimated  cost  $27,000, Noted    Sept.    7. 

Ind..  Indianapolis  —  Due.senburg  Motor 
Co.,  16  South  Harding  St..  will  build  a  1 
story.  60  x  200  ff.  auto  factory,  on  South 
Harding  St.  Estimated  cost  $29,000.  Noted 
Sept.   7. 

Mass.,  Dorchester — E.  H.  Blake,  18  Har- 
vard Ave.,  will  soon  award  the  contract 

for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  100  x  120 
ft.  garage  and  repair  shop.     Estimated  cost 
$40,000. 

Mass.,  Salem — The  Salem  Laundry  Co., 
51  Lafayette  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  80  x  140  ft. 
laundry,  garage,  etc..  on  Lafayette  St.  Es- 

timated cost   $125,000. 

Mass.,  West  Lynn  (Lynn  P.  O.) — General 
Electric  Co.  is  having  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  a  4  story,  122  x  157 
ft.  addition  to  its  factory.  Estimated  cost 
$200,000.      Private   plans. 

Mich.,  Detroit — The  Amer.  Car  and  Fdry. 
Co.,  165  Bway.,  New  York  City,  will  soon 
receive  bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  175  x  275  ft,,  foundry  on  Russell  St., 
here.     Private  plans. 

Mich.,  Detroit — Burr-Patterson  Co.,  4211 
Woodward  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story.  40  x  106  ft. 
jewelry  factory.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Mich..  Detroit — The  Ford  Motor  Co., 
Highland  Park,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  245  x  1570  ft. 
factory  on  Livernois  Ave.  Estimated  cost 
$750,000.     Noted  July  20. 

Mich..  Detroit— S.  E.  Remey,  Archt.,  1140 
Griswokl  St..  will  receive  bids  until  Sept. 
19,  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  70  x 
140  ft,  garage  and  service  .station  on  Dix 
Ave.  for  the  Kessler  Sales  &  Service  Co., 
4627  Dix  Ave.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Mich..  River  Rouge  (Detroit  P.  O.) — 
Ford  Motor  Co.,  Highland  Park,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  5 
story,  60  x  300  ft.  addition  to  its  tractor 
and  auto  plant.     Noted  July  27. 

Minn..  Minneapolis — The  Franklin  Co- 
operative Creamery  Co.,  2601  Franklin 

Ave..  E.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 
struction of  a  2  story.  28  x  152  x  155  ft. 

barn  and  garage,  at  2011  North  2nd  St. 
Estimated    cost    $70,000. 

N.  Y.,  Albany — The  Electric  Supply  & 
Equipment  Co..  103  Allyn  St..  Hartford. 
Conn.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  4  story,  42  x  63  ft.  factory 
on  Bway.  and  Church  St.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000.     Noted    Aug.  29. 

N.   Y.,   Dunkirk — Marsh   Valve    Co.,   4th 
and  Brigham  Rd..  plans  to  build  a  2  story. 
25  X  35  ft.  addition  to  its  factory,  for  the 
manufacture  of  mill  supply  valves,  globes, 
angles  and  gates. 

N.  C.  Charlotte — The  Saco  Lowell  Shops, 
Realty  Bldg.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  home  and  mechanical 
building,  on  Mint  and  Commerce  Sts.  Esti- 

mated cost  $150,000. 

Pn.,  Dunniore  (Scranton  P.  O.) — H.  M. 
Spencer  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story.  40  x  300  ft.  auto 
exchange  and  garage  on  Drinker  St,  Es- 

timated cost  $100,000.  Duckworth  Bros., 
c/o  owner,    Archt.s. 

Pa.,  Pliila. — Nahn  &  Greenberg,  Morris 
Bldg.,  plan  to  build  a  3  story  garage  and 
.sales  room  at  Ifil.S  North  Broad  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $150,000.  LeRoy  B.  Roths- 
child,  1225   Sansom  St.,  Archt. 

N.  Y..  Rocliester^Northeast  Electric  Co., 
348  Whitney  St..  awarded  tlie  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  51  x  90  ft. 
electrical  factory.  Estimated  cost  $30,000. 
Noted  August  29. 

Pa.,  Lancaster — Black  Strap  Fuel  &  Pot- 
a.sh  Products  Co.,  505  Chestnut  St..  Phila.. 
has  purchased  site,  here,  and  plans  to  erect 
buildings  for  the  manufacture  of  special 
machinery,  to  obtain  potash  from  waste 
products.      P.  G.    Hildebrandt.   Pres. 

Ph..  PlttsbDcKh — The  Fairmont  Creamery 
Co.,  301  Ferry  St..  Is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  5  story,  62  x  72 
ft.  sales  warehou.sc  and  a  1  story,  38  x  72 
ft.  garage,  on  25th  and  Smallman  Sis.  Es- 

timated cost  $150,000.  J.  J.  Howley,  411 
Traders  Bldg.,   Scranton,   Archt. 

Pa.,  willlamsport — S.  T,  McCormlck.  JnJ, 
Hepburn  and  West  4th  Sts.,  will  receive 
bids  until  Oct.  1  for  the  construction  of  a 
1  story,  100  x  197  ft.  garage,  on  Hepburn 
and  Potter  Sts.     Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

B.  I.,  Providence — United  Electric  Rail- 
way Co.,  Union  Station,  is  receiving  bids 

for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story,  88 
X  250  ft.  garage  and  service  station  on 
Melrose  and  Russell  Sts.  E.stimated  cost 
$100,000.     Private  plans.     Noted  Aug.  24. 

Wis..  Appleton — Herrmann  Motor  Car 
Co.,  680  College  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  80  x  80 
ft.  garage  on  Superior  Ave.  Estimated 
cost   $40,000.      Noted   Aug.   8. 

Wis..  Appleton— W.  H.  St.  John,  205 
North  Van  Buren  .St.,  Green  Bay,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  50  X  102  ft.  garage  on  College  Ave., 
here.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Win.,  Cilntonvllle — Service  Auto  Co. 
plans  to  build  a  1  story,  50  x  120  ft,  garage. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Wis.,  KaKle  Klver — Strong  &  Manley 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  60  x  120  ft.  garage.  Esti- 

mated cost  $45,000.     Noted   Aug.  10. 

Wis.,  Sparta — The  Gross-Overland  Co., 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  28  x  100  ft.  garage.  Esti- mated   cost    $40,000. 

W,  Va.,  Beekley — The  Raleigh  Motor  Co.. 
will  build  a  3  story.  49  x  146  ft.  garage. 
Estimated  cost  $60,000.     Noted  Aug.  3. 

Ont.,  Kitchener — The  School  Bd.  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  3 
story.  185  x  250  ft.  technical  school.  Esti- mated cost  $375,000. 

^)   llltlllllltllltllltlllllllltlltllllHI   I»)lllllllllll>l»ill,lt„illilil„,„lltllt   
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Calif.,  Bnrllnirame — The  Dairy  Delivery 
Co.,  3550  19th  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story  dairy 
plant,  on  San  Matteo  and  Howard  Aves 
Estimated   cost   $22,000.      Noted   Aug.    29. 

Calif.,  Oakland — J.  B.  Brellh.  1033  39th 
St..  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  1  story  laundry  on  3»th  St.  near 
Adeline   St.      Estimated   cost   $3,600. 

Calif.,  Petaluma — Petaluma  Co-operative 
Creamery  Co.,  Baker  and  Western  Ave.s., 
will  build  a  1  story,  40  x  110  ft.  creamery. 

Calif..  San  Francisco — W.  Volker  &  Co.. 
Montgomery  St.,  had  plans  prepared  for 
alterations  and  additions  to  their  furni- 

ture manufacturing  plant,  on  Howard  St. 
Estimated  co.st  $12,000.  W.  C.  Lowe,  Mon- adnock  Bldg..   Archt. 

Conn..  Bridgeport — The  Huber  Ice  Cream 
Co.,  800  Seaview  Ave.,  plans  to  build  a  3 
story  ice  cream  manufacturing  plant.  Esti- mated cost  $150,000. 

Conn.,  Danbury — The  Danbury  Mfg.  Co., 
7  New  St..  plans  to  build  a  3  story.  60  x 
100  ft.  textile  factory  on  Lil)erty  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $50.no0.  Sunderland  &  Watson, 
248  Main  St.,  Archts. 

Conn.,  Xorwalk — C.  H.  Harris.  Inc.,  1 1 6 
Main  St..  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  111  x  120  ft.  addi- 
tion   to   its   glass   factory.      Estimated   cost 

$45,000. 
D.  C.  Washington — TI,  S.  Agricultural 

Dept.  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 
struction of  a  refrigerator  plant.  Esti- mated  cost   $15,000. 

III..  Chicago — A.  S.  Aischuler.  Archt.,  28 
East  Jackson  .St..  Is  preparing  plans  and 
will  soon  receive  ijids  for  the  construction 
of  a  3  story.  100  x  300  ft.  factory,  to  be 
built  in  3  units  for  the  manufacture  of 
candy,  on  Cicero  and  Kinzie  St.s.,  for  Brach 
&  Sons,  215  West  Ohio  St.  Estimated  cost 
$1,000,000. 

III.,  Chicago — .A  L.  .A.Ischuler,  Archt.,  28 
East  Jackson  St.,  is  preparing  plans  and 
will  soon  receive  bids  for  the  construction 
of  a  4  story,  110  x  275  ft.  factory  for  the 
manufacture  of  furniture,  on  George  St. 
and  North  Crawford  Ave.,  for  Valentine- 
Seaver  Co.,  1721  Sedgwick  St.  Estimated cost   $1,000,000. 
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Co^  Ml  Com 
Hoa    TiK   Maaaotte   PI«m«W 
•l,  owor«o4  IIM  cenlroct  for 

  oa  e(  o  <  Morr.  •»  «  >»•  fl. 
aa«  a  l  atary.  «•  m  M  fi.  oAdillea  to  Ha 
liliBi       Kmtmmf*    coat    t>«.M« 

W.  V.  «aaa«ao*»— Tit*  lat«raatta«aJ 
Co«aaMaM  Co.  t«  HoiMimm  A*a^  uwmt4»4 
Ik*  eaaursri  for  iM  roaairactloa  of  •  1 
aurr.  H  *  •*•  n.  fa«*ary  oMMloa  tor  tka 
■aavtoctaro  o«  aioal  vladow  framoa.  tc 
tliWiil  ttmt  MCWa. 

V.  T«  #B— oaawa— Jaaiiatwa  a  Paiwl  Co. 
n>M  MMt*  au  awortfad  tko  contrart  (or 
UH    rwaitracitoa    of    a    footorr.     tot     tha 

Ca.  «»«IN  Su  Haao  to  raiiM  aorUMjii 
Ma  fitM  >ia»atiy  4«a>fa>«d  Iqr  if*  MM- 
aialad    «aal     •!(.•••.       ArckMaat    act    am- 

Mi  a  MdaaafliritoaaMMotf  mil  •«•£• 
900     J'  II.  l>ovara  ̂ faa 

•,  rtMHMd— TW  rwaalaad  Kraat  A 
ridUa  C«,  1*11  Koa*  Itad  au  avardod  tko 
aainii  tor  tka  ooaainMitaa  af  a  (  aurr. 
t*  a  M  ft.  ro<«arT,  at  •«**  Loii««Ma  Ay. 
KaiMiMod  oaa*  |««.«M.    Kolad  Joly  *•. 

•l,  AMaaaa— ^Tka  Craaeaal  Cklaa  Co, 
■■aid«i  iIm  oo«irM|.jr«r  tlw  aoaaaraMtaa 

BatlaMtad   cool    l»«^M«.     Nolod 
A«s.  at. 
•,  Mlddlnowa  Tfca  Oardaar  Harray 

Payor  Cow  ̂ 'aol  trd  St,  awardad  tha  coa- traol  (Or  tha  coaainMUoa  of  a  manufac- 
(artaa  plaat.  BMIaMtad  eoat  (ll».*««. 
Noiod  Aas    <«. 

Oklo,  Ohtahaoui  rllr— MarlaiKl  Rvflnln( 
Ca.  til  South   t^«ry  Bt.  plana  i<>  l>uild  a 
fa*»lkn(  niliiif     atitik'n        kutlniatxl      coat 
Ita.OOa.  Archlia«'l  not  aaaouBcad. 

Pa..  AMoooa— Tha  Blair  I--*  and  Cold 
mera«a  Co..  i.o  K  H.  8»rl*r.  ais«  Mh 
Avo.  Blaaa  to  tMilId  a  a  atory.  (n  x  l«0  ft. 
raid  atorac*  plant.  C.  P.  Bakar.  Atlanta. 

Oa.  Aix-ht. 
Pak,  AHooaa—  Caiuna  lea  Cream  Pactory. a»aria<t  ihr  contract  for  ih«  voaatructloB 

of  •  t  atorr.  i!>  X  IS*  ft.  addlUon  to  lu 
factory.  «•  Mh  Ava.  and  >ih  St.  Batl- 
(Batad    COM    14    .uao. 

Pa.  Caaibrtdaa  aDrtaaa^Blyatona  Utg. 
Co.  manufacturer  of  oeinant  bloi-ka,  ato.. 
a«ar<lad  tb*  contract  for  thr  coiulructton 
of  I  aad  S  alory.  »•  x  ttO  fi  and  «"  x  90 
ft    bulMlata.     Batlmatad  coal  1(0.000. 

Kria  Co.  Milk  Aaan..  SO:l 
8iau  M.  awardad  Ihr  contract  for  tha 
cioaalnict(oM  of  a  1  atory  warabouaa  and 
plaat.  oa  Prancb  and  lOih  Sia.  IGatlmatvd 
coot    t»«.0*0 

Pa.,  Jaaaaa<l».-Ainer1can  Window  Ola** 
Co.  Parmrra  Bank  Bids..  Pltl«bur(h.  la 
havtiw  plana  prauarad  for  Ihr  i-onairuclloii 
of  a  I  atory  adaltloo  to  (luaa  plutit  hara. 
Katlmaiad    coot    tl.>0«,000       Prlvxia    plana. 

Every  one  of  these  items  is  re- 
ported  by  our  authorized  cor- 

respondents who  are  instruct- 
ed to  verify  every  item  sent  in. 

Everything  possible  is  done 
to  insure  authenticity  and 
timeliness.  This  free  weekly 
service  is  published  in  the 
interests  of  the  buyer  and  the 
•eller,  to  bring  them  together 
and  get  machinery  moving. 
Your  co-operation  is  invited. 

■USINISS  NEWS  DCPARTMCNT 
Ta««h  Aaa.  at  SOth  St.,  Naw  Yotli 

Pa-    Loo* 
■d   Spnio* 
rae«  for  Dh 

Pa..  Jahnaonbart — Rolfa  Tannary  Co. 
plana  to  rebuild  lu  tannary  daatroyad  by 
tt:     Eatlmaird  coat  llSO.otO. 

Looaaalar — Tha     Bayuk     Broa..     Ird 
d  SU-,   Phlla.  awardad   tho  coa- 

iracl  for  tho  con>tru<'lU>B  of  a   l   atory,    7t B    IS    ft.    factory    for    tha    manufaciura    of 
rtgara.  hara.     NcKad  Aug    11. 

Pa.  Xawaaalla — Waatmoratand  Paint  * 
Color  Co.  Hobart  St..  Soulhaldr.  plana  to 
build  lant"  addition*  lo  It*  plant  for  tha 
manufartura  of  iiaiintad  "Ulu>  Stonr"  and othar  canrral  ualnlinc  Una  artlclaa,  alao  to 
tafea  cara  nf  rhrmli  «u  for  a(a«l  plania.  ate. 
ArctUtact  not  announcad. 

Pa.,  Phlla.— Tha  At  laa  Supply  Co..  Rlnc 
•ad  Main  Sta..  awardad  tha  contract  for 
tha  ronairuciion  of  a  t  atory,  to  x  iO  ft. 
toctory.  for  Iha  manufactura  of  i>a>ta,  on 
Hich  Hi.  and  Manayunk  Ava.  Eatimatad <«M    II.OM. 

Pa.  Phlla.— P.  PaarMM  Co.  11th  aad 
Chaainut  Sta.  awardad  tba  oomraet  for  tha 
•oaatmrtloa  of  •  t  alory.  St  a  It*  ft.  t'S- 
dio  factory,  oa  Lavaruictoa  aad  Wiida 
iu.     Pallmalad   oeot   IIM.OeO. 

  Oft. •U  •wardad  lha  aaairaal 
of  a  I   ttorp  rawaiy 

Pa-  PMta/— Tha  Supplaa  Wllla  Jon»a  Milk 
Ca,  SSth  aad  Jaffaraon  Via,  plana  to  build 
a  I  Mary,  lit  s  Sto  fi.  dairy  bmidins.  oa 
Poimid  Vl.  BMIinai<->l  coat  lltu.uoo 

Pa.  PMta.— C.  Wundar.  AreM.  1411  La- 
IM  •{•  la  roeotvliia  hida  tor  Ow  iiaMfSi 
m  of  a  4  Mary.  ••.<  t»  n   hoalary  too- oa    ttth   aad    MaMar   Sta.     for     tha 

i«a  Ksiims  Co^.  lit*  North  Lawranoa 
Batliaaia4  eoM  Ita.oot. 

Pa.  PMtahorsfc— Hardta  Broa  .  14A1  Llb- 
TXr  Atra.  awardad  lha  contract  fbr  tha 
liaMiatllaa  of  •  t  atory.  10«  x  lit  ft. 
■■aty  Mtanr  oa  l«tk  aad  Pika  Sta.  Biti- 
aMiad  raat  lltt.tot,    Notad  Jon*  t*. 

tim 

Pa.  PMoabarah — Tha  Kayalona  Hair  In. 
■Hiator  Co.  If 4 1  Spring  (Jardaa  Ave, 
•wardad  taa  contract  for  tha  oonatruciion 
of  a  I  atory  rxirnalun  to  Ita  manufacturina 
plaai.     Uatiinatad  coat   |J1I,000. 

Pa.  Baaaall — Tha  Warrrn  Sand  A  Gmval 
Co.  will  rabulld  IU  graval  plant  on  Johnny 
Run.  which  waa  raoanlly  diatroyad  by  flood. 
Batlmalvd   coat   It.OtO. 

Pa..  Warraa — Tha  Crt-aoeni  Pumltur*  Co. 
will  build  a  «  atory.  41  x  It  ft.  addition  lo 
Ita  plant  and  alao  dry  kllna.     Notad  Auk.  ]. 

Pa-,  Warran— J.  T.  Nawall.  144  Ptnna. 
A\  I     I'Uina   urrpared   for  the 

•  TV,  S&  X  »U  ft.  print- 
'">  >     St.      K,    A     Phlllli>», 
VV«rrin  Tiuil  UlUit..  Aroht.     Nutrd  Xxxg.  i». 

Vo.,  Rlrhmonil — Richmond,  FrrdarlCltt- 
burK  A  l>ot<'i  Union  StaUon.  Broad 
St..    plana    :  coaling    sutlon    and 
loconiullva  in     Its     Acca      yardi. 
Kallmatad  coat   i^U'i.uuO,     8.  B.  Rica,  Bngr. Malntananoa  of  Way. 

W.  Va„  PladmoBt — Aini-r.  Coal  Co  plana 
to  robulld  Ita  coal  tipiilr  which  waa  ra- 
eanliy  daatroyad  by  flrr  Eatimatad  aoat 
ttO.tOO      Ari'hiti'ci  not  announced. 

Wla.  Barila— J.  M  Stabba  will  build  a 
1  atory,  SO  x  110  ft.  griat  mill.  Eatimatad 
cuai  140,000.     Privala  plana. 

WlB.,OraaB  Bay — Brown  County,  o/o 
H.  P.  wittig.  Court  Houaa,  plana  to  build 
a  I  and  1  atory,  tl  x  130  ft.  laundry.  Eati- 

matad ooM  ttO,000.     Archltact  not  aclactrd. 

Wla.  Oroaa  Bay — Slatrri  ot  Our  Lndy  of 
Charity,  c/o  Oood  Slicphrrd  Homa,  awarded 
tha  contract  tor  tha  conaiructlon  of  a  I 
Htory.  »«  X  too  ft.  laundry  and  11  X  120  ft. 
boiler  houaa.     Batlmatad  coat  170,000. 

Wla..  Lo  Croaaa— Nalaon  Oarment  Co.. 
Ill  South  tnd  St..  awardad  the  contract  for 
lha  conaiructlon  of  a  1  atoty,  01  x  160  ft. 
factory  on  Pameron  St.  Eallmated  eoat 
ttO.OUO.     Not<-d  Aug.   10. 
Wla.  Madl'OB — J.  Faldman  Papar  Box 

Co.  &1(  UeKcni  .St,  awardad  tha  contract 
for  tha  conatrurtlon  of  a  1  atory,  to  x  120 
ft.  factory,  nn  Charter  St.  JSatlmaled  Coat 
fiO.OOo.     Noted  Aug.   11. 

Wla..  Milwaukee — M.  Hllty  Lumber  Co.. 
foot  of  IZih  St.,  li  having  plana  prepared 
for  a  1  (lory,  101  x  111  ft.  factory  and 
power  houaa,  at  tha  Grand  Ave,  vladuot 
approach.  C'ahlll  *  Uouglaa.  Ill  Weal Water  St.  Etwra 

Wla.  Peahilga  —  Pasbtlgo  Paper  Co. 
awarded  the  (ontruct  for  tna  I'onatructlon 
of  a  (I  X  l&O  ft.  unit  to  Ita  paper  factory. 
Eatimatad  coet  170,000.  J.  Sutherland. 
Prea. 

Wla.,  Paahtlgo^Tbompaon  Broa.,  will 
liulld  a  a  alory,  80  x  100  (t.  factory,  for  tlx' 
manufactura  of  pleaaure  boata.  Prlvat-- 

plana. Wla     Keaaadale — Central  Wla'-'-— '-  ''■  n ning    <  u.    llTHVer    Dam.    awanl, 
tract   for  the  conaiructlon  of  cm 
Including  2  atory,   <»  x   llo   ft.   .>.i,.ii,,ii.r, 
a   alory.   to   x   ao   ft.    manufacturing   build- 

ing,  I   alory,   40   x   to   ft.   boiler  houae  and 
two  I  atory.  10  x  40  ft.  mlacellanaoua  bulld- 
Inga.        Batlmatad      coat      171,000,      Noted 
Aug    10, 

Alta..  raleary— The  Imperial  Oil.  Ltd., 
Reglna.  Baak.,  plana  to  build  a  refinery  on 
lOH  u,i.-  .Mr,  on  How  River,  here,  capacity 
3  ;■,  to  aupplant  preaent   refinery 
»'  Katlmaled  coat  |l,K00,00ii,    Kn- 
gij..      announced. 

B.  C,  Baraaby — Phllllpa  Hoyt  Lumber 
Co.,  plana  to  build  aaw  and  ahlngle  mill. 
■Mlmatad    eoet    1*0,004, 

l>»f..  Ooderlrh-  Ooderlch      Evaporator 
C'  >■,    will    build    a    n>-w 
1  1    later    to    erect    and 
I'i  Mated  coal   t4<i.'>00. 

Oal.,  Rlteheaer— A.  If.  Koepke,  204  Fred- 
erick St.,  haa  had  plana  prepared  for  the 

conaiructk.n  of  a  I  atory,  10  x  100  ft. 

planing  mill. 
<tnt         t  t,nAnn  —  T>ir      t   nrwinn     r*iir1lni5     f'ltib 

1  ■  I. 

<»a*.  St.  Thamaa— City  defeated  11 21). 000 
boada  for  Inatalling  naw  verll<.>l  uinria. 
Newplana  are  to  be  prepared  >-  - 
tie.  Mupt.  Oaa  Worka,  and   If  v 
reduced  to  1100.000  It  will  prohii     .         ,•••- ceeded  with.     Interoated  In  pricea. 

Oat..  Treat  Mma— W,  Mllna  *  8ona 
North  Bay,  plana  to  rabulld  rawmlll  d". 
Mroyed  by  Are,  hara.  Ballmnt'd  coki  fiflo.. •«*. 
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Using  Diamond  Tools  in  Motor  Building 
Definite  Information  Concerning  the  Accuracy,  Interchangeability  and  Long  Life  Obtained 

with  Diamond  Tools  in  Aluminum,  Bronze  and  Cast  Iron 

By  G.  T.  LINTING 
Tool   Engineer 

DURING  the  late  war  the  writer  was  chief  tool 
designer  for  a  large  motor  building  plant  that 
experienced  great  difficulty  in  boring  or  reaming 

the  main  bearings  in  the  aluminum  crankcases  of  Lib- 
erty motors.  This  motor  had  a  seven-bearing  crank- 

shaft and  differed  from  the  usual  type  in  having  the 
crankcase  cast  in  upper  and  lower  halves,  with  one  half 
of  each  bearing  in  both  parts.  The  bearings  were  3.0000 
in.  in  diameter  and  from  3  to  5  in.  long. 

After  boring,  two  halves  of  the  crankcase  were  bolted 
together  with  a  reamer  bar  3.0000  in.  in  diameter  in 
place,  the  bar  carrying  seven  sets  of  inserted  helical 
blades. 

It  was  found  impossible  to  maintain  the  bearings 
to  size  or  in  alignment,  the  variation  amounting  to  as 
much  as  0.002  in.  or  more  in  some  cases.  This  variation 

made  it  necessary  to  employ  about  eighty-five  men  to 
scrape  the  main  bearings. 

The  writer  finally  hit  upon  the  plan  of  using  an  engine 
lathe,  upon  the  carriage  of  which  was  mounted  a  simple 
angle-plate  fixture,  carrying  boring  bars  and  driven 
by  a  multiple  driving  head  connected  to  the  spindle. 
The  boring  bars  carried  seven  diamond-set  tools.  By 
diamond-set,  I  mean  that  we  actually  cast  small  carbon 
diamonds  weighing  from  1  to  2  carats  in  the  ends  of 
steel  shanks  or  holders,  and  inserted  the  holders  in 
the  bars. 
We  first  roughed  out  the  bore  of  the  crankcase  with 

ordinary  high-speed  steel  tools,  leaving  from  0.004  to 
0.008  in.  of  the  diameter  to  be  taken  out  by  the  diamonds. 
The  result  was  a  surprise  to  everyone.  We  finish  bored 
the  remainder  of  our  Liberty  motor  crankcases  (about 

800  upper  and  800  lower  halves)  with  the  one  bar,  and 
without  having  to  sharpen  or  reset  the  tools. 

Each  and  every  half-hole  was  of  the  same  size,  and 
all  were  in  alignment.  This  meant  that  the  bronze 
backed  bearings  could  be  placed  in  the  cases,  the  halves 
bolted  together  with  the  crankshaft  in  place  and  that 
the  job  was  within  the  required  tolerance.  Incfaentally, 
we  eliminated  all  scraping,  thus  saving  the  cost  of  the 
diamond  tools  in  two  days. 

The  experience  gained  in  boring  the  Liberty  motor 
crankcases  with  diamond  tools  was  naturally  utilized 
in  other  directions  after  the  war.  With  this  in  mind 
the  writer  designed  the  boring  fixture  shown  in  Figs. 
1  and  2  for  finish-boring  the  main  bearings  in  the 
aluminum  crankcase  of  the  Marmon  model  34-B,  which 
is  the  current  model. 

The  holes  were  first  rough  and  semi-finish  bored  with 
common  high-speed  tools  in  a  lathe  fixture  like  the  one 
shown  in  Fig.  2.  They  were  then  finish-bored  with 
diamond  tools  in  a  third  fixture.  The  Marmon  crank- 

case is  a  three-bearing  job,  the  bearings  being  about 
3i  in.  in  diameter.  The  rear  bearing  is  about  4  in.  long 
and  the  middle  and  front  bearings  somewhat  shorter. 
We  used  the  identical  tools,  used  for  boring  the  Lib- 

erty motor  cases,  without  sharpening  or  resetting.  One 
of  these  tools  bored  some  3,000  half-holes.  Another 
bored  5,500  half-holes  before  needing  sharpening,  while 
the  third  tool  at  last  accounts  had  bored  7,800  half -holes. 
It  was  still  going  strong,  and  was  apparently  as  good 
as  the  first  day  it  was  used.  All  this  was  in  addition 
to  the  1,800  half-holes  bored  on  the  Liberty  job.  In 
Fig.  2  is  shown  part  of  the  boring  bar  with  two  of  the 

FIG.    1— FINISH    BORING   MARMON    CRANKCASE.      FIG.    2— THE  BORING  BAR  AND  DIAMOND  TOOLS  USED 
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no.  >— aoRiNu  niK  bkajuno  caps  in  groups,   no.  4-pixtuiu9  and  bar  for  bouinc  pistons 

diMBooa  tools  in  place  at  A  and  B.  while  Fig.  1  flhows 
the  craakeaM  fa  place  in  the  boring  fixture. 

The  great  reason  for  luing  diamond  tools  is  to  be 
'  to  bore  hohs,  that  do  not  vary  more  than  0.0001  in. 

tha  daslred  slas.  and  to  have  them  straight  and  in 
Haa.  Thia  meeaney  enables  the  assembling  of  the  caxe. 
bsarlat  tMk  and  caps,  without  any  scraping  or  fitting 
what«««r.  It  also  makes  a  far  better  job  than  is  pos- 
sfbla  to  oMaia  by  any  other  known  method ;  in  fact  the 
Manaoa  '"■»r*»r  states  that  it  hsu  never  had  occasion 
to  I  iplafs  a  alagle  naia-bearing  "hell.  Thi>  accuracy 
attaiaad  also  ataans  abadote  interchangfability.  as  the 
teola  ooos  aet  aeed  no  attention  whatever  for  from 
S,000  to  IS^OOO  or  more  holes.  What  wouM  this  mean 
in  tha  prodaetion  in  many  plants? 

The  boriaf  of  tha  aluminum  main-bearing  caps  for 
the  Marawa  BMitor  (s  shown  in  Fig.  3.  It  will  be  noted 
that  tha  caps  are  bored  separately  from  the  case.  The 
caps  are  roagh-  and  finish-bored,  the  first  two  bars 
laarlag  0.004  to  0.006  in.  stock,  and  finished  with  the 
thini  bar,  which  is  equipped  with  diamond  tools.  Three 
•f  tha  ftalahad  capa  are  shown  on  the  multiple  boring 

haad  at  ̂ 4.  The  caps  are  aent  directly  to  stock  from 
this  opvatioa,  after  faapacUon. 

Ib  Pig.  4  is  shown  how  the  Msrmon  aluminum  piston 

is  cro8.<-bored  for  the  piston  pin  on  a  small  engine  luthe 
equipped  with  diamond  tool  boring  bar.  Two  of  the 
piston  heads  are  shown  on  top  of  the  boring  fixture 
together  with  the  diamond  boring  bar. 

In  Fig.  5  is  shown  how  the  bronze  bushing  in  the 
wristpin  end  of  the  connecting  rod  is  bored,  using  the 
diamond  tool  at  A.  One  of  the  finished  rods  is  .thown 
on  top  of  the  fixture  and  one  in  boring  position. 

Anyone  who  hai.H  h.nd  experience  knows  how  hanl  it 
is  to  obtain  a  round,  ti  itc  hole  in  bronze.  The  diamond 
tool  gives  the  round  hole  desired  and  thus  eliminates 
the  heav}'  expense  of  reamer  upkeep. 

In  Fig.  6  is  shown  how  the  Marmon  eompany  ftiiishes 
the  joint  faces  of  bearing  shells  on  an  ordinary  crank 
shaper.  The  shells  are  of  cast  iron,  lined  with  babbitt. 
The  shaper  ram  is  fitted  with  a  siM-cial  double  loolholder 
head  with  micrometer  adjustment  for  each  tool.  The 
heads  hold  the  diamond  tools,  the  shanks  of  which  may 
be  seen  sticking  out  of  the  holders  at  A  and  B. 

The  faces  of  the  shells  are  machined  to  the  center, 
plus  or  minus  O.OOOI  in.,  in  this  operation.  They  are 
machined  singly  instead  of  in  pairs  and  are  sent  to 
stock  after  being  inspected  with  an  amplifying  gage. 

A  cast-iron  crankcase  of  a  Midwest  Engine  Co.  motor 
is  shown  in  Fig.  7,  and  Fig.  8  shows  the  fixture  in 

na 
*MAtJ.  KHtt  or  rotntwcnuo  rod.   rta.  s-^URfAriNo  K.-.t-,^  -,,   HK/iHis-.r, 
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FIG.   7^A   MIDWEST  TTMNnER  P.I.OCK.      FIG.   8— THE  FIXTURK  FOR   BORING  THIC  MIDWEST  CYLINDEIR  BLOCK 

which  it  was  bored,  mounted  on  the  carriage  of  an 
engine  lathe.  The  rough-  and  finish-boring  is  done  with 
Stellite  tools  and  the  sizing  with  one  pass  of  a  diamond 
tool.  In  this  case  the  caps  are  bolted  to  the  crankcase 
and  both  are  bored  together.  This  job  was  started  in 
December,  1921,  and  the  original  diamonds  are  still  on 
the  job.  At  the  present  writing  they  have  never  been 
sharpened,  and  are  apparently  good  for  an  indefinite 
time. 

The  diamond  tools  work  as  well  on  this  cast-iron  case 
as  they  do  on  the  Marmon  aluminum  crankcase  or  on 
the  bronze  bushing  on  the  Marmon  connecting  rod  pre- 

viously mentioned. 

Particular  attention  is  called  to  the  extreme  simplicity 
and  ruggedness  of  the  fixture  and  boring  bars.  Yet 
they  produce  work  of  gage-like  precision  on  a  produc- 

tion basis,  using  only  common  engine  lathes  in  almost 
any  state  of  repair,  because  the  boring  bars  and  fixtures 
are  self-contained  and  are  piloted  fore  and  aft  the  work. 
Diamond  tools  such  as  here  described,  can  be  used 

very  economically  in  a  variety  of  ways  where  extreme 
accuracy  is  desired.  They  may  also  be  used  for  contact 
points  in  gages  that  are  subjected  to  much  wear.  Used 
in  this  way  diamonds  would  last  for  years,  as  they 
would  not  wear  measurably,  would  not  scratch  and  could 
be  reset  if  necessary. 

L 

The  Foreman  Pulls  a  "Boner" 
By  Robert  Tait 

This  is  the  time  of  year  when  we  hear  frequent 

allusions  to  the  "bonchead  plays"  made  by  members  of 
the  home  team,  to  the  infinite  disgust  of  the  fans,  some 
of  whom  are  apt  to  be  toolmakers  or  machinists.  But 

how  about  the  mechanical  "boners"  which  all  of  us 
perpetrate  at  times?  No  doubt  there  are  but  very  few 
of  us  who  have  not  at  some  time  during  our  career 
made  such  an  absolutely  foolish  error  in  our  work  as 
to  cause  us  to  stop  and  ponder  whether  or  not  we  were 
in  the  normal  possession  of  our  faculties. 

I  was  an  apprentice  in  a  machine  shop  at  the  time, 
working  under  a  foreman  who  was  one  of  the  finest  I 

have  ever  known,  both  as  a  man  and  a  mechanic.  In  con- 
versation with  some  of  us  one  noon  hour  he  casually 

mentioned  that  we  had  to  have  a  small  pulley  placed  at 
about  the  center  of  a  20  ft.  length  of  liS-in.  line  shaft 
which  had  a  coupling  keyed  to  each  end  and  carried  a 
fine  collection  of  iron  pulleys  of  assorted  sizes. 

A  chorus  of  groans  greeted  his  words.  It  was  always 
up  to  the  machine  shop  gang  to  handle  all  such  jobs  and 
none  of  us  knew  who  was  going  to  be  elected.  Sud- 

denly the  foreman  said,  "I  have  an  idea.  We  don't  need 
that  thing  for  a  few  days  and  I  will  show  you  fellows 
how  to  get  a  pulley  on  that  shaft  without  taking  it 

down."  Naturally  we  believed  him,  for  he  generally 
made  good,  and,  as  he  gave  out  no  further  information, 
we  awaited  developments  with  much  interest.  During 
his  spare  time  he  was  seen  to  saw  a  piece  of  cast  iron 
bushing  stock  in  halves  lengthwise,  dowel  it  together, 
bore  it  to  fit  the  shaft  and  turn  it  to  the  proper  pulley 
diameter.  He  further  reduced  the  diameter  at  each  end 

ffor  a  length  equal  to  about  one-quarter  of  the  length 

of  the  casting) ,  approximately  one  inch,  finishing  these 
ends  with  a  taper  of  about  -hs  in.  per  foot.  This  part 
nicely  finished,  he  proceeded  to  make  two  steel  collars 
somewhat  smaller  than  the  pulley  diameter  and  bored 
to  fit  the  tapers  previously  referred  to.  These  also  com- 

pleted, pulley  and  collars  were  laid  on  his  desk. 
Shortly  before  noon  the  next  day  he  instructed  a 

helper  to  get  a  ladder  and  place  it  against  the  shaft 
about  where  we  knew  the  new  pulley  was  to  go.  As  the 
power  was  shut  off  practically  all  of  the  gang  who  car- 

ried their  lunches  got  front  seats  within  sight  of  the 
base  of  operations  and  awaited  results.  The  boss  re- 

marked dryly,  "If  you  like  to  work  half  as  well  as  you 
seem  to  like  to  watch  me,  the  shop  could  get  along  with 

a  lot  less  help."  By  this  time  he  had  arrived  at  the 
shaft,  carrying  the  precious  pulley  in  one  hand,  while 
the  two  rings  and  a  hammer  to  drive  them  home  were 
in  his  pockets.  The  suspense  among  his  audience  was 
great  by  this  time,  but  he  never  realized  what  he  was 
doing  until,  having  placed  one-half  of  the  bushing  under 
the  shaft,  he  carefully  slipped  the  upper  half  in  place, 
fished  a  collar  out  of  his  pocket  and,  as  he  had  it  poised 
in  the  air  the  fact  that  a  solid  collar  would  have  to  go 
on  over  the  end  of  a  shaft  as  well  as  a  solid  pulley,  be- 

came apparent  to  him. 
Before  coming  down  from  his  perch  he  looked  over 

his  audience  and,  picking  out  four  fellows  who  seemed 
to  be  getting  the  most  enjoyment  out  of  the  situation, 
he  gently  but  firmly  conveyed  to  them  the  information 
that  they  were  to  come  back  after  supper,  take  out  that 
length  of  shafting,  remove  a  coupling  and  mess  of  pul- 

leys, place  his  special  pulley  at  the  point  designated  and 
get  the  shaft  back  in  place.  This  they  did  quite  cheer- 

fully, an  irksome  task  being  materially  eased  by  the 
comedy  which  they  had  been  privileged  to  witness. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Fourth  and  Ust  Part  of  Chapter  on  Clutches--Split  Ring  and  Multiple  Disk  Clutches- 

Clutches  Operated  by  Air,  Water  or  Electricity 

By  A.  L.  Db  LEEUW 
Amnimu  MmrhtmiH. 

SFUT  rioe  ctatdMt  m  OMd  own  perhaiM  than 
•ox  oUmt  kiad  in  mThiw  tool  &t»ign.  Their  chief 
■Mrits  ar»  thair  cheapimi  of  conatruction  and  Um 

of  ipaeo  tlMjr  oeeupy  for  a  given  amount 

'  ••  bo  truMBllttsd.  Tboir  chief  diaad vantages 
are  tke  fact  that  they  are  eat  of  balance,  and  the  dilB- 
ealtjr  of  ntaking  proper  adiostment  So  long  as  the 

runt  at  relatl^^ly  loir  epeod  and  U  of  relatively 
r,  the  oabalaaeed  eondition  is  not  a  serious 

bat  wbaa  Um  doleh  runs  at  a  high  speed 

rt«i«4 rw  Me 

no.  I««  TO  1«S— TTPHB  or  SPLIT  RING  CLUTCHBS 

ie  of  large  diameter,  this  unbalanced  condition  alone 
an  it  for  uae  on  machine  tools. 

A  chrteh  each  ae  ahown  in  Pig.  144  is  particularly 
hard  to  halaiira^  eeperially  for  dynamic  or  running  bal- 

It  fartlMr  ha*  the  disadvantage  that  at  the  poinU 
i  the  bfwa  A  are  attached  and  where  it  is  attached 

to  the  hob  B,  there  i«  a  large  amount  of  metal  which 

prevenu  the  eplit  riog/ron  maintaining  its  true  cylin- 
drical shape  when  OKpanded.  so  that  only  part  of  the 

riiV  1*  MtMVF  OMfol  tor  tlie  transmission  of  power. 
TUa  fflmttttfta  does  not  prevail  with  the  clutch  shown 
ia  Pig.   X4S.     The  conatroetion  of  this  tatter  clutch 

of  ■■•II  diaMoaioiia,  eo  that  the  unbalanced 
m  aot  CMM  aerioaa  troable. 

A  clutch  eodi  aa  shown  in  Pig.  146  is  not  much  out 
of  t^»«t«M.  aad  the  estlre  ring  provides  bsaring  surface 

for  the  liSHsnilssinn  of  power.    On  the  other  hand,  the 

wedge  is  IteUe  to  stick  in  the  clutch  because  there  is  no 

peettiva  aisem  of  withdrawing  it.  thottgh.  of  cooree. 

this  aright  be  prevMed  for.    Another  disadvantage  of 

this  tn*  o'  datch  is  that  it  permits  of  bat  very  little 

adjaetmrat  before  it  beeooMs   nscssssry  to  take   it 

apart  in  order  «•  piVffMa  for  farther  adjoirtioent    Aa  a 
whole,  frictioa  dotdMS  of  the  split  ring  tsrpe  are  not 
so  satUfartonr  as  thoee  of  the  single  plate  type,  except 
for  light  loads  and  low  ■pesds. 

Makiple  disk  dotches  are  aot  used  very  much  for 

Dol  daslga.    However,  thegr  najr  be  ased  to 

where  hHie  aaooats  of  power  ha**  to  be 
tfOHBitted  and  where  the  machine  is  itopped  and 

elafted  or  isvereed  a  great  number  of  times.     The 

nOMO  why  ther  are  particolarly  useful  for  this  latter 

klai  of  mnta»  Is  that  it  is  poesible  to  keep  the  pressure 

far  aall  of  ArkliM  sorfiM  very  km  wtthoat  getUng 

excessive  dimensions  of  the  clutch.  Consequently,  they 
are  useful  for  heavy  planer  and  slotter  drives,  and 
e^Mcially  in  connection  with  pneumatic  drives. 

A  multiple  disk  clutch  consists  of  a  number  of  disks, 
of  which  the  even  numbers  are  keyed  to  the  driven 
shaft  while  the  odd  numbers  are  keyed  to  the  driving 
member,  or  vice  versa.  The  essential  points  to  look  out 
for  are:  Pirst,  a  sufRcient  amount  of  surface  on  the 
keys;  second,  a  sufficient  amount  of  surface  on  the 

plates;  third,  a  means  to  keep  the  plates  from  over- 
heating under  conditions  of 

frequent  starting  and  stop- 
ping. This  latter  require- 

ment may  b©  met  by  the 
circulation  of  oil  between 

the  plates.  Such  circulation 
naturally  diminishes  the  co- 

efficient of  friction  between 

the  plates,  making  it  neces- 
sary to  provide  a  large 

amount  of  frictional  sur- 
face. The  point  in  itself  is 

rather  an  advantage,  provided  that  there  ia  enough 
room  for  large  diameter  or  great  length  of  clutch. 

As,  even  with  the  beat  of  care,  there  is  always  danger 
that  the  plates  will  wear  so  that  metallic  particles  may 
get  into  the  bearings,  besideH  causing  the  plates  to 
weaken  gradually,  it  in  well  to  select  frictional  sur- 
facee  which  are  not  subject  to  much  wear.  For  thia 

purpose  one  aet  of  platee — let  ua  say  the  odd  onea — ia 
provided  with  cored  holea  in  which  blocka  of  wood  are 
fitted.  Hickory  and  beech  are  particularly  useful  for 
this  purpose,  especially  if  they  have  been  boiled  in 
paraffin  for  a  number  of  hours  before  being  put  in  place. 

Such  wood  blocka  again  cause  the  clutch  to  become 

ri«.M« 

no.  117— MLLTIPUS  DISK  CLUTCH  PACED  WITH  WOOD 

hNigar,  bat  this  ia  no  disadvanUge,  provided  the  neees- 
saiy  room  is  to  be  had,  especially  aince  thia  extra  room 
in  an  axial  direction  provides  for  more  room  on  the  keys 

and  permits  of  making  somewhat  more  clearance  space 

between  the  plates,  thus  preventing  the  plaU^s  from 

touching  each  other  except  at  the  friction  surfaces.  In 

Pig.  147  the  view  A  shows  a  diagrammatic  view  of  such 
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an  arrangement  of  wood  blocks,  while  B  shows  the  form 
a  plate  takes  when  it  is  provided  with  these  blocks. 

There  may  be  occasion  to  use  a  multiple  disk  clutch 
of  smaller  size,  but  when  this  is  done  it  must  not  be 
forgotten  that  the  conditions  are  the  opposite  from  what 
is  met  in  automobile  construction.  In  the  automobile 
the  clutch  is  always  in,  except  when  pushed  out.  In  the 
machine  tool  the  clutch  should  always  be  out,  except 
when  pushed  in ;  or,  put  in  other  words,  the  automobile 
clutch  is  self-acting,  whereas  the  machine  tool  clutch  is 
hand-operated. 

Pneumatic,  hydraulic  and  magnetic  clutches  are  mis- 
named. They  are,  in  reality,  friction  clutches  operated 

by  air,  by  hydraulic  pressure,  or  by  magnetism. 
At  one  time  magnetic  clutches  seemed  to  promise  a 

great  deal  for  heavy  machine  tool  construction,  and 
were  actually  used  for  a  number  of  large  planers  and 
Blotters.  It  was  soon  found,  however,  that  they  were 
unsatisfactory  and  unreliable.  As  constructed,  the 
clutch  consisted  of  two  members,  one  rotating  freely,  the 
other  one  keyed  to  the  shaft  to  be  driven.  The  rotating 
member  contained  the  coil  and  was  magnetized  by  this 
coil.  It  was  made  of  mild  steel  and  the  coil,  mounted  on 
a  brass  or  bronze  bobbin,  was  laid  in  an  annular  groove. 
This  arrangement  is  shown  in  diagrammatic  form  in 
Fig.  148.  Collector  rings  were  placed  on  the  hub  of 
the  bobbin.  The  part  which  was  keyed  to  the  driven 
shaft  was  made  as  light  as  possible,  so  as  to  reduce 
its  inertia;  though,  of  course,  a  sufficient  amount  of 

metal  was  required  in  the  flange  for  the  magnetic  cir- 
cuit. When  the  current  was  turned  on  part  A  was 

magnetized  and  attracted  the  armature  B.  The  friction 
between  the  two  members  would  then  drive  the  shaft. 

When  the  current  was  turned  off,  member  A  was  sup- 
posed to  lose  its  magnetism  and  member  B  was  pushed 

away  by  means  of  a  spring  or  some  other  contrivance. 
As  a  matter  of  fact,  these  clutches  were  only  used 

to  any  extent  for  planer  drives,  so  that  there  would  be 
two  members  A  and  a  double  member  B,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  149.    The  two  members  A  would  run  in  opposite 

liagnet  coil 

Collector  rings 

,i. 

FIG.    148— MAGNETIC  CLUTCH   OF   SIMPLE   DESIGN 

directions  and  the  member  B  would  slide  along  the 
shaft  from  A,  to  A^,  and  vice  versa,  according  to  which 
of  the  two  was  receiving  current.  The  amount  of  move- 

ment B  had  along  the  shaft  had  to  be  kept  very  small 
in  order  to  keep  the  air  gap  between  the  magnet  and 
armature  to  a  minimum. 

Notwithstanding  the  small  amount  of  space  between 
the  armature  and  the  non-acting  magnet,  there  would 
be  considerable  resistance  against  the  magnetic  flux 

when  the  current  was  reversed;  so  that  B  would  be 
attracted  to  Ai  with  very  much  less  force  at  the  begin- 

ning of  its  sliding  motion  than  when  it  was  face  to  face 
with  the  magnet.  When  this  attraction,  then,  was  at 
a  minimum,  B  was  still  attached  to  A,;  and  though  the 
current  was  turned  off  from  this  latter  magnet,  yet  the 
residual  magnetism  was  great  enough  to  retard  the 

movement  of  B  toward  A  a.  It  was  not  until  the  mag- 
netism in  A,  had  been  built  up  to  practically  its  full t   "''"■'^: 

oJ^iX,- 
y--psiS^i^S:^yii^^-^<s>?>y.y^P 

PIG.  149— MAGNETIC  CLUTCH  FOR  PLANER  DRIVE 

strength  that  B  would  be  released  from  A„  and  even 
this  did  not  always  take  place.  Furthermore,  when  the 
planer  had  to  be  brought  to  a  stop  current  was  turned 
off  from  both  magnets,  but  one  of  them  would  retain 
its  magnetism  sufficiently  to  cause  the  planer  to  continue 
its  stroke,  which  often  caused  the  table  to  run  off. 
Many  and  various  schemes  were  developed  to  over- 

come this  unsatisfactory  action  of  the  magnetic  clutch. 
Among  them  was  the  covering  of  the  magnet  face 
with  a  thin  plate  of  brass.  However,  this  plate  would 
soon  wear  out  and  had,  at  all  times,  the  disadvantage 
of  reducing  materially  the  magnetic  attraction.  Another 
means  was  to  insert  corks  either  in  the  armature  or  in 
the  magnet.  This  also  had  the  disadvantage  of  reducing 
the  attraction,  the  amount  of  cork  surface  was  always 
too  small  to  sustain  the  very  heavy  pressure,  and  the 

projecting  part  of  the  corks  was  very  soon  worn  off. 
These  and  other  difficulties,  such  for  instance  as  that 
some  dirt  or  oil  on  the  collector  rings  might  cause  other 
disturbances,  have  caused  the  magnetic  clutch  to  be 
abandoned  for  planer  drives. 

A  Form  of  Magnetic  Clutch  Which  Can  Be  Used 

There  is  another  form  of  magnetic  clutch  which  is 
really  different  from  the  friction  clutch  because  the 
members  which  act  on  each  other  are  not  in  contact. 
Such  a  clutch  consists  of  a  rotating  magnet,  while  the 
driven  member  is  a  copper  disk  separated  from  the 

rotating  member  by  a  very  small  distance  in  the  direc- 
tion of  the  axis.  The  rotation  of  the  magnet  sets  up 

eddy  currents  and  causes  a  drag  on  the  copper  plate. 

If  another  magnet  is  located  on  the  other  side  of  the 

copper  plate  and  arranged  to  turn  in  the  opposite  direc- 
tion when  it  receives  current,  it  will  take  the  plate  along 

and  thus  reverse  its  motion. 

The  objections  to  this  device  lie  in  the  fact  that  the 

drag  is  caused  by  a  difference  in  the  speeds  of  the  mag- 
net and  the  plate.  When  the  plate  has  reached  its 

full  speed,  this  difference  is  a  minimum,  but  when  the 

plate  must  be  started  up  the  difference  is  a  maximum. 

As  part  of  the  energy  required  to  start  up  the  plate  is 

converted  into  heat,  such  a  device  will  become  very  hot 

when  there  is  frequent  reversal  or  frequent  starting 

and  stopping.     The  difficulties  connected  with  keeping 
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mhIi  •  4nkm  cool  art  ̂ to  mvct*.    Bwn  at  that,  thia 
!■  MOf*  «MetHf«l  thaa  Um  macnetic  clutfh  flnt 

■dgM  In  OMd  in  a  number  of  eiMa. 
TlM  aaMMl  of  mmttf  ttorad  up  in  Um  Uri«  maynet 

to  qsito  CB—UarrtIa,  to  that  it  takaa  an  appreciable 
of  tte*  htton  a  la  bailt  up  to  iu  full  ntrviirth. 
tUt  kt  !■  Mtkoabh.  it  eauaoa  no  other  trouble 

that  it  ddaya  the 
of  tk*  vkumr  a  OBall  amount  of  time.    Thia 

)  afaa^  that  tiw  dogs  hav*  to  be  aet  forward.  As  a 
tlM  dot  whkh  acta  at  the  end  of  the  cutting 

Ml  aot  rva  paat  the  tappet.     When  using  a 
doldi.  doc  and  tappet  must  be  so  arranged 

that  «Mh  tWKnm  baeoBMa  permisaible. 
The  large  amount 

of  energy  stored  up 
in  the  magnet  has 
still  another  effect 

which  is  of  more  im- 
portance than  the 

ODS  mentioned  be- 
fore. At  the  moment 

tha  current  is 
switched  over  from 

one  magnet  to  an- 
other, practically  all 

of  the  stored-up  en- 
•ffy  ia  diacharged 
iBstantaneoualjr. 
causing  a  heavy  arc 
at  the  switch.  This 
arcing  causes  a  great 
deal  of  trouble  with 
the  controlling  equip- 
mfnt.  even  a  mag- 

netic Uowtmt  falling  to  ovanroroe  it  entirely.  Not 
only  to  there  a  tendency  to  destroy  the  switches 
and  other  eoatrolling  apparatus,  but  there  is  a 
cksDce  of  the  iasatotloa  of  the  magnet  being  punc- 
tared  hr  the  diseharge,  so  that  extreme  care  muat  be 
takaa  !■  wiadiag  and  insulating  the  coil. 

The  poeoflsatic  chttch  to  merely  a  friction  clutch  oper- 

'  by  a  pneumatic  cylinder  instead  of  by  a  syHtem  of or  toggles.  It  is  chiefly  need  for  planer  drives 
I  d  eanxm,  Boet  be  made  double-acting  for  this  pur- 

Flf.  IW  ahewe  a  doobto  acting  pneumatic  clutch 
la  diagrammatic  form.  No  detaUs  are  shown  of  the 
dateii  part  Haelf.  The  dstch  as  represented  here  to  of 
flm  a^tiple  plate  type.  The  ̂ aces  indicated  by  A 
aad  B  are  occupied  by  the  two  clutches.  The  member 
C  caa  slide  on  the  shaft,  to  which  the  member  D  is 

lanKnrably  fasteeed.  This  member  D  to  the  ptoton  of 
tha  pHomatic  cylladcr.  which  to  formed  by  C. 

A  bole  K  in  the  shaft  admiU  air  to  one  aide  of  the 
ptotaa.  Thto  hole  to  made  large  eaoogh  ao  that  a  pipe 
^caa  be  iaeertad  laakle  of  thto  hole  and  still  leave  room 
for  air  to  go  to  chamber  P.  A  valve  to  ao  arranged  that 
it  adaUU  air  to  P  aad  eiAaaate  from  Q  in  one  poeiUon, 
while  la  aaother  posltiea  it  admits  air  to  Q  aad  exhaosts 

P.  Proper  stuffing  boxes  most  be  provided  at 
■d  ef  the  ehaft,  aad  these  boxes  must  be  so 

that  their  permit  the  shaft  to  turn  without 
There  are,  of  course,  maay  other  ways 

a  datch  might  be  arranged,  aor  to  it 
try  that  the  chrtch  should  be  of  the  multipto  dtok 

%pe.  As  pa  samel  if  devices  of  various  kinds  will  be 
at  leeet  ia  priadpto  in  a  future  chapter. 

Ut— DSnCB  fOB  BOTATIMO 
PABTB  TO  aUOM  OBAB  TSaTB 

we  shall  go  no  further  into  this  matter  at  praaent. 
Hydraulic  pressure  might  be  u.sed  instead  of  pneu- 

matic pressure  but.  though  many  hydraulic  devices  are 

uaed  in  machine  tools,  to  the  writer's  knowledge  they 
have  not  been  uaed  for  the  purpose  of  operatinK 
clutches.  They  might  W  very  usefully  employtni  where 
an  extremely  alow  action  in  starting  is  required,  because 
it  to  possibto  to  control  the  inrush  of  water  by  means  of 
a  needle  valve  to  any  deaired  speed.  Such  needto  valves 
might  also  be  used,  and  for  that  matter  are  uaed,  for 
pneumatic  control;  but  it  is  much  more  ditncult  to 
set  and  maintain  the  opening  to  the  desired  limits  when 
using  air  than  when  using  water,  because  the  opening 
is  so  much  smaller  to  begin  with.  Furthermore,  the 
abrasive  effect  of  particles  of  dust  carried  along  with 
the  air  current  is  much  greater  than  corresponding 
wear  in  a  hydraulic  needle  valve. 

In  many  cases  a  brake  is  required  to  assist  in  stopping 
a  nuchlne  as  quickly  as  possible,  and  such  brakes  are 
ordinarily  arranged  to  be  operated  by  the  same  lever 
which  operates  the  starting  clutch.  Such  brakes  are 
generally  of  the  simplest  possible  construction,  often 
being  merely  a  conical  end  of  the  sliding  part  of  the 
clutch  starting  device.  This  sliding  part  is  naturally 
keyed  on  to  the  shaft  which  should  be  stopped.  The 
conical  end  of  thto  sliding  part  can  be  brought  against 

a  mating  part  of  the  frame  or  any  other  8tationar>- 
member.  In  other  cases  a  band  brake  is  employed.  In 
still  other  cases  the  brake  ia  separate  from  the  starting 
device  and  is  operated  by  foot.  There  is,  however, 
nothing  in  such  a  brake  which  calls  for  special  methods 
of  design.  Almost  any  construction  of  brake  can  be 
employed  and,  as  a  rule  considerations  of  location  or 
avaitobto  space  or  handiness  of  operation  control  the 
choice  of  such  a  braking  device. 

A  brake  which  is  being  more  and  more  employed  is 

yta.  KSr-DOfJBLie-AC'TINO  PNBimATIC  CLUTCH 

the  so-called  dynamic  brake.  This  is  merely  an  arrange- 
ment of  the  wiring  of  the  motor  controlling  device,  by 

which  the  motor  becomes  a  generator  the  moment  it  is 

cut  out  from  the  line.  The  energy  it  generatea  is  dis- 
sipated in  some  restotance,  provided  in  the  controller. 

By  nuking  this  resistance  low,  the  generator  acts  almost 
as  if  it  were  short  circuited  and  stops  almost  instantly. 
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because  it  has  to  overcome  an  enormous  load.  By 
regulating  the  amount  of  resistance,  the  machine  can 
be  made  to  stop  as  quickly  or  as  slowly  as  desired. 
Where  gear  shifts  are  used  it  is  often  necessary  to 

have  some  means  of  revolving  the  gears  to  be  shifted  in 
order  to  make  it  possible  to  have  the  teeth  of  one  gear 
enter  the  spaces  of  another.  Sometimes  this  is  accom- 

plished by  throwing  the  friction  clutch  in  and  then  out 
again  and  watching  the  opportunity  when  the  gears  have 
slowed  down  sufficiently  to  make  the  shift  possible.  This 
is  rather  an  uncertain  method,  especially  so  if  no  visible 
member  of  the  machine  is  running  when  the  starting 
clutch  has  been  thrown  in.  Even  when  there  is  such  a 
visible  member,  its  speed  is  not  always  an  indication 
of  the  speed  of  the  gear  which  should  be  shifted.  For 
instance,  it  may  be  possible  to  observe  the  spindle  of 
the  machine,  but  this  spindle  may  be  running  at  a  low 
speed,  though  the  gear  to  be  shifted,  one  of  the  first 
gears  in  the  system,  may  be  running  at  a  fairly  high 
speed. 

To  overcome  this  difficulty  devices  such  as  the  one 
shown  in  Fig.  151  are  sometimes  employed.  In  this 
device  A  is  a  cap  fastened  to  the  pulley,  and  B  is  a 
ring  fastened  to  the  sliding  member  which  holds  the 

floating  ring  that  operates  on  the  levers  of  the  fric- 
tion clutch.  When  this  member  is  shifted  to  the  left, 

it  brings  the  friction  clutch  into  action.  When  it  is 
shifted  to  the  right  it  releases  the  clutch  and  ring  B 
does  not  yet  touch  cap  A.  By  shifting  it  still  further 
to  the  right,  contact  is  made  between  A  and  B,  and 
the  friction  between  the  two  members  will  turn  the 
machine  over.  j.-** 

However,  the  pressure  between  the  two  members  A 

and  B  is  merely  a  direct  pressure  and  not  to  be  com- 
pared to  the  great  pressure  which  holds  the  members 

of  the  friction  clutch  together  when  it  is  normally 
operated.  The  direct  pressure  is  sufficient  to  turn  the 
shafts  of  the  machine,  but  not  sufficient  to  overcome  any 

great  load  or  to  cause  accidents.  This  right-hand  move- 
ment of  member  B  may  be  the  result  of  a  movement  of 

the  shifter  lever,  or  it  may  be  operated  separately  by 
means  of  a  treadle.  As  a  rule,  this  latter  construction 

is  to  be  preferred,  as  it  leaves  the  hands  of  the  operator 
free  for  the  manipulation  of  the  gears. 

First  Progress  Report  on  Gage  Steel 
Investigation 

The  first  laboratory  work  undertaken  has  been  to  de- 
termine the  reliability  of  the  Amsler  wear  test  machine. 

This  work  is  being  conducted  by  Mr.  Freeman  and  his 
assistants  in  the  Metallurgical  Division.  Tests  disks 
for  this  machine  of  SAE  1020  steel  case-hardened  and 
SAE  1090  steel  hardened  were  made  up  by  Pratt  and 
Whitney  Company.  The  case-hardened  disks  flaked  in 
the  machine  and  were  consequently  not  suitable  for  de- 

termining its  performance.  As  it  is  difficult  to  harden 

carbon  tool  steel  uniformly,  an  oil-hardening  steel, ' 
"Ketos,"  was  made  up  into  disks,  hardened  and  used 
for  preliminary  tests  of  the  machine.  Difficulty  was 
encountered  in  aligning  the  machine,  but  this  has  been 
corrected.  However,  sufficient  data  are  not  yet  avafl- 
able  to  report  definite  results.  y 

As  the  progress  of  the  wear  tests  has  beea;  Vath^ 
slow,  arrangements  have  been  made  with  Dr.  Mathews, 
of  the  Crucible  Steel  Company,  to  get  a  supply  of  1.10 

carbon  — 1.40  chromium-steel  for  hardening  experi- 
ments and  wear  tests  and  of  0.45  carbon  steel  for  test- 

ing the  wear  of  hard  disks  against  soft.  As  the 
chromium  bearing  steel  is  at  present  the  most  univer- 

sally used  gage  steel,  it  is  planned  to  make  the  most 
elaborate  tests  on  it. 

While  waiting  the  receipt  of  appropriate  steels  for 
the  study  of  hardening  problems,  some  quenching  ex- 

periments have  been  made  to  determine  the  character- 
istic curves,  cooling  power,  and  reproducibility  of  the 

common  quenching  media.  This  was  accomplished  by 
finding  calorimetrically  the  average  temperature  of  a 
standard  nickel  cylinder  after  different  times  of  immer- 

sion in  the  quenching  bath.  Cooling  curves  were  thus 
obtained  for  quenching  in  water  at  30  deg.  C.  with  and 
without  motion  of  the  cylinder,  for  quenching  in  oil  at 
30  deg.  C.  without  motion  and  with  slow  and  fast  motion 
of  the  cylinder,  for  quenching  in  oil  at  10  deg.  C,  100 
deg.  C.  and  200  deg.  C.  without  motion  of  the  cylinder, 
and  for  cooling  in  still  air.  The  problems  in  heat  treat- 

ment are  being  investigated  by  Mr.  Scott  assisted  by 
S.  S.  Kingsbury  of  the  Metallurgical  Division. 

Mr.  French  has  varied  the  heat  treatment  of  several 

steels  in  the  form  of  4-in.  cylinders,  similar  to  those 
recommended  by  the  committee,  with  the  principal  ob- 

ject of  determining  the  effect  of  rate  of  heating  on  the 
dimensional  changes.  Some  of  these  cylinders  showing 
large  dimensional  changes  on  hardening  are  being  meas- 

ured for  time  changes.  The  length  measurements  are 
being  made  under  the  immediate  direction  of  Mr.  Miller 
of  the  Gage  Section.  This  section  has  also  prepared 
an  attachment  to  the  millionth  comparator  to  take 
4  ±  0.003-in.  blocks  for  measuring  the  changes  on  hard- 

ening and  with  time.  The  attachment  includes  an  oil 
bath  in  which  the  specimens  are  partially  immersed  to 
secure  temperature  uniformity. 

Encouraging  Suggestions 
By  Frank  V.  Faulhaber 

Machine  shops  that  have  tried  to  encourage  their  em- 
ployees to  send  in  suggestions  have  not  always  received 

the  large  number  of  ideas  possible  because  some  men 
will  not  bother  to  offer  their  suggestions  on  letters  to 
be  dropped  into  a  box.  As  one  executive  explained: 

"Some  employees  will  never  think  of  suggesting  some 
new  improvement  unless  you  absolutely  ask  them  indi- 

vidually to  do  so.  We  find  that  many  good  ideas  are 

not  sent  in  to  us  as  a  consequence." 
There  is  a  good  idea,  however,  available  for  machine 

shop  executives  who  desire  more  suggestions  and  ideas 
from  their  employees.  The  example  comes  from  a  fac- 

tory in  another  industry  that  has  been  bringing  about 

good  results  with  what  is  termed  "report  cards."  The 
owner  explained  the  system :  "We  distribute  these  cards 
every  day,  without  exception,  to  all  of  our  employees 
and  our  executives.  Some  men  are  timid  and  naturally 
hesitate  to  offer  their  opinions  regarding  a  possible  im- 

provement. Then  there  are  some  individuals  who  have 
the  thought  that  their  ideas  would  not  be  used  anyway 
and  others,  we  have  noticed,  who  must  be  prodded  to 
get  any  ideas  from  them.  The  report  cards  have  solved 

this  problem." As  suggested,  the  cards  are  distributed  daily  and 
they  are  collected  at  the  end  of  each  day.  Thus,  each 
employee  will  want  to  do  his  share,  for  there  are  the 
cards  to  go  by  and  they,  naturally,  furnish  the  neces- 

sary influence  and  encouragement. 
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Application  of  the  Welding  Torch  to 
Railroad  Repairs 

Wddins  Torch  Rcdooct  Cost  of  Repairs — Locomotives  Need  Not  Be  Dismounted- 
Sahrsfe  of  Many  Small  Parts  Possible — Cutting  Instead  of  For^inK 

SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

THE  dkcovenr  of  Um  poMibilitie*  inherent  in  the 
OKjr-Afliljlna  Ibme  and  the  practical  application 
theraof  Id  ladntrial  porpoaea  through  the  medium 

of  cutting  aad  waldiag  torehea,  may  well  be  ranked 
aaoog  tba  BHWt  iaportant  and  revolutionarjr  steps  in 
tlw  piaatMi  <tf  iadaatriai  art,  Thia  flam*  ia  to  the 
merhank  what  Um  acaipal  ia  to  the  aurgaon.  inasmuch 
aa  it  «aablaa  kte  to  raach  aad  if  neeaaaarjr  reconatruct 
vital  parta  that  were  hitherto  inacceaaible. 

na  1.— ' 

Thoogfa  H  ttv  ba  a  far  cry  from  the  diaciple  of 
4m  to  Um  wkldtr  of  the  acetylene  torch,  the 

of  betk  ia.  navcrtheleaa.  along  similar  lines.    The 
of  modem  intricata  machinery,  lilie  the  dis- 

of  ■■■,  an  more  than  likely  to  be  daap  aaated 
reach  of  soperftcial  ministrations.    In 

of  — rhlnary  ia  thia  more  true  than  in  the 
for  in  thia  poadaroua  piece  of  mechanism 

thara  an  nmaf  vital  parts  goaeaaled  under  ita  expres- 
tarlor  that  art  sabjact  to  deterioration  or 
tf  raaaaa  of  waar,  eorrosion,  ahock,  vibra- 

to siti— s  tawpsratufaa  and  many  other 
•ad  It  ia  the  waldar'a  duty  to  raach  and  restore 

parts  by  cutting  away   the  enclosing 
when   aanaaary.    and    afterwarda    replacing    it 

ft  may  rmmam  ita  normal  functions. 
Aa  the  life  of  Um  patient  may  depend  apon 

the  akill  of  tha  aorgcon  so  may  tha  livaa  of 
of  perfectly  healthy  persona  be  de- 
opoa  tha  akHl  of  tha  wddar,  for 

sfc«dd  «aa  of  Umbs  ndghty  ■■thlgii  fail  upon 
the  road  at  a  erltieal  moBMat,  oot  all  the 
sargaoQB  in  the  world  eoold  rsators  to  order 
tha  havoc  that  wtwld  ba  wrought. 
Tha  K«w  York.  Now  HMraa  *  Hartford 

has   within   tha  past  thraa  yaars 
aad   pat   lato   axtonaiva   lua   this 

of   locoowtiva    repair 
aad  fai  this  afUda  will  ba  abown   a  f< 
«f  Hi  ippUcaliaaa  to  tha  aalvaga  aad   re- 

al ■arillBM  flMt  woold  with- 

out it  demand  complete  rebuilding,  or  perhaps  be 
continued  in  service  with  the  true  nature  and  seri- 

ous aspect  of  their  disabilities  unsuspected  until  dis- 
aster resulted. 

Though  this  road  has  applied  the  acetylene  method 
of  reatoration  to  many  locomotives,  some  of  which  have 
been  in  regular  aervice  for  over  two  years  since  the 
repair  was  made,  not  once  has  a  welded  part  failed  in 
service;  and,  though  welded  parts  are  every  day  tested 

to  destruction  in  their  physical  laboratorieH. 
it    is   always   the   sound    metal    and    not   the 
weld  that  yields. 

An  example  of  interior  repair  that  is  anal- 
ogous to  the  work  of  the  surgeon  is  shown  in 

Fig.  1,  where  to  reach  the  affected  part  it  was 
necessary  to  cut  away  and  afterwards  restore 
the  enclosing  shell.  The  machine  is  one  of 
the  huge  Pacific  type  of  locomotives  drawing 
the  express  trains  in  which  you  and  I  may 
any  day  be  ridinjr,  unconscious  of  the  delicate 
surgical  operation  that  has  enabled  it  to  trans- 

port its  valuable  cargo  in  safety. 
The  cylinder,  valve  chamber,  steam  chest 

\.<48AnB  *nd  one-half  of  the  saddle  are  all  comprised 
in  a  single  casting  with  the  ports  and  paaaages 

cored  within  it.  One  of  the  thin  walls  of  cast  iron  that 

separates  the  live  steam  at  200  lb.  pressure  from  the 
exhauat  had  bacoma  cracked  or  broken,  probably  by 
freezing,  and  ailowad  the  steam  to  blow  throuKh,  thus 
putting  the  engine  out  of  business. 

To  repair  the  affected  part  it  was  neoeasary  to  cut 
out  a  panel,  aa  at  A  in  the  outer  shell,  cut  away  the 
broken  wall,  weld  in  a  new  piece  and  then  weld  the  panel 
back  in  place.  The  panel  was  cut  out  by  drilHng  a 
aeries  of  holes  in  the  form  of  a  rectangle  of  sufTkient 
sise  to  enable  the  welder  to  reach  the  work  upon  the 
broken  wall.  The  affected  part  was  then  cut  away  with 
a  chisel  along  the  line  of  the  break  and  a  new  piece 
welded  in.  The  white  lines  at  B  show  the  weld.  The 
panel  in  the  outer  aheli  waa  then  welded  in  as  at  A, 

na. 
CBAfTCltD  CTIylNI' 

')RRD 
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FIG.   3— A  JOB   OF   "INSIDE  WORK" FIG.   5— REPAIRING  CRACKED  FLANGES  OF  CYLINDERS 

this  view  showing  the  completed  job.  The  small  hole  in 
the  center  of  the  panel  was  drilled  and  tapped  for  an 
eyebolt  by  means  of  which  the  loose  piece  could  be 
handled.    This  hole  was  finally  closed  with  a  pipe  plug. 

In  another  engine  of  the  same  type  one  of  the  cyl- 
inders developed  a  crack  throughout  the  entire  length 

near  the  bottom.  To  make  the  repair  and  avoid  the 
expense  of  a  new  casting,  which,  by  the  time  it  had 
been  machined  and  assembled  on  the  engine  would  have 
cost  nearly  two  thousand  dollars,  the  bushing  was 
drawn  out  and  with  the  aid  of  air  hammer  and  chisel 
the  cast  iron  wall  was  cut  away  along  the  inside  of 
the  cylinder  in  the  shape  of  a  wide  V-groove,  following 
the  crack. 

With  the  welding  rod  and  torch  this  groove  was  then 
filled  up,  fusing  the  old  metal  with  the  new  until  the 
cylinder  was  restored  practically  to  its  original  strength 
and  contour.  The  portable  boring  outfit  was  then  set  up 
and  a  light  cut  taken  through  the  cylinder,  a  new 
bushing  fitted,  and  the  engine  was  again  ready  for 
service  with  but  little  loss  of  time.  Fig.  2  shows  the 
completed  weld  before  the  cylinder  was  rebored. 
An  experiment  that  has  been  tried  out  successfully 

in  joining  the  broken  edges  of  important  parts  is  shown 
in  Fig.  3,  where  the  joint  had  been  but  partly  prepared 
for  welding  when  the  picture  was  made.  Here  again  it 

was  necessary  to  take  out  a  panel  to  do  some  "inside 
work,"  though  in  this  case  the  original  break  had  gone 
far  toward  its  removal  by  extending  along  two  sides  of 
the  piece  that  had  to  be  taken  out. 

This  part,  which  when  joined  to  its  mate  is  known 
as  the  saddle  and  is  called  upon  to  bear  the  weight  of 

the  forward  end  of  the  boiler,  is  an  integral  part  of 
the  cylinder  casting  and  to  replace  it  would,  of  course, 
involve  an  entire  new  cylinder.  The  experiment  referred 
to  is  the  setting  of  small  square  or  hexagon  head 
tap  bolts  into  the  beveled  edges  that  have  been  prepared 
for  the  weld,  screwing  them  tightly  into  the  iron.  A 
double  row  of  these  small  heads  may  be  seen  along  the 
horizontal  part  of  the  break  that  extends  back  under 
the  boiler. 

In  the  welding  process  the  heads  are  fused  into  the 
new  metal  and  the  bodies  of  the  screws  into  the  original 
casting,  thus  forming  small  anchors  that  are  supposed 
to  assist  in  holding  the  edges  together. 

In  Fig.  4  may  be  seen  a  welding  job  that  was  done 
upon  the  cylinder  of  one  of  the  large  freight  locomo- 

tives. A  part  of  the  casting  had  been  broken  off  by 
impact,  exposing  the  steam  passage  and  rendering  the 
cylinder  useless.  A  casting  was  made  to  conform  to 
the  shape  of  the  broken  part  and  this  was  welded  to 
place  without  difficulty.  The  cut  shows  the  job  before 
and  after  welding. 

Minor  cracks  in  the  flanges,  often  caused  by  water 
getting  into  the  cylinder  while  the  engine  is  moving, 
are  easily  closed  and  the  casting  restored  to  its  original 
strength  and  usefulness  in  a  few  hours,  or  in  some 
cases  minutes,  thus  saving  the  entire  part  from  the 

FIG.    4— BROKEN    PART    OP    CYLINDER    CASTING 
REPLACED ■lO.   f, — AN  EXTENSIVE  REPAIR  UPON  A  I^XJCOMOTIVE 
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t— A  CAar^inoM  wbu>  xnu  i>KKiik:ATi.\<.i  i  irnacb 

ip  »mi  Um  caviiM  from  a  long  lay-over.    Such 
a  npttlr  is  akown  ia  Pis-  K- 

Ob  aaollMr  •agia*  of  »  differant  type  both  partu  of 
brokn  In  aevaral  pUoaa.    Without  the 

torch  new  caatinfs  would  have  been  the  only 
BIMUM  of  reatorint  the  engine  to  service.    The 

in  Fig.  6  abow  the  poaition  and  extent  of  the 
•ad  indkat*  how  the  repair  wan  made 

Um  aachioe,  and  at  a 
amall  fraction  of  the  rebuilding  coat.    This  is 
a  fratght  engine  and  ia  now  doing  daily  duty 
on  tto  rowL 

TiM  waldiiw  aartorial  wad  in  all  the  forev' 
lag  oparattona  ia  toMa  ItrooM.  and  the  art  ' 
haaiHing  thia  raatal  haa  been  developed  to  a 

high  sUt«  of  perfection  b>-  the  foreman  in 
cbarg*  of  walding  optrationa  for  thia  road. 
Cast  Iroa  ia  alio  naad  aa  a  welding  material 
bat  Uw  eoat  of  aaeh  weMa  ia  uaually  much 
hlglMr  awing  to  the  aacaaaity  for  preheating 
tiM  work,  and  the  rcanha  are  not  equal  in 
atrength  and  dependability  to  welds  made  with 

la  an  the  above  daacribed  jobs  there 
id  no  prepartion  other 

:  away  the  dafective  and  corroded 
aMial  aloac  the  bnaiu. 

The  walda  ahown  in  Figs.  7  and  8  were  made 
with  caat  Iron  and  the  elaborate  preparations  necensary 
ai«  laJnitBit  by  the  preaanfe  of  the  fumaoea  ahown  in 
tfeaBhHtntioBa.  The  cylindarcaatlaga  were  not  removed 
fi«B  the  miUm,  which  atood  a#an  the  raiU  of  the 
repair  tradtt,  bat  the  brick  fumacea  were  built  up  in 
tach  caae  compietebr  to  eodoaa  the  e/Hader.  filled  with 
charcoal  and  te«4.  Scvaral  boura  were  required  to  heat 

the  job  up  to  the  raqalitta  tempyaWre.  almost  red  hot, 
when  the  furaaMs  war*  torn  ai^ay  and  the  wolda  nu4e. 
Haridw  tlw  tine  sad  txpenne  involved  in  preheating 
tlw  woft;  the  welder  la  handicapped  by  having  to  #ork 

la  doae  praodaiitjr  to  the  heated  mass  and  cannot,  there- 
1mm  work  aa  wtUtmUy  aa  he  might  if  the  metal  were 

Aa  it  waa  an  individual  catftinv  uml  itHiuiitHi 
no  dismantling  it  was  taken  to  the  welding  shop 

and  laid  upon  the  "preheatinK  l>ox."  Fig.  9 
■hows  the  casting  on  the  box.  where  the  weld< 
ing  was  done.  The  combined  length  of  the 

welds  was  18  ft.  and  100  lb.  of  t)i-unKe  whh  imed 
in  the  welding.  The  cHSting  weijfhH  iipproxi- 
mately  two  tons  and  the  operation  of  welding 
required  32  hr.  In  Fig.  10  the  casting  is 
shown  suspended  from  a  crane,  where  an  idea 
of  the  extent  of  the  welds  may  be  obtained. 

A  badly  broken  cable  drum  ia  shown  in  Fig. 
II.    The  rim  was  broken  apart  and  four  of  the 

spokea  were  aeparated  from  the  rim.    Preheat- 
ing   waa    necessary    in    this    case     because 

of  the  shape  of  the  casting,  which  would  be 
likely  to  induce  shrinkiiire  strains  that  would 
again  break   the  »p«)ke«  hm   the   work   cooled. 

In  Fig.  12  may  be  seen  a  particularly  exacting  job 

of  welding,  not  because  of  the  difficulty  of  joining  the 

parts  but  of  the  necessity  for  having  the  gear  perform 
satisfactory  service,  after  welding,  without  muchiiiing; 
otherwise  there   would   have   been    nothing  gained   by 

having  welded  it.    The  gear  was  broken  in  four  pieces, 
the  breaks  including  a  part  of  the  rim.     By  means  of 

clamps,   trams    and    templets   the   broken    pieces    werv 

..,     ,        :.    i  llKHBATINO    riJRNACK 

fitted  together  and  welded  so  perfectly  that  no  machine 
work  other  than  what  could  be  done  with  a  file  was 

needed  to  restore  it  to  usefulness.  The  gear  is  nearly 

6  ft.  in  diameter  and  ia  a  part  of  a  wheel  lathe  used 
in  the  shops. 

A  larger  job  of  similar  nature  is  shown  in  Fig.  18. 

In  this  case  there  waa  no  break  in  the  rim  but  pre- 

heating of  the  latter  waa  oecaaaary  to  forestall  shrink- 

age strains.     The  prchesting  waa  done  with  the  gB«» 

with  east  iron  s—rtlMH  faU 
the  break  ia  more  Ukrif  to  oeear  in  the 

metal  adjoining  tltc  weld  than  in  the  weld  itself 
of  aliriakMa  atraina  set  up  in  cooling,  and 

thaa  the  work  has  to  lie  done  all  over  again. 
are  by  no  awans  the  only  things  around 

•hop  tlmt  are  rcpairsd  by  welding.    The  foot 
plale  at  a  dwihk  i«  shown  in  Figs.  9  and  10.  broken 
ia  aevaral  places.     This   weld    waa    made    with    tobin 

the  castint  was  preheated  for  the  work. no.  »-  FfKyrit.ATie  roR  obrhick  on  prbhkatkh  imix 
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1  IG.    10 — THE  COMTLETED  JOB 

ring  that  is  used  in  the  wheel  shop  for  removing  and 
resetting  the  tires  of  the  driving  wheels.  It  is  shown 
in  place  in  the  cut. 

Failures  are  rare,  and  when  they  do  occur  it  is  always 
during  the  cooling  and  consequent  shrinking  of  the 
casting;  never  in  service.  The  part  shown  in  Fig.  14 

is  the  foot  plate  of  one  of  the  road's  wrecking  derricks 
and  is  a  very  heavy  casting.  This  weld  was  attempted 
with  cast  iron  in  the  days  before  bronze  was  considered 
as  a  welding  material  and,  though  every  precaution 
in  the  way  of  preheating  was  taken  and  repeated  trials 
made,  the  ribs  would  pull  away  from  the  central  hub  in 
cooling.  This  job  was,  threfore,  abandoned;  but  the 
foreman  welder,  under  whose  direction  all  the  previously 
described  work  was  done,  is  of  the  opinion  that  if  this 
job  should  recur  he  would  use  bronze  upon  it  with 
success. 

Building  up  Worn  Parts 

Many  of  the  smaller  parts  of  locomotives,  such  as 
driving  boxes,  guide  bars,  pistons  and  piston  rods, 
etc.,  that  are  subject  to  rapid  wear  are  built  up  with 
bronze  or  soft  steel  and  remachined  ready  for  service, 
thus  saving  the  expense  of  new  forgings.  On  parts 
where  little  machine  work  is  required  a  manganese 
bronze  is  used  that  resists  wear  much  longer  than  the 
softer  metal  but  does  not  lend  itself  readily  to  machine 
work. 

FIG.  12— AN  EXACTING  JOB 

Cracked  bells  for  locomotives  are  reclaimed  by  bronze 
welding,  and,  though  the  welder  will  not  guarantee  the 
same  note,  the  bells  will  ring  as  clear  and  true  as 
before  the  break.  Some  of  the  bells  that  have  thus 
been  reclaimed  may  be  seen  in  Fig.  15. 

A  part  that  wears  out  rapidly  is  the  elevator  screw 
of  the  automatic  stoker  used  on  some  of  the  larger 
locomotives.  These  screws.  Fig.  16,  convey  the  coal 
from  the  tender  to  the  firebox.    They  are  three  in  num- 

FiG.   n — rABi.K   i)Ri:.M   kkpaiked  bv  weirding FIG.  13— A  BROKEN  GEAR  RESTORED  TO  .SERVICE 
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na  I*— A  JOB  THAT  WAS  ABANOONKn 

on  MCB  tagiot  m  equipped  and  u  there  is  no 
MB  cjccept  grinding  the  joumals  they 

at  vary  hard  material.  The  constant  pasMiiiK 
•f  cmI  akBg  tlM  halix  wea  wears  the  edges  sharp. 
la  wMeh  eoodition  tbejr  do  aet  work  satisfactorily  and 
art  Uabla  to  break.  Thaae  edges  are  quickly  restored 
to  BWMal  fklrkaaM  hgr  baUUav  them  up  with  the  torch. 

■toel  m  a  wridlng  material. 
plays  an  important  part  in  the  boiler 

Plates  aaqr  be  cut  oat  and  new  ones  welded  in. 
patches  aiay  be  wrided  on.  leaks  stopped,  refractory 

eat  oat.  and  many  minor  repairs  made  in  a 
of  the  time  that  would  be  connumed  by 
TIm  ass  of  weldiat  is,  however,  some- 
aroaad  •  boiler  shop  by  a  law  that 

riveUd  joints  in  certain  places  and  the  torch 
thwafms,  eooipletely  banished  the  pneumatic 
la  this 

CvmNO  ToBca  Will  Not  Ctrr  Cast  Iron 

la  all  the  Jobs  hsri  dsscribed  only  the  welding  torch 
Midersd.    The  cutting  torch  is  of  different 
aad  lafol»ss  different  principles.     It  is  a 

'  «f  the  lattar  that  may  not  be  known  to  many 
lot  bring  them  into  contact  with 
that  this  torch  will  not  cut  cast 

la  prsparing  cast  iron  for  welding,  the 
torch,  with  its  sleader  Unger  of  blue  fire  that 

cali  throagh  the  six-by-cigfat  section  of  steel  in  a  loco- 
■rtHa  fraaM  Uks  s  sharp  knife  through  eheeee,  must 
be  nplaesd  hgr  the  peeoaiatlc  haaanar  and  chisel. 
nn  tfM  tordi  win  cot  stsal  rsadily  is  evideneed 

FIG.    U— BUOB8  or  (XtNVHVOH  HfKBWH   HUIUT  UP  WITH 
MANOANBMB  8TKKU 

by  the  side  rod  shown  in  Fig.  17  which  was  cut  from 
the  slab,  including  the  round  hole  in  one  end.  in  forty 

na.  17— AN OF    WHAT  THE   CUTTING 
TORCH  WILL  DO 

na  is—aucxxD  bhxs  macuAMutD  bt  wau>fNo 

minutes.  The  metal  is  4  in.  thick  and  so  cleanly  and 
squarely  is  the  cut  made  that  no  machining  of  the  cut 
Kurfaces  is  required  for  the  ftnished  part. 

Retaining  the  Worker's  Interest 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

A  temporary  change  of  occupation  may  help  to  keep 
a  man  interested  in  his  work  if  the  set  of  operations 
he  is  doing  proves  too  little  monotonous. 

"Too  little  monotonouH"  Ik  what  I  said.  The  man 
who  has  a  routine  job  callinK  for  flnircr  memory  can 
let  his  thoughts  wander  fancy  free,  but  the  one  who 
has  to  think  of  s  dozen  things  is  under  a  Htrain  and 
should  be  given  a  monotonous  Job  for  a  change. 
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FIG.    1.      INSPECTING   THE  VALVES FIG.    2.      PISTON   RING   INSPECTION 

A  Few  Marmon  Inspection  Methods 
Showing  Typical  Inspection  of  a  Few  Parts  of  the  Marmon  Car 

Which  Gives  an  Idea  of  the  Care  Used 

SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

A  FEW  of  the  inspection  operations  in  the  Marmon 
plant  are  shown  herewith.  The  valves  are  very 
carefully  gaged  as  to  size,  straightness,  angle  of 

seat,  etc.,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  seat  is  tested  for 
concentricity  with  the  stem  by  the  dial  gage  shown. 
The  angle  of  the  seat  is  inspected  by  the  long  gage  with 
the  side  cut  away,  to  be  seen  just  above  the  micrometer. 
Each  valve  is  carefully  wrapped  on  passing  inspection. 

The  inspection  of  piston  rings  is  shown  in  Fig.  2. 
Here  the  thickness  is  inspected  by  such  gages  and  the 
opening  gaged  when  the  rings  are  closed  in  on  the 
form  to  be  seen  at  the  extreme  left.  The  diameter  of 
the  rings  before  closing  is  indicated  by  the  dial  gage 

near  the  center.  Valve  spring  tension  receives  careful 
attention  as  shown  in  Fig.  3,  where  the  pressure  ex- 

erted by  each  spring  is  weighed  by  a  Toledo  scale  in 
connection  with  a  special  compressing  device.  The 
length  is  measured  both  before  and  after  compression 
so  as  to  determine  the  amount  of  the  set. 
The  chassis  springs  also  receive  careful  attention, 

every  spring  being  tested  by  the  pneumatic  press  shown 
in  Fig.  4.  The  ends  of  the  spring  to  be  tested  rest  on 
a  small  car  or  truck  so  as  to  be  free  to  move  endwise 
as  the  spring  lengthens  under  compression.  Both  the 
pressure  required  and  the  action  of  the  spring  are 
carefully  noted. 

FIG.    3.      TESTING    VALVE    SPRINGS FIG.  4.     PRESS  FOR  TESTING  CHASSIS  SPRINGS 
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Nickel  and  Its  Alloys 
The  Second  Artidfr— Properties  and  Uses  of  Nickel-Silver  and  Monel  Metal- 

Bmr  Monel  MeUl  Should  Be  Melted.  Cast  and  Forced 

By  PAUL  D.  MBRICA 
Dtrveur  •(  Wiwirnh    IntanMkUoiwl  NIolul  C«mp*ay 

THE  nkkiUUwr  tOay*  are  known  in  th
e  trad« 

under  •  vmrtotr  of  uuam  •och  as  german  ailver. 

white  metal  arfOMkl.  *Jeclrum.  new  silver. 

plntiaoid  and  white  copper.  As  shown  in  Table  V.  their 

caapeaitioa  is  variable.  They  are  produced  chiefly  in 
tiM  f«m  9t  alMil.  wirt  and  muaimm  tabes,  but  also  in 

caatfa^i  •(  a  ■■■!  niMmanttl  oalvra,  aoch  as  for  auto- 
artbOa  wkaal  kafaa.  Probably  the  chief  use  of  nicliel- 
sihar  la  for  UMe  mtlery.  such  as  spoons  and  forlc  stock 

to  ba  aflvcr  plated.  The  metal  U  readily  spun  and  drawn 
Tm  thia  raaaon  and  also  bacause  of  iU  pleasing 

aad  MO<orrodibility.  it  is  adapted  to  the  produc- 
tJoa  of  MOMfoaa  itaaipliws  and  fittinss. 

TIm  color  and  reriataate  to  corrosion  of  these  alloys 
M  the  nickel  content  varies  from  about  5  per 

la  Um  I  kMrwt  ware  to  from  20  to  SO  per  cent  in 
tha  boat  qaaUty.  Laad  ia  added  in  stock  such  as  key 

which  is  to  ha  OMehllMd.  in  order  to  improve  the 

  Jity.     Tha  teaaile  properties  and   hardness 
vary,  naturally,  both  with  the  composition  and  the 
m^ar  of  the  netaL  Table  VI  gives  an  idea  of  the 

IMlfMlll  of  the  typical  nickel-sitver  alloys.  During 
tha  cold  worfciac  of  thaaa  aUoys  by  drawing  or  rolling, 
thejr  HMjr  ba  aeftaoad  bjr  annealing,  preferably  in  a 
■mfle  fomaoe  with  the  exclusion  of  air  at  about  1,800 
6m-  Fahraahait 

OMCMBKaAL  FOUIS  OT  MONEL  MBTAL 

TW  alogr  kaown  aa  ommmI  metal  is  produced  generally 

by  direct  smelting  and  reAning  of  the  copper-nickel 
baariag  area.    It  contains  from  67  to  69  per  cent  nickel 
aad  fraa  tS  to  29  per  cent  copper,  together  with  about 
t  par  eaat  iroa  aad  from  OJi  to  2  per  cent  manganaae  and 
caihoa.  aeeecdinc  to  tha  uae  to  which  it  ia  to  ba  put. 
It  ia  pindarad  ia  Um  aaual  commercial  forms  as  follows : 

Hot-rolWd  rods  eontain  about  2  per  cant  manganese 
aad  aboat  0.t  par  cant  carbon. 

Cold  diaaa  rods  aia  JdMitlral  in  composition. 
ITof  fidhd.  krlikt  annaalwl  ahaat  conuins  about  0.26 

par  eaat  aHagaaaaa  aad  0,10  per  cent  carbon. 
Cold^rawB  wfra  containa  about  2  per  cent  manganaae 

aad  aboot  0.16  par  cent  carbon. 
Ithp  Is  f**^****  to  wire  in  composition, 
an  fabrfeatad  from  the  sheets. 

I  aimilar  fh  composition  to  tha  rods, 
silicon. 

cnMroamoNS  or  mcuB^aii.vKa  in 
CDailBRCtAI*  t;sB 

Maisiisl 
CadwT  —4  kml» 

Ws3»m 

N'Mkd 

Pet 

I$te35 
•  mU 
S«e2$ 
tiolO 

I0m2« 

C»WW 

P«r Cmk 

55  to  65 
55  1*65 
55M6J 
)5m40 
55m65 

P«r 

Cmii 
I4ie20 
l5io}S 
25  to  52 
40i«55 
16  to  SO 

U»4 
Per  C«ni 

c.  O  5  to  I Ite2 

Oiol 

Besider  these  fomu>,  monel  metal  in  un  the  mnrkK  in 

fabricated  forms  MUch  mm,  Hcreen  and  wire  cloth.  i-hHin, 
wire  rope,  sash  rord.  rivets,  screws,  bolts  and  nuU<, 
tacks,  nails,  balls,  knives  and  forks. 

Table  VII  describes  8ome  of  the  phyHical  properties 
of  monel  metal.  The  principal  useful  propertieH  nre 
resistance  to  corrosion,  a  white  color  and  a  high  polish 
which  the  metal  will  take  and  retain,  mechnnioal 

strength  and  toughness  which  is  retained  even  at  IukH 
temperatures,  and  resistance  to  steam  erosion.  These 
properties  are  illustrated  in  the  commercial  applications 
of  monel  metal  described  later.  In  further  illustration 

of  the  remarkable  (oughneHH  of  this  metal,  the  resultx 
of  the  recent  Bureau  of  Standards  tests  may  be  ci  eil. 
It  was  found  from  the  Izod  and  Charpy  impact  tests 

that  a  notched  bar  of  hot-rolled  monel  metal  required 
about  ISO  ft.-lb.  of  eneriry  to  break  it,  compared  with 

the  50  to  100  ft.-lb.  required  to  break  the  heat-treated 
alloy  steels. 

Remarkable  Resistance  to  Cokrosive  SoLirriONs 

Monel  rods  and  castings  are  used  to  a  great  extent 
in  the  construction  of  pickling  tanks  and  crates  for  the 
pickling  of  steel.  They  resist  for  years  the  action  nf  the 
C  deg.  Be.  sulphuric  acid  used  in  pickling  at  about  150 

deg.  F.,  and  in  addition  have  the  mechanical  strenRth 
to  carry  the  loads  required. 

Another  large  use  of  monel  metal  rods  is  for  pump 
rods  and  liners,  and  for  valves  for  handling  mine  and 
sea  water  and  corrosive  solutions  generally.  It  has 

been  found  by  test  and  experience  that  monel  metal 
reaists  excellently  the  action  of  ammonia,  ammonium 
hydroxide,  fused  and  aqueous  caustic  alkalis,  fatty  and 
most  other  organic  acids,  sea  water,  solutions  of  neutral 

metallic  salts  such  as  alum,  sulphates,  chlorides,  gaso- 
line and  mineral  oils,  phenol  and  crusols,  photographic 

chemicals,  urine,  dry  mercury,  dyeing  solutions  and 

akoholic  beverages.  It  reaists  fairly  well  the  action  o'' 
sulphuric,  weak  phosphoric,  hydrocyanic,  hydrofluoric, 
acetic,  and  citric  acids,  ferrous  sulphate  and  dry 

chk>rine.  It  is  not  resistant  to  the  action  of  hydro- 
chloric, fused  or  aqueous  chromic  and  nitric  acids- 

molten  zinc,  potassium  cyanide,  sulphurous  acid  anrt 
ferric  chloride. 

Monel  sheet  has  been  used  for  rooflng,  as,  for  example, 

for  the  roof  of  the  Psnnsylvania  Terminal  in  New  York. 

IOto»    57te«6    20toM 

5  1*25    56  to  70    II  to  24 
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TABLE  VII.      PHYSICAL  PROPERTIES   OF    MONEL  METAL 

—Tensile  Properties 
Tensile 
Strength Yield 

Point 
1,000  Lb.  1,000  Lb. 
Per  Sq.In.  Per  Sq.In. 

Sheet  or  strip 
Annealed    25  to    35  70  to    80 
Cold-rolled    110tol20  120tol30 

Wire 
Annealed       70  to    80 
Cold-rolled    1 10  to  150 

Rod 

Hot-rolled    35  to    60  80  to  100 
Cold-drawn    60  to    80  80  to  100 

Casting    25  to    40  65  to    75 

Density:  552  lb.  per  cubic  foot  or  nearly  equal  to  that  of  copper. 
Melting  point:  about  2,420  deg.  F. 
Coefficient  of  thermal  expansion:  0.0000081  per  degree  F.  (from  60  to  210  deg.  F.),  or  just  over  that  of  steel. 
Electrical  resistance:  256  ohm  per  mil.  ft.  at  75  deg.  F.  or  about  25  times  that  of  copper. 
Temperature  coefficient  of  electrical  resistance:  0.0011  per  degree  F. 
Magnetic  properties:  weakly  magnetic  up  to  about  250  deg.  F. 
Optical  reflection:  60  per  cent  compared  with  95  per  cent  for  polished  silver  and  55  per  cent  for  polished  steel. 

Young's  modulus  of  elasticity:  25,000,000  lb.  per  square  inch.  to  45,' 
Properties  of  hot-rolled  rods  depend  on  their  size.     Their  proportional  limit  is  about  80  per  cent  of  the  yield  poin 

-Hardr 

Elongation 
In  2  In. 
Per  Cent 

35  to  45 
2  to    5 

30  to  45 
30  to  40 
25  to  40 

Reduction 
of   Area 
Per  Cent 

50  to  60 

50  to  65 
50  to  6S 

Scleroscope 

Universal Hammer 

15  to  20 

40  to  SO 

Brinell 

10  mm.   Ball 
3.000  Kg. 

Load 

100  to  120 
250  to  350 

20  to  30 145  to  170 
180  to  200 

It  is  used  largely  in  the  construction  of  washing 
machines,  dairy  machinery  and  tanks,  perforated  mine 
screens  and  chutes,  vat  and  tank  linings  for  alkalis  and 
acids,  and  for  many  household  utensils. 

The  relative  incorrodibility  of  monel  metal,  its  re- 
sistance to  the  eroding  effect  of  steam  and  its  strength 

at  high  temperatures  have  made  a  unique  place  for  it 
in  the  superheated  steam  field.  Turbine  blading  and 
valve  stems  and  seats  for  superheated  steam  are  today 
largely  made  of  this  metal.  For  such  purposes  monel 
metal  is  well  fitted  because  its  thermal  expansivity  is 
nearly  equal  to  that  of  steel,  with  which  it  is  usually 
associated  in  valves  for  turbine  construction.  Fig.  4 
shows  a  monel  metal  steam  valve  with  a  cast  monel  body 
and  a  monel  trimmed  rod. 

Although  monel  metal  is  used  for  a  great  variety,  of 
additional  purposes,  the  foregoing  instances  are  typical 
of  the  general  scope  of  its  application  in  industry.  The 
metal  is  not  marked  by  an  extreme  resistance  to  cor- 

rosion (such  as  is  platinum  or  gold,  for  instance),  so 
much  as  it  is  by  a  relative  incorrodibility  together  with 
valuable  mechanical  and  other  physical  properties.  To 

use  an  every-day  term,  it  might  aptly  be  called  a  "gen- 
eral utility"  non-corrosive  alloy. 

Monel  metal  can  be  fabricated  by  essentially  the  same 
methods  as  are  used  in  the  fabrication  of  steel,  but  it 

differs  from  steel 
in  some  important 
particulars  of  its 
behavior. 

Although  monel 
metal  is  a  non- 
ferrous  metal,  the 

melting  and  cast- 
ing of  it  conforms 

more  closely  to 
the  steel  foundry 

practice  than  to 
the  casting  of 
brasses  and 
bronzes.  This  is 
evident  from  the 

fact  that  its  melt- 
ing point  is  about 

2,500  deg.  F.  and 
FIG   4— VALVE  WITH  CAST  that,     depending 

.MONEL  BODY  upon    the   type    of 

,(X)0  lbs.  per  square  inch, 
point  and  varies  from  30,000 

casting,  it  must  be  poured  at  from  200  to  400  deg. 
higher  than   that   temperature. 

The  metal  may  be  melted  either  in  crucibles  or  in  a 
reverberatory  or  electric  arc  furnace,  and  ingots  or  shot 
may  be  used  together  with  foundiy  scrap.  The  usual 
precautions  must  be  taken  to  prevent  the  metal  from 
becoming  over-oxidized.  The  most  important  feature  in 
the  melting  operation  is  to  finish  it  with  the  metal  at 

the  right  "pitch,"  namely,  with  the  proper  carbon  con- 
tent. For  casting,  this  carbon  content  should  be  not 

lower  than  about  0.10  per  cent  and  not  higher  than 
about  0.35  per  cent.  It  may  be  necessary  to  add  flour 
carbon  or  charcoal  with  the  charge  in  order  to  finish 
the  melting  with  this  amount  of  carbon.  A  good  com- 

position for  casting  contains  about  2  per  cent  iron,  1 

per  cent  manganese  (added  as  ferro-manganese) ,  0.5  per 
cent  silicon  (added  as  ferro-silicon),  0.20  per  cent  car- 

bon and  the  balance  of  nickel  and  copper. 

Before  pouring  the  castings,  the  metal  should  be  de- 
oxidized by  the  addition  either  in  the  ladle  or  in  the 

crucible  of  li  oz.  of  metallic  magnesium  to  every  100  lb. 
of  metal.  This  magnesium  is  held  with  tongs  and 
plunged  to  the  bottom  of  the  ladle,  where  it  is  held  until 
the  magnesium  has  dissolved.     If  the  metal  is  at  the 

FIG.   5— IMPELLER  CAST  OF  .MONEL  MET.VL 
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riskt  pttck.  Uiis  opcrmtioa  wiU  procwd  quietl)'  and  with 

IW  aoUiRt  »ai  fating  pmrtk*  with  roonel  metal 
ia  VW7  aimilar  to  that  uaed  ia  the  caatins  of  ateel. 
M«Mi  tkatM  praiaraUr  ba  hakad.  hut  may  merely  be 
akte^rWL  Tba  ahrinlrata  of  bmboI  metal  i»  1  in.  to 
tka  feet,  ae  that  haavy  rtMrs  are  nacaaaary  in  order  to 

fead  tka  uMliin  property.  Pica.  5  and  6  ahow  turbine 
cylinder  caatinfs  made  of  monel 

in  a  faw  important  particulars,  monel  metal 
um9  ba  fcfgad  ia  the  same  manner  aa  medium  carbon 

Hawavar,  ceruia  precautiona  are  ahaolutaly 
ia  ordar  that  the  foryinv  may  be  auoceaafuL 

ia  tha  ftiat  plaH^  tha  taoparatare  at  the  bevinning  of 
alMMld  ba  aet  over  2.060  deg.  F.  and  not 

lag.  P..  and  the  wor)(  should  not  be  con- 
the  time  at  which  the  temperature  dropa 

to  aboat  1,400  dag.  P..  or  when  the  metal  becomaa  a  dull 
orasga  color.  If  aMoal  OMtal  ia  boated  above  2.100  deg. 
P..  it  to  Mkaljr  to  tit— i  bot-akort  and  to  crumble  readily 
under  the  hammer. 

Not  only  moat  the  forging  work  be  carried  out  at  the 

eorraet  taaparatara,  but  the  heating  must  be  con- 
dactad  is  aaeh  a  aiaanar  that  tha  OMtal  is  not  oxidized 
■ar  cnlaMlaalad  bgr  aalphar  froat  the  fuel.  The  oxide 
ar  aeali  of  ommI  walal  adharaa  tightly  to  the  metal 
aad  to  Bat  knockad  off  in  the  aunner  that  steel  acale  is. 
bat  to  worked  into  the  aorfacc  of  the  forging.  It  ia 

to  pcovant  this  scale  formation  by 
in  a  Motrml  or  slightly  reducing  at- 

even  in  a  reducing  atmoaphere 

a  aaokjr  aama  or  in  the  blacksmith's  forge,  the 
will  readily  abeorfo  sulphur  from  the  fuel.  This 

aabritUea  the  surface  of  the  billet  in  such  a 

rta.  •— MOKKt.  pvur  citundkh  cAan.vo 

wqr  that,  ta  aabaaqaaot  forgiag,  the  sorfaca  chacka  and 
cracks  in  a  vary  ebaraetoriatfc  manner. 

Ia  order  to  avoid  oiddixing  or  sulphurixing,  therefore, 
it  to  praforaMa  to  baat  tha  metal  in  a  muffle  type  of 
furnace  if  paarfbla.  and  if  not,  in  aa  oil-  or  gaa-flrod 
hearth  fomac*  oaing  fu«l  that  is  free  from  sulphur. 
la  ae  caae  should  th«  heating  be  carried  out  in  a  black- 

I'a  forga.  aa  tba  natal  wiO  certainly  be  eootam- 
aad  cracked  wbao  the  attempt  ia  made  to  forgo 

It. 
ba  doM  with  the  banaar,  aa  thia 

fottnd  noch  mora  aueeaaa'ful  than  the 
aae  of  any  of  the  aaoal  typaa  of  praaaaa.    Thia  condi- 

tion ia  poasibly  due  to  the  fact  that  the  metal  retains 
its  heat  better  under  the  hammer  than  under  the  praaa. 

Munel  metal  ia  succesuifully  drop  forged  with  the  use 
of  tool-at«el  diea.  The  moat  important  feature  in  drop 
forging  thia  metal  ia  the  proper  design  of  the  dies.    In 

Pia.   7— DROP    rOROINQ   A   Tl^RBtNE   BL,ADB   FROM   A 
MONEL,  ROD 

general,  the  dies  should  be  cut  in  such  a  manner  that 
the  principal  distortion  in  any  operation  will  always 
occur  in  the  thickest  part  of  the  forging,  as  this  part 
retains  its  temperature  the  longest. 

In  Fig.  7  are  shown  the  steps  in  the  drop  forging  of 
a  monel  metal  turbine  blade  from  1-in.  square  hot-rolled 
monel  rod.  In  the  first  heat  the  rough  forging  A  is 

produced.  It  is  then  reheated,  finished  and  trimmed  in 
one  heat. 

Oil  Infection 
By  G\m  HagBMJm 

During  the  past  year  several  articles  have  appeared 
in  the  Amtrieam  Maehiniat  relative  to  oil  systems  used 

in  manufacturing  plants.  Systems,  more  or  less  com- 
plete, were  described  and  the  effect  of  various  oils  in 

pure  and  impure  states  upon  machine  bearings  and  cut- 
ting tools  were  analyzed.  Nevertheless  there  is  one 

phaae  of  the  subject,  namely,  oil  aa  a  carrier  of  infec- 
tion, that  seems  to  have  been  mentioned  only  briefly  and 

dismissed  without  the  consideration  to  which  the  sub- 
ject is  entitled.  Industrial  medicine  reports  many  cases 

of  skin  infection  that  may  be  traced  directly  to  con- 
taminated oil.  As  a  means  of  protection  the  worker  has 

the  choice  of  painting  the  hands  with  iodine,  wearing 

gloves  or  quitting  the  Job,  all  of  which  imposes  need- 
less expense  and  inconvenience,  aaide  from  being  ob- 

jectionable. 
The  reporta  from  the  Peerleaa  Motor  Co.  and  others, 

page  127,  Vol.  67,  ahow  results  obtained  by  sterilization 
are  sofllcient  evidence  to  justify  the  conclusion  that  the 
oil  may  becona  infectious.  Moreover,  the  disappearance 
of  the  troublaa  of  those  affected,  after  the  oil  is  steril- 

ized, indicatea  the  proper  course  to  follow.  The  fore- 
going conclusions  may  be  veriltod  by  any  one  in  daily 

contact  with  tainted  oil  by  changing  to  a  no-oil  job  for 
a  time.  It  ia  thon  possible  to  obaerve  the  effect  of  the 
contagion  fade  away  and  the  reappearance  of  the  trouble 
by  aifllply  returning  to  the  oil  job.  Sterilization  attacks 
the  problem  at  ita  root  and  oil  systems  that  do  not  in- 

clude thto  precaas  should  be  regarded  aa  hardly  in  step 
with  nnodem  sanitary  engineering  practice. 
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Design  of  Cutting  and  Shaping  Dies  Begun — Principles  of  Blanking  Dies — 

Points  of  Design — Construction  of  Dies  and  Punches 

L 

SHEET  metal  is  cut,  pressed  and  formed  into  innu- 
merable shapes  by  means  of  dies  of  various  kinds. 

There  are  two  general  classes  of  dies,  those  which 
cut  and  those  which  shape.  Cutting  dies  are  used  to 

punch  or  cut  out  sheet-metal  blanks  of  the  required  form 
from  a  piece  of  stock  fed  through  the  punch  press.  The 
shaping  dies  are  used  to  produce  forms  which  require 
the  material  to  be  bent,  twisted  or  drawn  out  so  that  it 
is  changed  from  its  original  flat  shape.  Combinations 
of  cutting  and  shaping  dies  are  often  made  in  which  the 
blank  is  first  cut  out  to  the  required  outline  and  then 
shaped  to  the  form  desired. 

These  two  classes  of  dies  are  sub-divided  into  several 
distinct  types  which  we  shall  treat  separately  to  avoid 
c-onfusion. 

Dies  for  sheet  metal  are  used  on  punch  presses  of 
various  kinds,  the  punches  and  dies  being  held,  respec- 

tively, in  the  ram  and  on  the  bolster  of  the  press. 
Suitable  provision  for  locating  is  made,  so  that  align- 

ment of  punch  and  die  can  be  accomplished  without 
great  difficulty.  Fig.  440  shows  a  capacity  diagram  for 
a  punch  press  of  standard  make.  The  various  dimen- 

sions on  bolster  and  ram  are  given,  together  with  ma- 
chine capacities,  in  order  that  the  designer  may  be  able 

to  determine  whether  or  not  the  work  which  he  has  in 
mind  can  be  used  on  a  given  machine. 

Use  op  Capacity  Diagram 

The  bolster  shown  at  B  is  an  integral  part  of  the 
punch  press  itself.  The  bolster  plate  A  is  fastened  to 
the  bolster,  and  on  it  a  die-holder  is  suitably  mounted. 
The  bolster  plate  is  sufficiently  thick  so  that  die-holders 
of  various  sizes  can  be  fastened  to  it  in  a  substantial 

way.  It  would  be  possible  to  fasten  the  die-holder 
directly  to  the  bolster;  but  this  is  not  commonly  done 
because  a  change  may  be  necessary  from  time  to  time 
and  a  great  number  of  holes  might  eventually  be  drilled 
in  the  bolster,  which  would  be  a  disadvantage. 

The  punch  may  be  held  directly  in  the  ram  C,  or  it 
may  be  secured  in  a  punch-holder  which  fastens  on  the 
ram.  The  shank  of  the  punch-holder  can  be  slipped  into 
the  hole  E,  clamped  by  means  of  the  block  D  and  pre- 

vented from  turning  out  of  its  correct  position  by  a 

For  the  authors'  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

setscrew  in  the  hole  F.  The  practice  varies  somewhat 
on  these  matters  in  different  factories  throughout  the country. 

The  designer  should  be  provided  with  capacity  dia- 
grams of  all  punch  presses  which  are  to  be  used  on  the 

work,  and  should  design  his  dies  in  accordance  there- 
with. It  is  generally  advisable  to  select  a  press  of  a 

capacity  somewhat  greater  than  the  work  for  which  it 
is  to  be  used,  as  it  is  much  better  to  put  work  on  a 
machine  of  ample  size. 

Principles  of  Blanking  Dies 

All  dies  which  cut  the  metal  to  a  specified  form  from 
the  flat  piece  are  called  blanking  dies,  although  there 
are  several  varieties  of  them  and  they  are  combined 
with  other,  dies  in  many  cases.  In  order  to  bring  out 
the  principles  on  which  this  kind  of  work  is  based,  we 
shall  discuss  the  matter,  giving  very  elementary  dia- 

grams in  order  to  make  the  different  points  as  clear  as 
possible.  The  material  from  which  the  work  is  made 
usually  comes  in  a  strip  or  sheet,  but  occasionally  in  a 
roll.  Thin  and  narrow  work  is  most  frequently  handled 
in  a  roll,  using  either  hand  or  automatic  feed.  The 
material  is  passed  across  the  face  of  the  die  and  under 
the  punch  so  that  when  the  press  operates,  the  punch 
passes  down  through  the  metal  and  shears  the  stock, 
which  passes  into  the  die.  The  principle  of  blanking 
dies  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  441.  The  punch  shown  at  A 
is  held  in  the  ram  of  the  press,  while  the  die  B  is 
secured  in  the  die-holder  on  the  bolster  plate  of  the 
machine.  The  hole  C  corresponds  in  shape  to  the  punch, 
but  is  a  trifle  smaller.  This  variation  between  the 
punch  and  the  die  is  determined  by  the  thickness  of  the 
stock.  The  diagram  D  shows  a  punch  E  and  a  die  F. 
The  stock  or  work  is  indicated  at  G. 

In  order  to  make  clear  the  action  of  the  punch  in  con- 
nection with  the  work  and  the  die,  three  diagrams  are 

shown  at  H,  K  and  L.  In  the  first  of  these  the  punch 
M  is  just  coming  in  contact  with  the  work  N.  In  the 
diagram  K  the  punch  M  has  passed  partly  through  the 
work  N,  carrying  with  it  the  blank  0  as  shown.  In  the 
diagram  L  the  punch  M  has  passed  completely  through 
the  work  N  and  has  sheared  the  blank  0,  which  then 
passes  down  into  the  die.     The  diagrams  shown  here 
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ia  Tvry  sfanplt  fonn  in  order  to 
Mag  eat  Um  prtaciphi  utad  in  bUnkinc  dies. 

Bafora  attwUlm  tha  daaitB  of  bUnkinr  diaa.  the 
rtiftiMer  WMt  cooddtr  caraftaUy  various  mattan 

will  affact  tha  daaifn.   Ia  order  to  brinx  out  thaaa 
paiots  daariy.  they  ara  hare  ItemiaMl  briefly  «nd  will  be 

Arm  9rbmt,Zft»'mi  m n^,a*ii' 
Oittmna  fiv^  ttnttr  ̂   bmtkM' 

-.    iz'  A Untfcrvde  of  Ram 

9m.  «4«-CAPACITT  OtAORAM  FOR  A  FUNCH  PRCSS 

dealt  with  more  ■pecifirally  during  the  progreas  of  the 
•itide. 

(1)  Shape  of  Blank:  The  form  which  is  to  be 
blanked  affects  the  die  in  several  ways.  If  the  work  is 
plain  and  of  regular  outline  an  extremely  simple  layout 
■MDT  be  all  that  is  required.  If  the  work  is  irregular, 

tlHf*  oiajr  be  ■e%'eral  ways  of  positioning  it  in  the  die, 
aad  tlMt  oac  must  lie  used  in  which  there  will  be  as 
Uttla  waste  of  the  material  as  possible.  Work  which  is 

to  ba  blanked  and  pierced  requires  a  different  arrange- 
■Mat  from  that  which  is  only  to  be  blanked.  The  method 
of  larteff  out  the  form  of  the  blank  will  be  taken  up 

(2)  Thieknaaa  of  natAl:  The  deaign  of  dies  is 
aSaetad  bjr  the  thtckaaaa  of  the  material  from  which  the 

la  to  be  cot.  For  thin  work  and  soft  metal,  a 
shallow  die  of  light  construction  may  be 

For  thick  metal,  both  punches  and  dies  must 
ba  aMMfc  kaavier  in  order  that  they  will  stand  the  extra 
■tfalaa  faipoaad  upon  them.  The  clearance  between  the 
paach  and  the  die,  and  the  angular  relief  of  the  die  are 
alao  datanaiaod  fay  tha  thjckoaaa  of  the  meul. 

(t)  Qoaatlty  Raqeirad:  Tliia  is  an  imporUnt  point 
in  deaign.  aa  it  affects  the  entire  layout  and  general  con- 

of  ponchaa  aad  dies.  For  a  small  number  of 
I  die  can  ba  aiade  without  much  regard  to  the 
while  for  high  pradoction  work  the  regrinding 

•f  tlta  dk  and  kaoping  it  to  iSam  for  a  long  time  are  vary 
int  factors.  Thaaa  aiattars  should  always  be 

at  an  aarljr  stage  in  the  daaign.  For  a  vary 
■bar  of  piooaa,  the  die  may  ba  either  sectional 

ar  aaHd,  theae  poinU  being  dapandant  eoooidarably  upon 
Iha  Aape  of  tha  work  and  tha  dUBoolty  of  ounufacturc 

than  to  attempt  to  perform  a  piece  of  work  on  a  niHchine 
which  will  ba  too  light  for  the  job.  Machine  data  giv- 

ing capaeitiea  and  various  dimensions  which  affect  the 
daaign  of  diaa  should  be  conveniently  available  to  the 
tool  daaigner. 

(5)  Automatic  or  Hand  Feed :  The  work  may  U>  fed 
by  hand  or  automatical^',  accordiiiK  to  its 
nature.  If  work  is  to  be  made  from  "rib- 

bon" stock  an  automatic  feed  would  naturally 
be  used.  Other  automatic  methodH  of  feed- 

ing for  sheet  stock  can  also  be  provided,  and 
they  are  often  used  on  high  production  work. 
Naturally  these  matters  affect  the  design  of 
the  die  to  some  extent. 

(6)  Material  for  Dies:  The  kind  of  material 
from  which  dies  are  made  is  dependent  on  the  kind  of 
material  which  ia  to  be  blanked.  The  ultimate  produc- 

tion alao  has  an  effect  on  the  material  used  in  the  dies. 
As  a  general  thing,  the  die  is  harder  than  the  punch,  so 
that  in  case  of  an  accident  or  a  displacement  durintr  the 
process  of  manufacture  the  punch  will  be  injured  rather 
than  the  die.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  it  is  easier  to 
renew  the  punch  than  to  make  a  new  die. 

CoN8:RU(rnoN  or  Digs  and  Punches 

We  have  demonstrated  the  method  by  which  a  piece 
of  work  i.s  produced  in  a  die,  and  it  is  necessary  now 
to  take  up  a  number  of  points  in  connection  with  l)oth 
punches  and  dies.  When  the  blank  passes  through  a 
simple  blanking  die,  it  causes  a  certain  amount  of  wear 
on  the  shearing  edges  of  the  die.  After  a  while  this 
wear  causes  imperfect  work,  but  before  this  stage  is 
reached  it  may  be  necessary  to  grind  the  face  of  the  die 
and  probably  also  of  the  punch.  Provision  is  made  to 
take  care  of  this  regrinding  in  the  design  of  l>oth  the 

punch  and  die.  As  previously  mentioned,  it  is  custom- 
ary to  make  the  punch  softer  than  the  die,  as  it  is  much 

easier  to  replace  in  case  of  breakage  by  a  lack  of  align- 
ment or  from  other  causes. 

Dies  are  always  relieved  to  give  clearance  for  the 
blank  to  pass  through.  The  angle  varies  from  1  to  2 
deg.     Some  manufacturers  have  a  rule  for  a  clearance 

(4>  Machiaa  Used:  In  tha  MlKtion  of  a  punch 
for  a  giren  piece  of  work  tha  thickneas  of  the 

■MUl  aad  gvaeraJ  characteriatica  of  tha  work  to  ba  done 
■art  an  ba  eooaidtrad.  Tha  capacity  of  tha  machlna 
■■it  ba  saflkliiil  to  handle  the  work  to  good  advantage, 

K  is  battar  to  eaa  a  aiachine  aomewhat  too  large 

FIO.  441— PKINCICI.K  09  BLA.VKINO   UltCit 

of  i  deg.  for  stock  up  to  0.126  in.  thick,  and  i  deg.  for 
atock  thicker  than  0.125  in.  When  a  small  numlier  of 
piacaa  is  to  be  nuule  the  die  is  often  relieved  with  a 
greater  angle  than  this,  sometimes  as  much  as  4  to  % 
deg..  aa  it  ia  easy  to  make  in  this  way.    Common  prnc- 
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456 tice  has  established  a  more  or  less  flexible  rule  that  dies 
should  be  made  with  a  clearance  angle  from  1  to  li  deg. 

Two  methods  of  relieving  a  die  are  shown  in  Fig.  442 
at  A  and  B.  In  the  example  A  the  clearance  extends  to 

the  top  face  of  the  die,  there  being  no  "land."  When 
the  die  becomes  worn  the  upper  face  may  be  ground  off, 
and  although  this  changes  the  size  slightly  on  account 
of  the  angular  relief,  the  variation  in  the  blank  is  often 
not  sufficiently  great  to  cause  trouble.  There  are  some 
manufacturers  who  use  this  method  very  largely,  de- 

pending on  final  shaving  dies  to  retain  the  sizes.  Others 
use  a  die  made  like  the  example  B  in  which  the  portion 
C  has  no  relief,  the  remainder  being  relieved  to  an 

angle  as  shown.  A  land  from  A  to  i  in.  is  used,  depend- 

ing largely  on  the  material  and  the  diemaker's  practice. 
Dies  for  very  thin  metal  like  soft  brass  often  have  no 
land  at  all,  and  if  made  with  a  very  shallow  taper  they 
can  be  reground  a  number  of  times  without  altering 
their  size  sufficiently  to  cause  trouble. 

•     Clearance  Depends  on  Metal  Thickness 

In  fitting  the  punch  to  the  die  a  certain  amount  of 
clearance  is  necessary,  depending  on  the  thickness  of 
the  metal  which  is  to  be  blanked.  It  is  common  practice 
to  rough  out  the  punch  very  closely  to  the  size  which 
has  been  scribed  on  the  end  of  it  from  a  templet  pro- 

duced in  the  die.  After  this  has  been  done,  the  final 
size  is  produced  by  shearing  the  punch  directly  in  the 
die.  An  additional  amount  is  then  taken  off  the  punch 
to  provide  for  clearance.  In  the  example  D  a  punch  is 
shown  at  E  directly  above  the  die  and  ready  to  be 
sheared. 

It  is  not  customary  to  provide  the  punch  with  any 
back  clearance  or  relief,  although  there  may  be  cases 
where  it  might  be  made  like  the  example  shown  at  F. 
Generally  speaking,  no  relief  of  this  kind  shoud  be  made 
on  a  punch.  The  example  at  G  illustrates  the  clearance 
between  the  punch  and  die,  as  indicated  at  H.  This 
clearance  is  entirely  governed  by  the  thickness  of  the 
metal  in  the  blank  and  the  nature  of  the  material  which 
is  to  be  punched.  Soft  and  thin  materials  require  less 
clearance  than  do  harder  or  thicker  metals.  Tables 
which  specify  the  clearances  necessary  for  different 
qualities  of  materials  can  be  referred  to  as  a  guide  in 
proportioning  the  punch. 

In  order  to  make  sure  that  the  material  is  in  its 
proper  position  on  the  die,  one  or  more  guide  plates  are 
generally  used.    Stock  from  which  the  blanks  are  to  be 

.brinol  ■    c. 

Clearance 
angle 

B    _... Clearance 
angle 

I-"IG.  4  42 — CONSTRUCTION  OP  DIES  AND  PUNCHES,  SHOW- 
ING STRAIGHT  AND  TAPER  DESIGNS 

made  is  fed  through  the  press  either  by  hand  or  by 
automatic  feed.  It  may  be  in  a  sheet  or  in  ribbon  form, 
as  previously  mentioned.  In  order  to  illustrate  the 
methods  in  common  use,  .several  diagrams  are  shown  in 

Fig.  443.  In  the  example  A  the  die  is  shown  at  B  and 
the  punch  at  C.  The  guide  plate  D  is  at  the  rear  of  the 
die.  The  work  E  is  held  against  the  guide  plate  by  the 
operator,  and  after  each  stroke  of  the  press  it  is  fed 
along  the  required  distance  and  kept  in  position  against 

Guide  plafe  D 

Punch  ■■''  I 

Work 

FIG.   443— GUIDE  PLATES  USED  ON  BLANKING  DIES 

the  plate.    The  sectional  view  F  illustrates  these  points 
very  clearly. 

In  the  example  G  two  guide  plates  are  used  at  H  and 
K,  and  the  stock  is  fed  between  them  instead  of  being 
held  against  a  single  plate.  There  is  always  a  certain 
amount  of  clearance  necessary  between  the  guide  plates 
and  the  stock  when  two  plates  are  used.  The  examples 
shown  in  the  illustration  on  this  page  are  intended 
simply  to  bring  out  the  principle  used  in  guiding  the 
stock  through  the  press. 

Sources  of  Labor 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

If  it  is  desirable  to  know  where  one  can  buy 
asbestos,  or  phosphor  bronze,  sea  island  cotton  or  fire- 

proof cement,  it  is  equally  desirable  to  know  where  to 
apply  for  labor  in  each  of  the  various  classes  usually 
employed,  and  of  those  likely  to  be  employed  in  an 
emergency  or  in  a  lively  season.  Thus,  in  a  shipyard 

a  number  of  "huskies"  may  be  needed  for  only  a  few 
days,  at  a  launching.  Or  one  may  want  to  know  where 
to  get  a  steeplejack  or  a  flanger,  a  spot  riveter  or  a 
number  of  carpenters. 

The  name  of  each  applicant  for  a  position  of  any 
kind,  if  he  seems  at  all  adaptable,  should  be  entered 
on  a  card  with  a  statement  of  all  the  details  desirable 
in  connection  with  his  work,  and,  of  course,  with  his 
house  address  and  telephone  number,  if  he  has  one. 
These  cards  should  be  arranged  alphabetically  in  re- 

gard to  family  name.  A  duplicate  set  should  be  made 
by  occupation  and  should  contain  the  names  in  the 
first  set,  graded  according  to  the  supposed  technical 
value,  so  that  name  after  name  under  each  occupation 
can  be  found   in  the  first-named  list. 
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The  Men  and  Boys  in  Our  Shops 
Bt  a.  Lanbom 

of  the  p«g**  o'  American 
MaekuuMt,  I  wm  Mtwalljr  attraetod  bjr  th«  excellent 
cootribatiooa  in  voL  6<^  ptflW  4tt  and  443  of  American 

MtkiuMt  ao  "A  8iB«b  and  Practical  Apprenticeahip 
SyatWB."  aad  "AdtatadsknitiM  Mathoda."  Having  read 
thoaa  tvo  artidaa  witli  «ooridarabl«  interest,  I  aaked 
■QTwlf  aa  a  fonma  of  rnwIiWiahln  ajqiarieDca:  (a) 

"Wkat  ia  tlM  rii^  adMatioa  for  tha  ahop  man?" 
(b)  "Wkat  ara  tka  beat  incentivca  for  the  boys  to 
fayrawa  tiMMaahaaT**  I  am  givins  my  personal  views, 
and  aa  I  have  lived  ia  the  shops  aa  long  aa  moat  men 
(aoHW  ioftjr  yaara)  aa  fitter,  erector,  machinist  and 
feraaaa,  I  hepa  that  these  views  will  help  some  alons 
the  road  to  aweaaa. 

Thb  Right  Education  nm  the  Shot  Man 

It  is  waj  objact  to  diflTerpntiate  distinctly  between  the 
to  a  ahop  man  of  technics!  education,  on  the 

aod  a  lorical  and  practical  use  of  that  which 
aeqalrad  from  booka  and  experience,  on  the 

other  hand.  It  ia  aa  acknowladgad  conunonplace  that 
•B  bo  fonaaaa  and  nunagers.  It  is  at  the 

I  Miphatiealljr  true  that  every  man  wlio  has 
I  to  aaeol,  whathar  ha  ba  a  fitter,  erector,  turner, 
or  eoppaiamith.  poaaaaaaa  a  valuable  ally  if  he 
a  habit  of  acqairing  various  bits  of  knowledye 

bow  to  oaa  them, 

ia  BO  finality  in  this  profession  of  engineering. 
and  prograaaive,  yet  there  are 

facto  aad  fowdamantal  prineipiaa  oonneetad  with 

phaae  of  tha  mechanics'  art  which  are  unchange- 
Thaaa  phyaieal  fundamentals  are  valuable  assets 

for  tba  abop  man,  and  during  more  than  forty  years  in 
tbo  flhopa  aa  appiauUea,  fitter,  erector,  machinist  and 
ttnmmm,  I  bava  prevad  their  value. 

BBHVfTB  or  Home  STumr 

Tbara  ia  not  a  daaa  of  tha  artisans  mentioned  who 
woald  not  ba  diroelly  biaflttsd  by  a  home  study  of 
taehnlcal  Itnowiadca.  aeeooipantad  by  ita  practical  appli- 

cation to  tlia  woric  dona  in  shops.  How  many  erectors 
of  aagiaaa,  boUara  aad  beating  systems  Icnow  anything 
about  tba  laafhanical  aqtiivalant  of  heat,  latent  heat 
of  atoan,  eoavactioo.  point  of  saturation,  rdative  vol- 

t?  And  would  not  tba  arector  of 
baaait  from  a  familiarity  with  the 

of  pnaamitics,  hydro-atatics  and 
bydraollea?    Al  of  tbaaa  ara  intareating  and  abaorbing 

worli  ia  to  talw  eliarge  of  the 
of  wood  drying  planto  aod  blaat  production 

would  find  tbair  worit  dooUy  aaay.  if  it  were  supported 
by  tba  eooidMea  arialng  from  a  Imowladge  of  the  laws 
of  tba  airbaaga  of  liaat 

Tbaa  eooM  down  to  tlia  aiwpa.    TIm  fittor  and  liner-off 
la  a  isfsa  worfca  ia  ia  a  poaition  to  aialM  or  to  mar 

of  any  machine  aliop  with  wUch  ha  may  be 
Unlsaa   ba   paaaaaaaa   a   worlcable 

wttb  geaaaatry,  angular  measurements  and 
r.  Ua  work,  baaida  taldiw  far  too  long  and 

of  ̂ aaatioaabla  aeearaey,  ia  oaoally  a  bordaa  to 
A  kaowladga  of  tbaaa  tbiaga.  avaa  of  aa  aia- 
aatare.  makaa  bia  job  aaaiar  aad  bia  work  laaa 
and  fully  depaadabla. 

Ia  m9  axperienca  aa  forsoua,  I  have  found  that  an 

apprentice  who  has  acquired  the  linowledge  referred  to 
ia  more  to  be  depended  on  for  a  difficult  lining-out  job 
than  nine  out  of  ten  of  the  ordinary  fitters  around  the 
ahop.  I  have  ooeasionally  taken  bright  boys  off  the 
lathe,  and  they  have  been  able  to  do  a  job  of  lining-off 
in  about  tha  time  it  would  take  the  average  shop  man 

to  get  started.  Shop  managers  quickl)'  recognize  the 
man  who  thinka  mathemutically,  and  wc  see  the  result 
in  accurate  work,  saving  of  time,  and  lessened  burden 
on  the  busy  foreman. 

To  the  coppersmith  who  has  to  take  notes  on  out- 
side work,  a  knowledge  of  drawing  is  of  the  greatest 

value.  A  case  came  under  my  personal  notice  a  short 
time  ago  of  a  copperHmith  who  had  been  sent  from 
Shi|riiama  of  Hull  to  take  particulars  for  a  set  of  piping 
for  a  steamship.  He  came  provided  with  a  bundle  of 
i-in.  diameter  mild  steel  rods,  with  the  aid  of  which 
a  aquared-paper  sketch  book  and  a  rough  protractor, 
he  took  notes  and  made  rod  templets  for  every  pipe 
required,  all  in  one  day.  When  finiahed  the  templets 
were  bundled  together  and  sent  to  the  works  by  train. 
I  superintended  the  erection  of  those  pipes,  which 
varied  from  I  in.  to  10  in.  in  diameter,  and  only  one 
flange  had  to  be  reset.  This  man  was  a  self-taught 
geometrician,  as  well  as  a  practical  and  exceedingly 
expert  coppersmith. 

Value  or  Technical  KNOWLEMa  j 

As  to  the  value  of  technical  acquirements  to  the  shop- 
plator.  the  boilermaker  and  the  sheet-iron  worker,  there 
can  be  no  quention.    To  attempt  to  do  such  work  without       J 

technical  knowledge  is  drudgery.     I  have  employed  men       " 
without  such  knowledge  and  have  paid  dearly  for  it. 

One  may  see  the  burly  plater  who  bungles  through 
a  job  of  a  repair  to  the  hull  of  a  damaged  ship  and 

who  succeeds  with  a  process  of  "trial-and-error"  and 
a  lot  of  hand  work  in  getting  new  plates  to  fit  in 
the  place  of  the  damaged  ones,  but,  at  what  a  cost. 
I  have  given  similar  work  out  to  young  fellows  skilled 
in  the  science  which  underlies  good  plating,  and  it 
mattered  not  whether  the  plates  were  plain  or  of  awk- 

ward form,  whether  for  shear,  garboard  or  keel-strake. 
midship,  counter  or  stem  plates.  They  would  take 
dimensions,  make  a  few  bar  templets,  sketch  out  the 
Job,  bend  and  drill  the  plates  and  deem  it  a  disgrace 
to  put  one  up  in  ita  place  more  than  once  for  trial. 

Brain  Work  in  Boiueb  Repairing 

Another  man.  a  boilermaker  and  worthy  of  the  name, 
was  in  charge  of  the  replacement  of  the  bottom  half  of 
each  of  a  battory  of  Lancashire  boilers.  He  waa  so  sure 
of  his  methods  that  he  visited  the  boilers  only  once  to 
take  maasuremanto  and  returned  to  the  works.  He 
rolled  and  scarfed  each  and  every  plate  to  sketch,  and 
drilled  every  hole  before  leaving  the  shop.  This  man 
had  made  a  technical  study  of  his  trade  aa  a  boilermaker, 
and  tha  reault  of  the  boiler  repair  waa  a  healthy  surprise 
to  the  board-of -trade  Inspector  aa  wdl  as  to  myself. 

All  of  these  simple  facto  go  to  prove  that  it  is  not 
altogether  wise  nor  desirable  to  cram  ourselves  with  a 
subject  of  what  is  generally  known  as  the  technical 
education  of  tba  acbools.  Howevar,  we  do  need  to  care- 

fully and  diacreatly  malce  the  very  best  use  of  the  time 

at  our  diapoaal  in  acquiring  just  as  much  of  a  particu- 
lar aeianca  aa  is  calculated  to  be  of  the  greatest  service 

in  tha  work  we  hava  choaen. 
Tha  ultinuto  reault  of  such  a  course  would  be  that 

tha  majority  of  workmen  would  be  thoroughly  efficient 
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an and  would  be  able  to  do  more  work,  and  with  less 
physical  effort.  Greater  production  at  less  cost  would 
result  and  higher  wages  could  well  be  paid. 

Trade  unions  would  not  need  to  usurp  managerial 
functions  and  would  need  only  to  fulfill  their  legitimate 

functions  of  looking  after  their  members'  best  inter- 
ests by  co-operating  with  the  employers  for  mutual 

benefit.  This  condition  would  lead  to  exclusion,  as  far 
as  possible,  of  other  than  competent  workmen  for  the 
highest  rates  of  pay,  and  a  distinct  grading  of  others 
not  so  competent. 

The  foregoing  are  some  of  the  beneficent  results 
which  would  accure  from  a  whole-hearted  effort  toward 
a  higher  status  for  the  worker.  The  general  effect 
would  lead  to  a  substantial  elevation  of  the  national 
character  and  secure  the  much  desired  benefit  of  a 
greater  share  of  international  trade. 

"  Service"  in  a  Machine  Tool  Plant 
Western  Correspondence 

Someone  has  said  that  this  is  an  age  of  service.  How- 
ever true  that  may  be,  the  Gardner  Machine  Co.,  Beloit, 

Wis.,  is  one  firm  that  has  applied  the  idea  in  a  practical 
way  by  creating  a  service  department  where  any  cus- 

tomer, or  prospective  customer,  can  see  his  work  in 
process  of  grinding  before  he  purchases  a  machine. 
It  also  gives  him  an  opportunity  to  see  what  the  finish 
will  be,  and  gives  him  definite  knowledge  as  to  the 
amount  of  production  obtainable. 

The  service  department,  shown  in  Fig.  1,  contains 
one  machine  of  each  type  built  by  the  Gardner  company,, 
and  upon  these  machines  they  grind,  without  charge  or 
obligation,  sample  parts  submitted  by  any  prospective 
customer  or  present  user  who  is  having  trouble  in  ob- 

taining the  desired  quality  or  quantity.  It  is  only 
incumbent  upon  the  client  to  send  enough  parts  so  that 
a  fair  estimate  can  be  made  of  the  time  required  for  the 
operation. 

The  service  department  is  in  charge  of  an  expert 
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FIG.    2— REPORT    OF    GRINDING   DEMONSTRATION 

demonstrator  who  designs  whatever  is  necessary  in  the 
way  of  a  fixture  for  holding  the  work,  and  when  the 
report  on  the  demonstration  is  made,  all  the  necessary 
instructions  for  the  manufacture  of  a  similar  fixture 
are  included.  If  the  client  wishes,  a  sketch  of  the 
fixture  is  also  submitted  for  his  use.  This  has  been  a 
popular  addition  to  the  service. 

The  report,  a  replica  of  which  is  shown  in  Fig.  2, 
is  returned  to  the  client 
with  his  finished  samples. 
As  can  be  seen,  both  the 
actual  production  and  the 
estimated  production  are 
given  in  the  report,  and  this 
estimate  is  guaranteed.  Rec- 

ommendations as  to  the 

method  of  holding  the  work, 
the  amount  of  stock  to  be 

allowed  for  finish,  or  any- 
thing else  that  would  tend  to 

help  in  increasing  the  amount 

of  production  are  also  in- 
cluded in  the  report. 

The  Gardner  Machine  Co. 

takes  great  pride  in  this 

large,  well-equipped  and  effi- 
ciently -  conducted  depart- 

ment, and  feels  that  it  is  in 
keeping  with  the  spirit  of 
the  times.  That  it  pays 
actual  dividends  has  long 
since  been  satisfactorily 
proved,  and  the  company 

would  not  under  any  circum- 
stances consider  abolishing  it. 
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Three-in-One  Surface  (lage 
By  b.  R.  Wickes 

Tlw  iOHlnUlMi  akawa  a  »urf«r«  rage  d<'Mi^ed  by  the 
writar,  tkat  ka*  aa  adrantaa*  over  the  common  form 
«f  >M*  tqr  raaaoo  of  tha  three  acribera,  or  locating 

widdl  auijr   be  adjoatad   independently   or    in 
aadaairad. 

Tha  baaa  ia  nada  ia  two  parta.  one  of  which  is  adjiut- 
ahle  t0  aad  from  tba  mala  baaa  by  means  of  a  screw 
aad  fraduatcd  dial.  Proriaion  is  made  also  for  clamp- 
Iqc  a  standard  2-in.  acala  ia  a  alot  in  the  base  ao  that 
the  moveasent  may  be  read  directly  from  the  gradua- 

T«o  hardMad  ataal  roda  driven  in  the  main  baaa 
tha  alidlav  awmhar.  the  range  or  adjustment  of 

wkkh  ia  i  iach. 
Sis  hardened  posh  pina.  four  in  the  main  base  and 

two  ia  tka  sliding  member,  enable  the  tool  to  be  used  to 

y 

MULTt-rvRPoaa  aimrAca  oaob 

  a  setting  parallel  to  a  given   surface,  as  tha 
fmat  of  a  milling  machine  table  or  the  sloU  in  a  planer 

Tha  two  aula  apiodlaa  are  awatad  upon  a  rocker 
ta  tka  liaaa  that  la  adjaalabla  bgr  aiaans  of  a  finely 
pitekid  kaartad  liaad  aeraar,  woridag  against  the  tension 
of  a  eofl  apriag.  Each  seribar  ia  ao  mounted  upon  iU 

piadla  aa  to  ba  eapabia  of  independent 
Tha  bant  seribar  is  to  ba  aaad  for  scribing 

IhMa  paraUai  aad  doaa  to  tka  baaa  open  which  the 
ia  raatlag.  It  ia  adjaatad  br  taming  and  is 

in  poaitlon  when  the  adjustment  ia  obtained  by 
of  a  ksttftad  head  aatacraw. 

of  tha  laaia  apiadlaa  are  so  made 
that  aa  addttioaal  aeribar  aaqr  ba  daaipad  ia  aach  for 
tiM  parpoaa  of  loeaUag  eaaters  or  aorfaeaa  when  a 

of  piaeaa  of  work  are  to  ba  lined  op  for  planing 
I  enabling  the  operator  to  do  all  tha  loeat- 

with  eae  tool  at  one  setting  aad  do  away  with  tha 
for  the  uae  of  several  oUmt  gagaa  or  tha 
of  a  single  gage  for  each 

Method  of  HoldinK  the  Handle  in  a  Hammer 
By  Charlbb  Kaufman  n 

The  Ammran  UtuXinitt  has  recently  illustrated  sev- 
eral ways  to  wedge  a  hammer  handle  so  that  the  head 

will  not  come  otf.  All  these  wnyn  require  the  making 
or  hunting  up  of  something  that  is  not  usually  at  hand. 

Washers  and  wire  nails  should  certainly  be  easy  to 

1 
ANOTIIEK  WAY  TO  HOI.P  A  HANULB  IN  A  HAMMICK 

find  in  any  shop  and  one  of  each  is  all  that  is  needed 
to  hold  these  two  parts  together  under  any  sort  of  use 
or  abuse.  As  shown  in  the  sketch,  drive  a  washer  edge- 

wise into  the  split  end  of  the  handle.  Then  take  a 
wire  nail,  make  a  slight  kink  on  the  end  so  that  it  will 
not  go  straight,  and  then  drive  it  cornerwise  into  the 
handle  sn  that  it  will  go  through  the  washer  and  fetch 
up  against  the  wall  of  the  hole  in  the  hammer  head. 

This  will  bend  a  sort  of  hook  on  the  nail  that  will 
defy  any  reasonable  tendency  to  work  loose. 

What  Is  the  Best  Way  to  Show  Sections 
Through  Ribs — Discussion 

By  Martin  H.  Ball 

Having  read  with  much  interest  the  article  on  this 
subject  by  Aloynius  Wilks  on  page  787,  Vol.  56  of 
Amtriuin  Maekiniitt,  it  seems  to  the  writer  that  it  is 
feaaiMe  to  show  the  shelf  bracket  theoretically  correct 
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t*(ti*n  X-X  l-*X 
MKTHOO  or  BBCnOM.NU   Kill  ON   HIIKL.P  HItACKKT 

and  still  be  practical  by  showing  a  section  of  the  bracket 
at  one  side  of  ita  center  on  line  XX,  as  indicated  on 
tha  accompanying  drawing,  and  by  this  slight  change 

Itaep  the  draftsman's  work  down  to  the  minimum. 
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An  Adjustable  Open-End  Wrench 
By  R.  W.  Beckman 

The  quick-acting,  adjustable,  open-end  whench  shown 
in  the  accompanying  illustration  was  designed  by  the 
writer  primarily  for  use  around  the  milling  machine, 
but  it  soon  demonstrated  its  adaptability  and  handiness 

to  such  an  extent  that  it  is  now  in  general  use  through- 
out the  shop. 

In  general  shape  and  appearance  it  is  not  unlike 
many  adjustable  wrenches  now  on  the  market.  Its  ad- 

vantage lies  in  the  absence  of  screws  or  other  adjusting 
mechanism  that  will  inevitably  work  out  of  adjustment 
and  cause  endless  annoyance. 

The  sliding  jaw  is  made  a  nice,  easy  fit  for  the 
square  hole  that  extends  through  the  fixed  jaw.  As 
may  be  seen  in  the  detail  sketch,  the  bar  of  the  sliding 
jaw  is  beveled  to  an  angle  and  cut  with  suitable  ratchet 

teeth.  A  "trigger,"  or  latch,  set  into  an  opening  made 
in  the  solid  part  of  the  tool,  engages  these  teeth  and 
holds  the  sliding  jaw  in  whatever  position  it  may 
be  set. 

A  coil  spring  under  the  free  end  of  the  trigger  holds 
the  ratchet  teeth  in  engagement.  To  use  the  wrench 

the  operator's  thumb  is  pressed  upon  the  end  of  the 
trigger,  releasing  the  sliding  jaw  which  is  then  opened 

ADJUSTABLE  OPEN-END  WRENCH 

to  its  full  extent.  Setting  the  wrench  upon  the  nut  to 
be  turned,  with  the  fixed  jaw  against  one  of  the  flats, 
the  sliding  jaw  is  pressed  forward  into  contact  with  the 
opposite  flat  where  it  will  be  held  by  the  ratchet  teeth. 

Within  its  capacity  the  wrench  is  a  very  handy  tool; 
almost  instantaneous  in  adjusting  and  gripping  any 
nut,  bolt  head,  or  rod  that  has  two  opposite  parallel 
flats.  Like  all  other  tools,  it  can  be  abused,  and  should 

be  handled  with  intelligent  consideration  of  its  limita- 
tions. 

The  Advantage  of  Triangular  Rings 
for  Sling  Chains 
By  J.  T.  TowLSON 

London,  England 

In  any  erecting  or  other  shop  where  heavy  loads  are 
handled  by  means  of  cranes  or  chain  blocks,  it  is  often 
necessary  to  transfer  a  load  from  one  crane  or  block  to 
another  without  lowering  it. 

When  the  sling  chain,  of  the  double  hook  type,  for 
example,  has  a  coupling  ring  of  oval  shape,  it  is  a  difii- 
cult  matter  to  make  the  transfer  safely  because  of  the 

fact  that  one  hook  crowds  or  binds  the  other  so  that 
neither  can  be  released  easily.    The  round  ring  is  some 
better  in  this  respect,  but  is  not  so  good  as  it  should  be. 

For  this  reason  I  prefer  the  triangular  shape  of  ring. 
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ROUND,  OVAL  AND  TRIANGULAR  RINGS 

FOR  SLING  CHAINS 

With  such  a  ring  there  can  be  no  crowding  of  hooks, 
and  there  is  always  an  inviting  comer  of  the  triangle 
in  which  to  hang  the  second  hook, 
costs  of  service  of  a  utility  operating  its  own  generating 

Tap  Drill  Size  Chart  for  Toolcrib 
By  R.  L.  Anderson 

A  device  for  displaying  the  size,  pitch  and  diam- 
eter of  drill  for  any  standard  size  of  tap,  that  elimi- 

nates the  possibility  of  error  on  the  part  of  unskilled 
men  who  may  use  it,  is  shown  in  the  accompanying 
illustration. 

The  chart  should  first  be  prepared  by  typewriting 
the  several  notations  in  their  respective  places  on  a 

sheet  of  heavy  paper  and  gluing  the  paper  to  the  cir- 

CHART  FOR  TAP  AND  DRILL  SIZES 

cymference  of  a  wooden  roller  of  suitable  size.  The 
rest  of  the  device  may  be  made  of  tin  or  galvanized 
iron.  A  strip  of  glass  let  into  the  top  of  the  casing 
adds  to  the  permanence  of  the  figures. 

The  device  can  be  fastened  near  the  window  of  the 
toolroom  so  that  when  taps  or  drills  are  required  the 
workman  has  but  to  turn  the  knob  until  the  desired  nom- 

inal size  of  tap  appears  in  the  opening,  when  the  rest 
of  the  figures  may  be  seen  in  their  proper  places. 
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POMTION no.  I— CUTTBR  POSITION 
CHATTCR  BUMWATKD 

T*»  job  was  doat  on  a  vertical  milling  machine  and 
a  14-ia.  cad  arfll  waa  uaed  aa  in  Fig.  1.  It  took  me 

time  before  I  taaibied  to  the  fact  that  the 
at  right  angles  to  the  work  and  bent  the 

tkia  web:  bat  oocc  I  raaliaad  thia,  it  did  not  take  me 
loog  to  chaava  tte  catter  to  the  poaition  shown  in  Fig. 
2-  My  troaUs  disappeared  at  once  and  I  got  a  aquare 
job  wttli  oas  cat. 

CmBM  for  Brown  &  Sharpc  Automatic 
Screw  Machines 

By  SitruKH  McEvoT 

la  the  design  of  cama,  such  a«  are  uaed  on 
Browa  A  Sharps  automatic  acrew  machines,  it  is  the 
praetin  of  sobm  ilisignsri  to  lay  them  out  on  what  ia 
koowa  as  a  two  ta  oos  larout  That  is.  for  one  cycle 
of  the  caai  two  ssts  of  lobes  are  laid  out  and,  with  two 
ae<a  af  tools  ia  ths  torral,  two  parte  will  be  produced 
for  saeh  ceaiplsto  rtvoiatioo  of  the  cam  shaft  The 
idea  of  this  la  that  II  is  sappussd  to  prodoce  more  work. 
bat  In  rvAlity  it  eaasas  a  dscpesse  in  the  production. 
there  being  ae  provision  for  bringing  the  turret  slide 
to  a  poaitive  stop.  Therefore,  the  accuracy  of  the 
IsagtlM  turoed.  drilled,  eic^  must  depend  on  the  ac- 
caraty  of  the  bbsa  on  the  cam. 

the  werb  la  oeC  of  accurate  dimension,  the 
is  pasaaUe.    Bat  where  the  tolerance  ia 

is  tmr  froai  being  ideal.    Even  aa  to 
it  win  be  foand  that,  by  flguring  for 

aay  piece  which  takaa  more  than  three 
be  done  aa  fast  thsorstically  and  faster 

b|r  tbsstaapls  ass  of  ths  eerrset  gears  nooes- 
«r  sseoads  to  coaipMa  the  part. 

The  fastest  gear  furnished  with  the  machine  is  three 
iteconds  and.  if  a  piece  can  be  made  in  leas  than  that 
time,  the  two  to  one  method  is  all  right  The  onl.v 
parts,  however,  which  can  generally  be  made  in  that 
time  are  small  pins. 

My  methods  for  layinir  out  cama  for  Bii>wn  & 
Sharpe  automatic  screw  machines  is  to  adhere  strictly  to 
the  aingle  layout  requiring  a  simple  set  of  cama  for 
the  toolmaker  to  make.  This  cuta  down  tool  labor 
expense  and  makes  a  simple  job  for  the  operator  to 
aet  up  and  keep  going. 

Another  phase  to  be  considered  is  wear  on  the 
machine  and  on  jobs  which  call  for  three  or  less  turret 
tools,  1  place  an  extra  set  of  tools  in  the  turret.  I  also 
remove  three  of  tl»e  trip  dogs  for  revolving  the  turret 
consequently  making  one  complete  revolution  of  the 
turret  to  produce  two  piirt«.  This  method  is.  of  course, 
only  of  advantage  on  fairly  long  run  jobs  but  I  am 
not  claiming  that  I  produce  more  parts  per  unit  of 
tiaia.  I  do  save  the  wear  on  the  machine  by  eliminating 
idle  movements.  When  the  work  is  such  that  only 
two  tools  are  used,  another  dog  can  be  taken  off,  leav- 

ing only  two  on  the  carrier  and  placing  three  aets  of 
tools  in  the  turret.  This  is  done  only  on  scale  dimension 
work. 

It  is  extremely  hard  to  convince  anyone  who  has  not 
operated  a  Brown  &  Sharpe  machine  of  the  fallacy  of 
the  two  to  one  layouts,  especially  if  he  be  an  executive 
responsible  for  production.  Unbiased  reanoning,  how- 

ever, will  soon  convince  the  most  skeptical  that  he  will 
learn  something  of  advantage  if  he  will  only  try  my method. 

Quick-Change  Method  of  Holding 
Reamers  in  Turret 
By  Chakles  a.  T.  Kerr 

The  aeoompanying  sketch  shows  a  method  of  holdinir 
shell  reamers  in  a  turret  lathe  or  screw  machine  when 
cliangea  of  size  have  to  be  made  frequently. 

The  bushing  A  is  made  to  fit  the  turret  hole  or  tool- 
holder.  The  block  if  is  a  float  fit  in  the  bushing, 
floating  on  the  convex  surface  of  the  crosspin  hole, 
which  is  tapered  from  both  sides  to  the  center,  thus 
allowing  movement  in  all  directions  to  part  B.  Parts 
A  and  B  remain  always  in  the  machine. 

QUICK-CHANOa  WIOAT  IIUI.I>BR  frOR  SHBLL  REAMfBRS 

Part  C  is  a  hardened  and  ground  reamer  shank 
threaded  to  flt  into  B  and  secured  by  the  lock  nutH. 
Por  various  sizes  of  shell  reamers  the  only  diffcrnncc 
in  the  outflt  is  the  size  of  the  tapered  shank. 

By  making  part  B  with  a  smooth  hole  instead  of  a 
thrssdsd  oas,  otlier  tools  than  shell  reamers  may  ha 
ossd  by  simply  making  the  shanks  interchangeable  and 
cross  pinning  them  into  part  B. 
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PROPOSED  TYPE   OF  DRIVE 

Keeping  a  Belt  Tight 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

Under  the  above  title  on  page  785,  Vol.  56,  of 

American  Machinist,  Mr.  Towlson  uses  the  word  "in- 
termediary" in  reference  to  an  unusual  type  of  auxiliary 

belt  pulley.  It  is  a  friction  pulley  between  driver  and 

driven,  designed  to  neutralize  the  gi*:ar"pressure  on bearings,  due  to  excessive  belt  tightness  in  turn  neces- 
sitated by  two  unfavorable  conditions:  Great  differ- 

ence in  pulley  diameters,  and  short  distance  between 
centers,  the  two  resulting  in  insufficient  arc  of  contact 

and  surface  of  con- 
tact on  the  smaller 

pulley.  This  is  a 
condition  practically 

inseparable  from  cir- 
cular-saw drive, 

where  the  necessity 

for  utilizing  practi- 
cally the  entire  saw 

disk  radius  down  to 
the  clamping  flanges,  makes  the  use  of  an  auxiliary 
of  some  sort  an  absolute  requirement. 

The  tightener  pulley  is  an  abomination,  straining  the 
belt  (or  the  lacings)  and  wearing  journals  and  bearings, 
also  consuming  power  in  excess  of  that  gained  in  trans- 

mitting force  by  its  use.  In  other  words,  it  is  both 
dynamically  and  mechanically  inefficient. 

Dynamo  and  motor  makers,  where  the  belt-driven  ma- 
chine is  practically  on  the  same  base  as  its  driving  or 

driven  mate,  replace  the  tightener  by  something  more 
convenient  but  also  more  inefficient — a  slide  and 
adjusting  screws  to  keep  the  belt  good  and  taut,  or  at 
any  rate,  taut. 

The  idler  pulley  is  an  improvement  over  the  tightener, 
as  an  intermediary,  increasing  as  it  does  both  the  arc 
and  surface  of  contact  on  the  small  pulley — if  put  in  the 
proper  place,  which  it  seldom  is — without  greatly  in- 

creasing the  belt  or  lacing  strain,  or  the  pressure  on 
journals  and  bearings. 

Mr.  Raworth's  intermediary  acts  in  a  two-fold  man- 
ner, to  counteract  excessive  journal  and  bearing  pres- 
sure and  to  act  as  a  friction  driving  pulley. 

Now  why  not  combine  the  two  systems,  the  idler  that 
puts  no  strain  on  the  bearings,  which  the  tightener 
does,  and  the  friction  pulley  between  the  driver  and 
driven  members?  As  the  belt  stretches,  which  will  be 
less  than  if  it  is  under  high  stress  (the  proper  name 
of  which  ia  strain),  it  can  be  taken  up,  or  an  idler 
proper  can  be  put  on  the  other  fold  (below  in  the 

sketch)  so  that  the  "intermediary's"  center  is  moved 
only  to  take  up  wear  of  journals  and  bearings  of  the 
members  proper  of  the  drive  couple. 

Two  Kinks  for  the  Toolmaker 
By  F.  B.  Shoemaker 

Dry  asbestos  wicking,  the  kind  sometimes  used  by 

plumbers  and  steam  fitters  for  packing  valve  stems  and 

similar  joints,  is  much  better  material  for  packing  small 
holes  in  intricate  dies  and  pieces  to  be  hardened  than 

is  fire  clay.  Containing  no  moisture,  it  will  not  "blow 
out"  in  quenching  and  it  is  more  easily  removed  from 
the  holes  after  it  has  served  its  purpose. 

Plunging  longitudinally  in  the  quenching  bath  and 
moving  around  while  cooling,  has  a  tendency  to  prevent 
the  warping  of  long  slender  pieces. 

Two  Ways  of  Making  a  Core 
By  p.  W.  Blake 

Referring  to  an  article  by  M.  E.  Duggan  under  the 
above  heading  which  appeared  on  page  233,  Vol.  57, 
of  American  Machinist,  the  core  shown  in  the  illustra- 

tion is  a  stop-cock  body  core  and  not  a  core  for  a  brass 
valve  body  as  stated.  Mr.  Duggan  doubts  if  there  are 

many  pattern  makers  sufficiently  well  informed  on  core- 
making  practice  to  give  a  positive  answer  to  the  ques- 

tion:  "Is  this  method  practicable  and  economical?" 
Any  patternmaker  trained  in  the  manufacture  of 

plumbers'  brass  goods  knows  that  the  practical  method 
is  to  use  core  dryers  on  the  smaller  sizes  because  the 
dryers  keep  the  cores  from  warping.  As  these  cores 
are  to  be  produced  in  large  quantities,  the  proper 
method  is  to  use  gang  cores  boxes  in  which  the  cores 
are  both  made  and  dried. 

Drilling  Trunnion  Holes  in  Wooden  Rollers 
By  Charles  G.  Spicer 

Having  occasion  to  drill  holes  in  the  ends  of  a  large 
number  of  wooden  rollers  for  the  purpose  of  driving 
in  steel  pins  to  act  as  trunnions,  and  as  the  rollers 
were  required  to  run  fairly  true  without  being  turned,  I 
devised  the  jig  here  shown  to  drill  them.  The  rollers 
were  about  a  foot  long  and  J  in.  in  diameter,  with  a 
i-in.  hole  in  each  end.  With  this  jig  I  was  able  to 
drill,  on  both  ends,  from  400  to  450  rollers  per  hour. 

I  took  an  iron  ring,  or  bushing,  of  a  considerable 
thickness  of  wall,  and  drilled  therein  three  radial  holes, 
using  two  sizes  of  drill  in  order  to  leave  a  shoulder  in 
each  hole  near  the  inner  wall  of  the  bushing.  To  these 
holes  I  fitted  shouldered  plungers  and  coil  springs  as 
shown  in  the  sketch. 

A  drill  bushing  of 
hardened  steel  in  the 
central  hole  of  the 

main  bushing  com- 
pleted the  device. 

The  hole  in  the  main 
bushing  fitted  closely 
but  not  tightly  over 
the  rollers  and  the 
tension  of  the  springs 
held  it  in  place. 

The  drill  was  held 
in   the    chuck   of   a 
small  drill  press  and 
a  cup  center  on  the 
table   of  the  drill 

press  served  to  lo- 
cate and  center  the 

lower  ends  of  the 
rollers. 

Over   the    outside 
of  the  bushing,  after 
the  plungers  and 
their    springs    were 
assembled,  I  drove  a 
thinner    steel    shell 
having    three    holes 
to  correspond  to  the  small  ends  of  the  plungers.    This 
shell  thus  acted  as  a  backstop  or  retaining  ring  to  keep 
the  springs  in  their  cells.    The  outer  shell  was  fastened 
in  place  on  the  main  bushing  by  means  of  screws. 

JIG  FOR  DRILLING  END  HOLES 
IN  ROLLERS 
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GrtndiBf  UaNvnal  Joint  Balb 
Bt  HsmtY  M.  Claby 

BaTtac  SB  ordtr  to  maitt  up  •  lot  of  univcml  Joint 
halli.  to  b*  MMidt  of  rtMl.  IwrdviMd  and  groond  to  U 
la.  la  dtaoMter,  «•  wer«  ultimately  eoafrontad  with 
tka  proMi  of  crinding  the  radiua  on  the  balla.  Usins 
•a  oU  dtoplaU  for  the  baae  of  th«  ftxtura.  a  block 
«••  cat  to  tka  akapa  ■kowa  at  A  in  th4»  illuiitration. 

la  tka  bottom  to  rt^t-ivr  a  )-in. 

A  PiMPtji  RAnroa.<iRnfi>iNa  rix-rtiHR 

pia  wldck  alippad  into  a  hola  in  the  die-plate,  this  pin 
aa  a  awivaL 
tka  block  waa  bored  for  the  spindle,  whkh  held 

OB  eat  end  and  the  pulley  on  the  other  as 
Aa  adjoatinf  collar  in  the  end  of  the  block  next 

Om  ptMtf  aUowad  adjostment  of  the  spindle  for 
tkt  eoiTMt  diaawtfr  being  obtained  by  move- 

of  tka  table.  The  ball  was  held  on  the  end  of  the 
bjr  a  ant.  A  abort  bar.  threaded  on  the  end  and 

a  tapped  hole  in  the  side  of  the  block, 
aa  a  kandla  to  awing  the  block. 

Tka  ban  rarohrad  at  a  speed  of  S44  r.p.m.,  and  the 
griadiat  vkMl  apatd  was  IJOO  r.p.m.  Th«  diameter 
of  tka  kal  was  haM  within  0.002-in.  limita.  and  an 
avaraga  production  of  20  pieces  per  hour  was  obtained. 
nda  jek  araa  dona  at  the  Royal  Machine  Works.  Detroit. 
Middtaa. 

Labricanto  for  the  Shop 
Bt  H.  R.  Smith 

Altkoagh  much  has  bean  written  about  cutting  lubri- 
eaaia.  I  hava  aot  aotkad  aajr  nantion  of  the  lard-and- 
taipaatlns  nsixtara.  I  kava  usad  this  mixture  many 
yaats  with  satiafaetlon.  particularly  for  pipe  threading. 
Laid  oil  aa«M  m  higkly  aataantad  that  the  small  uaer 

kaa  dlileBltjr  ia  obtaining  it  pure  or  even 
H  at  al.  Bat  aayooa  caa  get  eonmion  lard 

tarpaatlaa  and  nix  tkan. 
This  ia  rKoaoaMdad  oaly  for  squirt-can  uae  and 

If  it  frsaaea  or  doga  tka  kaat  of  a  match  will  thaw  ii. 
If  aat  aaida  In  corfead  bottlaa  In  a  warm  place,  and  at- 
fciaad  to  stand  for  aoow  tima.  a  clear  fluid  rises  which 
ia  Isas  affactad  h$  cold  than  the  ck>udy  precipiUte. 
Tka  latter  often  aaads  to  be  wannad  to  nialte  it  flow. 

SooM  years  ago  I  read  in  the  Ameriean  HackiwUt 
of  tka  asa  of  basawaa  as  a  latka  center  lubricant.  Har> 
klf  taUk  ia  a  iwMBkar  of  otkar  Isbricanta,  such  as  flaka 
gfaiMla,  aOiBt  pMto  aad  awbitoll  B.  I  tried  to  mafca 

ap  a  skotgira  presrriptloa  aa  a  "cure  all."     I  mixed 

these  four  ingredients  in  about  equal  amounts  (melted 
tka  baaawax  and  added  the  others)  making  a  black 
graaae  which  is  very  effect  ive  for  I  have  never  had  » 
eanter  damaged  while  using  it. 

For  the  most  severe  work,  if  an  oil  be  preferred, 
where  effaetlvnaaaa  is  more  important  than  cost  (aa  for 
insUnoe  to  feed  through  a  hollow  lathe-center).  I  would 
suggest  oiiiBifp^site  with  enough  mobiloil  B  to  make 
it  liquid.  The  graphite  in  oildag  is  flne  enough  to  paaa 
through  a  filter,  so  there  is  no  danger  of  it  clogging 
any  paasagaa.  Oildag  paato  is  the  concentrated  form 
intended  to  be  mixed  with  a  large  amount  of  oil,  but  of 
course  is  as  harmleaa  aa  any  other  graphito  in  any 

proportion. 

Knurling  Shafts  in  a  Punch  Press 
By  Frank  C.  Hin)60N 

The  American  Radio  A  Research  Corporation.  Med- 
ford  Hills.  Mass..  uses  a  large  number  of  nmall  armature 
shafts  in  special  motorn.  Thene  shafta  are  knurled 
in  the  central  portion  u»  shown  in  the  illustration. 
Instead  of  knurling  them  in  a  lathe,  as  is  usual,  the 
device  shown  was  made  to  handle  the  work  in  a  punch 

press. The  die  is  tied  together  by  two  subittantiul  l>olt>«  to 
prevent  xpreading  when  the  punch  rolls  tho  shaft  down. 

I't'.VCII  AND  ma  FOB  KNUKMNU   HllAfcTH 

The  shaft  to  be  rolled  is  laid  on  the  inner  ends  of  the 
anna  A  and  B,  which  tip  down  and  release  the  shaft  as 
it  is  rolled  downward.  The  punch  carries  the  cor- 

rugated steel  block  at  C  and  there  is  a  corresponding 
block  in  the  die.  A  single  cycle  of  the  punch  rolls  the 
corrugations  in  the  shaft,  ao  that  the  production  is  very rapid.  ^ 

How  to  Obtain  Order 
By  Robekt  grimbhaw 

The  main  things  in  obtaining  order  are: 

(1)  An  orderly  mind 
(2)  The  ability  to  impress  on  others  the  necessity 

for  order 

(8)  A  working  force 
(a)  capable  of  receiving  that  impreHsion; 
(b)  willing  to  oo-operato  in  the  nerpssary  reg- 

ulations  to  keep  order. 
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Special  Screw  and  Washer  for 
Spring  Strippers 

By  Edward  H.  Tingley 

The  accompanying  sketch  shows  the  style  of  screw 
and  U-washer  that  is  being  used  on  all  dies  that  have 
spring  strippers  in  the  plant  of  the  Delco-Light  Co., 
Dayton,  Ohio.  The  trouble  which  was  ever  present  with 
the  usual  type  of  shoulder  screws  for  stripper  plates 
caused  this  company  to  study  the  problem  and  design 
this  special  screw  and  washer. 

The  size  of  the  screw  and  washer  vary  according  to 
the  size  and  strength  of  the  stripper  springs.  The  thick- 

ness of  the  washer  has  been  standardized  at  ie  in.  and 
the  width  of  the  recess  in  the  end  of  the  screw  is  not 
over  8^  in.  wider.  The  stripper  plate  is  counterbored 
3^  in.  larger  than  the  outside  diameter  of  the  washer. 

Section  of  Die 

HOLDIXG  SCREWS  IN  SPRING  STRIPPER 

In  assembling,  the  screws  are  screwed  into  the  strip- 
per plate  until  the  recess  shows  above  the  face  of  the 

stripper,  when  the  washer  is  slipped  into  place  and 
the  screws  are  backed  off  until  the  washer  is  clamped 
against  the  bottom  of  the  counterbore. 

It  has  been  found  in  practice  that  this  style  of  screw 
will  not  loosen,  where  the  shoulder  type  will  loosen  and 
cause  trouble.  This  style  of  screw  and  washer  has  been 
in  constant  use  in  many  dies  for  four  years  with  very 
satisfactory  results. 

Using  a  Multiple-Spindle  Drilling  Machine 
as  a  Station  Machine 
By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

An  extremely  interesting  and  unusual  use  of  the 
multiple-spindle  drilling  machine  on  structural  steel 
work  is  shown  herewith,  the  illustration  being  from  the 
shop  of  the  Brown  Hoisting  Machinery  Co.,  Cleveland, 
Ohio.  The  machine  is  fitted  with  a  revolving  and  index- 

ing table,  which  is  controlled  by  the  treadle  A,  in  front 
of  the  loading  station,  where  a  piece  of  work  is  shown 
in  place  at  B. 

The  work  in  this  case  is  a  sort  of  three-cornered 
brace,  shown  completed  at  C,  the  finished  piece  resting 
on  a  pile  of  blanks  which  have  been  sheared  to  the 
proper  shape.  The  work  is  clamped  by  the  two  side 
straps  shown  at  D,  against  the  front  angle  iron  E  which 
squares  it  in  position. 

The  drilling  spindles  are  divided  into  three  groups, 
the  first  operation  being  at  the  left.  A  large  drilling 
plate  or  fixture  F  fitted  with  suitable  bushings,  is  sup- 

ported above  the  work  by  the  arms  shown  at  G. 

USI.VG    A    MULTIPLE-SPINDLE    DRILLING    M.VCHINE    AS    A 
STATION  MACHINE 

The  first  group  of  drills  at  the  left  drill  eight  holes, 
omitting  only  the  center  hole  in  the  upper  corner.  It 
does  not  however,  drill  the  two  large  holes  to  size,  but 
makes  a  beginning  with  the  two  large  drills  at  the  outer 
edge.  The  next  station  drills  the  hole  in  the  upper 
comer  and  enlarges  the  holes  at  each  end.  The  last 
position  finishes  the  large  holes.  This  arrangement 
of  drills  divides  up  the  work  and  gives  a  completed  plate 
at  each  indexing  of  the  table. 

A  large  variety  of  guide  plates  or  drilling  fixtures 
enables  many  different  pieces  to  be  done  on  this  machine. 
The  plan  opens  up  possibilities  in  many  other  lines  and 
increases  what  has  usually  been  considered  as  the  field 
for  the  multiple-spindle  drilling  machine. 

The  Armstrong  Holder  as  a  Spring  Tool 
By  William  J.  Thirkettle 

The  writer  had  occasion  to  cut  a  slot  i  in.  wide  and 
g  in.  deep  by  8  in.  long  in  a  piece  of  steel,  and  had 
trouble  in  securing  the  smooth  finish  that  was  required 
at  the  bottom  of 
the  slot.  The 
work  was  done 

with  an  Arm- 
strong tool- 

holder,  used  in  a 
shaper.  As  the 
cut  approached 
the  bottom  of  the 

slot,  accompa- 
nied by  the  usual 

chatter,  I  con- 
ceived the  idea 

of  reversing  the 

holder  and  grind- 
ing the  tool  bit 

as  shown  in 
the  sketch.  This 

made  a  very  ex- 
cellent spring  tool,  as,  owing  to  the  angle  at  which  the 

cutting  edge  was  presented  to  the  work,  it  was  impos- 
sible for  it  to  dig  in,  and  a  very  satisfactory  finish 

resulted.  This  method  might  be  followed  in  similar 
cases,  as  it  provides  an  effective  remedy  for  a  trouble 
frequently  met. 

REVERSING    THE    ARMSTRONG    TOOL 
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Editorial 
The  Place  Where  Small  Tools  Should 

Not  Be  Made 

OLD  haUte  dk  baid.  W*  may  think  that  the  time  ia 

IMt  wImo  mmry  umn  nadc  hit  own  ahom,  built  hia 
own  lM«M  aad  nimd  his  own  food,  bat  every  to  often 

tlM  «U  hkbHs  crop  o«t  and  «•  try  to  bo  what  our  f  ore- 
10,000  yoara  aco:  aelf-aaaeient.  Many 

factarrrs  hava  faUad  baeauM  they  had  their  pride 

of  waatinc  to  maka  crarything  that  went  into  their 

prodoeC  Hhj  wantad  to  ahow  the  world  that  they 
wan  Mil  ontalaad.  Caaea  of  thia  kind  are  tragic  and 

fartnalilr*  tknr  •■•  aot  met  eveo'  day.    On  the  other 
I  of  thia  aalf-suflkiency 

laothaWe    And  yet,  in  the  aggrefate. 
tlMsr  are  of  eaoogh  importance  to  be  pointed  out  as  a 

of  thia  diiieaae  ia  the  making 
of  aaal  toak,  aitfcer  in  tiM  tool  room  or,  quite  often. 
ia  tka  iiiaiwifailiiilin  department  of  a  shop.  Perhaps 
with  tlie  exception  of  twist  drills,  every  small  tool  in 
tha  aiMp  ia  pooaoed  upon  bgr  the  amateur  and  appears 
M  •  koaaa  aada  product  wlwiiaTiir  there  is  any  excuse 
for  it  at  an. 
As  a  rale,  such  hone  made  tools  cost  more  than 

tkaaa  panhasiil     However,  that  is  not  the  worst  of  it 
Wa  Mifht  laC  the  man  have  the  pleasure  of  fondling 

baby.  a««B  if  it  coata  a  few  pennies,  bat  it  is 
a  taotoooa  alMit  that  the  homemade  product 

li  made  of  a  piaea  of  atoel  that  was  handy  even  if  it 
WM  aol  eatireiy  soitabla.    It  was  probably  not  made 

aa  ta  angles  and  not  proper^  hardened.    How> 
the  man  wito  made  It  is  not  going  to  let  his  pet 

so  he  favors  the  tool  and  slights  production. 
aa  many  phaaea  to  this  thing,  and  all  of  them 
that  it  would  take  aa  old-fashioned  sermon 

ia  three  main  parts  to  cover  them  all. 

We  think  we  save  a  penny,  bat  we  don't 
We  believe  we  have  a  good  tool,  but  we  haven't. 
Aad  we  forget  all  about  the  main  thing:  production. 

Uiinf  Diamond  Tools  for  Finiiihiiig  Bearing 
aecarate  production  of  holes  for  bearings  is 

eae  of  the  great  prabiaaia  in  the  buikllng  of  nu- 
It    haa    been    very    carefully    studied    by 
and  ahop  men  in  tJie  automotive  industries 
of  the  hand  work  of  former  years  has  been 

Tha  latest  devalopment  seems  to  be  in  the 
ose  of  diamond  catting  tools  for  the  final  finishing,  and 
some  very  ioteresting  resalta  have  been  secured  in  this 
way. 

The  article  on  tida  sabjeet  aisaarbere  in  this  issue 
the   ose  of  dJamaod   tools   which    is 

in  maagr  wajra.     Contiooed  aeearaey  which 
and  the  ose  of  a  single  tool  in  thou- 

af  kolas  withoot  rasharpening.  are  pointa  to  be 
by  balldars  of  any  kind  of  machin* 

who  are  Intarssted  in  quantity 
of  kigk-grade  work  shoald  study  this  article 

The  Spread  of  Mechanical  Skill 
ANEW  YORK  newspaper  quotes  a  Western  merchant 

to  the  effect  that  the  railroad  shop  strike  was 
broken  in  the  Central  West  by  the  sons  of  farmern. 

We  are  not  concerned  with  the  accuracy  of  the  state- 
ment but  we  see  in  it  an  indication  of  a  national  temi- 

ency  that  may  well  be  noted  by  the  machinery  industry. 
We  often  remark  casually  that  we  live  in  a  mechanical 

age,  although  we  usually  fail  to  connect  the  remit  rl< 
with  the  thought  that  we  are  becoming  a  race  of 
mechanica.  With  the  advent  of  the  automobile,  the 

tractor,  the  electric  farm-liirhting  plant  and  electrical 
and  mechanical  household  appliances,  i)eople  have  beon 
forced  to  take  a  greater  interest  in  mechanical  matters 
and.  involunUrily  perhaps,  to  become  more  or  less 
skilled  In  the  maintenance  of  mechanical  contrivances. 

What  will  be  the  meaning  of  our  increasing  familiar- 
ity with  things  mechanical?  Will  it  be  a  larger  appre- 

ciation of  good  machines  and  good  workmanHhip?  Will 
it  be  an  increasing  difficulty  in  the  marketing  of 
mechanical  makeshifts?  Will  it  be  the  relief  of  the 
community  from  the  fear  of  domination  by  organized 
labor  in  the  mechanical  field?  Will  it  prove  the  safe- 

guarding of  the  country  from  military  aggression  by 
reason  of  the  universal  knowledge  that,  as  a  country,  we 
are  prepared  to  Jump  over  night  into  the  mechanical 
production  of  munitions  necessary  for  modern  warfare? 

We  are  not  prepared  to  answer  all  these  questions,  but 
aren't  they  worth  thinking  about? 

'"Temperinj?  the  Wind—** 
A  GERMAN  student  has  managed  to  remain  over 

three  hours  in  the  air  in  a  motorless  sailplane  or 

glider.  Perhaps,  after  all,  the  treaty  provisions  which 
forbade  the  construction  of  high-powered  airplanes  in 
G«inany  and  which  caused  such  a  piteous  outcry  from 
the  vanquished  will  react  to  their  benefit. 

Little  is  known,  oven  yet,  of  the  laws  governing 
mechanical  flight,  but  we  seem  to  have  progressed  since 
the  days  of  the  war  when  the  principal  effort  was  to 
develop  engines  of  higher  and  higher  power.  Designers 
knew  then  that  the  more  power  they  could  crowd  into 
a  plane  the  faster  it  would  fly,  and  they  had  no  time  to 
devote  to  scientiflc  research  or  to  plane  refinements.  As 
a  result  we  had  single-seaters  propelled  by  motors  of 
300  hp.  and  upwards,  economic  monstrosities. 

Apparently  we  are  about  to  go  forward  from  the 

point  where  the  Wright  brothers  left  off.  They  were 

principally  eoneamad  with  discovering  means  of  con- 
trol, and  they  were  successful.  The  present-day  gliding 

tests  begin  with  a  very  fair  knowledge  of  the  control 
factor  and  aim  at  further  advances  in  the  knowledge 
of  the  laws  of  sustained  flight.  Germany  is  off  to  a 

good  start. 
It  is  not  too  much  to  say  that  we  are  on  the  threshold 

of  a  revolution  in  the  science  of  flying.  Perhaps  before 

many  months  the  dust  column  behind  the  flying  auto- 
mobile on  country  roads  will  be  peopled  by  small  boys 

in  home-made  gliders,  even  as  their  fathers  "hitched 
on"  behind  the  grocer's  sleigh. 
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Where  Arithmetic  Is  Needed 
THE  coal  strike  is  at  an  end  and  it  is  time  for  some 

afterthought. 
The  anthracite  miners  originally  refused  to  accept  a 

reduction  in  wages  of,  practically  speaking,  20  per  cent. 
To  show  how  much  they  were  in  earnest  they  struck  on 
the  first  of  April  and  did  not  resume  work  until  the 
eleventh  of  September,  a  loss  of  163  days  or  23  weeks 
in  which  they  might  have  earned  money.  At  the  end 
of  this  period  they  agreed  to  go  back  to  work  at  the 
old  wage,  that  is,  without  any  reduction,  and  this  agree- 

ment is  to  last  until  September  first,  1923.  Under  the 
new  agreement  they  will  work  50  weeks.  If  they  had 
stayed  at  work,  with  reduced  wages,  they  would  have 
worked  73  weeks  between  April  1,  1922,  and  September 
1,  1923. 

As  far  as  their  total  earnings  are  concerned,  we  may 
say  that  they  would  have  worked  73  weeks  at  80  units  of 
pay,  whereas  now  they  will  work  50  weeks  at  100  units 
of  pay.  In  other  words,  their  total  earnings  by  the 
first  of  September,  1923,  might  have  been  5,840,  whereas 
it  will  be  5,000.  In  other  words,  they  lost  14  per  cent 
of  their  income  even  though  they  won  the  strike. 

They  had  asked  originally  for  an  increase  of  10  per 
cent  and  even  if  they  had  obtained  all  they  demanded, 
their  income  would  have  been  the  income  of  50  weeks  at 
the  rate  of  110  or  a  total  of  5,500.  Had  they  obtained 
this  increase,  they  would  have  lost  340  or  approximately 
6  per  cent. 

Let  us  put  this  in  terms  of  dollars  and  cents:  Sup- 
pose a  man  used  to  get  $25  a  week,  then  he  asked  for 

10  per  cent  more,  or  $27.50  and  was  offered  20  per  cent 
less  or  $20. 

If  he  had  accepted  the  offer  he  would  have  earned  73 
times  $20  or  $1,460. 

If,  at  the  end  of  the  strike  he  had  obtained  what  he 
demanded  he  would  have  earned  50  times  $27.50  or 

$1,375. 
And  as  it  stands  now,  he  will  earn  50  times  $25,  the 

sum  of  $1,250. 
We  used  to  consider  that  there  were  only  two  parties 

to  an  industrial  controversy,  employer  and  employee. 
Lately  we  have  begun  to  realize  that  there  is  a  third 
party,  the  public.  It  would  seem  that  a  fourth  party 
should  also  be  recognized — Arithmetic. 

Cause  or  Effect 

THE  question  of  which  was  first,  the  hen  or  the  egg, 
has  never  been  satisfactorily  settled,  but  nobody,  in 

his  right  mind,  denies  that  there  is  some  relation  be- 
tween the  two.  We  meet  every  so  often  a  hen  and  an  egg 

in  disguise.  Take,  for  instance,  the  fact  that  the  auto- 
mobile industry  in  this  country  has  developed  in  an 

extraordinary  manner  and  the  parallel  fact  that,  as  a 
whole,  automobile  factories  are  wonderfully  well 

equipped  with  machinery  and  tools.  Aren't  these  two 
facts  a  hen  and  egg  in  modified  form? 

Of  course,  at  the  present  the  automobile  industry 
is  on  such  a  large  scale  and  on  such  solid  footing  that 
the  factories  can  well  afford  to  use  the  best  there  is 

in  equipment.  What  is  more,  without  the  most  up-to- 
date  machinery,  tools  and  methods,  present  day  produc- 

tion and  prices  would  be  impossible.  However,  there 
was  a  time  when  the  automobile  had  most  of  us 
guessing  as  to  whether  it  had  come  to  stay  or  come  to 
go,   when  there  was   neither   solid  footing  nor   large 

production.     And  so  we  have  once  more  the  riddle  of 
the  hen  and  the  egg  before  us. 

Does  the  automobile  industry  have  up-to-date  equip- 
ment because  it  has  such  large  proportions  or,  has  it 

assumed  these  proprtions  because  the  pioneers  in  the 
industry  had  the  vision  and  the  daring  to  spend  their 
money  for  equipment  which  would  insure  large  and 
cheap  production.  Whatever  the  answer  may  be,  we 
cannot  shut  our  eyes  to  the  fact  that  here,  as  in  so 
many  other  cases,  wonderful  growth  and  development 
have  gone  with  modem  equipment  and  methods. 

Saving  at  the  Spigot 

ONE  of  the  favored  pastimes  of  some  shop  managers 
is  to  send  circular  letters  from  time  to  time  to  the 

department  heads  telling  them  that  overhead  must  be 
reduced,  mtist  underscored.  Thereupon,  the  obliging 
department  head  slashes  the  overhead  and  everybody 
is  happy  for  the  time  being.  One  of  the  preferred  ways 
of  reducing  the  overhead  charges  is  by  cutting  tool 
costs.  Instead  of  buying  expensive  cutters  and  hobs, 
collapsing  taps  and  what  not,  he  makes  them  in  his  own 
department. 

Most  fair  sized  and  all  large  shops  have  their  tool 
room  in  which  such  work  is  supposed  to  be  done,  if  it 
must  be  done  at  all.  But  our  wise  department  head 

does  not  send  his  job  to  the  tool  room — not  if  he  must 
cut  overhead.  The  toolroom  would  probably  charge 
him  50  per  cent  more  than  the  price  of  a  commercial 

product. And  so  he  has  this  work  done  by  men  who  are  mere 
amateurs  at  it  and  gets  an  inferior  tool  for  a  superior 
price.  In  addition,  his  production  is  bound  to  suffer 
and  he  must  hide  the  cost  of  work  done  on  the  tool, 
something  which  is  easy  enough  for  a  man  who  knows 
the  ropes.  But  after  all,  the  main  object  has  been 
reached.  Overhead  has  been  reduced  and  the  G.  M. is  happy. 

There  are  other  managers,  lots  of  them,  who  know 
the  ropes  themselves  and  who  do  not  insist  on  cutting 
overhead.  They  do  try,  however,  to  get  reduced  costs 
by  reducing  them  where  reduction  is  possible  without 
raising  the  expense  more  at  some  other  point. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  you  had  your  money  invested  in  a  con- 
cern which  did  not  pay  enough  in  dividends  to  keep 

your  family  living  in  comfort,  and  suppose  you  spoke 
about  it  to  the  general  manager  and  the  directors  and 
other  high  muck-a-mucks.  Suppose  they  told  you  that 
they  did  all  they  could  for  their  stockholders  but  that 
times  were  bad,  that  it  was  necessary  to  lay  by  a  reserve 
fund,  and  that  anyhow,  you  were  getting  as  good  divi- 

dends as  anybody  else  in  that  business. 
And  now  suppose  that  the  directors  vote  $200,000  for 

a  club  house  for  the  stockholders,  to  be  entirely  free, 

to  have  a  swimming  pool,  a  tennis  court  and  a  ladies' 
smoking  room  and  all  other  high  grade  club  house  im- 

provements. What  would  you  say,  and  how  would  you 

say  it?  Would  you  add:  "and  bless  the  directors  and  the 
general  manager,"  to  your  nightly  prayers?  Would  you 
get  enthusiastic  about  welfare  work  for  the  stock- 
holders? 

But  why  ask.  Nobody  would  be  fool  enough  to  do 

anything  of  the  kind.    Nevertheless — 

Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News    f 
DiiwiBJ  POqr  Grindiiw  Machine 

A  iMcMag  for  fiinding  tht  faces  aad  edfea  of  pul- 
hjr*  and  similar  part*  Itaa  recently  b(«n  placed  on  the 

lor  Ue  niamoad  Machine  Co..  9  Codding  St.. 
R.  I.  TW  machine  is  an  evolution  of  the 

ffriadinc  attachment  furnished  by  thin  company 
far  ita  rtfftilar  haavx-duty  face  grinding  machine,  which 
attaduBetrt  was  daacritwd  on  page  435.  Vol.  54  of 
Ameriram  Vnfkimut. 

DIAHnNO  pn.KKT  ORIN'l>INa  MAdllNK 

The  machine  carrica  a  14-in.  diameter  cylinder  wh<fl, 
wkkk  ia  bald   in  a  ctad  cRUck   that   insure*  against 

braakag*.    Tba  wbaei  spindle  runs  on  ball  bear- 
aad  ia  driven  at  a  apaad  of  approximately   1  500 

this  aprad  being  varied  to  suit  the  nature  of  the 
A    lO-hp.    motor    is   attached    to    the    machine 

Tba  work  carrier  takas  pulleys  from  2  to  18  in.  in 
dlamaUr  op  to  <  in.  faea,  tha  pulleys  being  held  on  a 
ptotit  poaitivaly  driven  through  spaed  change  gears. 
The  work  tabia  baa  acraw-oparatad  movament  in  three 
ptaaaa,  and  an  aoxiUary  rapid  movament  to  and  from 
tba  wheal  actuated  by  a  hand  levar. 

With  this  machine,  pulleys  may  be  ground  with 
crown,  flat,  or  even  concaved  facaa,  as  desired,  by  poai- 
tioainc  the  work  aeeerdingly  with  ralatioo  to  tha  wheel 
The  face  in  either  caae  is  a  tnie  alltpaoid  curve  instead 
of  tba  usual  two  conical  surfaces  meeting  at  the  middle 
TW  work  ia  conpiatcd  in  one  operation,  leaving  a  aemi- 
potlabed  surface. 

The  machine  is  complete  with  pump,  automatic  vaiva. 
baaa  aad  watar  goarda.  By  tba  OM  of  water  in  grind- 

can  ba  obtained  at  all  timca.  we 

at  the  aide  of  the  machine  in 

the  accompan>-ing  illustration  is  provided  for  facing  the 
adgea  of  pulleys.  The  attachment  may  Xte  very  quiclcly 
mounted  or  even  displaced.  Itt  weight  is  announced  at 
50  pounds. 

The  machine  occupies  a  floor  space  of  8  ft.  6  in.  by  4 
ft.  6  in.,  and  the  center  of  the  wheel  spindle  in  44  in. 
from  the  floor.  The  weight  of  the  machine  is  approxi- 

mately 2.000  lb.  GuardH  are  furnished  to  cntlofle  the 
wheel  and  work  while  in  operation.  The  illu.'^trntion 
shows  the  machine  with  these  guards,  as  well  as  the 
wire  belt  guard,  removed. 

"Economy"  Telescoping  Tiering  Machine 
A  portable  tiering  machine  in  which  one  frame  mem- 

ber telescopes  into  another  .^o  that  the  machine  has  a 
lift  nearly  twice  as  high  as  its  minimum  height,  is  a 
recent  product  of  the  Economy  Engineering  Co.,  26S6 
West  Van  Buren  St.,  Chicago,  III.  The  machine  is  made 
in  both  hand  power  and  electric  driven  styles,  the  heavy- 
duty  types  of  the  latter  style  being  operated  from  a 

power  circuit,  and  the  "Little  Lifter"  types,  such  as  de- 
scribed on  page  488,  Vol.  56  of  Anirriran  Machiniat, 

from  a  lighting  circuit.  The  view  on  the  left  side  of 
the  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  tall  tiering  ma- 

chine with  the  inner  frame  extended,  while  at  the  right 
is  a  smaller  machine  with  the  platform  only  partially 
elevated  for  tiering  materials. 

The  attachmaal ..    riKRINci  MACMINie 
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The  machine  is  ordinarily  mounted  on  three  rollers, 
so  that  it  can  be  easily  moved  about  on  the  shop  floor. 
When  the  machine  has  been  positioned  in  the  place  de- 

sired for  lifting,  the  steering  roller  is  raised  so  that 
the  legs  rest  on  the  floor  and  prevent  the  machine  from 
moving.  Outriggers  that  support  the  machine  at  the 
sides  are  provided  for  tall  machines. 

With  the  former  models  of  tiering  machine,  the  plat- 
form could  not  be  raised  any  higher  than  the  height  to 

which  the  machine  was  built.  The  telescoping  machine 
contains  a  set  of  uprights  within  the  main  uprights, 
this  inner  frame  being  capable  of  extension  above  the 
outer  frame.  When  power  is  applied,  either  by  hand  or 
power,  the  platform  rises  to  the  extent  of  its  travel 
with  the  inner  frame  lowered  and  the  machine  still  at 
its  minimum  height,  as  with  the  usual  ordinary  tiering 
machine.  The  action,  however,  does  not  stop  here,  as 
both  the  platform  and  the  inner  frame  continue  to  rise 
until  the  inner  frame  has  gone  to  its  upper  limit  of 
travel. 

In  descending,  the  inner  frame  comes  down  first  to 
the  bottom  of  the  machine.  The  platform  is  automat- 

ically held  in  position  at  whatever  point  it  is  stopped. 
Devices  are  provided  on  the  motor-driven  machine  for 
automatically  stopping  the  machine  at  the  top  and  bot- 

tom limits  of  the  travel. 

Gellman  "Instant-Positive"  Adjustable 
End  Wrench 

An  end  wrench  that  can  be  adjusted  instantly  and 
that  stays  adjusted  until  the  nut  is  loosened  or  tight- 

ened has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the 
Gellman  Wrench  Corporation,  Chamber  of  Commerce 
Bldg.,  131  W.  Washington  St.,  Chicago,  111.  The  wrench 
is  drop  forged  and  subjected  to  a  carbonizing  harden- 

ing process.  The  tool  is  very  strong  and  rigidly  con- 
structed, and  yet  light  in  weight  and  thin  enough  to 

work  in  cramped  places. 

^^L      ar 

GELLMAN  ADJUSTABLE  END  WTRENCH 

No  screw  is  employed  in  the  wrench,  which  construc- 
tion eliminates  bulkiness  in  the  head.  Referring  to  the 

accompanying  illustration,  it  will  be  seen  that  the  han- 
dle member  forms  the  lower  jaw  and  is  notched  at  right 

angles  to  the  gripping  face,  while  the  movable  upper 
jaw  is  also  notched  and  can  be  moved  up  or  down  when 
the  notches  are  pulled  out  of  engagement.  Simply  by 
pressing  with  the  thumb  of  the  hand  holding  the  wrench, 
on  the  corrugated  part  of  the  movable  jaw  and  thus  dis- 

engaging the  jaws,  the  upper  jaw  can  be  instantly 
moved  up  or  down  to  the  position  desired.  The  wrench 
can  be  used  to  turn  in  either  direction. 

The  tool  is  manufactured  in  sizes  of  6,  9  and  12  in., 
weighing  4,  10  and  20  ounces,  respectively.  The  6-in. 
wrench  is  suited  for  light  work,  while  the  9-  and  12-in. 
wrenches  are  built  for  heavy  duty,  but  at  the  same  time 
are  able  to  fit  small  nuts  as  well  as  large  ones. 

Acme  Oil  Drip  Pan  for  Overhead  Bearings 
The  Akron  Sheet  Metal  Co.,  103  North  Main  St., 

Akron,  Ohio,  has  recently  placed  on  the  market  a 
drip  pan  and  hanger  for  catching  oil  that  drops  from 
bearing  boxes.  The  device  is  especially  intended  for 
use  on  overhead  lineshafts,  as  shown  in  the  accompany- 

ing illustration, 
but  it  can  be 

adapted  to  bear- 
ings secured  to 

wall  or  post 
brackets.  The 

pans  and  hang- ers are  made  in 
three  sizes,  each 

size  being  suit- able for  a  range 
of  shaft  sizes. 
Shafts  from  « 

to  2ii  in.  in  di- 
ameter can  be 

fitted.  All  of 

the  pans  are  2  in. 
deep  and  the 

sizes  are  6x8  in.,  8x10  in.  and  10x12  in.  The  hangers 
can  be  quickly  installed  on  any  style  of  bearing  box. 
The  pan  may  be  easily  removed  for  cleaning  without 
disturbing  the  hangers.  Since  the  pan  is  quite  effective 
for  catching  oil  that  drips  from  bearing  boxes,  it  pre- 

vents the  soaking  of  floors  and  the  damaging  of  goods 
that  occurs  when  oil  drops  from  the  shafting. 

ACME  OIL  DRIP  PAN  AND  HAN(JER 

"Keytite"  Self -Fitting  Keys 
A  key  that  is  capable  of  making  its  own  fit  in  the 

keyway  by  shaving  the  sides  of  the  keyway  as  it  is 
put  in  place  has  recently  been  brought  out  by  Smith  & 
Serrell,  Central  Ave.  at  Halsey  St.,  Newark,  N.  J. 

It  is  the  usual  practice  in  the  machinery  industry 
to  use  keys  to  make  the  driving  connection  between 
shafts  and  couplings,  gears,  sprockets,  and  pulleys,  and 
to  mill  or  slot  the  keyway  in  the  shaft  and  to  slot  the 
keyway  in  the  external  member.  Since  these  two  key- 
way  sizes  will  vary  slightly,  to  obtain  the  desired 
tightness  between  the  key  and  keyways  it  is  generally 
necessary  to  carefully  fit  the  parts  together.  This  is 
usually  done  by  hand,  either  by  filing  the  key  to  fit  the 
keyways  or  by  filing  or  scraping  the  keyways  to  fit  the 
key,  the  work  being  expensive  and  time-consuming. 
With  the  "Keytite"  key,  as  the  self-fitting  key  is 

called,  no  hand  fitting  is  necessary.  A  tough  chisel 
stock  is  used  for  the  key,  which  is  ground  to  a  size  very 
slightly  larger  than  the  nominal  keyway  width.  A  cut- 

ting edge  and  chip  recess  are  provided  near  the  front 

"KEYTITE"  SELF-FITTING  KEY 
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mA  mt  tkm  kar-  Ahmd  ti  Umm  U  •  pilot  slichtly 
■■dhr  UttB  tiw  mmImI  Insnmtjr  width,  ao  that  it  flU 
tiw  kmnMjr  aad  fUm  tht  kiqr. 
f  iMtaO  tlM  iHjr  tlM  pttst  b  «itor«d  first  with  th« 

at  the  wUat  aad  than  the  key  ia  driven 
wMi  a  huMMr  or  with  a  aMga.  dapendinc  upon 

tW  Biat  af  tha  hv<  Tha  cottlag  adga  aiaw  the  keyways 

to  aaka  a  ticht  At  hatwMO  tha  bod)-  of  the  key  and 
tha  haywaja. 

la  tha  lanar  aiaaa  catting  adgaa  are  aoroetiiiMa  pro- 
idaa.  aa  aliowa  in  tlia  iiloatration  Itere- 

It  la  deaired  to  fit  on  tha  top  and  bottom  aa 
«■!  aa  oo  tha  aidaa,  a  cutting  edge  ia  alao  provided  at 
tha  lapi.  Gib  kaya  and  otl>er  modiflcationa  of  keys  can 
ba  fanriahad  aa  required,  all  with  the  aalf-fttting  fea- 

Tha  hasra  can  ba  fwmiahad  in  a  wide  range  of 
aa  to  both  width  aad  laiWth. 

U.  &  Ekctric  Welder  Co.  Welding  and 
Besting  Transformer 

Tha  a<wnipaB|ing  iliuntration  »howa  an  electric 
lad  haating  tranaformer  for  uae  where  hard 

ia  aaeeaatered  aod  high  power  ia  necesaary. 
The  dariea  ia  a  recent  product  of  the  U.  S.  Electric 
WoUar  Co..  Sf7-8  Per- 

OkiOL  Althovfc  tha 
tntJoa  ahaaaa  a  lft4c?a. 
tTaaafonBar  for  oMNiat- 
iag  ia  a  batt  waldar  or 
for  haatiag  porpoaaa, 
tha  davioa  la  iMde  in  a 
variatr  of  atjriaa  and 
aiaaa  for  mooatiag  in 
othar  tjrpaa  of  eqaip- 
aMfit. 

for  tha 
aad  aaoondafx 
for  tlta  core 

placed  aa  to  pre- 
vent hoouBlac  aixl  ahift- 

•r  tha  parta. 
ia  built 

op  of  haavjr  roUad  cop- 
par  haiwa  apacad  to  pro- 
Tida    aaotibitiag    ducU 

tawaf 
Tha 

u.  & WKU>i.SU    TKANS- 
rOMMRR Tha 

affhoa  prarldad  iabrfa 
aaoagh  to  baap  tha  taa^arature  within  aafe  limit  during 
haav7  ofcrloada.  Tha  intamal  reactance  automatically 

tha  carraet  from  building  up  ao  that  the  tem- 
thaa  60  dag.  C.  above  tlte  room 

■re.  Tha  aiklaiicy  ia  itatod  to  ba  high,  roach- 
tog  M  par  c«at  te  thai 

Ciadnnati  Heavy-Doty  Gearcd-Head  Lathes 
Tha  Ciaciaaati  Lathe  A  Tool  Co..  Oakley,  Cincimati, 

0^  haa  raeaatir  plaead  on  tha  narkat  a  gaarad-head 
ina  aMda  in  aiaaa  from  16  to  SO  in.,  and  adapted  par- 
tfawhirty  to  very  heavy  doty.  The  lathea.  it  ia  atated, 
an  capaUa  of  traaamitting  doul>le  the  horaepowar  ordi- 
■arfr  poaAla  with  lathea  of  the  aana  aisa.  Thia  hoida 
tnM  for  hath  tha  baK'^rivaa  aad  tha  motor-driven 
typaa^  aa  that  tha  aacUaaa  are  auitaMa  for  very  aevere 

Tha  16-ia.  tatha  wiU  trancmit  9.2  bp.  with  a 

bait  pull  of  65  lb.  per  sq.in.,  although  lathes  of  thia 
aiie  are  uaually  run  by  S-hp.  motora  and  do  not  have 
the  capacity  for  larger  motora. 
The  direct-connected  motor-driven  lathea  ran  be  pro- 

vided with  either  chain  drive  or  belt  drive  using  an 
idler  pulley.  The  motor  can  be  mounted  on  the  head- 
stock  or  in  the  rear  of  the  cabinet  leg.  The  belt  drive 
is  direct  from  the  linaahaft  to  a  conatant-speed  pulley. 
Tha  control  may  be  by  meana  of  a  rod  above  the  lathe, 
by  a  handle  at  the  front  of  the  head  or  by  a  lever  on  the 

apron. A  disk  clutch  fitted  with  a  brake  is  incorporated  in 
the  drive  so  as  to  disconnect  the  spindle  from  all  gear- 

ing when  the  machine  is  stopped.  This  removes  the 
fly-wheel  effect  of  large  rotating  gears  attached  to  tha 
spindle,  and  should  be  of  use  particularly  when  center- 

ing irregular  work  in  a  chuck  or  in  machining  small 
parts  when  the  chucking  time  is  a  large  factor  in  the 

operations. 
Twelve  spindle  speeds  can  be  obtained  by  the  manipu- 

lation of  three  handles  on  the  front  of  the  head.  On  the 

16-in.  lathe  the  range  of  speeds  is  from  13.5  to  400 
r.p.m.  in  geometric  proKrexsion.  This  lathe  can  machine 
work  at  its  maximum  Hwinn  at  a  cut  speed  of  55i  ft. 
per  min.  and  l-in.  work  at  a  speed  of  54  ft.  per  min., 
ao  that  economical  cut  speeds  are  obtainable  for  the 
complete  range  of  work.  The  full  range  of  the  changes 
can  be  made  in  12  seconds,  it  is  stated. 

''Iron  Salesman"  To  Sell  Black  & 
Decker  Tools 

To  keep  ita  products  always  before  prospective  cus- 
tomers, the  Black  A  Decker  Mfg.  Co.,  haa  devised  what 

it  calls  the  "Iron  Salesman."  The  company  is  convinced 
that  the  most  important  factor  in  the  sale  of  its  prod- 

ucts is  a  demonstration,  and  the  bureau  of  electric  tools 
has  evolved  a  new  idea  which  providea  a  subHtantial 
work  bench  upon  which  the  units  may  be  actually  dem- 

onstrated, a  back  piece  which  carries  an  aaaortment  of 
machines  on  display  and  pockets  for  booklets. 

These  stands  are  elaborate,  being  made  of  oak  with 
a  waxed  finish.  The  aide  and  front  panala  of  the  bench 
consist  of  colored  slidea.  The  slides  are  easily  removable 
and  it  ia  planned  to  supply  new  slides  for  the  display 
standa  periodically.  This  will  make  it  possible  to  keep 

the  display  constantly  bright  and  freah,  thus  eliminat- 
ing the  monotony  of  permanent  panels.  The  stands  are 

loaned  to  jobbers  who  arc  required  to  agree  to  certain 
terms,  one  of  which  is  to  keep  a  requisite  number  of 
BAD  machines  on  hand.  The  idea  is  good  from  a 
merchandizing  and  advertising  viewpoint. 

Precept  and  Example 
By  Robrkt  Grimhhaw 

"Show  me"  has  two  meanings.  One  Is  "show  me 

how,"  calling  for  instruction ;  the  other,  "show  me  why," 
implying  "after  you."  No  careless  and  slouchy  fore- 

man can  auocetNl  in  breaking  his  men  of  careless  and 
slouchy  habits  of  either  person  or  work.  That  is  where 
the  "show  me"  attitude  of  the  men  enters. 

If  )i«  ia  a  living  example  of  clean  living  and  con- 
adentiooa  work,  if  he  can  do  what  ha  aaks  his  workers 
to  do  or  show  them  how  others  hava  dona  it.  If  in  an 
anargancy  he  can  take  hold  with  promptnesH  and  vigor, 
ha  win  have  followers  aa  energetic  as  he  himself. 
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Cost  Accountants  to  Hold 
Convention 

With  enormous  shrinkages  in  inven- 
tory boolc  values  in  corporate  financial 

reports;  with  the  great  deflation  which 
has  been,  and  still  is,  in  progress  and 
with  the  adjustment  of  present-day 
costs  of  manufacturing  on  the  basis  of 
new  wage  scales  and  material  prices  as 
subjects  of  paramount  importance  to  all 
industrial  executives,  the  third  interna- 

tional cost  conference  of  the  National 
Association  of  Cost  Accountants  to  be 
held  in  Atlantic  City,  Sept.  23,  25,  36, 
27  and  28,  promises  to  attract  wide- 

spread interest. 
The  convention  will  be  held  in  the 

Hotel  Ambassador  in  the  seaside  city 
and  a  program  of  exceptional  interest 
has  been  arranged.  Among  the  subjects 
to  be  discussed  are  the  following: 

1.  Actual    Costs    as    Compared    with 
Replacement  Costs. 

2.  Sales  and  Administrative  Costs. 
.3.  Standards  as  a  Means  of  Reducing 

Costs. 
4.  Budgets — Their   Construction   and 

Use. 
5.  The  Place  of  Costs  in  Business. 

Drop  Forging  Institute's 
Annual  Convention 

The  annual  convention  of  the  Ameri- 
can Drop  Forging  Institute,  to  be  held 

in  Detroit  on  Oct.  3  to  6,  concurrently 
with  the  convention  and  exposition  of 
the  American  Society  for  Steel  Treating, 
again  emphasizes  the  imperative  need 
of  building  up  an  organization  com- 

mensurate with  the  magnitude  of  the 
drop  forging  industry  in  order  that  it 
may  attain  the  prestige  and  standing  in 
the  industrial  world  to  which  its  size 
and  importance  entitles  it,  says  the  In- 

stitute's Commissioners  in  a  prelimi- 
nary announcement  of  the  forthcoming 

convention. 
To  this  end,  all  producers  of  drop 

forgings  are  being  invited  to  attend  the 
Convention,  and  to  participate  in  its 
proceedings  on  exactly  the  same  basis 
as  the  present  membership  of  the  In- 

stitute. Misconception  of  the  objects  of 
the  Institute,  and  the  methods  used  to 
attain  those  objects,  has  retarded  its 
growth  and  progress;  and  the  opportu- 

nity afforded  by  the  coming  convention 
for  all  drop  forgers  to  meet  and  to  dis- 
ciss  their  common  interests,  should  do 
much  toward  correcting  the  situation. 

The  present  officers  of  the  institute 
are:  president,  J.  H.  Williams,  presi- 

dent, J.  H.  Williams  and  Co.,  Brooklyn, 
N.  Y.;  vice-presidents,  H.  G.  Stoddard, 
vice-pres.  and  treas.,  Wyman-Gordon 
Co.,  Worcester,  Mass.;  and  O.  F.  Tran- 
sue,  pres.  and  gen.  mgr.,  Transue  and 
Williams  Steel  Forging  Corporation, 
Alliance,  Ohio;  directors:  C.  E.  Adams, 
president.  The  Cleveland  Hardware  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio;  F.  C.  Billings,  presi- 

dent. The  Billings  and  Spencer  Co., 
Hartford,  Conn.;  C.  A.  Brauchler,  pres- 

ident and  gen.  mgr..  The  Canton   Drop 

Forging  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Can- 
ton, Ohio;  Ferdinand  Barnickol,  presi- 

dent, Indianapolis  Drop  Forging  Co., 
Indianapolis,  Ind.;  A.  H.  Chapin,  presi- 

dent, Moore  Drop  Forging  Co.,  Spring- 
field, Mass.;  J.  F.  Connelly,  vice-presi- 
dent. The  Champion  Machine  and  Forg- 

ing Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
  •   

Machine  Tool  Exports  Show 
Decline  in  July 

Metal-working  machinery  to  the  value 
of  $1,074,371  was  exported  during  July. 
This  is  a  reduction  of  more  than 
$300,000  as  compared  with  exports  in 
June.  As  compared  with  May,  however, 
the  July  exports  show  an  increase  of 
approximately  $180,000.  Exports  for 
July  1921  had  a  total  value  of  $1,734,- 
495.  The  detailed  figures,  which  are 
those  of  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 
Domestic  Commerce,  are  as  follows: 

EXPORTC     MKTAI^WORKING     M.\CHI\KUV 

.Tuni»  .Tulv 
1922  1922 

I.athM    $84,198  $61,443 
BoriiiK  :in<l  drilling  maohinps...  68.380  28,059 
Planers,  shariJcrs  and  alottere    .  52,280  33,881 
Rending  and  power  presses,  .  .  .  31,531  7,351 
Gearcutters    15,937  25,791 
Milling  machines    51,622  27,597 
Sawing  machines    6,678  1,01 3 
Thread  cutting  and  serew  ma- 

chines   17,290  16,756 
Punching    and    shearing    ma- 

chines   20.685  9.5S1 
Power  hammers    3, 162  8,973 
UuUing  machines    585  129,881 
Wire-drawing  machines    3,152  2,475 
Poli.shing  and   burnishing  ma- 

chines   894  330 

Sharpening   and   grinding   ma- 
chines   69,297  54,483 

Chucks,  centering,  lathe,   drill 
andothcr   .-.    13.605  17,519 

Reamers,    cutters,    drills    and 
other  parts  for  machine-tools  110,007  89.485 

Pneumatic  portable  tools    30,687  41,980 
Foxmdrv     and     molding     ma- 

chincri-    53.447  28,467 
Other    nietal-working    machin- 

ery and  parts  of    813,229  489,306 

Total      metal-working      ma   
ehinerj'   $1,446,866  $1,074,371 

IMPORTS 
Machine  tools          $26,549         $14,762 

August  Auto  Output  Gains 
Over  July 

Figures  of  carload  shipments  of  auto- 
mobiles reported  to  the  National  Auto- 

mobile Chamber  of  Commerce  here  indi- 
cate business  last  month  as  the  best  on 

record  for  August.  A  total  of  272,640 
cars  and  trucks  was  manufactured  by 
all  the  companies.  This  was  an  increase 
of  12  per  cent  over  July  and  of  53  per 
cent  over  August  of  last  year.  The 
record  production  for  one  month  is 
289,120,  established  in  June. 

The  report  for  August  indicates  a 
total  of  1,671,418  cars  and  trucks  for 
the  first  eight  months  of  this  year,  com- 

pared with  1,668,550  for  the  entire 

year  1921. Shipments    out    of    Detroit   over   the 
Michigan  Central  in  August  were  8.557 
cars.     A   total  of  55,045   carloads  was 
moved  in  the  first  eight  months  of  this 
year  as  against  25,724  last  year. 

British  Engineers  Form 
Joint  Council 

Following  the  receipt  of  a  message 
from  M.  Mowat  of  London,  secretary 
of  the  British  Institution  of  Mechan- 

ical Engineers,  Charles  F.  Rand,  chair- 
man of  the  Engineering  Foundation, 

announced  that  the  leading  engineering 
societies  of  England  had  formed  the 
Engineering  Joint  Council,  which  will 
work  with  the  engineei-s  of  the  United 
States  and  Canada  and  of  the  other 
British  possessions  to  bring  about  con- 

certed action  for  world  peace  and  the 
advancement  of  engineering  ideals 
"for  the  good  of  mankind." 

Mr.  Rand  described  the  organization 
of  British  engineering  bodies  into  a 
single  unit  as  a  big  step  forward  in  the 
movement  to  form  a  world  union  of 
engineers,  which  already  has  gained 
great  headway  in  France,  Italy,  and 
Czechoslovakia,  direct  contacts  having 
been  established  by  the  engineering 
bodies  of  these  countries  with  those  of America. 

Formation  of  the  Briitish  Engineer- 
ing Jeint  Council,  according  to  Mr. 

Rand,  who  with  Col.  Arthur  S.  Dwight 
of  the  A.  I.  M.  E.  was  recently 
decorated  by  the  French  Government 
with  the  Cross  of  the  Legion  of  Honor, 
was  one  of  the  results  of  the  trip 
abroad  of  a  mission  of  thirteen  Amer- 

ican engineers,  headed  by  Ambrose 
Swasey  of  Cleveland,  founder  of  the 
Engineering  Foundation,  to  confer  the 
John  Fritz  gold  medal  upon  Sir  Robert 
Hadfield  of  London  and  Eugene 
Schneider  of  Paris,  head  of  the  Creusot Works. 

Organizations  represented  on  the 
British  Council,  Mr.  Rand  said,  com- 

prise the  oldest  and  most  famous  of 
British  engineering  societies,  and  in- 

clude the  Institution  of  Civil  Engineers, 
Institution  of  Mechanical  Engineers 
Institution  of  Naval  Architects  and  the 
Institution  of  Electrical  Engineers.  One 
of  the  objects  of  the  British  engineers, 
like  the  objects  of  the  American  en- 

gineers, is  "to  secure  the  better  utiliza- 
tion of  their  services  in  the  country's 

interests." 

  •   

American  Welding  Society's Fall  Meeting 

The  fall  meeting  of  the  American 
Welding  Society  will  be  held  in  Chi- 

cago, Oct.  2,  3,  4  and  5,  according  to 
an  announcement  from  the  society's 
president,  C.  A.  McCune. 

The  morning  and  afternoon  sessions 
and  discussions  will '  be  held  in  the 
headquarters  of  the  Western  Society 
of  Engineers,  1735  Monadnock  Block, 
The  joint  session  of  the  American 
Electric  Railway  Association  and  the 
American  Welding  Society  will  be  held 

in  the  engineering  room"  of  Congress Hall. 
An  interesting  program  has  beer 

prepared  and  papers  will  be  read  on 
a  number  of  subjects  of  great  im- 

portance to  the  welding  industry. 
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Bat  tho  booni  has  not  coaw  yet  and 

llM  tuXInt  ia  in  fact  aoawwhat  rcac- 
aa  the  coet  of  the  striker*' idle- 

ia  coaatod  and  the  hi(h  prioaa  in 
for  coal  aia  wf^TtwirfttTil 

I  win  paaa.    The  amntry 

'  a  craoter  strain  than  it 
reaction  as  the  tcn- 

atea  ia  laliavad  wa*  natural  and  inevi- 
U  ia  trae  that  our  coal  will  coat 

awaca  dt  probably  a  dollar  a  ton 
It  M  a  yaar  aco.     On  oar 

wtat^t  M— ampHiB  ofaroUbly  400 

lank  hot  Hal  laat  aNHh  to  a  nation 
tlMt  mmmtm  4M  mOUtm  daOara  a  year 
for  aoaa  watar  aad  cbawina  tmn  and 
•var  a  bfOioa  and  a  half  for  aataai»> 
bAia  aa4  tWir  upkeep. 

Tha  tnrth,  aa  I  have  so  often  attrmod. 
ia  Ikat  bailaoM  activity  in  this  country 
ia  aay  lanrif  4iVMMant  on  the  way 
Moala  liiL  Tha  yaaalatlon  of  the 
UiKd  Statoa  ia  aarwi&jr  aaar«rtle  and 
laaatiatllu.  Noartr  avarr  oaa  doairos 
to  better  his  ccadttloa  and  ia  wiUac  to 
work  to  that  end. 

s^^va^^^^  ^a^^aaaavaaa^a       aaa^^as^y       a^^^^^^^^^M  ^         ̂ ^w 

ckaaaod  oaMtWaw  aia  f  rwa  tfaaa  to 
tkaa  mrnaary,  bat  H  ia  ahaoor  a  tndan 
that  baatweoa  will  bo  activo  if  tho  cradH 

Ha  actirtty  io  avcikiUo.  Look 
tho  record  atnco  tho  war  com* 

oa  July  ai,  I»t4,  for  ceaftmu- 
tiea  of  thia.    The  aaccaaaivt  Aodu  of 

commodation  can  borrow  all  they  need. 
The  bin«r  borrower*  need  not  pay 
over  4  per  cent.;  well  secured  bonds 
are  readily  salable  in  quantity  and  Sec- 
retarv  Mellon  has  found  it  practicable 
to  sell  Treaiiur>'  certiflcates  at  SI  per 
cent.  A  continuance  of  these  conditions 
for  at  least  six  months  awami  aasured 
and  that  it  about  as  far  ahead  as  it  is 
wise  to  look  now  or  at  any  time. 

Labor  diaafreemcnts  in  the 
railway,  coal  and  textile  fields 
•eem  now  in  a  fair  way  to 
amicable  •ettlement.  A  bount- 

iful harvest  ia  in  proapect  and 
a  marked  increase  in  industrial 

activity  i«  being  witnessed  on 
every  hand.  With  our  own 
national  economic  household 

put  in  order,  the  time  seems 
to  have  arrived  to  mold  a 

definite  foreign  policy  that 
production  abroad  may  be 
stimulated,  that  international 
trade  may  be  balanced  and 
real — not  inflated — prosperity 
may  be  enjoyed. 

This  is  why  most  sasracioos  bankers 
and  merchants  are  confident  of  bettor 
times  ahead.  They  say  that  the  people 
are  Kitting  down  to  work  and  they 
know  that  with  work  and  credit  to 
Anance  iu  products  we  shall  make  more, 
sell  more  and  buy  more.  There  are  in 
fact  Dunv  who  predict  inflation,  thouKh 
no  two  or  them  aaree  upon  a  deftnition 
of  the  torm.  U  hen  pressed  for  one 
tlioy  say  that  hiKhcr  wages  mean  higher 
prices,  followed  loirical^  by  an  expan- 

sion in  the  volume  of  cndit  and  money 
used.  This  is  comprehensible  and  rea- 
aonable,  and  is  already  excmplifiod  in 

industries. 

The  Steel  Corporation  advanced 
wages  20  per  cent  some  weeka  ago  and 
now  pig  iron,  steel  rails  and  other  steel 
producU  arc  up  about  |3.00  a  ton.  To 
got  the  help  needed  tho  cotton  mills  of 
Now  Rngland  have  also  raiaod  wagas 
and  cotton  textiles  are  notlcoably  firmer 
and  higher. 

It   ia  qnito   possible   that  a  general 
advance    in    all    commodities   may    be 
recorded   later  on.  but  thus  far  it  is 

(k.  J.  j^t  .«.-.-t.    -    ' :    -    «  _.  i_*  _,.    ekiofly  the  manufactured  producto  that 

waiting  for  the  "autumnal  dip"  in yriaes  that  is  usually  due  to  the  soiling 
of  tho  farmers.  But  in  other  directions 
whoro  thcro  is  no  froat  pressure  to  sell 
tho  aiaikoU  ara  mffoning.  Hide*  are 
Armor.  So  is  eoppor.  Juto  and  borlsps 
are  agaia  awriag  upward.    CoiToo  is  a 

ipUy  aad  the  only  arolongod 
>aa  thaaaa  caassd  by  tha 
of  hM*  aiadit  dnfa*  Um 

oC  IMS  aM  ini. 

haea  piMt/  af  cradH.    Tho 
aia  asailjr  all  thawad  oat 
af  tha  Fodaval   Kaainrs 

Ha  BMaAor  banka  are  so 
rba  aro  eatitled  to  a«-    selling  of  tho  Brasillan  Gorernment. 

lltUo    stronger    despito    tho    admitted 
  ~  Bsilla     ~ 

The  slight  decline  in  sogar  seems  to 
be  ended.  It  was  caused  Dy  the  exag- 

gerated emphasis  put  upon  tho  inability 
of  some  small  exportern  of  reflned 
sugar  to  meet  their  angagements.  The 
position  of  sugar  ia  really  very  strong 
and  it  is  iittractinR  wider  attontion.  As 
a  nu-dium  of  !ipi>culation  it  may  in  time 
rival  cotton.  Building  mntorinl  for  im- 

mediate delivery  is  in  cnKt-r  demand  as 
it  is  feared  that  railroad  embargoes  and 
freight  blockades  may  cause  a  short- 

age. This  is  about  the  only  thing  that 
mil  check  the  building  boom  that  en- 

ables plastorers  and  other  workers  to 
demand  and  obUin  (18  or  $20  a  day. 
But  it  ia  unnoceasary  to  elaborato.  To 
use  a  musical  metaphor  a  crescendo 
movement  punctuated  now  and  then  by 
a  minor  "accidental"  seems  probable.  It 
IS  the  accidentols  that  wo  must  be  pre- 

pared for. 
In  the  stock  market  it  is  the  same 

story.  Somo  spoculntors  who  held  on 
during  the  strike  arc  Hcllinir  but  there 
is  no  investment  liquidation  presently 
or  in  prospect  and  the  indications  are 
that  for  the  balance  of  the  year  the 
market  for  stocks  and  bonds  will  logi- 

cally reflect  corporate  earnings  and  the 
money  market  It  is  impossible  to  par- 

ticularize when  hundreds  of  different 
iaaues  are  traded  in  each  day  but  it 
aasms  reasonable  to  expect  great  activ- 

ity and  higher  prices  in  the  railway 
ahares,  for  the  trafllc  awaitins:  trans- 
portotion  is  enormous  and  it  seems  cer- 
toin  that  the  roads  will  have  more 
business  than  they  can  handle. 

Of  the  political  outlook  in  ita  relation 
to  business  but  little  need  be  said  except 
that  the  Maine  election  and  the  pri- 
mariea  thus  far  held  indicate  the 
Administration  will  have  a  smaller  and 
therefore  a  more  manageable  majority 
in  the  next  Congress.  This  is  re- assuring. 

The  parturition  of  the  toriff  bill  is 
still  in  progress  but  the  community  hss 
become  indurati'd  and  resigned  to  its 
absurdities.  Thev  will  not  be  immedi- 

ately felt,  though  they  will  certoinly 
vex  us  later  on. 

The  economic  morass  through  which 
Germany  in  particular  and  F^uropo  in 
general  ia  passing  affords  no  footing 
for  calculations  in  regard  to  future 
conditions  abroad.  By  some  it  ia  ss- 
sertod  that  the  Continent  is  getting 
back  to  a  more  stoble  condition  finan- 

cially through  the  increased  use  of  tho 
dollar  as  currency. 

It  is  reported  that  261  billion  German 
paper  marks  were  outstonding  on  the 
9th  of  September  and  on  the  basis  of 
aresent  values  it  is  estinmt^'d  that  the 
foreigners  who  have  bouicht  paper 

marks  speculatively  have  lost  from  4 to  6  billion  dollars.  The  American 
share  of  thia  loss  is  put  st  2  billion 
dollar*.  These  figures  are,  however, 
guesswork.  The  importont  fact  is  that 
Gormany  seems  willing  to  print  marks 
as  long  as  they  can  be  sold  for  more 
than  the  paper  and  printinK  coNt. 
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Monthly  i>i|?  iron  pro<luctl*ii  of  all  coke  and  antliracltv 
furnaces  in  inlllionH  of  tons,  based  on  retarns  compiled  by 
the  American  Iron  and  Steel  AsHOciation, 

Monthly  areraxe  price  of  tin  and  lead  In  the  New  York 
market.  ba«e<I  on  retornM  fnrnlHhed  by  KnKineerInc  and 
AlinlnK   Journal-PreifS. 
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RAILROAD  tonnage  in  the  week ending  September  2  approached 
the  high  peak  reached  in  October, 

1920,  when,  in  one  week  a  total  of 
1,010,000  cars'  of  revenue 
freight  were  loaded.  In  the 
week  ending  on  September  2, 
a  total  of  931,000  cars  were 
loaded,  this  figure  represent- 

ing a  gain  of  41,000  cars  in 
seven  days.  The  striking  fea- 

ture of  the  loadings  is  the 
fact  that  the  gain  in  general 
tonnage  loaded  is  greater  than 
in  the  loadings  of  coal. 

Reserve  ratio  of  the  Fed- 
eral Reserve  System  remained 

unchanged  at  78.3  per  cent  on 
September  13  as  compared 
with  the  week  previous.  The 
ratio  of  the  New  York  mem- 

ber declined  from  83.8  per 
cent  to  83.7  per  cent.  Bill 
holdings  in  the  entire  system 
totaled  $591  millions,  a  de- 

cline of  $1,612,000  from  the 
week  previous.  The  reserve  of 
the  Bank  of  England  reached 
19.22  per  cent  as  compared 
with  18.37  per  cent  last  week. 
This  approaches  closely  the 
highest  point  for  the  current 
year  of  19.97  reached  on 
June  22,  and  compares  with 
the  low  of  8.83  per  cent  on  January  7. 

Crop  values,  as  estimated  by  the 
Department  of  Agriculture,  for  the 
current  year  on  six  principal  crops, 
will  total  in  the  neighborhood  of  $5* 
billions.  Com  leads,  the  prospective 
yield  being  estimated  as  worth  nearly 
$2  billions.     The  hay  crop   is  second, 

valued  at  $1,160  millions,  with  cotton 
following  closely  in  third  place  valued 
at  $1,118  millions.  Wheat  is  fourth, 
valued  at  $721  millions;  potatoes  fifth. 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  Yorlc,  Chicago  and Clevelan d  Prices 

Current 
Unit            Price 

Four 
Weeks Ago 

One 
Year Ago 

Soft  steel  bars. .   perlb   30.028S  30.0266  ?0.0273 
Cold    finished 

shafting     perlb       0.0373     0.0355     0.0396 
Brass  rods      perlb       0.170       0.1650     0.1400 
Solder  (1  and  1)   perlb       0.228       0.221       0.202 
Cotton    waste.,    perlb       0.115       0.11         0.113 
Washers,   cast 

iron  (^in.).  ..    per  100  lb.     4.00 4.00 4.66 

Emergy,     disks, 
clotfi,  No.  1,  6 
in.  dia      per  100       3.11 

Lard  cutting  oil  per  gal       0.57S 
Machine  oil.  ..  .    per  gal.    ..     0.36 
Belting,  leather, 
medium     off  list       40-5% 

©50% 
Machine      bolts                        ' 

up  to  1x30  in.  off  list........''  55% ©60% 

3.11 

0.575 0.36 40-5% 

©50% 
50%© 

65-10% 

  .   

50%® 

60-10% 

valued  at  $502  millions  and  oats  last, 
$404  millions.  With  these  yields  in 
sight  the  buying  capacity  of  6  million 
farmers  this  fall  appears  greater  than 
at  any  time  during  the  past  two  years. 
V 

Labor  rates  prevailing  in  the  metal 
working  industries,  reported  during 
the   week,   show  that   in   Philadelphia 

fool  makers  are  being  paid  from  55 
to  80  cents,  bench  and  lathe  hands 
from  45  to  80  cents.  Cleveland  reports 
rates  for  tool  makers  ranging  between 

50  and  75  cents;  bench  hands, 
between  40  and  60  cents  and 
lathe  operators  from  35  to  55 
cents.  Detroit  reports  75  to 
80  cents  for  tool  makers;  50 
to  55  cents  for  bench  hands 
and  70  to  75  cents  for  lathe 
operators.  In  the  New  York 
district  tool  makers  are  being 
paid  75  to  80,  while  bench 
and  lathe  hands  are  receiv- 

ing not  less  than  60  cents. 

American  foreign  trade  for 
the  month  of  July,  according 
to  the  foreign  trade  index  fig- 

ures just  published  by  the 
Federal  Reserve  Board,  elim- 

inating the  price  factor,  shows 
that  our  exports  and  imports 
for  the  month  compare  favor- 

ably with  the  pre-war  volume. 
Based  on  an  index  figure  of 
100,  as  indicating  the  physical 
volume  of  our  exports  in  July, 
1913,  the  index  figure  rep- 

resenting the  volume  of  ex- 
ports for  July,  1922,  stands 

at  95.0.  This  compares  with 
the  index  figure  for  the  pre- 

vious month  of  107.4.  Imports 
declined  in  volume  also,  the  index  for 
July  being  187.7  as  compared  with  191 
in  June.  Expressed  in  dollars  and 
cents,  on  the  other  hand,  exports  for 
July  were  valued  at  $305  millions  as 
compared  with  $325  millions  in  July, 
1921.  Imports  in  July  were  valued  at 
$251  millions  as  compared  with  those 
of  July,  1921,  valued  at  $178  millions.  . 

Total  value  of  all  metal  workinif  machinery  exported 

monthly  from  the  I'nited  States,  based  on  returns  complied by  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce. 

Monthly  averaice:  Am.  Brake  Shoe;  Am.  Car  and  Fdy.; 
.\m.  I^oco.;  Baldwin;  Lima  I.oco.;  N.  Y.  Airbrake;  Vt.  Steel 
Car;    Pullman;    Ky.   Steel  Spring;    West.  Airbrake. 
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The  British  Machinery  Industry 
DcMioraUzation  as  a  War  Aftermath — Economic  Interdependence  of  Nations 

BeeominK  Apparent — Stimulation  of  Production  Imperative 
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■ttdiiiM  Indostry  of 
Both  are  of  eqoal 

of  eqoal  •crio«u«««s 
mMwtl  m  rctom  to  normal  pro- 
Tto  am  Imi  to  do  with  the 

>  ■!»— tiaa  oad  tlM  aecood 
"of  ■yitUliiatiao. 

n*  wmmtkTwtmA  »H«>tloa  u  on- 
•■•  «f  iho  moat  ̂ eriM't  and 

that  lh(>  machiiMw  in- 
■f  BacUnd  have  had  to  face 

the  war.  Tb*  numbrr  of  ma- 
or.  aa  tbay  are  called  here. 

MSiaoan.  o«t  of  work  has  dtvrraied 
M  alicMhr  4niiW  tha  paat  tis  month* 
b  aoC  a  faw  laatancaa.  the  number  ii 
■Iwdily  iacrraaiac  dav  by  day.  Thi> 
^MMBuiaod  atala  of  affaira  is  primarily 

)  of  oavw  to  tlM  chaotic  condition  of 
which  haa  decreaaed 

to  an  aUnalac  extent 
m  the  ■Uonc&aot  of 

to  tiM  verce  of  bankruptcy. 
Uatil  MOW  ovtki  for  tho  manufactured 

proJTto  of  Baslaad  ia  found,  auch  at 
m  kmpti  tor  waoa  Um  Ruaaian  market 

kodi  tho  OowooMnt  and  the 
•■lylayors  thontaelres  see 

po  far  •  rotara  to  normal  pro- 
•■d  Bormal  peaco  tima  aniplojr- 

MAOnKian  Waom  Ctrr  8cmn.Y 
At  ih«  nonent  the  marhinkta  of  the 

coVBlnr  are  fared  with  tho  alternative 
of  oltwr  taking  another  reduction  in 

of  betnic  thrown  out  of  em- 
altoffether.  The  wace  of  the 

mechanic  averagaa  tome 
tkrw  poaidi  per  week.  The  contem- 
platod  docKMOo  which  the  employer* 
M«r  bo«»  fortod  to  announce,  will 
iiawt  to  IBa.  6d-  per  week,  to  Uke 
affoet  at  tiM  rat*  of  S«.  2d.  per  month 
far  Um  M«t  tlirto  month*  nnti!  the  toUl 
fodactiea  I*  in  force.  A  voir  amonx 
tko  oawlofaaa  la  now  ia  prograoa  to 
dofaoHM  wlwdwt  or  not  Um  docrtaa* 
will  W  Mooytad.  Pro*  praaoat  iadka- 
tMsa.  •  ManfMsiao  oppoon  tOuif  to  be 
iJm  toauh.  tMa  toatonca  ia  dtod  ■or«ly 
to  abow  la  rraphic  detail  the  estromitic* 
U  which  the  machine  indaatry  of  Bar- 
land  baa  boea  forcod.  ̂ No  OBO,  larladinK 
tbo  oaiplorM  tiMoMohroa.  erItfdM  the 
■Maafactarera  hi  ordoriac  tbo  dorraoae. 
Tbat  tt  ta  a  oMttor  of  noraaoity  i*  too 
appanat.  Bat  joat  bow  Um  aoiplojree 
ia  to  aaboiat  o«  bia  tara  poaad,  toa 
voik  or  ao  ia  a  ̂ aaation  which  ia  jo«t 
aa  oftol  to  tha  Wrkman  aa  t*  tho  ooea- 

\  to  Um  laiptoyii  of  how  to  auu<iUin 
hia  warkiac   forra    iatact   in   faoo   of 

Iko  pbfaaa.  iMrmai  pro<]a 
brton  to  Mtad  a  aUte  of  aValr*  which 
Um  Basliab  oiaaMao  auaiafactorrr  haa 
aaljr  latohr  bana  to  reoliaa.  It  ia. 
aaaaijr.  tbat  11m  a*aao(a«tarrr  can 
aarai  aape  for  a  rctorn  of  ceodiUon* 
aaytbiac  lika  thoaa  obuioiMr  boforo  the 
war  And  wbaa  aiBfa  atobft  condittona 
art  otfaiHibad,  Um  aonaal,  wbatover 
It  wmr  ba.  Hd  iaid.  will  ba  onUrely 
dWanat  fiaa*  tha  pra-war  nonaal.  The 
EiwUah  aMMrfartarer  ba*  had  bro««bt 

BV    HK.NRV    K.   OaniMCYER  AND 
ARTHI'K  L.  Grcsnb 

hoote  to  him  in  vivid  faahion  the  fact 
that  the  different  parta  of  the  world 
have  grown  more  interdependent,  that 
the  world  a*  a  whole  must  be  looked 
upon  a*  one  unit  and  not  as  a  col- 
Irction  of  dilTerrnt  countrie*  more  or 

le«a  aeparatt-d  from  each  other.  No 
nation,  it  haa  corm  to  ba  realixed,  can 
ba  definitely  ond  permanently  ahut  off 

by  itaelf. 
A  caae  in  point  i*  that  of  the  incraa*- 

inr  competition  felt  by  machine  manu- 
facturer* in  Enxland  from  German 

source*.  For  several  year*  after  the 
war  the  opinion  wa*  held  more  or  leas 
generally  in  the  Britiih  Islfs  that  the 
German*  would  be  cut  off  from  the  other 

nations    "behind    a    rincod    feocc,    to- 
S'ther  with  the  lepora  and  waNtr«*l*  of 

e  world."  No  one  realizea  today  better 
than  does  the  English  manufacturer  the 
fallacy  of  auch  a  beliaf.  The  sum  and 
aubstance  of  the  aituation  was  ably  cx- 
rirrssed  recently  by  a  well-known  Ehk- 
Ish  manufacturer:  "If  a  nation  is  not 
exterminated  it  muat  be  lived  with  and 
if  it  must  be  lived  with  it  must  be  traded 
with.  Not  only  must  we  sell  to  this 
nation,  but  we  must  in  return  take 
aomi-thini;  from  it.  The  only  point  to 
be  decided  is  what  goods  or  produce  we 
are  to  take  from  any  particular  country 
and  what  good*  we  are  to  produce  our- 
aelve*  for  export  to  that  country,  as 

well  as  for  our  own  consumption." 
Another  fact  but  recently*  brouirht 

home  to  the  English  machine  manu- 
facturer, as  a  direct  result  of  the  exist- 

ing stagnation  in  the  industry,  i*  that 
former  customer  countries  arc  doing 
more  and  more  of  their  ou-n  manufac- 

turing, and  on  the  other  hand  that  com- 
petitor countries  are  dcvrloping  and  in- 

creasing their  export  trade.  Today 
competitors  in  tha  United  States,  Japan, 
ate.,  ara  making  a  strong,  and,  in  many 
inatance*  a  (uccettful,  bid  for  the  trade 
of  continental  European  countries 
where,  in  pre-war  day*.  England  had 
an  undisputed  monopoly. 
UNCMrLor»nmT  PaoaucM  PntpiJcxiNO 
The  dlfflculties  confronting  the  ma- 

chine indtistry  of  England  are  often 
likened  to  the  acattereo  piece*  of  a  Jiff- 
aaw  puzzle.  English  manufacturers  are 
confronted  with  the  necessity  of  slowly 
and  laboriously  piecing  it  together 
again.  But  pven  this  comparison  hardly 
gives  a  comprehensive  idea  or  measures 
tha  difnculties  looming  in  front  of  the 
manufacturing  interests  of  England  to- 

day. For,  whereas,  when  the  Jig-saw 
puxzla  i*  pieced  togethar  again  the  orig- 

inal picture  appear*  upon  its  surface, wbon  at  last  the  world  is  more  or  less 
aattled  dowa  and  readjuatad,  an  entirely 
diiferent  pictnra  will  ba  presented. 

Tha  daily  pre**  of  the  country  is  de- 
voting column*  of  space  to  discussions 

of  the  present  unemployment  sitiution. 
Tha  latest  method  suggested  for  It* 
aolation  ta  tbat  known  as  the  s<'hemr 
for  trada  wftbin  the  Empire,  which,  to 

rta  tha  words  of  ita  advocates,  "is moat  effaetiva  remady  for  nnamplov- 
mont  that  can  ba  devised."  It  is,  in 
abort,  a  syatam  that  would  brine  tha 

industries  of  the  dominions  into  closer 

unity  and  make  the  syst^-m  of  co-opera- 
tion between  them  so  essential  to  their 

own  welfare  that  the  Empire  would  bf 
all-sufflcing  both  for  raw  materials  and 
manufactured  articles.  To  quote  but 
briefly  Viscount  Long,  one  of  the  lead- 

ing proponents  of  the  method: 
*'I  have  every  reason  to  believe  that 

the  proposal  that  we  should  make  the 
Empire  one  for  purposes  of  trade  is 
attracting  a  considerable  measure  of 
support  both  at  home  and  in  the  various 
overseas  dominion*.  I  want  to  see  the 

Empire  devotin|);  itself  to  auch  a  pro- vision of  materinls,  in  the  parts  of  the 

Empire  where  they  are  wanted,  as  will 
enaola  trade  and  industry  within  the 
Empire  to  b«  carried  on  successfully 
and  will  demonstrate,  what  I  believe  is 
a  fact,  that  the  Empire  can  supply  her- 

self with  ev<rrythiiyt  she  wants. 
"That  view  is  shared  by  the  leading 

leprescntatives  of  our  dominions.  We 
have  adopted,  as  I  think  most  wisely,  a 
system  of  Imperial  Preference  under 
which  we  have  also  undertaken  to  give 
a  similar  preference  in  connection  with 
any  new  duties  that  may  be  imposed 
from  time  to  time. 

••^iDE  Line  PuooticnoN  Advocated 

"Having  consolidated  our  own  posi- 
tion and  made  the  Empire  ono  for  the 

purposes  of  trade  and  commerce,  we 
can  then  turn  our  attention  to  our 
Allies  and  by  arrangement,  give  them 
a  share  in  the  products  of  the  Empire. 
Our  own  needn — from  no  selfish  motive, 
but  purely  from  the  point  of  view  of 
self  protection — must  come  first.  All 
we  want  is  that  the  Empire  ahould  be 
all  sufflcing,  both  for  raw  matarials  and 
manufactured  articles  but  to  leave  the 
actual  distribution  and  use  of  these 
products  to  the  traders  and  buiiness 
men  of  the  Empire.  This  movement 
will  tend  to  dissipate  the  unfortunate 
notion  that  for  a  man  to  move,  sav. 
from  Knitlnnd  to  Canada  or  Australia 
i*  to  cut  himi<elf  adrift  and  make  him- 

*alf  an  exile  from   home." Thi*  excerpt  but  goes  to  show  thot  the 
industrial  world  of  England  today  is 
coming:  around  to  the  theory  so  long  and 
so  often  advocated  In  America, — namely, 
home  production  for  home  consumption. 
Just  what  success  will  attend  its  intro- 

duction in  England,  remains  to  be  seen. 
For  some  years  past,  in  fact  dating 

from  the  time  of  the  siening  of  the 

Armistice,  English  machine  manufac- 
turers have  made  a  virtue  of  necessity 

and  have  tume<l  their  energies  into  ii 
great  diverKity  of  side-lino  production. 
Fortunately  for  their  own  welfare  at 
least,  they  have  thus  far  been  able  to 
keep  their  factories  at  part  tima  produc- 

tion and  to  keep  the  personnel  of  their 
factories  intact  by  turning  the  facili- 

ties of  their  plants  to  different  purposes. 
Other  lines  of  indiixtry  have  not,  how- 

ever, been  BO  fortunate  and  in  conse- 
quence have  had  to  shut  down  their 

plants,  nrd  in  not  a  few  instances  de- 
clare themselves  bankrupt.  Tha  ma- 
chine tool  makers,  however,  early  dis- 

covered that  their  plants  were  able  to 
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turn,  out  many  of  the  smaller  accessory 
parts  needed  in  other  industries  and 
lost  no  time  in  grasping  the  opportunity 
laid  at  their  dooi-. 
The  motor  industries  in  particular 

have  been  the  salvation  of  many.  Visit 
virtually  any  machine  tool  factory  in 
England  today  and  you  will  invariably 
find  from  fifty  to  seventy-five  r)er  cent 
of  the  output  devoted  to  side-line  pro- 

duction. Only  a  very  small  part  of 
their  plant  will  be  found  engaged  in 
the  iiroduction  of  machine  tools  and 
generally  even  this  production  will  be 
found  centered  in  experimental  pro- 

cesses of  new  design  and  construction. 
It  is  no  exaggeration  to  say  that  side- 

line production  of  many  of  the  smaller 
parts  which  go  into  the  making  of  auto- 

mobile motors  has  kept  the  machine 
factories  running  at  part  or  full  time 
and  is  thereby  enabling  them  to  tide 
themselves  over  the  industrial  crisis. 
The  situation,  however,  even  at  its  best, 
is  admittedly  precarious  and  hardly 
better  than  a  hand  to  mouth  existence 
for  the  time  being. 

Specialization  to  Increase  Activity 

The  many  vital  problems  which  have 
thus  arisen  as  a  result  of  this  unemploy- 

ment situation  have  brought  in  their 
train  many  innovations  in  the  ways 
and  means  of  manufacturing  in  Eng- 

land in  an  attempt  to  alleviate  the  situa- 
tion. One  of  the  earliest  methods  tried 

and  still  being  utilized  to  a  large  extent, 
is  that  of  specialization  in  manufactur- 

ing. Specialization  here,  in  the  true 
sense  of  the  word,  is  by  no  means  an 
innovation,  but  it  is  new  in  the  sense 
that  only  within  the  past  year  has  it 
been  tried  to  a  very  great  extent  and 
been  tried  in  practically  all  its  phases. 

The  particular  kind  of  specialization, 
around  which  so  much  controversy  is 
being  waged  in  the  industrial  world  of 
England  at  present,  is  not  that  as 
generally  applied  to  the  workman  but 
that  as  applied  to  a  factory  unit.  It 
is  the  common  belief  among  manufac- 

turers of  all  kinds  and  grades,  that 
specialization  as  practiced  by  Henry 
Ford  in  our  country  can  never  be  suc- 

cessfully applied  in  England,  either 
now  or  in  the  future.  Their  reason  for 
making  such  an  unqualified  assertion 
is  not  based  on  the  physical  difficulties 
which  would  attend  such  an  introduc- 

tion as  it  is  on  the  knowledge  of  the 

English  workingman's  temperament. 
As  one  factory  manager  explained:  "The 
policy  so  common  in  an  American  fac- 

tory of  turning  the  human  element  or 
factor  into  a  mere  cog  or  adjunct  of  the 
machine  he  is  operating  is  something 
to  which  the  English  factory  hand  would 
seriously  object  to.  From  our  own 
standpoint  even,  we  would  find  serious 
objections  to  this  kind  of  specialization. 
We  feel  that  with  the  introduction  of 
such  a  system  the  workman  loses  that 
sense  of  responsibility  which  we  always 
try  to  instill  in  the  minds  of  our  em- 

ployees, from  the  lowest  to  the  highest." 
The  foregoing  opinion  was  found  to 

be  very  generally  concurred  in.  Group 
specialization  by  individual  factories  or 
units  is  quite  a  different  matter,  how- 

ever, at  least  from  the  viewpoint  of 
the  English  factory  employer.  The 
modern  English  exponent  of  this  kind  of 
specialization  has  proved  to  his  own 
satisfaction  at  least  the  advantages  of 
the  system,  but  mention  to  him  special- 

ization by  the  individual  and  he  will  be 
found  to  be  even  more  radical  in  his 
views  than  the  out  and  out  opponent  of 

all   and   every    kind    of    specialization. 
To  date  it  is  almost  impossible  to 

judge  of  the  success  or  failure  which 
has  attended  the  introduction  of  factory 
specialization  in  England.  Perhaps  the 
one  positive  reaction  which  has  made 
itself  apparent  thus  far  has  been  the 
division  of  the  machine  industry  of 
England  in  two  campe,  one  in  favor  and 
one  violently  opposed  to  its  introduc- tion. 

The  objections  to  this  method  among 
English  industrials  lie  principally  in 
the  recognition  of  the  diversity  of  con- 

sumer needs  as  represented  by  the  ex- 
port trade.  Before  the  war,  the  out- 

put of  English  machine  tool  factories 
v/as  for  the  most  part  exported  to  the 
various  Continental  countries.  While 
the  amount  exported  to  each  country 
was  of  comparatively  small  volume,  the 
total  consumed  by  the  entire  nations 
of  Europe  was  of  considerable  size. 

It  is  easy  to  understand  that  the 
needs  and  types  of  tools  demanded  by 
the  industry  of  each  country  should 
vary  considerably.  A  machine  tool  de- 

manded by  a  French  silk  manufacturer, 
for  example,  would  necessarily  be  quite 
different  from  that  den>ande(l  by  the 
German  steel  manufacturer.  As  a  re- 

sult, the  manufacturer, — and  in  this 
case  the  English  tool  manufacturer, — 
found  himself  unable  to  make  any  con- 

siderable number  of  standard  tools,  but 
had  on  the  other  hand  to  take  a  great 
number  of  small  orders,  each  demanding 
a  different  type  and  size  machine  tool. 

The  situation  today  is  hardly  differ- 
ent in  this  respect  from  what  it  was  in 

pre-war  days.  If  anything,  some  ma- 
chine tool  manufacturers  claim  that  the 

demand  is  not  only  for  smaller  quantity 
orders,  but  of  even  greater  diversity 
as  well.  As  Mr.  John  W.  Earle,  a  well- 
recognized  metal  expert  both  in  Eng- 

land and  in  America  and  head  of  the 
Earle-More  Company,  Ltd.,  manufac- 

turers of  non-ferrous  metal  castings, 
explained: 

"The  reason  you  in  America  can  go  in 
for  mass  production  and  specialization 
is  for  the  simple  reason  that  everyone 

takes  in  everybody  else's  washing. 
With  us  it  is  quite  a  different  matter. 
We  cater,  and  have  of  necessity  to 
cater,  to  a  dozen  different  nationalities, 
each  demanding  something  entirely 
suited  to  its  own  particular  needs. 
Under  these  circumstances  what  chance 
would  Henry  Ford  have  in  this  coun- 

try?" 

Machine  Builders  Co-operating 
Judging  from  surface  appearances 

only,  following  a  visit  to  the  industrial 
plants  in  the  cities  of  Manchester,  Bir- 

mingham and  Leeds,  it  would  appear 
that  the  exponents  of  specialization 
have  undoubtedly  the  better  of  the  ar- 

gument for  the  time  being  at  any  rate. 
Their  success  has  had  its  foundation 
based  on  the  need  for  closer  co-opera- 

tion, a  need  which  had  its  origin  in  the 
recognition  of  the  dangers  arising  from 
ever  growing  foreign  competition  as 
exemplified  in  the  increased  facilities 
for  communication.  But  while  this 
latter  factor  has'  to  some  extent  been 
disadvantageous  to  the  trade  of  English 
machine  tool  manufacturers,  it  has  also 
been  of  advantage  to  them.  In  other 
words,  while  increased  facilities  for  com- 

munication have  brought  foreign  com- 
petitors nearer  to  the  English  market, 

it  has  also  worked  to  bring  the  foreign 
markets  nearer  to  the  English  trades. 

The  factor  of  closer  world   interde- 

pendence was  early  recognized  and 
utilized  to  their  own  advantage  by  the 
machine  tool  manufacturers  of  England. 
As  early  as  1916  an  association  known 
as  the  Associated  British  Machine  Tool 
Makers  was  formed  which  included  in 
its  membership  twelve  of  the  largest 
manufacturers  of  machine  tools  in  the 
country.  Its  purpose  was  not  monop- 

olistic in  any  sen.se  of  the  word,  inas- 
much as  it  did  not  have  for  its  object, 

either  stated  or  implied,  the  purpose 
of  excluding  others  engaged  in  the 
same  line  of  industry.  It  was  primarily 
formed  for  purposes  of  greater  effi- 

ciency in  manufacturing,  the  elimina- 
tion of  huge,  unwieldly  and  expensive 

sales  forces  and  of  giving  to  each  mem- 
ber of  the  association  a  particular  field 

in  machine  tool  making  which  the  other 
eleven  members  would  voluntarily  agree 
to  cease  manufacturing.  In  short  it 
made  each  member  firm  of  the  associa- 

tion but  one  department  in  the  manu- 
facturing of  certain  kinds  of  machine 

tools  and  thereby  made  of  what  had 
hitherto  been  twelve  small  unrelated 
manufacturers  all  engaged  in  competi- 

tive lines  with  each  other,  a  unified 
whole,  each  department  specializing  in 
its  own  selected  branch  of  machine  tool 
manufacturing. 

As  an  example,  the  H.  W.  Ward  Co. 
agreed  to  specialize  solely  in  capstan 
and  turret  lathes  and  to  maintain 
through  the  association  one  sales  man- 

ager in  the  central  office  of  the  associa- 
tion. Thus  every  order  that  came  in, 

irrespective  of  which  salesman  received 
it,  was  to  be  put  to  the  credit  of  what- 

ever member  firm  of  the  organization 
made  the  particular  tool  called  for. 

The  results  attained  have  fully  justi- 
fied this  organization.  It  has  decreased 

in  no  small  degree  the  sales  expenses 
of  the  twelve  member  firms  and  what  is 
no  less  important,  it  has,  by  eliminating 
some  of  the  useless  competition,  enabled 
the  tool  manufacturers  to  devote  con- 

siderable time  toward  making  improve- 
ments in  their  special  line  of  manu- 

facturing. The  Ward  Co.,  in  particular, 
has  through  its  specialization  intro- 

duced some  features  in  capstan  and 
turret  lathes  which  have  made  their 
product  unique. 

To  just  what  extent  this  form  of  fac- 
tory specialization  in  England  will  grow 

in  the  future  remains  to  be  seen.  The 
facts  as  developed  so  far,  however, 
would  seem  to  warrant  a  continuation 
of  the  method,  and  aside  from  the  very 
reasonable  objections  raised  by  its  op- 

ponents, it  hardly  seems  an  exaggera- 
tion to  say  that  within  the  next  few 

years  specialization  of  this  kind  \vill 
become  as  great  a  factor  in  the  indus- 

trial life  of  the  country  as  was  formerly 
the  unrelated  and  competitive  methods 
employed  in  pre-war  days. 

French  Iron  and  Steel  Trade 
Shows  Gain 

According  to  cable  to  the  Department 
of  Commerce  from  Acting  Commercial 
Attache,  John  F.  Butler  at  Paris, 
steady  improvement  in  practically  all 
lines  of  iron  and  steel  is  noted  in 
France. 
August  rail  sales  were  the  best  since 

the  commencement  of  the  year.  Sales 
of  foundry  pig  iron  are  on  the  increase. 

Production  of  pig  iron  and  steel 
during  the  seven  months  ending  July 
was  2,689,000  and  2,413,000  metric 
tons,  respectively. 
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UoB    «f   crMiii    »eMinitors    valued    in 
•XMM   of  9M   Mch,   rMMiaad   uAdia> 

laUMB«M»Wn 
tiMtr  rmtu  w*n  mmia  daOahU  at 

U  yar  caal  to  ba  hoaad  oa  Amaricaa 
TUa  vaa  radanJ  in  Um 

It  par  caat  ad  valorvaa.  baaed 
A  compromia* 

th»  rata  was  al- 
torari  to  M  Bar  rent  ad  valor«n  on 
tkt  bMb  af  Ibrriffn  valoa. 
AIiiiMIh  ami  Cyclaa.  Th«  bill 

paaaad  by  iha  Hooaa  providas  that  if 
aaf  eamtry  taMpaaaa  •  daty  an  auto- 
■aUhi  or  nrtt;  whaa  teportad  from 
tkt  UMtad  itola^ia  «mH  of  tba  dntr 
iMjilid  bv  tba  Uytod  SUtaa  on  cuch 
aiUdM.  that  tba  Ammkm  duty  thall 
ba  aq«al  to  tbat  faapoaad  bjr  aurh  a 

■try.  b«t  ia  aa  caaa  to  eacaad  M  p«r 
i  kmutinm  valaa.  TW  Sanato  atrurlc 

aal  tlia  Howa  proriaioa.  bat  ia  confer- 
«Ma  it  war  laatorad.  with  tha  proviao 
that  tba  toarha—  rato  nuy  not  anoad 

oa  tba  forvirn  value.  Tha 
waa  takrn  on  paragraph 

■Mtorcyclca  and  bkyclaa. 
TIm  Saaato  amaad- 

to  tha  biU  impoaaa  a  daty  of  tS 
par  caat,  baaad  oa  foraicB  raioa,  on 
■■■iaa  aiachhiaa  aad  parta,  whaa  Taload 
at  aat  aort  thaa  tn.  A  rato  of  40 
par  caal.  faraicn  valaa.  araa  praarribrd 
for  aavinr  machinaa  havinc  a  value 
vraatar  thaa  176.  The  House  had  put 
•eviac  aiarhhiaa  on  the  free  UaC  In 
roMfaraaea,  hawa»ai.  the  Houaa  arroed 
to  atrUta  aaatat  marhtnaa  off  the  free 
liat  ptertdad  tka  datiaa  were  made  16 
par  aaak  aad  M  par  cant  mpevtivaiy, 
oa  tka  baria  of  foraiffn  valuation. 

lalara.    Tha  Hooaa  had  pat 
rwlatan  on  the  fr*«  liat.     Tha 

SMWto a  daty  of  U  par  cant. 

tivaa  accaptod  the  Renato  ratal 
TfP«ailtar»  aad  TrptMttii«  Macfcto- 

ary.  Tipawiltwa.  typesettin*  aiacbinaa, 
abaa  aiafbiairy,  aand  blast  marhinca, 
aladfo  anddaao  aad  tor  and  oil  cpread- 
lay  aMcUaaa  aaad  in  road  conatrurtion 

I  as  well  aa  their  repair 
latatwad  oa  tha  fre*  lUt 

aad  typaaiitiny  ma> dotiaMe  at  M  par 
in  the  ronfermca  mil, 

tha  nito  pfaatribed  for  tha  faaa> 
bat  daoaa  Ur  aMchinra  and  parto  k 
M  par  Mat  ad  valoram,  a  radoetion  of 
S  par  aaat  fraa  tha  rato  adoptad  by  tha 
Saaato 

Kakitec.  WnUlm  m4  laaakUac 
Machiaea.  A  daCy  of  40  par  cant  ad 
valaraaa.  baaad  aa  fnratga  value,  waa 

'  to  for  bnittlac.  braldinx  and atJac  marhlnae.  Tha  Hooaa  bill 
a  doty  of  U  par  cant.  Amari- 
,  aa  ambraldaiy  marhhiai,  Uro- 
■achiaaa.  aad  aiarblaao  for 

aato  and  aattiafs.  Tha  Sanato 
I  tUa  rato  to  M  per  cant,  baaad 

m  ffaraica  raloa.  b  caaf araaca  tha 
rato  waa  aOowad  to  ataad.  with 

ftaai    AwMTteaa    to   foraiga 

toibad  oa  tha  ftraa  liat  TBaaa  aapara- 
tora.  aa  wall  aa  othar  eantrifural 
machine*  for  tlte  laparation  of  liquid*, 
were  made  dutiable  at  25  per  cant  ad 
valorem. 

Special  Steal.  The  Houae  confaraaa 
airreed  to  accept  the  Senate  rate*  on 
■teel  conUininc  molybdenum  and  tunc- 
•tan.  The  additional  dutie*  which  theaa 

•teeb  thcrrfora  will  pay  are  66  canU 
par  pound  on  the  molybdenum  content 
in  excaaa  of  aix-tanth*  of  I  p«r  cent 
and  72  centa  per  pound  on  the  tungsten 
contont  in  excaaa  of  *ix-tenths  of  1  per cent. 

Small  Toola.  Pliers,  pincers  and  nip- 
par*  of  all  kinilt,  finished  or  unflnished 
are  dutiable  at  60  per  rvnt  ad  valorem, 
recardlaaa  of  lenxth.  The  Houae  bill 
had  prescribed  varying  dulie*  on  these 
tools,  according  to  their  length.  The 
rato  on  filaa.  Ale  blanks,  rasps  and 
floata  was  not  con*iderad  in  the  con- 

ference aa  no  changes  were  made  in 
the  rates  prescribed  by  the  House,  which 
were:  two  and  one-half  inches  in  length 
and  under,  25  centa  per  dozen;  over  two 
and  one-half  and  not  over  four  and  one- 
half  inches,  471  cents  per  dozen;  over 
four  and  one-half  and  under  7  inches 
in  length,  62t  cents  per  dozen;  seven 
inchaa  in  length  and  ov«r,  771  cento 

per  doaea. m 
V 

Elwood  Steel  Co.  Buys 
Sharon  Steel  Plant 

According  to  reporto  from  Elwood 
City,  Pa.,  the  Elwood  Steel  Co.  haa 
purchased  tha  plant  of  the  Sharon 
Pressed  Steal  Co. 
The  plant  acquired  by  the  Elwood 

company  adjoins  the  present  realty 
holdings  of  that  concern,  and  will  be 
uacd  in  enlarging  tha  praaent  plant. 
During  the  war  this  plant  waa  occu- 

pied by  tha  Solid  Drawn  Forge  Co., 
and  aome  time  ago  the  property  was 
■old  to  J.  A.  Gelbach,  J.  J.  Dunn,  D.  E. 
Moore.  ~m»  —  • 
When  incorporation  papera  were 

token  out  a  few  weeks  ago,  the  capital- 
itation  of  the  company  waa  increaaed 
to  $250,000.  With  this  additional 
working  capiUl  and  the  increased  room 
for  larger  manufacturing  facilitiea, 
officials  in  charge  of  the  concern  stoto 
they  soon  expect  to  be  making  30,000 
kegR  of  nails  per  month. 

Officials  of  the  company  are:  George 
K.  BIyth,  president:  John  J.  Tyler, 
vice-president;  August  Miller,  tneaa- 
urar;  Ira  Bixler,  aacratory. 

Southern  Iron  Prices Advancing 

The  Southern  Metol  Tradea  Aaaocia- 
tion  advises  that  spot  pig  iron  haa  con- 

tinued to  advance  steadily  in  price 
at  the  Birniingham  market,  having 
reached  as  high  aa  |28  per  ton  for  No. 
2  foundry  iron,  with  aome  aalaa  for 
shipment  into  northern  marketa  at 
$27.  Numerous  iii()uiricB  are  reported 
with  furnaces  oporating  steadily  to 
keep  up  with  demand.  The  only  re- 

tarding feature  at  the  time  is  the  rail- 
road strike,  and  the  situation  is  im- 

proving steadily.  While  no  salea  for 
1923  delivery  of  pig  iron  have  been 
reported,  inquiries  are  coming  in.  Un- 

official reporU  indicate  production  in 
the  Alabama  district  in  August  to  have 
been  well  above  July. 

Post  Office  Plans  Repair 
Depot  for  Aircraft 

in  Chicago 

Bida  for  an  airplane  repair  and  aa- 
Hcmbly  depot  and  two  hangars  at  the 
Speedwav  tii-ld.  Chicago  are  being  ad- 

vertised by  the  Post  Offlce  Department. 
The_  depot  for  mail  planes  which  has 

been  in  operation  for  two  years  ia  on 
property  surrendered  by  the  Post  Office 
Department.  Permission  has  been 
granted  to  build  on  the  Speedway  park 
adjoining.  The  depot  mnkcs  major  re- 

pairs on  damaged  airplanes  for  all 
three  divisions  of  the  air  mail  service. 
Beaidea  thia  an  average  of  eight  re- 

made planes  are  being  assembled  every 
month  for  use  in  the  service  or  for 
storage  at  reserve  stations. 

The  depot,  which  will  have  58,100 
sq.ft.  of  floor  space  will  contain 
a  warehouse,  garage,  test  sUnd  room, 

factory  and  assembly  room.  The  build- 
ing will  be  two  stories  high.  The  two 

hangars  will  be  100  feet  by  100  feet. 
The  improvements  will  give  the  air 
mail  service  altogether  78,100  sq.ft. 
of  floor  space.  It  is  eitimated  that 
this  increase  in  facilitiea  will  accom- 

modate present  needs  and  allow  aome 
expansion  in  the  future  at  the  central 
fleld  of  the  trans-continental  air  mail 
aervice. 

Agrfcol. with  tlw  aiiHtW  axcap* 

American  Brake  Shoe  Forms 
New  Subnidiary 

According  to  reporta  recently  made 
public,  the  diraetora  of  tha  American 
Brake  Shoe  aad  Foundry  Co.  have  for- 

mally approved  tha  plan  for  the  forma- 
tion of  a  aaw  aubsfdiary  to  be  known 

aa  tha  Ramapo  A  J  ax  Corporation  to 
aeqaira  propartiaa  of  tha  Ramapo  Iron 
Works  with  planto  at  Hillbum  and 
Niagara  Falls,  N.  Y.,  and  Niagara 
Falls,  Ont.,  and  the  AJax  Forge  Co., 
with  planta  in  Chicago  and  Superior, 
Wia.  Tha  plan  provMaa  for  tha  aala 
of  |2,SM,M0  flrat  owrtcaga  20-yaar 
<l  par  cant  bonds,  which  uiva  already 
bean  onoararrittcna 

Surplus  Freight  Cars 
Decrease 

Raporto  furnish<-(l  by  the  car  service division  of  the  American  Railway 
Association  from  the  rail  carriers  of  the 
country  showed  that  there  wore  70,455 
surplus  freight  cars  on  Aug.  :{1.  This 
was  a  decrease  of  50,506  since  Aug.  2:<. 
A  surplus  freight  car  is  one  which  is  in 
good  repair  but  which  is  not  needed  to 
meet  current  freight  requirementa. 

Surplus  coal  cars  totoled  54,666  cars, 
a  reduction  since  Aug.  28  of  41339, 
whila  surplus  box  cars  numbered  3^50, 
a  dacreaaa  within  the  same  period  of 
4,387  cars. 

There  was  also  a  reduction  In  slightly 
more  than  a  week  of  926  in  the  numlier 
of  surplus  coke  cars,  the  total  Ix^ing 
1,982,  white  surplus  stock  cars  totaled 
3,091,  whirh  waa  1,589  less  than  on 
Aug.  23.  A  reduction  within  the  same 
time  of  797  in  the  numl>cr  of  surpluN 
railroad  owned  rffrigcrator  curs  was 
abo  reported. 
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Machine  Tool  Exhibit  Creates 
Widespread  Interest 

Late  reports  reaching  this  issue  of 
American  Machinist  indicate  that  the 
second  annual  machine  tool  exhibition, 
to  be  held  in  the  Mason  Laboratory  of 
Yale  University,  New  Haven,  Conn., 
September  21,  22  and  23,  has  met  virith 
extraordinary  support  from  the  ma- 

chinery builders.  At  this  virriting  110 
firms  have  signified  their  intention  to 
exhibit  their  products  as  follows: 

Names  of  Exhibitors 

Brown  &  Sharpe  Co.,  Providence,  R.  I. 
National   Acme   Co.,   Cieveland.  Oiiio. 
Geometric  Tool  Co.,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
Pratt  &  Wliitney,   Hartford,   Conn. 
R.  &  J.   Dick   Co.,   Inc..   New   Yorlc  City. 
Elec.  Allov  Steel  Co.,  Youngstown,  Ohio. 
C.  E.  Johannson,  Inc.,  Pouglikeepsie,  N.  Y. 
Rivett  Latiie  &  Grinder  Co.,  Boston,  Mass. 
Leland  GifEord  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass. 
Rhodes  Mfg.  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn. 
Kingsbury  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Keene,  N.  H. 
Abrasive   Machine  Tool   Co.,  E.   Providence, 

R     I 
The  Havnes  Stellite  Co.,  New  York  City. 
The  Warner  &  Swasey  Co.,  Cleveland.  Ohio. 
Joseph  T.  Ryerson  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 
Greenfield  Tap  &  Die  Corp.,  Greenfield,  Mass. 
Standard    Shop   Equipment   Co.,    Philadel- 

phia, Pa. 
The  Noble  &  Westbrook  Mfg.  Co.,  Hartford, 
Conn. 

Cronin-Waddell  Co..  Boston,  Mass. 
Educational  Exhibition  Co..  Providence,  R.  I. 
Eastern  Mach.  Screw  Co.,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
Puriton  &  Smith,  Hartford.  Conn. 
Standard  Safety  Mfg.  Co..  New  Haven,  Ccnn. 
Manning  Abrasive  Co.,  Troy,  New  York. 
Peerless  Surfacing  Mach.,  Co..  Troy,  N.  Y. 
Koyal  Waste   Co.,   Rahway.  N.   J. 
Alexander  Brothers.    Philadelphia,   Pa. 
Hoggson  &  Pettis,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
Standard  Macliinery  Co.,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
Martin  Machine  Co.,  Turners  Falls,  Mass. 
American   Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers, 
New  York  City. 

Seneca  Falls  Mfg.  Co.,  Seneca  Falls,  N.  T. 
B.  C.  Ames  Co.,  Waltham,  Mass. 
Sidney  Mach.  Tool  Co.,  Sidney.  Ohio. 
Walls  Sales  Corp.,  New  York  City. 
Royersford  Mach.  Tool  Co..  Royersford,  Pa. 
Anderson   Machine  Co..   Bridgeport,   Conn. 
Bickford-Switzer  Co.,    Greenfield.   Mass. 
Cincinnati  Elec.  Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 
Wisconsin  Electric  Co.,  Racine,  Wis. 
Detroit  Twi.st  Drill  Co..  Detroit,  Mich. 
J.  D.  Wallace  Co.,  Boston.  Mass. 
Charles  H.  Besley  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 
Grant  Mfg.  Co.,  Bridgeport,  Conn. 
American  Milling  Mach.  Co.,  Cincinati,  Ohio. 
Sellew  Mach.  Tool  Co..  Pawtucket,  R.  I. 
Hergi  Mfg.  Co.,  Bridgeport,  Conn. 
Bonner  &  Barnwall,  New  York  City. 
Athol  Machine  Co.,  Athol,  Mass. 
E.  C.  Atkins  &  Co.,  New  York  City. 
Clinton  E.  Hobbs,  Boston,  Mass. 
General  Electric  Co.,  Schenectady,  N.  Y. 
Oven  Equipment  Co.,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
Iron  Age  Publishing  Co.,  New  York  City. 
Jacobs   Mfg.    Co..   Hartford,   Conn. 
Monarch  Mach.  &  Tool  Co.,  Sidney,  Ohio. 
Imperial  Belting  Co..  Chicago,   111. 
American    Machinist     (Publisliers),    New 
York  City. 

Wright   Mfg.   Co.,  Lisbon,  Ohio. 
Skinner  Chuck  Co.,  New  Britain,  Conn. 
New  Haven  Electric   (Radio),  New  Haven. Conn. 
Union  Twist  Drill  Co..  Athol.  Mass. 
Card  Tap  &  Die  Co.,  Mansfield.  Mass. 
The  Carljorundum  Co..  Niagara  Fails,  N.  Y. 
L.  S.  Starrett  Co.,  Athol,  Mass. 
The    Industrial   Press   Co.    (Mach.),   New 
York  City. 

Van  Norman  Mach.   Co.,   Springfield,   Mass. 
Power,  New  York  City. 
Industrial  Engineer,  New  York  City. 
S.  K.  F.   Industries,  Inc..  Hartford.  Conn. 
Dodge  Sales  &  Engineering  Co.,  Mishawaka, Ind. 
Johnson  Belting  Co..  New  York  City. 
J.  T.  Welch,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
H.  G.  Thompson  &  Sons  Co.,  New  Haven, Conn. 
J.  M.   Ney  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn. 
J.  L.  Lucas,   Bridgeport.  Conn. 
Reed  Prentice  Co.,  Worcester,   Mass. 
Chamber  of  Commerce,  New  Haven.  Conn. 
Kilborn   &   Bishop.   New  Haven,   Conn. 
E.  Horton  &  Son  Co..  Windsor  Locks,  Conn. 
Clipper  Beit  Lacer  Co.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
Universal  Boring  Mach.  Co..  Hudson,  Mass. 
Norwalk  Iron  Works.  Norwalk.  Conn. 
Taylor  and  Fenn,  Hartford,  Conn. 
Taft  Pcirce  Co.,  Woonsocket.   R.   I. 
Westcott  &  Mapes,  Inc.,  New  Haven.  Conn. 
J.  T.  Siocumb,  Providence,   R.   1. 

Madden  &  Morrison,  Providence,  R.  I. 
Hill  Clark  &  Co.,  Boston,  Mass. 

(P.  M.  Lord.  Box  764— N.  H.) 
Hartford  Mill  Supply  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn. 
Cochran  &  Bly.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 
Jones  &  Lamson  Mach.  Co.,  Springfield,  Vt. 
A.  F.  Way  Co.,  Hartford.  Conn. 
Page.  Steel  &  Flagg,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
Builders  Iron  Foundry,  Providence,  R.  I. 
E.  W.  Bliss,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Eastern  Sales  Co.,  Boston,  Mass. 
Torrington   Co.,  Torrington,  Conn. 
Standard  Steel  &  Bearings,  Inc.,  Plainville, Conn. 
Detroit  Belt  Lacer  Co.,  Detroit,  Mich. 
American  Swiss  File  &  Tool  Co.,  Elizabeth, 

N.  J.    (26  John  St.,   N.   Y.) 
Keller  Mech.  Engraving  Co.,  Brooklyn.  N.  Y. 
Fafnir  Bearing  Co.,  New  Britain,  Conn. 
Walworth  Mfg.  Co.,.  Boston.  Mass. 
Vitrified  Wheel  Co.,  Westfield,  Mass. 

(Page  Steel  &  Flagg  Co.) 
Eastern  Machinery  Co.,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
N.  H.  Gas  Co.,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
Gallophone    Co.    of    N.    Y.,    151    Grand    St.. 
New  York  City. 

Callophone  Co.  of  N.  Y.,  New  York  City. 
Standard   Steel  &  Bearings,   Inc.,  Philadel- 

phia, Pa. 

The  Saco-Lowell  Co.,  Lowell,  Mass., 
one  of  the  largest  manufacturers  of 
textile  machinery  in  the  country,  will 
establish  a  branch  plant  at  Charlotte, 
N.  C,  representing  about  a  $150,000 
investment.  Work  on  the  plant  already 
is  in  progress. 

The  Powers  Accounting  Machine 
Corporation,  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  has  been  in- 

corporated with  a  capital  stock  of  1,000 
shares  of  no  par  value.  The  company 
will  do  a  general  accounting  and  tabu- 

lating machine  business.  The  incor- 
porators are  M.  A.  Bruce,  C.  H.  Blaske 

and  F.  R.  Bogart. 

The  Potosi  Pipewrench  Co.,  Potosi, 
Mo.,  has  been  incorporated  with  a  capi- 

tal stock  of  500  shares  of  no  par  value. 
The  company  proposes  to  manufacture 
or  sell  state  or  county  rights  to  manu- 

facture or  sell  the  company's,  pipe- 
wrench  products.  The  incorporators 
are  J.  M.  Cooper,  S.  M.  Kathcart,  W. 
H.  Cooper. 

The  Stewart  Warner  Co.  announces 
that  all  of  the  $2,000,000  of  8  per  cent 
notes  due  March  1,  1925,  have  been 
retired.  Practically  the  entire  amount 
was  converted  into  stock  at  the  rate  of 
25  shares  of  stock  for  each  $1,000 
bond.  Conversion,  however,  has  not 
increased  the  outstanding  capital  stock, 
the  company  having  purchased  stock 
equal  to  the  amount  converted,  in  the 
open  market. 

The  United  States  Steel  Corporation 
has  increased  to  $43  a  gross  ton  the 
price  of  steel  rails,  effective  October  1, 
and  covering  deliveries  for  the  first  half 
of  next  year.  The  present  prices  of  $40 
a  ton,  which  was  announced  in  October 
of  last  year,  represents  a  reduction  of 
$7  per  ton  from  the  level  obtaining  from 
March,  1919,  until  that  time. 

The  Fulton  Machine  Tool  Co.,  1422 
W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago,  111.,  has 
been  reorganized  and  will  be  known  as 
the  Fulton  Machine  Co.  The  plant  is 
being  moved  to  larger  quarters  at 
1525  Dayton  St.,  where  the  firm  will 
engage  in  contract  manufacturing  and 
the  building  of  special  machinery. 

The  Chicago,  Rock  Island  and  Pacific 
Railway  Co.  has  been  granted  authority 
by  the  Interstate  Commerce  Commission 
to  issue  $1,000,000  of  first  and  refund- 

ing  mortgage   gold    bonds.      The    issue 

will  be  sold  at  not  less  than  83.50 

per  cent  of  par  and  the  proceeds  used 
for  paying  off  indebtedness,  including 
equipment  trust  obligations  for  addi- 

tions and  betterments,  and  for  general 
corporate  purposes. 

The  M.  S.  Little  Manufacturing  Co.,  *■ Hartford,  Conn.,  and  the  A.  J.  Beaton 
Manufacturing  Co.,  New  Britain,  Conn., 
according  to  recent  reports,  are  to  be 
merged  into  a  new  organization  to  be 
known  as  the  M.  S.  Little  Manufac- 

turing Co.  The  stockholders  of  the 
two  companies  are  to  meet  in  New 
Britain  in  the  near  future  for  the  pur- 

pose of  aproving  of  the  plan. 

The  Chicago,  Milwaukee  and  St.  Paul 
Railway  Co.,  in  its  report  for  June, 
shows  operating  revenues  of  $13,513,- 
555,  an  increase  of  $1,160,554  and  net 
operating  income  $1,215,104,  an  in- 

crease of  $408,014.  For  six  months 
ended  June  30  operating  revenues 
were  $71,156,775,  an  increase  of  $3,- 
387,195  and  net  operating  income  $1,- 
617,155,  an  increase  of  $4,432,878. 

The  Vanadium  Corporation  of 
America,  according  to  its  chairman, 
J.  Leonard  Replogle,  will  show  a  net 
income  for  August  in  excess  of  $90,000 
after  deducting  all  charges. 

The  Casey  Hedges  Co.,  of  Chat- 
tanooga, advises  that  it  has  lately 

acquired  a  site  of  about  50  acres  on 
which  will  be  constructed  a  new  plant 
for  the  manufacture  of  boilers  and 

plumbing  supplies,  to  operate  in  con- 
junction with  the  present  plant  of  the company. 

The  Louisville  and  Nashville  Railroad 
Co.  reports  a  net  operating  income  for 
June  of  $2,619,409,  bringing  the  total 
net  operating  income  for  the  six 
months'  period  up  to  $9,839,446. 

The  Oilgear  Co.,  Milwaukee,  Wis., 
announces  the  appointment  of  the  R. 
E.  Ellis  Engineering  Co.,  621  Washing- 

ton Boulevard,  Chicago,  as  its  repre- 
sentative in  the  sale  and  distribution 

of  Oilgear  products  in  Chicago  and  the 
surrounding  district. 

The  San  Diego  Iron  Works,  the  suc- 
cessor to  the  California  Iron  Works,  at 

San  Diego,  Cal.,  will  manufacture  the 
"California  hydrant,"  for  which  it 
holds  the  patent.  The  new  corporation 
is  planning  an  extension  of  its  business, 
specializing  in  structural  iron,  metal 
work  and  machinery. 

The  Canadian  Pacific  Railway  Co.'s 
net  operating  revenue  for  June, 
amounting  to  $2,362,313,  represents  a 
decrease  of  $742,445.  The  half  yearly 
period  shows  net  revenue  of  $9,814,070, 
a  decrease  of  $3,136,096. 

Alfred  Box  and  Co.,  Inc.,  Philadel- 
phia, Pa.,  manufacturer  of  electric 

traveling  cranes  and  hoists,  announces 
the  opening  of  a  direct  factory  branch 
office  at  30  Church  Street,  New  York 
City.    N.  C.  Pailor  will  be  in  charge. 

The  Denver  and  Rio  Grande  Western 
Railroad  Co.  for  June  reports  operating 
revenues  of  $2,737,227,  an  increase  of 
$878,729  and  net  operating  income 
$482,302,  an  increase  of  $1,120,360. 

The  Milne  Foundry  Corporation  of 
Schenectady,  N.  Y.,  has  been  chartered 
recently  at  Albany,  N.  Y.,  with  a 
capital  of  $100,000  for  the  manufacture 
of  fuel  saving  devices,  as  well  as  en- 

gines, motors  and  machinery  equipment 
used     in     connection     therewith.       The 
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directors  are  William  H.  Milne  and 
George  C.  Ratchford  of  Schenectady; 
J.   Edward   Lurie   of  Albany. 

The  Southern  Pacific  Co.  reports  a 
net  operating  income  for  the  seven 
months  amounting  to  $20,931,851  as 
against  $16,812,873  a  year  ago. 

The  Shamboro  Shuttle  Co.,  Woon- 
socket,  R.  I.  has  purchased  at  public 
auction  the  property  of  the  Saluda 
Manufacturing  Co.,  near  Greenville, 
S.  C,  and  will  install  new  machinery 
preparatory  to  commencing  manufac- 

turing operations  within  the  next 
ninety  days. 

The  Nashville,  Chattanooga  and  St. 
Louis  Railway  Co.  has  made  application 
to  the  Interstate  Commerce  Commission 
to  issue  $1,800,000  of  certificates,  the 
proceeds  from  the  sale  to  be  applied  on 
the  cost  of  eight  locomotives,  nine  bag- 

gage cars,  six  coaches  and  1,000  freight 
cars,  estimated  at  $2,297,037. 

The  Cemele  Machine  Co.,  Salem, 
Ohio,  was  incorporated  recently  at 
Columbus  with  a  capital  of  $30,000. 
The  incorporators  are  C.  P.  Hepler, 
Amos  Entricken,  Hiram  S.  Hendrick, 
Fred  Kremser  and  John  Leeson. 

The  Gifford-Wood  Co.,  Hudson,  N.  Y., 
manufacturers  of  coal  handling  and 
conveying  machinery,  according  to  an 
announcement  by  the  Pittsburgh 
Chamber  of  Commerce  has  secured  the 
property  at  Hulton,  Pa.,  formerly  oc- 

cupied by  the  Crescent  Forging  Co.  and 
will  begin  the  work  of  remodeling  the 
property  at  once  preparatory  to  the 
commencement  of  manufacturing  op- 
erations. 

The  Rebstock  Co.,  St.  Louis,  Mo., 
has  been  incorporated  and  will  manu- 

facture and  deal  in  machinery  of  all 
kinds  including  iron,  steel,  wood  and 
sheet  metal  and  will  do  a  general 
manufacturing  business   in  these  lines. 

The  Birmingham  Stove  Works,  Birm- 
ingham, Ala.,  B.  H.  Hartsfield,  man- 

ager, advises  that  several  thousand 
dollars  will  be  invested  enlarging  the 
plant. 

The  Norwalk  Iron  Works  Co.,  South 
Norwalk,  Conn.,  announces  that  it  has 
with  it  the  Automatic  Carbonic  Machine 
Co.,  of  Peoria,  111.,  the  plant  and  equip- 

ment of  which  is  being  moved  to  South 
Norwalk.  Arrangements  are  now  be- 

ing made  whereby  the  Norwalk  Iron 
Works  will  be  in  position  to  supply 
a  completely  developed  line  of  carbonic 
gas  equipment  for  refrigeration  and  ice 
making  in  addition  to  its  standard  am- 

monia equipment. 

The  Dawson  Variety  Works,  Dawson, 
Ga.,  announces  its  intention  to  start 
work  imrnediately  on  the  reconstruc- 

tion of  its  machine  shops,  recently 
destroyed  by  fire. 

The  Walworth  Realty  Co.,  a  sub- 
sidiary of  the  Walworth  Manufacturing 

Co.,  Boston,  manufacturers  of  the  Still- 
son  wrench,  the  Walmanco  joint  and 
other  steam  and  gas  fittings,  tubes,  etc., 
have  awarded  Dwight  P.  Robin.son  and 
Co.,  Inc.,  the  contract  for  the  design  and 
construction  of  a  warehouse,  pipe  shop 
and  garage  to  be  located  on  Jackson 
Avenue,  Long  Island  City.  The  scope 
of  the  work  includes  the  design  and 
construction  of  a  3-story  and  basement 
concrete  building  designed  to  permit 
the  addition  of  three  floors  later  on,  a 
garage  to  accommodate  eight  trucks,  a 

pipe  storage  building  and  a  pipe  shop 
extension  at  the  rear  of  the  main  build- 

ing; also  necessary  retaining  walls, 
platforms,  paving  and  railroad  siding. 
The  main  building  will  contain  the 
offices,  city  sales  department,  shipping 
room  and  space  for  the  storage  of  fit- 

tings and  material.  The  pipe  storage 
building  is  to  be  60  x  214  ft.  and  will  be 
served  by  a  crane  running  out  over  the 
railroad  siding.  Construction  has  al- 

ready begun. 
The  Carlson  Brothers  Tool  and 

Machine  Co.,  South  Boston,  Mass.,  is 
reported  recently  to  have  taken  a  long 
lease  on  the  machine  shop  aX  15  B  St., 
that  city. 

The  St.  Croix:  Paper  Co.,  Woodland 
Junction,  Me.,  suffered  a  loss  in  its  new 
lumber  plant  of  $150,000  by  fire  a  few 
weeks  ago,  much  new  machinery  being 
destroyed. 

The  Butterfield  and  Co.  Division, 
Union  Twist  Drill  Co.,  Derby  Line,  Vt., 
manufacturer  of  taps,  dies,  reamers  and 
screw  plates,  are  occupying  their  new 
brick  and  concrete  fire-proof  buildings 
recently  completed.  The  main  factory 
building  is  170  ft.  long  by  70  ft.  wide, 
three  stories  and  a  basement,  with 
annex  one-story  high,  170  ft.  by  60  ft. 
and  basement,  and  an  ell  to  the  main 
building  85  ft.  by  70  ft.,  three  stories, 
all  of  the  latest  approved  construction. 
This  move  has  necessitated  the  pur- 

chase of  considerable  new  equipment 
ancl  machinery,  and  when  completed 
gives  them  practically  double  their  pre- 

vious capacity,  this  being  neices&ry 
to  take  care  of  their  rapidly  growing 
business. 

The  New  York  Air  Brake  Co.,  ac- 
cording to  a  statement  just  made  public 

by  B.  J.  Minnier,  general  manager,  has 
unfilled  orders  on  its  books  at  the  pres- 

ent time,  the  volume  of  which  is  greater 
than  in  any  previous  period  in  the  com- 

pany's history.  June  shipments  totaled 
$700,000. 
The  Pierce  Arrow  Motor  Car  Co. 

reports  August  sales  and  shipments  for 
this  year  as  being  greater  than  those 
for  the  corresponding  month  in  any 

year  in  the  company's  history. 
The  Florida  East  Coast  Railway  Co. 

has  asked  the  Interstate  Commerce 
Commission  for  permission  to  extend  its 
line  a  distance  of  125  miles,  from  Okee- 

chobee to  Miami,  Fla. 

The  Diamond  Chain  and  Manufactur- 
ing Co.  announces  the  opening  of  an  of- 

fice at  340  Leader-News  Building,  Cleve- 
land, Ohio.  The  office  will  be  in  charge 

of  Mr.  H.  I.  Markey,  who  has  been  with 
the  company  five  years  as  mechanical 
engineer  in  its  engineering  and  sales 
departments. 

The  lYoungstown  Sheet  and  Tube  Co. 
directors  have  declared  a  quarterly 
dividend  of  75  cents  per  share  on  the 
common  stock  payable  Oct.  1  to  stock- 

holders of  record  Sept.  20.  The  pre- 
vious dividend  rate  has  been  50  cents 

per  share  quarterly. 

The  United  Brass  Manufacturing  Co., 
3844  Hamilton  Ave.,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  a 
co-partnership  consisting  of  Benjamin 
F.  Klein  and  William  J.  Schoenberger, 
has  been  dissolved  by  mutual  consent. 
The  United  Brass  Manufacturing  Co. 
continues  as  heretofore  in  the  manu- 

facture of  plumbing  brass  goods  and 
water  works  brass  goods  at  its  present 
location,   under    the   sole   ownership    of 

Benjamin  F.  Klein.  William  J.  Schoen- 
berger withdraws,  and  takes  over  the 

gas  valve  and  stove  cock  department, 
which  will  be  operated  by  The  W.  J. 
Schoenberger  Co.,  located  at  Harvard 
Ave.  at  103d  St.,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  man- 

ufacturing brass  gas  valves,  gas  cocks 
and  special  fittings  for  gas  appliances. 

The  Oilgear  Co.,  Milwaukee,  Wis., 
iinnounces  the  appointment  of  the 
Cadillac  Machinery  Co.,  Lafayette  and 
Beaubien  Sts.,  Detroit,  as  its  repre- 

sentative in  the  sale  and  distribution  of 
Oilgear  products  in  the  state  of 
Michigan. 

The  Modern  Truck  Manufacturiiig 
Co.,  recently  formed  in  Mobile,  Ala., 
with  a  capital  of  $50,000,  G.  M.  Bb\T)E 
of  Mobile,  president,  announces  that 
machine  shops  for  turning  out  truck 
parts  will  shortly  be  established  in that  city. 

The  Berger  Manufacturing  Co., 
Canton,  Ohio,  was  incorporated  re- 

cently, in  Illinois,  according  to  dis- 
patches from  Springfield,  with  a  capital 

of  $100,000.  Edward  A.  Langenbach 
was  named  as  president  and  Charles 
W.  Krieg  as  secretary. 

The  Oilgear  Co.,  Milwaukee,  Wis., 
has  opened  a  New  York  office  at  39 
Cortlandt  St.,  in  order  to  be  in  direct 
touch  with  the  entire  eastern  territory. 
Russell,  Holbrook  and  Henderson,  30 
Church  St.,  New  York  have  been  ap- 
l)ointed  sales  representatives  of  this 
company  for  the  district  in  and  near New  York  City. 

The  Lees  Bradner  Co.,  Cleveland, 
Ohio,  has  opened  a  sales  office  at  32 
North  Clinton  St.,  Chicago,  with  Frank 
Artz  in  charge. 

The  Fremont  Metal  Co.,  Fremont, 
Ohio,  was  chartered  this  week  with  a 
capital  stock  of  $50,000.  The  incor- 

porators are  Frank  Nagle,  Lawi-ence 
Freehs,  Carl  D.  Perkins,  Marshal 
Bixler,  and  Elizabeth  Bixler  all  of 
Fremont.  The  company  has  for  some 
time  been  making  metal  bodies  for 
auto  trucks. 

The  Sullivan  Machinery  Co.,  follow- 
ing the  completion  of  its  new  plant  at 

Michigan  City,  Ind.,  will  remove  its 
Chicago  works,  utilizing  the  equipment 
and  later  disposing  of  its  buildings. 
A  tract  of  125  acres  has  been  acquired 
for  the  new  plant,  buildings  to  include 
foundry,  machine  shop,  assembling 
plant,  etc.,  and  estimated  to  cost  about 
$1,000,000.  Office  headquarters  will  be 
maintained  in  Chicago  as  heretofore. 
The  new  plant  is  expected  to  be  com- 

pleted early  next  year. 

J.  D.  Powell,  formerly  connected 
with  the  L.  S.  Starrett  Co.  has  become 
associated  with  the  Lufkin  Rule  Co.. 
and  will  make  his  headquarters  at 
Saginaw,  Mich. 

F.  C.  SCHREIBER,  of  late  connected 
with  the  sales  department  of  the  Pack- 

ard Co.,  has  returned  to  the  position 
which  he  formerly  held  with  Stocker- 
Rumley-Wachs  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 

Irving  S.  Kemp  has  resigned  his  posi- 
tion as  sales  manager  of  the  Vaughn  & 
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Bushnell  Manufacturing  Co.,  to  become 
vice-president  of  the  Evansville  Tool 
Works,  Evansville,  Ind. 

Alfred  J.  Lewis,  formerly  con- 
nected with  the  Babcock  &  Wilcox  Co. 

and  the  American  Steel  Foundries  Co., 
was  recently  appointed  district  repre- 

sentative with  headquarters  in  the 
Foutain  Building,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  for 
the  Pittsburgh  Grinding  Wheel  Co., 
Rochester,  Pa.,  manufacturer  of  grind- 

ing wheels  and  emery. 

H.  J.  SwANSON,  formerly  associated 
with  the  Detroit  Machine  Tool  Co.  as 
sales  manager,  has  been  appointed  man- 

ager of  the  Peerless  Machine  Co., 
Racine,  Wis. 

F.  A.  Ball,  for  many  years  asso- 
ciated with  the  L.  S.  Starrett  Co., 

Athol,  Mass.,  and  more  recently  vice- 
president  of  the  company,  has  been 
elected  to  the  presidency  to  succeed  the 
late  L.  S.  Starrett. 

John  J.  Curky,  of  Hartford,  Conn., 
has  recently  been  appointed  mechanical 
superintendent  of  Plant  D,  of  the  New 
Departure  Manufacturing  Co.,  of  Bris- 

tol, Conn.,  at  Meriden,  Conn.  Mr.  Curry 
has  been  in  the  Hartford  plant  of  the 
company  for  some  time,  and  is  a  mas- 

ter designer  of  tools,  gages  and  fixtures 
used  in  the  manufacture  of  the  con- 

cern's products, 
Harry  J.  Foss  has  been  elected  presi- 

dent of  the  Berkshire  Mill  Supply  Co., 
of  Pittsfield,  Mass.,  to  fill  the  vacancy 
caused  by  the  recent  death  of  Charles 
E.    HlBBARD. 

Col.  C.  L'H.  Ruggles,  after  a  year 
spent  as  a  student  at  the  Army  War 
College,  has  been  returned  to  his  old 
assignment  as  chief  of  the  technical 
staff  of  the  Ordnance  Division  of  the 
War   Department. 

Col.  J.  W.  JOYES,  who  has  been  serv- 
ing as  chief  of  the  technical  staff  during 

the  absence  of  Col.  C.  L'H.  Ruggles,  has 
been  assigned  to  duty  as  ordnance  officer 
for  the  Corps  Area,  having  its  head- 

quarters at  Governor's  Island.  Col. 
Samuel  Hof,  has  resumed  his  regular 
duties  as  chief  of  the  artillery  division 
of  the  technical  staff. 

Mtles  W.  O'Brien,  president  of  the 
South  Bend  Lathe  Works',  South  Bend, 
Ind.,  has  been  named  a  member  of  the 
board  of  lay  trustees  of  Notre  Dame 
University.  He  is  the  second  South 
Bend  man  to  be  placed  on  the  board, 
A.  R.  Erskine,  president  of  the  Stude- 
baker  Corporation,  being  the  other. 

W.  G.  NiMS  has  been  elected  vice- 
president  of  the  L.  S.  Starrett  Co.,  fill- 

ing the  vacancy  created  by  F.  A.  Ball, 
who  has  just  been  elected  president. 

J.  Ernest  G.  Yalden,  for  many 
years  superintendent  of  the  Baron  de 
Hirsch  Trade  School,  New  York  City, 
has  resigned  owing  to  poor  health. 
Robert  H.  Greene,  who  has  been  con- 

nected with  the  institution  for  several 
years,  has  been  appointed  to  fill  the 
vacancy. 

Fred  W.  Ramsey,  who  resigned  as 
president  of  the  Cleveland  Metal 
Products  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  some 
time  ago  to  devote  his  attention  to 
other  activities,  has  been  elected  chair- 

man of  the  board  of  the  Cleveland 
■Tractor  Co.  Rollin  H.  White  con- 

tinues as  president  of  the  Tractor  or- 
ganization. 

Charles  Miller,  a  mechanical  en- 
gineer in  the  employ  of  the  New  York 

Transit  Commission,  died  in  the  Jewish 
Hospital,  New  York  City,  September  7, 
aged  58  years.  He  lived  at  1,238  Bed- 

ford Avenue,  Brooklyn,  and  was  a 
member  of  the  American  Association  of 
Engineers. 
John  T.  McHugh,  65,  one  of  the 

leading  steel  men  of  the  Shanango 
Valley,  died  September  9,  following  a 
short  illness.  Mr.  McHugh  was  assist- 

ant superintendent  of  the  Farrell  plant 
of  the  American  Steel  and  Wire  Co. 
for  the  past  several  years,  a  member 

of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  People's Bank  and  a  former  city  councilman.  In 
1890  he  worked  in  the  same  mill  at 
Salem,  0.,  where  James  A.  Farrell, 
now  president  of  the  United  States 
Steel  Corporation,  was  a  wire  puller. 
He  had  been  connected  with  the  United 
States  Steel  Corporation  for  the  past 
35  years. 

Albert  Pryibil,  president  of  the  P. 
Pryibil  Machine  Co.,  Inc.,  New  York 
City,  manufacturer  of  spinning  lathes, 
died  at  his  home  in  that  city,  September 
14,  at  the  age  of  51  years.  Mr.  Pryibil 
had  been  associated  with  the  company 
for  35  years  and  had  been  president  for 
the  past  twenty-five  years.  A  widow 
and  son,  P.  L.  Pryibil,  survive. 

Industrial  Physics  M<Thiinlcs.     By  L.  Ray- 
mond Smith.     Cloth  ;  two  hundred  and 

eighteen,    5  J   x   8    in.   pages.      Published 
by    the    McGraw-Hill    Book    Company, 
Inc..    370    Seventh   Avenue,   New   York, 
N.   Y.      Price    $1.75. 

This,   the  first  of  a  series  o£  three  books 
on    industrial     physics,     thoroughly    covers 
every     detail     of     mechanics.       The    author 
states  his  subject  in  a  way  the  student  can 
understand    and    illustrates   the   theories   in 
terms  of  the  student's  every  day  interests. The  book  is  a  text  on  elementary  practical 
mechanics    for    technical,    industrial,    voca- 

tional and  evening  schools.    Many  questions 
and  prol>lems  are  given  at  the  end  of  each 
chapter. 
The  subjects  taken  up  deal  with: 

measurement  and  measuring  instruments, 
elementary  trigonometry,  gravitation  and 
gravity,  forces,  motion,  composition  of 
forces  and  velocities,  resolution  of  forces 
and  velocities,  equilibrium  of  concurrent 
forces.  equilibrium  of  parallel  forces, 
equilibrium  of  non-concurrent  forces,  com- 

mercial and  laboratory  structures,  elasticity, 
work,  power,  energy,  friction,  simple  ma- 

chines, practical  study  of  machines,  mech- anical transmission  of  power,  fluids,  falling 
bodies ;    centrifugal    force ;    the    pendulum. 

The  author  holds  the  position  of  In- 
structor in  Industrial  Physics  at  the  Wm. 

L.  IMcklnson  High,  School,  Jersey  City, 
N.  J.,  and  has  tried  out  the  material  in  his 
classes. 
Knots,  Splices  and  Rope  Work,  b.v  A.  Hyatt 

Verrill.     The  Norman  W.   Henley  Pub- 
lishing Co.,  2  West  45th  St.,  New  York. 

Pocket    size,    bound    in    cloth,    104,    4J 
X  6J  pages,   156   illustrations.  Price,  $1. 

This  little  volume  contains  full  directions 
for     making     most     of     the     knots,     splices, 
hitches  and  bends  in  use  by  seafaring  men 
and  riggers.     It  gives  directions  for  making 
many    of    the    ornamental    knots    used    by 
those  who  "went  down  to  the  sea  in  ships" in     the     days     when     sailors     were     indeed 
sailors.     The  illustrations  are  vivid  and  the 
directions     so     complete     as     to     be     easily 
understood  by  the  landlubber. 
Everyone  should  know  somethins;  of 

knots.  As  the  author-  points  out  in  his 
introduction,  "a  little  knowledge  of  knots has  saved  many  a  life  in  storm  and  wreck 
and  if  everyone  knew  how  to  tic  a  knot 
quickly  and  .securely,  there  would  be  fewer 
ca.sualties  in  hotel  and  other  fires. 

l.lqald  Fuel.  By  Wm.  H.  Booth,  Second 
Edition.  Published  by  K.  P.  Dutton 
and  Company,  New  York.  Cloth,  6  x 
9.  297  pages;  86  iUuatratlons ;  29 tables.     Price  J4. 

A  volume  which  contains  much  of  the 
Information  Included  in  the  authors  more 
elaborate  work,  LIQUID  FUEL.  AND  ITS 
COMBU^ION,  issued  in  1903,  together  with 
some  more  recent  data  on  the  burning  of 
pertoleum  fuel.  The  author  deals.  In  th<-' 
main,  with  English  stationary  and  marine 
practice.  He  ignores  the  more  advanced 
methods  at  burning  oil  as  followed  In 
America. 

This  would  seem  most  unfortunate  as  the 
largest  consumer  of  boiler  oil  Is  the  United 
States  and  it  is  here  that  there  Is  the 
greatest  need  of  a  thoroughly  practical 
treasise  on  the  subject  as  applying  to 
American  conditions.  If  the  engineer  wishes 
to  obtain  a  general  idea  of  the  producton  of 
crude  oil,  its  chemical  constitution  and  effi- 

ciency, as  well  as  the  precautions  to  be  fol- 
lowed in  burning  oil,  this  volume  will  be 

found  most  desirable. 

Foreig:n  Commerce  Handbook.  The 
Foreign  Commerce  Department,  U.  S. 
Chamber  of  Commerce,  "Washington,  D.  C. An  exceptionally  usable  Foreign  Commerce 
Handbook  has  just  been  issued  by  the 
Foreign  Commerce  Department  of  the 
Chamber  of  Commerce  of  the  United  States. 
Within  the  space  of  31  pages  this  publica- 

tion condenses  a  great  deal  of  information 
as  to  sources  of  service  in  foreign  trade. 
Its  alphabetical  arrangement  makes  it  a 
handy  reference  work  for  the  busy  exporter 
or  importer.  The  book  contains  also  a  list 
of  the  topics  of  national  importance  that 
are  engaging  the  attention  of  the  National 
Chamber's  Foreign  Commerce  Department Committee  under  the  chairmanship  of 
Willis  H.  Booth  of  New  York.  As  the  first 
publication  of  its  kind  the  handbook  meets 
a   distinct   need   In   foreign    trade   circles. 

Forthcoming  Meetings 

National  .-Vssociation  of  Cost  Accountants. 
Third  international  conference  to  be  held 
at  Atlantic  City,  N.  J.  .Sept.  23-28.  Stuart 
McLeod,  130  West  Forty-second  St.,  New York,    is  secretary. 

American  Institute  of  Mining:  and  Metal- 
lurgical Knirineers,  annual  convention.  Sept. 

25  to  28,  1922,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  Secre- 
tary, F.  F.  Sharpless,  29  West  39th  Street, New  York  City. 

American  Society  of  Mechanical  £nsi- 
neers,  regional  meeting,  Sept.  25,  26  and 
27,  1922,  Hotel  Kimball,  Springfield,  Mass. 
Secretary,  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,  New  York  City. 

American  Societ.r  for  Steel  Treatinir.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.  building,  Detroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Eisenman,  4600  Prospect  Ave., 
Cleveland,  is  secretary. 

Second  National  Aero  Congress  and  Na- 
tional .Airplane  Races,  Detroit,  Mich., 

October   7    to    14.   1922. 

American  Gear  Manufacturers*  Associa- 
tion. Fall  meeting,  Chicago,  111.,  Oct.  9, 10  and  11.  1922. 

Soclet.v  of  Industrial  Ensineers.  Oct.  18 

to  20.  Mc.\lpin  Hotel.  New  Y'ork.  Secre- tary, George  C.  Dent,  327  South  LaSalle  St., Chicago. 

American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 
tion, annual  convention.  New  York  City, 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway.  New  York  City. 

.American  Trade  .Association  Kxecutives. 
Third  annual  meeting,  Oct.  25,  26  and  27, 
1922,  at  the  Inn,  Bucks  Falls,  Pa.  (Dela- ware Water  Gap). 

National  Founders  Association,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary,  J  M.  Taylor.  29  South 
La  Salle  St.,  Chicago,  III. 
American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 

neers, annual  convention,  r>ecember  4  to  7, 
1922.  New  York  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  39th  Street,  New  York 
City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chanical EuKlneering.  Dec.  7  to  13,  1922. 

Grand  Central  Palace.  New  York  City. 
Secretary.  Calwin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,  New  Y'ork  City. 
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KI>K  AND  FALL  OV  THB  MAKKKT 

•till  KUf',  No.  2  foundr>-.  up  W* 
«■  Mia^^hiw  81  ia  PkUaMpkU.  88  in  Chicago  and  IS  it< 

N«w  York:  Um  advumd  88  i*  PUlBdtlphia  and  82.SO  in 

Pitutaisli:  bMMMT.  81  UckM'  pw  croM  ton.  In  Pituburch. 
9ti«ctw*l  alH^M  Md  M«l  alMl  ban.  88988.10  per  100  lb , 

fAk  nttataicli  M  oHiawy  bwiMu:  82.15#82.SS  for 

■is.  B«vival  of  bajrific  by  railroad*,  Ktimu- 

far  ptotoa;  oil  Unk.  and  ship  platv  buyitiiC 

•ctiv*.  Iwilig  tartMWt'  ̂ aotoa  93  on  Unk  plat«a; 

ft.l8#8tJ8  POT  180  lb.  Mill  price  of  tin 
»tm*4;  stvrl  raiU,  bowrvrr.  up  83  per  ton, 

«flWtl««  Oet.  1.  Um  Artt  chance  on  miU  in  a  year.  Blue 
•to*i  alMwta.  in  New  York  warehoote*.  up  16c.; 

I  (alTulaad.  8*e.  per  100  lb.  New  York  aUo  quotci 

•f  lie.  «■  kM|^  Sis.  on  rtrips  and  eold-flnitheJ 

71c.   aa  Bcainst  7c.;  Chinese  Bntimony   7c.  as  com- 
i  with  S|c.#«c.  per  lb.,  in  .Sew  York  warehouse*.     LeaJ 

aeU««  bat  prieoa  atabfo;  copper  and  tin  alio  an- 
OM  metaU,  aoa-f«iTMU.  ap   Xc^ic  per  lb.   In 

CWvalaad. 

t>nl«n     CoHBellavflle  coke  down  80c.   per  ton,  prompt 

fMmare  and   foundiT':   (ttppty   tomrwhat    improved. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

no  UtON  —  Prr  froM  loa  —  OuoiatioBt  compiled    by   The 
M"--^'-  \ddyCo.: 
(  *TI 

.>«.  ;  ■  ■■ib*wi     829.  >5 
NHtberaBaife        32  27 
Sowbera  Obio  No.  :        34.27 

NEW  YnBK-Tid««ai«r  Delivery 
j^.L,.     v_  2(,*««i2  Ji#2./$)       J6.27 
BIIV  I 
No.,  r  u.jnii<]r        27.50 

PHILADLIPHIA 
tMt,f  ra..No.2a(f«w»2.2f92.7S)   U.b*%ii.6i 

  ,       J7.17 
  ,       J4.00 Buic    %^m. 

uffVy    W Of fV  ■••eeea^**** 
CMICAOO 

No.  2  Fe«a4fy  local           

No.  2  rmuUty.  Sootbef*  (tOkoa  2.25«2.7S)   

PITTSBL'BCH.  laditdiM  frcickt  cbarge  from  Valley 
No.  2  Foudrx            

J2.00 
j:  uu 

JS.OD 

32.  ̂ 0 33.00 

IKON  MACHINPY  CAffTINCW— la  cent*  per  pound: 

Deuteit. 
New   Yock.. 
CkeeUad... 

Cbicaye   

Liftii 

|:.o 10012 

9^10 

«.0 

5.0 

Medium 
10.0 

X.O 

'..0 

*.2« 

4.3 

Heavy 

4. 75 

3^ 

4.0 

4.5 
J.5 

tioM  are  ia  caai*  p<r  pound  ia  variou*  a'lict •  ibe  bote  ̂ iMtsiieni  from  liiiR: 
Pioabafgbt 
Lana 

Mil  Lot* 

2  60 

1  TV Ka.14        2.7ofaj  w 

NewYofk  Oevelaad 

Haw  10. 
l(a.U. 2  ̂ m 

Ka.t« 

Ho*.  17  a^  2L 
N«e.2Ia*d2«. 
Km.  25  Midi*. 
K»7«   

2  9aiM0 

3.2fii^M5 

I.  sot  J  45 

4.1V 4.24 

4.29 
4.39 

4.70 
4.75 
4. NO 

4  Hi 

1  $0 
3,55 
3.M 

3.70 
4.05 
4  10 

4  15 
4  25 

Chicaio 

4.00 
4.05 

4.10 4.20 

4.70 

4,70 4.75 4.85 

iialvaniicd 
No«.  10  and  II. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
No*.  17  and  21. 
No*.  22  and  24. 
No.  26          5.0! 

No.2i»    ■ 

Plitsbursli <,«5«i.V50 

.«  4$«i.'  60 
J.7SfeJ  90 .V90A4.05 

New  York 

4.  Ml 

vOO 

5.. VI 

5. 45 
S.«0 

S.90 

OcveUnd 
4.25 

4.3.5 4.65 4.80 

4.95 

5.25 

C'hicaM 

4,5.5 
4.95 

slio 
s.ss 

WROl'Cirr  PIPE — The  followinii  liitrounti  are  to  jnbhrrt  for 
carioad  loMon  ihelatrtt  l*iiiibur(h  bating  card: 

Stool  BUTT  WFI.D  Iron 
<:alv.  Inch**  Black 

5M  Jtol)        \'>\ LAPWKI.n 
4'>J  2       341 
Ml  2iio4       .'7 

49j  4lio(>       J7 
4«t  7  to  12       35 

Birr  WF.I  D.  KXTRA  SIRONt;,  PLAIN  ENDS 
Itull       <*  551  ]  to  II       .'"I 
2  to  3       67  56) 

L.AP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

Inche* 
1  ro3   Black 

2 

21  to  t. 

7  to  8. 
9  to  12 

61 

65 

62 

61 

59 

21  to  4       63 

4|to6       62 
7  to  8       5K 
9  to  12          52 

Malleable  fittina*- 

4K 

M 
51 

45 

2    ji; 21  to  4    3N 

4|to6    37 7  to  8    50 '>tol2    254 

<:alv 

24i 

20 

24 

24 

22 

251 

26 
25 

IK 

13 

Cla«*ei  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

icockicllai  netlitt.   Caiciron.itandard  (izci,  20-5%  olT. 

WROUGHT  PIPE -Warchoiiie  diicountt  ai  followi: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicaao 

Black  (iaiv.  Black  (iaiv.  Black    (faW. 

llo3in.>teelbuitwelded.  eOVo   47%   571';;    451%   6>i%   48(% 

.     dded.  57%   44' i    511%    4.'|%    S''i%  45J*Z M.illealile  fiitinx*.     Claucn  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
2)  to  (>  in.  tied  lap  w 

Mallealile  filtinx* 

(lock  icll  at  lltt  titi  5% Cait  iron,  standard  tizet,  32%  off. 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warehoute  pricei  in  rent*  per  pound  in 
lOO-lb.  Iota: 

New  York 

Open  hearth  tpiiiiii  tied  (bail')  .  4.50 
Sprini  tied  (IikIiiMI',*"';    6.00 
Coppered  Rcttcmer  iudi(ha(r)..  6.03 
Hoop  tied     4.29 
Cold  rollej  tirip  tied       <>.  75 
Floor  platei     5.50 
Cold  linithed  ahafiinaoracrew. .  3.90 
Cold  finithed  Halt,  xpiarea    4.40 

Strui'liiral  thapct  ibatc)..      ...  3.04 
Soft  lied  bait  (bate I    2.94 

Soft  tied  bar  ihapet  (bate).    .  2.94 
Soft  tied  band*  ibaic)    3.74 

Tank  plate*  (bate)    3.04 
Bar  iron  (2.45  «t  milt)    2.94 
Drill  rod  (from  lift;    5 5®iO% 
Kleciric  trdding  wire: 
A    8.1)0... 

f    ''.SO,,, 
.".to!    '.,25... 

Clevrlan 
6.00 

6.00 
8  00 
3.50 

8.25 

?.06 

3.<.0 4.10 

2.91 2.81 

2.81 

3.61 2.91 

2.81 

40% 

d  Chicago 
4.50 

6.00 

6.10 
3.W 
7.25 

$.50 

3.70 

4.20 
2.90 

2.80 
2.80 

3.S5 

2.90 

2.80 

50% 

UQiM 

,  ll("U \Oiii  1 1 

METALS 

Cuirrnt  Price*  in  Centi  Per  Pound 

Cupper,  dcctrolytic  'up  to  railoiit,  New  York. .  . . 
Tin,  5-ton  lott.  New  York 
Lead  (up  to  carlot*},  St.  I.ouit.  . 

Zinc  (up  to  carlot*),  St.  I.ouii. .  '• 

.  5.80;  New  York. 

50®6.55;  New  York. 

.,      •           oo  .     tnf    :-  »..    I  i(  New  York  Cleveland 
Aluminum,  98  to  W^„  infoti,  I-IS 

tun  lot*        I''  20  2<l.00 
Antimony  (Chine**),  Ion  tpoi.                 1  VA)  7.75 
Copper  thectt,  bate  21    50  22. Of) 
Copper  wire  (railoii)  11.75  IK. 00 
Copper  bait  <lon  loll)      20  00  23.00 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb  lot*)    24.75  25,00 
Brattiheetf  (lOO-lb.  lot*)    IK. 25  20.50 
Brat*iubing(IOO-lb.  lot*)    22.50  23  50 

14.621 

32.50 (,  (O 

7.i:| 

Chicag* 

20.00 

K.(M) 

23.00 

16.25 

19  50 23.00 
18.7$ 
20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies    | 

18.50 13.75 19.50 9.25 

23..50 
20.00 42.25 
36.00 ir.oo 9.00 

M  ET  ALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      16.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      18.  75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9.25 
Solder  a  and  J),  (caselots)     25.00 
Babbitt  metal   (fair   grade)      25.00 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      15 .  00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Baj'onne,  N.  J    .    39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKFX  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       .50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  mouel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
.Shot   32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50.00 
Sheet  bars..      40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11 .75 
Copper,light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light       6.00 
No.  1  vellow  brass  turnings       6.50 
Zinc.:        3.00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC.  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       2.3.00       21.00        20.90 

"A"  Charcoal  .Mlaways  Grade: 

■-  IC,  20x28,    112sheets        17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets.......     20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets        12. .>0       11.00  14. .iO 

^IC,  112  sheets        12. SO       11.40         14.80 
Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
lOO-lb.,    14x20         7.00         5. SO  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7.25         6.05  7.40 

12.2? 12.00 
11.75 11.50 
10.00 10.50 
4.50 4.75 
3.50 4.00 6.00 

9.25 5.00 6  00 
6.50 7.00 

3.50 
4.25 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..     )50 . 09(o  $0 .  1 1  .\       SO. 12         SO.llJ 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .065fe.lO  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13ixl35,perlb.  .075  .06  .10 
Wiping  cloths,13;x205,per  lb.  .08  .09^  .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .91  1.01  .97 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.50 
Red  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.  50 
Red  lead,  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.        New  York,  14.00 
Fireclay,  per  100  1b.  bag    .80  100 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville.. .  .per  net  ton   1  l.()0@ll  .50 
Celt!!,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton  12.50@13  .00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lists 

New 
York Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in        45% 

IJand  ljx3in.  uptol2  in       25% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts        30% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)        35% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        20% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts  ...       25% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws        45% 

Square  and  heK.  bead  cap     screws.  .  .  .     75% 
Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in.xSOin         35% 

Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts       45% 
Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus        10% 

Semi-finished  nuts  I  ,ind   larger        65% 

Case-hardened  nuts         50% 

Washers,ca5tiron,  ^in.,  per  l(X)lb.  (net)  ■?5.C0 
Washers, cast  iron,  I  in. per  100  lb.  (net)  4.00 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  3. CO 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  1.50 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  Dtr  100  lb.  Offlist  1 .  50 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist  1.50 

Nuts,coldpunched.heK.,per  lOOIb.Offlist  1.50 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  iVin.  dia.  and  smaller    55% 
Rivets,  tinned    55% 

Button  heads  J-in.,  j-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net)      ?4. 50 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        4.60 

IJ   to    I|-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£.Vr/J^perl00lb         0.25 

I  in.  diameter     K  'TR.i        0. 15 
i  in.  diameter    E  \TRJ       0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter     EXTRA       0.50 
Longer  than  5  in     EXTRJ        0.25 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0.50 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs    35% 

Cleve- 

land   Chicago 

60%         50-10% 

50%    50-10-10% ?3..50net        .... 

3.50  net  34.00  off 

3.90  net         

     65-5% 

60-5% 

70-10%, so-s% 

70% 

50-10-5% 

70% 

?3.50 

3.25 
5.00 

3.50 

3.50 
3.50 

3.50 

60% 

60% 

J3.50 

3.60 

80% 

53.50 3. SO 3.50  net 
4.00 4.00 

4.00 

4.00 

60% 

4ic.  net 

S3. 35 
3.45 

   0.15 
   0.15 

   0.50 
   0.50 

   0.25 
   0.50 

  33.70  base 
50%  50-% 
50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       ?()  55 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (j  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  ?2.88: 
Medium  grade   40-5% 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets  9x11  in.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper          35 .  84 
F.mery  paper        8.80 
Emery  cloth         27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  J 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll,         4.50 
F.mery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper           1.32 
Cloth    3.02 

30.50      30.67J 

0.35        0.40 

40J%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

35.84 

11.00 

31.12 

4.28 

1  24 

2  (.7 

36.48 

8.80 
29.48 

4.95 

1.40 

3  20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops  ̂  
Machine  Toob  Wanted 

L.  ■iHili     K.  Oniy.  fct   «t  OoMt- 
A«*— oMftilBa  IMP  «q»l|wiDt  tor 

'Kl*  — tih»  Malta*. 

■*— A.  F.   nanWtt  *  Caw 

ChsrMt* 

I*    !».    ar     II    la     hrary    MIy    •OSttM 
— "    !•   ft.  ar    IS  II.   h*<.    B«w   or 

lailM  ajitf  tfrUI  pr«M 

Wiliwaa  Wka.  A.  RiranMa.   rurrb.  A«t.— 
M*  ikMr.  Mwwy  P^  *  daw  Ko.  It. 

■.  y,  ■■■Ma— L  A«lv.   tr   Walnut   M. 
far  garas*  aad 

H.    Bmn.    tM    CoiH 
I    far    sarac*    aa4 

Har4war»    Mte. 

IM  C«T' 
■  aalaiiiim  for  iim> 
4ia  aardwar*  and 

Inc.  tl  Cal- >.— !.•••  cat 
aad  atlMT  Minip- 

raaoHa*    and    arnrlcw 

_*.  T,  ■aJali  A.  J.  Mtavrt.  I«}7  Mala 
»;—■«••  !.•••  BBL  laaka.  two  t  cat  Baa»- 
■■•  fwata  aa4  rrth*r  rqatpntml   (or  saao. 

MMUw.  IMC  nalawara 

—  iiaaiB-MtCoHnm. 
aad  a^alpMaat  for  caraca 

mtt.  c*,   
trajtara    aad    inMk   wkMta, 
fc  riaa^-iwa  laiha^  kraack- 

ra..  Phlla.— Ludwlc  Broa.  Itl*  Lm  fL 
— on*  •  ft.  radial  drill  Jtraaa,  on*  S4  m. 
hMivy  duty  altaprr.  onr  41  or  4 
II  lu    14   h.    brd. 

TMta.    Na«ii*« 
ail    Mh    Avr.— fl 

Ta.     BMiataad— Praaaad     M««aI 
III  aqiiart  alMara,  plailns  machlnorr  > 

W.  Ta.  Laaaa — Quyan  Marhlne  Shop*— 
allltlu  alM«r  and  puneli  for  I  In.  plau,  alao 
on*  liO  to  {••  tun  wherl  prow 

WU..  Aa^Haa — Hvrnuin  Motor  Par  Co, 
CSO  (\>ll<-c»  Av» — ■utumolillr  rrpair  ma- 
chinrr)'   for  (arac*. 

WU..  Aa»l»««a  Vallry  Motor  Car  Co.. 
TJt  <'olli-ae  Aw. — niadifnrry  fur  prupoaad — innuiMU    rrpalr    ahnp. 

Wla,  A«Maa«— C.  Walk uaeh— automobile 
rapalr  macMarry  fur  iiropoaMi  caras*. 

Wl>,  MaMoaa—Thr  Krala  Motor  Co.— 
machinery   fur  autumobU*  r«palrln«. 

WU..  MIMaa — Burdlck  Cabto't  Co..  manu- 
facturer uf  hath  DMim  cabinet*  ^nd  elec* 

Ulcal  medtoal  apiuiratua — mactilne  tool* 
for  prapoard  factory. 

WU^  MUwaahee— Lonx  Mfg.  Cd..  i«« 
Baat  Water  8t.  (manufaowrar  of  aut'*mo- 
blla  acoeaKMiea),  I...  P.  FWooner.  I'ur^h. 
Act. — punch  preaa.  , 

„*T?-  <>«l»ka«li— Hathaway  Ruick  Co.. 
Si  CThurrh  81. — chain  holat  and  drilla  foi* 
prupoani  machine  and  repair  abup. 

Wle^  Baela»— Wlaconain  Incubator  Co.. 
lilt  Itih  St. — aheet  metal  worklna  ma> chinrry. 

WU,  Hparta — aroaa-Orcrland  Co.,  M. 
Orttaa,  Mcr.— machinery  for  auto  repalrlnc. 

Oai.,  rhlppewa— DavMaon  *  Wllllama— 
CBOlDlet*  equipment  for  caraca  and  auto 
repato'  ahv  al  NUi«ara  KalU 

_-_.,  rar*  Klala— W.  8.  Featon— «lia 
MflMjMhe.  with  II  ft.  bed.  biMk  seared 
and  oaaipound  rret. 

AaMraMa.  Mew  Paalb  Walea.  Nydaey— 
Benaon  Hroa. — S  machine*  for  makinc  I In     waahera. 

Machinery  Wanted 

*■••..  Owea.aieatli — O.  W.  Hector,  (black- 
Ti?**.*  ~"  »»"«■">«  maohtnary  and  lira ahrlnker. 

•"••■..  Xarwirli — AdanM  A  Manninc,  10 Thamea  Hi, — machine  for  oreebatlnv  cord 
or  yam  aruund  amall  rings, 

rw,  •raalierlB* — HanUMdo  County 
nalry  Co.— tee  making  and  refrlceratlng machinery   for   propeaad   Ul.tO*   dairy. 

„.f",  Miaail— Rlacayne  Yacht  «  Machlna 
J*k»- — machinery  for  reiMHrlna  and  build- 

ing yacbu  and  other  ll«ht  waur  crafta. 

■Battery  Mchy   Co, 

—      I*   a    !•    -r 
  ....aaor.  |fl' oMl*  hp.  •  pbaae,  ••  «yri 
wtih  aao«wli  Bead  to  driv 

A,  Butler, 

■■     '-nrKl 

r.d 

fc_n— ■■    J*^  '■^'i*^  feranck-         ih,  CMe^w— Bauer  *  l 
*■•  •'■•"'  •■*  ntBar  Ma-     n«M%orii     it,     (job     prii 

'>  Mouth 

.  iilraraal 

trrHMM    BaOer    W-tau    (tl 
M      f     M.ekan.    Prea.     aalal 

— rUnwrr  ar  vwtMw  fek 

prlaitng  praaa.  14  a  SS.  with  VWllwe. 

W,  CMwiga  O  Mayer.  4SSI  Orand 
Bl<rd.     pum  crane,  complete  with  clamabell. 

IB,  Oaleebarg— C.  A.  Hall.  111-117  Booth 
Cfcerry  lit .  mannfaaturer  of  candy  motor and  candy  inaktr. 

  -■waulrar    •   potM   Hno- 
«ype   mala.   remeMIng  iMmaea,  motor,  belt- 
mg  and  bangera 

■a,  Oalraaaa— The  CHy.  c/o  O.  K.  Cmrr. 
City  HaU-i».,  l.7(«  eu/t.  air  onm^mSn. 

Ma«a_  AlUtea,  (lioaton  P.  O.).— Lincoln 
Laundry,  10  Wilton  Mi..  A.  LUiooln. 
(owner) — machinery  and  itiulpment. 

Maaa,  Breek4*a — Plymouth  t'ounty  Shoe 
Ooa.  H.  J.  Pelngold,  8eoy. — additional  ma- 
oWitary  for  aboa  plant. 

Maaa,      rambrldae— Hlncham      Knittinc 

Co.,     Charlm      KIvit      I'arkway — "Uanner 
nacfaliio  fuolrra,   :'   In.  with   III  necfllea. 

Maae.,  Haverhill  ~J.  O.  Rlllaon— air  cnm- 
preaaur  with  liiiik.  drilla,  reamera  and  other 
amall  tunia  fur  aara«r,    tuaetl). 

Maaa..  Narlh  Adawa — Art  Cloth  Mllla, 
Inc.,  tl.  I>.  Uaaner,  I'rea. — aeveral  luoma for  amall  factory. 

Maaa..  Wailhaai  —  Maaaaaolt  Knitting 
<'o..  Main  8t..  T.  K.  UalKy,  Tn-aa. — addl- 
(lunal  niachliK'ry  fur  woulm  mllU 

MMi,  Cadlllae  —  Cadlllnr  lumber  * 
Chemlual  ('•>..  W  I..  Kauii<l<-ra.  I'urch.  Alt. 
—conveying  miiU  tranaffr  muclilnrry,  |Mwcr 

operated. 
Mleh„  Uelrall- Dodge  Bma ,  TtOO  Joa. 

Campau  Avr.— oimplete  equipment  fur  pro* 
poaed  addition  to  automobile  manufactur- 

ing plant. 
Mlaa..  Mlaaeapalla— B.  Walkup,  417 

Hennrpln  Avr. — two  llnutyp***. 

Me,    Hartabarg — The    Truth — newepapar cutler     uiitl     uthcr     printing 

and  eatergadL      preaa. 

Ml»rba»M.  alao  etbar  prlMll« 

tn,  oahdala— Oakdala  Amarlaan    pcwar 

paper 
eqalpmrnt. K.  v.,  BaVala— American  Radiator  Co., 
aV<  Main  Hi. — oomplele  machlm-ry  and 
Mi^ilpment  for  propoiu-d  ll.KOO.ooo  radia- 

te factury  ut  Kl.  Paul,  Minn. 

w  'r.  BaVala — N.  nellnnca.  ISO  Jrfter- 
aon '  A*". — ••««»•  repairing  machinery  for 

propoetK.'  ••»»?  "t  >"»  Jrff'-nion  Ave. w  Y  uiigala^Tht'  lluffalo  Hronae  Die 

Caat'lna'V'o  >**"  Arlliiir  SI.— iiimlihuTy  and 

equlpniont  for  ,,"-<'l'>>»<'d  iiddlllun. w  Y  ■**<>'* — '■  Roononiou,  24St 

Senrai    Hi  — marh  '"'If  »■"'    "julpment    for 

w     V      n.^.i.,   r      Merit,    ttS    Sherman 

llt.-l,,ruipmr,T.  t^u'-  ,l^'»  'or  *•««">  re- pair ahnp  ut   12  Camp    ""• 

K  V  RiiVai.  II  u,  «*ller,  Jr.,  Ill  Poreat 

Av..-_\;nr"«r!r,n.\^.i'!l;:.«>««rl«lly  driven, 
alao   olhiT   equlpnic-nt    for    "*''    •*«•'». 

w    r     Haa.i.,   ri.......  »^lty  Huuae  Wn-ck- 

achlnVry"".:;;.!    "e.rull„;:.lfll-     "ectrically 
driven,  for  propoaad  aaw  mil 

K.  v.,  BaVala— W.  Sheel. ''?/„",  *f" 
ITtlca  Kt.— machinery  and  ag  "'•""•"'  "" 
propoaad  broom  factory. 

W.  T,  Ba«at»— C,  W.  RIegel.  blll.,?"CJ 

Ave.— equipment  for  propoail  »•"••''  "• 
I17S    Hertel    Ave. 

M.  r  Ba»al.-Rob.rtaon-CaUi  y^'Eiir" trie  Co.,  Mohawk  and  Klmwo<.i7u,„'?L„„,' 

maniJfacturer  of  awllchboard  e.*""'''"'r"Jj 
J.  n.  ItolH-rtwn.  I'rea— machlr^'X-,""" 

efiulpmrnt  f..r  prupoaed  addition  fV  ""=""^'' 
W.   y.,    faaaadala.a— Mak    Mfg  -  il"-',  1*1 

Oorham  Hi       machinery  ami  •ttulu  "*  "' enameling  plant  at  (lenava. 

.  M.  Y..  (abtt— Tuba  ProducU  J^U'luu? 

Weat  Main  HI  ,  K.  K.  MoaeirDlr>  """'•»'"'- 
ery  for  food  ptfMlui'ta  plant. 

J».     Y.,     Oalaea.lil— OalncavllU  '^Z^^iS 
Aaan .    K     K.    !.«.•««.    Mgr,— machi  V^,^^  ""I equipment    for    handling    and    p«<  ,Vract/oM 

tatoee.    for   plant   now   umler   con  """"'""• 
If.    Y.,     New     Yark-Nallonal       <S,"b';!il,h" 

Wka.  410  l^fayetle  8t  — pile  fabr    "=  "'"■" 
ing   machine. 

W,  Y..  Xew  Yarfc— O.  Howera,  11*  '"]}?, 
■«.  (rh^mlai)— machine  for  cutf  '"■  "'""" 
plnloiia. 

W.    Y.,    Orebard    Park-Bd.    Kt  .rt'Ti^S" 

pMa  vocatkmal  e<|ulpment  for  h<    '^  •o"*""' 
to  be  conatructed. 

It.  r..  Keebealar— Baatman  K(    "^jiJSSiiti 
marhlnTy     and     equlpmant     for    p'S?"^ 
chemical  factory  in  Mut  Kodak  i    '  ""■ 
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JJ.  Y.,  Rochester — I.  Goldstein,  32  Oak- 

man  St. — several  paper  and  lead  cutting 
machines. 

?f.  Y..  Rochester — R.  H,  Gorsllne,  c/0 
New  York  State  Sewer  Pipe  Supply  Co., 
Union  Trust  Bldg. — special  machinery  and 
equipment  tor  the  manufacture  of  patented 
foto-tone,  an  apparatus  for  photographing 
sound  waves. 

N.  Y..  Tonawanda — King  Electric  Mfg. 
Co  20  North  Niagara  St. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  battery 
charging   devices    for   automobiles. 
N  C.  Charlotte — Western  Newspaper 

Union,  209  North  Graham  St. — ruling  ma- 
chine punch  and  perforator. 

N.  C,  Hickory — Coast  Line  Overall  Co. 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
branch  factory  at  Monroe. 

Okla..  Dewar — United  States  Zinc  Smelt- 
ing Co. — new  machinery  and  equipment  for 

crushing  and  mixing  departments,  to  re- 
place that  which  was  recently  destroyed  by 

fire. 

Pa..  Beaver  Fails — Bd.  Educ. — equipment 
for  vocational  department  of  new  high 
school. 

Pa.,  Canton — J.  E.  Roenitz — machinery, 
tools  and  equipment  for  plumbing  shop 
now  under  construction,  on  Troy  St. 

Pa..  Clarks  Summit — Bd.  Educ. — equip- 
ment for  vocational  department  of  proposed 

school. 

Pa.,  Columbia  —  The  Peerless  Folding 
Box  &  Crate  Co. — box  and  crate  making 
machinery. 

Pa..  Lancaster — The  Monitor  Bi-Loop 
Radiator  Co.,  Woolworth  Bldg. — machin- 

ery   and    equipment    for    proposed    addition. 
Pa..  Monaca — Bd.  Educ. — equipment  for 

manual  training  department  of  new  high 
school. 

Pa..  Phlia. — M.  J.  Hunts  Sons  Co.,  251 
Richmond  St.,  (machinists)  M.  J.  Hunt, 
Jr.,  Purch.  Agt. — one  complete  cutting  and 
■welding  outfit. 

Pa..  Phlla. — D.  I.  Mann,  Green  St.,  con- 
tractor —  portable  log  .saw  mill  and 

engine. 

Pa..  Phila. — Robinson  Iron  &  Steel  Co., 
Parker  &  Umbria  St. — stiff  leg  derrick,  40 
ft.  boom,  about  3  ton  capacity,  complete. 

Pa..  Scranton — The  Scranton  Cap  Co., 
226  Penn  Ave. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  addition  to  factory. 

Pa.,  Scranton — Scranton  Multigraphing 
Co.,  Rafter  Bldg. — motor  driven  multi- 
graphing   machinery. 

Pa..  Wiikes-Barre  —  Lycoming  Knitting 
Co.,  manufacturer  of  underwear  and  knit 
goods  —  machinery  and  equipment  for 
branch    factory    at    Dallas. 

Pa.,  Williamsport — W.  D.  Crooks  &  Sons, 
Park  St. — new  machinery  for  proposed  ad- 

dition to  factory  for  the  manufacture  of 
doors. 

R.  I.,  Providence— United  Electric  Ry. 
Co.,  Union  Sta, — equipment  for  automobile 
repair  shop. 

S,  C,  Camden — Herfuth  Engine  &  Mchy. 
Co. — one  inclosed  belt  driven  type  ice  mak- 

ing   machine. 

S.  C,  Florence — Florence  Printing  Co. — 
one  power  printing  press. 

Tenn.,  Copperhlll — Copper  City  Printing 
Co. — one  9  X  12  job  press  for  power  equip- ment. 

Tox.,  Austin — ^J.  D.  Miller — one  8  x  12 
power  job  press,  belting,  hangers  and  sup- 

plies for   job   printing   house. 

Va.,  Ashland  —  Ashland  Garage,  V. 
Priddy,  Purch.  Agt. — burning  in  machine, 
battery  torch,   and    oxygen  air   stand. 

Va.,  Richmond — Eubank  &  Gaines,  1337 
East  Franklin  St. — power  cutting  machine 
for  printing  plant. 

Va.,  Richmond — Merchants  Cold  Storage 
&  Ice  Mfg.  Co.,  208  South  6th  St.— com- 

pressors and  one  120  ton  ice  making  plant. 

Va.,  Richmond — J.  H.  Rose  Co.,  16  North 
13th  St„  (plumbing,  roofing,  cornice  work) 
— 10  ft.  steel  cornice  brake. 

Va.,  Richmond — Standard  Electric  Co., 
1S21  Ea.st  Main  St. — equipment  for  elec- 

trical repair  and  service   works,(new). 

Va.,  Richmond — Standard  Printing  Co., 
1325  East  Franklin  St.,  A.  L.  Brockwell, 
Purch.   Agt. — pony   cylinder   press. 

Wis.,  Astico — Elba  Condensing  Co.,  J. 
W.  Jones,  Purch.  Agt. — milk  condensing 
machinery,  power  driven. 

Wis.,  Athens — W.  L.  Erbach,  woodworker 
— re-saw,  motor  driven. 

Wis.,  Fredonta — Gilson  Bros.  Co. — equip- 
ment and  motors  for  foundr.v. 

Wis.,  Green  Bay — Fairmont  Creamery 
Co..  200  North  Bway. — additional  dairy machinery. 

Wis.,  Jeffris — Larsen  Lumber  Co. — saw 
mill  machinery,   belting  and  shafting. 

Wis..  I,aCrosBe — J.  P.  and  L.  A.  Keizer, 
935  West  Ave.,  S. — storage  tanks,  pumps, 
etc.,  for  garage  and  filling  station. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Peerless  Dye  Wks., 
3412  North  Ave.,  F.  W.  Schmer,  Purch. 
Agt. — dyeing    and    cleaning   equipment. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Rietbrock  Land  & 
Lumber  Co.,  700  Cedar  St. — planer,  rip  saw, 
re-saw  and  cut-off  paw,  all  equipped  with 
individual  motors,  for  proposed  planing  mill 
at  Athens. 

Wis.,  Sheboygan — Calumet  Canning  Co., 
c/o  P.  H.  Peacock,  309  Michigan  Ave, — 
machinery  for  pea  and  corn  canning  plant 
at  Brillion. 

Wis..  Watertown — Perfection  Table  Slide 
Co..  c/o  W.  C.  Schultz,  603  Clyman  St., 
manufacturers  of  tables  and  novelties — ad- 

ditional   wood    working    machinery. 

Wis.,  Wanwatosa — Milwaukee  County  In- 
stitutions. Bd.  of  Trustees,  Watertown 

Plank  Road.  W.  L.  Coftev,  Secy. — receiv- 
ing bids  until  Sept.  25  for  2  automatic  plat- 

form scales,    2   ton   capacity. 

Wis..  West  Bend — West  Bend  Construc- 
tion Co.,  P.  Berres.  Purch.  Agt. — sander 

(drum),  planers,  band   saw  and  stickers. 

Wis.,  WInneconne  —  Winneconne  Co- 
operative Exchange,  c/o  J.  Dreske — 

crushing,  grinding,  shelling  and  grain  clean- 
ing machinery  for  proposed  grist  mill. 

Ont.,  New  Toronto — Anaconda  American 
Brass  Co. — equipment  for  foundry  at  Port Credit. 

Ont..  Toronto — Glen  Motors  Ltd.,  Bank 
of  Toronto  Bldg. — machinery  and  etiuip- 
ment  for  proposed  motor  car  plant  to  be 
erected  along  Niagara  Frontier,  possibly  at 
Niagara  Falls,  Ont. 

Que..  Montreal — L.  Bochom,  567  De- 
lormier  Ave.- — anvil,  forge  and  general 
equipment  for  blacksmith  shop. 

Que..     Quebec — Price     Bros.     Co.,    66  St. 
Pierre    St.- — machinery    and    equipment  for 
the     two     proposed     paper     pulp     mills  at 
Kenogarai. 
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Calif..  Atascadero — Doble  Steam  Motors 
Co.,  714  Harrison  St.,  San  Francisco,  will 
soon  receive  bids  for  the  construction  of  a 
li  story,  100  x  500  ft.  automobile  factory, 
here.  Estimated  cost  $100,000.  Home 

Builders'  Service  Bureau  (A.  Roth),  Atas- cadera,  Archts. 

Conn.,  Hartford — M,  S.  Little  Mfg.  Co., 
151  Park  Ave.,  manufacturer  of  plumbing 
goods,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  50  x  65  ft.  addition 
to  its  factory.  Estimated  cost  between  $15,- 
000  and  $20,000. 

Del.,  Wiimintrton — Hilles  &  Jones  Co. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story,  88  x  240  ft.  foundry  on  9th 
and  Church  Sts.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

III..  Chicago — S.  M.  Earling.  140  South 
Dearborn  St..  is  having  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  90  x  160  ft. 
garage,  Montrose  and  Greenview  Sts.  Es- 

timated cost  $50,000.  T.  R.  Bishop,  35 
South  Dearborn   St.,  Archt. 

III.,  Waukexan — Hewes  Garage,  334 
North  Genesee  St.,  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  50  x  66 
ft,  addition  to  its  garage.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.  National  Constr.  Co.,  490  Virginia 
St.,  Milwaukee.  Wis.,  Engrs. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — Olin  Sales  Co.,  509 
North  Meridian  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  51  i  x  195 
ft.  automobile  sales  and  service  station,  at 
720-2  North  Meridian  St.  Estimated  cost 
$150,000.      Noted    Sept.    7. 

Mass.,  Everett — Boston  Elevated  Ry. 
Co.,  108  Massachusetts  Ave.,  Boston, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  substructures  and  foundations  for  two 
160  X  300  ft.  and  two  53  X  56  ft.  car  repair 
shops  and  an  80  x  731  ft.  transfer  shop, 
here.  Estimated  cost,  complete,  $3,000,000. 
Noted   Aug.   29. 

.Mass.,  West  Sprinsfleld  (Springfield  P. 
O.) — Wlco  Electric  Co.,  182  Liberty  St., 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  90  x  400  ft.  factory  on  West 
Rd.  Estimated  cost  $100,060.  Private 
plans.     Noted  Aug.  29. 

Mass.,  Worcester  —  The  Norton  Co., 
Barbers  Crossing,  manufacturer  of  grind- 

ing wheels,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  4  story.  50  x  125  ft  fac- 

tory.     Estimated   cost    $76,000. 

Mass.,  Worcester  —  Wlckwire-Spencer 
Steel  Corp.,  80  Webster  St.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story. 
33  X  100  ft.  factory.  Estimated  cost  $45,000. 

Mich..  Detroit — Dodge  Bros..  7900  Jos. 
Campau  Ave.,  are  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  an  8  story,  160  x 
400  ft.  addition  to  their  automobile  factory. 
Estimated  cost  $1,500,000.     Private  plans. 

Mich.,  Detroit — E.  Gray,  foot  of  Conti- 
nental Ave.,  is  receiving  bids  and  will  open 

same  about  Sept.  23  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  34  x  260  ft.  automobile  service 
station,  on  Continental  Ave.  Estimated 
cost  $40,000.     Private  plans. 

Mich.,  Flint — The  Fisher  Body  Ohio  Co., 
East  140th  St.,  and  Colt  Rd.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
202  X  401  ft.  factory,  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  automobile  bodies.  Estimated  cost 

$500,000. N.  i„  Trenton  —  Mercer  County  Free- 
holders will  receive  bids  until  Sept.  26  for 

the  construction  of  a  2  story,  55  x  75  ft. 
garage  and  warehouse  on  Brunswick  Ave. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.     Noted  Aug.  29. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — The  Buffalo  Bronze  Die 
Ca.sting  Co.,  90  Arthur  St.,  plans  to  build 
an  addition  to  its  factory.  Estimated  cost 
$5,000.     Private  plans. 
N.  Y.,  Buffalo  —  The  Cleveland  Cold 

Drawn  Steel  Co,,  has  been  re-organized 
under  name  of  Buffalo  Cold  Drawn  Steel 
Co.,  Inc.,  and  has  purchased  a  3J  acre  site 
here,  and  plans  to  construct  a  plant,  36,000 
ton  annual  capacity.  F.  R.  Kew,  Dlr.  and Production  Mgr. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — W.  W.  Grupp,  425  Hum- 
boldt Parkway,  plans  to  build  a  1  story 

garage,  50  ft.  front,  64  ft.  rear,  52  and 
68  ft.  sides,  on  Sycamore  St.  Cost  will 
exceed   $40,000. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — J.  Sattler,  1546  Delaware 
Ave.,  plans  to  build  a  50  x  272  ft.  garage 
on  Auburn  Ave. 

N.  T.,  Buffalo— E.  Waechter,  100  On- 
tario St.,  plans  to  build  a  2  story,  60  x  100 

ft.  garage  on  Ross  Ave.  and  Ontario  Sts. 
Cost  to  exceed  $40,000. 

N.  Y..  Hudson — The  Holbrook  Co.,  auto- 
mobile body  manufacturers,  awarded  the 

contract  for  the  construction  of  a  100  x 
260  ft.  manufacturing  building,  also  a  20 
X  30  ft.  service  building,  etc.  Estimated 
cost   $80,000. 

N.  Y.,  Long  Island  City  —  Walworth 
Realty  Co.,  a  subsidiary  of  Walworth  Mfg. 
Co.,  142  High  St.,  Boston,  manufacturer  of 
Stillson  wrenches,  Walmanco  joint  and 
other  steam  and  gas  fittings,  tubes,  etc., 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  3  story,  76  x  132  ft.  main  building,  a 
1  story,  60  x  214  ft.  storage  building,  a  1 
story,  40  x  45  ft.  garage  and  a  1  story, 
45  X  116  ft.  pipe  shop,  on  Jackson  Ave., here. 

N.  Y..  Rochester — Jensen-MacColIum  Co., 
529  S]ast  Main  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story.  100  x 
155  ft.  and  20  X  24  ft.  auto  sales  building 
and  service  station,  on  Main  St.,  E.  Esti- mated  cost    $75,000. 

O..  Cleveland — F.  Svoboda,  6377  Bway., 
is  receiving  bids  and  will  open  same  about 
Sept.  22.  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
45  X  139  ft.  garage  on  Bway.  and  Mum- 
ford  Sts.  Estimated  cost  $60,000.  Private 

plans. Pa.,  I/ancaster  — The  Monitor  Bi-Loop 
Radiator  Co.,  Woolworth  Bldg.,  plans  tc 
build  an  addition  to  its  factory,  (25,000 
sq.ft.  floor  space).     Architect  not  announced. 

Pa..  Meadville — The  Meadvllle  Iron  Co., 
Inc.,  Mill  St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  60  x  88  ft.  factory 
addition,  to  be  used  as  an  annealing  plant. 
O.  Kohler,  Pres.,  Shutts  &  Morrison,  Marine 
Bank    Bldg.,    Archts. 

Pa.,  MononKahela — ^H.  R.  Downer  and 
W.  M.  Rees,  c/o  Keystone  Garage,  are  hav- 

ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story,  60  x  200  ft.  garage.  Estimated 
cost   $40,000.      Private  plans. 

Pa.,  Phila. — A.  Box  &  C!o.,  Inc.,  813 
North  Front  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  32  x  90  ft. 
and  30  x  110  ft.  machine  shop,  on  Ontario 
.and  Janney  Sts.     Estimated  cost  $6,000. 
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Every  one  of  these  items  is  re- 
ported by  our  authorized  cor- 

respondents who  are  instruct- 
ed to  verify  every  item  sent  in. 

Everything  possible  is  done 
to  insure  authenticity  and 
timeliness.  This  free  weekly 
service  is  published  in  the 
interests  of  the  buyer  and  the 
seller,  to  bring  them  together 
and  get  machinery  moving. 
Your  co-operation  is  invited. 
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Manufacturing  Car  and  Locomotive  Axles 
steel  Specifications  and  Machining  Operations  —  Inspection  and  Tests 
Forging  Under  Hydraulic  Presses  —  Hollow  Boring  and  Heat-Treating 

By  NATHAN  S.  FROHMAN 
Chief  Inspector,  Pollak  Steel  Co. 

1 

THOUGH  railroad  car  and  locomotive  axles  play  a 

very  important  part  in  the  transportation  systems 
of  the  country,  comparatively  little  is  known  of 

the  "how  and  why"  of  the  steps  taken  in  their  manufac- 
ture. That  they  are  products  requiring  quality  produc- 

tion, and  that  at  the  same  time  economy  and  efficiency 
in  their  manufacture  are  prime  requisites,  go  almost 
without  saying.  The  methods  outlined  in  this  article 
are  those  of  the  Pollak  Steel  Co.  of  Cincinnati,  0., 
Marion,  Ohio,  and  Chicago,  111. 

Steel  used  in  the  manufacture  of  standard  car  axles 
must  be  made  by  the  open  hearth  process  and  must 
conform  to  the  following  requirements  for  chemical 
composition : 

Carbon    0.3cS  toO.52  percent 
Manganese    0.40  to  0.  70  percent 
Phosphorus,  not  over    0.05                percent 
Sulphur,  not  over    0.05                per  cent 

Before  forging,  drillings  are  taken  from  each  heat 
or  melt  of  steel  and  an  analysis  is  made  to  see  that 
the  steel  conforms  to  these  requirements. 

The  standard  railroad  car  axles  are  forged  from 
square  billets.  It  is  necessary  that  the  billets  be  of 
sufficient  size  that  proper  reduction  can  be  made  in 
forging  them  down  to  axles,  as  the  working  down  of 
the  steel  refines  the  grain  and  adds  to  its  quality.  Stand- 

ard practice  is  to  give  a  reduction  of  2  to  1  in  cross 
sectional  area.  Each  heat  of  billets  is  maintained  in- 

tact, properly  identified  and  as  a  unit  is  conveyed  into 
the  forge  shop,  to  furnaces  in  which  the  billets  are  to 
be  heated.  The  waste  heat  from  these  furnaces  is 

utilized  to  generate  the  steam  which  operates  the  forg- 
ing hammers.  After  forging,  the  axles  are  placed  on 

cooling  racks,  inspected  for  size  and  straightness,  and, 
when  cold,  transferred  to  the  machine  shop. 

The  first  machining  operation  is  that  of  cutting  the 

axles  to  length.  Both  ends  ai'e  cut  off  at  the  same  time 
in  special  machines,  each  of  which  is  equipped  with 
two  toolposts  and  a  centrally  located  driving  chuck. 
They  are  then  inspected  for  size  and  surface  defects, 
the  ends  drilled  for  lathe  centers  in  a  two-spindle  ma- 

chine that  centers  both  ends  of  the  axles  at  the  same 
time. 

Rough  Turning 

The  axles  are  then  placed  on  a  rack  leading  to  the 
rough  turning  lathes,  where  the  wheel  seats  and 
journals  are  rough  turned.  Practically  all  standard 
axles  are  rough  turned  only  on  the  wheel  seats  and 
journals,  though  some  are  rough  turned  over  the  entire 
length.  On  axles  rough  turned  only  on  wheel  seats  and 
journals  that  part  between  the  wheel  seats  is  smooth 

forged  to  size.  One  of  the  principal  reasons  for  rough 
turning  is  to  relieve  the  purchaser  from  performing 
this  operation,  thus  keeping  his  lathes  in  first  class  con- 

dition to  perform  the  finish  turning  operation.  Rough 
turning  also  reduces  the  shipping  weight,  and  at  the 
same  time  reveals  defects  just  under  the  surface  which 
might  otherwise  remain  unseen.  The  axles  are  turned 

on  special  "double-header"  axle  turning  lathes,  Fig.  1. 
A  dog  attached  to  the  middle  of  the  axle  is  driven  by  a 
centrally  located  driving  gear.  Tools  mounted  on  car- 

riages at  each  end  of  the  lathe  turn  the  journals  and 
wheel  seals  at  each  end  of  the  axle  simultaneously. 

Each  heat  of  rough  turned  axles  is  laid  on  separate 
racks  provided  for  the  purpose,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2, 
and  inspected  for  size  and  surface.  The  heat  is  then 

ready  for  the  final  inspection  by  the  purchaser's  in- 
spector. The  axles  must  conform  to  American  Railway 

Association  specifications.  A  test  axle  is  selected  from 
each  heat  or  melt  of  steel  and  this  axle  must  conform 
to  the  following  drop-test  requirements: 

"The  test  axle  shall  be  placed  on  supports  (Fig.  3), 
three  feet  apart,  so  that  the  tup  (weight)  will  strike  it 
midway  between  the  ends.  It  shall  be  turned  over  after 
the  first  and  third  blows.  When  tested  in  accordance 
with  the  following  conditions,  the  axle  shall  stand  the 
specified  number  of  blows  without  fracture,  and  the 
maximum  permanent  set  as  the  result  of  the  first  blow 
shall  not  exceed  that  specified  in  the  table  herewith: 

STANDARD  A.R.A.  SPECIFICATIONS  FOR  STEEL  AXLES 

Size     of 

Axle, 

Weight   0 
f  T 

up, 

Su 

pports 

Inch 

es 

2,240  Lbs. 3  ft .   apart 

Journal. 
Dia.  at Height  of Number 

Maximum 

permanent 
set 

Center drop,  feet of  blows result offi 

St  blow, 

inc 

hes 

4\x  8 

41 

22i 

5 n 
5  X  9 

51 

29 5 

6i 

5|xlO 

5i 

34i 

5 

Sk 

6  xll 

6iV 
4U 

5 

4| 

The  deflection  is  the  difference  between  the  distance 

from  a  straight-edge  to  the  middle  point  of  the  axle, 
measured  before  the  first  blow,  and  the  distance 
measured  in  the  same  manner  after  the  blow.  The 

straight-edge  shall  rest  only  on  the  ends  of  the  axle. 
The  anvil  of  the  drop-test  machine  on  which  the  axle 
rests  shall  be  supported  on  springs  and  shall  be  free  to 
move  in  a  vertical  direction,  and  shall  weigh  17,500 

pounds. If  the  test  axle  passes  the  drop  test,  drillings  are 
taken  for  a  check  chemical  analysis  by  the  purchaser, 
so  that  he  may  know  that  the  steel  conforms  to  the  re- 

quired specifications.  If  the  test  axle  passes  both  drop 
and  chemical  tests,  all  the  axles  in  the  heat  or  melt 
represented  by  that  axle  are  accepted  so  far  as  these 
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are  coaetmad.     Bach  &xle   is  then   in- 
apmUd  tvt  worknuuuhip.  siM  and  defect*. 

For  fecial  axles  for  Interarban,  mine,  narrow  gare. 
•ad  ether  cara.  the  forfing  and  other  manafacturing 
•pvtftiona  are  the  aame  am  tboae  for  standard  car  axle.H. 

;  that  practkaHy  ail  interurtian  axles  and  some  few 
rial  axle*  are  heat-treated  and  rough  turned  all 

LoooMonvE  AXUES 

There  are  three  typea  of  locomotive  axles,  namely 
track,  driving  and  trailing. 

Track  axlea  are  uaed  in  the  small  truck  at  the  front 
•nd  of  the  locomoti— .  They  carry  comparatively  little 
of  its  Wight  They  are  forged  in  the  hammer  nhop,  the 
farttaf  aperation  licing  similar  to  that  for  car  axles. 
Practically  all  truck  axles  are  either  annealed  or  heat- 

treated.  '        —  — 
Orhring  axles  are  the  heavy  axles  on  which  the  large 

drhriag  wheels  are  mounted,  and  the  number  under  one 
toll— wtlea  varies  from  two  to  twelve.  These  axles  bear 
yeaetleally  all  the  weight  of  the  lornmotive,  transmit 
tba  power  to  the  driving  wheels,  and  their  importance 

to  "safety  in  servke^  Justies  the  greatest  of  care  and 
attention  in  the  proceases  of  their  manufacture. 

Trmiling  axles  are  slightly  smaller  than  driving  axles, 
ttoosh  aoaaidarahty  larger  than  truck  axles.  This  dlf- 
faraaea  ta  ate  is  due  to  the  fact  that  they  carry  the 
graatar  portion  of  the  weight  not  car- 

ried \if  tha  driving  axles.  Some  types 
of  k)coiBotlva*  do  not  require  the  trail- 

ing axle.  Oa  hwonotivai  re^iuiring 
then  they  wiH  be  foond  back  of  the 
driviag  axles  and  Just  below  tba  cab. 

Doe  to  the  fact  that  kKomotivr 

driving  and  trailing  axles  carry  gres' 
hiads  and  are  sabjact  to  great  stresses, 
aad  tbcrcfora  are  eoaiparatively  large 
ia  diaaMtar.  perticnlar  care  must  be 
takaa  la  the  forging  operation. 

After  jraara  of  experience  the  Pollak 
Staal  Co.  haa  determined  that  better 

keaaHtivt  axlaa  are  obtained  by  forg- 
ing eadcr  hydraalic  praaaai  than 

■adar  itoaai  hammara.  Tha  aixe  of 
tha  Mflala  aaad  for  car  axlaa  Is  attch 
that  tha  vorUag  aAetad  by  the 

iMBVjr  htoar  of  tha  haaoMr  ia  sufll- 
daat  to  obtala  the  proper  grain  atroe- 

ture  and  produce  a  uniform  product. 
However,  in  the  cune  of  the  larger 
blooms  used  for  locomotive  axles  the 
bk>w  of  the  hammer  affects  merely  the 
outer  portion,  or  sWm  of  the  forginK- 
In  order  to  secure  the  proper  working 
of  the  inner  portion  as  well  a  heavier 

pressure  is  required,  and  this  is  ob- 
tained only  under  a  hydraulic  press. 

The  higher  quality  of  the  finished 
product  justifieH  the  increased  cost. 
A  1,000-ton  hydraulic  press  is  shown 
in  Fig.  4.  The  heating  furnaces  are 
shown  at  the  left. 
The  locomotive  axles  are  forKed 

from  large  blooms,  which  are  of  such 

size  as  to  insure  the  necessary  reduc- 
tion to  refine  the  grain  structure  of 

the  steel.  Here  again,  the  standard 
practice  is  a  reduction  of  two  to  one. 
One  of  the  most  important  factors  in  the  forging 

operation  is  proper  and  accurate  regulation  of  tempeni- 
turea  at  which  the  steel  is  worked.  Much  of  the  life  of 

a  piece  of  steel  may  be  destroyed  by  excessive  heating 
or  by  forging  at  too  low  a  temperature.  Therefore,  at 
all  times  it  is  neceasary  to  have  the  steel  at  just  the 

proper  temperature. 
After  forging,  the  axles  are  allowed  to  cool  on  a 

cinder  bed,  in  order  that  the  cooling  may  proceed  slowly 
and  the  steel  may  have  all  the  time  necessary  to  make 
the  desired  chanKes  in  physical  structure  while  passing 
through  the  critical  ranifes  of  temperature. 

The  driving  and  trailing  axles  come  from  the  press 
in  multiple  lengths,  each  bloom  making  four  to  six  axles, 
depending  upon  the  weight  of  the  original  bloom  and 
the  weights  of  the  axles  forged  therefrom.  These  lonK 
multiple  axle  shafts  are  taken  to  a  saw  adjoining  the 
press  shop,  and  the  axles  are  sawed  to  approximate 
length. 

Hoixow  Boring 

The  next  operation  depends  upon  the  specifications. 
If  they  call  for  hollow  boring  and  heat  treating  the 
axles  are  first  hollow  bored  in  special  boring  machines. 

Fig.  6,  and  then  conveyed  to  the  heat-treating  depart- 
ment. If  the  specifications  call  for  hent-treatment  only, 

the  axles  are  sent  direct  fromthesawtotheheat-treatinjr 

\UMJ?sZ^!^^ 

no.   t—niZK  AND  SURFACE  INKI'BCTI  ON  JU8T  PBBVIOUH  TO  HHll'l'INU 
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department.  Usually,  however,  when  axles  are  heat- 
treated  they  are  also  hollow  bored.  The  practice  of  hol- 

low boring  and  heat-treating  locomo- 
tive axles  is  rapidly  becoming  a 

universal  custom.  Hollow  boring  is 
nothing  more  nor  less  than  boring  a 
hole  through  the  center,  the  entire 
length  of  the  axle. 

Axles  are  hollow  bored  for  a  num- 
ber of  reasons.  First,  it  increases  the 

heating  and  cooling  surface,  thus  per- 
mitting a  more  uniform  heating  and 

cooling  in  the  heat-treating  processes, 
as  the  heating  and  cooling  of  the  axle 
may  then  proceed  from  the  inner  wall 
as  well  as  from  the  outer  surface. 
This  uniform  cooling  is  especially  im- 

portant for  quenched  forgings,  where 
the  change  in  temperature  is  very 
rapid,  for  if  the  material  is  not 
cooled  uniformly  very  large  internal 
stresses  are  set  up. 

Second,  no  matter  how  careful  the 
steel  manufacturer  may  be  in  giving 
a  big  discard  from  his  ingot  and 
though  there  is  very  close  inspection, 
there  is  still  a  chance  for  ingots  and 
blooms  to  contain  piping  and  segre- 

gations which  cannot  be  detected  from 
the  outside.  This  piping  and  segre- 

gation cause   internal   defects   which 

gradually  grow,  due  to  vibration  in  service,  until 
they  become  so  large  that  the  axle  breaks.  Hollow  bor- 

ing removes  segregation.  Should  there  be  any  piping 
it  is  discovered  by  careful  inspection  of  the  interior  of 
the  axle  through  the  bored  hole,  and  the  axle  is 
scrapped.  A  pipe  in  a  driving  axle  discovered  by  hol- low boring  is  shown  in  Fig.  6. 

Third,  locomotive  axles  are  hollow  bored  with  2-,  3- 
or  4-in.  holes.  As  the  strength  of  the'  axle  is  propor- tional to  the  cube  of  its  diameter,  removing  the  central 
core  reduces  the  strength  but  little.  This  is  especially 
true  because  the  core  of  the  axle  generally  contains  a 
poorer  grade  of  steel  than  the  rest  of  the  axle.  While 
the  strength  of  the  axle  is  proportional  to  the  cube  of 
the  diameter,  the  weight  is  proportional  to  the  square 
of  the  diameter.  In  these  days  of  high  speeds  and 
heavy  loads,  it  is  advantageous  to  have  stronger  axles, 
without  increased  weight.  It  can  readily  be  seen  that 
by  adding  to  the  outside  diameter  of  the  axle  and  by hollow  boring  to  keep  down  the  weight,  the  axle  can 
still  retain  its  original  weight  and  be  much  stronger. 

Heat-Treating 

Axles  are  either  annealed  or  heat-treated.  Annealed 
axles  are  heated  in  the  heat-treating  furnace  and  are 
then  either  air  cooled  or  furnace  cooled.  Heat-treated 
axles  are  heated,  quenched  in  oil,  reheated  to  drawing 
temperature  and  then  either  air  cooled  or  furnace 
cooled.  Annealing  refines  the  grain  size  of  the  steel 
and  removes  forging  strains,  thus  increasing  the ductility  and  toughness  of  the  steel. 

Locomotive  axles  are  heat-treated  in  order  to  refine 
the  grain  of  the  steel,  thereby  increasing  its  strength, toughness  and  wearing  qualities,  as  evidenced  by  the 
increase  in  ultimate  strength  and  elastic  limit,  as  well 
as  the  elongation  and  reduction  of  area.  Heat-treat- 

ment relieves  forging  strains,  increases  the  toughness 
and  ductility  of  the  steel  and  adds  to  its  tenacity  and 
strength.    The  effect  is  shown  in  Fig.  7  by  the  reproduc- 

X'la.   4— 1,()00-TON  HYDRAULIC  AXLE  FORGING  PRESS 
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calty  chance  the  dexir«d  rrain  structure  of  th«  steel, 

and  con»equentl>'  the  quality  and  character  of  the  fln- 
ished  product 

Accordingly,  each  furnace  is  equipped  with  six 

thermo-couplee  to  accurately  measure  the  heat  These 

thernxxouples  are  arranged  so  that  there  is  one  at 
each  end  and  one  in  the  center  of  each  side  of  the 

furnace.  They  are  tested  each  week  by  checlclnif  them 

airainst  a  standard  pyrometer.  In  addition  to  the 
thermo-couples,  recording  instruments  give  n  gniphic 

record  of  the  temperatures  maintained  throughout  the 
treatment  of  each  furnace  load  of  axles.  A  contral 
sUtion  is  shown  in  Fig.  10.  The  temperature  of  any 
furnace  connected  thereto  is  shown  at  all  times.  The  oil 
burners  for  the  heat-treating  furnaces  permit  a  very 

close  regulation  and  the  temperature  of  the  furnace  can 
be  controlled  to  within  a  variation  of  5  deg.  Fuhrenheit 

When  the  axles  have  been  heated  to  the  temperature 

necessary  to  obtain  the  desired  results,  they  are  re- 
moved from  the  furnaces  and  dipped   in  a  quenching 

mo.  fr— MMUAfW   ItOHLNU  A  U>COMUTIVK  AXIX 

tioa  «f  BicroplMtocrsplM  of  the  grain  structure  of  an 

ask  M  forf*d.  mtUr  annealinc  and  after  heat-treating. 
The  furaacw  used  for  the  heat-treatment  of  axles, 

ifeown  In  Figs.  8  and  9,  are  2d  ft  long  and  12  ft.  wide. 

TiMy  art  oil  burning  and  are  designed  to  heat  uni- 

fovsly  Ihroachoat  The  bottom  of  the  furnace  is  re- 
novable  Mid  k  of  the  car  type.  It  rests  on  wheels  that 
more  ov»r  a  double  track.  The  car  is  moved  into  and 

oat  of  the  fonuK*  by  the  use  of  cables  and  an  electric 
motor.  The  door  of  the  furnace  is  of  the  vertically 

lifting  tjrpe  and  b  operated  by  compressed  air. 

The  two  Boat  inportant  factors  in  the  heat-treatment 
of  ateal  are  heat  control  and  heat  roaaaurement  The 

iiiciwftr  tor  great  accuracy  in  theae  two  facta  can  be 

raadUjr  «adenrtood  when  it  is  known  that  a  variation 

of  If  daf.  F.  in  the  temperature  of  a  furnace  can  radi- 

no.  •—tmtvtmi  axijl  aMownro  nvu  foukd  bt 
HOLLOW  BOmiXO 

ria.   7— MK'ROPHOTOORAI'HS   8HOW1NU   Till     ■    l.vlN' STRlTTt'RE  ()K  AN  A.XUK.   (.4)    AS  FOH<  • 
(0)   AFTBR  ANN1CAMNO  AND 
(O)  AFTKR  HEAT-TREATINQ 

tank.  Fig.  11.  The  tank  is  located  at  a  distance  of  10 
feet  from  the  heat-treating  furnaces.  It  is  12  feet  in 

diameter  and  22  feet  deep.  Oil.  which  is  the  only 

quenching  fluid  used,  is  pumped  through  a  series  of 
coils  located  under  water  in  a  150,000  >?al.  renervoir, 

after  which  it  is  returned  to  the  <iuenching  tank.  The 

circulation  maintains  the  quenching  fluid  at  «  uniform 

temperature.  In  addition,  while  passing  throuxh  the 
tank  the  fluid  is  agitated  by  compressed  air  in  order 
to  assure  thorouxh  circulation. 

The  door  of  s  heat-treating  furnace  can  bo  rnlsed,  the 

car  removed  and  a  charge  lifted  from  it  and  dipiwd  In 

the  quenching  tank  in  nineteen  seconds.  This  speed  of 

operation  is  made  posnible  by  the  furnace  design  and 

equipment  and  the  close  proximity  to  the  quenching 
tank. 

After-heat  treatment,  all  locomotive  axles  are  tested 

for  their  physical  properties.  Tents  arc  taken  from  a 

certain  percentage  of  axles  from  each  heat  of  steel  In 
a  furnace  load.  A  teat  piece,  1  in.  In  diameter  by  4  to 

6  in.  k>ng  ia  cored  from  a  prolongation  on  the  end  of 
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FIG.  S— CAR  AND  LOCOMOTIVE  AXLE  ANNEALING   FURNACE 

the  axle,  being  taken  from  a  point  midway  between  the 
center  and  the  outside  surface.  After  testing,  these 
prolongations  are  cut  off.  The  middle  section  of  the 
test  piece  is  turned  to  J  in.  in  diameter  by  2  in.  long. The  ends  are  used  for  grips  in  the  testing  machine 
The  piece  is  then  tested  and  its  physical  properties  as- 

certained. If  a  bend  test  is  required,  a  second  test 
piece  IS  cored  from  the  test  prolongation  on  the  same 
axle.  This  piece  is  then  planed  to  a  J  in.  square  cross 
section  and  tested  in  a  bending  machine.  It  must  give a  bend  of  180  deg.  without  fracture. 

All  axles  that  have  been  quenched  and  drawn  are 
subjected  to  a  proof  or  shock  test.  Each  axle  is  sup- 

ported near  the  ends  and  a  weight  of  2,240  lb  is 
dropped  on  it  from  a  specified  height,  depending  on  the 
diameter  of  the  axle.  The  weight  is  dropped  on  the 
axle  twice,  the  axle  being  turned  through  an  angle  of 90  deg.  between  the  two  shocks.     If  the  axle  has  in- 

477 
ternal  flaws  which  can  be  de- 

tected in  no  other  way,  they 
will  usually  be  discovered  by 
this  proof  test,  and  the  axle 
will  break  where  the  flaws are  located. 

After  having  met  the  phy.s- 
ical   test   specified,   the   axles 
are  moved  to  the  machine  shop 
adjoining    the    heat-treating 
department.     There  they  are 
rough    turned    on    "double header"    lathes.      Locomotive 
axles  are  rough  turned  all  over. 

After  the  rough  turning  op- 
eration is  completed,  the  axles 

are  inspected  for  size,  work- 
manship and  surface  appear- 

ance.    Throughout  the  manu- 
facture  there    is   a   thorough 

surface  inspection  of  all  mate- 
rial after  each  operation.  Thus 

any    defects    which    develop cause  the  axle  to  be  scrapped 
at  once,  and  no  further  time 
or   labor   is   wasted   upon   it. 

FIG.   10— A  CONTROL .STATION  IN  THE  HEAT-TRR  \TlXr DEPARTMENT 

PIG.  9-LOCO.MOTlVE  AXLES  READY  TO  KE  AXNEALED. 
FIG.  n_QUENCHING  HOLLOW-BORED  LOCQMOTIVi:  AX 

LE.S 
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Getting  a  Profit  Out  of  Low  Prices 
Danf  ers  ol  Baseless  Husincs.s  Optimism — Risinx  I*rices  Not  Essential  to  Business  Success- 

Importance  of  Accurate  Cost  Information  in  Dull  Times 

By  WILLIAM  R.  BASSET 
Ot  MllWr,  rtcnkHa.  BawM  *  Comiuiny 

ONE  nniy  attemb  •  puMk  luncheon  or  dinner, 
in  Uhw  dajrs.  without  being  aMiirod  fagr  wune 

tfpMkv,  IdNd  or  lured  into  being  prcoent  be- 
••■M  of  him  nr*  knowledge  of  buaineae  cooditionx.  that 
tht  wont  to  9fr  and  that  aometime  in  the  near  future. 
■Mnltr  about  three  montha  hence,  busineas  will  hav^ 

to  Bormai.**  Invoking  proaperity  haa  become 
of  a  cult  with  ua  and  a  poor  apeaker  la  one 

•B  over  the  halL  A  good  apeaker.  on 
krooaca  hto  audience  to  cheera  with  the 

Iproniae  of  nice,  freah  money  coming  in.  unaided  and  by 
the  barrel.  Proaperity  apeakera  have  been  in  demand 
for  two  jreara  paat  aa  have  been  proaperity  alogana. 
What  might  better  be  in  demand,  ia  calm  common  aenae 
wfth  which  to  think  out  and  tackle  the  real  problema 
of  horinraa  in  tbo  praaint  and  near  future.  Bunines^ 
today  to  a  real  probtom  and  one  not  to  Im>  solved  by  those 
with  the  notion  that,  if  only  they  sit  tight  long  enough. 
kwiaMO  will  eone  to  them  of  it*  own  accord  and  that, 
tfcwofora.  the  oae  of  brains  will  not  be  neceasary. 

An  lUa  talk  of  the  coming  of  prosperity  is.  from 
•OO  Yiowpoint.  quite  harmless  and  amusing.  It  helpa 
these  who  are  deep  in  sorrow  because  men  in  busineaa. 
ia  opito  of  the  legend  of  the  hardhearted  busineaa  man, 

loentiaUy  emotional.  They  are  dejected  when 
go  do«i^  for  the  reaaon  that  they  have  been 

tralaod  to  baUovo  that  good  buainess  is  always  accom- 
poaled  by  rUing  pricea.  It  ia  true  that  more  men  make 
■MMjr  in  a  rising  than  in  a  falling  market  and  that 
the  OBMNint  of  skill  required  to  do  business  is  in  invenw 
ratio  to  the  rate  at  which  pricea  are  rising.  Whm  thev 
are  going  np  very  quickly  it  reqnirea  the  minimum  skill 
to  Buko  nooey.  It  takes  skill  to  avoid  making  money. 
Aod.  sioce  the  aciciice  of  business  is  so  little  known, 
the  number  of  men  who  can  adjust  themselves  to  make 

py.  more  or  Icaa  regardleaa  of  pricea,  ia  ao  amall  as 
to  affect  the  opinion  of  the  majority. 

Cannot  Always  Go  Up 

Moat  coaeema  arc  managed  on  a  basis  which  to  ( 
tiaUjr  aawtfonal.  The  harmful  part  of  making  proph- 
•doe  refaiding  prooparity,  however,  is  that  the  prog- 
Boaticaton  talk  in  terma  of  rising  pricea  whito  they 
ttad  to  Itkiek  a  nareaaary  reriaion  of  pricea  and  methods 
•f  manufacturing  and  acliing.  People  are  led  to  believe 
that  the  tight  to  keep  np  prieoa  nuy  be  made  effective 
and  that  haahiaaa  to  ptaaporoaa  aa  it  pricea — not  aa  it 

Jost  aa  the  leaa  enlightened  tobor  uniona  put  reatric- 
tioaa  oa  pniductkm.  ao  atoo  do  the  less  enlightened 

ifacteioia  and  diatrilHrtors  put  restrictions  on 

The  union,  by  limiting  a  worker's  output  and 
dfcaBHcribing  his  dutiea  ao  that  five  men  are 

to  do  the  work  of  one,  seeks  to  create  an  arti- 
ieial  labor  famine.  The  manufacturer  and  the  di^- 
trfbotor.  by  curtailing  suppliea.  try  to  create  an 
artiOcial  goods  famine.  Neither  recognizes  that  a  fight 
againat  rhiapaiaa  to  a  fight  againat  ptonty  and  actually 
a  danger  to  iadaatHal  bcalto  and  real  boalneaa  atabii- 

it)'.  Conditions  are  not,  to  use  the  language  of  the 
market  reports,  "improved"  when  a  price  stops  falling 
or  even  rebounds  a  bit.  Indeed,  that  may  be  only  a 
sign  of  blocking  the  way  to  Mound  proMpority. 

High  prices  are  a  boon  to  poor  manufncturing.  They 
provide  a  margin  for  the  man  who  doo.s  not  know  what 
he  ia  doing.  The  man  who  doe.s  know  whnt  he  is  doing 
looks  at  a  high  price  as  a  physical  culturiHt  looks  at  a 
fat  man.  something  that  hu.H  to  be  sweated  down.  The 
wholly  remarkable  suchhh  of  Henry  Ford  has  not  been 
the  result  of  RUgic.  He  has  simply  employed  th? 
utmoat  of  science  in  working  out  his  designs,  his  meth- 

ods of  manufacturing,  and  his  methods  of  distribution. 
The  result  is  that  his  business  volume  haa  steadily  in- 

creased and  othera  have  stood  still  or  gone  backward. 
We  are  passing  into  a  period  where  price  for  quality 

will  control.  That  sort  of  business  has  to  be  planniMi 
because  it  cannot  be  opportunist.  Low  price  and  higii 
quality  can  be  given  only  as  a  result  of  carefully  planned 
operations  and  manufacturing  on  a  narrow  margin  of 
profit  cannot  be  carried  on  long  if  any  controllable  fac- 

tors are  left  uncontrolled.  Small  slips  in  a  business 
with  a  high  margin  of  profit  may  mean  failure  if  it 
happens  in  a  high  volume  establishment  where  fractions 
of  pennies  have  to  be  reckoned  with. 

The  World's  BintoEN  of  Debt 

There  is  no  reaaon  to  believe  that  for  a  very  long 
period  to  come  prices  can  be  other  than  low.  Thin 
country,  and  every  other  large  manufacturing  country 
of  the  world,  is  burdened  with  debt.  A  certain  numl)er 

of  hours  out  of  every  man'n  week,  whether  he  knows  it 
or  not,  have  to  go  to  paying  for  war  and  its  wastes. 
We  have  each  of  us  assumed  a  portion  of  the  war  debt, 
a  portion  more  or  less  adjusted  to  our  means.  We  can- 

not, therefore,  whether  we  are  employers  or  employ»tl, 
reasonably  expect  to  have  an  adequate  surpiuH  unless 
each  dollar  that  we  spend  is  well  spent.  Inflation,  as 
through  the  bonus,  may  disturb  prices  but  the  relationn 
will  eventually  be  on  the  basis  of  small  return  in  goods 
for  large  effort. 

There  uaed  to  be  a  notion  that,  if  only  the  advertising 

were  forceful  enough,  the  price  did  not  matter.  Every- 
one remembers  the  top-lofty,  "I  do  not  manufacture  for 

price — I  nuinufacture  for  quality,  I  cater  only  to  the 

'quality  market.'"  That  idea  never  got  over  in  any 
country  but  the  United  States.  It  Is  true  that  English 
goods  were  sold  the  world  over  at  higher  prices  than 
Gemun  gooda,  but  they  were  sold  on  service.  They 
were  sold  as  being  cheaper  in  the  end  than  other  koo<U 
of  which  the  first  cost  was  less.  That  principle  will 
never  alter.  Neither  will  the  principle  that  an  arlicle 
which  is  almost  a  work  of  art  ran  make  its  own  price. 
Art  or  any  extraordinary  quality  which  approaches  art 

is  non-competitive.  But  how  much  "quality"  is  really 
quality?  How  much  is  backed  by  service?  And  how 
much  is  Just  bunk? 

The  European  nations  always  have  been  close  buyers. 

Their  people  shop  around,  and  disagreeable,  time-wast- 
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ing  bargaining  prevails.  It  is  a  fact  that  no  American 
product  has  ever  held  successfully  in  a  European  market 

unless  it  gave  a  better  dollar's  worth  than  any  other 
product.  The  same  rule  will  determine  success  in  the 
American  market  and  it  cannot  be  otherwise.  People 

must  buy  carefully.  What  was  termed  the  "buyers' 
strike,"  it  is  beginning  to  be  learned,  was  the  starting 
of  a  new  and  permanent  buying  attitude. 

The  man  who  expects  to  sell  now  or  in  the  future  has 
got  to  get  his  prices  down  to  where  people  can  buy.  He 
can  get  his  prices  down  by  selling  below  cost  and  can 
then  more  or  less  painlessly  retire  from  business.  With 
that  process  I  am  not  concerned.  I  am  concerned  with- 
the  exemplification  of  how  to  make  prices  so  low  and 
quality  so  high  that  good  business  will  be  assured. 
Good  business  is  business  paying  adequate  wages  and 
earning  adequate  profits. 

Ascertaining  Sales  Expense 

The  first  step  toward  attaining  this  desirable  end  is 
the  ascertaining  of  costs.  It  seems  extraordinary  that 
there  could  be  any  question  as  to  the  value  of  cost  find- 

ing and  cost  keeping.  Perhaps  there  is  no  question  as 
to  its  value,  for  most  manufacturers  and  distributors 
think  that  they  know  costs.  The  majority  will  not  even 
go  to  the  trouble  of  making  certain  that  they  know 
costs.  A  delusive  cost  system  is  much  worse  than  none 
at  all.  Most  home-made  systems  are  delusive.  They  do 
not   take   enough  factors   into  consideration. 

For  instance,  the  common  method  of  getting  at  sales 
expense  is  to  divide  the  total  of  merchandise  by  the 
total  of  sales  expense.  The  figure  thus  obtained  is 
supposed  to  be  the  percentage  cost  per  dollar  of  sales. 
It  may  or  it  may  not  be.  If  all  the  goods  are  exactly 
alike,  priced  exactly  alike,  and  sold  under  exactly  the 
same  conditions,  the  figure  will  be  accurate.  But  that 
condition  practically  never  exists.  What  really  results 
from  this  method  of  calculating  is  the  loading  of  high- 
priced  articles  with  such  a  volume  of  sales  expense  as  to 
make  their  movement  difficult  and  to  relieve  low-priced 
articles  of  so  much  sales  expense  that  actually  they  are 
often  sold  at  a  loss.  I  know  one  wholesale  booksellling 
corporation,  doing  a  large  business,  principally  through 
the  mails,  that  believes  costs  can  be  found  by  this  simple 
process  of  division.  They  believe  that  their  sales  expense 
is  twenty  per  cent.  They  get  an  average  discount  from 
the  publishers  of  between  forty  and  fifty  per  cent  and 
they  allow  a  discount  to  their  customers  of  from  ten  to 

twenty  per  cent.  They  make  money  selling  a  five-dollar 
book.  They  lose  money  selling  a  single  one-dollar  book. 
And,  therefore,  although  their  business  is  a  very  large 
one,  their  total  profits,  at  the  end  of  the  year,  are  in- 

ordinately small  considering  the  volume  and  the  credit 
risk  taken.  If  they  knew  their  costs,  they  could  arrange 
combinations  of  orders  that  would  offer  substantial 
advantages  to  buyers  and,  at  the  same  time,  assume 
more  profit  to  themselves. 

Units  of  Sale 

The  subject  of  units  of  sale  is  one  which  deserves  a 
great  deal  of  attention  from  business  men.  It  fs 
enough  to  point  out  that  the  unit  is  to  be  determined 
by  the  costs  and  when  that  unit  is  once  determined, 
then  variations  from  it  have  to  be  sold  at  prices  dictated 
by  the  costs.  If,  say,  twelve  dozen  articles  constitute 
a  case,  eleven  dozen  cannot  be  shipped  at  the  same 
price  per  dozen  as  a  full  case.  The  breaking  of  a  case 
and  the  repacking  involve  an  additional  cost.     It  is  not 

feasible,  becau&e  it  goes  against  buying  habits,  to 
quote  a  price  for  case  lots  and  a  higher  price  for  broken 
lots.  It  is  better  business  to  quote  a  price  per  dozen 
with  a  substantial  discount  for  case  lots. 

Sales  costs  are  rarely  accurate,  and  manufacturing 
costs  are  in  but  little  better  condition.  One  of  the  many 
fallacious  ways  of  estim.ating  a  manufacturing  cost  is 
to  compare  the  labor  and  overhead  with  the  cost  of 
the  material.  This  method  can  almost  never  give  a 

figure  that  means  anj-thing  because  the  value  of  the 
material  is  only  a  factor  entering  into  the  cost  of  the 
finished  product.  The  value  of  the  material  in  no  way 
determines  the  amount  of  work  that  has  to  be  put  upon 
it  or  the  space  that  it  occupies.  There  is  no  single 
method,  no  system  of  cost  accounting  that  will  give 
exact  results  through  even  a  single  factory  or  store, 
much  less  through  all  factories  and  stores,  and  it  is  for 
this  reason  that  expert  assistance  must  usually  be  had. 
I  think  that  this  is  generally  recognized  but  the  recog- 

nition is  accompanied  by  the  fear  that  an  expert  will 
install  a  complex  system  which  will  be  difficult  to 

operate. 
I  admit  that  many  such  installations  have  been  made 

and  also  that  there  are  some  problems  in  cost  account- 
ing that  do  not  permit  a  simple  solution.  But  there  i.<« 

a  degree  of  refinement  beyond  which  it  is  not  necessary 
to  go.  Simplicity  is  the  keynote  of  modern  cost 
accounting.  There  was  once  a  belief  that  absolutely 
accurate  figures  should  always  be  obtained  but  coBi- 
mon  sense  has  taught  that  beyond  a  point,  the  expense 
of  collating  with  absolute  accuracy  is  a  waste  of  time 
and  money.  In  such  cases  it  is  usually  possible  to  sot 
standards  which  can  be  revised  from  time  to  time. 

AccimATE  Costs  in  a  Fiber  Manufacturing  Plant 

In  the  manufacture  of  vulcanized  fiber,  the  paper  has 
to  be  immersed  in  a  chemical  solution  for  a  length  of 
time  depending  upon  the  thickness  of  the  paper.  It 
was  very  difficult  to  obtain  costs  on  this  operation  and 
quite  out  of  the  question  to  treat  each  lot  as  a  separate 
unit  for  cost  determination.  Instead  of  attempting 
any  such  impossible  program,  experiments  were  under- 

taken by  which  correct  costs  were  achieved  at  consid- 
erable expense  for  each  kind  of  article.  Then  these 

costs  were  accepted  as  standard.  They  are  revised 
from  time  to  time,  according  to  the  price  of  the  mate- 

rials used,  but  since  there  has  been  no  change  in  the 
general  process,  the  basic  cost  relation  has  remained 
unchanged  and  several  checks  put  upon  it  have  demon- 

strated it  to  be  essentially  accurate. 
No,  a  cost  system,  to  be  accurate  enough  for  all  ordi- 

nary business  purposes,  does  not  also  have  to  be  elab- 
orate. But  its  simplifications  have  to  be  scientific.  It 

is  one  thing  to  get  at  absolutely  exact  costs  and  then 
devise  a  simpler  method  for  everyday  use  and  quite 
another  thing  to  dispense  with  the  scientific  prelim- 

inary investigation  and  adopt  a  method  whose  only 
merit  is  simplicity.  We  must  first  have  all  of  the  facts 
or  there  can  be  no  accurate  shortcutting.  For  instance, 
the  fiber  company  that  I  have  just  mentioned  had, 
before  its  present  management  came  into  authority, 
something  which  it  called  a  cost  system  and  which  was 
simplicity  itself.  But  the  figures  had  not  been  based 
upon  scientific  analysis.  The  analysis  showed  that  in 
some  cases  the  costs  were  too  high  and  in  others  the 
costs  were  too  low.  In  fact,  taking  the  old  costs  as 
an  average  they  varied  from  the  standard  by  fully  forty 
per  cent.     That  company  turned  itself  from  a  losing 
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farte  •  payinv  veBture  Umpljr  bjr  the  nrw  and  improved 
Cftntietm  tKat  were  pointed  out  by  the  cost  ficuras. 

Coat  flcwTM  wn  not  mere  hiatorical  exhibit ion«.  Thoy 
are  f«MM  to  future  pn^gree*.  Unleac  they  ar«  in  i>uch 
favm  tlMt  they  can  be  need  u  guide*,  there  i<  some 
doubt  in  mjr  mind  ae  to  whether  It  ia  worth  bothering 

with  then.  On  the  other  hand,  they  ran  alwa>*8  be  used 
••  gvidea  if  thcT  have  been  properb'  aaaembled.  They 
wU  ahov  oMire  than  the  eye  ran  tee.  Take  the  matter 
of  idle  eqaipment.  Rale  of  thumb  resting  doe*  not 
•bow  tho  coat  of  idle  equipment  Good  roating  does. 

I  rBcaO  a  pottery  aupei  intendent  who  had  an  ax'vrsion 
to  filling  kilns  to  rapacity.  The  o«-nera  gave  him  his 
way.  They  did  not  think  it  much  mattered.  I  put  in  a 
■Mr  coat  ayrtea,  whkli  daotonatrated  that  this  littlo 
tdhmauacy  of  ̂   saperiatondent  cost  nearly  seventy- 
five  thoaaand  dollars  a  year  when  the  pottery  was  oper- 

ating at  capacity ! 
Many  little  hablta  or  odd  ideas  creep  into  shops  and 

ao  on*  thinks  anjrthing  of  thsm.  The  right  sort  of  cost 
shows  that  son<-times  thcae  whinu  are  most  ex- 
Coata,  when  arranged  and  presented  in  monthly 

tabolationa,  ao  that  comparisons  may  be  made,  give 
to  the  executive  exactly  the  same  sort  of  information 

that  a  doctor  learns  from  a  nurse's  chart.  The  patient's 
pulse,  respiration,  and  temperature  are  not  important 
of  thMBaalvos  but  they  are  evidences  of  condition.  They 

•ra  atartiag  points  for  investigations.  Costs  of  them- 
aalvaa  are  important,  for  without  them  prices  can  only 

bo  gasaaed  at,  but,  if  rosta  are  used  only  for  pricing'. 

only  a  small  portion  of  their  usefulness  is  beinsr  real- 
ised. In  their  full  usefulnesH.  they  guide  what  pidiiuct* 

should  be  made  and  how  they  should  Ih>  matle,  'vhat 
prtKiucts  should  be  sold,  and  when  and  how  they  should 
be  sold.    They  advise  the  physician.    The  start  inR  point 
of  manufacturing  and  tailing  is  rh.-  i   .nl  of  the  rost ■accountant. 

The  development  of  cost  nccouiuing  hits  caused  iXn 
scope  constantly  to  widen,  to  assume  more  and  more  the 
r6le  of  guiding  counsellor,  and  has  especially  advL-jed 
in  times  when  orders  are  difficult  to  obtain.  If  a  plant 
is  running  at  capacity,  it  is  fairly  easy  to  get  at  the 
costs.  But,  if  a  plant  is  running  at  only  half  capacity 
and  is  scratching  for  orders,  we  find  the  costs  in  a  new 
function.  The  fixed  charges  remain  fairly  constant  and, 
if  we  apply  the  same  overhead  to  half  capacity  produc- 

tion as  to  capacity  production,  we  discover,  if  we  are 
faithful  to  our  costs,  that  the  decreased  business  oujtht 
to  be  priced  higher  than  the  capacity  business.  Then 
we  should  advance  our  prices.  Advancing  prices  when 
business  is  hard  to  get  is  quite  the  surest  way  of  get- 

ting none.  It  is  then  that  costs  will  point  out  how  to 
cut  prices  without  loss,  how  best  to  adjust  the  factory 
to  the  market. 

We  shall  get  good  times  when  business  men  use  cost 
figures  as  a  guide  in  reducing  costs,  when  they  make 
the  lower  cost  the  excuse  for  lower  prices.  It  will  mako 
selling  easier;  it  will  bring  into  the  market  those  buy- 

ers who  went  on  strike:  and  it  will  turn  up  buyers  who 
never  before  could  afford  to  buy  our  products. 

Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Bcffinning  Chapter  Seven  on  Feed  Mechanism? — General  Basic  Conditions  Affecting  Design 

Continuous  Feed  Arrangements — Lead  Screws  for  Lathes 

By  a.  L.  Oe  LEEUW 
roMull-ns  Bdltor,  Amrrie^m  MacktnM 

IT  WAS  pointed  out  before  that  the  designer  meets 
the  groataat  diflVrulty  in  the  development  of  a  feed 
am  tiiiiltai.  bocause  there  are  so  few  cases  where  he 

with  certainty  the  k>ad  for  which  he  has  to  pro- 
It  is.  howe%-er,  fairly  safe  to  say  that  in  lathes 

milling  machines  the  feed  pressure  may  be  figured 
to  be  equal  to  the  pnfssure  on  the  tool  or  against  the 
cutter.  In  a  drill  press  the  feed  pressure  depends  on 
two  Itana,  both  of  which  art  rather  undetermined  at 

the  pnacnt  time.  Using  a  twist  drill,  we  find  two  ele- 
OMals  requiring  feed  pressure:  One  is  the  penetration 
of  the  Up  into  th«  material  the  other  is  the  penetration 
of  the  bridge  or  web  batwaen  the  iipa.  This  latter  item 
ia  ontirely  undatamlaed  and  may  be  very  great.  The 
first  item  rMoaMea  to  a  ceruin  extent  the  pressure 

raqalrsd  to  faad  a  lathe  tool  into  the  work.  There  is. 
ono  taaportant  difference  which  causes  the  feed 
rovrired  for  the  lip  of  a  drill  to  be  graatcr 

than  that  required  for  the  feed  of  a 

In  Fig.  IK  a  piaea  of  lathe  work  is  reprcaratod  bear- 
iag  with  a  proMwre  /*  on  the  tool.  This  preaaure  can 
ha  detMmiosd  when  the  cutting  apaad  %nd  the  required 

r«»  Urn  I AM  HsMa  rmrrrmA. 

horsepower  are  known.    If,  for  instance,  we  know  that 
the  cutting  speed  is  60  ft.  and  that  the  hp.  required  is 
5,  then  we  know  also  that  the  pressure  on  the  tool  must 

6x88,000 

be   =  2.760.    This  figure  is  not  exactly  cor- 
60 

rect  because  part  of  the  power  has  been  consumed  by 
friction,  and  furthermore,  the  law  that  the  pressure 

required  for  feed  is  equsi  to  the  tooth  pressure  is  merely 
an  approximation.  Nevertheless,  the  value  obtained  in 
this  manner  is  a  fairly  good  indication  of  the  magnitude 
of  the  feed  pressure,  and  enables  the  designer  to  lay 
out  his  feed  mechanism  by  simply  allowing  an  ample 
factor  of  safety. 

A  lip  of  a  twist  drill  as  it  removes  metal  is  shown  in 
Fig.  168.  The  various  points  of  this  lip  travel  with 
different  velocities,  so  that  if  the  outside  of  the  drill 
travels  at  a  speed  of  60  ft.,  the  avera»fe  speed  of  the 
drill  lip  will  be  only  80  ft.;  and  if  again  the  horsepower 

required  should  be  6,  we  would  f^nd  that  the  average 

pressure  against  the  lip  is  5,600  lb.,  which  wouUI  be  the 
amount  of  the  feed  pressure,  or  at  least  approximately 
so.  In  addition  there  would  be  the  pressure  required  for 

the  penetration  of  the  central  web  or  bridge. 
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In  machines  of  the  planer  type,  such  as  shapers,  slot- 
ters  and  planers,  there  is  no  feed  pressure  required  be- 

yond that  necessai-y  for  the  moving  of  certain  machine 
parts.  As  a  rule  these  parts  move  with  a  low  speed  and 
for  a  very  short  distance  only,  so  that  the  power  re- 

quired for  the  feed  is  very  small.  In  all  cases,  such  as 
on  lathes,  drill  presses,  milling  machines  and  planers, 
we  must  consider  the  power  required  for  the  movements 
of  slides,  and  the  like.  This  power  may  or  may  not  be 

an  important  item.  When  we  say  "power"  we  use  an 
expression  which  is  wrong,  though  commonly  employed. 
The  amount  of  power  required  for  the  feed  is  always 
very  small,  because  the  speed  of  the  moving  parts  is 
low.  It  is  the  feed  pressure  with  which  we  are  con- 

cerned, and  the  torque  on  a  lead  screw  or  the  pressure 
on  the  teeth  of  a  feed  pinion  may  be  very  much  in- 

creased beyond  that  required  for  the  cut  by  the  resis- 
tance of  the  moving  parts,  due  either  to  their  weight  or 

to  the  friction  caused  by  gibbing,  or  by  both. 

Classification  of  Feeds 

Feeds  of  machine  tools  may  be  classified  under  two 
headings:  intermittent  or  continuous.  Intermittent 
feeds  are  found  on  planers,  slotters,  shapers  and  certain 
types  of  car-wheel  and  driving-wheel  lathes,  facing 
heads  and  the  like.  According  to  the  source  of  power, 
intermittent  feeds  may  be  divided  further  into  mechani- 

cal, electrical,  hydraulic  and  pneumatic  feeds.  Con- 
tinuous feeds  also  might  be  divided  according  to  the 

source  of  their  power;  but  in  this  class  of  feed  the 
original  power  source  is  not  of  so  much  importance  to 
a  designer  as  it  is  in  the  other  class,  and  it  is  better  to 
classify  the  continuous  feed  according  to  the  part  which 
delivers  the  feed  pressure  to  the  machine  member  which 
has  to  be  advanced.  We  will  therefore  classify  the  con- 

tinuous feeds  as  follows:  screw,  rack,  cam,  hydraulic, 
and  pneumatic  feeds.  We  will  first  analyze  the  con- 

tinuous feeds  starting  with  the  last  member  of  the 
mechanism. 

The  following  elements  must  be  carefully  considered 
in  the  design  of  a  screw  for  feeding  purposes :  (a)  The 
amount  of  pressure  in  an  axial  direction;  (b)  the  nature 
of  thrust  bearing;  Cc)  whether  screw  is  in  tension  or 
compression;  (d)  the  effect  of  expansion  on  long  screws. 

Rule  for  Feed  Screw  Lead 

Feed  screws  may  be  used  merely  for  the  purpose  of 
advancing  some  machine  member  or  they  may  be  ar- 

ranged for  cutting  threads.  In  this  latter  case,  a  definite 
relation  must  be  maintained  between  the  screw  and  a 
spindle  or  other  rotating  member.  Cutting  of  scrolls, 
spacing  of  racks  and  similar  elements,  all  require  such 
definite  relation.  In  these  cases  it  is  not  permissible  to 
have  anything  but  positive  connections  between  spindle 
and  screw.    Belts,  friction  clutches,  etc.,  cannot  be  used. 
When  a  screw  is  used  as  a  lead  screw,  the  designer 

will  find  that  he  is  more  or  less  limited  in  his  choice  of 
the  lead.  If,  for  instance,  large  leads  must  be  produced 
by  the  machine,  it  becomes  very  necessary  to  use  a  large 
lead  in  the  screw  also.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  very  small 
leads  must  be  produced,  he  is  limited  in  the  selection  of 
lead  for  his  screw  by  the  fact  that  the  thread  must  have 
a  sufl^icient  wearing  surface,  so  that  he  must  still  main- 

tain a  fairly  large  lead. 
Generally  speaking,  the  following  rule  may  be  applied 

in  the  selection  of  lead  for  a  feed  screw :  Select  the  lead 
as  large  as  possible,  using  if  necessary  multiple  threads 

to  obtain  it,  but  do  not  make  the  angle  of  the  helix  with 
the  normal  plane  more  than  20  degrees. 

To  show  the  effect  of  a  large  lead  on  the  amount  of 
power  required  for  feed,  we  shall  select  a  numerical 
example  and  carry  the  calculation  out  in  a  rough  fashion only. 

Load,  10,000  lb. 
Diameter  of  screw,  3  in. 
Lead  and  pitch,  1  in. 
Outside  diameter  of  thrust  bearing,  5  in. 
Bore  of  thrust  washer,  2  in. 

Coefficient  of  friction  between  screw  and  nut,  esti- 
mated, 15  per  cent. 

Coefl!icient  of  friction  at  thrust  washers,  estimated, 

8  per  cent. 
One  revolution  of  the  screw  advances  the  load  in  an 

axial  direction  ]  in.,  so  that  the  useful  work  done  per 

revolution  is  1  X  10,000  in.-lb.  =  2,500  in.-lb.  Assum- 
ing that  we  use  an  Acme  thread,  the  pitch  diameter  of 

the  screw  is  22  in.  and  the  pitch  circumference  8.643  in. 
When  the  screw  makes  one  revolution  it  performs  work 
for  friction  equal  to 

10,000  X  8.643  X  0.15  =  12,964  in.-lb. 
The    average    diameter    of   the    thrust   washer    equals 

(5+2)  -;-  2  =  8J,  so  that  the  average  circumference 

Fie.  ISE 
FIG.  153 
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is  11  in.  W'ork  of  friction  done  by  the  screw  on  account 
of  thrust  for  one  revolution  is,  therefore,  10,000  X  H  X 

0.08  ̂   8,800,  so  that  the  total  work  done  for  one  revo- 
lution of  the  screw  equals  2,500  +  12,964  +  8,800  = 

24,264  in.-lb. 
If  we  had  made  this  screw  with  1-in.  lead  and  i-in. 

pitch,  its  pitch  diameter  would  have  been  2J  in.,  its 
pitch  circumference  7.857,  and  the  work  done  on  the 
various  items  enumerated  above  would  have  been: 

Moving  load  ]  in.  in  axial  direction,  2,500  in.-lb. 
Overcoming  friction  in  nut  for  one-fourth  of  a  revolu- 

tion, 1  X  10,000  X  7.857  X  15  =  2,964  in.-lb. 
Overcoming  friction  in  thrust  washers  for  one-fourth 

of  a  revolution,  1  X  10,000  X  H  X  8  =  2,200  in.-lb. 
Thus  the  total  work  done  in  this  case  would  have  been 

2,500  +  2,946  -f  2,200  =  7,646  in.-lb.,  which  is  less 
than  one-third  of  the  work  done  in  the  previous  case. 

The  calculations  here  are  of  a  rough  and  preliminary 
nature,  but  sufficiently  accurate  to  indicate  the  very 
great  effect  an  increase  of  lead  has  on  the  eflSciency  of  a 
lead  screw.  We  have  reduced  the  amount  of  work  to  be 

done  by  the  difference  between  24,264  and  7,646  in.-lb., 
or  16,618  in.-lb.  If  we  had  changed  the  thrust  bearing 
to  a  ball  bearing,  and  if  we  should  neglect  the  very 
small  amount  of  work  which  must  be  done  to  overcome 
the  resistance  of  such  a  ball  bearing,  we  would  have 
saved  8,800  in.-lb.,  or  not  much  more  than  half  of  what 
we  have  gained  by  changing  the  lead.  Of  course  we  can 
go  a  step  further  and  substitute  a  ball  bearing  for  the 
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tiu«rt  «Mktn  !•  MidiUon  to  the  iacnu*  in  lead,  in 

wMdi  CM*  w*  wovM  Iwv*  gaiaad  uMtlwr  2J00  in.-lb. 
la  tlMt  caHw  Um  toUl  aaount  of  work  to  be  done  for 
1  Ib.  Btwim  wwrid  haw  botn  &.446  inch-pounds. 
TW  amount  of  pewar  raquired  for  the  feed  ia,  as  a 

nihi.  «aita  aaalL  and  it  mlglrt  mmb  at  a  Ant  g\mnc»  that 

trrteff  to  rtdact  thb  anal  amoant  is  hardly  worth 
while.  Howawr.  it  Is  not  rsdurtion  of  powar  we  are 

after.  TW  torque  raquirMi  to  turn  the  screw  is  onl>' 
siithtljr  nore  for  the  incraascd  lead  and  thrust  washers 

thaa  tka  terqpa  raqnired  for  the  original  screw,  and  it 
is  •*•■  !■■  wImb  haB  bearincs  are  used:  while  at  the 

aaaa  tte*  the  screw  tarns  at  one-fourth  of  the  speed, 

as  ttet  aD  of  the  ncchaniam  between  the  Ant  drive  and 

tKe  feed  scrvw  can  be  radaced  to  much  smaller  dimen- 

aioaa  •■  amniiai  of  the  maeh  graatar  reduction  in  «peed. 

Am  m  nriik  It  ia  vanr  ifttifft"*  to  coaflne  a  mechaniam  of 

a  marlilae  tool  to  the  ■■wBwt  possible  dimensions,  so 

tlMt  aarthint  which  permits  of  using  small  gears. 

•halU.  clutchea.  etc..  is  worth  while  going  after.  Com- 

parlag  again  the  amount  of  powar  required  to  move 

tk*  bad  i  in.,  v*  find  that  in  one  ease  24.264  in.-Ib.  are 

raqaiiad.  ia  another  case  7.64«  in.-lb..  and  with  still 
aaother  nodiAcatioa  (ball  bearings  instead  of  thrust 

waakara)  6.446  in.-lb..  or  not  much  more  than  one-flfth 
af  tke  original  amount.  Furthermore,  the  efficiency  of 
tka  artvw  could  be  utill  further  increased  by  giving  it 
aaara  had.  Bran  without  doing  this,  the  mechanism 

rsqaircd  for  driving  the  lead  screw  has  been  made  very 
much  lighter,  as  the  power  to  be  transmitted  is  only 

slightly  mors  than  one^fth  of  the  original  sanount. 

Dunmai  or  Ijcao  Scaew 

Tlw  aait  important  element  of  the  lead  screw  to  con- 
aldar  I*  its  diameter.  As  in  all  engineering  problems, 

wa  are  coofroated  here  aith  a  dilemma.  We  wiiih  to 

tlw  aerear  aa  large  as  possible  so  ss  to  reduce  its 

to  a  minimum  and  to  give  it  the  greatest  pos- 
alb*  laatstanca  againut  rupture,  and  we  also  wish  to 
make  it  as  seiall  as  possibe  in  order  to  increase .  its 

edkicncy.  As  the  true  function  of  the  engi- 
la  to  oSsct  a  compromise  between  conflicting  con- 

waigh  the  importance  of  the  two  re- 
ach other,  and  we  see  at  once  that 

tJMr*  is  a  diiferenca  depending  on  whether  the  screw 
ia  osad  as  a  feed  screw  only,  as  a  lead  screw  only,  or  as 
a  caasbination  of  the  two. 

If  the  screw  la  osod  as  feed  screw  only,  no  hsrm  can 

raaah  from  the  tui  that  there  is  a  certain  amount  of 

taraional  deflection,  provided  the  screw  is  not  loaded 

barood  iU  aafa  limits.  In  order  to  meet  the  conditions 
w*  woold  omk*  the  core  of  the  screw  as  small  as  the  load 

wmM  permit,  wo  would  make  the  depth  of  the  thread, 
and  therefore  the  pitch,  aa  amall  as  possible,  and  we 
weald  provide  the  necessary  bearing  surface  between 

screw  and  not  bjr  making  thia  nut  ver>-  kmg.  We  would 
farther  give  tha  arrew  a  multiple  thread  ao  aa  to  have 

Iha  greatest  poseibla  load.  Such  a  eonatruction  of  the 
erew  adgbt  actoally  be  carried  oat  in  aome  apecial 

arhaa  we  have  complete  knowledge  of  all  the 
bat  if  the  acrew  ia  part  of  a  general  utility 

kiaa  where  th*  load  may  dtange  for  different  Job* 
(rsm  moaaast  to  moment,  it  would  not  be  safe  to 

a  lead  acrew  in  this  manner. 
If,  for  Iwalanfa.  thia  acrrw  were  oaed  as  a  feed  screw 

far  a  latlM  «■  wWch  a  piece  ia  tamed  op  requiring  an 
iatatvittaal  cot,  there  would  be  a  constant  change  of 

tori«ion  in  the  screw  causing  the  tool  to  jerlt  into  uiid 
out  of  the  work,  which  would  be  detrimental  to  the 
machine  as  well  as  to  the  tool.  As  such  a  condition  may 
arise  in  any  lathe,  we  shall  have  to  mnke  the  diameter 
of  the  cor*  larger  and  the  pitch  coarser  than  the  ideal 
requirements  call  for.  Furthermore,  as  it  is  exceed- 

ingly difficult  to  get  a  good  fit  betvtreen  a  screw  and  a 
very  long  nut.  we  shall  have  to  confine  ourselves  to  a 
shorter  nut  and  make  the  pitch  of  the  screw  larger  than 
we  first  intended  in  order  to  get  sufficient  bearing  .sur- 

face between  screw  and  nut. 

Actual  Conditions  in  a  Lathe 

Attention  should  be  called  here  to  the  fact  that, 
though  the  amount  of  power  required  to  move  the  load 
I  In.  has  been  reduced,  the  amount  of  power  required 
to  turn  the  screw  one  complete  turn  has  actually  in- 

creased by  increasing  the  lead.  We  found  that  24,2G4 
in-lb.  are  required  for  one  revolution  of  the  screw  when 
the  lead  is  J  in.,  and  that  four  times  7,646  in.-lb.  are  re- 

quired for  one  revolution  of  the  screw  when  the  lead  is 
1  in.,  so  that  the  core  needs  to  l)e  larger.  If  we  had 
substituted  ball  Ix-arinKS  for  the  thrust  washers,  we 
would  have  re<juired  four  times  5,446  in.-lb.  per  revolu- 

tion of  the  screw,  which  is  less  than  that  required  for 
the  original  design,  so  thst  in  that  case  we  can  actually 
reduce  the  core  of  the  screw  by  a  small  extent. 
The  torsion  of  a  lead  screw  causes  more  serious 

trouble  when  threads  must  be  cut,  because  the  twist  in 
the  screw  shortens  the  lead.  This  is  of  importance 
especially  when  long  screws  are  cut.  It  is  true  that  the 
shortening  of  the  lead  remains  the  same  per  thread 
whether  the  screw  is  long  or  short;  in  other  words,  the 
percentage  of  shortening  is  not  affected  by  the  length 
of  screw  to  be  cut.  so  that  if  a  certain  machine  can  cut 
a  screw  to  an  accuracy  of,  say,  0.002  in.  per  foot,  it  will 
produce  this  degree  of  accuracy  whether  a  screw  of  10 
in.  or  10  ft.  length  is  cut. 

Effect  op  Roughing  on  Finishing  Cut 

On  the  other  hand,  a  screw  is  not  chased  with  one 
single  cut.  A  number  of  cuts  are  taken  and  some  of 
these  are  roughing  and  others  are  finishing  cuts.  More 
metal  is  removed  on  the  roughing  cuts  than  on  the  last 

finishing  cut,  and  therefore  the  torsion  and  the  conse- 
quent shortening  of  the  lead  is  greater  when  roughing 

than  when  finishing.  Suppose  the  error  caused  by  this 
shortening  of  the  lead  were  0.0005  in.  per  ft.  when 
roughing,  and  suppose  the  length  of  the  screw  were  40 
ft.  Then  the  total  length  of  the  threaded  part  would  l>e 
0.020  in.  short.  This  is  the  condition  of  the  screw  when 
the  roughing  cuts  have  been  taken.  If  now  we  take 
the  finishing  cut  we  will  have  considerably  less  torsion 
and  therefore  leas  ahortening  of  the  lead.  As  a  result, 
it  may  well  be  that  the  total  shortening  of  the  lead  is 
only  0.002  or  0.003  in.  instead  of  0.020  in.  for  the  entire 
length  of  the  acrew;  which  would  mean  that  we  cannot 
tak*  an  even  cut  along  the  entire  length  of  the  screw, 
but  that  at  one  end  the  cut  will  l>e  0.017  or  0.018  in. 
more  than  at  the  other  end.  This  would  mean  either 
that  we  have  to  take  several  finishing  cuts,  or  else  that 
we  get  a  screw  of  leaser  finish  and  accuracy.  In  order, 
then,  to  overcome  this  uncertain  action  of  the  lead 
screw,  we  must  make  this  member  heavier  when  it  is 
used  aa  a  lead  acrew  than  when  it  is  used  as  a  feed 

screw;  thia  ia  ao  as  to  keep  the  torsion  and  the  deflec- 
tion dependent  upon  it  down  to  a  minimum. 
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FIG.  1— MILLING  DIESEL  ENGINE  BEARINGS.    FIG.  2— TURNING  THE  OUTSIDE 

Diesel  En^ne  Work  in  a 
California  Shop 
By  Herbert  Crawford 

Two  rather  interesting  machining  operations  in  mak- 
ing bearings  for  large  Diesel  engines  are  shown  in  Figs. 

1  and  2.  In  the  bearings  shown  in  Fig.  1,  the  babbitt 
has  already  been  poured  in  the  bronze  shells  which  are 
now  being  milled  on  a  Potter  and  Johnston  continuous 
milling  machine.  As  may  be  seen  this  machine  is  pro- 

vided with  two  tables,  mounted  on  a  turntable,  arranged 
for  indexing  so  that  work  can  be  loaded  in  the  fixture 
on  one  table  while  the  cutters  are  operating  on  work 
so  mounted  on  the  other  table.  The  fixtures  used  in 
this  operation  are  large  V-blocks  in  which  the  bearings 
are  held  by  straps  in  the  usual  manner. 

After  the  faces  have  been  milled  the  two  halves  are 
placed  together  on  a  mandrel,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2,  and 
in  detail  in  Fig.  3.  The  body  of  the  mandrel  A  fits 
the  inside  of  the  bearing.  The  arms  B  form  abutments 
for  the  outer  ends  of  the  straps  C,  which   clamp  the 

bearings    by    the 

'  '"^  -  (TTiti  .■      flange  and  leave  room for  facing  the  inside 
shoulders,  as  well  as 
for  turning  the  out- 

side of  the  bearing 
itself.  Here  the 
work  is  being  done 
on  a  Steinle  lathe, 
the  flange  of  the 
mandrel  being  bolted 
to  the  chuck  by  T- 
headed  bolts.  A  sub- 

stantial center  is 
bolted  to  one  face  of 

line* 

FIG.    3— DETAILS  OF  BEARING 
MANDREL 

FIG.  4— CUTTING  OFF  12  PISTON  RINGS 

the  turret.  Piston  rings  are  made  from  cast  pots  such  as 
shown  in  Fig.  4.  The  pot  has  feet  at  the  bottom,  pro- 

viding a  convenient  means  for  fastening  it  to  the 
machine  table.  The  boring,  turning  and  facing  are 
done  by  tools  held  in  toolholders  mounted  in  the  turret 
on  the  crossrail.  The  multiple  cutting  off  tool  is  held 
in  the  side  carriage  of  the  Bullard  vertical  turret  lathe 
as  shown  and  arranged  to  cut  off  the  rings  progres- 

sively, the  top  ring  being  cut  off  slightly  before  the  next 
one  and  so  on  down  the  line.  The  machines  illustrated 
are  a  part  of  the  modern  machine  tools  in  use  at  the 
shops  of  the  Skandia  Engine  Co.,  Oakland,  Cal.,  and  give 
some  idea  of  how  well  the  shop  is  equipped  for  the 
rapid  handling  of  comparatively  heavy  work. 
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Nickel  and  Its  Alloys 
Third  Article— Spedal  Tools  for  Cutting:  Monel  Metal— How  It  Should  Ik  Worked 

and  Finished— Alloys  for  Electrical  and  lleat-Resistinx  Uses 
By  PAUL  D.  MERICA 

Director  U  H'*o«rrti.  IntenwUonal  Nickel  CompMiy. 

MONEL  BMUd  U  rMdily  nuu-hin<*<l.  thivaded. Uppcd,  driDtd  and  nilled.  but  like  other  metals 
Mcfa  ••  rtwl.  aluiBinuin  and  braaa.  it  is  most 

raadHy  iMcMnwl  when  the  marhininff  condition*  are 
a<jM>td  to  Its  individual  characteristics.  On  account 
of  Um  taaglaMW  of  Um  mttal.  cutting  tools  should  be 
OMd*  tnm  •  trat-dMa  grade  of  high-speed  steel,  and 

bt  sraoad  with  sharp  cutting  angles. 
infaarjf  sharp  cutting  angles  for  lathe  work 

aiv  bwt  obteiiwd  without  weakening  the  cutting  edge, 
tqr  grtedilV  tbo  toola  with  either  a  large  top  rake  or  a 
cMMatd  to^  rain  and  side  slope.  Two  cutting  tools 
hava  bacB  dwtlopad  that  permit  the  use  of  higher  cut- 

tle apeeda  with  a  mlnimaiB  of  regrinding.  The  first 
ia  grooad  with  a  IS-deg.  clearance  angle  and  a  20-deg. 
tap  rake  or  bock  alopa.  The  neae  is  tapered  gradually 
at  aa  aagia  of  9  dtf.  tnm  a  plane  parallel  to  the  side  of 
tht  tooL  and  the  cutting  edge  ia  rounded  with  a  A-in. 
radiua. 

Tht  aaeaad  cutting  tool  ia  ground  with  a  6-deg.  elear- 
aaca  aagia  and  a  combined  8-deg.  top  rake  and  a  14-deg. 

lopa.    Both  toola  cut  cleanly  and  easily  rid  them- 
of  the  long  tough  chip  characteristic  of  monel 

>«    VI %•  >• 
>«l>« 

iim 

na  t-'nmcouuxammn  attAnc  for  Roi'OHfKn  tool. 
»^R  LJtTtIK  WORK  O.V  MONBI.  MBTAU 

metal.  Fig.  8  shows  an  eiDcient  type  of  roughing  tool 
for  lathe  work.  The  cutting  edge  of  the  tool  should  be 
aat  aUglMtr  bightr  than  the  canter  of  the  work  to 
oMafai  tha  graataaC  ahMring  affect.  This  height  wiU 
differ  wHh  work  of  varying  diameters.  For  small  work, 

with  th«  aoae  offaet  should  be  used. 

DancM  AND  Tkbatmbkt  or  Monel  Thkeaoinc  Tool 

The  threading  tool,  on  acount  of  its  pointed  cutting 
Ma  a  graatar  taodancy  to  crumble.  For  that 
the  tool  ia  grooBd  with  a  smaller  top  rake  and  a 

clrarsnre  of  9  dag.  and  12  deg..  rcapeetively.  The  sides 
on  the  aoaa  of  the  tool  are  groond  In  a  gentle  slope  from 
top  to  bottom.  The  point  of  the  tool  may  be  ground  for 

tlvaad  desired. 

te  !>  and  l>in.  tool  bits,  the  clearance  angle 
opon  the  position  of  the  tool  held  in  the  tool* 
and  should  ba  made  just  large  enough  to  pre- 

dada  any  poaafbflity  of  rubbing  the  ilank  of  the  tool 

IhU   ankU    >>•«   h—9    cXstaed 
m  »t  A.  1.  Ilanlofi  In  "O-ovaratMH 

■■  osar*  «r  tmmm  aMtal  m»4  wlUt  manurarmnr*  at 
■a  Om  Oi  nmt*t4  Taa  »»t  vt*  CarparaiUm.  tIm-  I'ulon I  C«.  dvaaara  mm*  (laSaarC  PrsU  aB4  WblUirr  Co.  and 

against  the  work.  As  most  toolholdei-M  in  themselves 
furnish  sufficient  top  rake  for  the  tool,  no  top  rake  is 
necaaaar>'  for  the  i-in.  tool  bits.  With  the  l-in.  tool 
bits,  a  4-deg.  side  slope  ia  an  advantage. 
Among  the  several  high-speed  steels  that  have  given 

satisfaction  in  cutting  monel  metal,  nre  Rex  AA 
(Crucible  Steel  Co.  of  America)  and  Maximum  OOOL 

(Peter  A.  Frasse  4  Co.).  Directions  for  heat-trenting 
these  steels  are  furnished  by  the  manufacturers  and 
should  be  carefully  followed. 

It  has  been  discovered  that  properly  tempering  the 
tool  after  the  initial  hardening  increases  the  life  of 
the  cutting  edges  which  marhine  monel  metal.  Temper- 

ing the  tool  relieves  the  strain  in  the  metal  and  gives  it 
a  tough  rather  than  a  hard  cutting  surface.  This  has 
been  found  to  be  beneficial,  as  monel  metal  la  a  tough 
rather  than  a  hard  metal.  For  shops  with  the  facilities 
at  hand  for  heat-treating  high-speed  tool  steels,  the  fol- 

lowing procedure  has  produced  good  tools  for  machining 
monel  metal: 

Raise  the  temperature  slowly  to  1,800  deg.  F.  (yellow 
heat),  and  then  quickly  to  from  2,200  to  2,300  deg.  F. 
(white  heat),  and  cool  the  tool  by  plunging  it  into  fish 
oil.  Draw  the  temper  at  1,000  deg.  F.  and  allow  the  tool 
to  cool  slowly  in  a  closed  box.  This  process  is  used  for 
high  tungsten  steels. 

Monel  Castings  Require  Stronger  Tools 

Cast  monel  metal,  like  most  sand  castings,  has  a  par- 
ticularly tough  outer  skin,  which  subjects  the  cutting 

edge  of  the  tools  to  a  fairly  severe  strain.  For  machin- 
ing monel  metal  castings,  therefore,  the  cutting  edges 

of  the  tools  may  be  made  more  blunt  than  those  pre- 
viously described,  with  beneficial  results.  A  tool  of  this 

description  has  less  tendency  to  cut  cleanly,  but  it  is 

stronger  and  withstands  better  the  hard  knocks  en- 
countered in  cutting  the  skin  of  the  casting.  After  the 

skin  has  been  roughed  off,  no  trouble  is  encountered  in 
cutting  the  more  uniform  metal  underneath.  Slightly 
slower  cutting  speeds  are  also  necessary  for  cast  monel 
metal.  Rolled  or  drawn  monel  metal,  due  to  Its  more 
homogeneous  structure.  Is  somewhat  easier  to  machine 
than  cast  monel  metal.  The  chip  is  longer  and  tougher, 
and  higher  cutting  speeds  may  be  adopted  with  good 
results. 

The  cuts,  feed*  and  speeds  In  Table  VIII  are  based  on 
the  experience  of  a  number  of  firms  in  machining  monel 
metal,  and  are  given  to  determine  in  a  general  way  the 
proper  speed  with  a  given  cut  and  feed.  It  will  be 
noticed  in  this  table  that  a  good  average  speed  of  60 

ft.  per  minute  with  a  l-in.  cut  and  .'.-in.  feed  should  be 
uaed  for  cast  monel  metal.  Likewise,  a  good  average 

speed  of  70  ft.  per  minute  with  a  l-in.  cut  and  /j-in.  feed 
should  be  used  for  rolled  monel  metal.  For  a  better 
finished  surface,  lighter  cuts  at  higher  speeds  may 
be  taken. 

Monel  matal  may  be  drilled  at  any  reasonable  speed 
and  feed.  No  advantage  is  gained  by  departing  from 
the  standard  twist  drill  cutting  and  clearance  angles  as 

fumishe<]  by  the  majority  of  the  lnr>r«-  '''i"  mamifac- 
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Virei'S.  A  cleai'ance  angle  of  12  deg.  and  a  cutting 
angle  of  59  deg.  with  relation  to  the  center  of  the  drill 
are  being  accepted  as  the  best  for  the  majority  of  work. 
At  low  speeds  on  monel  metal,  carbon  steel  drills  work 

fully  as  well  as  high-speed  drills.  From  tests  made  on 
monel  metal  at  the  Union  Twist  Drill  Co.,  it  was  found 
that  drills  would  stand  up  longer  and  drill  more  holes 
at  a  cutting  speed  of  20  ft.  per  minute  with  0.005  in. 
per  revolution  feed;  ordinarily  30  to  35  ft.  per  minute 
is  used. 

T.VHLR  Vm. FEEDS   .VN11   SPEEDS FOR TURNING MONEL 
METAL. 

Cut,  Inches 

Cast 
Cutting  Speed, 

Feed,  Inches      Ft.  Per  Minute 

Rolled 
Cutting  Speed, 
Ft.  Per  Minute 

1/64 1/64 
1/32 

ISO 
120 

170 

140 

1/32 
1/64 
1/32 
1/16 

100 90 

75 

115 100 

85 

1/16 
1/64 
1/32 
1/16 

8S 70 

50 95 
80 
55 

1/8 1/64 
1/32 
1/16 1/8 

75 

60 
45 
40 

85 
70 
50 
45 

1/4 
1/32 
1/16 1/8 

50 40 

30 

55 
45 

35 The  same  principle  of  designing  sharp  cutting  angles 
for  machining  monel  metal  is  equally  applicable  to  mill- 

ing cutters.  Cutters  should  always  be  made  from  high- 
speed steel.  The  tooth  spacing  should  vary  according 

to  the  diameter  and  the  kind  of  cutter ;  but,  as  a  general 
rule,  it  has  been  found  best  to  have  as  many  teeth  on 
the  cutter  as  possible  so  that  each  tooth  may  take  a 
small  cut  with  the  least  amount  of  strain. 

For  plain  milling  cutters,  the  teeth  should  be  ground 
at  a  slight  taper,  widest  at  the  cutting  edge  to  prevent 
binding  and  possible  tearing  of  the  metal.  A  slight 
undercut  on  the  teeth  of  the  milling  cutters,  of  approx- 

imately 10  deg.  has  proved  to  be  beneficial  in  milling 
monel  metal. 

The  amount  of  the  cut  and  the  surface  speed  depend 
a  great  deal  upon  the  strength  of  the  milling  machine. 
A  good  average  speed  for  general  practice  in  milling 
monel  metal,  is  from  70  to  80  ft.  per  minute  with  a 
J-in.  cut  and  a  0.005  to  0.01-in.  feed  per  revolution. 

Allowance  for  Chips  in  Taps  and  Dies 

One  of  the  chief  difficulties  in  tapping  monel  metal  is 
the  tendency  of  the  tough  chip  of  the  metal  to  stick  in 
the  flutes  of  the  tap  and  wedge.  For  that  reason,  it  is 
advisable  to  design  taps  with  two  or  three  lands  and 
shallow  flutes,  so  as  to  obtain  additional  strength.  A 
lip  should  be  ground  back  of  the  cutting  edges  in  order 
that  the  chip  may  better  curl  through  the  flutes  and 
clear  itself.  When  the  metal  is  to  be  tapped  completely 
through,  it  is  good  practice  to  grind  the  cutting  edge  of 
the  tap  at  an  angle  of  from  10  to  15  deg.  to  the  axis  of 
the  tap,  with  a  plugging  or  chamfer  of  four  or  five 
threads. 

The  best  all-around  cutting  speed  for  tapping  monel 
metal  lies  between  15  and  20  ft.  per  minute.  Taps 
should  be  watched  carefully  to  avoid  overheating.  They 
may  be  made  either  from  high-speed  or  carbon  tool 
steel. 

Threading  monel  metal  requires  considerable  power, 
and  for  that  reason  low  speeds  are  advisable.  A  good 
average  speed  of  from  15  to  20  ft.  per  minute  has, been 
found  suitable  for  threading  monel  metal.  This  prac- 

tically corresponds  to  the  specified  speeds  for  threading 
tool  steel.  Solid  dies  should  be  ground  with  a  chamfer 
of  one  or  two  threads  and  a  o'j-in.  backing  off  or clearance. 

Disposal  of  the  chips  plays  an  important  part  in  the 
successful  threading  of  monel  metal,  and  for  that 
reason  the  flutes  on  the  round  split  dies  should  be  made 
sufficiently  large.  When  threading  with  a  hand  screw 
machine,  the  operator  should  be  careful  to  feed  the  die 
gently  until  he  feels  it  just  taking  hold  of  the  work, 
after  which  it  takes  its  own  course.  Small  pieces  of 
monel  metal  sometimes  become  embedded  in  the  flat 
between  the  threads  of  the  die  and  spoil  the  crest  of  the 
threads  on  the  work.  For  that  reason  the  die  should  be 
carefully  examined  as  often  as  possible.  Cold-drawn 
monel  metal  rods  are  the  best  for  threading  purposes, 
as  their  tolerances  are  closer  than  those  of  the  hot- 
rolled  monel  metal  rods.  The  oxidized  surface  of  the 

hot-rolled  rods  is  fairly  hard  and  is  apt  to  dull  the  cut- 
ting edges. 

The  selection  of  the  proper  lubricant  is  very  impor- 
tant when  machining  monel  metal.  Among  those  on  the 

market  that  have  given  excellent  results  are: 

Houghton's  Soluble  Oil,  a  gallon  to  10  gallons 
of    water. 

Cutting  -{  E.  F.  Houghton  &  Co. 
Equinox  No.  1, 

Lindsay  McMillan  Co. 
Cresol  No.  1  Soluble  Oil,  emulsion  of  15  parts 

water  to  1  part  Cresol  No.  1. 
Lindsay    McMillan    Co. Oakite, 

Oakley  Chemical  Co. 
Top  Cutting  Oil, 

Frontier  Manufacturing  Co. 
Machine  Oil. 

Threading 

Milling 

Cutting  and Threading 

General 

{ 

Peecautions  to  Be  Observed  in  Welding 

Monel  metal  may  be  readily  welded  by  the  oxy-acety- 
lene  torch,  by  the  spot  or  resistance  welding  process  and 
by  the  metallic  arc-welding  method.  It  cannot  be  smith- 
welded,  due  to  its  tendency  to  become  covered  at  a  weld- 

ing heat  with  a  layer  of  oxide  which  prevents  welding. 
The  resistance  welding  of  monel  is  exactly  similar  to 
that  of  steel  or  other  metals,  and  in  fact  it  may  be  thus 
welded  to  them. 

In  oxy-acetylene  welding,  the  principal  precautions 
to  be  observed  are: 

Maintain  a  neutral  or  slightly  reducing  flame  which 
is  still  amply  hot  enough  to  melt  the  metal. 

Exclude  air  from  the  weld  as  much  as  possible  by 
avoiding  drafts  and  by  keeping  the  torch  flame  well 
spread  over  the  weld. 

Build  up  the  weld  completely  in  one  place  before  pro- 
ceeding, or,  in  other  words,  do  not  weld  in  built-up 

layers. 
Build  all  monel  welds  well  up  above  the  surface  in 

order  that  any  dirt  and  scum  may  be  floated  well  out  of 
the  body  of  the  weld. 

Generally,  it  is  not  wise  to  use  any  flux  except  when 
welding  thin  sheets,  and  here  the  regular  borax  flux 
will  be  found  useful.  A  low-carbon  welding  wire  of 
monel  has  been  found  to  give  the  best  results. 

The  same  general  precautions  that  are  observed  with 
the  similar  forms  of  steel  should  be  taken  in  welding 

sheet,   rods   or   castings.     Rods   should   be   V-welded; 
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TAHjc  IX.  AixoYs  rem  kukthical  rv 

>  40  la  >0    B<Ub.t 

10  M  M  4$  le  to 
6S  27 

Mtvirical  Prop«nie«  mrndcd   <-  T«n(il«  Sxrengih  ̂  
Rr(it>           '*''*P-  Max.          Cold- 
liviiv         (.'ocmc.  Workint  Drawn,       Anneal«d Ohm«.>fr        Per  Temp,    1.000   Lb.     1.000    lb. 

Mil.-Fi.       Dcg.  F.  DcK.  F.  PrrSq.In.     Ptr  Sq.ln 
0  0000<. 

550  to  650 

«o 

0  (M)(>1 
2,000 

IbO 

80 

500  «o  SJO 0  0005 
1,100 

140 

70 280  to  500 
Nil 1.000 

115 

oO 

Bal.  Zinc 100  to  250 
250 

0  0002 
U  001 

1.400 

100 tu  120 

120 «)to7J 

b5 

Ral.  Mani. 120 0  001 
I.8U0 

120 

(« 

•hMta  ovtr  A  fa.  in  thirkneaa  thould  be  bevelled;  and 
w Hf  ■boold  bt  ptv-lMted. 

Tkt  air  walMav  of  mooel  metal  by  the  metallic  arc 
— tbo<  foBova  CMentially  that  of  steel.  The  bent  re- 
nhs  are  «*ftff^  hf  the  am  of  a  monel  electrode  coated 
vHh  a  poawiawd  daoKJdtaer  having  a  content  such  aa 
tkafoOowtac:  MagMBiam.  14  to  16  per  cent,  manganeee, 
ST  to  M  ptr  cast  and  tilicon.  45  to  50  per  cent.  This 
mm^aataem  eaa  ba  ebtaiaad  from  the  Electro  Metal- 
Invkai  CorpofBtion.  The  weMing  rod  should  be  made 
poaitivB. 

The  prartie*  of  waldiay  bjr  thia  method  is  described 
la  aa  artkle  by  Marka  and  Schoener  (The  Use  of  Metal- 
Ik  Deoxidiier  in  Arc  Welding  with  Monel  Metal,  Joaiv 
■al  af  the  Amerkan  Welding  Society.  May,  1922). 

Oui|-4M)sOkM  or  arc  welda  in  nonel  ntetal  will  give 
atmiftha  batwaaa  4fi.000  and  55.000  lb.  per 
Inch  with  a  Bodaratc  ductility. 

SOUOBMO.  BBAZINC  AND  ANKEAUNC  MONEL 

Monel  Bcial  may  be  aoldarad  aa  readily  as  copper  and 
hy  •sactly  the  aane  iwaChoda.  The  only  precaution  that 
li  aacMnry  ia  to  aae  that  tht  pkee  to  be  soldered  has  a 
bright,  rieao  aarfaoe  and  ia  not  covered  with  an  oxide 
■cak  aa,  for  txanplc.  a  hot-roOed  rod. 

The  brasing  of  monel  metal  is  carried  oat  in  the  same 
aa  tba  brasing  of  copper,  and  the  ordinary 

ii  aaad  with  borax  as  a  flux. 
It  is  aacMauy,  monol  metal  should  be  an- 

la  a  rodaeing  atawaphere,  in  order  that  it  nwy 
retain  a  bright  metallk  surface  and  not  become  covered 
with  Ha  character istk  adherent  scak.  The  best  prac- 
tke  k  *«  box-anneal  it.  A  seal  of  fire  cky,  sand  or  iron 

•hould  be  uaed  and  soflkiant  chanroal  should  be 
In  the  box  to  Biaintain  a  raducing  atmoaphere, 

bat  BcA  aacaaaarfly  ao  that  it  cornea  in  contact  with  the 
artkka  thiiaailvee.  The  metal  ahoald  not  be  placed  in 
direct  contact  with  the  aldaa  or  bottom  of  the  box,  but 
ihonid  bt  raHad  oo  aopporta  of  monaL 

A  tamptnrtm*  of  fnaa  1.600  to  1,660  dtg.  F.  should 
bt  BMhrtalaad  aetvally  within  the  box  for  at  least  an 
hov  ia  order  to  aerare  a  uniform  annealing.  The 
•ctoal  that  rtqaked  for  thia  operation  will,  of  course, 

po«  tka  abt  of  the  box  and  the  type  of  thr- 
Uatfl  II  it  bdow  aboat  500  dcg.  P.,  the  mati 

ffil  ihfld  aot  ho  uiauitd  from  tht  boxta. 
iiwaWpg  rfMald  ahraya  ladaea  tht  hardntte  of  any 

Ippt  tt  mamd  to  tppwwiaitfiy  tht  values  shown  in  tht 
taUt  for  tht  MWtakd  OMtal.  and  a  hardneiui  teat  may 

a  aMaaafa  of  tht  thoroogfantsa  of  tht 

Because  of  its  toughness  and  strength,  monel  metal 
is  somewhat  more  difficult  to  xpin  than  copper,  brass, 
steel  or  silver.  However,  with  the  proper  took  and 
sufficient  annealing,  it  is  poesible  to  spin  monel  into 
articles  of  almost  any  type  or  shape.  It  is  necessary  to 
have  more  power  available  in  the  machine  used  for 
spinning  monel  metal,  and  the  operator  is  aUo  called 
upon  to  exert  more  power.  In  addition,  the  work  must 
be  annealed  more  frequently,  and  in  all  cases  before  the 
ductility  of  the  metal  becomes  exhausted. 

Tools  and  Dibs  for  Sfinning  and  Drawing 

The  proper  tools  are  made  of  bronze  or  similar  soft 
metal  or  wood.  Steel  or  cast-iron  tools  are  not  adapted 
to  this  operation,  as  they  have  a  tendency  to  seize  and 
drag  the  metal.  In  spinning  monel  a  sliKhtly  slower 
speed  may  be  profitably  adopted  than  in  spinning  other 
metals,  the  usual  speed  being  about  600  linear  ft.  per 
minute.     Ordinary  talloW  may  be  used  as  a  lubricant. 

Essentially,  monel  metal  requires  the  same  methods 
for  drawing  aa  those  employed  for  steel,  althou^rh  it 
should  be  recalled  always  that  monel  metal  is  hardened 
more  rapidly  by  cold-working  than  is  steel,  and  that 
therefore  the  annealing  must  be  more  frequent.  It  also 
requires  more  power  than  steel  and  a  slow  stroke  ha* 
therefore  been  found  the  best  in  practice. 

Due  to  the  "stickiness"  of  the  metal,  the  design  and 
the  material  of  the  die  should  be  such  as  to  allow  for 
the  greatest  taae  of  flow  with  a  minimum  amount  of 
friction.  Diea  of  cast  iron  have  been  found  to  offer  the 
kaat  resistance  to  the  flow  of  the  metal.  The  radius  of 
the  comers  of  the  dieH  HhnuUI  be  increased  to  approxi- 

mately twice  that  commonly  used  for  steel,  for  monel 

no.  •— CARli L>  ANNEAI,IS<;  I  OK-  AND  UOXKtt 
MAUU  OK  CAMT  NICIIOMie 
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has  a  tendency  to  shear  when  drawn  over  sharp  edges. 
The  amount  of  clearance  of  the  dies  is  an  important 

feature.  A  clearance  of  0.004  in.  has  been  found  satis- 
factory in  drawing  the  lighter  gages  of  monel  metal 

sheet.  This  metal  has  also  less  tendency  to  wrinkle 
than  has  steel,  and  in  consequence  it  is  often  possible 
to  use  less  pressure  in  holding  the  blank  and  thus  to 
reduce  the  power  required  to  draw  and  to  increase  the 
depth  of  the  draw. 

Electrical  and  Heat  Resisting  Alloys 

In  the  construction  of  rheostats  and  other  electric 
controlling  devices,  as  well  as  of  electrical  heating  units 
such  as  the  household  electrical  toaster  or  the  electric 
annealing  furnace,  alloys  are  required  which  have  a 
high  electrical  resistance,  a  low  temperature  coefficient 
and  an  unusual  resistance  to  oxidation  at  higher  tem- 

peratures up  to  from  1,800  to  2,000  deg.  F.  Nickel,  in 
combination  with  copper,  iron  and  chromium,  enters 
into  the  composition  of  all  the  commercial  alloys  used 
for  this  purpose.  Table  IX  gives  the  properties  and 
composition  of  alloys  for  this  use. 

After  the  discovery  that  such  alloys  do  not  oxidize 

readily  at  high  temperatures  when  heated  by  an  elec- 
tric current,  many  of  these  alloys  were  used  commer- 

cially for  general  purposes  apart  from  the  electrical 

ones,  in  which  the  so-called  "heat-resistance"  is  a  prin- 
cipal factor.  Thus  has  come  the  increasing  use  of  nickel 

alloys  for  carbonizing  boxes  and  pots  and  for  annealing 
boxes.  Fig.  9  shows  a  group  of  cast  nickel-chromium 
or  nichrome  boxes  and  pots  for  carbonizing  and  temper- 

ing steel.  In  spite  of  the  higher  cost  of  these  alloy 
castings,  in  the  maintenance  cost  they  have  in  many 
cases  proved  superior  to  cast  iron  or  steel,  due  to  their 
longer  life.  These  alloys  are  produced  commercially  in 
the  form  of  wire,  strip  and  castings. 

Comparison  of  Cone  and  Multiple- 
Disk  Clutches 

By  Arthur  F.  Bennett 

The  comparison  presented  itself  in  the  form  of  a 
problem  in  selecting  a  friction  clutch  to  work  in  con- 

junction with  the  speed-changing  mechanism  of  a 
geared-head  lathe.  The  clutch  was  required  to  operate 
simultaneously  with  the  sliding  gears  in  order  to  re- 

duce the  destructive  clashing  of  the  latter.  A  further 
requirement  was  that  it  should  operate  with  a  minimum 
of  effort,  as  otherwise  its  continued  operation  would 
fatigue  the  operator,  probably  resulting  in  failure  to 
change  to  the  proper  cutting  speeds  as  the  work  prog- 

ressed, and  thus  tending  to  inefficient  operation  of 
the  tool. 

In  any  kind  of  friction  clutch  some  force  is  required 
to  create  the  friction  between  the  driving  and  the  driven 
members.  The  important  factor  in  this  case  was  to 
select  a  clutch  in  which  this  force  would  not  exceed 
50  lb.  for  the  transmission  of  5  hp.  The  cone  clutch 
being  the  simplest,  it  was  used  on  the  first  machine, 
as  it  was  not  foreseen  that  the  operating  effort  could 
be  greatly  reduced  by  using  a  multiple-disk  clutch  that 
would  occupy  no  more  space  and  would  transmit  the 
same  or  greater  horsepower. 

The  two  types  of  clutches  are  shown  in  section  in 
Figs.  1  and  2,  and  the  appended  formulas  show  clearly 
the  advantage  to  be  obtained  from  the  use  of  the  mul- 

tiple-disk type.     In  our  case  the  greater  cost  of  the 

multiple-disk  clutch  was  more  than  offset  by  the  increase 
in  efficiency  of  operation.  The  work  of  the  operator 
was  greatly  lightened  by  the  disk  clutch. 

FIG.   1- 
-SECTION  OP  CONE  CLUTCH.     FIG.  2— SECTION  OP 

MULTIPLE-DISK  CLUTCH 

Calculations  for  pressure  required  and  power  trans- 
mitted by  cone  clutch:  Material  of  friction  surfaces 

cast  iron,  slightly  lubricated. 
Mean  radius  of  cone  R  =  5.7  in. 

Spring  pressure  P  =  200  lb. 
Cone  angle  A  =  12J  deg. 

Speed  of  clutch  N  =  500  r.p.m. 
Coefficient  of  friction  /  =  0.15 

Formula  for  normal  pressure  between  friction   sur- faces Pn: 

P.v  = 

200 

Sin  A  +  /  cos  A       0.216  +  0.15  X  0.976 
Formula  for  horsepower: 

P^fRN     552  X  0.15  X  5.7  X  500 

Hp.  -  —■'   

=  552  U). 

3.7  hjK 

63,025  63,025 

Calculations  for  power  transmitted  by  multiple-disk 
clutch. 

Material  of  friction  surfaces  Raybestos  (molded)  and 
steel,  not  lubricated. 

Mean  radius  of  friction  surfaces  i?  =  4  in. 

Spring  pressure  P  =  50  lb. 
Speed  of  clutch  N  -    500  r.p.m. 

Coefficient  of  friction  /  =  0.18  for  op- 
erating temperature  of  600  deg.  F. 
Number  of  friction  surfaces  S  =  17 

Hp.= 

PfRNS  _  50X0.18X4.375X500X17 
63,025 63,025 

5.3  hp. 

Standardizing  Electrical  Apparatus 
In  the  work  now  being  done  along  standardization 

lines,  we  should  not  make  the  mistake  of  failing  to  be- 
come acquainted  with  what  has  already  been  accom- 

plished. The  Electric  Power  Club,  an  association  of 
manufacturers  of  electric  power  apparatus  and  control 

apparatus,  was  organized  for  the  standardization,  im- 
proved production  and  increased .  distribution  of  their 

product.  Back  in  1919  this  club  adopted  specific  pulley 
sizes  for  use  with  each  size  and  speed  of  motor. 

A  hand  book  of  over  350  pages,  distributed  by  the 
club,  contains  many  other  recommendations  for  stand- 

ards and  should  be  carefully  considered  in  any  standard- 
ization work  which  affects  electrical  machinery.  Real 

standardization  must  not  overlook  any  important  indus- 
try and,  as  electrical  apparatus  is  so  closely  allied  with 

machinery  of  various  kinds,  the  work  of  this  club  should 
be  carefully  studied  in  connection  with  the  work  now 
going  on  toward  the  standardization  of  all  lines. 
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r>a  t-    HOtHltt-ttORIha  AND  Tt'RNIMO  IN  SrEOIAL.  JAWRDi'HLTK       KIOA   I  AND  S. nOTII  KNDS  or  BBAniNO 
MUKl::   l^ATHK  Ol'KRATIONS  ON 

n<:  I. •  LITTI.NO  iiKAKlNO  ON   1;<-TII   hlI»K..'<   IX  IXHIlI.E 
Kxr>rn.  indkxiv:  rrxn  mk 

Making  Marmon  Bearings 
SraciAL  Correspondence 

The  life  of  any  motor  dependH  ver>'  largely  on  its 
bearings.  The  more  carefully  they  are  made  (of  the 
right  material)  and  fitted,  the  better  will  the  results  be, 
both  as  to  smooth  running  and  long  life.  The  making 
of  bearings  for  the  Marmon  motor  is  very  largely  told 
in  the  pictures  on  these  pages.  The  different  steps  in 
shaping  and  finishing  the  bearings  can  be  seen  so  well 
in  the  illustrations  that  but  little  explanation  of  the 
processes  is  necessary. 
,  The  shell  has  a  flange  cast  on  one  end  for  gripping 
in  the  special  chuck  jaws  shown  in  Fig.  1,  where  the 
shell  is  being  rough-bored  and  faced.  This  end  is  cut 
off  after  later  operations,  two  of  these  being  shown  in 
Figs.  2  and  8. 

The  bearings  are  then  sawed  on  a  double-headed 
milling  machine,  as  in  Fig.  4,  but  the  slot  does  not  go 
deep  enough  to  quite  separate  the  halves.  The  sawed 
shell  is  then  clamped  on  a  balanced  faceplate,  Fiif.  5, 
so  that  the  clamp  rests  on  both  halves  and  the  shell. 

nai  riKAi.  nonixo  with  ki.\- 

Ma  . 

T  r(trfU  I>f  »1'K<-IM.  UAI,AN'"I6D  CHCCK. 
ItKA'-Kfl  OK  UKAKI.VO  HUfOA. 

Vm.  «.     MII.UNO  THB 
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FIG. FINISHIXG  THE  BEARIXG  SURFACE  lA   A  ̂ lEClAL,   aUAVIXG  .MACHINE. 

OF  THE  SHAVING  MACHINE 
FIG.  8.     ANOTHER  VIEW 

The   shell    is    then   finish    bored,    separating   the   two 
halves,  these  being  next  milled  true  and  flat  as  in  Fig.  6. 

Shaving  or  scraping  the  bearing  is  done  on  the  special 
machine  shown  in  Figs.  7  and  8.  The  half  bearing  is 
held  in  a  rigid  chuck  which  is  moved  to  the  proper 
position  toward  the  cutter  bar.  When  the  bearing  is 
in  position  the  cutter  is  swung  a  half  revolution  by  the 
handle  shown  and  takes  a  scraping  cut  the  full  width  of 
the  bearing.  This  method  has  been  found  to  give  a 
very  satisfactory  bearing  surface,  and  is  a  very  rapid 
way  of  doing  the  job. 

The  two  half  bearings  are  then  mounted  on  a  mandrel, 
being  held  between  collars,  and  the  outside  finished  by 
grinding  as  in  Fig.  9.  The  final  touching  up  of  the 
ends  for  clearance  is  shown  in  Fig.  10,  the  surface  plate 
being  used  to  test  the  flatness. 

The  Marmon  plant  utilizes  lapping  plates  quite  exten- 
sively, one  of  these  being  shown  in  Fig.  11.  The  plate 

is  of  cast-iron,  grooved  into  small  squares  on  a  planer 
and  charged  with  the  desired  abrasive.  It  is  large 
enough  for  several  men  to  use  at  once  and  has  been 
found  of  great  assistance  in  securing  just  the  fits 
de.sired  in  work  of  this  kind  that  requires  real  care. 

FIG.   9. 
GRINDING   OUTSIDE   OF   BE.\HING    SHELL.    USING SPECIAL  MANDREL 

SCRA1'L\(;  THE  END  TO  I'lT  .^KRIACE  PLATE  .SHOWN „„    i'l"^'    11-      USING  LARGE  LAPPING   TABLE  TO   GET   A HEARING   ON  BEARING   CAPS 
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of  Blanking  Dies  Contlnaed  — Guide  Plates.  Stripper  Plates,  Die-Blocks  and 

Punch  Holders— Sectional  or  Buiit-Up  Dies 

WHBN  a  die  has  become  slightly  worn  and 
raqoirw  reffrindinf,  it  i*  obviously  necessary 
to  reoMt*  the  guide  plates  in  order  that  the 

■urfaee  ouor  be  free  fron  aajrthint  which  would  prevent 
iu  beinc  rronad  readily.  It  is  tlierefore  quite  necessary 
to  fasten  the  guides  in  plaee  so  that  they  csn  be  replaced 
in  the  saoM  positieu  witlioot  diAculty.  Fix.  444  shows 
several  applications  of  stock  guide*  end  the  method  of 
fastening  th«m  in  place.  In  the  example  A  the  Htop  in 
shown  at  B  and  the  guide  plate  st  C.  Screws  are  placeti 
at  D  and  E  to  hold  the  pbte  in  position.  The  dowel  F 
k  located  on  the  center  line  with  the  screw,  while  the 
•Umt  dowel  G  Is  off  eeoter  an  amount  as  indicated  at  H. 
Thim  airansMMBt  ankas  it  impossible  to  replace  the 
plate  except  in  the  position  shown,  ss  any  sttempt  to 
tarn  it  around  into  any  other  position  would  imme- 
diateljr  show  that  the  dowel  holes  would  not  line  up. 
A  — thnd  of  this  sort  can  be  u*ed  in  the  location  of  all 

The  two  guides  shown  at  K  and  L  are  alwi 
so  that  tile  liowela  are  placed  in  dilTerent 
in  order  tlut  there  may  be  do  diance  of  error 

In  reptaeing  tltemu 
Wkfle  speaking  of  the  use  of  guide  plates  snd  showing 

their  appHeation  to  varkmg  dies,  it  is  well  to  mirntion 
the  fsct  that  where  two  guide  pistes  are  used,  the 
•■Mont  of  dearanee  between  tliem  must  be  somewiist 
greater  than  the  width  of  the  stock  Itself.  This  fsct 
la  Olastrsted  in  tlie  example  at  M.  in  which  the  strip 
has  a  circular  Itole  in  it  at  N.  When  punching  thin 
hole  the  stock  Is  llkcljr  to  he  bulged  out  s  trifle,  as 
indicated  at  0.  Unlass  clearance  is  provided  between 
the  guide  plates,  aa  abown  at  P.  the  operator  might 
•nd  gnat  dffRrulty  in  feedhig  the  stock  after  it  Is 

laelhnil  wMdi  Is  aometlnws  used  in  eonnec- 
lioa  wttk  t«a  guide  plates  is  sbewa  at  Q.  The  work  R 
Is  heU  sgalnst  tlie  pIsU  8  bjr  msaas  of  a  spring  T. 
wkkk  Is  suitaMjr  plaesd  on  s  pUte  V  opposite  to  it. 
Tkb  spring  uhmiu  be  of  numclent  Htrength  to  hold  the 

the  guide  plate  8  when  feeding  tt 
Other  methods  ere  in  use  for  obtafai* 

lag  the  saaM  rtsult,  but  as  the  requiremente  are  very 
shaple  the  dsafgaer  caa  be  governed  by  his  own  incllns- 
tiaa  b  rsgaH  to  the  awthed  assd.  Another  point  which 
HMald  ht  krengfct  ap  fa  regard  to  the  use  of  the  two 

guide  plates  is  the  fact  that  the  stock  uned  is  likely 
to  vary  in  width  more  or  less;  therefore,  it  is  well  to 
make  a  auflicient  allowunce  between  the  plates  to  take 
care  of  such  a  condition. 

After  the  punch  goes  through  the  stock  and  the  die, 
on  its  return  stroke  it  pulls  the  stock  up  with  it,  so  that 
some  provision  must  be  made  on  the  die  to  strip  the 
stock  from  the  punch.  Various  methods  ure  used  for 
this  purpose  but  the  principles  are  much  the  same  in 0.  c 

o 
/X 

0 
0 

o 

x5 

r 

o 

L 

o 
1 

no.  ««4— appi-H'atkjn  or  hto<'k  auioea 

aO  eases,  the  object  being  simply  to  make  sure  that  the 
stock  is  not  drawn  up  with  the  punch. 

In  the  example  A  shown  in  Fig.  446,  the  die  B  is 
provided  with  a  stripper  plate  C.  The  work  pssses 
through  the  op«>n!ng  between  the  guides,  as  shown  at 
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491 D;  and  when  the  punch  rises  and  takes  the  position 
shown  at  E  the  stock  F  is  pulled  off  from  the  punch  by 
the  plate  C,  so  that  it  drops  down  and  takes  the  position 
indicated  in  the  sectional  view.  There  is  a  single  guide 
plate  G  in  this  case  to  which  the  stripper  is  fastened 
at  the  rear,  while  at  the  front  a  spacing  collar  H  is 
used  to  keep  the  plate  in  its  correct  position. 

Another  form  of  stripper  is  shown  at  K,  which  is  a 
combination  stripper  and  guide  made  of  one  piece,  as 
indicated  at  L.  The  work  M  passes  through  it  as  shown, 
and  the  action  of  the  punch  and  stripper  i^  illustrated 

in  the  example  N.  The  punch  shown  at  0  has  just' 
passed  down  through  the  stock  P  and  the  blank  has 
been  cut  out.  On  its  return  stroke  it  pulls  up  the  work 
as  shown  at  Q,  and  when  the  stock  strikes  the  stripper 
it  remains  in  the  position  shown  until  the  punch  has 
left  the  stock,  after  which  it  drops  down  on  top  of  the 
die.  The  clearance  in  the  stripper  plate  should  be 
sufficiently  great  to  allow  for  contingencies.  Other 
forms  of  strippers  are  occasionally  used,  but  the  matter 
is  really  so  simple  that  it  does  not  require  a  lengthy 
description. 

In  factories  where  a  great  many  dies  are  used,  it  is 
advisable  to  standardize  the  die  blanks  as  far  as  possible. 
The  material  from  which  dies  are  made  should  be  of 
such  a  nature  that  it  does  not  shrink  or  change  greatly 
during  the  process  of  hardening.  Factories  usually 
specify  certain  kinds  of  steel  for  dies,  and  it  is  usually 
advisable  to  follow  the  practice  in  use  in  the  particular 
factory  where  dies  are  to  be  employed. 

A  great  deal  can  be  done  to  simplify  the  work  of  the 
diemaker  by  standardizing  the  die  blanks  as  shown  in 
Fig.  446.  A  table  like  this  can  be  easily  worked  out 
to  cover  a  considerable  variety  of  sizes.  The  tabulated 
dimensions  permit  the  blanks  to  be  made  up  and  drawn 
from  stock  when  a  new  die  is  required.  The  matter 
of  standardization  is  an  important  one  and  should  not 
be  neglected.  Dies  are  usually  dovetailed  to  an  angle, 
as  shovm  in  the  illustration,  and  these  die  blanks  fit 
a  die-holder  which  is  placed  on  the  bolster  plate  of  the 

■■Punch  E 

In  the  example  A  the  holder  B  is  so  made  that  the  stem 
is  of  such  a  size  that  it  fits  the  ram  of  the  press.  The 
punch  itself,  shown  at  C,  is  inserted  in  a  hole  in  the 
holder  as  indicated.  This  is  a  very  simple  type  of 
holder,  yet  it  is  often  used  for  simple  punches  and  where 

FIG.    445— STRIPPER    PLATES    USEn>    ON    BLANKING    DIES 

punch  press.  A  common  form  of  holder  consists  of  a 
block  which  is  dovetailed  so  that  the  die  blanks  fit  it 
and  can  be  clamped  securely  in  position  on  it. 

Punches  are  held  in  the  ram  of  the  punch  press  in 
different  ways.    Several  methods  are  shown  in  Fig.  447. 
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FIG.    446— METHOD    OF   STANDARDIZING    DIE    BLANKS 

only  one  or  two  punches  are  required.  Another  holder 
is  shown  at  D,  this  example  having  a  stem  E  which  fits 
the  ram  of  the  punch  press,  and  being  dovetailed  to 
receive  a  supplementary  block  F  in  which  the  punch  G 
is  held.  The  block  is  suitably  dovetailed  so  that  it 
will  fit  the  holder,  and  a  clamping  gib  is  provided  at  H 
which  can  be  set  up  by  means  of  setscrews  shown  at  K. 
This  method  is  a  very  good  one  and  it  lends  itself 
very  readily  to  accurate  alignment. 

In  another  example,  shown  at  L,  the  holder  is  similar 
to  that  illustrated  at  A,  the  shank  M  being  fitted  to 
the  ram  of  the  press.  The  supplementary  holder  N 
contains  the  punches  shown  at  0  and  P,  and  it  is 
fastened  to  the  holder  by  means  of  the  screws  shown 
and  suitable  dowels.  These  are  not  shown  in  the  draw- 

ing. Another  type  of  holder  is  shown  at  Q,  this  type 
being  dovetailed  at  R  and  the  punches  S  and  T  being 
located  in  a  block  V,  which  is  positioned  in  a  slot  in 
the  holder  and  fastened  in  place  by  means  of  screws. 

When  work  is  short,  the  punch  or  die  does  not  ordi- 
narily require  a  shearing  action,  but  when  the  work  is 

long  this  shearing  action  produces  the  blank  much 
easier  and  with  less  strain  on  the  press.  A  diagram 
to  bring  out  these  points  is  given  in  Fig.  448.  It  may 
be  mentioned  that  the  amount  of  shear  is  usually  pro- 

portional to  the  thickness  of  the  stock.  In  other  words 
for  stock  0.250  in.  thick  the  shear,  or  height  of  the 
triangle  between  the  faces  of  the  punch  and  die,  would 
be  about  this  amount. 

In  the  example  shown  at  A  the  work  B  extends 
through  the  die  as  indicated,  and  it  is  somewhat  long 
in  its  general  shape.  If  both  punch  C  and  die  D  were 
to  be  made  straight,  as  shown,  and  if  no  shear  were 
to  be  provided  on  either  punch  or  die,  considerable 
pressure  would  be  required  and  a  heavier  press  needed 
for  the  work.  If  the  punch,  on  the  other  hand,  were 
made  straight  as  shown  at  E  and  the  die  ground  to  an 
angle  F  proportional  to  the  thickness  of  the  stock  to  be 
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U»  prtMurv  would  \m  fraaU)*  rBtM\-«d  and 
tk»  actios  oa  Um  pnm  would  Mt  b»  m  mvwv. 

For  work  wkidi  kM  •  Mmbnr  of  shafp  eonwra  and 
•Im  wker*  the  dk  would  Iw  dIfBealt  to  machine  on 
aeeount  of  iu  foaoral  alMpe.  a  iiectional  die  or  one 

••lected  for  a  ffi%-en  piece  of  work  in  dependent  on  a 
number  of  factors.  Home  of  which  have  been  men- 
Uoned  in  this  article,  while  other  will  later  be 
•pecifleally  treated  with  diafframs  to  illustrate  the 
point*  of  importance.     It  should  be  noted  that  one 

no.  «iT— arruBB  op  pi'.vcti  holdrrs 

wWeh  io  bailt  up  of  a  numl«r  of  different  pieces  is 
oft«n  raquircd.  The  advantage*  of  such  a  die  are 

■•  net  only  is  the  manufacturinjc  considerably 
bat  replacemrnts  are  much  easier  in  case  <rf 

or  braakace.  In  very  high  production  work  of 
irregular  pioeM  soctioaal  dies  are  frequently  used. 

In  Pig.  449  la  shown  an  example  of  a  die  of  this  sort 
ia  wkich  the  koldor  A  ia  made  of  cast  iron  and  suitably 

fastened  to  tlw  bolster  plate.  The  die  itself  is  com|)OM-d 
of  separate  pi«c«e  B,  C,  D.  E.  F  and  G,  all  of  these 

beiag  atade  up  separately  and  carefully  fitted 
iwslad  fa  place.  The  sharp  comers  and  irreiru- 

laritica  ia  tke  parts  can  be  readily  machined  when  made 

no  iiao^HBAR  ox  wscmm  xnv  mv» 

ip  la  this  ma.tner.  so  that  when  they  are  assembled 
fona  a  eooplote  unit   ready  for  producing  the 
No  attaaipt  baa  been  nade  In  this  drawing  to  do 

than  maatiato  tba  pnatlplas  of  this  type  of  die. 

A  saitaUe  strlppor  plato  woidd  obviously  be  necosaao' 
la  gaaarsl  H  auqr  be  aUtod  that  the  type  of  die 

rfpronr 

"1/rn 

riQ   ll>— 8BCTIONAL  OR   BL'll.T-l'P  DIB 

man's  idea  in  regard  to  the  best  manner  to  make  a  die 
may  be  somewhat  different  from  another  man's;  and 
yet  dies  made  by  both,  although  slightly  different  in 
their  construction,  may  produce  the  work  equally  well. 

Forced  and  Shrink  Fits 
By  John  J.  Serrkll 

I  wonder  if  there  is  not  a  serious  Tror  in  the  figun-n 
given  on  page  210  of  American  Marhinist  in  the  article 

by  W.  S.  SUndiford  on  'Forct'd  and  Shrink  Fits  in 
Machine  Construction  and  Repair."  In  his  example  he 
gives  an  allowance  nf  0.008  in.  for  a  4-in.  shaft  and 
estimates  that  the  presHuri*  in  tons  will  be  about  48  tons. 

Referring  back  to  Vol.  39.  page  941  of  American 
Machinist,  C.  F.  MacGill  gives  over  200  records  of 
pressed  fits.  Considering  record  Nos.  6  to  26  inclusive, 
he  shows  that  it  took  from  33  to  60  tons  pressure  with 
a  total  allowance  of  only  0.003  or  0.004  inch. 

Again.  Mr.  Standiford  suggeata  a  greater  nllownnce 
for  shrink  flts;  that  is,  0.004  in.  for  each  inch  of  diam- 

eter of  the  fit.  which  would  give  0.012  in.  allowance  on 
a  4  in.  in  diameter  shaft. 

For  an  ordinary  turned  steel  shaft  and  reasonably 
smooth  bore,  I  believe  that  either  0.008  or  0.012  in. 
allowance  for  a  bore  approximately  4  in.  in  diameter 
would  most  certainly  burst  a  cast-iron  hub,  and  such  an 
allowance  would  set  up  stresses  in  a  steel  hub  which 
would  not  allow  a  reasonable  factor  of  safety. 

I  believe  it  would  be  better  practice  to  use  a  total 
allowance  of  f'om  0.0016  to  0.0026  in.,  depending  u|K)n 
the  shaft  size.  This  is  the  total  allowance  and  not  the 
allowance  per  inch  of  diameter.  Tests  are  said  to  show 
that  a  shrink  fit  will  hold  aliout  three  times  as  well  as 

a  pressure  fit,  other  conditions  being  equal.  Wh<M-c  a 
well  fitting  key  is  uk<-c1,  it  should  not  be  necessary  to 

use  suflkient  allowance  so  as  to  endanger  the  lir(>akag<- 
of  the  external  member  which  is  pressed  or  shrunk  on 
the  shaft.  In  fact,  we  have  furnished  many  thousands 

of  flanges  for  flexible  couplings  using  the  total  allow- 
ance of  0.0015  to  0.003  in.,  and  we  hav*-  never  heard  rjf 

one  of  these  flanges  coming  loose  on  the  shaft. 
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Peace  and  Wages 
Artificial  Prosperity  Can  Never  Be  Permanent  —  Government  Controlled  Prices  and  Wages 

a  Fallacy — Competition  with  Foreign  Countries  and  Cheap  Labor  a  Necessity 
By  entropy 

AT  THE  time  of  the  armistice  many  employers 
l\  looked  for  a  prompt  return  to  a  before-the-war 

jL  \^  basis.  They  saw  the  necessity  of  some  reduction 
in  the  cost  of  living,  even  though  it  might  not  drop  all 
the  distance  it  had  risen.  They  attempted  to  stem  the 
tide  of  rising  wages  but  without  success.  People  seemed 
to  feel  that  there  could  be  no  end  to  prosperity  and 
few  realized  how  artificial  it  was.  Prices  and  wages 
continued  to  move  upward  with  nothing  to  support  them 
except  inflation  of  money  and  credit  and  employers 
found  themselves  unable  to  alter  the  course  of  affairs. 
They  were  forced  to  follow  the  public.  Men  and  women 
had  accustomed  themselves  to  spend  nearly  their  full 
incomes.  When  first  deprived  of  the  overtime  pay, 
which  had  often  exceeded  the  regular  wage,  they  took 
out  their  savings  and  cashed  their  Liberty  bonds.  The 
.stories  of  their  money  madness  are  somewhat  exagger- 

ated but  still  based  on  facts.  Men  in  considerable  num- 
bers are  today  tramping  the  streets,  penniless  but  wear- 
ing silk  shirts  and  expensive  shoes  and  hose.  Their 

houses  are  filled  with  costly  furniture,  phonographs  and 
the  most  expensive  records. 

The  so-called  "buyers'  strike"  was  hardly  a  strike  in 
the  ordinary  sense  of  the  word.  It  i-epresented  an  at- 

tempt to  reduce  the  cost  of  living  because  of  necessity, 
not  through  voluntary  thrift.  People  could  not  have 

bought  more  than  they  did  no  matter  what  price  reduc- 
tions were  offered.  This  reversed  the  vicious  circle  of 

war  times,  and  instead  of  prices  going  up  because  the 
supply  could  not  be  kept  up,  prices  began  to  go  down 
because  the  demand  was  gone.  This  made  necessary 
reductions  in  shop  forces,  and  that  again  cut  the  pur- 

chasing power  of  a  public  that  had  already  spent  every- 
thing that  it  could  seemingly  raise. 

Wage  and  Price  Fixing 

Unfortunately  there  are  many  people  who  believe  that 
the  Government  can,  if  it  will,  fix  rates  of  wages  and 
at  the  same  time  set  prices,  which  must  not  be  exceeded, 
at  which  the  product  of  this  same  labor  shall  be  sold,  and 
that  no  matter  how  these  rates  are  set,  manufacturers 
can  find  an  adequate  profit  somewhere  between.  The 
extent  and  sincerity  of  this  belief  would  be  unbelievable 
if  we  had  not  had  the  example  of  our  Government  doing 
that  very  thing  during  the  war.  What  does  not  appear 

to  the  public,  is  that  the  deficit  was  made  up  by  borrow- 
ing and.  that  those  borrowings  must  be  returned  unless 

we  are  to  have  wholesale  bankruptcy.  The  enormity  of 
our  national  debt  is  almost  beyond  the  imagination. 
The  amount  of  personal  and  corporate  debt  is  beyond 
even  that.  If  only  each  head  of  a  family  might  realize 
that  all  national,  state  and  municipal  debts  are  personal 
to  him,  and  if  he  would  compute  his  share  of  them 
before  he  votes  for  people  who  will  get  him  deeper  in 
debt,  we  might  soon  have  a  settlement  of  all  debts. 
Each  head  of  a  family  of  five  averages  to  owe,  on  behalf 
of  the  Federal  Government,  of  which  he  is  a  part,  ap- 

proximately a  thousand  dollars.  This  is  costing  him 
fifty  dollars  each  year  that  it  is  not  paid,  and  in  order 
to  pay  it  he  will   probably  have   to  pay   another   fifty 

dollars  each  year  until  it  is  wiped  out.  This  entirely 
outside  the  cost  of  maintaining  government  institutions 
of  all  kinds  which  will  cost  at  least  as  much  more.  If 
he  is  prosperous  and  averaging  a  better  wage  than  his 
neighbor  he  must  expect  to  carry  a  larger  part  of  the 
burden.  If  then  he  is  to  be  taxed  in  order  that  business 
may  be  run  at  a  loss,  he  finds  that  he  must  pay  his 
share  of  the  loss.  It  may  be  concealed  from  him,  but 
he  may  be  sure  that  he  will  pay  in  some  way  or  another. 

Luxuries  Predominate 

Just  now  we  are  in  the  awkward  position  of  having 
more  luxuries  than  we  have  necessities.  It  is  as  if  a 
farmer  decided  to  raise  only  asparagus  and  brussels 
sprouts.  At  market  rates  with  business  good  and  others 
raising  the  beans  and  potatoes  he  might  make  a  good 
profit,  but  if  everyone  raises  only  these  luxuries  we  will 
soon  starve.  Warehouses  and  stores  are  full  of  useless 

things.  The  supply  of  necessaries  appears  to  be  hardly 
more  than  is  needed  week  by  week.  This  condition 
cannot  be  changed  until  workmen  begin  to  make  necessi- 

ties. They  cannot  go  to  work  until  manufacturers  and 
banks  are  convinced  that  there  will  be  a  sale  for  the 
goods  at  a  profit  when  they  are  made.  They  cannot  be 
expected  to  be  convinced  until  people  have  once  more 
begun  to  buy  necessities.  And  that  they  cannot  do  until 
they  have  turned  the  last  of  their  luxuries,  their  toys, 
into  whatever  cash  they  will  bring.  It  seems  rather  a 
pity  that  the  labor  which  has  been  put  into  musical 
instruments,  carpets,  laces  and  fine  clothes  should  be 
wiped  out,  but  that  is  the  fate  of  all  such  things  in  the 
end,  so  what  difference  does  it  make  whether  they  are 
scrapped,  and  placed  on  the  second-hand  market  now 
or  a  year  from  now. 

In  ordinary  times  if  a  man  makes  toys  for  his  chil- 
dren he  makes  them  only  in  the  long  winter  evenings 

and  not  during  the  summer  when  he  can  work  long 
hours  on  things  which  he  needs  for  his  support  and 
comfort.  We  find  however  the  majority  of  workmen 
have  spent  the  money  which  they  earned  during  flush 
times  on  things  which  are  virtually  toys,  things  whi«h 
they  did  not  need  and  which  they  cannot  eat  nor  make 
any  other  good  use  of  now.  The  fur  coats  which  they 
bought  do  not  keep  them  any  warmer  than  red  flannel 
underwear;  their  automobiles  keep  them  from  walking 
or  other  needful  exercise,  and  they  try  to  maintain 

health  on  doctors'  prescriptions.  Their  player-pianos 
make  it  unnecessary  that  they  learn  music,  and  the 
natural  deterioration  in  taste  has  come.  In  their  mis- 

taken notions  of  the  value  of  money  they  have  imitated 
a  few  other  people  who  are  conspicuous  spenders  to  the 
injury  of  health,  both  mental  and  physical.  If  they 
could  only  realize  that  wealth  is  as  dangerous  as  dyna- 

mite to  one  who  does  not  know  how  to  use  it,  they  might 
have  been  more  willing  to  have  invested  their  money  jn 
something  that  would  tide  them  over  the  rainy  day 
that  always  follow  times  of  inflation. 

American  workmen  mu.st  realize  that  they  sooner  or 
later  must  face  competition  with  countries  where  the 
scale  of  living  is  not  nearly  as  high  as  it  was  in  this 
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to  lfl4.  So  IftBt  M  Uiia  country 
•aoach  for  its  oim  ooodo  •  high  pro- 

tacthro  tarUT  Iny*  «■  la  u  artificial  stat«  of  high  wagos 
•ad  Idfli  coat  of  Uviac.  Now.  in  order  that  all  may  be 
kopl  hmtr,  it  U  aeMoaary  that  we  export,  not  merely 
raw  iBotirioli  bat  Halifciil  prodncta.  Our  workmen 
auMl  laovitablf  ooovolo  with  thoae  of  other  countriea 
or  oaljr  work  short  tinae  with  the  reduood  standard  of 
tMag  which  that  inpliea.  This  is  further  ntade  necos- 
sarr  hy  the  fact  that  tho  rest  of  the  world  owes  us 

whkli  caa  oaljr  bo  paid  bgr  sending  us  goods  of 
which  wt  caa  make  here  to  ad- 

which  virtoaHjr  msom  that  by  the  time  our 
with  the  world  is  squared  we  must  have  made  a 

proAt  of  soow  tea  bilUoas  or  more,  over  and  above  the 
profit  which  tho  othor  cooatrios  have  made. 

In  face  of  this  tbo  oolr  way  that  Anterican  workmen 
caa  aMiataln  a  high  otaadard  of  living  is  to  maintain 
a  high  rate  of  prodoetloe.  This  can  be  done  in  two 

waya.  oao  wbidi  is  largely  in  the  hands  of  their  em- 

plojrors.  farther  labor  saving  machineo'  and  specializa- 
tioa;  tho  other  which  is  largely  in  their  own  hands, 

Tho  trot  is  tho  awthod  which  was  followed  afUr  the 
«looe  of  tho  Civil  War.  It  has  seemed  to  many  that  it 

has  alroadr  boon  carried  quite  as  far  as  was  wise. 
Thsfa  to  BO  doobt  but  that  further  labor  saving  devices 

can  be  invented,  but  they  ran  only  be  profit ubty  used 

by  very  large  concerns  which  can  so  control  their  mar- 
kets that  special  machinery  can  l>e  used  for  muny  yearM 

before  changes  and  improvement  in  the  product  made 
will  make  necessar>'  its  scrapping. 

The  second  method  is  more  likely  to  bear  fruit,  if 
only  the  workmen  themselves  can  see  their  poesibilitieA. 
They  can  become  more  elAcient  and  by  accomplishing 
more  have  more.  This  does  not  mean  that  they  shall 
work  to  exhaustion.  Out  of  all  the  work  of  manufac- 

ture, mining  and  agriculture  there  is  no  longer  much 
necessity  for  exhausting  physical  exertion.  There  is 

alread)'  suflWient  machinery  on  the  murkot  for  handlinK 
heavy  loads  so  that  if  industry  is  grouped  in  large 
enough  units  to  permit  of  its  purchase,  there  need  be 
but  little  heavy  manual  labor  performed.  It  does  mean 
greater  concentration  on  the  work  in  hand,  greater 
interest  in  the  work  and  a  determination  to  accomplish 
results.  It  also  requires  greater  intelligence  regarding 
the  work  to  be  done. 

Unfortunately,  we  have  to  admit  that  this  country 
already  has  a  great  body  of  citizens  whose  intelligence 
is  not  of  a  high  order.  Our  gates  have  been  open  as 
a  refuge  to  peoples  whom  the  other  nations  have  been 
glad  to  spare.  The  selection  has  been  by  poverty  rather 
than  adaptability.  That  the  results  are  no  worse  we 

may  be  thankful.  ^ 

Effect  of  German  Standardization 
on  Exports — Discussion 

By  R.  PoiOAKOiT 

Oa  pago  S7S.  VoL  57,  of  Ameriran  MackinUt  there 

was  pabllshed  an  article  by  Oscar  R.  Wikander  under 
tho  above  tftla,  and  from  it  I  quote: 

**To  give  a  concrete  illustration  of  this  point,  I  may 
aientioo  that  at  the  time  of  my  visit,  a  syndicate  of 

atastOM  GaroMB  ■Maafacturers  and  one  Swedish  manu- 
fiMlawT  wort  ancoUag  an  order  for  seven  hundred 

liM  munllTH  for  Rosaia.  all  of  the  same  design,  and  ever>' 

part  ia  evary  oae  of  them  wa^  being  made  interchange- 
abio  with  the  corresponding  part  in  ail  the  others,  all 

parts  bsviiv  boon  manufactured  to  the  same  fits  and 
talwaaoM.  This  feature  will  have  the  great  advantage 

of  ponaittiav  tho  Sassian  railroads  to  use  any  disabled 
hicieawtleo  as  a  otoro  of  spore  parts  for  all  the  others. 

la  one  case  a  locomotive  was  assembled  from  parts 

■adiiaed  ia  twoaty  difforcot  shops,  with  no  more  dlffl- 
cwltj  tbaa  a  loeoawtivo  which  was  built  complete  In  one 

shop^  la  caoe  of  future  orders,  the  Russians  will  no 

doiil  spseifr  that  all  new  locomotives  of  this  class  be 

baiit  not  oolr  of  the  aaaio  design  as  above,  but  so  that 

wrrrr  port  to  iatorrhaagtaMe  with  the  above." 
Mr.  Wlkaader  refers  cvid«>ntly  to  the  order  of  the 

Rasslan  Sovlot  Oovoiummt  for  700  locomotives  to  be 

■Mde  In  Genaany.  Tho  contract  of  the  purchaser  with 

tho  Bwaofactorer  doot  ipoeify  in  paragraph  5  that  the 

parts  are  to  be  intorehaageable.  no  matter  at  which  of 
the  works  thsy  are  made,  bat  the  same  contract  also  has 

a  itisii  ia  tho  saaM  porsgraph  5  sUting  that  it  is  per- 
to  OMht  the*e  interchangesble  parts  fit  one 

,  by  sppljlng  hand  operations  ̂ filing,  scraping, 
ale).  It  caa  b«  readily  seen  that  this  latter  ctouse  not 

oalr  kOto  oafUroly  the  proeodlag  oao.  hot  tho  wboto  idea 
of  latorehaagtabnity. 

The  foregoing  roaiarks  are.  of  coarse,  in  ao  way  a 
critieisa  of  the  interrhangesbility  idea  ia  itself. 

Safe  Loads  for  Two-Part  Chain  Slingrs 
The  accompanying  duta  is  from  a  blue  print  used 

in  the  plant  of  the  Marion  Steam  Shovel  Co.,  Marion, 
Ohio.  This  table  contains  such  a  lot  of  useful  informa- 

tion for  users  of  chains  for  hoisting,  as  to  be  well  worth 
laying  aside  for  future  reference.  It  will  be  noted 
that  the  strength  of  single  chain  is  given,  and  a  sub- 

stantial deduction  for  safety  when  using  in  different 
positions  is  made.  Safe  loads  for  using  two  chains 
with  a  straight  pull  are  shown  under  the  column  marked 
90  deg.,  while  the  other  columns  give  angles  of  GO,  46, 
80,  20,  16,  10  and  6  deg.,  respectively.  The  difference 
in  permissible  load  is  very  marked. 

zo,ex 

Safz  Lq4D  For  Two  PahtSung 

7HoT«5o?iw  ;t/K>:4To  J6,5Co.<?^«wy«,7/;5f.  %*oo 

ly  [81.650  70,110  57-Md40,d2^27'W 21.130,14. 175. 7.130 
ir  %,oo6ii.soo3i6oo'2s.oooii.iso,ii.5oo,  Ves^.esp] 
r  'X,45d3i.570  25.775  1 6.2ZSilP.46S  8.800  6.330_3,BSO 
i  ■^eLSX)2i?90Bo,miie8o  V70'  i.^oo  4,  %o  2.500] 
)  '2100616,190  H 830 10,500  7.180'  5.435\3,C4i,  1. 830 
r'n'STO  12.620 10.300  7285  4,985  3,770, 2,530,/.  270 
.*  ;  9.320  8,070  6,590  4,660  3,190, 2,4/0^  1.620,  BIO 

I  5 2S0  4.S56  3.715' 2.6ZS  1.800  J,3e(},  9lO\  460 .    '  23262jOIO\  1,640,  1.160     800     COO     400\    20O[ -..^i..   ,^ ,'^i' •.-■« ••(«•* 

JIT"     ooNys'^v:zz'^S 
«,  .'»r     tW '*.*,  .^  .»'»«•  *• 

TAULK  ijy  MAKK  IX>AM  VOH  BLINO  CHAINS 

In  addition  to  the  Ubie  there  are  several  pertinent 

as  well  as  important  pointers  concerning  the  use  of 

chains,  given  beneath  the  figures.  These  figures  rep- 
resent the  daily  usage  of  n  larjce  ronci-rn  handling  much 

heavy  material,  and  are  thoroughly  practical. 
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Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  nseftd  methods,  its  scope  includes  alt  divisions  of  the  machine  building  in- 
dustry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  piatform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  tetters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world- 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully   considered  and  those  published  are  paid  for* 

Device  for  Gashing  the  Teeth 
of  Bevel  Pinions 
By  Milton  Wright 

A  simple  and  effective  device  for  gashing  the  teeth 
of  bevel  pinions,  that  has  a  productive  capacity  far 
beyond  what  its  appearance  would  indicate,  is  partly 
shown  by  the  accompanying  illustration.  From  its  loca- 

tion in  proximity  to  other  machines  and  a  blank  wall  it 
was  impossible  to  secure  a  comprehensive  photograph. 

Eight  gashing  cutters  are  mounted  upon  the  arbor  of 
a  Lincoln  type  milling  machine,  built  by  the  Hendey 
Machine  Co.,  and  the  sole  duty  of  the  machine  is  to 
rotate  the  cutters  and  pump  lubricant  to  them.  None  of 
the  remaining  movements  of  the  machine  are  utilized 
except  that  the  table  is  run  back  by  hand  for  unloading 
and  reloading,  and  again  run  forward  to  a  stop  before 
throwing  the  device  into  action. 

All  the  other  movements  of  the  cycle  are  within  the 
device  itself  and  are  entirely  automatic,  being  operated 
by  the  worm  A,  Fig.  1,  which  receives  its  movement 
through  a  universal  joint  from  the  shaft  that  would 
ordinarily  op)erate  the  regular  table  movements  of  the 
machine,  and  therefore  having  all  the  advantages  in  the 
way  of  feed  regulation  to  be  derived  from  the  speed- 
change  gear  box  with  which  the  machine  is  provided. 

Within  the  frame  of  the  device  are  four  sectors  hav- 
ing a  swinging  movement  of  perhaps  30  deg.  of  arc  (the 

center  of  gyration  cannot  be  seen  in  the  picture)  oper- 
ated by  short  connecting  rods,  the  ends  of  which  appear 

at  B,  C,  D  and  E,  and  which  derive  their  reciprocating 
movement  from  a  four-throw  crankshaft  driven  from 
the  worm  wheel  in  mesh  with  the  worm  A. 

Each  sector  carries  two  spindles,  the  outer  ends  of  all 
of  which  are  plainly  visible  in  the  picture.  Upon  the 
inner  ends  of  these  same  spindles  are  mounted  the 
blanks  to  be  cut.  Each  spindle  has  keyed  to  it  a  spur 
pinion,  also  visible  in  the  picture,  and  both  pinions  of 
each  pair  are  in  mesh  with  a  single  spur  gear  of  slightly 
larger  diameter  which  turns  freely  upon  a  stud.  All 
of  this  mechanism  is  mounted  upon  the  outer  face  of 
each  sector  and  swings  with  it. 

In  addition  to  their  function  as  spur  gears  in  turning 
their  mating  pinions,  each  gear  has  cut  across  its  back 
the  requisite  number  of  radial  slots  (the  same  in  num- 

ber as  the  spur  teeth  of  the  gear)  forming  projections 
that  may  be  likened  to  the  teeth  of  a  crown  gear  except 
that  the  tooth  spaces  have  parallel  sides,  thus  making  an 
index  plate  of  each  gear. 

The  arms  F,  G,  H  and  /  are  stationary  at  all  times, 
though  adjustable.  Upon  the  inner  face  of  each  of  these 
arms  is  a  spline  that  fits  the  parallel  tooth  spaces  of  the 

"crown  gear"  and  thus  acts  as  the  locking  pin.  To  a 
crosshole  through  the  inner  ends  of  each  of  the  brackets 
/  and  K  a  round  pin  of  hardened  steel  about  2  in.  in 
diameter  is  fitted  to  slide  freely,  though  without  shake, 

in  a  direction  parallel  to  the  main  supporting  bar  L. 
Brackets  J  and  K  are  stationary  and  this  pin  is  30 
located  in  each  that  its  end  is  in  position  to  contact 
with  one  of  the  teeth  of  the  spur  gear,  as  the  latter 
swings  upward,  at  a  point  about  midway  between  the 
vertical  and  horizontal  planes.  This  is  the  Indexing 
mechanism,  and  the  outline.  Fig.  2,  shows  the  relative 
position  of  its  parts. 

The  sectors  are  so  suspended  that  when  their  inner 
ends  swing  upward,  carrying  two  blanks  simultaneously 
to  their  respective  cutters,  the  outer  ends  swing  down- 

ward, carrying  with  them  the  two  pinions  and  their 
single  operating  gear  and  index  plate  combined.  At  the 
same  time  the  adjacent  sector  is  swinging  in  the  oppo- 

site direction,  withdrawing  its  two  cut  blanks  from  the 
the  cutters  and  also  its  index  plate  from  the  spline. 

As  this  sector  (let  us  say  the  second  one  from  the 
left,  as  it  occupies  about  the  position  to  be  described) 

moves  upward  the  tooth  space  of  the  "crown  gear"  or 

PIG.  1— DEVICE  FOR  GASHING  BEVEL.  PINIOX  TEETH 

index  plate,  passes  out  of  mesh  with  the  spline  on  the 
inner  face  of  the  arm  G,  leaving  the  gear  free  to  turn. 
At  the  same  time  one  of  the  spur  teeth  of  the  same  gear 
contacts  with  the  end  of  the  sliding  pin,  which  at  this 
time  projects  to  the  right  of  the  bracket  J.  As  the  up- 

ward movement  of  the  gear  continues,  though  the  pin 
in  contact  with  one  of  its  teeth  would  oppose  such 
movement,  the  result  is  that  the  gear  is  rotated  slight'/ 
(a  distance  equal  to  one  tooth  and  space)  on  its  stud 
in  a  counter-clockwise  direction.  This  turning  move- 

ment causes  the  tooth  above  the  one  in  contact  with  the 
pin  to  push  the  pin  endwise  to  the  left  so  that  it  now 
projects  to  the  left  of  the  bracket  J. 

The  two  blanks  upon  the  inner  ends  of  this  pair  of 
spindles  have  now  been  turned  one  space  forward  in  a 
direction  opposite  to  that  of  the  gear,  bringing  them 
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M»  p«ili«i  ter  Um  MBt  on.  TIm  Mcu»r  « •uU  Um 
Mid)  nam  swiaga  dowaward  at  tk*  gmt  end  and  upward 
at  tiM  work  md.  briattef  th*  int  §«•<»  of  th«  crown 
f«ar  tarte  nwak  with  th«  qtiiiM  on  arm  G  and  Iccking 
tk*  ipinrilm  araiiut  further  tunUoff. 

Al  Um  ame  time  the  fint  aadar.  awincinK  the  gear 
end  apward.  wiUidrawa  ita  crown  gaar  from  mesh  with 
iU  reapactiva  aplfaa  on  ana  F,  bring*  a  spur  tooth  in 
coatart  with  the  alidinc  pin  now  projecting  to  the  left 

of  tko  brackot  J.  and  goes  through  the  name  c)'cle  of 
that  the  direction  of   rotation  is  to 

la  al  thai*  la  to  it.  Two  sliding  pin^  with  no 

■prlBfi.  latehaa.  pawb  or  Krewa  to  limit,  retard  or  pro- 

rta.  t—turrutxti  ok  iN-r>BM.va  mk<-iiam8m 

    thair  awvaBMBt   in   either  direction;    four    spur 

gear*  with  "crown"  teeth  upon  their  ttackn;  and  eight 
piniona  with  thdr  raopective  spindlea— yet  this  device 
gaahaa  t«cH«  T-pitck  taeth  in  eight  bevel  pinion  btanka 
of  adU  ilad  hi  M  oaeoada. 

TIm  taloading  time  in  about  two  minutea.  thus  ena- 
Ming  oao  operator  to  handle  two  marhinex  to  advantage. 

A  poaaiblt  prodoctive  capacity  Ia  about  480  piniona  per 
hoar.  It  ia  bat  fair  to  state  that  thiH  pace  would  be 

too  ■lianooos  fod  that  the  deviMr  i«  well  satisfied  with 
a  aoatalM^  rate  of  140  placaa  per  hour  per  machine. 

Tka  objaet  of  the  dtriea  is,  of  couroe.  to  relieve  the 

GloMoa  gaBOratora  oo  which  the  pinions  are  flnixhed  of 

th*  iwipaialiiij  work  of  "roughing  out."  As  the  only 
iiMWIIWin*  of  Ow  device  is  the  swinging  or  rocking  mo- 

tioa  of  tlw  aactora  there  can  be  no  relative  traverse  of 

tha  cottcra,  and  an  approsimat*  tooth  form  could  only 

ti«  expected.  The  pinions  are  advanced  to  the  cutters  in 

a  diraetion  almost  at  right  angles  to  the  bevel  surface. 

-'ntfng  the  cutters  to  the  full  space  depth  at  a  point 
toward  th*  large  end  at  tha  tooth  and  allowing  the  space 

to  roond  oat  as  it  approarhca  the  amall  end  in  corre- 

ipnadsnfs  to  the  radios  of  tha  cotter. 

WHk  cotton  4  in.  in  diameter  somcient  stock  ia  re- 
ai*nd  fnoi  tk*  blank  to  enable  the  generators  to  finish 

a  gaar  la  ooa  c)rcla,  which  ia  all  that  could  be  expected 

of  anjr  nm^Mtm  operation.  Because  of  the  rapid  pro- 
,  ana  BMckina  will  keep  many  generators  busy, 

ki  tha  coocoption  of  Philip  Norton,  for- 
for  tha  Turner  Machine  Co.,  Dan- 

bory*  Caaa.,  aai  la  dow  at  work  in  that  factory.  It 
«■§  taflt  wKkaat  drawings;  pattams  being  mad*  aa 

tka  omit  fimnaaiil  and  the  parts  gotten  out  either  by 
Mr.  Martoa  or  aadar  hia  immediate  supervision,  ao  that 

a  few  fraa>lwod  sketrhae  eooatituU  the  only  remaining 

raeaH  af  IU  eoaatroetlon. 

Chuckinj^r  Hardened  Gears  for 
Grinding  Hole 

By  Charlks  A.  T.  K»R 

An  eflkient  and  accurate   method  of  holding  hard- 
ened gears  or  sprockets   in 

a  chuck  when  (rrinding  the 

hole  is  shown  in  the  accom- 
panying illuMtration. 

The  chuck  jaw8  should 
first  be  ground  true.  If 
sprockets  are  to  be  held, 
the  diameter  of  the  roller 
should  bo  made  the  same 
as  that  of  the  roller  of  the 
chain  that  is  to  run  with 
the  sprocket.  If  the  work  is 
upon  gears,  the  roller  must 
be  of  a  diameter  that  will 
allow  it  to  contact  with  the 
gear  teeth  at  the  pitch  line. 

The  groove  at  the  middle 
of  the  roller  is  made  so  as 
to  allow  the  rubber  band, 
which  is  used  to  hold  the 
roller  in  place  on  the  chuck 
jawB,    to    ptuss    around    and 

hold   the    roller   without  ccning   in  contact   witb   '»!'• work. 

Combination  Dies 
By  C.  E.  Stbvkns 

In  producing  the  part  shown  in  Fig.  1  it  was  neces- 
Rary  to  hold  the  round  hole  and  slot  to  size  and  in  the 
correct  relation  to  the  bend.  To  attain  the  required 
accuracy  a  shaving  operation  was  necessary.  The  round 
hole  had  to  be  countersunk  on  both  sides  and  this  oper- 

ation waa  done  in  combination  with  the  blanking  and 

shaving  operations  which  are  shown  in  the  accompany- 
ing illustrations. 

As  the  pieces  were  produced  in  large  quantities,  it 
was  deemed  advisable  to  build  dies  of  the  pillar  type 

to  give  proper  alignment  and  quick  set-up. 

IIOl.DINa  u.vuDk.ned 

oK.vn.s  i.v  riir<K 

frtu  dtff  iimiti 

riO.   1— PIBCB  TO   IIB  «.\I>K   IS  COXniNATIO.S  DIK 

Tha  die  for  the  first  operation  ia  ahown  in  Fig  2. 

and  the  general  construction  can  be  readily  understood 
from  the  illustration. 

The  die  shoe  A  and  punch  holder  B  arc  of  cast  iron, 

fitted  with  pillars  C  which  are  tool  steel  hardened  and 

ground.  The  die  block  li  is  of  tool  Hteel  and  bushed 

for  the  round  piercing  holes.     The  striiiper  K  Ih  c(iI<1- 
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FIG.  2— DIE  FOR  FIRST  OPKRATION 

rolled  steel  held  in  place  with  four  i'..-m.  hex  head 
screws  and  two  dowels,  the  two  rear  screws  also  holding 
the  back  guide  G,  which  is  cold-rolled  steel  cyanided 
and  which  extends  2  in.  from  the  edge  of  the  stripper 
to   aid   in   starting   the   stock   straight. 

The  blanking  punch  H  is  made  with 
a  shoulder  and  is  screwed  to  punch 
holder  B,  while  the  smaller  punches 
are  set  in  punch  pad  /. 

The  spring  kicker  K  is  set  in  punch 
H  to  prevent  the  blank  from  following 
the  punch  on  the  up  stroke  should  the 
die  wear  a  little  large,  which  is  the 
case  many  times  in  blanking  small 
parts. 

Ir  operating  dies  of  the  progressive 
type  it  is  often  necessary  for  the 
operator  to  guess  or  measure  the 

spacings  when  stai-ting  a  new  strip  of 
.stock.  The  inaccuracy  of  this  method 
is  overcome  by  stop  fingers  L  of  which 
there  are  four,  held  out  by  coil 
springs  M. 

The  stock  is  fed  into  stop  N  held  in  by 
operator,  the  fir.st  .stroke  of  the  press 
piercing  two  round  holes  and  an  elon- 

gated slot.  The  stock  is  fed  to  stop  0 
on  the  second  stroke  of  the  press 
when  the  round  hole  is  shaved  and 
also  countersunk  on  one  side.  The 
stock  is  then  fed  to  stop  P  which  is 
an  idle  operation  for  the  first  row  of 
holes.  This  space  was  necessary  to 
give  ample  wall  for  the  blanking  and 
piercing  operations  in  the  die.  The 
stock  is  next  fed  to  .stop  R  and  blanked, 
and  from  then  on  it  is  fed  by  auto- 

matic finger  S,  allowing  the  operator 

to  run  the  press  without  stopping  for 
the  balance  of  a  6-ft.  strip,  the  press 
running  at  112  strokes  per  minute. 

The  second  operation  is  to  bend 
the  lip.  This  is  done  in  an  ordinary 
clamp  forming  die,  which  is  found 
in  most  press  rooms  and  need.s  no 
explanation. 

The  third  operation  is  to  counter- 
sink the  opposite  side  of  the  round 

hole  and  shave  the  slot.  The  die 
for  this  operation  is  shown  in  Fig. 

3,  and  is  of  the  same  general  con- 
struction as  the  die  used  for  the 

first   operation. 
The  part  to  be  shaved  is  placed  in 

nests  A  and  B,  which  are  screwed 
and  doweled  to  die  block  C. 

The  countersinking  and  shaving 
punches  D  and  E  are  set  in  the 
machine  steel  pad  G  mounted  on 
holder  H. 

The  stripper  J  is  of  the  spring 
type  and  acts  as  apresser  pad  against 
the  work  while  it  is  being  shaved, 
and  also  strips  the  work  from  the 
punches  on  the  up  stroke. 

The  piece  is  put  in  the  die  by  the 
operator,  the  press  is  equipped  with 
compressed  air,  and  to  the  air  pipe 

is  attached  a  push  valve  which  operates  with  the  up 
stroke  of  the  press  and  blows  the  finished  part  together 
with  any  shavings  from  the  die.  By  using  air  in  this 
manner,  the  die  is  kept  free  from  shavings  and  the 
operating  time  is  reduced  to  a  minimum. 

FIG.    3— PIE   FOR  THIRD   OPERATION 
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Job DrOI  twB 

Soft  MeUl  FacM  to  Vbe  Jaws 
BTS.B.  Pbbw 

tlw  annojranc*  of  having  the  aoft  nwUl 
\  of  tW  Jam  of  Um  viae  Just  when  jrou 

ftoU  and  ar*  tirinf  to  doae  the  wim 

vHk  jroor  Iom  to  t«(  a  t«ipporar>-  grip. 
BkovB  ia  Um  aketch  herewith  will 

Ita  value  in  the  averagv   repair  or 

ahoat  I  or  I  in.  in  diameter. 

vncnra  aotrr  jaw  WACtm  to  thr  vikk 

Joat  back  of  the  hardened  part  of  the  regular  Jaws 
and.  wfth  tht  aoft  Jaws  in  place,  put  a  round  end  punch 
aa  aearljr  owr  tbaaa  boles  as  can  be  determined,  and 
drive  the  aoft  nwtil  into  them.  If  the  punch  is  located 
anjwhere  near  o««r  tbe  hole  to  begin  with  it  will  drift, 
toward  it  aa  the  poandlnc  continues  and  form  a  sort 
•f  dawd  that  will  effectuaJly  prevent  the  Mft  jaw  from 
being  aoeidentaUy  displaced. 

Tool  for  Pointing  Screws 
Bt  Crablks  G.  SnCEK 

The  writer  had  occasion  to  put  a  4ft-deg.  point  on 
a  <pa1lt3r  of  )>in.  malleable  iron  screws  and  made  the 
taal  ahaVB  in  the  illustration  to  be  used  in  a  drill  press. 
It  ia  obrioaa  tbat  the  same  tool  could  be  used  to  equal 
advantage  In  the  turret  lathe  if  occasion  required. 

The  cotter  was  made  of  a  small  piece  of  high-apeed 
ataal  and  was  held 

in  place  by  set- 
screws.  A  hole 
through  the  shank 
of  the  tool  provided 
a  way  to  drive  out 
the  cutter,  when 
neeesaarjr  to 
aharpm.  bjr 
of  a  kaoAoot  rod. 

A  qokk  •  acting 
viae  waa  aaed  on  the 
taUa  of  tba  drill 

praaa  to  hold  the 
screws  and  the  work 
of  pointing  was 
handled  very  rapidly. 

re- 

Cutting  Diamond  Screws — Discussion 
By  J.  T.  T0W1.8ON 

LiondCMi,  Knclsnd 

In  an  article  by  Joseph  Hcwea  under  the  above  title 
and  published  on  page  ATI,  Vol.  R6  of  American 
Mackinigt,  will  be  found  a  description  of  a  mt'thod  of 
cutting  diamond  screws — i.e.,  right-  and  left-hand 
threads  crossing  each  other  on  the  same  part  of  a  t>ar. 
The  present  writer  commendst  the  method  as  good,  yet 
perhaps  the  following  method  adopted  bv  him  in  cutting 
a  number  of  diamond  screws  will  be  of  interest. 

A  master  diamond  screw,  having  a  diameter  of  about 
four  times  that  of  the  screws  required,  was  cut  and 
then  casehardened  and  ground  to  a  fine  finish.  The 
screw  to  be  cut  was  held  in  the  lathe  chuck  and  the 
ma.ster  screw  socketed  to  it  and  fastened  by  a  setscrew. 

A  bar  held  on  the  carriage  carried  a  shuttle  which 
located  nicely  in  the  threads  of  the  master  screw,  in 
just  the  same  way  as  the  shuttle  had  to  work  in  the 
machine  of  which  the  screw  formed  a  part.  With  such 

an  arrangement,  as  in  Mr.  Hewes'  way.  the  reciprocat- 
ing motion  of  the  carriage  was  automatic  and  all  the 

lathe  hand  had  to  do  was  to  feed  the  tool  into  the  cut. 
The  time  in  cutting  diamond  screws  of  13  in.  in 

diameter,  I  in.  pitch  and  11  in.  long  was  80  min.  each. 
The  screws — distributing  screws  we  called  them — were 
used  on  a  twisting  and  flattening  machine  for  manipu- 

lating the  cord  in  the  manufacture  of  cord  tires. 

Squaring  the  Ends  of  Coil  Springs 
By  L.  G.  Bkrgstbom 

When  you  have  occasion  to  square  the  ends  of  con 
springs,  do  not  burn  your  fingers  by  attempting  to  hold 

them  on  the  face  of  a  grinding  wheel  in  the  usual  waf,*, 
but  put  them  in  a  V-block  with  a  strap  over  them,  aa 

loot.  r"n  rmj^Tt,-*** 

BQVAMSa  St'KINUH   I.V   A   V.|tl>uCK 

shown  in  the  sketch,  and  set  the  device  on  the  toolrem 

of  the  grinding-wheel  stand.  In  this  way  you  can  get 
a  good  square  end  on  the  spring.  You  need  not  draw 
the  temper  of  the  spring  nor  lose  your  own,  and  when 
the  Job  is  done  the  spring  will  still  l>e  In  the  V-block 
instead  of  under  the  bcoch. 
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Sorting  Punchings  Automatically 
By  Hekbert  Crawford 

In  going  through  the  plant  of  the  Hoover  Suction 
Sweeper  Co.  the  other  day  I  saw  a  clever  device  for 
sorting  two  sizes  of  punchings  as  they  come  from  the 
puncii  press.  They  were  punchings  for  the  field  and 
armature  of  the  motor,  the  armature  being  cut  from 
the  center  of  the  field  so  as  to  save  material. 

Two  inclined  metal  chutes  lead  away  from  the  back 

CHUTES  WHICH  SEPARATE  PUNCHINGS 

of  the  punch  press,  both  the  field  and  armature  punch- 
ings sliding  out  of  the  die  and  on  the  upper  chute. 

This  chute  has  a  hole  at  A,  ar  shown  in  the  accompany- 
ing illustration,  just  small  enough  to  prevent  the  field 

punchings  from  dropping  through.  As  the  pieces  come 
from  the  press  they  slide  over  the  hole,  which  permits 
the  smaller,  or  armature  punchings,  to  drop  through  to 
the  lower  chute.  In  this  way  the  two  punchings  are 
automatically  separated,  each  going  to  its  own  box  on 
the  floor  at  the  ends  of  the  chutes. 

Pneumatic  Drills  in  a  Car  Shop 
By  Fred  S.  Harger 

The  series  of  articles  by  Howard  Campbell  upon  the 
manufacture  of  pneumatic  drills,  recently  appearing  in 
American  Machinist,  have  been  of  especial  interest  to 
me  for  the  reason  that  I  am  employed  in  a  shop  that 
uses  a  large  number  of  these  tools.  In  one  department 
devoted  to  the  assembly  of  the  small  cars  used  in  coal 
mines  there  are  70  or  more  of  these  drills — Little  Giant, 
Thor,  Little  David,  etc. — and  the  manner  in  which  they 
are  applied  may  be  of  interest  to  other  readers. 

The  bodies  of  the  cars  are  made  of  wood  and  bound 
with  iron  straps.  The  bolt  holes  in  the  straps  are 
pierced  upon  a  Read  punching  machine  before  coming 
to  the  assembly  floor.  In  applying  them  they  are  first 
fastened  to  place  with  heavy  wooden  clamps  and  then 
the  wood  frame  beneath  them  is  drilled  for  the  bolts 
by  means  of  the  air  drills.     These  drills  are  suspended 

from  ropes  that  pass  through  sheayea  attached  to  the 
overhead  timbers  and  counterbalanced  by  a  weight  at 
the  other  end  of  the  rope,  so  that  they  will  remain  at 
whatever  height  they  may  be  placed. 
When  a  strap  is  firmly  clamped  to  a  car  frame  the 

workman  has  but  to  reach  up  for  a  drill,  pull  it  down  to 
position,  drill  such  holes  as  may  be  necessary  and  push 
the  drill  back  out  of  the  way  again.  The  holes  already 
punched  in  the  strap  serve  to  guide  the  drill,  and  the 
work  is  done  very  rapidly. 

As  fast  as  the  holes  are  drilled  a  helper  sets  in  the 
bolts  and  runs  the  nuts  on  with  his  fingers  as  far  as 
he  can  conveniently  do,  so  that  when  the  workman  has 
finished  drilling  a  set  of  holes  and  pushed  the  drill  up 
out  of  the  way  he  pulls  down  another  that  is  fitted  with 
a  socket  wrench  and  sets  up  the  nuts  to  the  limit  of 
the  power  of  the  drill. 

Spare  parts  for  all  drills  in  use  are  kept  in  the  tool 
crib;  also  complete  machines  ready  for  service.  When 
anything  happens  to  the  drill  he  is  using,  the  workman 
immediately  returns  it  to  the  crib  tender  and  receives 
another  to  replace  it,  while  the  defective  drill  goes  to 
the  repair  shop.  In  this  way  there  is  no  time  lost  in 
waiting  for  repairs  or  adjustments.  There  is  a  sufficient 
number  of  spare  drills  to  make  certain  that  all  those 
on  the  assembly  floor  are  ready  for  instant  service. 

Shop  Boxes  Built  from  Scrap  Lumber 
By  Wallace  C.  Mills 

Scrap  pieces  of  hard  maple  can  be  used  to  build  up 
shop  boxes  as  shown  in  the  illustration.  The  pieces  are 

cut  to  size,  planed  and  glued  together.  A  box  so  con- 
structed has  a  good  appearance  and  will  stand  a  great 

deal  of  hard  usage.  By  putting  permanent  skids  on  the 
bottom  these  boxes  can  be  used  to  advantage  in  connec- 

tion with  elevating  platform  trucks. 
Similar  boxes  may  be  built  up  from  the  shallow 

crates  used  for  shipping  sheet  tin  plates.     After  the 

SHOP  BOX   BUILT  OF  SCRAP   LUMBER 

tops  and  bottoms  of  the  crates  have  been  removed  the 
frames  are  cleaned  and  the  corners  drilled  in  a  jig  so 
that  any  number  may  be  fa&Lened  together  by  means  of 
long  wires  or  rods.  The  rods  should  be  headed  at  one 
end  like  a  large  wire  nail  and,  after  cutting  to  the 
length  required  by  the  box,  they  are  set  in  place  and 
clinched  on  the  under  side. 

This  method  of  fastening  is  used  in  preference  to 
nailing  because  of  the  difficulty  of  driving  nails  in 
the  hard  wood. 
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UndkreUndinf  Shop  Terms 

Bt  F.  Bott-gow 

Oader  the  thom  bcadlns  there  wm  ;>ubliHh«d  on 
pa«»  f  1<^  Vcl.  U  of  Amteritmm  MiukimiMt  a  short  urtirle 
hgr  Robtrt  Grtaiahaw.  I  know  that  Mr.  Grinuhaw  han 
had  a  world  «id»  aiperience  but  I  beg  to  differ  with 
what  ha  aayi  aboot  tha  meaninf  of  a  nhim.  My  Amen- 
em  MpwIWM  taorht  me  that  what  U  called  a  liner 
hi  Bl^ud  and  Scotland  ta  called  a  shim  in  the  United 
Stalaa.  Neither  of  them  la  wedce  shaped,  but  are 

in  varioua  thicknesses,  the  thinnest  of 
fan  and  the  thicker  ones  of  heavy  gage  tinplate 

They  are  used  moat  frtHjuentb"  in  marine 
many  encineers  connected  with  land  inntalla- 

preferring  to  have  bearinss  brass  to  brass.  This 
■My  ba  accounted  for  by  the  fact  that  an  engine 
woriditf  at  a  factory  or  power  and  light  plant  run;* 

eoodltient  and  usually  shuts  down  when 

!•  racard  to  a  "moakejr  wrench"  I  do  not  think  Mr. 
Clilaahaw  wiO  And  the  word  "universal  spanner"  in 
na*.  The  typ*  ot  wrench,  of  which  •XJoea"  is  about 
tha  bait  kaowa,  naed  tn  be  called  a  coach  wrench  wh>.-n 
■Mda  wtth  a  wooden  handle,  as  it  was  first  made  for 
■ao  «■  carriat*  and  wagon  work.  The  usual  term  for 
aajr  i^aaair  or  wrench  capable  of  adjustment  is  shift- 
lat  apaaoer  and  one  of  the  beat  known  of  theae  is  the 

•njrhara."  If  apace  permitted  I  could  give  many  more 
of  dilTerrnt  names  for  the  same  thing. 

a  Motor  While  Overhauling 
By  G.  a.  Luebs 

Whila  fitting  crankshaft,  camshaft  or  main  bearings 
in  a  BMtor  block,  the  block  ia  in  an  inverted  position, 
•o  that  tha  projoet- 
ing  pjatea  heada  and 
vahwa  oaoalljr  inter- 

fere with  tha  bh>ck 
being  aeatad  aqnara- 
br  on  the  bench. 
Thaac  parts  are  also 
apt  to  be  damaged 
while  novioff  tha 
eogiaa  on  the  beach. 
To  avoid  this  and 
•till  ba  afala  to  place 
tha  VloA  in  tha  in- 
vtrtad  poaition.  a 
aimpla  nathod  of 
supporting  It  Is  to 
use  four  cylinder 
head  bolta,  one  in 
each  eoraar  of  tha 
caatiag.  Tha  holts 
•««  apaead  aolileiant- 
ly  far  apart  to  pro- 

Vf:fiif:^.^!S!i 

I  tha  Moefc  caa  ba 
to  an  avan 

t  oa  tha  baaca  by 
acrawlag  ona  or 
aiera  of  tha  boha 
tmrthm  ia  or  ant. 
Thia  aathad  aet  only  protaeta 
tfma  in  handling. 

tntim  rruxDBK  hkao  iioi.Ta  to 
atrppOMT  MOTOR 

the   parts   but    saves 

Drill  Press  Used  as  a  ThroadinK  Machine 
By  Aixkn  p.  Child 

In  cutting  threada  on  electrical  outlet  boxes  a  manu- 
facturer e<]uipped  a  high-8pee<i  tapping  device  with  an ndjuKtable  diehead 

and  made  a  thread- 
ing machine  out  of 

a  drill  press.  The 

tapping  device  may 
be  used  on  the  live 
spindle  in  either  a 
horizontal  or  a  ver- 

tical position.  If  the 
work  is  to  be  hollow 
milled  or  some  other 

operation  performed 
upon  it.  slip  collets 
may  be  used  in  con- 

nection with  the 

tapping  device  and 
a  hole  drilled, 
reamed,  counterboreii  nnd  tapped  without  moving  th« 

work  or  stuppinK  the   miu-hine. 

PIO.    1— OUTtiLUt::    TUIUiAU    CUT 
ON  nnil.T,   PRK.SS 

KlU. -UKtU.    I'KiCKH   8ET    II'    lOH  'rUl<i:AUl.\<i    .STint* 

The  threading  job  mentioned  above  is  shown  in  Fig.  1, 
while  in  Fig.  2  may  be  seen  the  machine  and  device 
arranged  for  threading  studs. 

Soliloquies  of  Old  Mac 
BY  l{.  .McHknry 

Tha  aaaiagi  way  to  mUjumI  tht*  rc-nttr  rest  on  a  large 
lathe  to  receive  a  heavy  piece  of  work  is  to  slide  the 
tailatock  of  the  lathe  up  to  the  place  where  the  point 
of  the  tail  center  is  in  the  Mm*-  plane  as  thr  jaws  of 
the  raat,  then  measure  with  a  »t«le  from  the  point  of 
the  center  t«  thp  fare  of  the  jaws,  the  diMtante  lieinjf 
the  radius  of  thi*  worl(.  The  rest  is  now  ready  to  re 
teive  th«-  i»'<.it  Miiju.iit  fiiiiV    "M't'ling. 
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Editorial 
Makeshifts 

MAKESHIFTS  are,  as  a  rule,  indications  of  poor 
management.  Once  in  a  while  we  may  have  to  use 

them  because  of  an  accident  and  sometimes  because  cir- 
cumstances, not  to  be  foreseen  by  human  beings,  make 

their  use  unavoidable.  On  the  whole,  however,  a  make- 
shift indicates  lack  of  foresight  and  frequently  stupidity 

or  misconception  of  economical  values. 
One  reason  why  we  find  so  many  makeshifts  is  that 

the  men  who  make  them  are  generally  proud  of  their 
product.  What  is  worse,  they  have  a  right  to  be,  at 
least  in  a  large  percentage  of  cases. 

As  a  rule,  a  makeshift  is  the  product  of  someone's 
ingenuity  applied  to  conditions  which  have  no  right  to 
exist.  Somebody  is  obliged  to  make  a  nice  fitting  plug 
for  a  hole  which  has  been  drilled  in  the  wrong  place. 
The  man  has  the  right  to  be  proud  of  the  plug  but  not 
of  plug  and  hole  together.  Plain  penuriousness,  or 
inability  to  estimate  things  at  their  proper  value,  may 
be  the  reason  or  excuse  for  many  makeshifts. 
We  hire  a  man  at  fifty  cents  an  hour  to  .shovel  snow 

from  our  side  walk  but  we  give  him  no  snow  shovel. 
Instead  we  furnish  a  piece  of  board  and  an  old  broom 
handle  with  a  piece  of  twine  and  have  him  spend  fifty 
cents  worth  of  time  making  some  monstrosity  with 
which  to  shovel  twenty-five  cents  worth  of  snow  for 
every  dollar  he  gets.  We  feel  that  we  have  saved  the 
price  of  a  snow  shovel  and  are  proud  of  it.  Perhaps 
we  even  show  it  to  our  neighbors  and  describe  it  in  the 
A^nerican  Machinist.  Worst  of  all,  we  keep  it  for  use 
again  next  year. 

Innumerable  makeshifts  have  been  described  which 

are  laughable  or  pathetic,  sometimes  both.  And  yet, 
those  who  made  the  contrivances  did  a  good  job  and 
showed  ingenuity,  initiative  and  resourcefulness.  They 
are  to  be  congratulated  but  at  the  same  time,  they  should 
never  have  been  compelled  to  make  the  things.  Any 
number  of  contrivances  used  in  the  shop  are  the  result 
of  poor  management  which  fails  to  realize  that  proper 
tools  must  be  provided  to  insure  pi-oper  production. 

Anyone  doubting  that  such  management  exists,  need 
only  go  through  a  number  of  railroad  repair  shops. 
Some  of  these  are  veritable  museums  of  makeshifts, 
telling  the  story  of  how  clever  the  men  are  and  how 
poor  the  equipment  with  which  they  have  to  work. 

Railroad  shops  are  not  the  only  one  which  indulge  in 
the  making  of  home-made  contrivances  and  tools.  As  a 
class,  however,  they  outshine  all  other  large  machine 
shops.  The  reason  may  possibly  be  found  in  the  fact 
that,  to  the  management  of  a  railroad,  the  repair  shop 
is  a  necessary  evil  because  it  earns  no  money.  Records 
show  how  much  money  was  earned  by  each  freight  car 
and  records  are  even  made  that  show  what  was 
earned  by  each  locomotive.  Yet,  in  reality,  the  loco- 

motive has  no  more  earned  money  to  its  credit  than  the 
repair  shop.  The  freight  car  earns  something  becau.se 
freight  is  transported  in  it,  but  it  cannot  earn  this 
money  if  there  is  no  locomotive  to  pull  it.  Moreover, 
the  locomotive  could  not  pull  the  freight  car  unless  there 
were  a  repair  .shop  to  make  the  locomotive  fit  for  duty. 

Service  or  Graft? 

A  CERTAIN  company,  which  we  shall  call  A,  pur- 
chased a  few  machine  tools  from  another  company 

B.  This  company  A  (which,  by  the  way,  does  a  jobbing 
business)  employs  an  engineer — outside  talent — for  the 
purpose  of  getting  the  most  out  of  the  equipment.  This 
gentleman  requested  company  B  to  give  full  information 
as  to  feeds,  speeds,  capacity,  etc.,  of  the  machines 
bought.  So  far  so  good.  But  he  also  wanted  complete 
diagrams  of  machines  and  their  gear  trains,  and  this 
information  was  to  be  given  on  sheets  and  in  a  form 
as  standardized  by  him. 

This  would  involve  an  amount  of  labor  costing  easily 
$500,  besides  depriving  the  machine  tool  manufacturer 
of  the  services  of  one  of  his  engineers  for  a  considerable 
time.  Company  B  dares  not  refuse  or  even  charge  for 
this  work  for  the  reason  that  this  engineei',  like  several 
others,  is  a  pupil  or  follower  of  a  well  known  efficiency 
engineer  who  is  in  the  habit  of  making  such  demands. 
The  company  is  afraid  that  it  would  not  be  able  to  do 
business  in  the  future  with  a  concern  with  which  any 
of  these  engineers  may  be  temporarily  connected.  This 
fear  may  be  unfounded  but  it  controls  company  B  and 
cjompanies  X,  Y,  Z  likewise. 

This  thing  makes  us  wonder  about  two  things.  In 
the  first  place,  where  the  engineer  got  the  nerve  to 
make  such  a  demand.  Does  he  think  it  legitimate  serv- 

ice; does  he  demand  it  because  he  thinks  he  has  the 
power  to;  or  does  he  think  that  the  answers  to  his 
questions  are  really  worth  all  of  $500  and  that  he  would 
pay  that  much  if  he  did  not  get  it  for  nothing? 

In  the  second  place,  what  is  the  matter  with  the 

backbone  of  the  seller?  Why  doesn't  he  bluntly  refuse, 
or  better  yet  state  in  a  business-like  manner  that  he  will 
furnish  all  necessai-y  information  gratis,  but  that  he 
will  charge  so-and-so  much  for  all  other  information  or 
for  data  in  a  form  different  from  the  one  ordinarily 
furnished?  Reasonable  service  should  be  free,  all  other 
should  be  paid  for.  We  may  not  be  able  to  furnish  a 
formula  by  which  to  calculate  if  a  thing  is  reasonable, 
but  it  is  not  likely  that  two  normal  men  would  quarrel 
about  it. 

This  "service"  idea  has  been  much  overworked  and 
mis-applied.  Some  advertise  it  who  have  no  intention 
of  delivering  the  goods,  and  some  demand  almost  any 
kind  of  graft  under  its  name. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  you  were  working  out  in  a  shop  drilling 
holes  in  a  funny  shaped  piece  of  steel.  And  you 

asked  the  boss  what  it  was  and  what  it  did,  and  he 
told  you  that  your  business  was  to  drill  holes  and  not 
ask  questions. 

Or  suppose  again  you  had  a  new  boss  who  not  only 
told  you  what  the  piece  was,  but  showed  you  where  it 
went,  and  why  it  had  to  be  drilled  just  right.  For 
which  boss  would  you  do  the  best  work,  or  take  the 

most  interest  in  your  job?  Of  course  you  don't  work 
in  the  shop,  but — 

Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
NUes-Bement-Pond  IMate  IManer 

The  •reompAayint  illustration  •howa  n  plate  planer 
been  placed  on  the  market  by  the 
Co..  Ill  Broadway,  New  York.  N.  Y. 

tke  principal  feature*  of  the  machine  are  the 
«f  the  bed  and  the  method  of  attaching  the 

carriag*  to  the  bed.  The  conat ruction  prevents  chipa 
gattias  on  the  bearing  nurface*  of  the  carriag* 
ovw,  ae  as  to  add  to  the  life  of  these  parts. 

TIm  toal  carriage  is  attached  to  the  front  vertical  side 
of  tb*  bad.  and  is  guided  bjr  aqnare  shears.  It  is  se- 
carcd  at  both  top  and  bottom  by  removable  bearing 

whkh  will  permit  the  carriage  to  be  taken 
tlM  bad  at  any  po«ition  on  the  length  of  the  bed. 

Tlie  bearing  surfaces  are  provided  with  taper  gibs  for 
taking  up  wear. 

The  carriage  is  reversed  autonutically  at  any  desired 
position  by  contact  with  stops  adjustable  on  the  shifter 
rod.  The  operator  with  very  little  effort  can  start,  stop, 
or  rtwrat  the  carriage  by  manipulating  thin  shifter 
rod  by  haad.  The  drive  screw  is  supported  in  a  trough 

wltb  aa  oB  rhanaal  of  suflk-ient  depth  to  cover  the  full 
depth  of  tht  thread  with  oil.  Roller  bearings  are  pro- 

vided to  take  the  end  thrust  of  the  screw. 
Two  relisviaf  toolbolder  slides  are   mounted  on  a 

■taadard  aad  hava  ainaltaaeous   vertical    adjustment 

bf  aMaai  of  a  aerew  and  handwheel.     Horizontal  ad- 
of  tha  standard  ia  made  b>-  means  of  another 

and  handwheel.    Both  tool  slide*  can  be  swiveled 

for  planing  bevels. 
Tht  pneumatic  jacks  are  of  the  two-way  tjrpe  and 

rapid  daaping.    Air  is  admitted  in  the  tops  of 

hjr  ciaaipiaK  the  plate,  and  in  th«>  bottoms  for 
■pint- 

The  direct-connected  drlvlrg  motor  is  controlled  by 

maana  of  a  master  switch  attached  to  the  shifter  rod, 

and  an  enclosed  panel  havinK  forward,  reverHo,  arcelcr- 
ating,  and  dynamic  brake  contact?.  A  puoh  button  is 
mounted  on  the  right-hand  housing,  .•»o  that  the  machine 
may  be  started  and  .^topped  without  manipulating  the 
shifter  rod.  The  main  driving  gears  are  enclosed  in  a 
box,  and  dip  in  oil. 

Harris  No.  10  Semi- Automatic  Hob  and 
Form  Cutter  Crinding  Machine 

A  Remi-automatic  hob  and  form  cutter  grinding 
machine,  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration,  has 
recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Harris 
Engineering  Co..  Bridgeport,  Conn.  The  machine  i» 
intended  especially  for  use  in  shops  where  the  number 
of  hobs  and  cutters  to  be  ground  does  not  warrant  the 
use  of  the  more  expensive  full-automatic  hob  grinding 
machine  made  by  the  same  concern  and  described  on 
uage  1,2G2.  Vol.  52  and  on  page  190,  Vol.  56  of 
American  Machiniat.  The  machine,  designated  as  the 
No.  10,  has  a  capacity  for  work  up  to  8  in.  in  diameter 
and  10  in.  long. 

The  hob  or  cutter  to  be  sharpened  is  carried  on  an 

arbor  having  a  taper  shank  and  fitting  into  the  work- 
carrying  spindle.  The  outer  end  of  the  work  is  sup- 

ported by  a  center  carried  in  an  adjustable  tailatock. 
The  height  of  the  center  of  the  work  is  41  i  inches. 
The  work-holding  members  are  mounted  on  a  long 

table  that  can  be  operated  by  the  hand  lover  at  the 
front  of  the  machine,  so  as  to  move  the  table  back  and 
forth  on  the  base  and  pass  the  work  across  the  wheel. 
This  table  is  carried  on  ball  roller  bearinK^.  It  is  stated 
that  its  movement  is  so  easy  and  sensitive  that  the 
operator  can  judge  from  the  feel  of  the  handle  whether 

}«IL.KS-BaMKMT-r«>KIl    MOTOIt-DRIVItN    PKATK    P1.ANKR 
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the  grinding  is  too  heavy  or  too  light.  Stops  are  pro- 
vided to  limit  the  stroke  to  the  length  of  the  hob,  the 

maximum  travel  being  15  in.  All  of  the  working  parts 
are  covered  to  protect  them  from  grit  and  dust. 

Hobs  having  helical  flutes  are  rotated  during  the 
travel  of  the  table  by  a  sine  bar,  which  can  be  quickly 
adjusted  to  suit  different  angles  and  which  actuates 

^^H
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HARRIS   NO.   10   SEMI-AUTOMATIC   HOB  AND  FORM 
CUTTER   GRINDING   MACHINE 

a  cross  slide  that  carries  a  rack  meshing  with  a  gear 
on  the  work  spindle.  The  maximum  helix  angle  obtain- 

able with  a  hob  8  in.  in  diameter  is  47  degrees. 
The  indexing  is  arranged  to  care  for  any  number  of 

flutes  from  4  to  26.  The  indexing  plates  used  are  inter- 
changeable with  those  of  the  full  automatic  grinding 

machine,  and  they  have  two  sets  of  notches,  one  set  for 
indexing  and  the  other  set  for  the  escapement.  The 
index  plate  must  have  the  same  number  of  notches  as 
there  are  gashes  or  flutes  in  the  hob  to  be  ground.  The 
indexing  mechanism  is  semi-automatic,  and  can  only 
operate  at  the  end  of  the  return  strike.  At  this  point, 
the  operator  with  his  left  hand  pulls  the  hand  wheel  as 
far  toward  him  as  it  will  go,  and  the  hob  is  then  indexed 
to  the  next  flute. 

The  grinding  wheel  spindle  is  driven  by  a  belt  with- 
out any  turns  or  idler  pulleys.  The  speed  is  ordinarily 

2,700  r.p.m.,  and  a  special  wheel  8x1  in.  in  size  is  pro- 
vided. The  entire  wheel  head  is  of  heavy  construction 

and  provides  all  the  necessary  adjustments  and  gradua- 
tions for  angularity,  for  wear  and  for  setting.  The 

wheel  has  a  horizontal  adjustment  each  side  of  the 
center  of  1^  in.  The  wheel  .spindle  is  carried  in  dust- 
proof  bronze  bearings  provided  with  lubrication  from 
an  oil  well  and  with  means  of  taking  up  wear. 

One  of  the  most  important  features  of  the  machine 
is  the  diamond  truing  device  used  for  dressing  the 
wheel.  The  device  is  built  into  the  head,  is  always  in 
position,  and  may  be  used  when  the  machine  is  in  opera- 

tion witlwut  disturbing  the  position  o<"  the  work.     The 

device  may  be  set  so  as  to  true  the  wheel  to  grind  the 
faces  of  the  teeth  radiil,  or  by  shifting  the  traverse 
adjustment  of  the  head  the  grinding  may  be  such  as  to 
give  top  rake  to  the  faces  of  the  teeth.  This  under- 

cutting the  front  faces  gives  an  improved  cutting  action 
for  many  types  of  hobs.  The  hob  is  fed  against  the 
grinding  wheel  by  means  of  a  hand  wheel  which  the 
operator  turns  with  his  left  hand,  so  as  to  rotate  the 
hob  slightly  after  each  complete  revolution. 

The  machine  can  be  furnished  either  with  counter- 
shaft drive  or  with  individual  motor  drive,  the  motor 

being  mounted  on  the  top  of  the  machine  and  driving 
directly  to  the  spindle  in  the  latter  arrangement.  All 
necessary  equipment  for  flood  lubrication  of  the  cut  can 

be  jM-ovided.  The  machine  occupies  a  floor  space  of 
50x90  in.,  and  weighs  about  1,760  pounds. 

Toledo  Rotary  Milling-Machine  Table 
A  rotary  table  that  is  controlled  by  the  regular  feed 

levers  of  the  machine,  including  the  traverse,  has  been 
developed  by  the  Toledo  Milling  Machine  Co.,  Toledo, 
Ohio.  The  table,  front  and  side  views  of  which  are 
shown  in  Figs.  1  and  2,  is  driven  from  the  feed  drive 
shaft  through  a  telescopic  shaft  and  two  pairs  of  steel 
bevel  gears  that  drive  a  2  J-in.  steel  worm  meshing  with 
a  20-in.  worm  wheel. 

The  sixteen  regular  feeds  of  the  machine  are  appli- 
cable to  the  rotary  table,  and  the  feeds  are  controlled 

by  the  same  lever  that  controls  the  regular  feeds  of  the 
table.  The  design  of  the  mechanism  makes  it  impossible 
to  engage  more  than  one  power  feed  at  a  time.  The 
quick  return  is  also  applicable  to  the  rotary  table  in 
either  direction.  These  controls  are  especially  advan- 

tageous in  continuous  milling  operations. 
The  diameter  of  the  table  is  24  in.,  but  work  of  larger 

diameter  can  be  accommodated.  The  table  is  graduated 
throughout  the  entire  360  deg. ;  and  by  using  a  dial  on 
the  worm-shaft,  division  to  minutes  can  be  obtained. 
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FIG.      1— TOLEDO     ROTARY      MILLING-MACHINE     TABLE 

FRONT  VIEW.     FIG.  2— .SIDE  VIEW  OF  TABLE 
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fMkk  HtfMI^Mi  StMitive  Radial 
DrOBnf  Machine 

Tto  tMaapwrinc  iUostnUon  allows  a  radial  drilling 
aad  tappiv  —rMm  mwUr  drfloptd  by  th«  Foadick 
Mackiaa  TMt  Col.  Clnclmiati.  Ohio.  The  purpoM  of  this 
■f  hiiw  b  la  ̂rill  and  tap  work  of  too  larc«  an  area  for 
•  kigll^aad  aaaaltlva  opricbt  drilling  machine,  vH  alito 
to  drOI  aB4  tap  aawB  hoiaa  which  raqulra  much  greater 
apaad  than  caa  ba  attalaad  ea  th«  hMTjr-duty  tyi>e  of 
radial  driUlaK  wiachina.  Th«  rapidit}'  of  positioning  the 
4r^  tagaUiir  with  tha  aasa  of  operation,  minimize  the 

tiflM  ratriwJ  "betwwB  bolaa,''  while  high  speedii  and 
tsoaaa  powar  ladaea  tha  aeteal  drilling  time. 

Tha  tiMa  ia  raaJflr  rMaerable.  thus  allowing  49!  In. 
tha  apiadle  and  base,  which  has  a  working  sur- 

POaDICK  SBXSITtVX  HAOtAL  DKIU^INO  MACHINB 

faea  of  SI  x  S6  ia  and  is  provided  with  T-slots.  The 
vartical  motaimt  of  the  Ubic  Is  16  in.,  actuated  by 
aMaaa  «f  a  balMkaaring  telescopic  screw.  Its  working 
martmim  ia  20  a  SS  in.,  with  81  in.  maximum  diiitance 
from  tha  apiadla.  Tha  arm  is  sennitive  in  its  movement 
aai  any  Itt  awung  completely  around  the  column.  It 
is  aapportcd  on  both  annular  and  thrust  ball  bearings 
io  tha  cdBmn,  which  extend*  through  to  the  top. 

Tha  apiadla^  as  well  as  other  re^-olvinir  mcml>ers,  is 
•^lalppad  wMi  ball-baaring  Journals.  It  has  a  No.  2 
Uarm  tapar.  aad  a  vartical  traverse  of  8  in.  The  hnri- 
xoatal  aovaaMat  of  281  in.  along  the  arm  is  operated 
throoidi  a  rack  and  Iwlical  gaar  by  naans  of  the  hand< 

at  the  right.  This  position  of  the  handwbeel 
oparator  to  swing  the  arm  and  move  the 

Jy  with  the  right  hand,  while  the  left 
haad  ia  frt*  t«  raise  and  krwer  the  apindle  and  damp 
the  ana. 

Tha  aaaaitive  feed  and  quick  retam  are  operated  by 
tht  lavpr  al  tka  right,  or  tha  liMidwboal  at  the  left. 
Frktica  iMwk  gaara  permit  imtaBlaiiaaaa  ahlfting  from 

higl)  driHing  apufc  to  alow  apeeda  for  tapping  or  drill- 

ing larger  liolea.  the  ratio  being  41  to  I.  The  tapping 
attachment  frictions,  like  thixw  of  the  buck  gears,  are 

easily  adjustable  with  an  ordinary  sci-ewdriver. 
The  drive  is  regularly  through  tight  nnd  loose  pul- 

leys on  the  machine,  giving  lx>th  u  hiirh  nnd  low  .speed 
forward  and  reverse.  The  pulley  guiird  und  belt  shifter 
are  adjustable  to  meet  the  U'lt  from  any  angle.  The 
belt  maintains  a  uniform  tension  at  every  position  of 
the  head.  Motor-driven  machines  require  a  1-hp.  motor, 
either  constant  or  variable  speed. 

A  reservoir  for  coolant  is  cast  in  the  base,  and  a  pump 
with  a  noxzle  to  the  drill  point  may  l>e  supplied.  Sepa- 

rate box  or  universal  tables  ran  lie  furnished  as  extras, 
in  place  of  the  reirulor  elevating  rectantrulnr  table.  The 
machines  are  built  with  either  3  or  3)  ft.  arms;  the 

dimensions  just  mentioned  are  for  the  3-ft.  size,  which 
weighs  2.660  pounds. 

Wood's  **Univer.sal  Ciant"  Heavy-Duty 
Friction  Clutch 

The  •Universal  Giant"  friction  disk  clutch  made  by 
the  T.  B.  Wood's  Sons  Co..  ChiimbersburK,  Pa.,  has  re- 

cently been  improved  to  adapt  it  to  particularly  severe 
service,  such  as  encountered  when  frequent  starting 
and  stopping  of  large  machines  or  groups  of  machines 
is  required.  The  former  model  and  the  one  still  em- 

ployed for  lighter  duty  is  equipped  on  the  disks  with 
hard  maple  blocks  that  contact  with  the  friction  disks 
when  the  clutch  Is  engaged.  For  heavy-duty  work,  how- 

ever, "Non-Burn"  friction  lining  made  by  Johns-Man- 
ville.  Inc..  New  York,  N.  Y.,  is  employed  instead  of  the 
blocks.  This  lining  Is  stated  to  be  capable  of  standing 

ver>'  severe  service  regarding  both  the  load  and  the 
starting  conditions;  it  will  not  burn  out  due  to  heating 
and  its  resistance  to  wear  gives  it  a  long  life. 

The  clutch  is  made  in  sizes  having  rated  capacities 
from  51  to  480  hp.  at  a  speed  of  100  r.p.m.  It  is  of  the 
floating  disk  type  and  may  be  furnished  with  either  one, 

WOOD-a  "ON1V1BR8AL  QXANr*  KUICTION  CLUTCH 

two  or  three  disks.  It  may  be  employed  on  lineshafts, 

dlre<  tly  on  machines,  or  mounted  in  the  Iwres  of  lnr»re 

pulleys  and  gears. 
A  No.  36  doubl»<lIsk  clutch  with  "Non-Bum"  lining 

has  b««n  applied  in  a  drive  requiring  600  hp.  at  200 

r.p.m.  Although  the  starting  load  varies  from  700  to 

800  hp.,  the  clutch  is  successfully  slipped,  it  is  staled, 
to  gradually  start  the  shafting  and  bring  it  up  to  speed. 
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Stevens-Prentice  Universal  Inclinometer 
A  device  known  as  an  inclinometer  and  intended  for 

use  in  reading  and  checking  angles  has  just  been  placed 
on  the  market  by  the  Stevens-Prentice  Manufacturing 
Co.,  377  National  Ave.,  Milwaukee,  Wis.  The  inclinom- 

eter consists  essentially  of  an  aluminum  housing  carry- 
ing a  graduated  dial  and  mounted  on  a  semi-steel  base. 

A  vernier  pendulum  is  pivoted  in  the  center  of  the  dial. 
A  small  brake  can  be  employed  to  stop  the  oscillation  of 
the  pendulum  and  hold  it  stationary  while  reading  is 
being  done.  The  tool  can  be  used  when  checking  and 

reading  bevels,  angles  and  levels.  It  is  adapted  to  use" in  the  toolroom  and  checking  department,  and  for 
structural  and  other  work. 

The  use  of  the  inclinometer  obviates  the  necessity 
for  mathematical  calculations  when  determining  or  lay- 

ing out  angles.  A  reading  for  every  5  min.  of  arc  is 
given,  although  the  device  can  be  furnished  to  read  to 
minutes.    When  the  line  marked  0  on  the  vernier  pen- 

STEVENS-PREXTICK    UNIVERSAL    INCLINOMETER 

dulum  coincides  with  the  line  marked  0  or  90  on  the 
scale  of  the  dial,  the  instrument  is  plumb.  The  vernier 

is  i-ead  in  the  same  manner  as  the  ordinary  vernier 
caliper,  and  very  close  and  accurate  results  can  be 
obtained.  The  tool  may  be  held  in  any  position  when 
making  a  reading,  as  the  dial  is  graduated  throughout 
its  full  circumference. 

The  base  has  a  ribbed  bottom  and  can  be  fitted  di- 
rectly to  the  work  that  is  to  be  measured.  It  can  be 

furnished  in  lengths  of  either  7,  18  or  24  in.  The 
rapidity  of  action  of  the  device  is  the  chief  feature,  as 
the  angle  can  be  ascertained  at  a  glance.  It  is  stated 
that  on  the  same  operation  the  .same  reading  will  be 
obtained  repeatedly  even  by  different  operators,  as  the 
pendulum  always  responds  to  the  action  of  gravity.   ^ 

Newton  Model  C-76  Four-Spindle  Knee-Type 
Milling  Machine 

The  machine  shown  in  Fig.  1  is  a  four-spindle  knee- 
type  milling  machine  recently  placed  on  the  market  by 
the  Newton  Machine  Tool  Works,  Inc.,  Philadelphia,  Pa., 
one  of  the  plants  of  the  Consolidated  Machine  Tool 
Corporation  of  America,  17  East  42nd  St.,  New  York, 
N.  Y.  This  machine  is  intended  for  facing  and  slotting 
connecting  rods  in  one  operation  and  at  high  speed. 

The  drive  is  by  belt  and  is  transmitted  directly  to  the 

spindles  by  worms  and  wormwheels.  The" four  spindles 
have  tapered  ends,  are  mounted  in  substantial  hous- 

ings and  have  individual  adjustment  that  allows  for  the 
variation  in  the  distance  between  the  spindle  centers. 

The  vertical   feed   to  the   table   is  operated  through 

FIG.   1— NEWTON  C-76  POUR-SPINDLE  KNBB-TYPE 
MILLING  MACHINE 

change  gears  and  is  transmitted  by  a  worm  and  large 
diameter  wormwheel  to  a  cam.  The  latter  gives  a  quick 
upward  movement  to  the  knee,  changes  to  a  slow  feed 
for  the  cut  and  then  to  a  quick  downward  movement, 
after  which  the  feed  automatically  stops,  allowing  the 
table  to  be  indexed.  To  again  start  the  machine,  the 

feed  is  engaged  by  means  of  a  hand-operated  lever  con- 
veniently located  on  the  right-hand  side  of  the  machine. 

Loading  of  one  set  of  fixtures  is  accomplished  while 
the  cut  is  being  taken  on  the  work  in  the  other.  Con- 

sequently no  time  is  lost  between  cuts  other  than  that 
required  for  indexing  the  table.  The  set  of  fixtures 
illustrated  in  Fig.  2  will  accommodate  six  rods  at  one 
time.  It  should  be  noted  that  each  fixture  has  an  in- 

dividual adjustment,  allowing  a  variation  in  distance 
between  the  rods. 

The  machine  is  geared  to  give  one  cycle  of  feed  in 
0.76  min.  Allowing  two  seconds  for  indexing,  the  pro- 

duction would  be  225  rods  per  hour,  or  1,620  rods  in 
a  day  of  8  hr.  at  90  per  cent  efficiency.  Attention  is 
called  to  the  compactness  of  the  machine,  as  the  floor 
space  required  is  only  60  in.  square. 

FIG.    2— FIXTURES    FOR    CONNECTING   RODS 
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Van  Norman  -Valv©-  Valve 
Grindinf  Machine 

Tlw  Van  Nonnaa  M«rhinr  Tool  Co..  SprinirAeld. 
MiM.  hM  rwMtljr  bcotttht  out  undvr  the  trade  nam« 

ti  '^'•hro**  •  hmI  wlf^tNitJiiiwd  machine  deaifned 
wpicUlly  for  mttIc*  stations  and  truck  Aeet  ownfm  for 

yrtadtDf  popp«<  vahrc*  of  automoth-*  engines. 
la  Um  daalfn  of  the  machina,  which  ia  shown  in  the 

illustration,  tha  use  of  belts  is  elim- 
I;  Wth  tba  work  haikd  and  wheel  head  haN-e  in- 

I  for  power,  and  the  parts  art  nuHinted  on 
a  substantial  baas.  The  frinding  whaei  is  mounted 
directly  on  the  shaft  of  a  1-hp.  ball-bearing  motor  re- 

volving at  S.4M  r.p.m..  this  motor  being  rigidly  sttarhed 
to  tha  baaa  of  tbt  mirhtiw,  The  work  head  spindle  \n 
driven  bgr  gaariaa  from  a  h-hp.  motor,  the  whole  work 

V  \N   NUltMAX  "VALVU'    UHINUI.NU  XIACUl.NE 

bring  carried  on  a  movable  slide  operated  by  a 
at  the  left 

The  vahre  is  held  by  the  stem  in  a  split  drsw-in  collet 
havfaig  a  capacity  up  to  A  in.  in  diameter.  After  the 
vahra  has  been  tightened  in  the  draw-in  collet  and  the 

td.  which  has  grsdustions  up  to  80  deg.,  hsi< 
set  at  the  proper  angle,  the  grinding  is  done  by 

pa*«ing  the  vahre  acroas  the  face  of  the  wheel  by  nneans 
of  a  back^and-forth  movement  of  the  handle  at  the  left, 
whiia  tba  work  is  fed  to  the  abrasive  wheel  by  the  lund 
faad  wbaal  at  tba  right.  The  face  of  the  valve  is  thu« 
groaad  true  to  tba  ston.  It  is  sUted  that  the  average 
vahre  can  be  reground  within  1  min.,  and  that  2  min.  ix 
■mpii  Una  la  which  to  perfectly  reflnish  the  worst  valve 
tbat  is  earooatered  in  actual  practice. 

Tba  nuMr  for  the  vsh'e  seat  can  be  ground  at  the 
Mas  aattlag.  tbos  insuring  s  proper  snd  correct  seating 
•f  tba  vahw  ia  tba  BMKor  block.  In  addition  to  grinding 
valves  the  BMcblne  is  well  adaptiwl  for  other  operations 
aboot  the  service  station,  such  aa  grinding  ignition  con- 

tact points,  tappet  screwa.  aad  a  variety  of  short  pieces 
aad  oaalt  parta. 
Tba  amia  slide  and  cross  slide  of  the  machine  are 

aad  serapsd.  The  work  hcsd  has  a  ground  taper 
wftb  ptoviaioa  for  taking  up  wear.  An  adjust- 

aUa  atop  scrtw  k  preeldsd  for  control  when  grinding 
oa  tbe  faee  of  the  wbaeL   A  posh  button  is  so  bested  as 

to  lock  the  spindle  in  place  to  permit  tightening  the 
draw-in  collet.  The  intermediate  gear  between  the 
work-head  motor  and  spindle  ia  made  from  fiber  to  give 
omooth  running. 

The  small  amount  of  power  required  makes  it  poiwible 
to  attach  the  machine  to  a  lightinir  circuit.  The  reRUIar 
equipment  includes  one  split  chuck,  a  diamond  with 
holder  for  truing  the  wheel,  reseating  reamer,  one 
wheel,  and  a  finger  and  holder  for  sharpening  reseating 
reamers.  The  overall  dimensions  are:  Length,  20  in.; 
width,  15  in.  and  height,  IG  in.  The  sice  of  the  wheel 
is  6xi  in.   Weight,  110  pounds. 

Steel-Flex  Cut-Sprinjr  Flexible 
Shaft  Coupling 

A  fiexible  coupling  of  the  type  illustrated  herewith 
has  recently  been  brought  out  by  the  Steel-Flex  Coup- 

ling Corporation.  1712  First  National  Bunk  BIdg.,  De- 
troit, Mich.  It  is  an  all-steel  coupling,  ban  a  machine- 

cut  spring  and  is  for  shafts  up  to  1  in.  in  diameter.  The 
body  of  the  coupling  ia  formed  from  a  cylindrical  tul>e 
of  a  quality  of  steel  suitable  for  power  transmission 
on  account  of  its  toughness  and  high  elastic  qualities. 
Hollow-head  safety  setscrews  are  employed  for  securing 
the  coupling  to  the  shafts. 

The  couplings  sre  intended  fflr  direct  connecting 
light-duty  motors  to  small  drilling  machines,  blowers, 
fan.s,  pumps  and  the  like,  where  shafts  are  slightly  out 
of  line  and  where  it  is  desired  that  the  coupling  should 
reduce  the  friction  in  shaft  bearings  and  act  as  a  shock 
absorber  on  sudden  starts. 

By  bending  in  the  spring,  the  coupling  allows  for 
\yoth  angular  and  parallel  misalignment,  although  it  is 
always  desirable  that  the  shafts  be  as  nearly  in  line  as 
possible.  Cushioning  of  the  starting  load  and  of  shocks 
in  the  drive  is  accomplished  by  torsional  deflection  of 
the  spring. 

The  company  also  manufactures  a  standard  line  of 
coil-.ipring  flexible  couplings  for  shafts  from  1  to  12  in. 

STKIi:L.-rL.K.X   <t"r.Hl'lU.NU  COUl'H.NO 

in  diameter.  The  helical  driving  coils  of  these  coup- 
lings are  formed  of  rectangular  chrome-vanadium  steel 

bars  tempered  to  provide  high  elasticity.  These  coils, 
one  within  the  other,  sre  mounted  on  machine  steel 

plugs.  On  the  ends  of  the  colls  are  shrunk  steel  head- 
ers, binding  the  parts  Into  a  continuous  flexible  unit. 

Flanges  are  attached  by  means  of  safety  cap  screws. 

Tbeee  heavy-duty  flange-type  couplings  are  for  use  on 
lineshafta,  as  well  as  for  direct  connecting  motors  and 
turbinea  to  auxiliaries. 
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Titan  Portable  Electric  Drill 

A  portable  electric  drill,  of  which  light  weight  and 
simplicity  of  design  and  operation  are  the  outstanding 
features,  has  recently  been  developed  by  the  Titan 
Manufacturing  Co.,  140  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago, 
111.  The  accompanying  illustration  shows  the  arrange- 

ment of  the  parts  of  the  tool. 
The  frame  of  the  drill  is  of  aluminum.  The  motor 

was  designed  by  the  Westinghouse  Electric  &  Manu- 
facturing Co.  especially  for  this  drill.  Under  test  it  is 

stated  to  have  developed  more  than  i  hp.  It  is  of  the 
universal  type  and  will  operate  on  either  alternating  or 
direct  current.  It  runs  at  high  speed  on  light  loads 
and  slows  down  on  the  heavier  loads,  providing  the 
proper  change  in  speed  for  different  sizes  of  drills. 
When  a  A--driIl  is  being  used  in  soft  steel,  the  drill 
rotates  at  about  850  r.p.m.,  which  is  approximately  the 
correct  speed  for  a  drill  of  this  size.  With  small 
drills,  the  speed  is  approximately  twice  as  much,  and 
when  running  free  the  speed  of  the  spindle  is  about 
2,000  r.p.m. 

A  feature  of  the  tool  is  that  the  windings  are  coated 
with  a  special  compound  and  baked  90  hours,  resulting 
in  a  solid  coil  with  no  possibility  of  the  wires  becoming 
loose.  This  coating  adds  greatly  to  the  insulating  prop- 

erties and  makes  the  armature  practically  indestruct- 
able  from  accidental  mechanical  abrasion.  The  arma- 

ture is  not  injured  by  immersion  in  either  oils  or  water 
except  as  they  might  rust  the  metal  parts  on  which  the 
coils  are  mounted. 

Ventilation  is  provided  by  a  vent  in  both  the  upper 
and  lower  branches  of  the  handle,  assuring  that  the 
handle  grip  will  always  remain  cool  and  that  the  in- 

coming air  will  be  distributed  to  all  parts  of  the  motor. 
The  motor  field  is  held  away  from  the  housing  by  rivets 
which  permit  the  air  to  circulate.  The  air  is  discharged 
in  front  of  the  housing,  tending  to  blow  away  from  the 
drill  any  dirt  which  might  be  raised  by  the  drilling 
operation. 

The  gears  are  packed  in  grease,  the  pinion  being  of 
steel  cut  directly  on  the  armature  shaft,  and  the  gear 
of  bronze.  The  teeth  are  of  the  helical  type.  The  gear 
ratio  is  7A  to  1,  which  odd  number  is  intended  to  pre- 

vent the  same  pair  of  teeth  on  gear  and  pinion  always 
meeting,  thus  distributing  the  wear.  The  thrust  is 
taken  on  a  ball  bearing,  working  between  two  hardened 
and  ground  tool-steel  surfaces. 

To  hold  the  armature  from  turning  when  opening  or 
closing  the  chuck,  which  is  of  the  Goodell-Pratt  keyless 

w — ^   — Z-" 

in  the  illustration,  just  below  the  spindle.  The  armature 
and  spindle  bearings  are  made  of  bronze  and  are 
equipped  with  spring  oilers. 

The  switch  is  located  in  the  handle  of  the  drill  in 
such  a  position  that  it  can  be  operated  by  the  thumb 
while  holding  the  drill  in  the  natural  position.  The 
pressure  on  it  can  be  released  without  effort.  The 
switch  is  of  the  quick-break  type  that  is  either  abso- 

lutely closed  or  open,  and  was  developed  for  this  drill 
by  the  Cutler-Hammer  Co.,  of  Milwaukee. 

The  plug  which  is  supplied  on  the  cable  is  steel 
armored,  non-breakable  and  all  parts  are  riveted  to- 

gether, eliminating  the  danger  of  the  contacts  becoming 
loosened  or  the  plug  becoming  broken  by  hard  use. 

Noble  &  Westbrook  No.  13  Bench-Type 
Marking  Machine 

The  bench-type  marking  machine  herewith  illustrated 
has  just  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Noble  & 
Westbrook  Manufacturing  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn.  The 
machine  is  designated  as  the  No.  13,  is  small  and  inex- 

pensive, and  capable  of  marking  four  lines  of  A-in.  let- 
tering on  flat  or  cylindrical  articles  up  to  2  in.  in  diam- 

TITAN    PORTABLE   KLECTRIC   DRILL 

type,  it  is  only  necessary  to  press  the  spring  stop  into 
the  slot  in  the  end  of  the  armature  shaft  and  the  chuck 
will  then  be  held  rigidly.   The  spring  stop  may  be  seen 

NOBLE  &  WESTBROOK  NO.   13  MARKING  MACHINE 

eter.  The  maximum  distance  of  the  marking  is  2  in. 
The  marking  \s  done  by  means  of  cylindrical  steel  mark- 

ing dies.  On  flat  articles  the  die  rolls  over  the  work, 
and  on  cylindrical  articles  both  the  die  and  the  work 
roll  together. 

The  design  of  the  machine  is  similar  to  that  of  the 

Noble  &  Westbrook  marking  machines  now  on  the  mar- 
ket, except  that  the  pressure  is  applied  from  the  top  by 

a  cam  movement  worked  through  a  rack  and  pinion,  and 
not  upward  through  the  table  as  in  the  larger  models. 
The  slide  is  fitted  with  roller  bearings,  and  the  table 
can  be  raised  by  a  hand  wheel  by  steps  of  thousandths 
of  an  inch,  and  locked  in  the  proper  position,  thus  per- 

mitting control  of  the  depth  of  the  marking. 
Small  drills,  reamers,  knives,  chisels  or  similar  parts 

can  be  marked  at  the  rate  of  about  700  an  hour,  it  is 
stated.  The  machine  occupies  a  bench  space  of  10  x  12 
in.  and  weighs  60  lb.  It  is  furnished  with  one  die  holder 
of  suitable  design  for  either  flat  or  cylindrical  parts. 
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K-N  Uyinc  Out  and  DriUinf  Machine 
A  BwrliiM  MpadaUy  for  tb*  toolroom,  known  w  the 

K-N  layiiw  oat  ami  drilUag  machine,  has  just  been 
M  tka  awkiK  hy  B.  L.  Kngt  *  Co..  60  West 

81.  CIlllMW.  lU.  The  machine  is  intended 
for  ■■•  fai  co^JMetioB  wtth  Um  JohanMoa  compound 
idM*  airi  hbdBi.  ■MkiBc  a  eoapleto  laying  out  and  drill- 
img  marhlaa  for  the  spacins  of  bolce  in  such  work  aa 

diaa,  jiga,  tamplataa  and  maat*r  platea.  With  this  ma- 
chiat  Uh  lytlw  of  locatiae  boha  with  buttons  is  en- 
tirily  allMinated  on  auch  work  as  the  machine  will 
■liil—iiilati  A  front  view  is  shown  in  Fig.  I.  while 
Tig.  2  shows  a  side  view. 
Om  of  tho  principal  faataraa  of  the  machine  is  the 

rigid  aran  ■ilMidliig  balow  the  point  of  the  drill  in  such 

sJ 

'  1 

a 

Six  changes  of  apoada  are  provided  from  400  to  4,300 
r.p.m..  furnishing  the  proper  speeds  for  all  drills  up  to 
1  in.  in  diameter.  As  a  routing  or  milling  machine, 
the  tool  can  be  operated  with  a  single-lip  cutter.  A 
k>cking  screw  is  provided  for  locking  the  spindle  in  a 
fixed  position.  The  spring  idler  Iteeps  the  belt  ut  the 
proper  tension  at  all  times,  allowing  the  lH>lt  to  slip  if 
too  great  pressure  is  exerted  on  the  cutter  and  thereby 
saving  the  cutter  from  breaking. 

The  h«ad  of  the  machine,  which  is  similar  to  the  K-N 
spotting  and  routing  attachment  described  on  paire  572, 
Vol.  56  of  American  Mafhini»t,  is  so  constructed  that 
it  may  be  removed  from  the  column  and  mounted  on  a 
milling  machine  in  five  minutes.  It  may  then  be  uned 
for  laying  out  and  drilling  directly  from  the  millinK 
machine  screw,  or  for  greater  accuracy,  in  connection 
with  the  Johansson  compound  slide  and  blocks.  The 
spindle  speed,  which  is  seven  times  the  milling  machine 
speed,  makes  it  possible  to  use  a  very  small  cutter.  In 
drilling  small  holes  in  jig  or  tool  work,  any  number  of 
holes  may  be  drilled  with  an  accuracy  of  dimensions 
between  holes  practically  equal  to  the  accuracy  of  the 
.lohansson  blocks. 

no.  I   K-N  LJ^TINU  UtT   A.NU   UllllJJ.NO    MAI'IIINK. no  1— «iLiK  View  or  machine 

•  position  that  a  bashing  of  the  correct  size  for  the  drill 
ran  be  located  just  above  the  surface  of  the  work  to 
pravcat  tiM  driO  from  apringing.  A  set  of  small  drill 

bviMlWi  ia  Mlppliad  with  the  machine  and  extra  bush- 
ingB  of  any  aixe  dcalrod  can  be  procured  from  the  manu- 
factarrr.  The  table  of  the  machine  is  adjusUbte  for 
koifkt.  making  it  poaafble  to  bring  any  thickneas  or 
dfaHBa(«r  of  work  op  to  the  bushing. 

The  hfd  of  the  machine  swing*  a  full  860  deg.,  allow- 

lag  driOiag  to  be  doM  at  any  dogroe.     The  Rpinr"r 
ad  tlw  bradwt  holding  the  gaido  bushingH 

hi  OOP  fitim,  —nrlng  parfect  alignment  at  all  tis  ' 
Tha  g«ida  baabiagi  are  mad*  of  tool  steel,  the  h"!*- 
hppod  to  vize,  aad  the  bashing  is  ground  concentric 
wtdl  tko  hole.    Tka  apiadla  polky  and  idlers,  as  well  aa 
tko  end  tknwU  for  tho  apindlc.  run  on  chromo-niclMi 

an  boariaga  boiag  ground  after  hardening.   The 
it  dHvan  by  aMaaa  of  a  round  belt,  which  is 

timuf*  kapt  at  a  uniform  tension  by  a  comptnsating 
iprfag  Idkr,  BMoatod  ia  such  a  manoer  that  tb«  belt 
ifl  always  ia  aligaaMBt* 

Pratt  &  Whitney  Wheel  Dresser  for  Vertical 
Surface  Crindinj?  Machine 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  device  that 
has  recently  been  developed  by  the  Pratt  &  Whitney  Co., 
Ill  Broadway,  New  York.  N.  Y.,  for  dressing  the 
wheels  of  vertical  surface  grinding  machines  without 
danger  of  injury  to  the  operator.  The  advantages  of 

hand  dressing  can,  however,  be  obtained  with  the  dress- 
ing attachment. 

The  device  consists  of  a  bracket  bolted  or  riveted  to 
the  wheel  guard  and  supporting  the  stem  on  which  the 
dresser  proper  is  pivoted.  The  dressing  wheels  are  iicid 
in  one  end  of  a  bent  bar,  so  that  they  come  to  position 
on  the  face  of  the  wheel.  The  other  end  of  the  bar 
forms  a  handle,  so  that  the  wheels  can  be  easily  moved 
into  position.  The  dressing  wheels  can  be  moved  on  the 
face  of  the  grinding  wheel  in  the  same  manner  aa 
though  a  hand  dresser  were  employed. 

No  change  in  the  set-up  of  the  work  or  of  the  wheel 

r.  *  W.  WHEKL  UBBSMKK  KOIt  VKKTICAL  »tl!l    >'  i- 
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la  noooaaary  when  the  dressing  is  done,  and  the  action 

of  the  device  I*  very  rapid.  The  dresser  may  be  easily 

applied  to  grinding  machines  now  in  use.  and  it  is  fur- 
nished as  regular  equipment  on  new  machines. 
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Wallace  Electric-Driven  Portable 
Sifter  and  Strainer 

An  electrically  operated  device  for  rapidly  sifting  and 
straining  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by 
J.  D.  Wallace  &  Co.,  1401  West  Jackson  Blvd.,  Chicago, 

111.  In  Fig.  1  the  device  is  shown  as  employed  for  sift- 
ing sand  in  a  foundry.  It  is  stated  that  the  device  can 

sift  a  ton  of  moist  molding  sand  through  a  No.  2  riddle 
in  four  minutes,  delivering  the  sand  perfectly  cleaned 
and  thoroughly  mixed,  and  that  two  men  shoveling  at- 
top  speed  cannot  keep  the  sifter  running  at  full  capacity. 

The  device  can  be  hung  from  any  convenient  support, 
being  either  moved  to  the  sand  pile  or  sifted  directly 
over  the  core  trays  or  flasks.  Since  the  extreme  motion 
of  the  riddle  is  only  A  in.  from  its  central  position,  the 
workman  has  no  difficulty  in  locating  the  sifter  when 
placing  a  shovelful  of  sand  in  it. 

The  principal  feature  of  the  machine  is  in  the  motor, 
which  is  connected  directly  to  the  riddle.  The  armature 
and  the  shaft  of  the  motor  remain  stationary  and  the 
field  and  housing  revolve  at  high  speed.  This  housing 
is  weighted  on  one  side,  so  that  when  it  revolves  it  gives 
an  eccentric  or  circular  vibrating  motion  to  the  riddle. 
No  gearing  is  employed,  and  the  motor  is  equipped  with 
self-oiling  ball  bearings. 

The  motor  parts  are  inclosed  in  a  dust-proof  casing, 
and  cooling  air  is  circulated  around  the  motor  by  its 
own  motion.  The  air  is  drawn  in  at  the  top  of  one  arm 
of  the  supporting  frame  tubing,  and  after  circulating 
around  the  motor  is  expelled  at  the  top  of  another  arm. 
A  valve  trap  at  the  air  intake  prevents  dust  and  dirt 
from  entering.  The  machine  is  ordinarily  equipped 
with  an  18-in.  riddle  having  a  No.  2  screen,  although 
the  screen  can  be  quickly  changed  and  removed  by  sim- 

ply loosening  the  riddle  clamps. 
When  it  is  desired  to  strain  or  mix  liquids,  such  as 

clay-milk,  oils,  paints,  varnishes,  enamels  and  chemicals, 
the  apparatus  appears  as  shown  in  Fig.  2.  The  strain- 

ing attachment  has  considerable  capacity  both  above 
and  below  the  screen.  The  spout  for  delivering  the 
strained  fluid  connects  to  the  bottom  receptacle,  so  that 

enough  to  admit  the  substance  to  be  strained,  and  yet 
preventing  the  liquid  from  splashing  over.  The  screw 
cap  at  one  side  of  this  top  enables  the  screen  to  be 
cleaned  without  taking  the  riddle  apart.  It  ia  stated 
that  the  circular  vibratory  motion  of  the  device  enables 

very  rapid  screening  and  thorough  mixing.  The  mo- 
tion of  the  riddle  breaks  up  lumps,  and  particles  of  grit 

and  dirt  are  not  forced  through  the  screen.  The  device 
requires  very  little  head  room. 

PIG.    1 — WALLACE    KLKCTltlC    SIFTKK.      FIG.    2— DEVICE 

FITTEI>  'WITH  STRAI.N'IXG  ATTACHMENT 

the  liquid  can  be  drained  off  into  a  tank  underneath  the 
strainer.  Phosphor  bronze  screens  of  any  mesh  can  be 
inserted  in  the  strainer  attachment  by  simply  loosening 
the  side  wing  bolts. 

The  top  is  partially  closed,  leaving  an  opening  large 

Consolidated  Tool  Works  "Easy  Grip" 
Hack  Saw  Frame 

The  hack.saw  frame  shown  in  the  accompanying  illus- 

tration is  designated  as  the  No.  40  "Easy  Grip"  frame, 
and  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Con- 

solidated Tool  Works,  Inc.,  296  Broadway,  New  York, 

CONSOLIDATED    "EASY   GRIP"   HACK   SAW    FRAME 

N.  Y.  The  handle  is  .so  positioned  that  it  affords  a 
comfortable  grip  for  the  operator,  does  not  cramp  his 
hand  and  enables  him  to  obtain  a  powerful  stroke  with 
as  little  fatigue  as  possible. 

The  frame  is  made  entirely  of  nickel-plated  steel,  with 
the  exception  of  the  wooden  handle.  The  wing  nut  for 
tightening  the  blade  is  located  at  the  rear  or  handle  end 
of  the  tool,  where  it  is  out  of  the  way.  The  blade  may 
be  turned  to  face  in  anv  of  four  directions. 

Bonus  for  Attendance 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

It  is  aggravating  to  have  a  man  who  is  expected  to 
tend  a  machine  come  in  late  when  it  is  eating  its  head 

off  with  the  usual  expenses  for  "interest,  taxes,  main- 
tenance and  depreciation,  etc.,"  especially  when  the  same 

machine  is  the  most  profitable  investment  in  the  whole 
establishment,  except,  of  course,  the  money  paid  for 
your  services.  It  is  even  more  aggravating  to  have  the 
storekeeper  fifteen  minutes  behind  hand  or  to  find  that 
the  engine  runner  has  overslept  himself.  The  crown- 

ing injury,  however,  is  when  the  fireman,  who  could  on 

a  pinch  "start  her  up,"  if  the  operating  engineer  was 
not  on  hand,  has  a  head  or  a  stomach  as  the  result  of 

yesterday's  lobster  and  ice  cream  at  "Coney"  and  fails 
to  materialize  on  time.  An  entire  day's  absence  is  of 
coui'se  the  pinnacle  of  loss. 

Yet  these  things  happen  and  about  the  only  way  to 
stop  them  is  to  offer  a  bonus  for  full  and  prompt  attend- 

ance in  stretches  of  a  month  each.  The  bonus  for  a 
month's  full  attendance  can  be  more  than  four  times  as 
much  as  that  for  a  week,  and  is  worth  it.  Just  how 
much  it  is  worth  is  for  the  manager  to  determine,  in 
consultation  with  the  foreman  and  the  cost  accountant. 
No  firm  can  afford  to  have  even  piece-work  operatives 
lose  time.  The  bonus  offered  would  certainly  amount  to 

less  than  the  loss  due  to  curtailed  pi-oduction. 
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News   Section 
S.  L  B.  Convention  Opens 

October  18 

HklnUi to  MklnUia  Mm- 
nth  •  Minimam 

aad  Com"  is  to  be  Um 
mki»ci  it  thm  aiaUi  niUeaal  «•»• 

«f  tk*  Sectote  of  laAvtrial 
tMhirn  at  Uw  B«Ul  McAlpin.  N«w 
YwluOct.  IS.  19  and  ».  IttL 
tiM  opMlac  MMkw  wUI  iMcin 

•daj,  OcL  18.  St  which  tiBM 
I W.  itM,  praMmt  of  Umf  Sorivty. 
Mk  tm  nriM  Hatotioa  of  Bco- 

**Tbo   Bcoaonie   Baekcrooad    N«eM> 
for   •    BiMlnoM    Exerutive"   U   a 
tiMt  triU  rM«i««  (pccial  coiwider- 
at   a   cMwral   a««Uiic   of    U>« 

Onap  «■  tba  first  day  of 
tea.     At  aaoUi^   mratinc 

W.   D«BraL   firtl    inaiuiK«'r. 
ladUaa  Tm  Bailderi'  Amo- 

«0I  •naont  a  paper  on  Th« 
Ji      JMiit      of      Production. " 
J.  IMo.  director  of  labor.  B. 

A    Co.,    «rUI    deliver    a 
•■  "Tka  ladaatrial  Act-**    A.  J. 
~   ck.  CmbdMIm^  Palmolivc  Co . 

ik    oa   ̂ The   Badc«t   and    the 

For»c*«t.'* At  tkt  baaqMt.  tkraa  otkOT 
of  Mia   vBI   iMiMi   tha 

an  F.  B. 
Ytatt   Ca^   D.    B.    Drwcjr, 

taatttsto  of  Tacknolofrr. 
Mr.   Keely  has 

I   two   year*    of 
In  Boaala.    He  to  an 

aad   ia  aoiinently 

to  ■paak  OB  **Tha  ladaatrial 

is  taaia.'* Bairial  latanat  win  cMtar  oa  tha 
PrMur  cMataw  aaaaiaa  wbfek  ia  to  be 

1  taniw  AwUcatiaa  of  Material 
of  Bedorinir 

              _      Production." vfll  b«  ■■  ialaraatiac  exhibit  of 
Dt  as  well 

ee  cquipmant. 
all  who  ara 

i»t  to  at- 
aad  to  participate 

hi  tka  dtocaaakaa  and  inapertion  trips. 
Captoa  if  tkt  raipMi  procram  may  be 

tka  Bwteaaa  MaawCT. 

Ensineerinf  Secretary  on 
National  Tour 

Oa  a  aatteowUe  toor  eadfa*  la  Baa 

'        '        aarijr  bi  October,  wfcaa  tka 
aarttay  af  tka  AMrieaa  8o- 

Incfaau*  win  ba  k^ 
ef  WflaMactaa.  exacn- 

•f  the  American   Knci- 
of  tiM  FcderatMl  Amer- 
Bactetiw,  wii«  addrewi 
aJOB  Aacalea  at  nooa 
ff    A  luaikioM  kaa 
tkattfaykytkaJaiat 
af  Loi  AatrfM. 

Mr.  Wallace  la  interpretinr  the  mi»> 
•ion  uf  th«  Federation,  onranited  with 
Hrrbrrt  Hoover  as  tirst  president,  to 
tlte  rnirineer*  of  the  West,  where  a 

lance  irrowth  in  the  Federation's  mem- 
bership and  influence  is  loolced  for  dur- 

ins  the  nt-xt  year.  One  of  the  principal 

topics  of  Mr.  N\allace's  Los  Anieles  atl- dnaa  will  be  the  report  of  the  American 

Entineerinx  t'uuncil's  Committee  on Worii-iVriolK  in  Continuous  Industry 
on  "The  Twelve-Hour  Shift  in  Ameri- 

can Industry." 

Increase  in  Exports  of  Motor 
Boats  and  Airplanes 

The  Automotive  Division  of  the 
Department  of  Commerce  reports  a 
decrease  in  every  classiflcation  of  auto- 

motive FxportK  m  July,  except  motor- 
boats  and  airplanes.  There  was,  how- 

ever, an  increase  in  the  unit  values  in 
all  cases.  Passenxer  car  exports  dur- 
inx  July  decreased  28.4  per  cent  in 
number  and  24.4  per  cent  in  value  as 
compared  with  exports  during  June, 
5,600  havinx  been  exported  at  a  value 
of  $4.S96.54I.  The  unit  value  of  9784 
was  an  increase  of  $42.  The  lowest 
decrease  was  shown  in  exportn  of  cars 
valued  between  $800  and  Il'.OOO.  Motor 
trucka  decreased  26.7  per  cent  in  num- 

ber and  6.9  per  cent  m  value,  i-x|MirtN 
havinr  toUled  822  valued  at  $734,148 
and  the  unit  value  havinx  increased 
tl92,  the  averaxe  value  of  trucks  ex- 

ported beinx  $893. 
Belxium  was  the  leadinx  truck  mar- 

ket, havinx  taken  170  trucks  valued  at 
$.18,031  (lurinx  June  and  340  valued  at 
$84.40fi  in  July.  Canada  occupied  sec- 

ond place  with  117  trucks  valued  at 
$225,697  as  compared  with  166  valued 
at  1250,626.  Mexico  was  third  with 
106  valued  at  $46380  against  136 
vaload  at  $66,546. 

Swiss  Machinery  Imports 
Show  Decline 

T>aHnx  the  second  quarter  of  tha 
prewnt  year  Switzerland  imported 
ttl/MO  metric  quintals  of  foreixn  ma- 

chinery not  includinx  electric  appa- 
ratus, as  axainst  97,000  quinuls  during 

tka  same  period  of  the  preceding  year. 
For  the  flrst  three  months  of  10i22  the 
machinery  imports  amounted  to  60,^141) 
quintals  as  compared  with  :02,000  quin- 
tab  during  the  first  thraa  nonths  of 
1921. 
The  valuf  of  the  machinery  exported 

from  Switzerland  was  40300,000  francs 
for  the  second,  and  30,900,000  francs 
for  the  first  quarter  of  1922  as  axainst 
«630«j000  francs  and  66360300  francs 
dmag  tba  same  two  periods  of  1921. 

Aceordinx  to  reports  from  all  parts 
of  the  country  tae  aituation  on  the 
Swiss  machinery  market  leaven  still 
very  mttch  to  be  desired.  In  somi>  moa- 
Mire  only  tha  larga  claetric  machinery 
aatabliahmenta  are  busy,  which  have 
baobad  constdarabla  orders  for  loco- 
Matfvaa,  tuMaaa*  ajmaiMa,  etc 

Ensrineers  Elected  to  Eye 
SiKht  Council  Board 

Election  of  several  engineers  and 
educators  to  the  Board  of  Councillors 
of  the  Eye  Sight  Conservation  Council 
of  America  Is  announced  from  the 
head(|uurUTS  of  the  Council  in  New 

York  by  (Juy  A.  Henry,  xeneral  direc- tor. Enxinecn  chosen  include  Prof. 
Joseph  E.  Koe,  head  of  the  Deport- 

ment of  Industrial  Knxineering  in  New 
York  University,  and  Dr.  V.  C.  Cald- 

well, professor  of  Klectrical  Engineer- 
ing in  Ohio  State  Universitv. 

rrof.  Roe  is  a  member  of  the  Execu- 
tive Board  of  the  American  Engineer- 

ing Council  of  the  Federated  American 
Engineering  Societiex,  and  prciiident  of 
the  Society  of  Industrial  Engineers. 
Prof.  Caldwell  is  chairman  of  the  Com- 

mittee on  Education  of  the  Illuminating 
Engineering  Society.  L.  W.  Wallace, 
executive  secretary  of  the  Federated 
American  Engineerinx  Societies,  is 
president  of  the  Eye  Sight  Conserva- 

tion  Council. 
Prof.  Roc  described  eye  conserva- 

tion, which  is  to  be  intensively  carried 
on  in  the  classrooms  and  workshops  of 
the  nation,  as  an  important  public  serv- 

ice made  poxxible  larxely  ttirouxh  the 
disclosures  by  the  Hoover  Committee 
on  the  Elimination  of  Waste  in  Ind'is- 
try.  Enormous  losses.  Prof.  Roe  «ttid, 
were  l>einx  sustained  by  the  nation 
throuirh  defective  eye  siifht.  Surveys 
in  imIuKtrial  centers  ana  in  city  and 
rural  schools  are  showing  that  economic 
and  physical  damage  is  being  caused 
simply  through  failure  of  parents, 
taaehers  and  factory  managers  to  cor- 

net faults  which  can  be  remedied. 

Army  Ordnance  Association Annual  Meeting: 

More  than  one  thousand  engineers 
are  expected  to  attend  the  fourth  an- 

nual meeting  of  the  Army  Ordnance 
Association,  which  will  he  held  at  the 
Aberdeen  Proving  Ground  on  October  fl. 
A  program  of  test  flrings  and  demon- 

stration of  the  more  recent  develop- 
ments in  ordnance  material  and  ammu- 
nition has  been  arranxed.  A  year  ago 

a  fii  iiMlration  was  attended 
by  ■  So  much  of  value  to 
the  •.,  i4  number  of  classes  of 
vny  'leveioiM-d  on  that  occasion 
thai    I  ■  vi  i1  II  iiiiifii  iiirir.ir  gather- 
ing  will  i'b    dem- onstrate lation     is 

limited  to  nieinlwrs  of  the  Army  Ord- 
nanca  Association,  the  American  Soci- 

ety of  Mechanical  Engineerx.  and  the 
Society  of  Automotive  Kngineers,  it  is 

entMl  out  that  (here  will  he  many 
tares  of  the  program  of  interest  to 

chemists,  electrical,  and  civil  engineers 
that  a  large  representation  from  these 

branches  of  engineeri""  <<>'">>Ml>ly  will 
he  present.     Trw  re<i  for  an 
invitation  ran  be  met  I  '■'■  who  is 
not  '  r  of  any  one  of  the  three 
soci<  .lioncd  by  taking  out  mem- 

bership in  the  assodatioa. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Agriculture  and  Industry 

Based  on  Current  Developments 
By  THEODORE  H.  PRICE 

Editor,   Commerce  and  Finance,  New   York 

ICopyrighted,  Theodore  H.  Price  Publishing  Corporation,  16   Exchange  Place,  New  York) 

DURING  the  week  the  specul
ative 

markets  followed  tradition  in 

their  response  to  the  cables  re- 
ceived from  Europe  about  the  situation 

in  the  near  East.  When  the  news  sug- 
gested war  stocks  and  cotton  went  down 

while  wheat  went  up.  When  the 
reports  were  less  ominous  the  move- 

ment of  prices  was  reversed. 
But  with  their  repetition  people  have 

gradually  become  less  sensitive  to  the 
alarmist  rumors  and  even  if  the  worst 
should  happen  and  England  became 
involved;  in  a  war  with  Turkey  it  is 
now  doubtful  whether  business  in  the 
United  States  would  be  much  shocked 
or  disturbed. 

There  are  but  few  men  in  Europe 
and  fewer;  in  America  whose  opinion 
with  regard  to  the  Turko-European 
problem  is  worth  much.  It  has  vexed 
statesmen  for  centuries  and  will  prob- 

ably continue  to  trouble  them  for  a 
long  time  to  come.  Most  Americans 
doubt  the  likelihood  of  war  because  they 
believe  that  the  world  is  utterly  tired 
of  bloodshed  and  will  adjust  its  quarrels 
by  compromise,  at  least  until  another 
generation  has  come  to  the  fighting  age. 

Accepting  this  generalization  as  we 
turn  to  the  business  record  of  the  week 
one  is  struck  by  the  unanimity  with 
which  firmness  in  the  commodity  mar- 

kets is  reported.  Here  are  some  of  the 
headings  that  appear  over  the  various 
market  reports  published  in  the  New 
York  Journal  of  Commerce  of  Sept.  21: 
"Lead  firm,"  "Tin  firm,"  "Heavy 

copper  exports,"  "Scrap  iron  soaring 
upward,"  "Perro  silicon  advances," 
"Pipe  in  special  demand,'  "Iron  at  $28 
a  ton  in  Birmingham,"  "Grain  strong," 
"Mill  feed  higher,"  "Fruits  higher," 
"Sugar  steadier,"  "Raisins  excited," 
"Canned  tomatoes  strong,"  "Kerosene 
higher,"  "Demand  for  silk  growing," 
"Cotton  yarns  firm,"  "Worsted  yarns 
tending  up,"  "Wide  sheeting  trade 
grows  broader,"  "Hemp  advances," 
"Burlaps  advanced  sharply,"  "New  car- 

pets higher." In  each  case  special  reasons  are 
given  for  the  upward  tendency,  but 
what  many  regard  as  its  underlying 
basis  is  revealed  in  the  sub-heads 
printed  over  the  report  of  the  dry 
goods  market.     They  read  as   follows: 

"High  protectionists  look  for  era  of 
prosperity,"  and  "Many  merchants  say 
it  is  impossible  now  to  avoid  evil  effects 
of  inflation." 

These  two  statements  explain  the 
confidence  in  higher  prices  to  which  I 
have  previously  alluded  as  so  general 
in  the  East.  It  is  due  to  the  expecta- 

tion of  what  is  vaguely  called  inflation 
and  is  in  fact  a  reflection  of  the  high 
v/ages  now  being  paid  and  the  high 
import  duties  imposed  in  the  tariff  bill 
just  passed.  Opinions  differ  as  to 
whether  the  country  will  be  benefited 
by  having  its  cost  of  living  again  in- 

creased, but  there  is  no  doubt  that  ris- 
ing prices  create  a  feeling  of  prosperity 

which  stimulates  activity  and  .specula- 
tion for  a  time;  even  though  it  be 

illusory.  It  is  with  this  feeling  that 
business  men  must  now  reckon,  for  he 
who  bases  his  calculations  entirely  on 
facts  and  takes  no  account  of  feeling 
is  likely  to  go  as  far  astray  as  those 
who  ignore  the  facts  and  shape  their 
course  entirely  with  reference  to  the 
prevailing  sentiment. 

There  is  no  doubt  that 

rising  prices  create  a  feeling  of 
prosperity  which  stimulates 
activity  and  speculation  for  a 

time,  even  though  it  be  illus- 
ory. It  is  with  this  feeling 

that  business  men  must  now 
reckon.  Calculations  based  on 
facts  without  taking  feeling 
into  account,  are  as  likely  to 
be  erroneous  as  calculations 

which  ignore  facts  and  use 
prevailing  sentiment  only  as 
their  foundation. 

But  it  is  certain  that  the  farmers  do 
not  as  yet  share  in  the  illusion  of 
prosperity,  present  or  prospective,  to 
which  the  rest  of  the  country  seems 
to  be  surrendering  itself.  If.  it  is  to 
become  nation-wide  better  markets  for 
their  products,  especially  wheat  and 
cotton,  must  develop  or  be  provided. 
Should  these  staples  become  perma- 

nently worth  substantially  more  than 
they  are  now  selling  for  there  is  but 
little  doubt  that  the  optimism  of  the 
industrial  districts  would  become  gen- 

eral, but  for  the  present  the  people  of 
the  agricultural  regions  feel  that  they 
have  been  overlooked  in  the  plans  made 
for  reviving  business  and  no  great 
increase  in  their  purchasing  power  is 
to  be  expected. 

Their  predicament  is  our  most  .seri- 
ous domestic  problem  and  some  radical 

efforts  to  solve  it  may  be  tried.  One  of 
them  is  suggested  by  the  story  of  a 
Texas  farmer  who  abandoned  his  crop 
because  he  could  make  more  than  it 
would  net  by  taking  the  job  of  a  rail- 

way shopman  who  had  struck. 
If  everyone  who  is  dissatisfied  could 

thus  apply  the  lesson  of  "Put  yourself 
in  his  place"  it  might  be  a  good  thing 
for  the  country  as  a  whole. 

There  are,  however,  only  two  com- 
modities that  are  substantially  cheap. 

One  is  sugar,  which  is  nearly  a  cent 
below  the  price  at  which  it  was  selling 
ten  weeks  ago,  and  more  than  twenty 
cents  a  pound  under  the  war  top.  The 
recent  decline  is  charged  to  the  high 
duty  imposed  in  the  McCumber  tariff 
bill,  but  with  prices  nearing  the  cost 
of  production  refineries  and  distributors 
are  expected  to  buy  more  freely  soon. 
At  under  three  cents  cost  and  freight 

for  Cuban  raws,  sugar  is  very  near  the 
cost  of  production. 

Rubber  shows  a  little  more  resiliency 
on  fresh  rumors  that  the  English  and 
Dutch  producers  will  get  together  to 
limit  production.  This  time  the  move- 

ment is  being  led  by  three  Americans, 
David  M.  Figart,  Walter  B.  Mahony 
and  Edgar  B.  Davis,  who  propose  the 
organization  of  an  International  Plan- 

tation Rubber  Co.  with  a  capital  of  fifty 
million  pounds  sterling. 

Aside  from  the  "ups  and  downs" attributable  to  the  news  from  Europe 
there  have  been  few  developments  in 
the  security  markets  that  call  for  com- 

ment. The  general  feeling  is  that  if 
the  expected  business  boom  comes  there 
will  be  less  money  with  which  to  carry 
stocks  and  bonds.  Many  good  judges 
are  therefore  disposed  to  believe  that 
bonds  are  high  enough  and  that  a  fur- 

ther advance  in  stocks  is  not  to  be  ex- 
pected except  as  increased  earnings  may 

justify  it  in  the  case  of  particular 
corporations. 

As  many  railroads  are  now  handling 
more  traffic  than  ever  before  in  their 
history  the  railroad  stocks  as  a  class 
have  been  well  bought. 

President  Harding's  veto  of  the  bonus 
bill  and  his  admirable  statement  of  his 
reasons  for  disapproving  it  have  given 
much  satisfaction.  Following  the  Sen- 

ate's refusal  to  override  the  veto  there 
was  an  improvement  in  the  price  of 
Liberty  Bonds  and  it  is  reported  that 
Secretary  Mellon  will  shortly  undertake 
some  extensive  refunding  operations  in- 

volving a  large  issue  of  ten  year  bonds 
on  a  4  per  cent  basis. 

The  foreign  complications  have  taken 

the  speculative  "tang"  out  of  the 
atmosphere  but  it  may  return  when 
the  political  temperature  and  humidity 
in  Europe  are  reduced.  Certainly  the 
week  has  proved  that  prices  are  not 
easily  depressed  even  by  news  that 
would  be  acutely  depressing  if  there 
were  any  commercial  or  financial  dis- tension. 

In  Germany  money  is  said  to  be  tight 
despite  the  infinite  quantity  of  paper 
marks  outstanding.  The  Reichsbank 
has  therefore  announced  that  for  the 
present  seven  billions  marks  a  day  will 
be  printed  and  issued.  The  prospect 
defies  the  imagination  and  it  is  strange 
that  marks  continue  to  be  salable  at 
even  6  cents  a  hundred  in  New  York. 
The  other  foreign  exchanges  have  been 

surprisingly  steady  and  their  steadi- 
ness has  engendered  some  cynicism  as 

to  the  reported  disaffection  between 
France  and  England. 

The  Federal  Reserve  statement  shows 
a  reserve  ratio  unchanged  at  78.3  per 
cent,  and  a  decrease  of  $6,000,000  in  the 
gold  held.  This  decrease  is  doubtless 
due  to  the  persistent  effort  that  is 
being  made  to  force  gold,  in  the  shape 
of  gold  certificates,  into  circulation,  the 
purpose  being  to  avert  inflation  by 
reducing  the   gold  held  by   the  banks. 
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last  Thursday's  cablea,  are  reflected in  the  advance  of  the  discount  rata  by 
the  Reichabank  durinK  the  past  week 
to  8  per  cent,  thus  markintr  the  hiirh- 

«st  rate  established  by  any  of 
the  srreat  Kuropean  banks 
either  before  or  since  the 
war,  and  higher  than  at  any 
nreviouR  time  in  the  Reichs- 
nank's  hintory.  Vast  issues 
of  pn|>er  marks  have  depre- 
i-ialed  Cermany's  currency  to 
tt  iK)int  where  it  is  nearly 
worthlesji.  It  is  not  dillicult 
to  see  that  the  cost  of  doiiiK 
busineas  has  reachad  a  point 
entirely  out  of  keapins  with 
the  capital  with  wnich  buai- 
ness  is  conducted. 
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ia  estimated  at  321  millions  or  10.7 
per  cenL  That  of  British  India  li 
expected  to  toUl  .166  million*  or  12Jt 
per  cent  The  world  yield  is  estimated 
at  3,018  millions  as  compared  with  the 
1921  yield  of  3,069  millions.  Prewar 
jrield  was  about  2,800  millions  yearly. 

Ceaditiona  in  Germany  according  to 

American  foreign  trade  for 
August,  in  the  liirht  of  the 
pros  and  cons  of  the  tariff  con- 

troversy, has  several  pointa 
of  interest.  Importn  had  a 
total  value  of  |271  millions 
while  exports  were  valued 
at  $:<02  milliona,  the  excess 

of  exporta  or  our  "favor- able" trade  balance  amount- 
inir  to  |31  milliona.  This  is 
the  smallest  surplus  appear- 

ing: in  American  forelirn  trade 
since  September  1014.  It  is 
even  $19  millions  less  than 

the  surplus  of  Aufcust,  1918.  While 
our  exports  for  August  of  Uiis  yenr 
exceed  those  of  July  by  leas  than 
$1,000,000,  our  imports  on  the  other 
hand,  increaned  nearly  $20  millions. 
Increaxed  buyins  in  anticipation  of  tho 
new  tariff  toiretner  with  coal  imports 
valued  at  $r>,000,000  laem  to  ac- 

count   for    the    increase    over    July. 
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Business  Conditions  in  England 
War  Debt  Settlement  Retarding  Recovery — Unemployment  Situation  Reflects 

Loss  of  Markets — Machinery  Industry  Stagnant 
BY  OUR  LONDON  CORRESPONDENT 

THE  storm  that  has  been  th
reat- 

ening over  the  European  conti- 
nent for  two  years  or  so  de- 

veloped recently  so  rapidly  that  a 
deluge  was  anticipated  almost  mo- 

mentarily. But  at  the  worst  it  has 
been  postponed  and  we  breathe  again. 
With  the  causes  we  are  not  here  con- 

cerned; they  go  back  certainly  to  the 
making  of  the  peace,  if  no  further,  and 
it  is  hoped  that  those  who  are  called  in 
to  avert  wreckage  will  proceed  less  on 
the  war-time  idea  of  doing  things  for 
immediate  effect.  Short  views  are  right 
enough  for  men  engaged  in  business, 
but  statesmen  try  to  take  rather  longer 
views. 
Great  Britain,  of  course,  depends 

largely,  even  mainly,  on  overseas  trad- 
ing. For  some  time  she  has  been  find- 

ing her  markets  restricted,  partly  as  an 
entirely  natural  result  of  the  war,  and 
partly  also  as  a  result  of  the  war  in  a 
narrowness  of  mental  outlook  which 
takes  form  in  the  erection  of  tariff 
walls  merely  to  keep  out  the  goods  of 
the  foreigner.  It  is  difficult  to  find  a 
country  that  has  not  thus  effectively 
prevented  or  minimised  imports  and  at 
the  same  time  has  not  attempted  to  ex- 
port. 
Reparations  Settlement  Imperative 

That  trade  is  barter  is  clearly  seen 
in  the  reparations  problem.  For  a  num- 

ber of  years  the  allies  were  doing  their 
best  to  send  shell  and  other  metal- 

lurgical products  into  what  was  for  the 
time  being  a  part  of  Germany.  Victory 
having  been  won  and  the  military  war 
terminated,  they  have  endeavored  to  get 
payment  by  way  of  reparation.  Exactly 
how  Germany  is  to  pay  if  she  cannot 
send  goods  has  never  been  understood. 
The  allies,  or  certain  of  them,  have  re- 
.sisted  payment  by  way  of  services  and 
full  payment  in  gold  is  of  course  im- 

practicable. Also  to  enable  the  allies  to 
carry  on  the  war  they  themselves  had  to 
obtain  credits  and  to  import  material 
from  any  country  having  the  power  to 
supply,  and  the  same  difficulties  as  re- 

gards payment  are  experienced. 
If  we  take  your  own  case,  the  British 

marine  transport  is  finding  increasing 
difficulty  in  rendering  even  its  pre-war 
service.  The  articles  we  have  to  sup- 

ply naturally  take  the  form  of  manufac- 
tured goods,  the  export  of  which  to 

America  has  seldom  been  easy  and  is 
certainly  not  being  eased,  while  as  re- 

gards gold,  even  if  it  were  available, 
it  is  understood  here  that  American 
bankers  have  all  they  need  by  way  of 
reserves  and  would  by  no  means  be  glad 
to  increase  the  amount  amassed,  even 
if  additions  took  the  form  of  annual 
war  debt  payments.  How  we  are  to 
pay  is  a  puzzle  much  discussed  both  in 
public  and  privately. 

The  loss  of  markets  to  Great  Britain 
has  shown  itself  in  the  employment 
field,  and  figures  given  in  these  columns 
from  time  to  time  have  indicated  the 
extent  of  this  problem.  Unemployment 
as  officially  known  at  the  exchanges 
reached  its  worst  condition  at  the  mid- 

dle of  last  year  when  we  had  more  than 
2,000,000  men,  women,  boys  and  girls 

out  of  work,  with  rather  fewer  than 
1,000,000  on  short  time.  In  the  course 
of  the  intervening  year  short-time  work- 

people have  been  almost  eliminated,  be- 
ing reduced  to  somewhere  about  70,01)0, 

and  the  totally  unemployed  people  have 
declined  markedly  in  numbers,  so  that 
they  amount  to  say  one  and  one-third 
millions.  Not  everyone  unemployed  is 
embraced  here;  for  example,  agricul- 

tural laborers  are  not  included.  For 
purposes  of  comparison  the  figures  are 
eloquent  of  improvement.    Yet  the  bur- 

"If  the  broken  nations  of 
Europe  are  not  repaired,  even 
the  states  still  solvent  will 

slip,  one  by  one,  into  the 

general  ruin,"  says  the  Right 
Hon.  Reginald  McKenna, 
former  chancellor  of  the 

British  Exchequer.  The  situa- 
tion in  Europe  today,  more 

especially  in  England  is 
deserving  of  serious  thought 
and  study  from  everyone  with 
a  real  interest  in  foreign 
trade.  The  United  Kingdom 
has  ranked  first  among  our 
twenty  best  customers.  She 
has  taken  nearly  28  per  cent 
of  our  total  exports.  If  we  are 
to  recover  this  position,  the 
imperative  necessity  for  an 
adjustment  of  war  debts,  a 
settlement  of  the  reparations 

problem  and  the  establish- 
ment of  a  broad-visioned  for- 

eign policy  becomes  apparent. 

den  of  unemployment  is  still  excessive 
and  Great  Britain  is  looking  forward  to 
another  winter  of  discontent,  the  Minis- 

ter of  Labor,  himself  an  optimist,  hav- 
ing estimated  that  the  unemployed  will 

not  drop  much  below  one  and  one-fifth 
millions  during  the  current  year. 

Unemployment  Effect  Far-reaching 
Various  efforts  have  been  made  and 

are  being  continued  to  alleviate  the 
distress  which  naturally  follows.  Dur- 

ing the  period  of  difficulty  something 
like  £50,000,000  has  been  spent  by  the 
local  authorities  and  the  government  on 
relief  work,  and  it  is  announced  that 
another  ten  millions  will  probably  be 
available  during  the  winter  and  that 
the  municipal  authorities  have  been  in- 

vited to  suggest  further  schemes  of 
public  utility.  In  fact  some  2,600  pro- 

posed schemes  are  under  consideration. 
Then  the  guardians  of  the  poor  have 
found  in  indoor  and  outdoor  relief  some 
£60,000,000,  while  through  the  Unem- 

ployment Insurance  Act  benefit  to  the 
tune  of  90  millions  has  been  paid,  -with, 
the  Minister  of  Labor  has  stated,  if 
necessary,  another  50  millions  available 
up  to  the  middle  of  next  year. 

Three-quarters  of  the  sum  paid  in  un- 
employment benefit,  he  is  careful  to 

point  out,  has  been  obtained  pretty 
equally,  from  employers  and  employed. 
Then,  under  the  export  credits  scheme, 
credits  to  the  extent  of  £16i  millions 
have  been  agreed  to  and,  further,  loans 
up  to  £17  millions  have  .been  guaranteed 
in  respect  of  capital  for  carrying  out 
schemes,  providing  work  at  once,  that 
will  ultimately  lead  to  the  material  wel- 

fare of  the  country.  It  is  possible  that 
loans  in  respect  of  capital  up  to  50 
millions  may  became  available. 

The  effect  of  unemployment  is  now 
.showing  itself  on  retail  trading,  and  the 
Glasgow  Co-operative  Wholesale  Society 
reported  for  the  first  half  of  this  year  a 
decline  in  trading  turnover  of  more 
than  £3i  millions,  or  just  under  28  per 
cent,  as  compared  with  the  turnover  of 
the  same  period  of  last  year.  Con- 

versely, this  year,  for  the  period  under 
notice  a  net  profit  of  £142,300  is  re- 

ported as  against  last  year  a  debit  bal- 
ance of  more  than  £221,650.  The  de- 
cline is  due  to  falls  both  in  prices  and volumes. 

The  amusement  world  has  at  last 
taken  its  place  in  the  slump  and,  the 
state  of  the  theatres  having  for  some 
time  been  parlous,  the  music  halls  are 
now  experiencing  bad  times.  One  large 
London  hall,  which  not  so  long  ago 
paid  20  per  cent,  reports  a  debit  bal- 

ance of  more  than  £23,000  during  the 
last  period  in  review.  Another  com- 

pany with  an  interest  in  a  number  of 
places  of  amusement  shows  a  profit  of 
rather  less  than  £86,500  as  compared 
with  £221,500,  while  another  syndicate 
of  music  halls  has  been  unable  to  pay 
an  interim  dividend.  As  to  the  pic- 

ture palaces,  the  proprietors  have  for 
some  months  been  declaring  that  the 
Amusement  Tax  is  closing  these  halls — 
mostly  war  babies. 

As  one  effect  of  the  labor  troubles 
in  America  the  coal  trade  has  improved 
considerably,  and  in  some  instances  the 
men  have  agreed  to  work  overtime.  Not 
only  has  there  been  an  increased  de- 

mand from  the  United  States  and  from 
Canada,  but  Germany  has  been  buying 
and  further  orders  have  been  received 
from  France  and  Scandinavia.  It  is 
also  stated  that  the  home  demand  is  im- 

proving, suggesting  a  corresponding  re- 
vival of  confidence  in  home  industries. 

Corporations  Show  Heavy  Losses 

The  Ebby  Vale  Co.  in  c  recent  re- 
port drew  attention  to  the  effect  of 

strikes,  the  company  itself  disclosing 
a  loss  of  more  than  £320,000,  compared 
with  a  profit  the  previous  year  of  nearly 
£400,000.  Simultaneously  the  wages 
paid  fell  as  the  result  of  strikes  by  more 
than  £23  millions,  while  the  production 
of  coal  dropped  by  approximately  33  per 
cent.  Recent  American  labor  troubles 
are  held  to  have  helped  British  engi- 

neers, enabling  them  to  compete  more 
readily  on  a  price  basis.  Especially 
does  this  seem  to  apply  to  electrical  en- 

gineering in  the  East. 
Many  of  the  annual  reports  of  in- 

dustrial concerns  now  being  issued  re- 
flect  very   clearly   the    conditions    that 
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have  prevailed  during  the  past  year. 
Taking  a  iew  salient  firms,  Sanderson 
Bros.  &  Newrbould,  Ltd.,  the  Sheffield 
makers  of  high-speed  steels,  etc.,  re- 

port a  loss  of  £35,685,  which  is  increased 
to  nearly  £38,000  by  the  payment  of 
preference  dividend.  Among  motor 
firms,  Harper-Bean  showed  a  loss,  which 
however  is  but  a  fraction  of  the  previous 

year's,  and  Wolseley  Motors,  Ltd.,  which 
is  one  of  the  Vickers  firms,  had  a  trad- 

ing profit  of  more  than  £23,000  con- 
verted, after  meeting  various  interest 

charges,  into  a  loss  of  £97,030,  which  is 
rather  more  than  for  the  previous  year: 
the  directors  specially  drew  attention  to 
the  unprecedented  fall  in  the  value  of 
stocks.  On  the  other  hand  Arrol-John- 
ston  show  a  surplus  of  £63,396. 

An  entirely  satisfactory  report  is  that 
of  J.  Hetherington  &  Sons,  Ltd.,  Man- 

chester, who  are  mainly  textile  ma- 
chinery manufacturers  but  who  also 

have  a  machine  tool  branch.  The  chair- 
man at  the  annual  meeting  mentioned 

that,  while  of  all  branches  of  the  en- 
gineering industry  textile  machinists 

were  most  adversely  hit  during  the  war 
as  their  plant  could  not  easily  be 
adapted  to  the  production  of  war  ma- 

terial, in  the  same  period  there  was 
practically  no  output  of  textile  ma- 

chinery and  that  which  was  in  use  had 
necessarily  become  worn.  The  firm  for 
the  past  two  years,  in  fact,  have  been 
fully  occupied  on  export  work,  a  con- 

dition which  seems  likely  to  continue  for 
the  present.  The  foreign  demand,  will, 
it  is  expected,  be  followed  by  fresh  calls 
for  the  home  market. 

Stagnation  in  Machinery  Industry 

Fetters,  Ltd.,  Yeovil,  makers  of  small 
internal  combustion  engines  much  used 
for  agricultural  operations,  converted 
a  loss  of  more  than  £11,000  into  a  credit 
balance  of  almost  the  same  amount, 
after  making  the  usual  allowance  for 
debts  and  transferring  £25,000  from  the 
reserve  to  meet  losses  from  stocks.  No 
dividend  is  paid,  the  balance  being  car- 

ried forward.  The  firm  have  aircraft 
works  but  it  has  been  suggested  that 
these  may  be  abandoned.  They  are  in- 

terested in  Vickers-Petters,  Ltd.,  manu- 
facturers of  semi-Diesel  oil  engines,  a 

company  which  has  not  met  with  much 
financial  success.  The  Vickers  concern 
at  Barrow  are  now  specially  interesting 
themselves  in  hydraulic  engineering, 
quite  a  number  of  orders  for  water  tur- 

bines and  other  plant  from  New  Zea- 
land, India,  and  elsewhere  having  lately 

been  secured. 
The  machine  tool  industry  remains 

almost  stagnant.  It  is  true  that  a  few 
orders  have  been  received  in  the  Bir- 

mingham district  for  China,  and  one  or 
two  firms  in  the  Manchester  area,  Hulse 
&  Co.,  for  example,  have  obtained  some 
new  business.  Some  Yorkshire  firms 
are  also  rather  better  engaged.  Scot- 

tish firms,  like  others,  report  the  re- 
ceipt of  a  number  of  enquiries  and  from 

this  it  is  concluded  that  sooner  or  later 
something  or  other  will  undoubtedly 
turn  up.  But  in  most  instances  hopes 
are  deferred. 
Announcement  has  been  made  that  the 

Machine  Tool  Trades  Association  failed 
in  their  application  to  the  Board  of 
Trade  to  bring  machine  tools  imported 
from  countries  with  collapsed  exchanges 
under  the  special  duties  authorized  by 
Part  2  of  the  Safeguarding  of  Industries 
Act.  The  Board  held  definitely  that  a 
prima  facie  case  had  not  been  made  out. 

The  automobile  industry  has  kept  up 
exceedingly  well. 

New  Aircraft  Entered 
in  Detroit  Races 

Radical  innovations  in  aircraft  de- 
sign will  characterize  several  of  the 

Navy  entries  in  the  Detroit  aviation 
races  to  be  held  in  the  early  part  of 
October,  and  prominent  among  ttiese 
will  be  the  Navy  BR  or  Booth  Racer 
in  which  a  lesson  from  the  birds  has 
been  incorporated  to  obtain  greater 

speed. The  entire  landing  gear  of  the  plane 
will  be  retracted  into  the  fuselage  once 
the  plane  is  in  the  air  so  that  only  the 
wings  and  fuselage  will  present  resist- ance to  the  wind.  This  follows  the 
practice  of  birds  in  flight.  The  smaller 
birds,  it  is  known,  draw  up  their  feet 
into  their  breast  feathers  when  in  the 
air,  while  larger  species  such  as  the 
ducks  and  geese  tuck  their  feet  under 
their  tail  feathers  rather  than  drag 
them  through  the  air  and  retard  their 
speed.  So  the  Booth  Racer  once  it  has 
left  the  ground  will  draw  up  the  wheels 
of  the  landing  gear  into  the  body  of 
the  plane. 
The  BR  planes  are  designed  by 

Messrs.  Booth  and  Thurston  of  the 
Aerial  Engineering  Corporation,  Ham- 
mondsport,  N.  Y.,  who  a  year  ago  were 
employees  of  the  Curtis  Aeroplane  and 
Motor  Corporation  and  worked  on  the 
design  of  the  Curtis  Navy  Racer  which 
won  the  aerial  classic  last  year  and 
established  a  world's  record  for  a  closed 
circuit.  It  is  therefore  concluded  that 
the  BR  planes  will  incorporate  a  good 
deal  of  the  experience  of  the  CR  type. 

The  Booth  Racers  are  equipped  with 
the  Wright  H-3  special  high  compres- 

sion engine  developing  400  hp.  This 
engine  is  an  American  adaptation  of 
the  French  Hispano-Suiza — the  motor 
which  made  the  Spad  possible  during 
the  World  War. 

Great  Telescope  for 
Argentine 

One  of  the  largest  telescopes  in  the 
world,  a  sixty-inch  reflector,  has  just 
been  completed  at  the  plant  of  the 
Warner  &  Swasey  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio, 
for  the  Argentine  National  Observ- 

atory. This  great  engine  of  science  will 
be  the  largest  telescope  in  the  Southern 
Hemisphere.  There  are  only  two  tele- 

scopes in  the  world  which  exceed  this 
one  in  size. 

The  new  telescope  is  to  be  used  for 
photographic  and  spectroscopic  study  of 
the  stars  and  nebulse  rather  than  for 
visual  observations.  The  new  instru- 

ment will  be  able  to  detect  some 
150,000,000  distinct  bodies,  compared 
with  the  bare  5,000  within  range  of  the 
unaided  eye.  The  camera  attached  to  a 
telescope  of  equal  size  showed  in  a 
photographic  plate  50,000  stars  in  a 
portion  of  the  sky  occupying  about  as 
much  space  as  the  full  moon. 

With  the  72-inch  reflecting  telescope 
of  the  Dominion  Astrophysical  Observ- 

atory, Victoria,  Canada,  from  the  works 
of  the  Warner  &  Swasey  Co.,  the 
astronomers  recently  discovered  twin 
suns  fifty-two  quadrillion  miles  from 
the  earth,  each  five  times  larger  than 
any  known  heavenly  body. 
Among  the  great  telescopes  designed 

and  constructed  by  the  company  are  the 
40-in.  Yerkes,  36-in.  Lick  and  26-in. 
United  States  Naval  refractors,  and  the 
72-in.  Canadian  and  36-in.  Arizona  re- 
flectors. 

Structural  Steel  Sales 
Increase 

Sales  of  fabricated  structural  steel  in 
August  showed  a  slight  increase  over 
the  low  figure  reached  in  July.  August 
sales  amounted  to  65.2  per  cent  of  shop 
capacity,  compared  with  62  per  cent  in 
July  and  72  per  cent  in  June,  according 
to  the  Department  of  Commerce. 

Reports  have  been  received  from  125 
firms  for  each  of  the  5  months  April  to 
August,  inclusive.  These  125  firms  re- 

port a  total  shop  capacity  of  208,245 
tons  per  month. 

Training  Camp  Established 
for  Naval  Aviators 

A  training  camp  for  naval  aviators 
who  are  to  represent  the  Navy  in  the 
coming  aerial  races  to  be  held  in  De- 

troit October  7  to  14,  has  been  estab- 
lished at  the  Naval  Air  Station,  Ana- 

costia,  and  within  the  past  two  weeks 
the  entire  team  has  been  assembled 
here  for  an  intensive  course  of  practice 
flights  to  fit  them  for  the  coming  con- test. 

The  Navy  team  is  under  the  command 
and  direction  of  Lieutenant-Commander 
Mark  A.  Mitscher,  U.S.N.,  and  is  com- 

posed of  aviators  who  have  been 
selected  especially  for  their  ability  to 
fly  the  fast  types  of  racing  planes  that 
are  to  compete  in  Detroit. 

The  daily  practice  flights  engaged  in 
represent  to  a  degree  the  conditions 
that  are  to  maintain  in  the  forthcom- 

ing contest  and  the  skill  that  will  be 
the  determining  factor  in  the  air  races 
is  being  developed  to  a  high  point  by 
the  Navy  pilots. 

The  two  races  in  the  Detroit  Aerial 
Meet  in  which  the  Navy  will  be  rep- 

resented are  the  Curtis  Marine  Flying 
Trophy  event  and  the  Pulitzer  Race,  the 
former  being  a  class  for  seaplanes  and 
the  latter  for  land  planes.  In  the 
training  now  in  progress  the  pilots  are 
engaged  in  practicing  landmgs  and 
difficult  turns  on  the  water  and  in  low 
flying  and  hairpin  turns  over  the  land 
course.  The  Pulitzer  Race  which  will 
be  around  a  closed  circuit  consisting 
of  three  legs  will  be  a  severe  test  of 
the  ability  of  pilots  to  make  turns  at 
high  speed  over  the  closed  course.  This 
race  was  won  last  year  by  the  Curtis 
Navy  Racer  which  established  a  world's 
record  for  a  closed  circuit  speed  run. 
This  plane  will  again  appear  in  the 
field  this  year  and  will  be  flown  by 
either  Lieut.  Fechteler  or  Lieut.  Brow. 

August  Cost  of  Living 
Declines  Slightly 

The  cost  of  living  among  wage  earn- 
ers' families  in  the  United  States  on 

Aug.  15,  1922,  was  54.5  per  cent  higher 
than  in  July,  1914,  according  to  the 
figures  collected  monthly  by  the  Na- 

tion Industrial  Conference  Board.  Be- 
tween July  15  and  Aug.  15,  1922,  there 

was  a  decrease  of  1.1  point  or  seven 
tenths  of  one  per  cent.  The  changes  in 
the  budget  within  the  month  were  de- 

creases in  both  clothing  and  food  prices, 
and  a  considerable  increase  in  fuel 
prices  resulting  from  the  recent  strike. 
Between  July,  1920,  when  the  peak  of 
the  rise  in  the  cost  of  living  since  1914 
was  reached,  and  August,  1922,  the  cost 
of  living  dropped  24.4  per  cent. 
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Machinery  Duties  Under 
New  Tariff  Bill 

By  a  vote  of  43  to  28  the  Senate  last 
week  adopted  the  conference  report  on 
the  McCumber-Fordney  Tariff  Bill. 
The  bill  was  sent  to  the  President  im- 

mediately after  its  adoption  and  was 
signed  by  him  September  22. 

To  readers  of  American  Machinist, 
the  following  paragraphs  from  the  bill 
are  of  particular  interest: 

Par.  369.  Automobiles,  automobile 
bodies,  automobile  chassis,  motor  cycles, 
and  parts  of  the  foregoing,  not  includ- 

ing tires,  all  of  the  foregoing  whether 
fiinished  or  unfinished,  25  per  centum 
ad  valorem:  Provided,  that  if  any 
country,  dependency,  'province,  or  other 
subdivision  of  government  irnposes  a 
duty  on  any  article  specified  in  this 
paragraph,  when  imported  from,  the 
United  States,  in  excess  of  the  duty 
herein  provided,  there  shall  be  imposed 
-upon  such  article,  when  imported  either 
directly  or  indirectly  from,  such  coun- 

try, dependency,  province,  or  other 
subdivision  of  government,  a  duty  equal 
to  that  imposed  by  such  country,  de- 

pendency, province,  or  other  subdivision 
of  govenvment  on  such  article  imported 
from  the  United  States,  but  in  no  case 
shall  such  duty  exceed  50  per  centum 
ad  valorem. 
Par.  370.  Airplanes,  hydroplanes, 

motor  boats,  and  parts  of  the  forego- 
ing, 30  per  centum  ad  valorem. 

Par.  371.  Bicycles,  and  parts  thereof, 
not  including  tires,  30  per  centum  ad 
valorem:  Provided,  that  if  any  coun- 

try, dependency,  province,  or  other 
su,bdivisio7i  of  government  itnposes  a 
duty  on  any  article  specified  in  this 
paragraph,  when  imported  froTti  the 
United  States,  in  excess  of  the  duty 
herein  provided,  there  shall  be  imposed 
upon  such  article,  when  imported  either 
directly  or  indirectly  from  such  coun- 

try, dependency,  province  or  other  sub- 
division of  government,  a  duty  equal 

to  that  imposed  by  such  country,  de- 
pendency, province,  or  other  subdivision 

of  government  on  such  article  imported 
from  the  United  States,  but  in  no  case 
shall  such  duty  exceed  50  per  centum 
ad  valorem. 

Par.  372.  Steam  engines  and  steam 
locomotives,  15  per  centum  ad  valorem; 
sewing  machines,  and  parts  thereof,  not 
specially  provided  for,  valued  at  not 
more  than  $75  each,  15  per  centum  ad 
valorem;  valued  at  more  than  $75  each, 
30  per  centum  ad  valorem;  cash  regis- 

ters, and  parts  thereof,  25  per  centum 
ad  valorem;  printing  presses,  not  spe- 

cially provided  for,  lawn  mowers,  and 
machine  tools  and  parts  of  machine 
tools,  30  per  centum  ad  valorem;  em- 

broidery machines,  including  shuttles 
for  sewing  and  embroidery  machines, 
lace-making  machines,  machines  for 
making  lace  curtains,  nets  and  net- 

tings, 30  per  centum  ad  valorem; 
knitting,  braiding,  lace  braiding,  and 
insulating  machines,  and  all  other 
similar  textile  machinery  or  parts 
thereof,  finished  or  unfinished,  not 
specially  provided  for,  40  per  centum 
ad  valorem ;  all  other  textile  machinery 
or  parts  thereof,  finished  of  unfinished, 
rot  specially  provided  for,  35  per  cen- 

tum ad  valorem;  cream  separators 
valued  at  more  than  $50  each,  and  other 
centrifugal  machines  for  the  separation 
of  liquids  or  liquids  and  .solids,  not  spe- 

cially provided  for,  30  per  centum  ad 
valorem;    combined    adding   and    type- 

writing machines,  30  per  centum  ad 
valorem;  all  other  machines  or  parts 
thereof,  finished  or  unfinished,  not  spe- 

cially provided  for,  30  per  centum  ad 
valorem:  Provided,  That  machine  tools 
as  used  in  this  paragraph  shall  be  held 
to  mean  any  machine  operating  other 
than  by  hand  power  which  employs  a 
tool  for  work  on  metal. 

Detroit  Air  Races  Will  Have 
Special  Feature 

A  full  scale  experiment  of  the  great- 
est technical  interest  will  feature  the 

race  for  the  Curtis  Marine  Flying 
Trophy  to  be  held  in  Detroit  on  Oct.  7. 
Four  Navy  planes  entered  are  of  the 
same  general  type  with  design  modifi- 

cations and  different  types  of  engines 
which  it  is  desired  to  test  out  under 
competitive  conditions,  and  the  interest 
attaching  to  the  race  between  these 
four  entries  will  be  secondary  only  to 
the  race  in  which  they  have  been entered. 

The  types  TS-1  and  2  and  TR-1  and 
3  are  variations  of  the  Navy  shipboard 
combat  plane  built  at  the  Naval  Air- 

craft Factory  and  designed  by  the  de- 
sign section  of  the  Bureau  of  Aero- 

nautics. 
The  TS-1  is  equipped  with  a  new 

Lawrance  aircooled  radial  engine  rated 

at  220  hp.  _  This  is  the  last  word  in  air- 
cooled  engine  development  and  the  race 
is  considered  an  excellent  place  to  give 
this  engine  a  severe  tryout.  The  TS-2 
is  the  same  plane  equipped  with  the 
Aeromarine  240  hp.  engine. 

The  TR-1  is  the  same  TS  plane  with 
the  Lawrance  aircooled  engine  but 
given  special  racing  wings,  and  the 
TR-3  is  the  same  as  the  TR-1  except 
that  the  Wright  E-2  220-hp.  engine  has 
been  substituted. 

The  outcome  of  the  performance  be- 
tween these  four  planes  will  in  itself 

be  productive  of  valuable  information 
along  the  lines  of  design  for  shipboard 
planes.  _ 

British  Pig  Iron  Output 
Increases 

According  to  reports  from  London 
the  British  production  of  pig  iron  in 
August  was  411,700  tons,  and  of  steel 
520,800  tons,  compared  with  390,100 
and  473,100  tons,  respectively,  in  July. 

The  Brier  Hill  Steel  Co.  directors 
have  authorized  the  expenditure  of 
$1,000,000  to  rebuild  the  Thomas  Works 
at  Niles,  Ohio,  consisting  of  12  sheet 
mills.  The  productive  capacity  of  the 
plant  will  be  increased  25  per  cent. 
Work  will  be  commenced  immediately 
and  completed  in  about  six  months  ac- 

cording to  Chairman  J.  B.  Kennedy. 
There  will  be  no  special  financing  for 
the  rebuilding  of  the  Thomas  plant,  it 
was  staetd.  New  steam  power  and  an- 

nealing furnaces  will  be  installed,  rolls 
relocated  and  mills  generally  rear- 

ranged.   A  warehouse  also  will  be  built. 
The  Consolidated  Steel  Corporation, 

New  York  City,  the  exporting  organiza- 
tion for  independent  steel  companies, 

will  end  operations  on  or  about  Oct.  1. 

The  Delaware,  Lackawanna  &  West- 
ern Railroad  for  the  year  ended  Dec. 

31,  1921,  reports  a  net  income  of 
$19,158,403.  This  is  the  equivalent  of 
$10.97  a  share  on  $87,277,000  of  capital 
stock  outstanding  ($50  par  value). 

The  Dover  Machinery  Co.,  Provi- 
dence, R.  I.,  has  been  incorporated  un- 

der the  laws  of  Rhode  Island,  to  conduct 
a  general  machine  shop.  The  capital 
stock  of  the  concern  consists  of  500 
shares  common  stock  without  par  value, 
and  the  incorporators  are  Henry  E. 
Watjen,  35  Daniel  St.,  Pawtucket, 
R.  I.;  Harold  P.  Watjen,  and  Henry 
A.  Goodrich. 

The  American  Locomotive  Co.  during 
the  past  ten  days  has  closed  contracts, 
calling  for  the  delivery  of  176  engines 
valued  at  $13,250,000,  according  to  an 
official  statement  issued  by  the  com- 

pany. The  company  also  announces 
that  the  strike  at  its  Brooks  Locomotive 
plant  at  Dunkirk,  N.  Y.,  has  been  settled 
and  that  the  men  have  returned  to work. 

The  W.  F.  Concannon  Shear  Co., 
manufacturers  of  steel  shears,  etc.,  of 
Milford,  Conn.,  has  filed  a  certificate 
with  the  Secretary  of  the  State  of  Con- 

necticut, increasing  the  capital  stock  of 
the  concern  to  $100,000,  from  $50,000. 

The  F.  J.  Littell  Machine  Co.,  Chi- 
cago, 111.,  manufacturer  of  roll  and  dial 

feeds  for  punch  presses,  announces  that 
James  Matson,  formerly  with  the  Pitts- 

burg Model  Engine  Co.,  has  been  added 
to  the  organization  as  superintendent, 
and  I.  L.  Pomeroy,  formerly  with  the 
Auto-Point  Pencil  Co.,  is  now  mechan- 

ical engineer  and  designer. 

The  C.  L.  Hyde  Constructicn  Com- 
pany of  San  Diego,  Cal.,  has  filed  a 

petition  for  voluntary  dissolution. 
The  B.  C.  Ames  Co.  of  Waltham, 

Mass.,  has  acquired  a  substantial  in- 
terest in  the  Triplex  Machine  Tool  Cor- 

poration of  New  York  City,  and  the 
Triplex  combination  lathe,  milling  ma- 

chine and  drill  press  is  now  being  manu- 
factured in  the  B.  C.  Ames  Co.  plant  at 

Waltham,  Mass.  The  general  office  and 
showroom  of  the  Triplex  Machine  Tool 
Corporation  will  continue  to  be  located 
at  18  East  41st  St.,  New  York  City. 

H.  A.  Clark  and  E.  L.  Clark  have 
filed  in  San  Diego,  Cal.,  a  certificate 
of  doing  busines  as  the  Southern  Con- struction Co. 

Philip  M.  Bush,  Inc.,  of  Hartford, 
Conn.,  was  incorporated  September  18 
under  the  laws  of  Connecticut,  to  en- 

gage in  the  manufacture  of  machinery 
of  all  classes.  The  firm  will  have  a 

capital  stock  of  $50,000,  and  the  in- 
corporators are:  Philip  M.  Bush  and  G. 

L.  Bush,  both  of  West  Hartford,  Conn., 
and  James  W.  Knox,  Hartford,  Conn. 

The  Otis  Steel  Co.  stockholders  at  a 
meeting  in  Cleveland  last  week  ratified 
the  increase  in  authorized  capitalization 
to  1,000,000  shares  of  common,  330,000 
of  which  are  to  be  sold  to  stockholders 
at  $11  a  share. 

The  U.  S.  Hoffman  Machinery  Cor- 
poration for  the  first  half  of  the  year 

according  to  preliminary  figures  made 
public  shows  net  sales  of  $2,271,730,  an 
increase  of  $754,838  over  the  same 
period  last  year. 
The  Manton-Gaulin  Manufacturing 

Co.,  268  State  St.,  Boston,  Mass.,  has 
incorporated  the  business  with  a  capital 
stock  of  $100,000,  and  will  continue  to 
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manufacture  dairy  machinery,  etc.  The 
business  is  incorporated  under  the  laws 
of  Massachusetts,  and  the  officers 
chosen  are:  president  and  treasurer, 
John  W.  Davies,  11  Elkins  St.,  South 
Boston  and  Jesse  W.  Morton. 

The  Angus  Manufacturing  Co.,  Inc., 
New  Haven,  Conn.,  has  been  incor- 

porated under  the  laws  of  Connecticut, 
to  engage  in  the  manufacture  of  small 
mechanical  devices,  etc.  The  concern 
will  have  a  capital  stock  of  $5,000,  and 
the  incorporators  are:  C.  H.  An^us,  78 
Court  St.;  T.  K.  Ruth,  309  Central  Ave.; 
and  Arthur  B.  O'Keefe,  568  Washing- 

ton Ave.;  all  of  New  Haven. 
The  Hendry  Machine  and  Engineering 

Co.  has  been  organized  in  Fort  Meyers, 
Fla.,  with  $50,000  capital.  B.  L.  Hendry 
is  president. 

The  Baldwin  Locomotive  Works  has 
received  an  order  from  the  Nashville, 
Chattanooga  &  St.  Louis  Railway  for 
seven  Mikado  freight  locomotives  at  an 
approximate  value  of  $350,000. 

The  United  Alloy  Steel  Corporation, 
in  its  report  for  the  six  months  ended 
June  30,  1922,  shows  a  net  income  of 
$1,274,923,  which  after  deducting  pre- 

ferred dividends,  is  equal  to  $1.45  per 
share  on  800,000  shares  of  common 
stock.  Operating  income  was  $1,913,- 
113;  non-operating  income,  $45,916; 
total  income,  $1,959,029;  net  income, 
$1,274,923;  preferred  dividends,  $115,- 
500;  common  dividends,  $400,000;  sur- 

plus for  period,  $759,423. 

The  Illinois  Central  Railway  Co.  has 
made  application  to  the  Interstate 
Commerce  Commission  to  issue  $6,645,- 
000  of  equipment  trust  certificates,  the 
proceeds  from  the  sale  to  be  applied  on 
the  cost  of  50  locomotives,  15  switch 
engines  and  3,000  gondola  cars. 

The  Micro  Machine  Co.  has  been  in- 
corporated in  Davenport,  Iowa,  with  a 

capital  of  $75,000  and  will  engage  in 
the  manufacture  of  grinding  machines. 
J.  W.  Bettendorf,  Edwin  J.  Bettendorf 
and  Charles  Grilk  are  the  incor- 
porators. 

The  Studebaker  Corporation,  accord- 
ing to  reports,  will  deliver  between 

28,000  and  30,000  cars  this  quarter,  on 
which  net  profits  after  charges  and 
taxes  should  approximate  $5,250,000, 
equivalent  after  preferred  dividends  to 
about  $8.50  a  share  on  600,000  shares 
of  common  outstanding.  This  com- 

pares with  net  profits  of  $7,086,552  or 
$11.52  a  share  in  the  second  quarter 
and  net  of  $4,069,848  or  $6.49  a  share 
in  the  first  three  months. 

The  Industrial  Plants  Corporation,  25 
Church  St.,  New  York  City,  is  offering 
for  quick  disposal  all  patent  rights, 
patterns,  jigs,  fixtures,  drawings,  cus- 

tomers' names,  records,  orders  on  hand, 
service  parts,  finished  stock,  machinery, 
and  tools  used  in  connection  with  the 
manufacturing  of  the  world  famous 
Meitz  &  Weiss  semi-diesel  type  oil 
engine.  The  company  manufacturing 
this  engine  has  been  in  existence  for 
28  years  and  has  built  and  sold  approxi- 

mately 9,000  engines  ranging  from  4 
to  250  hp.  The  engines  are  extensively 
used  by  the  United  States  and  foreign 
governments  and  are  adapted  to  any 
industrial  or  municipal  purposes  for 
light  or  power,  marine  or  stationary 
installations. 

The  Torrington  Company's  net  prof- 
its after  expenses  for  the  year  to  June 

30  amounted  to  $1,389,321,  which  after 
the  annual  dividends  of  7  per  cent  on 

the  $1,000,000  preferred  is  equivalent 
to  $9.48  a  share  on  the  140,000  shares 
of  common  stock  of  $25  par  outstanding 
at  the  end  of  the  1922  fiscal  year. 

The  Pullman  Company,  according  to 
reports,  is  to  form  two  companies,  one 
for  manufacturing  and  repair  work  and 
the  other  for  operating  rolling  stock. 
The  plan  calls  for  one  share  of  each 
new  company  to  be  issued  to  each  share 
of  Pullman  stock  now  out. 

The  Crucible  Steel  Company  of 
America  and  subsidiaries  for  the  four 
months  ended  Dec.  31,  1921,  reports  a 
net  loss  of  $218,822.  The  profit  and 
loss  surplus  Dec.  31,  last,  totaled 
$24,811,378,  compared  with  $26,467,605 

Aug.  31,  1921.     ■ 
The  Chicago  Flexible  Shaft  Co.  an- 

nounces the  opening  of  a  new  district 
sales  office  with  headquarters  in  In- 

dianapolis for  the  handling  of  furnace 
sales  and  Stewart  engineering  service 
in  Southern  Indiana,  Southern  Ohio, 
and  Western  West  Virginia.  F.  W. 
Odemar  will  be  in  charge  of  this  office, 
the  address  of  which  is  305  Merchants 
Bank  Building. 

The  Lamson  Co.  announces  that  on 
and  after  Sept.  1,  1922,  the  office  and 
manufacturing  divisions  of  the  com- 

pany now  in  Boston  and  Lowell,  Mass., 
will  be  consolidated  in  its  new  plant 
located  at  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

The  E.  L.  Essley  Machinery  Co., 
Chicago,  111.,  has  recently  augmented 
its  force  with  a  view  to  giving  better 
service  to  its  patrons.  H.  A.  Bruce  will 
be  the  Michigan  representative  and 
C.  B.  Burns  and  T.  P.  Nielsen  will 
handle  the  Chicago  territory,  both  of 
whom  are  well  known  in  machinery 
circles.  Ralph  Wirth,  formerly  with 
the  Toledo  Press  and  Machine  Co.  and 
the  Niagara  Machine  and  Tool  Works 
will  act  as  a  special  representative  in 
the  sheet  metal  machinery  department. 

The  Stevens-Prentice  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Milwaukee,  Wis.,  manufacturer  of 
the  Universal  Inclinometer,  announces 
a  change  in  address  from  62  Mason  St. 
to  377  National  Ave.,  Milwaukee. 

Sir  Herbert  Austin,  K.  B.  E.,  the 
British  automobile  manufact'jrer,  will 
arrive  in  New  York  early  in  October  to 
make  a  short  inspection  trip  of  Ameri- 

can automobile  plants.  The  big  addition 
to  the  Austin  plant,  which  was  built  to 
afford  room  for  munition  manufacture, 
has  been  converted  to  a  manufacturing 
and  assembling  plant  for  the  new  Aus- 

tin light  car.  A  description  of  the 
plant  and  the  policies  adopted  by  the 
Austin  company  in  the  production  of 
the  new  car  will  appear  in  the  next 
issue  of  Aynerican  Machinist. 

W.  S.  RuGG,  assistant  to  the  vice- 
president  of  the  Westinghouse  Electric 
and  Manufacturing  Co.,  has  been  ap- 

pointed general  sales  manager  to  take 
effect  immediately. 

J.  H.  Smith,  formerly  superintendent 
of  the  Ohio  Works  of  the  Carnegie 
Steel  Co.,  has  been  named  general 
superintendent  of  the  steel  plant  and 
car  works  of  the  British  Empire  Steel 
Corporation.  Mr.  Smith  has  been  with 
the  British  Empire  Steel  Co.  for  sev- 

eral years,  starting  as  mill  superin- tendent. 

John  Goodwin  Carutheirs,  for  more 
than  three  years  district  manager  of 
sales  for  the  Illinois  Steel  Co.,  Chicago, 
leaves  that  position  Oct.  1,  to  beconie 
general  manager  of  sales  for  the  Otis 
Steel  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio.  He  will  be 
succeeded  by  Joseph  Buffington,  who 
has  been  in  the  general  sales  depart- 

ment of  the  Illinois  Steel  Co.  for  many 

years. 
Albert  V.  Rigby,  founder  of  the 

Rigby  Valve  and  Machine  Co.,  has 
assumed  the  position  of  shop  foreman. 
Mr.  Rigby  organized  the  company  a 
number  of  years  ago  to  manufacture 
Rigby  valves,  his  own  invention.  He 
will  succeed  Archie  Maxwell  as  fore- 

man, Mr.  Maxwell  having  resigned  to 
go  with  the  Standard  Tank  Car  Co. 

C.  L.  Spangler,  formerly  assistant 
general  foreman  of  the  machine  shop 
at  the  Three  Rivers  plant  of  the  Fair- 

banks-Morse Co.,  is  now  assistant 
superintendent  of  the  big  engine  di- 

vision at  the  Beloit  plant  of  the  same company. 

Frederick  H.  Holmes,  vice-president 
and  treasurer  of  the  North  &  Judd 
Manufacturing  Co.,  of  New  Britain, 
Conn.,  has  been  chosen  a  director  of 
the  New  Britain  National  Bank. 

Herbert  L.  Greiner,  formerly  at  the 
Putnam  Machine  Company  plant  of 
Manning,  Maxwell  &  Moore,  Inc.,  is 
now  designing  engineer  with  the  West- 

inghouse Electric  and  Manufacturing 
Company  at  Philadelphia. 
Austin  Y.  Hoy,  manager  of  the 

London,  England,  office  of  the  Sullivan 
Machinery  Co.,  has  recently  arrived  in 
this  country  on  a  business  trip  to  the 
home  office  of  the  company  in  Chicago. 

Henry  Swift,  formerly  production 
manager  with  the  American  Lead  Man- 

ufacturing Co.,  Chicago,  is  now  design- 
ing engineer  with  the  International Harvester  Company. 

J.  W.  Robinson,  manager  of  the  cen- 
tral station  division  of  the  Chicago 

office,  Westinghouse  Electric  and  Man- 
ufacturing Co.,  has  been  assigned  the 

general  responsibility  for  the  sale  of 
supply  apparatus  in  the  Chicago  terri- 

tory, and  W.  A.  Dalrymple  has  been 
made  district  auditor  in  the  Chicago 
district. 

C.  J.  Wetzel  has  joined  the  Amer- 
ican Metal  Parts  Corporation  staff  as 

sales  manager,  and  will  make  his  head- 
quarters at  the  main  office,  28  Brighton 

Ave.,  Boston,  34,  Mass. 

_  A.  M.  Kinney,  formerly  of  the  Cin- cinnati Auto  Spring  Company,  is  now 
assistant  superintendent  of  the  Cropper- 
Kinney  Auto  Spring  Company. 

W.  L.  Southwell  has  been  made  man- 
ager of  the  merchandising  division  of 

the  Atlanta  office  of  the  Westinghouse 
Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  and 
E.  V.  Peterson  has  been  appointed  to 
a  similar  position  in  the  Seattle  office. 

G.  C.  Kimmel,  formerly  vice-presi- 
dent and  works  manager  of  the  Cin- 

cinnati Grinder  Co.,  has  been  appointed 
consulting  engineer  for  the  Heald  Ma- 

chine Co.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

W.  C.  Allen,  formerly  in  charge  of 
the  Philadelphia  branch  sales  oflice  of 
the  Black  &  Decker  Manufacturing  Co. 
has  been  appointed  manager  of  the 
company's  Chicago  branch. 
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Machine  Tools  Wanted 

III.,  Chicago — Chicago  Metallic  Mfg.  Co., 
542  Wi-'Sl  3Bth  St. — large  size  punch  press 
and   one  scrap   baler   (used  preferred). 

111.,  ColUnRvllle — The  Imperial  Clock  Co., 
A.  Fowler,  Purch.  Agt. — 3  multipie-spintlle 
high  speed  drill  presses.  3  precision  lathes, 
gear  cutters,  milling  machines,  screw  ma- 

chines, saws,  grinders,  punch  presses  and 
woodworking  machines. 

Ill,,  Joliet — The  Central  States  Steel 
Equipment  Co. — double  crank,  geared  gap, 
frame  press  (new  or  used). 

Kan,,  Valley  Centre — A.  P.  Wright,  (gar- 
age)— drill  press  and  lathe  for  power 

equipment. 
Maxs.,  Boston — Pneumatic  Equipment 

Co..  294  Washington  St.,  G.  S.  Githens. 
Purch.  Agt. — motor  driven  pipe  cutting  and 
threading  machine   (used). 

Ma»s..  Boston — O.  Whyte  Co.,  73  Cornhill, 
(manufacturers  of  wire  grilles,  cables,  etc.) 
— punch  press  for  g  in.  stock,  J  in.  hole 
capacity,  also  small  tools  for  wireworking, 
(used). 

Mass.,  Roxbury — Kopp  &  Sandel  Co.,  69 
Conant  St.,  A.  Kopp  and  A.  Sandel,  Purch. 
Agts. — complete  line  of  sheet  metal  work- 

ing machinery  and  tools  to  equip  shop 
(used). 

MIeh.,  Detroit — International  Mchy.  Co,, 
140  East  Lamed  St.,  A.  Howarth,  Purch. 
-■Vgt. — 2  in.  or  3  in.  Ajax,  Acme  or  National 
bolt   heading  and   forging  machine. 

Mlrh.,  Detroit — Pennsylvania  R.R.,  1368 
Penobscot  Bldg. — equipment  for  proposed 
engine  repair  shop  at  the  Ecorse  Yards. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo— C.  C.  Clifford.  148  Elm 
St. — automobile  repair  and  garage  equip- 

ment including  one  1.000  gal.  tank  and 
pump. 

N,  T.,  Buffalo — Iroquois  Beverage  Corp., 
230  Pratt  St. — equipment  and  tools  for  pro- 
poijed  motor  vehicles  repair  shop  and  ear- 
age  at  648  Ellicott  St. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — J.  Jacobsteln,  15  West 
Swan  St. — machinery,  tools  and  equipment 
for  proposed  garage  and  repair  shop  on 
Fillmore    Ave. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — M.  Leweczyk,  1633  Bailey 
Ave. — machinery  and  tools  for  garage  and 
reiiair  sh'.p  additi(m,  also  storage  facilities 
for  500  gal.  gasoline. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — 1>.  Mossmoud,  56  Pratt 
St. — tools  and  equipment  for  garage  and 
service  station  on  .Jefferson  Ave.  and  East 
Delevan  St. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — S.  Siegel,  1393  Genesee 
St. — equipment  for  automobile  repair  shop. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — Flanner  &  Co.,  400  St. 
Nicholas  Ave.,  (manufacturer  of  radio  ap- 

paratus)— self  opening  die  head  for  screw machine. 

N.  Y.,  Utlea — Utica  Motor  Car  Co.,  509 
Kent  St, — machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  $100,000  addition  to  service  and 
repair  works. 

O.,  Cleveland — The  Newman-Stern  Co., 
East  12th  and  Walnut  Sts.,  (machine  shop) 
— .screw  cutting  lathe,  8  in,  swing,  36  in. bed,  motor  driven. 

O..  Nlles — Mutual  Oil  Service  Co. — ma- 
chinery, tools  and  equipment  for  gasoline 

.ind .  service  station  now  under  construc- tion. 

O..  St.  Marys — Hermann  Tire  Building 
Machine  Co.,  O.  E.  Larson.  Mgr. — machin- 

ery for  the  manufacture  of  tire-making 
iquipment.  including  drill  presses,  lathe, 
grinders.-  shapers,  etc. 

O..  Sebrlnr — Utility  Machine  Co.,  T.  B. 
Hasty.  Purch.  Agt.— 24  in.  milling  machine, 
rlectric  drill  and  24  in.  arbor  press.  Will 
receive  bids  later  on  welding  plant. 

Pa..  Oreenvllle — Greenville  Steel  &  Iron 
Co.,  'H.  E.  McConnell.  Genl.  Mgr. — 3  roll 
turning  lathes,  1  radial  drill.  4  drill  presses, 2  planers,  also  grinders. 

!■»..    Phlla.— .J.     11.     Hilhneton     Co.,      113 
(.'hesinut    St ,    manufacturers    of    mill    sup-  - 
plies,  .1.  Billington,  Purch.  Agt, — machinery 
for  new  machine,  shops. 

Pa..  Phlla.  —  Commercial  Truck  Co., 
22nd  and  Market  Sts, — 36  in.  BuUard  lathe. 

Ph..  TltuHville  —  Titusville  Iron  Wks., 
South  Franklin  St. — machine  shop  and 
foundry  equipment  for  proposed  addition 
on  South  Washington  St. 

WIb.,  Raeine— T.  Collier,  1331  18th  St. — 
sheet  metal  working  machinery,  including 
brakes,  benders,   etc. 

Ont.,  Ford — Ford  Motor  Co.  of  Canada — 
$150,000  worth  of  lathes,  planers,  shapers, 
milling  machines  and  tools  for  new  machine shops. 

Ont.,  Kincardine — C.  Macpherson,  Mor- 
rison Blk. — equipment  and  tools  for  ma- 
chine, general  repair  and  automobile  re- 

pair  shop. 
Ont.,  Wiarton — Hay  &  Hoover — equip- 

ment for  automobile  repair  shop  and 
garage,  to  replace  that  which  was  destroyed 
by  Are. 

Que.,  Montreal — O.  L.  Henault,  214 
Bishop  St. — general  equipment  for  auto  re- pair shop  and  garage. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Calif.,  Reedley — M.  Deneen,  Clk.,  Reed- 
ley  Joint  Union  High  School  Dist.  will  re- ceive bids  until  Oct,  9  for  Oliver  No.  166B 
12  in.  hand  planer  fitted  with  automatic 
and  circular  safety  cylinder,  with  thin  high 
speed  knives,  bevel  fence,  rabbiting  arm. 
Bids  on  similar  equipment  will  be  con- 

sidered. One  p.  b.  safety  switch  for  220 
volt,  5  hp.,  3  phase,  60  cycle  motor,  to  drive 
24  in.  Fay  &  Egan  planer.  One  Wallace 
16  in,  band  saw,  direct  motor  drive  com- 

plete, 110  volt,  equipped  with  all  necessary 
guards.  Bids  on  similar  equipment  will  be 
considered.  Guard  for  Fay  &  Egan  No.  330 
circular  saw.     All  prices  f.  o.  b.  Reedley. 

Fla„  GaineHviUe  —  Micanopy  Moss  Gin- 
ning Co.,  A.  Selle,  Pres. — complete  machin- 

ery and  equipment  for  moss  ginning  plant. 
111.,  Chleafco — G.  E.  Corbett  Boiler  & 

Tank  Co.,  1332  Cortland. St. — oxweld  acety- 
lene welding  and  cutting  outfit, 

111.,  Chieatro— Robey  Tank  Wks.,  2513 
.South  Robey  St. — extra  heavy  6  x  20  ft. 
cylinder  tank. 

111.,  Grayslake  —  Times  (newspaper)  — 
power  7  column  cylinder  press,  belting,  mo- 

tor, and  2  sets  rollers, 

Ind.,  Jeffernonvllle — Falls  City  Hydraulic 
Brick  Co.,  R.  .Ackers.  Supt.  —  machinery 
and  equipment  for  brick  plant,    (new). 

Ind.,  Laporte — ,\dvance  Rumely  Co., 
(manutactiirer  agricultural  implements) — 
complete  machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  branch  plant  at  Harrisburg,  Pa. 

'  kan.,  Atchison  —  Blair  Milling  Co.,  300 
South  4  Ml  St. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  flour  mill. 

Ky.,  Pikeville — Riverside  Publishing  Co. 
folding  machine,  cutter,  linotype  and  press 
for  7  column  newspaper. 

La.,  Ashton — T.  A.  Labauve — catalogues 
and  prices  on  rice  liullers,  polishers,  grits 
and  meal  mills,  bolters  and  crude  oil  en- 
gines, 
La.,  Monroe — Monroe  Glass  Co.,  c/o 

Chamber  of  Commerce — machinery  and 
equipment  for  proposed  plant,  for  the 
manufacture  of  lamp  chimneys  and  other 
glass  products. 

Md.,  Seeurity — Security  Cement  &  Lime 
Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

posed addition  to  plant,  to  mcrease  annual 
capacity  from'  950;«00  bbl,  to  1,400,000  bbl. 

Mass.,  Boston — S.  W.  Frazer  Co..  50 
Tiroonifield  St.,  (art  supplies) — small  band 
saw  (used),  turning  table,  alternating  cur- 

rent, motor  and  otiier  small  machinery  and 
tools  for  fine  woodworking. 

MaBH..  Fall  River  —  Fyans,  Fraser  & 
Blackway  Co..  83  Anawan  St. — .several  No, 
.'jU  Universal  winding  machines, 

Mass.,    Fall    River — Stevens    Mfg.    Co. — 
machinery, for  addition   to  cotton  mill. 
I- Mich,,' Detroit — Chevrolet  Motor  Co.,  3044 
We.st ,  Grand   -nivd. — mechanical    eciuipmi-nt 

for  assembling  and  flnishins  automobile 
l>odies  for  proposed  plant  at  Hillside  Ave. 
and  73rd  St.,  Oakland,  Calif, 

Slleh.,  Grand  Rapids — Brewer  Mfg.  Co., 
1103  Front  Ave. — screw  and  spinning  ma- 

chines, punch  press,  motors,  crude  oil  fur- 
naces, printing  office  equipment  and  elec- trode wire  for  proposed  factory. 

Mirh.,  Kalamazoo — Western  Paper  Mak- 
ers Chemical  Co.,  River  Rd. — machinery 

and  equipment  for  proposed  paper. mill  at Savannah.  Ga. 

Mich.,      MuskeKOD      Heights   —   Record, 
(newspaper) — power  perforator. 

Mich,,  Suttons  Ba.v  —  Courier,  (news- 
paper)— power    numbering   machine. 

MIsB.,  PoplarrlllF — Williams  Yellow  Pine 
Co., — machinery  and  equipment  for, lumber 
mill,  to  replace  that  which  was  destroyed 
by  flre. 

Mo.,  Valley  Park — Barbour  Boat  Co, — 
power  pony  planer,  band  saw  and  rip  saw. 
N.  J.,  Atlantic  City  —  Atlantic  Wood- 

working- Co.,  2320  Fairmount  Ave, — ma- 
chinery, and  equipment  for  proposed  addi- tion to  plant. 

N.  J.,  Frenchtown — M.  Davy — complete 
equipment  for  job  printing, 

N.  Y„  Avoca — Bd.  Educ. — complete  vo- 
cational equipment  for  new  $65,000  high 

school  now  under  construction. 
N.  Y..  Batavia — P.  W.  Minor  &  Son, 

State  St. — complete  machinery  and  equip- 
ment for  proposed  addition  to  shoe  factory. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Drive  Your  Car  Co.,  Bur- 
ton and  Main  Sts. — equipment  for  service 

station,  including  one  500  gal.  tank  and 
one   1,000  gal.  tank  with  pumps. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — R.  Gray,  Dart  and  Brad- 
ley Sts. — machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

posed shop,  for  producing  zinc  alloyed  rust- 
proof surface  on   metal  products. 

N.  Y,.  Buffalo — F.  L.  Harrison,  342  Vir- 
ginia St. — bakeshop  equipment. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — M.  V.  Holenwood.  Hertel 
and  Delaware  Aves. — equipment  for  pro- 

posed battery  manufacturing  plant. 
N.  y.,  Buffalo — S.  Strzeleckl,  73  Reed  St. 

— machinery,  tools  and  equipment  for  pro- 
posed  upholstery   factory. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — A.  Weber,  479'  Carlton 
St. — baking  machinery  for  proposed  addi- tion to  bakery. 

N.  Y.,  Elmira— C.  B.  Wheeler,  1019' Col- 
lege St, — wood  saw  outfit,  either  motor  or engine  driven. 

N.  Y.,  Hamburg — Burdick-Atkinson  Co., 
.r.  S,  Burdick,  Pres.  and  Genl,  Mgr.,  (manu- 

facturer steel  wire  springs  for  auto  up- 
holstery)— complete  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  plant  on  Scott  St.   .    , 

N.  y.,  Interlaken— J.  S.  Van  Doren — ad- 
justable roll,  self  feed  rip  saw,  iron  frame. 

N.  Y..  Jamestown — Empire  Case  Goods 
Co.,  158  Foote  Ave.,  (manufacturer  of 
furniture),  F.  O.  Anderson,  Pres. — machin- 

ery and  equipment  for  1  story  addition  to factory. 

N.  y.,  Jamestown — Pittsburgh  &  Free- 
port  Coal  Co.,  Bank  of  Jamestown  Bldg. — 
coal  loading  and  unloading  machinery  for 
new  coal  loading  plant  now  under  construc- tion on  Institute   St. 

N.  y..  Jamestown — Six  Hundred  Gas  Sta- 
tions, Inc.,  West  8th  St.,  S.  S,  Vandervoort, 

Genl.  Mgr. — machinery,  pumps  and  other 
equipment  for  proposed  chain  of  gas  and 
service  stations  in  Jamestown  and  vicinity 
of  Chautauqua  Lake. 

N.  y..  New  York— Merit  Knitting  Mills, 
21  Washington  PI. — winder,  for  34  spools. 

N.  y.,  Olean — Bd.  Educ,  123  East  State 
St. — equipment  for  manual  training  depart- 

ment of  new  addition  to  high  school, 

N.  Y..  Penfleld — A.  and  D.  Harris — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  apple  evaporator 

plant   at   Randolph.        ' 
N.  Y„  Rochester — Don-O-Lak  Co. — ma- 

chinery and  equipment  for  paint  and  var- 
nish factory,  to  replace  that  which  was 

destroyed  by  flre.    - 
V.  Y..  Rochester— H.  B.  Miller,  6  CJOlt 

St. — one  emer,\-  grinder. 
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Uawb«o  Addy  Co.: »  ATI 

^.itlMfa  SM.SS 
^aRA«niBaM(        53  27 
Saatbwa  Ofcio  N«  .        14.27 

KEWYORK- 
faailiin  No   .        36.27 

■ItMISrHAM 

No.  :  Ti^^Cr,        27.50 
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Ka.  ̂   .  >                4  :t  4  8S 
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Koa.  10  and  II. 
Not.  12  and  14. 
No*.  17  and  21. 
No*.  22  and  24. 

No.  26    

Na.28   

Piiitburab 
«} 5ft 3. 75 

3  4Se;3.«S 3  7SA4.15 
3  0004.30 
5  05^4  45 
4  15^4  7> 

New  York 

4.90 
5.00 

S.JO 
$.45 

Cleveland 4.25 

4  35 

4.65 4.80 4  95 
5  25 

Chicago 

4.85 
4.9$ 

siio 
5.5$ 

5. 95 

WROl'Oirr  PIPF— The  followint  ditcounti  are  lo  jnhhert  for 
carload  Ion  on  iheUint  Pituhuicli  bating  card: 

Steal Inch**  Black 
llo3       (4 

BrnwFi  n 
(•alv.  Iiichei 

S>'\  ltd  J... 

I  APWKI  n 

49)  2   

53)  2lio4... 491  4lto^.. 

4>i|  7ioi:       3>l 
BUTT  WELD.  KXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

•«oU       6..  554  I  CO  II       391 
2«oJ       67  561 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONf;.  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    61 

2|io6    65 
7  to  8    62 
9io  12    61 

Iron 

Black 
..    iH 

..     341 

..     37| 

37 

2S) 

2         59 
21  (o  4       63 
4i«o6       62 
7io8       5K 
9  to  12       52 

Malleahle  fitiinai. 

4H 

52 

SI 

4S 

39 

2. 

3: 

21  to  4       }8| 
4|to6       37| 7  to  8       JO 
9tol2       251 

Claiiei  B  and  C,  Randrd,  from  New 

tlorkicllai  ncilin.    Caititon.icanJard  tizct,  20-5%  off. 

York 

uiacB  vtaiv.  oiacK  iiaiv.   oiaca     uaiv. 

60^  47%   571%    451%  621%  481% 
57^44'^    5 51'i   4:1??   S'A%  iiWc 

■ici  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warehouie  ditcounti  ai  followt: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicaio 

Black  Galv.  Black  Cialv.  Black    Galv. 

I  to  3  in.  iicel  butt  welded.  60%   47%   571% 

2Sto«.in  tieclUpMclded    57%^  44%    55l';f 
.Milteahle  fiiiiniit.     Claiici  H  and  C,  Band 

flock  tell  at  li<t  Iru  ̂ %.    Case  iron,  itandard  (iaa*.  32%  off. 

MLSCELLANF.OUS— Warehoiiie  price* 
lOO-lb.  lo(t: 

Open  hearth  aphnit  •feci  (bjii< ) 
Sprinx  iiecl  (licbij  (bate)  .. 
Coppered  liciicmcr  rodi(ba(r). 
Hoop  ttecl   
CuU  lolled  tirip  tied.  . 

Floor  pisiei 

Cold  flllr  ■       '  w  If  " 
Cold  hr> 

SlluctUlJii    M  J|i<>    i|ij«r 
Soft  ttrri  half  (ha*c>    ... 

Soft  xecl  hit  thapct  (bate;.  . 
Sof(  ttcel  bandi  (ba**)   
Tank  plain  (baM)      

Bar  iron  (2.50*1  ii<ilh. 
Drill  rod  (from  litii   

Kleciric  wdding  wire: 

me  price* in  cent*  per 

pound  in New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 4  SO 
6.00 

4.50 
6.00 6  00 6.00 
6.03 800 

6.10 
4.29 3.50 

3.90 6.7S 
8.2$ 7.2$ 

5.50 

5.06 

S.SO J. 90 J. 60 

3.70 

4.40 4.10 
4.30 

3.04 

2.91 
2.92 

2  94 
2.81 2.82 2.94 
2.81 

2.82 

3.74 J.61 
3. $5 

3.04 
2.91 

2.921 

2. 82  J 

2.'?4 

2.81 

-5f«..0% 
40% 

50% 

1 

'■.>U. 

6,2$. \26t\i 

IU<<1.' 

KK"  II 
METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Cent*  Per  Poand 

Copper,  alacirolviic  (up  lo  rarloti),  New  York   

Tin,  5-toa  let*.  New  Yr  rk       .   ,   
I  cad  (up  to  carlon),  St.  Lniiii   $.90;   New  York. .. 
7.inc  (up  lo  rarloti),  St.  l«iii>.  .>,.>ni(^C.H$;  New  York. 

Alutninum.  9«  lo  99%  ini«f..  115  New  York  
Oeveland 

If...  i... .    

'  '.  loa  tpoi.. . 

An- 

Co,  .      
'       :   ,  ■  :    ■      ■'   II 
I  .-i.!"  I  1.  <i  <  '  ",:<  li>li^ 

Copper  I  nl    m;:  'l'X»-lb,  lot*). 
Kraaadir'       i'"'  ||,.  U,ii\... 

19,20 

7,25 21  50 

16,00 20.00 24.7$ IK  2S 

:>  ?0 
21.00 7  75 

22. 0<) 

18.00 

2.1  U» 
25  (K) 

2"  SO 

21   ?0 

14.62) 
32.62i 

6.75 
7.50 Chicago 

20.00 8.00 

23.00 

16. 25 

19.50 23.00 IN. 75 
20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
M  ET  ALS — Continued 

New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 
18.50 15.75 
19.50 
9.25 
23.50 20.00 42. 2S 

36.00 16.00 9.00 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      16.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      18.75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9.25 
Solder  (5  and  J),  (caselots)     25.00 
Babbitt  metai   (fair   pradc)      25.00 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      15.  00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.J.  .   39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  ".A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  inuots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  f  base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot     32  00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)..  .     48.00 
Blocks     32  00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)        40  00 
Ingots     3S.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50.00 
Sheet  bars..  .    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      1 1 .  75 
Copper,light,  and  bottoms       9.  75 
Lead,  heavy       4 .  75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,  light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.  50 
Zinc        3.00 

TIN  PLATES— .\merican  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- 
York         land      Chicago 

"AAA"  Charcoal  Melyn  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00      21.00        20.90 

"A"  Charcoal  .Mlaways  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets        17  00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets        20.00       18.75  19.60 

Coke  Phites,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,         112  sheets        12.50       11.00  14.50 
IC,  112  sheets        12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne    Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        .S.80  7  25 
IC,  14x20         7.25         6.05  7.40 

12.25 12.00 
11.75 11.50 
10.00 10.50 
5.00 4.75 
4.00 4.00 6.50 

9.25 5.50 6  00 
7.00 

7.00 
4.00 4.25 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- \ew  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..     X0.09@g0.lU       ?0. 12         ?0.11i 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .065@.10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  135x131, perlb.  .075  .06  .10 
Wiping  cloths,13;~x205,per  lb.  .08  .096  .13 
SaUoda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  100 lb    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .91  1.01  .97 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.  75 
Ued  lead,  dry      1001b.  kegs.        New  York.  12.  75 
Red  lead,  in  oil      1001b.  kegs.        New  York,  14.  25 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bap    .80  100 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsvillc.. .  .per  net  ton   1 1.00@1 1 .50 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsvillc.  .  .per  net  ton  12.50@13.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  List* 

New 
York 

Qeve- 

land   Chicago 

60% 

50% 

$3 . 50  net 

so% 
50% 

3.50  net  84.00  off 
3.90  net          

     65-5% 
     60-5% 

70%     70-10% 50-10-5%       45% 

80% 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in..       40% 

'    IJand  ljx3in.  uptol2  in       20% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        15% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts  ...       20% 

Lag  screws,  coach   screws  .     40% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in.x30in,       30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40%                SS% 
Tapbolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus      20%          
Semi-finished  nuts  I  and  larger       60%  70% 
Case-hardened  nuts         50% 
Washers,ca3t  iron,  2in.,  per  lOOIb.  (net) 

Washers,cast  iron, fin. per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist 

Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOlb.Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  i^in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  j-in.,  |-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

li   to    IJ-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£.\T/J/fperlOOIb         0.25 

«  in.  diameter    EXTRJ 
\  in.  diameter    EXTRI 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA 
Longer  than  5  in    EXT  R.I 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTR.4 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

26.00  ?3.50 
?3.S0 

4.50 

3.25 3. SO 

3.00 

5.00 3.50  net 

1.00 
3.50 

4.00 

1.00 
3.50 

4.00 

1.00 
3.50 

4.00 

1.00 3.50 

4.00 

45% 

60% 
60% 

50% 
60% 

4Jc.  net 

gS.OO  33.50 
S3. 35 

5.10 

3.60 
3.45 

0.25 
..      0.15 

0.15 
0.15 

0.50 ..       0.50 
0.50 ..     o.so 
0.25 .        0.25 

0.50 

O.SO 

0.35          ?3.70ba«e 
55-5%        50%  50% 

35%  50%  20% 

}!0.5.i 

0.33 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal   

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (j  do?,  rolls), 
leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.fi.,  ?2.S8: 
Medium  grade    40-5% 
Heavy  grade   30-S% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade          60-5% 
Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets  9x1 1  in. :' 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper      .            S5.84 
Emery  paper       8.80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth, regiilarweight, width  3| 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  vd.  roll, 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper.   
Cloth   

?0..50       ?0.67i 

0.35        0.40 

401%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

SO-10%40-10% 

60-5%  60-5% 

35.84 

11.00 

31.12 

4.50        4.28 

1.32 
3.02 1  24 

2  67 

?6.48 

8.80 
29.48 
4.95 

1.40 
3.20 
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Wi«^  MUoMk**— O.   O.    DaltaaMMi.    aTl 
Mmhms  a**. — t'nivrrwl  voodworkrr  (or 

wis.  mSmbIih     t  L«or.  tU  Itth  Av*^ 
(••atfVtarkart— hMHi  mw 

Wlk.      MU«Mk«*  —  M«liwrhlu-0«rlMtl 

•iJsi.  I •Ul* 
J     PMa*.    tilt drttro  Mai«r. 

•  M  A.  WclaivU.  tit 
Or«*Mi  81  —I  belt  drivva  mU  c«inpr»— OTl 
rron  t»f  to  IM  ru^Tl    for  IM  lb.  ptMwr*. WMf 

-AenM  8r«M  *  MoUl 
Wks.  r/o  U  Uar«*a  iiii<1  J.  M.  Br*un — t\imhf 

»■■—»■  II arTT  14  im  — »l>i  tir«a  bmiI  har4 

rry  to 

■ii«r«. 

1.    T-;   .i 
«  iMrWt   M  .   H.  ATlliMlv- 
r«ll   »»•   aC  ytaMa*  aad 

Maws  —  wg«>»»  for 

Cte  T«aas  tUte— oaHllBMT  aad 
HM  far  pi  aim  I  ptaat  acar  tiir- >a&   Ala. 

intUa    r    o>-^.  K  Man- 
L.  m  nMMMrt  t    fiiM  Ml 
far  tkrw  itm 

-PMftf'a    IVIiyki**    Ca  — 

a«  Om**  CMr. 

■mv.  w«i  fMaM^kMi  wtM  Oct.  t.'(«r  JiSr- MMw  *•  taa  uvcfiaealM.    ■Nlwt«<  coat 

n.1 rs.  rMii  »llaMli'  *  PacMr  T«a  Col, 
Av*-— a««tpwaat  lor  modar*.  lario 

hakMT.    
^^^ _         Co,  «tli  aad 

At<»  ̂   -       -  - 

War*t»4   C«.     SSth 
Blla.  Parek.  A«C— 
"       and    lwtottB« 

*t^_pl!l*-^  HfU  KM  A  Bak  Co.. 
M  wmmM  tnm  m.—^tmMMm  machtoonraM 
•^MwaaM  lar  ■miiilln*  •••  aMMM  la 
«•!  mmt  kaM  rartarr. 

«ry_  aM  I  >■>  m  ■  jf  i£r  'ihtli—  f%tMr».  M 

»V*!?"^  ^'^  -'-   »•  Ollmar 
?••»  Ctnmfm  •ma  ■  .      i  a»..    maaa- 

a«niu  »L  a.  MacMIOaa. 

   »•  CUf*  ft— 

^»*a  ■•"'  ■■"••     Ab»w  Pr«ta*IAB«k- 

*hwvr     far    kalury    a*4    prataal     ptaM, 

Cia.  A 

Tmlmt  C*..  Nt 

^     .    aM    I  lalpiiat  for to#«ary. 

_  Uaal    t>wl  Cawroror 

r   wwyaaai   fawani.   far 

•f    »ai*iM*«    ■»}       ■     ■ ranoTf. 

y«— ̂   ■»aa»>o»*    ■Ii»a4   riftM  C^ 
m>T  004  I  fiiBwal  far  »f Bpmai  4 

W.  VaL.  aMaCol^-M    u    w,«a^    ^ 
YarttS: 

irVa^a^.na    /I  H.  Ja*>«k  T.  O.  Hm »'-mmm^trr  •aa<t<ak>rr. 

_WW,    AXI«*~C   Mai 

M>— Man*  TIr*  Shop.  It** 
pM  Av*. — tlrt  pr«aa. 

WIkm  Wm4  ■aa4— C.  B««r,  (carpMUr 
and  millworiiar) — plaiMT  and  band  Mw. 
WW.  Wtwoaaia  Baplda— Wall 

Co.  r/o  J.  B.  Arpio— maehiiicr 
rat*  i>akr  and  olhc  r«produri« 

Oot.  D»»»r»al« — ThninpiK"  "».— eaotMaml  tor  nmiiut  houir.  .<■  .r,,....  that 
wbk-li  tra*  wrtokrd  hy  rxploaion.  Uoaa 
•  1*.*M. 
OM..  IMwda*— Colvillr  Prod  A  Ulllinc 

Co.^«WlMMnt  to  ivpliicv  I  hill  which  wai 
tfaSMcM^IIrr 

Ool..  Oodarlrli-  iMrnttur*  Co.— 
nrw  aia«liia*ry  ar:  nt  for  furnltur* 
rariory,  aoon  to  bv    ^..  ..u. 

Oat..  NaailNaa— Abraclvc  Co.  of  Canada. 
Itl  Burlln«toa  St.  E.— a|M<lal  MuipDivnt 
for  famaoa  bulldliut.  for  Iraatlng  ahraalvra. 

•M..  liOaaa — The  Crana  MllUn*  Co .  Ltd.. 
A.  Claaa.  Pureii.  A«l  — machmrry  for  dour 
min.  to  raplac*  that  which  wa«  d»atroyad 
br  lira 

OaL.  MIHoa— Smith  A  loita  maehin- 
arr  Mid  aqtilpmrnt  for  pmpoaad  addHlen  to 
piML  (or  tlut  manurarttirr  at  •lactrlcal 
•upplla*. 

Oat^  Taraala — Oalbralth-MacDonaMCo.. 
Ltd ,  i  Bt  CUtr*  Avr..  \v.,  cncineors  and 
oeaUactora,  A.  J.  Boon.  Purch.  Aft— B|. Mot  treodworfcar. 

WtaidMr  —  Del  roll    Staain    Motor 
■rnt  for  nrw  tlOO.OOt  factory. 

WtadM>r— I.<-i[(uti    A   PUti   Sprinc 
*2I      McDoucall     Avr. — apfielal 

•qolpiBcnt    for   the   manufartur*   o(   aprlfif 
lad    Co 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Calif..  Oaktaad  —  r'  ■         ■   ■    Co., !•««  Waat  Oraad  Blvd  had 

plana  pr«i«af<d  for  ih-  ,  ■< 
Mory.  Ill  z  (14  ft.  ra<i.>i) 
faetur*    "f   automobilr    i.odi. 
A»»    and    Tlrd   SI.    h«r>-       1..^   ; 
ItMOAt.     A.  Kabn.    )«oe   Marquette  BIdv, 
Detroit.  Mich..  Archt. 

CaMf..  Oahlaad— Hrbm-n  B1e<-«rlc  Code. 
lac  Bank  of  Italy  Hide  .  award<'d  thi-  ran- 
tract  for  ih>  ronatnirtlnn  of  a  1  atory.  lAO 
X  SAt  ft.  factory  on  Kth  and  Harrison  St* 
BMImalad  coot  lllo.too.     Noted  Ao|.  tl. 

Callf-^  aaa  DIoao^Rurcau  of  Tarda  and 
DeekA  Itanr  Dapt..  Waah  .  D.  C.  awardwl 
tka  eoMract  tor  lb*  ron>trurtlon  of  a  xuard 
and  iliap  baUdlnc  at  Naval  naar.  Marina 
Barrack*.  h»ra.    ■Mlmsif-i  roit  tIK.ITt. 

Calif.,   "aa  Mao— Toachrm   Btata  Colli-c* 
l«  harinx  plana  proparad  for  the  eonrtmr- 
iloa  at  a  froop  o(  emaca  bnlldlnga.  Inchid- 
In*  a  boroa  xonowlea  ouUdlm.   Ind'ittrlal 
tralainc  ikin.  nugjilna  ahopa.  n 
•nd   Ion    Aionlo   (U..    hw       i 
MM    ttM.Ni.      9.    BT  MrDeucal 
BIdf .  lacramonlo.  Stat*  Arcbt. 

_^».^r,    Waab^-J.    MrReynotdt.    Il»    14U 
VL.  KW.  plana  to  bund  a  aarvico  atatloo 
and  ahov  room   bulldlna      EMtanalad  OMt 
IIM.Mt.     r.  B.  Pyte    gymnTmSi    Ai^ 

O.  Arnold  Co.,  c/o  Z  B. 
Baal    lllh  Hi  .   la  riwrlv. of  a  i  atory, 

Ian  and  Rldt*- 

.Mt. tb*r  Bfo*     ""    v».... Av».  ar»  r«c«lvln«  t  -i 
—  of  a  1  atory,  I**  x 

. Ava  aaar  qoorv*  iti      r..i....-i.., .••♦.     ir>.  iGiport.  It  ■omb  tM Attht. 

■tod.  awardod  tha  <<«iMnct   f'.r  th»   cnn 

JHI  'SUft^iht  eonat  ruction 't  X  IM  n    farada.  on  Ogdai 
way  at*,    rtlmatad  ooat  •!•.« 

o«o-d^a«ai<d    B.   B. 
I—  Cirri*,  awardad  Iba  > 

i»' 

)TS«.*I* 
of I  atory.  »'■ 

tiSrz  KA>i;  %Rffls?.d-s.;?''?iro.5^"o. Mtab.    Datroll — Dodav    Broa.    TtOO    Jon. 

SfWL'*''*-  y"'  ''"""'  •"  »«orK.  t««  X !••  ft.  (artory  for  aaacmbllna  and  hnUblna 

coot  ii.i^etiOOo     Niiiiit  Sipi    II. 
_ '"''i-    Baor  Ilia    RR     ii*k 

S  llO  ft.  «ncln<-  huuan,  hvra. 

t.*^  *."  *'J«">f— KuaJiner  A  Cooporbarf. U  Crnlral  Avo..  awarded  th«  oontraet  for 
tha  conatrui-tlon  of  a  1  atory,  I&  x  SIO  ft 

f7&oi'»  ""    Columbia   8i.     Bailmatod    coal 
--.J*-  ?"  nonklrfc— akelton  Shoval  Co,  c/o Cbanbor  of  Comniorra.  awarded  the  oon- 

traet for  the  conatrucilon  of  a  large  KhoVfi 

fft!'*/?    "Jf"    ̂ •""    •<'••      K»tlmnt.d    coal 
Iti.AOO.     N'oieit  Aug.  19. 
N.  v..  New  Vark— I  Poldman  c/o  C.  B. Meyera.  Archl.  und  Engr..  SI  Union  80,,  haa 

had  plana  prruarrd  for  iho  conatniotion  of 

?.ij"i?'">'  J"  *  "•*  "  ¥•«■»«•.  on  Weat UOth  SI.     Eallmated  coal  ftt.OOO, 

wm-.*';,^'*.*'*''^— •*  L,'*'>»hn,  •>  Bway will  Iniild  II  •  mory.  17..  x  2S0  ft  garan 
at  41(0   Hway.     Bailmaifd  coal    $7ri.«00, 

««?•;•  i£'*V'""l  T  "';  M««h»r«.  10(1  Wait 
loth  St..  ha*  had  plana  praparad  for  the ronatruction  of  »   1   morv.  ((  x  ((  ft.  gar- 

Jfl vf.'."","..^^':."'  5-'">»'  Eailmai-d  coat 
140.000.  W  MnrkowUi.  22li  Union  Bldr, Arcbt 

O.,  TovagaiowB  —  P.  J.  Kablman  Co 
plana  to  bufld  a  4t  x  174  (t,  atoal  fabrloat- 

i'lloV.o"'   **"  *^*'''"'"  *'      BWImatad   ooat Pa..    OreeBTlll*— n Co.   I*  having  plai. 
atnicdon  of  a  *le<  I 

■tory,   l&o  X  '.'"^  ■• 
100  X  150  ft.  .. 
(0  X  4(0  ft.  b. 

8t.ol    A    Iron 

I   for   the  con- nnlaung  of  A  I 
"K  mill,  a   1   atory. 
Inillding,  a  1  atory, 

u  1  atory.  50  x  ISO 
n  machlnr  aho|'  iin<i  a  I  atory.  60  x  lOo 
rt.  warehuuai-.  Estimated  coat  IS.KOO.non. Private  plan*. 

Pa.,  on  riD— E.  M.  Bowen.  Pord  Agency, 
la  having  plan*  prepared  for  the  conitruc. 
lion  of  a  »  atory,  70  x  80  ft.  automoblli' 

?';!^'i',l«  and  repair  alallon.  Kmlmaied  com 
HS.OOO.  W.  H  rro.hy.  Mnaonic  BIdg. 
Arclii. 

lllh  and  rhi-Mniii  .«(»  .  are  receiving  bida 
for  Ihi'  .onutn;   -  -    ,    «  «(ory.  100  X  tit 

?»  "I'/'l'oT""  >     '"^   Budd   M(t Co,  11*1  St.  ..  ,.   Pnrk  Ave. 

..^•-  r'""""  ■■  ■'  'Jionberg,  c/o  N**h Motor  f  o.    Sill    North   liroad  St.,  la  having 
?ilanii  iir.pand  m.l  will  .....n  r-oelve  bldn or  th-  .on.tr  75  X   ,j,i 

Thompaon    Si;         .  .,„i     |J50,000 P    8.  Tyre,   150ft  Arrh  St.,  Archt 

■.r.'.;  -Jlla.vllle— Tlluavlllc  Iron  Wk» , 
South  Pranklln  St  .  plan*  to  hulld  a  large addition  to  It*  plant,  for  the  manufacture 

2' .  ..:  «'"  R""'P«  engine*  and  auppllea,  on 

SS-ll!  ̂ f»rt.%"*"  ¥■  .BottmaleiTcoat  be- 
tween 1100.000  and  liKo.OOo.  Archltact not  announced. 

B.  I.,  PraTldenee~Vi.w  Down  Town  Oar- 
age.     Iniv       Till      IndumrlHl     Tru»l      BIdg. 

awarded   ih.'   conlraci   f...^   •>   "n«iruetlon 

.i.f    *   "•".?■    f*™?,'    "  atatlon, St.     Ratlmnti'd  coat   |ir,(i.  •„(,. 

^y-  ?■••   Wheellag — Centre   Pdry.  A   Ma- .■hlne  Co     ?«ti   M.iin  fit  .  awarded  the  con- met  Ion  of  a  1  atory,  100 
I   Warewood  Ave,     Ball- 

WU.,    Oaliliaah— ^'  .    Counly,    c/o 

St^^.  •*";''"'.  "'  for  the   con- 
atruriinn  of  a  I  at..,,.  ...  ;.  120  ft.  garage 
and  repair  ahop.  Kallmaied  coat  $40,nAo. 
Noted  Aug    ti. 

"'■•  ■'•"    ■       -              -      -              l.l-ll.      to 
?"'  '    for  thn mm  EJttl- 
fnaten  rotii    |4O,i)00. 

General  Manufacturing 

Call!      P'lalaaw— Poultry    I  at 
Cantr.ll    faiifomla.    Itl    Bar'  .;toii 
•t.,  will   */,.,n   award  the  ooii!.:.. .:   :  i    ih"- 
OMatrurtlon   of  n   110   s   tlO    (l,    packing 

1     V      n-i-ir!-,     r     "'     ••i--r    A    Son ihe  con 

ft     add). 
Into   to  in'jr   ffn'<"    iii'iory.      i.fltirnatad  CO*t 
lioo.aoo. 
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Salvage  and  Repair  of  Railroad  Equipment 
Salvage  of  Material  Formerly  Sold  as  Scrap — An  Air  Hammer  of  Novel  Construction 

A  Portable  Lathe — Handling  Car  Wheels 
By  S.  ASHTON  HAND 

Associate  Editor,  American  Mavhinwt 

RAILROADS  in  their  present  fight  to  make  ends 
meet  are  practising  economies  not  heretofore 

L  thought  of.  That  old  material  formerly  sold  as 

scrap  is  now  being  salvaged  and  again  put  into  service- 
able use  is  evidenced  by  what  may  be  seen  in  the  rail- 
road repair  shops  in  almost  every  locality. 

On  the  Atlantic  Coast  Line  Railway,  the  tin  roofs  on 
freight  cars,  when  damaged  either  by  rust  or  accident, 

are  stripped  from  the  cars  and  sent  to  the  shops,  whei-e 
they  are  first  straightened.     Then  the  damaged  parts 

oil  pressed  out  of  it.  The  waste  is  packed  in  the 
receptacle  at  A,  to  which  a  piston  is  fitted.  Pressure 
on  the  piston,  supplied  by  air  in  the  cylinder  B  (which 
by  the  way  is  an  old  air-brake  cylinder)  is  sufficient  to 
squeeze  as  much  oil  out  of  the  waste  as  can  be  done 
by  such  a  method.  The  waste  is  then  taken  from  the 
press  and  put  in  a  tumbling  barrel  made  of  wire  mesh, 
contained  in  the  tank  A,  Fig.  5,  where  it  is  immersed 
in  water  kept  at  the  boiling  point  by  the  introduction  of 
steam.     Here  the  tumbling  barrel  is  revolved,  sloshing 

FlU. A   i'lLli  OF   DAMAGJiD  CAR   ROOFS.      FIG.    2 — LANTIORNS.   OIL  CAK.S,    l-:T<',,   '|-|1A'I'   W  II.I.    I;i;  SAI.N'AGKD 

are  cut  from  the  sheets  and  new  pieces  inserted  and 
fastened  by  lock  seaming. 

Some  of  the  damaged  car  roofs  on  the  Atlantic  Coast 
Line  are  shown  in  Fig.  1  piled  up  at  the  Waycross,  Ga., 
shops,  where  they  have  been  shipped  from  all  parts  of 
the  system.  Here  they  will  be  reconditioned,  again  to 
do  duty.  The  average  cost  of  repairing  these  roofs 
is  $6.40  each  and  as  a  new  roof  costs  from  $50  to  $60, 
the  saving  is  quite  considerable. 

A  lot  of  damaged  lanterns,  car  lamps,  rear-end  signal 
lamps,  switch  lamps,  oil  cans,  etc.,  are  shown  in  Fig.  2, 
and  will  all  be  put  in  serviceable  condition  at  an  average 
cost  of  about  45  cents  each. 

Round  rods  from  worn  out  or  broken  ventilating 
doors  of  freight  cars,  from  brake  rigging  and  various 
other  parts  of  rolling  stock  anatomy  were  salvaged  at 
these  shops  in  March,  1922,  to  the  amount  of  51.547 
pounds. 

The  dining-car  stove  in  Fig.  3  is  undergoing  thorough 
repairs,  including  a  new  lining  of  asbestos  and  the  in- 

sertion of  some  new  sheets.  Formerly  this  stove  would 
have  been  scrapped. 
Waste  taken  from  the  journal  boxes  of  passenger 

cars  is  brought  to  the  press  shown  in  Fig.  4  and  the 

the  waste  in  the  v.'ater  for  10  or  15  minutes  to  remove: 
the  balance  of  the  oil,  after  which  it  is  removed  and 
put  in  the  centrifugal  separator  B  and  the  water  taken 
from  it.  The  reclaimed  waste  and  oil  are  used  for 

packing  the  journals  of  freight  cars. 
It  may  be  wondered  if  the  salvage  of  materials  re- 

ferred to  actually  pays,  but  when  consideration  is  given 
to  the  fact  that  the  majority  of  the  work  is  done  in 

FIG.   .3— .i^   DIXING  CAR   STOVE  UNDERGOING  REPAIRS 
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FW.   4 — nugBSINO   OIL  OUT  OP  JOUR- NAJ.-BOX  WASTE 

makiof  ffoidM  for  the  die  to  travd  in.  A  series  of  i-in. 
bolaa  drilled  aroood  the  center  of  the  cylinder  at  A 
atowa  air  to  cwape  when  the  pi«ton  has  passed  them 
oa  tka  downward  stroke.  When  striking  and  compress- 
lac  tfca  sprint,  the  piston  is  shot  upwsrd  until  the  air 
aaads  it  down  ao>n.  Thus  a  very  rapid  reciprocating 
BMtioo  is  secured  without  any  reversing  valve,  and 
tba  frsater  the  air  pressure  the  k>nger  and  harder  th« 

Staybolts  in  hxonotive  fire  boxes  have  small  holes 
kaown  as  tell-tale  holes  drilled  in  them  longitudinally, 
•o  that  aboold  a  sUyboit  break,  the  break  will  announce 
itatif  bf  tba  laak  of  water  or  steam. 
A  ■achlDs  for  drilling  tell-tale  boles  ia  shown   in 

no    4— \VA8JI1NU  AND  DRYINi.  K 

Fig.  7,  in  which  stations  and  ftxtures  are  provided  for 
six  bolts  around  a  central  column.  The  bolts  are  held 
in  V-blocks  as  at  /I  and  B,  Fig.  8,  and  the  drills  are 
guided  by  bushings  as  at  C.  The  fixtures  are  mounted 
on  vertical  slides,  each  having  a  roller  bearing  on  the 
i.im  D  below.  In  operation,  all  stations  revolve  around 
the  central  column  and  are  pushed  upward  by  the  sta- 

tionary cam  V  aa  they  revolve,  bringing  the  end  of  the 
bolt  against  the  drill.  It  will  be  understood  that  the 
depth  of  the  hole  drilled  is  controlled  by  the  height  of 
the  rise  on  the  cam.  When  the  roller  attached  to  a  slide 
reaches  the  low  part  of  the  cam  at  E,  drilling  of  the 
bolt  in  that  station  is  completed,  and  it  can  be  talcen 
out  and  replaced  by  another.  It  will  be  seen  that  the 
cam  has  a  rise  and  fall  at  G  which  allows  the  slide 
to  fall  and  then  rise  again  before  the  drilling  has  been 
completed.  There  are  several  such  places  in  the  cam, 
and  their  purpose  is  to  allow  the  slides  to  drop  down 
at  stated  intervals  so  as  to  bring  the  bolts  below  the 
drill  and  clear  the  holes  from  chips. 

In  delivering  car  wheels  after  they  are  bored,  they 
are  lowered  by  the  crane  attached  to  the  boring  mill 
so  that  one  edge  strikes  the  top  of  the  iron  tripod 
shown  In  Fig.  9.     Further  lowering  tilts  the  wheel  so 

UAMMEft.     no.   7— MACHUOD    VOK    TiHUJASO    8TAyBOl.TS. 
TCRaa  A.VD  CAM  or  VTATBOLT  nnil.I.ING   UArWSK ria.    •— CtrAMPINO    FIX- 
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FIGS.    9   AND    10— HANDLING   CAR   WHEELS   AT   THE    BORING  MILL 

FIG.  11— MILLING  SHOES  Axn'D  WEDGE.S 

FIG.  12— A  PORTABLE  LATUi: 

that  when  the  flange  touches  the  floor,  the  wheel  is  an 
almost  vertical  position  as  in  Fig.  10,  and  can  be  readily 
rolled  away.  Wheels  to  be  bored  are  rolled  up  to  the 
tripod  and  rested  against  it.  From  that  position  it  is 
an  easy  matter  to  attach  the  crane  chain  and  hoist 
them  up  and  deliver  them  to  the  boring  mill  table. 

Shoes    and   wedges    are    set    up    in    a    string    on    an 
Ingersoll  planer-type  milling  machine,  as  shown  in  Fig. 

11,  and  the  three  inside  and  two  of  the  outside  surfaces 
finished  by  a  gang  of  cutters  at  one  setting.  This 
method  leaves  the  bearing  surface  only  to  be  finished 
in  another  operation. 

The  result  of  having  to  use  "McAdoo  mechanics"  dur- 
ing the  war  is  shown  in  the  badly  bent  feed  screw  in  the 

cross  rail  at  A.  The  damage  was  done  by  allowing  the 

head  to  come  against  an  obstruction  while  being  tra- 
versed by  power. 

It  is  getting  to  Ije  general  practice  to  have  one  or 
more  portable  lathes  in  the  erecting  shop  and  to  place 
them  directly  beside  the  engine  being  worked  on.  Fig. 
12  shows  a  motor-driven  LeBlond  lathe  mounted  on 
wheels  so  that  it  can  be  easily  transported  to  any  part 

of  the  shop.  Such  lathes  are  a  great  convenience  since» 

among  other  lathe  jobs,  there  are  many  taper  bolts  to  bfi 
turned  and  fitted  to  place  in  overhauling  an  engine,  and 

to  carry  them  to  and  from  the  shop  to  the  engine 

several  times  between  cuts  to  try  the  fit  is  a  tedious 

process.  Also  much  other  •work  can  be  more  conveni- 

ently done  if  the  lathe  is  close  to  ':'ie  work. 

Balanced  Equipment 
By  Robert  Grimshaw 

Just  as  a  chain  is  no  stronger  than  its  weakest  link, 
few  plants  have  any  greater  capacity  or  efficiency  (please 

note  the  difference  between  "capacity"  and  "efficiency," 
because  there  is  a  wide  gulf  fixed  between  them)  than 
is  permitted  by  the  least  productive  machine  or  the  one 

'  with  the  least  output. 
In  a  properly  equipped  manufacturing  plant,  each 

production  center  should  be  able  to  take  care  of  all  the 
work  from  that  preceding  it  and  keep  the  next  one  sr- 
actly  and  profitably  busy.  W«3  find  this  balanced  con- 

dition infrequently  and  particularly  seldom  in  small 
plants,  or  rather  in  those  where  each  process  or  opera- 

tion is  performed  on  but  one  or  two  machines.  In  con- 
sequence, the  idle  time  account  of  some  machines  or 

production  centers  is  excessive. 
In  ̂.  tour  embracing  about  forty  manufacturing  plants 

in  this  country,  I  found  but  one  in  which  there  was 
perfect  balance.  In  this  case  there  were  large  groups 
of  machines  for  each  operation  or  process.  It  is  easy 
to  see  that,  if  six  machines  of  one  kind  cannot  take 

care  of  the  output  of  five  or  the  kind  preceding,  another ' 
may  be  added  much  more  efficiently  and  economically 
than  where  one  of  a  sort  cannot  handle  the  product  of 
the  one  back  of  it. 
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Standardizing  Machine  Shop  Equipment 
AdranUffCS  Which  Justify  the  Cost— A  Successful  Method  of  ImprovinR  Old  Tools- 

Tapers  Reduced  to  One  Standard  and  Two  Sizes 

Kv  H    \.    WHKKLER 

£r  IS  pj—wng  to  nou  tliU  tiie  sufatject  of  sundardiut-
 

tioa  is  MMT  rswlviac  mow  faTorabto  consideration 
wkkii  to  bMsi  1190a  •  dwirr  to  MUbUith  better 

IHiaoo  la  coanaon*  aad  indiutr)-.  Ax  an  example 
•(  tW  aaad  for  aUndarditation.  I  recall  a  diMMtroua 

jraara  afo  in  a  neishboring  town.  The  tin 
Um  coatro)  of  the  local  apparatus  and  the 

ritjr  ili|iailai>Bt  was  •ummoni^  for  asaistanre. 
Afl«r  avwral  paav*  had  arHvad  on  the  Hcene,  ready  for 
bttniaaaa  with  a  full  bead  of  ateam.  it  waa  diacoven<d 

tkat  tJw  Ikh*  connectiona  would  "not  go."  The  fire 
aot  ba  axtiaguiahed.  and  a  quarter  of  a  million 
la  property  went  up  in  Hntoke.  Since  then  I 

Civaa  anich  thought  to  the  subject  of  Rtandardixn- 

tloa.  Figaratirel)-,  thin  Are  i»  an  example  of  what  goes 
OB  la  b— Iwoas  and  in  indua- 
trr  ovary  day  in  the  year 

the  lack  of  stand- 
IceaditioiM  and  meth- 

I  would  not  haiard 
aa  to  the  probable 

int  of  money  lost  in 
this  way. 
In  machine  ahopa  long 

and  still  using 
boilt  in  the  Isjit 

flirty  years,  for  there  an* 
OMay  aach.  numeroas  detail:* 
of  laarlilnaa  and  equipment 
■^r  be  ataadardlaod  with 

to  the  abep.  This 
involve*  a  change 

of  awthod  in  doing  cer- 
tain Joba,  rebuilding  machinea  or  making  over  certain 

detaila  of  thrro  to  make  them  more  efltcient  or  up  to 
It  baa  been  fully  realised  that  a  great  disparity 

la  tlw  detail*  of  machines  and  equipment, 
(OfoaaWatoa  surplus  effort  and  expense,  and 

■iooally  results  in  a  general  demoralization. 
It  is  with  the  object  in  view  of  bringing  about 

gTMtly  laiproeed  conditions  and  of  making  the  prac> 

of  the  indaatry  awre  economical  and  universal.* 
atandardiied  condHkMW  ahould  prevail  in  the  shop. 

ataadardteing  eqaipoient  is  quite  distinct  from  activ- 
Itioa  aloat  aimilar  linea  in  other  flelda,  but  the  funda- 

mental principlaa  are  the  aaroe.  80  many  advantoges 
are  !•  be  dcrieed  fron  standardixation,  that  the  cost 
of  aailtlng  the  aemMary  change*  ia  of  secondary  con- 

Perhaps  a  limit  should  he  set  on  the 
of  mooair  to  be  spent  for  such  work.  Prom  the 

an  amount  equal  to  25  per  cent  of 
tfe  oriciaal  coal  of  the  machine  ia  not  too  high  a  figure. 

KIO.    1— ClirCK    AP.VPTKU 
FOR  8MAUI.  LATliK 

prwrMliWaf rne  that  the  results  to  be  obtained  are 
Good  Jodgment  and  plain  home 

be  the  guide  in  this  undertaking. 
aacesaary  to  make  radical  change* 

a  liat  of  itaoM  which  have  long  been 
aa  ladlapeaaflda.     The  first  step  in  this 
be  to  aiake  a  careful  study  and  ourvey  of 

aad  oondhiona,  and  to  collect  data. 

In  the  average  machine  shop  nre  found  nu-  hinex, 
small  tools  and  sundry  tHjuipniont  <>f  mttr.y  difTcrtMit 
makes,  none  of  which  aRroc  in  impoitant  details  that 
have  to  do  with  thi-  Having  of  time  ami  money.  Tapered 
holes  in  milling  machines,  lathes  and  drill-press 
spindles,  bolt  slotx  in  milling  machineH,  .shapi>r.<<  un'l 
planers,  width  of  steps  on  cone  pulleys,  square  and  h»'x 
heads  for  wrenches  thai  nre  frequently  used  and  threads 
on  lathe  spindles,  are  a  few  details  suKKesting  others. 

Several  different  tapers  in  a  shop  are  a  constant 
source  of  annoyance  and  needless  expense  when  one 
standard  taper  would  serve  all  practical  purposes.  This 
.standard  would  eliniinnte  many  b«>nt  arlM)rs,  broken 
drills  and  centers,  ruined  drill  chucks  and  burred  an«i 
cut  spindle  holes,  would  save  much  time  now  wnst<  .1, 
and  would  appreciably  reduce  the  small  tool  expense. 
Here  in  one  item  alone,  standardization  would  save  ten 
times  its  cost  ever>'  year. 

It  may  not  \ie  possible  to  induce  the  machine  build- 
ers to  adopt  a  st.indard  taiK>r  and  other  standard 

details,  but  the  individual  shop  can  have  a  standard  of 
its  own.  The  work  of  making  the  necessary  changes  can 
in  most  cases  be  done  right  in  the  shop.  Some  ideas  and 
a  method  of  standardizing  equipment  successfully  em- 

ployed by  the  writer,  may  be  of  use  to  others. 
After  a  survey  of  the  machines,  tools  and  other  equip- 

ment was  made,  a  special  shop  order  was  issued,  to 
which  all  labor  and  material  connected  with  the  work 

wei-e  charged.  The  next  step  was  the  selection  of  a 
man  who  waa  considered  capable  of  carrying  out  the 
work  to  its  completion.  The  whole  situation  was  gone 
over  with  the  man  selected,  who  was  an  excellent 
mechanic,  and  the  object  in  view  was  explained  to  him. 
He  was  allowed  a  free  hand  and  was  instructed  to 
use  his  own  head.  One  machine  at  a  time  was  stand- 

ardized and  repaired  where  nei>ded,  so  that  the  wo<'k 
did  not  interfere  with  the  regular  production. 
As  most  of  the  lathes  in  this  shop  were  of  an  old 

model  with  solid  spindles,  some  hollow  spindles  were 
designed  by  the  writer  to  take  their  places.  As  the 
chucks  had  aeen  many  years  of  service,  they  were  not 
considered  worth  repairing,  and  ao  were  replaced  bv 
new  chucks.    The  threaded  ends  of  the  old  spindles  were 

KIO.   t--HOI.I.iOW   Nr'I.NIlt.K    riRillON'KU  T(i    HKI'I.ACK MOLID  O.NR 

of  small  diameter,  and  would  not  supprirt  the  heavier 
chucks  in  use  today.  In  designing  the  new  spindles  it 
was  possible  to  uae  the  same  thread  on  the  spindle  noses 
for  lathes  of  the  same  size,  and  ao  to  make  all  chucks 
and  fac^latos  interchangeable.  As  the  chucks  were 
seldom  all  in  uae  at  one  time,  by  this  arrangemen:, 

three  chucks  were  amply  suflk-ient  to  serve  six   18-in. 
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lathes,  and  one  chuck  served  both  the  20-  and  the  24-in. 
lathes.  Two  sizes  of  chucks  were  purchased  for  the 
18-in.  lathes  and  by  using  an  adapter,  shown  in  Fig.  1, 
the  smaller  chuck  was  made  available  for  a  12-in.  lathe. 

For  one  lathe,  an  18-in.  Putnam,  a  little  more  modern 
than  the  others,  a  special  spindle  was  designed,  as 
shown  in  Fig.  2,  and  was  fitted  with  a  set  of  new 
Hendey  spring  chucks.  This  feature  became  a  great 
favorite  with  the  men  for  getting  out  small  orders  of 
special  screws,  studs  and  other  round  parts  made  from 
bar  stock.  Under  the  old  order,  this  class  of  work  had 
to  be  cut  off,  centered  and  turned  between  centers  on 
account  of  the  solid  spindles. 

In  making  the  hollow  spindles,  Shelby  steel  tubing 
was  used.  This  material  can  be  purchased  in  a  variety 
of  sizes  and  will  give  excellent  results.  It  also  elimi- 

nates the  expensive  operation  of  deep  hole  drilling, 
something  that  every  .«bop  is  not  equipped  to  do.  For 
the  taper  hole,  the  Morse  standard  was  adopted.  Two 
sizes,  Nos.  2  and  4  were  all  that  were  needed  for  our 
work.  In  some  shops,  three  or  more  sizes  may  be 
required.  Two  tapered  gages  and  two  tapered  finishing 
reamers  of  corresponding  sizes  were  purchased  for  this 
work,  which  should  be  carefully  done  to  the  correct 
standard  gage.  Otherwise,  serious  trouble  will  develop 
in  the  interchange  of  tools.  Centers  were  made  all  of 

one  size,  except  for  one  8-in.  lathe  which  required  a 
.special  center. 

Odd  Screw  and  Wrench  Sizes  Eliminated 

The  work  of  changing  the  spindles  of  drill  presses 
and  milling  machines  is  practically  the  same  as  that 
described  for  lathes.  There  were  three  drill  presses  in 
this  shop,  and  each  had  a  different  taper.  This  condi- 

tion required  the  use  of  different  sized  adapters,  and 
chuck  shanks. 

If  a  man  desired  to  use  a  drill  chuck  in  a  lathe  or 
in  some  other  machine  for  which  the  shank  was  not 
fitted,  he  would  have  to  drive  out  one  shank  and  put  in 

another.  Often  a  new  man,  not  on  to  the  "ropes,"  would 
endeavor  to  use  a  chuck  or  the  wrong  adapter  in  some 
machine  for  which  it  was  not  intended.  Occasionally, 
he  would  get  away  with  the  job  by  packing  the  adapter 
with  paper  or  by  some  other  slip-shod  method.  With  this 
practice,  for  years  such  tools  were  always  in  a  bad 
state  of  repair  and  many  were  on  the  sick  list  a  good 
part  of  the  time.  Manifestly,  the  ideal  condition  is  to 
have  a  single  standard  taper  in  two  or  three  sizes. 

Square  and  hex  heads  on  setscrews,  bolts,  nuts,  tool- 
post  screws  and  vise  screws  that  are  frequently  used  in 
making  adjustments,  setting  up  and  operating  a  ma- 

chine, may  be  standardized  and  many  odd  sizes  may  be 
eliminated.  In  the  case  of  milling  machine  vise  handles, 
for  instance,  a  common  size  can  be  used  so  that  the 
handles  will  be  interchangeable  on  vises  of  different 
makes. 

Standardization  is  also  an  advantage  in  toolpost  bind- 
ing screws  and  in  many  other  places.  Frequently  a  vise 

handle  or  toolpost  wrench  is  mislaid  and  cannot  be 
found  at  the  exact  moment  it  is  needed;  or  perhaps 
some  one  has  borrowed  it  and  will  not  bring  it  back 
until  he  is  finished  with  it.  But  if  he  can  turn  right 
around  and  use  the  handle  or  wrench  on  the  next 
machine,  how  much  more  time  he  will  save  than  if  he 
wastes  10  or  15  minutes  in  hunting  for  a  wrench  and 

finally  is  foi-ced  to  use  a  monkey  wrench. 
A  feature  about  binding  screws,  of  which  many 

mechanics  are  ignorant,  is  the  chance  of  .^training  the 

screw  by  using  too  large  a  wrench.  This  is  what  often 
occurs  to  milling-machine  vise  screws  and  toolpost 
binding  screws,  when  a  heavy  monkey  wrench  is  used 
in  place  of  the  right  wrench  that  cannot  be  found. 

Reducing  the  Variety  of  Bolt  Slot  Sizes 

Bolt  .slots  in  machines  should  also  be  developed  to  a 
minimum  number  of  sizes,  so  as  to  reduce  the  variety 
of  sizes  required  to  serve  all  machines,  and  to  thereby 
reduce  the  time  lost  in  looking  for  bolts  in  setting  up 
a  machine.  A  standard  may  be  arrived  at  after  com- 

paring the  sizes  of  the  slots  in  the  several  machines  to 
be  changed.  In  a  group  of  several  planers,  milling 
machines  or  shapers  of  approximately  the  same  size  a 
single  bolt  slot  size  may  be  possible. 

Milling  out  the  slots  to  the  desired  size  is  a  simple 
operation.  An  example  of  this  procedure  is  illustrated 
in  Fig.  3,  which  gives  the  details  of  a  slot  for  four 
different  machines.  The  data  for  .standardizing  this 
group  of  slots  are  shown  in  the  accompanying  table. 
It  will  be  apparent  from  this  arrangement,  that  one 
sized  bolt  will  serve  the  four  machines,  whereas  before, 
four  sizes  were  required  and  three  out  of  every  five 
bolts  were  always  unserviceable.  This  method  may  be 
followed  for  any  number  of  machines  in  one  group. 

.Srd. 

A 
1    I/lb 

I    1/8 1   1/8 
1    1/8 1   1/8 

B \?/U, 11/16 
7/8 11/16 

7/8 

C 1 
1   1/16 I    1/32 1  3/16 

1  3/U. 

1) 

7/16 9/16 

17/32 
1/2 

FIG.    3— DET.\ILS    .\Nr>   SIZES    OP  BOLT    SLOTS   FOR    FOUU 
DIFFERENT   MACHINES 

Many  machine-shop  managers  are  skeptical  as  to  the 
.value  of  making  the  changes  which  have  been  outlined. 
The  changes  are  small  details  in  themselves  and  are  sel- 

dom considered  worth  changing,  although  the  average 
shop  is  required  to  support  many  items  of  expen.se 
which  might  easily  be  reduced  by  one-half  through  the 
simple  process  of  standardization.  The  popular  excuses 
for  maintaining  these  conditions  are  the  lack  of  time 
and  the  expense  of  making  the  necessary  changes. 

No  matter  how  busy  your  shop  may  be,  if  you  haven't 
got  the  time,  take  it  and  standardize  every  possible 
detail  of  machinery,  tools  and  equipment.  In  the  pur- 

chase of  new  equipment,  it  is  well  to  consider  the  details 
that  conform  to  the  standard  adopted,  or  the  details 
that  can  be  changed  with  the  least  expense. 

The  field  of  standardization  offers  many  opportunities 
for  saving  both  time  and  money  in  every  machine  shop, 
regardless  of  the  size  or  the  nature  of  the  business. 
Does  it  pay?  Yes,  absolutely,  it  pays  in  dollars  and 
cents  right  from  the  start  and  is  a  permanent  improve- 

ment. It  is  a  divided-paying  business  proposition,  and 
deserves  just  as  much  attention  from  machine  shop 
proprietors  as  standardization  receives  in  other  lines. 

Perhaps  in  no  othei-  kind  of  business  is  there  a 
greater  lack  of  standardized  conditions  than  in  the  aver- 

age machine  shop.  Conditions,  traditions  ,nnd  envii-on- 
ment  stand  in  the  way  of  many  improvements  and 
standardization,  particularly  in  small  details. 
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Machining  An  Aluminum  Carriage  Cover 
Die-Castinj^  Used  for  ITniformity  Rather  Than  for  Elimination  of  Machine  Work- 

Profiling,  Drilling  and  Milling  in  Special  Fixtures 

By  FRED.  H.  COLVIN 

IK  ORDER  to  secure  aluminum  caatings  that  are 
uniform  and  true  to  shape,  the  Monroe  Calculating 
Machina  Company,  Orange,  N.  J.,  is  utilizing  die- 

ntHltfa  m  a  sUrting  point  for  ita  machining  work. 
Wkilt  on  amaU  work  di*<aatings  are  used  to  eliminate 
■adiiaa  worfc.  this  coapanr  haa  not  found  it  advisable 
to  da  tbia  in  pieces  as  large  aa  are  required  in  the 
part*  for  ita  calculating  macbinea.  such  aa  cases  and 

As  castings,  however,  they  work  out  very 
f,  aa  they  lit  into  jigs  and  ftxtures  remarkably 

wtM  MmI  art  anlformly  aoiid. 
TIm  place  abown  bamrith  ia  a  cover  for  the  moving 

carrfac*  and  contalna  naay  windows  through  which 
tba  aaaiban  dtow  la  raadiag  tba  resulu  of  the  calcula- 
Uooa.  Tbcrt  an  acfwal  aiaaa,  the  largest  cover  being 
•boot  tl  in.  long. 

After  testing  for  atraigbtness  the  cover  ia  piacsd  in 
tba  ftstors  ahown  in  Fig.  I.  where  the  windows  ar« 

a  siagl»-«pindle  vertical  drilling  machine. 
an  caat  with  a  very  thin  web  through  which 

'  csttor  forrea  its  way  as  tlie  spindle  is  moved 
ia«*  tlH  aUIIing  position.  The  cover  M  of  tb« 

two  arrratcd  platas  B  and  C.  which  guide 
tka  MlMIt  csttar  la  cutting  out  the  windows  as  the 
«M«  •itvra  ia  aMvad  along  the  drilling  machine  UUe. 
Tha  lap  plate  la  kaM  by  four  latcbca  at  the  ends  and 
ia  oanOr  iwwvalilt  to  change  piecaa. 
Tba  aad  halaa  are  first  miOad  and  tba  hardened 

Daa4BMliata  pbea  to  loawt  againat  poaaiUa 

movement  of  the  piece  in  the  fixture.  Then  the  fixture 
is  simply  moved  from  window  to  window,  being  guided 
by  the  platea  B  and  C.  The  plate  0  extends  the  whole 
length  of  the  cover,  while  C  is  but  half  an  long.  Each 
hole  is  tested  by  an  oval  plug  ginKc  to  insure  uniformity. 

The  cover  then  goes  to  a  multiple-spindle  drilling 
machine  as  in  Fig.  2,  for  drilling  the  end  holes  which 
support  the  shafts  carrying  the  numbered  wheels.    Thin 

rta.  »— OAOK  ron  r>RpTH  or  co^t.nterborr 

figure  givea  a  good  idea  of  the  fixture  and  the  way  in 
which  the  covar  is  held.  The  curved  blocks  A  and  H 
fit  up  inside  tlia  cover  and  support  it,  while  the  ednt^ 
reata  on  the  pina  C  and  D.  The  straps  are  held  by  llic 
swinging  bolts  at  the  right,  and  each  strap  carrieH  a 
clamping  screw  which  bears  on  the  high  part  uf  the 
cover  holding  it  tightly  against  the  curved  blocks. 
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FIG.  4— DRILLING  THE  CENTRAL  HOLE.     FIG.  5— MILLING    KUGE  AND  FACE  OF  COVER 

Both  ends  of  the  fixture  have  raised  feet  which  are 
surfaced  both  for  drilling  and  for  gaging  the  depth  of 
the  counterbore.  This  is  shown  in  detail  in  Fig.  3,  the 
raised  feet  being  indicated  at  A  and  B.  The  gage  shown 
at  C  rests  on  the  feet  and  can  be  moved  from  hole  to 
hole  to  see  that  they  are  all  counterbored  to  the  same 
depth.  The  flush  pin  gage  at  D  tests  the  depth  of 
counterbore,  the  lower  portion  of  the  plug  at  E  being 
the  gaging  point  that  is  brought  to  bear  on  the  bottom 
of  the  hole. 

The  drilling  of  the  holes  in  the  central  or  supporting 
partition  presented  something  of  a  problem,  but  it 
was  solved  by  using  a  gun  drilling  lathe  secured  at  a 
government  sale.  The  fixture,  shown  in  Fig.  4  accom- 

modates three  sizes  of  covers,  the  one  shown  being  the 
shortest.  The  cover  is  positioned  in  the  box-like  fixture 
by  pins  which  fit  the  end  holes  previously  drilled.  The 
pins  are  shown  at  A  and  B.  Those  at  B  are  located  in 
a  block  which  can  be  moved  inside  the  fixture  itself,  to 
accommodate  the  different  lengths  of  covers. 

The  central  block  is  fixed  in  position,  but  has  three 
slots  so  positioned  as  to  fit  the  different  sizes  of  covers. 
This  block  is  fitted  with  bushings  which  guide  the  drills 
D  and  insure  accuracy  in  the  alignment  of  the  three 
holes  which  carry  the  wheel  shafts.  This  operation 
requires  considerable  care  on  the  part  of  the  workman 
to  be  sure  that  no  chips  prevent  the  proper  seating  of 
the  cover  in  the  fixture,  and  to  properly  seat  the  guiding 
pins  at  each  end  of  the  cover.  The  results  are  very  satis- 

factory, however,  and  the  assembly  goes  along  very 
smoothly  when  it  is  being  done  by  a  man  who  under- 

stands the  work. 
The  final  machining  operation  on  the  cover  is  milling 

the  edge  to  insure  proper  seating  when  assembled  on 
the  machine.  Here  again  the  cover  is  located  by  the  end 
holes,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5.  It  is  carefully  supported, 
both  at  the  ends  and  at  two  other  points,  to  avoid  any 
springing  of  the  casting  under  the  milling  cut,  even 
though  this  is  very  light.  The  two  cutters  shown  face 
both  the  edge  and  the  side  at  one  operation. 

Filing  Technical  Articles 
By  Jasper  H.  Carlstrom 

Many  of  the  articles  in  the  American  Machinist  are 
very  useful  to  refer  to  in  my  work,  especially  those  on 
tool  engineering.  As  it  would  be  inconvenient  for  me 
to  carry  the  entire  copies  of  the  magazine  to  my  work, 
I  find  it  necessary  to  cut  out  those  articles  not  likely 
to  be  of  benefit  to  me.  I  usually  allow  the  copies  to 
accumulate  a  couple  of  months,  and,  having  read  them 
through,  proceed  by  means  of  a  sharp  safety  razor  blade 
to  remove  those  pages  I  want  to  keep. 

The  pages  having  been  piled  in  their  numerical  order, 
the  headings  of  the  articles  are  then  copied  down  with 
their  corresponding  page  numbers  on  a  piece  of  paper. 
The  articles  are  now  placed  in  manila  paper  envelopes, 
ten  by  twelve  inches  in  size,  preferably  those  whose 
flaps  are  fastened  by  a  cord.  It  may  be  necessary  to 
trim  off  the  bottoms  o£  the  pages.  The  volume  and  page 
numbers  are  then  marked  on  the  envelope,  as,  for  ex- 

ample, Vol.  56,  pages  413-844. 
I  now  proceed  to  make  up  the  index  as  articles  are 

classified  into  five  divisions:  Tool  Engineering,  Auto 
Tools  and  Methods,  General  Machine  Work,   Dies,  Die 

Work  and  Small  Tools,  Theoretical  and  Miscellaneous 
Articles.  The  index  is  made  up  on  sheets  of  typewriter 
paper  about  5i  x  84  in.  in  size  by  typewriting  at  the 
top  the  classification  of  the  articles,  followed  by  the 
headings  of  the  articles  with  their  corresponding  page 
numbers.  These  are  copied  from  the  list  already  made 
up  and  checked  from  it  as  copied. 

—INDEX— 

Auto  Tools  and  Methods 
Vol.  55.  pages 

Machining  Wrigley  Auto.  Trans.  Gear    252-55 
Carbon  and  Other  Motor  Troubles    291 

Handling  Materials  in  Auto  Plant    292-96 
Machining  Auto  Starter  Frames    296-98 

By  this  means  any  article  may  be  quickly  found  by 
referring  to  the  classified  index  for  the  volume  and 
page  numbers  which,  as  already  stated,  are  marked  on 
the  envelope  in  which  the  article  is  filed.  The  index 
sheets  are  placed  in  a  smaller  envelope  and  this  is  kept 
in  the  latest  large  envelope  to  be  filled.  The  material 
is  alwaj's  readily  available  and  can  be  easily  located 
by  i-eferring  to  the  index  and  then  finding  the  proper envelope. 
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Mass  Production  in  British  Motor  Industries 
British  Manufactur«fB  Bcginninjc  to  See  Difference  Between  Mass  and  Standardized 

l^roductkm — Plans  to  Utilize  Facilitiets  of  Big  Austin  IMant 

By   HKNBt  OHKIIMKYKX  and  ARTHltl  L.  GEBBNB 

varr  tone  SCO. 
intlwoMM 

on  the  American  model  wu  the 
BafflUh  automobile  manufactureni  not 

felt  that  if  he  could  (et  on  the  job 
'  th»  market.  That  was  a  dream  from 

■p  witk  a  bans." i  the  eatai  auMlV  «( tha  Auatin  Motor  Company. 
wiMaa  fartorjr  lyrawla  ever  the  acreace  of  a  fair- 
town  joat  oataide  of  Birmingham.  England,  and 

wlUrli  coaapaojr  waa  one  of  tbt  big  concerns  to  feel  the 
rocka  aa  tkt  rwolt  of  over  sealoua  productivity  imme- 

tkt  war.  is  about  to  place  on  the  market  a 
Kilii  piMnrt  car  In  competition  with  the  popular 

■ateaMbllM  of  Anarkaa  manufacture.  The 
of  the  ear 

for  lu 
have 

Jwt  been  an- 

TW    war 
many 
with 

Unds   of 
whose 
utility 

lUa 

to  a  white  de- 
plMBt.  Many  of 

have     not 

raa 

bMM  properly 
H^aidatad  or  aw 

of  y«t. 
eondition.  of 

tt,  WM  MW  ''"*'  t^Pri^AH-l'HirKD  Ki'S.\norT 
r  tvat  of  machine  factorica  nwst  of  which  found 

after  ahsoat  auperhuman  activity,  poa- 
of  a  aoddnljr  idW  army  of  workers  and  a  hugely 

plant. 
la  Kagtaod  tb*  Inflated  plants  were  a  standing  temp- 

amnufacturer*  had  long  envied  their 
pm  the  ability  to  do  big  things  in  a  big 

to  tan  oat  by  hundreds  what  they  thenaadrM 
eweoted  to  prodac*  by  tana.  They  had  the  idea  that 
AaMTfcaa  saeeeaa  to  that  direction  lay  in  big  orgaoita- 
tiaos.  in  factoriaa  which  were  cities  in  themadvas.  Here 
at  tke  BriiUh  hand  was  iu«t  such  an  organixation,  bom 
of  aeaaMilr  and  obvieosly  flited  for  Just  one  thing — 

80.  for  a  time,  did  the  English  dream  oome  true.  For 
two  yean  following  the  war  the  chimneys  belched  their 

mi  the  IMOB  of  a  tremendous  activity  throbbed 
al  tke  ahepa.  A  stream  of  car*  sped  from  the 

factory  to  the  aatfaag  paaU  which  were  the  agenta. 
Per  a  few  an  tin  tke  i«Mla  had  aU  they  coohi  do.  It 
reaVr  'M  saeai  aa  If  BagUsh  motor  manufacturing  had 
■■w  threagk  Ha  reeehrtion.  Then,  even  more  suddenly 
Hmm  it  bagaa,  Ika  boom  ended.  There  was  talk  of 

One  or  two  actually  did  go  under.  The 
oi  etrack  for  aliore. 

Aaetla  Motors  believt  tliey  know  the  reason  for  the 

flasco.  "In  the  first  place,"  they  say,  "we  overextimated 
the  market.  In  the  second  place,  in  our  haste  we  oent 
out  faulty  products.  In  the  third  place,  the  idea  was 
Hilly  and  should  never  have  been  seriously  considered  at 
all.  The  domeHtic  market  for  cars  at  that  time  was  fair, 
but  only  fair.  The  Colonial  market,  the  great  prop  and 
HtafT  of  all  Kngliah  industries,  was  almost  non-existent. 
Given  something  like  a  normal  demand  in  the  colonies, 
particularly  Australia  and  New  Zealand,  the  dream 
might  not  have  been  beyond  the  range  of  possibility. 
But  here  again  the  project  caused  so  many  complaints 
among  car  users  who  felt  they  had  been  cheated  with  an 
inferior  product  that  the  very  shadow  of  a  worldwide 

market  was 
blotted  out  from 
the  beginning.  As 

a  result  of  the  sit- 
uation mass  pro- 

duction in  England 
has  received  a 
shock  from  which 
it  is  never  likely 

to  recover.  Brit- 
ish manufacturers 

have  learned  what 
is  to  them  the 
amazinK  truth 
that  quantity  and 
size  are  not,  after 
all.  the  essential 

features  of  Amer- ican industry. 

iiBCK\TL.y  ANNorNiKi)  liv  ALSTiM  ^„ y  "mass  pro- 

duction" to  aa  Englishman  today  and  he  will  pretend 
not  to  know  what  you're  talking  about.  At  best  he 
will  correct  you  to  the  use  of  "standardized  produc- 

tion," thus  proving  that  he  has  grasped  the  funda- 
mentals of  the  problem. 

"After  all,  you  know,  mass  production  is  the  result, 
isn't  it  ?"  they  said  in  Birmingham.  "It's  the  means  that 
are  imimrtant.  and  in  this  case  they  consist  of  the  prin- 

ciple of  duplication,  the  single-purpose  machine,  the  die 
stamp.  Duplication  means  not  merely  accuracy,  but 

speed,  interchangeability,  and,  most  of  all,  economy." 
This  fairly  obvious  aphorism  was  expressed  with  all 

the  wonder  of  a  discovery.  It  is  important,  however,  as 

indicating  the  lines  on  which  certain  British  manufac- 
turers of  motor  cars  propose  to  work.  The  Austin 

Motor  Company,  Ltd.,  consider  that  they  are  now  oper- 
ating on  a  ayeteni  of  standardized  production  and  Austin 

automobilea  and  eagiaee  are  turned  out  by  single-purpose 
machines.  The  parts  are  assembled  by  being  swung 
into  place,  where  they  fit  without  a  trial. 

While  the  Austin  Motor  Company,  Ltd.,  has  spanned 
the  gulf  between  individual  prinluction  and  standardized 
production,  it  has  not  thus  far  been  wholly  successful  in 
edocating  the  market  to  the  advantages  of  the  new 
metiiod.  It  haa  been  found  necessary  to  maintain  an 

entire  shop  solely  for  the  construction  of  models  of 
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special  design,  which  are,  it  is  true,  in  decreasing  de- 
mand, but  are  still  a  very  potent  factor  in  automobile 

manufacturing  abroad. 
Henry  Ford  has  estimated  that  in  America  only  five 

per  cent  of  the  automobile  buying  public  normally  ex- 
hibit any  preference  for  si>ecial  variations  to  suit  spe- 

cial tastes  in  the  construction  of  their  cars.  The  Eng- 
lish public  is  still  far  from  achieving  such  an  ideal  of 

uniformity.  Many  an  Englishman  regards  his  auto- 
mobile in  much  the  same  way  as  his  home.  He  wants  it 

to  express  something  of  his  personality.  In  addition 
there  is  the  deeply  ingrained  prejudice  against  any 
system  which  seems  to  rob  the  workman  of  the  tradi- 

tional pride  and  interest  in  his  product.  England  is  a 
land  of  apprentices.  A  handmade  watch  or  a  handmade 
bit  of  lace  may  be  inferior  to  the  machinemade  article, 

but  it  is  more  likely  to  command  the  Englishman's 
respect. 

Thus,  educating  the  market  to  a  more  pronounced 
faith  in  standardized  production  is  the  goal  which  Austin 
Motors,  among  others,  has  set  for  itself.  In  the  fulfill- 

ment of  this  aim  the  Austin  company  is  among  the 
leaders.  From  motives  of  pure  self  defense  it  must  be  a 
leader  if  for  no  other  reason  than  its  tremendous  facil- 

ities which,  otherwise,  would  be  like  so  many  cancers 
eating  up  the  profits  of  the  business  without  making  a 
return. 

Mushroom  Growth  of  the  Austin  Plant 

For  factories  like  the  Austin  plant  the  war  was  a 
modern  Atlas  which  shifted  the  weight  of  armaments 
to  the  shoulders  of  the  indu.strial  Hercules  without 

making  provision  for  relief.  The  Austin  Motor  Com- 
pany, Ltd.,  now  occupies  about  fifty-three  acres  in  the 

Longbridge  section  of  Birmingham  and  is  divided  into 
three  parts,  known  respectively  as  the  South,  West  and 
Xorth  works.  In  1914  only  six  of  these  acres,  situated 
in  a  small  corner  of  the  South  works,  were  used  for 
manufacturing,  in  short,  nearly  a  ninefold  increase  in 
only  four  years.  The  increase  in  personnel  was  pro- 
portionate. 

During  the  early  stages  of  the  war,  the  Austin  com- 
pany was  asked  only  to  concentrate  on  transport  and 

tank  equipment,  which  required  comparatively  little 
;ilteration  either  of  product  or  method.  Armored  cars, 

lorries,  aeroplanes,  aero  engines  and  tractors  were  sup- 
plied in  ever  increasing  quantities.  But  the  original 

factory  became  inadequate  for  the  growing  demands  of 
the  Government.  A  call  for  guns  and  shells  on  a  large 
.'(cale  developed.  Not  only  were  the  old  South  works 
extended,  but  engineers  hastily  constructed  a  new  fac- 

tory on  the  west  side  for  the  specific  production  of  18-lb. 
.'ihells,  and  still  another  plant  to  the  north  for  the  manu- 

facture of  8-inch  .shells  and  4.5  howitzer  guns.  This 
la.st,  incidentally,  is  said  to  be  one  of  the  largest  indi- 

vidual shops  ever  built.  It  is  900  feet  long  and  was 
ready  for  work  within  six  months  after  the  first  stone 
was  laid. 

Market  Lags  Behind  Plant  Capacity 

Such  is  the  gigantic  machine  which  Sir  Herbert 
Au.stin,  founder  and  managing  director  of  the  company, 
has  to  his  hand  today.  Imagine  the  producer  of  any- 

thing you  choose  starting  off  modestly  on  a  small  scale 
to  supply  a  profitable  but  strictly  limited  market  with 
his  commodity.  Imagine  his  astonishment  and  eventual 
dismay  at  finding  that  his  plant  has  grown  mushroom- 
iike  over  night  (kept  pace  with  by  overhead  expen.ses) 

without  either  his  volition  or  desire.  Consider  his  panic 
at  discovering  that  his  market  had  not  only  failed  to 
grow  in  proportion  to  his  plant,  but  had  actually  con- 

tracted. Consider  especially,  as  we  do  here,  his  attempts 
to  deal  with  the  situation. 

It  has  been  shown  how  Sir  Herbert  and  some  of  his 
competitors  began  by  what  seemed  at  least  the  most 
obvious  method,  that  of  engaging  in  large  scale  produc- 

tion in  apparent  imitation  of  American  firms.  That 
stage  has  now  passed,  perhaps  forever,  into  a  fitful 
memory.  But  the  factories  are  still  there.  There  are, 
thei-efore,  two  roads  open  to  the  British  manufacturer 
of  automobiles.  He  can  attempt  by  enterprising  sales- 

manship to  increase  the  market  where  it  exists,  or  he 
can  seek  a  new  one.  Here  again,  he  can  look  abroad, 
although  it  is  not  unlikely  that  American  competition 
will  drive  him  out.  He  can  even  create  a  new  market  at 
home.  In  the  latter  case  he  is  just  as  much  an  innovator 
as  Henry  Ford,  who  foresaw  a  popular  demand  for  his 
car,  not  merely  for  pleasure  but  for  business  purposes 
and  proceeded  to  supply  the  demand  when  other  manu- 

facturers were  still  concentrating  on  racing  cars. 

A  New  Light  Car 

We  doubt  if  Sir  Herbert  Austin  has  any  ambition  to 
become  the  Henry  Ford  of  the  British  Isles.  Neverthe- 

less, for  the  past  two  years  he  has  been  at  work  in  his 
experimental  shop  on  a  new  type  of  roadster  which  will, 
it  is  expected,  combine  the  speed  and  durable  qualities 
of  more  expensive  cars  with  the  cheapness  and  economy 
of  operation  of  the  motorcycle.  Admittedly,  this  is  a 
large  order  to  fill.  At  any  rate,  the  first  three  cars  of 
the  new  type  have  left  the  factory  and  successfully 
passed  all  required  tests.  The  great  body  of  Austin 
agents,  who  were  called  in  meeting  for  an  announcement 
of  the  new  car  a  few  weeks  ago,  are  said  to  be  most 
enthusiastic  and  have  shown  their  faith  in  the  model  by 
ordering  up  to  capacity.  The  machines  themselves  will 
be  in  their  hands  in  small  quantities  by  fall  and  more 
widely,  it  is  hoped,  by  the  first  of  the  new  year. 

Such  a  car,  if  at  all  successful,  should  have  the  advan- 
tage of  a  unique  market  in  England  which  exists  in 

America  only  as  a  reflection.  For  years,  England  with 
its  splendid  roads,  its  charming  scenery,  has  been  in  a 
special  sense  a  cycling  nation.  In  America  the  bicycle 
was  a  fad  which  had  its  day  and  passed.  In  England 
the  cycle  is  a  necessity.  Lately  it  has  been  superseded, 
in  the  case  of  those  who  can  afford  it,  by  the  motorcycle. 
There  may  not  actually  be  more  motorcycles,  especially 
sidecar  combinations,  on  the  roads  than  there  are  auto- 

mobiles, but  to  the  casual  eye  it  would  seem  so. 

Tremendous  Market  Assured 

Here  without  doubt  is  a  tremendous  market  for  the 
man  who  can  reach  it.  Ford  has  not  done  so.  With 
transportation  and  duty  charges,  his  car  is  still  beyond 
the  financial  capacity  of  the  motorc.vclist.  Such  attempts 
as  have  been  made  to  wean  the  motorcyclist  from  handle- 

bars to  the  steering  wheel  have  been  largely  makeshift, 
consisting  of  three-wheeled  affairs  with  motorcycle 
engines  or  tin.v  roadsters  at  a  cost  only  less  than  that  of 
more  serviceable  machines.  Sir  Herbert  in  most  par- 

ticulars has  tried  to  design  "a  car  what  is  a  car."  His 
sales  manager  expresses  it  most  succinctly.  "We  want 
to  convince  the  purchaser  that  he  really  owns  an  auto- 

mobile while  charging  him  the  price  he  would  spend  for 

the  original  cost  and  upkeep  on  a  motorcycle." 
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to  Um  crrlbt  rroup,  the  Auatta  Motor 
to  attract  tboM  im-o  other 
tW  woouui  driver  and  the 

Fbr  waow  which  will  be  appa- 
tKrtkmr  «k  M  attMBpt  Is  to  ba  made  now  at  tha 

:«f«  of  lifht  tnidn  from  tbia  type  of  car. 
of  tha  Aiiatla  "Smwr."  aa  it  U  called 

It  fr««i  tiM  Twaho"  and  •Twenty."  i« 
bvaathopktera.   It  haa  a  faor-cyllndar  water- 

witli  a  bora  and  atroke  of  21  and  S  inehea 
;  capable  of  7.S  hp.  aa  rated  by  the  R.  A.  C. 

ia  hf  kich  taoaioa  magneto  controlled  from  the 
TW  eaatlag  otpacHy  i»  for  two  peraona 
for  l«e  paraeaa  Inclttdinc  three  small 

A  road  claaranea  of  nine  iochea  is  allowad. 

DiMEKSiom  or  Cab 

TW  dtaMMtaaa  of  tW  car.  onr  all.  are  8  ft.  8  in.  by 
S  ft.  10  tak.  walililill  HO  Iba.  As  a  matter  of  actual 
road  iiiifwaMa,  tW  "Sevan"  has  attained  a  speed  of 
tttr-tMo  Bilaa  ptr  War.  Uwkr  perfect  condition*  it 
Wa  adUaea<  •  cooannptioa  record  of  78}  miles  to  the 
vaDDa.  ahboocli  flfty-flve  miles  are  said  to  result  in 
Bonaal  operation.  Complete  running  cost  is  estimated 
at  Ud.  per  mile. 
TW  Mw  ear,  ready  to  rlda,  is  to  be  put  on  the  market 

ad  MBit  or  approadmalaly  ISO  more  than  the  best  t}i)e  of 
—terej'cia  wimMnatloa.  This  is  said  to  be  only  prelim- 
tmrr.  Wwewr.  a  price  settled  on  by  the  agents  them- 

who  agrwd  to  take  as  many  cars  as  the  factory 
tarn  out  for  many  months.  In  time  it  is  the  ex- 

intantion  of  the  company  to  bring  the  price  of 

tW  Aoatla  "Seven"  in  more  direct  competition  with  that 
of  tW  cyda  eoad>iaatlon.  tW  manufacturers  of  which 
are  thtmeehaa  bdiaved  to  W  about  to  make  subsUntial 

I  of  the  Austin  Motor  Company.  Ltd., 
I  inrfaly  on  tW  recaption  given  to  the  new  car. 

neaa  themaelvea  certain  changes 
wfll  ondoobtedty  be  found  necessary  in  the  design.  The 
wire  wheeh,  for  eaample.  are  approximately  of  motor- 
cycie  diaaasioaa  and.  despite  more  than  satidfactory 
teats,  give  tW  appearance  of  flimsinesa.  At  any  rate, 
tWy  may  be  found  to  detract  from  the  "carlike"  appear- 

ance of  tW  aittoaaobile  and  time  may  see  the  substitu- 
tion of  owre  aaWtantial  looking  rims  and  huba. 

TiAILY  MoocLa  Flow  NED  UroN 

TW  company  is  strongly  opposed,  however,  to  the 
I  tt  pwlodic  changes  in  design,  which  have  been 

aa  well  as  in  America  to  attract  the 
at  tW  yearly  Motor  Exhibition.  This  custom. 

witfcb  ia  haaad  ratWr  on  faddism  than  utility,  is  obvi- 
OMly  dlaaatrooa  to  a  perfect  nyntem  of  standardization. 
■ad  wfli  W  IgBoradL  ao  far  as  poaalUe.  in  the  construe- 
tioa  of  tW  AooUn  "Seven." 

As  todfeated  above,  the  Austin  "Seven"  is  peculiarly  a 
>  car.    This  ignores  a  principle,  which  is  fairly 

eatahUahcd  in  America,  that  the  automobile,  what- 

'  H  was  in  tW  paal,  la  new  at  leaat  and  in  the  future 
la  to  W  tn«ll  a  barinais  oeceaslty  and  a  personal  luxury. 
Tia  tW  great  dlaappointment  of  Britiiih  manufacturers 
■ad  tW  aalanMnNat  of  American  exporters,  the  Eng- 
HA  OMHaMrdal  cImns,  alowvr.  perhaps,  than  Americana 
to  ndaf*  new  idaaa.  Wve  failed  to  appreciate  the  poasl- 
MtUas  of  tW  aaliiBwIiOi  in  hiialneaa  In  England  tW 

ia  atfli  a  toy  to  a  vary  hirge  crtaat,  and  as  such  is 
to  fari  a  tempomrv  trade  dapraaslon. 

The  Austin  Motor  Company,  Ltd..  has  been  given  as  an 
example  of  certain  conditions  in  the  Britinh  motor  world 
because  it  haa  ahown  itwlf  quickest  in  adaptation  to  the 
unfortunate  circumstances  brought  about  by  the  war, 
circumstances  which  may.  .however,  in  the  end  prove 
tW  reverse  of  unfortunate.  Other  automobile  factories 
have  the  same  problem  to  deal  with  and  may  be  expected 
to  apply  similar  methods  of  treatment.  It  is  not  too 
much  to  prophesy  that  Great  Britain  will  be  resdy  to 
make  a  serious  fight  when  the  markets  of  the  world 
reopen. 

Temperature  Rocommcndations  for 
Thermit  Welding 

In  order  to  compensate  for  the  lower  melting  point 
of  cast  iron  as  compared  with  steel,  the  Metal  and 
Thermit  Corporation,  Now  York,  recommends  that  in 
preheating  cast-iron  sections,  preparatory  to  thermit 
welding  them,  these  sections  be  heated  little  more  than 
necessary  to  show  color,  such  as  a  dull  led  heat,  rf  this 
advice  is  followed,  we  are  told,  a  quieter  pour  will  be 
obtained  and  the  fusion  will  be  just  as  perfect.  This 
practice  has  now  been  tried  successfully  in  numerous 
cases,  the  most  important  being  a  thermit  weld  on  a 
large  cast-iron  press  head  which  required  1,100  lb.  of 
thermit.  The  weld  was  absolutely  perfect,  with  good 
fusion  to  the  extreme  of  the  edge  of  the  collar,  although 
the  cast-iron  section  was  heated  only  to  a  dull  red  heat. 

It  is  believed  that  this  point  is  very  important  and 
that  operators  will  find  (hat  it  will  overcome  possible 
difllculties  which  they  may  Ik*  experiencing  in  cast-iron 
welding.  One  might  suppose  that,  as  the  cast  iron  of 
the  parts  being  welded  is  not  quite  ao  fully  expanded 
at  this  lower  temperature,  there  might  be  a  aliffhtly 
greater  tendency  for  hairline  cracks  to  appear  in  the 
thermit  steel  collar  perpendicular  to  the  lino  of  break. 
In  actual  practice,  however,  this  has  not  been  found 
io  be  the  case,  probably  because  of  the  fact  that  the 
expansion  curve  is  much  greater  up  to  a  red  heat  than 
it  is  from  the  red  heat  to  the  white  heat  and  that 
the  sections  are,  therefore,  practically  fully  expanded 
at  this  dull  red  heat.  It  is  certainly  also  true  that  the 
thermit  steel  at  Arst  heats  and  expands  the  sections 
with  which  it  comes  in  contact  and  that  the  slight 
difference  in  preheating  is  negligible. 

Bonus  for  I^ongr  Service 
By  A.  L.  DrVinne 

Until  an  employee  commences  to  get  worthless  he 
is  a  more  valuable  hand  after  years  of  service  than 
when  he  came,  even  than  after  he  got  into  his  stride. 
He  knows  where  things  are,  he  can  do  some  one  thing 
automatically  better  than  any  new  hand  and  he  can 
do  other  things  reasonably  well  from  long  association 
with  the  work  and  occasional  assisting  and  substitu- 

tion. He  haa  proved  himself  likely  to  stick,  and  not 

apt  to  have  a  yearning  for  "fresh  fields  and  pastures 

new." 

This  being  so,  it  is  well  to  pay  an  annual  bonus — 
without  any  promise,  expressed  or  implied,  after  the 
expiration  of  a  given  period;  the  percentage  of  the 
wages  and  the  length  of  the  period  depending  upon  the 
scarcity  of  the  kind  of  labor  in  question  and  the  length 
of  time  required  to  learn  that  particular  work. 
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Details  of  Design  of  Blanking  Dies  Continued — Laying  Out  Work  and  Punch  Positions 
Single-  and  Double-Run  Layouts — Double  Blanking  Dies 

IN  THE  previous  article  we  have  discussed  a  number 
of  general  matters  pertaining  to  the  design  of 
blanking  dies.  In  these  general  statements  we  have 

endeavored  to  illustrate  points  of  importance  which 
apply  not  only  to  the  blanking  of  the  metal  or  cutting 
it  into  shape,  but  also  to  the  progress  of  the  work 
through  the  die  and  other  matters  which  affect  the 
design  generally. 

We  shall  now  go  into  the  matter  in  much  greater 
detail  and  illustrate  a  number  of  points  in  the  design 
of  blanking  dies  in  a  graphic  manner,  bringing  out 
principles  which  apply  to  the  subject  and  treating  the 
entire  matter  from  its  fundamentals  so  that  the  de- 

signer will  thoroughly  understand  the  principles  on 
which  the  science  of  die  design  is  based.  It  is  not  our 
intention  to  show  a  great  variety  of  dies  for  different 
purposes  and  for  different  forms  which  are  to  be  cut 
out  of  metal.  Such  matters  could  be  presented  in  very 
extensive  form  if  it  appeared  desirable;  but  thei-e  are 
so  many  applications  of  punches  and  dies  to  different 
kinds  of  work  that  it  seems  better  to  deal  almost 
entirely  with  principles  of  design,   making  each  point 
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FIG.    450— IMP01iT.\XCE    OF   ROUND    AND    FLAT    SIDES    OF 

BLANKED  WORK 

as  clear  as  possible,  and  then  illustrate  the  applica- 
tion of  these  principles  by  means  of  a  comparatively 

small  number  of  actual  examples  of  dies  themselves. 
The   first    point    to   be   considered   when    it   becomes 

necessary  to  make  up  dies  for  a  given  piece  of  work,  is 

the  shape  of  the  work  which  is  to  be  blanked.  When 
considering  this  matter  it  must  be  remembered  that  all 
stampings  from  blanking  dies  have  a  round  and  flat 
side.  The  flat  side  is  that  next  to  the  punch,  while  the 
side   which   first   passes   through    the   die    is    slightly 

u         R 
FIG.  451— POSITION  OF  PUNCH  IN  BLANKING  OPERATIONS 

rounded  on  the  corners.  When  parts  are  to  be 
assembled  with  other  pieces  after  blanking,  it  is  neces- 

sary that;  the  flat  sides  should  be  adjacent  to  each 
other.  If  the  work  is  not  symmetrical,  the  flat  side 
should  be  specified  on  the  part  drawings.  Therefore,  in 
designing  dies  for  a  given  piece  of  work  and  in  making 
the  most  economical  layout  possible,  this  point  should 
be  considered  first.  Fig.  450  shows  several  of  these 
points  very  clearly. 

The  part  shown  at  A  is  not  symmetrical  and  it  must 
be  laid  out  so  that  it  will  be  forced  through  the  die  in 
such  a  manner  that  the  side  which  is  adjacent  to  the 
piece  of  which  it  is  to  form  a  part  will  be  flat  and  not 
round.  Referring  to  the  sectional  view  at  B,  the  part 
A  is  shown  assembled  with  C  by  mec.ns  of  rivets,  and 
it  can  be  noted  that  the  two  parts  lie  closely  together. 
On  the  other  hand,  if  the  curved  side  of  the  work  A 
were  to  be  assembled  as  shown  at  D,  the  piece  would 
not  lie  close  to  its  fellow  and  an  imperfect  unit  would 
be  the  result. 

A  sectional  view  with  the  conditions  greatly  exag- 
gerated is  shown  at  E,  in  order  to  illustrate  the  differ- 
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•ad  flat  »vim  of  •  bUnk.  Tlic 
is  dMTljr  iadkatod  in  the 

at  r.  la  wkidi  tkt  work  G  i»  forced 
tkt  6i*  H  by  bmum  of  Um  panrh  K.  The 

reaaaiBt  of  tW  corner  U  aot  aotkoabW  on  stock  under 

i,  km.  tkiek  mmI  doaa  Ml  aMd  to  be  coiwidered:  but 
UUa  aaooat  la  blanked,  particular 

;  be  paid  to  the  matter. 

hi  kvtm  «rt  the  poaHion  of  the  punch  in  blankinir 

dlw.  tbe  part  to  ba  ponclwd  munt  be  m  located  that 

tlw  giaataat  pcwtbh  aooUiar  of  blanlu  will  be  produced 
for  MKk  lM«th  of  strip  itock.  In  punching  out  a 

fooad  pion  MMk  as  tkat  abown  at  A  in  Fig.  451  there 

it  >— Hy  Mir  «w  wajr  la  which  this  la.vout  can  be 

awMb.  Om  pelat  of  great  importance  in  connection 

wtth  Um  buriac  out  of  die*  i«  the  distance  between  the 

Tba  ipocv  batween  the  blanks  and  the  amount 
T—d  tba  blank  on  the  edges  should  usually 
la  tht  thickness  of  the  stock  being  punched. 

FMr  aaayla.  if  tbe  work  st  A  were  I  in.  thick,  thf 
vartooa  dtmaoatons  at  B,  C,  D  and  E  should  alM>  W  not 
laaa  tbaa  this  amount. 

la  the  example  at  F  tha  blank  is  somewhat  more 
r.  but  the  same  rule  applies  here  and  the  various 

at  G.  H.  K  and  L  ahould  be  uniform  and  of 
tkt  MBM  alae  as  dimension  If.  There  are  occasional 
easof  wbaa  it  is  not  aaecssary  to  allow  a  distance  equal 
Ia  tha  thidnieaa  of  the  stock  on  the  edge  of  the  blank, 
doe  to  the  shape  of  the  woriL  An  example  of  this  kind 
li  ahaara  at  S.  Here  the  blank  is  of  such  shape  that 
Hh  Aids  do  not  require  trimming  so  that  the  only 
Krap  prodaead  is  the  small  place  between  each  blank ; 
tho  ̂ asaiti**  O  and  P  are  equal  to  the  thicknt-x.**  Q, 
bat  BO  aJhmaaea  ia  nada  on  the  edgca.  If  considerable 
accaracjr  b  raqaired  on  the  width  of  the  blank  it  may 
ba  aaeaaaary  to  aalert  an  accurate  width  of  ntock,  or 

EJ 

MCf 

U.I 

no.  »U—mtSOtM4H'K  l^rulTN.  NIKlWINM  T(%0  MKTIIOI  •> 

to  nm  tl»  atork  through  a   "shaver"  set   to  produce 
tha  rtqairsd  width 

Aootlter  exaaipla  ia  sitown  at  R  in  which  the  blank 
la  praduted  wltboot  laaving  any  scrap,  and  no  allow- 
anre  ia  auMte  betwaen  Manks  or  on  the  edgea.  Tha 
work  la  foivad  op  by  tite  oparator  against  a  atop  5, 
•ad  tba  paaeh  7  is  so  poaitioiiad  that  on  each  strolia  of 
Iht  pfaaa  two  parts  art  prodaead.  One  of  the  blanks 

thraagh  tba  dfa.  aa  indicated  at  U.  while 

tlte  other  remains  on  top  in  the  poxition  shown  at  V. 

La>'outs  of  this  kind  are  unu.-«ual,  but  there  are  cer- 
tain times  when  they  may  be  found  nn  advantage. 

Naturally  the  Anal  <t»'uracy  of  the  work  ha.s  some  effect 
on  the  HeUftion. 

Two  methods  of  laying  out  a  work  blank  for  a 
single  run  are  shown  in  Pig.  452.  The  stock  from  which 
the  blank  is  to  be  made  is  0.1  in.  thick.  In  order  to 

illustrate   the  advantages  uf  a   corrtn-t    layout,   u  cum- 

iiSfict)!:^ 

\   ;•.   J\,   A   J 
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parison  may  be  made  between  the  two  methods  indi- 
cated. In  the  example  A  the  blank  is  laid  out  Htraitrht 

and  a  distance  equal  to  the  thickness  of  the  metal  is 
allowed  between  blanks.  A  corresponding  amount  is 
also  allowed  on  the  edges.  The  width  of  the  stock 
required  in  this  method  of  laying  out  is  23  in.,  the 
amount  of  stock  required  for  each  blank  is  13  in.,  and 
it  will  be  noted  that  there  is  a  conHidcrable  amount 
of  scrap  in  this  layout. 

In  the  example  shown  at  B  the  work  liax  In-en  turned 
around  at  a  HliRht  angle,  so  that  the  width  of  the 
scrapp<-d  xtock  is  uniform  at  |)oints  C,  D  and  E,  and 
an  aqual  allowance  is  made  from  the  blank  to  the  edges 
of  the  stoclu  In  this  layout  the  distance  between 
blanks  is  11  in.,  which  is  considerably  lesn  than  that 
re<|Uired  by  the  other  method.  Stock  for  work  of  this 
kind  usually  comes  in  lengths  of  72  in.  The  followinjr 
method  can  be  used  to  And  the  number  of  blaiikx  per 
strip  that  can  In?  punched  from  one  sheet  of  metal,  aa 

Total  length  of  xhect-metal  strip 
Length  of  blank  -f  Distance  between  blanks 

=  Total  number  of  blanks  per  strip. 
In  the  example  A  we  find  that  l>2  blanks  can  b« 

obtained  from  a  72-in.  strip,  whereas  in  the  case  B 
CA  blanks  are  obtained  from  the  same  strip  of  metal. 
There  Is  a  gain  of  12  blanks  per  strip  by  using  the 
method  B. 

In  irregular  work  the  dexigner  usually  makes  paste- 
board or  paper  forms  the  exact  si:^  of  the  blank,  and 

by  adjusting  them  in  various  positions  and  tracing 
around  them  it  is  easy  to  find  the  moat  economical  angle 

at  which  the  punch  can  Im«  wl.  Thin  method  Ik  com- 
monly usad  whan  laying  out  a  die 

A  double-run  Is  the  term  used  for  a  layout  m  which 

stock  is  run  through  the  die  twice,     flaverul  examples 

followD : 
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of  double-run  die  layouts  are  shown  in  Fig.  453.  In 
order  to  illustrate  the  difference  between  a  single  and 
double  run,  let  us  refer  to  the  example  A  in  which  the 
blank  to  be  produced  is  shown  by  the  dotted  lines  at  B. 
If  this  work  were  to  be  made  in  a  single-run  die  the 
width  of  stock  might  be  as  shown  at  C,  while  if  a 
double  run  were  to  be  made  the  total  width  of  stock 
required  would  only  be  equal  to  dimension  D.  In  using 
a  die  laid  out  in  this  manner  the  stock  is  blanked  on 

FIG.  4.">4— DOT'BLE  BL.JlNKIXG  DIE  LAYOUTS 

the  fir.st  run  in  the  usual  way,  and  then  the  strip  is 
reversed  and  run  through  the  die  the  second  time. 

The  shape  of  the  part  determines  whether  or  not  a 
double  run  should  be  used.  It  must  always  be  remem- 

bered that  there  is  considerable  time  wasted  in  revers- 
ing a  strip  of  stock  and  getting  it  ready  to  run  it 

through  the  second  time,  so  that  a  double-run  die  is  not 
always  as  advantageous  as  it  may  appear  at  first 
thought.  The  amount  of  stock  saved  in  the  double-run 
layout  shown  at  A  is  in  that  saved  in  the  width  of  the 
stock.  The  blank  can,  of  course,  be  arranged  in  a 
different  way  and  a  layout  made  so  that  the  parts  would 
be  produced  across  the  strip  instead  of  lengthwi.se. 
This  arrangement  would  take  somewhat  longer  stock 
and  there  would  be  no  gain  in  the  final  results  obtained. 

In  the  example  shown  at  E  the  work  is  considerably 
more  irregular  in  shape,  but  the  same  principle  is 
applied  and  a  double  run  made  in  order  to  produce  the 
work  more  economically.  The  work  is  fed  through  the 
die  twice,  as  in  the  first  case,  the  blanks  being  produced 
at  F;  and  then  the  .stock  is  reversed  and  the  other 
blanks  produced  as  shown  by  dotted  lines  at  G. 

Another  example,  shown  at  H,  illustrates  a  double-run 
layout  for  the  blank  K.  The  stock  is  fed  in  the  direc- 

tion indicated  by  the  arrow  at  L  and  the  blanks  are 
formed  successively,  stock  allowance  being  made  at  M 
and  N  according  to  the  thickness  of  the  metal.  After 
the  .stock  has  been  run  through  along  one  edge,  the 
strip  is  turned  and  the  opposite  side  blanked,  as  shown 
at  0.  In  determining  whether  it  is  better  to  make 
a  single-  or  double-run  die  the  shape  of  the  piece  is 
a  governing  factor.  If  less  waste  is  produced  by  a 
double  run  and  a  considerable  saving  effected,  it  is 
evident  that  this  method  is  to  be  preferred. 

Double  blanking  dies  are  often  confused  with  double- 
run  dies,  although  there  is  a  distinct  difference  between 

•':hem.     A  double  blanking  die  stamps  two  pieces  at  one 

time,  although  the  layout  of  the  blanks  may  be  the  same 
as  that  used  for  a  double-run  die.  A  good  example  of 
this  sort  of  a  layout  is  shown  in  Fig.  454  in  which  the 
strip  A  is  for  the  same  part  which  was  illustrated  in 
Fig.  453.  The  width  of  the  stock  and  the  number  of 
blanks  per  strip  are  exactly  the  same;  but  it  is  unneces- 

sary in  a  double  blanking  die  to  turn  the  stock  around, 
as  the  punches  and  dies  are  so  arranged  that  the  two 
blanks  shown  solid  at  B  and  C  are  cut  at  the  same 
time  at  one  stroke. 

One  of  the  most  important  points  in  the  design  of 
double  blanking  die  is  to  make  sure  that  a  proper  dis- 

tance between  punches  is  obtained.  In  the  example 
shown  the  distance  D  is  sufficient  for  a  layout  of  this 
kind.  If  punches  were  located  so  as  to  produce  the 
blanks  shown  at  B  and  E  at  the  same  time,  the  distance 
between  holes  in  the  dies  would  be  only  the  amount 
shown  at  F,  which  construction  would  probably  cause 
distortion  in  hardening  and  short  life  to  the  die,  even 
if  no  breakage  occurred  in  hardening. 

The  size  of  the  die  itself  should  be  great  enough  to 
permit  a  generous  amount  of  stock  all  around  the  open- 

ings, as  indicated  at  P.  Another  example,  shown  at  G. 
brings  out  this  point  clearly.  In  a  double-run  die  for 
this  piece  of  work  the  punches  should  be  located  so  as 
to  produce  blanks  as  at  H  and  K,  in  order  to  allow  a 
sufficient  amount  of  stock  to  give  a  long-lived  die.  If 
punches  were  to  be  located  as  shown  at  L  and  M,  the 
distance  jV  would  be  too  small  and  trouble  would  be 
likely  to  occur.  By  locating  as  shown  the  distance 
between  holes  is  much  greater  and  the  dies  will  have 
a  great  deal  longer  life. 

A  general  rule  which  applies  to  double  blanking  dies 

for  stamping  work  up  to  ,',r-in.  thick  is  that  the  distance 
between  the  punches  should  never  be  less  than  i;  in.,  and 
for  heavier  work  this  amount  should  be  increased. 
These  points  are  of  great  importance  when  laying  out 
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dies,  and  the  designer  should  keep  them  in  mind. 
In  addition  to  double  blanking  dies,  there  are  occa- 

sional cases  when  multiple  blanking  dies  may  be  used. 
The  principles  on  which  these  dies  are  designed  are 
exactly  the  same  as  those  employed  in  the  design  of 
double  blanking  di€S,  the  only  difference  being  that 

multiple  dies  make  more  parts  at  one  time.  It  is  some- 
times found  profitable  to  use  something  of  this  kind 

where  high   production   is  desired  when  blanking. 
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Mwtl—  of  tW  aUBiUrdintion  of  die-block*  haa  been 
■Mii  ta  •  pffwioM  wrtkto;  but  it  is  wvit  to  tpMk  of 
tk»  limHiBii  of  niMliBC  •  di*-bktrk  of  fvMrous  tiw. 
M  that  it  win  haw  loi«  lifr.  and  will  not  be  subject 
to  dlatortios  or  cncka  in  hardrninf  on  account  of  an 

of  malarial  beins  allowed.  Fir. 
a  number  of  these  points. 

la  Um  ■■»—f»-  ikowB  at  A  the  die  is  nude  to  blank 
C.  wMdl  has  round  comers  throughout.  The 
hs<^eeB  the  dla  openint  and  the  edses  of  the 

aia  M  shown  by  dl— asteas  D  should  be  not  les«  than 

11  ia.  f^  stock  up  to  A-in.  thick.  Br  making  provi- 
of  thb  kind  in  selecting  s  utandard  die-block  no 

I  wfll  bt  cxptrtaMsd  from  distortion  in  hardening 
brsakag*  rawsail  by  thin  walls.  As  the  rtock 
la  thlcHasM  tha  distancas  around  the  opening 

•koaM  ba  iaersasad. 

la  tka  f'T**  B  th*  shape  of  the  blank  £  is  to  be 

made,  and  as  this  blank  has  sharp  corners  the  dimen- 
sions F  should  be,  if  anythintr.  somewhat  greater  than 

those  shown  at  A.  The  danger  of  cracks  in  hardening 
is  greater  when  sharp  corners  are  required.  In  tho 
example  shown  at  X  the  distances  Y  are  too  small,  and 
weakness  may  devek>p  so  that  a  crack  may  be  formed 
in  hardening,  as  shown  at  G.  A  somewhat  similar  con 
dition  is  illustrated  at  Z.  where  the  distances  K  are 
also  too  small  so  that  a  crack  develops  in  the  comer 
as  shown  at  L,  thus  ruining  the  die.  The  defect  is 

doubtless  accentuated  by  the  sharp  corner;  yet  if  suffi- 
cient metal  were  allowed  here,  there  would  probably 

b«  no  diflkulty  if  the  hardening  were  to  be  done  care- fully. 

A  list  of  standard  die-bk>cks  has  been  given  in  a 
previous  article,  and  the  dimensions  given  in  this  list 
will  l:e  found  very  useful  in  connection  with  the  dattt 
given  here  in  selecting  a  die-blork  for  any  size  of  blank. 

Moving  Pictures  in  the  Machine 
Tool  Industry 
Bt  D.  s.  Hazen 

IW  aM  of  Bievins  pictoroa  at  both  educational  and 
«lvHliahig    factors    has    fraat    poMlbilities    in    the 

iadostry.     The  first  factor,  classified  as 
laatnwtioa.    includes    those    films    which    are 

built  to   aid  the   users  and   operators   of 

Tho  second   factor,  classified  as  educational  propa- 
or  advortlsing,  consists  of  those  films  which  are 
for  tho  specific  porposo  of  interesting  potential 

In  this  illustrative  way,  the  features  of  the 
or  products  are  so  prosented  that  the  buyer 

aiay  roeegnise  their  good  qualitieo. 
Tho  main  difllculty  up  to  the  present  time  has  been 

the  diiitribution  of  the  pictures.  This  hax  been  due 
to  tho  fact  that  tho  purchasers  of  the  films  did  not 
first  dstormino  to  which  of  the  two  classifications  the 
ftha  betoaged.  snd  did  not  lay  their  plans  far  enough 
ia  adraaee  of  the  making  of  the  film.  AdvcrtiAing 

tn  or  company  owners  wosld  not  contemplate  any 
without  a  careful  study  of  the  whole 

and  yet  they  have  rushed  whole-heartedly 
lato  tho  Bulking  of  moving  pictures  without  first  learn- 
tat  whor*  or  to  whom  the  films  could  be  shown. 

Tho  wide  dHTereaess  botwoon  the  two  types  of  films 
aad  bstwssa  ths  rtsuKs  to  bt  obtained  from  them. 
polat  eat  how  aseessary  It  is  to  determine,  first  of  all, 
tho  parposa  cf  tho  film.  In  tho  sscond  place,  examine 
tho  field  ta  nhUt  it  has  beoa  deeided  to  use  the  film. 
aad  find  oat  tho  chances  for  the  distribution  which 
BMMt  ho  obtained  in  order  to  accomplish  the  purpose  of 
ths  ihB.  In  ths  third  placs.  carefully  pick  out  those 
spsclie  feataras  of  ths  product  or  process  which  will 
sppsal  to  the  ptaspsets  in  ths  field  in  which  ths  film 
wai  he  used. 

After  thess  fsatarss  havs  bsso  worksd.  out,  the  nuik- 
tac  of  ths  ttai  bir.BWss  coaiparatiTsly  simple.  Some 
flsasrai  rulss  for  fltei-odtting  srs  as  follows: 

(I)  Maho  ths  tta  as  short  as  possibis  without  omit* 
ttaf  aajr  of  ths  asesssary  procsessi  which  should  bs 

it)  Arraage  ths  various  processta  in  a  logical  ordsr 
»  that  ths  rsodtr  of  ths  film  atay  sssily  follow  the 
Iss  to  bs  swissysd.     Ia  othsr  words,  gst  good  con* 

(8)  Reduce  "still"  scenes  to  a  minimum.  (You  can 
send  plain  photographs  for  these  scenes.)  Blend  the 
"live"  scenes  together  so  that  there  will  be  no  apparent 
break.    In  other  words,  get  action. 

(4)  Consider  every  part  of  the  film  from  the  view- 
point of  the  potential  audience;  that  is,  include  what 

will  be  of  interest  to  them  rather  than  to  the  maker  of 
the  film. 

Outside  of  an  actual  demonstration,  there  is  no  bet- 
ter way  of  showing  a  machine  tool  or  a  mechanical 

process  to  a  man  than  by  a  moving  picture.  Sometimes 

the  "movie"  will  show  the  workings  of  a  machine  even 

better,  a»  in  the  same  of  the  so-called  "slow-motion" 
pictures.  Advertising  films,  which  are  educational  in 
a  way,  should  show  those  features  of  the  product  which 

make  it  a  'worth-while  buy"  for  the  customer.  In  the 
case  of  machine  tools,  they  should  not  only  illustrate 
the  uses,  and  ths  results  of  the  uses  of  the  machine, 
but  also  should  describe  the  mechanical  reasons  why 

such  good  results  are  obtained. 

DisTtiBimoN  OF  Films 

It  is  the  writer's  opinion  that  the  best  distributioi> 
scheme  of  a  machine-tool  "movie"  is  the  direct  circula- 

tion from  the  offlcss  of  the  machine-tool  builder.  The 
more  or  less  technical  character  of  the  film  as  well  an 
the  special  character  of  the  field  in  which  the  film  will 
be  welcomed,  makes  the  circulation  problem  rather  a 

strange  one  to  the  general  distributing  agencies  un- 
acquainted with  the  machine-tool  industry. 

A  centralized  bureau  is  needed  as  a  clearing  house  to 
collect  all  the  types  of  films  and  to  offer  specific  fields 
for  them.  This  is  presumably  the  idea  back  of  thj 

co-operation  plan  of  the  National  Association  of  Manu- 
facturers and  of  the  government.  The  latter  is  under- 

taking ths  distribution  of  well-made  films  through  a 
special  dspsrtment  in  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 
Domestic  Commerce. 

The  more  important  work  of  the  Bureau  will  be  the 
exploitation  of  American  products  in  the  foreign  mar- 

kets through  an  educational  campaign  which  uses 

moving  pictures  as  the  medium.  Several  foreign  coun- 
tries are  now  using  the  "movies"  to  show  their  products 

in  ths  foreign  fields.  However,  the  well-known  superi- 
ority of  ths  American-made  film  gives  our  film  advertis- 

ing a  much  easier  start.  By  the  use  of  moving  pictures, 

ths  difficulty  of  explaining  technical  pnx-esses  or  ma- 
chines in  a  foreign  tongue  is  also  overcome. 

1 
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Blanking  and  Piercing  Tools  for  Watch  Parts 
Escapement  Is  Important  Feature  of  Movement — Accurate  Workmanship  Essential 

Pillar-Type  of  Sub-Press  Used  —  All  Working  Parts  Ground  and  Lapped 
By  I.  BERNARD  BLACK 

IN  THE  design  and  construction  of  dies  for  watch 
parts  a  great  deal  of  time,  care  and  forethought  is 
demanded  because  of  the  extreme  accuracy  required 

of  the  product  of  the  tools ;  and  of  no  part  of  the  watch 
mechanism  is  this  more  true  or  the  work  more  exacting 
than  in  making  those  tools  that  are  to  produce  the 

several  pieces  comprising  what  is  known  as  the  "escape- 
ment." This  escapement  is,  perhaps,  the  most  vital 

part  of  the  watch  movement,  and  in  its  making  and 
adjustment  none  but  the  services  of  an  expert  can  be 
employed  if  the  time-keeping  qualities  of  the  watch  are 
to  be  assured. 

In  this  article  the  writer  will  endeavor  to  describe 
the  dies  that  produce  the  pallet,  a  very  important  part 
of  the  escapement,  and  in  order  to  make  clear  to  the 
reader  the  necessity  for  extreme  accuracy  in  their 

design  and  construction,  will  briefly  explain  the  func- 
tions of  this  part. 

The  escapement  is  that  part  of  a  watch  movement  by 
means  of  which  the  rotative  movement  of  the  wheels  is 
transformed  into  the  vibratory,  or  oscillatory,  motion 
of  the  balance.  The  members  included  in  the  escape- 

ment are  the  escape  wheel,  the  pallet,  the   fork,   the 

FIG.  1— DIAGRAM  OF  THE  ESCAPEMENT 

impulse  pin,  and  the  roller  or  rollers.  The  balance  itself 
is  not  properly  included. 

In  Fig.  1  is  shown  a  diagram  of  the  movement,  the 
letters  referring  to  the  various  parts  as  follows:  A 
is  the  escapement  wheel;  B,  the  pallet;  C,  the  fork;  D, 
the  impulse  roller;  E,  the  safety  roller;  F,  the  impulse 
pin;  G,  the  guard  pin;  HH,  the  banking  pins;  /,  the 
receiving,  or  right,  stone;  J,  the  discharging,  or  left, 
stone;  K,  the  roller  crescent;  and  LL,  the  fork  horns. 

As  may  be  seen  in  the  sketch,  the  pallet  is  the  part 
that  holds  the  stones  that  lock  and  unlock  the  teeth  of 
the  escapement  wheel,  causing  it  to  move  intermittently. 
The  forward  and  backward  movement  of  the  pallet,  a 
movement  governed  by  the  balance  but  which  really 
derives  its  actuating  impulse  from  the  escapement 
wheel,  is  what  times  the  watch.  If  the  pallet  should  be 
inaccurate  in  regard  to  any  one  of  its  many  features, 
such  as  the  position  of  the  arbor  hole,  a  wrong  posi- 

tion or  angle  of  the  slots  that  hold  the  stones,  or  the 
fork  horns  not  being  punched  in  exactly  the  right  place 
or  at  the  correct  angle,  the  timing  would  be  defective. 

In  Fig.  2  is  shown  a  drawing  of  the  pallet,  which  will 
serve  to   show  how  truly   complicated    is    its    design. 

There  are  many  styles  and  kinds  of  pallet,  each  design 
involving  an  amount  of  calculation  that  would  astonish 
the  uninitiated;  yet  the  slightest  error  in  any  one  of 
the  many  calculations  would  greatly  affect  the  value  of 
the  watch  as  a  time-keeper.     The  writer  has  handled 
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FIG.  2— DRAWING  OF  PALLET.     DIMENSIONS 
IN  MILLIMETERS 

Swiss  watches  that  were  guaranteed  to  keep  time  within 
15  seconds  fast  to  20  seconds  slow  in  24  hours,  a  varia- 

tion so  slight  that  it  is  hardly  appreciated  by  the 
average  watch-owner.  Slight  as  this  variation  is, 
however,  it  can  be  improved  upon  and  the  watch  fac- 

tories of  today  are  working  toward  that  end. 
In  Fig.  3  is  shown  the  way  in  which  the  stock  is 

shaved  before  it  is  fed  to  the  die.  The  stock  used  is 
strip  brass  \l  in.  wide  by  0.024  in.  thick,  and  comes  to 
this  operation  in  6-ft.  strips.  The  strip  is  run  through 
the  blanking  tools  twice,  as  will  be  explained  later. 

A  three-station  die,  mounted  in  a  pillar-type  sub- 
press,  is  used  to  blank  the  pallet,  and  in  Fig.  4  may  be 
seen  a  section  taken 

0.60mm. 

AO.iOmm. 
\0.}2mm. 

''•Oi30mm. 

through  the  second 
station.  At  the  first 
station  the  two  pilot 

holes  and  the  pallet- 
arbor  hole  are 

pierced,  and  a  part 
of  the  stock  cut  away 
around  the  fork 
horns  to  relieve  the 
blanking  tools  of  a 
part  of  the  burden. 
At  the  second  station 

the  pallet  is  blanked 
out  of  the  stock,  but 
is  immediately 

pushed  back  into  it 
again  by  the  action 
of  the  shedder  on  the  up-stroke  of  the  press.  At  the  third 
station  the  completed  blank  is  pushed  out  of  the  stock  and 
falls  through  the  die  into  a  receptacle  beneath  the  press. 

Part  A  is  the  die  holder,  made  of  machine  steel  and 

pack-hardened;  part  B  is  the  blanking  die,  which  is 
made  of  tool  steel  in  three  pieces ;  part  C  is  the  shedder, 

FIG.   3— STOCK  PREPARED 
FOR  BLANKING 
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■Im>  of  taal  «t««l  and  a  Kliding  fit  in  th«  di«:  part  I)  in 
tbr  ctripprr.  made  of  machine  Hteel,  pack-hardened  and 
provided  with  a  runner  aa  ahown  in  the  drawing  ao  that 
dw  cImitmI  pMtioa  of  the  stock  will  alwaya  liear  airainiit 
a  «tyaisht-«d|*  to  prvvent  mis-alignment  while  pierc- 
inr  awl  bhwMfig. 
Put  E  i»  the  punch  block,  made  of  machine  xteel 

aai  pack-hardvoMl.  Part  F  la  the  blanking  punch.  th« 
body  portioa  of  which  i«  ground  and  lapped  to  a  drive 
ftt  in  the  buahing  G  of  the  punch  holder,  while  the 

~t  punch  portion  ia  made  to  cor- 
rwpond  to  the  contour  of  the 
die  but  is  0.012  mm.  MmHller 
all  around  than  the  latter. 

Part  //  in  a  spring  slripin-r. 
made  of  tool  steel,  hanlened. 

I       I  !  and    ground    out     to    At     the 
J       I  I  blanking  and  piercing  punchex, 

Tn*:rz.~"^J_J      and  it  is  retained  in  place  by 
three  screws,  part  J. 

Parts    KK    are    the    pilotn, 
made   of   tool   Hteel,    hardened, 
ground  and  lapped  to  a  drive 
At   in   F  and  a  sliding   fit   in 
the  bushed  holes  of  the  strip- 

per.    On  the  downward  stroke 
of  the  pretis  the  blanking  punch 
F,  the  gutting  punch   L,  and 

the  pilots  KK  enter  the  blank- 
ing die,  compressing  the  strip- 
per and  shedder  springs.     On 

I  the  up-stroke  the  blank,  which 
I  at  this  time  is  out  of  the  stock 
j  and  lodged  in  the  die,  is  pushed 

_  J  _  l_   j   j  back    into    the    stock    by    the shedder,  through  the  action  of 
i  IMKN  its  spring. 

In  Fig.  5  is  shown  a  plan 
view  of  the  blanking  dies.  Here  may  clearly  l)e 
seen  what  operations  take  place  in  each  of  the  three 
stationa. 

It  will  be  noticed  that  two  stops  are  used.  In  order 
to  feed  the  Atock  accurately  up  to  the  automatic  stop 
U,  the  temporary  stop  A^  is  used  and  the  stock  fed  by 
hand  until  the  autonuitic  stop  is  reached,  when  the  roll 
feed  is  thrown  into  action.  On  the  second  stroke  of  the 

press  the  stock  [s  pulled  over  the  pin  O,  and  upon  the 
third  stroke  the  temporary  stop  N,  a  sketch  of  which 
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FIG.  7 — PLAX  i)K  THK  PUNCH F:s 

appears  in  Fig.  6,  is  pushed  in,  causing  the  pin  0  to  go 
below  the  surface  of  the  die.  The  automatic  stop  i.s  of 
the  trigger  type  with  a  projecting  end  against  which 
the  adjustable  screw  P  (Fig.  4)  contacts  as  the  press 
descends. 

tion  of  the  piercing  and  gutting  punches.  The  two 
outside  punches  RR  are  the  piercing  punches  for  the 
pilot  holes  and  are  lapped  to  a  driving  fit  in  the  punch 
holder.  The  piercing  punches  S  and  T  and  the  gutting 
punch  V  are  a  driving  fit  in  the  punch  holder  and  a 
.■fliding  fit  in  the  stripper  bu.shings. 

Very  little  trouble  was  experienced  from  breakage  of 
the  punches  in  using  this  die  because  of  the  fact  that 
they  were  fully  supported  by  the  strippers  during  the 
time  of  cutting. 

FIG.    6 — DETAIL  OF  .VUXII.IAKY   STOP 

In  Fig.  7  is  shown  a  plan  view  of  the  punch  block. 
Here  may  be  seen  the  two  .spring  strippers,  parts  HH. 

The  knock-out  punch  Q  is  made  to  confoi-m  to  the  con- 
tour of  its  die,  but  is  0.05  mm.  smaller. 

In  Fig.  8  is  a  sectional  view  showing  the  construc- 

FIG.  8— SECTION  THKOVCJH   .STRIPPERS 

The  Foreman  and  the  Management — 
Discussion 

By  Arthur  Seekay 

I-.x-nfortl  Gardens,   Essex,   England 

On  page  898,  vol.  56  of  American  Machinist,  A.  W. 
Brown  attempts  to  define  in  a  few  words  the  position 
of  the  foreman  in  regard  to  the  management.  In  my 
opinion  no  hard  and  fast  rule  can  be  laid  down  on  this 
subject.  I  am  convinced,  by  experience,  that  in  small 
shops,  employing  anywhere  up  to  300  hands,  the  fore- 

man must,  without  any  qualifying  clause,  take  part  in 
the  management  of  the  works. 
Much  depends  upon  the  efficiency  and  sagacity  of 

the  management,  as  a  matter  of  course,  but  it  must 
be  acknowledged  that  there  is  often  lack  of  considera- 

tion for  the  foreman  and,  in  such  case,  the  foreman 
should  watch  the  interests  of  those  working  under  him. 
He  is  in  the  best  position  to  understand  their  tempera- 

ments and  troubles.  On  the  other  hand,  by  refusing  to 
associate  him.self  with  silly  grievances  and  petty  de- 

mands he  can  often  overcome  trouble  and  save  his 
managers  much  loss  of  time  and  temper. 

There  should  be  no  question  of  "running  with  the 
hare  and  chasing  with  the  hounds."  If  he  fails  to  deter- 

mine what  is  right  and  just,  or  to  exert  his  influence 
to  achieve  those  ends  which  are  proper,  he  will  never 
have  the  confidence  of  either  side. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Continuing  the  Section  on  Fe<^  Methanisms  for  Machine  Tools — The  Problem  of 

Expansion  Due  to  Temperature  Chanxes — Thrust  Ikarings 
By  A.  L.  DkLEEUW 

rMwultlns  Kdllor.  4  am  III—  JfacJktaUl 

rs'  MANY  CMM  kalf  Mrta  an  OMd  in  connection  with »  feed  atrrm.  It  b  mB  known  that  opening  and 
rloeittc  half  nats  cannot  he  need  with  the  aquare 

thTMd.  Without  toinc  into  an  analysia  or  ffrai^ical 

<laMawlratiea  of  the  nmaon  why  a  M|uare  thread  can- 

not ba  aaed,  «•  aajr  pktara  for  o(tr*el\-ee  a  ahaft  with 
•  wmmhm  of  egHan  thrradad  collars  turned  on  it—  n 
kind  of  cylladrkal  rack  of  which  the  teeth  have  the 
cootoor  of  •  aqoare.  A  half  nut.  if  we  are  permitted  to 
can  it  a  nat  at  all  could  be  brought  to  bear  on  this 
•haft  The  rvaMn  whjr  thia  ia  poaaible  is  that  the 
thnoda  ant  at  rifht  aaftee  to  the  axia;  in  other  worda, 
thot  tketo  is  no  lead.  If  there  wore  any  lead  at  all  it 

be  poaaible  to  bring  the  half  nut  down  on  the 
that,  if  the  lead  were  inconsiderable  and 

were  left  between  screw  and  nut,  it 
■tiB  bo  poaaible  to  bring  the  nut  on  the  screw 

Ksaso  thoco  would  not  be  a  true  fit  between 
the  two.  If  there  wore  such  a  fit  we  could  overcome  the 
dtflicntty  by  making  the  thread  alightly  taper,  say  with 
aa  angle  of  one  or  two  degrees  on  a  side.  We  would 
have  to  increase  this  angle  when  we  increase  the  lead. 

The  Acme  thread  has  suflkient  angle  to  permit  of 
throwing  in  the  half  nut  with  most  ordinary  lead«. 

Hooeier.  when  we  tr)'  to  obtain  greater  efficiency  of 
the  screw  by  increasing  the  lead,  as  we  should,  we  may 
ftnd  interference  between  screw  and  nut.  This  inter- 
foraaeo  is  greotaot  at  the  points  of  the  half  nuts  where 
thojr  Join,  and  it  is  quite  customary  to  bevel  the  half 
nuts  as  shown  in  Fig.  154.  Even  this  is  not  sufficient 

with  large  leads,  or  as  we  should  rather  sa>',  with  large 
aaglea  of  bolix.  If.  for  any  reason,  we  do  not  wish  to 
lacfOMo  tho  aagie  of 
tks  tknad  byroad  a 

it— for 
wo  wiah  to 

■OS  the  Acme  thread 
—we  win  And  thai 
wo  are  not  pennittod 
to  ose  aa  anglo  of 
bsllx  bojnood  a  oer- 
tola  point;  and  if 
this  woald  not  give 

n<»,    i(t— t'AiR   OK   HAi.i'   xvrra 
wrm  BKVBtjeu  kdobo 

crsws  shoold  ahrays  be  arranged 
I  In  tsaslon  whoa  andor  load.  Buckling  oireet, 

of  being  in  compression,  will  cause  the  acrew 
to  bind  hnrd  in  its  not  and  in  the  bearings,  beaidos  being 
Hablo  to  caass  srvore  jumping  of  the  tooh^  aa  a  scrtw 
•oaM  oet  vorr  OMich  like  a  spring.  In  lathes  where  prae- 
trkaBy  an  cuts  are  taken  toward  the  headirtock,  this 
•oailttM  lg  ■atowthaBjr  not.  bseaass  ths  logical  placo 
to  kaas  a  tkrart  bsarfng  for  soeh  a  screw  is  at  the 

Notbwithstaading  this  natural  way  of 
screws  of  heavy  lathee 

have  come  under  the  writer's  observation  which  have 
the  thrust  bearing  at  the  tailstock  end,  so  that  they  do 
their  heavy  work  under  compression.  Such  construc- 

tion is  indefensible. 

There  are  cases  in  machine  tool  construction  where  a 
screw  must  do  work  in  both  directions.  This  happens, 
for  instance,  in  plate  planers.  In  such  cases  we  will 
have  wrong  conditions  at  whichever  end  we  place  the 

^fi^^ 

T^""' 

ri«  in nciM 

KHi.  m— rUATE  PLANER  LEAD  SCIIE^V  WITH  TWO  TllKl  ST 
IIKAHI.VG.S.     Via.  157— FKKDSrUKW  OKIVEN  THKOIQH 

HErARATB  8HAKT.     KIO.  1S(— LEAD  bCREW 
USED  AS  FBBU  ROD 

thrust  bearing,  and  for  that  reason  there  should  be  two 
thrust  bearings,  so  placed  that  the  screw  will  be  in  ten- 

sion in  whichever  direction  the  cut  is  taken.  Fig.  1IS6 
shows  such  an  arrangement  in  diagram. 

There  is  no  necessity  for  the  unc  of  such  a  thrust 
bearing  arrangement  except  when  the  screw  is  fairly 
long,  and  when  this  is  the  case  we  may  find  that  there 
is  enough  difference  in  expansion  and  contraction 
between  the  screw  and  the  frame  of  the  machine  to  re- 

quire special  attention.  If,  for  instance,  the  length 
of  this  screw  between  the  thrust  bearings  is  40  ft.  and 
if  the  highest  temperature  to  which  this  screw  may  be 
subjected  under  working  conditions  is  90  deg.  and  the 
lowest  temperature  when  the  shop  is  shut  down  during 
the  night  or  over  Sunday  is  10  deg.,  we  would  find  that 
the  total  difference  in  length  of  the  screw  and  bed 
between  these  tomperatures  would  be 

0.00000686  X  480  X  80  —  0.00000666  X  480 
X  80  =  0.2442  —  0.2186  =  0.0S07; 

in  which  0.00000686  and  0.00000667  are  the  linear  ex- 
pansion of  steel  and  cast  iron  respectively  per  unit 

length  for  one  degree  Fahrenheit;  480  is  the  length  of 
the  screw  in  inebss.  and  80  is  the  temperature  difference 
to  which  the  screw  may  be  subjected.  We  find,  then, 
that  there  will  be  a  possible  difference  in  length  of  screw 
and  bed  of  O.OSO  in.;  so  that  if  the  screw  were  of  the 
proper  length  for  the  higher  temperature  it  would  be 
practically  />  in.  short  at  the  low  temperature. 

In  the  case  of  a  plate  planer  it  is  quite  simple  to  over- 
come thia  diilkulty  by  leaving  a  certain  amount  of  loose- 
ness; for  instance,  making  the  screw  A  in.  longer  than 

the  distance  between  the  thrust  bearings  on  the  bed. 
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This  looseness  would  be  taken  up  at  every  reversal  of 
the  stroke  and  no  harm  would  result. 

In  the  case  of  a  feed  screw  on  a  lathe,  where  it  should 
be  necessary  to  have  thrust  bearings  at  both  ends  (which 
is  only  rarely  the  case)  the  same  method  might  be 
applied.  If  such  a  screw  also  must  be  used  as  a  lead 
screw  it  it  not  advisable  to  follow  this  construction  and 
it  may  be  better  to  give  the  screw  a  length  which  is 
correct,  not  exactly  for  the  highest  temperature,  but  for 

„„„„,m/'„/y„„^,^yM/. D? 
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FIG.  1.36— VARIOUS  ARR.VNGEMENTS  OF  FEED 

SCREW  PARTS 

the  average  temperature  in  the  shop,  say  65  deg.  There 
might  then  be  a  looseness  due  to  25  deg.  difference  in 
temperature  during  hot  summer  days,  whereas  during  a 
cold  winter  night  there  might  be  a  difference  in  the  op- 

posite direction  of  55  deg. 
Under  these  latter  conditions  the  screw  would  be  sub- 

jected to  a  certain  amount  of  tension,  due  to  the  fact 
that  there  would  be  a  difference  of  0.020  in.  in  length 
between  the  bed  and  screw.  If  the  material  of  this 
screw  had  a  modulus  of  elasticity  of  30,000,000  lb.,  this 
difference  in  length  would  cause  a  stress  in  the  screw  of 

20/480  X  -001  X  30,000,000  =  1^250  lb.  to  the  square 
inch.  This  amount  is  not  harmful  to  the  screw,  but 
adds  very  largely  to  the  pressure  on  the  thrust  bearings. 
If,  for  instance,  we  should  have  a  screw  of  which  the 
core  is  2i  in.  in  diameter  and  therefore  has  a  cross 
section  of  4.9  sq.in.,  there  would  be  an  added  pressure 
on  the  thrust  bearings  of  4.9  X  1,250  lb.  =  6,125  lb., 
and  it  would  therefore  be  necessary  to  have  a  much 
enlarged  thrust  bearing  or  much  heavier  ball  bearings, 
or  perhaps  an  entirely  different  arrangement  to  take  up 
the  thrust. 

In  Fig.  156-A  to  -F  are  shown  various  arrangements 
of  feed  screw,  nut,  driving  gear,  and  thrust  collars.  In 
Fig.   156-A  the  thrust  collars   are  placed   close  to  the 

driving  gear,  so  that  if  the  feed  takes  place  in  the 
direction  of  the  arrow  the  screw  will  be  in  tension,  the 
thrust  collar  D,  will  function,  and  the  distance  between 
the  driving  gear  and  the  active  thrust  collar  will  be  a 
minimum. 

In  Fig.  156-B  the  thrust  is  taken  up  at  the  far  end  of 
the  screw,  so  that  when  the  feed  takes  place  in  the 
direction  of  arrow  1,  thrust  collar  Z),  will  be  active  and 
the  screw  will  be  in  compression.  There  is,  of  course,  a 
certain  amount  of  torsion  in  the  screw  between  the  gear 
C  and  the  nut  B  on  account  of  the  load  and  the  friction 
in  the  nut;  but  in  this  arrangement  of  the  elements 
there  will  be  additional  torsion  due  to  the  load  at  the 

thru.st  bearing.  When  the  feed  takes  place  in  the  direc- 
tion of  arrow  2,  thrust  collar  D,  is  active,  the  screw  is 

in  compression  and  again  is  subjected  to  the  additional 
torsion  caused  by  the  friction  of  the  thrust  bearing. 

Expansion  and  Contraction  op  Screw 

In  Fig.  156-C  the  thrust  bearings  are  so  located  that 
the  screw  is  always  in  tension  in  whatever  direction  the 
feed  may  take  place.  In  this  construction  provision 
must  be  made  for  expansion  and  contraction.  When 
the  feed  takes  place  in  the  direction  of  arrow  2,  the 
entire  length  of  the  screw  is  in  torsion  due  to  the 
driving  gear  and  thrust  collar  being  at  opposite  ends  of 
the  feed  screw.  There  are  cases  where  a  feed  screw 
must  be  kept  of  small  diameter;  for  instance,  where  it 
has  to  be  laid  in  a  long  boring  bar.  In  such  a  case  the 
torsion  of  the  screw  is  quite  considerable,  causing  a 
shortening  of  the  screw  which,  in  its  turn,  causes  a 
considerable  pull  on  the  far  thrust  bearing.  This 
pull  may  become  so  great  that,  if  the  screw  were  driven 

by  a  pulley  instead  of  a  spur  gear  as  shown  in  the  illus- 
tration, the  belt  might  not  be  able  to  turn  the  screw, 

and  that  notwithstanding  the  legitimate  load  might  be 
quite  small.  This  is  a  case  of  building  up  of  resistance 
which  we  often  meet  in  machinery  where  the  elements 
have  not  been  properly  designed. 

There  are  cases  where  it  is  unavoidable  to  have  the 
thrust  bearing  at  the  far  end  of  the  screw  and  where 

it  is  not  possible  to  make  the  screw  as  he£.''y  as  might 
be  desirable.  In  such  a  case  it  is  well  to  take  the 
driving  member  C  off  the  screw  and  place  it  on  a 
separate  parallel  shaft,  and  then  drive  the  screw  at  the 
far  end  close  to  its  thrust  bearing;  see  Fig.  157. 
Though  the  total  amount  of  torsion  has  been  increased, 
there  is  no  tendency  here  to  build  up.  Fig.  156-D  is 
practically  the  same  arrangement  as  that  shown  in  Fig. 
156-C,  except  that  the  thrust  collars  are  placed  on  the 
opposite  side  of  the  bearings.  This  construction  brings 
the  screw  in  compression  at  all  times,  and  we  could 
hardly  imagine  any  case  where  it  would  be  justified. 

Screw  Fixed  and  Nut  Rotating 

In  the  foregoing  four  cases  the  screw  was  being 
driven  while  the  nut  was  fastened  to  the  member  which 
was  to  be  advanced.  It  is  equally  possible  to  have  the 
screw  held  in  the  member  to  be  advanced.  This  case  is 

shown  in  Fig.  156-E.  The  sleeve  bevel  gear  C  drives 
the  screw  which,  of  course,  must  be  provided  with  a 
spline.  It  is  undesirable  to  use  a  splined  screw,  though 
there  may  be  cases  where  such  may  be  the  best  possible 
compromise.  This  matter  of  splined  screws  will  be 
touched  upon  later.  In  all  the  foregoing  cases  the  screw 
was  the  rotating  member.  It  is,  of  course,  possible  to 
have  the  nut  rotate,  in  which  case  the  thrust  bearing 
must  be  at  the  nut  and  not  at  the  screw.     This  con- 
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bM  Um  •druitM*  of  avoidinc  aU  torsion  in 
Willi  iU  tvamqamA  dMac*  of  lead,  and  of 

haviac  tk»  XkrmH  dOM  to  Um  drivt^  and  therefore  never 
«aa«ratai  Iqr  twnl—  is  tka  drivw  m«Dber. 

It  la  alM  pcaattb  to  drivt  boUi  aertw  and  nut.  as 

to  4li«rMMHtk  fonn  in  Fie  IM-F.    In  that 
kolli  acmr  aad  not  mast  ba  providad  with  thrust 

The  rapidity  of  the  fead  depaads  on  the  dif- 
la  ipaadi  af  acrtw  and  nut.     If.  in  the  case 

aetaw  had  a  ri«ht-hand  thread.  war« 
ro«atii«  akM.  aad  la  a  ri«ht-hand  direction,  it  would 
caaaa  the  table  to  aMva  to  the  risht.    If  the  lead  were 
I  ia  aad  its  apsad  iOO  r.p.nL.  the  rapidity  of  the  feed 

be  IM  in.  per  ■iBote  and  in  s  right-hand  direc- 
If  the  out  aloaa  vara  revolving,  and  also  in  a 

directiaa  aad  at  a  speed  of  SOO  rp.m.,  the 
of  the  faid  wooid  be  afain  150  in.  per  minute. 
UaM  ia  a  left-hand  direction. 

If  bath  aertw  aad  nut  were  re>-olvinc  simultaneously 
wtth  tha  aaaw  ipaad  and  in  the  same  direction,  there 

ba  BO  faad  at  all;  if  in  the  opposite  direction  the 
ba  SOO  ia.  to  the  right  or  left,  according  to 

the  screw  would  be  rotating  right-  or  left- 
If  screw  and  nut  were  revolving  in  the  same 

bat  at  different  speads.  the  feed  would  be 
to  the  difference  of  the   feeds  which  would   be 

If  either  of  the  two  members  were  running 
aad  ia  the  directioa  which  would  be  caused  if  the 

fastaat  member  only  were  running.    For  instance,  if  the 
aciaw  were  running  SOO  r.pjn.  and  the  nut  280  r.p.m., 
wt  waohl  obtain  10  in.  feed  per  minute  in  the  direction 
af  tha  feed  which  would  be  given  by  the  screw  alone. 

is.  right  handed.   If.  on  the  other  hand,  the  screw 
maning  260  r.p.m.  and  the  nut  800  r.p.m.,  the  feed 

woold  again  be  10  in.  per  minute,  but  in  the  opposite 
dIrsetloB. 

aa  arrangement  lends  itself  ver>'  well  for 
fanctions  of  automatic  machines,  as  rapid 

traearse  in  either  direction,  feed  in  either  direction,  and 
stopping  aD  can  be  obtained  with  simple  members.  It 

ba  DOtad.  bowerer.  that  it  is  neceaaary  to  lock  the 
bar  against  rotation  caoaad  by  the  fric« 

'loa  betweeu  it  and  the  rotating  member. 

Beabinc  RgQtnBxiuim 

It  ia  of  the  greatest  importance  to  arrange  for  the 
proper  thmat  bearings,  and  in  general  for  the  elimina- 

of  frictioo  when  using  the  arangcmant  of  rotating 
aad  ant.  We  will  suppose  the  screw  to  run  800 

r.pjB.  aad  tlie  not  298  r.p.m..  which  wiH  give  1  in.  feed 
ptr  aiiairta  if  the  lead  of  the  screw  is  I  in.  as  was 

la  order  to  feed  1  in.  the  screw  must  make 
soder  the  full  faad  praasure,  and  the  nut 

at  tha  MMt  tfaae  must  make  298  revolutions  under  the 

To  rfMw  how  ntrr  iaaflkient  such  a  drire  would  be, 
•a  wfB  aeloct  a  eapcreta  cxanpla.  making  the  screw  2 
ia  ia  diaaMtar.  i  la.  laad.  single  thread,  and  therefore 
wtth  a  pitch  diaastar  of  II  in.  We  will  aasume  the  load 

lb.  the  thrust  washers  on  the  nut  to  have 
dlaaMter  of  1  ]  in.  and  outside  diameter  of  81 

Ib,  whOa  the  thrvst  washers  on  the  nut  will  have  aa 
laaMa  diaaMtar  of  2{  in.  and  aa  outaida  diaaiatar  of 
41  ia.  Thaa  the  aaMwnt  of  work  dona  for  advanelaf 
tha  load  1  ia  »iU  ba  4.000  ia.4b.  Aa  the  screw  has 

ia  the  nut  2  revohrtioaa  for  1  in.  advance,  the 
am  tor  usawaMit  friction  in  the  nut  will  be 

•1  X  0.18  X  4,000  X  2  «-  MOO  in.-lb.  (8)  is  the  pitch 

circumference  of  the  screw  and  0.15  the  coefficient  of 
friction  of  the  screw  in  nut). 

The  work  done  for  overcoming  friction  at  the  thrust 
washers  of  the  screw  is  11/4  X  22/7  X  0.08  X  4.000 
X  800,  in  which  11.  4  is  the  average  diameter  of  the 

thruKt  washer,  800  the  numlH>r  of  i-evoiutions  of  the 
thrust  arashers  for  1  in.  feed,  and  0.008  the  coefficient  of 
friction  of  the  thrust  washers.  This  amount  is  equal  to 
829,710  in.-lb.  The  work  done  for  overcoming  the  fric- 

tion at  the  thrust  washern  for  the  nut  is  31  X  22/7  X 
0.08  X  4.000  X  298.  in  which  Si  in  the  average  diam- 

eter of  the  thrust  washers  and  298  is  the  number  of 
revolutions  made  by  the  nut  for  1  in.  feed.  This 
•mount  is  equal  to  1,048.960  in.-lb.,  so  that  the  total 
amount,  of  work  is  1.048,960  +  829,710  +  6,600  -f 
4,000  =  1,889.270  in.-lb.  for  a  useful  amount  of  work 
done  of  4,000  in.-lb.  The  efficiency  is  therefore  4  1,889 
or  less  than  one-fourth  of  one  per  cent.  The  actual 
efltciency  will  be  even  lesM  than  this  amount  because 
friction  in  bearings,  etc..  has  not  been  figured  in. 

Eftbct  op  Anti-Friction  Beaaings 

This  shows  that  the  arrangement  of  rotating  screw 
and  nut  is  not  practical  unless  a  different  construction 
for  thrust  bearings  is  used.  Substitutinir  ball  bearings 
for  the  thrust  washers,  we  will  find  the  followinj::  With 
a  well  constructed  ball  lx*aring  the  coefficient  of  friction 
is  well  within  one-hundredth  of  one  per  cent,  so  that 
the  two  large  amounts  we  found  for  friction  in  the 
thrust  bearings  may  be  divided  by  800.  Besides,  the 
average  diameter  of  the  hall  bearinR  will  be  consider- 

ably less  than  the  averajre  diumeter  of  the  thrust 
washers  we  had  assumed.  We  will  find,  then,  for  the 
work  done  at  the  thrust  bearing  of  the  screw  some- 

thing like  800  in. -lb.;  for  the  thrust  bearing  at  the  nut 
about  1,000  lb.;  so  that  the  total  amount  of  work  done 
would  be  800  -f  1,000  +  6,600  -f  4.000  =  12,400. 
which  givej  a  total  efficiency  of  a  little  more  than  30 

per  cent. It  should  be  kept  in  mind  that  all  the  figures  here 
were  assumed  and  are  only  fit  to  give  a  rough  impres- 

sion of  the  relative  efficiency  of  this  kind  of  drive  with 
and  without  ball  bearings  as  compared  to  that  of  the 

ordinar>-  feed  screw.  When  it  comes  to  actual  construc- 
tion, the  designer  should  carefully  investigate  the  data 

and  not  accept  the  rough  figures  taken  here. 
Feed  screws  are  often  constructed  with  a  spline.  This 

spline  is  sometimes  used  to  drive  the  screw  and  some- 
times for  the  purpose  of  driving  some  other  part  by  the 

screw.  The  spiined  screw  is  often  condemned  indis- 
criminately and  without  considering  the  purpose  of  the 

spline.  If  the  spline  is  merely  for  the  purpose  of 
driving  the  screw  and  if  conditions  are  otherwise  as 
they  should  be,  there  is  little  to  be  said  against  such  a 
construction.  The  points  to  be  considered  to  make  auch 
a  drive  successful  ar«:  In  the  first  place,  the  careful 
removal  of  all  burrs  where  the  threads  of  the  screw 
me«t  tha  spline.  Preferably  these  threads  should  be 
rounded  over  slightly  for  a  short  distance.  In  the 
second  place,  the  length  of  key  should  be  suflkient  to 
make  up  for  the  fact  that  ita  bearing  surface  has  been 
reduced  by  the  threada.  In  the  third  place,  the  key 
should  be  of  hardened  atael  if  possible. 

We  have  a  differaot  aet  of  conditions  when  the  screw 
drivca  aone  othar  number.  As  illustration  we  may  take 
the  quita  eomoioo  eonstntction  of  a  lathe  apron  in 
which  tha  screw  is  used  both  as  lead  screw  urul  as  feed 
rod.    When  used  in  thia  latter  capacity  the  screw  drives 
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some  gear  which  is  used  to  transmit  motion  to  the  rack 
pinion.  Such  a  screw  must  have  one  or  two  bearings 
in  the  apron  besides  the  half  nuts.  To  make  clear  what 
will  happen  when  such  a  screw  is  used  for  these  differ- 

ent purposes  we  shall  assume  certain  figures,  see  Fig. 
158.  The  lead  of  the  screw  is  supposed  to  be  1  in.  and 
we  shall  further  suppose  that  it  is  geared  in  such  a 
manner  to  the  rack  opinion  that  one  revolution  of  the 

screw  causes  an  advance  of  i'(>  in.  when  it  is  used  as  a 
feed  rod. 

When  the  screw  is  used  as  a  lead  screw  it  will  cause 
an  advance  of  1  in.  per  revolution.  As  the  bearings  in 

the  api"on  advance  the  same  amount  as  the  half  nuts, 
namely    {    in.  per   revolution,   the   screw  will   travel  in 

these  bearings  just  as  if  they  were  nuts  and  it  will  cau.se 
the  wear  in  these  bearings  to  take  the  form  of  a  shallow 
thread.  If  now  later  on  the  .same  .screw  is  used  as  a 
feed  rod,  it  will  cause  the  apron  with  its  bearings  to 
advance  iV  in.  so  that  the  edges  of  the  thread  of  the 
screw  will  act  as  cutting  tools  and  cut  out  the  thread 
worn  in  the  bearings.  This  action  will  be  repeated  and 
it  will  be  only  a  very  short  time  before  the  screw  will 
be  very  loose  in  its  bearings,  will  be  practically  unsup- 

ported, and  will  cause  looseness  in  the  subsequent  gear- 
ing. A  lead  screw  should  not  be  used  as  a  feed  rod. 

On  the  other  hand  it  is  permissible  to  drive  a  screw 
by  means  of  a  spline,  whether  it  is  used  for  feed  only 
or  for  producing  the  lead  in  screw  cutting. 

What  Are  the  Worker's  Prospects  in  the 
Machinery  Building  Industry? 

By  Gaylord  G.  Thompson 

The  article  under  the  above  title  by  A.  W.  Forbes, 
appearing  in  the  American  Machinist,  Vol.  55,  page 
667,  is  an  excellent  preliminary  to  the  possibilities  of 
developing  standard  curves  for  a.scertaining  the  impar- 

tial monetary  valuation  of  labor. 
I  am  submitting  a  drawing  of  curves  which  takes  into 

consideration  not  only  the  starting  point  of  a  worker's 
career,  but  also  the  approximate  ending  of  his  services. 
In  fact  these  curves  represent  the  periods  of  increased 
returns,  constant  returns,  and  diminishing  returns,  as 

they  concern  the  value  of  the  worker's  period  of  uninter- 
rupted service  to  the  employer. 

In  analyzing  the  proportional  values  of  the  curves  as 
submitted  by  Mr.  Forbes,  I  have  come  across  an  element 

wherein  the  "exceptionally  bright  boy  starting  machine 
work  at  fourteen  years  of  age,"  is  given  considerable 
advantage  over  the  "exceptionally  bright  boy  entering 
machine  industry  after  graduating  from  college." 
Apparently,  Mr.  Forbes  contends  that  a  bright  boy 
beginning  at  fourteen  years  of  age  and  working  three 
years  until  seventeen  years  of  age,  is  of  the  same  value 
to  a  concern  as  a  bright  boy  graduating  from  college  at 
the  age  of  twenty-two  years. 

It  is  hard  to  conceive  of  any  concern  that  would  place 
a  higher  monetary  value  on  a  boy  of  seventeen  years 
old  with  three  years  machine  work  experience,  than  on 
a  matured  young  man  of  twenty-two  years,  a  graduate 
from  college.  Picture  these  two  young  men  standing 
before  you.  You  have  their  applications  for  a  position. 
On  reading  over  their  outline  of  experiences  you  could 
not  evade  the  impulse  to  concentrate  your  attention  to 
the  college  graduate.  He  already  has  the  foundation 
upon  which  to  build  rapidly,  the  particular  structure 
that  may  fit  him  in  as  an  important  cog  in  your  organ- 

ization. Of  course  the  college  graduate  will  be  hired  in 
preference  to  the  seventeen-year  old  boy  especially  when 
the  wage  rate  is  equal.  Even  though  a  bright  seventeen- 
year  old  boy  who  has  worked  for  you  for  three  years  is 
unconciously  drawn  into  the  controversy  as  a  basis  of 
comparison  with  the  college  graduate  for  labor  value, 
you  would  still  feel  that  you  were  grabbing  a  bargain  if 
this  technically  trained  man  would  start  work  for  the 
same  amount  paid  to  the  seventeen-year-old  boy. 
The  argument  may  be  advanced,  however,  that  a 

worker  who  has  been  with  a  company  for  a  number  of 
years  is  of  more  value  to  a  concern  from  a  production 
point  of  view,  than  a  recent  college  graduate  who  is  not 

familiar  with  the  manufacturing  methods  of  that  par- 
ticular concern.  I  believe  this  to  be  true  only  when  the 

shop  man  has  gone  through  a  sufficient  number  of  years 
training  that  will  in  a  measure  counteract  the  advantage 
which  the  college  graduate  has  in  his  technical  train- 

ing. We  must  not  lose  sight  of  the  fact  that  college 
graduates  who  intend  entering  the  machinery  manufac- 

turing industry  are  considerably  advanced  in  actual 
manufacturing  experience  due  to  the  intensive  training 
which  they  receive  in  machine  shop  practice  during  their 
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WAOE  RATKS  TN  THE  MACHINE  SHOP 

school  terms  and  summer  vacations.  Consequently, 
when  such  men  enter  into  the  manufacturing  field,  their 

rise,  starting  from  a  slightly  lower  level  than  the  exist- 
ing wage  rate  of  the  exceptionally  bright  worker  and  on 

equal  footing  with  the  ordinary  worker,  is  more  rapid 
than  these  two  classes  of  workers.  The  lines  of  valua- 

tion should  converge.  The  line  representing  the  most 
rapid  increase  in  value  of  service  will  cross  all  others 

that  are  the  nearest  competitors.  This  line,  which  rep- 
resents an  exceptionally  bright  college  graduate,  is 

shown  in  the  accompanying  chart  as  B. 
Line  B  represents  an  exceptionally  bright  boy  who 

has  found  time  to  acquire  technical  training  outside  of 
his  working  hours.  It  will  be  noticed  that  this  line  does 

not  show  such  rapid  strides  in  the  attainment  of  in- 
creased valuation  of  services  as  line  B,  until  approx- 
imately six  years  after  the  same  achievement  has  been 

accomplished  by  line  B.  Owing  to  the  fact  that  B  is 

compelled  to  obtain  his  technical  training  under  con- 
ditions that  do  not  allow  him  to  devote  his  full  time  to 
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thai  phsM  of  tlM  woriu  te  most  BieiMirily  b«  reconciled 
to  tl»  aMMittr  of  May«d  VMllttM  of  TisaaliMdldMls. 

I  kalteva  UmI  I  vafao  tho  oplBtoa  of  Uw  aajoritr  in 
that  tW  alUanto  •tuiimient  of  hish  renunenition  is 
■Mrt  fnkktr  broockt  about  throttch  the  itwtniiBontalUy 
of  •  coOwt  •dantloa  procodiac  practical  oxportence. 

,  m  thuwn  hgr  Mr.  Porbot,  rmrMMttinK  th« 
(C)  aad  tlw  oxcoptioaally  briitht  boy 

iC).  art  ia  aqr  opteioa  dirwtljr  oppoalto  to  tba  eorroct 
ial«fpr»(«tioa  of  thMB.  It  dooa  not  M«in  lorical  that 
tJM  woriBV  wltlMNtt  coOcc*  education  preceding  practical 

tkamki  abow  qokhtr  raralta  than  a  college 
MtaMBlad  hgr  pnelkal  oaiparkaea. 

Utm  C  fipnoMiU  tht  ordinary  worker  who  is  content 
wHli  bdiw  as  aB  aroand  machinict.  toohnaker.  or  the 
haad  of  aoow  dapnrtment  whoee  functions  contribute 
tooflet  roatine. 

Otrm  E  reprvoenta  tht  avorafo  eoilegv  graduate  who 
'  tkt  taaw  catagory  aa  curve  C,  but  owing  to 

>  of  a  rnHagt  tdneation  hia  curve  of  service 
be  more  pronounced  at  the  beginning 

and  gradaaltr  terminating  at  a  slightly  higher  «Ution- 
ary  valuation  than  C.  Likewise  we  have  consistent  rcla- 
Uvlty  with  earrta  BwoAD. 

Curve  A  rtpnaaata  a  worker  lacking  in  college  train- 
ing, who  is  ■attafltd  to  raewin  in  the  class  of  a  machint 

operator  or  dcrlL  In  this  dass  of  workman,  the  element 
of  piQrakal  ability  is  the  barometer  of  labor  valuation. 
la  tkb  curre  it  will  be  noticed  that  a  alow  increase  in 

valao  b  given  from  twenty-five  to  forty  years  old.  I 
carve  on  the  fact  that  unleM  the  worker 

i  hfaMMlf  intellectually,  whatever  increase  in  value 
that  he  btcooita  to  his  employer  will  be  only  the  result 
of  Itagth  of  service.  After  the  worker  becomes  forty 

I  of  age.  any  longer  strrict  with  the  company  could 

not  gualify  for  incraaaed  valuation.  From  forty  to 

flftVH^ight  years  of  age,  tha  worker's  value  to  the  com- 
pany fn>m  point  of  aerviet  remains  stationary,  after 

which  the  physical  element  enters  into  hi.s  value  which 
brings  about  a  decline  in  his  value  to  the  cun:pany  until 
he  dtrikes  a  low  level  which  in  in  proportion  lu  the  vnlue 
of  the  duties  which  he  im  able  to  perform.  When  hd  old 
worker  ceases  to  be  worth  $12  per  week,  he  shouUl  be 
romoved  from  duty  or  placed  on  a  pension. 

The  ends  of  curves  C  and  E  show  a  sharper  decline 
than  curve  A  because  of  the  fact  that  curves  C  and  K 
savor  of  an  element  of  brain  work  and  akill  which  does 

not  require  the  phyttical  qualifications  of  curve  A.  Con- 
sequently the  period  of  decreased  labor  valuation  does 

not  «t«rt  until  fome  time  after  A  and  after  deL-liiiing 
slowly  for  a  few  yearn,  suddenly  drops  to  the  low  level. 
The  class  of  workers  represented  by  lines  C  and  E  are 
ususlly  in  a  position  to  retire  before  the  low  limit  has 
been  reached. 

The  workers  represented  by  curves  B  and  D  having 
once  started  their  climb,  do  not  encounter  any  great 
degree  of  statioif&ry  valuation,  but  on  the  contrary 

"carry  on"  until  they  retire  or  are  called  by  death. 
In  summing  up  the  whole  proposition  as  to  thesf 

cur\'es  on  labor  valuation,  I  have  based  my  conclu.sioiiH 
on  the  fact  that  the  rapidity  of  absorbing  knowledKe  is 
most  pronounced  in  the  first  few  years  of  learning  and 
that  it  gradually  tapers  off  until  the  highest  value  has 
been  reached.  Only  technical  training  will  reverse  the 
curve  and  give  it  a  sharp  incline  toward  the  pinnacle  of 
increased  returns. 

I  wonder  what  the  moral  effect  would  be  to  hang  a 
large  reproduction  of  these  curves  on  the  bulletin  board 
in  the  office  or  shop  with  full  explanations  and  headed, 

"Which  of  These  Curves  Represent  You?" 

Some  Grinding  Operations  at  the  Marmon  Plant 
Fixtures  and  Methock  Used  in  Finishing  Gears,  Valve-Stem  Rollers,  Valve  Lifters,  Steering 

KnuckJea,  Spring  Shackles,  Axle  Hou.sings  and  Connecting  Rods 
SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

THE  aeeoaipanying  illustrations  give  a  good  idea 
of  tht  tstenaive  use  of  grinding  machines  in  build- 
lav  tha  Marmon  car.  Fig.  1  represents  simply 

grinding  the  bore  of  a  timing  gear,  and  is  only  shown 
to  lllastratc  the  use  of  hardened  pins  for  holding  the 
g«ar  at  Ita  pitch  line  in  a  draw-in  chock. 
The  griadiag  of  the  small  rollers  which  go  in  the 

ralvt  path  rod  la  ahown  in  Pig.  2.  These  rollers  are 
haU  la  tha  chads  A  by  aioana  of  the  sliding  washer, 
whkh  la  taperad  aaileiantJy  to  force  them  against  a 
•aitable  sMt  at  the  back  end.  This  is  an  easily  handled 
drrka  for  work  of  thU  kind. 

Two  of  the  grinding  operations  on  the  push  rod  itself 
art  ahown  in  Figs.  3  and  4.  The  method  of  holding 
for  the  first  grinding  operation  can  be  readily  seen 
kgr  examining  tht  driving  dogs  at  A  and  B,  Fig.  8. 
Tht  dog  at  B  has  a  push  rod  in  place  and  is  all  ready 
to  bt  placod  in  the  grinding  machine.  The  ust  of 
Intilaad  traeka,  ahoara  by  the  machine,  oiakaa  it  poa* 
afkia  ta  paaa  work  fraa  oot  machine  to  tha  aast 

Aatthsi  grinding  opctatioii  oa  tht  path  roda  la  a«tn 
la  Flf.  4.  where  tht  tada  art  being  ground  a<|aart 
by  a  cop  whtoL  Tht  rod  is  easily  clamped  in  the  small 
Ixtsrt  at  A  aad  tht  oprratloo  prococda  very  rapidly. 

The  somewhat  unusual  steering  knuckle  used  in  the 
Marmon  car  is  shown  in  Fig.  5,  where  the  portion  which 
goes  in  the  axle  is  being  ground.  This  view  shows  the 
method  of  driving  the  knuckle  for  grinding- 

Another  unusual  grinding  job  is  shown  in  Fig.  6, 
where  a  spring  shackle  is  being  held  on  a  magnetic 
chuck  while  the  side  is  being  faced  by  a  cup  wheel. 

The  projecting  portion  of  the  shackle  has  been  pre- 
viously ground  between  cfnters.  as  shown  in  Fig.  7. 

In  Fig.  8  is  shown  how  the  sheet-steel  rear  axle  hous- 
ing is  ground  at  the  outer  end  for  the  wheel  licaring. 

The  end  carries  a  plug  which  nerves  as  a  center. 
The  connecting  rod  and  cap  joints  are  carefully 

ground  to  insure  a  solid  mctal-to-metal  seat.  The  fix- 
tures used  and  the  mtthod  of  locating  and  clampine 

can  be  clearly  seen  in  Fig.  9. 
The  valve  rocker  arm  is  being  ground  in  Fig.  10, 

a  simple  fixture  locating  it  and  holding  it  in  position 
The  cup  wheel  uaed  baa  a  long  life  on  account  of  the 
depth  of  the  cup. 

The  foregoing  exampica  are  by  no  means  all  of  the 
intereating  grinding  operations  in  the  Marmort  shop, 
but  will  serve  to  show  a  few  of  the  ways  in  which 
grinding  methods  are  utilized  on  general  work. 
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SPRING  SHACKLE.     FIG.  T-GRINDI^G  eL  OF  ShIckLE      F?r   ̂ 0^™^-?  KNUCKLE.     FIG.  6-FACING 
FIG.  9-FINISHING  CONNECTING  BOrFl^S"^^io.^io-GR?#^?NTvALVEl.OC^^^^ 
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Standardization  from  the  Consumer's Point  of  View 
atandardization  an  Aid  to  Bio'inK  and  Sellinfr  as  Well  as  to  Production  —  Different  Kinds 

of  Standardization  —  The  Federal  Specification  Board 

By  N.  F.  Hauuman 
fcmUry.  VrAfl  8(>r<-lflc«Uea«  Board ••— '  «-fc»...  of  nirnili-al  IndoalriM.  N-w  York.  Sept.  i». 

familiar  with  the  leral  side  of  drawing  up  contracts 
but  who  are  not  familiar  with  the  technical  detailK 
involved.  The  efliciency  of  many  purchasing  officera 
i«  leuened  by  their  lack  of  knowledge  of  the  nature 
and  namea  of  the  articles  they  are  intrusted  to  btiy. 

Standardization  of  variety,  or  simplification,  involves 
the  elimination  of  unn(>ceH8ary  typea,  shapes,  grades 
and  sizes  of  manufaituri'd  articles.  Waste  in  industry 
is  largely  due  to  on  over-multiplicity  in  the  number  of 
products,  as  well  as  to  inettWiency  of  process.  Wiiste 
due  to  idle  stocka  of  material  and  products  through 
deterioration,  obsolescence  and  capital  charges  carried, 
is  large,  especially  with  large  stocks. 

DiMKNSIONAL  (STANDARDIZATION 

Dimensional  standardization  ensures  ready  inter- 
changeability  of  supplies,  and  the  proper  inter-working 
of  parts  which  may  l)e  manufactured  or  assembled  by 
different  manufacturers. 

Standardization  of  specifications  and  methods  of  teat 

puts  bids  on  as  easily  comparable  basis,  promotes  fair- 
ness  in  trade  competition,  and  ensures  the  proper  grade 
of  material  for  a  given  use. 

The  amount  and  intensity  of  standardization  work 
now  )>eing  done  all  over  the  world  is  surprising.  One 

-  continually  hears  of  "mass  production"  and  the  state- 
ment that  the  extensive  introduction  of  it  into  industry, 

through  standardization,  is  an  economic  necessity.  Na- 
tional industrial  and  engineering  standardizing  bodies 

have  been  formed  and  are  now  functioning  in  fifteen 
of  the  moat  prominent  nations  of  the  world.  Germany 

has  been  eepecially  active  in  dimensional  standiirdizn- 
tion,  while  the  efforts  of  the  British  and  American 
standardizing  bodies  have  been  directed  more  partic- 

ularly toward  matters  concerned  with  purchases  and 
contracts,  such  aa  specifications  for  materials,  perform- 

ance of  machines  and  devices,  methods  of  test,  etc.  A 
notable  exception  to  this  general  statement  is  the 
dimensional  standardization  work  of  the  automobile 
Industry  in  this  country. 

Many  applications 

From  a  broad  viewpoint,  standardization  may  be 

applied  to  materials,  methods,  products  and  uses. 
Materials — The  raw  materials  used  in  the  manufac- 

ture of  a  product  must  be  of  standard  and  uniform 
quality,  if  the  prooeaa  of  manufacture  and  the  grade 
of  the  product  are  to  be  maintained.  Somctimos  it 
costs  a  little  more  to  adhere  rigidly  to  definite  ittaiidards 
for  raw  materials,  but  the  economies  effected  offset  this. 

Methods — A  product  made  continuously  from  stand- 
ard ffrsde  material  more  readily  permits  standardization 

of  each  step  in  the  process  of  production.  This  is 

attained  by  the  adoption  of  the  one  best  and  most 
•conomlcal  method  of  doing  each  thing  as  Uught   by 

la  racaot  jreara.  attention  has  been  concentrated  upon 

iMnkal  side  of  production  and 

   fai  taduatry.     Physics  and  chaBistr>   have 
Um  aacrvta  of  raw  materials  and  the  modem 

determine  the  most  suitable  material 
nical  method  of  treating  it  to  obUin 

tW  JMJriil  raMdta. 

Om  9i  Uw  Boat  modem  side*  of  indnatry  is  sUnd- 
mt^lmMm,  wtm  neoguimd  as  being  of  great  imporUnce 

to  botli  producer  and  coaamner.  It  is  sometimes  said 
llMt  tke  beaedta  of  standardisation  are  mainly  to  the 

Add  oT  production. 
nia  to  actually  not  the  case.  They  are  quite  as  im- 

paetaat  to  botk  the  Md  of  bojring  and  of  aelling.  In 
iadwtrial  atandardixation  it  to  the  consumer  who  is 
ahiaateiy  benefitted  moat  but  the  immediate  benefits 
are  lafioly  to  the  producer.  It  at  once  simplifies  his 

•aabiea  him  to  produce  what  is  required  by 

cheaply  and  aspeditiously.  With  lower 
Biora  extended  use  of  the  stand- 

ard article.  It  to  a  law  of  economics  that  when  costa 
incrtaae  mbatltotes  appear. 

No  Bab  to  iNmATivE 

Ohieetors  to  standardization  frequently  urge  that  it 

wxM|y  stifle  initiative  and  progresa  and  that  the  adop- 
tion of  a  sUndard  prevenU  advance  through  improve- 

nants  in  the  arts  of  manufacture.  Of  course.  thU  is 
ool  the  CMe.  A  standard  should  remain  standard  only 
■atfl  aoaMlhing  better  to  developed  but  it  should  not 
he  changed  until  justified  from  all  points  of  view.  Any 
tHea  alaadard.  to  achieve  its  object,  must  be  suiuble 
for  the  iataoded  use  in  the  majority  of  cases.  The 

raquiree  apedal  consideration  and 
wQI  never  be  attained.  The  economies 

of  alaodardiiation,  aa  applied  to  qualities 
of  fioilf  fa  and  proceaaea  of  manufacture,  have  been 
so  thereaghly  demonstrated  within  the  past  few  years 
that  they  are  entirely  ouUide  the  argumenUtive  field. 

Staadardisation.  like  eflkieaey,  to  not  an  easy  term 
to  dsAae.  It  to  not  always  nndanrtood  in  iU  true  sense 
aad  hr  iMay  to  looked  upon  with  doubt  and  suspicion. 
The  flHMral  idea  of  standards  to  not  new  but  its  appli- 
catlea  to  actooec,  enginecrinff  and  industo'  has  been 
developed  wlthlo  comparatively  recent  years. 

HaadardliBtloa  may  be  defined  as  the  unification  of 
the  aallMda  aad  praetteM  favohred  in  manufacture, 

aad  ladoetnr,  aad  all  lines  of  endeavor 
the  aeceashy  of  repetition  work.  It  may 
under  eeveral  aapecta. 

It  ion  of  Bomeoctotare  enables  iiu><?r,  seller, 
ifacturrr  to  use  and  understand  the  same 

It  Is  vanr  feapertant  that  there  be  acceptabU 
I  ti  terse  oeed  in  specification*  and  contracta. 

Pnrrhaciav  to  often  d'me  by  persons  who  are  quite 
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plant  and  engineering  experience,  and  making  it  stand- 
ard practice. 

Product — A  standardized  product,  made  to  definite 
specifications,  permits  an  output  to  the  maximum 
uniformity  possible  within  the  limits  of  manufacturing 
skill.  A  uniform  product  made  and  sold  continuously 
permits  a  steady  production  schedule,  building  up  stocks 
during  periods  of  low  demand  and  depleting  them  dur- 

ing periods  of  high  demand.  On  the  unstandardized 

basis,  the  only  alternative  is  to  follow  the  "feast  and 
famine"  method.  The  definitely  standardized  product 
is  manufactured  to  meet  particular  wide  needs,  accord- 

ing to  definite  specifications,  and  is  constantly  tested 
to  ensure  its  being  up  to  standard  grade.  The  ordinary 
purchaser  is  not  an  expert  on  quality  of  supplies,  and 
in  many  cases  the  quality  can  be  lowered  and  he  would 
be  none  the  wiser  until  the  material  is  put  into  service. 

Uses — One  type,  shape,  grade  or  size  of  an  article 
will  not  meet  all  the  requirements  of  the  consumer, 
neither  is  it  desirable  to  have  such  an  extensive  variety 
that  the  differences  are  small  and  meaningless.  The 
ideal  condition  is  to  have  just  enough  variety  to  meet 
all  the  real  needs  with  no  overlapping.  Sound  industrial 
economy  demands  the  elimination  of  the  special  or  little 
used  product  and  its  substitution  by  the  standard  or 
most  widely  used  and  most  efficiently  produced  goods. 

Specifications  Standardized 

Standardization  of  specifications  is  the  most  im- 

portant phase  of  the  subject,  from  the  purchaser's 
viewpoint.  It  is  the  first  and  most  essential  step  in 

the  economy  that  arises  f)'om  the  purchase  of  materials 
or  supplies  in  large  quantities  and  is  a  necessary  factor 
in  the  improvement  of  the  quality  of  materials  pur- 

chased and  the  adaptation  of  quality  to  definite  uses. 
The  specification  is  the  common  meeting  ground  for 

the  manufacturer,  dealer  and  user  and  it  is  at  once 
a  statement  of  the  users  needs  and  what  the  maker  is 
required  to  supply.  Purchase  by  competitive  bids  on 

specifications  is  prefei-able  to  purchase  on  sample.  The 
latter  method  implies  that  each  bidder's  product  must 
be  considered  independently  and  it  is  often  a  very  diffi- 

cult matter  to  decide  between  different  combinations 
of  quality  and  price.  The  specification  should  include 
limiting  values  for  the  properties  necessary  to  meet 
the  required  service,  with  proper  tolerances.  A  correct 
specification  is  one  which  enables  bidders  to  know 
exactly  what  is  desired  or  required  and  what  procedure 
the  purchaser  will  follow  to  satisfy  himself  that  the 
specification  has  been  complied  with.  Defective  and 
incomplete  specifications,  whether  due  to  compromise 
of  quality  for  temporary  economy,  or  through  lack  of 
data,  should  be  replaced  by  those  in  which  the  best 
magnitude  of  each  property  involved  is  so  specified  as 
to  predetermine  the  definite  quality  best  meeting  the 
need.  There  is  a  growing  appreciation  of  waste  in 
industry  due  to  the  use  of  defective  and  improper 
materials. 

To  determine  the  value  of  any  material  for  a  given 
purpose,  its  properties  must  be  measured,  assuming 
that  the  proportion  upon  which  its  use  depends  are 
known  and  are  measurable.  The  testing  of  materials 
may  prove  a  needless  waste  of  time,  energy  and  money 
unless  due  consideration  is  given  to  the  nature  of  the 
tests  applied,  the  conditions  under  which  they  are  made 
and  the  interpretation  of  results.  Quality  may  be 
determined  directly  by  a  service  test,  indirectly  by  a 
test   under   simulated   service   conditions,    or    still   less 

directly  by  a  laboratory  test  of  individual  properties 
upon  which  the  quality  is  known  or  assumed  to  depend. 
These  may  vary  from  a  simple  visual  inspection  to  an 
investigation  involving  laboratory  and  technical  work 
of  the  most  diflUcult  and  precise  nature.  Friction  and 
controversy  between  buyer  and  seller  often  arise  as  to 
the  question  of  facts  concerning  the  results  of  tests, 
especially  when  different  methods  or  different  equipment 
are  used.  Standardized  methods  of  test  consider  all  of 
these  conditions,  and  are  a  necessary  part  of  an  ideal 
specification  for  a  material  or  a  manufactured  article. 

The  United  States  Government  is  probably  the  largest 
purcha.ser  of  materials  and  supplies  in  the  world  and 
the,  greatest  impetus  that  could  be  given  to  standardi- 

zation from  the  purchaser's  point  of  view  would  be  for 
the  Federal  Government  to  adopt  standard  purchase 
specifications  for  the  more  important  materials  and 
supplies  purchased  by  it.  This  has  recently  been  ini- 

tiated by  the  establishment  of  the  Federal  Specifica- 
tions Board,  in  the  office  of  the  Bureau  of  the  Budget, 

which  has  brought  together  the  experts  of  the  various 
departments.  As  a  result  specifications  representing 
the  best  commercial  and  engineering  practice  are  being 
selected  for  the  use  of  all  departments  and  bureaire  alike 
in  the  purchase  of  supplies. 

The  selection  and  adoption  of  specifications  or  stand- 
ards, without  due  regard  to  the  manufacturing  prob- 

lems involved,  would  be  equally  as  sei'ious  as  for  manu- 
facturers to  establish  standards  without  a  careful  con- 

sideration of  the  needs  of  the  purchaser.  In  the  selec- 
tion of  specifications  for  Government  use,  the  Federal 

Specifications  Board  is  co-ordinating  these  two  inter- 
ests, and  the  standards  adopted  will  eventually  be  used 

for  all  Government  purchases.  This  procedure  will  un- 
doubtedly serve  as  a  model  to  be  followed  by  corpora- 

tions, municipalities,  States  and  the  general  public. 
With  many  large  corporations,  the  standardization  of 

purchases,  and  the  resulting  simplification  of  store  stock 
varieties  of  materials  offer  a  fertile  field  for  economy. 
The  purchasing  officer  with  a  technical  knowledge  of 
materials  and  supplies,  together  with  a  knowledge  of 
standardization  principles,  is  best  equipped  to  secure 
maximum  re.^ults. 

Change  of  Product 
By  a.  W.  Brown 

There  comes  a  time  when  the  market  for  a  product 
slumps  or  disappears.  Hoop  skirts  are  an  example  of 
such  products.  Cigars  seem  to  be  yielding  place  to 

cigarettes.  Detached  cuffs  for  men's  shirts  have  al- 
most disappeared  from  shops  and  laundries.  Where  are 

the  bustles  of  yesteryear?  And  the  m^^n's  long  boots? 
And  mittens,  tall  white  beaver  hats,  "bone-breaker" 
bicycles,  quill  pens,  letter-copying  presses,  bar  fixtures, 
and  dozens  of  other  things? 

So  almost  every  factory  may  have  to  confront  com- 
pulsory change  of  product.  In  emergencies,  as  in  war 

time,  they  find  it  advantageous  to  drop  their  regular 
line  and  take  something  entirely  different.  In  the 
Great  War  the  stove  foundry  turned  out  shells  while 

the  type-wi-iter  plant  made  machine-gun  parts. 
It  is  then  well  for  every  factoi-y  to  have  a  card  up 

its  sleeve  and  know  what  it  would  make  for  a  change 
if  its  line  of  product  went  out  of  fashion  or  use.  This 

is  entirely  independent  of  so-called  "chink-in  work,' 
taken  to  fill  up  dull  times  in  the  regular  line. 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men    [ 

Straddle-Mining  in  the  I^the 
Bt  Hbkky  M.  Claky 

TW  Job  hcf*  dMcrib«d  wm  obMi-vcd  in  the  plant  of 
tiM  Ccatnl  MacklM  Co^  Detroit,  Michigmn.  A  Urge 
lot  of  naO  drop  torgtd  steal  acceleratinc  leven  came 
la  t«  b*  BdlM  oa  boUi  sldM  of  tlM  miall  end.  the  finished 
^mmttifom  beinc  A  in.  A«  all  the  milling  machines 
wire  la  om^  a  pair  of  side  milling  cutters  was  mounted 
oa  a  not  arbor  and  put  into  an  old  Rahn-Carpenter  lathe. 

A  pia  waa  then  ecretved  into  a  small  angle  plate,  the 

trrR\llIMJ^>llLXJ.^'G  is  tiik  i^athk 

pin  being  of  tha  diameter  of  the  hole  in  the  large  end  of 
tha  lawar  aad  ao  located  that  when  the  angle  plate  was 
boltad  to  tha  toolrast.  the  lever  would  be  held  in  the  posi- 
tioe  shown  in  the  illustration.  A  block  and  thumb  nut 
•a  a  stod  supplied  the  necessary  clamping  action.  As 
tbc  pin  that  held  the  lever  was  not  over  1  in.  long,  one 
or  two  turns  of  the  nut  were  suflicient  to  allow  the  work 
to  bo  dungad.  A  block  attached  to  the  end  of  the  angle 
plato  nearest  the  cutters  served  as  a  rest  for  the  lever. 
Tha  operator  fed  the  work  in  and  out  by  hand  and  ob- 

a  production  of  100  per  hour. 

^ 
The  Art  of  Milling  in  1750 — DiHcusHion 

By  Matthew  Haibu 

la  an  artkia  under  the  above  title  by  L.  L.  Thwing 
appaariag  oa  page  287  of  Ameriean  Mafkini»t,  Mr. 
Thwlag  draws  tha  eoaelusion  that  the  milling  machine 
aad  cMMv  were  the  invention  of  a  clock  maker.  By  the 

token  it  was  a  clock  maker  who  devised  the  first 
Billing  machine,  covering  tha  principles  of  all 
Itiocs  la  oae  today. 
E.  Brown,  originally  a  dock  maker  of  Provi- 

E.  1..  iaveotod  the  univaraal  niUing  nachiaa 
1S4I  or  1802.  According  to  Profeaaor  Roe's 

Aaiarkan  Tool  BuiMer,"  the  first  machine 
waa  bailt  aad  sold  to  the  Providence  Tool  Co.  for  mak- 
lac  twist  drills  to  be  used  in  drilling  the  holes  in  per- 
cassiMi  Bipplas  for  aiusket*.  This  was  in  1862.  at 
«iMdl  ttat  Iks  Providence  Tool  Co.  was  engaged  in  a 

eoatract  for  Civil  War  muskeu. 

An  Ordinary  Rotary  Tabic  as  an 
Indexing  Device 
By  J.  M.  Henry 

The  boring  of  a  double  circle  of  holes  in  a  grinding 
fixture  necessitated  the  use  of  an  indexing  deviop  to 

locate  the  holes  prope^v.  The  ordinary  vertical  millinK 
machine,  with  rotar>-  table,  is  neither  large  enough  to 
handle  the  job,  nor  do  the  graduations  on  the  table 
lend  themselves  to  the  required  spacing.  In  addition 
to  these  reasons,  the  spindle  of  the  machine  is  not 
considered  sufficiently  accurate  as,  althouKh  the  spacintr 
is  not  arbitrary  to  a  minute  degree,  the  holes  when 
bored  must  stand  perfectly  square  with  the  surface of  the  jig. 

We  found,  by  trial,  that  the  handwheel  of  a  Brown  & 
Sharp  rotary  table  in  making  one  turn  moved  the  table 
through  an  arc  of  three  degrees.  The  outer  circle  of 
the  work  contained  36  holes  and  the  inner  one  28  holes, 
involving  Sji  and  4f  turns  of  the  handwheel  respectively. 
We  did  need,  therefore,  to  reduce  our  calculations  to 
minutes  of  arc,  but  only  to  provide  for  thirds  and 
sevenths  in  the  rotation  of  the  handwheel. 

The  logical  solution  of  this  was  to  divide  the  hand- 
wheel  into  21  equal  spaces  and  this  was  done  by  placing 
it  upon  an  arbor  between  the  indexing  centers  of  the 
milling  machine  amf  using  the  regular  dividing  head. 

A  stationary  mark  for  a  point  of  departure  was  pro- 

A.V  IMfKOVIMKU    I.S'tJEXI.N'O   DiCVICB 

vided  by  clamping  a  suitable  strip  of  sheet  steel  under 
a  convenient  screw  head  and  scribing  a  line  upon  it, 
when  the  device  was  ready  for  service.  The  spacing 
for  the  holes  of  the  outer  circle  was  nuule  by  turning 
the  handwheel  8  turns  and  7  lines,  while,  for  the  inner 
circle,  4  turns  and  18  lines  were  required.  The  holes 
ware  spotted,  drilled,  bored  and  reamed  to  a  limit  of 
sccaracy  in  diameter  of  0.00026  in.  upon  a  Prutt  & 
Whitney  Jig  Boring  machine. 
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Storing  Screw  Machine  and  Similar  Stock 
By  Herbert  Crawford 

The  illustration  shows  a  convenient  method  of  storing 
screw  machine  stock  in  a  small  space  and  with  safety. 
The  loops  shown  are  welded  to  flat  bases  which  are 
bolted  to  the  plates  of  the  rack.  The  loops  have  cross 
bars  or  partitions,  as  can  be  seen  at  A.    The  stock  is 

STOKAGli;   RACK  FOR  BAR  STOCK 

placed  on  end  against  the  rack  and,  when  the  bars  are 
all  in  place,  one  or  two  bars  are  slipped  through  the 
loops  to  tie  the  bars  in  position  and  prevent  their  being 
pulled  over  forward.  This  rack  is  in  use  by  the  Hoover 
Suction  Sweeper  Company  at  its  plant  in  Canton,  Ohio. 

Improvised  Forms  for  Coiling  Pipe 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

Here  is  a  pipe  bending  or  coiling  kink  I  ran  across  in 
the  Griffith  Machine  Works,  Los  Angeles,  some  time  ago. 
This  shop  does  much  experimental  work  and  this  job 
had  a  long  pipe,  coiled  into  a  sort  of  a  bed  spring  effect 
as  shown  in  Fig.  1.   The  trick  was  to  coil  the  pipe  with- 

J'lii.    1— Ti£li;  COIL   AS   WOUND 

out  kinking  it  and  to  have  the  coils  uniform  in  diameter 
and  appearance.  Like  many  difficult  jobs,  it  was  com- 

paratively easy  after  you  realized  the  correct  way  to 
go  about  it.    Fig.  2  shows  the  way  it  was  done. 

A  wooden  form  was  turned  up  of  the  proper  diameter - 

FIG.  :!— REMOVING  THE  FORMS 

to  make  the  desired  shape  and  the  outside  had  a  spiral 
groove  to  match  the  pipe.  These  forms  were  made  in 
two  parts,  as  at  A  and  B,  the  two  halves  making  a  com- 

plete double  cone.  The  cones  were  placed  on  a  mandrel 
to  center  them  and  the  pipe  wound  around  them  as  in 
Fig.  L  The  coils  were  then  spread  enough  to  let  half 
the  form  come  out,  as  in  Fig.  2,  and  both  halves  were 

removed  through  the  same  opening. '  The  coils  were  then sprung  back  and  there  was  no  trace  of  the  forms  having 
been  removed. 

Pressing  Bushings  on  Long  Rods 
By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

Here  is  a  useful  little  press  which  the  Lucas  Machine 
Tool  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  uses  to  press  bushings  on  the 
ends  of  long  rods  and  screws.  Instead  of  tapping  the 
bushing  on  with  a  lead  hammer  and  sometimes  spring- 

ing the  screw,  the  screw  is  laid  in  suitable  bearings,  at 
A  and  B,  and  clamped  fast.  Then  the  bushing  is  placed 
on  the  end  and  forced  on  by  a  ram  at  C. 

The  ram  is  actuated  by  a  pinion  on  a  shaft  which 
carries   the   wheel    D   on   the   other   end.     For    rapid 

PRESSING    BUSHINGS    ON    SCREWS 

traverse  the  operating  handle  is  placed  on  the  pinion 
shaft  and  moves  the  gear  direct.  For  power  in  forcing 
on  the  bushings  another  shaft  is  provided  which  carries 
a  pinion  meshing  into  an  internal  gear  cut  inside  the 
wheel  D.  This  arrangement  gives  a  powerful  gear  ratio 
and  has  the  advantage  of  operating  in  the  same  direc 
tion  as  the  direct  drive,  which  avoids  confusing  the 
operator.  A  ratchet  wrench  is  used  when  desired,  mak- 

ing it  easy  to  get  the  pull  at  convenient  angles.  The 
holes  in  the  side  of  the  press  show  different  positions 

'at  which  the  clamping  blocks  can  be  placed. 
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Die  for  BUnkins,  Pierdns  and 
Coantcrunkinf 

Bt  8.   A.  McDonald 

IbUh 

to  at  tiM 

■iiiiimijiiH  iUuctnUtoo  i»  ahown  •  uBaD  Mt 
tmt  M— Mifc  piwulm  and  feraUag  •  kcjrpfartt. 

to  Uukid  tnm  th*  ttrlit.  Um  holM  pteread 
ud  Um  adg*  of  Um  plate  beveled  at 
\  oonptoto  ptota  bcinc  thrown  out  at 

•ftkapNaa. 
la  of  tiw  laiartad  typa  and  to  constructed 

aaeUaa  ataal  dto  bolder  A'  is  tamed 
allda  and  eoatains  the  piercing-punch 

Instructions  to  Workmen 
— Discussion 

By  T.  Taylor 
Chclmntord.  Rncluid 

In  the  ̂ NMn'oaii  Maehiniat,  page  954,  Vol.  56,  wan 
published  an  article  under  the  above  title  by  C.  J. 
Morrison.  In  it  the  author  gives  an  instance  of  u 
worknun  who,  by  following  instructions  strictly  to  the 
letter,  as  given  on  the  operation  card,  did  not  produce 
work  as  economically  as  might  have  been  the  case  had 
the  workman  and  shop  superintendent  been  given  the 

llbert)'  to  ate  their  discretion  Hnd  experience.  The 
above  example  is  not  confined  to  America  as  I  have 

experienced  it  since  the  war  in  one 
of  the  largest  motor  car  works  of 
EnKland. 
One  of  my  jobs  was  machining 

brass  magneto-platform  castings,  the 
sides  of  which  must  be  milled  cen- 

tral with  the  bore  of  the  flange,  pro- 
viding true  alignment  with  the 

magneto  spindle.  The  first  operation 
on  the  card  issued  by  the  planninK 
oflke,  called the  flange, 

casting  was 
the  milling 
the  work  from 
and    Imttom 

for  boring  and  facinK 
For  operation  two,  the 
bolted  on  the  fixture  on 
machine  table,  locatinK 

the  bore.  The  sides 
then    milled,    the 

ron  MAKINO   KKTI-LATK 

B.  tlw  bteakiat  dto  C,  and  the  knockout  D.    The 
E  axtenda  through  the  die  holder 

plate  and  resU  on  the  knockout  so 
H  BMvaa  with  it. 

The  punch  F  is  located  in  a  ptote  which  is  bolted  to 
of  tha  prees.     The  stripping   ring  G   is 

arooad  tlM  poach  by  the  fllister-head  screws 
wkidi  htom  the  prc««ure  springs  on  them  as  shown. 

Two  WWWMal  features  of  this  die  are  that  the  cutting 
e4|e  of  the  punch  is  beveled  to  80  deg.  and  the  holes 
far  the  screws  are  countersank  to  suit  the  angle  of  the 
iat  head  acrewa.  This  does  not  seem  to  afTect  the  cut- 
ting  of  the  dtoa. 

An  cnUrgad  aartional  view  of  the  catting  edges  Just 
aa  tke  kajr  ptote  has  been  struck  is  shown  to  the  right. 

Tke  dto  eparatas  as  follows:  When  the  die  descends 
tka  WMlarwiiifc  hotos  are  formed  and  as  the  movament 
caoflimMii^  the  screw  holes  are  punctied  and  at  the  same 
ttee  the  blank  to  cot.  As  soon  aa  the  btonk  is  cut  the 
kaadwrt  coMaa  op  against  the  plate  B.  so  that  ttie 
kajr  ptoi*  to  hamped  or  the  punch.  This  sharpens  up 
the  aagto  of  the  bevcto  and  ffvee  the  key  plate  a  neat 

Oa  the  upstroke  the  stripper  ring  strips  the  stock 
fraa  the  p«adi  aad  when  the  dto  nears  the  end  of  iU 
■trofce  Um  kaackaat  bar  of  the  preos  forces  the  knockout 
stem  down  in  the  dto  against  the  knorko*it  pad  D  and 
IIhw  sCripa  the  key  plate  off  tha  three  punches. 

As  the  praas  to  iadtaod.  the  work  falls  down  a  chote 
Mck  of  the  praa  whito  the  scrap  punchings 

were 

workman  trying  to  mill  the  two  sides 
an  equal  distance  from  the  center  of 
the  bore  of  the  flange  by  repeated 
trial  cuts  and  the  use  of  gages.  The 
result  was  that  nesrly  always  one  side 
or  the  other  was  a  few  thousands  out 
of  center,  although  the  instructions  had 
l)een  carefully  followed  throughout. 

The  next  operation  (not  on  the  operation  card)  was 
closing  in  the  sides  in  a  strong  vise  to  provide  a  little 
nietel  to  rectify  the  job,  known  in  the  midlands  as 

"doing  Brummagen."  Upon  my  suggestion  to  the  shop 
superintendent  that  a  better  method  would  be  to  reverse 
the  operations  and  first  mill  the  sides  and  bottom,  sec- 

ondly bolting  the  canting  on  a  jig,  locating  it  from  the 
sides,  then  Itore  and  finish  on  a  capstan  lathe,  the 
superintendent  quite  agreed  that  such  should  be  the 
method  but  that  unfortunately  his  hands  were  tied 
by  the  operstion  card  issued  by  the  planning  oflke, 
under  the  control  of  the  chief  of  that  department,  who 
has  full  authority. 

I  submit  that  the  system  of  independent  planning 
offleea  doea  not  work  for  eflnciency  and  for  the  shop 
superintendent  or  foremen  to  offer  suggestion  to  the 
planning  office  is  quite  as  disagreeable  a  job  as  offering 
suggestions  or  a  little  criticism  to  the  drawing  ofllce. 

I  consider  that  best  results  can  be  obtained  by  giving 
tlie  foremen  the  power  and  responsibility  to  plan  the 
general  operations  of  a  job,  subject,  of  course,  to  the 
approval  of  the  works  mansger  or  superintendent.  Tool 
toyout  and  jigs  should  be  left  to  the  tool  room  depart- 

ment. With  bad  planning  systems,  foremen  in  some 
large  works  are  nothing  better  thsn  glorified  clerks, 

which  is  ver>'  discouraging  to  men  of  initiative.  What 
is  more  important,  the  firms  concerned  are  ignoring  a 
valuable  asset.  When  a  better  way  is  seen,  there  is  no 

wisdom  in  performing  a  job  in  an  ineflkient  and  expen- 
sive manner,  simply  because  the  man  who  first  planned 

the  worit  did  not  see  all  the  possibilities. 
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Milling  Clearance  on  Combination 
Center  Drills 

By  King  J.  Bogardus 

In  the  small  machine  shop  where  a  great  deal  of 
centering  ia  done,  little  difficulty  is  experienced  in 
making  a  center  drill,  as  far  as  turning  the  blank  and 
milling  the  two  grooves  is  concerned,  but  when  it  comes 
to  filing  the  clearance  it  is  found  to  be  difficult  and  un- 
profitable. 

The  blanks  can  be  turned  in  any  lathe  very  rapidly 

by  placing  a  center  drill  in  the  chuck  or  collet  and  set- 

FIG.    1— TURNING   THK  BLANK 

ting  the  tool  in  correct  position  for  turning,  as  illus- 
trated in  Fig.  1.  The  crossfeed  will  not  have  to  be  dis- 
turbed, and  by  moving  the  handle  operating  the  carriage 

traverse  by  hand  the  angle  and  diameter  can  be  turned 
with  the  same  movement.  Feeding  with  the  compound 
rest  handle,  having  the  rest  set  on  an  angle  of  1  deg., 
instead  of  feeding  with  the  carriage  handle,  will  make 
a  better  blank,  due  to  clearance  on  the  body  of  the  drill. 
When  the  blank  is  ready  for  milling  the  clearance 

there  may  be  rough-turning  marks  as  the  result  of  not 

,.Shank4  diam. 
S  teeth 

FIG.   2— MILLING   THE   CLEARANCE 

feeding  on  the  angle  with  the  compound  rest  .set  at  30 
deg.,  and  there  may  also  be  a  ragged  edge  on  the  flutes 
after  milling;  but  all  of  these  will  be  removed  when  the 
clearance  is  milled,  and  the  milling  will  also  correct  the 
angle  if  necessary.  The  set-up  for  milling  the  clearance 
is  shown  in  Fig.  2. 

Holding    the    cutter    in    the    chuck    of    the    milling 
machine  spindle  and  the  drill  blank  in  the  chuck  of  the 

dividing  head,  we  are  ready  to  mill  this  clearince.  As 
most  milling  machines  cannot  be  geared  for  milling 
spirals  of  shorter  than  8  in.  lead  by  gearing  to  the 
worm  on  dividing  head,  the  gear  is  placed  on  the  spindle 
of  the  dividing  head  which  is  revolved,  feeding  the  table 
by  turning  the  handle  of  the  dividing  head  by  hand. 

Improvised  Tools  in  the  Oil  Country 
By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

In  turning  rods  for  oil  pumps,  which  are  about  6  ft. 
long  and  perhaps  IJ  in.  in  diameter,  the  device  shown 
in  Fig.  1,  has  been  found  very  useful,  ft  consists 
merely  of  a  plate  A  supported  by  the  two  substantial 
arms  B  and  C  bolted  to  the  side  of  the  saddle  of  the 
lathe  carriage  at  D.  The  plate  A  carries  two  cutting 
tools  on  the  front  side,  and  three  guiding  rollers  on 
the  face  shown.  This  device  is  in  reality  an  improvised 
follow  rest  with  roller  guides,  and  has  proved  very 
satisfactory  for  work  of  this  kind. 

Another  device  in  connection  with  oil  pump  work 
is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  This  is  an  attachment  for  a  vertical 
drilling  machine,  used  in  turning  the  pump  valve  cage, 

'Ori'lllng  machine  Table 

Fig.  7 

FIG.    1— ROLLER   REST   FOR    TURNING   PUMP    RODS.      PIG. 
2— TOOL  FOR  TURNING  AND  BORING  ON  DRILL 

PRESS.     FIG.   3— THE  PIECE  TURNED 

shown  in  Fig.  3.  The  device  consists  primarily  of  the 
plate  A,  which  is  supported  on  the  drilling  machine 
table  B  by  means  of  sleeves  C  and  D  held  in  position 
by  the  through  bolts  shown.  The  plate  A  carries  the 
guide  E,  through  which  a  special  spindle,  driven  from 
the  spindle  of  the  drilling  machine,  works.  The  spindle 
carries  a  collet  F,  in  which  the  stock  G  is  held.  Bolted 
in  position  on  the  table  B,  is  a  base  carrying  the  com- 

bined drilling  and  boring  tool  H  and  also  a  tool  slide 
with  a  toolpost  /  for  turning  the  outside  of  the  cage. 
The  toolpost  /  can  be  adjusted  to  or  from  the  center, 
so  as  to  regulate  the  depth  of  cut,  and  also  to  turn 
straight  or  taper,  as  desired. 

This  is  simply  one  of  the  many  devices  by  which  a 
vertical  drilling  machine  can  be  used  for  turning,  and 
was  designed  only  because  it  was  impossible  to  obtain 
a  suitable  turret  lathe  at  the  time.  It  has  since  been 

discarded  but  served  its  purpose  well  when  it  was  neces- 
sary. These  devices  are  from  the  shop  of  the  Houston 

Pump  &  Supply  Co.,  and  were  made  under  the  direction 
of  the  guiding  spirit,  Mr.  Thomas.  The  approximate  di- 

mensions of  the  piece  turned  are  shown  in  Fig.  3. 
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Chip  Catcher  for  the  MiUini:  Machine 
BT   a.   W.   rUKVAN 

TW  dtvfc*  ilwu  in  the  dtvtch  provldM  ■  means 
for  kMftef  dw  mM>  wigrt  on  •  miUins  machine  free 
fro*  grU  aai  ikturtag^  tkmtiii  rhminatins  the  cauae 
9i  •  craat  4mi  «f  troiM*  aad  «r«ar  to  the  machine. 

4  «M  Midt  f»«a  )  X  l-in.  key  stock 
to  tlw  iaiMr  »Mt  of  the  saddle,  extendins 

1  aidt  of  tho  kBM  about  2  in.   The  sk>t  B.  A  in. 
bar  1  ia.  dMV^  was  milled  iu  antire  length.  Three 
of  ahoet  mMal  of  20  fac*  were  cut  in  different 
froai  4  to  10  In.  aad  k>ns  enough  to  overhsnR 

CUIP  OUARO  rOR   MILLING    MACHINE 

eitlMr  side  of  the  knee.     One  edge  on  each  piece  was 
tVHMd  ap  to  approximately  flt  the  milled  slot,  as  shown. 

Bf  plaeing  tlie  metal  plates  in  the  holder,  flanged 
■p^  the  flange  will  keep  the  plate  from  dropping 
bafood  the  angle  of  the  slot,  which  is  about  25 
and  will  also  allow  it  to  raise  up  as  shown  by  the 
Uaa  wben  it  coraee  in  contact  with  the  column. 

width  plates  are  used  at  different  settings, 
on  the  position  of  the  saddle. 

Re-Echoes  from  the  Oil  Country 
— Discussion 

BT  J.  T.  TOWLMN 

la  aa  article  under  the  above  title  by  E.  W.  Tate, 
and  pabUabod  oa  pag*  MS.  VoL  66  of  Amerieam  Maekin' 
itt.  Mr.  Tate  refer*  to  the  way  an  inside  thread  was 
art  oa  the  end  of  a  40-ft  drill  shank  on  a  lathe  with  a 
t4>ft.  tod.  It  was  a  gnat  performance  and  showed  what 
coold  be  do*>e  when  oacMsity  dcntanded. 

I  tove  cat  threads  oa  bridge  miapcnsion-rods  40  ft. 
loaf  ia  a  lath*  bavfac  a  16-ft.  bed.  The  work  was  4  in. 
ia  diaawtar  aad  the  threads  were  2  per  in.  The  length 
«r  Ito  threaded  part  was  24  in.  It  was  permitted  to 

1  in.  of  the  rod.  and  three-<iuarters  of  this  inch 
iMd  for  cfcaeking.  The  work  was  mn  in  two 

oa*  oa  the  lathe  bod  and  the  other  on 
leag.  The  thread  was  started  at  the 

I  poittioa  «■  the  rod  and.  being  right-hand,  was 
cat  taward  the  ehaek.  Aft«r  the  threading  was  Aniahed, 
tto  rod  wao  rot  off  at  the  chock  end,  using  a  l-in. 
partiac  teoL 

A  Shock  Absorbing:  Spring  Coupling: 
By  Joe  V.  Romig 

When  a  motor  is  direct  connectt>d  to  a  machine  the 
armature  shaft  of  the  motor  and  the  drive  shaft  of  tho 

machine  should~be  connected  by  a  flexible  coupling  to 
allow  for  any  deviation  in  aliirnment.  The  accompany- 

ing illustration  shows  a  flexible  coupling  which  is  merely 

A  8HOCK  ABSORIMVQ  BI'RINO  COUPUNQ 

u  Hpiral  spring  with  an  eye  at  each  end  for  attaching 
to  the  shafts  by  cap  screws. 

The  inside  diameter  of  the  spring  Rhould  be  slightly 
larger  than  the  diameter  of  the  shafts  to  absorb  the 
starting  shock.  In  applying  the  spring  it  should  be 
stretched  so  as  to  be  under  tension  when  fastened  in 

place  and  thus  keep  the  abutting  ends  of  the  shafts  to- 
gether. Care  should  be  taken  to  have  the  eyes  on  op- 

posite sides  of  the  spring  and  to  have  the  ends  of  the 
shafts  slightly  rounded. 

In  addition  to  its  ease  of  application  and  its  smooth 
running  qualities,  this  type  of  coupling  ia  the  cheapest 
that  can  be  applied. 

A  Left  Handed  Gap  Bench-Lathe 
By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

In  a  small  automobile  repair  shop  where  they  make 
a  specialty  of  putting  on  locks  for  steering  wheels, 
I  found  the  little  lathe  illustrated  herewith.  Installing 
the  locking  device  necessitates  turning  the  hub  of  the 
wheel  to  flt  the  locking  sleeve,  so  the  wheel  is  mounted 
in  the  improvised  gap  lathe  shown,  for  the  turning. 

The  headstock  and  tailstock  arc  simply  bolted  to  a 
substantial    bench,    the    two    heads    being    pn^xumably 

IMPItOVISISD iJ...rCH  LATMB 

somewhere  nearly  In  iine.  A  gap  is  cut  in  the  beneh 
so  as  to  allow  large  steering  wheels  to  swing,  as  shown. 
Th*  headstock  has  a  l-in.  steel  plate  between  it  and  the 
booch  and  on  this  plate  the  small  slide  rest  is  mounted, 
as  shown.  The  slide  rest  carries  the  tiKil  for  turning 
tho  wheel  hub.  It  will  be  noted  that  the  huadstock  is 
on  the  right. 
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Generating  a  Radius  on  a  Planer 
By  Louis  Hornbuger 

We  received  a  job  the  other  day,  13  ft.  long  and  2 J  in. 
wide,  to  be  macWned  with  a  lU-in.  radius.  The  speci- 

fications called  fo/  accuracy  and  high  class  finish.  Due 
to  the  length  of  the  work,  it  was  impossible  to  mill  it 
except  by  making  several  settings  which  would  not  be 
good  practice.  The  next  thbught  was  to  do  the  work 
on  the  planer  which  we  rigged  up  as  shown  in  the  illus- 

Heaar 

^■-
 

jn,    mc^  B  El   Head  B  JTl 

Connecfing  Rod  C' 
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HOW  THE  PLANER  WAS  RIGGED  TC  PLANE  THE  RADIUS 

tration.  Having  an  extra  tool  3lide  which  had  been 
discarded  we  milled  it  to  cleai  the  work  and  mounted 
it  on  head  A. 

After  making  connecting  rod  C  and  arm  D  and  at- 
taching them,  as  shown  in  the  sketch,  to  heads  A  and  B, 

the  head  A  was  tightened  on  the  rail  central  with  the 
work.  By  means  of  power  feed,  head  B  was  traversed 
from  first  position  >o  second  position  and  this  moved 
the  clapper  block  on  head  A  through  an  arc,  completing 
the  operation  and  making  a  first  class  job. 

Catching  the  Thread  by  the  "Jump**  Method 
— Discussion 

By  J.  T.  TowLSON 
London,  England 

In  an  article  under  the  above  title  by  B.  A.  Donley, 
published  on  page  970,  Vol.  56  of  American  Machinist, 
Mr.  Donley  boosts  the  jumping  method,  whereas  the 
writer,  if  he  caught  one  of  his  men  or  boys  acquiring 
such  a  disreputable  practice  when  correct  means  were 
easily  available,  would  himself  do  the  jumping  by  way 

of  having  no  further  use  for  "the  jumpers"  services. 
Threads  of  both  fine  and  coarse  pitches  have  been  cut 
for  generations  and  in  hundreds  of  shops  without 

reverse  belts,  without  dials  and  without  "jumping"  the 
thread. 

There  is  no  need  of  going  to  railroad  shops  hundred 
of  miles  from  anywhere  to  discover  an  absence  of  dials 
and  reverse  belts,  for  ninety  shops  out  of  a  hundred 
in  England  possess  them  not.  The  fact  is  that  such 
helps  to  the  amateur  were  a  war  measure  and  an  assist- 

ance to  the  war  mechanics  who  escaped  service  by 
working  on  munitions,  though  they  had  never  worked  in 
a  machine  shop  before.  Bona  fide  lathe  hands  do  not 

need  these  helps,  neither  do  they  stoop  to  the  "jump- 
ing" method.  They  just  run  the  lathe  and,  after  taking 

the  first  cut  on  the  thread,  they  put  a  chalk  mark  on 
the  face  plate  and  another  on  the  gear  on  the  lead 
screw  and  then  run  the  carriage  back  to  a  fixed 
position. 

By  always  stopping  the  carriage  at  the  same  place 
on  the  return,  and  revolving  the  spindle  until  the  chalk 
marks  on  the  faceplate  and  gear  are  in  the  same  rela- 

tive positions  as  when  made,  the  tool  will  be  in  the 
proper  location,  the  half  nut  can  be  closed  on  the  lead 
screw  and  the  cutting  of  the  thread  proceeded  with. 
The  value  of  the  reverse  belt,  as  applied  to  particular 
cases,  is  by  no  means  belittled  by  what  has  been  stated 
above.  There  are  some  jobs  such  as  cutting  worms  for 
wheels  of  diametral  pitch  when  neither  the  chalking 

or  "jumping"  methods  are  practical.  Such  pitches  are 
either  multiples  or  fractions  of  3.1416  and  pitches  that 
are  sub-multiples  of  this  dimension  are  rather  fine 
fractions. 

These  threads  can  be  cut  by  the  chalking  method  but 
there  is  a  risk  and  a  waste  of  time  in  bringing  the 
marks  to  their  relative  positions.  Obliged  to  cut  many 
hundreds  of  worms  having  diametral  pitches  of  4,  5 
and  6,  I  made  lead  screws  of  6  diametral  pitch  for  two 
of  our  lathes.  With  such  screws  I  was  able  to  cut 

multiples  or  fractions  of  3.1416  with  the  ordinary 
change  gears  and  by  the  chalking  method. 

Blue  Printing  from  Typewritten  Sheets — 
Discussion 

By  Chester  G.  Salmon 

In  an  article  under  the  above  title  by  H.  Broome,  pub- 
lished on  page  271  of  American  Machinist,  Vol.  57,  Mr. 

Broome  lays  great  stress  on  the  importance  of  using  a 
special  ribbon  for  the  purpose  of  writing  on  the  copy 
for  making  plue-prints.  We  have  in  our  factory  about 
35  data  and  part  number  books  which  are  continually 
being  revised  and  additions  made,  new  prints  being 
issued  accordingly.  The  data  sheets  being  mostly  draw- 

ings were,  of  course,  on  tracing  cloth  but  the  part 

number  sheets  were  quite  a  problem  as  we  didn't 
care  to  print  the  part  numbers  on  tracing  cloth 
by  hand.  It  would  take  up  too  much  space  and 
would  almost  require  the  services  of  one  man  chang- 

ing the  sheets  and  making  additions,  so  we  tried  the 
tracing  cloth  in  the  typewriter,  but  with  little  success. 
Then  we  tried  some  Japanese  tissue  paper  put  out  by 
the  Remington  Typewriter  Co.,  with  and  without  a 
carbon  reversed.  We  found  that  the  tissue  with  the 
carbon  reversed,  worked  fairly  well  but  we  were  not 
satisfied  with  it.  It  had  to  be  run  too  slowly  through 
the  blue-print  machine  to  get  the  best  results. 

We  have  some  prepared  oil  that  is  sold  by  the  Eugene 

F.  Dietzgen  Co.,  called  "Transperento"  which  we  use  on 
van  dykes,  etc.  to  lighten  their  density.  We  tried  this 
oil  on  the  tissue  paper  after  typing,  got  the  very  best 
results  from  it,  and  have  been  well  satisfied  with  our 
success.  We  put  the  oil  on  the  paper  with  a  brush 
and  then  wipe  off  the  surplus  with  a  cloth,  allowing  the 
oil  to  dry  before  printing,  and  find  that  the  paper  has 
the  greatest  possible  degree  of  permanent  transparency. 
Summing  up,  nothing  out  of  the  commonplace  is 

needed  except  the  oil  and  that  can  easily  be  obtained 
from  almost  any  dealer  of  drafting  supplies.  In  case 
only  a  few  blue-prints  need  to  be  made  from  the  orig- 

inal, gasoline  or  benzine  can  be  used,  but  they  evaporate 
quickly  from  the  paper  and  leave  it  in  the  same  condi- 

tion as  before.  The  oil  can  be  used  on  heavier  grades  of 
paper  but  not  with  the  best  results.  Sketches  can  be 
made  on  paper  and  then  oiled  and  good  blue-prints 
obtained.  It  would  be  advisable  to  use  ink  or  a  very  soft 
pencil  in  making  sketches. 
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Editorial 
Charity  Begins  at  Home— or  Should 

It  ■n«M  MMB  thMt  m  roorarn  doinc  wMvins  should 

tkat  waavtag  cqaiiMaMrt  haa  Ant  call  on  whmt- 
b    to    b*    wqwodad    for    improvements. 

SimOwty.  one  •nsacwi   in   spinning   should  make   iU 

prtaBarity     in    spinninr    machinery    and 
lad    not    for    a    new    and    improved    coal 

A«ain.  a  concern  which  manufactures 

Ha  praAMte  witli   the   help  of    machine   tools,    should 
Mitw  Umm  BMchiaw  first  claim  on  invwtroenta. 

StrM««  M  it  mar  seem,  this  is  not  the  case  in  a 

gnat  lany  perhaps,  the  majority,  of  instanc«s.  The 
ia  atill  rood  enough,  much  too  good  to  be 

m  lang  as  it  is  in  production,  and,  of  course, 
R  stairs  in  production  so  long  as  its  holds  together  or 
caa  ha  made  to  ftold  together  l>>-  patching  and  repairing. 
TW  I'tnr'tr  cannot  afford,  just  now,  to  spend  $3,000  to 
ritlin  a  tool  which  ia  stiU  active. 

Aad  rat,  this  aasM  company  is  spending  150.000  on 
•  Mir  powvr  plant  because  it  is  a  good  invastment  It 
will  borrow  the  mooay.  if  nacoaaary,  because  a  10  per 
cent  return  has  baen  pro«aiaad 

This  picture  is  not  ortrdrawn.  The  cause  of  this 
peculiar  phenomeiion  ia  poasibly  that  the  power  plant 

a  savins  of  coal,  something  tangible,  whereas 
has  ths  temerity  to  guarantee  a  definite  return 

an  tiM  Liwsatiiient  when  improved  machine  tools  are 
bought.  TIm  machine  tool  builder  does  guarantee  the 
perfonnaaca  of  the  machine,  but  he  is  not  in  position 
to  (rmaslate  the  increased  output  into  dollars  and  cents. 
Ths  man  who  sella  the  engine  for  power  plant  in 

gcaaral  can  point  out  that  the  saving  in  coal  will  be 
t  ttaa  •  dfty.  that  this  coal  coats  |6  a  ton.  and  that 
than  arc  iOO  working  dmy*  a  year,  so  that  the  total 
antef  wOl  ba  $5,400  per  year.  This  admits  of  sn 
taisatmuit  of  $54,000  with  s  return  of  10  per  ont. 
As  the  outfit  he  tries  to  sell  calU  for  $50,000  only,  he 
hM  a  good  proposition  and  is  vary  apt  to  convince  the 

tive  customer. 

a  simpla  procedure  is  not  poeaihle  when  machine 
are  aold.  There  is  the  operator  to  be  considered, 

many  different  Jobs  are  done  on  this  one 
the  real  values  of  these  Jobs  are 

known  and  it  is  difllcult  to  compute  the 
of  aavliigs  due  to  the  new  machine.  There  are 

reaaeni.  perhapa,  and  yet,  it  seems  to  us 
that  the  owner  of  a  machine  shop  should  first  look 

machioe  tools  and  similar  equipment,  that  the 
of  a  drop  forge  ahop  should  first  consider  his 

rrs.  his  praasaa  and  famaoaa,  and  that,  generally 
speaking,  charltjr  ahoold  begin  at  home. 

Oe  the  other  hand,  a  machine  tool  machine  needs  to 
he  hut  litie  waon  prodoetiva  to  give  10  per  cent  on  the 
In— tiiil.  To  save  fSOO  •  year  with  a  $2,000  machine 

hf  easy.  It  might  even  be  done  though  the  new 
b  la  ne  way  different  from  the  old  one.  Just 
it  is  new  and  raquiras  leas  sttcntion  and  re- 

pafag  aad  lataraata  the  operator,  much  as  a  new  auto- 
pats  the  duuiffeur  on  his  best  behavior. 

after 

Give  Them  a  Long  Vacation 

The  statement  in  this  morning's  paper  that  President 
Harding  believes  the  members  of  Congress  should  have 
a  long  vacation  is  verj-  welcome.  Mr.  Harding  is  quoted 
as  having  said  that  the  country  is  fed  up  with  Congress 
and  its  actions  and  he  is  absolutely  and  entirely  correct, 
so  far  as  this  Congress  is  concerned  st  sny  rate. 

It  seems  as  though  the  national  legislators  had  been 
in  practically  continuous  ses.-«ion  .since  our  entry  into 
the  World  War.  Of  course  they  have  not,  but,  if  the 
extent  to  which  they  have  irritated  the  average  citizen 
is  sny  criterion,  they  might  as  well  have  been. 

With  Congress  out  of  the  way  business  can  proceed 
more  freely.  No  uncertainty  as  to  pending  legislation 
hangs  over  business  men  and  they  are  assured  of  at 
least  a  fair  breathing  space  before  more  laws  can  Ite 
paased.  Bad  as  the  taxation  and  tariff  acts  may  b«, 
they  are  at  least  definite  and  steps  can  be  taken  to 
meet  their  requirements. 

As  usual  the  majority  leader  has  pointed  with  pride 
to  the  number  of  bills  passed,  something  over  four 
hundred.  If  quantity  were  the  only  requisite  no  fault 
could  be  found,  but  when  it  comes  to  quality — well,  just 
consider  how  many  obsolete,  worthless  and  unenforce- 

able laws  there  are  on  the  statute  books.  One  of  the 
obvious  defects  of  our  form  of  government  is  the  ease 
with  which  such  laws  can  be  passed.  Truly  we  have 

a  "government  of  laws." 
How  our  problems  would  be  simplified  if  only  a  Con- 

gress could  be  assembled  to  repeal  the  unnecesBar>- 
legislstion  which  encumbers  the  business  of  living.  But 
what  a  Herculean  task  it  would  be  I 

China  Trade  Bill  Becomes  a  Law 
During  the  past  week,  the  President  signed  the 

China  Trade  Bill.  It  is  now  a  law  after  a  campaign 
for  its  enactment  which  lasted  nearly  three  years. 
Unfortunately,  with  tariff  legislation  occupying  the 
foreground  In  national  nffairs,  the  purport  of  the  bill 
and  the  placing  of  it  upon  our  statute  books  hss  not 
been  accorded  the  publicity  it  properly  deserves. 

In  brief,  the  bill  is  designed  to  aid  Americans,  desir- 
ous of  engaging  in  commercial  or  industrial  activity  in 

China,  by  relieving  them  of  a  two-fold  tax  burden. 
Under  the  Hongkong  ordinances,  British  companies, 
and  their  personnel  operating  in  China,  were  exempted 
from  corporate  and  personal  income  taxes  in  Great 
Britain.  American  enterprise  was  thus  placed  at  a 
distinct  disadvantage.  Corporate  taxes  were  paid  at 
home  and  abroad.  Upon  the  personnel  sent  out  from 
the  Ststes  wss  laid  a  similar  burden. 

Living  in  China  even  under  the  best  conditions  Is 
far  different  from  what  it  is  in  the  States.  The  cost 
of  housing,  food  and  other  necesssries,  everywhere  in 
the  Far  East,  is  exceedingly  high.  Conveniences  for 
unmarried  men.  not  to  mention  those  with  familicH,  are 
trying  even  under  the  best  circumstances.  To  litrhten 
their  burdens  and  those  of  their  companies  should  lie 
our  first  thought. 
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Editorial 
What  Should  We  Do  About  It? 

We  have  before  us  a  copy  of  the  New  York  Com- 
mercial in  which  appears  a  lecture  given  by  Mr.  Floyd 

W.  Parsons,  Editor,  Gas  Age  Record,  before  the  Ad- 
vertising Club  of  New  York  on  Sept.  20.  In  this  lecture 

Mr.  Parsons  points  out  and  condemns  the  fearful  waste 
of  materials  of  which  this  country  is  guilty.  He  goes 
so  far  as  to  say  that,  just  as  we  are  speaking  now 
of  the  stone  age,  the  bronze  age  and  so  on,  so  will 
future  generations  speak  of  the  present  era  as  the  age 
of  ivory  domes.  We  have  no  fault  to  find  up  to  that  point 
for  ivory  is  a  nice,  genteel  material  and  quite  valuable. 
But  when  he  said  a  little  later  that  it  was  established 
beyond  doubt  that  we  (in  common  with  the  rest  of  the 
inhabitants  of  the  U.  S.  A.)  were  possessed  of  domes 
of  solid  bone,  we  sat  up  and  took  notice.  We  felt  that 
we  had  to  look  a  little  further  into  this  matter  before 
we  could  accept  the  verdict. 

The  lecturer  pointed  out  how  much  coal  could  be 
saved  by  using  our  water  power,  something  which  can- 

not easily  be  denied.  He  then  went  further  and  showed 
how  we  are  depleting  our  reserves  of  iron  ore,  how  the 
consumption  of  iron  had  increased  since  the  beginning 
of  this  century  and  how  it  is  still  increasing.  Copper 
also,  Mr.  Parsons  claims  is  used  at  a  rate  which  may 
exhaust  the  supply  in  a  few  years,  while  oil  is  already 
burned  at  a  rate  much  beyond  the  rate  at  which  it  is 
produced  in  this  country  and  this  rate  itself  must 
exhaust  the  visible  supply  in  a  generation. 

The  picture  is  indeed  a  sad  one.  It  reminds  us  of  the 
lamentations  of  Jeremiah  and  also  of  Mark  Twain  when 
he  said:  Everybody  complains  about  the  weather,  but 
nobody  seems  to  do  anything  about  it.  (We  quote 
from  memory). 

That's  it.  What  is  Mr.  Parsons  going  to  do  about  it, 
or  what  does  he  expect  us  to  do  about  it?  We  are 
willing  to  obey  orders  if  somebody  is  willing  to  give 
them  and  assume  responsibility. 

He  does  give  orders  about  coal.  He  says:  "Develop 
our  water  power,"  Good,  we'll  do  that,  we  have  already 
started.  Truth  compels  us  to  remark  at  this  point  that, 

if  we  wish  to  utilize  this  developed  water  power,  we'll 
need  more  copper  than  ever.  Or  is  there  perhaps  a 

way  to  avoid  it?  Aluminum?  Then  we'll  begin  to 
exhaust  that  material.  Oil  is  used  almost  entirely 
where  water  power  can  do  no  good,  for  automobiles, 
trucks,  steamers,  so  that  it  seems  as  if  the  most  promis- 

ing way  to  save  oil  is  not  to  use  it.  This  method  also 
goes  for  iron.  There  is  at  present  no  material  which 
can  take  its  place.  But  how  can  we  live  the  life  we  wish 
to  live  without  iron? 

The  trouble  with  articles  and  lectures  such  as  Mr. 

Parsons'  is  that  they  are  n:ierely  complaints.  They  are 
not  constructive,  they  do  not  help.  Of  course  we  can 
cut  down  the  consumption  of  anything  by  lowering 
our  standard  of  living.  We  can  even  go  back  to  the 
single  stove  in  the  home  and  perhaps  family  relations 
might  be  improved  if  all  the  members  were  sitting 
around  it  each  night.     We  might  become  sturdier  and 

hardier  if  all  other  rooms  in  the  house  were  left  cold. 
Maybe. 

Candles  made  from  the  tallow  of  home  butchered 
sheep  may  make  electric  light  and  its  copper  and  even 
kerosene  unnecessary.  And,  as  we  have  butchered  our 
own  meat,  the  butcher  does  not  need  a  delivery  truck, 
which  saves  more  oil.  Also  we  do  not  need  to  call  him 

up  by  telephone,  which  saves  more  copper. 
Oh  yes,  we  could,  but  would  we? 

The  End  of  the  Bonus 

President  Harding  has  justified  the  country's  faith  in 
his  sound  judgment  by  his  veto  of  the  so-called  adjusted 
compensation  bill,  passed  by  Congress.  At  the  same 
time.  Congress  has,  by  its  action,  added  one  more  point 
to  its  score  of  mistakes.  There  seems  little  reason  for 
doubt  that  most  members  of  both  Senate  and  House, 
who  voted  for  the  bill,  did  so  with  an  eye  to  the  votes 
to  be  gained  by  so  doing.  It  is  our  feeling,  however, 
that  they  were  mistaken  in  their  estimate  of  public 
sentiment  and  we  have  evidence  to  support  our  view  in 
what  happened  at  the  primaries  to  some  of  the  strongest 
advocates  of  bonus  legislation. 
Commendation  is  also  due  those  Senators  who  sus- 

tained the  President's  veto.  Perhaps  they  should  be 
praised  as  much  for  their  political  acumen  as  for  their 
support  of  an  executive  action  which  is  undoubtedly  for 
the  good  of  the  country.  At  any  rate,  they  did  a  good"^ 
job  and  American  business  men  will  breathe  more  freely 
as  a  result  of  the  laying  of  the  bonus  specter. 

Aside  from  the  merits  of  the  case  as  to  whether  or 
not  ex-service  men  should  receive  a  bonus,  the  bill,  which 
has  just  been  disposed  of,  was  faulty  in  that  it  failed 
to  provide  means  for  securing  the  funds  needed  to  carry 
out  its  provisions.    It  deserved  its  fate. 

Just  Suppose 

Just  suppo&e  a  big  strong  man,  a  giant  of  a  fellow, 
were  the  employer  of  a  number  of  men  and  wanted 
these  men  to  turn  out  more  work  per  hour  and  work 
more  hours  per  week.  Suppose  that  the  men  being 
unwilling,  he  fired  them  all  and  said  to  them : 

"You  are  suspended  until  you  make  up  your  minds 
to  work  for  me  on  my  conditions,  but  don't  you  dare 
to  go  to  another  shop.  If  you  do,  I'll  do  everything 
in  my  power  to  break  you  and  bring  you  to  poverty. 
You  have  your  job  just  as  before,  but  I  won't  let  you 
work  at  it  and  I  won't  pay  you  for  it." 
Now  suppose  some  of  the  men,  having  no  sense  of 

honor,  fairness,  or  decency  go  to  the  big  riian's  neigh- 
bor, ask  for  and  obtain  a  job  and  the  big  man,  hearing 

this,  knocks  some  of  his  neighbors  down,  kills  one  of 
them  and  burns  the  factory  of  another.  Don't  you  think 
he  is  perfectly  right  and  that  no  court  should  stop  him with  a  fool  injunction? 

Nonsense,  such  things  may  be  done  by  strikers 
but  not  by — 

Well,  but 
Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Incrrsoll-Rand  Small  Vertical 

Air  Compressoni 
A  IhM  of  nnall  vvrtirml  air  comprMsors  known  as 

Typ»  tft  has  rcrently  b««a  brmicht  out  by  the  Ing<erw>ll- 
land  Ool.  11  BroMhrar.  New  York.  N.  Y.  At  the  left 
•f  the  acooapanjrinf  illuntration  the  plain  belt-driven 
mmchiat  is  ahown,  and  at  the  right  the  self-contained 
alw-ti  k ■■lotor-dri Ten  outfit.  The  machine  is  buiH  in 

la  aUlMr  atyle.  With  the  motor  drive,  the 
ht  driven  by  means  of  a  pinion  and 

t!«ORItW>M^RA.Vn    VBRTICAt^    AIR    COMPRBMSOItS 

il  sear*,  or  by  a  short  belt.  Both  motor  iiid 
tawpreasor  ara  moantcd  on  a  common  sub-base,  so  that 
they  are  not  dapandent  upon  the  foundations  for  correct 
aliaaiuciiL 

Tba  principal  features  of  the  construction  lie  in  the 
cooilaat-lavcl  lubrication  aystam,  the  constant-speed 
aaloader  for  the  belt-driven  machine,  and  the  eentrif- 
acal  nnloader  for  controllinc  the  starting  and  stopping. 
The  base  of  the  uauprsaaor  forms  an  oil  reservoir. 
Abowa  this  raaarroir  and  directly  underneath  the  con- 
ncrtlng  rod  b  a  ooniitant-lcvel  pan  to  which  a  small 
p^pip  foreao  oil  from  the  rexervoir.  If  the  amount 
of  f>il  In  the  reservoir,  is  kept  between  the  high-  and 
the  knr-levei  pet  codu  that  are  provided,  the  system 
will  continue  to  function  and  keep  the  oil  at  a  constant 
level  in  the  pan.  A  projecting  xtem  on  the  connecting 
rod  dips  into  the  pan  and  distributes  the  oil  to  the 
bearings. 

WImm  the  receiver  preaaure  rises  above  that  at  which 
the  aaloader  is  set  to  operate,  the  constant-speed  un- 

aateoatically  open*  the  inlet  valve,  so  thst  no 
air  is  deliwered.  When  the  receiver  pressure  has 

fallen  to  a  iweialai  Hilnsd  amount,  the  unloadcr  auto- 
aMtlcatly  relsasss  the  ialet  valve  and  sHowh  the  com- 
preasor  to  again  return  to  work. 

The  centrifugal  unloader  permits  the  comprouior  to 

aUft  aader  "no  toad."  as  is  essential  when  automatic 
aUft  aad  atey  coatrol  is  need,  and  it  allows  the  driving 
■alar  to  aaaM  ap  la  fall  speed  before  the  k>ad  is  thrown 
aa.  TUa  aakadar  operatas  by  holding  the  inlet  valve 
•yaa  aiMl  the  aMtar  haa  rHKhed  fall  speed. 

The  MBaBHC  alM  of  the  BMcbinc  is  buiH  with  either 

a  ribbed  cylinder  for  air  cooling,  as  shown  at  the  left 
of  the  illustration,  for  use  where  the  service  is  inter- 

mittent, or  with  a  water-jacketed  cylinder  of  the 
reservoir  type  for  constant  service.  All  other  HiEes  are 
built  with  the  water  jacket,  aa  shown  at  the  right.  The 
reservoir  pots  are  of  large  siie  and  capacity. 

"Precision"  Extension  Spindle  and  Housing 
for  Thread  Grinder 

An  attachment  confliHtinK  of  an  extension  housing 

and  an  extension  spindle  for  all  models  of  its  mulli- 
graduated  thread  grinder,  such  as  described  on  page 
160,  Vol.  62  of  American  MarhinUt,  has  recently  been 
placed  on  the  market  by  the  Precision  &  Thread 
Grinder  Manufacturing  Co.,  I  South  2l8t  St.,  Phila- 

delphia. Pa.  The  device  is  applicable  to  deep  internal 
grinding  and  can  grmd  to  a  depth  of  12  in.  on  holes 
2  in.  or  greater  in  diameter,  and  to  a  depth  of  6  in. 
on  holes  i  in.  in  diameter. 

The  device  has  a  number  of  uses,  and  can  be  mounted 
on  machines  of  different  types.  It  is  shown  in  the 
illustration  herewith  mounted  for  grinding  the  tapered 

iMro  of  a  milling  machine  spindle.  Such  an  opera' ion 
can  be  quickly  performed,  so  as  to  give  perfect  con- 

centricity to  the  bore  after  it  has  become  scored  or 
worn.  The  tspers  of  lathe  spindles  can  be  ground  in 
the  same   manner,   with   the   grinder   mounted   on   the 

KXTRNBtON   aMKDI.K   ON    "PRWTBION"   ORINDKR 

toolpoHt.  Besides  grinding  deep  holes  in  jigs,  Axturea 
and  other  woric,  holes  that  are  difficult  of  access  because 
of  projecting  obstructions  can  be  reached. 

The  extension  housing  Is  screwed  directly  on  the 
threads  at  the  front  of  the  spindle  cap  of  the  grinder. 
The  extension  spindle  couples  on  the  end  of  the  regular 
spindle  by  means  of  a  tapered  joint.  It  is  supported 
hy  double  radial  and  end-thrusi  ball  IjcaringK  at  Ihu 
extreme  outer  end  of  the  housing.  The  mounting  Im 
stated  to  give  rigidity  at  the  wheel  end  of  the  spindle. 
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"Dot"  High-Pressure  Hand-Operated 
Bearing  Lubricator 

A  device  for  forcing  oil  or  grease  into  bearings  has 
recently  been  placed  on  the  market  under  the  name  of 

the  "Dot"  lubricator  by  the  Carr  Fastener  Co.,  Boston 
39,  Mass.  The  lubricator,  which  is  hand  operated,  is 
adapted  to  use  on  all  sorts  of  machinery  where  shafts 
or  bearing  surfaces  reouire  lubrication,  such  as  cranes, 
stokers,  conveying  machinery,  machine  tools  and  auto- 
mobiles. 

Nipples  ar"  applied  to  the  bearing  boxes  in  the  posi- 
tion where  the  oil  hole  or  the  oil  cup  is  normally  placed. 

Each  nipple  is  provided  with  a  spring  loaded  ball  in  the 
top  that  automatically  closes  the  opening  except  when 
pressure  is  applied  on  it.  Thus  the  hole  is  normally 
closed  to  prevent  both  the  escape  of  oil  from  the  bear- 

ings and  the  entrance  of  dirt.  The  nipples  can  be  fur- 
nished to  face  at  all  angles,  so  that  they  can  be  easily 

reached  by  the  lubricator  itself.  At  the  bottom  of  the 
accompanying  illustration  are  shown  a  number  of  styles 
of  nipples.  A  small  dust  cap  is  placed  over  each  nipple, 
but  can  be  readily  removed  for  oiling.  Extensions  can 

be  furnished  in  any  length  requii-ed.  Reducing  bush- 
ings and  couplings,  also  shown,  can  be  supplied  in  the 

desired  sizes. 
The  lubricator  proper  consists  of  a  pump  which  is 

fitted  with  a  plunger  for  ejecting  the  oil  from  the  for- 
ward end.  This  plunger  is  screw  operated  by  turning 

the  handle  at  the  rear.  The  nozzle  is  an  integral  part 
of  the  device,  so  that  no  flexible  coupling  is  necessary. 
The  inside  of  the  nozzle  has  a  special  triangular  shape 
to  fit  the  nipples.  It  is  applied  to  the  nipple,  and  the 
handle  given  a  slight  turn  to  the  right,  so  that  the 
nozzle  locks  to  the  nipple. 

With   further  turning   the   valve    in   the   lubricator 

For  use  with  grease,  the  filler  shown  in  the  illustration 
is  furnished.  The  principal  feature  in  the  operation  of 
the  device  is  the  fact  that  it  can  be  used  with  one  hand 
only,  so  that  places  difficult  of  access  can  be  reached. 
The  operator  can  thus  lubricate  bearings  very  rapidly. 

"DOT"  LUBRICATOR  AND  FITTING.S 

opens  and  the  oil  or  grease  is  forced  under  high  pres- 
sure into  the  nipple  and  to  the  bearing  surfaces.  A 

quarter  turn  of  the  handle  to  the  left  releases  the  nozzle 
from  the  nipple.  No  further  turning  back  of  the  handle 
is  necessary  to  prevent  the  escape  of  lubricant  from  the 
lubricator,  as  the  valve  automatically  shuts  off  the 
passage. 

Since  such  a  high  pressure  can  be  obtained  by  the  use 
of  the  device,  either  oil  or  grease  may  be  forced  into 
the  bearings.  If  desired,  kerosene  may  be  employed 
before  putting  in  the  oil,  thus  washing  off  the  surfaces. 

Gilson  "Midget"  Circular  Slide  Rule 
A  circular  calculator  has  just  been  placed  on  the 

market  by  the  Gilson  Slide  Rule  Co.,  Niles,  Mich., 

under  the  name  of  the  "Midget"  slide  rule.  This  instru- 
ment has  all  of  the  scales  of  the  regular  slide  rule  and 

several  additional  features  which  make  it  especially 
useful  in  the  shop  and  drafting  room. 

There  are  nine  engine-divided  scales  on  the  front  side 
of  the  instrument  and  two  celluloid  indicators  with  hair 
lines  for  close  reading.  The  long  indicator  always 
gives  the  answer  to  the  problem  that  is  being  solved. 

GILSON  "MIDGET"   CIRCULAR  SLIDE  RULE 

On  the  back  side  are  scales  for  giving  sines,  tangents, 
cosines  and  cotangents  of  all  angles  from  0  to  360  deg., 
and  the  decimal  equivalents  of  fractions  to  six  places. 

The  binary  scale  is  divided  into  64ths,  32nds,  16ths, 
etc.,  so  that  fractions  and  mixed  numbers  can  be  mul- 

tiplied and  divided  without  changing  them  to  decimals. 
There  is  a  scale  divided  into  equal  parts  for  reading 
to  0.001  in.,  concentric  with  a  scale  divided  into  64ths, 
so  that  fractions  and  decimals  may  be  added  and  sub- 

tracted and  the  result  can  be  read  as  a  decimal  or  to 
the  nearest  64th. 

Concentric  with  these  two  scales  are  the  thread  and 
drill  size  scales.  The  sizes  of  all  drills  from  60  to  1 
and  from  A  to  Z  are  given  in  thousandths  and  to  the 
nearest  64th  of  an  inch.  The  thread  scale  gives  the 
size  of  drill  to  use  with  any  size  tap  having  any  V  or 
U.S.S.  thread  from  3  to  50  per  in.  The  size  of  the  drill 
may  be  read  as  a  fraction,  a  decimal,  or  a  numbered 
or  lettered  drill. 

As  the  rule  is  4  in.  in  diameter,  the  outer  or  C  scale 
is  about  12  in.  long.  This  scale  is  for  the  ordinary 
operations  of  multiplication  and  division.  The  A  scale 
gives  square  roots  and  the  corresponding  powers.  There 
is  a  log-log  scale  which  is  a  spiral  and  is  graduated 
between    1.15   and    1,000,000.      This    scale   gives   every 
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root  ami  ptmt  qf  aajr  qouitity.  It  •loo  fivw 
th*  Mtural  kcmriUuBS  (bMO  •)  of  all  nunben  botwwn 
L4t  and  1.000,000l  AaollMr  wale  tivw  Um  common 

(ksM  10)  of  aO  Biuaharm.  ThMPc  U  a  rradu- 
JltT  in.  maricod  "c"  which  ia  equal  to  1  cm.. 
oaefltl  graduatioiu  as  S.1416  and  0.78&4  are 

With  Um  nrttMum  of  tht  loc-log.  thread  and  drill 

,  aO  of  tha  gradaatiooa  ar»  on  cirr)e«.  It  is  there- 
nr*— '*'*T  for  the  answer  of  a  oroblem  to  fall  off 

Um  «ad  of  the  acala.  a*  oftao  happen*  when  a  straight 
tU4»  nrit  is  uaad.  Tha  graduations  are  on  white  cel- 

OB  aluminum,  and  are  waterproof. 

Aato-Vac  BaU-Feed  Bearing  Lubricator 
for  machine  bearings  daaignated  as  the 

bdl-fecd  lubricator  has  roceotty  baen  placed 
«■  tha  market  by  the  Kelly  Lubricator  Corporation,  107 
H.  Pimaklin  St .  Syracune.  N.  Y.  The  device,  which  ia 
ihoara  la  the  accompanying  illus- 
tlMiaa.  ia  sUted  to  be  adapUble 
ta  prartieally  all  bearing  speeds  ao 

hibricatioa  ia  positive  and 
itic  at  nay  spaed. 

A  small  ball  fitted  at  the  bottom 
of  a  sliding  tube  rests  on  the  shaft 
to  be  hibricated.  This  ball  is  free 
t»  rototo  in  ita  tabe,  in  which  are 
tmmB  «a  chawinla.  and  which  ia 
kaM  la  plaea  against  the  shaft  by 
■Msaa  of  a  aaiall  spring.  The  oil 
adherea  to  the  surface  of  the  n>> 
Uting  ban  and  ia  carried  to  the 
baariag  surfaeea  br  the  revolving 
•r  Um  abaft  A-  soon  as  the  oil 
flfaB  has  been  formed  between  the 
sliding  sarfacaa  of  the  bearinga, 
the  film  aaala  the  opening  between 
the  ball  aad  the  end  of  the  tube,  so 
that  BO  Bort  oil  is  fed  to  the  shaft 
It  ia  autad  that  more  oil  does  not 
leave  the  cup  until  thb  film  has  become  broken.  Since 
oil  is  fed  only  when  it  is  needed  on  the  bearings  and  not 
whea  the  machine  is  at  rest,  a  considerable  aaving  ia 
alated  to  be  possible.  The  positive  lubrication  is  of 
value  particularly  on  bearings  using  high  speed,  such  as 
oa  Mowers  and  grinders,  as  the  shaft  is  always  kept 
labrieatcd.  After  the  lubricator  has  once  been  adjusted, 
ao  farther  adjustment  or  setting  ia  naceaaary  when 
atartlag  or  atoppiag  the  nMchine. 

The  oO  cap  haa  a  large  opening  at  the  top  for  filling  it. 
The  glsM  body  la  held  in  place  by  a  brass  top  and  bottom 
ittcd  with  gaahaCa.  The  baae  of  the  cup  has  sUndard 
pipe  threads  and  the  ateou  are  made  in  various  lengths 
to  salt  the  thicfcnaaa  of  bearing  cap  to  which  the 
tabricator  is  fitted.  The  lubricator  is  made  In  four  sixes 
having  capacitiaa  of  I.  I,  1  and  2  ouncea. 

AinO-VAC    BALXf 

LUBR1> CATOR 

Grinding  Off  Stock 
By  EKTBonr 

The  other  day  I  4repped  into  a  shop  where  they  make 
aaaff  ether  things  aooM  good  sited  axes.  The  a»a 
«i  of  coarae.  first  forged  and  then  ground  to  get  their 

then  hardaasd.  tampersd  and  ground  to  sharpen 
In  the  room  where  they  ware  doing  the  first 

grinding  !  looked  at  the  wheels  and  the  work  nnd 
watched  the  men.  It  looked  as  though  they  were  work- 

ing unneoeaaarily  hard  and  as  though  it  was  taking 
more  power  to  do  the  job  than  it  should,  and  that  they 
might  do  the  work  faster,  and  do  less  work  and  use  less 
power  if  they  used  a  aofter  wheel.  I  asked  the  super- 

intendent, who  was  going  throuK^  with  mo,  if  they  had 
ever  tried  using  a  softer  wheel.  He  said  that  they  had. 
that  he  thought  the  softer  wheel  was  the  right  thing. 

but  that  their  shop  was  "different"  and  that  it  did not  pay. 

Further  inquiry  brought  out  this  state  of  affairs. 
The  men  are  piece  workers,  they  have  many  of  them 
been  in  that  kind  of  work  for  years,  back  to  the  time 
when  such  work  was  all  done  on  natural  grindtsones, 
and  when  it  was  considered  that  an  emery  wheel  would 
ruin  the  work  if  used.  They  were  used  to  l>earinK  on 
very  hard.  When  the  soft  wheels  were  tried  the  men 
bore  on  just  as  hard  as  ever,  with  (he  result  that  they 
overheated  both  work  and  wheel.  They  ran  up  their 
earnings  very  fast,  but  they  had  a  great  number  of 
mishaps  due  to  bursting  wheels,  which  could  only  be 
laid  to  the  overheating  of  the  wheel.  Consequently,  the 
management  went  back  to  their  standard  gr.tde,  and  the 
accidents  cea.sed  and  everybody  was  satisfled,  except 

the  firm  that  did  not  mak^  as  much  mon'.'y  and  the  work- 
men whose  earnings  went  back  to  their  oid  rates. 

DiFFicm-TY  OF  Training  the  Workers 

The  superintendent  found  it  impossible  to  educate 
these  older  men  to  bear  on  somewhat  less,  and  to  be 
satisfied  with  something  les.-;  than  the  maximum  rate 
of  pay  which  they  might  have  made.  He  had  thought 
of  letting  out  all  the  old  hands  and  training  up  a  new 
crop  of  men  to  take  their  places  who  would  not  have 
any  oldtime  experience  to  unlearn,  and  who  would  be 
willing  to  learn  the  way  the  shop  thought  best,  but 
sentiment  was  strong  and  hi  did  not  want  to  see  these 
older  men  out  of  a  job  with  no  place  nearby  to  go. 

So  grinding  becomes  a  labor  problem  rather  than  a 
scientific  one,  unleaa  it  can  be  said  that  sizing  up  of 
human  nature  is  scientific,  \»hich  does  not  seem  likely. 
Here  is  an  industry  handicapped  by  tho  fact  that  its 
workmen  have  a  rich  and  long  experience,  and  know 
how  in  their  own  minds  to  do  a  given  {ob.  They  do 
not  accept  the  new-fangled  idea  of  making  their  own 
work  lighter  and  their  pay  envelopes  heavier,  but  prefer 
to  continue  their  old  laliorious  methods. 

Of  course  the  solution  lies  in  employment  of  younger 
men  who  have  no  precedents  to  break  down,  but  who 
must  take  a  long  time  to  learn  to  shape  these  axes  ho 
that  they  will  hang  well  and  be  acceptable  to  the  men 
in  the  woods  who  buy  them.  But  these  older  men  are 
entitled  to  credit  for  what  they  do  know,  and  their 
experience  has  to  be  weighed  against  ̂ he  inexperience 
of  the  new  men.  The  firm  has  to  decide  whether  it  will 
uninterruptedly  turn  out  axes  acceptable  to  the  men  in 
the  woods  and  let  the  cost  run  high,  or  whether  they 
will  cut  down  the  cost  by  employing  men  who  cannot 
get  the  correct  shape  every  time  and  whose  product 
ia  lea*  expensive  but  also  less  saleable. 

In  this  instance  the  cost  of  sales  is  i^onsiderable,  for 
these  axes  cannot  be  aold  direct  from  the  shop  to  the 
consumer  but  must  be  distributed  to  evsry  hardware 
store  and  every  general  country  store  on  the  continent 
and  then  to  some  more  cr)ntinents.  Here  the  coat  of 

selling  something  that  did  not  just  exactly  suit  a  cus- 
tmncr  of  whom  the  factory  knew  nothing  outweighed 
a  very  aubatantial  reduction  in  the  cost  of  manufacture. 
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National  Airplane  Races  Will 
Draw  Big  Crowd  to  Detroit 
Widespread  interest  is  being  centered 

in  the  National  Airplane  Races  which 
will  be  held  at  Selfridge  Field,  Mt. 
Clemens,  Detroit,  October  7,  12,  13  and 
14.  The  races  will  be  conducted  by  the 
Detroit  Aviation  Society,  and  are  sanc- 

tioned by  the  Aero  Club  of  America. 
The  official  program  of  the  races 

which  has  just  been  issued,  schedules 
the  following  events: 

Event  1.  October  7,  Detroit  Aerial 
Water  Derby,  including  the  Curtiss 
Marine  Flying  Trophy.  This  will  be  a 
free-for-all  race  for  flying  boats  and 
seaplanes.  First  prize,  $1,200;  second, 
$600;  third,  $200,  and  award  of  Curtiss 
Trophy  to  winner.     Distance  160  miles. 

Evenl  2.  October  12,  Detroit  News 
Aerial  Mail  Trophy.  This  will  be  a 
race  for  large-capacity  multi-motored 
airplanes.  Cash  prizes,  the  same  as 
in  Event  1,  and  award  of  trophy  to  the 
winner.    Distance  240  miles. 

Event  3.  October  12,  Aviation  Country 
Club  of  Detroit  Trophy.  This  will  be 
3  race  for  light  commercial  airplanes. 
Cash  prizes,  the  same  as  in  Event  1, 
and  trophy  to  the  winner.  Distance  240 
miles. 

Event  4.  October  13,  Liberty  Engine 
Builders'  Trophy.  This  will  be  a  race 
for  observation  type  (2  passenger)  air- 

planes. Cash  prizes,  the  same  as  in 
Event  1,  and  trophy  to  the  winner. 
Distance  240  miles. 

Event  5.  October  14,  Pulitzer  Trophy, 
free-for-all  race  for  high-speed  air- 

planes. This  race  promises  extraordi- 
nary features  because  of  the  new  types 

of  high  speed  craft  which  are  entered. 
Cash  prizes,  the  same  as  in  Event  1, 
and  award  of  Pulitzer  Trophy  to  the 
winner.    Distance  160  miles. 

Electric  Traction,  N.Y.C.  R.R.  Co.; 
Fred  R.  Low,  Editor  Power;  David 
Moffat  Myers,  consulting  engineer; 
Calvin  W.  Rice,  secretary,  A.  S.  M.  E., 
and  the  managers,  Charles  F.  Roth  and 
Fred  W.  Payne. 

The  list  of  firms  who  have  already  re- 
served space  shows  that  all  apparatus 

and  materials  used  in '  harnessing  the 
energy  released  from  fuels  will  be  rep- 
resented. 

All  members  of  the  American  Soci- 
ety of  Mechanical  Engineers  who  at- 

tend the  meeting  will  receive  the  half 
fare  return  certificate  which  will  en- 

able   them    to    attend    the    exposition. 

Power  Exposition  Will  Draw 
From  All  Industries 

Engineers  well  known  in  industrial 
and  public  utility  power  generations 
make  up  the  advisory  committee  which 
is  guiding  the  National  Exposition  of 
Power  and  Mechanical  Engineering. 
This  exposition  will  open  at  the  Grand 
Central  Palace,  New  York  City,  on 
Dec.  7  at  noon  and  will  extend  through 
to  Dec.  13  (except  the  intervening 
Sunday).  It  will  immediately  follow 
the  annual  meetings  of  the  American 
Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers  and 
the  American  Society  of  Refrigerating 
Engineers.  Irving  E.  Moultrop  of  the 
Edison  Electric  Illuminating  Co.,  Bos- 

ton, heads  the  advisory  committee,  and 
his  colleagues  are:  Dexter  S.  Kimball, 
president  the  American  Society  of 
Mechanical  Engineers;  Alexander  G. 
Christie,  chairman,  power  division, 
A.  S.  M.  E.;  Fred  Felderman,  national 
president,  National  Association  of  Sta- 

tionary Engineers;  Milan  R.  Bump, 
president,  National  Electric  Light  As- 

sociation; N.  A.  Carle,  vice  president, 
Public  Service  Production  Co.  of  New 
Jersey;    E.    B.    Katte.   chief  engineer. 

Italy  as  a  Market  for 
American  Machinery 

It  would  doubtless  pay  American 
manufacturers  to  watch  the  Italian 
market,  says  a  correspondent  writing 
from  Switzerland.  WTiile  during  the 
last  few  months  German,  English  and 
Swiss  sales  agents  are  to  be  found  in 
almost  every  large  city  seldom  is  an 
American  salesman  met  in  Italy.  And 
yet  there  are  many  opportunities  for 
American  machinery  manufacturers. 
American-made  machines  are  in  high 
favor  in  that  country  and  a  special  op- 

portunity is  being  offered  by  the  exten- 
sion of  most  of  the  Italian  seaports. 

The  Italian  Parliament  has  just 
passed  a  law  according  to  which  no 
less  than  1,500  million  lire  will  be  ap- 

propriated for  the  extension  and  re- 
construction of  some  of  the  foremost 

Italian  ports.  The  harbor  of  Genoa 
will  receive  144  million  lire  for  this 
purpose,  Venice  85  million  lire,  Bari 
the  same  amount,  Savona  and  Cotrona 
receive  84  million  lire  each,  Palermo 
on  the  island  of  Sicily,  66  million  lire, 
Naples  50  million  lire.  Ostia,  the  port 
of  Rome,  is  to  receive  47  million  lire, 
Messina  and  Spezia  40  million  lire 
each  and  Catania,  36  million  lire. 

The  rest  of  the  amount  will  be  spent 
for  reconstruction  and  extension  work 

on  the  ports  of  Leghorn,  Oneglia,  An- 
cona,  Riposto,  Corsini,  Ortona,  Civita- 
Vecchia,  and  Rimini.  Manufacturers 
of  dredging  and  excavating  machinery, 
pumps,  etc.,  should  pay  special  atten- 

tion to  the  possibilities  offered  in  Italy 
during  the  next  few  years. 

Cost  Accountants  Elect 
OflScers 

The  National  Association  of  Cost 
Accountants  in  convention  last  week 
in  Atlantic  City  elected  J.  P.  Jordan, 
industrial  engineer  of  New  York,  as 
president;  C.  M.  Finney,  of  New  York, 
first  vice  president;  S.  L.  Whitestone, 
Schenectady,  second  vice  president,  and 
Harold  Dudley  Greeley,  of  New  York, 
as  treasurer.  The  secretary  is  named 
by  the  executive  board. 

C.  R.  Stevenson  and  W.  S.  Gee,  of 
New  York,  were  elected  directors  for 
three  years  and  William  M.  Lybrand 
and  H.  B.  Fernald,  New  York,  for  one 

year. 

American  Bankers  Associa- 
tion Convention 

Plans  for  one  of  the  greatest  fi- 
nancial congresses  in  the  history  of 

the  nation  are  contemplated  in  t^e 

arrangements  for  this  year's  convention 
in  New  York  City  of  the  American 
Bankers  Association,  falling  as  it  does 
at  a  particularly  formative  time  in  the 
new  era  of  world  business,  it  is  declared 
in  a  preliminary  announcement  of  the 
program  issued  by  the  association  dur- 

ing the  past  week. 
The  convention,  which  is  the  forty- 

eighth  annual  meeting  of  the  associa- 
tion, will  be  held  at  the  Hotel 

Commodore,  New  York  City,  Oct.  3,  4 
and  5. 

The  Right  Honorable  Reginald  Mc- 
Kenna,  formerly  Chancellor  of  the 
British  Exchequer  and  now  chairman 
of  the  London  Joint  City  and  Midland 

Bank,  will  discuss  'Reparations  and 
International  Debts.'  Thomas  W. 
Lamont  of  J.  P.  Morgan  &  Co.  will 
treat  world  finance  from  the  American 

viewpoint.  Henry  J.  Allen,  the  fear- 
less, aggressive  Governor  of  Kansas, 

will  discuss  the  responsibility  of  the 
government  for  industrial  justice  and 
the  relation  of  the  Federal  Reserve 
System  to  American  business. 

Gear  Manufacturers  to  Hold 
Semi- Annual  Meeting 

The  American  Gear  Manufacturers 
Association  will  hold  its  semi-annual 
meeting  at  the  Drake  Hotel,  Chicago, 
111.,  October  9,  10  and  11.  An  impres- 

sive program  has  been  outlined  which 
in  addition  to  reports  of  committees 
and  routine  business,  will  include  a 
number  of  interesting  addresses.  Among 
these  will  be  "The  Evolution  of  the 
Gear"  by  George  L.  Markland,  Jr., 
president  of  the  Philadelphia  Gear 
Works;  "Apprenticeship"  by  P.  C. 
Molter,  superintendent,  Department  of 
Industrial  Education,  The  National 
Metal  Trades  Association;  "What  the Association  Needs  from  Committee 
Men,  After  Nearly  Six  Years  Secre- 

tarial Observation"  by  Frank  D.  Ham- 
lin, vice  president,  The  Earl  Gear  and 

Machine  Co.;  "Why  Buy  a  Pig  in  a 
Poke"  by  L.  G.  Hewins,  sales  manager. 
The  Von  Dom  &  Dutton  Co.;  "Sandard- 
ization  of  Gear  Sounds"  by  Prof.  Daniel 
L.  Rich,  University  of  Michigan;  "Engi- 

neering Research"  by  Prof.  A.  E.  White, 
Department  of  Engineering  Research, 
University    of    Michigan,    and    others. 

The  regular  informal  banquet  will  be 
held  on  Tuesday  October  10.  John  B. 
Foote,  president  of  Foote  Bros.,  Gear 
and  Machine  Co.,  Chicago,  who  is  one 
of  the  older  members  of  the  association 
will  be  toastmaster.  The  speakers  on 
this  occasion  will  be  the  Hon.  Marcus 
Kavanagh,  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court 
of  Cook  County,  Illinois  who  has  an- 

nounced as  his  subject  "Business  Man 
and  Law  Enforcements";  and  General 
John  V.  Clinnin  who  will  speak  on 
"Effect  of  the  Late  War  of  the  World." 
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probably  foreaee  a  further  demand  for 
nKiney  from  merchants  that  would 
make  it  diflWult  to  finance  a  concurrent 
boom   in  stocks. 

As  to  our  domeatic  trade  in  merchan- 
diae  all  tho  indicia  continue  favorable. 
Soma  heaitaacy  haa.  however,  been  in- 
dofcad  ky  the   apparent  truculeace   of 

Although  confident  of  peace, 
thoughtful  Americans  are 
looking  upon  the  situation  in 
the  Near  East  with  caution. 
While  our  trade  on  this  side 
of  the  Atlantic  and  with  the 
Orient  may  not  be  greatly 

affected,  an  outbreak  of  hos- 
tilities would,  without  doubt, 

disturb  aeriously  our  com- 
merce with  Europe. 

Kernel  and  the  fear  that  he  may  compel 
Great  Britain  to  resort  to  force  or 
attract  the  support  of  the  Russian 
Soviet  army,  lliie  news  from  Constan- 

tinople and  Asia  Minor  may,  in  fact, 
be  interpreted  according  to  taste.  No 
one  rcany  understands  iu  import  or 
can  foresee  the  future.  Mont  thought- 

ful Americans  are  disposed  to  bo  cau- 
tiously confident  of  peace,  although  we 

are  so  isolated  that  the  outcome  will 
not  make  much  difference  to  us  in  a 
material  way  except  as  it  may  affect 

Europe's  ability  to  buy  of  us  and  our 
export  trade. 

But  wbea  we  consider  our  own  tariff 
bill  and  the  impoverishment  of  Europe 
it  becomes  a  question  of  whether  we 
can  expect  much  tranaatlantie  export 
trade  in  any  event.  Three  of  the  larg- 

est American  life  innurance  comnaniee 
have  announced  their  withdrawal  from 
all  Europe  except  EnKland  and  our 
financial  and  commercial  relationships 
with  the  territory  thus  abandoned  are 
liluly  to  become  more  and  more  tenu- 

ous pending  the  re-establishment  of 
fiscal  and  political  order. 

This  is  why  I  doubt  whether  business 
ia  the  United  States  would  be  much 
ahoeked  by  an  actaal  outbreak  of  hoRtil- 
itiee  abroad.  Prom  the  standpoint  of 
the  humanitarian  such  a  conttnirency 
is  horrible  to  contemplste  but  it  would 
not  much  effect  our  trade  on  this  side 
the  Atlantic  or  with  China  and  Japan. 
The  decline  in  sterling  exchange, 

which  is  selling  at  4.34  as  I  write,  is, 
however,  about  the  only  item  in  the 
week's  flnanrial  news  that  can  be  inter- 

preted as  distinctly  unfavorable.  Marks 
are  a  shade  lower  but  what  else  eoold 
Im  aiveetad  with  sn  increase  of  19 
bnUMM  te  the  quantity  ouUUndlng, 
wUek  is  aaw  about  290  billions. 

Coosidcred  fai  detail  the  commodity 
amrketo  have  actad  aormslly.  Wheat 
advaaced  whea  tka  doga  of  war  came 

nearer  and  declined  as  they  retired. 
But  upon  the  whole  the  wheat  market 
seems  to  be  intrinsically  stronger.  Cot- 

ton reversed  the  action  of  wheat  as  it 
always  does  when  war  threatens,  but 
with  the  South  avlling  about  60,000 
bales  a  day  at  an  average  of  $100  per 
bale  and  thereby  strengthening  ite  cash 
position  at  the  rate  of  SO  million  dol- lars a  week  an  advance  was  hardly 
to  have  been  expected.  After  a  few 
weeks  of  this  the  cotton  planters  will 
be  able  to  hold  the  rest  of  the  crop 
comforubly  and  this  is  what  they 
threaten.  Meantime  the  American  spin- 

ners seem  wisoly  disposed  te  buy  freely 
as  the  market  approaches  20  cents, 
below  which  it  ia  unlikely  te  go  at 

present Wool  is  firm  both  here  and  abroad. 
So  is  silk,  burlnns,  jute  and  paper. 
The  demsnd  for  all  grades  of  the  latter 
article  is  said  to  be  in  excess  of  the 
supply.  Rubber  is  sharply  higher  in 
the  London  market  and  sugar  is  slowly 
creeping  up  as  the  strength  of  the 
position  becomes  better  understood.  A 
further  sdvance  on  both  rubber  and 
sugar  seems  to  be  clearly  indicated. 
Hides,  leather  and  the  shoe  trade 
comprise  another  group  of  which  in- 

creased activity  at  better  prices  is  re- 
ported. Glaiin,  Inth,  flooring  and  most 

building  material  except  brick  are  also 
higher.  Steel  continues  firm  with  the 
railroads  large  buyers  at  hiRher  prices. 
Copper  is  sUtic  at  14  cents  although 
the  demand  is  large. 

The  trade  in  woolen,  silk  and  cotton 
textiles  ie  good,  but  there  is  a  scarcity 
of  sUple  cotten  goods  and  some  of  the 
New  England  manufacturers  are  de- 

manding higher  prices. 

On  the  whole  the  feeling  seems  te 
grow  more  and  more  cherful  the  far- 

ther one  geU  from  the  Stock  Kxchangc 
and  this  cheerfulness  of  feeling  was 
especially  noticeable  in  Dayten,  Detroit 
and  Cleveland,  te  which  cities  I  paid  a 
hurried  visit  last  week.  Nearly  every- 

one in  the  Middle  West  seems  hopeftil 
and  Henry  Ford's  popularity  has  been 
rreatlv  increased  by  the  decline  in bituminous  coal  whicn  is  Justly  or  un- 

justly ascribed  to  his  boldness  in  fight- 
ing  the  coal  profiteers. 

The  fact  is  that  coal  for  which  $9 
was  asked  three  weeks  ago  can  now  be 
bought  at  16.  I  don't  know  who  is 
responsible  for  the  drop  but  everybody 
except  the  coal  dealer  is  now  Hinging 
"Praise  Ford  from  whom  all  blessings 

flow." 

The  railroads  are  doing  an  enormous 
business.  There  is  now  a  shortage  in- 

stead of  a  surplus  of  cars  and  loadings 
daring  the  week  ending  Sept.  16  teUllcd 
946>f9  cars. 

•There  is  every  prospect  of  an  acute 
freight  bItM'knde  later  in  the  season 
but  this  is  gencrnlly  an  incident  of 
good  times,  and  prohibitive  ratM  for 
money  is  about  tho  only  thing  that  will 
check  the  expansion  that  appears  to  be 
ia  prospect 
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10ADINGS  of  revenue  freight  on 
American  railroads  during  August 

^averaged  887,000  cars  a  week.  Dur- 
ing the  first  half  of  the  month  weekly 

loadings  remained  nearly  sta- 
tionary as  compared  with 

the  July  period.  The  move- 
ment of  coal  and  grain  in 

the  latter  part  of  the  month, 
advanced  loadings  sharply 
from  856,219  cars  on  August 
19  to  890,838  cars  on  August 
26.  Since  that  time  the 
weekly  advance  has  con- 

tinued rapidly,  the  week 
ending  September  16  wit- 

nessing a  total  of  945,919 
cars   loaded. 

ward  advance  during  August,  the 
average  price  of  50  stocks,  25  rails 
and  25  industrials,  reaching  86.66  as 
compared    with    81.25    for   July.      In 

Automobile  production  dur- 
ing August,  with  246,941 

passenger  cars  and  24,064 
trucks,  recovered  some  of  the 
ground  lost  during  July. 
The  month  of  June  holds  the 
record  with  a  total  of 
289,011  cars  and  trucks. 
During  July,  production 
dropped  to  245,414  machines, 
a  seasonal  falling  off  which 
was  not  unexpected.  In 
August,  however,  contrary  to 
expectations  the  seasonal 
slump  did  not  continue. 
Neither  did  the  coal  and 
railway  strikes  have  the  depressing 
effect  looked  for  in  many  quarters. 
The  advent  of  new  models  and  a  sharp 
fall  buying  movement  resulting  from 
a  desire  to  take  advantage  of  price 
reductions,  stimulated  an  increase  in 
production   over  July. 

Share  markets  continued  their  up- 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New York,  Chicago  and Clevelan d   Prices 

Four 
One Current Weeks 
Year 

Unit 
Price Ago Ago 

Soft  steel  bars. . 

per  lb.. 

20.0289  30.0280  ?0.0273      || 
Cold    finished 

shafting   
per  lb   

0.0373 0.0360 
0.0384 Brass  rods   

per  lb   
0.1717 0.166 0.1350 

Solder  a  and  ̂ ) 

per  lb   
0.228 0.221 0.202 

Cotton    waste.  . 
per  lb   

0.115 0.11 0.113 

Washers,    cast 
iron  (J  in.) .  .  . per  100  lb. 

4.30 4.00 5.00 

Emery,       disks. 
cloth.  No.  1,  6 
in.  dia.    •  .     ■  . 

Lard  cutting  oil 
Machine  oil.  .  .  . 

per  100 
per  gal   
per  gal   

3.11 0.575 
0.36 

3.11 
0.575 
0.36 

Belting,  leather. 
medium   off  list   

40-5% 

©50% 

40-5% 

@50% 
Machine      bolts 

up  to  I  X  30  in. 
offlist   

55% 
S0%@ S0%@ 

@60% 

65-10% 
60-10%, 

the  movement  starting  in  the  early 
part  of  July  new  high  records  were 
established  in  the  last  seven  days  of 
August.  Strikes  in  the  railroad,  tex- 

tile, coal  and  steel  industry  had  prac- 
tically no  effect  on  prices,  the  public 

buying  high  grade  seasoned  rails  and 
industrials  with  supreme  confidence 
in    the    country's    prosperity.      Excel- 

lent crop  prospects  added  stimulus  to 
the  buying  activity  during  the  month. 

Bituminous  coal  prices,  as  indicated 
by  Coal  Age  index,  averaged 
507  during  August,  the  aver- 

age spot  price  for  the  same 
period  being  $6.14.  While 
the  accompanying  chart 
shows  merely  the  mcnthly 
fluctuations,  the  highest 

point  reached  during  the  re- cent strike  was  on  July  31, 
the  index  rising  sharply  to 
556.  August  7  witnessed  a 
drop  to  511.  On  August  14, 
due  to  a  lack  of  available 
spot  coal,  the  index  again 
rose  to  550.  From  this  point 
there  has  been  a  continued 

downward  movement,  the  in- 
dex reaching  437  on  August 

31,  resulting  in  an  average 
for  the  month  of  507.  Des- 

pite the  increase  in  supplies 
as  the  mines  have  opened, 
consumers  have  postponed 

buying,  the  weakened  de- mand bringing  prices  down. 

Reserve  ratio  of  the  Fed- 
eral Reserve  System  re- 

ir»ained  practically  unchanged 
during  the  week  ending 
September  27,  at  78.4  per 

cent.  Foreign  exchanges  were  down- 
ward with  sterling  at  $4.39J,  the  low- 

est in  three  months.  French  francs 
and  Italian  lire  show  but  slight 
change  as  compared  with  the  week 

previous.  Bank  of  England's  reserve declined  slightly,  from  19.61  per  cent 
on  September  21,  the  year's  high  point, to    19.40    per   cent   on    September   28. 
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1M 
Widely  Attended 
«(   tU   BMrt   Mttetectory    and 

«f  ■MctullV 
kaU  tai  N«w  Bm- 

8at«rtey.  8«pteBib*r  0. 

•ftor  •  tltf«*  4ay«'  ran.  THv  exhibition. 
wlyck  w«s  aadsr  tb*  joint  aucpirr*  of 
Yak  Uai««aily,t)w  N«w  Hsvm  branch 
mt  AAME, Mifl  tiM  N««  HavM  Ouai- 
tar  af  r—irri  w«a  ImM  lath* 

LalMfstory     of 

~Elw0l.    »    Hrniia—i    Av*.. 

Ooon. TW  akMtan  nombcred  well  ov«r 
•■a  baalnd  ami  iTliiwI  pvactkallr 
•a  of  dM  bvttv  Inwwa  N«w  Wnt\»nA 

UmiM*4  witb  Um  aueklM  fesol 
Bzhibiu  nagai  tnm  null 

,  drilU,  tap*,  raaoMra,  Mwm, 
toob  aiMl  iaatminenU 

«f  pracWM.  to  Um  Ufi«r  aad  heavier 
rliMia  dT  aalaMatte  and  aami-aato- 
■muc  prooacttMi  Maclusai7> 

Tbe  cTvwiac  knaitiaea  «C  tlM  alim- 
iaatie*  of  frktl— Ml  SMvlac  maditnery 

IV  the  eshibiu  of  Um 
baartar  Mainifa«taren,  all  of 

k  la  New  Enciaad  wera  ripra- 
Maaofactarer*  of  abraaiva 

bawad  aBterlaininf  and  ia- 
atraethra  aakOita  of  the  sUffea  and 

that  ga  to  tba  auUnac  of  a 
..  arbaal  fraai  tba  raw  ■Mteriala. 
nasttfac  till  an  wra  f  apf  tae  iitod 

witb  axhiWta  ahovinc  fraetarc*  of  vari> 
•■a  gmtm  of  ataal.  tba  atcpa  taken  in 
Hi  ■aairfMtan,   and   raeerda   of  ita 

AOTOMATK  UACniMWn 

AMERICAN    MACHINIST 

art  of  takinc 
Ita  and  makinc 
waa  wall  attaatad 

bjr  tbc  axbibitora  of  tools  and  rac«a 
for  this  purpoac.  To  these  instnunanta 
the  ooa-liandrad-thonaandth  oart  of  an 

inch  is  a  reality  amply  capable"  of  dem- onstration. 
Portable  toola  for  drilling  and  vriad- 

ina,  atimolatad  by  the  rvmarkabla  dc- 
VMopafient  of  the  small  electric  motor, 
hava_nade  rapid  >thdrs  and  it  is  now 

to  do  many  minor  operationa 
it  ■acbinlng  that  heretofore  raquifad 
tha  aankia  of  a  permanently  loeatad 
laacbhia.  apoa  anwllor  toola  that  may 
ba  tranraawtad  to  and  set  up  on  tha 
job,  neeoiac  only  to  be  attacned  to  a 
conveniaat  luip  aocket  to  put  them  in 

oparation. 
Many  lnroarANT  Paphm  Riad 

tools  for 

■aa  ia  walcb,  taol  aad  gaca  work,  in 

Iha  jaadactiea  af  wbicb  class  of  ma- 
aUaary  Now  Baclaad  baa  always  taken 
a  aiMBiw  aaaidaaL  woiv  wall  in  avi- 
4Mk    •aMcTSLi 

«■  aetaal  ptadartloa 
dMl  af  at 

;  BOtieaabIa  taad- 

Ib'mwUm  daaica  discloaed  by 
1  ia  tha  tnad  toward  aoto- 

ions  that 

■pon  as  nec- 
aaHtfily  auaaaL  A  f«w  jraara  aco  ma- 
driaa  taol  haOdara  ware  aatiaflad  to 
faraiab  a  auMUw  ar  tool  that  woald  do 
Ha  allattad  «arii«iieUy  and  waU  Oder 

•f  a  iWUad  oparator.  To- 
aaaaa  tha  aiacbiaa  ia  ax- 

to  ba  Ml  to  itaaif  aftar  baiac 
with  werli.  aad  to  ga  •■  ta- 
iu  orda  of 

■atk    Biaiattiw    la   opaiatio 
bava  hi&rta  haao  laolnd  apon 

NotaUa  aainag  tUa  daaa  «f 
chhiary  «aa  tba  aagiaa  latba.  which 
waaM  take  a  har  of  stock  from  a  mag- 
aaiae.  pat  H  aa  center*,  tarn  aad  faca 
varioaa  aha^dars,  discbarga  tba  An- 
labed  piadact  and  pick  mp  aaothar 
pieca;  rspaatlag  tbia  cyda  aa  loag  aa 
Ihasa  waa   aay   aMtarial    in 

Aataaatk  dk-sinkinc  marWnaa. 
rr  dia  aad with  a  maatar 

to  woeli  apoa.  woold  go  on 
tba  aMster  dia  as  long  as 
aaitad  with  vary  Uttla  at- 

fraai  tha  operator. 
Drfllh«  aad  ffrtadtag  aiarhlaai  alao 

haaa  bac— s    tofactad  with  tba  aoVo- 
■atir  hag  aad  a*«s  thatonaUa  hitba 

Svtih  wiaa4l  «
r  kajr,  wfll  aow 

rap«  aad  daaa  itaaif  at  tba 
if  Ciia  apaiatar  witbaat  tho 
far  atoppli^  tha  latha. 

Tha  apeakinc  proaram  of  tha  ax- 
htbition  waa  openaa  upon  Thursday 
aveninc  by  Kaaaatb  F.  Laaa,  Chairman 
of  tha  Committaa  for  tha  New  Havan 
branch  A.SJLB..  who  introduced  L.  P. 
Braekaaridga,  profassor  of  mechanical 
iiinliiaailin  ■!  Tala,  as  chairman  of 
tba  Biaatinc.  Graattngs  from  tha  New 
Bavan  Chamber  of  Commerce  wara 
cztaodad  by  Henry  B.  Sargent  of  that 
orguiaatioo.  Charles  H.  warran,  daan 
of  fThifllilil  Scientific  School,  aamastly 
adroeatad  cloaar  co-operation  between 
tba  coUagaa  aad  the  machine  tool  indus- 

try. Jaoiaa  T.  Hartneas,  Governor  of 
Vannont  and  an  ex-prasident  of  the 
A.8Jf  .E.,  delivarcd  an  addrass  upon  the 
"Infloanca  of  the  Machine  Tool  in 

Amarica." 
On  Fridav  evening,  M.  D.  'Liming, 

manager  of  tha  Boston  Chamber  of 

Commarca,  spoka  upon  the  "OuUook  for 
Indoatry  m  New  England'*  and  Earla BiKkingham,  engineer  at  Pratt  A  Whit- 

ney Co.,  gave  a  talk  upon  "Precision, 
Standardixation  and  Production,"  fol- 

lowed by  an  addraaa  npon  the  subject  of 
"Standardization  Activity  in  Germany" 
by  Oacar  Wikander.  Consulting  Engi- 
aaar  with  the  S.K.F.  industries. 

Saturday  evening's  programme  in- dodad  a  talk  by  William  Calkins. 
MeUllurgist  for  the  Detroit  Twiiit  Errill 

Co.,  npon  the  "Design,  Manufacture  and 
Performance  of  Twist  Drills,"  the  Ulk 
being  illustrated  with  tha  stereopticon; 

"Application  of  Graphic  Control  to 
Machine  Manufacture"  by  Gardner  T. 
Swarta,  Jr.  of  tha  Edoeational  Exhibit 
Co.:  and  "Analvsia  of  Income  in  the 
Ualtad  SUtaa"  by  Oswald  W.  Knauth, 
SaeraUry  National  Boreaa  of  Economic 
Kaaaarch. 
On  Friday  and  Saturday  aftamoona 

tha  moving  pictara  projaetoacopa  be- 
longing to  tha  Laboratory  was  pressed 

into  service  and  a  number  of  interaat- 
ing  Alms  dealing  with  processes  of 
manufacture  were  shown.  Among  them 

wara:  "Tha  Hjrdroil  Grinder"  by  tha 
Oiaaaflald  Tap  A  Die  Corp.,  "The  Spirit 
of  Progreaa"  by  the  National-Acma  Co. 
of  Windsor.  Vt.;  "The  Manufacture  of 
Small  Tools"  by  the  L.  S.  SUrrett  Co.; 
•mrbara  and  How  Fords  Ara  Made"  by 
tba  Ford  Motor  Co.;  "The  Manufacture 
of  Twist  Drills"  by  the  Cleveland  Twist 
Drill  Co.;  and  "The  Machinery  and Proeaaass  Used  in  the  Manofactara  of 

Carborandaffl"  by  the  Carbomndam  Co. 
of  Niagara  Falla. 

Thoagb  ao  record  was  kept  of  tha 
attaadaaca  tha  throngs  about  the  vari- 
eaa  booth*  attaatad  the  popularity  of 
the  axbibition  aad  promise  of  a  mora 
axtansfve  exhibit  for  next  year. 
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New  Enf^land  A.  S.  M.  E. 
Holds  Regional  Meeting 

Tha  New  England  regional  mectini; 
of  the  Anarican  Society  of  Methnnical 
Engineera  waa  held  at  Hotel  Kimball, 
Springfield,  Masa..  Sept.  S5-27,  under 
the  auspices  of  the  Engineering  Soci- 

ety of  Western  Massachuaetta,  with 
the  Worcester,  Providence,  Connm-ticut 
and  Eaatam  New  York  aactions  and 
aflUiatad  technical  societies  of  lioKton 
rapraaantad.  Charles  L.  Nowiomli. 
managar  of  the  Worthington  Pump 
and  Machinery  Co.'s  plant  in  Holyoke, waa  chairman  of  the  sessions. 
At  the  opening  session  Monday 

roorninr  tha  discussion  ralatad  to  in- 
dustrial power  planta,  with  C.  C.  Che.i- 

ney,  manager  of  the  General  Electric 
Co.'s  PituAeld  (Mass.)  plant,  acting 
as  chairman.  R.  A.  Packard,  superin- 

tendent of  power  and  shop  for  the 
Ludlow  Manufacturing  Aaaociates,  led 

the  forum  with  a  paper  on  "Multiple Source  of  Power  for  Reliable  Industrial 

Plant  Operation." Tuaaday  morning  there  wera  simul- 
tanaoua  aaasions  on  textiles  and  tools, 
with  Dr.  H.  C.  Emerson  and  A.  L. 
Bausman  as  the  respective  chairmen. 
In  the  textile  division  a  paper  was  read 
by  Wendell  S.  Brown,  of  F.  P.  Sheldon 

A  Son,  ProrWewce,  on  "Preservation 
of  Decaying  Wood  Roofs,"  telling  how 
the  destructive  effects  of  "damp  rot" due  to  high  or  great  humidity  in  mills 
and  shops  coulabe  combated. 

Machine  Tool  Standakoization 

In  the  tool  section  a  paper  on  "Sujr- eestions  as  to  the  Standardization  of 

Machine  Tools,"  by  Fred  H.  Colvin 
and  K.  H.  Condit,  editon  of  the 
Am»riettn  MaekmUt,  was  read.  The 
subject  waa  treated  from  the  viewpoint 
of  the  uaer,  as  related  to  work-holdinR 
and  tool-holding  devices.  He  further 
suggested  as  a  probability  that  the 
machine  tool  builaers  may  find  stand- 
arditation  desirable  in  a  graater  de- 
rree,  thus  tending  to  simplify  manu- 

facture and  reduce  the  number  of 
tools,  gauges  i.nd  bearings  carried  in 
stock.  While  the  engineer  may  recom- 

mend Btandardiration,  the  decision  of 
the  manufacturer  alone  can  aasura  ita 
extcntion.  Here  the  queation  resolves 

itself  into  a  "selling"  problem,  for 
which  the  average  engineer  is  not  tem- 
perantentally  suited,  but  for  which 
machinery  already  exists  in  the  Ameri- 

can Engineering  Standards  Committee. 
Thin  WHN  followed  by  a  paper  on 

"Standardization  of  .Small  TooIn,"  by 
C.  J.  Oxford,  chief  engineer  of  the 
National  Twist  Drill  and  Tool  Co., 
Detroit  He  said  that  while  the  toUl 

elimination  of  special  t4>olB  is  impracti- 
cable, there  is  no  doubt  that  their 

number  can  be  greatly  reduced,  and 
engineers  and  designers  rcsponxible  for 
tite  design  of  both  manufactured  prod- 

uct and  the  various  Jigs  and  flxturex 
must  be  brought  to  realize  the  Kreat 
economic  advantage  of  standard  tooU. 
Obaoleta  stylea  and  designs  should  be 
stricken  from  the  standard  tool  list, 
and  toola  aubstitutcd  which  that,  ex- 
parienca  and  rasearch  have  shown  to 
bo  mora  efficient. 

Planta  visited  during  tha  meeting, 
baaidcB  the  Strathmore,  included  the 
Flak  Rubber  Co,  the  Hartford  Klectric 
Light  Co.'s  steam  generating  station, 
the  Turnem  Falla  Power  (>>.'s  plant  at 
Montague  City,  and  several  industries 
of  Holyoke. 
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What  the  67th  Congress 
Accomplished 

Despite  lengthy  debates  over  leading 
measures  and  the  political  atmosphere 
which  was  spread  over  many  of  the 
proceedings,  the  second  session  of  the 
Sixty-seventh  Congress,  which  came  to 
an  end  Sept.  22  after  having  extended 
from  Dec.  5,  1921,  enacted  considerable 
important  legislation. 
The  Democratic  minority,  although 

overwhelmingly  outnumbered,  was  ac- 
tive and  well  led  throughout  the  session 

in  both  branches  of  Congress.  The 
Republican  majority  proved  unwieldy 
because  of  its  size,  this  fact  tending  to 
slow  the  transaction  of  business  rather 
than  to  expedite  it.  The  session  de- 

veloped and  solidified  the  "bloc"  sys- 
tem— that  is,  the  agricultural  bloc  in 

both  Senate  and  House,  the  farm  tariff 
bloc  in  the  Senate  and  the  Henry  Ford- 
Muscle  Shoals  bloc  in  the  House,  each 
bi-partisan  in  character,  with  indica- 

tions that  a  ship  subsidy  bloc  of  similar 
nature  probably  will  make  its  appear- 

ance at  the  next  session. 
During  the  session,  appropriation 

bills  providing  for  the  expenditure  of 
upward  of  $2,250,000,000  were  passed, 
estimates  having  been  reduced  more 
than  $300,000,000.  There  were  251 
laws  enacted  at  the  session. 
On  the  negative  side,  the  session 

failed  to  take  final  action  on  the  admin- 
istration ship  subsidy  bill,  the  $5,000,- 

000  Liberian  loan,  a  corrupt  practices 
act,  the  anti-lynching  bill,  extension  of 
land  reclamation,  disposition  of  the 
Muscle  Shoals  project  and  a  large  num- 

ber of  measures  less  before  the  pub- 
lic eye. 

Tariff  the  Chief  Business 

Enactment  of  the  Fordney-McCum- 
ber  tariff  bill,  the  first  permanent 
Republican  protective  tariff  written  on 
the  statute  books  since  the  Payne- 
Aldrich  bill  of  1909,  was  the  outstand- 

ing accomplishment  of  the  session 
which  affects  business  interests  di- 
rectly. 

Excepting  in  isolated  instances,  the 
new  tariff  rates  are  higher  than  those 
of  the  Underwood-Simmons  Democratic 
tariff  law  of  1913,  but  with  the  excep- 

tion of  the  duty  on  raw  wool  and  the 
rates  of  the  agricultural  schedule,  the 
new  tariff  is  lower  than  the  Payne- 
Aldrich  bill.  The  new  tariff  act  marks 
a  distinct  advance  in  such  legislation 
in  its  flexible  tariff  section,  by  which 
rates  may  be  increased  or  decreased  by 
Presidential  proclamation  upon  proper 
showing,  and  by  the  section  through 
which  the  authority  of  the  Tariff  Com- 

mission is  broadened  greatly  with  a 
view  toward  having  a  more  scientific 
basis  of  framing  future  import  duties. 
Among  other  important  acts  of  the  last 
session  of  Congress  were: 

Approval  of  seven  treaties  resulting 
from  the  Conference  on  Limitation  of 
Armament,  and  legislation  to  scrap 
certain  naval  vessels  in  accordance 
with  these  treaties. 

Reduction  of  personnel  of  the  army 
and  navy,  with  consequent  reductions 
in  appropriations. 

Provision  for  the  appointment  of  24 
additional  judges  for  Federal  district 
courts,  and  one  additional  circuit  court 
judge. 

Extension  of  the  3-per  cent  immi- 
gration law  for  two  years. 

Extension  of  the  War  Finance  Cor- 
poration   and    enlargement   of  the   re- 

volving fund  of  the  Farm  Land  Bank, 
together  with  provision  for  appoint- 

ment of  a  "dirt  farmer"  on  the  Federal 
Reserve  Board,  for  the  agricultural interests. 

Appropriation  of  $17,000,000  for 
additional  hospitals  for  veterans  of  the world  war. 

Provision  for  organization  of  irriga- 
tion districts. 

Passed  the  China  trade  act,  the 
forerunner     of     other     legislation     to 

the  year.  John  R.  Ball  is  president  and 
H.  S.  Rogers  is  vice-president  and engineer  in  charge. 

The  Westinghouse  Electric  and  Man- 
ufacturing Co.,  announces  the  estab- 

lishment of  a  central  station  division  in 
its  Boston  office,  with  C.  M.  Bates  as 
manager  and  F.  L.  Nason  as  assistant 
manager.  A  merchandising  division 
also  has  been  established  in  the  ofHce 
with    Mr.    Nason    as   acting   manager. 

rr'ingTmericrn  corporatl^'oTr^atin^^  manage^r^T^h'l^net^^tr 'n^^"    ̂ T'^'^' 
abroad  on  an  equal  basis  with  foreig^  TZn  Z  tL  !  "t  ̂ffi*"^'""'*'**'"*"  '*" 

competitors  regarding  taxation  and  pro-  ""'^""^   '"  *^^  ̂^""^   "'«<=«• tection.  The  Chicago,   Indianapolis  &  Louis- 
Monthly  payment  of  civil  war  pen-  ville  Railroad  Co.,  according  to  an  an- 
sions.  nouncement  made  recently  by  officials 
Appropriation  of  $7,500,000  to  con-  in   Indianapolis,   has  let  contracts  for 

tinue  work  on  Wilson  dam  at  Muscle  eight   new  locomotives  to   be   built  by 
Shoals.  the  American  Locomotive  Co.     Five  of 

Creation  of  the  allied  debt  refunding  the  new  engines   are   for  freight   and 
commission.  three   for   passenger    service.      It   also 

Passage  of  the  grain  futures  bill  to  was  announced  that  orders  have  been 
overcome  objections  pointed  out  by  the  placed    with   the    Haskell-Barker    Cor- 
Supreme  Court.  poration  at  Michigan  City  for  150  new 

Congress  also  passed  the  bonus  bill  coal  cars.    Five  new  passenger  coaches 
for  veterans  of  the  world  war,  but  this  also  have  been  ordered, 
was  vetoed  by  the  President  because  it  The  Baldwin  Locomotive  Works,  ac- made  no  provision  for  raising  revenue  cording  to  reports  last  week,  had  un- to meet  the  obligations  it  created,  and  filled  orders  on  its  books  aggregating 
the  veto  was  sustained  by  the  Senate.  about  $37,000,000  in  value  and  that  thi 

plants  were  now  employing  about 
11,000  men  and  operating  at  approxi- 

mately 60  per  cent  of  capacity. 

The  Racine  Metal   Stamping  Co.,  of 
Racine,    Wis.,    Albert    O.    Falkenrath, 

The     General     Motors     Corporation  P^^'il!",*'   TZ"'^'n  *  ̂^^^^^   q"   '^' directors  at  their  meeting  held  in  New  Wo?ks 
York   last   week   declared    the    regular  „,,    '  r^,.            -r. 
quarterly  dividends  as  follows:    Six  per  ̂ "^    Chicago    Pneumatic    Tool    Co. 
cent  preferred,   $1.50   a  share;    6   per  earnings  are  running  at  a  rate  slightly 
cent  debenture,   $1.50   a   share;     7   per  above    its    dividend    requirements    and 
cent  debenture,   $1.75   a   share.     These  ̂ ^^  volume  of  its  business  is  about  two 
dividends  are  all  payable  November  1,  ̂ "d   one-half  times  that  of  the  early 
1922,  to  stockholders   of  record  at  the  ?1°"*"^  °^   ̂ ^^2,   according  to    Charles 
close  of  business  October  9,  1922.  ^-  Schwab,  chairman  of  its  board  of 
The  Davis  Boring  Tool  Co.,  St.  °'^^f °'!;  ̂   ̂ ,  ^ 

Louis,  Mo.,  manufacturer  of  boring  ̂ "^  Ford  Motor  Co.,  according  to 
tools  and  expansion  reamers,  has  just  r^Ports,  has  been  given  a  new  produc- 
purchased  a  factory  site  fronting  on  "°"  ̂ ^'^'^  ̂   ̂ im  at  next  year.  Orders 
Forest  Park  Boulevard  on  the  corner  "^'^^^  ̂ ^en  given  to  all  general  foremen 
of  Spring  Ave.,  and  preliminary  work  *<?  speed  up  production  and  install  ad- 
has  been  started  for  the  erection  of  a  ditional  machinery  with  the  view  to 
modern  three-story  factory.  making  6,000  cars  a  day  by  April   1, 

The  International  Combustion  Engi-  „,,'„,  ,  „  „ 
neering  Corporation  has  acquired  the  ̂ he  Packard  Motor  Car  Co.  according 
entire  capital  stock  of  the  Green  Engi-  t°  reports  is  expected  to  show  for  the 
neering  Co.,  East  Chicago,  Ind.  The  fiscal  year  ending  August  31,  net  profits 
works  of  the  Green  Engineering  Co.  after  charges  and  taxes,  in  excess  of 
are  located  about  fifteen  miles  from  $1,000,000,  or  just  about  dividend  re- 
Chicago  and  the  company  is  engaged  quirements  of  $1,035,286  on  $14,789,800 
in    the    manufacture    of    chain    grate  '^  Per  cent  preferred  stock.     In  the  pre- stokers,  auxiliary  boiler  room  equip- 

ment, special  furnace  arches  and  gen- 
eral foundry  work. 

The  Armstrong  Steel  Co.  plant  will 
be  constructed  in  Houston,  Tex.,  at  a 
cost  of  $2,000,000  and  will  employ  sev- 

ceding  year  the  loss  was  $3,487,366  from 
operations  and  inventory  depreciation, 
and  after  dividend  payments  of  $1,346,- 
410,  there  was  a  deficit  of  $4,833,776. 

The  Florida  East  Coast  Railway,  for 
the  year  ended  Dec.  31,  1921,  reports 

eral   thousand    men.     Headquarters    of  gross    earnings    of    $13,579,109,    a    de- 
the  plant,  now  located  in  Fort  Worth,  crease   of   $122,082    from   the   previous 
will    be    moved    to    Houston   after   the  year.       Surplus     earnings     after     all 
plant  is  completed.   The  new  plant  will  charges  and  taxes  totaled  $766,705,  a 
have  a  capacity  of  60,000  tons  annu-  decrease   of  $1,444,291   compared  with 
ally,    turning    out    manufactured    steel  1920. 
products    from    a    combination    of   pig        The   Midwestern   Tool   Co.  has  been iron  and  scrap  iron  by  an  open  hearth  organized    with    Carl    O.    Swenson    as 

nLntin  For7^WnJh°^i«^dnrnP%"^'  president  and  Samuel  R.  Swenson  as plant  in  Fort  Worth  is  40,000  tons  secretary,  treasurer  and  general  man- annually,  j^ggj.^    g^^    ̂ i,j    jjg     locatgjj    3t     5215 
The  Milwaukee  Air  Power  Pump  Co.,  Ravenswood  Ave.,  Chicago,  111.  The 

Milwaukee,  Wis.,  manufacturer  of  the  company  has  taken  over  the  assets  of 
Milwaukee  air  power  water  system,  is  the  Ajax  Tool  Co.  and  will  engage  in 
building  a  new  factory  on  Keefe  the  manufacture  of  hobs,  milling  cut- 
Avenue,  near  Humboldt  Boulevard,  ters,  tools,  jigs  and  fixtures,  and  will 
which  is  to  be  completed  by  the  first  of  also  manufacture  oversizes  pistons  for 
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y*  iMMT  I-    --—  «Wb  ttW  oS- 

to  t« 
TiM  wno^RvdMi  Bmnkr  Oo,  iw 

N.  J^  luM  bMB   iMorporatod   to 
tlMt    citjr    witk    •    capitanaUon    af 

ttSMM  to  4m1  tai  toaiVtoii*  fippii«- Wltoy.   FfW   W.    BackM   and 
Jr^  an   «f   1V«atoB. 

,        Etortric      and 
Oik  aakM  the  an- 

at  to  Ito  Saa  fraaciaeo 

•Am,  Ika  wvar  4hrtotoB  to  ckasMd  to 

tka  caauaf  autiaa  divWaa  and  W.  P. 

VUmmmaiitm  kaa  b«*n  appointrd  man- 
Mr.  Lliowwuritru  will  abo  be 

aftla  far  tka  aala  of  supply  ap- 
MraUM  tai  tka  Saa  Praneiaco  district. 

Tliii  railway  diTtatan  has  been  chanfad 

ta  tlw  traaa^artatioa  divuion  and  E. 

A.  Palaar  Itaa  baaa  anaintad  maa- 

TW  lataliliatofi  af  a  mar- 
•  ̂Tiatoii.  wHk  H.  L.  Garbutt 

to  atoa  announcad. 

TIm  B«v«hUe  Iron  and  Steal  Co.  to 

■waiV  toa  ptoau  at  about  M  per  cent 

a(  tm^miitr  aad  the  company,  it  ia  aaiiL 

to  baaiad  praetkally  fttll  until  tba  and 
af  tlM  year. 

TW  Aotomi  AataotobiW  Co..  haa  da- 
ctorad  tka  lagoiar  martarlr  dividand 

af  II  par  caM  aa  ito  pnlarrad  and 

1  par  cMt  a*  to  towmwi  stock,  pay- •kb  Oct.  L 
Tka  Bathtoban  Export  Corporatton. 

«ktok  kaa  boaa  Incorporatad  in  Dda* 
«M«  wttkaanpitalteatioa  of  11,000.000, 
to     tka     anort     labcidiary     of     tha 

BatkUhato  otaal  Corporation.  Tba  ac- 

ttoa  «t  tka  BatMafcaai  Stad  Corpora' 
tiaa  to  ainatotac  aa  axporttac  sab •■porttac  sab- 

I  to  Uqaidata 
Corporation. 
tka  foraifn 

to  tbia 

Tka  F«H  Motor  Co.  to  lapoitad  to 
I  racaatly  a  tract  of  ftf- 

to  tka  aaatem  laetioa  of 
it    will    aract 

to    bava    approsi- 
IMjiM    aoMTO    feat    of    floor 

Tka  tJatoa  Padfle  Railroad  ayrtan 

far  AagMt  laporta  jrroaa  raUway  eoarw ■Mm  Muiiaw  of  fnArtjm.  anhat 
tnjhl>41  to  tka  aanw  aontb  laat 

Of  tka  IM13.7SS  daeraaaa  in 
fl.7M.S41  waa  daa  to  amallar 

ffaoi  fiaifbt  aad  9a«M3«  to 

nrasaa.     Opfwat- 

Tka  Naak  Matom  Ca.  baa  daeknad  a 

1y  dMdrad  of  11.76  on  tto  pro- 

'     ̂ yakto  Not.  1. 
MaawfactBrtac  Corn- 

.0t  laMaaniito.  totoiwuJi!  Ha 
■  ■Miktm  akayand  wfU 

totkapraa- to  Oaor**  O. 

  ,    r  ooBtract  kaa 

.  _  I* aiiS^wark  to  azpaetad  toboK^" 

•ad   iiiaiTif-lT  wfll  ka  af  krtek  and 
kaa*y    ■■ 

  ,   ,  a  fraval  roof 
aad   a  tra^inv   eraaa. 

Tka  Hodaon  Motor  Car  Co.,  will  pay 
Ito  rtffolar  quartariy  divldand  of  50 
eaato  per  ahare  on  tbe  capital  stock  on 
OcC  i 
Tbe  We»tin«bo«8a  Electric  and 

Manufacturias  Co.  aanouncea  the  fol- 
lewinv  appointmenta  in  it«  St.  Louis 
oAca:  S.  W.  Parry  aa  chief  clerk:  W. 
P.  Bareea  aa  managar  of  tha  indus- 
trUl  division;  J.  S.  Warran  as  man- 
ac«r  of  tha  ceatral  sUtion  division  and 
G.  F.  Leake  aa  nuuiager  of  the  mer- 
chandiaing  division. 

Tba  Sprtavflald  Commercial  Body  Co., 
Inc.,  baa  bean  formed  in  Springfleld, 
Mass..  witb  a  capiUlization  of  $200,000. 
Charlea  B.  Ring  is  president  and 
L.  Philip  Smith  is  tressuror  of  the  new 

company  which  will  encase  in  the  nianu- factor*  of  automobile  bodies. 
Tba  Hannann  Tir«  Building  Machine 

Co..  Colnmboa.  Ohio,  baa  baan  sold  to 
W.  H.  Hermann,  as  has  also  tbe  plant 
of  tbe  A.  R.  McDonald  Co.,  St.  Marys, 
Ohio.  Machinery  for  making  tools  used 
in  the  production  of  casings  and  tubes 
will  ba  insUlled  in  the  latter  plant. 

Tba  WiUya-OrarUnd  Ca  and  sub- 
aidiariaa  for  aix  months  ended  June  30^ 
IMt,  raporta  a  net  loss  of  $163406 
after  depreciation  and  interest  chargaa. 
After  charging  out  $36,000  for  con- 
tingancias,  $260,000  for  inventory 
loaaas  and  $670,909  for  discount  and 

azpansa  of  gold  note  issue  deficit  was 
$1,01»,214  from  which  $26,760,  which 
waa  dadoetad  aa  diridand  stock  of  em- 
ployea  and  others  ratumed  to  company, 
leaving  net  deficit  for  tba  pariod 

$992,464. 
Tba  VaUa  Motors  Corporation  has 

dadarad  tba  regular  quarterly  dividend 

of  II  per  cent  on  iU  first  preferred 
atock.  payable  Oct  2. 

Tba  Thomastott  Knife  Co.,  Thomas- 

ton,  Conn.,  recently  incorporated  un- der the  laws  of  Connecticut  with  a 
capiUl  stock  of  $60,000,  to  engage  in 
tha  manufacture  of  knives,  cutlery, 
etc..  organised  tha  past  week  by  tba 
election  of  tbe  folloanng  officers:  presi- 

dent, Hanry  8.  Hitckeoek;  sacreUrv  and 
traaanrar,  James  D.  Wadgewood,  both 
of  Woodbury,  Conn. 
The  Holbrook  Co.,  Hudson,  N.  Y., 

manufacturer  of  automobile  bodies, 
plans  the  construction  of  additional 
plant  capacity  at  a  coat  of  approxi- 

mately $100,000. 
The  American  La  Prance  Fire  Engine 

Ca.  Inc.  has  declared  the  regular 
aoaitarly  dividand  cf  21  par  cent  on 
Ita  eommoa  stock,  payable  Nov.  16. 

Tba  Toungstown  Sheet  and  Tube  Co., 
dividand,  payable  October  1,  waa  In* 
ere.  sad  to  76  ccnta  a  share  at  tha  maat- 
ing  of  tha  board  of  directors  bald  ra- 
caatly  at  Youngatown,  Ohio.  Tha  pra- 
Ttooa  quarterly  payment  waa  60  canto 
tka  sbara  Tha  ragolar  quartariy  pra- 
fsrrsd  dirldand  of  $1.75  a  shara.  also 

payabto  October  1,  was  likawito  da- 

clarad.  Tba  dividends  in  aacb  *  ' ara  payabU  to  stock  of  record 
bar  20.     Tba  tocraaas  in  tha   
rate  to  tha  flrst  since  tba  improvamant 
la  tka  staal  Industry.  It  is  Just  ona- 
half  of  tka  qoartarly  rata  first  paid  on 
tba  eonoMa  after  tba  origins!  shares 
of  urafarrad  of  $100  par  value  were 
raeh  split  into  four  shares  of  no  par 
value  in  1920.  The  increase  of  25 

•  skat*  wUl  add  $200,000  to  that 

eonpany's  quarterly   disbursement   on October  1. 

Tha  Asa  S.  Cook  Ca,  Hartford, 
Conn.,  manufacturer  of  wood  screw 
and  bolt  machinery,  has  moved  ita 

Cleveland  office  to  344  En|rineers' Building,  that  city.  Ernest  W.  Duston 
is  the  sales  engineer  in  charge. 

Tha  Hupp  Motor  Co.  will  pay  its 
racvlar  quarterly  dividend  of  $1.76  on 
tha  praferred  stock  on  Oct  1. 
TIm  Brown  Instrument  Co.,  an- 

noaaeaa  the  opening  on  Sept  1,  of  its 
New  England  Branch  186  Devonshire 
Street,  Boston,  Mass.,  with  George 
Goodman  in  charge. 

The  Ford  Automobile  Co.  is  reported 
to  have  bought  a  large  tract  of  land 
on  the  outskirts  of  Antwerp,  where  an 
assembling  plant  will  ba  erected.  The 
pUnt  will  be  ready  for  operation  early 
next  year.  The  factory  force  will  be 
made  up  chiefly  of  Americans.  Auto- 

mobile parts  will  be  sent  from  Detroit 
to  Brussels  and  the  cars  assembled  here. 

The  Southern  Pacific  Co.  reporU  for 
August  a  decreaae  of  $766,215  in  net 

railway  operating  income,  after  ex- 
penses, rents,  etc.,  as  compared  with tba  same  month  a  year  ago,  thereby 

reducing  that  figure  to  $4,666,641.  Op- 
erating revenues  toUled  $23,160,14B.  a 

decrease  of  $1,0!52,764.  The  drop  in 
earnings  is  largely  due  to  the  result  of 
tha  second  month  of  the  railway  shop- men's strike. 
—  — ^a 

c Personals 1 
Dr.  PDBtico  Gioum,  lUlian  moUl- 

lurgist,  was  the  guest  of  honor  at  a 

luncheon  at  tha  Bankers'  Club,  120 
Broadway,  New  York  City,  last  week, 
where  ba  was  met  by  members  of  the 

Iron  and  steel  committee  of  the  Ameri- 
can Institute  of  Mining  and  MeUl- 

Inrgical  Engineers.  Dr.  Giolltti  was 
ntanaging  director  during  the  war  of 

tha  great  Ansaldo  works  at  Genoa. 
SAMinn.  MacCutchbon,  assistont 

■aeiatory  of  the  North  A  Judd  Manu- 
laetoring  Co.,  New  BriUin,  Conn., 
BUinnfacturer  of  hardware,  tools,  ete., 

kas  been  elected  treasurer  of  the  con- 
cern, by  the  directors,  at  a  meeting  held recently. 

P.  G.  Mnuiow,  secretory  and  treas- 
urer of  the  Mcrrow  Machine  Co.,  Hart- 

ford. Conn.,  recently  sailed  for  an  ex- 
tended trip  abroad  on  busincHs  in  the 

InteresU  of  his  company.  Mr.  Mcrrow 

expects  to  visit  the  company's  connec- tions in  Great  Britoin  and  on  tha  Con- 

ttaent. 
W.  C.  I>EiTCH,  formerly  raprasenta- 

tWa  at  St.  l^uls,  Mo.,  of  the  general 
salaa  division  of  the  Gilbert  A  Barker 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Springfield,  Mass., 

has  recently  been  transferred  to  the 

general  oflicas  at  Springfield.  E.  F, 

BLACKBtntN,  who  has  been  representa- 
tive of  the  company  at  Fort  Worth, 

Tax.,  succeeds  Mr.  Leltch,  st  St.  Louis. 
Frank  L.  Atwooo,  who  has  been 

▼Ica-prasident  of  the  Midwest  Engine 

Co.,  Anderson,  Ind.,  will  b«come  gen- 
eral managar  of  the  Hill  pump  plant 

in  the  same  city,  October  1.  The  sales 
and  mechanical  departmenU  of  the 

Hill  plant  will  be  moved  from  Indian- 
apolis to  Anderson. 

L.  A.  Nys  of  tba  Geveland  office  of 
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the  Norten  Co.,  has  been  transferred  to 
the  Cincinnati  office,  taking  the  place 
of  A.  F.  Mellon,  who  resigned  recently. 

C.  H.  Weston  of  the  drafting  de- 
partment of  the  Norton  Co.,  Worcester, 

has  assumed  the  duties  of  Robert  H. 
Cannon,  recently  transferred  to  the 
Cleveland  sales  staff. 

E.  H.  Anthony  has  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  Chicago  office  for  the 
Union  Twist  Drill  Co.,  to  succeed  E. 
P.  Walker,  who  is  now  with  the  S.  W. 
Card  Tap  Co. 
Frederick  M,  Holmes  was,  during 

the  past  week,  elected  president  of  the 
North  &  Judd  Manufacturing  Co., 
manufacturers  of  ha;idware,  tools,  etc.. 
New  Britain,  Conn.,  succeeding  the  late 
Howard  C.  Noble.  Mr.  Holmes  has 
held  various  capacities  since  joining  the 
company  in  June,  1900. 

Robert  H.  Libke,  formerly  a  mem- 
ber of  the  E.  L.  Essley  organization, 

has  been  appointed  Chicago  district 
manager  for  the  Toledo  Machine  and 
Tool  Co. 

F.  W.  Pratt,  formerly  advertising 
manager  for  the  Goodell-Pratt  Co., 
Greenfield,  Mass.,  has  been  appointed 
to  the  post  of  manager  of  production, 
retaining  his  former  title  of  assistant 
to  the-  president. 

Robert  H.  Cannon,  for  some  time 
past  connected  with  the  sales  engineer- 

ing department  of  the  Norton  Co., 
Worcester,  Mass.,  has  joined  the  sales 
staff  of  the  Cleveland  office  of  the  com- 
pany. 

H.  H.  Colbus,  formerly  sales  repre- 
sentative of  the  Halcomb  Steel  Co., 

has  become  associated  with  the  Down 

Tool  Works,  Inc.,  Fleetwood,  Pa.,  man- 
ufacturer of  high  speed  drills  and  tools, 

with  headquarters   in   Philadelphia. 
H.  G.  Hobbs  has  recently  become  as- 

sociated with  the  Gilbert  &  Barker 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Springfield,  Mass., 
as  the«  company's  representative  in 
southern  Ohio,  making  his  headquar- 

ters, in  Columbus.  Mr.  Hobbs  was 
formerly  located  in  Winnipeg  and  To- 

ronto, Canada,  for  the  company. 
Sidney  W.  Farnsworth  of  Evans- 

ton,  111.,  former  aide  to  Commander 
McDowell,  a  member  of  the  staff  of 
Admiral  Sims  during  the  war  and  more 
recently  associated  with  the  Steel  and 
Tube  Co.  of  America,  has  been  ap- 

pointed by  Postmaster  General  Work 
as  chief  engineer  of  the  Post  Office 
Department.  The  position  is  a  new  one 
created  in  order  that  a  mechanical 
engineer  may  pass  upon  the  labor- 
saving  devices  which  the  Post  Office 
Department  may  require  in  order  to 
secure  expeditious  handling  of  the  mails. 

Export  Opportunities 
Trade  Catalogs 

Marcellus  L.  Bailey,  treasurer  of 
the  Union  Manufacturing  Co.,  manu- 

facturer of  chucks,  gray  iron  castings, 
etc..  New  Britain,  Conn.,  died  at  his 
home»  in  that  city,  Sept.  26,  following 
a  long  illness.  Mr.  Bailey  was  born  in 
New  Britain  Dec.  31,  1856.  He  has  been 
with  the  Union  Manufacturing  Co.  for 
forty-five  years. 

J.  W.  KiNNEAR,  president  of  the 
American  Stainless  Steel  Co.,  Pitts- 

burg, Pa.,  died  at  his  home  in  that  city 
on  September  8. 

The  ISureuu  of  ForeiRii  unci  DomeHtir 
ronimerce.  Department  of  Commerce, 
WaNhington,  D.  C,  ha«  iniiuirlen  for  the 
RgrencieN  of  maehinery  and  machine  toolH. 
Any  information  dcHlreil  retcardinic  thcHO 
opportunities  can  be  secured  from  the  al>ove 
addrexHs  by  referring  to  the  number  fallow- ing each  Item, 
Shoemaking  machinery  of  all  descrip- 

tions for  making  cloth  shoes — Spain.  Pur- 
chase desired.  Quotations,  t.  o.  b.  New 

York.      Reference    No.    3643. 
Rubber  sheeting  8  by  4  feet  and  A  to  1 

inch  thick,  proof  can,vas  and  tarpaulin, 
complete  with  eyelets.  24  by  18  feet  ;  and 
tool  -spring  and  cast  steel,  flat,  round,  and 
octagon — India.  Purchase  desired.  Quota- 

tions, c.  i.  f.  Karachi.  Terms,  cash  against 
documents.     Reference  No.  3666. 

Soft  steel  or  puddled  iron  wire  of  best 
quality,  galvanized  for  telegraphs ;  cast- 
iron  pipe  for  water,  interior  diameters  50 
to  250  millimeters  and  3  a.id  4  meters  in 
length ;  concrete  mild  steel  bars ;  beams, 
T's.  double  T's,  U's,  and  angles ;  and  plain 
and  corrugated  galvanized  sheets.  0.3  to  1.2 
millimeters  thick — Greece.  Agency  and 
purchase  desired.  Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Pira- 

eus. Payment,  confirmed  letter  of  credit  in 
New  York  or  against  documents.  Corre- 

spondence,  French.     Reference  No.  3669. 
Vulcanizer  molds,  assorted  sizes,  from 

30  by  3  inches  to  35  by  5  inches — Scotland. 
Purchase  is  desired.  Quotations,  f.  o.  b. 
nearest  port.  Payment,  cash.  Reference 
No.  3670. 

Electric  plants,  machinery,  hardware, 
groceries,  timber,  plain  and  galvanized 
iron,  paints,  woolen  goods,  soft  goods,  boots 
and  shoes,  leatherware,  motor  cars,  motor 
lorries,  tractors,  drills  and  tools,  and  any 
lines  required  by  the  Government  or  gen- 

eral merchants — South  Africa.  Reference 
No.  3673. 

Iron  piping  for  gas,  from  J  to  4  inches  in 
diameter ;  and  steel  piping  for  drilling  and 
boilers,  from  5  to  18  inches  in  diameter — 
Italy.  Purchase  and  agency  desired.  Quo- 

tations, c.  i.  f.  Genoa.     Reference  No.  3675. 
Machinery  for  manufacturing  glucose — 

Mexico.  Purchase  desired.  Catalogs  of 
such  machinery  and  instructions  as  to  the 
proper  way  of  manufacturing  are  requested. 
Quotations,  f.  o.  b.  American  port.  Pay- 

ment, cash.     Reference  No.  3679. 
Outboard  motors  of  2i  and  5  horse- 

power— Egypt.  Purchase  and  agency  de- 
sired. Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Port  Said.  Cash 

will  be  paid  against  documents  for  samples. 
Reference  No.   3683. 

Telephone  equipment,  electric  generators, 
internal-combustion  power  plants,  low- 
pressure  water  wheels,  rotary  pumps,  elec- 

tric lighting  equipment,  and  lighting  equip- 
ment— Egypt.  Representation  of  manufac- 

turers desired  by  importers.  Reference  No. 3709. 

Pamphlets  Received 
The  Western  European  Division  and 

American  Business.  Department  of  Com- 
merce bulletin  describing  that  part  of  the 

department's  organization  which  special- izes in  aiding  American  business  in  its 
foreign   trade  with  Western   Europe. 

Our  World  Trade.  Foreign  Commerce 
Department  of  the  U.  S.  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce. This  publication  is  a  detailed  anal- 
ysis of  American  foreign  trade  covering  the 

period  from  January  to  June.  1922,  with 
.statistical  tables  showing  value  and  vol- 

ume of  exports  and   imports. 
I,atin  America.  Trade  and  Economic 

Review  for  1921.  No.  9,  on  the  economic 
conditions  in,  and  the  state  of  the  U.  S. 
trade  with  Latin  America.  Published  and 
dLstributed  by  the  Department  of  Com- 

merce,  Washington,   D.  C. 
KonfrkonRT.  Trade  and  Economic  Re- 

view for  1921,  No.  10.  on  the  economic 
conditions  In,  and  the  state  of  the  foreign 
trade  of  Hongkong.  Published  and  dis- 

tributed by  the  Department  of  Commerce, 
Washington,  D.  C. 

How  the  Far  Eastern  Division  Serves  the 
Business  Public.  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 
Domestic  Commerce  Publication,  containing 
instructive  information  regarding  that  part 
of  the  Department's  organization  which 
specializes  in  furnishing  aid  on  Far  East- 

ern commerce  matters. 

riiacks.  The  Skinner  Chuck  Co.,  New 
Britain,  Conn. — An  interesting  little  book. 
"Chucks  and  Their  U.ses."  has  Just  been 
published  by  the  Skinner  Chuck  Co.  In  or- der to  facilitate  the  use  of  this  book  and 
.standardize  courses  of  instruction  on  the 
proper  use  of  chucks,  a  8upi>lementary 
booklet  has  been  issued,  to  be  distributed 
together  with  "Chucks  and  Their  Uses." 
The  title  of  this  supplement,  "Question."?  and 
Answers,"  indicates  the  nature  of  the  book- 

let, which  includes  a  series  of  the  most  logi- 
cal questions  arising  in  the  minds  of  people 

handling  chucks  and  gives  correct  and  help- 
ful answers  to  these  questions. 

St^el  Stools  and  Chairs.  The  Angle  Steel 
Stool  Co.,  Plainwell,  Mich.  A  folder  with 
illustrations  describing  a  varied  line  of 
steel  stools  and  chairs  suitable  for  factory 
and  office  use.  The  company  has  also  Just 
published  a  supplementary  catalog  illus- 

trating and  de.scribing,  not  only  its  chair 
and  stool  line,  but  its  various  types  of  steel 
trucks,  merchandise  conveyors  and  steel 
cans  for  oily  and  other  waste  substances. 

.SiKnallinir  and  Alarm  Instrument*.  The 
Brown  Instrument  Co.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
This  company  has  Just  issued  a  new  pub- 

lication, known  as  catalog  No.  85,  contain- 
ing considerable  technical  data,  illustrations 

and  charts  bearing  on  its  automatic  con- 
trol signalling  and  alarm  instruments,  its 

pyrometers  and  other  apparatus  for  tem- 
perature control. 

Expansion  Reamers.  The  Davis  Boring 
Tool  Co..  St.  Loui.s,  Mo.  An  illustrated 
folder  with  line  drawings  and  complete  de- 

tails regarding  the  Davis  line  of  expansion reamers. 

American  Welding  Society,  Fall  Meeting, 
October  2  to  5,  in  Chicago,  111.  Secretary, 
Howard  C.  Forbes,  33  West  39th  St.,  New York  City. 

American  Society  for  SteeJ  Treating.  Ex- 
position and  convention  at  the  General 

Motors  Co.  building,  Detroit,  Oct.  2  to  7. 
W.  H.  Eisenman,  4600  Prospect  Ave., 
Cleveland,  is  secretary. 

Second  National  Aero  Congress  and  Na- 
tional Airplane  Races.,  Detroit,  Mich., 

October  7  to   14,  1922. 

American  Gear  Manufacturers*  Associa- 
tion. Fall  meeting,  Chicago,  111.,  Oct.  9, 

10  and  11,  1922 
National  Association  of  Farm  Equipment 

Manufacturers.  Annual  Convention,  October 
18   to  20,  Congress  Hotel,   Chicago. 

Society  of  Industrial  Engineers.  Oct.  18 
to  20.  McAlpin  Hotel,  New  York.  Secre- 

tary, George  C.  Dent,  327  South  LaSalle 
St.,   Chicago. 

American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 
tion, annual  convention.  New  York  City, 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway,   New   York   City. 
American  Trade  Association  Executives. 

Third  annual  meeting, '  Oct.  25,  26  and  27. 1922,  at  the  Inn.  Bucks  Falls,  Pa.  (Dela- ware   Water  Gap). 

Automotive  Equipment  Association.  An- 
nual show  and  meeting,  November  13  to  18, 

Chicago,  111. 
National  Founders"  Association,  Nov.  22 

And  23.  Secretar.v,  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
LaSalle  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
EiKhteenth  Annual  Automobile  Salon, 

Commodore  Hotel,  New  York  City,  Decem- 
ber 3  to  9,  1922. 

American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
neers, annual  convention,  December  4  to  7, 

1922.  New  Y'ork  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  39th  Street,  New  Y^ork City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chanical Engineering.  Dec.  7  to  13,  1922, 

Grand  Central  Palace.  New  York  Citv 
Secretary.  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,  New   York  City. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  Grand 

Central  Palace,  New  Y'ork  City,  January 
6  to   13.   1923. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. National  Automobile  Show,  January 

27  to  February  3.  1923,  Coliseum  and  Firat 
P*io-irYie«f     Armnrv,     Chicae-o.    IlL 
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IRON  AND  STEEL 

no  mON— Per 
Mankew  Addy  Co.: 
aXCINNATl 

Na.  2  Saoiket* . 
Nattkeni  Bsmc   ....,......,,,,. 
Saaikw  Ofcia  No.  t   

NEW  YORK-Tid«w>ier  Mivefr 
taadma  Na.  2  (aboHi  2  2$#2.7S) . . 

BlIMINCHAM 
No.  2  Pooadry 

PHILADFI.PHIA 

Eaatara  Pa.,  No  2i  (taicoo  2.2J#2.75) 
Vkmu  No.  2 

groM   too  —  Quotarion*   ceapilad   by   The 

aaaaooeeo* 

Geey  Poraa   
CHICAGO 

Na.  2  Paoadry  local   
No.  2  Poaadry.  Sovibeni  (tilicoa  2.25^2.7$)   

PITISBURGH.  iadadiac  f(«i«kt  ckarga  ffo«  Vdkr 
New  2  Fevadry   

SM.27 32  27 
J4  27 

W.27 

27.50 

M.64 
37.17 34.00 

3). 00 

32.00 
31.50 

3$. 00 

32. SO 33.00 

nON  MACHtNCRT  CAflTINGS-Ia  cmt*  p^  pound: 
Lifkt  Medina  Heavy 

t.S        'Hi «.0  4  0 
0.0  S.2S  4  S 
f-.O  S.O  4  0 

'^'i 

•aaa»  la— i>MiaiK>t.«  *r<  ia  canit  per  peaad  in  varioua  nii< mm  warifcaaaa;  alto  the  koaa  ̂ Motaiieot  fion  mib 

Ckvdaad.. 
Ckicaao. . . 

No.  10 
No.  12. 
N«  U 
No  U. 

Pinakortk, 
Larca 

MdlUta 

•  •  •«• ••• 

Naa  l7Md2L 
Noa  22  aad  24. 
Hmiimdli. 
1U.U   

NrwYwk  Clavalaad 
4.19  }.70 
4.24  1.75 
4.29  ).M 
4.3V  J. 90 

4.70 
4.7$ 
4.10 
4.90 

4.20 
4.25 
4.M 
4.40 

Cbicaco 

4.00 
4  05 
4.10 

4  ;o 

4.>0 
4  70 4  75 
4  85 

GaWanited 
Ne«.  10  and  II. 
Not.  12  and  14. 
Noa.  17  and  21. 
Noa.  22  and  24. 

No.  26. 
NaU        4 

Pittsburgk 

3.35ttJ.7S 
New  York 4.90 

S.OO S.M 

S.4S S.60 

5.90 

Qevaiand 

4.40 
4.50 
4.80 
4.9S 

5.10 
5.40 

Chicago 
4.S5 

4.9$ 

5.55 
5.9$ 

^"R OUGHT  PIPE — The  followinK  diicoun«i  are  to  jobber*  for carioad  loc*  on  the  latrat  Pititburgh  bating  card : 

Inchet 
I  to  3 

Steel 
Black 

b8 

2    61 
21  10  6    65 
7to«    62 
9  to  12    61 

Iron Kbrk 

34 

17 

BUTT  WELD 
Gal*.  Inchea 
S(>\  JtolJ.. 

LAP  WEI.D 49*  2   

$){  21  to  4.. 491  4)  to  6. . 

48|  7  10  12       }S 
BUTT  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

l«ol»       66  SSI  Itoli       39| 
2  to  3         67  $6| 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
37 

2...       59 
21  to  4       65 
4)  to  6       62 
7  to  8       S8 
9  to  12       52 

MallcaMe  firting* 

2    35 
24m4    38 

4{to6    37 7  to  8    JO 
9tol2    25 

GaW. 

24J 

201 

u] 

221 251 

22 
26 
25 

18 

Gaiiet  B  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  York 
atoi  k  tell  at  net  iitt.    Catt  iron,  ttandard  liiei,  20-S%  off. 

■••acK  VISIT.   iiiacK  viaiv.    niacK     «jaiT. 

«lde*d:  .57I   44^    Ssl^^   Jill   sffi  IslS t.    Claaaea  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warehoute  ditcounta  aa  followt: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 
Black  Galv.  Black  Calv.  Black    GaU. 

1  to  3  in.  itecl  butt  welded.  60^ 
2\  to  6  in.  iteel  Up  welded . 

Malleable  httingt. 

atock  tell  at  lUt  leaa  5%.    Caat  iron,  standard  liae*,  J2%  off. 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warchouae  pricei  in  cents  per  pound  in 
100^b   lots: 

«       .        .       .  New  York Open  hearth  ipnng  iteel  (bate)  .         4. 50 
Spring  iicci  (light)  (bate)           6.00 
Coppered  Beiaemcrredt(baae)..         6.03 
Hoop  tiecl           4.39 
Cold  rolled  (trip  tted          6.75 
Floor  plates . 
Cold  finiihed  thafting  or  screw. 
Cold  finithed  6ati,  tquaret. .  .  . 
Structural  shapes  (base)   
Soft  Itecl  ban  (base)   
Soft  Iteel  bar  shapes  (base) 
Soft  iteel  bandi  (baie). 
Tank  platet  (bate)      
Bar  lion  (2.60  it  mill)   

Drill  rod  (from  litl^   . .      . 
Electric  welding  wire 

'/.■.,;;;■.:..■ Atol   

$.50 
3.90 
4.40 3.14 3  04 

'04 

3.84 

-1.14 1.04 

55(7.1.0% 

Geveland 6.00 

6.00 

8.00 3.50 

8.25 

$.06 
3.(>0 4.10 2.91 

2.81 
2.81 3.61 

2.91 2.81 

40% 

Chicago 

4. SO 

6.00 

6.10 

3.90 
7.25 

5.50 3.70 

4.20 2.92 

2.82 

2.82 3. 55 

2.921 

2.821 

50% 

8.00. 

6.50. 6.25. 

...12013 

..IIS12 ...lOSlI 

METALS 

Current  Pricaa  in  Cent*  Per  Pound 

Copper,  elcctrolviic  (up  to  carlou).  New  York    14.75 
Tin,  5-ion  lots.  New  York    32.75 
I.ead  (up  to  rarlott),  St.  Louit. ...  6.  IS;  New  York.  6.75^.6.87} 
Zinc  (up  to  carloit),  St.  l.ouit.  .'>.»<(^f,,90;  New  York..  . .  7.50 

Aluminum,  98  to  99%  ingots.  1-15  '*«*  '^°'^  Cleveland  Chicago 
«"«»  Ion     19.20          21.00  20.00 

Aniimonv  (Chinese),  ton  spot...  7.2597.37)        8.00  8.00 
Copper  iheets,  base    2|.$0           22.00  23.00 
Copper  wire  fcarfeta)   U..00          18.00  16.25 
Copper  bin 'ton  Iota)   20  00          23.00  19.50 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.tnrt)                   24  75           25  00  23.00 
Brail  iheeti  (irx>-lb    (oim                       |h  50           20  75  |8  75 
Brass  tubing  (lOO-)b.  lou>.                    23  00          24  00  20.50 
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20. 7S 9.50 

23. SO 20.00 
42. 2S 

36.00 
16.00 

9.00 

M  ETALS — Continued 
New  York   Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      17.00         IS.?.?         15.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9.2S 
Solder  (J  and  I),  (caselots)     25.00 
Babbitt  metai  (fair  grade)      25.00 
Babbitt  metal  (commercial)      15.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .   39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots        37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Sliot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...      48.00 
Blocks      32  00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50  00 
Sheet  bars..  .   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.25  12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      1 1 .  75 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms        9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light       6,00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.50 
Zinc       3  00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 

112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
112  sheets       23.00      21.00        20  90 

112  sheets        17.00       16.00         17.00 
112  sheets       20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50       11.00         14. .50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        6.00  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7.25         6.25  7.40 

11.75 11.50 
10.00 10.50 
5.00 4.75 4.00 

4.00 6.50 

9.25 5.50 
6  00 

7.00 
7.00 4.00 
4.25 

"AAA" Grj de: IC, 20x28. 
IX. 20x28, 

"A"  Grade: 
(    IC, 

20x28. 
IX, 20x28. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    30.09@30.1U       30.12         JO.llJ 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .065@.10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13  Jxl3},perlb.  .075  .06  .10 
Wiping  cloths,13ix205.per  lb.  .08  .096  .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
I.inseedoil,  per  gal..  5bbl.lots.  .91  1.01  .97 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     lOOIb.kegs.       NewYork.l2   75 
Red  lead,  dry     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York.  12.75 
Red  lead,  in  oil     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York.  14.25 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  1.00 
Coke,  prompt  furnace.  Connellsville.. .  .per  net  ton         12.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry.  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton  13.50@14.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Liitt 

New York 

60% 
50% 

?3.iOn£t 

70% 

Machine  Bolts: 
All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40% 

■    1 J  and  11x3  in.  up  to  12  in       20% 
With  cold  punchid  sq.  nuts       25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts       .    .  , 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .     40% 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  iii.x  3Cin       30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuu      40% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger        60% 

Case-hardened  nuts         50% 
Washers.cast  iron,  Jin.,  per  1001b.  <net)      J6.00  33.50 

Washers, cast  iron,  fin. per  100  lb.  (net)         4.50     3.25 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 
Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  ICO  lb.  OfFlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched, hex.. per  100  Ib.Off  list 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  iVin.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  H"-.  i-'n..  1x2  in.  to  S 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

li   to    IJ-in.    long,    all    diameters. 
£.Vr/J.^perl001b         0.2S 

f  in.  diameter   EXTRA       0.15 
\  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter..    ..   EXTRA       0.50 
Longer  than  5  in   : . .  .  .  EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

Qeve- 

land    Chicago 

50% 50% 

3.50  net  J4. 00  off 
3.90  net 

20%            65-5% 
     60-5% 

70% 

50-10-5% 

70-10% 

45%- 
55% 

3.00 1.00 1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

45% 
50% 

5.00 

3.50 

3.50 

3.50 3.50 

60% 

60% 

80% 

33.50 

3.50 

3.50  net 
4.00 

1.00 

4.00 
4.00 

60% 

4}c.  net 
X3.35 

3.45 

0.15 0.15 

o.so 
0.50 

0.25 
0.50 

0.35       J3.70bMe 
55-5%        50%  50% 

35%  50%  20% 

35.00  33.50 
5.10    3.60 

0.25 0.50 

30.55 
0.33 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.).  per  gal   

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  {\  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-5% 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade   60-10-5% 

Abrasive  materials — Insheets9xllin.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper          35 .  84 
Emery  paper              8.80 
Emery  cloth      ...        27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  J 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  SO  yd.  roll. 
Emery  discs.  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    
Cloth   

30.50       30.67} 

0.35         0.40 

40}%      50% 30-5%  40-5%, 

50-10%  40-10% 

60-5%  60-5% 

35.84 

11.00 

31.12 
4.50        4.28 

36.48 

8.80 
29.48 

4.95 

1   32 3.02 
1.24 

2  67 V.40 
3i.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops     || 
Machine  Tools  Wanted Machinery  Wanted 

t 

CHr— W.  W.  KWIan.   IIT 

ralW.    ■••    r»M»     8fc.i     Pmblo     Pottery 
I'o.    tme.     wrfct—cy    and     •qulpmwtl     tor 
|H'upoo»J  bMIIMi  IO  Work*.  Inrluillns  Urc« 
Una  BBd  priMH  (MW). 
r«l»,  Dmvov— DMVf  C«M«m  OMmoM 

Oa,  tUT  LavrMwo  iu  A.  JelUMmi.  Fwvh. 
Ajt.    wctJaoty  (w  pro»e»»<  faotary. 
m.  Clil»M>  I.  Drwlvr.  IS«i  Murmor* 

At*.  (maeluiilM) — air  cocnprMMr,  OardiMr 
His.  t  iHMft  pr«t«rr*4. 

in.  BaakakM — Tb*  lOuilukM  Dally  IU- 
pubUeaa — llnotyp*.  <No.  t  pr«(«rr«4). 

nu  tatoi  —  TiM  lUpMbliran.  (n«w«- 
yapar)-  opo  <•  la.  powar  paper  cutler. 

irtaa*     A    D.  Walla.   (Job  printer) 
tt  to  t(  In.  power  paper  cutter. 

■aa..  Uaeaia  Cealer  (Uncoln  P.  0.>— 
Brk*  Prlntlns  Co.  O.  A  Brlce,  Turch. 
A«t.^«uiomalte  praaa  and  a  It  In.  paper 
cutter. 

Kaa.  WUkttm—J.  W  Kreba.  141  .N'orth Millwood  At*.  (pUnInc  mill)— beltlnc. 
taacara,   band   aaw   and   ahaftlnc 

BM^WUIilla— Peoplaa  Finance  Co..  114 
■aat  FIrat  8t. — lumber  aaw  mill,  beltlnv. 
band  aaw.  loc  aaw  and  other  lumber  equip- 

1^.  aiadtaH     TW  Oa  fkop.  II 
b«a  M— oM   MMll   lallM,  fast   m 

MMM    for   garaa* 
     M    nplMi    llMt    wblHl 

  kr  trak 

»^    Hew    rae«l»— Ftowlw    Radlalor    * 
-       cak.     (■■— faiiiiiiw     •(    radlauira. 

ew>.    R.   t.    9rmw4M9f.   M«r 

"  far 

■■■  Ilalwaa  Oara«e 

a»«  eoMfaaeat  to  ra- riri*tan»alwyid  hjr 
Motor  Ca_ 

ilr  naa- 

Ti 

Ml 

Va. 

__..  L  CMtraOL  4*t«  WU- 
A««-      taMoanoMla     rvpalra) — 

B  Bnm  aatf  tatlM. 
U  Grow,  t  MMtodi- 

tat         
"'" 

m.  M.  A 

  M   WakM.  lltT   Mh 
ri>alra»— <at»«w  dIrUI  pr«aa 

'WlMMMlp    Ha- 

lewtML  t>raa^- _  ,  Co,  A    P    MMatdewtaC 

a.  A. 

  ,     SoMbbctdce  —  Hamilton    Woolen 
Oi     maflilnir)   fur  addition  to  planu 

■Oak-  Detrol*— Printera'  Kxe)ian«e.  1121 
Oraad  River  Ave. — power  praaaaa,  I  X  It  IB. 
and   II   X  II   In. 

Mlt4u  DetroH  —  O.  B.  Whipple.  1011 
Woodward  Ave. — paper  evttar,  praaa  and 
aqolpBaal  tor  amaU  print  abop. 
aOwi.  ■ealji  —  Mlnnaaota  Aaaoolatad 

Uumber  Co  — tnacblaery  for  proponed  lum- ber mlU. 

MUuk,  MlaaeapaUe— The  Star  Laundry. 
•e«  Hennepin  Ave..  O.  M.  Carter.  Prea^ — 
additional  machinery  and  equipment  for 
propoeed    laundry. 

Mlaa..  Mealleello— Mohtlcello  Creamery 
Aaan-  A.  H.  Lauierbach.  8ecy. — complete 
•at  oC  aqttlpatent  (or  new  creamt-ry.  Incl.  t 
itpiBUB.  •«•  chum,  one  rofrlceratlns  ma- 
•MM,  pmapa.  etc. 

Mek..  Ltoeato— V.  M.  MeVey.  BrowneU 
BIdf. — power  priaaaa.  II  s  II  la.  and  It 
s  11  la. 

Meb..  Nebraeba  rity— The  Preaa  Printing 
Co — wire  ailtchrr.  No.  S.  either  B<>atun  or 
Moaltor  make. 

v.  ■.  HarHeTlIU— Cheahire  Mill*  (mana- 
factarer*    of    wMilen    soode)   machinery 
for  addition  to  plant. 

K.  T..  Albaay  —  The  State  Hoapltal 
roma..  recrivlna  blda  until  Oct.  11  (or  ad- 
diilonal  laundry  equipment  for  UUea  State 

liuapllal.    L'tlca. 
».  T.  BrMhlya— Rubel  Coal  A  lee  Corp.. 

Plan  wart  Ave. — lea  maklns  machinery  for 

plant. K.  T..  Haffale— AncoU  Tire  A  Rubber 
Co..  S70  Nnrih  Klvlelon  Ml  —machinery  and 
equipment  for  propoeed  addition  to  factory, 

K.  T.  BaValo— M.  I>ewla.  Ill  Blllcolt 
Hq — machinery  and  equipment  for  vinecar 
•ad  iMoMa  plaiK. 
V.  T,  BaVala— W.  Maynard  Co.,  IT 

Kewall  m.     eqatftnent  for  abbalolr. 

n.  T..  rbeehlewaaa  (Buffalo  P.  O.)— 
Uve  t'ooltry  Tranalt  Co..  Bway  —machin- 

ery and  oqulpment  for  propoeed  ferlllMor 
aad  ear  f«#atr  plant  at  y»rka. 

•u   r.  a.  UaaJ'tSr^ for    t»  I  pmi  d    aiMai 
ppolr  afcoa. 

-_ — __  ■  ■  - _, . — _     ___    _   ̂ Rjfc^   p|^Vft#^t04i   
Cami/m^mma  tStm  M  <-1mia*«4.  Ch Mmt^I JMMt-  iM*  bM.  I*,a«f  bM, 
nJlM  MC  M.«M  bM  mmt  M.a**  hat  ater- 
•••  taafii^  Jl  a  Id  (I  wall  i  a  taaka.  •>«•• 

ffmWKtmK  pipe  atiOa.  prakaalera. 
mtmmt  im  ̂ m^mr  aa4  tlnlib   aiilin^ 

W.  f,  ftiaia  Ceoler— J.  Oeyent— equip- _.iM  for  blarkamlih  ahoti  to  replaca  that 
WMCh  waa  deatroyed  by  lira. 

If.  r..  JaaMatMtn— llerby  Br...    cm  \V.ki 
Ttti   St.    addMlaaal    m««banir 

for  arepoai^^  addlilon  to  wax moMa  inMh  body  faalory  an..   . :.  -i^. 
K,  v..  Jaieetowa — Jameediwn  riiair 

Tmetary,  19  Wlnaor  St — woodworking  ma- 
chlaery  and  equipment  for  pt opeaad  addl- 
tioa  to  factory. 

».  V-  Mew  Tork  --  Bd.  ft  PtirdMaa. 
Monb-lpal  BMr--re<-elvtn«  Mda  tintll  Ool- 
II    for   laundry  nuchlaery. 

H.  T..  Hew  Tark— aapartor  toa  Co.  lad.. 
M  Maat  4tad  lt.--«af  ai^^  aaillilliifr  for 

N  \..  lUMraa — Tloaa  Milk  Producera' Aaan. — inarhlnerv  ami  equipment  for  new 
(Tramery  and  milk  plant. 

N.  Y..  Koehealer — Klectrlo  Storaffe  Ilat- 
trry  Co..  181  8ouih  r Union  St. — machinery 
and  equipment  (or  propoevd  atorasa  battery and  produrta  factory. 

N.  y,  Boaie  .Homa  Wire  Co.,  Railroad 
Ave. — machinery  and  aqulument  (or  pro- 
poaed  plant  for  the  manufaatura  of  oabla 
Wira,  at  Nlacara  Pall*.  Oat. 

K.  Cm  Speed — KdaiHumbe  County  School 
Bd. — vocational  aqulpnient  (or  new  aehool at  Criap. 

O,  Blaaebealer — Pulflo  Speclaltlaa  Co. — 
one  belt  driven,  modern  air  oompreaaor,  100 
to  III  ft.  at  100  lb.  preaaura. 

O..  rievelaad— O.  T.  Marka,  HIT  Kaat 
llnd  St. — woodworking  machinery  for  pal. tern  ahop. 

O..  Calambaa-^aneral  Fixture  A  Supply 
Co.,  11  ICaat  Sprlna  8t.  (manufacturer  of 
refrlceratlon  maehlnery).  K.  L.  Farmer, 
Oenl,  Mcr.— woodworking  machinery.  In- 

cluding one  groover,  t  planera,  aeveral •Irllla.  etc 

O.,  Delaware  —  Rtrrtlnir  Stone  A  Lima 
Co..  J.  T.  Herrlck.  Qi'nl.  Mgr — machinery 
and  equipment  for  propoai-d  atone  cruahlng 
plant,  caimclty   I.Jou  ton  per  day, 
Om  MlddletowB-  Oardner-Harvey  Paper 

Co.— marliim-ry  and  <M|uipnient  for  propoaad 
ll&0,000  aildldon  to  factory. 

0_  Bavenaa — W  SIdrvnn.  Coata  Bldg,— 
one  I  X  12  in.  nn<l  nne  7x11  In.  preaa,  alao 
other  prlntalmii  equipment. 

O..  Warrea — O.  !«?.  Anthony.  Ill  South 
Auetin  St. — &  tun  wagon  and  truck  acalaa. 

Ohia.,  Oklahama  rlly — Tower  aaanllne 
Co.,  21!  .M<  naiitlN'  RIcIk-- machinery  and 
e<|Ulpm>-nl  fur  pnipoHiil  niMlllon  to  r<'flner> 
at  HIarkwi-ll.  uml  niao  (or  propoaod  refinery 
and  gaaoline   pl:inl. 

Pa..  Rearer  ralU— R.  Kee(er,  Hat  81. 
and  Sth  Ave, — machinery  and  equipment 
for  carpenter  and  pattern  ahop. 

Pa.  Bellefente^n  Smith— machinery 
and  equlumeni  (or  propnaol  addition  to  Ice 
cream  plant,   loo   gal.   cnpnclty. 

Pa..  Bradford— A.  aillla.  1  Mechanic  St. 
—  engine  and  power  machinery  outfit  for 

pumping  two  oil  wella. 
Pa.,  riarlen — Berney.Bond  Olaaa  Co.— 

machinery  and  equplment  f<ir  propoaeil 
glaaa  (actury. 

Pa.,  Kaatea— C.  K.  Wllllama  A  Co., 
(manufnciurer  of  dry  colnra)— one  rotary 
kiln.  I  ft.  In  diam.  and  about  IS  ft.  long, Vulcan  type. 

Pa..  Klataa — K,  O.  Anderaon — machinery 
and  e<iulpmenl  for  anwmlll  to  replaca  that 
which   waa  daairoyetl    hy  Are. 

Pa.,  unit  The  KillT-l  A  Freeman  Co.. 
Inc.  (manufaciurirn  of  lock*,  aafaa,  vaulta, 
etc.) — machinery  and  e<|ulpment  for  pro- 

poeed one  (tory  add  It  Inn  to  factory. 
Pa..  PhlU.— M  J.  Ilunfa  Bona  Co.,  til 

nichmond  St.,  (atcel  fabrlcalora)— double 
drum  electric  nolat.  li  ton  capacity. 

Pa.  Pblla   Mnnviink  Pluah  Mfg.  Co..  101 
I.everlng  St.— addiilonal  liHiinafor  propoeed mill. 

Pa.  Phlla. — Pennaylvania  R.R.  Broad 
St.  Sta.,  M.  Smith,  Purch.  Agt.— two  ItO 
ton,  alx  IB  Inn.  one  10  ton,  two  tl  ton  and 
two  10  ton  cranea. 

Pik,  Plitabnrah  W,  II.  Ritenour,  111! 
Weat  I.tlM-riy  Ave.  (Job  printera) — Btervo- 

type  aleam  Inbli-. Pa..  Wllkea-narre — The  Candlamaa  Col- 
llerlea  Co..  711  Cnal  Kxchange  Bldg.,  N. 
Chrtaman.  Solicitor— machinery  and  equip- 

ment fur  mining,  preparing  and  ablpping 
of  coal. 

IV.  ^^  111.  ,,,  ,.,.,i  '....  .1  ■.  I  .'-■lilt  Co.,  101 I  .  i.ii.inent  f<ir 

i.j.,i...... ..   ...:  :.;..-:.    i.,   t-ilU    I...  ti.iy. 

Teaa.,  rbaltanaega  —  flianal  Mountain 
Mining  Cn.  1.  H  Ilcnr  ni-nl,  Mgr. — holal- 
lac   and    •  iiinery    and    other 
•galpmen)  nt  of  coal  proper- 

Teaa.,  !>ia>litille — Oouglaa  Coni  Mining 
Ca»  lot  P'liirili  and  FIrat  Nnlloniil  linnk 
Bide.  A,  l.,ii<'ke|.  Pree. — holating  ei|ulp- 
mMI.  alecirlrnl  machinery,  iliimp  oajra. 
Bima  loeomoiivra  and  other  wiulpmcnt   for 
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development  of  coal  mining  properties  near 
Island,   Ky. 

Tex..  Galveston — Goliad  School,  31st  and 
L  Sts.,  A.  Brown.  Purch.  Agt. — complete 
line  of  tools  for  vocational  scliool  worlt. 

Vu.,  Richmond — L.  R.  Kelly,  2U,  East 
Mar.siiall    St. — battery    cliarging    outfit. 

Va.,  Rlelimond — W.  F.  Lipford,  602  State 
St. — printing  pres.ses. 
W.  Va..  Nitro — Nitro  Pencil  Co. — ma- 

cliinery  to  replace  tliat  wliicli  was  de- 
st  royed    by    Are. 

Win.,  Colby — Colby  Buick  Co.,  c/o  H.  J. 
Cornelius — air  tanlc  and  gas  storage  tanic 
with  pump. 

Wis.,  Menomonle — Boothby  Print  Shop — 
No.   14   linotype. 

Wis.,  North  Milwaultee — North  Milwau- 
kee Fdry.  Co.,  Commerce  Ave. — cupola 

(new). 
Wis.,  Milwaukee — A.  C.  Beck  Co.,  1  East 

St. — woodworking  machinery,  including 
band  saws. 

Wis.,  Potosl  —  Tennyson  Co-operative 
Creamery  Co.,  J.  H.  Schater,  Pres. — dairy 
machinery 

Wis.,  ReesevUle — ^The  Reeseville  Canning 
Co. — canning  and  conveying  machinery, 
belting,  shafting  and  hangers  for  proposed 
factory  at  Clyman. 

Wis.,  Sheboygan — City  Upholstering  Co., 
1542  Silbey  Court,  W.  E.  Ahrens.  Mgr. — machinery   for   upholstering   furniture. 

Wis.,  Stevens  Point — Stevens  Point  Clean- 
ing &  Dye  Wks.,  446  Clark  St. — dyeing  and 

cleaning  machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 
posed plant    (new). 

Wyo.,  OIenro<-k — Mutual  Oil  Co. — ma- 
cliinery  and  equipment  for  proposed  addi- 

tion  to  refineries  here  and   at   Cowley. 
Ont.,  Paris — Penmans,  Ltd. — machinery 

and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of 
woolen   underwear. 

Ont.,  Sarnia — Mueller  Mfg.  Co.,  H.  Bur- 
leigh. Mgr. — machinery  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  special  lines  of  plumbing  goods,  for 
proposed   addition   to    plant. 

Ont.,  Toronto  —  Surgis  Baby  Carriage 
Co,.  60  Sumach  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  proposed  factory  at  Brampton. 

£IIIIIIIIMI<lllllllltllMIIIIIIIIIIIIMtlllllllllllllllllllM,l>IIIIIIItimilllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU 

Metal  Working  Shops     f 
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Conn.,  Norwalk — The  E.  M.  Jennings  Co., 
27  Harrison  St.,  Bridgeport,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
55  X  155  ft.  garage  and  service  station,  on 
West  Ave.,  here.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
Noted  Aug.  29. 

III.,  ElKin — F.  D.  Chase,  Inc.,  Archt.,  645 
Nortli  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  are  receiv- 

ing bids  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story 
factory,  on  State  and  Schiller  Sts.,  here,  for 
Elgin  Stove  &  Oven  Co.,  14  Chicago  St. 
Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

111.,  LaGranse— Fugard  &  Knapp,  Archts., 
212  East  Superior  Ave.,  Chicago,  are  re- 

ceiving bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  70  x  160  ft.  garage,  here,  for  Fleck 
&  Buchholtz,  19  West  Railroad  St„  Down- 

ers Grove.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 
Ind..  Alexandria  —  Ziegler  Mfg.  Co., 

manufacturer  of  metal  stampings  and 
screw  machine  products,  is  building  a  1 
story,  60  x  200  ft.  addition  to  its  factory. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — Indiana  Battery  Serv- 
ice Co.,  1007  North  Meridian  St.,  is  having 

plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  60  x  200  ft.  automobile  service  sta- 

tion. Estimated  cost  $30,000.  F.  S.  Can- 
non. 21  Virginia  Ave.,  Archt, 

Ind..  Indianapolis — Rockwood  Mfg.  Co.. 
1801  English  Ave.,  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  two  1  story  machine 
.shops,  100  X  200  ft.  and  75  x  100  ft.  Esti- 

mated cost  $40,000.  Mothershead  &  Fitton. 
540  North  Meridian  Ave.,  Archts. 

Ind..  Biehmond — Automotive  Gear  Co.  is 
receiving  bids  for  tlie  construction  of  a  1 
story,  400  x  600  ft.  gear  factory,  on  8th 
St,  Estimated  cost  $35,000,  J.  A.  Mueller, 
Archt.     Noted  Sept.  7. 

la.,  Des  IVIoines — E.  W.  Nothstine  is  hav- 
ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 

a  6  story,  127  x  264  ft.  garage,  on  5th  and 
Chestnut  Sts.  Estimated  cost  $300,000. 
Proudfoot.  Bird  &  Rawson,  810  Hubbell 
Bldg,,   Archts. 
Mass.,  Great  Harrington  —  Whalen  & 

Kastner  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 
struction of  a  1  story,  70  x  140  ft.  garage 

and  service  station.  Estimated  cost  $42,000. 
Mass.,  Roxbary  (Boston  P.  O.) — The  Al- 

bert Griffiths  Saw  Co.,  30  Whittier  St.,  plans 
to  build  a  1  story,  40  x  90  ft.  addition  to  its 
factory,  on  Columbus  Ave.  Estimated  cost 
$20,000.     Private  plans?. 

Mich.,  Dearborn — Ford  Motor  Co.,  High- 
land Park,  has  had  plans  prepared  for  the 

con.struction  of  a  1  story.  200  x  800  ft.  ex- 
perimental laboratory.  A.  Kahn,  1000  Mar- quette Bldg..  Detroit,  Engr. 

Mich.,  Holland — Bd.  Educ.  is  having 
plans  revised  tor  the  construction  of  a  3 
story,  110  X  160  ft.  high  school,  Including 
manual  training  department,  laboratories, 
printing  and  machine  shops,  etc.,  on  River 
Ave.  Estimated  cost  $''00,000.  B.  Parks 
&  Son.  Grand  Rapids,  Engrs.  i..binson- 
Campau,  715  Michigan  Trust  Bldg.,  Grand 
Rapids,   Archts, 

Mich.,  Lansing — The  Y.  M.  C.  A.,  West 
Michigan  St.,  is  having  preliminary  plans 
prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  5  story, 
50  X  120  ft.  building,  including  swimming 
pool,  gymnasium,  machine  shop,  etc.,  on 
West  Allegan  St,  Estimated  cost  $400,000, 
J.  Wilson,  Secy,  N.  McMillan,  348  Madison 
Ave.,  New  York  City,  Archt. 

Minn.,  Bnhl — The  Hanna  Ore  Mining  Co., 
909  Fidelity  Bldg.,  Duluth,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
80  X  106  ft.  machine  shop,  a  2  story,  38  x 
124  ft.  warehouse  and  office  building,  a  1 
story,  24  x  52  ft,  garage,  and  a  2  story,  20 
X  20  ft.  oil  house,  at  the  Wabigon  Mine, 
here.     Estimated  cost  $115,000. 

Mo.,  Kansas  City — White  Co.,  2001  Grand 
Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  2  story,  100  x  250  ft.  garage 
and  sales  building  on  29th  and  Walnut  Sts. 
Estimated  cost   $100,000. 

N.  J.,  Newark — Dept.  of  Streets  and 
Public  Improvements,  City  Hall,  is  prepar- 

ing plans  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
70  X  150  ft.  addition  to  its  garage  on 
Franklin  St,  Estimated  cost  $175,000.  Pri- 

vate plans. 
N.  Y.,  Bemns  Point — J.  B.  White  Is  hav- 

ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story  garage  and  service  station.  Cost 
■will  exceed  $40,000.  Johnson  &  Ford,  Fen- 
ton  Bldg,,  Jamestown,  Archts. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — Klepfer  Bros.,  1029  Main 
St.,  are  receiving  bids  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story,  235  x  570  ft.  automobile  serv- 

ice and  repair  station.  A.  H.  Hopkins.  447 
Main  St.,  Archt. 

N.  Y..  New  York — Dept.  of  Water  Supply, 
Gas  and  Electricity,  Municipal  Bldg.,  plans 
to  build  a  garage  on  East  24th  St.  and 
Ave.  A.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  Private 

plans. 0„  Cincinnati — The  J.  A.  Fay  &  Egan 
Co.,  John  and  Front  Sts.,  is  having  revised 
plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1, 
2  and  3  story  machine  shop  with  about 
80,000  sq.ft.  of  floor  space,  on  Paddock  Rd. 
and  Tennessee  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $400,- 
000.     C,  M,  Stegner,  Archt.  and  Engr. 
C,  Cleveland — The  Grabler  Mfg.  Co.. 

6565  Bway.,  manufacturer  of  automobile 
accessories,  is  having  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story.  60  x  160  ft. 
addition  to  its  factory  at  1401  East  40th 
St.  Estimated  cost  $60,000.  C.  H.  Foster, 
1401  East  40th  St.,  Mgr.  H.  E.  Shimmin, 
2031  Euclid  Ave.,  Archt. 

O.,  Cleveland — West  Center  Sales  Co., 
West  30th  St,  and  Lorain  Ave.,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2 
story,  50  X  130  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost 

$40,000. 
Pa.,  Manor — Amer.  City  Eng.  Co., 

Peoples  Bank  Bldg.,  Pittsburgh,  is  receiv- 
ing bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 

110  X  130  ft.  machine  shop  and  a  30  x  65 
ft.  foundry,  here,  for  the  Robertshaw  Mfg. 
Co.,  Youngwood. 

Pa.,  Monongahela — Keystone  Garage  is 
receiving  bids  for  the  construction  of  a  2 
story,  60  x  200  ft.  garage  and  service  sta- tion. Estimated  cost  $50,000.  C.  K. 
Downer,  248  Boylston  St.,  Boston.  Mass., 
Archt.     Noted  Sept.  21. 

Pa..  Oil  City — E.  M.  Bowen  is  receiving 
bids  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story.  70  x 
80  ft.  automobile  repair  and  service  sta- 

tion. Estimated  cost  $45,000.  W.  H. 
Crosbv,  Masonic  Bldg.,  Archt.  Noted 
Sept.  28. 

Pa.,  Phila. — The  General  Electric  Co- 
River  Rd.,  Schenectady,  N.  T.,  Is  receiving bids  for  the  construction  of  a  7  story,  140 
X  175  ft.  addition  to  its  switch  factory,  on 
7th  St.  and  Willow  Ave.,  here.  Private 

plans. Pa..  Phila. — The  Traylor  Eng.  Co..  Broad 
St.  and  Lehigh  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  an  8  story,  124  x  205 
ft.  automobile  factory.  Estimated  oost 
$455,000. 

Pa..  Pitoalrn — Pennsylvania  R.R..  Broad 
St.  Sta.,  Phila..  will  soon  award  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  62  x  107  ft. 
paint  storage  and  airbrake  shop,  a  40  x  200 
ft.  rivet  cutting  building,  a  103  x  424  ft. 
paint  shop  and  bake  oven,  a  100  x  760  ft. 
freight  car  repair  shop,  a  14  x  28  ft.  oil 
house,  a  43  X  203  ft.  store  house  and  wel- 

fare building  and  a  16  x  31  ft.  oxygen  and 
acetylene  storage  building,  all  o«e  story, 
here,  E.stlmated  cost  $500,000.  A.  C. 
Shand,  Broad  St,  Sta.,  Phila.,  Ch.  Engr. 

Pa..  PlttsbuFKh — Hanlon  Gregory  Gal- 
vanizing Co..  24th  St.,  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
100  X  400  ft.  factory,  on  56th  and  Butler 
Sts.  Elstlmated  cost  $100,000.  J.  E.  Dwyer, 
Forbes  Murray  Bldg.,  Archt. 

Pa.,  Scranton — T.  F.  Leonard  Estate,  505 
Lackawanna  Ave.,  will  receive  bids  about 
Nov.  1  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
80  X  130  ft.  garage  on  Adams  Ave.  Esti- 

mated cost  $40,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

B.  I.,  Providence— Colvin  Fdry.  Co.,  185 
Globe  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  100  x  100  ft.  ad- 

dition to  its  foundry.  Estimated  cost 

$75,000. B.  I..  Providence — The  Olneyvllle  Realty 
Co.,  Inc.,  18  Plalnfleld  St.,  plans  to  build  a 
1  story  garage  and  service  station,  with 
capacity  for  70  cars.  Estimated  cost  $40,- 
000.     Architect  to  be  announced  later. 

Tenn.,  Knuxvllle — The  Mahan-Kerr  Mo- 
tor Co.,  Market  St.,  is  having  r>lans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  90  r 
100  ft.  showroom  and  garage  on  Market 
and  Cumberland  Sts.  Estimated  cost  $150,- 
000.  Barber  &  McMurry,  Burnwell  Bldg. 
Engrs.  and  Archts. 

Wis..  Colby — Colby  Buick  Co.,  C/o  H.  J. 
Cornelius,  plans  to  build  a  2  story,  50  x  80 
ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Archi- 

tect not  selected. 
Wis.,  Milwaukee— The  Luick  Ice  Cream 

Co.,  183  Ogden  St.,  is  having  preliminary 
plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  2 
story.  120  x  120  ft.  garage,  on  Van  Buren 
St.  Estimated  cost  $75,00().  Leenhouts  & 
Guthrie,  424  Jefferson  St.,  Archts. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — B.  G.  Schroeder  Co., 
Engrs.  and  Archts..  405  Bway.,  is  receiving 
bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  130 
X  150  ft.  factory  and  office  building,  on 
Keefe  Ave.,  for  Milwaukee  Air  Power  Pump 
Co.,  886  3rd  St. 

Wis..  Monroe — The  United  Telephone  Co. 
plans  to  build  a  2  story,  40  x  65  ft.  garage, 
etc.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  R.  M.  Austin, 
Mgr,     Private  plans. 

Wis.,  North  Milwaukee — The  North  Mil- 
waukee Fdry.  Co.,  Commerce  Ave.,  plans 

to  build  a  1  story,  50  x  150  ft.  foundry,  to 
replace  the  one  which  was  recently  de- 

stroyed by  fire. 
Wis.,  Baolne— F.  3.  Greene  Eng.  Wks.. 

1028  Douglas  Ave.,  Is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  53  x  100 
ft.  factory.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  E.  B. 
Funston  Co.,  503  Robinson  Bldg.,  Archt. 

Wis.,  Racine — Jacobson  Auto  Co.,  1820 
West  6th  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story,  60  x  120  ft.  gar- 

age. Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Noted March   30. 

Wis.,  Bhinelamler — Wisconsin  Regrlnd- 
Ing  Co.,  Sheboygan  Falls,  plans  to  build  a 
1  story,  50  x  90  ft.  machine  shop.  here.  Es- 

timated cost  $40,000.  A.  P.  Schneidewind, 
Pres.     Architect  not  selected. 

Ont.,  I.«ndon — Middlesex  Motors.  Ltd.. 
781  Dundas  St.,  will  receive  bids  Oct.  16 
for  the  construction  of  a  75  x  200  ft.  auto- 

mobile service  station  and  repair  shop.  Es- 
timated cost  $55,000.     F.  B.  Isaacs.  Mgr. 

Ont..  Niagara  Falls — Rome  Wire  Co.. 
Railroad  Ave.,  Rome.  N.  Y..  plans  to  build 
a  2  story,  40  x  250  ft.  factory,  here,  for 
the  manufacture  of  cable  wire.  Cost  will 
exceed   $75,000.      Architect   not   announced, 

Ont.,  St.  Thomas — The  Windsor  Machine 
&  Tool  Co.,  312  Pitt  St.,  Windsor,  plans  to 
build  a  plant,  here,  for  the  manufacture  of 
fistons   and    piston   rings.      Estimated   cost 
100,000. 
Ont.,   Sarnia — Mueller   Mfg.   Co.  plans   to 

build  an  addition  to  its  plant  for  the  manu- 
facture of  special  lines  of  plumbing  goods. 

Estimated  cost  $100,000.     H.  Burleigh,  Mgr. 

General  Manufacturing 
niiKMiiiitiininiiiiitiitiiiiMiiiUti lltllllllllltlKiltllHIIIIIIIIIIil 

Ala.,  Birmingham — Leiiigh  Portland  Ce- 
ment Co..  Young  Bldg..  Allentown,  Pa., 

plans  to  build  a  large  plant  on  tract  near 
here,  with  a  capacity  of  1,000,000  bbl.  per 

year. 

Calif.,  Petaluma — Poultry  Producers  o£ 
Central  California.  323  East  Washington 
St.,  will  have  plans  revised  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  110  X  210  ft.  packing  plant. 
Noted  Sept.  28. 

Calif.,  Sacramento— The  State  of  Cali- 
fornia aw.irded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  2  story,  160  x  160  ft. 
printing  plant  on  11th  and  O  Sts.  Esti- mated cost  $94,800.     Noted  Aug.  29. 
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    _       ,    jir— »■■  W  a  <  Monr.  tt  s 
T«  ft   mttmimm  %m  Ma  taciery.     Ifwhii«ta<i 
CM*  M«.*«*. 

OU  rM*M»— TW  ite(«r»rto«  Parlor  rw^ 
aaar*  r».  tlU  Waai  Mwmi  Su  award«4 
•ka  cMMract  for  tW  taai«T«B<la«  of  a  t 

IM  a  in  ft.  aMtiim  l«  Ma  factory. 
!»•.•««.     No«*tf  Sapc  14. 

•«M<«*4  IW  aaMUaw  far  xim  eowtnMlta* 
atmt  »mt  a  Mary.  Ml  s  4t«  tu  bakary  and 
wariliawaa  as  MarrMt  Ava,  bora. 

Mtak,  Tlw««  Oak*— TIM  Warran  P«aUi> 
irtaai  «'».  ha>  had  irtaiM  nrvparad  for  Uia 
roMMntrthxi  ..(  a  i  a(«ry.  H  *  14*  (t.  far- 
lary.  MNImalril  roat  lU.Ma.  Q.  W.  Al- 
iMki  Lainrtaw  lad,  ArrhU 
MteA,  BvaiMJI  —  Mlnaaaota  Aaaoclatr4 

lamlwr  Co.  Plana  to  build  a  lar»  lumbar 
mill  for  muW  aadvraparlnK  lO.OM.tM 
tl.  of  birrh  tlmWr.  btlaaaud  coat  $»•».• 
•••.    Arrhllcct  not  ■iwowpid. 

Wm..  Cbbbaha  Bd.  BdM.  wlU  raeatvo 
blda  abo«t  U««.  L  for  tha  eoaatnicUen  oC  a 
I  aiory  Jwilor  hMi  Mhool,  laelndtac  mmmmU 
iratetac  aitd  MiMlrtal  dMMurUnMila.  Ball- 
matad  roal  |Tt«,«M.  R.  Draw.  Clk.  0«r. 
man  *  J«mm.  BlMk.  Uank  llUm-.  Duluik, Arrkia, 

».  Y-  BataTto— P.  W.  Minor  «  Son.  lae. 
awarded  tba  eontrari  for  ihc  ronatmetloa 
of  a  4  ((ory.  4t  x  140  ft.  addltUMi  to  thvir 
ahoa  factory,  oa  Stat*  St.     KalUnalvd  coat 

^  *••.  „*^  •twaklya  —  Th»  United  L4iat Os,  If  1  Worth  St..  Nrw  York  rity.  awanlad 
tha  ooMract  tor  tli*  roniatrurilon  of  a  S 
atarr.  ••  s  111  ft.  and  a  1  atory.  Ux&O  ft. 
addttieaa  en  Claaaon  Ave.  and  Clifton  PL. 

Art  Oo.  r/o  Mki- 

aat  U  ' 

  *  Col.  Arrhia..  I»  W. 
•U  awarded  tha  eoMract  far  tha  eaaati 
tiaa  of  a  4  alary.  >a  s  lU  ftTCaMarr 

af  art  la  Ma.  «■  N< 

•uTKailmai 
_    .  forth 
led  coat 

FwbllahhiK  CO.  1ST 
awarded    tba   ooatract 

_  M.  v..  BraaUyii— The  RubrI  Coal  *  loa 
Cor*.  OlMUBora  Ava.  will  build  an  lev  plant 
OS  AtUalle  Ave.  Betlmated  cxMt  t&OO.OOO. 
B.  M.  Adolaohn.  1774  IMikIn  Ave..  Kncr. 

_  «.  T-  BaVala— An«ula  Tlra  *  Rubber 
Co,  IT*  North  DIvlalon  SU  awarded  tha 
coalract  for  the  eonatructlon  of  a  1  atory, 
1*  X  ■•  tl.  addlikm  to  Ita  factory.  Coat 
will  asooad  lt.»0«. 

far  the  aMMUtMUaa  a(  a  «  alar*.  Iti  s  vJ!Li?*i""Jl!it  T  IJ'..i*"T?'£?  *^*1«" 
m  ft.  vrlMkM.  »laM  a*  Mlh  aad  LaSaOa  Kj^JP  ?h_?!*?"  "i.^'V"''.^'  "*'""2';»*J?.i' &.-      '•^- — ^Tj  — «   aMiLaML  '**  >*■   abbattnlr.     Eatlmatad  eoat   140,000. 
■*     "^   '   '  ̂    •••*••«•  Arehllact  not  announred. 

K.  T..  rorv.  r^r  i.ivc  Poultry  Tranalt 
Co,    Bway  k  i,gu    niuRalo    P.    0.>, 
plana  to   r>  (irtlllspr   and   rar  re- 

pair plant.  n^Tf.  wmrb  wa»  dratroyrd  by 
nr*.  BatkiMtad  eoat  1 100.000.  Arrhltect not  aaleeted. 

  K.     y-     JaaiMiawa — Herby     Bros.,     010 
Weat  7th  Rt  ,  plan  tu  build  an  addition  to 
tfcair  wacon  and  autmnoblle  truck  body 
factory  and  abop.  BMImatad  coat  tt.OOO. 
Private  plana. 

M.  T.  JamealawB  —  Jameatown  Chair 
Faelary.  to  Wlnanr  St..  plana  to  build  a  4 
atory.  40  x  t7  fi.  athlltlon  m  im  Urtory. 
nattinaiad  c<»t  tio.ooo.  Architect  not  an- 
Botmeed. 

K.  T.  JaaieatawB — Jamretown  Worated 
Mllla  Co,  tii  liarrlenn  81..  Ii  ha  vine  plana 
prepared  for  the  rohat ruction  of  ■  i  etory, 
70  X  mo  ft.  factory  ( .S'o.  It).  Ketlmated 
roat  IttO.OOO.  L«ckwaod.  Greene  A  Co. 
tit*  Hanna  BIdc  Cleveland.  O.,  Archta. 
and  Kncra. 

14.  T.  Xarth  Tanawaada  —  The  Auto 
wh»wl  Coaater  Co.,  manufacturer  of  ooaatar 
waanna  and  eleda,  plan*  to  r<-l>ull'l  portion 
of  lis  factory,  on  Bchank  St..  whleh  waa 
dealmyed  l<y  Are.  I'Utlmaled  coat  tIS.OOO. 
Arrhltect  not  announced. 

W.  v..  llM-beeter — non.O.I..ak  Co.  plana 
to  rebuild  portion  of  Its  paint  and  varnlah 
Cactary  which  wa*  destroyed  by  Ore.  Ebtl- 
I— tad   eoat    ttO.OOO.      ArehKeot     not    an- 

   Dairy  C3a    la 
hailan  plana  pre^red  far  tha  caaatmrflaa 
a(  as  atarr.  ft  x  TO  s  US  ft.  dairy  biilld- 
hw  a«  Oakley  St.  Bailmaied  eoat  tloo.OOO. 
A.  C.  Itervy  *  C«l,  RoS  Bids .  Archta. 

rvtanlaa     Tly   Top   Creaaaary   Oa. 

to  halld 

plane  •«  bnlM  a  S  alary  rraamery.  Ball* 
■at ad  aaat  ISO.OOO.    ArdUtaot  aat  aalactad. 

■d— Caaawnari   Baivkia   Cn. 
a  I  atory  r*4ta*ry,  win  f». 
of    laa.oo*    caL    cnpaetty. 

fSOO.OOO.     Arctiltart  not  m- 

w— Btair     Mlllinc    Co.    100 
4(k  St,  la  reaiaMriM  blda  for  ih«  can- 

ton af  •  •  alMT.  sT B  it  ft.  floor  mill 
IT  *  Wyalt.  toi  ItrStUlan  Bide.  Kan- 

CMy.  M*.  Archta. 

•fa 
mm. 

inottr  Mllla  Co. 
tha  eonetrunloa 

elevator. 
r,  ennaeliy   1*0.0*0 

ll*«.MO.  Xoted  Aa»  14. 
A.  Abha4t  Co^  ■Maatactorer 

**  f '>*"d  Ma  t  alary  plant 
,     ly  daalrayad  hy  ttra^   IDMI- 
|I0«.«««. 

Mina.  1  Oreen 
tba  (oatmct  for  tha  csnairve- 

I  alanr.  t*  a  !•«  ft.  addltlan  t«  Ma 
L     aitkMled  eaal  |St.OO«. 

reveler    inaaten    P.    0.>— Mb- 
Co.  4*  Oranlla  Bl,  aawth  Boe- 

I  and  1  alarT.  Ms  111 
DiUMwkaai  it.    V 

pr»-"«''~i  for  tlM  conatructlon  of  ■  "  «i-<rv I'  haUdtaMtal     (hr    .M 
('  hara.     Bciimitifd  •' 
K.   ..    .i..;.th,  Ohie-Hartman   Hi 
bu*.  Anht. 

Fa..  ItrarkearMce  —   Allanth     i 
!■  iKr.    and    1>«    Wcet     ll»«y.     .Now 
^  plane    to    rebuild    lla    factory. 
Ii'  :i  waa  recvnilv  deolroyad  by  flra. 
Kstlnmtrd  coat  tlOO.OOO.  Archltaot  hot 
tUHMttncad. 

Pn.,     rinHan — Bern.'-i"   '     oi.,-,     oo, 
plan*   In  rebuild   Ita   i  woa  ra- 
cvnily    dralroyrd    by  I    I'Unl 
1400.000.      Architect   n.  ,   
Pa.  MeKeee  Morhe — The  Chaavbrouch 

Mts.  Co..  17  Stnio  St  New  York  City,  man- 
ufactiii  will  aoun  award  the 
contrii.  "iru^'tlon    of    a    plant, 
connlr  iiill.tlnBs.    liu-linlfiiij    a 
l>"    ■  ■  .     l.cli.I      I  ,.,',,.         ,u,t 
n  UIB    bullcli:  .  .1 
«■"  ■■  UOO.        Iluii:  1  ■     \  ,        ...         .    ,  Ji- 
lury  i;ias.  PIttaburBlj,  Archta,  Nalid 
June  t. 

Pa.  Phlla. — Harrlaon  Bruah  Co.,  4th  and 
Arch  8ii..  awarded  the  contract  (or  the  con- 

atructlon of  a  1  atory,  10  x  110  ft.  factory 
for  the  manufacture  of  bruahaa,  at  4711-14 
Market  St.  liatlmated  coat  110,000. 

_  Pa.  Plllebarth — The  Atlantic  *  PaclBc 
Tea  Co,  S0>  Caraon  St..  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  tha  construction  of  a  4  atory,  TB  x 
110  ft.  bakary  on  Dallas  Ave.  and  Lynn 

Way. 

Pa..  Warren— C.  Hamm.  SI  Clark  8t. 
plans  to  rebuild  portion  of  woodworking 
abop  which  was  destroyed  by  Are.  Batf- matcd  coat  $10,000. 

«._i.  Kaat  PravMeaee — Atlantic  Rcfln- 
Inc  Co.  7 IS  Hoapltal  Trust  Bids..  Provi- 

dence. Is  havlnc  plans  prepared  for  the  oon- 
struct  Ion  of  a  reoelvlns  and  dUtrlbutlnff 
oil  plant,  Includlns  S«  larKe  atorace  Unka, 
pump  houapa,  garaces,  etc.,  at  Kettle  Point 
off  lUrrlncton  Parkway,  hara.  Private 

plans. 
B,    I.      Maavllla    —    The     M..  f^.. 

awarded   the  contract    for   the    .  n 
of  a  I  and  1  story  addition  to  i      .  .t 
the  m«nurnciur<*  of  cotton  coouh.  i;»hi- matcd  cost  fluu.ooo. 

B.  I..  Pawlarkel — J,  and  P.  Coats.  Inc., 
1(4  Pine  St.,  will  afx>n  awnnl  the  contract 
for  the  conatructlon  of  2  and  S  atory,  B6  X 
170  ft  and  OS  x  t70  ft.  mill  bulldlnca,  for 
the  manufacture  of  thread,  etc.  Bstimatad 
coat  t>7S,000.     Private  plans. 

B.  I.  WakeHeld— Wakefli-ld  T  -  'tnu awarded   the  contract    for   the  n 
of  a  2  atory,   ii  x   HO  ft.  addln.  .  ̂ i 
woolen  mill.  Including  picker  room  i>iiii'1iiik 
and  dyehouar.    Katlmated  Cu«t  125,000. 

H.  r.,  iireeavllle — Judaon  Mill".  I'oiutmi- 
nltv    nidK.,   manufacturers  of  <  ■  w. 
Is  havlns  plana  prepared  for  (< 
lion  of  a  2  aiory.  176  x  100  fi.  i  mill. 

J.  K.  iilrrliiti  Co. 

Faltsva  Cou  Waal 
of  felt,  plana  laUttd  n I'rtval* 

  tt4 
Iha  roMraat  far  tha 

■  aeHlag  (aalarr. 
mmmfttd  iha  iwlniat  I 

•f  n^slary.  M  «  I*  ft 
a*r.  iBMksMlsid  cast  ttt 

On.  Blmle  Aw. 

tst.o**. 
— nHar-Wrtcbt-DHaoM 

awarded  tha  enurart  for 
•«  a  I  story.  Ms  110  ft 

far  IM  maaafac- 
BMhnaled 

W.  r.  dhsspihiad  Bay   (Brooklyn  P.O.) 
•■perlor   Ire  Co.  Inc.,   SO  Kaot   4Snd  it. 

New   York   Chy,   la  havlnc  plana   prepared 
for  tiM  cooalrvetlon  of  an  loa  plant,  on  Ave. 
S  nad  Maal  17lh  St..  har*.     BJstlmated  cost 
IStO.O**,     W.  Mnnenoen.  tOI  West  Ttth  St.. 
Nrw  York  cMiy.  Archt.  and  Bncr. 

O.   (le^elaad— M     nraduloo,    till    fjilay 
Ave.  I  .warded  (he  contract  for  the 

'   I  and  2  alory.  t«  x  I(>»  ft. 
'lirur    and    bakery    on    Kaat 

tttlh  HI.  srid  liuckrya  Rd.     Batlmatcd  coot 
IIS.OO*. 

o.  ru».i..4_j.  o.  Rtetn  *  Co.  (rani 
reial'  ;<der-New«    lllda  ,    awarded 
the    <  r    the    ronstrurtlon    of    •    t 
atory.  .  -  ;:.  Ic«  cr<-am  factory,  at  lOSSl 
Bnperlor  Ave.  |>art  of  hull'llnc  ■■  leased 
la  the  Hoffman  Ice  r'r<-»m  Cn .  losll  Su- 

perior A»e.      Katlmaled  "-..iil    Mo.ftOO. 
O.  rieTelao4 — The  Van  Oaat' I  OeanlnC 

Cn.  TI2V  ('e<lar  Ave.,  plana  to  build  a  I  and 
t  alary  dry  dMnlnc  plant.  fSatlmated  coat 
|Ti.M«.     q.  Van  Oaaiei,   M«r.     Archlt*«t ailntaii. 

IM  IIMh  SI 
MMd   Mr   II 

lis 

c«. 
*   Bnk- 
It.    O, 

O.  Ct/t»mlkmu  ^  Tha  Columlius  VsmiOh 
Co.  Stl  Coaaasta  Bt.  la  hsvln*  aketebaa 
made  for  the  ao  aat  ruction  of  a  I  atory. 
1*0  s  IM  fl,  nddNloa  to  ll«  factory.  IBalJ- 
mated  eoat  %**.—«.  Jonr*  a  Abemethy, 
Mai>ai<4i  Anaas,  Basra,  and  Arrhts. 

O.  MaaadeOd     Os»4,  Ptibllc  Welfare.  Oak and  *ih  Sta.  cUmAoa.  U havlnc   plana 

Kstlmaled   cnnt    ftOO.OOO 
South  Main  St.,  Archts. 

Tean.  Klna«i>erl — Mead   Flhr.-  r'rinn 
to  build  a  Inrcc  paper  mill.     K'  i 
1710,000.     Management  Bng,  d  I  ut 
Co.  c/o  owner,  Knsrs. 

W.  Va..  NMre — N'llro  Pencil  Co.  plana  to 
rebuild  II*  pencil  factory  which  was  de- 

stroyed by  fire.  Bstlmsted  cost  ItO.OOO. 
Architect  not  announced. 

W.  Va,,  Charleatan — The  Owens  Bottle 
Co.,  1401  .N'icholaa  lildc,  Toledo.  0„  Is 
havlnc  plana  prepared  for  the  conHtructlon 
of  a  I  story,  100  x  140  ft,  addition  to  Ita 
factory,  here.  Eatlmatad  cost  1110,000. 
The  I>evore  Co.  »0I  Niohoiaa  Bids.  Toledo, 
O.  Bnsra  and  Archts. 
Wl*.  Brilllan — Calumet  Cannlns  Co. 

plana  to  build  a  S  story,  to  x  110  ft.  can- 
nlilf  factory,  here,  Estlmnted  coat  146,000. 
J,  B.  De  Maaler.  (11  Kiid  Court,  Sheboysun, 
Prea.     Private,  plans. 
Wis.  rrandan — The  Vulcan  I.«»t  Co. 

plans  to  nlMill.l  It*  2  atory.  «n  x  120  fl. 
aboe  factory,  which  wa*  recently  destroyed 
by  Are.    Architect  not  selected. 

Wl*.    Oeeala— KIsnore    Veneer  Co.,   Con- 
r.-      "     liliina  to  build  a  1  atory,  60  s  00 
r  fnciory.    here.      Kstlmaled    coat 
I  I    A,  Trueailale,  Local  Msr.    Pri- 
VIII  i.    III.,  ri". 

WU.,  ahebeyaan- The  Ke-No  Mfs  Co,, 
Pennsylvania  Ave  and  North  Water  HI,. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  conatructlon 
of  a  1  story,  40  x  no  ft,  factory  for  the 
manufacture  of  noveltlea,  on  Water  St. 
Eatlmaled  ooM  110.000, 

Wla.,  t'nlaa  rirovt^— Slate  Ilil.  of  Control, 

M.  J,  Tapplna,  K-   ,.-  m,...i,  i.i  u.     Mm<ii. 
>»n,    will   recelv.  'Ill' 
construction  of  .  hi- 
dry    at    the    Wie.-.i.-...    (.        ■■■'      i  •  •  W-i 
Minded,  here.  Kallmated  rout  140.000.  A, 
Prabody,  Capital  Bids™  Mndlaon.  Archts. 
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How  the  Black  &  Decker  Drill  Is  Built 
Machining  on  Automatic  Turret  Lathes — Shaping  and  Hobbing  Gears — Successful  and 

Unsuccessful  Fixtures — Heat-Treatment — Testing  by  Prony  Brake 
By  S.  ASHTON  HAND 

Associate  Editor,   American  Machinixt 

WHILE  the  component  parts  of  portable  electric 
drills  require  good  workmanship,  the  amount  of 
labor  necessary  in  their  production  is  compara- 

tively small  owing  to  the  use  of  automatic  machines. 
One  of  the  drills  made  by  the  Black  &  Decker  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  Towson  Heights,  Baltimore,  Md.,  is 
shown  disassembled  in  Fig.  1. 

The  field  case,  gear  case  and  gear-case  cover  are 
aluminum  castings.  The  outside  of  the  field  case  is 
hexagonal  in  shape  except  at  the  ends  which  are  round. 

FIG.    1 — I'AKTS  OF  THE  BLACK  &   DECKER  DRILL 

This  shape,  with  the  round  interior,  gives  greater 
strength  with  the  same  amount  of  metal  than  would 
be  the  case  if  the  case  were  round  both  inside  and  out- 

side and  provides  extra  thickness  of  metal  at  the  corners 
of  the  hexagon.  If  the  drill  were  dropped  it  would 
probably  strike  on  one  of  the  corners  where  the  greater 
thickness  of  metal  would  protect  it  against  injury. 

The  hexagonal  shape  of  the  field  case  is  an  aid  in  its 
machining  as  the  flat  sides  of  the  hexagon  form  excel- 

lent bearings  for  chuck  jaws  and  but  little  pressure  is 
required  in  chucking,  as  the  wide  bearing  of  the  chuck 

jaws  on  the  flats  prevents  the  case  from  turning,  conse- 
quently the  danger  of  distortion  from  tight  squeezing 

in  the  chuck  is  greatly  eliminated. 
Field  cases  are  machined  on  Potter  &  Johnson  auto- 

matic turret  lathes  as  shown  in  Fig.  2.  Rough-  and 
finish-boring,  turning  and  facing,  together  with  spot- 

ting, drilling  and  reaming  the  central  hole  at  the  rear 
are  all  done  in  one  chucking  at  the  rate  of  150  in 
8*  hours. 

Gear  cases  and  covers  are  likewise  turned  and  fac.ed 
in  Potter  &  Johnson  machines.  Fig.  3  shows  a  gear- 
case  cover  in  the  chuck  and  the  tool  set-up  in  the  turret 
and  on  the  toolslides  of  the  carriage. 

Drilling  a  field  case  for  attaching  gear  cases  and 
covers  is  done  on  a  Natco  multiple-spindle  drilling 
machine  as  shown  in  Fig.  4.  In  operation,  the  field  case 
is  located  by  a  pilot  on  the  fixture  A.  The  jig  plate  B 
is  lowered  simultaneously  with  the  drilling  head  until  it 
rests  on  the  work.  Further  lowering  of  the  drilling 
head  to  bring  the  drills  into  action,  compresses  the 
springs  C  and  D,  pressing  the  jig  plate  down  on  the 
work  and  holding  it  firmly  in  position.  The  production 
is  500  in  8J  hours. 

As  the  armature  runs  at  a  very  much  higher  speed 
than  the  spindle  it  is  necessary  to  make  considerable 
reduction  between  the  two  and  as  the  space  in  the  gear 
case  is  lirnited,  the  gears  are  compounded.  In  order  that 
the  gears  shall  run  as  noiselessly  as  possible  the  center 
distances  of  the  holes  in  the  gear  case  must  be  very 
accurate.  The  jig  shown  at  A,  Fig.  5,  was  made  for 
drilling  and  reaming  the  holes  to  receive  the  bronze 
bushings  that  act  as  bearings  for  the  gear  shafts,  the 
hole  in  the  center  of  the  gear  case  being  bored  and 
reamed  at   the  time  the  case   is   turned,   recessed  and 
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facsd.  NotwitluUnding  that  the  jig  wm  nude  with 

gnat  can  and  that  the  work  waa  located  on  the  pilot 

B  aad  hM  by  the  snug  fttting.  hardened  and  ground, 

pi^  C.  thnwgh  a  bote  previously  drilled  and  reamed, 

tk*  ]i«  did  not  produM  work  having  the  accuracy 

The  jig  failed  in  ita  mission  because  it  was 
to  have  drills  and  reamers  fit  tightly  enough 

na  •— DBTAita  or  nxrvHm  for  borinq  qbak  i 

is  the  hriahing^  to  prevent  more  or  less  crowding  to 
«M  side  or  the  other  while  doing  the  work. 

It  was  then  decided  to  make  a  fixture  for  drilling  and 

teaaiiW  the  boles  and  to  mount  it  on  the  spindle  of  a 

UajtH  tetbe  so  that  the  work  would  revolve  and  the 

look  naato  stattoBary.  except  for  motion  in  the  direc- 
tka  of  feed.  Aeeordingly  tiie  fixture  I).  Fig.  5,  was 
made  and  has  given  satisfactory  results.  The  work  is 
Iwatiil  on  the  pilot  E  and  held  by  the  clampe  shown. 
To  insure  further  accuracy,  the  turret  tools  for 

are  pik>ted  in  the  bushings  to  be 
the  work  pilot  E.  As  the  holes  in 

the  work  are  grooped.  though  not  equidisUntly,  about 
the  eeater  it  is  oecessary  to  mount  the  fixture  ec- 
1— tiksllj  oo  the  machine  spindle  and  to  counterbalance 
ft  hy  the  weight  G  to  overcome  vibration. 

Tlw  whele  front  of  the  fixture  is  indexed  for  the  holee 
a  pfaig;  and  held  in  any  one  of  the  desired 
I  by  am  hidax  pin  at  the  rear. 

As  ptevlowly  stateid  the  center*  of  tite  holes  in  the 
are  M(  eq«MlataBt  from  tbe  center  of  the  fixture 
these  oa««Ml  jfatances   reader  it   necessary   to 

FIO.  »— FIXTl'RKI  FOR  BOKI.N'<i  HEAR  CABBS 

loi-ate  the  pilot  E  out  of  the  center  so  as  to  bring  the 
centers    of    the    holes    equidistant    from    the    indexing 
center. 

DeUils  of  the  fixture  are  given  in  the  line  drawing. 
Fig.  6,  where  A  represents  the  center  of  the  pilot  and 
B  the  center  of  indexing. 

All  the  holes  are  bunhed  with  bronze  to  make  good 
weuring  bearings  for  the  gear  shafts. 
The  bushings  are  made  in  a  Cleveland 
automatic  screw  machine  with  mag- 

azine attachment  as  shown  in  Fig. 
7,  where  they  can  be  seen  in  the 
majfuzine  at  A.  The  blanks  are 
double  the  length  required  and  are 

drilled,  reamed  and  rouRh-turned  for 
one-half  of  their  length,  then  re- 

versed in  the  magazine  when  the 
former  operations  are  repeated  and 
the  hlanl<s  cut  in  half,  each  blank 

nuking  two  buHhings.  The  opera- 
tions of  the  machine  are  entirely 

automatic,  the  only  work  required  on 
the  part  of  the  operator  being  to 
keep  the  magazine  loaded.  The  out- 

side diameters  of  the  bushings  are 

finish-turned  in  a  subsequent  oper- ation. 

i'lnions  and  gears  all  have  stub  teeth   and   are  cut 
either  on  Fellows  gear  shapers  or  on  Barber-Coleman 
bobbing   machines,    operations    on    the    former   being 
shown  in  Fig.  8  and  on  the  latter  in  Fig.  9. 

FIO.  T— MAKl 

niN<;H 
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Gear  and  pinion  blanks  are  made  from  bar  stock  in 
automatic  machines.  All  pinions,  except  the  armature pinion,  are  integral  with  their  shafts,  the  armature pinion  being  internally  threaded  and  screwed  on  to  the armature  shaft.     As  before  stated,  the  gears  are  com- 

FIG.  8-CUTTING  PINIONS.     FIG.  9-HOBBING  GEARS 

The  gears  and  all  other  steel  parts  are  heat-treated, 
being  brought  to  temperatures  suited  to  the  work  they 
have  to  perform  and  then  quenched  in  oil  and  drawn  by 
holding  them  in  molten  saltpeter  for  10  min.  and  finally 
quenched   in   water.      The    average   heat   for   the   first 

FIG,  10— SWITCH  HANDLES 

pounded,  a  gear  being  mounted  on  each  pinion  shaft and  arranged  m  the  gear  case  in  the  same  way  as  the gears  in  a  clock  or  watch.  The  gear  seats  on  the  pinion 

pressed'n  '°  "'"'  *''  ̂''''  
'  ̂̂ ^^^  fit'when 

FIG.  12— WEIGHING  THE  LOAD 

treating  is  1,450  deg.  F.,  and  for  drawing  in  saltpeter, 750  deg  F.  Before  heating,  all  parts  are  washed  in soda  water  to  remove  the  grease  and  to  prevent  the formation  of  scale. 

The  switch  handles  shown   in   Fig.   10  are   die-cast 

FIG.   11— THE  RUNNING  TEST 
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Um  ooc  at  A  having  Um  wiring  and  inaulat- 
lag  Moda  ta  pine*  while  tht  om  at  B  ha*  not. 
BKtrkal  eowMctioa  to  th*  molar  ia  mad*  or  broken 

hgr  praaalng  Uw  triggor  which  iapwrta  a  qnartor  turn  to 
aa  iwaalatod  hbck  ipaaaad  hgr  bnnhaa  and  having  con- 
tacta  oa  two  oppoaito  iMm.  Tht  bruahoo  aro  long  and 
tho  block  oa  whidi  thor  ar»  nountod  ta  pivoted  m  that 

«aiaa  ia  oqaal  on  both  aidaa  of  tiM  rvrohring 
AB  laada  aad  wiraa  ar»  coeactad  bx  wrows  and 

la  oaad.  the  wiraa  can  be  coanaetad  or  dis- 
hf  tka  oaa  of  a  aerawdriver. 

The  ball  rctainera  for  the  thnut  bearings  are  nuule 
frMa  braaa  rod  oa  a  Brown  A  Slurpe  automatic  screw 

Jig  drilled  for  the  ball  pockets.  The 
art  Bwda  f  naa  staal  bars,  hardenod  and 

■  a  Haald  rotary  aorfaoe  grinder.  b«ing 
chuck. 

AO  drilia  are  ran  on  a  test  for  2  hr.  on  the  bench, 
in  Fig.  11.  which  holds  about  150  drills  when 

After  the  running  teat  each  drill  is  given 

a  brake  tesit  by  the  small  Pror.y  brake  shown  in  Fix.  12. 
The  length  of  the  brnke  lever  is  1  ft.  from  the  it»iiter  of 
the  pulley  to  the  center  of  the  screw  that  iH'nr.-*  on  the 
scale  platform.  To  pass  this  test  the  drill  must  deliver 
the  full  rated  power  without  slackening  in  speed  when 
the  ik-nle  beam  tips  at  6  pounds. 

The  brake  is  lined  with  brake  lining  so  that  it  is  not 
nacassary  to  use  any  oil. 

The  armatures  and  Held  coils  are  purchiUMd  from  out- 
side so  that  no  electrical  winding  is  done  on  the 

premises. Samples  of  the  insulated  wire  furnished  with  the 
drills  are  given  periodic  practical  tests  for  the  ubility  of 
the  insulation  to  stand  up  under  irreat  abuse.  For 
instance  one  sample  of  wire  was  laid  across  the  roadway 
where  it  would  l)e  subject  to  all  kinds  of  weather  and 
to  being  run  over  by  automobiles  and  heavily  loaded 
trucks.  This  wire  whs  put  out  in  November,  1921,  and 
tested  weekly  for  breakage  and  leakage.  In  April,  1922, 
it  was  still  in  good  working  condition. 

Forced  and  Shrink  Fits — Di8CUR.sion 

By  Fka.s'k  i.'.  Hudson 

On  page  210  of  Amerieam  Uaekinut,  W.  S.  Standiford 
aOoaraaeaa  for  preaa  and  ahrink  Its  which  are  so 
groater  than  UMial  practice  as  to  .it'.ract  my  atten- 

tiea  immcdiateljr.  They  aecn  to  average  about  double 
the  aaaal  allowaaoe  ao,  in  order  to  make  sure  that  the 

kaa  Bot  duagad  aaough  to  make  me  a  back 
I  aacBrad  data  aa  to  tlie  beat  practice  of  some 

of  tka  modara  ahopa.  Theae  data  aeeoi  to  bear  out 
my  inpreaaion  that  the  allowances  given  by  Mr. 
Staadiford  are  much  too  grvat  and  should  not  be  de- 
paaded  on  for  average  work. 

Tlia  Nordberg  Manufacturing  Co..  which  is  a  well- 
kaoarn  boHdar  of  large  engines  and  air  compressors, 
oan  0.001  to  0.0015  in.  per  inch  of  diameter  up  to  a 
It-ia.  ahaft  Above  12  in.  it  uses  0.001  in.  per  inch 
of  diaaMtar. 

Tba  Chandiar  A  Priea  Co.,  makera  of  printing  presses 
ia  Clataland.  Okio.  haa  amaller  aixes.  Its  table  is  of 
ipadal  valaa  bacaoaa  it  givaa  both  diameter  and  length 
of  hole  aa  wall  aa  the  praoaora  required.  It  should  he 

that  the  Ubie  give*  total  pressure  and  total  over- 
on  the  ahaft.    The  UbIe  is  aa  folkiws: 

«r  Foaca  Fit*  akd 
6  toaa  proasnr* 

Length 
3    in. 
3i  in. 
31  in. 

on  a  12-in.  bore.    The  pressures  given  vary  from  7  to  9 
tons  per  inch  of  diameter. 

For  cast-steel  or  rolled-steel  wheels  the  allowance  is 

increa.Hed  to  0.006  in.  pt'r  inch  for  n  2-iii.  l)ore,  but  drops 
back  to  0.003  in.  per  inch  for  a  7-in.  bore  and  to  a 
trifle  over  0.002  in.  per  inch  for  a  12-in.  bore.  Pres- 

sures run  from  11  to  15  tons  per  inch  of  diameter. 
These  allowances  seem  to  be  based  on  the  amount  of 
pressure  which  the  wheel  will  stand  without  bursting, 
lather  than  the  allowance  and  pressure  required  to  hold 
them  on  the  axles.  These  figures  indicate  that  Mr. 

Standiford's  allowances  may  not  come  as  near  to  burst- 
ing the  piece  as  might  be  supposed.  But  the  fact  that 

other  makers  use  a  much  smaller  allowance  successfully. 
would  seem  to  show  that  excessive  allowances  and  pres- 

sures are  seldom  necessary  to  hold  the  two  parts  to- 
gether. It  is  certainly  desirable  in  every  way  to  use 

the  least  allowance  which  will  give  satisfactory  results 
in  holding  the  parts  together.  This  reduces  stresses 
and  the  parts  go  together  more  easily. 

tt  la. 
%    la. 
tt  in. 

•f  hole 

ttoos 
ire 

tl  lf> t    If. 

SI  in. 

at  kaU 

Oversise  of  shaft 
0.003  in. 

O.0OS  in. 
0.00S  in. 

Oversise  of  shaft 
0.002  In. 
0.002  in. 
OMZ  in. 

«f 

of 

la 

S  to. 

St  in. 
H  tn. 

railroad,  which  doaa  not  wish  to  be 

«'•  in.  par  foot  of  diaaiater  for  shrinkage 
M  lla  oldar  loeaaMtivan,  aad  A  in.  per  foot  of 
oa  dM  B««Mr  aad  baariar  power.    These  are, 
•brink  (ha. 

oaljr  one  •-aaa.  that  of  a  locoootive  abop  which  alao 
to  r««naia  incognito,  do  I  And  alinwaneas  aa 

,  Mwd  fay  Mr.  Standiford.  On  cast- 
tka  afloaaaw  vaHaa  ratlwr  cmtically  from 

la.  par  lack  of  diaroatar  oa  a  t-ln.  bora,  to  nearly 
ta.  par  laeh  »"  •  T-in.  bore  and  liark  to  0.002  in. 

Use  of  Double-ActinK  Machines 
By   ROBKRT  GRIM8HAW 

If  the  double-acting  steam  engine  is  a  step  in  advance 
from  the  single-acting,  why  not  apply  the  same  prin- 

ciple wherever  practicable?  We  already  see  the  advan- 
tage of  the  double-acting  wire-nail  machine,  the  heavy 

recoil  of  which,  after  heading  one  nail,  is  not  taken  up 
uselessly  in  the  bearings,  but  utilized  in  making  another 
nail  at  the  other  end  of  the  machine.  Of  course, 
owing  to  the  naeaaaity  of  putting  in  fresh  coils  of  wire, 

and  of  sharpening,  replacing  or  adjusting  the  cutting- 
o(f  bits  and  the  heading  dies,  the  capacity  of  the  double- 
acting  nail  machine  is  not  twice  that  of  the  single  on 
the  same  site  product  and  with  the  same  length  of  wire 
in  all  the  spools.  But  the  difference  in  labor  cost  and 
power  conaumption  per  product  unit  is  marked,  and 

pays. 
The  metal  planer  seems  to  me  to  be  the  best  subji-ct 

for  thorough  experiments  in  double  acting.  I  think 

that  the  "Jack-ln-a-box"  tool,  such  aa  one  finds  once  in 
a  while  in  Great  Britain,  mi/ht  be  used  to  advantage, 
with  tha  same  table  six-ed     that  at  present   used    in 
cu"   'h  directions.     This  would  hImo  diminish 
th.  1  iig  at  present  at  the  end  of  the  back  trip. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Further  Continuation  of  the  Section  on  Feed  Mechanism — Concluding  the  Discussion  of 

Lead  Screws — Various  Types  of  Feed  Screw  Nuts — Thrust  Bearings 
By  a,  L,  DE  LEEUW 

Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

A  PECULIAR  use  is  made  of  the  feed  screw  in 
connection  with  hydraulic  feed.  For  the  very 

.  heaviest  kind  of  turning  and  boring,  feed  pres- 
sures are  required  beyond  the  capacity  of  a  screw  of 

practicable  size.  Generally  speaking  there  is,  of  course, 
no  reason  why  a  screw  could  not  be  used  with  a 
diameter  of  10  ft.,  but  practical  considerations  such 
as  the  size  of  bearings,  nuts,  especially  if  half  nuts 
are  used,  etc.,  limit  the  size.  On  the  other  hand,  it 

is  a  very  simple  matter  to  obtain  almost  any  feed  pres- 
sure by  means  of  hydraulic  apparatus.  If,  for  instance, 

water  were  used  under  a  pressure  of  1,000  lb.  to  the 
square  inch,  which  is  a  very  moderate  pressure  for  a 
hydraulic  cylinder,  and  if  a  feed  pressure  of  300,000 
lb.  were  required,  which  is  very  high,  it  would-  be 
necessary  only  to  have  a  hydraulic  cylinder  with  an  area 
of  bore  of  300  sq.in.  which  requires  about  a  10-in. 
bore.  On  the  other  hand,  it  is  exceedingly  difficult  to 
regulate  the  amount  of  advance  per  minute  when  using 
hydraulic  pressure.  Differences  in  sharpness  of  the 
tool,  size  of  cut,  and  nature  of  the  material,  would 
make  the  tool  advance  sometimes  fast,  sometimes  slow, 
and  it  would  be  practically  impossible  to  keep  the 
advance  uniform  under  all  conditions  of  the  cut. 

The  Use  of  an  Auxiliary  Mechanism 

When  it  is  necessary,  then,  to  use  hydraulic  apparatus 
in  order  to  obtain  the  required  pressure,  some  auxiliary 
mechanism  should  also  be  used  to  regulate  the  speed  of 
advance.  A  mechanism  of  this  kind  might  be  called 
a  releasing  mechanism,  because  it  will  hold  back  the 
action  of  the  hydraulic  pressure  until  this  mechanism 
is  set  in  motion  and  then  it  permits  tjhe  hydraulic 
piston  to  advance  at  a  speed  determined  by  the  speed  of 
this  auxiliary  mechanism.  One  interesting  way  of 
obtaining  this  result  is  the  following:  An  extension  of 
the  piston  of  the  hydraulic  cylinder  is  provided  at  one 
end  with  a  steep  screw  thread.  By  some  means  or 
other  the  piston  is  prevented  from  turning.  As  this 
piston  advances  the  screw  thread  must  pass  through  its 
nut  and,  of  course,  cannot  do  so  without  rotating  it. 
By  making  the  angle  of  spiral  of  the  thread  greater 
than  the  friction  angle  it  is  possible  to  have  the  screw 
overhaul  the  nut.  If  the  angle  of  the  thread  were  very 
close  to  the  friction  angle,  say  a  few  minutes  only,  it 
would  be  able  to  drive  the  nut;  but  a  small  resistance 
brought  to  bear  against  the  nut  would  prevent  it  from 
turning  and  would  stall  the  piston.  If  this  resistance 
were  released — that  is,  if  the  nut  were  permitted  to 
turn — the  piston  would  advance  and  the  full  pressure 
of  the  hydraulic  cylinder  would  be  exerted  against  the 
member  driven  by  the  piston. 

It  is,  of  course,  exceedingly  difficult  to  determine 
beforehand  exactly  what  angle  should  be  used,  particu- 

larly so  as  the  conditions  of  metal  of  screw  and  nut 
cannot  be  predicted.  There  might  be  a  difference  of 
several  degress  in  the  friction  angle  between  two  screws 
and  nuts  made  of  the  same  material.  In  order  to  over- 

come this  difficulty  the  spiral  angle  is  made  large 
enough  to  be  certain  that  it  exceeds  this  friction  angle; 

and  to  overcome  the  difficulty  which  then  arises,  namely 
that  considerable  pressure  must  be  brought  to  bear 
against  the  nut  in  order  to  keep  it  from  rotating,  the 
following  method  is  applied: 

The  outside  of  the  nut  is  made  into  a  wormwheel 
and  the  angle  of  the  teeth  is  such  that  it  will  overhaul 
the  worm.  To  be  sure  again  that  the  angle  of  the  teeth 
will  be  sufficient,  a  reasonable  excess  is  allowed,  so  that 
one  will  be  sure  that  the  angle  is  more  and  never  less 
than  the  friction  angle.  Instead  of  applying  the  re- 

sistance against  the  nut,  we  now  apply  the  resistance 
against  the  worm.  The  fact  that  we  have  allowed  for 
a  certain  excess  of  angle  in  the  screw  may  cause  the 
nut  to  require  a  resistance  of  quite  an  appreciable 
percentage  of  the  total  load.  However,  it  is  well  pos- 

sible to  keep  this  percentage  dowm  to  less  than  10. 
In  that  case,  a  resistance  of  10  per  cent  of  300,000  or 
30,000  lb.  would  be  required  at  the  diameter  of  the 
thread;  or,  let  us  say,  20,000  lb.  at  the  outside  of  the 
nut  or  the  pitch  diameter  of  the  wormwheel. 

Allowing  again  for  an  excess  of  10  per  cent,  we  would 

then  have  to  apply  a  resistance  of  2,000  lb.  to  a  diam- 
eter equal  to  the  pitch  diameter  of  the  worm,  or  of  1,000 

lb.  to  a  diameter  twice  as  great.  A  positive  feed  mech- 
anism can  be  arranged  giving  all  the  necessary  feeds 

required  for  the  machine,  and  of  which  the  last  member 
is  not  directly  applied  to  the  carriage  or  boring  head, 
but  to  a  disk  or  gear  or  some  member  keyed  to  the 
shaft  of  the  worm.  The  pressure  required  at  that  point 
being  only  1,000  lb.  can  easily  be  supplied  by  the  positive 
feed  mechanism. 

Allows  for  Ample  Pressure 

So  long  as  the  pressure  in  the  hydraulic  cylinder  is 
sufficient  to  make  the  tool  penetrate  the  amount 
prescribed  by  the  positive  feed  mechanism,  the  feed  will 
be  uniform;  but  if  the  hydraulic  pressure  is  not  suffi- 

cient to  cause  the  tool  to  penetrate,  then  the  positive 
feed  mechanism  would  have  to  supply  the  additional 

feed  pressure  required.  As  this  might  be  quite  con- 
siderable, it  is  advisable  to  allow  for  a  rather  large 

excess  of  hydraulic  pressure  so  that  at  all  times  there 
shall  be  enough  pressure  for  the  penetration  of  the 
tools.  Mechanisms  of  this  kind  have  been  successfully 
applied  to  large  ingot  boring  and  turning  lathes. 

In  the  previous  paragraphs  mention  has  been  made  of 
the  desirability  of  large  le.nd  for  feed  screws.  The 
amount  of  lead  depended  to  a  certain  extent  on  the 
diameter  of  the  screw,  the  essential  requirement  being 
that  the  angle  of  spiral  should  be  rather  large.  When 
a  screw  is  used  as  lead  screw  there  is  another  require- 

ment of  equal  importance,  especially  if  the  screw  is  used 
for  thread  cutting. 

If  a  lead  screw  were  made  with  1-in.  lead  and  we 
had  to  cut  threads  of  1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  pitch,  and  if  we 
used  the  open  and  closed  nuts,  we  would  have  the  fol- 

lowing condition:  The  operator  throws  the  nut  in, 
takes  the  first  cut,  throws  the  nut  out  at  the  end  of 
the  cut,  returns  the  carriage,  sets  the  tool  in  a  certain 
distance,  and  throws  the  half  nut  in  again.     It  makes 
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BO  dtflrrvac*  what  tim*  h*  throw*  thU  half  nut  in.  ho 
it  beaod  to  catch  th»  thread  acain  which  ht  haa  cut. 
Sappoaa  tka  atrt  had  baaa  thrown  in  for  the  first  cut 
tB  MKh  a  poaitka  that  a  thrMMl  whkh  w«  will  call  .4 
la  Ib  tha  tmibm  of  th«  nut,  and  soppoaa  w«  call  the 
Iknada  to  tha  right  of  thu  M  -f  1.  A  -^  S.  A  +  S.  »tc.: 
aadtothaloftA  —  1.  A  —  S.A— S.etc.  Suppoaa^ 

w  ahoold  have  thrown  the  nut  in  on  tha 

ia  aaeh  a  ouuuwr  that  thrwid  -f-  2  had  eooM 
la  tha  caailar  of  tha  not:  thaa  thia  would  cimpb'  moan 
that  two  caapMa  rrrohitioiMi  of  the  acrew  arv  rmiuirad 
hafaca  thiBt*  •>•  in  the  same  condition  ax*in  as  on  tha 
irat  paaa.  Tha  aanM  thin*  would  have  happened  if  wa 
had  throws  it  ia  on  —  2,  providad.  of  course,  that  there 
waa  rooai  amiajh  hatwoaa  tool  aad  work  to  nake  such 
a  thii«  poaalhb.  Tlpaihlni  In  geaaral.  the  lead  of  the 
•enm  ahoaU  ha  a  BMdtlpla  of  all  the  difrrn>nt  lead*  to 
ha  eaft  la  ardar  to  iMka  it  possible  to  throw  a  half 
BBt  la  wItlMBt  any  precautions.  This  naans  that  the 

ha  thher  1  in.  or  a  multiple.  If  the  lead 
i  liL  it  woold  have  produced  the  same  rcHult  when 

w«  threw  the  nut  in  on  +  2.  but  not  when  we  throw  it 

rfi(i(iini(n(rri(mf(t(iiininc(irn(iri 
«t«<«t<U«a«4<ui4U«<t«<4<4tU4t«<4UU« 

r^  oe 
ri«.M».a 

miiiiHuiiiHnmiri 

risise-A 

rvm.  t»t  A.\i>  !(•— roRMR  or  ukad  acKcw 
M'T  t'OXariUTTION 

Ib  OB  -f  1  or  4-  S.  because  this  would  have  the  tool 
brooght  to  the  right  \  in.  or  \\  in.  and  this  is  not  a 
mahlple  of  the  lead  to  be  cut  This  lead  of  \  in.  would 
haw  been  all  right  for  }  in.  or  I  in.  or  i  in.  or  \  in. 
pitch,  but  not  for  1  in.  or  \  in.  or  V  in.  pitch. 

Ghrtag  tha  lead  screw  a  lead  of  1  in.  meets  all  com- 
iBsrctal  thrsads  aiccpt  ill  per  inch.  This  thread  aUo 
might  be  included  if  the  lead  of  the  «rew  were  2  in. 
hoi.  as  a  role,  this  is  too  much  for  moderate  sised 
iathaa  oa  which  threads  of  IH  to  the  inch  are  apt  to 
ha  cat.  The  coounon  practice  of  making  lead  ipcrews 
artth  i  ia,  I  la.  or  )  in.  lead  should  b«  dixrouraged, 
aa  it  is  tvr$  wall  poaalble.  even  in  moderate  siz4Kl  latheM. 

to  gffB  the  screw  a  lead,  though  nxt  niH-MJuiriK  a  pitch, 
of  llB. 

Tha  simplest  way  to  construrt  a  nut  inr  tftti  or  lead 
■rrvw  is  to  cast  a  lug  to  the  member  to  be  moved  and 
tap  M  oat  to  suit  the  screw.  Though  thU  may  be  tha 
aiaplHt  la  principle,  it  U  not  neeaaaarily  the  simplest 
la  exerattoa  hacaoae  it  may  be  difflcult  to  get  at  the 
Mrt  for  ls«.fn«»  Be«ides,  merely  Upping  a  hole  would 
Ba4  be  s^  .for  larger  or  more  accurate  work 
•ad  wharv  inv  nut  Is  made  in  on<>  with  a  large  casting 
it  borooMS  aaeaailiigly  dlflkult  to  cha«e  it  in  a  lathe. 
fig.  lit  abaaa  ttla  simple  cooatruction.  Fig.  160  A 
Aawi  a  baltar  eooitraction.  Hart  the  lug  of  tha  cast- 
lag  ia  mersty  borsd  oat  and  faced.    The  nut  is  mada 

cylindrical  in  form  and  provided  wit];i  a  flange  so  that 
it  can  be  bolted  on  to  the  lug  of  the  main  casting.  It 
is  possible  now  to  turn  this  nut  and  chase  it  in  the 
lathe  and  for  a  higher  degroo  of  accuracy  it  can  be  put 
on  a  threaded  arbor  and  flnish-turned  or  ground  from 

I 

riGWHk 

TXO.  Itl— BOL.TBD-ON  LJIAD  SCRKW  NUT 

1^  2 

UriG.itiB  I 

the  thread,  so  that  there  is  a  reasonable  assurance  that 
the  thread  will  be  concentric  and  in  line  with  the 
bored  hole  in  the  lug. 

Fig.  160  B  shows  the  same  construction  with  the 
exception  that  a  collar  has  been  provided  at  the  end 
of  the  nut  opposite  the  flanifo.  When  pressure  occurs 
in  one  direction  only,  or  when  the  pressure  in  the 
opposite  direction  is  always  light,  a  construction  such 
as  Hhown  in  Fig.  160  A  is  sutinfactory;  but  when 
there  is  a  possibility  that  heavy  pressure  may  be 
exerted  in  the  opposite  direction,  then  it  is  not  safe  to 
rely  on  the  necessarily  small  screw.s  which  hold  the 
nut  to  the  casting.  The  collar  at  the  other  end  of  the 
nut  takes  care  of  this  pressure. 

A  nut  bolted  to  the  casting  is  shown  in  Fig.  160  A. 
This  may  have  certain  advantnges  when  conditions  of 
the  casting  are  such  that  the  boring  out  of  a  lug  would 
be  difficult.  With  this  construction,  however,  one  de- 

pends entirely  on  the  resistance  of  the  bolts  against 
shear.  It  is  frequently  diffkult  to  get  bolts  of  sufficient 
site  or  in  sufficient  numl)er  for  the  fastening  of  such 
a  nut  because  of  the  probaliie  crowded  condition  of  the 
mechanism. 

Even  without  such  a  condition,  it  is  unwise  to  have 
the  fastening  of  the  nut  in  shear.  To  overcome  this 
objection,  a  nut  is  often  made  as  shown  in  Fig.  161  B 
where  it  is  provided  with  a  pilot.  This  pilot  may  be 
round,  as  shown  in  the  illustration,  a  tongue  cast  on  to 
the  nut,  or  even  a  cross  key.  The  tongue  and  cross  key 

require  cross  planing  of  the  piece,  which  may  be  diffl- 
cult to  accomplish.  It  is  always  easy  to  provide  a  hole 

for  a  pilot.  This,  however,  offers  another  practical 
difficulty  which  should  in?  considered  when  a  selection  ia 
made  of  the  nature  of  fastening  of  the  nut. 

In  Fig.  162  the  nut  is  shown  in  heavy  lines  and  the 
slide  to  be  moved  by  that  nut  in  light  lines.  The 
screw  haa  its  bearings  in  the  slide  whereas  the  nut 

£z^:i-;; Kio.  US— crracT  or  noniNo  vwmt  hole  orr  ckntkh 

haa  ita  pilot  in  the  stationary  piece,  or  vice  versa.  The 
pilot  of  the  nut  is  shown  off  center.  It  is  always 
exceedingly  difficult  to  tmrc  this  short  crosshole  exactly 
central  with  the  center! ine  of  the  screw.  A  small  error 
of  one  or  two  thousandths  of  an  inch  might  not  cause 
much  trouble  when  tha  nut  ia  central  between  the  two 
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bearings  of  the  screw,  especially  if  the  screw  is  of  a 
fair  length;  but  if  the  slide  has  been  moved  so  as  to 
bring  either  bearing  close  to  the  nut,  the  screw  would 
bind  and  might  cause  serious  trouble. 

On  the  other  hand,  if  the  construction  is  as  shown 

JMili'iiili'ili'ni'i'i'i 
i'lllii'lll'lluli^'!  I'liili'lii 

mm 

■  FIG.  163— LEAD  SCREW  NUT  LOCATED  BY  CROSS  KEY 

in  Fig.  163 — with  tongue  or  cross  key — a  small  error 
in  the  direction  of  that  key  (that  is,  when  it  makes  an 
angle  of  less  than  90  deg.  with  the  centerline  of  the 
hole),  would  also  cause  the  same  inaccuracy  which  we 
found  when  the  pilot  was  off  center,  but  this  inaccuracy 
has  the  same  effects  whether  the  nut  is  midway  between 
the  two  bearings  or  whether  it  is  close  to  a  bearing. 
This  construction,  then,  is  to  be  preferred  whenever 
possible.  There  should  be  no  great  difficulty  in  boring 
the  hole  of  the  nut  at  right-angles  to  the  tongue  or  key. 

Construction  of  Half  Nuts 

Two  half  nuts  are  shown  in  Fig.  164,  each  provided 
with  a  sliding  bearing.  In  the  illustration  a  disk  is 
shown  behind  the  two  nuts  which  can  be  rotated 
through  an  arc  of  a  circle,  causing  the  two  pins,  shown 
is  dotted  lines,  to  operate  in  slots  in  the  half  nuts  to 
bring  them  together  or  move  them  apart.  This  is 
rather  a  crude  construction,  as  it  is  very  difficult  to 
make  all  parts  so  that  the  two  half  nuts  will  bear  on 
the  screw  simultaneously  and  in  exactly  the  same 
manner;  in  other  words,  this  construction  is  almost 
sure  to  cause  one  of  the  two  half  nuts  only  to  be  in 
action. 

Another  construction  which  is  often  carried  out  is 
to  have  a  screw  with  right-  and  left-hand  thread 
operate  on  the  two  half  nuts.  This  screw  can  be  made 
floating,  that  is,  it  has  no  abutment  in  any  part  except 
the  two  parts  to  be  moved.  This  will  insure  an  even 
bearing  of  both  half  nuts  on  the  screw. 

On  the  other  hand,  this  construction  also  has  its 
drawbacks.  In  the  one  shovra  in  Fig.  164,  the  two 
half  nuts  can  be  made  in  one  single  piece,  bored  and 
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FIG.  164— CRUDE  CONSTRUCTION  OF  HALF  NUTS 

threaded,  and  then  sawed  apart  so  that  each  comprises 
a  little  less  than  one-half  of  the  complete  nut.  In  the 
construction  where  a  right-  and  left-hand  screw  is 
used  for  closing  the  nut,  it  is  necessary  either  to  bring 
the  two  half  nuts  against  each  other  or  else  to  provide 
pins  or  stops  of  some  kind  so  that  when  they  have  gone 
as  far  as  they  can  go,  the  two  halves  will  make  all  or 
the  greater  part  of  one  circle. 

Introducing  pins  or  other  stops  makes  the  fitting  or 
assembling  a  rather  delicate  job  and,  on  the  other  hand, 
if  they  are  made  so  that  they  will  butt  against  each 
other  without  such  a  stop,  then  each  half  nut  must  be 
the  exact  half  of  a  circle  so  that  the  two  parts  cannot 
be  made  in  one  and  later  sawed  apart.  This  offers  no 
difficulties  when  babbitted  nuts  are  used  but  requires 
some  care  if  the  nuts  are  made  of  some  metal  which 
has  to  be  machined. 

Nuts  and  screws  will  wear,  like  any  other  part;  and 
many  constructions  have  been  proposed  to  compensate 
for  such  wear.  One  well-known  construction  is  illus- 

trated in  Fig.  165  where  the  nut  is  made  up  of  two 
parts,  one  of  which  can  be  advanced  or  turned  through 
some  angle  and  then  fixed  again.  This,  as  well  as  prac- 

tically all  other  suggested  constructions,  meets  the 
difficulty  only  apparently,  not  really.  If  the  wear  were 
in  the  nut  only,  such  a  device  might  meet  the  problem; 
but  wear  takes  place  in  both  screw  and  nut. 

Movab/e 

Fi)(ieo(- 

FI&.I68 
FIG.  166 

FIG.  165  AND  166— TAKE-UP  DEVICES  FOR  HALF  NUTS 

Again,  if  the  wear  in  the  screw  were  perfectly  even 
all  over,  this  device  might  help  us  out  of  our  trouble. 
But,  in  practically  all  machine  tools,  the  location  of  a 
slide  when  doing  work  varies  from  day  to  day.  It  may 
well  be  that  for  a  long  time  at  a  stretch  only  a  short 
part  of  the  screw  has  been  used  for  feed  and,  of  course, 
this  part  of  the  screw  will  then  wear  more  than  any 
other  part.  If  the  looseness  in  the  nut  is  taken  up  and 
then  a  piece  of  work  is  placed  in  the  machine  which 
requires  another  part  of  the  screw  to  be  in  action,  this 
screw  will  be  tight  in  the  nut,  and,  in  fact,  it  may  be 
entirely  impossible  to  use  the  nut  under  such  conditions. 
Speaking  from  a  practical  standpoint  we  may  say  that 
it  is  useless  to  attempt  to  provide  a  take-up  for  the 
nut  for  any  machine  which  must  do  a  variety  of  work. 
It  is,  however,  possible  to  utilize  such  a  take-up  for  a 
special  machine  which  always  does  the  same  kind  of 
work  and  in  the  same  position. 

A  take-up  which  can  be  used  for  light  work  requir- 
ing rather  great  accuracy  is  shown  in  Fig.  166.  The 

angle  of  the  thread  of  the  screw  is  made  so  as  to  ap- 
proach closely  the  friction  angle  between  screw  and  nut. 

It  is,  in  fact,  supposed  to  exceed  it  by  1  or  2  deg.  The 
half  nut  (only  one-half  nut  is  used  here)  is  held  in  engage- 

ment by  a  spring,  or  a  set  of  springs.  These  springs 
will  force  the  nut  into  closer  engagement  when  the 
screw  thread  is  worn  but  permit  the  half  nut  to  be 
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hack  hgr  tkt  •em*  if  It  meets  a  part  of  the 
widck  to  troni  to  •  Waaar  at«at.    It  will  be  aeen 

fn«i  tlM  MMtnictioB  that  this  drrlee  is  not  available 

ManUea  hM  baca  OMd*  in  the  pravloaa  paravraphs  of 
tlM  aaa  of  thniat  roUan  or  taU  bMrint*  in  conn<>ction 
wttli  faad  aerrra.  It  is.  of  courae.  a  simple  matter  to 

prsride  a  takc-op  when  thrust  collars  are  used.  A 

UutMt  ball  baarii«  raqoiras  no  adjustment  for  wear 
tka  haOs  or  racaa  are  worn  as  little  as 

of  aa  inch  the  bearing  should  no 
ha  iiiwlihrsil  flt  for  oae  and  nhould  be  replaced. 

For  this  rMaoD  as  well  as  for  the  purpose  of  eflWiency. 

hall  haarings  should  be  applied  whenever  possible, 

r.  when  vary  heavy  loads  are  imposed  on  the 
of  thaaa  two  eooatructions  is  entirely 

Uadar  aadi  eoodhioaa  as  were  mentioned 

fTT\  nm   rm  rm 
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na  ter— MARi.vB  ttpb  heavt-di-tt  tmrubt  bbarino 

in  the  paragraph  on  hydraulic  feeds,  ball  bearings  be- 
eoma  impractical  although,  of  courae.  not  impossible. 

To  profvide  a  thrust  washer  of  suflVrient  area  to  stand 

a  pcaMora  o(  900,000  lb.  is  out  of  the  question  on 
accowit  of  tha  anormous  site  such  washers  would 

aaaame.  Under  these  conditions,  then,  a  different  kind 

of  thrust  bearing  should  be  constructed.  The  so-called 
marine  thrust  bearing  lends  itself  very  well  for  heavy 
machine  tools. 

In  Fig.  107  is  shown  such  a  bearing  in  diagrammatic 
tanuL  An  crtaaaion  of  the  screw  is  provided  with  a 
Bombar  of  eelars  integral  with  the  body  of  this 
iitiaalim  It  rests  in  a  capped  bearing  which  is 
babbitted  ta  fit  tha  thrust  collar.  A  sufficient  number 
of  collars  is  providad  to  bring  the  pressure  per  square 
lach  dova  to  the  proper  amount  under  the  conditions 
•r  hibrlcatioa.  For  instance,  if  we  should  be  wiliinR 

to  aOew  200  lb.  per  square  inch,  we  would  need  1.600 

•q.io.  of  tbnist  collar  surface.  If  the  body  of  the 
•crew  extaaaion  aiwald  be  7  in.  and  we  allow  a  height 
of  tha  eoUar  b^nood  this  body  of  2  in.,  each  collar 
woald  ha«a  an  araa  of  practically  60  sq.in.,  so  that 
thirty  of  tiMaa  collars  would  have  to  be  provided.  If 
thto  ia  too  much  for  the  available  length  of  such  a 
baariag.  we  would  simply  increase  the  size  of  the  body 
or  the  height  of  the  collar.  As  half  of  the  thrust 
■■at  be  taken  up  by  the  bearing  itself  and  half  by  the 
capb  pratrtaioa  shooM  ba  made  so  that  tha  bohs  which 
kaM  tba  cap  to  tha  bearing  are  rell*ved,  preferably 
by  a  cTQso  toogue  aqd  groove  or  by  a  cross  key.  The 
box  itself,  toe,  if  not  cast  integral  with  the  frame 
of  the  ouickina.  shoold  ba  provided  with  such  a  cross 
tataa  or  kajr.  Pnaauras  as  high  as  300.000  lb.  are 
■at  ofdlaaritjr  tlWMaitted  by  a  screw,  as  was  mentioned 
bafora.  Bovavar.  the  writer  has  baan  confronted  with 
faad  straws  traaamltting  200,000  lb.  praasure  and  has 

OS*-*  'ha  amriaa  type  of  heavynluty  thrust  bearing 
'sfa^yfa 

Suggestions  for  Improvement  in 
Thermit  Welding 

The  following  suggestions  not  pi-«?viously  published 
in  instruction  books  on  thermit  welding  will  U-  of 
interest  to  welders  engaged  in  repairs  to  heavy  )«ection8 
made  by  this  method.  In  previously  published  direc- 

tions for  nnaking  plastic  the  yellow  pattern  wax  to  be 
applied  between  sections  to  be  joined  by  means  of 
thermit  welding,  it  was  recommended  that  the  wax 
should  be  placed  in  a  pan  und  warmed  until  it  became 
plastic  or  else  melted  entirely  atul  allowed  to  cool  until 
it  became  plastic. 

Another  way  of  making  wax  plastic  Is  to  pour  the 

melted  wax  in  a  small  stream  into  cold  water.  Veo' 
shortly  thereafter,  it  can  be  removed  with  the  handn 
and  the  water  squeezetl  out.  It  then  will  he  found 
sufficiently  plastic  for  use. 

After  hollowing  out  a  basin  in  the  top  of  a  rammed 
up  mold,  a  channel  or  trough  hhould  be  cut  in  the 
top  surface  of  the  mold  connecting  the  top  of  the  pour- 

ing gate  and  the  top  of  the  riser.  This  will  cause 
the  flrst  slag,  overflowing  on  top  of  the  mold,  to  quickly 
run  across  to  the  riser  and,  thus  while  the  metal  is 
very  liquid,  equalize  the  pressure  on  the  pouring  gate 
and  the  riser. 

In  order  to  properly  preheat  a  section  in  a  mold 
without  badly  burning  away  the  preheating  gate,  it  is 
necessary  to  use  vaporized  liquid  fuel  (gasoline  or 
kerosene)  which  can  Ik-  blown  into  the  mold  at  such  a 
velocity  that  the  location  of  the  flame  can  be  varied 
at  will.  Thus  by  increasing  the  velocity  at  the  end  of 
the  burner  pipe,  the  lower  part  of  the  flame  can  actually 
be  cooled  down  and  the  upper  part  heated.  The  flame 
at  all  times  can  be  so  regulated  that  the  heating  gate 
will  be  dried  out  but  will  not  be  burned. 

This  is  not  the  case  with  any  gaseous  fuel,  whether 
it  be  natural  gas  or  illuminating  gas,  etc..  and  in  all 
such  cases  the  flame  will  either  start  at  the  end  of  the 
burner  pipe,  or  will  be  blown  completely  out.  This  mas.s 
of  flume  passing  continually  through  the  restricted  heat- 

ing gate  during  the  entire  preheating  operation  is 
bound  to  do  considerable  harm,  and  in  all  cases  the 
lower  part  of  the  mold  and  the  section  being  preheated 
will  be  at  considerably  higher  temperature  than  the 

upper  parts. 
Too  rich  a  flame  during  the  early  part  of  preheating 

may  not  \>e  harmful,  but  enpecially  toward  the  end 
care  should  be  taken  that  no  excess  oil  be  used  as  the 

lean  flame  will  tend  to  burn  out  from  the  molding  mate- 
rial any  oil  which  may  have  penetrated  during  the 

early    part    of  the  preheating. 

Keeping  Posted 
By  A.  L.  DeViNNE 

The  principle  of  seniority  is  not  always  observed  in 
shops  and  factories.  And  for  this  reason,  if  for  no 
other,  the  foreman  should  not  only  keep  abreast  of 
modem  practice,  but  keep  posted  as  to  what  In  being 
proposed  snd  tried  out.  Ah  a  result,  when  the  time 
eomaa  for  promotion  to  be  considered,  he  will  not  see 
soma  "dark  horse"  win  against  him.  If  there  is  any 
one  man  about  the  shop  who  should  Vh-  up  to  date  in 
his  line,  it  is  the  foreman.  He  must  \>e  a  valuable 
source  of  information  and  counsel  and  he  can  be  that 

only  if  ha  keeps  posted. 
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Manufacturing  Radio-Phone  Head  Sets 
Bending  and  Hardening  the  Magnets — Molding  Poles  and  Pole  Pieces  in  Earpieces- 

Winding  the  Coils  for  Magnets  and  Assembling  Into  Complete  Head  Sets 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor,  American  Maclfinist 

WHILE  detecting  crystals  or  audion  tubes  are 
necessary  to  catch  the  vibrations  of  the  air,  and 
the  various  apparatus  which  has  been  shown 

before  is  needed  to  tune  the  instruments  to  these 

vibrations,  the  head  set  is  really  what  translates  the 
vibration  so  that  we  hear  them  as  sounds.  Head  sets 
are,  of  course,  telephone  receivers,  designed  especially 
for  radio  work,  and  contain  magnets,  coils  and 
diaphragms  incased  in  insulating  material. 

In  the  set  described  herewith,  the  pole  pieces  are 
separate  and  held  in  contact  with  the  magnet  by  the 
case  which  forms  the  body  of  the  earpiece.  The  maker 
of  this  set,  the  William  J.  Murdock  Co.,  Chelsea,  Mass., 
is  one  of  the  early  pioneers  in  this  work,  having  made 

FIG.   1— BEXDIXG  .\XD    H.\RDENING  MAGNETS 

Vv^ireless  or  radio  apparatus  for  17  years  before  the 
present  wave  of  enthusiasm  swept  over  the  country. 
Head  sets  are  rated  by  their  resistance  in  ohms  and 
run  from  2,000  to  4,000  ohms  as  a  rule.  In  most  cases 
this  means  the  total  resistance  of  both  earpieces,  while 
in  some  few  cases  it  means  the  resistance  of  each  ear- 

piece. A  resistance  of  1,500  ohms  for  each  earpiece  is 
probably  a  fair  average. 

The  magnets  are  made  from  round  magnet  stock, 
which  means  a  good  steel,  high  enough  in  carbon  to 
harden  easily  in  water,  and  with  a  fair  tungsten  con- 

tent. The  bars  are  first  cut  off  and  then  heated  in  the 
small  gas  furnace  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  1.  The  heated  bar 
is  then  bent  to  about  two-thirds  of  a  circle  in  the  simple 
bending  fixture  shown  at  B  and  quenched  in  the  tank  C 
without  being  reheated.  Two  of  the  completed  and 
hardened  magnets  are  shown  at  D. 

The  magnets  then  go  to  the  molding  department 
where  they  are  placed  in  the  molds  as  at  A,  Fig.  2, 
together  with  the  pole  pieces  which  have  been  pre- 

viously made  from  sheet  steel  in  a  simple  blanking  and 
forming  operation.  Two  pole  pieces  are  placed  in  the 
mold  with  the  magnet  as  can  be  seen  at  B.  These  pole 
pieces  contact  with  the  open  ends  of  the  magnet  and  are 
held  firmly  in  position  during  the  molding  operation. 

Then  a  piece  of  insulating  material,  which  by  the  way 
is  one  of  the  Murdock  specialties  as  the  result  of  years 

of  experimenting,  is  placed  on  the  mold  over  the 
magnet.  The  operator,  through  long  experience,  knows 
the  amount  of  insulating  material  necessary  and  uses 
a  piece  about  as  shown  at  F.  The  upper  part  of  the 
mold  C  is  put  in  position,  being  guided  by  the  pins  D, 
and  the  completed  mold  is  put  in  the  press  as  at  E.  The 
press  is  of  the  toggle  variety  and  forces  the  insulating 
material  into  the  mold  so  as  to  hold  the  pole  pieces  and 
magnet  firmly  together.  A  space  is  provided  for  the 
magnet  coils  which  are  yet  to  go  in  place  over  the  pole 
pieces.  The  mold  also  makes  both  the  seat  for  the 
diaphragm  and  the  thread  by  which  the  cap  is  screwed 
into  place.  It  makes  a  particularly  good  thread  too, 
which  is  the  result  of  a  combination  of  good  die  making 

and  having  a  thoroughly  suit- 
able material  as  an  insulator. 

After  a  few  preliminary 
operations  the  earpiece,  in 
which  the  magnet  and  pole 

pieces  are  now  firmly  em- 
bedded, goes  to  the  press, 

shown  in  Fig.  3.  An  earpiece 
body  is  shown  in  the  hand 
of  the  operator  and  gives  a 
better  idea  of  the  other  end 
of  the  pole  pieces  than  is 
obtained  from  Fig.  2.  The 
ends  of  the  pole  pieces  are 
slipped  into  the  slots  shown 
in  the  holder  A,  while  the 

plunger  B  holds  them  firmly 
in  place.  The  plunger  is 

actuated  by  the  toggle  at  C,  the  spring  D  being  inter- 
posed to  insure  a  uniform  pressure  against  the  block  A. 

A  movement  of  the  foot  now  drives  down  the  punch  E 
and  clips  off  the  ends  of  both  pole  pieces  to  uniform 
length.     This  operation  is  necessary  to  insure  the  best 

FIG.    2— MOLDING  MAG.N'ETS    INTO    EARPIECES 
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rwolu  and  tht  tcnsth  U  earefullx  raged.  The  impor- 
taat  dinMOsioa  b  from  the  seat  for  the  diaphraann  to 
the  ends  of  llw  pole  piecoa.  the  block  A  gating  it  from 
the  diaphragm  acat  inaide  the  threaded  rim. 

The  next  atep  ia  to  magnetize  the  magnet,  through 
the  pole  piecae,  by  means  of  the  powerful  electromagnet 
ahown  ia  Fig.  4.  Current  is  controlled  by  the  switch 

the  edge  of  the  table  and  it  only  takes  a 
eoatact  to  charge  the  magnet.  The  ear 

la  hdd  ao  that  each  pole  piece  touches  a  pole  piece 
«f  the  alacCronagnet,  at  A  and  B.  The  magnet  is  then 
raadjr  to  raeeive  the  winding  or  coils. 

The  coils  are  woand  on  small,  specially  built  machines. 
of  which  a  battery  ia  shown  in  Fig.  5.  These  machines 
have  baoi  davdopad  and  built  by  the  Murdock  company 
aa  a  raauK  of  Ka  experience  in  this  line  of  work.  The 
winding  machinea  are  run  from  a  belt  from  beneath  the 
beach,  by  aieana  of  a  small  line  shaft  which  is  motor 
driven.  A  form  or  hollow  spool  is  made  of  two  pieces 
of  formad  iaaolating  paper  as  shown  at  A.  Holding  two 
of  thaaa  piacaa  together  with  the  raised  edges  outward 
fonaa  them  into  a  spool  which  is  placed  on  the  end  of  a 
wfaidlaff  ipiadle  as  at  0.    A  turn  of  wire  holds  the  two 

pieces  together  and  the  winding  machine  is  then  started 
by  a  treadle  beneath  the  liench. 

The  wire  is  insulated  by  a  coating  of  black  enamel 
which  is  so  thoroughly  put  on  as  not  to  craclt  in  the 
bending  and  winding  operutionH.  This  wire  eome8  on 
spools  which  are  mounted  in  frames  as  at  C.  The  wind- 

ing machine  contains  a  counter  (driven  by  a  worm  from 
the  spindle  and  carryinK  a  star  wheel  D)  from  which  the 
count  is  easily  taken.  Two  completed  coils  ure  .'<hown  at 
E  and  a  box  cover  is  fairly  well  filled  with  thom  at  F. 
An  earpiece  with  the  two  coils  in  place  is  also  shown  in 
front  of  the  box  cover. 

The  coils  are  then  made  up  into  pairs,  the  connectinir 
ends  of  the  wires  soldered  together,  and  the  pair  mounted 
over  the  pole  pieces  as  in  Fig.  6.  The  other  ends  of  the 
wires  are  fastened  to  the  terminals  by  which  the  coils 
are  connected  to  the  cords  that  plug  in  to  the  detecting 
and  tuning  apparatus.  Electric  soldering  irons  are 
used,  owing  to  their  great  convenience  for  work  of  this 
kind. 

Some  idea  of  the  extent  of  this  business,  due  to  the 

unprecedented  demand  for  apparatus  to  "listen  in"  on 
the  broadca-*'"','  "tations  all  over  the  country,  may  be 

rut  »— wtxoi.vo  TiiB  UAQster  cutt^.    no. -PUTTINO  THB  COII4f  IN  PI>ACB 
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FIG.  7— ASSEMBLING  THE  HEADPIECES 

had  from  Fig.  7,  which  is  part  of  the  assembling  room 
for  the  completed  head  sets.  This  room  is  in  the  second 
story  of  a  former  electric  railway  repair  shop  and  has 
only  recently  been  taken  over  by  the  Murdock  company 
in  its  endeavor  to  supply  the  demand  for  its  instru- 

ments. This  view  shows  the  trays  of  head  pieces,  the 
assembling  of  the  headpieces,  the  assembling  of  the  flex- 

ible wires  or  "cords"  which  connect  them  to  the  re- 
ceiving apparatus,  and  all  but  the  head  frames  which 

hold  the  ear  pieces  in  a  fork  and  keep  them  in  position 
over  the  ears  of  the  listener.  Even  though  this  building 
is  old,  the  lighting  is  remarkably  good,  the  side  windows 
having  been  supplemented  by  several  skylights  of  liberal dimensions. 

Leaving  the  headpieces  we  find  an  interesting  die 
casting  job  in  the  making  of  the  variable  condenser 
used  in  "tuning"  by  some  makers  of  receiving  ap- paratus. The  condensers  consist  of  two  series  of  thin 
metal  plates,  evenly  spaced  and  so  mounted  that  one  set 
of  plates  can  be  swung  between  the  other  for  any  de- 
siderd  portion  of  their  surfaces.  There  are  two  kinds 
of  plates  as  shown  at  A  and  B,  Fig.  8.  The  required 
number  of  A  plates  are  assembled  in  a  suitable  mold  or 

fixture  which  spaces  them  the  right  distance  apart  and 
the  mold  is  placed  in  the  die-casting  machine  as  shown 
at  C  and  held  in  position  by  the  screw  D. 

Below  the  frame  is  a  pot  of  molten  lead  or  type  metal 
into  which  the  plunger  E  reaches  through  a  suitable 
opening.  With  the  mold  clamped  in  position  over  the 
opening  in  the  table  above  the  plunger,  the  lever  F  is 
brought  dovm,  forcing  the  metal  up  into  the  mold  and 
casting  it  in  position  around  the  plates.  Two  completed 
sets  of  condenser  plates  are  shown  at  G  and  H,  the 
plates  in  G  being  held  in  three  places  and  the  ones  in  H 
only  in  the  center.  In  use,  the  plates  G  are  held  sta- 

tionary in  the  apparatus  by  three  bolts  while  those  at  H 
are  swung  by  means  of  the  shaft  shown  so  that  they 
pass  between  the  others.  The  method  described  is  a 
simple  and  effective  way  of  assembling  the  condenser 
plates  and  one  that  is  proving  very  satisfactory. 

PJG.  8— DIE-CASTING  CONDENSER   PLATES 

Strikes  and  Walkouts 
By  R.  Grimshaw 

The  chances  are  about  ten  to  one  that  every  factory 
will  be  visited  some  time  or  another  with  the  strike 
fever.  The  visitation  will  be  less  likely,  however,  if  the 
employees  are  educated  to  a  few  hard  facts  from  labor 
sources.  For  instance,  that  (according  to  A.  F.  of  L. 
figures)  in  1919  there  must  have  been  collected  in  dues, 
$39,120,816,  of  which  only  $6,705,287  or  about  17  per 
cent  was  paid  out  for  union  benefits  (sickness,  death, 
etc.),  and  only  $1,391,833  or  say  3.5  per  cent  for  cost 
of  strikes,  leaving  $31,623,696  or  79.5  per  cent,  for  ex- 

penses of  the  unions. 
It  might  also  interest  them  to  figure  up  how  long  it 

takes  to  make  up  from  increased  wages,  even  when  a 
strike  is  successful,  for  the  time  when  they  were  re- 

ceiving from  strike  benefits  only  3.5  per  cent  of  their 
own  money  paid  in  as  dues. 

Put  concretely,  suppose  men  getting  $50  a  week 
strike  for  10  per  cent  advance,  and  get  it  after  two 
weeks'  idleness.  They  lose  $100  which  divided  by  $5 gives  20  weeks  before  they  are  financially  whole  again. 
If  they  are  out  10  weeks  they  lose  $500  in  wages,  and  it 
takes  two  years  before  the  extra  pay  makes  that  up.  In 
the  meantime,  instead  of  using  all  their  savings  to  live 
on,  they  are  getting  only  3.5  per  cent  of  what  they  had 
paid  in,  and  this,  no  matter  whether  these  $50  hands 
get  $10  a  week  or  $20  strike  benefits.  For  every  dollar 
that  the  average  worker  contributes  to  the  unions,  he 
gets  back  only  17  cents  as  sick  benefits  and  3.5  cents  as strike  pay. 
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Credit  in  the  Machine  Business 
By  H.  B.  E06 

It  t«  taportant  to  knotr  when  rr«dit  »hould  be  aaked 
for  aad  wImb  given,  and  for  what  purpoM>«.  In  buying 
the  dniljr  tammtMHim,  you  ordinarily  exchange  cash, 
wlddi  fiprwte  labor  or  other  value,  for  aomething 
vkidi  rcpTMonu  labor  and  materials.  There  is  no  ran- 
aoa  wlqr  Uw  mUw  ahoald  wait  for  his  nonejr. 

If  TM  b«7  M«H«I  efetiwU  cvuT  wc«k  or  nonth  from 
Um  delhrtriM  nay  occur  at  various 

h  is  not  coavcnlmt  to  pa.v,  and  you  can 
■■ke  arraagtoenta  to  pay  what  you  owe  once  a  month, 
po»hied  the  seller  has  eonAdence  in  your  willingness 
aad  ability.  There  is  ae  law  requiring  thst  you  be 
aUawtd  tUity  dajra,  bat  you  are  given  this  time  simply 
for  CMnanlMM.  If  yoa  want  credit  because  you  do 
M«  have  the  naooey  today,  you  may  likewise  not  have 
H  thirty  days  hence. 

SraciAL  Payment  Methom 

Spseial  methods  of  payment  are  needed  for  articles 
to  order,  because  if  the  buyer  fails,  dies,  or 

his  mind  before  paying  for  the  work  done,  the 
woahl  suffer  loss  through  inability  to  dispose  of 

the  spaeial  material.  On  all  material  made  to  order, 
tfT***^!^  machinery,  it  is  customary  to  make  partial 

with  the  order,  and  often  weekly  or  monthly 
thereafter. 

IgDoraoce  of  the  tma  uses  and  purposes  of  credit 
BWBjr  yo«Mf  eoDCcms  to  apply  for  credit  on 

I  thay  maka.  Quite  often  they  get  it  from 
manufacturers  who  ought  to  know  bet- 

tar.  Dohta  aheold  not  be  incurred  for  the  purchase 
of  initial  equipment,  as  a  rule,  because  if  the  finances 
art  that  weak,  there  may  not  be  enough  cash  to  meet 
payroBs  aad  eorrent  expenses.  Sometimes  it  is  per- 
mlariUt  for  new  concerns  to  start  under  the  handicap 
«f  a  mortgage,  bat  usoally  it  is  better  not  to.  Lack 
ot  cash  induces  the  temptation  to  pay  thirty-day 
aeeeaots  in  sixty  or  ninety  days,  and  the  business  goes 
behind  gaoarally.  Payments  must  be  nude  eventually, 
■ad  If  thay  cannot  be  made  when  due,  there  is  no 

why  cash  will  be  forthcoming  in  the 
future,  unless  the  firm  is  un-businesslike  enough 

to  permit  its  customers  to  take  their  own  time  in  pay- 
ing bills.  If  that  is  the  case,  then  there  is  much 

In  atore. 

Always  Piompt  Payebs 

If  a  naw  boslncss  is  started  off  with  enough  cash  to 
boy  aqaipoaant.  meet  a  few  payrolls  and  other  expenaaa, 
the  man  In  charge  ahoald  raallae  that  there  are  plenty 
of  prompt  paytra  in  tha  market  without  Itothering  with 
tha  alow  or  an  baalBaaaHka  aoaa.  Orders  should  be 
taken  from  tha  good  payara;  than  it  is  simply  a  matter 
of  keeping  expenses  below  income  to  keep  the  businesa 
off  the  rocka.  Competition  ia  one  of  the  most  trifling 

in  the  machine  business  snd  causes  a  very 
of  faflaiaa.  On  the  other  hand,  slow 

■ad  bad  debts  cause  financial  weakness. 

It  aowetimsa  happena  thst  special  credit  arrange- 
arr  daairaMe.  For  example,  the  company  which 

the  writer  needed  several  machine  took  to 
pot  throafh  a  large  order.  The  bosinees  was  small 
•ad  lacked  the  aaeaaaary  cash.  We  had  never  borrowed 
from  the  bank  and  did  not  know  bow  to  do  it.     (The 

machine  industr>'  !■  full  of  people  just  like  that.) 
After  a  talk  with  the  machine-tool  builder,  he  found 
our  business  references  and  reputation  satixfactory,  and 
let  us  have  the  machinca,  to  be  paid  for  in  nix  months, 
in  six  installments,  without  interest.  His  buainess 
was  dull,  or  he  might  have  charged  us  »ix  per  cent  or 
have  advised  us  to  borrow  from  the  bank.  Long-time 
payments  under  such  conditions,  where  everything  is 
agreed  upon  in  advance  between  both  parties  to  the 
sale,  are  quite  proper,  and  will  not  give  a  concern  a 
bad  name. 

The  site  of  a  company  has  no  bearing  on  its  credit 

rating.  Some  of  the  smallest  companies  are  "excellent 
pay,"  while  some  of  the  large  ones  are  very  slow  and 
unsatisfactory.  The  way  to  build  up  a  good  credit 

reputation  is  to  agree  upon  the  terms  of  payment  be- 
fore the  purchase  is  made,  and  then  pay  on  time. 

Many  concerns  will  make  purchases  which  should  be 
paid  for  by  cash  upon  delivery,  but  will  ask  for  thirty 
days,  knowing  that  they  will  need  ninety  days.  The 

other  daj-  we  received  an  order  for  some  special  turned 
and  threaded  shafting  from  a  new  customer.  Our 
credit  man  asked  for  cash  in  advance.  The  customer 

informed  him  in  a  sarcastic  manner  that  only  one-horse 
concerns  did  business  that  way.  and  stated  that  they 
would  pay  in  thirty  days.  On  making  inquiries  from 
five  supply  houses  which  supplied  this  customer,  we 
learned  that  he  was  very  slow  pay,  running  sixty  to 

ninety  days  behind.  We  compromised  by  taking  one- 
half  cash  with  the  order,  and  the  balance  on  delivery  of 
the  material.  When  a  customer  asks  for  credit  on  a 

special  material  order,  and  has  no  account  on  your 
books,  just  keep  the  fact  in  mind  that  the  payroll  can- 

not wait  thirty  days  or  so. 

Pick  Cdstomem 

One  time  our  company  found  itself  in  a  peculiar 
condition,  with  all  current  bills  paid,  practically  no 

cash  in  the  bank,  and  a  payroll  to  meet.  Several  thou- 
sands of  dollars  were  owed  to  us  on  accounts.  The 

business  was  over  twenty-five  years  old,  and  a  bank 
loan  ought  not  to  have  been  necessary.  An  investiga- 

tion showed  that  about  forty-five  customers  were  in 
the  habit  of  paying  us  when  they  got  good  and  ready. 
Almost  seven  hundred  others  paid  promptly.  The  few 
slow  ones  would  not  want  it  thought  that  they  were 
dishonest  or  unbusinesslike,  yet  they  forced  us  to  pay 
the  bank  six  per  cent  on  money  that  they  ought  to  have 
paid  us.  Of  course  we  were  at  fault  in  allowing  them 
to  be  so  slow,  but  we  were  afraid  that  too  strict  an 
attitude  would  lose  us  trade.  Then  we  learned  that  it 
ia  better  to  lose  the  order  than  to  lose  the  money.  An 
order  can  be  gotten  from  some  other  customer,  but 
when  the  money  is  k>st,  it  is  gone. 

A  new  credit  policy  was  adopted,  as  follows:  Material 
made  to  order  for  customers  who  do  not  have  monthly 
accounts,  cash  in  advance.  Sales  from  stock  to  cus- 

tomers who  do  not  have  monthly  accounts,  cash  on 

delivery.  Current  sales  to  firms  with  high  credit  rat- 
ing, thirty  days  net,  where  at  least  one  purchase  is 

made  per  month.  Casual  sales  to  firms  out  of  the  trade, 
cash  on  delivery.  Any  sale  to  customers  who  do  not 
respect  our  thirty  day  terms,  cash  with  order. 

Since  instituting  this  method,  we  have  had  very  few 
complaints  about  cash  payments,  and  the  most  strenuous 
objectors  were  almost  without  fail  the  ones  with  the 
worst  buaineaa  reputations. 
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I 
Details  of  Design  of  Blanlting  Dies  Continued  —  Standardization  of  Parts  of  Dies — 

Design  of  Guide  Pins — Methods  of  Holding  Punches 

IT  SEEMS  desirable  to  bring  up  here  the  matter  of 
standardization  in  dies,  and  point  out  its  importance 
so  that  the  designer  will  realize  its  utility  and 

advantages.  There  are  certain  parts  in  all  dies  which 
remain  the  same  and  can  be  standardized.  For  example, 
the  die  shoe,  die  blank,  stripper  plate,  punch  plate, 
punch  holder,  liner  pins  and  bushings.  If  these  parts 
are  designed  correctly,  a  great  many  machining  opera- 

tions can  be  performed  before  the  die  opening  is  cut 
out  of  the  blank.  By  using  proper  tools  and  gages  these 
standardized  parts  can  be  produced  in  quantities  on 
an  interchangeable  basis  at  much  less  cost  than  by 
machining  one  or  two   at   a  time  when   required.      In 

■Fif  press 

J  -H 

FIG.    456 — DIE    FOR    LARGE    BLANKING,    SHOWING    GUIDE 
PINS  AND  STRIPPER  DESIGNS 

addition  to  these  points  a  new  die  can  be  made  from 
standard  parts  in  much  less  time  than  if  the  entire  die 
must  be  made  for  each  particular  job. 

Naturally,  any  company  using  punch  presses  covering 
a  wide  range  would  need  to  standardize  their  various 
units  in  accordance  with  the  sizes  of  work  to  be  pro- 

duced and  the  presses  used.  The  importance  of  this 
standardization  cannot  be  over-emphasized,  and  its 
advantages  are  apparent  to  even  a  casual  observer.  A 
great  many  companies  who  use  large  quantities  of  dies 

For  the  authors'  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

yearly  have  found  the  process  of  standardization  of  the 
greatest  value. 

Blanking  dies  are  frequently  made  with  guide  pins, 
as  shown  in  Fig.  456.  This  particular  design  is  gen- 

erally used  for  heavy  work.  The  die  shown  at  A  may 
be  set  into  the  shoe  B  in  different  ways,  according  to 
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FIG.  457— STANDARDIZED  DIE  SHOES  AND  GUIDE  PINS 

the  shape  of  the  work  which  is  to  be  produced.  In 
work  of  a  circular  form  a  recess  can  be  cut  in  the  shoe 
and  the  die  forced  into  it,  being  suitably  held  by  screws. 
There  may  be  a  slight  taper  on  the  sides  of  the  die  to 
insure  concentricity,   if  desired.     If  the  work  is  long 
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•r  irrtrilftr  is  tkmp»  •  slot  can  b*  cut  in  the  alM*  and 
tkt  dto  attMi  into  it.  la  tkk  typ*  of  dk  the  gnM*  Pin« 
ite«m  aft  C  «li«n  the  pttack  and  dia  ae  tliat  tbey  rvriater 
eorrartijr.     Tba  stem  /)  ftu  the  piindi  holder  of  the 

It  will  be  aeca  that  the  etrippar  oaad  on  this  t^ie  of 
dUa  ia  dlffaraat  fvom  thoaa  whieh  have  been  previouely 
daacribad.  Tha  paach  E  ia  BMoated  in  a  punch  pad  F, 
aad  tha  aUlppai  raaaaioa  with  the  punch  instead  of 
with  tha  die.  In  the  aection  ahown  at  y  tlie  construe- 
tioB  is  deariy  indicated.  The  stripper  G  is  a  sliding  fit 
ao  tha  poach  H  aad  ia  forced  downward  by  moana  of 

K.  Tha  aovMBaat  is  limited  by  the  heads  of 
at  L.  whi^  screws  aaat  in  the  punch 

pad  if.  Tha  diagram  at  S  ahmn  tha  position  of  the 
aUlppai  C  after  tlie  punch  has  entered  the  worlc,  and  it 
will  be  aaaa  that  tlte  retaining  screw  L  has  moved  up> 
ward  la  ita  podtat  at  this  atage  of  the  prooeaa. 

A  whhai  WMhioii  such  as  tliat  sliown  at  O  is  occa- 
tSamMf  oaad  in  plaee  of  springs  to  act  on  the  stripper 

P.  bat  this  is  not  generally  as  s«tisfactor>'  as  springs. 
«!f^*«>gf  for  eartain  classes  of  worli  the  rubber  cushion 
la  aaod  waldsyabiy.  The  disadvantage  of  it  is  that  the 

ita  elasticity  under  the  constant  pound- 
.  ao  that  the  action  of  the  stripper  is  not  thoroughly 

tiie  rubber  is  frequently  renewed, 
a  die  having  guide  pins  is  used  it  will  be  found 

profttabic  to  standardiie  tlte  aina.  Pig.  457  gives  an 
of  a  method  which  can  be  used  for 
parta.  In  thin  caite  there  are  four 

dia  ahoas.  the  gaoaral  dimensions  of  which  can  be 
ahowa  ia  a  table  placed  on  tho  drawing  sheet.  Add!- 
tlaoal  dlOMoaions  can  be  given  for  various  other  parts 
of  tha  dia.  bat  it  has  not  oaan  considered  adviftable  to 
ghra  then  in  the  table  ahown  at  tha  bottom  of  the  iUus- 
trntJoB.  Thojr  eaa  ba  varied  according  to  the  practice 
of  dUferooA  wMnofartarsra.  This  type  of  die  shoe  and 
punch  holder  has  been  used  considerably  by  the  writers 
and  has  proven  to  be  of  excellent  design.  The  guide 
piaa  la  thia  eaaa  are  fastened  to  the  punch  holder. 
dalaih  of  which  are  illuNt  rated  in  Fig.  468.  There  may 
ha  eaaaa  whan  it  will  be  found  neceaaary  to  change  the 
location  of  the  U-lugs,  Init  the  general  design  would  not 
be  aifeetad,  avaa  if  this  were   found  advisable.     The 

no.  Its— otnoK  pim  orrAiLa 

of  the  ffoldt  pina  would  be  made  to  suit  con- 
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be  held  in  position  by  a  setscrew  or  a  dowel  pin.  The 
die  shoe  is  provided  with  a  hardened  steel  liner  bush- 

ing 0  which  has  a  radius  at  C.  On  the  upper  part  of 
the  bushing  a  felt  washer  is  placed  and  is  held  in  posi- 

tion by  the  steel  washer  D.    The  felt  is  saturated  with 

Detalla  of  a  galla  pin.  die  ahoa  aad  punch  holder 
urn  ahowB  in  Fig.  4M.  In  the  anmpta  at  A  the  guide 
pia  ia  fltad  to  tha  poach  holder,  and  if  necessary  can 

no.  «!•— arruBS  op  dik  siioKti.  showinq  position  or ai'lDK  IM.NS 

oil,  so  that  as  the  pin  works  up  and  down  in  the  bushing 
it  is  always  properly  lubricated. 

The  use  of  bushings  in  die  shoes  is  not  always  neces- 
sarj',  although  the  life  and  accuracy  are  Kreatly  pro- 

longed by  their  use.  In  hlRh  production  work,  buHhings 
are  recommended;  but  if  the  product  being  manufac- 

tured is  produced  in  only  smiill  quantities  the  extra 
expenditure  is  not  warranted,  and  the  guide  pins  can 
be  made  to  bear  directly  in  the  cast-iron  shoes.  Spiral 
or  straight  oil  grooves  should  be  cut  in  the  guide  pin 
to  retain  the  oil  and  assist  in  lubrication.  Thene  oil 
grooves  should  not  be  deep,  hm  their  function  is  simply 
to  gather  and  distribute  the  oil  through  the  bushing,  an 
important  function,  nevertheleHs. 
The  position  of  guide  pins  has  been  a  source  of  argu- 

ment among  designers;  and  Home  believe  that  it  is 
better  to  place  the  pins  in  the  punch  holder,  while 
others  contend  that  it  is  better  to  place  them  in  the  die 
shoe.  The  axamplaa  at  E  and  F  illustrate  these  two 
methods,  but  as  both  are  often  used  successfully  we 
express  no  preference  for  either  type.  The  function 
of  the  pin  in  either  case  is  to  provide  an  accurate  guide 
HO  that  the  punch  and  die  will  register  properly;  and  if 
proper  provision  is  made  so  that  chips  and  dirt  will  not 
tend  to  accumulate  around  the  punch  and  in  the  bush- 

ing, there  should  be  no  difficulty  experienced  with  either 
method. 

There  are  a  number  of  ways  of  arranging  guide  pins 
and  several  of  the  methods  are  shown  in  Fig.  469.  In 
the  example  A  two  pins  /?  and  C  are  used  at  the  rear 
of  the  die  shoe.  The  direction  which  the  work  takes 

when  passing  through  the  die  Ih  indicated  by  the  arrow. 
In  the  example  shown  at  /;  there  are  two  guide  pins  FJ 
and  F,  one  at  the  front  and  one  at  the  rear  of  the  die 
shoe.  The  work  passes  between  the  pins  as  indicated 
A  die  shoe  in  shown  at  G  having  four  pins  H.  K,  L  and 
M.  two  of  which  are  at  the  front  and  the  other  two  at 
the  rear  of  the  die.  Another  example,  shown  at  N,  is 
quite  different  from  those  previously  Indicated.     The 
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pins  0  and  P  are  on  opposite  sides  of  the  die  and  central 
with  it.     The  die  shoe  itself  is  circular  in  form. 

The  example  at  A  is  considered  best  for  medium 
sized  work,  as  the  front  of  the  die  is  entirely  open  and 
it  is  therefore  somewhat  more  convenient  of  operation. 
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FIG.   460— METHODS   OF   HOLDING   PUNCHES 

The  stock  is  more  easily  fed  through  and  the  pins  are 
not  in  the  way.  The  other  styles  are  used  from  time  to 
time,  depending  upon  the  class  of  work  which  is  to  be 
done  and  the  size  of  the  die. 

Punch  Holders 

In  a  previous  article  we  mentioned  several  general 
points  in  connection  with  punch  holders,  and  we  shall 
now  take  up  some  of  the  detailed  matters  connected 
with  the  design.  Fig.  460  illustrates  in  detail  several 
methods  of  holding  punches  in  punch  holders.  In  the 
example  A  the  punch  is  fitted  with  a  shank  B  which  fits 
the  punch  holder  C.  As  the  shape  of  the  punch  is 
irregular,  a  tapered  dowel  pin  D  is  used  to  hold  it  in 
position,  and  the  punch  drawn  up  against  the  under  side 
of  the  punch  holder  and  held  in  place  firmly.  The  shape 
of  the  punch  is  clearly  indicated  by  the  dotted  lines  in 
the  upper  view. 

It  m.ay  be  well  to  state  here  that  punches  for  stock 
from  A  in.  to  A  in.  thick  should  not  be  less  than  \l  in. 
deep,  as  indicated  in  the  diagram.  When  the  wovk  to 
be  punched  is  thicker  than  A  in.,  the  height  should  be 
correspondingly  increased.  For  work  less  than  tV  in. 
thick,  the  depth  of  the  punch  can  be  decreased  con- 

siderably according  to  the  thickness  of  the  stock.  The 
purpose  of  using  a  long  punch  is  to  prolong  the  life  of 
the  tool  and  allow  regrinding  as  it  becomes  dull. 

Another  irregular  punch  is  shown  in  detail  at  E,  and 
the  method  of  fastening  it  is  by  using  a  holder  F  into 
which  the  punch  is  fitted  as  shown.  This  supplementary 
holder  is  screwed  and  doweled  to  the  punch  holder  by 
screws  shown  at  G.  The  upper  end  of  the  punch  is  left 
soft   and  the  supplementary   holder  F   is   countersunk 

slightly,  so  that  the  punch  can  be  peened  over  into  the 
recess,  thus  holding  it  firmly. 

In  the  diagram  at  H,  K  and  L  several  other  methods 
of  holding  punches  are  shown.  In  the  example  H  a  flat 
is  machined  on  one  side  of  the  punch  at  M,  and  a  plain 
setscrew  N  is  used  to  hold  it  in  position.  In  the 
example  K  the  shank  is  turned  cylindrical  at  0  and 
tapped  to  receive  the  screw  P;  the  washer  Q  acts  as  a 
retainer  and  prevents  the  punch  from  falling  out.  If 
this  method  is  used  for  cylindrical  punches  no  other 
provision  is  necessary,  but  if  the  punch  is  irregular  a 
locating  pin  or  dowel  may  be  required.  In  the  example 
L  the  shank  R  is  milled  away  at  one  side,  as  shown  at 
S;  and  the  set-screw  T,  being  placed  at  an  angle,  holds 
the  punch  in  position  and  at  the  same  time  draws  it 
up  against  the  face  V. 

In  Fig.  461  are  shown  several  other  methods  which 
can  be  employed  for  holding  punches.  In  the  example 
A  the  punch  B  is  quite  similar  to  one  which  has  been 
shown  in  the  preceding  illustration,  except  that  it  is 
considerably  larger  so  that  it  requires  a  slightly  differ- 

ent method  of  holding.  It  would  be  possible  to  slot  the 
holder  and  make  a  corresponding  tongue  on  the  punch, 
as  this  would  give  a  very  excellent  method  of  aligning. 
This  example,  however,  is  located  on  the  face  of  the 
punch  C  by  means  of  the  dowels  at  D  and  E  and  it  is 
held  in  place  by  the  four  screws  at  F,  G,  H  and  K.  This 
gives  a  very  substantial  method  of  construction,  and  the 
punch  is  located  with  the  necessary  accuracy. 

In  another  example,  shown  at  L,  the  punch  is  of  the 
form  indicated  so  that  it  must  be  located  accurately  in 
relation  to  the  die,  yet  its  general  shape  makes  it  de- 

sirable to  use  a  shank  of  cylindrical  form  as  shown  at 
M.  In  a  case  of  this  sort  the  location  can  be  obtained 

•  by  leaving  the  shank  soft  and  placing  a  pin  so  that  it 
acts  as  a  key,  as  indicated  at  N.  The  same  result  can 
also  be  obtained  by  using  a  regular  key,  as  at  0. 

In  the  example  P  a  wire  punch  is  shown  that  is  sup- 

FIG.  461— OTHER  METHODS  OF  HOLDING  PUNCHES 

ported  in  a  holder  Q  into  which  it  is  driven.  It  is 
backed  up  by  means  of  the  adjusting  screw  R,  which 
permits  a  certain  amount  of  variation  in  the  setting. 
This  method  is  not  recommendea,  except  in  cases  where 
the  thickness  of  the  blank  is  less  than  ̂   in.     Another 
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of  holdiBt  two  win  punchw  i»  thowa  at  S. 
Ifm  pwKii  r  IMS  •  Uip*rad  haad.  wd  it  it  bacVed  up  by 

•  MmI  dtak  Aumu  at  17.  TIm  other  punch  I'  in  similar, 
•xc«pt  that  the  head  U  of  larger  diameter  and  Atraifht 
iaataad  of  anfiilar.  It  ia  backed  up  by  a  steel  disk  in 
tka  aaaw  aMUUMr  as  the  first.  A  knock-out  hole  is  pro- 
vMad  at  1  ia  aadi  caaa. 
1W  punch  If  is  of  siBQar  form  to  that  shown  at  V. 

hat  h  is  aat  haekad  up  at  all  and  comes  avaimtt  the 
tmt-tron  poach  holdar  at  X.  The  sraar  on  the  cast-iron 
haMar  will  he  so  grsat  that  after  the  pttneh  has  been  in 
■at  a  short  tisM  it  will  lose  iU  position  and  form  a 

in  the  punch  holder,  thus  causing  kMaeneas  and 
accurate  work.  A  condition  of  this  kind 

■right  vary  oaaUy  rssuh  in  breakage.  The  method  of 
hohUag  the  poach  holder  is  bjr  means  of  a  tapered  screw 
Y.  the  uper  acting  as  a  dowel  and  the  screw  portion 
heidiBg  it  in  position. 

Emr  Stock  Shortaccs  May  Be  Eliminated 

■w  laiiiiiii 
By  R.  C.  GimMD 

High  iueaatorias  and  shortage  of  parts  in  assembly 

dapartaaaata,  with  the  rexult^nt  inefficiencv.  are  difRcul- 
Uaa  whkh  daily  face  the  average  factory  manager. 

>  eoraplicated  the  product,  the  irrenter  the  prob- 
A  solution  to  the  problem,  however,  has 

found  ia  the  Chicago  factory  of  the  Automatic 
Electric  Co.,  where  25.000  different  partn  are  manu- 

factured and  10,000  different  raw  materials  used.  Pro- 
itwrttffW  owaUnfs.  which  were  formerly  nightmares. 
hsea  htnwt  a  pleaaure.  No  k>nger  do  the  long  list 
of  tHoA  shortages  and  the  longer  list  ̂ f  alibis  take  up 
the  satire  tine  of  the  meetings. 
SosM  years  ago.  Haary  Ford  put  an  .lutomobile  on 

the  market  at  a  price  that  was  thought  to  be  lower 
than  manufacturing  <'ost.  No  one  gave  it  much  atten- 

tion caeept  to  watch  for  the  itmash.  Soon  the  price 
was  towerad  aad  manufacturers  began  to  take  notice. 
Aaothor  cot  was  made  and  they  began  to  investigate. 
How  waa  it  dons?  Mr.  Ford  had  standardixed  parts 

aad  also  had  attained  large  production.  This  standnrdi- 
xatioa  haipcd,  but  what  was  the  most  revolutionary  of 
all  hfal  mathods.  he  had  mixed  nuchine  and  assembling 

flfrathmr  without  discrimination.  "Ven*  well."  snid 
tha  wisa  aianufacturer.  "He  can  do  that,  but  it  would 
aot  work  in  our  business.  Besides,  gnindf-ither  didn't 
do  tt  that  wajr." 
Whaa  aeary  other  scheme  w«  oouM  think  of  failed 

to  IcOl  the  shorts."  we  thought  of  Mr.  Ford.  If  he 
coaM  mix  machine  operations  and  assembly  benches, 
why  not  we?  A  careful  study,  however,  revealed  the  fact 
that  the  chief  offaadars  ware  ooc  tha  staadard  parts  used 
day  after  day.  but  wart  the  spadala  naad  in  var)ing 
qotalftiMi  srd  intermittently. 

ft  had  bevn  our  plan  in  the  past,  as  with  most  manu- 
facturers, to  group  like  operitinns  together  in  one 

deportment  Thus,  all  punch  press  work  was  in  a  single 
group,  all  drilling  in  another,  coil  winding  in  a  third, 
sprtag  aaaanhUas  in  a  fourth,  and  so  on.  In  thin  method. 
than  ts  oat  aad  I  nnay  ssfely  say.  only  one  advantagt. 
A  minimum  aBMmnt  of  eaqwrt  supervisioa  is  required. 

this  hsaidH,  In  amst  eases  has  bttn  allowed  to 
the  many  disadvantages.  The  cost  of  the 

aactm  tracking  aad  handling  of  parts  fnmi  department 

t»  dipartiBaal  oflaa  aatoaats  to  many  timn^i  the  saving 
la  MBtrvfaioe.    But  moat  expensive  of  all  losses  is  that 

due  to  delays  in  the  assembly  departments  from  a  short- 
age of  stock. 

In  devperatiun.  rather  than  with  any  well  deflnod 
assurance  of  Kuccess,  we  decided  to  oxwriment  with 

Mr.  F«)rd's  scheme.  Spool  framw  used  in  making  ninji- 
net  colls  were  chosen  for  the  trial.  The  assombly  work 
wss  done  on  small  punch  presseii.  A  Unlt-doztMi  »\\ch 
presses  were  inxtalled  in  the  coil  winding  department, 
and  one  of  the  diesetters  was  placed  in  charge  under 
the  coll  winding  foreman  whil»«  the  planning  of  the 
order  of  work  was  placed  in  the  hniids  of  the  di.spntcher 
who  also  planned  the  coil  windinjr.  From  tiio  day  these 
presses  started  running,  the  8hortage  of  spo<il  frnmes 
ceased.  Not  only  were  the  del:tys  of  the  coil  windim; 
operators  eliminated,  but  the  inventory  of  "pool  frames 
was  reduced  over  50  per  cent.  This  experiment  vras  so 
successful  that  other  punch  press  operations  on  parts 
used  in  thii>  department  were  transferred  with  similar 
success. 

An  interesting  case  in  connection  with  ihis  transfer 
had  to  do  with  a  very  simple  operation.  A  small 
U-shaped  piece  made  from  sheet  brass  was  used  in  lariie 
and  regular  quantitieH  of  almut  25,000  per  day.  This 
part  appeariHl  on  the  short  list  regularly  about  once  a 
month.  Investigation  revealed  that  the  punch  and  die 
for  this  work  required  repair  at  monthly  intervals,  and 
that  the  delay  in  repairing  was  sufficient  to  cause  too 
long  a  break  in  production. 

A  duplicate  and  even  a  third  set  of  tools  did  not  stop 
the  shortage  of  this  part,  but  the  reason  for  this  was 
easily  understood.  The  toolroom  force  was  always  busy 
and  knew  that  one  set  of  tools  was  being  used,  and  so  it 
let  the  repairs  wait  until  all  three  sets  were  sent  down. 
This  operation  was  moved  to  the  punch  presses  in  the 

■  assembly  department  and  the  shortages  'eased. 
After  several  months,  this  part  again  appeared  on  the 

short-list  at  two  meetings  in  succession.  I  made  a  quiet 
investigation  to  see  if  I  could  locate  the  cause  of  the 
trouble,  since  it  seemed  that  our  much  talked  of  system 
was  falling  down.  I  found  that  without  notice  the  job 
had  been  transferred  back  to  the  main  pre^s  department 
a  month  before.  It  was  again  moved  to  the  assembly 
department  and  the  production  meeting  has  not  heard 
it  mentioned  since  that  time,  over  four  years  ago. 

At  first  thought,  there  would  seem  to  he  no  reason 

except  gross  mismanagemert  or  negligence  for  the  per- 
sistence of  a  case  such  as  just  outlined.  In  fact,  I 

fought  this  problem  for  years  with  that  idea  in  mind, 
continually  raising  the  grade  of  employees  until  only 
technical  college  graduates  were  employed.  Still  the 
solution  was  not  reached.  But  the  answer  now  appears 

simple.  The  dispatcher  or  foreman,  usin-r  the  parts  in 
question,  knows  their  relative  importance  to  his  assem- 

bly department,  and  when  the  stock  gets  dangerously 
low  he  is  in  a  position  to  bring  the  necessary  pressure 
to  bear  to  start  the  stock  moving.  On  the  other  hand,  if 
this  same  work  was  done  by  a  department  other  than 
the  one  using  it.  the  pressure  was  quite  as  likely  to 
be  exerted  upon  a  part  the  stock  for  which  was  not  so 
nearly  exhausted,  while  the  more  important  part  was 

Dtfflectcd. Later  it  became  necessary  to  enlarge  the  plant  capac- 
ity and  to  rearrange  all  departments.  The  Kcheme  here 

outlined  was  made  the  standard  in  the  n"w  layout,  even 
where  available  floor  spare  required  placing  the  rame 
class  of  assembled  units  in  more  than  one  department. 
However,  two  years  of  operation  have  j)roved  it  to  be 
entirely  successful 
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President's  Address  to  National  Machine 
Tool  Builders'  Association 

Machine  Tool  Builders  at  Fall  Meeting  Hear  Statement  of  Problems  Facing  the  Industry 
Evils  of  Price  Cutting— Value  of  Accurate  Cost  Accounting 

By  August  H.  Tuechter 

On  June  12,  1902,  the  National  Machine  Tool  Build- 
ers' Association  was  organized  by  17  lathe  builders. 

The  first  annual  convention  was  held  on  Oct.  14,  1902, 
so  that  this  convention  marks  the  completion  of  our 
twentieth  year  as  an  organization.  Of  the  17  charter 
members  only  three  have  voluntarily  resigned  member- 

ship while  continuing  business.  Three  others  have  re- 
tired from  the  business  and  four  gave  up  their  mem- 

bership through  consolidations  in  which  they  have 
merged.  This  seems  to  me  very  good  evidence  that  this 
Association  must  have  meant  something  in  all  these 
years  to  those  charter  members  who  started  it  and  who 
have  stayed  with  it  ever  since. 

Speaking  for  myself  and  my  company  I  know  that 
the  Association  has  meant  much  to  us  since  the  day 
we  joined  it,  that  each  year  it  has  meant  more  than 
the  year  before,  and  as  I  vision  the  possibilities  of 
associated  effort,  in  each  coming  year  this  Association 
can  and  should  mean  increasingly  more  than  any  pre- 

ceding year.  You  are  all  convinced  of  the  cumulative 
value  of  advertising  in  building  up  the  good-will  factor 
of  your  businesses.  I  think  the  same  cumulative  value 
exists  in  associated  effort. 

Proper  Competition 

I  look  back  to  the  days  of  cut-throat  competition  that 
existed  prior  to  the  formation  of  this  Association,  and 
I  think  of  how  much  better  things  are  today.  All  cut- 
throating,  all  unethical  competition  has  not  been  re- 

moved by  any  means,  for  the  strain  of  the  last  two 
years  has  revived  some  bad  practices  that  we  must 
seriously  set  about  stamping  out.  But  even  though  we 
have  been  going  through,  and  are  only  just  emerging 
from  the  worst  slump  the  industry  ever  had,  I  am 

encoui-aged  by  noting  how  much  rarer  we  have  found 
these  bad  practices  than  they  ever  were  before  in  less 
severe  depressions. 

Twenty  years  ago  a  printed  price  list  was  only  the 

salesman's  top  limit  in  the  vast  majority  of  cases. 
Today  this  is  true  in  very  few  cases  indeed.  That  is 
itself  a  tremendous  advance,  but  we  still  must  work  to 
eliminate  the  abuse  of  discriminating  prices  in  the  few 
cases  where  it  still  exists  or  where  a  backslide  took 

place  in  ethics.  Deviations  from  one's  published  price 
list  are  essentially  unfair,  and  besides  they  hurt  the 
very  man  who  makes  them.  If  you  are  quoted  a  con- 

fidential 5  per  cent  off  a  price  list,  you  can  never  be 
certain  that  your  competitor  is  not  quoted  a  more 
confidential  10  per  cent  off.  Any  buyer  buys  with 
more  confidence  and  respect  from  a  seller  whose  price 
list  means  exactly  what  it  says.  Besides,  this  single 
price  policy  creates  a  good  will  and  respect  among 
competitors  that  is  sure  to  improve  competition. 

The  whole  automobile  industry  works  on  a  basis  of 
openly  published  prices  and  there  is  no  reason  why 
ours  should  not.  Nothing  leads  to  reprisal  and  cut- 
throating  as  much  as  giving  secret  discounts  and  re- 

bates; nothing  gives  the  unscrupulous  buyer  a  strangle 

hold  on  sellers,  like  the  knowledge  that  an  industry  is 
shot  through  with  such  practices.  On  the  other  hand, 
nothing  makes  more  for  fair,  honest,  manly  competition 
than  openly  announced  prices  that  are  not  deviated  from 
until  replaced  by  other  openly  published  prices. 

An  artist  painting_  pictures  not  only  gets  his  living 
from  his  efforts  but  he  puts  his  heart  in  the  work  he 
is  doing.  The  joy  of  accomplishment  spurs  him  on. 
So  with  a  constructive  business  man;  his  business  is 
an  art,  and  its  successes  satisfy  his  instinct  of  achieve- 

ment, as  well  as  furnish  a  means  of  livelihood.  Just  as 
musicians,  painters,  and  sculptors  in  foregathering  to 
discuss  their  art  find  their  strongest  friendships  among 
their  fellow  craftsmen,  it  is  equally  true  with  business men. 

Attitude  Toward  Competitors 

I  count  it  of  just  as  much  value  to  gain  and  hold  the 
respect,  the  esteem,  the  friendship  of  my  competitors 
as  of  my  customers.  Perhaps  it  is  more  valuable,  be- 

cause contact  with  a  single  customer  is  only  occasional, 
while  our  competitors  we  have  always  with  us.  A 

single  customer  is  met  only  "where  is,"  but  a  competitor 
is  met  everywhere.  The  bad  opinion  of  a  single  cus- 

tomer affects  us  adversely  only  in  proportion  to  the 
size  of  his  individual  trade,  but  the  bad  opinion  of  a 
competitor  hurts  us  everywhere. 

Trade  abuses  are  parasites  that  sap  business  of  the 
life  blood  of  profit.  Abuses  are  rooted  in  envy  and  grow 
in  hate  of  competitors.  Only  where  the  competitive 
soil  is  soured  by  suspicion  can  abuses  take  root  and 
grow.  Sweeten  the  soil  by  confidence  and  these  noxious 
abuses  wither  and  die,  and  the  life  blood  of  profit  nans 
full  and  free.  A  healthy  business  is  rooted  in  emula- 

tion, not  envy,  and  it  grows  in  respect  and  friendship 
of  competitors,  not  in  hate. 

Is  Friendly  Co-operation  Worth  While? 

How  do  we  make  friends  ?  Only  by  being  fair-minded, 
by  being  open  and  above-board  in  every  way.  Meet 

your  competitor  at  least  half  way.  Don't  lie,  don't 
cheat,  don't  slander  his  character  or  his  product.  Go 
out  of  your  way  to  "do  unto  him  as  you  would  have 
him  do  unto  you."  Be  generous  with  information. 
Cast  your  one  bit  of  information  on  the  waters  and  it 
will  return  to  you  a  hundred  fold,  for  a  hundred  others 
are  doing  the  same  with  their  bits  of  information. 
Enrich  the  soil  of  competition  with  respect  for  your- 

self, with  friendship  and  fair  play  for  your  comp>eti- 
tors,  and  you  will  reap  a  bountiful  harvest. 

An  association  can  be  worth  while  to  its  members 

only  as  the  members  put  co-operation  into  it  as  well 
as  dues.  Not  always  have  those  who  pay  the  highest 
dues  contributed  the  most  valuable  ideas  and  sugges- 

tions. The  Association's  "Activities  Chart"  shows  the 
variety  of  ways  in  which  co-operation  has  benefited  dif- 

ferent members  during  the  last  two  years.  The  bulletins 
sent  out  have  covered  a  wide  variety  of  information. 
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Wllkoat  m  CMlnl  dtpoaitory  into  whkh  Mch  member 

■nHUM^WMr  and  Uiea.  hoar  eouM  all  thU  infor- 
b*  gatlMfcd  and  b*  maite  to  b»Mflt  you  by  iu 

rarictjr  aad  ita  earafal  eonpHvat  praavoUtion?  Not 
•  uaglkt  bolbtia  baa  fpoa  oat  but  what  aome  member 

I M  ita  baipfolnoaa  to  blm  in  aoivinK 
•r  In  pTMaatliw  aoaaa  Maa  that  had  not 

to  him  bafora. 

WItiwat  an  Aaaodation  how  could  we  eliminate  illeyit- 
iatatv  prarticeaT  On  a  «in<ie  «ale  men  have  loat  more 

thaa  ihair  jraar'a  dtiaa  becauae  they  toolt  the  word  of 
a  IjriBC  b«3rar  aa  to  a  oompetitor'a  buaineaa  methoda. 
■mt  routd  wt  atrondy  proaent  the  intereata  of  the 
laAwtry  in  mattora  of  le«i*tat(on?  How  could  we  do 
all  the  other  thiata  that  modem  buaineaa  oonditiona 
fofva  •fmry  iadoatry  to  do  by  organiied  coK>paraiion7 

Is  Out  Amocutwn  PiCiicncAL? 

have  reaifned  aaying  that  the  Asso- 
cult  too  coata  too  much.  Whether  non-memtters  realize 
it  or  not,  thia  Aaaoriation  is  working  for  their  interent 
•a  amU  aa  the  intareat  of  ita  membera.  and  from  that 
Mpaet  it  ia  onfair  for  them  to  have  the  membera  carry 

the  BOOHDembers'  ahare  of  the  induatry'a  load  aa  well 
aa  their  own.  Of  course  we  cannot  expect  all  men  to 
be  farsishted  and  raaliie  the  neceaaity  of  this  work, 
ao  it  remains  for  tboaa  who  do  raaliae  ita  necessity  to 

aovport  thia  work  aad  carry  the  "White  Man's  Burden." Calf  bjr  adocation  and  damoost ration  can  we  hope  to 
the  others  and  get  them  to  join  with  ua  in  the 

we  must  do  for  them  as  well  as  for  ourselves. 
Some,  members  and  nonnnembers,  may  think  that  the 

things  we  are  proposing  to  do  are  day  dreams,  but  I 
ran  assure  you  that  our  General  Manager  has  not  yet 

any  activity  that  he  could  not  show  to  be  in 
tl  operation  in  some  other  association.  Other 

inddatrica  have  had  more  active  aaaociations  than  ours 
for  aaany  yaara.  Our  General  Manager  has  kept  in 
lotKh  with  aa  many  of  these  as  possible.  He  does  not 
lack  kaoarkdge  of  what  is  worth  while,  nor  ability  to 
carry  out  any  good  activities  that  any  other  association 
baa.  He  can  and  will  make  our  Association  as  effective 
in  every  way  as  any  other  association.  But  he  cannot 
go  far  if  the  membership  do  not  co-operate  and  do  not 

the  facilltiea  of  the  Aaaociation. 

TBS  AMOaATION  AS  A  CONSTRUCTIVE  iNPLtmNCC 

Eaacotially.  every  association  is  simply  an  informa- 
tion bnraau.  Nothing  can  be  forced  on  membera.  They 

can  acrily  be  ahown  the  facts  and  be  asked  to  consider 
tbasa  facts  in  the  management  of  their  own  buaineaa. 
When  it  comes  to  mopping  up  information  our  General 
Manager  is  a  human  sponge  with  unlimited  capacity. 
But  while  he  ia  aoaking  op  all  this  information  from 
al  arta  of  aonreaa,  all  our  members  do  not  reach  out 

tkalr  banda  to  aqoasir  the  sponge  and  draw  the  infor- 
walinn  oat  of  bira.  Thoaa  who  do  that  know  that  it 
pays  wan. 

Knowing  what  we  have  done  and  can  do.  I  And  it 
strange  that  some  members  do  not  use  the  Association 
to  tba  foOaat  extent  that  they  really  can  and  should. 

I  take  tkla  owaatwi  to  record  the  progr«aa  to  date 
of  tha  broodsr  acUvftJae  that  were  beiptn  at  the  time 

I  antaiad  npos  Ibe  pre«idenc)-.  First  there  was  the 
of  Scovell.  Wellington  A  Co.  to  lay  out  the 

principlaa  to  which  the  cost  systems  of  our 
;  ba  bcoogbt  to  conform.  Thia  work  was 

many  favorable  comments 

on  it.  But  unfortunately,  the  severity  of  the  depression 
prevented  u.s  frtmi  getting  much  further  than  presents- 
t  ion  and  discussion  of  the  report  at  a  series  of  regional 
conferences  and  at  the  Cleveland  Convention  in  Kehru- 

ary.  1921. 
If  we  are  now  to  have  more  active  buaineaa  our  mem- 

bers should  aeriuu^ly  set  about  getting  their  coat  .><ya- 
tMns  in  line  with  the  principles  accepted,  so  that  they 
will  be  better  informed  than  they  have  ever  been,  when 
making  pricea.  Only  by  so  doing  can  you  be  aure  to 
bring  out  the  coata  of  idleness.  These  go  on  whether 
you  directly  set  them  forth  or  not.  Only  when  you  do 
know  those  idleneaa  coata  aa  they  are  can  you  determine 
which  are  unnecessary  losses,  and  which  are  necessHry 
costs  of  your  buaineaa.  When  you  actually  have  those 
costs  of  necessary  idleness  staring  you  out  of  coun- 

tenance you  will  insist  on  getting  n  fair  price  for  your 
product,  one  that  will  return  those  coats  to  you. 

Unless  these  costs  are  recouped  in  price,  this  industry 
will  stay  on  a  low  plane  of  remuneration  unfair  for  all 
its  participants,  from  apprentice  boys  up  to  presidents. 
Prices  in  the  past  have  been  based  too  much  on  mere 
hazy  opinions  of  coata.  There  has  been  a  general  feel- 

ing that  somehow  or  other  we  don't  get  out  of  our  efforts 
the  same  reward  that  similar  efforts  bring  to  our  neigh- 
bora  and  friends  in  other  industriea.  If  thia  ia  true, 
and  I  believe  it  is,  it  ia  because  we  have  never  had  the 
facts  of  reai  costs  so  clearly  before  us  as  to  permit  of 
no  dispute. 

The  Problcm  of  Necessary  Cost  of  Idleness 

Facts  are  stubborn  things,  and  convictions  backed 
up  by  facts  are  a  lot  safer  than  hazy  impressions  as 
to  coats.  If  you  and  your  competitor  both  make  un- 

profitable pricea  due  to  that  sort  of  error  in  costs,  you 
hurt  the  whole  industry,  and  you  owe  it  to  yourselves 
to  uae  better  methods.  Other  induatries  find  it  profit- 

able to  apend  much  money  and  time  on  cost  work,  and 
our  Association  from  now  on  should  aim  to  do  likewise. 

It  is  an  investment,  not  an  expense. 
We  are  apt  to  think  that  the  excess  capacity  in  our 

industry,  which  ha^  loomed  ao  large  and  so  idle  during 
the  last  two  years,  ia  wholly  a  result  of  the  war  ac- 

tivity, but  this  is  only  partly  true.  The  machine  tool 
industry  has  always  needed  a  maximum  ca|>acity  con- 

siderably in  excess  of  its  average  demand,  taken  over  a 

period  of  years. 
This  is  because  our  industry  naturally  suffers  from 

what  the  electrical  engineers  term  a  "bad  load  factor" 
in  electric  light  plants  where  a  high  peak  load  makea  a 
large  plant  necessary,  though  the  average  load  ia  low. 
The  electrical  people  have  given  this  load  factor  serious 

attention,  and  the  peak  load  consumers  pay  rates '  in 
proportion  to  the  exoenae  of  carrying  idle  equipment. 

It  appears  to  mc  that  we  could  well  give  the  same 
kind  of  consideration  to  the  financial  effect  of  our  load 
factor  on  our  pocketbooka.  Falae  luksea  for  costs  make 
false  bases  for  prices.  T(m)  many  of  our  industry  use 
that  method  of  dividing  the  total  amount  of  expense 
incurred  for  a  given  period  of  the  productive  houra  for 

that  period,  and  calling  the  quotient  their  burden.  Thia 
method  haa  been  kk'  Uy  and  truly  dearril*ed  aa  a 
method  of  waating  n  jrivc  dcrka  aimplc  exerciae 
in  long  diviaion  to  conceal 

Basing  prices  on  such  fiK>.«^"  ■•■  boom  times  aimply 
blinds  one's  ayaa  to  the  necessary  coat  of  idleness  in 
this  industry,  and  leaves  that  coat  out  of  the  price  of 

the  product     It  prevents  the  accumulation  of  a  necea- 
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sary  reserve  to  carry  over  the  succeeding  depression. 
It  gives  a  false  impression  of  profits  during  the  peak 
load  period;  that  makes  stockholders  hungry  for  fat 
dividends  just  when  the  cash  should  be  kept  in  the 
business,  and  later  on  makes  the  stockholders  blame  the 
managers  for  weakness  when  receiverships  occur. 

That  false  method  deludes  managers  in  desperation 
during  depression  to  sneak  up  back  alleys  with  price- 
cutting  bolos  drawn  on  competitors  who  believe  that 
honestly  made  goods  are  worth  a  fair  price  that  carries 
a  reasonable  profit  and  should  not  be  sold  below  cost. 
It  also  keeps  the  whole  morale  of  the  industry  low; 

it  destroys  our  self-respect;  it  prevents  us  from  paying 
our  employees  what  other  industries  will  pay  the  same 
men;  it  makes  our  industry  unattractive  to  the  kind  of 
men  we  ought  to  draw  into  it  as  engineers  and  sales- 

men; and  it  pays  the  industry's  investors  a  smaller 
dividend  than  they  can  get  on  stocks  bought  in  the 
open  market  whose  earnings  are  not  so  fluctuating  and 
whose  stockholders  do  not  run  the  same  risks  that 
ours  do. 

Frankness  about  Prices 

If  we  now  stamp  out  that  kindergarten  method  of 
burden  calculation,  after  the  next  boom  we  shall  have 
less  demoralization,  and  less  worry.  Let  us  openly  tell 
the  world  about  the  demand  fluctuations  this  industry 
encounters  and  why  its  bad  load  factor  necessarily  in- 

creases a  burden  rate  to  a  figure  much  higher  than  one 
in  a  more  stable  industry.  Let  us  study  these  things 
ourselves  and  see  that  our  customers  recognize  these 
costs  as  necessary  parts  of  price,  and  we  shall  have 
no  difficulty  in  getting  fair  prices  for  our  product. 
Unless  we  study  these  things  our  customers  will  not 
be  convinced  that  the  facts  really  exist. 

The  man  who  is  ignorant  of  his  true  costs  never 
has  a  firm  basis  for  his  price  policy  and  can  never 
command  respect,  either  of  his  competitors  or  of  his 
customers. 

In  the  cycle  we  are  now  entering  our  members  should 
so  well  revise  their  cost  systems  as  to  prevent  their 

repeating  the  errors  of  the  past.  Regional  accountants' 
meetings  every  three  months  would  do  wonders  in  that 
particular,  and  the  results  of  such  meetings  would 
repay  their  cost  many  fold.  I  ask  our  incoming  Board 
to  well  consider  the  advisability  of  such  meetings. 

Activities  Respecting  Amortization 

Some  buyers  have  put  excessive  pressure  on  our 
members  because  such  buyers  have  a  very  different 
situation  as  to  demand  than  our  industry  has.  It  is 
good  work  to  make  plain  to  all  the  world  that  we  must 
operate  our  business  according  to  the  nature  of  its 
demand.  Ours  is  a  secondary  demand  that  increases 
and  decreases  with  demand  for  the  products  of  our 
customers  and  is  affected  only  slightly,  if  at  all,  by 
the  price  of  our  product.  We  all  know  that  when  our 

customers'  shops  are  largely  idle,  no  price  above  a 
free  gift  will  induce  them  to  buy  tools  that  they  have 
no  reasonable  prospect  of  using.  We  cannot  stimulate 
our  market  when  direct  costs  of  building  machines  are 
lowered,  that  is,  during  years  of  depression.  Our  cus- 

tomers buy  when  active  business  requires  more  produc- 
tion, and  when  the  buyer  feels  sure  that  a  profit  will 

inure  to  him  out  of  the  larger  product  of  our  machines. 
If  and  when  a  user  cannot  figure  such  a  profit,  whether 
times  be  good  or  bad,  his  ears  are  shut  tight  to  the 
song  of  the  machine  tool  salesman. 

We  could  never  gouge  our  customers  if  we  tried, 
because  they  could  all  make  machine  tools  in  their  own 
shops  if  our  prices  were  so  high  that  the  cost  and 
trouble  would  be  less  in  making  their  own  machines. 
The  seller  can  never  break  through  these  natural  limits 
to  price  that  protect  the  buyer.  Protected  in  this  man- 

ner the  buyers  have  never  yet  had  to  pay  prices  any- 
where near  the  point  where  they  would  better  make 

their  own  machines.  The  business  struggle  has  gone 

on  between  the  sellers,  outside  the  buyers'  breastworks 
rather  than  between  buyers  and  sellers  on  the  breast- works. 

Even  here  sellers  in  their  eagerness  to  reach  the 
buyer  have  not  protected  their  inventions  with  as  many 
or  as  good  patents  as  they  could,  and  they  have  reduced 
their  fair  rewards  by  leaving  themselves  wide  open  to 
competitive  attack,  even  though  revolutionary  inven- 

tions are  rare  in  our  industry.  Because  of  the  possi- 
bility of  substitution  of  other  means  to  produce  the 

same  results  few  tight  patent  monopolies  have  been 

possible. Economic  law  protects  our  customers  very  well,  but 
it  heavily  penalizes  our  own  deficiencies.  Due  to  all 
these  things,  very  great  profits  have  not  been  reaped 
by  machine  tool  builders  as  compared  to  other  indus- 

tries, and  perhaps  never  can  be.  But  at  least  we  should 
learn  to  avoid  some  mistakes  that  have  reduced  or  even 
wiped  out  the  naturally  small  profits  that  we  could  earn. 
It  is  constructive  service  to  get  our  members  to  learn 
to  make  the  best  of  a  naturally  bad  situation.  It  is 
constructive  work  to  make  these  things  clear  to  poten- 

tial competitors  so  that  they  will  not  rush  into  this 

industry  in  ignorance  and  make  a  naturally  bad  situa- 
tion worse. 

The  Problem  of  Finance 

I  am  convinced  that  if  machine  tool  builders  will 

pay  more  attention  to  the  financial  side  of  their  busi- 
ness than  they  have  in  the  past,  they  will  be  well  repaid 

for  the  effort.  Over-expansion  of  an  industry  beyond 
the  actual  requirements  of  its  demand  is  almost  entirely 
a  problem  for  the  element  holding  the  financial  control. 
When  a  man  finds  that  by  adding  only  a  small  part  to 
his  capital  investment  his  costs  per  unit  will  be  greatly 

reduced,  it  looks  like  a  very  simple  problem  in  arith- 
metic to  find  additional  profit. 

The  trouble  is  that  about  the  time  one  man  gets  this 
bright  idea  the  same  very  evident  fact  dawns  on  several 
others.  They  all  expand,  and  if  the  total  expansion  is 

out  of  proportion  to  the  market's  requirements,  it  is 
very  likely  that  a  pressure  to  sell  will  arise  that  carries 
prices  below  the  profit  point  and  then  the  additional 
profit  anticipated  by  the  expansion  vanishes  into  thin 
air  and  takes  some  of  the  previous  profit  with  it. 

The  financial  effect  of  excess  capacity  is  to  reduce 
the  value  of  all  the  investment,  not  only  in  the  concern 
that  has  the  excess,  but  in  the  whole  industry.  Capital 
locked  up  in  fixed  investment  is  simply  lost  if  it  cannot 
be  put  to  profitable  use.  A  business  is  worth  only  what 
can  be  made  out  of  it.  If  it  cannot  earn  dividends  on 
the  investment,  it  is  only  worth  salvage  value. 

The  loss  and  gain  problem  in  the  final  analysis  is  a 
problem  of  finance,  and  as  it  is  the  financial  element 
that  takes  the  risk  and  must  always  hold  the  purse- 
strings,  it  must  therefore  be  the  one  to  exercise  the 
final  responsibility.  No  business  can  afford  to  neglect 
this  element  and  certainly  no  business  subject  to  such 
irregularities  as  ours  is  safe  in  doing  so. 
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Plekinr  Then  Out 
By  BKTBort 

tiMt  attvral  larf*  flrma  will  pick  out 
Mt  and  llttl*.  bgr  pareholof  iral  ie*t» 

its  levari  iMiAHMjr.  TmU  of  one 
'  ksf*  bMB  b«fof«  tk*  piAilk  for  Mvenil 

■  prvtty  eowtaftvntly  UushMi  at 
11»  BdlaoB  qoMtionnaires  met 

iMIeiik.  wku  thty  were  lint  reported. 
>  of  Um  fame  of  their 
has  aant  more  men 

for  UmIt  aaQnelapwIlaa  to  diaeover  the  an- 
aad  gat  raadjr  to  take  a  almflar  teat  if  it  should 
their  turn  to  do  ao.  Prom  theae  teeta  down  to 

plaia  iBtaOlfaac*  taata  and  trade  tcaU  of  the  simplest 
■atara  la  «alr  •  —•^n!'*  aUp  and  one  that  is  very 
likrir  to  foOov. 

It  ia  pretty  gaaeralljr  coaceded.  amomr  emplo.v'ment 
that  aeleetinff  the  riirht  man  for  the  job  is 

easy  as  long  as  they  can  personally  at- 
to  ft,  bat  that,  aa  aoon  as  the  plant  needs  men  fa^t 

to  kaap  several  subordinatea  at  work,  there  ia 
WB  mattormity  In  their  work.  Consequently  they  would 

all  like  to  disttn-er  some  way  to  standardise  the  work 
ao  that  all  assistants  in  the  hiring  oOke  will  send  about 
the  same  kind  of  men  for  each  different  kind  of  job. 
The  gaoeral  oaanagar  is  eooeomed  about  this  too  be- 
caaae  he  raaltaaa  that  ha  la  not  to  have  a  perfect  seleo- 
tiaa  of  BMB.  BO  Matter  what  his  plan.  He  cannot  expect 
to  attract  all  the  best  machinists  or  pattern  makers  to 
kla  sIm^  realizing  that  others  can  play  that  game  as 
wm  as  he.  He  is  be«t«'  off  with  a  fairly  uniform  aalec- 
tiaa  if  his  tools,  methods  of  nnanufacture  and  foreman- 

to  that  type  than  he  will  with  a  few 
and  sone  at  the  other  extreme. 

MBTHOoa  or  SBiBCnON 

There  are  two  ways  of  looking  at  the  selection  of 
One  is  to  try  to  And  the  man  best  adapted  by 

ancc  and  training  to  iro  right  ahead  and  do  the 
t  ia  the  sho|i,  while  the  other  is  to  try  to  find  the  men 

whA.  whoa  trained,  will  make  the  best  men. 
The  llnrt  plan  discovers  the  men  whose  experience 

~  the  aaareat  to  that  which  they  will  have  in  the 
bo^  It  attracts  the  wanderers  who,  by  virtue  of 

I  travai  froai  ahop  to  ahop,  can  pass  sny  kind  of  a 
taat  aieapt  a  taat  f or  atability.  It  works  well  in 
Bufacturing  machine  shop  where  no  great  effort  is 
I  to  keep  men.  where  new  men  sre  wanted  who  will 
for  a  while,  leave  all  their  good  ideas  for  th-> 

St  to  use.  and,  when  their  oranges  are 
I  dry.  will  move  on  to  some  other  place.  They 

for  a  high  faibor  tamover  but  a  low  cost  of  r«- 
aant. 

The  saeoad  piao  attracts  young  men  whose  ambitions 
are  Mmi  hr  the  proailaad  chance  to  learn  a  trade  or 
a  praCsaahM.  It  is  avaaslva  in  first  ooat  becauae  the 
cart  of  tralatag  is  high  ragardhas  of  whether  it  is  con. 
•aaM  ia  the  cost  aeoooata  or  nude  the  subject  of  a 
facial  Mger  account  of  lu  own.  It  does  produce  a 
low  tebor  tomovcr  and  oadoabtedly  in  that  way  rapays 
tha  ftmt  high  eoat  as  sooa  as  H  is  running  in  full  swing. 
Moiaoisi.  It  nakaa  a  strong  organ ixatkin  of  men  loyal 
ta  tha  alMv,  wiMNaa  the  first  plan  makes  a  kwae  organ- 

ia  which  aaao  maa  seas  only  a  stepping  atoaa 
Iherjob. 

For  the  first  plan,  trade  teeU  which  show  tha  taeh> 

nical  akill  of  the  applicnnt  are  all  that  iii  necessary. 
Thsaa  tests,  however,  cannot  be  entirely  verbal,  the 
veriest  manual  training  school  boy  could  pass  many  of 
than  verbally,  but  should  be  operative.  The  man 
should  have  certain  Jobs  to  set  up  and  do  before  the  eye 
of  the  axamiaar  and  he  should  be  marked  not  alone  on 
what  he  aecomplishes  but  by  the  way  he  goes  at  it. 
For  this  purpo.ie,  it  is  essential  that  the  examiner  be 
broad  minded  enough  to  give  the  man  full  credit  for 
sooeasafully  doing,  in  his  own  way.  a  job  which  he  never 
saw  before  provided  it  is  a  workmanlike  way  and  can 
be  made  dBcient.  Under  the  second  scheme  of  test.s. 
the  intelligence  test  plays  a  great  part,  pluj<  sulfiiiont 
additional  to  show  that  the  man  has  the  special  apti- 

tudes that  the  trade  requires.  For  example,  the  ma- 
chinist trade  is  based  very  largely  on  ability  to  measure. 

Mvar  Distinguish  MEAStiBss 

A  man  on  lathe,  planer  or  milling  machine  works  as 
close  as  he  can  measure  and  no  closer.  If  the  candi- 

date shows  inabilit}'  to  close  a  micrometer  alike  on  two 
pieces  of  the  same  aire  he  should  be  looked  upon  with 
question.  If  he  cannot  distinguish  measurements  with 
a  rule  as  fine  as  82ds  he  can  hardly  be  expected  to  learn 
to  read  thousandths.  Mathematical  tests  will  also  dis- 

close the  kind  of  men  who  can  think  in  figures.  Esti- 
mating tests,  in  which  men  are  given  short  pieces  of 

one,  two  and  three  inch  bars  to  estimate  without  any 
means  of  measurement,  will  help,  but  the  general  intelli- 

gence test,  with  care  to  make  sure  of  the  man's  general 
reasoning  power  and  his  imaKination  for  things  seen, 
gives  the  basis  for  a  decision  which  will  probably  be 
at  least  as  good  aa  that  of  the  employment  manager 
hiraaelf. 

The  free  use  of  tests  is  likely  to  bring  about  one  con- 
dition that  has  not  hitherto  been  met.  except  in  con- 

nection with  the  civil  service.  Men  will  take  many  of 
these  examinations  with  the  idea  of  laying  an  anchor 
to  windward.  They  may  have  no  intention  of  accepting 
the  job  but  they  want  to  know  how  they  stand.  Men 
are  just  as  curious,  regarding  their  actual  ability  rela- 

tive to  others  in  the  same  line,  as  employers  are.  They 
may  take  a  test  at  the  Jones  shop  without  the  slightest 
thought  of  leaving  Smith  but  if  they  rank  high  and  an 
immediate  job  is  available  at  a  higher  rate  they  are 
quite  likely  at  least  to  ask  Smith  for  more  recognition 
in  the  pay  envelope.  This,  however,  is  not  an  unmiti- 

gated blessing.  If  Smith  finds  several  of  his  men  mak- 
ing these  shifts,  he  will  jack  up  his  psychometrist.  or 

whatever  he  may  call  him.  and  get  his  t«st«  up  to  the 
Jones  standard. 

Safety  Appliances 
By  C.  E.  Jknson 

In  many  instances  safety  appliances  are  called  for  by 
law  or  ordinance.  But  the  law  is  too  seldom  enforced. 
Some  builders  rsther  pride  themselves  on  their 
machines  and  even  tools  being  fool  proof,  but  even  after 
the  law  has  demanded  safety  appliances  for  elevator 
hatchea,  gears,  in  fact,  almost  everything  ulmut.  the 
place,  and  the  inspector  hnf  come  sround,  which  I  am 
sorry  to  say  is  often  only  in  the  hopes  of  graft,  dnntrer 
areas  and  danger  spplinrHt-M  still  exist.  It  is  up  to  the 
foreman  to  report  them,  over  and  over  again  if  n<-ccs- 
sary.  to  his  eBq>k>y«r.  No  workmsn  can  reasonably  be 
expectad  to  give  his  best  effort  when  he  is  constantly 
aware  that  his  surroundings  are  unsafe. 
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Machining  Gas  Engine  Pistons 
Rough  Turning  in  Automatic  Machine — Trouble  Due  to  Expansion  Chuck  Overcome 

by  a  Chuck  of  Special  Design — A  Special  Grinding  Mandrel 
By  a.  W.  freeman 

IN  MACHINING  pistons  at  the  Cushman  Motor 
Works,  Lincoln,  Neb.,  the  castings  are  first  annealed 

and  the  open  ends  faced  by  grinding  on  an  18-in. 
disk  grinding-machine.  The  work  is  held  by  hand 
square  against  the  disk,  removing  just  enough  stock  to 
allow  the  piston  to  set  flat  on  this  surface,  which  is  used 
as  a  clamping  surface  in  subsequent  operations. 

Rough-reaming  the  open  end  is  done  on  a  Cincinnati- 
Bickford  drilling  machine,  using  a  lathe  chuck  to  hold 
the  work,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.  Very  little  stock  is  re- 

moved, not  more  than  s^  in.  For  this  operation  we  use 

an  expansion  shell  reamer  with  a  pilot  at  A  approx- 
imately fitting  the  cored  hole.  The  limits  to  which  we 

hold  this  hole  are  plus  or  minus  0.0015  inches. 
Rough-turning  is  done  on  a  2-in.  Cleveland  automatic 

piston  machine,  supplied  with  air  equipment  for  operat- 
ing the  chuck,  which  is  a  distinctive  feature  in  the 

operation.      After   an    unsuccessful    attempt    to    use    a 

FIG.  1.     ROUGH-REAMING  THE  OPEN  END 

chuck  of  the  expansion  pin  type,  the  chuck  shown  in 
Fig.  2  was  developed. 

One  trouble  we  had  with  the  expansion  type  of  chuck 
was  that  the  pressure  would  crack  the  piston  after  the 
roughing  cut  was  about  completed.  If  we  reduced  the 
pressure,  the  piston  would  wobble  or  run  out  of  true 
when  the  grooving  tools  started  to  cut.  Worst  of  all 
the  pi-stons  would  come  out  of  round  from  0.1010  to 
0.050  in.  These  troubles  have  been  overcome  by  using 
the  chuck  shown. 

The  chuck  holds  the  piston  the  same  as  it  would  be 
held  by  a  draw  bar  and  pin  through  the  wristpin  hole, 
except  that  it  grips  over  the  outside  of  the  wristpin 
bosses,  thus  eliminating  the  necessity  of  drilling  the 
wristpin  holes  until  after  the  piston  has  been  finish- 
turned.  It  also  ends  the  troublesome  job  of  machining 
across  the  drilled  holes  in  the  turning  operation. 

To  chuck  a  piston  it  is  only  necessary  to  slip  it  over 

the  chuck  and  turn  on  the  air.  There  is  no  outward 

pressui-e  against  the  wall  of  the  piston,  all  of  the  pull 
being  straight  back. 

The  two  dogs  A  when  spread  by  the  spreader  block 
C  will  grip  the  wristpin  bosses.  The  spreader  block  and 
its  rod  G  are  connected  direct  to  the  piston  rod  of  the 
chuck.     Springs  at  D  collapse  the  chuck  when  the  air 

FIG.  2.     A  SPECIAL  CHUCK 

is  released.  The  main  member  E  has  a  heavy  coil 
spring  behind  it  to  force  it  out  when  air  is  released. 
When  the  air  is  turned  on,  the  spreader  block  first 

spreads  the  boss  dogs  to  their  extreme  position,  catch- 
ing over  the  wristpin  bosses  and  then  the  whole  chuck 

together  with  the  piston  is  drawn  back  against  the 
shoulder  of  mandrel  F. 

All  of  the  pull  is  directly  over  the  ends  of  the  boss 
dogs  A.  The  spreader  block  and  rod  have  swivel  joints, 
and  the  holes  where  bolts  H  go  through  are  slotted  to 
take  care  of  any  variation  in  the  wristpin  bosses,  giving 
equal  pressure  on  each  boss. 

A  section  of  a  piston  slipped  over  the  chuck  is  shown 
in  Fig.  3  while  Fig.  4  shows  the  piston  tightened  on  the 
chuck.  Note  the  difference  in  the  positions  of  the  boss 
dogs  in  each  illustration.  The  wall  of  this  piston  is  A 
in.  thick  and  the  first  operation,  which  includes  rough- 
turning  the  diameter,  roughing  the  ring  grooves  and 
facing  the  head  end,  leaves  it  to  within  0.002  to  0.004 
in.  of  round. 
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FIG.   3       PISTON  IN  PL.A.CE,  CHUCK  NOT  TIGHTENED. 

FIG.  4.     PISTON  IN  PLACE,  CHUCK  TIGHTENED 
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57.  No.  16 Boriat  »ai  fariac  Uw  opto  aad  b  done  on  a  No.  4 
Wanwr  4  Swswjr  mtiwwl  tmmi  lath«.  The  work  Is 
ImM  ia  •  oriM  M  akmni  bi  Pit-  &■  Th*  hole  is  borad 
vHli  a  twubla*Ml  adJaataUa  tool  and  rMuaad  with  an 

•Ml  rMunvr.  The  diameter  u\-vr  the  rinx 
is  flaish-tamMl  with  a  second  tool,  allowing  no 

for  griadiaff. 
Ia  tastiat  fw  laaka.  tha  pistoa  is  placed  in  a  fixture 

a  pTMaara  of  50  lb.  ap|iii«d  to  the  innide  to  deter- 
tf  tlMff*  are  aajr  baka  or  porous  places. 

Bortaf  Hm  wristpia  bob  b  dom*  on   n   Cinrinnnti- 

no    i       BuHI.V'i    AM>  VAClSa  Tills  OPEN   KND 

Bickford  4-spindb  ganf  drilling  machine,  using  three 
■p^adbs  for  the  work  as  shown  in  Fig.  6.  There  are  four 

Thrsa  bold  work  in  operation,  leaving  one 
to  bad.  The  hob  b  first  drilled  from  both  aides, 

twalag  the  Jig  over  to  aeoompliiih  thin.  The  fixture  is 
tbaa  passed  along  the  track  to  the  next  spindle  and 
roogb-raanad  ia  the  same  manner.  The  finish  reamer 
ia  tbt  third  spiadb,  bofwaver,  is  run  through  both  holes 
fraa  oat  aids  to  insure  perfect  alignment.  The  holes 
art  raaoMd  to  within  0.006  to  0.0015  in.  of  finished 
siaa.  Thb  amount  is  removed  by  hand  reaming  when 
tbt  wrbtpins  are  fitted.  Two  gages  are  used,  a  limit 

gafa  aad  a  gage  to  check  alignment  of  holes.  The  illus- 
tnUoa  shows  the  locating  arrangement.  The  yoke  A 

oe«  wristpin  boss.  The  piste  B  is  hardened 
groond  and  has  a  pibt  to  fit  the  open  end  of  the 

Scrtw  C  holds  the  piston  squarely  against  the 
plata  aadovtr  the  pflot 

la  tabh  grinding  the  diameter,  the  work  is  placed 
aa  tha  hanbnad  aad  ground  mandrel  xhown  in  Fig.  7. 

Kl«i 
MANDKKI.  VOH    HUl.DI.MJ   PISTON   IN 

t:iU.NI>INH   MACHINE 

The  groove  to  be  seen  in  the  center  of  the  pin  at  A 
18  utied  to  hold  it  centrally.  A  small  ball  with  a  spring 
bfhind  it  drops  into  the  grocive  when  the  pin  is  in  posi- 

tion. The  four  grooves  shown  in  the  mandrel  will 
allow  the  grinding  compound  to  run  out.  To  remove  the 
piston  from  the  mandrel,  the  nut  is  clamped  in  a  vise 
and  it  is  only  necessary  to  grip  the  piston  by  the  hands 
to  tighten  or  loosen  it.  A  Norton  20  x  21-!n.  36-L 
'  stolon  wheel  is  used,  removintr  0.008  to  0.012  in.  of 

'<  k  while  feeding  straight  in  and  flnishing  in  one 
operation  to  8.247  or  3.245  inches. 

Dimensions  of  Tapper  Tapt 
The  accompanying  table  gives  dimensions  of  tapper 

taps  as  recently  adopted  by  the  Tap  and  Die  Institute. 
It  is  published  for  the  information  of  those  interested. 
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Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methodB.  Its  scope  includes  all  divisions  of  ths  machine  building  in' 
dustry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  tetters  submitted  from  alt  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully  considered  and   those  published  are  paid  for. 

Simple  Device  for  Testing  Power 
of  Air  Drill 

By  Juvenal  Grignolo 

On  pages  875  and  951,  Vol.  56,  of  American  Machin- 
ist, S.  Ashton  Hand  describes  devices  for  testing  the 

efficiency  of  air  drills.  These  suggestions  are  all  right 
for  the  purpose  provided  there  are  a  sufficient  number 
of  drills  in  operation  around  the  plant  to  warrant  the 
expense  of  the  installation.  The  sketch  accompanying 
this  article  shows  a  device  used  by  the  writer  while 
repairing  drills  around  a  small  shipyard  that  has  at 
least  the  merit  of  low  cost. 

A  short  shaft  was  made  with  a  tapered  shank  to  fit 
the  socket  of  the  drill  and  to  it  was  keyed  a  flanged  pul- 

DEVICE  FOR  TESTING  AIR  DRILLS 

ley,  or  brake  wheel,  about  8  in.  in  diameter.  A  forged 
brake  band  was  made,  as  the  sketch  shows,  and  was 
lined  with  leather  to  fit  the  brake  wheel.  To  test  a 
drill,  the  shaft  and  brake  wheel  should  be  put  into  the 
drill  and  the  whole  placed  between  the  centers  of  a 
lathe.  The  brake  band  should  then  be  separated  and 
placed  over  the  wheel,  being  then  drawn  tight  by  means 
of  the  bolt  at  the  short  end.  When  in  position,  the 
long  end  of  the  brake  band  lever  extended  horizontally 
over  the  front  shears  of  the  lathe  and  was  supported 
in  this  position  by  a  long  rod,  the  lower  end  of  which 
rested  upon  the  platform  of  a  scale  placed  in  front  of 
the  lathe. 

Turning  on  the  air  and  tightening  the  bolt  gradually, 
at  the  same  time  increasing  the  weight  on  the  scale 
beam  to  correspond,  the  resistance  necessary  at  the  end 
of  the  lever  to  stall  the  drill  was  thus  determined  in 
terms  of  weight.  This  device  would  not,  of  course, 
measure  the  efficiency  of  the  drill  in  the  matter  of  air 
consumption  with  respect  to  the  amount  of  work  done 
but  it  does  measure  the  power  a  drill  was  capable  of 
delivering  and  tells  us  immediately  whether  or  not  a 
repair  drill  is  up  to  the  standard.  This  is  the  really 
important   matter. 

Another  Way  to  Catch  the  Thread — 
Discussion 

By  Jesse  B.  King 

In  an  article  on  pages  352  of  the  American  Machinist, 
Vol.  57,  under  the  above  title,  H.  0.  Turnbull  gives  a 
scheme  for  catching  the  thread  with  a  pointer.  The 
idea  is  very  good,  but  I  dont  think  Mr.  Turnbull  carried 
it  quite  far  enough.  He  neglected  to  tell  us  what 
would  happen  should  the  thread  extend  up  close  to  a 
flange  or  shoulder,  in  which  case  his  thread  pointer 
would  receive  some  rough  usage  as  it  is  in  advance 
of  the  thread  tool. 

I  had  a  similar  device  in  use  at  one  time  on  a  lathe 

minus  a  thread  dial  and,  as  the  work  was  of  1-^  in. 
diameter  and  to  be  threaded  close  up  to  a  4-in.  flange, 
the  rigid  pointer  would  not  do.  I  hit  upon  the  scheme 
of  hinging  the  pointer  about  i  in.  from  the  tool  post. 
When  the  operator  is  sure  the  tool  will  follow  correctly, 
he  can  swing  the  pointer  up  where  it  will  not  cause 
trouble  and  set  it  down  again  before  starting  the 
next  cut. 

Friction  Chuck  for  Tightening  Nuts 
By  Herbert  Crawford 

The  illustration  shows  a  friction  chuck  used  by  the 
Ford  Motor  Co.  for  screwing  up  nuts  to  any  desired 
tightness.  Without  going  into  unnecessary  details  of 
construction,  it  will  be  seen  that  the  device  consists  pri- 

marily of  the  chuck  A  and  the  driving  spindle  B.  These 
members  are  connected  by  the  friction  plates  C  in  the 
same  way  as  the  friction  clutches  in  automobile  drives. 
Part  of  the  disks  are  connected  to  A  and  the  remaining 
disks  to  the  drive  shaft  B,  normal  friction  being  se- 

cured by  means  of  the  helical  spring  D. 
This  friction  can  be  readily  adjusted  by  means  of  the 

nut  and  lock  nut  shown  at  E,  the  drawing  showing  very 

FRICTION  CHUCK  FOR  TIGHTENING  NUTS 

clearly  the  construction  of  the  whole  chuck.  Although 
the  chuck  is  shown  on  the  end  of  a  spindle  mounted  in 
a  bench  stand,  the  same  design  of  chuck  is  used  on  the 
end  of  the  flexible  shaft  when  it  is  desired  to  tighten 
nuts  in  assembling  units  which  can  be  handled  more 
readily  by  bringing  the  chuck  to  the  work.  This  device 
is  designed  for  tightening  small  nuts. 
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Aotamatic  Air  Valve  to  Blow  Away 
the  Chips 

By  W.  1^  Kaufman 

in  connection  with  manu- 
«•  foond  that  it  took  altogether 

toe  Biych  of  the  operator'*  t.'me  to  k««o  the  chipn  away 
tnm  tht  labia  or  flxtarv  whare  the  work  waa  to  go. 
Bach  ttet  a  piaea  waa  chacfad  it  would  be  neceaaaiy 
ta  bnnli  or  blow  away  the  chip*  to  roake  rure  that 
aoa*  of  tkaai  would  gat  under  the  following  place  and 
caoae  it  to  be  drilled  incorrectly. 

To  wiadjr  thia  dilBcultjr  wa  piped  air  at  60  lb. 
to  aaeh  of  the  driU-preaaaa  and  closed  each 

pipe  with  an  ordinary 
gaa  cock  from  the  plug 
of  which  the  pin  had 
been  removed  so  that 

the  plug  would  turn  all 
the  way  around.  We 
then  tapped  into  the  end 
of  the  pinion  nhaft  of 
the  drill-press  a  large 
fillister  head  screw,  the 
alot  of  which  had  been 
enlarged  nuflWiently  to 
fit  over  the  thumb  piece 

of  the  gas  plug  and  at- 
tached it  to  the  plug  by 

drilling  through  and 
setting  in  a  pin,  as 
tabown  in  the  sketch.  A 
'lock  nut  on  the  body  of 
the  screw  kept  it  from 
turning  in  the  thread 
and  gave  us  an  adjust- 

ment in  the  matter  of 
the  angle  at  which  the 

.  stood.  A  nnall  copper  tube  was  fitted  to  the  outlet 
and  of  the  gaa  code  and  bent  down  cloae  to  the  table  or 
fixture  where  the  Jet  of  air  would  do  the  most  good. 

With  a  drili-preaa  equipped  in  this  way,  the  operator 
pay  BO  attenUon  to  the-  chips.  Wh^n  he  starts  to 
Oa  drin  froan  the  work  the  air  will  automatically 

bt  tamed  on.  while,  if  the  lever  is  thr.^wn  away  back, 

aa  wbm  changing  piece*,  the  air  w^ill  be  shut  off  again. 
By  knaaning  the  Uxk  nut  on  the  body  of  the  screw,  the 
vaha  can  be  art  in  poaition  to  deliver  a  jet  of  air  at 
«n  deabad  riae  of  the  drill. 

AUTOMATIC  AIB  JBT  FOR 
aMALt.  DRIIX-PRBSS 

The  type  of  combination  baclcatop  and  ejector  iliua- 
trated  in  the  accompanying  sketch  has  a  wider  range 

than  the  so-called  "spring  type,"  generally  used  on  the 
hand  screw  machines  as  there  i8  no  stickiiiR  of  the 

spring  to  contend  with.  An  adjustable  b«ck.stop  A',  an 
ejector  rod  A,  two  feeding  collars  B  and  connecting 

/to/yicnV 

A  Badutop  and  Ejector  Combination 
By  M.  w.  Taylok 

The  uae  of  an  ejector  for  the  removal  of  work  from 
tha  aollota  on  amall  hand  acrew  machines,  when  flg- 
orcd  in  dollara  and  centa,  will  in  a  year  more  than 
coear  the  dapaadaUoo  of  the  machines  themaelvaa. 
Tkis  la  oapaeUly  tma  when  the  operation  requiraa 
only  a  amalt  amount  of  time,  such  aa  a  second  opera- 
tloo  OB  work  that  has  bean  partly  machined  on  an 
aatooatk.  For  example,  if  a  stud  requiraa  a  ten- 
aaaond  thiaadiag  operation  (the  oppoaite  end  having 
ban  prarlaaoty  threadad)  and  the  tiaie  required  to 
laoKrve  the  work  from  the  chuck  is  two  aaconds,  the 
■aa  of  aa  ejector  means  a  saving  of  20  par  cent  of  the 
total  time.  Obvlooaly,  the  shorter  the  machining  oper- 
aUoa.  tha  graatar  the  aartng . 

..■ejtcfing  Atf A    -  *■  ̂  <*         r 

!_ZI> gacHfcpK 

COUBINBD  UACKSTOP  AND 

strap  D  are  necessary.  The  backstop  and  collars  are 
equipment  to  be  found  in  practically  any  shop.  Stud  E 
is  a  piece  of  steel  tubingr  threaded  and  the  stop  can  be 
adjusted  to  the  length  desired  by  moving  the  nuts  F 
and  G.  The  ejector  rod  i.s  made  of  cold-rolled  steel  with 
cne  of  the  ends  turned  down  so  as  to  make  it  a  sliding 
fit  in  the  hole  in  the  backatop.  The  feeding  collars  B 
are  adjusted  with  setscrews. 

When  the  lever  C  is  in  position  X,  the  collet  is  open. 
The  piece  of  work  is  placed  in  the  chuck  until  it 
touches  the  backatop  and  further  movement  causes  the 
ejector  to  slide  back  in  the  hole.  When  the  lever  C 
is  moved  to  position  Y,  the  collet  is  closed.  After  the 
operation  has  been  performed,  and  the  lover  moved  to 
open  the  collet,  the  simultaneous  movement  of  //  starts 
the  ejector  rod  through  the  backstop  and  ejects  the 
work  instantly.  Connecting  strap  D,  secured  at  /  and 
J,  causes  movement  of  //  in  the  direction  in  which 
lever  C  is  moved.  Caaehardening  of  all  parts  adds  to 
the  life  of  the  apparatus. 

Savinjf  Time  in  Cirindin)^  Centers 
— ^Discussion 

By  a.  Ci{K8ti':r 

Charles  Kaufmann's  sugKostion  for  a  center  to  save 
time  in  grinding,  published  on  page  284  of  the  American 
Utufkinut,  is  a  very  good  one  but  there  must  cither  have 
been  a  mistake  in  the  sketch  or  Mr.  Kaufmann  over- 

looked the  fact  that  a  sharp  comer  is  not  usually  con- 

TIMR-RAVINO  CBNTBR   WITH   ROUNDBD   COnNBR 

sidered  good  deaign.  The  same  idea,  but  with  a  gen- 
erous round,  as  shown  in  the  sketch  herewith,  would  be 

much  more  in  accordance  wilh  the  general  conception  of 

good  mechanical  practice.  Moreover,  it  certainly  would 
save  a  lot  of  trouble  in  tr>'ing  to  harden  such  pieces. 
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Rings  to  Keep  Valves  from  Sticking 
By  G.  a.  Luers 

Valves  sticking,  due  to  carbon  collecting  about  the 
stems,  is  a  common  fault  in  some  motors.  It  is  neces- 

sary in  some  cases  to  remove  the  cylinder  head  and 
disassemble  the  parts  to  scrape  the  carbon  from  the 
stems.  One  motorist  devised  the  simple  method  for 

scraping  olT  the  carbon  as  rapidly  as  it  collects,  by  plac- 
ing a  scraper  ring  about  the  stem  of  each  valve,  as 

indicated  in  the  sketch. 
These  rings  are  made  from  heavy  square  wire  wound 

to  about  the  size  of  the  stems  and  cut  off  to  leave  two 

RINGS  TO  KEEP  VALVES  FROM  STICKING 

turns  in  each  ring.  Another  method  is  to  use  one  or 
more  lock  washers  about  the  size  of  the  valve  stem, 
which  will  effect  the  same  purpose.  The  movement  of 
the  valve  affords  the  loose  ring  an  opportunity  to  reach 
the  bearing  surface  each  time  the  valve  raises.  Since 
installing  these  rings  the  owner  claims  not  to  have  had 
a  reoccurrence  of  valve-sticking  troubles. 

Slip  Bushings 
By  Edward  Heller 

The  slip  bushings  described  by  Raymond  Beckman  on 
page  152,  Vol.  57,  of  American  Machinist  are  certainly 
a  step  away  from  the  ordinary  kind  and  there  are  quite 
a  few  objections  to  be  raised  against  them.  In  the  first 
place,  they  are  rather  expensive  to  make.  Secondly,  the 
handle  is  pretty  large  (the  smallest  one  is  2J  in.  spread) 
and  at  times  other  things  around  the  jig  would  interfere 
with  it.     Lastly,  the  chief  objection  to  slip  bushings. 

that  of  sticking,  is  not  eliminated.  Mr.  Beckman  only 
provides  a  big  handle  with  which  to  pry  them  loose. 

A  slip  bushing  that  does  away  with  the  chief  trouble 
is  shown  in  the  accompanying  drawing.  The  principal 
feature  of  the  bushing  is  the  relief  milled  on  the  part 
that  enters  the  liner  bushing.  No  matter  how  much 
dirt  or  grease  there  is  in  the  liner  bushing,  the  slip 
bushing  acts  as  a  reamer  and  cleans  everything  out. 
Another  feature  of  this  bushing  outfit  is  the  method  by 
which  the  liner  bushing  is  held  in  place.  A  small  hole 
is  drilled  in  the  liner  bushing  a  distance  M  from  the  top 
and  at  30  deg.  with  the  horizontal.  After  the  bushing 
is  pressed  into  the  jig  body,  the  small  hole  N  is  con- 

tinued through  the  liner  bushing,  into  the  casting  of 
the  jig.  A  small  pin  is  then  forced  into  the  hole.  The 
hole  for  the  pin  is  always  drilled  deeper  than  necessary. 

If  for  any  reason  it  becomes  necessary  to  remove  the 
liner  bushing,  the  pin  can  be  driven  in  deep  enough  to 
clear  the  bushing,  which  can  then  be  forced  out.  When 
another  bushing  is  inserted,  it  is  set  to  miss  the  old 
hole,  and  a  new  hole  is  drilled  for  the  pj^n.  It  is  not 
often  that  a  liner  bushing  has  to  be  replaced,  so  the 
extra  holes  that  might  have  to  be  drilled  in  the  jig  cast- 

ing are  negligible.  This  method  does  away  with  a 
flange  on  the  liner  bushing  and  it  also  permits  the  bush- 

ing to  be  driven  in  or  out  in  any  direction. 
These  bushings  were  developed  and  used  in  a  shop 

manufacturing  automobile  motors  and  transmissions. 
The  sizes  shown  in  the  table  are  the  principal  sizes  used 
up  to  one  inch.    For  any  intermediate  sizes,  the  dimen- 

Slip  Bushing 
Liner  Bushing 

A  SLIP  BUSHING  THAT  WILL  NOT  STICK 

sions  of  the  next  larger  size  were  used.  The  parts  for 
the  more  common  sizes  were  usually  made  in  quantities, 
kept  in  stock  and  when  a  drill  jig  was  designed  the 
bushings  and  accessories  were  drawn  in  but  no  dimen- 

sions given.  The  parts  were  then  called  for  in  the  bill 
of  material.  It  will  be  interesting  to  note  that  we  even 
designed  a  universal  drill  jig  to  drill  that  little  hole  in 
the  liner  bushing. 

SIZES    OF    BUSHINGS    AND    PARTS 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T 

1/16 3/16 3/8 1/2 
3/4 

1/8 3/32 1/16 1 1  /64 
1/32 7/16 

3/8 

3/32 
1/16 

3/16 

1/4 

3/16 

3/8 

5/8 15/32 

3/32 1/4 3/8 1/2 
3/4 

1/8 1/8 
1/16 7/32 1/32 

7/16 
7/16 

1/8 

3/32 
3/16 

1/4 3/16 

3/8 5/8 

7/16 

1/8 5/16 7/16 
5/8 7/8 1/8 1/8 

1/16 
9/32 1/32 1/2 

1/2 5/32 3/32 3/16 

1/4 3/16 

3/8 

5/8 
17/32 

5/32 3/8 7/16 5/8 7/8 
1/8 

1/8 
1/16 11/32 

1/32 
1/2 

9/16 3/16 
3/32 

7/32 

1/4 

3/16 

3/8 

5/8 

17/32 
3/16 3/8 9/16 

5/8 7/8 1/8 1/8 3/32 11/32 

3/64 

5/8 

9/16 7/32 
3/32 7/32 5/16 

1/4 
15/32 23/32 

23/32 

!/■♦ 1/2 3/4 5/8 
7/8 1/8 1/8 3/32 13/32 3/64 

3/4 

11/16 1/4 

3/32 7/32 

5/16 1/4 

15/32 23/32 

15/16 i/16 9/16 13/16 5/8 15/16 
5/32 3/16 1/8 

15/32 1/16 
13/16 13/16 

1/4 1/8 7/32 

3/8 

5/16 

15/32 25/32 
31/32 

3/8 11/16 7/8 3/4 
1  1/8 

3/16 3/16 
1/8 19/32 1/16 13/16 15/16 1/4 

1/8 

1/4 3/8 

5/16 
1/2 

7/8 

7/16 
3/4 15/16 13/16 1  3/16 

3/16 3/16 
1/8 

21/32 
1/16 

13/16 1 

1/4 

1/8 

1/4 

3/8 

5/16 

1/2 7/8 

1  1/32 

1/2 27/32 1 7/8 1  5/16 
7/32 

3/16 

1/8 
11/16 3/32 13/16 1  3/32 

1/4 1/8 1/4 

3/8 

5/16 

1/2 15/16 1  1/16 

9/16 29/32 1  1/8 1 1  1/2 
1/4 

7/32 
1/8 25/32 

3/32 
13/16 1  5/32 

9/32 
1/8 1/4 

3/8 
5/16 1/2 1 

1  3/32 

5/8 1 1  1/4 
1/8 .  1  5/8 

1/4 
7/32 

1/8 27/32 
3/32 13/16 

1  3/8 

9/32 

1/8 5/16 

3/8 
5/16 1/2 1 

1  5/32 

11/16 1  1/16 1  5/16 1/8 
I  5/8 

1/4 1/4 
1/8 

29/32 

3/32 
7/8 1  7/16 

5/16 

1/8 

5/16 

3/8 
5/16 

1/2 1 
1  3/16 

3/4 1  1/8 1  3/8 1/8 
1  5/8 

1/4 1/4 
5/32 

31/32 1/8 7/8 1  1/2 

5/16 

1/8 
5/16 7/16 

3/8 
17/32 1  1/32 1  7/32 

13/16 1  1/4 1  1/2 1/4 
I  7/8 

5/16 I '4 5/32 

1  3/32 

1/8 
7/8 

1  5/8 

5/16 

1/8 

5/16 7/16 

3/8 17/32 
1  5/32 

1  9/32 

7/8 1  5/16 1  9/16 
1/4 

1  7/8 
5/16 1/4 5/32 

1  1/8 

5/32 
7/8  1 11/16 5/16 

1/8 5/16 

7/16 

3/8 

9/16 
1  3/16 

1  5/16 
15/16 1  3/8 1  5/8 3/8 

2  1/8 
3/8 1/4 

5/32 
1  3/16 

5/32 
7/8 

1  3/4 

5/16 

1/8 
5/16 

7/16 

3/8 
9/16 

1  5/16 
11/32 

1 1  3/8 1  5/8 
3/8 

2  1/8 
3/8 1/4 

5/32 
I  3/16 

i/32 7/8 
I  3/4 

5/16 
1/8 

5/16 7/16 

3/8 

9/16 

1  5/16 11/32 
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Cottinc  Spirab  of  Extreme  Lead 
By  a.  B.  Scaman 

At  Ubm  it  it  BMWMrr  to  rut  •pirab  having  iMula 
tlM  rmag*  provittod  for  by  tha  g«>ring  of  the 

■tBinc  aweUaB. 

■VMiriac  lllMtnitioB  alMxn  a  device  A  in 
■M  «t  tk*  ««rks  of  th*  Pratt  4  Whitney  Co..  Hartford. 

ocncB  rou  «. itti.nu  ;iriUAL,^  ur  kxtkkmi:  u^xu 

by  which  the  range  in  the  leada  of  spirmU  th..* 
be  cut  with  the  regular  gears  can  be  increased  ui 

by  as  much  as  ten. 
As  can  be  seen,  tlie  device  ia  simply  an  arrangement 

for  compounding  the  gonra  bstwwn  the  driving  gear  on 
tht  tahls  Krtir  uti  the  dri%'«n  gear  on  the  worm  of  the 
diridtng  head,  behind  which  it  is  placed. 

Testing  Push  Fits  by  Spring  Tension 
By  HnBUT  Crawpoko 

Nothing  is  more  csaaperatlng  than  to  have  a  gear 
cam*  loose  on  its  sliaft,  especially  witen  it  is  part  of 

a  0Wr  train  and  repairing  it  means  dis-assembling  the 
whole  gear  train.  To  avoid  this  the  Neptune  Meter 

Company.  Long  Island  City.  New  Yoric.  has  a  very  in- 
geniooa  method  of  testing  the  fit  of  small  gear  wheels 
Ml  their  ahafU.  after  they  liave  been  forced  in  place. 

Two  examples  of  their  method  are  shown  in  FigH.  1 
2.     In  Fig.  1  the  wheel  nhaft   is  clamped  in  the 

quick  acting  vise  A  by  the  lever  shown.  Then  the 
two  prongs  0  of  the  tool  C  are  placed  between  the 
(■pokes  of  the  wheel  and  the  tool  turned  until  the  acrew 
D  touches  the  other  end  of  the  slot.  The  two  parts 
of  the  tool  are  connected  by  n  helical  xpring.  This  puts 
the  desired  spring  tension  on  the  wheel,  and  if  it  does 
not  turn  on  the  nhaft.  it  will  stand  any  load  that  will 
be  thrown  on  it  in  the  gear  train. 

Another  method  of  doing  the  same  thing  is  shown 
in  Fig.  2.  except  that  this  method  tests  the  wheel  on 

no.  >— ANOTHKK  MRTHOI)  OF  TB8TINO  HOL.DINO 
ItJWEn  OK  FIT 

the  pinion  nhaft.  The  pinion  dropH  into  a  toothed  hole 
at  A  while  one  of  the  holett  between  the  spokcH  in  the 
wheel  fits  over  the  pin  B.  By  moving  the  handle  C  the 
tension  is  shown  by  the  pointer  D.  Both  of  these 
methods  practically  weigh  the  twisting  load  which  the 
fit  of  the  two  pieces  will  Htand,  and  prove  that  they 
will  not  loosen  under  the  load  exerted  in  service.  These 
tests  have  practically  eliminated  the  difAculties  from 
thi«  source. 

na  i—TwmKa  m  or  wwr. 
■IMTT 

Utilizing  Fixtures  on  Different  Machines — Discussion 

By  C.  L.  Hknrv 
BmbUmi,  Notts,  RnsUnd 

The  writer  has  read  with  interest  the  article  under 
the  above  title  on  page  27.  Vol.  57,  of  the  American 
Mturkinist  by  Frank  C.  Hudson.  It  is  true  that  the 
lack  of  uniform  dimensions  in  the  T-slots  of  machine 
tool  tables  has  increased  the  cost  of  toolmaking  con- 

siderably and  decreaaed  the  number  of  production 
hours.  It  is.  therefore,  pleasing  to  know  the  American 
Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers  is  considering  their 
standardization. 

The  novel  way  of  using  interchangeable  tonirues  for 
fixtures,  as  illustrated  and  used  by  the  Lucas  Machine 

Tool  Company,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  to  get  over  the  dif- 
ferent widths  of  T-aiota  Is  of  As  is  customary 

in  our  plant,  week  bjr  week,  i  ■  nts  of  the  Ameri- 
can MackinUt  is  read  with  eagerness,  and  the  various 

Articles  discussed  bjr  the  lioys.  After  discussing  this 
article  we  wondered  If  the  cost  of  equipping  fixtures 
%vjth  interchangeable  tongues  was  worth  while  and  we 

wish  to  explain  our  own  method  to  get  over  the  diffl- cuitjr. 
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583 It  was  our  practice  to  make  interchangeable  tongues 
of  the  plain  pattern  for  our  fixtures  until  about  3  years 
ago.  Then  we  discovered  that  fixtures  with  narrow 
tongues  were  being  used  on  machines  with  wide  T-slots 
with  satisfactory  results.  Since  that  time  all  our  fix- 

tures have  been  made  with  tongues  to  suit  the  narrowest 
T-slots  and  no  difficulty  has  been  experienced,  while 
much  time  and  material  have  been  saved.  When  set- 

ting a  fixture  on  a  machine  in  wide  T-slots  it  is  only 
necessary  to  hold  the  fixture  against  the  front  or  back 
face  of  T-slot  and  clamp  it  in  position. 

This  method  is  undoubtedly  open  to  criticism  and  we 
naturally  conclude  that,  owing  to  the  narrow  tongues 
not  being  a  good  fit  in  the  slots,  the  fixture  is  liable 
to  move  out  of  position  while  in  use.  But  as  tongues 
on  fixtures  are  only  put  there  to  align  or  position  them, 
the  clamps  and  bolts  should  take  all  the  strain  and 
prevent  them  from  moving. 

To  illustrate  this,  very  heavy  milling  jobs  are  done 
in  our  plant  using  Brown  &  Sharpe  No.  3  and  No.  4 
plain  milling  machine  vices.  They  are  not  equipped 
with  tongues  to  align  them  as  the  clamps  and  bolts 
hold  them  in  position  so  firmly  that  they  do  not  move 
out  of  alignment  even  under  severe  cutting  strains. 

Gage  for  Locating  Holes  from  a  Periphery 
By  C.  J.  DORER 

Very  often  after  several  holes  have  been  drilled  and 
reamed  in  a  part,  it  is  desirable  to  know  the  relation- 

ship between  these  holes  and  the  outside  edge  of  the 
part.  The  gage  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration 

was  designed  for  the  pui'pose  of  checking  the  relations 
of  two  holes  with  the  outside  of  the  disk  in  which  they 
were  drilled. 

The  holes  in  this  case  were  drilled  and  reamed  to  a 
limit  of  plus  or  minus  0.00025  in.  The  center  distance 
between  the  holes  was  held  to  a  limit  of  plus  or  minus 
0.0000  in.  and  the  relation  of  the  holes  to  the  outside 
diameter  was  limited  to  a  limit  of  plus  or  minus  0.0015 
inch. 

In  checking  the  piece  of  work  A  is  laid  on  the  locating 
block  C.  The  two  plungers  D  are  then  pushed  down- 

ward through  the  holes  in  part  A,  in  which  they  are 
a  close  fit,  and  thus  the  piece  is  held  tight  in  relation  to 
the  holes.  The  "Last  Word"  indicator  B  is  moved  into 
position,  until  the  pointer  registers  on  some  convenient 
figure. 

The  piece  A  is  now  ready  to  be  checked.  This  check- 
ing is  accomplished  by  revolving  the  bracket  E,  which 

causes  the  periphery  of  the  piece  A  to  pass  the  indi- 
cator ball.  The  indicator  pointer  will  register  the  amount 

of  the  variation  in  the  distance  from  the  holes  to  the 
periphery  of  the  piece.  It  is  not  necessary  to  revolve 
the  piece  much  over  half  the  way  around,  as  the  op- 

posite side  of  the  disk  will  register  the  same  amount 
of  variation  in  the  opposite  direction;  that  is,  minus 
instead  of  plus,  or  vice  versa,  as  the  case  may  be.  The 
two  stop  pins  F  limit  the  motion  of  bracket  E  and 
protect  the  indicator  against  a  blow  from  the  arm  of 
the  bracket.  It  can  be  readily  seen  that  the  direction 
and  amount  of  variation  can  be  quickly  determined,  and, 
if  necessary,  the  jig  which  drills  the  holes  may  be 
corrected. 

The  gage  is  built  on  a  cast  iron  base  G.  The  locating 
block  C  is  a  hardened  tool  steel  block  mounted  on  a 
bracket  E.  The  plungers  D  slide  freely  up  and  down 
in  the  hardened  bushings  H  which  are  pressed  in  the 

bracket  E.  The  bracket  E  has  a  bearing  plug  J  of  as 
large  a  diameter  as  convenient,  and  revolves  in  and  rests 
on  hardened  bushing  K.  The  larger  the  bearing,  the 
greater  the  degree  of  accuracy  that  can  be  maintained, 
and  the  more  firm  the  bracket  E  will  be.  Lock  nut  L 
serves  to  keep  bearing  plug  J  from  rising  up  out 
of  place. 

The  indicator  B  is  mounted  on  bracket  M  by  means 
of  stud  N.    Bracket  M  slides  back  and  forth  in  ways 

ASSEMBLED  PARTS  OF  G.VGE  FOR  LOCATING  HOLES 
FROM  A  CIRCUMFERENCE 

in  base  G.  This  bracket  is  moved  forward  and  back- 
ward by  revolving  knob  0  which  is  securely  fastened  to 

screw  P.  Screw  P  has  a  collar  which  engages  plate  Q 
on  one  side  and  knob  O  serves  as  the  collar  on  the  other 
side,  thus  holding  the  screw  in  place  as  it  revolves, 
and  causing  the  bracket  M  to  move. 

Pin  R  is  a  stop  pin  which  prevents  the  indicator  from 
being  jammed  against  locating  block  C  in  case  bracket 
M  is  moved  forward  too  far. 

In  order  to  get  as  accurate  a  reading  as  possible  the 
ball  of  indicator  B  should  move  against  the  part  A  along 
a  line  coincident  with  the  diameter  of  the  part. 

Soliloquies  of  Old  Mac 
When  turning  shouldered  work  in  the  lathe,  upon 

which  the  shoulders  must  be  accurately  located  with 
respect  to  each  other,  a  scale  is  a  very  unsatisfactory 
tool  to  use  for  measuring  the  length,  for  the  reason  that 
it  is  always  too  short  or  too  long,  and  in  any  event  the 
hot  chips  from  the  tool  have  a  tendency  to  curl  around 

the  operator's  fingers  in  a  way  that  is  anything  but 
comfortable. 

To  eliminate  the  discomfort  and  uncertainty,  set  an 
hermaphrodite  caliper  to  the  required  dimension  and 
then,  with  the  caliper  leg  against  the  shoulder  from 
which  the  measurement  is  to  be  taken  and  the  hand 
away  from  possible  contact  with  hot  chips,  the  divider 
point  will  indicate  the  exact  place  at  which  to  stop  the 
tool  from  further  cutting.  More  accurate  work  with  less 
trouble  and  discomfort  will  be  the  result  of  using  the 
caliper. 
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Editorial 
A   MACHINE   U  OMrtty  cannad   human 
int«IUs«ixc  Like  other  cmnned  goods  it  i« 
w«ll  to  oiamiiM  the  stuff  vvry  earefully 
beforv  oalag,  oipaeiaUjr  when  it  is  old.    It 
may  be  stale,  or.  worse  yet.  it  may  be 
spoiled  and  unfit  for  coasumption.     The 

klad  of  ptoaaiaas  it  may  utir  up  in  your  shop  will  not  be 
■•  qaiddr  *•  the  kind  of  ptomaines  that  wreck 

iiuter  works  bat  the  effecu  are  none  the  leaa  daadly. 

ASigBitcaat 
Rac«Mc«l 

NBAB  DETROIT  this  waek  an  event  of  unusual  sig- 
ailleanrc  to  madiliwty  manufacturers  is  taking 

phc*.  A  rac*  maet  Is  being  haid  in  which  the  contestants 
la  tW  varfott*  classes  are  heavier-than-air  flying  ma- 

irinfia  tha  connection  betweeen  airplanes  and 
boUdars  aaaoia  remote,  but  Just  think  back  a 

f«f»  jraara. 
la  tko  aarljr  ninattoa  there  was  some  little  interest  and 

a  good  daal  of  derision  over  the  first  automobile  race 

bsCwtaa  wkat  ware  really  motorisad  carriages.  Ver>' 
few  coold  aaa  any  eotuwetion  between  those  noisy  con- 

trivances that  coold  barely  struggle  through  a  twenty- 
fiva  mile  run  without  falling  to  pieces  and  the  old  and 

■all  aatahllshed  machine  tool  industo'-  But  what  a 
differeace  a  few  years  made!  Within  ten  years  speeds 
of  a  mile  a  minute  were  no  longer  unusual  and  then 
baiaa  the  eoounercial  development  which  revolutionized 
•oC  only  oar  nwthods  of  transportation  but  our  methods 
of  amaofacture  and  our  machine  design  as  well.  And 

a  wachiiwry  martet  waa  opened  up! 
paopia  OMdm  the  miatake  of  considering  the 
a  eoovetitor  of  the  automobile.  It  is  not  and 

prohabiy  aavcr  can  be.  As  a  means  of  transportation 
it  begins  where  the  automobile  leavea  off.  Ita  speed  in 

of  maa  which  places  so  much  emphasis  on 
ita  greater  cost  of  operation.  Ita 

its  wHsspwart  use  in  contested  districts. 
Bat  who  caa  forsCaB  the  direction  or  extent  of  its 
diealupBMiit?  What  prophet,  twenty  years  ago,  would 
haea  baen  raah  aaoogh  to  predict  thttt  two  decades  later 
tha  factories  of  the  Uaitad  States  wooM  be  turning  out 
more  thaa  two  milUoa  BM>tor  cars  in  a  single  year? 

Tha  aCroaaotleal  plooeers  have  a  harder  job  before 
them  in  their  endeavor  to  edaeate  the  people  to  a  com- 
prrfHwioa  of  the  poasibilittes  of  their  product  than  the 
antomobOe  aien  had,  but  they  are  turning  to  account 
tha  gnatcr  knowledge  of  traa^ortation  problems  that 

yean  of  aiparience  have  given  us.  Where  auto- 
hav*  ahrays  been  speed,  endurance  or 
t*  for  paseenger  carrying  cars,  this 

year's  aliplaas  aMet  includes  events  for  light  and  heavy 
fMght  rarryfag  aiarhine*  as  well  as  pore  speed  races 
Bhe  that  for  the  Pulitzer  Trophy.    There  ia  also  sn 

The  Dstroit  aest  is  only  an  incident  in  the  devdop* 
of  atrial  traasportatien  but  it  is  significant  as  an 

of  how  far  aad  with  what  speed  the  art  of 

Might  and  Kight  in 
Industrial  Kelations 

PROGKESS  UF  civilization  has  been  in  a  large  measure 
a  struggle  between  might  and  right.  When  might  and 

rifht  were  combined  in  one  man  and  one  nation  prog- 
ress was  rapid,  but  as  a  rule  they  were  opposed  to  each 

other  and  progress  waa  slow  and  halting,  or  negative. 
The  fact  that  civilization  has  progressed  is  proof  that 
right  wins  in  the  long  run.  Nor  is  this  surprising,  for 
we  call  that  right  or  moral  which  is  best  for  societv, 

or  at  leapt  for  many,  as  against  the  de»i»*es  of  the  few. 
This  struggle  takes  place  in  many  localities,  under  many 
different  circumstances  and  between  many  different 
parties.  Often  he  who  is  on  the  side  uf  right  in  one 
issue  is  on  the  side  of  might  in  another. 

There  was  a  time  when  the  struggle  between  employer 
and  employee  impressed  us  as  if  it  were  ))etween  might 
and  right  because  the  employer  was  only  one  and  his 
employees  many,  and  so  we  were  instinctively  inclined 
to  take  Hides  with  the  many.  As  the  unions  fought  this 
fight  we  were  inclined  to  be  with  them  because  their 

victor>'  meant  the  greatost  good  to  the  greatest  number. 
If  the  public  Buffered  occasionally,  it  was  willing  to 
take  ita  discomfort  good  naturedly.  Where  wood  is 
hewn,  chips  must  fly  and  neither  one  of  the  warring 
parties  tried  deliberately  to  hurt  the  public. 

Things  have  chanjred.  The  coal  ntrike  was  not  an 
attempt  to  obtain  the  greatest  good  for  the  greatest 
number  but  was  a  display  of  might.  The  head  of  the 

miners'  union  did  not  claim  that  the  miners  were  right, 
but  that  they  had  the  power  to  enforce  their  demands. 
Whether  the  miners  were  right  or  not  did  not  seem  to 
interest  him  and  was  not  mentioned,  at  least  not  in  his 

public  utterances. 
That  might  has  won  for  the  present  is  neither  sur- 

prising nor  discouraging.  An  organized  minority  can 
always  beat  an  unorganized  majority.  But  such  vic- 

tories do  not  last.  When  the  masses  begin  to  feel  the 
hurt  and  the  injustice  of  it.  they  too  o<ganize  and 
gather  unto  themselveM  the  weapon  of  their  oppressors. 
— Might.  Wlien  might  and  right  together  combat  might 
alone,  right  wins. 

Progresa  of  Uniform 
Coat  Accounting 

A  CHART  WOKTll  .studying  has  been  prepared  by  the 
Fabricated  Production  Department  of  the  United 

States  Chamber  of  Commerce.  It  shows  the  progress 

made  In  various  commodity  lines  where  uniform  cost  ac- 
counting has  been  achieved  or  attempted.  The  encourag- 

ing feature  of  the  chart  is  the  number  of  induntrien 
marked  as  being  aroused  to  the  importance  of  uniform 
cost  accounting  and  actively  engaged  in  pushing  it. 
Only  a  few,  however,  have  actually  reached  the  point 
where  s  satisfactory  system  hits  been  installed,  although 

there  are  many  more  that  have  completed  systems 

adapted  to  their  respective  needs. 
In  the  statement  sccompanying  the  chart  are  some 

gensnl  troths,  so-called,  which  may  be  worth  emphasiz- 
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ing.  One  of  them  is  that  cost  accounting  uniformfty  is 
a  plant  of  slow  growth  and  one  that  requires  constant 
encouragement.  Another  is  that  a  cost  system  may  be 
devised  by  an  outside  expert  but  that  its  adoption, 
modification  to  meet  individual  needs,  and  improvement 
must  be  accomplished  by  men  of  the  different  plants. 

The  Fabricated  Production  Department  is  to  be  con- 
gratulated for  the  success  that  has  attended  its  efforts 

to  stimulate  interest  in  so  vital  a  subject  as  uniform 
cost  methods.  It  has  a  big  job  on  its  hands  and  needs 
all  the  support  the  Chamber  can  give  it.  Uniform  cost 
accounting  is  a  foi-m  of  standardization  that  can  be 
secured  without  great  sacrifice  on  the  part  of  the  aver- 

age manufacturer  and  one  that  will  repay  him  and  his 
industry  many  times  for  the  effort  expended. 

Something  About 
General  Rules 

NO  GENERAL  RULE  should  be  applied  with  the 
eyes  closed,  not  even  this  one.  This  warning  is 

not  new  but  it  bears  repeating,  for  there  is  nothing  the 
average  human  being  takes  so  gladly  to  his  heart  as  a 
general  rule.  It  relieves  him  of  all  responsibility  in  the 
matter  at  hand,  gives  him  a  weapon  with  which  to  put 
all  critics  to  shame  and  makes  unnecessary  that  most 
onerous  task  of  all:  individual  thinking. 
When  a  general  rule  is  old  enough  it  becomes  ven- 

erable, something  which  cannot  be  said  of  all  humans. 
To  doubt  its  accuracy  or  investigate  its  merits  is  con- 

sidered disrespectful.  When  still  older,  a  general  rule 
changes  into  a  fetish.  It  then  becomes  sacrilege  to  so 
much  as  think  about  it  in  any  other  terms  than  those  of 
submission  and  adoration. 

In  industry  we  find  quite  a  number  of  these  sainted 
general  rules.  So  long  as  they  are  standing  on  their 
pedestals  like  idols,  and  are  worshipped  as  such,  they  do 
no  harm.  But  when  they  are  consulted,  they,  like  the 
oracle  of  Delphi  are  liable  to  start  a  lot  of  trouble.  The 
courageous  man  asks  them  for  advice  which  he  follows 
only  when  his  own  mind  tells  him  that  it  is  proper. 

Take,  for  instance,  the  general  rule  that  the  product 
should  move  through  the  shop  in  a  straight  (meaning 
continuous)  line.  Any  other  system  is  inefficient.  We 
wonder  how  many  millions  of  dollars  have  been  sacrificed 
on  the  altar  of  this  idol. 

This  rule  looks  good,  in  fact,  is  good  if—.  And  this  is 
exactly  what  we  should  say  whenever  we  quote  a  general 
rule:  If  all  other  conditions  are  the  same,  and,  if  it 
does  not  cost  more  to  apply  the  rule  than  to  leave  it 
alone,  this  rule,  like  all  others,  has  its  merits. 

Some  time  ago  we  were  in  a  very  well  conducted  shop. 
The  buildings,  however,  were  old.  The  place  had  just 
grown  and  all  departments  were  not  exactly  where  they 
might  have  been.  The  general  manager  apologized  for 
the  lack  of  continuity  in  the  line  of  movement  of  his 
product.  He  pointed  out  that  a  trucker  had  to  move  his 
stuff  300  ft.  and  back  again,  just  because  the  buildings 
were  as  they  were,  and  not  as  they  should  be. 
A  few  questions  brought  out  the  fact  that  this 

happened  five  times  a  day,  that  the  amount  of  unneces- 
sary travel  was  3,000  ft.  per  day  for  one  man  with  a 

truck.  We  asked  the  G.  M.  how  much  money,  he  thought, 
could  properly  be  spent  to  correct  this  evil  and  he  smiled 
and  grew  more  satisfied  with  himself  and  his  shop. 
There  are  many  cases  where  thousands  of  dollars  have 
been  spent  for  less  cause  than  we  saw  in  that  shop.  But 
then,  there  was  a  general  rule  which  had  to  be  obeyed. 

The  Increasing  Use 
of  Aerial  Transport 

OCCASIONALLY  we  run  across  a  man  who  doesn't 
think  that  aviation  will  ever  amount  to  much 

because  he  can't  see  that  it  has  developed  much  since 
the  early  days.  The  facts  are  that  flying  has  become 
so  common  that  we  read  of  very  little  in  the  daily 
papers  except  an  occasional  accident. 
We  are  apt  to  forget  that  it  was  only  twelve  years 

ago  that  Hamilton  flew  from  New  York  to  Philadelphia 
and  it  was  hailed  as  a  remarkable  feat.  Yet  when 
Lieut.  Doolittle  flew  from  Jacksonville,  Fla.,  to  San 
Diego,  Cal.,  the  other  day  in  about  19  hours  and  with 
only. one  stop,  in  Texas,  the  papers  hardly  put  it  on 
the  front  page.  Then  too,  we  have  had  a  twice-a-day 
service  from  Detroit  to  Cleveland,  on  schedule  time, 
during  the  past  summer,  making  the  trip  in  90  minutes 
as  against  5 J  hours  by  rail. 

Perhaps  the  most  striking  instance  of  airplane  utiliza- 
tion is  that  of  Gen.  Wm.  Mitchell,  assistant  chief  of 

air  service,  who  has  only  used  the  railroad  twice  since 
he  came  back  from  France  after  the  war.  But  this 

doesn't  mean  that  he  hasn't  traveled,  for  he  has  flown 
approximately  200,000  miles  during  that  time,  visiting 
the  various  aviation  centers.  Railroad  strikes  mean 
nothing  to  him. 

Aircraft  development  is  going  on  in  a  fairly  healthy 
fashion,  and  with  the  trend  toward  metal  construction 
in  place  of  wood,  there  is  more  and  more  likelihood  of 
its  being  a  factor  in  the  machine  building  field.  It  is 
an  industry  to  be  encouraged  in  every  legitimate  man- 

ner, and  machine  builders  should  be  among  its  boosters. 
Every  aviation  landing  field  is  a  potential  market  for 
more  or  less  machinery,  small  tools  and  other  equipment. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  SUPPOSE  all  of  the  union  railroad  employees 
had  been  paying  their  dues  regularly  for  the  last  ten 

years,  and  suppose  this  money  had  been  honestly  and 
intelligently  administered,  with  as  small  an  expenditure 
as  possible  for  maintaining  the  union  organization  and 
other  legitimate  work.  And  suppose  every  time  a  union 
thought  fit  to  strike  it  had  refrained  from  doing  .so, 
but  had  made  the  would-be  strikers  contribute  the 
amount  they  would  have  lost  if  they  had  struck  a 
reasonable  length  of  time. 

Suppose  further  that  all  this  money  had  been  spent 
for  railroad  bonds  and  stocks,  how  many  roads  would 
now  be  under  complete  control  of  the  railroad  workei-s? 
Think  of  it.  All  the  net  income  going  to  the  men  either 
as  wages  or  as  dividends.  The  Labor  Board  might 
reduce  wages  to  the  vanishing  point  and  it  would  make 
no  difference.  And  think  of  the  beautiful  chance  of  a 
union  leader  becoming  a  railroad  president  and  riding 
around  in  his  private  car.  Wages,  working  conditions, 
everything  as  the  worker  wants  and  dividends  at  the 
end  of  the  year ;  a  yearly  vacation  of  not  less  than  one 
month — with  pay — instead  of  the  annual  strike  of  six 
weeks  without  pay  and     . 

Of  course,  this  is  only  a  dream,  it  is  not  practical. 
There  might  be  no  dividends;  the  men  might  not  be 
willing  to  pay  their  imaginary  .strike  losses  and  besides 
why  should  a  union  want  to  do  a  thing  like  this  when 
it  would  be  almost  certain  to  reduce  the  number  of  men 
required  to  run  it.  You  cannot  expect  a  man  to  kill 
his  own  job.    No,  it  could  not  be  done,  but — 

Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Holmes  Tilted  Threading  Machine  No.  3 
A  Uiraadinc  niAchine  in  which  the  spindlM  are  tilt«d 

•nd  whkh  caa  h»  adapted  to  both  intrrnal  and  external 
tluaadiag  kat  rwnlljr  hMn  placed  on  the  market  by 

Bavineerinc    Co..    Oshkoah.    Wia.      The the 

wtacUtm,  wkldi  i»  dwignated  as  the  No.  S.  has  a 
capadly  whaa  coUlav  internal  threads  for  tape  up  to 
I  ta.  tal  dtoltir  oq  U.  S.  S.  threads  and  1  in.  in 

'  «■  8.  A.  B.  threads.  In  Pig.  1  it  is  illustrated 
for  tapping,  with  both  forward  and  reverse 
for  the  spindle*.  Its  particuUr  adaptability 

is  for  work  such  as  yokes,  tumbuckies  and  other  parts 
■Md   la   tW   aKutufactare   of  automobiles   and    farm 

The  six  spindles  are  placed  at  an  angle  of  SO  deg. 
from  the  vertical  to  permit  of  the  proper  lubrication 
at  the  cat  whea  tapping,  and  also  to  allow  the  use  of 
■elf-daaviac  Jigs.  The  lap*  are  chucked  in  spring 
calhto.  Foot  chaagta  of  spaod  are  provided  by  means 
af  duuig*  pinioea  and  either  right-  or  left-hand  threads 

be  cat.  Revcml  of  the  taps  at  twice  the  cutting 
is  performed  automatically  when  the  desired 

depth  of  thread  is  reached. 
Hw  arrangeoient  of  the  work-holding  jigs  is  such 

at  to  aid  continuous  tapping.  Twelve  jigs  are  em- 
plojrvd.  six  of  which  are  brought  simultaneously  up  to 
the  tape  while  the  six  idle  Jigs  are  being  loaded.  A 
treadle  is  used  to  move  the  jigs  to  the  cutting  tools, 
ao  that  the  operator  can  use  both  hands  while  unloading 

■utrtmcb  roR  taimiwi 

tfct  Idk  jlgB.     The  bedplaU  on  which  the 
•a  be  BMved  laterally  on  its  support- 

•o  ai  to  bring  the  proper  jigs  under  the 
Fted  fai  proridod  by  praaeure  on  the  pedal. 

ig«Baot  of  the  jigs  and  spindles  can 
la  tkt  «ad  vfaw  la  Pig.  2.     Thia  view  shows 

KIO.  2— K.NI>  VIKW  OK  IKH.MK.S    IH.v.. ■  .>ii   MAi'HINK 
ulso  the  arrangement  of  the  piper*  for  bringing  lubricant 
to  the  taps.  The  rotary  pump  forces  oil  to  each  in- 

dividual spindle.  A  work  shelf  large  enough  to  accom- 
modate two  tote  boxes  full  of  parts  is  located  just  above 

the  spindles.  It  is  inclined  downward  so  that  the 
parts  are  within  easy  reach  of  the  operator.  A  trough 
Mow  the  jig  is  arranged  to  drain  the  lubricant  into 
the  tank  at  the  rear.  The  arrangement  of  both  the 
shelf  and  the  trough  is  shown  in  the  end  view. 

The  machine  is  driven  from  a  countershaft.     I^arge 
bronze  ))earings  are  employed  throughout  and  all  thrust 

no    t-'HdlMtm  MAC.'HI.ViC  rent  KXTKRNAL  TilRtCADlNa 
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587 points  are  fitted  with  ball  thrust  bearings.  It  is  stated 
that  the  machine  is  capable  of  production  of  1,000  to 
1,500  pieces  per  hour  on  average  work. 
When  employed  for  external  threading,  the  machine 

has  a  capacity  up  to  1  in.  U.  S.  S.  or  li  in.  S.  A.  E. 
threads,  and  can  be  employed  when  threading  such 
pieces  as  cap  screws,  king  bolts,  spring  clips  and  similar 
parts  where  large  production  is  required.  It  is  stated 
that  a  production  of  1,000  to  2,000  pieces  per  hour 
can  be  maintained. 

In  Fig.  3  is  shown  the  non-reversing  threading 
machine,  equipped  with  self-opening  dies.  As  in  the 
previous  case,  four  changes  in  speed  are  obtained  and 
either  right-  or  left-hand  threads  may  be  cut.  The 
inclined  position  of  the  spindles  prevents  the  lodging 
of  chips  in  the  dieheads,  which  might  occur  if  the 
spindles  were  horizontal.  The  arrangement  of  the  work- 
ho'ding  jigs,  the  shelves  and  the  lubricating  system  is 
the  same  as  when  the  machine  is  equipped  for  internal 
threading.  The  machine  requires  a  floor  space  of 
66  X  41  in.,  and  the  height  over  the  gear  cover  is  65  in. 

Detroit  Belt-Lace  Closing  Tool  for 
Use  in  a  Vise 

A  device  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by 
the  Detroit  Belt  Lacer  Co.,  Detroit,  Mich.,  by  which 
its  wire  belt  lacing  can  be  applied  to  belting  without 
the  use  of  the  regular  bench-type  closing  machine  made 
by  the  concern.  To  operate  this  small  closing  machine, 
a  vise  is  necessary,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying  illus- 

tration. The  device  is  normally  held  open  by  means  of 
a  spring  so  that  it  retains  its  position  on  the  vise  jaws. 
When  the  vise  is  closed,  the  jaws  always  come  to  the 
proper  position  to  shape  the  lacing.  The  device  is  made 
of  steel,  while  the  magazine  is  bronze,  the  same  as  in 
the  large  standard  machine.     The  outfit  should  be  of 

UETROIT   SM.VI.L  BELT -LACE  CLOSING  TOOL 

use  particularly  in  the  small  shop,  garage  or  mill  where 
belting  is  employed. 

The  .standard  staggered  type  of  Detroit  wire  belt 
lacing  is  employed.  The  hooks  mounted  on  cards  can  be 
placed  in  the  closing  device,  the  belt  held  in  position  by 
the  operator  with  one  hand  and  the  vise  handle  operated 
with  the  other.  Pressure  is  used  to  sink  the  hooks  into 

the  belt  and  flatten  the  lacing.  Rawhide  pins  are  em- 
ployed to  connect  the  lacing  on  the  two  ends  of  the  belt. 

Campbell  Nibbling  Machine 

A  machine  known  as  a  "nibbling  machine,"  for  cut- 
ting irregular  forms  from  sheet  metal,  celluloid,  fiber 

or  other  material  that  can  be  worked  with  punch  and 
die,  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  A.  C. 
Campbell,  Inc.,  Waterbury,  Conn.  It  will  handle  sheeta 
of  any  thickness  up  to  f«   inch. 

The  machine,  which  is  herewith  illustrated,  is  in 
effect   a   small   punch   press   and   does    its  cutting   by 

CAMPBELL  NIBBLING  MACHINE 

means  of  a  small  cylindrical  punch  and  die.  It  runs 
very  rapidly,  and  the  work  may  be  pushed  or  pulled  in 
any  direction  by  hand,  following  an  outline  marked 
upon  the  surface  much  as  one  would  cut  out  a  wooden 
pattern  upon  a  jig  saw,  and  at  about  the  same  speed. 
An  average  speed  of  18  in.  per  minute  is  claimed. 

The  punch  has  a  central  pilot  and  the  ram  is  so  set 
that  this  pilot  does  not  at  any  time  come  above  the 
surface  of  the  work.  Thus  the  amount  of  stock  that  is 
cut  out  at  each  stroke,  or  the  rate  of  feed,  is  governed 
by  the  difference  in  diameter  between  the  punch  and 
the  pilot. 

Closed  outlines,  as  strippers  for  blanking  dies,  may 
be  cut  as  readily  as  open  ones  by  first  drilling  a  small 
hole  anywhere  within  the  contour  to  be  cut  out.  The 
movement  of  a  small  lever  in  the  ram  withdraws  the 
pilot  and  allows  the  sheet  to  be  entered  under  the  punch 
without  disturbing  the  adjustment  of  the  ram.  To  start 
the  work  this  lever  is  thrown  down,  entering  the  pilot 
in   the   drilled   hole. 
When  used  for  repetition  work  a  templet  is  first  made 

to  the  desired  contour,  and  with  this  attached  to  the 

sheet  the  machine  will  reproduce  it  without  the  neces- 
sity for  the  operator  to  watch  a  line.  An  attachment 

enables  the  machine  to  cut  circles  of  any  size  up  to  28 
in.  in  diameter. 

The  punches  are  about  A  in.  in  diameter  and  are 

made  fi-om  a  special  alloy  steel.  They  are  double  ended 

and  may  be  reversed  and  replaced  in  a  minute's  time. 
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Morris  TooUioider  and  InU'ri-haiiKoable 
CMtUn 

i  e«tt«rt  of  diffwiMit 
thai  Mkpl  the  drrice  to  prMticalljr  all  typM  of 
for  wbirli  ■  toollMiMtr  oui  b»  UM«d  i»  a  r«c«nt 

of  tW  MorrU  Tool  Ok.  lor^  M  Chuirh  St..  K«w 
YoHu  N.  Y.  Tho  iUoMntloa  sbMn  both  th«  atraifffat 
aad  tht  oAwt  hoUo*.  as  wall  aa  a  wmbor  of  tho  blades 
arcattara  that  caa  ba  taatoMd  to  thcaa  hotdora. 
TW  hoMita  art  awda  of  chrooBomickai  >tc«i  and  have 

two  projactiag  arms  at  the  cutting  end  in  which  bolts 
the  dtttars  are  secured     The  holes  are  offset 

Jljr  fron  the  center  of  the  shank.     By  tuminf 

Monus  ioa(JBOU»Ba  and  cuTTKRa 

the  holder  ottr  and  faataniag  the  blade  on  the  other 
sMe  of  it.  it  is  possible  to  cfaaofe  the  heirht  of  the 

TW  eooatraetion  of  the  hifh-speed  steel  bladea  is 
probabljr  the  moat  Intaraatiiig  feature  of  the  equipment. 
Bach  Made  haa  two  cottfnv  edges,  and  can  be  turned 
ao  as  to  amplojr  either  one  of  them.  It  should  be  noted 
thaft  the  cottiac  adg*  i*  vary  well  supported,  so  that 
tkara  la  haa  daagar  of  breaking  the  cutter  than  when 
tad  Mta  of  «nall  aaction  are  placed  in  standard  tool- 
hoMars.  The  toola  are  made  for  turning,  cutting-off, 
thraadiag  aad  facing,  the  method  of  fastening  to  the 
Haider  being  the  aaaie  in  each  case  ao  that  the  blades 
ai«  Interchangaabie 

TIm  aide  aad  froat  aaglae  of  th<  -  are  always 
kspt  correct,  because  they  are  fori  he  manufac- 
tatv  of  the  ratter.  When  sharpening,  it  is  neceasary 

maftly  to  grind  the  top  slope.  Regrinding  may  be  car- 
ried to  such  an  extent  that  only  a  aatali  lip  remains  at 

tha  laltiNB.  Thas  only  a  very  amall  piece  of  tool  steel 
Bsod  be  dlaeardad  when  the  blade  is  worn  out. 

Two  chmon  alchsl  steel  hohs  fasten  the  cutter  to  the 
keHhr.  A  Mfbrcated  hole  in  the  Made  reeU  on  the 
bottom  bolt,  bat  the  top  boH  passes  through  a  hole  in 
tha  opper  port  of  the  cotter.  The  blade  is  thus  both 
■appocted  aad  suspended.  The  oonstructlon  is  stated 
ta  fea  aa  irm  that  very  hcairy  cuts  can  be  taken  with 

the  same  rigidity  that  nvults  when  using  a 
fofsad  tooL  Btruaam  of  the  intimate  connection 

af  tW  two  aismhera  and  the  large  cross-sectional  area 
af  tlMBk  the  heat  of  the  cot  is  eooducted  from  the 

la  little  tiabnity  of  ovcr- 

The  tcHi)  can  be  applied  to  lathes.  planei-H,  ̂ h^iptis, 
boring  mills  and  slotters.  and  is  adaptable  tu  prat  tit. ully 
ahy  operation  of  cutting  on  theae  machines.  A  set  of 
toola  will  be  readily  interchangeable  aa  ngmr^M  both 
the  cutters  themselves  and  other  machines.  A  complete 
set  of  the  tools  consists  of  one  straight,  one  right  off-set 
and  one  left  off-set  toolholder,  three  left-hand  rouRhing 
tools,  three  right-hand  rouRhinK  tuols,  two  60-dcK-  U.  S. 
F.  or  V  thread  tools,  two  cut-off  toolt*.  one  right-hnnd 
and  one  left-hand  side  tool.  The  use  of  this  eiiuipnunit 
Is  stated  to  enable  a  large  saving  in  weight  and  number 
of  tools  as  compared  with  the  forged  tools  and  special 
tools  required  for  the  same  work.  The  tools  are  adapted  . 
particularly  to  the  heavy-duty  work  such  aa  axle  und 
wheel  turning  that  is  encountered  in  railroad  shops. 

At  the  top  of  the  accompanying  illustration,  reading 
from  left  to  right,  are  shown  a  double  cutting-off  tool, 
a  double  threading  tool,  a  right  and  left  side  tool,  and 
a  right  and  left  roughing  tool.  The  great  depth  of  the 
cutting-off  tool  gives  it  rigidity.  With  tho  double 
threading  tool,  one  side  can  he  used  for  routthinK  und 
the  other  side  for  finishing,  without  moving  the  holder. 
The  tool  is  merely  turned  around,  and  the  proper  angle 
thus  maintained  throughout  the  whole  operation. 

Twelve  8ize.<i  numbered  from  2  to  18-B  are  made.  The 
holders  vary  from  i  x  fi  x  4  in.  in  the  smallest  size  to 

2i  X  8  X  24  in.  in  the  largest  size,  and  the  blade  thick- 
nesses vary  from  1  to  11  in.  The  tools  are  normally 

kept  in  stock  up  to  the  No.  12  size,  which  carries  a  blade 
i  in.  thick  and  has  a  holder  U  x  2  x  13  in.  in  size. 

I'neumatic  Vibrator  for  Foundry  Use 
On  page  121  of  American  Machinist  there  was  de- 

scribed a  pneumatic  vibrator  for  foundi-y  use,  made 
by  the  Malleable  Iron  Fittings  Co.,  Branford.  Conn. 
The  clamping  arrangement  of  the  device  has  been 
changed  somewhat,  so  that  it  appears  as  in  the  accom- 

panying illustration.  It  was  erroneou.sly  stated  in  the 
previous  description  that  the  vibrator  was  intended  to 
be  used  for  the  purpose  of  jarring  the  flask  when 
removing  a  cope  from  the  pattern. 

The  real  field  of  usefulness  for  the  device  is,  however. 

I'NBI'MATir  VIBIt*T<>K  KOR  roUMURY 

in  the  core-room,  where  it  is  used  for  rapping  core 
driers  or  core  boxes  when  removing  the  cores,  to  avoid 

danger  of  breakage  of  them.  The  vibrator  HhouUI  ))<■ 
attached  to  the  air  line  by  a  MufTi-ient  length  of  flcxiljlc- 
tube  to  enable  the  operator  to  reach  any  position  de- 

sired. Air  pressure  of  20  lb.  pt-r  square  inch  or  up- 
ward is  required. 
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Barrett  "Steeleg"  Truck  Platform 
A  lift-truck  platform  that  combines  both  wood  and 

steel  in  its  construction  has  recently  been  placed  on  the 
market  by  the  Barrett-Cravens  Co.,  1328  W.  Monroe 
St.,  Chicago,  111.  The  construction  of  this  "steeleg" 
platform,  as  it  is  called,  is  well  shown  by  the  phantom 
view  in  the  accompanying  illustration.  The  top  of  the 
platform  is  made  of  wood  and  can  be  from  li  to  2  in. 

BARRETT  "STEELEG"  TRUCK  PLATFORM 

in  thickness,  depending  upon  the  class  of  work  for  which 
it  is  intended.  Flat-head  bolts  fasten  the  boards  to  the 
steel  legs  or  skids;  they  are  countersunk  so  that  they 
do  not  project  above  the  wood. 

The  legs  are  made  of  heavy-gage  flanged  steel  plate 
and  have  vertical  ribs  to  prevent  buckling.  The  lower 
flange  rests  on  the  floor  and  is  wide  enough  so  as  not  to 
injure  or  cut  the  floor.  The  upper  flange  has  a  wide 
bearing  for  the  top,  and  its  turned-up  edge  protects 
the  ends  of  the  boards.  The  construction  is  such  as 
to  make  a  very  rigid  and  durable  platform  that  is 
capable  of  continuous  service  under  heavy  loads. 

The  legs  do  not  wear  or  shrink  as  wooden  skids  do, 
so  that  the  truck  can  always  be  run  under  the  platform, 
even  after  long  use.  The  fact  that  the  top  of  the  plat- 

form overhangs  the  skids  at  the  sides  gives  greater 
load-carrying  capacity  for  the  same  thickness  of  the 
top  boards. 

"Nitrol"  Casehardening  Compound 
The  American  Kreuger  &  Toll  Corporation,  522  Fifth 

Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y.,  has  just  placed  on  the  market 
a  casehardening  compound  designated  as  "Nitrol."  The 
compound  is  a  nitrogenous  powder  that  can  be  em- 

ployed for  surface-hardening  iron  and  steel  under 
practically  any  conditions.  Rusty  objects  can  be  hard- 

ened as  well  as  polished  ones.  A  surface  hardened  with 
Nitrol  is  stated  to  be  practically  rustproof. 

The  compound  is  furnished  in  two  grades,  Grade  A 
being  used  for  surface  hardening  and  Grade  E  for 
pack  hardening  to  depths  up  to  A  in.  The  Grade  A  or 
sprinkling  powder  melts  at  1,200  deg.  F.,  and  does  not 
give  off  poisonous  or  obnoxious  fumes.  Cast  steel  or 
alloy  pots  similar  to  those  employed  for  cyanide  may 
be  used,  but  the  life  of  the  pot  is  much  longer  than 
when  cyanide  is  employed.  Ordinarily,  the  articles  to 
be  hardened  are  immersed  in  a  molten  bath  of  the 
cyanide  at  a  temperature  from  1,375  to  1,400  deg.  F. 
After  being  in  the  bath  for  from  5  to  20  min.,  the 
pieces  are  quenched  in  brine.  The  surface  obtained  is 
stated  to  be  bright  and  free  from  scale. 
When  carburizing  in  pots,  the  parts  are  packed  with 

the  Grade  E  Nitrol  and  then  heated  in  the  usual  man- 

ner up  to  1,475  to  1,550  deg.  P.  for  froni  three  to 
eight  hours.  The  parts  are  removed  and  quenched  in 
the  usual  manner,  either  directly  from  the  box  or 
reheated  to  1,425  deg.  F.  and  quenched.  The  depth  of 
the  case  is  stated  to  vary  from  z\  in.  for  a  two  or  three 
hour  treatment,  to  A  in.  for  from  seven  to  eight  hours. 
The  surface  obtained  is  smooth  and  free  from  deposit 
or  marking.  The  moderate  temperature  required  does 
not  seriously  injure  the  grain  size  of  the  core  and  thus 
weaken  the  work.  Economy  in  the  use  of  fuel  and  the 
longer  life  of  the  furnace  resulting  from  the  moderate 
temperature  are  also  advantages  of  the  compound.  The 
material  can  be  re-used  repeatedly. 

Whitney  Roller  Bearing 
A  roller  bearing  in  which  the  rolling  action  is  ob- 

tained by  means  of  cylindrical  disks,  as  shown  in  Fig. 
1,  has  been  developed  by  the  Whitney  Bearing  Corpora- 

tion, 467  East  Ontario  St.,  Chicago,  111.  The  periphery 
of  each  disk  is  parallel  with  the  axis,  and  the  diameter 
is  twice  the  thickness,  regardless  of  size.  Both  conical 
surfaces  of  the  bearing  have  the  same  angle. 

The    rollers    operate    between    parallel    surfaces,    as 

FIG.   1— WHITNEY   ROLLER   BEARING 

shown  in  Fig.  2,  which  construction  is  intended  to  elim- 
inate end  thrust  and  the  accompanying  friction,  which 

occur  when  tapered  rollers  are  used,  and  to  transmit  the 
load  to  the  face  of  the  roller  only  in  a  direction  per- 

pendicular to  the  axis  of  the  roller.  The  several  series 
or  rollers  are  carried  in  sep- 

arate ring  cages,  as  the  roll- 
ers nearer  the  apex  of  the 

cone  travel  faster  than  those 
nearer  the  base. 
Another  feature  of  the 

bearing  is  the  adjusting 
spring,  which,  it  is  said, 
exerts  just  the  right  pres- 

sure to  keep  the  bearings  in 
complete  contact.  The  ad- 

justment is  automatic  and 
the  pressure  on  the  bearing 
is  uniform,  assuring  that  all  the  rollers  are  in  contact 
with  the  cone  surfaces  at  all  times.  The  bearings  are 
made  in  all  sizes,  so  as  to  fit  them  for  a  wide  range  of 
work  where  both  radial  and  thrust  loads  must  be  carried. 

FIG. 2— CROSS-SECTION 

OF  ROLLERS 
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Important  Discussion  Features  Convention 
of  Machine  Tool  Builders 

vMi  the 
tlu  •RBiul  cearMttton  of  the  NattoiMl 

Macbtw  Tool  BuikWn'  AMociation 
«M  its  Mac  ImU  in  an  oat-of-tho- 
wmrjlmn.  limn,  Maaa.  Th*  topic*  to 
kt  mmmmai  wm*  at  to  much  impor- 

tka  Maaibar*  f*lt  JuitiArd  in 
t  to  tli—iwNM  whot«  titoy 
t  rWl  iatamptioa.  and  tha 
•f  tlw  larft  nambrr  prromt 

B.  J.  KEARNSr 

a  B.  turn 

iMt  aiKb  procadnra  wa«  cn- 
'    Im  aoctinc  a 

•lartad  art:   E.  J. 
A  Tr»rk»r  Corpora- 

Wit^,      prr«id<^t; 
Waiwfcard.    BlaAclMrd    M*. 

>.  O.  B.IIM,  Intrr- 
Taal  Coavaaor.  in- 

•Ma  N.  BmU,  BaaM  Macfctea  Com- 

retarjr  and  general  managar  with 
in  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

Directors  are:  A.  H.  Tuachtar.  Cin- 
cinnati Bickford  Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati, 

Ohio;  C  Wood  Walter,  Cincinnati  Mill- 
ing Machine  Co.,  Cincinnati.  Ohio; 

C  J.  Kearney.  Kearney  A  Trecker  Cor- 
poration, Milwaukee,  Wit.;  Wintlow 

Blanchard,  Blanchard  Machine  Co., 
Cambridge,    Mats.;    Howard    Dunbar, 

WI.N'SLOW   |II.A.N«'IIA11I> 

JAJCI 
N.    HRALD 

.jr.      W< 
r.   DaBnd  «aatlaaaa  a« 

Norton  Company,  Worcaatar,  Mau.; 
Prank  N.  MacLeod,  Abraaive  Machine 
Tool  Co.,  Eatt  Proridanea,  R.  I.;  Ed- 

ward P.  Wcllet,  Charlea  H.  Betly  A 
Co.,  Chicago,  III.;  O.  B.  Ilc»,  Intema- 
tiimal  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Indianapoiii, 
Ind.;  Jamaa  N.  Haald,  Haald  Machine 
Cok,  Worcaatar,  Maai. 

Thraa  dart,  Toaaday,  Oct.  8  to  and 
including  Tnuraday,  Oct.  6,  ware  giran 
or*r  to  the  meeting  baginning  wita  tiM 
utual  rrriotration  and  buainoM  tetiion 
during  which  the  addreat  of  Pretident 
Tuachtar,  printed  io  another  taction  of 

thii  iaaue,  wa»  Hplivpred.  During  tha 
same  aeasion  Willmm  A.  Visll,  secre- 

tary, Brown  A  Sharpc  Mfg.  Co.,  tpoka 
on  "Self  Respect  of  the  Machine  Tool 
Trade"  and  there  wat  a  general  dis- 

cussion on  the  ethics  of  tne  machine 
tool  industry. 

The  tecond  seiaion  was  devoted  to  a 
consideration  of  administrative  sub- 

jects, being  closed  with  a  round  table 
discussion.  AdJresaes  were  delivered 

by  O.  B.  lies,  president  of  the  Interna- 
tional Machine  Tool  Co.,  on  "Condi- 

tions that  Create  UnproflUble  Prices," Frank  N.  MacLeod,  president.  Abrasive 
Machine  Tool  Co.,  on  "Improving  the 
Sales  Outlet"  and  Paul  E.  Thomas, 
president,  Kempsmith  Mfg.  Co.,  on 
"Dealers'   Problems." 

Committee  meetings  were  held  on  the 
second  day.  both  morning  and  after- 

noon. In  the  evening  Joseph  K.  Scho- 
fleld.  Chief  of  Patent  Department, 
N lies- Bement- Pond  Company,  spoke  on 
"What  Patents  Are  Worth  to  the 
Machine  Tool  Industry."  The  session 
ended  with  a  round  table  discussion  on 
technical  topics. 

All  of  Thursday,  the  third  day,  was 
devoted  to  association  affairs,  includ- 

ing the  receiving  of  reports  and  the 
election  of  officers. 

Discussion  throughout  the  conven- 
tion was  earnest  and  thorough.  How 

much  ground  was  covered  may  be  seen 
from  the  following  list  of  topics: 

AOMINISTXATIVE   SUBJBCTS 

1.  What  is  a  fair  return  on  capital 
invested  in  business? 

2.  Do  machine  tool  investors  get  fair 
returns  compared  to  other  industries? 

3.  What  rate  of  turnover  of  total 
capital  must  a  machine  tool  business 
have  to  produce  a  fair  return? 

4.  What  ratio  should  plant  invest- 
ment bear  to  working  capital  in  the 

machine  tool  business? 
6.  What  rate  of  turnover  of  working 

assets  must  a  machine  tool  business 
have? 

6.  What  is  a  fair  percentage  of  idle- 
nest  to  figure  on  in  overhead  costs  due 

to  depressions? 7.  How  shall  wa  get  cost  accounting 
generally  in  line  with  Scovell  Welling- 

ton report? 
8.  What  are  the  protpective  condi- 

tiont  of  coit-labor-materlal-expente? 
0.  On  what  batit  thould  the  cott  and 

selling  price  of  repair  parte  be  based? 
10.  Con  a  code  of  athica  Iw  drawn 

to  advantage? 
11.  Elimination  of  everything  savor- 

ing of  unfair  competition. 
12.  Wuuld  it  be  well  to  exchange  ex- 

perience and  information  as  to  the  men 
who  are  using  unfair  methods? 

13.  How  can  various  statistics  be 
uaad  in  guiding  flnancial  policies? 

Tbchnical  SvBJtcn 

1.  Are  patents  in  the  Machine  Tool 
Industry  not  good? 

2.  How  do  you  get  talea  departirentc 
to  co-operata  with  the  engineering  de- 

partments on  standard  ization? 
3.  What  research  work  would  it  b^ 
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well  for  the  association  to  undertake? 
4.  What  standardization  is  common 

to  various  types  of  machines? 
5.  How  far  can  we  go  in  the  elimin- 

ation of  unnecessary  sizes? 

Sales  Subjects 

1.  What  are  the  best  prospective 
foreign  markets  at  this  time? 

2.  How  can  we  secure  complete  in- 
formation covering  new  developments 

in  the  machine  tool  line  as  made  by 
leading  European  machine  tool  builders, 
and  the  specifications  and  prices 
thereof? 

3.  Does  it  pay  to  furnish  automobiles 
for  salesmen?  Under  what  conditions 
are  these  furnished  and  what  is  cost 
of  upkeep? 

4.  How  can  we  raise  the  standard  of 
machine  tool  salesmanship? 

5.  What  percentage  of  gross  sales  is 
best  spent  on  free  engineering  service 
of  various  kinds? 

6.  How  far  should  the  machine  tool 
builders  be  called  on  to  send  factory 
representatives  to  close  sales  for 
which  the  dealer  agent  draws  a  com- 
mission? 

7.  What  percentage  of  gross  sales  is 
best  spent  on  salesmen's  expense? 

8.  How  prevalent  is  the  demand  for 
long  time  credits,  and  how  is  it  best 
met? 

9.  Can  we  establish  a  uniform  basis 
of  cash  discounts  and  standard  sales 
terms,  i.  e.,  time? 

10.  What  would  be  considered  fair 
credit  and  sales  terms  for  special  ma- 

chinery sold  direct  to  purchasers  and 
machines   sold   through   dealers? 

11.  What  is  the  best  method  of 
handling  matters  of  credit  on  extended 
terms? 

12.  What  is  a  fair  term  of  credit  to 
be  accorded  to  machine  tool  buyers? 

13.  Is  there  any  abuse  of  standard 
30-day  terms  by  excessive  credit  ex- 
tension? 

14.  How  far  is  free  engineering 
service  abused?  (Designs,  time  studies, 
data  sheets,  production  studies,  etc.) 

15.  How  can  the  duplication  of  engi- 
neering work  be  avoided,  that  nowa- 

days often  involves  more  total  expense 
than  any  possible  profit  to  the  one  who 
^ets  the  order? 

16.  How  can  the  buyer  be  kept  from 
unfairly  working  one  competitor  against 
the  other? 

17.  Asking  sales  departments  to  cre- 
ate an  unnatural  demand  for  tools. 

18.  Has  a  liquidated  damage  clause 
stopped  cancellations? 

19.  Attitude  of  some  purchasers  in 
attempting  unwarranted  pressure  on 
machine  tool  builders. 

20.  Exchange  the  best  arguments 
and  develop  methods  of  combating  un- 

fair practices  of  purchasers. 
21.  The  buyer  worries  about  the  ma- 

chine tool  builder's  cost  of  production, 
instead  of  figuring  the  utility  of  the 
machine  to  himself  against  the  price 
asked. 

22.  How  can  we  educate  the  buyer  on 
value  of  machines,  to  buy  production, 
not  pounds? 

23.  How  long  should  we  furnish  re- 
pairs for  old  types  of  machines? 

24.  Credit  and  sales  information  re- 
garding dealers  and  agents. 

2.5.  How  does  present  sales  organiza- 
tion of  the  industry  compare  with  pre- 
war conditions  and  how  can  we  improve 

it? 

26.  What  is  fair  practice  when  chang- 

ing agents,  as  to  taking  back  stock  that 
is  considered  necessary  to  carry  if  the 
line  is  to  be  properly  represented? 

27.  What  is  an  equitable  arrange- 
ment for  division  of  commission  be- 
tween selling  agents  where  purchases 

are  made  in  one  territory  for  shipment 
to  another? 

28.  What  provisions  ought  to  be  put 
in  agency  contracts? 

29.  What  is  a  proper  commission  for 

agents? 30.  How  to  get  dealers  to  notify 
manufacturers  of  all  pending  deals  and 
report  progress  made  on  same  from 
time  to  time? 

Dealer  Problems 

1.  Overstocking — especially  on  prices 
guaranteed  against  decline. 

2.  Pressure  of  dealers  for  cancella- tions. 
3.  Status  of  dealer  contracts  in  view 

of  recent  court  decisions. 
4.  What  is  a  contract  of  agency  and 

one  of  sale?  Are  exclusive  sales  con- 
tracts valid — or  binding? 

Ordnance  Officers  and 

Engineers  Meet  at 
Aberdeen 

This  year's  meeting  of  the  Army 
Ordnance  Association,  the  fourth  an- 

nual gathering,  was  held  at  the  Aber- 
deen Proving  Grounds  on  Oct.  6  in 

conjunction  with  the  Society  of  Auto- 
motive Engineers  and  the  American 

Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers. 
Great  credit  is  due  those  responsible 
for  the  smoothness  with  which  every- 

thing ran.  About  500  were  present  tc 
witness  demonstrations  of  the  lates* 
developments  in  guns,  projectiles  and 
automotive  ground  and  aerial  equip- ment. 

Guns  of  all  sizes  were  seen  in  action 
from  sub-caliber  machine  guns  to  16- 
inch  railroad  mounts.  Tanks,  tvactors 
and  trucks  were  maneuvered  about  the 
field,  bombs  were  dropped  fiom  air- 

planes and  plenty  of  time  was  allowed 
for  inspection  of  every  type  of  equip- 

ment from  a  non-rigid  dirigible  balloon 
to   an   automatic  pistol. 

Perhaps  the  most  spectacular  event 
was  the  controlling  of  a  whippet  tank 
by  means  of  orders  given  over  a  radio 
sending  set.  It  was  almost  uncanny  to 
watch  the  little  tank  turn  and  twist  at 
commands  spoken  in  an  ordinary  tone 
by  an  officer  half  a  mile  away. 

Almost  equally  spectacular  was  the 
tracer  ammunition  firing  both  by  day- 

light and  after  dark  and  the  firing  of 
phosphorus  rifle  grenades,  but  the  most 
impressive  exhibition  was  that  of 
smokeless,  flashless  powder  in  the  75 
and  155  mm.  guns.  Rounds  of  two 
different  kinds  of  flashless  powder 
were  mixed  in  between  rounds  of  service 
powder  and  the  contrast  between  the 
two  on  the  dark  "main  front"  drew 
forth  applause  from  the  visitors. 

Large  Mexican  Machine 
Tool  Order 

The  National  Mexican  Railways  have 
placed  an  order  for  machine  tools  with 
Jos.  T.  Ryerson  &  Son,  Chicago,  111., 
amounting   to    $308,000. 

Steel  Treating  Convention 
Draws  Big  Crowd 

The  convention  of  the  American  So- 
ciety for  Steel  Treating  held  in  con- 

junction with  the  annual  meeting  of 
the  American  Drop  Forging  Institute 
which  was  brought  to  a  close  last  week 
in  Detroit  was  regarded  by  all  present 
to  have  been  the  most  successful  in 
the  history  of  both  bodies. 

The  total  attendance  upon  the  con- 
vention was  estimated  at  between 

eighteen  and  twenty  thousand  persons. 
Of  the  membership  m  both  bodies,  there 
were  thirteen  hundred  present  or  ap- 

proximately 50  per  cent  of  the   total. 
The  chief  feature  of  the  convention 

was  the  number  of  executives  present 
and  interest  was  centered  chiefly  in  the 
exhibit  which  was  considered  to  be  the 
most  successful  ever  held,  fully  one 
hundred  more  companies  displaying 
their  products  than  in  previous  years. 
Nearly  all  the  machinery  displayed  on 
the  floor  was  sold  during  the  con- 
vention. 

Tuesday  and  Wednesday  evenings, 
Oct.  3  and  4  were  given  up  to  smoker 
and  carnival  frolic.  On  "Thursday, 
Oct.  5  the  annual  banquet  was  held 
at  which  the  chief  speakers  were: 
President  Burton,  University  of  Mich- 

igan arid  Frank  Hook  Alfred,  president 
of  the  Pere  Marquette  Railway.  T.  E. 
Bar'ier  and  W.  P.  Woodside,  both  of 
whom  have  ber.n  instrumental  in  estab- 

lishing and  furthering  tha  interests 
of  the  American  Society  for  Steel 
Treating  were  the  recipients  of  founder 
memberships  in  recognition  of  their work. 

On  Thursday  afternoon  a  bronze  tab- 
let was  unveiled  at  Wyandotte,  Mich., 

to  William  Kelly  who  was  the  first  to 
use  the   Bessemer  process  in   America. 
Among  the  papers  read  during  the 

sessions  of  the  convention  were  the 
following:  Furnace  Atmospheres  and 
their  Relation  to  the  Formatio  ■  of  Scale 
by  G.  C.  McCormick;  The  Effect  of 
Structure  upon  the  Machining  of  Tool 
Steel  by  J.  V.  Emmons;  Case  Harden- 

ing by  A.  H.  d'Arcambal;  Lathe  Break- down Tests  of  Some  Modern  High 
Speed  Tool  Steels  by  H.  J.  French  and 
Jerome  Strauss;  Heat  Treating  in  Lead 
by  R.  B.  Schenck;  Irregularities  in 
Case  Hardened  Work  caused  by  Im- 

properly Made  Steel  by  E.  W.  Ehn: 
Studv  of  Some  Failures  in  Aircraft 
and  Engine  Parts  by  J.  B.  Johnson  and 
Samuel  Daniels;  and  Cai'burizing  and 
Decarburizing  in  Case  Hardening  by 
H.  B.  Knowlton. 

Officers  elected  for  the  ensuing  year 
were:  T.  B.  Lynch,  Westinghouse  Elec- 

tric and  Manufacturing  Co.,  president; 
W.  S.  Bidle,  of  the  W.  S.  Bidle  Co., 
Cleveland,  second  vice  president  and 
W.  H.  Eisman,  secretary. 

Iron  and  Steel  Men  Will 
Meet  October  27 

The  twenty-second  general  meeting 
of  the  American  Iron  and  Steel  Insti- 

tute will  be  held  in  this  city  at  the  Hotel 
Commodore  on  Friday,  October  27. 
The  opening  address  will  be  made  by 
Judge  Elbert  H.  Gary,  chairman  of  the 
board  of  the  United  States  Steel  Cor- 

poration. Many  papers  covering  the 
different  phases  of  the  iron  and  steel 
industries  are  to  be  presented. 
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Based  on  Current  Developments 
BT  TRaODORB  H.  PRICB 

Mltar.  C>i«»»rw  aarf  Ftaaac*.  New  Tork 

<IT^>il>lli«    r»i>4«r»  a.  I>r«c»  r«»lt«ftta«  CeryOTaMM.  1«  «••»«•«•  l>to«*,  W»«*  Fork) 

y%T  THE  uumI  WMtinc  of  Um 

/\  Aawrkan  Boalwni'  AMOtiattoo i  m,  ImU  ia  N*w  York  but  w««k  aooM 
TJW*  teak  oOean  fra«  oU  ov»r  Um 

prMOBt,  oad  with  ovenr 
Smentarf  MoUoa  down 

halt  "goad  tlMW  hovt 
a  aatioawUo  boooi  ahoakl 

•  noB  as  tkoy  got  Imim, 
m  tatttvo  what  t)wy  hMrd. 
IIm  haakora  may.  from 

I  of  kaMl.  dlMoaat  what  they  wero 
It  la  traa  arrotthiUaa  that  an 

of  acthre  boaiMM  and  good 
tnido  la  gonoral  all  the  way  from  the 
Atlaa«k  to  the  PaciAr.  Sale*  and 

art  eoouaencing  to  refloct  it. 

b  tkolr  drraUr  of  Uat  wook  Mar- 
AaB  rW4  A  Co.  of  Chicago  la  defl- 
aHalr  opUariatle,  oapoeially  ia  mrard 

to  totlHi  aaoda,  and  "cuatoiaara  are  ad- 
yitmi  to  wim  thoir  raqniromonta  up  to 

Uh  mi  of  Dot  January."  John  V. 
Farwall  A  Co.  write  in  the  aame  strain 

aad  mr  tkat  "tktre  b  no  reaaoa  why 
ratatlaw  ■koiild  not  feel  aafe  in  pur- 

■Mftkaadiao  accordins  to  their 

la."  Thaoo  two  pronounce- 
froai  practical  and  aucceasful 

tod  academic  conflmtation 
ia  aa  aiMiaaa  koforo  the  National  Aaao- 
ciatioo  of  Cottaa  Manufarturers,  ia 

which  Prafaaaor  Copaland  of  tho  Har- 
vard Baraaa  of  Bwiaa«  Baooarch  pre- 
sets aa  aacnaplad  axpaaaioB  in  th« 

cotton  manufacturing  indnatry  in  tho 
future 

Witk  opCtelaai  ao  gonoral  it  is  not 
■Bipctohig  tkat  alaioot  ovorything  but 
oaal  li  tna  or  hMar,  aad  tho  daclino 
ki  caal  la  ranidad  aa  a  blessing  by 

I  bvt  tao  coal  doalers  for  whom, 

^mpathy  b  felt. lity  markeU  it 
la  Iwrd^  aoeaaaary  to  particulariae. 
Tho  advancing  tendency  noticoable  in 

It  ia  probablr  the  moot  important 
la  tko  wook  a  coosawrcial  news  aa 

ia  tho  purchaaing 
*t  tko  agricaltural  West.  But 

of  eotton  in  the  face  of  a 

tkat  ia  aumawimt  iacon- 
aatiaawli  ■■aU  crop  oatl- 

ift  aaolhor  aigniflcaat  atraw  in 
       cBrreat  of  tko  week. 

Tkk  laag  owoytod  advaaco  in  rubber 
kaa  aloe  aUrtadL  Waoloa  goods,  aillc. 
paper,  hidso.  koroaaaa.  aMtals  and 
aagar  are  all  liltowiae  (inner  or  higher, 
aad  mafciof  allowanco  for  technical  in- 
taoaaas  la  tko  caao  of  each  commodity 
It  la  roaaoaahlo  to  czp«>ct  that  higher 
wagon  aad  tko  Uriff  will  rradnally  lift 
Ike  loeol  of  eommerrial  raloes  until 

tkan  la  aaoCksr  ba^nra*  strlko.  of  which Ikoa  la  aa  toiiitlcu  at  praaaat. 

Tko  Watloaal  Aaaociation  of  Crniit 

lly  tlmt  la  aoC  SLSSThi 
tkm  at  Aflaatk  CHr  tt  paaaad  a  r 

tt    Shoro    b 
that  a 

boom  b  in  sight,**  and  cautionins  mer- 
chanta  against  overbuying. 

Moat  merchants  are,  howoTor,  in- 
clined to  thinic  that  the  Credit  Men  are 

premature  in  their  warnini;,  for  there 
M  a  canoral  belief  that  stocks  are 
aaaaualbr  low  and  that  there  is  less 
eomoMdity  speculation  than  for  yoars. 

The  principal  if  not  the  only  bad 
spot  in  the  domestic  situation  is  tho 
increasing  railroad  coneestion.     Thoro 

From  tlie  Atlantic  to  the 

Pacific,  sales  and  prices  reflect 

an  expectation  of  active  busi- 
ness and  good  trade,  making 

the  domestic  situation  one  c^ 

promise.  The  biggest  obsta- 
cle to  a  return  of  general 

prosperity  is  unquestionably 
embraced  in  the  economic 

unsettlement  in  Europe,  de- 
manding the  formulation  of 

some  definite  plan  of  action 
on  the  part  of  this  country 
with  respect  to  war  debts  and 
a  European  policy. 

ia  a  serious  shortairc  of  cars.  The 
traffic  awaiting  shipment  and  on  the 
tracks  is  enormous.  Many  roads  have 
declared  embargoea  and  there  is  every 
probability  that  tlio  money  market  will 
DO  tightened  and  distributive  trade 
blocked  by  the  delay  in  the  delivery  of 
Kooda.  The  railroad  managers  are, 
howevor,  working  hard  to  relieve  the 

blockade  and  they  promise  better  serv- 
ice if  cororigneea  will  but  co-operat«  in 

unloading  care  promptly. 

The  big  railroad  earnings  that  are 
expected  during  the  last  months  of  the 
year  are  already  reflected  in  a  firmer 
market  for  railway  shares  on  the  Stock 
Exchange,  but  I  see  nothing  to  change 
my  previoualy  expressed  opinion  that 
Iwnds  and  industrial  aecuritieii  will 
fluctuate  liercafter  inversely  in  relation 
to  the  money  market.  If  interest  ratea 
go  up  ascuntiea  will  go  down  and  vice 
veraa.  But  there  U  no  present  indica- tion that  rates  will  go  lower  and  the 
Federal  Reaerve  Bank  of  New  York 

aaya  that  they  "have  grown  flrmcr  and 
have  risen  fractionally*'  because  of  the 
increaaed  demand  for  commercial  ac- 
commodation. 

Tko  weekly  statement  of  the  Federal 
Beesnre  System  confirms  thb  view,  for 
it  diacloaoa  a  decline  of  1  per  cent  in 
the  reeenre  ratio,  which  now  stands  at 
T74  per  cent  despite  an  ioereasa  of 
over  112,000,000  in  tho  gold  held. 

Tho  political  as  well  as  the  financial 
news  from  Europe  la  encouraging. 
Eemal  Pasha  lias  evineed  a  willingness 

to  parley  that  is  inconsistent  with  an 
eagerness  for  war.  Some  cynics  aug- 
gwt  that  "English  Sovereigns"  may nave  brought  him  to  a  recognition  of 
Knglish  sovereignty  in  the  Levant, 
but  whatever  the  facts  it  is  plain  that 
the  crisis  has  paaaad  for  the  London 
marketa  are  strong  and  sterling  ex- 

change is  higher.  Marks  arc,  however, 
slipping  out  of  sight.  An  additional 
26  billion  were  issued  durinff  the  weel< 
ending  Oct.  6  and  last  Friduv  they  Hold 
at  41  cents  a  hundred  in  New  York. 
This  is  the  lowest  price  yet  touched. 
The  New  York  Worid  estimates  that 
Americans  have  lost  nearly  a  billion 
dollars  in  buying  marks  and  German 
mark  bonds. 

There  would  seem  to  be  but  little 
chance  of  any  udvanre  in  the  value  of 
the  murk  unleK.s  un  Allied  lonn  to  Ger- 

many, in  which  the  Unit<>d  States  shall 
participate,  can  be  arranged.  Of  this 
there  is  little  hope,  although  Thomas 
W.  I^mont  of  the  Morgan  firm  and 
Resrinald  McKenna,  now  chairman  of 

the  biggest  bank  in  England  and  for- 
merly Chancellor  of  the  British  Ex- 

chequer, both  made  addresses  before 
the  American  Bankers  Association  that 
might  be  construed  as  intended  to  pave 
the  way  for  some  such  program. 

Mr.  I>amont  suggested  waivinir  our 
claim  for  that  portion  of  the  debt  due 
us  by  the  Allies  that  was  incurred  be- 

fore we  commenced  sending  men  to 
Europe  in  191R,  and  Mr.  McKenna  very 
tactfully  intimated  that  it  would  be 
ITOod  buKineas  for  us  to  write  off  the 
sums  due  us  by  those  nations  who  were 
too  impoverished  to  pay. 

From  this  group  ne  specifically  ex- cluded Great  Britc.in,  wno  could  and 

would,  he  asserted,  honor  her  obliga- 
tions. It  remains  to  be  seen  whether 

American  public  opinion  will  be  much 
changed  by  these  speeches. 

The  only  other  sensation  at  the 
Bankers'  Conference  was  the  vociferous 
adoption  of  a  resolution  opposing  the 
establishment  of  branches  by  National 
Banks  in  those  states  in  which  branch 
hanks  were  permitted  by  the  state  laws. 
The  resolution  was  in  fact  a  condemna- 

tion of  branch  banking  in  ireneral  upon 
the  theory  that  it  would  ultimately 
bring  the  credit  roservoirs  of  the  people 
under  the  control  of  a  few  men.  It  ia 
an  old  issue  in  a  new  form.  Much  may 
be  said  on  both  sides. 

It  b  estimated  that  the  expenses  and 
expenditures  of  the  7,600  bankers  and 
their  wives  who  attended  the  New 
York  meeting  will  exceed  $2,600,000 
and  the  fact  that  they  were  willing  to 
leave  home  and  npend  this  sum  is  in 
itself  encouraging  in  the  light  it  sheds 
on  financial  conditions  throughout  the country. 

Tbey  are  aound,  and  until  credit  be 
eooMS  scarcer  and  restricted  the  optim- 

ism that  now  extends   from  ocean  to 
aeems  Justified. 
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COST  of  money  showed  no  marked
 

change  during  the  month  of 
September  as  compared  with 

August.  Prime  commercial  paper  ruled 
at  4  to  4i  per  cent  with  a 
slight  upward  tendency.  Call 
money  showed  a  higher  tend- 

ency. Time  money  was  in 
fairly  active  demand,  60  day 
maturities  ruling  around  4i 
per  cent  with  longer  matur- 

ities quoted  at  4J  per  cent. 
The  tendency  during  the  lat- 

ter part  of  September  has 
been  for  the  rates  to  harden 
with  the  increased  demand 
for  funds  resulting  from  the 
West  for  crop  movement  pur- 
poses. 

September,  the  average  price  for  10 
representative  issuesi  being  $110.40 
as  compared  with  $104.60  in  August. 
The  high  point  was  reached  about  the 

Copper  and  zinc  prices,  on 
the  average,  show  but  frac- 

tional changes  during  Sep- 
tember. The  average  price 

on  the  New  York  market  for 
the  former  was  13.748  cents 
as  against  13.723  cents  in 
August.  Zinc  averaged  6.110, 
a  decline  from  6.212  cents. 
Surplus  stocks  of  copper  are 
reported  as  being  practically 
exhausted  with  Germany  a 
heavy  buyer.  With  an  in- 

creasing demand  for  domestic 
construction  and  a  steady  ex- 

port demand,  producers  are  now  ask- 
ing from  14  to  141  cents.  The  price 

of  zinc  appears  to  have  softened  as 
a  result  of  a  decrease  in  demand 
caused  by  the  effect  of  freight  em- 

bargoes, fuel  shortage  and  labor 
scarcity  on  consumers. 

Equipment  shares  advanced   during 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New York,  Chicago  and Clevelan d   Prices 

Four One Current 
Weeks Year Unit Price Ago Ago 

Soft  steel  bars. . 
per  lb   

go. 0292  go. 0285  g0.0273      || 
Cold    finished 

shafting   
per  lb   

0.0378 0.0365 0.0384 
Brass  rods   

per  lb   
0.165 0.1700 0.135 

Solder  (1  and  1) 
per  lb   

0.22 
0.225 0.20 

Cotton   waste.  . 

per  lb   

0.11 
O.Il 

0,122 
Washers,   cast 

iron  {\  in.) ,  .  . 
per  100  lb 

3.83 4.00 5.00 

Emery,       disks. 
cloth.  No.  1,  6 
in   dia 

per  100   
per  gal   
per  gal   

3   11 

3.11 Lard  cutting  oil 
Machine  oil 

0.575 0.575 
0.36 

0  36 

Belting,  leather. 
medium   offlist   

40-5% 

©50% 

40-5% 

©50%; 

Machine      bolts 

up  to  1  X  30  in. 
offlist...... 

55% 

S0%@ 50%© 

©60% 

65-10% 60-10% 

middle  of  September.  Since  that  time 
there  has  been  but  a  slight  recession, 
adverse  foreign  news  having  but  little 
effect.  The  car  and  locomotive  build- 

ing firms  all  show  healthy  financial 
statements  and  reports  indicate  a  con- 

siderable volume  of  business  booked 
from  the  railroads  during  September. 
Locomotive  builders  have  also  booked 

a  fair  volume  of  foreign  business  with 
numerous  inquiries  reported  pending. 

Textile     industrial     activity     in     the 
United  States  during  the 
month  of  August  compares 
favorably  with  the  July 
period,  September  figures  not 
yet  being  available.  Cotton 
spindleage  active  amounted 
to  87.9  per  cent  of  the  total 
in  place  as  compared  with 
86.5  per  cent  in  July.  In  the 
woolen  industry  there  was  a 
fractional  decline  from  83.7 
per  cent  to  82.9  per  cent. 
Worsted  conditions,  on  the 
other  hand  were  better,  active 
machinery  amounting  to  74.8 
per  cent  of  the  total  in  place 
as  compared  with  68  per  cent 
in  July.  Settlement  of  textile 
labor  troubles,  with  a  strong 
domestic  and  export  demand 
has  improved  conditions. 

Employment  in   industries, 
according  to  the  Department 
of  Labor,  shows  that  in 
August  as  compared  with 
July,  there  was  an  increase 
of  0.7  per  cent  in  foundry 
and  machine  shops.  Per  cap- 

ita earnings  in  these  same 
industries  show  an  increase 

of  2.9  per  cent  over  the  July  period. 

Wholesale  prices  in  the  United 
States  during  August,  according  to 

the  Federal  Reserve  Board's  index, 
show  but  little,  if  any  change  over 
July.  Using  100  as  the  index  for 
1913,  August  stands  at  165,  the  same 
as  in  the  month  of  July. 

100 
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80 

70 
c  60 
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u  50 
Q.  40 
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I  0 

Monthly  percentage  of  active  cotton,  woolen  and  worsted 
spindieH  to  the  total  in  place  as  reported  by  tile  Bureau  of 
Foreign  and  Domestic   Commerce. 

Monthly  average :  Am.  Brake  Shoe;  Am.  Car  and  Fdy. ; 
Am.  Loco.;  Baldwin;  Lima  Loco.;  N.  Y.  Airbrake;  Pressed 
Steel  Car;   Pullman;    By.  Steel  Spring;    West'h'se  A'Brake.   , 
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Ttia  4*vtea  I*  for  mwhanlcally 
addlBC  and  aubtraeiinc  frartloiw 
o(  M  Ikek,  taebva  anil  fftfl  whan 
rk»olrt«>  •  aarlrii   o(    dimmaion* 
o«  a  drawlBK.      It    f   -i front    plair   larryiiii; 
•i^alra.     ttti*     (llvld<*tl 
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llvi»«     Invnlvlnc     fraction*    I'f    an 
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elrr  spindle  lakf*  a  No.  I  Mors* 
taper  ahank  A  Ihrouch  hole  pro- 
viile*  for  Ihr  uhc  of  a  knock -<iut 
rod  The  aplndle  run*  In  three 
parallel  l>ruiit<-  iHarlnc*  and  la 
driven  through  arneraled  Invrl 
■rara  from  a  ahafl  havlns  a  four- 
»'••!>  cone  for  apred  chance*.  Work 

l(  X  10  In.  Throat  il<  pih 
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Floor  apace,  l«  x  ti  In.  Wilght, 
1,100  pound*. 
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<  rntral  Tool  Co.,  Autium,  R.  I. 
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^ 1 
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The  frame  of  I  he  micrometer 
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Business  Items 

Davis,  Hoy  and  Stumpf,  Singer 
Building,  New  York,  N.  Y.,  have  re- 

cently been  organized  as  dealers  and 
distributors  of  metal-working  machin- 

ery. The  firm  consists  of  Wm.  F. 
Davis.  L.  J.  Hoy  and  Charles  O. 
Stumpf,  all  of  whom  were  formerly 
connected  with  the  Wm.  F.  Davis 
Machine  Tool  Co.,  New  York.  The 
concern  specializes  in  used  machinery. 
The  Triangle  Tool  and  Die  Co., 

advises  that,  in  the  future,  inquiries 
regarding  the  Superlative  Sash  Cord 
Coupler  and  the  Triangle  Rapid  Bench 
Saw  should  be  sent  to  that  company  at 
211  Smith  St.,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

The  Morse  Chain  Co.,  Ithaca,  N.  Y., 
has  changed  its  Philadelphia  head- 

quarters to  Franklin  Trust  Building, 
18  South  15th  St. 

The  Henry  Furnace  and  Foundry 
Co.  of  Medina,  Ohio,  has  declared  the 
regular  quarterly  dividend  of  li  per 
cent  on  the  preferred  stock. 

The  Atlantic  Elevator  Co.  and  the 
Albro-Clem  Elevator  Co.  announce  a 
consolidation  under  the  name  of  the 
Atlantic  Elevator  Co.  with  headquarters 
in  Philadelphia. 

The  C.  F.  Davis  Machine  Co.,  Inc., 
Rochester,  N.  Y.,  has  moved  into  a 
new  factory  at  150  N.  Water  St.,  that 
city. 

The  Wilde  Drop  Forge  and  Tool  Com- 
pany has  filed  incorporation  papers 

with  the  secretary  of  the  state,  show- 
ing a  capital  stock  of  $50,000  and  1,000 

shares  of  no  par  value.  The  company 
will  manufacture,  buy  and  sell  tools, 
machinery  of  various  kinds,  act  as 
manufacturer's  agents  and  brokers. 
The  shareholders  are  Mary  Wilde, 
Goldie  Wilde  and  Paul  Froeschl. 

The  Flexo  Supply  Co.,  St.  Louis,  Mo., 
has  been  incorporated  with  a  capital 
stock  of  $10,000.  The  company  will 
manufacture,  buy  and  sell  flexible  pipe 
joint,  known  by  trade  mark  as  flex-o- 
kant  leak,  joints,  piping,  valves,  pipe 
fittings,  steam  fittings  and  accessories. 
The  incorporators  are  M.  L.  Evans,  B. 
M.  Brownell  and  Santon  Fitzgerald,  of 
St.  Louis. 
The  American  Radiator  Co.,  has 

moved  its  Southern  headquarters  from 
Birmingham,  Ala.,  to  Atlanta,  serving 
the  group  of  six  southeastern  states  and 
part  of  Arkansas.  Thirty  salesmen 
travel  out  of  the  Atlanta  office,  which 
is  located  at  232  Peachtree  St.,  and  is 
under  the  management  of  A.  F.  Wester- 
field. 

The  Turner  Machine  Co.  has  been 
organized  and  incorporated  in  Atlanta 
with  $100,000  capital  as  machinery 
dealers  in  the  southeastern  territory,  to 
handle  all  kinds  of  machinery,  parts, 
tools,  etc.  The  incorporators  are  J.  T. 
Turner,  34  East  12th  St.,  Atlanta,  and 
Dr.  A.  M.  Williamson,  24  Cooper  St., 
Atlanta. 

The  P.  H.  Palmer  Co.,  incorporated 
with  $5,000  capital  at  Jacksonville, 
Fla.,  according  to  its  application  for 
charter,  plans  the  establishment  of  a 
machine  shop  for  marine  machinery. 
P.  H.  Palmer  is  president,  and  Charles 
Atkins  is  vice-president  and  treasurer. 

The  Cincinnati  Planer  Co.,  Cincinnati, 
Ohio,  announces  a  10  per  cent  increase 
in    prices    on    its    vertical    boring    and 

turning  mills,  effective  October  1. 
The  L-M  Axle  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio, 

has  purchased  the  plant  of  the  Jones 
Gear  Co.,  on  Wayside  Road  and  com- 

menced the  production  of  the  L-M  auto- 
mobile axle,  the  invention  of  Leo 

Melanowski.  Ofiicers  of  the  company 
are:  George  B.  Durell,  president;  War- 

ren H.  Cowdery,  chairman  of  the  board 
and  J.  L.  Vaughan,  secretary. 

Williams,  White  &  Co.,  of  Moline,  111., 
have  taken  over  the  entire  business 
of  manufacturing  and  marketing  the 
Osterholm  automatic  surface  grinding 
machine,  in  addition  to  their  present line. 

The  Brown  Instrument  Co.,  an- 
nounces the  opening  on  Sept.  1,  of 

its  Southern  Branch,  619  Brown-Marx 
Building,  Birmingham,  Ala.,  vnth 
Charles  L.  Saunders  in  charge. 

The  Bonnot  Co.,  Canton,  Ohio,  man- 
ufacturer of  coal  pulverizing  and  clay 

making  machinery,  has  announced  that 
its  directors  have  declared  the  regular 
quarterly  dividend  of  1%  per  cent  on 
the  preferred  stock  payable  Oct.  1,  to 
stock  holders  of  record   Sept.  20. 
The  Rockwood  Manufacturing  Co., 

1801  English  Ave.,  Indianapolis,  has 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  new  machine  shop  and  the 
work  has  been  started.  The  building 
will  be  brick,  heavy  mill  fire  proof  con- 

struction, with  a  traveling  crane. 
The  American  Art  Textile  Co.,  Ft. 

Wayne,  Ind.,  is  planning  a  new  factory 
addition,  and  will  install  much  new 

equipment. 
The  Dudio  Manufacturing  Co.,  Ft. 

Wayne,  Ind.,  will  install  in  its  new 
wire  enameling-  plant,  now  nearing 
completion,  equipment  costing  approxi- 

mately $100,000.  G.  A.  Jacobs  is  gen- 
eral manager. 

The  Commercial  Shearing  and 
Stamping  Co.,  Youngstown,  Ohio,  has 
been  reorganized  with  the  following 
officers  and  directors  elected :  President, 
W.  A.  Beecher;  vice  president,  G.  F. 
Aledrice;  treasurer,  Nathan  Folsom; 
secretary,  Guy  Ohl.  The  directors  in- 

clude the  foregoing  with  the  addition 
of  C.  B.  Cushwa  and  George  Donald- 

son. At  a  recent  meeting  the  purchase 
of  $30,000  worth  of  additional  equip- 

ment  was   authorized. 

The  Seaboard  Air  Line  has  applied 
to  the  Interstate  Commerce  Commis- 

sion for  authority  to  create  an  equip- 
ment trust  under  which  $2,560,000  of 

certificates,  with  interest  of  5.5  per  cent 
annually,  will  be  issued.  The  money 
is  to  be  used  in  acquiring  three  large 
special  type  Mikado  engines,  2,150  re- 

built box  cars,  850  rebuilt  gondolas, 
and  100  rebuilt  phosphate  rock  cars. 

The  Seybold  Machine  Co.  directors 
at  a  recent  meeting  in  Dayton,  de- 

clared the  regular  quarterly  dividend 
of  IS  per  cent  on  the  preferred  stock, 
payable  Oct.  1,  1922,  to  stockholders  of 
record  Sept.  20. 

The  George  T.  Trundle,  Jr.  Engi- 
neering Co.,  118  St.  Clair  Ave.,  Cleve- 

land, Ohio,  makes  the  announcement 
that  John  F.  Price  has  been  appointed 
its  vice  president.  Mr.  Price  was  for- 

merly comptroller  of  the  Brown  Hoist- 
ing  Machinery    Co.,   Cleveland. 

Frostholm  Brothers,  Syracuse,  N.  Y., 
manufacturers  of  tools  and  cylinder 
grinders  have  purchased  a  new  day- 

light factory  at  1009  S.  Clinton  St.,  in 

that  city.  New  equipment  is  to  be  in- 
stalled and  arrangements  are  being 

made  for  an  expansion  of  the  business. 
The  Home  Accessories  Corporation, 

recently  incorporated  in  Worcester, 
Mass.,  to  manufacture  bathroom  fix- 

tures and  kitchen  accessories,  has  pur- 
chased the  property  at  the  corner  of 

Gardner  and  Tainter  Sts.,  that  city, 
where  it  will  begin  operations  in  the near  future. 

The  Hartley  Clock  Co.,  Boston,  which 
was  incorporated  recently  with  a 
capital  of  $1,300,000,  will  build  a  three- 
story  factory  in  Attleboro,  Mass. 

The  Harris  Automatic  Press  Co.  di- 
rectors at  their  meeting  in  Cleveland 

have  declared  the  regular  li  per  cent 
quarterly  dividend  on  the  preferred 
stock,  payable  Oct.  1. 

The  Angle  Steel  Stool  Co.,  established 
about  eleven  years  ago  at  Otsego. 
Mich.,  moved  recently  to  its  new  day- 

light factory  at  Plainwell,  Mich.,  the 
steady  growth  of  its  business  necessi- 

tating larger  quarters.  C.  E.  Pipp  is 
the  president  and  manager  of  the company. 

The  Houghton  Elevator  and  Ma- 
chine Co.  directors  at  a  recent  meeting 

in  Toledo,  have  declared  the  regular 
quarterly  dividend  of  11  per  cent  on 
the  preferred  stock,  payable  Oct.  1. 

The  Computing-Tabulating-Record- 
ing  Co.  has  announced  the  purchase  of 
a  factory  by  the  company  at  Villengen, 
Germany,  for  the  manufacture  of  its 
products   for    European   consumption. 
The  Western  Pacific  Railroad  Co. 

plans  to  add  2,000  refrigerator  cars 
and  100  automobile  cars  to  its  equip- 

ment, according  to  an  application  made 
to  the  Railroad  Commission  to  issue 
and  sell  $5,000,000  for  this  purpose. 

The  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Commerce  has  opened  a  branch  office  in 
the  Witherspoon  Building,  Philadel- 

phia, Pa. The  Machinery  Supply  Corporation 
is  the  name  of  a  new  consolidation 
formed  in  Joplin,  Mo.,  of  the  Joplin 
Machinery  Exchange  and  the  Ma- 

chinery and  Supply  Corporation.  R.  M. 
Clark  is  manager  and  office  head- 

quarters have  baen  established  at  211 
East  Fourth  St.  D.  C.  Morrow  of 
Kansas  City  is  president  and  L.  G. 
Lebow  of  the  United  Iron  Works  of 
Joplin  is  vice-president. 

The  Mott  Southern  Co.,  Peters  St. 
Viaduct,  Atlanta,  distributor  of  plumb- 

ing and  heating  supplies  and  fixtures  in 
the  southern  territory,  is  amending  its 
charter,  increasing  its  capital  stock  by 
an  additional  issue  of  $100,000,  accord- 

ing to  Charles  B.  Wilson,  secretary. 

The  Standard  Sanitary  Manufactur- 
ing Co.  opened  in  Atlanta  the  latter 

part  of  September  a  southern  show- 
room for  the  display  of  plumbing  fix- 
tures and  brass  goods  manufactured  by 

this  concern.  The  Atlanta  address  is 
281  Peachtree  St. 

The  Nashville  Bridge  Co.,  Nashville, 
Tenn.,  has  acquired  a  site  at  Bessemer, 
Ala.,  and  will  shortly  establish  a  branch 
plant  there  for  the  manufacture  of  steel 
parts  for  bridges,  an  official  of  the 
company  advises. 

The  Director  of  Sales  of  the  War 
Department  announces  that  award  has 
been  made  to  the  Republic  of  Poland  of 
7,504  European  type  railway  cars,  con- 

sisting of  75  Guerite  box  cars  with 
cabs,  529  flat  cars,  1,850  low  side  gon- 
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Tka  alielrk  drill  is  aasaetally 
kdaptvd  to  the  n»«da  or  mill- 
«rlshta  and  malntvnanr«  mrn. 
and  haa  a  universal  moiur  The 
chuck  hold*  iwIM  drill*  up  to 
I  In.  In  dlamrtrr  fur  work  In 
iron  and  *Im>I.  whilr  larcrr  bita 
ran  bv  carried  (or  borlna  wood. 
Two  brarkela  bol(t.d  lu  ilir  wall 
ur  column  carry  ih«  pivuia  (hat 
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or   vortical   aUdlnc   ni< :  i    be   o|H>rated   by 
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a  radlua  o(   II  |   In    from   (lit-   wnll  ulvuta.     Tlir  au 
lirovldca  a  arcondary   radlua  uf   lu|   Inchra 
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a  circle  liavliis 
xlllnry  forvarni 
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Oliver  Machinery  Co„  Grand  Raplda.  Ulch. 

"American  Machlnlal,"  Auvuat  10,  IttI 

The  machine  li  for  Interior  and  es- 
tertur  acroll  work  In  wood  or  other 
i-aally  machined  aubatancea.  No  mov- 
Ina  iiartD  art-  expoaed  except  the  aaw. 
An  auliimatic  riamplns  drvlre  l>elow 
the  table  operatea  In  conjunction  Willi 
the    slldinc     block     almve.       Tli<-     aaw 
fuldea  may  be  rotnii-d  fn  ii,  k.  in  tlu-lr •  ar  iiiKi*        Thr     f  1     can     Im- 

,■■  T  ii.'.l   frcni  eh  i.      A   foii- 
ijiiii'ii'.  air  blaat   i\  >t   thr  front 
of  Ihr  aaw  carrlti!  uwuy  the  dunt. 
Iielt  drive  ran  be  provided.  On<' 
doien  aawa  and  the  neceaaary  wrenilu  n 

are  furnished  with  the  macliin. .  I'.iM. I*  X  II  In  :  tilted  JO  dec.  rlslit  or  It  II 
Saw  (troke,  1  In.  ('apuclly.  kuwk  ii|i 
to  II  In.  In  length. 

Maldlac  Maeblae.  JaH.  Slrtpper 
Arcad*    Manufacturing  Co.,    KreeiHjrt.    111. 

"American  Marhlnlit."  Auiuit   10,   lilt 

The    marhlne    haa    a    <-ln. 
Joltlnc    motion    operated    by 
compreaaed   air    In   the    uaual 
manner,     and     ran     In*     ftir 
niahrd    with    t'lthir   an    s-    "i 
12-ln.      lenKtli     of     alrlpidiiK 
■Iruke.     The   IZ-ln.   atrip  niu 
thine     I*    placed     half    below 
the   floor,   but   the   X-ln.   *trl|i 
marhlne     la     placed     rnllr.  1\ 
above.      The   flaak   conlalniKk: 
the      aand      can      be      \'.^--\ alralaht    up   from   the   p 
draft       The   llftltia   pin.' 
are  adjustable.     The  m.. 
strlpplna  device  (or  amuii 
Indera  for  lone  flaaka  may c I    <>lllH|.rn furnished. 

l< 

.      .  •  .-.  J tjeviriil   siiliiiilin  cyl- 

froaa.   Caoibiaallan    Haad   and   I'aller 
Ooe.   W.   Dover,   Inc..    Trovldenrc,   K.   1. 

"American  Machinist,"  Auffuat  10,   lilt 

The  combination  band  prcaa 
and  puller  Is  (or  remevtlMr  irnaala. 
■•ara  and  buahln^  (tam  thatr 
aha(u  and  alao  (or  praaalng 
them  In  place  Ita  baaa  can  be 
aitarhed  to  tha  work  bench. 
With  the  yoke,  apraodar*  and 
anvil  plate  In  place.  It  becomes 
an  arlx>r  preaa,  (or  handllnir 
round  pieces  up  to  II  In,  In  di- 

ameter. Three  yokaa  o(  different 
lenath*  are  atippllad,  each  bavlna 
■'  —  I  "f  hook  arma  (or  pulling  "(i 

,  rtfractory  wboela  or  (or  ex- 
'!  ,.ti;,K  buahlnsa.  The  arma  ar<- 
I'     'r'.il.le,     Hpeclal  hook  arnm   r< 

K-ars  and  lniahln(»  from 
[..■riK  f>,r  certain  make*  o(  auio 
mobile*  that  oaOBOt  be  reached 
witb  tba  ragtilar  (quIpoMnt. 

cup.  poMte  ont  X  S-in.  eardt  and  file  aa  detirtd 
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dcla  cars,  1,450  high  side  gondola  cars 
•with  tarpaulin  frames,  and  3,600  high 
side  gondola  cars  without  tarpaulin 
frames 

The  F.  S.  Pearson  Engineering  Cor- 
poration, Fisk  Bldg.,  57th  St.  and 

Broadway,  New  York  City,  has  re- 
established its  department  for  indus- 

trial management  and  technical  audit- 
ing of  industries  and  public  utilities. 

This  department  will  be  carried  on  to- 
gether with  the  usual  work  of  financ- 

ing, developing,  design  and  construc- 
tion of  engineering  projects  and  indus- 
trial plants. 

Mass.,  Sept.  29,  held  in  the  interest  of 
the  plan  to  form  a  local  body  of  indus- 

trial engineers  to  be  affiliated  with  the 
national  society.  The  purpose  and  ad- 

vantages of  the  organization  were  ex- 
plained and  progress  made  in  the  ar- 

rangements, which  are  now  in  charge 
of  a  membership  caivi-uUtee. 

Charles  U.  Smith  of  St.  Joseph, 
Mich.,  has  been  appointed  superin- 

tendent of  the  American  Malleable 
Castings  Co.  plant  in  Marion,  Ohio. 
Mr.  Smith  was  formerly  foundry  su- 

perintendent for  the  Auto  Specialties 
Manufacturing  Co.,  in  St.  Joseph. 
James  A.  Buell,  assistant  general 

manager  of  the  United  Alloy  Steel 

Corporation,  has  resigned  ■  his  position 
to  become  general  superintendent  of 
the  Donner  Steel  Co.,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. 

Robert  B.  Gerhakdt,  electrical  su- 
perintendent of  the  Maryland  plant  of 

the  Bethlehem  Steel  Co.,  Sparrows 
Point,  was  elected  president  of  the 
Association  of  Iron  and  Steel  Electrical 
Engineers  at  its  recent  convention  in 
Cleveland. 
Walter  Enoch,  formerly  head  of  the 

domestic  goods  department  of  the 
Wickwire-Spencer  Steel  Corporation, 
Worcester,  Mass.,  has  become  president 
and  general  manager  of  the  new 
Home  Accessories  Corporation,  manu- 

facturers of  bath  room  fixtures,  of 
Worcester. 
David  Julian,  formerly  connected 

with  the  E.  J.  Manville  Machine  Co., 
Waterbury,  Conn.,  is  now  associated 
with  the  Columbus  Bolt  Works  Co., 
Columbus,  Ohio,  as  factory  manager. 

B.  S.  Lewis  of  the  Stanley  Works, 
New  Britain,  Conn.,  has  been  elected 
president  of  the  New  Britain  branch 
of  the  Connecticut  section  of  the 
A.  S.  M.  E. 

H.  1.  Markey,  associated  with  the 
sales  department  of  the  Diamond 
Chain  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  has 
been  appointed  manager  of  the  com- 

pany's newly  opened  office  in  the 
Leader-News  Building,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Albert  J.  Woodruff,  head  of  the 
Woodruff  Machinery  Co.,  Atlanta,  Ga., 
jobber  of  machinery,  tools  and  machine 
parts,  was  nominated  as  a  member  of 
the  house  of  representatives  from 
DeKalb  county  in  the  recent  Georgia 
primary. 

Phil  Carr,  who  spent  the  past  year 
in  Honolulu,  Hawaiian  Islands,  as  a 
representative  of  machine  tool  interests 
in  this  country,  has  returned  to  the 
United  States  and  taken  up  work  as 
sales  manager  of  the  Davenport  Ma- 

chine Tool  Co.,  Inc.,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

W.  La  Coste  Neilson,  vice-president 
and  general  sales  manager  of  the  Nor- 

ton Co.,  Worcester,  Mass.,  has  just 
returned  from  a   European  trip. 

Ernest  R.  Llewellyn,  of  the  sales 
department  of  the  Greenfield  Tap  and 
Die  Corporation  resigned  his  position 
with  that  company  on  October  1.  He 
has  not  as  yet  formulated  plans  for  the 
future. 

William  Breeden,  sales  manager  of 
the  Lackawanna  Steel  Co.  for  the  past 
three  years,  has  resigned.  He  has  been 
■with  the  company  both  at  Philadelphia and  Buffalo. 
Joseph  W.  Roe,  president  of  the 

American  Society  of  Industrial  Engi- 
neers and  professor  of  industrial  engi- 

neering in  the  University  of  New  York, 
addressed    a    meeting    in     Springfield, 

Herbert  C.  Follinger,  manager  of 
the  Chicago  Office  of  the  Chain  Belt 
Co.,  died  of  pneumonia  at  his  home  in 
Chicago,  September  27,  following  an 
illness  of  but  a  few  days.  Mr.  Fol- 

linger was  38  years  of  age  at  the  time 
of  his  death,  and  was  born  at  Fort 
Wayne,  Indiana.  In  1902  he  graduated 
from  the  Chicago  Manual  Training 
School,  and  entered  the  employ  of  the 
Otis  Elevator  Company.  He  became 
associated  with  the  Chain  Belt  Co.  in 
1914,  and  in  1916  was  appointed  district 
manager  for  the   Chicago  territory. 

Six-Place  Tables.  A  pocket-size  (4x7  in.) 
book  of  124  pages,  flexible  cloth  covers. 
Published  by  the  McGraw-Hill  Book  Co., 
Inc.,  370  Seventh  Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 
Price  $1.25. 
The  small  volume  contains  in  convenient 

form,  seven  sets  of  tables,  including  those 
on  squares,  cubes,  square  roots,  cube  roots, 
circumferences,  areas,  fifth  roots,  fifth 
powers,  logarithms  (six  places)  logarithmic 
sines,  cosines,  tangents  and  cotangents, 
natural  tangents  and  cotangents  and  trigo- 

nometric formulas.  For  those  who  are  us- 
ing the  tables  enumerated  constantly  or 

even  frequently,  the  book  will  be  worth 
much.  In  addition  to  the  value  of  its  con- 

tents, it  is  well  arranged  and  clearly 
printed. 
Elements  »f  Indnslrial  Heating.  By  the 

engineers  of  the  W.  S.  Rockwell  Com- 
pany, New  York  City.  44  pages,  illus- trated with  numerous  line  drawings, 

charts  and  tables.  Published  by  the  W.  S. 
Rockwell  Co.,  50  Church  St.,  New  York 
City. 

"The  influence  of  heat  upon  the  quality 
and  cost  of  practically  all  manufactured 
products,  and  the  comparatively  inefficient 
methods  in  general  use,  indicate  the  neces- 

sity of  developing  a  broader  view  of  the 
industrial  heating  problem.  The  demand 
for  better  and  cheaper  products  can  only 
be  met  with  better  methods  of  heating  and 
handling,  better  equipment,  and  above  all. 
men  better  qualified  to  understand  and 
properly  apply  in  practice  the  simple  prin- 

ciples of  one  of  the  oldest  and  most  im- 
portant, though  indifferently  practiced, 

industrial  arts." There  is  no  doubt  of  the  tremendous  im- 
portance of  the  problems  thus  outlined  in 

the  preface  of  this  book  and  furthermore 
there  is  no  doubt  that  the  engineers  who 
have  prepared  it  has  done  much  for  indus- 

try in  furnishing  this  well-illustrated,  effec- 
tive summary  of  important  considerations 

in  fuel  application.  Much  of  the  material 
in  this  book  has  appeared  in  pamphlets 
previously  issued,  but  when  this  material 
is  brouglit  together  under  one  cover,  it 
again  emijhasizes  the  complexity  as  well 
as  the  importance  of  the  fundamental  prob- 

lems as  these  problems  are  seldom  stressed. 
One  of  the  purposes  of  this  new  book  is 

to  bring  together  in  convenient  form  for  the 

use  of  chemical  and  mechanical  engineering 
teachers  material  that  may  be  employed  as 
a  "supplementary  text  book  for  shop  train- ing classes,  vocational  schools,  colleges, 
etc.,  as  well  as  for  the  man  in  the  shop  and 
others  Interested  In  the  subject."  Several Institutions  have  already  announced  that 
they  expect  their  engineering  students  to 
use  this  pamphlet.  If  this  practice  is  ex- 

tended widely,  as  it  well  may  be,  we  may 
look  forward  to  the  time  when  engineers 
will  think  not  alone  of  cost  of  fuel  per  ton 
or  the  relative  cost  of  various  fuels  per  mil- 

lion heat  units,  but  rather  of  that  important 
over-all  efficiency,  the  fuel  cost  per  unit  of 
quality  product.  In  bringing  out  the  im- 

portance of  that  feature,  this  book  gives 
attention  not  alone  to  the  selection  of  the 
fuel,  but  also  to  the  selection  of  the  fur- 

nace, the  placing  of  the  material  in  the  fur- 
nace, and  the  time  factor  in  heating. 

The  book  does  not  in  any  way  argue  for 
any  single  type  of  equipment  or  any  par- 

ticular fuel ;  it  affords  an  unusually  well- 
balanced  and  impartial  review  of  the  vari- 

ous types  of  heating  furnaces,  annealing 
equipment,  automatic  and  continuous  meth- 

ods and  the  many  variations  of  heat- 
applying  devices  that  modern  technology 
furnishes.  It  will  be  well  worth  while  for 
experienced  engineers  as  well  as  those 
beginning  their  studies  in  engineering  to 
look  through  this  booklet. 

Machinists'  and  Draftsmen's  Handbook.    By 
Peder  Lobben.  Third  edition.  Four  hun- 

dred eighty  4i  x  7}  in.  pages,  flexible 
board  covers.  Published  by  D.  Van  Nos- 
trand  Co.,  8  Warren  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. Price  $3.00. 
A  handbook  is  Judged  by  its  contents  and 

by  the  method  of  their  presentation.  The 
contents  in  this  volume  include  notes  on 
mathematics,  arithmetic,  notes  on  algebra, 
logarithms,  weights  and  measures,  geom- 

etry, mensuration,  strength  of  materials, 
mechanics,  belts,  rope  transmission,  pulleys, 
fly  wheels,  shafting,  bearings,  gear  teeth, 
screws,  pipes,  notes  on  hydraulics,  notes  on 
steam,  notes  on  copper  wire,  notes  on  elec- 

trical terms,  shop  notes,  blue  printing.  In 
presenting  the  work  the  author  has  avoided 
the  use  of  abstruse  theories  and  complicated 
formulas.  Definitions  are  clear  and  exam- 

ples are  well  chosen.  Logarithmic  tables 
are    six-place. 

Factory  StorekeeplnB — The  Control  and 
Storage  of  Materials.  By  Henry  H.  Far- 
quhar.  Cloth  ;  one  hundred  and  seventy- 
six  6  X  9-in.  pages,  illustrated.  Published 
by  the  McGraw-Hill  Book  Co.,  Inc.,  370 
Seventh  Avenue,  New  York,  N.  Y.  Price, 

$2.50. The  author,  who  is  assistant  professor 
of  industrial  management  at  the  Harvard 
Graduate  School  of  Business  Administra- 

tion, and  is  thus  well  qualified  to  write  on 
tile  subject,  describes  a  method  that  is  prac- 

tical and  well  worth  following.  He  starts 
off  with  a  discussion  of  the  functions  of 
a  manufacturing  plant  and  emphasizes  the 
dependence  of  production  upon  material 
control.  He  ends  this  discussion  with  a 
summary  of  material  losses  which  he  claims 
are  due  to  the  lack  of  standards  of  .variety 
and  quality,  to  excessive  supply,  to  insuf- 

ficient supply  and  to  misplaced  responsi- 
bility and  faulty  routine. 

In  the  chapter  on  material  replenishment, 
the  author  gives  three  excellent  plans  for 
controlling  supplies  by  the  amount  on  hand, 
by  the  amount  available  or  by  schedule. 
In  the  next  oh,apter  are  described  and  il- 

lustrated the  balance  sheets  for  these  three 
plans  and  the  information  necessary  for 
each.  The  duties  of  the  purchasing  de- 

partment in  both  speculative  and  routine 
purchasing  and  the  procedure  of  the  re- 

ceiving and  inspection  departments  finish 
the   discussion   of  material  control. 

The    author    then    undertakes   a    descrip- 
tion of  the  storeroom,  dealing  with  the  lay- 
out,   equipment    and    storage    of    materials. 

He    shows    the    advantages    and    disadvan- 
tages of  a  centralized  storeroom,  gives  tlie 

details  to  be  considered  in  selecting  a  loca- 
tion for  the  storeroom   and  outlines  a  sys- 
tem for  indexing   supplies.      Several   draw- 
ings of  interchangeable  racks  and  bins  are 

shown    to    bring    out    the    author's    theory 
of  double  binning.     His  method  for  secur- 

ing   a    turnover   of    stock    is    well    thought 
out  and  in  practice  should  give  an  efficient 
system  of  storing  in  regard  to  saving  space 
and  labor.     The  classification   of  materials 
and   a   description    of   materi.al    accounting, 
inventories  and  statistics  finish  the  book. 
Business    Analysts   of    United    States    Made 

by  Connties.    In  two  volume.s.  each  con.sist- 
ing  of  an  I.  P.  No.  2710   flexible   leather 
binder  with  loose  leaf  index  and  contents. 
Leaves  are  5i  x  8i  inches.     Published  by 
Wm.   H.  Rankin  Co.,   180   North  Wabash 
Ave.    Chicago.  III.     Price  $200. 
Statistics    covering    the    following    items 

are  given  by  county,  and  by  total  for  state: 
Total  farm  value,  total  crop  value,  total  in- 

come   tax,     total    white    population,     total 
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VHa4lii«  AMadtaMaC  CamMaallaa  Kklvrnal  aa4  lalMaal 
Ualt«d  Suiaa  Blaeirteal  Tool  Oo,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

"AmaHeaa  Haohlnui."  Aucuit  17.  i»tl 

Th*  •Itachment  ran  b*  uaed  on 
latbM  wRh  a  awlnc  aa  amall  aa  10 
In,  Th'  ■!-'» — .si  typf  motor  en:: 
!••  op«-i  iilirr  d.c.  or  »  . 
wh»r»  liaji  a   frrgunw 
of  •«  <■> ,  ,. ,.  ,   u.  and  I*  piviii..! 
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Th«  atlarhmrnt  can  b*  applied 
to  any  object  within  th*  ranee  of 
the  clamp  and  can  be  aat  ao  aa  t» 
lirlnu  the  dial  aace  to  Bimoat  aii\ 
IKiRltlon  or  ancle.  Il  can  be  ua<-<t 
for  Irmlnc  lli.-  alralrhlneaii  <if •  rankahafiK.  cnmaliaft«  and  valvc 
.iim.  :  rheckUiK  llfta  of  valvra  and 
^  ̂ ■  i«m»;  saclnc  thlrknomi  ..f \-'-'-u  rlnga.  ahlma.  boarlns  lln«-r» 
aiiU  dlametera  of  plaiona.  It  can b*  purchased  without  th*  dial 
oca  If  dralrcd. 
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Atlaa  Car  and  Manufaiturlnf  Co..  Clavaland.  Ohio 
"American  Uachlnlat."  Aucuat  IT,  Itlt 

..  ̂f.  '"!'■''  •■  ""^  aapacUlly  In handlinc  lar«e  core  raeka  Inio  and 
oui  of  core  <.v.nii  The  platform 
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ul.d  by  •Itl,  ..r  leud  (..ii- 
'•■rl...    111.  .,j[    ■lundiird 
•'lulpni.lit.        .,       ......i      ■wll.'h       \m 
•  •li.riit.d     auiomalli'iilly     ul     .ikIi 
•»mI  ..f  the  platform  travel  m>  tlmt 
Die    motor     la     ntupped      and      the 
platform    held     In    poaltlon.      The 
brake    la    a|>ti1l>-d    whenever    prea- 
■"'      '-    -   '  •    •  ■•       iM-dul.      Three   apeeda   are   provided    In ■''  >'    l«   applied   to  all    four   wlieela.      The "'  :liroiiKli    Interaecllns   alalea    K    ft.   wide, 
Willi.'  (iitrvina   a  core  ra<  K   b   ft     1   In.  wide  and  7   ft.  lone 
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J.  A.  KlnUy  Co,  10  llralntree  Hi  .  Allaton, 

"American  Uachlnlat."  Auffuat  t4,   IttI 
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manufacturing  value,  total  state  auto  regis- 
tration, total  mileage  of  all  roads,  total  sur- 

faced roads,  and  certain  information  on 
climatology.  ,.,.,, 

A  preface  lists  the  sources  from  which  the 
data  were  obtained.  For  example,  the  data 
for  the  manufacturing  values  were  talten 
from  the  1919  Manufacturers'  Bulletin. 
Department  of  Commerce,  Bureau  of  Cen- 
su.«!.  Manufacturing  value  is  defined  as  the 
value  of  manufactured  products,  i.  e.,  cost 
of  material  plus  value  added  by  manu- facture. 
Graphic    Charts   In    BuBlness.      By   Allan    C. 

Haskell.      Two    hundred    forty-six   pages, 
6x9    in.,    cloth    boards.      Published    by 
Codex  Bool<  Co..  Inc..  119  Broad  St..  New 
York,  N.  Y.     Price  $4.00. 
Beginning  with  a  well  written  chapter  on 

the  necessity  for  and  the  use  of  charts  in 
business,  the  book  progresses  by  gradual, 
easily  followed  steps  through  the  definition 
of  graphic  charts  and  an  explanation  of 
their  functions  to  a  study  of  the  simplest 
kinds  of  charts.  The  more  complicated 
charts  are  then  taken  up,  after  which  more 
than  half  of  the  book  is  devoted  to  showing 
how  graphic  charts  are  used  in  the  various 
departments  of  businesses  and  factories,  in- 

cluding the  departments  of  accounting,  ad- 
vertising, collection,  cost,  credit,  personnel, 

purchasing,  sales,  scheduling  and  produc- tion. 
The  kinds  of  charts  treated  are  line,  plain 

and  ratio  ruling,  bar,  circular,  percentage, 
organization,  trilinear,  probability.  There 
is  an  undisputed  value  to  graphic  charts 
when  properly  executed  and  applied.  How 
they  may  be  prepared  and  where  applied 
are  subjects  thoroughly  covered  and  the 
book  as  a  whole  should  be  of  real  value  in 
the  analytical  problems  connected  with  the 
conducting  of  a  business. 

Corrugated  sheets — India.  Purchase  de- sired. Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Karachi.  Terms, 
cash.     Reference  No.  3762. 

Iron  kegs  or  drums  .suitable  for  packing 
stiff  and  liquid  paints.  Kegs  to  hold  28, 
66  and  112  pounds,  and  drums  3,  5  and  10 
gallons  (imperial  measure),  medium-quality 
goods — Wales.  Purchase  desired.  Quota- 

tions, c.  1.  f.  Swansea  or  Bristol  Channel 
port.     Reference  No.  3764. 

Glazers'  lead  for  vitrifying  drainage  pipes 
— Cuba.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
c.  i.  f.  Calbarien.  Terms,  cash  against 
draft.  Correspondence,  Spanish.  Reference No.  3774. 

The  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Commerce,  Department  of  Commerce, 
WaBhlngton,  D.  C.  has  inquiries  for  tlie 
agencies  of  macllincry  and  machine  tools. 
Any  information  desired  rcRardinif  these 
opportunities  can  be  secured  from  tlie  aljove 
address  by  referringr  to  tlie  number  follow- 

ing: each  item. 
Iron  and  steel  pipes  of  all  diameters  and 

lengths  of  good  quality — Italy.  Agency  de- 
sired. Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Italian  port.  Cor- 

respondence and  catalogs  should  be  in  Ital- ian or  French.     Reference  No.   3639. 

Chamotte,  silica,  and  magnesite — Nor- 
way. Purchase  desired.  Quotations,  c  i.  f. 

Norwegian  port.  Terms,  cash  against  docu- ments.    Reference  No.  3640. 
Hardware  such  as  wood  screws,  wire 

nails,  rose  nails,  annealed  wire,  and  barbed 
and  other  wires  ;  steel  of  every  kind,  anvils. 
etc. :  railway  materials  ;  machinery  ;  boiler 
fittings ;  electrical  goods ;  cotton  mill  and 
gin  requisites ;  plain  and  corrugated  iron 
sheets  ;  plain  galvanized  sheets  ;  brass  and 
copper  sheets,  etc. — India.  Reference  No. 
3644. 

Iron  and  steel  bars,  sheets,  pipes,  wire. 
and  metals,  tin  plates,  building  forgings, 
tools  of  all  kinds,  engine  fittings,  screws, 
nails,  tacks,  rivets,  and  general  hardware  ; 
oils  and  greases ;  varnishes  and  paints ; 
leather  and  balata  belting ;  cotton  waste. — 
Finland.  Purchase  and  agency  desired. 
Quotations,  c.  1.  f.  Helsingfors.  Terms, 
payment  against  documents.  Reference 
No.   3665. 

Sawmill  machinery  and  accessories — 
Spain.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
c.  i.  f.  Ferrol.  Correspondence,  Spanish. 
Reference  No.   3714. 

Machinery  and  equipment  for  the  manu- 
facture of  candies,  crackers,  and  biscuits — 

Italy.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations,  c.  1.  f. 
Genoa  or  Savona.  Terms,  cash  against 
documents.  Correspondence,  French  or 
Italian.    Reference  No.  3718. 

Printing  machinery  and  supplies — Italy. 
Purchase  desired.  Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Genoa, 
Correspondence,  Italian  or  French.  Refer- ence No.  3752. 

Pneumatic  drilling  machines  for  mining 
op»'rations — Spain.  Purchase  desired.  Quo- 

tations, f.  o.  b.  New  York.  Reference  No. 
3753. 

Machinery  for  compressing  calcium  car- 
bide dissolved  in  acetone — Spain.  Purchase 

desired.  Quotations,  c.  1.  f.  Barcelona.  Pay- 
ment, cash  against  documents.  Correspond- 
ence, Spanish.     Reference  No.  3757. 

Zinc,  copper  and  sulphate  of  ammonia — 
Italy.  Agency  and  purchase  desired.  Quo- 

tations, c.  i.  f.  Italian  i)ort.  Payment,  cash 
against  documents.     Reference   No.   3758. 

Baker  Air  Units.  The  Baker-Hansen 
Manufacturing  Co.,  1900  Park  St.,  Ala- meda, Calif.  This  company  has  just  issued 
a  circular,  known  as  Bulletin  No.  201  in 
which  is  described  in  a  comprehensive  way. 
the  Baker  ball-bearing  two-stage  air  units 
for  oil  stations,  garages,  tire  shops,  ma- 

chine shops,  and  paint  spraying  machines. 
The  publication  contains  illustrations  of  the 
unit  with  full  illustrations  as  to  its  opera- tion and   maintenance. 

The  TUted  Turret.  The  Wood  Turret 
Machine  Co.,  Brazil.  Ind.  This  company 
has  just  issued  an  instructive  pamphlet  on 
the  subject  of  the  tilted  turret.  The  pub- lication takes  the  form  of  questions  and 
answers  in  which  the  many  advantages  of 
this  type  of  turret  are  set  forth  in  a  clear 
and  concise  manner.  Questions  with  their 
answers  are  also  given  on  the  precision 
index,  the  turret  lock  mechanism,  the 
turret  slide  and  saddle,  spindle  and  bear- 

ings   and   automatic   chuck   and   feed. 

Portable  Electric  Drills.  The  A.  F.  "Way Co.,  Inc.,  Hartford,  Conn.  This  company 
has  recently  issued  a  new  folder  describing 
their  portable  electric  drills.  The  publica- 

tion contains  illustrations  showing  con- 
struction features  and  a  full  description  of 

the  product. 
Line  Sliaftingr  Equipment.  The  Medart 

Co.,  St.  Louis.  Mo.  This  company  has  just 
issued  a  new  condensed  catalog  of  192 
pages  with  a  complete  index.  The  publica- 

tion is  made  up  in  an  attractive  manner 
with  numerous  illustrations  and  line  draw- 

ings and  presents  facts  about  the  most 
generally  used  line  shafting  equipment. 
The  aim  has  been  to  state  dimensions,  con- 

struction details  and  list  prices  in  a  way 
to  enable  engineers  and  designers,  me- 

chanics and  power  users — to  plan  installa- 
tions and  purchase  the  necessary  require- 

ments. The  catalog  forms  a  useful  hand- 
book with  its  many  useful  tables  and  is 

noteworthy  in  that  no  attempt  is  made  In 
its  pages  to  exploit  the  Medart  products. 

Literature.  Under  each  part  are  found 
numerous  chapters  on  special  phases  of 
the  subjects.  Of  particular  value  are  the 
bibliographies  to  be  found  in  the  book 
furnishing  a  guide  to  the  best  works  on 
the  entire  aspect  of  foreign  service  and  the 
training   therefor. 

Notes  on  the  Efficiency  of  Varloa*  Sys- 
tems of  Air  Conditioning  In  a  Munltio  j  Fac- 

tory. U.  S.  Public  Haelth  Service,  Treas- 
ury Department.  Reprint  No.  729.  This 

pamphlet  has  been  prepared  by  C.  E.  A. 
Winslow,  professor  of  Public  Health,  Yale 
School  of  Medicine  and  Leonard  Greenburg, 
assistant  sanitary  engineer  of  the  U.  S. Public    Health    Service. 

Statistical  Record  of  the  British  Iron  and 
Steel  Industry.  Trade  information  bulletin 
No.  66  of  the  Iron  and  Steel  Division  of  the 
Department  of  Commerce.  The  bulletin 
contains  numerous  statistical  tables  on  the 
state  of  the  industry  which  are  of  consider- 

able interest  at  the  present  time.  Distrib- 
uted by  the  Department  of  Commerce, 

Washington.  D.  C. 
Enirineeringr    Education    After    The    War. 

By  Arthur  M.  Greene,  Jr.,  of  Rensselaer 
Polytechnic  Institute,  Troy,  N.  Y.  This 
publication  is  known  as  Bulletin  No.  50, 
Department  of  Interior,  Bureau  of  Educa- 

tion, and  contains  a  review  of  engineering 
study  courses  with  changes  made  therein 
during  and  since  the  late  world  war. 

Industrial  Conditions  In  China.  Trade 
Information  Bulletin  No.  61.  prepared  by 
the  Far  Eastern  Division.  Department  of 
Commerce,  on  the  present  state  of  indus- trial conditions  within  the  Chinese  Empire. 
Distributed  by  the  Department  of  Com- 

merce,  Washington,   D.   C. 
Plan  for  Industrial  Development  of 

Szcchwan  Province.  Cliina.  Trade  informa- 
tion bulletin  No.  62,  prepared  by  the  Far 

Eastern  Division,  Department  of  Commerce, 
on  the  state  of  conditions  in  the  Chinese 
province  of  Szechwan.  Distributed  by  the 
Department  of  Commerce,  Washington, 
D.  C. 

International  Association  of  Industrial 
Accident  Boards  and  Commissions.  Pro- 

ceedings of  the  eighth  annual  meeting  of 
the  association,  held  in  Chicago.  September 
19  to  23.  This  publication  is  known  as 
Bulletin  No.  304  of  the  U.  S.  Dept.  of  Labor, 
Bureau  of  Labor  Statistics,  from  which  de- 

partment copies  may  be  secured. 
Foreign  Trade  of  .he  United  States. 

Trade  inffjrmation  Bulletin  No.  59  of  tlie 
Department  of  Commerce.  The  bulletin 
is  a  review  of  the  U.  S.  foreign  trade  for 
the  fiscal  year.  1921-1922.  Distributed 
bv  the  Department  of  Commerce,  Washing- 

ton.  D.   C. 
Tralnlngr  for  Forelgrn  Service.  Bulletin 

No.  27  of  the  Bureau  of  Education.  De- 
partment of  the  Interior.  This  useful  and 

valuable  publication  has  been  compiled  by 
Glen  Levin  Swiggett  and  is  divided  into 
four  parts  as  follows:  Part  1,  Economics; 
Part  2.  Government  ;  Part  3.  Modern 
Foreign   Languages   and    Part    4.    Periodical 

American  Mining  Congress,  twenty-flfth 
annual  convention,  new  auditorium,  Cleve- 

land, Ohio,  October  9  to  14.  Secretary, 
J.  F.  Callbreath,  84  Munsey  Building, "Washington,   D.   C. 

Second  National  Aero  Congress  and  Na- 
tional Airplane  Races,  Detroit,  Mich., 

October  7  to  14,  1922. 

American  Gear  Manufacturers'  Associa- tion. Fall  meeting,  Chicago,  III.,  Oct.  9, 
10   and   11,   1922. 
Automobile  Accessories  Branch  of  the 

National  Hardware  Association  of  the 
United  States.  Convention  and  Exhibition. 
Atlantic  City,  N.  J.,  Oct.  13.  17,  1922. 
Headquarters,  Hotel  Ambassador,  T.  James 
Fern  ley,  secretary-treasurer,  605  Arch  St., Philadelphia,    Pa. 

National  Hardware  Association  of  the 
tJnited  States.  Convention.  Atlantic  City. 
N.  J.  Oct.  17,  18,  19.  20,  1922.  Head- 

quarters, Marlborough-Blenlieim.  T.  James 
Fernley,  secretary-treasurer,  605  Arch 
Street,   Philadelphia,   Pa. 

American  Hardware  Manufacturers*  As- sociation. Convention,  Atlantic  City, 
N.  J.,  Oct.  18.  19,  20,  1922.  Headquarters. 
Marlborough-Blenheim.  F.  D.  Mitchell, 
secretary-treasurer,  1819  Broadway,  New York. 

National  Association  of  Farm  Equipment 
Manufacturers.  Annual  Convention.  October 
18   to   20,   Congress  Hotel,   Chicago. 

Society  of  Industrial  Engineers.  Oct.  18 
to  20.  McAlpin  Hotel,  New  York.  Secre- 

tary, George  C.  Dent,  327  South  LaSalle St.,  Chicago. 

American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 
tion, annual  convention.  New  York  City, 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary,  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway,    New    York   City. 

American  Trade  Association  Executives. 
Third  annual  meeting,  Oct.  25,  26  and  27, 
1922,  at  the  Inn,  Bucks  Palls,  Pa.  (Dela- ware Water  Gap). 

.Automotive  Equipment  Association.  An- 
nual show  and  meeting,  November  13  to  18, 

Cliicago,   111. 
National  Founders'  Association,  Nov.  22 

and  23.  Secretary.  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
LaSalle    St.,     Chicago,     111. 

Eighteenth  Annual  Automobile  Salon, 
Commodore  Hotel,  New  York  Cltj',  Decem- ber 3    to   9,    1922. 

.American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
neers, annual  convention,  December  4  to  7, 

1922,  New  York  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  39th  Street,  New  York 
City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chanical Engineering.  Dec.  7  to  13.  1922. 

Grand  Central  Palace.  New  York  City 
Secretary,  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,    New    York    City. 

National  .\utomobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  Grand 

Central  Palace,  New  York  City,  January 6  to  13,  1923. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. National  Automobile  Show,  January 

27  to  February  3,  1923.  Coliseum  and  First 
Regiment    Armory.    Chicago.    111. 
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of  stool  boriac  beinr  iIoim  hf  roil- 
i;  lUjOM  mn  pmrtkmmi  ikiu  far  thu  fMr  m  ac»>n*t 

hopoo,  ploloa  OBil  bora.  |S^$S^5  f.o.b. 
PttaAardt.  oa  iiiilMii  baataooo.  for  iad^ttnito  dclivoriM; 
nM  9mt  IM  lb.  oa  pUtao,  bowovor.  wh«rv  deliveries  oro 

ot  torltool  ppiatbli  tine  «un*t(i<'i\t  with  rail 
lay  ap  oil  but  food  and  fuel  •hiptnenU. 
J  Mko  up  60c.  per  ton. 

TIa.  He.  «■  acaliMt  Stir,  per  lb.  at  New  York  ware- 
boaoos.  LMd.  tie  m*  comporwl  with  <.16e..  f4>.b.  East 
St.  Loaii^  last  waok.  AiaminiuB  inrota  np  |c.  per  lb.  in 
Ihm  Totk. 

law  Haaaod  oO.  Mc  a*  acainat  91c.  per  gtl  (5  bbL  lota) 
loJk.  Now  Tofk.     Mariirt    Armer;   tendency   upward   with 

ataiUtf  of  spot  otL      L«rd  oil  market  ttronffor; 

-Wt-lwa  abowtac  downward  tendency  despito 
Ucbor  coko  prleao.  witb  iacroaaod  production  and  falling  off 
la  *mt»t 

,  9-1*.  as  Mainat  CMe.^ASc  per  IK.  East  St.  LooU; 
with  7|«.  at  New  York  warehotiaco. 

oOa  (bow  •lucfisb  market,  with  larire  ttocka 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIO  OKW  —  Per  aroM  too  —  Qoecatioot  cooipiUd   by  Tbo 

Manbow  Addy  0>.:  
«--  r— 

CINCINNATI 
Kok2  Sooibara       SM.SS 
^^^aWsV     OBHC       -     ••••■•••o*«Oa*««*0aa*«aoo*Baaa*a*a  J  £  ■   i  f 
SoMbora  Obie  No.  2       34.27 

NEW  YOtK—Tidowaier  DeGTcrr 
hatbwa  No.  2  (afcoa  2.25#2./5)       36.27 

BlIMINGHAM 
No.  2  Fe«adry       2«.00 

PHILADLIPHIA 
Eaowra  Pa^  No.  2a  (tdiceo  2.2$«2.75)       36.64 
ViMia  ftm.2   .TT.....        37.17 
■asSeVr       32.00 
GasyPofii    32.00 

CHICAGO 
Na.  3  Pooadry  leral •  •  *p» • o 32.00 
Na.2  PoaiMirr.  Souibeni  (alicoa  2.2S«2.75)    31. SO 

PtTTSBUIGH.  iodudioc  frcitbt  cbargc  froM  Valloy 
Na.2Pooad*y    3J.00 
Ba«e    J). 00 
Biaiair    33.00 

IRON  MACHINERY  CASTI.NCS-la  c«au  p«r  pooad: 
Lifbt  Mediom  Heavy 

80  3«4 
6.0  4.0 

t.O  5.25  Ts 
6.0  S.O  4.0 

Dtwok.   
New  Yorfc. 
Oodaaati. 
Ckrtlaad.. 

10912 

,  ■ImUII'I    (^taitaaa  are  ia  coat*  per  poand 
■am  wsfabooaei  alao  tba  base  4oot«tiooi  fiooi  mi 

la  vanout  cittaa 

mill: 

N0.M 
No.  12 
Na.  14 
Nail6. 

ntubartb. 
large 

MdUu 

Noa.  17  aad  21. 
Naa  22  aad  24. 
Nak2Sa*i26. 
N»  28.. 

NowYoek  Cloeaiaad 
4.19 4.24 

4.?» 
4.39 

4.70 
4.75 
4.M 

4.90 

3.70 
J.  75 

3.80 f.90 

4.20 

4  25 4. 30 
4.40 

CUcace 

4  00 4.05 
4.10 4.20 

4.70 
4.70 
4.75 4  85 

Otlvaniird 
Nm    10  and  II. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
Noa.  17  and  21. 
Noa.  22  and  24. 
No.  25   
No.  28   

Pitttburah 
3.35i!i.V7$ 

JS®4,75 

New  York 

4*1) 

$.UQ 

s.so 

$.45 5.60 

5. 'JO 

Oevcland 

i.M) 
4.50 

4.80 4.9$ 

S.IO 
5.40 

Chicago 

4.S5 
4.9$ 

slio 
5.55 

5.'<S WROl'CHT  PIPE — The  followinK  ditcounit  are  to  jobbcra  for carload  lots  on  the  latcit  Pitttburih  baling  card: 

Steel Incbc* 
lto3   

2   

Bla< 

..     68 

..    61 

2)  to  6   
7  to  8   ..  6$ 

..     62 
9  to  12.    ... 

..     61 

Iron Black 

,.     34 

BUTT  WF-I.D 
(lalv.  Inchei 
5(.i  itol}.. 
LAP  WELD 

49|  2   
531  2|to4.. 
491  4)  to  6. . 

481  7  to  12.. 
BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONd.  PLAIN  ENDS 

Itoll       66  554  ]  to  II       34 
2  to  3       67  5(.| 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

29 
m 
30 

59 

21  to  4       63 
4{  to  6       62 
7  to  8       58 
9  to  12       52 

Malleable  fitcingi. 

48 

52 

51 

4S 

39 

2    30 
21  to  4    33 
4|to6    32 
7to8    25 
9tol2    20 

OaU. 

19 

15 

19 
19 

17 

20 

17 
21 

20 

13 

8 
Clatiet  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

•lock  idl  at  net  lilt.    Cattiron.atandardtiMi,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE — Warehoute  diicounti  aa  followi: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 
Black  Calv.  Black  Calv.  Black    Ualv. 

lio3in.iteelbuttwelded.  60%   47%   S7J5{    454% 
2|to6in.iteellapwelded.  57%    44%    5.l|%    42j% 

Malleable  fittings.     Clatiet  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  Ybri 
Stock  tell  at  lilt  Irtt  5%.    Cait  iron,  itandard  tizct,  32%  off. 

im  New  Yor 

MISCELLANEOUS— Warchouae  prices 
100-lb.  lott: 

Open  hearth  tpring  itecl  (bate) 
Spring  tieel  (light)  (bate)   
Coppered  Bettcmer  rodt(basc). 

Hoop  ttccl   
Cold  rolled  tirip  steal   
Floor  plaiet   
Cold  finithcd  thafiingorsciaw. 
Cold  finiihed   flait,  tquarcs.. . . 
Structural  ihapet  (bate)   
Soft  iieel  ban  (bate)   
Soft  iieel  bar  thapct  (base). . . 
Soft  (leel  bandi  (hate)   
Tank  plates  (bate)   
Bar  iron  (2.'>0  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  litt}        55@U)% 
Electric  welding  wire: 
   8.00 
          6.50 

toj    6.25 

in  cents  per  pound  ia 

New  York  Oevcland  Chicago 
4  50 6  00 4.50 6.00 

6  00 6.00 

6.03 
8  00 

6.10 4.39 1.71 

3.90 6.75 8.25 

7.25 

5.50 5.16 
5.50 3.90 

3.75 3.70 4.40 
4.25 4.20 

3.14 
3.01 2.92 

3  04 2.91 
2.82 3.04 

2.91 
2.82 3.84 

3.61 

3.55 3.14 
3.01 2.924 

2.82{ 

3.04 
2.91 

55eU)% 

40% 
50% 

JCCt 

t 
.12913 
.1IS12 
■  loSii 

METALS 

Current  Pricet  in  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  elcctrolvtic  (up  to  carloti),  New  York      14. 7S 
Tin.  S^ton  lott.  New  York      33 .00 
Lead  (up  10  carloti),  St.  I.ouis   6.25;  New  York.  6.75^.6.874 
Zinc  (up  to  carlois).  St.  Louis   6.  70i  New  York.      . .      7.37) 

,  98  to  99%  ingots.  M5  ̂ *^  ̂ '"^  Oeveland  Chicago 21.00        20,00 
Aluminum,  yo  to  T»yc 

ton  lots       20.70 
Antimony  (Chinesa),  laa  spot...  7.2597.37) 
Copper  iheeti,  base,.    fl  .50 
Copper  wire  (carlois).....    16.00 
Copper  ban  (ton  lou)    20.00 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lots)    24.75 
Brass  ihccts  (lOO-lb.  Ion)    18.50 
Brats  tubing  (IOO>ib.  lots)    23.00 

8.00 
8.00 

22  00 23.00 
18.00 

16.25 

23. OU 19.50 
25  00 23.00 
20  75 

18.75 24.00 20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 

M  ETALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

18.75 
15.75 20.75 

10.25 
23 .  .50 

20.66 42.25 
36.00 16.00 9.00 

Brass  rods  ( 1,000-lb.  lots)      1 7 .  00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9.25 
Solder  (\  and  J),  (caselots)     25.00 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)      34.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)     25.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bavonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.J.  .    39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)        SO 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot     32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base). .  .     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40  00 
Ingots      38  00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50.00 
Sheet  bars.  .  .    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.50         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      II .  75 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  SO 
Zinc        3  00 

12.00 11   50 
10.00 10.50 
5.25 4.75 
4.25 4.00 6.50 

9.25 5.50 
6  00 

7.00 7.00 

4.00 
4.25 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New  Cleve- 
York  land      Chicago 

"AAA"  Grade: 
IC,              20x28,    112  sheets       20.00  18.25         18.50 
IX,             20x28,    112  sheets       23.00  21.00        20.90 

••A"  Grade: 
IC,              20x28,    112  sheets       17.00  16.00         17.00 
IX,              20x28,    112  sheets       20.00  18. 7S         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50  11.00         14.50 
IC,               112  sheets       12.80  11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lh.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00  6.00          7.25 
IC,          14x20         7.25  6.25          7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    ?0.0')(p;$0. 11 J      30.12         gO.llJ 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.        065fe>.10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  131xl3;,perlb.  .075  .06  .10 
Wiping  cloths,!  3  ;x20i,per  lb.  .08  .096  .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .93  1.01  .97 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.  75 
Red  lead,  dry     lOOIb.  kegs.        New  York,  12.  75 
Red  lead,  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.        New  York,  14.25 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80_         1.00 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville.. .  .per  net  ton  11.50@12.50 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .  .per  net  ton  13.50(^14.50 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Li«t« 

New        Cleve- York         land    Chicago 
Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  SO-10-5% 

50% 

33 . 50  net 

S0% 50% 

3.50  net  $4.00  off 

3.90  net         

     65-5% 

60-5% 
70-10% 

45% 

70% 

40-10% 
70% 

80% 

IJ  and  11x3  in.  up  to  12  in       20% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts        25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts               20% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .     40% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 
Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  iu.x  30  in          30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40%                SS% 
Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plui      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger       60% 

Case-hardened  nuts         50% 
Washers,ca3t  iron,  jin.,  per  lOOIb,  (net) 

Washers,cast  iron,  s  in. per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 
Nuts,  lioc  pressed,  hex.,  per  1001b.  Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist 

Nuts,cold  punched, hex.,per  lOOIb. Offlist Rivets: 

Rivets,  IS  in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  J-in.,  l-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  1b   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   ("et) 

li   to    Ig-in.    long,    all   diameters, 

£.\'r/J./ per  1001b         0.2S 
I  in.  diameter    E^TRA 
\  in.  diameter    EXTRA 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

36. CO 
33.50 33.50 

4.50 
5.00 

3.50 

3.00 

5.00 

3. SO  net 

1.00 
3.00 4.00 

1. 00 
3.00 

4.00 

1.00 
3.00 

4.0C 

1. 00 3.00 
4.00 

45% 

60% 

60% 
50% 

60% 

4ic.  net 

35.00  33.90 S3..<S 

S.IO 

4.00 

3. 45 0.2S 

..       0.15 

O.IS 
..      0.15 

O.SO ..       O.SO 
O.SO 

..      O.SO 

0.2S ..       0.25 0.50 ..       0.50 
0.3S        33.70  bate 

55-5%        50%  50% 

35%  50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       30. SS       30.50      30.67i 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33         0.3S         0.40 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities   {\  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-5%  40i%      50% 
Heavy  grade   30-5%  30-5%  40-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5%    SO-10%40-10% 
Second  grade   60-10-5%     60-5%  60-5% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets9xl  1  in.: 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flintpaper         35.84       ?5.84 
Emery  paper              8.80       11.00 
Emery  cloth         27.84      31.12 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  J 

in..  No.   1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    1.32         1  24 
Cloth    3.02        2  67 

36.48 

8.80 
29.48 

4.50        4.28        4.95 

1.40 

3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted    -Th<-    I .•/•B.  Owftr.   HII  *(> 

M  toehidin*  drill  i 

'••r   Car 

.ir  nhop 

ss^:; 
Tknk    n». 

  Mai  p>r»in>4l 
!  mO,  is  ft.  fctw«*a  h«M- .  Ji  Willi   ■»••»   uli.    I    la 

Wtik.  Mmot  —  L.  a.  Bur*— <itttom*bll« 
rv^ak  narhUHry  (or  prepoaM  cstm*. 

iru.  WMt  ■••4— Aln*r,  Svnrk*  Oar*s* 
•^o.  M  A  JotuiniMa.  Ugr.  ■utomoMI*  »>• 
iMir  narhtoary- 

  W— J.  ■.  Sl»4»lba«*r— rampht* 
M  tor  projOMil  i«rmv»  and  automo- 

fpmtr  alM*. 
Oat..  rHtat»a  P»Blii«uliir  Sucar  Co.^ 

eomiiliu  machla*  ahop  •tjuiptiieni. 

Oat..  M.  ThMaaa— Ix>niv  Trac-toni,  I.id.^ 
II.  OBrmMtarl.  Ugr.-  t<M>lii  mul  iix'tal 
worWag  aqiilpaMat  (or  plant  at  TUlBunlHiiii. 
«Mh.  MaatT*al  J.  Llnaarn.  lAO  Dor- 

rhil«r  St..  W. — DIM  II  In.  mmkUm  latlia  and 
on*  awlnii  and  drill  prvaa. 

S*^  •''^   ,         
mm  tatndry   n«i»Mial  for  tk* 

tart  9t  i 

.  .J  Mfk-  Os.  <aMaa- •f   MlBlM    t— ■>     oai    pw—   for 
M    tm.    batwwa 

41*    ■■•«•    ap»r<i«lwat»ly    It    k 
(  >tfii«  riMa  aad  bad  wKh 

>  aad   idi— i,fiat   ap.   S«   la. 
mrtkm   t  M   t  Im.   (Hifitar  cnak   I    tau 

—  B»f»»Hy-Ti  —III    Ce^ 
-     <•  la.  oMtal  tatba. 

Wan  »>-LH»  Prodacta  Te^ 
Up    aad 

«nlL  aMtar  dntaik  vartlcal  aad  rtvaralMa. 

Ma,  M.  iMla— .  TiM  Mtdif  H^Mtalty 

Oa,  n«  Wa« 
-.^     ..   ril^    ptaaO     A     Ondtoy. 

rmntk^  A«t^-«aM  tt  a  It  te.  (ivtBa  latlw. 

»  ft.  b^T^   

H«pa  n.  Oarwa 
■latbtairr  aad  a**^ 

aad  I   ""     " 

r^  w-iai  »i:;rr%i.-4Sryna.  52a ••d*  ptaaw.  havtac  11  l«  U  ft.  b^  («M*d>. 

W.  Ta.  Wbi r*.air«  rdry    «  Ma- 

Ml  W- far 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ark^  Maaatala  Ran»— W.  Wolf^^aa- 
chlnrry  and  r«iul|>n>i'»t  fcir  propoavd  cold 
a(or«««  and  rvirlcvratloo  plant. 

r«aa_  Mlddirtotra— nurnn  Lara  Ut^.  Co. 
— two  tt  s  M  la.  •xiraMora  and  two 

ra.  oe. 

■taroh 

Oa_  AUaala — ^Hlfblowar  Bos  and  Tank 
Co .  T.  H.  Tyvnt.  4t  Qurrn  St..  8aey.^.ap«- 
rut  marhlnMi  for  thr  manufacture  of  bottio 
bozra  and  utbvr  lock  rorn»r  boxn ;  alao 
eUtar  aanvral  woodworklns  machlnaa,  total 
coat  tlt.Ot«. 

Oa..  OalaMVlIt* — W.  TalTar — machlnary 
and  aqulpmrni  for  ahow  eaaa  manufanur- 
lag  plant  at  Aibrna 
VL.  Cblaaaa  K.  M.  Holler  A  Co..  144 

Waat  Klasio  St. — hydraulli-  lard  preaa,  raaat 
callar,  copper  kattlaa  and   l>cltln«. 

in..  rblea«a  Weatem  Newapaper  ITnlon, 
tit  South  Ueaplalnaa  St. — one  Cox  duplex. 
t  pas*  prlnilnc  preaa. 

la.  JaMat— J.  Arco.  406  Grant  Ava.  firon 
cowpaay)     eempreanor   and   preaaure   tank. 

lad..  Lacaaa^art — The  Unlveraal  Kurner 
Co.  (manufaciurrr  of  liquid  fuel  burnlnx 
aqulptneni) — air     contprraaora    and     ataam 

—  Rartorbara  (lara#a  — 
aad  repair  riMp  a<iulpiiiaat  for  aa« 

_?V  *l'Ji*g»*     TW    FblnaoW    Crtaai-     prte*. 
gyOa.  JOT  yarty  m.     faraite  aad  rtpalr     ' Mao  a^diMMat,  alai>  RMniaaical  e^tatpwafit 
jar   iiinjjd    il*V««   ••»»   and    wara- 

lad..  Ptyawalh — Rd.  Bduc  — vorattonal 
equlpmant  Ibr  propoaed  hlifh  achooL 
■y,  I.a«iaTllla— Axton-Plahrr  Co..  til 

■oath  tPth  St.  machinery  aixt  •qulpment 
(or  propopad  addUkia  to  tobacco  faciury. 

■r_  I«aala»Wi»  It  C  Wayno  Auppty  Co., 
Mi  Waat  Jtaaraon  St.— «nr  20  ton.  I  wlii.el 
ktoooioUva  onaa  wkk  rtwaralble  ensine. 

PaWabaty     SalMiury     %c*     Co..     J. 
      .  Prea. — machinery  and  niulpmrnt  for 
•.Mt  ton  Ice  bandllns  plant. 

Maaa-  Oailaa  Advance  Print Inp  Bervlea 
Co..  71  Portlaad  St. — hand  preaa.  oard  oat- 
tar,  alao  tovar  pipe  ntter  (tiaed). 

Maaa.  Oaataa  The  Amer.  Net  A  Twina 
Co..  ITt  Atlantic  Av* — maihlp'ry  for  pro- 
poaad  factory  at  Waa«  Kannebunk.  Me. 

Maaa.  Caibfidpa  Aiperican  Oil  Co.  (ell 
raSaara) — oaad  nibbar  mill  and  vutcanls- 
lac  praaa  for  ekpanmantal  purpoaea. 

Maldea    O      O.     Smith— kalttlns 
for    tha    manufactur*    of    OMti'a 

   -Ware  nivar  Newa     rainalt- 
tav  fbrnaoa,  abevt  tot  Iba..  Incot  molda. 

_     _    -  .  -      Oray     Motor     Co, 
Mach    Ave. — mlacellaneotia    equipment    for 
■Maafaatttrtas  aad  aaaamblinc  automobltea. 

Mfk.  Lalapabarp— Praaa   (nawapapar)— 
nattypa. 

aar  and  ̂  
all  bamar, 

RaaeM    ritr— C.   P,   SbK 

i*eminf  duptas  paow 
Shiptay.   IttT 

■*"  aemprea' 

"■        for 

».  4..  Wawaeti  KratWar  A  Co..  I«t  Itih 
Ave.  (nacblnlau)— axhaiMlar  fiartnc  It  In. 
bileC 

».   «.    Mewaeb— Tba    Nawark    UmbrelU 
Op..    H*     'Htden     Ave. — aaiomallo be    manufaetiire   of   7    and    t 

parta. 
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equllMnrnI that  whicli  w-i.-  a.  Miu>.a  i,>  iir.. 

N.  V,  BaVale— >'    J.  lUiiiKrlr.  37  > 
St  — machlmo'  fur  llitht  inuiuifuclurii..,  ....,i 
for  the  iiiaiitilHclure  of  uuioiiiobllr  iwrta. 

M.  Y„  HaValo— KInr  Kl.-.-lrli-  Mf».  Co.. 
IttI   Klllmorr  Avp  -  .  :,..   110  volt, 
not  lata  than  i  kw.  n 

K.  T..  BnSala— A.    i  _     :9  Orecnlield 
Su^bakeahop   rquipnivot. 

N.  V„  BalTala— M.  K.  Uamkln.  It*  Maa- 
ten  St.— cqulpUK-nl  for  llnamlth  ahop. 

ft.  T..  nairal»— n  v.  Patrick.  514  Klm- 
wood  Ave, — •uulpUK'Ht  for  propoaed  whole- aal*  utid  retail  bakery. 

N.  v.,  Baffal»— W.  A.  Sohnettaenbercer 
III  llrriel  Ave. — cultinc  machfiiery  and 
etiulpiiKnt  for  propoaed  Junk  and  Iron  metal Bcrap  planL 

K.    Y.,    Ooavernrur       ',■■      i  r-,, N.  H.  CaaWill.  ri<» 
ment  fur  pruitomd  Hi  1 
factory. 

K.  Y..  JameaiowB — The  Alliance  Furnl- 
tura  Co.,  tM  Allen  St. — machinery  and 
aqulproent  for  propoaed  addition  to  factory. 

M.   Y.,    Jame.towa  —  Jamratown    Lounga 
Ca.   40   WInaor   SI. — machinery   and   equlp- 

for  propoard  addition  to  factory. 

Co, 
M.    Y.,    Jamesluwa — UbiTiy     Upholatery 

Inc..    Mnriyn    Bide.,    F.    It.    Nelaon.    t 
8t  ,  l*na. — woodworklns  machinery 

and  equlpmi'nt  for  the  manufacture  of  Uv- 
Ins  room  furniture, 

M.  Y.,   New   York— J.  C.  Boaaonc  Co„   It 
Pranklln  St.  (manufacturer  of  hoalery) — 
aaveral  Scott  and  Wllllama  machlnoa,  17t- 
ItO'IIO  needle  cause. 

N.  Y..  New  York— Hickman  Mfr.  Co..  70 
Cortlandt  St..  A.  \V.  Bell,  Purch.  Act. — 
aroall  atone  cruaher  and  road  acraptr. 

K.  Y..  Boehealer— A.  T.  Crapaey  Co.,  At- 
laa  lildK.  KIni  81..  K.  O.  Starry,  Secy,  and 
Treaa. — machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

poaed addition  to  clothlnc  manufacturinc 

plant. K,  Y.,  ayrara«e — Tli.  n  .|T- 
man  Mi'hy.  Co..   7:i»   'i lurer   of   clolhea   prrer.: 
complete  miii'hlnery  and  equipment  fur  ad- dition to  factory, 

K.  Y.,  Tsaawaada — National  Rooflnc  Co., 
Flllmiire  .SI  — miii'hlnery  and  equipment  for 
proiKioi'il  IJUii.iiOii  plum,  for  Ihe  manufac* 
ture  of  roofing  at  Chultanooga,  Tenn. 

If.  C  Marlaa— Marlon  Knlttlnc  Milla— 
alxty  I7t  needle  Scott  A  Wllllama  knlttlnc 

maehlnta,  modcia  0-3  or  U-6. 
O..  Aabarlila.— AahevlIIe  Fireproof  Co.,  J, 

Dum,   Praa. — maclilmry   and  equipment   for 
loaad  plant  for  the  manufacture  of  hol- 
tlle  and  brick. 

O.  Cleeelaad— I.yona  Brot,,  tSI  tCaat 
Ittnd  St.— power  hammar,  too  or  400  lb. 
capacity,    (uaed), 
0„  rieveland  —  Weatem  Newapapar 

tlnlon,  IZ79  Weet  Ird  St,— one  10  x  It  In, 
and  one  i:  «  IH  In,  Job  preaa,  alao  paper 
cutler  for  i>owvr  equipment, 

O,,  relambea— Oramman  ft  Moyar  Co.. 
lit  Souili  (Ireenwood  Ave,  (manufacturer 
of  furniture.  Imxoa,  crataa,  ate)  —  wood 
wnrkinc  machinery,  aawa,  planara  and 

ahapera. 
O,.  CalaiBboa— O.  Harmon,  III  Carpantar 

St..  (printer) — I  x  It  In.  and  10  x  II  In. 
printing  praaa.  It  In.  papar  cutter  for  power 
aqulpmaaU 

0„  ralaaiboa^Welnman  Pump  Mfc.  Co» 
tll4  Hpruee  Ht  .  W,  .N,  Weinman,  Prat, — 
machinery  for  adillilon  to  plant    (new), 

0_  Fremont — Fremont  Metal  Dody  Co, — 
machinery  nnd  e<iulpm»nt  for  propoaed  fac- 

tory, for  ilie  manufacture  of  metal  auto- 
moblla  bodlea,  ate. 

O.  Mma^-Vapo  Slora  CO/— tiiaoblncry 
and  equipment  for  propoaad  tum  factory, 

O.,  Baeenaa — P.  H.  Phillip*  *  aaaeolatet, 
c/o  Chaml»er  of  r'ommarea— machinery  and 
equipment  for  uulomoblla  body  plant. 

bm
' 

Warraa— Clnrk  ' 
K.  K.  Clark.  ̂  
ry  for  honiery ...  17  Wol- .  n,  Mcr,— 

illl. 
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Okla..  Bartlesvlllc — Black,  Slvalls  &Bry- 
son.  Inc.,  J.  A.  Sivalls,  Secy. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  addition  to  tank 
erecting  shop  in  Rocky  Mountain  section. 

Okla.,  Henryetta — O'Neil  Petroleum  Co., 
Box  548 — pumping  power  outfit  suitable  for 
pumping  number  of  wells  on  a  40  acre  site. 

r»..      Bath — Bd.      of     Educ. — vocational 
equipment   for   proposed    school. 

P».,  East  Smethport — Smethport  Aceton 
Co. — machinery  and  eciuipment  for  acid 
chemical  works,  to  replace  that  which  was 
destroyed  by  Are  and  explosion. 

Pa.,  Natrona  ■ —  School  Districts  of  the 
Boro.  of  Brarkenrirt«e.  and  Twp.  of  Har- 

rison, c/o  F.  M.  Hathaway,  54  Garfield  St. — 
equipment  for  manual  trainingr  department. 

Pa„  Packerton — Packer  Silk  Mills — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  branch  silk  fac- 

tory at  Leighton. 

Pa..  Pittsburgh — Jones  &  Laughlin  Steel 
Co.,  3rd  Ave.  and  lioss  St. — one  50  ton 
crane  with  10  ton  auxiliary,  for  power 
house,  Eliza  furnace,  two  5  ton  and  one  15 
ton  cranes  for  South  Side  Wks. ;  cranes, 
ladles  and  other  equipment  for  Aliquippa 
Wks. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh  —  Meyers  Printing  Co., 
6309  Broad  St. — saw  trimmer  and  other 
printing  equipment. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — Open-Hearth  Fire  Brick 
Co.,  1407  Keenan  Bldg.  (manufacturer  of 
sleeves,  runners,  nozzles,  runner  brick  and 
silicia  brick),  H.  O.  Williams,  Purch,  Agt. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  plant  at  Free- 
port. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgli — The  Unioii  R.R.  Co., 
Carnegie   Bldg. — 600  ton  wheel  press. 

Pa.,  Pittston — Hilllside  Coal  &  Iron  Co. — 
special  machinery  for  equipping  new  coal 
colliery  with  wet  jig  process  of  separating 
coal  and  slate. 

Pa.,  Reading — The  Reading  Rubber  Co. 
— $20,000  worth  of  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  tire  and  rubber  plant  at  Kutz- 
town. 

8.  C,  Kook  Hill — The  Anderson  Motor 
Co. — two  Rabbit  No.  4  planers. 

Tenn,,  Maryville — Ideal  Hosiery  Mills — 
several  220  needle,  35  cylinder  Banner  ma- 

chines, also  ribbers  and  loopers. 

Tex..  Deweyville — Peavy-Moore  Lumber 
Co. — sawmill  machinery  and  power  house 
equipment. 

Tex.,  Winfield — Lignite  Coal  Co. — ^second 
motion  hoisting  engine,  with  a  10  x  12 
cylinder. 

Va.,  Ijynehbnrg — C.  M.  Guggenheimer 
(newspaper  publisher) — one  12  x  18  in. 
CJordon   press. 

Va.,  Richmond — News-Leader  Publishing 
Co.  (new.spaper) — 2  super  special  Howe 
printing  presses  and  15  linotype  machines. 

Va.,  Richmond^ — Richmond.  Fredericks- 
burg &  Potomac  R.R.,  Union  Sta.,  R.  J. 

Rouse,  Purch.  Agt.- — washout  system  for 
coaling  plant,  requiring  pump  and  tanks, 
also  complete  outfit  for  blacksmith  shop, 
including  forges,  air  compressors,  engine 
boiler,  drill  and  lathe. 

W.  Va.,  New  Martinsville  —  Universal 
Concrete  Products  Co. — air  compressor. 

Wis..  Appleton — Traas  Candy  Co.,  865 
College  Ave. — candy  making  machinery  and 
equipment. 

Wis.,  Green  Bay — Fort  Howard  Paper 
Co.,  South  State  St. — special  paper  finish- 

ing machinery. 

Wis.,  ■La  Crosse — E.  D.  Hunt,  909  State St. — laundry    machinery. 

Wis,,  Marinette — C.  Anderson  &  Sons. 
Cook  and  MiTryman  Sts. — special  tools, 
power  machinery  and  machines  for  the 
manufacture  of  brick  conveyors. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Ideal  Shoe  Mfg.  Co., 
ni5  4tti  St.,  C.  Ortgie.sen,  Purch.  Agt. — 
shoe  working  machinery,  individual  motors. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — O.  J.  Koch  Co..  2S25 
Grand  Ave. — machinery  for  candy  making. 

Wis..  Mllwankoe — F.  Kraning,  1147  For- 
est Home  Ave. — gas  stoi-age  tanks  and 

pump  for  proposed  addition  to  garage. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — I.  Lecy,  946  26th  Ave., 
(woodworker) — medium   sized   planer. 

Wis.,  Neenah — The  Valley  Paper  Mills, 
145  West  Wisconsin  Ave. — machinery  for 
proposed  paper  mill. 

Ont..  Brnnfford — The  city,  P.  P.  Adams, 
City  Engr. — concrete  mixer  and  material 
uiloadtng  equipment. 

Ont.,  Bnrford — Burford  Knitting  Mills, 
W.  Burgess,  Mgr. — special  knitting  mill 
equipment  for  proposed  plant  at  Simcoe. 

Ont.,  Hanover — The  Peninsular  Cord  Tire 
Co.,  W.  A.  Oakley,  Mgr. — special  tire  and 
rubber  manufacturing  equipment. 

Ont..  Night  llHWk  Lake  (Timmins  P.  O.) 
The  Peninsular  Mines — equipment  for  200 
tofi  mill   (gold  mining). 

Ont.,  Tavistork — Ratz  &  Sons — machin- 
ery and  etiuipment  for  flour  mills,  to  replace 

that  which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 
Que.,  Montreal — J.  A.  Ritchie  &  Co.,  140 

Clarke  St.,  A.  James,  Purch.  Agt. — pulver- 
izer, high  speed,  for  grinding. 

Mex.,  Tampico — Mexican  Petroleum  Co. 
— machinery  and  equipment  for  gasoline 
manufacturing  plants  in  the  Cerro  Azul 
and  Chapopote  petroleum  fields. 

^iiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiititiiilllliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Metal  Working  Shops 
Siiniiiiitiiuiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii   mil 

Calif.,  Oakland— A.  Kahn.  Archt.,  1000 
Marquette  Bldg.,  Detroit,  Mich.,  is  receiv- 

ing bids  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
80  X  684  ft.  factory,  on  Hillside  Ave.  and 
72nd  St.,  here,  for  the  Chevrolet  Automo- 

bile Co.,  Foothill  Blvd.  and  69th  Ave.  Esti- 
mated cost  ?250,000.     Noted  Sept.  28. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — The  Bothin  Real 
Estate  Co.,  604  Mission  St.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story 
garage  on  Natoma,  Hunter  and  Sherwood 
Sts.  Estimated  cost  J45,000.  Noted  Sept. 
14. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco  • —  The  Brumfield 
Electric  Sign  Co.,  18  7th  St.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
75  X  85  ft.  and  25'  x  80  ft.  electric  sign manufacturing  plant,  on  Folsom  St.  near 
6th  St.  Estimated  cost  $12,000.  Noted 
May   18. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — Crest  View  Apart- 
ments, Inc.,  c/o  J.  L.  Stewart,  Archt.,  (ilaus 

Spreckels  Bldg.,  is  having  preliminary 
plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story  garage  on  Washington  St„  near 
Gough   St. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — L.  Skerl,  298  11th 
St.,  will  build  a  2  story  factory  for  heavy 
sheet  metal  work,  on  Folsom  St.  near  11th 
St.     Estimated  cost  $5,000,     Private  plans. 

Calif.,  Watsonville  —  Watsonville  High 
School  District  has  had  preliminary  plans 
prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  machine 
shop  building  on  the  high  school  grounds, 
Wyckoff  &  White,  Growers  Bank  Bldg., 
San  Jose,  Archts. 

Conn..  Norwalk — Meeker  Union  Fdry.,  34 
Smith  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story  addition  to  its 
plant.  Estimated  cost  $10,000,  Noted July  6, 

III,,  Chicago — F.  G.  Arnold  Co.,  c/o  Z.  E. 
Smith,  Archt.,  304  East  55th  St.,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  75  x  160  ft.  garage  at  3725-29  Ogden 
Ave.     Estimated  cost   $50,000. 

m.,  Chicago — F.  Gustafson,  5724  Ken- 
more  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  109  x  200  ft,  gar- 

age, at  405-423  East  Erie  St,  Estimated 
cost  $80,000. 

III.,  Chicago — The  Pullman  Co.,  101st  St. 
and  Corliss  .A.ve.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  200  x  250  ft. 
foundry  addition.     Estimated  cost  $600,000. 

111.,  Oak  Park — Davis  &  Kramer,  Archts., 
400  North  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  are  re- 

ceiving bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  100  x  122  ft.  garage,  on  Madison  St, 
and  East  Ave.,  here,  for  J.  F.  .Stacey,  c/o 
architects.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

Ind.,  Evansviile  —  The  Pellwock  Motor 
Co.,  3  U  4th  St.,  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story  service 
.station.  Estimated  cost  $60,000.  C.  Shop- 
bell,  Furniture  Bldg.,  Archt. 

Ind.,  Fort  Wayne — The  General  Electric 
Co.,  Bway.  and  Wall  St„  plans  to  build  a 
1  story,  100  x  150  ft,  tank  shop  and  gar- 

age. Estimated  cost  $30,000.  Private 

plans. Ind.,  Indianapolis — The  Indian.a  Battery 
Service  Co.,  1007  North  Meridian  St., 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  60  x  200  ft.  automobile  service 
station.  Estimated  cost  $30,000,  Noted 
Oct.  5. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — The  Rockwood  Mfg. 
Co.,  1801  English  Ave.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story.  75 
X  100  ft.  machine  shop.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.      Noted   Oct.   5. 

Ind.,  Richmond — The  Automotive  Gear 
Co.  will  build  a  1  story,  400  x  600  ft.  gear 
factory.  Estimated  cost  $35,000.  Noted 
Sept.  7 

Mas*.,  Springfield — G.  H,  Chaplin,  374 
Main  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  3  story,  80  x  120  ft.  garage 
on  Harrison  Ave.     Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

Mass.,  Worcester — The  Home  Accessories 
Corp.,  Gardner  and  Tainter  Sts.,  will  soon 
award  the  contract  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story,  45  x  112  ft.  addition  to  its  fac- 

tory, for  the  manufacture  of  bath  room  fix-  . 
tures.  Estimated  cost  $35,000.  Private 

plans. Mich.,  Dearborn — A.  Kahn.  Archt.,  1000 
Marquette  Bldg.,  Detroit,  will  .soon  award 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  202  x  804  ft.  and  a  2  story,  fil  x  235 
ft.  engineering  laboratory,  on  Oakwood 
Blvd.,  here,  for  Ford  Motor  Co.,  Highland 
Park.  Estimated  cost  $250,000.  Noted 
Oct.  5. 

Mich..  Detroit — Gray  Motor  Co.,  Mack 
Ave.  and  Railroad  St.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  200 
X  550  ft.  automobile  factory.  Estimated 
cost   $200,000, 

Mich.,  Detroit — The  Maxwell  Motor  Co., 
12200  East  Jefferson  St.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  80  x 
440  ft.  factory.     Estimated  cost  $200,000. 
Minn.,  Minneapolis — T.  R.  McKenzie, 

1050  Plymouth  Bldg.,  has  had  plans  pre- 
pared and  will  soon  receive  bids  for  the 

construction  of  a  1  story,  154  x  164  ft.  gar- 
age and  store  building,  at  2628  Hennepin 

Ave.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  P,  O.  Moe, 
1037    Plymouth    Bldg,,    Archt, 

N,  J.,  Trenton — The  Mercer  County  Board 
of  Freeholders  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story  garage  and 
warehouse.  Estimated  cost  $31,000,  Noted 
Sept.  21, 

N,  Y.,  Brooklyn  —  The  Court  Heights 
Realty  Co,,  c/o  J.  Lubroth,  Archt.,  44  Court 
St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  2  story,  55  x  205  ft.  garage  at  22 
Concord  St.     Estimated  cost  $75,000. 

N.  Y..  Jamestown — The  Watson  Mfg.  Co., 
63  Taylor  St,,  manufacturer  of  window  and 
door  screens,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  4  story  addition  to  its  fac- 

tory. Estimated  cost  $25,000.  Noted 
Aug.  29. 

N.  y.,  Mount  Kisco — The  Westchester 
Lighting  Co.,  1st  Ave.,  Mount  Vernon, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story  automobile  service  and  repair 
building,  here.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

N.  Y„  Tonawanda — The  National  Roofing 
Co.  plans  to  rebuild  portion  of  its  factory 
which  was  recently  destroyed  by  fire.  Esti- 

mated cost  $5,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced, 

N.  Y.,  White  Plains — The  New  York  Tele- 
phone Co,,  15  Dey  St.,  New  York  City,  is 

having  plans  prepared  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story,  155  x  205  ft.  automobile  serv- 

ice and  repair  building,  on  White  Plains 
Rd„  here.  Estimated  cost  $200,000.  Mc- 

Kenzie. Voorhees  &  Gmelin,  34  2  Madison 
Ave,,  New  York  City,  Engrs.  and  Archts. 

Pa.,  Phila — T.  Bardaro.  57  East  Vine 
St..  will  soon  receive  bids  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  2  story,  32  x  90  ft.  and  18  x  24  ft. 
garage,  at  5611  Vine  St.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000.  F.  N.  Greisler.  1035  Walnut  St., Archt, 

Pa„  Phila, — Csmond  &  Keene,  1619  San- 
som  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  89  x  125  ft.  and  25  x 
29  ft.  garage,  on  Greene  St.  and  Queen 
Lane.     Estimated  cost  $70,000. 

Pa.,  Pittsliurgh — The  Equitable  Gas  Co., 
Phila.  Co.  Bldg.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story.  50  x  164  ft., 
50  X  140  ft.  and  15  x  20  ft,  repair  and  ma- 

chine shop  on  Reedsdale  St, 

Pa„  Pittslnirgli — Hubbard  &  Co.,  Granite 
Bldg.,  manufacturer  of  shovels,  is  having 
plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story  addition  to  its  plant  on  63rd  and 
Butler  Sts,     Private  plans. 

Pa„  Pittsbnrgh — The  Neely  Nut  &  Bolt 
Co.,  26  South  22nd  St.,  is  having  plans  i)re- 
pared  for  the  construction  of  a  1  storv.  120 
X  150  X  173  X  210  ft.  addition  to  its  plant. Private  plans. 

Pa,,  Pittsbnrgh — The  Stroh  Steel  Hard- 
ening Process  Co..  Westinghouse  Bldg..  will 

build  a  1  story,  68  x  100  ft.  steel  foundry 
and  machine  shop  on  Chateau  and  Ridge 
Sts,  Estimated  cost  $250,000.  V.  S.  Cruze, 
c/o  owner,  Engr.     Noted  Sept.  7. 

Pa..  Sharpsbnrg — L.  Z.  Hodil,  S8  Bridge 
St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  1  story.  9.''i  x  140  ft.  garage,  on Main  St.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

B.  I..  Providence — The  Hope  St.  Garage 
Co.,  Inc.,  825  Hope  St..  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story  gar- 
age and  service  station  on  4th  and  Hone 

Sts.    Estimated  cots  $50,000,    Noted  Sept.  21. 
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g^'nr^.n  &  ssisrus: 
Ik*  rMMfSM  tmt  Ih* 
1    aii4    S 

_  .   -H.  J.  PawtoWKH*.  CO 
IL^^iMr.  Art'ht..  Ul  BataMUl  SU  (■  re- 
iilitag  bMs  for  llM  ftwMriMtloM  of  •  1 
Mary.  4»  ■  IM  ft.  ttrUillna  »l«al.  ■«!• 
■kal«4  COM  tli,*M.     Nolad  Bapt.  14. 

MUiiL  am*  CMilral  Avo.  aro  taviM  PIMM 
u»»Xi«<  tor  lb*  coMKrtMtloa  of  •  f  m/arr, 
41  S  III  ft.  rWoiiUMC  plant.  IftWImitO*  OOM 
llt.M«.  T.  A.  Wtnlrrrowil  ftimrliMUi  Ow- 
tr«l  Ufr  BUc.  Arrht. 
!■«.  l»<lo  ■■■«■«  Tho  rnlt»l  malM 

■MMMtr  Til*  Wka^  Kt  Wrat  Uili  8(..  la 
haviM  plan*  pretiarwl  fur  thr  I'^nai  ruction 
of  a  I  (tonr.  >•  I  ISO  n.  factory.  BMI- 
maiod  COM  |I«.«M.  8.  A.  Ilaatlnci^  e/o 
uaavr.   Arrht. 

■■4..  Jaa^or— no  llooaUr  DmIc  Co.  U 
haMiia  plana  prvparad  for  tho  conatructkxi 
of  a  I  alary,  to  x  !<>o  fi.  iiildUlon  tu  l(a 
htniMar*  factory.  Katiniatnl  i-oai  |40,000, 
C  A.  Shobbvll,  rumlturr  Ulils..  Kvana- 
vUK  Areht. 

*-g™  -^g. » J-yy?'  Xi2         '■*»  •••'*  ■»a«— Th*  Wartl  BaklncCo 

«■«  nMM.    Prtrala  ptaM.     b«l|«  •  4  alory  bakory  on  BouOi  MaliTst 
-  n    apaMT    AniAi     •&«       iM««.      Mlitlinif it    coat    tlTi.OOA.      Ar>-hll>r. -A.  O.  WaUr,  ArHu  .  tit 

■U  ki  fonlvtM  IM4r  rar  tko 
ft.  a«MKIoa 

II4T     rorMt 
4t.*M. 

.^8'«'i»fftl  !'»»!?!^^5^ 

to 

^^  JjnaiodT  ttmC  tiOyii."  Arciiltact 
HOC     SVWCCOO. 

Ifa,  Woot  Koaavbaak— Tha  Amar.  Nat  4k 
Twlno  Co.  (Ti  Allanllc  Ave..  Boaton,  la 
imlMlas  a  TS  B  too  n.  factory.  Imii«. 

(BoMon   P.  O.)— Tha  At- 

tk* 

_   la  iwwirtac 
a  I  alary.  Ma 

t4«.«««. 

K   fciailkamr  plana  to 
K»  aa4  awtwoklli   f««alr 

^    *«atfaya<  hy  Mra,     Ml- 

—  navMnn   *   WD* 
a.  a«ar4a4  tk*  roatract  for 

loa  of  a  t  atory.   !•  x   IM  ft. 
I     IU.M4.      .Votad 

.  as  Co..  148   Uoylaton  m,   
Ion,  awardaid  Iha  contract  for  tha  oooatnM- 

"°9  '^*  '  t"!?-  >o>  '  ***  ft-  warabonaa and  plani  on  (&rat>rkica  St..  haro.  BhI- matad  ooat  tU.tM. 

„  »«»aa,  kaliai  Bakar  «  KImbaU.  II 
nouth  SI  .  Boaton.  manufariurvra  of  laalhar, 
will  MKin  award  tha  contract  for  th«  oon> 
ainirllun  of  a  I  alory.  70  x  I7i  ft.  factory. 

IMImatad    coat     tiO.VM.       Privata 

General  Manufacturing 

At4a, 

r— tnM«l—  afn  «   
■Miad  aoa*  tUM«.«M.     tVMata 

■oMkwnt   Portland 

r«la-  Baa>ai  Tba  panyar  CiMlaa  Oar- 
■wM  Co.  UIT  Laariann  Bu  la  havloc 
plaaa  pr*parad  for  tha  toaatnuillun  of  a  I 

••  X  lU  fL  adtaa  and  teetory  build- 
Mat  iTlim.  K.  W  J. 

IWatra    BMc-.    Arefct. 

  Arrht.   11 
Blvd.  la  naaltrlna  bMa  for 

HI  af  •  4  Mary  fMmUura  fao> 
larr.  Ml  OiarBi  Ml.  naor  Cratrford  Bu  f«r 

thr  Yalialkii  Bwrar   I'o.     r    '  ' •4M.M*,    XMa«  Bavt.  14. 

— ..  nuTT.^r     •■  ♦  fttraal  Rallwaya. 
muwmakrr  Avoa-_nlanB   to 
build  a    I    ̂ •  p.  on  Woodward 
Ara.       ̂ :■tlm.>l•'<I     r..,ii      »iaO,000.       W.     C. 
Uarkham.   lit   Maniuatle  BMJt..   Bncr. 

MMi..  Oraad  BapMa  —  Valley  City 
Creamery  C...  444  Lake  Dr.  S  K.  plana  to 
build  a  1  story.  40  X  100  ft.  cr<'am<<ry.  Ka- 
tlmated  c<iai  140.000  H.  L.  Mead.  Orand 
Raptdi,  Areht. 

Mian,  MlaaanpoHa— Tha  Lavorti  Chetnl- 
rnl  Co..  It  Waatam  Ava,  I*  havlna  plana 
praparad  for  tha  eonatroetlon  of  a  1  atory, 
41  s  II*  X  141  ft.  office  and  factory  build- 

ing on  Ird  St.  and  loth  Ave..  N.  Bntl- 
matad  ooat  tlll.OOO.  W.  li.  Levlnit*,  Saoy. 
l<on>  *  Tkorahov.  lOtI  Andrua  Bids. Arrhta 

K.  T..  Bngala  The  Niagara  Oaa  Corp. 
171  Haragn  St..  plan*  to  build  an  addition 
to  lu  oomprweor  plant.  Kallmated  coat 
ll.tM.     AreUlact  not  announced. 

K.  T..  OonavB— The  Llak  Mfc  Co..  Can- 
andalgua.  awarded  Iha  contract  for  tha 
roaatrnetlMi  of  a  IM  s  tio  ft.  enamel  wara 
ffctorr.  hara.  aMlmaiad  oom  tl.ooo.oOO. Notad  Mirt.  tl 

■A  2tSr;£rV22?«rfie*?h.*tS?  "•  JL-   <— a»aim-Th>    Alliance    FumU 
KTSSi  A  VlJ!^  wJ>  iULJ^SU'     ••"nr    addition    to    lu    factory,    to    conUIn VLlil"  ■  ̂••*'  ••  ̂ '^  "•*■'■  ■"*•     tl.oM  oq.ft.  door  mac«      Coit  wlll\>soStd 

m,  CMaaaa— 7W  Putly  rtiUlM  Co., 
tttt  W«t4Tth  Bl,  awardad  Iha  eoniract 
(or  tha  r«iMiBWhin  «r  a  I  alary.  IM  x  III 
ft.  rwwkw  fnMory.   ■klmalad  «wM  ilM.Md. 

TW  Cnrtain  Sapply  On.  la   *    for    the 
tad. 

(ry/ITtx  4M  ft.  cwtnin  tar- ■•    •€    Ik    1    MAVT.     •■•     m    'vw     •••    *-V«nWB    mm»r- 

wy.     BalMMiad  aaM  IIM-M*,     MkMrta  A 
iawB>«    It    BaMk   L*   Bnlla   St,   a5ta«g^ 

Wnpna     TW  Aa MTtaMl  ArtTas- 
-va  to  bnIM  a  it donr  ■4«ltiun  to 
-r-tant.      MMB^Ui Umm.  Iti.M*. •  tarlcd. 

aaipnrid  far  tBa  «aM«r»rt 

|««>M.      AWIM   Oik.    Ml 

Tha  Wayna  OH  Tank 
ly  llotat.  la  iMVhM 

rvrttaai  oTn  li 

|I«.M«.    Archltact  not  announoad. 

«.  T,  Jamaatawn— Tba  Bmpir*  Caae 
Oooda  Co,  141  Foot*  Ave,  plana  to  build  a 
I  Mory  addllloo,  oonuininc  7.000  aq.ft  of 
Door  Miaee.  lo  lu  dining  room  and  bod- 
room  fumllar*  factory.  Coat  will  moaaA 
Itl.Md.    Arrblieot  not  announced. 

M.  T.,  JaMeeiawa — The  Jamealown  Chair 
On,  n  Winaor  Hi.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  Qm  «onalrurikin  »f  u  4  atory,  GO  x  (7 
fL  addHlan  lo  ll«  rliair  farlory.  Kallmaled 
COM  Itl.lM.     Noted  Oct.  I. 

If.  T,  Jaamtawa  —  Jamealown  lA>unre 
Co,  4*  Winaor  Ml,  plana  to  build  a  •  alory, 
1*1  B  IM  tL  addHtoa  to  lla  factory,  ArcU- 

l«-       -       - 
M.  T,  Lana  iainnd  City  —  The  Perry 

Candy  Co..  401  We«rt  liway.  N.  w  Vorfc 
C^ty.  awarded  tha  contra''  '"'  •<'..  ron- 
MrvetJaa  of  a  factory  on  V-  .  herik — .   .  |7i.»«».     ̂   ji. 

._  .  J  t>a  oMMfilftlan  a*a_l 
S8mm/7!m  IimNS     tw  MK^iSnt 
On.   IML.  CintMi    iMt,    PHiatarth.    Pi. 

W.  r.  Oaataaln  Atltrajr  Mllla  ki  iMIIdJw 
a  1  alary,  IM  x  471  It.  HiamitaatBtfiS 
plaat.  t«  fcoMa  tO.OM  apladlaa. 

II.  C.  OaaiaMa  —  Tha  nint  Mfg.  Co, 
anantaMiMr  of  yama,  la  hMMbis  a  I 
Mary,   ltd  »  III   flj  manafactnrlnB  plant, 
iP  MMM  1 JS9 

Ilk    mill.      Katlniatcd 

O,  riavelaad — The  rarro  Bnamalliig  Co.. 
4110  Rail  Kill)  Ml  .  awardad  Iha  oontract 
for  the  oonatruftlon  of  a  1  atory.  tl  x  7t 
ft.  addllloa  to  Ita  factory.     Katlmatod  coat 

$ti.Ma. Pn,  tMlafoala— a.  Kelley.  Purl  Matilda. 
R.  D,  plana  to  build  an  lc«  making  plant, 
hara,     Ratlmaied  rual  tlt.OOO 

i' .     I  .i.ii^  ahaaaan    Th«-  \  i H'  '7  Jonaa  Law  I<: 

I*  .>na  praparad  r>'! 
Hull  u(  a  1  story.  40  x  M  ft.  uuiuufavlui  Itii: 
plain,  here.  fcUitlmaled  coat  Itl.OOO.  Prf- 
vale  plana. 

Pa,  Jeaaaetta  —  The  Amerlran  Window 
aiaaa  Co..  Karmera'  iiank  Hld«.,  Pllta- 
bunih.  awarded  the  ronirarl  for  the  oon- 
■  Irurtlon  of  a  1  niory  aiUllilun  tu  Ita  alaaa 
plant.  liU'luillnB  miirhliu'  tank  bulldlnta. 
furnace  prudurcr  plant,  boiler  and  power 
hoiUMM.  and  attdliUm  lu  rulllns  room.  Katl- 
matad  OoM  ll.!>tfu.uUO.      Noted  Sept.  14. 
Pn,  PhUa.— Tile  Manvunk  Pluah  Co.. 

lot  LevarliiK  St..  awarded  ihi-  conlrat'l  fur 
the  conatrurllon  uf  a  trxtlli.  furiury  un  Oay 
and  Main  8la.     tiatlmated  coat  120.000. 

Vm..  I'hUa.— <".  Wunder.  Arrht.,  141S  Lo- 
cuat  St..  will  aiion  receive  bida  for  the  ron- 
atrucllon  of  a  &  aiury.  80  x  IIS  ft.  piipcr 
factory,  on  5lh  81.  and  Willow  Ave.  for 
Paiwr  MfB.  Co..  r  o  K  A.  O'Nell.  Btl  Cherry 
St.      Kitlmalcd  cunt    tfDO.UOO. 

Pa..  PalUlawa— R.  A.  Uilff.  It  Hanover 
St..  will  iKHin  recelv.-  Iililn  for  the  conalruc- 
tlon  of  a  2  Riory.  10  x  ISO  ft.  and  10  x  126 
fU  knlttlnr  mill.  Kallnmlrd  coal  |76,000. 

J.  V.  I'ooley,  lit  Snd  Avo,  Koyeraford. 
ArchL 

P»^  « Mo-,,i,porl — The  Demareat  Silk 
Co,    l<  St.,    plana    to    build    a    3 
atory  It!  allk 

coat   llv. ■".■,.. B.  I..  Pawlnahal— J.  and  P.  Coat*.  Inc.. 
Ill  Pine  St..  awarded  ihe  contract  for  the 
ronairuciioii  of  an  addition  to  Ita  plant. 
conaUuriK  "f  two  2  and  S  atory.  91  X  J70 
ft.  and  !'.'.  X  270  ft.  buildlnita.  for  the  man- 

ufacture of  thread.  Kallmated  coat  1400,- 
000.      Noted    Oct.    li. 
H  I  i-^i.  fttfiti-t  Tlie  Preacott  Corp.. 
N  '  H    Sl»..    awarded    llie 
c'  '  lucilun  of  a    1    alurv. 
7i  »  .-•■  11  .1.1.1111.111  lo  Ita  lextlla  mill. 
Batlmaied  cohi  tio.oiio. 

Teaa..     Kaotvllle  —  The    Hall-Tale    Co.. 

North  (lay  SI.  plana  lo  Imild  a  iiien'a  i'l"i  h 
Inc  fai'Iory  and  wholeHuN'  itUirlliulloM  lui.i 
Inn,    7t    X    12Ii    ft.     on    W.»t    Jackaoii    A  v. 
Eiatlmated  coat  tl&O.OOO.     Architect  not  a«- laotad. 

W.  Va,  riarkabnrr — The  (^larkaburs  Ice 
*  Storace  Co  plana  to  build  a  1  alory,  60 
B  110  ft.  Ice  plant.     Kallmuti-d  coat  150.000, 
^'>  Th"     Reeaevllle     CnnnliiK 
<  ;.lana    lo    build    a    t    »\><y> 
tu  ■  houae.  here.  Private  plana. 
HU,  Milwaakee — A.  C.  Bcck  Co.,  1  iSaat 

8L.  plana  (o  Imlld  a  2  or  t  atory  box  fac- 
tory, to  replace  one  which  woa  recently  da- 

atroyad  by  lire.     Architect  not   oalaetad. 
Wla,  Neeaah— The  Valley  Papor  Mllla, 

146  Weal  Wlnoinaln  Ave  .  will  aoon  racalya 
bIda  for  ihi-  c«n»(nicilon  of  a  1  and  1  atory, 
10  B  127  ft.  mill  and  a  112  x  144  ft.  ware- 
houaa.  B.  A.  Weliensal.  171  Plarce  Ave.. 
Appleton,  Archl.     .Noted  BapL  tl,  lltl. 

Wla,       Nlevena       Palat^-Stevon>       i>..ini Cleanlnr    A     Iiye     Wka.,     441     ' 
awarded   I  hi-   contract    for  the    . 
of  a   1  atory.  SO  x  60  ft.  clennliiK    ij-- 
Inc  plant.     Katlmiiti^l   coat    tl6.UUU. 
Wla.,  Waukesha — Waukeaha  Lima  A 

Rione  Co.  villi  build  a  2  atory,  60  x  ItO  ft. 
pulviTlxliiK  pliiiii,  to  replaoa  tha  ona  which 
waa  d<-«ir>iy<<l  bv  fire.  Baltinatad  coat  160,- 
000.      I'rlvKii'   plana, 

WU..  Wlltenbera — The  Holman  Mfc.  Co.. 
|»io  .v., Ill,  1  Ml.  HI  .mw'luiyvnn,  plana  to 
b"  '      '  lolhlnic  factory, 
b.  no.     II.  Ilolmnii. 

Pi.-    I 

B.     r..     VanroiM  .  ̂   ■  r Mllla.   2011   Hoiilb    I  .  [  .11 
lo  build  a  piiiMT  nilll  Ixn-.  KaUiiiulol  ci>hI 
ll.wno.noo.  V.  I>  SImona,  39  South  l.u 
Kalte  HI,  Chicago,  Kncr. 

Oat,  Mloaara  Falla— Dominion  Cannxra, 
I'td..  c/o  chamber  of  Commerce,  plana  lo 
build  a  larvn  cannlnc  and  packlna  factory 
on  a  flv«  acra  alia.  Coat  wlU  exceed 

tie.OM. 
Oat,  Paris  —  Penmana,  Ltd.,  manufac- 

tltrar  of  woolen  underwear,  la  having  plana 

praparad  for  the  cunatructlon  of  an  addl- 
tloa  to  lla  faciury.    tfiotlmalad  coat  160,000. 

Ona,  Montreal,  Raat — Tb'"   ̂ -^   "'-'   r"- flBMlaa    Co.,    Ltd,    Canadn 
Mpfltraal,    plana    to    build    :> 
bbL     per     Uav     capacity,     i."iimiiiii'<i     i«ni 

•t»«.0«0. 
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Design  of  Herringbone  Gears 
Methods  of  Cutting — Involute  and  Cycloidal  Tooth  Forms— Determination  of  Strength 

and  Wear  Factors — Care  of  Herringbone  Gears 

By  N.  LEERBERG 
Works  Engineer,  Mesta  Machine  Co. 

THE  rapid  progress  in  the  use  of  cut  herringbone 
gears  calls  for  more  general  information  among 
mill  engineers  on  the  principles  and  practical 

points  of  their  design.  Nearly  all  writers  on  the  sub- 
ject, excepting  the  recent  work  of  the  Gear  Manufac- 

turers Association,  have  had  a  particular  system  or 
type  of  gear  to  advocate.  This  has  resulted  in  a  great 
deal  of  confusion  and  lack  of  general  knowledge.  Many 
times  a  gear  has  come  to  our  attention  which  might 
have  been  produced  much  more  cheaply  if  the  designer 
had  been  familiar  with  the  practice  and  methods  for 
cutting  such  gears.  It  is  the  intention  of  this  article 
to  place  such  information  before  the  reader  in  a  clear, 
concise  manner  and  to  enlarge  somewhat  on  theory. 

To  ayoid  confusion,  let  it  be  clearly  understood  that 
in  its  elements  a  herringbone  gear  is  similar  to  a  spur 
gear.  Both  have  rolling  action  in  the  same  plane, 
a  plane  normal  to  the  axes  of  the  gears;  both  have  the 
same  circumferential  pitch  for  the  same  pitch  diameter 
and  the  same  number  of  teeth.  A  good  tooth  form 
for  the  spur  gear  is  generally  also  a  good  tooth  form 
for  the  herringbone  gear,  although,  as  will  be  shown 
later,  the  exact  reproduction  of  the  correct  tooth  curve 
is  vastly  more  essential  for  the  best  oi)eration  of  the 
herringbone  gear. 

In  earlier  days  double  or  triple  staggered  spur  gears 
were  used,  thereby  obtaining  a  strong,  heavy  tooth  with 
a  comparatively  smooth  action.  If  this  principle  is 
now  carried  to  its  limit  we  obtain  a  helical  gear.     The 

FIG.    1— DIAGRAM   TO   SHOW  CLEARANCE   POCKET 
IN  PLANED  GEAR 

tooth  profile  on  one  side  of  the  gear  has  been  twisted 
ahead  so  as  to  occupy  the  former  position  of  the  tooth 
profile  of  the  next  tooth.  Beyond  this  amount  of  twist 
nothing  is  gained  so  far  as  continuity  of  action  is  con- 

cerned. The  herringbone  gear  is  virtually  two  helical 

gears  placed  alongside  each  other,  one  having  a  right- 
hand  helix  and  the  other  a  left-hand  helix. 

In  helical  or  herringbone  gears  it  requires  a  right- 

hand  helix  to  mesh  with  a  left-hand  helix.  Therefore, 
if  the  ends  of  the  pinion  shaft  or  the  hubs  of  the  gear 
are  not  symmetrical,  care  must  be  exercised  that  the 

apex  of  the  "V"  be  made  in  the  proper  direction.     It 

30  Tee+h    !D.P 

Cycloidal 

FIG.    2— OUTLINE   OF   INVOLUTE   AND   CYCLOIDAL   TEETH 
m 

is  customary  to  run  molded  herringbone  gears  with 
the  apex  of  the  "V"  leading.  This  is  not  necessary  with 
cut  herringbone  gears.  They  will  run  equally  well  in 
both  directions  but  sometimes  to  prevent  sideways 
splash  of  oil  it  is  advantageous  to  run  them  in  the  oppo- 

site direction. 

A  knowledge  of  the  different  methods  of  cutting  her- 
ringbone gears  is  essential,  as  that  system  of  cutting 

or  type  of  .gear  may  then  be  selected  which  is  the 
most  economical  for  the  case  under  consideration.  Such 
gears  are  usually  applied  in  the  following  cases: 

I. 

II. 

III. IV. 

Slow  speeds  and  very  heavy  loads  where 
strength  and  absence  of  shocks  are  of  prime 
importance. 

Smooth  and  noiseless  operation. 
Extremely  high  speeds. 
Very  high  -gear  ratios. 

In  the  first  class  are  all  heavy  rolling  mill  pinions. 
These  may  have  up  to  8  in.  circular  pitch.  The 
smoother  action  resulting  from  the  use  of  these  pinions 
tends  greatly  to  reduce  breakage  of  all  the  machinery 
driven  through  them.  The  second  class  comprises 
nearly  all  cases  of  gear  drives,  such  as  mill  drives, 
pump  drives,  mine  hoist  drives,  and  machine  tool 
drives.  In  the  latter  application  they  are  found  to  be 
a  great  aid  in  overcoming  chatter  in  the  machine.  They 
have  thus  been  applied  particularly  to  planer  drives. 
Spur  gears  become  noisy  at  pitch  speeds  of  1,200  ft. 
per  minute  and  should  not  be  used  at  pitch  speeds 
greater  than  2,000  ft.  per  minute,  if  avoidable.  The 
use  of  herringbone  gears  will  then  be  found  preferable. 
If  a  herringbone  pinion  is  desired  for  the  first  reduc- 

tion in  connection  with  a  motor,  it  should  never  be 
mounted  on  the  armature  shaft,  but  on  an  independent 
shaft  connected  to  the  motor  through  a  flexible  coupling. 

The  other  mounting  may  cause  destructive  end  whip- 
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ptaiC  of  Um  uwmtun  if  Um  load  ■hoold  happen  to  wt 
■^  •  Mtliliia  parted  of  vibrattea. 

TIm  tkird  dMi  eoMteU  Balaty  of  turbine  drive*. 
Bigii  ptkk  ipaadfc  MM  ta  MM  ft.  par  minute,  nbould 
Mt  ha  aMaiapM  asMpt  wMi  gaaaratad  gear  teeth. 
Tha  dtght  liiamiracha  doe  to  any  other  method  will 
reader  Umb  «H7  aotajr  and  ineOcient.  Generated 
herriaffboaa  gaara  have  baan  run  at  10.000  ft.  par 
■taMla.  A  food  oil  ipray  ahouM  ahrajr*  be  provided 
a*  tka  point  wfaert  tha  tatth  antar  into  meah. 

Tte  pitdi  of  horriagboaa  t«an  nujr  ahnora  be  made 
laar  than  for  apar  faara  for  aquiralaiit  atrength.     It 

of  unevan  ahrinkage  of  the  casting.  If  the  "block" 
ia  carried  down,  as  indicated  at  P.  there  are  apt  to  be 
"draws'*  formed  at  the  root  and  the  sand  will  burn  in, 
than  making  it  difflcult  to  clean  the  casting.  It  is 

better,  therefore,  to  "block"  as  indicated  at  E,  especially 

ia  tkaa  poasibl*  to  obtain  amaller  pinions,  and  coaaa- 

'    hitlwr  gaar  ratioa.    Alao.  because  of  the  eon- 
„  of  aocfa  gears,  it  is  poaaiUa  to  use  a 

raf  taath  in  tha  pinion.    Such  pinions  have 
aav  baM  aMda  ta  work  saeeaasfully  with  only  one  tooth. 

Tka  pracadiag  classification  largely  determines  the 
I  to  be  followed  in  the  cutting  of  the  gears.  With 

r  reference  to  the  method  of  machining  the 
Lion  will  be  as  shown  in  the  table. 

Type  of  Gear 
A.  PUatagbr  teaiplet  principle.      1.  for  dew  speed  and 

baa  vy  loads. 
2.  for  smooth  and  noise- 

less operation. 
4.  for  high  gear  ratios. 

MeChsdaflladdDinc 

B.  Hobbing— Gcaeratlng. 

C  Bad  Milling. 

D.  Shapfatg — GcaeratiBg. 

2.  for  sOKWth  and  noise. 
leas  operation. 

S.  for  high  pitch  speed. 
4.  for  high  gear  ratios. 

2.  for  smooth  and  noise- 
less operation. 

4.  for  high  gaar  ratios. 

2.  for  smooth  and  noise- 
leM  operation. 

5.  for  high  pitch  speeds. 
4.  for  high  gear  rstloa. 

rasf- Jff^ ir>* 

T  -  V  ̂ *rr» 

The  dilTerent  methods  with  their  specific  characteris- 
ties  will  DOW  be  coaaidared  in  this  order. 

Usoally  ail  gaara  baring  pitches  greater  than  1  D.P. 
at*  planed  in  gear  plaiiera  working  on  the  templet 

priadpla.  Planing  is  an  economical  method  for  remov- 

faif  grsat  <|iiantitias  of  meUl.  The  tools  are  heav>-. 
rffftd,  and  Jneupmahr^  and  aaad  therefore  not  be  used 
with  nadi  cooaideratioo  for  their  safety.  But  as  the 
pitch  bacones  smaller,  about  2£  in.  C.P..  the  method 
eaaaaa  to  ba  aconomieaL 

Planing  n  Templet  PuNcirLs 

Thare  are  gaoarally  few  limiutions  to  planing,  fewer 
than  for  aay  other  method.  The  machines  are  broadly 
divided  into  two  claassa.  thooe  carrying  one  tool  and 
Ihoaa  carrying  two  tools.  Either  cUaa  reqairaa  a  clear- 
aaca  pocket  at  the  center  of  the  face  2  in.  to  2.6  in. 
wide.  In  order  to  make  the  casting  equally  adapUble 
for  both  daaaaa.  this  poefcat  should  be  made  as  shown 
ta  Fig.  1.  Is  case  the  pinion  is  made  of  forge  steel 
tha  pockets  may  be  drilled  as  indicated  at  a.  after  which 
tka  Umk  ia  chlppad  out  For  the  beat  work  this  pocket 
akoaU  tkaa  ba  mOlad  so  as  to  laava  no  sharp  corners. 
A  pinioo  af  HBall  pitch  diameter  and  wide  face  will 
ka«a  Ha  atltbiai  greatly  aagatented  by  the  retention 
of  thia  brl4l^  But  for  caatnrtad  fcars  or  pinions  with 
Isaa  tkaa  4  la.  C.P.  tha  bridga  baoaaaas  ao  thin  that 
It  ia  a  aearca  af  waaknsaa  rathar  thaa  of  strength. 

TIm  atack  F,  kft  for  flniihing.  should  not  ba  laaa 
tkaa  i  fa.  aad  aomatime«  an  much  as  i  in.  to  taka  cars 

K'
 

KIO.  I— DIAGRAM   FOR  CALCIJLATINO  CHORDAL 
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since  it  will  not  take  any  more  time  for  planing.  For 
small  pitches  the  depth  B  of  the  pocket  is  a  very  bad 
feature  In  the  mold.  The  hot  steel  rising:  in  the  mold 
forms  eddies  at  C,  forming  blowholes  and  dirt  which 
seldom  become  visible  until  the  gear  is  rough  planed.  It 
is  well,  therefore,  simply  to  blank  all  gears  with  pitches 
up  to  4  in.  inclusive,  and  to  cut  a  groove  from  the 
solid  to  a  depth  of  A  in.  below  the  root  of  the  tooth. 

The  helix  angle  should  not  be  less  than  such  that 
P 

tana  =  jj 

as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 

But  it  should,  as  a  rule,  not  exceed  28  deg..  which  is 
the  standard  for  bobbed  gears.  Any  greater  helix  angle 
will  cause  the  normal  section  of  the  tooth  to  become 
rather  thin.  Mill  pinions,  due  to  their  hard  service, 

may  be  thrown  out  of  aliKnment.  The  load  may  there- 
fore at  some  instant  be  thrown  entirely  on  one  end  of 

the  tooth,  breaking  out  that  end  because  of  the  weak- 
ened normal  section. 

The  face  of  the  gear  will  be  found  to  be  from  6  to 

10  times  the  circular  pitch.  In  our  practice  a  H-deg. 
helix  angle  haa  been  adopted  as  standard  for  mill  drives. 
For  this  caaa  the  minimum  face  becomes 

Fmtm  =  6.641  X  C.P.  -H  clearance  pocket. 

Since  a  slight  amount  of  overlap  is  desirable  it  ia 
convenient  to  use  the  formula 

F««.  (17  deg.)  =  7  X  C.P.  -f  Clearance  pocket  (1) 

The  20-deg.  involute  stub  tooth  is  the  roost  desirable 

tooth  form.  But  exception  may  be  taken  in  the  case  of 

heavy  mill  pinions  taking  an  extreme  tooth  load.  By 

reference  to  Fig.  2  it  is  seen  that  the  involute  system 

pUuaa  two  convex  surfaces  together,  while  the  cycloidal 

system  brings  a  convex  and  a  concave  surface  together. 
Due  to  tha  elasticity  of  the  mcUl,  a  certain  bearing 

surface  will  be  obtained,  and  this  bearing  surface  will 

be  much  greater  for  the  cycloidal  tooth.  But  in  select- 

ing a  cycloidal  tooth  form  regard  should  l)e  had  for  the 

fact  that  cyctoidal  gears  run  correctly  only  at  fixed 

center  distances.  Their  use  where  bearing  wear  cannot 

be  kept  within  reasonable  limits  may  therefore  be 
Inadvisable. 

The  tooth  profile  and  tooth  thickness  dimcnHions 

are  required  for  the  pattern  and  for  cutting  the  tf<nr 

and  should  therefore  be  given  fully  on  the  drftwinjf. 

Tha  former  dimensions  may  be  taken  from  a  good 

odontograph  Ubla  or  may  be  determined  by  an  actual 
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layout.  In  involute  gears  there  can  be  no  action  below 
the  base  line  and  the  part  of  the  tooth  which  extends 
below  is  ordinarily  made  with  a  radial  flank.  But  this 
method  sometimes  leaves  a  tooth  which  requires  a  slight 
additional  rounding  at  the  base  line  to  satisfy  appear- 

ance. It  will  be  found  better  to  continue  the  flank 
radius  and  to  draw  the  radial  line  tangent  to  this  arc. 
The  tooth  should  then  be  joined  to  the  root  circle  with 
a  fillet  radius  equal  to  about  i^  of  the  circular  pitch. 

In  order  to  calculate  the  chordal  thickness  of  the 
tooth  it  is  convenient  to  consider  the  gear  as  having 
no  backlash.    Then 

90 

as  shown  in   Fig.  3  and 
C  =  Dsina.  (2) 

Similarly, 

H  =  Addendum  +  i2(l  —  cos  a).      (3) 

The  dimension  H  is  used  for  the  depth  of  the  gage, 
but  the  width  of  the  gage  must  be  made  to  suit  the 
normal  tooth  section.  Disregarding  the  slight  change 
in  curvature  on  the  normal  section,  we  have 

N  ̂ =  C  X  cos  (helix  angle).  (4) 
The  gage  being  made  to  this  dimension,  the  amount 

of  backlash  will  be  determined  by  the  shake  of  the  gage. 
This  amount  depends  entirely  upon  the  degree  of  accu- 

racy to  which  the  gears  are  planed.  The  friction  and 
inertia  in  indexing  large,  heavy  gears  makes  it  unsafe 
to  rely  entirely  on  the  index  wheel,  as  the  resulting 
errors  in  tooth  spacing  may  be  excessive.  Consequently, 
it  is  well  to  finish  the  upper  side  of  the  teeth,  after 
which  the  variation  from  the  true  tooth  spacing  is  gaged. 
In  our  practice  not  more  than  0.005  in.  variation  in  the 
spacing  is  permitted,  and  several  teeth  may  have  to  be 
replaned  to  come  within  this  limit.  Since  it  is  possible 
that  two  such  teeth  will  come  in  mesh  the  minimum 
backlash  is  0.010  in.,  and  the  total  backlash  may  be 
given  as 

Backlash  =  0.010  +  0.001  X  C.P.  (5) 

HoBBiNG  Herringbone  Gears 

Nearly  all  the  smaller  gears  used  in  mill  work  may 
be  cut  by  the  bobbing  process.  Hobbing  is  a  very 
economical  method  for  gears  not  exceeding  1  D.P.,  and 
such  gears  should  therefore  preferably  be  designed  with 
this  method  in  view.  The  method  employs  a  hob  having 
an  axial  section  similar  to  that  of  a  rack,  and  this  hob 
will  automatically  generate  any  gear  of  a  similar  pitch. 
Due  to  the  expensive  hob  equipment,  it  has  been  neces- 

sary to  standardize  the  tooth  elements.  We  find,  there- 
fore, the  following  standards  fairly  well  adopted : 

Tooth  form  =  20  deg.  involute, 
Helix  angle  =  23  deg.. 

Pitch  =  diametral,  with  1  D.P.  as  maximum. 

Addendum  =  j^p  ,  (6) 

Dedendum=,^^-p-,  (7) 
Minimum  face  about  6  X  C.P.  (8) 

To  avoid  interference,  and  partly  to  give  freer  cut- 
ting action  to  the  hob,  the  outside  diameter  for  pinions 

of  17  teeth  or  less  is  given  a  slight  increase. 

Enlargement  =  ̂ d  -^0-0585iV)^ 
where  N  =  number  of  teeth  in  pinion.         (9) 

Usually  the  gear  blank  is  reduced  a  corresponding 
amount,  thus  maintaining  the  correct  center  distance. 
Regardless  of  this  change  in  the  blank  diameter,  the 
tooth  is  cut  to  the  standard  depth.  The  gear  requires 
a  clearance  space  in  the  center  of  the  blank  approxi- 

mately equal  to  the  circular  pitch  and  of  a  depth  slightly 
greater  than  the  addendum  of  the  tooth.  (These  stand- 

ards were  published  on  pages  329  and  589,  Vol.  56  of 
American  Machinist.) 
Hobs  are  made  with  single  or  with  multiple  threads. 

If  multiple  threaded  hobs  are  used,  it  may  be  advisable 
to  have  a  number  of  teeth  in  the  gear  not  divisible  by 
the  number  of  threads  in  the  hob.  A  distorted  hob 
tooth  will  then  not  be  able  to  cut  continuously  in  the 
same  tooth  space.  The  resulting  tooth  spacing  will 
be  more  uniform  and  the  gear  action  correspondingly' 
more  smooth  and  noiseless.  As  an  example,  a  pinioa 
of  13  or  17  teeth  will  run  very  well  with  gears  of  101, 
103,  or  107  teeth. 

End  Milling  and  Shaping 

End  milling,  though  much  used  on  the  continent, 
has  found  little  favor  in  this  country.  The  end  mill 
is  a  small  tool,  incapable  of  standing  up  against  heavy 
cuts,  or  of  carrying  the  heat  incidental  to  taking  such 
cuts.  The  maximum  pitch  which  so  far  is  being  milled 
is  about  5  in.  circular,  and  the  mean  diameter  of  the 
mill  is  therefore  only  2i  in.  The  shape  of  the  mill 
must  be  made  to  suit  the  normal  section  of  the  tooth 
space.  Now,  this  shape  varies  for  every  different 
pitch,  and  for  every  different  number  of  teeth  in  that 
pitch.  It  will  require  a  series  of  25  end  mills  of  each 
pitch  to  get  a  fairly  close  approximation  to  the  correct 
tooth  curve. 

One  outstanding  advantage  of  the  end  milling  process 
is  that  it  is  able  to  produce  a  tooth  that  is  seemingly 
continuous  across  the  face  of  the  gear.  There  can, 
however,  be  no  tooth  action  at  the  point  of  reversal  of 
the  helix  angle  and  the  radius  is,  therefore,  relieved 
to  avoid  interference.  Another  advantage,  which  must 
be  shared  with  planed  gears,  is  the  ability  to  retain 
a  shroud  on  the  faces  of  the  pinions. 

Shaping  by  the  molding-generating  method  or  by 
the  shaping-generating  method  is  only  used  for  smaller 
gears.  One  machine  of  the  former  type,  not  in  use  in 
this  country,  is  able  to  cut  a  gear  having  the  teeth 
meet  in  a  sharp  apex.  Another  machine  of  the  latter 
type  is  now  being  used  for  gears  in  machine  tool 
construction.  These  gears  are  not  being  built  to  a 
universal  standard,  and  will  therefore  not  be  covered 
in  this  article. 

Standard  Tooth  Proportions 

The  involute  curve  has  many  advantages  over  any 
other  tooth  curve.  It  may  be  generated  by  a  rack  with 
straight  sides,  and  this  generated  tooth  curve  may 
also  as  readily  be  ground  if  required.  The  20  deg. 
pressure  angle  has  now  been  universally  adopted  for 
all  classes  of  work.  Since  hobbing  is  the  standard 
process  for  gears  up  to  li  D.P.  or  1  D.P.,  gears  of 
these  pitches  will  have  tooth  standards  as  previously 
given.  Gears  with  pitches  greater  than  these  are 
principally  planed,  and  it  is  therefore  this  class  which 
remains  to  be  considered.  Since  the  heavier  pitches 
are  always  given  in  terms  of  circular  pitch,  the  tooth 
standards  should  be  given  on  that  basis. 

^  =  0.2546  C.P.,  and  ̂ ^ 0.3183  C.P. 
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For  the  sake  of  simplicity  we  shall  change  these 
to  the  commonly  accepted  standards 

Addendum  =  0.25  C.P.  (10) 
Dedendum  =  0.30  C.P:  (11) 

In  heavy  gearing  there  is  no  need  of  an  interchange- 

able system.  The  fi-eedom  from  restrictions  of  the 

"planing  by  templet  process"  should  therefore  be 
taken  into  account.  It  is  well  known  that  the  tooth 

action  is  more  destructive  on  the  arc  of  approach  than 

PHch-mn-WInvolvIe  Pitch 'lD.P-iO''Involuie  ,„.    _^ 
Pinion  15  iretti      Sear  30  fe^Hi  Pinion  IS  taeHi  «•"''■  J^  ̂ efti 

Deci.-om3      Ded.-o.943       Ded'am-aim-o.6}6S  Ded.-am;e.ioes-m95 
Jcothihlckness'0.50  Tmfh  Hikkmss-aST  Tocff)mcknes5'0.47 
Arc  of  action  'l.!9S  CR  /Ire  cf  action  =  1.23  C.K 
F1&.5  FI&-5 

FIGS.  0  AND   6 — ACTIONS  OF  NORM.\L  AND  MODIFIEHJ 
TEETH  C0NTRASTP:D 

on  the  arc  of  recess.  The  remedy  is  to  increase  the 
addendum  of  the  pinion,  as  was  done  for  bobbed  gears. 
But  the  method  used  for  hobbed  gears  if  applied  to  a 

set  of  three  high  mill  pinions  of  10  and  17  teeth  re- 
spectively would  give  very  bad  tooth  action,  as  the 

dedendum  of  the  17  tooth  pinion  would  be  entirely  too 
deep.  Any  system,  to  be  workable,  must  take  account 
of  the  number  of  teeth  in  the  pinion,  the  gear  ratio, 
the  position  of  the  base  circles  in  relation  to  the 
action  of  the  gears,  and  the  arc  of  action.  The  arc 
of  action  should  be  greater  than  the  circular  pitch, 
preferably  about  11  C.P.  Appearance  demands  that 
the  tooth  thicknesses  be  made  approximately  equal  on 
the  apparent  pitch  diameters,  and  the  resulting  pinion 
tooth  will  be  much  stronger  than  would  otherwise  be 
the  case.  The  amount  which  the  pinion  addendum 
should  be  increased  is  rather  arbitrary,  but  it  has  a 

three-fold  purpose: 
(1)  To  eliminate  undercut  of  the  teeth; 
(2)  To  insure  contact  along  the  entire  face  of  the 

gear  addenda; 
(3)  To  reduce  the  arc  of  approach  and  increase  the 

arc  of  recess. 

As  long  as  the  pinion  and  the  gear  each  have 
less  than  30  teeth  the  conditions  are  fulfilled  by  the 

first  two  factors.  The  gears  may  therefore  be  so  pro- 
portioned that  their  base  circles  are  equidistant  from 

their  respective  root  circles,  and  a  straight  line  formula 
will  satisfy  the  amount  of  addendum  increase.  The 

necessity  for  the  first  two  conditions  disappears,  how- 
ever, as  the  pinion  gets  a  greater  number  of  teeth. 

Now,  for  gear  ratios  of  one  to  one  interchangeability 
of  position  is  generally  required.  We  find  then  by  trial 
that  the  addendum  increment  is  satisfactorily  governed 

by  the  formula,  ?/  =:  C  X  'og  X,  in  which  y  =  adden- 
dum increment  and  X  =  gear  ratio.  The  constant  C 

is  determined  by  trial.  Ten  teeth  may  safely  be  as- 
sumed as  being  the  minimum.  For  hobbed  gears  the 

addendum  increment  would  in  that  case  be  0.420  in. 

for  a  pitch  of  1  D.P.,  or  0.1337  in.  per  inch  of  pitch. 
For  convenience  in  plotting  the  curve  we  will  use  0.135 

in.,  making  the  increment  0.005  in.  less  for  each  addi- 

tional tooth  in  the  pinion.  The  results  are  plotted 

in  Fig.  4,  which  is  self-explanatory.  A  contrasting  ex- 
ample is  given  in  Figs.  5  and  6,  in  which  the  shaded 

portions  represent  the  parts  acting  upon  each  other. 
It  is  seen  that  the  arc  of  approach  has  been  decreased 
with  a  consequent  improvement  in  the  relative  sliding 
action.  Likewise,  the  arc  of  recess  has  been  increased. 

Due  to  the  small  ratio  of  these  gears  the  improvement 
is  not  as  noticeable 
as  it  would  be  for  a 

greater  gear  ratio. 
A  15 -tooth,  1  D.P. 

piston  meshing  with 
a  rack  is  shown  in 

Fig.  7.  Here  the  rel- 
ative slip  has  been 

nearly  eliminated  on 

the  angle  of  ap- 
proach, and  the  tooth 

has  the  stubby  pro- 
file giving  maximum 

strength. 
The  strength  of 

herringbone  gears  is 
affected  by  several 
conditions  which  are 

beyond  the  control  of 
the   designer,    and 
...  J  J      4.  I5Teefh&mc/r,mF which  are  dependent  Md.'0.7ss4*(m5-!.?m    Add.'a785-o.4?5-a3eff 

mainlv   on    the    accu-    Dec/-'C>.3430-0.4i5'0.SI6      Ded.'OMS-fOAW'abe 
mainiy  on   me  accu  Toottythlckness=0.57%'&a43% 

racy  of  the  teeth  and  Arc  of  act/an -i.icf: 

the  alignment  of  the  "       fig.  7-modified  rack 
,  •  AND  pinion 

gears    in    operation. 
There  are,  however,  several  other  conditions  which  may 
be  determined  to  a  nicety.  The  formula  for  strength 

of  gear  teeth  according  to  Lewis  is 
W  =  SPFYK, 

in  which  W  =  load,  S  =  safe  stress,  P  =  circular  pitch, 
F  =  face,  Y  =  tooth  form  constant,  and  K  =  speed 
factor.  Evidently  S  remains  unchanged.  Likewise, 
remembering  that  the  rolling  action  is  in  the  same  plane 

as  for  a  spur  gear,  P  remains  unaffected.  The  tooth 

load  W,  acting  tangentially  to  the  pitch  line,  is  accom- 
panied by  the  side  thrust  T,  giving  a  resultant  force  N 

normal  to  the  helix  angle.    Now, 

N  =   ,  and  the  gear  face  measured  along  the  helix 

cos  o.' 

h 

W  h 

Therefore,  the  load  per  inch  of  face  :=  r— — 5   cos  a,       COS  o- 
W 

h' 

which  shows  that  the  face  F  is   also  unaffected. 

(See  Fig.  8.) 

"■■•••V 

fig.  8— forces  acting  on  helical,  tooth 
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SpOOO 

^  *"  V  ~-i-  "tOOO  ̂ "^   ckMsly    cwMimtad   herring- 

No*,  by  paimrtaking  methods,  gears  may  be  planed 
aa  aacwalaly  ae  regards  tooth  apmcing.  true  involate. 
■ad  IhHs  ai«le  thai  tbajr  wiO  dMw  full  bearing  when 

run  together.     For  such  gears  the  constant  Kg  msy 
well  be  used  to  the  limit  of  about  8,500  ft.  per  minute. 

The  values  for  the  constant  Y  are  not  readily  solved. 
In  the  Lewis  method  for  spur  gear  teeth  it  is  assumed 

W 
that  a  force  -rr—^,  passes  through  the  outer  edge  of 

COB    w 

the  tooth.  Commonly  this  assumption  is  incorrect  for 
htrringbone  gears,  in  which  the  load  is  always  con- 

centrated nearer  to  the  pitch  line.  Observation  shows 
that  the  wear  is  usually  greatest  from  the  pitch  line 
and  out  towards  the  end  of  the  tooth.  If  we  therefore 
assume  that  the  maximum  load  occurs  at  a  point  half 
way  out  the  face  of  th<>  tooth,  we  shall  have  shortened 
the  arm  L,  Fig.  8,  aliout  25  per  cent.  But  the  loss  of 
tooth  due  to  the  daarance  groove  is  about  17  per  cent, 

.leaving  8  per  cent  still  to  be  considered.  The  danirer 
from  misalignment  is  a  very  uncertain  element,  and  in, 
of  course,  greater  because  of  the  greater  ratio  of  face 
to  pitch.    On  the  other  hand,  such  gears  usually  receive 
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FIG.    10— WEAR  OF   SPUR  AND  HERRINGBONE  GEARS.      CLASSIFICATION  OF  GEAR  CUTTING  METHODS 
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better  attention.  If  we  therefore  charge  the  remaining 
8  per  cent  to  this  factor  we  shall  have  simplified  the 
calculations  in  that  the  face  is  to  be  taken  as  the 
total  overall  face.  The  layouts  for  Y  will  therefore  be 
made  by  the  method  previously  mentioned.  But  since 
the  forces  are  acting  normal  to  the  tooth  it  will  be 

necessary  to  use  the  normal  tooth  section  for  the  deter- 
minations. Using  the  formulas  developed  by  A.  B.  Cox 

on  page  104,  Vol.  56  of  American  Machinist,  we  find 
that  the  pitch  diameter  for  the  normal  section  =  D 
sec'  o.    The  tooth  thickness  =  0.5  cos  o,  and  the  pres- 

sure angle  is  altered  so  that 

tanff  = 

tan  e' 
sec  a  * 

The  force 
N 

is  drawn  normal  to  the  involute  at 
cos    6 

A,  and  the  parabola  constructed  from  0  tangent  to  the 
tooth  flank  indicates  B  as  the  point  of  weakness.    The 

moment  tending  to  break  the  tooth  is  therefore  ^^^ 

with  the  section  along  line  H  resisting  breakage.    Sub- 
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hav*  boon  plotted  in  Fig.  9.  which  gives 
•n  tW  BMMOonr  daU  for  the  cakuUtionx. 

Tho  fonaola  for  the  aafe  load  on  herringbone  gears 
b  tkaa: 

PFYKOl 

ll2) 
TW  ftMTtor  /  in  tha  fonaola  is  baaed  on  the  fact  that 

tka  strength  of  tha  tooth  varica  as  the  square  of  the 
•loMt  tha  line  of  weakness.  The  addendum 

'MB,  however,  a  disturbing  influence  which it  varjr  diflirult  to  establish  a  correct  factor 
for  •■  diffatwit  ratios.  But  within  the  limiu  of  Fig.  4. 
that  ia  SS  taoth.  the  factor  is  practically  correct.  Any 
wror  is  in  sll  cases  on  the  safe  side.  It  might  be 
tiMWgbt  that  the  teeth  in  the  gear  meshing  with  a 
pinion  would  ha\-e  its  strength  impaired  at  the  same 
rate.  But  this  is  not  the  case  as  the  decrease  of 
addendum  more  than  balances  the  loss  of  tooth  thick- 
■■■a.  It  ia  sniBcient  therefore  to  consider  /  only  for 
i*ito«M  having  up  to  S8  teeth.  The  gain  in  tooth 
irtnafth  may  be  as  high  as  SO  per  cent,  depending  on 
tha  Bumher  of  teeth  in  the  pinion  and  the  gear  ratio. 

Wbae  or  HEaaiNGBONB  Gbabs 

If  gears  were  designed  for  strength  alone  they  would 
aooB  fail  fron  abrasion.  Accordingly  the  safe  stress 
8  has  been  halved.  The  result  will  very  closely  approxi- 
■■ta  any  formula  based  on  wear.  The  factor  O,  iff 
fannala  12.  although  not  affecting  the  strength  of  the 
taath.  is  of  great  importance  when  wear  is  considered. 
For  laoaC  eaaes  it  ia  sufficient  to  calculate  the  gears  from 
formola  IS.  But  if  we  want  to  be  more  careful,  we 
ahall  havi  to  approach  the  subject  from  an  entirely 
different  '"^g*^ 

Harriagbooe  geara,  having  correct  involute  curves, 
win  bear  ahmg  diagonal  linsa  acroas  the  tooth.  These 
Unes  win  travel  arroaa  tha  tooth  from  one  end  to  the 
ether.  If  the  helix  angle  is  such  as  to  advance  one 
tooth  there  will  be  one  diagonal  line  paasing  clear  across 
the  tooth.  If  the  advance  of  the  helix  angle  is  in 

ttpiaa  of  one  tooth  there  will  be  a  corresponding 
of  shorter  Uaoa.  But  the  total  length  of  bearing 

Una  ia  tha  aaae  in  each  caae  and  will  not  vary  much  in 
•itaal  from  the  straight  bearing  line  of  a  spur  gear. 

Sheald  the  gear  not  have  true  involute  teeth  the 
baaring  linea  would  be  very  much  shortened,  giving 
haarfag  dooe  to  the  pitch  line  only.  The  consequent 
bearlag  praaanre  will  then  be  great  enoagh  to  crush 
the  awlarlal  and  the  result  is  a  deep  groove  along  the 
pitch  line  on  both  gear  and  pinion.  Such  conditions 

OMT  bs  partly  relieved  by  "running  In"  under  light 
load.  But  the  amount  of  "running  in"  should  be  moder- 
Ma.  If  the  gears  do  not  show  a  fair  bearing  across  the 
iMth  after  a  fair  hours  run  it  ia  due  to  the  helix 

It  nwaldaf  properly.  Any  great  amount  of 
laT  tends  to  destroy  the  proper  tooth  profile 

and  Is  therafore  harmfoL    The  object  of  "running  in" 

ahouM  be  only  to  take  away  tool  marks  and  waves  trans- 
mitted from  the  gearing  in  the  machine  so  aa  to  elimi- 

nate sll  local  bearing  surfaces. 
In  our  discussion  for  wear  we  shall  therefore  con- 

sider that  the  tooth  is  made  practically  perfect.  Since 
the  only  point  having  true  rolling  action  is  at  the  pitch 
line,  it  will  be  the  place  of  greatest  tooth  load.  All 
other  points  will  be  partly  relieved  through  abrasion. 
Wear  takes  place  principally  when  surfaces  are  loaded 
beyond  a  certain  amount,  and.  aa  the  unit  load  depends 
largely  on  the  curvature  of  the  two  tooth  curves  bear- 

ing on  each  other,  we  shall  have  to  consider  this  curva- 
ture as  well  as  the  elasticity  of  the  metals. 

The  subject  of  contact  has  been  well  treated  by  C.  H. 

Logue  in  the  "American  Machinist  Gear  Book"  for  141- 
deg.  spur  gears.  With  a  few  modifications  the  same 
data  is  spplicable  to  herringbone  gears.  The  writer  has 
therefore  taken  the  liberty  of  altering  these  curves  to 
suit  the  20-deg.  involute  herringbone  gear,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  10.  The  contact  C  has  been  calculated  for  20  deg. 
involute  curves,  the  radius  of  the  curvature  being  taken 
as  0.6  D  sin  20  deg.  Since  herringbone  gears  nearly 
always  run  in  oil  the  value  of  A  has  been  increased 
50  per  cent  so  as  to  make  the  lubrication  factor  unity 
in  such  cases.  Also,  the  curve  for  A  has  been  based 
on  the  elasticity  rather  than  the  hardness  of  the  metal. 
The  curves  for  the  relative  hardness  of  gear  and  pinion 
have  been  left  out.  The  normal  run  of  gears  used  in 
mill  work  do  not  receive  any  heat  treatment  after  they 
are  cut.  The  gears  may  be  made  from  30  to  40  carbon 
cast  steel  and  the  pinions  from  50  to  60  carbon  forged 
steel.  This  is  about  as  hard  as  it  iH  practical  to  make 
such  pinions,  and  they  will  consequently  wear  much 
faster  than  the  gears.  But  being  the  cheaper  part  to 
replace,  and  as  spare  pinions  are  usually  kept  on  hand, 
this  is  entirely  satisfactory. 

The  formula  will  then  be  written  as  shown  in  Fig.  10, 

Wc  =   C  FA  KOI 

(13) 
The  notations  and  explanations  may  all  be  obtained 

from  the  figure.  The  example  there  given  is  the  same 
as  was  used  in  Fig.  9  for  the  strength  calculations.  It 
will  be  noticed  that  the  agreement  is  fairly  close.  We 
shall  have  to  accept  the  values  of  the  service  factor  / 
until  better  experimental  data  is  obtained. 

Conclusion 

The  technical  press  has  recently  shown  an  intense 
interest  in  gears  of  all  kinds.  But  much  is  yet  to  be 
learned,  especially  of  herringbone  gears.  Where,  in 
earlier  days,  such  gears  were  made  to  ample  dimensions, 
greater  competition  and  efficiency  will  now  demand  a 
much  smaller  gear  for  the  same  capacity,  and  this  can 
only  be  done  with  great  attention  to  details.  The  user 
of  machine  cut  herringbone  gears  should  therefore  as- 

sure himself  of  obtaining  gears  having  a  minimum 
error  in  tooth  spacing,  a  minimum  backlash,  a  tooth 

profile  aa  true  to  the  theoretical  curve  aa  it  can  prac- 
tically be  made,  a  tooth  bearing  clear  across  the  face 

of  the  gear  without  excessive  grinding  together,  a 
tooth  bearing  which  is  not  only  localized  at  the  pitch 
line,  but  extends  well  out  along  the  tooth  profile.  And, 
having  such  geara,  he  should  see  that  they  receive 
proper  attention,  that  the  lubricant  is  of  suflkient  body 
to  carry  the  load  without  being  sticky  or  gummy,  that 

the  shafts  are  kept  in  proper  alignment  and  the  lH<ar- 
ings  well  adjustMi.  Good  gears  may  be  ruined  in  a 
short  time  by  lack  of  attention  to  thate  details. 
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Hot  Galvanizing 
Methods  Employed — Design  and  Construction  of  the  Plant  with  Suggested  Layout — 

Selection  and  Care  of  Equipment 

By  CLAUDE    0.  KELL 

EXPOSURE  of  iron  and  steel  to  the  atmosphere 
without  protection  invariably  causes  corrosion. 
By  coating  these  metals,  protection  can  be  given 

in  two  general  ways,  non-metallic  and  metallic.  The 
non-metallic  method  consists  in  covering  the  material 
with  some  organic  matter,  such  as  paint,  varnish  or 
oil.  In  the  metallic  method  of  plating,  the  iron  or  steel 
is  covered  with  some  other  metal,  usually  zinc  or  tin. 

Galvanizing  is  the  trade  name  of  coating  metals,  most 
commonly  steel  and  iron,  with  zinc.  Three  methods 
of  accomplishing  this  are,  (1)  electroplating;  (2) 
sherardizing  or  dry  galvanizing;  and  (3)  hot  galvaniz- 

ing. The  last  of  these  methods  is  the  one  here  treated 
in  detail. 

The  method  of  hot  galvanizing  can  best  be  divided 
into  the  following  operations:  cleaning,  fluxing,  and 
dipping  or  galvanizing. 

Before  either  iron  or  steel  can  receive  an  adherent 
coat  of  zinc,  the  article  must  be  absolutely  clean  and 
free  from  all  sand,  rust,  paint,  or  other  foreign  matter. 
This  cleaning  process  may  be  accomplished  either  by 
tumbling,  sand  blasting,  burning,  or  pickling,  that  is,  by 
treatment   with   acids. 

Cleaning  by  Tumbling 

Malleable  castings  and  small  forgings  can  be  freed 
from  sand  and  scale  by  the  wet  or  the  dry  tumbling 
process.  In  wet  rolling,  a  tumbling  barrel  is  packed 
with  the  material  to  be  cleaned,  sand,  water,  and  a 
small  amount  of  either  muriatic  or  sulphuric  acid.  In 
the  dry  rolling  process,  the  barrel  is  packed  alternately 
with  the  articles  to  be  cleaned  and  small  cast  shapes 

known  as  "shot."  Great  precaution  must  be  taken  in 
packing  the  barrel  that  too  much  space  is  not  left  empty, 
thus  allowing  excessive  play  within  the  barrel.  This 
may  result  in  fracture  to  fragile  castings.  Tumbling 
has  the  great  advantage  of  producing  a  smooth,  polished 
surface  on  articles  and  at  the  same  time  removing  sand 
from  sand  pits  or  eastings,  or  scale  from  forgings. 
This  polished  surface  cannot  be  obtained  by  pickling 
in  acids.  Although  the  tumbling  barrel  is  a  very  highly 
desirable  part  of  the  equipment  of  a  galvanizing  plant, 
it  is  not  altogether  necessary  because  cleaning  can 
be  done  satisfactorily  by  pickling  in  acid  and  by  sand 
blasting. 

Sand  blasting  is  a  very  efficient  but  comparatively 
slow  method  of  cleaning  sand  from  castings  or  slight 
scale  and  rust  from  forgings  and  plate  work.  A  very 
cheaply  constructed,  but  efficient  sand  blast,  consists 
of  a  piece  of  4-in.  steel  pipe  about  12  in.  long  with  a 
T-connection  at  one  end.  One  lead  is  taken  to  a  source 
of  air  of  about  75  to  100  lb.  pressure,  while  the  other 
is  connected  to  a  container  of  fine  sand.  Sand  blasting 
produces  a  polished  and  smooth  clean  surface,  but  has 
the  disadvantage  of  being  expensive,  due  to  labor  cost. 

Paint  is  easily  removed  by  burning  it  off  either  with 
a  torch  or  in  a  furnace.  In  either  case  care  must  be 
taken  not  to  subject  the  material  to  temperatures  that 
will  change  its  chemical  and  physical  properties. 

Pickling,  which  is  the  treatment  of  material  with 
acid,  is  the  most  common  method  of  cleaning  material 
in  small  plants.  Sand  is  readily  removed  by  a  warm, 
weak  solution  of  hydrofluoric  acid,  about  one  part  acid 

and  twenty  parts  water  by  volume.  There  is  a  danger- 
involved  in  the  use  of  hydrofluoric  acid,  however,  in 
the  formation  of  the  silicate  of  the  acid.  This  is  a  very 
poisonous  gas,  but  it  can  be  guarded  against  by  suitable 
equipment  and  ample  ventilation  of  the  plant. 

Cleaning  by  Pickling 

Material  is  most  commonly  pickled  in  sulphuric  acid. 
A  solution  of  one  part  acid  and  twenty  parts  water  by 
weight  is  strong  enough.  The  solution  will  be  more 
effective  if  heated  to  a  temperature  of  about  150  deg.  F. 
and  kept  agitated.  This  can  be  done  easily  by  a  blast 
of  air  from  the  bottom  of  the  tank  along  its  length. 

A  lead  pipe,  1  in.  in  diameter,  with  holes  4  in.  in  diam-- 
eter  drilled  on  1-in.  centers  is  suitable  for  such  a  blast 
in  a  tank  of  about  500  gal.  capacity.  Muriatic  acid  may 
be  used  for  pickling  but  it  is  not  preferred  since  it  is- 
not  as  cheap  as  sulphuric  acid.  If  the  pickling  solution 
is  not  heated  and  is  not  agitated,  a  stronger  solution 
will  be  necessary  to  accomplish  results.  In  the  interest 
of  economy  and  to  prevent  pitting  of  the  metal  by  a 
stronger  solution,  the  weaker  is  recommended. 

To  prevent  over-pickling  of  the  less  corroded  parts, 
it  may  be  necessary  to  remove  the  heavier  rust  and 

scale  with  a  scraper.  The  length  of  time  necessary  for' 
for  pickling  is,  of  course,  dependent  upon  the  condition 
of  the  material  and  is  best  governed  by  experience. 
Overpickling  must  be  guarded  against.  Seams  and  pits 
in  the  material  are  indications  of  this.  Upon  removal 
from  the  sulphuric  acid  bath,  the  material  should  not 
be  exposed  to  the  air,  but  should  be  washed  in  fresh 
water  preparatory  to  entering  the  muriatic  bath  for 
fluxing.  ^ 

Fluxing  and  Galvanizing 

Fluxing  is  the  treatment  of  material  in  a  weak  solu- 
tion of  muriatic  acid  after  it  has  been  cleaned.  The: 

chloride  salt  which  remains  on  the  iron  after  it  has 
dried,  upon  removal  from  the  muriatic  acid  bath,  acts 
as  a  very  efl!icient  flux.  The  consistency  of  one  part 
commercial  muriatic  acid  and  fifteen  parts  water  by 

weight  is  recommended  for  fluxing.  To  heat  this  mix- 
ture produces  a  very  nauseating  gas,  and  the  advantage- 

gained  by  heating  is  not  considered  great  enough  to 
warrant  this  disadvantage.  If  work  is  thoroughly 
cleaned,  treatment  for  four  hours  in  the  muriatic  acid 
bath  is  considered  ample.  After  the  material  is  dry 
it  should  not  remain  in  the  atmosphere  long  before 
dipping  as  this  will  allow  a  slight  coating  of  rust  to 
form. 

Before  material  can  be  dipped  into  the  zinc  bath,  it 

must  be  thoroughly  dried,  after  being  removed  from  the- 
muriatic  bath.  Drying  can  best  be  done  on  a  hot 
plate,  heated  either  by  gas  or  by  a  coke  fire.  It  is 
not  necessary  to  keep  this  plate  at  a  high  temperature,. 
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•roaad  tlM  kattb  mmyry  w«U. 
9t  iiae  to  •  wrml  fKtor  in  the 

of  the  coatinc  obtained.    The 
of  par*  q^ahar  to  419  <fef.  C.  or  786 
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Ljirge  casting  can  be  cooled  by  dipping  in  warm 
wator  eoyored  witk  oil.  Small  cafltinga  should  not  be 
dipped  into  water  to  cool,  but  allowed  to  cool  in  the 
air  aa  dippicf  theae  Ic  water  may  cause  cracking. 
Plato  work  should  be  sprinkled  with  water  and  allowed 
to  cool  in  air.  This  produces  the  spangled  appearance 
of  such  pieces. 

j    t'TCtrwi" 
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rm.  t— PLAN  AND  BUCVATION  OF  OALVANIZINO   PLANT 

f1oy»bti  yntfvi/  L<yj<frtt in  mtfal  ffomt 
End     Elevation 

vaniiiiig  small  wmic  handled  in  baakets.  such  as  small 
■taiiUliiiga  and  castings,  the  temperature  should  be 
hlchar,  aajr,  about  90  dag.  F.;  while  for  pUte  work  the 
siae  ahooid  ba  about  960  deg.  F.  The  temperature  of 
the  sioe  ahooid  be  recorded  constantly  and  this  can  be 

beat  tagr  a  pyrometer  fitted  with  base  metal  thermo- 

Bafore  aa  ariida  to  dipped,  the  surface  of  the  zinc 
ahooid  ba  liaanart  with  a  acraper  and  covered  with  gray 
aakanBoaiac,  which  acte  as  a  flux.    Gray  salammoniac 
to  prafarred  to  white  salammoniac  since  it  is  cheaper 

not  vaporise  as  readily.     A  few  drops  of 
will  aaka  tha  salammoniac  adhere  aa  a  mass 

oo  tha  aotfaea  of  tha  sioe. 
la  dipping,  paaa  tha  artkto 
through  tlw  aahuunoolac 

until   it   to  enUrely 
Thto  operation 

ba  dooa  slowly,  to  pro- 
sputtering  of  tha  sine 

which  might  injure  tha  work- 
■MB.     Allow  the  article  to 
raoaia  in  tha  zinc  entirely 
sohacrgcd   until   it   haa 
raadMi  tha  tanvarature  of 
tha  dac  whkh  to  indicated 
hy  tha  raaaliig  of  the  bub- 
bUag  aetloo.    Withdraw  the 
artide   slowlr   through   tha 
aalaonaooiac  and  enramlna  It 
to  aaa  that  •vary  part  of  tha 
anfheo  to  taMmL     If  not. 
apply  adaaoHBiae  tmlty  to  those  parte  not  eovarad  and 
towar  again  into  tha  zinc.     Examine  again  before  pre- 
parlag  to  withdraw  the  articto  OnaUy.    Before  hoisting 
tha  artide  from  the  zinc  for  tha  last  time,  brush  the 

liac  claar,  toaving  a  ctoaa  surface  on  the  zinc. 

The  quality  of  work  in  galvanizing  is  governed  to  a 
large  extent  by  the  purity  of  the  zinc.  The  kettle  must 
always  be  kept  free  from  dross,  which  is  a  compound 
formed  by  iron  and  its  impurities  passing  into  solution 
with  the  zinc.  Sources  of  dross  are  mill  scale  on  mate- 

rial galvanized  and  the  iron  from  the  kettle  itself. 
For  this  reason  it  is  most  important  that  the  kettle  be 
constructed  with  suitable  material. 

Plant  Constbuction  and  Equipment 

It  is  most  imporUnt  that  the  building  in  which  a 
galvanizing  plant  is  housed,  be  designed  to  give  a  maxi- 

mum amount  of  ventilation,  in  order  to  insure  the  expul- 

ti'rivtH-vbouH'td'' 

poinds 

AJkm  all  surphM  OMtal  to  drip  into  tha  kettto. 

no.  t—nDenOKAl- VneW  or  0.«HAPED  KBTTLB  AND  METIK  III  -ik   i  >m  m.i.ai  i.  i\ 
sion  of  all  fumes  arising  from  pickling  tanks  and  the 
kettle. 

In  Fig.  1  is  shown  the  plan  and  elevation  in  section 
of  a  building  designed  to  house  a  plant  of  about  8  tons 
per  day  capacity.  The  long  windows  are  spaced  closely 
together  and  are  pivoted,  enabling  them  to  be  opened 
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wide.  Below  the  windows  are  louvres  which  act  to 
create  a  draft  upward  through  the  ventilators  when 
weather  conditions  make  it  necessary  to  keep  the  large 
windows  closed.  Natural  ventilation  is  preferable  be- 

cause a  forced  draft  blower  is  liable  to  act  to  keep 
the  fumes  low  within  the  plant.  Hoods  may  be  designed 
to  cover  the  pickling  tanks  and  kettle  but  these  have 
the  disadvantage  of  interfering  with  work.  A  con- 

crete floor  is  desirable  because  it  is  not  materially 
aifected  by  acids  and  can  be  cleaned  readily.  The  plan 
view  gives  the  logical  layout  of  tanks  and  kettle  de- 

signed to  minimize  transportation  within  the  plant  and 

4">U:     3' 

should  be  rolled  from  a  single  plate.  Riveted  joints 
except  at  the  ends  should  be  avoided.  To  facilitate 
dressing  the  kettle  and  to  prevent  the  dross  adhering 
to  the  bottom  of  the  kettle,  it  is  good  practice  to  keep 
about  8  to  10  in.  of  lead  in  the  bottom  of   the  kettle. 

The  life  of  a  kettle  depends  to  a  great  extent  upon 
the  care  in  firing.  Precaution  should  be  taken  not  to 
allow  the  zinc  to  solidify  and  to  prevent  excessive  tem- 

peratures with  the  danger  of  burning  the  kettle.  This 
can  be  done  with  little  attention  by  using  oil  or  gas 
fuel.  If  coke  is  used,  uniformly  clean  fires  about  6  in. 
thick  and  in  depth  equal  to  the  height  of  the  zinc  in 

''•■■/S.  i 'W/am.  bolt, 3 '-S'A  "long unoler  head 

Section    through    Center    Line 

FIG.  3— DESIGN  DETAILS  OF  PICKLING  TANKS 

k— 6'!--»i 

facilitate  handling  of  materials.  For  transportation  an 
overhead  traveling  air  hoist  is  most  satisfactory  where 
compressed  air  is  available  foi  power.  This  type  has 
two  advantages,  viz.,  its  atmospheric  exhaust  works  no 
hardship  upon  operators ;  and  its  ruggedness  minimizes 
repair  and  upkeep  costs. 

To  determine  the  most  satisfactory  grade  of  iron 
with  which  to  manufacture  galvanizing  kettles,  exten- 

sive experiments  have  been  made.  These  have  shown, 
conclusively,  that  the  resistant  qualities  of  iron  to  the 
molten  zinc  are  nearly  in  proportion  to  the  degree  of 
purity  of  the  iron.  Carbon  and  nickel,  as  impurities, 
particularly,  should  be  avoided.  Specifications  for  a 
satisfactory  iron  should  allow  no  greater  percentages 
of  impurities  than  the  following: 

Carbon     0.12  of  1  per  cent  or  less 
Manganese    0.2     of  1  per  cent  or  less 
Phosphorus       0.01  of  1  per  cent  or  less 
Nickel    None. 

The  U-shaped  kettle  as  illustrated  in  Fig.  2  in  sec- 
tion is  the  most  satisfactoi"y  design.  This  design  has 

advantages  over  the  rectangular  shaped  kettle  in  that 
it  permits  a  more  even  heat  distribution  through  the 
volume  of  zinc  and  is  more  easily  drossed  and  kept 
clean.  In  the  rectangular  kettle  dross  collects  and  re- 

mains in  corners  and  along  the  edges.  This  causes 
overheating  in  these  parts  and  thereby  accelerates  the 
destruction  of  the  kettle  by  burning.  Plate  at  least 
1  in.  thick  should  be  used,  and  if  possible  the  kettle 

the  kettle,  should  be  kept.  Large  coke  is  best  since  this 
gives  a  greater  percentage  of  voids  which  allows  better 
circulation  of  air  throughout  the  fire. 

In  firing  a  new  kettle,  it  is  of  greatest  importance  that 
the  operation  be  slow  and  that  no  part  of  the  kettle  be 
subjected  to  concentrated  heat.  Before  lighting  the 
fires,  the  kettle  should  be  packed  carefully  with  enough 
ordinary  pig  lead  which,  when  melted,  will  have  a  depth 
of  at  least  8  in.  On  top  of  this,  slab  spelter  should  be 
packed  making  sure  that  all  of  the  surface  of  the 
kettle  is  in  contact  with  the  zinc.  When  possible,  ft  is 
well  to  pour  melted  zinc  down  the  sides  of  the  kettle 
to  insure  its  surface  being  covered.  No  less  than  forty- 
eight  hours  should  be  required  to  melt  down  a  kettle 
of  zinc  and  bring  it  up  to  temperature  ready  for  use. 
It  is  believed  to  be  economical  to  use  only  first-class 
virgin  spelter  marketed  by  a  reliable  firm  rather  than 
use  the  remelt  spelter  which  may  be  obtained  at  a  much 
lower  price.  In  the  latter  case  it  has  been  found  that 
a  great  percentage  of  the  spelter  is  lost  as  dross. 

Details  of  design  of  suitable  pickling  tanks  are  shown 
in  Fig.  3.  Either  long  leaf  pine  or  spruce  are  pre- 

ferred as  material  with  which  to  build  them,  in  view 
of  economy  and  the  resistant  qualities  of  the  woods  to 
acids.  The  edges  of  the  tanks  should  be  protected  by 
inverted  channel  bars  as  shown.  To  protect  the  bottom 
and  sides  of  the  tank  against  cutting  and  pricking  by 
plate  edges,  a  thin  lining  of  spruce  should  be  used. 
Tkis  can  be  easily  and  cheaply  renewed  and  prolongs 
the  life  of  a  tank  greatly. 
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TW  rcaarks  of  CharlM  W.  Lm  on  pat*  SS7  re- 
ar* wry  much  to  the  point 

mbjcet— one  w  Important  in 
fact  that  more  ahooM  be  aaid  until  a  large  number  of 
parrhaatac  arrnts  are  raformed. 

In  toe  many  caace  tlw  tkeacht  seenu  to  be  that  any 
dirii  can  do  tha  purrhaaint.  and  totally  incomp«>tent  and 

are  made  purchaains  agents.  Before 
pttrebaoiBf  agent,  a  man  should  have  at 

•zperience  in  both  manufacturing  and  sell- 
ing, and  th«  broader  the  experience,  the  better  will  he 

•U  tlw  poalUoB. 
ThJa  thiaff  of  kaaping  aaleamen  waiting  for  long 

ftfrtaia,  of  kacgUag  oew  prkea,  of  knocking  the  finna 
tiMj  rapTMant.  aod  of  guiarally  treating  them  aa  aomo- 
tUag  different  from  human  beings  is  not  only  all  wrong. 
bat  Is  coating  an  awful  lot  of  money.  Purchasing 
agvota  and  salesmen  should  be  good  friends  and  work 

rr  for  their  mutual  interest.  That  this  is  pos- 
ts illustrated  by  a  number  of  cases,  but  particu- 

larly by  the  purchasing  agent  of  a  very  large  concern 
whkh.  in  fart,  is  the  largest  of  its  kind  in  the  world. 

This  man  has  a  large  corps  of  assistants,  but  they 

tlw  dataiia  and  ht  personally  a«ea  ever)*  salea- 
im  calla.  Moreo««r,  he  triaa  to  keep  no  one 

waiting  for  more  than  a  few  minutes  nnd  if  there  is 

to  be  an  unavoidable  deta>'.  he  goes  out  to  the  sales- 
man, tella  him  the  probable  length  of  time  before  he 

can  be  seen,  and  either  gives  him  a  definite  appointment 
or  allows  him  to  wait,  just  as  the  salesman  may  elect. 

RULa  RW  THE  PlfKCHASING  AOCNT 

A  vwy  aneeeaaful  gmeral  manager  wrote  instruc- 
tiOM  for  a  man  ha  had  Just  promoted  to  purchasing 
agent,  and  the  ooas  which  apply  to  businerts  in  general 
are  given  bdow: 

kn  who  calls. 
Tr«U  a  lalsBmaB  as  courteously  as  you  would  a  custontcr. 
Do  not  keep  a  salssiiisn  wmitinir.     If  a  delay  la  unavoid- 

able, go  o«t  to  him  and  olTer  a  dellnite  sppoinlmont. 
TaU  ao  ■at««insn  from  whom  you  are  purrhaning. 
Ten  no  aaleamao  the  prieaa  you  are  paying. 
Be  tnilfcfal  to  the  aalaaaen. 
Do  no  haggling  over  prices  and  do  not  tell  a  talesman 

at  what  price  you  will  buy.  It  is  the  Miesman'*  duty  to 
■ame  his  pries.  We  do  not  bay  from  a  house  that  name*  s 
price  and  then  lowors  it  to  make  a  sale.  Our  competitors 
■Ij^  bay  frsm  the  same  hoOM  at  a  still  lower  price. 

urn  ao  iaaitlag  If  you  are  not  satiafled  with  the  service 
of  any  eoneem,  tell  the  salesman  of  that 

la  a  eoortsoos  manner,  the  trouble.  Talk  to  no 
about  any  company  except  hi«  own  and  yours 

be  sore  to  advertise  your  company. 
the  markets,  the  political  situation,  the  financial 

and  the  agricultural  prospects — all  of  these  for 
eeant^y  and  abroad.  Your  department  is  sup- 

pttsd  wHh  the  lM«t  trade  and  technical  Journals,  with  a 
dailr  ftaaadal  aad  a  daily  market  report  paper,  and  with 
eae  of  the  Isadhig  newspapers  and  you  are  supposed  to 

Oa  a  faUiag  nwrfiei,  boy  only  enengh  at  a  time  to  keep 
Ihs  plam  raaalag  and  atlow  the  stork  on  hand  to  fall  to 
a  ■ialmam,  bal  «i  a  nsinv  market  boy  in  larite  quantities 
aad  tarroaae  the  stock  to  the  maximum.  Never  be  in  a 
harry  t»  boy.  Few  bay  actually  at  the  bottom  and  it  is 
fty—fertobay  a  few  poinU  above  the  bottom,  when  prices 
have  taraed  deAnllaly  upward,  than  to  buy  at  what  you 
IMS*  la  the  bsMaai  aaly  to  fUid  that  prices  are  Mill  fallinir. 
Madr  tfco  arvap  aad  spoilage  reports  from  the  plant,  and 

■  «"!'  aia  rWag  abevv  aonaal.  And  oat  whether  or  not  the 
i  tm  with  aaoMddag  yea  are  ponehaalng. 

Make  fr«<|uent  trips  through  the  plant  so  as  to  familiar- 
iae  yourself  with  the  uses  made  of  the  things  you  purchase. 
Perhaps  you  can  suggest  some  change  to  reduce  cosU,  but 
no  change  should  be  made  until  after  the  factory  manager 
has  beon  consulted  and  the  consent  of  the  general  manager 
secured. 

Be  sure  that  prices,  discounts,  terms,  quantities,  delivery 
dates.  f.a.b.  point,  etc.,  are  clearly  sUtetl. 

Specifications  are  provided  for  nearly  all  of  the  regular 
items  that  you  purchase  and  with  each  purchase  order 
should  be  included  the  speciflcations  for  the  items  on  that 
order.  When  specifications  are  not  provided,  be  sure  that 
the  goods  ordered  are  so  specifically  described  thst  no  mis- 

understanding can  arise. 

A  Cass  of  Expensive  Ignorance 

These  paragraphs  from  the  instruct  ions  apply  to 
almost  any  business  and  thi.4  would  make  a  good  place 
to  stop,  but  I  feel  inclined  to  tell  a  per»onal  experience 
which  illustrates  the  ignorance  of  .some  purchasing 
agents  and  also  shows  that  the  management  does  not 
always  do  its  part.  Some  time  ago  our  salesmen  who 
were  calling  on  a  company  to  whom  we  were  anxious 
to  sell  reported  that  the  purchasing  agent  could  not 
be  seen  as  he  seemed  to  have  duties  more  important 
than  interviewing  salesmen  and  that  tho  assistant  to 

whom  they  were  referred  was  "impossible,"  so  I decided  to  make  a  call. 

Although  my  card  was  sent  to  the  purchasing  agent  it 
was  the  office  of  the  assistant  to  which  1  wr.s  admitted. 
After  delivering  a  long  talk  on  prices  and  trying  to 
impress  me  with  the  idea  that  he  always  bought  at  a 
lower  price  than  anyone  else,  the  assistant  consented 
to  allow  me  to  tell  him  what  I  had  to  sell.  He  then 
told  me  what  I  already  knew,  that  they  made  the  article 
themselves.  I  explained  to  him  that  the  manufacture 
of  this  article  was  entirely  foreign  to  their  regular 
work,  and  this  fact,  combined  with  the  fact  that  they 
made  the  article  only  in  small  quantities,  would  make 
the  cost  higher  than  our  selling  price,  as  the  article 
was  a  specialty  with  us  and  was  made  in  very  large 
quantities  on  special  patented  machines  of  our  own 
design  which  were  far  more  efficient  than  any  machine 
they  could  purchase.  Moreover,  the  fabrication  of  this 
article  gave  a  very  large  waste  of  raw  material  for 
which  they  had  no  use,  while  we  used  it  for  other  pur- 

poses. As  this  sounded  reasonable,  he  consented  to 
receive  a  quotation  and  I  anked  for  specifications,  to 

which  he  replied,  "We  have  no  specifications,  but  I 

will  give  you  samples." He  sent  for  samples,  and  after  receiving  them  I  said, 

"Now  if  you  will  tell  me  the  limits,  you  will  receive  a 
rock  bottom  quotation  in  the  morning's  mail." 

He  replied,  "We  have  no  limits.  Your  goods  must  i)e 
exactly  like  the  sample,  without  any  variation  what- 

ever." When  I  tried  to  explain,  he  said,  "Limits  would 
have  nothing  to  do  with  the  costs.  If  you  cannot  make 
the  article,  say  so,  while  if  you  can,  submit  a  price; 
but  remember  that  your  articles  must  be  exact  dupli- 

cates of  the  sample  or  they  will  not  be  accepted." 
As  argument  availed  nothing,  I  left  and  the  next 

day  submitted  a  very  low  price  for  the  article  "to  be 
made  similar  to  sample  within  the  usual  commercial 

limits  for  this  article  which  are  — ,"  giving  the  limits 
we  used  for  other  customers.  We  did  not  get  the 
order  and,  aa  far  as  1  know,  that  company  is  still 
making  the  article  at  a  much  higher  price  than  it  could 
be  purchased  because  no  one  will  make  it  for  them 

"exactly  like  sample."  I  wonder  how  many  'tthers  are 
in  the  aaaw  boat. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Fourth  Installment  of  Section  on  Feed  Mechanisms — Rack  Feeds  and  Their  Limitations 

Cam  Feeds — Intermittent  and  Uniform  Motion  Cams 

By  a.  L.  DE  LEEUW 
Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

FEW  REMARKS  need  to  be  made  about  the  main 
elements  of  a  rack  feed  mechanism.  As  a  rule,  a 
rack  feed  is  not  used  where  accurate  distances  must 

be  obtained.  A  high  degree  of  accuracy  would  not  be 
obtainable  with  racks  and  pinions  as  ordinarily  made 
in  the  machine  shop.  Nevertheless,  there  are  cases 
where  it  is  desirable  to  lay  off  distances  by  means  of 
rack  and  pinion.  In  such  cases  one  should  make  the 
pinion  with  circular  and  not  with  diametral  pitch  so  as 

to  be  able  to  say  that  one  revolution  of  the  pinion- 
corresponds  to  four,  five,  six  inches,  or  whatever  it 
may  be.  As  a  rule,  a  rack  feed  is  not  used  for  the 
heaviest  kind  of  Work  so  that  the  very  heavy  pitches 
need  not  be  used.  If  the  work  is  moderately  heavy, 
the  rack  should  be  fastened  to  the  frame  of  the  machine 

by  screws  and  heavy  dowels,  or  preferably  by  screws 
and  cross  keys. 

Large  Reduction  Advisable 

One  should  keep  in  mind,  when  designing  a  rack 

feed,  that  the  rod  or  shaft  which  comes  from  the  driv- 
ing end  and  goes  to  the  rack  feed  mechanism  should 

run  at  relatively  high  speed;  that  is,  it  should  make 
a  great  many  revolutions  for  one  revolution  of  the 
pinion.  There  are  two  reasons  why  this  is  necessary. 
In  the  first  place,  the  feed  shaft  is,  as  a  rule,  of  con- 

siderable length  and  must  be  kept  limited  in  diameter 
to  meet  the  conditions  of  the  feed  mechanism — let  us 
say  in  the  apron  of  a  lathe.  Therefore  it  is  impossible 
to  avoid  excessive  twist  and  perhaps  breakage  of  the 
rod  unless  it  runs  at  much  higher  speed  than  the  feed 
pinion.  In  the  second  place,  such  a  rod  transmits  the 
power  by  means  of  a  spline,  and  the  coefficient  of  fric- 

tion between  rod  and  key  is  necessarily  great,  partly 
because  neither  the  spline  nor  the  key  has  the  best 
kind  of  finish  nor  could  this  be  maintained  if  they  had 
it,  and  partly  because  the  conditions  of  lubrication  are 
necessarily  of  the  poorest  for  a  splined  rod. 

How  A  Direct  Drive  Would  Act 

Suppose  the  splined  rod  should  be  keyed  directly  to 
the  rack  pinion.  Let  us  suppose  this  rack  pinion  to  be 
of  3  in.  pitch  diameter  and  the  splined  rod  to  be  1  in. 
in  diameter.  Then  for  one  revolution  of  the  splined 
shaft  the  key  must  travel  in  an  axial  direction  as  much 
as  is  the  circumference  of  a  section  of  the  rod.  The 

result  is  the  same  as  if  the  load  were  pushed  in  a  hori- 
zontal direction  and  had  to  climb  an  incline  of  45  deg. 

Besides,  there  is  to  be  considered  the  large  friction 
angle  which  may  cause  the  same  result  as  if  this  load 
had  to  climb  at  an  angle  of  45  plus  the  friction  angle. 
This  angle  may  be  so  considerable  that  the  device 
becomes  self-locking.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  the  splined 
shaft  were  so  geared  to  the  rack  pinion  that  twenty 
revolutions  of  the  shaft  were  required  for  one  revolu- 

tion of  the  pinion,  then  the  key  would  have  traveled 
only  A  of  the  previous  distance  per  revolution  of  the 
shaft.     Thus  the  load  would   have  been  pushed  up   a 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

gentle  incline.  Another  reason  why  this  large  reduc- 
tion is  necessary  is  that  otherwise  the  pressure  of  the 

spline  against  the  key  would  be  several  times  the  load 
on  the  rack  pinion  and  would  cause  excessive  wear. 
If  the  lathe  carriage  had  been  working  for  some  time 
over  a  certain  region  of  the  lathe  bed,  the  spline  would 
have  been  worn  to  a  shoulder,  causing  trouble  when 

"later  on  we  want  the  carriage  to  work  in  some  dif- ferent region. 

It  is  always  possible  to  give  the  feed  rod  the  neces- 
sary speed  but  it  is  more  difficult  to  arrange  this 

matter  properly  when  a  feed  screw  is  used  also 
as  feed  rod.  Let  us  assume  that  we  have  a  medium 
sized  lathe  upon  which  threads  can  be  cut  from  one  to 
twenty-four  to  the  inch  and  in  which  the  smallest 
rack  feed  is  0.01  in.  or,  practically,  one-fourth  of  the 
finest  lead.  If  the  gearing  at  the  head-stock  end  is  so 
arranged  that  we  will  get  A  pitch,  this  same  gearing 
will  also  make  a  0.01  in.  feed.  If  the  gearing  is  set 
for  the  largest  possible  lead,  namely  1  in.,  we  shall 
obtain  with  the  same  arrangement  a  i  in.  feed.  If 
this  screw  had  a  lead  of  1  in.  which,  as  we  found,  was 
desirable  for  screw  feed,  we  would  have  the  condition 
that  one  revolution  of  the  screw  would  cause  i  in.  feed 
when  it  is  used  as  a  feed  rod.  This  small  reduction, 
though  it  would  not  lead  to  self-lock,  is  undesirable, 
causing  excessive  wear  and  producing  a  hard  and 
irregular  action  of  the  feed. 

Cam  Driven  Feed  Mechanisms 

Books  might  be  written  about  cam  feeds  and  many 

excellent'  articles  and  treatises  have  been  written  on 
the  action  of  cams.  We  shall  have  to  confine  ourselves 
here  to  those  properties  of  cams  and  those  requirements 
of  cam  feeds  which  are  directly  applicable  to  the  design 
of  machine  tools.  Cams  are  almost  exclusively  used  in 
automatic  machines  because  they  are  necessarily  limited 
in  their  range  and,  at  a  first  glance,  do  not  seem  to 
lend  themselves  to  variations  in  the  requirements  of 
the  machine.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  such  variations  are 
not  possible  if  we  consider  the  cam  alone.  A  cam, 
however,  considered  in  combination  with  its  driving 
mechanism,  may  lend  itself  to  many  variations  in  the 
duty  it  has  to  perform. 

The  simplest  kind  of  cam  and  cam  arrangement  has 
a  constant  lead,  advances  the  machine  element  the  same 
amount  at  all  times,  and  has  provision  for  returning 
that  element  as  quickly  as  possible.  Change  gears  or 
any  other  speed  variator  in  the  driving  mechanism  of 
that  cam  may  permit  of  changing  the  amount  of  time 
required  for  a  complete  cycle.  The  requirements  for 
such  a  cam  are  that  its  slope  should  be  as  gentle  as 
possible  and  that  in  order  to  obtain  the  greatest  econ- 

omy of  time  the  return  should  be  as  steep  as  practical. 
There  are  two  distinct  ways  of  utilizing  cams  in  a 

mechanism.  The  cam  may  either  be  used  for  one 
definite  function  or  it  may  be  arranged  to  take  care 
of  one  complete  cycle  of  the  machine.  To  illustrate: 
The  cam  used  for  the  shifting  of  the  belt  on  a  Brown 
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for  the  iadasiat.     Idle  spaces  oo  this  earn 
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There  ar*  elkv  eaais  on  such  machines,  but  they 
at*  all  nwwied  ea  the  same  shaft  The  effect  is  the 
■■M  as  if  they  were  all  built  into  one  member.  Though 
we  aay  ttet  oae  cam  takes  care  of  the  advances  of 
Um  varieos  tarrst  tools,  the  truth  is.  each  turret  tool 
baa  tta  ova  earn  bat  all  cama  are  mounted  on  a  single 
tram.  TUs  BMwatinv  of  •  aomber  of  cams  on  a  single 
inna  awaa  the  porpoee  of  •asuring  a  proper  sequence 
«f  operatloae  and  a  proper  proportioning  of  the  rapidity 
of  feed  and  the  amount  of  advance  of  each  tool.  There 
is  no  poMiMltty  of  the  machine  fretting  out  of  time. 
OperaUoM  eaaaot  be  mixed  up  if  onc«  properly  set. 
To  aaalrw  better  the  functioning  of  such  a  cam  we 
will  take  a  eoeerete  example,  selecting  some  imaginary 
aerew  machine  with  four  turret  tools,  one  cross  slidie 
tool,  aad  so  arranged  that  the  indexing  of  the  turret  is 

by  a  cam  and  not  by  the  mere  backward 
of  the  turret.  Starting  with  the  first  tool, 

wa  wfO  have  the  following  sequence  of  operations: 

a    — qaiefc  traveise  forward  of  first  tool 
also  qokk  traverse  forward  of  cross  slide  tool,. 

b    —  feed  of  first  tool  and  croas  slide  tool, 
e    — qaick  return  of  first  turret  tool  and  cross  slide 

tool. 

d    — dwell  of  first  tool  and  cross  slide  tool,  and 
d-i — aalocking  of  the  turret. 
d-# — iadexiag  of  the  turret. 
d-«— locking  of  the  turret. 
«  —  rapid  advance  of  second  tool, 
/    —  feed  of  second  tool. 
#  —  quieh  return  of  second  tool. 
k    —  dwell  and.  at  the  same  time. 
h'l  —  oaloeking  of  the  turret, 
ik-ff— Iadexiag  of  the  turret. 
4^— kxking  of  the  turret. 
i    —  rapid  advance  of  third  turret  tool. 
i    —feed  of  third  turret  tool. 
k  — 4iuick  return  of  third  turret  tool, 
'    — dwell  of  third  turret  tool  and,  at  the  same  time, 
t-t  —  oaloeking  turret. 
^*— ladexing  turret. 
l-«— kicking  turret. 
•  —  rapM  advance  of  fourth  turret  tool, 
a    —  feed  of  fourth  turret  totA. 
•    —  qpridi  wtqw  of  fourth  turret  tool  and,  while  these 

opefatioaa  have  goaa  on,  there  may  have  been, 
p    —  shifting  of  the  belt  for  the  purpose  of  Upping, 

r-* — indexing  turret, 
fs» — locking  turret, 

»    —dwell  for  first  turret  tool  and,  at  the  same  time, 
t-t — opening  chuck, 
t-t — feeding  chuck. 

tS  —  closintr  chuck. 
t-i  —  returning  feed  shell. 
This  completes  the  entire  cycle.  To  a  certain  extent 

some  of  these  elements  may  overlap  each  other. 
Such  a  cam  may  be  run  either  at  a  uniform  speed 

or  it  may  have  a  8low  and  fast  motion.  We  will  assume 
that  in  the  imaginary  machine  we  have  under  considera- 

tion the  cam  will  sometimes  move  slow  and  sometimes 
fsst,  the  slow  motions  being  used  only  for  feeding. 
Then  we  find  that  all  the  movements  except  for  6,  /, 
>,  and  n  are  fast  mo^-ements  of  the  turret.  Thus,  only 
a  relatively  small  fraction  of  the  circumference  of  the 

riGNtnA 
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f    —sklflteg  back  of  the  upping  belt, 
'    —  4«<rfi  of  foartfetarret  tool  and.  at  the  same  time, 
r-l  —  aaloeUag  toiTit, 

ri«L«<  ri6 168-0 
no.  1«8.  SEVSRAL  PORIU  Or  PBBD  CAMS. 

drum  is  used  for  the  purpose  of  feeding  whereas  all 

the  rest  is  used  for  what  might  be  called  "non-productive 
movementa."  As  a  result,  such  a  cam  must  be  made  of 
larga  diameter,  though  the  amount  of  feed  and  the  num- 

ber of  tools  to  be  fed  may  be  small. 
There  is  another  difficulty  in  connection  with  the  cam- 

ming of  such  a  machine.  To  set  up  a  new  job  requires 
a  complete  analysis  of  all  the  detail  operations  and  a 
careful  calculation  of  the  parts  of  the  cam  drum  avail- 

able for  each  function.  We  will  go  further  into  this 
matter  later  on  and  first  consider  the  various  other 
arrangements  in  existence  or  possible  arrangements 
which  might  be  made. 

Perhaps  the  simplest  arrangement  of  all  is  the  cam 
which  turns  at  uniform  speed,  has  a  uniform  advance, 
a  uniform  return  which  may  be  at  the  same  or  different 
speed  as  the  advance,  and  no  idle  space  to  permit  some 
other  function  to  take  place.  Such  cams  might  be  used 
for  a  variety  of  machines,  as  for  example  filing  ma- 

chines. A  modification  of  this  ttrrangcmont  would 
permit  a  machine  to  stop  at  the  end  of  every  cycle  by 
the  throwing  out  of  a  dutch  or  a  drop-worm.  Cams  of 
this  description   are  quite  commonly  used   in   special 
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machines.  They  become  more  generally  useful  if  the 
advance  is  not  uniform. 

Fig.  168-A  shows  a  cam  with  the  uniform  and  equal 
advance  and  return.  Fig  168-B  shows  the  cam  modified 
with  a  uniform  advance  and  rapid  return  and  Fig.  168-C 
shows  the  same  type  of  cam  for  rapid  advance,  slow 

feed,  and  rapid  return.  Fig.  168-D,  finally,  shows  a 
cam  which  has  the  same  characteristics  as  Fig.  168-C, 
except  that  it  has  idle  spaces  left  for  other  operations. 
This  idle  space  is  a  concentric  part,  PQ. 

The  cams  are  shovra  in  the  illustration  as  disk  cams, 

though  there  is  no  reason  why  they  should  not  be  con- 
structed as  drum  cams.  As  the  diagram  shows  them, 

no  provision  is  made  for  the  return  and  this  would  have 
to  be  accomplished  by  a  weight  or  spring  whereas  it 
might  be  accomplished  by  having  a  groove  act  on  the 
roller  instead  of  depending  on  the  outside  of  the  cam 
disk.  The  shape  of  the  return  branch  of  the  cam, 
168-C,  is  not  objectionable  when  a  spring  or  weight 
brings  the  slide  back  but  if  such  a  cam  were  provided 
with  a  groove,  so  that  the  cam  becomes  active  instead 
of  passive,  there  might  be  danger  that  the  device  would 
become  self-locking,  and  it  might  be  necessary  to  make 
the  return  less  rapid.  As  a  compromise,  the  cam  might 
be  made  with  a  groove  and,  in  addition,  a  weight  or 
spring  might  be  provided  to  bring  the  slide  back  so 
that  the  return  side  of  the  cam  only  works  if,  for  some 
reason  or  other,  the  spring  or  weight  should  not  be 
sufficient. 

Keeping  Operations  in  Synchronism 

When  a  cam  is  constructed  on  the  principles  of  Fig. 
168-D — that  is,  with  idle  space  for  some  other  opera- 

tions— it  becomes  necessary  to  connect  the  two  functions 
in  such  a  manner  that  they  cannot  get  out  of  time  with 
one  another.  The  simplest  way  of  accomplishing  this 
is  to  have  the  other  functions  also  controlled  by  a  cam 
and  then  place  the  two  cams  on  the  same  shaft  and  in 
the  proper  relation  to  each  other.  If,  for  instance,  a 
slide  at  the  righthand  end  of  the  machine  had  to  be 
advanced  and  returned,  after  which  a  similar  slide  at 
the  lefthand  end  of  the  machine  had  to  go  through 
the  same  movements,  it  would  be  natural  to  use  two 
cams  on  the  same  shaft,  each  one  occupying  about  one- 
half  of  the  circumference.  If  the  two  slides  to  be  moved 
were  close  together,  the  two  cams  would  be  consolidated 

into  one,  each  function  requiring  about  one-half  of  the 
circumference.  We  see,  then,  that  whether  we  use  one 
or  two  cams  their  size  is  not  changed  and  must  be  as 
large  as  if  only  one  cam  were  used  for  both  operations. 
When  there  are  a  great  many  different  operations  to 

FIG.  169.     DIAGRAM  TO  SHOW  DURATION  AND  SPEED  OF 
VARIOUS   MACHINE   FUNCTIONS. 

be  performed  on  the  machine,  the  cams  naturally  take 
on  very  large  proportions. 

It  might  be  thought  that  the  size  of  such  cams  could 
be  reduced  by  performing  part  of  the  operations  at  a 
high  speed  but  as  a  matter  of  fact  this  has  a  tendency 
to  increase,  rather  than  to  decrease,  the  final  size  of 
the  cam.  To  illustrate  how  this  may  happen  we  will 
take  a  concrete  example.     In  Fig.   169,  the  full  line 

from  A  to  B  shows  the  rapid  advance  of  the  slide, 
from  B  to  C  feed,  from  C  to  D  return,  and  from  D  to  E 
dwell,  during  which  another  operation  takes  place.  The 
cam  intended  for  that  other  operation  is  indicated  by 
dotted  lines.  This  second  operation  is  not  a  feed  for 
a  tool  and  the  steepest  permissible  slope  for  the  cam 
might  be  used  here.  This  steepest  slope  we  will  assume 
to  be  45  deg.  and  this  angle  is  actually  used  on  the 
advance  and  return  of  the  main  cam  (shown  in  full lines). 

It  will  be  noticed  that  the  dotted  line  is  not  shown 
at  this  angle  of  45  deg.  The  reason  is  that  in  our 
device  the  member  to  be  moved  by  the  dotted  line  cam 
is  very  heavy  and  does  not  permit  of  the  same  rapidity 
of  movement  as  that  member  which  was  shown  by  the 
full  line  cam.  If  the  two  cams  had  been  separate  and 
without  any  connection  with  one  another,  the  dotted 
line  might  have  been  drawn  at  an  angle  of  45  deg.  and 
we  would  have  given  this  cam  a  speed  which  was  proper 
for  the  heavy  member  to  be  advanced.  In  that  case 
the  dotted  line  cam  would  have  occupied  less  space  than 
it  does  now.  Under  such  conditions,  then,  we  have  the 
choice  either  of  making  the  dotted  line  cam  at  an  angle 
of  45  deg.,  reducing  the  fast  speed  of  the  entire  me- 

chanism and  thus  lose  time,  or  of  making  the  dotted 
line  cam  of  gentler  slope  and  thereby  increasing  the 
size  of  the  entire  cam. 

Electrolytic  Deposition  of  Iron  for  Building 
Up  Worn  or  Undersized  Parts 

By  David  R.  Kellogg 

The  electrodeposition  of  iron  has  been  practiced  for 
many  years.  During  the  war,  the  British  army  repair 
shops  developed  a  method  for  building  up  worn  parts 
of  automotive  machinery,  aero  engines,  etc.,  using  the 
cold  sulfate  bath  and  low-current  density  method.  The 
method  has  been  used  successfully  in  commercial  work 
for  the  production  of  about  6,000  repaired  parts,  there- 

fore experiments  along  the  same  lines  have  since  been 
made  at  the  Westinghouse  research  laboratory. 

Current  used  for  cleaning  was  obtained  from  a  l-kw. 
60-volt,  house-lighting  generator,  direct  connected  to  a 
2-hp.,  870-r.p.m.,  440-volt,  three-phase,  type  CS  induc- 

tion motor;  while  the  plating  current  was  taken  from 
the  storage  batteries  at  any  desired  voltage.  The  anodes 
were  made  from  0.036-in.  Armco  iron  made  into  cylin- 

ders 5  in.  long  by  8  in.  in  diameter  with  a  disk  of  J-in. 
micarta,  having  a  2-in.  hole  in  the  center  field  at  each 
end  of  the  cylinder  for  stirring.  The  anodes  were  hung 
on  a  wooden  rocker  frame  driven  by  a  wooden  connecting 
rod  directly  connected  to  a  small  reducing  gear,  such  as 
is  sold  by  most  of  the  apparatus  supply  firms;  three- 
gallon  stoneware  crocks  were  used  as  containers. 

Uncertain  Behavior 

A  solution  used  by  Thomas,  75  g.  of  the  crystallized 
ferrous  ammonium  sulfate  per  liter,  was  tried,  using  the 
current  density  recommended  by  him ;  namely,  0.33  amp. 
per  sq.dm.  Under  these  conditions  the  deposit  on  a  4-in. 
(12.7  mm.)  rod  of  cold-rolled  steel  was  smooth,  bright, 
and  adherent;  it  withstood  bending  and  refused  to  chip 
off  even  when  attacked  at  the  junction  of  coating  and 
parent  metal  with  a  cold  chisel.    A  current  efliciency  of 

Extract  from  a  paper  presented  at  the  February  meeting:  of  the 
American  Institute  of  Mining  and  Metallurgical  Engineers.  In 
New  York. 
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n  par  cMit  wu  obtalawL  th«  rate  of  dtpoait  beinf 
MttltV  in.  par  iMmr. 

BatlM  tliaa  prvpared  war*  rathar  uncarUin  in  their 
balHivlar.  baiag  myttiaOy  likely  to  osidiae  when  uned 

arltk  nHll  piaeaa.  Addinc  fem>tta<arbonate  "mud," 
water  after  piaparatkw,  aoaarvhat  reduced 

to  oxidixe  aad  kaaea  teeraaaa  in  acidity. 
IH>aidaiad  charcoal  helped  to  aacura  a  food  depoait,  and 
waa  oaad  in  all  aahacquent  work. 

After  the  work  had  been  cleaned  with  irasuline  or 
taaine.  it  waa  made  the  cathode  in  an  alkaline  bath 
^■Btaininc  about  6  per  cent  commercial  lye  and  about 
the  came  amount  of  sodium  carbonate,  the  exact  amount 
baiac  immaterial.  A  current  density  of  S  to  5  amp. 
par  aqaare  inch  waa  naed.  The  work  waa  treated  in  this 
bath  for  S  min.  Then  it  waa  waahed  in  running  city 
water  and  made  the  anode  with  approximately  the  same 
oirreot  density  in  20  to  SO  per  cent  commercial  sulfuric 
acid  for  an  equal  length  of  time.  As  a  matter  of  fact. 
the  current  in  the  acid  cleaning  bath  was  always  ad- 
Joatad  more  with  respect  to  the  free  gassing  of  the  anode 

with  raapact  to  the  actual  current  density. 
1  for  aajr  raaaon  the  cleaning  current  wa.4  too  low 

ts  make  the  work  passive,  cleaning  was  unsuccessful,  the 
pkce  cam*  from  the  bath  dark  colored,  and  a  good  coating 
eoold  not  ba  produced.  If  the  work  were  moved  about 
iailiU  tba  aaod*  cleaning  it  rapidly  became  active  but 
agmia  baouM  paaaiva  oa  eaaaation  of  the  motion.  When 
tkia  eoodition  araa  wry  aotieaable.  it  waa  a  good  indi- 
catlcm  that  the  cleaning  current  was  close  to  the  lower 
limit.  With  a  corraat  denaity  of  6  amp.  per  square  inch 
this  effect  waa  aot  ao  noticeable.  After  cleaning  in  this 
muumt,  the  work  waa  well  washed  and  immediately 

tfaaafarrad  to  the  plating  bath.  With  the  plating  nolu- 
tfcma  at  room  temperature,  it  waa  possible  to  depoait 
at  the  rate  of  1  amp.  per  aq.dm.,  which  is  three  timea 
the  rate  given  by  Tbomaa. 

OOUBIUTY  or  THE  DEPOSIT 

Thia  proeMB  gave  amooth,  tough,  adherent  coats 
which,  whea  dapoaitad  on  a  carefully  ground  rod  0.485 
ia.  in  diameter  and  than  ground  to  a  thickneas  of  0.001 

fa.  ceaU  ba  piaaaad  through  a  hole  in  1-in.  cold-rolled 
■ml  tulOOt  la.  aaallar  than  the  flnished  size  of  the  rod. 

back  again  with  no  signs  of  stripping. 
ba  bent  and  mishandled  in  various 

ways  with  no  damage  to  the  coat. 
A  aM>tor  shaft  having  bearings  I  In.  in  diameter  by 

11  la.  long  was  purpoaely  flnished  0.002  in.  small  in 

reground  to  proper  dimen- 
and  run  in  bronze  bearings 

for  1,000  hr.  with  a  load  of  50  lb.  per  square  inch  pro- 
jected arta.  oaiag  a  abort  stiff  belt  with  a  clipper  Joint 

in  order  to  gfv*  a  pounding  affect  aa  well  aa  friction. 
At  the  end  of  the  mn  it  waa  found  that  the  wear  waa 
Oj0002  in.,  which  is  jnst  a  trifle  less  than  the  original 
material  sbowa  in  factory  life  taata. 

Plug  aad  tkraad  gagaa  have  been  repaired  by  this 
amaaa  aad  liava  given  good  satisfaction  although  they 
ara  aal  M  kard  aa  haat'ttaatMl  tod  ataal.  It  ia,  of 

HaAb  to  carbariM  aaeli  piaeaa,  when  they  will 
favofaMy  with  the  original  gagaa. 

SaifTANcs  TO  CtnriNc 

AaoUwr  telaraatlng  job  dona  by  this  method  waa  on 
tka  tkroar  bearing  of  a  crankshaft  of  an  espari  mental 

I  wlMra  tba  auuimnm  prcaaure  waa  about 
lack.    Tkia  waa  given  about  lOO  br. 

intermittent  running  and  then  400  hr.  continuous  run- 

ning. During  the  flrst  period,  two  "freeze  ups"  oc- 
curred, aa  a  result  of  experiments  with  various  bearing 

metals:  yet  when  the  engine  was  taken  down  for  in- 
spection the  bearing  surfaces  were  in  perfect  condition 

and  showed  a  wear  of  0.00026  in.  Many  press  fits  and 
running  flta  have  bean  repaired  for  shop  use  and  no  case 
of  failure  has  occurred.  Coatings  obtained  by  this 
method  are  much  harder  than  pure  iron;  they  are 
Hsually  about  220  Brin^ll. 

Some  work  of  N.  B.  Pilling,  of  the  We.stinghousa 
laboratory,  as  yet  unpubli.ihed,  has  shown  that  the  brit- 
tlanaas  due  to  occluded  hydrogen  may  be  completely 
removed  by  heating  for  i  hr.  at  800  to  400  deg.  C. 
When  cast  iron  is  put  through  the  electrolytic  clean- 

ing process,  it  emerges  from  the  acid  with  n  coating  of 
graphite.  A  piece  was  dipped  in  arsenic-chloride  solu- 

tion and  then  copper  plated  in  an  acid  copper-sulfate 
bath.  Iron  coatings  deposited  on  this  base  were  fairly 
adherent. 

Acidity  or  Bath 

In  connection  with  all  this  work  a  rather  close  watch 
of  the  acidity  has  been  maintained.  It  now  appears, 
that  this  is  unnecessary  as  the  hot  concentrated  bath 
produces  such  complete  anode  corrosion  that  oxidation 
is  practically  negligible.  The  addition  of  small  amounts 
of  ferrous-carbonate  mud  is  still  practiced,  but  the 
amount  used  is  very  small.  These  baths  may  be  left  for 
weeks  when  not  in  use,  without  any  serious  oxidation. 
They  have  also  \xen  worked  for  weeks  at  a  time,  most 
of  the  work  being  done  during  the  daytime,  as  the  rapid 
rate  of  deposit,  0.004  to  0.005  in.  per  hour,  makes  it 
poaaible  to  do  almost  any  job  in  one  working  day. 

In  addition  to  a  large  number  of  test  pieces,  between 
seventy  to  eighty  salvage  jobs  have  been  done  for  the 
shop,  running  all  the  way  from  the  badly  scored  end  of 
a  1/20-hp.  motor  to  an  experimental  airplane  propeller 
hub.  For  the  electrolytic  cleaning  of  the  larger  pieces. 

we  used  a  800-amp.  arc  welding  M-G  set,  with  the  series 
field  coils  short-circuited  and  with  a  potentiometer  rheo- 

stat acrosa  110-volt  direct  current  for  the  shunt  field. 
Thia  arrangement,  together  with  the  regular  field 
rhaoatat,  givaa  a  fine  adjustment  of  current,  so  that  the 
set  may  be  used  for  small  work,  or  for  work  requiring 
up  to  450  amp.  for  cleaning. 

Great  credit  is  due  to  Leon  McCullouch,  J.  P.  Thomas, 
and  J.  D.  Alleg  who  carefully  handled  the  experimental 
part  of  this  work  and  contributed  many  valuable  ideas 
to  its  development. 

The  Welding  Torch  and  Cast  Iron 
We  are  informad  by  a  correspondent  that  the  state- 

ment contained  in  the  article  on  the  "Application  of 
the  Welding  Torch  to  Railroad  Repairs,"  published  on 
page  444  of  our  Sept.  21  issue,  to  the  effect  that  the 
oxy-acetylene  torch  would  not  cut  caat  iron,  is  no  longer 
correct.  He  stataa  that  the  Oxweld-Acetylene  Co.  of 
Chicago  has  perfected  a  torch  that  will  do  this  work. 

In  making  the  statement  that  the  torch  would  not 
cut  cast  iron  the  writer  of  the  article  had  no  intention 

of  conveying  the  impression  that  the  oxy-acetylene 
flame  would  have  no  effect  upon  this  metal.  The  reason 
that  the  torch  haa  hitherto  been  considered  imprac- 

tical for  this  purpoae  is  that  the  cast  iron  yields  too 

readily,  leaving  a  ragged,  uneven  edge  instead  of  the 
daan  knifa-like  cut  produced  upon  steal. 
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Taking  the  Air  in  England 
Present  State  of  the  British  Airplane  Industry — Post- War  Stagnation  in  Bristol  Plant 

400  Hp.  Radial  Engine  and  Ten-Passenger  Plane 

*         By  henry  OBERMEYER  and  ARTHUR  L.  GREENE 

A  GREAT  deal  has  been  written  about  the  impover- 
ished condition  of  the  American  aircraft  indus- 

-  try,  the  failure  of  Congress  to  lend  a  helping 
hand,  and  the  indifference  of  army  and  navy  officials  to 
the  future  development  of  the  Air  Service.  One  hears 

the  same  sort  of  thing  in  England.  Parliament  is  ap- 
propriating little  or  nothing  and  the  British  aircraft 

factories  are  living  on  the  crumbs  that  fall  from  the 
London  to  Paris  commercial  and  passenger  lines  and 
from  certain  distant  principalities  which  are  engaged  in 
wars  at  present  or  expect  to  be  so  occupied  in  time. 

Admiral  Sir  Percy  Scott,  a  leading  exponent  of  a 
more  extensive  Briti-sh  Air  Force,  in  a  recent  article 
contributed  to  the  London  Times,  notes  that  the  British 
Government  is  preparing  to  spend  only  £11,000,000  on 

its  air  defences.    This  sum  he  terms  "ridiculous." 
"The  size  of  our  Naval  Air  Service  to-day  is  simply 

absurd,"  he  adds.  "During  the  war  it  was  found  neces- 
sary to  equip  every  light  cruiser  with  a  fighting  aero- 

plane. Today  we  have  six  fighting  aeroplanes  for  the 

whole  Navy,  less  than  one  per  fleet." 
The  general  situation  described  by  Admiral  Scott  is 

fully  confirmed  by  a  visit  to  Great  Britain's  greatest 
airplane  factory  by  the  writers.  The  machines  of  this 
concern,  the  Bristol  Aeroplane  Company,  Ltd.,  are  rec- 

ognized as  the  oflicial  standard  in  use  by  the  British 

Government.  The  400  hp.  Bristol  "Jupiter,"  a  nine 
cylinder  air-cooled  radial  engine,  virtually  every  part 
of  which  is  manufactured  and  assembled  in  the  com- 

pany's shops,  is  said  to  be  the  only  airplane  engine  that 
has  ever  passed  both  the  French  and  British  official 
tests.  It  weighs  only  698  lb.  or  1,745  lb.  per  hp.,  an 
unusually  low  proportion. 

Industry  in  Peace 

The  factory  today  is  a  graphic  example  of  the  transi- 
tion from  war  to  peace  in  the  airplane  industry  of  the 

country.  It  is  their  ready  adaptation  to  the  new  con- 
ditions that  has  enabled  the  British  builders  to  advance 

to  their  present  position  and  not  any  paternal  assist- 
ance. The  necessities  of  the  war  enabled  British  manu- 

facturers to  indulge  in  practical  experimentation  on  a 
scale  impossible  for  American  firms  whose  planes  were 
never  put  to  actual  use  at  the  front.  Many  of  the  im- 

provements developed  in  English  factories  during  the 
war  period  have  been  lasting  and  have  proved  as  im- 

portant to  the  development  of  commercial  flying  as  to 

that  of  scouting.  This  circumstance  has  brought  Eng- 
land well  to  the  fore  and  it  is  the  general  impression 

among  manufacturers  there  that  America  is  only  mark- 
ing time. 

The  wartime  spurt,  then,  is  the  chief  reason  why 
British  manufacturers  have  advanced  in  the  face  of  dis- 

couragements as  real  as  those  in  America.  In  some 
cases  they  have  even  advanced  further  than  the  market. 
In  anticipation  of  extensive  passenger-carrying  opera- 

tions on  the  Continent,  the  Bristol  factory  some  time 
ago  turned  out  an  air  limousine  capable  of  carrying 
sixteen  persons  in  addition  to  the  pilot  and  mechanic. 

The  cabin  of  the  machine  represented  the  nth  degree 
of  twentieth  century  luxuriousness.  There  was  but 

one  thing  the  matter  with  it.  There  were  no  passen- 
gers. Only  on  rare  occasions  was  it  possible  to  collect 

sixteen  passengers  at  the  same  time  who  wanted  to 
make  the  trip. 

For  the  time  being,  therefore,  Bristol  is  compelled  to 
concentrate  on  the  ten-passenger  machine,  shown  in 
Fig.  3,  which  is  amply  spacious  to  meet  the  demands  of 
the  immediate  future.  This  temporary  check  has  left 
the  inventive  faculty  free  to  experiment  with  new  types 
of  engines,  which  has  now  reached  its  culmination  in 

the  huge  air  cooled  static  radial,  the  "Jupiter." 
American  Development  Slow 

The  manufacturers  of  the  Bristol  machines  are  so 
confident  that  they  have  left  our  own  manufacturers 

behind  that  they  are  beginning  to  ask:  "What  is  the 
matter  with  the  United  States?"  They  assert  that 
there  has  been  little,  if  any,  new  development  in  aii'- 
craft  manufacture  in  America  since  the  collaborative 
Liberty  motor.  It  might  be  here  mentioned  that  the 
British  experience  with  the  Liberty  motor  has  left  an 
impression  that  America  is  more  given  to  quantitative 
than  to  qualitative  production.  They  admit  that  the 
principle  of  the  American  engine  was  excellent,  but,  in 

a  majority  of  cases,  it  had  to  be  taken  apart  and  re- 
assembled before  it  would  work  up  to  standard. 

British  headway  in  the  development  of  aircraft  en- 
gines is  far  in  advance  of  progress  in  the  construction 

of  planes,  partly,  of  course,  owing  to  lack  of  support 
from  the  Government  and  the  general  public.  The  fact 
is,  the  type  of  planes  now  in  flight  is  considered  quite 
satisfactory  for  the  uses  to  which  they  are  being  put. 
Except  for  minor  details,  it  is  practically  the  same  as 
that  used  by  the  British  air  forces  during  the  last  few 

months  of  the  war.  From  the  Bristol  "Fighter,"  which 
is  being  used  by  Spain  against  the  Moors,  as  well  as 
by  other  governments,  Bristol  has  developed  a  three 
seated  touring  plane  for  the  Western  Australia  Mail 
Service.  This  machine  is  scarcely  different  in  principle 
from  the  machines  of  1917. 

Engines  Further  Developed  Than  Planes 

Active  development  of  aircraft  engines  by  Bristol  is 
comparatively  recent,  dating  back  scarcely  more  than 
two  years.  Before  that  time,  Bristol  planes  were 
equipped  variously  with  the  110  hp.  Le  Rhone,  the  275 
hp.  Rolls-Royce,  the  240  hp.  Siddeley  Puma,  and  the 
300  hp.  Mercury.  In  beginning  the  construction  of  its 
own  engines,  Bristol  took  over  the  entire  business  of 
the  Cosmos  Engineering  Company,  Ltd.,  located  on  the 
Filton  training  field  near  the  outskirts  of  Bristol  proper, 
together  with  all  patents,  designs  and  rights  in  connec- 

tion with  the  various  engines  previously  manufactured 
by  that  organization. 

Bristol  devoted  its  attention  from  the  start  to  the 

radial  type  of  engine  as  likely  to  develop  the  greatest 
power  with  a  minimum  of  weight,  always  the  great  de- 
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   ia  airtnh  6miga.    TIm  MiditioiuJ  advan- 
«f  tlw  alr^ooM  ««iM  laiMoecd  th»  trend  of 

*M«Mrt  •qpwtaMBHk 
Tto  riMM*  vkidi  teidad  Um  BrUtd  company  to 

•v«to  its  ■Ifrtlw  to  tht  radUl  engine  are  possibly 

Pumli— ilitliiii  proTtd  that  the  groupinff  of 

iwnd  •  aiacte  throw  crankshaft  would 

VWilt  tiM  MM  of  fte  ■aallMt  possible  shaft  and  crank- 
CMMk  Mri,  M  ttNM  art  two  of  ths  hMviest  single  parts 

la  ••  MC«  Mflni  th«  saviBf  thus  dfoetod  in  motors  of 

radial  dccitn  is  considerabl*.  Another  important  festure 

ia  tkt  alMrt  stiff  crankshaft  ia  which  periodic  vibration 
la  est  to  a  minimum. 

I  pw  Vm  or  Radul  Encinb 

TIm  advantafvs  of  a  radial  air-cooled  engine  over 
■aita  of  other  typa>  ̂ "«re  so  apparent  that  the 

early  in  its  experiments  devoted  nearly 

al  ilB  tilM  to  tlw  dateloproent  of  this  t^M  of  engine.  It 

NpnaiBtod  a  tetara  of  commercial  airplane  engine 
design  even  more  important  than  that  of  the  military 

yTnnr  It  aMoat  that  the  possibility  of  decreased  weight 

iBipUad  a  p(«portionat«  increase  in  the  revenue  pro- 
ducing cargo  whkh  could  be  carried. 

Another  factor  taken  into  consideration  was  the  in- 
cnaaad  reliability  arising  from  the  absanca  of  possible 
Isakaga  in  the  water  connections,  pipes,  jackets  or 
radiators:  the  impossibility  of  freeting  either  at  high 

or  in  cold  waatber,  and  the  freedom  from 
arising  from  tha  ovarfaeating  of  the  water 

doriag  flight 

The  nine  cylinders  of  the  Bristol  engine  as  now  assem- 
blsd  are  in  a  sin^  plane  and  have  a  bore  of  51  in.  with 
a  stiaiw  of  71  in.  The  engine  is  made  in  two  types,  the 
Int  nvoarad  and  the  second  fitted  with  an  epicydic 
gaarad  radoetion  of  0.666  to  1.  The  reduction  gearing 
la  intarpoaed  betwen  the  crankshaft  and  the  propeller, 
and  with  tha  engine  running  at  1.600  revolutions  per 
adaata  aad  davaloping  400  B.H.P..  the  propeller  turns 
at  MfO  rarofaitloea  per  minute. 

UmqtJB  Mimnnt  DisTKiBirnoN 

The  cylinder  heads  are  of  aluminum  with  two  inlet 
•ad  two  exhaust  valves,  aad  taka  care  of  the  distribu- 

tion of  the  major  portion  of  the  beat  The  single  induc- 
tion pipe  branches  at  tha  antry  into  the  cylinder  head 

while  the  exhaust  is  conducted  away  through  two 

separate  heads,  thus  obuining  a  snMoth  flow  of  mix- 
tare  to  the  o'linders  aad  allowing  a  free  passage  of 
air  across  the  cylinder  haad.  Sae  Pigs.  1  and  2.  The 
Cfaakeaaa  is  sn  aluminum  casting  of  two  parts,  the  joint 
balav  la  a  vertical  plane. 

Oaa  of  the  noat  interesting  features  of  the  "Jupiter" is  tha  tadoction  chamber,  shown  in  Fig.  6,  an 

spiral  canting  constituting  a  three-start 
spiral  The  annular  cover  of  the  induction  chamber 
earries  thiaa  Clatidel  carburetors,  each  of  which  feada  a 
aspsrata  eoavolation.  One  carburetor  supplica  oiixtara 
to  tha  aaeoad.  algblh  and  fifth  cylinders,  the  second 
aatbantor  aappllaa  the  third,  ninth  and  sixth  cylindars, 
while  th«  IfeM  aappliea  the  fourth,  first  aad  aavaatb. 
TUs  arraagaaMat  it  ia  dalaiad,  allows  the  mlxtaia  a 
daaa  awasp  ffon  the  carburetor  to  the  induction  pipe. 
It  fturthor  iaaiatss  the  orliaders  Into  three  perfectly 

griapa  ao  thai,  ahoald  one  or  even  two  car- 
faO  to  act  proparly,  a  soiBeient  number  of 

la  aetloa  to  carry  the  plane. 

The  entire  engine  Is  supported  on  h  removable  frHme- 
work  of  thin  wire  struts,  as  shown  in  Fig.  4,  almost 
spidery  in  appearance  but  actually  capable  of  l>eHring  a 
tension  many  times  over  that  required.  The  engine  may 
thus  easily  be  ramovad  and  changed  in  case  of  trouble, 
with  little  loss  of  time  which  is  an  obvious  advantage  in 
the  carrying  of  mail. 

In  many  cases  the  manufacture  and  assembling  of  the 

Bristol  "Jupiter"  in  the  shop  Is  a  reversion  to  the  days 
of  hand  labor.  Quantity  production  is  frowned  upon. 
With  a  force  of  160  men,  the  Bristol  Company  will  con- 

sider itself  well  satisfied  to  turn  out  as  many  as  sixty 
engines  during  the  next  year.  That,  at  least,  is  the 
production  quota  it  has  set  for  itself,  although  at  this 
writing  the  shop  is  more  than  one  machine  behind 
schedule.    Views  of  the  shop  are  given  in  Figs.  6  and  7. 

Hand  Labor  in  Vogue 

Hand  labor  here,  moreover,  is  hand  labor  in  every 
sense  of  the  word.  Some  parts,  such  as  the  induction 
spiral,  are  so  complicated  that  no  machine  has  been  made 
that  can  fashion  them.  Not  even  a  filing  machine  is 
used  on  the  spiral,  the  work  of  filing  it  down  by  hand 
requiring  many  hours  of  painstakinK  endeavor. 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  British  have  had  almost  no 
experience  with  quantitative  production  in  engines. 
Something  in  that  direction  was  attempted  during  the 

war,  but  the  project  lapsed  with  the  fulfillment  of  war- 
time contracts.  In  the  automobile  field  the  Rover  stands 

virtually  alone  as  a  product  of  quantity  output,  but  even 
the  Rover  total,  300  cars  a  week,  is  little  compared  with 

the  sausage  machine  production  of  Henry  Ford.  From 
the  standpoint  of  the  airplane,  day  work  and  handwork 
are  more  than  suflkient  to  meet  the  needs  of  the  moment 
when  even  the  slowest  factories  are  turning  out  more 
planes  than  they  can  dispose  of.  If  the  prophets  are 
right,  however,  the  time  is  not  far  distant  when  the 
practical  importance  of  the  airplane  in  commercial  life 
will  be  more  universally  recognized.  Then  a  way  will 
have  to  be  found  to  speed  up  production;  and  it  is  a 
way  that  American  manufacturers  have  known  for  years. 

FuNCH  Manufacturers  Get  Government  Aid 

Despite  a  very  real  achievement,  therefore,  British 
airplane  manufacturers  may  be  considered  as  having 
gone  as  far  as  they  can  for  the  present.  The  air 
ministry  has  not  given  them  the  support  they  had 

hoped  for  after  the  war.  certainly  nothing  commen- 
surate with  the  financial  nourishment  provided  by  the 

French  Government  for  its  native  industries.  This  ad- 
vantage of  the  French  is  a  bitter  pill  for  British  airmen 

to  swallow  because  of  the  fact  that  France  is  paying 

practically  no  intarest  on  her  debt  to  Great  Britain,  while 

the  money  expended  in  developing  her  own  aircraft  in- 
dustry is  approximately  equal  to  the  interest  she  would 

otherwise  have  to  pay. 

The  English  position  in  airplane  production  was  given 
by  Mr.  Douglas  Vickers,  M.P..  chairman  of  Vickers, 
Ltd..  at  the  fifty-fifth  annual  general  meeting  of  the 
company  in  Sheffield  during  the  latter  part  of  July. 
"Wa  are  getting  our  share  of  such  airplane  orders 

as  are  being  placad,"  he  said,  "and  our  type  of  machines 
are  very  luccaaaful.  But  orders  come  for  such  small 

quantities  that  the  cost  of  designing  and  experiments 

bears  much  too  high  a  proportion  to  the  works'  costs  of 
a  machine.  Tha  position  of  an  airplane  manufacturer 
hara  contrasts  very  unfavorably  with  that  of  the 

Fraoch  manufacturer  who  gets  orders  for  large  series 
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with  nadi  r«d«Md  charfM  and 

•f  npatltkB  work." ru  BrilMi  tnaUf  kopt  that  th*  iMXt  atap  wlU  be 
1  lor  AMTk^  wkkk  to  eoMidmd  ter  bahiiul  in  tb* 

of  pMHBgar  ami  carfo-earnriBC  machinM. 
For  this  r<Mon  no  littW  attaation  was  attracted  in  Enff- 
laiid  bar  tke  ncmi  dadaioa  of  A.H.G.  Fokker.  the  Dutch 
•il|lMM  ntpert,  to  thmdnn  Europe  and  devote  hia  talent 
to  tks  ̂ mntapmrnH  of  Amerkaa  aviation.  If  Mr. 

I  prejKt  of  «atablt«hinf  a  network  of  aerial  lines 
tke  Atlantic  aeaboard  ia  realiied  and  a  aufficient 

of  AoMricana  are  educated  to  uae  them,  much 
wfl  ho  doao  to  oeoreo—e  the  handicap  under  which  the 
airplane  Induelrj  of  America  ia  laboring. 

I  III  lito^taBr.  many  British  experta.  aeeming  to  reoent 
the  fact  that  Araarkana  have  ideas  of  their  own  in  air- 

plane cooatmctioa.  have  aurgeated  that  American  manu- 
factureia  can  do  little  better  than  to  import  a  number  of 

tiM  nMat  raeent  Europoan  OMdela,  adopt  them  "in  prin- 
'  and  continue  thoir  aiporinionta  from  that  footing. 

twenty^ftve  men  or  more,  that  could  not  prufitAhly  uite 
a  good  deeigner  for  the  purpose  of  looking  into  many 
little  problems  such  as  these,  even  though  very  little 
original  work  ia  needed.  The  placing  of  machines  to 
aave  floor  space,  the  arranging  of  the  room  in  the  8hop 
or  ofltce  to  save  unnecessary  movements,  the  improve- 

ment of  belt  drives  to  save  l>elting  and  eliminute  fric- 
tion, the  saving  of  material  by  changing  the  design  of 

manufactured  parts,  and  numberless  other  things  of 
varied  kinds  can  be  improved  in  a  profitable  way  by  the 
simple  application  of  careful  thought  and  calculation. 

The  Value  of  Calculation  in  Machine  Shop 
Bt  W.  H.  KnAMO 

TIm  foOowittf  caaa  may  serve  to  show  how  a  little 
cnkatotton  in  the  making  of  a  tool  or  any  simple  device, 
to  a  proAtabie  inveatatent  in  time. 

A  jig  was  wanted,  low  in  cost  and  high  in  weight. 
At  the  aame  time,  the  requirements  of  its  use  made  it 
auMiihnt  dMkalt  to  deviae,  and  it  took  about  two  days 
to  wofk  oat  the  design  that  would  cover  these  points. 
When  the  layout  was  made  K  was  found  >hat  the  casting 
for  the  frame  kxAed  rather  heavy.  <to  the  designer 
roaghly  figured  ita  weight  by  writing  all  of  the  dimen- 
ataaa  of  each  rectangular  etoment,  and  with  a  slide 
nde  determined  the  voionca,  writing  them  down  op- 
peaita  each  aet  of  dimensions  in  one  column  tc  be  added. 
the  whole  operating  taking  about  ten  minutes. 

Then  kwking  at  the  design  again  from  another  angle, 
a  diflrcreot  form  of  caating  was  conceived  which  could  b« 
made  without  changing  the  principle  of  the  mechaniiim. 
In  thirty  minutaa  mora  a  rough  drawing  waa  made, 
whkh  was  true  in  outline  and  fairly  cloae  to  acale.  and 
froai  it  another  calculation  was  made,  the  result  of 
wUdi  waa  43  lb.,  as  against  92  lb.  in  the  first  design. 

Aa  no  detailing  work  had  been  done,  no  loss  of  time 
for  additional  work  was  necessary  in  making  the 

the  forty  minutca  that  was  already  con- 
for  the  two  cak-ulations  and  the  rough  drawing. 

The  anving  in  the  cost  of  the  casting  more  than  paid 
for  the  time  of  ooBildaring  this  change,  and  the  result 
of  the  work  waa  nrach  man  satisfactory  as  the  radnced 

the  tool  80  moeh  easier  to  handle, 
eh  aimple  facts  may  seem  commonplace,  the 

writer  thinks  that  in  calling  attention  to  this  circum- 
ataaee,  manjr  other  caaca  will  be  brought  to  mind  in 
whkh  no  dtawiat  or  avno  a  aketch  waa  used.  In  many 
each  caaaa  H  Bwy  ha  rMBanberad  that  aome  parts  of 
tiM  aMshaalm  were  Bade  that  eoak)  not  be  used,  as 
cattaia  palato  ia  tlia  daaign  ooold  not  well  be  foreaeen, 
also  that  conaidirabh  tioie  waa  ̂ aot  In  nakim  theae 
parte  aa  wel  aa  trying  varlooa  wajra  of  doing  the  work 

a  daiaite  outline  to  go  by.  Probably  a  few 
at  tha  drawinf  board  and  a  few  additional  sheets 

•f  papar  wmdd  haea  eoat  eoMidarably  laaa  than  the 
tiaw  aad  aiaiartol  aaad  ia  thto  way. 

Thara  are  few  auKhlna  ahopa  tof«a  aaotwb  to  employ 

Laying  a  Corner  Stone  50  Years  After 
When  Henry  Disston.  founder  of  Henry  Disston  & 

Sons,  Inc..  needed  a  new  plant  in  Tacony,  Phila.,  60  years 
ago  there  was  no  time  for  ceremonies  and  ground  was 

broken  by  Henry  Disston.  Samuel  Bevan,  chief  engi- 
neer, and  William  Smith,  who  succeeded  Mr.  Bevan. 

Fifty  years  later.  September  27.  1922,  the  corner  stone 
was  laid  as  shown  herewith,  by  Jacob  Disaton,  Sr.  (the 
only  surviving  son  of  the  founder),  and  William  Smith, 
who  aasisted  in  breaking  ground  50  years  before. 

Of  equal  interest,  and  even  more  unusual,  was  the 
witnessing  of  the  ceremonies  by  54  Disston  employees 
who  were  working  for  the  firm  when  the  Tacony  plant 
was  started.  The  Disston  saws  date  back  to  1840  when 

Henry  Disston  began,  alone  and  by  hand,  to  make  them 
in  a  cellar  on  Bread  Street,  near  Second,  in  Philadelphia. 

The  corner  stone  was  dedicated  not  only  to  the  start- 
ing of  the  new  plant  but  to  the  veterans  whose  service 

had  helped  to  make  a  success  possible,  as  stated  by 
William  D.  Disston.  grandson  of  the  founder.  It  speaks 
volumes  for  the  kindly  relations  existing  in  this  plant 
that  the  number  of  veterans  is  increusinK  year  by  year. 

There  is  something  worth  while  about  a  plant  when  men 
utick  to  the  job  year  after  year. 

UAHlSa  TIIK  r.(jllSKl<HT*JSK 
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Building  Axles  for  the  Franklin 
Some  of  the  Special  Tools  and  Methods  Used  in  Making  a  Tubular  Front  Axle 

and  a  Combination  Steel  and  Aluminum  Rear  Axle 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor,    Ajnt'vican   Machinist 

A  LTHOUGH  nearly  all  builders  of  automobiles  have 
l\  adopted  forged  axles  of  the  I-beam  type,  the 

^  A.  Franklin  designers  still  believe  that  the  tubular 
front  axle  presents  the  best  answer  to  the  many  demands 
made  upon  it  by  the  various  stresses  and  road  shocks. 
It  is  retained  even  though  its  cost  is  probably  higher. 
Methods  used  in  making  such  an  axle  are  of  special 
interest. 

The  bending  of  the  tube  and  the  drilling  of  the 
spring  pads  are  done  by  usual  methods  but  the  special 
machines  used  in  drilling  for  the  forks  which  carry 
the  steering  pin  are  unusual,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The 
axle  is  located  by  the  spring  pad  at  A  and  the  forked 
end  is  positioned  by  the  steering  pin  hole  at  B. 

The  drilling  head  carries  four  spindles  all  driven  by 
a  single  belt  and  the  drills  are  fed  into  the  work  by 
means  of  the  pilot  wheel  C  acting  through  the  rack  and 
pinion  at  D  and  transmitting  the  feed  by  means  of  the 
levers  and  bell  cranks  as  at  E.  After  the  drilling,  the 
locating  rivets  are  put  in  place  and  the  forked  ends 
brazed  to  the  front  axle  tube.  The  riveting  is  shown 
in  Fig.  2.  where  the  tube  is  held  in  special  vise  jaws 

and  the  rivets  driven  by  the  air  hammer  A,  while  the 

plugs  B  act  as  holders-on. 
The  assembling  of  the  front  axle  requires  consider- 

able care  if  good  results  are  to  be  secured.    The  assem- 

FIG.    2— RIVETING    FORK    BEFORE    BRAZING 

bling  fixture,  shown  in  Fig.  3,  is  very  complete  and 
takes  care  of  the  steering  knuckles  as  well  as  the  spring 
mounting.  The  forked  ends  are  located  by  the  plug 
A,  which  represents  the  steering  pin  and  holds  the 
knuckle  in  place.    The  full  elliptical  springs  are  posi- 

FIG.  1— DRILLING  FRONT  AXLE  FORK FIG.  3— ASSEMBLING  THE  FRONT  AXLE 
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tioned  by  the  framework  B.  This  fixture  allows  the  easy- 
assembling  of  the  top  and  bottom  spring  clips,  the 
lower  connection  being  underslung,  as  can  be  seen. 
The  upper  spring  connections  are  located  by  the  spring 
plunger  at  C.  The  projections  above  the  spring  are  for 
fastening  the  springs  to  the  wooden  frame  which  con- 

nects the  two  axles  and  on  which  the  body  rests.  The 
whole  fixture  is  trunnioned  on  two  pedestals  so  that 

it  can  be  turned  in  any  convenient  position.  The  index- 
ing pin  is  shown  at  D.  The  nuts  are  screwed  into  place 

by  an  air  drill  provided  with  a  friction  chuck. 

The  Rear  Axle 

The  Franklin  rear  axle  is  also  out  of  the  ordinary, 
as  can  be  seen  from  its  construction  in  Fig.  4.  It  is 
one  of  the  few  rear  axles  made  with  an  aluminum 
differential  case  in  order  to  reduce  unsprung  weight. 
Into  each  end  of  this  central  casting  a  steel  tube  is 
forced  before  the  final  assembly.  The  press,  Fig.  4, 
forces  on  the  spring  pads  and  the  outer  castings  which 
carry  the  rear  wheel  bearings. 

The  differential  aluminum  casting  with  the  tubes 
already  riveted  in  is  first  put  in  the  press  and  a  spacing 
piece,  A,  put  in  between  the  walls  of  the  case  to  prevent 
distortion  while  the  tubes  are  being  pressed  into  posi- 

tion. Screw  flanges  adjust  this  spacing  block  and  allow 
it  to  be  easily  put  in  and  removed. 

The  spring  pads  are  placed  over  dowels  B  and  C  in 
the  fixture  and  the  end  pieces  located  in  the  two  rams 
at  the  ends.  The  valve  D  controls  the  hydraulic  pres- 

sure which  forces  the  heads  toward  the  center  and  with 
them  the  various  parts  which  go  to  make  up  the  rear 
axle  housing.  The  completed  housing  is  shown  at  E 
and  also  very  clearly  in  Fig.  5,  including  the  leather 
cushions  riveted  to  the  spring  pads. 

The  complete  rear  axle  assembly  is  shown  in  Fig.  6. 
Here  the  drive  shaft  pinion  is  in  place  as  well  as  the 
brake  rigging.  The  upper  spring  connection  for  the 
frame  is  shown  at  the  bottom,  the  axle  being  upside 
down  with  the  frame  plates  resting  on  blocks  on  the 

bench.  The  tray  on  the  bench  contains  all  necessary 
nuts,  bolts  and  cotter  pins.  A  small  pile  of  the  springs 
used  to  keep  the  brake  band  away  from  the  drum  may 
be  seen  at  A  and  in  place  at  B.  This  view  also  shows  the 
truss  rod  which  runs  under  the  differential  case  and 
which  is  anchored  at  A  and  B,  Fig.  5. 

Personal  Records 
By  a.  W.  Brown 

A  card  index  "Who's  Who"  should  be  kept  by  every 
manufacturing  establishment,  giving  information  con- 

cerning each  member  of  the  working  force  from  the 
Grand  Panjandrum  down.  The  index  should  give  not 
merely  the  usual  memos  about  age,  family  circumstances, 
etc.,  but  data  concerning  temperament,  and  physical, 
mental  and  moral  qualities.  In  other  words,  the  worker 

should  be  "sized  up"  so  that  if  the  time  comes  for  laying 
off  men  on  the  one  hand,  or  transferring  or  promoting 

on  the  other,  the  man's  record  as  to  what  he  can  do  and 
cannot  do,  and  what  he  probably  could  do  and  could  not 
do,  will  enable  sane  and  mutually  satisfactory  action 
without  great  delay.  Wages  from  the  beginning  of  em- 

ployment, through  successive  increases  or  decreases 
should  be  entered,  with  the  reason  for  each  change. 

Needless  to  remark,  these  records  should  be  open  for 
inspection  only  to  certain  duly  appointed  persons,  in  no 
case  to  any  of  the  workers. 

A  Trial  Drill  that  Made  Good 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

A  local  salesman  had  left  a  new  kind  of  drill  for  trial 

in  a  shop  on  his  "beat"  and  in  due  course  of  time  he 
dropped  in  to  see  how  it  was  working  out.  It  wasn't 
one  of  these  "red-tapy"  shops  where  the  salesman  sees 
only  the  P.  A.  and  the  P.  A.  tells  the  super  and  the 
super  tells  the  general  foreman,  etc.  It  was  a  direct 
action  shop,  and  the  salesman  had  the  confidence  of  the 
management  to  the  extent  of  being  able  to  go  straight 
to  the  man  using  the  drill. 

But  the  man  saw'him  coming — made  a  few  mysterious 
passes  at  the  drill  spindle  and  beat  it.  Pretty  sooti  he 
came  back  empty  handed. 

"How's  the  drill  working,  Bill?" 
"Fine,  don't  see  how  it  could  be  better.  Have  you 

come  after  it?" 
"No,  Bill,  just  wanted  to  see  how  it  worked." 
"S'all  right  then — I'll  go  get  it.  Saw  you  coming, 

so  I  hid  it — thought  you  wanted  it." 
The  salesman  didn't  need  to  be  told  how  to  use  this 

recommendation  for  his  drill. 

Sauce  for  the  Goose  Is  Sauce  for  the  Gander 
By  Entropy 

Draw  a  circle  with  a  radius  of  five  hundred  miles 
with  the  office  of  American  Machinist  as  a  center,  and 
it  will  just  about  pass  through  a  shop  that  I  saw  a  few 
days  ago  where  awnings  were  hung  alike  over  shop 
windows  and  office  windows.  It  was  such  an  odd  cir- 

cumstance that  I  was  quite  amazed.  It  has  long  been 
the  custom  to  assume  that  the  office  force  needed  awn- 

ings on  the  sunny  side  and  that  the  shop  force  did  not. 
From  my  personal  acquaintance  I  have  judged  that 
from  a  purely  physical  point  of  view  it  may  be  that  the 
average  office  worker  is  less  able  to  withstand  heat  and 
cold  than  the  average  shop  worker,  but  as  a  matter  of 
profit  and  loss  to  the  company  I  have  wondered  if  there 
would  not  be  more  profit  per  awning  if  they  were  put 
over  shop  windows  than  over  office  windows. 

Of  course  an  awning  does  not  do  much  good  in  the 
middle  of  the  day  because  then  the  sun  is  nearly  over- 

head during  the  awning  season,  but  on  the  east  side  in 
the  morning  and  on  the  west  toward  night  there  is  a 
good  deal  of  superfluous  sunlight  coming  in.  This  is 

either  when  men  are  starting  the  day's  work  and  need 
to  conserve  their  strength  to  get  through  the  day,  or 

when  they  are  finishing  the  day's  work  and  will  soldier 
on  the  job  to  get  through  it  with  the  least  effort  if  they 
are  already  tired. 

Awnings  on  the  south  side,  where  most  put  them, 
are  more  ornamental  than  useful.  Shop  men  get  tired, 
they  are  affected  by  the  heat  and  they  have  just  as 
many  ways  of  appearing  to  keep  busy  without  working 
hard  as  do  office  workers.  The  profits  of  the  company 
are  much  more  affected  by  this  slowing  down  of  a  shop 
man  than  they  are  by  the  corresponding  slowing  down 
of  the  office,  moreover  the  shop  usually  starts  work 
earlier  and  quits  later  than  the  office. 

I  have  sometimes  wondered  if  the  managers  of  these 
shops  did  not  put  up  awnings  for  the  offices  because 
they  were  so  ashamed  of  the  rates  they  pay  their  clerks 
that  they  felt  that  they  must  do  something  to  make  up 
this  deficiency  to  them.  Perhaps  like  the  fleas  on  David 

Harum's  dog,  the  awnings  help  to  keep  their  minds  off 
their  being  clerks. 
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Ideas  from  ftactical  Men   j 
itM    »€*p*    inciwduM    mil    dii-i«ion4    oi    tht    mmchint    buittttng    in- 

Tk*   »H€t—  «r«  mW*  mp  trim  Mfrt  aiibMiflW  tram  all  avvr  |A«  worU. 

MM  tm^t  pi— <  tt—tr  »■<■•  mn  tmntmlly  c*awM«rW  anrf  (*•••  ̂ aUiifcarf  mr»  paid  t»r. 

Small  Healing  Furnace  from  Scrap  Material 
•  Bt  Milton  Wmcht 

A  firitw  la  wkidi  to  )M«t  null  diw  and  other  tools 
for  IwrdaUac  to  OMlt  null  qaaatitiM  of  babbitt,  for 

or  aajr  of  the  numrroun  purpoM*  for  which 
•  fwaace  is  needed  about  the  averaxe  machine 
is  Imt*  shown.  It  is  made  from  scrap  materials. 

bo4]r  «f  tlu  furnace  is  a  4-in.  pipe  tee  that  had 
dianrdad  becanae  of  a  crack.  A  flange  and  short 

furnish  the  base,  the  nipple  bc-iriR  Aled  with 
tf«  clay  up  to  the  level  of  the  side  outlet  of  the  tee. 
A  plus  which  is  tapped  for  the  burner,  closes  the  top 
«l  tW  toa,  aad  the  bomer  is  nude  from  such  odd  fit- 
tii^s  •■  aujr  ahrajra  be  found  around  a  shop  where 
piptlanad. 

Tlw  cooatroctioB  of  the  burner  is  apparent  from  the 
picture.  The  gas  is  admitted  to  the  side  outlet  of  the 
i-is.  tee  while  the  upper  outlet  or  "run"  of  the  tee 
is  reduced  to  take  the  i-in.  air  jet  pipe.  The  whole 

be  put  together  in  a  few  minutes  in  most  nny 

A  nonM-UAxm  bmaix.  rvn 

madila*  jobbing  shop  from  material  that  would 
ba  inaalilirsil  as  scrap.  None  of  the  Joints 

hi  tiglit  aad  tbarafbre  fittings  that  are  distorted 
Mi0ii  thnada  aajr  bt  aaad.  Tha  ain  of  tb« 

air  ja(  waald  dspaM  aoaairlMt  opon  tba  praarart  of 
tkt  aspplr.  The  Uaatratioa  shows  the  fumaee  oadar 
Iffv  wtth  a  ladle  of  bdMtt  being  aultwL 

A  Handy  HorinK  Machine  Attachment 
By  W.  J.  Winston 

The  use  of  the  flxture  shown  in  the  photograph.  Fig. 
1,    on    the    faceplste   of    a    Landis    horizonUil    borintr 
machine,  makes  it  possible  to  perform  several  opera- 

tions that  formerly  required  the  services  of  a  planer, 
lathe  and  radial  drillinK  machine  and  has  eliminated 

KKJ     1— ATTACHUKNT  ON   BORING   MACHINB  KACBPLATB 

the  time  and  cost  of   handling  tha  caiUnf  betWMP 
operations. 

The  casting,  a  machine  frame,  is  shown  in  Fig.  2 
in  the  position  in  which  it  is  placed  on  the  table  of 

WW.  t—uMoanu  nxnm 

tha  machine.  In  the  first  operation,  the  machine-table 
is  turned  so  that  the  side  of  the  frame  faces  the  head 
of  the  machine  aad  the  inner  faces  of  the;  bearings  A 

are  milled  off,  using  a  four-inch  cutter,  shown  at  F, 
Pig.  1.    Then  the  table  is  turned  to  bring  the  top  of 
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FIG.  3— AUTOMATIC  FEED  MECHANISM 

the  casting  to  the  head  of  the  machine  and  the  six- 
inch  hole  is  machined,  using  a  cutter  in  the  spindle 
F,  while  at  the  same  time  the  tool  A  is  turning  the 
outside  of  the  hub.  Then  the  face  of  the  square  and 
the  end  of  the  hub  are  faced  simultaneously,  using  the 
cutters  A  and  B. 
When  used  for  turning,  the  feeding  of  tool  A  is 

effected  as  follows:     Shaft  G  passes  through  a  worm 
that  meshes  with 

worm-gear 
which  has  a 

square  thread 
cut  through  the 
hub.  The  tool- 

bar A  has  a 
corresponding 
thread  cut  on 
the  outside  and 
thus  serves  as  a 
shaft  for  the 

gear.  When 
shaft  G  is  turned, 

the  worm  gear  is  revolved  and  the  bar  is  fed  forward. 
A  keyway,  cut  the  whole  length  of  the  bar,  slides  on 
keys  in  the  worm  gear  housing  and  keeps  the  bar  from 
turning. 

When  ready  to  perform  the  facing  operation,  tool  A 
is  set  the  correct  distance  from  tool  B,  and  the  two 
tools  are  fed  across  the  work  by  the  operation  of  the 
screw  E,  which  passes  through  a  nut  on  the  bottom  of 
each  of  the  tool  posts. 

Screw  E  and  shaft  G  each  passes  through  a  gear 
located  at  the  lower  end  of  the  shaft,  just  above  the 
hand  wheel,  and  connected  with  each  gear  is  a  ratchet 
of  the  usual  design.  Attached  to  the  ratchet  at  point 
H  is  the  connection  A,  Fig.  3.  Through  an  interme- 

diate lever,  this  connection  operates  a  push-rod  which 
carries  a  hardened  and  ground  steel  roller.  The  push- 
rod  operates  through  a  hole  in  the  face  plate  of  the 
machine,  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.  A  hardened  steel  block, 
B,  is  bolted  to  the  column  of  the  machine  in  such  a 
position  that  the  roller  passes  over  it  with  every  revo- 

lution of  the  face  plate,  thus  operating  the  ratchet  and 
feeding  the  tool.  The  intermediate  lever  is  slotted  so 
that  it  can  be  shifted  to  change  the  feed. 

Formula  for  Tap  Drill  Size — ^Discussion 
By  Wm.  S.  Rowell 

I  wish  to  refer  to  recent  contributions  in  the 
American  Machinist  under  the  above  head  by  J.  R. 
Owens,  on  page  935,  Vol.  56,  and  H.  W.  Bearce  on  page 
310,  Vol.  57.  Possibly  a  little  further  consideration  of 
this  subject  may  not  be  overdoing  it.  The  rule:  Tap 
drill  =  Nominal  tap  size  —  2d,  (d  =  depth  of  thread) 
may  be  departed  from  only  where  less  than  a  full 
thread  is  permissible.  Doubtless  modesty  prevented 

the  editor  from  pointing  out  that  Mr.  Owens'  variant 
has  appeared  in  more  than  one  edition  of  the  American 

Machinists'  Handbook,  and  may  be  found  on  page  62  of 
the  third  and  current  edition,  where  it  appears  with  a 
caution.  It  is  only  a  rough  approximation,  giving  about 
76  per  cent  of  a  full  thread.  Though  reasons  may  be 
given  for  the  use  of  such  threads,  it  is  well  to  under- 

stand their  limitations,  and  especially  to  know  when 
we  are  producing  them.  The  percentage  of  full  thread 
permissible  or  advisable  in  any  specific  case  depends 
on  many  factors,  including  not  only  service  required, 

but  material  used,  length  of  thread  in  relation  to  diam- 
eter, and  so  forth. 

A  little  examination  of  the  subject  will  show  that 
the  rule  under  consideration:     Tap  drill  =  nominal 

size  —  -,  (p  =  number  of  threads  per  inch),  would  be 

right  if  2d  =  -;  but  even  in  the  shortened  U.S.F., 

and  similar  threads,  2d  =  '  ,  very  nearly.    To  be 

4.  oj        1  +  0.2990375      „ more  exact  2d  =   .    For  convenience  the 

less  than  0.001  may  be  neglected,  and  double  the  depth  of 
1  3 

U.S.F.  threads  (2d)  may  be  considered,  -^.  Those  who P 
are  especially  interested  in  reducing  power  consumption 
and  breakage  in  tapping  operations  are  inclined  to  urge 
the  advantages  of  a  shallow  thread;  but  so  mony  con- 

siderations enter  into  the  problem  of  proper  thread 
depth  that  most  designers  and  users  of  taps  prefer  to 
decide  each  case  on  its  own  needs. 

A  rule  for  quickly  and  easily  approximating  tap  drill 
sizes  for  any  U.S.F.  tap  is:     Tap  drill  =  nominal  tap 1  3 

size  less  -^.    This  rule  is  submitted  after  use  extending 

over  many  years.  It  also  "has  never  been  seen  in  print" 
nor  has  it  been  found  in  use  by  the  writer.  It  may 
appear  to  some  that  1.3  is  an  inconvenient  mixed- 
number  to  use  as  a  dividend;  but  most  of  that  disap- 

pears when  reduced  to  jTooo'     ̂ *  ̂ ^  always  considered 
...       13,  130        1,300  „     .^    ,  .. 

either  j^    j^  or  j-qqq;  usually  the  latter,  as  most  of 
our  dimensions  are  in  thousandths.    A  pencil  is  never 
used  in  the  calculation,  the  mental  process  being  some- 

thing like  this:     Take  a  i-in.  lO-thread  tap  drill: 
1,300  -4-   10  =  0.130 

Nominal  size  3=  0.750  in.  —  0.130  in.  =  0.620  in.  = 
aproximately  I  in. 

It  is  instantly  seen  that  S  in.  is  slightly  large  but  as 
generally  agreed  we  rarely  need  a  full  thread.  This 
is  an  easy  one.  Now  for  one  that  may  look  less  so. 
A  one-inch  8-thread  tap  drill  =  1,800  -=-  8  =  0.1625 

Nominal  size  1  in.  —  0.1625  in.  =  0.8375  in.  —  iJ 
in.  approximately. 

Here  again  in  selecting  a  il-in.  drill  we  are  sacrificing 
a  small  amount  of  thread  depth. 

Even  in  the  case  of  a  fractional  thread  a  pencil  is 
scarcely  needed  in  the  simple  calculation 

Example,  5  in.  2i  threads. 

1,300  -f-  24  =  0.520 
Nominal  size  5  in.  —  0.520  in.  =  4.480  in. 

It  is  readily  seen  that  the  only  noval  feature  of  this 
rule  is  considering  the  constant  1.2990375  as  1.3  and 
this  as  thirteen-tenths  or  a  hundred  and  thirty  hun- 

dredths or  thirteen  hundred  thousandths,  preferably  the 
latter  as  so  much  of  our  work  is  dimensioned  in  thou- 

sandths that  we  all  become  more  or  less  familiar  with 
that  tiresome  translation  of  binary  and  other  vulgar 
fractions  into  their  nearest  equivalents  in  three  places 
of  decimals.  The  burden  of  ten  as  a  radix  is  one  that 
man  may  never  escape.  May  it  be  considered  evidence 
of  a  slight  oversight  in  the  original  design,  starting 
him  out  with  ten  digits  instead  of  eight,  or  better, 
twelve  ? 
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Strinjr  Board  Cniphk*— Dbannoii 
b\  H.  E.  Tayum 

CMif   MWMmt.    HM«*klH  *  Oft. 

4mV«LM^«f 

of  Percy  8.   Brown  on 
which  apporwi  on  p«g* 

Jfadkiawr,  hai  bwn 

ViatMl  rwordlnc  in  its  works  hss 
•ioflsd  iwi— fultr  by  Hotchliiss  k  Co.  As 
tlM  4brlBK  trapkn  haw  b«eo  in  operation  for 
iwniljr  tb*m  ymn,  a  few  r«ouurks  on  the  do- 
talk  of  thoir  applkation  to  th«  progrw  ate- 
tioa  BMy  bo  of  ttowly  intorsst. 

TIm  boards  used,  a  sample  of  which  is  shown 
in  Pis.  1,  are  of  simple,  cheap  conut ruction. 
sUadard  aa  to  ate  and  painted  blaclc.  Th«- 
Utios  and  bordars  are  carried  out  in  whiti- 
■■■■Ml.  and  light  rrcen  paint  is  used  in  divid- 
iat  tlw  board  into  squares. 

I  of  the  components  with  thair  cor- 
drsviac  muBbars  are  painted  on 

■trip  platoa.     Each  plate  is 
at  tbo  eoda  and  can  be  hung  on  two 

provided  oa  the  board  for  this  purpose. 
platos  were  adopted  to  enable  alterations 

to  bo  ■Mdo  qoickly.     In  the  center  of  each 
,  •  ahott  braaa  aail  is  driven,  and  around 

tbe  strinf  is  carried  as  shown  in 
tka  Olaatntion. 

Varioos  colored  strings  are  used.  A  red 
atriag  atratcbad  from  tbe  top  to  the  bottom  of 
tbo  board,  abown  by  th«  dash  line,  is  used  to 
indicate  the  nominal  stock  which  should  be 
carried.  The  actual  stock  in  the  stores  is  indi- 

cated by  a  white  string.  A  yellow  string  is 
to  show  the  number  of  parts  actually 

tbrongh  the  shopa  at  the  time  th« 
■tra  laat  nada  np. 

To  tbo  artrMM  kft  of  each  board,  a  strip  of 

paper  is  carrlad  on  "bulldog^  clips.  Upon  this 
strip  of  paper,  each  time  the  boards  are  made 
op.  is  entered  the  number  or  quantity  by  which 
aajr  iiwmiiiniiit  falla  abort  of  tbe  nominal  stock 
qoaatify  piwfcMMly  arranged.     In   the 

I  w.^lTluN 

I'KKOOM 
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of  a  shortage,  therefore,  the  department  concerned 
understands  that  it  should  endeavor  to  make  up  the 
quantity  lacking  before  the  boards  are  brought  up  to 
date  again. 

Three  sets  of  boards  are  used.  One  gives  the  posi- 
tion of  the  raw  material  stock.  The  second  board 

shows  the  parts  purchased  from  outside  sources  in  a 
completely  finished  condition;  and  the  third  board,  by 
means  of  different  colored  strings,  indicates  not  only 
the  quantity  of  finished  parts  actually  on  hand  in  stores, 
but  shows  details  pertaining  to  the  progress  of  parts 
in  manufactui-e  in  the  shops. 

The  boards  are  brought  up  to  date  weekly.  The 

"rough  storekeeper"  is  responsible  for  the  raw  material 
records,  and  the  progress  department  for  parts  passing 

through  the  shop.  The  "finished  storekeeper"  is  respon- 
sible for  parts  bought  outside,  as  well  as  finished  stock. 

In  cases  where  any  component  or  part  requires  special 
attention,  metal  stars  are  used,  and  these  are  hung  on 
the  pins  around  which  the  strings  are  carried.  In 
Fig.  2  a  number  of  the  boards  are  shown  in  operation 
in  the  finished  stores  department. 

Automatic  Machines  for  Small  Brass 
Gear  Blanks 

By  Herbert  Crawford 

The  Neptune  Meter  Co.  uses  many  small  brass  gears 
in  the  recording  mechanism  of  its  meters,  and  the  two 
machines  shown  herewith  have  been  rigged  up  es- 

pecially for  machining  the  blanks.  The  first  is  a  small, 
special  automatic  machine,  shown  in  Fig.  1,  for  turn- 

ing the  outsides.  The  castings  are  dumped  into  the 
hopper  and  slide  down  against  the  feeding  disk  A, 
which  revolves  slowly.  The  slots  in  the  face  pick  up 
the  castings  and  the  outer  piece  in  each  slot  drops 
through  a  chute  at  B  to  the  feeding  plunger  C.  The 
two  holes  to  be  seen  in  the  gear  blanks  fit  over  cor- 

responding pins  on  the  plunger  which  hold  them  against 
turning,  while  the  plunger  feeds  the  blanks  into  a 
hollow  mill  which  turns  the  outside.  With  the  with- 

drawal of  the  plunger  the  finished  piece  drops  out  of 
the  way  and  another  takes  its  place.  The  machine 
requires  no  attention  except  to  fill  the  hopper. 

The  second  operation   is  performed  on  a   Brown  & 

Sharpe  automatic  screw  machine,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2. 
The  turned  blanks  are  fed  into  the  S-shaped  magazine 
and  roll  down  into  the  receiving  head  A.  The  tool  B 
pushes  them  into  the  chuck  by  means  of  the  plunger  C. 
While  the  turret  is  turning,  the  rear  cross  slide  with 
the  plunger  C  is  drawn  back  out  of  the  way  and  the 
drills  in  the  turret  get  to  work.  The  center  hole  is 
drilled  and  reamed  and  the  side  faced  by  the  front 
tool  carriage,  after  which  the  piece  is  ejected  from  the 
chuck  and  a  new  piece  fed  into  place. 

Another  evidence  of  the  way  in  which  dial  indicators 
are  used  can  be  seen  at  the  left  of  the  cross  slide.  These 
indicators  are  mounted  in  various  ways  so  as  to  be 
convenient  for  the  operator  to  test  as  many  pieces  as 
may  be  necessary  as  they  come  from  the  machine. 

The  Mechanics  of  Drafting 
By  V.  P.  Mendenhall 

While  a  draftsman  is  not  judged  solely  by  the  quantity 

of  his  output,  there  are  certain  mechanics  of  the  pro- 
fession which  can  be  arranged  to  shorten  the  time 

consumed  in  detailing  and  allow  more  opportunity  for 

the  draftsman's  training,  experience,  and  other  factors 
of  ability  to  assert  themselves.  In  making  an  assembly, 
or  construction  drawing  there  is  very  little  opportunity 
for  short  cuts.  The  group  assembly  method,  however, 
has  many  advantages  on  all  but  the  simplest  machines. 
When  each  unit  is  treated  separately,  the  drawing  can 
be  made  on  a  larger  scale,  there  is  not  so  much  hidden 
mechanism,  the  sheet  does  not  become  so  soiled,  altera- 

tions do  not  affect  details  already  approved,  and,  if 
desired,  more  than  one  draftsman  can  work  on  the 
same  design. 

With  an  accurate  assembly,  the  following  method  of 
detailing  will  be  found  productive:  The  standard  detail 
sheet  is  printed  on  the  dull  side  of  the  tracing  cloth. 
A  backing  sheet  of  detail  paper  is  put  on  the  board 
and  the  sheet  outline,  block  divisions  guide  lines  for 
such  lettering  as  symbol,  material,  and  number  required, 
are  printed  in  pencil.  The  tracing  sheets  are  laid  on 
this  backing  sheet  one  at  a  time,  dull  side  up,  the 
details  outlined  with  a  soft  pencil  and  immediately 
inked  in.  The  block  outlines  help  to  place  the  drawing, 
and  the  division  lines   are   inked  in  as   necessary   to 

FIG.   1— SMALL  AUTOMATIC  MACHINE  WITH  HOPPER  FEED.     FIG.   2— MAGAZINE  FEED  ON  BROWN  &  SHARPE 
AUTOMATIC  SCREW  MACHINE 
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•ck  ditelL    Th*  akMt  to  Umb  ckuMd  with 
A  draflaauui  wlw  b  acciutomMl  to  think 
hb  iMUKb  cmn  ahow  •  iiotic«aMe  increMC  in 

MSMMMMd  Iqr  dite  pkn.  Mpecialiy  if  be  is 

Om  «i»w  wa  mflet  for  moit  of  Um  ■tad*  uid  pirn. 
M  «•■  M  for  flat  plaia  work  if  the  thieknaM  is  civon 
la  a  Mta.  Goars.  paHajrs,  rolWn,  and  bushings  ne«d 
Mljr  •  er—  Mcttop.  A  left  band  view  or  sy metrical 
lalf  caa  oflaa  be  traced  from  the  rirht  hand  printed 
flaet  dews.  Pits  should  be  girea  in  thousandths.  In  the 

•ko^  (li)-*^*<**t  will  prove  a  groat  time  saver  over 
(Il)».  iTor  apriags.  the  site  of  stock,  mandrel  and 
tarns  per  inch  skooM  be  given. 

A  great  aid  to  the  pradaetkm  clerk  is  a  parU  list  of 

givlag  tko  ajrmbot.  part  number,  sheet, 
natorial  and  stock  needed,  and  in 

wkat  atepi^  that  is,  cut  up,  or  in  bar  form  for  turret 

lalkaa  and  seiww  machines.  Stock  patterns  for  bush- 

ings are  also  neteiL  In  addition,  the  assembly  will  be 
talai  ilarl  by  a  bolt  and  screw  list,  including  all 
t»  bo  drawn  from  the  supply  room.  Such 

liata  win  faMore  that  the  dilfareat  pairta  and  materials 
ar«  ordered  woU  in  advance  of  asaawbly.  and  will  go  far 
towarda  staadardising  methods  of  production. 

Planing  Irre^lar  Surfaces 
By  Joe  V.  Rome 

Work  having  complicated  surface*— circular  and  flat, 

having  owre  than  one  plane,  or  having  a  flat  surface 

anigJHj  Into  a  kmg  taper  or  radius— can  be  machined 
oa  the  planer  by  naaas  of  the  simple  equipment  here 

llf  rtbad  Tko  nao  of  formers  for  producing  multi- 

■arfacod  rovuMta  in  the  lathe  is  common  but  the  attach- 
awnt  of  a  forming  device  to  a  planer  is  unusual. 

The  Tn'fr**  shown  is  that  of  a  light  cannon  having 
oa  aadi  aide  a  parallel  rib  or  shear  forged  in  one  piece 
wHh  tha  jackeC  The  shears  are  for  the  purpose  of 
T^«iMf«»i^  the  cannon  in  the  bousing  in  such  manner 
••  to  panait  it  to  move  endwise,  and  are  a  part  of  the 
raeoO  abaorbing  mechanism. 

The  body  of  the  gun  is  round,  parallel  over  a  part  of 

Ha  laagth  and  tapered  the  reat  of  the  way.  To  ftniah 
tkto  nrfaee  by  taming  would  have  been  impoaaible,  aa 

a  glaace  at  the  section  A-A  will  readily  disck)se.  The 

forgiag  waa  marhined  upon  a  planer  in  the 
hanta  daaerfbed. 

manner 

Cast-iron  former  bars  of  T-sections  were  made  ss 
may  be  seen  in  the  sketch,  and  one  of  the  internal 
angles  planed  on  each  so  as  to  allow  the  bam  to  be 
bolted  rigidly  to  the  table.  One  edge  of  one  of  the  T-s 
was  then  laid  out  to  conform  to  the  contour  of  the 
fini«hed  gun,  and  both  were  planed  by  bolting:  together, 
gripping  them  in  the  shaper  vise  and  planing  cross- 

wise. Several  hitches  wei-e  necessary  to  complete  the 
long  bars  but  no  real  diflkulty  was  encountered  in 
following  the  line. 

The  former  bars  were  then  bolted  to  opposite  sides 
of  the  planer  table.  Slides,  each  carrying  a  guiding 
roller,  were  fitted  to  the  face  of  the  planer  housingR 
and  attached  to  the  croesrail  by  suitable  straps.  The 
elevating  screws  were  removed  to  allow  the  crossrail 
to  rise  and  fall  as  the  rollers  traveled  over  their  re- 

spective formers. 
A  pair  of  centers  to  take  the  work  completed  the 

set-up  and  the  work  of  machining  was  simple  and  easy 
of  accomplishment. 

Makingr  a  Straif^ht  Casting  from  a 
Twisted  Pattern 
By  M.  K.  Uuggan 

Ban  Mulligan  had  money  and  was  looking  around  for 
an  easy  way  to  get  rid  of  it,  »o  I  advised  him  to  try 

inventing.  He  did — and  proved  that  thin  long- 
advertised   method   was   not   always   successful.     Dan 

ZCorijSna 

Oaf* 
MeuUmf  Sijnd 

a       ..*»  tt-m»  .  L     9H* 

—— — -'——— Dry '•^Son^    Cart- 

rC"A — d£E?fi.:"rri-^.;/.'\g:y?rrC71 Ironrtnk 
MaMJif  SmKf\=» 

vr  rem  ruuniio  auoDOtrLAB  avurACU 

A  GOOD  CABTINO  FROU  A  POOR  PATTERN 

invented  a  machine  for  taking  the  wrinkles  out  of 
trousers.  Being  a  novice  in  the  art  of  spending  money 
he  could  not  grasp  the  idea  of  paying  out  enough  all 
at  once  to  get  a  good  set  of  patterns  for  his  expert- 

^  mental  machine  so  he  com- 
promised by  having  a  "good 

enough"  set  made,  from  which 
he  obtained  the  castinKH  for 
one  machine.  The  pattcrnH 

were  then  "parked"  next  to 
the  roof  of  the  pattern  loft 
where  the  boiling  sun  poured 

down  day  by  day — uhIchh  it 
rained,  when  the  roof  leaked  a 
little.  No  further  attention  was 

paid  to  the  patterns,  however. 
The  first  machine  was  an 

lufonishing  success,  much  to 

everybody's  surprise,  and  Dan 
immediately  ordered  castings 
for  six  more,  but  alas  I  those 

patterns  from  which  the  first 
aat  were  made  so  nicely  were 
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no  longer  In  condition  to  produce  others  of  like  degree, 
for  they  were  warped,  twisted  and  some  of  them  broken 
beyond  repair.  One  of  the  castings  was  for  a  sort  of 
steam  table  and  required  a  true  flat  surface,  for  the  finish 
was  by  grinding  and  there  was  no  stock  to  be  machined 
off.  Here  is  the  way  we  made  a  good  casting  from  that 
twisted  pattern. 

The  pattern  was  laid  face  down  on  the  core  bench  and 
a  rough  frame  of  wood  nailed  around  it  as  a  sort  of 
temporary  flask.  This  was  filled  with  core  sand  and, 

when  ready,  this  "core"  was  put  into  the  oven  and 
baked.  An  iron  flask  of  suitable  size  was  then  provided 
and  partly  filled  with  molding  sand,  rammed  down  good 
and  hard  and  the  surface  swept  off  level  and  smooth. 

On  this  bed  of  molding  sand  the  "core"  was  laid,  still 
face  down,  and  weighted.  The  iron  was  poured  through 
a  hole  or  gate  that  had  been  made  in  the  core,  and  a 
good  casting  resulted,  the  upper  face  (which  was  at 
the  bottom  of  the  mold)  being  produced  by  the  smooth 
bed  of  molding  sand.    The  cut  will  make  the  procedure 

plain. 
•   ^   ■ 

An  Angle  Grinding  Fixture 
By  Henry  M.  Clary 

The  fixture  shown  in  the  photograph  was  designed 
lor  the  purpose  of  holding  tools  similar  to  the  one  shown 

   in  the  illustra- 
tion while  they 

were  being 

shaped  and 
ground.  It  has, 
however,  been 

found  very  use- 
ful for  grinding 

angles  on  all 
sorts  of  work. 
The  fixture  i  s 

very  simple,  con- 
sisting of  three 

parts  bolted  to- 
gether. The  sur- faces  at  the 

joints  are  ground 

even  and  gradu- 
ated in  degrees, 

so  that  a  piece  of 
work  can  be  set 
at  the  exact  angle 

desired,  in  either  direction.  Two  setscrews  in  the  head 
hold  the  piece  in  position.  The  fixture  is  in  use  in  the 
shops  of  the  Midwestern  Tool  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 

AN  ANGI>E  GRINDING  FIXTURE 

Safeguarding  Shaft  Couplings 
By  Wm.  J.  Fisher 

I  was  interested  in  an  article  by  E.  Hoke,  on  page  75 
of  American  Machinist,  on  safeguarding  shaft  coup- 

lings. As  I  am  interested  in  all  safety  appliances  I  read 
it  over  very  carefully. 

I  cannot  understand  how  the  coupling  could  get  by  the 
inspector  with  that  wicked  looking  gib-key  standing  out 
beyond  the  hub  where  it  would  surely  catch  anything 
more  quickly  than  the  bolt  heads  and  nuts.  Why  should 
the  key  not  have  been  fitted  up  from  the  inside,  or  flange 
end,  of  the  coupling  and  cut  oif  flush  with  the  out- 

side hub? 

A  Single  Casting  That  Is  in  Two  Parts 
By  Sandy  Copeland 

There  is  nothing  unusual  about  the  job  or  the  cast- 
ing shown  in  the  illustration  except  in  the  way  in 

which  the  latter  is  poured  so  that  it  may  be  machined 
as  a  single  casting  and  shipped  in  two  pieces.  The 

piece  is  a  "rubbing  bed"  used  for  surfacing  large  blocks 
of  stone,  and  when  mounted  upon  the  machine  for 
service  it  is  bolted  to  a  spider  that  is  in  turn  keyed 

A  SINGLE  CASTING  MADE   IN  TWO  PARTS 

upon  the  end  of  a  vertical  shaft  so  that  the  disk  revolves 
in  a  horizontal  plane,  just  as  it  does  on  the  boring  mill 
only  considerably  faster. 

The  finished  disk  is  13  ft.  in  diameter  by  about  3  in. 
thick  and  the  casting  weighs  10,800  lb.,  about  800  lb. 
being  removed  by  the  tools.  As  shown  upon  the  table 
of  the  mill  there  are  two  tools  at  work,  each  taking  a 

cut  i  in.  deep  with  a  a^^-in.  feed.  When  the  mold  in 
which  it  is  to  be  cast  is  finished,  and  before  lowering 
the  cope  to  place,  a  wrought  iron  bar  of  rectangular 
section  is  laid  across  the  diameter  of  the  mold.  This 
bar  is  J  in.  thick  and  of  a  width  equal  to  the  thickness 
of  the  casting.  It  has  six  or  eight  li  in.  holes  through 
it  and  is  laid  edgewise  in  the  mold. 

Binding  the  Parts  Together 

After  closing  the  mold  the  iron  is  poured  from  both 
sides  simultaneously,  the  molten  metal  passing  through 
the  holes  in  the  bar  and  serving  to  bind  the  two  parts 
together  in  a  single  casting  strong  enough  to  withstand 
any  shocks  that  may  be  imposed  by  ordinary  handling 
or  in  the  machining  operations.  When  the  disk  is  fin- 

ished it  is  mounted  upon  the  spider  and  fastened 
thereto  by  bolts  passing  up  through  the  spider  and 

tapped  into  the  under  side  of  the  disk.  After  assembl- 
ing the  machine  and  making  sure  that  every  thing  is 

in  shape  to  run,  it  is  dismantled  for  shipment. 
The  disk,  which  thus  far  has  remained  a  single  cast- 

ing, is  then  picked  up  by  the  yard  crane  and  dropped 
upon  a  timber  laid  upon  the  ground  lengthwise  of  the 
joint.  One  drop  from  a  height  of  but  a  few  inches  is 
usually  sufficient  to  break  the  casting.  Upon  reaching 
its  destination  the  disk  is  reassembled  in  the  machine, 
the  bolts  passing  through  the  holes  to  which  they  were 
numbered  in  the  original  assembly,  and  the  disk  runs 
as  true  and  smooth  as  when  it  came  off  the  boring  mill. 
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Editorial 
THERE   ARE   Mreral    wry    imporUnt 
fact*  about  tooU  that  evco'onc  should 

,  know,  aaoQf  than  thr««  that  can  and 
I  riMvM  be  pvodaioMd  from  the  houaetops 

c    flMB   who   have    learned   them 

.^'h  tad  aKparieace.  for  there  are 
•till    many    who    do    not    know    them. 

Machiaa  toola  are  an  aaaet ;  unall  toola  are  an  expense; 
took  are  a  UabUity. 

Wt  Cased 
the  War  Dtkto? 

TWO  NOTABLE  contributions  to  the  beat  thought 
on  the  problm  of  liquidating  the  debts  of  the  World 

War  wmn  mrnit  at  tha  baakar'a  eonvention  last  week. 
It  Boa.  Satliiaid  MeKanaa.  fonntr  British  Chancellor 
of  the  Excheqoer  and  a  noted  banker  and  economist. 
gave  a  picture  of  the  situation  which  rivals  in  clarity  of 
Tiaion  and  conciseness  of  ezpreasion  any  presentation  of 
tlM  anhjaet  that  has  come  to  our  notice. 

Mr.  Laaoot  of  J.  P.  Morgan  A  Co..  as  one  of  the 
feraaMat  Amerfcaa  toanctara.  iatrodoeed  a  more  ideal- 
kiUe  taaa  into  hia  address  but  showed  that  he  has  the 
same  kcan  appreciation  of  the  fundamental  problems 
of  iatar^ied  indebCadaaas  and  the  reparation  indem- 
■Maa  aa  haa  Mr.  McKaana.  He  asked  many  queiitions 
and  laaweisd  soeM  of  them  by  inference  only,  but  in  a 
way  that  laft  little  doubt  aa  to  his  personal  feelings. 

Oaa  qawtlon.  perhaps  the  most  vital  one.  was  this: 
Suold  any  part  of  the  debt  of  the  allies  be  cancelled 
bjr  the  American  taxpayers?  In  seeking  an  answer  to 
this  VMstloQ  Biore  than  one  phase  must  be  considered 
if  the  rsaoH  is  to  be  aonad  and  lasting.  Altruism  can- 

otarlook  hard  economic  facta,  and  political  expe- 
respect  moral  principles.    The  question  is 

I  ceaipHcatad  that  a  hasty  answer  is  inconceivable. 
Ux.  Laaaat  says  the  quaaUoo  of  cancelling  part  of 

to  us  must  ba  aaawared  by  the  taxpayers, 
will  be  the  answer  of  the  makers  and  users 

af  aMchiaenrT  If  they  concede  that  Mr.  McKenna  is 
correct  in  saying  that  the  dabta  can  be  paid  by  export- 
afala  nrptaa  OBlTf  and  they  must  concede  it  eventually, 
■Mat  of  tha  availabis  gold  and  securities  being  already 
ia  av  tianda,  are  they  not  faced  with  the  choice  of 
aHharagrsdag  to  the  cancdUtion  of  part  of  the  debt 
or  aanpcag  payaent  in  machine  tools,  printing  presses, 
ioa—  and  other  maehiaaiyT 

Aa  a  matter  of  iact  It  aanta  likely  to  be  something 
of  a  Hobaoa's  ̂ oica,  for.  of  all  the  countries  of  Europe that  are  ia  oar  debt  England  U  the  only  one  which  has 
the  aU^taat  chaac*  of  meeting  either  interest  or  prin- 

cipal paynenta.  at  least  within  the  ianadiste  future. 
We  Araericam  wookl  be  the  last  paopla  in  the  world 

tedoabt  the  good  intaatiaoa  of  oar  debtors  to  repay  in 
twM,  bat  the  hnra  of  ewMwaafca  make  small  allowance 
for  tha  bart  iataaMaas.  Until  the  number  of  unbalanced 
yfTS***^**  *•  •«>*W*'*Wy  reduced,  we  as  creditors mm  dlaciaaat  good  iateatloos  aboat  aiaety-nine  per  cent. 

Nat  a  few  baifavc  that  caneoUatioa  of  all  debu  of 
aatieaa  to  tha  Ualtad  Stataa  wouU  make  for 

a  rapid  return  to  prosperity  for  all  concerned.  They 
use  the  argument  that  so  long  as  we  ahall  probably 
never  be  paid  anyway,  we  might  as  well  muke  the  best 
of  a  bad  matter  and  sUrt  afresh.  Others  insist  that 
the  debits  be  kept  on  the  books  until  some  means  of  pay- 

ment is  found.  Some  of  them  refuse  to  believe  that 
Europe  is  not  hiding  her  resources  and  is  not  attempt- 

ing to  "do"  us. We  believe  that  both  camps  of  extremists  are  wrong 
and  that  both  ifrnore  basic  facta.  Those  who  favor 
cancellation  forget  that  the  mistakes  of  the  Peace  Con- 

ference have  left  many  sore  spots  in  Europe  that  are 
likely  to  break  out  if  the  threat  of  insolvency  is  removed. 
The  suspicious  and  practical  souls,  on  the  other  hand, 
are  shutting  their  eyes  to  the  unbalanced  budgets,  de- 

preciated curriencies,  unemployment,  lack  of  capital 
and  raw  materials  and  disorganized  industries,  some 
or  all  of  which  afflict  our  debtors. 

But  isn't  there  a  middle  ground  that  America  can 
take  with  some  hope  of  improving  the  situation?  Can 
she  not  charge  off  part  of  this  indebtness  in  return 
for  the  protection  afforded  her  in  the  year  she  took  to 
raise  and  train  her  armies,  but  at  the  same  time  insist  on 
holding  to  account  for  the  remainder  those  of  her  debt- 

ors who  would  be  likely  to  start  new  wars  on  the  money 
they  owe  us. 

Just  what  part  should  be  cancelled  and  what  should 
not  is  a  very  important  detail  to  be  worked  out.  It 
would  vary  with  different  countries  perhap.<i.  Possibly 
some  better  plan  will  be  devised.  But  in  the  light  of 
the  information  now  available  this  one  seems  to  meet 
the  requirements  fairly  well. 

Jiwt  Suppose 
JUST  SUPPOSE  all  the  modern  machine  tools  should 

suddenly  disappear,  and  in  their  place  we  should  find 
the  much  admired  museum  specimen  of  the  "good  old 
times."    What  would  happen? 

Well,  for  one  thing,  ̂ e  should  have  to  quit  riding 
in  automobiles  for  they  would  be  in  the  same  class  aa 
seagoing  steam  yachts  and  pearl  necklaces.  Nor  would 
the  bicycle  be  within  reach  of  any  but  a  favored  few 
and  so  we  should  have  to  huddle  together  in  cities  and 
say  farewell  to  our  suburban  home,  our  vegetable  gar- 

den and  our  flower  patch.  Street  cars?  No,  not  even 
street  cars,  except  a  few  short-haul  horse  cars,  because 
motors  would  be  scarce  and  expensive.  Besides,  it 
would  be  difficult  to  build  generating  stations  and  trans- 

mission lines  for  a  reasonable  amount  of  money. 
All  the  people  engaged  in  th)*  makintr,  maintaining, 

selling  and  running  of  these  devices  would  have  to  go 
back  to  the  farm  and  live  the  simple  life,  for  the  farm 
would  be  what  it  used  to  be — without  labor  saving 

devicea,  or  means  of  communication  with  one's  fellow 
beings,  except  with  the  aid  of  old  Dobbin. 

Without  modem  machine  tools  we  would — 
Hold  on,  this  sounds  like  a  nightmare,  and  besides 

we  hsve  them. 

Yes.  but- Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Soldering  Iron  Heated  by 

Chemical  Action 
A  soldering  iron  which  employs  no  heat  from  an 

outside  source,  but  utilizes  chemical  reaction  to  bring 
it  to  proper  temperature  for  use  has  been  brought  to 
this  country  by  the  International  Sales  Co.,  921  South- 

ern Building,  Washington,  D.  C.  In  the  use  of  the  iron, 
a  chemical  transformation  is  employed  by  which  it  is 
possible  to  obtain  a  degree  of  heat  of  approximately 
3,000  deg.  C.  in  a  few  seconds.  This  chemical  action 
has  been  so  applied  that  by  using  an  accurately  meas- 

ured quantity  of  the  reacting  substances  the  soldering 
iron  can  be  heated  in  7  sec,  it  it  claimed,  to  a  point 
where  it  is  ready  for  immediate  use. 

The  soldering  iron  has  a  receptacle  cast  in  it,  as 
shown  in  the  illustration  herewith.  In  this  receptacle 

is  placed  a  small  tin  container  holding  the  required  mix- 
ture. The  head  of  a  special  match  is  inserted  through 

an  opening  in  this  container,  or  briquet,  and  the  wooden 
portion  is  broken  off.  A  perforated  lid  is  then  closed 

over  the  receptacle  and  the  protruding  match-end 
lighted.  Instantly  an  intense  white  glow  appears 
through  the  holes  in  the  lid  and  the  iron  is  ready 
for  use.  The  heat  from  this  one  application  lasts 
about  10  min.,  after  which  another  charge  can  be  lighted 
and  the  operation  continued.  After  the  first  heating, 
the  duration  of  heat  under  one  charge  is  increased  50 
per  cent,  it  is  stated. 

The  iron  and  a  supply  of  the  briquets  and  matches  are 
housed  in  a  metal-lined  box,  with  a  hinged  lid  and 
handle  for  carrying.     The  charge  can  be  set  off  in  the 

SOLDERING  IRON  HEATED  BY  CHEMICAL  ACTION 

box  in  a  house  or  room  with  no  danger  from  sparks,  and 
practically  no  smoke.  While  in  use  there  is  no  flame, 
but  only  a  glowing  mass  within  the  receptable.  Owing 
to  the  absence  of  the  fire  hazard,  it  is  claimed  that 
the  iron  may  be  used  about  the  garage,  shop  or  house  or 
on  an  airplane,  automobile,  or  motor  boat  with  entire 
safety.  The  outfit  is  particularly  useful  for  making 
quick  repairs. 

Brown  &  Sharpe  No.  748 

Speed  Indicator 
The  accompanying  illustration  shows  the  speed  in- 

dicator No.  748  that  has  recently  been  placed  on  the 
market  by  the  Brown  &  Sharp  Manufacturing  Co., 
Providence,  R.  I.  The  indicator  determines  and  regis- 

ters the  number  of  revolutions  of  shafting,  motors  and 
revolving  parts  in  either  direction,  and  measures  both 

B.  &  S.  SPEED  INDICATOR  NO.  748 

high  and  low  speeds  equally  well.  In  design  this  in- 
dicator is  entirely  different  from  the  former  models. 

It  has  few  parts,  and  is  simple  and  reliable  in  opera- 
tion. The  readings  are  taken  from  one  side  of  the 

indicator.    The  device  can  be  quickly  set  at  zero. 
The  indicator  registers  up  to  5,000  revolutions  by 

steps  of  five  revolutions,  although  speeds  much  faster 
than  5,000  r.p.m.  can  be  determined.  The  two  arrows 
on  the  face  of  the  dial  indicate  the  figures  to  use  for 
the  different  directions  of  rotation.  The  figures  show- 

ing through  the  small  round  windows  on  the  dial  regis- 
ter steps  of  five  revolutions  directly.  The  small  inside 

dial  registers  hundreds  of  revolutions.  This  latter  dial 
can  be  turned  to  zero  by  the  knurled  knob  on  the  back 
of  the  indicator. 

The  fiber  handle  serves  as  an  insulation  for  the  oper- 
ator against  electricity.  The  working  parts  are  enclosed 

in  a  dull-nickeled  case.  Three  points  are  furnished  as 
shown,  a  steel  point  for  ordinary  speeds  and  rubber 
points  for  high  speed.  All  unnecessary  projections,  rough 
edges,  and  corners  which  might  interfere  with  the  use 
of  the  indicator  have  been  eliminated.  The  device  is 

light  and  easily  handled. 

Norma  Minimeter 
On  page  861,  Vol.  55  of  American  Machinist  there 

appeared  a  description  of  the  Hirth  minimeter  placed  on 
the  market  by  the  Coats  Machine  Tool  Co.,  New  York, 
N.  Y.  The  Norma  Company  of  America,  Arnable  Ave., 
Long  Island  City,  N.  Y.,  is  now  manufacturing  and 
selling  the  minimeter,  which  is  similar  in  design  and 
construction  to  that  previously  described  and  illustrated. 
The  device  is  intended  for  use  in  gaging,  and  measure- 

ments as  small  as  0.0001  in.  are  commercially  obtain- 
able. The  instrument  can  be  mounted  in  a  variety  of 

ways  to  suit  it  to  a  variety  of  measurements,  both 
internal  and  external.  Either  inch  or  millimeter  dimen- 

sion scales  can  be  furnished. 
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NUnn  Kritiscope  for  Determining  Critical 
PoinUinStcd 

A  *nk»  edbd  Um  NOaon  Kritbcope  haa  nctntly 
placed  oo  Um  mariut  by  Hermao  H.  Sticht  A  Co., 

16  Park  Row.  New  York.  N.  \\.  for  um  in  determininc 
tb»  crttkal  iMtiato  vhan  Keat-trMtinv  steel.  Th«ae 
peioU  or  arrHta  that  occur  while  the  part  ia  being 
iMolod  MB  bo  dotoetad  macaodeaUy.  aa  it  is  a  property 
of  staol  to  kiao  ita  raaynetiaiB  aa  aoon  as  the  lower 

ia  loochad  and  the  rMurancement  of  the  atruc- 
eevm  Thus  the  Kritiscope  is  brought  near  the 

work  la  tko  ooorM  of  haatiac  ao  that  the  point  at  which 
tka  magaMtm  ia  loat  caa  be  deiermincd. 
TW  aeeenpanyint  illustration  showa  the  device  be- 

lay hreoght  in  contact  with  a  piece  of  work  in  a  fur- 
Imt  it  ran  also  be  used  when  a  small  part  is  being 

a  flaoM  soch  aa  a  bunnen  burner.  As  the 
chorry  red  in  color,  it  should  be  tried 

with  the  indicator  until  no  magnetic  effect  is  shown. 
Tbe  tool  is  touclied  to  the  steel  when  first  placed  in 
tht  foraaco  and  then  drawn  away  slightly.  If  the  bar 
or  indicator  rMnains  in  contact  with  the  work,  the  latter 
is  still  magnetic  and  requires  further  heating. 
TW  iadicaior  tJut  actually  touches  the  heated  piece 

ia  Itaatf  aot  %  magnet,  and  hence  can  be  heated  without 
itkituy.  This  indicator  receivea  ita  magnetization  by 
tadartioo  from  a  permanent  magnet  located  within  the 
hair  of  tlte  Kritiscope.  The  walls  of  the  body  protect 
Uw  HlfMt  from  over-heating,  so  that  it  always  retains 
Its  ougactiam.     The  Kritiscope  is  packed  in  a  wooden 

KitmarurB  roa  umrKnuisiso  chiticai.  i-ointw 

aad  ia  fWraiahad  cemplatc  with  cxtanaion  rods  and 
a  akialo  for  protactiag  the  hand  of  the  operator. 

It  slkiMild  be  not«d  that  the  temperature  of  the  piece 
Itself  and  it«  critical  points  arc  indicated  by  the  nae 
of  tlw  Kritiaoopo  aod  not  th<>  tcmprrature  existing  in 
tiM  faraaca.  aa  ia  aaoalty  recorded  by  a  pyrometer.  The 
4avfa»  deoa  aot  laquire  ealil^ration  and  is  not  affeetad 
kr  vtttatloa  or  roagk  haadling.  The  Kritiaeopa  ia  aolf 
coaUlaad  aad  baa  ao  alaetrical  looda  or  eoonectiona. 

It  caa  be  read  qoicUy  and  directly  to  ascertain  the  con- 
ditioa  of  the  atoel  aad  the  proper  time  for  quenching  it. 

Engelhard  Automatic  Temperature 
Kc}(ulator  for  CJas  Furnace 

On  page  1016,  Vol.  62.  of  Ameriean  Machinist  there 
appeared  a  description  of  an  automatic  tem{K>rHture 
regulator  made  by  Charles  Engelhard,  Inc.,  30  Church 
St,  New  York,  N.  Y.  The  device  has  recently  been 
redeaigned,  so  that  it  appears  as  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying illustration. 
The  principal  changes  lie  in  the  addition  of  a  gene- 

rator to  provide  the  low-voltage  current  that  was  for- 

K.NUEU1ARU  AUTOMATIC  TBMPBRATUKB  RBQUI^TOR 

merly  supplied  from  an  outside  source  such  as  a  storage 
battery.  The  generator  is  run  by  a  motor  operating  on 
current  from  a  lighting  circuit.  The  position  and  ar- 
ranjfpmt'nt  of  the  solenoids  have  alHo  been  changed.  A 
t«Tminal  board  has  been  added  at  the  end  of  the  frame, 
which  also  is  of  changed  design. 

The  device  is  ordinarily  connected  by  means  of  chain 
to  the  valve  on  the  gas  pipe  feeding  the  furnace.  It 
is  connected  electrically  to  a  pyrometer,  ho  that  the  fur- 

nace temperature  can  Ite  ascertained  and  held  within  a 
certain  range.  The  machine  itself  has  three  main  partH, 
the  motive  power,  the  escapement  mechanism  and  the 
timer.  The  motive  power  consists  of  a  A-hp.  motor 
operating  on  either  a.c.  or  d.c.,  a  worm  gear  reduction 
having  an  80  to  1  ratio,  and  a  25-watt,  6-volt,  d.c.  gene- 

rator to  furnish  the  power  for  the  solenoids. 

Plumb  Take-ITp  Wedge 
for  Hammer  Handle 

A  device  that  provides  for  retightening  the  handle  in 
the  head  of  a  hammer,  hatchet  or  similar  tool  of  the 
impact  type  haa  recently  been  applied  to  the  tools  made 
by  Fayette  R.  Plumb, 
Inc.,  Philadelphia, 
Pa.  This  device, 
which  is  designated 
as  a  take-up  wedge 
and  is  shown  in  the 
illustration  herewith, 
consiata  of  a  tapered 
acrew  having  uniform  pitch  throughout  its  length.  A 
alot  in  the  butt  end  of  the  screw  enables  turning  by 
meana  of  a  acrewdriver. 

Hiclcory  ia  ordinarily  employed  tor  hammer  hnncfles 

ri-IMII    TAKIMI'     WKIXJB     FOR 
HAMMKR  irANDLBB 
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because  of  its  toughness  and  springiness,  although  it 
shrinks  with  age  and  becomes  loose  in  the  head.  The 

advantage  of  the  take-up  wedge  is  that  not  only  can  a 
handle  be  made  tight  when  it  is  new,  but  it  can  always 
be  retightened,  so  as  to  keep  it  tight  in  service. 

To  fit  the  screw  to  a  tool,  a  hole  is  drilled  in  the  end 
of  the  handle  somewhat  deeper  than  the  length  of  the 
screw.  It  is  then  reamed  to  receive  the  screw,  which  is 
driven  in  until  the  butt  end  is  flush  with  the  handle.  If 
the  head  becomes  loose  in  the  handle,  a  slight  turn  of  the 
screw  again  spreads  the  wood  uniformly  so  that  it  grips 
in  its  socket  and  removes  the  looseness.  The  screw 
thread  prevents  the  wedge  from  flying  out  under  shock. 

Simplified  Cost  Accounting 
By  Robert  Brainerd 

The  value  of  cost  records  has  never  been  appreciated 

as  keenly  as  in  these  days  when  a  difference  of  a  few- 
cents  on  the  cost  sheet  is  often  the  difference  between 
industrial    life     and     death. 
Many    and    diverse    are    the 
systems  in  use,  but  for  the 
small   shop,   the  writer  has 
failed   to   see   a   method   of 
cost-keeping  that  fills  the  bill 
any  better  than  that  in  use 
by    the    Saginaw    Stamping 
and    Tool    Co.,    Saginaw, 
Michigan. 
When  an  order  is  received 

for  a  job,  a  shop  order  is 
made  out  in  duplicate,  the 
original  of  which  is  sent  to 
the  shop  superintendent  with 
the  blueprint  for  the  job. 
The  shop  order  number  is 
marked  on  the  corner  or  back 
of  the  print,  which  is  then 
passed  on  to  the  foreman, 
and  ultimately,  to  the  work- 
man. 

At  the  same  time  that  this 

is  done,  the  shop  order  is  en- 
tered at  the  top  of  the  cost 

sheet,  as  are  the  name  of  the 
firm  from  which  the  order 

was  received,  its  order  num- 
ber and  the  date  the  order 

was  received.  The  illustra- 
tion shows  the  cost  sheet  in 

reduced  size;  full  size  is 
Sixll  inches. 

Each  of  the  workmen  who 
performs  any  labor  on  this 
job  copies  the  shop  order 
number  on  his  clock  card, 
and  each  day  the  amount  of 

time  spent  on  the  job  is  re- 
corded on  the  cost  sheet. 

When  the  job  is  done,  the 
total  labor  cost  is  entered  in 

the  last  column  opposite  "to- 
tal labor.-'  Any  material  used 

on  the  job  is  entered  on  the 

shop  order  in  the  superin- 

tendent's charge,  and  on  the  completion  of  the  job  this  is 
turned  in  to  the  ofllce  and  the  items  transferred  to  the 
cost  sheet  in  the  proper  locations.  Ten  per  cent  is 
added  to  the  total  cost  of  the  materials  to  cover  the 
cost  of  handling,  freight,  express,  etc.,  this  having  been 
found  to  be  approximately  correct  on  the  average. 
Adding  the  correct  percentage  for  overhead  expense 
is  a  simple  matter. 
The  rate  per  hour  to  be  charged  for  the  job  is 

entered  in  the  lower  left  corner  of  the  sheet,  if  the 
job  is  taken  on  an  hourly  basis ;  or  the  contract  price  is 
entered  if  a  fixed  sum  is  to  be  charged  for  the  entire 
job.  The  rate  per  hour  varies  of  course,  with  the 
nature  of  the  job. 

The  results  obtained  are  accurate  enough  for  all  prac- 
tical purposes,  and  the  low  cost  of  obtaining  the  desired 

information  recommends  it  for  the  small  or  medium 
sized  shop. 

There  is  another  value  to  the  cost  sheets.  Frequently 
it  is  necessary  to  estimate  on  similar  work  and  records 
of  past  performance  are  invaluable.  The  shop  that 

can  estimate  accurately  has  it  all  over  the  one  that  can't. 

Saginaw  Stamping  and  Tool  Company 
SAGINAW,  S.  S.,  MICH. COST  SHEET                       S.  O.  No. 

NAMF 
EIR  ORDER  NO                                  nATF 

1 
DATE            CLOCK  iO.  ,    HOURS 

MT£ 
WAfiU 

HTE CLOCICIIO. 
HOUR* 

M^e  !    wMcs MATCnUL 

rofAL 

CAST  IRON 

MACHINK  STEEL 

COLD  ROLLID  kTCCL 

CARBON  TOOL  STKEL 

• 
KIOH  SPBCD  aTcri. 

PATTEKNS 

rnKIOHT  AMD  CXmnS  CHAKOC* 

MISCCLLANfOUS 

TOTAL  COST  OF  MATCRIAt. 

to*,   ron   HANOLINO  MATCniAL 
TOTAL   LABon 

OVERHEAD 

TOTAL 

TOTAL  COST  Of  TOOL.  • 

RS  AT 

Ct.  »_ 

R  HOUR.  • 
.... 4  •*• 

CONTRACT  PRI 

SMALL  SHOP  COST  SHEKT 
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American  Gear  Manufacturers'  Association         George  Richards— An  Appeal 

Gamr   Maaafecturrn'    A* 
■  tMk  »Im*  mt  Um   Drake,  Chi- 
Oct.  t.  If  utf  U.    The  meetine 

_   (Urirfriiii  by  tk*  smwI  ialor- 
■MUqr  Ml'  eUM  ■ttwitjii  t« 

Snai-Annual  MmUmc  at  ChiraRo  Well  Attended— Many  Valuable 

CoataitU*  RcyarU  on  Standardized  IJear  Practice — Apprcn- 
ticfsliip  and  CoaU  Live  SubjccU  for  Discussion 

meelinf  «<  Um  tivva  of  member  companiM  w«r«  abo 
elected. 

At  the  banquet  the  tpeaken  wer« 
Gen.  John  V  Clinnin,  who  spoke  on 
"The  World  War  and  lU  Effect  on 

American  Busineu,"  and  Jud^e  Marrua Kavanaujth,  who  chose  as  hit  subject, 
"Business  Men  and  Law  Enforce- 

ment.'* 

The  meetinR  afforded  the  members 
present  a  Koiod  chance  to  iret  ac- 
qoainted  witn  the  new  secretary  of  the 
association,  Mr.  T.  W.  Owen,  whose 
office  is  Room  107,  2443  Prospect 
Avenue,  Cleveland,  O.  It  was  announced 
that  the  seventh  annual  convention  of 
the  aasoeiation  would  be  held  in  Cleve- 

land on  the  last  Thursday,  Friday  and 
Saturday  in  April.  1923. 

MmI  •(  tka  BMnir 
~    ia 

MB  WarLs 

  ^        »mit- ,  of  pwirreas  that 
amount  of  hard 

«■    behind     the     scenes. 

  <Bwndstlnnt     were    pre- 
r.  B.  McMvUen,  of  the  Glea- 

■B  chairman  of   the    Bevel 

Sptn|.Ba««l  Committee  and  were 
4  mMi      TW  asanriatinn  approved 

iMMMlwinrf  vote  Um  motion  of  Mr. 

MallaM  to  adopt  aa  aMgwitod  prac- 
ties  for  firtof*  aao.  tiM  GlMaoB  arstma 

af  bovol  ge*ra  wUh  tkroo  dttfaroit 

prtmmn  aarl**  •*  poblished  in 
Amiwitmm  Mmtkimul.  pace  M9.  VoIubm 
SC  "no  eommittoe's  reeommandationa 
aa  to  aominrlstnri  and  fliraat  raloes 
for  oairal  hoval  rear*  were  adoptod  aa 
faooamMadod  practice.  Thia  rapMt 
win  ba  aabHsbsd  ia  an  aarir  issue. 

A  popar  by  Prat  D.  L.  Rich,  of  the 

Uaiemri^  cf  MicUcaa  on  Standard- 
iaaUaa  af  Gaar  Smnda  ovoltad  coaaid- 
aaaMa  lat«r«at  and  lad  to  a  food  deal 
of  dliraMliiii      Prof.  Rich  suted  that 

     three   ways   of   combating 
af  aajr  kiad:  Bjr  abaorption  of  the 

  I  ia  aoaad  Jsaawiing  awterial  as 
ia  tha  aoft  haaciac*  of  aialitoriams; 
hgr  lamilattnf  the  aourco  of  noiae  or  tha 

tasoat  in  which  it  ia  prodoccd; 
elimination  of  tha  aotsa  at  the 
aa  by  improrini^  the  qoality  of 

mn  ia  a  transmission.  He  dis- 
tbo  varloos  methods  and  instru- 

Bta  for  mas  SB  ring  sounds  and  noises 
■*o  as  his  eoochtaioB  tliat  it 
ba  paaaibto  to  daviaa  amans  of 

wWthar  a  civaa  gaar  com- 
«aa  aeiaiar  taaa  a  deflnita 
bat  aot  layw  much. 

aaaan  wort  "TIm  Evolution  of 
tha  OmrrVr  Goorga  L.  Markland,  Jr., 

d^af    tha    PUIadaiphia    Gear 

   aPig<ia-a  Poke,"  by l-  G.  H  . 
Dora  A  Datton  Cootpaay.  am 

American  Enjfineerinjf  Stand- 
ards Committee  Handling 
106  Projecte 

The  rrowinr  interest  in  standardisa- 
tion on  the  part  of  almost  every  Ameri- 
can industry  is  emphasited  by  the 

qtmrterly  report  of  the  activities  of  the 
American  EnKineerinir  Standards  Com- 

mittee issued  from  the  headquarters  of 
the  committee  at  29  West  30th  Street, 
New  York  City. 

Of  the  projects  which  have  official 
status  before  the  A.  E.  S.  C,  twenty  are 
concerned  with  mechanical  enirineerinir; 
17  are  civil  enirineerinK  projects; 
15  are  electrical;  :i  arc  automo- 

tive; 10  are  concerned  with  transporta- 
tion; 10  with  ferrous  metals;  11  with 

citamieal;  5  with  non-ferrous  metals;  4 
with  mininfc;  2  with  textiles;  1  with 
shipbuilding,  and  8  projects  are  of  gen- 

eral interest. 
Twenty-four     sUndarda    or     safety 

eoiiea  have  been  approved  and  S6  are  up 
for  approval.  The  remaininir46  projects 
leprcscnt    codes    and    standards    which 
are  cititcr  in  the  process  of  formula- 

m  "■^.-.  ***"/  •*"  ̂ ^^  •>*  ""^   beinic   consid- 
anacar  j[*y  **"     erad  by  committaas  of  representatives, 
aay.  and'^'&>'''    desiimated  bv   the   various   bodies,  in- 

We  regret  to  learn  that  Mr.  Georire 
Richards — thirty  vrurit  or  so  ago,  of 
the  well-known  Manchester  firm— Is 
new  disabled  owing  to  paralysis  and 
quite  incapable  of  any  further  work. 
He  suffered  serious  flnancial  loss  dur- 

ing the  war  and,  though  direct  appeals 
have  been  made  to  nis  relatives,  is 
now  dependent  on  the  kindness  of  his 
fri<*nd8  for  support.  Endeavors  are 
being  nmde  by  sonic  of  these  to  raise 
a  fund  to  assist  him  and,  at  his  desire, 
to  provide  for  the  maintenance  and 
education  of  his  youngest  child,  a  boy 
of  i:t,  until  he  is  able  to  support  him- 

self. Subscriptions  will  be  gratefully 
received  by  Mr.  A.  J.  Munro,  103  Corn- 

wall Rd.,  South  Tottenham,  N.  16,  or 
by  Mr.  Leslie  N.  Burt,  7  Outer  Temple, 
W.  C.  2.  London,  England. 

This  is,  indeed,  a  worthy  cause  and 
one  which  merits  tha  attention  of  the 
machine  tool  industry.  Too  often  does 

it  hapnen  that  a  life  spent  with  un- exampled toil  in  the  advancement  of 
an  industry  and  its  products  is  found 
in  the  evening  of  its  career  dependent 
upon  our  generosHy  and  gratituae.  We 
feel  sure  that  those  of  our  readers  who 

are  acquainted  with  Mr.  Richards'  work 
in  the  past  and  know  of  his  genius  in  the 
design  of  machine  tools  will  not  hesitate 
to  help  him  in  the  adversity  that  hat 
overtalcen  him. 

Bmiarth."   \tf    Wof.    E?^^-    dustrial,    tachnical    and    governmental, 
WUta  of  Micfcicaa.  ^NJntarcated    in   aach    particular   subject. 
Oa  Momlay  eveniag  P.  C.  Moltor,  so-     R  this  way.  mora  than  200  such  bodici 

p«riat««dMit  of  tiM  Department  of  In 
dastrial  Bdacalloa  of  the  National 
Matol  Tradsa  Aaaodatioa.  addtossad 
tiM  maaAon  oa  Approatieoablp.  Tba 

siahtec  anply  of  aliined  maddn- 
la  tba  ladastry  was  dwolt  oa  bf 

ia  tba  dianmaioB  that 

I  way, 

(^ffj-ially  participating  
in  the  work 

foOovad  aad  tba  apprnticeablp  sys- 
taai  was  IMt  to  ba  the  only  maaoa  of 
twlahii  aav  rmb  to  dll  tba  gap. 

gap. tbrae  nrw 
alactod: 

of  Cbkago. 
aadtbe 

of  the  A.  ̂ -  S-  C-  through  their  ac- 

croditad  rapi^»cntatives. 
A   rarular   interchange   of   informa- 

tion as  to  the  su*,"*^"'  r"'"'' "'"*'','?;' 

ia  maintain*!  by  '>  American  Enjri- 
aoaring  SUndards  Cf"*"*!^}**'  with  the 
national  standardisiniF  •>«?'••..«',■*"•- 

tria,  Balginm.  Cana2*.  Caecho-Slova- 
kia,  rnnct,  Germany  .  Great  BriUin, 
HolUnd,  luly,  Jspmn.  Norway.  Sweden 
and  Switjterland.  Thl'  Information  is 
Issoed  in  the  form  of  r  uarterly  rcporU 
and  inclodea  a  sUtem.nt  of  the  sUtos 

of  each  project  on  w»»«ch  work  ia  ac- tively ondar  way. 

Machine  Tool  Exports  Show 
Little  Change 

Metal  working  machinery  to  the 

value  of  $1,0S2,4K.')  was  exported  dur- ing August  This  is  slightly  under  the 
July  exporU,  valued  at  $1,074,371.  As 
compared  with  August  1921,  the  exports 
show  an  increase  of  $100,020.  Exports 
for  July,  1921,  on  the  other  hand,  ex- 

ceeded those  of  August  of  the  current 
year  by  $702,012.  The  Department 
of  Commerce  furnishes  the  following 
deUils: 
EXPOKTS    METAI.-WORKtNa    MArHINEIlY 

I.alhi«.   
Iloni.i  ritwt  ilrillliK  macbiBw. . 
I'l .  :  > "  n  uid  •lotlcfs.. 

(.. 

Mill.iii' cbllH-a   
Puaahins  sad  tbwrtna  aia- 

P oaw  MMiiiMn .  •  *   
iMma  aiMwasi .,,... . 
Wii»4li««taaiBS<Ue«s. . . 

■hantmiiK  and  srindtns  nis- «lilnf«   

Cbitrlia.  oMilaHao,  laiUM,  drill 
■ad  <i<lMr 

Wssiinri.  tun  ana 

oUMrpaflal  'oU 

PaMUna(ltp"r' foundry    and    tii'^lduts    ina- 

OOwr  Kir4*l-»<«kiiic  machln- 
•rr  aad  nana  •>(         

.tulv. 1*2] Aiwucrt, 

1922 

t6 1.441 

2(.05« )).UI 
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The  Business  Barometer 
This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Agriculture  and  Industry 

Based  on  Current  Developments 

By  THEODORE  H.  PRICE 
Editor.   Commerce  and  Finance,  New   York 

iCopyrightcd,  Theodore  B.  Price  Puhlishing  Corporation.  16  Exchange  Place,  New  York) 

J.  t 
^0  A  FRIEND  who  congratulated 
him  upon  his  serenity  in  a  panic, 

^  the  late  Pierpont  Morgan  is  said 

to  have  remarked,  "It  always  stops 
raining."  His  philosophic  observation 

is  recalled  now  because  upon  the  ex- 

pectation and  declaration  of  stock  divi- 
dends the  market  value  of  the  various 

Standard  Oil  securities  has  increased 

by   over   a  billion  dollars   m   the  past 
year.  ... 

Nearly  one-half  of  this  increase  is 
due  to  the  advance  recorded  since  Aug. 

18  last,  when  the  market  value  of  the 

various  Standard  Oil  issues  was  $1,728,- 

000,000  as  compared  with  $2,223,000,- 
000  on  October  10.  But  this  advance 
has  not  added  a  penny  to  the  earning 

power  or  assets  of  the  properties  af- 
fected, and  unless  their  market  value 

was  absurdly  low  two  months  ago  it 
is  now  too  high. 

But  whatever  the  facts  in  respect  of 
intrinsic  values  may  be,  it  behooves  us 
to  remember  that  it  cannot  rain  stock 
dividends  or  anything  else  all  the  time 
and  it  is  quite  possible  that  the  wild 
and  thoughtless  buying  of  oil  stocks  in 

general  and  Standard  Oil  stocks  in  par- ticular which  this  distribution  of  new 

shares  has  induced  may  mark  the  cul- 
mination of  the  bull  movement  in  se- 

curities. 

There  are  other  reasons  for  thinking 
that  this  may  be  the  case.  The  Stand- 

ard Oil  shares  are  now  more  widely 
distributed  than  ever  before.  In  one 
way  or  another  the  money  market  will 
be  called  upon  to  supply  a  large  share 
of  the  increased  capital  required  to 
carry  them  at  their  enhanced  valuation. 
Commercial  loans  are  meantime  in- 

creasing and  Secretary  Mellon's  action 
in  bringing  out  half  a  billion  30  year 
government  bonds  at  4J  per  cent  has 
established  that  rate  as  the  irreducible 
minimum  at  least  for  the  present.  We 
may  therefore  expect  a  gradual  hard- 

ening of  the  money  market,  accentu- 
ated in  all  probability  by  the  freight 

blockade  which  will  retard  the  conver- 
sion of  the  goods  in  transit  into  cash. 

These  are  the  considerations  which 
lead  me  to  advise  great  caution  in 
making  commitments  that  assume  a 
further  advance  in  the  stock  market. 

From  this  generalization  the  railway 
shares  may  perhaps  be  excepted,  for  it 
is  quite  possible  that  the  phenomenal 
earnings  indicated  by  the  present 
heavy  traffic  may  offset  the  influence  of 
higher  interest  rates  and  the  specula- 

tive liquidation  of  the  oil  and  industrial 
stocks  that  seems  to  impend. 

Neither  is  it  to  be  expected  that  the 
commodity  markets  will  be  susceptible 
to  the  monetary  and  speculative  influ- 

ences to  which  the  stock  market  is  so 
sensitive.  There  has  been  no  great 
speculation  in  merchandise.  Stocks  are 
very  light.  Wages  are  high.  There  is 
no  unemployment  anywhere.  In  fact,  a 
scarcity  of  labor  is  reported  from  some 
regions  and  there  is  every  indication  that 

a  nation  that  can  spend  half  a  million 
dollars  on  a  baseball  game  will  not  be 
deterred  from  making  normal  pur- 

chases by  the  slight  advance  in  prices 
thus  far  established  or  in  prospect. 

This  prognosis  is  confirmed  by  the 
trade  reports  of  the  week.  In  both  the 
primary  and  retail  markets  a  good 
business  at  gradually  rising  prices 
seems  to  be  passing.  Wheat  is  firmer 
and  slightly  higher.  So  are  corn  and 
cotton.  Cotton  goods  are  conspicu- 

ously active  and  firmer.  There  are 
some  who  are  coming  to  feel  that  this 
year's  cotton  crop  has  been  slightly 
underestimated,  but  with  the  president 
of  the   Manchester  Exchange  pleading 

Those  who  at  the  present 

time  are  attributing  the  ad- 
vance in  commodity  prices  to 

inflation  are  implying  that  our 
gold  has  less  purchasing  power 
than  formerly.  If  this  be  true 

then  the  inflation  is  a  perma- 
nent rather  than  a  temporary 

condition,  and  likely  to  con- 
tinue as  long  as  we  insist  that 

debts  be  paid  in  gold  rather 
than  goods  for  our  exportable 

surplus. 

that  America  should  bestir,  itself  to 
raise  16,000,000  bales  of  cotton  no  one 
now  fears  that  a  yield  of  even  Hi  mil- 

lion bales  this  year  would  depress 

prices. Wool  and  woolen  goods,  silk  and  its 
products,  furs,  hemp,  jute,  burlaps, 
iron,  steel,  copper  and  most  other 
metals,  coffee,  sugar  and  rubber  are  all 
in  good  demand  at  prices  which  are  in 

nearly  every  case  of  the  seller's  mak- ing. The  advance  in  rubber,  which  is 
now  selling  at  19*  cents  for  January 
delivery,  is  due  to  the  gradual  crystal- 

lization of  the  plans  for  restricting  the 
production  that  have  been  so  long  un- 

der consideration,  and  the  improvement 
in  sugar  to  an  appreciation  of  the  fact 
that  the  surplus  stock  will  have  nearly 
disappeared  before  the  new  crop  be- comes available. 

Eggs,  of  which  there  is,  curiously, 
an  overproduction,  and  coal  are  the 
only  articles  that  have  declined  during 
the  week  and  unless  the  official  reports 
are  misleading  there  is  every  reason  to 
expect  that  there  will  be  enough  coal 
to  go  around  during  the  winter  if  no 
one  is  allowed  to  "hog"  more  than  rt 
month's  consumption  in  advance. 

For  the  upward  tendency  in  prices  so 
generally  reported  there  must  of 
course  be  some  general  reason.  Charles 
J.  Webb,  president  of  the  Philadelphia 
Textile  Association,  attributes  it  to  a 
"second   inflation"    against    which    he 

warned  his  hearers  in  an  address  last 
week. 

But  inflation  is  a  much  used  word 
that  is  difficult  of  definition.  When  it 

first  found  a  place  in  the  economists' 
vocabulary  it  meant  a  rise  in  prices  du*; 
to  a  dilution  of  the  currency  and  a  con- 

sequent depreciation  of  its  value  as 
expressed  in  commodities.  But  unless 
the  gold  that  the  banks  are  forcing  into 
circulation  has  depreciated  in  value  or 
purchasing  power  there  has  been  nc 
dilution  or  depreciation  of  our  cur- 
rency. 

Therefore  those  who  attribute  the 
advance  in  commodity  prices  to  infla- 

tion are  by  implication  compelled  to  ad- 
mit that  gold  has  less  purchasing 

power  than  formerly.  This  is,  I  think, 
the  fact,  and  if  it  is  the  fact  then  the 
inflation  of  which  so  many  are  appre- 

hensive is  a  permanent  rather  thai  a 
temporary  condition  that  is  likely  to 
persist  in  this  country  as  long  as  we 
insist  upon  being  paid  in  gold  rather 
than  goods  for  our  exportable  surplus. 

That  it  should  be  exclusively  reflected 
in  the  commodity  markets  and  with- 

out effect  upon  securities  is  entirely 
logical,  for  most  securities,  and  espe- 

cially bonds,  are  nothing  more  than 
certificates  which  attest  the  investment 
of  so  many  dollars  whose  number  and 
value  as  expressed  in  the  gold  in  which 
they  are  payable  is  not  affected  by  a 
change  in  the  purchasing  power  of  the 
gold  as  expressed  in  commodities. 

If  this  be  correct,  then  it  is  highly 
probable  that  business  will  continue  to 
feel  the  artificial  stimulus  of  "gold  in- 

flation" and  advancing  prices  until  the 
latter  is  checked  by  an  expansion  of 
credit  that  will  exhaust  bank  reserves 
and  compel  contraction.  The  weekly 
statement  of  the  Federal  Reserve  banks 
indicates  that  this  expansion  has  al- 

ready commenced  in  that  rediscounts 
have  increased  by  91  millions,  but  we 
are  still  some  distance  from  the  inevit- 

able reversal  for  the  reserve  ratio  of 
75.7  per  cent  is  only  1.7  below  last 
week's  figure  and  is  quite  high  enough 
to  assure  comparatively  easy  ironey  for 
some  time  to  come. 
Any  serious  curtailment  of  credit  is 

not  therefore  by  any  means  imminent, 
and  it  seems  likely  that  the  present  up- 

ward movement  in  commodity  prices 
will  continue  during  the  winter. 

The  news  from  abroad  is  reassuring 
and  the  barometer  of  sterling  ex- 

change, which  is  higher,  indicates 
clearing  weather  in  Europe  politically 
as  well  as  financially. 

The  German  mark,  which  sold  as  low 
as  3J  cents  a  hundred  last  Tuesday,  is 
so  low  that  it  is  hardly  worth  talking 
about.  My  private  advices  are  that 
dollars  are  generally  displacing  it  as  a 
medium  of  exchange  in  Germany  and 
the  time  is  probably  approaching  when 
the  mark  will  be  officially,  as  it  is  now 
practically,  demonetized. 
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Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Avtraga  of  New  York,  Chicago  and  Gcvcland  Price* 

Four One 

Current 
Week. 

Year Unit           Price Ago Ago 

Soft  ttMl  l>ar«  .   pcrib    SO  0292  SO. 0285  SO. 027}      || 
Cold    finiibed 

ihafiinc      per  lb       0.0378 
0  036S 

0.03.S4 
Brau  rods             per  lb       0.  I6S 0.1700 0.135 
Solder  0  and  |)  per  lb.      ..    0.22 0.225 0  70 

Cotton    waste       per  lb.       0.11 0.11 0  122 
Waihcr*.  cast 

iron  din.)         per  100 lb.     3.83 4.00 
5  00 Emery.      disks. 

cloth.  No.  1,  ̂ 
in.  dia            .      per  100    ...     3.11 3  II 

Lard  cuiiing  oil  per  (sl       0  S75 0  S7$ 
ja«—.aa«.i. 

Machine  oil           per  (sl       0.36 
0.36 

Beltinc.  leather. 

medium     .     .   off  list   40-S% 
950% 

sr^ 
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Metal  witridng  machinery  exporta 
hold  np  well  in  August  and  wero 
valned  at  $1,082,483.  Thia  toUl  ia 
oacoodod  in  the  current  year  only  by 
Um  axporta  for  March,  valued  at 
$U067,10«      and      July,      valued      at 

$1,074,371.  As  compared  with  the 
month  of  AuKUst,  1921,  however,  there 
ia  an  increase  shown  of  $100,920.  Im- 

ports of  machine  tools  continue  in 
small  vulumc.  Tools  to  the 
value  uf  $18,926  were  brought 
in  during  August  as  againat 
$14,762  in  July  and  $16,101 
in  the  same  month  a  year 
ago.  With  an  improvement 
in  the  European  situation, 
and  with  an  adjustment  of 
war  debts  upon  a  reasonable 
basis,  an  era  of  industrial  ac- 

tivity should  follow,  result- 
ing in  a  wide  expansion  of 

machine  tool  exporta. 

Steel  ingot  production  in 
September  according  to  fig- 

ures compiled  by  the  Ameri- 
can Iron  and  Steel  Institute, 

toUled  2,373,779  tons,  an  in- 
crease of  169,197  tona  over 

August  This  compares  with 
the  current  year's  nigh  point 
reached  in  May  with  a  pro- 

duction of  2,711,141   tons. 

Railway  eaminga  on  Amer- 
ican roads  experienced  a 

sharp  decline  in  revenue  dur- 
ing August  due  to  the  shop- 

men's strike  as  compared 
with  July  and  with  August, 

1921.  The  total  net  operating  income 
for  197  roads  of  Class  1,  for  August 
amounted  to  $62,679,799,  or  at  tht 
rate  of  2.65  per  cent  as  against  July 
income  of  $69,239,037,  or  4.04  pei 
cant,  on  the  assumed  valuation  of 
$19,165,800,000  for  American  railwa} 
properties,  in  excess  of  $95  milliont 
monthly  re<|Uired  for  6  percent  return 
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British  Textile  Machinery  Industry 
Extraordinary  Prosperity  Since  the  War  —  Former  Markets  Being  Recovered- 

Big  Increase  Shown  in  Exports 

WHILE  every  other  indust
ry  in 

Britain  has  been  in  the  depths 
of  depression  during  the  last 

two  years,  it  is  a  curious  fact  that 
the  textile  machinery  trade  has  enjoyed 
a  unique  experience.  At  a  time  when 
every  other  English  trade  was  suffer- 

ing acute  unemployment,  due  to  the 
blighting  influence  of  the  very  general 
slump,  there  has  been  no  lack  of  work 
for  the  textile  machinist  in  Lancashire. 
Orders  have  poured  in  from  all  parts 
of  the  world.  The  devastated  factory 
towns  of  France  and  Belgium  have 
been  excellent  customers,  while  from 
the  Far  East  and  many  parts  of  the 
Empire  heavy  demands  have  come  for 
the  textile  machinery  specially  made  in 
the  north  of  England. 

The  leading  firms  have  indeed  had 
the  time  of  their  lives,  although  no  one 
can  honestly  begrudge  their  good  for- 

tune. The  profits  of  one  well-known 
Lancashire  firm  were  enough,  in  1921, 
to  pay  a  dividend  on  the  ordinary 
shares  after  providing  for  all  liabilities, 
fixed  charges,  etc.,  and  allowing  a  large 
sum  to  be  carried  forward  of  not  less 
than  37  per  cent,  although  the  man- 

agement wisely  decided  to  put  part  of 
this  to  additional  reserve  against 
future  lean  years. 

Exports  Approach  Pre- War  Point 
This  is  just  a  sample  of  what  has 

been  going  on  in  the  English  textile 
machinery  trade  during  the  last  18 
months  or  so.  And  there  is  every 
indication  of  this  activity  continuing 
as  large  orders  are  coming  to  hand 
from  the  Far  East,  especially  India, 
which  is  one  of  the  very  best  customers 
for  our  textile  machinery. 

To  give  an  idea  of  the  magnitude  of 
the  business  done,  I  may  add  that  in 
1913  the  value  of  shipments  of  textile 
machinery  was  just  over  £8,000,000, 
whereas  in  1921  it  was  over  £25,000,000. 
The  tonnage  last  year,  however,  was 
156,995  as  against  176,074  in  1913,  fig- 

ures which  are  eloquent  as  to  prices. 
Ten  years  ago  the  price  paid  per  ton 
for  this  class  of  machinery  was  £47. 
In  1921  the  average  price  was  £160. 
This  year  the  rates  have  been  easier, 
the  prices  paid  by  foreign  customers 
having  gradually  fallen  to  £148  per 
ton,  but  high  rates  will  rule  for  many 
a  long  day  as  the  demand  shows  no 
considerable  diminution. 
When  the  war  ended  it  was  found 

that  France  and  Belgium  were  largely 
destitute  of  textile  machinery,  this 
being  the  case  particularly  in  northern 
France,  the  object  of  the  Germans  hav- 

ing been  to  destroy  the  French  textile 
industry  which  they  thought  they  could 
do  by  smashing  up  all  the  productive 
machines.  If  they  could  have  de- 

stroyed all  the  Lancashire  textile  ma- 
chinery workshops  and  all  the  patterns 

contained  therein,  they  would  have  been 
much  nearer  their  object.  Today  the 
French  textile  factories  which  were 
destroyed  have  been  largely  rebuilt 
with  new  British  machinery. 
When  the  war  came  to  a  close  an 

agreement    was    entered    into   between 

By  A  LONDON  CORRESPONDENT 

the  British,  French,  and  Belgium  Gov- 
ernments that  the  two  latter  nations 

should  have  a  prior  claim  upon  deliv- 
eries from  British  textile  machinery 

factories.  This  understanding  has 
been  carried  out  with  the  above-men- 

tioned result.  It  may  be  added  that  a 
leading  British  association  has  put 
into  operation  in  France  a  new  mill  of 
over  50,000  spindles. 

While  British  textile  machinists  have 
been  very  busy  repairing  the  ravages 
of  war  on  the  Continent,  that  alone 
would  not  have  been  sufficient  to  have 

With  the  engineering  in- 
dustries of  England  in  the 

past  two  years  suffering,  per- 

haps, the  most  severe  de- 
pression ever  experienced  in 

their  history,  the  activity  of 

the  producers  of  textile  ma- 
chinery in  the  British  Isles 

stands  out  in  bold  relief. 

From  all  quarters  of  the  globe 
have  come  orders  for  ma- 

chinery to  produce  fabric  for 

the  w  o  r  1  d's  inadequately 
clothed  population.  A  careful 
survey  seems  to  indicate  that 
it  is  only  a  beginning. 

created  the  boom  had  not  large  orders 
been  received  from  the  great  Far  East- 

ern markets,  such  as  India,  China, 
Japan,  etc.  It  is  officially  stated  that 
two  English  firms  alone  have  booked 
orders  aggregating  £13,000,000. 
Shipments  of  textile  machinery  to 

India  of  late  years  have  been  on  a  very 
extensive  scale.  In  1913  English  ex- 

ports were  50,000  tons,  valued  at 
£2,000,000,  against  over  60,000  tons  in 
1921,  valued  at  nearly  £9,000,000.  It  is 
currently  reported  on  very  good  author- 

ity that  British  makers  have  extensive 
contracts  on  their  books  for  Indian 
firms,  and  it  is  thought  likely  that 
shipments  will  continue  on  a  large 
scale  for  the  next  three  years  at  least 
and  perhaps  longer.  The  mills  in  India 
have  increased  in  number,  from  56  in 
1880  to  253  today.  In  the  same  period 
there  has  been  an  increase  in  the  num- 

ber of  spindles  from  1,462,000  to 
6,763,000,  looms  also  increasing  from 
13,500  to  120,000. 

Great  Activity  in  the  Orient 

There  is  every  indication  that  China 
also  has  entered  upon  a  period  of  activ- 

ity in  cotton  manufacturing  and  this  is 
one  of  the  most  promising  markets  for 
textile  machinery.  In  1913  England 
sent  only  3,382  tons  of  such  machinery 
to  China,  valued  at  £138,058.  Last  year 
the  shipments  totalled  16,489  tons,  and 
were  valued  at  over  £2,000,000.  Today 
China  has  63  cotton  mills  containing 
1,650,000  spindles  and  7,650  looms,  with 
many  others  planned  or  contemplated. 
It  is  a  source  of  satisfaction  to  see  that 

a  more  enterprising  and  enlightened 
policy  is  now  being  adopted  by  com- 

mercial organizations  in  the  extension 
of  cotton  spinning  in  the  Orient. 
Japan  is  another  market  where  Brit- 

ish textile  machinery  has  done  well 
lately  and  which  offers  splendid  oppor- 

tunities for  the  future.  In  1913  Eng- 
lish exports  to  that  country  of  such 

machinery  totaled  19,688  tons,  valued 
at  £802,643.  In  1921  they  totaled  22,531 
tons,  valued  at  over  £3,000,000  and  this 
in  spite  of  the  depressed  condition  of 
Japanese  trade.  Of  course,  during  the 
period  of  the  war  Japanese  manufac- 

turers had  the  time  of  their  lives  and 
made  huge  fortunes,  but  matters  are 
very  different  today.  In  consequence 
of  the  small  amount  of  shipping  which 
was  available  to  send  supplies  of  goods 
from  England  to  India,  Japanese  mer- 

chants naturally  took  advantage  of 
their  opportunities  and  secured  a  sub- 

stantial amount  of  business  from 
India.  Japan  now  possesses  119  mills 
containing  3,814,000  spindles  and  50,600 
looms.  The  latest  reports  from  Japan 
indicate  great  activity  in  building  new 
textile  mills  all  requiring  equipment. 

Japanese  Capital  in  China 

But  Japanese  capitalists  are  not 
alone  content  with  their  home  market. 
At  the  present  time  they  are  largely 
interested  in  erecting  cotton  mills  in 
China  and  it  has  recently  been  reported 
that  British  firms  have  received  new 
orders  for  spinning  machinery  to  be 
supplied  to  China  under  the  auspices 
of  Japanese  capitalists.  One  order,  it 
is  stated,  is  for  over  one  million  spin- 

dles. According  to  the  latest  official 
figures  by  the  British  Board  of  Trade, 

Table  No.  1,  Showing  Tonnage  and  Value 
OF  British   Textile   Machinery  from 
THE  United  Ki.ngdom  from  1913  up 

TO  and  Including  the  First 
Seven  Months  of  1922 

Year  Tons                     £ 
I9I3    178,074           8,281.848 
1914    116,383           5,766,502 
1915    59,447           3,332,365 
1916    59,268           4,107,707 
1917    49,271           4,203,671 
1918    36,531           3,943,001 
1919    65,938           8,430.725 
1920    63,314           9,158.773 
1921    157,005  25,148.832 
l922(7montha)    77,275  11,488,33* 

Japan  and  China  have  really  been  the 
backbone  of  the  recent  boom  of  English 
exports  of  textile  machinery  to  those 
countries. 

Lancashire  textile  manufacturers 

are,  of  course,  quite  aware  of  this  enor- 
mous export  of  machinery  which  is  for 

use  in  foreign  factories  and  destined  to 
produce  textile  goods  in  competition 
with  their  own.  On  the  face  of  it,  it 
looks  as  if  Lancashire  would  gradually 
lose  its  export  cotton  trade  and  that  it 

is  in  a  sense  "cutting  its  own  throat" 
by  sending  large  quantities  of  textile 
machinery  to  India,  China  and  Japan, 
thus  enabling  manufacturers  in  those 
countries  to  produce  large  quantities  of 
cloth.  It  is  generally  thought,  however, 
that  it  will  be  a  long  time  before  the 
new  mills  can  have  very  serious  effect 
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Tlie  S.  A.  E.  Production Meeting 

The  Production  Meeting  of  the 
Society  of  Automotive  Engineers  to  be 
held  in  Detroit,  Oct  26  and  27  is  to  be 
a  marked  departure,  which  it  is  hoped 
and  believed  will  be  helpful  in  many 
ways.  Originated  by  the  engineers  of 
the  industry,  the  society  has  never  be- 

fore seen  its  way  clear  to  give  the  pro- 
duction departmneta  the  l>eneflt  of 

close  co-operation  and  closer  social 
unity  and  this  meeting  is  the  first  step 
to  bring  about  this  very  desirable  con- 
dition. 

The  personnel  of  the  committees  in- 
sures an  interesting  meeting.  Members 

are:  Meeting  and  Papers  Committee, 
Karl  L.  Herrmann,  Chairman,  Thomas 
J.  LiUe,  Jr.,  P.  A.  Whitten  and  C. 
Harold  Wills;  Factory  Visiu  Commit- 

tee, Kirke  K.  Hoagg,  Chairman.  E.  F. 
Roberta.  Thomas  J.  title,  Jr.,  Howard 
A.  CoAn  and  George  E.  Goddard. 

There  is  every  reaaon  to  believe  that 
this  will  become  an  annual  affair  and 
one  which  cannot  fail  to  be  of  lasting 
benefit  to  the  industry.  One  notable 
feature  is  that  every  paper  will  be 
written  by  men  who  are  in  the  produc- 

tion departments  of  the  various  plants, 
and  who  know  from  actual  experience 
what  is  being  accomplished.  A  glance 
at  the  list  of  papers  and  their  authors will  show  the  Kind  of  information  to  be 
expected. 

The  meeting  should  attract  produc- 
tion men  ana  machine  tool  builders 

from  all  parts  of  the  country  and  non- 
members  will  be  made  welcome  in  the 
good  old  S.  A.  E.  way.  There  will  be 
two  morning  sessions  and  at  least  four 
factories  will  be  visited  in  the  after- 

noons. An  informal  dinner,  which  is 
always  an  interestinx  feature  of  these 
conventions,  makes  another  method  of 
getting  acquainted  with  the  men  in  the 
industry.  Every  production  man  who 
can  arrange  to  attend  should  do  aa 
The  papera  are  to  be  as  follows: 
Thuraday,  Oct.  26,  9:S0  a.m.:  The 

Group-Bonna  and  Its  Application,  by 
E.  Karl  Wennerlund;  Cylinders  From 
the  Ore  to  Finished  Part,  by  P.  E.  Hag- 
lund  and  I.  B.  Scoflald;  Tool  Allotment 
and  Coata,  by  F.  A.  Mance;  New 
Methods  of  Processing  SpUn«d  Shafta, 
by  J.  A.  Ford. 

Friday,  Oct  27,  9:30  a.nL:  Problems 
Met  in  the  Production  of  Air-Cooled 

Encinea,  hj  William  I.>unk;  Some  Ex- 
pertenee  from  a  Production  Noto- 
Book,  br  H.  J.  Crain  and  J.  Brodie; 
PrvHoctlon  Errors  In  Gears,  by  K.  L. 
Herrmann;  Selection  of  Machine  Tools, 
Inr  A.  J.  Baker;  Machina-Tool  Effi- 

ciency, by  R.  K.  MiUhelL 
There  are  many  unusual  problama 

met  in  the  building  of  air-cooled  en- 

Exporters  Convention  Opens 
Oct.  25 

"Better  Times  Through  Foreign 
Trade"  is  the  slogan  for  the  thirteenth 
annual  convention  of  the  American 
Manufacturers  Export  Association 
which  will  be  held  in  New  York  City, 

at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  hotel,  Oct  26 
and  26.  Rosponaes  ao  far  received  from 
invitations  sent  out  to  members  point 
to  a  record  attendance. 
The  opening  session  will  be  held 

on  Wednesday  morning,  Oct  25,  at 
which  delegatea  will  be  registered,  re- 
porta  of  officers  and  committees  will 
be  received  and  new  officers  elected. 

President  Myron  W.  Robinson  will 
address  the  afternoon  session  at  which 
Dr.  Julius  Klein  of  the  Department  of 
Commerce  will  preside. 

The  speakers  for  the  afternoon  ses- 
sion of  Oct  26  have  been  selected 

from  the  various  divisions  of  the  De- 
partment of  Commerce  and  the  topics 

to  be  discussed  are:  Trade  Situation  in 
Western  Europe,  by  Alan  G.  Goldsmith, 
chief  of  the  Western  European  Divi- 

sion; Trade  Situation  in  Eastern  Eu- 
rope, by  Dr.  E.  Dana  Durant,  chief  of 

the  Eastern  European  Division;  Trade 
Situation  in  the  Far  East,  by  Frank 

R.  Eldridge,  Jr.,  chief  of  the  Far  East- 
em  Division;  Trade  Situation  in  Latin 
America,  by  Ralph  H.  Ackerman,  chief 
of  L,atin-AmericBn  Division;  Foreign 
Trade  Disputes  and  Arbitration,  by 
Archibald  J.  Wolfe,  chief  of  Commercial 
Laws   Division. 

At  the  morning  session  of  Thursday, 

Oct.  26,  the  topic  will  be  "Shipping" which  will  be  discussed  by:  Hon. 
Edward  C.  Plummer,  commissioner. 
United  SUtes  Shipping  Board;  and  W. 
Averill  Harriman,  chairman  of  the 
board,  United  American  Lines.  Homer 
L.  Ferguson,  president  and  general 
manager,  Newport  News  Shipbuilding 
and  Dry  Dock  Co.  will  act  as  chairman. 

In  the  afternoon  the  new  tariff  law 
will  be  discussed  by:  W.  S.  CulberUon, 
vice-chairman.  Tariff  Comntission, 
Washington,  h.  C,  and  U.  S.  Senator 
Joseph  S.  Frolinghuysen,  of  New  Jersey. 
W.  W.  Nichols  of  the  Allis-Chalmers 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Inc.  will  preside. 
Tba  annual  banquet  will  be  held  in 

the  evoning  of  Oct.  27  with  Alba 
B.  Johnson  of  Baldwin  Locomotive 
Works  acting  as  toastmaster. 

British  Pig  Iron  Output 
(lains  in  August 

According  to  a  report  recently  Issued 
by  the  National  Federation  of  Iron  and 
Steel  Manufacturers  of  Great  Britain 
the  British  production  of  pig  iron  in 
August  amounted  to  411,700  tons,  or 
12^00  tuns  more  than  in  July.  The 
average  monthly  output  in  Mi  1 3  was  866- 
000  tons.  The  August  output  included 

120,200  tons  of  hematite,  1. '17,400  tons of  basic,  102,200  tons  of  foundry,  and 
22,000  tona  of  forge. 
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Pyrometer   for  Molten   MetolN,   Portable 
Hoskins  Manufacturing  Co.,  Lawton   Ave.   at   Buchanan. 

Detroit,  Mich. 
"American  Machinist,"  August  24.   1922 

The  pyrometer  outfit  gives  in- 
stantaneous temperature  meas- 

urements of  molten  metals  and 
has  renewable  thermo  -  couple 
ends.  It  consists  essentially  ot 
a  standard  Type-PA  portable 
meter  connected  by  20  £t.  o£  flex- 

ible copper  cord  to  the  thermo- 
couple. The  two  bare  wires  on 

the  end  of  the  couple  are  ordi- 
narily furnished  in  16-in. lengths.    They  are  inserted  into  . 

the  molten  metal,  such  as  brass,  bronze,  aluminum,  copper  or  bab- 
bitt, and  the  temperature  can  be  read  almost  instantly  on  the 

meter  The  upper  temperature  limit  is  about  2.200  deg.  F.  The 
scale  of  the  meter  is  graduated  directly  in  degrees  F.  from  32 
to  2,500.    Size,  6i  X  6  x  3  in.     Weight,  5  pounds. 

Metal,  Non-Ferrou8  AUoy,  "De  Bats,"  No.  4 
De  Bats  Sales,  Inc.,  60  South  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  24,  1922 

The  metal  is  in  the  tungsten- 
chromium-cobalt  class  and  pos- sesses endurance  and  ability  to 
withstand  high  speeds  when  cut- 

ting cast  iron  and  the  higher  alloy 
steels.  It  contains  no  ferrous  com- 

pounds and  is  non-magnetic.  It  i:. 
melted  in  electric  furnaces  and  cast 
in  molds  of  steel  in  the  form  of 
toolbits,  inserts  for  built-up  mill- 

ing cutters,  twist  drills  and  ream- 
ers. The  metal  cannot  be  forged 

nor  annealed,  and  can  be  worked 
only  by  the  grinding  process.  It 
may  be  given  ralce  and  clearance 
angles  approaching  those  of  high- 

speed steels.  Standard  sizes  of  ,.,  , 
toolbits  are  furnished  to  be  held  in  holders,  while  tor 

duty  slabs  or  bloclcs  are  welded  to  carbon-steel  back 
more ings. 

Scriber,   Self-GulUing,  "Duwell" 
J.  A.  Finley  Co.,   20  Braintree  St.,  AUston,  Ma.s.f. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  24,   1922 

The  self-guiding  scriber 
is  intended  for  the  use  of 
mechanics,  particularly  tool 
makers.  It  has  a  double 
point  by  means  of  which  an 
outline   at  the   bottom  of  a  ,      ,   . ,  ^         ,  .^         ,   » 
small,  irregular-shaped  hole  may  be  laid  out.  One  of  the  points 
is  made  sharp  to  do  the  scribing  while  the  other  one  is  slightly 
rounded  and  a  trifle  shorter.  The  points  are  pressed  together  and 
put  in  the  hole.  The  tool  is  twirled  around  and  the  spring  poini 
causes  the  scribing  point  to  follow  the  outline  of  the  hole.  Foy 
larger  holes  the  single  point  at  the  opposite  end  of  the  tool  is used  in  the  regular  maiwier. 

Centering   Device,  "Duwell" 
J.  A.  Finley  Co.,  20  Braintree  St.,  Aliston,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  24,   1922 

The  tool  is  for  center-marking 
round  stock  rapidly  and  accu- 

rately. The  hub  has  a  reamed 
hole  through  its  axis  to  which  is 
fitted  a  ground  center  punch.  Ex- 

tending radially  from  the  hub  are 
three  steel  posts,  equi-distantly 
spaced  around  the  periphery,  and 
upon  each  post  is  a  sliding  jaw.  A 
bushing  or  spider,  having  an 
equal  number  of  radial  bo.';ses 
fits  over  the  hub  so  that  it  may 
be  rotated  without  endwise  move- 

ment. Connecting  rods  join  the 
radial    bosses    to    the    jaws    upon 

the  hub,  so  that'when  the  bushing  is  rotated  relative  to  the  hub the  toggle  action  of  tlie  rods  causes  tlie  jaws  to  slide  simultane- 
ously inward  or  outward  according  to  the  direction  of  the  rotation. 

After  centering,  a  light  blow  ot  the  hammer  on  the  outer  end  ot 
the   punch   marks   the   center. 

Wrencli,  "Kant-Mlip" 
AUan-Diftenbaugh  Wrench  and  Tool  Co.,  Baraboo,  Wis. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  24,   1922 

The  wrench  will  grip  work  of 
any  shape  and  readily  adjust  it- 

self as  to  size.  The  sliding  ful- 
crum is  closed  to  the  load  and 

there  are  no  screws,  pins  or 
springs  to  wear  out  or  break.  On 
top  of  the  stationary  jaw  is  a 
raised  flat,  forming  a  hammer 
head  so  that  the  wrench  can  i)c 
used  as  a  hammer  for  light  blows. 
The  opposite  end  ot  the  stationary 
memt>er  is  formed  into  a  screw- driver. 

WaHhlng  Muckine,  Metui-Parts 
Crescent  Washing  Machine  Co.,  New  Rochelle,  N.  T. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  24,  1922 

The  machine  is  for  washing 
metal  parts  that  are  handled  in 
quantities  of  50,000  to  100,000  or 
more  per  day,  and  is  arranged  for 
washing,  rinsing  and  drying.  It 
is  fitted  especially  to  clean  work 
requiring  a  great  force  and  vol- 

ume of  water.  A  3-hp.  motor 
drives  the  pump  for  the  rinse  wa- ter. Small  objects  are  placed  in 
racks  made  of  wire  mesh,  and  two 
racks  18  X  24  in.  in  size  can  be 
fed  into  the  machine  side  by  side. 
They  are  carried  continuously 
through  the  machine  on  the  con- 

veyor, so  that  they  pass  under  both  the  washing  and  rinsino 
sprays.    Capacity,  24  in,  high,  40  in.  wide  and  16  ft.  long. 

ill 
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Micrometer.  1-Inch,  No.  435 
L.  S.  Starrett  Co.,  Athol,  Mass. 

"American  Machinist,' 

The  frame  Is  drop-forged  with 
a  ribbed  section  that  adds  greatly 
to  its  rigidity.  It  is  finished  in 
black  enamel.  The  diameter  ot 
the  screw  is  0.312  in.  and  that  of 
the  contact  points  0.270  in.  Deci- 

mal equivalents  are  marked  on 
the  thimble.  The  micrometer  can 
be  furnished  either  with  or  with- out a  ratchet  stop. 

August  24,   1922 

Grinding  Machine,  KoU,  Heavy-Duty 
Landis  Tool  Co.,   Waynesboro,   Pa. 

"American  Machinist,"  August   31, 
1922 

The  grinding  machine  is  for 
finishing  all  types  of  hot  and 
cold  mill  rolls.  It  is  entirely 
self-contained  and  is  driven  by 
three  separate  motors,  one  driv- ing the  work,  another  driving 
the  grinding  wheel,  and  a  small 
motor  driving  the  water  pump. 
All  three  are  controlled  by 
means  of  push  buttons  on  the 
operator's  platform,  which  is mounted  on  the  grinding  wheel 
carriage  so  that  the  operator  has 
a   clear   view   of   the   wheel   and 
the  work.  The  wheel  can  be  moved  rapidly  toward  and  away 
from  the  work.  An  attachment  is  fitted  for  grinding  the  periphery 
of  the  roll  either  concave,  convex  or  straight, 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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OmUi  of  Chas.  S.  Gb«ricli 
la    \h»    AMth    of    Ckarka 

lo«l  taiti 
   «M  «(  tMri 
Kti««  aMviMy  loMva  ■ihiw.  Mr. 

'  sway  m  OetoWr  10. 
1.  For  twMty-two 
to  tlM  mIm  Mtffi- 
«r  tiM  CiaeiiiMti 

I  Cow  aaa  4«riiw  kts  Ut- 
hi  efcar--  »»  •!»i«  import- 

aat  aiTiaiMi  oT  tW  >  work. 

TImm  wko  lowv  Mr.  Ginirrich  apprv- 
cteud  U>  rather  tnoaaal  and  rvmark- 
aM*  MnoMalitjr.  for  IM  was  not  only 
aa  ackaailailaail  axpart  in  hia  partica- 
iar  Ua^  kat  ba  paaaMacd  •  mind  of 
diittMttar  adantific  baat  Hu  interest 
ia  kU  daUy  worli  did  aat  anad  lUs 
atsd/  of  abstract  ■cientific  aobjccta  of 
a  diTvrilflad  character.  The  general 
laara  «f  aatvre  aa  they  are  espreased  in 
akyaiea,  aatroaoaay,  botany  and  chcroi*- 
tty,  laplwai  Ms  vtdid  ia>agination  and 
ocmtad  tba  tfaaa  ha  coold  i^ara  from 
h.i»  bnafaaaa  eanar.  llMra  was  prob- 
abbr  BO  Said  of  niaterial  science  in 
«kfak  ka  kad  not  a  rery  intelligent, 
wtU  afSBBiMd  linowledge.  Natarallv 
kb  Miaiil  taraad  from  abatraet  priaeW 
bIm  to  diract  application  with  aaa*  and 

■Dd  kia  atady  ti  tka  relation  of 
to  kviaaaa  attealated  in  him 

ia  adaeational  mat- 
tota.  Ba  kad  •  daap  tetorri*  in  the  en- 

ti  tka  Uaivarsity  of 
ia  tiwyaaiy  aMa  of 
Hia  lataraat  waa  ciri- 

Maead  by  aa  active  co-oparaUon  with 
Ika  atadtata  amplored  by  lUa  eompany 
aad  ia  Cart  witk  all  embryo  aagiaom 
vitk  arlMai  ka  caaM  ia  eoataet. 

Mr.  Ciagrick  waa  a  aun  who  thoa^ 
ciMrlT.  aad  wIm  aetod  dirrctly.  He 
toaaabtod  Ua  tkaariea  aad  bta  baauw 

I  toto  daada^of  praetleal  wartk. 
It  waa  ia  kia  relatloaa  to  kU 
tal  aafiaaaring  fteld  ar  to 

_  .  ia  aaal  af  adriee  and  wawaal. 
.  0»  M«  kaaiaaaa  aida  ka  was  kaowa 
2*  ••  «ae  ti  tta  groap  of  able  men 
•■••  *■••  H*  ¥■•  t»«»»y  yeara,  hare 
knagkt  Ika  Oadaaati  Milling  Machine 

loyal 
d  bia Be  kadal^rf~l   

tMaa  aa  wal  aa  lajha  actaaUAc  gioapa Mat  to 

A3P.  Convention  Emphn- 
sises  Need  fur  .Vccurate 

FmcUi  and  Figures 
The  seventeenth  annual  convention 

of  the  Aaaociated  Business  I*aperti, 
Inc.,  waa  held  at  Hotel  Astor,  New 
York.  October  11,  12  and  13.  Simul- 
taaeooalr  with  it,  the  editorial  confer- 

ence Itad  a  very  interesting  aession. 
Chief  among  the  papera  was  one  by 
Heorr  B.  Dvnaiaon,  preaident  of  tho 
DeauBoa  Mfg.  Co.,  who  pointed  out 
tite  aeeoHity  of  facta  and  flgurea  in 
modem  haamaas.     He  maintaina  a  re- 

search daaaitaMnt  to  secure  and  record 
facta  aacn  as  eoata  of  materials,  de- 
uiia  of  sales,  paraonnel  and  other 
phaaea  of  tlie  iwialneaa. 

Older  typea  of  managers  sometimes 
resent  the  ose  of  charts  and  flgares, 
contending  that  it  triea  to  replace  buai- 
neaa  Judifment.  Nothing  could  be  more 
erroneous  as  judgment  can  be  no  bet- 

ter tlian  the  facts  on  which  it  ia  based 
— and  many  times  much  worse.  The 
use  of  facts  tends  to  prevent  quick 
decisions  or  snap  judgments  which  arc 
frequently  wrong,  lie  recognisea  the 
value  of  intuition,  but  even  nere,  real 
facta  and  flgurea  help  out  in  many 
ways. 

Facts  as  a  Buying  Guidk 

The  growth  of  the  demand  for  facts 
haa  been  very  noticeable  in  his  own 
organisation  in  which  committees  are 
uaed  very  extensively.  When  the  ex- 

ecutive group  has  the  facts,  better 
fndgment  can  be  expected.  A  particu- 
rrly  good  example  was  the  fluctua- 

tions in  the  price  of  turpentine.  Tak- 
ing the  average  price  for  a  period  of 

years  the  policy  is  to  buy  relatively 
little  when  the  price  is  above  the  aver- 

age and  more  when  it  ia  below.  This 
is  believed  to  be  better  than  to  attempt 
to  always  buy  at  the  very  loweat  price. 

long  time  paper  or  promises  of  pay, 
perhaps  in  the  form  of  seeoritlas. 

Mr.  Priro  does  not  share  the  pessi- 
mism rrKonling  the  countries  of  cen- 

tral Europe,  but  likens  the  conditions 
to  those  in  the  South  aftvr  tho  Civil 
War.  Then  Europe  loaned  money  on 
Southern  property,  the  Scotch  bt'inK 
particularly  notirenLle  in  loaning  on 
Southern  cotton  plantations.  England 
also  hfl^H-d  materially  in  Anancing  our 
larly  railroads,  London  being  the  trad- 

ing center  for  U.  S.  railroad  bonds. 
He  believes  that  well  selected  European 
securities  will  come  back  into  good  pay- 

ing properties  and  points  to  Csecho- 
Slovakia  as  an  example  of  what  can 
be  done. 

Mr.  Price  decriea  the  stress  which  is 
being  laid  on  business  cycles,  believ- 

ing it  bad  psychology  to  implant  thi> 
idea  that  a  business  depression  munt 
follow  a  period  of  good  businesn.  He 
believes  that  the  peaks  and  HoIIowm  of 
these  cycles  can  be  largely  wiped  out 
by  a  proper  study  of  business  condi- tions. He  has  faith  in  the  collective 
Judgment  of  the  people  of  a  democracy 
as  usually  being  wise  and  prevailing. 

The  third  sesKion  received  a  message 
from  the  American  Engineering  Stand- 

ards Committee.  A  recommendation 
that  waa  made  that  we  clarify  our 
speech.  The  business  sessions  took  up 
the  problem  of  selling  advertising. 

Business  Items 

The  Spots  Uknnfscturlng  Co.,  Inc., 
Stamford,  Conn.,  haa  been  incorporated 
under  the  laws  of  Connecticut  to 
manufacture  machinery,  and  mechan- 

ical devices,  etc.  The  concern  will  hav  • 
a  capital  stock  of  $100,000,  and  will 
commence  business  with  $60,000.  The 
ijicorporators     include:      C.    A.    Spots, 

Becords     of     individual     employees,  Greenwich,    Conn.;    Carlcton    Pratt,   58 
their  performance  as  a  whole^  not  only  West  72nd  St,  New  York;  H.  M.  Rice, 
quantity   or   quality,   but    faithfulness,  100  Broadway,  New  York;  William  H. 
resourcefulness,  initiative  and  depend-  Spect,  837  East  87th   St.,  New  York; 
ability  are  all  imporUnt  factors  which  V.  F.  Harrower,  Norwalk.  Conn.;  G,  H. 
can  only  be  accurately  and  fairly  known  Bergmark.      200      Washington      Ave., 
by  BoiUble  records.    And  now  they  are  Pleasantville,  N.  Y.;  O.  A.  Holmer,  045 
applying  records   and    time    sttidy    to  Lexington  Ave.,  New  York.,  and  A.  H 
sales.    They  '--"    "^-'    — "'   -    '*  ~  '      —     ■       -     -        -     -    - And  that  waiting  time 
varies  from  18  to  21  per  cent,  that  13 
per  cent  is  spent  in  clerical  work  on  re- 

ports, etc. Perhaps    the    most    interesting    and 

equipment.  This  must  be 
baaed  on  the  line  of  normal  growth  and 
cannot  depend  on  immediate  needs  ex- 

cept in  tae  ease  of  equipment  which 
can  be  bought  oat  of  atock  in  the  open 

Emery,  Jr.,  Glenbrook,  SUmford,  Conn. 

The     Ford     Motor     Co.     American 

planta   for   August  established   a   new 

.....-,»    »...    ...w,    ....^.^M...    »„,..    "''*  production  record  of  13fl,132  cars 

viUl  chart  from  the  viewpoint  of  the  fj?^ ,  *™f''»-  ,  "^^^^  compares  with machine  builder  ia  the  chart  of  fadll-  *^,rr  .L.  „„  *"•  »»«>"**'  previous  and 
Ues  so  aa  to  know  when  to  order  new    ̂ "n  H>0.172  for  August,  1921. 

The  Rock  Island  Railroad,  it  is  re- 

ported,  will    place   orders   for   40   new locomotives  in  the  near  future.    Of  the 
total   order,   30  locomotivea  will   be  of 

_     L  .      nfi.  I  I         I.,  v',  .     **>*  Mikndo  type  and  the  remaining  10 
S;rW    When  special  machinea  which    of  the  MounUin  type, will  Uke  from  6  to  18  months  for  da-       „     „  .....  .       - 
livery  are  needed,  they  must  be  ordered  Th«  Comer-Lock  Msnufactnring  Co., 
in  snfllcient  time.  Facta  and  flguras  are  Natick,  Maas.,  haa  been  incorporated 
not  an  end  in  themselves,  but  merely  under  the  lawa  of  MassachnsetU,  to  en- 
an  aid  to  aound  busineaa  judgmenf.  KSge  in  the  manufacture  of  locks,  de- 
And  the  aim  of  all  business  should  be  vices,  etc.  The  capiUl  stock  is  $60,000, 
service  to  mankind.  ^nd  the  incorporators   include:    Frank 

Theodore  H.  Price,  the  well  known  W.  Everett,  president;  William  F. 
eeaaomlst  spoke  on  the  problem  of  sell-  Poole,  269  Chapman  St.,  Canton,  Mass., 
Ing  to  foreign  countries  in  spite  of  treaanrer,  and  Dwight  W.  Robinson, 
tariff  and  other  handicaps.     Tiicorati-    ••creUry. 
eally  this  seems  Impossible,  yet  he  l)i»-  The  Osgood  Bradley  Car  Co.,  Wor- 
![•*••  that  mm  will  And  a  way  to  bay  caster,  Msss.,  has  recently  received  an 
tiM  things  they  really  want.  And  aa  order  for  100  electric  cars  for  the 
we  raise  aad  aianufacture  many  things  United  Electric  Railways  Co.,  Provi- 
wkidl  the  reet  of  thp  world  desires,  he  dence.  R.  I.  The  csrs  will  cost  about 
nm  tkat  tfcay  will  And  soaM  way  to  $12/K)0  each.  The  company  has  enough 
Hr  tkaa.     wt  most,  howavtr,  tokebosiness  on  hand  to  keep  them  busy 
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MicTumeterp   Bench  Mea^urinK   Machine,   "Super' 
Pratt  &  Whitney  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  31, 
1922 

The  "super-micrometer"  has  a capacity  up  to  8  in.  in  diamettr, 
although  its  direct  measuring  ca- 

pacity is  only  0.500  in.  The  wheel 
is  moved  by  a  belt  engaged  by  the 
Itnurled  knob  which  has  a  smaller 
knob  attached  to  it  for  rapid  spin- 

dle adjustment.  The  final  adjust- 
ment is  made  by  turning  the  large 

knob  very  slowly.  Thi-  rotation  of the  knob  is  continued  until  the  belt 
slips.  The  standard  inch  blocks  used  in  setting  up  are  accurate 
within  five  millionths  of  an  inch.  The  marks  on  the  .spindle  are 
0.050  in.  apart.  The  500  divisions  on  the  dividing  wheel  are  A  in. 
apart  and  each  one  denotes  0.0001  in.  The  channeled  bar  may  be 
reversed  for  supporting  flat  work  and  the  two  tables  can  be  laid 
on  the  bed  to  support  larger  worlt. 

Lathe,  "Junior,"  12-lnch 
Hendey  Machine   Co.,   Torrington,   Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  31,   1922 

The  tool  is  for  light  manufactur- 
ing purposes,  in  small  shops  and 

for  vocational  school  service,  where 
the  full  complement  of  attachments 
is  not  needed.  It  is  belt-driven 
through  a  four-step  cone,  and  is 
provided  with  change  gears  for 
screw  cutting.  Feed  may  be  ob- 

tained either  through  the  cliange 
gears  or  through  a  feed  belt  run- 

ning over  a  three-step  cone. 
Threads  from  2  to  36  per  in.  may 
be  cut.  As  in  the  regular  model, 
the    carriage    traverse    is    stopped, 
started  or  reversed  by  the  movement  of  a  lever  on  the  apron. 
With  the  two-speed  countershaft  furnished,  16  spindle  speeds 
are  available.  The  carriage  is  fitted  with  power  crossfeed  and 
compound  rests. 

Temperature    Kegulatur,   Automatic 
Hoskins  Manufacturing  Co.,  Lawton  Ave.  at  Buchanan, 

Detroit,  Mich. 

"American  Machinist,"   August   31,   1922 

The  apparatus  is  for  control- 
ing  the  temperature  of  electric, 
oil  or  gas  furnaces  automatically, 
and  operates  every  30  sec.  to  test 
the  temperature.  The  regulator 
is  best  adapted  to  the  electric 
furnace.  When  the  furnace  is 
operating  within  8  deg.  F.  of  the 
desired  temperature,  a  white  sig- 

nal light  appears.  If  the  tem- 
perature goes  below  this  limit,  a. 

green  light  appears,  while  if  it 
goes  above  a  red  one  is  lighted. 
The  mechanism  operates  the  con- 

trol switch,  so  that  the  error  is 
corrected  before  it  has  deviated 
more  than  10  deg.  from  the  de- 

sired temperature.  The  small 
motor  operating  the  regulator  can  be  supplied  for  either 
d.c.  of  110   to  220  volts. 

I'ress,  Punch,  Pillar 
Geo.  W.  Dover,  Inc.,  Providence,  R.  I. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  31,  1922 

The  press  was  developed  primarily 
for  work  on  radiator  cells,  although 
it  is  adapted  to  any  sort  of  sheet- 
metal  work  within  its  capacity.  It 
may  be  equipped  with  a  roll  feed. 
The  machine  is  driven  by  a  3 -in.  belt 
on  an  18-in.  diameter  flywheel  having 
a  solid  web.  Ram:  stroke.  IJ  in.; 
vertical  adjustment,  2  in. ;  maximum 
di.stance  to  bed,  5  in.  Bed,  9J  x  11 
in.  Floor  space,  36  x  40  in.  Weight 
with  legs,  700  pounds. 

Press,  Xogffle  and  Lever,  Pneumatic 
Hanna  Engineering  Works,  1765  Elston  Ave.,  Chicago,  HI. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  31.  1922 

The  general  utility  press  is  operated  by 
means  of  compressed  air  or  steam,  with  a 
power  mechanism  similar  to  that  used  on 
the  riveters  formerly  made  by  the  con- 

cern. It  can  be  arranged  with  various 
forms  of  platens  or  work-supporting 
structures,  so  as  to  make  it  adaptable  to 
straightening,  bending,  forcing,  marking, 
embossing,  coining,  forging,  briquetting 
and  multiple  riveting.  The  machine  is 
made  in  tonnages  of  15,  20,  30,  50,  70.  80, 
100,  125,  150  and  200.  It  can  be  moved 
without  moving  any  auxiliary  equipment 
and  requires  only  a  small  floor  space. 
The  die  is  mounted  on  an  adjusting  screw, 
controlled  by  hand  or  foot.  The  length 
of  stroke  can  be  adjusted. 

Grinding  Machine,  Centerless 
Reeves  Pulley  Co.,  Columbus,  Ind. 

"American  Machinist,"  August  31,  1922 

Tlie  special  feature  of  the  new 
model  is  the  "drop-in"  work  rest which  makes  it  possible  to  grind 
either  shouldered,  tapered  or 
straight  work.  The  rest  supports 
the  work  in  a  true  horizontal  posi- 

tion between  the  two  wheels,  and  a 
stop  is  provided  which  may  be  .ad- 

justed for  different  lengths  of  rolls. 
Another  feature  is  the  balancing 
ways  and  arbor  for  grinding 
wheels.  Holes  are  drilled  in  the 
cliuck  just  within  the  Ijore  of  the 
wheel  and  the  balancing  pins  are 
furnished  to  be  placed  in  the  holes 
opposite  the  heavy  spot. 

Grinder,  l^lectric,   8-lnch 
Black  &  Decker  Manufacturing  Co.,  Towson  Heights, Baltimore,  Md. 

'American  Machinist,"  August   31,   1922 

The  small  bench  grinder  car- 
ries wheels  S-in.  in  diameter  and 

%  in.  wide,  and  is  driven  by  a 
J-hp.  motor.  The  motor  is  not  of 
the  universal  type,  but  is  in- 

tended for  operation  on  either  d.c. 
or  a.c.  of  40  or  50  cycles  and  can 
be  furnished  for  voltages  of  either 
110  or  220.  Large  bearings  carry 
the  combined  motor  shaft  and 
spindle.  The  no-load  speed  is 
3,600  r.p.m.  Two  abrasive  wheels, 
two  wheel  guards,  two  adjustable 
tool  rests,  a  toggle  switch  in  the  base  and  5  ft.  of  electric  cable 
fitted  with  an  attachment  plug  are  furnished.  The  machine  is 
arranged  for  mounting  on  a  bench,  but  may  be  equipped  with  a 
pedestal.     Weight,    75    pounds. 

DriU,   Wall  Bracket 
Hammond  Manufacturing  Co.,   6545  Carnegie  Ave., 

Cleveland,  Ohio 
"American  Machinist,"  August  31,  1922 

The  light  swinging  drill  is  for 
attaciiment  to  a  wall  or  post  and 
reaches  any  point  within  a  radius 
of  3i  ft.  of  its  fastenings.  It  is 
adapted  to  work  on  parts  for  elec- trical in.struments,  switchboards, 
and  stoves.  The  drill  is  belt- 
driven  through  tight  and  loose  pul- 

leys. The  countershaft  is  geared 
to  the  upright  shaft,  from  which 
two  belts  carry  the  drive  to  the 
spindle.  The  countershaft  yoke 
can  be  set  to  any  position  to  con- 

form to  the  overhead  drive,  and  has  a  belt-shifting  lever.  The 
two  arms  swing  on  stationary  sleeves.  The  .spindle  has  a  No.  2 
Morse  taper  hole  and  a  traverse  of  2i  in.  Two  spindle  speeds  of 
500  and  1.300  r.p.m.  are  provided.  Capacity,  g  hi.  in  steel. 
Weight.    250    pounds. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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thm  Iwrteiiac  P>>nt  of 

HIbmiIbI   Corpora- 
8UmU    Strauord. 

_„    will    cooUno*   optntions 
•atil  tbvir  new  factory,  mem  b*- 

ipUUd. 
TW  Dalta  rtb  Work*.  Phdodelphla. 

kM  Hi— li  ita  IM  of  Alw  ia  M- 
coHmms  «Mi  tte  aiwvHttMi  «C  Socr*. 
U17   Pawtr   «f  tiw    DvpartBMBt   of 
CMMMrm  TW  bow  IM  Im  rai>pooMl  to 
iTtiii  an  tlM  AIM  BM<M  by  95  per 
Mat  ti  ilt  wan,  oad  the  compony 
poliila  oat  to  dMtors  that  the  other  S 
rent  of  bMtw—  coaU  more  than  it 

wwtlL  ThU  is  in  lint  with  Um 
ttmiamef  of  manufactorer*  in  aorat 
otiMr  Uaoo  oimI  u  a  >top  in  tbo  richt 

Um  AUm  Machinery  and  Supply  Co.. 
Uw  latoraUte  Beltinx  and  Packinff 
Co^  and  the  Walatnun  Armature 
Works,  at  Birmincham,  Ala.,  ■offarod 
■■  acarac***  >«**  ̂   aboat  130,000  ia 
a  An  of  aaknowB  origin. 

Tba  MeWaac  Cast  Iron  Pipe  Co.,  ac- 
cardiac  to  an  aaaooacomaat  recaatly 
by  J.  S.  MeWaaa.  pf«aid«at  of  th« 
loipaaj  haa  atartad  work  on  the  larca 
alaat  to  bo  wall IM  tail  at  BinninKham. 

It  will  vaqpiro  aavatal  month*  to  con- 
■tivct  tbo  factory,  the  flrvt  unit  beins 
MO  l^  108  fevt.  with  a  dail^  capacity 
«f  tjMO  faat  of  pipo.  AddiUonal  uniu 
will  bo  addad  eoverinc,  ultimately, 
aboBt  M  acraa. 

TIm  Mobil*  PolWy  and  Machine 
Worla  aaaoaacea  that  an  additional 

■ait  to  tea  plant  for  the  manufacture 
of  stool  aao  miaceilaneoos  steel  cast- 
tacs  will  b*  aatobluhed  at  Mobile  in 
tb*  aaar  fotar*. 

Tha  Kilby  Ptp*  Co^  incorporatod  thii 
BMBth  by  E.  H.  Kilbr  and  others,  of 
AaaUton,  anaooaeaa  that  another  plant 
for  tha  ntanufactara  of  pipe  is  to  be 
sotabliabsd  this  year  at  Anniston,  Ala. 
Foaadry  aad  shops  will  be  established 
for  tha  manufacture  of  castinirs  and 
pipo  flttinss.  This  will  giyt  Anniston 
•bovt  flftooa  lar^e  pipe  plants. 
Um  8t  Potersburir  Welding  aad  Ma- 

chiao  Co.  bas  boaa  orraaitad  and  in- 
corporatod at  St.  Potorsborc.  Fta.,  with 

a  capital  of  t20XKM.  and  plans  the  es- 
tablishment of  a  welding  plant  and 

Machiao  akep.  Oflkcers  ar«:  T.  D.  Orr, 
St.  Prtorabfi.  proaideat;  D.  J.  Gala- 
brr.  yfco  proaldoBt;  A.  M.  Galaher, 
treaaam.  aad  M.  D.  flhOUac,  aacro- 
tary. 

Tba  Norlkwostom  Expanded  MeUl 
Co.,  of  Cliiea««,  with  a  soatham  office 
at  71«  Forayth  Boildiar,  Atlanta,  baa 
MTired  this  aAco  to  S3  PopUr  Strwt. 
Atlaata.  wImto  aMMh  larger  qnartars 
waprerldad.  aeeordiac  to  Arthur  3. 
taaaaua,  aa«lhora  aMnager. 

na     Wnlbiia    Machinery    Co..    of 
^*5««.  Ca^  la  iacreasinc  the  eapac- 
tty  •■  na  MMp  and  foundry  approsi- 
laaloly  Afly  par  cmt  by  the  constntc- 
goo  of  ao  addltiNal  ■alt.  accordin*  to 
r.  C  UadarwaadI,  prwldeat  The  addi. 
umwiatm  ahmt  as  largo  as  tha  prw- 

^Tbo  PMai  Co..  of  Jaanaatto  aad 
Plltofeutfe.  Pa..  aMaafaetnror  of  powtr 

rocentiv  mentioned  as 

plawniag  tW  esUblishment  of  a  south- 
ern sales  office  and  warehouse  in  At- 

lanU.  has  opened  officos  in  the  Haas- 
BowoU  bailainc  in  charge  of  H.  A. 
HoflTman.  The  Atlanta  office  is  the 
twotfth  branch  established  by  the  El- 

liot Co. 
tlM  Rivett  Lathe  aad  Grinder  Co., 

Boatoo.  Mass.,  manufacturer  of  pre- 
cision nench  lathes,  internal  grinains 

machines  and  radial  Krinding  machines 
announces  a  change  of  address  for  their 
Detroit  salt's  offlci',  which  is  onerated  in 
conjunction  with  that  of  Reed-Prentice 
Co..  Backer  Mitlins  Machine  Co.,  and 
Whiteomb  Blaisdell  Machine  Tool  Co., 
under  the  management  of  T.  C.  Mc- 

Donald. The  new  quarters  are  locaied 
at  6620  Cass  A\-e.,  oppo.site  General 
Motors  Bnildine.  The  sales  force  has 
been  augmented  bv  the  addition  of  E. 
B.  Barber,  formerly  suparintendent  of 
the  factories  of  Lafayetta  Motor  Co. 

The  Ampco  Twist  Drill  and  Tool  Co., 
18th  and  Howard  StreeU,  Detroit, 
Michigan,  has  taken  over  the  entire  as- 

set* of  the  Detroit  Reamer  and  Tool 
Co..  formerly  of  West  Congress  Street, 
Detroit,  Mich.  The  maeninery  and 
tools  will  be  added  to  the  equipment  of 
the  Ampco  Twist  Drill  and  Tool  Co. 

The  West  Sales  Co.,  1013  Ford  Bldg., 
Detroit.  Mich.,  will  in  the  future  be 
known  as  the  West  Tool  Co.,  with  of- 
flcaa  at  the  same  address.  There  will 
b«  no  change  in  the  organisation. 

The  American  Ship  Building  Com- 
pany for  the  year  ended  June  30,  1922, 

reports  toUl  income  of  $1,585,182  be- 
fore Uxes  and  charges. 

The  Liquid  Steel  Welding  Corpora- 
tion, 401  West  23d  St..  Kansas  City, 

Mo.,  has  been  organized  by  Anton 
Lucas,  formerly  with  the  MeUl  and 
Thermit  Corporation,  and  will  manu- 

facture matorials  and  appliances  for 
welding,  and   welding   compounds. 

Lewis  A  Osborne,  718  Ohio  Street, 
Wichita.  Kan.,  have  opened  a  new  ma- 

chine shop  for  general  machine  work 
and  welding,  and  will  insUll  new 
equipment. 

Tha  Cutler  Hammer  Manufacturing 
Co.,  manufacturer  of  electric  motor 
controllers,  clutches,  brakes,  and  other 
electrical  equipment,  New  York  City, 
announce*  the  opening  of  a  branch  office 
In  Boifalo,  N.  Y.,  358  Ellicott  Square, 
for  the  purpose  of  covering  the  ter- 

ritory of  WesUm  New  York  and  the 
Province  of  OnUrio,  Canada.  B.  A. 
Hattsen.  formerly  located  in  New  York, 
haa  bean  placed  in  charge. 

Tba  Bridgeport  Brass  Co..  Bridge- 
port, Conn.,  announces  the  opening  of 

a  Detroit  office  in  the  General  Motors 
Building,  Detroit,  with  Frank  H.  Long- 
year  as  district  manager. 
Tha  Waatinghonsa  Electric  and 

Manufacturing  C^.  announces  the  fol- 
lowinic  chanKcs  in  iu  New  York  and 
Buffalo  offices:  C.  W.  Undarwood,  man- 

ager of  tha  Butfalo  offlco.  haa  been  ap- 
pointed northern  repraaentative,  with 

officaa  in  Buffalo.  Tha  territory  of  the 
Boifalo  oOeo  baa  been  united  with  that 
of  tbo  Now  York  oOco  and  A.  E.  Allen, 
manager  of  tho  New  York  offlca.  will 
have  charga  of  tha  Buffalo  ofHca  also. 
Other  changaa,  affecting  these  two 
officaa.  Include  tha  appointments  of  W. R.  Marshall  as  branch  manascr  of  the 
Buffalo  office;  of  K.  W.  I»omi«  as  man- 
apt  of  tho  industrial  division  of  tha Now  York  cAco;  of  W.  A.  Roasall  aa 

special  power  repraaantative  of  the 
combined  districts  and  of  U.  T.  Dunk- 

lin as  mansKer  of  the  merchandising 
division  of  the  New  York  office.  The 

supply  and  power  divisions  of  the  New York  ofticv  have  boan  merged  into  the 
central  station  division  under  C.  1&. 

Stephens,  manager,  and  the  present 
railway  division  will  in  the  future  be 
known  as  the  transportation  division. 

The  Wilde  Drop  Forge  and  Tool  Co., 

Kansas  City,  Mo.,  has  filed  incorpora- 
tion papers  with  tne  secretory  of  SUte, 

Kansas,  showing  a  capital  stock  of 
$50,000  and  1,000  shares  of  no  par 
vslue.  The  company  will  manufac- 

ture, buy  and  sell  tools,  machinery  of 

various  kinds,  act  as  manufacturer's 
agents  and  brokers.  The  shareholders 
are  Mary  Wilde,  Goldia  Wilde  and 
Paul  Frovschl. 

The  Porter-Cable  Machina  Co.,  Syra- 
cuse. N.  Y.,  has  'iurchased  tha  Syracuse 

Sander  Manufacturing  Co.,  manufac- 
turer of  disc,  oscillating  spindle  and 

belt  Sanders,  and  expects  to  move  the 

business  into  the  former's  plant 

Personals 

NcAL  W.  r  osTER,  who  has  been  act- 
ing manaicer  of  the  National  Acme  Co., Windsor  division,  since  the  retirement 

of  Mr.  Gridley,  has  been  appointed  gen- 
eral manager  to  succeed  Mr.  Ctridley 

and  will  have  full  charge  of  thr  Wind- 
sor plant. 

Daniel  H.  Parkb,  who  has  b.>en  at 
the  head  of  the  purchasinir  department 
of  the  National  Acme  Co.,  Windsor 
division,  has  been  appointed  o>nce  man- 

ager of  the  Windsor  plant. 
Timothy  Byrnes  has  just  been  ap- 

pointed general  manager  of  the  Lacka- 
wanna plant  of  the  Bethlehem  Steel 

Corporation. 

Anton  Lucas,  for  the  pas^  twentv- 
five  ytin  associated  witn  tl  >  Gold- 
schmidt  Thermit  Co.,  and  'ts  successor, the  MeUl  and  Thermit  Corporation, 
has  resigned  and  organized  the  Liquid 
Steel  Welding  Corporation,  401  West 
23rd  Street,  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  of 
which  company  ha  will  be  general  man- 

ager. Oliver  L.  Hbnn,  formerly  superin- 
tendent of  tho  Windsor  plant  of  the 

National  Acme  Co.,  has  been  appointed 
works  manager. 

Bert  N.  Greenwood,  formerly  with 
the  Greenfield  Tap  and  Die  CorpoiH- 
tion  and  with  their  predecessor  in  the 
manufacture  of  Greanflald  grinders, 
the  Greenfield  Machine  Co.,  has  joined 
the  salca  force  of  Kussell,  Holbrook  & 
Henderson,  Inc.,  and  will  be  sUtioned 
at  Bridgeport,  Conn. 

Keith  J.  Evans,  advertising  manager 
of  Jo*.  T.  Ryerson  &  Son,  Chicago,  and 
Miss  Harriet  S.  Guthrie  were  married 
in  Riverside,  III.,  on  October  7. 

J.  F.  Geary,  recently  sniwrlntcndont 
for  tha  Niagara  Radiator  Co.,  North 
Tonawanda,  N.  Y.,  and  previously  in 
charga  of  various  planto  of  the  United 
SUtes  Radiator  Corporation  and 
American  Radiator  Co.,  is  now  district 
manatrer  in  western  New  York,  On- 

Urio and  northwestern  Pennsylvania 

for  the  Uusiness  Training  ('orporation 
of  New  York,  specialists  in  training 
courses  in  production  methods  for  fore- 

men and  nroductinn  executives. 
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Stanley  T.  Goss,  until  recently  vice 
president  and  sales  manager  of  the 
New  Britain  Machine  Co.,  has  joined 
the  staff  of  A.  L.  DeLeeuw,  consulting 
engineer,  as  business  manager. 

E.  E.  Hoffman,  of  New  York,  has 
been  appointed  plant  engineer  of  the 
Hendee  Manufacturing  Co.,  motorcycle 
producers,  Springfield,  Mass.  He  will 
have  supervision  of  product  design, 
tools  and  tool  design,  maintenance,  in- 

spection, material  specifications  and 
standardization. 

C.  H.  Sawyer,  formerly  Rochester 
manager  for  the  Syracuse  Supply  Co., 
and  later  connected  with  its  Syracuse 
office,  has  taken  charge  of  the  Syracuse 
office  of  D.  R.  Clarkson  and  Co., 
Machine  Tool  Dealers,  of  Rochester. 

CoL.  C.  L'H.  RuGGLES,  the  head  of 
the  technical  division  of  the  Ordnance 

Department,  is  acting  as  chief  of  Ord- 
nance during  the  absence  of  Gen.  C.  O. 

Williams. 

Frederick  E.  Anthony,  who  for 

many  years  was  in  charge  of  the  auto- 
matic screw  machine  tool  designing  at 

the  Brown  &  Sharpe  Manufacturing 
Co.,  died  October  8,  on  his  fifty-eighth 
birthday.  Mr.  Anthony  was  born  in 
East  Providence,  and  at  the  age  of 

seventeen  entered  Brown  &  Sharpe's 
employ  as  an  apprentice.  He  remained 
with  the  company  until  January,  1890, 
after  which  he  worked  with  the  East- 

man Kodak  Company  and  with  Bugbee 
&  Niles,  of  North  Attleboro.  In  Octo- 

ber, 1898,  he  again  returned  to  the  em- 
ploy of  the  company,  where  he  re- 

mained up  to  the  time  of  his  death.  He 
represented  the  type  of  a  trained  me- 

chanic which  has  made  so  much  for 
the  progress  of  mechanical  lines  in  this 
country.  He  was  fertile  in  devising 
ways  and  means  of  doing  work,  and 
his  sound  mechanical  judgment  and 
training  kept  him  from  various  pitfalls 
that  are  so  apt  to  embarrass  a  me- 

chanical genius.  Through  his  advice 
and  experience,  many  of  the  details  of 
the  automatic  screw  machines  were 
brought  out. 

The  BnreaH  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Commeri-e.  Department  of  Commerce, 
WUNliington.  D.  C-,,  liaH  inquiries  for  the 
agencies  of  macliinery  a.nd  niaclline  tools. 
Any  information  desired  rcKardini^  tliese 
oiip<»rtunities  ran  l>e  secured  from  tlie  al>ove 
adfiress  by  referring  to  the  number  follow- 

ing: ea<'h   item. 
EnginoerinK  machinery  and  machine-tool 

lines — Belgium  and  France.  Agency  de- 
sired by  a  Belgian  engineer  now  in  the 

United   States.     Reference  No.   3814. 
Structural  steel,  window  panes,  plumbing 

equipment,  light  hardware,  and  bricks  and 
pla.stcr  for  a  municipal  building — Mexico. 
Correspondence  should  be  in  Spanish.  Ref- 

erence No.    3815. 
Printing  types  and  printing  presses — 

India.  Purchase  is  desired.  Reference  No. 
3824. 

Sheet  aluminum  for  the  manufacture  of 
kitchen  utensils — Italy.  Purchase  desired. 
Quotations,  C.i.f.  Italian  port.  Reference 
No.   3834. 

Machinery  and  engineering  supplies — 
New  Zealand.  Purchase  and  agency  de- 

sired. Quotations,  c.i.f.  Australasian  ports. 
Reference  No.  3840. 

Machinery  for  the  manufactuer  of  glue, 
including  eq\iipment  ff)r  solidifying  and 
cutting  gelatin,   vacuum   tanks,   and   dryers 

— Chile.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
c.i.f.  Valparaiso.     Reference  No.  3841. 

Small  motor-driven  irrigation  pumps  for 
farm.s,  larger  pumps  for  deep  wells,  and 
small  centrifugal  pumps — Greece.  Purchase 
desired.  Quotations,  f.o.b.  New  York.  Ref- erence  No.   3822. 

Olive  oil  refining  plant  complete — Spam. 
Purchase  desired.  Quotation.s,  c.i.f.  Span- 

ish port.  Correspondence,  Spanish.  Refer- ence No.   3842. 

Popcorn  machines — Mexico.  Purchase 
desired.  Catalogues  and  prices  are  re- 

quested.    Reference  No.  3843. 
Machinery  for  distilling  fruit  essences — 

India.  Purchase  and  agency  desired.  Quo- 
tations, c.i.f.  Bombay.  Terms,  payment 

against  documents.     Reference  No.  3841. 
Carborundum  powder — Japan.  Purchase 

desired.  Samples  and  prices  are  requested. 
Reference  No.  3847. 

Hardware,  such  as  wood  screws,  wire 
nails,  rose  nails,  bolts  and  nuts,  rivets,  files, 
and  tool  steel ;  cotton-mill  stores ;  eiectri- 
cal  goods  and  accessories  ;  all  kinds  of  tin 
and  wooden  ware ;  mechanical  toys — India. 
Agency  desired.     Reference  No.  38G3. 

Glassware,  enamel  and  aluminum  ware, 
lamp  ware,  safes,  cutlery,  hardware,  rice 
mills  and  machinery,  and  sundries — India. 
Purchase  desired.  Terms,  payment  against 
documents.     Reference  No.  3870. 

Wire,  screws  and  hinges  for  bed  springs 
— Spain.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
f.o.b.  New  York.  Correspondence,  Spanish. 
Reference  No.  3873. 

Machines  for  the  preparation  of  popcorn 
for  confections — Belgium.  Agency  desired. Reference   No.    3879. 

Galvanized  chains  for  vessels ;  and  pulp- 
machine  wires — Norway.  Agency  desired. 
Quotations,  f.o.b.  New  York.  Payment  to 
be  arranged  through  Norwegian  bank.  Ref- erence No.  3880. 

Steel. tubes,  fittings,  valves,  and  all  simi- 
lar steel  and  iron  products — Netherlands. 

Agency  desired  from  manufacturers.  Quo- 
tations, f.o.b.  American  port.  Payment, 

cash  against  documents.  Reference  No. 
3893. 

Trade  Catalog's 

3W 

Condensed  Catalosr  of  Mechanical  Eqnip- 
ment.  Issued  by  the  American  Society  of 
mechanical  Engineers.  The  catalog  is  now 
9  X  12  in.,  the  size  of  Mechanical  Engineer- 

ing, and  is  bound  in  limp  covers.  It  con- 
tains 622  pages  on  thin  paper  and  includes 

a  general  classified  directory  as  well  as 
a  directory  of  consulting  engineers. 

Books  on  Practiral  and  Badio  Subjects. 
The  Norman  W.  Henley  Publishing  Co.,  2 
West  40th  St.,  New  York  City.  This  com- 

pany has  just  issued  for  free  distribution 
a  new  catalog  of  their  practical  books  on 
various  subjects,  including  their  latest  pub- 

lications on  Radio  matters. 

Centrifugal  Pumps.  The  Coeur  d'Alene Hardware  and  Foundry  Co.,  Wallace.  Idaho. 
A  new  publication,  known  as  Bulletin  No. 
21,  has  just  been  issued  by  this  company. 
It  contains  a  complete  description  with  de- 

tailed illustrations  of  the  company's  line 
of  single  stage,  single  suction  volute  cen- 

trifugal pumps  for  slime,  sand  and  water. 
The  bulletin  also  contains  several  useful 
tables  on  hydraulics. 

Friction  Clutrhes  and  Transmission 
Equipment.  McMahon  &  Co.,  Worcester, 
Mass.  An  illustrated  bulletin  covering  the 
various  types  of  friction  clutches,  counter- 

shafts and  pulleys  manufactured  by  this 
company. 

Nitrol.  The  American  Kreuger  and  Toll 
Corporation,  522  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York 
City.  This  company  has  recently  issued  a 
new  folder  on  the  subject  of  nitrol,  a  hard- 

ening agent  for  iron  and  steel.  The  folder 
gives  a  full  description  of  tl\e  product  with 
numerous  micro-photographs  showing  the 
effect  of  the  agent  on  steel  under  varying 
conditions. 
Automatic  Regrniators.  Charles  Engel- 

hard, Inc..  30  Church  St..  New  York  City. 
A  new  publication  known  as  Bulletin  24, 
of  catalog  P-3  containing  fourteen  pages 
has  just  been  issued  by  this  company.  The 
publication  contains  complete  descriptive 
matter  with  illustrations  on  the  various 
types  of  thermo  electric  pyrometers,  electric 
resistance  thermometers,  regulating  units, 
etc.,    made   by   this  company. 
Motor  Grinders  and  Buffs.  The  J.  G. 

Blount  Co.,  Everett,  Mass.  A  booklet  con- 
taining complete  information  regarding  the 

numerous  types  and  sizes  of  motor  grinders 
and  motor  buffs  produced  by  this  company. 

Keonomir  Development  of  Bhantnnc 
Province,  China.  Trade  information  bulle- 

tin No.  70  of  the  Department  of  Commerce 
on  the  economic  conditions  in  Shantung 

province,  transmitted  by  the  American  Con- sul at  Tsinau.  Distributed  by  the  Bureau 
of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce,  Wash- 

ington, D.  C. 
International  Association  of  Public  Em- 

ployment Services.  Bulletin  No.  311.  of  the 
Bureau  of  Labor  Statistics,  Department  of 
Labor,  containing  the  proceedings  of  the 
ninth  annual  meeting  of  the  International 
Association  of  Public  Employment  Services, 
held  at  Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  September  7  to  9, 
1921. 

Digest  of  Patent  Laws  of  the  World.  The 
Midas  Trade  Mark  and  Patent  Bureau, 
Ellsworth  Building.  Chicago,  111.  This  bu- 

reau has  just  issued  a  new  folder,  known 
as  Bulletin  No.  106,  containing  a  digest  of 
the  patent  laws  of  the  world.  In  concise 
form,  information  is  contained  on  such 
matters  as  duration,  proper  applicant,  fil- 

ing limitation,  tax  periods  and  patent  work- 
ings in  every  country.  There  is  also  pre- 

sented a  graphic  chart  of  U.  S.  patent 

procedure. Sampling  and  Analysis  of  Pig  Iron.  The 
Carnegie  Steel  Co.,  Bureau  of  Technical 
Instruction.  Pittsburg.  Pa.  This  company 
has  ju.st  issued  a  40-page  pamphlet  cover- 

ing the  methods  employed  by  the  chemists 
of  the  U.  S.  Steel  Corporation  for  the 
sampling  and  analysis  of  pig  iron.  The 
publication,  one  of  a  series  of  seven  thus 
far  issued  by  the  Bureau,  contains  a  com- 

plete description  of  the  various  methods  of 
procedure  followed  in  the  determination  of 
the  various  constituents  of  pig  iron.  A  cir- 

cular of  information  regarding  this  pamph- 
let, as  well  as  the  other  six  publications  on 

kindred  subjects,  may  be  had  on  applica- 
tion to  the  Bureau  of  Technical  Informa- 
tion,   Carnegie    Steel    Co.,    Pittsburg,    Pa. 

National  Hardware  Association  of  the 
United  States.  Convention,  Atlantic  City, 
N.  J.  Oct.  17,  18,  19,  20,  1922.  Head- 

quarters, Marlborough-Blenhelm.  T.  James 
Fernley,  secretary-treasurer,  505  Arch 
Street,   Philadelphia,   Pa. 

American  Hardware  Mannfactnrers'  As- sociation. Convention.  Atlantic  City, 
N.  J.,  Oct.  18,  19,  20,  1922.  Headquarters, 
Marlborough-Blenhelm.  P.  D.  Mitchell, 
secretary-treasurer,.  1819  Broadway,  New York. 

National  Association  of  Farm  Eqnipment 
Manufacturers.  Annual  Convention,  October 
18  to  20,  Congress  Hotel,  Chicago. 

Society  of  Industrial  Bngineers.  Oct.  18 
to  20.  McAlpin  Hotel,  New  York.  Secre- 

tary, George  C.  Dent,  327  South  LaSalle 
St.,  Chicago. 

American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 
tion, annual  convention.  New  York  City. 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary.  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway,   New   York   City. 

American  Trade  Association  Ilxecntlves. 
Third  annual  meeting.  Oct.  25,  26  and  27, 
1922,  at  the  Inn,  Bucks  Falls,  Pa.  (Dela- ware Water  Gap). 
Automotive  Equipment  Association.  An- 

nual show  and  meeting,  November  13  to  18, 
Chicago,  111. 

National  Founders'  Association,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary,  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
LaSalie   St.,    Chicago,    111. 
Eighteenth  Annual  Automobile  Salon, 

Commodore  Hotel,  New  York  City,  Decem- 
ber 3  to  9,  1922. 

A'nerican  Society  of  Meciianical  Engi- 
neers, annual  convention,  December  4  to  7, 

1922.  New  York  City.  Secretary.  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  39th  Street,  New  York 
City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chanical Engineering.  Dec.  7  to  13,  1922, 

Grand  Central  Palace.  New  Y'ork  City. Secretary.  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,  New  York  City. 

National  Automobile  Cliamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  Grand 

Central  Palace,  New  York  City,  January 
6  to  13,  1923. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show.  January 

27  to  February  3.  1923,  ColLseum  and  First 
Regiment  Armory,   Chicago,  111. 
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The  Weekly  Price  Guide 
RISE   AND   FALL  OP   THE    MARKET 

■TIb  wofd  at  SUc  m  atainat  S3c. ;  tine  ■hcets. 

•tc  ><tMiijrt  tnm  9U.  wad  Mlder  (I  and  I)  SSlc.  as  com- 

p^rtd  villi  tfc  per  lb.,  om  «««k  mo.  in  Ntw  York  wmr«- 

Iiil.  C3c.  M  acaiast  6|c  in  Eaat  St  Louis.  In- 

far  tia  plate*:  price  tendency  upward. 

■p  tc  In  Cle\-eUad;  babbitt  metal  alto 

advaand.  llc^llc.  per  lb.  Zinc  khowlnff  apward  trend. 

\  aB  prieai  arm ;  irndinc  upward. 
Maaa  nniiilniit  thapaa  and  soft  iteel  bars,  92.15® 

tMJk.  Fittsburgh.  on  ordinary  tonnage*;  91.90912, 

r.  qooUd  on  lanr*  ordara.  Plate*,  92992.16;  with 

■pacMcatlepi  at  a  minimam  of  92.26  per  100  lb. 

>  is  diacoants  on  rubber  and  ducic  belting, 

la  New  York  warekooata.  No.  2  foundry  pig  iron  down  93 

ki  mnaiklplili  and  91  in  Pittabargh;  basic  decliaad  92.60  per 

•m  hi  Pbni»^ir>«tii. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIG  IRON  —  Per  gro**   um  —  Quoiationi   compiltd   by   The 
Uaitbea  Aidy  G».: 
CINCINNATI 
Na  2  Smiiltcni   IJO.SS 
Nanheni  R<uc           J2.27 
SaadMnOtiwNo.  2...       34.27 

NEW  YORK— Tide. <i<r  DtlivetY 
SaMb«f«  No.  2  (dicoa  2.2$«2.f5) 

BIRMINGHAM 
No.  2  Foaadry   

PHILADELPHIA 
Easiafa  Pa^  No.  2a  (taicoa2.25«2.75)   
Viraiaia  Na.  2   

naST^   Gtay  forgs      
CHICAGO 

No.  2  Foaadry  local       12.00 
Na.  2  Foaadry.  Senikcra  (mIicoo  2.2S92.7S}       11   SO 

PIl'lSBURGH.  iadudias  rreigbt  cbatge  from  Valley NawIPoaadry           J4.00 
BMic       JJ.OO 

36,27 

2H.00 

Ji  64 

37.17 29.50 
32.00 

IRON  MACHINERY  CASTINOft-Ia  cr«t*  per  pound: 
Ltgbt  Median)  Heavy 

Detroit.         M§I2  80  3<^4 
New  Yark.          MIO  6.0  4.0 

   9.0  6  0  .<a$| 
          1.0  5.25  Ts 
   «.0  S.O  4.0 

w»r*lia»*ai 
tafioAt  arc  in  ccnit  per  pound  la  variout  cicica 
alto  th«  biM  quMjiion*  fiom  miD: 

Piltibuitk, 

NauW 
NauU          _ 

ga^H    2 NawM    J 

{Can  17  aad  21. 
Naa  22  aad  24. 
Km.  25  sad  26. 
ht^n   

New  York  (1«*claad 
4  1';  J  70 
4.24  3.75 
4.29  3.M 
4. 39  1.90 

4.70 
4.7J 
4  *0 490 

4.20 

4  25 
4.30 
4.40 

Chicago 

4.00 

4.05 4.10 
4.20 

4.70 
4.70 4.75 
4.«5 

Galvaniicd 

Nm.  10  and  II. 
Noi.  12  and  14. 
Noi.  17  and  21. 
No*.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   «.. 
No.  28   

Piittburth 
3.J5«J.7S 

New  York 

*.'K) 

5.00 

5.30 5,45 
5.f« 

5.90 

Cleveland 

4.40 4.50 
4. 80 4.95 

5  10 

5,40 

Chican 

4.1)5 
4.95 

siio 
S.5S 

5,9S 

WROUGHT  PIPE— The  followinR  diicounta  are  to  iobbcr*  for 
carload  lot*  on  the  latetl  Pitiiburgh  bating  card ; 

Inchei 
I  lo3... 

Steel Black 

(A 2    61 
2)  to  6    65 
7  to  8    62 
9to  12    61 

Iron 

Black 
.     34 

,       29 ,.     32 

BL'TT  WELD 

Galv.  Inchei 

S6J  l.olj.. 
LAP  WELD 491  2   

5)  21  to  4.. 
49  4)  to  6. . 

m  7  to  12.. BUTT  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 
I  to  l|       66  551  i  to  I)       34 
2tol       67  56l 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

32| 

30 

2.. 2)  to  4. 

4{  to  6. 
7  to  8.. 
9to  12 

59 

63 

62 

58 
52 

48 

52 

51 

45 

39 

30 

33 

32 7"to8       25 

20 

il 

to  4. to  6. 

CaW. 

19 

15 

19 

19 

17 

20 

17 
21 
20 

13 

8 
9  to  12. 

Malleable  ̂ ttinta.    Clatter  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
trock  lell  ai  net  liit.    Catt  iron,  tiandard  liiet,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Wareho.iie  diicounti  at  followc 
New  York     Cleveland         Chica|;o 

Black  Cialv 
I  to  3  in.  iceel  hull  welded.  60%   47% 

Black  Calv.  Black    (iaiv. 

2iio6in.iieel  Up  welded.  57%    44% 
Malleable  fittingi.     Claiiet  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  Yorl 

itock  lell  at  litt  Irii  5%.    Catt  iron,  iianJard  tizei,  32%  olf. 

IP  51I5  f»  J?|5 
\  Banded,  from  New  Yor 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warchouie  price*  in  ccnii  per  pound  ia 
10Mb.  lot*: 

New  York  Crvcland  Chicago 

Open  hearth  tpringttecl  (bate)  4.  SO             6.00  4.50 
Spring  Iteel  (light)  (bair)    6.00             6.00  6.00 
Coppered  Heticmerrod*(ba(c)..  6.03             8.00  6.10 
Hoopiiecl    4.39             3.71  3.W 
Cold  rolled  (trip  tied    6.75             8.25  7.25 
Floor  plaiet    5.50            5.16  5.50 
Cold  (iniihcd  thaftingortcrew..  3.90            3.75  3.70 
Cold  linithed   Hati.  iquarci    4.40             4.2$  4.20 
Siruritiral  ihapei  (bate)    3.14              3.01  3.021 
Soft  (tcel  bart  (bate)    3.04             2.91  2.921 
Soft  Iteel  bar  ihapci  (bate)....  3.04             2.91  2.92) 
Soft  iieel  bandi  (bate)    3.84             3.61  3.55 
Tank  plaiei  (bate)    3.14             3.01  3.021 
Bar  iri.n  (2.60  at  mill)    3.04            2.91  2.82) 
Drill  rod  (from  lilt)    S5®uO%        40%  50% 
Electric  welding  wire: 

A    8.00   
I    6.50   

Atol   ....•    6.25   

.12®13 

.nSi2 loSii 

METALS 

Current  Pricrt  in  Centi  Per  Pound 

Copper,  elccirolviic  (up  to  carlott).  New  York   
Tin,  5-ton  lot*.  New  York   
Lead  (up  lo  catloti),  St.  l.ouii. ...  6.30;  New  York.  6, 
Zinc  (up  to  cariod),  St.  I^uii   6.65;  New  York. 

Aluminum,  98  to  99%  ingoti.  1-15  N«*  Yo'
k  f"«''«'" ton  loti    20.70  23.00 

Antimony  (Chincic),  tonipot...   7.2507.37)  8.00 
Copper  ihecii,  bai*   ,     21.50  22.00 
Copper  wire  (carlott)        16.00  18.00 
Copper  ban  (ton  Ion)    20.00  23.aj 
Copper  tubing  (t00-ll>.  Ion)    24.75  25.00 
Brail  ihecti  (lOO-lb.  loti)     18.50  20.75 
Bra**  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lot*)         23.00  24.00 

..    14.75 

..    34.25 

750.6.871 
. .      7.37J Chicaga 

20.00 8.00 

23.00 
16.25 

19.50 23.00 
18.75 

20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 

IS. 75 

20.  CO 

36.00 9.00 

METALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)      17.00  18.75 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      19.00  20.75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9. SO  10.25 
Solder  (i  and  J),  (caselots)     25 .  50  23 .  .50 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)      34.00  44.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)     25.00  17.25 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00       
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .   39.00     .... 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)..  .     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50.00 
Sheet  bars...    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11 .75 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,  light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  50 
Zinc       3  00 

12.50 12.00 
12.00 11.50 
10.00 10.50 
5.25 4.75 

4.25 4.00 
6.50 9.25 5.50 6  00 

7.00 7.00 

4.00 
4. 25 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lilts 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- 
York         land      Chicago 

"AAA"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00       21.00        20.90 

"A"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,  112sheets       12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        6.00  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7. 25         6.25  7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..     }!0. 09(31,  ?0.  UJ       30.12         gO.U} 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  perl  b.       .065®.  10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13 Jxl3 J, perlb.  .16  32.00  per  M        .10 
Wiping  cloths,13Jx20^,per  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M       .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.8S  3. 25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .93  1.01  .97 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12.75 
Red  lead,  dry     1001b.  kegs.        New  York,  12.75 
Red  lead,  in  oil     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  14.25 
Fire  clay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  1.00 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville   per  net  ton  12.00@12.50 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton  13.S0@14.00 

?3.50n, 
3.50  net  $4.00  off 

3.90  net          

     65-5% 

60-5% 

70-10% 

45% 

80% 

70% 

40-10% 

New        Qeve- York         land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  50-10-5%  50% 
IJand  ljx3in.  upto  12  in       20%       50%  [50% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plusstd.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        15% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts       -      ...       20% 
Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .     40% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.x30  in      ....     30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40%                55% 
Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plu»      20%           

Semi-finished  nuts  I  and  larger       60%  70% 
Case-hardened  nuts         50%          
WasherSjCast  iron,  ̂ in.,  per  1001b.  (net) 

Washers.cast  iron,  fin.per  1001b.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Off  list 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist 
Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  100  Ib.Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  1^  in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  j-in.>  l-io.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

Ij   to    li-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
EXTRA  pet  I00\h         0.25 

f  in.  diameter    EXTRA 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

i56.CO $3.50 
83.50 4.50 

5.00 
3.50 

3.00 

S.OO 
3.50  net 

1.00 3.00 
4.00 1.00 

3.00 

4.00 

1.00 
3.00 

4.00 1.00 
3.00 4.00 

45% 

60% 60% 

50% 
60% 

4ic.  net 

35.00  33.90 
83.35 

5.10 

4.00 
3.45 

0.25 

..      0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.50 
0.50 

0.50 

0.50 

0.25 
. .       0.25 

0.50 

. .       0.50 

0.35       $3.70  base 
55-5%        50%  50% 
35%  50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       SO. 55      30.50      $0.67i 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33         0.35         0.40 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (j  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40-5%  40i%      50% 
Heavy  grade   30-5%  30-j%  40-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5%    SO-10%40-10% 
Second  grade       65-10%     60-5%  60-5% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets  9x11  in.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets. 
Flintpaper         ?5.84      35.84 
Emery  paper    8.80       11.00 
Emery  cloth   ._   _.         27.84       31.12 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3i 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll,        4.50         4.28         4.95 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    1.32         124 
Cloth    3.02         2  67 

36.48 

8.80 

29.48 

1.40 
3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Toob  Wanted 

L  W  Kaaa  Sll«  rurk  I 
)     tonm4   tmm*   roUlas 

A««. 
   -Wa4«warth  *  JoiiMk 
I — loato  amt   »q«ly>   far   pro- 

Sal'*    * 

m»a  WIDOW  A***.— 
t    for   pro- 

nu    HaK    K.    &.   ̂ .■..— ...   w. 
AcL— Will  loartvo   kMi   la   >bnai 

■itiT  huk*   for  rrpair   «oHi.   on* 
jr  aBW  far  carv«al*r   onr  powrr 
I  tfrm  priM  •«4  rrtndlnc  appa- 

im»wm  ttir  priipoa«<  atep  buHdln*. 
Mo-  iiaila  T%»  Xanaa  Taxkrab  Co..  It* 

W«a  ■!,  V^  Nortna^  l*Trl>.  AM*.-~coa>pl»i.a 

W^M.  l<1j^  jMimMt  I^no-  «1TI  Lac- 
«.  J,  Oor«iM  Da  Matte  Broo.  amaW 

Mfltf  *«  praMk  fciww  >  •■«  «|  ft. 
M.  V.  MmMi"  «■  O.  &  WaMlac  Corp.. 

tSi  Cik  t.  a»«  ■  ft.  tmrlPBtal  plaio  baad- 
Mg  f«IL  a^  *■•  •■•■  traoaUac  eraao^ 

11.  V,  ■■*■!■  O.  C.  Kllna.  tlil  .NU«ara 
tH  aaMH  loola,  *lc  for  a4dltloa  to  auto- 
*flnMli  rapoJr  liMPL 

M.  T,  — >alo — H.  KoaiiH.  (o  Saratoca 
t.  — tlilairy  aad  M)ulpmeni  for  propoatd 
1  Ma*7  carac*  aad  rtpair  abcp. 

K.  T.  OaaklHk— J.  A.  Wolprrt.  11«  Main 
1  ■artlnifT.  tooli  aad  w|ttlpm*nt  for 
Baraca  aad  rapalr  ahop,  to  rrplaca  thai 
wkMJk  was  taaaiiv  iiMiujuJ  by  tn. 

n.  T.  ■iitiilM  Ttio  RucbMtcr  Taxk-ab 
Oa,  1*1  St.  Paol  St.^ — marhlarry,  toola  aad 

'   tor  |7i,M«   raras*  aad   acrrtoa 

M.  T,  ■llfcilH 
-a  r. 

•«t  win- la*  11(1     aaiall  toolL  aeeaaaarlia.  atr.  for 
•M  am»  aarvlea  aSuoa  at  Mt  Wlaioa  Rd. 

Naltooal  Praaaid  Oaar 
  I    Av*. — addtlloaal     ma- 
Cotsad  gaar  plaat. 
-Tha   a.    r.    bom   Supply 

rVk.  IM  Maat  P«arl  St. — !•  la.  foot  power 
iiaam  a^itarlag  ahaara, 

Ova,  rartlood— R.  S.  Hachaoa.  IMh  aad 
Ca«r*   ■»>      a—   marawii    turrrt   laiba.    II 

uriru  and  toola : 
«xtln«o>*h*r*;  ooa 

la  U  hk  awlas.  wMk  •• 

taaipaal  grladar:  oaa  i 
lac  aatai 

.  K.  r. D.  aad  L.  L.  Saun- 
oMir,  innia  aad  aoBlMMM  for 

gmt*€»  and  otrvtca  atatloa. 
A    r.    Hmdrteka    Co.    *«f 

♦  ■li»»t     MMtaJ    n>amifa<^annc 

Fa,  rwia  ilaaaptiray  *  Qtb.  Freat  St- 
aad  Taai  alain  At*. — pvMMk  aiaara. 
OTM  ate.  (or  *t««l  plaat. 
,  ra^  PMte^it.  r.  Maara^  ITtT  Nortli 
Mb  St.  Oliiit  Iroo  aad  atrtaJ  predaei** — 
drm  >rwi»  pwarlMa^  rtvatlas  marttlaaa. 
•»»ar«.  »«*•. 
^'o-  r%iU^-^^tum9U*uim  RIU  Braad 
m-  mm.  M.  SBMh.  fSirrh.  A«l.— on*  )a«Hr- 
aal  aad  aa«l  U«h«L 

ro,  rMM»ai>li     Tba  Cam*f1»  Strol  Oa. 
•'—^  tnft      IIISI  Jfiaaw  pip*  marhlBoa. aadwaodwailUBd   aMctitn^rr    for 

•     t^     tloili     Slaal 
_    ..^^-i-     •-   K»ra<oa»  Bids, A.  M  H<>«tib   P^M«lk^   A«i— «f»  la  loa,  aoa 

Mm  aad  ao*  t  lap  araa*.  atv  rttalaMaaka. 
Mnw.  atMAlacblkaa  aad  pr<«Mau 

ria-  WSMaaaMMl  •-  S.    T.    MrCaraifelL 
«.  itl->li  H«9*«|«.it.— laaHiKi. 

■araso. 

^lur 

a  Jiy;s:;i;«»5uisir^'  "^ 

_     Bil rblB. 

•SanK 

W  u  .  ApplrtaB-Oulariinile  County.  Court 
'    ''    '■■■:     ••  ■•-    riin— 4in<'   It  In.  x •  th'i-art     rulilnit. 

iK  oil  attarlimrnia 
ii'i  "^'i    Mt.Hi.r ,     oni"     I)unmor« 

on   lathe .   unr   inlliiiiK  ma- 
i    wiih   nrlMir.   vt»^  anil  dlvld- 

-    '       (in*-     amall     hlith 
•  III  pivu  (<ir  pMprr 
'  i-k    to   take   up   to 

t  la.  xiaiiiiii  ni..<MK  iitiiia  '  ona  large  rnipry 
ataad;  oar  lo  ton  traVFlinc  rrann ;  onr  & 
tsaJL  Wkm  puiiiii  and  SOO  cal.  lank;  flw  ISO 
rat  oil  titoragK  tanka.  ooropleto  with  piunpa, 
barrrl  rak«  and  rhaln  bolat. 

WU..  Barllactaa-^.  A.  Alby  *  Bon  Co.. 
(Baraxr)— power  aaw.  lathe,  gaaoUno  ator- 
ac«  taaka  aad  ptitnp. 

_,Wla..  Kaa  riaire — Qarton  Broa.  Co..  ItT 
Cheat  nut  St  .  K  P.  Qarton.  UgT. — autoino- 
alla  rrpalr  marhlnrry. 

Wla..  MadUaa  W.  Mead.  101  Bclenoa 
Hall— (MM  lathe,  motor  drttraa. 
Wla..  MOwaalieo— Pabat  Corp.  »IT 

Chretnul  8t,  H.  W.  Marah.  Btry  — nipnte 
rultlnjt  and  thrradlns  marhlni-K  for  the 
manufacture  of  nlpplt-a  for  calvanlard  Iron 

pipe. 
Wla..  Kklaelaadvr — J.  Srcrratrom  A  Co., 

<>arace) — automobile  repair  machinery. 
WU..  Haraaa — A.  J.  Ilendcnuin — Karate 

and  blarkumlih  iihnp  e<|ulpm<'nt  to  replace 
that  which  waa  deetroyed  by  Are. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ala.  Oadaea  —  Bd.  Kduc.  —  vocational 
equipment  for  propoaed  tlOO.OOO  hish 
achool. 

CaUr.  Saa  FraaeUaa  H.  Wolcer,  t>lt 
Plllmora  St.  (cabinet  maker) — trim  aaw 
and  jointer  for  power  equipment. 

D.  r,  Waab.— A.  U  Flint.  Ornl.  Puroll. 
omcer  of  the  Panama  Canal.  Waah.,  P.  C, 
reclvlne  hide  until  Nov.  I,  for  «tr<-l,  riveia. 
N<lt«.  nailii.  aMTtlon  rara,  mowlnc  machlnea, 
braaa  ahrrtii  ami  tublnc.  copper  tublns. 
boiler  tuNrii.   piK  tin.  valvea,  etc. 

lad..  ladlaaa«M>lla — Clrm  I^Jiundry  Co. 
141  Indiana  Ave — marhlnrry  and  equip- 

ment  fr>r    ttn.ono  addltUm   lu   laundry. 
la.  naboaac — lid.  Bduc.  24S  B.  and  I. 

Bids.  L.  Paten,  Beoy. — wood  working  ma- 
rhlnrry, Inrludinc  band  aaw.  rlrrle  aaw. 

mortlaer.  ate.  for  maoual  tralninc  depart- ment. 

Kaa.  WIrlUta — C.  P.  L«wla.  Tit  Ohio  St. 
(marhlne  »hnp)  —  welding  outflt.  air  cnm- 
preaaor.  emrrv  atand.  whirl,  electric  motor, 
beltinc  ahaftuic  and  banK'-ra. 

my..  Aahlsad— 8.  8.  Willi* — marhlnrry 
and  eoulpmaot  for  propoaed  brick  plant  at 
Sommlt. 

■  y..  L«aUTllle — The  Pyne  Co..  ttT  Bhelhy 
Parkway — power  punrh  and  T.  and  L.  pul- 
leya. 
Ky_  Ba***nvltle — Indrprndrnra  NItroCo. 

—complete  machinery  and  equipment  for 
propoaed  pbuit  for  the  manufarture  of 
nltroclycorln,  eapaettjr  100  qu.  prr  day. 

■r-  WkMi— Nobia  Coal  *  Lumber  Co- 
O.  Noble.  Preo.— electrical  aad  mechaolcat 
minlos  equlpmeat  for  mlnaa. 

■y_  Wiaiaaiabars — Tba  Iroqoola  Natural 
Oaa  Co.  —  machinery  and  equipment  for 
Dfopoeed  plant  (or  th*  maaufactura  of  car- 
boa  blark. 

Md..  Balllatore  —  D.  C  Riplnatone.  401 
ronllnenial  Hide.— one  electrlo  looomotlva 
crane  aaltabla  for  handlinc  a  I  ru.  yd. 
bvrket. 

Maea.  Brldiloa  (Boaton  P.  O.)— Cam- 
brldsa  Caoiont  StoiM  Co.   IK   Lincoln   Bl. 

miaarala  blodk  maehiaary,  alao  mlaoel- 
laaaoM  laela  for  ropalrs. 

Maea.  Falrhaveo — The  Atlaa  Tsdk  Co. — 
Complete  equipment  for  propoaed  tack  maa- 
utmrturtng  plaat  at  St.  Loula,  Ma. 
Mau.  iraiiek— Natiek  Bos  Co.,  C.  A. 

rntrmiM.  Owner— woodwork  Ins  and  box 
makinc  macklaory  of  vartotM  ktaida. 

Maee.    Ilaam rMI»— HoskoaUn    Broa.    It 
Pimpwin      Ave.  —  madilnery      (or     eaady factory. 

.    MMi..    Marahalt— Tba    Ckiuulalt    »rfnt- 

Clarkm    Ledccr— 

MMi.    ■opakMo— CtatreUnd     Cliff*     Iron 
Co. — bla«kaniHh  idiap  equlpmrnl. 

MIna..  MInaeatMlU — The  PIINhunf  Mill 

Inc  Co.,   JiiJ   il.  •  •  ■         '    -      •■■•  \    (• Ixirlns.  I'rea.  , ,  » 
Ins    and    hnnd:.  . ., , 
IX.&OO.Vtiu  (loin   Ti.iM  .11    i.iiiiiiio    .-V.   "i  . 

Mian..  MarrU— Tile  City,  P.  J.  Halcht 
M»r.  of  Wuu-rworka — crane  for  pump  ata- tlon. 

MUa.,     Jaekaen— The 
modfl  K  llnot)-pe. 

Me..  Japlla — The  Carlaon  Prinilna  Co. 
Oil  Joplln  81..  A.  C.  Carlaon,  Purch.  Act.— 
complete  Job  prlntlnc  equipment,  inciudlnc 
lob  nreaaaa.  beltinii,  haiiKrrii.  pulleya  and beariaca. 

Ma..  »t.  Laala — Pevely  Dairy  Co..  1001 
South  Qrand  8t. — papi'r  ruili-r  with  20  In. 
blade. 

Mo.,  Ht.  L«al> — The  n<'l>alo<-k  Co.,  14St 
North  litlh  St.— i-onvfyom.  Krnvlty  rollvra. 

bHIIi^C^lM-lt  and  eolUr  i-onvryora. ^Nr'vtr  nlnchamton — Thr  Nineteen  Hun- 
dred WaahiT  Co..  lot  Clinton  8t.,  (menu- 

funurer  of  waahlnit  maihlm-a)  F*.  J.  Uirkel. 
8ii-y — addliliinni  muchlni-ry  for  propoaed inoreane  In  output. 

N.  Y..  Bawmaaavllle — The  DnwrnanRVllle 
Crenniery,  Inr..  A  .Sn<ll.  I'urch.  AH. — 
equipment  for  rcfrlcvrallnc  and  creamery 

plant. 
N.  v..  Rroakirn— H.  J.  Wheeler  «alv«»i. 

Co.,  JS4  Buah  Bt. — low  preaaure  oomprea- 
iilon  cylinder,  not  leaa  than  14  In.  nor  more than   SI   In. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Aulomallr  Oejir  Co.,  712 
Krle  County  Bank  Hldit ,  P.  K.  Preedman. 
I'urrh.  A«l. — machinery  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  Beura. 

N.  v..  Baffala — The  Ra«le  Bollllnir  Wki.. 
4U  Sycamore  St,  H.  Cohen,  Purch.  Act. — 
equipment  for  tha  manufncture  of beverasra. 

N.  Y..  Raffalo— N.  B.  Pall*  Lubrication 
Co..  1«S  Manitoba  8t ,  N.  11.  Pall*,  Oeni. 
Mirr. — thri-e  I2,UOO  (al.  capacity  each,  aaao- 
llne  and  kcroaene  atorace  tanka,  to  ha  of 
A  and  1  In.  metal,  auitable  for  mounting 
upon   womirn   alandard*. 

N.  Y..  Raffalo— The  O.hhurd  Paper  Co.. 
178  Kiiirolt  St.,  A.  Oebhard.  Pun-h.  Act.— 
one  4^  In.  automatic  paper  rutter.  one  lever 
cutter  and  other  prIntInK  equipment. 

N.  Y..  Baffalo— P.  J.  Ounn.  SO  Elk  St.— 
marhinery  and  equipment  for  battery  aerv- 
Ire  and  ensineerlng  atatlon. 

N.  T^  Buffalo— The  Hall  Paint  Co.,  14t 
(Irape  HI. — equipmunt  for  the  manufacture of  paint. 

N.  Y.,  Baffalo — W.  P.  Hoffman,  tt  Pop- 
lar Si — maihlnrry  and  •'■luiiiment  for 

woodwrirklnir  hIioi),  ImludlnK  liand  aaw, 
combination  aaw,  lathe  und  lutoff  aaw, 

JK.  Y-  Baffalo — The  Stabryltr  Steel  Co., 
Inc.  t  I/ord  St.,  H.  B.  Ilredemeler.  Purch. 
Afft. — machinery  for  the  manufacture  of hardware  and  cutlery. 

N.  Y..  reralna — Comlna:  Hoapltal  ia- 
chanlcHl  and  laundry  e<iulpment  for  pro- 
poRi'd    laundry. 

N.  Y.,  Jamealowa  —  The  International 
Caaemi-nt  Co,  N«  llopkin*  Ave,,  (manufac- 

turer of  ateei  «'in(icw  frame*,  etc.) — addi- 
tional marhinery  for  addition  to  factory. 

W.  Y.,  Jameaiawn — Jameatown  Womlnd 
Mill*  Co..  SSr.  Ilarrlaon  St.— machinory  and 
equipment  for  propoaed  1  and  Z  atory  addi- tion to  mill*. 

N.  Y..  Jamealown  —  Walaon  Mfir.  Co. 
Taylor  St.,  (manufacturer  of  ateel  window 
and  do<ir  acreen*) — additional  maohlnary 
for  four  eiory   addition   to   factory. 

N.  v.,  l.«rkport — The  Harrlaon  Radiator 
Co.,  Waahliurn  Hi. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  prupuM'd  3  «lory  addition  to  radia- tor fartory. 

W.  Y.,  Mew  York — Acme  Urhtlnir  Fixture 

Co..    1117    W.'»t    ISth    St. — platlrr-    ••-' W.     Y..     New     York— M.     Tin  in 
Park  Row — Mayo  knItllnR  mi.'  ■.or 17  needlea. 

N.  T.  New  Tark — A,  Loewv,  200  Clb 
Ave.    (machinery)— ballnff  machine. 

W.  Y..  Perry — Tha  Fanning  Co.,  Inc.,  (ire 
manufacturer*)  —  refrlfferation  machinery 
and  equipment  for  propoaed  1,800  ton  Icn 

plant. N.  Y..  PoaahheeMle— Tha  Central  Htld- 
»on    On*    *    Klertrfc    Co.,    tO    Market    SL— 
)>muii  Krin'linK  'Miint  which  wu!  operate  on 
ordinary   lamp  *'>cket. 
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N.  Y.,  Spencerport — J.  E.  Hay — one  hand 
soleing  machine  and  one  stitching  machine. 

O.,  Akron — Rauschenberger  Tire  Co. — 
rubber  working  machinery  for  its  auto  tire 
factory  at  Granville,  Wis. 

O.,  Cleveland — Merit  Motor  Co.,  East  65th 
and  Cedar  Sts.,  (manufacturers  of  automo- 

biles)— machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 
posed plant  at  Niagara  Falls,  Ont. 

O.,  ColnmbuD— -National  Ice  &  Storage 
Co.,  5th  and  Naghten  Sts. — $10,000  worth 
of  special  ice  machinery,  electrically  driven. 

O..  I,aneaster — The  Fairfield  Eng.  Co. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  coal  loading  machinery,  to  replace 
that  which  was  destroyed  by  Are. 

O..  Sebring: — The  Crescent  China  Co. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  china  ware 
manufacturing  plant,  including  Jigger  shop, 
coal  loading  plant,  kilns,  etc. 

O.,  Warren — H.  W.  Ward,  North  Mahon- 
ing Ave.,  (greenhouses)  one  large  power 

driven  feed  cutting  machine. 
Okla.,  Eufaula — P.  M.  Billings — one  2 

page,  7  column  cylinder  press  for  news- 
paper work. 

Okla.,  Fonca  City — Bd.  Educ. — vocational 
equipment  for  proposed  $200,000  high 
school. 

Pa.,  Boj-ertown  —  Eastern  Fdry.  Co. — 
equipment  for  1  and  2  story  foundries. 

Pa..  Johnstown — Bd.  Educ. — machinery 
for  vocational  department  of  proposed  high 
school. 
Pa.,  Lancaster  —  Fleck-Marshall  Co., 

(manufacturer  of  plumbing  supplies) — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  plant  at  Wil- 

liamsport. 
Pa.,  Marwood — Highland  View  Mfg.  Co., 

(manufacturer  of  wood  and  metal  special- 
ties), J.  Whewell,  Pres. — machinery  and 

tools,  incl.  hammers,  nickel  steel,  etc.,  for 
proposed   plant    (under   construction). 

Pa.,  Plilla. — Brehem  &  Stehle,  Trenton 
and  Allegheny  Aves.,  (dyers)  W.  H.  Bre- 

hem, Purch.  Agt. — dryers,  extractors,  etc., 
for  proposed   dye  plant. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — Dept.  of  Pub.  Safety,  1328 
Race  St. — 1  ton  electric  cable  hoist. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Doiflngers  Standard  Dairies, 
16th  and  Tasker  Sts. — refrigerating  ma- 

chines, sterilizers,  bottle  washing  and  Ail- 
ing machinery. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — G.  J.  Littlewood  &  Sons, 
Main  St.  and  Walnut  Lane,  (dye  and 
bleechers) — centrifugal  dryers,  extracators 
and   other   bleaching  machinery. 

Pa..  Phlla. — Roosevelt  Worsted  Mills, 
2023  Naudain  St.,  F.  Quitner,  Purch.  Agt. 
Machinery  for — looms,  cards,  combs,  etc. 

Pa..  Phlla. — M.  L.  Shoemaker  &  Co., 
Venango  St.  and  Delaware  Ave.,  (fertilizer 
manufacturers) — grinders,  maceraters,  etc., 
for  plant. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — H.  J.  Heinz,  1062  Prog- 
ress St.,  N.  S.,  (pickles  and  preserves) — one  2  ton  crane. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh  —  Kund  &  Eiben  Mfg. 
Co..  204  Warrington  Ave.,  (cabinet  makers) 
— woodworking  machinery,  direct  driven 
from  individual  motors. 

Pa.,  Pittsbargh — Neely  Nut  &  Bolt  Co., 
26  South  22nd  St. — one  60  ft.  span  5  ton crane. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — Pittsburgh  Valve  Fdry. 
&  Constr.  Co.,  Penn  Ave.— one  5  ton  crane. 

Pa.,  Soranton — ^Nagelberg  &  Fiegenbaum, 
1005  Capouse  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment tor  clothing  and  underwear  factory. 
Pa.,  Warren — C.  Hamm,  28  Clark  St. — 

wood  working  machinery. 
Pa.,  Warren— The  Seneca  Oil  Wks., 

South  Carver  St.— machinery  and  equip- 
ment for  proposed   addition   to   refinery. 

Pa.,  Wllliamsport — Williamsport  Build- 
ing Products  Co.,  1603  Erie  Ave.— addi- 

tional machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 
posed building  products  factory. 

Pa.,  York — Markel  Hall  Hosiery  Mills — 
Scott  &  Williams  knitting  machines,  Model 
B-5. 

Tenn.,  Knoxiille — The  Appalachian  Mar- 
ble Co.,  Inc..  P.  O,  Box  837 — pumping  out- 
fit, prefer  direct  connected  turbine  set. 

capacity  50  gal.  per  minute  against  a  head 
of  85  to  100  lb,  gauge  pressure. 

Tenn.,  Memphis — Clover  Farm  Dairy  Co.. 
789  Union  Ave — $70,000  worth  of  modern 
machinery  for  creamery,  dairy  and  ice 
cream    factory. 

Va.,  Richmond — J.  W.  Ferguson  &  Sons. 
105  North  14th  St.,  (printers) — one  large 
Miehle  press,  folding  machine  and  job 
presses. 
Wash.,  Centralla — H.  Staistedt,  412 

North  Diamond  St. — one  150  to  200  lb. 
belt  driven  drop  hammer. 

W.  Va..  Wellsbnrg- The  Hammond  Bag 
&  Paper  Co.,  P.  O.  Box  467  —  special     bag 

machinery,  hangers,  pulleys,  belting  and .shafting. 

Wis.,  Algoma — Algoma  Wood  Products 
Co. — woodworking  and  special  machinery, 
also  power  machinery. 

Wis.,  Appleton — T.  Heide,  635  Appleton 
St. — refrigerating    machinery. 

Wis..  AIa4llHon — State  Bd.  of  Control, 
Capitol,  M.  J.  Tappins,  Secy. — receiving 
bids  until  Oct.  24  for  refrigerating  ma- chinery. 

Wis.,  Merrill — Heineman  Lumber  Co.,  H. 
H,  Heineman,  I'urch.  Agt. — saw  mill  ma- chinery, belting  and  shafting. 

Wis..  Milwaukee— Burleigh  Hardware 
Co.,  c/o  A.  H.  Butenhoff,  1400  28th  St. — 
sheet  metal  working  machinery,  brake, 
etc. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — G.  O.  Dallmann,  376 
Manitoba  Ave.,  (woodwork) — circle  saw with  motor. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — W.  A.  Getzel,  1218 
23rd  Ave.,   (millwork) — trim  saw. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — J,  Jazwiecki,  849  Lin- 
coln Ave.,  (bakery) — mechanical  bake  oven, 

electrical  mixers,  etc. 
Wis.,  Milwaukee — J.  H.  Marshutz,  1005 

Trust  Co.  Bldg. — overhead  crane. 
Wis.,  Milwaukee — Terner  Metal  Specialty 

Co.,  c/o  J,  Eder,  606  Caswell  Blk. — stamp- 
ing machine. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Waukesha  Dairy  Co., 
342  6th  St. — dairy  and  refrigeration  ma- 

chinery for  proposed  addition  to  plant. 
Wis.,  Park  Falls — The  Flambeau  Paper 

Co.,  G.  Walds,  Mgr. — power  and  pulp  mill machinery. 

Wis.,  Plymouth — The  Badger  Cabinet 
Co. — woodworking  and  special  machinery 
for  chair  factory  at  Pulaski. 

Wis.,  South  Milwaukee — The  Burnham 
Bros.  Brick  Co.,  68  Wisconsin  St. — crane 
for  proposed  dryer  plant. 

B.  C.  Vancouver  —  J.  Read,  c/o  Bridge 
River  Power  Co.,  602  Hastings  St.,  W. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
large  pulp  and  paper  mill, 

Ont.,  Urantford — Brantford  Arena  Co.,  A. 
Ballyntyne,  Pres. — ice  making  equipment 
for  proposed  arena. 

Ont.,  Gait — Stauffer-Dobbie,  Ltd.,  (car- 
pets)— "Royle"    Jacquard    cutting    machine. 

Ont.,  Huinberstone — Humberstone  Shoe 
Co.  Ltd..  H.  H.  Knoll,  Purch.  Agt. — two  4 
in.  gearless  sole  cutting  machines,  one  5 
hp.  electric  motor.  1  clicking  machine,  60 
ft.  of  l\i  in.  shafting  with  hanger  coup- 

lings,  wooden  shoe  racks,  etc. 
Ont.,  London — The  Corrugated  Carton 

proposed  factory. 
Ont..  St.  Thomas — W.  A.  Mclntyre,  Chn. 

City   Gas   Comn. — equipment   for  gas   plant. 
Ont.,  Weston — Moffats  Ltd.,  F.  W.  Moffat, 

Purch.  Agt. — equipment  for  porcelain  en- 
ameling  department. 

Que.,  Fointe  aux  Trembles  —  Parlor 
Furniture  Mfg.  Co.  Ltd..  Victoria  St.,  G. 
Langelier,  Purch.  Agt. — woodworking  ma- 

chinery to  replace  that  which  was  de- 
stroyed by  fire. 

^■iiitiiiliitiiiiiiiiii IIMIIMIMHMMtllllllllllK. 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Calif..  Oakland  —  The  Chevrolet  Motor 
Co.,  Foothill  Blvd.  and  69th  Ave.,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2 
story,  80  x  684  ft.  factory  on  Hillside  Ave. 
and  72nd  St,  Estimated  cost  $300,000. 
Noted  Oct.  12. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco  —  J.  Madison,  112 
Market  St.,  has  had  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  3  story  factory,  on  Har- 

rison St.  near  Langton  St.,  Estimated  cost 
$29,950.  N.  Blaisdell,  255  California  St.. 
Archt.  Pacific  Meter  Co.,  1123  Harrisosn 
St..    lessee. 

Calif..  San  Francisco  —  J.  Pasqualetti, 
785  Market  St..  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  .story  garage,  on 
O'Farrell  St,  near  Steiner  St.  Estimated 
cost   $38,900.      Noted  July   20. 

Conn..  Bridgeport — The  Atlas  Body  Wks., 
Inc..  147  McKinley  Ave.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  76  X 
90  ft.  addition  to  its  factory  and  a  1  story, 
15  X  30  ft.  power  house.  Estimated  cost 
$25,000.     Noted  Sept.  14. 

Conn..  Danbury — The  Ball  &  Roller  Bear- 
ing Co.,  22  Maple  Ave.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  2  story.  50  x 
114  ft.  addition  to  its  factory,  on  Maple 
Ave.  and  Crosby  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000. 

Conn.,  Plantsvllle — The  Blakeslee  Forg- 
ing Co.  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 

construction  of  a  2  story,  40  x  42  ft.  addi- 
tion to  its  forge  shop.  Estimated  cost  $15.- 

000.  Greenwood  &  Noerr,  847  Main  St.. 
Engrs.   and   Archts. 

Conn.,  Wnterbnry — The  Plume  &  Alwood 
Mfg.   Co.,    470   Bank   St.,   manufacturer  ot 
brass  goods,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  27  x  30  ft.  addi- 

tion to  its  factory.     Estimated  cost  $5,000. 
U.  C,  Wash.  —  The  Lambert  Hudson 

Motor  Co.,  1212  Connecticut  Ave.,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a 
service  station  on  22nd  and  M  Sts.,  N.  W. 
Estimated  cost  $150,000.  W.  B.  Iiambert, 

I'res. 

III.,  Chicairo — Kocher  &  Larson,  Archts., 
6250  South  Halsted  St.,  are  receiving  bids 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story, 
36  X  146  ft.  addition  to  factory,  for  the  Ad- 

vance Fdry,  &  Pattern  Co.,  2734  West  36th 
St.      Estimated  cost   $50,000. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis  —  The  Conduitt  Auto- 
mobile Co.,  314  North  Delaware  St., 

awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  3  story,  63  x  200  ft.  automobile  sales 
and  service  station,  on  North  Meridian  Ave. 
Estimated  cost  $150,000.     Noted  Sept.  7. 

Me.,  Portland — Clough  &  Maxim,  Fidelity 
Bldg..  will  build  a  1  story,  55  x  200  ft. 
automobile  service  station  on  Forest  Ave, 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Poor  &  Thomas, 
Brown  Bldg..  Archts.  The  Wright  Moses 
Motor  Co..   122  High  St.,  Lessees. 

Mass..  East  Milton — Wadsworth  &  Jones, 
Adams  St..  plan  to  build  a  garage.  Cost 
between  $15,000  and   $18,000. 

Mass.,  Fall  River — The  Bd.  of  Water 
Comrs,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  2  story,  30  x  145  ft.  machine 
shop  on  Bedford  St.  Estimated  cost 

$40,000. Mass..,  Lawrence — The  Champion-Inter- 
national Paper  Co..  38  Prospect  St.,  is  hav- 

ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
a  1  story,  65  x  115  ft.  machine  shop.  Esti- 

mated cost  $30,000.    Private  plans. 
Mass..  Roxbnry  (Boston  P.  O,) — J.  J. 

Walsh  Cn„  1540  Columbus  Ave.,  is  receiv- 
ing bids  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 

50  X  100  ft.  addition  to  its  automobile  body 
factory.  Estimated  cost  $24,000.  S.  J. 
Rantin.   1117   Columbus  Ave.,  Archt. 

Mo..  St.  Louis — The  Atlas  Tack  Co,,  Fair- 
haven.  Mass.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  tack  manufacturing  plant, 
consisting  of  a  1  story.  203  x  503  ft.  main 
plant,  a  2  story,  25  x  203  ft.  office  building, 
30  X  67  ft.  and  30  x  187  ft.  storage  sheds, 
and  also  a  20  x  30  ft.  transformer  house, 
on  Union  and  Geraldine  Sts.,  here.  Esti- 

mated  cost   $400,000, 
N.  v..  BulTalo — The  Birk-Notman  Motor 

Co.,  Inc..  828  Main  St..  plans  to  build  a  1 
story.  50  x  150  ft.  garage  on  Hertel  and 
Delaware  Aves.     Estimated  cost   $40,000. 

N.  Y..  Lorkport — The  Harrison  Radiator 
Co.,  Wasliburn  St..  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  3  storv.  150 
X  300  ft.  addition  to  its  plant,  J.  R.  Tyler, 
715  Union  Trust  Bldg.,  Rochester,  Archt. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — A.  Revere,  c/o  H.  J. 
Nurick,  Archt.  and  Engr,,  44  Court  St.. 
Brooklyn,  will  soon  receive  bids  for  tlie 
construction  of  a  3  .story.  75  x  100  ft.  gar- 

age at  531  West  36th  St.  Estimated  cost 

$75,000. N.  Y..  New  York — The  Transit  Comn..  49 
Lafayette  St..  will  receive  bids  until  Oct. 
20.  for  furnishing  and  erecting  steel,  and 
building  foundation  for  third  addition  to  its 
shops  at  Lenox  Ave.  and  14  8th  St, 

N.  Y..  Rochester — F.  J.  Zorn,  64  North 
Plymouth  Ave.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story.  100  x  212  ft.  and 
58  X  182  ft.  garage  at  195  St.  Paul  St.  Es- 

timated cost  $75,000.  Foote  &  Carpenter, 
State  and  Church  Sts.,  Archts. 

N.  Y..  Springville — A.  C.  Fisher  plans  to 
build  a  50  X  100  ft.  machine  shop.  Cost 
will  exceed  $5,000. 

O.,  Canton — The  National  Pressed  Gear 
Co.,  Crane  Bldg.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  the  first  unit  of  its  pro- 

posed factory.  1  story,  50  x  175  ft.,  on 
Allen  Ave.,  S.  E,     Estimated  cost  $200,000. 

O.,  Cleveland — The  R.  and  L.  Baker  Co., 
c/o  K,  E.  Stahl,  2180  West  25th  St.. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  36  x  48  ft.  kiln  and  a  69  x 
112  ft.  addition  to  its  factory,  for  the  manu- 

facture of  automobiles.  Estimated  cost 

$60,000. O.,  Cleveland — The  Gabriel  Mfg.  Co..  1401 
East  40th  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story,  60  x  160  ft.  addi- 

tion to  its  factory,  for  the  manufacture  of 
auto  acces.sories.  Esstimated  cost  $60,000. 
C.    Foster.    Mgr. 

O..  ColumbuE  —  The  Lawwell-McLeish 
Co.,  97  North  4th  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  63  x  94 
ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $17,875.  Noted 
Aug.    17. 

O.,  Lancaster — The  Fairfield  Eng.  Co. 
plans  to  build  a  factory  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  coal  loading  machinery,  to  replace 
the  one  which  was  recently  destroyed  by 
fire.      Estimated  cost   $250,000. 
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Cook  aa«l  Marryaa  Hi*..  ar<-  liavlna  plana 
praparad  (or  Ik*  ranatrunlun  uf  a  I  atory. 
44  a  T4  (I.  (artory  (or  ihr  manutaciur*  of 
brk4i  convayora  Katlmalrtl  coat  tTk,400. 
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iria..  Waal  B*a4 — Th«  Anter.  Berrloa  A 
Storaav  Oaras*.  r/o  M.  A.  Juhannaa.  lahav- 
taa  plana  prrparatf  tor  Ih*  conalnictkoa  of 
a  ̂   atory.  44  x  44  (u  ■amca.  Hailmatad 
coat  II4.M4.  U  Httnl.  444  llUwauka*  8U 
MUwaukaa.  ArckL 

Oal.,  lltac<»a  Fan*— Thr  c'amrron  Mo- lor  Co.  ClaVaUnd.  0„  |ilana  lo  buUd  A 
branch   farlory.    Hrrr. 

Oa*..  NIaaara  ralla— D  W.  Robort  llfa. 
Co,  UwkiKirt.  .N.  Y,  will  r.  ■-  ♦  •  u  about 
Marrh  I  (or  ibv  cooatrutt;  i   atory, 
14  I  14  ft.  fartory.  (or  tli'  iur«  of 
knlt-ra  (or  patM-r  rutllns.  ii>  r.-  Kutlnialed 
c<»al   IS.OOO.      Arrhllrrt   not   announri'd. 

Oat-  ToroBi*  --  Thr  Toronio  llnrdwarr 
Utg.  Co.  40!  PufTrrlnSt-  plana  lo  liulld  a 
factory.  fCatlmalrd  coat  144.000.  Art'hitrct not  a*l*ct<K]. 

Oa4.  Waalaa — Mofratta  Md.  awardrd  th« 
coatraet  for  l\\r  rtmairucllon  of  a  t  atory, 
44  X  ]••  ft.  addlilun  i<>  atove  factory.  Kati- 
maiad  roat  444,000. 

General  Manufacturing 

Calif.,  rnalama — B.  Jon.-a.  Arclil.,  Prla- 
luma,  la  r<K-«lvlnK  l>lda  (or  ihr  t-oiiiit ruction 
of  a  parklna  plant,  for  thr  Poultry  l>ro- 
ducrra  of  (rniral  Cnllfomla.  321  Kaat 
Waahlncton  Mt.     Notinl  Oct,  &. 

raUf..  aaa  rmarlara  —  Thr  LccaHatt- 
Hallwlc-Norton  Co.  1(00  Fairfax  Ava.. 
awardad  tha  ronirart  (or  Ihr  ronalrucllon 
of  a  1  atory^O  x  luS  ft  factory  fur  tan- 
nln«  plant.     Eatlmatad  coat  112.000. 

CalU,  kaa  F^aarlara — C.  K.  Uawla,  ao« 
Saeramanto  St.  haa  had  plana  prapaml  for 
Ih*  conatnieUoB  of  a  1  atory.  It  x  120  ft. 
■lovr  (artory.  on  4lh  St.  nrar  Folaom  St. 
Katlmatrd   OOBt    t4,&<iO. 

CalK..  TafI — Cotlaa*  Uaundry.  lit  Main 
St..  plana  to  build  a  1  and  X  atory  laundry. 
Katlmatrd  roal  ISO.OOO.  11.  Mllla.  ownar. 
Arrhllrrt  not  aalcOrd. 

roaa 

laA,  Bard**— Tba  Indiana  Bordan  Cab- 
Inal  Co.  plana  to  build  a  2  atory  addition 
lo  Ma  (umltara  (actory.  Kallmatad  coat 
444.444.     ArrhHart  kot  aalrctad. 

lad..  iadlaaaaal4i  >n>a  Baqulrar  Prtal- 
ln«  Co,  444  tfaal  OMo  at,  awardad  tha 
ooauaot  Car  tb*  aeiialnMtMk  of  a  i  atory. 
--       --  i       -    -        -     -        rtadeoat 

OMo  at,   awardad  Uia 
  ,_.   ..iialnMtMk  of  a  i  atory. 

4tB  BvayM   lallwaaMa*.  afv  paawhfbw  kMa 
«aal  it«4.4a«      AMittart  m4  WMMMM, 

lad..  44adlaaa  fba  Paarl  Paekinc  Co. 
plaiM  lo  build  a  I  Mory,  44  x  124  ft,  paafe- 
Inc  pUnt.  Katlmalad  ooM  414.444.  M.  P. 
Kurt   Co,    FalU     BIdc,     MMOVbla,     Tmn.. 

By.  WiaiaMabara— Tb*  IroqMla  Natural 
'ana  to  build  a  lar«*  plant  for  tba r*    of    rarbon    blarb.      fCatlmatad 

Inr,  Knara.  and  Arrhta,  641  Palrflrld  Ava.. 
arr  rrr^-ivin*  blda  for  thr  conMructlon  of  a 
1  Btury.  (0  X    11(1  ft.  addition  to  Irr  crram 

Slant,    (or    thr    IIuImt    1i'<-   Oram   <°o..     ROO aavl*w  Avr.     Kallmatad  eoM  4140,000. 

Coaa.,  iUat  Lyaa« — Thr  NIanlle  M(k.  Co. aarardad  tha  contract  (or  tha  cunatructlun 
•if  a   1   Mory,   10   x    10   (t.   addition   to   lu 
woolaw   mill.      Batlmated   coat    44.040. 

D.  C.  Waak.— N.  Auth  Provlalnn  Co.,  412 
D  8t„  awardad  Ihr  contract  (or  alterlni 
and  buUdlns  an  addition  to  Ita  plant.  Ka- 
Umatad  eoM  t74.»in. 

OL.  Cbl«aa*  A.  S.  Alachulrr.  Arrht..  14 
BBM  Jaduon  Illvd  .  la  rrrrlvlna  blda  (or 
tha  conatrurilon  of  a  1  atory.  100  x  100  (t. 
randy  (artory  on  Clrrro  and  Kind*  Hta.. 
(or  K.  J.  Ilrarh  A  Bona,  114  WrM  Ohio  St. 
KMImalrd  coat  4l.400.o6o,     Noted  Sept.  14. 

ilL,  rbl««fa— Tha  Baaairk  M(s.  Co.,  14411 
North  Crawford  Avr..  la  havinc  plana  pra- 
parad  for  tha  ronai ruction  of  a  I  atory.  tt 
B  141  ft.  (actory  (or  ihr  manu(actura  o( 
labrirallnc  olla.  on  North  lloman  Avr.  R. 
&  OMrrarrn.    U.'.   North  Clark   St,   Arrht. 

IB,  Cblraaa — Thr  Valmllna  Hravrr  Co., 
ITll  Sadcrwick  St  .  awardrd  Ihr  contract 
(or  tb*  eonai ruction  o(  a  4  alory,  141  s 
ITl  s  171  (I.  (umitur*  (actory.  on  Oraaa- 
vlaw  an4  Wrtebiwood  Sta.  Batlmatad  ooat 
444«.444.     Noiad  Oct.    12. 
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„»4a..,  .   .           i..                                 A      ,„ Roae  .V  ,1 
Iba  c  ,    I 
MoiX   41  X  83  ru  (uclur>'.     KaUumtcd  coat 

_lUaa,  Baal  I.**— Ttt*  Mountain  Mill 
Panar  Co  will  build  a  J  alory,  at  x  44  ft. 
addition  to  lu  mill. 

Maaa..  Watrrtawa  —  The  Hood  Rubbar 
Co..  .McholH  Ave.  will  build  a  1  atory.  40 
X  Ito  ft.  niltliiion  to  lu  vuloanlilng  plant. 
Katlmatrd  coat    tT.tOO. 

Maaa,  WalrHawa — Voa*  A  Bona  Plane 
(  o„  1010  Maaaachuarlta  Avr,  Koxbury.  la 
kavtne  plana  prrpar«l  (or  a  piano  (aotory 
OB  aebool  and  Araanal  Sta,  bar*.  Katlmatad 
COM  4440,400.  Uenamor*  A  LeCloar.  44 
llroad  St..   liuatun,  An-hla. 

N.  y,  HaVal*  —  Thr  Plllabury  MIIIInK 
Co..  101  M-f^.'-ii'-n  Ufa  Bl<le..  Mlnnr- 
apollB.  Mint  .  Ive  blda  alK>tii    March 
I   (or  lh«  r,  u  o(  a  largf  Hour  mill. 
raiHiclty    7.i  ,      u«r    day.    hrrr.       Kail- 
matril  coat  t^.&uu.uOu.  A.  C.  Lorlna,  Praa. 
Architect  not  announcrd. 

.  *'•  *x  Jamralown  —  Thr  JameMown Ix>unsr  Co..  4U  Winaor  8t..  will  build  a  4 
atory.  102  x  144  (t.  ailUltlun  to  lla  factory. 

.Noird  Oct.   II,  ' N.  v..  Parry— Th«  Fannlna  Co,  Inc.,  haa 
awarded  the  (•ontract  (or  tfir  oonatructton 
>(  an  1,(04  too  lea  Plant. 

""    "'     ~     "     -a — Alex~8mllh  A  Bona.  Blm the   contract    (or   the   oon 

i 
i 

N.  Y,  Tanker Ave,    awarded 
alruclloii  of  H  4 

nliiK  mill,  a  1  atory,  £0  x  160  (t.  yarn  ilof- 
a«v  bulldinc.  1  atory,  7&  x  200  (t.  waat* 
atoracr  bulldinc  and  I  alory,  10  x  40  ft. 
dye  houar.     Katlmatrd  total  cuat  4400,000. 

O,  rirvrland  —  Thr  Kxrrlalor  Varnlah 
Co,  1242  Wrat  74th  St..  awardrd  the  con- 

tract (or  the  construction  o(  a  2  atory.  20  x 
41  (t.  factory.  Katlmatrd  coat  416,000. 
J.  C.   VIrk.   tl«r. 

O,  CIrvrland — Thr  Mrchnnlcal  Rubber 
<o.,  c/o  A.  C.  KIneaton,  Mxr.,  foot  o(  Lia- 
bon  Rd,  awardrd  ihr  coniriirt  for  thr  con- 
atrucilon  of  a  1  atory.  40  x  60  ft.  factory. 
Katlmated   roat    440,000. 

O,  (-Irvriand  —  The  Whttmer-Jackaon 
Saah  A  Uoor  Co,  1494  Wrat  Ird  St,  haa 
had  plana  prrparrd  for  thr  conatrurilon  of 
a  1  atoay,  70  x  161  ft.  uildltlon  lo  Ita  lum- 
brr  mill.  Katlmatrd  mat  44'I.OOO.  B.  H. 
Whitmrr,  Proa.  11.  M.  Morar.  Finance 

Bid*.,  Archt. 
O,  Calambaa— National  Ire  A  Storacr 

Co,  61  h  and  Nachtrn  Kla,  la  ha  vine  plana 
PD'parrd  (or  a  2  alory  Wk  factory  on  Weat 
Broad  St.  Katlmatrd  I'oat  42u,ooo.  Baaaett 
A  TreaaaU.  CItlxrn'a   Hunk   Hide.,   Arohta. 

Pa-  aae*b*  Or*ak — Thr  United  Stnlra  of 
America  UrtiC  A  Chemical  Co.  la  rrcrlvlnn 
blda  for  tba  eonatractlon  of  a  1  atory,  72  x 
120  ft.  druf  and  chemical  factory.  Katl- 

matrd coat  4160.000.  P.  Itoaarllo,  404  Con- 
ltr.-aa  Uld»,  Drtrolt,  MIrh,  Archl. 

Pa,  Kaar — The  Bakurn  Soap  Co,  will 
build  a  1  alory,  45  x  124  ft.  addition  lo  lla 
factory.  K.  A.  Phllllna,  Warren  Trual 
Bld«,  Warren.  Pa,  Archl. 

Pa,,  MrKrra  Bocka  —  The  CheaebrouBh 
M(ir  Co,  17  State  81,  New  York  City, 
awardiKi  the  contract  (or  the  nmalructlon 
o(  a  2  alorv.  104  x  141  X  140  x  ia&  fi.  Iln- 
lahlnir  liuililInK,  a  1  and  2  alory,  21  x  loi  (t. 
tank  hoiixr.  and  a  1  alory,  14  x  14  (t,  boiler 
houar.  h'-n-.  Kallmalrd  coal  1200.000.  Thla 
la  Ihr  flrat  unit  of  propoacil  41,000,000  man- 
ufarlurlnK  plant.      NoIrd   Uct.   6. 

Pa,  Oahmonl — Mllla,  Khinra,  Krllman  A 
.%'ordhofr,  Ar<'hta.,  1214  Ohi<i  HI>Ik  .  Toledo. 
O,  arr  recrlvlna  blda  for  altrrlnit  and  con- 
atructlnc  a  2  alory,  74  x  94  x  167  x  M,i  ft. 
addition  lo  paprr  nna  factory.  hrr«,  for  Ihe 
Valvr  lias  Co.  of  America.  1444  Summit 
Ave,.  Tolrilo,  O. 

Pa.,  Pkila, — Thr  I.oxan  Ice  Co  .  lOlh  and 
WIndrIm  Sta..  awardrd  tha  I'oniraci  for  the 
conatructlon  of  a  I  atory,  94  x  141  ft.  loa 
manufarturinc  plant,  conalatlnc  o(  4  bulld- 
Inca. 

IV.     ri.;i,,      Ti      Standard  Provlalon  Co.. 
'  I'lW    Hta.    awardrd    the 

I  •»!  ruction  o(  a  1  atory, 
7ii  I    Inn  II.  packing  plant.     Katlmated  roM 
1120.000.     Noted  Aur  14. 

Pa.,    Baaamrrr    lT.anrnKlcr    P.   f)  I — Howr. 
Stuart   M'l'  ,.i 
(or  tha  001'  "H 
ft.  factory,  :  ;  lal 
pnrumallo   lira*  and   othrr    rulihrr   automo- bile (oodo. 

Pa.,  Warrea — C.  Hamm.  14  Clark  81, 
will  hulld  a  2  alory,  16  x  120  fi.  woodwork- 
Ins  ahn|>.  to  replac*  tha  one  deatroyed  by 
flra. 

Pa,  Warrra^Th*  Srnrca  Oil  Wka..  South 
Carver  81,  plana  to  build  a  nrw  rracklnc 
Olaat  la  oonnacUoa  with  Ita  r'-nnrrv,  for 
Gm  ■MlHrfaetttr*  of  gaaollnn  from  low  vradn 
«L    ■MMiatad  eoat  |40,000.     Archlim  not 
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International  Standardization 
The  Four  Stages  of  Industrial  Standardization  —  National  and  International  Bodies  — 

Examples  of  Accomplishment  —  Information  the  Basis  of  Co-operation 

By  p.  G.  AGNEW 
Secretary  of  the  American  Engineering  Standards  Committee 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

IN  DISCUSSING  so  complex  a  subject  as  interna- 
tional standardization  it  is  well  to  be  explicit  on  fun- 

damentals. Industrial  standardization  means  to 

single  out  specific  products  and  materials,  to  settle  upon 
their  properties  and  dimensions,  and  to  concentrate  upon 
them  in  production  and  in  use — all  to  the  end  of  bring- 

ing about  the  greatest  overall  industrial  efficiency.  This 
involves : 

Nomenclature 
Purchase  specifications 
Methods  of  test 
Uniformity  in  dimensions  necessary  to  secure 

interchangeability  of  supplies,  and  the  interworking  of 
apparatus  and  parts. 

(e)  Provisions  for  safety 
(f)  Concentration   upon  the   optimum   number   of 

types,  sizes  and  grades  of  manufactured  products 
According  to  the  scale  upon  which  it  is  carried  out, 

the  process  of  industrial  standardization  may  be 
classified  roughly  into  four  stages,  namely: 

1.  By  individual  firms 
2.  By  societies  or  associations 
3.  On  a  national  scale 
4.  On  an  international  scale 

The  number  of  individuals  and  organizations  in- 
terested in  any  particular  piece  of  standardization  work 

increases  greatly  as  it  develops. from  one  of  these  stages 
to   the   next.     On  this   account,  and   for   many   other 

reasons,  the  difficulties  in-      
crease  in  a  greater  ratio 
from  stage  to  stage  than  do 
the  number  of  parties  at 
interest.  Likewise,  the  ex- 

tent to  which  standardiza- 
tion may  be  carried  is  very 

much  less  in  scope,  in  in- 
cisiveness,  and  in  elabora- 

tion of  detail.  On  the  other 

hand,  its  importance  indus- 
trially increases  from  stage 

to  .stage,  and  when  inter- 
na t  i  o  n  a  1  standardization 

can  actually  be  carried  out 
it  is  bound  to  be  far-reach- 

ing in  its  effects. 
Generally    two   or    more 

There  are  many  and  serious  obstacles  in 
the  way  of  the  development  of  international 
industrial  standardization,  such  as  differences 
in  languages,  racial  temperament,  historical 
and  industrial  background,  limitations  im- 

posed by  geographical  conditions,  the  metric 
and  English  systems  of  weights  and  measures, 
national  animosities  and  rivalries,  exigencies 
of  commercial  conditions,  ignorance  on  the 
part  of  industrial  leaders  of  the  significance  of 
or  even  of  the  existence  of  foreign  work,  and 
the  instinctive  conservatism,  not  to  say 
suspicion,  of  a  large  proportion  of  men  toward 
new  developments  and  ideas. 

of     these     stages     develop 
simultaneously.  In  fact,  all  four  stages  may  be  develop- 

ing at  the  same  time.  Furthermore,  as  a  practical 
matter  no  sharp  line  of  demarkation  can  be  drawn 
between  the  four  stages.     A  piece  of  standardization 

work  which  has  been  carried  out  by  a  society  or  an 
association  may  have  been  put  upon  so  sound  a  basis 
that  it  becomes  essentially  a  national  standard.  The 
same  is  true  even  of  the  work  of  individual  companies. 
Several  striking  examples  of  the  latter  are  to  be  found 
in  the  field  of  mechanical  engineering,  e.g.,  in  tapers  and 
wire  gages. 

Standardization  by  individual  firms  is  now  well  de- 
veloped in  all  the  principal  industrial  countries.  It  is 

an  essential  element  in  mass  production.  Unquestion- 
ably up  to  the  present  it  has  been  pushed  farthest  in 

the  United  States. 
Standardization  by  societies  and  associations  has 

also  been  greatly  developed  in  industrial  countries.  In 
many  cases  standards  so  developed  have  come  into  such 
general  use  as  to  make  them  essentially  national  in 
character.  In  far  more  numerous  cases  such  standards 

are  receiving  increasing  recognition,  but  systematic  co- 
operation and  understandings  with  other  interested 

bodies  will  be  necessary  to  bring  about  full  national 
recognition. 

National  Bodies.  The  movement  for  industrial  stand- 
ardization along  national  lines,  although  a  recent  one, 

is  now  getting  well  under  way.  There  are  now  fourteen 
national  standardizing  bodies  in  all:  in  Austria, 

Belgium,  Canada,  Czecho-Slovakia,  France,  Germany, 
Great  Britain,  Holland,  Italy,  Japan,  Norway,  Sweden, 
Switzerland  and  the  United  States.  While  the  British 

   Engineering  Standards  As- sociation is  the  only  one  of 
these  which  antedates  the 
World  War,  and  some  of 

them  have  been  only  re- 
cently organized,  the  oppor- 

tunities and  need  for  the 
work  are  such  that  more 

than  half  of  them  have  al- 
ready accomplished  work 

of  real  significance  and  im- 
portance in  the  develop- 

ment of  their  national 
industries.  The  work  is 
being  woven  intimately 
into  the  industrial  fabric. 
Of  the  national  bodies  the 

  British    and    the    German 
are   the   largest   and   their 

work   is    the    most   extensive    at    the   present    writing. 
Steps  in  International  Work.      Naturally  much  less 

has  yet  been  accomplished  in   international  industrial 
standardization  than  in  national  work      Yet  beginnings 
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■ireraft 

fai  MT«ral  Md«  aiMl  in  mom  Ubw  tub- 
m  bMB  mtitr  Thr«e  formal  inter- 

hav*  bMB  Mt  up  for  atand«rdiution 
•r*  la  th*  ■inctrieal.  illumiiuition.  and 
Ttie  natioaal  bodiaa  are  in  touch  with 

•ad  are  interchanyinc  information  on  many 
projacu  la  pwcMa  in  their  raapectiv*  countriea. 
Tlu«ash  th««e  aad  other  aaaaa  eoaaiderabl*  inter- 
aatiatial  nniformitjr  ha*  baoi  brooght  about  in  a  variety 
«f  ̂ adic  aobiacta.  rmiuilM  are  OMntioned  below, 

a  great  daal  of  eaaantial  work  baa  be«> 
ia  aaearins  international  uniformity  in 

the  MO  of  faadameotal  unitx  and  methods  of  measure- 
■MBft  wbieb  are  a  prere<iui»ite  to  nearly  all  phases  of 

■taadardixation. 
KUctroletkminl     Commiuion,      The 

HporioBod  of  the  international  bodies 
prianrx  porpoae  ia  Industrial  standardiiation  is 

the  lotcraational   Eicctrotechnical  Commission,   which 
ialMM.  The 

itaolf  eonsista 
of  a  Mlliwal  TimfT*f*t*  In 
oadi  of  tbottoovuti'loi  rip> 

Tbeoe  national 
Jttces  are  made  op  of 

•eeredited  repreaontatives 
of  tka  varioaa  tocholeal  and 

lodatloiia  in- 
in  atandardisatioa 

ia  the  oleetrieal  tndaatry. 
Nearly  the  whole  of  the 
work  ia  dono  throat  adria- 
ctf  taduileal  eomaittoai  fai- 
taraatioiial  in  eompoaKloa. 
Fonaal  actions  are  taken  at 

plenary  soaaioos  which  are 
bald  at  iafraqotnt  intonrala. 

have  been 
and  pabUibod  on  a 

as  an  agency  through  which  the  national  committees  ex- 
change information  on  standardisation  matters  relating 

to  aircraft.  The  principal  reason  leading  to  this  partial 
cessation  of  functions  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  exnct 
relation  of  the  commission  to  the  InternationnI  Air  Con- 

vention has  not  been  clearly  worked  out.  The  Air  Con- 
vention was  an  annex  to  the  Versailles  Treaty.  The 

commission  had  under  way  work  on  a  considerable 
number  of  problems.  In  these,  dimensional  standardisa- 

tion played  a  much  larger  role  than  has  been  the  case 
with  the  International  Electrotechnical  Commission  and 
the  International  Commission  on  Illumination.  The 
work  of  these  two  latter  bodies,  as  already  indicated, 
has  primarily  to  do  with  specifications,  methods  of  tests 
and  nomenclature. 

IntematiotuU  Chamber  of  Commtree.  Considerable 
interest  in  industrial  standardization  has  been  taken  by 
the  International  Chamber  of  Commerce.  It  has  been 
decided  that  the  Chamber  will,  however,  not  go  into  the 

  field  of  technical  stand- ardization but  will  use  its 

There  are  important  considerations  and 
powerful  forces  tending  toward  international 
standardization,  such  as  the  scientific  basis 
which  has  been  laid  in  the  extensive  system  of 

physical  and  chemical  units  and  measure- 
ments; the  growth  of  international  trade;  the 

increasing  use  of  specifications  and  other 
industrial  standards  in  foreign  commerce; 
the  increasing  interdependence  of  national 
industries;  the  increasing  knowledge  of  inter- 

national affairs;  the  greater  tendency  to 
study  foreign  industrial  developments;  and 
the  fact  that  industrial  leaders  are  taking  a 
larger  and  larger  perspective  in  planning  for 
the  future. 

Bombtr  of  electrical  sabjects,  including 
saeh  matters  as  definitions,  symbols  and  general  rules 
for  acceptance  tests.  The  moat  important  part  of  the 

work  is  that  dealing  with  the  rating  of  electrical  ma- 
ddaary  and  apparataa,  that  ia  to  aay.  rules  for  determin- 
iaf  wlwt  eapaclty  nay  be  cUined  for  apparatus  and 
■achfaerr  as  a  basis  of  sale  or  tender.  The  war 
■arlooaly  Interfered  wKh  the  development  of  the  com- 

I  work.  The  qoastkn  of  a  revision  of  some  of  the 
at  parte  of  the  work  on  rating  has  recently 
The  preaidmt  of  the  commiaalon  is  an 

Aowrfeaa.  Dr.  C  O.  Mailloox. 
tmUnmtitmat  ComwUMtioH  oa  lUuminatiou.  This  com- 

oitaBion.  wbi^  waa  modaled  aomewhat  after  the  liaaa 
of  tha  latematioaal  Eloetrotaehnical  CommiMion.  was 

etpBlMd  In  191S.  Ita  work  up  to  the  present  time  has 
dMit  wKh  faadaBMOtal  photooMtric  definitions  and 
i|Mii> !>!■■.  betarsoehroaatte  plwtoattry.  definitions  and 
■ymboia.  lighting  in  factories  and  acboola,  and  aoto- 
aeblla  haadHthta.  Tbo  president  of  this  commission 
alao  b  as  AaMrkaa.  Dr.  Edward  P.  Hyde. 

/alrmarteaaf  Atremft  Staniarda  Commission.  This 
evgaalsatioB  b  abo  modabd  aomewhat  after  the  Inter- 
aatloaal  Bbetrotaebaical  Commission  bat  the  national 
eoanUttaae  art  primarily  governmental  in  character. 
Tha  wiialaitw  has  devaloped  from  the  co-operative 
iflMla  of  the  aOlod  rovemmeata  daring  the  war  in  air- 
attt  aMttan.  There  is  no  Anoricaa  national  oom- 
oUtlaa.    At  prsasnt,  the  fommlaaloa  is  not  active  eseepC 

prestige  and  facilities  to 
further  the  standardization 
movement  and  to  promote 

the  use  of  recognized  stand- 
ards and  the  actual  under- 

standing of  such  work  on 

the  part  of  nationals  en- 
gaged in  international trade. 

International  Scientific 

Bodies.  By  far  the  most 

important  of  the  interna- 
tional scientific  bodies  from 

the  point  of  view  of  na- tional standardization  is 
the  International  Bureau  of 

Weights  and  Measures. 
This  is  a  governmental 

body  and  through  it  there  has  been  accomplished  a 
considerable  amount  of  important  legislation  through- 

out the  world,  dealing  with  fundamental  units  and 

concrete  standards  of  weights  and  measures.  Im- 
portant work  on  the  temperature  scale  has  also  been 

accomplished  by  it.  Specialized  standardisation  work  of 
important  scientific  fundamentals,  such  as  standards  of 
wave  length,  geodetic  measurements,  and  the  like,  have 
been  accomplished  by  international  scientific  bodies, 
such  as  those  known  as  International  Unions,  now 
aflUiated  with  the  International  Research  Council. 

Probably  even  more  has  bwn  accompliHhed  by  co-opera- 
tion between  the  national  standardizing  laboratories. 

All  of  the  other  national  standardizing  bodies  have 
drawn  heavily  upon  the  experience  and  the  methods  of 
the  British  F^ngineering  Standards  Association.  The 
British  developed  the  method  of  co-opcrution  which  has 

come  to  be  technically  known  as  a  "sectional  committee." 
The  actual  formulation  of  specifications  and  other  forms 
of  industrial  standards  and  the  technical  decisions  in- 

volved are  in  the  hands  of  such  a  sectional  committee 

which  is  made  up  primarily  of  accredited  repreMini.i 
tlves  of  the  various  bodies  concerned  with  the  staii<l.ii<l 
in  question.  This  general  method,  or  some  adaptation 
of  it,  has  been  adopted  by  all  of  the  national  standard- 

izing bodies.  The  American  Engineering  Standards 
Committee  had  the  advantage,  during  the  i^eriod  oT 
organixation,  of  having  the  counsel  and  advice  of  Mr. 
le  Maistre,  the  Secretary  of  the  British  Engineering 
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Standards  Association.  Mr.  le  Maiatre  was  in  America 
twice  during  this  period,  the  last  time  being  upon  the 
specific  request  from  the  Americans  for  such  assistance. 

Conference  of  Secretaries.  In  April,  1921,  there  was 
held  in  London  a  conference  of  Secretaries  of  national 
standardizing  bodies.  While  this  conference  was 
wholly  unofficial  in  character,  it  was  the  most  important 
single  step  yet  taken  to  bring  about  international  co- 

operation in  the  broad  field  of  industrial  standardiza- 
tion. In  addition  to  an  extremely  valuable  interchange 

of  experience,  the  conference  resulted  in  an  arrange- 
ment for  the  systematic  interchange  of  information  on 

the  status  of  the  various  projects  which  each  body  has 
under  way.  This  information  is  sent  every  three 
months  to  each  of  the  bodies.  The  information  is  ar- 

ranged uniformly  and  is  written  on  uniform  blanks,  all 
by  agreement  between  the  offices  of  the  various  bodies. 

This  systematic  interchange  of  information  is  limited 
to  the  indication,  by  means  of  numbers,  of  the  stage  of 
development  which  each 
project  has  reached.  Min- 

utes of  meetings  and  drafts 
of  standards  are  not  in- 

cluded. The  interchange  of 
such  information  is  sub- 

ject to  separate  decision  in 
each  case,  according  to  the 
policy  of  each  national  in- 

dustry concerned.  All  ap- 
proved standards  are  inter- 

changed as  a  matter  of  rou- 
tine. Another  forward  step 

was  a  reciprocal  arrange- 
ment by  which  each  body 

acts  as  a  sales  agent  for  the 
approved  standards  of  the    
other    bodies.     Thus     the 
standards  of  each  country  are  always  readily  available 
to  each  of  the  others,  not  only  to  the  working  technical 
committees,  but  to  industries  of  each  country  generally. 
The  advantages  of  this  co-operation  are  evident. 

It  was  the  view  of  the  Conference  that  international 

co-operation  in  industrial  standardization  work  should 
proceed  along  such  informal  lines,  being  based  primarily 
upon  the  interchange  of  information  on  active  subjects 
of  mutual  interest  rather  than  by  any  attempt  at  the 
present  time  to  form  a  general  international  standard- 

izing body;  that  in  cases  in  which  formal  organization 
should  be  found  necessary,  the  organization  should  pref- 

erably be  by  subject  or  industry,  somewhat  along  the 
lines  of  the  International  Electrotechnical  Commission; 
but  that  in  all  cases  efforts  should  first  be  made  to 
secure  results  by  less  formal  methods;  and  to  this  end 
it  would  often  be  desirable  that,  in  a  given  subject,  the 
office  of  one  of  the  national  bodies  most  interested 

should,  by  informal  agreement,  perform  such  secre- 
tarial functions  as  would  further  international  agree- 

ment in  the  particular  subject. 
This  would  result  in  some  one  of  the  following 

degrees  of  organization: 
(a)  Mere  interchange  of  information  and  pro- 

posals by  general  correspondence. 
(b)  Informal  subject  centers,  the  office  of  one 

of  the  National  bodies  most  interested 
performing,  by  informal  agreement, 
such  functions  of  a  secretariat  as  may 
further  international  agreement  in  the 
particular  subject. 

(c)  One  or  more  conferences,  without  a  per- 
manent organization,  where  (b)  should 

be  found  to  be  insufficient. 

(d)  A  permanent  international  body. 
Generally    speaking,    standardization    work    in    any 

given  industry  is  apt  to  be  taken  up  earliest  in  those 
countries  to  which  the  particular  industry  is  of  most 
importance.  In  this  connection  the  interesting  sugges- 

tion has  been  made  by  Dr.  E.  Adler  that  in  bringing 
about  standardization  internationally,  different  coun- 

tries might  be  formally  recognized  as  leaders  for  speci- 
fic pieces  of  work  with  which  they  are  most  concerned. 

While  each  would  bear  a  special  responsibility  for  those 
problems  for  which  it  would  be  serving  as  leader,  it 
would  have  the  co-operation  of  the  other  countries  con- 

cerned thus  making  the  arrangement  somewhat  like  the 
sponsorship  plan  of  the  American  Engineering  Stand- 

ards Committee. 
It  often  happens  that  the  same  standard  is  used  in 

two    or    three,    or    more. 

It  seems  to  me  that  the  problems  now 
confronting  much  of  the  national  standardiza- 

tion movements  are  much  the  same  as  those 
that  surrounded  the  movements  toward  trade 
associations  in  this  country  a  few  years  ago, 
while  international  standardization  will  follow 
in  much  the  same  way,  but  without  going  so 
far  or  so  rapidly. 

Whatever  the  ultimate  outcome  may  be  it 
seems  to  me  that  the  next  step  in  any  case  is 
the  same — to  develop  as  full  and  as  free  an 
interchange  of  information  as  conditions  will 

permit. 

countries,  without  attain- 
ing such  use  in  other  in- 

dustrial countries.  This 
naturally  results  from 
commercial  interchange, 

geographical  position, 
the  use  of  metric  or 

English  weights  and  meas- 
ures linguistic,  and  other 

conditions.  For  example, 
the  commercial  and  other 
relations  between  Belgium 
and  France,  Great  Britain 
and  her  colonies,  Germany 
and  her  neighbors,  Austria, 

  Switzerland,    Holland    and 
Sweden,  and  Canada  and 

the  United  States  have  led  to  such  results.  The  secre- 
taries of  the  national  bodies  of  Austria,  Holland  and 

Switzerland  regularly  attend  group  meetings  of  the 
German  sectional  committees. 

In  addition  to  the  specific  examples  of  international 
standardization  work  of  the  international  bodies,  which 
have  already  been  referred  to,  mention  should  be  made 
of  some  examples  of  projects  on  which  co-operation 
between  national  bodies  is  now  going  forward. 

Ball  Bearings.  Prior  to  the  war  a  large  measure  of 
international  uniformity  in  the  subject  of  ball  bearings 
had  come  about,  without  any  formal  organization  but 
merely  through  ordinary  commercial  and  engineering 
interchange.  Of  those  forms  of  bearings  which  are 
more  important  industrially,  at  least  90  per  cent  are 
made  to  dimensions  that  are  standard  internationally. 
This  refers  mainly  to  width  and  inside  and  outside 
diameters  of  bearings,  which  provide  interchangeability. 
The  countries  primarily  concerned,  and  in  the  order  of 
production,  are:  United  States,  Germany,  Sweden  and 
Great  Britain.  There  has  been  a  considerable  inter- 

change of  information  and  suggestions  and  recently 
definite  proposals  were  put  forward  by  the  American 
sectional  committee,  which  is  working  under  the  joint 
sponsorship  of  the  Society  of  Automotive  Engineers 
and  the  American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers. 

The  most  extensively  used  type  of  ball  bearing  is  un- 
doubtedly the  radial  bearing,  the  main  purpose  of  which 

is  to  carry  radial  load.  This  bearing  is  built  in  three 
series,  light,  medium  and  heavy,  the  selection  of  series 
being  dependent  upon  the  load  which  the  bearing  of  a 
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K.\AMi>LJC8  OF   IXTKHNATIONAL   UMFORMITY 
(Comrirf  of  S  K  F  ImHmnrlft 

nnr-mum  ball  kcarlas*  whkh  m,n  lcil«rrh«nK««bl«  Intern  ittloniilly — th«  larcwl  and  umallnrt  In  (hr  hoavy. 
madlum,  and  llglit  ■«r1<^ 

cvrtain  ioMdc  diameter  haa  to  airr>-.  The  illa«tration 
■liwt  Um  tkrM  luVMt  «iies  of  the  above  aeries,  which 
are  iatcnutioaalbr  ttaadardized.  The  inside  diameters 

art  110  m  n  for  the  lifht  series.  100  mm  for  the  me- 
aad  S6  m  m  for  the  heavy  series.  It  also 
■•Oest  bearinsH  of  the  corresponding  series, 

tht  iaaide  diameter  beinf  10  ra/m  for  the  light  series, 
10  mm  for  tiM  mediam  series,  and  17  m  m  for  the 
hmiwf  MriM. 

The  total  MUBbcr  of  IntomaUonaUy  standardized  Hizes 
of  tlMM  tlvw  tmkm  is  60.  whkh  oovora  practically  all 
tht  coaMMTcial  siios  of  bsorings  which  are  in  common 
vam.  Bfforts  are  being  aode  to  agree  on  international 
staaiArds  for  the  extonsion  of  these  ssries  up  to  about 
Mt  ■/•  liora.  as  mix  as  for  thmst  bearings  and  the 
ptatatilHIss  art  that  iotaraatioaal  standards  will  be 
sat  for  aO  i  r— srf  islly  aasd  aati-frietion  baariags. 

Ca#tii#.  Evsrywhew  thort  sssms  to  be  a  itaso  inter- 
sat  ia  aational  systasas  of  limit  gaging,  doabtlesa  due  in 

laisa  part  ta  •■parienee  during  the  war  in  mass  pro- 
datUM  of  ■— If  in  nil,  in  which  interchangeability  of 
part*  and  aappUas  nada  Yif  diSsrsat  manufacturers  was 
a  nsesssity.  In  this  the  oonttasotal  work  is  more  ad- 

vanced than  is  the  British  and  American  work,  which 
has  aat  jrat  rsachsd  tha  staga  of  iinal  formal  adoption, 
tba  tfaiaiaM  hahw  yaC  la  the  taoUtive  sUgc. 
OioM  inniortam  point,  whether  tha  shaft  or  ths  hole 

aha!  ba  ths  faadamental  basis  of  refaranca.  tha  Araari- 
eaa.  British,  Dotch.  Garmaa.  Bwadish  and  Swiss  work 
is  ia  agrssnisB!  Ths  dsdsion  is  that  tlie  hole  or,  in 

the  caas  af  a»«w  thrsai^  the  not  shall  be  the  funda- 
■aatal  hanb.  Ths  pohlWMd  Aaatrian  standards  appaar 
ta  plasa  tha  t«a  iMlhadi  «oa  aa  aqual  basis. 

MMtriea  aad  the  Amer- 
(aadsr  tha  spoaaarship  of  ths 

of  Mathanical  Bagiaasra)  have  da- 
C  (ft  dag.  P.)  as  ths  sUndard  tem- 

af  rafarsia.    Ths  British  and  Canadians  use 
F.  (lt.7  ds«.  C). 

One  of  the  most  discussed  questions  ia  that  of  allow- 
ances and  tolerances,  and  particularly  whether  the  tol- 

erance ahall  be  stated  aa  a  plus  or  minus  quantity  or  as 

a  plus  or  a  minus  quantity.  As  a  simple  example  con- 
sider a  hole  and  shaft  for  each  of  which  there  ia  to  be 

a  tolerance  of  0.002  in.  to  provide  for  variations  in  man- 
ufacture. Shall  the  hole  be  dimensioned  at  1.001  in.,  t 

0.001  in.  and  the  shaft  as  0.999  in.  ±  0.001  in.,  or  shall 

the  hole  be  dimensioned  as  1.000  in.  -f  0.002  in.  and  the 
"haft  as  1.000  in.  —  0.002  in.?  The  first  is  often  re- 

ferred to  aa  the  "bi-lateral  system."  and  the  latter  as 
the  "unilateral  aystem."  The  continental  bodies  have 
definitely,  and  the  American  sectional  committee  haa 
tentatively,  adopted  the  unilateral  system.  In  Great 
Britain  a  very  spirited  discussion  on  the  relative  merits 
of  the  two  systems  has  been  goinK  on  for  some  time 
but  I  am  not  informed  of  any  definite  decision  yst 

taken.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  the  American  sec- 
tional committee  was  organised  as  a  result  of  a  requeat 

for  co-operation  from  the  British. 
Wrench  Operungi.  Provisional  agreement  has  been 

readied,  informally,  between  most  of  the  continental 
countries  on  the  widths  acroHs  flats  on  nuts  and  holt- 
heads.  The  Swiss,  who  are  serving  informally  an  a 
secretariat  according  to  the  general  scheme  of  co-opera- 

tion sltetched  above,  have  made  definite  proposals  for 
international  agraement  on  a  series  of  dimensions  for 
wrsneh  openings.  The  proposals  include  tolerances 
which  are  formulated  with  the  intention  of  makinK  it 

possible  to  bridge  difficulties  arising  over  the  metric- 
inch  question  by  making  the  tolerances  such  as  to  cover 
in  practice  ths  diilsraooss  between  metric  and  inch  sizes. 
There  are  cireaostanosa  which  make  the  time  favorable 
for  the  consideration  of  the  Swiss  proposals.  The  Bel- 

gians are  revising  their  work  on  bolts,  and  the  British 
have  organiced  work  on  the  same  subject  and  will  revise 
their  specifications  for  spanners.  It  is  not  unlikely  that 
the  British  may  reduce  their  nut  and  bolthead  sizes. 
which  are  larger  than  those  in  other  countries,  in  order 
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to  make  them  more  adaptable  to  the  up-settiiig  process 
of  fabrication.  The  American  work,  which  was  organ- 

ized as  a  result  of  the  Swiss  proposals,  is  just  getting 
well  under  way. 

Screw  Threads.  Work  on  screw  threads  has  been 

active  in  recent  year.-?  both  in  Europe  and  America. 
Few,  if  any,  s.anda/dizing  projects  are  as  far  reaching 
or  as  difficult.  Changes  of  any  kind  are  very  hard  to 
carry  out  even  in  the  practice  of  ̂ .n  individual  fiitn,  to 
say  nothing  of  the  diificulties  when  considered  inter- 
nationallj'. 

Whitworth  threads  are  used  very  extensively  in  con- 
tinental Europe,  side  by  side  with  metric  threads  and 

on  the  whole  more  extensively.  While  I  do  not  have 
authoritative  information  from  all  of  the  countries,  I 
understand  that  at  least  the  following  have  already 
adopted  or  are  practically  certain  to  adopt  three  series 
of  threads  for  all  but  very  specialized  uses,  namely: 
Austria,  France,  Germany,  Holland,  Italy,  Sweden,  and 
Switzerland.  The  three  series  are  the  International 
Metric  thread,  the  Metric  Fine  thread  and  the  Whit- 

worth. Some  of  the  countries  have  already  definitely 
decided  to  abandon  several  less  used  metric  series.  It 
appears  that  in  these  countries  the  metric  threads  will 
be  considered  the  primary  standard  and  the  inch  threads 
as  secondary,  even  though  the  inch  threads  are  now  in 
greater  use.  It  has  often  been  suggested  that  it  is  very 
desirable  that  the  English-speaking  countries  list  the 
International  Metric  and  the  Metric  Fine  threads  as 
auxiliary  standards,  in  order  that,  in  those  cases  in 
which  metric  threads  are  used,  the  practice  of  the  metric 
countries  should  be  followed. 

Agree  on  Thread 

In  this  country  the  National  Screw  Thread  Commis- 
sion and  the  American  sectional  committee  (the  Ameri- 

can Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers  and  the  Society  of 
Automotive  Engineers,  sponsors)  have  now  reached 
tentative  agreement  on  the  various  details  for  the  coarse 
and  fine  series  of  the  American  form  of  thread.  The 
results  have  been  transmitted  to  the  British  and  Cana- 

dian associations.  Whether  some  form  of  unification  of 
the  Whitworth  and  the  American  coarse  series  (prac- 

tically the  "U.  S.  Standard")  should  be  carried  out  has 
often  been  discussed.  Latterly,  the  opinion  has  fre- 

quently been  expressed  that  discussions  should  not  cen- 
ter, as  formerly,  upon  the  form  of  thread,  since  in  the 

coarse  fits  the  actual  forms  depart  widely  from  the  theo- 
retical form.  The  pitches  of  the  two  series  are  identi- 

cal with  exception  of  the  half-inch  size,  for  which  the 
Whitworth  has  twelve  threads  and  the  American  thir- 

teen per  inch.  Should  the  suggestion  prove  correct  that 
the  differences  in  form  of  thread  may  be  ignored  for 
loose  fits  and  for  all  rougher  work,  a  great  part  of  the 
difficult  problem  would  still  remain  unsolved.  If  the 
two  series  are  to  be  unified,  a  great  amount  of  study 
must  be  given  to  the  questions,  (a)  What  basis  or  bases 
of  unification  are  possible  and  feasible?  (b)  Would  the 
industrial  advantages  of  unifying  the  two  systems  out- 

weigh the  cost  and  trouble  of  its  achevement?  In  my 
opinion,  far  more  extensive  and  explicit  information 
than  is  now  available  will  be  necessary  for  the  correct 
solution  of  these  questions. 

Information  the  Basis  op  Co-operation 

Specifications  for  Zinc.  The  national  bodies  in  coun- 
tries concerned  with  the  production  of  zinc  and  zinc 

ores  are  studying  proposals  put  forward  by  the  Belgians 

for  international  agreement  on  specifications  for  zinc 
and  zinc  ores.  These  are  intended  to  clarify  certain 
technical  matters  which  affect  the  international  marke* 

and  about  which  misunderstandings  arise.  J'he  Amer- 
ican sectional  committee  was  organized  as  a  result  of 

the  Belgian  request  for  co-operation. 
From  the  very  nature  of  industrial  standardization  it 

should  be  evident  that  tliere  must  be  a  full,  mutual  un- 
derstanding and  appreciation  of  the  problems  and  point 

of  view  of  the  various  parties  at  interest.  This  is  true 
regardless  of  the  scale  upon  which  standardization  in 
any  particular  project  is  carried  out,  whether  by  firms, 
by  associations,  nationally,  or  internationally.  In  any 
case  there  must  be  an  interchange  of  information,  the 
freer  the  interchange  the  better.  It  should  occur  as 
early  as  possible  in  the  development  of  the  work,  in 
order  that  the  necessary  mutual  understanding  may  be 
brought  about.  It  is  not  enough  to  interchange  infor- 

mation on  completed  work.  Each  country  wants  to 
have  its  standards  become  international  standards. 

Must  Enlarge  Views 

If  all  the  different  countries  wait  until  their  work 
is  completed  before  submitting  it  to  the  others,  any  one 
of  them,  by  proposing  its  own  standard  for  international 
adoption,  places  the  others  in  the  position  of  being  asked 
to  sign  on  the  dotted  line.  Human  nature  is  such  that 
this  does  not  work  well.  If  information  be  exchanged 
during  the  development  of  the  work,  opportunity  is 

given  for  each  to  understand  and  appreciate  the  other's 
point  of  view,  and  each  is  much  less  apt  to  become  com- 

mitted to  policies  and  provisions  which  it  would  have 
been  willing  or  even  glad  to  have  had  different,  had  it 
had  the  advantage  of  such  information  during  the  de- 

velopment of  its  own  work.  Thus  are  agreements  made 
easier  and  technical  and  industrial  progress  facilitated 
by  the  mere  interchange  of  information. 

For  these  reasons,  the  secretaries  of  the  national 
standardizing  bodies  made  the  question  of  the  inter- 

change of  information  the  principal  consideration  in 

their  confei'ence  in  London,  as  has  already  been  indi- 
cated. I  believe  that  the  simple,  systematic  interchange 

of  information  on  the  status  of  projects  there  initiated 
will  prove  to  have  been  a  milestone  in  the  industrial 
standardization  movement,  from  the  national  as  well  as 
from  the  international  point  of  view. 

Publications  of  Value 

Another  very  important  development  is  the  special 
publications,  in  journal  form,  of  the  national  bodies  in 
Austria,  Germany,  Italy  and  Sweden.  In  these,  drafts 
of  proposed  standards,  abstracts  of  minutes,  etc.,  are 
given  in  much  fuller  form  than  such  information  is 
made  generally  available  in  Anglo-Saxon  countries.  The 
Germans  consider  that  their  "Mitteilungen"  has  been 
one  of  the  prime  factors  in  the  extremely  rapid  develop- 

ment of  their  work.  The  information  in  these  publica- 
tions, while  intended  for  their  own  industries,  is,  of 

course,  available  in  other  countries. 
An  A.E.S.C.  European  Representative.  It  has  been 

suggested  that  the  American  Engineering  Standards 
Committee  could  perform  an  extraordinarily  important 
service  to  American  industries  by  maintaining  a  repre- 

sentative in  Europe.  An  engineer  having  the  right 
combination  of  temperament,  experience  and  linguistic 

ability  would  be  able  to  supply  an  amount  of  informa- 
tion to  our  working  committees  on  the  standardization 

work  going  on  in  Europe  and  furnish  a  knowledge  of 
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llM  iBiwtrial  tmliaiwMMl  ̂ poa  wkldi  tlM  ■UwUrdiia- 
i«  iMMd  UMt  to  «dta  ImpHribla  wHhoat  dirwt 
iwtort.  Ob  th*  other  hand.  h«  could  perform 

•  Uki  MTvkt  in  vhrlBf  to  the  BitropMUi  bodiat  the 
vtowpoiot  and  boctgrouad.  The  bonoflts  to 
tedwirie*  of  the  work  of  such  •  raprtMiita> 

ti«r  «o«U  ka  oat  of  all  proportion  to  the  cost.  Bvon 
tke  bar»iwi»tt  HTvkM  which  he  would  render  should 
far  oaeMd  tlw  MUrt  eort. 

la  thto  coBMctioa  tt  ia  inatructive  to  note  that  Ger- 
•■d  Japaa  are  Um  only  two  rountriea  that  have 

a  polky  of  atwIjrtBff  technical  and  industrial 
tai  othar  eosBtriea  ■jntenwtleaUy  and  inten- 
rkort  to  ao  doabi  that  thia  policy  has  contrib- 

ia  aa  iavortant  way  to  the  meteoric  development 
of  tke  iadartriee  of  Germany  and  of  Japan. 

What  or  the  Firniut? 

an  aaay  and  serious  obstacles  in  the  way  of 
of  international  industrial  standardita- 

I  as  differences  in  languagv,  racial  temperament, 
and  industrial  background,  limitations  im- 

hf  flaofraphical  conditions,  the  metric  snd  Eng- 
Ibk  gfiimm  of  weights  and  maaauraa,  national  animoei* 
ttos  aad  rivalries,  eaiteneiaa  of  eoamercial  conditions, 
i^Boraare  on  the  part  of  industrial  leaders  of  the  sig- 
niflrante  or  even  of  the  existence  of  foreign  work,  and 

tlM  iaatinctive  ooa8er\'stiiim,  not  to  say  sospieion,  of  s 
proportion  of  men  toward  new  developments  and 

Oa  the  otbar  hand,  there  are  important  considera- 
tions aad  poworfnl  foroea  tending  toward  international 

■taiwhrdiiatioB.  such  as  the  scientific  basis  which  has 
bosn  laid  ia  tha  axtaasive  system  of  physical  and  chem- 

ical units  and  measurenenta,  much  as  an  alphabet  forms 
a  basis  for  written  language;  the  growth  of  interna- 

tional trade;  the  increasing  use  of  specifications  and 
other  iadostrial  standards  in  foreign  commerce;  the  in- 

irttopwrfsaea  of  national  industries  upon 
tha  iaereasing  gaoeral  interest  in  and 

I  of  iatoraational  affairs;  the  greater  tendency 
to  stady  foraiga  industrial  dcvekipmenU  and  to  adopt 
Ihoao  which  are  applicabto  to  bone  indoatrtos;  the  cir- 

that  specific  iadastartoi  ara  dovaloping  more 
alone  tha  aaat  linaa  in  different  countries; 

tha  fact  that  indastrial  Isadsrs  are  taking  a  larger 
and  largar  perspective  in  planning  for  the  future. 

Standakoization  Neak 

Tha  actual  liaa  of  dsvalopment  must  nscasssrily  be 
the  rHoltaot  of  soeh  conflicting  tendendas  and  forces. 
In  my  opiaion.  a  very  oonaiderable  amount  of  interna- 

tional alandardiiation  win  take  place  in  the  next  few 
4tmim.  This  opinion  is  baaad  largaly  upon  evolution- 
affr  fwnsidarattona,  For  ̂ t^.  it  aaams  to  me  that 
tka  probham  now  eonfrontlar  aach  of  the  national 

tts  are  much  the  same  aa  those 
tha  movement  toward  trade  asaocia- 

tiena  ia  thia  ooantry  a  few  years  ago,  while  intema- 
ttonal  ̂ aadarditatlon  will  folkm  in  much  the  same  way 

ao  far  or  so  rapidly, 
ahimata  outcome  may  ba,  and  what- 

of  tha  success  of  the  movemaat 
toward  iateraaliooal  staadardixation  may  ba,  it  sasms 
to  aw  tha  asoKt  slip  to  la  any  caaa  the  same— to  davalop 

lordMaga  of  Information  aa 
Throogh  soma  such  procadara 
ba  ftrady  astaUiahod. 

Expa'imental  IVoduction  of  Alloy  Steels 
By  U.  W.  Giia,£r  and  E.  L.  Mack 

Bulletin  No.  199,  of  the  Bureau  of  Mines,  Department 
of  the  Interior,  gives  some  uf  tiie  re.tults  of  the  expe- 

rimental heats  of  alloy  steels  recently  made  by  the 
bureau  for  the  Army  and  the  Navy.  The  steels  for  the 
Army  were  desired  for  work  on  gun  erosion,  especially 
in  regard  to  the  effect  of  nitrogen  on  steel. 
The  use  of  a  small  direct-arc  electric  furnace  for 

making  small  experimental  heats  of  alloy  steel  is  at- 
tended with  difficulty  in  the  control  of  the  carbon  con- 

tent  Indirect-arc  types,  however,  such  as  the  Stassano, 
Rennerfelt,  or  the  simple  homemade  furnace  described 
allow  a  much  better  control  of  the  carbon  content.  The 
raw  nMterial  used  must  be  sufficiently  low  in  sulphur 
and  phosphorus  to  obviate  the  making  of  refining  slags, 
and  straight  melting,  analogous  to  the  crucible-steel 
practice,  must  be  done.  With  these  provisions,  the 
making  of  special  alloy  steels  in  60-  to  100-lb.  heats,  to 
chemical  specification,  is  relatively  simple  in  a  60-kw. 
indirect-arc  furnace. 

RB8ia.T8  Not  Promising 

This  report  deals  only  with  the  preparation  of  the 
various  steels  and  with  the  recovery  and  the  segrega- 

tion of  the  different  alloying  elements.  Some  of  the 
steels  whose  preparations  are  discussed  in  this  section 
were  of  rather  unusual  composition;  and  many  were 
nickel  steels  high  in  silicon,  or  steels  higher  in  the 
various  alloying  elements  than  the  common  steel  com- 

positions. 
As  the  composition  of  many  of  the  steels  is  suitable 

only  for  special  uses,  no  direct  general  conclusionH  can 
be  drawn  aa  to  the  value  or  lack  of  value  of  zirconium, 
titanium,  uranium,  boron  and  cerium  as  true  alloying 
elements  in  the  commonly  used  types  of  steels.  In 
various  physical  tests  of  the  steels  covered  by  this  re- 

port, staels  in  which  these  elements  are  present  in  ap- 
preciable percentages,  the  results  so  far  obtained  have 

not  in  general  been  promisinir-  Nor  have  they  been  as 
good  as  those  of  similar  steclH  of  the  series  without 
these  elements.  Recent  reports  of  tests  of  plain  carbon 
steals  of  low  carbon  content  to  which  less  than  0.25  per 
cent  of  zirconium  has  been  added  are  said  to  indicate 
that  zirconium  may  have  a  beneficial  effect,  especially 
on  notched-bar  impact  tests. 

USD  IN  DBOASIFYINO  "WILD"  STBEL 

Although  these  elements  are  readily  oxidized,  none  of 
them  appear  to  be  as  efllcient  as  aluminum  or  vanadium 

in  degasifying  "wild"  steel.  No  special  study  has  been 
made  of  very  small  amounts  of  these  elements  used  as 
scavengers  only,  but  all  of  them  seem  likely  to  leave 
their  oxides  or  other  compounds  trspped  in  the  steel  as 
inclusions  when  they  are  added  immediately  bffore 
pouring,  as  is  necessary  in  order  to  get  a  good  recovery 
when  using  them  as  alloying  elements  rather  than  as 
scavengers. 

Boron  is  slmost  quantitatively  recovered  when  added 
at  the  end  of  the  heat  and  may  be  added  »t  the  Ktart  of 
the  heat  without  great  loss.  In  the  amounts  studied  up 
to  0.6  per  cent,  no  appreciable  tendency  to  segregation 
was  noiad. 

A  eonqrtata  copy  of  the  paper  may  be  purchased  from 
tha  Superintendent  of  Documents,  Government  Printing 

Offlea.  Washington.  D.  ('.,  at  the  price  of  fifteen  cents. 

d 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Continuation  of  the  Section  on  Feed  Mechanisms — Various  Cam  Arrangements  for 

Screw  Machines  —  The  "Program"  Machine  and  Its  Future  Possibilities 
By  a.  L.  DE  LEEUW 

Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

THE  problem  of  keeping  the  size  of  a  cam  down  to 
the  lowest  possible  dimensions  is  a  very  important 
one,  not  only  because  large  cams  increase  the  size 

of  the  machine,  and  are  apt  to  make  it  unsightly,  but 
because  they  are  also  apt  to  decrease  the  strength  and 
rigidity  of  the  frame.  The  means  employed  to  min- 

imize the  size  of  the  cams  are  the  following:  Steep 
slope  of  the  cam;  return  movements  made  by  springs  or 
weights;  some  of  the  functions  actuated  by  springs  or 
weights ;  some  of  the  functions  actuated  by  cams  which 
revolve  only  when  required  and  which  revolve  at  a  high 
speed,  while  the  main  cam  may  revolve  at  a  lower  speed. 

The  first  method,  that  of  using  steep  slopes  for  the 
cam,  is  very  limited  in  its  application.  A  steep  slope 
is  not  advisable  during  feeding  operations,  although 
some  instances  have  come  to  the  writer's  attention 
where  a  feed  cam  was  used  with  an  angle  of  65  degrees. 
Of  course,  such  an  arrangement  sets  up  excessive  side 
strains,  is  very  wasteful  of  power,  and  causes  an  uneven 
action  on  the  tool.  As  a  rule,  cam  slopes  are  held 
down  to  45  deg.  or  less,  even  for  return  cams,  whereas 
it  is  good  po.icy  to  limit  the  slope  of  feed  cams  to  1  in 
3.  Attention  fhould  be  called  to  the  fact  that  not 

much  can  be  ga-iied  in  smooth  action  of  the  cam  by  mak- 
ing the  slope  less  than  1  in  3.  The  smaller  the  angle  of 

slope  becomes,  the  'ess  can  be  gained  by  making  it  still 
smaller. 

Use  of  Springs  or  Weights 

The  second  method  of  using  springs  or  weights  for 
return  movements  is  safe  when  light  members  must  be 
returned  and  when  there  is  practically  no  danger  of 
anything  sticking.  Where  there  is  any  danger  at  all 
that  a  tool  may  stick  in  the  work  or  a  slide  may  stick 
on  its  bearing,  on  account  of  the  gumming  up  by  cut- 

ting compounds  or  choking  up  by  chips,  this  method  is 
not  safe. 

The  third  method  applies  to  such  functions  as  feed- 
ing the  stock  in  an  automatic  screw  machine  or  doing 

any  of  the  "productive"  operations  of  some  other  auto- 
matic machines  which  call  for  a  definite  and  limited 

amount  of  power  only.  A  spring  or  weight  can  be  ap- 
plied in  such  cases. 

The  fourth  method  is  the  one  referred  to  before  and 

used  in  such  machines  as  the  Brown  &  Sharpe  auto- 
matic screw  machine  where  the  shifting  of  belts,  open- 

ing and  closing  of  chucks  and  stock  feed,  are  all 
accomplished  by  a  cam  which  is  clutch-operated  and 
which  makes  a  full  or  half  revolution  at  a  rapid  rate 
after  which  it  stops  until  it  is  tripped  again.  While 
such  a  cam  is  operating,  the  main  cams  of  the  machine 
keep  on  revolving  at  their  relatively  slow  rate. 

The  peculiar  construction  of  certain  machines  lend 
themselves  to  still  other  methods.  An  interesting  way 
of  reducing  the  size  of  some  of  the  cams  is  employed  in 
the  Cleveland  screw  machine.  In  this  machine  two 
cams  are  used  for  the  feed  motion,  one  for  the  turret 
and  another  one  for  the  cross-slides.  The  turret  cam 
makes  a  full  revolution  for  each  movement  of  the  tur- 

For  tlie  autlior'a  forthcoming  boolc.    All  rights  reserved. 

ret.  If  there  are  five  tool  positions  in  the  turret,  then 
this  cam  will  make  the  turret  go  forward  and  back- 

ward five  times  during  the  complete  cycle.  This  cam 
causes  the  same  stroke,  whatever  tool  is  used  and 
whether  the  active  stroke  is  long  or  short.  Controlling 
mechanism  at  some  other  part  of  the  machine  causes 
this  cam  to  revolve  either  fast  or  slow. 

Variation  of  Speed 

The  actual  feed  stroke  can  be  made  as  long  or  short  as 
may  be  desired.  If,  for  instance,  there  is  a  total  stroke 
of  6  in.,  it  will  be  possible  to  run  the  cam  slowly  for 
this  entire  6  in.  and  return  it  fast  to  its  starting  posi- 

tion. Or  the  cam  may  advance  fast  for  4  in.,  then  slow 
for  2  in.,  and  then  return  fast  the  entire  6  in.,  or 
any  other  method  of  dividing  up  the  total  6  in.  Then, 
again,  it  would  be  possible  to  advance  rapidly  for  4  in. 
(or  any  other  amount  less  than  6  in.),  then  feed  slow 
for  2  in.,  and  keep  this  slow  movement  for  part  of  the 
return — let  us  say  1  in.,  after  which  it  returns  fast  the 
remaining  5  in. 

Not  only  is  it  possible  to  make  any  part  of  the  for- 
ward or  backward  stroke  fast  or  slow,  but  the  slow 

movement  can  be  given  different  rates  of  speed  by  a 
feed-changing  device,  so  that  on  one  stroke  we  may  have 
a  feed  of  0.006  in.  per  revolution  of  the  spindle  and  on 
another  stroke — that  is,  for  another  tool — we  may  have 
a  feed  of  0.020  in.  per  revolution  of  the  spindle.  There 
is  on  this  same  machine,  as  was  said  before,  a  second 
cam  which  operates  the  cross-slide.  This  cam  makes 
one  revolution  for  a  complete  cycle  of  the  machine,  that 
is,  the  latter  cam  makes  one  revolution  while  the  other 
cam  makes  five  (supposing  there  are  five  holes  in  the turret). 

Dividing  Functions  Among  Several  Cams 

The  cross-slide  cam  also  has  the  fast  and  slow  motion 
and  it  should  be  noted  that  both  cams  are  running  fa^t 
or  slow  at  the  same  time  because  they  are  driven  by  the 
same  mechanism.  The  cross-slide  cam  is  not  fixed  but 
can  be  changed.  Cam  straps  can  be  taken  off  and  other 
straps  put  on  to  suit  the  requirements.  It  may  very 
well  be  that  the  cross-slide  cam  requires  a  long  move- 

ment or  stroke  at  the  same  time  the  corresponding 
turret  tool  should  get  along  with  a  short  stroke  In 
that  case,  it  is  necessary  to  continue  this  slow  move- 

ment, though  the  turret  cam  might  have  had  a  fast 
movement.  This  arrangement  makes  it  possible  to 
utilize  a  relatively  small  cam  for  the  turret,  but  it  does 
not  obviate  the  necessity  of  using  a-  large  cam  in  the 
machine. 

When  the  stroke  required  for  various  operations  is 
long,  the  cam  assumes  very  large  proportions  and  that 
regardless  of  whether  the  stroke  is  used  for  feeding 
the  tools  or  for  any  other  purpose.  It  is  therefore 
desirable  to  have  some  other  method  by  which  cams 
can  be  held  down  in  size.  If  there  were  a  cam  for  each 
operation  and  if  this  cam  should  be  turning  only  when 

that  particular  operation  takes  place,  it  would  be  pos- 
sible to  keep  these  cams  down  to  a  very  limited  size. 
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If  k  ««t«  found  that  aoaw  t4  tht  ofrrtto—  «re  short, 
ikM  Uhm  opwatiow  alakt  b*  wAfawd  in  ont  tln^ 
mm.  BitfimivB  to  Uie  achtdalo  of  the  acrew  nuiehin« 
vtth  fe«r  tooli  whkh  wm  dlacMwd  in  •  previous  par- 
afraph.  w«  «d«M  do  opsntiOM  «,  6.  and  c  with  one 

oMn.  AftM-  parfofmlav  tkan  opsntions  the  cam  would 
ttlap,  m  thnt  no  ̂ aet  «o«ld  bo  raquired  for  d  (dwell 
of  trat  tMl  and  wom  rilda  tool).  Another  ram  would 
tkrn  bo  ast  in  opwrntion  for  d-l.  d-f  and  d-J  (indexinx 
and  lorkioc  of  turret),  after  which  thin  ram  woulS  stop. 
A  third  cam  woold  bo  naad  for  «.  /  and  g.  whereas  the 
aerond  cam  wonid  bo  aat  in  motion  once  more  for  h-J. 
k-a  and  ks.  A  Tonrtk  can  woold  than  perform  opcra- 
tiaaa  i.  >  and  k;  after  which  tha  second  ram  would  take 
car*  of  l-j.  i-t  and  t-i.  and  so  on. 

Umntmrrwo  OmATioNs  ovbb  Sbvebal  Cams 

ma  loads  to  a  freat  many  cams  and  may  be  objec- 
far  tkat  raaaon.  If  tho  food  moiiona  do  nut 

a  laav  atroka.  it  would  be  perfectly  feasible  to 
!■••  aM  tW  can  straps  for  «.  b  and  c — e.  /,  and  g—i. 
i,  and  k — m.  n.  and  o.  all  on  one  drum,  while  the  strapn 
far  p.  «  and  r— and  (•/.  t-t,  t-J  and  t-i  could  be  on 

dnaa.  TWre  would  then  be  altogether  three 
»  for  the  turret  advance  and  feed  motionii.  one 
sbiftinr.  chucic  opening  and  dooing  and  ittock 

aad  one  for  turret  indexing.  In  addition,  there 
be  a  similar  cam  for  the  cross-slide  feed  motions. 

All  of  these  cams  would  be  of  relatively  small  site. 
Tlie  difllrulty  we  encounter  with  such  an  arrangement 

b  this:  that  we  must  take  good  care  that  each  cam 
at  tba  proper  aMHacnt  and  that  there  is  no 

I  of  error.  There  must  be  some  controlling 
■Mdaniam  which  will  start  and  atop  each  cam  at  the 
proper  moment  and  which  will  prevent  them  from  get- 
ting  ont  of  time. 

Saeh  a  oontroOiat  medianism  might  lie  a  disk  which 
ra>elraa  oaee  for  a  eonplete  cycle  of  operations.  Dogs 

on  this  disk  would  operate  clutches  which 
or  disengage  the  various  cams.  Such  a 

control  OMdianisai  irould  insure  that  each  cam  operates 
at  the  proper  moment,  but  it  would  not  insure  the 
proper  timing.  To  illustrate  thix,  let  us  assume  that 
there  ere  two  cams  for  different  operations.  We  will 
call  these  rams  A  and  B  and  assume  that  they  are 
thrown  into  action  by  a  positive  clutch.  When  cam  A 

one  revolatfon  (or  as  much  of  a  revolution 
for  a  single  stroke),  the  control 

oat  the  clutch  for  this  cam  and.  at 
tha  aaaa  timm,  throws  in  a  clutch  for  cam  B. 

CONTROLUNC  THR  INDIVIDUAL  CAMS 

It  naqr  happen  that  the  teeth  of  this  clutch  strike  so 
that  a  part  of  a  revolution  of  the  clutch  passes  before 

\B  is  engaged.  To  vi«uslize  the  thing  still  better,  let 
hat  each  of  the  two  cams  A  and  B  occupies 

of  the  total  cycle  and  therefore  one-half  of  th«* 
disk.  The  striking  of  the  clutch  teeth  has 
let  oa  say,  one  degree  of  thia  movement,  so  that 

caai  0  wiD  revolve  through  179  dag.  when  the  dog  on 
tka  coalral  disk  throw*  it  out  of  action.  On  the  next 

tkm  wv  be  a  similar  striking  of  the  clutch 
acais  rahbiog  ram  B  of  one  dagtae  of  its  move 
It  wfli  be  seen  that  whatever  error  there  is  in 

tha  eaca#nMal  of  the  cintchca  is  accumulated,  so  that 
la  the  coanw  of  tioM  the  cams  most  be  in  the  wrong 

to  ooa  aaaCher.  This  method  of  control,  then. 
la^iada  an  a  tmU  cycle  of  the  machine,  cannot 
wttbtMa 

To  make  such  a  system  operative  c«m  .4  should  throw 
itself  out  after  it  has  turned  thruugh  the  proper  angle 
or  the  proper  number  of  revolutions  and  it  should  throw 
in  cam  B.  Cam  B,  in  its  turn,  after  making  its  proper 
number  of  revolutions,  should  throw  itaelf  out  and 
throw  cam  A  into  action. 

No  PoSSIBILirV'   OF  AOCUHUU^TION   OK   ERRORS 

To  show  that  such  an  arrangement  would  keep  all 
functions  in  time,  we  will  assume  again  the  same  condi- 

tions as  before  and  ."^ee  whether  there  is  a  possibility 
of  an  accumulation  of  error.  Cam  A  completes  a  revoIu> 
tion.  which  corresponds  to  half  the  cycle,  and  throws 
its  cam  out  which,  of  course,  is  a  positive  action  hap- 

pening at  the  exact  place  where  the  dog  is  set.  It  also 
throws  into  action  cam  B  by  means  of  a  clutch.  This 
clutch  may  fail  to  engage  for  a  moment  because  the 
teeth  strike.  As  a  result  there  will  be  a  period  of  idle- 

ness between  the  end  of  the  action  of  cam  A  and  the 
Iteginning  of  the  action  of  cam  B.  But  finally  cam  B 
will  start  its  functioning,  make  a  complete  revolution, 
throw  itself  out,  and  start  cam  A.  Whatever  the  delay 
may  be  in  the  throwing  in  of  the  clutches,  such  delay 
does  not  have  any  effect  on  the  functioning  of  the  two 
cams. 

Combining  Othkr  MtrHANisMs  With  Cams 

Some  of  the  functions  of  an  automatic  machine  may 
not  be  controlled  by  cams  but  by  some  other  kind  of 
mechanism.  For  instance,  the  indexing  of  a  turret  or 
other  member  may  be  effected  by  a  (J.neva  motion 
which  is  revolved  through  one-fourth,  or  lo-thinl.  or  any 
other  fraction  of  a  revolution.  With  the  ordinary 
arrangement  of  cams,  an  idle  space  must  be  provided 
on  all  of  these  cams  during  the  time  that  such  opera- 

tion takes  place.  If  the  operation  was  started  by  the 
throwing  in  of  a  clutch,  the  idle  space  on  the  cam 
must  be  made  long  enough  so  that  any  delay  in  the 
engagement  of  the  clutches  will  not  cause  one  of  the 
cams  to  start  its  action  before  the  proper  time,  for 
instance,  after  the  indexing  is  completed.  We  see, 
then,  that  whether  machine  functions  are  controlled  by 
cams,  or  by  any  other  kind  of  mechanism,  those  cams 
which  are  actually  used  must  be  of  a  size  sufficient  for 
all  the  time  occupied  by  such  other  mechanisms. 

However,  the  final  size  of  the  cam  may  \ie  made  Ichh 
by  having  some  of  the  functions  of  the  machine  oper- 

ated by  a  different  kind  of  mechanism.  If,  in  the 
previous  example,  the  indexing  was  done  by  means  of 
a  part  of  the  cam,  then,  in  order  to  save  time,  it 
would  be  necessary  to  run  the  cam  at  high  speed 
during  that  period  and,  as  a  consequence,  a  large  portion 
of  the  circumference  of  the  cam  would  be  occupied  for 
the  period  of  indexing.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  the 
indexing  was  controlled  by,  say,  a  Geneva  motion,  we 

could  throw  this  into  action  by  a  clutch  on  a  shaft  run- 
ning at  fairly  high  speed,  meanwhile  running  the  ram 

at  a  low  speed  so  that,  during  the  short  time  required 
for  the  indexing,  only  a  very  small  part  of  the  main 
cam  would  have  passed  a  given  point.  Arranging  things 
this  way,  however,  is  not  always  safe.  Should  the 
clutch  refuse  to  engage  for  a  considerable  length  of 
time,  the  index  might  take  place  after  the  cam  has 
started  sonrw  other  function  of  the  machine  and  this 
might  lead  to  serious  trouble.  In  short,  then,  ff  we 
wish  to  operate  various  functions  of  the  machlnp  by 
cams  and  other  mechanisms  not  positively  conn«'rfed,  we 
should  arrange  mattern  so  that  each  previous  element 
throws  itself  out  at  the  end  of  its  functioning,  at  the 
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same  time  throwing  the  next  element  into  action.  This 
system  lends  itself  very  well  to  highly  complicated  ma- 

chines, has  the  advantage  of  using  small  cams,  and 
simplifies  the  setting  up  and  the  analysis  preparatory 
to  the  changing  of  a  job. 

Taking,  aga.i:,.  me  example  of  the  automatic  screw 
machine  with  four  turret  positions,  we  might  make  one 
cam  for  all  the  advances,  feeds,  and  returns  of  the 
turret.  We  could  do  this  in  two  ways :  either  make  the 
cam  sufficient  for  a  single  stroke  only,  or  else  make  it 
so  that  one-fourth  of  the  cam  is  used  per  stroke. 

Applying  Separate  Cams  to  a  Screw  Machine 

In  the  first  case,  we  would  have  an  arrangement 
resembling  very  much  the  turret  feea  cam  of  the  Cleve- 

land screw  machine,  but  in  this  example  the  cross-slide 
cams  might  also  be  made  small.  It  would  be  possible 
here  to  have  a  long  cross-slide  operation  combined  with 
a  short  turret  movement.  We  may  assume  that  the 
turret  cam  has  started  and  after  the  turret  is  on  its 
way  a  dog  on  this  turret  cam  throws  the  cross-slide  cam 
into  operation.  This  cross-slide  cam  may  go  as  fast  or 
slow  as  may  be  required.  It  will  keep  on  running  for 
a   complete   revolution   when   it   will   throw   itself   out. 

In  other  words,  after  it  has  once  started  it  has  no 
/urther  relation  with  the  turret  cam.  At  the  end  of 
the  stroke  of  the  turret  cam — that  is,  after  this  cam 
has  made  one  full  revolution — the  index  mechanism  is 
thrown  in,  and  at  its  completion  the  turret  cam  is 
thrown  in,  this  time  by  the  indexing  mechanism.  This 
will  be  repeated  three  times,  but  at  the  end  of  the 
fourth  time,  the  index  mechanism  does  not  throw  into 
action  the  turret  cam  but  some  other  cam  used  for 
opening  and  closing  the  chuck  and  feeding  the  stock. 

All  that  would  be  necessary  to  accomplish  this  would 
be  to  have  a  disk  upon  which  dogs  are  mounted  and 
which  makes  one  full  turn  for  four  index  movements. 
The  first  three  dogs  would  have  acted  directly  on  the 
turret  cam  mechanism,  whereas  the  fourth  dog  acts  on 
the  stock  feed  cam.  When  this  latter  cam  has  made  one 
full  revolution,  it  throws  itself  out  and  may  throw  into 
action  the  turret  cam,  this  starting  again  a  complete 
cycle. 

The  Other  Arrangement  of  Cams 

If  our  machine  had>been  a  chucking  machine  instead 
of  a  screw  machine,  the  stock  feed  cam  would  have  been 
omitted  and  the  fourth  dog  on  the  index  mechanism 
would  have  thrown  this  mechanism  out  of  action  with- 

out starting  the  turret  cam,  thus  stopping  the  machine. 
If  such  a  chucking  machine  were  provided  with  a  collet 
chuck  or  any  other  kind  of  chuck  which  can  be  operated 
by  a  single  movement,  we  might  have  had  a  cam  for 
this  operation  and  we  would  start  the  cycle  by  starting 
that  cam.  It  will  be  seen  that  this  arrangement  of  suc- 

cessive cam  operations  is  much  more  elastic  than  the 
common  arrangement  by  which  the  time  of  all  the  vari- 

ous operations  is  laid  out  on  the  circumference  of  one 
single  cam. 

If  the  second  scheme  had  been  followed — that  is,  if 
we  had  put  the  feed  cam  for  the  four  turret  positions 
on  one  drum — we  would  have  had  the  following  sequence 
of  trips.  The  first  part  of  the  feed  cam  advances  and 
returns  the  turret  and  then  throws  itself  out  of  action 
and  starts  the  index.  The  index  having  been  completed, 
its  mechanism  throws  itself  out  and  starts  the  feed  cam 
again,  which  makes  another  quarter  turn,  repeating  the 
operation  until,  at  the  end  of  the  fourth  indexing  opera- 

tion,   the    machine    either    stops    itself    or    the    index 

mechanism  acts  upon  a  cam  for  chucking,  etc.  The  four 
parts  of  the  feed  cam  may  be  equal  or  unequal.  If 
equal,  the  dogs  for  tripping  the  index  mechanism  may 
be  stationary.  If  not  equal,  they  must  be  adjustable  so 
as  to  place  them  always  in  the  proper  relation  to  the 
end  of  the  cam  groove.  The  manner  in  which  the  index 
mechanism  may  cause  a  tripping  of  the  feed  cam  for 
the  first  three  movements  and  of  some  other  cam  at  the 
end  of  the  fourth  movement  may  be  accomplished  by 
having  a  disk  on  which  dogs  are  mounted  and  which 
turns  once  during  the  four  complete  operations  of  the 
indexing  mechanism.  The  fourth  dog  would  be  differ- 

ent from  the  other  three  and  would  operate  in  a  differ- 
ent plane. 

A  Glimpse  of  the  FuTtmE  of  Automatic  Machines 

It  is,  perhaps,  not  out  of  place  here  to  enlarge  some- 
what on  the  possibilities  of  such  a  system  of  control  of 

automatic  functions  of  machine  elements;  to  look  into 
the  future,  so  to  speak,  and  describe  a  style  of  machine 
which  is  not  yet  in  existence  but  which  would  have  cer- 

tain definite  advantages  and  lend  itself  to  automatic 
machining  operations  on  pieces  which  are  not  made  in 
sufficiently  large  quantities  to  justify  the  setting  up  and 
camming  of  the  present  style  of  automatic  machines. 

I  would  call  this  style  a  "program  machine."  Such 
a  machine  might  have  a  turret  with  tools,  cross-slides, 
milling  attachments,  drilling  spindles,  or  any  other  kind 
of  tool  or  work  carrying  elements.  The  functioning 
of  the  machine  might  include  the  chucking  of  stock,  the 
operation  of  magazines,  the  feeding  of  bar  stock,  the 
shifting  of  belts  or  gears,  the  throwing  in  of  clutches, 
the  indexing  of  a  turret,  the  starting  of  a  stream  of 
lubricant — in  short,  any  operation  which  is  now  done  by 
any  of  the  existing  automatic  machines. 

Each  element  to  be  moved  would  have  its  mechanism 
which  goes  through  a  predetermined  cycle  and  then 
stops  itself.  Such  a  mechanism  might  be  a  cam  or  an 
indexing  mechanism,  or  a  one-revolution  clutch,  or  it 
might  even  be  a  screw  which  makes  a  certain  number 
of  turns  forward  and  then  reverses;  but  all  of  them 
would  have  this  much  in  common:  that  they  would  go 
through  a  certain  cycle  of  operations  and  then  throw 
themselves  out  of  action.  The  differences  between  such 
a  system  and  the  system  of  camming  described  in  the 
previous  paragraphs  would  be  this,  that  in  this  system 
an  element  throws  itself  out  at  the  end  of  its  cycle 
but  does  not  throw  into  action  any  other  element.  This 
throwing  into  action  might  be  done  either  by  hand  or 
by  another  mechanism  which  may  or  may  not  be  sup- 

plied with  such  a  machine. 

The  "Program"  Mechanism 

In  case  the  elements  must  be  started  by  hand,  the 

auxiliary  mechanism,  which  we  will  call  the  "program," 
might  consist  of  an  endless  chain  which  is  advanced  one 
link  every  time  a  cycle  comes  to  an  end.  The  movement 
of  this  chain  would  bring  a  letter  or  set  of  instructions 
before  the  operator,  bringing  it  under  a  window  so  as 
to  make  it  visible.  There  would  be  a  number  of  start- 

ing levers  or  buttons  or  knobs  which  take  the  place  of 
such  elements  as  are  ordinarily  acted  upon  by  the  dogs 
of  an  automatic  machine.  These  levers  or  knobs  would 
be  plainly  marked  with  a  letter.  At  the  end  of  a  cycle, 
then,  we  will  say  that  the  letter  D  appears,  which  tells 
the  operator  that  he  must  move  the  lever  or  knob  marked 
with  that  letter  D.  At  the  end  of  the  next  cycle  the 
letter  A  appears.  At  the  end  of  this  cycle  the  letter  C, 

etc.     The  chain  would  have  as  many  (inks  as  thei-e  are 
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to  b*  partoraMd.  Wltk  •  teur^Mic  tarrH.  of 
■■  holM  am  |irovi<M  witli  tMk.  Um  Mt*r  >l 
•ppMT  four  tioMt  (if  A  sUncU  for  sUrtins  th« 

twrat).  and  Uw  lau«r  C  aIm  four  UaiM  (if  C  aUnds 
f«r  aUrtinc  Uw  latet).  If.  on  Um  otter  hand,  this 
tmr-hoh  tmmt  wmf  piwrkM  with  two  took  only  (that 
la  to  aar.  If  two  helaa  wara  idia).  we  would  fvt  the 
foUewiat:  A.  C,  A.  C.  C,  C.  and  than  .4  acain.  Instead 
of  haviaf  ainyla  Mters  appear,  it  might  be  poMible  to 
hat*  wiittfo  instmrtiona  appaar.  tellins  the  operator 

to  start  next,  but  aluo  whether  he 
or  da  ether   thiniFa    which    may    be 

Maung  the  PwMauui  Machinb  Automatic 

TUa  ■■fhliH  might  be  provided  with  a  number  of 
aaal  paaaiMtk  cjrlindera  and  the  links  of  the  chain 
■JgM  be  proridad  with  pin.^  which  would  operate  the 
vahraa  for  thaaa  CTtiadara.  Such  an  arrangement  would 
■ska  the  machine  entirely  automatic.  By  leaving  the 
pia  a«t  of  the   laat   link  of  the  chain,   the  machine 

to  atop  at  the  end  of  the  completed  cycle. 
Tariationa  to  this  arrangement  could  be 

of  a  chain,  a  perforated  roll  of  paper 
rery  much  like  the  music  rolln  for  a 

The  author,  in  the  June,  1920.  iMue  of 
AidiMatria/  y»mag»ment,  expresaed  hia  belief  that  such 
a  atjrla  of  machine  is  needed  and  will  ultimately  be 
BIVBSB*  OvI. 

exact  form  which  such  a  machine  would  take 

be  predicted.  It  would  replace  a  group  of  ma- 
ehiaea.  It  would  have  the  advantage  over  auch  a  group 
that  a  mere  change  of  the  letters  or  instructions  on 

the  chain  would  have  the  sane  effect  as  a  complete  re- 
gnwpiag  of  the  naehine.  Suppoee  there  were  a  group 
af  alx  simple  maebioea.  of  which  three  can  be  operated 
bf  one  man.  The  next  job  might  need  only  five  of  these 
afat  Biachines  and  would  require  an  entirely  different 
grouping.  It  is.  of  course,  out  of  the  question  to 

wachhwa  aroond  for  every  job.  so  that,  with  a 
of  wachhwa  grouped  in  a  permanent  way,  we 

will  hava  ahaoat  always  an  unsatisfactory  arranRoment; 
perhapa  one  or  two  idle  machines  and  loas  of  time  in 
mmtty  other  wajrs.  The  program  machine  would  over- 

disadvantage*  completely. 

Thb  Uly  Needs  No  Painting 
By  Chablcb  W.  Lbb 

There  are  few  lines  of  industry  in  which  greater 
care  is  raqoirsd  than  in  the  manufacture  of  machinery. 
Thar*  is  DO  aaay.  hurry-up  path  to  aucccaa  and  the  buyer 
will  alwajrs  be  found  critical  of  any  product  for  which  he 

lUs  good  aaoiMy.  The  foUowing  episode,  which  is 
on  fact,  will  illustrate  this  point  as  well  as  any 

wklch  haa  e««r  coow  to  oar  notice. 

A  cartaia  SHkar  of  machinery,  who  holds  the  mis- 
opinion  that  the  way  to  succeed  in  the  machinery 

ia  to  "get  'am  dona,  get  'em  out  and  get  the 
for  'em."  was  seat  the  folbwing  IctUr  which for  itself: 

Toar  mafbinae  were  duly  raoeivad  and  dismantled 
far  Inapartten    Bat  we  find  it  inpoaaibie  to  ra-aaaemble 

la  prapar  aHgaaiant  bacaasa  wa  can  flod  no  news- 
la  oar  city  that  are  of  the  aama  tbidtaaaa  as 

bcal  aawapapai.     Please  send  us  three  or  four 

of  the  latter." 

Machine  Shop  Hulls— I 
By  Joe  V.  Komiq 

To  make  a  bull  means,  in  the  parlance  of  the  machine 
shop,  to  spoil  a  job,  and  this  sad  and  .twful  experience 
comes  to  every  machinist  occasionally,  and  to  some 
mure  often. 

A  familiar  saying  of  the  machine  shop  is,  "The  ruv 
that  never  spoils  a  job,  never  makes  any  right." 
Although  this  saying  does  not  offer  in  excuse  for  a 
bull,  it  contains  a  bit  of  truth,  neverth'>lp.<t8. 

One  of  two  things  usually  happens  when  a  bull  is 
nuide.  Either  it  is  covered  up  or  repaired,  or  it  ia 
found  out  with  the  resulting  dismissal  of  the  bull 
maker  or  his  being  retained  with  a  reprimand.  It 
depends  pretty  much  on  the  foreman. 

Once,  two  hoboes,  brothers,  so  they  said  they  were, 

applied  to  the  shop  foreman  for  positions  as  machin- 
ists. They  had  rolled  into  the  mill's  railroad  siding  on 

a  coal  train  and  they  surely  looked  like  two  reKular  hard 
boiled  guys.  Machinists  were  scarce  at  the  time,  and 
they  were  taken  on. 
Sam  was  shunted  to  the  outside  repair  frang,  while 

Tom  was  put  to  work  on  a  small  lathe  in  the  machine 

shop.  Tom's  first  job  was  a  small  eccentric,  a  repair 
job  for  one  of  the  mill's  small  hoisting  engines.  A, 
drawing  was  given  him  by  the  foreman,  showing  plainly 
all  the  dimensions,  and  specifically  calling  for  the  bore 
to  be  I  in.  off  center. 

The  Litekal  Word 

When  he  finished  the  job  he  took  it  to  the  Imss  and 
asked  what  was  next  on  his  program  sheet.  One  look 

at  the  roughly  finished  job  was  enough  for  "Reds,"  our 
foreman,  as  he  saw  the  centrally  bored  eccentric  hole. 

"Ye  gods,  man!"  he  shrieked,  "How  much  throw  did 

you  give  this  job?" "Throw,  what  do  you  meanT"  replied  Tom,  the  hobo machinist. 

"You're  fired,  get  out  of  my  sight!"  screamed  old 
"Reds,"  as  he  turned  away  in  disgust. 

In  the  meantime,  Sam  was  also  having  his  own 
troubles.  His  instructions  had  been  to  tear  out  a  sec- 

tion of  leaky  water  pipe,  and  he  followed  Ihcm  literally, 
not  taking  the  time  to  shut  off  the  source  of  water. 

Although  the  pipe  leaked  badly  while  he  was  sawing 
out  the  section,  he  kept  on  until  the  section  blew  out 
and  drenched  him  in  the  outdow,  much  to  the  amuse- 

ment of  the  rest  of  the  gang. 

The  brothers  met  together  at  the  pay  clerk's  window, 
after  which  they  left  by  the  same  route  in  which  they 
had  come,  namely  a  la  bumper. 

**Quld  Pro  Quo" 
By  K.  Grimhiiaw 

This  proverbial  expression,  signifying  "something  for 
an  equivalent"  should  apply  in  all  business  relations,  for 
no  transaction  will  be  permanently  profitable  unless 
satisfactory  to  both  parties  concerned.  In  particular 

application  to  industry  it  means  "a  fair  day's  work 
for  a  fair  day's  pay"  neither  element  being  considered 
more  important  than  the  other,  and  neither  side  to  the 
bargain  or  transaction  to  make  mental  reservations  or 
to  break  contract  in  letter  or  in  spirit.  The  foreman 
can  aaa  to  it  that  this  motto  is  enforced  as  against  both 

Btanacement  and  workers. 
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FIG.    1— ASSEMBLING   THE  STRIPS   IN   FRAME.     FIG.   2— SOLDERING  THE  STRIPS  TOGETIIE 

Forming  the  Franklin  Grille 
MOST  PEOPLE  like  to  have  things  that  appear 

conventional  rather  than  otherwise,  even  to  their 
automobiles.  So,  in  order  to  resemble  the  effect 

of  the  honeycomb  radiator,  the  Franklin  engineers 
designed  a  grille  for  the  front  of  the  hood  which  appears 
conventional  and  yet  serves  its  purpose  of  admittin;^ 
air  freely  while  protecting  the  motor  as  in  other  cars. 

This  grille  is  made  up  from  sinuous  strips  of  sheet 
metal,  formed  by  passing  them  between  corrugating 
rolls.  The  strips  are  then  laid  in  rows  between  points 
in  a  suitable  frame  as  shown  in  Fig.  1  with  the  points 
so  spaced  as  to  bring  the  tops  of  the  curves  together 
and  leave  a  series  of  openings  between  the  strips.  When 
the  frame  is  filled  and  the  .strips  clamped  in  place,  it 
passes  to  the  next  operation  where  it  is  dipped  in  acid 
and  then  into  molten  solder,  as  in  Fig.  2.  The  solder 
unites  the  strips  into  a  solid  grille  so  that  it  can  then 
be  handled  as  one  piece. 

The  grille  is  then  taken  to  a  band  saw  where  tho 
outside  is  trimmed  according  to  a  templet  clamped  to  it. 
This  operation  is  shown  in  Fig.  3.  A  round  hole  is  also 
sawed  at  A  where  the  grille  fits  over  the  starting-crank 
end  of  the  crankshaft.     The  grille  is  then  mounted  in  a 

suitable  frame  or  case  in  the  same  way  as  the  core  of 
a  radiator  in  a  water-cooled  car.     It  has  no  need  for 

FIG.  3— SAWING  THE  GRILLE  TO  SHAPE 

water  connections,  however,  and  so  is  much  simpler  and 
lighter  than  the  regular  radiator. 

The  Disease  Called  Drafting 
By  Entropy 

Out  of  every  graduating  class  from  every  engineering 
school  there  is  sure  to  be  a  small  number  of  young  men 
who  do  not  immediately  find  the  jobs  they  would  like. 
A  very  few  of  these  men  go  back  to  the  school  and  teach, 
the  rest  get  jobs  as  draftsmen.  They  make  themselves 
think  by  so  doing  that  they  are  entering  on  a  state, 
humble  to  be  sure,  of  engineering.  What  they  find  out, 
unless  they  recover  their  wits  soon,  is  that  they  have 
tied  one  end  of  a  rope  around  their  necks  the  other  end 
of  which  is  tied  to  a  large  and  husky  mill  stone. 

There  is  no  very  logical  reason  for  this  condition. 
It  is  simply  a  fact  that  managers,  as  a  rule,  are  not 
looking  toward  their  drafting  rooms  for  material  from 
which  to  select  executives.  Cause  and  effect,  work 
here  very  much  like  a  dog  chasing  its  tail.  The  fact 
that  the  drafting  room  is  not  regarded  as  the  place  to 
find  executives  makes  men  who  have  strong  ambitions 

fight  shy  of  going  into  them  at  all.  Consequently,  the 
drafting  jobs  do  not  attract  the  best  type  of  men  in  any 
considerable  numbers.  As  a  result  of  that  the  work 
turned  out  in  drafting  rooms  is  not  so  well  thought 
out  as  it  should  be.  It  is  much  criticized,  and  being 
criticized  is  made  still  less  attractive  to  men  who  aim 
to  be  successful,  and  consequently  the  drafting  room 
becomes  the  graveyard  of  hopes  for  both  old  and  young. 

This  is  just  mere  shortsightedness  all  along  the  line, 
and  can  be  cured  by  attacking  the  problem  anywhere 
in  the  circle  it  describes.  The  most  natural  and  easiest 
place  to  begin  the  reform  would  be  for  the  management 
to  look  over  its  drafting  force  each  time  it  wanted  to 

make  a  pi-omotion,  and  if  possible  to  take  enough  men 
from  that  source  to  give  the  rest  of  the  men  encourage- 

ment to  try  for  higher  jobs.  Once  the  circle  is  broken 
there  will  be  better  men  using  the  drafting  room  as 
a  stepping  stone  for  promotion,  better  drawings  and 
better  co-operation  between  engineering  and  production 
departments. 
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Um  Trade  MaKa/iiu\s 
BT  iMWdBI  A.  Wa^hmik.s 

Bach  9tm  WQriM  la  mbI  to  the  nnnri  dapart- 
eOBt^ina  tlM  wntraliud  Mm  for  lettan. 

catalogat  ale,  and  the  library-  Th« 
lOMWteB  fai  chart*  racalvaa  tba  maiasine  and  makaa  a 
neot4  of  it  A  card  in  doplleato  it  typed,  baadad  by 
tka  BHH  of  tka  magailna.  and  liatins  the  naaaa  of 
Uh  paraOM  to  vhon  it  is  to  be  aent,  with  a  column  for 
tka  dal*,  daOar  to  Fit .  1. 

At  tka  kaod  of  the  column  is  written  the  data  of 
tlH  aa^riM  and  after  each  naraa  is  writtan  tba  date 
tkat  panoa  la  to  return  it  to  the  record  dapartment. 
Tit  carda  are  then  filed  in  two  separate  divisions.  One 
fla  ghraa  the  daU  the  mao>ine  is  to  be  retumad.  and 
tka  otkar  tka  raadar  to  whom  it  is  aaat. 

A  prialai  fona  similar  to  Fig.  2  is  pasted  on  the 
treMt  of  tka  aiagaiine.  In  tiie  date  column  is  stamped 
tka  4Bla  tka  lagatine  is  to  be  returned,  and  it  is  then 
aaat  oa  ita  way. 

Aa  a  rola  the  length  of  time  allowed  to  read  each 
ia  akoot  thraa  days.  If  anyone  wiabaa  the  copy 

ita  return,  it  ia  aant  back  for  a 
paried  aftar  others  have  read  it. 
paraoa  reeeinng  the  magaxine  knows  he  ia  to 
it  by  the  data  stamped.  He  aigns  his  name  in 

tka  ealoam  headed  "Name"  on  the  slip,  no  that  when 

no.  I       MAOAXINB  RBCORD  CARD 

ia  retamed  to  the  record  department  the 
that  tka  paraoa  for  whom  tiie  magazine 

,  actually  recaivad  it 

Altar  tka  cards  (Fig.  1)  are  made  out  and  the  slips 
paatad  oa  the  magaiine.  the  file  to  aubacribers  is  glanced 
tkroagk.  aod  it  can  easily  be  aaao  who  haa  magazines 
ni  who  kaa  not.  The  new  magaaine  is  then  sent  to 
tka  paraoa  oa  the  list  for  that  magazine  who  has  no 
raadiag  OMtarial.  This  is  true  also  of  the  magazines 
•kkk  have  baan  oat  aod  are  being  returned.  The  two 
mrtt  npnaaating  that  nagaslne  are  taken  from  the 
•h^  a  Hm  diawn  tkroofk  tka  last  data  written  after 

a  taadii'a  aaaaa.  tka  raadtr'a  file  k)okad  orar.  the 
radatad  and  aent  on  to  someone  who  has  no 

If  the  tkklar  file  abows  a  magaiina  haa  not  been  r»- 

'        tka  «au  it  waa  doa.  tka  day  foHowing  a ia  aaat  oot  similar  to  that  shown  below: 

MU 

r*t«ra  tba  fa 
Tm. 

Hat.  tka 
aafkraa 
tka 

aacoRo  t>EPT. 
carda  akow  a  date  after  every  name  on  tba 

of  tkat  magazine  is  then  complete 
•  Uat  la  cooaaraad.    A  line  is  drawn  through 
oa  aacb  card  to  akow  it  ia  no  longer  in  use. 

For  the  Anal  disposition,  the  mest  important  of  the 
magazinca  are  bound  yearly  ar  sami-yearly.  and  as  com- 
plata  indicaa  come  with  them,  an>'  article  may  be  very 
eaaily  looked  up.  The  rest  of  the  magazines  are  dis- 

posed of  in  variou.^  ways.  All  are  kept  on  file  for  one 
year,  after  which  time,  they  are  sent  to  the  various 
department!!,  to  take  out  the  articles  most  interesting 
to  them. 

In  comparing  this  method  with  others,  the  biggest 
advantage  aeems  to  be  the  quick  and  complete  circula- 

tion of  the  magaiinea  to  ao  many  people.  The 
magazines  do  not  go 
uniformly  to  the 
same  people  in  the 
aame  routine  each 
wedc  or  month,  but 
inataad  each  one  has 
a  fair  chance  to  re- 

ceive the  new  copies. 

This  keeps  the  inter- 
est of  all  the  people, 

for  everyone  is  anx- 
to    receive    the 

PL£A««TWWTOIWeOI»OenWT>»EKT.BV   

.  (>»«# 

Ncim« 

. 

PIO.  S— SLIP  PA8TBO  ON 
MAQAZtNBa 

lOUS 
new  copie.**,  and  it  proves  an 

incentive  to  them  to  get  right  down  to  the  magaslna 
they  have  and  read  and  return  it  promptly.  It  prevents 
one  man  having  several  copies  lying  around  on  his  desk 
for  a  week  or  so,  and  then  being  a  long  time  without 
any.  This  method  also  enables  anyone  in  the  plant  to 
receive  each  copy  of  any  magazine  he  desires.  He 
merely  sends  his  name  in  for  the  librarian  to  put  on 
the  list. 

By  a  method  mentioned  in  the  Amtrican  Machiniat, 
Vol.  53.  page  803.  only  certain  persons  who  may  be 
interested  in  particular  articles  were  the  ones  to  whom 
the  magazine  was  sent.  It  seems  to  me  it  would  be 
rather  difficult  to  determine  just  what  articles  might 
intereat  each  particular  person,  but  when  a  person 
receives  a  magazine  he  can  easily  tell  which  articles 
he  wishes  to  digest  thoroughly,  and  which  are  of  no 
value  to  him. 

This  plan  )uw  proved  very  successful  for  the  past  two 
years  in  circulating  four  weekly  and  nine  monthly 
magazinea,  a  total  of  twenty-five  per  month.  Because 
of  the  long  lists,  each  magazine  travels  to  quite  a  num- 

ber of  people  but  as  it  is  returned  to  the  librarian  each 
time  there  is  no  difficulty  in  locating  it  or  any  other 
magazine  which  anyone  may  wish  to  look  up.  Inasmuch. 
as  this  plan  gives  shop  employees  and  officials  an 
equal  chance  to  raeeive  each  copy,  to  receive  new  copiea 
at  the  earliest  possible  date,  to  have  reading  material 
at  all  times,  and  as  it  also  enables  us  to  circulate  the 
magazines  quickly,  and  Anally  to  keep  them  in  ways  by 
which  they  are  easily  acceasible,  we  feel  that  we  are 
certainly  using  the  trade  magazines  to  capacity 

Chink-in  Work 
By  C.  E.  Jbnmn 

"Chink-in  work"  is  that  which  is  taken  on  special 
contract  or  pot  in  hand  on  the  manufacturer's  own  ini- 

tiative, to  All  in  time  that  otherwise  might  have  to  be 
paid  for — with  the  alternative  of  having  to  close  down, 
run  on  short  time,  or  lay  off  hands. 

Every  manufactory  should  have  a  list  of  chink-in 
work  that  it  could  make,  with  a  memorandum  of  the 
beat  probable  markets  for  the  output. 
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Details  of  Blanking  Dies  Continued — Plain  and  Automatic  Stock  Stops — Types  of 

Mechanical  Feeding  Devices — Examples  of  Modern  Die  Design 

I 

IN  FEEDING  sheet  stock  through  a  die  for  a  blank- 
ing operation  it  is  necessary  to  provide  an  accurate 

stop  so  that  the  work  will  be  produced  with  uni- 
formity, and  the  waste  of  material  will  be  as  small  as 

possible.  On  certain  classes  of  work  a  positive  stop  is 

not  always  used,  as  the  workman's  eyesight  may  be 
utilized,  and  very  good  results  obtained  in  this  manner. 
In  the  example  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  462  a  die  of  this  kind 
is  illustrated.  A  sight  hole  B  is  placed  in  the  stripper 
plate  C  in  such  a  way  that  the  workman  can  look  down 
through  the  hole  and  see  the  edge  of  the  work,  thus 
obtaining  the  correct  location  for  each  successive  blank- 

ing operation.  The  appearance  when  looking  through 
the  hole  is  indicated  by  the  small  detail  shown  at  D. 
There  are  some  shops  that  use  this  method  almost  ex- 

clusively, but  the  majority  prefer  something  more  posi- 
tive and  less  subject  to  errors  on  the  part  of  the 

workman. 
Must  Be  Handy 

In  designing  a  stop  for  a  given  piece  of  work,  it  is 
well  to  remember  that  it  must  be  so  arranged  that  the 
operator  can  find  it  readily.  He  must  depend  upon  his 
sense  of  touch  when  doing  this,  but  care  must  be  taken 
to  make  the  stop  in  such  a  way  that  it  will  be  as  little 
trouble  as  possible.  When  the  punch  recedes  from  the 
work  it  pulls  the  stock  up  with  it  until  it  strikes  the 
stripper  plate,  at  which  time  the  workman,  by  using  a 
little  pressure  on  the  stock  in  a  longitudinal  direction, 
can  slide  it  along  to  the  stop  just  at  the  moment  when 
the  punch  leaves  the  stock  so  that  it  is  free  to  move. 

A  very  simple  form  of  stop  is  shown  in  the  example  E. 
It  is  a  round  pin  F  placed  in  the  die  as  shown,  so  that 
after  one  blank  has  been  cut  out,  the  edge  of  the  stock 
will  come  against  the  pin  in  such  a  position  that  the 
right  amount  of  stock  will  be  left  between  blanks.  The 
enlarged  detail  at  G  brings  out  a  point  of  importance 
in  connection  with  the  placing  of  stock  stops.  The  pin 
F  is  too  close  to  the  opening  in  the  die  and  a  fracture 
might  be  caused  if  it  were  placed  as  shown.  The  dis- 

tance H  should  always  be  less  than  that  at  K,  so  that 
stock  can  be  moved  freely  over  the  head  of  the  pin  when 
feeding. 

For  the  authors'  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved 

In  order  to  prevent  the  placing  of  the  stop  pin  too 
close  to  the  edge  of  the  die  opening,  a  form  like  that 
shown  at  L  is  frequently  used.  Here  the  pin  M  has  an 
extension  end  on  it  as  indicated,  so  that  the  hole  N  can 
be  placed  a  sufficient  distance  away  from  the  die  open- 

ing. Usually  pins  of  this  kind  are  made  solid;  but  it  is 
possible  to  use  a  design  similar  to  that  shown  at  0,  in 
which  the  stem  and  extension  are  separate  pieces  fas- 

tened to  each  other  in  some  approved  manner.  In  gen- 
eral the  solid  type  is  to  be  preferred,  as  there  is  no 

likelihood  of  separation. 
It  is  not  always  necessary  to  place  the  stock  stop  in 

the  die  itself.  It  can  be  positioned  in  the  stripper  plate, 
as  shown  in  the  example  P,  if  this  seems  advisable.  In 
this  example  the  die  is  cut  away  at  Q,  so  that  the  stock 
can  be  tipped  to  pass  by  the  stop  pin  R  which  is  set  in 
the  stripper  plate.  An  arrangement  of  this  kind  may 
sometimes  be  found  an  advantage.  Several  other  meth- 

ods can  be  used  when  the  stock  stop  is  placed  in  the 
stripper  plate.  In  the  example  S  the  stop  T  is  pivoted, 
so  that  when  in  the  correct  position  the  small  end  lies 
down  against  the  face  of  the  die.  The  work  U  is  passed 
through  the  die  and  pulled  back  against  the  stop  to 
determine  the  right  position.  It  can  be  seen  that  the 
stock  will  readily  pass  by  the  stop  when  feeding,  but 
that  any  movement  in  the  opposite  direction  is  re- 

stricted by  the  stop  falling  down  and  striking  the  face 

of  the  die.  * 
Automatic  Stops 

Another  stop  of  very  similar  form  is  shown  at  V.  In 
this  case  a  coil  spring  is  placed  at  W  in  order  to  make 
sure  that  the  stop  will  be  forced  down  and  strike  the 
face  of  the  die.  The  action  of  the  stock  on  the  stop  as 
it  passes  through  the  die  is  clearly  shown  in  the  example 
at  X.  Another  form  of  stop  is  shown  at  Y,  in  which  the 
spring  used  is  of  somewhat  different  kind  and  acts  on 
the  pin  to  which  the  stop  is  fastened.  The  type  of  stop 
selected  is  dependent  to  some  extent  upon  the  work 

which  is  being  blanked  and  to  the  designer's  own 
preference. 

Stops  which  are  automatic  in  their  action  to  all  in- 
tents and  purposes  can  be  applied  to  many  kinds  of 

blanking  operations.  An  example  of  a  stop  of  this  kind 
is  shown  in  Fig.  463.    The  diagram  at  A  shows  the  stop 
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B  ia  position  ssatiurt  the  stock  C.  which  in  being  fed 
tkroofh  ths  prsM.  Thin  ntop  is  pivoted  at  P  on  the 

atoipfter  pists.  sod  it  is  actuated  by  means  of  the  pin 
E  in  the  punch  holder.  A*  the  punch  comes  down,  the 
pin  B  presses  down  upon  the  end  of  the  stop  and  causes 
it  to  take  the  position  shown  at  F.  Referrin?  to  the 
pIsa  visw  n  wiB  bs  noted  that  there  is  a  ball  detent  G. 
wMek  snsps  into  s  dsprassion  in  the  side  of  the  stop 

after  it  has  been  poshsd  down  by  the  pin  E.  An  en- 
larged detail  of  the  ball  detent  is  shown  at  H. 

The  stop  remsins  in  the  position  shown  at  F  until  the 
paadl  has  rsissd  itself  from  the  work,  at  which  time 
Mm  eperstor  posliss  the  stock  along  so  that  the  portion 
K  strikes  the  pin  L  and  causes  the  stop  to  assume  the 
original  position  shown  at  A.  When  so  k>cated.  a  con- 

tinuation of  the  feeding  movement  by  the  operator 
bctevi  tlw  stock  (Irmly  sgsinst  the  stop.  The  action  of 
tib$  pvMa  sinply  releases  the  stop,  throws  it  out  of  the 

puts  it  into  s  position  such  that  the  forward 
of  the  stock  in  feeding  automatically  drops 

tke  stop  and  brings   it  down  again  to  the   locating 

can  be  fitted  with  standard  stops  when 
An  arrangement  of  this  kind  consists  of 

•  potetsd  flagcr  which  is  sdJusUble  for  various  sizes 
of  Maaks.  Tiie  linger  can  be  so  adjusted  that  at  the 

tins  it  drops  into  the  bole  punched  at  the  pre- 
thus  forming  •  positive  snd  accurate  stop. 

Piuh  Feed*.  In  this  kind  of  power  feed  the  work  is 
held  by  stationary  gripping  finjrers  while  the  punching 
operation  is  going  on.  Between  the  strokes  of  the  press 
the  stationary  Angers  release  the  work,  and  slidinjr  jrrip- 
ping  Angers  take  hold  of  it  and  move  it  along  longi- 

tudinally a  pre-determined  distance,  after  which  the 
stationar>-  Angers  grip  the  work  once  more  and  hold  it 
Armly  while  the  sliding  Angers  return  to  their  original 

position. Reel  Feedx.  This  type  of  feed  is  designed  to  handle 

Aexible  material  in  strips  from  a  reel.  The  reel  is  ar- 
ranged so  that  it  has  a  brake  on  it.  and  the  stock  ia 

AVTOMATIC  VVM 

ly  operated  feeds  for  punch  presses  msy  be 

reagfaty  into  two  distinct  dssses;  viz.,  Arst- 
w«rk  fasds,  which  ars  used  on  tbe  rough  stock 
rtklBg  siss  has  bssa  done  to  it;  snd,  second, 

fasdi  whicfa  ars  appHsd  to  blanks  or  forms  which 
slrssdir  been  put  through  one  or  more  punch  press 

irst  the  fcsds  applied  to  first  operstion 
wm  has*  tlw  following: 

t  sr  DvM*.    This  kind  of  mschsn- 
itsd  fMd  is  appllsd  to  flat  ban  or  riisets  held 

hf  9frlim  pressure.    The  feed  is  seta- 
bf  ttM  action  of  the  press. 

no.    4M— APPUCATIONH   "f    AmoMATli-    CKKU 

•   dies   anri    wounci    on    another   reel 

!cntly    between    the    strokeH   of    the pulled   thf" operating 

press. GravUv  Ftsdit.    Wlten  the  axis  of  the  press  ram  is 

set  St  an  angle  to  the  vertical,  so  that  the  material 
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slides  down  the  incline  by  gravity  against  a  let-off  gage 
placed  at  the  rear  of  the  dies  and  worked  automatically, 
the  feed  is  termed  gravity  feed. 

The  feeds  in  the  second  group  are  used  only  on  work 
which  has  previously  been  stamped,  blanked,  or  other- 

wise shaped  on  the  punch  press. 
Dial  Feeds.     Feeds  of  this  kind  are  used  for  forming. 
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FIG. 465— EXAMPLE  OF  PLAIN  BLANKING  DIE 
AND  PUNCH  FOR  KEY 

coiling,  redrawing  or  repunching  work.  This  type  of 
device  consists  of  a  disk  or  dial  which  rotates  intermit- 

tently, and  which  has  a  series  of  equally  spaced  open- 
ings or  pockets  in  which  the  work  is  placed  by  hand. 

The  dial  revolves  so  that  the  pieces  are  successively 

located  directly  under  the  punch,  and  yet  the  operator's 
fingers  are  in  such  a  position  while  loading  that  there 
is  no  danger  from  the  punch. 

Friction  Disk  Feeds.  This  arrangement  is  such  that 
the  articles  are  pushed  from  a  table  on  to  a  revolving 
disk,  by  means  of  which  they  are  carried  by  friction 
between  guides  or  plates  and  thus  delivered  to  the  dies. 
Each  piece  is  stopped  by  a  let-off  device  which  limits  its 
movement  as  it  is  carried  in  to  the  final  position. 

Conveyor  Feeds.  Occasionally  the 
lower  die  is  so  arranged  that  it  con- 

veys the  work  by  swinging  or  sliding 
so  that  it  comes  into  correct  position 

under  the  upper  die.  This  arrange- 
ment is  termed  a  conveyor  feed. 

Carriage  Feeds.  This  type  of  feed 
is  of  the  reciprocating  order.  A  car- 

riage comes  forward  and  receives  the 
work,  after  which  it  returns  between 
the  dies  and  then  repeats  this  opera- 

tion for  each  piece  handled. 
Hopper  or  Tube  Feeds.  This  type 

of  feed  is  also  occasionally  termed 
magazine  feed.  It  is  used  for  small 
articles  such  as  medals,  coins,  washers, 
locknuts,  trade-checks  and  other  work 
produced  in  large  quantities.  The 
parts  are  piled  one  on  top  of  the  other 
in  a  tube  or  magazine,  and  allowed  to 
descend  by  gravity  into  a  dial  con- 

veyor or  carrier.  Applications  of  this 
form  of  feed  can  be  made  in  certain  kinds  of  high 
production   work   to   great   advantage. 

In  order  to  illustrate  more  clearly  the  application  of 

automatic  feed  to  certain  kinds  of  work,  several  dia- 
grams are  shown  in  Fig.  464.  In  the  example  A  the 

stock  is  fed  from  a  reel  B  through  the  dies,  as  shown, 
and  to  another  reel  C  on  which  it  is  wound  up.  An  ar- 

rangement is  provided  so  that  there  is  friction  on  the 
reel  B,  and  the  reel  C  operates  intermittently  at  each 
stroke  of  the  press. 

Another  method  which  is  used  for  stock  which  comes 
on  a  reel  is  shown  at  D.  Here  the  reel  E  carries  the 
stock,  which  is  fed  through  the  dies  in  the  direction  of 
the  arrow.  The  method  of  feeding  is  by  means  of  the 
eccentric  F,  which  operates  the  rolls  G  through  which 
the  stock  is  drawn.  A  pawl  attached  to  the  arm  H 
moves  the  feed  roll  forward  at  each  upward  stroke  of 
the  press.  The  applications  of  ratchet  feed  have  been 
mentioned  previously. 

Certain  kinds  of  stock  require  oiling  before  passing 
through  the  punch,  and  the  designer  should  bear  this 
point  in  mind  and  provide  an  oiler  of  some  sort  so  as 
to  take  care  of  the  situation.  An  example  of  this  kind 
is  shown  at  K,  in  which  the  stock  is  fed  from  a  roll  L 
through  an  oiler  M  and  between  the  punch  and  die  at 
N  and  A.  A  simple  type  of  oiling  device  is  shown  in 
the  enlarged  view  at  P.  An  oil  chamber  Q  is  open  at 
the  bottom  so  that  it  discharges  on  to  a  felt  roll  R.  The 
construction  of  this  device  is  naturally  governed  by  the 
lubrication  required  and  the  quality  and  kind  of  mate- 

rial which  is  in  process. 

Examples  of  Blanking  Dies 

We  have  endeavored  to  familiarize  the  designer  with 
the  various  points  of  importance  in  connection  with  the 
design  of  blanking  dies.  We  have  taken  up  all  of  the 
points  of  importance  in  detail,  and  we  shall  show  only 
two  examples  of  blanking  dies  in  order  to  apply  some 
of  the  principles  which  have  been  set  forth  in  the  ar- 

ticle. Fig.  465  shows  an  example  of  a  plain  blanking 
die  and  punch  for  the  key  A.  The  drawing  of  the  key 
is  double  size,  in  order  that  the  dimensions  may  be  more 
clearly  apparent.  It  is  made  of  0.0S2-in.  stock;  the 
operations,  necessary  on  it  are,  first,  blank,  second, 
pierce,  and,  third,  shave  portions  indicated  by  the 
dotted  line. 

*\\^acW 

FIG.   466 — GOOD   EXAMPLE   OF    BL.\.\'KING    DIE 

It  will  be  noted  that  in  blanking,  as  shown  in  the  lay- 
out B,  the  holes  C  and  D,  notches  E  and  slot  F  are  not 

produced.    The  holes  and  notches  are  afterwards  pierced 
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•Ml  atovia.  Tto  MMk  kkjroat  b  at  •  sUctit  an«te.  in 
to  pndan  am  •eoBonkml  run  of  atock.  In  the 

tiM  «•  b  tkamm  noMghti  with  Um  stripper 
I  a  flsfd*  «■  «M  ddt  ootjr  M  iodieatmi  at  G. 
•Ma  ia  ttpmt,  bat  aapport  for  the  plat*  ia 

bar  Ika  two  aua—  at  H  and  JC.  The  stripper 

plait  ia  oit  o«t  wlwra  tha  paach  enter*,  ao  that  there  ia 
a  alitbt  rMlioa  «■  h  m  alwwa  at  R. 

A  aisitt  kola  ia  piltliid  at  L.  ao  that  the  workman 
eaa  iiUial  tha  alack  propatly  for  tha  first  two  blanka, 
aflar  ikliii  tha  tagar  fac*  aa  tiM  nachine  can  be  eat 
for  the  regular  ran.    Tha  panch  Jf  baa  a  round  shank 

O.    The  panch  is  held  in 
pin  P.    This  is  a  very  good 

it  blankinir  die  in  which 
previously   mentioned  are 

of  a  Mankiaf  die  is  ahown  in  Pig. 
<Mt  for  tha  port  at  A.  The  stock  in  this  blank  U  0.040 
hL  tMdi  aad  tha  blank  itaalf  ia  of  irregular  shape,  as 
iaihatad.  Tha  dla  B  is  flttad  to  tha  shoe  C  and  located 
hgr  awnaa  of  aerawa  and  dowalsi  Tha  stripper  plate  D 
ia  af  aaa-piaea  eoaatroetion,  baing  relieved  at  £  to  r»- 
caiva  tha  worh.  Tha  panch  F  is  nude  to  the  shape  of 
tha  part  aad  haa  no  Aango  or  ahooidar,  bat  is  fitted  into 
tha  poach  plata  G  aad  pseaed  oaar  to  prevent  it  from 

oat.  Tha  panch  plate  is  bdd  on  the  punch 
a.  which  baa  a  shank  K  that  is  fitted  to  the 

Tha  Aagcr  atop  ahown  in  thia  die  is  somewhat  dif- 
taoat  tnm  thoaa  previoaaly  iadicatad.  The  punch  plate 
G  inafalna  a  acraw  L.  which  atrikaa  tlie  finger  stop  U 
oa  tha  downward  atroka  of  the  praaa.  This  raiaaa  tha 
iavar  oat  of  tlie  work  opening  which  has  previously 
bara  cat  bjr  tlM  panch,  and  the  finger  is  forced  toward 
tlie  die  opening  by  means  of  the  spring  N.  The  finger 
is  tlMB  eoMtniaad  to  move  down  on  to  the  stock  again 
bgr  tha  aetioa  of  tlia  apring  O.  and  instead  of  going  into 
tha  opening  it  strilcca  on  the  stock  surrounding  it! 
There  u  still  preaaare  exerted  on  the  stop,  however,  so 
tliat  when  tlte  work  is  moved  in  tlie  direction  of  the 
arrow  tha  flafcr  drops  into  the  opening  which  has  just 

ptodaced.  As  tlie  stock  is  moved  forward,  the 
strikea  against  the  portion  of  the  stripper  indi- 

cated at  P. 

Tlie  action  of  this  finger  stop  is  clearly  ahown  at  Q. 
tha  Aager  ia  in  tlM  downward  pooition  before  the 
haa  baaa  moved  along  for  the  next  blank.  The 
M  la  held  la  poaitioa  bgr  the  pin  R.  A  Uper  pin 

Is  BMd  aa  a  pivot,  aad  the  hole  in  the  finger  is  made 
larys  enoagb  so  that  the  reqaircd  rocking  action  can 
be  obtained.  The  hole  is  ooantersunk  on  both  sides  and 

a  A-in.  land  pioeidad  in  the  center.  In  general,  this 
die  aad  paach  may  be  conridarad  aa  a  good  example  of 

practice  ia  deaitainc  MaaUng  dies. 

It  ia 
MsMy 

ia  tha 

Finish  AffecU  Maintenance 
aialjr  that  aa  operative  will  not  give  a 

Itfaa  mora  care  than  one  which  is 
left  roagh.    Usually  be  will  have  more  pride 

It  even  if  he  has  not,  aa  neglect  to 
prenptly  and  may  resalt  In  reproach 

tha  aeeeeaity  for  ge4at  over  every  part 
la  km  eearythiag  daaa.  enablea  detection 

ttat  shoold  be  atleaded  to.  bat  that 
go  unehaerved.    The  flnlab  is  a  sort  of 

The  Phssinf  of  Craftsmanship 
By  Entkopy 

It  is  the  fashion  to  deplore  the  paasing  of  any  old 
custom.  The  failure  of  modern  mechanics  to  have  the 
painstaking  interest  in  their  work  which  is  seen  in 
that  of  the  men  of  a  century  ago  is  no  exception  to  the 
rule.    Is  it  a  total  loss? 

These  old  time  workmen  did  their  jobs  for  the  sake 
of  doing  them  well.  They  derived  a  great  deal  of  their 
reward  for  their  work  from  the  praise  of  their  neigh- 
bora.  The  writer  remembers  an  uncle  who  worked  at 
odd  minutes  for  months  to  make  the  smallest  possible 

pair  of  blacksmith's  tongs,  forRing  them  like  a  large 
pair.  He  succeeded  in  making  one  that  was  only  about 
an  inch  long,  but  he  would  not  sell  it.  All  he  wante<l 
was  to  be  able  to  exhibit  it.  If  he  had  known  of  anyone 
making  a  smaller  pair,  his  would  have  lost  all  value 
and  he  would  have  tried  for  the  record. 

Now  very  little  of  this  spirit  is  seen  in  shops.  It 
still  prevails  in  sport,  but  sport  and  the  shop  come  no 

nearer  today  than  the  use  of  horse  shoes  for  "pitching." 
Old  Spirit  Gone 

What  is  happening,  and  cjuite  rapidly,  is  that  the 
draftsman,  designer  or  engineer  is  setting  up  limits  in 
the  drafting  room  which  are  checked  in  the  inspection 
department.  The  workman  gets  comparatively  little 
credit  for  keeping  within  narrower  limits  than  have 
been  set  for  him.  He  is  no  longer  able  to  take  any  of 
his  work  home  to  show  the  neighbors,  and  unlike  the 
village  smithy,  the  shop  is  not  open  to  everyone  that 

happens  along  to  watch  the  workmanship  of  the  crafts- 
men. Within  the  limits  set  for  him  all  that  is  asked 

of  the  modem  workman  is  production  in  as  great 
quantities  aa  poaaible. 

After  all,  this  is  merely  a  shifting  of  the  rules  of 
the  game.  The  product  of  the  shop  under  the  regime  of 
limits  and  tolerancee  ia  aa  good  as  the  nature  of  the 

work  demands,  as  good  sa  the  public  will  pay  for.  Any- 

thing better  does  not  add  greatly  to  the  customer's 
satisfaction  nor  to  his  well  being.  Extreme  nicety  of 

workmanahip  remains  what  it  has  always  been,  some- 
thing to  be  exhibited,  but  the  audience  cannot  get  in  to 

see  the  exhibition.  It  may  be  that  these  limits  and 
tolerancee  have  been  made  under  pressure  of  the  war 
and  the  succeeding  madneaa  too  eaay  of  attainment, 
and  it  may  be  that  we  shall  aee  a  tightening  up  of 
quality  of  workmanship,  but  that  is  rather  doubtful  in 
the  machinist  trade. 

If  it  were  cabinet  making  or  furniture,  which  is  sold 
for  its  beauty  and  apparent  excellence  of  manufacture 
it  would  l>c  different,  but  almost  all  machinery  is  ex- 

tremely materialistic.  There  is  very  little  opportunity 
for  a  mechanical  device  to  appeal  to  the  eye  or  ear 
through  its  beauty.  In  fact  most  mechanisms  are  today 
being  housed  in  and  so  covered  up  that  the  engine  of 
a  high  grade  motor  car  looks  like  a  block  of  solid  cast 
iron.  Its  valve  levers  and  even  spark  plugs  are  housed 
in  under  a  cover  or  hood  of  its  own.  Mechanism  is 
concealed  as  something  essential  but  not  to  be  admired 
nor  too  often  inquired  into  by  the  uninitiated.  There  is 

a  very  good  reason  for  this  precaution  for  many  an  auto- 
mobile driver  is  cursed  with  dangerously  little  knowledge 

of  machinery  and  at  the  aame  time  an  appetite  for  tinker- 
ing which  is  likely  to  be  appeaaed  at  the  expense  of  the 

parts  easiest  to  get  at.  For  safety's  sake  fine  workman- 
ship must  forego  admiration. 
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Combination  Piercing,  Blanking  and 
Forming  Dies 

Construction  and  Operation  of  Two  Dies  Which  Replaced  Four — Safety  Features  Taken 
Care  of — Wearing  Parts  Easily  Replaced  and  Adjusted 

By  C.  J.  DORER 
Chief   Engineer,  White  Sewing  Machine  Co. 

IT  IS  OFTEN  a  puzzling  task  to  combine  piercing, 
blanking  and  forming  operations  to  get  the  most  out 
of  a  single  die  and  thereby  cut  down  the  number 

of  operations.  The  particular  case  which  I  am  about 

to  cite  is  one  which  was  formerly  done  in  four  oper- 
ations, and  is  now  done  in  two.  The  cost  of  the  two 

dies  as  now  used,  and  hereinafter  described,  is  slightly 
less  than  that  of  the  other  four.  Also,  the  operating 
time  was  cut  to  fifty  per  cent  of  the  previous  operating 
time. 

The  piercing  and  blanking  die  is  run  at  the  rate  of 
112  strokes  per  min.,  the  operator  getting  67  blanks. 
The  forming  die  is  run  at  the  rate  of  42  strokes  per 
min.,  the  operator  getting  42  blanks.  In  order  to  obtain 
such  results,  care  must  be  taken  to  get  all  parts  requir- 

ing the  operator's  touch  into  plain  sight  and  easy  reach. 
This  fact  is  often  lost  sight  of  in  the  attempt  to  cut 
the  original  cost  of  the  die.  These  dies  were  designed 
with  the  idea  of  being  practical  labor-saving  devices 
and  have  proved  to  be  so. 

Varied  Design 

In  the  design,  use  was  made  of  a  number  of  schemes, 
such  as  a  bushed  stripper  plate,  disappearing  pilots, 
spring  and  push  fingers,  a  sectional  bushed  pillar  die, 
kickers  and  spring  pads.  Such  things  are  always  of 
value  to  a  designer  of  dies,  even  though  the  case  may 
not  be  as  complex  as  this  one. 

The  piece  described  has  two  compound  bends  and 
is  made  of  0.060-in.  stock,  the  smallest  piercing  punch 
being  0.078  in.  in  diameter.  It  will  be  noted  upon 
examination  of  the  blank  that  the  corners  where  the 
double  vertical  bend  takes  place  have  been  undercut  so 
as  to  prevent  the  stock  from  tearing  at  this  point. 

The  blank  and  formed  piece,  also  a  section  of  the 
strip,  are  shown  in  the  photographs  of  Figs.  1  and  2. 
It  was  necessary  to  hold  the  blank  and  pierced  holes 
correct  to  0.001  in.  The  pierced  holes  had  a  limit  of 
0.001  in.,  which  meant  that  they  could  not  increase 
in  size  as  the  die  wore.  In  order  to  get  the  greatest 
amount  of  blanks  out  of  the  least  amount  of  stock,  the 
blanks  were  interlaced  in  the  strip,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 
Owing  to  the  staggering  and  interlacing  of  the  blanks, 
the  strip  had  to  be  started  at  a  different  point  when 
going  through  the  blanking  die  the  second  time. 

Layout  of  the  Blanking  Die 

The  piercing  and  blanking  die  was  laid  out  and  built 
as  a  pillar  die  in  order  to  maintain  accuracy  and  cut 
the  setting  up  time  to  the  lowest  possible  point.  It 
will  be  noted  that  the  two  pillars  A  and  B,  Fig.  3,  are 
of  different  sizes  to  prevent  accidental  reversing  of 
the  die.  They  are  placed  across  the  corners  to  get  as 
great  a  center  distance  as  possible. 

The  die  block  was  split  in  two  pieces — C,  and  C,. 
The  split  was  placed  between  the  piercing  holes  and 
material  left  for  grinding,  so  that  in  case  the  blocks 
warped  in  hardening  they  could  be  ground  and  the 
center  distance  between  holes  maintained.  The  two 
blocks  were  set  fiush  and  screwed  and  doweled  in  the 
shoe  in  the  customary  manner.  The  same  held  true  for 
the  punch  pad,  parts  D,  and  D„  which  was  divided 
between  the  piercing  holes  and  the  blanking  punch. 

The  stripper  E  was  screwed  and  doweled  to  the  die 
and  the  holes  through  which  the  piercing  punches 
passed  bushed  with  hardened  tool  steel  bushings.  The 
stripper  was  made  in  one  piece  and  left  soft  so  as  to 
insure  absolute  alignment  with  the  holes  in  the  die. 

fk;.  1— blanking  and  piercing  piij-ar  dies.    fig.  2— forming  die  and  work 
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OwiiW  to  Um  doMOMa  of  the  helm  it  was  iMcoMao' 
to  t»nm  th»  hmhiim»  f,  and  F.  on  cm  aida,  sad  preM 

is  toprtkw.  Tht  imaclMo  O,  and  G,  have  a 
•hank  to  aturaii  than  aa  much  as 

••d  to  pravant  the  cottlaff  adg*  from  striking 
tko  haahlBii.  TIm  ahanks  are  a  aHdtnc  flt  in  the  bush- 
faiga.  Thia  ana  dooe  to  prevent  the  puochee  from  walk- 
lac  «■  tkt  aloek.  wfckh  ia  the  niination  of  any  die. 

tta  atrippar  fktmi  a  die  is  often  trouble- 
If  it  ia  a  complicated  one  and  parta 

of  it  are  aHachail  to  parU  of  the  »hoe  or  die  block. 
Thia  ditfcoHy  waa  overcome  in  thia  case  by  building 
tho  atiipptr  aa  a  aaparate  unit  It  will  be  noted  upon 

of  tho  dravring  that  the  stripper,  back 
paiia  win  lift  off  aa  ooa  unit  by  remov- 

lav  tho  aiz  eap  aertwa  and  laavo  the  die  flush  and  even 
for  ffriading.  By  uaiag  cap  screws  for  this  purpose 
the  strippar  can  be  removed  while  the  die  is  set  up 
la  the  praa. 

H,  and  H,  (see 
I)  waro  placed  in  the 

dio  hbefc  la  order  to  hold  the 
halaa  to  alia.  Thaae  can  read- 
Qjr  bo  raplaeod  by  removing 
the  stripper,  turning  over  the 
die  and  pushing  them  out  from 
the  bottom. 

The  blanking  punch  J  waa 
■■da  in  one  piece  and  set  in 
tha  kft  half  of  tha  punch  pad 
ia  tha  eaatonarr  aauwer  by 
rivoting  over.  The  two  pik>ta 

X,  and  A',  are  disappearing 
pOota  backed  up  by  springs, 
aad  art  ahown  in  aaetion  Y-Y. 
Ia  caaa  of  a  miapaaeh,  or  other 
aeddaal.  thaaa  pOoU  will  push 
■p  aad  BOt  aat  op  a  bad  strain 
in  the  whole  die.  Such  pilots 
are  easily  placed  in  any  die  by 
simply  counterboring  the 

and   punch   holder   aa 

on  the  lin.  permitting  the  stock  to  slide  over  for  the 
next  blank. 
Owing  to  the  interlacing  of  blanks,  a  third  fintrer  / 

waa  neeeaaary  when  KtartiuK  the  stock  through  the 
second  time.  This  finger  had  to  enter  the  openinir 
left  by  the  Arst  blank  after  the  first  run.  A  push 
finger  could  not  be  used,  as  it  would  strike  the  outer 
fin  left  by  the  blank,  so  a  pivoted  finger  was  u.sed.  It 
is  pivoted  the  same  as  finger  N,  the  operating  end 
being  held  up  by  spring  17.  When  using  this  flngar 
the  operator  pushes  it  up,  thus  engaging  the  stock. 
To  understand  the  necessity  for  this  construction,  one 
must  study  the  blank  and  strip  shown  in  Fig.  1. 

In  a  die  which  is  built  low  and  compact  as  this  one 
is,  it  is  always  advisable  to  have  fintfers  which  extend 
out  from  the  die.  Any  design  which  tends  to  cause 
the  operator  to  place  his  fingers  under  the  punch  holder 
should  be  avoided.  It  is  apt  to  result  in  the  loss  of 
a  finger  or  part  of  a  hand.    Too  much  emphsHi.s  cannot 

The  stodi  ia  fed  in.  aa  usual. 
frooi  tha  right  up  to  push 

L.  which  ia  normally 
oat  bjr  a  apring.  This  is 

a  lat  ia«ar  which  alidas  in 
■ad  oat  in  a  alot  and  ia  pre- 
vaaled  from  coming  clear  out 
bf  plat*  M.  After  tha  flnt 
■trokaof  Um  pnaa.  tha  atoek 
la  fod  to  aatoatttle  ftnfv  N 
aad  with  tha  oaxt  atrok*  a 

piaread  blank  ia 
Frooi  than  on  the  op- 
la  coattaaoaa  throagh- 

•at  tho  lai«lk  of  tha  itrip. 
Flasar  ti  la  praaaad  down 

at  aaeh  atroka  by  acraw  P, 
vhkh  la  aat  in  the  punch 
haMar,  aad  li  pivotad  on  pin 
B.  TW  pla  Is  aa^Qy  put  in 
■ad  nawtad  with  tha  flagata. 
tt  to  hrfd  ia  piM*  hjr  a  aat 

Spring  8.  by  itj  ap- 
lad  aidawarda  action, 

Ufla  tht  §agm  aad  laade  it 

Plat    Blank 

rta.  t—ruAn  awd  blbvation  ok  hi.ankino  and  viKnnsn  i>ik 
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be  placed  upon  the  fact  that  to  make  a  die  like  this 

a  paying  pi'oposition  the  wearing  parts  and  points 
which  must  be  held  to  size  must  be  readily  and  cheaply 
replaceable.  In  this  die  round  bushings  pressed  in 
are  all  that  are  necessary. 

The  forming  die  is  also  a  pillar  die  and  is  sectional 
the  same  as  the  blanking  die,  in  order  to  make  wearing 
parts  easily  replaceable.  It  is  built  with  a  chute  for 
feeding  in  the  blanks  and  the  gages  are  so  placed  that 
the  formed  blanks  slide  by  and  fall  out  the  back.  One 
blank  is  formed  complete  at  each  stroke  of  the  press 
and  two  blanks  are  in  the  process  of  forming  at  one 
time.  Figure  2  shows  three  blanks:  one  ready  for 
forming,  one  partly  formed,  and  one  completely  formed. 

The  blanks  are  laid  upon  plate  A,  Fig.  4,  between 
guides  B  and  are  pushed  forward  by  the  operator,  the 
plate  being  long  enough  to  hold  three  or  four  blanks. 
The  first  blank,  at  the  start,  is  just  pushed  over  the 
edge  of  spring  pad  C  and  as  the  punch  comes  down 
it  is  formed  and  then  pushed  forward  by  the  blank 
behind,  which  takes  its  place.  Gages  D  then  function 
as  the  stop  and  temporary  locating  medium.  As  the 
punch  comes  down,  the  sides  and  front  point  of  the 
blank  are  whipped  up.  The  sides  are  now  away  from 
gages  D,  and  as  the  blanks  are  pushed  forward  the 
completely  formed  blank  passes  through  and  drops  out 
of  the  die.  Pilots  are  used  for  accurately  locating  the 
blank.  The  die  goes  to  bottom  so  as  to  set  the  first 
form,  which  is  made  on  die  blocks  E.  The  pad  C, 
however,  does  not  go  to  bottom. 

B» 

«) 

The  punch  G  is  built  of  a  solid  piece  of  tool  steel 
with  four  pilots  H,  two  for  each  blank  and  four 
kickers  J,  two  for  each  blank.  The  kickers  are  used 
for  pushing  the  blanks  off  of  the  punch  pilots. 

Upon  examination  of  the  first  form,  it  will  be  seen 
that  the  points  of  the  blank  are  bent  up  and  at  an 
angle  of  5  deg.  This  meant  that  these  points  could  not 
lie  upon  the  pressure  pad  C,  but  were  obliged  to  extend 
out  over  it  and  be  formed.  This  was  accomplished  by 
inserting  the  properly  contoured  block  E  on  each  side. 
The  blank  was  engaged  first  by  the  central  projection 
on  the  punch  G  and  held  square  by  the  pressure  pad  C 
and  accurately  located  by  pilots  H. 

In  the  first  form  the  points  of  the  blank  are  bent 
down,  and  this  meant  that  they  would  engage  the 
blocks  K  and  prevent  being  pushed  through.  In  order 
to  overcome  this,  kickers  L  were  placed  in  these  blocks, 
which  raise  the  points  up  to  their  previous  level  and 
allow  the  partly  formed  blank  to  slide  over.  These 
kickers  also  serve  to  prevent  the  blank  from  being 
tipped  over  when  the  punch  comes  down,  as  the  block 
is  struck  by  the  punch  before  it  is  gripped. 

The  pressure  pad  C  had  to  be  cut  out  so  as  to  fill  all 
the  forming  condition  and  have  strong  equally  balanced 
springs.  It  is  held  from  coming  out  by  two  filister 
head  screws.  The  die  is  built  up  out  of  eight  pieces, 
five  of  which  have  forming  surfaces  and  are  easily 
replaceable.  Filister  head  screws  set  in  from  the  out- 

side are  all  that  are  necessary  to  hold  them  in  place 
as  the  pressure  in  most  cases  is  outward. 

T 
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FIG.  4— PLAN  AND  ELEVATION  OK  FOR.MING  DlhJ 
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The  Forenuui-  Past  and  Future 
Bt  G.  G.  Wbavb 

Oa  Mvry  ■Ui  «•  hmr  of  Um  Mod  for  gntLler  produc- 
tai  bbor  troobi*.  Um  reduction  of 

lavMtitAtioB  w«  find  that  the  foroman 
U  ckartad  mm*  or  hm  with  brinfing  about  then  oaea*- 

lad  tl■^f  c—dmaui,  Tht  f  onnui,  on  the  othtr 
ia  poaMvt  tkat  tvur  ptnon  aboot  the  ptaee 

iB  that  (mwrlte  indoor  aport  known  as  "pauing 
the  bock.**  which  rMutU  in  making  him  the  "goat." 
The  »ituatioa  ia  worthy  of  a  rather  detailed  oonaideration. 

la  the  teat  pfawa  let  aa  aaalrae  the  foreman's  position 
Hraa  a  faBar  appreciation  of  his  duties 
The  fbnaaaB  owaplaa  the  aame  place 

ia  laiailTr  aa  the  haiahme  ewaptee  la  an  arched  bridge. 
Oa  eae  ̂ de  are  the  worker*  and  on  the  other  aide. 

the  ■aaaCHMaA,  both  ilMBawllin  loyalty  and  co-opera- 
tion To  Am  mob  he  uprMaati  nanageroent  and.  as  far 

aa  the  ■■  are  oeacarnod.  hia  talk  and  hi*  action*  are 
aMaagaaant.  Ttt  the  BMaagament,  he  ia  the  agent 
through  which  all  the  orders,  desirea  and  policiea  of  the 
•MaacoBMBt  are  eoaimanicated  to  the  working  force. 
la  ottar  woHa,  he  ia  the  medium  or  keystone  through 
wMdi  tlw  Btaaagenent  functions. 

Bpocr-Making  Pouoo 

We  are  aow  |TTT**'g  through  an  epoch-making  period 
ia  ■wdara  'iwtffr'*'  life,  an  era  unparalleled  for  in- 
daitrial  and  eeonomic  change*.  Theee  conditions  are 
reapeiijlhle  in  a  large  meaaore  to  the  great  war  which 

a  nightmare  to  ereryone,  including  the  foreme.i 
in  war  indoitrie*.  There  waa  a  sudden  demand 

mid»  of  the  foremen  for  greater  production,  for  the 
iaal^hlioa  of  aew  ogptlpawnt  and  for  the  deaigning  of 
aow  tooh.  Inwamorabla  things  had  to  be  accomplished 
to  OMot  the  emergency.  Thi*  great  confusion,  which 
tasted  tlie  lunaan  endurance,  wa*  placed  on  the  shoulders 
of  tlM  tmtmm,  bringing  with  it  strange  difficulties,  in- 
daatrial  unrest,  new  controwaiea,  labor  disturbances. 

This  state  of  affairs  waa  no  doabt  due  to  the  fact  that 
aatrained  and  ineAdent  workers  discovered  unlimited 
opportnnities  in  position  and  wage*,  with  the  whole  of 
the  manufacturing  world  bidding  for  their  serrleea. 
in  spit*  of  tlM  ehaoa  and  handicaps,  the  foremen  were 

by  the  empioyais  for  increasing  the 
■Mating  high  standards  of  cost,  and  secur- 

iat  ce-oparatloB  of  the  working  forces,  in  addition  to 
thair  regolar  routine  duties.  It  is  no  str*nge  coinci- 
dikea  that  the  foremen  in  many  cases  failed  to  meet 

MUBT  STVDY  FoaCMEN 

The  World  War  made  employera  realise  two  things 
ia  ■agsrd  to  foremen.  In  the  first  pUee  too  many 
drtiae  which  should  have  been  baadhsd  by  others  in 
the  orgaaJMtloB  havo  boaa  dalagatsd  to  the  foremen. 
Ia  other  wvHa.  aMaaianeat,  te  the  rash  of  affairs,  failed 

to  aaalyae  tha  fnniaaii'a  job.  In  the  second  place,  man- 
ataaaat  aaat  davoto  nore  time  and  attention  to  the 
tialalaf  of  feraaMa,  if  it  hepaa  to  saeara  aOeianey  aad 

ia  Ha  orgaaitatioa.  As  s  result,  many  firms 
r  laaasignad  the  duties  which  were 
to  the  foremen. 

Ika  eoontry  vnr.  are  interested  in  giv- 
btg  Ifafarfat  eoaraee  to  their  foraaMn  to  better  enable 

la  aapa  with  the  prnhl^ns  which  they  encounter, 
af  traiafaii  aia  aot  designed  or  intended 

to  improve  the  mechanical  or  technical  skill  of  the 
fwanan.  but  rather  to  teach  them  a  better  understand- 

ing of  their  position  regarding  the  human  factors  which 
enter  into  their  jobs. 

Foremen  who  have  taken  such  course*  of  training  say 
that  they  have  acquired  a  different  idea  of  their  job 
and  of  their  relation  to  their  men,  and  that  theee  couree* 
have  given  them  the  means  to  receive  and  give  better 
co-tqwration  throughout  their  organisation  as  a  whole. 
The  foremen  may  be  one  of  two  things  to  his  employer, 
either  an  asset  or  a  liability. 

The  foreman  who  is  an  asset  will:  (1)  Exercise  * 
most  human  attitude  to  the  employees  without  being 
weak;  (2)  be  willing  to  assist  the  employees  with  their 
jobs  and  to  instruct  them;  (3>  l><>  loyal  to  the  manage- 

ment by  properly  representing  them  to  the  men;  (4) 
give  constant  and  exact  supervision  to  the  work  a*  to 
quantity  and  quality;  (6)  display  a  willingness  to 
co-operate  with  other  foremen  and  other  departments; 
(6)  give  a**istance  to  the  time  study  department  in 
setting  rates  that  are  fair  to  the  men  and  fair  to  the 
company ;  (7)  make  a  constant  effort  to  keep  down  the 
overhead  expense;  (8)  prevent  material  and  human 
waste;  (9)  be  ahvays  eager  to  improve  his  ability  by 
showing  an  interest  in  trade  journals,  lectures  pertain- 

ing to  civics,  politics,  modern  methods  of  handling 
men,  etc. 

The  foreman  who  is  a  liability  will:  (1)  Fail  tu 
properly  supervise  his  work;  (2)  use  hasty  judgment 
in  handling  his  men;  (3)  lack  interest  in  the  men  or  a 
human  quality  in  his  relations  to  them;  (4)  criticize 
the  management  without  complete  knowledge  of  what  he 
is  talking  about;  (5)  fail  to  co-operate  with  his  asso- 

ciates; (6)  be  antagonistic  to  rate  setting  or  time 
study;  (7)  misrepresent  management  to  the  employees: 
(8)  fail  to  co-operate  with  the  inspection  and  emptoy- 
ment  departments;  (9)  show  indifference  to  the  instruc- 

tion of  workers,  and  neglect  to  acquire  leadership  in- 
stead of  being  a  driver. 

The  foreman  has  performed  a  big  job  and  has  over- 
come colossal  dilfkrulties.  However,  he  cannot  afford  to 

rest  on  past  laurels. 

l*enaItieH  for  Carel 
By    R.    (iKIMSHAW 

I  am  out  and  out  for  penalizing  carelessness.  A 
man  has  no  right  to  expose  himself,  much  less  his  fel- 

lows, to  danger.  Therefore,  when  I  see  a  man  smokinK 
in  a  garage  I  think  he  should  not  only  be  fined,  for  the 
benefit  of  his  fellow  workers,  but  handled  a  bit  rouxhly 
by  his  associates.  I  am  inclined  to  believe  tha<  his 
efforts  to  enlist  the  aid  of  the  police  (recruited  'rom 
the  working  classes  and  themselves  daily  exposed  and 
expoeing  themselvee  to  danger)  would  be  comparatively 
fruitless. 

Utilizing  Wall  Space 
There  are  few  manufacturing  establishments  that 

Otilixe  to  the  full,  even  if  at  all,  their  wall  space  and 
yet  it  affords  excellent  opportunity  for  affixing  shelves, 
racks,  piping,  transmission,  cranes  and  hoists,  maps, 

plans,  etc.  By  their  use  we  succeed  not  only  in  econo- 
mizing or  supplementing  floor  space,  but  in  saving  time 

and  wagaa  otherwise  spent  in  iroing  after  things  which 
might  Just  as  well  be  before  the  nose. 
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Investigation  of  Steels  for  Gages 
The  Bureau  of  Standards  program  forthe  laboratory 

investigation  of  gage  steels  is  as  follows: 
The  chief  properties  desired  in  gage  steels  seem  to 

be  (1)  resistance  to  wear,  (2)  minimum  dimensional 
changes  on  hardening,  (3)  freedom  from  dimensional 
changes  with  time,  and  (4)  machinability.  To  properly 
outline  a  program  of  experiments  seeking  to  obtain 
these  independent  properties  in  the  highest  degree,  it 
is  essential  to  analyze  each  separately  and  determine 
the  important  factors  contributing  to  it.  Because  the 
existing  knowledge  of  many  of  these  factors  is  very 
limited,  only  a  preliminary  analysis  of  the  problem  of 
determining  their  function  is  possible  now. 

With  the  progress  of  experiments  on  the  fundamental 
factors  involved,  it  should  become  clear  what  precau- 

tions are  necessary  and  what  the  crucial  experiments  to 
be  performed  are,  thus  eliminating  inconclusive  and 
negative  data  in  the  principal  series. 

Amsler  Abrasion  Test 

Resistance  to  wear  generally  accompanies  hardness, 
a  property  necessary  in  gages  to  prevent  distortion  on 
handling.  On  this  account,  wear  need  only  be  con- 

sidered in  steels  of  the  martensitic  class,  or  those  not 
far  removed  from  it.  Resistance  to  wear,  however,  is 
higher  in  harder  steels  than  in  soft  ones  and  there  is 
still  a  wide  range  of  values  possible  for  any  given  hard- 

ness. The  ultimate  criterion  of  this  property  is,  of 
course,  the  length  of  service  under  uniform  conditions, 
although  this  is  impracticable  for  any  extensive  inves- 

tigation. It  is  usually  inconsistent  unless  a  large  num- 
ber of  specimens  are  used  because  of  the  difficulty  of 

securing  uniformity  in  its  execution.  Moreover,  it  is 
highly  desirable  to  obtain  a  quick  wear  test. 

For  this  purpose  the  Amsler  abrasion  test  machine 
has  been  decided  upon.  This  machine  produces  dry 
wear  on  the  periphery  of  two  disks  by  means  of  a 
combination  of  rolling  and  sliding  friction.  The  test 
pair  may  be  identical  or  one  a  standard  and  the  other 
the  test  piece.  The  latter  is  often  the  best  method  as 
the  true  value  of  a  good  block  would  probably  not  be 

indicated  when  tested  against  itself.  It  is  also  desir- 
able to  use  a  hard  standard  to  get  faster  action,  but 

this  does  not  reproduce  service  conditions  as  closely 
as  a  soft  standard.    The  two  methods  must  be  compared. 

Comparison  of  Results 

After  the  technique  of  this  test  is  worked  out,  it  will 
be  necessary  to  compare  its  results  with  those  from 
service  tests  on  identical  metal.  While  there  may  be  no 
close  relation  found  between  the  two,  the  quick  test 
should  at  least  show  steels  worthy  of  a  service  test. 

The  preliminary  work  planned  for  the  machine,  to 
test  its  reliability,  consists  of  running  two  carbon  steels. 
SAE  1020  and  1090  respectively,  hardened  by  Pratt  & 

Whitney  Company,  and  oil  hardened  "Ketos"  steel. 
These  disks  will  be  tested  against  themselves  and  against 
hard  and  soft  standards,  both  as  hardened  and  as  tem- 

pered. It  is  expected  that  data  secured  will  show  the 
possibilities  of  this  test  for  further  work. 
When  the  above  test  proves  satisfactory,  the  effect  of 

other  alloys  of  variations  in  constitution  should  be 
studied.  Of  particular  interest  is  the  effect  of  chromium 
and  tungsten,  individually,  and  also  of  austenite  in  the 

structure.    Hadfield's  austenitic  manganese  steel  is  very 

resistant  to  wear,  and,  although  too  soft  for  the  present 
purpose,  it  is  possible  that  conditions  intermediate  be- 

tween martensite  and  austenite  may  afford  a  good  com- 
bination of  hardness  and  wear  resistance.  Such  a  com- 
bination offers  a  possibility  of  reducing  internal  stress, 

as  will  be  noted  later. 

Dimensional  Changes  on  Hardening 

Changes  in  dimensions  on  hardening  are  caused  by  at 
least  two  independent  factors,  (1)  thermal  stresses  and 
(2)  the  volume  change  of  the  transformation  of  aus- 

tenite to  martensite.  The  thermal  stresses  are  inherent 
in  any  quenching  operation  and  cannot  be  avoided.  The 
undesirable  feature  of  the  distortion  produced  by  them 
is  its  non-uniformity.  We  know  that  it  can  only  be 
uniform  in  a  symmetrically  cooled  body  such  as  a  sphere, 
unless  elaborate  precautions  are  taken.  The  stresses 
can,  of  course,  be  practically  eliminated  by  using  a  steel 
of  so  slow  a  critical  cooling  rate  that  it  will  harden  all 
the  way  through  on  cooling  in  air.  Unfortunately, 
however,  there  is  available  no  satisfactory  commercial 
steel  of  this  type  having  good  machinability.  It  is 
essential  therefore  to  consider  means  for  avoiding  ther- 

mal stress  distortion  in  appropriate  oil-hardening  steels. 
To  study  thermal  stress  distortion  it  is  necessary  to 

eliminate  other  factors  contributing  to  dimensional 
changes.  Of  these  the  volume  change  of  martensite 
formations  is  most  important.  For  this  purpose  a  steel 

austenitic  and  stable,  at  ordinary  temperatures,  is  re- 
quired. The  principal  sources  of  stress,  temperature 

gradients  on  heating  and  on  quenching,  must  also  be 
studied  independently. 

Quenching  Power  of  Baths 

The  quenching  experiments  will  require  a  knowledge 
of  the  quenching  power  of  the  baths  used.  This  infor- 

mation makes  possible  also  another  important  determina- 
tion, the  critical  quenching  rate  of  the  steels  used.  It 

is  desirable  to  use  as  slow  a  cooling  rate  as  will  give 
penetration  of  hardening  to  the  center.  On  the  other 
hand,  it  is  essential  to  use  a  treatment  which  completely 
hardens.  This  introduces  another  variable  which  affects 
the  dimensions  profoundly  and  is  very  difficult  to  control. 

The  other  important  source  of  dimensional  changes  is 
the  volume  increase  of  austenite  transforming  to  mar- 

tensite. While  the  volume  change  is  constant  for  any 
steel  and  treatment,  it  is  not  possible  to  say  whether  or 
not  the  dimensional  changes  due  to  it  vary  between 
different  points  in  the  same  specimen.  It  is  quite  pos- 

sible that  they  do,  as  the  transformation  must  progress 
through  the  soft  metal  when  the  thermal  gradients 

demand,  thereby  producing  stress  between  the  trans- 
formed and  the  untransformed  metal.  The  untrans- 

formed  metal,  austenite,  is  soft  and  readily  deformed 
plastically,  and  distortion  may  easily  occur.  To  inves- 

tigate the  source  of  distortion,  the  quenching  stress 
effects  must  be  eliminated,  as  is  possible  by  using  a  steel 
austenitic  at  ordinary  temperatures,  but  convertible  to 
martensite  above  the  temperature  of  liquid  air.  These 
experiments  should  be  carried  out  on  specimens  of  at 
least  two  ratios  of  length,  for  example,  to  diameter  4:1 
and  1:1. 

If  this  condition  proves  to  be  a  serious  source  of  dis- 
tortion, methods  of  avoiding  it  must  be  studied.  Two 

possibilities  are  evident;  either  the  temperature  of  the 
quenching  bath  may  be  raised  and  the  specimens  slowly 
cooled  in  the  bath,  thereby  reducing  the  stress  between 
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and  aiuteaite:  or  alloy  additioiu  nuo'  be 
1 6$tnmm  Um  intaasitjr  of  the  volume  chanffe. 

!■  gac«i  oa  avaUtf  are  quite  irrrguUr. 
ta  hagtii  and  otiMn  decrMta*. 

•mtiealljr.  idJan  chaoffw  in 
are  aasooMd  to  be  due  to  atreu 

wkila  tiM  mifonn  chanfc*  are  wo'  likel>-  the 
*d  alvir  ctMg**  in  ̂ *  coitstitution.  |{ardene<l 

to  lowwa  to  tampar  alightly  at  ordinary  tempem- 
•ad  tkto  apfmn  to  b*  tlM  eonatitutional  change 

pndacinc  the  dimmaional  chaiifea.  Martenaitic  steela 

in  leagtk  on  noderate  tempering  and  aemi- 
It  U  quite  probable,  there- 

tmn,  that  tha  pimmn  of  •  amall  amount  of  auMenite 
ia  dtt  BHtris  k  wponatble  for  the  increase  in  length 
«f  tBgm.  Th*  aiagnitude  of  thcM  factors  should  be 
dMvadaad  bjr  laagih  and  Uma  anaaarement,  starting 
aa  aooa  afUr  hardtniat  as  poaalbto,  oe  blocks  hardened 
toflva  BMOdaiaaB  aad  minimum  stress  and  definite  ratios 
of  Bartoadta  to  aastcnite. 

Omit  TKxmuNQ 

Tha  Bcolng  chaofos  continue  over  a  period  of 
I  jraan.  so  it  ia  desirable,  as  far  as  possible. 

tho  toagth  of  time  required  to  give  definite 
TUa  oaa  bo  aeeomplisbod  and  the  total  effect 
bjr  ooUtlias  tampering.  It  appears  safe  to 

that  a  bkick  which  has  good  ageing  properties 
1  will  havo  bettor  qoalitiaa  aa  tempered.  It  in 

to  otodjr  tho  offset  of  temporing  but  the  choice 
of  tampering  toapovatoiao  will  depend  more  on  wear 
toota  than  on  agoiac. 

It  ia  ataaoot  impoaaible  to  oUminate  all  time  changea 
bjr  tho  abovo  mothod.  It  is  important,  therefore,  to 
iavortifato  artifldal  ageing,  the  usual  method,  of  which, 
is  both  a  temperature  cycle  and  a  stress  cycle.  The 
lattor  mar  be  expectod  to  develop  any  weakness  in  the 

fatock.  bat  probaUjr  has  little  effect  in  establishing  con- 
stitaUaaal  oqaiUbniim.  On  the  other  hand,  if  the  bene- 

fit ia  eooferred  by  the  temperature  cycle  alone,  there 
ifpMIS  to  be  no  reason  why  it  should  be  repeated.  It 
aHjr  bo  powibto  to  aimplify  and  render  more  effective 

by  studying  independently  the 
aad  Btroaa  cTclea. 

Machinbabiuty 

TUa  Important  ptupoitj  is  not  determined  in  the 
Bwaaor  because  of  the  difficulty  of  producing 
took  aad  of  dotormining  the  end  point  of  the 

I  life  of  a  tool  depends  largely 

oa  tbo  tmaporatare  it  acquirao  in  cutting,  the  tempera- 
toro  da»otoped  in  a  tool  undor  standard  conditions  ap- 
paaia  to  oOar  a  reliahto  criterion  of  the  machinability 
of  tho  atari  cot  It  woald  bo  aoeoaoarx  to  run  the  texts 
at  opooda  whkh  woold  aot  dull  tho  tool  rapidly  but  this 
to  aot  obtocttoaabh^  amat  of  the  machine  work  on  gagoa 
boliW  ia  tho  aatafo  of  ftnUhing.  Such  a  teat  has  the 
doalrable  foatare  of  being  simple,  quick,  and  poaitivo. 

By  invostigating  tho  foor  oaoonttol  proportioa  of 
fiwo  storfa,  in  thr  maaaor  oatilaod  horo,  it  aboold  be 
poaaihto  to  dotannlao  th<>  rt-lative  merita  of  tho  coOoction 
of  coanMfvtal  olooto  available,  as  regards  each  property. 
With  thto  iafonBotion  available,  it  shook!  bo  poaalbto 
to  dofotop  coa^MoMoao  fiviat  bettor  oombtaatioao  of 
tha  piopaillw  thoB  aagr  Tot  fooad  aad  to  oatoet,  at  the 

tho  ttotad  oloohk  tho  ono  which  baa  tho 
of  propoftloa  for  a  aot  poipooo. 

New  Industries  and  New  Tools 
By  Entkopy 

No  one  buys  machine  tiwls  except  for  the  sake  of 
the  profit  which  it  is  expected  they  will  earn.  Not 
nuny  firms  throw  out  old  machine  tools  to  Auhstitute 
new  onea.  The  cost  of  imttallntion  plus  the  low  prices 
usually  obtainable  for  the  old  machines  make  anyone 
stop,  look  and  listen  before  doing  anything  of  the  kind. 

But  it  is  not  very  often  that  a  new  concern,  just  start- 
ing up,  fits  out  with  second-hand  machinery.  That  i^ 

JMst  the  one  time  when  they  usually  huve  plenty  of 
money,  and  they  buy  their  t'(iuipment  l>efore  they  dis- 

cover how  much  capital  is  tied  up  in  product  in  process 
of  manufacture.  Relief  of  the  machine-tool  situation 

then  depends,  not  on  any  general  improvement  of  exist- 
ing business,  but  on  the  development  of  new  businesses. 

Now  busineas  dopoada  on  invontion  or  discovery.  The 
automobile  buaineaa  waa  the  salvation  of  the  machine- 
tool  industry  while  it  was  developing.  To  be  sure,  the 
automobile  shops  roblted  the  machine-tool  factories  of 
their  best  mechanics,  but  they  also  gave  these  shops 
the  trade  that  kept  them  from  the  rock.s. 

Ia  there  any  hope  for  some  fad  that  will  call  for 
the  formation  of  new  mechanical  industries?  If  there 
is,  and  no  matter  what  it  is,  it  will  inevitably  react 
on  the  machine-tool  situation.  Is  there  to  be  some 
development  of  radio  work  that  will  make  great  cle- 
nunds  on  light  machine  shop.x,  and  help  the  bench-lathe 
and  milling-  and  drilling-machine  people?  Is  there  to 
l>e  development  of  airplane  manufacture  that  will  rail 
on  shops  of  the  same  class  as  the  automobile  shops? 

Depends  on  Fokkthought 

Is  there  to  be  some  new  mechanical  musical  instrument? 
Whatever  it  may  be,  we  can  rest  assured  that  it  will  be 

something  mechanical.  Today  everything  that  is  mate- 
rial at  all  has  become  a  matter  of  machinery.  Our 

tables  groan  under  the  weight  of  books,  papers  and 

magazines,  made  possible  by  printing  presses  that  re- 
quired machine  tools  to  build.  Clothing,  food,  dwellings 

and  shops  are  all  machine  made,  and  the  machines  made 
by  means  of  machine  tools.    What  is  the  next  thing? 

To  be  sure,  no  one  knows  what  will  come  next,  but 
this  much  is  sure,  that  the  builder  who  finds  out  what 
is  coming  and  prepares  to  meet  the  demand  is  going  to 
make  more  money  out  of  it  than  the  m.in  who  only 
wakes  up  because  some  dealer  comes  and  insists  that  he 
supply  the  tail  end  of  a  demand  that  is  already  passing. 

How  can  anyone  get  near  enough  to  this  elusive  "next 
thing"  to  put  salt  on  its  tail?  Only  by  keeping  posted 
on  events  all  over  the  world  The  new  fad  is  as  likely 
to  originate  in  the  brain  of  one  man  as  another.  If  it 
should  be  demonstrated  that  there  is  life  on  Mars,  the 
telescope  makers  would  have  to  run  day  and  night  to 
supply  the  demand.  If  someone  stumbles  on  a  new 
light  that  is  not  accompanied  by  heat,  those  who  make 
the  machinery  with  which  the  light  is  r.Kide  will  have 
to  hire  storage  vaults  to  hold  their  profits.  The  next 
Invention  to  become  profitable  may  already  be  hidden  in 

the  poffoo  of  the  Patent  Office  Gazette,  n  safe  and  sure 
hiding  place.    Who  is  going  tc  find  it? 

A  Correction 

In  the  article  on  Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design  the 

bore  referred  to  on  page  561.  first  paragraph,  17th  line, 
should  have  been  20  in.  instead  of  10  in.  as  printed. 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methods.  Its  scope  includes  all  divisions  of  ths  machine  building  in^ 
dustry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  tetters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully  considered  and  those  published  are  paid  for. 

Planing  a  Helical  Surface 
By  William  Denton 

There  is  a  machine  much  used  in  slate  quarries  for 
trimming  the  slate.  The  machine  has  a  cutter  head  quite 
like  that  of  a  lawn  mower  except  that  it  is  heavier  and 
carries  but  one  blade.  It  is  very  essential  that  this 
blade,  which  is  of  thin  steel,  should  be  firmly  supported 
throughout  its  length  by  the  iron  of  the  cutter  head  and 
that  it  should  conform  to  a  true  helical  curve.     The 

FIG.    1— FIXTURE   FOR   PLANI.NG   A   HELIX 

manner  of  planing  the  helix  is  shown  in  the  illustrations. 

To  the  back  of  the  planer  bed,  opposite  the  operator's 
position,  there  are  bolted  two  brackets  to  which  is 
attached  a  taper  bar  very  much  like  that  used  on  a  lathe 
for  turning  tapers,  except  that  it  stands  in  a  vertical 
instead  of  a  horizontal  plane.  A  pair  of  centers  are 
fastened  to  the  planer  table  at  the  right  distance  apart 

to  take  Ihe  cutter  head  to  be  planed.     To  the  "live" 

center,  outside  the  bracket,  is  keyed  a  segmental  gear 
that  meshes  with  a  short  rack  carried  in  an  upright 

position  by  a  slide  that  is  a  part  of  the  "headstock" 
bracket  of  the  centers. 

In  the  lower  end  of  the  rack  is  a  stud  upon  which 
swivels  the  block  that  slides  in  the  dovetail  groove  of  the 
taper  bar  and  causes  the  rack  to  rise  and  fall  as  the 
planer  table  passes  to  and  fro.  Fig.  1  shows  the  fixture 
with  a  cutter  head  in  place  that  has  just  been  planed  and 
in  Fig.  2  may  be  seen  the  segmental  gear  and  rack  in 
extreme  position.  It  is  obvious  that  any  desired  helix 
within  the  capacity  of  the  device  may  be  obtained  by 
merely  adjusting  the  angle  of  the  taper  bar. 

Home  Made  Crane  to  Serve  Large  Lathe 
By  Milton  Wright 

The  crane  shown  in  the  illustration  was  made  to 
serve  a  large  lathe  and  was  put  up  many  years  ago  when 
it  was  not  as  easy  to  obtain  machinery  for  this  purpose 
as  it  is  now.  The  central  stud  upon  which  the  arm 
swings  is  attached  to  the  beams  that  support  the  floor 
above,  directly  over  the  center  line  of  the  lathe.  The 
arm  itself  is  made  of  two  pieces  of  iron  of  rectangular 

FIG.  2- -END  VIEW,  SHOWING  SEGMENTAL  GEAR 
AND  RACK 

OVERHEAD  CRANE  TO  SERVE  A  LATHE 

section  attached  to  a  casting  which  turns  upon  the  stud 

and,  at  its  outer  end,  to  a  two-wheeled  truck  running 
upon  the  semi-circular  track,  also  supported  from  the 
floor  beams. 

The  arm  with  its  two  parallel  members  forms  a 
track  for  the  trolley  from  which  the  hoisting  block  is 
slung.  As  the  length  of  the  arm  is  about  half  the 
length  of  the  lathe  bed,  a  load  may  be  supported  over 
practically  any  portion  of  the  length  of  the  latter  and, 
as  the  arm  swings  out  to  a  right  angle,  the  load  may  be 
conveniently  deposited  upon  the  floor  or  a  truck  at  the 
rear  of  the  lathe.  The  crane  was  built  at  the  Benning- 

ton Machine  Works  and  has  been  in  service  for  many 

years. 
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Solviikf  a  Problem 
By  R.  h.  KAsm 

ovweoow  •  diS- 
A  dWt  raqairvd  a 

M  la  tiM  ttammtmrnoM  to  a  spKilM 
at  A.  In  tht  abMDcc  of  a  9<Nl«tra« 
and  with  ontjr  a  plain  milling  machine 

daddad  to  oaa  a  aquar«  cutt«r  by 
tiM  QMtar.  aa  abown  at  B.  The 
tar  and  tha  dapth  to  be  cut  at  first 

tba  Bna  bat.  harinc  a  knowladt*  of  simple 
ka  proceeded  as  follows. 
t  the  disk  with  the  center  line  at  an  ancle 

p«aa  with  the  millinK  machine  table.  He  then 
table  ao  that  the  cvrner  of  the  cutter  just 
the  diak  at  the  point  of  intersection  of  the 

•OLL'TIOX  or  THR  PROHLBM 

enter  line  with  the  eiicamference.  as  at  C  With  this 

aa  •  atartiac  point,  he  drew  in  his  imatination  tha' 
triangle  «hc.  aa  ahown  in  D.  As  the  diatanoe  ab  waa 
glvaa,  it  waa  merdy  oeeeaaary  to  solve  for  the  length  of 

tiM  aidaa  ae  and  6e  hjr  the  formula  06*  e=  or*  +  be". 
Aa  tha  aidea  ae  aod  6e  are  equal,  the  side  ab  squared 

wfli  aqpal  twiea  tha  aqnare  of  either  of  the  other  two 
To  tad  tiM  langth  of  the  aidea  or  and  be  it  ia 

to ^"Vt* The  lenflth  of  the  aide  oc 

Kivaa  the  diataace  which  the  miUiag  machine  table  moat 
be  raiaad  aad.  aa  ac  and  6c  are  eqoal,  it  alao  fivea  tha 

whidi  tlM  table  moat  be  mored  to  one  side  in 
to  cH*  the  roqairad  depth  to  tha  V. 

A  Weiirht  Actuated  Prick  Punch 
Bt  L.  J.  Gagnon 

A  ahapla  and  effective  prick  punch  of  the  "automatic" 
type  ie  ahowa  ia  the  aecompanyinc  sketch.   The  liody  of 

la  BMde  of  drill  rod,  properly  hardened  and 
I  afl  avar.   The  cap  button  is  screwed  to  the  upper 

end.  the  sliding  weight  being  made  of  a  conveniently 
larger  site  of  stock,  knurled,  hardened  and  blued,  for  the 
sake  of  appearance. 

To  use  the  tool  the  weight  is  held  between  the  thumb 
and  middle  finger,  with  the  index  tlnxer  renting  upon  the 
cap  button.  The  point  is  then  locMted  at  the  line  inter- 
caction  or  other  place  that  it  is  desired  to  mark  and  the 
weight  released.  This  tool  possesses  an  advantage  over 
the  spring  actuated  type  of  automatic  in  that  the  point 

will  "stay  put"  and  will  not  jump  away  at  the  instant  of 
striking.  There  is  no  recoil.  If  a  deeper  impreaaion  is 
desired  the  weight  may  be  raised  and  releaaed  aeveral 
times. 

^ 

Planing  Vulcanized  Rubber 
BV   Brat  CiU)U8E 

While  working  at  the  YoungHtown  Foundry  &  Ma- 
chine Co.,  Youngstown,  Ohio,  we  had  a  hard  rubber 

plate  18  ft.  long,  4  ft.  wide  and  i  in.  thick  in  which 
grooves  h  in.  deep  and  I  in.  wide  were  to  be  planed  the 
full  length,  covering  the  whole  surface. 

While  the  rubber  was  hard  to  cut  with  a  regular 

AM  AtrrOMATIC  PRICK  Pl-'XCtt 

ItlUOINO    POR   PLANING    VVLCASIZKD   RUBBBR 

metal  cutting  tool,  the  great  difficulty  wan  due  to  its 

irregular  surface  and  its  warped  condition  which  pre- 
vented it  from  lying  flat  on  the  planer  table.  It  was 

utterly  impossible  to  get  a  good  Job  by  planing  it  in 
the  regular  way,  as  the  tool  would  cut  deep  in  the 
high  placea,  so  the  device  shown  in  the  accompanying 
sketch  waa  made.  A  cast-iron  box  was  made  to  suit 
the  toolpoet  and  fltted  with  a  ram  which  carried  the 
tool.  Two  preasurc  rollerH  were  attached  to  the  ram 
and  a  coil  spring  mounted  at  the  top  of  the  ram  sup- 
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plied  the  tension  to  keep  the  rollers  against  the  work. 
A  stop-pin  screwed  in  the  ram  midway  of  its  length 

permitted  it  to  move  up  and  down  through  a  slot. '  Push- 
ing a  wedge  between  the  stop-pin  and  tool  clamp  at 

the  end  of  cutting  stroke  would  raise  tool  up  for  the 
return  stroke,  pulling  wedge  out  at  the  beginning  of 
cutting  stroke  would  let  tool  down  to  cutting  position. 
The  apron  was  locked  with  a  lock-pin  as  the  pressure 
on  the  rollers  tended  to  lift  it. 

This  device  enabled  us  to  make  a  good  job  out  of  what 
seemed  an  impossibility. 

Equal  Divisions  on  Periphery  of  Disk 
By  Robert  F.  Smith 

To  divide  circular  work  into  more  than  two  parts  I 
find  the  method  shown  by  the  accompanying  illustration 
to  be  simple  and  accurate  and  much  more  convenient 

DIVIDING  >  ii>'   I  LAR  WORK  WITH  MICROMETER 

than  using  dividers  for  the  same  purpose.  The  disk 
shown  was  2  in.  in  diameter  by  A  in.  thick  and  was  to 
be  divided  in  three  parts. 

By  reference  to  a  table  of  regular  polygons  the  length 
of  a  side  may  be  found  by  multiplying  the  constant 
there  given  by  the  radius  of  the  work.  In  this  case  the 
result  is  1.732  inches.  First  scribing  a  starting  point 
on  the  periphery  of  the  disk  by  means  of  a  try  square, 
a  micrometer  is  set  to  the  required  distance  of  1.732  in. 
and  the  remaining  two  points  determined  by  placing  the 
tool  against  the  work  as  shown. 

A  Small  Reamer  That  Is  Easy  To  Make 
By  F.  B.  Shoemaker 

In  tool  work  it  is  often  necessary  to  ream  small  holes 
for  which  there  are  no  standard  reamers  and  the  tool- 
maker  is  obliged  to  make  them  for  the  job.  A  reamer 
that  is  very  quickly  and  easily  made  and  will  prove  very 
satisfactory  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  sketch  and 
is  herewith  described.    If  a  hole  is  to  be  reamed  to,  let 

.ParalkiaOOOS" under  original  diam. 
k,   ;   y^-TaperOJOOS'  —  ̂ ^   —  Parallel  ̂ 

-A 

and  one-half  diameters,  to  a  diameter  0.0005  in.  under 
the  original  size,  taking  care  to  keep  this  part  parallel. 

Turn  the  piece  around  in  the  chuck  and  catch  it  by 
the  new  diameter.  Then,  with  a  file,  taper  it  back  for 
an  inch  or  so  of  its  length  to  a  diameter  of  about  0.005 
in.  under  the  original  size.  From  this  point  to  the 
opposite  end  it  should  be  made  parallel  and  of  the 
smaller  diameter.  Next,  file  or  grind  an  angle  of  about 
45  deg.  across  the  cutting  end,  as  shown  in  the  sketch, 
and  round  off  the  sharp  corner  about  a  quarter  of  the 
way  to  allow  the  tool  to  enter  the  hole  easily.  In 
hardening,  do  not  dip  more  than  1  in.  of  the  length  and 
thus  avoid  warping. 

X   QUICKLY   MADE  REAMER 

us  say,  a  drive  fit  for  a  certain  size  of  drill-rod,  cut  off 
a  piece  of  the  rod  long  enough  to  make  the  reamer. 
Put  it  in  the  chuck  or  collet  of  the  bench  lathe  and 
polish  down  a  short  distance  on  one  end,  equal  to  one 

Emergency  Method  of  Cutting  Rivets 

By  John  J.  O'Weil 

Having  about  six  hundred  l-in.  rivets  to  cut  to  length 
in  a  hurry,  there  being  none  of  the  proper  length  in  the 
shop,  and  the  only  machine  available  being  a  shear,  we 
rigged  up  the  device  shown  in  the  sketch.  A  piece  of 
wrought  iron  was  bent  as  shown  to  go  over  the  lower 

CUTTINa  OFF  RIVETS  IN  A  SHEAH 

shear  blade  and  held  in  place  by  drilling  and  tapping 
one  3-in.  hole  in  the  lower  holder. 

A  hole  through  this  wrought  iron  bracket  accom- 
modated a  tool  steel  bushing  of  a  size  to  take  the  rivets, 

the  bushing  being  forced  to  place  and  set  with  the  cut- 
ting face  flush  with  the  surface  of  the  bracket,  so  that 

the  upper  blade  would  pass  close  to  it.  The  entire  time 

of  rigging  up  and  cutting  the  600  rivets  was  less  than 
three  hours. 

Distinct  White  Graduations 
By  p.  a.  Daschke 

Clear  white  legible  reading  is  accomplished  on  steel 

scales  by  brushing  them  over  with  Chinese  white,  allow- 
ing it  to  dry  and  wiping  off  the  surplus  against  the 

graduations  with  a  soft  cloth. 
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Extension  for  T^-ist  Drills 
By  F.  B.  Shokmakkk 

Fig.  1.  The  pinion,  which  has  already  been  cut,  ia 
pliBiil  lo  the  neat  A  which  is  fastened  to  the  shaving 
dia  B,  and  forced  through  the  die  by  means  of  the 
pimgvr  C.  This  gives  an  excellent  finish  to  the  teeth 
•ad  is  very  rapidly  done. 
To  liiwii  ■  aafety  to  the  operator,  the  double  hand 

eootrol  is  naad  as  shown  in  Fig.  2.  This  device  re- 
qairas  both  hands  to  b*  up  and  out  of  the  way  before 
the  praas  can  be  tripped,  so  that  there  is  no  chance  of 
gettiag  then  caught  in  the  press. 

A  gaod  adMH*  for  extendinjr  twi.>«t  drill.s  when  thr 
extension  may  be  larger  in  diameter  than  the  drill,  or 
to  fasten  straight  shanked  drills  in  the  taper  ahank.s  of 
broken  or  worn  out  taper  shanked  drills  is  shown  in  the 
accompanying  sketch.  With  a  drill  a  size  smaller  than 
the  one  to  be  extended,  drill  into  the  end  of  the  exten- 

sion or  taper  shank  parallel  with  its  axis  for  a  di.stance 

"  »fmi  HANtrti 

BXTKNaiON    FOB   STRAIOHT   8HANKKI>    DRILLS 

of  about  three  times  the  diameter  of  the  drill  and  then 
ream  out  this  hole  with  the  drill  to  be  extended. 

Next  file  a  slot  across  the  extension  at  right  angles 
with  its  axis,  with  one  side  of  the  slot  coinciding  with 
the  bottom  of  the  drilled  hole.  The  depth  of  this  slot 
should  be  such  that  the  bottom  just  reaches  the  center 
line  of  the  extension.  Now  grind  away  one  half  the 
diameter  of  the  drill  shank  for  a  distance  equal  to  the 
width  of  the  slot  and  drive  the  drill  into  the  extension 
so  that  the  flats  overlap.  Making  the  length  of  flat 
on  the  drill  a  trifle  longer  than  is  necessary  and  leaving 
a  round  corner,  will  add  to  the  strength  uf  the  joint 
while  making  this  flat  slightly  tapered  will  facilitate  the 
driving  and  insure  a  tight  fit. 

An  Alif^ning  Fixture  That  Aids 
in  Assembling 

By  J.  Baintkr 

A.<*8embling  operations  on  large  machiiies  can  be 
greatly  facilitated  by  the  use  of  fixtures  for  properly 
holding  parts  while  mounting  them.  Amoncr  a  numlwr 
of  such  fixtures  employed  in  the  plant  of  the  Cincinnati 
Planer  Co.  at  Oakley,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  one  little  de"ice 
used  in  aligning  the  vertical  feed  shaft  on  a  boring  mil! 
is  worthy  of  note. 

The  parts  of  the  feed  mechanism  of  the  42-in.  boring 
mill  shown  in  Fig.  1  are  nssembled  in  the  following 
manner.  The  feed  box  A,  which  has  been  previously 
assembled  as  a  unit,  is  put  on  the  side  of  the  housinii:  in 
the  usual  manner  on  the  pad  provided  for  it.  Then, 
the  reverse  box  B,  in  which  are  the  gears  for  reversing 
the  direction  of  the  feed,  is  doweled  in  place.  The 

reverse  box  is  located  at  its  proper  di^ance  from  the 
finished  surface  of  the  housing  by  meatis  of  a  special 

gage  that  can  be  employed  for  all  sizes  ̂ ^^t  machines.  A 
straightedge  is  first  laid  on  the  finished  surface  of  the 
housing,  and  a  mandrel  is  placed  in  the  large  hole  nt 
the  top  of  the  box.  Then,  by  using  the  gritfe,  the  proper 
position  of  the  box  can  be  easily  determine<l. 

The  vertical  feed  shaft  C  is  now  put    in  place.     In 
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FIGS.    1   AND   2— ALIGNIXG   FIXTURE  HOLDING   VERTICAL, 
FEED  SHAFT  IN  PLACE  WHILE  ASSEMBLING 

order  to  hold  it  in  the  correct  position  so  that  the  top 
of  it  will  be  in  proper  alignment,  the  fixture  P  is 
clamped  on  the  housing  of  the  machine.  With  the 
fixture  holding  the  shaft  in  place,  the  rapid  traverse 
bracket  E,  see  Fig.  2,  at  the  top  of  the  housing  is 
doweled  in  place.  This  bracket  contains  the  bevel  gears 
used  in  driving  the  horizontal  shaft  at  ̂ he  top  of  the 
machine  for  the  rapid  traverse.  The  gears  are  put 
in  place  with  the  aligning  fixture  still  mounted  on  the 
housing.  Although  the  fixture  is  rat.her  small  and 
seems  insignificant,  its  use  enables  very  much  more 
rapid  assembling  than  is  possible  without  it. 

Limitation  of  Piston- Aligning  Gages 
BY  J.  T.  TOWLSON 

London,  England 

Piston-aligning  gages  are  as  common  as  dust  in 
March,  as  are  also  the  innumerable  appliances  for 
securing  accurate  90-deg.  fitting  of  the  piston  pin. 
Notwithstanding  the  truth  of  the  above,  one  unfamiliar 
with  details  would  be  surprised  to  witness  the  amount 
of  touching  up,  padding,  and  bedding  in  of  the  con- 

tiguous parts  of  piston  accessories  on  the  assembly 
bench.  Why  is  this  the  case?  I  believe  there  is  a 
reasonable  answer. 

Take,  for  example,  the  piston-aligning  gage  shown  in 
the  Shop  Equipment  News  of  the  American  Machinist, 
on  page  982,  Vol.  56.  This  gage  will  show  only  whether 
the  piston  lies  at  90  deg.  with  the  big  end  bore  of  the 
piston  rod.  Its  limitation  is  that  it  will  not  show 
whether  the  tested  part  of  the  piston  is  the  correct 
distance  from  the  face  of  the  big  end  of  the  rod.  This 
test  might  easily  have  been  made,  if  the  gage  had  been 
provided  with  a  micrometrically  graduated  collar  fitting 
on  a  threaded  part  of  the  arbor.  If  the  two  faces  of  the 
big  end  of  the  rod  are  intended  to  be  the  same  distance 
from  the  piston  diameter,  nothing  is  more  simple  than 
to  test  one  side  of  the  piston  with  the  one  face  at  the 
big  end  of  the  rod  touching  the  face  of  the  collar, 
and  then  to  turn  the  piston  rod  round  180  deg.  and  try 
it  again.  Should  the  faces  of  rod  and  piston  not  simul- 

taneously touch  the  straight  edge  and  the  graduated 
collar,  the  detail  either  becomes  a  reject  or  must  be 

•  dealt  with  by  the  assemblies. 

Mechanics  accustomed  to  motor-engine  building  will 
readily  agree  that  accurate  jigging  of  a  member  will 
guarantee  that  such  part  is  passable  by  the  inspector. 
They  will  further  agree  that  such  jigging  of  one  part 
only  does  not  fill  the  bill.  Other  parts,  of  which  the 
jigged  part  forms  but  a  detail,  unless  jigged  too,  may 
be  out  of  accuracy  and,  if  so,  one  of  the  parts  will 
require  "facing  to  make  it  fit  in."  This  is  the  cause 
of  the  congestion  of  work  at  the  assembler's  bench. 
Much  more  could  be  written  in  support  of  the  above 
but  limitation  of  space  forbids.  Just  to  complete  the 
article  as  briefly  as  possible,  a  few  remarks  will  be 
made  with  reference  to  the  dispensability  of  piston 
aligning  gages.  Methods,  designs  and  contrivances, 
religously  believed  to  be  indispensable  today,  will  be 
obsolete  and  altogether  dispensable  tomorrow,  while 
devices  we  believe  to  be  new  and  original,  or  operations 
we  believe  to  be  impossible  to  perform,  have  probably 
been  in  constant  use  and  practice  for  a  long  time  in 
other  shops.  To  come  closer  down  to  the  concrete,  is 
the  common  gudgeon  pin,  as  applied  to  every  internal 
combustion  engine,  indispensable?  Is  it  the  best  device 
for  the  purpose  of  taking  the  explosive  thrust  of  the 
piston  and  conveying  it  to  the  crank  of  the  journal? 
Personally,  I  do  not  think  it  is. 

In  the  first  case,  it  is  a  most  untractable  member  of 

the  engine's  make-up.  It  is  a  law  unto  itself  and  all 
parts  must  give  way  to  it.  No  end  of  money  has  been 
expended  on  jigs  and  fixtures  as  a  means  of  guarantee- 

ing the  necessary  90  deg.  off  the  piston's  geometrical 
center,  and  yet,  notwithstanding  such  cost  for  tools,  the 
smallest  hard  spot  in  the  cast  iron  surrounding  the  hole 
will  undo  all  the  good  provided  by  the  expensive  tools. 

PISTON  AND  ROD   WITH  BALL  JOINTS 

In  the  second  case,  "the  nicest  affairs  of  mice  and  men 
oft  gang  aglee"  and  frequently  well  fitted  gudgeon  pins 
have  got  loose,  moved  end-wise,  and  badly  score  the 
cylinder.  My  idea  is  to  knock  out  the  troubles  arising 
from  intractability  and  abrasive  danger  by  a  change 
in  design.  I  suggest  a  piston  rod  with  a  ball  end  as 
a  substitute  for  the  common  wristpin.  The  sketch 
herewith  shows  the  idea. 

Such  a  device  is  tractable  and  yet,  while  able  to  per- 
form its  proper  task  of  driving  the  crank  quite  as  well 

as  the  gudgeon  pin,  it  possesses  none  of  its  faults.  No 
piston-aligning  gage  will  be  required  and  no  more 
money  expended  on  expensive  jigs  and  fixtures  for 
boring  the  gudgeon  hole  truly  and  no  more  occasion  to 
leave  iW  in.  or  i  in.  between  the  sides  of  the  big  end 
of  the  rod  and  the  crank  cheeks,  as  is  often  done.  With 
the  ball  end  the  rod  is  tractable  in  all  directions,  while 
it  also  allows  the  piston  to  creep  around  in  its  cylinder, 
creating  a  glassy  bore  in  the  cylinder. 
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Editorial 
ONLY  one  ouu  wmr  •topped  Um  lun  uid 
-      n  in  their  coaraat — and  h*  had  divine 

i«Uiice.    Aa  wall  try  to  stop  hunum 
irreM  and  ]p«t  mn  hav*  tried.    Tbejr 

<>««••  gpoBt  valtubie  Ubm  in  earefal  study 
of  sooie  form  of  hanan  asdaavor  and 

hava  aaid.  "Tlda  ia  tha  way  to  do  tha  job. 
tkia  and  no  othar."    B«t  almoat  bafora  thay  hava  said 
It  aHMbo^  kaa  foaad  a  batter  way  and  their  words 

wiaa  in  induatrial  ways,  have 
with  proriaiooa  for  change  ss 

akiU  increaaea. 

I  da  «•  go  tnn  here?"  is  a  better  slogan  than 
-Haw  wa  are." 

Ab  Aaarican  Counterpart  of  the 
EMt  Indian  Mairidan 

THE  MAGICIANS  of  India  hare  loBV  bees  noted  for 
tbeir  ability  to  make  a  plant  grow  from  the  seed  and 

lamtr  before  tha  eyaa  of  the  astonished  obsenrer.  Just 
how  this  is  done  we  do  not  pratand  to  Icnow  but  it  is  no 
nMta  weaderfol  than  the  deada  azpactad  of  American 
— rtit«i  tool  baildera.  Of  eoorae  machine  tools  differ 
fran  tbc  boah  of  the  Indian  magician  in  that  they  arc 
Bade  by  maa  and  by  profsaess  that  are  familiar  and 
readily  eaaprabensibte.  Nerertbeleas  the  time  require<l 
to  rnmphia  tbe  modem  planer  or  boring  mill  ia  not  far 
different  from  tbat  raoaired  for  the  maturing  of  many 

lion  and  the  connequent 
•f  baylBf  for  inunediate  needs  only  is  probably 

for  the  cautions  attitude  of  purchasers  of 
raaehioery  of  all  kinda.  It  is  no  excuse  however  for  the 

at  the  coatoner  for  delivery  of  complicated 
in  an  impoaaibly  short  space  of  time.  Almoat 

■tatlatkal  aenriee  baa  been  warning  the  business 
■an  and  manafactarera  of  tbe  counto'  for  months  that 
tiM  riaing  wave  of  proaperity  would  mean  rining  coats 
of  aqnipmeiit  and  difleahy  in  obtaining  deliveries  but 
in  the  faea  of  thaaa  warninga  tbe  parehaaers  have  de- 
hvad  and  praciMtiinlad  in  tbe  pladng  of  orders  which 
■Ifbt  wnB  bava  baas  algned  wadta  or  months  ago.  They 
are  now  feeling  tht  pinch  of  demands  which  cannot  be 
ABad.  Hand  to  month  metboda  may  be  nry  well  in  a 
falling  markaC  or  in  a  tiiM  wban  mooay  ia  tight,  but 
mdar  praaint  aoadillaM  tbare  ia  no  axoiaa  for  them. 
iMiwi  of  aariat  mamf  tbair  aaan  greater  expenditure 
hi  tie  iaag  run.    Rnab  work  and  Ofartime  are  expensive 

At  tbe  reerat  convention  of  the  American  Gear  Hanu- 
of   the   moat   progressive 

•r  tini  be4y  aaaounced  that  be  waa  rapidly 
la  rfMpe  for  tba  baalaeai  be  aspeetad  to  get 

of  ptoaperlty.    Additional  machinery 
end  more  is  on  order  and,  as  a  coo- 

bia  aba*  ia  in  tbe  pink  of  eoadition  to  accept 
that  is  beliw  offered.     If  all 

aa  wiaa  and  aggreaaive  aa  this 
tba  attaatiaa  of  tba  auehlaary  bafldara  and  of  tb«> 

ia  gaaaral  weald  be  far  better  than  it  now  la 
be  farther  off. 

is  Industrial  Dfvelopment N, , ,    -,arily  Ugly? 

TlitKh  IS  A  school  of  modern  writers  who  lioliRht 
in  pitinting  lurid  word  pictures  of  the  filth  and 

gloom  surrounding  the  modern  industrial  plant.  Their 
efforts  have  been  so  successful  that  the  average  reader 
of  American  magaxines  is  convinced  that  nil  manufitc- 
turing  plants,  especially  those  in  the  metal  trades,  are 
unpleasant,  demoralisiiiK  places  in  which  to  work. 
Unfortunately  the  descriptions  are  no  exaggeration  of 
the  conditions  existing  in  many  shops. 

On  the  other  hand,  we  know  of  not  a  few  machine 
shops  that  are  kept  as  clean  as  a  New  England  house- 

wife's kitchen,  shops  that  are  pleaaant  to  visit  and 
pleasanter  to  work  in,  for  the  cleanliness  is  but  an  out- 

ward manifestation  of  the  sound  management  within. 
The  names  of  some  of  these  shops  will  be  found  on  our 
advertising  pages,  have  been  there  for  years,  in  fact. 

Their  honorable'  and  prosperous  history  is  sufficient 
evidence  that  machine  shops  are  not  neoeasarily  ugly 
and  that  clean,  pleasant  surroundings  are  an  incentive 
to  the  men  enjoying  them  to  take  pride  in  themselves, 
their  work  and  their  company.  A  liberal  use  of  paint, 

soap,  water,  and  elbow-grease  goes  far  to  raise  the  tone 
of  any  shop  and  brings  returns,  intangible  though  some 
of  them  may  be,  far  in  excess  of  the  outlay. 

Four  Miles 
a  Minute 

THOSE  who  are  interested  in  the  progress  of  avia- 
tion, and  that  includes  nearly  everybody,  cannot 

but  rejoice  at  the  strides  which  have  been  made  in  the 

past  few  months.  Lieut.  Doolittle's  one-stop  flight  from 
coast  to  coast,  Macready  and  Kelly's  thirty-five  hours 
in  the  air,  and  now  the  new  records  for  speed  by  the 
planes  entered  by  the  army  in  the  meet  at  Detroit 
are  all  notable.  Averaging  206  miles  per  hour  over  a 
166-mile  course  with  several  turns  sets  an  entirely  new 
mark  for  human  travel.  Approximately  three  and  one- 

half  milea  per  minute  or  over  .')00  feet  per  second, 
comes  the  nearest  to  annihilating  space  of  anything 
yet  aocompliabed.  And  even  this  was  eclipsed  in  a 
straightaway  flight  at  the  rate  of  248  miles  per  hour, 
or  over  4  miles  a  minute. 

We  cannot  overlook  the  fact  that  this  great  achieve- 
ment is  due  primarily  to  that  pioneer  of  practical 

aviation.  Glenn  H.  Curtiss,  for,  without  in  any  way 
detracting  from  the  discoveries  and  achievements  of  the 
Wright  brothers  and  others,  it  was  Glenn  Curtiss  who 
won  the  first  aircraft  priie  for  a  mile  race  in  1908 
and  a  year  later  at  Rheims  brought  home  the  Gordon 
Bennett  trophy  by  flying  12.42  milea  in  16  minutes, 
56i  aeconds.  Curtiss  also  made  the  spectacular  flight 
of  142  miles  from  Albany  to  New  York  so  early  in  the 
game  that  It  was  necessary  to  stop  three  times  for  fuel 
and  oil. 

As  if  to  crown  his  achievements,  although  he  is  still 
a  young  man,  both  the  army  planes  which  outdistanced 
everything  in  the  air,  are  a  result  of  the  experience 
of  Glenn  Curtlas  and  his  organization.    They  were  not 
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only  Curtiss  planes  with  his  designs  of  radiators  built 
into  the  wings,  but  Curtiss  motors  as  well.  It  is  not 
often  that  a  pioneer  is  able  to  keep  pace  with  the  devel- 

opment of  a  new  industry  in  such  a  way  and  it  is 
gratifying  to  see  one  who  has  been  able  to  keep  abreast 
of  the  times  in  such  a  rapidly  developing  science. 

The  pilots  too,  must  not  be  overlooked.  Without  them 
the  best  planes  in  the  world  are  of  little  value.  Thfi 
consistent  performance  of  the  two  ships  is  noteworthy 
and  gratifying.  The  winner,  Lieut.  R.  C.  Maughan 
averaged  206  miles  an  hour  while  Lieut.  L.  J.  Maitland 

averaged  203,  although  one  lap  of  the  latter's  flight 
was  negotiated  at  the  rate  of  216.1  miles  per  hour. 

Maitland's  power  gasoline  pump  failed  after  the  first 
lap  and  he  drove  the  remaining  distance  by  handling 
the  ship  with  his  right  hand  and  pumping  gasoline  with 
his  left.  And  a  375-hp.  motor  is  hungry  for  gas  all 
the  time.  Maughan  was  also  under  a  heavy  mental 
strain  all  through  the  race  and  both  pilots  deserve  grea* 
credit  for  their  performance. 

From  49  miles  an  hour  in  1909  to  248  miles  an  hour 
in  1922  is  remarkable  progress.  Moreover,  when  we 
consider  that  the  planes  which  accomplished  both  feats 
are  from  the  hands  of  the  same  designer,  we  are  im- 

pressed both  with  the  short  time  required  for  aircraft 
development  and  the  way  in  which  a  pioneer  has  kept 
not  only  abreast,  but  in  advance  of  the  times. 

The  Growth  in  the  Use 

of  Grinding  Machines 

THE  USE  of  grinding  machines  has  become  so  com- 
mon in  almost  every  line  of  machine  production  that 

we  are  apt  to  forget  how  young  the  process  is  as  a  real 
manufacturing  possibility.  It  does  not  require  a  Methu- 

selah in  the  machine  industry  to  remember  when  grind- 
ing was  an  extra  operation,  used  only  on  hardened 

surfaces,  to  correct  the  distortion  due  to  heat  treatment. 
It  was  a  slow  process  too,  removing  a  very  small  amount 
of  metal  and  doing  little  more  than  making  sparks  and 
imparting  a  more  or  less  smooth  finish. 

The  development  of  better  grinding  wheels,  better 
machines  and  the  experience  gained  in  the  use  of  both 
has  brought  grinding  into  a  very  prominent  position 
as  a  means  of  finishing  either  cylindrical  or  flat  sur- 

faces. Instead  of  being  an  additional  operation,  it  now 
merely  replaces  finish  turning,  boring  or  planing  and, 
in  some  instances,  also  eliminates  the  roughing  out  as 
well,  as  in  the  case  of  crankshafts.  Many  varieties  of 
surfacing  work  are  now  done  on  disk  grinding  machines 
or  machines  using  ring  grinding  wheels  and  at  an  as- 

tonishing rate.  Much  of  this  work  was  considered 
outside  of  the  grinding  field  but  a  few  years  ago. 
Among  the  newer  developments  in  grinding  are  cen- 

terless  grinding,  form  grinding  and  the  removal  of 
heavy  cuts  by  surface  grinding.  These  are  three  phases 
which  men  responsible  for  economical  production  will 
do  well  to  study  carefully.  They  seem  destined  to  play 
an  important  role  in  the  reduction  of  machinery  costs. 

The  almost  unbelievable  results  obtained  with  modern 
grinding  wheels,  the  small  amount  of  wear  which  en- 

ables form  grinding  to  be  done  with  unusual  accuracy 
and  the  growing  belief  that  even  greater  developments 
are  under  way,  make  it  imperative  that  we  study  the 
possibilities  of  grinding  even  more  closely  than  in  the 
past.  In  too  many  cases,  when  grinding  has  not  proved 
entirely  successful,  the  fault  lay  with  the  machines  or 
methods  employed  rather  than  with  the  process  itself. 
Properly    designed    spindles    in    suitable    bearings,    in 

which  both  temperature  and  lubrication  are  considered, 
are  essential  to  success.  Correct  wheels,  feeds  and 
speeds  also  are  necessary.  It  is  very  easy  to  make  a 
mistake  as  to  what  is  right  without  a  wide  experience 
in  similar  work. 

While  grinding  will  not  supersede  all  other  methods 
of  machining,  it  is  likely  to  make  still  further  changes 
in  our  methods  of  production.  It  is  invading  new  fields 
and  will  continue  to  do  so  as  we  learn  more  about  it. 

The  pi'oduction  man  who  does  not  study  grinding  be- 
cause of  failures  in  the  past,  is  sure  to  fall  behind. 

Later  knowledge,  and  the  experience  of  others  who  have 
succeeded,  should  be  earnestly  sought  after  and  ap- 

plied.   It  is  a  study  which  will  pay  big  dividends. 

When  Should  Machine 
Tools  Be  Replaced? 

THE  QUESTION  as  to  when  a  machine  tool  should 
be  replaced  is  not  often  considered  in  a  methodical 

way.  Instead  it  seems  to  be  taken  for  granted  than  one 

may  let  "nature  take  its  course."  If  the  machine  has  be- 
come unfit  for  further  work  there  will  certainly  be 

somebody  to  notice  it  and  demand  will  then  be  made  for 
a  new  one. 

In  shops  where  machine  tools  are  the  chief  means 
of  production,  such  hap-hazard  methods,  or  rather  lack 
of  methods,  should  not  be  tolerated.  Instead,  a  deliber- 

ate attempt  should  be  made  to  find  out  beforehand  at 
what  age  a  machine  should  be  replaced.  We  are  not 
referring  to  ,  the  substitution  of  a  different  kind  of 
machine,  or  oven  of  an  improved  tool,  but  simply  t« 
the  degree  of  fitness  left  after  a  number  of  years  of 
service. 

It  needs  .very  little  argument  to  show  that  neither 
should  a  machine  be  kept  after  it  has  passed  its  hundredth 

birthday,  nor  should  it  be  discarded  after  a  year's  serv- 
ice. It  is  very  evident  that  the  point  of  greatest  total 

economy  lies  somewhere  between  these  extremes.  This 
point  may  be  different  for  various  classes  of  machines, 
even  for  different  makes  of  the  same  class,  and  fur- 

ther, it  may  be  different  for  identical  machines,  used  in 
different  shops  or  for  different  purposes  in  the  same 
shop.  But,  -ind  this  is  the  point,  the  economical  life 
of  every  machine  should  be  known,  not  to  a  day  but 
accurately  enough  to  make  it  the  basis  for  action.  It  is 
a  safe  guess  that,  if  this  were  done  there  would  be 
replaced  many  machines  which  now  lead  the  lives  of 
invalids,  pampered  and  doctored  and  demanding  new 

expenses  for  repairs  besides  I'educing  and  interrupting 
production. 

.Tust  Suppose 

SUPPOSE  you  were  proprietor  of  a  shop  with,  say,  a 
hundred  men,  and  suppose  these  men  felt  that  they 

had  not  been  doing  as  much  work  as  would  have  been 
possible.  Suppose  they  speeded  up,  and  studied  their 
work,  and  co-operated  and  burned  the  midnight  oil,  just 
to  increase  production  and  to  have  the  satisfaction  of 
having  fully  earned  their  wages.  Just  suppose  they  did. 
Would  you  say  to  them : 

"Why  boys,  this  will  never  do.  You  are  turning  out 
more  than  twice  as  much  work  as  I  expected,  and  all 
for  the  same  wages.  No,  really,  this  is  not  fair.  I  will 

have  to  double  your  wages,  and  maybe  more." 
Would  you  say  this? 

Oh,  well!     What  is  the  use  of  asking  foolish  ques- 
tions?   But- 

Just  suppose. 
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I    Shop  Equipment  News    I 
GiddiniTB  &  Lewis  Automatic  Internal 

Grinding  Machine  No.  12 
A  ariadiBC  machine  that  is  intcndwl  to  perform  auto- 

'  internal  friadiBg  opanUona  ftn  parta  aueh  aa for  autoMohflaa  and  marhiiia  toola,  ao  aa  to 

plufsinc  by  the  operator,  has  recently 
by  the  Giddings  A  Lewis  Machine  Tool 

Cai,  Pload  4a  Lac,  Wis.  A  much  lower  dagree  of  skill 
ia  rajaliad  of  tha  operator  than  is  usual  for  internal 

as  the  machine  itself  trrindit  huleh 
with  but  slight  attention  from  the 

criadlaa 
to  a  flnislwd  aiae 

operator. 
TW  faature  of 

is  aa  auto- 
gaging 

MOckaaiaB  la- 
€0f  poeatad  and 
corrclatad  with 

tlw  driviac  and 
faadiag  aiaehan- 
iHH.  After  the 
oparator  chucks 
tba  piaea  and 
sUrta  tba  fead. 
tbaBM^inawiU 

griad  to  tha  fln- 
lihad  alio,  aoto- 
■BtkaOy  trip 
tka  carriage 
faad.  and  return 
tba  carriage  to 
tharaatpoaition. 
Maaaa  ia  pro- 
vMad  to  cart  for 
waar  of   tha 

action  of  the 

gaging  davioa 
wiO  ba  daaorfbad 

la 

the  machine  that  enables  its  opera- 

uibbiNiM  a  UBWis  altumatic  intkknal.  i;ki.si>in<;  maciu.su  so.  i 

n  with  the  feads  of  the  machine.  The 
on  the  machine  have  a  much  lower  cost 

than  piog  gages  and  their  life  is  greatly  prolonged  be- 
aaaaa  of  tba  fact  that  they  rarolve  at  the  same  spaad  as 
tha  work  and  tba  machanlam  ampioyed  for  entering  the 
gagas  in  tba  work  r«daeas  wear  to  a  minimum. 
TW  No.  12  machine,  a  front  view  of  which  in  shown 

ia  tbc  aeeooipanying  illustration,  grinds  holes  from 
I  to  10  in.  In  diameter  and  up  to  9  in.  in  depth.  The 
total  awing  otar  tba  wajrs  is  18  in.,  and  the  height  of 
tba  spfadia  Croai  tha  loer  44  in.  Tha  macbina  ia  motor 

aatlrely  aalf-conUined  being  equipped  with 
eontroL  The  motor  ia  mount<>d  on  the 

of  tha  bad,  which  is  of  subsUntial  construction 
aad  wan  ribbed  to  provide  itrengtii  and  rigidity.  All 
parto  of  the  machine  having  Varinir  iiurfaeaa  are  pro* 
tacted  from  dirt  and  abrasive  material.  The  entire 
oaaMraction  of  tha  machine  is  rugged,  so  that  eentinu- 
•aa  pradactioB  ahoaM  ba  obtoinable. 

The  work  haad  ia  amiated  at  tbc  left  of  the  machine 

on  a  circular  bearing  Atted  to  a  cross-slide.  Means 
of  indexing  the  head  quickly  and  Hccurst(>ly  nrc  pro- 

vided, and  Upers  can  be  ground  to  an  included  angle 
of  SO  deg.  The  work  npindle  runs  in  bronze  bearings 
and  is  provided  with  «ix  upeedH.  The  speeds  can  l)e 
aalaeted  by  turning  the  handwheel  on  top  of  the  work 
head  to  any  of  the  six  indicated  positions.  Ball  bear- 

ings are  provided  in  the  power  transmission  line  from 
the  motor  to  the  spindle. 

The  druwbar  for  operating  collet  chucks  is  operated 
by  a  handwheel  at  the  rear  of  the  work  head.  A  special 
three-jaw  gear  scroll  chuck  made  by  the  Cushman  Chuck 
C-o..  Hartford,  Conn.,  is  furnished  as  standard  equip- 

ment.   The  chuck  has  a  holding  capacity  of  }  to  lOi  in. 

  It  is  watertight 
and  all  parts  are 

protected  ugR  i  iiHt 
grit.  The  body, 
which  is  filled 
with  grease,  is 
made  of  steel 
with  all  workinsr 

parts  hardened. 
The  wheel  car- 

riage is  of  heavy 
construction,  has 
large  Searing 
Hurfaces  on  the 

ways  of  the  bed 
and  is  guided  by 

means  of  V's  on both  sides.  The 

carriage  i «  re- 
ciprocated h  y  - draulicaliy  and 

the  motor  for 
driving  the 
wheel  spindle  is 
mounted  directly 
beneath  the 

spindle  and  on  the  carriage,  rei'iprocating  with  it,  so 
that  the  life  of  the  high-speed  driving  belt  should  be 
greatly  prolonged.  The  wheel  heads  are  tapered  on  the 
outside  and  are  mounted  in  a  corresponding  taper  in  the 
wheel  head  housing  and  fastened  in  place  by  a  lock  nut. 
In  this  way  spindles  can  be  easily  mounted  and  removed. 
Each  spindle  nms  in  ball  bearings  in  its  own  wheel  head 
and  separate  steel  pulleys  are  furnished  with  each  spindle 
im  that  the  correct  wheel  speed  can  be  obtained. 

The  work  is  fed  against  the  wheel  at  each  end  of  the 
stroke,  and  two  separate  series  of  feeds  are  provided, 
ton  for  roughing  and  five  for  flnishing.  The  carriage 
has  a  maximum  travel  of  20  In.  and  is  provided  with 
six  traversing  speeds. 

Both  seto  of  faeda  are  controlled  by  the  use  of  two 
gages,  a  roughing  gage  and  a  finishing  gage.  In 
grinding  the  hole,  when  it  reaches  the  size  where  the 
roughing  gage  can  entor  the  work,  the  roughing  feed 

ia  automatically  disengaged.  The  finish  feed  auto- 
matically engages  until  the  finishing  gage  can  entor  the 

I 
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work,  at  which  time  the  trip  on  the  carriage  auto- 
matically operates  and  returns  the  carriage  to  its  rest 

position. 
Coolant  is  handled  by  a  directly  driven  centrifugal 

pump  mounted  within  the  machine,  so  as  to  force  the 
lubricant  through  the  center  of  the  work  spindle  and 
on  to  the  work.  Means  are  provided  for  automatically 
cutting  off  the  water  supply  when  the  wheel  leaves  the 
work  and  also  for  turning  it  on  again  when  the  wheel 
enters  it. 

The  standard  machine  is  motor  driven  by  either  a.c. 
or  d.c.  current.  It  requires  a  floor  space  of  7  ft.  x  4  ft. 
2  in.  and  weighs  net  4,400  pounds. 

Bausch  High-Speed  Multiple-Spindle 
Drilling  Machine  No.  2A 

In  order  to  apply  the  feed  pressure  directly  over  the 
center  of  the  drilling  area  when  a  gang  of  drills  is  being 
used  in  one  head,  the  center  feed  arrangement  shown 
on  the  No.  2A  drilling  machine  in  the  accompanying 
illustrations  has  recently  been  developed  by  the  Bausch 
Machine  Tool  Co.,  Springfield,  Mass.  The  construction 
maintains  true  alignment  of  the  spindles  and  prevents 
the  head  from  springing  under  the  drilling  pressure 
so  that  the  drills  do  not  align  correctly  with  the  bush- 

ings. Thus,  the  friction  on  the  drills  is  decreased  and 
the  strain  on  the  feed  mechanism  greatly  reduced. 
Cramping  on  the  ways  is  largely  eliminated. 

Heads  of  various  sizes,  both  round  and  rectangular 
in  shape,  can  be  furnished.  The  head  is  of  the  type 
ordinarily  employed  on  Bausch  multiple-spindle  drilling 
machines.  It  provides  large  vertical  adjustment  of  the 
individual  spindles  and  allows  a  minimum  center  dis- 

tance to  be  obtained  equal  to  the  diameter  of  the 
spindles  themselves.  The  head  is  provided  with  an 
automatic  counterweight  catch  which  prevents  it  from 
falling  in  case  of  accident  to  the  cable. 

The  machine  has  a  capacity  in  cast  iron  of  twelve 
1-in.  drills,  or  the  equivalent.  Owing  to  the  center  feed 
construction,  the  distance  from  the  center  of  the  head 
to  the  face  of  the  post  is  made  greater  than  when  the 
feed  pressure  is  directly  from  the  post,  being  20  in. 
in  this  case.  The  width  of  the  face  of  the  post  is  12J 
in.,  and  on  it  the  head  has  a  traverse  of  25  in.,  the 
least  distance  from  the  spindle  to  the  bed  being  20  in. 
and  the  greatest  distance  45  in.  The  bed  is  provided 
with  T-slots  and  box  or  rotating  tables  can  be  fur- 

nished to  suit  the  work  to  be  done. 
Four  different  methods  of  drive  can  be  furnished,  the 

first  by  means  of  a  three-speed  cone  pulley,  the  second 
by  a  three-speed  change-gear  box  motor-driven,  the 
third  by  a  three-speed  change-gear  box  belt-driven,  and 
the  fourth  by  a  direct-connected  variable-speed  motor. 
The  main  drive  comes  from  the  base  of  the  machine 
directly  to  the  head  gears,  so  that  the  mechanism  is 
simple.  As  illustrated,  the  machine  is  driven  by  a  5J- 
in.  belt  on  an  18-in.  pulley.  Fifteen  to  20  hp.  are 
required  for  the  operation. 

The  feed  is  accomplished  by  means  of  a  heavy  ram 
placed  directly  above  the  center  of  the  drilling  area. 
This  ram  is  moved  by  a  pinion  which  is  connected  through 
the  change-feed  gear  box  directly  to  the  main  drive 
of  the  machine.  For  each  change  of  speed,  of  which 
there  are  three,  there  are  three  changs  of  feed,  which 
vary  according  to  different  combinations  from  0.0018 
and  0.023  in.  per  revolution  of  the  spindle.  These  speeds 

are  standard,  but  feeds  either  faster  or  slower  car 
be  provided  to  suit  special  requirements.  The  head 
is  operated  by  hand  only  when  counterboring  or  in  an 
emergency,  or  when  adjusting  the  tools  for  height  and 
alignment  in  the  jigs.  The  pilot  wheel  for  hand  feeding 
is  consequently  located  rather  unobtrusively  and  is  dis- 

connected when  not  in  use.  In  the  illustration  it  cannot 
be  seen  as  it  is  on  the  right  side  of  the  frame. 

Roller  bearings  are  used  for  shafts  and  ball  thrust 
bearings  wherever  required.     All  driving  gears  are  of 

BAUSCH  MULTIPLE-SPINDLE  DRILLING  MACHINE 

steel.  The  column  has  a  hole  in  the  back  so  that  small 
weights  can  be  added  or  removed  to  properly  adjust  the 
balance  of  the  head.  An  oil  pump  and  oil  tubes  can 
be  furnished,  so  that  coolant  can  be  employed.  The 
grooves  in  the  bed  collect  the  coolant  and  supply  it 
to  the  reservoir  in  the  base. 

The  ease  of  operation  of  the  machine  is  the  feature 
to  which  the  maker  calls  especial  attention.  The  quick 
approach  and  return  of  the  head  is  operated  by  means 
of  friction  clutches  in  the  feed  gear  box,  so  that  the 
operator  can  by  means  of  a  conveniently  located  lever 
raise  or  lower  the  head  at  a  fast  speed.  The  head  can 
come  down  at  this  fast  speed  until  the  drills  actually 
touch  the  work,  no  care  being  necessary  to  prevent 
damage,  since  the  friction  clutch  immediately  slips 
when  the  drills  strike  the  work.  The  power  feed  is 

then  engaged,  and  upon  completion  of  the  drilling  oper- 
ation the  head  automatically  returns  at  fast  speed  and 

stops  at  the  starting  position.  This  quick  approach 
and  return  feature  is  not  an  attachment,  but  is  built 
integrally  in  the  machine. 

The  machine  can  be  built  for  tapping  in  addition  to 
drilling.    In  the  tapping  model,  back  gears  on  the  head 
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tiM  apiadlt 
whIW  the  Biadtiae 

ptrformint  •  Uppinc 
Inl  brtofs  Um  Up*  down  into 

of  tlw  qnJdt  approach.  Further 
at  of  the  heftd  U  then  controlled  by 

tk*  iMd  of  tko  tap*  in  the  work.  At  a  certain  point, 
the  diracUoa  of  ratatJoD  of  the  tape  ia  automatically 
rawr—d.  Aftar  tfM  taps  have  elaared  thrmaeiTea  from 
tka  work,  tkt  opatator  igataa  the  quirk  return  and  the 
haad  tiatali  «iiek|)r  to  the  atartinc  poaition  and  atopa, 
tkt  apiadlai  baiac  antwaitkally  rareraed  and  ready  for 
tkt  Mart  trtnitfim 

For  parfonalag  eovatarberiag  oporationa  an  attach- 
■aaft  opanlod  hgr  haad  can  be  rappUod.  By  meana  of 
a  lavar  and  taara  tk*  haad  is  advaaead  vary  slowly  and 
witk  graat  povar.  Tka  attarhmant  is  amployod  aspe- 
oialljr  for  apot-facins  and  aimilar  operationa,  back  gears 
la  the  haad  boiat  employed  for  reducing  the  spindle 
ipasd  at  tkt  aaoM  time.  The  machine  occupie.*  a  floor 
ipaet  of  S  ft.  X  8  ft.  10  in.,  iU  extreme  height  with  the 
ftad  ram  in  the  up  poaition  is  12  ft.  S  in.,  while  the 
height  with  the  ram  down  ia  only  10  ft.  8  in. 

Beard  Self-Aliening  and  Centering 
Iiuude  Micrometer  Gage 

An  inside  microaastar  gage  intendsd  especially  for 
waasiiring  the  diameters  of  automotive  cylinders  ha^ 
basa  brought  out  by  the  L.  0.  Board  Tool  Co.,  Lancaater. 
Pa.  The  method  of  asing  the  tool  for  such  work  is 
shown  in  the  aecompaaying  SUoatration,  the  advantage 
of  the  device  being  that  the  measuring  number  is  held 
at  right  angtea  to  the  cylinder  walls. 

The  gage  consists  chiefly  of  the  aligning  baae.  the 
haadit  aad  tht  micrometer  proper.  Three  sizes  of  the 

arc  regularly  furnished,  the  rangea  being, 
.  M  to  S  in..  8  to  81  in.,  and  SI  to  U  in. 

Om  twB  of  the  acrew  advances  it  0.060  in.,  and  the 
barrel  ia  graduatad  to  0.001  in.  Figures  indicating 
alaps  of  0.006  In.  are  placed  on  both  the  spindle  and  the 
bafTsL  tbost  on  the  former  member  serving  as  a  check 
far  Iks  rssding.  Tbos  whatever  figure  on  the  barrel  is 
fsaad  opposite  the  asro  on  tbs  spindle,  will  also  be  found 
oa  the  tpiadle  opposite  the  zero  on  the  barrel.  Both 

of  tb*  aricrcmoter  and  the  parallel  edges  of  the 
art  bard— sd  aad  ground. 

When  in  uw  tkt  Bierometer  is  placed  in  the  bushing 
of  the  aligning  bass,  in  which  it  ia  a  sliding  flt.     A 

iVi^fc 

ring  can  then  be  placed  on  the  rear  end  of  the  barrel 
to  keep  the  base  from  falling  off.  The  tool  is  inserted 
in  the  bore  to  be  measured,  the  base  pressed  against 
thia  bore,  and  the  spindle  screwed  out  until  both  it  und 
the  barrel  end  touch  the  bore.  The  baae  holds  the  tool 

in  the  proper  poaition  for  obtaining  the  exact  diametei- 
of  the  cylinder,  as  the  micrometer  is  both  centered  in 

the  bore  and  perpendicular  to  the  axis.  The  microin- 
star  is  then  locked  by  means  of  the  setscrew  to  preserve 
the  reading,  and  the  aligning  base  slid  forward  on  the 
barrel  so  that  the  tool  can  be  titled  and  removed  from 
the  cylinder  for  reading. 

Hartness  Taper  Threading  Die 
The  Jones  &  Lamson  Machine  Co.,  Die  Division. 

SpringAed,  Vt-,  has  placed  on  the  market  a  new  design 
of  ita  aelf-opcning  die  for  the  cutting  of  threads  of  any 
taper  from  zero,  as  on  cylindrical  work,  up  to  2  in. 
taper  per  foot.  Set  for  the  maximum  taper  the  die  will 
cut  threads  li  in.  long,  and  proportionately  longer  as 
the  angle  approaches  the  minimum.     It   is  especially 

')AOB 
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adapted  to  the  cutting  of  staybolt  threads  and  may  be 
used  in  tandem  with  another  die  in  the  rear  for  cutting 
the  parallel-sided  portion  of  the  thread. 

As  shown  in  the  illustration  the  die  is  open  to  its 
fullest  extent  and  the  former-pin  is  out  of  the  Kuiding 
slot.  To  set  it  in  closed  position  for  beginning  a  thread 
the  operator  puHhes  forward  the  short  handle  on  the  die 
sleeve  until  the  former  pin  is  brought  into  the  slot  in 
the  adjustable  former,  and  then  he  withdraws  the  die 
to  its  extreme  position  by  moving  the  pinion  lever  at the  top. 

*rhp  die  holder  as  furnished  is  intended  to  be  Iwred  in 
position  in  the  machine  with  which  it  is  to  be  used,  thun 
bringing  the  tool  into  perfect  alignment  with  the  work 
spindle.  The  bushing  in  which  the  operating  pinion  hax 
Ita  bearing  is  eccentric,  so  that  the  pinion  may  be 

adjustsd  by  a  partial  rotation  of  the  bushinx  to  com- 
psBsatc  for  any  inaccuracy  of  alignment  that  may  !»■ 
manifeat  in  the  machine.  Minor  adjustments  for  diam- 

eter are  accomplished  by  turning  the  knuried-hcad 
adjusting  screw  in  the  usual  way. 

The  tool  Is  made  in  two  sizes.  The  No.  H  size  will  cut 
threads  1}  in.  in  diameter  at  the  large  end,  and  the  No. 
6,  threads  up  to  2  in.  in  diameter. 
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Cook  Bolt  and  Capscrew  Shaving  Machine 
The  Asa  S.  Cook  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn.,  has  recently 

placed  on  the  market  a  new  design  of  its  bolt  and  cap- 
screw  head  shaving  machine.  A  single  belt  from  the 
lineshaft  drives  a  countershaft  under  the  pan  of  the 
machine  and  from  this  countershaft  all  movements  are 
derived,  thus  permitting  the  setting  of  a  row  of 
machines  under  and  parallel  to  the  lineshaft  with  just 
sufficient  room  between  each  machine  to  clear  the  belt. 

Separate  carriers  are  provided  for  the  tools,  one  of 
which  faces  the  shoulder  under  the  head  of  the  bolt  or 
screw  while  the  other  is  rounding  or  otherwise  forming 
the  end  of  the  head,  the  cuts  being  taken  simultaneously. 
These  carriers  are  given  a  swinging  movement  about 
axes  that  are  set  at  a  slight  angle  to  the  center  line  of 

BOLT  AND   CAP-SCREW    SHAVING   MACHINK 

the  machine,  so  that  as  the  tools  advance  to  the  work 
they  also  draw  slightly  nearer  together.  This  movement 
has  the  effect  of  clearing  the  tools  immediately  upon  the 
finish  of  the  cut  and  allowing  them  to  withdraw  without 
dragging.    The  carriers  are  independently  adjustable. 

The  gripping  device  that  catches  each  screw  as  it 
falls  from  the  feed  race  has  also  been  improved,  grip- 

ping the  screw  by  the  shank  end  and  steadyresting  it 
as  near  to  the  head  as  possible  without  interfering  with 
the  shouldering  tool,  thus  giving  each  piece  a  firm  sup- 

port close  to  the  cut. 
The  hopper  on  this  machine  is  constructed  upon  an 

entirely  different  principle  than  formerly  employed. 
Instead  of  the  usual  revolving  hopper  this  one  is  sta- 

tionary and  is  supported  by  a  hollow  bracket,  the  upper 
end  of  which  forms  a  bearing  for  a  revolving  shaft. 
To  this  shaft,  at  the  point  where  it  extends  through  the 
base  of  the  hopper,  there  is  keyed  a  four-armed  spider 
— or  "agitator,"  as  it  is  called — which  is  caused  to  re- 

volve slowly  and  keep  the  contained  mass  of  bolts  or 
screws  constantly  stirred  up,  so  that  an  annular  groove 
close  to  the  side  walls  of  the  hopper  is  kept  filled  with 
the  work.  In  the  illustration  all  those  bolts  that  may  be 
seen  lying  close  to,  and  as  nearly  as  possible  parallel 
with,  the  side  walls  are  in  this  groove. 

At  the  bottom  of  the  groove  is  an  annular  ring,  the 
upper  surface  of  which  is  roughly  serrated,  and  this 
ring  is  slowly  and  continuously  revolved  in  conjunction 
with  the  agitator.  The  result  of  this  combined  move- 

ment is  that  the  outer  circle  of  bolts  in  the  hopper  is 
continuously  moving  forward  toward  the  high  side  of 
the  base,  at  which  point  the  bolts  are  discharged  into 
the  feed  race.  It  matters  not  which  end  of  the  bolt 
or  screw  is  presented  to  the  feed  race,  for  as  soon  as  a 
bolt  enters  the  latter  the  shank  end  swings  downward 
by  gravity  and  the  bolt  is  thenceforward  supported 
only  by  the  shoulder  under  the  head. 

It  will  be  noted  that  the  feed  is  at  all  times  caused  by 
the  friction  of  the  bolts  lying  upon  the  serrated  surface 
of  the  moving  ring  (the  arms  of  the  agitator  do  not 
extend  over  the  groove),  so  that  there  is  no  positive 
impulse  and  consequently  no  possibility  of  jamming. 
The  rate  of  travel  of  the  ring  and  agitator  is  very  slow 
as  compared  with  the  movements  of  the  machine,  and 
may  be  varied  by  using  different  combinations  of  driv- 

ing gears  so  as  to  keep  the  feed  race  full  of  work 
at  all  times. 

The  number  of  bolts  in  the  hopper  does  not  affect 
the  feed,  as  the  latter  will  completely  empty  the  hopper 
and  carry  forward  the  last  bolt  as  readily  as  the  first 
one  without  hesitation  or  interuption.  The  duty  of  the 
hopper  ends  with  the  delivery  of  the  work  to  the  feed 
race;  from  that  point  forward  the  feed  is  by  gravity 
only  and  the  machine  will  continue  to  function  until  the 
race  is  exhausted. 

The  manufacturer  is  redesigning  the  entire  line  of 

bolt  and  screw  machinery,  which  includes  shavers,  point- 
ers, and  die-threaders,  and  will  equip  all  such  machines 

with  this  type  of  hopper.  The  machine  here  shown 
handles  bolts  or  cap-screvra  up  to  4  in.  in  diameter  by 
4  in.  long.     Larger  sizes  are  under  contemplation. 

Victor  Receding-Chaser  Collapsible 
Pipe  Taps 

The  receding-chaser  collapsible  pipe  tap  made  by  the 
Victor  Tool  Co.,  Waynesboro,  Pa.,  has  recently  been 
redesigned  and  improved.  The  basic  principle  of  the 
design,  such  as  described  on  page  915,  Vol.  51  of 
American  Machinist  has  not  been  changed,  although 
the  details  have  been  altered  somewhat. 

Instead  of  using  the  ordinary  tapered  chasers  for 
cutting  a  standard  Briggs  tapered  pipe  thread,  and 
depending  upon  the  length  of  the  chaser  to  give  the 

FIG.    1— VICTOR    STjVTIONARY-TYPE   COLi.APSIBLE 
PIPE  TAP 
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pmkm  kack  «•  tiM  caai  eoUar  that  eoatrois  th«  receding 
of  tW  plaatMr  «•  whieh  tlw  chaaara  are  mounted. 

TW  viaw  la  Fit*  !•  wUdi  aliowa  a  stationar>-  levvr- 
oparalad  tjrpt  of  plp»  tap.  iHaatrataa  tite  arransement 
•f  tha  eoOar.  Atthouf h  formarljr  only  one  cam  block 

two  blodu  working  in  conjunction  are  now 

na  »— TKTOR  ROTART  COLL.AP8IDLJt  PIPS  TAP 

A 
Fit. 

ao  that  the  receding  of  the  chasers  is  more 
pmhtmtr  eOBtroOad  to  give  a  more  uniformly  Upered 
thraail  A  tapered  thread  can  be  cut  off  at  any  length 

and  luve  the  taper  uniform  throughout  its 
length.  The  design  of  the  cam  blocks  has  also 

altered  to  make  them  more  effective  and  positive. 
rotary  type  of  collapsible  tap,  such  as  shown  in 
2.  has  also  been  altered  in  design.  Instead  of  a 

detachable  lever  for  setting  the  collars  and  chasers  in 

positkMi  for  catting,  a  ring  or  collar  has  been  sub- 
stituted. Pressing  forward  on  this  collar  by  hand,  or 

hgr  aaMW  of  an  attarhmrnt  on  the  tapping  machine 
that  ooaaa  in  contact  with  the  collar  when  the  spindle  is 
ralaad,  the  chasers  can  be  set  without  stopping  the  ma- 
ebiaa.  There  are  no  projections  from  the  cylindrical 
fona  of  the  tap.  so  as  to  safeguard  the  operator. 

In  both  styles  of  the  tap,  means  of  adjunting  the  sixe 
with  a  range  of  A  in.,  either  over  or  under  the  size 
art  provided.  Adjustment  of  the  trip  collar  permits 
emfUam  •OT  length  of  thread  desired.  The  tap  requires 
froii  one  third  to  one  half  leas  power  to  drive  than 
Ik*  ordinary  tapered  thread  Up.  it  i*  claimed,  because 
■aaseMaary  bearing  has  been  eliminated  by  the  use 
of  the  short  chaaera  and  a  Upered  thread  is  cut  in 
viftiially  the  aaae  manner  as  a  straight  thread.  Inter^ 
rwplad  thread  diasers  are  used  when  Upping  steel. 

The  tap  to  Aurniahad  in  sisaa  from  li  to  12  in.  It 
eaa  be  e—ployd  oa  each  work  as  forged  nteel  flanges 
aad  lltinga  employed  for  high-preasure  work,  as  well 
as  pipe  eoapliaga,  casings,  heads  and  other  parU  used 
in  tke  oil  flehL  lU  adapubility  is  paKicularly  evident 
whea  work  of  large  diameter  or  extra  length  Is  encoun* 

Wilmarth  &  .>fornian  An^nilar 
Whcel-TruinK  I>evice 

TW  accompanying  iDuatratlon  shows  the  angular 
alwel  tming  devfee  with  which  all  surface  grinding 
•artilaii  amde  by  the  Wilmarth  A  Mormsn  Co.,  Grand 
■apMi^  Mfck.  caa  bt  eqaipped.  The  device  is  intended 
far  BM  hi  abopa  aaln^riov  Md  redaiming  wom^ont 
aUMac  aaiddaa  cattara,  raaiaari  aad  driUa,  as  well  aa 
thaae  aMklng  a  spedaHy  of  east  stdliU  eutUra  and 

tools.    By  the  uae  of  this  davleib  the  wheel  can  be  easily 
formed  to  correspond  to  the  outline  to  be  ground. 

The  illustration  showii  the  wheel-truing  device  in  posi- 
tion for  dressing  the  wheel  face  parallel  with  the  Ubie. 

The  diamond  is  fed  to  the  wheel  by  means  of  the  knurled 
knob  at  the  top,  while  the  crank  is  employed  to  feed  the 
diamond  across  the  face  of  the  wheel.    By  means  of  the 

WILUAKTH  a  MORMAN  WHI£BL-TRUINO  DBVICB 

graduated  dial,  the  device  can  be  set  at  the  desired 
angle,  the  diamond  carrying  member  being  tilted  to 
either  side  for  dressing  the  wheel  face  at  an  angle. 

The  chief  advantage  of  the  built-in  wheel-truing  de- 
vice lies  in  the  fact  that  the  wheel  can  be  properly 

dressed  without  disturbing  the  set-up  of  the  work.  Time 
can  be  saved  because  of  the  adapUbility  of  the  device 
and  the  facility  of  operation. 

Kinfcsbury  Automatic  Horizontal  Sensitive 
Drilling  Machine 

The  Kingsbury  Manufacturing  Co.,  Keene,  N.  H„ 
has  made  further  developments  in  its  line  of  automatic 
sensitive  ball-bearing  drilling  machines.  The  recent  or 
No.  8  machine  embodies  a  fully  automatic  feed  and 
control  ver>'  similar  to  that  employed  on  the  machines 
described  on  page  1066,  Vol.  63.  and  on  page  1060,  Vol. 

64,  of  American  Maehinut.  Although  theHc  Intti-r 
machines  have  vertical  spindles,  the  No.  8  drilling  houd 
shown  in  Fig.  1  is  ordinarily  operated  with  the  spindle 
horizonUl.  The  principal  difference  between  the  recent 
model  of  the  device  and  the  No.  1  machine  previously 
described  is  that  a  cam  has  been  embodied  in  the  spindle 
controlling  mechanism  so  that  difllcult  drilling  Jobs  can 
be  more  effectively  handled. 

The  No.  8  drilling  head  has  a  capacity  for  drills  from 
No.  60  to  1  in.  in  diameter.  Its  operation  Is  as  Himple 
as  that  of  a  power  punch  press,  as  the  operator  merely 
places  the  work  in  position,  clamps  it,  and  then  presses 
the  trip  lever.  There  are  seven  ball  bearings  employed 
on  the  machine,  so  that  friction  is  reduced  as  much  as 

poaaible  to  make  the  machine  sensitive.  The  worm  em- 
ployed in  the  mechanism  is  of  hardened  steel,  and  the 

gear  of  phosphor  bronze. 
An  automatically  controlled  pressure  feed  system  is 
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employed  for  the  purpose  of  eliminating  drill  breakage. 
The  action  occurs  through  the  cam  and  the  friction 
rolls  or  gears  seen  on  the  side  of  the  device.  The 
driven  gear  is  mounted  on  a  lever  held  in  mesh  with 
the  friction  driving  roll  or  gear  by  an  adjustable  com- 

pression spring.  The  cam  is  cut  on  the  inside  of  this 
driven  gear.  The  follower  roller  is  mounted  on  a  gear 
segment  which  meshes  with  a  gear  segment  clamped  to 
the  feed  shaft.    The  arrangement  is  such  that  the  cam 

u 
FIG.   1— KINGSBURY  NO.    8  AUTOMATIC   DRILLING  HEAD 

is  revolved  by  the  friction  gears  and  feeds  the  spindle 
forward. 

When  the  forward  motion  is  resisted,  as  when  the 

drill  strikes  the  work,  the  follower  roller  is  held  momen- 
tarily and  the  rotation  of  the  gears  causes  the  cam  to 

climb  on  the  roller,  thereby  separating  the  friction 

gears,  and  permitting  slippage.  As  the  drill  pene- 
trates the  work  under  pressure,  the  follower  gives  way. 

bringing  the  friction  gears  into  contact  again  and  caus- 
ing the  cam  to  revolve  and  again  to  separate  the  gears 

when  further  resistance  is  met.  The  motion  is  claimed 
to  be  so  smooth  and  rapid  that  it  cannot  be  detected 
as  intermittent. 

The  standard  cam  employed  gives  a  stroke  of  1  in. 
to  the  spindle  with  a  maximum  feed  of  0.011  in.  per 
revolution.  Thus  the  drill  approaches  the  work  and 
breaks  through  at  a  comparatively  rapid  rate,  while 
the  actual  drilling  feed  depends  on  the  pressure  adjust- 

ment, the  hardness  of  the  work  and  the  condition  of  the 
drill.  Special  cams  can  be  used  with  one  or  two  reliefs 
to  permit  of  withdrawing  the  drill  during  the  operation, 
so  as  to  relieve  the  chips.  The  spindle  has  a  total 
adjustment  of  2  in.  besides  the  1  in.  travel.  It  can 
rotate  at  speeds  as  high  as  4,000  r.p.m. 
The  head  can  be  driven  by  either  a  countershaft 

or  motor,  i  hp.  being  usually  required.  The  spindle 
is  63  in.  above  the  base,  and  the  overall  height  of  the 
machine  is  9i  in.  The  length  of  the  head  when  the 
chuck  is  in  the  back  position  is  14  in.  The  width  is 
7  in.  and  the  net  weight  50  pounds. 

The  head  can  be  well  employed  in  multiple  for  per- 
forming the  same  operation  on  several  parts,  or  for 

performing  different  operations  on  the  same  part.  In 
this  way  a  semi-automatic  machine  for  large  produc- 

tion, such  as  when  drilling  oil  holes,  is  formed.  Fig.  2 
shows  a  iloor  type  of  machine  intended  for  cross  drilling 
and  burring  chuck  wrenches.  The  machine  is  equipped 
with  a  single  No.  8  head,  and  with  a  special  fixture 
which  automatically  clamps  each  wrench  and  then  re- 

moves the  burr  from  the  work. 

As  many  as  four  of  these  units  can  be  mounted  on  the 
table  if  the  production  desired  warrants  this  number. 
Thus  one  operator  could  care  for  all  of  them  and  the 
work  could  be  progressing  simultaneously  in  each.  It 
will  be  noted  that  three  small  motors  are  employed, 
one  for  driving  the  drill  spindles,  one  for  the  burring 
spindle  and  one  for  the  lubricating  pump.  The  three 
motors  are  connected  to  one  motor  starter  at  the  left 
of  the  frame.  Different  arrangements  of  the  work  head 
and  fixtures  can  be  furnished  to  suit  varying  require- 
ments. 

FIG.    2— KINGSBURY    AUTOMATIC    SENSITIVE 
DRILLING  MACHINE 

Sigourney  No.  0  High-Speed  Bench 
Drilling  Machine 

The  Sigourney  Tool  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn.,  has  brought 
out  a  drilling  machine,  designated  as  the  No.  0  high- 

speed, bench-type,  that  is  a  departure  in  many  respects 
from  the  regular  line  of  Sigourney  tools.  As  its  name 
indicates,  it  is  intended  for  bench  service  only,  and  is 
not  provided  with  a  column. 

The  machine  is  of  the  belt-driven  type  with  two 
countershafts  adjustably  mounted  upon  the  frame. 
Both  belts  are  endless;  the  tension  is  maintained  by 
moving  the  countershafts,  both  of  which  may  be 
adjusted  for  center  distance  by  turning  conveniently 
located  knurled-head  screws. 

"xhe  spindle,  which  is  hardened  and  ground,  is  entirely 
enclosed  and  runs  upon  Norma  ball  bearings.  There 
is  no  center  hole  in  the  spindle,  but  the  lower  end  of 
the  latter  is  fitted  to  the  taper  socket  of  a  No.  1  Jacobs 
drill  chuck  that  is  regularly  furnished  as  a  part  of 
th«  equipment.  This  chuck  has  a  capacity  ranging  from 
0  to  ttf-in.  diameter  drills. 

Both  countershafts   as  well  as   the  loose  pulley  are 
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I  B«»-Brixtit  ban  bMrings.  The  normal 
«r  Ck»  inl  alMfk  to  1.M0  r^pjo.,  and  from  this 
Mw  obbdaad  i^MI*  tpmdt  of  2.000.  4.000  and 

TW  MMhiBM  art  capable  of  much  hifher 

ria   1— AIUOCMXCT   NO    •  HEN<'H-Tri'B  HIUU-8PEKU 
DRIIJ.lNrS   MAf'HINE 

*.  which  may  be  obtained  by  increasing  the 
of  the  first  countershaft. 

The  Uhtstration  in  Fig.  1  showa  the  machine  ready  to 
mn.  aod  Pig.  2  ahowa  a  acction  through  the  spindle.    It 
wil  b*  DOted  that  the  driving  pulley  ia  mounted  in- 

of  the  apindle 
»»H  that  both  ails  of  bear 

logs  are  ladapandaotly  ad- 
i«aUbie  by  means  of  easily 
■oeBasibIs  ring  adjusting 
■Ota.  AH  baarings  are  stand- 

ard eoamarcial  ball  bear- 
iaga.  parts  for  which  may 
bo  procured  from  any  dealer 
la  this  class  of  matarial. 
TW  Ihitshad  sarfacc  of 

Um  tahla  ia  7|xS  in.  The 
hsMllsadiastabla  verticaily 
throagh  a  distance  of  21  in., 
and  the  maximum  height 
froM  UMe  to  chock  is  St  in. 
The  vertical  movement  of 

the  ipiadlo  Is  11  la.,  acta- 
alad  bjr  tha  aanal  rack  aod 
ptaioa  with  lever  bandit. 
The  machine  wID  drill  to  tha 
c«Bt«r  of  an  Sl-ln.  circle. 

A  ciaaop  atap  OB  the  pinion 
linits  the  wrtical 

of  the  spindle. 
this  atop  has  a  Icnurled 
adjoatneot  acrvw  and 

by  which  accurate 
for  Aipth  of  holt  ara  obtainable. 

a  htoch  apaoK  of  12x20  In. 
aad  the  net  weight  is  M)  lb.  Boxad  for  export  thr  gross 
wvifht  is  87  Ih.  aad  the  spaot  eorttpied  ia  4}  cubic  feet. 

no.  t—mmcrtos  tmkouom 
SPINUUt 

"Motorbloc"  Electrically  Operated 
Chain  Hoist 

An  electrically  operated  matvrial-handlinx  hoist, 

designated  as  the  "Motorbloc."  has  been  placed  on  the 
market  recently  by  the  Motorbloc  Corporation,  Summer- 
dale,  Philadelphia.  Pa.  The  device  is  intended  for  use  ia 
the  Aeld  of  operation  lying  between  that  of  the  stand- 

ard hand-operated  chain  hoist  and  that  of  the  traveling 
electric  hoist  which  requires  substantial  overhead  and 
electrical  installations.  The  hoist  is  readily  portable 
and  can  be  installed  wherever  electric  current  is  avail- 

able by  merely  attaching  it  to  a  convenient  lighting  or 
power  circuit 

The  Motorbloc  consists  of  a  standardised  steel  chain 

hoi!<t,  electrified  by  the  application  of  a  small  heavy-duty 
motor,  reduction  gearing  and  a  slip  friction  clutch,  all 
of  which  are  mounted  on  a  malleable-iron  supporting 
bracket  to  form  a  self-contained  electrifying  unit  to 
which  the  pendant  controller  is  attached.  Althousrh  the 
device  is  regularly  furnished  as  a  complete  hoisting 
outfit,  the  electrifying  unit  can  be  readily  applied  to 
standard  chain  hoists  already  in  service,  so  as  to  enable 
the  operation  of  hand 
hoists  by  electricity.  In 

the  accompanying  illus- 
tration the  unit  is  shown 

built  on  a  Franklin- 
Moore  all-steel  suspen- 

sion spur -geared  chain 
hoist.  For  occasional  use 

at  points  where  electric 
current  is  not  available, 
or  in  the  event  of  the 

temporary  failure  of  elec- 
tric power,  the  hand  chain 

can  be  quickly  applied, 
and  the  hoist  operated  as 
an  ordinary  chain  block. 

The  mechanism  is 
manufactured  for  use  on 

chain  hoists  having  ca- 
pacities from  1  to  10  tons. 

It  is  stated  to  be  rugged 
so  as  to  stand  up  under 
continued  service  such  as 
a  portable  apparatus  of 
this  nature  is  generally 
subjected  to.  However, 
care  has  been  exercised 
to  avoid  stressing  the 
chsin  hoist  mechanism 

beyond  the  loads  and 
speeds  for  which  it  was  proportioned  for  hand  operation. 
The  armature  shaft  and  worm  are  carried  In  heavy-duty 
ball  bearings  and  provision  is  made  for  adequate  auto- 

matic lubrication. 

The  pendant  controller  can  be  easily  operated  by  the 
fingers  of  one  hand,  leaving  the  other  hand  free  to  guide 
the  load.  By  this  arrangement,  one  man  can  easily 
handle  large  loads.  The  operation  of  the  mechanism  is 
safeguarded  by  the  use  of  a  ring-oiled  friction  clutch 
which  prevents  over-running.  At  the  same  time,  the 
mechanism  completely  protects  the  motor  from  overload 
without  the  necessity  for  an  electric  limit  switch.  The 
maker  stresses  such  features  as  the  compactness  and 
balance,  as  well  as  the  liKhtncKs  and  strength  of  the 
hoist.    The  weight  of  the  one-ton  size  is  148  pounds. 

"MOTORIU/Kr  BUgCTRIC 
CHAIN  HOIST 
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Garrett  "Millerette"  Milling  and  Multi- 
purpose Attachment 

The  Garrett  "Millerette"  or  multi-purpose  attachment 
for  lathes,  planers,  shapers  and  drilling  machines  has 
recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Production 
Machine  Tool  Co.,  629  East  Pearl  St.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 
This  device  is  built  in  three  sizes  for  lathes  from  12  to 
24  in.  swing. 

The  Millerette  can  be  employed  to  convert  a  lathe  to 
do  the  work  of  a  milling  machine  with  a  dividing  head. 
A  large  range  of  milling  can  be  done,  such  as  cutting 

FIG.    1— GARRETT    "MILLERETTE"    ON    LATHE 

gears,  both  spur  and  bevel,  surface  milling,  angle  cut- 
ting and  spline  and  keyway  cutting.  The  device  enables 

the  small  shop  to  do  many  classes  of  milling  machine 
work  on  the  lathe,  and  it  saves  setting-up  time  on  spe- 

cial and  single-piece  jobs  in  the  large  shop. 
The  attachment  fits  the  toolpost  slot  in  the  top  slide 

of  the  compound  rest  of  the  lathe,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1, 
and  can  be  as  quickly  clamped  in  position  as  the  toolpost 
itself.  The  lathe  supplies  the  power  and  carries  the 
cutter  on  an  arbor  between  centers.  It  also  furnishes 
both  longitudinal  and  cross  feeds.     In  addition  to  the 

movement  of  the  top  slide  and  compound  rest  of  the 
lathe,  the  down  slide  of  the  Millerette  can  be  operated 
by  a  convenient  handle.  The  device  can  be  set  at  any 
angle,  as  both  the  down  slide  and  index  head  turn  on  a 
sv/ivel. 

On  a  drilling  machine  the  "Millerette"  can  be  used  to 
accurately  space  the  holes  to  be  drilled  and  to  hold  work 
requiring  indexing.  On  planers  and  shapers  it  can  be 
used  as  a  dividing  head.  The  index  head  in  connection 
with  the  change  gears  furnished  can  be  quickly  set  up, 
as  only  two  gears  are  used  at  one  time.  The  index  plate 
shows  the  gears  to  be  used  and  the  required  number  of 
turns  of  the  index  handle  to  obtain  divisions  from  2  to 
360.  The  parts  of  the  device  are  illustrated  in  Fig.  2. 
Adaptability  in  operation  and  rigidity  of  construction 
are  claimed  for  the  attachment. 

Van  Keuren  Hardened  and  Lapped 
Steel  Surface  Plates 

The  Van  Keuren  Co.,  362  Cambridge  St.,  Boston  34, 
Mass.,  has  recently  added  to  its  line  of  measuring  tools 
various  sizes  of  hardened  steel  lapped  precision  surface 
plates.  The  accompanying  illustration  shows  the  highly 
finished  mirror-like  surface  on  a  plate  10  in.  in  diam- 

eter, the  reflections  of  the  tools  and  the  work  placed 
on  the  plate  being  very  evident.  The  plate  is  suitable 
for  general  use,  as  well  as  in  the  toolroom. 

The  lapped  steel  surface  plates  are  stated  to  have  a 

degree  of  precision  far  in  advance  of  hand-scraped  cast- 

KIG.  2— PAUTS  OF  "MILLERETTE"  ATTACIIMEXT 

VAN  KEUREN  LAPPED  STEEL  SURFACE  PLATES 

iron  surface  plates.  They  are  free  from  the  numerous 
hills  and  valleys  arising  from  hand  scraping.  They  are 
tested  for  planeness  during  manufacture  by  light  waves. 
The  plates  are  made  in  diameters  of  5,  8  and  10  in. 
They  are  furnished  with  two  handles  which  screw  into 
the  edges  of  the  plate.  A  wooden  box  is  furnished  to 
protect  the  surface  when  the  plate  is  not  in  use. 

For  such  work  as  the  inspection  of  small  parts  by 
passing  them  between  a  dial  gage  and  a  surface  plate, 
for  sine  bar  set-ups  and  for  measuring  work  where 
precision  gage  blocks  are  used,  the  lapped  surface  plates 

have  advantages  over  hand-sci-aped  surfaces.  Gage 
blocks  may  be  wrung  directly  on  the  surface  plate,  and 
the  hardened  ste.4  surface  wears  much  longer  than  the 
cast-iron  surface  on  the  usual  style  of  surface  plate. 
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*^a]r  PiHtoble  Ekctric  Drill  and 
Bench  Stand 

TV  A.  P.  Wajr  Co..  Hartford.  Coon.,  hu  just  placed 
Ml  tiM  ■■lilt  a  partahW  dwtrk  drill  to  be  used  in  con- 
—rtipa  witk  a  portaMs  staad  by  maans  of  which  th« 
laal  caa  ba  aoavartad  tato  a  bench  or  floor  drilling 
laachiae. 

Tbe  drill.  wkUk  la  a  eoaiplsCa  tool  without  the  stand. 
■Mjr  be  aaad  as  a  hand  tool  wherever  the  use  of  such  a 

Ml  la  raflrad.  TW  breaat-plste  and  handle  that  may 
ba  aan  la  tiM  apmmpaaying  illustration  at  the  foot  of 

ai«  instantly  attachable  to  the  drill  by  the 

"WAr*  IK>KTAULJC  URIIX  AMU  ITTANO 

ansa  *1tnion"  conpUnga  as  are  used  to  hold  a  drill  to 
tka  ataad.  No  tools  are  naaded  to  attach  or  detach  the 
MD  from  the  stand  and  place  the  handle  and  braaat- 
TlMa  in  poaftioiL 

The  srrew  feeding  rocchanism  is  sepsrate  from  both 
drfll  aad  ataad.  and  mmj  be  usad  as  Indicated  in  the  illuit- 
traUaa,  or  mv  be  left  attacbad  to  the  drill  and  atu-d  in 

with  an  "old  man"  in  restricted  space*  in- 
a  machine  in  process  of  constniction 

wbert  there  would  be  no  room  for  the  stand.  Because 
of  the  rigbt^nirle  mounting  of  the  hand  wheel,  the  feed 
may  be  oaed  in  very  close  quarters. 

Tba  aotor,  which  is  especially  built  for  this  tool.  \n 
of  Iha  BBlMrssI  type,  running  upon  either  direct  or 
aheraating  mrrent.  aad  can  be  furnished  for  110  or  220 
voMa.  The  motor  frame  and  casing  are  of  aluminum. 
Aa  aaiple  circulation  of  air  is  provided. 

poB  the  stand  the  maximum  distance 
to  tbe  baae  is  14  in.,  and  there  is  a  quick 

eartkal  adjostawnt  of  «  in.  The  machine  will  drill  to 
tfea  carter  of  a  10-in.  circle.  The  weight  of  the  corn- 

drill  and  ataad  to  approximately  116  lb.  and  tha 
of  tbe  drill  separately  is  21 1  lb.  The  capacity 

0t  Ika  cfeacfc  U  I  ia.  aad  the  motor  is  stated  to  have 
to  drfva  a  Mn.  drill  in  steel  without  over- 

Al  gaora  art  of  high-grade  steel  and  heat- 
Tba  boartaga  are  of  brontc. 

••Way"  Combination  Foot  and  Power 
Punch  Press 

The  accompanying  iilustrstion  shows  n  small  press 
that  by  the  changing  of  a  single  bolt,  an  operation  which 
can  be  performed  in  a  moment  with  no  other  tool  than 
a  screwdriver,  can  be  converted  into  either  a  foot  or 
power  press.  The  machine  has  recently  been  developed 
and  placed  on  the  market  by  the  A.  F.  Way  Co.,  Hnrt- 
ford.  Conn. 

As  a  foot  press  it  is  of  the  pendulum  type,  actuated 
by  a  swinging  foot-lever,  or  pendulum,  which  in 
permanently  attached  to  the  machine.  A  positive  stop 
limits  the  downward  movement  of  the  aam.  ChanKinK 
the  position  of  the  bolt  by  means  of  which  the  pendulum 
is  attached  to  the  upper  lever  converts  the  tool  into  a 
strongly  driven  power  press,  actuated  by  an  eccentric 
and  the  toggle  levers  at  the  rear.  The  change  can  be 
quickly  made  so  that  the  machine  can  be  utilized  in  the 
shop  for  two  classes  of  work. 

The  stroke  of  the  press  is  1  in.  A  2]  In.  square  hole 
through  the  bed  allows  for  the  paaaage  of  blanks 
through  the  dies.  A  surface  5  by  12  in.  ia  site  is  avail- 

able for  attaching  dies. 
The  vertical  adjustment  of  the  ram  is  by  means  of 

hardened  steel  packing  blocks  above  and  below  the 
rounded  end  of  the  actuating  lever,  behind  the  movable 
plate  to  be  seen  in  front  of  the  ram.  There  are  several 
of  these  blocks  of  different  thicknesses  so  that  they  may 
be  arranged  in  different  combinations  to  give  adjust- 

"WAY"  COMIilNATION  roOT  AND  POWKK  PKBSS 

ment  in  increments  of  A  in.  or  less  if  desired.     There 
are  no  screws  under  pressure  in  the  ram  movement, 

The  web  flywheel  is  12  in.  in  diameter,  for  a  21  in. 
belt,  and  weighs  approximately  66  lb.  The  clutch 
mechanism  is  actuated  by  the  pendulum,  which  in  chang- 

ing from  foot  to  power  operation  automatically  becomes 
tba  trip  lever  or  treadle.  An  adjustable  hrukc  stops  the 
praaa  in  the  up  position  upon  release  of  the  rlutrh.  A 
slotted  disk  at  the  end  of  the  shaft  provides  for  the 
attachment  of  roll  or  other  automatic  feeds.  The 

weight  of  the  press  is  826  pounds. 
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McCrosky  Improved  "Wizard"  Quick-Change 
Collet  Chuck 

The  McCrosky  Tool  Corporation,  Meadville,  Pa.,  has 

recently  brought  out  an  improved  style  of  its  "Wizard" 
quick-change  collet  chuck,  the  model 
being  simpler  and  sturdier  than  the 
original  one.  The  chuck  consists 
of  two  main  parts,  one  being  a 
driving  body  having  a  Morse  taper 
shank  to  fit  the  spindle  of  the  drill- 

ing machine,  and  the  other  being 
a  hardened  slotted  collar  to  hold 
the  collet  in  the  driving  body. 

The  accompanying  illustration,  in 
which  the  knurled  collar  is  broken 
away,  shows  the  bayonet  locking 
slots  in  the  collar  that  admit  the 
driving  lugs  of  the  collet.  The 
construction  permits  the  operator 
to  insert  or  release  the  collet  with 

one  hand  without  slowing  or  stop- 
ping the  machine.  Inserting  the 

tool  is  accomplished  by  merely  push- 
ing the  collet  up  into  the  revolving 

chuck,  where  the  automatic  latch 
instantly  locks  it. 

Releasing  the  tool  is  brought 
about  by  pressing  the  knurled  col- 

lar of  the  chuck  so  as  to  retard  it, 
which  action  permits  the  collet  to 

drop  into  the  operator's  hand.  The 
chuck  holds  the  same  sizes  and  styles  of  collets  that 
are  employed  with  the  former  model. 

reduces  the  waste  very  materially,  because  no  machining 
need  be  done  on  the  inside  and  outside  as  with  the 
ordinary  rough  tube,  and  in  general  less  waste  results 
when  cutting  bushings  whose  lengths  are  integers  of 
inches  from  a  13-in.  tube  than  from  a  12-in.  tube. 

JlcCROSKY 
IMPROVED 

"WIZARD" 
COLLET 
CHUCK 

I 
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Stewart  Bearing  Metal 

The  Stewart  Manufacturing  Corporation,  4535  Ful- 
lerton  Ave.,  Chicago,  111.,  has  announced  the  develop- 

ment of  metal  for  machine  bearing.*.  This  Stewart 
bearing  metal  is  an  inseparable  composition  of  copper 
and  lead  which  can  be  remelted  and  cast  any  number 
of  times  under  ordinary  foundry  conditions  without 
segregation.  The  metal  is  especially  adaptable  for  bear- 

ings where  lubrication  sometimes  fails.  Above  600  deg. 
F.  the  metal  sweats  lead  and  lubricates  itself,  and  1,700 
deg.  F.  is  the  melting  point. 

On  a  segregation  test,  the  metal  was  kept  in  a  molten 
state  8  hours,  cooled  overnight  and  remelted  in  the 
morning.  Three  samples  showed  variation  of  less  than 
li  per  cent  in  copper  content,  it  is  stated.  In  a  test 
where  a  lli-in.  shaft  was  run  at  a  speed  of  720  r.p.m. 
for  one  hour  without  any  lubrication  whatever,  the  tem- 

perature of  the  metal  was  raised  to  1,000  deg.  F.  with- 
out scoring  the  shaft.  Brasses  made  of  the  metal  are 

claimed  to  have  been  in  operation  for  three  months  in 
railroad  service,  where  the  ordinary  brasses  usually  last 
from  two  hours  to  two  weeks  of  service. 

Stewart  bearing  metal  is  made  in  four  degrees  of 
hardness,  to  suit  all  operations  and  requirements. 
Grades  B,  C,  D  and  E  vary  in  Brinell  hardness  from 
25  to  80,  the  latter  being  intended  for  heavy  service. 
Standard  bushings  of  the  metal  are  made  in  316  sizes, 
this  range  being  calculated  to  meet  nearly  all  ordinary 
requirements. 

The  metal  is  furnished  in  the  form  of  tubes,  which 
are  finished  all  over  and  made  in  13-in.  length  instead 
of  the  usual  12-in.  length.  It  is  claimed  that  this  method 

Forbes  &  Myers  Model  75  Electric 
Tool  Grinder 

Forbes  &  Myers,  172  Union  St.,  Worcester,  Mass., 
have  recently  placed  on  the  market  the  Model  75 
electric-driven  tool  grinder.  The  machine  is  similar 
in  all  respects  to  the  Model  76  machine  described  on 
page  980,  Vol.  56  of  American  Machinist,  except  for 
the  fact  that  it  is  intended  for  single-phase  current, 
while  the  Model  76  grinder  utilizes  multi-phase  current. 

The  chief  feature  in  the  design  of  the  grinder  is  that 
the  motor  has  all  the  windings  on  the  back  side,  and 
the  front  of  the  housing  is  flat.  Thus,  with  the  6-in. 
wheels  that  are  mounted  on  the  motor  shaft,  three- 
fourths  of  a  wheel  can  be  worn  away  before  the  face 
is  even  with  the  front  of  the  motor.  The  arrangement 
of  the  motor,  guards,  tool  rests,  ball  bearings  for  the 
spindle  and  such  points  is  the  same  as  previously  des- 

cribed for  the  Model  76  machine.  If  desired,  the 
machine  can  be  equipped  with  a  cord  and  plug  so  that 
it  can  be  operated  from  an  ordinary  lighting  socket. 

Two  Gentle  Reminders  for  Punctuality 
By  Frank  V.  Faulhaber 

The  plant  that  has  experienced  difficulty  in  getting 
its  employees  in  on  time  might  well  consider  the  ex- 

ample set  by  one  factory,  which  im.presses  the  impor- 
tance of  punctuality  upon  its  men  from  the  very  begin- 

ning of  their  employment.  In  the  first  pay  envelope  a 
man  receives  there  is  included  a  small  card,  with  the 

printed  motto:  "Punctuality  expresses  earnestness  of 
endeavor."  If  the  new  man's  time  card  has  indicated 
good  time,  there  is  added  the  encouragement  in  hand- 

writing, "Keep  it  up!" 
The  new  man  who  receives  such  encouragement  will 

usually  be  impelled  to  report  on  time  as  often  as  pos- 
sible, while  to  the  man  whose  card  signifies  he  is  some- 
what tardy  there  is  thus  provided  a  reminder  that 

cannot  but  help  get  in  its  good  work.  The  plant  keeps 

close  tab  on  the  men's  time  reports  and  it  has  found 
that  some  of  the  tardy  individuals  are  inclined  to  go 
out  later  than  the  others. 

The  executives  realize,  however,  that  it  is  wisest  to 
get  the  men  to  come  in  on  time,  to  go  out  on  time, 
and  thus  to  make  for  uninterrupted  production.  To 
those  employees  who  seem  to  err  there  are  given  cards, 

via  the  pay  envelope,  with  the  suggestion:  "A  few 
early  minutes  are  of  more  value  than  a  few  late  ones." 
These  two  enclosures  have  worked  wonders  for  the 
plant,  bringing  about  better  punctuality  and  willingly 
than  might  result  from  strict  rulings. 

There  is  an  additional  value  to  a  brief  notice  in  the 
pay  envelope.  It  indicates  to  a  man  that  he  is  a  unit 
of  notice  rather  than  an  overlooked  cog  in  the  plant. 
To  the  punctual  employee  it  offers  a  word  of  apprecia- 

tion, which  is  always  welcome.  The  tardy  employee 
cannot  fail  to  realize  that  there  is  a  warning,  however 
slight,  to  buck  up  on  time. 
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August  Implement  Exports 

Reach  U'lgh  Mark 
Exports  of  agricultural  implements 

from  the  United  States  durinv  the 
OKNith  of  August  were  valued  at 
|3,352,6&7.  This  is  tha  first  month  in 
which  exports  of  agricultural  imple- 
menU  have  reach<>d  the  $:<,000,000  mark 
since  July,  1921,  and  the  value  i.<i  the 
highest  figure  attained  since  April, 
1921,  in  which  month  the  exports  in  this 
line  amounted  to  a  value  of  |4,081,:t:<:). 
During  the  threa  succeeding  months, 
vix..   May,  June,   and   July,   1021,  ex- 

grts  of  implements  were  $3,275,126, ,262,641,  and  93,266,860,  respectively, 
t  la  no  caaa  did  th«y  equal  thoae  for 

August  of  this  year.  After  July,  1921, 
exports  of  agricultural  implements 

dropped  very  rapidly,  going  consider- ablv  oalow  $1,000,000  in  both  November 
and  December  of  that  year. 

Exporta  for  August,  1922,  exceed 
those  for  the  same  month  in  1021  by 
$1,294;2K8.  This  is  interesting,  not 
only  aa  showing  an  improvement  in  tho 
demand  for  American  implements 
abroad,  bat  also  because  it  is  the  first 
month  since  February,  1921,  when  the 
exporto  for  any  month  have  been 
greater  than  thoae  for  the  correspond- 

ing month  in  the  preceding  year. 

Estlionians  Interested  in 
American  Macliinery 

Consul  Albrecht,  Reval,  report*  to 
the  Department  of  Commerce  that  ma- 

chinery and  other  producta  obtoined 
from  Germany  at  present  are  reported 
as  being  very  fre<)uently  ot  inferior 
quality.  Furthermore,  it  is  stated  that 
no  aasurances  can  he  obtained  aa  to 
price  or  tinM  of  delivery  with  reference 
to  such  goods,  which  generally  are  re- 

ceived at  a  much  later  period  and  cost 
eoaaiderably  more  than  anticipated. 

Indications  are,  the  consul  says,  that 
American  manufacturers  might  do 
business  here  with  the  local  factories  if 
the  tatter  had  fuller  information  as  to 
their  prodacU,  prices,  terms  of  aala, 
and  time  raquirad  for  delivery. 

Excapt  for  one  wood-working  factory 
which  placed  importont  orders  for 

Aaterican  machinery-  as  a  raault  of  a buslneas  trip  of  their  rvpreaantotiva  In 
the  United  Butes,  it  is  baliavad  that 
none  of  th«  larger  factoriaa  have 
ordarad  any  machinery  from  America. 

Ten  Years'  Projfress 
in  ManaK<?ment 

As  a  part  of  the  pruKmin  of  "Man- 
agement Week"  the  American  Sot-iety of  Mechanical  Kngineers,  the  Society 

of  InduHtrial  Kngitiri'rH  and  the  Taylor 
Society  held  a  joint  nuH'ting  on  Oct.  17 
at  the  Engineering  Societies  Building. 
The  title  of  the  paper  for  the  evening 
was  "Ten  Years'  Progress  in  Manage- 

ment." It  was  received  with  a  great 
deal  uf  interenl  on  the  part  of  the  large 
gathering  and  Kcverul  engineers  of  note 
contributed  to  the  discussion. 
There  was  a  distinct  Amsricam 

Machinitt  flavor  to  the  meeting  inas- 
much aa  the  speaker,  L.  V.  Alford,  and 

the  presiding  officer,  Fred  J.  Miller, 
both  are  ex-editors  of  this  paper. 

The  object  of  Mr.  Alford's  Paper  was 
to  report  on  tbo  progress  of  manage- 

ment that  has  been  made  since  tha  re- 
port of  1912,  by  a  committee  on  tha 

sUte  of  the  art  of  industrial  managa- 
ment  at  that  lime. 
Among  thoMe  who  took  part  in  the 

discussion  were  Myron  H.  Clark,  of  the 
U.  S.  Rubber  Co.;  Frank  B.  Gilbreth. 
of  Frank  B.  Gilbreth,  Inc.;  John  H. 
Williams,  of  Dav  &  /immermann;  Prof. 
Jos.  W.  Roe,  New  York  University: 
and  C.  E.  Knoeppel,  of  C.  E.  Knocppel 
Co.,  Inc.  Professor  Roe  read  an  English 
paper  outlining  the  progreas  of  man- 

agement in  that  country  and  Mr. 
Knoeppel  read  abstracts  from  a  Ger- 

man paper,  showing  the  point  of  view 
of  the  Germans  in  regard  to  the  de- 

velopment of  management  in  that  coun- 
try and  in  the  United  SUtes. 

Dr.  Stratt'on  Elected to  Head  M.l.T. 
Dr.  Samuel  Wesley  Stratton,  for 

twenty-one  years  director  of  the  Bu- 
reau of  Standards  at  Washington,  was 

elected  president  of  the  Massachusetts 
Inntitute  of  Technology  last  week.  He 
will  assume  the  position  on  Jan.  1. 

Dr.  Stratton  was  born  in  Litchfield. 

ni.,  in  1861,  and  was  graduated  in  1884 
from  the  University  of  Illinois,  where 
he  later  become  professor  of  phyxicit 
and  electrical  engim-cring.  From  1892 
to  tool  he  was  with  thi-  physics  depart- 

ment of  the  Univernity  of  Chicago. 

♦   

Flinn  Heads  Engineers 
Flection  of  Alfred  D.  Flinn  as  Direc- 

tor of  the  Engineering  Foundation, 
which  is  fostering  organised  industrial 
research  on  a  nation-wide  scale,  was 
announced  last  week  by  Charles  P. 
Rand,  Chairman  of  the  foundation. 
Mr.  Flinn  is  the  first  incumbent  of  the 

new  post,  created  by  the  foundation's Governing  Board,  composed  of  the 
Four  Founder  .Societies  of  civil,  min- 

ing, mechanical  and  alectrical  engi- 
naers. 

Ha  lias  l>een  identified  with  municipal 
•ngfaiaering  enterprises  in  New  Yoil< 
and  Boaton  and  was  formerly  a  lec- 

turer in  Lawrence  Scientific  .Sihool  of 
Harvard  University. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Agriculture  and  Industry 

Based  on  Current  Developments 
By  THEODORE  H.  PRICE 

Editor,  Comm'rcF  and  Finance,  New  York 

(.Copyright,  Theodore  H.  Price  Publishing  Corporation.   16   Exchange  Place,  New  York) 

PRESIDENT  HARDING,  in  his  let- ter to  Representative  Mondell, 

published  last  week,  said  that  "the 
national  fiscal  policy  has  been  directed 
to  arrest  the  rapid  deflation  which  had 
set  in"  and  that  the  business  outlook  is 
brighter  "than  at  any  time  since  the 
mistaken  program  of  drastic  deflation 
was  adopted  by  those  then  in  control  of 

the  government." These  statements  read  in  connection 
with  the  reports  from  Washington  that 
the  President  will  not  reappoint  the 
man  who  was  at  the  head  of  the  Fed- 

eral Reserve  Board  when  the  "mistaken 
program  of  drastic  deflation  was 

adopted"  have  been  construed  to  mean that  the  Administration  will  not  for 
the  present  oppose  or  attempt  to  check 
the  credit  expansion  now  in  progress. 

The  logical  result  has  been  a  con- 
tinued advance  in  most  commodity  mar- 
kets. Wheat  is  now  about  15  cents 

above  the  lowest  price  recently  recorded. 
Cotton  has  risen  to  the  highest  figure 
of  the  year.  Rubber  has  sold  at  233 
cents,  which  is  nearly  10  cents  above 
the  value  when  I  first  called  attention 
to  its  subnormal  cheapness  in  these  let- 

ters. Sugar  is  up  half  a  cent  a  pound, 
with  every  prospect  of  advancing  fur- 

ther when  the  Cuban  loan  is  arranged. 
Wool  is  firm  and  higher  all  over  the 
world.  So  are  silk,  hides,  leather,  iron, 
steel,  tin,  tobacco  and  most  basic  com- 
modities. 

There  has  been  a  seasonal  slackening, 
in  the  demand  for  gasoline,  as  well  as 
for  lumber,  brick  and  other  building 

materials,  copper  still  reflects  Europe's 
inability  to  buy  freely  and  a  severe  de- 

cline threatens  a  heavily  overstocked 
egg  market,  but  these  are  the  only 
important  exceptions  to  an  upward 
tendency  that  is  noticeable  in  nearly 
every  department  of  domestic  trade. 
That  it  is  likely  to  continue  is  to  be 
inferred  from  the  fact  that  there  has 
been  no  anticipatory  buying  as  yet. 
Merchants  are  still  cautious.  Stocks 
are  light.  They  have  to  be  continually 
replenished  and  replacement  orders  are 
a  sustaining  and  stimulating  influence. 

But  notwithstanding  the  buoyancy  of 
the  commercial  markets  generally, 
bonds,  including  all  Libertys,  except  the 
3is,  are  lower  and  the  stock  market  has 
become  spotted  and  irregular  despite 
the  fact  that  the  500  million  Govern- 

ment bonds  offered  at  41  per  cent  were 
three  times  oversubscribed  and  the  con- 

tinued declaration  of  stock  dividends 
by  the  Standard  Oil  companies  and  sev- 

eral other  corporations  that  have  taken 
similar  action. 

The  money  market  meantime  con- 
tinues to  harden  and  the  gradual  ab- 

sorption of  floating  capital  is  indicated 
by  higher  rates  for  both  call  and  time 
loans. 

These  developments  all  reflect  what 
is  called  i.iflation  by  some  and  pros- 

perity  by   others,   but   whatever   it   is 

called  I  see  no  reason  to  change  my 
prognosis  of  last  week,  which  was  for 
a  further  and  extended  rise  in  com- 

modity prices  and  a  period  of  liquida- 
tion in  most  bonds  and  stocks  except 

those  of  the  railroad  companies  whose 
earnings  will  be  increased  by  the  activ- 

ity of  business. 
I  am  not  shaken  in  this  view  by  the 

factitious  activity  of  some  of  the 
highly  speculative  oil  stocks  and  I  am 
confirmed  in  it  by  Henry  Ford's  an- nouncement that  he  has  made  a  cut  of 
about  $50  in  the  price  of  all  his  cars. 
This  may  mean  a  war  in  the  automo- 

The  graphic  chart  of  busi- 
ness movement  appears  to 

indicate  that  a  critical  stage 
has  been  reached  in  the  recov- 

ery from  the  depression  of 
1920-1921.  Disturbing  factors 
are  beginning  to  appear. 
Rivalry  to  secure  labor  and 
materials  is  rapidly  bidding  up 
prices  on  commodities  and 
wages.  The  situation  calls  for 
clear  thinking  to  avoid  disas- 

ter. Distinction  must  be 
made  between  an  expansion 
resulting  from  steady,  healthy 

growth  and  that  sort  of  ex- 
pansion which  results  from 

temporary  hysteria  and  eager- 
ness to  reap  big  and  quick 

profits. 

bile  trade  that  only  the  fittest  will survive. 

The  automobile  securities  now  listed 
on  the  New  York  Stock  Exchange  and 
the  Curb  represent  values  that  run  into 
the  billions  and  any  serious  reduction 
in  the  profits  of  the  motor  trade  is  sure 
to  be  reflected  by  a  decline  in  the  motor 
stocks. 

The  incident  is  an  apt  illustration  of 
the  way  in  which  markets  that  are 
"over  bulled"  may  receive  a  blow  from 
an  unexpected  quarter. 

The  other  news  of  the  week  is  not 
especially  significant.  The  coal  problem 
is  being  well  handled.  Production  is 
large  and  the  distribution  is  being 
fairly  controlled.  An  acute  shortage 
anywhere  seems  unlikely,  but  economy 
and  forbearance  will  be  necessary.  The 
railway  congestion  is  unrelieved  and 
the  steel  industry  is  somewhat  ham- 

pered by  it. 
The  weekly  statement  of  the  Federal 

Reserve  System  shows  a  reduction  of  I 
of  one  per  cent  in  the  reserve  ratio, 
which  now  stands  at  75.2.  Rediscounts 
show  a  gain  of  824,000,000,  as  might 
have  been  expected  from  the  increased 
activity   at   rising   prices   in  the   com- 

modity markets.  The  gold  on  hand 
shows  a  reduction  of  $3,000,000,  which 
is  probably  due  to  the  efforts  that  are 

being  made  to  put  "yellow  backs"  into circulation. 
Great  Britain  has  paid  $50,000,000 

on  account  of  the  interest  due  on  her 
debt  to  our  Government. 

Secretary  Hoover's  speech  at  Toledo has  attracted  much  attention.  In  his 
opposition  to  the  suggestion  that  we 
should  forgive  any  substantial  portion 
of  the  debt  due  us  by  the  other  Allies 
it  is  assumed  that  he  spoke  for  the 
President. 
The  political  fight  in  which  Lloyd 

George  is  engaged  is  watched  with 
much  interest  here,  but  its  issue  is  not 
likely  to  have  any  immediate  effect  upon 
business  in  this  country. 

Economic  conditions  in  Europe  seem 
to  be  improved  and  sterling  exchange 
advanced  early  in  the  week,  although  it 
weakened  when  the  British  Cabinet  re- 

signed. Francs  are  lower  and  marks  show  no 
rallying  power  as  the  printing  press 
continues  to  turn  them  out  at  the  rate 
of  about  five  or  six  billion  a  day.  The 
total  amount  outstanding  Oct.  14  is  put 
at  375  billions,  but  the  figures  have 
ceased  to  be  significant.  It  is  reported 
that  the  German  government  will 
shortly  issue  gold  notes  or  certificates 
against  the  1,005,000,000  gold  marks 
held  by  the  Reichsbank  and  that  these 
will  be  used  to  buy  up  paper  marks  at 
about  present  prices. 

This  is  the  policy  followed  by  our  own 
United  States  government  during  the 
Civil  War  when  both  gold  and  paper 
money  were  in  circulation.  It  might 
work  if  Germany's  credit  was  good 
enough  to  enable  her  to  draw  additional 
gold,  but  1,005,000,000  marks,  equal  to 

only  about  $240,000,000,  won't  go  very far  and  it  is  to  be  feared  that  the  new 
currency  if  issued  will  be  hoarded  and 
soon  disappear. 

Conditions  in  Russia  are  rapidly 
mending  if  the  news  from  there  is  to  be 
credited,  and  in  the  Balkans  and  the 
nearer  East  there  is  an  unusual  ap- 

proach to  comparative  tranquility.  In 
Latin  America  also  the  outlook  seems 
to  be  improving  and  the  shares  of  the 
Argentine  railways  have  advanced  quite 
sharply  in  London  upon  the  prosperity 
reported  in  the  country  they  serve. 
A  higher  barometer  and  clearing 

weather  is  in  fact  reported  from  all 
over  the  world  and  for  the  present  at 
least  the  trade  winds  are  favorable  and 
it  seems  safe  to  carry  a  fair  spread  of 
canvas  in  foreign  as  well  as  domestic 
waters. 

Replies  received  from  a  questionnaire 
recently  sent  out  by  the  American 
Manufacturers  Export  Association  to  a 
large  number  of  firms  engaged  in 
foreign  trade  carry  a  distinct  note  of 
optimism,  and  indicate  a  general  in- 

crease in  the  size  and  number  of  orders 
from  abroad. 
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the  movement  is  the  center  of  con- 
siderable attention  and  no  little  con- 

cern. The  car  shorta^  for  tho  weekly 
period  which  b«Kan  on  August  23 

and  ended  on  Aumist  31  was 

rtjportcd  as  58^70  for  Amer- ican roads.  By  September 
30,  the  shortage  had  reuched 
138,170  cars.  The  averajro 
for  each  weekly  period  of 
September  amounts  to  about 
lOA.OOO  cars.  Car  aurplussRe 
shows  a  correspondinR  decline 
from  70,466  cars  on  Auku>1 
31  to  6,593  cars  on  September 
30,  an  averaee  for  the  month 
of  about  21,(H)0.  Cars  in  bad 
order  have  decreased.  On 
September  1,  the  total  freight 
cars  of  all  classes  reporteoin 
need  of  repairs  numbered 
321,674  or  14.1  per  cent  of 
the  total  on  line.  By  October 
1,  this  class  of  cars  had  fallen 
to  291,664  or  12.8  per  cent  of 
the  toUl. 

1 

The  agricultural  implement  industry 
■liowa  marked  improvement  with  an 
encouraKinK  export  demand.  Elec- 
trical  companiex  have,  within  the  past 
three  months,  booked  a  very  large  vol- 

ume of  business,  and  a  general  better- 
aMnt  ia  reported  in  other  iasuea. 

Railroad   rolliag  stock  condition  at 

Renerve  ratio  of  the  Fed- 
eral Reserve  system  for  the 

week  ending  October  18 
amounted  to  76.2  per  cent  at 
comnared  with  76.7  per  cent 
in  tne  week  previous.  The 
Bank  of  England  in  the  same 
period  reports  a  ratio  of  19.98 

per   cent,    19.97    per   cent   being   the 

year's  high  point 

American  foreign  trade  for  Septem- 
ber shows  exports  valued  at  $317,000,- 

000  aa  compared  with  August  of  $301,- 
804,618.  Imports  toUl  $2:i2.OO0,0O0  as 
against  August  toUl  of  $2Kl.4n.7or>. 
an  excess  of  exports  of  $Kri,0()0,000. 

Waartily   —»!■■»  W  rmr   i>»nas>.  Mirplaa  aa^   l>*4  »r4rT 
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leaa  <  a«.|  t'aat.  C'aai  Urn.  KIrr.i  Int.  Ilarv.i  Nat.  Araiai 
t'ad.  Typt.i   Wfat.  Elac.  a  Mfg.  C*.|   Worth,  ramp. 
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S.I.E.  Annual  Convention  ""'"^^'^ .  of  interesting  points  such  as     Implement  Makers  Discuss the   desirabihty  of  watching   the    kind  t»    •  j  «• 
Beginning  with  registration  on  Wed-  of  people  who  work  well  together.    One                  Railroad  Situation 

nesday  morning  October   18th,  the  So-  class  in  her  vicinity  is  very  rapid  but 
ciety  of  Industrial  Engineers,  at  its  not  quite  so  accurate  as  another  class  Enactment  of  a  law  placing  railroad 
ninth  Annual  Convention,  carried  which  is  less  speedy.  She  finds  good  employees  in  a  preferred  class,  with 
through  a  large  and  important  program  results  in  mixing  these  classes  in  dif-  wages  fixed  periodically  upon  a  slightly 
that  was  concluded  by  the  Friday  eve-  ferent  departments  rather  than  having  higher  basis  than  those  paid  in  other 
ning  meeting  devoted  to  the  subject  of  either  predominate  in  any  one  place,  industries,  but  predicating  the  passage 
materials  handling.  In  connection  In  the  same  way  great  care  should  be  of  such  a  measure  upon  making  rail- 
there  was  held  an  equipment  exhibition  taken  in  sending  workers  to  different  foad  strikes  a  fetony  and  upon  grant- 
at  which  machinery  of  various  types,  foremen.  Certain  kinds  of  foremen  get  ing  to  the  railroads  a  fixed  rate  of  r&- 
particularly  interesting  to  managers,  along  best  with  men  of  one  type,  other  turn  upon  their  property  values  were 
was  shown.  foremen  prefer  entirely  different  kinds  among  recommendations  for  a  possible 

Officers  elected  for  the  coming  year  of  men.     In  the  past  much  stress  has  solution    of    the    carriers'    difficulties, 
were:   President,  Joseph  W.  Roe,  head  been  laid  on  preventing  labor  turnover,  made  last  week   by  W.   H.   Stackhouse 
of  the  department  of  Industrial  Engi-  which  is  of  course  very  expensive.    And  of    Davenport,    Iowa,    speaking   at   the 
neering,   New  York   University;   treas-  yet   it  is   even   more   important  to   get  twenty-ninth  annual  convention  of  the 
urer,  F.  C.  Schwedtman,  vice-president,  the   different   people    sorted    into    their  National   Association   of   Farm    Equip- 
National    City    Bank,    and    George    C.  proper  jobs,  where  they  can  develop  if  ment  Manufacturers,  in  Chicago. 
Dent  to  the  office  of  secretary  and  busi-  possible   and  where  they  can   earn   the         "Such    a    measure    should   effectively 
ness  manager.  most  for  tiie  company  and   for  them-  protect  the  country  from  a  repetition  of 

The  subject  of  the  entire  convention  selves.  the  disastrous  strike  through  which  it 
was    "Economic    Industry — Fundamen-  Several  means  of  reducing  production  recently  passed,  and  usher  in  an  era  of 
tals     Necessary    to    Obtain     Maximum  costs  and  keeping  workers  content  were  comparative  tranquility  in  so  far  as  the 
Production    with    Minimum    Waste    of  described  by  Messrs.  J.  A.  Faust,  Wm.  nation's  railroad  transportation   indus- 
Effort  and  Cost."     The  individual  sub-  Geiger,  Chas.  Cheney  and  O.  L.   Prible  try  is  concerned,"  Mr.  Stackhouse  main- 
jects  taken  up  were:     Relation  of  Eco-  on    Thursday   afternoon.      Perhaps    the  tained,  especially  "if  employment  would 
nomica  to  Industry,  Economics  part  in  most   strongly    emphasized   factor   was  at  all  times  be  open  to  men  and  women 
the    Formation    of    a    Policy    of    Busi-  the  disastrous  effect  of  cutting  prices,  of   proper   qualifications,   regardless  of 
ness    Administration.      The    Economic  Discussion   on   this   point   brought   out  their  affiliation  or  non-affiliation   with 
Background   Necessary  for  a   Business  the  fact  that  the  sentiment  against  this  any  organization  whatever." 
Executive,    The    Relation    of    Fatigue  practice  was  unanimous.                                  Speaking   on    "Industrial    Freedom," 
Elimination    to    Other    Activities,    The  Frederick    E.    Rein    of    Philadelphia  he  referred  to  the  situations  in  the  coal 
Budget  and  the  Financial  Forecast,  The  speaking      of      the      measurement      of  and    railroad    industries,    pointing    out 
Importance  of  the  Elimination  of  Waste  management    showed   conclusively   how  the  peril   to   the   public   in  the   use  of 
to    the   Economic    Structure,   How   Can  measurement  was   accomplished   in  the  force  in  industrial  disputes  and  in  the 

We    Reduce    Production   Costs  ?      What  dairy    industry.      The    discussion    that  "dangerous  method  ef  securing  special 
Keeps  Workers  Contented  ?     The  Rela-  followed    indicated    that    there    is    con-  privilege  through  the  n>edium  of  group 
tion    of    the    Economists    to    Business,  siderable  hope  that  some  day  there  will  legislation,"  under  threats  of   political 
Finance  and  Industrial  Economics,  The  be  established  a  unit  which  will  permit  extinction. 
Measurement    of    Management,    Indus-  the  measurement  of  management,  and         The  address  of  Mr.  Stackhouse,  the 
trial  Accounting,  Reducing  Sales  Costs,  production    as    well,    in    all    industries,  keynote  speech  of  the  convention,  was 
The   Scientific    Selection  of   People   for  There    was    no    claim    made    that    any  received    enthusiastically    by    the    461 
Jobs,  Economic  Aspects  of  production,  such  unit  has  been  discovered  but  the  delegates  present  and  brought  to  a  close 
and  Materials  Handling.  conclusions     expressed     indicated     that  one  of  the  most  successful  conventions 

Tests    for    Applicants  many  are  thinking  along  that  line.     It  in  the  history  of  the  association. was   recognized  that  the   difficulties   of         Other   addresses   during  the  conven- 
The     Industrial     Relations     Division,  measuring  management  are  many  when  tion  were:  The  Transportation  Problem 

under    the    chairmanship    of    Earl     B.  compared  with  the  difficulties  of  measur-  of  1922,  by  C.  H.  Markham,  president, 
Morgan,   Manager   of  the   Employment  ing   the  accomplishments   of  individual  Illinois     Central     R.R.;     Our     Mutual 
and   Service  Department  of  the   Curtis  workers.     Suggestions  were  made  that  Problems,    by    R.    H.    Lathrop,    presi- 
Publishing  Cornpany,  had  an  extremely  it  would  be  advisable  to  give  more  at-  dent.    National    Federation    Implement 
interesting  session.    Mr.  Morgan  pointed  tention    to    the    measurement    of    the  Dealers'      Association;       Rotation      in 
out    the    value    of    having    a    pleasant  efficiency    of    supervision    and    indirect  Trade,    by     Guy     H.     Hall,    Chicago; 
stage    setting    for    interviewing    appli-  labor.  European    Conditions,   by   G.    A.    Rani 
cants    for   positions.      By   putting   the  At    the     Friday    afternoon     session  ney.  International  Harvester  Co.;  The 
prospective  employee  at  ease  and  treat-  Ernest  F.  DuBrul,  General  Manager  of  Present  and   Future  of  the  Implement 
ing  them  courteously,  you  can  find  out  the    National    Machine    Tool    Builders'  Industry,  by  F.  R.  Todd,  vice-president, much  more  readily  if  they  are  the  kind  Association,  gave  one  of  his  clear  ex-  Deere    &   Co.;    Depreciation,   by    T.    f! 
you  can  use  to  best  advantage.     Many  positions   of   economic   fact  and   theory  Wharton,  Deere  &  Co.;  The' Implement a  concern   makes   innumerable   enemies  which    have    made    him    so    popular    a  Trade    Press,   by   L.    C.    Pryor,   editor 
by  ill  treating  applicants  for  positions  convention      speaker.        Among      other  Farm  Implements  ayid  Tractors;   Sim- 
and  this  frequently  reflects  on  the  busi-  things    he    brought    out    the    difference  plified    Practice   in   the   Implement   In- 
ness    in    unexpected    ways.      Courteous  between     the    demand    catered    to     by  dustry,  by  Wm.  A.  Durgin,  Department 
treatment  on  the  other  hand  makes   a  manufacturers  of  consumer  goods   and  of  Commerce;  The  Dealer  as  an  Asset 
friend    of   the    applicant   even    if   there  that    supplied    by    makers   of   producer  j^y  Grant   Wright,   Eastern   Federation 
is    no   position    for    them.      And    firms  goods   such   as   machinery.      The    other  of    Implement    Dealers-    and     Agricul- 
with   the   reputation   of  fair  treatment  speaker     was     Dr.     Arthur     J.     Todd,  tural  Conditions  in  America  Today   by 
get   the    best   employees,    for   the   best  Director  of  Labor,  B.  Kuppenheimer  &  James  R.  Howard    president  of  Am'eri- employees    pick   employers    as   well    as  Company,     Chicago    whose    topic    was  pg^  Farm  Bureau  Federation 
eniployers   picking   the   employees.  "The  Industrial  Age."                                         Oflicers  elected  for  the  ensuing  year Mr.  Morgan  is  much  more  impressed    ,    were:    President,    J.    B.    Bartholomew, 
TvilPT  ̂''^    *lf     i  ̂̂ "  with  written  ̂       l?,Vhar»l<«  Tniiiig-iirfifpH  president,  Avery  Co.,  Peoria,  111.,  and examinations      Standard  questions  are  UT.  KlcnarQS  inaUgUraiCQ  p    r    ̂ odd,  vice-president  of  Deere  & 

ZZlwZe'  w^ortt"ffe"'uently '  pl^s  President  of  Lehigh  Co..  was  elected  executive  chairn^an. 
such    tests    higher    than    the   men    you  Before  an  audience  of  delegates  from                                  •   
want.     He   also    decried   the   idea    that  other  colleges,   alumni   and  undergrad-          Antrncf  VlaMwif-ii  Vvnn.via 
there  should  not  be  honest  and  healthy  uates  of  Lehigh  and  friends  of  the  Uni-         -fiUSUsi  iZiieciriCdl  CiXpOFlb 
competition   for   employees    as   well    as  versity    which     crowded     the     spacious                 Show  SHffht  DeHinP 
for  business.     If  a  man  is  worth  more  Packer   Memorial   Chapel,    Dr.    Charles  ^                               *        ̂ »-vi«iic 
to   you    than   his    present    employer    is  Russ  Richards,  former  Dean  of  the  Col-         Shipments    of    electrical     equipment 
paying  him,  both  you  and  the  man  have  lege  of  Engineering  of  the   University  from  the  United  States  during  August 

*  ?/f-     *^''  '"'S^''  to  get  together.  of   Illinois,   was   inaugurated    president  show  a  slight  decline  as  compared  with Miss     Louise     Moore,     Employment  of  Lehigh  University,    at    its    annual  the  previous  two  months,  the  decrease 
Director  for  the   Dutchess    Mfg.    Com-  Founder's     Day     celebration     held     in  from    the    July    total    being    approxi- pany  of  Poughkeepsie,   brought  out  a  Bethlehem,    Saturday,  October   14.  mately  $300,000. 
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w.    B*  Ai  liinly  Oct.  Kbut 
4wB   aflar   piwiiling   m    ti»«t- ■ttiM  AaM.  A«Mi»roaUM 

la  CtiicM*  la  >M>  He  «t- 
tiM  pabUe  aelM^  until  k*  waa 

to  work  for  the  ChK 

caco  Stuspiac  Co.  as  m  di«  aetter.  Pol- 
liwlt  tto  awtal  aUaiplac  baalnaaa  be 
kacMM  toranaa  of  the  prtas  and 

■tafn|>in|c  room  of  the  Crarin  Manufac- 
tunnc  Co.  at  tbe  agt  of  17,  aft«r  which 
h«  tarecd  bis  attention  to  lathe  work, 
flniabinc  the  dia  and  tool  maliinK  trad* 
vImri  ha  was  tl.  From  there  he  want 
to  Norton  Brothers  which  afterward 

Um  AoMTicaa  Can  Co.,  as  di« 

dto  IHmI*  tiMfw  Co..  a  BMOtbar  of 
Ik*  fsrirty  «f  AotoMolhra  Enciaatri. 

Atfclatic  Ch^  tht  (Mi  Park 
i4  umaiif  of  tlw  Bntt«ffl«ld 
CMb  of  Oak  Park.    Ha  will  be 

grmOr  itisil  for  bo  was  ahrajra  aa 
mtii^  ̂ rtiripaat  at  all 

Alabama  Pig  Iron  Output 
Reaches  Record 

Pic  iron  production  in  the  Alaliama 
diatnct,  the  Southern  Metal  Trade*  As- 
■eriatiwi  advises,  is  now  on  a  hanis  of 
aboat  tMMO  tons  per  month,  the 
hiirbest  point  in  more  than  two  years. 
It  has  increased  steadily  from  month  to 
month  aince  the  first  of  the  year,  and 
Octobar  melt  will  be  the  binest  month 
of  IMt  to  date.  The  uutluuk  for  192.^— 

the  early  part  of  it  at  least— is  the 
briirhteet  since  the  inflation  period  im- 
ntediately  followinK  the  World  War 
when   production    was    at    the   hiirhest 
Ptint  in  history  all  over  the  South, 
urnace  companies  are  well  sold  ahead 

and  orders  for  earlv  1023  delivery  are 
hemic  received  in  far  irreater  volume 
than  up  to  this  time  in  1920  or  li)2I. 

Prices  also  are  continuinK  to  climb 
steadily,  some  chanice  havinic  been 
noted  each  week  for  the  past  two 
months.  Quotations  are  at  $30  per  ton 
for  No.  2  foundry  iron,  thouKit  it  is 
being  purchaaed  by  the  regular  buyers 
at  around  $28.50.  Quit*  a  few  aales  at 
thcee  prices  have  been  made  for  1983 
delivery.  No  decline  in  prices  is  looked 
for  In  the  immediate  future. 

The  association  alao  advises  that  iron 
and  steel  conditions  ara  now  cenerally 
better  over  the  entire  South  than  they 
have  been  in  the  past  two  and  a  half 
or  three  years,  with  the  outlook  Kiving 
promise  of  littS  aa  a  normal  year.  Fur- 

naces are  operating  steadily  outside  the 
Alabama  district  with  plenty  of  busi- 

ness to  insure  a  steady  activity. 
Export  business  in  iron  and  steel 

products  out  of  southeastern  ports  also 
has  bc«n  picking  up  coniiiderahly  of 
late,  and  a  considerable  tonnage  of  mis- 
cellsneoiu  products  is  going  to  Latin- 
America  and  to  far  eastern  countries, 
principally  machinery  of  various  types. 

Business  Items II 

la  in?  and  IMS  be  was  superin- 
taa4aat  of  the  Cragin  Manufacturing 
Ca.,  IWTJiia  there  to  take  charge  of  the 
awcfeiae  ■lap  of  the  American  Can 
CaasaayvMre  he  remained  until  1893. 
Ba  OMii  baeaaw  a  daaigner  and  builder 
a(  apoelal  macbtaary  for  the  Fisher 
Maaafactariag  Co..  but  the  same  year, 
lan.  aatared  a  eartnership  with  D.  O. 
Jmmm  to  manuiactore  cut  gears.  A 
iBsastrous  Are  wiped  out  everything  but 
the  good  win  the  next  year  and  he  then 
organised  the  Peote  Broa.  Gear  and 
M&cMae  Co.  The  boUdiac  of  that  or- 

fran  a  heap  of  aahaa  to  a 
dollar  eoaeara  was  an 

St  of  which  Mr.  Poote  was 
tarflf  proad.  and  sUnds  today  as  a 
tttiac  aMmaasat  to  bis  genius. 

Ever  afaMa  the  organisation  of  the 
AawrVaa  Gear  Manufacturers  Aasoda- 
tien.  Mr.  Poate  was  active  in  its  be- 

half, bein*  a  Erector  at  the  tfaaa  of  his 
Hla  last  wTk  for  the  aaaocia- 
I  the  preparauon  of  a  report  on 

which  he  was  deeply 
la  addition  to  bia  gear  in- 

he  was  alao  a  director  in  the 

intoa  BpMer  Weh  R*-Enfort«d  Con- 
gfatotniwL  Pnaldaat  and  Director  of 

Goodson  Sees  Great 

Opportunity  Abroad 
B.  F.  Goo<liu>n,  president  of  the 

American  Equipment  Co.,  Detroit, 
Michigan,  who  recently  returned  from 
a  tour  through  England  and  France, 
says  that  the  industrial  conditions 
there  are  in  such  a  state  that  the  manu- 

facturers of  the  United  States  have  an 
exceptional  opportunity  for  capturing 
the  foreign  trade.  He  state*  that  the 
labor  element,  which  is  verv  strong, 
has  secured  the  passage  of  laws  that 
provide  for  the  payment  of  a  weeklv 
stipend  to  unemployed  workmen,  with 
the  result  that  many  of  them  only  per- 

form enough  labor  to  retain  their  mem- 
bership In  the  unions.  Industry  is  prsc- 

tically  paralyzed  and  conditions  are 
growing  worse  instead  of  better.  Mr. 
Goodaon's  statements  are  based  on  a 
studv  of  conditions  in  the  districts  of 
Ixmdon,  ManchesUr,  Birmingham  and 
Paris,  in  each  of  which  he  spent  some 
time. 

Mr.  Goodson  also  says  that  the  0«r> 
man  machine  tool  manufacturers  are 
selling  on  terms  of  one-third  c.o.d.  and 
the  balance  to  be  paid  in  small  pay- 

ments extending  over  a  period  of  two 
yean.  This  is  their  bait  to  the  South 
Anterican  countries  and  with  which 
they  rspect  to  win  trade  away  from 
the  Uaitsd  SUtea.  Their  prices  are 
much  lower  than  American  prices  and 
they  ara  copying  everything  of  value. 

The  Skelton  Shovel  Ca,  Inc.,  Dun- 
kirk, N.  Y.,  is  building  a  factory  in 

that  place  to  manufacture  a  complete 
line  of  solid  shank  one-piece  ahovels 
and  expects  to  be  in  production  by 
February,  1923. 

The  Travlor  Engineering  and  Manu- 
facturing Co.,  Allentown,  Pa.,  has  en- 

larged its  plant  in  that  city  for  the 

purpose  of  consolidating  its  truck  and 
spring  businees. 
The  Peerless  Machine  Co..  Racine, 

Wis.,  has  moved  into  new  and  larger 
quarters  at  14th  and  Clark  Streets,  that 
city,  in  order  to  accommodate  the  ex- 

pansion resulting  from  the  salea  of  its 
universal  shaping  saw. 
The  Clayton  Manufacturing  Co.. 

Bristol,  Conn.,  manufacturer  of  steel 
nheam,  etc..  has  recently  increased  the 
<  npitsl  xtock  of  the  concern  from  f  100,- 
000  to  |1!>0,000. 

The  Fisher  Body  Corporation  will  be- 
gin work  in  Janesville,  Wis.,  on  a  build- 
ing containing  96,000  square  feet  of 

floor  space,  for  the  construction  of  from 
100  to  150  bodies  daily. 
The  U.  S.  Government  will  construct 

at  IlulMiken  the  largest  pier  at  any  port 
in  the  Unitt'd  States  for  the  accommo- 

dation of  the  giant  liner  Leviathan. 
The  Chevrolet  Motors  Co.  will  erect 

a  one-story  building  at  JancHville,  Wis., 
for  the  assembly  of  its  cars,  the  plant 
to  he  500  by  125. 

The  Atlantic  Coast  Line  Railway  has 
awarded  contracts  for  double-tracking 
from  Bennett,  S.  C,  to  Doctortown,  Ga, 
The  company  placed  an  order  for 
30,000  tons  of  steel  rails. 

Pollard  Bros.,  Chicago,  manufacturer 
of  steel  bench  legs,  benches  of  all  kinds, 
bar  stock  racks,  lawn  and  porch  furni- 

ture, have  outgrown  their  present 
quarters  and  are  moving  to  larger 
<iunrtern.  Their  new  address  will  be 
:i070  Milwaukee  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 
The  Westinghouse  Electric  and 

Msnufacturing  Co.  announces  the 
transfer  of  the  Krantz  works,  Brook- 

lyn, N.  Y.,  to  Mansfield.  Ohio. 

The  Ford  Motor  Co.'s  new  Green 
Island  plant,  according  to  an  announce- 

ment from  Albany,  New  York,  is  ex- 
pected to  be  completed  during  October 

and  ready  for  the  installation  of machinery. 

The  Bethlehem  Steel  Corporation 
will  spend  immediately  |16,000,000  on 
its  newly  acquired  Lackawanna  Steel 
Co.  plant  in  Buffalo. 

The  Mark  Trucks,  Inc.,  for  the  third 
quarter  of  the  current  year  will  show 
net  earnings  of  $1,316,633  after  Uxea 
and  charges,  or  $3.04  per  share  on  the 
common  stock  after  preferred  divi> dends. 

The  Automatic  and  Electric  Fur- 
naces, Ltd.,  London,  England,  an- 
nounces that  owing  to  the  incrcanc-d  de- 

mand for  the  WUd-Barfleld  Electric 

Hardening  fumacot,  it  has  been  com- 
pelled to  seek  larger  quarters  and  on 

and  after  Oct.  1,  the  company's  new  ad- dress will  be:  Automatic  and  Electric 
Furnaces,  LUl.,  Elecfum  Works.  17.1- 
176,  Farringdon  Road,  I.^ndon,  E.  C  1. 

The  American  Locomotive  Co.  Is  plan- 
ning the  erection   at  its   Schenectady 
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plant  a  large  shop  for  the  eonstruction 
of  mechanical  parts  of  locomotives  and 
for  packing  engines  for  foreign  ship- 
ment. 
The  Central  Foundry  Co.  plant  at 

Holt,  Ala.,  known  as  Plant  No.  3,  was 
damaged  by  fire  this  month,  the  loss 
amounting  to  more  than  $50,000,  largely 
covered  by  insurance. 

The  Fleming  Machine  Co.,  Spring- 
field, Mass.,  is  increasing  the  produc- 

tion of  its  new  valve  grinder,  which  is 
equipped  with  two  motors,  with  size  re- 

duced to  two  square  feet  and  weight  to 
100  pounds.  The  output  is  about  to  be 
increased  to  ten  a  day.  Sales  agencies 
are  being  appointed  in  every  state  and 
numerous  foreign  countries. 

The  Spartan  Saw  Works,  Springfield, 
Mass.,  has  filed  plans  for  a  new  factory 
building  in  Fisk  Avenue,  to  cost  $14,000. 

The  Gilbert  &  Barker  Manufactur- 
ing Co.,  West  Springfield,  Mass.,  con- 

tinues to  operate  three  eight-hour 
shifts  a  day,  including  Sunday,  in  all 
departments,  and  it  is  stated  that  or- 

ders are  sufficient  to  assure  this  plan 
of  operation  for  the  rest  of  the  year. 

The  L.  S.  Starrett  Co.,  Athol,  Mass., 
having  sold  the  bulk  of  stocks  accumu- 

lated at  the  beginning  of  the  dull  sea- 
son, has  advanced  its  production  sched- 

ule to  four  days  a  week,  this  applying 
to  all  departments  except  the  hack  saw 
works,  which  run  on  full  time. 

The  New  Home  Sewing  Machine, 
Orange,  Mass.,  has  posted  a  notice  of 
an  increase  in  wages  averaging  about 
10  per  cent  in  the  various  departments. 
The  Southern  Sheet  Metal  Co.,  or- 

ganized recently  with  W.  M.  Blacker 
as  president,  is  planning  the  establish- 

ment at  Chattanooga,  Tenn.,  of  a  steel 
mill  consisting  of  an  eight  sheet  plant, 
and  three  sixty  ton  open  hearth  fur- 

naces. The  estimated  minimum  capacity 
of  the  plant  will  be  55,000  tons  per 
year.  The  company  will  be  capitalized 
at  $1,100,000,  and  W.  J.  Lynch,  vice- 
president,  is  now  in  Chattanooga  con- 

ferring with  capitalists  relative  to  the 
establishment  of  the  plant. 

The  National  Cast  Iron  Pipe  Co.,  of 
Tarrant  City,  Ala.,  plans  to  remodel 
and  enlarge  its  plant,  the  work  to  be 
carried  out  within  the  next  few  weeks. 
Considerable  new  machinery  is  to  be 
installed  in  the  shops. 

The  BrowTi  Instrument  Co.,  manufac- 
turers of  pyrometers  and  other  record- 

ing devices  used  in  industrial  plants, 
announces  that  a  southern  district  oflSce 
has  been  es.tablished  at  Birmingham, 
Ala.  The  Birmingham  office  is  in  the 
Brown-Marx  building,  the  district  being under  the  management  of  Charles  L. 
Saunders.  An  ample  stock  will  be  car- 

ried at  Birmingham  to  supply  the  com- 
pany's trade  in  the  southern  territory. 

The  Roane  Iron  Co.,  of  Rockwood, 
Tenn.,  a  few  days  ago  suffered  a  loss 
of  more  than  $100,000,  when  fire  of 
unknown  origin  swept  the  plant  The 
loss  was  largely  covered  by  insurance 
and  the  destroyed  unit  probably  will  be 
rebuilt  before  the  end  of  the  year. 
The  Precision  and  Thread  Grinder 

Manufacturing  Co.,  1  South  Twenty- 
fir.st  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  manufac- 

turer of  the  multi-graduated  precision 
grinder,  thread  lead  variators  and  per- 

manent alignment  wheel  trueing  heads, 
which  was  recently  acquired  by  A.  T. 
Doud,  president  of   the  company,   an- 

nounces the  appointment  of  William  H. 
Frick  as  chief  engineer  in  charge  of 
engineering,  development  and  service 
departments^  D.  F.  Bruce,  formerly 
with  the  McCambridge  Co.,  as  superin- 

tendent, has  been  appointed  super- 
intendent in  charge  of  manufacturing 

and  production. 
The  General  Electric  Co.  for  the 

three  months  ending  Sept.  30  reports 
that  orders  have  been  42  per  cent 
greater  than  for  the  corresponding 
three  months  in  1921,  according  to  a 
statement  to  the  stockholders  made  pub- 

lic by  Gerard  Swope,  president. 

The  Pittsburgh  Steel  Co.  and  sub- 
sidiary companies  for  the  fiscal  year 

ended  June  30,  1922,  shows  in  its  re- 
port a  net  income  for  the  year  of 

$861,833.28,  after  charging  off  for  de- 
preciation and  depletion  $866,000,  re- 

duction of  inventory  values  $65,000  and 
including  in  operating  costs  $1,547,000 
for  maintenance,  repairs  and  replace- 
ments. 
The  Moon  Motor  Car  Co.  has  de- 

clared a  quarterly  dividend  of  25  cents 
per  share  on  its  common  stock  pay- 

able Nov.  1. 

The  Austin- Western  Road  Machinery 
Co.,  Chicago,  has  absorbed  the  Wilson 
Tractor  Manufacturing  Co.,  Ottumwa, Iowa. 

The  General  Piston  Ring  Co.,  In- 
dianapolis, Ind.,  is  the  new  name  for 

the  company  formerly  known  as  the 
Teetor  Manufacturing  Co. 

The  Hillman-Ayers  Manufacturing 
Co.  has  been  incorporated  in  Kansas 
City,  Mo.,  with  a  capital  of  $5,000,  to 
manufacture,  deal  in  and  with,  gas  gen- 

erating oil  burners  of  every  descrip- 
tion, furnaces,  heaters,  parts,  devices, 

accessories,  machinery,  tools,  ap- 
paratus, novelties,  metal  products, 

fabricated  goods,  materials  and  fuel. 
The  incorporators  are:  J.  P.  Hillman, 
W.  B.  Laughlin,  A.  A.  Hillman,  all  of 
Kansas  City. 

The  Allis  Chalmers  Manufacturing 
Co.  has  declared  its  regular  quarterly 
dividend  of  1  per  cent  on  the  common 
stock,  payable  Nov.   1. 

The  Binghamton  Foundry  and  Ma- 
chine Co.,  Binghamton,  N.  Y.,  is 

the  name  of  the  new  company  result- 
ing from  a  merger  of  the  Shapley  & 

Wells  foundry  and  the  plant  of  McGill 
&  Holford,  both  of  that  city.  The  new 
company  has  a  capitalization  of 

$250,000. 
The  Hupp  Motor  Car  Corporation 

has  declared  its  regular  quarterly 
dividend  of  2i  per  cent  on  the  common 
stock  payable  Nov.  1. 

The  Bridgeport  Motor  Co.,  Inc.,  man- 
ufacturer of  marine  motors  and  reduc- 

tion gear  equipment,  etc.,  Bridgeport, 
Conn.,  has  recently  been  reorganized. 
Henry  H.  Brautigan,  general  manager 
of  the  factory  since  1900,  has  been 
made  president  and  general  manager 
of  the  new  concern,  and  R.  S.  Hanover, 
of  New  York  City,  has  been  chosen  sec- 

retary. Thp  i.ew  company  will  have 
a  capital  stock  of  $100,000,  and  one  of 

the  new  policy  features  wi,".  be  the standardization  of  its  product. 

The  Republic  Iron  and  Steel  Co.  re- 
ports for  the  quarter  ended  Sept.  30,  a 

deficit  of  $138,676,  after  taxes  and 
charges.  This  compares  with  net 
profits  of  $86,382  in  the  previous  quar- 

ter and  a  deficit  of  $1,398,410  in  the 

third  quarter  of  1921.  Unfilled  orders 
on  hand  as  of  Sept.  30,  of  finished  and 
semi-finished  products  totaled  199,431 
tons,  against  196,886  tons  on  June  30, 
and  69,577  tons  on  Sept.  30,  1921. 

R.  G.  Haskins  Co.,  manufacturer  of 
flexible  shaft  equipment  and  portable 
tools,  will  move  into  larger  quarters 
November  1  at  516  W.  Monroe  St, 
Chicago,  111.,  which  will  give  them  in- 

creased store  space  for  the  display  and 
demonstration  of  their  machines  as 

well  as  larger  facilities  for  handling^ 
the  routine  of  their  business.  A  dis- 

play room  will  be  maintained  where 
machines  can  be  tested  out  on  a  great 
variety  of  actual  operations. 

The  Western  Iron  Stores  Co.,  Mil- 
waukee, Wis.,  of  which  John  Camm  is 

president  and  general  manager,  is  mak- 
ing extensive  alterations  and  improve- 

ments to  afford  display  facilities  for 
greatly  increased  exhibit  of  machine 
tools  and  shop  supplies. 
American  Radiator  Co.  has  declared 

an  extra  dividend  of  50  per  cent  in  com- 
mon stock  on  the  common  stock  pay- 
able Dec.  30,  to  stock  of  record Dec.  15. 

The  Auburn  Brass  Foundry,  Cranston, 
R.  I.,  has  recently  been  established  by 
Axel  W.  and  William  Bergman,  at  258 
Wellington  Ave.,  Cranston,  to  engage 
in  the  brass  founders  business. 
The  Connecticut  Industries  Co., 

Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has  recently  been 
incorporated  under  the  laws  of  Con- 

necticut, to  engage  in  the  general  man- 
ufacturing business,  etc.,  with  a  capital 

stock  of  $100,000.  The  incorporators 
include  Edward  J.  Kelly,  Fairfield, 
Conn.;  C.  H.  Sheehan,  Bridgeport;  and 
David  S.  Day,  886  Main  Street,  Bridge- 

port 

The  Union  Plane  Co.,  New  Britain, 
Conn.,  has  recently  been  incorporated 
under  the  laws  of  Connecticut,  to  man- 

ufacture and  deal  in  planes,  tools,  hard- 
ware, etc.  The  capital  stock  is  $50,000, 

and  the  incorporators  are:  A.  F.  Corbin, 
99  Vine  St.;  H.  H.  Wheeler,  28  Forest 
St.;  and  C.  S.  Newman;  all  of-  New 
Britain.  Officers  chosen  are:  president, 
A.  F.  Corbin;  vice-president,  C.  S. 
Newman;  secretary  and  treasurer,  H. 
H.  Wheeler. 

The  French  Manufacturing  Co.,  man- 
ufacturer of  small  tubing,  etc..  Water- 

bury,  Conn.,  during  the  past  week  filed 
a  certificate  with  the  Secretary  of  the 
State  of  Connecticut,  increasing  the 
capital  stock  rf  the  concern  from  $100,- 
000  to  $400,000,  issuing  3,000  additional 
shares  at  $100  par  value. 

W.  A.  CREIDB31  has  recently  become 
affiliated  with  the  Federal  Machinery 
Sales  Co.,  Chicago,  and  will  cover  the 
Milwaukee  territory. 

Frank  Frisch  has  taken  over  the  Mil- 
waukee and  Wisconsin  territory,  in  ad- 

dition to  the  Chicago  district  for  the 
Courtland  emery  wheel. 

T.  G.  Remsen,  formerly  of  Hill-Clark 
Co.,  has  recently  joined  the  organiza- 

tion of  the  Federal  Machinery  Sales 
Co.,  Chicago,  111. 

Louis  W.  Byrne,  formerly  with  Bur- 
ton  Griffiths  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  New  York 
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City,  has  been  appointed  sales  manager 
of  the  Wilmarth  and  Morman  Co., 
Grand  Rapids,  Mich.,  manufacturer  of 
grinding  machines. 

H.  L.  Sevin,  of  T.  L.  Dodd  and  Co., 
has  been  transferred  from  Chicago  to 
Detroit,  Michigan. 

H.  A.  Bruce,  formerly  connected 
with  Packard  Motor  Car  Co.,  and  long 
identified  with  the  machine  tool  indus- 

try, will  represent  the  E.  L.  Essley 
Machinery  Co.  in  the  Michigan  terri- 
tory. 

F.  E.  George,  assistant  superin- 
tendent of  the  Donora  plant  of  the 

American  Steel  and  Wire  Co.,  has  been 
appointed  superintendent  of  that  com- 

pany's Farrell  works. 
LORENZ  Maisel,  formerly  interested 

in  the  Madison  Tool  and  Stamping 
Works,  has  been  appointed  factory  man- 

ager of  the  Allan-Diffenbaugh  Wrench 
and  Tool  Co.,  Baraboo,  Wis. 

C.  B.  Burns,  formerly  with  the  Fair- 
banks Co.,  has  become  associated  with 

the  E.  L.  Essley  Machinery  Co.  in  the 
Chicago  district. 

FRHa)  M.  Devlin  has  been  appointed 
president  of  the  Philadelphia  Foundry- 
men's  Association  to  complete  the  un- 

expired term  of  his  father,  the  late 
Thomas  Devlin. 

Ralph  Wirth,  formerly  of  the 
Toledo  Press  and  Machine  Co.,  and  the 
Niagara  Machine  and  Tool  Works,  will 
represent  the  E.  L.  Essley  Machinery 
Co.  as  a  special  representative  in  its 
sheet  metal  machinery  department. 

Charles  W.  Wilson  has  resigned  as 
vice-president  and  general  manager  of 
the  Willys-Overland  Co.,  Toledo,  and 
returned  to  his  duties  as  president  of 
the  Wilson  Foundry  and  Machine  Co., 
Pontiac,  Mich. 

Sherman  A.  Harding  has  been  ap- 
pointed manager  of  sales  of  the  Con- 

solidated Machine  Tool  Corporation  for 
the  Pittsburgh  district,  in  which  dis- 

trict he  has  been  serving  as  sales  rep- 
resentative of  the  Betts  Machine  Co. 

for  the  past  three  years. 

T.  P.  Neilson,  for  some  time  past 
identified  with  the  machine  tool  trade, 
has  become  associated  with  the  E.  L. 
Essley  Machinery  Co.,  in  the  Chicago 
district. 

J.  RuFUS  Cassell  is  now  advertising 
manager  of  the  New  York  Blue  Print 
Paper  Co.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  Mr.  Cas- 

sell was  formerly  an  advertising  spe- 
cialist for  The  John  Service,  Inc.,  New 

York  City,  and  previous  to  that  was 
•connected  with  the  Thomas  Elevator 
Co.,  Chicago,  111.,  and  the  Advertising 
Service  Department  of  the  McGraw- 
Hill  Co.,  Inc.,  with  headquarters  in 
Chicago,  111. 

Capt.  Andrew  T.  Graham,  naval  in- 
spector of  machinery  at  Newport  News, 

Va.,  has  been  ordered  to  Camden,  N.  J., 
as  naval  inspector  of  machinery. 
Commander  Fletcher  L.  Sheffield 

has  been  assigned  to  duty  as  naval  in- 
spector of  machinery  at  Newport  News. 

Walter  L.  Miller  has  been  pro- 
moted to  the  position  of  chief  of  the 

foreign  service  division  of  the  Bureau 
of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce  by 
Secretary  of  Commerce  Hoover.  The 
ta<;k  of  Promoting  the  growth  of  Ameri- 

can foreign  trade,  as  well  as  supervis- 
ing the  activities  of  Government  com- 

mercial agents  in  all  foreign  fields,  will 
be  under  Mr.  Miller's  direction. 

Trade  Catalogs 
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Joseph  Black  well,  one  of  the 
founders  and  principal  owners  of  the 
Enterprise  Machine  Works,  Los  An- 

geles, Calif.,  died  in  that  city  October 
6,  aged  67  years.  He  was  a  native  of 
New  Brunswick,  Canada,  but  for  the 
past  30  years  had  resided  on  the  Pacific 
coast. 

Spencer  F.  Moore,  chief  engineer  of 
the  Collins  Co.,  manufacturer  of  edge 
tools,  Collinsville,  Conn.,  died  at  his 
home  in  that  place  October  11,  follow- 

ing an  illness  of  a  week  due  to  an 
infection.  Mr.  Moore  was  born  in 
Schenectady,  N.  Y.,  and  was  36-years 
of  age.  He  was  formerly  with  the 
Westinghouse  Machine  and  Electrical 
Co.,  and  the  Terry  Steam  Turbine  Co., 
of  Hartford,  Conn. 

The  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  DomeNtlc 
('oninierre.  Department  of  Commerce. 
Washington,  D.  C.  has  inquiries  for  the 
agencies  of  machinery  and  machine  toolw. 
Any  information  desired  regarding  tliese 
opportunities  can  be  secured  from  the  above 
address  by  referring  to  the  number  follow- 

ing each  item. 
Machinery  and  tools — Poland.  Agency 

desired.  Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Danzig.  Corre- 
spondence, German  or  French.  Reference 

No.  3899. 

Saw  milling  machinery — India.  Purchase 
desired.  Quotations,  f.  o.  b.  New  York  or 
San  Francisco.  Payment  against  docu- ments.    Reference  No.   3921. 

Machines  for  making  soda  straws — Can- 
ada. Purcliase  desired.  Terms,  cash. 

Reference  No.  3951. 

Machines  for  making  pulp  board  pails — 
Canada.  Purchase  desired.  Terms,  cash. 
Reference  No,  3954. 

Apparatus  for  heating  and  pumping  wa- 
ter to  50-room  hotel — Cuba.  Purchase  de- 

sired. Quotations  f.o.b.  New  York.  Ref- erence  No.   3963. 
Brick  and  tile  machinery,  architectural 

terra  ootta  machinery,  and  kilns  for  same — 
New  Zealand.  Purchase  desired.  Refer- ence No.  3964. 
Industrial  transportation  machinery, 

chemical  plant  equipment,  structural  steel, 
and  boiler  plant  supplies. — Norway.  Pur- 

chase desired.  Quotations,  f.  o.  b.  New  York 
or    Philadelphia.      Reference    No.    3966. 

Cotton  boot  and  shoe  lining  cloths,  of 
good  weaves  yet  reasonaljly  cheap,  about  36 
Indies  wide ;  also  white  shoe  duck  cloths 
in  standard  stock  widths — Australia.  Pur- 

chase and  agency  desired.  Quotations, 
c.  i.  f.  Sydney.  Melbourne  and  Adelaide. 
Reference  No.  3967. 
One  elevator  for  50-room  hotel — Cuba. 

Purchase  desired.  Quotations,  f.  o.  b.  New 
York.     Reference  No.  3968. 

Tin  plates  of  best  quality — Italy.  Agency 
desired.  Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Italian  ports. 
Terms,  cash.     Reference  No.  3970. 
Woodworking  machinery  for  small  fur- 

niture manufacturers,  such  as  circular 
saws,  dimension  saws,  and  benches  for 
same,  panel  planers  (buzzers),  boring  and 
sanding  machines,  disks  sanders,  cranking 
machines,  band  saws,  spindle  molders,  etc., 
required  by  small  furniture  factories — 
Australia.  Agency  and  purchase  desired. 
Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Port  Adelaide.  Terms, 
cash  against  documents.  Reference  No. 
3975. 

American  raw  cotton,  cotton  piece  goods, 
cotton  yarn,  cotton  waste,  hardware, 
metals,  sundries,  etc. — India.  Quotations, 
c.  i.  f.  Bombay.  Reference  No.  3979. 

_  Pipe  fittings — Norway.  Agency  desired. Reference   No.   3984. 

Inclinable  Open  Back  Power  PreBse*. 
The  Niagara  Machine  and  Tool  Worka. 
BufTalo,  N.  Y.  This  company  has  lust  Is- 

sued a  new  publication,  known  as  Bulletin 
No.  58,  in  which  its  complete  line  of  Inclin- 

able open  back  presses  are  fully  described 
with  specifications  and  detailed  Illustra- tions. 

Kxamples  of  Turning  on  the  Ijodge  t 
Shipley  Mannfacturing  Lathe.  The  lyodge 
&  Shipley  Machine  Tool  Co..  Cincinnati, 
Ohio.  A  new  publication  of  thirty-flve 
pages  has  just  been  i-ssued  by  this  company 
which  contains  a  study  of  problems  in  the 
economical  and  efficient  production  of  small 
and  medium  sized  parts.  The  forepart  of 
the  publication  is  given  over  to  a  detailed 
study  of  the  company's  manufacturing  type 
of  lathe  with  six  carefully  selected  illustra- 

tions accompanying  the  description.  Pages 
10  to  30  are  given  over  to  detailed  illustra- 

tions of  lathe  operations  on  various  pieces 
of  material  both  in  the  first  and  second 
stages  of  completion.  The  time  required 
for  each  operation  is  set  forth  in  each  case. 
Pages  31  to  35  are  given  up  to  line  draw- 

ings of  various  other  kinds  of  parts  with 
the  time  required  for  machining.  The  gen- 

eral arrangement  of  the  publication  is  ex- 
cellent, the  photographs,  fine  drawings  and 

information  showing  clearly  the  possibili- 
ties of  the  company's  manufacturing  type of  lathe. 

Portable  Electric  Drills.  The  A.  F.  Way 
Co.,  Inc.,  Hartford,  Conn.  This  company 
has  just  issued  a  folder  setting  forth  the 
special  features  of  the  Way  portable  elec- 

tric drill  under  the  title,  "Introducing  a 

Way  for  Drilling." Drill  Presses.  The  Sigourney  Tool  Co., 
Hartford,  Conn.  This  company  has  Just 
issued  a  new  catalog  containing  complete 
details  of  its  line  of  plain  bearing  drill 
presses  in  one,  two,  three  and  four  spindle 
types,  as  well  as  its  bench  type.  The  pub- 

lication contains  specifications  on  each  type. 
Thermit  Locomotive  Repairs. — The  Metal 

and  Thermit  Corporation,  New  York,  has 
issued  the  fourth  edition  of  its  Thermit 
Locomotive  Pamphlet  No.  21,  which  is  of 
.special  interest  to  all  railroad  superintend- 

ents of  motive  power,  general  foremen, 
blacksmith  foremen  and  thermit  welders. 
The  new  pamphlet  contains  many  revisions 
since  the  last  edition  was  published,  chief 
among  which  are  instructions  for  applying 
important  improvement  in  practice  in  Ther- 

mit welding  which  have  been  developed  by 
exhaustive  research.  The  drawings  and  in- 

structions illustrating  and  describing  mak 
ing  Thermit  welds  in  various  parts  of  loco- 

motive frames  and  other  locomotive  and 
railroad  equipment  have  been  completely 
revised  since  the  publication  of  tlie  la.st 
edition  to  conform  to  the  improved  practice. 

American  Manufacturers  Export  Associa- 
tion, annual  convention.  New  York  City, 

Oct.  25  and  26.  Secretary.  M.  B.  Dean,  160 
Broadway,   New   York   City. 

American  Trade  Association  Szecutives. 
Third    annual  meeting,   Oct.   25,   26   and   27. 
1922.  at  the  Inn,  Bucks  Falls,  Pa.  (Dela- 

ware Water  Gap). 
Automotive  Kqnipment  Association.  An- 

nual show  and  meeting,  November  13  to  18, 
Chicago,  III. 

National  Pounders'  Association.  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary,  .T.  M.  Taylor.  29  South 
L,a.*3arie   St.,    Chicago,    111. 
Eighteenth  Annual  Automobile  Salon, 

Commodore  Hotel,  New  York  City,  Decem- 
ber 3  to  9,  1922. 

A'nerican  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
neers, annual  convention,  December  4  to  7, 

1923,  New  York  City.  Secretary.  Calvin 
W.  Rice.  29  West  39th  Street,  New  York 
City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chiinicai  Engineering.  Dec.  7  to  13.  1922, 
Grand  Central  Palace.  New  York  City. 
Secretary.  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,   New  York  City. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. National  Automobile  Show,  Grand 

Central  Palace,  New  York  City,  January 
6  to  13,   1923. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show.  January 

27  to  February  3,  1923,  Coliseum  and  First 
Regiment  Armory,  Chicago,  III. 
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I  The  Weekly  Price  Guide 

A< U 

wsrSa 

trfiid 

ten 

trit. 

AND  FALL  OF  THE  MARKKT 

M  aiawM  itMl  tliwU,  bu«  (iM.  I2.S0# 

pun  y«r  100  lb.  f.o4>.  PitUburrb; 
Noi  a.  nW#On  m  compuvd  with  |S.»#$S.SO, 

•COl     Tto  qMtod   ia   New   York   warchoaaes   at 

S4|c  9OT  IV.  Uat  WMk.     DbcounU  Twiuced 

«■  Wth  kiack  aad  g*lvuUs«d  wroofbt-tteel  pipe, 

card  of  Oct  19. 

fn«i    aitvatioa    reflected    in    downward 

ti  fi9-knm  priew.    Stntctaral  ahapea  and  mild  tteel 

q— tod  »t  an  a««M*  price  of  $2  per  100  lb..  PitU- 

aaan  taaaacw.  howgwr,  itill  a*   high  as   12.109 

Maxivm  oa  plat««.  $2.25  per  100  lb.,  fob.  mill. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIC  IRON  —  Pr» 
Manbe*  KA4y  Co.: 

riNaNNATI 

N*.  2  Sombem 
Nwibara  Baik 

iOlMoNa.2. 

toa  —  Quotationt   coMptled   by   The 

NrW  Y0RK-ri4««.icr  DtU*ery 
SMiben  No.  2  (tilkmi  2.2S«2.7S). . 

BIRMINCHAM 
N«L2Fo«Bdrr    

PIIII.AOFLPHIA 

EaMem   P*  ,  No.  2«  (tiicoa  2 .  li%l .  7S) . 
Vii^aii  N«.2   

Gtvy  fate*   i.j   

CHICAGO 

N*.  2  FcMidry  local     
NaL  2  Faaa^ry.  Souihcrn  (nlicoa  2.25«2.7$). 

PtTTSBl'RGM.  iadudiai  frci(bt  chart*  from  Valley 
N*.2  Foaadry   

f5l.$5 
JJ  27 
J4  27 

36.27 

27  "lO 
J3  64 

37  17 
29.50 

)2  00 

31.00 
33  50 

J3  50  1 
»n  (X)  I 

32.50 

nON  MACBINEltY  CACTINCft 

Ufbt 
f>ctreit   
N>«   York.. 
Oaciaaad. 
a*««laad.. 

10912 

t." 

«.0 

In  crnit  per  poyad: 

Medium  Heavy 

•  0  )#4 
6.0  4.0 

5.25  7i 
5.0  4.0 

raUTS— (^•ataoeae  ai»  in  cetiit  p«r  pound  in  variout  riiiat 
fcaaa  vsiabaaaai  alaa  tbe  bate  quotaiian*  from  mill. 

Pnubaisk. 
X.mtmm 

HaaAaaaalad       M>  Ui«       Ne>  York  U««*laad  Cbkafo 
J5»  JO         2  50f  2  •)  4  19  J  70  4  00 

N*l*         2.90$}. 20         4.J9  J.90  4.20 

Naa.l7aad2L       I  20»}.H  4.70  4  20  4.70 
Kaa.  22  aad  24.       1.2{#).40         4.75  4  25  4  70 

2faiidat»       1  MSJ.45  4  W  4  jo  4  75 
U         J.)5#1.75  4.90  4.40  4.«S 

Galvanited 
No*    10  and  II 
Not.  12  and  U. 
No«    17  and  21. 
Nes.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   

Na.  2a.. 

Piiitburch '  J«ei3.75 

t  45&3  K5 
3  75&4.I5 
'  •.•0*b4..«0 

4  05^4.45 

New  York 

4.'>0 
v(X) 

$.30 $.45 

5.60 

4  35^4.75  $.90 

GcveUnd  Chicago 

4  4,)  4  )i5 
4.50  4  95 

4.8T 

4.9$  5  40 
$.10  5  $5 

$.41 $.95 
WROUGHT  PIPF.— The  followint  discount*  are  to  jobber*  for 

carload  Ion  on  (he  lairit  PitiiburKh  haiini  card: 

Inchc* 
I  to  3.. 

Steal 
Black 

2    >9 
2)  to  6    63 
7  to  «    60 
9  to  12    .59 

BU n  WKl.D 
Cialv.  Inchc* 

54t  {tolj... 
LAP  WF.I.D 
<7»  2   

51)  2)  to  4.. 
47)  4)  to  6.. 461  7  to  12.. 

Iron 
liUc 

34 

29 

32) 

30 

BUTT  WEI.D.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
ttoli  '4  531  I  to  I)       34 
2  to  3  (>>  54J 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

Galv. 

19 

15 
19 

19 

17 

20 
21  to  4.. 

4)  to  6. . 7  to  8..., 
9  to  12.. 

57 
61 
00 

56 

$0 30 17 

33 

21 
32 

20 

^5 

13 

20 

H 

46)  2   50  2t  to  4. 
49  4)  to  6. 

43  7  to  8.. 

37  "'to  12. 

Malleable  fitiinK*.    Cla«*ei  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

•lock  *ell  at  net  li*i.    Catt  iron,  ttandard  liie*.  20-$%  oK. 

WROUGHT  PIPE-Warehoii.c  .litrount*  a*  follow*: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicaeo 

Black  (iaiv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

I  to  3  in.  (teel  butt  welded.  60'; 
2)  to'iin.  itrel  lap  wel( 

.Malleable  hitinK*. 

(tock  lell  at  liii  In*  5%.    Ca«t  iron,  ttandard  (izet,  32%  off. 

iviBCR  viaiv.   [iiacB  viaiv.    ijiacs     vjaiv. 

elded.  60%   47%    57)^;    451%   624'7„   48»7„ 
elded.  57^^    44%    55l^/„    42jo^    S'Afo    45)% C1a*>e*  li  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

MISCELLANEOU.S~ 
iOO-lb.  lot*: 

Wareho 

Open  hearth  iprinc  *teel  (ba*r) 
Spring  itecl  (luht)  (bate)   
Coppered  Heatcmer  rod*(ba»e).. 
Hoop  iircl   
Cold  rolled  (trip  (lecl... 

Floor  plate*  ...    .      
Cold  finiihed  *haftinsoricrcw. . 
Cold  liiiiihed   flati,  t<|uare«   
Structural  thapci  (bate)   
Soft  iieel  bar*  fbaae)   
Soft  iieel  bar  *bape*  (bate). . . . 
Soft  Keel  bandi  (oat*)   
Tank  plate*  (ba*«)   
Bar  iron  ( 2.'<0  «i  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  li*t I   
Electric  wcldint  wirt: 

r;;:::::v;;::;:v;;;;:::; 

ute  price*  in cent*  per  pound  ia 

New  York  Cleveland  Chicaio 
4.50 6.00          4.50 600 

6  00          6.00 6.03 
8  00          6.10 

4.39 3.71           3.90 

uJi 

8.25           7.25 
5.50 

5.16          $.50 

3.'« 

3.75           3.70 4.40 
4.25          4.20 

3.14 

3.01           3  02 3.04 2.91          2.92 
2.91           2.92 3.04 

3.84 3.61           3. $5 

3.14 

3.01           3.02) 

2.91           2.82) 
3.04 55Oo0% 

40%          $0% 

8.fO. 
  12^13 

.11^12 
6.50. 

6.25   
  io(«,n 

METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Cent*  Per  Pound 

Copper,  elecirolytie  (up  to  cark>ii).  New  York    14  7$ 
Tin,  5.ron  lor*.  New  York    35 ,«) 

Lead  (up  10  carlot*).  St.  Louia. . . .  6.30;  New  York.  6.75@i.6.K7) 
Snc  (up  to  carloc*),  St.  Loui*   6.65;  New  York.      . .      7.37) 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingot..  M$  N*
*  York  Cleveland  Chicago ton  lot*         20.70          23.00  20.00 

Antimony  (Chine*e),  ton  «pet...    7.2 507. 37)         8  00  H.(JO 
Copper  theei*.  bate      21.50           22  00  23.00 
Copper  wire  'carloti)        16.00            18.00  16.2$ 
Copper  bar.  (ton  Ion)      20.00           23. tt)  19, $0 

Copper  I iibmi  (IOO-lb.  lotf)     24.75          25  00  23.00 
Brai*  thect*  (lOO-lh.  lot*)      18.50          20  75  IK. 75 
Brat*  I ubinc  (IOO-lb.  lot*)         23.00          24  00  20.50 
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METALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-11).  lots)    17.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    9.50 
Solder  (|  and  ̂ ),  (caselots)    25 .  50 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)    34.00 
Babbitt  metal   (35%  tin)    25.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bavonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .  39.00 

18.75 

20.75 
10.25 23 .  no 
44.00 
17.2S 

IS. 75 

20.00 
36.00 9.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       SO 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bavonne,  N.T-: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...      48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 

Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50.00 
Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  .  00 

Ingots      38.00 
Sheet  bars...    40.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible    12  . 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire    11 . 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms    9 
Lead,  heavy    4, 
Lead,  tea    4. 
Brass,  heavy    7.00 
Brass,  light   
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings    6 .  SO 
Zinc   '.   

00 12.50 12.00 75 
12.00 11.50 

75 
10.00 10.  SO 

7S 

5.25 4.75 25 4.25 4.00 
00 6.50 

9.25 00 
5.50 

6  00 SO 

7.00 7.00 
00 

4.00 4. 25 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright — Cents  per  lb. 

New  Cleve- York  land      Chicago 
"AAA"  Grade: 

IC,               20x28,    112  sheets       20.00  18.25         18.50 
IX,              20x28,    112  sheets       23.00  21.00         20.90 

"A"  Grade: 
MC,              20x28,    112  sheets.......     17.00  16.00         17.00 
IX,              20x28,    112  sheets       20.00  18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50  11.00         14.50 
IC,               112  sheets        12.80  11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00  6.00          7.2S 
IC,           14x20         7.25  6.25           7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    S0.0<)(3  30. 11 J       SO. 12         30.1U 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .06S@.10  .09  .08 

Wiping  cloths,  13ixl3',perlb.  .16  32.00perM       .10 
Wiping  cloths, 131x205, per  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M       .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,   per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseed  oil,  per   gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .93  1.01  .97 
White  lead,   dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs.        New  York,  12.75 
Red  lead,  dry      lOOlb.kegs.        New  York,    9. 65 
Red  lead,  in  oil      lOOlb.kegs.        New  York,  14.25 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  1.00 
Coke,  prompt   furnace,  Connellsville.. .  .per  net  ton  10.SO@11.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton  12.(X)@12.50 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lists 

93.50  net 

3.50  net  94.00  off 

3.90  net          

     6S-S% 

60-5% 

70-10% 

4S% 70% 

40-10% 

70% 

80% 

New       Geve- York         land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  50-10-5%  50% 
li  and  1 1x3  in.  up  to  12  in       20%       S0%  [50% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plusstd.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        15% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts. .            20% 
Lag  screws,  coach    screws        40% 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  x  30  in       30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40%                55% 
Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  f  and  larger       60% 

Case-hardened  nuts         50% 
Washers.castiron,  jin^  per  lOOIb.  (net) 

Washers,cast  iron,  fin.per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  OfFIist 
Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  OtTlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,hex.,per  100  Ib.Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  i^in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  f-in.,  i-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

IJ   to   H-in.   long,    all   diameters, 
EXTRA  peTlOQ\h         0.25 

I  in.  diameter   EXTRA 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA 
1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA 
Longer  than  5  in     EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

$6.00  53.S0 

?3.S0 
4.50    5.00 3.50 

3.00    5.00 3.50  net 
1.00    3.00 

4.00 1.00    3.00 4.00 

1.00    3.00 4.00 
1.00    3.00 

4.00 

45%    60% 

60% 

50%    60% 

4)cnet 

35.00  33.90 
S3. 35 

5.10    4.00 3.45 
0.25       

..      0.15 
0.15       ..      0.15 
0.50       ..      0.50 
0.50       ..       0.50 
0.25       0.25 
0.50       . .       0.50 

0.35       23.70  base 
55-5%        50%  50% 

35%  50%         20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       30. 5S 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal    0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (§  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade     40-5% 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets 9x1 1  in.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper         35.84 
F.mery  paper    8.80 
Emery  cloth         27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weigh  t,width3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll,         4.50 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    1.32 
Cloth      .  3.02 

30.50      30.67J 

0.35        0.40 

40i%      50% 
30-j%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

35.84  36.48 
11.00  8.80 
31.12      29.48 

4.28 

1.24 

2.67 

4.95 

1.40 

3.2C 
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I    New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted Co, 

Mr*     Cow    «tl 

■(  )<  m   rahNI  W 

-•UtwWI    riMtartMk    UK- 
IT  MMMk  WaalltiwtMi  St..  «(MmMw«  maaa- *^"  IbUm    mm*    atJMr 

■U  — ctilM  iltao  i<»la.  cri 
tetW  umI   ptiltoya 

A    IUaiUla»— 1« 
yrWvnva  (B*«r  or 

'^M    C«hn-Rlchar4* 
Inr       ;•*■;!  I     Cam» 

•  !>'>■«  au  p.  r.  Ar*r.  ■wr. — lailM^ 
lift.  Inw  M  wk*  wMth  of  M  IMM 

-t>«pt.    PnrehaM*  A   Bmp- 
tu  BMfU  a.  J.  nnn.  Comr. — 

     HMtor  4il»«<i  c«tUn«  (bvar  for 
fHH.  mrm*  mrm. 

a.    T.    Bi«ala— O.    awMlHfl.    »»    Maa- 
t^mim  PI     ■■  I  liljunr.  m«I^  tte,  (or  pro- 

S.  T.  •••Mi* — t«w«rth|r  nraai,  Oniral 
laala     and     mrchank-al 

»  mmrmm*  ud   repair   nh-^p.   to 
wlurk  waa  4«Mro>mi  l>y  Hrr 

_     U  Ctatai  tli  Baldwin  St. 
laali  aa4  •^alpowni   for  pro- 
aai  rari  mtrrlt*  mmtum   at 

1W  MmI  BiMNrU-  *  Mtg. 
Billtlac    narhliM    and 

<  tarrM  UilMa,  t  millln* 

larrla  Sta.— aa*  puwrr 

Pa,.  trrlM— Xalloaal  Vtrgm  ft  Tool  Co.— 
«M  M  Cult  aw  iMavy  dwr  drill  »rMB  with 

Nal>«Ml  T^b*  C«_ 
or    mori    iMavy    machlna 

-Pwaoaylvanla  RR.  Co. 
>  A*«-  W.  U.  I^wlua. 

l>M«ftL  A«U^rwalvli«  M«b  for  !•  iMciiiaa 
taali  far  OMiway  ttmtm  mtmr  Pfudat 

Br«a  RJU  Bimtk  'iaduSClSl'V-.  CL  M. Talka,  rittk  Aai.— »•  la.  wbaaTlaUM.  oaa 
I*  (■•  •rwMV  *••'  laiiMik  4r1ll  praa^  (4 
la.  i*i>ir  aat  «rlain. 

Pab.  awaalaa  >.  VaWirda  Wahrat  and 
Ca»a«a»  IN-— «(>a<«ihMrr  aad  •^alpnt'nt  for 
V*<«*Si4   Ita.tM  carac*  aa4  trymtr  irttapi 

Pa.  Waw  R.  Wartla.  «/o  WarrMi  Taxi 
■u    iiko*    >«a4iai«al    for    i»unuaid 

Va.  «•»••»— Xfta  Vlr«taUn    Rv. 
M«ir».  Paiifc.  Afftv— laihaa  aad  laai 

Vo.  riHr»fco»a-  Am«rl«aa  R^Mlvaa  no. 
tl  Km<  M«»k  M,  Ifr.aBafanarvr  of  MrMJ 
tra«l>  rinaMit—i  -taarplna  mo'kln*  far 
}•  CH««  i&M<  lr«*. 

▼a.    PH»i»w»a     Ali«f>»»Harr««    llolUr 
*    mittilmm   *'m,    A.    NarrM.    fvfrH.    A«U — •iia«4iaaM   OM^fta  iMadL  alM 

4tl  Wa-      nokll* 

(ax    St..    <attieiiiobll*    rvpalra) — latba    and 
d>iU  pr—m. 

Vik.  P«««r>k«rf — U*wi«  m  Clayton.  IK 
Wr.i    lunli  SU.  K.  M.  LrcWIa,   I'urrh.  Act. — 
^•ctrie  dria 

Va-_    Potorakart — PaoBlaa      Motor 
WoMTabb  »   latba  and  hand  ii>oia. 
Wa_  Patnafcti  Patwbur«  Kir*  Depl. 

^4rlll  praMk  iatlw  and  •haixr. 
Va>  PlUittWl  Builth  *  Tvinplr.  17 

and  11  Kaal  Uaak  8t„  (automobile  rvpaira) 
^^aapar  praaa- 
Ta^  Blaliaiaad — Aulo  S^rrlcv  Co..  I  lot 

W*M  Broad  8t ,  W.  H.  Wyait.  Puroh  Art. 
— lath*,  drill  prvaa.  aniory  Kfliollns  marhlno. 

Wla,  Aabtard  i('am|ib«llrpnri  I*.  <>.)  — 
J    BekllL    ((ar«(r  anil    rrpalr  ahoiii— aulo. 

Ml*  r«t>alr  marhlnrry.  Inrluillna  drill 
prvaa,  (aaullnv  aturasr  tank  ami  pump. 

WU..  rblBMita  rall»— The  Chlppvwa 
Valtoy  Auto  Co.  It  Itlvrr  St..  K.  A.  nlclrr. 
Praa.  powr  and  automobllr  rrpair  ma- 
rklaary  (or  propoard  Kara«v. 

Wla.  Iftlwaalw^  -Uahdr  Mfa.  Co,  t«21 
Vlnai  St..  tmanufarlurpr  or  palrnK^d 
marhanloal  artlrl<-«).  C  A.  H.  Bahdr. 
I'urrh.  A«l. — on»  No  S  mlllInK  machlnr,  I 
drill  priMia.  ont>  it  In.  and  one  If  In.  Iaih«, 
and  on*  ti  In.  ahaiM-r. 

Wla..  MaalUrt — O  Yrrka— aulomobll*  re- 
pair marhinrry  for  propoavd  carase  and  rv 

pair  ahop. 
Wla.,  BhlBvlaadvr — Thr  Wlaronain  n«- 

Brindlna  ro..   A.    P.   H<-hnrldrwlnd    Shrboy- 
ran  Palia.  Prra.— powrr  marhinrry  and  ooa 
i  a  ><  In.  •-rankanaft  ^rlndrr  for  propoaad machine  abop,  hrra. 

WU..  W».|  .%ni.  (MllivaukFP  r  O.)  — 
HIahway  Oaracr  A  8«tvIc«  Co..  Hawlrv 
and  Brioli  Rda.  W.  O.  Sehmk.  Purch.  Ar. 
— repair  marhlnery.  Inoludlnc  lathn  and 
drill  prraa. 

X.  a.  Trar*.— H  Johnaon— Iron  foundry 
aad  MMchlnr  iihop  rqulpmcat, 

t>a«,  Taraala — Thr  Pord  Motor  Co.  of 
Canada,  til  l>«q>ont  St. — machlna  Ihop 
Miulpmanl.  lalhea.  He.  for  propoaed  motor 
factory  on  banforth   Av». 

Machinery  Wanted 

tale.,  Aarera--W.  A.  Ilrllcr — complete 
ne%>>i>a|>cr  equipment 

f'eaa,  BrMaepert — The  Prtohia  Pic  Co- 
ld Koaauth  Ki  — aqulpment  for  pnipoaad 

bakery  at  Hanfnrd. 
Coaa.,  ■vMcepart— The  Hober  Ire  Cream 

Co,  ••«  Saavlaw  Ave. — Ire  makinc  ma- 
ektoerr  for  propoaed  addltloa  to  plant. 

D,  r..  Waeb. — Bureau  «>f  V«r.l»  and 
rincka  .Na*y  Itrpt.,  will  aoon  niilvr  hiila 
f..  refnc'railns  and  Ice  making  r<iulp- 
ment  for  plant  at  hoapltal.  Pearl  Harbor, 
T.  H. 

D.  C,  Waahlactaa — Ilurean  of  Yard*  and 
Dork*.  .Vary  l>epl.  will  rerrlv  lilila  until 
Nov,  It  for  ooal  and  anh  handlinc  •■<iulp- 
mant  for  boapilal  at  Tupprr   I>ake.    N.  Y. 

Pla..  New  aaiyraa  — Th<'  V»luiila  Pypreaa 
(Ta,— fnarhlnerv  and  t-iiulpmi'ni  for  pro|M>aed 
aaw  mill,  planlnc  mill  and  lumber  plant. 

n..  CMeaao— Hinoa  Iximber  Co.,  2411 
tincola  St, — aaw  mill  machinery, 
in,  Lafciwaad  —  P.  Itoblnaon  —  *hne 

nnbdkrr,  motor  direct,  heltinc  and  ehaftlna 
lad.  Ale«Badrla~-Zle«ler  Mfc  Co.. 

(manufa'lurer  of  errtw  m«<  hint'  iirodurta, 
etc  »  — marhinrry  and  i.«|Ulpmenl  for  120,- 
•a*   addition   In   farlory. 

■ad,  Laaaaepaet— Tha  Locaneport  Radi- 
ator A  ̂ Vjulpmml  <'fi  J.  PT  IMRcln.  Prea. 

— nUM-hlnery  and  M|ulpmenl  for  propoaed 
addMloa  to  factory,  to  triple  preaeat  ea- 
padty. 

Baa..  Bak*4d«a— O,  W.  Walker— aaw  milt, 
aawa  aiM  li*4llliif. 

M«^  naafard— The  Nanfnrd  Mllla.  Inc.. 
fwoalen  mlile) — martilnerr  for  t  Mory,  »0 
B  It*  ft.  and  «  eiory,  Ms  UO  ft.  addltlona 
la  plant. 

Maaa..  BMtaa  .—  Artlaatpn  Preaa  forp.. 
Ill  r-aa«|a  m.^  i,4i  preaBTrhandlrr  A  I'rkre, 
pr*ferr>d.  la  ■  t  In.  or  It  a  It  In  (oaed). 

_  Maaa,  Baataa — The  Merrlmark  Clay 
ProdiMia    Ctt..    Itl    iMrvonahtra    Mt,— aqalo. 

meni  for  prapoaad  plant  for  the  mnnii- 
facture  <ir  rlay  and  hollow  tile  priMluriK  ui 
Plalatow,    .V     it. 

Mau.,  t-ary*llle— Taft  Woolen  Co.— ma- 
chinery for  addition  to  pirker  houae, 

Maaa,  Pad  Mlver— Kyana,  Kruarr  A 
lllackway,  tl  Anawan  8t,  (textile  marhln- 
•■ry) — one  oontlnuoua  dyeinc  machine. 
Man,  Maldea— Yale  Knittinc  Co.  (man- 

ufarturrr  uf  union  aulu)— ̂ macWnary  for addition  to  mill. 

Mae*,  Mllferd— The  Charleacraft  Praaa, 
41  KUchanse  8t,  J.  IC  Rarnea,  Mcr.- 
printing   machinery    and    rgulpment. 

MIrh,  Ann  Arbar — Parkrr  Klectric  Mllla 
—  maolilnrrv  and  i'<|ulpmfnt  for  propoaed 
fToo.uuii  noiir  mill  al  liuroeraet.  Ky. 

Mirk,  llrirell — Thr  Chevrolet  Mi.lor  Tn, 
Wrat    (irunti    ittvtl.~4.4)ull>mrnt    '    ■  .^ 
and  Haxrmldinc  uulomoMlra.  bo<l  I- 
ln«    tanka    .ric,    for    proiMiaed     i    •■  at UulTalo. 

MIeh,  Ueiralt— W.  C.  Dawaon.  140  Baat 
I.amed  St.— complala  equipment  (or  wood- workinc  machinery^ 

MIeh,  Itetrala— The  Pennaylvanln  R  It.. 
lit!  Panobaooi  Blda.— ̂ aaohlnr  <.<|ulptn<<iii 
for  propoaed  enslite  nouae  »m  iDth  8i 

MIeh.,  PatraH  Ternatedt  Mfic.  Co..  Ar- 
tillery and  Muatrr  Avr».-  inrHi-rllunruua 

machine  equlummt  for  adillilon  to  plant, 
for  the  manufactura  and  nnUliins  uf  autu- 
mobllr   hardwarr. 

Mian.,  Blafftea — Bluffton  Creamery  Alan., 
H,  U.   Imdreka,  Secy.— one   l,«uo  lb.  churn, 
two   100   gal.   cream   Hpenera.   one   10   cal. 
atarter  can.  onr  14  bottle  atram  teatrr.  imr 
to  gaL  welsh  ean,  one  Toralon  teat  ̂ .  .:. 
one  waah  alnk,  one  2U  hp.  horlxuntal  f 
one    It    hp.    hnrixnntal   ci'nirr  crunk   .    . 
and    about    4"    ft,    of    line    ihaftlnc    wlili 
hanfi-ra  and  pullrya. 

^linn      \iintirMt»nli« — Tb"   ?*•,.«   In*.  r*reain <•  .\.  II. 
1'  liini'iu, 
liu   :.„    :....;.     ;..!.„„   ,,,.i«,  etc., 
for   |irupoe<sl   addition    to  plant. 

MImi,  Met  emb  -McComb  Ice  Cto,  V,  O. 
•  '"inntr,  Huin. — rrfriarratlnc  machinery  and 
•'<iul|im»nl    fur    prniHiaid    ire    plant. 
Ma,  Kanean  rity— K,  Prather,  102 

lirothrrhood  lllda:, — llnner'a  toola.  hand 
furmlnv  brakr.   rolla   and  coroprraaor. 

Ma.,  Nl.  i.aal' — The  Platcleia  Uncravln* 
Co..  Victoria  Uldg. — 21  in,  power  paper cutter, 

N,  J,  f'amden — Camden  Pottery  Co.,  Ml 
Vernon  and  Orchard  Sta. — grindins  ma- 

chine, electric  kllna  and   furnacea, 

>'.  T,  Bla  riato^H.  11.  Thomaa-^>no concrete  binrk  making  machine, 

N.  Y..  niaahamtaa — Bd,  Kduc^voca- 
tlonal  e<iulpment  for  propoaed  fltO.OOO 
M'hool   on  8tan  Ave. 

M.  T,  Elailra— M.  Hutchlaon,  101  Win- 
aor  Ave.— one  paper  baling  machine. 

X,  V,.  Genera — A.   E,  Mryrra — aand  dlg- 
7<T  and  loading  machlnr,  gaaollne  driven clamahell  and   boom   type   preferred), 

M.  Y,  Pean  Van — Kruka  Lake  loe  Co, — 
machinery  and  enuipmrnt  for  conveying 
and  handling  Ice,  for  propoaed  Ire  houae, 

>«,  Y,  Kaeheeier — Brighton  Place  Dairy 
Co,  I7t7  Ea«t  Ave.,  rerrlgrrallon  machin- 

ery and  e(|Ui|imrnt   for  protHmrd  plant. 
W.  Y,  Raeheeter— A,  W,  Hoprmun  A  Son, 

m  Lyell  Avr. — machinery  and  rqulpment 
for  pro|H>*i'd  fur  tannery. 

O.,  Caldwell— The  Caldwell  Collierlea  Co, 
— maclilnrry  and  rqulpmrnt  for  Kmeriitlng 
and  hoiallng  plant  at  the  Kkirrnre  Mine,  to 
ri'plare  that  which  waa  deatroycd  by  Are, 

0„  rieveland  —  Weatarn  Newa|Hit>er 
I'nion,  I27»  Weat  Ird  St.— model  No  I 
linotype    machlna. 

O,  <..i'    I   '    'oliiin  Auto  Rprlng 
Co..    ;  .1.    .1.     Pimkur, 
Porrh  ;ind     l.lnwrre. 

O,     •'••■■•  lumliuii     Cnnaumrra' 
Supply    Co  li    till    St.,     (liultdInK 
mtppliea)      I   ..iirr.    Ornl.    Mgr. — fuU 
line  of  loadlna  and  unloading  marhimry 
for  new  branch  yard  at  Ilb4  Weat  Hroad 
St, 

O,  Pindtay-  The  Adam  Axle  Co, — 140,- 
000  to  tr>(i.ii«o  worth  of  machinery  for  pi-o- 

  '  addition. 
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O.,  Youiigstown — Commercial  Shearing  & 
StampitiK  Co.,  G.  Ohl,  Secy. — ?30,000  worth 
of  machinery. 

Okla.,  Atoka — Atoka  Press — newspaper 
equipment    (used). 

Okla.,  Tecnmseh — C.  Polaski — ice  making 
machinery. 

Okla.,  Talsa — The  National  Refining  Co. 
— machinery  and  equipment  for  2  proposed 
electrical  pumping  plants. 

Ore.,  Talent  —  The  Talent  Lumber  Co., 
P.  J.  Neff,  Medford,  Ore.,  Secy. — machinery 
for  proposed  sawmill,  here,  30,000  ft. 
capacity. 

Pa.,  Ardniore — J.  H.  Clarke  (contractor) 
— 24  in.  band  saw  with  counter  .shafts,  etc. 

Pa..  Bloomsburif — The  Bloomsburg  Paper 
Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
plant,  to  replace  that  which  was  destroyed 
by  fire. 

Pa..  Canton — G.  M.  Coons  Co. — additional 
machinery  and  equipment  for  sand  and 
gravel  plant. 

Pa..  Slahaffey — The  Times — six  column 
quarto  newspaper  press  (used). 

Pa~.  Mercer — Mercer  Refining  Co.,  c/o  W. 
f.  Hastings.  Treas.,  Franklin,  Pa.,  (oil  re- 

fining)— pulleys  and  shafting  machinery, 
hangers,  belting  chain  and  belt  conveying 
machinery. 

Pa..  Phlla. — The  Adelphia  Mfg.  &  Plat- 
ing Co.,  Belgrade  and  Orthodox  Sts. — ad- 

ditional foundry  equipment  for  iron  and 
brass. 

Pa.,  Phili*. — W.  Boyle.  1141  Winston  St. 
(]irinter) — one  large  paper  cutter  and  one 
numbering  machine. 

Pa.,  Phila. — The  Cocoanut  Specialty  Co., 
1214  North  Crese  St.  (manufacturer  of 
confectionery) — shredding  machinery,  steam 
vats,  packing  machines,  etc. 

Pa..  Phila. — Presbyterian  Hospital,  39th 
i't.  and  Powelton  Ave. — complete  laundry 
machinery  and   equipment. 

Pa.,  Pittsborgh — M.  K.  Frank,  917  Frick 
lildg..  (iron  and  steel  scrap) — IJ  or  2  ton 
traveling  electric  crane  to  travel  on  single 
rail    (new   or  used). 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — The  Koppers  Co.,  Union 
Arcade — air  operated  crane  for  the  by- 

product plant  of  the  Carnegie  Steel  Co.  at 
Clairton. 

Pa.,  Sharon — Manisralco  New  Power 
System  Co..  M.  &  M.  Bank  BUIg. — special 
machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  patented 
self  generating  electric  motors. 

Pa.,  Walllngford — The  Sackville  Mills 
Co.  (manufacturer  of  textiles).  M.  E.  Sack, 
Purch.  Agt. — 30  in.  cloth  folder  machine. 

Pa.,  Wilkes-Barre  —  Paradise  Sweets, 
Inc.,  24  West  Union  St.,  L.  K.  Salsburg, 
Dir. — candy  and  ice  cream  making  equip- ment. 

S.  C.  Conway  —  Horry  Herald.  H.  H. 
Woodward,  Purch.  Agt. — six  column  quarto 
newspaper  press. 

S.  C,  Georgetown  —  The  Times — 30  in. 
standard  paper  cutter. 
Tenn.,  Knoxville  —  The  Appalachian 

Marble  Co.,  Middlebrook  Pk. — single  head 
channeling  machine. 

Va.,  East  Radford — The  Journal — seven 
column  chases,  reglet  case,  leads,  slugs  and 
folder  for  newspaper. 

Va..  Glenallen  —  J.  Frank  Darling  Co., 
(planing  mill).  J.  F.  Darling,  Purch.  Agt. 
— 10  in.  moulder  and  double  service  planer. 

Va;.  Petersburg — J.  R.  Collier,  416  Short 
Market  St. — nickel   plating  outfit. 

Va..  Petersburg — Nash  Bros.,  108  West 
Bank  St. — power  emery  machine. 
Va.,  Petersburg — Petersburg  Builders 

Supply  Co..  222  North  Market  St.,  A.  Strail- 
man,    Purch.   Agt. — planer. 

Va..  Rlriiniond — Donnati  Fiber  Box  Co., 
3210  Williamsburg  Ave. — machinery  for 
the  manufacture  of  fiber  boxes,  to  replace 
that  which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

Va.,  Richmond  —  R.  F.  Piper,  1522  West 
Broad  St.  (cornices  and  roofing) — cornice 
brake  and   large  power  shears. 

Wash.,  Centralia  —  The  H.  H.  Martin 
Lumber  Co.,  H.  H.  Martin,  Pres.  and  Genl. 
Mgr. — complete  equipment  for  100,000  ft. 
rapacity  saw  and  planing  mill,  prefer  elec- 

trical drive  for  individual  machines,  logs 
up  to  100  and  120  in.  in  diameter,  must  be 
handled  by  main  saw  and  carriage. 

W.  Va..  Princeton — T.  M.  Fry — ice  cream 
machinery   (used). 

Wis.,  Green  Bay — Knowlton  Candv  Co., 
c/o  J.  W.  McXevins,   721  South  Quincy  St. 

candy  making  machinery. 
Wis.,  Madison — The  Meyer  Printing  Co., 

117  South  Webster  St. — printing  presses, 
power  driven,  and  equipment  for  addition 
to  printing  plant. 

Wis..  Madison — The  State  Bd.  of  Control, 

M.  J.  Tappins,  Secy. — ice  machine  for  pro- 
posed cold  storage  plant  at  Delevan. 

Wis..  Madison — Valvoline  Oil  Co..  81.") 
East  Main  St. — oil  storage  tanks,  pumps, 
etc.,  for  proposed  fillmg  station. 

Wis.,  .Milwaukee — ''.  G.  Forster,  62  27th 
St. — planing  mill  machinery. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Northwestern  Barrel 
Co.,  76  South  Bay  St.,  (manufacturer  of 
boxes  and  barrels),  T.  J.  Verden,  Purch. 
Agt.-^2   or  3   band  saws. 

Wis.,  New  Holsteiii — The  New  Holstein 
Canning  Co.,  A.  T.  Hipke,  Secy. — machin- 

ery for  proposed  canning  factory. 
Wis..  North  Milwaukee — K.  Korth,  Route 

5,  (carpenter  and  millworker) — band  saw, about  32  in. 

Wis.,  Oshkosh — R.  A.  Lutz,  1270  Knapp 
St. — machinery  and  equipment  for  new 
crushed  stone  plant. 

Wis.,  Oshkosh — The  Williams-Loper  Co., 
213  Harrison  St. — special  machinery  for  the 
manufacture  of  free-air  stands,  etc.,  for 
garages. 

Wis,,  Sheboygan — The  Northern  Furni- 
ture Co.,  South  Water  St. — machinery,  in- 

cluding power  machinery,  for  proposed  fur- 
niture factory  at  Tacoma,  Wash. 

Wis..  West  Bend — The  West  Bend  Con- 
crete Products  Co. — machinery,  including 

some  power  machinery,  for  the  manufac- 
ture of  drain  tile  and  concrete  products  for 

proposed   factory. 
B.  C.  Powell  River — The  Powell  River 

Co.,  Ltd. — machinery  for  proposed  paper mill. 

Ont.,  Kincardine — Kincardine  Salt  Wks. 
— $30,000  worth  of  equipment,  piping,  eva- 

porators and  special  equipment  for  hand- ling salt. 

Que.,  Montreal- — Dominion  Steel  Co.. 
Canada  Cement  Bldg— $50,000  worth  of 
equipment,  to  increase  daily  output  of 
fence  material  from  60  to  120  ton,  for 
Be.sco  Wire  mill  at  Sidney,  N.  S. 
afftHltlllHIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIttltliliit iiiiiiiiittiiiiiiniii 

Metal  Working  Shops 
%«IMIIIIIItllllillllillM,lllllllillill,lltlll,llllll«)Milllltlll,lllllllt(lll<IIIIII«ll#llltl,lllllillllr 

Calif..     San     Franrlseo   J.     Madi.son.     112 
Market  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  3  story,  factory  on  Harri- 

son St.  Pacific  Meter  Wks.,  1123  Harrison 
St.,  lessee.  Estimated  cost  $29,950.  Noted 
Oct.  19. 

Calif..  San  Francisco — A.  J.  Pahl,  37 
Stevenson  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story  machine  .shop  on 
Howard  St.  near  4th  St.  Estimated  cost 
$25,000. 

Calif..  Stockton — H.  S.  Dawson,  c/o  G. 
Allen,  Archt.,  37  South  Aurora  St..  is  hav- 

ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
a  3  story  garage  on  North  California  and 
Oak  Sts,     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

Conn..  New  Britain — Landers,  Frary  & 
Clark.  Commercial  St.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  6  story  addi- 
tion ■  to  its  hardware  and  cutlery  factory 

on  Stanley  St.     Estimated  cost  $75,000. 
Conn,,  New  Haven^ — H.  B.  Ives  &  Co..  5 

Artizan  St..  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  4  story,  40  x  40  ft.  and 
a  1  storv,  30  x  80  ft.  wing  addition  to  its 
hardware  factory.  Cost  from  $35,000  to 
$40,000. 

Conn.,  Norwalk — C.  J.  Mlntz,  92  Wash- 
ington St.,  South  Norwalk,  awarded  the 

contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
85  X  140  ft.  garage  on  West  Ave.,  here. 
Estimated   cost   $40,000, 

Ind..  Fort  M'ayne — The  General  Electric Co..  Bwav  and  Wall  St..  will  build  a  1 
story.  150  x  150  ft.  tank  shop  and  garage. 
Estimated  cost  $30,000.     Noted  Oct.  12. 

Ind.,  I,ebanon — Cline  &  Hicks  are  hav- 
ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 

a  1  story,  60  x  100  ft..  40  x  40  ft.  and  40  x 
60  ft.  paint  an  :  machine  shops.  Estimated 
cost   $  JO. 000.     Private  plans. 

Ind.,  Lebanon — The  Indestructible  Wheel 
Co.  is  having  plans  prepared  tor  the  con- 

struction of  a  2  .story,  100  x  160  ft.  addi- 
tion to  its  factory  for  the  manufacture  of 

wire  wheels.  Estimated  cost  $60,000.  Pri- vate plans. 

Mass..  Cambridge  —  The  Auto  Truck  & 
Wagon  Co..  141  First  St.,  will  soon  award 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
slorv.  85  X  100  ft.  automobile  body  factory. 
Estimated  cost   $30,000.      Private   plans. 

Mass.,  East  Boston  (Boston  P.  O.) — The 
Hersey  Mfg.  Co.,  314  West  2nd  St.. 
awarded  the  contract  far  the  construction 
of  a  2  story  plant  for  the  manufacture  of 
special  machinery  on  B  St.  Estimated 
cost  $25,000. 

Mass.,  Somerville — J.  W.  Knowles,  6G0 
Bway.,   awarded   the   contract   for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  90  x  150  ft.  garage, 
etc.,  on  Highland  Ave.  and  Eastman  Rd. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

.Mass.,  Worcester — A.  A.  Wheeler,  159- 
163  Mechanic  St„  awarded  the  .ontract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story  garage  and 
service  station.     Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

.Mich.,  Detroit — The  Pennsylvania  R.R., 
1368  Penobscat  BIdg.,  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
engine  and  round  house,  including  turn- 

table, water  tower,  coaling  station  anil 
handling  equipment,  on  19th  St.  B.  V. 
.Sommerville,    1368    Penobscot    Bldg..    Engr. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — D.  Bunshaft,  SS  Man- 
chester PI.,  plans  to  build  a  1  and  2  story, 

66  x  100  ft.  garage  on  Clinton  St.  Archi- 
tect not  announced. 

N.  T.,  Buffalo — The  Chevrolet  Motor  Co., 
BulTalo,  and  West  Grand  Blvd.,  Detroit, 
Mich.,  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  and  2  story,  338  x  900 
ft.  automobile  factory  and  loading  plat- 

form on  East  Delevan  Ave.,  here,  A.  lOihn, 
1000   Marquette  BUlg.,    Detroit,   Archt. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo— The  Empire  Drawn  Steel 
Corp.,  1133  Marine  Bank  Bldg.,  is  having 
plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  70  x  450  ft.  cold  drawn  steel  factory 
on  Gern>ania  St.,  capacity  36,000  tons  an- 

nually. Estimated  cost  $100,000.  Harding 
&  Oea,   White  Bldg.,  Engrs, 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — P.  M.  McGroft,  Montreal, 
Que.,  plans  to  build  a  steel  wire  factory, 
here.  E.stimated  cost  $1,000,000.  Architect 
not   selected. 

N.  Y.,  New  York— W.  F.  Harving,  c/o 
J,  P.  Whiskeman,  Engr.  and  Archt.,  153 
East  40th  St„  will  build  a  1  story,  135  x 
150  ft.  garage  on  Webster  Ave.  Estimated cost    $75,000. 

N,  Y.,  New  York — S.  M.  DePasquale,  c/o 
S.  J.  Kessler,  Archt.  and  Engr.,  529  Court- 
landt  Ave.,  will  build  a  2  story  garage  on 
Webster  Ave.  and  Moshula  Parkwav.  Es- 

timated cost  $120,000 

O.,  Cleveland — The  Denby  Wire  &  Iron 
Co.,  5119  Euclid  Ave.,  has  had  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  40  x 
105  ft.  factory  at  3005  Bast  81st  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $40,000.     H.  Denby,  owner. 
O..  Cleveland — P.  Svoboda,  5377  Bway., 

awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story,  45  x  139  ft.  garage  on  Bway. 
and  Mumford  Ave.  E.stimated  cost  $60,000. 
Peck  &  Horton  (Ford  dealers),  2261  East 
I4th  St.,   lessee.     Noted  Sept.  21. 

O..  Findlay — The  Adam  Axle  Co.  plans 
to  build  an  80  x  200  ft.  addition  to  its  fac- 

tory.    Cost  will  exceed  $50,000. 
O..  Salem — The  Deming  Co..  Etna  St., 

manufacturer  of  pumps,  awarded  the  con- 
tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story  foun- 
dry.    Estimated  cost   $50,000. 

Pa,  Knola — The  Pennsylvania  R.R.. 
Broad  St.  Sta..  Phila.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  100  x  620  ft.,  car 
building  shop,  and  four  1  story  16  x  31  ft., 
16  X  61  ft.,  100  X  424  ft.  and  42  x  402  ft. 
buildings,  for  repairing  cars,  etc.,  here. 

Fa.,  Oil  City — The  Oil  City  Boiler  Wks., 
351  Seneca  St.,  awarded  the  contract  tor 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  60  x  75  ft. 
addition  to  its  boiler  plant. 

Pa..  Phlla. — C.  Kahn,  Morris  Bldg.. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story,  21  x  200  ft.  sales  and  service 
building  at  1618  North  Broad  St.  Esti- mated  cost  $75,000. 

Pa.,  Phila. — The  Nash  Motor  Co.,  901 
North  Broad  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  5  story,  75  x  160  ft. 
sales  and  service  station  on  Broad  and 
Thompson  Sts.     Estimated  cost  $300,000. 

Pa..  Pitcairn — The  Pennsvlvania  R.R.. 
Broad  St.  Sta.,  Phila.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  con.struction  of  a  13  x  25  ft.  oil 
house,  and  100  x  620  ft.,  16  x  31  ft.  16  x 
61  ft.,  100  X  424  ft.,  and  42  x  202  ft.  build- 

ings for  constructing  and  r»>pairing  cars, 
etc,,  all  1  story,  here.     Noted  Oct.  5. 

Pa..  Pittsburgh — The  Harmony  Creamery 
Co.,  407  Liberty  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  56  x  115 
ft.  garage  on  Reedsdale  St.  Estimated 
cost  $40,000. 

Pa..  Pittsburgh — The  .Tones  &  Lajghlln 
Steel  Co..  3rd  Ave.  and  Ross  St..  will  build 
a  I  storv,  100  x  150  ft.  addition  to  its 
polishing  plant  on  2nd  Ave.  (Hazelwood). 
Estimated   cost    $25,000. 

Pa..  Pittsbnrgli  —  The  Webster  Ave. 
Garage  Co.,  c/o  A.  Ricordino,  1010  Webster 
Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- struction of  a  2  story.  40  x  110  ft.  garage. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Pa.,  Youngwood — The  Robertshaw  Mfg. 
Co.  is  receiving  bids  for  the  construction  of 
a  1  story,  30  x  65  ft,  and  110  x  130  ft. 
foundry  and  machine  shop.  .\mer.  City 

Eng.  Co.,  Peoples  Bank  Bldg.,  Pitt.sburgh, .*  rchts. 
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  —  T»»   ChlMvm 
l«  lUvw  at.  la  iWSIitaMi 

•r  •  fl  Morr.  Ill artr*s: s  IM  II. 

M^  aMVlMnT Ar«hL' VMS.  ■■■Win  g  T«tto  wa  bMlM  a  1 
Marr.  M  s  M  ft.  sanis*  •■<  r***lr  iliap. 
ikUiMli4  «Ml  M«.M«> 

SI*  HMttaM  tL.  avsrM  11m  CMiraM  tor 
Ukr  mmmri**m  •#  •  t  •tary.  «•  s  M  (t 
failaif  tor  Um  ■■■■tort«ra  of  air  pi  »mmn 
(aatak   Ma.   tor  ■■!«•«.      Mmmmk^   eoat 

Wtft.  Wi  till  r  KtaalM.  I>«;  Tor- 
Ml  Mmb*  A««.  a««r<i«4  thv  <<MMra<-«  lor 
<IM  tMimilUa   •<  a   S  alarr.   >•   i   >•  1- 

tfiSsr^TP***  "■
•^^'-•••••^ 

Wli.  Miaartii  liialinn  *  Ovlhrla. 
AfMpu  4i«  Ji»iina  Su  ar»  r««««v(nc 
Qto  tor  uia  MMtftMllaa  af  a  I  Mory .  >  >•  v 

%W  n.  aarMa.  tor  lb*  LuM-k  lr»  Cr>-am 

Q^  ttfTOfSlI  AW.      BMlJB>l«<l  COM   IM.- 
       _     r.    RlB«^    *    Sob. 
«tt  livair.   ar*  rpermtns   bid*  for 

_aiailt«a  •«  a  I  mory    t«  x  It*  ft. 
ftrrr  ••  Mk  su  (or  iM  O.  Jaxrr  Baklac 
Sw     •!«     CMural     Ar*.     BMIaaU^     eoM 

wtU  taM  a  1  alarr.  »•  s  M 
._        .  atM*.    ttmr*.      ■lliii«i»4    «M 
t««.M4L  A.  P  iiliaiM»wf4.  atMbartaa 
fMia.  rr«a.  rmrai*  pkum.  Noted  Oct.  ». 

OatL.  T«>»ato — Tb*  Furd  Motor  <^o.  nt CMMtfa.  tTI  iHipaal  Bt^  plaaa  In  bulM  a 
I  Mary.  >t«  s  iM  rt.  motor  fselorr  on 
toatorth  At«.    BMInaird  eoM  tt««.*M. 

General  Manufacturing 

riatM»r    ItaMtrr 

Caar,  •••  rtMM«M»— C.  &  Urwia.  M« 
•acraHMMa  to..  a«ar4o«  th»  roatrart  for 
tiM  I— Mnctlna  af  a  t  MorT.  Si  x  IS*  ft. 
gtor*  (artory  on  rotoom  to.  CaHmatrd  ooM 
ICM*.     Xm«4  Oct.  I*. 
raW.,  amm  rraacU»»  MagDoaaM  * 

KatoK.  IM  Maaianwiry  ftt.  award**  th» 
aaalrart  for  Uia  eowattftlaa  of  a  t  atory. 
Ma  US  B  n|  «  nt  fl.  oAea.  aludto  and 

'am  Pt»rr».  Sl»lnM-.  Turk 
»»e  *  KMarr  Co.  Mll- 
i4rartMMC  rxprrta,  SST 

Vi"      ■     '      " 

•f 
TMry — Tli#  0»tM-' 

«/e  A.  i-  Masar. 
a.  will  aooa 

t« 
la   for 

of  a  rond'Ciutr)  plant. 
ITt.M*.  Noted  Marrh  S>- 

lotoh,  WMto  Btrrr  <M«*<WY  P.  O  I— Tfi* 
nto  IMaaia  &r*aa  fV.  (I*  ll>m.a  iiMr. 
Itaarrrr.  la  havtas  plaaa  yr>parr<t  for  th' 
lailiawna  oC  a  I  atary.  if  x  I*  ft.  and 

l«  I  II*  ft.  aad  a  t  atory.  S*  x  4*  ft  »lant 
far  tka  aaaaafarttw  af  carlMti  Mark.  hrtm. 
KallaMHd  (Ml  Ma,*aa.    O.  f>.  Hortoa.  714 

Ctaw,  ■rtdamH  TW  llabrr  IroCraam 
Oa.  9M  toarW  A«».  awarded  Iter  eoa* 
traM  far  lit*  >aa«m>r«toa  of  a  >  atory.  M  s 
i*S  ft.  addNlon  to  Ma  lea  rraaM  Idrtory. 
teatawlid  raai  IIM.***.    Naiad  Oct.  St. 

roao.    ■aHfa»<    TW    rilaliU     in*    <*».. 
M*    Knaairtli    ■_    Z        .    „      
M4a  far  itm  coaw»rart>m  of  a   t  alary. 

«,    X*»     ft.     kakerr     •    " 

Cw^  Btkaatad    ena^  ~iM>M.      PrtvaU 

araao  a 
•I   Itt*. 

M  Oray   to. J.    are    hx«^tna ara^rad  f  •«r«H1'«>  of  a   I 
atary.   M   x    >••    n     xvimioo   to  fhatr   allk 
■ft   kM«k      RalkMtod   aoal    $t*.tf.      m> 

•■Mar  Otoaa  Oa.  I*  Mafdr  M.  awrda4 
tfca  I  ■■Iran  tor  Oka  iiiaiii  llaa  af  a  S 
Mary,  «•  ■  II*  ft.  addniaa  to  Ma  toMory. 
far  iha  mmmmtamm*  of  irtkat  diitoi  filU> 
aa>l7MM  lt»;M«L 

of  a  1 

■Mltad 

8C«a»,  Walrrtard— J  and  O.  II.  Italh- la^  Jar4a«  MIU.  *vard>Hl  th«  f-oairaii  (or a  aaMtmrttaa  of  a  1  xorv.  4*  x  It  I  ft. 
ad«ltloa  u  lu  taxtlW  RitlL  WallMalail  coat 
iM.**«. 
n>.  Haw  Saayraa— The  VohtaU  CyproM 

Oa.  Maaa  la  build  ■  mw  mill,  planinc  mill 
aa4  kMtlMr  |>l«uu    >:*iimatr4|  coat  |1*0,***. 

la.  CMaaa*  _  K.  K.  MeCleltaM.  Areht. 
till  Cettaa*  arovo  Ave.,  la  raealrbw  bida 
for  Ike  canalrarttaHi  of  a  I  and  t  atory, 

tM  X  IM  ft.  addllHMi  la  ice  rrram  fat-lory. 
tor  tbe  Victory  Ire  A  lea  I'r'-am  >'u„  ibih to.  and  Kevler  Ava^  Kaliraatvd  coal 
Il**.»*«. 

Ill-  rkleaao  The  McOoiMtM  l<*Ml  Leaf 
Co.   •>•    V'>.l.^r.|    Ml.,    BWanlol    Iha    nanlract 
fur  II"  Mon  of  a   I       x  I2t 
fj      f..  i*o>-l7    1*1.  Ave. 
KMIma        .   JiO.ooO.     N>  .,..:....:    14. 

lad.  Kedferd — The  Indiana  Qtiarrlea  Co. 
awaf.Ird    lh«   ronlrarC    for    lh«   conalruollon 

eiory.  4**  s  M*  ft.  aiunp  mill.    Kat|. 
|4**.MC     .N'Olrd  8rpi.   14. 

lad.    BIkhar* — Ttte    Curmin    Sm.niv    Cn. 
awarded    the   contrarl    f.ir   '  n 
of  a  I  alury.   IIS  x   400  ft 
Katlmal'd  coat  tlvO.voO.     .\     _    ..   .. 

lod.  Port  Wajrae — The  Wayne  Oil  Tank 
A  l>ump  Co.  Anthony  Hoii-l,  awarded  the 
conlni<-l  for  tbe  conat  ruction  of  a  1  alory, 
I*  X  IS*  ft.  palm  fa.-tury  addition.  Kall- 
maled  oMrt  tlO.O**.     Notrd  Ort.  IS. 

Mbm.  Uardaer — O.  K.  O'Hc-am.  *S  Oak 
8t_  awarded  the  contract  fur  the  oonatnir- 
llon  of  a  1  atory.  to  x  SIO  ft.  factory,  (or 
the  manufacture  of  novrltlea,  on  Parker 
■C     Kaitmatrd  coat  |40.0«». 

MaeaM  Woreeeler — Tlie  Queenabury  Ullla. 
Inc..  Quinalaaniono  Ave.  plana  tn  build 
aevrral  lama  addlllona  to  Ita  yarn  plant. 
Arebltaet  not  Miootad. 

lOaa..  MlaaaapaWa  Tha  Ivea  loa  Craam 
Co..  Snd  and  I'nlveralty  Avra.,  8.  tL, 
awar>ti-<l  the  contract  (or  the  conatrurtlon 
i>r  a  1  atorv,  4<i  X  7(  X  117  ft.  a<l<lltlon, 
and  (or  adillnc  Jrd  atory  to  proarnt  41  x 
III  fl.  Imllillnc.  Eatlmatixl  coat  $74,000. 
A.  H    Ivaa.  Proa.    Kotrd  July  IS. 

K.   M.   Ptalalaw  —  T"  i  itnack   Clay Producta  Co.    Ill    !>.  St  ,    Boaton. 
will  a-ion   award  the  .  '  >r  Otr  eon- 
aimnion   of  a   I   and   z   kIi  i  nou   ft. 
Klant   for  the  manufacturr  I   hoi- 

•w     tile    pr'idurta.     hrre.  I     com 
ISOa.eoo.  Moraa  A  Chaae,  2i  Waahlndon 
ait.  Haverhill,  Maaa.  Archta.  .Vote<l 
June  S». 

K.  v..  BrookUa— The  Brooklyn  Dally 
Kasle.  hUale  Hla(..  awarrl.-al  the  rontraci 
for  the  ronatniclloQ  of  a  <  atory.  IS  X  111 
ft.  publUhInc  plant  on  Adama  and  Johnaon 

aia. 
X.  T.  Boebeater— A.  W.  Ilopeman  A  K<m, 

ITS  Lyell  Ave.  plan  to  build  a  fur  tann>'ry. 
Eallmated  coat  tl*.Ooo.  Archliect  not  an- nounced. 

O.  raMwen— The  Caldwell  Colllerlea  Co. 
plana  lo  rehalld  tia  ceneratInK  and  holatlny 
■•lani  at  the  Ftomice  Mine,  which  waa  da- 
atroyed  by  Sra.     Battmnted   ooat   170.***. 

O.  Karlld— The  Munl<  Ipal  H.allv  Co.. 
e/o  A.  Bloom.  Hut>i.  of  I'onatr..  Ilanna RIda.  will  build  a  1  alory  warrhouae  and 
htmTier  mill  on  llllaa  Rd.  and  Hi.  t'lair  Ave. 
Kailmalrd   coat    ll&O.OOO.      Private   plana. 

Ore.   Taleal  —  The    Talent    Lumber   Co. 
f>Una  In  build  a  aaw  mill.  Sn.ooo  (t.  capac. 
ly.     P    J.  Neff.  Medford.  n»cy. 

Pa..  Ilia  an.  '  •.  ""lie  nioomaburc  Paper 
fo.  plana  !•  i>»t"T  factory,  whirh 
waa    dea|r«<  I'Utlmatrd      coat 

171.***. 
Pa.,  Pblla. — The  Coroanut  aprrlally  Co, 

1114  North  «-"—  «'  will  mom  receive  bIda 
(or  the  c<»n-'  f  a  4  «nd  •  atory.  10 
X    lln   ((.   f '  <)>•■   manufariiiri-   of 
cntvaaul  ap^.  .-■■--  at  Wayne  Junction. 
KbUmat^  coot  ISto.oaa  Lachman  A 
Marpby,    nroxrl  BIdc .    Arrhla. 

Pa-    PbBa, — A.    A. 
11    ilh    Ave.    New    V- 
bIda   Nor.  1   for   the    k 
atory.  IM  X  SI*  ft.  bak<  ry  for  the  Nnllonal 
niaevH  Ca-  Broad  Rt.  and  Olrnweod  Ave., 
ikara.    Batbaalad  coat  ti**.*o*. 

Pa..   «eodla«— T»ie  Central   Ahallotr  Co  , 
(Tbaataui   Hi.,  awnr.le.l   the  ronirart    for  the 
conatrtKilon    of    a    I    ......     ....-iiinr    plant. 
Katlmated  coat  tl7t.'''  !   July  SO. 

Pa.,   Rlhera    'Punr-  l'    O  )— Tba 
tlulfat"  T    A    riM.i.ijrxh    ri.lC,    I* 
Mute  .fer     V     r .    awarded    tba 
eontra.  '-onairudlon   of  a  coaMbf 
atatlen.  ).:■>■)  ion  rapacity,  here. 

Pa-  Wiaraa     The  Valb-y  Parkins  A  Pro- 

a.  1.,  Waaaaaefcel  —  The  fllcnliruok 
W'orated  Mllla.  Haaon  81.,  awarded  the 
contract  (ur  the  conatruollon  o(  a  1  alory. 
10  X  i:i  (t.  addltlun  tu  Ita  plant.  Katl- 

mated coot  ISI.OOU. 
Teaa,,  rai4ba«e  —  The  Carthnse  Siiokc 

Co.  tncraaaed  Ita  raplial  atock  (rum  tSO.OOO 
to  tlOO.DOO  (ur  udiliiiuna.  iimi-lilnery  and 
ImpravaoMata  to  plant.    A.  lillbrey,  liupi. 

Taaa..  Meaapbia  Clowr  Karm  Dairy 
Co.,  7K*  I'nlon  Ava.  la  bullilinc  a  S  atory 
creamery  and  ioe  craam  factory  on  Orleana 
and  Beala  8ta.     Katlmalad  iHtal  tS*.000. 

Tec.  I»ewey»llle  —  Poavy-Moor..  Lumber 
Co.   plana   to    reliullil    aiiw    ntiil    !  'I to  replace  the  onr  wliUli   whn  i 
alroyrd  by  lire.     Katlinalvil  t<u8l   i-    -. 

Va..  airhmoad — The  Fibre  Hoard  Con- 
tainer Co..    3:!nt>   Wllllnmnburir   Ave.,    manu. 

fn,       -     -'    ■      ̂      -       ,^•      .1    4    •'%-  ;:-r  ;     •    'nr 
tl    ■  ■!. 
U>  ^       nil.  *.>UMl.t  ' 

M    .  I  »naaliel  —  The    S' 
It.  .:.     Hitoknm-,    hn~ 
puiid  (iJi   till-  i-onatrui-tlon  .  \ 10  ft.   illatrlbutInK  atatluii. 
elf.,   hi-ro       Katlnmled    ...v  i. 
McKay.   Realty   Itlilu.. 

W.  Va.  riarkabnrx  .:    Iv 

poilrnt   I'ulillahllix  I'o        ..>iilr.icl for  the  t'onatrurllon  of  a  I  atury.  il  x  l&il 
ft.  priiillni;  plant  on  Hewea  St.  Btetlinaled 
coat  $&0.000. 

W.  Va.  Prinrelon — The  Princeton 
lloalery  Mllla  Co,  plana  to  build  a  S  atory. 
&u  X   ISO  (t,  hoalrry  mill.     Private  plana. 

W,  Va.,  Wellabara— The  llnniniond  BuK 
A  l'!i|>er  Co.  Box  417,  awarded  the  contract 
(or  ih<-  conatrucilon  o(  a  1  atury.  ISI  X  SSi) 
(t.  paper  mill. 

W.  Va.  Wheelln* — The  Inleratate  Oxy- 
gen Co,  awuril.'il  the  conlriK'l  fur  the  con- 

atrurtlon of  a  I  atory.  lOo  x  i:>0  ft.  oxyren 
factor)-,  on  44ih  uiid  Kuff  Sta.  Katlmated coat  IliO.OOO. 

W.  Va.,  tVhrrlInx — The  Wheelinc  Box 
Co.,  S007  Chn|>llMe  St.,  will  liulld  a  S  atory, 
40  s  171  ft.  a.blllloii  to  Ita  box  factory, 
tCatlmated  coat    ilo.uuO. 

Wla.  Clymaa  —  The  nei-aevllle  Canning 
Co..  Reeaevllh'.  will  Imilil  a  vi-xetable  can- 
nlnic  pluni,  conalating  uf  ii  70  x  IIS  ft.  ware- 
houae.  A  70  X  12"  f(.  iiin.'hUii-  room,  a  14  X 
90  ft.  iKiller  hoiiae,  all  one  alory.  alao  mla- 
cellaneoua  ali>-da,  Kalliiiulod  coat  |76,U00. Noted  Oct.   IS. 

Wla.  nraarllle— The  Rauachenbercrr 
Tire  Co..  Akron.  O.  plana  to  build  a  S  atory, 
110  X  t'i  ft  (nrlnry  here,  for  the  manu- 

facture of  auto  tirea.  Katlmated  coat  tlt*>- 
000,      Arrhlloct   liul  aelvctcd. 

Wla.  Oreea  Bar— The  Fort  Howard 
Paper  Co..  Houlh  Htate  St.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  ronatrurtlon  of  a  S  atory. 
Iiio  X  140  ft  iM|M-r  nnlahlng  plant,  Katl- 

mated Coat  tloD.ooO. 

Wla.  Herlren— The  AUen-HplcBel  Shoe 
Co.,  Itelglum,  pinna  to  build  a  2-3  atory,  40 
X  ISO  ft.  ahoo  factory,  here.  K,  W.  Allen, 

Mgr.      Architect    not    aele<-tfd 
Wla-    Mrnaroonre    ralla--rure    Milk     Co.. 

c/o  A.  B.  Johnaon.   Prea..   712   41»t  81..    MM 
waukee.  awanleil  the  i-ontriicl  for  a   1         t 
4S  X  HO  ft.  milk  Imttling  plant,  here.     I.  '; 
mated  ooat  iso.ono, 

Wla.  Mlltoa— The  Rurdick  Cabinet  Co. 
awarded  the  cfintrnct  for  the  conatrurtlon 
of  a  1  Btnry.  KO  x  1*0  fl.  fnclory  addition. 
Katlmated  coat  ttft.OOO,     Noti^d  8epl,   21, 

Wla.,    Milwaukee      «-...ii.. -i.™     i.,.i,-v    .-.. S4  2    «lh   fli..    nwi" 
conatrurtlon  of  ;» 
tk>n  to  Ita  dairy.     J— >   i   -■->    w~-   

Wla-  Park  PaOa — T»ie  FlnmhcaU  Paper 
Co.  awariird  the  contract  for  the  ronatruc- 

tlon  of  a  2  atory.  50  x  ».'.  ft  pulp  mill. Kallninled   raat    llM.flOO.     Q.    Waldo.    Micr. 

Wla.,  Noalh  VH-"mI,..  —  Th,.  Iiiiriil.i.in 
Hroa.   IJrlrk  Co.,    '  .1 
the    ronirart    foi  1 
alory.  •'■   •    '""   '■■      -..   '  !.-  .itu 
ltd.      V  I    ninrhine   liulldinx,   power 
houae  liiirnlnx   building   In   near 
future,      ....;..    l>ar     IS.    1*21. 

Oal.  Haaaver — The  Penlnaular  Cord  Tire 
Co.  plana  to  build  a  new  fnrtory,  Kall- 
mnted  i-oat  llOrt.Ooo,     W,  A    ilakley,  Mgr. 

Oal.,  f,«ada»— Tlie  Corromti-d  Ciirton Cr,  \,„u  ui„i  CI,  I.I...  HIa..  la  having  plana 
nf  'ruction  of  a  factory. 

vlelofi  Co..  114  Franklin  Ml.  awarded  the 
roMract  for  the  ooaa«n>eth>a  of  a  S  atory, 
if  X   1**  ft,  addltj^  lo  lu..packlnjt  iilanL 

OmI,,    at.    Thnti. 
Will    vote    on    M     ' 

building  of  rivir 
Ing     of     Vel' 
1100,000.    \' W,  Mlll-r,  I 

'liy  naa  Cfi.M 

.    I    for    Hi'     '■ .nd  the   III'    ■  1 I'      'fiiHled      roi-i 

Hall.   Chli .  i\  He|it     11 

llJOb  lo  Ha  packing  iilanL m.9H.     MMad  Aim  St. 
Oai..   xniill    '-le     Marl"-      I"     W.  R<>eae   find T.    J,    V.     '.I     |.!  Ill    lo    l/ulld    u     gaa     pinnt 

Eatlmaiiil  loni  |;ii",ooo. 
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What's  Wrong  with  the  Railroad  Shops? 
Railroad  Shop  Practice  Different  from  that  of  Other  Machine  Shops — Mechanical  Depart- 

ments Badly  Handicapped  by  Poor  Equipment — Lack  of  Contact  with  Other  Shops 

THERE  ARE  TWO  kinds  of  machine  shops,  ordi- 
nary machine  shops  and  railroad  shops.  If  a  man 

had  worked  in  shops  where  heavy  machinery  was 
made,  in  shops  where  typewriters  were  manufactured, 
in  machine-tool  shops  where  tools  were  built  in  mod- 

erate quantities,  in  high-production  automobile  shops, 
he  might  think  he  knew  the  machine  shop.  He  might 
have  handled  work  where  a  split  sixty-fourth  was  close 
enough  and  other  work  where  a  tenth  of  a  thousandth 
was  a  common  unit,  and 
yet  he  would  not  know  the 
railroad  shop  which  is  a 
law  unto  itself  and  differ- 

ent from  other  shops  in 
almost  every  particular. 
Whether  this  needs  to  be 
so  is  a  question,  but  that 
it  is  so  is  obvious  at  the 
first  visit  to  one  of  these 

shops  and  becomes  increas- 
ingly evident  when  one  vis- 

its a  number  of  them. 
Not  only  is  the  practice 

of  the  average  railroad 

shop  different  from  estab- 
lished practice  in  good  ma- 
chine shops,  but  it  is  also 

unlike  that  of  other  rail- 
road shops  so  that  the  first 

impression,  that  there  must 
be  conditions  here  which 
make  a  different  practice 
necessary,  is  swept  away. 
One  finds  good  machine- 
shop  practice  in  the  rail- 

road shops  in  spots,  a 
bright  spot  in  this  shop, 
another  one  in  that  shop, 
still  another  in  some  other 
shop.  All  the  bright  spots 
are  there  if  one  takes  all 
the  railroad  shops  together,  but  there  are  very  few  in 
any  single  shop,  leaving  untold  room  for  improvement. 

The  observations  made  by  the  American  Machinist 
representatives  who  visited  a  number  of  railroad  shops 
covered  such  items  as  buildings,  equipment  (machin- 

ery), tools,  methods  and  control.  Due  to  the  fact  that 
in  some  of  the  shops  practically  the  entire  working 
force  was  new,  it  was  thought  that  due  allowance  would 
have  to  be  made  for  the  greenness  of  the  hands,  but 
conversation  with  the  management  brought  out  the  fact 
that  these  new  men  were  an  agreeable  surprise  in  that 
they  did  much  better  than  was  expected  and  in  many 
cases  produced  more  than  the  old  hands  who  had  gone 
out  on  strike.  Railroad  officials  further  stated  that  but 
a  short  time  would  be  required  to  bring  the  entire  force 

That  the  practice  in  railroad  shops  is 
materially  different  from  ordinary  shop  prac- 

tice is  readily  understandable,  but  why  is  the 
practice  in  one  railroad  shop  so  widely  at 
variance  with  that  of  almost  every  other  rail- 

road shop? 

Why  is  the  equipment  generally  so  archaic 
and  inadequate?  Why  is  the  tooling  so  bad? 
Why  are  there  so  many  makeshifts  in  evidence 
to  the  most  casual  observer?  Why  is  individ- 

ual output  so  low?  Why  is  the  purchasing  de- 
partment permitted,  to  overrule  the  mechan- 

ical department  as  to  the  make  of  machine 
tool  to  be  bought  ? 

Answer  these  questions  and  you  know  a 
large  part  of  the  reason  why  the  railroads  are 
having  such  difficulty  in  getting  their  bad 

order  rolling  stock  in  shape.  It  isn't  all  a 
question  of  machinists  and  labor  unions  by 
any  means,  as  will  be  shown  in  this  article 
and  the  ones  to  follow. 
The  American  Machinist  has  made  a 

critical  survey  of  the  situation  and  presents 
its  findings  n  a  series  of  articles  that  will  run 
for  several  weeks.  They  are  unsigned  because 
they  represent  the  work  and  thought  of  the 
staff  rather  than  the  efforts  of  any  one  man. 

up  to,  and  possibly  above,  the  pre-strike  level.  Appar- 
ently this  does  away  with  the  old  idea  that  the  railroad 

shop  man  is  different  from  any  other  shop  man,  that 
his  experience  must  be  along  different  lines,  and  that 
the  practice  in  a  railroad  shop  must  therefore  be  dif- 

ferent from  that  in  any  other  shop. 
This  idea  that  the  railroad  mechanic  is  an  entirely 

distinct  species  was  held  and  perhaps  is  held  quite  com- 
monly.   It  was  the  basis  for  the  belief  of  the  strikers 

that  they  could  not  be  re- 
placed. Of  course  the  work 

in  a  locomotive  repair  shop 
is  different  from  that  in  the 
shop  where  cash  registers 
or  automobiles  are  made.  A 
certain  amount  of  special 
knowledge  and  experience 
is  needed  in  any  shop  to 
make  things  run  smoothly. 
On  the  other  hand,  there  is 
in  all  shops  a  great  deal  of 
knowledge  applied  every 
day  which  is  not  special  to 
that  particular  establish- 

ment but  which  is  the 

common  knowledge  of  weU- 
trained  mechanics  and  en- 

gineers. Whether  a  piece 
of  metal  is  to  be  shaped  in 

a  certain  way  for  the  pur- 
pose of  applying  it  to  a 

typewriter  or  to  a  freight 
car  makes  really  no  differ- 

ence provided  the  respec- 
tive pieces  are  the  same, 

made  of  the  same  mate- 
rial, to  the  same  limits  and 

in   the   same   quantities. 
It  was  found  that  the 

equipment  was  good  in 
spots  only  and  that  there 

was  so  little  appi'eciation  of  the  inadequacy  of  the  equip- 
ment as  a  whole  that  the  single  machine  or  single  opera- 

tion here  and  there,  which  might  be  considered  good,  was 
shown  off,  evidently  in  the  belief  that  here  was  something 
superior  to  ordinary  shop  practice  whereas,  as  a  matter 
of  fact,  it  was  merely  above  the  level  of  the  average  in 
the  railroad  shop.  One  of  the  most  striking  discoveries 
was  the  number  of  very  old  machines.  In  one  of  the  shops 
the  master  mechanic  had  been  with  his  company  and  in 

its  shop  for  22  years  and,  in  all  that  time,  he  had  re- 
ceived only  one  new  machine  tool.  Another  thing  equally 

surprising  was  the  inadequacy  of  the  tooling  for  some  of 
the  machines.  Old  and  inadequate  as  these  machines 

were,  they  were  prevented  by  poor  tooling  from  accom- 
plishing even  as  much  as  they  might  have  done. 
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8liU  >—lhir  wialriuM  iipMai  ww  th«  poor  atlvr- 
ttw  of  oqalpaMat  to  autay  eaaoo.  There  wm  an  in- 
■ImM  «f  what  mitht  bo  caOod  •  ouaufacturing  depart- 
mm/t  la  oot  of  tbo  sbopo  wbaro  bnus  parta  were  made 
to  bo  aaod  ia  tko  varioaa  ahopa  and  ronadhouMs  of  that 
Uao  aad  where  aot  a  etnclo  braaa  working  lathe  wa« 

all  the  operatioao  boiag  done  by  ordinary 
lathoa  wnh  caarod  hwdrtoclri.  Here  was  a  case 

Bt  iinniroaaarlljr  and  the  result  wad 
.  aa>lro<ir  oaflt  for  the  work. 

It  kiokod  liko  tho  trail  of  one  of  the  old-style  graft- 
lag  rmdroad  purchasing  agents,  most  of  whom,  for- 

tunately, have  paaoed  out  of  the  limelight.  This  caso 
differed  fraai  tbo  goaeral  run  of  instanceo  of  purchasinK 

tent  inoflktaiey  in  that  the  equipment  was  more 
tn  thaa  DOOMsary.  In  the  vast  majority  of 
the  reeoonBoadations  of  the  mechanical  depart- 

who  knew  what  equipment  they  required  to 
ovt  tho  right  kind  of  work,  had  been  ruthlessly 

took,  hopoloosly  inadequate  but 
tho  sptielllod  requirements,  had 

been  autatituted.  The  waste  and  inefficiency  resulting 
fnMD  this  method  of  purchasing  is  impossible  to  calcu- 
lata  but  it  must  run  into  many  millions. 

Time  Lost  on  Machining  Operations 

Coatrol  aloo  waa  lacking,  not  the  control  of  the  opera- 
tiooa  la  regard  to  the  repair  of  locomotives  but  control 
«f  tho  iadiridual  machining  operations.  The  idea 
tmmtd  to  provall  that  all  effort  should  be  concentrated 
oa  ̂ BftiHtlng  tho  repair  of  the  engine,  meanwhile  for- 

getting an  aboat  expediting  the  individual  jobs  in  the 
Biachine  shop.  While  it  is  certainly  better  to  gain  one 
dajr  on  tbo  oagine  as  a  whole  than  to  gain  the  work  of 
two  dajra  oo  tho  dotaila.  it  ia  true  alao  that,  if  thi<i 
work  oa  tho  dotaila  ia  oxpeditod,  there  may  be  a  chance 
to  gain  two  days  on  the  engine. 

StiB  aaothar  thing  was  the  utter  lack  of  uniformity 
la  tho  irr**tf"*  abop  operationa.  There  was  apparently 
BO  ajTston  by  which  the  management  of  the  shops  of  the 
varieoa  railroads  could  get  ia  contact  with  each  other. 

Wo  aajr  "afftnatij,"  for  we  could  see  no  results  which 
Migkt  aattvaOr  be  expected  to  come  from  such  an  inter- 

of  ideas.  Aa  a  matter  of  fact,  the  master 
,  togtthor  ia  coaroBtioa  and  occasionally 

bat  oadi  ODO  nMno  to  feel  that  his 
war  of  doing  things  if  boot  aad  consequently 

aothiag  that  might  be  called  standard  practice  haa  been 
doeiiopod.  A  eortain  pride  in  tradition  may  explain  the 
attlfih  of  raifaroad  ahop  men  so  far  aa  their  feelingR 

I  etkor'a  work  is  concerned,  but  no  such  feel- 
■wthoris  of  other  machine  shops 

NMLaCMNG  LtaaONB  TAtM!liT  BY 
MAKVFAcnnuMO  Shops 

UafartaaMMr  tho  rhannto  of  railroad  OMchantcal  do- 
partaMofc  BOB  vteftiag  ■aaafactorlag  ihopo  are  ronoto 
aad  they  are  haadicapped  to  tlw  oxtoat  that  they  have 
aot  the  oppertaaity  for  seeing  bow  Jobo  are  handled 
fa  sack  riMpa.  There  may  be  differencea  in  datail  in 
tko  «ajr  ■aaafacturtng  shopo  carry  out  their  operationa 

dl  a  ahop  eoBMs  sonewhere  near  the  aver- 
of  other  Aepo  of  a  similar  natare  it  ia 

to  dtoi  la  raflroad  ahops  tliis  does  not  •cen  to 
bo  the  OMO.  aad  natoraBy  ao.  beeaoao  a  railroad  ahop 

la  Aopa  wkva  prodacUoa  must  pay  for  everything 

that  goeo  on,  bad  conditions  of  tools,  faulty  methods 
and  aratems  cannot  persist  very  long  without  causing 
the  financial  failure  of  the  compan)'.  But  the  railroad 
shop  is  merely  a  repair  shop.  The  profits  are  made  by 
locomotives,  paasenger  and  freight  cars  and  the  repair 
bhop  is  nothing  but  an  expense.  At  least  that  is  the 
way  it  may  impress  the  heads  of  the  company  because 
the  good  work  the  repair  shop  does  cannot  appear  on 
the  profit  and  loss  statement.  Fortunately  the  late 
strike  haa  brought  out  the  fact  that  the  repair  shop  is 
a  very  essential  part  of  the  railroad  system,  just  aa 
eaaential  as  cars  or  locomotives.  Nevertheless  it  may 
be  that  the  idea  that  the  shop  is  merely  an  expense  and 
not  a  producing  element  is  responsible  for  a  great  deal 
of  the  conditions  the  writers  ob.scrved  and  the  reluctance 
to  spend  money  on  the  shops.  That  such  policy  is  wrong 
would  probably  be  conceded  by  any  manufacturer  except, 
perhaps,  by  a  railroad  company,  which  is  also  a  manu- 

facturer though  it  may  not  know  it. 

Misdirected  Economy 

Even  where  possibly  five  minutes  were  saved  by  tak- 

ing exceptionally  heavy  cuts  (and  the  word  "possibly" 
i'hould  be  doubly  under»cored,  as  will  be  shown  later), 
as  much  as  30  minutes  were  lost  because  of  the  lack 
of  handling  devices. 

Connecting  rods  are  made  in  automobile  shops.  There 
are  certain  differences  in  these  connecting  rods  and 
there  are  certain  differences  in  the  equipment  of  the 
various  shops  which  make  them.  As  a  result  one  will 
find  slight  differences  in  the  methods  of  manufacturing 
connecting  rods  in  automobile  plants,  but  after  all  there 
is  very  little  to  chose  between  the  various  methods  as 
far  aa  economy  goes. 

Connecting  rods  are  also  made  in  the  railroad  shops 
but  there  is  the  widest  imaginable  difTerencc  between 
the  methods  employed  by  one  shop  and  those  used  by 
another.  This  difference  is  not  merely  one  of  method 
but  of  economy  as  well.  When  we  see  that  in  one  shop 
the  square  block  which  must  be  removed  in  order  to 
form  the  jaw  at  one  end  of  the  connecting  rod  ij« 
laboriously  drilled  out,  in  another  shop  milled  out,  in 
still  another  shop  partly  sawed  and  partly  slotted  and 
in  still  another  slotted  from  beginning  to  end,  we 
naturally  ask  why  there  should  be  such  an  enormous 
difference  in  methods,  especially  when  the  difference 
also  means  that  in  one  place  6  or  6  times  as  much  time 
is  used  for  the  operation  as  in  another. 

Lack  of  Tools 

In  one  of  the  shops  the  question  was  asked  whether 
the  sawing  out  of  the  two  long  sides  was  ever  considered 
and  the  answer  was  that  the  method  was  well  known 
but  that  there  was  no  saw  capable  of  doing  it.  There 

was  in  that  shop  a  milling  machine  which  might  have 
been  used  for  milling  out  the  block  by  means  of  the 
now  well-known  method  of  employing  a  helical  millinjr 

cutter,  but  there  was  no  tool  suitable  for  the  purpoHi- 
In  abort,  the  operation  waa  done  that  way  because  the 
means  for  doing  it  were  at  hand  and  it  was  the  old 
way  of  proceeding. 

There  is  another  method  that  few  seem  to  know  of, 

the  method  of  cutting  out  the  rod  ends  with  the  torch. 

Both  the  cost  of  equipment  and  the  speed  of  operation 

of  that  method  should  recommend  it  for  consideration. 

In  one  shop  a  connecting  rod  whs  being  nurface  milled 

on  a  planer-type  milllnpc  machine.  According  to  a 
statement  from  the  shop  authorities  the  machine  was 
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not  sufficiently  powerful  to  do  the  work  economically 
but  it  was  exceedingly  difficult  to  get  the  necessary 
appropriations  for  a  new  machine.  Whether  an  attempt 
was  ever  made  to  get  the  appropriation  was  not  stated 
but  it  may  be  taken  for  granted  that  it  was.  Accepting 
the  fact  that  the  machine  was  too  weak,  this  was  cer- 

tainly no  reason  why  a  cutter  much  larger  in  diameter 
than  necessary  was  used  so  that  the  number  of  revolu- 

tions per  minute  was  lower  than  it  might  have  been. 
This,  in  the  case  of  a  milling  machine,  means  reduced 
production.  Nor  was  there  any  reason  why  the  cutter 
should  be  without  rake  or  with  so  little  chip  space 
that  even  a  light  cut  would  have  stalled  the  machine. 
The  machine  was  first  noticed  about  11  a.m.  when 
it  was  well  under  way  and  had  milled  a  considerable 
portion  of  the  connecting  rod.  At  3  p.m.  it  was  still 
well  under  way  but  by  no  means  near  the  end.  There 
is,  of  course,  some  satisfaction  in  seeing  an  old  friend 
again  in  the  afternoon  after  one  has  made  up  his  mind 
that  he  will  have  passed  beyond  recall  in  the  forenoon. 
But  whether  this  joy  should  be  experienced  with  con- 

necting rods  seems  doubtful. 

An  Analysis  of  One  Job 

Here,  then,  is  a  complicated  condition.  Machine  too 
weak  (though  there  were  no  visible  indications  of  it), 
cutter  too  large  and  not  properly  shaped  or  ground, 
authorities  that  were  not  willing  to  furnish  the  proper 
m.achine  or  possibly  entirely  ignorant  of  the  fact  that 
such  a  machine  was  wanted. 

Other  little  items  were  observed  on  this  job.  For 
instance,  the  cutter  was  so  much  out  of  round  or  pos- 

sibly the  arbor  was  sprung  so  much  that  only  one-third 
of  the  cutter  was  doing  work.  With  the  same  machine 
and  the  same  cutter  properly  mounted  about  three  times 
as  much  work  might  have  been  done.  If,  in  addition, 
the  tool  had  been  properly  constructed  and  sharpened, 
a  still  further  advance  might  have  been  made  in  pro- 

duction. Question:  Who  is  responsible  for  such  con- 

ditions and  why  aren't  they  corrected? 
While  we  were  making  some  casual  remarks  about 

the  condition  of  the  cutter,  its  mounting,  etc.,  the 
information  was  volunteered  that  there  were  a  number 
of  other  cutters  which  might  be  examined.  These 
cutters  were  found  on  a  bench  behind  a  post  (not  in  the 
tool  room  but  in  the  main  shop)  covered  with  dust  and 
in  all  imaginable  conditions  of  dilapidation.  There 
were  perhaps  10  or  12  cutters  of  which  no  two  were 
of  the  same  construction  or  style.  Some  had  inserted 
blades,  others  were  solid;  some  had  the  blades  held  in 
by  wedges,  others  by  soft  metal  cast  in;  still  others  by 
a  screw  which  opened  a  slot  midway  between  two 
adjacent  blades.  Nothing  seemed  to  be  known  as  to 
which  construction  was  the  best  or  why  the  various 
constructions  were  used.  Some  cutters  had  rake,  others 

hadn't.  Some  were  merely  dull,  others  had  large  chunks 
broken  out  of  the  blades.  Briefly  it  was  a  sickly  looking 
job  lot  of  expensive  tools. 

Reasons  Without  Logic 

One  of  the  reasons  given  to  explain  the  absence  of 
the  best  methods  of  machining  is  that  after  all  the 
locomotive  repair  shop  should  first,  last  and  all  the 
time  concern  itself  with  the  task  of  repairing  the  loco- 

motive in  the  shortest  possible  period  of  time  and  that 
it  is  of  much  more  importance  to  have  the  locomotive 
out  of  the  shop  and  on  the  road  again  a  day  sooner 
than  that  several  days  be  saved  in  various  machining 
operations.    Even  if  a  little  more  time,  and  consequently 

money,  is  spent  on  the  milling  of  the  connecting  rod 
it  should  be  kept  in  mind,  so  the  argument  runs,  that 
this  connecting  rod  is  not  the  final  aim  and  so  long  as 
the  connecting  rod  is  ready  to  go  on  the  locomotive 
when  required  there  is  very  little  reason  for  complaint. 
If  on  the  other  hand  the  connecting  rod  were  finished 
in  a  minimum  time  but  a  day  was  lost  in  the  getting 
ready  of  the  locomotive  there  would  be  very  serious 
reason  for  complaint. 

This  argument  is  uncontradictable  except  in  so  far 
as  it  offers  no  excuse  for  spending  more  time  on  the 
connecting  rod  than  is  necessary.  If  the  superintendent, 
general  foreman  or  master  mechanic,  whatever  his  title 
may  be,  needs  all  of  his  time  and  energy  in  seeing 
to  it  that  locomotive  are  not  delayed  in  the  shop,  there 
is  still  the  possibility  of  having  somebody  else  attend 
to  the  details  and  it  certainly  cannot  be  said  that  the 
locomotive  would  suffer  if  the  connecting  rod  were  made 
in  less  time  and  at  less  expense. 

The  Alibi  Generally  Used 

This  idea  that  everything  must  be  subject  to  the 
main  aim  of  getting  the  locomotive  out  of  the  shop 
seems  to  be  used  as  a  general  alibi  for  all  the  detail 
work  which  is  either  done  wrong  or  uneconomically.  The 
example  of  the  connecting  rod  was  taken  here  because 
it  is  sp  easy  to  visualize  the  various  machine  operations 
which  must  be  done  on  this  piece.  The  idea  of  using  a 
parting  tool  supported  in  a  long  slender  bar,  fastened 
to  the  ram  of  a  slotter  for  the  cutting  out  of  the  large 
chunk  of  metal  at  one  end  of  the  rod  is  so  much  at 

variance  with  the  best  present-day  practice  that  it  alone 
would  be  enough  to  justify  the  questioning  of  railroad 
shop  methods. 

That  this  same  operation  is  done  well  and  econom- 
ically in  other  shops,  also  railroad  machine  shops,  does 

not  improve  matters  because  it  is  an  indication  that 
there  is  no  such  thing  as  a  separate  and  distinc*:  rail- 

road machine  shop  practice  but  rather  that  every  shop 
seems  to  have  developed  its  own  practice  and  possibly, 
even  probably,  that  this  practice  has  not  been  developed 
but  like  Topsy  has  merely  grown  up. 

Politics  and  the  Personal  Equation 

Then,  too,  there  is  in  most  cases  a  lack  of  personal 
interest  in  the  economical  operation  of  the  shop.  In  but 
few  instances  have  the  men  any  forceful  personalities  to 
be  loyal  to.  It  is  easy  to  be  loyal  to  a  strong  man 
whom  you  know,  but  difficult  to  be  loyal  to  a  mere 
name  which  means  nothing  to  you  except  as  so  many 
letters  in  the  financial  columns  of  the  morning  paper. 
Neither  can  railroad  shop  managers  who  are  notoriously 
underpaid  inspire  an  enthusiasm  which  they  do  not  feel. 
The  uncertainty  of  continuous  employment  of  the  shop 
officials  in  the  past  has  also  had  its  effect.  Railroad 
politics,  usually  beginning  in  Wall  Street,  have  upset  the 
morale  in  many  a  railroad  shop.  This  is  particularly 
true  where  the  roads  are  financially  weak,  as  it  seems 
to  be  a  habit  of  railroad  management  to  change  the 
whole  personnel  with  the  advent  of  a  new  president 
or  receiver. 

We  have  asked  the  question,  "What's  wrong  with  the 
railroad  shops?"  It  is  expected  that  the  answer  will  be 
completed  with  the  last  article  of  the  series.  Before 
going  further  let  us  nail  down  the  faults  just  disclosed : 

Inadequate  and  inefficient  equipment. 
Ignorance  of  those  responsible  as  to  what  is  proper 

equipment. 
Improper  tooling. 
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•f  ewlral  of  iMrhininv  opcra^^ 
•ubordination  of  nurhinins  opvra- 

to  mafhag  tkm  locooMtiT*  from-tlM  ahopw 
■»  of  kBowkdce  and  Mms  betwwo 

raitnMd  iho^  ud  BMBafactariiig  shopa. 
Inabnitr  at  Umm  rM|M»i>(bl*  to  aw  that  tho  raitroad 

•hop  directly  affect«  proflta. 
Lack  of  proper  work-handlinir  devices. 
PrevaJeoce    of   conditions   causing   lack    of   personal 

>ntere«t   on  the  part  of  .shun   m.-n   in  economical 
"  operation  of  the  shop. 

(The  teeond  artirle  wiU  apinar  Nov.  18.) 

Six  Ways  of  Securing  Co-operation 
and  Interest  From  Your  Men 

By  E.  O.  KUENDtG 

Thr  I'nlir^  KkMtrte  Cooipkiijr 
FWtoo 

(1)    Ahraya  treat  your  men  as  human  beings  and 
fivt  tken  a  fair  deal 

<t)    If  there  should  be  any  shortages  in  pay,  instruct 
yo«r  paymaster  to  be  courteous  to  the  men  when  they 

and  a«UiMt  to  their  entire  aatisfaction.    Make 
M*  clearly  that  you  have  done  the  rixht  thins 

and.  if  they  are  wrong,  be  sure  and  convince 
•eeoffdingly.  Do  not  let  them  go  away  until  they 
acen  exactly  where  they  made  the  mistake.  If 

is  in  the  wrong  and  the  shortage  amounts 
try  and  give  it  to  them  at  once.  Do  not 

them  wait  another  pay  before  they  get  it.  Of 
if  it  only  amounts  to  a  few  cents  it  will  be 

I  am  sure  to  any  workman  to  let  it  go 
ontfl  tlie  neiit  pay.  I  cannot  dwell  upon  this  point  too 
strongly,  because  I  have  seen  so  many  workman  go 

away  from  a  paymaater'a  ofllea  diagoated  on  account  of 
net  being  given  ooartaooa  treatment.  In  some  cases  I 

kava  heard  Umb  say,  *^h!  the  Hell  with  it.  what  is 
tha  oae  off  tailing  the  paymaster  about  the  shortage,  iie 

ia  ahrays  right" 
(S)  Pat  your  carda  on  top  of  the  table  and  never 

do  aqjrthing  andtrtendcd.  What  I  mean  is:  If  you 
knva  anything  to  tell  a  workman,  or  if  you  want  to 
tiow  a  man  to  set  a  piece-work  rate,  come  right  out 
with  it  and  don't  beat  around  the  bush. 

One  day  a  foreman  came  to  me  and  said:  "Mr. 
Kocodig.  I  would  like  to  have  the  rate  setter  time  John 

Doa.  I  want  his  Job  on  piece-work,  but  I'm  afraid 
John  ia  one  df  thoae  men  that  will  k>af  on  the  Job  if 
the  rata  setter  should  go  up  to  his  bench  and  tell  him 

we  are  going  to  time  him.  Don't  you  think  the  best 
way  would  be  to  have  the  rate  setter  stand  hack  of 

another  machine  and  time  him  so  John  wouldn't  know 
anything  about  ft?"  I  was  rather  surprised  at  the 
fONBun  and  toU  him  so  and  also  gave  him  to  under- 

■tead  that  we  ireraa't  doing  business  that  way  and 
taU  hfan  that  we  would  time  John  and  let  him  know 

jaat  what  we  were  doing— explain  our  purpoae.  show 
hta  the  iitop  watch  and  explain  to  him  how  to  read  It 
aad  try  to  get  hfaa  intereatad  before  we  started.  It 
•aa  aaMting  to  see  the  attitude  John  took  after  we 
were  through.  In  fact,  he  ia  now  one  of  the  best  men 
to  tiaM  aad  always  works  at  his  regular  speed  when  we 

'  a  rate  on  the  job  on  which  he  is  working. 
(d)  Cheek  fear  your  payroll  each  week  and  make 

ia  earning  a  living  wage.  In  other 
B.  aoe  that  hia  pay  envelope  contains  enough  money 

aa  that  he  can  live  aad  not  fvtH  exist. 

ef  trying  to  get  co-operation  from  your  em- 
bjr  apeadlag  BMBay  on  advertiaing  literature, 

ale,  to  tack  ea  the  ahap  boBetin  boarda,  pot  tho  OMmejr 

in  the  employee's  envelopes  and  they  will  be  with  you forty  strong. 

(R)  Do  not  try  to  kill  «  man  by  expecting  him  to 
overwork  himself  so  that  when  he  gets  home  he  has 
no  "pep"  left.  Make  your  motto  "A  Fair  Day's  Work, 
at  a  Living  Wage."  so  that  when  he  goes  home  after 
work,  he  can  work  in  his  garden,  if  he  has  one.  or 
take  the  children  out  for  a  walk.  By  doing  this  you 
gain  the  good  will  of  his  wife  and  family  and  your 
employees  will  like  to  come  to  work  instead  of  doing 
it  grudgingly.  There  is  nothing  worse  than  to  have 
your  employees  come  to  work  because  they  have  to.  ,  ,If 
you  can  get  them  to  come  because  they  want  to  you  have 
won  your  point  and  will  get  the  fullest  co-operation  on 
all  problems. 

(6)  Always  speak  to  your  employees  when  making 

your  rounds  through  the  factory  in  the  morning.  Don't 
wait  for  them  to  speak  first,  but  make  it  your  duty 
to  beat  them  to  the  greeting  Never  let  them  get  the 
idea  that  you  think  you  are  better  than  they  are. 

In  closing  I  wish  to  say  that  if  the  methods  outlined 
above  are  carried  out.  you  can  rest  assured  that  your 
employees  will  be  with  you  at  all  times  and  help  you  to 
solve  your  troubles  whenever  you  call  on  them. 

Cutting  Down  Production 
By  a.  W.  Brown 

This  action  of  cutting  down  production,  with  its  cor- 
responding reduction  of  the  working  force,  is  sometimes 

inevitable,  but  usually  undesirable,  not  merely  that  it 
drives  up  the  overhead  percentage,  but  because  it  also 
involves  the  probability,  when  full  time  is  resumed,  of 
having  to  break  in  new  workers  to  fill  the  places  of  those 
laid-off  employees  who  have  found  work  elsewhere. 
There  is  alao  the  distress  likely  to  be  caused  to  the 
workers  and  their  families. 

In  general,  the  humane  manufacturer  lays  off  those 
who  have  no  dependents;  and  as  between  any  two  having 
none,  giving  the  preference  in  regard  to  staying  to  older 
men  who  might  find  it  more  difficult  to  change  place  of 
residence  or  of  occupation  than  younger  ones  would. 

This  method  of  choice  does  not  always  make  for  effi- 
ciency in  the  end,  but  humanity  also  has  its  claims. 

There  are,  however,  cases  where  even  men  having  de- 
pendents should  be  laid  off  among  the  first.  I  refer  to 

those  who  have  proved  themselves  either  inimical  to  the 
management,  or  unadaptable  to  the  work  and  methods 
in  vogue. 

Whether  to  shut  down  one  department  altogether,  or 
to  lessen  production  in  all,  is  not  always  optional  with 
the  management.  It  is  important,  however,  that  those 
who  would  get  the  best  results  from  any  produc^tion 
organization  keep  in  mind  the  expensive  process  of  any 
labor  turnover  as  well  as  the  moral  effect  of  constant 
changea  on  their  employees. 
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Some  Printing  Press  Shop  Methods 
A  Crank-pin  Drilling  Fixture — Pneumatic  Presses  for  Taking  Oflf  and  Replacing  Crank 

Disks — A  Crank  Planer  Job  and  a  Crankshaft  Straightener 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor,  American  Machinist 

THE  driving  mechanism  of  the  Chandler  and  Price 
printing  press  has  a  substantial  shaft  with  a  disk 
at  each  end.  These  disks  carry  crankpins  which 

must  be  in  line  with  each  other.  One  of  the  disks,  the 
larger  of  the  two,  has  a  cam  groove  cut  on  the  inside 
and  is  a  press  fit  on  the  shaft.  The  other  is  smaller 
and  is  a  snug  push  fit. 

The  disks  are  located  by  keys  and,  after  being 
assembled  on  the  shaft,  the  crankpin  hole  is  bored  and 
reamed  in  the  smaller  one  in  the  fixture  shown  in  Fig. 
1.  The  shaft  is  held  in  temporary  bearings,  the  disks 
located  by  a  suitable  index  and  the  drill  guided  by  a 
bushing  in  a  bracket  at  the  end  of  the  fixture.  This 
fixture  is  mounted  on  an  old  New  Haven  lathe  which  has 
been  fitted  up  especially  for  this  purpose.  The  crankpin 
hole  is  drilled  and  then  reamed  to  size,  quick-change 
holders  enabling  the  tools  to  be  handled  rapidly.  The 
hole  in  the  large  disk  is  drilled  in  a  previous  operation, 
a  suitable  pin  in  the  hole  already  drilled  locating  the 
position  of  the  hole  in  the  other  disk. 

The  next  step  is  to  remove  the  small  disk  to  allow 
for  assembling  in  the  press  frame.  The  disk  is  pulled 
off  by  the  special  pneumatic  puller  shown  in  Fig.  2. 
The  puller  is  suspended  from  a  chain  hoist  and  guided 
by  the  arms  A  and  B  on  the  rods  at  each  side.  Air 

pressure  is  conti'olled  by  the  three-way  cock  C.  This 
view  shows  the  crankpin  hole  in  the  large  disk  at  D 
as  it  rests  on  the  floor  block.    Another  air  press  forces 

the  small  disk  in  place  on  the  shaft  in  the  final  assembly, 
as  shown  in  Fig.  3.  The  large  disk  has  had  gear  teeth 
cut  in  the  meantime  as  shown  at  the  right.  The  forcing 
press  is  portable  so  as  to  be  easily  handled  by  the  chain 
hoist.  It  is  swung  over  the  printing  press  so  that  the 
ram  on  one  end,  and  the  stop  in  the  cross-bar  on  the 
other  are  centered  with  the  shaft.  Then  air  pressure 
forces  the  disk  in  place  and  it  is  on  to  stay.  After 
this,  the  rest  of  the  assembling  goes  on  to  completion, 
although  little  more  remains  to  be  done. 

A  Crank  Planer  Job 

The  planing  of  the  bed  of  this  press  is  done  on  the 

crank  planer,  as  shown  in  Fig.  4.  The  bed  has  a  swing- 
ing motion,  the  fulcrum  being  at  the  end  of  the  legs. 

The  casting  is  located  and  so  lined  up  that  the  sides  of 
the  bed,  which  form  the  roller  tracks,  will  be  square 
with  the  holea  for  the  shaft  in  the  ends  of  the  legs. 
The  ends  of  the  legs  are  squared  up  by  means  of  the 
gage  A  and  the  portion  of  the  bed  being  planed  to 
receive  the  chase  is  squared  with  the  bosses  through 
which  holes  are  afterwards  bored,  by  means  of  the  bar 
B.  The  width  of  the  bed  between  the  raised  tracks 
for  the  rollers  is  gaged  by  the  measuring  rod  C.  This 
is  rather  an  unusual  job  and  the  crank  planer  has  been 
found  very  well  adapted  to  it. 

Crankshafts  will  spring  at  times  and  in  order  to 
straighten  them  easily  and  quickly  the  pneumatic  press 

Fin.  1— DHII.I.ING  CR.VXK  PIX  HOLES. FIG.  2— REMOVING  CRANK  PIN  DISK. 
THE   GEAR    .SH.'VFT 

FIG.  3 — ASSEMBLING 
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ia  Fif.  6  ha*  bten  built  eflpecially  for  this  work, 
•gkin  an  old  N«w  Haven  lathe  fomu  the  bed  for 

the  operation.  The  preu  is  mounted  on  four  wheels 
wliich  fit  the  outer  ways  on  the  lathe  and  enable  it  to 
be  easily  ntovcd  to  any  position.  Cross-bars  under  the 
todl  to^rther  with  the  four  rods,  take  the  thrust.    The 

shaft  is  mounted  between  centers  but  the  stress  of  the 
bending  is  taken  by  the  two  adjustable  supports,  A  and 
B,  which  can  be  easily  moved  to  any  position  on  the 
bed  by  sliding  them  on  the  inner  ways.  This  arrange- 

ment makes  a  very  convenient  straightening  press  and 
the  method  can  be  easily  adapted  to  other  work. 

Comini^  Management  Methods 
By  Entropy 

WhcD  w«  were  beginning  to  furnish  munitions  for 
the  World  War  we  found  ourselves  in  such  keen  compe- 
tHioB  for  aU  kinds  of  skilled  and  unskilled  Ubor  that 

of  aajr  size  organized  departments  primarily 
the  acquisition  of  workmen.  These  departments, 

toon  found  that  it  was  cheaper  to  tr>'  to  keep 
the  labor  they  had  than  to  secure  new  workmen  only 
to  loM  tham  to  aoiDe  equally  enterprising  representative 
of  ■aothtr  ahop.  Praa  this  grew  the  art  of  employ- 

sooOad. 
fvta  mueh  lMlt«r  than  it  is  at  present, 

there  will  be  a  rush  to  do  this  aame  thing  over  again. 
We  have  not  the  ready  means  of  recruiting  labor  by  the 
ahip-load  from  foreign  lands  as  we  had  previous  to  the 
war  and  thtrafor*  only  a  slight  deauad  for  labor  over 
that  at  prmat  la  existence  is  inevitably  going  to  place 
ft  at  a  premium  and  continue  the  constant  accusations 

•f  "stealing^  help  and  the  same  keen  and  unscrupulous 
•atktng  of  workers  fron  ooe  field  into  another.  This 

rMttita  ia  traaafcrring  a  floating  labor  body 
w  CWtar  of  departure  to  another,  never  stabilic- 

lag  It  aanrtwra. 
Are  aaploycn  going  to  see  the  futility  of  this  lack 

•f  mammgimmi  and  are  they  going  to  adopt  means  for 
tralalac  Iks  loeal  popohition  to  do  their  work  and  treat 
II  writ  aaoagb  ae  that  the  desire  to  roan  doaa  not  pra- 
valir  If  dMir  do  ft  will  ha  bacaaaa  the  idaa  is  add  to 

^»  la  tha  orgaalxatiea  than  moat  amploy- 
have  been.  It  wU  be  because  saparln- 

■aaagvra  and  presidents  aaa  tbc 
tflraet  that  thatr  shops  be  run  ia  aeeord- 

wflktlMt 

It  becomes  simply  a  matter  of  dollars  and  cents. 
How  far  will  a  thousand  dollars  go  when  invested  in 
wages?  Will  it  go  further  if  invested  in  improved 
working  conditions?  Will  it  go  further  in  an  athletic 
field?  How  about  shorter  hours  or  longer  hours  and 
overtime  pay?  Is  good  foremanship  a  good  investment? 
Does  it  cost  more,  or  less,  to  lead  men  rather  than 
drive  them?  All  these  questions  and  many  more  will 
have  to  be  answered  by  someone  who  has  his  finger  on 
the  pulse  of  the  finances  as  well  as  on  the  sentiments 
and  ambitions  of  his  workmen. 

This  is  a  job  for  the  business  management.  It  is 
inseparably  tied  up  with  cost  accounting,  planning  and 
distribution  of  work,  with  eflkiency,  and  it  will  ulti- 

mately have  to  be  handled  in  connection  with  all  these 
and  other  branches  of  management.  We  are  dealing,  on 
the  one  hand,  with  dependable  figures,  as  to  tonnages, 
power  costs,  and  handling  of  materials,  all  of  which  can 
be  established  with  fair  certainty  that  they  will  be 
where  we  left  them  when  we  shut  down  last  night.  On 
this  hand  we  deal  with  human  b'Mngs  whose  temper 
and  temperament,  hopes,  fears,  and  health,  both  mental 
and  physical  vary  from  moment  to  moment  and  require 
the  services  of  the  most  expert  of  psychologists. 

These  psychologists  will  have  to  include  boards  of 
directors  and  managers  even  more  than  employees  in 
tha  personnel  oflkes.  We  will  have  experts  in  human 
aagineering  just  as  we  have  experts  in  mechanical,  or 
alaetrical  engineering,  men  who  will  advise,  not  the 
employment  manager,  but  the  general  manager.  All 
these  things  suggest  a  new  era  in  management,  a  time 
when  boards  of  directors  will  consider  gravely  the  ques- 

tions which  during  the  last  days  of  hectic  business  were 
left  to  chance  or  to  untrained  men  in  the  employment 
offlca. 
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:>V»' Industrial  Standards  in  Germany 
Work  of  Establishing  Standards  Is  Under  Direction  of  Central  Committee  —  Has  Been  in 

Progress  for  Four  and  One-Half  Years — International  Co-operation  Desired 

By  H.  0.  HERZOG 

STANDARDIZATION  in  Germany  dates  back  to  the 
second  half  of  the  last  century.  It  had  existed,  as 
in  other  countries,  to  a  certain  degree  before  that 

time  but  was  restricted  to  a  limited  number  of  articles. 
Its  applications  were  few  and  far  between  and  were,  in 
the  main,  the  result  of  custom,  which  in  the  course  of 
time  has  caused  some  standards  to  be  more  or  less 
generally  adopted  as  a  matter  of  expediency.  Such 
cases  were  the  standardization  of  structural  steel,  sheets 
and  wire,  which  originated  in  1873  and  has  since  been 
in  constant  progress.  Standardization  of  pipes  followed 
in  1882,  restricted  to  cast  iron  pipes,  while  in  the  case 
of  wrought-iron  pipes  the  English  standards  prevailed. 
The  latter  were  followed 
in  many  cases,  the  foremost 
of  which  is  the  British 
Whitworth  screw  thread. 

The  greatest  progress 
was  made  in  the  standardi- 

zation of  railroad  material, 
where  conditions  were  most 

favorable ;  the  railroad  man- 
agement being  centralized 

in  a  few  hands.  Although 
energetic  pioneer  work  was 
not  lacking  and  foreign 
progress  acted  as  a  spur, 
standardization  by  deliber- 

ate and  systematic  action 
was  slow  and  strictly  ten- 

tative. Germany  has  al- 
ways been  peculiarly  reluc- 

tant to  take  the  initiative 
in     such     matters.       This 
attitude  must  be  ascribed  to  the  strongly  pronounced 
leaning  toward  an  international  treatment  of  the 
problem.  Purely  national  standardization  was  and 
is  still  considered  an  incomplete  solution.  German 
engineers  have  been  eager  to  co-operate  with  other  na- 

tions, but  were  averse  to  proceeding  alone.  The  most 
striking  instance  of  this  attitude  is  probably  the  estab- 

lishment of  the  metric  screw  thread,  of  which  Germany 
was  the  originator. 

For  such  reasons  standardization  as  a  prominent 
problem  of  industry  has  remained  considerably  behind 
the  developments  in  the  United  States  and  England. 
No  pressing  need  was  felt  for  its  furtherance,  and  the 
reluctance  to  take  independent  action  checked  individual 
efforts.  A  strong  impulse  has  evidently  been  lacking. 
This  impulse  was  supplied  by  the  exigencies  of  the  war 

which,  as  in  other  countries,  taught  the  country-  a  sharp 
lesson  in  the  matter  of  quantity  production.  Imperative 
necessity  has  overcome  the  latent  resistance;  furthered 
by  the  fact  that  international  procedure  had  become  a 
mere  remote  possibility.  The  long  deferred  problem  of 
standardization  was  then  seriously  taken  in  hand. 

The  initiative  was  taken  by  the  War  Office  Depart- 
ment of  Arms  and  Ammunition,  which  entrusted  its 

execution  to  the  Society  of  German  Engineers.  Under 
the  leadership  of  the  latter  a  standardization  committee 

was  formed  for  the  machine-building  industry,  in  which 
a  number  of  other  associations,  like  the  Society  of 
German  Machine  Tool  Builders,  of  Tool  Makers,  the 
Association  of  Wood  Working  Manufacturers,  Steam 
Engine  Manufacturers  and  others,  were  represented. 
This  committee  commenced  operations  in  direct  and 
most  intimate  relation  with  the  government  offices,  and 

was  primarily  subservient  to  the  needs  of  the  war  in- 
dustry. The  first  step  taken  was  to  make  a  survey  of 

the  standards  which  had  grown  up  in  various  works 
and  get  the  latter  into  contact,  with  a  view  to  bringing 
about  an  interchange  of  experiences.  The  first  actual 
work  taken  in  hand  was  the  standardization  of  cylin- 

drical and  taper  pins, 

drills,  keys,  and  tempera- 
tures. This  Standardiza- 

tion Committee  soon  spread 
out  into  an  organization 

comprising  the  whole  in- 
dustry, which  was  formed 

in  December,  1917,  under 

the  name  of  Standardiza- 
tion Committee  of  the  Ger- 
man Industry. 

The  organization  has 
since  then  been  consider- 

ably enlarged,  and  reflects 
now  in  its  elaborateness 
the  inherent  thoroughness 

of  the  German.  It  is  com- 
posed of  a  head  committee 

whose  function  is  to  super- 
vise and  direct  the  work 

along  broad  lines,  while  the 
actual  work  is  carried  out  by  managing  committees  which 
are  formed,  one  for  each  specific  task,  and  of  which  there 
now  exist  a  large  number.  The  head  committee  com- 

prises representatives  of  government  offices,  like  the 
Post  Office,  the  Navy,  National  Economic  Ministry, 
Ministry  for  Public  Works,  Ministry  of  Finances,  War 
Ministry,  the  Patent  Office,  the  Physical  and  Technical 
Institute,  the  Polytechnic  High  Schools,  the  National 
Testing  Laboratories,  and  those  of  a  great  number  of 
manufacturing  associations. 

All  groups  of  industry  in  which  standardization  work 
is  carried  on  are  represented.  It  is  presided  over  by 
a  board  consisting  of  prominent  men  of  the  industry, 
of  the  railroad  administration,  and  several  government 
officials.  It  maintains  a  permanent  office,  where  the 
chief  function  is  to  remain  in  constant  contact  with  a 

large  body  of  advisers  recruited  from  producers,  con- 
sumers, government  offices  and  scientists. 

The  proceedings  are  conducted  in  the  following  way : 
After  deciding  upon  the  standardization  of  a  certain 
article,  on  the  initiative  of  the  committee  or  on  sugges- 

tions from  outside,  connection  is  established  with  the 

groups  already  mentioned — producers,  consumers,  offi- 
cials and  scientists — with  a  view  of  procuring  material 

to  work  upon  and  to  arrive  at  a  definite  primary  under- 
standing.    Then  the  work  is  passed  on  to  a  managing 

THE  standardization  work  of  Germany 
is  keeping  strictly  within  the  scope  of 

standardizing  parts  and  units,  measurements 
and  dimensions.  The  Committee  is  averse  to 
venturing  upon  the  field  of  standardizing 
aggregates.  No  pressure  is  exercised  upon  any 
industry  for  adopting  the  new  standards,  but 
it  is  hoped  that  in  the  course  of  time  this 
adoption  will  gradually  proceed  of  its  own 
accord.  Summing  up  the  present  situation,  it 
can  be  said  that  the  industry  as  a  whole  is 
receptive  and  the  necessity  for  thorough  stand- 

ardization is  recognized  as  a  principle  every- 
where. It  is  felt,  however,  that  the  progress  is 

somewhat  slow,  and  that  an  energetic  propa- 
ganda is  needed  for  speeding  it  up. 
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fbr  thb  purpoM.  Th«  prineipl*  un- 
4»fi)riRt  the  proe«4ar«  it  to  lyrt— tlw  the  information 
rK*iT«d.  »o  tmr  mt  i»  practicable,  vpecial  r«rv  b«>ing 
Ukca  t»  ioMTt  new  aUadarda  if  the  demand  for  such 

of  Uw  laduatry  on  propoaed  atand- 
ii  farrIM  la  tiM  follMt  poMlbia  war. 

After  balBt  compWted  it  ia.  by  publication  in  a 
iowaal.  wlHiiitte^  to  p«blic  criticiam  for  a  epecific 

Aftar  thb  period  baa  expired,  the  commenta 
•rt  acmtiniaMl.  and  theraaftar  it  i»  the  chief 

:  of  tlM  manafi^r  committee  to  find  a  suitable  com- 
the  ronfticting  criticism*  and  counter- 

anhnitted.  The  result  ia  then  pa&aed  on  to 

•  aoaaaltiiit  romiaittee  cons  tat  ing  'nf  a  number  of 
praataMBt  man  of  induatrv  and  technical  ncientiata. 
TIm  wmatHn  of  this  consulting  committee  are  care- 
flto^  chdMB  to  exclude  any  poaaibility  3f  private  inter- 
«li  pkyiav  a  part  in  its  dcliberationa.  The  approval 
of  the  conmittee  finally  decides  upon  the  proposed 
Maadardisationa. 

CoMMirm  Acnvs 

A  fraaideial  of  woric  ha-s  been  completad  during  the 

Imv  oad  a  half  yeors  of  the  commlttoe's  existence.  It 
•nvrlaaa  nearly  all  paru  of  indoatry:  nuuhine  buitd- 
talf  baiac  prsdominant.  The  starting  point  of  the  new 
argaaixatiaa  was  to  lay  down  fundament.il  diameters,  a 

ling  the  industr>'  as  a  whole.  As  the 
it  impoasible  to  adopt  pure  arith- 

considerable  difficulty  was  encoun- 
at  flrst.  It  waa  found  neceasary  to  circularize  a 
Bomber  of  manufacturers  in  ordor  to  find  out  the 
costomary  diameters  and  those  little  used.  Upon 

received  a  system  haa  been  built  up.  which, 
to  arithmetical  progression  as  far  as  possible, 
rrhpf'*  by  rounding  out  figures  according  to 
caatoma.  A  preference  for  certain  diameters 

aad  averaion  to  others  could  easily  be  observed  and 
this  was  the  means  of  guiding  this  work  towards  a  basis 
for  the  ultimate  determination  of  standard  diameters. 

AaMtngat  the  woric  for  machine  building  completed 
ba  Meatiooad  the  following  : 

tical  formulaa,  aizes  and  execution  of  draw- 

taatperatures.  figures.  dianK^*"*-"  ^iponi.  radii, 
threada.  fits,  borea.  shafts. 

of    nachino-buildinK     material:     ropper, 
iron,  sted  cantings.  'Irawn  and  rolled 

The  staadardiiation  of  threads  haa  this  year  been 
concluded.  Inquiries  of  numerous  firms  have  disclosed 
the  remarkable  fact  that  the  Standard  Internntional 

metric  thread  has  made  comparatively  little  profrn'ss 
and  has  not  been  able  to  replace  the  Whitworth  thread, 

not' to  speak  of  numerous  other  thread  systems  used. 
OUGINAL  iDliJl  ABANDONIO) 

The  original  intention  to  make  the  adoption  of  the 
S.I.  metric  thread  general  has  been  abandoned  in  view 
of  the  strong  leuning  of  the  industry  towards  the  Whit- 

worth thread,  and  efforts  have  been  concentrated 
towards  eliminating  the  other  threads  in  use.  At  the 
present  stage  of  standardixation  two  recognized  threads 
for  machine  building  remain,  the  metric  thread  with 
an  angle  of  60  deg.  and  the  Whitworth  thread  with  an 
angle  of  55  degrees.  Of  the  great  numl)or  of  special 
threads  only  a  few  have  been  retained,  like  the  saw- 
tooth  and  buttress  thread  and  the  rouni  thread  (wire 
thread). 

The  folk)wing  dnta  show  the  economy  achieved  by  the 
now  concluded  standardization  of  threads: 

Hardaaaa  taata.  BrinneH  method. 

Keyways,    drill    jigs,    drills,    counterhores,    thread- 
toola,  grinding  disks,  cutting  tools,  measuring 

Losa  List  CoMnrrEO 

spigots,  handwheeis,  keya,  Thains,  ball  bear- 
lata,  craaks.  bashings,  riveia,  pipca  of  mild  eteel.  lubri- 
aatiea  ringa.  bolts,  nota,  rpannera.  waalMra.  stuffing 
baaaa,  gcara. 

Tbt  staadardiiation  rommittee  is  often  confront«d 
with  rn  ovorwh^ming  number  of  existing  sizes.  Fol- 

lowing a  line  of  c'<mpromi«e.  the  flimination  achieved  is 
aat  radical  bat  eon«titutn  u  decided  progreaa.  This 
mw  be  saaa  firon  the  following  instances  giving  the 
MBter  of  ataodard  size*  which  exinted  prior  to  stand- 
avdlMliBn  mad  thtMr  nnuiiriiriir  after: 

ThnadmlMn* 
Kind*  of  umad* 

TooU: Ttirtailgty 

Di«   

»«>tai»ja»ai'*4 u 
It* 

l«* it 

44 
17 

14 

(^•(.ilr         ll.t 

10  2 

274  72 

U»  144 
m  12* 
)4a  144 

The  S.I.  metric  thread  in  diameters  of  from  1  to  160 
mm.  and  the  Whitworth  thread  from  \  in.  lo  6  in.  are 
nOw  completely  standardized.  The  Whitworth  thread 
coincides  with  the  standards  of  the  Britisn  Engineering 
Standards  Committee.  Another  large  task  was  the 
standardization  of  forged  <ind  machined  screw  bolta. 
Starting  with  heads  round,  square  and  he.xagon,  points 
and  nomenclature,  the  standardization  of  bolts  is  now 
almost  completed  and  has  brought  about  .t  considerable 
reduction  of  existing  sizes. 

Further  Progress 

As  an  indication  of  further  progress,  recently  made, 
may  he  added  the  standardization  of  pipes  by  bringing 
the  existing  standards  into  harmony  and  establishing 

standards  for  high,  medium  and  low  pressure.  F'ormerly 
the  flanges  and  their  screws  were  diirerent  for  the 
various  pressures,  while  after  the  standardization  their 
dimensions  are  adjusted  according  to  the  size  of  the 

pipe,  independent  of  the  prcesure. 
In  several  lines  of  industry,  as  in  motor-car  manu- 

facturing, and  the  electrical  industry,  standardizing 
work  is  carried  on  by  independent  committees  formed 
by  the  respective  manufacturing  associaMons;  but  even 
in  such  cases  where  the  work  is  decentralized  provision 
is  made  for  connection  with  the  head  committee  in 
order  to  eliminate  interference.  The  desire,  iilrcady 

mentioned,  of  German  engineers  for  co-operation  with 
other  nations,  chiefly  England  and  America,  in  the  mat- 

ter of  standardization  has  never  l)een  quite  eA'acc-d,  and has,  with  the  restoration  of  peace,  almost  regained  ita 

former  force.  The  viewpoint  that  isolated  standardiza- 
tion in  the  various  countries  stands  in  the  way  of  an 

international  treatmi-nt  of  the  subject  has,  however, 
been  abandoned  and  the  theory  adopted  that  the  former 
has  to  precede  the  latter  in  order  to  create  a  basis  for  it. 

This  thought  was  strongly  emphasized  in  a  conversa- 
tion your  correspondent  had  with  Mr.  Hellmich  of  the 

Society  of  German  Engln«<rH,  in  whose  hands  the 

permanent  work  of  the  organization  rests,  and  who 

wishes  it  to  be  pronounced  emphatically  that  German 
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engineers  have  no  intention  whatsoever  to  establish 
German  standards  with  a  view  to  use  them  as  a  weapon 
in  international  competition.  They  strongly  hope  that 
the  parallel  work  going  on  in  the  various  industrial 
nations  will  ultimately  lead  to  concerted  action  based 
upon  the  existing  national  standards.  The  German 
Standardization  Committee  is  glad  to  perceive  that  this 
idea  is  finding  full  understanding  with  similar  organi- 

zations; proof  of  which  is  the  connections  that  have 
already  been  established.  Such  connections,  of  an  offi- 

cial nature,  exist  already  between  the  German  Stand- 
ardization Committee  and  most  others ;  as  the  American 

Engineering  Standards  Committee,  the  Canadian  Engi- 
neering Standards  Association,  the  Austrian  Standards 

Association,  the  British  Engineering  Standards  Asso- 
ciation, the  Standards  committees  in  Holland,  Italy, 

Sweden  and  Switzerland. 

In  a  few  instances  where  such  is  not  yet  the  case, 
personal  relations  have  been  taken  up.  An  exchange 
of  approved  standards  is  taking  place  between  existing 
standardization  committees.  The  standardization 

sheets,  vi^hich  are  in  themselves  strictly  standardized 
and  made  up  alike  with  the  sole  difference  of  language, 
make  comparison  easy.     As  a  first  step  towards  closer 

co-operation,  this  exchange -is  said  to  have  been  entirely 
successful.  Any  further  steps  in  this  direction  will  be 
heartily  welcomed  by  the  German  Standardization 
Committee. 

The  standardization  work  of  Germany  is  keeping 
strictly  within  the  scope  of  standardizing  parts  and 
units,  measurements  and  dimension^.  The  committee  is 
averse  to  venturing  upon  the  field  of  standardizing 

aggregates.  The  reception  of  their  work  by  the  indus- 
tries is  said  to  be  satisfactory  although  it  can  be  seen 

that  in  cases  where  tradition  is  strong  the  introduc- 
tion of  new  standards  meets  with  considerable  resist- 

ance. Such  resistance  must  be  contended  with,  however, 
as  it  could  not  be  expected  that  manufacturers  will  go 
to  the  expense  of  adjusting  themselves  at  once  to  new 
standards.  No  pressure  is  exercised  upon  any  industry 
for  adopting  the  new  standards  but  it  is  hoped  that 
in  the  course  of  time  this  adoption  will  gradually  pro- 

ceed of  its  own  accord.  Summing  up  the  present  situa- 
tion, it  can  be  said  that  the  industry  as  a  whole  is 

receptive  and  the  necessity  for  thorough  standardization 
is  recognized  as  a  principle  everywhere.  It  is  felt, 
however,  that  the  progress  is  somewhat  slow,  and  that 
an  energetic  propaganda  is  needed  for  speeding  it  up. 

Automatic  Electric  Temperature- 
Regulating  System  for  Furnaces 

By  I.  William  Chubb 
Kilitor  European  Edition,  American  Machinist 

The  firm  of  Adolphe  Saurer,  Arbon,  Switzerland, 
which  build  commercial  vehicles  for  practically  all  the 
countries  of  Europe,  have  in  their  heat-treatment  de- 

partment a  system  which  automatically  controls  the 
temperature  of  the  furnaces  by  varying  the  position  of 
the  dampers.  Coke  is  used  as  fuel  and  the  same  system 
will  obviously  apply  to  coal-heated  furnaces.  Where 
gas,  oil  or  electricity  are  employed,  however,  a  some- 

what difl"erent  scheme  will  be  necessary.  The  appliance 
can  be  set  so  that  the  desired  temperature,  once  ob- 

tained, can  be  maintained  for  any  length  of  time  with 
an  accuracy  ±1  per  cent  at  low  temperatures  and 
=fc.75  per  cent  for  high  temperatures. 

Fuel  Consumption  Minimized 

The  system  controls  six  furnaces  working  equally 
well  whether  the  temperatures  in  these  furnaces  are 
the  same  or  differ,  and  the  firm  state  that  the  heat 
remains  so  steady  without  special  attendance  that  the 
recorders  trace  horizontal  lines.  The  fuel  consumption 
being  proportionate  to  the  average  temperature,  is 
minimized  and  the  furnaces  can  be  worked  with  a 
smaller  number  of  attendants,  but  the  chief  merit  of 
the  temperature-regulating  device  is  that  as  far  as  it 
goes  it  guarantees  the  correct  heat-treatment  and  thus 
ensures  the  high  quality  of  materials  required  in  the 
finished  product. 

In  Fig.  1  is  illustrated  the  exterior  of  the  mechan- 
ical part,  the  heat  being  varied  by  controlling  the 

draught  in  the  chimney  with  a  slide,  which  is  itself 
controlled  by  the  electric  regulating  device  to  be  de- 

scribed. This  view  shows  a  horizontal  shaft,  which 
carries  a  double-arm  lever,  with  one  end  connected  by  a 
rod  to  the  chimney  damper.  To  compensate  for  the 
weight  of  the  rod  and  fittings,  a  counterweight  is 
carried  on  the  other  arm  and  the  housing  contains  two 

magnets  the  function  of  which  is  to  rotate  the  shaft 
enough  to  raise  or  lower  the  regulating  damper. 

The  control  system  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  2.  From 
the  thermo-electric  pyrometers  placed  in  the  furnaces, 
current  is  taken  to  an  ordinary  galvanometer  A,  the 

switch  device  B  enabling  any  one  of  the  six  thermo- 
couples of  the  six  furnaces  to  be  connected  up  so  that 

the  galvanometer  will  indicate  the  temperatures  of  the 
furnace  put  in  circuit.  At  C  is  a  similar  galvanometer 
except  that,  instead  of  the  temperature  scale,  it  has 
two  parallel  arc-shaped  troughs  filled  with  mercury  and 
concentric  with  the  axis  of  the  needle  of  the  instrument. 

Both  troughs  are  contained  in  a  block  of  vulcanite,  one 
trough  being  divided  at  the  middle  into  two  portions 

by  a  mica  partition.  The  glass  pointer  of  this  gal- 
vanometer is  provided  at  the  free  end  with  a  U-shaped 

platinum  wire,  connecting  when  necessary  one  trough 
with  the  other.  Normally  the  U  piece  does  not  dip  into 

the  mercury,  above  the  surface  of  which  the  needle 

plays  freely. 
By  means  of  a  switch  D  the  pyrometer  of  any  furnace 
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FIG.  1— DAMPER  ACTUATING   ROD  AND  MAGNET  HOUSING 
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to  Um  cooUet  gal- 
C.  tkt  BMdN  af  wUeh 

wfli  traval  to  •  owtaia  point  duwd- 
lat  Ml  tiM  iMiprrmture.  At  intenrala 
tlw  Wirt  koop  vicibto  at  £  U  caoaad 

to  pr«M  the  ffmlvaaMB. 

lh«  iJat- lolo  the 

if  tlw  tanparatura  is  in- 
Br  thb  laaam  a  circuit  ia 

doMd  which,  accordinc  aa  the  tarn* 
paratara  ia  t«o  hith  or  too  low.  tliat 
U,  aeeot<diaf  aa  tha  poiatar  dip*  into 
tha  BMrwiiT  troagk  to  tha  right  or 
iall.  wffl  paralt  a  haavy  current  to 
paaa.  to  axcito  tlia  etaetro-magoata 
ia  tha  hoaaiac  (aaa  Fig.  1 )  and  cauw 
tha  daapar  to  doaa  or  open. 

Tha  aarttch  D  ia  oparatad  by  the 
F  ao  that  tha  ais  ftamaoaa  are 

ap  in  turn.  The  motor 

to  preaa  tha  hoop  E  down- 
tlM  powar  required  for  the 

■oler  hafa«  ia  tha  order  of  0.02  hp. 
it  ia  arrai^ad  tliat  there  ia  no  volt- 
••■  aa  the  circuit  when  the  plati- 
aaa  hoop  dipe  into  or  emerges  from  the  mercury 
aad  eoaaeqoently,  aa  the  platinum  contact  is  not 
aafejaetad  to  araar  or  dirt  due  to  sparks,  its  life  is 
pvaeticallf  aattaritad.  Tlie  speed  of  the  motor  and  the 
flaar  ratio  have  haen  ctioaan  ao  that  the  regrulation 
aC  all  six  famacaa  raqoiraa  about  8  min.  The  tempera- 
tart  of  each  furnace  ia  therefore  controlled  every  3 
aria,  and  when,  by  the  limits  mentioned,  it  is  higher 
or  lower  tiuui  is  required  the  damper  can  be  adjusted. 

If  the  faraaca  taaaperature  is  correct,  the  needle  of 
tile  galvaaoaMtar  teats  itself  directly  over  the  mica 
partitiae.  preventing  contact  between  the  two  mercury 

While  the  position  of  this  partition  is  deter- 
by  the  construction  of  the  galvanometer,  adjust- 

■mM  of  any  deairad  tanperature  ia  made  poasible  by 
iBHitiiig  in  tlw  pyrwaattr  circuit  of  each  furnace  a 

so  that  the  galvanometer  needle  is 
tiM  aiea  partition  at  the  required  temperature, 

whatever  it  nuiy  be.  Fig.  8  illustrates  the  size  resis- 
of  tha  lower  part  of  the  apparatus.  In  front  of 

I  it  a  tcala  for  temperatures  from  170  deg.  to  1,090 
C    EtA  aeala  carries  a  device  for  adjusting  the 

no.  I— OALVANomrrBR  control  panel 

Cutting  Oils  vs.  "Soap  Water" By  H.  B.  Egg 

In  an  endeavor  to  learn  what  is  the  best  practice  in 
using  cutting  lubricants,  the  writer  visited  a  number  of 
high  class  shops,  hoping  to  profit  by  their  example.  I 
returned  with  lots  of  information,  but  little  satisfaction. 
Below  are  tabulated  the  results  of  my  investigation, 
omitting  names: 

toflathar  arith  a  pointer  which  indicates  the 

Our 

lit 2nd 

3rd 

Shop 
Shop 

Shop Shop 

Milling  machinei Water 

Oil 

Water Water 

Gear  cuticri   .. . 
Water 

Water Oil 
Hand  turret  laihei   

Water 

Oil 

Water 
Water 

Automatic  acrcw  macbine*   

Oil 

Oil 

Oil 

DrilU     Water Water Water 
Water 

Coldiawa   -   _   

Oil 

Oil 

Water Water 
T)ir«adin|  lathet   Water 

Oil 

Oil Oil 

Thread  inillerf..„   „_...   

Oil 

Water Oil 
Hack  lawi....  .._   ,   _.«   

Water 
Water 

Water 
Water 

Bro'fliM          _,«.... Oil 

Dry 

Oil 

Oil 

Water 
Water Water 

Kniine  lathei   „.. 

Dry 

Borint  tnilli   __._   

Dry 

t«4 Water 

Dry 

Grinderi,  (Productioe)   Water 
Water 

Water Water r.r;n.l.r.,   (Drill) 

Dry 

Water 

Dry 

Water 
Grinderi,  (Cutter)..  ..... 

Dry 

Water 

Dry 
Dry 

nn   »_oAt,VANOMirr»:ii  i'IK'M'it  KKsi«rrAK<'R  initx 

Under  the  name  of  "water"  are  included  all  of  the 
various  emulsions  and  compounds  using  water.  The 
different  kinds  of  oils  used  was  amazing,  ranging  from 
lard  oil  to  n«ar  lard  oil  mixed  with  varying  proportions 
of  paraffin  oil.  One  shop  kept  down  the  cost  of  its  oil 
by  mixing  with  it  a  big  percentage  of  kerosene. 

Our  rule  had  been  to  use  water  where  much  heat  waa 
developed  and  where  the  sizes  were  not  held  to  close 
limits,  or  anywhere  else  if  we  felt  like  it.  Wc  used  oil 
on  forming  operations  and  on  tools  which  wc  wanted  to 
keep  sharp  a  long  time.  For  tapping,  wc  used  machine 
oil  or  any  old  thing  handy,  and  the  other  shops  visited 
did  not  have  anything  on  us  in  that  respect. 

It  appears  to  us  that  shops  buy  cutting  lubricants  or 
coolanta  from  the  most  convincing  salesman  and  con- 

tinue to  use  his  brand  until  a  more  persuasive  talker 
pays  a  call.  There  should  be  a  more  scientific  method 
of  selection. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Further  Continuation  of  the  Subject  of  Cam  Feeds  for  Machine  Tools — Beginning  of 

the  Analysis  of  a  Screw  Machine  Drum  Cam 

By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 
ConHulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

THE  timing  of  cams  aims  at  a  construction  by 
which  all  the  cams  used  will  co-operate  without 
interference  and  without  loss  of  time.  Merely 

avoiding  interference  would  be  easy  by  allowing  a 
sufficient  amount  of  time  between  the  successive  opera- 

tions of  various  cams  to  make  sure  that  the  functioning 
of  one  has  completely  ceased  before  the  work  of  another 
one  begins.  In  doing  so,  however,  one  would  sacrifice  a 
certain  amount  of  time  which  might  well  be  saved  by 
a  careful  analysis.  Such  an  analysis  should  be  under- 

taken every  l;ime  a  new  job  is  put  on  a  given  machine. 
The  designer  of  a  special  machine,  arranged  for  one 
operation  only,  has  practically  the  same  task  before  him 
as  the  man  v/ho  arranges  an  existing  machine  for  a 
new  job.  When  a  standard  machine  must  be  designed, 
the  problem  is  somewhat  more  complicated.  Even  with 
a  special  machine  the  timing  of  cams  is  somewhat  more 
complicated  than  the  arranging  of  a  standard  machine 
for  a  new  job. 

Some  of  the  operations  performed  by  an  automatic 
machine  require  a  variable  amount  of  time,  while  other 
operations  always  require  the  same  period.  Instances 
of  the  first  kind  are  the  turning,  or  boring,  or  reaming 
on  an  automatic  screw  machine.  Instances  of  the  second 
kind  are  the  stock  feed,  indexing,  and  shifting  of  belts. 
Conditions  are  still  further  complicated  by  the  fact  that, 
though  the  indexing  might  always  take  place  at  the 
same  speed,  the  machine  may  be  so  arranged  that  the 
index  speed  cannot  be  kept  constant.  As  a  rule,  such 
operations  as  indexing  are  carried  out  on  the  high  speed 
(if  there  is  one).  In  some  machines  this  high  speed  is 
constant,  in  others  it  is  variable.  As  illustration  of  the 
various  possibilities,  we  cite  the  following  examples: 

Fixed  Ratto  Between  High  and  Low  Cam  Speeds 

In  the  original  Spencer  machine  there  was  a  fixed 
ratio  between  high  and  low  speed  of  the  cams.  This 
ratio  was  established  through  the  differential  gearing 
in  the  feed  pulley.  With  a  given  machine  this  ratio 
could  not  be  cnanged.  If  it  was  desirable  to  reduce  the 
feed,  or  rather,  lengthen  the  cycle,  for  a  certain  piece  of 
work,  the  feed  pulley  was  run  at  a  lower  speed  so  that 
all  operations  were  carried  out  at  a  slower  rate.  Index- 

ing, stock  feed,  shifting  of  belts,  all  was  done  slower, 
not  because  it  was  desirable  to  do  so  but  because  it 
was  necessary  to  have  a  slower  cutting  feed  or  perhaps 
because  a  piece  was  longer  or  of  harder  material. 

At  other  times  it  might  be  desirable  to  shorten  the 
time  for  a  complete  cycle  and  this  was  done,  of  course, 
by  giving  a  higher  speed  to  the  feed  pulley.  Here  we 
would  run  up  against  another  difficulty.  It  was  not 
possible  to  reduce  the  cycle  below  a  certain  point,  be- 

cause increasing  the  feed  had  also  increased  the  speed 
of  indexing  and  it  would  be  imposible  to  index  at  too 
rapid  a  rate.  As  a  result,  it  was  often  necessary  to  take 
more  time  for  a  complete  cycle  than  was  actually  needed 
for  the  cutting  operations,  simply  because  some  of  the 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

idle  operations  could  not  be  carried  out  with  the  proper 
speed  of  the  feed  pulley. 

•In  machines  like  the  Cleveland  machine,  the  high 
speed  is  constant,  whereas  the  various  feeds  are  adjust- 

able entirely  independent  of  the  high  speed.  High 
speed  and  feeding  movements,  however,  are  tied  to- 

gether in  one  cam  and  there  is  no  possibility  that  any 
of  the  cams  can  get  out  of  time  with  any  of  the  others. 
On  the  type  of  machine  represented  by  the  Brown  & 
Sharpe  screw  machine  we  find  a  different  set  of  con- 

ditions. It  would  be  possible  here  to  arrange  this 
machine  so  that  one  operation  might  interfere  with 
another,  for  instance,  by  wrongly  setting  the  dogs,  or 
by  the  failure  of  one  of  the  idle  operation  cams  to  act 
at  the  proper  time.  In  this  machine  the  cam  which 
gives  the  forward  and  backward  motion  to  the  slides  and 
turret  runs  at  a  constant  slow  speed,  that  is,  its  speed 
is  constant  during  the  job,  though  it  may  be  changed 
for  the  next  job.  The  movements  of  the  cams  for  idle 
movements  run  at  a  speed  which  is  always  the  same 
regardless  of  the  speed  of  the  main  cam. 

Problem  of  the  Automatic  Screw  Machine 

For  the  reason  that  there  are  so  many  different 
combinations  possible,  it  is  exceedingly  difficult  to  indi- 

cate a  system  by  which  cams  can  always  be  timed 
properly,  unless  we  z-educe  the  movements  of  the  vari- 

ous cams  to  one  common  unit.  This  unit  is  the 
revolution  of  the  work  spindle  in  the  automatic  screw 
machine.  In  some  other  machine  it  might  be  a  stroke 
or  a  reciprocating  tool.  In  still  other  machines  it 
might  be  some  other  function  again. 

Confining  ourselves  for  the  present  to  the  automatic 
screw  machine  we  would  say  that  it  requires  so  many 
turns  of  the  spindle  to  complete  the  first  cutting  move- 

ment, so  many  for  the  second,  so  many  for  the  third, 
etc.  We  would  determine  the  high  speed  by  the  maxi- 

mum speed  we  would  dare  to  give  to  the  parts  operated 
upon;  for  instance,  the  speed  of  indexing.  From  this 
high  speed  we  would  calculate  the  number  of  seconds 
required  for  each  of  the  idle  movements  as  well  as  for 
the  different  returns,  and  we  would  then  reduce  that 
number  of  seconds  to  revolutions  of  the  work  spindle,  so 
that  we  would  obtain  the  total  number  of  revolutions  of 
this  spindle  for  one  complete  cycle.  We  will  illustrate 
this  by  a  concrete  example  and  assume  that  the  fol- 

lowing conditions  exist: 
The  machine  has  a  constant  high  speed  for  cams. 
The  various  feeds  are  made  by  the  different  slopes 

given  to  the  cam. 
The  cams  can  be  given  various  speeds  for  the  feed 

movement  by  change  gears. 
All  cams  are  geared  together. 

The  work  .'evolves  at  300  r.p.m. 
First  operation  requires  stroke  of  1  in.,  feed  of 

0.010  in. 

Second  operation  requires  turret  feed  of  1  in.,  drill- 
ing feed  of  0.006  in.,  and  feed  of  cross  slide  for 

forming  of  0.0025  in. 
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Dtftk  at  ttfimlm  ta  I  ia. 
Wsftk  of  atroto  of  i  iiu. 

nqairM  •  Itoflll  of  atrok*  of  1  iiu. 
tmi  of  0.0U  Im.  aad  •  ctdm  ftod  for  cuttinc  off 
•f  «  liU  ftood  «(  OkOII  iB. 

n«.  ITI  ia  •  dlagrai  in  which  all  Uiea«  varioua 
awMHBia  at*  laid  M^  «Mfa  ooa  for  itaalf  and  without 
ra«HM«  aay  of  tlwollMr  awMBaots  wMeh  nay  talm 
plac*  at  tJM  aana  tiva.  TW  lower  bar  takca  care  of 
tk»  twTtt  aotka,  tlw  aacood  bar  take*  car*  of  the 
Cfoai  ilidi  aaovMMBt.  the  third  one  of  the  index,  the 
tmuik  of  tko  opaaliiff  and  Hoainc  of  the  chuck,  the  fifth 
flf  tlw 

OounoM  or  CirmNo  OmunoN 
Aa  tlw  trat  art  la  1  in.  lung  and  the  feed  is  0.010  in. 

par  rwolotioa.  100  rrroiutiona  will  be  required  for  this 
cat.  la  a  aiaiBar  manner  we  flrure  that  the  second, 
third  and  foortk  cot  taken  by  tha  tarraC  tools  will 

nsuir*  IMI,  90  aad  Ml  re^olutiona  reapaetivel)'-  We 
alM  lad  la  a  similar  way  that  150  revolutions  are 

rafaitid  for  *Jie  feed  of  the  forming  tool  and  250  revolu- 
Hoaa  for  the  mt-off  tool. 

la  lagard  to  tha  iadcz.  we  will  aaaume  that  it  was 
flMBid  tbat  oaa  aaeoed  la  reqairad  to  complete  the 
rartoaa  eparatteaa  aaeaaaarr  for  one  indexinir.  These 
operatlaM  iadada  the  arfthdrawal  of  the  lockinff  pin, 
the  Bwriof  of  the  turret,  and  the  replacins  of  the  lock- 
lag  pin.  Aa  ooe  aaeond  of  time  corresponds  to  five 

of  tha  apiadle.  and  aa  we  have  assumed  four 

of  *J>e  turret,  four  times  ihre  revolutions  of 
■vill  be   required  for  all  of  the   indexing 

^ 

nrr 
T sa: s TJSSJl 

rta  IT*.    tNAOKAM  or  acaaw  machlvr  orRRATioNs 

We  will  further  assume  that  i  of  a  second 
practical  for  the  opening  and  closing  of  tho 
that  i  wcood  is  required  for  the  stock  feed 

)  aecoad  for  the  return  of  the  feed  shell. 
Thia  win  gif*  aa  2  X  li  revolutions  for  the  opening 
aad  riwalag  of  the  chock  and  2  X  2i  revolutions  for 
the  atotk  fwd.  In  this  manner  we  have  obtained  the 
ckart  «f  fig.  170.  Thoa^  w  haea  takaa  care  of  all 
af  tka  alMMBta  which  oar  operatloa  raqairea,  we  have 
aaglacled  to  consider  the  time  which  may  have  been 
apaal  oa  aeeoant  of  the  peculiarities  of  the  cam. 

Oar  awrhine  is  a  special  one  and  we  can  assume  any 
alapB  d  the  cam  which  we  may  deem  desirable.  We 
wU  aaaaaM  a  alope  of  one  to  three  for  the  feed  and 
forty-Av*  dagrsaa  for  tha  return.  We  will  further 
aosoaw  that  the  cam  raOar  la  11  ia.  in  diameter.  Laying 
oot  Fig.  171.  in  which  /40  ia  the  earn  alope  for  feeding 
aad  AC  that  for  ratara.  aad  pladBg  tha  roUar  at  the 
palats  4  aad  a.  «•  aoCia*  that  tha  diataaea  traveled 
hy  the  roiW  aloeg  a  horiaootal  line  is  more  than  the 
haa*  of  the  trtaagi*  of  which  the  height  is  1  in.  This 
Mttia  4lalaac*  A^,  nroat  be  added  to  the  time  required 
far  th*  faad  of  1  la. 
W*  wfll  aow  !ay  oat  Pig.  172  which  shows  all  of 

■IHiWi  aM*  by  side.  This  diagnUB 
wWdi  was  overlooked,  namely,  ttaH 

ha  th*  aaan.  exespt  when  the  feed 
•r  the  aptadi*  la  the  aaaw.  We  s««  that 

f  arndt  haw  a  gatlir  alope  than  operation 

i,  but  that  operation  4  has  a  much  steeper  slopv.  This 
operation  i  happens  to  be  a  reaming  operation  in  our 
eaaa,  ao  that  a  ata^  slope  is  permissible.  However,  in 
aoBM  other  oaae  we  might  have  been  compelled  to  make 
the  slope  of  operation  4  more  gentle,  aay  one  in  three, 

yia.  111.   CAM  uiYOUT  vott  raao  and  rbturn 

and  in  that  caw  the  slopes  of  the  other  three  operations 
would  have  been  gentler  than  shown  in  this  diagram. 

It  also  brings  before  un  at  once  something  else  which 
we  have  ao  far  neglected,  nnmely,  the  advance  of  the 
tools.  It  may  well  be  that  the  tools  are  set  in  such 
a  manner  that  only  a  very  short  advance  is  required, 
but  as  a  rule  this  is  not  the  case  and  for  our  illustra- 

tion we  will  assume  that  the  final  position  of  the  turret 
at  the  end  of  the  feed  stroke  is  always  the  same  regard- 

less of  what  was  the  amount  of  the  feed.  We  will 
further  assume  that,  for  the  sake  of  safety,  we  have 

ria.  171 
DIAQRAM  OP  FBBD  AND  RBTrURN-   STI(OKB8 SIDB  BT  HDB 

allowed  one  oxtra  inch  of  advance  in  all  cases;  so  that 
we  would  have  for  operation  1  one  inch  advance,  one 
inch  feed,  and  2  in.  return;  for  operation  i  the  same; 
for  operation  3,  li  in.  advance,  I  in.  feed,  and  2  in. 
return,  whereas  the  fourth  operation  will  be  the  name 
again  as  the  first  two.  This  makes  our  diagram  as 
abbwn  in  Fig.  173. 

It  would  be  possible  to  calculate  the  extra  distances 
which  we  have  to  allow  due  to  the  curvature  at  the  point 
where  two  parts  of  the  cam  join  but  this  would  involve 
a  large  amount  of  calculation  and  we  will  find  it  to  l>e 
easier  to  determine  these  amounts  graphically.  With 
this  in  view  we  have  laid  out  Fig.  174.  In  this  diagram 
the  length  of  che  cam  is  the  distance  from  A  to  R,  which 
we  find  by  measurement  to  be  301  in. 

Without  going  further  with  this  cam.  we  now  start 
the  consideration  of  the  cross-slide  cams.  Ix>oking  at 
our  schedule  of  the  various  operations  performed  by  the 
machine,  we  find  that  the  forming  takes  place  at  the 
same  time  that  the  second  turret  tool  operates.  This 
turret  tool  requires  1661  revolutions  of  the  spindle. 
whereas  the  forming  tool  requires  only  150  revolutions. 
Thus,  if  we  can  start  both  operations  at  the  same  time, 
we  will  find  the  cross-slide  ready  to  return  before  the 
turret  tool  is  in  that  condition.     This  will  give  us  a 

m^-^^n^nI 
KIO    171. DtAORAM  WITH  AM>OWAWB»  KOH 

BXTRA  AUVAWB 

chance  either  to  start  the  cross-slide  tool  somewhat 
later,  to  finish  with  It  somewhat  earlier,  to  give  a  dwell 
to  the  croas-slide  tool  at  the  end  of  its  forming  opera- 

tion, or  to  have  a  combination  of  these  things. 
When  we  look  at  th*  second  cross-slide  operation,  we 

find  that  it  .-Hirresponda  to  the  fourth  turret  tool  oper- 
ation.   This  fourth  turret  tool  rec|uires  only  661  revolu- 
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tions  for  its  completion,  whereas  the  cutoff  tool  requires 
250  revolutions.  Before  deciding  how  to  arrange  the 
relation  between  these  two,  we  must  consider  what  these 
operations  mean.  It  stands  to  reason  that  the  reaming 
operation  must  be  finished  before  the  cutoff  operation  is 
completed.  It  also  stands  to  reason  that  the  reaming 
tool  must  be  completely  out  of  the  hole  before  the 
finished  piece  drops  off,  so  that  the  fourth  operation 
not  only  must  be  finished  but  the  turret  must  have 
returned  before  the  cut-off  is  completed. 

other  action  at  C,  we  might  have  interfered  with' the 
return  of  the  cross-slide.  At  D  we  notice  the  same 
thing  we  have  noticed  at  A,  namely,  that  we  are  still 
on  the  advance  of  the  cross-slide  when  the  feed  of  the 
turret  has  started.  This  means  that  we  have  to  shift 
the  upper  diagram  to  the  left.  When  we  make  a  shift 
sufficient  to  start  feed  of  cross-slide  and  turret  at  the 
same  time,  we  will  find  that  the  entire  operation  of  the 
turret,  its  feed  and  return,  are  completely  finished  when 
we  are  still  on  the  feed  of  the  cross-slide.     In  other 

FIG.  174.  GRAPHICAL,  DETERMINATION  OF  CURVATURES 

Looking  at  Fig.  174,  we  see  at  a  glance  that  the  total 
distance  required  for  feed  and  return  on  the  fourth 
operation  is  less  than  the  distance  required  for  the  feed 
only  of  the  second  operation  and,  as  this  latter  feed 
corresponded  to  166§  revolutions  of  the  spindle,  realize 
that  the  entire  reaming  operation  with  its  return  can 
be  accomplished  in  less  than  166§  revolutions  and, 
therefore,  will  be  completed  within  the  time  required 
for  the  cut-off. 

Control  of  the  Cross-Slide  Tool 

We  now  construct  Fig.  175,  which  shows  the  center- 
line  of  the  roller  movement  of  Fig.  174,  and  immediately 
above  a  similar  center-line  for  the  roller  movement  of 
the  cross-slide  tool.  We  will  imagine  that  these  latter 
tools  are  controlled  by  a  cam  just  like  the  one  we  are 
constructing.  As  a  rule  this  latter  assumption  is  not 
correct  and  we  are  making  it  here  merely  to  simplify 
our  first  analysis.  We  notice  that  the  feed  begins  in 
the  lower  diagram  at  the  line  AA,  but  that  we  are 
still  at  the  advance  in  the  upper  diagram.  To  correct 
this  we  can  Jo  one  of  two  things :  We  can  either  place 
the  upper  diagram  further  to  the  left — in  other  words, 
start  the  advance  of  the  cross-slide  tool  a  little  earlier 
— or  else  place  the  lower  diagram  somewhat  to  the 
right — in  other  words,  start  the  feed  for  the  turret 
somewhat  later.  This  instance  shows  how  necessary  it 
is  to  combine  the  diagrams  for  the  various  cams,  because, 
merely  looking  at  our  original 
schedule,  it  would  have  seemed 
that  we  would  have  a  surplus 

of  time  for  the  forming  op- 
eration. 

Nevertheless,  it  is  well  to 
look  at  things  before  making 
a  picture  of  them.  Though  our 
conclusions  were  faulty,  the 
thoughts  which  led  up  to  them 
were  necessary,  because  with- 

out them  we  would  not  have 
for  a  check  and  we  would 
true   condition    of    affairs.      We 

words,  we  see  that  the  return  of  the  turret  takes  place 
on  the  low  speed  and  that  even  then  there  is  time 
to  spare.  It  will  therefore  be  possible  to  make  the 
return  line  for  the  turret  at  a  more  favorable  angle 
than  45  deg.,  and  that  without  loss  of  time. 

We  have  estimated  the  time  required  for  the  remain- 
ing operations  in  seconds  and  reduced  them  to  revolu- 

tions of  the  spindle,  that  is  to  say,  we  figured  one 
second  for  the  index  and  said  that  this  is  one-sixtieth 
of  300,  or  five  revolutions.  When  we  said  that  the 
first  turret  operation  required  100  revolutions  we  could 
determine  how  much  of  the  circumference  of  the  cam 
would  be  required  for  this  operation  because  the  slope 
of  the  cam  was  known.  The  return,  also,  was  easily 
determined  because  the  amount  of  cam  required  for  this 
function  depended  entirely  on  the  amount  of  return  and 
the  slope  of  the  return  cam.  When  it  came  to  deter- 

mining the  amount  of  space  to  be  allowed  on  the  cam 
for  the  period  of  indexing,  we  had  no  such  data  and 
we  attacked  this  problem  from  a  different  angle. 

Cam  Space  for  Indexing 

To  make  the  problem  we  have  before  use  somewhat 
clearer,  let  us  imagine  that  the  diameter  of  the  com- 

plete cam  drum  is  10  ft.,  which  is,  of  course,  a  very 
much  exaggerated  figure.  Let  us  further  imagine  that 
this  cam  drum  makes  60  r.p.m.  when  it  runs  at  its 

high  speed.     Then  its  circumferential  speed   is  prac- 

FIG.  175. 

A  B         c  Id 

combined  DIAGRAMS  FOR  TURRET  AND  CROSS-SLIDE 

constructed  Fig.  175 
not  have  found  the 
see  at  the  line  BB 

that  we  are  still  on  the  feed  of  the  cross-slide  after 
we  have  started  the  return  of  the  turret,  which  means 

either  that  a  part  of  the  return  of  the  turret  would  be 
on  the  slow  motion  or  else  that  we  must  make  the  shift 
mentioned  before.  At  the  line  CC  we  notice  that  we 

are  still  on  the  return  for  the  cross-slide  when  we  are 
on  the  dwell  of  the  turret.     If  we  had  started  some 

tically  30  ft.  per  second.    We  have  found  from  Fig.  174 
that  a  length  of  about  2  in.  of  the  cam  drum  is  required 

for  the  return  of  the  turret.     As  2  in.  is  y^n  P^rt  of 

30  ft.   (the  circumference  of  the  drum)   it  would  take 
1 

only  ̂ KK  part  of  a  second  to  return  the  turret. This 
shows  clearly  that  we  are  not  free  to  assume  any  diam- 

eter or  any  speed  of  the  cam  drum.  We  will  therefore 
select   some  figures   which   are   more   nearly   practical. 
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b*  wrtoia  tkst  w«  ahalt  be  able  Ut«r 
••  te  atvdr  (IMM  tMM  IgHTM  to  Um  probWa  befora  n*. 
IM  m  MVpow  tlMt  Ik*  CMS  dnn  ia  18  in.  in  diun- 

•tor  Mii  tfeat  Um  fact  i^aad  will  pennit  the  drum  to 
la  •  lanada.  Wa  wooid  then  hare  a  cir< 

tt  pttotltolr  S4  ia.  and  a  circumfrrvntial 
«f  •  to.  pv  MHBd.  The  return  «t  tha  turret 

ha  aaaatopHalMd  to  a  little  laaa  than  one* 
of  a  ueoad,  Bern  thia  aeema  to  be  too  hich  for 

of  a  alaa  aadi  aa  Om  om  before  ua.  In  order 
■al  to  da  anx  fMtkar  gwaaetm.  «a  nnat  determine  a 

ier  the  ratara  of  the  turret  and  we  will 
!  Ihb  to  be  i  aeeood.  We  will,  therefora.  have  a 

ipaad  at  pnwUcaUr  4  in.  per  eeeond.  It 
ha  aatod  tiat  thIa  retam  apeed  of  the  turret 

oa  the  aiae  aod  ronatruction  of  the  ma- 
be  fiveo  to  the  following 

rah: 
It  i»  itttgr  to  adael  a  rrfara  tpeed  wkiek  m  $ligkUy 

too  late  lAaa  jae  wftM  u  tUohtIv  too  high. 
The  «AkI  of  too  high  a  return  speed  ia  exceaaive 

iodaaejr  to  looaen  ma- 
By  radadnff  the  aatimated 

I  to  ft.  whidi  ia  a  ape«<linr  up 
the  BKNaaBtam  of  the  mov- 

t^  parte  1X6  per  cent  and  we  fain  in  time  four  tiroea 
the  ditaiaaca  hetaaeu  ft  and  ft  of  a  second.  Consider- 
lat  that  the  totol  tlaw  fbr  our  Job  is  practically  a 

a  hall^  a  Wtfar  of  l  of  a  aecond  in  such  a 
of  llw  total  that  it  ia  not  wise  to  take 

aajr  rfaka  to  aeeoaivlMi  tfria  huO  aarinr.  When  the 
totol  thaa  for  tha  eonplato  erda  la  very  small,  in  other 
warta,  whaa  tha  Idh  tteia  form  a  large  percentage 
af  tha  totol  ttet,  thai  it  would  ba  good  policy  to  try  to 

IMIt  part  of  ttm  ratam  and  other  idle 

Tm  Snai  or  m  Cam  DatrM 

Baeiac  detenataad  that  the  circumferential  speed 
af  tha  can  ia  4  In.  per  aaeond.  we  find  now  that  we 
■aik  aDow  an  Idle  apaea  on  tha  cam  of  4  in.  for  each 
iadai  (baeauae  tha  Index  requirea  one  second),  1  in. 
for  tha  apaainc  of  the  chuck,  1  in.  for  the  cloaing,  and 
t  la.  far  tha  itaefc  feed  aad  abo  for  the  return  of  the 
feed  aML  Thaa  tha  total  kngth  of  the  cam  will  be 
••i-f4X4  +  SXli  +  2X2|plusas  much  as 
■ay  ba  raqalrad  far  the  shifting  of  the  two  cam  grooves 
af  Fig.  17i  aad  ariaaa  aocb  parts  of  the  cam  as  we  may 
lad  aaa  aafdr  aaariap  each  other.  To  detarmine  this 

•a  W  Mt  tha  diagran  176.  In  the  space  be- 
tha  aalar  t«a  eaaeaBtrie  drdaa  w  plaea  the 
•C  aato  laqalrad  for  tha  turret  notion.  In  the 
aoad,  spaoea  required  for  the  eroaa^alide  motion: 

to  the  third,  for  indexing;  ic  the  fourth,  for  the  open- 
aad  daaing  >f  the  chadi;  and  in  the  fifth,  for  the  stock 
feed :  aad  we  miaaui  i  all  of  our  distaneea  oa  tha  outer 
cirrtM 

la  rraltty  n  aMfcn  xTy  Httle  diffrrrncc  what  diam- 
Hiact  far  the  outer  drcle,  tha  cam  drum,  but  if 
a  vary  ssaall  diameter,  aay  6  in.,  the  length 

far  tha  vartoas  «pw<4  would  make  it  necessary 
to  00  aaaval  ttesa  araand  ttte  drrlo  and.  of  course, 

ba  OMrfMag.  A«  we  ftntnd  in  our  pralim- 
an  IR-in.  drum  is  not  very 

flraai  tiM  aamrt  slae.  w«  will  nrlert  a  aixe  soffi- 
thaa  16  la,  to  Bake  aore  that  we  do  not 

boat  to  pa  araaad  aMr«  thaa  aoea.  The  diagram  of 
Pig.  176  la  bMad  oa  a  diMrtv  oT  M  la. 

We  start  the  diagram  at  A  and  lay  off  a  length  AB 
required  for  the  adeaoea  of  the  turret,  and  we  do  this 
by  raducing  the  linaar  advance  to  the  number  of  de- 
grsaa  required  for  such  a  length  on  a  24-in.  circle.  We 
then  lay  off  BC  which  is  the  length  required  for  the 
feed,  and  CD  for  the  return  of  the  first  turret  tool.  Our 
schedule  shows  that  the  index  follows,  and  we  lay  this 

na.  ITI.     ClKCUI^R  UIAQRAM  OF  TURIUDT  AND 
OBOaa  8LIDB  OPBRATIONS 

amount  off  on  the  outer  circle,  again  reducing  to 
degrees,  but  indicating  the  function  on  the  third  band. 
DE  is  the  space  required  for  this  operation. 
On  the  second  turret  operation,  which,  as  we  have 

seen,  ia  combined  with  the  forming  operation  of  tha 
cross  slide,  wa  will  arrange  matters  in  such  a  way  that 
both  tools  start  feeding  at  the  same  time.  We  have 
already  aaan  that  we  would  lose  time  unless  we  did 
so.  As  the  advance  of  the  cross-slide  is  greater  than 
that  for  the  turret  tool,  we  lay  off  the  distance  EF 
for  this  advance  and  then  we  go  back  the  distance  FG 
for  the  advance  of  the  turret  tool.  At  the  line  OF,  then, 
the  feed  starts  for  both  tools.  The  length  of  time 
of  feed  for  the  turret  tool  is  greater  than  that  for 
the  croaa  slide.  FH  repraaanta  this  amount  of  time, 
wbaraas  Fl  is  the  length  of  cam  required  for  the  croas 
faad.  On  the  other  hand,  tiie  return  for  the  cross  faad 
is  fenger  than  that  for  the  turret  and  we  lay  out  //, 
return  for  the  cross  feed,  first;  nnd  HK,  return  for 
the  turret,  next. 

Saving  Time  on  the  Indexing 

Hare  wa  should  call  attention  to  the  fact  that  it  may 
very  wall  be  ponsible  to  ntart  the  index  before  the  return 
of  the  cross  slide  is  completed  and  it  would  be  necessary 
to  investigate  this  for  every  machine  or  every  Job  for 

which  we  lay  out  the  camming.  If  the  swinging  tur- 
ret tools,  while  indexing,  do  not  interfere  with  the 

retreating  crosa^lide  tool,  wc  can  save  soma  time  or 
spaea.  or  both,  on  the  cam  by  starting  the  index  before 
the  eroaa-faed  tool  has  completely  returned.  As  we  ara 

often  cramped  for  space  on  a  cam  drum,  such  investiga- 
tion should  always  ba  carefully  made.  In  our  case, 

which  ia  imaginary,  wa  have  no  data  to  make  such  an 
investigation  and  we  will  therefore  start  the  index  at 
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K.  This  index  occupies  the  space  from  K  to  L.  We 
go  again  through  the  regular  performance  of  laying  out 
the  advance  LM,  the  feed  MN,  and  the  return  NP,  after 
which  we  index  once  more  from  P  to  Q. 

On  the  fourth  turret  position  we  have  again  the  con- 
dition that  the  advance  for  the  cross  slide  is  greater 

than  that  for  the  turret,  and  once  more  we  will  arrange 
matters  so  that  both  tools  start  feeding  at  the  same 
time.  And  oo  we  lay  out  the  distance  QR  for  the 
advance  of  the  cross  slide,  and  then  work  back  to  S, 
at  which  point  the  advance  begins  for  the  turret.  The 
feed  for  the  cross  slide  takes  place  from  R  to  T,  whereas 
the  feed  for  the  turret  ends  at  U.  It  would  be  possible 
to  make  the  return  of  both  tools  stop  at  the  same  time, 
but  this  would  mean  that  the  return  of  the  turret  tool 
would  be  quite  slow.  Ordinarily  this  would  be  an 
advantage  but  as,  in  our  case,  this  tool  is  a  reamer,  it 
is  advisable  to  return  it  as  quickly  as  possible;  and  so 
the  movement  of  the  turret  would  be  completed  at  V, 
while  the  movement  of  the  cross  slide  will  end  at  W. 
Once  more  the  index  takes  place  from  W  to  X. 

Element  of  Time 

Before  laying  oif  a  new  distance  for  a  new  function 
we  should  make  it  a  point  to  see  whether  this  new 
function  can  take  place  at  the  same  time  as  the  previous 
one.  In  this  case  there  is  no  reason  why  the  chuck 
could  not  open  while  the  index  takes  place.  Even  the 
stock  feed  can  take  place  at  the  same  time,  but  as  it 
might  be  possible  that  we  want  to  stop  the  feed  either 
against  a  turret  tool  or  against  a  seJDarate  stop  provided 
for  that  purpose,  we  will  arrange  matters  so  that  the 
stock  feed  is  .completed  some  little  time  after  the  turret 
has  indexed.  We  therefore  select  the  point  Y,  slightly 

beyond  .X',  for  the  end  of  the  stock  feed,  turn  back  a 
distance  YZ,  and  then  a  distance  ZAA  for  the  opening 
of  the  chuck. 

Fig.  176  .?hows  a  distance  YBB  for  the  closing  of 
the  chuck  which,  of  course,  must  take  place  after  the 
stock  has  been  fed  out.  It  does  not  show  a  distance 

for  the  return  of  the  feed  shell  and  this  is  not  neces- 
sary because  this  return  can  take  place  at  any  time 

during  one  of  the  other  operations.  We  find,  then, 
that  92  deg.  of  our  circle  are  unoccupied,  so  that,  if 
we  want  our  diagram  to  conform  to  the  cam  drum, 
we  must  select  a  smaller  diameter.    This  diameter  would 

,      360  -   92  ̂   „. 18  in.  approximately.    This  final 

diagram  should  be  laid  out  because  it  will  be  the  record 
for  the  cam  construction  and  will  give  all  the  informa- 

tion later  if  changes  in  set-up  are  required.  It  is  not 
shown  here  because  it  is  not  necessary  for  our  purpose. 

Other  Facts  Made  Evident  by  Fig.  176 

This  diagram  also  tells  us  certain  things  to  which 
we  have  not  paid  attention  so  far.  It  shows  that  the 
cam  should  run  at  high  speed  from  A  to  B,  slow  from 
B  to  C,  fast  from  C  to  F,  slow  from  F  to  H,  fast  from 
H  to  M,  slow  from  M  to  N,  fast  from  N  to  R,  slow  from 
R  to  T,  and  fast  again  from  T  to  BB.  As  A  would 
occupy  the  same  place  as  BB  in  the  complete  circle,  we 
combine  the  first  and  last  fast  movement  which  then 
will  be  from  T  to  B.  If  we  make  our  diagram  on  paper 
in  which  the  circle  is  divided  into  360  deg.  and  if  the 
disk  on  which  we  set  the  dogs  for  slow  movement  is 
also  divided  into  degrees,  we  can  make  a  fairly  accurate 
initial  setting  of  the  dogs  without  any  trial. 

By  doing  some  experimental  work  we  can  determine 
exactly  the  point  at  which  the  shifts  from  fast  to  slow 
and  slow  to  fast  take  place  for  each  dog  and  make  a 
mark  on  that  dog  so  that,  when  this  mark  is  set  on,  let 
us  say,  line  35  of  the  dog  disk,  the  trip  from  fast  to 
slow  or  vice  versa  will  actually  take  place  at  this  point 
85.  This  does  not  relieve  us  of  the  necessity  of  watch- 

ing the  dog  carefully  to  see  whether  the  trip  takes 
place  exactly  at  the  point  where  we  expected  it,  but  it 
does  do  away  with  a  great  deal  of  guesswork  and  ex- 

pedites the  getting  up  of  a  job  materially. 

Reasons  for  Using  Circular  Diagram 

It  might  seem  that  it  would  be  just  as  easy,  and 
perhaps  somewhat  easier,  to  lay  out  the  final  diagram 
on  a  set  of  parallel  lines  such  as  Fig.  170,  and  that 
the  total  length  of  such  a  diagram  would  then  represent 
the  circumference  of  the  drum  which  we  must  use.  This 
is  true  and  the  only  reasons  why  the  writer  prefers  the 
circular  diagram  are,  in  the  first  place,  that  it  gives 
a  better  picture  when  the  diagram  is  completed,  and  in 
the  second  place,  that  it  is  a  somewhat  safer  method. 

It  is  often  "^.be  case  that  some  of  the  operations  are 
accomplished  not  by  a  drum  cam  but  by  a  disk  cam  or 
some  other  contrivance. 

Such  a  mechanism  must  be  laid  out  by  itself  and  the 
result  of  such  an  investigation  will  naturally  be  the 
knowledge  that  it  takes  so  many  degrees  of  that  other 
kind  of  cam  for  the  operation.  This  number  of  de- 

grees remains,  then,  the  same  whatever  may  be  the 
diameter  of  our  main  cam.  Let  us  say  that  in  the 
schedule  we  examined  we  found  that  the  indexing  is 
done  by  a  special  cam  which  requires  30  deg.  of  the 
main  cam  for  its  completed  function.  We  would  have 
made  every  lector  for  the  index  a  30  deg.  angle.  If  we 
had  found  that  only  270  deg.  of  the  total  cam  are 
occupied,  we  would  then  have  reasoned  as  follows  in 
order  to  obtain  the  actual  size  of  cam  required: 

Clearance 

We  would  have  said  that  there  are  four  indexes  each 
of  30  deg.  or  120  deg.  altogether,  which  will  leave  240 
deg.  for  the  other  operations.  In  diagram  176  the 
index  occupied  a  length  of  4  in.  or  an  angle  of  19  deg., 
so  that  all  the  other  operations  occupied  268  —  76  ̂  
192  deg.  This  number  192  would  have  been  the  same 
whatever  space  were  required  for  the  index,  so  that,  if 
the  individual  indexings  required  30  deg.  each,  there 
would  have  been  a  total  of  120  +  192  =  312  deg. 
occupied  in  our  diagram  and  48  deg.  would  have  been 
blank.     The  size  of  the  drum  would  have  been  then 

192 

gTg  X  24   =  19.2  in.     Laying  the  diagram  out  with 

parallel  straight  lines  would  not  have  shown  this  rela- 
tion and  would  easily  lead  to  mistakes. 

In  order  not  to  introduce  more  elements  than  are 
absolutely  necessary,  clearance  was  omitted  in  diagram 
176.  As  a  matter  of  fact  there  should  be  a  small  amount 
of  clearance  whenever  we  change  from  one  function  to 
another,  for  instance,  between  return  of  turret  and 
index.  This  clearance  may  be  in  the  form  of  an 
additional  amount  of  return  stroke  and  even  if  we 
should  start  the  index  a  moment  before  this  stroke  is 

completed  there  would  still  be  no  danger  of  interfer- 
ence. It  may  also  be  done  by  starting  the  index  a 

short  distance  after  the  completion  of  the  return  stroke. 
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m  that  tlM  fast  apMd  of 
•  dlilWM*  •!  4  in  for  th« 

is  oaa  Meoad,  from  which  the 
«f  tht  cm  can  b«  c*lco)at«d. 

to  look 

m  tiMt  tk»  dirtaaw  BC.  for  instance. 

*irii«  Um  timt  tiM  ipiDdk  makM  100  rvvo- 
oa*4hM  of  a  minot*.     As  we  know  the 

tl»  Hm*  CO  and  00  w»  can  calculate  the 
of  tanv  per  minute  tha  cam  should  make  on 

L  if  tha  alow  apaad  of  this  is  deter- 
Iqr  ekoag*  gaors,  «•  raa  aet  up  at  once  for  the 

BaCort  geiaf  farther  with  some  of  the 
««  wn  MsaC  la  kjriBS  oat  cans  it  wiU  be  well 

at  tha  aaeead  alaoMnt  of  a  cam  feed,  namaly, 

With  Pay 

By  E.  a.  Tnanx 

The  foBowlflc  abowa  how  wa  handle  the  vacation 
ai  oar  works:  We  have  laid  out  a  program  of 

of  six  da>-s  each  per  year.  The 
are  davotad  to  vacationii.  One  of 

OM  arrange  to  include  Christmas  and  the  other 
to  lactada  tha  Poarth  of  Juljr.  At  tha  present  time 
wo  do  not  fhrt  vaeatiooa  at  any  other  periods  of  the 
jraor. 

The  deUila  of  tha  oparatiun  of  the  plan  are  simple. 
Each  man  in  oar  shop  works  twenty  minutes  extra  eack 
d^JTi  r^*^*^  ooa  hondrsd  and  twenty  minutes  or  two 
hows  ovorttaDO  per  week.  At  the  end  of  the  week  we 
pay  him  for  kla  regular  time  and  place  to  his  credit, 

tB  tkt  Mwiaga  aecoont,  tha  amount  due  him  for  over- 
Ida  WtlBfi  aeeoOBt  wa  consider  a  reserve  for 

par-  At  the  end  of  twentjr-Ave  woaka  we  have 
to  his  credit,  provided  he  has  worked  regularly, 

the  total  amoant  due  him  for  fifty  working  hours.  At 
the  ttaa  tka  vaeatioB  ia  given  wa  give  him  his  regular 
pay  ■■frfopii  and  in  addition,  withdraw  from  the  reserve 
fond  the  amoant  doe  him  for  vacation  pay. 

Ob  oar  booka  we  charge  tha  payroll  account  at  the 
cad  of  tha  waak  for  the  amoant  drawn  to  pay  the  cur- 
foat  w^ao.  In  addition,  we  also  charge  the  payroll,  in 
•  aaparato  aatry.  with  tha  amount  due  for  vacation  pay, 

€fwtUag  the  iadlvidaal  aeeoants  of  the  various  work- 
■n  witOk  the  portion  doe  aoeh.  A  check  is  then  drawn 
froai  oar  checking  account  for  the  total  amount  due  on 

pay.  This  check  is  deposited  in  the  savings 

"Saaerve  for  Vacation  Pay."  By  referring  at 
to  tlw  individual  aoooanta  of  the  worlanen 

«a  ana  toB  exactly  Iww  moah  ia  due  each  of  them, 
ia  the  evoal  eae  of  our  men  laavea  us  before  the 

period  arrlvH,  we  can  readily  determine  just 
what  wa  owa  him  for  hie  overtime  and  make  an  adjust- 

la  the  event  that  oaa  of  oar  workmen  should  be  abaent 
for  a  day  or  so  daring  the  week,  we  place  to  hia  account 
the  same  aatoont  of  vacation  pay  as  though  lie  had 
been  press nt  aH  week,  deducting  the  time  kiat  from 
Ua  pay  for  the  corrent  waait.  This  climinatea  petty 

I  la  oaaaactlea  with  the  aystctn.  We  work  exactly 
la  coanertlan  with  the  oflke  and  aalaa 

a  vacation  at  tlie  aama  time. 
We  Bad  that  the  ptea  works  excoadingly  well,  reqnlrea 

us  to  know  )ast 
daring  the  course 

of* 

Drafting  Room  Efficiency — Discussion 
By  H.  S.  Kartshek 

In  his  article  entitled  "Drafting  Room  Efficiency," 
published  on  page  S02  of  American  Machinist,  Mr. 
Sorentrue  deecribed  a  system  for  rei-ording  the  results 
of  checking  which  keeps  the  drawing  comparatively 
free  from  defacement  by  the  checker.  There  seems 
to  be  a  diabolical  craving  on  the  part  of  the  average 
checker  to  send  the  drawing  back  to  the  draftsman  full 
of  battle  scars,  presumably  because  the  checker  feels 
that  the  more  errors  he  points  out  the  better  he  is 
Ailing  his  job. 

From  the  standpoint  of  the  draftsman,  however,  the 
effect  of  such  criticism  is  very  discouraging.  After  he 
has  taken  pains  to  produce  a  neat,  clean  cut  drawing,  he 
experiencaa  a  certain  feeling  of  personal  injury  when 
a  strange  pencil  is  used  on  his  work,  whether  it  is  at 

the  hands  of  the  checker  or  because  the  "big  boss" 
offers  some  "suggestions."  Somewhat  similar  is  the 
sensation  when  a  new  shine  is  stepped  on  in  the  street 
car,  hardly  a  matter  big  enough  to  mention  and  yet  the 
resentment  is  induced. 

But  to  return  to  checking,  there  are  two  distinctly 
different  methods  used  by  large  Arms  where  there  is  a 
considerable  amount  of  checking  to  be  done.  Both 
methods  permit  the  checker  to  vent  his  feelings  with  the 
colored  crayon,  to  scatter  notes  or  criticisms  around  at 
will,  and  at  the  same  time  to  keep  the  original  drawing 

in  exactly  the  same  condition  as  when  it  left  the  drafts- 
man's board.  The  first  method  is  employed  by  firms 

who  check  after  tracing.  A  rough,  light  blue  print  is 
made  and  two  colored  pencils  are  used,  a  yellow  pencil 
for  the  check  marks  and  a  red  pencil  for  the  errors  or 
points  that  require  changing.  The  red  crayon  stands 
out  and  calls  immediate  attention  to  the  offensive  points. 

The  second  method  is  used  by  firms  who  check  before 
tracing.  The  original  drawing  is  tacked  down  on  the 
checker's  board  and  a  piece  of  cheap  tracing  paper 
tacked  over  it.  Two  center  lines  fix  the  relative  location 
and  checking  proceeds  as  usual.  When  the  draftsman 
tacks  the  papers  on  his  board  for  correction  he  leaves 
the  two  lower  corners  loose  and,  after  locating  the  error, 

throws  the  tracing  paper  back  and  makes  the  correc- 
tion. It  will  be  seen  that  these  two  methods  have  all 

the  advantages  previously  stated.  The  only  disadvan- 
Uge  is  the  slight  cost  of  the  extra  paper,  which  is 

negligible  when  compared  with  the  time,  labor  and  feel- 

ings saved. 

Developing  the  Worker 
By  R.  Gbimbhaw 

It  is  a  poor  non-commissioned  army  oftlcer  who  can- 
not or  does  not  nsake  a  soldier  out  of  the  greenest 

"rookie,"  and  who,  given  men  who  have  served  one 
year,  cannot  turn  them  out  better  soldiers  after  another 

year's  supervision,  instruction  and  inspection.  So  with 
the  "non-com"  in  the  industrial  army,  Sergeant  Fore- 

man; he  should  develop  his  workers  systematically  and 

constantly,  so  that  each  month  finds  them  more  willing, 
more  intaraated  in  the  work,  and  more  efficient. 

That  ia  why  he  was  made  foreman.  That  is  why  he 
was  made  foreman  in  the  first  place.  The  day  when  the 
ideal  foreman  was  an  autocratic  bully  has  long  since 

passed.  The  man  for  the  joti  now  is  the  thinker  in the  shop. 
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FIG.   1— INCLINE  FOR   KAISING  AXLE  FROM  TRUCK.     FIG.    2— DOUBLE  TRACK  TURNTABLE 

Handling  Methods  in  Automobile  Assembly 
Runways,  Inclines  and  Turntables  in  the  Franklin  and  Reo  Plants — Conveyors  and  Other 

Devices  Which  Reduce  Labor  and  Handling  Time 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor,  American  Machinist 

AS  THE  different  units  are  assembled  and  an  auto- 
/-*  mobile  nears  completion,  it  becomes  an  increasing 

■1-  -*-  problem  to  handle  the  work  rapidly  and  economi- 
cally. The  chain  belt  conveyor  has  become  almost  uni- 

versal in  automobile  plants  and  there  are  many  varieties 
of  its  application,  a  few  of  which,  as  used  by  Franklin 
and  Reo,  are  shown  herewith.  After  the  wheels  have 
been  put  on  the  axles,  the  Franklin  is  carried  on  small 
four  wheeled  trucks  at  each  end,  as  seen  at  A  and  B 
in  Fig.  1.  These  trucks  are  moved  along  on  tracks  sunk 
in  the  floor,  by  means  of  the  chain  shown  between  the 
tracks. 

At  the  end  of  the  runway  is  an  inclined  track,  raised 
sides  being  provided  to  automatically  keep  the  wheels 
in  line.  As  the  front  wheels  roll  up  this  incline,  the 
front  truck  is  raised  off  the  truck,  and  passes  freely 

between  the  ''nclined  tracks  and  also  off  ihe  conveying 

chain.  The  i-ear  truck  continues  to  push  the  chassis 
until  it  too,  is  disengaged  by  the  incline  and  the  chas- 

sis is  free  to  go  to  the  next  assembly  department, 
while  the  trucks  are  returned  to  the  beginning  of  the 
assembly  line.  The  incline  referred  to  is  at  the  end 
of  a  long  building  and  the  next  move  starts  the  chassis 
across  the  end  of  the  building.  A  turntable  is  provided, 
therefore,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2.  The  interesting  feature 
of  this  turntable  is  the  two  tracks  to  accommodate  both 
assembly  lines  at  once  when  required. 

Another  assembly  line  is  shown  in  Fig.  3.  Here 
the  motors,  mounted  on  their  temporary  frames,  go 
down  the  line  on  the  left  and  are  placed  in  position  in 
their  chassis  which  are  on  the  next  track.  The  motors 
are  shown  going  down  one  track  and  the  finished  cars 
coming  back  on  the  other.  The  sequence  of  operations 
on  these  assembly  tracks  deoends  upon  how  many  cars 

FIG.  3— ELKVATKn  ASSEMBLING  TRACKS.   FIG.  4— REO  SPEED  WAGON  ASSEMBLY 
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art  teiag  tkreagii  the  shop  per  day.  Th*  aonet  routing 
ami  Ik*  ■»  a(  tlM  — biy  tracks  tmn  b*  imiUj  varied 
••  Mril  MkrMt  ntaa  of  productioii.  Tb«M  Uluatra- 
Uaw  ««•  takM  httan  tlw  new  Strka  10  BMtora  betan 
Uwtknmtlk  thaakap^ 

Pica.  4  and  ft  art  frooi  tba  Rao  plant,  the  first  view 

a  liaa  of  lipaad  wacon"  chaaaia  foing  down 
track.  T%m  eoBTrying  chain  la  very  similar 

l»  tkat  ptaftaialy  Aaora  bat  it  will  be  noted  that  only 
«aa  ran  ia  gioa»ad.  being  found  suflkient  to  keep  the 
cars  ia  Uaa.     Tfca  aabataatial  ovarhaad  runway   for 

Machine  Shop  liuUs- 
By  Joe  V.  RoMiQ 

U 

-RSAOT  TO  LJCAVl 
DBPARTMi. 

1  iiL,i.va 

ahooM  alao  ba  aotod.    It  enaUea  a  motor  or  other 
part  to  ba  aaaUy  handlad  either  in  or  out  of  the  car 

Maaaary.    The  final  end  of  a  similar  line  of 

■  eara  ia  ̂ hown  in  Fig.  6.    This  view  also  shows 
tba  .'Uttia  grooved  rail,  as  well  aa  the  conveyor 

in  the  ceotar. 

A  Shop  Man's  "Just  SuppoM^ <WrMM  tar*  *i«aMa  afur  tfc*  Myto  of  oar  •dItoHal  fsoturo 

ioat  aappoaa  yoa  were  a  machinist  and  a  member  of 
marhtntat^  onion.  Just  an  ordinary  fellow,  and  you 

ool  of  work  and  applied  for  a  Job  at  a  large  plant 
thagr  aaadtd  ouchinisU.  Before  being  hired  you 

to  aifB  a  paper  saying  that  you  did  not  then 
to  arty  anion  and  that  yoa  had  no  intentions  of 

yoa  say.    Well.  bat- 
Just  suppoac. 

Or 

yoa  were  working  in  a  abop  and  during 
bear  yoa  started  talking  to  another  member 

«f  yoOT  anion  on  anion  ideala.  not  radical  staflT.  and  the 
fsBowing  day  yoa  were  flred->with  no  reaaon  given. 
Toe  so^Mtad  tkat  there  was  a  private  detective  (?) 
la  the  aiMp  employed  by  the  firm  to  find  out  who  the 
■Bioa  men  were     Or  jost  suppoec  that  you  were  this 
Jslaettve  with  a  g«>d  i'At  in  the  shop  and  about  20  or  80 
tfalan  a  weak  extra  for  writing  Jaat  a  little  report 
«ndi  night  on  wtnt  tooli  place  in  the  abop  that  day. 
Donn  yea  think  yoa  wouU  be  Umptad  to  stuff  your 
nssHs  to  make  vaod  on  your  Job  and  continue  to  get 

Of  coarse,  this  roald  not  happen,  but— 
inal 

One  day  a  little  old  man  was  brought  into  the  shop 

by  the  employment  clerk,  for  an  interview  with  "Reds." 
our  foreman.  Reds  looked  him  over  thoroughly  and 
started  to  shake  his  head  negatively. 

"Only  a  chance  to  make  good  ia  all  I  ask,  mister," 
was  his  plea  and  Reds  agreed  to  take  him  on  giving 
him  work  on  the  lay-out  plate. 
When  he  started  next  morning  Reds  gave  him  a  big 

sheaf  of  blueprints  and  showed  him  the  pile  of  castings 
lying  on  the  floor,  which  he  was  to  lay  out  for  the  drill 
presses.  Now  it  happened  that  Bill,  the  regular  layer- 

out,  was  absent  on  a  week's  tear  and  had  locked  up  all 
his  tools  and  templets,  leaving  nothing  as  a  help  for 
his  successor. 

Reds,  to  his  dismay,  also  saw  the  old  boy  take  out  of 
his  inside  coat  pocket  his  one  and  only  tool,  an  old 
three-Joint,  2-ft.  rule.  Turning  away  he  left  the  old 

layer-out  to  his  fate,  thinking  he'd  leave  him  alone  long 
enough  to  get  a  stake  and  then  bounce  him  at  noon. 
Imagine  his  astonishment  when,  at  11:30  a.m.  old  man 

Williams,  the  new  layer-out,  came  asking  what  was  next 
in  the  work  line. 

Reds  had  planned  his  next  move  to  l)e  his  dismissal, 
but  was  curious  to  see  Just  hew  the  old  boy  had  worked 
him  ttnd  so  went  along  down  to  the  lay-out  plate  to  see 
his  finished  work.  Here  he  found  all  the  work  neatly 
arranged,  carefully  and  accurately  laid  out  and  done  in 
less  than  half  the  usual  time. 

Reds  could  not  help  but  marvel  at  the  little  old  boy's 
work,  and  breaking  away  from  his  usual  harsh  manner, 

grabbed  the  old  boy's  hand  and  shook  it  heartily,  say- 
ing, "Mr.  Williams,  I  am  glad  to  know  you,  and  I  sure 

am  glad  to  sec  an  old  timer  like  you,  make  good  in  a 
shop  so  full  of  these  wise  looking,  know  nothing 

machinists,  as  I  have  here.  Say,"  he  continued,  "they 
don't  make  our  kind  of  machinists  today,  any  more, 
the  all-around  kind  I  mean.  All  we  get  now-a-days  ia 

the  damned  specialist,  etc." 
Noticing  that  his  new  man  had  no  lunch  with  him, 

and  suspecting  him  to  be  in  rather  straightened  circum- 
stances, he  handed  him  a  dollar  bill  with  the  sugges- 

tion of  a  little  lunch  house  down  the  street  and  a  good 
dinner. 

After  he  had  eaten  his  own  lunch  he  went  down  to 

the  plate  and  was  shown  the  improvised  tools  of  the 
new  man,  by  the  admiring  workmen  who  had  watched 
the  little  old  boy  pull  one  over  on  tho  Boss.  Small 
pieces  of  bent  and  pointed  wires  were  his  dividers,  nails 
in  Bill's  trammel  stick  were  his  tram  points,  a  broken 
tip  of  an  old  round  file  was  his  center  punch,  and  last, 
he  was  shown  the  surface  gage,  which  was  a  block,  a 
stick  and  a  nail,  complete  though  simple  in  its  entirety. 

Williams  worked  out  the  balance  of  the  week,  the 

boys  all  loaning  him  tools,  which  he  used  at  their  sug- 
gestion and  always  was  sure  to  thank  them  for  when 

returning  them.  When  pay  day  came  he  shyly  asked 
Reds  for  all  of  his  money,  explnininir  that  he  must  now 

be  on  his  way,  and  thanking  Reds  for  the  stake  which 
he  bad  been  ao  kind  to  give  him,  and  wishing  him  good 
lode  in  the  bargain. 

Reds  regretfully  complied  with  the  old  boy's  request, 
but  they  parted  as  life  long  friends,  these  two  old- 
timer,  all-around  mechanics.  And  it  can  be  said  right 

here,  "They  don't  make  any  of  our  kind  any  more, 
only  specialists,"  is  pretty  nearly  the  truth. 
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President  and  Chief  Engineer 

Dowd  dngineering  Company,  J/ew  York  City 

rrogressive  Blanking  Dies — Laying  Out  to  Avoid  Waste  of  Stock — Bending  Dies- 

Importance  of  Grain — Relation  of  Blanking  and  Bending  Dies 

WE  HAVE  discussed  plain  blanking  dies  in  the 
previous  articles.  In  this  type  of  die  a  simple 
blank  is  cut  out  and  nothing  else  done,  yet  it  is 

often  desirable  to  punch  or  slot  the  blank.  This  last  is 
frequently  done  by  combination  of  two  or  more  opera- 

tions in  the  same  die,  which  is  called  a  progressive 
blanking  die.  Such  a  die  differs  from  a  plain  blanking 
die  in  that  a  hole  or  slot  is  punched  out  of  the  stock 
before  the  blank  is  produced,  after  which  the  operation 
of  blanking  is  done  in  the  same  manner  as  previously 
described.  It  is  called  a  progressive  die  because  the 
hole  and  the  slot  are  made  in  progressive  order.  A 
system  of  this  sort  is  used  for  a  great  variety  of  work. 

In  designing  a  progressive  die  there  are  several  points 
which  must  be  carefully  considered. 

(1)  Thickness  of  stock.  This  affects  the  length  of 
the  punches  used  and  their  spacing.  The  arrangement 
should  be  made  so  that  the  blanking  punches  strike  the 
work  before  the  piercing  punches  do,  in  order  to  relieve 
the  pressure  on  the  machine  and  make  the  cutting  ac- 

tion easier.  A  pilot  must  be  arranged  on  the  blanking 
punch  in  order  to  locate  the  work  accurately.  The 
distance  between  the  ends  of  the  blanking  and  piercing 
punches  should  be   equal  to  the  thickness  of  the  stock. 

(2)  Layout  of  blank.  The  method  of  laying  out  a 
blank  for  a  progressive  die  is  similar  to  that  used  for 
blanking  dies.  The  space  allowed  between  blanks  and 
around  them  is  governed  by  the  thickness  of  the  metal 
which  is  being  punched.  The  arrangement  on  the  strip 
should  be  such  as  to  economize  and  get  as  many  blanks 
out  of  a  .strip  of  stock  as  possible.  The  piercing  and 
blanking  punches  should  be  set  well  apart  in  order  that 
there  will  be  plenty  of  metal  in  the  die,  so  that  it  will 
not  tend  to  break  away  and  will  be  strong  enough  to 
resist  the  pressures  applied. 

(3)  Spacing  of  punches.  When  there  are  a  great 
number  of  holes  close  together  in  a  given  piece  of  work 
this  condition  often  makes  it  necessary  to  use  several 
progressive  operations  in  order  that  the  punches  shall 
not  be  set  too  close  together.  It  is  not  generally  advis- 

able to  have  more  than  three  steps  in  the  progression 
in  order  that  the  die  may  not  be  too  long.  It  is  often 
possible  to  build  progressive  dies  in  sectional  form  in 
order  to  make  the  machining  operations  easier.     Also, 

the  up-keep  is  somewhat  better  in  case  of  accident  or breakage. 

In  Fig.  467  is  shown  an  example  of  this  type  of  die 
for  producing  the  washer  shown  at  A.  A  diagram 
which  illustrates  the  method  of  laying  out  the  stock  and 
which  shows  the  order  in  which  the  operations  are 
performed  is  shown  at  B.  The  hole  is  first  produced 
at  C,  and  after  this  the  blank  is  cut  out  at  D  as  the 
stock  is  fed  through  the  die.  The  layout  of  the  stock 
for  progressive  dies  is  very  similar  to  those  previously 
described  under  the  head  of  blanking  dies.  The  dis- 

tance between  blanks,  as  indicated  at  E,  is  the  relation 
between  the  two  holes  produced.  The  distance  around 
the  blank  is  equal  to  the  thickness  of  the  stock,  and  the 
amount  of  stock  between  blanks  is  in  the  same  pro- 

portion. We  have  mentioned  the  importance  of  the  length  of 
punches  in  relation  to  the  thickness  of  the  blank  which 
is-  being  produced.  The  punch  shown  at  F  for  producing 
the  hole  and  the  punch  G  used  for  blanking  do  not 

FIG.   467— PRINCIPLES   OF  PROGRESSIVE  DIES 

enter  the  work  at  the  same  time  but  are  spaced  a  dis- 
tance apart  as  shown  at  H.  This  dimension  is  generally 

made  equal  to  the  thickness  of  the  stock  K  for  blanking 
dies  for  -h  to  i-in.  stock.  This  gives  the  blanking  punch 
time  to  go  through  the  stock  before  the  piercing  punch 

strikes  it,  thus  relieving  the   amount  of  pressure   re- 
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4«if«4  «d  Ik*  pNw  and  bIm*  makinc  it  eMier  for  the  di*. 
Tlw  poarli  G  te  Bttcd  wiin  a  pilot  L  wnirh  vntrn 

tk»  pi  I  >iBM<y  ywlwd  holit  in  Uw  stock.  thu«  centerins 
k  b«f«r»  M  I*  UnM.  This  prwaU  any  inacvuniciM 

«hkk  aiglM  rsMll  fpoai  ••  lipropM  nwthod  of  stop- 
ptaf  th#  atoek.   Th*  pM  h  pwfHMbd  with  a  round  now 

J Ck' 
>/A/l' 

-TAT, 

no.  !•»— BXAMPUtR  or  I'KtMIRKMMIVK  I.AVolTM 

•a  shoim  and  it«  action  in  evident.  Ttie  hole  in  the 

paoch  O'  into  which  the  pilot  fit«  extends  entirely 
thnmch  the  ptinch.  Thi«  i«  done  so  that  the  pilot  may 

he  kooeked  out  and  replaced  when  neceMm->-.  The  diu- 
trmm  at  it  shows  the  action  of  this  type  of  die  very 
riearly.  the  blanking  punch  having  juMt  come  down  on 
the  stock  and  the  pilot  having  centered  the  work  by 
ealariac  the  hole  preriooslv  made.  The  piTcing  punch 
•tn  iiiiins  ahov*  the  stock  a  distance  O  equal  tn  tV<e 
thickiMM  of  the  stocrk. 

In  the  diagram  at  S  the  action  is  shown  after  the 
Manking  punch  has  produced  the  blank,  which  is  being 
carried  down  throogh  the  die.  At  this  Mme  the  •ms!t 
piertiiiff  poach  has  Jnst  come  in  contact  with  the  work 
•ad  hs  further  movement  will  evidently  pro<luce  the 
hmO  hole.  It  is  important  in  designin;  n  pilot  for  a 
blanking  punch  that  there  should  be  a  stmight  section 
ca  it  f^oal  to  the  thickwMi  of  the  stock  being  punched, 
in  order  to  insarv  an  accurate  location. 

Latoi^tk  roi  PaoQifiivg  Bi^ankinc  Dies 

In  'irder  to  show  the  application  of  the  principle  to 
progii— ive  blanking  operation,  sevcnl  Inyouts  are 
iOastratM)  in  Fig.  468.  Th«>  part  shown  at  4  is  a  lock 
Mgm.'nt.  s  number  of  which  are  required  In  a  certain 
pise*  'i1  m«rh«ni»in.  The  layout  for  stork  is  nhnvn 
at  ft.  The  hoU  i»  prodiwrd  at  I),  whilt  the  blank  is 
pafached  at  f  The  layout  of  the  blank  is  such  that 
the  grraicBt  tttmmm  of  stork  can  be  made. 

la  the  esamplc  K  a  pi«<e  of  aomewhat  different  <ihape 
la  aheiwn  havtng  vttrtoas  holes  and  hIoIji  rti  F.  G  and  H 
am  twdlfrtad  TIhi  bole  G.  it  may  t^  noted,  runs  out 
t0  tha  edlpit  of  tka  stock,  and  it  is  custnmsry  in  a  cajie 
«f  this  kia4  to  eatend  the  punch  a  trifle  t^yond  the 
Maak  diaaatar  aa  aliown  at  X.  in  order  that  a  clean 

edge  win  t^a  made.     This  i*  an  cxampk?  which  illno- 

trates  the  importance  of  having  the  die  openings  as  far 

apart  as  imssible.  If  the  opening  K  were  to  be  p'.nced 
as  shown  by  the  doited  lines  at  L,  the  opening  bctwe«>n 
this  hole  and  the  blank  diameter  M  would  ))e  so  close 
that  the  amount  of  stock  ii,  the  die  lH'»W(H>n  Iho  holes 
would  not  be  heavy  enuugh  to  withst^und  the  pressure 
when  blanking.  This  point  is  very  imporUnt  and  the 
designer  should  always  bear  it  in  mind  when  making 
a  la,vout. 

Procressive  Bi>nking  for  a  Gear  Segmknt 

Another  segment  is  shown  at  \*,  and  it  ran  be  seen 
that  there  is  a  large  hole  V  and  a  snu«ll  hble  P  to  be 
produced  in  it.  These  holes  are  close  together,  but  it 
is  not  advisable  to  locate  the  punches  in  the  same  man- 

ner. It  would  be  better  Xo  use  one  mure  step  in  ihe 
progres.-«ion  and  make  thf  two  piercinn  operations  ns 
shown  at  Q  and  R.  The  small  hole  is  first  punched  at  Q, 
and  then  as  the  stock  is  fe<l  along  the  large  hole  is 
pierrtxl  at  R,  after  which  the  finished  blank  is  produced 
at  5.  It  is  occasionally  necessary  to  design  a  progres- 

sive die  with  as  many  as  four  steps  in  it,  although  it  is 
ndvisnb'e  to  group  the  punches  in  such  a  way  that  not 
more  than  three  steps  will  be  required.  This  point  has 
been  mentioned  previously. 
Among  the  examples  of  plain  blanking  dies  several 

KIO.    4«»— PHIWiri.KH  OK   KIK    KKHION,    HMOWI.NO 
MKTIIOtm  I'HKIi  TO  AVOir>  WAHTK  OK  HTOIK 

were  given  in  which  no  allowance  of  met'il  between 
blankx  or  around  the  edges  was  necessan'.  ^o  nlso  in 

progrefsive  dies  the  same  conditions  are  o  "v 
found.    For  example,  the  edge  of  the  stock  m  '  "d 
as  the  side  of  the  blank,  or  the  Manks  Ihcmselvcs  may 
l»e  cut  off  so  that  n<j  metal  is  allowed  between  the 
parts.     Fig,  469  shows  two  examples  of  this  kind      At 
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A  is  sliown  a  progressive  blanking  die  for  stamping 
)iacksaw  blades.  The  stock  B  is  fed  into  the  die  through 
the  stripper  as  shown.  It  is  pushed  forward  by  hand 
and  located  in  its  starting  position  by  means  of  a  start- 

ing finger  C.  This  finger  is  more  in  the  nature  of  a 
temporary  stop  which  is  used  only  when  placing  a  new 

strip  of  stock  in  position,  and  the  proper  starting  i-ela- 
tion  is  required  with  the  edge  of  the  stock.  By  pushing 
the  finger  forward  the  location  is  obtained  for  the  first 
operation,  and  after  the  pressure  is  released  the  spring 
forces  the  stop  out  of  the  way  so  that  the  stock  can 
pass  by  this  point. 

Stamping  Out  Hacksaw  Blades 

The  first  operation  in  this  die  is  the  piercing  of  the 
two  holes  at  D  and  E.  In  the  proper  positions  in  the 
die  so  that  they  will  come  directly  under  the  punches, 
two  small  piercing  dies  are  inserted.  The  purpose  of 
this  construction  is  to  permit  easy  removal  for  replace- 

ment purposes.  It  will  be  seen  that  the  positions  of 
these  piercing  punches  is  buch  that  one  blank  is  skipped 
when  first  setting  up  the  work.  This  is  done  in  order 
to  avoid  bringing  the  piercing  punches  tiX)  close  to  the 
edge  of  the  die. 

The  stock  is  fed  forward  after  punching  until  it  stops 
against  the  surface  F  on  the  block  G.  As  the  punch 
is  carried  down,  the  blank  is  formed  and  passes  through 
the  die  in  the  usual  manner.  In  this  example  only  one 
side  of  the  punch  is  guided  in  the  die,  .so  that  it  is 
necessary  to  back  up  the  other  side  in  the  manner  shown 
by  means  of  the  block  G.  This  is  clearly  indicated  in 
the  sectional  view.  This  method  prevents  the  punch 

from  springing  out  of  place  as  it  might  do  if  the  cut- 
ting action  were  all  on  one  side  of  the  punch.  This 

condition  is  illustrated  graphically  in  sevcrjil  examples. 
At  K  the  punch  has  just  struck  the  work  and  forced 

it  down  on  the  die.     At  L  the  pressure  is  applied,  and 

r*  1  0     1 

F  Bcn(p/  up  K 

PIG.   470— IMPORTANCE  OF  GRAIN  IN  METAT^  FOR 
BLANKING  OPERATIONS  BEFORE  BENDING 

as  the  action  is  all  on  one  side,  the  punch  springs  over 
in  the  direction  indicated  hy  the  arrow.  In  order  to 
avoid  this  action  a  hardened  block  may  be  placed  as 
shown  at  M.  This  block  is  .so  arranged  that  it  takes 
the  thrust  resulting  from  the  action  of  the  punch 
only  on  one  side  of  the  work.  There  are  some  cases 
when   it   is   necessary  to   design    a   special   punch   like 

that  shown  at  AT.  Here  the  punch  enters  the  die  and 
the  heel  O  bears  against  the  back  of  the  die  at  P.  Then 
as  the  punch  proceeds  down  in  the  work,  this  portion 
acts  as  a  guide  so  that  there  is  no  chance  for  spring 
in  the  punch. 

A  laj  out  of  stock  for  blanking  hexagon  nuts  is  shown 

SIMPLE  BENDING  OPERATIONS 

at  Q.  The  edges  of  the  stock  are  used  for  one  pair  of 
sides  of  the  nuts,  and  the  method  of  production  is 
similar  to  that  with  the  other  progressive  dies  shown. 
The  punch  R  produces  a  hole  while  the  punch  S  forms 
a  blank.  The  layout  shown  at  T  indicates  that  the  only 
scrap  produced  in  this  blank  is  the  amount  indicated 
at  JJ  by  the  cross-sectioned  area. 

The  important  points  in  connection  with  the  design 
of  bending  dies  will  be  taken  up  and  illustrated  by 
means  of  diagrams,  as  they  can  be  more  clearly  shown 
in  this  manner.  It  must  be  remembered  that  when 
making  a  layout  for  a  blanking  die  which  is  to  be 
followed  by  a  bending  operation  in  which  the  work  is 
shaped  to  some  irregular  form,  the  layout  must  be 
quite  different  from  all  the  examples  which  have  pre- 

viously been  shown,  because  the  blanks  for  forming 
work  when  a  bend  of  90  deg.  or  so  is  required,  must 
be  laid  out  so  that  the  bend  will  come  across  the  grain 
of  the  metal  as  nearly  as  possible,  in  order  to  prevent 
the  possibility  of  breaks  or  cracks  while  bending.  In 
sheet-metal  strips  the  grain  of  the  meta!  always  runs 
lengthwise  of  the  stock,  as  indicated  at  A  in  Fig    470. 

.   Bending  Dies 

In  order  to  bring  out  the  point  a  layout  is  shown  at  B 
in  which  the  blank  P  is  to  be  formed  to  the  shape  shown 
at  C.  The  grain  of  the  metal  would  appear  as  shown 
at  G  in  the  end  view  after  the  bend,  if  the  layout  were 
made  as  shown.  On  the  other  hand  if  the  stock  had 
been  laid  out  as  shown  at  F  and  then  bent  as  at  E, 
the  grain  of  the  metal,  which  runs  crosswise  of  the 
piece,  would  cause  it  to  fracture  as  shown  at  H.  It  is 
not  always  necessary  to  follow  this  rule  absolutely  as 
some  metals  will  stand  bending  better  than  others,  but 
when  .iny  strain  is  to  be  brought  to  bear  on  the  work 
after  it  is  bent  it  is  much  better  to  keep  this  point  in 
mind  when  laying  out  the  blank  for  a  bending  operation. 
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te  tkdr 

of  tW  vrsrii  U  aucli  that  an 
mv  b»  BMd*  if  th«  hluk  ia  tiuMd  at 
Uk*  tkal  ahown  at  K.  Thia  ia  aona- 
aad  it  haa  brui  foaad  that  a  4&^eff. 

win  aaldo-  brMk  mil— ■  tha  OHUarUl;!* 
fratOa.  Aa  aafla  of  48  dat^  hoflMvar.  aaama  to 

ba  alnat  tt»  limit  at  wUdi  tka  work  ran  b«  turn«>d. 
ami  It  ia  Bot  daairabia  to  aaeaad  this  antuuut  when 

a  I^FiaaC 
afaH^  dlafraoM  of  beodinc  oparationa  ar« 

In  rig.  4T1.  At  A  and  B  art  ahown,  rcapectiwiv, 
aad  dia  for  bandliw  tha  part  C  )«raTio«ialy  illua- 

ia  Fig.  470.  Dlaa  of  thia  kind  ara  vary  ainpla 
and  do  not  require  very  aocunta 

whUa  ttiiac.  Tha  die  ia  usuall)'  mounted 
la  a  eaat-lroB  aho*  held  oa  tha  bolater  of  the  presa. 
whOa  tba  panch  ia  bald  in  the  ram  by  means  of  the 

C  Tha  dlavram  at  D  illuatrataa  tne  method  of 
a  piaea  of  work.  Tha  pooch  K  cornea  in  con- 

toet  witli  th»  work  P.  which  baa  baan  toeatad  on  the 
C.  Aa  tha  punch  daacanda  it  takaa  the  position 

bar  tha  dotted  linaa  at  H,  ao  that  the  blank  is 
.  and  aa  ahown  at  K. 

«f  tkia  kind  are  being  made,  there  U 
a  eartaia  aaoaot  of  upring  in  the  material,  the 

■Maal  of  which  is  dependent  to  a  great  extent  on  its 
qaaitfy  If  a  piece  Is  to  be  bent  to  90  deg.,  as  ahown 
at  L.  It  ia  likely  to  apriag  back  after  the  bending  opera- 
tioa  aatil  It  takaa  tha  poaiticn  shown  by  the  dotted  lines 
M.  It  ia  adriaablak  tharefore.  in  deaigning  a  die  of 

thia  kiad  to  provide  for  soch  a  contingency  by  decreaa- 
iaf  tha  aafla  aa  amount  which  is  usually  datarminad 
by  experiment  Oocajionally  it  is  found  neceaaary  to 

the  aagle  as  much  as  10  deg.  in  order  to  over- 
tha  apriag  of  tha  material 

In  tile  OTampla  S  a  punch  and  die  are  shown  for 

zd 
Ltngni  pf  Stroi^M  BlonK  ftmfA. 

romtula'-- ••A*a  ♦J 
Single  a««l 

'**A->H 

H i formula-  ,|. K-A»a»e*  Y 

f'.l     t^ 
rormula>  ^r 

-•'  ̂ or.t^ta  frf  »fprtmmmlt  tmfffm  tnly 

no.  «ts-YAMJi  roa  DmaunmNo  ArraoxiMAra 
tiiOTa  or  BLAMK  roa  bskdino  opaaaTioMa 

tha  U  ihipiJ  place  at  0.  Here  the  thickneaa 
«f  llw  alack  P  la  tha  aaMont  allowad  batw««n  the  pnnch 
aad  die  aB  arovad.  aa  ahown  at  Q.  It  is  avidant  that 

win  be  aaeaaaary  In  order  tu  permit  the 
:  to  faaa  by  tha  aidaa  of  tha  poaeh.  It  la  adriaabia 

to  bar*  aa  additloaal  aawant  of  a  faw  thooaaadtha  of 

an  inch  in  order  to  compenaate  for  variations  in  the 
thiekaaaa  of  the  stock. 

Tha  punch  and  die  shown  at  R  are  uaed  for  punching 
a  U-ahaped  piece  having  two  straight  edges  on  the  top. 
This  is  similar  to  the  example  illustrated  at  A  except 

for  the  htraight  edges.  Here  also  it  would  be  neceB<i.<iry 
to  make  an  allowance  for  ihe  .spring  of  the  material. 
In  the  example  5  a  punch  and  die  are  shown  for  a 
U-ahaped  piece  of  similar  style  having  straight  comers. 
These  eicamples  are  given  in  order  to  illustrate  the 
number  of  bends  which  can  be  made  at  one  time  in 
a  bending  die. 

It  is  diflk-ult  to  approximate  the  straight  length  of 
a  blank  required  for  a  bending  operation.  The  exact 
sise  cannot  be  determined  by  means  of  a  formula.  For 
thia  reaaon  the  bending  die  is  usually  made  flrst,  and 

after  the  correct  length  has  been  determined  the  blank- 
ing die  is  made  to  suit. 

Rules  for  approximating  the  length  of  blanks  required 
when  bending  operations  are  necessary  are  given  in 
Fig.  472  The  formulas  given  will  serve  very  well  for 
laying  out  blanking  dies  when  a  bending  operation  is 
alao  uaed.  The  exact  size  can  be  gotten  only  by  obtain- 

ing a  blank  of  proper  length  aa  determined  by  the 
bending  die,  and  using  this  piece  aa  a  guide  for  the 
blanking  operation. 

How  Do  You  Fi}(ure  the  Cost  of  Tool 
Work  in  the -Shop? 

By  a.  W.  Forbes 

We  hear  frequent  Htatements  that  it  costs  more  to 
do  tool  work  in  the  shop  than  to  send  it  outside.  Also 
we  encounter  statements  to  the  contrary.  When  the 
tool  work  is  done  by  men  particularly  hired  for  the 
purpose  it  is  a  simple  matter  to  flgure  the  cost,  but  in 
our  caae  it  is  not  so  easy.  No  one  is  en^afred  here  for 
tool  work  but  most  of  the  tools,  with  the  exception  of 
those  regularly  carried  in  stock  by  the  dealers,  are 
made  by  the  regular  production  force. 

It  ia  neceaaary  to  have  a  production  force  sufficient 
to  handle  orders  as  they  come  in,  especially  as  a  large 

part  of  our  product  is  special  machines  made  for  par- 
ticular jobs.  They  are  usually  wanted  in  a  hurry.  Thia 

leavea  frequent  periods  without  work.  Some  of  this 
time  can  be  spent  in  making  stock  parta,  but  they  re- 

quire a  conaiderable  amount  of  matTial  and  so  tie  up 
more  capital  in  purchases  than  is  desired.  As  a  matter 
of  fact,  we  spend  a  considerable  portion  of  this  time  in 
tool  making. 
Now  how  shall  we  figure  the  cost  of  this  time?  If 

the  men  were  not  engaged  in  tool  making,  it  would  be 

neceaaary  to  aend  them  home,  which  has  many  bad  ef- 
fecta  because,  in  the  long  run,  it  is  the  pay  per  week 
rather  than  per  hour  that  counts.  In  some  cases,  it 
might  be  neceaaary  to  pay  as  much  for  the  80  hours  per 
week  actually  worked  as  for  a  full  week.  It  is  reason- 

able, therefore,  to  claim  that  all  the  time  should  be 

charged  against  the  production  Jobs  and  tool  making 
figured  at  no  labor  eoat 

Moat  of  us,  however,  would  not  go  so  far  as  this. 
But,  in  a  caae  like  thia  shop,  I  do  not  think  that  it  ia 
reaaonable  to  charga  even  the  full  wages  paid  to  the 
tool  work,  while  the  production  work  should  bear  the 
full  amount  of  overhead  and  a  little  also  for  waiting 
time  which  the  tool  making  utilizea. 
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Ideas  from  ftactical  Men 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useftd  methoda.  Its  scope  inelndem  all  divimions  of  the  machinm  building  in' 
dustryt  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  letters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  tfieir  value   are  carefully   considered  and  those  published  are  paid   for. 

A  Cylinder  Gage 
By  H.  a.  Peters 

The  testing  fixture  or  gage  shown  here  is  used  for 
testing  the  perpendicular  trueness  of  the  bores  of  an 
automobile  cylinder  block.  Any  variation  in  this 
respect  of  the  bores  would  mean  either  the  wearing 
down  of  the  piston  bosses,  the  wearing  of  the  piston  pin 
bearings  or  the  cylinder  bores. 

Referring  to  the  diagram,  the  aluminum  base  of  the 
gage  A  has  a  hardened  and  ground  standard  D  pressed 
into  it.  This  standard  D  is  hollowed  out  to  lighten  it, 
as  shown,  and  has  a  keyway  running  its  full  length. 

AN  AUTOMOBILE  CYLINDER  GAGE 

Aluminum  slide  B  is  made  a  slip  fit  on  standard  D  and 
is  kept  from  turning  by  key  C.  Piece  /  is  bolted  tight 
in  slide  B  at  one  end  and  has  a  forked  piece  M  pressed 
into  it  at  the  other.  This  forked  piece  M  holds  gage  arm 
J  and  allows  it  to  pivot  on  pin  N.  To  allow  for  adjust- 

ment the  gage  arm  J  is  made  of  two  segments,  J  and  K, 
•which  are  clamped  together  by  means  of  the  nut  L.  At 

the  indicator  end  of  arm  J  a  tension  spring  0  holds  the 
arm  in  tension. 

Block  F,  which  holds  the  indicator  in  place  with 
thumb  screw  G,  is  a  slip  fit  on  rod  E  and  can  be  locked 
in  position  by  means  of  thumb-screw  H.  To  operate  the 
gage,  the  base  A  is  clamped  to  the  cylinder  block  in  a 
suitable  position,  the  smaller  gage  arm  K  is  then 
adjusted  until  it  bears  against  the  cylinder  bore  while 
the  other  end  J  bears  against  the  indicator  as  the 
diagram  shows.  Variations  of  0.0005  deg.  can  be  ascer- 

tained by  this  gage. 

A  Drafting  Room  Kink — Discussion 
By  W.  Roland  Needham 

Goodmayes,  England 

Referring  to  the  article  under  the  above  title  by 
Edward  Heller  which  appeared  on  page  972,  Vol.  56,  of 
the  American  Machinist,  it  has  occurred  to  the  writer 
that  those  who  do  not  possess  or  do  not  care  to  go  to  the 
trouble  of  making  the  little  device  described  by  Mr.  Heller 
can  secure  reasonably  accurate  results  without  it. 

For  less  frequent  use  than  is  contemplated  in  the 

original'  suggestion  the  alternative  as  per  the  accom- 
panying sketch  may  be  preferable. 

SUBSTITUTE   FOR   LARGE   TRIANGLES 

With  the  T-square  in  position  1,  mark  where  re- 
quired a  short  line  which  crosses  the  junction  between 

bevel  edge  of  square  and  paper.  Thus,  as  is  indicated 
in  the  figure,  part  of  the  line  is  on  the  square  and  part 
on  the  paper.  Now  move  square  to  position  2  and  mark 
the  paper  by  reference  to  the  line  on  the  square  bevel. 
Then  as  shown  by  position  3,  join  the  markings  on  the 

paper. Of  course,  in  case  the  edge  B  of  the  board,  as  well 
as  that  at  A  is  finished  true,  and  each  is  truly  square 

with  the  other,  even  this  simplification  is  unnecessary. 
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Old  Ijithe  at  the  Renninfton  Machine  Works 

B\  14  It  TUN  U'tlGHT 
Km  iaIWMllac  old  fanhv  Uut  data*  fron  Um  period 

Civil  War  la  ahown  in  the  accompanying 
it  is  an  CKcallaat  axainple  of  home  product. 

at  a  time  when  the  wiu  of  the  "old  man"  were 
agaliial  market  and  tranaportation  dilD- 

I  aa  tkt  racnlar  shop  problems.  Some  time 
la  tW  W*  tW  lata  (Min  Scott  catabtished  at  Benninrton. 

VanMat,  a  ■achina  ahop  and  foundo'  to  do  general 
iohblac  and  baiM  machinery  for  the  paper  milU  to  be 

la  tiMt  aacUon  of  New  Eadand.  Though  the 
ioea  paaifd  away  tha  ahop  i»  atiU  doing 

la  tiM  orisinal  buildings  under  the  name  of  the 
Maehlaa  Works. 

As  ftrat  aatabliahad.  the  limit  of  capacity  of  the  shop 
1  by  a  lathe  that  would  swing  at  most  but 
and  the  proprietor  soon  found  that  this 

to  handle  the  large  wheels  and  cylinderx 
ae  Ilia  way.  He.  therefore,  set  about  buildinK 

a  Ma«r  ana  fron  materials  already  at  hand.  Structural 
•lad  ttm^m  wan  aot  then  as  readily  available  as  they 
aiv  ao«r,  ae  tiM  foaadry  was  called  upon  to  furnish  cast- 

na  K  or  homb-madb  oap  L^Tmc 

lags  arilh  which  to  build  up  the  machine.  Size  was  no 
barrfor  in  the  foundry.  Moat  of  the  large  molding  was 

done  "In  IIm  floor"  and  if  the  floor  was  not  big  enough 
tkan  waa  ail  out  doors  available.  The  skill  of  the  old 
ttaaawlder  enabled  him  to  make  most  any  ordinary  kind 
of  a  eaating.  including  geam.  without  much  in  the  way 
of  patterns. 

A  bed  plate  upon  which  to  build  the  head-stock  waa 
Aral  caat.  This  waa  set  in  place  on  a  solid  foundation  at 
tha  ad  of .  and  la  Uae  with,  the  bed  of  the  smaller  lathe 
before  anatloaaJ.  bat  not  attached  to  it.  The  hi-ad -stock 
waa  balk  apfron  this  plate  with  the  spindle  parallel  to, 
bat  enttsidaraMy  above,  the  spindle  of  the  other  lathe. 

The  "rarriaga"  consists  of  a  alida>mt  mounted  upon 
MltaMe  angla  castings  bolted  to  the  bad  plate  and  these 
caatiaga  r«n  be  arrange*!  in  any  poaition  daaired  by 
ckaaffag  the  bolML  The  slide-reat  in  operated  by  a  screw 
aai  kaa  a  crosa  tiavai  the  entire  width  of  the  lathe.  The 
kagltadlBal  tra««l  b  limited  U>  the  length  of  the  slide, 
arMrii  la  aboot  twalva  inrbas.  and  if  longer  cuta  are  re- 
fafrad  parallel  to  the  apiodla  the  reat  must  he  reset. 

A  vlavof  tha  Iwad  alorli  ia  abown  In  Fig.  1,  which  slso 
tiM  aHoaar  af  avaattef  tiM  alida-reat  In  Fig.  2 

ba  aaao  the  catlra  latha.  ahonriac  bow  tha  talUtock 

KlU    a— VllkW  OK  1..\TI1K   KliOM  TAILSTOiK    K.Nl) 

18  mounted  on  the  bed  of  the  smaller  lathe.  The  tailstock 
has  two  main  parts,  one  sliding  upon  the  shears  of  the 
smaller  lathe  and  the  other  one  fitted  to  it.  To  turn  long 
work  upon  centers  the  upper  part  of  the  tailstock  is 
removed  and  the  headstock  of  the  smaller  lathe  raised 
upon  raising  blocks  to  line  with  the  large  spindle.  The 
lower  part  of  the  tailstock  with  the  slide  resting  upon  it 
thus  becomes  the  carriage  of  the  combined  lathe. 

The  lower  part  of  the  tailstock  mny  be  run  out  to  pro- 
ject over  the  end  of  the  smaller  bed  if  desired,  much 

like  an  ordinary  gap  lathe.  The  capacity  of  the  lathe  is 
about  71  ft.  swing  in  the  gap  and  about  16  ft.  l)etween 
centers  when  used  for  smaller  diameters.  The  record 
job  was  a  fly  wheel  7  ft.  in  diameter  and  weighing  about 
K.OOO  pounds. 

To  Make  a  Wooden  Chuck  Hold  Tijfhtly— 
Discussion 

By  M.  K.  Uuggan 

Referring  to  an  article  under  the  above  title  by 
Charles  G.  Spicer.  page  419  Vol.  57  of  the  .Iwi^rtVon 

MachiniMt,  Mr.  Spicer's  method  for  reverse  chucking  is 
new  to  me.  "There  is,"  he  says  "no  better  method  for 

this  purpose  than  the  one  here  described."  As  to  this  I 
can  hardly  agree  with  him,  in  fact  "no  better  method" does  not  fit  in  when  describing  the  things  done  in  the 
pattern  shop,  foundry,  core  room,  or  machine  shop. 
Pattern  makers  in  general,  however,  will  welcome  any 
method  or  device  that  will  make  easy  the  reverse  chuck- 

ing of  small  pieces  or  patterns  in  the  wood  turning 
lathe. 

"Take  a  piece  of  wood  of  suitable  size  and  fasten  it  to 
the  faceplate,"  suggests  Mr.  Spicer.  Right-here  he 
knocks  the  whole  job  into  a  cocked  hat.  What  is  wanted 

ia  a  "something"  or  a  "method"  that  will  eliminate  this 
piece  of  wood  because,  in  many  instances,  it  takes  a 
longer  time  to  And  the  piece  of  suitable  size,  cut  it  on 
the  band  saw.  fasten  it  to  the  iron  fuce  plute  in  the 
lathe  and  turn  it  to  the  required  shape  and  dimensions, 
than  the  time  required  to  turn  and  shape  the  piece  itself. 

The  little  iron  face  plate  with  its  tapering  shank  to 

fit  the  hole  in  the  lathe  spindle,  and  with  the  "hole"  and 
"counter-sink"    in   the   center  to  receive  an   ordinary 
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every-day-woodscrew,  is  part  of  the  equipment  of  the 
wood  turning  lathe  installed  in  every  pattern  shop.  Now, 
with  this  little  chuck  I  can  turn  and  reverse  chuck  a 
piece  about  14  in.  diameter  by  3  in.  thick.  But  to  do 
this  I  generally  use  my  own  outfit,  because  the  tapering 
shank  is  a  correct  fit  in  the  hole  in  the  lathe  spindle; 
the  screw,  a  No.  16,  is  a  press  fit  and  true  in  the  center 
hole  in  the  face  plate;  and  the  threaded  end  projects 
li  in.  beyond  the  face  plate.  This  No.  16  screw  will 
grip  and  hold  the  wood  equally  as  strong  as  two  smaller 
wood  screws. 

The  chucking  is  done  in  the  following  way:  If  the 
piece  to  be  turned  is  li  in.  or  less  in  thickness,  I  drill 
a  A-in.  hole  half  way  through  the  piece.  I  put  a  backing 
collar  of  wood  on  the  screw  and  face  this  off  until  the 

screw  protrudes — say  ft  in.  for  a  piece  li  in.  in  thick- 
ness. The  piece  to  be  turned  is  mounted  on  the  screw, 

turned,  and  finished.  Now  comes  the  reverse  chucking. 
A  hole  is  drilled  in  the  finished  piece  in  the  following 
way:  A  center  is  made  in  the  turned  piece  by  bring- 

ing the  tail  center  against  the  wood.  A  A-in.  hole, 
which  is  the  diameter  of  the  screw  at  the  bottom  of  the 
thread,  is  drilled  in  the  center  of  the  piece.  The  piece 
is  then  taken  off  the  screw  and  reverse  chucked,  on  the 
A-in.  hole.  If  the  work  is  done  in  a  mechanical  way  the 
piece  should  run  true. 

Cutting  Large  Gears  in  a  Small 
Milling  Machine 

By  W.  C.  Schellenberger 

We  recently  had  occasion  in  our  shop  to  convert  a 
number  of  power  presses  from  belt  to  motor  drive  and 
the  way  we  did  it  was  to  cut  teeth  in  the  periphery  of 
each  fly-wheel  and  drive  direct  from  the  motor  shaft. 
There  were  9  of  the  wheels  in  all  and  they  ranged  in 
diameter  from  24  in.  to  36^}  in.  in  outside  diameter  with 
teeth  from  176-6  pitch  to  143-4  pitch.  The  largest  wheel 
weighed  over  700  lb.     As  the  largest   wheel   was   the 

greatest  problem  we  figured  upon  this  one  first  and  made 
our  plans  accordingly. 

The  only  machine  available  in  (he  shop  for  the  work 
was  a  No.  2  LeBlond  milling  machine,  which  we  rigged 
up  to  cut  the  teeth  from  the  under  side  of  the  wheel,  as 
shown  in  the  illustration.  We  made  two  pedestals  to 
support  the  wheels  in  bearings,  seeing  to  it  that  they 
were  high  enough  to  swing  the  largest  wheel  and  leave 
suflficient  space  beneath  it  for  the  cutter.  A  third  ped- 

estal was  made  to  support  the  dividing  head.  The  two 
main  pedestals  took  all  the  weight  and  the  thrust  of 
cutting  so  as  to  relieve  the  dividing  head  of  all  duty 
except  that  of  spacing. 

As  practically  all  of  the  wheels  required  an  odd  num- 
ber of  teeth  for  which  there  was  no  index  plate  available, 

we  were  obliged  to  make  up  special  plates  in  advance. 
Though  the  job  required  a  deal  of  rigging  up,  the  actual 
time  of  cutting  was  a  surprise.  With  a  spindle  speed  of 
35  r.p.m.  and  a  table  feed  of  ̂ 2  in.  per  rev.  we  were  able 
to  run  a  cut  over  the  width  of  the  wheel  in  2i  minutes. 
The  entire  time  of  cutting  the  largest  wheel  was  but 
7*  hours. 

Safety  Gate  for  Railroad  Crossing 
By  J.  Bainter 

At  the  plant  of  the  Cincinnati  Planer  Co.  in  Oakley, 
Cincinnati,  Ohio,  a  railroad  siding  that  comes  in  from 
the  front  of  the  plant  runs  parallel  to  and  quite  close 
to  the  side  wall  on  its  way  to  the  unloading  platform 
at  the  rear  of  the  building.  In  this  wall  there  is  a  door 
through  which  the  truckmen  most  frequently  pass  on 
their  way  to  a  storage  yard  for  castings.  Since  a 
truckman  coming  out  of  the  shop  cannot  &ee  up  or  down 
the  railroad  track  until  he  has  actually  passed  the  door, 
there  is  always  present  the  danger  of  Hccident  from 
locomotives  or  cars  that  ai-e  being  switched  into  the siding. 

CUTTING  A  LARGE  GEAR  ON  A  SMALL, 
MILLING   MACHINE 

GATK  FOR  GUARDING  RAILROAD  CROSSING  ON  A  SIDING 
AT  THE  CINCINNATI  PLA.VER  CO. 

To  protect  the  workman,  a  safety  jrate  was  made 
which  would  automatically  guard  him  from  harm.  As 
can  be  seen  in  the  accompanying  illustration,  the  gate 
is  simple  enough.  It  is  mounted  on  a  post  4t  the  side 
of  the  door  toward  the  front  of  the  shop,  and  consists 
chiefly  of  a  long  bar  that  extends  entirely  across  the 
railroad  track.  The  outer  end  of  the  bar  is  normally 
supported  on  another  post  and  rests  in  a  V,  from  which 
it  can  be  readily  pushed. 
When  a  car  is  backed  into  the  siding,  it  comes  from 
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Ik*  rfcht  and  •trtita*  Uw  iHadtii  bu-  ao  m  to  p«uh  tht 
pM  akaL  8lM«ld  •  tradoBua  Iw  cmains  out  of  the 
4mr  JMl  at  llMt  Uom,  kt  k  owrtlr  ptuhMl  iMck  and 
Mi  hf  xht  cat*  froai  mlkiac  further  and  on  to  the 
track.  Stare  tkar*  ia  plasty  of  room  ao  that  he  ia  not 
ptackad  between  tke  cat*  and  wall.  tkar»  ia  but  little 

daafv  of  imituy  to  kiau  anek  aa  wobU  eertainb'  occur 
if  ka  vdknA  dlraellr  ia  tk*  patk  of  tka  Movtat  car. 

Tht  gala  ilajra  la  lla  doaad  poaition  until  the  loccmo- 
tlva  kaa  ipaltad  tka  ear  at  tka  platform  and  left  the 
aMtaf.  It  ia  tkaa  placed  in  the  open  position,  so  aa  to 
ka  laady  for  tka  rttan  of  tka  leeooMCive  for  removins 
tke  car  or  briafiat  anotkar  car.  The  rat*  haa  been 

qpdto  thrfai'twry.  and  it  kaa  riven  a  oon«iderable  feel- 
lav  of  Mfttjr  to  tlM  BMii  that  moat  uaa  tka  axit  on  tlie 
taflroad  tracka. 

la 

MachiniiiK  Woodruff  Keys 
By  R.  McHcnby 

a  jokklBf  akop  it  ia  often  naeaaaary  to  make  one 
WaadniS  kajra.  Tke  job  may  require  them  to 

iaa  atael.  tool  atael  or  other  material 
of  freater  or  leaa  than  atandard  thickness. 
I  And  machining  them  in  a  lathe  to  be  the 

aaUafaetory  method. 
a  piae*  of  roand  atock,  slightly  larger  in  di> 

tkaa  twica  tk*  raidua  of  the  key  to  be  made, 
ao  tkat  an  inch  or  so  will  project  from 

Jawa.    Tke  atock  should  then  be  turned  to  a 
aqaalUng  twic*  the  radius  of  the  key,  or  in 

to  the  diameter  of  the  keyway  cutter.  Next 

MAKiMO  woomn;w  kbtb  im  a  lathb 

a  4a*p  groov*  with  a  parting  tool  at  a  diatanee 
Ika  cad  of  the  atock  alightly  mora  than  the  thick- 

aaaa  of  tk*  flolahad  kay. 
More  cvu  are  now  taken  until  the  rod  if  naekad  out. 

aa  akowa  la  th*  sfcaUh.  kaeing  aoflciaot  room  for  the 
aarfl  of  a  microawtar.  The  innar  aid*  la  carefully  faced 
«C  aamotk  wtik  a  alda  tool  and  tka  diak  ia  than  loducad 
to  fklrkw  by  fadac  tke  outer  end  of  the  atodi,  maaa- 
•rtac  Ika  thltkaaaa  wtth  the  micrometer. 

Aflar  ckaaifortag  tk*  edg«i  of  the  dlak  with  a  fine 
Ale.  tka  aladi  I*  rHaaaad  from  the  chuck  and  held  u|>- 
rigkt  to  a  vfaai  Two  kafkaaw  cota  parallel  to  the  axia 
of  tka  atodk  arfB  mam  pwAaei  two  teiaked  keya  that 

ealy  a  triia  af  karrfag  witk  a  file  to  be  ready  for 

Novel  Scale  Holder 
By  p.  a.  Daschke 

Deaigners  and  others  engaged  in  laying  out  accurate 
work  find  it  advantageous  to  have  a  number  of  variously 
graduated  acalea  on  hand.  By  means  of  the  holder  here 
.shown  scales  of  different  graduations  can  readily  be 
held,  the  holder  thus  forming  n  triangular  scale  rule 
in  itself.    In  this  way  the  graduated  sides  are  brought 

Section  A -A 
IIOLDBR  FOR  DRArrSMBN'S  SCALES 

close  to  the  work;  a  distinct  advantage  in  laying  out 
accurate  measurements.  As  the  scales  become  worn, 
new  oitea  can  easily  be  inserted  or  replaced  with  others 
of  different  graduations. 

Procure  any  suitable  metal  angle,  tap  it  on  each  side 
for  two  small  machine  screws  so  that  the  scale  projects 
a  trifle  beyond  the  leg  of  the  angle.  Provide  two  small 
take-up  waahers  the  thickness  of  the  scale,  two  large 
clamping  waahers  and  two  round  or  knurled  head 
machine  screws  for  each  side  of  angle.  By  this  method 
of  fastening  the  scales  do  not  become  mutilated.  A 
small  stock  handle  may  be  placed  in  center  of  holder  to 
facilitate  handling. 

A  Drawing  Job  in  a  Lathe 
By  S.  a.  McDonald 

In  a  small  jobbing  shop,  which  did  not  include  a  punch 
press  in  its  equipment,  a  lathe  hand  constructed  the 
lathe  die,  illustrated  in  the  sketch,  to  draw  up  some 
cups  from  0.0812  in.  brass,  1  in.  in  diameter  by  A  in. deep. 

He  first  turned  up  a  piece  of  cold  rolled  steel  to  fit 
the  tailstock  of  his  lathe  and  the  other  end  he  turned 
to  the  diameter  of  the  inside  of  the  cup.  Two  washers 
wars  than  turned  up,  one  a  driving  fit  on  the  punch  and 
tka  otkar  a  sliding  fit  with  one  face  polished  to  act  as 
a  preasure  ring.  Out  of  some  sheet  rubber  he  made 
the  preaaure  pad.    Next  he  chucked  a  piece  of  cast  iron, 

r>c:> 

DRAWtNO  >iaitX,S  Dl  THB  LATHS 
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faced  one  side  and  bored  a  hole  to  the  outside  diameter 
of  the  cup,  rounded  the  corner,  made  a  circle  on  the  face 
for  locating  the  blank  and  gave  the  face  and  hole  a  high 
polish.    His  punch  and  die  were  now  ready  for  work. 

By  locking  the  spindle  with  the  back  gears  and  clamp- 
ing the  tailstock,  he  converted  his  lathe  into  a  screw 

press.  The  size  of  blank  was  determined  by  trial  and 
was  cut  out  with  shears.  Locating  the  blank  by  the 
scribed  circle,  the  tailstock  was  screwed  out  so  that  the 
pressure  washer  gripped  the  blank,  compressing  the 
rubber  pad  until  the  punch  drew  the  blank  into  the  die. 
On  withdrawing  the  punch  the  rubber  pad  stripped  the 
cup  from  the  punch  and,  by  using  a  knockout  bar 
through  the  lathe  spindle,  the  cup  was  knocked  out  of 
the  die. 

The  boss  was  so  pleased  with  the  results  that  he  had 
the  lathe  hand  make  up  a  blanking  die  in  the  same  way. 
The  remarkable  thing  about  the  whole  job  was  that  the 
lathe  that  made  the  cups  was  the  only  tool  used  in 
making  the  die. 

  ^   

Tool  for  Holding  Split  Rivets 
By  G.  a.  Luers 

Where  a  great  many  split  rivets  are  used,  as  in  the 
relining  of  brake  bands,  the  tool  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying sketch  will  prove  of  great  value  as  a  time 
economist  and  will  also  save  the  temper  of  the  work- 

man by  eliminating  the  bruised  fingers  which  are  bound 

PLIER  FOR  SETTING  RIVETS  IN  BRAKE  BANDS 

to  ensue  if  he  tries  to  hold  the  rivets  in  the  ordinary 
way  while  starting  them  into  the  band  with  his  hammer. 

The  tool  is  made  from  an  ordinary  pair  of  flat-nosed 
pliers  by  grinding  down  one  jaw  to  about  ̂   in.  in 
thickness  and  then  filing  a  slot  in  the  thin  jaw  to  take 
the  body  of  the  rivet.  The  rivet  is  then  grasped  as 
shown  and  started  in  the  hole  by  striking  the  heavy 
jaw  of  the  pliers  directly  over  the  head  of  the  rivet. 
The  tool  is  of  equal  advantage  in  the  upholstering 
department  for  setting  upholstery  nails. 

Soliloquies  of  Old  Mac 
Turpentine  is  the  best  lubricant  to  use  on  a  drill 

when  drilling  holes  in  flat  springs  or  similar  pieces  of 
hard  steel.  Take  a  shallow  pan  (the  cover  of  a  tin 
can  is  convenient)  fill  it  with  turpentine  and  lay  the 
work  in  it.  You  can  then  drill  through  the  whole 
business  and  throw  the  cover  away. 

Handy  Laying  Out  Tool 
By  Joseph  Cole 

A  very  satisfactory  method  of  laying  out  flat  work  is 
to  clamp  it  to  the  table  of  a  milling  machine  where  it  can 
be  moved  in  either  direction  by  operating  the  feed 
screws.  It  is  necessary,  of  course,  to  provide  means  for 
holding  the  prick  punch  in  a  fixed  position  while  moving 
the  work.  The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  simple 
tool  made  by  the  writer  for  holding  a  prick  punch  for 
laying  off  dies  on  a  milling  machine  table. 

The  tool  consists  of  a  piece  of  tool  steel  turned  on  one 
end  to  fit  the  collet  of  the  milling  machine  and  at  the 

LAYING  OFF  WORK  ON  THE  MILilNG  MACHINE 

other  end  it  has  a  hole  bored  at  right  angles  to  its 
length.  Into  this  hole  is  driven  a  ground  and  lapped 
bushing,  holding  a  sliding  prick  punch.  The  use  of 
this  tool  is  obvious  to  those  who  could  use  it.  The 
sketch  tells  the  rest. 

Device  for  Handling  Small  Work 
on  Milling  Machine 
By  R.  a.  Follensby 

The  sketch  shows  a  device  made  by  the  assistant  fore- 
man of  a  milling  department  for  the  purpose  of  picking 

up  thin  pieces  from  the  vise  of  the  milling  machine. 
When  these  are  covered  with  chips  and  oil  they  are 
quite  difficult  to  get  hold  of  with  the  fingers  and,  though 
this  tool  is  very  simple  and  may  be  made  in  a  few 

minutes'  time,  it  increased  production  on  the  job  by 

DEVICE  FOR  PICKING  UP  WORK  PROM  THE  MILLINO 
MACHINE  VISE 

about  10  per  cent  because  of  the  ease  of  handling.  A 
description  of  the  device  is  unnecessary.  It  is  made 
of  thin  spring  steel  and  the  shape  should  be  made,  of 
course,  to  fit  the  job  in  hand. 
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Editorial 
TO  KEBP  SB  «apio>  ve  whrit  h«  tuia  be- 
coow  Uto  oM  or  f«*ble  to  be  really  useful 

•hows  hnnuui  sympathy.  To  keep  a  ma- 
y|^^f^^  wtwn  it  is  oM  or  out  of  date  shows 
hck  of  basfaMS  Miiae.  On  the  other 
haad.  oobotijr  vnmM  think  of  throwins  a 

good  marhine  into  Um  discard  because  it  has  slipped  a 
roc  or  cauaad  sane  other  kind  of  trouble,  while  firing  a 
BMa  baeaMa  thara  is  temporarily  something  wrong  with 
him  kaadiladi  or  bacause  he  is  «et  for  the  wrong  speed 
ia  atUI  quite  conuaoa, 

Wkat'a  Wrong  With 
tba  RaUnwd  Sho|»8? 

THERE  IS  a  gaoeral  impression  that  now  that  the 

railroad  shop  strike  is  over,  the  problem  of  main- 
taiaiag  raihrajr  rolling  atock  in  good  running  order  is 
pcaetkallr  aohred.  People  seem  to  think  that  all  that  is 
■aeMHUT  ia  for  tha  shops  to  work  a  little  harder  to 
catch  up  with  the  repairs  tiwt  were  delayed  by  the  strike. 
Unfortunately  many  of  the  higher-ups  in  railroad  circles 
share  this  feeling  which  is  entirely  unjustified  by  the 
facta. 

Any  engineer  or  shop  man  who  has  ever  visited  a 
raitniad  ahop  cannot  have  failed  to  take  away  with  him 
tha  fapfaaioo  of  a  journey  back  into  the  dark  ages  of 

ahop  practice.  Archaic  machine  tools,  inade- 
aipoicnt,  poor  tools,  obsolete  methods,  ingenious 

bat  axpaaaive  makeshifts  can  all  be  found  in  any  railroad 
•hop.  Who  is  at  fault?  This  is  a  question  that  is  hard 
to  ■iwaai  definitely  because  of  the  many  departments 

the  inter-relation  of  the  various  short- 

Tha  labor  onion  rules  that  limit  output  and  circum- 
aeribe  the  duties  of  each  craftsman  are  responsible  for  a 
aaall  part  of  the  trouble.  The  remarkable  viulity  of 
traditiaaal  msthods  in  performing  certain  jobs  and  the 

of  knowtodga  of  current  practice  in  other  machine 
I  go  hand  in  hand  as  an  indictraaat  of  shop  manage- 

On  tha  other  hand  must  ba  eonaidered  the  ne- 
•aarity  for  faattar  ioola  and  equipment.  With  those 
ffwldad  ia  tha  avcraca  railroad  shop  by  pinchpenny  and 
dhartaltllti  J  flnaadal  naaagcment.  it  is  a  living  wonder 
how  tha  aMchanical  department  manages  to  do  as  well 
asitaaaa. 

Tha  parchasing  department,  which  is  frequently  per- 
■Uttad  to  ovarmJa  the  ■peciflrstinns  of  the  manufactur- 
lat  dspartaMst,  most  nhouldcr  the  blame  when  it 
prsnirM  cheap  sabstitutes  that  do  not  meet  the  raquire- 
BMato  Back  of  that  Is  the  headquarters  policy  that 
penaiu  such  an  uneconomic  and  ineflkient  practice  to 
ba  cootinoad.  Gotag  one  step  farther,  we  come  to  the  in- 

draalie  baransrratic  regulation  which  has  done  iU 
to  starva  tha  railroads  to  death  until  very 
If  jroa  ttaadoe  this  pyramid  of  errors,  you 

that  It  is  so  constructed  that  alibis  are  easy  to  con- 
fer aaary  ana  eoocamed.  Unfortunately,  alibis 

dtail  repair  keoMaCfvaa.    Neither  do  they  excuse  incom- 

W  jth  iht'se  i-omiition!*  dearly  in  mind,  the  editorial 
staff  of  the  AmrriraH  Machinijtt  has  conducted  an  inves- 

tigation with  the  purpose  of  pointing  out  the  mistakes 
that  can  be  corrected  and  suggesting  ways  of  correcting 
them.  The  first  article  appears  in  this  issue  and  the 
others  will  follow  at  short  intervals.  A  good  many  toes 
are  going  to  be  8teppe<l  on  before  the  series  is  ended, 
but  it  is  our  hope  that  the  criticism  will  be  ti»ken  in  the 
spirit  of  constructiveness  that  prompts  it  and  that  a 

general  improvement  in  railroad  shop  methods,  manage- 
ment, and  equipment  will  be  effected  by  a  clear  vision 

of  what  is  actually  going  on. 

Machines  Versus 
Immifirants 

UNUfcK  TUb  alxive  title  the  New  York  Tribune  says 
some  very  true  things  on  a  subject  which  has  been 

in  our  mind  for  some  time.  We  had  planned  to 
editorialize  upon  it  but  when  we  .saw  it  so  well  handled 
in  the  daily  press  we  decided  to  let  an  editor  whose 

opinions  can  hardly  be  said  to  hold  any  bias  for  ma- 
chiner>'  builders,  as  might  be  said  about  our  own,  tell 
the  story.     Note  particularly  the  last  paragraph. 

"The  new  automatic  phones  mean  a  better,  temper- 
proof  telephone  service  for  the  customers.  They  mean, 
in  the  end,  a  loss  of  jobs  to  many  operators.  They 
mean  a  saving  in  operating  cost  to  the  companies. 
These  are  the  first  direct  effects  of  this  new  machine 
—effects  of  a  kind  that  has  been  happening  decade  by 
decade  in  every  direction  for  over  a  century  now. 

"For  a  long  while  laborers  fought  the  new  machines, 
seeing  only  the  jobs  lost.  That  was  natural  enough. 
Only  slowly  has  the  truth  been  perceived  and  accepted 
that  by  machines  the  total  product  of  man  is  enor- 

mously increased  and  thereby  shorter  hours  and  a 
higher  standard  of  living  are  made  possible.  Upon 
the  temporary  hardship  of  jobs  lost  and  readjustment 
compelled  rises  the  whole  structure  of  our  modern 

civilization,  eight-hour  day.  bath-tubs,  "movies."  news- 
papers, what  not. 

"There  is  one  other  Important  aspect  of  this  con- 
tinuing substitution  of  machines  for  hands  and  brains. 

The  restriction  of  immigration  now  in  operation  is  fell 

to  be  sound  by  every  American  who  cares  for  the  future 

of  his  country.  But  there  is  constantly  raised  the  prob- 
lem of  how  the  country  Is  to  obtain  sufficient  labor  if 

the  European  source  is  thus  closed.  Part  of  the  answer 
lies  in  just  such  machines  as  the  automatic  phone.  To 
be  sure,  it  is  overall  labor  of  the  roughest  kind  that 

is  most  urgently  needed.  The  phones  will  not  release 
ditch  diggers  or  road  builders. 

"But  the  movement  toward  automatic  machinery  is 
a  continuous  one  and  its  speed  depends  largely  upon 

neceasity.  Our  subway  trains  are  now  operated  by  two 
or  three  men.  The  old  ticket  chopper  is  a  figure  of 

the  past.  In  the  B.  R.  T.  trains  one  man  announces 
the  stations  in  all  the  cars  by  megaphone.  The  electric 
Irons  and  the  mechanical  dishwashers  have  not  solved 

the  whole  kitchen  problem,  hut  they  are  on  the  way. 

What  we  can  feel  with  every  confidence  is  that  the 
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product  of  our  labor  is  no  fixed  sum.  Each  year  it 
grows  whether  the  total  number  of  laborers  grows 
or  not. 

"We  must  expect  shiftings.  Above  all,  once  machin- 
ery has  reduced  the  man  power  needed  in  a  going  in- 

dustry the  superfluous  workers  must  shift  into  other 
lines.  Otherwise  the  whole  gain  of  machinery  to  society 
is  utterly  lost.  The  uneconomic  situation  in  the  mines 
today  is  largely  due  to  just  such  a  refusal  to  shift. 
But  granted  time  for  these  readjustments  there  is  no 
reason  why  the  labor  needs  of  the  country  cannot  be 
met  without  letting  down  the  immigration  bars.  Let 
us  have  hordes  of  machines  rather  than  hordes  of  for- 

eigners difficult  to  assimilate  and  holding  a  peril  to 

the  whole  structure  of  our  country." 

Telling  Workmen  the  Truth 
About  the  Company 

SPEAKING  last  week  before  the  Mechanical  and  In- 
dustrial Engineers  in  Chicago,  the  following  state- 

ment was  made  by  John  Calder:  "Comparatively  few 
employers  realize  as  yet  the  wonderful  potency  of  just 

telling  their  people  the  truth  about  any  situation.  Wage- 
earners  are  square  and  they  want  to  be  fair,  but  they 

must  be  shown." 
That  education  is  the  salvation  of  the  world  applies 

particularly  to  industry  and,  the  sooner  employers 

i-ealize  the  fact,  the  sooner  the  industrial  modern  Sword 
of  Damocles — labor  troubles — will  be  eliminated. 
Knowledge  is  an  eagerly  sought  and  highly  prized 
possession  and  even  the  slightest  knowledge  that  con- 

tains a  ray  of  hope  for  the  betterment  of  his  economic 
status  is  eagerly  grasped  by  the  worker.  This  fact  has 
been  a  sinister  weapon  among  radical  leaders  while  the 

employers  have  failed  to  recognize  it.  Just  why  the  em- 
ployers have  been  so  slow  in  realizing  that  ignorance 

is  at  the  base  of  most  of  the  ill  feeling  shown  by  em- 
ployees is  hard  to  understand.  Perhaps  they  need  a  little 

educating  themselves. 
The  writer  of  this  editorial  has  seen  several  workmen 

estimating  the  manufacturing  cost  of  the  product  upon 
which  they  were  working,  leaving  out  entirely  the  item 
of  overhead  as  it  was  something  that  so  far  as  they 
knew  had  never  existed,  and  showing  that  the  company 
was  making  a  profit  of  several  hundred  per  cent  while, 
as  a  matter  of  fact,  it  was  under  ten  per  cent.  Any 
employer  who  will  take  the  trouble  to  make  an  investiga- 

tion will  find  that  those  who  know  the  least  about  the 
cost  of  operation  are  usually  the  ones  who  make  the 
most  trouble. 

The  interests  of  the  employer  and  the  employee  are 
identical.  Manufacturing  and  other  enterprises  are 
operated  for  the  common  good — to  enable  the  worker  to 
achieve  economic  independence  by  the  fruits  of  his 
labor,  and  to  return  a  fair  interest  on  the  money  with 
which  the  industry  was  established.  When  the  worker 
has  been  shown  that  he  is  getting  a  fair  share  of  the 
profits,  then  the  entire  organization  will  pull  together 
in  peace  and  harmony  and  the  problem  of  the  age  will 
have  been  solved. 

When  buying  ceased  and  prices  began  to  tumble, 

Swift  &  Co.  called  their  employees'  committee  in  and 
showed  them  the  books,  as  a  result  of  which  the  com- 

mittee recommended  a  <?eneral  decrease  in  wages  of  15 
per  cent.  Those  employers  who  are  searching  for  a 
permanent  solution  of  their  labor  problems  will  not 
underestimate  the  value  of  this  example. 

Are  You  Going 
to  Vote  This  Year? 

NEXT  TUESDAY  is  Election  Day.  Although  the 
principal  prize  is  not  at  stake  this  year  there  will  be 

plenty  of  other  contests  worth  watching.  The  Repub- 
licans will  try  to  read  an  indorsement  of  the  present 

Administration  into  the  results  of  the  voting,  the  Demo- 
crats a  sign  of  discontent  and  an  augury  of  hope  for  the 

big  fight  two  years  hence. 
Indications  are  that  the  vote  in  many  sections  of  the 

country  will  be  light,  a  sad  commentary  on  the  sense  of 
duty  of  the  average  citizen.  Are  you  in  the  indifferent 
class?  Did  you  forget  to  register  or  was  it  too  much 
trouble?  If  so,  you  should  be  the  last  one  to  object  if 
the  wrong  man  wins  in  your  community  and  you  are 
sentenced  to  another  period  of  futile  protest. 

In  this  day  and  generation  when  the  forces  opposed 
to  law  and  order  are  gradually  growing  more  confident 
and  insolent,  it  is  the  solemn  duty  of  every  law-abiding 
citizen  to  go  to  the  polls  and  cast  his  vote,  even  if  he 
takes  no  more  active  interest  in  political  matters.  Many 
people  feel  that  the  political  bosses  are  so  firmly  in- 

trenched that  it  is  a  waste  of  time  to  vote.  They  over- 
look th^  fact  that  under  our  form  of  government  a  boss 

is  in  power  only  so  long  as  the  indifference  of  his 
opponents  permits. 

Cutting  Oils  vs. 
Soap  Water 

A  SHORT  ARTICLE  by  H.  B.  Egg  appears  in  this 
number  under  the  above  title.  Apparently  the  writer 

is  not  satisfied  with  the  knowledge  as  to  what  is  being 
done;  he  seems  to  want  to  know  why  it  is  being  done. 
This  spirit  of  wanting  to  know,  of  wanting  to  have  every- 

day practice  based  on  some  fundamental  principle  is 
to  be  recommended.  If  more  people  would  show  this 

dissatisfaction  with  the  blind  following  of  other  people's 
action,  if  more  mechanics  would  open  their  eyes  and  see, 
not  merely  the  outer  surface  but  also  the  inner  work- 

ing of  things,  the  mechanical  arts,  and  especially 
machine  shop  practice,  would  be  on  a  much  higher  level 
than  they  are  today. 

Even  the  combined  observations  of  all  good  mechan- 
ics, however,  would  not  be  sufficient  to  settle  such  an 

important  question  as  the  one  put  by  Mr.  Egg.  Such 
problems  should  not  be  solved  by  experience,  but  by 
experiments,  though  of  course,  the  experience  of  many 
people  will  greatly  help  to  reduce  the  amount  of  experi- 

mentation required.  Here  is  a  subject  worthy  of  the 
attention  of  Engineering  Colleges,  of  Universities  and 
other  institutions  of  learning  and  research. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  that  you  were  one  of  the  faithful,  square 
deal  railroad  shop  machinists  who  stuck  to  his  job 

and  kept  on  running  the  same  wabbly  old  boring  mill 
your  father  had  run  before  you.  And  suppose  that 
accuracy  with  that  machine  was  only  obtained  through 
a  combination  of  good  luck  and  the  skill  of  long  ex- 

perience. 
What  would  you  say  if  the  foreman  came  up  one  day 

and  told  you  that  a  new  boring  mill  has  been  ordered 
and  that  you  were  to  run  it  when  it  arrived?    Of  course 

.such  things  only  happen  in  story  books,  but — 
Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
miK >trand  Stub  l^the 

illy  far  turning  such  work 
-^•rnatMl  ms  *  stub  Isth*' 

.ark«t  by  the  Rockford 
Tool  Cbi.  SMO  EU  .. ..;..         ..  -.^ford.  111.    The  mmchine 

h»  applM  to  production  work  on  many  other  jobs. 
wheel  hubs,  gear  blanks. 

boahiofs  and  l>all  joints.  Th« 
awiat  over  tlw  earriac*  U  8  in.,  while  the  maximum 

rio  I— auNDmiAifD  vruB  lathb 

Um  etatmn  to  12  in.  One  operator 
I  simaltaiMoiuly.  and  on  many  jobn 

iwf  Mnaa  can  be  operated  by  tha  same  man. 
Om  of  tht  moat  noticeable  features  of  the  design. 

•a  caa  be  aoea  by  refrrrinf  to  Fig.  1.  is  the  fact  that 
tka  otfttec*  ways  and  the  hcadatoek  are  one  casting. 
la  tkto  way  grmt  rigidity  i»  obtained,  as  is  necessary 
ma6tr  tlM  baavy  cuto  that  are  taken.  The  bed  is  well 
ribbod  aad  braced.  It  ia  so  designed  that  chips  fall 
froaa  Ibe  auriaga  into  a  pan  provided  for  that  purpose. 
aad  ample  roon  ia  aBowad  aa  a  daaiwNtt  apace  at  the 
hack  of  the  aweUae. 

Tbe  spindle  to  of  larv«>  diaaietcr  and  mos  in  phosphor- 
bmnse  Uper  bearinga  that  are  lubricated  by  wick  feed 
from  an  oil  reservoir  sappliad  from  sight-feed  oil  cups. 
Tbe  fmat  apiedle  bearing  U  6  x  4}  x  8i  in.  in  size  and 
Um  r«ar  beartag  SI  x  4  In.  The  tako-up  device  for 
balll  baari»0  to  adjoatfd  by  means  of  a  single  nut  at 

of  the  agtadlr.  The  nose  of  the  spindle  is  4  in. 
two  threads  to  the  inch.  The  hole 
to  1  M  In.  In  diameter,  while  tbe 

to  1  *i  ia.  in  dIaaieteT  at  tbe  large  end  and 
<  la.  par  foot.  Tba  spladto  to  driven  by  m<-ans 

9t  a  trtau  wfcaal  aad  werai  providad  with  ball  thrust 
Tbe  gaan  regularly  fornisbad  witb  the  tothe 

give  spindle  sptHfdH  of  4U,  50,  65,  85,  ilU  and  145  r.p.m. 
The  spindle  is  44  in.  above  the  floor.  Provision  is  made 
for  mounting  an  air  cylinder  and  a  quirk-acting  draw- 

back device. 

The  tailstock  is  very  heavy  and  is  clamped  to  a  large 

ovt-rhanging  arm  supported  by  means  of  a  stud  pro- 
truding from  the  l>e<l.  This  arm  is  Si  in.  in  diameter 

and  is  so  arranged  that  the  tools  can  be  damped  on  it 
for  doing  operations  such  as  facing  and  boring  the  open 
ends  of  pistons  and  center  drilling.  Adjustment  can  be 
made  by  means  of  a  rack  and  pinion,  the  rack  being 
cut  on  the  top  of  the  overhanging  arm.  A  No.  4  Morse 
taper  is  employed  in  the  tailstock  spindle,  which  is  21 
in.  in  diameter. 

A  large  diameter  screw  having  a  lead  of  li  in.  per 
revolution  of  the  hand  wheel  is  provided  in  the  tailstock. 
The  spindle  is  of  sufficient  diameter  to  prevent  spring- 

ing, and  it  has  a  longitudinal  adjustment  of  5  in.  The 
tailstock  spindle  bearing  is  split  for  its  full  length  and 
held  in  position  by  screws  that  may  be  adjusted  to  care 
for  wear  that  occurs. 

The  arrangement  of  the  carriage  is  worthy  of  note. 
It  is  18  in.  long  and  has  bearing  for  its  full  length 
on  the  8-in.  face  on  the  front  side  of  the  bed  and  on  a 
4-in.  angular  surface  on  the  top.  Its  extreme  travel 
is  8  in.  An  angular  gib  at  the  bottom  of  the  carriage 
is  provided  to  take  up  wear,  and  adjustment  can  be  made 
from  the  front  of  the  machine.  The  front  toolslido  has 
stop  screws  underneath  it  for  adjustment  of  the  tool  and 
the  slide  is  of  sufficient  width  so  that  several  tools  can 
be  clamped  on  at  one  setting. 

By  referring  to  Fig.  2  the  arrangement  of  the  rear 
tool  may  be  seen.  This  tool  is  mounted  on  a  slide  hav- 

ing a  cross  travel  of  4  in.,  is  well  as  ample  sidewise 

no.  S— RBAR  VIBW  OF  HTUB  L.ATHK 
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adjustment.  The  front  and  the  rear  tools  can  operate 
simultaneously,  so  that  multiple  machining  operations 
can  be  quickly  performed. 

The  feed  is  driven  from  the  spindle  by  a  chain  and 
pick-off  gears  located  at  the  headstock  end  of  the 
machine.  The  standard  gears  furnished  provide  feeds 

of  0.020,  0.030,  0.038,  0.050,  0.066  and  0.090  in.  pei- 
revolution  of  the  spindle.  The  feed  arrangement  to  the 
carriage  and  the  rear  tool  is  driven  through  worm  gear- 

ing with  the  worm  submerged  in  oil.  To  engage  the 
feed  the  worm  is  lifted  to  the  wormwheel  by  a  handle 
located  at  the  front  of  the  machine. 

The  wormwheel  is  keyed  on  the  pinion  shaft  which 
drives  the  carriage,  so  that  no  gearing  is  required  in 
the  apron.  On  this  shaft  is  a  hand  wheel  measuring 
154  in.  in  diameter.  To  trip  the  feed  a  mechanism  con- 

sisting of  a  dog  on  the  carriage  operates  the  feed  lever 
and  automatically  disengages  the  worm  from  the  wheel. 
It  is  stated  that  very  accurate  stopping  of  the  cut  can 
be  made. 

Power  is  transmitted  from  the  motor  through  a  short 
4-in.  belt.  A  5-hp.  motor  running  at  1,800  r.p.m.  is 
regularly  furnished  and  is  fastened  on  a  pivoted  frame 
or  plate  inside  the  bed  and  entirely  out  of  the  way  of 
the  operator.  An  adjustment  is  provided  for  the  ten- 

sion of  the  belt.  A  friction  clutch  pulley  is  located  at 
the  back  of  the  machine  and  mounted  on  roller  bearings, 
with  the  starting  handle  conveniently  placed  for  the 
operator  when  he  is  in  his  proper  position  at  the  front 
of  the  machine. 

An  oil  pump  driven  from  the  main  drive  friction 

pulley  is  pi-ovided.  The  tank  for  the  cutting  lubricant 
is  located  in  the  bed  below  the  chip  pan.  The  machine 
requires  a  floor  space  of  46i  x  33i  in.,  a  small  space 
in  consideration  of  the  capacity  of  the  machine.  The 
net  weight  with  the  motor  is  3,000  pounds. 

Blount  "Special"  Combination  Bench 
Grinder  and  Buffer 

A  plain-bearing,  motor-driven  combination  grinder 

and  buffer  of  the  bench  type,  designated  at  the  "Blount 
Special,"  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by 
the  J.  G.  Blount  Co.,  Everett,  Mass.  The  tool  is  suitable 
for  light  work  in  garages,  repair  shops  and  other  places 

in  which  grinding  and  sharpening  operations  are  re- 

quired. The  motor  with  which  the  machine  is  equipped  is 
a  standard  Westinghouse  single-phase  motor  giving 
i  hp.  at  1,800  r.p.m.  It  can  be  supplied  either  for  single- 
phase  alternating  current  of  110  or  220  volts  and  60 
cycles,  or  for  direct  current  of  32,  110  or  220  volts. 
The  ground  spindle  runs  in  wick-oiled  bronze  bearings 
and  carries  a  6  x  J  in.  grinding  wheel  and  a  7  x  i  in. 
sewed  buffing  wheel. 

The  base  of  the  machine  carries  a  cast-iron  toolrest, 
and  is  slotted  so  that  guards  can  be  fitted  for  the 
wheels.  If  it  is  desired  to  use  the  machine  as  a  small 

power  unit,  a  2-in.  V-belt  pulley  can  be  furnished  on 
the  spindle  between  the  flange  and  the  motor  bearing. 
A  flexible  cord  and  plug  are  furnished  so  that  the 
machine  can  be  attached  to  the  nearest  circuit,  and  yet 
be  readily  portable.  The  weight  of  the  machine  is 
42  lb.  net,  and  60  lb.  when  boxed  for  shipment. 

C.L.P.  Portable  Electric  Drills 
A  line  of  portable  drills  has  recently  been  placed  on 

the  market  by  the  C.  L.  P.  Electric  Co.,  62  Dey  St., 
New  York,  N.  Y.  Although  larger  sizes  of  drills  will 
be  added,  at  present  i  and  i  in.  sizes  are  made. 

The  casing  of  the  drill  is  of  aluminum.  The  weight 
of  the  i  in.  machine  is  6  lb.,  while  that  of  the  i  in.  is 
14  lb.  Universal  motors  are  used  in  both  machines, 
and  can  be  furnished  for  either  110  or  220  volt  current. 
The  armature  runs  on  ball  bearings.  A  fan  is  provided 
for  air  cooling  the  motor,  the  intake  being  at  the  rear 
end.  The  cable  connection  to  the  drill  is  simple,  so 
that  the  cable  can  be  removed  without  disturbing  any 

inside  connections.  The  units  of  the  drill  are  so  ar- 
ranged as  to  be  easily  assembled  and  dismounted. 

The  drill  is  equipped  with  a  three-jaw  Jacobs  chuck 
that  is  threaded  to  the  end  of  the  spindle.  The  chuck 
can  be .  removed  without  disturbing  any  part  of  the 
drill.  Extension  spindles  can  be  supplied  for  drilling 

in  inaccessible  places.  Because  of  the  offset  position  of 

the  spindle,  holes  can  be  drilled  close  to  a  corner.  The 

spindle  has  a  ball  thrust  bearing  and  bronze  radial 
bearings.     The  oil  holes  through  which  the  gears  and 

BLOUNT  "SPECXAL"   BENCH  GRINDER  AND  BUFFER 
FIG.   1— C.L.P.   i-IN.   PORTABLE  ELECTRIC 

DRILL  AND  STAND 
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hwriMgi  mn  ltibncat«d  art  providwl  with  self 
fvkM  w>  UmI  Uw  oil  it  rtUtnod  utd  dirt  is 
tnm  «atMtaf . 

At  Um  kit  Ma  of  Fif.  I  is  slwwn  the  i-in.  nucltin*. 
It  win  b*  H(«d  that  tiw  larg*  lundle  at  the  rear  of 
tkt  molar  ia  atprippad  with  a  awitrh  that  sta^a  in  either 
tka  oa  or  off  paalUoa,  and  r«t  is  m  placed  that  it  is 
alwajra  witlUa  aaajr  roach  for  starting  or  stopping  the 

Oa  tka  right  side  of  the  illustration  is  shown 

SiKourney  No.  1  Bench  DrillinK  Machine 
with  Plain  Uearin^s 

The  Sigoumey  Tool  Co..  Hurt  ford,  Coiui.,  hat«  added 
to  its  line  of  sensitive  drilling  muihines  the  No.  1 

bcnrh-t.vp<^  machine  8hown  in  the  accompanying  illus- 
tration. This  machine  is  similar  in  de.sign  to  the  con- 

cern's ball-bearing,  high-speed  drilling  machine,  but  is 
intended  for  slower  speeds.  Except  for  a  ball  thrust 
bearing  to  take  the  drilling  pressure,  the  parts  run  upon 
plain  bearings  of  bronze  The  normal  capacity  is  for 

drills  up  to  iV  in.  in  diameter,  although  larger  can  be 
carried.  A  chuck  is  employed  for  holding  drills  up  to  fk 
in.  in  diameter,  although  for  larger  sizes  taper-shank 
drills  are  used. 

The  spindle  is  not  enclosed.  It  has  a  taper  hole  to 
take  a  No.  1  Morse  taper  shank.  The  vertical  movement 
of  the  spindle  is  2)  in.,  actuated  by  a  rack  and  pinion 
with  hand  lever.  The  spindle  is  balanced  by  a  coil  spring 
concealed  in  the  case  of  the  spindle  bracket.  A  clamp 
stop  is  provided  to  regulate  the  depth  of  the  hole  drilled. 

n«j  1— <"ur  |.is.  roKTAUij:  kubctku*  ukiij. 

tha  stand  that  ran  be  furnished  when  it  is  desired  to 
do  prirision  drilling  on  a  bench.  The  usefulness  of  the 
tool  la  thus  greatly  enlarfad. 

Tba  i-in.  drill  is  equipped  with  two  side  handles  as 
a  grip  handle,  aa  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  2.  The 
ia  plafwl  in  ooa  of  the  side  handles  and  is 

neaaad  in  a  flbar  roirering.  Each  machine  is 
ftmUahad  with  a  plug  and  10  ft.  of  cable. 

Starrett  Spring  Depth  Ga^e 
Tba  Li.  8.  Starrett  Co..  Athol.  Mass.,  has  recently 

plac«d  on  the  market  tha  No.  48  spring  depth  gage 
tlMt  is  abown  in  the  aecompanying  illustration.  The 
drfaf  foatnra  of  tba  dtrica  U  the  fact  that  the  spring  in 
tht  baml  aataaatically  forcas  the  rod  downward  and 
tht  daap  scrtw  locks  the  rod  in  position.  The  gage 
has  a  capacity  up  to  8  in^  its  principal  use  being  the 
■aaaariog  of  the  depth  of  drilled  holes. 

Tlw  gage  has  a  base  21  in.  long  and  the  rod  itself  is 
i  in.  ta  diameter.  The  base  and  the  contact  point  of 
the  rai  are  not  lappad.  but  are  tcmperad  and  ground. 
The  contact  aod  of  tba  rod  is  square  instead  of  convex. 
in  order  to  maka  It  casiar  to  manipulata  whan  measuring 
from  a  plane  awfaoa  to  a  rary  narrow  aboalder. 

•  T  I  !■  I' I'-TT    Mricivi:    iiri^M   .;»* 

MIOOt'R.VKY  NO.  I   Pl.AIN-liKARlNO  BRNCII 
DRILMNQ  MACHINK 

Thi"  head  may  ho  adjusted  vertically  upon  the  face  of 
the  column  through  a  distance  of  6  in.,  and  the 
maximum  height  attainable  under  the  chuck  is  8i! 
inches.  The  Uble  is  10}  by  14  in.  in  size.  The 
machine  will  drill  to  the  center  of  a  18-in.  circle. 

The  tight  and  loose  pulleys  are  6  in.  in  diameter  and 
are  intended  to  run  at  a  speed  of  460  r.p.m.  Three 

changes  ol  spindle  sp»c«l  are  available  through  the  three- 
step  cones  and  belt.  All  pulleys  are  balanced.  The  V)elta 
arc  endless  and  the  machine  is  shipped  with  belts  in 
place,  ready  for  use.  An  overhead  countershaft  can  ba 
furnished,  although  ordinarily  none  is  used  because  the 
machine  is  run  direct  from  the  lineshaft. 

The  net  weight  of  the  machine  is  170  lb.  Boxed  for 

export  shipment  it  wo'g^is  80'»  lb.  and  orcupies  a  spaoa of  20  cubic  feet. 
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Pratt  &  Whitney  Duplex  Hand  and 
Automatic  Centering  Machines 

A  double-ended  centering  machine  for  handling  at 
high  speed  work  on  small  shafts  and  similar  parts  has 
recently  been  placed  on  the  market  in  both  the  hand- 
operated  and  the  automatic  types  by  the  Pratt  &  Whit- 

ney Co.,  Ill  Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y.  The  hand- 
operated  machine,  which  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  1,  is  in- 

tended especially  for  shops  where  a  variety  of  work  is 
handled  and  where  it  is  desirable  to  make  quick  adjust- 

ments for  all  sizes  within  the  capacity  of  the  machine. 

FIG.   1— PRATT   &   WHITNEY  HAND   CENTERING  MACHINE 

While  the  machine  is  normally  equipped  with  opposed 
drill  heads  for  centering  both  ends  of  the  work  in  one 
operation,  it  can  be  supplied  with  only  one  head  in  case 
the  parts  to  be  centered  are  longer  than  the  capacity 
of  the  doube-ended  machine.  The  right-hand  head  is 
permanently  attached  to  the  bed,  while  the  left-hand 
head  is  adjustable  to  suit  different  lengths  of  work,  or 
it  can  be  removed  entirely  for  performing  work  on  long 
pieces. 

Both  heads  are  normallj^  operated  together  by  the 
hand  lever  on  the  right-hand  head.  The  drills  are  fed 
in  by  hand  until  they  contact  with  both  ends  of  the 
work,  which  is  placed  loosely  between  the  jaws  of  the 
vise  so  that  it  can  shift  endwise.  When  contact  is 

secured  at  both  ends,  both  jaws  of  the  vise  are  tight- 
ened at  the  same  time  by  a  lever  operated  by  the  left 

hand  of  the  operator.  The  holes  are  then  centered  by 
further  pressure  applied  on  the  lever  in  the  right  hand. 

The  drill  spindles  are  mounted  in  sliding  bronze  bear- 
ings and  provided  with  ball  thrust  bearings.  They  are 

each  driven  by  a  constant-speed  motor,  geared  to  pro- 
vide drill  speeds  of  either  1,200  or  1,800  r.p.m.  The 

spindles  can  be  locked  in  place  for  changing  gears  or 
removing  drills,  a  small  knob  on  the  top  of  each  head 
serving  this  purpose. 

In  order  to  hold  the  depth  of  drilling  to  the  dimen- 
sion desired,  adjustable  stops  are  provided  which  are 

mounted  on  the  head  and  bear  against  the  ends  of  the 
work  to  limit  the  forward  movement  of  the  spindles. 
In  case  it  is  necessary  to  have  the  center  holes  the  same 
distance  apart  regardless  of  slight  variations  in  the 
length  of  the  work,  adjustable  stops  are  positioned  to 

engage  lugs  on  the  drill  heads,  so  that  the  spindles  have 
a  predetermined  forward  movement. 

The  motors  are  of  i  hp.  for  either  110  or  220  volt 
alternating  or  direct  current.  They  operate  at  1,700 
r.p.m.,  are  totally  inclosed,  and  in  the  alternating- 
current  type  are  suitable  for  either  1,  2  or  3  phase.  A 
switch  is  furnished  so  that  the  motors  can  be  connected 
directly  to  the  line. 

Two  quick-acting  self-centering  vises  take  all  sizes  of 

work  up  to  2  in.  in  diameter,  and  from  '3  to  18  in.  long. They  are  adjustable  along  the  length  of  the  bed,  and 
are  operated  simultaneously  by  one  lever.  For  heavy 
work  up  to  and  including  4  in.  in  diameter,  adju.stable 
V  supports  are  used.  Locking  screws  maintain  the  ad- 

justments, and  one  of  the  supports  has  a  clamp  lever  to 
hold  the  work  in  place. 

After  the  work  has  been  centered,  it  is  deposited  in 
a  removable  metal  tote  box  at  the  rear  of  the  machine. 
The  oil  drains  from  this  box  to  the  tank  and  is  con- 

veyed to  the  drills  by  means  of  a  plunger  pump.  This 
pump  is  connected  to  the  hand  feed  lever,  and  oil  is  sup- 

plied to  the  drills  only  while  cutting  is  going  on,  with- 
out special  attention  from  the  operator. 

Although  special  collets  can  be  furnished  for  extra 
sizes  of  drills,  two  sets  are  normally  included  in  the 
equipment.  One  is  Ji  in.  in  diameter  for  M,  L  and  E 
drills,  and  the  other  A  in.  in  diameter  for  A,  B  and  C 
drills.  For  work  over  5  ft.  long,  an  outboard  support 
can  be  furnished.  The  machine  requires  a  floor  space 
of  4  ft.  6  in.  X  2  ft.  6  in.  The  net  weight  with  the  com- 

plete equipment  is  600  pounds. 
On  the  automatic  machine,  a  front  view  of  which  is 

shown  in  Fig.  2,  an  automatically  operated  feeding 
mechanism  working  in  conjunction  with  a  magazine  is 
employed.  The  work  is  clamped  mechanically,  so  that 
after  the  set-up  has  once  been  made  it  is  only  necessary 
to  keep  the  magazine  supplied  with  work  and  take  away 
the  finished   parts.     The   work  is   removed  from   the 

FIG.  2 — PRATT  &  WHITNEY  AUTOMATIC 
CENTERING  MACHINE 
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no. vmr  or  avtoilatic  centkhinq  macuim 

ine  by  traoafcr  tUdm,  placed  in  the  vise,  clamped. 
•ad  tlwD  relHMUMt  \nU\  the  work  box  indeF«nd- 

«at|]r  of  Um  operator. 
Tho  drill  beads  theaiaelvn  and  their  driving  motors 

are  similar  to  tboeo  anplojred  for  the  hand-operi>ted 
■-  whiao:  The  feed  of  the  spindles  is  automatic,  and  is 
Ofontod  bjr  the  tame  cam  that  operates  the  transfer 
sltdes.  This  cam  is  driTen  by  a  small  motor  similar  to 
Um  motor  driving  the  spindles,  and  a  set  of  change 
flMi*  pnnride*  the  means  of  adjusting  the  drilling  time 
to  suH  tlM  oattire  of  the  worlt.  Fig.  3  ithnwN  the  third 
■otor  rnouted  on  the  back  of  the  machine  and  the 
arraaceaent  of  the  magazine  and  other  parts. 

Daring  the  centering  operation  the  drills  are  auto- 
■■tlfafljr  frithdrawn  twke  so  as  to  clear  them  of  chips 
aH  aOow  oO  to  enter  the  drilled  holex.  Each  spindle 
has  a  maximum  feed  movement  of  I  in.  which  may  be 

by  a  regnlating  lever  to  /«  in.,  with  any  varia- 
I  between  to  salt  the  sice  of  the  drills  and  the  nature 

erf  the  mnk. 

The  machine  may  be  run  throagh  Its  cycle  of  opera- 
Uofw  by  hand  to  cheek  the  set-up.  a  crank  being  em- 
plofad  for  this  purpose.  The  method  of  holding  the 
depth  of  the  hole  uniform  is  very  similar  to  that  em- 
plorei  on  the  hand-operated  machine.  Stops  can  be 
moaated  to  bear  cither  on  the  ends  of  the  work  or  on 

the  drill  heads  thinMnl»a%  dipending  upon  the  require- 
meaU  of  the  drilM  holea. 

The  magaxioe  and  work  supports  are  mounted  on  the 
head  caatinga  ao  that  it  la  only  aeoaaaary  to  move  the 

along  the  bed  to  aoeommodate  various  lengths  of 
This  length  when  both  ends  arc  to  be  centered 
from  2t  to  18  in.     Work  from  1  to  11  in.  In 

B(  MS09BIIIOQM4Q* 

ia  aagportid  by  V-«haped  Jaws  daring  the 
Jaws  srs  provided  with  ad- 

ao  that  they  aiay  be  set  to  any  desired 
whUe  an  aatomatie  compensating   arrange- 

takaa  care  of  minor  variations  In  the  diameter 

of  the  work.  The  trannftr  plates  on  the  slides  remain 
in  contact  during  the  drilling  and  serve  to  clamp  the 
work  in  the  jaws.  DifTercnt  transfer  plates  to  take  care 
of  variou!>  diameters  of  work  can  be  easily  mounted, 
and  four  sets  of  plates  cover  the  range  of  the  machine. 
By  an  adjustment  of  the  V  jaws,  it  is  possible  to  drill 
holes  out  of  center  on  one  or  l>oth  ends,  such  as  nilKht 
lx>  wanted  for  driving  pins  used  in  trrinding  operations 
or  for  short  oil  holes.  Facing  or  chamfering  tools  may 
be  used  in  place  of  the  drills  when  necessary,  so  that 
the  scope  of  the  machine  can  be  enlarged. 

Oil  is  supplied  to  the  drills  by  a  geared  pump  run- 

ning at  a  constant  speed.  The  tank  is  lot-nted  under- 
neath the  bed  and  the  oil  drains  into  it  from  all  parts 

of  the  machine.  The  work  box  can  be  taken  off  for 
cleaning  and  for  removing  finished  work.  The  work 
pieces  are  ejected  directly  into  the  box  when  it  is  in 
place;  but  when  the  box  is  removed  while  the  machine 
is  running,  a  deflector  hinged  on  the  Ix'd  can  lie  latched 
in  position  to  catch  the  work. 

Complete  equipment  such  as  furnished  with  the  hand- 
operated  machine  and  including  change  gears,  wrenches 
and  collets,  is  supplied.  With  all  equipment  the  net 
weight  of  the  machine  is  1,020  lb.  The  flour  space  is 
the  same  as  that  of  the  hand-operated  machine. 

"Wiard"  Interlocking  MillinR  Cutters 
The  .illing  cutters  shown  in  the  accompanying  illus- 

tra'ic't.  are  the  "VViaiti  interlocking  cutters  which  hnvi> 
bee  .  developed  and  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Amer- 

ican Standard  Tool  Works,  402  Owen  Bldg.,  Detroit, 
Mich. 

The  cutters  are  made  from  drop-forged  high-speed 
or  carbon  steel, 

a>id  are  so  con- 
structed that 

they  can  be  used 
singly  or  in  sets. 
When  more  than 
one  is  employed, 
the  sides  of  the 

teeth  of  one  cut- 
ter flt  into  corre- 

sponding grooves 
in  the  side  of  the 

mating  cutter. 
Cutters  can  thus 

be  ground  in 
pairs,  with  the 
advantage  that 
when  the  sides  of 
the  teeth  become 
dull,  the  cutters 
can  be  changed  to 
bring  the  opposite  sides  into  play  so  that  full  wear  will 
be  obtained  from  every  cutting  edge.  The  chief  features 
of  the  cutters  are  the  ability  to  use  all  of  the  cutting 
edges,  to  employ  the  cutters  singly  or  in  combination 
interlocked  with  each  other,  and  to  maintain  the  width 
of  the  slot  milled  by  a  set  of  the  cutters. 

Individual  sections  can  be  used  as  ordinary  side  mill- 
ing cutters  if  desired.  As  the  cutters  become  narrowed 

by  grinding,  a  pair  can  l>«  spread  apart  so  as  to  main- 
tain a  given  dimension.  The  cutters  are  made  in  stand- 
ard sizes  for  diameter,  and  of  such  wirlths  that 

practically  any  standard  or  special  size  can  )>v.  obtained 
by  using  the  cutters  in  combination. 

••WIARiy*    INTBRUXJKINQ    CUTTERS 
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Davenport  Bevel  Gear  Testing  Machine 
A  machine  for  subjecting  to  a  running  test  spiral 

bevel  gears  and  pinions  of  the  style  employed  in  the 
differentials  of  automobiles,  has  recently  been  placed  on 
the  market  by  the  Davenport  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Inc., 
Rochester,  N.  Y,  The  machine  has  sufficient  capacity 
for  handling  all  sizes  of  gears  made  for  such  work. 
Tests  for  determining  the  bearing  obtained  on  the 
teeth,  the  quietness  of  running  and  the  center  distance 

at  vi'hich  the  best  bearing  and  the  least  noice  occur,  can 
be  made  on  the  machine. 

The  machine,  a  front  vfew  of  which  is  shown  in  Fig.  1, 
is  rigidly  constructed  so  that  accuracy  is  obtainable, 
and  it  incorporates  a  number  of  devices  to  promote 
rapidity  of  operation.  There  are  two  headstocks,  one 
for  holding  the  gear  and  the  other  for  the  pinion.  The 
pinion  is  rotated  by  power,  and  a  brake  is  incorporated 
to  retard  the  speed  of  the  gear,  so  that  load  can  be 
applied.  Both  .spindles  are  equipped  with  Hess-Bright 
ball  bearings  on  each  end,  with  an  arrangement  for 
keeping  the  oil  in  the  bearings  at  a  constant  height. 

Both  of  the  headstocks  have  large  bearing  surfaces 
on  the  bed,  and  dovetail  slides  with  taper  gibs  extend- 

ing their  entire  length.  Provision  is  made  for  tighty 
clamping  the  headstocks  to  the  bed  by  means  of  bolts 
passing  into  blocks  in  T-slots  in  the  bed.  These  bolts 
are  close  to  the  bearing  surfaces,  so  that  the  headstocks 
and  the  bed  are  rigidly  secured  while  the  test  is  going  on. 

Due  to  the  fact  that  there  is  usually  but  little  adjust- 
ment required  of  the  left-hand  headstock  on  which  the 

crown  gear  is  mounted,  this  headstock  is  clamped  down 
by  a  lever  attached  to  one  of  the  hold-down  bolts  with  an 
adjustable  connection  to  the  second  bolt,  so  that  the 
bolts  can  be  tightened  equally  at  the  same  time  and  with 
one  movement. 

Since  the  right-hand  headstock  is  moved  considerably 
each  time  a  pinion  or  gear  is  changed  for  testing,  pro- 

vision has  been  made  for  quickly  operating  it  by  air 
pressure.  An  air  cylinder  mounted  on  the  back  of  the 
machine  serves  to  draw  back  the  slide  a  sufficient  dis- 

tance.    The  pinion  or  gear  can  then  be  changed  and 

Wt 
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FIG.  2— REAR  OF  DAVENPORT  GE.\R  TE.STING  MACHINE 

mounted  to  mesh  again  in  exactly  the  same  position  at 
which  the  last  gears  were  tested.  Other  positions  can 
be  obtained,  of  course,  as  controlled  by  the  handwheel 
with  a  graduated  dial  which  is  located  underneath  the 
right-hand  headstock.  Due  to  the  fact  that  this  head- 
stock  is  moved  so  often,  provision  is  made  for  clamping 
it  by  means  of  an  air  cylinder.  An  air  chuck  is  fitted 
to  the  machine  for  quickly  clamping  the  pinion. 

The  three  valves  on  the  front  of  the  machine  are, 
respectively,  for  clamping  the  work  in  the  spindle,  for 
moving  the  slide  so  that  the  pinion  and  the  gear  mesh, 
and  for  clamping  the  right-hand  headstock.  Thus  mov- 

ing back  the  slide  and  releasing  the  pinion,  as  well  as 
reclamping  the  pinion  and  bringing  it  in  place,  can  be 
very  quickly  accomplished. 

By  referring  to  Fig.  2,  which  shows  the  rear  of  the 
machine,  the  arrangement  of  the  air  cylinders  can  be 
seen.  The  position  of  the  driving  motor,  which  is  of 
3  hp.  and  driven  by  either  alternating  or  direct  current, 
can  also  be  observed.  Its  position  in  the  base  permits  a 
saving  in  floor  space,  as  well  as  protects  the  motor.  The 
motor  is  so  mounted  that  the  correct  tension  of  the  belt 
is  maintained  as  the  slide  moves  back  and  forth.  It  is 
controlled  by  a  switch  so  that  the  spindles  can  be  driven 
in  either  direction. 

The  exhaust  from  the  air  cylinders  is  piped  to  the 
brake  band  on  the  crown-gear  headstock  so  as  to  cool 
the  brake  when  a  load  is  being  absorbed.  If  preferred, 
water  may  be  circulated  through  the  brake  for  cooling 

purposes. The  machine  occupies  a  floor  space  about  4  ft.  square, 
and  has  a  net  weight  of  about  1,500  pounds. 

FIG.  1— DAVENPORT  REVET.  GEAR  TESTING  MACHINE 

Box  "Load  Lifter"  Electric  Hoist 
A  small  electrically  operated  hoist  intended  for  con- 

tinuous service  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market 
by  Alfred  Box  &  Co.,  Inc.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  under 
the  name  of  "Load  Lifter."  Although  the  hoist  is  only 
11  in.  wide  and  28  in.  long,  it  is  made  for  heavy  duty 
such  as  is  ordinarily  encountered  where  continuous  serv- 

ice is  necessary  and  where  the  operator  does  not  take 
the   greatest    care   of   the    equipment. 
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UhMtratiM  akfowt  tint  hoist 

IWMJnii  TIm  fruM  U  m  nuule 
b*  taraad  Uiroush  90  d«t.  m  u 

to  lMu«  pwaM  wttk  th»  nU.  •  wnatdk  briac  the  only 

t0ol  r«^lf«d.  Thv  traitor  U  adJiMtahl*  to  run  on  I- 
Umm»  tnm  t  to  9  in.  in  aiie.  Hook  toapension  may  be 

««d  «!■■  tte  traOay  ia  not  reqairvd.  The  hoist  is 

k«m  bi  WW  alBt  only  ftod  ia  rated  to  lift  loads  of  1.000 

ftt,  OS  •  two-pmit  line  at  20  ft  per  min..  or  500  lb. 

BOX  TOAD ■LBCTRIC  HOI8T 

OB  a  ainsto-part  line  at  40  ft.  per  min.  The  hoist  has 
•  dnm  which  wiU  accommodate  nearly  80  ft.  of  rope, 

a*  thai  lone  lifu  can  be  made  even  when  a  two-part 
InH  ia  wwplejred. 

The  I— Than  Ism  is  completely  eneloaed.  so  that  dirt 
and  dast  cannot  frt  in  and  oil  can  be  retained.  Since 
the  MMtor  and  controller  are  totally  enclosed,  the  hoist 
may  be  bwtalied  in  practically  any  position  without 

dancer  of  injury  to  the  mechanism.  Self-aliKninK 
S.K.F.  bcarinc*  are  used  in  the  motor,  and  Hyatt  flex- 

ible roOrr  bearlncs  at  other  poinU.  All  gears  are 
fofvsd  steel  and  heat-treated,  the  teeth  being  of  the 
slab  type.  The  bearings  are  cast  integral  with  the 
fraow  of  the  ho!«t.  so  that  permanent  alignment  is 
maiatainMl.     All  shafU  arc  manganese  steel. 

A  mohipleHlisk  load  bralte  and  a  band  brake  on  the 
■Mtor  abaft  are  both  provided  for  lioldlng  the  load  in 
poaltioa.  An  part«  are  lubricated  from  one  point  by  a 
eaablaatioB  «f  splash  and  force-feed  systems.  Oil  must 
ba  paarwd  Into  fka  hoist  at  only  one  point  about  every 

Coats  Hand  Tachometer 
A  hand  tachonu-U'r  rwently  pliK-ed  on  the  marlcet  by 

the  Coata  Machine  Tool  Co..  Inc..  New  York.  N.  Y.. 
for  obtaining  a  reading  directly  in  revolutions  per 
minute  without  watch-timing,  or  in  circumferential  feet 
per  minute  without  calculation  and  irrespective  of  the 
pulley  diameter,  iit  shown  in  the  accompanying  illus- 

tration. The  tachometer  is  of  the  pendulum  or  governor 

type  and  is  equipped  with  a  damping  mechanism  to 

prevent  vibration  and  to  make  the  instrument  "dead beat"  It  is  stated  that  the  device  is  not  affected  by 
magnetic  or  electrical  influences  or  by  moisture  or 
temiH'rature   changes. 

The  tachometer  is  equipped  with  a  single  spindle  and 
arranged  for  either  three  or  four  ranges  of  speed  for 

speeds  from  SO  to  1,600  r.p.m.     It  can  be  operated  in 

either  direction.     A  mechanically  operated  level  is  pro- 
vided on  the  dial  to  indicate  when  the  instrument  is  in 

exact  horizontal  alignment  with  the  shaft  to  be  tested. 

However,  the  tachometer  may  »)e  used  vertically  or  in 

any  other  position  with  equal  accuracy.    The  device  is 
amall    so    that    it    can 

be  easily  handled,  and 
weighs  only  one  pound. 

The  dial  is  provided 
with  two  scales.     The 
inside  scale  reads  from 
8  to  12  and  the  outside 
scale  from  1  to  4.   The 
first    and    third    speed 

ranges     that     are 
marked  on  the  body  of 
the  tachometer  should 
be   used    in   connection 
with    the    inside   scale, 

and  each  figure  should 
be  multiplied  by  either 
10  or  100.    The  second 
and  fourth  speed  range 
works    in    conjunction 
with  the  outside  scale, 

and  each  figure  should 
be  multiplied  by  100  or 

1,000,  respectively.  Va- 
rious   types    of    coup- 

lings   for  conUct   with   the   shaft    and    an   extension 

spindle  are  provided,  as  can  be  seen  in  the  illustration in  front  of  the  case. 

For  obuining  surface  speeds,  a  "cutmetcr"  wheel  6 
in.  in  circumference  is  employed.  This  wheel  can  be 

held  In  contact  with  a  moving  surface  so  that  the 

number  of  lineal  feet  of  travel  per  minute  can  be  read 

on  the  dial.  When  the  center  of  the  shaft  is  inac- 
cessible, a  thread  can  be  run  over  a  pulley  and  through 

the  groove  on  the  cutmeter  wheel  to  obtain  the  cir- 
cumferential speed. 

t'OATS  HAND  TACHOMBTBB 

la  of  the  drum  type  and  has  non- 

afdag  fingers.  A  tarminal  block  is  built  in  the  oon- 
to  facOltate  wiring.  The  hinged  cover  aids  in- 

The  CDotroDing  bandka  are  mounted  on  a 
doable  toecr  so  that  thay  an  aaaOy  acMasibla. 

Personal  Insurance 

Nowadays,  prominent  insurante  companies  issue 

blanket  policies  at  such  low  rates  that,  if  for  no  other 

raason  than  to  aid  in  keeping  down  the  labor  turnover. 

it  would  pay  a  management  to  take  out  policieH  on  cer- 

Uln  employees  at  its  own  expense.  The  greater  the 

turnover,  the  more  deairable  is  such  action.  It  may 

have  but  little  effect  as  regards  the  younger  employees 

and  those  having  no  dependents,  but,  on  the  others,  i« ia  a  good  bond. 
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S.A.E.  Production  Meeting 
Widely  Attended 

Successful  beyond  expectations  was 
the  first  production  meeting  of  the  So- 

ciety of  Automotive  Engineers  which 
was  brought  to  a  close  after  a  two-day 
session  in  Detroit  on  Friday  evening, 
Oct.  27,  with  a  dinner  at  the  Hotel 
Statler. 

Interest  of  a  national  character  was 
evident  from  the  large  gathering  of  ex- 

ecutives of  the  automotive  industry, 
embracing  not  only  production  but  sales, 
administrative,  service  and  engineering 
departments  as  well.  Nearly  every 
phase  of  manufacturing  allied  to  the 
industry  had  representatives  present 
and  the  consensus  of  opinion  at  the 
close  of  the  sessions  indicated  that  the 
meeting  had  been  productive  of  a  great 
deal  of  value. 

Keen  Interest  Shown  in  Papers 
The  session  of  Thursday,  Oct.  26, 

was  taken  up  by  four  papers  of  import- 
ance. E.  Karl  Wennerlund  discussed 

The  Group-Bonus  and  Its  Application, 
describing  a  system  of  labor  and  pro- 

duction control  having  advantages  over 
the  piece  work,  premium  and  flat-wage 
methods,  in  that  it  eliminates  a  large 
part  of  the  complicated  factory  cost 
system. 

Messrs.  P.  E.  Haglund  and  I.  B.- 
Scofield  described,  in  a  paper  entitled, 
Cylinders  from  the  Ore  to  Finished 
Part,  the  methods  and  processes  fol- 

lowed in  Ford  cylinders  at  the  River 
Rouge  plant.  F.  A.  Mance  of  the 
Studebaker  Corporation  talked  on  Tool 
Allotment  and  Costs  as  applied  to  the 

operations  in  that  company's  opera- tions. 
New  Methods  of  Processing  Splined 

Shaft-s,  was  the  title  of  a  paper  read 
by  J.  A.  Ford  in  which  the  machining 
of  splined  shafts  to  precise  limits  with- 

out grinding  received  careful  study  and 
set  forth  valuable  experience  resulting 
from  shop  experiments. 

The  se.ssions  of  Friday,  October  27, 
was  no  less  interesting.  A.  J.  Baker  of 
the  Willys-Overland  Co.  offered  sug- 

gestions of  value  to  production  men, 
tool  supervisors  and  superintendents 
in  his  paper  on  Selection  of  Machine 
Tools.  The  experiences  of  the  Packard 
Co.  in  matters  of  production  were  re- 

lated by  Messrs.  H.  J.  Grain  and  J. 
Brodie  in  their  joint  paper,  Some  Ex- 

perience from  a  Production  Note  Book. 

K.  L.  Hermann's  paper.  Production Errors  in  Gears,  bore  evidence  of  an 
exhaustive  investigation  of  gear  tooth 
variation  and  its  effect  on  gear  noise. 
William  Dunk  of  the  Franklin  organiza- 

tion discussed  problems  met  in  the  pro- 
duction of  air-cooled  engines  and  R.  K. 

Mitchell  in  his  paper.  Machine  Tool 
Efficiency,  dealt  of  the  error  of  purchas- 

ing expensive  special  machine  tools  to 
perform  operations  readily  accomplished 
on  standard  machines,  stressing  the 
overproduction  with  resultant  frequent 
idleness  of  the  former. 

The  afternoons  of  each  day  were  set 
apart  for  inspection  visits  to  the  River 
Rouge  plant.  Dodge  Brothers,  Packard 

Motor  Car  Co.,  Cadillac  and  others.  The 
banquet  of  Friday  evening  was  pre- 

sided over  by  Harold  Emmons,  with 
addresses  by  Pierre  DuPont,  president 
of  the  General  Motors  Co.,  A.  B.  C. 
Hardy,  president  of  the  Olds  Motor  Co., 
and  Kettering  Bachman. 

Ethan  Viall  Returns  to 
the  American  Machinist 

as  Ohio  Editor 

Arrangements  have  been  made 
whereby  Ethan  Viall,  former 
editor  of  the  American  Machinist, 
will  serve  the  interests  of  the 
subscribers  and  advertisers  in  the 
Ohio  territory.  Mr.  Viall,  who  is 
well  known  to  readers  of  the 
American  Machinist  through  his 
ten  years  service  on  the  editorial 
staff,  has  given  up  his  business 
interests  and  settled  in  Cincinnati 
at  7474  Lower  River  Road,  Fern- 
bank.  He  will  devote  half  his 
time  to  editorial  work  reserving 
the  remainder  for  the  completion 
of  several  technical  books  which 
have  been  under  way  for  some 
little  time. 

Personnel  Association  Opens 
1st  National  Convention 

Industrialists,  educators  and  person- 

nel experts  representing  the'  country's largest  business  and  manufacturing  en- 
terprises will  engage  in  a  three-day 

national  forum,  beginning  Nov.  8, 
at  Pittsburg,  under  the  auspices  of  the 
National  Personnel  Association.  Cen- 

tering around  the  numerous  discussions, 
addresses  and  committee  reports,  cov- 

ering a  wide  range  of  administrative 
effort,  will  be  the  problem  of  "the 
human  factor,"  now  of  outstanding  im- 

portance in  this  and  other  countries. 
The  Pittsburgh  gathering  will  mark 

the  first  annual  convention  of  the  Asso- 
ciation which  has  taken  over  the  ac- 
tivities of  the  National  Association  of 

Corporation  Training  and  the  Indus- 
trial Relations  Association  of  America. 

Among  those  who  will  read  papers 
and  address  the  sessions  are:  Michael 
Pupin,  professor  of  electro-mechanics, 
Columbia  University;  Magnus  W.  Alex- 

ander, National  Industrial  Conference 
Board;  H.  M.  Jefferson,  Federal  Re- 

serve Bank  of  New  York;  Dr.  E.  K. 
Strong,  Jr.,  Carnegie  Institute  of  Tech- 

nology; C.  S.  Ching  of  U.  S.  Rubber 
Co.;  Dean  R.  L.  Sackett  of  Pennsylvania 
State  College;  C.  R.  Dooley  of  personnel 
department.  Standard  Oil  Co.;  Dr.  E.  S. 
MacSweeney,  New  York  Telephone  Co.; 
Dr.  R.  S.  Quimby,  Hood  Rubber  Co.; 
Dr.  F.  L.  Rector,  National  Industrial 
Conference  Board;  Paul  E.  Wakefield, 
Can.eiTie  Steel  Co;.  E.  K.  Hall,  vice 
president,  American  Telephone  and 
Telegraph  Co.;  and  F.  L.  Bishop,  dean 
of  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 

Exporters  Discuss  Allied 
Debts  at  Convention 

Passing  resolutions  endorsing  the 
constructive  policy  of  President  Harding 
on  the  merchant  marine  and  recom- 

mending that  an  international  confer- 
ence of  business  men  be  called  together 

at  the  invitation  of  the  U.  S.  Chamber 
of  Commerce  to  discuss  the  inter-allied 
debt,  the  American  Manufacturerrs  Ex- 

port Association  brought  its  thirteenth 
annual  convention  to  a  close  at  the 
Waldorf-Astoria  on  Thursday  evening, 
Oct.  26,  after  a  two-day  session. 
The  chief  feature  of  the  convention 

was  the  discussion  of  the  inter-allied 
debt  problem  which  took  place  on  Wed- 

nesday evening,  Oct.  25,  with  Sir 
George  Paish  as  the  chief  speaker. 
Lewis  E.  Pierson,  chairman  of  the 
Board  of  the  Irving  National  Bank,  pre- 

sided and  other  addresses  on  the  prob- 
lem of  debt  cancellation  or  adjustment 

were  made  by  George  Ed.  Smith,  pres- 
ident. Royal  Typewriter  Co.,  Julius  H. 

Barnes,  president,  U.  S.  Chamber  of 
Commerce  and  Gerard  Swope,  president, 
General  Electric  Co. 

At  the  banquet  in  the  evening  Alba 
B.  Johnson  of  Philadelphia  acted  as 
toastmaster  and  addresses  were  made 
by  A.  C.  Bedford,  chairman  of  the  board. 
Standard  Oil  Co.;  Sir  George  Paish  and 
Don  Frederico  Alfonso  Pezet,  Ambas- 

sador from  Peru,  all  of  whom  urged 
settlement  of  debts  on  a  reasonable  and 
economic  basis. 

At  the  close  of  the  business  session 
on  Wednesday,  Oct.  25,  Col.  Myron  W. 
Robinson  was  re-elected  president  for 
the  ensuing  year.  Two  new  vice  pres- 

idents were  also  elected  at  this  session. 
They  were  W.  H.  Robinson  of  the  J.  H. 
Heinz  Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  anr  E.  P. 
Thomas,  president  of  the  U.  S.  Steel 
Products  Co.,  of  New  York. 

The  morning  session  of  Thursday, 
Oct.  26  was  marked  by  a  discussion  of 
the  Ship  Subsidy  Bill,  Homer  L.  Fer- 

guson president  of  Newport  News  Ship- 
uilding  and  Drydock  Co.,  presiding. 
Edward  C.  Plummer,  commissioner, 
U.  S.  Shipping  Board  and  Hon.  George 
W.  Edmunds  of  Philadelphia  spoke. 

» 

Meeting  of  Electric  Steel 
Founders 

The  chief  executives  and  the  operat- 
ing officials  of  the  companies  compris- 
ing the  Electric  Steel  Founders'  Re- 

search Group  recently  held  a  3-day 
meeting  at  Wernersville,  Pa.,  at  which 
exhaustive  progress  reports  were  pre- 

sented on  researches  being  conducted  by 
the  organization  into  annealing;  core 
practice;  facing  practice;  furnace  prac- 

tice, and  the  elimination  of  slag  from 
castings.  It  is  stated  that  there  has 
been  gratifying  progress  in  each  group 
investigation  and  that  the  improved 
volume  of  business  in  the  industry  at 
present  affords  better  opportunity  for 
the  prosecution  of  certain  researches 
than  when  operations  were  curtailed 
during  1921. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
Thb  Wcek*8  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  A^riculturL'  and  Industry 

liaHcd  on  Current  Developments 
III   TMKUIMIKK  H.  riUCK 

IMttar.  rMMmrrr*  aa4  fimamfr,  K»«r  Yoiii 

IOM»ri*4l.  Tht»4mn    H    ̂ ricr  trnk'takima  t'trpmnttum.   U   Itwrhan0t>  PImct,  AV«r  Tork) 

THK     Sprr.  •  '     Acricwlturr. Mr.  Wall.  r«d  an  addrvM 
iMt  «««li   in   vBirl)  h«  wrn*  wry 

Im  dHMSdiag   lowvr   frvicht 
■   tmwm   protect*^     A*    it   is 
Uwt  Uw  SacnUry  of  AfH- 

«a«M  kav*  apaktm  m  foreiDly 
tkt  •pprwnd  o(  tkc  Pr««i(l«Rt, 

te  pcriMpa  Um  aMMt  inpor- 
«f  Um  vc«k  ia  ita  relation 
alfaira. 

TSa  appeal  for  lowr  rate*  voicad  by 
Mr.  WalUc*  raaw  Jaat  aa  tha  Pt«nayl- 
wmmim,  IW  Narfolk  A  Waatam  and  aome 

railraada  luwcaJ  tha  rMMmp- 
af  pr»-»ar  ̂ IvWanda,  aad  ainc* 

transportatioa  far  gooi*  and 
prs  i«  not  eoaaialaat  with  in- 
JHUwJa  nnlMa  tha  coaU  of 

ba  rMliicad  by  eonwli- 
4atiaa  it  ia  not  aarpriaiaf  that  thr  rail- 

loaa  far  whtrh  the  Kitch- 
prorijaa  ara  acain  bailiff 

Tha  eld  plan  ander 
Nottbrra  PariAr.  th«  Gr«at 
nri  the  Burlinrton  would  be 
as  one  systrin  it  arain  bcinv 

diaraaaed.  it  la  r«portad  that  thr  New 
York  Cratral  will  taka  over  the  Weirt- 
am  Maryland,  and  nuqr  athar  amalca- 
■atiani  ara  brine  annaalad. 

Aa  tiMy  taka  >hapeit  will  probably 
ha  diarovarad  that  many  railway  aecu- 
ritiaa  now  ■aHinf  at  bic  diacount*  have 
•  vnina  hitherto  onranlfaML  Thin  e«- 

tha  ralativa  ArauMaa  of  railway 
la  tka  aaiwiWIaa  nwrketa,  which 

kmm  otlMrwIaa  anatted  aa  a  aomr- 
lowar  mnc*  of  valuaa  for  both 
and  Mocks. 

n*  Ilhaify  laaaaa  have  contlnow)  to 
iart  tfM  fcnrdanlag  of  tha _  '  tha  money  mar- 

Mi  and  aean  tacrifairy  Mellon'a  new 
4U  ara  halov  the  laaaa  price.  Taxable 
handa^haf  ti  eoarae  taken  thair  ma 
ttmrnOmtmrnmrnat  aentritiaaL  Thar,  too, 
Mvahanpar.  Tha  aotoawbtia  atodta  ar» 
dfadnctty  lawar.  chMly  sa  a  raaolt  of 
Iha  rard  rat  In  pricaa,  and  tha  rent 
■>  WM  UM  baa  been  rather  droopy 

^  the  coatinued  declaration  of 
:  divtdinda  by  aonM  of  the  oil  rom- 
in  and  tha  ta«allation  of  the  mar- 
by  thaaa  who  hava  hoped  that  a 

af  actMty  woald  rcattract 

.an  tha ather  hand,  bava 
and    m    aMny    Important 

_^-^—   •«   adranea  o»er   laat   wt«k'a peW  haa  been  faeordad.    Cattan  and 
C«od«  hava  be««  conaplraoaaly 
So  hae*  wael  and  woolen  rood* 

rw^Hiy  ritoeaaa,    Th»  tendency  in  the 
1  iBarkata  ia  iUII  upward.     CofTee. 
-     rU*  »>   ^r««i  reUtivrly  Arm. >  mt,  >aala  advanced.    A 

,    aatil  the  new  crop 
kadiealad.  aa  the  aneold 
hava  tfwtedlad  to  only 

Hala  aaapat  la  tha  only 
ilaal.  dnc  and  tia  are 

1  at  f«n  pricaa^    It 
af  tha  atapla  aam- 

iwuditiea  are  nearinic  a  price  level  at 
which  conaumption  will  be  checked,  but 
(hia  ia  doubtful  for  optimism  ia  ireneral 
and  in  the  citie*  at  leaitt  there  ia  no 
unempluynient-  Gotxl  watcea  are  to  be 
had  by  all  thoaa  who  ara  willing  to work. 

The  theory  of  gold  inflation  to  which 
I  have  prevloualy  referred  ia  becoming 
generally  accepted  aa  explaining  the 
contraatinK  otrcnirth  of  the  commodity 
marketa  and  the  weaknosa  of  the  secu- 

rity markets.  The  latest  authority  of 
diatinction  to  accept  this  theory  ia  the 

The  outstanding  problem 
of  the  nioment  before 
American  business  men  is  that 
of  the  inter-allied  debts.  It  is 
idle  to  suppose  that  our  pres- 

ent prosperity  can  long  con- 
tinue if  the  countries  abroad 

cannot  buy  the  great  quanti- 
ties of  American  agricultural 

products  which  they  have 
purchased  in  the  past  and  of 
which  they  stand  in  need  at 
present.  And  buy  they  can- 

not, if  they  are  unable  to  sell 
their  own  produce. 

Harvard  Committee  on  Economic  Re- 
search. Ita  chairman  predicta  steady 

and  advancing  prices  for  the  next  de- 
cade because  an  annual  increase  of 

1150,000,000  in  the  world's  stork  of 
monetary  gold  for  the  next  cieht  yoarH 
is  indicated.  Sir  George  Paish  of  Lon- 

don who  ia  over  here  on  a  lecture  tour 
ia  talking  in  the  same  strain  and  many 
conacrvative  merrhanta  and  financiers 

who  were  formerly  dispoaed  to  "pooh 
pooh"  what  thev  called  the  college  pro- 
fcsaor'a  view  of  economic  questions  are 
now  coming  to  realise  that  the  pur- 

chasing power  of  gold  aa  expressed  in 
other  commodities  la  declining  and  will 
probably  continue  to  decline  as  long  as 
the  United  States  remaina  the  only 
imporUnt  country  fn  the  world  using 
the  gold  standard  and  thereby  attract- 

ing hither  moat  of  tha  new  gold  pro- 
duced. 

To  aay  that  the  purchasing  power  of 
gold  la  declining  ia  but  another  way  of 
Baying  that  the  value  of  rommoditles 
aa  expre««ed  in  terms  of  gold  must 
advance  and  that  tha  pricaa  of  secn- ritiea  must  decline,  for  the  value  of  the 
lattar  ia  only  that  of  gold. 

Premising  the  correetnasa  of  this 
tneory  a  further  advance  fai  commod- 
•UM  and  a  decline  in  M«arities,  aapa- eially  h..nd»  BMm  to  he  indicated.  Bnt 
It  li  not  to  be  expected  that  any  of  the 
"*■'  "l^'  *  "  P^fp***  continuously  fn one  direction.  B«actions  will  ocrur from  time  to  time  and  for  such  reac- 

tions intelligent  businesR  men  should 

prepare  themselvest.  No  rule  that  will 
be  universally  applicable  can  be  formu- 

lated and  common  sense,  assisted  by 
close  observation,  must  still  be  used  in 
navigating  the  uncharted  channels  of 
business. 
When  everyone  has  accepted  the 

theory  of  gold  inflation  it  will  probably 
be  found  that  its  effect  has  been  dis- counted. 

My  reports  from  abroad  are  that  the 
use  of  the  American  dollar  as  an  unoffi- 

cial nutiium  of  exchange  is  incrcaxiiiK 
throui;huut  continental  Europe,  and  the 
decline  in  francs,  lira  and  other  con- 

tinental currencies  is  attributed  chiefly 
to  the  eagerness  to  exchange  worthless 
paper  money  for  a  currency  of  integ- 

rity that  is  payable  in  gold. 
Chancellor  Wirth's  proposal  that  the 

German  p>vernment  should  declare 
itself  bankrupt  baa  cauaed  aome  con- 

sternation among  the  thoughtless,  hut 
with  marks  selling  at  2\  cents  a  hun- 

dred the  bankruptcy  of  Germany  would 
seem  to  have  been  unofficially  confessed 
and  it  is  to  be  remembered  that  the 
bankruptcy  of  a  Government  does  not 
necessarily  imply  the  bankruptcy  of  its 
people.  The  truth  of  this  observation 
la  attested  by  the  reports  of  improved 
busineaa  in  Kuropc  now  being  received. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  American  Manu- 
facturers' Export  Asswiation,  Dr. 

Julius  Klein,  a  Government  expert, 
expressed  himself  most  optimistically 
in  regard  to  conditions  in  Europe  anil 
a  friend  of  mine  who  is  a  large  dealer 
in  naval  stores  told  me  that  he  had 
sold  5,000  barrels  of  rosin  to  Russia 
last  week,  being  paid  in  dollars. 

The  weekly  statistics  are  not  especi- 
ally aigniflrant.  The  reserve  ratio  of 

the  Federal  Reserve  System  shows  a 
gain  of  2.4  per  rent.  It  now  stands 
at  77.6  as  compared  with  7B.2  a  week 
ago.  The  improvement  is  probably  due 
to  the  liquidation  of  credit  incident  to 
the  distribution  of  the  Government 
bonds  recently  brought  out.  The  gold 
held  shows  a  reduction  of  nearly 
$2,000,000,  which  probably  reflects  th« 
continued  disbursement  of  gold  ccrti- 
flcatea  or  "yellow  backa"  by  the  hanks. 
The  correspondence  between  Repre- 

senUtive  Freer  and  SecreUry  Mellon 
in  regard  to  the  stock  dividends  recently 
declared  by  the  Standard  Oil  companies 
may  foreshadow  some  legislation  that 
will  be  designed  to  make  stock  dividends 
taxable. 

President  Harding's  advocacy  of  a 
change  in  thi-  l«w  or  an  amendment 
to  the  Constitiiflnn  thai  will  close  the 
door  to  tax  n  and  restrict  the 
issue  of  tax  ■  icurilies  is  another 
evidenre  of  tJic  disposition  to  widen 
the  incidence  of  the  income  tax  law 
that  (should  not  he  Ignored.  It  may 
have  a  very  important  effect  upon  the 
entire  security  market.  Generally 
•peaking,  however,  there  seems  every 
reason  to  expect  a  continuance  of  com- 

mercial activity  during  the  winter. 
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Weekly  i-ar  loiiditiK'*  of  revenue  freixlit  ImHed  (in  reportN 
from  the  railroads  of  the  11.  S.  hy  the  Car  Hervlee  DlviNion 
of    tlie    Anierieaii    KailwnyH    Association. 

Coal  .\<ce  Index  of  nituminoUH  Coal  rrices,  f.o.b.  minei*. 
the  uveraice  of  npot  ,>riceH  from  Jnly,  1913,  to  June,  1914. 
beinfc   taken   as   the   base. 
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FREIGHT  CAR  LOADINGS,  
which 

began  an  upward  movement  in 
June  have  continued  to  mount 

rapidly  upward  during  September.  For 
the  weekly  period  ending 
Sept.  2,  a  total  of  931,598 
cars  were  loaded.  On  Sept.  30, 
998,381  cars  were  reported, 
the  average  for  the  month 
being  936,386,  as  against  the 
August  average  of  887,000. 
Coal,  grain  and  merchandise 
loadings  continue  heavy,  with 
increases  in  each,  and  a  seri- 

ous car  shortage  has  devel- 
oped, reaching  156,309  cars 

on  October  14. 

Bituminous  coal   prices,   as 
indicated  by  Coal  Age  index, 
continued  their  downward 
movement  during  September, 
the  average  for  the  month 
being  412  as  against  507  in 
August,  with  spot  prices  for 
the  same  periods  standing  at 
$5.08  and  $6.14  respectively. 
The  month  has  shown  no 
active  demand,  buyers  being 
disposed  to  postpone  place- 

ment of  requirements  in  the 
face  of  declining  prices. 

Automobile  production  for 
September  shows  a  marked 
seasonal  decline  from  August  output, 
186,562  passenger  cars  and  18,843 
trucks  being  turned  out  as  against 
249,225  and  24,200  respectively  in  the 
previous  month.  The  September  total 
of  205,405  is  the  lowest  since  March 
of  the  current  year  but  well  above  the 
output  for  the  corresponding  month 
of  last  year  in  which  a  total  of  178,- 

317   cars   and   trucks   were  produced. 

Share   markets  continued   their  up- 
ward    movement    during    September, 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  York,  Ch 

cago  and 
Clevelan d   Prices 

Four 
One 

Current 
Weeks Year 

[Unit 

Price Ago 
Ago 

Soft  steel  bars. .   per  lb   30.0295  30.0285  30.0273      || 
Cold    finished 

shafting      per  lb   0.0378 0.0373 0.0379 
Brass  rods      per  lb   0.171 0.1700 0.148 

Solder  (J  and  i)   per  lb   
0.23 

0.228 
0.20 Cotton   waste.,    perlb   0.11 0.11 0.122 

Washers,   cast 
iron  (J  in.) ...    per  100  lb 

4.33 
4.33 S.OO 

Emery,       disks. 
cloth.  No.  I,  6 
in.  dia      per  100   3.11 

3.11 Lard  cutting  oil   per  gal   
Machine  oil.  .  .  .    per  gal   
Belting,  leather. 

0  575 0  575 
0.36 0.36 

medium     offlist   

40-5% 40-5% 

@50% 
.©50% 

Machine      bolts 

up  to  1  X  30  in.  ofFlist   

55% 

so%@ 50%® 

@60% 

65-10% 60-10% 

although  the  advance  was  not  quite 
so  marked  as  in  July  and  August.  The 
average  of  50  stocks,  25  rails  and 
25  industrials  moved  up  to  87.85  as 
against  86.66  in  August.  The  high 
point  during  the  month  was  reached 
during  the  week  ending  Sept.  9,  on 
which  date  the  average  was  89.47. 
The  critical  situation  which  developed 

in  the  Near  East  weakened  the  mar- 
ket in  the  latter  part  of  the  month 

but  with  a  passing  of  this  cloud  there 
has  come  a  recovery.  Earnings  of 

high  grade  rails  and  indus- 
trials continue  excellent  and 

regular  dividends  seem  indi- 
cated for  a  considerable 

period. Skilled   metal  workers   are 
scarce  and  rates  are  high.  In 
the  New  York  district  tool 
makers  are  being  paid  75, 
bench  hands  and  lathe  hands 

60  cents  per  hour.  Philadel- 
phia reports  a  range  of  rates 

which  is  wider  and  somewhat 
higher,  toolmakers  receiving 
from  60  to  90,  bench  hands 
50  to  85  and  lathe  operators 
50  to  90.  The  Detroit  district 
range  for  toolmakers  is  be- 

tween 75  and  80,  bench  hands 
50  to  55  and  lathe  operators 
70  to  75  cents  per  hour. 
Cleveland  reports  show  tool- 
makers'  rates  ranging  be- 

tween 50  and  75,  bench  hands 
between  40  and  60  and  lathe 
operators  between  35  and  65. 

Iron  castings  per  pound, 
based  on  prices  quoted  to 
American  Machinist,  Oct.  27, 

for  100  flywheels,  each  of  275  pounds 
weight  and  of  plain  pattern  show  an 
average  of  about  4.9  cents  for  four 
cities.  New  York  was  highest  with  7 
cents,  and  Cleveland  lowest  with  a  quo- 

tation of  2.4  cents,  Chicago  and  Detroit 
coming  in  between,  the  former  quot- 

ing a  range  of  4  to  5  cents  and  the 
latter   a   price   of  6   cents   per  pound. 
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Business  Conditions  in  England 
Sow  Recovery  in  Machine  Tool  Trade— Shipbuilding  Outlook  Brighter 

Textile  Machinery  Builders  Show  Prosperity 
By  our  LONDON  CORRESPONDENT 

has    dUap- 
noHibrr  of  •affiBMrinc THE    Mrly

    Atttttmn 
pouilad  m  noHibrr  ol 

tht  UU  Sam- 
■  (riMtd  to 

•atidpatcd.   or 
tlM  FaB  «(  thayMT 

ac3i1^. 

toal  tiada,  If  sot  of  bot- 
iM.  b  atill  not  wiUtont 
hW  t«  be  fearad  that  in 
Um  prieaa  oktaiaad  hava 
laarativa.  Ewnrona  la 

Ml  f ar  tha  ftrat  tioM.  when  th« 
taal  iatfaatnr  wUI  raeovcr,  and 
tadHtn  kaa  tnrthfally  baan 

■dMsUof  tka  raat, 
ha  «aB  to  try  to  aatfanate  the 
ilo  fatsrt  of  tlM  vaiiou* 

«(  tlM  aiwlaoariiw  industry 

PnCB  AKO  WAGB  TUKD  nWCOTAIN 

It  is  fairty  evident  that  aome  few 
paiHili  are  waitiac  to  make  sure  that 
■ricoa  haTa  raalljr  raaclisd  a  minimum. 
Wkatkar  thia  it  tha  caaa  in  aiw  par- 
tktrfar  hwtaaca  dspands  awre  Urtrir 

r  of  tha  restricted  da- 
ita,  which  certainly 
to  dedina  bat  not  to 

of  oQmt  factors  that  nfwka 
For  tnstawo,  apart  fron 

aotistial  ta»atto«,  local  rates  form  a 
haavy  bwdsa  on  Industry  and  usually 
4a  oat  pat  approorimaU  to  tha  decline 
la  priesa  atrwdr  aianifcot.  Thore  are 
aMiiri  of  ntarltine  loola  who  dedara 
that  any  chanc*  in  prieaa  will  have  to 
ha  la  aa  apwanl  diiaUhia,  U  boalBaoi 
te  to  ha  pnOtaUa. 
Aa  la  ■ulaiiiliiy  wataa.  f t«  aoi- 

alapaia  vOl  willinciy  attempt  further 
ls«ia*fa(.  Tha  third  cot  has  oaaa  aMda, 
so  tha*  wkhte  tha  laat  two  awatha  or 
so  tha  wasklT  ralsa  haea  droppad  bjr 
t«a.  «4.  It  li  tna  that  oo  tha  ahip- 

,  whaia  the  new  work  coas- 
flrst  half  of  tha  paar 

TMgMO  tons,  a  movaaiaat 
far  a  f  arthar  radortlon 

of  Ita.  a  woafc— 4has  rsaiB»lBt  the 
whala  al  tha  war  baaaa.  Oa  tha  other 
haaa^  aanaaanas  watvpaopla  aagajsd 
sa  ttitlle  ■aihlasry  pi«4aetiaa  kava 
aaaBad  for  aa  adeaaea  of  <1  a  wmk. 
TUa.   K   awy   ha   ■ewtlewsd.  is 
what  acainst  tha  Bcnsral   policy  pnr> 

cUsf   aa«inaerin(    trade 

ZL^JS: 
tha  whole  faidostry  aad 

aat  to  ha  coattaHad  saetiea  by  aartion. 
TImb,  acala.  tha  «la«r  k  held  that  pricos 
of    ■atarUk    kaaa    declined    to    the 

tha  iauMdUto 
thera  ha  any 

theaCsct 

remains  in  a  prosperous  condition.  This 
has  bsen  true  for  two  or  three  years, 
but  it  is  hijthly  improbable  that  the 
enquirer  will  now  be  met,  as  he  has 
been  met  in  the  past,  by  a  quotation  of 
three  years'  delivery.  It  would  seem 
rather  that  the  export  orders  which 
have  kept  this  section  of  enrineerinK  in 
such  a  happy  condition  are  beinr 
worked  ap;  on  the  other  hand,  it  is 
with  conndence  anticipated  that  the 
home  denMnd  will  improve. 

It  is  a  fai-t  that  from  the  manufac- 
turer   to    the    repairer    of   textile    ms- 

Britiah  industry  has  been 

paasing  through  the  most 

aevere  depreaaion  ever  re- 
corded in  its  history.  Depend- 

ing almost  entirely  upon  its 
overseas  trade,  the  world 
depression  has  affected  itf 
industrial  and  economic  life 
in  a  manner  which  is  difficult 
to  estimate.  Here  and  there 

bright  spots  are  beginning  to 
appear  and  a  settlement  of 
the  question  of  interallied 
debts  will  do  much  to  estab- 

lish equilibrium  and  place  the 
nation  once  more  in  the  front 

rank  of  America's  customers 
abroad. 

aaid  la  thaas 
ttat  the 

at  aasnaerinff 

chines  snd  dcUils  a  sUU  of  full  activity 
prevails,  and  even  a  well-known  firm 
of  chain  makers  has  to  some  extent 
entered  the  Held.  Some  indication  of 
the  poaition  ia  given  in  the  report,  re- 

cently issued,  of  Dobson  A  Barlow, 
Ltd.,  Bolton,  tha  profit  declared  for  the 
year  1921-1922,  amountins  to  £266,612, 
as  acain*t  £9.3,626  for  the  twelve  months 
previous  and  tSl^ZM  the  year  before 
that  The  latest  dividend  is  at  the 

rata  of  30  per  cent  and  £1.3.S,000  is  car- 
ried to  resarva,  which  amounts  to 

1300,000.  the  issoad  ordinary  capiUl 
being  £200,000. 

EugcrmiCAL  PatMs  Show  iMPwrnoNT 

Probably  electrical  anginoers  ara  in 
the  next  position  of  prosperity,  thouirh 
it  will  not  have  escaped  notice  that  the 
Coventry  works  of  tha  Enclish  Electric 
Co.,  are  ckisiag  down,  Icadinr  to  the 
discharge  of  aoaw  800  nen.  Until  tha 
last  few  years  this  partirulsr  works 
has  been  engaged  on  the  production  of 
ordnance  and  certain  small  tools,  and 
when  the  combination  of  alactricnl 
ilma  named  was  effected  it  waa  under- 
bUmmI  that  tha  main  parpoaa  of  thaaa 
shops  waa  to  ondertaka  heavy  machin- 

ing for  the  works  in  other  parts  of  the 
eonatry.  Still,  in  tha  alaetrical  indus- 

try a  eoosidarabla  aeopa  rtmains  in 
eonaection  with  power  houses  and  trac- 

tion, and  if  prices  can  bo  adjostad  tha 
preapecta  cannot  fairly  be  deacribad  as 
anproaUainc. 

In     shipbuilding     tha     ootlook     is 

brighter  than  it  has  been.  A  few 
orders  have  recently  been  placed  on 
the  Clyde  and  elsewhere  but  it  is  un- 

derstood that  they  have  in  several  in- 
stancea  been  contmgent  on  the  further 
wages  reduction.  Ship-repairinK  has 
not  been  in  so  bad  a  case.  The  marine 
enKinet-ring  hrnnch  is  almoat  as  sisck 
as  any  other,  and  the  directors  of  Pnr- sons  Marine  Steam  Turbine  Co.,  for 

example,  report  great  difficulty  in  ob- taining orders  for  marine  turbine 
installations;  they  show  profits  of 
£34,198  against  £42,581  in  the  preced- 

ing 12  months.  The  indications  of  im- 
provement in  agricultural  engineering 

are  not  specially  marked. 
In  the  automobile  world  the  dead 

season  is  of  course  being  entered. 
Much,  some  people  tnink  too  much,  is 
being  hoped  from  the  very  definite  price 
reductions,  not  only  of  motors  them- 

selves but  also  of  such  details  as  tires, 
petrol,  etc.,  and  the  general  tendency 
IS  shown  by  the  introduction  of  a  20 

hp.  Rolls-Royce  car  to  take  its  place 
alongside  the  higher-power  vehicle. 

Seasonal  Decline  in  Aint>B 

A  Coventry  firm  recently  paid  40  per 
cent,  but  los.-.es  continue  to  he  reported. 
The  Vulcan  Motor  &  Engineering  Co., 
a  Southport  section  of  the  Harper- Bean 
combination,  for  example,  followed  the 
payment  of  30  per  cent  free  of  income 
tax  for  Ave  successive  years  with  a  loss 
of  £434,201  in  1920  and  one  of 
£421.206  in  1921 :  the  toUl  loss  however 

is  reduced  by  excess  profits  duty  remit- ted and  reserves  written  back  to  the 

toUl  of  £454,560.  The  report  of  th  • 
Star  Co.,  Wolverhampton,  snows  a  loss 
of  £68,453 — ascribed  to  the  abnormal 
conditions  of  trade  and  depreciation  of 
stock — so  that  once  again  no  dividend 
is  paid.  The  Ford  Co.,  it  in  understood, 
have  acquired  land  near  Southampton, 
where,  it  is  stated,  the  buildings  will 
cover  about  20  acres,  the  output  being 
200  cars  a  day  as  against  160  at  Traf- 
ford  Park  now.  Southampton  is,  in 
fact,  to  become  the  diiitributing  centre 
not  only  for  Great  Britain  but  also  for 
Europe.  The  commercial  vehicle  side 
is  clearly  in  a  depressed  condition  and, 
as  in  the  caaa  of  pleasure  cars,  to  a 
marked  degree  debenturea  and  similar 
papers  have  nacaaaarily  baan  taken  as 
payment  by  anppliera  of  material. 

To  take  another  large  market  for  the 
machine  tool  industry,  the  railways 
have  for  soma  time  stopped  buying 
But  it  is  generally  thought  that  this 
arises  from  caution  and  not  from 
failure  to  recognize  the  need  for  fur- 

ther and  more  modem  plant  in  the 
form  of  machine  tools.  Our  numerous 
small  lines  must  in  the  cnuritc  of  little 
mors  than  a  year  sort  themHelvcH  out 
according  to  plan  into  four  larttc  amal- 

gamations, divided  mainly  geographi- 
cally. The  process  ia  under  way  and  in 

savaral  instances  has  made  rapid 
progress.  It  is  anticipated  with  some 
eonfldcnce  that  as  soon  as  the  amalga- 
Butiona  are  completed,  and  the  engi- 
naers  of  the  varioua  lines  know  exactly 

the  poaition,  the  machine  tool  trade  will 
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be  called  on.  The  amalgamations  are 
of  course  to  be  effected  in  view  of 
economy,  and  it  is  quite  possible  that 
some  of  the  small  shops,  and  even  the 
larger  works,  belonging  to  the  differ- 

ent lines  will  find  their  occupations 
gone.  On  the  other  hand,  the  need  for 
improved  methods  of  machining  is 
quite  well  recognized,  and  it  is  in  this 
direction  that  the  machine  tool  man  will 
turn  most  hopefully  in  surveying  the 
future.  But  any  demand  is  hardly 
likely  to  show  itself  for  some  months. 
Railway  rolling  stock  builders  are  re- 

porting increased  profits.  Hurst,  Nel- 
son &  Co.,  Motherwell,  show  a  profit  of 

£106,575  as  against  £94,230,  and  Kerr, 
Stuart  &  Co.,  Ltd.,  indicate  net  profits 
at  £62,824. 

For  the  present  the  radio  industry 
languishes.  Two  exhibitions  have  been 
held  in  London,  one  almost  on  the  heels 
of  the  other,  and  they  have  been  well 
attended,  particularly  by  schoolboys 
and  youths.  But  broadcasting  arrange- 

ments are  incomplete,  and  the  license 
fees  to  be  paid  to  the  postmaster-gen- 

eral are  not  yet  settled. 

Tool  Builders  Enter  New  Fieids 

The  machine  tool  industry  remains 
very  poorly  occupied  and  the  possibility 
is  that,  provided  satisfactory  arrange- 

ments can  be  made  as  regards  the  build- 
ing, the  next  exhibition  to  be  organ- 
ized by  the  Machine  Tool  Trades  As- 

sociation will  be  held  in  1925  rather 
than  1924.  Two  or  three  relatively 
small  firms  can  be  mentioned  as  being 
fairly  well  engaged;  they  are  concerned 
with  special  tools  for  textile  machinery 
makers.  As  for  many  months  past, 
makers  of  standard  tools  in  quantities 
are  the  firms  least  likely  to  receive 
orders.  Little  that  is  definite  is  avail- 

able regarding  the  financial  position. 
One  firm,  at  any  rate,  after  about  pay- 

ing its  way  for  the  two  previous  years, 
according  to  its  latest  report  made  a 
loss  during  the  past  12  months  of  some 
£6,000  on  trading  transactions  totalling 
about  £55,000.  The  individual  members 
of  the  machine  tool  industry,  in  fact, 
have  had  to  look  in  other  directions  for 
business  and  have  turned  their  hands 
of  late — to  mention  some  instances — to 
the_  production  of  small  engines  for 
agricultural  purposes,  to  printing  ma- 

chinery and  to  cleaning  appliances  for 
tennis  balls.  Armstrong,  Whitworth  & 
Co.,  Ltd.,  are  now  manufacturing  road 
rollers,  steam-  and  oil-driven,  and  other 
road-making  machinery,  the  Openshaw 
works  thus  again  taking  up  a  branch 
of  engineering  initiated  there  nearly  70 
years  ago  by  Joseph  Whitworth,  who 
built  a  road  sweeper  on  the  conveyor 
and  hopper  principle. 

As  it  has  been  stated,  the  weekly 
wages  rates  of  engineering  workmen 
have  been  reduced  by  16s.  6d.,  and  em- 

ployers and  employed  have  been  in  con- 
ference over  systems  of  payment  by 

results,  but  without  agreement,  that  is 
without  agreement  as  regards  the  or- 

dinary machine  shop.  Certain  of  the 
trade  unions  of  foundry  workers  and 
pattern  makers  have  accepted  the  pro- 

posals of  the  employers,  who  have  now 
intimated  to  the  other  engineering 
work  people  that  they  consider  them- 

selves free  to  introduce  such  systems  as 
they  find  necessary.  They  agreed  at 
the  termination  of  the  last  dispute  not 
to  introduce  anything  of  the  kind  for 
at  least  one  month.  This  of  course  ap- 

plied to  proposed  new  schemes,  as  piece- 

work in  certain  districts  is  exceedingly common. 

A  joint  investigation  committee  of 
employers  and  trade  union  representa- 

tives indeed  has  been  considering  the 
whole  subject,  having,  according  to  a 
preliminary  statement,  inspected  in  de- 

tail 32  engineering  and  shipbuilding  or- 
ganizations in  the  United  Kingdom,  11 

in  Belgium,  4  in  Germany  and  7  in  Hol- 
land, and  it  is  understood  that  the  ad- 

visability is  being  considered  of  visit- 
ing America  for  the  same  purpose.  An 

agreed  statement  of  a  private  character 
has  been  drawn  up,  but  some  at  least 
of  the  details  _  have  been  made  public, 
from  which  it  is  gathered,  in  comparing 
outputs  on  time  and  piece  work  rates, 
that  the  fitting  of  certain  water-tight 
shutters  took  490  hours  in  one  case  on 
time  rates  and  150  hours  when  the  pay 
was  by  results.  Similarly  a  ship  built 
on  time  rates  took  2,601  hours,  while 
a  similar  ship  on  the  payment-by-re- 

sults system  was  finished  in  1,151 
hours.  Riveters  on  time  dealt  with  176 
rivets  as  against  722  rivets  on  piece, 
and  so  on.  Individual  rather  than  col- 

lective systems  of  payment  by  results 
seem  to  have  proved  the  better.  The 
investigation  arose  out  of  the  demand 
about  three  years  ago  for  a  44-hour 
week,  now  seemingly  forgotten. 
The  figures  issued  of  national  rev- 

enue and  expenditure  suggest  that  the 
Budget  forecast  can  be  borne  out,  pro- 

vided of  Course  Great  Britain  keeps 
clear  of  war.  For  the  first  six  months 
the  revenue  amounted  to  nearly  404 
million  pounds,  the  total  decrease  being 
lower  than  was  estimated.  In  the  same 
period  the  expenditure  was  rather  less 
than  347J  million  pounds,  proportion- 

ally a  still_  larger  decrease,  the  revenue 
thus  showing  a  surplus  over  expendi- 

ture of  nearly  56  i  million  pounds. 
Without  going  into  details  it  may  be 
said  that  the  revenue  figures  suggest 
the  complete  breakdown  of  the  excess 
profits  duty,  less  than  a  million  pounds 
having  been  received  on  this  account 
out  of  a  total  of  nearly  28  millions 
which,  it  was  estimated,  would  be  re- 

ceived for  the  complete  fiscal  year.  Of- 
ficially reported  unemployment  con- 

tinues to  decline  somewhat,  while  the 
cost  of  living  shows  a  slight  decrease. 

Hoffmann  Bearings  to  Be 
Made  in  America 

The  Norma  Company  of  America, 
Anable  Avenue,  Long  Island  City,  N.  Y., 
has  acquired  the  American  patents  and 
business  of  the  Hoffman  Manufactur- 

ing Co.  of  Chelmsford,  Essex,  England, 
makers  of  "Hoffmann"  roller,  ball  and 
thrust  bearings.  The  line  of  "Norma" 
Precision  Ball  Bearings  will  now  be 
supplemented  with  "Hoffmann"  Preci- 

sion Roller  Bearings. 

The  "Hoffmann"  Roller  Bearing  has 
long  held,  abroad,  the  same  repute 
which  high-precision  standards  have 
given  the  "Norma"  Ball  Bearing  in 
America.  For  the  past  year  the  Norma 
Company  has  thoroughly  investigated 
the  American  market  for  roller  bear- 

ings of  this  high  quality,  and  has  found 
a  distinct  demand  for  high-grade  units. 

The  Norma  Company  will  erect  a 
a  new  plant  for  the  manufacture  of 
"Hoffmann"  products  in  America. Meantime,  they  are  being  imported  and 
sold  under  the  regular  "Norma"  engi- neering service. 

Ryerson  Celebrates 
80th  Anniversary 

Eighty  years  ago,  on  the  first  day  of 
•  November,  there  arrived  in  Chicago 
from  Pittsburg,  Joseph  T.  Ryerson,  the 
accredited  agent  of  Wood,  Edwards  and 
McKnight  It  was  during  that  period 
in  America's  economic  development known  as  the  fifth  stage,  the  period  in 
which  a  great  westward  movement  of 
population  took  place. 

The  population  of  the  then  gatev/ay 
to  the  west  was  about  6,000  with  a 
few  buildings  of  brick  and  more  of 
a  rude  frame  structure,  nearly  all 
ranged  along  the  water  front. 

Here  in  1842  Joseph  T.  Ryerson  laid 
his  foundation.  He  rented  a  little  store 
and  started  in  the  iron  business  with 
a  small  stock  from  Pittsburg.  The 
steady  westward  movement  and  the 
ever  increasing  population  of  Chicago 
compelled  him,  two  years  later,  to  buy 
land  and  build  a  two  story  structure 
on  Lake  Street.  By  1852  the  location, 
due  to  the  spread  of  the  dry  goods 
district,  became  unsuited  to  the  iron 
business.  A  site  was  purchased  on 
South  Water  Street  on  the  river.  Here, 
until  the  great  fire  in  1871  reduced  it 
to  ashes,  the  business  grew  and  pros- 

pered. By  March,  1872,  one  year  later, 
it  had  been  rebuilt  on  Clinton  Street 
and  business  was  again  under  way. 
Ten  years  later  the  premises  was  again 
enlarged,  and  when,  in  1883,  Mr.  Ryer- 

son died,  the  administrative  direction 
of  the  business,  already  grown  to  no 
mean  size  and  now  known  as  Joseph  T. 
Ryerson  &  Son,  fell  upon  the  shoulders 
of  his  son,  Edward  L. 

Steadily  through  depressions  and 
panics  it  has  grown  until  today  the 
small  frontier  iron  store,  started  in 
1842,  occupies  a  ground  area  of  19 
acres  in  Chicago  alone.  Linked  to  this 
central  point  in  the  system  have  been 
added  the  plant  of  the  W.  G.  Hagar 
Iron  Co.,  St.  Louis,  Mo.;  a  warehouse 
in  New  York,  a  plant  in  Detroit  com- 

pleted just  prior  to  America's  entrance into  the  war  and  the  warehouse  of  the 
Ferguson  Steel  and  Iron  Co.,  Buffalo, 
purchased  in  1919. 
The  business  stands  today  as  a 

happy  outgrowth  and  a  monument  be- 
fitting the  restless  energy  so  char- 

acteristic of  America's  early  pioneers. The  celebration  of  its  80th  anniversary, 
coming  as  it  does  on  the  threshold  of  a 
new  era  of  sound  prosperity,  is  an  event 
of  which  the  company's  executives  may well  feel  proud. 

Engineers  Discuss 
Management 

Management  in  all  its  various  phases 
was  discussed  by  managers  of  national 
reputation  at  the  two  "Management 
Week"  meetings  held  at  the  Auditorium Hotel  in  Chicago,  Oct.  18  and  20.  The 
following  papers  were  presented:  Ap- 

plication of  Scientific  Management,  by 
A.  M.  Simon,  American  School  of  Cor- 

respondence; Management  and  the 
Human  Factor,  by  John  Calder,  Supt. 
of  Industrial  Relations,  Swift  &  Co.; 
Personal  Aspect  of  Management,  by 
Hugo  Diemer,  LaSalle  Extension  Uni- 

versity, and  What  Is  Management  Con- 
trol, by  W.  H.  Leffingwell,  Pres.,  Lef- 

fingwell  Ream  Co.,  Management  Engi- 
neers, New  York  City. 
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to  Ih*  •nr«niuiM«  «( 

MWMwAa.    laA,    «•    wtto    tW    fol- 

~      '  MaMlb    W.    MU;    vie*. BL  Baafori.  trMa«r»r, 
■MlrtaBt  trruurrr, 

U  CiMaAarj  iMHdnr  wpcnntrnd- 
Barry  Ml  aad  Mr.  MU'a  aun. 
kKr  ■•■■■•r.  Iwv«  rvtirwL 

It  to  liwJliiiJ  Uut  Mr.  Mix  aotd 
Mi  iMawt  for  tl.MqjDOe  mad  that 
Miwi.  BMford  mad   Ml   kav«  bna 
«««M  llf*  MMiOM. 

Clwrlw  F.  M«rM,  •  w*U  known  cor> 
MtatlM  attorMT  of  CUcago  and 

Bmr  WBUaa  W.  Dodln^  of  Midu- 
waka,  helfcr  af  tW  mrtrollhig  intnaat 

hi  tW  roaiyaay.  Imit*  jb— ■  <ij«^id  prMi- 
■■t  sad  Tte9>pniMnt«  rMpacCivwy> 

Business  Items 

1W  Davar  Maefcina  Co..  Pawtarkct, 
M.  I.,  aMMSfactttrer  of  inarhiii«ry,  etc., 
dartag  tka  fMat  awii  rhan^rd  thr  name 
af  tka  t—taia  to  Um  Hrnrv  A.  Good- 

rick  Co,  aad  kava  moved  the  plant  to 
R.  I.,  where  they  will 

.  Inc.  of  Boatoo. 
IB  incorporated  and  or- 
tlM  laws  of  Maaaacha- 

Htta.  to  daal  in  all  kinda  of  baffinc 
and  p  illicit  wbeela,  machinery,  etc. 
Tka  eapttal  atock  ta  $50.000.  and  the 
aflaers  rkana  are:  PanI  A.  Peter*. 
■riiliiil;  Prank  H.  RuaaeU.  76  Park 
M..  Waal  Roxbanr,  Maaa.,  trtaaarar; 
•M  DaiiaM  L.  Wkktaaaor*.  diractor. 

TIm  AiMTkaa  Pipe  Tool  Co..  Itt 
ttHttk  JaffaraM  St..  Chicaio.  U  Um 
name  ti  a  new  cooeem  recently  orran- 
taad  kf  W.  H.  Gabri,  formerly  ceneral 
■nHMV  of  the  Crown  Die  and  Tool 

Clk  m  that  city.  The  rompanv  will 
tai  Uw  awnnfacture  of  a  line  of 
ala  aad  la  introducmr  at  the 

ttaa  tlM  "■American"  portobia 

TW  A— rhaa  AdJuUUa  Chaaa  Co.. 
lac,  4»  Watar  St.  Tarrtactaa.  Conn., 
waa  laaarparatod  aad  argaaiaad  darinc 
Um  aaal  waak  aadar  the  Uwa  of  Coo- 
aactiral,  to  aafaga  la  tiM  general  manu- 
factartog  kaatwiaa.  Tba  caotUl  atock 

•f  »*•  ttmpaar  »a  tnj»09,  aad  tba 
iatorparators  are:  Daniel  P.,  William 
A.  aad  Mm  R.  Bamt  Daniel  P  Bum« 
kaa  kaaa  ciMaen  preaideat ;  John  H. 

,  aacreUry,  aad  William  A.  Bttma. 

The  Calf  Statoi  Staal  Coaraaar  for 
Ika  ̂ laartor  eadad  Sept  W.  iwl.  i«. 
aana  aH  operaUng  fawonM  of  $MO»l. 
Hat  tacoaae.  aftM'  U«m,  depreciation amounted      to 

TW  CaaarfUatad  Taei   Worka,  Inc., 

—  ̂ Vl  **?■   ̂ '^   ̂ *^f-   ••»- 
oiniBMnta  ia 

,   ,     —  __„    ^J,     I  AOMpSOIIa 

^  -^-^**fc  tW  Ualoa  Hardware 
Ca.Tawta^to%  CaHL.  arfll  W  it.  rep- 
MMalallitla  Raw  YaHk  CHy;  Charlea 
AMrtw.  fwaarfjr  wMk  tW  American 

•^••y  ««rL<i»  »~*tya,  N.  Y..  will 
\  it  fa  Wav  Jtrmji  Howard  A. 

Poatley,  formerly  with  the  Knicker- 
bocker Manufacturing  Co.,  Bellrvillv, 

N.  J.,  ta  appointed  to  represent  it  in 
Um  New  Enicland  States,  and  Wm.  I.. 
KaUa.  formerly  with  the  Jacuha  Scale 
Co.,  New  Yurk  City,  is  appointed  its 
representative  in  Now  York,  I'ennityl- 
vaniB.  Marytand,  District  of  Culunibia, 
and  parta  of  Waat  Virginia  and  Ohio. 
The  Bethel-Player  Co.,  Westboro, 

Maas..  ha*  been  formed  fur  the  purpoae 
of  marketing  the  Fraser  automatic 
grinder,  tapping  machines  an<l  metal 
priMiurls.     Mr.  g.  Player  was  formerly 
Sroductioa  managar  of  the  Taft-Pierce 
lanufacturing  Co..  and  later  general 

manager  of  Warren  F.  Fraaer  Co. 
J.  N.  Bethel  «a«  alao  k>ng  aaaociatad 
with  the  Taft- Pierce  Co.  and  aales  man- 

ager of  the  Warren  F.  Fraser  Co. 
The  Packard  Motor  Car  Co.  reporta 

Smtonber  earnings  amounting  to 
IWHMWO  with  $16,000,000  cash  and 
marketable  aacuritiea  on  hand. 
The  Lima  Locomotive  Worka  direc- 

tors have  declared  a  dividend  of  $1  a 
share  quarterly  on  the  new  common 
stock  without  par  value,  thuii  placing 
the  atock  on  a  |4  annual  dividend  basis. 
The  PrecUion  and  Thread  Grinder 

Manufacturing  Co.,  1  South  2Ist  St., 
Philadelphia,  ̂ a..  Is  now  under  the  di- 

rection of  A.  T.  Doud.  president  of  the 
company,  who  purchased  the  capiul 
stock  formerly  held  by  members  of  the 
Hudson  Motors  Specialty  Co.  of  Phila- 

delphia. The  two  companies  are  no 
longer  affiliated.  Mr.  Doud  has  been  in 
charge  of  the  Precision  and  Thread 
Grinder  Manufacturing  Co.  since  the 
aarly  part  of  July,  1922.  but  the  deal 
waa  not  consummated  until  the  latter 
part  of  September. 

The  Saaboard  Air  Line  Railway  Co. 
has  been  granted  authority  to  issue 
$2,5«0,000  of  e<)uipment  trust  certifi- 

cates, the  proceeds  to  be  used  to  pur- 
chase three  freight  locomotives,  1,250 

wooden  boxcars,  900  steel  underframc 
boxeara.  850  underframc  drop  bottom 
gondola  cara,  and  100  all-steel  phos- 

phate cars. 
G.  E.  Osborne  of  WichlU.  Kan.,  will 

open  a  machine  shop  at  433  Wabaah 
Ave.,  in  that  city  Nov.  1,  where  he  will 
conduct  a  general  machine  ahop  buai- 
ncaa  and  install  modem  machinery. 
The  Biltwell  Factoriea.  Wichita, 

Kan.,  has  taken  over  the  Weatern  Fur- 
niture and  Manufacturing  Co.,  located 

at  1414  S.  Washington  Ave.,  in  that 
city  and  will  inntall  varioun  new 
machinery  and  machine  tools.  C.  W. 
Rogers  ia  manager. 

The  National  Enameling  and  Stamp- 
ing Co.  haa  broken  ground  at  Granite 

City,  Mo.,  for  ̂ U  naw  $1,500,000  plant. 
The  plant  will  conUin  six  sheet  mills 
and  one  Jobbing  mill. 
Tha  Rudolph  JiflTy  Tool  Co.,  Eaa 

Caira.  Wia.,  is  the  name  of  a  new 
company  recenUy  incorporated  In  that 
city  tu  manufacture  a  line  of  mechanics' 
tools  and  auto  apecialties. 

AhFonJ  R«amer  and  Tool  Co.,  Mllleni- 
ovw.  Pa.,  annonncaa  the  appointment 
of  r.  C.  htrout  in  tha  capacity  of  vice- 
president,  in  charga  of  aaiai.  Mr, 
IHroat  was  f»rmrrly  connectad  with  tha 
Victor  Saw  Works,  aa  WesUrn  Sales 
Manager,  and  wHh  the  Safety  Wranch 
and  Appliance  Co.,  aa  general  aalca 
manager.  Thia  company  alwi  announces 
the  formation  of  a  service  department 
in  connection  with  their  engineering 
department,    under     the    direction    of 

A.  M.  Lindsley,  chief  engineer,  which 
will  function  by  supplying  consulting 
service  in  connection  with  special  tool 

equipment The  Allls-Chalmers  Manufacturing 
Company  re|>orU  net  profita  after  Fed- 

eral tnxcs  fur  the  quarter  ending  June 
HO  of  $2t>U,796. 

The  Burdick-Atkinson  Corporation 
ia  the  name  of  a  new  concern  recently 
aatabllahed  at  Hamburg,  N.  Y.,  to  man- 

ufacture wire  springs  for  use  in  auto- 
mobile uphoUtery.  John  S.  liurdick, 

the  incorporator,  is  president  nnd  Kcn- 
eral  manager  and  associated  with  him 
are  Frederic  R.  Atkinson,  vice-presi- 

dent; Franklin  R.  Brown,  treasurer  and 
Harry   Burdick,  secretary. 
The  White  Motor  Co.  ia  reported  to 

be  planning  the  establiahment  of  a 
branch  factory  at  Chattanooga  for  the 
manufacture  of  trucks. 

The  Western  Specialty  Manufactur- 
ing Co.,  capitalized  at  $32,000,  tiled 

articles  of  incorporation  in  Vancouver, 
Wash.,  recently.  The  company  will 
manufacture  automatic  lock-nuts.  The 
incorporators  are  C.  F.  Kletsch,  C.  R. 
Oatlin  and  B.  E.  Hawley,  all  of  Kelso. 
The  principal  place  of  business  of  'he 
firm  will  be  at  Vancouver. 

The  American  Machine  and  Foundry 
Co.  directors  have  declared  a  stock 
dividend  of  200  per  cent,  payable  Nov. 
16,  to  stock  of  record  Oct   19. 
The  Trexler  Co.  of  America,  manu- 

facturer of  auto  accessories,  has  taken 
over  the  WilminRton  plant  of  the  Ar- 

tillery Fuse  and  .Standard  Arms  Co. 
The  Decker  Manufacturing  Co., 

Brockport,  N.  Y.,  manufacturer  of 
power  spray  outfits,  has  been  sold  to 
E.  H.  Norton,  who  has  been  associated 
with  the  company  as  salesman.  Mr. 
Norton  will  continue  the  business. 
The  Hartford  Tap  and  Gage  Co.. 

Hartford,  Conn.,  haK  changed  its  name 
to  Hanson  Tap  and  Gage  Co. 
The  Dolman  Manufacturing  Co.,  is 

the  name  of  a  new  corporation  recently 
incorporated  at  Springfield,  Mass.,  to 
manufacture  a  line  of  small  tools,  the 
first  of  which,  the  Dolman  screw 
driver,  has  recently  been  placed  on  the 
market.  The  organisers  are  Guy  W. 
Donahue,  William  F.  Pollock  and 
Chester  C.  Jsckman,  all  formerly  ss- 
aociated  with  the  Victor  Saw  Works. 
Inc.,  Middletown,  N.  Y. 

Personals o 
PcnCR  Paxxe,  chief  engineer  of  the 

PuUnMn  Co.,  has  been  transferred  to 
the  department  on  improvements  and 
economy  covering  investigations  into 
modem  methods  and  machmery. 

E.  W.  Tbbt  of  the  Michigan  city 
plant  of  the  Pullman  Co.  has  taken 
over  the  duties  of  Peter  Parke  with  the 
title  of  general  mechanical  engineer. 

EdwaiU)  T.  Pbterhon,  formerly  of 
tha  organisation  of  the  Trcadwell  engi- 

neering Co.  has  been  appointed  chief 
engineer  of  the  Birdsboro  Steel  Found- 

ry and  Machine  Co.  Birdsboro,  Pa. 
Mayor  Aijirxt  Peng,  until  recently 

with  the  Chain  Belt  Co.,  Milwaukee 
has  been  appointed  chief  engineer  and 
works  manager  of  the  Milwaukee  Air 
Power  Pump  Co. 

E.  W.  Smith  has  been  appointed  gen- 
eral superintendent  of  motive  power  of 
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the  Southwestern  region  of  the  Penn- 
sylvania Railroad  with  headquarters  at 

St.  Louis,  Mo. 

H.  H.  COLBUS  has  joined  the  sales 
staff  of  the  Down  Tool  Works,  Inc., 
Fleetwood,  Pa.,  and  will  represent  the 
company  in  the  Philadelphia  district. 

G.  C.  Bauman,  formerly  with  the 
Rich  Tool  Co.,  Chicago,  has  accepted  a 
position  as  superintendent  of  the  Ward 
Tool  and  Forging  Co.,  Latrobe,  Pa. 

John  E.  Snyder  of  J.  E.  Snyder  and 
Son,  Worcester,  Mass.,  vertical  drilling 
machine  builders,  returned  recently 
from  a  trip  to  England  and  the  con- 
tinent. 

Nelson  C.  Johnson,  secretary  of  the 
Foster,  Merriam  &  Co.,  manufacturer 
of  hardware,  etc.,  Meriden,  Conn.,  has 
recently  been  chosen  the  treasurer  of 
the  company  also.  Mr.  Johnson  suc- 

ceeds John  A.  Ross,  who  resigned  his 
position  as  treasurer  during  the  past 
week. 

Charles  C.  Ramsdell,  vice-president 
of  the  Gilbert  &  Barker  Manufacturing 
Co.,  West  Springfield,  Mass.,  was  re- 

cently presented  with  a  30-years'  Serv- 
ice Pin  in  honor  of  his  thirty  years  of 

service  in  the  Gilbert  &  Barker  organi- 
zation. Mr.  Ramsdell  entered  the 

employ  of  the  firm  in  August,  1892, 
and  has  worked  his  way  up  from  New 
York  salesman  to  the  present  position. 

R.  I.  Case,  until  recently  associated 
with  Eccles  &  Smith  Co.,  San  Fran- 

cisco, machinery  dealers,  has  been  ap- 
pointed manager  of  tiie  machinery  de- 

partment of  the  Berger  &  Carter  Co. 

Charles  E.  Stahl,  vice-president, 
assistant  general  manager  and  sales 
manager  of  the  Connecticut  Telephone 
and  Electric  Co.,  manufacturer  of  tele- 

phones, systems,  tools  and  electrical 
goods,  etc.,  of  Meriden,  Conn.,  during 
the  past  week  resigned  his  positions 
with  the  company.  Mr.  Stahl  has  been 
with  the  firm  for  the  past  ten  years. 

Henry  A.  Tremaine  has  been  elected 
president  and  general  manager  of  the 
Grant-Lees  Co.,  manufacturer  of  mo- 

tor car  and  truck  transmissions.   . .     .    . 

Reginald  W.  Millard,  president  of 
the  Foster,  Merriam  &  Co.,  manufac- 

turer of  hardware,  etc.,  Meriden, 
Conn.,  has  recently  resigned  his  posi- 

tion with  the  company.  Mr.  Millard 
is  succeeded  by  Howard  E.  Boardman 
of  New  York  City  as  president,  Mr. 
Boardman  having  been  chosen  at  a 

directors'  meeting  held  during  the  past week. 

F.  E.  Booth  has  been  appointed 
sales  manager  of  the  motor  bearings 
division  of  the  Hyatt  Motor  Bearing 
Co. 

Val  a.  Browning,  son  of  John  M. 
Browning,  inventor  of  the  machine 
gun  bearing  his  name,  arrived  in  this 
country  recently  from  Belgium  where 
he  is  consulting  expert  for  the  Fabrique 
Nationale,  Heerstal,  Belgium,  and  will 
pay  his  father  a  visit  in  Hartford, 
Conn. 

R.  H.  Becker,  formerly  connected 
with  the  machine  tool  building  and 
sales  department  of  Joseph  T.  Ryerson 
and  Son,  is  now  with  the  Milwaukee 
Machinery  Co.,  93  West  Water  St., 
Milwaukee,  Wis.  He  will  have  charge 
of  machine  tool  sales  in  part  of  the 
Milwaukee  and  southern  Wisconsin 
territory. 

A.  J.  Beaton  of  the  Beaton  &  Cad- 
well  Manufacturing  Co.,  manufacturer 
of  metal  novelties,  air  valves,  etc.,  died 
at  Norwood,  Mass.,  Oct.  21,  at  the  age 
of  74  years.  Mr.  Beaton  was  al.so  at 
one  time  connected  with  the  A.  J.  Bea- 

ton Co.,  and  the  Beaton  &  Corbin  Co., 
both  of  New  Britain. 

Charles  Glover,  president,  the  Skin- 
ner Chuck  Co.,  New  Britain,  Conn., 

and  one  of  the  best  known  manufac- 
turers of  screws  in  the  country,  died  at 

his  home  in  New  Britain  Oct.  25  after  a 
long  illness.  Mr.  Glover  was  75  years 
old  and  was  prominent  in  industrial 
circles  throughout  the  eastern  .states. 
He  was  a  former  president  of  the 
Corbin  Screw  Corporation,  a  director  of 
the  American  Hardware  Association 
and  a  director  of  the  New  Britain 
National  Bank. 

.StatiNtical  Abxtract  of  the  United  States  for 
1921.      Compiled     by     Edward     Whitney. 
Published  by   the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 
Domestic    Commerce,    Washington,   D.    C. 
Price  75  cents  (paper  cover). 
The  forty-fourth  number  of  the  Statistical 

Abstract  of  the  United  States,  for  the  year 
1921,  contains  942  Pages,  including  a  com- 

plete index. 
The  publication  is  an  exhaustive  com- 

pilation of  statistical  information  embracing 
every  branch  of  the  governmental  service. 
A  total  of  497  separate  tables  are  con- 

tained in  the  volume  setting  forth  up-to- 
date  data  on  a  great  variety  of  .subjects. 

Some  idea  of  the  scope  of  the  work  may 
be  gathered  from  the  following  sub-titles 
appearing  in  the  contents  pages : 

1.  Area,  Climatic  Conditions  and  Position, 
2.  National  Parks,  Reservations  and  Pub- lic Lands. 
3.  Irrigation  and  Drainage. 
4.  Population. 
5.  Vital    Statistics. 
6.  Immigration  and  Passenger  Movement. 
7.  Education    and    Vocational    Rehabilita- 

tion. 
8.  Farms  and  Farm  Property. 
9.  Farm  Animals  and  Products. 

lOj  F^rm  Crops. 
11.  Fisheries. 
12.  Minerals  and  Products. 
13.  Manufacturers. 
14.  Industrial  Accidents  and  Fatalities. 
15.  Commercial  Failures. 
16.  Public  Roads  and  Motor  Vehicle.s. 
17.  Postal  Service  and  Telegraphs. 
18.  Railroad   and   Express   Companies. 
19.  Freight  Rates  and  Commerce. 
20.  Merchant  Marine. 
21.  Commerce  of  Noncontiguous  Territory. 
22.  Consumption  Statistics. 
23.  Prices. 
24.  Money  and  Banking. 
25.  Obligations  due  the  U.  S.  Government. 
26.  Revenue  and   Expenditures. 
27.  Insurance  and  Fires. 
28.  Public  Debt. 
29.  Wealth  and  Taxation. 
30.  Army,    Xavy,    Civil   Service,    Pensions, etc. 
31.  Statistical    Record    of   the   Progress    of 

the  U.  S. 
32.  Commercial,   Financial   and   other   Sta- 

tistics  of   the   AVorld. 
The  book  is  an  excellent  reference  guide 

and  forms  ?  valuable  supplementary  aid  to 
the  various  newspaper  almanacs. 

Modern     Workshop     Practice.       By     Ernest 
Pull.     Sixth   edition,   rewritten   and   en- 

larged.     Cloth ;    six    hundred    and   sev- 
enty-one 5}  X  8  in.  pages,   552  illustra- 

tions.    Published  by  D.  Van  Xostrand 
Co.,    8    Warren    St.,    New    York    City. Price  J5. 

This  book  was  written  by  the  workshop 
.superintendent    of    the    London     (England) 
('ounty  Council   School    of   Engineering  and 
Navigation  for  the  use  of  students  in  tech- 

nical  institutes   and   candidates   for   exam- 
ination  and  entry  into  the  Royal   Navy   as 

engine    room    artificers.      Various   types    of 
machine    tools    and    shop   appliances   are    il- 

lustrated and  described  and  some  little  in- 
struction given  in  their  use. 

As  a  whole,  the  practical  informatio 
contained  is  but  little  more  than  that  given 
in  first  class  advertising  matter  of  tool 
builders.  Regarded  as  a  cataloe  of  ma- 

chine tools  and  their  accessories,  the  book 
may  he  fairly  complete  from  an  English 
point  of  view,  but  it  fails  to  meet  the 
American  standard  in  that  class  of  publi- 

cations. The  book  having:  lived  through 
six  editions,  however.  It  must  have  Home 
popularity   among   British  mechanics. 

DrHftinir  Tools.  B.  Lawrenz.  2533  Mc- 
f'lellan  Ave,,  Detroit,  Mich.  A  new  bulletin lia.s  just  been  issued  by  this  manufacturer 
<le.-*iribing  his  line  of  "The  Normal"  draft- ing tools  to  which  has  been  added  a  set  of 
bow  compasses. 

Triplex  Machinea.  The  Triplex  Machine 
Tool  Corporation,  18  East  41st  St.,  New 
York  City.  This  company  has  ju.st  issued 
an  Interesting  circular  describing  fully  its 
Triplex  machine,  a  small  machine  of  500 
pounds  weight,  which  is  adapted  for  turn- 

ing and  boring,  angular  and  vertical  mill- 
ing, horizontal  milling,  thread  cutting  and 

drilling.  The  circular  contains  illustrations 
showing  the  variou"?  operfitions. 

C'oxe  StokerH  and  CEC  Service.  The 
Cogibustion  Engineering  Corporation,  Broad 
St.,  New  York  City.  This  company  has 
just  issued  two  new  publications.  The 
larger  bulletin  on  the  Coxe  stoker 
covers  particularly  the  performance  of  this 
stoker  on  Western  and  Mid-Western  bi- 

tuminous coals.  A  number  of  test  report.s, 
each  accompanied  by  corresponding  curves 
are  included.  These  tests  show  interesting 
results  and  because  they  are  complete  in 
every  respect  they  will  be  of  considerable 
\'alue  to  the  engineering  world.  A  number of  successful  installations  in  some  of  the 
bipgest  and  most  important  plants  In  the 
Middle  We,st  using  this  type  of  .stoker  on 
bituminous. coal  are  sliown  in  this  bulletin. 
The  "Service  Bulletin,"  while  it  is  issued 
by  this  company,  will  be  of  value  to  all 
.•toker  companies.  At  the  present  time  it  is 
n'cessary  for  stoker  manufacturers  to 
render  gratuitously,  service  of  a  very  costly 
nature.  This  booklet  presents  the  stoker 
manufacturers'  side  of  the  question  and 
shows  why  a  proper  charge  for  real  stoker 
service  would  not  only  be  fair  to  the  re- 

cipient but  would  be  to  his  advantage. 

Forthcoming  Meetings 

National  I'erKonnel  .^MNOeiation.  First 
Annual  Convention,  November  8,  9  and  10, 
at  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  Secretary  at  20  Vesey 
St.,  New   York,  N.  Y. 

Automotive  Eqaipment  AHKOciation.  An- 
nual show  and  meeting,  November  13  to  18, 

Chicago,  IlL 

National  Founders'  Association,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary,  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
LaSalle  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
ElKhteenth  Annual  Antomobile  Salon, 

Commodore  Hotel,  New  York  City,  Decem- 
ber 3  to  9,  1922. 

American  Society  of  3IechanlcHl  Engi- 
neers, annual  convention,  December  4  to  7. 

1922.  New  York  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
AV.  Rice,  29  West  39th  Street,  New  York 

City. 

National  Exposition  •t  Power  and  Me- 
chanical Eneineerincr.  Dec.  7  to  13,  1922. 

Grand  Central  Palace,  New  York  Citv. 
Secretary,  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,   New  York  City. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. National  .Vutomobile  Show,  Grand 

Central  Palace,  New  York  City,  January 
6  to  13,  1923. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, Njitional  Automobile  Show,  Jaiiuarv 

27  to  February  3  1923,  Coliseum  and  First 
Regiment  Armory,  Chicago,   111. 
American  Enjfineerlnif  Coanoll.  Annual 

Meeting,  January  11  and  12,  at  the  head- 
quarters of  F.  A.  E.  S.,  24  Jackson  Place. 

Washington,  D.  C.  It.  W.  Wallace,  Secre- 
tary. 

American  Institute  of  Eleetricol  Enri- 
neers,  Mid-Winter  Meeting,  February  14  to 
16.  Engineering  Societies  Bldg.,  New  York. 
F.  L.  Hutchinson,  Secretary, 

.American  IiiKtitute  of  Mininic  ami  Met- 

allnrKlcal  Engineers.  Aniiual  Meeting,  Feb- ruary 19  to  21.  Engineering  Societies  Bldg., 
New  York,     F.  S.  Shartless,  .Secretary. 
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of  two  poiaU  Ib  wroaffht>«te<>l  pip* 
hi  Now  Yock  mm!  CW««lMid  woroliomin.  following 
U  atfvmac*  ti  M  par  tea.  Stool  pUU  drmand  for 
skip  oMt  keihr  coaotiactiaa.  in  oscooa  of  prodoc- 

~  at  adaiBraBi  of  11.90,  wiUi  maximum  at 
of  about  $2  ptT  100  lb.,  f.o.b. 
howorrr,  at  $29$2.10  and  ban 

floLkk  BiUL  Tta  wariiet  active;  quoted  in  New 
at  Sfe.  aa  agaiiut  S&c.  per  lb.  Load,  6.9Sc. 

Ia«t  w«ek.  and  linc  (Inner  at 
Tie.  Sac  aheeta  up  ic;  solder  and  babbitt 

par  Kb  ia  Now  York,  durinc  week.  CloveUnd 
aatiBMay  |c.;  babbitt  metal  le.  and  old  metala, 

|c.  por  lb. 
market    softer    but    inqntrioa    bettor; 

14«c  aa  acalMt  141r.  per  M>.  in  New  York.    Coke 
Berlin*    expected    in    pig    iron.      Caat-iron 
tl    per    100  Ib.   in   CTeveland.      Linaeed   oil 

it.  per  gmL  in  Chiraro.     Improvement  in  do- 
Urd  oil  and  lubricants  but  prices  unchanired. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

* •«  o*ao  »*»••«• 

•  •*o«**o  ••  •■  • 
SSI. $5 
J}  27 
33  27 

nc  IRON  —  Prr  (roes  toa  ̂   Qiie<ationi  compiled   by  The 
Uanbew  Addy  Co.: 
CTKnXNATl 

Na.  1  TiaikiiB 

taaikwi  OlMo  Na.  2   

NEW  YOIK-ride«sier  DeNvery 
tsotfcsf  No.  2  (liiMao  2.2$#2.75)       35  » 

BIIMINCMAM 
No.  2  Fovadry.     27  50 

PHILADELPHIA 
ra^No.28(*aicoa2.25#2.7$)       J2.M 
N*a       J7  17 

^-  -     -         ••••••  •••••••••aa««oaoaa*aa«aofoo«oa«efa*««         51. 75 
^^^y   "  •'I^B  ••••••••••••aa*ao*aao*oea*e«**«a«e.,,,,  30  .  50 

CHICAGO 

Ho.  2  Fooadry  local          32  00 
Nol  2   Fooadfy,  Sevihcrn  (tilicoa  2.25ii;2.75)        33.^0 

nTTSBl'RGM.  iacUdiag  rr«(ki  charfc  rcom  V.IWy 
HfclFooadfy    Jl  77 
WW^K  •  ■••**>«*ao«e«ao*«oaa*«««*».       .    ._    ..   ........   ...  3|.// 

nONMACHINnT  CAflTINGft-Cosi  ia  ecnii  p<i  I  b.  of 
MO  ljBO0(l«,64a.  wide  m  24^a.e.d  ,  bub  not  cored,  io<>d  qusliiy 
•rsy  ifoa,  wcigbi  275  Ik: 

Xrw  Ta«k.    .       5i 

.4 

6.0 

nncrrs— Doo«atieM  tit  la  reait  per  pound  in  vaneu*  cities __   1   •*»  iIm  bsie  qi.o«»ii«oi  ffom  mili 

• '^^    J*     •«o«»««a 

•^   iw    e«aa*a«a 
Hu^U   
■bck 

Noik  17  mU  21. 

'  K«L  22  aad  24. 
Hoa.  21  s-^  2^. 

NcwYotk  Clevcisad 
4.19 
4.24 
4.29 
4.19 

4.70 
4.75 4.M 

4.90 

3  70 J  75 
I  M> 
2.90 

4.20 
4.25 
4  30 

4  40 

CUcsco 

4.00 

4.05 4.10 
4.20 

4.70 

4.70 
4.75 
4.tS 

(lalraniicd 
Not.  10  and  II. 
No*.  12  snd  14. 
Nos.  17  snd  21. 
Nos.  22  snd  24. 
No.  26   
No.  28   

Pittsburah 
.V.15A3.85 New  York 

4.90 5.00 

5.30 

5.45 5.60 

5.00 

OeveUnd 

4.40 
4.50 
4. SO 4.95 

5.10 

5.40 

Chiciio 

4.95 

s'.io 

5.55 
5.95 

WROUGHT  PIPE — The  followint  diicountt  are  to  in>il<rri  for 
csrioad  loti  on  the  lateit  Piiithurgh  haling  csrd: 

Inches 
1  to3..., 

Steel Black 
66 

Iron Black 

,.     34 

BUTT  WEI.D 
(^alv.  Inches 

54|  I  toll.. 
LAP  WELD 

47)  2   51)  2ito4.. 

47}  4)  to  6. . 
4^1  7  to  12.. 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
l«ol|       64  531  itol)       34 
2io3       65  54} 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    59 
2)  to  6    63 
7io8    60 
9  to  12    59 29 

"I 

32| 

30 

21  to  4. 

41  106. 

57 
61 

60 

7  to  8       56 
9  to  12       SO 

Malleable  fitiingi. 
stock  (ell  at  net  list.    Cait 

46 
50 

49 

43 

37 

2   

21  to  4. 

4{  to  6. 
7  to  8.. 
9  to  12. 

30 

33 
32 

25 

20 

(Ulv. 

19 

15 

19 
19 
17 

20 

17 
21 
20 
13 
8 

Oaaics  n  and  C.  Banded,  from  New.  York 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Wsrehoine  diicounta  at  follow.: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 
Black  Calv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Gslv. 

I  to  3  in.  steel  butt  welded.  5  7% 
2)  10  6  In.  tteellapi 

Malleable  fiiiinK*. 

stock  lell  at  lilt  Icti  6%.    Caic  iron,  standard  sizes,  32%  off. 

Mi«fcft  \iaiv.   i>iacK  vjaiv.    dibck     usiv. 

twelded.  57%  44%  551%  *H%  624%  484% 
.welded.  54%  41%  S3j(%  40j%  591%  454% 
iK>.     C'lai»e«  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

MISCELLANEOUS— Wareh lOO-lb.  lou: 

Open  hearih  aprinciieel  (bate)  . 
Spiins  Keel  (light)  (bair)   
Coppered  lleascnier  rodt(bate).. 
HcKjDireel....   
Cold  rolled  strip  siecl   
Floor  plates    
Cold  finiihed  shafting  or  screw. . 
Cold  finiihed   flan,  oiuaret   
Structural  ihapc*  (baic)   
Soft  itrri  bars  (bate)   
Soft  iiccl  bar  ihapci  (base). . . . 
Soft  iteel  band*  (bate)   
1  ank  platei  (baie)      
Bar  iron  (2.^0  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  lilt)   
Elccinc  welding  wire: 

oiiie  prices  in  cents  per  pound  ia 

New  York 4.50 6.00 

6.03 

4.39 6.75 5.50 
3.90 
4.40 
3.14 

3.04 3.04 

3.84 3.14 
3.04 55000% 

Cleveland 6.00 
6.00 

8.00 
3.71 
8.25 
5.16 

3.75 
4.25 

3.01 
2.91 
2.91 

3.61 
3.01 2.91 

40% 

t 
If  to  I 

8.00. 
6,50. 

6.25. 

Chicago 

4.50 

6.00 

6.10 3.90 
7.25 

5.  SO 
3.70 
4.20 

3.021 

2.921 

2.92) 

3.55 
3.021 

2.821 

$0% 

,1291) 
.11012 

.lOCmll 

METALS 

Current  Prices  in  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  to  carlots),  New  York       14 .50 
Tin,  5-ion  lou,  New  York      37.00 
I  cad  (up  to  carlots),  St.  Uuia   6.45^6. 50(  New  York.  6.95 
Zinc  (up  10  carlots),  St.  Louis   7.0507. 10;  New  York.  7.5 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingots,  1-15  ̂'"^  "^"'^  <
-l*''«l»nd  Chicsgo tonlott    20.70  23.00        20.00 

Antimony  (Chiaese),  toa  spot...   7.2507.37)        8.50  8.00 
(oppcr  sheets,  base.    21.50  22.00       23.00 
(oppcr  wire  (carlots)     16.00  18.00        16.25 
Copper  bars  (ton  lots)     20. (X) 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.lou)    24.75 
Rrauiheeti  (lOTMb.   loti)      18.50 
Brais  tubing  (KXMb.  lou)         23. (X) 

23. OU 
25.00 
20.75 

24.00 

19.50 
23.00 
18.75 
20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
METALS — Continued 

New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 
18.75 

15.75 
20.75 
10.25 

23.. "JO 
20.00 45.00 
36.00 17.25 9.00 

Brass  rods  (1, 000-1  b.  lots)     17.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)       9.  75 
Solder  (\  and  ̂ ),  (caselots)     26 .  50 
Babbitt  metal  (83%  tin)      35.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)     25.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J    .   39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots        37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot     32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...      48.00 
Blocks     32  00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots     3S.0O     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)..  :        50  00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.75         12. (X) 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  SO 
Zinc        3  00 

12.25 11.50 
10.25 10.50 
S.25 4.75 
4.25 

4.00 
6.50 

9.25 
S.75 6  00 

7.00 7.00 
4.00 

4.25 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New  Cleve- York  land      Chicago 
"AAA"  Grade: 

IC,              20x28,    112  sheets       20.00  18.25         18.50 
IX,              20x28,    112  sheets       23.00  21.00         20.90 

"A"  Grade: 

•IC,               20x28,    112  sheets        17.00  16.00          17.00 
IX,               20x28,    112  sheets        20.00  18.75          19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright  $, 
Prime,  20x28  in.:  S 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50  11.00         14.50 
IC,                112  sheets        12.80  11.40    ̂     14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7. CO  6.00           7.25 
IC,           14x20         7.25  6.25           7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..     g0.09®?0.11i       ?0. 12         gO.lli 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .06S@.10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13Sxl3J,perlb.  .16  32.00perM        .10 
Wiping  cloth9,13Jx205, per  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M        .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  ,         2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .93  1.01  .94 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  12  .  75 
Redlead,  dry     lOOlb.kegs.        New  York,  12.  75 
Red  lead,  in  oil     lOOlb.kegs.       New  York,  14.25 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  1.00 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville...  .per  net  ton  $S.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton  10.50@12.50 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Litts 

$3.50  ne 

3.50  net  ?4.00  off 

3.90  net          

      65-5% 

60-5% 
70-10% 

45% 
SS% 

80% 

70% 

40-10% 

70% 

New       Cleve- York  land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  50-10-5%  S0% 
l{andlix3in.  uptol2  in       20%       50%  50% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         20% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  ...     40% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in. X  30  in      ....     30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plu»      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  f  and  larger       60% 

Case-hardened  nuts         50% 
Washers.cast  iron,  Jin.,  per  l(X)lb.  (net) 
Washers,cast  iron,  fin. per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  OfFlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  1001b.  Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Oitlist 
Nuts,cold punched, hex.,per  lOOlb.Oftlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  i^in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  i-in.,  J-in.,  1x2  in.  to  S 
in.,  per  1001b   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

IJ   to    l|-in.    long,    all    di.imeters, 
EXTRAptT\QQ\h         0.25 

f  in.  diameter     EXTRA 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter   RXTRA 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs   

S6.00 $3.50 33.50 
4.50 

4.00 
3.50 

3.00 

5.00 

3.50  net 

1.00 
3.00 4.00 1.00 

3.00 

4.00 

1.00 

3.00 
4.00 

1.00 
3. CO 

4.00 

45% 

60% 
60% 

50% 

60% 

45c.  net 

?S.OO  J3.90 
S3   75 

5.10 

4.00 

3.85 

0.25 ...      0.15 
0,15 ...      0.15 
0.50 

...      0.50. 
0.50 

...       0.50) 
0.?S ...       0.25 

0.50 

. . .       0. 50 

0.35       53.70  base 
55-5%         50%  50% 

35%  50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       J50.S5 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (J  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade    40_5^ 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade          60-5% 
Second  grade        65-10% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets  9x1 1  in.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper          55.84 
Emery  paper    8.80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll,         4.50 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    1,32 
Cloth    3.02 

30.50      30.67J 

0.35         0,40 

iOWo      50% 
30-j%  40-5% 

50-i0%40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

35,84 

11.00 
31.12 

4.28 

1.24 

2  67 

36.48 

8.80 

29.48 

4.95 

1.40 3.20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Toob  Wanted 

>  I  IB.  ui«aMl| 

n.   »■»■■■■    f  UTi ;    II                 ^ 
tmrwn  iBihi*,  WsnMT  *  ■«■>»  M*. 
— Wnw I  m  IM"*''"'  ■  ••»  wliMM 
Hmb  fw  I  Ik.  mh*  :  •»  kMs*  «Mi  «atk 
»■■■>  liw  II  villi  w«  ar  «Im:  mm  i*M 
»iHli»  irtilM,  avMl  I*  .Va.  t»l  Tin  ma 
•M  WiMw  <>  aMffrfM  to  »*M  Ko.  ttto 
K».  a  ■.  *  ft  ■•«••  ma  and  M**!:  tlif«a 

«MMa  «nr  KT&lac  MBrrr  *hM^I  Mands wMk  >  K  II  la.  *hrvU  aa^  II  la  arbors; 
iMok  mw%.  aurrri  No. «. 
.  A.  nww  Cte.  ttll  •Mill 

(■Maafacfanr  oC  diaira)— «•• 
>.  <aa»l  ramiac  marhia*  (aardt. 

a  —  Oarrv    Salca    Co..    >lt 

at.    T.    11.    I'aoiwr.    Porrh. 
■Mil    (or   sarac*.    In- 

.    luk*.     laiiirr      atand. 
■teniae.     piilb>»     aiM] 

.     .-_     ..  U  aiMaa«  *  Co.  S4I 
au  CatMlrteal  eaMnMAaral,  J.  U 

OliiMiw.   mmr—mrml    iliuute  «ritti    tor 
*«  «a(«r7wa«). 
— ̂ -Jiiiiia    O.  a  JMamMIb    Mte. 

naTltWMMICtaM  ai,   X.  (■MAMI*  i*Kip> ■a»  II  td    fMir  iMt^  MHlMir  (aMtf). 

HIM' 

tl 

k*r  I  — aauatalle  p«aelL 
aiiaarlag     ilM«ra     aad 

■**«v  ■■•••— WkliHwad  *  RaUa 
<^  (Mrartaral  at— «>  iM"*—  lartilita. 
•■H^  aaci*  ikMr  tar  lafsa  alMa 

Mat.   M     L-«U  T  nhrMa    IMtellW   To. 
Kit   Ar^  -    valllnc   maHiln*. 
**«•■  I    I  arHh  41*.  brhinc 

M.  I  -.ai*— w«ai*ra  flrrvw  Fradwia 
r\* .  ■.  Mwar  — aaioniadr  and  haad 
«*r»  cr.^  .....*«.  rmtftnr  laUiva.  rarV<aWn« 
•••■l  a«  »*irac«ar.  dnil  piwaaaa,  aM  lap- 
IB  rik  MrKiaaW  Hkta  aa<i  prii^ax  a»*arator 
aad  ravvvllac  arako  laaw  «r  «aadl. 

V    T.  Il-«a*a_l    n.  Aairfb*.  Sit   XIac- 
a#a     ti  — aiMCk'  'Or     ■■4     «n«tpa»«iil     for 
•■Maak.'a    f«t«lr    aad    aac 

■%  raf«  aad  W  liiHi  A« 

f.  «  — ala  m»».>toliM  Matar  Oa. 
|at>  ||«rw<  A**.— «H»r|iliw^.  looU  and 
M^dbaarMM  fa*  »rMuaid  IS«.aM  carac*  and 

I  riii^arck  —  Onlbcrt      8t<>rl      1 
:    Ilk.    Uldc    latrrl    fabrtrallna)      ' 

IL    U«<;htel    l>urrh.    Alt. — punrhMi,    alarMr; 
aad  boria*  aaaelUBcry 
Oa^ T»aa.  KasavUa  ^  Tha  Ch«rok«a  Motor 

I..   lU    Stat*   SU   C.    Raad.    I>iva   rqulp- addlltaii  to  carac*  and ■I— t  for 
aw  WW  Mat  Ion. 

Tvaa-  t'alaa  I'llr — W.  Warmulh  (ah<M<t 
Bwlal  wi>rkrr>— uB«  aM  of  puwrr  alM^ 
bandliMC  rulla. 

T»«,  f'slaaibaa^aiinmrr  Tanner  Qravel 
Co.— marhlni'  and  fomr  ■hop  niulpmcni  to 
rvplac*  that  whlrb  wa*  doBtroyiMl  by  Are. 

Va-  Wtfcaiaad  -.Mthi  *  l>My  »<<rvk« 
Co.  •«•  Waal  Broad  su.  C  B.  Uatch.  furoh. 
Ast^-lalha  aad  drill  prcaa. 

Ta^  BMMaaad — Thompaon  Aulo  Repair 
Oaw.T»*  Waat  MarahaU  Be— Uthc  and  drIU 

Wla.  KM  —  HlncM>  *  B«aal«r.  c/o  A. 
Hlaaaaa— aulomobllr  repair  marhlnrry  for 
prepwaad  tl&.*»o  raracr  at  Chllion. 

Wla.  MUaraah**-^.  P.  Meehan.  !C(  17th 
R.     (Karace>— drill    praaa    and    air    com- 

WU..  Mli*aake»— Thuat  Marhlnr  Co.  c/o 
tk  N.  Illri>ii.  1<<<  Mlli-hfll  lll<lir  ̂ nmrhlnr 
loela  (or  the  maiiuraolurr  of  Rluelna  and 
mrmfplitg  maelilnca  for  maklnc  paper  boxea. 

Wia.  Waaaaa— D.  J.  Murray  Mfc  Co., 
laaf  trd  St..  (manufacturer  of  miw  mill 
marhlneo'l.  r>.  L.  Belllncer.  I*urch.  A«t. — 
<lrl1l  |>re«i  lathe,  crlnilera  and  amall  tools 
luaed   prrfrrr«4l). 

Oal.  Oaelpli— n.  Tollon  A  Ron.  171  Wool- 
wich in — aarac*  and  repair  ahop  euulpment 

to  rapiaee  that  which  waa  daatroyed  by  Are. 
OM.,  M.  TlMMaa — City  Oaa  Dept..  K.  11. 

Caiichall.  Cliy  Hall.  Kncr.— «n*  l«  In.  X 
I  ft.  lath*,  arrrw  cutting:  one  !0  In  drill, 
back  (ear,  arif  f ead :  one  10  x  14  In.  fcliapor. 

Machinery  Wanted 
Ala 

I'nl<in.     Ill     .North 
WratlachaBi   —  Wcatem    Newcpapnr 

'  h     St. — Coitroll     or 
<m>a l>a  |>rea«  a  lib  fuliler. 

Arh..  rtae  lllaff— Merit  Vencar  *  IVix  Co.. 
Inc..  J.  I>eni.  IHr. — machloarr  and  euulp- 

ment for  ihr  manufactura  Of  wire  liound 
boxea,  craleB  and  veneer  box  produota. 

AHi..  TiMnrtaa — The  8to«t  Lwnlter  Co  — 

l>rr    mill,    to    replace    that   wbteli    waa    da- 
marhlmry  and  eoulpment  for  pcepoa«d  lum- l»r    mill,    to    replac 
•iroyad  by  Or*. 

ralir..  ?riplaaawa*a»  —  1.0.  amartt 
IwwMtaurkir) — powvr  planar. 

rallf.  aaa  rraartM»— ci  I»mar,  171  Ird 
m. — amall  toola  for  cabinet  work. 

na..  rart  While-  -Kort  Whita  ParkaRe 
Co.  looolfn  l>o(  manufarturar) — machin- 

ery an<l  xiuli'ment   for  plant. 

M,  rhieaca— Canlral  fltorac*  Co,  1411 
ML  LouU  Av«.^-«leclrle  rrane  and  derrick. 

aral 
!■_  rMea«»— M.  M.  Rothachlld,  7IS  Fad- 
al  (H. — two  color  automatic  preaaaa. 

•aaih    Haarfcom    .•- 
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M  a   14   Mlahle   p^  iitar 
aad  a  Mnall  powar  tub  prtu  (uncd). 

m..  rblrac»~W.  a  Wllllama.  tit  Routh 
La  lUlla  Nt. — alaclrie  apot  walder  (uiu.<l). 

lad..  Sadrard— Tha  naniaeral— It  x  II  In. 
in*i  araaa.  b*llln«.  haiMtan.  puUaya  and 
•hafiNw  (or  awtor  powar. 

Haa_  AMI*ae — Th*  Chronicle— llitetrpa, 
model  So.   I  prafarr«4. 

     _    —  Mlncham    KnMllnff 
'"a..  Charlea  Rlvar  Parkway,  (knit  aooda)— 
i|  la.  cylinder*  for  tan  naedla  ''Baaiwr" knlltlac   maohlnail 

Maaa.  k««l  llaelaa  (flnnon  P.  O) — A. 
Martin.  1*7  Trenir,n  Ri  —laundry  marhln- 
err  aad  auiilpfneni  Inrhidlnti  aeveral  four 
podMI  wailnw  aa4  •atraclom  (uavd). 

Maaa,  HaMh  V'wmtm* — ft.  Hlacler  (Wi 
*r.rfc^i_«l  n.  of  l«  In.  t  ply  laalhar 
alao      mtacaOaaaoaa      baltlnff      la 
wtdiha  aa«  iMCIba. (wood- 

Maaa..       HaaierrUU  —  The        Pi 
undry,  Jul   Pearl  8t.— .xtiii.  li>r 

inai'liliie*.  jlryir.  etc    (ir 
Mleh..    Ilelrall  —  J.   .1 

JcRerHuii  8t.   (rablnet   ni.u..  i  ;      ,.^u4i    u.iiJ aaw. 

MMi.  Ilraad  Haven— Dally  Tribune— 
macuxlnc  for  niodil  No.  t  llnotypa. 

MIeh..  MIxhlNnd  Park— Ford  Motor  Co.— 
mlaci'llHM.'ouH  r<iulpment  for  the  manufar- 
turr  uf  iiUto  (laiia  and  converting  It  Into wind  ahlelda. 

MIeh..  HIahlaad  Park— Ford  Motor  Co.— 
Ka«  iiriKltiorM,  alao  coal  and  aHh  hanilllnii 
aquliinii'iii  (or  proiKwed  caa  prtxluo-r  plant 
•I  Klal   Itwk. 

MIeh..  MIchlaad  Park— Ford  Motor  Co- 
overhead  craiira.  conveyora,  etc.,  for  pro- 
poaed    trannfi-r    building. 

Ma..  Kaaaaa  rily  —  Itauer-The-Wood- 
worker.  Ill  Writ  llith  HI..  A.  Uauur,  Purch. 
Act. — Unlvrraal  woodworker. 

Ma.  Kaaaaa  City — Bd.  Kduc.  Purchaaln* 
I>ept.— floor  Hurfarlnic  murhlna  for  Lathrop 
Manual  Truinlni;  Sohoul. 

Ma.,  Kan«aa  City— Kunaaa  City  Journal- 
Poal,  Kth  Hiitl  McOee  Sta.— prlntlns  equip- ment. 

Ma.,  Kaaaaa  rilr— W.  Plerca,  tOtI 
Campbell  81.--OI1  will  driller. 

Ma.,  Kaaaaa  ('lt>  — Itullierford  Flavorlna 
(To.,  Ul»  l-:aat  (th  St..  H.  Ruthcrfunr. 
Purrh.   Act. — cannlnx    n-iorl*. 

Ma.  HI.  Laala— K.  Kl-mnfle,  4004  Lincoln 
Ave,  twiKidworker) — ■mall  band  aaw,  18  or 

10  In.,  motor  drlvi<n. 
Ma.,  HI.  I^ala  —  Weatern  Newapaper 

I'nlon.  Ird  and  Walnut  8ta.— one  IV  x  15  In. 

Job  preaa. 
Neh..  Omaha  —  Bd  RdUC,  r/a  W.  T. 

Itourkr,  Sei-y.,  «01  City  Hall — manual 
Iralnlnx  >'iiul|>mcnt  for  propoaed  1760,000 
hiKh  acnool, 

N,  H„  Keeae— Keene  Rllk  Fibre  Mllla— 
CM*  or  electric  aInBi'InR  machine  for  allk 

yam, 
K.  H.  Naahaa^The  International  Paper 

Box  Machine  Co.,  II R  Miiln  HI, — mllllnir 
nutrhlni-  planer  IvtH-,  mIuIi  miller,  II  to 
14  ft.  table,  10  In.  between  houHlnxa  (uoed). 

N,  J.  Kaallahtowa  —  The  RnslUhtown 
Ciirpet  Co.  A.  ,Muliloon,  Pre». — twenty 

looms  for  pro|>oai-<l   (a.-tory. 
W,  T.  Avoea — Avm-a  Wi-t-kly  VeWH,  O. 

Peteraon,  owner — prIniliiK  murliUnry  and 
ctjulpmenl  to  replace  that  which  wa*  de- 
Btroyed  by  Are, 

N,  T.,  A  van — A.  J,  Stewart— one  wood 
tuminc  lathe. 

IT,  Y„  nnffalo— F,  Ahrena,  ISAt  Oeneaea 
HI.— marhlnery  for  the  manufnclure  of 
candy, 

N.  Y.  BaVala— K.  J.  AllM-rxon.  lllTona- 
wanda  8t,— equipment  for  bakery. 

M.  T.,  Raffala  F.  Beck.  Abbot  Rd,  and 
KImmel  St.— machinery  and  efjulimient  for 
propoasd  factory  for  mechanically  curlnc 
•IMI  amoklnit  boiled  hama, 

IT.  r.,  MaraW— nroulllard  Mf*,  Co.,  410 
Ka«t  KHKle  Ht, — machinery  for  tha  manti* 
fai-turo  of  Ire  cream  eonea. 

N.  T„  llaVala— J,  Orebaum,  11110  Nlaicnrn 
Ht  — 14  X  It  In,  Unlverwit  or  Pearl  print- 

ing praaa. N,  Y.,  naffala  —  The  Mnry  I^ee  Candy 
Hho|it>e,  1121  llwn.v. — machinery  for  tha 
manufactura  of  candy, 

N,  T.,  Itafala  R.  M.  Murphy.  Ill  Wal- 
lara  Ave, — l>ake*hiit>  equlpmenl 

N.  Y..  HaVata— R.  .T  Rwrel,  lilt  Nlarnrn 
Rt. —  weldinx  and  machine  repairing  ma- chinery. 

If,  T..  HMffala— W.  T.  Teeac,  1017  Oen- 
•oaa  Ml. —  wi'ldlnf  e<|Ulpment  for  electrlo 
weldlnv  shop. 

N,  v..  nelTala— O.  TTrban  Mlllln*  Co.,  tOO 
Critan  HI.—  "lulpinent  for  liluckainlth  aliop, 

H.  Y..  <  anajt.hnrle— Ileerh  N'wt  PnrhlnK Co.— «»inl|>ni"  III  for  proiKiwil  branch  foclory 

at  Hamilton.  Out, 
n.  Y.,  Iiaahirk— Conllnenlal  Ifealer  Co. 

Otter  HI. — maehlnery  for  propoaed  addition 

to  plant  for  the  mantifarttirn  of  l>oller  pnrta 
and  eorea. 
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N.  Y..  Jamestown — Bd.  Educ. — vocational 

equipment  tor  proposed  $350,000  junior  high 
school. 

N.  Y..  L,ake  View — Acme  Shale  &  Brick 
Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
tile  manufacturing  factory  on  the  Pierce 
Farm. 

N.  Y..  New  York — A.  G.  Schoonmaker,  25 
Church  St. — air  coupressoB  2  cylinder  type, 
140  to  160  cu.ft. 

N.  Y..  Olean — Kulp,  Inc.,  C.  W.  Kulp. 
Pres. — machinery  and  equipment  for  the 
manufacture  of  art  goods  and  noveltie.s. 

X.  Y.,  PaJmyra — Palmyra  Pump  &  Ac- 
cessories Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 

proposed  plant  for  manufacturing  patented 
headlight  non-glaring  device  for  auto- mobiles. 

N.  Y..  Rochester — M.  D.  Knowlton  Co.,  28 
Industrial  St.,  manufacturer  of  paper  boxes 
— machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
addition  to  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Rochester — Xewman  Bros.  Grain 
Co.,  304  Troup  St. —  milling  equipment  for 
proposed   addition   to   grain   mill. 

N.  v..  Rochester — W.  B.  Williams.  295 
Monroe  Ave. — equipment  for  proposed  ad- 

dition  to  paint  shop. 
N.  Y.,  Rochester — Wood  Specialties,  Inc., 

124   Riiilroad  St. — one  variety  saw   table. 
N.  Y..  Wilson — Niagara  County  Preserv- 

ing Co. — small  power   hydraulic  press. 
O.,  Canton — Klingstedt  Bros.  Co.,  Cleve- 

land Ave.,  V.  W.  Klingstedt.  Purch.  Agt. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed 
$75,000  printing  plant. 

O.,  North  Canton  —  Hoover  Suction 
Sweeper  Co. — additional  machinery  and 
equipment. 

O..  St.  Clalrsvillc — H.  G.  Nichol,  Box  176 
— power  paper  cutter. 

O..  Warren  —  The  Alloy  Electric  Steel 
Casting  Co.  (manufacturer  of  electric  fur- 

nace and  open  hearth  steel  castings) — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  new  plant. 

Okla..  Talsa — W.  Huddleson,  R.  R.  No.  4 
— $2,000  worth  of  newspaper  equipment,  in- 

cluding job  press  and  newspaper  press. 
Ore..  Philomath — The  Review — 6  or  7 

column  folio  newspaper  press. 
Pa.,  Ashland  —  Bd.  Educ.  —  vocational 

equipment  for  new  $125,000  high  school. 
Pa..  Bridgeport — Bd.  Educ. — vocational 

equipment  for  proposed  high  school. 
Pa..  Coopersburg — The  Coopersburg  Im- 

provement Co.— machinery  and  equipment 
for  new  granite  polishing  plant. 

Pa..  Corry — Bd.  Educ. — vocational  equip- 
ment for  new  $125,000   school. 

Pa.,  Erie — A.  Baker,  2415  Wayne  St. — 22 
In.  paper  cutting  machine. 

Pa..  Freeland  —  Washington  Silk  Co.  — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  silk  manufac- 

turing factory. 
Pa..  Girard  —  Girard  Model  Wks..  Inc.. 

S.  L.  Connell,  Dir. — machinery  for  the 
manufacture  of  wire  shapes,  small  springs 
and  mechanical  toys. 

Pa...  I/ansford — Lehigh  Coal  &  Naviga- 
tion Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for 

$45,000  coal  washing  plant  at  Tamaqua,  to 
replace  that  which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

Pa..  Meadville — The  Meadville  Iron  Co., 
Inc.,  Mill  St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
one  story  addition  to  iron  works. 

Pa..  New  Castle — The  Newcastle  News. 
P.  Rentz.  Mgr. — motors,  shafting,  belting 
and  hangers. 

Pa..  New  Holland — Bd.  Educ. — vocational 
equipment  for  proposed  $100,000  school. 

Pa.,  on  City— Oil  City  Boiler  Wks..  351 
Seneca  St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
large  addition  to  factory. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Electric  Storage  Battery  Co.. 
19tli  and  Allegheny  Sts.— equipment  for 
proposed  branch  factory  in  Kansas  City, 
Mo. 

Pa..  Pringle  (Wilkes-Barre  P.  O.) — Bd. 
Educ. — vocational  equipment  for  proposed 
$85,000    school. 

Pa.,  Rea^linB — J.  Biehl  Wagon  &  Auto 
Wks.,  31  South  5th  St. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  new  two  story  iJlant  for  the 
manufacture  of  automobile  parts  and  equip- 

ment,  at  West  Reading. 

Pa.,  Rochester — M.  R.  Regan — carload  of 
thread  protectors. 

Pa.,  Throop  —  Bd.  Educ. — vocational 
equipment  for  new    $175,000  scliool. 

Pa.,  Towanda — Bradford  County  Coal  & 
Oil  Co.,  J.  Conklin,  Dir. — pumping  machin- 

ery and  drilling  equipment  for  new  oil  well. 

Pa.,  Troy — Bd.  Educ. — vocational  equip- 
ment for  proposed  $100,000  high  .school. 

Pa.,  llnlontown — Provant  Coal  Co. — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  new  coal  tipple, 

fan  house  and  mechanical  draft  depart- ment. 

Pa..  Warren — J.  T.  Newell.  244  Penn 
Ave. — additional  machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  4  story  printing  plant  on Liberty  St. 

R.  I.,  Pawtacket  —  Lumb  Knitting  Co., 
Central  Ave.— cylinders  and  dials,  14  cut, 
for  17,  18,  19,  20,  21  and  22  in.  body  ma- chines. 

R.  I.,  Providence — Eddy  Finishing  Co., 
H.  A.  Clason,  1008  Turks  Head  Bldg., 
Purchi.  Agt. — cotton  goods  printing  and 
dyeing  machinery  for  plant  (being  or- 
ganized). 

8.  !>..  White  Lake — The  White  Lake  Co- 
operative Creamery  Assn..  J.  L.  Jensem, 

Secy,  and  Mgr. — cream  vats,  parafflner, 
tester,  rotary  and  deep  well  pumps,  shaft- 

ing, hangers,  belting,  mostly  double  leather, 
pulleys,  water  storage  tanks,  pipes  and  fit- 

tings, pipe  cutting  tools,  vise,  dies,  etc. 
Tenn..  Chattanooga — The  Dixie  Spinning 

IVSills — complete  machinery  tor  spinning mill. 

Tex.,  Kort  Worth — Southwest,  844  Mon- 
roe St.  (newspaper) — power  job  press  and 

paper  cutter. 
Tex.,  Kenedy — The  Kenedy  Ice  &  Elec- 

tric Co. — laundry  equipment. 
Va..  Petersburg — Petersburg  Printing  & 

Stationery  Co.,  17  East  Bank  St. — cylinder 
printing  press. 

Va.,  Richmond — T.  W.  McCabe.  20  South 
10th  St.  (manufacturer  of  cornic  e.«.  ventila- 

tors and  roofing) — one  steel  cornice  brake 
and  one  burring  machine. 

Va..  Richmond — The  Rosenthal  Printing 
Co..  412  East  Main  St. — one  large  cylinder 

press. 
Va..  Winchester  —  Winchester  Lumber 

Co.,  W.  B.  Cornell,  Pres. — machiner:  and 
equipment  for  proposed  lumber  mill  at  Oore. 

Wis.,  Auhnrndale — W.  Schmidt  (grist 
mill) — feed  grinding  machinery,  gasoline 
engine  or  motor  power. 

Wis.,  Cuba — J.  Selleck  &  Co. — zinc  min- 
ing and  cru.shing  machinery. 

Wis.,  .Jump  River — Crane  Lumber  Co. — 
saw  mill  machinery,  belting,  shafting  and 
hangers. 

Wis.,  Kankauna — The  Ground  Wood  Pulp 
Supply  Co. — machinery  and  equipment,  in- 

cluding grinders,  for  proposed  pulp  mill. 

Wis.,  Kaukauna — P.  A.  Mitchell — storage 
tanks,  pumps  and  equipment  for  proposed 
filling  station. 

Wis.,  Marshfleld  —  Roddis  Lumber  & 
Veneer  Co.,  East  2nd  St..  H.  Roddis,  Purch. 
Agt. — medium  size  planer. 

Wis..  Milwaukee  —  The  Natl.  Knitting 
Co.,  905  Clinton  St. — knitting  machines  for 
proposed  addition  to  factory. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — E.  P.  Seybold,  34  2  6th 
St.     (produce) — refrigeration    machinery. 

Wis.,  Park  Falls — Hines  Lumber  Co. — 
power  machinery  for  proposed  $75,000  saw 
mill  at  Loretta  near  Draper. 

Wis..  Racine — Racine  Pine  Mills  Co.,  1010 
13th  St.  (dairy  products) — steam  driven  re- 

frigeration machinery. 

Wis..  .SIhiger — L.  A.  Burg — storage  tanks 
and  pumps  for  proposed  garage. 

Ont..  Brantford — Brantford  Roofing  Co., 
Ltd.  (manufacturer  of  asphalt  roofing  prod- 

ucts). (".  M.  Thompson.  Mgr. — roofing machinery. 

Ont.,  Hamilton — Standard  Underground 
Cable  Co.  of  Canada.  Ltd..  T.  I>.  Waring. 
Mgr. — machinery  for  stranding  and  cabling 
of  wire  and  cables,  also  electrically  driven 
pumps  for  operating  hydraulic  presses. 

Ont..  Stratforil — W.  AV.  Camp  (manufac- 
turer of  peat) — machinery  and  equipment 

for  the  manufacture  of  briquettes. 

Ont..  Windsor — Wilkie  Products  Co.,  312 
Pitt  St..  W. — *'(iuipment  for  proposed  fac- 

tory for  tlie  manufacture  of  piston  rings 
and  garage  equipment  at  Till.sonburg. 

One..    Montreal  —  Howard  Smith    Paper 
Mills.    Ltd..    138    MoCe    St.,  C.    H.    Smith, 
Pres. — complete      equipment  for     bleached 
snda  pulp  planl. 

Australia,  New  8outli  Wales.  S.vdnev — 
L.  P.  R.  Bean  &  Co..  Ltd..  229  Castlereagh 
St.  (electrical  engineers  and  imiK>rters  of 
electrical  supplies  and  machinery).  L.  P.  R. 
Bean,  Purch.  .\gt. — refrigerating  machin- 

ery for  restaurants,  hotels  and  domestic 
use.  also  ice  making  machines,  electrically 
operated. 
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Ala.,  Bessemer — The  Na.shville  Bridge 
Co.  Shelby  Ave.,  Nashville,  Tenn.,  will 
build  a  fabricating  plant,  here.  Estimated 
cost  $85,000.     A.  J.  Dyer,  Pres. 

Calif.,  Chico — Chico  High  School  Dis- 
trict will  build  a  shop  building  for  the  high 

school.  Estimated  cost  $20,000.  R.  H. 
Camper,   Secy. 

Calif.,  Fresno — The  United  Engine  &  Ma- 
chine Co.  plans  to  build  a  machine  shop, 

foundry  and  molding  shop,  pattern  shop 
and  forge  building  for  the  manufacture  of 
heavy  castings,  valves  and  piston  rings  as 
a  specialty. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco  —  The  city  and 
county  of  San  FrancLsco,  Bd.  of  Park 
Comrs..  Park  Lodge.  Golden  Gate  Park,  will 
soon  receive  bids  for  the  construction  of  re- 

pair shops  and  sheds.  Estimated  cost 
$24,400. 

Conn..  Bridgeport  —  The  Belknap  Mfg. 
Co.,  Union  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  20  x  60  ft. 
addition  to  its  plant  for  the  manufacture 
of  water  fittings.     Estimated  cost   $12,000. 

ni..  Chicago — P.  D.  Chase.  Inc.,  Archts.. 
645  North  Michigan  Ave.,  receiving  bids 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  124  x  173 
ft.  factory  at  5800-5814  Throop  St.,  for  the 
Goldsmith  Bros.  Smelting  &  Refining  Co., 
29  Ea.sf  Madison  St.  Estimated  cost 

$55,000. 
111.,  Chicago  —  L.  G.  Hallberg  &  Co., 

Archts.,  116  South  Michigan  Ave.,  receiving 
bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  30  x 
112  ft.  factory  on  103rd  St.  and^Hoyne  Ave., 
for  the  Chicago  Steel  &  Wire  Co.,  10257 
Torrence  Ave.     Estimated  cost  $15,000. 

III..  Chicago— T.  G.  Hallberg  &  Co.. 
Archts.,  116  South  Michigan  Ave.,  will  soon 
receive  bids  for  the  con.strurtion  of  a  1 
story,  68  x  190  ft.  addition  to  garage  for 
Huguelot  Bros.,  908  Gary  St.  Estimated 
cost  $50,000. 

III.,  Elgin — The  Elgin  Stove  &  Oven  Co., 
14  Chicago  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  3  story  factory  on 
State  and  Schiller  St.  Estimated  cost 
$100,000.     Noted  Feb.  23. 

Ky.,  Ashland  —  The  Amer.  Rolling  Mil! 
Co.  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  an  addition  to  its  plant,  including  a 
jobbing  and  sheet  mill,  also  a  galvanizing 

plant. Mass..  Hyde  Park  (Boston  P.  O.) — The 
Tileston  &  Hollingsworth  Co..  49  Federal 
St.,  Boston,  manufacturer  of  paper  and 
cardboard,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story  addition  to  its 
machine  shop,  here.   Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Mass.,  Somerville  —  C.  R.  Bowlby.  16 
Thorndike  St.,  West  Somerville.  will  build 
a  4  story,  60  x  75  ft.  garage  on  Buena 
Vista  Rd.,  here.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

»rich..  Flat  Rocit — A.  Kahn.  Archt.,  1000 
Marquette  Bldg..  Detroit,  is  receiving  bids 
and  will  open  same  about  Nov.  4  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story,  59  x  148  ft.  gas 
producer  plant,  including  coal  hopper,  here, 
for  the  Ford  Motor  Co.,  Highland  Park. 

Minn..  St.  Paul — The  American  Radiator 
Co..  1807  Elmwood  Ave.,  Buffalo.  N.  Y., 
is  having  plans  prepared  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  plant  for  the  manufacture  of 
radiators,  including  foundry,  machine  shop, 
warehouses,  etc.,  on  a  525  x  120  ft.  site,  on 
Prior  Ave.,  here.  Estimated  cost  $1,500,000. 
J.  P.  Groebe,   c/o  owner,  Engr. 

Mo..  Joplln — The  Norton  Taxicab  Co..  6th 
and  Wall  Sts.,  plans  to  build  a  2  story. 
100  X  155  ft.  garage  and  machine  shop  at 
520  Wall  St.  Estimated  cost  $35,000.  V. 
Norton,  Pres.     Architect  not  selected. 

Mo..  Kansas  City — The  Electric  Storage 
Battery  Co..  19th  and  Allegheny  Sts..  Phila.. 
Pa.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  1  story,  160  x  220  ft.  branch  fac- 
tory on  Belmont  St.,  here.  Estimated  cost 

$150,000. 
N.  J..  Trenton  —  The  Ebcrhard  Watch 

Corp..  Commonwealth  Bldg.,  plans  to  build 
a  plant  for  the  manufacture  of  watches. 
G.  P.  Eberhard,  Pres. 

N.  Y..  Dunkirk — The  Continental  Heater 
Co.,  Otter  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  64  x  220  ft. 
addition  to  its  plant  for  the  manufacture  of 
boiler  parts  and  cores. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — The  Canter  Constr. 
Co.,  c/o  F.  Parker,  Engr.  and  Archt..  44 
Court  St.,  Brooklyn,  will  build  a  2  story, 
150  X  195  ft.  garage  on  Park  Ave.  and  164th 
St..  here.     Estimated  cost  $150,000. 
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Taak  Oa.  •/•  r.  a  Walkw.  t«4«  Bui  TtUi 

mgmmim  a(  a  r5^.^Mry  ••  PIMt  Ar>. 
•M.     r.  (1    Walkw.  r/«  tmwr.  Ar^M. 

•.  CTmlaa<     TW  Otta  aiaal  da.  c/aR. 
■>aiiMi«.  ItecT.  aa4  Arrku  IS4I  Jiaala— 

anvrtlaa  a(  a  iMary  mmI  mUL  Iwjwilf 
tliiBfcg  mm.  alHy  aUU  aM  ••aiiWiartS 

.  —   Tka   VMca   Maur   i*a. 
<*W«  a>i«n»  awar«^  Um  eoMfsct  for  Ik* 

a(  a  t  atary.  «a  a  l»t  «•  J^ 
.  ttk  «.  aa4  OHilral  A«*.   bu- 
|la«.«ML 

•.      m  iilaal      ■iljMi       (Waimwvin* 

far  Um  laawrawlna  af  a  I  Morr. 
S   !••,  ft.  OTM*  •(   S^T*   MarV'  Kd- 

i«.M«.       Notrd    JaB>      t. 

•^  %mm»  Cliiilaad  —  Tba  PaOark-DavIa 
Oa.    IIUI   BarU4  A**.,  awardad   Um  eon- 

nu  Bctaaiaa  RA.  CTmlakl,  wimi 
ml  aala.  kalta  aid  rivals   kava   
aripan*  far  lk«  raawmrtlaa  a<  a  1  Mary, 
m  s  SM  f(  factory,  kwo.  ■atliaal»d  coot 
IIU.MO.  O.  a  RMar  •  Oow  CaMwy  Btdc 

aad  Ai^iul 

AMbrM«»  —  Tk*  Kalfcwal  Motal 
t*<k  «Ul  balld  a  1  alary,  tt  *  IM 

Al».  WflaakaM  Tka  clly  awardad  tho 
eoairaai  for  tha  coaatraeUoo  o(  a  1  atory, 
I,*  B  IM  tt.  nuulMt  hoiia*.  uicludlDB  com- 
pMa  rafrlBvrattac  plant  on  >rd  Av«.  and 
llnl  ai.    XiOmatad  coat  IIN.tM. 

Ate.  Miai'ajrnn  TT-  LaMtk  Portland CaMMN  (STrmMB  BMb.  AltaMlewa.  Pa.. 
awardad  tka  eantraet  for  tha  eoaatmctkm 
af  a  caoMM  mill,  oapaelty  t.MC.M*  bbL 
par  yaar.  bar*.    Noted  Oct.  t. 

Ark..  Tkaralsa— Thr  Stout  taimbcr  Co. 
plana  to  nbullil  Mo  lumbrr  mill  which  waa 
daalroycd  by  ftrr.     I£stlinat«d  coat  fSOO.OOO. 

ralir.,  rrnaa — Blark's  Packacv  Co.,  lOlt Van  Nvaa  Avr..  U  havlnc  plana  prvparod 
for  lh«  conainirtlon  of  a  S  atory,  SOO  ft. 
fmataaa,  Morva  bulMlns  and  r«frlc«ratlrif 
plaal.  Wimatvd  coal  lltMta.  K  P. 
P»k!hlta  Co..  Itank  of  Italy  Bide..  Kncra. 
aad  Archta. 

f^a•r..  Maa  PraaaUra  —  P.  Qraaal.  108 
Arcuallo  Blvd..  awarded  the  cunlract  for 
llM  conainirtlon  of  a  1  atory.  110  x  ISO  ft. 
■wrbU  and  trrraaao  producta  factory  on 
■aa  Bruno  Ava.    BatUnatad  ooat  tt.OOO. 

DL.  Cklaaaa  B.  J.  Brack  *  Sona.  SIS 
Waal  Ohio  BU.  awardad  tha  eoMlract  (or  tho 
co«alr«oUo«  af  a  I  awry.  IM  x  *00  rt  camly 
factory  oa  KlBBla  aad  Clearo  8u.  Ifail- 

Mt  ll.OOO.OOO.     .4otcd  Oct.  1». 

sa,  CJhIaaaa — Tk«  Imperial  Bos  Co..  tne. 
IIOO  Carroll  St.,  awardrd  the  contract  for 
tba  oooatnirilun  of  a  1  atory.  10  X  110  ft. 
factory  >l   1&K-40  Carroll  Ave.     Batlmatad 

tsi.oo*. 

—  TW    MMdMd    aiaal 
Oat.  awardad  tha  t— tiaat   far  tka 

KtMa  a<  a  I  alary.  M  b  Ml  ft.  fae- 
tarp  h«Mlac.    Xolad  J«aa  U 

P»,  MaKMo  Baaka— Tha  Padaral   Bnam- 
alhi«    A    Btaiptag    Co,    thaaaoon     Ave. 

baud  a  1  alary  (aManr  tor  thr  manu- mn  ad  Ua  aad  aaaiaalai 

Sa,  Maas  CMy — Tba  Hanford  Prodaea 
Co,  lal  and  Court  St..  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  oonatructlon  of  a  I  atory.  100 
B  160  ft.  cold  atorasa  warehouae  and  Ice 
plant  OB  lat  aad  Vlndnla  Sta  ISatUnatad 
raat   tlOd.MO. 

Me.,   tawlalaa     Th»   Batea  Mfc.  Co.  baa 
-  -       -•         natn 

had  plana  nreparad  (or  the  coi 
a  4  atory.  110  b  111 

  m  K-  ara  naafilSi  btda 
^  HMttaa  of  a  S  alary.  M  b  !•• 
aad  haB  aa  WyaaalM  Ava._aad 
,  (or  P.  Wandahk.  if 

-  oaal  ifM.r 

arah — The     PletakaMB     Ti 
M.  Haw  Tark  CSty. 

^_  Iha  caaSraal  far  tba  aaatnieUwi 
atory.  Tt  b  t»S  ft-  aaaagr  aad  faraca 

~    '      ▼  aad    Wamani   Ma- 
Ito.oaa       Maiad 

ts. 

Caw Tta  I.aMCk  Coal  *  Navl- 
'    <d.  alaaa   to   raballd   iu whiirk  waa  raoaatly  da- 

Coat  balaaaa  |U.M« 

.  BaaaaMa  — Tha  Chorake*  il<>ior 
Oa.  til  ftato  m-  alaaa  la  biild  a  t  aiory. 
IM  B  tt«  n.  iiliil»B  to  Ha  Baraaa  aait  ra- 

aalr   i|a^    Mtkaalad^  aaaT    in.MO.      C. 
  W._Ta.     ■aailaalaa     Tha     ArMtroas 
Ink.  Oa.  awarded  Iha  eaalrart  far  Om  aaa- 
MTtmSm  •<  a  Faiary.  1*1  a  tOI  ft.  addltEa 
to  Ma  plaai  far  tka  maaafaaiara  af  bard- 

aad  ■piiliinii,     HaladOct.  It. 

</0  A. 

   _    miction  of 
_  .   ,.   S10  fl.  addition  to  IU  plant 
for  the  manufacture  of  atnrham  cooda. 
Kattmated  coat  ttOO.OOO.  Arcbltact  not  an- iKMiacad. 

Mom,  Bvara**— «tona  *  Porayth  Co..  t1 
Klaaawa  St..  Boatoo.  awardad  tha  contract 
for  tba  eaaatroclloa  of  a  t  atory.  It  x  4t 
fl.  addition  to  Ita  papar  plant  on  8prln(  St.. 
bar*.     BMtBiatad  coat  lU.OOO. 

Maaa..  l^aB  Blver — Tha  8a«amor«  Ufs. 
Co..  Baneflt  at.  awarded  the  contract  for 
IlM  oonatnictloo  of  a  S  atory.  It  x  tt  fl. 
addHlon  to  IM  plant  No.  1.  BaUmated  coot 

flO.OOO Mae*..  ■aaaerrlDa — The  Mitchell  Bakary 
Co.  Roatb  81 .  CambrMre.  awardad  tha 
eontraot  for  the  conetrurtion  of  a  1  atory. 
•«  B  tt  ft.  bakery  on  Vine  OU  bara.  BaO- 
OMtad   coat    Itt.OOO. 

MMk,  Plal  Baeh — A.  Kahn,  1000  Mar- 
gmlH   Hldf      l>etrol(.    I«  rerelvlnc  I'lda   and 

atrartlon  of  a  I  atory,  SIS  x  Itl  ft.  plate 
■taaa  factory,  bare,  (or  the  Pord  Motor  Co . 
Tltthlaad  Park.     Statttaatad  eoat  tl.too.ooe. 

P.  J,  BaaWaktowa  —  The  Bnnllahtitwn 
Carpel  Co.  awardrd  the  contrart  for  the 
oenalrvction  of  a  S  atory.  to  x  II  ft.  car- 
Kt    factory       Batlmatad   eoat    tlt.OOO.     A. 

aldoon.  Praa. 

Hiiw~"L'K«»t  plaiM  to  baild  a  t  alary.' id's  print  c'orp.  plana  To  rebulld'IS'papar  fac- l««  tl  •arnaa.  bar*.  KatiaMtad  raal  |4t.>  lory  to  replace  tlto  ooa  whiidi  waa  raeantly 
OM.    Atoka  Mt  aat  arteclad.  daatroyed   by  Ara, 

H.  T-  Airrad    Wayaald  Broa.  plan  to  rf 
band    ilieir    4    atory    rbeaae    factory    and 

alltah    waa   daalroyad    by   ara. 
a  Ito.oat  and  tto.tot.     Aniu- 

Mlanaaj 

the 

Wa. jaiaai  ̂ L.  A.  ■>*«  «rf9  MM  a  I  ■.  T-  MTala— The  Plltabarv  Ploor  MIIIb 

W.  T,  JaMaalaaa  Ttia  Altlanoa  Ptafat- 
Mr*  Co..  Aiiaa  at^  awarded  ibe  contraat  me 
(he  conHructkm  of  a  4  atory  addlOaa  ••  tta 

a4fab  MkMk.  awardad  Um  eoairaal  far  <9* 

  ft.    t).   OMaa*a««avt.    awariad    . 

fkMonr,  ta  eontaln  to.oot  aq.ft.  floor  apnea. 
Coat  wlu  axeaad  ttl.OOO.     Noted  Oct.  It. 

M.  y.  Jaataatowa  —  The  Bmpira  Caaa 
Qpoda  Oa.  lit  Poote  Ave.  awarded  tha 
contract  far  the  ronat ruction  of  a  t  atory 
addition  to  Ita  (urnllure  factory,  to  con- 

tain 1,000  aq.ft.  floor  apace.     Noted  Oct.  IS. 
M.  Y.  ■aehaaier — The  Newman  Itroa. 

Orata  Co.,  SOI  Troup  8t..  plana  to  build  an 
addition  to  lu  craln  mill.  Katlmaled  ooat 
tSI.OtO.     Archllect   not  announced. 

Pa..  Phlla.— The  J.  I).  Strtaon  Co.,  ith 
Kt.  and  Columbia  Ave.,  la  havlnc  plana  pra- 
iiarvd  (or  the  omatrucllun  of  an  I  atory, 
IS  X  II  fl.  hat  factory,  a  I  atory,  114  x  114 

ft.  aarase  and  workahop,  and  a  I  aiory,  71 
X  1S4  ft.  machine  and  repair  ahop  on  Ith 
St.  and  Columbia  Ave.  J.  O.  Potta,  tth  St. 
and  Montaumery  Ave.,  Archt. 

Teaa_  Klaaaporl — The  Mead  PIbra  Co. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  conatructlun 
of  a  S  atory.  II  x  Sit  ft.  papar  mill.  Katl- 
mated  coat  tS&O.OOO.     Noted  Oct.  6. 

Waak.  TaeoMa — The  Northern  Furniture 
Co.,  South  Water  St.,  Sheboyxan.  Wla..  U 
raoelvlns    bid*    fur    the    ccmatructlon    or    a 
4  ator)',  110  X  1I>0  ft.  furniture  fartory  on 
Kdlaon  HI.,  here.  Katlmated  coat  t(0,tOO. 
W.  C.  Weeka,  ISO  OnUrlo  Ave.,  Sheboynm. 
Wla.,  Archt. 

Wla_  Delevaa — Tha  Slate  Bd.  of  Control, 
M.  J.  Tatnilna,  Sacy..  Madlaon,  awarded  the 
contract  for  tha  oonatructlon  of  a  I  atory 
cold  Btorase  plant,  here.  Batlmatad  coat 

tlO.OOO. Wla..  Poad  da  Lae — The  Model  L,aundry 
Co.,  tt  Macy  St.,  plana  to  build  a  S  atory, to  X  to  ft.  addition  to  Ita  laundry,  ato. 
Katlmated  coat  $40,000.  Architect  not  ae- 
lected. 

Wla_  Ureea  Bay— B.  J.  Balaa  Co.,  SSI 
Main  St..  la  havlnR  plana  prepared  for  tha 
conatrucllon  of  a  S  atory,  50  x  OS  ft.  pickle 
factory,  KatlmatMl  coat  t40,000.  IS.  J. 
Balxa.    Mcr.     Private  plana. 

Wla.  Oraan  Bay — Brown  County,  e/o  H. 
P.  WIttla.   Clk.,   Court    Houae,   will  bulkl   a 
5  atory,  70  x  tl  fl.  laundry.  Batlmuli'il 
ooat  $40,000.     N<>(<-(l   St'pt.    14. 

Wla.  Oraea  Hay — The  Kalrmont  Cream- 
ery Co.  SOO  North  liway.,  awurded  the 

contract  for  the  conatructfon  of  a  2  atory, 
100  X  106  fl.  dniry  und  powvr  boiler  houaa. 
Katlmated  coat  ttO,u«0.     Noted  Sept.  St. 

Wla.  Mllwaahee  —  The  Air  It<-dui'tlon 
Salea  Co.,  SSIt  South  Uumlior  St.,  ChU-HRo. awarded  the  contract  (or  alterailona  to  lla 
1  atory  (actorv  on  Buffum  St.  hero.  Batl- 

matad ooat   tSO.OOO. 
WU,  New  lioUlela— The  New  Holateln 

CannIrK  Co.  will  build  ii  t  atory.  to  x  ItO 
ft.  cannlna  (anory.  Katlmatea  coat  140,- 
000.     A.  T.  lllpke.  Secy. 

Wla.,  Oaaala^Tbe  Blaaora  Vanear  Co. 
will  bulM  a  1  atory,  tO  s  ItO  ft.  vanear  fao- 
tory.  Ki-ti.-nated  coat  140,000.  J.  O.  At- 
waler,  Mr>'      Not>>d  Oct,  i. 

Wl*.  Plynoith — The  Phenix  Ch-r>-  Co. 
la  havlna  plai  .<  prepared  for  tho  cti.airuc- 
tlon  of  a  I  f"  '  ̂ "  «  to  ft.  cheeab  (B<-lciry, 
Katlmaled    '  ">a,      R.    a.    Hurlmi'h. 
Utr    HlnB'i  <'o.   I  South  Clinton St.,  Chlca«o,       .Voted  Au*.  St. 

WIe..  Raetae — The  Ilclle  City  Malleabla 
Iron  I'o.  plana  to  build  a  I  atory,  45  x  50 
ft,  caa  plant  (or  annealinc  aad  core  ovena, 
BatTmnt<.d  i-oal  140,000.  C.  S.  Anderaon. 
Mcr.     Architect  not  aetactad. 

Wla.,  Raatae— Thn  llavli-a  Hhnu  Mfr  Co. 
Northweetern  and  r*arllale  Hta.,  plana  to 
build  a  S  »!'  ''     ■    110  fl,  ahon  factory, 
Katlmated   ■  00.     C.   Davloa,   Prra. 

Archltecrt  li" 
Wla.  Baelae  —  The  Wlaoonain  Ona  A 

Blectrlr  Co.,  iOI  tth  St.,  aw»rdiMl  the  con- 
tract for  the  oonatructlon  of  a  1  atory.  60  x 

tt  ft.  aaa  plant.  Katlmated  ooat  140,000. 
Noted  Auv,  17. 

Wla.,  t'nlan  Orove  —  Th*  fltaU  Bd,  of 
Coniml,  M  J.  Tap|>lne,  Saogr.  tOt  Oar- 
Beld  HI.  MiiiiK.',!!  iiu.'iritKl  itii'  nontrnri  fur 
tba  conalrip  '■"    x    90  ft. 
laandry  at  for  Peabia 
Minded,     li.  I    .  '      uiMioo. 
Noted   Oct,  b. 

Wla.    Weat    Brad  -  Th.-  I    fon- 
creto    Fro«)n  ■■  i 
for  the  con  it. 
factory   for   ' '  ■  ■  i  in and     ooacrato     producta.  ISatlrnutcd      cuat 

IID.OOt. 

n  r  rnwrntt  Mvar — Tba  P'-  "  '" -f-r I-  havliM  Blana  prapi'' 

f.  n  of  a  f  amgr,  to  B  ::• 
iion  I"  iia  paper  DiltL  Batlmatad  •.'mt  «..'>»,- ••.    R  Ball-lrvInK,  Powell  lUvcr   Arrht. 
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storage  and  Disbursement  of  Small  Tools 
The  Different  Ways  of  Keeping  Track  of  Tools  — Single  and  Double  Check  Systems- 

The  Register  System — Check  Room  of  the  Future 

By  W.  J.  SANSOM 

A  MODERN  tool  storage  and  disbursement  system, 
in  order  to  be  efficient,  should  be  based  upon  the 

.  principle  of  "a  place  for  everything  and  every- 
thing in  its  place."  When  any  particular  system  is  se- 
lected as  being  best  fitted  to  the  conditions  obtaining, 

there  must  be  consistent  and  persistent  fufillment  of  all 
details  connected  therewith,  for  it  is  well  known  that  an 
intermittent  system  is  worse  than  no  system  at  all.  Care 
should  be  taken  to  install  the  system  that  will  best  suit 
the  condition  and  that  provides  for  the  upkeep  of  the 
tools.  A  plant  manufacturing  a  standard  product,  year 

in  and  year  out,  can  install  a  different  method  of  dis- 
bursement of  tools  from  that  desirable  where  the  product 

is  subject  to  change.  Therefore  the  writer  will  explain 

how  various  systems  are  applied  and  to  which  class  of 
shop  each  one  is  suited. 

In  addition  to  the  problem  of  disbursement,  attention 
will  be  given  to  the  storage,  ordering,  maintenance,  in- 

spection and  final  disposition  of  tools,  together  with 
suggestions  for  blank  forms  to  be  used  in  connection 
with  the  different  systems  outlined.  It  is  earnestly 
recommended  that  a  capable  man  with  good  mechanical 

training  be  placed  in  charge  of  the  tool  service  depart- 
ment. He  should  be  a  man  in  whom  confidence  can  be 

placed  to  direct  intelligently  all  phases  of  the  work  such 

as  the  ordering  of  small  tools,  repair  parts  for  machin- 
ery and  the  maintenance  of  small  tools  for  the  entire 

plant,  one  who  is  broad-minded  enough  to  settle  dis- 
putes that  are  bound  to  arise  with  the  workmen  and 

adjust  these  differences  to  the  satisfaction  of  and  with 
justice  to  both  employer  and  the  employee.  Such  a 
man,  who  in  addition  to  the  foregoing  qualifications  can 
take  care  of  the  details,  it  is  the  details  that  count  in 
this  branch  of  factory  management,  is  a  valuable  asset 
to  any  organization. 

Tool  Checking  Systems 

The  single  check  system  is  the  one  in  common  use 
and,  contrary  to  general  belief,  is  not  very  efficient  as 
there  are  greater  opportunities  for  losses  than  appear 

upon  first  consideration.  The  employee,  when  he  ap- 
plies for  tools,  is  given  a  check  number  which  is  re- 

corded and  serves  as  an  identification.  A  stated  num- 
ber, usually  ten,  of  stamped  metal  checks  bearing  this 

identification  number  are  then  issued  and  the  workman, 
upon  making  a  request  for  a  tool,  will  leave  one  of  these 
checks  to  be  placed  in  the  bin  from  which  the  tool  is 
taken.  When  the  tool  is  returned  it  is  again  placed  in 
the  bin  and  the  check  returned  to  the  workman. 

The  double  check  system  involves  a  set  of  checks  with 

the  workman's  identification  number  stamped  thereon 
to  be  furnished  for  each  employee,  an  identification  tag 

or  card,  and  metal  checks  of  a  different  shape  than  the 
number  checks,  stamped  with  the  names  and  sizes  of 
the  tools  in  stock.  The  workman  is  given  an  identifi- 

cation number  stamped  on  a  large  metal  tag,  or  perhaps 
a  printed  card  which  is  arranged  to  display  the  identi- 

fication number  in  prominent  figures  and  should  also 
be  arranged  so  that  his  own  signature  will  appear 
thereon.  This  identification  tag  or  card  must  be  shown 
when  tools  are  called  for. 

Card  Record  Check 

Inside  the  tool  room,  a  large  board  should  be  located 

at  the  most  convenient  point  for  the  attendant's  use  and 
having  a  double  row  of  hooks,  the  upper  row  to  receive 

the  ten  checks  bearing  the  workman's  number,  the  lower 
row  for  the  checks  that  are  stamped  with  the  names  of 
the  tools  that  the  employee  is  using.  Each  tool  bin 
must  also  have  two  hooks,  one  for  the  number  check 
and  the  other  for  the  check  which  is  stamped  with  the 
name  of  the  tool.  In  making  requisition  for  a  tool,  let 
us  take  for  instance  a  one-inch  machine  reamer,  the 
workman  will  give  his  identification  number  which  we 
will  assume  is  number  50.  The  check  room  attendant 
will  take  one  check  numbered  50  from  the  board  and 

hang  it. on  the  hook  in  the  bin  containing  the  one-inch 
machine  reamer,  remove  the  check  marked  one-inch 
machine  reamer  from  the  bin  and  hang  it  on  the  hook 
below  the  number  check  on  the  board  and  deliver  the 
tool  to  the  workman.  Upon  the  tool  being  returned  the 
procedure  is  reversed. 

Under  the  plan  known  as  the  card  record  and  check 
system,  all  tools  that  are  likely  to  be  a  part  of  the  work- 

man's permanent  outfit,  such  as  oilcans,  wrenches,  files, 
brushes,  etc.,  are  recorded  on  a  card  which  is  filed  at 
the  time  the  tools  are  issued.  Other  tools  that  are  to 
be  used  only  for  short  periods  are  checked  to  him  by 
one  of  the  checking  systems.  Should  the  employee  be 
discharged  or  resign  he  is  expected  to  return  the  tools 
checked  and  also  the  tools  charged  to  him  on  the  record. 
In  the  event  of  tools  on  record  being  worn  out,  new  ones 
are  given  out  when  the  old  ones  are  returned  to  the 
checkroom  or  credit  given  on  the  record  if  the  tools  are 
not  replaced. 
No  metal  checks  are  used  in  the  disbursement  of 

tools  under  the  register  plan  with  the  exception  of  an 
identification  tag.  A  register  is  used  like  the  McCaskey 
or  American,  together  with  written  memorandum  slips 
made  in  duplicate.  To  all  intents  and  purposes  it  is 
practically  the  same  method  as  used  in  many  grocery 
stores  for  charge  purchases.  Each  check  room  attend- 

ant is  furnished  with  a  duplicate  pad  and  as  the  indi- 
vidual employee  receives  tools  he  is  given  the  original 
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broken  or  worn-out  tool  except  upon  receipt  of  the 
breakage  rep<irt  signed  by  the  foreman.  A  simple  form 
is  shown  in  Fig.  I. 

A  daily  or  weekly  report  ma>'  then  be  made  out  for 
the  superintendent  by  the  tool  director  giving  the  tool 
breakage  in  condensed  form.  See  Fig.  2.  This  report 
would  be  compileil  from  the  tool  breakage  reports  is- 
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sued  by  the  shop  foreman  and  would  enable  the  super- 
intendent to  keep  in  clo!«e  touch  with  the  amount  of  and 

reason  for  the  breaking  of  tools. 
When  a  workman  resigns  his  position  or  is  discharged, 

his  tool  account  should  be  carefully  scrutinized  and  steps 
taken  to  have  all  tools  returned  to  the  check  room.  A 
report  should  be  made  to  the  accounting  or  time  keeping 

department  certifying  that  the  employee's  account  is 
clear  or,  should  there  be  tools  lost,  notation  should  be 
made  on  the  report  to  that  effect.  The  form  in  Fig.  3 
ir.ay  be  used. 

Single  Check  System 

Tile  single  check  system,  while  the  simplest  and  least 
costly  in  its  operation,  has  many  weak  features  that  too 
often  are  albwed  to  pass  unnoticed.  A  few  simple  in- 
stanoea  are  given :  The  check  room  attendant  may  place 

the  workman's  check  on  the  wrong  hook,  he  may  acci- 
dentally  knock  the  checks  off  the  hooka  and  in  replacing 
them  be  In  doubt  as  to  where  they  Itelong  and  he  may 
perhaps  replace  them  on  the  wrong  hooks,  the  employee 
may  return  a  certain  tool  in  exchange  for  another  and 
the  attendant  neglect  to  change  the  check  from  the  first 
to  the  second  tool.  All  these  errors  will  occur  every 
day  in  a  check  room  of  any  size  and  especially  in  shops 

where  the  prevailing  practice  is  to  employ  for  tool  check- 
ing yoong  twys,  whose  sense  of  responsibility  is  usually 

lacking  or  only  partly  developed. 
Often  a  tool  checked  to  a  workman  is  lost  in  the  shop 

or  perhaps  it  has  been  loaned  by  him  to  another  em- 
ployee and  the  transaction  forgotten-  Again  it  is  not 

an  uncommon  practice  for  a  workman  to  use  a  tool  that 

is  charged  against  another  man  without  asking  his  per- 
mission and  when  the  los.t  is  discovered  the  workman 

against  whom  the  tool  is  charged  will  quite  frequently 
diaclairo  all  knowledge  of  the  tool  to  the  attendant. 
After  considerabb  argument,  to  avoid  congestion  at 
the  tool  room  window  while  the  discussion  is  going  on 

and  consequent  delay  in  giving  out  tools  to  other  work- 
men, the  attendant  will  ba  forced  to  give  the  workman 

the  benefit  of  the  doubt  becauae  he  fears  that  the  check 
might  have  been  mbplaced  in  the  check  room  through 
one  of  the  errors  above  expUined.  In  the  same  way  the 

employee  might  break  a  tool  and  attempt  to  evade  the 
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responsibility  for  the  act  by  denying  that  he  had  re- 
ceived it. 

Those  readers  who  have  not  actually  had  charge  of 
this  branch  of  shop  management,  may  doubt  that  these 
are  common  occurrences  and  will  not  believe  that  work- 

men'will  distort  the  facts  to  such  an  extent.  The  vast 
majority  of  people  are  honest  and  the  workman  who 
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FIG.  3— WORKMAN'S  CLEARANCE  CARD 

will  prevaricate  about  tools  in  all  probability  would  not 

remove  one  cent's  worth  of  material  from  the  plant  for 
his  own  use.  The  course  of  reasoning  usually  followed 
by  him  is  that  the  tool  is  in  the  shop  somewhere,  he 

hasn't  it  anyway,  and  why  should  he  have  it  charged 
up  to  him  or  receive  a  reprimand  from  his  foreman  if 
he  can  talk  his  way  out  of  the  difficulty.  Considerable 
time  may  therefore  be  lost  in  finding  checks  when  tools 
are  returned  to  the  checkroom  and,  in  most  cases,  useful 
machine  time  is  lost  in  addition  to  the  labor. 
When  inventory  is  taken  all  tools  must  be  accounted 

for  and  in  a  large  plant  this  will  necessitate  that  some 
tools  be  returned  to  the  check  room  quite  a  considerable 
time  before  the  employees  leave  work  so  that  all  will 
be  able  to  turn  in  their  tools  by  quitting  time.  As  a 
consequence  some  workmen  will  be  idle  between  the 
time  that  their  equipment  is  called  for  and  the  regular 
quitting  time  of  the  shop.  There  will  be  similar  loss 
of  time  on  the  day  following  inventory  as  it  would  be 
impossible  to  start  every  workman  promptly,  each  man 
having  to  await  his  turn  at  the  check  room  window  for 
the  necessary  tools. 

Inventory  Difficulties 

What  has  been  said  regarding  the  single  check  system 
is  equally  true  of  the  double  check  system  and,  in  addi- 

tion, the  extra  work  involved  in  handling  two  sets  of 
checks  must  also  be  borne  in  mind.  Furthermore,  if 
twenty  men  were  using  the  same  size  and  kind  of  tool 
simultaneously  then  there  would  have  to  be  twenty  tools 
each  with  its  check  ready  for  use.  An  advantage  over 
the  single  check  system  lies  in  the  fact  that  each  tool 
could  be  stamped  or  otherwise  marked  with  a  number 
and  each  name  of  tool  check  given  a  corresponding  num- 

ber so  that  identification  of  the  tools  that  any  workman 
might  have  would  be  complete.  This  system,  however, 
would  necessarily  entail  considerable  work  in  its  instal- 

lation if  a  large  number  of  workmen  are  to  be  furnished 
with  tools  and  would  be  rather  cumbersome  in  its  exe- 
cution. 

The  card  record  and  check  system  combined  is  a  step 
in  advance  of  the  plain  check  system  but  is  open  to  the 
same  objections  as  above  except  for  the  few  tools  that 
may  be  kept  on  the  card  record.    The  register  system  is 

an  improvement  over  the  previous  methods  as  there  are  no 
metal  checks  whatever  to  be  considered  and  while  there 
is  a  slightly  increased  cost  of  operation  in  providing  pads 
instead  of  metal  checks  the  ultimate  saving  through  the 
absolute  knowledge  of  who  is  charged  with  each  tool 
will  more  than  balance  the  small  cost  of  the  pads.  This 
system  has  none  of  the  drawbacks  that  the  check  sys- 

tems have  for  the  simple  reason  that  all  transactions 
are  duplicated  in  writing,  one  copy  retained  by  the 
check  room  and  the  other  by  the  workman  receiving 
the  tool.  If  he  does  not  receive  the  tools  listed  to  him, 
the  workman  would  report  it  for  correction  at  the  time 
of  receiving  the  tools  and  the  charge  slip. 

Responsibility  Settled 

There  cannot  be  any  future  argument  regarding  his 
responsibility  for  the  tools.  The  employee  is  given  a  clip 
holder  like  that  in  Fig.  4  for  filing  all  the  charge  slips 
that  may  be  in  his  possession  and  it  may  either  be  hung 
on  a  nail  by  his  machine  or  bench  or  kept  in  the  tool 
box.  He  has  the  advantage  of  knowing  exactly  how  his 
account  stands  at  the  check  room  simply  by  referring 
to  his  file,  as  all  tools  when  returned  to  the  check  room 
are  accompanied  with  thfe  charge  slip  issued  therewith. 
Upon  the  tools  being  returned  to  the  check  room,  no 
time  is  lost  in  looking  up  checks  as  a  glance  at  the 
charge  slip  and  the  tools  will  usually  suffice  to  prove 
that  the  correct  tools  are  returned  and  the  workman  is 

immediately  released 

to  return  to  his  work  ^.^^  Q 
of  production.  The 
tools  are  returned  to 
their  proper  place  at 
the  check  room  at- 

tendant's conven- 
ience. Separate boxes 

may  be  placed  at  a 
convenient  point  to 
receive  charge  slips 
returned  and  charge 
slips  issued  and  these 
also  may  be  filed,  or 
the  duplicates,  in  the 
case  of  charge  slips 
returned,  removed 
from  the  register  at 

the  attendant's  leis- 
ure. Objection  may 

be  made  that  it  will 

require  too  much 
time  for  the  attend- 

ant to  write  out  the 

slips,  but,  as  a  mat- 
ter of  fact,  it  is  a 

quicker  operation  for 
the  competent  at- 

tendant to  write  the 
charge  slips  than  to  take  checks  from  the  workman  and 
hang  them  on  a  hook  in  the  bin  and  then  reverse  these 
proceedings  when  the  tools  are  returned.  In  addition, 

the  shortening  of  the  non-productive  time  of  the  em- 
ployee through  avoiding  the  necessity  of  waiting  for 

checks  is  considerable  in  the  aggregate. 

It  is  customary  in  some  plants  to  keep  the  check 
allotted  to  the  workman  on  a  board  within  the  check 

room,  the  attendant  taking  the  checks  from  the  board 
when  the  tools  are  returned.  In  that  event,  the  work- 

man need  not  be  detained  after  his  tools  are  returned 

CHARGE    SLIP 

FIG.  4— WORKMAN'S  CHARGE  SLIP 
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board  aad  coiqparr  with  the  toob  rrtumod.  placing  the 
tools  la  thair  roapertivr  bina  at  his  cunvenienca. 

la  preparint  for  invaotory  under  the  register  system, 
it  ia  Dot  Bscsasary  that  tools  be  returned  to  the  check 

^yalHB  M  tha  rofistar  ajrstam  autonutically  provides 

a  inipatnal  lafMtory  of  toola  in  use  in  the  shop  so  that 
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Bay  thus  be  made  in  workman's  time  at  the  in- 
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fmor  af  tha  rscister  ay»tem.  This  method  also  pro- 
aloqaataly  for  the  loan  of  equipment  to  other 

who  may  not  hare  identification  numbers 
people  or  others  outside  of  the  works  who 

may  borrow  tools.  In  addition,  tools  used  by  a  depart- 
nent  as  a  whole  and  not  chargeable  to  individuals,  as 
for  instance,  band  aaws  in  the  pattern  shop,  may  bo 
recorded  in  the  aama  manner. 

Tha  check  room  has  not  received  the  attention  it  has 
doaerved  until  recent  years  but  since  scientific  methods 
have  been  applied  to  shop  management  the  importance 
of  this  depwrtment  has  been  more  fully  recognized  and 
its  operation  more  systematically  developed.  The  writer, 
in  looking  ahead,  makes  the  suggestion  that  in  the 
future  the  ideal  check  room  will  consist  merely  of  a 
private  storeroom  from  which  toola  will  be  delivered  to 
groups  of  machines  by  an  overhead  carrier  system  and 
returned  to  the  check  room  in  the  same  way.  The 
workman  will  be  charged  with  the  tools  by  a  register 
system  similar  in  every  detail  to  the  cash  register  used 
in  all  stores.  There  will  be  no  occasion  for  the  work- 
man  to  leave  his  machine,  neither  will  it  be  necessary 
for  the  tool  attendant  to  leave  the  check  room.  A  check 
room  so  managed  that  no  workman  wastes  valuable 
time  waiting  for  tools  is  indeed  rather  hard  to  imagine, 
but  80  were  some  of  the  recent  developments  in  man- 

agement only  a  few  years  ago,  and  while  the  writer  is 
a^are  that  the  ideal  check  room  is  hard  to  develop,  it 
must  be  admitted  that  the  requisite  conditions  are  not 
impossible. 

\  Machine  Shop  BuU»— 111 
By  Joe  V.  Romig 

TIm  Doolia  had  bulled  his  job  again,  a  shaft  this  time, 
aad  was  boaily  angagad  in  trying  hard  to  dope  out  a 

of  gattint  o«t  of  thia  ntaan  scrape.  He  knew  well 

it  nMaat  tha  "grand  bounce"  for  him  if  Jennison, 
hia  fiwsmon.  woaki  find  out.  and  so  he  schemed  how 
bMt  to  hida  or  diapoae  uf  the  bulled  shaft.  Tim  was 
oaa  af  thoaa  who  ballad  frequently,  through  inattention 
to  Ua  work,  aad  waa  Ktewa  by  all  to  be  on  his  last 

To  hIda.  and  where,  wara  his  thoughU  as  he 

off  the  apparantly  finiahad  shaft  and  placed  an- 
othar  ooo  betwaon  the  centers. 

After  tha  aidnigbt  lunch  hour,  things  usually  quieted 
a  bit,  and  it  was  during  these  hours  that  Jenni- 

tha  boaa.  usually  took  hi*  wee  bit  of  a  nap.  Cboos- 
tac  this  opportune  time,  Tim  shouldered  the  bulled  shaft 
and  ̂ 'Tlr^^^f  "^  through  the  side  door  of  the  shop. 

Craaaiac  tmr  twenty  or  more  tracks  of  the  mill's  rail- 
road yard  brought  him  to  the  rirar  bank,  down  which 

ha  dtaappaarad,  shaft  and  all.  Reaching  the  river's 
a^«  ho  aeoaped  out  a  shallow  ditch  with  an  old  tin  can 
aad  aocked  the  shaft  into  its  grave  with  a  vengeance. 
Clearing  it  lightly  he  went  back  to  his  work,  thinking 
aad  Hdllog  about  how  good  a  job  he  had  made  out  of 
a  bad  en*. 

WblW  still  smiling  to  himself,  at  8  CM.  a  heavy  hand 
hald  on  Ma  aheuMar  and  there  stood  Murphy,  the 
dalactiv*. 

"Say  be.  who  is  your  foreman?"  he  inquired  of  the 
fMghtsoad  TbB.     "iic  get  hhn  quick."  he  continued, 
*^  i#  vantad  oat  bar*  in  the  yard,  right  away." 

Mai  artahlin  to  cause  suspicion  or  g«t  in  wrong  wfth 
r.  Tha  wvnt   aad  hunted  up  Jennison   and 

to  Iko  still  traiting  Murphy,  chief  of  the 

toid  that  he  and  his  man  here,  ware 
A  laqusat  over  on  the  river  bank, 

qtUOf  9nr  to  tha  now  f  rightaned  Tim, 

Murphy  inquired  whether  he  would  •{o  over  with  or 
without  the  cuffs.  Tim  leaped  into  the  lead  of  the 

party,  taking  them  straight  over  lh<>  tracks  to  his  dead 
and  buried  bull. 

He  was  told  to  dig,  and  out  cunie  the  shaft,  which  he 
was  ordered  to  carry  back  again  into  the  Hhop.  Murphy 

then  turned  to  Jennison,  and  said,  "I  have  now  done  my 
duty,  you  do  yours,"  and  walked  away,  knowing  that 
justice  would  be  meted  out  accordingly. 

After  a  few  moments  of  reflection,  Jennison  turned  to 

poor  Tim  and  said,  "Tim,  firing  is  too  good  for  a  guy 
like  you;  I'll  keep  you  on,  but  from  now  on  and  forever, 
you  will  be  called  the  'undertaker*  of  machine  shop 
No.  8."  And  the  name  stuck,  for  even  to  this  day  he  is 
known  and  called  by  his  nickname.  Undertaker. 

to 

"Three-Handed  Workers" 
By  a.  W.  Bhown 

.Some  one,  let  us  say  Sydney  Smith,  who  gets  cedit 
long  after  his  death  for  most  good  things  that  we  can 
not  exactly  place,  has  said  that  some  persons  have 
three  hands :  "two  like  you  and  me,  and  a  litUe  behind 

handl" 

Every  badly  managed  plant  has  some  of  these.  They 
cause  loss  not  only  by  doing  less  work  than  they  are 

paid  for.  but  by  keeping  others  waiting  for  supplies, 
instruction  or  service;  also  by  their  bad  example. 

A  good  remedy  is  to  deduct  from  the  pay  envelope 
or  the  check  a  sum  representing  the  late  minutes  or 

hours,  and  paying  it  into  an  employees'  sick  fund  or 

amusement  "kitty." It  Is  disagreeable  for  most  employers  to  drive  the 

lesson  of  punctuality  home  through  the  purse  of  a woricor. 

Being  prompt  is  almost  entirely  a  matter  of  habit  and 

the  rut  of  lateness  is  very  likely  to  spread  beyond  a  man's 

time  at  tha  shop.  Amputated  at  work,  "the  little  behind 
hand"  will  be  lost  In  his  dally  life. 
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FIG.   1— A  GENERAL  SHOP  VIEW 

A  Machine  Shop  Which  Moved  Out  of  the  City 
Increasing  Business  Made  Expansion  Necessary — A  New  Shop  Nine  Miles  Out  of 

Baltimore — Layout  of  Shop  and  Arrangement  of  Departments 

SPECIAL  CORRESPONDENCE 

THERE  has  been  talk  of  decentralization  in  ma- 
chine building,  both  on  account  of  the  difficulty  of 

securing  additional  room  in  cities  and  the  advan- 
tages of  light,  air  and  freedom  from  transportation 

difficulties  in  some  cases.  Therefore,  when  the  need  for 
expansion  became  urgent  for  them,  the  Black  &  Decker 
Manufacturing  Co.  found  a  site  at  Towson  Heights, 
about  9  miles  out  of  Baltimore,  Md.  The  company  there 
erected  a  new  plant  and  the  story  of  growth,  which 
made  this  expansion  necessary,  is  interesting. 

Beginning  back  in  September,  1910,  Messrs.  Black  & 
Decker  began  business  as  tool  and  jig  designers,  build- 

ers of  special  machinery  and  also  of  a  few  electric 
tools.  According  to  Mr.  Black,  in  order  to  raise  capital 
for  a  start,  he  sold  his  automobile  for  $600  and  Mr. 
Decker  raised  a  like  amount  from  some  similar  source. 
Things  grew  very  satisfactorily  until  1914  when  it  was 
decided  that  as  special  machinery  depended  too  much 

on  the  personality  of  the  principals,  they  would  special- 
ize on  some  staple  product.  They  settled  on  electric 

drills  and  air  compressors. 
The  shop  shown  herewith  was  built  in  the  fall  of 

1919  and  ready  for  use  early  in  1920.  Some  of  its 
features,  both  of  construction  and  equipment,  are  worth 
consideration  by  others  who  are  contemplating  getting 
out  of  the  city  and  away  from  the  crowds.  The  building 
is  a  high,  single  story  one  with  a  monitor  in  the  center. 
It  is  13  ft.  in  the  clear  with  5  ft.  5  in.  more  to  the  roof. 
The  monitor  is  something  over  5  ft.  more.  A  general 
idea  of  the  construction,  as  well  as  the  large  window 
area,  can  be  had  from  Figs.  1  and  2. 

In  Fig.  1  is  shown  a  general  shop  view  with  the 
assembly  in  the  foreground.  This  shows  the  location  of 
the  steam  radiators  up  in  the  girders  and  the  distribu- 

tion of  light  all  over  the  shop.  The  illustration.  Fig.  2, 
shows  mostly  Potter  &  Johnston  machines,  with  their 

FIG.    2— POTTER   &   JOHNSTON   DEPARTMENT.      FIG.    3 — MA(JAZINE  FEED  FOR  BUSHINGS 
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cvrrMl  01  the  type*  of  bins  and  benchM 
tad  th»  kinu  >••  ctcp  uidder  oaed  for  overhead  work. 
Am  falarHliag  detail  of  manufacture  t»  shown  in  Fig.  S, 
«lare  •  Ctnvtaad  wtkmmtk  with  macazine  attachment 
b  OMd  to  haadlt  cut  bashings.  Casting  the  bushings 
diminatrd  the  use  of  solid  rod  as  stock,  with  the 
resuttant  saving  in  metal. 

Part  of  another  assembly  department  is  shown  in 
Flf.  4.  while  the  testing  bench  for  drills  and  grinders 

is  shown  in  P'lg.  5.  Each  unit  being  tested  i«  pluggeo 
into  a  light  circuit  the  same  as  in  practice.  The  instru- 
menu  show  current  constunption  at  all  times.  Being 
away  from  city  restaurants,  an  eating  place  became  a 

the  cafetoria  shown  in  Pig.  6. 
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FIG.    8— CROSS-SECTION  THROUGH    MONITOR 

The  plan  of  the  shop  is  shown  in  Fig.  7,  while  Fig.  8 
is  a  cross-section  giving  the  principal  dimensions  to 
anyone  who  has  need  of  a  similar  shop.  The  exact  floor 
layout  can,  of  course,  be  altered  to  suit  conditions  but 
the  general  construction  will  be  found  serviceable  in 

many  places.  This  move  into  the  country  also  involved 
the  building  of  a  number  of  houses  along  very  attractive 
lines.  Anyone  interested  can  secure  information  as  to 
these  houses  as  well  as  further  details  of  the  shop  build- 

ings and  their  equipment. 

Learning  the  Trade  Forty  Years  Ago 
By  W.  S.  Davenport 
(The  first  of  tour  articles) 

Boys  of  the  present  day  who  are  mechanically  in- 
clined and  who  live  within  easy  reach  of  the  modern 

vocational  and  trade  schools,  with  their  able  instructors 
and  complement  of  fine  machinery  upon  which  to  work, 
little  realize  the  difficulties  that  beset  the  boys  of  40 

years  ago  who  wished  to  "learn  the  machinist's  trade." 
When  I  was  a  boy  and  lived  on  a  farm  among  the  hills 
of  old  New  England  I  wanted  to  run  machinery.  Though 

at  that  time  the  term  "machinist"  was  unknown  to  me, 
I  knew  the  kind  of  work  I  wanted  to  do  and  the  rare 
opportunities  that  came  to  me,  perhaps  once  or  twice  in 
a  long  year,  to  visit  the  machine  shop  in  a  neighboring 
town  were  wonderful  treats  indeed.  Well  do  I  remem- 

ber saying,  one  Sunday  morning  on  my  way  to  church, 

that  I  wanted  to  "work  in  iron,"  a  desire  that  greatly 
perturbed  my  good  mother,  who  had  pictured  me  a 
farmer  like  my  father  and  most  of  her  acquaintances. 

In  the  summer  I  was  kept  pretty  busy  during  my 
hours  away  from  school,  attending  to  the  many  minor 
duties  about  the  farm.  Thus,  I  had  little  chance  to  in- 

dulge my  craving  for  machinery,  but  with  the  coming 
of  autumn  and  the  harvest  time  there  came  also  the 
traveling  threshing  machine  with  its  crew  and  I  was  in 
my  glory.  This  machine  was  driven  by  an  old-fashioned 
horsepower  in  which  a  pair  of  horses  were  made  to  walk 

continually  up  an  interminable  hill  while  the  "ground" 
beneath  their  feet  was  as  constantly  sliding  backward. 

Sawing  Wood  and  Threshing  Grain  by  Horsepower 

Later  in  the  season,  when  it  was  time  to  prepare  the 

winter's  stock  of  firewood,  the  threshing  machine  was 
replaced  by  the  "dragsaw,"  a  wonderful  device  operated 
by  a  system  of  gears  and  cranks  and  driven  by  the  same 
horsepower.  Never,  thought  I,  could  anything  be  more 
marvelous  than  the  way  the  wheels  turned  and  the  re- 

ciprocating saw  was  pushed  rapidly  back  and  forth, 
never  could  logs  be  severed  more  quickly. 

A  crank  churn,  with  gears  and  wheels  to  make  the 
floats  revolve,  was  of  absorbing  interest  and  to  me  a 

mowing  machine  was  about  the  finest  piece  of  mechan- 
ism that  could  possibly  be  evolved. 

My  father,  like  all  New  England  farmers,  was  "handy 
with  tools"  and  possessed  an  assortment  of  saws,  chisels, 

planes  and  other  implements  of  the  carpenter's  trade  in 
which  I  early  became  interested.  At  the  age  of  ten 
years,  I  could  split  a  log  and  prepare  the  pieces  with 
plane  and  saw  and  chisel  to  make  picture  frames  and 
other  simple  objects.  For  this  work  I  received  con- 

siderable commendation  and  was  told  that  I  would  make 

a  good  carpenter,  if  I  would  stick  to  it. 

My  First  Lathe 

My  grandfather,  who  lived  in  a  neighboring  town, 
had  a  wood  turning  lathe  that  he  had  built  and  rigged 
up  to  be  driven  by  a  belt  from  the  grindstone,  the  hired 
man  at  the  crank  of  the  grindstone  supplying  the  en- 

ergy. I  could  not  command  the  services  of  a  hired  man 
but,  inspired  by  the  example  of  my  grandfather,  I  set 
out  to  construct  a  lathe  of  my  own. 

The  shaft  of  an  old  churn  furnished  the  spindle  for 
this  lathe,  while  odds  and  ends  from  broken  down  or 
worn  out  farm  machines,  pieced  out  with  blocks  and 
strips  of  hard  wood,  provided  the  remainder.  For  a 
power  plant  a  discarded  grindstone  was  seized  upon  and 
to  this  I  fitted  a  square  shaft  made  by  rip-sawing  (by 
hand)  a  hard  maple  plank,  2  in.  thick,  and  by  whittling 
the  ends  of  the  resulting  square  strip  round  with  a  jack- 
knife. 

For  "bearings"  I  bored  holes  with  an  augur  in  the 
legs  of  the  carpenter's  bench  and  to  one  end  of  the  shaft 
I  fitted  an  unique  pedal  motion,  a  duplicate  of  which 
has  never  been  seen  before  or  since  its  construction. 
Notwithstanding  the  crudeness  of  the  device,  it  could 
be  made  to  run  and,  with  a  good  deal  of  exertion  and 
perspiration,  I  was  actually  able  to  accomplish  some 
creditable  wood  turning  upon  it. 

Like  many  another  farmer's  boy  I  had  the  Youth's 
Companion  and  in  the  premium  lists  of  that  publication 
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tkM« 
fron  tin*  to  time  picturM  and  d»- 

I  wkkk  pot  tar  poor  effort  to 
      _         I  italM  oivar  Umm  pietiirM  and.  flred 

with  tJM  aabitioa  to  produce  WHBethinf  that  would  at 

iMit  ht  hettw  thaa  tho  om  I  had.  I  ayain  Uckled  the 

■Mpb  iJhrtt  aad  Mmrtd  eat  aooM  atriiw  from  which  to 

Mte  tiM  timA  and  bade  wajrt  of  my  mw  bthr.  I  like- 

wIm  pnpaiad  MMdry  bio^  aad  pieeaa  from  which  to 
bsM  ap  the  b«L 
ne  axle  of  a  acrapped  mowins  machine,  together 

with  the  lane  fear  •inmdy  upon  it,  made  a  fair  apindle 

•ad  ty  whMl  that  eoold  ha  driven  from  my  ffdndatone 

powar  plaat  aad  for  the  reet  of  the  machine  I  waa 

obUflcd  to  rtaort  to  ny  rapidly  accumulating  stock  of 

paita  froai  diacarded  fam  implant«>t«.  With  this  lathe 
I  Made  aoeM  pattern*  and  had  them  caat  in  the  foundry 

of  tiM  shop  in  the  adjoininc  town  ao  that  I  was  able  to 
a  jic  aaw  that   waa  the  envy  of  all  the  boys 

much  to  his  surprise  and  my  gratification,  it  did  not, 
I  knew  nothing  of  cores  as  used  in  a  mold  and  my 

cylinder  was.  therefore,  cast  solid.  How  to  bore  a  11 
in.  hole  through  this  chunk  of  cast  iron  puuled  me  not 

a  tittle,  but.  by  collaboration  with  the  village  black- 
smith,  we  evolved  a  flat  drill  which  he  said  was  made  of 

"sleigh  shoe"  steel  ( I  guess  it  was.  it  wouldn't  hold  an 
edge)  and  with  it  1  prepared  to  bore  out  that  cylinder  in 
my  own  lathe. 

Mt  Fimt  Aoquaintancc  Wrm  Twist  Drills 

I  coold  devote  only  odd  moments  of  leiaure  to  my  shop. 
I  waa  a  long  time  in  reaching  this  stage  and.  in  the 

BMaatimi  I  had  graduated  from  the  Youth's  Com- 
paatsa  to  the  Sri#iif i/fc  American,  In  this  periodical.  I 
had  ac«n  the  advertisemenU  of  the  Morse  Twist  Drill 
4  Machine  Co^  and  had  painstakingly  studied  over  them 
■Rtil  I  had  acquired  a  considerable  technical  knowledge 
of  drill  gasa  aiaaa.  MMchine  aerews  and  threads. 

Thaagh  paaaiaa  laare  to  na  more  acarce  than  are  dol- 
lata  to  aaajr  of  the  hosrs  of  now-a-daya  I  carefully  saved 
ap  aaoogfa  awaey  to  send  for  a  1  in.  twist  drill,  which 
I  received  with  great  Joy.  It  waa  a  moat  wonderful  tool 
aad  attraetad  a  great  deal  of  attention  as  it  was  prob- 

ably tka  oaly  one  of  its  kind  in  a  radius  of  20  miles 
Wf  hamm.  Tha  only  kind  of  drill  that  had  hitherto 
kaoarn  thareaboota  was  the  flat  drill,  forged  by 

tke  country  blacksmiths  to  somawhere  near  the  deaired 
siae. 

With  the  product  of  my  jig-aaw  I  traded  with  neigh- 
[hraMra  for  brolwa  down  mowing  machines,  hay 
atvfag  nadiinca,  etc..  in  fact  anything  that 

had  gaara  aad  wheels  in  It.  until  I  had  collected  quite 
ira  of  what  had  onc«  t>oen  machinery.  The  caah 

of  thia  junk  was  probably  not  worth  considering 
bat  to  ■»  n  rapnaaotad  vast  waaith.  as  from  it  I  could 
aaar  balld  etbar  aiaehtwaa  aad  thaa  acquire  experience 
aad  andarstanding  of  my  ehoaen  trade. 

I  Build  a  Stbam  Engink 

Aa»og  the  advertisemenU  to  be  found  in  the  SHt»- 
ti$e  Am^riemm  was  one  by  Goodnow  ft  Wightman  of 

wbo  would,  for  a  consideration,  undertake  to 
aaiataar  mechanics  with  a  set  of  castings  and 

Biaterial  from  which  to  build  a  model  steam  en- 
Seiied  with  an  intense  desire  to  be  the  constructor 

of  a  stnun  engine  that  would  really  go,  but  too  poor 
taanrially  to  purcha«F  the  bill  of  roatarial,  I  eagerly 

aladied  tbaae  ad%-»rti*eroents.  pored  over  the  pictures, 
divaaled  all  tha  nadlng  matt^  that  pertained  to  them, 
aad  dartdad  ta  balid  an  engine  from  my  own  junk  pile. 

With  aMch  labor  and  painsUking  care.  I  procaeded 
ta  aMka  tba  pa  Wat  us  for  •  slid*  valve  engine  of  If  in. 
hmm  by  t  la.  atroba,  iacluding  a  fly-wheel  with  straight 
ansa,  for  I  did  aot  like  the  kxtka  of  the  croobad  ones 
that  w«fa  thea  Iboogbt  naeaaaary  to  avoid  breakage  in 

The  BMlder,  to  whom  I  entrustad  this  pat- 
far  eaatlac  aaaarad  aie  that  it  would  break  but. 

What  Is  a  Mechanic? 
By  Charles  W.  Lee 

Many  people  think  of  a  mechanic  as  some  sort  of  a 
low  person  who  does  something  with  his  hands,  even 
including  digging  the  tradioiuil  post  hole.s,  made  famous 

and  immortal  by  good  old  "Chordal" ;  and  of  an  engineer 
as  some  other  sort  of  a  low  person  who  starts  and  stops 
a  ataam  aagine.  Prom  this  point  of  view  a  mechanical 
engineer  must  be  two  low  persons  rolled  into  one,  and 
therefore  twice  as  disreputable  as  either  alone. 

This  objectionable  state  of  mind  is  well  illustrated  by 
the  remark  made  by  a  beautiful  lady  at  Old  Point  Com- 

fort during  a  meeting  there  of  the  American  Society  of 
Mechanical  Engineers.  In  answer  to  her  inquiry  she 

was  told  that  the  party  was  "The  Mechanical  En- 

gineers." 

"Mechanical  Engineers!  But  they  are  quite  respectable 

looking!" Therefore  the  following  definitions  are  proposed: 
Mechanic :  one  who  understands  mechanical  art. 

Mechanical  Engineer:  one  who  aolvea  mechanical 

problems. 
It  is  true  that  the  popular  definition  of  "mechanic" has  dictionary  authority,  but  so  have  some  other  words 

which  have  more  than  one  meaning,  and  even  exactly 

opposite  meanings,  which  makes  confusion.  Yet  some 
other  words  have  outgrown  the  dictionary,  and  why 
should  not  this  one? 

There  should  be  a  distinction  between  one  who  merely 
manipulates  something  with  his  hands,  and  another 
who  knows  what  his  hands  are  doing  and  why  they 

are  doing  it.  Manual  dexterity  should  not  be  confused 
with  mechanical  knowledge  any  more  than  mechanical 
knowledge  with  scientific  knowledge.  There  is  nothing 
at  all  in  this  that  Is  intended  to  belittle  manual  dexterity. 

Scienca,  which  dreams  and  discovers;  mechanical  art. 
which  applies  acience;  and  manual  dexterity  which 
finally  makes  it  possible  for  the  dreams  of  science  to  be 
realixad,  are  all  factors,  and  therefore  equally  necessary 
to  the  perfect  whole — and  accordingly  equally  honorable. 

Friendly  Competition 
By  a.  W.  Brown 

While  in  some  activities  of  life,  competition  is  too 

sharp,  a  certain  amount  is  good  not  merely  for  the  com- 
munity (which  may  be  the  shop,  the  nation,  or  the 

world)  but  for  the  competitors.  Many  a  man  has  "found 
himaair'  only  as  the  result  of  friendly  competition  with 
tha  man  at  his  elbow,  or  in  the  shop  across  the  street, 

or  on  the  other  aide  of  the  ocean.  He  discovers  in  him- 
self and  in  things  naw  sources  of  power  and  new  methods 

of  utilizing  the  old  ones,  and  emerges  from  each  contest 
more  able  and  ready  for  the  next 
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Resistance  Welding 
The  First  Article— Methods  of  Welding— When  a  Flux  Is  Necessary— Current  Required 

for  Electric  Welding — Principles  of  Electric  Welding  Apparatus 
By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 

Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

MODERN  METHODS  of  welding  have  often  been 

called  the  long-waited-for  "putting-on"  tool. 
This  is  particularly  true  of  arc  vt^elding,  auto- 
genous vv'elding  and  the  Goldschmidt  thermit  process. 

In  all  of  these  processes  metal  is  added  to  an  existing 
piece,  either  to  fill  up  a  crack,  to  enlarge  the  piece 
at  some  point  where  the  forging  or  casting  made  it 
too  small  or  to  form  a  bridge  of  metal  joining  two 
pieces.  None  of  them  is  true  welding.  Resistance 
welding,  on  the  other  hand,  does  exactly  what  is 
accomplished  by  the  blacksmith  when  he  welds  one 
piece  to  another.  In  books,  30  to  40  years  old,  one  may 
find  the  statement  that  one  of  the  qualities  of  iron 
is  that  it  is  not  weldable.  Brass  or  bronze  or  pure  cop- 

per were  not  considered  weldable. 

What  was  meant  by  "weldable"  was  that  certain  mate- 
rials could  be  brought,  by  heating,  to  a  state  of  plas- 
ticity which  made  it  possible  to  join  them  by  pressure 

in  much  the  same  way  that  we  can  make  two  softened 
pieces  of  beeswax  adhere  to  each  other.  No  reasonable 
amount  of  pressure  will  join  these  pieces  of  wax  when 
they  are  at  the  temperature  of  ice  but  as  we  gradually 
warm  them  they  become  softer  until  finally  it  is  possible 
to  unite  them  by  slight  pressure.  They  have  become 
one  in  all  respects.  If  we  should  try  to  separate  them 
we  would  merely  succeed  in  pulling  the  piece  of  wax 
apart  and  the  probability  would  be  that  the  break  would 
not  be  where  the  joint  was. 

Conditions  of  Welding 

Any  two  materials  which  can  be  brought  to  this  plas- 
tic state  can  be  welded.  The  reason  why  wrought  iron 

was  weldable  was  that  it  could  be  brought  to  this  plastic 
state.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  practically  all  metals  can  be 
brought  to  such  a  plastic  state  and  if  we  wish  to 
understand  the  possibilities  and  also  the  difficulties  of 
resistance  welding,  we  should  first  look  into  the  ques- 

tion as  to  why  one  material  can  be  welded  so  much 
more  easily  than  another  when  both  can  be  brought 
to  the  plastic  state  required  for  the  operation. 

In  Fig.  1,  a  diagram  is  shown  in  which  the  tempera- 
tures are  laid  out  on  the  horizontal  scale.    Going  from 
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FIG.  1— DIAGRAM  ILLUSTRATING  RELATIONS  OF 
TEMPERATURE  AND  CONDITION  OF  A  METAL 

left  to  right  the  temperature  increases.  Three  stages 
are  shown,  one  representing  the  solid  state  of  the 
material,  the  second  its  fluid  state  and  the  third  the 
point  at  which  it  evaporates  or  boils.  Fig.  1  is  entirely 
imaginary.  We  see  that  from  0  to  500  the  material 
is  in  the  solid  state,  at  500  it  suddenly  changes  over 
to  the  liquid  state,  at  800  it  suddenly  changes  to  gas. 
Such  sudden  changes  do  not  occur  in  reality. 

Fig.  2  gives  the  diagram  of  the  changes  which  take 
place  in  reality,  though  the  figures  are  again  imaginary. 
From  0  to  500  the  metal  remains  in  the  solid  state. 
From  500  to  1,000  it  gradually  changes,  becomes  les." 
and  less  hard  or,  if  we  may  say  so,  less  solid  until  at 
1,000  deg.  it  is  completely  liquid.  It  remains  liquid 
from  1,000  to  1,300  when  it  begins  to  evaporate. 

The  range  between  500  and  1,000  is  the  range  of 
temperature  with  which  we  are  mostly  concerned  when 
doing  resistance  welding.    It  is  the  range  within  which 
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PIG.    2— DIAGRAM  ILLUSTRATING  THE  GRADUAL  CHANG- 
ING FROM   SOLID  TO  LIQUID  WITH 
RISING  TEMPERATURE 

the  material  is  in  the  plastic  state.  It  is  very  little 
plastic  at  500,  almost  liquid  near  1,000,  and  there  are 
various  degrees  of  plasticity  between  these  two  points. 
If  we  should  have  a  material  which  is  really  in  the 
plastic  state  between  such  wide  limits  as  our  diagram 
represents,  that  is  between  500  and  1,000  deg.,  it  would 
be  very  simple  to  weld  two  pieces  together  because  even 
the  crudest  way  of  heating  the  piece  would  give  us  a 
sufficient  time  limit  between  the  moments  when  it  is 
entirely  solid  and  when  it  is  entirely  liquid. 

If,  on  the  other  hand,  we  should  have  a  material  which 
is  entirely  solid  at  500  deg.  and  entirely  liquid  at  510 
deg.  it  would  be  extremely  diflRcult  to  weld  two  pieces 
together  because  we  would  have  to  catch  the  exact 
temperature  between  very  narrow  limits  and  thus  work 
so  exceedingly  rapidly  that  the  material  would  have 
no  time  to  cool  before  the  welding  became  complete. 
This  is  the  reason  why  wrought  iron  and  steel  can  easily 
be  welded  and  why  it  is  so  difficult  to  weld  copper,  brass 
and  various  other  materials. 

The  Old  Method 

When  the  blacksmith  wanted  to  weld  two  pieces  of 
wrought  iron  or  steel  together  he  would  heat  them  to  a 
point  where  the  sparks  began  to  fly,  which  was,  to  him, 
an  indication  that  the  metal  was  soft  enough  and  far 
enough  advanced  in  the  plastic  state,  to  permit  the  two 
pieces  being  joined  by  relatively  light  pressure,  such 
pressure  as  could  be  given  by  hitting  it  with  a  hammer. 
Before  actually  applying  this  pressure  he  would  put  a 
flux  on  one  of  the  pieces  for  the  purpose  of  removing 
any  oxide  or  other  foreign  material.  He  knew  it  was 
necessary  that  the  pure,  clean  metallic  surfaces  should 
come  in  contact  with  each  other.  The  flux  was  some 
material  which,  combining  with  these  impurities,  would 
become  a  liquid  which  could  easily  be  squeezed  out  from 
between  the  two  pieces  to  be  welded. 

The  operations  in  resistance  welding  are  very  much 
the  same  as  those  of  the  blacksmith.     In  order  to  stay 
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M  poMailt  to  Um  eM  proews  of  the  blacksmith. 
«•  wil  tmtmm  uumIim  for  th«  prMeat  to  «  form  of 

iiililiiii  I  ililil  wiMt  i»  calM  "dew  bott  weidinc" 
la  tkh  pvoMM  tvo  picen  of  omUI  mr*  joined  end  to 
9mL  W«  «■  ■••  iMer  that  thor*  art  alao  other  method* 
«f  rtaiilaaM  ■■Mfag.  In  the  alow  butt  welding  prooeos 
the  tvo  pivtca  to  be  joined  are  heated  until  the  plaatic 

b  reached  aad  then  preaeure  i«  applied,  joining 
tagather.  Hmt*  ia  ae  8as  wad  and  the  que.stion 

af  naMvlag  the  oxidea  aad  other  impur>tii>i!  munt  be 
>  other  wagr.  The  manner  in  which  this  is 

ia  to  aak  off  part  of  the  material  so  that  ail  the 
iavaritiaa  will  he  reaweed  with  this  molten  metal  antt 
Ihea  to  aqaesii  the  two  piecea  tocether  before  the  air 

thaaMT  aurfa 

Rmmtancs  Wbloinc 

Thaia  are  tkaa,  two  thiac>  which  we  must  accomplish 
If  we  ariah  to  weld  aoeeaaafully.  One  is  to  bring  thv 
aaMarial  to  tlw  proper  heat  and  the  other  is  to  apply 
the  praaaora.  Tba  manner  in  which  we  obtain  the 
proper  heat  for  waldlat  I*  by  aeadinff  a  current  of  elec 
tncity  throoffa  the  pieeaa.  We  are  all  familiar  with  the 
fact  that  a  bodr  i*  heated  up  by  the  passage  of  an 
electric  current.  lacaadaaoant  lighu  are  baaed  on  this 
priadple.  The  aaMoat  of  beat  developed  is  in  direct 
preportion  to  the  aawnat  of  power  we  send  through  the 
dreait.  If  for  iaatance.  we  have  a  dynamo  developing 
100  kw..  all  of  which  ia  consumed  by  a  system  of  wiring 
aad  a  aorober  of  ineandaacent  lamps,  we  know  that  there 
ia  waagh  heat  devalepad  in  this  system  to  absorb  ali 
of  this  100  kw.  Part  of  this  amount  may  be  uned  in 
the  larapa  thcnaahraa  and  another  part  in  heating  the 
wiriaf.  If  we  have  a  great  length  of  circuit,  we  can 
(■a  oaiy  relatively  few  lamps  because  much  of  the  power 
ia  eeaaawid  in  the  wiring  itself.  If.  on  the  other  hand. 
the  cirrait  is  short,  we  can  have  more  lamps. 

The  aaKMint  of  curieut  which  flows  through  a  circuit 
dapaada  on  two  items,  the  voltage  supplied  by  the  gene- 

rator, battery  or  transformer  and  the  resistance  of  the 
cirrait.  If  we  have  a  generator  or  battery  or  trans- 
fonaar  which  supplies  current  at  110  voHs  and  which 
ia  aa  ngulated  that  it  will  always  deliver  this  voltage 
va0U#Ma  of  other  conditions,  then  the  amount  of  cur- 
mC  WiD  depend  directly  on  the  resistance.  If,  for 

we  had  a  1.000-kw.  generator  furnishing  cur- 
at 110  voHa  aad  if  we  had  a  short  line  with  only 

MMvatt  laaipa  in  it,  the  aaiount  of  current  deliv- 
I  hf  thte  generator  vrould  be  only  100  watts  or  ̂   kw. 

aolwltlMtoading  the  fact  that  it  could  deliver  1.000  kw. 

Amovnt  or  ClTnBNT 

In  BMwt  applfeationa  of  electricity,  with  which  we 
ar«  familiar,  voltagaa  aad  reoisUncea  are  rather  high 
aad  the  amount  of  carrent  rather  low.  In  resistance 
waidiag  the  oppoaito  ia  the  case.  Here  the  resistance 
Is  very  low  and  ao  ia  the  voltage,  while  the  amount  of 
corrmt  is  very  high. 

Various  piece*  of  work  nay  require  various  amounta 
of  curreat  but  their  reaistanee  may  be  such  that  ihty 
wvarid  raceiva  aa  eotir^ly  diffrrenl  amount  from  what 
tiMy  aaad  if  tke  voltage  wer^  always  the  same.  In  order 
Ikea.  to  be  aMe  to  furnish  as  much  current  as  is  i»- 
4oir«d  and  no  awr*  nor  less  It  is  necessary  to  have  a 
variable  ymttrngr.  The  simplest  way  of  obUining  such 

li  by  the  use  of  a  tranxformer  with  an 
:  drroit.  Without  going  into  reasons 

wkgr  a  traasfuraMr  is  aUe  to  do  so,  we  may  say  here 

that  this  piece  of  apparatus  can  give  any  voltage  re- 
quired when  the  current  which  leads  into  it  has  one 

flxed  voltage.  For  instance,  we  can  lead  a  440-volt  cur- 
rent into  a  transformer  and  take  from  it  a  current  at 

220.  110,  65,  or  even  1  volt.  Moreover,  we  might  have 
gone  the  other  way  and  taken  the  current  from  the 
machine  at  880  or  2.200  volts. 

The  general  construction  of  »uch  a  trnnsformiT  is 
two  seta  of  copper  windings  around  one  and  the  «ame  iron 
core.  The  current  coming  from  the  generator  is  led  in 
around  the  iron  core  and  out  again  back  to  the  generator 
and  is  Icnown  as  the  primary  current.  The  secondary 
current  is  that  current  which  we  take  from  the  appara- 

tus. The  winding  for  the  secondary  current  has  more 
or  laaa  turns  around  the  core  than  that  for  the  primary 
one.  according  to  whether  we  wish  to  step  the  voltage 
up  or  down.  If  the  primary  winding  has  10  turns 
around  the  core  and  the  secondary  winding  has  100 
turns,  then  the  secondary  voltage  will  be  ten  times  as 
great  as  the  primary.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  the  primary 
winding  has  more  turns  than  the  secondary,  we  will 
have  a  reduced  voltage.  Suppoae  we  should  have  10 
windings  on  the  secondary  current  and  suppose  that 
this  will  give  us  10  volta.  Then,  if  we  should  tap  our 
wiring  not  at  the  end  of  the  10th  winding  but  the  end 
of  the  9th  we  would  get  only  9  volts  and  if  we  should 
tap  it  at  the  end  of  the  2nd  winding  we  would  get  only 
2  volta.  This  shows  how  it  is  possible  to  get  any  voltage 
from  an  alternating  current  circuit. 

Making  the  Contact 

The  resistance  welding  machine  consists  of  a  trans- 
former with  means  to  tap  the  secondary  circuit  at  vari- 

oua  pointa  and  so  obtain  varying  voltagea.  Ais  the 
amount  of  current  will  be  very  great  the  secondary 
winding  must  be  made  of  heavy  copper  wire  or  bars. 
As  the  voltage  of  this  secondary  winding  is  very  low 
all  the  jointa  of  the  wiring  must  be  made  perfect  so 
as  not  to  have  a  loss  of  voltage  by  imperfect  contact. 

The  work  to  be  heated  is  held  between  two  copper 
electrodes.  As  these  electrodes  must  be  shaped  to  suit 
conditions  and  shape  of  the  work,  they  are  generally 
called  dies.  There  are  then,  two  pairs  of  dies,  each 
pair  gripping  one  of  the  pieces  to  be  welded  together. 
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One  pair  oi  dies  is  stationary,  the  other  can  be  moved 
by  means  of  a  lever  or  some  other  mechanism.  In 
the  case  of  very  heavy  welding,  hydraulic  cylinders  arc 
used  to  supply  the  required  pressure. 
When  a  piece  of  work  is  gripped  in  each  of  the  two 

pairs  of  dies  and  the  switch  is  thrown  in  so  as  to 
permit  the  current  to  flow  through,  nothing  will  happen 
until  the  two  pieces  of  work  are  brought  together  be- 

cause the  circuit  is  not  closed.  As  soon  as  the  two 
pieces  of  work  touch,  this  circuit  is  complete  and  the 
current  will  flow  through,  heating  the  pieces.  It  might 
be  asked  whether  the  entire  apparatus  is  not  going  to 
be  heated  and  where  the  greatest  heat  will  be  developed. 

Elements  of  Machine 

In  Fig.  3  the  elements  of  a  resistance  welding  ma- 
chine are  shown  in  diagrammatic  form.  T  is  the 

transformer  core  with  its  primary  and  secondary  wind- 
ings; A  and  B  is  one  set  of  dies;  ,C  and  D  the  other 

set;  the  two  pieces  to  be  welded  are  marked  X  and  Y. 
They  are  shown  here  to  be  in  contact  with  each  other 
so  that  the  current  will  flow  from  the  transformer 
through  A,  through  X,  then  through  Y  and  C  and  back 
to  the  transformer.  In  reality  the  windings  are  not 
wires  as  shown  in  the  diagram  but  heavy  cables,  or, 
where  this  wiring  is  attached  to  the  movable  parts  of 
the  machine  it  may  be  a  set  of  copper  leaves  which  wiU 
permit  their  movement.  In  either  case  the  resistance 
of  the  wiring  is  very  small.  In  fact,  the  total  resistance 
of  the  circuit  is  small  so  that  the  amount  of  current 

which  will  fl(^  through  it  is  very  great,  notwithstand- 
ing that  the  voltage  used  is  low. 

When  the  current  flows  through  this  system,  the  two 
pieces  X  and  Y  will  be  heated  at  the  joint  and  the 
question  naturally  arises  why  this  should  be  so.  To 
the  man  who  is  not  daily  considering  electrical  problems 
it  may  be  confusing  to  hear  one  moment  that  the  amount 
of  current  is  very  great  because  the  resistance  is  low 
and  the  next  moment  that  the  greatest  amount  of  heat 
is  developed  at  the  joint  because  that  is  where  the 
resistance  is  greatest.  The  matter  is  very  simple,  how- 

ever, if  one  gives  it  a  minute's  thought.  The  amount 
of  current  flowing  through  the  entire  system  is  great 
because  the  resistance  of  this  entire  system  is  small. 
If  the  voltage  is  indicated  by  V,  the  resistance  by  R 

V 
and  the  current  by  C,  the  relation  C  =  -5  exists.     If 

once  the  voltage  is  fixed,  the  amount  of  current  will 
depend  directly  on  the  amount  of  resistance  so  that 
with  the  two  pieces  in  place  a  certain  amount  of  current 
will  flow  through  the  system,  depending  on  the  total 
amount  of  resistance  of  the  wiring,  the  dies  and  the 
pieces  to  be  welded. 

Theory  of  Heating 

If,  in  any  circuit,  there  is  a  certain  amount  of  cur- 
rent flowing,  then  this  current  will  heat  up  all  parts 

of  the  system  but  not,  necessarily,  equally.  We  know 
that  the  amount  of  power  consumed  anywhere  in  the 
system  equals  the  product  of  the  voltage  and  the  amount 
of  current.  Power  :=  CV,  and  as  7  =:  CR,  we  find  that 
the  amount  of  power  consumed  in  any  part  of  the  system 
is  CR.  Now  the  amount  of  current,  that  is  C,  is  fixed 
by  the  total  resistance  of  the  system  and  we  see  that 
the  greatest  amount  of  power  is  consumed  and  therefore 
the  greatest  amount  of  heat  is  developed  at  that  part 
of  the  system  where  R  is  the  greatest.  Come  to  con- 

sider it,  we  really  were  familiar  with  this  fact.     The 

reason  why  the  filament  of  the  incandescent  lamp  is 
heated,  whereas  the  insulated  wire  leading  up  to  it 
remains  cool,  is  simply  that  the  resistance  of  this  fila- 

ment is  many  times  that  of  the  copper  wire. 
Knowing  these  elementary  facts,  we  can  now  readily 

understand  why  the  heating  will  start  at  the  joint  of 
the  two  pieces  X  and  Y.  This  joint  is  imperfect.  Even 
though  we  may  press  Y  against  X  the  contact  between 
the  two  pieces  can  never  give  the  same  conductivity  as 
that  of  a  solid  piece  of  material.  It  is  at  this  joint 
then  that  the  heating  of  the  system  starts.  The  heat- 

ing continues  and  spreads  backward,  somewhat  as  illus- 
trated in  the  diagram.  Fig.  4,  with  the  joint  of  twc 

pieces  as  shown  at  A  and  with  the  amount  of  heat 
developed  as  represented  by  heavier  and  lighter  lines. 
It  will  be  noticed  that  the  pieces  are  gripped  in  copper 
dies.  These  dies  have  a  broad  contact  with  the  pieces, 
have  a  large  exposed  area  and,  as  a  rule,  are  water 
cooled  so  that  the  heat  of  the  pieces  is  rapidly  carried 
off  by  them. 

Figure  4  shows  the  two  pieces  bearing  squarely 
against  each  other  so  that  the  resistance  is  the  same 
at  any  point  of  the  cross-section.  As  a  consequence,  the 
same  amount  of  heat  will  be  developed  at  all  points  of 
the  joint.  If  the  pieces  were  not  square  or  if  their 
axes  were  making  an  angle  with  each  other  there  would 
be  a  pointed  contact,  or  at  least,  a  contact  over  very 
limited  surfaces.  The  resistance  would  be  maximum 

at  that  point  and  the  heating  would  start  there.  Unless 
we  do  something  to  counteract  this  effect,  the  metal 
at  that  point  will  melt.  Such  conditions  must  be 
avoided. 

Ideal  Welding  Conditions 

With  heating,  such  as  shown  in  Fig.  4,  we  have  ideal 
conditions  for  the  making  of  a  perfect  weld.  The  metal 
at  the  joint  will  gradually  become  hot  enough  to  melt. 
Immediately  behind  this  zone  there  will  be  a  layer  of 
metal  close  to  the  melting  point,  but  still  solid.  Further 
back  there  is  metal  which  is  perhaps  not  plastic  enough 
to  be  suitable  for  welding  but  soft  enough  to  be  easily 
compressed.  Still  further  back  the  metal  may  be  hot 
but  hard  enough  so  that  it  cannot  be  deformed  by  the 
pressure  brought  to  bear  when  we  make  the  weld. 

The  relative  thickness  of  these  layers  is  affected  by 
quite  a  variety  of  things.  For  instance,  if  the  dies  have 
a  broad  grip  on  the  piece  and  are  water  cooled,  the 
heat  will  be  carried  off  so  rapidly  that  only  a  very  short 
piece  of  the  metal  is  heated.  Even  at  that,  the  heating 
depends  on  the  amount  of  projection  of  the  piece  beyond 
the  die.  If  a  long  piece  should  be  projecting,  the  heat 
would  have  to  traverse  this  long  piece  before  it  would 
reach  the  die  so  that  there  would  be  a  large  amount  of 
metal  in  the  molten  or  plastic  state.  This  would  be 
still  further  aggravated  if  the  projecting  piece  were  of 
small  diameter  because  the  resistance  would  increase 
and  therefore  the  amount  of  heat  developed  and  the 
rapidity  with  which  the  heat  can  be  carried  off  would 
be  reduced  because  the  cross-section  along  which  the 
heat  would  have  to  flow  is  very  small. 

The  manner  is  which  the  piece  is  gripped  by  the  dies 
is  also  a  factor  determining  in  what  manner  the  piece 
will  be  heated.  In  Fig.  5,  the  pieces  are  shown  as  held 
in  solid  copper  bushings  which,  by  the  way,  is  not  the 
way  we  would  do  it  in  practice.  There  is  here  a  perfect, 

even  grip  all  around  the  piece  and  as  a  result  the  cur- 
rent flows  in  a  perfectly  even  manner  from  the  dies 

through  the  cross-section  of  the  piece  toward  the  joint. 
In  Fig.  6,  another  extreme  is  shown.    In  this  case  there 
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to  a  flat  top  dia.  aakiBf  •  Um  coaUci  with  the  pirc*. 
wldkt  Um  bettMii  4it  rmthm  about  half  way  around 
tk»  piM*.  Here  the  rurrviit.  which  enters  the  top  die 
9tif,  SHMt  Bern  aloof  a  path  of  varyinf  lencth  to  reach 
iim  ««ris«t  different  points  of  the  joint.  As  the  lenfthtf 
•(  tktM  vmneas  paths  u*  nnaqoal  there  is  an  unequal 
wKancs  to  ntsrr— a  ao  that,  in  this  case,  we  would 
iad  that  tke  pteeM  are  haatad  awre  at  the  top  than 
at  the  bottoai.  aotwlthataadiiit  that  they  bear  Mjuarely 

ie  still  aaathar  itssa  to  be  considered.    The 
of  the  aateiial  ehaatea  as  it  is  being  heated. 

If  the  pieees  are  heated  at  one 
!  to  aSBM  defect  in  the  bearing  or  distribution 

of  the  currMtt.  the  resistance  at  that  point  will  be  in- 
crsaeed.    Coaaeqaently,  the  heating  effect  at  that  point 
wfll  be  still  further  increased. 

If  ptseaa  of  Baavso  diameter  should  be  pressed  against 
r,  aas  Fig.  7.  the  folhxwing  will  occur:  The 

at  the  joint  has,  of  course,  a  tendency 
to  warm  up  both  sides  of  metal  but  this  heat  will  be 
carried  away  on  the  left  side  by  a  much  larger  section 
aad  larfar  diee.  both  pieces  of  steel  and  die  having  a 
larter  radiating  surface.  As  a  result  the  metal  wiil 
al  hmM  away  oa  the  right  side,  whereas  that  on  the  left 
side  will  remain  relatively  cool. 

RnvTAScs  ALTnus  by  Hkat 

Aasesabling  the  various  points  discussed  so  far,  we 
see  that  the  heat  dewloped  depends,  in  the  first  place,  on 
the  veltafe:  In  the  seeood  place,  on  the  resistance  of 
the  entire  circuit;  in  the  third  place,  on  the  nature  of 
the  contact  between  dies  and  pieces;  in  the  fourth  place, 
en  the  way  in  which  the  dies  are  cooled;  in  the  flfth 

on  the  manner  in  which  the  two  pieces  make 
with  each  other;  in  the  sixth  place,  on  the 
of  projoction  beyond  the  die,  and  Anally,  on 

tion  of  the  lip  into  the  material,  the  other  the  jM-netrR- 
tion  of  the  bridge  or  web  between  the  lipH.  This  latter 
item  is  entirely  undetermimd  .»nd  may  Ih«  very  great. 
The  first  item  resembles  to  a  certain  extent  the  pressure 

required  to  feed  a  lathe  tool  into  the  work." 
Extensive  experiments  have  been  made  in  1907  by 

the  writer  and  Mr.  Dempster  Smith  of  the  Manchester 
School  of  Technology  in  Manchester,  England,  for  the 
very  purpose  of  determining  the  feed  pressures  of  a 
high  »pt«d  twist  drill  when  working  on  different  metals 
under  different  conditions  and  also  the  two  items  of 

same — one  due  to  the  lips  and  the  other  due  to  the  web. 
These  experiments  were  made  the  subjwt  of  an  exten- 

sive paper  read  before  the  Institution  of  Mechanical  En- 
gineers in  March,  1909  and,  while  it  would  Ih>  out  of 

place  to  go  into  the  details  of  these  tests  and  all  the 
results  of  the  same,  those  interested  may  consult  the 

"Proceedings  of  the  Institution  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
neers," London,  1909,  pp.  316-415. 

I  may  mention  here  that  those  tests  have  shown  that 
the  web  is  accountable  for  about  20  per  cent  of  the  total 
end  or  feed  thrust.  To  be  more  specific,  it  was  found 
that  in  case  of  soft  cast  iron,  the  pressure  P  can  be 
expres.sed  by  the  equation 

P  =z  86,600  <*• '  <• " If  we  eliminate  the  effect  of  the  web.  the  pressure 
would  be 

P  =  12.600  d* '  <•  • or  about  26  per  cent  less.     This  difference  increases 
with  the  feed,   (d  is  the  diameter  of  t^e  drill  and  t 
the  feed). 

In  case  of  medium  steel,  respective  equations  are 

P  =  86,600  d« '  e»  • 

P  ==  27,000  rf*  "  t** In  this  case,  the  thrust  due  to  the  web  is  about  21  per 
cent  of  the  whole  drill. 

It  wooM  seen  as  if.  with  so  many  variable  elements, 
it  woold  be  eatremely  difficult  to  get  conditions  right 
for  the  making  of  a  weld  but  this  is  not  at  all  the  case. 
Dns  to  the  fact  that  there  is  such  a  wide  temperature 
range  within  which  welding  can  be  made,  the  fact  that 
there  are  so  many  elements  helps  us  in  many  cases 
for  if  eonditioas  are  unfavorable  in  one  respect  there 
are  several  slements  within  our  control  which  we  can 

so  as  to  make  conditions  right  in  some  other 

We  win  now  see  how  the  foregoing  can  be  applied  to 
the  making  of  welds.  A  great  many  names  are  given 
to  varlotM  eomhinations  of  pieces  to  be  wehled  and  to 

•a  to  effect  such  welds.  The  main 
i  are  these: 

Slow hvtt  welding  (*ome'imcscalled"up-«et"  welding). 
Flash  UM  welding. 
Spot  wvMlng. 
8«UB  welding. 

Fe«d  Preiwure  of  a  1S»i»t  Drill 
Bt  R.  PouAKorr 

la  the  Sept.  tt  isaae  of  the  Ameriran  MwhiniMt. 
p.  4tO,  A.  L.  De  Lasnw.  In  his  article  on  "Methods  of 

Tool  DsilgB,'*  while  speaking  about  feed  pres- 
sara,  In  a  drill  preaa  the  feed  prcMure  depends 

on  two  itsms,  both  of  which  are  rather  undetermined 
at  the  prmwt  Uaw.    Using  a  twist  drill,  we  find  two 

One  is  the  penetra- 

Unnecessary  Interruptions 
By  Frank  V.  Faulhaber 

"This  is  what  I  call  a  machine  shop  of  half-way 
jobs,"  is  the  way  an  employee  recently  explained  it, 
after  he  had  been  taken  away  from  one  job,  uncom- 

pleted, to  start  another.  "There  arc  so  many  things  to 
do  here  that  you  don't  often  have  the  time  to  finish  a 
given  job  from  beginning  to  end." 

Where  this  practice  is  existent  the  men  in  charge  do 
not  realize  how  much  valuable  time  is  being  wasted  in 

the  process.  For  one  thing,  there  is  always  the  time 
in  between  two  different  jobs,  however  little,  that  is 
lost.  And  we  have  noticed  in  certain  machine  shops 
where  it  is  customary  to  take  a  man  from  one  job  and 

start  him  to  work  completing  another,  that  much  un- 
necessary additional  work  is  involved,  since  the  second 

man  must  find  out  what  the  first  one  had  been  doing, 
entailing  the  asking  of  questions  and  other  details, 
which  would  not  have  been  necessary  had  the  first  man 
finished  his  task. 

In  this  connection,  one  executive  recently  gave  the 

advice:  "Never  take  a  man  away  from  a  job  unfinished. 

If  you  can  possibly  avoid  it,  and  do  not  interrupt  him 

during  a  job.  If  you  have  something  to  tell  him,  wait 

until  the  job  is  done,  otherwise  you  are  taking  his  mind 

away  from  his  work." This  is  true  Ulk.  The  man  who  is  interested  In  his 

job  resents  inij-rruptions  while  he  is  busy,  even  from 
the  boss  himself. 
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Disassembling  the  Marmon  for  Repair  Work 
Twelve  Steps  in  Handling  Cars  in  the  Service  Station — Caring  for  the  Motor, 

Transmission  and  Rear  End  Units 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor,  American  Machinist 

ECONOMICAL  repairs  are  being  considered  more 
and  more  by  buyers  of  automobiles  and,  as  the 
cost  of  overhauling  depends  somewhat  on  the  time 

required  for  dis-assembling,  the  following  suggestions 
may  be  of  service  to  all  service  station  men,  although 

they  apply  especially  to  the  Marmon  cars.  First  of  all,  it 
would  seem  natural  to  protect  fenders,  as  in  Fig.  1,  but 
too  few  take  the  trouble.  The  main  object  of  this  view, 
however,  is  to  show  how  to  handle  the  engine  quickly 
and  safely.     Valve  facing  is  shown   in   Fig.  3   while 

•^ 
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KIG.  1— METHOD  OF  SLINGING  MOTOR  FOR  HOISTING.  FIG.  2— REAR  END  UNIT  REMOVED  FROM  CAR.  FIG. 
3— TAKI.NG  OUT  VALVES  AND  TRUING  THE  SEATS.  FIG.  4— PULLING  OUT  THE  TRANSMISSION  CASE.  FIG. 
5— WORKSTAND    FOR    REAR    END;    CLAMPS    AT    A,    B    AND    C.      FIG.    6— AXLE    SWUNG    UP    ONTO    SUPPORT 
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a.  4» 
tte 

tiM  aUwi  UMd  for  tutmiUat 
with  Um   work    in   different 

TiM  MTl«t  ptatM  Mid  tlM  iMiM*r  for  removing  it  are 
la  Pig.  7  while  Fig.  8  shows  the  differential 

te  piMB.     Another  p«Uer.  having  three  legs  in 
wm,  is  alMwa  in  Fig.  9.    ThsM  legs  screw  on  the 
of  tht  stadi  and  art  on  the  ball  bearing  shown. 

Figure*  10  and  11  show  a  convenient  form  of  stiiiui 
for  transmission  worli,  the  step  acting  as  h  Hupport 
for  the  brake  drum.  TooIm  and  nmall  parts  itrt'  kept 
in  the  tray  on  the  stand  within  easy  reach.  More  details 
are  shown  in  Fig.  12,  where  the  housing  ha8  been 
removed,  exposing  the  inner  roller  bearing.  All  the^e 
and  similar  devices  help  reduce  the  cost  of  overhauling 
a  car  and  keeping  it  in  good  shape  during  its  life. 

"
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^
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1   mtanr  to  rtrix  tiik  untvtsn  immion    no,  t—tny\ 
no.  •— rouj)«o  ths  iisAJi>Axut  bam.  vkarimos.    rm. 
■iwwiwo  ooMvmmmmm  or  womt  rrAKD     no.  it— axi.k 

ju:movisd. 

Kio.  n— IKMHI.Nfi      KKM'IVKI'      nil'lMI.'Ml      l,N.-«KH      BBSAfUNO 
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Industrial  Cost  Accounting  for  Executives 
Introductory  Chapter  Outlines  Whole  Problem  to  Be  Treated  in  Series — Subject  Matter 

Based  on  Experience  in  Many  Plants — Purpose  of  Series 
By  Paul  M.  Atkins 

WHEN  a  busy  factory  executive  finds  himself 
confronted  with  a  series  of  articles  on  a  sub- 

ject like  cost-accounting,  he  is  properly  desirous 
of  knowing  what  he  may  expect  from  spending  his  time 
reading  them.  It  has  also  been  proved  frequently  that 
it  is  much  easier  to  solve  a  problem  when  one  has 
had  a  general  view  of  it  than  when  one  begins  at 
once  with  some  detail  and  endeavors  to  work  out  its 
solution.  For  these  reasons,  I  feel  that  it  would  be 
most  helpful  to  the  reader  to  give  him  a  brief  survey 
of  what  is  to  follow  in  the  succeeding  articles  of  this 
series.  In  this  way  he  can 
see  if  they  seem  to  hold 
for  him  what  will  be  of 
value  to  him.  If  he  de- 

cides in  the  affirmative  he 
can  get  an  idea  of  their 
organization  and  be  pre- 

pared to  fit  into  their 
proper  places  the  various 
details  as  they  are  de- 
veloped. 

In  the  first  place,  these 
articles  have  been  written 
with  the  idea  that  cost-ac- 

counting is  essentially  a 
part  of  the  factory  records 
and  is  a  means  of  repre- 

senting, in  terms  of  dollars 
and  cents,  what  goes  on  in 
the  factory.  No  one,  not 
familiar  with  the  work  of 
the  factory,  is  properly 

equipped  to  install  or  op- 
erate a  cost-accounting  sys- 
tem.  At  the  same  time,  no 

one  is  properly  trained  for  this  task  unless  he  also  knows 
something  about  general  accounting  methods.  The  cost 
accounts  must  tie  in  with  the  financial  accounts,  while 
the  controlling  cost  accounts  are  usually  kept  in  the 
general  ledger.  Hence,  if  the  cost  accountant  is  not 
trained  in  the  fundamentals  of  accounting,  he  finds 
himself  almost  hopelessly  handicapped  for  his  task. 

This  explains  the  reason  why  so  many  cost  account- 
ants fail.  They  lack  experience  in  one  or  the  other 

of  the  two  phases  of  their  work.  It  also  explains  why 
so  often  we  find  professional  accountants  and  practical 

shop  men  and  engineers  at  logger-heads  over  the  cost 
records  and  the  way  they  shall  be  kept.  Both  sides  are 

right  in  feeling  that  the  cost  accountant  should  know 
something  about  their  approach  to  the  problem  and 
both  are  wrong  in  thinking  that  their  side  is  the  only 

one  or  the  most  important  one.  Cost-accounting  is 
really  a  bridge  between  the  factory  and  the  general 
accounts  and  it  needs  to  be  firmly  anchored  at  both  ends. 

The  effort  is  made  in  these  articles  to  keep  both  points 
of  view  in  mind  and  show  their  relationship  to  each 
other. 

With  this  brief  sketch  of  the  approach  which  these 
articles  make  to  the  subject  of  cost-accounting,  let  us 

THE  FIELD  of  cost  accounting  has  long 
been  an  industrial  battle  ground.  The 
professional  cost  accountant,  with  little 

knowledge  of  actual  production  methods,  has 
advanced  one  point  of  view,  the  engineer 
another,  and  the  factory  cost  accountant  still 
another. 

Between  these  various  fires  the  bewildered 
manager  has  had  to  conduct  the  business, 
pulled  this  way  by  one  partisan,  that  way  by 
another.  Unfortunately  his  knowledge  of  the 
subject  is  usually  insufficient  to  enable  him  to 
judge  accurately  the  value  of  the  various 
claims  and  theories  presented  to  him.  Most 
books  on  cost  accounting  are  too  technical  for 
him  and  presuppose  an  acquaintance  with 
accounting  methods  which  he  may  not  have. 

With  the  executive's  predicament  in  mind, 
this  series  by  an  expert  on  cost  accounting  is 
presented  with  confidence  that  it  will  fill  a 
long-felt  want. 

now  turn  to  a  consider.ation  of  their  contents.  It  is 
planned  to  have  thirty  of  them  altogether  and  they  fall 
quite  naturally  into  seven  groups.  After  outlining  the 
several  groups,  we  will  briefly  glance  at  the  topics  to 
be  treated  in  the  individual  articles. 

In  the  first  of  these  groups  some  preliminary  topics 
are  discussed.  Some  of  them,  like  the  organization  of 
the  company,  may  seem  at  first  glance  rather  out  of 
place,  but  later  on  it  will  be  evident  to  every  careful 
reader  why  it  was  brought  in.  The  second  group  deals 
with  the  question  of  material,  and  explains  the  control  of 

material  in  all  the  various 
effects  which  it  has  on  the 

cost  records.  The  next  sec- 
tion does  the  same  for  labor. 

The  fourth  group  takes 
up  the  problem  of  expenses. 
Often  there  are  difficulties 
of  a  practical  nature  in 
handling  expenses  but  the 
troubles  of  a  theoretical 

sort  have  usually  been  mag- 
nified. The  effort  is  made 

in  these  chapters  to  pre- 
sent the  subject  in  such 

a  way  that  the  funda- 
mentals of  expense  records 

may  be  easily  grasped. 
The  fifth  section  leads 

us  to  a  consideration  of 
burden,  as  to  what  it  is 
and  how  it  should  be  ap- 

plied to  the  product.  It 
will  be  seen  that  all  ex- 

penses    are     not     a    part 

of  the  manufacturing  bur- 
den and  that  all  of  that  burden  is  not  always  properly 

chargeable  to  the  product.  Several  methods  of  burden 
application  will  be  explained,  in  particular  one  which 
is  especially  applicable  to  metal-working  industries. 

In  the  sixth  division,  the  method  of  finding  the  cost 
of  the  product  is  taken  up.  In  addition,  some  pertinent 
suggestions  for  the  operation  of  the  cost  department 
are  offered.  In  the  last  group  the  interlocking  of  the 
cost-accounting  with  both  production  and  the  general 

accounts  is  explained  in  t'he  light  of  what  has  been  said 
in  previous  articles.  Certain  cost  records,  which  do 
not  form  an  integral  part  of  the  cost  accounts  but  which 
are  of  great  use  to  the  management,  are  developed. 

In  all  these  chapters,  sound  theory  is  not  sacrificed 
to  expediency  and,  at  the  same  time,  impossible  and 
useless  methods  are  not  presented.  The  articles  will 
be  illustrated  by  methods  which  I  have  personally  tested 
out  in  actual  practice,  and,  while  that  does  not  mean 
that  they  would  be  satisfactory  for  all  occasions,  it  does 
mean  that  they  have  all  survived  the  test  of  actual 
application.  Sound  practice  can  only  be  based  on  sound 
theory  and  sound  theory  can  only  be  developed  by  the 
study  of  actual  experience  and  careful  analysis  of  the 
results. 
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TW  fon«o4at  C^vm  •  brkf  Draopaia  of  the  foUowint 
for  tkm  who  «««ild  lik*  •  little  mors  de- 

th*  rwnaladtfT  of  this  article  will 
be  takrti  up  with  •  hurried  mumf  nt  th*  individual 

Sarii  •  annrvjr  will  sarra  to  amplify  the 
wkieh  haa  alraady  be«B  viv«n  and  will  make 
tka  riMoa  why  certain  topiea  have  been  included. 

la  tka  artieit  whkh  foOowa  thia  on*  and  ia  entitled. 

•Ttiwtlw  Una  for  Coat  Baeorda."  an  outline  is  given 
•f  tke  poaaibla  oaaa  of  eoat  rccorda,  particularly  to  the 
•■•artlvB.  It  b  aa  artida  which  ia  prepared  on  the 

aaaM  Haas  aa  thia  one  in  that  I  tr>'  to  point  out  some 
•f  tkt  «a]«  ia  which  coat  records  may  be  utilised  to 

tht  BHHMtMBaat  aad  ao  indicate  why  it  ia  worth 
I  ■■<lag  aboat  eoat  ajratanta  at  all. 

la  the  good  old  dajra,  the  man  waa  considered  a  good 
who  coold  alip  something  over  on  his  cus- 

id  got  away  with  it.  He  was  thought  of  as  a 
tnMitr  and  a  good  buaineas  man.  Now 
to  realise  that  aharp  practice  is  not 

worth  while,  but  that  it  is  better  business  to  give  our 

caatamrs  their  money's  worth.  I  am  trying  to  follow 
oat  thia  latter  idea  in  what  follows  and  explain  to  my 

ia  thooo  irst  two  articles  just  what  they  may 
iMoe  artidea  to  contain  and  what  the)  may  hope 

to  fad  in  the  way  of  benvAta  to  be  obtained  from  a 
ajrataoL  Of  course,  all  I  can  attempt  to  give  here 
aeno  aamplea.  or  better,  a  deocription  of  my  goods, 
I  kopo  that  froaa  this  the  reader  can  decide  whether 
aot  ho  wanta  mora,  and.  if  what  I  have  to  offer  in 

articles  is  what  he  wants  or  needs,  I  am  quite 
ful  that  he  will  not  be  disappointed. 

A  SusvKY  or  Cost  EucMeNTs,  Rbcoros  and 
RgLATlONSHirs 

la  the  third  article.  I  ahall  try  to  make  plain  the 
▼arioao  oloaianta  of  manufacturing  cost.  On  the  face 
of  it,  it  aajr  appear  simple.  Material,  labor  and  burden 
are  '■■■^tTHf  aeeopled  aa  thoae  elemenU.  The  diffi- 

culty COHOO  whca  ooo  tries  to  define  thoee  elements  in 
a  aeeaUo  and  practical  fashion.  It  is  neceesary  to 
obtala  each  deflnition  before  undertaking  any  discus- 
oioa  of  Industrial  coat-accounting.  In  the  fourth  article 
OHMO  a  summso'  of  the  eoot  aeeoonta  and  Journala  by 
BMaae  of  which  the  coot  roeordo  are  kept.  The  details 
of  thia  eammary  are  incladod  in  later  articles. 

The  aext  two  articles  are  likely  to  senm  quite  mis- 
placed for  they  deal  with  the  functions  of  a  business 

aad  thoir  orpmisation.  Yet  fundamentally  expenaea 
art  Botldag  owre  nor  less  than  the  costs  of  carrying  on 
tko  varioai  depailmoiite  of  the  boaineM.  and  hence  it 
lo  qailo  fnr'T^"''*  to  aaderstand  either  the  recording 
or  dlotrlbatioe  of  oapeaaeo  ealooa  the  significance  of 
the  variooa  dcparliBcnta  and. their  interrelationship  to 
fona  an  organiaatloB  ia  realiied.  The  Mcond  of  these 
artJdaa  takes  up  the  qaaatloa  of  an  organization  man- 
aaL 

In  the  foOowfag  article,  a  topic  is  tak»n  up  which  is 
oaldaai  touched  on  by  writers  on  eost-aocounting  in  any 
ailenaate  faahioa.  This  topic  is  the  aenrice  of  the 
prodartton  coatrol  ayatcm  to  the  ooet«oeonnting  sys- 

tem. Yet  a  good  oyeteai  of  production  eontrol  is  almost 
alwajra  a  preroiprioHe  to  satisfact/>ry  co«t  recorda.  By 
far  the  kwflor  paii  of  the  naaa  of  deUils  which  the  coet 

anot  iMadle  eonee  from  the  planning  de- 
tad  the  eid  whidi  a  good  planning  depart- 
gftre    to    aatitfartory    cowt-acrounting    is 

The  next  three  articles  deal  with  the  records  for 
material.  Since  the  cost  records  for  material  come 
from  the  production  system,  it  is  necessary  in  one  of 
these  artidee  to  traoe  the  control  of  material  till  it 
enters  the  cost  system.  Another  article  in  devoted  to 
the  problem  of  the  accurate  pricing  of  material  with- 

drawn from  the  store-room.  This  seems  like  a  very 
simple  little  problem  and  yet  it  is  one  of  the  places 
where  some  of  the  most  serious  errors  in  the  cost 
records  are  made.  Three  methods  ar?  explained  for 
dealing  with  the  problem.  The  last  article  takes  up  the 
question  of  maintaining  correct  inventory  balances  and 
explains  a  simple  but  practical  method  for  accom- 

plishing it. 
Only  one  article  is  given  to  a  discussion  of  the  pay- 

roll and  the  details  which  nre  needed  to  make  it  up. 
There  are  two  points  somewhat  out  of  tho  ordinary  in 
this  article  which  it  may  be  appropriutc  to  mention. 
One  is  the  emphasis  laid  on  the  cost  of  wages  calculation 
as  a  factor  in  selecting  a  method  of  wage  payment.  The 
other  is  the  use  of  a  labor  journal  to  meet  the  needs 
of  a  factory  where  there  is  an  extensive  and  constant 
shifting  of  workers  from  one  task  to  another. 

EXPENUB 

The  next  article  will  deal  with  the  question  of  ex- 
pense classification  and  also  will  take  up  the  schGduling 

of  budgeting  of  expenflea.  It  serves  aa  an  introduction 
to  several  articles  on  expenses.  The  following  one  will 
give  an  outline  of  a  typical  symbolized  expense  classifi- 

cation. It  is  the  result  of  much  experience  and  should 

serve  as  a  guide  for  anyone  who  is  I'aced  with  the 
problem  of  preparing  a  similar  classification.  The  next 
article  is  devoted  to  a  discussion  of  depreciation  and 
other  fixed  charges,  charges  which  are  a  vital  matter  to 
the  manager  for  they  continue  to  run  along  whether 
business  is  dull  or  brisk  and  cannot  be  stopped  by 
.^hutting  down  the  factory. 

There  will  then  follow  two  articles  dealing  with  cur- 
rent expenses,  one  given  up  to  a  discussion  of  manu- 

facturing expenses  both  direct  and  auxiliary  and  the 
second  to  administration  and  selling  expenses.  After 
them  will  come  an  article  in  which  a  satisfactory  method 

for  the  recording  of  all  these  various  f>xpenses  will  be 
explained.  It  will  be  found  that  a  good  many  expense 
accounts  will  be  suggested  as  desirable  in  order  to  per- 

mit the  necessary  analyses  of  expenses  and  if  such 
accounts  are  set  up  in  the  ordinary  fashion,  they  will 
be  much  too  cumbersome. 

INTERRST  AND  COST 

The  eighteenth  article  will  be  devoted  to  a  summary 
of  the  pros  and  cons  in  regard  to  the  desirability  of 
including  interest  as  an  clement  of  cost.  I  shall  try  to 
make  clear  that  this  question  is  not  so  serious  as  it  is 

often  suppoaed  to  be  and  to  indicate  a  reasonable  atti- 
tude to  take  toward  the  whole  problem. 

The  succeeding  article  will  take  up  the  question  of 

the  distribution  of  expenses  so  as  to  obtain  the  depart- 
mental burden.  This  is  a  topic  which  pr>;sents  serious 

diiHcttlties  and  is  usually  side-stepped  by  most  writers 
on  cost  accounting  by  saying  that  it  should  ho  done  on 

some  appropriaU  basis  and  then  ihny  forget,  with 
hardly  an  exception,  to  state  what  the  appropriate  basis 
ia.  Two  practical  metho<l»  will  be  presented.  They 
are  not  ideal;  they  are  not  entirely  satisfactory;  but 
they  will  work,  for  they  have  worked. 

We  have  now  readied  the  articles  dealing  with  bur- 
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den.  The  first  will  be  given  up  to  a  discussion  of  what 
burden  is,  the  difference  between  earned  and  unearned 
burden  and  how  the  unearned  burden  may  be  disposed 
of.  The  next  two  will  take  up  several  different  methods 
of  allocating  the  earned  burden  to  the  product.  The 
machine  rate  method  which  is  of  especial  interest  to 
metal-working  industries  will  be  developed  with  par- 

ticular care. 

The  Operation  of  the  Cost  Department 

In  the  article  on  the  recording  of  costs  which  now 
follows,  not  only  will  methods  for  recording  the  cost 
of  the  product  be  discussed,  but  also  the  improvements 
which  the  company  may  make  for  itself  from  time  to 
time.  All  too  frequently,  this  rather  significant  detail 

is  overlooked  and  it  is  of  particular  impoi'tance  to  those 
industries  which  are  using  and  often  making  large 
quantities  of  tools. 

The  twenty-fourth  article  will  discuss  certain  aids 
to  efficient  and  rapid  cost  recording,  including  not 
only  machines  of  several  kinds  but  also  standard  prac- 

tice instructions  for  controlling  the  work  of  the  de- 
partm.ent.  The  following  article  will  contain  a  sample 
of  standard  practice  instruction  which  may  serve  as 
a  guide  to  those  who  wish  to  prepare  similar  instruc- 

tions, the  value  of  which  cannot  be  realized  until  they 
are  tried. 

The  Utilization  of  the  Cost  Records 

The  next  article  will  deal  with  the  tie-in  between  the 
cost  accounts  and  the  general  accounts.  It  will  follow 
the  same  outline  as  the  earlier  chapter  on  much  the 
same  topic  but  it  will  be  written  with  the  idea  in  mind 
that  the  reader  has  read  the  intervening  articles,  and 
so  will  be  ready  for  this  more  rigorous  treatment  of 
the  topic. 

The  following  two  articles  will  present  some  of  the 
cost  statistics  which  do  not  ordinarily  form  a  part  of 
the  regular  cost  accounts  but  may  be  obtained  from 
them,  as  well  as  the  uses  of  these  statistics  and  the 
cost  accounts  as  an  aid  in  production  control.  The 
relationship  of  the  cost  department  and  the  planning 
department  is  not  one-sided,  but  reciprocal. 

In  next  to  the  last  article  will  be  given  a  brief  but 
comprehensive  selected  bibliography  of  books  on  cost- 
accounting  so  that  the  reader  who  wishes  to  study  the 
subject  more  intensively  may  be  guided  in  his  efforts. 
At  the  end  of  the  series  will  come  a  concluding  article. 

This,  in  brief,  is  what  I  plan  to  cover  in  this  series 
of  articles  on  cost-accounting.  I  hope  that  my  readers 
may  obtain  therefrom  assistance  and  guidance  in  solv- 

ing their  problems.  Good,  well-fitting  cost-accounting 
systems  do  not  come  ready-made.  They  must  be  tail- 

ored to  fit.  I  have  no  expectation  that  the  methods 
which  I  shall  outline  in  these  articles  could  be  adopted 
without  any  alteration  by  any  company,  but  to  the 
intelligent  man  who  is  not  entirely  acquainted  with  this 
subject,  they  should  bring  fruitful  suggestions. 

would  permit.  They  used  water-power  and  used  all 
that  was  furnished  by  the  stream  upon  whose  bank 
they  were  located.  This  company  operated  less  steadily 
from  year  to  year  and  with  an  ever-decreasing  number 
of  employees  for  a  period  of  about  ten  years.  At  that 
time  they  closed  their  doors. 

There  was  difl[iculty  experienced  in  getting  the  oper- 
ators to  use  improved  methods  but  there  is  some 

grounds  for  the  belief  that  the  management  could  not 
foresee  any  advantage  in  adopting  improved  methods. 
They  allowed  matters  to  drift  along  until  their  business 
had  gone  to  such  an  extent  that  very  radical  changes 
were  needed.  Then  they  found  that  the  men,  having 
worked  so  long  without  any  changes,  seemed  to  have 
lost  any  progressive  spirit  that  may  have  been  present 
at  an  earlier  period.  Had  the  management  in  this  case 
and  perhaps  in  the  case  described  by  Entropy  been 
believers  in  evolution,  as  far  as  manufacturing 
processes  are  concerned,  it  is  possible  that  the  one  might 
still  be  in  business  and  the  other  more  prosperous  than 
they  now  are. 

I  cannot  quite  agree  with  Entropy  that  the  solution 
of  the  problem,  as  far  as  the  manufacturing  problem 
applies,  lies  in  the  employment  of  younger  men  who 
have  no  precedents  to  break  down.  I  would  suggest, 
however,  that,  instead  of  changing  directly  to  the  wheel 
that  was  soft  enough  to  do  the  work  satisfactorily,  a 
very  gradual  change  be  made  by  using  wheels  that  are 
only  the  least  bit  softer  for  the  first  change,  believing 

that  the  vast  majority  of  men  would  soon  adapt  them- 
selves to  bearing  on  slightly  less.  When  this  has  been 

accomplished,  succeeding  steps  can  be  taken  until  the 
desired  results  are  obtained.  The  advantages  would  be 
derived  from  the  experience  of  the  older  men  who 
remained,  as  Entropy  has  pointed  out. 

Grinding  Off  Stock 
By  John  Mark  May 

The  article.  Grinding  Off  Stock,  by  Entropy  on  page 
552  of  the  American  Machinist  brings  to  mind  another 
axe  factory  that,  about  twenty-five  years  ago,  was  doing 
a  profitable  business,  one  as  large  as  their  power  supply 

The  Desire  to  Create 
By  Elam  Whitney 

One  of  the  factors  in  securing  the  greatest  efficiency 
among  employees  and  one  little  recognized  by  welfare 
managers  is  the  desire  to  create.  This  desire  is  evidenced 
in  the  discontent  of  a  tracer  who  wants  a  chance  at  draw- 

ing as  well  as  the  discontented  machine  operator  who 
wants  to  be  transferred  to  the  tool  making  department. 

It  is  quite  often  the  cause  of  so-called  government  work 
in  the  various  machine  shops  and  wood  making  depart- 

ments, the  wasting  of  employers'  time  while  the  em- 
ployee is  making  parts  for  some  device  of  his  own.  This 

practice  is  not  so  common  among  employees  who  are 
engaged  in  creative  work  and  are  made  to  feel  that  they 
are  a  part  of  the  factory  organization  and  not  merely 
one  of  the  machines. 

This  creative  desire  is  not  always  the  cause  of  the 
employee  working  on  devices  of  his  own,  as  is  evidenced 
by  the  great  amount  of  automobile  repairing,  nickel- 

plating,  etc.,  being  done  on  the  companies'  time.  This 
practice  is  often  caused  because  of  the  example  set  by 
the  foreman  in  doing  these  same  things  himself.  There 
is  one  large  concern  which  has  been  very  successful  and 
at  the  same  time  has  almost  ignored  this  desire  to  create. 

But  they  have  compensated  to  a  great  extent  by  estab- 
lishing a  minimum  wage.  Excellent  results  will  follow 

a  careful  checking  up  of  employees'  ambitions  and  care- 
ful guidance  and  development  along  the  line  of  greatest 

benefit  to  employer  and  employee  alike. 
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Experiment  With  High  Speed 
Grinding  Head 

By  EtXiiwocTii  Smeuwn 

AlBHMt  th»  Anal  oprrmtion  prrfomtrd  upon  the  JacobH 
driO  chuck  ia  to  grind  the  jawa  to  initure  concentricity 
of  running.  As  aome  of  the  chucks  are  quite  bruII.  the 
Crindint  wheals  are  correspondingly  minute  and  must 
ran  at  eaaeadiagly  hi^  spseda.  Some  of  the  little 
wiMCia  m  bat  A  in.  oataide  diameter  and  run  at  a 
w^mA  of  SO.OM  rrrolutiom  per  minute. 
Hm  work  of  grindinir  has  been  done  on  a  grindiny 

■■rhiae  of  standard  make  with  the  regular  intamal 

■XfKIIIMK.VT    MITM    IH'ii 'ilONKINO    IIKAI- 

grinding  band  and,  owing  to  the  nacanaity  for  fraquent 
rMMwala,  the  Jacobs  Co.  has  been  making  the  spindles 
ia  its  owa  abop. 

The  wotk  of  making  them  ia  very  simple  but  as  a 
apiadb  coald  not  be  made  to  run  at  this  excesaive  apoad 
for  Bora  Una  S  or  9  hours  without  devek>ping  a  loose- 
neaa  ia  the  bearings  tJiat  would  put  it  out  of  service, 
the  Bwking  of  a  new  spindle  every  day  for  each  machine 
not  ooly  impoaed  a  monotonous  burden  upon  the  tool 
roooi  forre  bat  greatly  increased  the  overhead  chargaa 
OQ  the  WT>rk. 

To  rvlieve  thu  burdrn  the  rompany  has  been  experi- 

■eating  with  a  "Ininorv"  high  speed  grinding  attach- 
aad  the  cat  abow*  tlic  device  mounted  upon  the 

doing  away  with  the  back  counter  and  belt 
At   the    tine   tlM   photograph   was   Uken    the 

baOT  ranaiag  aior*  than  400  hours   (not 
»)    aa4  iad  not  devckipod   any   perceptible 
ia  (be  baaringa.    The  OMtor  ia  running  16.000. 

Ikt  grtediat  aptedla  M,000  revolutions  per  minute. 

Putting  Limits  on  All  Dimensions — 
Di.scussion 

By  Martin  H.  Ball 

The  article  under  the  above  title  by  John  Thomas, 
which  was  published  on  page  639.  Vol.  66,  of  Atneriean 
Mackiniat,  and  the  discussions  which  followed  have 
interested  the  writer  very  much.  While  there  are  times 
and  places  where  it  is  best  to  vary  almost  any  rule, 
it  seems  to  me  that  Mr.  Thomas  is  nearly  right  in 
asking  for  limits  on  all  dimensions.  I  mean  by  all 
dimensions,  those  which  apply  to  finished  surfaces  and 
not  the  dimensions  that  concern  the  pattern  maker  only. 
Exceptions  are  made  in  instances  where  the  require- 

ments for  some  surface  without  machine  finish  are 
unusually   exacting. 

This  method  docH  not  involve  as  much  extra  work  on 
the  part  of  the  designer  and  draftsman  as  it  would  seem 
at  first  thought.  There  are  many  cases  where  note* 
.stating  the  limits  on  a  drawing  can  be  used,  as  for 

example.  "The  limits  on  all  dimensions  on  this  drawing 
—  0.002 

■»■•  4-0.002  '"•"    "^^^  limits  may  be  grouped  as  follows: 

"All  holes  on  this  drawing  have  a  limit  of  Tn'An!  'n-> 

all  diameters     ,  n  0006    '"'   ̂ ^^  ̂ "   °^^^''  dimensions 
—  0.003 

+  0.002  ̂ ^■"     Where  there  are  some  dimensions  that 
cannot  l>e  easily  grouped,  these  can  each  be  limited  in 
the  usual  way  nnd  the  others  can  be  taken  care  of  by 

a  note  thus,  "Where  not  otherwise  shown,  all  dimensions 

have  a  limit  of  T^JJ^I  inches." 
Placing  limits  on  dimensions,  however,  does  require 

a  more  thorough  knowledge  of  the  requirements  on  the 
part  of  the  designer.  Because  of  this  fact  and  on 
account  of  the  extra  time  required  in  designing  and 
drafting,  many  who  are  responsible  for  results  hesitate 
to  insist  that  dimension  limits  be  specified.  But  they 
fail  to  realize  the  time  lost  in  the  machine  shop  due  to 

uncertainty  and  they  overlook  the  fact  that  a  much  bet- 
ter product  might  be  obtained  if  all  concerned  knew 

exactly  what  was  desired. 

When  psrts  go  to  different  departments  to  be  ma- 
chined, this  uncertainty  increases.  The  man  who  makes 

the  holes  may  know  how  much  allowance  should  be 
made  for  the  shaft  or  pin  to  fit  properly,  but  he  does 
not  know  how  much  allowance  the  man  who  made  the 
shaft  or  pin  did  allow.  The  designation  desireS  is 
that  which  is  plainest  to  the  dullest  and  the  least 

experieneed  worker.  Any  plan  can  t>e  U-nrned  and  used, 
but  tile  plainer  it  ia,  the  leas  will  be  the  cost  in  time 
and  material.  I  feel,  therefore,  that  the  plans  sug- 

gested by  Frank  C.  Hudson  on  page  794,  Vol.  66,  and 
by   J.   A.    Roy,   on   page    188,   Vol.    67,    of   American 
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783 Machinist  have  much  merit.  The  only  change  that  I 
would  suggest  is  that  the  desired  size  may  be  always 
shown  in  large  figures  first  and  followed  by  the  allow- 

able tolerances,  which  may  or  may  not  be  an  equal 
amount  above  and  below  the  desired  size. 

For  illustration,  a  fit  of  0.003  in.  clearance  is  desired 
where  a  minimum  of  0.002  in.  and  a  maximum  of  0.006 
in.  are  permissible.    The  dimension  for  the  hole  would 

be  1.793   7nnA?=    Jn.  and  the  dimension  for  the  shaft 
+0.0015 

would  be  1.790 
—0.0015 

in.     The  basic  dimensions  of -0.0005 

1.793  in.  and  1.790  in.  stand  out  prominently,  will  be 
read  first  and  are  likely  to  be  understood  as  the  sizes 
desired  for  a  first-class  job  without  further  explana- 

tion from  any  one. 

An  Uncommon  "Shark's  Jaw" 
By  J.  T.  TOWLSON 

London,  England 

The  common  "shark's  jaw,"  usually  known  in  America 
as  the  alligator  wrench,  than  which  few  tools  are  of 
greater  all-round  service,  is  shown  in  Fig.  1  of  the 
accompanying  sketches  in  its  commercial  form.  Its  life 
is  long,  if  properly  used,  but,  as  with  the  Clyburn  shift- 

ing spanner,  the  rule  governing  its  proper  use  is  more 
honored  in  the  breach  than  in  the  observance.  When  it 
is  abused  it  soon  breaks  along  the  line  indicated  in  the 

sketch.  Home  made  shark's  jaws  like  that  shown  in 
Fig.  2  have  greater  strength  here  and,  though  a  trifle 
heavier,  they  last  much  longer. 

The  tool  shown  in  Fig.  3  is  still  stronger  for  the  rea- 
son that  the  jaws  are  tied  together  at  the  outer  end, 

leaving  a  triangular  opening  into  one  side  of  which  the 
tool  steel  toothed  section  is  inserted.  The  body  of  this 
tool,  as  also  the  one  shown  in  Fig.  4,  is  of  malleable  iron. 
The  common  form.  Fig.  1,  is  somewhat  paradoxical  in 
design  in  that  the  larger  the  work  upon  which  it  is  used 
the  greater  is  the  leverage  tending  to  break  it  across  the 
throat.  It  is  to  counteract  this  defect  that  the  tool 
shown  in  Fig.  4  has  the  triangle  reversed.  This  latter 
tool  is  made  double  ended  and  will  handle  from  i  to  f  in. 
gas  pipe  sizes. 

[The  fact  that  the  wrenches  in  Figs.  3  and  4  can  be 
used  only  by  passing  them  over  the  ends  of  pipe  or  rods 
limits  their  usefulness. — Editor.] 

A  Problem  in  Shop  Trigonometry 
By  Edward  J.  Rantsch 

Every  now  and  then  some  mathematical  problem  con- 
fronts us  in  our  regular  line  of  work  that  makes  us 

employ  a  little  trigonometry  to  reach  a  solution.  In 
this  case  it  was  required  to  make  a  piece  with  a  groove 
of  90  deg.  included  angle.  This  groove  was  to  receive 
another  part  having  a  circular  form  with  a  J5-in.  radius 
on  one  side  and  a  radius  on  the  other  side  to  conform 
with  the  radius  of  the  first  piece,  which  was  1.875  in.  in 
diameter.  The  center  about  which  the  Si-in.  radius  was 
drawn  was  to  lie  on  the  circumference  of  the  circle  of 
1.875  diameter,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying  sketch. 
The  first  step  was  to  take  the  ii-in.  radius  and 

multiply  it  by  2,  which  gives  a  0.9375-in.  diameter. 

■Malleable  cast  housing 

■Siamped  ifeel  refill 

ll  R. Home-made  jaw,  not  easily  broken 

Fig,  4 

•■SHARK'S   JAW,"   OR  ALLIGATOR  
WRENCHES 

FIG.    1— THE  COMMON  KIND.       FIG.    2— A   STRONGER    
"HOME-MADE"    

TOOL.      FIG.    3 
SINGLE-END  

WRENCH;   
CLOSED.      FIG.    4— DOUBLE-END  

TOOLS  WITH 
TRIANGLE    

REVERSED 

A    PROBLEM    INVOLVING   SHOP  TRIGONOMETRY 

Letting  this  diameter  0.9375  in.  equal  the  distance 
across  the  flats  of  a  square,  and  multiplying  it  by  1.4142 
gives  us  1.326  in.  as  the  distance  across  the  corners  of 

the  square;  dividing  by  2  we  get  0.633  in.  as  one-half 
the  distance  across  the  corners  of  the  square.  As  the 
diameter  of  the  large  circle  is  1.875  in.,  the  radius  is 
0.9375  in.  Subtracting  0.663  in.  from  0.9375  in.,  we  get 
0.2745  in.  as  the  distance  from  the  corner  of  the  square 
to  the  center  of  the  piece,  as  noted  in  the  illustration. 

Now  drawing  a  small  triangle  at  this  point  in  which 
0.2745  in.  becomes  the  hypothenuse  and  angle  x  equals 
45  deg.,  then  sin  x,  or  0.707  X  0.2745  in.  equals  0.194 
in.  for  lengths  A  and  A,  which  are  two  equal  legs. 

By  drawing  line  C,  which 
is  a  radius  of  0.9375  in.,  we 

get  another  right-angle  tri- 
angle in  which  A  equals  0.194 

in.,  and  C  equals  0.9375  in. 
Dividing  A  by  C,  or  0.194 
in.  -^  0.9375  in.,  gives  0.20693 
as  sin  x.  Then  x  is  11  deg. 
57  min.  Multiplying  the  co- 

sine of  11  deg.  57  min.,  which 
is  0.97833,  by  C  or  0.9375  in., 
we  get  length  B,  or  0.917 
inches. 

Having  found  length  B  to 
be  0.917  in.  and  length  A 
0.194  in.,  subtract  A  from  B 
and  we  have  0.723  in.  as  the 
length  D,  which  is  equal  to 
one  side  of  the  groove. 

Sfamped  s  teel  Hfill 
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Now  Mwimiiit  that  aTSS  in.  is  the  l«nfth  of  one  aide 
•f  •  Hwuw.  or  in  other  words.  th«  distance  across  the 
iata  of  a  sqoara.  to  got  ths  dirtanca  aoroaa  the  comers 
MMpdr  tt.m  in.  hgr  l^O.  aad  «•  hava  distance  1 .0826 
ta.farir.  Tida  vaiaa  NpvMaMa  tlM  lansth  of  the  chord 
aad  is  iha  Isal  aakaaeni  dtaMBsioa  to  be  found.  Thus 
wo  Imv«  fovad  all  the  naknown  dimensions  by  the  use  of 

reaaoning  step  by  step,  s  method 
ba  aaipiayad  in  solving  the  problems 

that  arias  in  araryday  practice. 

Salvainnff  Cracked  Sswi  hy  Weldinfir 
^  By  Ellswokth  SmojiON 

A  awthod  of  salvacing  the  circular  saws  used  on 
cvrtala  BHtel  sawing  machines  when  they  have  developed 
craeka  that  woold  otherwise  put  them  out  of  business 
is  shown  ia  the  accompanying  illustration  The  disk  is 
first  cleaned  by  immeming  it  in  the  sods  kettle  and 
then,  taking  it  to  the  electric  spot  welding  machine, 
a  row  of  spots  is  welded  along  the  line  of  the  crack, 
as  the  photograph  shows. 

Two  or  three  teeth  are  then  ground  out  of  the  per- 
iphery ianoediately  behind  the  crack  to  relieve  the  disk 

as  Boch  as  possible  from  shock  at  this  point  and  the 
saw  is  put  back  into  service.  If  the  crsck  has  not 
eartewded  clear  to  the  center  hole,  the  acetylene  torch 
Is  brought  into  play  to  burn  a  small  hole  through  the 
disk  St  the  end  of  the  crack  and  thus  discourage  its 
further  extension. 

While  this  method  cannot  be  guaranteed  to  save  a 
saw.  Ita  application  requires  nothing  but  the  expend- 

<-|lA('KKI>  HAW.  SPOT  WKLVhilJ 

itur*  o1  a  few  minates  time  in  a  shop  where  the  electric 
welding  machine  is  already  installed  and.  if  it  is  suc- 

cessful, will  keep  io  service  as  a  valuable  tool  a  saw 
that  is  otherwise  bot  a  candidate  for  the  scrap  pile. 
if  K  fails  nothing  is  lost  but  the  time. 

At  the  Battsrthrid  pUnt  of  the  Union  Twist  Drill  Co., 
Una,  Vu,  the  writer  saw  ia  operation  several  of 

that  had  thos  bean  reelaiOMd  and  that  were 
wd  SSI  ilia  as  before  they  wore  cracked.  Such 

a  repair  woaid  not  be  adriaabie,  however,  on  the  swiftly 
■eehu  tmm  aaad  in  the  wood  working  shop  because 
tha  coaaMMaaas  ot  failore  woald  be  too  disastrous. 

T>»o  Vises  to  Handle  Axle  Assemblies 
By  G.  a.  Lvkbs 

In  tha  ahaance  of  a  special  stand  for  holding  either 
front  axles  or  rear  axle  assemblies,  which  stands  are 
very  serviceable  for  overhaul,  the  use  of  two  vises  placed 
three  feet  apart  on  the  edge  of  a  bench,  as  shown  in 
the  sketch,  will  afford  h  means  of  clamping  the  axles 
solidly  while  renewing  bushings,  putting  on  spindles, 
aligning  gears  or  adjusting  the  many  parts.    It  is  pos- 

TWd  VI8KR  P^H   HA.VDI.rXO   A.\l.l>» 

sible  with  an  assembly  like  a  Ford  rear-end  to  clamp 
the  housings  in  the  vises,  place  a  block  under  the  drive 
shaft  end  and  work  on  the  universal,  connection,  radius 
rods,  put  in  the  retaining  bolts,  cotters,  etc.,  as  well 
as  carry  out  the  work  of  overhaul  from  a  most  favor- 

able and  comfortable  working  position.  But  a  third  of 
the  time  is  required  to  assemble  these  parts  in  this 
manner,  as  well  as  to  add  to  the  comfort  and  conven- 

ience of  the  workman. 

(an  These  Things  Be  True?- 
By  R.  Kraus 

-Discussion 

In  reply  to  M.  Tolliver's  article,  which  appeared 
under  the  above  title  on  page  270  of  Ameriean 

Machinist,  it  is  the  writer's  opinion  that  the  problem 
of  the  heat  treatment  of  steel  can  be  handled  in  two 
different  ways.  One  way  ia  to  determine  a  method  by 
research,  which  requires  s  thorough  knowledge  of 
metallurgy,  and  the  other  is  to  make  use  of  reliable 
information  which  can  be  obtained  from  the  maker 
of  the  steel  to  be  treated.  The  latter  means  is  the  one 
which  is  best  adapted  to  the  average  user. 

The  steel  manufacturer  is  not  only  glad  to  supply  the 
neceasary  information  but  he  will  even  send  his  spe- 

cialist for  a  demonstration  as  it  is  to  his  interest  to 
have  the  steel  properly  treated.  The  manufacturer 
is  really  the  best  one  to  Judge  how  the  merit  of  his 
product  may  be  brought  out.  Manufacturers  now  pur- 

sue a  broad  policy  in  building  good  will  and  they  fre- 
quently go  to  an  expense  in  demonstrating  their  product 

since  they  anticipate  the  demand  in  a  locality  as  well 
as  In  a  special  prospect 

Good  Information  may  also  be  found  in  the  catalogs 
of  allied  products,  as  for  instance  in  a  catalog  of  a 
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company  which  manufactures  pyrometers.  All  the  knowl- 
edge necessary  is  the  analysis  of  the  steel  one  is  using. 

This  condition  is  a  reminder  of  what  is  expected 
from  us  in  the  successful  treatment  of  steel  and  that 

is  just  a  little  effort  to  keep  rigid  order  in  the  stock- 
room. If  we  are  using  the  makers'  information,  we 

do  not  have  to  know  the  composition  of  the  steel,  but  we 
must  know  with  certainty  what  steel  we  have.  This 
condition  requires  a  rigid  rule  to  mark  the  incoming 
steel  immediately,  by  stenciling  it  with  vivid  color  every 
few  feet  and  at  both  ends.  As  a  chart  must  be  followed, 
the  blueprint  of  it  should  be  framed  and  given  a  coat 
of    transparent    shellac. 

The  suggestions  made  are  not  new,  but  they  form  one 

of  the  principles  of  production,  namely,  to  avail  one- 
self of  the  cumulative  experience  of  others,  which  is  a 

secret  of  saving  time. 

Two  Ways  of  Making  a  Core — Discussion 
By  M.  E.  Duggan 

On  page  461,  Vol.  57,  of  the  American  Machinist, 
P.  W.  Blake  offers  criticism  of  an  article  by  the  writer 
under  the  above  title  on  page  233,  Vol.  57.  In  presenting 
that  article  I  had  in  mind  the  apprentice  and  the  young 
journeyman  pattern  maker  who  have  been  denied  the 
privilege  of  visiting  in  the  foundry  and  core  room,  and 
who  welcome  any  information  they  can  get  through  the 
columns  of  trade  papers.  Moreover,  I  had  in  mind  gen- 

eral pattern,  molding,  and  core  making  practice  and  not 

any  one  specialty.  I  merely  used  the  sketch  as  an  ex- 
ample of  the  method  used  by  the  core  maker  in  making 

cores  with  projecting  members,  dried  on  end. 

Again  I  ask,  "Is  this  method  practicable  and  does  it 
answer  the  requirements  of  the  core  maker?"  We  are 
told  that  the  pattern  maker  predetermines  the  opera- 

tions of  the  molder  and  the  core  maker.  I  don't  believe 
this.  The  apprentice  or  journeyman  pattern  maker  who 
has  had  little  or  no  training  in  practical  molding  and 
core  making  is  mighty  poorly  equipped  to  even  hint 
at  how  the  job  should  be  done  in  either  of  these  depart- 

ments of  the  foundry.  Mr.  Blake  says,  "Any  pattern 
maker  trained  in  the  manufacture  of  plumber's  brass 
goods  knows  that  the  practical  method  is  to  use  core 
driers  on  small  sizes,  because  the  driers  keep  the  cores 

from  warping."  Why  should  a  special  training  in 
plumber's  brass  goods  be  necessary  to  know  and  under- 

stand the  "why"  and  the  "wherefore"  details  that  per- 
tain, not  to  any  individual  specialty,  but  to  general 

pattern  making  practice. 

Mr.  Blake  mentions  the  word  "proper"  in  connection 
with  the  making  of  these  cores  and  driers.  The  word 

"proper"  does  not  apply  in  the  making  of  patterns, 
coi-e  boxes,  molding,  or  core  making.  The  superin- 

tendent of  a  large  foundry  doing  a  general  jobbing 

business  has  remarked,  "Make  a  pattern  and  the  core 
boxes  for  it,  send  them  to  the  foundry  and  the  molders 
and  core  makers  will  tell  you  of  nineteen  better  ways 

by  which  they  can  be  made." 
In  conclusion,  I  think  it  only  fair  to  suggest  that  when 

reading  an  article  illustrating  and  describing  a  way  to 
do  a  certain  piece  of  work  with  a  view  to  criticizing  it, 
you  either  read  it  as  it  is  written  or  read  between  the 
lines.  If  the  method  has  any  merit  in  comparison  with 
your  way  of  doing  the  particular  job,  then  use  it;  if 
it  has  not,  then  pass  it  up. 

Removing  a  Bushing  from  a  Blind  Hole — Discussion 

By  W.  H.  Storey 
Surrey,  England 

In  an  article  under  the  above  title  on  page  865,  Vol. 
56,  of  the  American  Machinist,  Art  Weiss,  in  criticizing 
the  method  of  removing  a  bushing  from  a  blind  hole 
as  outlined  by  me,  asks  why  we  should  not  make  the 
bushing  as  shown  in  his  sketch.  I  think  it  is  up  to  me 
to  answer  his  question.  I  do  not  think  it  can  be  denied 
that  the  following  points  are  against  his  method: 

1.  A  plain  standard  bushing  from  stock  cannot  be 
used. 

2.  Expensive  cast  steel  is  used  for  the  tapped  portion 
necessitating  slower  machining  speeds. 

3.  The  tapping  of  cast  steel  should  always  be  avoided 
if  possible  on  account  of  wear  and  breakage  of 
taps. 

4.  Due  to  the  recess,  the  effective  length  of  the  bore 
is  reduced  and  usually  it  is  desirable  to  keep 
the  length  of  the  bore  of  blind  hole  bushings  as 
long  as  possible. 

5.  The  bushing  may  crack  in  hardening,  (a)  due  to 
the  thread,  (b)  due  to  the  recess,  (c)  due  to  the 
excess  of  metal  at  the  bottom. 

6.  Grinding  the  blind  hole  in  the  bushing  is  objec- 
tionable, demanding  as  it  would  a  great  amount 

of  time.  Blind  holes  are  the  cause  of  much 

grinding- wheel  breakage  and  are  never  as  satis- 
factory as  the  straight-through  bore. 

7.  In  order  to  grind  the  outside  diameter  a  special 
mandrel  will   have  to  be   made   as   a   standard 
mandrel  cannot  be  used. 

Mr.  Weiss  states  that  my  method  involves  the  hunting 
up  of  loose  washers  when  the  bushing  has  to  be  removed. 
May  I  point  out  that  this  is  not  accurate,  for,  as  with 
his  method,  a  setscrew  is  all  that  is  required  to  extract 
the  bushing.  In  fact  our  methods  are  virtually  the 

same  with  the  exception  that  I  require  a  shorter  set- 
screw  and  have  the  tapped  portion  made  separately 
from  a  piece  of  soft  machine  steel,  thus  enabling  a 

FIG.  1— THE  AUTHOR'S  METHOD. METHOD 
Fig.  2 

FIG.  2 — ART  WEISS' 

standard  bushing  to  be  used.  By  my  method  the  neces- 
sity of  a  recess  with  its  attendant  risk  of  cracking  and 

wheel  breakage  is  eliminated,  less  of  the  expensive  cast 
steel  is  used,  much  less  time  in  manufacture  is  required 
and  there  is  no  necessity  for  making  a  special  mandrel 
for  grinding  the  outside  diameter. 

If,  after  reading  this,  Mr.  Weiss  ever  again  uses  the 
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I  woaM  M«SMt  Uiat  at  iMSt  ta* 
i «(  tht  bwklav  or  turn  it  aw»y.  «b 

•I  S  ia  Pir  S.  M  tlM  bUad  kole  in  th*  Jif  cut- 
hw  and  aot  b*  aucwtoty  bor«d  doini  to  •  sharp  comer 
•t  tht  bottaai.  and  m  Unt  a  taad  wiU  be  provided  to 

la  tmtiim  tiw  liMttng  la.  aad  ptvnni  it  cutting 

tiMsMHoCUMlMla.  AlK>.  by  cut- 
away, a  shorter  setacrew  can  be  uaed 

it. 
Mr.  WaiiB  Mates  that  my  matbod  requirn  some  prep- 

aratia«i  ̂ psmmlj  aasuninc  that  hi*  does  not,  because 

tt  ia  la  aaa  pice*.  Aa  hU  method  requires  a  special 

I  vaald  auccest  that  it  actually  requires  more 
I  thaa  mine.  Comparison  csn  better  be  made, 

bjr  eoasidrrins  the  relative  costs.  For  the 
I  of  readers  the  skeUhe*  are  reproduced.  Fig. 

the  method  nfrf^*^  by  the  writer  whilst  the 

MMtioa  at  A,  Fig.  2,  shows  the  method  of  Art 

Tte  ndaeed  portion  at  B,  Fig.  1.  shows  thtr 
Improvement. 

Weiaa. 

Misapplied  Machine  Tools 
By  D.  a.  Nsvin 

The  writer  has  obaerred.  during  the  past  year  or 

two,  aaaMTOOB  aeooonta  of  single-purpose  machine  tools 

boiav  aifrirH*  for  aooM  apadal  nae  for  which  they  were 
BM«r  iataaded.  A  lathe  naed  for  milling,  a  planer 

eoBvntsd  lato  a  grinder,  a  punch  press  adapted  for  slot- 
tiiW,  are  a  few  of  the  stunts  we  read  of  and  there  are. 

at  eooraa.  aaay  mor*  which  have  never  bean  published, 
art  many  oeearions  where  it  is  necessary  to  rush 

work  and.  no  other  machine  being  available. 
is  jttstilied  in  adapting  or  altering  some 

inttwM  for  an  entirely  different  purpose. 

Asaia  la  job  shops,  these  stunts  are  very  often  necea- 
to  lack  of  equipment  or  the  necessity  of 

aa  moeh  of  the  equipment  as  possible  and  not 
iMva  ■aclilne  toola  aUnd  idle. 

No  lathe  was  evsr  daalgnad  to  abaorb  the  vihrationn 
raiisfd  by  a  milling  operation  and  certainly  could  not 
rstaln  iu  accuracy  if  this  class  of  work  were  to  b« 
rontinusd  for  aay  length  of  time.  The  writer  recalU 
tkt  rfff^f^  of  a  small  planer  for  surfsce  grindinK. 

also  tiM  oae  of  a  hand  acrew  machine  for  a  "push" 
■iSHwhling  job  and  in  both  caacs  the  reguUr  work  to  be 
produced  on  these  maehiasa  was  considersbly  delayed. 

t 

be 

nics   delay   the   purchase 
•qolpnent  by  indulging  in  theae  stunts. 

in  thaaa  dagrs  of  strict  economy  (snd  in  some 
fakM  eeoBoaiy).  new  machines  will  not  be  pur- 
aa  Unm  •>  the  work  can  be  produced  without 
TiM  until saJ  cost  should  indicate  a  saving  to 

la  eoaaenrative   investment   in   labor-saving 
machiaM. 

l>Migners  are  frequaatJy  instructed  to  design  along 
the  liata  suitable  for  aunofaetore  by  present  eqoip- 

aad  this  procedure  often  proves  to  be  an  expensive 
prn^artinn   falls  below  salaa  requirements. 
aiisw  laihlne  work  is  conaldered  vary  eeo- 

•aa  operator  caa  operate  from  three 
yot    sometime*,    with    s    little 
parts  ceakl   be  designed   for 

in  the  punching  machine 
of  aaving  in  the 

Bashingt  Uaed  u  Buttons  for  Locating 
Holes  Accurately — Discussion 

By  a.  Cox 

I  have  read  with  interest  the  article  under  the  above 
tiUe  by  Harrie  M.  Pike  on  page  S84,  Vol.  67,  of  the 

Amerieati  Maekinut  and,  while  commending  Mr.  Pike's 
method  of  locating  holes  on  lartre  jigs  with  bushings, 

I  must  take  exception  to  his  atatement  that  "The  job  waa 
then  placed  on  the  table  of  a  true  running  drill  press 

and  the  holes  drilled  and  reamed  through  the  bushings." 
In  an  earlier  part  of  his  letter  Mr.  Pike  states  that 

"their  location  was  so  important  in  fact  that  no  toler- 
ance at  all  was  allowed  in  locating  them." 

Having  spent  over  thirty  years  at  the  tool  making 
game,  including  three  years  on  large  jigs  and  fixtures 
for  the  Sunbeam  aeroplane  engine  for  the  British 
Government  and  in  one  of  the  finest  equipped  toolrooms 
I  have  come  across  in  my  lonK  experience,  I  will  state 

that  I  have  yet  to  And  a  "true  running  drill  press"  that 
will  drill  and  ream  a  hole  to  limits  of  0.0002  in.  (in 
location)  with  slip  bushings  or  anything  else.  To  my 

view  Mr.   Pike's  method  has  no  advantage  over  the 

en  matttr  pkttt 
To  ̂ tttt  ntfwl$  fo 
fhrt 

O    CO 
HANP  BORING  KI.XTJ'KK  FOIl  JIQ  WOIIK 

ordinary  button  method  and  certainly  is  not  so  accurate 
as  boring  with  an  eccentric  chuck. 

I  think  I  am  free  to  admit  that  the  most  accurate 
tool  on  the  market  today  is  the  Pratt  &  Whitney  jig 

boring  machine,  yet  I  doubt  if  the  makers  will  guar- 
antee a  drilled  and  reamed  hole  to  be  accurate  for  loca- 

tion within  0.0002  inch.  For  the  benefit  of  those 

engaged  on  large  jig  work,  I  will  describe  the  meth- 
ods used  in  the  above  mentioned  shop  where  the  limit 

of  error  on  production  never  exceeded  Jlo'.oooi  '"■ 
The  baae  of  the  jig  and  all  nuchined  surfaces  are 
accoratoly  scrapped  to  a  surface  plate  and  all  holes 
laid  off  and  drilled,  leaving  roughly  about  0.020  in. 
for  boring. 

We  found  that  in  moving  a  heavy  jig  around  the 
shop  and  placing  it  on  a  machine  it  required  very  little 
jar  to  move  the  buttons  and  it  waa  necessary  to  check 
them  all  over  again.  In  order  to  avoid  this  trouble  wc 
sbandoned  boring  the  jigs  on  machines  and  used  the 
hand-boring  fixture  shown  in  the  accompanying  sketch 
and  which,  although  slower  than  the  machine,  was  cer- 

tainly much  more  reliable.  The  boring  fixture  was 
made  of  machine  steel,  pack-hardened,  ground  and 
lapped.  The  body  A  was  accurately  tocated  over  the 
hola  to  be  faced  and  fastened  in  position  by  straps.  The 
faad  not  B  waa  then  slipped  on,  the  boring  bar  clamped 
to  tho  handle  and  the  boring  waa  performed  by  turninK 
the  handle. 

Three  boring  bars  were  used,  the  tools  being  set  for 
gradual  daeraasing  cuts,  the  last  one  removing  0.002  in. 
and  being  run  through  twice.     The  fixture  was  then 
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removed,  a  ground  and  lapped  plug  inserted  in  the 
hole  and  the  fixture  re-located  for  the  next  hole  with 
Johansson  blocks  or  micrometers.  The  result  was  a 
splendid  job,  without  moving  the  jig  from  the  surface 
plate.  In  some  instances,  a  master  plate  was  fastened 
to  the  jig  and  with  the  hand-boring  fixtures  located  on 
the  plate.  With  bushes  ground  to  fit  both  the  master 
holes  therein  and  the  recess  in  body  A  of  the  boring 
fixture,  it  was  easy  to  transfer  the  same  locating  points 
in  all  jigs  used  for  the  one  particular  part  to  be 
machined. 

Formula  for  Determining  the  Safe 
Load  for  Gears 
By  V.  Charushin 

The  accompanying  table  is  based  on  a  gear  formula 
that  is  commonly  used  in  Germany,  and  is  given  by  C. 

Bach  in  his  "Maschinen  Elemente,"  1920  edition.  In 
comparison  with  the  well-known  Lewis  formula,  this 
formula  gives  more  conservative  values  for  the  safe 
loads.  Consequently,  the  gears  determined  according 
to  this  table,  possess  much  better  wearing  qualities. 

The  basic  formula  as  given  by  Mr.  Bach  is  as  follows: 

W  =  Cfp'  =  C^  i p 
(1) 

safe  load  on  pitch  line  in  pounds 
face  of  gear  in  inches 
circular  pitch  in  inches 
diametral  pitch. 

C  is   a   function  of  r.p.m.    and    is   expressed   by  the 
equation :    

C  =  426.69— 7.11  ViV 
N  =  r.p.m. 

W 
f 

P'
 P 

(2) 

This  formula  is  for  machined  cast-iron  gears  and 
takes  an  allowable  stress  equal  to  6,400  lb.  per  square 
inch  when  the  speed  is  very  low.  Equation  (1)  may 
be  written  for  diametral  pitch  as  follows: 

W t(426.69  —  7.11VN) 
P (3) 

The  table  is  easily  computed  from  equation  (3).  For 
steel  gears  all  the  values  in  the  table  must  be  multiplied 
by  2i.  The  table  is  especially  valuable  for  preliminary 
layouts.  It  gives  the  safe  loads  at  a  glance  without 
the  necessity  of  going  through  the  tedious  calculations. 

What  Is  the  Best  Way  to  Show  Sections 
Through  Ribs? — Discussion 

By  Elam  Whitney 

Under  the  above  title  on  page  458,  Vol.  57,  of  the 

American  Machinist,  Martin  H.  Ball's  illustration,  as 
the  writer  sees  it,  does  not  keep  the  draftsman's  work 
down  to  a  minimum  as  would  be  the  case  if  the  section 
X-X  were  taken  through  the  holes. 

This  is  especially  true  of  drawings  where  the  holes  are 

numerous  and  the  method  of  taking  a  cross-section  "off 
center"  is  one  which  will  be  found  of  value  in  a  great 
variety  of  drawings,  as  for  instance  assembly  of  punches 
and  dies,  when  it  is  desired  to  show  up  projections  corre- 

sponding to  the  rib  that  was  shown  in  the  illustration 
given  by  Mr.  Ball. 

If  the  drawing  were  made  in  accordance  with  the 
above  method,  not  only  would  the  area  to  be  cross- 
sectioned  be  reduced,  but  the  lines  would  show  up  much 
clearer  as  well  and  especially  would  this  be  the  case  if 
a  blueprint  were  made  from  it. 

SAFE  LOAD  IN  POUNDS  FOR  MACHINED  CAST-IRON  GEARS 
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Editorial 
THERE  ARE  •till  mhm  nMclunics.  and 
for  thai  MMttar  MOM  forMBcn  and  even 

^/>|  !>-jperint«Ml«its.  gr«eB  enouch  to  be 
jd  when  th«y  make  blue  chips  with 

iA^  toola.  Tha  proper  color  scheme  is 
white.  If  two  men  take  the  same  site 

cat  at  Um  same  speed  and  one  fata  hi«  chips  blue  and 
tka  atlMT  white,  it  is  a  aafa  bat  that  the  latter  has  the 
tool  wMeh  will  laat  kmcer  and  use  less  power. 

Slatbtioi  oa  Foreign  Trade  in  .Metal 
WerkiiMt  MaclUncr>  Bcxin  in  thin  lasuc 

HOW  MUCH  do  we  know  of  foreign  trade  in  ma- 
cUaary?  Much  haa  baan  written— and  read— 

aboat  how  to  ship  machinery  acroaa  aeaa.  The  require- 
■MSta  for  diamantlint.  slushing  and  boxing  have  been 
ipadla^  There  haa  been  a  word  or  two  about  the  kind 
of  aniaHMB  to  send  abroad.  Correapondence  and  mail 
■attcTi  have  been  touched  upon. 

B«t  what  of  the  marketa?  How  have  exports  and  im- 
grown  or  diminiahod  during  the  past  10  yean? 
fotorr  ia  indicatod?  Statistics  on  those  condi- 

tiooa  ahoold  be  in  every  aalaa  manager's  oflke.  They 
are  availahla.  thanka  to  the  Industrial  Machinery  Divi- 
aioa  ot  the  Bttreau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce, 

thajr  have  been  handed  out  piecemeal  from  time  to 
Fortunate  the  man  who  could  collect  them  and 

kaap  than  together. 
It  is  now  the  porpoae  of  the  Ameriran  Maehinist 

to  distribute  the  atatlstka  of  foreign  trade  in  ma- 
chlaa  toob  for  the  yaara  190»-1»21  inclusive.  They 
win  be  pr«aantad  each  waak  with  either  a  page  or 
two  pngaa  per  iaoua.  The  tablaa  will  show  the  values 
of  aaCal  worfciiw  mnchinaa  axported  from  the  principal 
coaatriaa,  tht  oamai  of  tha  eountries  receiving  them, 
aad  the  vsImb  of  tha  Bacfainaa  raoaived  by  each.  A  like 

arraataaMiit  win  show  tha  dataUs  of  importe.  Invalu- 
able Sgaraa  they  have  baan  tamad  by  aome. 

Mo  table  will  back  up  another,  an  arrangement  that 
yhaa  perfect  freedom  in  clipping.  Table  I,  Export  of 
Metal  Working  Machines  from  the  United  SUtea,  is  in 
thU  issue 

What's  Wrong  With 
the  Railnwd  .Shops? 

AVKRY  ENLIGHTENING  seriaa  of  artidaa  might 

be  written  teUlng  the  history  of  railroad  davriop- 
aMflt  with  particular  reference  to  the  repair  shop  angle. 
The  series  would  tell  of  the  strangling  effect  of  rail- 
nmA  rcgulatioa  aa  praetiead  by  federal  and  state 
bursaas  aad  woold  point  out  the  valiant  stnigglaa  made 
hr  the  OMS  to  charga  of  the  mechanical  departments 

brought  about  by  insufflcient  appro- 
from  lack  of  revenue.  It  would  also 

of  the  bwiac-froro-within  tactica  of  labor  unions 
ralM  ogmtttA  to  combat  every  attempt  at  prog- 

Such  a  aarica  would  be  plaiiaant 
it  wmM  ha  ootalda  of  our  province  and 

We   haea   tha   otaaat   aympathy   for   the    railroad 

managements  in  so  far  as  they  are  oppraaaed  by  govern- 
mental regulations,  and  they  certainly  have  had  more 

than  their  fair  shure  of  it,  but  railroad  rvKulation  Ih 
here  to  sUy  and  there  is  nothing  to  do  but  make  the 
best  of  it.  If  anything  we  could  say  would  have  any 
effect  in  lessening  the  oppression,  we  should  be  only  too 
glad  to  shout  it  in  24-point  type  but  we  are  not  so 
eKutistical  as  to  harbor  any  such  iden. 

In  the  series  we  have  written,  and  of  which  the 
second  article  appears  next  week,  we  have  discussed 
things  aa  we  found  them  and  tried  to  point  out  definite 
improvements  which  might  be  made.  If  what  has  been 
written  has  seemed  to  savor  of  destructive  criticism, 
bear  in  mind  that  only  a  quack  doctor  endeavors  to  cure 
the  patient  before  he  finds  out  what  is  the  matter  with 
him.  If  we  had  nothing  better  to  offer,  the  series  never 
would  have  been  sterted.  for  const ructiveness  has  been 
the  aim  of  the  Amtriean  Machinist  since  its  beginning 

nearly  fifty  years  ago.  So  far,  we  have  contented  our- 
selves with  pointing  out  the  faults.  In  later  articles  we 

shall  suggest  remedies,  drawn  from  the  practice  and 
experience  of  other  shops  and  applicable  to  railroad 
repair  shops. 

The  Red  CroM 
Roll  Call 

rr  SEEMS  ESPECIALLY  appropriate  that  the  coming 
Annual  Roll  Call  of  the  American  Red  Cross  should 

l>egin  this  year  on  Armistice  Day.  To  many,  the  splen- 
did service  which  this  organization  gave  to  humanity 

during  the  World  War  ended  with  the  coming  of  peace 
in  1918.  It  would  bi>  unfortunate,  indeed,  if  the  energy 
and  relief  which  the  American  Red  Cross  still  dispenaea 
should  be  unrecognized  or  unsupported  at  this  time. 

The  Red  Cross  campaign  to  spread  the  benefits  of 

hygiene,  the  active  interest  in  the  comfort  and  enter- 
tainment of  our  disabled  Service  men,  and  the  ever- 

ready  emergency  relief — these  alone  would  justify  the 
annual  contribution  of  a  single  dollar  from  each  of  us. 
Leading  even  theae  good  intereste,  however,  comes  the 
active  fight  which  the  Red  Cross  now  wages  on  tuber- 
culoaia.  Support  of  the  organization  in  this,  the  great- 
eat  of  ite  campaigns  of  relief,  makes  membership  almost 
an  obligation  for  those  who  can  give. 

J  tut  SoppoM 

SUPPOSE  you  had  bought  a  machine  which  is  guaran- 
teed to  turn  out  twenty-four  pieces  per  hour,  let  us 

aay,  for  $6,000.  And  suppose  the  best  you  can  possibly 
get  out  of  this  machine  is  twenty  pieces,  and  even  the 

maker's  expert  can  do  no  better.  You  would  probably 
feel  that  you  are  entitled  to  a  discount. 
Now  auppoaa  it  were  the  other  way;  that  you  get 

twenty-eight  piaeaa  instead  of  twenty-four,  and  that 
without  straining  the  machine  or  the  man  or  even  your 
imagination.  Would  you, feel  that  the  maker  is  entitled 
to  a  bonus,  and  feeling  that  way,  would  you  offer  it? 

Oh,  coma  now!    You  know  things  are  not  done  that 

way.    Yea,  but- Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Baird  Six-Spindle  Chucking  Machine 

What  is  virtually  an  automatic  lathe  for  handling- 
five  short  pieces  of  work  at  one  time  has  recently  been 
placed  on  the  market  by  the  Baird  Machine  Co.,  Bridge- 

port, Conn.  The  machine,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1,  is  a  six- 
spindle  horizontal  chucking  machine  and  is  suitable  for 

work  on  small  castings,  forgings  and  bar  stock  requir- 
ing a  number  of  operations  such  as  turning,  facing, 

drilling    and   threading   that   can    be   performed    on    a 

FIG.    1— B.MRD   SIX-SPINDLE   CHUCKING   MACHINE 

lathe.  The  capacity  is  for  work  up  to  6  x  6  inches.  The 
chief  feature  of  the  machine  is  the  fact  that  there 
are  always  five  pieces  of  work  in  operation  at  the  same 
time.  As  many  as  twenty-one  cutting  tools  can  be  used 
simultaneously.  The  sixth  spindle  is  in  the  loading  posi- 

tion while  the  others  are  operating,  so  that  the  work 
may  be  inserted  and  removed  without  interfering  with 
the  operation  of  the  other  spindles. 

As  the  finished  piece  reaches  the  unloading  position 
the  machine  automatically  stops,  so  that  a  second  cycle 

■  of  operations  will  not  be  made  on  a  part  due  to  inat- 
tention of  the  operator.  The  operator  immediately 

starts  the  machine  again  when  he  is  ready  to  take  out 
the  piece,  so  that  the  five  work  spindles  need  not  be 
stopped  during  the  time  required  to  remove  the  piece 
and  place  a  new  one  in  position.  The  machine  can  be 
run  without  stopping  at  the  completion  of  each  piece. 

Separate  toolslides  are  supplied  for  each  working  posi- 
tion with  a  choice  of  two  lengths  of  feed  with  any  set- 

ting. The  cross-feed  toolslides  are  mounted  on  the  bed. 
The  toolholders  are  interchangeable  and  are  designed  to 
receive  standard  forged  or  inset  tools.  The  machine  can 
be  turned  over  by  hand  from  either  the  front  or  back  of 

•  the  machine  for  setting  the  tools. 
The  machine  is  ordinarily  driven  by  a  single  constant- 

speed  pulley  at  a  speed  of  800  r.p.m.,  and  it  can  be 
arranged  for  either  belt  or  motor  drive,  a  5-hp.  motor 
being  ordinarily  required.  The  spindle  speed  varies 
from  28i  to  440  r.p.m.,  a  total  of  twenty-four  speeds 
lying  between  these  limits.  There  are  eight  possible 
combinations  of  gear  drives  and  three  quick  changes  of 
speed  available  for  each  spindle.  By  changing  the  gears 
in  the  main  drive  the  range  of  speed  of  all  of  the  spindles 
can  be  raised  or  lowered ;  three  changes  are  still  allowed 
for  each  spindle  independent  of  the  other  spindles. 

There  are  seventeen  changes  of  feed 
for  the  cutting  tools. 

All  the  changes  of  speed  and  feed 

are  effected  by  heat-treated  quick- 
change  sliding  gears.  The  work  can 
be  run  at  the  speed  and  feed  best 
suited  to  the  operation,  so  that  a  hole 
of  small  diameter  can  be  bored  at  a 

high  spindle  speed  while  the  outside 
diameter  of  the  work  may  be  turned 
at  a  relatively  low  spindle  speed. 

Rapid  traverse  and  reverse  motions 
are  provided  so  as  to  increase  the  speed 

of  operation.     The  minimum  produc- 
tive speed  with  the  drive  pulley  run- 
ning at  800  r.p.m.  is  one  piece  in  9  min., 

and  the  maximum  is  2i  pieces  in  1  min. 
Chucks  are   ordinarily  employed,   but 
special  fixtures  for  holding  the  work 
can  be  substituted.    Each  spindle  has  a 
means  of  adjustment  to  take  up  wear. 
Back    of    each    spindle    is    a    driving 
clutch  that  releases  automatically  to 
allow  the  turret  holding  the  spindles 

to  index.    All  operating  levers  are  con- 
veniently located  in  the  front. 

In  Fig.  2  is  shown  a  view  of  the  rear  of  the  machine, 
in  which  the  cam  drum  and  such  features  can  be  ob- 

served.    A  power-operated  pump  for  cutting  lubricant 
is  incorporated.    The  machine  requires  a  floor  space  of 
93  X  46  in.  and  weighs  about  8,500  pounds. 

'B 

FIG.  2— REAR  VIEW  OF  BAIRD  CHUCKING  MACHINE 
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Chambersbunr  Punching  and 
She«rinj{  Machines 

TW  Chantankmrt  Entflnmriog  Ok  Chunhtnhiut, 
Pa.,  km  rtwUy  dt<n>Bp<d  a  line  of  vartical  punching 

■artiiim  oa  whkh  electrical  contrut  in 
This  eoatrol  mmkaatkm  ia  ao  coaatroeted 

tlwt  aKtiat  aad  attiustoieat  of  the  lea^h  of  stroke  can 

be  eaaOjr  ■iitr  and  the  action  then  performed  eJec- 
Criealt|r>  Tka  aadMBinB  by  which  the  adjustment  is 
■•ia  ia  iMMlai  an  Um  front  of  the  head  and  can  be 

MACHINB   Wrm    BLJDCTtUCAI^   OONTROL 

■aoi  ia  Fiff.  1.  as  wall  aa  tha  foot  switehaa  by  which 
tha  aperation  of  the  preaaea  can  ba  eontrollad. 

The  naachine  as  Illustrated  ia  double  ended.     Two 
oaita  caa  be  mounted  end  to  end  ao  that  the  same  motive 

powar  can  ba  employed  for  each.     Although  the  elec- 
trical eoatrol  ia  the  chiaf  feature  of  the  new  machines, 

belt-drtaaa  mai+ftr—  caa  ba  furnished  controlled  by  th« 
■HdMalaai  ordinarily  employed  for  this  type 
«f  wariL    SKh  a  machine  is  illust  rated  in  Fig. 

2.    The  alattiltsl  control  and  adjustment  fea- 
tart  ia  raaoannaBdad.  bowarer.  when  suitaUa 
aloctffe  cvTMt  ia  availabla. 

Tha  fraaa  «f  tba  machina  ia  of  I-oaction 
haviac  large  flOata  aa  a  safagoard 

cracking  ia  tba  eornars.     Since  no 
Kasaary  in  forming  the  castings, 

faatty  aoctioaa  caa  be  more  readily  datactad 
ia  a  boKaertton   frame.     The   sliding 
ia  a  BMBl'alaal  easting  and  haa  a  broad 

tak»-«p  wadfa. 
The  ace— trie  ahaft  is  a  ooa-piaea  atael 

forgiag  and  is  aaployed  for  the  eccantric  box. 
oil  caps  are  provided  on  tha  nain 

aitlmimnffhssi  Tha  tool  Moek' 
of  caal  alaai:  thay  can  ba  aaail 

I  by  aakfav  a  qaartar  tan  of  a  haadl< 

Tha  paaik  ia  ••  aaHtraetad  aa  to  incorporate 
Iha  itmrntn  af  halh  a  tnd  and  a  floating 

tea* 

Machine-molded  semi-steel  gears  are  employed,  and 
the  pinions  are  shrouded.  Since  fractional  ratios  are 
uaedi  amooth  running  conditions  are  promoted.  On  the 
metOTHlriven  machine,  a  cut  .steel  gear  is  furnished  on 
the  motor  shaft.  Guards  can  be  .'•applied  for  all  gears. 
The  driving  shaft  runs  in  babbitted  bearings. 

Bight  sizea  of  the  machine  are  made.  On  the  smallest 
site  a  punching  capacity  of  a  i-in.  hole  through  a  i-in. 
steel  plate,  or  its  equivalent,  is  provided.  Plates 
\l  in.  thicic  can  be  split.  Throat  dimensions  of  6, 
12.  18  and  24  in.  are  standard.  The  largest  size 

machine  has  a  capacity  fur  punching 
a  2i-in.  hole  through  a  1-in.  steel 
plate,  and  plates  up  to  1 A  in.  thick 
can  be  split.  Throat  depths  of  16, 
24,  36  and  48  in.  are  furnished.  The 
entire  range  of  machines  is  especially 
suitable  for  motor  drives,  with  the 

^K^^  motor  mounted  on  top  of  the  frame 
VHH^  so  that  only  a  limited  floor  space  is 

^  ̂ g^HB  required. ■(■^^^  The     automobile     electric     control 
^^   )    M  makes  it  unnecessary  for  the  operator 

^"•j  to  leave  his  position  in  front  of  the 
r         J  %  machine  to  start  or  stop  the  operation. 

\J^/^  The   push-button    switch    is    portable and  may  be  operated  by  either  hand 
or  foot.  The  clutch  is  of  the  solid  jaw, 

renewable-face  type.  The  sliding  half 
is  a  steel  casting  and  the  Axed  half 

is  a  part  of  the  large  gear  and  is  re- 
inforced by  a  steel  ring  shrunk  into 

place.  This  clutch  disengages  in  case 
the  electric  current  fails,  as  a  safety 
measure. 
When  making  the  adjustment  for 

the  length  of  stroke,  the  cap  shown 
on  the  front  of  the  head  is  turned  to 

'*    the    adjusting   position    so    that    the 
electric  circuit  Is  opened  and  the  clutch  disengaged.  The 
adjustment  is  then  made  by  positioning  around  the  cup 
a  headless  setscrew  which   is  exposed.     The   point   at 
which  the  stroke  will  end  can  be  easily  predetermined. 
Depression  of  the  pushbutton  by  hand  or  foot  causes 
the  clutch  to  engage  and  the  head  to  descend  to  the 
predetermined  point.     The  head  then  rises  and  stops. 

SHEARING 

Tta.   >— CHAMBBRflnrRO    MR(  ilA.N'lCAI.,  CUNTUOL 
PtmCIIINU   MACHINB 
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Keller  Type  F  Automatic  Die-Sinking 
Machine 

The  automatic  die-sinking  machine  shown  in  Fig.  1 
is  designated  as  the  Type  F  and  has  recently  been 
placed  on  the  market  by  the  Keller  Mechanical  Engrav- 

ing Co.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  The  machine  is  intended  for 
work  in  which  impressions  up  to  36x20  in.  and  8  in. 
deep  must  be  made,  and  is  adapted  to  the  manufactun- 
of  forming,  stamping  and  forging  dies  as  well  as  meta! 
patterns  and  core  boxes. 

The  machine  is  intended  for  smaller  and  lighter  work 
than  the  Type  BG  machine  described  on  page  389,  Vol. 
65,  of  American  Machinist.  Since  the  Type  BG  ma- 

chine carries  work  of  very  large  weight,  the  work 
remains  stationary  and  all  movements  are  made  in  the 
head  carrying  the  spindle  and  tracer.  The  Type  F 
machine  is  different,  because  of  the  moderate  size  of 
the  work.  The  horizontal  movement  is  in  the  work 
table,  which  is  provided  with  a  range  of  speeds  for 
cutting  as  well  as  a  quick-return  movement  in  each 
direction.  The  vertical  movement  and  the  in-and-out 
or  transverse  movement  are  in  the  head.  Lead  screws 
operate  all  the  movements.  There  is  also  a  contouring 
movement,  so  that  a  templet,  ridge  or  groove  in  the 
pattern  can  be  followed. 

The  control  of  all  movements  is  electrical,  as  regards 
both  the  automatic  feed  and  the  pushbuttons  employed 
for  hand  control.  The  control  cabinet  contains  all  of 
the  mechanism  necessary  for  the  complete  control  of 
the  movements.  Although  the  illustration  shows  the 
machine  equipped  with  the  control  board  and  an  angle 
plate  fixture,  the  control  cabinet,  which  is  a  separate 
unit,  is  not  shown. 

The  machine  works  from  a  master,  which  it  repro- 
duces. This  master  can  be  of  plaster,  cement  or  wood, 

as  only  a  very  slight  pressure  of  the  tracer  is  exerted 
upon  it.  However,  all  the  required  pressure  is  applied 
to  the  cutting  tool,  so  that  large  cutting  power  as  well 
as  accuracy  in  reproducing  the  patterns  can  be  obtained. 
The   arrangement   of  the  master  and  the   work  when 

cutting  a  steel  die  for  an  automobile  front  axle  is 
shown  in  Fig.  2.  The  work  leaves  the  machine  in  prac- 

tically the  finished  condition,  so  that  only  a  small  amount 
of  handwork  is  necessary  to  completely  finish  it. 

The  table  has  a  working  surface  of  53x22  in.  It  is 
provided  with  T-slots  and  an  oil  channel  around  its 
edge.     Its  horizontal  travel  is  36  in.  and  speeds  from 

FIG.    2- 

-WORK   AND    MASTER    ON   KELLER 
TYPE   F   MACHINE 

FIG.  1— KELLER  TYPE  F  DIE-SINKING  MACHINE 

IJ  to  12  in.  per  minute  are  obtainable  through  rhe- 
ostatic  control  and  change  gearing.  The  slide  carrying 
the  spindle  has  a  vertical  travel  of  20  in.  on  the  head; 
the  rate  of  speed  varies  from  0.01  to  0.83  in.  per  stroke. 
The  slide  is  counterbalanced.  The  transverse  move- 

ment of  the  head  is  8  in.  This  movement  is  electrically 
controlled  so  that  the  tracer  can  follow  the  impression 
of  the  master.  All  the  moving  slides  have  large  bear- 

ing surfaces  and  are  provided  with  tapered  gibs,  so  that 
wear  can  be  taken  up. 

For  the  purpose  of  following  an  outline  templet  in 
one  plane,  there  is  provided  a  contouring  attachment 
similar  to  a  profiling  attachment.  The  device  is  con- 

trolled by  a  pushbutton  and  follows  the  outline  wTiether 
it  be  inside  or  outside.  The  automatic  and  semi- 

automatic controls  make  the  machine  adaptable  to  a 
great  variety  of  operations  in  which  forms  must  be 
accurately  cut. 
Two  separate  motors  are  provided,  one  being  a 

variable-speed  motor  of  I  hp.  for  controlling  the  various 
movements.  A  2  hp.  d.c.  motor  for  110  or  220  volts 

is  directly  connected  to  the  lower  cone-pulley  shaft 
mounted  on  the  rear  of  the  column.  The  spindle  driving 
pulley  is  carried  on  the  upper  cone-pulley  shaft.  Two 
separate  spindle  driving  pulleys,  as  well  as  two  spindles, 
one  for  slow  speed  and  one  for  high  speed,  are  pro- 

vided. The  slow-speed  spindle  has  the  back  gears 
mounted  as  a  unit  on  the  spindle  head.  The  high-speed 
spindle  is  driven  by  means  of  a  grooved  pulley  from 

the  pulley  shaft  of  the  slow-speed  spindle.  The  slow- 
speed  spindle  runs  in  adjustable  bronze  bearings  and 

is  equipped  with  a  No.  9  B.&S.  taper;  the  high-speed 
spindle  has  a  No.  7  taper.     A  range  of  speeds  from  80 
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to  MM  r-^M^  is  o>i»»t— hb  tqr  tW  two  arnutgoiMnU. 
•ad  Mdm  art  hihrkatcd  from  a  multiple 

I  loratMl  on  tlM  i^iiidlt  head.  Cootant  ia 
I  te  tka  eatter  by  a  tvm  fmi,  VMr>driwn  rotary 

TW  Uak  for  Um  coolant  ia  proriiM  In  the 
baatk  a*  tlMrt  tka  CMbiit  draiaa  Into  it  from  the  troush 
iatJMtaMa. 

Tha  aMehiBa  to  eoaiptoto  with  the  motor*,  tracer 
palaU^  adttiv  catton  aad  other  equipment.  The  con- 

trol caMaal  —tafalag  all  tha  electrical  apparatus  in  a 
■aparata  aail  coaawtsd  te  the  aiachine  by  wiring.  The 

to  abovt  <  ft.  8  ia.  in  height,  and  oocupiaa  a 
of  t  ft  X  8  ft  1  inch. 

Sicourney  High-Speed  UalMiearing 
Sensitive  DrillinK  Machine 

TiM  Sifloaratgr  Tool  Co..  Hartford.  Conn.,  has  brought 
eat  a  Uaa  «f  hlgk  epaad  aensitive  drilling  machines  of 
bodl  tiM  cahnaa  aad  floor  types  and  having  single,  two. 

thraa  aai  faarapiadto  baada.  The  aingla^pindle  floor- 
tjpo  aaekiaa  to  alama  in  Pig.  1 ;  the  saae  style  of  head 
to  aead  apoa  all  the  machines. 

Ia  thaae  wiarhinea  the  Indies  are  completely  en- 
daaad  bjr  talewnplf  alenai  to  prevent  oil  from  being 
thrown  apoa  the  work  or  operator.  The  projectinK 
npper  ead  of  the  apindto  to  also  encloaed  in  a  stationary 

Um  ipladtoa  run  upon  Norma  ball  bearing*  and  are 
I  of  being  driven  at  a  speed  of  4.000  r.p.m.  with- 

er vibration.  At  a  speed  of  900  r.p.m.  of  the 
flfal  eeantershaft  the  corresponding  spindle  speeds  are 

1.600  aad  8.000  r.p^n.  The  spindle  driving  pulley 
upon  haO  bearings  that  are  independent  of  those  of 

the  spindle,  and  it  also  is  enclosed  by  a  hood  that  is 
Btly  a  part  of  the  head  bracket  All  bearings 

commerci^  ball  bearings  and  are  eon- 

i 

< 

1  ■  m 

/ 

na  i—couiMM  TTP>  or  iiiuiiai'BKo  aKMaiTtva 

PIQ.  >— NO.  1  HIQH  8PKKD  BKNOH   DKIbLINa  UACHtNB 

veniently  adjustable  so  as  to  keep  them  tight  in  service. 
The  table  may  be  moved  vertically  on  the  column  for 

a  distance  of  SO  in.  (33  in.  in  the  Hingle-spindle  machine) 
and  is  balanced  by  a  counterweight  inside  the  column. 
A  planed  line  upon  the  column  and  a  witness  mark  on 
the  table  facilitate  setting  the  hole  in  the  latter  in  exact 
alignment  with  the  spindle. 

The  table  dimenxions  are  91  by  12^  12  by  25,  12  by  31 
and  12  by  37  in.,  respectively,  for  the  one,  two.  three 
and  four-spindle  machines.  The  heads  are  adjustable 
vertically  upon  the  face  of  the  brackets  for  a  distance  of 
r>  In.  The  maximum  heights  under  the  chucks  are  34i, 

32.  82  and  31  in.  A  taper  hole  in  the  spindle  accom- 
modates a  No.  1  Morse  taper  shank.  The  rated  capacity 

when  using  chucks  in  the  spindles  is  A  in.  drills.  If 
larger  sixes  are  desired,  drills  with  taper  shanks  should 
be  used  directly  in  the  spindles. 

The  vertical  movement  of  the  spindle  by  rack  and 

pinion  is  2A  in.  and  the  moving  parts  are  counter- 
balanced by  a  concealed  coil  spring.  A  clamp  stop  with 

a  knurled  screw  for  flne  adjustments  is  provided  on  each 
head.  All  belts  are  endless  and  the  tension  of  each  may 

be  regulated  individually  by  moving  the  second  counter- 
shaft, conveniently  located  screws  l)einK  provided  for 

this  purpose.  Chucks,  V-blocks,  point  and  bell  centers 
are  furnished  as  extras. 

The  net  weights  are  400,  626,  765  and  960  lb.,  re- 
spectively. Boxed  for  export  the  machines  weigh 

600,  860,  1,090  and  1,360  lb„  occupying  a  space  of  about 
37,  46,  68  and  66  cubic  feet. 

The  same  type  of  head  is  also  applied  to  the  No.  1 
bench  drilling  machine  shown  in  Fig.  2,  the  specifications 
in  the  matter  of  speeds,  adjustments  and  measurements 

being  the  same  except  that  the  table  of  the  bench  ma- 
chine is  II  by  14  in.,  the  maximum  height  under  the 

rhuck  is  8  in.,  and  the  weights,  net  and  boxed,  are  216 
and  360  lb.,  respectively.  The  space  occupied  by  this 
machine  when  boxed  for  export  is  19i  cubic  feet. 
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Bausch  &  Lomb  Contour  Measuring 
Projector 

A  contour  measuring  projector  by  means  of  which 
gages,  threaded  work,  gears  and  form  cutters  may  be 
inspected,  has  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Bausch 
&  Lomb  Optical  Co.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  With  the  instru- 

ment, all  sorts  of  small  parts  can  be  inspected  for  con- 
tour, and  after  heat-treating  can  be  checked  to  detect 

distortion. 

The  equipment  does  not  require  a  dark  room  for  oper- 
ation, as  the  image  is  produced  on  the  horizontal  table 

supported  on  the  front  leg  of  the  stand.  A  curtain 
drapes  the  table  to  exclude  the  light  of  the  room,  as 
shown  in  Fig.  1.  As  the  screen  is  attached  to  the  in- 

strument, any  inaccuracy  from  the  vibration  of  the 
screen  alone  is  eliminated.     Leveling  screws  are  placed 

PIG.   1— BAUSCH  &  LOMB  CONTOUR   MEASURING  PRO- 
JECTOR   WITH    ADJUSTABLE    THREAD    CHART 

AND    LEAD    MEASURING    ATTACHMENT 

in  the  base  so  that,  when  in  use,  the  base  may  be  lifted 
off  the  castors. 

The  work  carrier  is  a  compound  slide  which  may  be 
given  three  movements  by  screws  with  handwheels. 
One  handwheel  controls  the  vertical  and  one  the  lateral 
movement  to  bring  the  work  into  position,  while  the 
third  produces  a  movement  toward  or  away  from  the 
objective  for  focusing  the  image  on  the  screen.  As 
a  pair  of  V-blocks  with  adjustable  centers  is  part  of 
the  equipment,  the  work  may  be  held  between  centers 
or  may  be  supported  by  the  V-blocks.  The  adjustable 
thread  chart,  lead  measuring  device,  screw  holder,  gear 
attachment,  two  opaque  attachments,  photographic  plate 
holder,  and  angle  plate  are  devices  that  can  be  furnished 
for  attachment  to  the  instrument. 

A  special  concentrated,  single-filament,  6-volt,  108- 
watt,  Mazda  lamp,  operating  in  conjunction  with  a 
transformer  on  an  alternating  current  is  regularly  sup- 

plied. For  extremely  critical  work,  the  "Tungsarc" 
lamp    is   recommended   for   use    when   projecting   gear 

contours  at  high  magnifications,  or  inspecting  spiral 
gears  by  reflected  light.  The  light  condensers  are 
mounted  in  a  cone  which  keeps  them  always  in  optical 
alignment.  The  iris  diaphragm  allows  the  diameter  of 
the  beam  to  be  reduced  as  required.  If  desired,  the 
prism  reflecting  the  light  down  on  the  table  and  forming 
an  enlarged  image,  can  be  swung  out  of  the  way  on  an 
arm,  so  that  the  light  is  projected  straight  ahead  on 
a  vertical   screen.     The   optical   system    is  fixed,  and 

FIG.    2 — ADJUSTABLE    THREAD    CHART 

focusing  is  brought  about  by  moving  the  object  back 
and  forth. 

In  the  regular  equipment  are  two  focus  objectives, 
a  24-mm.  special  objective  in  a  long  tapering  mount 
of  small  diameter  to  work  over  the  top  of  large  diam- 

eter gages  or  threads,  and  a  48-mm.  objective  where 
less  magnification  or  a  larger  field  is  desired.  Eye- 

pieces of  5  X  and  12.5  X  for  projecting  threads  up  to 
3  T.P.I.  U.S.F.,  and  gears  up  to  12  diametral  pitch 
are  also  included  in  the  equipment.  By  lowering  the 
table  and  thus  increasing  the  projection  distance, 

greater  niagnifications  can  be  obtained.  These  mag- 
nifications, however,  vary  slightly  with  different  objec- 

tives and  eye-pieces  and  are  not  for  use  in  taking 
dii-ect  measurements. 

When  projecting  threads,  the  entire  optical  system  is 
at  all  times  lined  up  along  a  single  central  axis.  The 
light  source,  the  condenser,  the  portion  of  the  screw  to 
be  projected  and  the  objective  are  always  part  of  a  single 
coaxial  system,  and  the  screen  receiving  the  image  is 
always  perpendicular  to  the  axis  of  this  system.  Where 
the  helix  angle  is  large,  the  flank  angle  can  be  deter- 

mined by  calculation. 
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-CONTOUR    MEASURING    PROJECTOR    WITH    GEAR 
AND    OPAQUE    LOVF-MAGNIFICATION 

ATTACHMENTS  IN  POSITION 
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in  Pit.  S.  to  for 
of  tlWMd>.  It  has  a  grsdu- 

"yuM"  of  thread! 

wMeh  oiay  ba  tat  bgr 
I  of  aealaa  for  aajr  pitch  and  flat  on  tli«  root  of  th« 

with  a  Magwiilratioa  of  any  daaired  value.  It 
ia  mt  upon  tha  uMa  aa  ahown  in  Fig.  1  and  the 
caaiav  of  tha  IfciMdi  ia  prajaetad  apon  it. 

Tha  had  ■Haaviat  attafh^awt  ahovn  in  Fir  1  at- 
tachad  to  tha  worfc-holdlnc  alide.  ia  for  checking  the  load 
of  a  aeraw  and  for  naaaorinf  gear  toeth.  A  bracket 

ia  a  **T**  alot  oa  tha  front  of  t)>e  croos-slide  and 
)  a  dial  gaga  which  acta  as  a  aero  point.  The  read- 

lag  of  the  lead  or  aMvaaMat  of  the  slide  is  made  by  means 
of  a  mtrrematar  fitted  with  a  drum  graduated  to  0.0001 
la.  aad  thaa  arren  in  lead  of  0.0001  in.  may  be  readily 

A  hoMar  aad  piteh  Uadaa  have  been  made  to  sub- 
atitala  for  tha  eaalan;  and  to  accommodate  a  range  of 
woffli  varying  from  th«  smallest  diameter  and  finest 
pHchas  of  watch  screws  to  diameters  of  S  in.  and  coarse 
standard  pHehea.  The  holder  supports  the  screw 
antiratjr  froai  the  thread  walls  or  elfeetive  diameter. 
Ia  thaa  taaAiaing  tha  errors  of  load  and  dianatar,  it 

any  ba  ahowa  whether  or  not  the  screw-  will  assemble. 
By  awns  of  the  gear  attachment  the  contour  of  the 

gear  tooth  and  the  rutting  tool  may  be  checked.  Special 

adjoatable  brackets  with  l-in.  diameter  studs  suppor'. 
the  gMf*  whBa  an  indexing  pivot  indicates  the  errorr. 
tooth  by  tooth,  over  a  number  of  teeth.  By  rotating 
the  gears  at  an  even  rate,  the  rolling  and  oliding  action 
of  the  taeth  may  be  obaerved.  In  Fig.  3,  the  brackets 
aad  phrot  are  in  poaition  on  the  work  carrier.  Meas- 
arwaaata  of  thklmaaa  and  height  of  teeth  can  be  taken 
to  deaa  Ihalta  with  tha  lead  meaauring  attachment. 

la  BMaaarlag  apar  gaara.  the  light  may  be  paaaed 
along  the  tooth;  but  for  spiral  gears  it  is  necessary  to 
{Uumiaate  tha  work  by  oblique  or  normal  illumination 
diraetad  agaiaat  the  aurface  of  the  work  being  exam- 

ined. Pig.  S  also  abows  the  arrangement  of  a  device 
for  illuminating  by  obllqua  light.  It  is  composed  of  a 
lamp  hoaaa  eontaining  a  6-volt.  106- watt  Mazda  lamp 
fitted  with  a  condenser,  and  is  mounted  on  an  optical 
bad.  Thia  arrangement  can  be  itaad  only  for  low-power 

The  opaqoc  aftachiaaat  is  for  examining 
paita  raqairiag  Mgb  power  objectives.  The 

aaalata  of  a  vertical  illuminator  attached 

to  the  aaoapfaea  of  tha  optical  tube,  provides  illumina- 
tlea  Boraul  to  the  aarface  andar  examination.  With 
thIa attaehaMOt a  Samp,  are  lamp  ia  aubatitutcd  for  the 

It  ia  poaaflda  to  take  photographs  of  the  image 
prajadad  oa  the  table  and  for  uae  in  this  connection 
thrra  ia  aa  attachmant  in  which  either  photographic 
piataa  «r  btwalda  p^er  may  be  placed.  Another  attach- 
awat  ia  tha  aagia  plate,  which  AU  the  cross-slide  and 
has  a  fiataping  Mock  for  holdiag  anull  flat  or  odd- 
ahaped  piaeaa  la  plaea.  and  a  deriea  for  taking  the  casts 
of  large  dlaawter  rings.  Holes  Upped  in  the  face 
etf  the  aagls  plate  permit  the  claaip  to  be  shifted  for 

while  the  screw  on  the  end  of  the 
tha  height  according  to  the  thickneaa 

of  tfw  rtaf.  A  call  eooipaaad  of  sulphur  and  graphite 
caa  bo  tMlbr  poaiad  wklla  tha  riag  gage  is  f  aatonad  to 
tha  aaglo  plato.  Tha  riag  ia  looaaaad  by  tapping  lightly. 
aad  tha  cast  with  ita  aopport  ia  then  transferred  to  the 
pfojoctor.  where  It  la  poidttoaad  properly  in  the  V-bloek 
b)r  a  key  oa  Iha  aapport  for  tha  eaat 

''Superior''  Cylinder  Reboring  Machine 
A  RMchine  for  reboring  automotive  cylinders  and 

designated  as  the  "Superior"  reboring  machine,  has 
recently  bean  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Production 
Machinery  Co..  Jackson.  Mich.  The  machine,  which  is 
sho«-n  in  the  illustration  herewith,  is  of  rigid  construc- 

tion and  will  handle  any  automobile  motor  cylinder  or 
other  internal  combustion  engine  cylinder  of  similar 
design. 

The  machine  consists  of  a  bed-plate,  to  which  the 
cylinder  is  clamped,  and  a  cross-rail  which  carries  the 
working  parts.  The  boring  bar  is  held  between  two 
centers,  which  prevents  any  deviation  of  the  cutter  from 
true  alignment  due  to  hard  or  soft  spots,  ports  and 
clearances.    It  is  stated  that  the  construction  also  pre- 

"St'PBRIOR"  CYI.INDKK  KBUORINQ  MACHINE 

vents  the  cutting  tools  from  chattering  while  in  opera- 
tion. Both  centers  are  made  of  tool  steel,  tempered  and 

ground. The  cutterhead  is  rigidly  constructed,  which  also 
tends  to  insure  perfect  alignment  where  cylinders  are 
out  of  round  so  that  more  metal  must  be  removed  from 

one  side  of  the  cylinder  than  the  other.  The  cutter  con- 
taina  six  blades,  which  are  adjusted  simultaneously  by 

operating  a  hand  wheel.  All  bladea  are  made  of  high- 
speed drill  rod  and  carefully  tempered.  They  are  ground 

to  form  a  left-hand  helix,  which  tends  to  draw  away 
rather  than  into  the  metal.  The  nuichine  is  furnished 
complete  with  two  cutter  heads,  which  makes  possible 
a  range  of  from  211  to  41  in.;  blades  larger  than  this 
can  be  furnished  if  desired. 

To  locate  the  cylinder  for  boring,  the  bar  Hhown  lying 
on  the  table  of  the  machine  is  placed  between  the  centers 
and  the  locater  is  lowered  into  the  top  of  the  cylinder, 
where  it  is  locked  with  a  thumb-screw.  This  arrange- 

ment holds  the  cylinder  in  position  until  it  can  ba 

clamped  to  tha  table  by  means  of  a  T-bolt,  after  which 
the  boring  bar  ia  substituted. 

One  of  the  featurea  of  the  machine  is  the  feed  mech- 
anlam.  Four  different  feeds  are  available  by  simply 

changing  the  position  of  the  rollers  with  which  the  star 
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wheel  comes  in  contact.  Both  the  rollers  and  star 

wheel  are  hardened.  The  boring  bar  is  driven  by  hard- 
ened steel  helical  gears,  producing  an  even,  constant 

feed. 
The  machine  can  be  furnished  either  with  an  electric 

motor,  as  shown,  or  with  pulleys  for  belt  drive.  The 
electric-driven  machine  is  equipped  with  a  l-hp.  stand, 
ard  G.  E.  motor,  for  either  110  or  220-volt  alternating 
or  direct  current,  with  cord  and  plug  for  connecting 

to  a  light  socket,  and  a  G.  E.  thermal  switch  which  pro- 
tects the  motor. 

"Tilting-Bar"  Flexible  Shaft  Coupling 
The  "Tilting-Bar"  flexible  coupling  recently  developed 

and  placed  on  the  market  by  the  American  Foundry  & 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Frederick,  Md.,  is  shown  at  the  left 
of  the  accompanying  illustration.  The  coupling  consists 
of  only  three  parts,  two  flanged  hubs  with  sockets  in 
their  faces  and  a  steel  bar  that  fits  into  the  sockets.  On 
the  left  of  the  illustration  one  of  the  flanges  and  the  bar 
can  be  seen.  Flexibility  is  obtained  by  the  tilting  and 
sliding  of  the  bar  in  its  sockets,  so  that  parallel,  angular 
and  endwise  misalignment  of  the  two  shaft  ends  can  be 
accommodated. 

Except  for  very  slow-speed  drive,  the  sockets  are 
bushed  with  leather  to  furnish  electrical  insulation  and 
to  give  quietness  of  operation.  These  bushings  are 

impregnated  with  paraffin  to  make  them  water-proof 
and  to   lubricate   the   surfaces.      The   driving   is    done 

i 

"TIL.TING-BAK"    FLEXIBLE  COUPLING  AND   PARTS 

through  solid  metal  parts  which  are  not  subject  to 
appreciable  deformation,  so  that  breakdown  is  not  as 
apt  to  occur  as  when  a  number  of  springs  and  rubber 
pads  are  employed. 

Due  to  the  shallow  V-shaped  groove  in  the  tilting  bar 
there  is  a  tendency  for  the  two  hubs  of  the  coupling  to 
move  toward  each  other.  The  tilting  bar  is  held  centrally 
in  one  but  is  free  to  move  endwise  in  the  other.  In  this 
way  the  bar  cannot  be  thrown  out  of  center  so  as  to 
cause  a  loss  of  balance  and  consequent  vibration  of  the 
machine. 

The  factor  of  safety  of  the  coupling  is  stated  to  be 
as  high  as  12,  so  that  the  shafts  themselves  would  be 
twisted  before  the  coupling  would  be  broken.  Due  to 
the  perfect  balance,  the  coupling  is  suitable  for  the 
connection  of  shafts  running  at  high  speed.  Parallel 
misalignment  from  A  in.  in  the  smaller  sizes  to  1  in.  in 
the  larger  sizes  can  be  compensated  for.  Angular  mis- 

alignment of  7  deg.  can  be  accommodated.  Endwise 
motion,  such  as  the  float  of  an  armature,  is  allowed  also. 

The  coupling  is  ordinarily  fastened  to  the  shaft  by 
means  of  one  setscrew  on  top  of  the  key  and  another  at 

right  angles  to  it.    There  are  no  projections  on  the  out- 

side of  the  flanges.  The  standard  sizes  in  which  the 
couplings  are  made  are  for  shafts  J  to  6i  in.  in  diameter, 
although  couplings  for  larger  shafts  can  be  furnished 
on  order.  The  weight  of  the  smallest  size  of  coupling  i.« 
3  lb.,  while  the  weight  of  the  largest  is  1,080  pounds. 

Williams  Vertical  Cylinder  Grinding 
Machine 

The  Hy-Way  Service  Co.,  225  South  St.  Joseph  Street, 
South  Bend,  Ind.,  has  recently  developed  and  placed  on 
the  market  the  Williams  cylinder  grinding  machine  that 
is  illustrated  herewith.  The  machine  is  of  the  vertical- 
spindle  type,  so  that  the  work  lies  on  the  horizontal 
table  with  the  cylinders  vertical.  One  advantage  of  the 
vertical  position  of  the  spindle  is  the  fact  that  all  the 
driving  mechanism  is  located  above  the  grinding  wheel,  so 
that  the  abrasive  dust  drops  down  through  the  cylinders 
and  does  not  settle  on  the  bearings  and  running  parts. 
It  should  be  noted  that  the  vertical  ways  on  which  the 
head  slides  are  protected  by  a  canvas  curtain. 

The  longitudinal  slide  of  the  table  provides  sufficient 
movement  for  positioning  the  work  under  the  spindle  to 
grind  three  cylinders  on  either  side  of  the  center  with- 

out uncovering  the  ways  of  the  slide  and  exposing  them 
to  the  abrasive  dust.  After  the  work  has  been  clamped 
on  the  table  in  approximately  the  correct  position,  it  can 
be  located  under  the  spindle  by  the  longitudinal  screw 
and  by  the  transverse  screw  operated  from  the  front  of 
the  machine.  The  table  mechanism  with  its  movements 
is  a  separate  fixture  mounted  on  the  base  of  the  machine. 
The  finished  top  of  the  table  is  28  in.  long  and  18  in. wide. 

The  entire  mechanism  for  driving  the  wheel  is 
mounted  on  the  wheelhead,  which  slides  on  the  two 
widely  spaced  ways  on  the  vertical  double  column.  A 
2-hp.  General  Electric  motor  is  carried  on  the  back  of 
the   head   and   serves    to   counter-balance    the    spindle 

WILLIAMS  VERTICAL  CYLINDER  GRINDING  MACHINE 
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three  funrtions.  twineir.  driv- 
iam  <k>  grtatfv  t^tmitt  «k  the  hixh  speed  nece«ury  for 

€^ttim  vttli  aa  rtwMlf  wtwtl.  traaonlttiiif  the  pUn- 
•taiy  ratarr  owHwi  ts  th»  i^ndlt  aaH.  and  f««dinc  the 

head  downward  to  adraare  the  spindle  into  the  rylinde.- 
aad  Umi  rMaraiay  it  to  the  aUrtins  position. 

TW  ■Ptor  drivw  at  both  ends.  At  the  top  of  it  there 

b  a  IMlqr  cntfim  *  fabric  belt  to  transmit  power 

thwtif  ta  tha  rrtediac  »pind>e.  The  speed  of  rotation 
to  rariod  to  sait  the  siw  of  the  abrasive  wheel  employed 

Iv  fHrtigi-g  the  pothya  oa  the  motor  and  the  spindle. 

air  fn»  S><><M  to  ̂-^^^  ■'•P'"-    '^'^'^ ia  awaatad  ia  a  abare  located  wcantrkaliy  in 

tha  roUtkM  of  whiefa  fima  a  planaUr>' 
awlti  ta  tlM  apiadle.    A  bevel  rinff  tear  on  the  outer 

lacaWMelad  with  the  driving  mechanism,  so  that 

Mtfed  to  route  the  sleevaa  independently 
of  the  rotattM  af  the  t rinding  spindle. 

The  t«a  AiTii  in  which  the  Rrinding  aplndle  ta 

BMHited  are  so  arranged  that  by  makinir  suitable  adjust- 
■MMs  tha  acrentrkity  of  the  spindle  from  the  center  of 

unit  may  be  varied  from  sero  to  11  in.  A 

dial  is  provided  to  indicate  the  amount  of 

for  any  given  setting.  The  range  provided 

for  grinding  prartirally  all  commercial  alsea 

live  c>linders  when  grinding  wheels  of  suit- 

are  employed,  without  the  necessity  of  chang- 
tng  tha  pnltaji  HoIm  as  small  as  2!  in.  in  diameter  can 

ba  croaad  to  a  dspth  of  naarljr  17  inches. 
Pttwer  for  imparting  the  planetary  movement  to  the 

spiadle  ia  taken  from  a  pinion  at  the  lower  end  of  the 
elsctrk  motor  and  carried  through  suiUble  gearing  to 

tha  baval  nag  gear  on  the  eccentric  sleeve.  Two  speeds 

of  latatioa  atv  provided,  one  of  40  and  the  other  of  60 

T.pLaL,  obtainable  through  gearing  and  clutches  by 

■aniralatinf  a   hand   lever  on    the   left   side   of  the 

ia 
af 

Tha  rata  of  feed  of  the  wheel  vertically  into  the  work 

is  saaea^ible  to  wide  variation,  as  tweKe  rates  of  feed 

ai«  available,  ranging  from  0.007  to  0.375  in.  per  revo- 
ImIImi  of  the  grinding  spindle.  All  the  changes  are 

abtained  through  gearing.  Stops  are  provided  to  limit 

aatonatically  the  travel  of  the  spindle  and  to  raise  the 

apiadle  again  to  the  sUrting  position  after  its  down- 
ward stroke. 

The  wftical  operation  of  the  head  is  accomplished 

fagr  laraM  of  pinions  meshing  with  racks  on  both  sides 

of  the  celamn.  A  eapsUn  wheel  is  provided  on  the  right 
•tde  of  the  machine  for  raising  or  lowering  the  head  by 

haad.  The  total  vertical  travel  is  28  in.  All  of  the 

■achaaiaai  of  the  feed  box  runs  in  an  oil  bath,  and  oilers 

are  prwidad  on  aB  eliding  surfaces.  The  machine  has 
an  catrcae  height  of  7  ft.  aod  requires  a  floor  space  of 

S7i<2  la.  The  weight  of  the  complete  machine  Is  4,000 
pounds. 

Storm  Cylinder  Finishing  Tool 
A  tool  for  Aalablng  the  bores  of  automotive  cylinders 

bf  paltahtiv  or  harnisbiac  action  after  the  cylinders 
haw  beea  iisiad.  ftbored  or  reground  has  recently 
hfn  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Storm  Manufacturing 
Cow  4M  Sixth  Ava.  Soath.  Miaoeapolis.  Minn.  This 

arMch  to  ikowa  hoth  completely  assembled  and  in 
I  fam  is  the  accompanying  illustration,  may  be 

hr  aa  errfiaanr  drilling  machine  or  by  a  special 
dHr'air  amhanlaai  that  ran  be  furnished. 

VI.INDKK  FINISHING  TOOL. 

The  tool  carries  two  abrasive  stones  of  fine  texture 

which  rub  against  the  bore  when  the  tool  is  revolved, 
so  that  the  surface  is  given  a  very  smooth  finish.  The 
stones  are  held  in  contact  with  the  cylinder  wall  by  the 

action  of  the  spring  in  the  center  of  the  body.  The 

tension  may  be  adjusted  to  suit  different  diameters  of 

cylinders  by  turning  the  arbor  in  the  center. 

The  spring  is  usually  compressed  to  alwut  110  Ih. 

pressure.  This  pressure  is  transmitted  from  the  lower 
<r.sk  to  the  cams  on  the  arms  holding  the  stones.  When 

the  tool  is  perfectly  centered  in  the  cylinder,  the  pres- 
sure is  evenly  distributed  to  the  two  cams.  When  the 

tool  is  off  center,  all  the  pressure  is  transferred  to  one 

cam,  so  that  only  one  stone  bears  against  the  work. 
Rotation  of  the  tool  naturally  draws  the  driving  block 

into  such  position  that  both  stones  touch  the  work  and 
both  cams  are  in  contact  with  the  disks.  This  centering 
iMJtion  allows  the  tool  to  be  operated  at  high  speed.  No 
universal  joints  nor  flexible  couplings  are  employed. 

Oliver  10, 12  and  1 1-Inch  Entwine  Lathes 
To  complete  its  line  of  engine  lathes,  the  Oliver 

Machinery  Co.,  Grand  Rapids.  Mich.,  has  recently  placed 
on  the  market  10.  12  and  14-in.  sizes,  so  that  machines 

ranging  from  10-  to  30-in.  swing  can  be  furnished. 

The  lathe  is  made  in  both  cone-pulley  and  geared-head, 

sinKle-pulley  types,  a  l2-in.  size  of  the  latter  being 
illustrated.  Straight  or  gap  b«'d,  l)ench  or  floor  legs, 

oil  pan  and  pump,  and  countershafl  drive  or  motor 
drive  can  be  furnished.  The  tool  is  for  general  use 

where  an  engine  lathe  for  screw  cutting  is  required. 

The  headstocks  of  the  10-,  12-  and  14-in.  lathes  pro- 
vide swings  over  the  bed  of  11,  13  and  15  In.,  respec- 

tively, and  over  the  carriage  of  8,  9  and  lOi  in.  The 
cone-pulley  headstock  is  of  the  bowl  type  and  has  three 
steps.  It  is  provided  with  single  back  gears,  so  that 
six  speeds  from  25  to  500  r.p.m.  are  provided. 

The  aingle-pulley-drive  geared  headstock  is  fitted  with 
steel  gears  that  run  in  an  oil  bath.  .Six  speeds  ranging 
from  32  to  500  r.p.m.  are  obtainable  by  shifting  two 
levers.  A  friction  clutch  is  fitted  in  the  driving  pulley. 
so  that  the  lathe  can  be  started  and  slopped  without  the 

necessity  of  starting  or  stopping  the  motor  or  the  driv- 
ing belt. 

The  spindle  runs  In  phosphor-bronze  bearings  adjust- 
able for  wear.    In  the  two  smaller  sizes,  a  No.  2  Morse 
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taper  is  employed,  and  a  No.  3  on  the  14-in.  size. 
The  holes  through  the  spindle  are,  respectively,  1,  lit 
and  li  in.  for  the  different  sizes  of  machines.  The 
diameter  of  the  spindle  nose  is  If  in.  with  10  threads 

per  inch  on  the  10-  and  12-in.  lathes,  and  21  in.  with 
8  threads  per  inch  on  the  14-in.  lathe.  The  tailstock  has 
a  screw-operated  set-over  for  turning  tapers.  This 
set-over,  as  well  as  the  spindle,  is  graduated  in  six- 

teenths of  an  inch. 

The  bed  is  provided  with  three  V-ways  and  one  flat 
way.  The  standard  lengths  are  4  ft.  3  in.,  5  ft.  3  in., 
and  6  ft.,  the  lengths  allowed  between  centers  with  the 
tailstock  flush  being  25,  36  and  36  in.,  respectively. 

The  carriage  has  a  cross-slide  travel  of  63,  71  and  8 
in.,  respectively,  for  the  different  sizes.  The  compound 
rest  of  the  10-in.  machine  carries  a  tool  i  x  i  in.  in 

OLIVER  12-INCH  SCREW-CUTTING  ENGINE  LATHE 

size,  while  for  the  12-  and  14-in.  machines,  the  tool- 
holders  can  be  ̂   X  IJ  in.  The  back  of  the  carriage  is 
machined  and  tapped,  so  as  to  receive  a  taper  attachment 
for  turning  tapers  up  to  42  in.  per  foot. 

The  apron  gearing  is  so  arranged  that  the  operator 
may  shift  from  thread  cutting  to  either  the  longitudinal 
or  the  cross  feed  without  the  necessity  of  shifting  gears. 
The  two  halves  of  the  phosphor-bronze  lead-screw  nut 
can  be  closed  on  the  lead  screw  only  when  the  feed  lever 
is  in  the  neutral  position,  so  that  both  the  lead  screw 
and  one  of  the  power  feeds  cannot  be  engaged  at  the 
same  time.  The  lead  screw  is  II  in.  in  diameter  and 
has  five  threads  per  inch.  It  is  splined,  so  that  the 
power  feeds  are  operated  by  it. 

The  change-gear  mechanism  for  the  feeds  is  mounted 
on  the  left  end  of  the  lathe.  The  gears  are  slidably 
set  on  the  end  of  the  lead  screw,  so  that  they  can  be 
moved  along  to  bring  the  proper  one  in  mesh  with  the 
driving  gear  from  the  headstock.  The  range  of  feeds 
is  from  0.0025  to  0.039  in.  for  all  sizes  of  the  machine, 
and  all  standard  threads  from  3  to  40  per  inch  can  be 
cut.  If  desired,  a  small  quick-change  gear  box  can  be 
furnished.  The  direction  of  feed  may  be  reversed  from 
the  headstock  without  the  necessity  of  stopping  the 
lathe,  reversing  the  direction  of  the  spindle,  or  engaging 
or  disengaging  gears. 

A  countershaft  can  be  furnished  for  either  the  cone- 
pulley  or  the  single-pulley  drive  machine.  The  cone- 
head  machine  may  be  made  self-contained  by  mounting 
a  friction  countershaft  on  a  swinging  arm  at  the  rear 

of  the  headstock  and  fastening  the  motor  on  a  bracket 
bolted  to  the  leg.  Means  are  provided  for  adjusting 
the  tension  of  the  driving  belt.  A  countershaft  may 
also  be  mounted  for  constant-speed-pulley  drive,  an  ar- 

rangement that  is  applicable  to  the  bench  type  machine. 
The  geared-head  machine  may  have  the  motor  mounted 
directly  on  top  of  the  headstock,  or  the  motor  may  be 
mounted  on  the  leg  and  belted  to  the  driving-pulley. 
A  universal  milling  attachment  can  be  provided  for 

doing  light  milling  work.  A  variety  of  attachments 
can  be  furnished,  such  as  a  follow  rest,  turret  on  either 
the  carriage  or  the  bed,  draw-in  attachment,  chuck  and 
metric  lead  screw  and  transposing  gears.  The  regular 
equipment  consists  of  large  and  small  face  plates,  steady 
rest,  compound  rest,  the  necessary  centers  and  a  double 
friction  countershaft. 

The  net  weights  of  the  three  sizes  of  machine  are 
575,  875  and  1,300  lb.  The  boxed  weights  are  700,  975 
and  1,400  lb.,  and  the  boxes  have  contents  of  80,  90 
and  100  cu.ft. 

Test  Questions  for  Hiring  Employees — Discussion 

By  S.  N.  Bacon 

Referring  to  page  141,  American  Machinist,  Mr. 
Robert  Grimshaw  makes  a  suggestion  for  hiring  em- 

ployees which  the  writer  does  not  believe  would  work 
out  to  very  good  advantage.  Mr.  Grimshaw  would  have 
us  question  the  applicant  as  to  whether  he  could  operate 
a  "Broynton"  milling  machine  and  if  he  replied  yes,  it 
would  prove  that  he  was  not  a  milling  machine  operator 
or  was  at  least  unreliable.  The  writer  believes  the 
question  is  just  as  unfair  as  the  answer  and  has  in  mind 
a  period  some  years  ago  when  he  was  considered  a 
fairly  good  screw  machine  operator,  experienced  on 
Brown  &  Sharpe,  Cleveland,  Acme,  Hartford,  and  Grid- 
ley  automatic  machines.  Had  the  question  been  asked 

can  you  operate  a  "Broynton"  screw  machine  he  would 
have  answered  "yes"  not  because  he  would  lie  due  to  lack 
of  experience  but  because  his  knowledge  and  experience 
of  all  the  leading  makes  gave  him  enough  confidence  to 
tackle  a  machine  he  never  heard  of  before.  His  experi- 

ence on  the  Acme  and  Brown  &  Sharpe  screw  machines 
qualified  him  to  operate  a  Universal  screw  machine 
without  any  previous  experience. 

A  milling  machine  is  composed  of  just  so  many  stand- 
ard operating  parts  and,  if  an  applicant  has  had  several 

years  experience  on  Universal,  Lincoln  type  and  auto- 
matic milling  machines,  similar  to  the  Pratt  &  Whitney, 

he  is  certainly  justified  in  saying  he  can  operate  a 
Broynton  or  any  other  make.  Another  practice,  which 
has  been  adopted  by  employment  managers,  while  not 
exactly  unfair,  is  at  least  an  attempt  at  deception  in 
advertising  and  is  contrary  to  law  in  some  states.  This 
is  the  practice  of  inserting  two  advertisements  and 
using  different  box  numbers  when  the  intention  is  to 

employ  but  one  man  for  a  particular  job.  The  adver- 
tisements are  worded  differently  so  as  to  trap  the  appli- 

cant into  writing  two  different  letters  of  his  experience. 
Chances  are  the  applicant  has  really  had  all  the  experi. 
ence  claimed  but  it  is  not  always  to  advantage  to  tell  it 
all  in  an  application  for  a  special  line  of  work.  In  these 
days  of  unrest  let  us  use  fair  methods  in  securing 
employees  and  be  that  much  surer  of  obtaining  the  best 
and  lasting  results. 
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Car  Shorta^re  Increases 
10,000  in  7  Days 

Reports  received  today  from  the  rail 
carriers  of  the  country  by  the  Car  Serv- 

ice Division  of  the  American  Railway 
Association  show  that  the  demand  for 
freight  cars  over  and  above  the  avail- 

able current  supply  amounted  to  166,349 
cars  on  Oct.  28.  This  was  an  increase 
of  10.040  cars  over  the  toUl  on  Oct.  15. 

The  demand  on  Oct.  23  for  box  cars 
in  excess  of  the  supply  ainounte<i  to 
81.7.'M,  an  increanr  of  4,623  over  the 
total  on  Oct.  15.  The  demand  for  coal 
cars  totaled  46.576,  which  was  an  in- 
creaaa  of  1,691  cars  within  the  same 
period.  A  shortage  of  21,004  was  re- 
portad  for  stock  cars,  an  increase  of 
2,085  since  October  16,  while  there  was 
an  increase  of  1.717  in  the  shortage 
of  refrigerator  cars  which  brought  the 
toUl  to  9348. 

Reports  alao  showed  that  at  the  same 
time  4,409  surplos  cars  of  all  descrip- 

tions and  in  g«>od  order  were  scatterad 
thrau|rhout  the  country,  an  increase  of 
1.14  since  October  15.  Of  that  number, 
1,776  were  surplus  coal  cars.  This  was 
an  increase  of  IfW  since  that  date. 

400  American  Firms  in  China 
In  view  of  the  recently  approved 

China  Trade  Act,  by  which  Congress 
has  placed  American  Arms  operating  in 
China  on  an  equality,  for  the  first  time, 
with  British,  French  and  Japanese  firms 
in  the  matter  of  taxation,  the  following 
tabulation  of  foreign  firms  and  persons 
doing  business  in  China  is  of  especial 
interest.  It  has  been  received  by  the 
Department  of  Commerce  from  sup- 

posedly reliabia  soorcaa  in  Shanghai : 
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It  will  b«  noticed  that  the  number  of 
foreign  persons  has  dccraasad  from 
3f.|,000  to  t40.7<9  sinew  1920.  This  de- 
craaaa.  bowaver.  resulting  from  the 
1910  wpraaaion,  is  prnbabTy  a  haalthy 
algn.  for  thoae  who  fiave  waatharad  the 
stona  arc  In  tha  strongest  poaition. 

Reports  (ilreat  National 
Interest  in  Technical 

Service 
L.  W.  Wallace,  executive  secretary 

of  the  Federated  American  Engineer- 
ing Societies,  has  completed  a  roast-to- 

coast  tour,  (luring  which  he  set  in  mo- 
tion plans  for  Fcdi'nttion  expansion. 

.Stressing  the  great  inllucnco  exercised 
bv  the  Federation  since  its  organisation 
about  two  years  ago  undt-r  the  presi- 

dency of  Herbert  Hoover,  and  evulenc- 

ing  this  b}-  the  report  of  its  Committee on  the  Klimination  of  Waste  in  Indus- 
try, as  well  as  by  the  report  of  the  Com- 

mittee on  Work  Periods  in  Continuous 

Industry,  as  well  as  by  other  sustan- 
tial  achievements,  Mr.  Wallace  whs  at- 

tentively heard  by  large  engineering 
gatherings  in  many  cities.  Every- 

where, ho  reports,  engineers  art'  re- 
cognizing the  enormous  potentialities 

for  technical  and  public  service  which 
reside  in  the  Federation  as  the  instru- 

ment of  expression  and  action  of  the 
engineering  profession   in   America. 

25th  Anniversary  of  N.  Y. 

Merchants'  Association 
Invitations  have  been  sent  out  by  The 

Merchants'  Association  to  all  business 
houses  in  the  city  which  have  been  in 
business  uninterruptedly  for  one  hun- 

dred years  to  send  representatives  to 
the  maas  meeting  which  will  be  held  at 
Madison  Square  Garden  on  Nov.  17  to 

celebrate  the  twenty-fifty  anniversary 
of  the  Association.  If  Mrs.  Harding's health  permits  him  to  leave  Washington, 
President  Hanling  will  address  the 
meeting.  While  many  houses  have  suf- 

fered changes  of  title  during  a  century 
ttt  existence,  it  ia  believe<l  that  a  con- 

siderable number  exists  in  the  city. 
» 

Car  Loadinjfs  Establish 
Record  for  1922 

A  toUl  of  1,003,760  cars  were  loaded 
with  revenue  freight  during  the  week 
which  ended  on  October  21,  according 
to  reports  received  today  from  the  rail 
carriers  by  the  car  service  division  of 
the  American  Railway  Association. 

This  was  the  largest  number  of  cars 
loaded  during  any  one  week  in  two 
years.  This  also  was  within  14.780 
cars,  or  one  and  five-tenths  per  cent  of 
the  greatest  loading  in  the  history  of 
American  railroads,  which  took  place 
during  the  week  of  October  15,  1020. 

The  total  for  the  week  has  only  been 
exceeded  four  times  in  history,  all  of 
which  took  place  in  the  fall  of  1020  and 
are  as  follows: 

September  24...   1.008,100 
October  8     1,011,666 
October  16      I,01H,5.30 
October  27     l.OOHJilH 

leading  for  the  week  of  October  21 
this  year  was  an  increase  of  20,2H9 
cara  over  tht  preoedloff  week. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Agriculture  and  Industry Based  on  Current  Developments 

By  THEODORE  H.  PRICE 
Editor.  C'o)iini(i(f  and  Finance,  New  York 

(Copyright,   Theodore  H.  Price  Publishing  Corporation.   16  Exchange  Place,  New  York) 

\ 

THE  price  movement  on  the  New York  Stock  Exchange  is  a  factor 
in  our  economic  complex  that  the 

American  business  man  cannot  ignore. 
There  are  2038  daily  newspapers  in  the 
United  States.  Of  these  a  large  major- 

ity publish  the  Stock  Exchange  quota- 
tions and  whenever  the  fluctuations  are 

at  all  unusual  or  sensational  attention 

is  called  to  them  with  "scare  heads." 
The  result  is  that  business  sentiment 

from  the  Atlantic  to  the  Pacific  is  more 
or  less  attuned  to  the  ups  and  downs 
of  Wall  Street,  whch  are  often  other- 

wise unimportant.  This  is  to  be  re- 
gretted, but  it  is  a  fact  that  we  cannot 

disregard.  Attention  is  called  to  it 
because  the  prevailing  commercial 
optimism  seemed  to  be  somewhat  chilled 
early  last  week  by  the  continued  de- 

cline  in   the   stock   market. 

This  decline,  which  had  been  in  prog- 
ress since  September,  seems  to  have 

culminated  temporarily  at  least,  on  last 
Monday.  On  that  day  478  different 
stocks  were  traded  in  on  the  Stock 
Exchange  and  some  of  them  sold  20 
or  30  points  below  the  high  record  of 
the  summer.  On  Tuesday,  when  busi- 

ness men  read  their  papers  they  com- 
menced to  say  "We  don't  like  the  weak- 

ness of  the  stock  market"  and  nearly 
all  the  commodity  markets  became  re- 

actionary. By  Thursday  the  stock 
market  had  made  a  substantial  re- 

covery, the  merchants  who  had  become 
apprehensive  were  reassured  and  as  the 
week  ends  confidence  in  the  future 
seems  to  be  completely  recovered. 

But  the  sympathy  between  the  com- 
mercial and  financial  markets  is  not 

entirely  logical.  Almost  without  ex- 
ception the  trade  reports  are  optimistic. 

If  the  predictions  made  are  realized  the 
banking  resources  of  the  country  will 
be  fully  employed  in  financing  the  dis- 

tribution of  goods. 
Moreover,  gold  is  commencing  to 

leave  us.  Since  the  1st  of  October 
$17,000,000  has  gone  to  Canada,  as  the 
Canadian  dollar  is  slightly  above  par. 
The  reserve  ratio  of  the  Federal  Re- 

serve System  is  slightly  lower  at  76 
per  cent,  as  compared  with  77.6  a  week 
ago,  the  gold  on  hand  shows  a  decrease 
of  $7,000,000  and  the  total  of  bills  dis- 

counted has  increased  by  $121,000,000. 
This  all  points  to  higher  interest  rates, 
which  do  not  favor  stock  speculation. 
Therefore  it  is  to  be  doubted  whether 
the  expected  improvement  in  mercantile 
business  will  be  permanently  accom- 

panied by  a  buoyant  stock  market. 
Railway  securities  may  and  probably 
will  sell  higher,  but  a  renewal  of  liqui- 

dation rather  than  further  buying  of  the 
highly  speculative  industrials  seems  to 
be  indicated. 

But  of  commerce  and  industry  the 
converse  is  predicted  and  the  outlook 
seems  to  justify  the  prediction.  There 
is   in    the   first  place    the   theory   of   a 

secondary  inflation.  It  is  not  yet  gen- 
erally excepted.  Some  influences  are 

at  work  to  prevent  its  becoming  an 
actuality,  but  deflation  is  unpopular  at 
present  and  the  credit  expension  in 
progress  is  not  likely  to  be  arrested 
until  the  reserve  ratios  are  much  lower 
and  the  elation  caused  by  high  prices 
has  carried  the  business  community  off 
their  feet.  This  is  unfortunate,  but  it 
is  human  and  we  may  as  well  face  the facts. 

Meantime  those  who  talk  about  infla- 
tion should  remember  that  only  three 

important  raw  products  are  as  yet 
much  above  their  prewar  value.  They 
are  cotton,  wool  and  paper. 

The  boll  weevil  has  put  cotton  up 
and  he  will  probably  keep  it  up  until 
some  way  to  destroy  him  is  found. 
Whether  the  advance  will  check  the  con- 

sumption of  cotton  goods  remains  to  be 
seen.  Some  authorities  fear  it  may, 
but  thus  far  the  domestic  demand  shows 
no  signs  of  abatement  and  the  export 
movement  of  raw  cotton  is  again  in- 

creasing. The  advance  in  wool  is 
directly  due  to  the  tariff,  which  is  not 
likely  to  be  changed  for  some  years. 

The  demand  for  paper,  which  is  really 

phenomenal,  reflects  the  increased  cir- 
culation of  the  newspapers  as  well  as 

the  growth  of  our  reading  and  adver- 
tising habits.  They  are  national  char- 

acteristics that  are  likely  to  become 
more  marked  as  each  year  passes. 

As  to  the  other  staples — wheat,  corn, 
oats,  rice,  sugar,  tea,  coffee,  meat,  iron, 
steel,  copper,  rubber,  leather,  lumber, 
building  materials  and  petroleum — they 
are  none  of  them  in  the  raw  state  much 
above  their  prewar  prices. 

Roughly  speaking,  it  is  probable  that 
in  so  far  as  the  industrial  classes  are 
concerned  their  purchasing  power  and 
the  cost  of  what  they  have  to  buy  is 
closely  equated,  but  this  is  not  true 
either  of  the  farmers  or  of  clerical 
workers  and  it  is  from  one  or  both  of 
these  groups  that  we  shall  probably 
hear  the  first  effective  protest  against 
the  rise  in  the  cost  of  living  now  in 
progress.  For  it  the  careful  merchant 
should   be   on   the   alert. 

The  "overall  parade"  that  everyone 
ridiculed  was  the  prelude  to  the  "buyers 
strike"  that  commenced  nearly  three 
years  ago  and  it  may  be  that  something 
equally  trivial  will  be  the  signal  for 
the  next  recessional  of  what  we  call 

prosperity. 

There  are  other  contingencies  that 
should  not  be  lost  sight  of.  Tuesday's 
election  and  its  effect  upon  the  minds 
of  the  people  and  the  policy  of  the 
government  are  to  be  considered. 
The  decline  in  the  German  mark  to 

IB  cents  a  hundred,  which  seems  to 
indicate  that  all  hope  of  rehabilitating 
the  credit  of  the  German  government 
has  been  abandoned,  is  another  devel- 

opment that  suggests   caution. 
Still  another  is  the  cost  of  coal  to 

the  small  consumers  in  the  large  cities. 
It  appears  to  be  again  rising  to  extor- 

tionate figures  despite  the  vigilance  of 
the  various  coal  commissioners  who 
have  little  or  no  legal  power  over  the 
unscrupulous  profiteers. 

A  high  authority  has  enjoined  us  to 
"beware  when  all  men  speak  well  of 
you"  and  as  an  antidote  to  over-con- 

fidence this  advice  should  not  be  for- 
gotten in  times  of  prosperity  and  ex- 

pansion. All  the  indicia  of  business  are  now 
favorable.  Postal  receipts,  car  loadings, 
railway  traffic,  the  sales  of  mail  order 
houses  and  department  stores,  bank 
clearings,  the  output  of  automobiles 
and  most  other  statistics  indicate  an  in- 

creased and  increasing  volume  of  busi- ness. 

But  these  statistics  have  reference 
chiefly  to  the  past  and  it  is  for  the 
invisible  and  the  unknown  that  we  must 
make  allowance.  When  we  were  in  the 
depths  of  depression  it  was  safe  and 
wise  to  rely  upon  a  return  to  normal, 
but  now  that  we  are  getting  into  a 
higher  altitude  we  should  not  foreget 
that  there  is  a  level  at  which  the  air 
becomes  so  rarified  that  breathing  is 
difficult. 

Big  Year  Ahead  for  U.  S. 
Manufactures 

American  manufacturers  are  evi- 
dently preparing  for  an  exceptionally 

busy  season  both  in  their  domestic  in- 
dustries and  the  export  trade.  In  fact, 

says  the  Trade  Record  of  The  National 
City  Bank  of  New  York,  they  are  in 
many  cases  doubling  their  importation 
of  raw  material  as  compared  with  con- 

ditions a  year  ago,  while  on  the  export 
side  manufactures  are  the  one  group 
of  articles  which  shows  an  increase  in 
exportation  while  other  groups  show  a 
decline. 

Manufactures  exported  in  the  month 
of  August,  the  latest  month  for  which 
we  have  official  figures  in  this  detail, 
showed  an  increase  of  15  per  cent  in 
value  when  compared  with  the  same 
month  of  last  year,  while  the  other 
articles  exported  showed  a  reduction  of 
over  33  per  cent  in  value  in  the  same 
period.  The  few  figures  thus  far  re- 

ceived on  September  exports  indicate 
that  the  record  of  that  month  will  also 
show  a  heavy  fall  in  exports  of  non- 
manufactured  material,  and  probably 
an  increase  in   manufactures  exported. 

The  startling  factor  in  the  activities 
of  the  manufacturers  at  the  present 
moment  is  in  the  tremendous  increase  in 
their  importation  of  raw  material.  Prac- 

tically every  important  article  for 
which  our  manufacturers  require  for- 

eign material  shows  a  large  increase  in 
the  quantities  imported  in  August, 
1922,  when  compared  with  those  of 
August,  1921, 
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Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
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Four  One 
Current     Wceki  Year 

Unit  Price         Ako  Ato 

per  lb    90.0295  tO.OliS  »0.0275 Soft  (iccl  ban.. 
Cold    finifhed 

■haffing. 

Brati  rodi.  . 
Solder  <!  and  |i 
Co<ton    waite 
Wathert,   rait 

iron  1 1  in.) 

1  mrrv,        dltkf, 
cl.'th.  No.  I,  6 

in    (lia   _    ... 
Lard  rufling  oil 
Machine  oil      . 
Hrltinit,  Iraiher, 

medium 

per  lb. per  Ih... 
per  lb... 

per  lb. 

0.0378 
0.171 
0.2J O.ll 

0  0173 0.1700 
0.228 
O.ll 

0  037V 0  M8 
0  20 

0  122 

perlOOIb.     4  33         4.33        5.00 

perl0a.„.     3.11 

pertaL—    0.575 
per  gal..:,.     0.36 

oTIiit. 

Machine      boli« 

up  to  I  a  30  ia. 
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®S0% 

3.11 

0.J7S 0.36 
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Capper  aa4  aiae  pricea,  on  the  aver- 
age, abow  b«it  fractional  chaacaa  dar- 

tac  Ortabtr.  Tlw  average  price  on 
tW  Sew  York  aurfcet  for  the  former 

dull  both  for  domestic  and  foreign 
account.  January  deliverie*  arc  be* 
ing  named  in  copper,  thia  yeara  wanta 
appari-ntly  being  aatiifted.  In  export 
an  incrpaaed  demand  ha*  developed 
from  France.  Zinc  producer*  report 
an  excpllent  demand  with  pricei 
•tronger  and  higher.  Active  European 
buying  has  been  in  evidence  recently. 

Textile  induatrial  activity  in  thu 
United  States  during  the  month  of 
September  compares  favorably  with 
the  month  of  August,  October  flgures 

not  yt't  Deine  available.  Cot- 
t  o  n  spindleage  active 
Hmountvd  to  80.8  per  cent  of 
the  totui  in  place  as  com- 

pared with  87.9  per  cent  in 

August.  In  the  woolen  in- 
dustry there  was  a  slight  de- 

cline from  82.9  per  cent  to 
81.7  per  cent.  Worsted  con- 

ditions, on  the  other  hand 
were  better,  active  machinery 
amounting  to  81.4  per  cent 

of  the  total  in  place  as  com- 
pared with  74.8  in  August. 

The  demand  for  woolens  and 
worsteds  continues  steady. 
Cotton  yarn  prices  are  strons 
and  rising.  Exports  of  cotton 
cloth  continue  ahead  of  last 

year. Employment   in   induatries, accorciing  to  the  Department 
of  I.4ibor,  ithow.')  that  in  Sep- 

tember aa  compared  with 

August,  there  was  an  in- 
crease of  10  per  cent  in  foun- 
dry and  machine  shops. 

Within  the  same  period  there 
was  also  an  increase  of  9.5 
per  cent  in  the  total  payroll 

disbursements  and  an  increase  of  0.6 
per  cent  in  per  capita  earnings.  In 
the  iron  and  steel  industry  per  capita 

earnings  increased  9.5  per  cent,  em- 
ployment showing  a  slight  decrease 

of  1.9  per  cent.  The  electrical  indus- 
try shows  a  2.2  per  cent  increase  while 

employment  in  farm  implement  manu- 
facture declined  4.4  per  cent. 
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Business  Conditions  in  Germany 
Labor  Still  a  Disturbing  Factor — Steel  Industry  Shows  Improvement- 

Tool  Builders  Operating  on  Part  Time 

By    OUR    BERLIN    CORRESPONDENT 

THE  gradual  decline  of  business, already  noticeable  during  the  first 
months  of  the  summer,  has,  after 

a  brief  spell  of  revival,  caused  by  the 
unprecedented  money  depreciation, 
taken  sharp  dimensions  in  the  middle 
of  September.  The  depression,  sig- 

nalled by  a  sharp  falling  off  in  incom- 
ing orders,  has  seized  simultaneously 

nearly  every  line  of  industry  and  all 
stages  of  manufacture.  Buying  has 
nearly  come  to  a  standstill,  not  only 
with  the  ultimate  consumers,  but  also 
with  the  whole  chain  of  middlemen. 

As.  a  sign  of  the  times  there  may  be 
mentioned  the  almost  complete  failure 
of  the  last  Leipzic  fair  in  August, 
which  started  under  the  most  favorable 
auspices.  The  numerous  buyers  it  had 
attracted,  have  scurried  away  in  haste 
after  hearing  prices  and  left  the  field 
practically  to  the  salesmen.  As  a  com- 

prehensive test  of  market  conditions, 
the  Leipzic  fair  stands  supreme.  The 
lesson  it  teaches  is,  that  prices  have 
reached  a  level,  upon  which,  at  least  the 
domestic  market  will  not  follow. 

Fall  of  Makk  Demoralizing 

A  general  view  of  the  situation  shows, 
that  the  carefully  preserved  position, 
which  Germany  occupied  in  the  matter 
of  cost  and  labor  in  contrast  to  surround- 

ing countries  and  the  rest  of  the  world, 
has  been  seriously  weakened.  In  a  discus- 

sion of  German  labor  conditions,  pub- 
lished in  these  columns,  the  situation 

has  been  likened  to  a  vessel,  allowing 
Germany  to  produce  under  a  lower 
pressure  of  cost  than  in  the  rest  of  the 
world.  There  can  be  no  doubt,  that  this 
vessel  has  now  sprung  a  serious  leak. 
Prices,  which  at  first  kept  at  a  con- 

siderable distance  from  those  of  the 
outside  world  and  were  only  slightly, 
and  never  immediately,  influenced  by 
exchange  fluctuations,  are  now  closely 
linked  with  the  latter. 

The  paper  mark  has  lost  its  capacity 
as  a  price  unit  and  surrendered  this 
position  to  the  dollar.  The  growing 
tendency  to  substitute  paper  marks  as 
a  basis  of  prices  by  the  dollar  has,  al- 

though strongly  opposed  in  actual  prac- 
tice, established  itself  in  virtue.  The 

situation  in  this  respect  is  one  of  ex- 
treme gravity.  Prices  are  following  al- 
most instantaneously  every  upward 

move  of  the  dollar  exchange,  but 
nothing  short  of  a  slump  can  effect 
their  downslide.  Almost  the  same  can 
be  said  of  wages.  The  distance,  at 
which  the  cost  of  labor  has  been  follow- 

ing the  rise  of  living  cost,  has  grad- 
ually diminished. 

Apart  from  the  seriousness  of  the 
labor  question,  the  position  of  the  in- 

dustry has  become  very  precai-ious  in 
other  respects.  The  chief  difficulty  is 
pronounced  to  be  the  shrinkage  of  work- 

ing capital  and  the  extreme  tightness 
of  credit.  Recent  visitors  to  Germany 
were  greatly  non-plused  by  the  inability 
of  the  banks  to  cash  checks  of  even 
small  denominations.  This  was  ex- 

plained to  the  public  as  due  to  the 

printers'  strike,  a  rather  absurd  ex- 
planation, remembering  that  this  strike 

dated  months  back  and  lasted  only  10  and  quicker  than  the  works  themselves, 
days.     The  fact  is,  that  wages,  salaries  noticed   this   change   at   a   considerably 
and    other    cost    have    risen    so    enor-  earlier  date  and  was  viewing  the  out- 
mously,  that  the  currency  available  has  look  with  misgivings  at  the  time  when 
become  insufficient.     In  many  parts  of  in  factories  an  optimistic  tone  still  pre- 
the    country    factories    could    not    pay  vailed.     It  is  peculiar  to  note  that  the 
their  employees  in  full.  first   complaints   heard   of   diminishing 

The    situation    will    be    understood,  orders  concerned   the   export   and   not 
when  considering  that  the  whole  float-  domestic     business.       Coinciding    with 
ing  debt  of  the  country  of  350,000  mil-  the  rapid  drop  of  the  mark,  this  is  very 
lion  marks  is  now  only  worth  900  mil-  significant. 
lion  goldmarks  in  comparison  to  6,000  The  large  amount  of  orders  still   in 
million  in  pre-war  times.    The  deprecia-  hand  is  sufficient  to  keep  the  machine 
tion   of  the   money  has   run   far   ahead  tool  industry  employed  for  a  time,  vary- 
of  the  inflation,  and  by  compelling  the  ing  between  two  and  seven  months  ac- 
latter  to  follow,  it  becomes  stabilized  in  cording   to    different   lines,   and   quality 
its  turn,  a  very  natural  consequence.  of  production.     A  certain  reduction  of 

TABLE  I— GEHMAN  I-OREION  TIIADE  IN  MACHINERY 

For   First   Seven    Months    of    1922 
  Imports   .     Exports   . 

Value  Price  Value  Price 
(Millions          per  (Millions        per 

of              Ton                                          of             Ton 
Month                                                               Tons           Marks)        (Marks)  Tons            Marks)      (Marks) 

January              1.010  27               26,700               32,695                927           28,400 
Februarj                       656  19               29,100               39,257             1,255           32,000 
March              1.480  19,4            13,100               40,247             1,465           36,000 
April                       778  24,5            31,000               39,418             1,586          40,000 
May                 402  10,9            27.000               40,497             1,614          40,000 
June                                                        1,519  31,8            21,000               41,527             1,909          46,000 
July                 776  30,3            39,000               36,381              1,761           48.000 

The  iron  and  steel  industry  showed  delivery  dates  is  already  noticeable,  but 
during  August  even  increased  business  for  leading  makes  and  a  number  of 
in  comparison  with  July,  caused  by  lines,  like  automatics,  universal  milling 
the  rush  upon  the  market  for  covering  machines  and  heavy  tools,  quotations 
in  raw  material  in  view  of  the  quickly  are  heard  for  no  less  than  from  5  to  6 
rising  price  level.  Shortage  and  lower  months.  Standard  tools,  like  lathes  of 
quality  of  fuel  have  further  reduced  current  sizes  and  plain  milling  ma- 
the  capacity  of  this  industry.  Scarcity  chines,  can  be  frequently  had  from 
of  ore  compelled  imports  of  pig  iron  to  stock  or  booked  for  delivery  in  4  to  6 
an  ever  increasing  extent,  which  pre-  weeks.  This  is  not  so  much  due  to  the 
cipitated  the  rise  of  prices  of  machine  recent  slump,  which  has  not  had  time 
building  material.  The  last  adjustment  yet  to  take  strong  effect,  but  to  the 
has  decided  upon  the  following  maxi-  largely  increased  output  of  such  tools, 
mum  prices  of  iron  and  steel :  cast  iron  Difficulties  in  FiNANriNr 

26,500  marks  per  ton,  mild  steel  29,200  ^^  l>ifficulties  
IN  FINANCING 

marks  per  ton,  ferro  manganese  80  per  ^^he  complaints  heard  in  other  fields 
cent  72,700  marks  per  ton.  These  "^  t"e  enormously  high  cost  of  produc- 
prices  are  not  firm,  but  keyed  to  the  ̂ 'O"-  making  the  financing  of  the  orders 

price  of  coke  in  such  way,  that  for  '"  "»"'>  ̂ ore  and  more  difficult,  are  not 
instance  in  the  case  of  ferro  man-  f  ,"^«<J."«?*^  "}  the  case  of  the  machine 
ganese  an  increase  of  2.70  mark  per  ton  ̂ ool  building  intlustry,  but  by  no  means 

comes  automatically  in  force  for  every  absent,  especially  amongst  the  weaker 
mark  the  price  per  ton  of  coke  increases,  members  of  the  fraternity.  In  addition 
Of  steel  products,  Siemens  Martin  bars  t?  these,  complaints  are  heard  of  con- 
have  now  arrived  at  63,000  marks  per  s'derable  delays  in  the  supply  of  raw 
ton,  crude  sheets  from  70,000  to  75,000  materia  and  even  of  shortage  of  labor, 
marks  per  ton,  gage  sheets  from  86,000  especially  trained  hands.  The  latter  is 
to  159,000  marks  per  ton.  the  result  of  the  labor  policy,  which  has 
„  „  _,  r>  r^  nearly  equalized  the  payment  of  trained Tool  Builders  Working  Part  Time  and  untrained  labor  and  caused  the 
The  labor  gazette  reports  that  a  num-  first  to  seek  employment  in  better  paid 

ber  of  machine  building  factories   had  lines  of  work. 
to  reduce  working  time  not  only  on  ac-  Prices  of  machine  tools  have  con- 
count  of  shortage  of  raw  material,  but  tinued  on  their  upward  move,  as  is  in- 
because  manufacturers  were  unable  to  dicated  by  the  directions  issued  by  the 
find  the  money  required  for  buying  German  Association  of  Machine  Tool 
sufficient  stock.  According  to  the  labor  Builders.  The  increase  thus  directed 
gazette  a  general  decline  of  the  ma-  over  the  prices  of  November,  1921, 
chinery  market  outlined  itself  quite  which  were  from  15  to  30  times  above 
clearly  (luring  August.  pre-war  level,  are  the  following:  De- 

This  is  especially  true  of  the  ma-  cember,  37  per  cent;  January,  42  per 
chine  tool  building  industry,  which  as  a  cent;  February,  61  per  cent;  March,  87 
rule  is  the  barometer  of  the  whole  ma-  per  cent;  April,  143  per  cent;  May,  190 
chinery  market.  Reports  from  various  per  cent;  June,  225  per  cent;  July,  294 
factories  in  different  parts  of  the  per  cent;  August,  460  per  cent;  Septem- 
country  agree,  that  a  certain   slacken-  ber,  980  per  cent. 
ing    of     business     took     place     during  As  can   be   seen,   prices   are  for  the 
August.     The  machine  tool  trade,  which  time    being    approximately    ten    times 
feels  the  pulsation  of  the  market  better  higher  than  those  of  last  November  or 
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trmm  IM  !•  9M  timm  abow*  prx^wM 
Wv«(  rw  Octakw  ■  futtiwf  Urc*  in> 
crrur  it  iammtmm^  W«(«»  anr  follow- 
Mw  tW  nw  af  pcicM  •(  •  rvrtain  <li«- 
Tim.  taK  thmir  tmitmamn  U  Kathvrinc 
MMMMlaak  TW  ■toinum  wwklv 
«MiB  for  a  tmtani  — riiiHWt.  whicii 
{■My  ««r»  lyMt  ■»?!■.  bavc  la 
Aai«M  UkcrMaM  ta  t.tM  aarlus  and 
trmm  tW  Mi4  of  AngtuH  to  S,SM  auiriu 

7«  tUtm  tk»  pr»-«mr  awmMT*.  ThU 
is  Bvrlin.    In  aome 

parti  af  OwMWy  waaw  ar«  •omewkat 
iMiar  aa4  la  atlMra  IticiMtr.  It  b  in- 
lanatlac  to  aato  Hew  IhtW  tkv  wacM 
far  liaiaad  aad  unirainMi  bamb  dilTvr 
TW  avacac*  aratr*  for  marrtcd  trainrd 

lia  in  Au«««t  w*rv  1.M2 
wavk.  while  an  untrained 
IJM  aMriw  or  only  6 1  per 

Imb.  Daiiac  Saptowbrr  a  further 
af  araaaa  of  M  per  cent  took 

aad  a  Ha*  af  at  laart  Uw  Huaa 
ia  aliaa4]r  aaaooacad  for  Octobar. 

PonnoM  or  MAcuiKan  Eipoara 
la  tW  Gonaan  for«l(ii  busiaaM. 

wkkek  ap  to  IIm  vnd  of  July  haa  acca- 
aMrfatorf  a  tare*  balance  on  the  wronc 
iMa^  aadriaarj  asports  form  onr  of  the 
Maat  favorable  feature*.  In  the  ca«e  of 
lacblawi.  the  vurplun  from  January 
to  Jaly  wa*  •umewhat  above  10.000 
aiflben  RMrk>  The  firurea  Bhown  in 
Table  I  token  from  the  oAcial  lUtia- 

the  return*  of  the 
machinery   during 

U(%  raaraaent  tiM 
fo»a<ga  boaineaa  of 
tbiaaartod. 

It  caa  ba  aaaa  that  imporU  rtoiained 
oa  the  wbola  atottonary.  while  ezporU 
dww  a  ttamif  iacraaaa  ap  to  Jona,  M- 
loatd  bgr  a  eomriderabie  drop  in  July. 
Of  laiaarta.  only  a  few  clasne*  run  up 
to  a  carger  aatount,  a*,  for  inatonce, 

rea.  weaving  ntachinca,  bar- 
and  Biachine  tool*,  which 

to  MM  pieces  weichinK  918 
taaa  ar  iiaaily  lb  per  cent  of  the  totol. 
Tba  iaiparts  appear  even  amaller  when 
caaMatfaa  tbat  a  part  of  them  comes 
frMa  torrttoriea.  like  Daniiic,  politically 
detorbod  freai  Germany,  but  economi- 

cally atill  batonffinc  to  her.  This  ap- 
pUaa  far  iaatonco  to  the  caaa  of  locomo- 
tivaa. 

It  b  af  iatoraat  to  obaaraa  the  prices 
par  taa  af  aairhinary  axported  and  im- 
partad.  The  fart  that  the  averaite  ton 
priea  la  lower  kn  tba  case  of  imported 
aMihtairy  la  to  be  esplainad  by  the 
lafsa  paraaatafl*  of  importo  from 
faraMT  Oanaaa  territories  and  coun- 
triaa  arllb  still  weaker  exchanice.  like 
far  iaabuwt  Aostrta.  The  average  ax- 
paft  prtea  in  January  wan  approxi- 
aalal|r  IS  tiaMs  above  pre-war  wVal  at 
a  fatie  af  aMaay  daprariatiea  of  I  to 
a.  Bjr  Jahr  tbe  prka  bad  iacfaaaed  to 
4MM  atari*  per  toa.  or  4S  time*  the 
ptw-«ar  pnre.  The  corfoaponding  ratio 
of  tba  OMAey  r%eh»nK9  wat  during  that 
aMsAli  1  to  110  Iviport  prices  have, 
tbsiafnrs.  not  kept  step  with  the 
dray  of  tbe  mafb.  Coaipare<l  to  pre- 

war staaderda,  asporta  rcnMinad  only 
rflgbUy  babiad  tboa*  of  1913.  Tba  baat 
rKara  la  aaipar<i»n  wttb  that  year  is 
■iiiwa  la  tba  caaaa  of  loromottve*.  the 
esport  af  wbkll  aaaaada  by  far  that  of 
we- wat  ttBMiik  barvaatiac  aMchtne*. 
Uaaaw  aad  aaalMMar*.  aad  aMcbines 
(ar  tbe  laatbar  laAatry  in  a  number 
af  albar  caaaa  M  baaaa  approsimately 
to  tba  pr»-«ar  laaal,  Hha  craaaa.  Mving 

*  warblnc 

laveL  Tba  drop  is  capacially  marked  in 
tba  eaaa  of  taxtiW  maebincry.  The  de- 
rroasa  la  tbe  grand  totol  wouUi  Im*  more 

■tniagly  pronounced  if  deductuiK  loco- motivta  taarafrom.  the  growing  export 
of  whicb  Is  tba  balancing  fact. 

Tba  flaaraa  abown  in  Table  11  rep- 
raaaat  tba  inaorU  and  export*  of 
■larblntr  toob  froai  January  to  July, 
IMt. 
The  imporU  show  in  the  average  • 

klixht  increase,  but  their  toUl  from 
January  to  July  of  918  tons  or  116  tons 
per  month  remains  far  behiitd  that  of 
1913.  when  the  monthly  averaite  was 
over  600  tons.  In  view  of  the  difficulty 
•tanding  in  the  way  of  Kuch  imports, 
nut  only  of  a  Anancial  nature,  it  i*  sig- 

nificant that  they  have  already  run  up 
tu  'i.^  per  cent  of  the  pre-war  level. 

A*  to  countries  of  origin,  Holland 
send*    the    largest    share,    the    United 

read  thoaa  of  prewar  time*.  A  good 
raoovorv  is  axBibltad  in  the  case  of 
South  American  countries. 

An  a  sign  that  an  impending  decline 
of  business  was  anticipated  in  quarters 
capable  of  a  genrriil  Hurvey  of  condi- 

tions may  be  token  thi-  inrrcascd  atten- 
tion Xt)  the  prxiblcm  of  rcpurutioiiM  in 

kind.  The  much  ctiM-untxHl  Slinncs  con- 
tract is  a  tlrst  Ntcp  ill  thix  direction, 

and  the  eagerncH*,  exhibited  in  induti- 
trial  circles,  to  follow  this  exaniplo  or 
to  join  in  the  business,  is  slgnificHnt. 
Similar  contracts  have  been  conclu<l(>d 
by  another  large  engineering  combine 
and  by  a  group  of  South  German  niiinu- 
facturers  of  the  metal  working  indus- 

try, including  neveral  machine  building 
work*.  According  to  newspaper  re- 

port*, a  further  number  are  in  the 
cour*e  of  preparation,  amongst  which 
may   be   mentioned   a   project   initiated 

TABLE  II-OBRMAK  FOREION  TRADK  IN  MACHINE  TUOI.S 
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4 
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Stotca,  Switxerland  and  Austria  follow- 
ing. The  respective  figures  (January- 

July.  1922)  are  the  following:  Holland. 
383  tons;  United  SUtes.  139  tons; 
Switxerland,  115  tons;  Austria.  81 
tons;  all  other  countries,  200  tons.  The 
machine  tool*  imported  from  Holland 
are.  of  course,  not  of  Dutch  make,  but 
probably  English  or  American,  ob- 
toined  througn  Dutch  dealers. 

Tool  PmcEs  Below  Prk-Wax 

Taking  into  account  the  number  of 
tools  importad,  a  tendency  towards 
Jigbtor  types  is  exhibited.  The  same 
also  applies  to  exports.  In  the  Table 
II,  the  export  returns  of  the  Arst  three 
months,  marked  (x),  contain  wood  and 
stone  working  machinery,  which,  up  to 
April  have  been  listed  with  machine 
tools  proper.  Even  so,  it  is  clearly 
recognisable,  that  in  the  course  of  the 
year  machine  tool  exports  have  dropped 
tn  weight  if  not  in  numbers.  Below  the 
ad  valorem  Agures  have  been  placed  the 
average  prices  realixed  per  ton,  which 
allow  interesting  conclusions,  when 
comparing  them  with  the  ratio  of 
menay  dapreciation  and  the  sales  prices 
diractad  ur  the  A«»ociation  of  German 
Machine  Tool  Builders,  in  whose  hands 
tba  export  control  rent*.  From  Jan- 

uary to  March  the  price  per  ton  hardly 
changed,  although  the  mark  dropped 
during  that  time  from  200  to  280  to  the 
dollar.  An  increase  becomes  noticeable 
from  April  to  June,  although  the  mark 
during  this  period  remained  almoat 
stoble,  the  further  drop  in  July  is  not 
rsAacted  in  the  ton  price  of  thi*  month. 

A  aimilar  discrepancy  is  exhibited  by 
comparison  with  the  increases  directed 
by  the  Machine  Tool  Builder*'  Asaocia- 
tion.  On  tbe  averajie,  the  export  prices 
realixed  ara  from  60  to  60  per  cant  of 
pre-war  pricae.  AawBg  the  countries 
purchaning  German  tools,  Belgium 
stand*  fureroowt,  Itolv,  Spain,  France, 
Holland,  Austria  and  CluKbo-Slovakia 
fallowing.  Small  Austria  is  atill  buy- 
lac  to  nearly  half  of  the  extant  of  the 
fanaar  Aaatro- Hungarian  Empire.  Ex- 
porto  to  Belgium.  Ualy  and  Spain  ex- 

also  under  Stinnei'  guidance  for  a  com- 
bine between  French  iron  ore  producer* 

and  German  steel  works. 
A  certoin  danger  is  seen  in  the  way 

the  problem  of  reparations  in  kind  is 
being  put  into  effect,  as  it  tends  to  fur- 

ther truHtif^cation  on  a  large  scale.  It 
is  expectoti  that  the  German  combines, 
which  have  taken  the  matter  in  hand, 
will  make  every  effort  to  realise  the  best 
possible  prices,  i.e.,  the  French  market 
prices,  which  would  seriously  react  upon 
German  domestic  prices,  not  to  speak  of 
the  shortage,  which  would  ensue  from 
large  quantities  of  goods  extracted  from 
the  German  market. 

The  keen  interest  given  to  the  repa- 
rations problem  is  also  significant  for 

the  diaanpointment  felt  after  the  cxpec- 
Utions  based  upon  the  opening  of  the 
Russian  market.  From  reports  issued 
by  the  Soviet  Government  It  appears 
that  Germany  has  by  no  means  cap- 

tured the  lion's  share  of  Russian  for- 
eign trade  and  that  the  latter  falls  to 

Great  Britain.  The  by  far  greater 
capacity  of  the  latter  country  of  financ- 

ing such  bunincss  is  held  responsible 
for  this  fact,  and  the  growing  difficul- 

ties of  Germany  in  this  respect  hiive  in 
the  course  of  time  greatly  reduced  even 
modarato  expectations. 

Employment  Service 
for  Enffineers 

The  skilled  technical  man  seeking 
employment  as  well  as  the  executive  in 
search  of  high  grade  help  will  find  the 
employment  Durcau  opened  by  the  four 
national  Engineering  Societies,  the 
office*  of  which  are  at  No.  29  West  3(ith 
St.,  New  York  City,  of  great  value. 
Members  at  many  affiliated  societies 
and  organizations  are  available  through 
this  service  bureau. 

The  service  is  fraa  and  parties  inter- 
ested are  requested  to  communicate 

with  W.  V.  Brown,  manager.  Employ- 

mant  Service,  Enjinaering  Societies' Building,  No,  29  Wast  30th  St.,  New York  City. 
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Washington  Notes 
By  Paul  Wooton 

In  Europe  today  the  greatest  problem 
is  that  which  has  as  its  object  the 
creation  of  a  spirit  for  peace  instead  of 
a  spirit  for  war.  There  are  other  prob- 

lems of  magnitude  but  in  no  case  can 
their  amelioration  be  purchased,  either 
by  the  United  States  for  giving  the 
debts  owed  it  by  the  European  coun- 

tries, or  any  other  way.  Their  solu- 
tions lie  in  the  moral,  intellectual  and 

spiritual  fields.  Incidentally  it  is  the 
opinion  of  high  oflBcials  in  Washington 
that  these  problems  should  be  solved 
singly.  Effort  to  solve  the  problems 
jointly  makes  compromise  inevitable. 

That  the  United  States  ultimately 
will  get  back  the  capital  sum  involved 
in  these  loans  to  Europe,  is  the  opinion 
held  in  a  most  authoritative  official 
quarter.  No  one  of  the  nations  which 
entered  into  this  obligation  could  con- 

tinue to  hold  up  its  head  and  refuse  to 
meet  that  debt.  Its  repayment  is  held 
to  be  a  moral  obligation  to  the  Ameri- 

can taxpayers. 
Costly  Militarism  at  Fault 

No  weight  is  given  the  argument  that 
the  United  States  should  write  off  these 
obligations  in  an  effort  to  compensate 
for  its  failure  to  enter  the  war  in  1914. 
Those  who  have  made  a  close  study  of 
the  situation  decline  to  admit  that  the 
United  States  was  at  fault  for  not 
having  entered  the  war  at  that  time. 
They  hold  that  this  country  in  taking 
up  arms  against  Germany  was  actuated 
principally  by  a  desire  to  prevent  the 
collapse  of  civilization  and  to  save 

Europe's  drowning  liberalism.  In  that 
connection  it  should  be  pointed  out  that 
the  most  reactionary  American  is  more 
liberal  than  the  most  liberal  European. 

A  reduction  of  the  French  army  by 
50  per  cent  would  pay  that  nation's debt  to  the  United  States.  In  other 
countries  as  well  it  is  held  that  there  is 
nothing  to  justify  military  expenditures 
at  the  present  rate.  Were  the  United 
States  to  maintain  military  forces  in 
the  same  proportion  as  is  the  case  today 
in  Europe,  its  standing  army  would  be 
1,000,000  strong.  Even  our  economic 
system  could  not  stand  such  a  shock. 
With  Europe  in  a  higher  state  of 

productivity  than  ever  before,  it  would 
be  little  short  of  picking  the  pockets  of 
the  American  taxpayers  to  cancel  the 
debts,  pai'ticularly  in  view  of  the  ease 
with  which  the  payments  could  be 
made  were  unnecessary  drains  on  fiscal 
finance  stopped.  Moreover  the  United 
States  has  reached  the  point  where  its 
surplus  of  gold  no  longer  is  large. 
Month  by  month  the  balance  of  trade 
against  us  is  diminishing.  We  may  be 
exporting  gold  before  six  more  months 
have  rolled  around.  In  1921  a  billion 
dollars  of  American  money  was  loaned 
foreign  industry.  That  rate  is  not 
being  maintained  this  year,  but  even 
so  the  disproportion  in  the  holdings  of 
geld  by  the  United  States  is  about  to 
disappear. 

Sterling  bids  fair  to  be  up  to  gold 
value  in  eighteen  months.  When  that 
point  is  reached,  it  means  that  85  per 
cent  of  the  world's  commerce  will  be  on 
a  gold  basis.  That  will  make  for  stabil- 

ization in  some  of  the  other  currencies. 
There  can  be,  of  course,  no  hope  for  a 
return  to  normal  in  the  exchange  with 
countries  which  continue  to  publish 
money. 

Mechanical  Engineers 
Wanted 

The  United  States  Civil  Service  Com- 
mission in  an  announcement  just  issued, 

states  that  it  will  receive  applications 
until  December  5  to  fill  positions  of 
inspector  (mechanical)  at  the  Naval 
Station,  Pearl  Harbor,  T.  H.  The  pay 
offered  is  $7.20  a  day  with  an  additional 
allowance  of  96  cents  a  day  while  em- 

ployed at  the  station.  Transportation 
is  furnished  by  the  Government. 

Competitors  will  not  report  for  a 
written  examination,  but  will  be  rated 
upon  the  subjects  of  technical  education 
and  preliminary  experience  (30  per 
cent)  and  special  experience  and  fitness 
(70  per  cent). 
A  degree  in  mechanical  or  electrical 

engineering  from  a  recognized  college 
or  university  and  at  least  three  years 
of  certain  specified  experience  are  re- 

quired, except  that  seven  years  of  ex- 
perience in  mechanical  engineering  will 

be  accepted  in  lieu  of  a  college  course. 
Full  information  and  application 

blanks  may  be  obtained  from  the 
United  States  Civil  Service  Commis- 

sion, Washington,  D.  C,  or  the  United 
States  civil  service  board  at  the  post 
office  or  custom  house  in  any  city. 

Business  Items 

German  Secret  Solved  in  New 
All-Metal  Plane 

A  secret  metal  developed  for  German 
aircraft  during  the  war  has  finally  been 
successfully  applied  to  what  is  said 
to  be  the  first  American-built,  all-metal 
airplane  to  fly  in  this  country.  The 

metal,  known  as  "duralumin"  because 
it  consists  mostly  of  aluminum,  has 
hitherto  given  trouble  in  the  final  proc- 

esses of  manufacturer  upon  which  its 
strength  and  life  depend. 

Duralumin  is  used  throughout  in  the 
"Batwing"  airplane,  the  successful  fly- 

ing of  which  was  announced  last  night 
by  the  inventor,  Wm.  B.  Stout  of 
Detroit,  at  a  meeting  of  the  Metro- 

politan Section,  Society  of  Automotive 
Engineers. 

As  its  name  indicates,  the  batwing 
plane  has  a  single  wing  shaped  like 
that  of  a  bat.  But  the  spruce  wood 
used  in  practically  all  aircraft  to  date 
has  been  replaced  by  structural  mem- 

bers of  duralumin,  instead  of  cloth 
wing-coverings,  the  new  machine  has 
a  duralumin  skin,  only  a  fiftieth  part 
of  an  inch  thick.  Even  the  struts  and 
cables  used  for  bracing  are  now  con- 

tained in  the  so-called  thick-wing. 
The  eventual  airplane,  according  to 

Mr.  Stout,  will  be  practically  nothing 
but  wings.     Continuing  he  said: 
"In  a  comparatively  few  years, 

wooden  airplanes  in  the  air  will  be 
scarcer  than  wooden  ships  on  the  sea. 
All  airplanes  flying  under  insurance 
rulings  will  be  of  all-metal  construction. 

"Metal  planes  mean  greater  safety 
to  pilot  and  cargo;  a  possibility  of  con- 

siderably lighter  weight;  less  produc- 
tion cost,  particularly  as  the  demand 

increases;  and  easier  repairs. 
"Thick-wing  airplanes  are  developing 

fast,  both  in  monoplane  and  biplane 
types.  Retractable  chassis,  wing-type 
radiators,  and  other  features  that  the 
recent  Pulitzer  races  have  shown  to  be 

practicable,  will  appear  shortly  in  com- 
mercial airplanes  and  increase  their 

profit-paying  possibilities." 

The  Black  &  Decker  Mfg.  Co.,  Tow- 
son  Heights,  Baltimore,  Md.,  has  made 
the  startling  announcement  of  a  reduc- 

tion of  $11  in  the  price  of  their  Stand- 
ard quarter-inch  electric  drill.  They 

make  it  clear  that  this  is  the  same 
machine  which  has  been  selling  all  this 

year  at  |39,  although  this  machine 'is being  constantly  improved.  The  latest 
improvement  is  the  supplanting  of  the 
hand  chuck  by  a  three-jaw  geared-nut 
chuck.  Production  of  these  drills  has 
trebled  with  the  result  that  they  are 
now  able  to  sell  them  at  $28. 

The  Herberts  Machinery  and  Supply 
Co.,  3rd  and  San  Pedro  Sts.,  Los 
Angeles,  Cal.,  has  been  appointed  ex- 

clusive representative  by  the  Diamant 
Tool  and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Inc.,  91-97 
Runyon  St.,  Newark,  N.  J.,  in  con- 

nection with  the  sale  of  Diamant  stand- 
ard punch  and  die  sets,  in  the  territory 

covered  by  the  entire  states  of  Cali- 
fornia, Arizona  and  Nevada. 

The  Natlay  Chain  Corporation,  New 
York,  has  been  incorporated  by  B.  M. 
Bancroft  and  W.  Hutchinson,  with  a 
capital  of  $100,000  to  manufacture  a 
patented  steel  chain  as  well  as  other 
mechanical  equipment. 

The  Joyce  Manufacturing  Co.,  2970 
Jefferson  Avenue,  Detroit,  Frank  H. 
Joyce,  president,  recently  incorporated 
with  a  capital  of  $500,000,  has  leased 
a  factory  building  in  that  city  and  will 
manufacture  automobile  equipment. 

The  General  Tire  and  Rubber  Co., 
Akron,  Ohio,  will  spend  $100,000  on 
additional  tire  making  machinery  in 
connection  with  contemplated  factory 

expansion. 
The  Firth-Sterling  Steel  Co.  an- 

nounces that  it  has  added  to  its  line  of 
products  the  Globe  polished  drill  rods 
drawn  by  the  Globe  Wire  Co.,  Sharps- 
burg,  Pa.,  and  will  carry  stocks  in  its 
warehouses  in  New  York,  Boston  and 
Philadelphia. 

The  Western  Screw-Products  Co.,  St. 
Louis,  Mo.,  whose  plant  was  destroyed 
recently  by  fire,  has  secured  a  new  and 
permanent  location  at  Main  and  St. 
George  Streets,  that  city,  and  are  eri- 
gaged  in  equipping  it  with  modern 
machinery.  Production  is  expected  to 
be  started  Nov.  15. 

The  Independent  Pneumatic  Tool  Co., 
Chicago,  announces  that  after  Nov.  1, 
1922,  its  Cleveland  office  will  be  located 
at  1204-5  Citizens'  Building,  Cleveland, 
Ohio,  instead  of  1103  Citizens'  Building. 

The  C.  F.  Davis  Machine  Co.,  Roches- 
ter, N.  Y.,  has  moved  its  shop  to  150 

N.  Water  Street,  occupying  the  second 
story  of  a  new  building,  with  greatly 
increased  floor  space  and  capacity. 

The  Coburn  Machine  Co.,  San  Diego, 
Cal.,  has  recently  moved  its  plant  from 
Second  and  G  Sts.  to  853  First 
Street,  to  secure  larger  quarters  to 
accommodate  its  growing  business. 

The  Whiting  Corporation,  Harvey, 

111.,  manufacturer  of  foundry  equip- 
ment, announces  that  the  C.  F.  Bulotti 
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Machinery  Co.,  67  Main  Street,  San 
Francisco,  Cal.,  has  been  appointed  its 
agent  for  the  State  of  California,  to 
succeed  Eccles  &  Smith  Co.,  of  the  same 
city. 

Dr.  a.  C.  Humphries,  Stevens  Insti- 
tute of  Technology,  Hoboken,  N.  J.,  and 

president  of  the  American  Institute  of 
Consulting  Engineers,  was  the  princi- 

pal speaker  at  the  fourth  annual  meet- 
ing of  the  University  of  Toronto  Engi- 

neering Alumni  Association  held  re- 
cently in  the  Canadian  capital. 

C.  E.  Skinner,  assistant  director  of 
engineering  of  the  Westinghouse  Elec- 

tric &  Manufacturing  Company,  has 
sailed  to  attend  the  meeting  of  the 
Rating  Committee  of  the  International 
Electro-Technical  Commission  to  be  held 
in  Geneva,  Switzerland,  beginning 
November  18. 

Frederick  Franz,  who  for  the  past 
four  years  was  chief  engineer  of  the 
Terminal  Engineering  Co.,  has  estab- 

lished an  engineering  office  at  27  War- 
ren St.,  New  York  City,  for  the 

purpose  of  solving  special  problems  of 
engineering  relating  to  labor  saving 
machinery  for  industrial  plants. 

Benjamin  G.  Lamme,  chief  engineer 
of  the  Westinghouse  Electric  and 
Manufacturing  Co.,  has  been  awarded 
the  Joseph  Sullivan  medal  by  the  Ohio 
State  University  in  recognition  of  his 
notable  engineering  achievements. 

b 

William  Blake  Wood,  president  of 
Gifford-Wood  Co.,  of  Hudson,  New 
York,  died  October  28  at  the  Albany 

City  Hospital,  after  a  two  weeks'  illness. Mr.  Wood  was  born  in  Arlington,  Mass., 
July  15,  1869.  He  became  a  member  of 
the  firm  of  William  T.  Wood  and  Co., 
of  Arlington,  upon  the  death  of  his 
father  in  1896  and  continued  as  a  part- 

ner with  William  E.  Wood,  and  later  as 
a  member  of  Gifford-Wood  Co.  when 
incorporated  in  190.5,  and  succeeded 
Malcolm  GifFord  as  president  upon  the 
latter's  death  in  1919. 

O.  B.  Fuller,  vice-president  of  the 
Enterprise  Construction  Co.,  died  at  his 
home  in  Los  Angeles,  Cal.,  Oct  19,  aged 
57  years. 

3i 

Export  Opportunities 

The  nurrnu  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Commerce.  DepHrtment  of  Commerce, 
WiiHliiiiKtoii.  I>.  r.,  i»iis  inciuirieM  for  the 
aBeneies  of  machinery  and  machine  tools. 
Any  information  fiesired  rcKardiiiff  tliese 
opiMirtunities  4-an  lie  secured  from  the  aliove 
a4l<lress  by  referring  to  the  number  foiiow- 
Uig   each   item. 

Hyilraulic  cotton  pres.ses  for  mal<ing  bales 
weighing  approximately  200  kilos  and 
measuring  9i)  centimeters  on  each  edge — - 
Brazil.  I'urchase  desired.  Quotations, 
c.i.f.  Brazilian  port.  Correspondence. 
Portuguese.     Reference  No.  4097. 

Minting  machinery,  .such  as  a  coining 
pnss.    a   cuttlng-out   machine,    an    edge-cut- 

ting machine,  and  a  rolling  mill,  compris- 
ing In  addition  a  breaking-do\vn  and  finish- 
ing machine — Finland.  Purchase  desired. 

Quolation.s.  c  l.f.  Finnish  port.  Reference 
No.  41UU. 
Icp-cream-maklng  machlner.v  —  Mexico. 

Purcha.se  desired.  Payment,  cash.  Refer- 
ence No.  4101. 

All  machinery  necessary  for  the  estab- 
lishment of  a  soap  factory — Mexico.  I'ur- 

chase desired.  Terms,  casli  against  docu- 
ments. Correspondence,  Spanish.  Refer- ence No.  4102. 

An  oil-biirning  engine  and  attachments 
for  use  in  a  side-wheel  flat-bottom  scow 
ferry  boat — Canada.  Purchase  desired. 
Quotations,  f.o.b.  port  of  siiipmeiit.  Terms, 
cash.     Reference  No.  4103. 

All  material  nece.ssary  for  tin  placer 
mining — Portugal.  Purchase  desire<l.  Quo- 

tations, c.i.f.  Lisbon.  Terms,  cash  against 
documents.  Correspondence.  Portugue.se  or 
French.     Reference   No.   4105. 

Machinery  for  sewing  hemp  soles  to  cloth 
shoes  (alpargatas) — .Argentina.  Purchase 
desired.  Quotations,  ci.f.  Buenos  Aires. 
Term.s.  cash  against  documents.  Corre- 

spondence, Spanish.     Reference  No.  4106. 
Representation  of  American  firms  de- 

sired. esi>ecially  for  the  sale  of  goods  re- 
quiring mechanical  knowledge — Denmark. Reference  No.  4107. 

.4pnal  tramways  for  the  tranisportation 
of  lumber  and  mineral— Spain.  Purchase 
desired.  Quotations,  f.o.b.  New  York.  Ref- erence No.   4110. 

Machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  pockel  - 
books,  including  sewing  machines  and  glu- 

ing machines — Canada.  Purcliase  desired. 
Reference  No.   4111. 

Milling  machinery  for  small  mills — Fin- 
Land.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations,  c.i.f. 
Finnish  port.  Terms,  cash  against  docu- 

ments.    Reference  No.  4116. 
Machine  tools,  leather  belting,  kerosene, 

spraying  pumps  and  spraying  materials  and 
machines  tor  orchards,  plows,  cultiviitors — 
Australia.  Agency  desired.  Terms,  cash 
against  documents.     Reference  No.  4077. 

Portable  sawmill — Mexico.  Agency  and 
purchase  desired.  Quotations,  f.o.b.  factory 
or  c.i.f.  El  Paso,  Tex.     Reference  No.  4079. 
Warehouse  equipment,  such  as  trolleys, 

hoists,  packing  machinery,  stenciling  ma- 
chinery, and  all  such  material  as  would 

be  used  in  warehousing,  motor-truck  trans- 
portation, and  the  handling  of  cargo,  also 

furniture  covers— China.  Purchase  desired 
by  firm  in  the  United  States  having  a 
branch  agency  in  China.  Catalogues,  prices 
and  full  descriptive  matter  desired.  Refer- ence  No.   4128. 

A  complete  machine  for  grinding  sugar 
cane,  having  6  cylind,.rs.  and  of  a  capacity 
for  grinding  200  tons  of  sugar  cane  daily, 
also  a  steel  or  wooden  elevator,  o-r  feeder, 
as  well  as  a  similar  arrangement  for  carry- 

ing off  the  crushed  stalks — Brazil.  Purchase 
desired.  Quotations,  c.i.f.  Brazilian  ixjrt. 
Term.s.  cash  against  documents  upon  ar- 

rival of  machinery.  Correspondence,  Portu- 
guese, French  or  Italian.  Reference  No. 4140. 

Machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  shoe 
forms  and  heels — Italy.  Purchase  desired. 
Quotations,  c.i.f.  Genoa.  Terms,  cash 
against  documents.  Corresjjondence,  FrencJi 
or  Italian.     Reference  No.  4141. 

Building  hardware,  trunk  hardware, 
linoleum,  etc. — Argentina.  Agent  .is  in  the 
United  States  for  the  purpose  of  securing 
agency.     Reference  No.  4142. 

Machinery  for  cannery,  such  as  automatic 
press,  sealing  macliines  and  automatic 
shears — Greece.  Purchase  desired.  Quota- 

tions c.i.f.  Greek  port.  Terms,  payment 
against  documents  or  irrevocable  credit  in 
New  York.  Correspondence.  French.  Ref- 

erence No.  4143. 

Steel  pipes,  of  one-half  to  6  inches — Syria. 
Purchase  desired.  Quotations,  f.o.b.  New 
York.  Term.s.  25  per  cent  cassti  with  order, 
balance  against  documents  tlirougli  bank 
in  Tripoli.     Reference  No.  4144. 
Wire-drawing  and  roller-mill  machinery 

— Sweden.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations 
ai.f.  Swedish  port.  Terms  casli  against 
documents.      Reference   No.   4145. 

Machine-.shop  machinery-,  tools,  and  gen- 
eral sup!)lies.  such  as  lathes,  jilaning  ma- 

cliines, drilling  machines  and  tools,  steam 
hammers,  foundry  machinery,  and  cupolas 
for  melting  iron  and  bras.s- — -Yiritish  Guiana. 
Purchase  desired.  Cat.alogues  and  prices 
requested.      Reference    No.    4147. 

Machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  pottery 
and  porcelain,  for  drying  and  pulverizing 
clay,  and  for  pulverizing  hard  rocks — 
Straits  Settlements.  Purchase  desired.  Quo- 

tations, c.i.f.  Penang  or  Singaiiore.  Cata- 
logues are  requested.     Reference  Xo.  4170. 

Trade  Catalogs 

iMgan      AJr      Operated      Cliucks.        The 
Logansport  Machine  Co.,  Logansport,  In- 

diana. This  company  has  Just  i.ssued  a  new 
publication,  known  as  Catalog  R-15,  which 
is  a  series  of  loose  leaf  bulletins,  in  bound 
form.  It  contains  full  descriptions  and  il- lustrations of  the  numerous  types  of  Logan 
air  operated  chucks,  labor  saving  devices 
and  equipment  for  increasing  production 
on  automatics,  turret  lathes,  and  screw 
machines.  Many  drawings  are  given  in  the 
catalog  showing  the  construction  details 
of  the  diffirent  styles  chucks,  double  acting 
air  cylinders  and  other  devices. 

Die  Heads  and  Hlxh  Speed  Tapptnar  De- 
vices. The  Geometric  Tool  Co..  New  Haven. 

Conn.  This  company  has  just  issued  two 
new  publications.  One  of  them  Is  a  special 
booklet  on  the  subject  of  its  Style  DS  Geo- 

metric Screw  cutting  Die  Heads,  speciall.v 
adapted  tor  Hrowne  &  Sharp  automatics 
and  other  single  spindle  machines.  The 
publication  contains  a  complete  description 
of  the  mechanism  with  illustrations.  The 
other  publication  is  a  booklet  describing  the 
company's  Jarvis  high  speed  tapping  de- vices, tapping  machines,  quick  change 
chucks  and  collets  and  self  opening  steel 
setters,  with  numerous   illustrations. 

Power  Presses  and  Inclinable  Open  Rack 
Presses.  The  Niagara  Macliine  and  Tool 
Works,  Buffalo,  New  York.  This  company 
has  Just  issued  two  new  publications,  on 
its  line  of  presses.  Bulletin  58.  on  its  In- 

clinable Open  Back  presses  is  of  16  pages 
and  describes  in  detail  the  constructive 
features  of  this  line  of  equipment,  its  ad- 

vantages and  specifications  with  numerous 
illustrations  accompanying  the  description. 
Bulletin  59  is  a  special  four-page  folder 
on  the  Niagara  power  press,  containing  a 
complete  description  with  specifications  and illustration!^ 

Pyrometers.  The  Brown  Instrument  Co., 
Philadelphia.  Pa.  "What's  Under  the  Hood 
of  Brown  Pyrometers"  is  the  title  of  a  new bulletin  just  issued  by  this  company.  The 
publication  has  for  its  object  a  clearer 
understanding  of  the  material  and  mech- 

anism which  goes  into  the  company's  prod- uct, how  the  product  is  designed  and  the 
method   employed   in   putting   it   together. 

American  Marine  .\ssociailon,  Convention 
and  lOxhibition,  Grand  Central  Palace,  .Nov. 
3  to  11. 

Xational  Personnel  Association,  Pirst 
Annual  Convention,  November  8,  9  and  10. 
at  i'ittsburgh.  Pa.  Secretary  at  20  Vesey 
St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Automotive  Kqnipnient  Association.  An- 
nual show  and  meeting,  November  13  to  18, 

Chicago,  111. 

Xational  Fonnders'  Association,  Nov.  22 
and  23.  Secretary,  J.  M.  Taylor,  29  South 
LaSalle  St.,  Chicago  111. 

Kijrliteentli  Annual  Automobile  Salon. 
Commodore  Hotel,  New  York  City,  Decem- 

ber 3    to   9,    1922. 
American  Society  of  Meclianicat  Enftri- 

neers,  aimual  convention,  December  4  to  7, 
1922.  New  York  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  3»th  Street,  New  York 
City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  Me- 
chanical KnKineerini;.  Dec.  7  to  13,  1922, 

Grand  Central  Palace.  New  York  City. 
Secretary,  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
Street,  New   York  City. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. National  Automobile  Show,  Grand 

Central  I'alace,  New  York  City.  January 
6  to   13,  1923. 

National  .Automobile  Cliamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  Jartuar.v 

27  to  February  3.  1!I23.  Coliseum  and  First 
Regiment  Armory,  Chicago,  111. 
American  'Enfrineerlnic  Council,  Annual 

Meetin;^  January  11  and  12.  at  the  head- quarters of  F.  A.  E.  S.,  24  Jackson  Place. 
Washington,  D.  C.  L.  W.  Wallace.  Secre- 

tary. 

American  Institute  of  Klectrical  Eniei- 
neers,  Mid-Winter  Meeting,  February  14  to 
16.  Engineering  .Societies  BIdg.,  New  York. 
P.  L.  Hutchinson,  Secretary. 
American  Institute  of  Mininfc  andt  Metnl- 

lurg:icul  I'^iiKinccrs,  Annual  Meeting.  Feb- 
ruary 19  to  21.  Engineering  Societies  Bldg., 

New  York.     F.  S.  Shartless,  Secretary. 
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Machine  Tools  Wanted 

Calif..  Vallejo — The  city,  T.  D.  Kilkenny, 
City  Engr. — $1,000  worth  of  machinery  for 
proposed  garage  and  repair  sliop  on  Vir- 

ginia St. 
III.,  Anna  —  A.  Hargrave  (machinist)  — 

short   engine  lathe,   20   to   28   in.   swing. 
la.,  Fairfield — Louden  Mchy.  Co. — One 

No.  32  Kempsmilh  milling  machine   (used). 
Kan..  Wichita — R.  L.  Bryan.  622  Pattie 

Ave.,_(garage) — drill  press,  belting,  hang- 
ers, emery  wheel  and  stand  for  power 

equipment  (used). 
Knn..  Wichita  —  O.  G.  Smith  Machine 

Shop,  132  North  Lawrence  Ave. — milling 
machine  and  drill  press  for  power  equip- 

ment  (used). 
Kan.,  Wlohita — Universal  Repairing  Co., 

122  East  2nd  St.,  (cabinet  worker) — A. 
Travis,  Purch.  Agt. — wood  lathe  for  power 
attachment  (used). 

Kan.,  Wichita  —  W.  J.  Williams,  1103 
Lulu  Ave,,  (machinist) — power  lathe 
(used). 
Mass.,  Cambridge — D.  B.  Forsyth,  14 

Parker  St. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
proposed  garage  at  17  Coventry  St. 

Mass.,  Winthrop — Winthrop  Motor  Sales 
Co.,  Somerset  Ave. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  propn.sed  garage. 
Mich..  Muskegon  Heights — The  Maxim 

Motor  Co.,  C.  Branston,  Purch.  Agt. — 
latiies.  drill  press,  also  screw  and  milling 
machinery  for  proposed  factory. 

Mo.,  Kansas  City — Fhxihuilt  Rclt  Mfg. 
Co.,  4404  Ea.st  15th  St. — pipe  threading 
and  cutting  machine. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis  —  Mid-Continent  Equip- 
ment &  Mchy.  Co.,  Security  Bldg.,  C.  G. 

Davis,   Purch.   Agt. — stamping  press. 
N.  y.,  Buffalo — J.  Waechler,  Ross  and 

Ontario  Sts. — machinery,  tools  and  equip- 
ment for  garage  and  service  station. 

N.  Y..  Long  Island  City — A.  Kimoney, 
276  .lackson  Ave.  (builder)— small  electric 
portable  riveter. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — J.  E.  Kahn,  224  VFest 
20th  St.  (phiml)ing) — sheet  metal  Wbrking 
tools,   including   brake,   etc. 

O..  Columbus — Brightman  Bros.  Co.,  531 
Linwood  Ave.,  (manufacturer  of  shafting, 
etc.),  G.  P.  Brightman,  Purch.  Agt. — -screw 
making  machinery,  lathes,  grinders,  presses, etc. 

O.,  Columbus — Fairfield  Eng.  Co.,  West 
6th  St..  along  tracks  of  Hocking  Valley 
Ry. — lathes,   drill  press,  grinder,  etc. 

Ore.,  Portland — The  city,  L.  D.  Kaiser, 
City  Hall,  Supt.  of  Water  Works — $1,350 
worth  of  hand  tools  and  one  tapping  ma- chine. 

Pa..  Phlla. — Pennsylvania  R.R.,  17th  and 
Filbert  St.,  M.  Smith.  Purch.  Agt. — one  90 
in.  tire  mill,  one  6  and  one  4  spindle  bolt 
turning  machines.  3  turret  lathes,  ten  4  x 
36  in.  emery  grinders,  two  15  in.  and  three 
18  in.  Blotters,  three  No.  5  knee  type  mill- 

ing machines,  17  engine  lathes,  six  36  and 
three  48  in.  vertical  turret  lathes,  two  36 
in.  planers  and  two  90  in.  drive  wheel 
lathes,  for   9t»ops   at  Altoona 

Pa.,  Phila  —  Sobel  Machine  Co.,  880 
North  48th  St.,  (machiriists),  A.  Sobel, 
Purch.  Agt. — 16  in.  shaper  (used  pre- 
ferred). 

Pa..  Sharon — R.  Deflin — Complete  equip- 
ment for  proposed  welding  and  machine 

shop   on   River  Ave. 

W.  Va..  Wheeling — Hazel  Ailas  Glass  Co. 
— machine  shop  equipment  for  branch 
plant  at  Washington,  Pa. 

Wis.,  r.reen  Ba.v — J.  Strathas,  315  Cass 
St.  I'garage) — repair  machinery,  small  tools and  air  compressor. 

Wis.,  LnCrosse  —  Bergh  Auto  Co..  207 
South  4th  St. — auto  repair  machinery,  in- 

cluding drill  press  and  small   tools. 

Wis.,  Madison — West  End  Auto  Repair 
Co..  c/o  J.  B.  Sanijorn.  16  North  Carroll 
St.-— repair  machinery  and  chain  hoist. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Wisconsin  Sheet  Metal 
&  Furnace  Wks.,  2928  Lisimn  .\ve..  A. 
Blecker,  Purch.  Agt. — punch  press  to  punch 
i  in.  hole,  with  cutting  attachment,  also 
one  large  size  header. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee  —  Wisconsin  Steel  & 
Dock  Co.,  253  3rd  St.,  (structural  steel 
and  marine  repairs),  P.  W.  Stevens,  Purch. 
Agt. —punch  presses,  power  shears,  pneu- matic tools   and   air   compressor. 

Que..  Levis — Levis  County  Ry.,  E.  E. 
Weyman,  Mgr. — 32  in.  lathe,  screw  jack 
car  hoist,  shaper,  vertical  drill,  double  end 
emery  grinder,  combination  circular  saw, 
planer  and  band  saw  and  small  lathe. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ark.,  Conway — Conway  Weekly  News — 
linotype  and  other  printing  equipment. 

Calif.,  San  Diego — Kirk,  Roche  &  Co., 
338  7th  St. — sheet  metal  work  machinery, 
also  catalogues  and  prices  of  machinery 
for  the  manufacture  of  restaurant  equip- 

ment, furnaces,  heating  and  ventilating 
equipment,  skylights  and   cornices. 

1).  C  Wash. — U.  S.  Chief  Engineer — one locomotive  crane. 

Fla..  Daytons  Beach — Peninsular  Ice  & 
Cold  Storage  Co.,  G.  G.  Bailey,  Pres. — cold 
storage  and  ice  manufacturing  machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  $100,000  plant liere. 

III..  Chicago — Kraft  Bros.  Cheese  Co.,  402 
Rush  St. — special  cheese  making  machinery, 
belting  and  shafting,  for  branch  at  Antigo, Wis. 

III.,  Chicago — W.  S.  Swift,  Brevoort 
Hotel,  120  West  Madison  St.  (machinist) — 
emery  stand  and  wheel,  sand  blast,  jig 
saw  for  power  attachment. 

Ind.,  Hammond — Wanner  Malleable  Iron 
Wks. — power  hammer. 

Ind..  Lafayette  —  The  National  Refining 
Co.,  Kossuth  St. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  oil  refinery  to  replace  that 
which  was  recently  destroyed  by  fire. 

Kan.,  Wichita — Bd.  Bduc,  C.  P.  Mueller, 
Pres.,  145  North  Main  St. — tenon  power 
saw  for  manual  training  department  of 
public  school. 

Kan,,  Wichita — J.  Robertson,  1435  Pattie 
Ave. — complete  set  boiler  maker's  tools  and welding  outfit  for  .welding  boilers. 

Ky.,  Bargourviile — Cumberland  &  Man- chester R.R.  Co.,  C.  P.  Heidrick,  Purch. 
Agt. — equipment   for   proposed   forge    shop. 

Ky.,  Montago — Means-Haskins  Coal  Co. — 
coal  tipple  machinery  and  equipment,  in- 

cluding handling  and  conveying  equipment. 

La..  La  Fayette — The  La  Fayette  Sugar 
Refining  Co. — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  refinery,  to  replace  that  which 
was  recently  destroyed  by  fire. 

Mich..  Detroit — J.  C.  Green,  3656  Seminole 
Ave. — band  saw,  wood  turning  lathe,  rip 
.saw,  buzz  planer  and  thickness  planer. 

Minn..  Minneapolis  —  Century  Laundry 
Mchy.  Corp..  426  Lincoln  St.,  N.  E.,  J.  T. 
Marrin,  Purch.  Agt. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  laundry  ma- chinery. 

Mo..  Carthage — Carthage  Casket  Co..  c/o 
E.  Ulmer  Undertaking  Co. — wood  working 
machinery. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — C.  L.  Holland,  909  North 
15th  St. — power  job  printing  press  and 
power  paper  cutter. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — Modern  Printing  Co.,  2604 
Olive  St. — 12  X  18  in.  Chandler  &  Price  press 
(used    preferred). 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — DuPont  Fibre  Silk  Co.. 
River  Rd- — machiinery  and  equipment  to 
double   present  capacity  of  plant. 

X.  T.,  Buffalo — C.  Grant.  75  Eagle  St. — 
printing  machinery  for  plant  at  77  East 
Eagle    St. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — C.  Sudrow,  633  Bway. — 
machinery  for  the  manufacture  of  wof)den 
bodies  for  cars  and  trucks,  for  plant  at 
1099    Genesee   St. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo— U.  S.  Radiator  Wks.,  1285 
Main  St..  W.  H.  Smith,  Purch.  Agt. — equip- 

ment   for    repairing    automobile    radiators,  ■ 
fenders  and  bodies,  for  plant  at  16-18  Glen- wood   Ave. 

N.  Y..  Chili  (Lincoln  Park  P.  O.)— J. 
Harris  Seed  Co.  (seed  distributors  and 
sorters) — machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

posed addition   to  seed   plant. 

N.  Y.,  Fairport — Douglas  Packing  Co. — 
complete  m.iehinery  and  equipmetit  for 
proposed  addition  to  packing  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Fredonia  —  Grape  Ola  Products 
Corp.,  (manufacturer  of  grape  products), 
H.  Card,  123  Gushing  St.,  Dir. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  addition  to 

plant. N.  Y..  Jamestown — Jamestown  Panel 
Co.,  34  Steele  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  two  story  addition  to  panel  and furniture  factory. 

N.  Y..  New  York^Bd.  Educ,  Park  Ave. 
and  59th  St, — P.  Jones,  Supt.  of  School  Sup- 

plies— receiving  bids  until  Nov.  10th  for 
work  shop  supplies  for  the  day  and  even- 

ing, high  and  elementary  schools. 
N.  Y.,  New  York — New  York  Central  R.R., 

Purchasing  Dept..  466  Lexington  Ave. — 
one  90,000  lb.  power  press  brake,  motor driven. 

N.  Y.,  Olean — Olean  Garment  Mfg.  Co., 
430  North  Union  St.,  E.  I.  Lovitz,  Mgr. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  garment factory. 

N.  Y.,  Rochester  —  Rochester  Packing 
Co..  900  Maple  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  cold  storage  plant,  and  for  th.> manufacture  of  sausage, 

N.  Y..  Tonawanda — The  National  Roofing 
Co..  Fillmore  St. — complete  machinery  and 
equipment  for  proposed  branch  factory  at Athens,  Ga. 

O.,  Akron — Enterprise  Mfg.  Co.,  217  Ash 
St.  (manufacturer  of  small  brass,  nickel 
and  steel  parts) — sand  blasting  equipment. 

O..  Cleveland — Tlie  Upco  Co.,  4805  Lex- 
ington Ave. — steam  jacketed  kettles,  about 50   gal.   capacity. 

O..  Cleveland— The  Wllkshlre-WIlk  Co.. 
2162  East  2nd  St. — annealing  gas  furnace with   blower   (used). 

O..  Columbus — Dept.  of  Finance  of  Ohio, 
State  House.  R.  V.  Johnson,  Supt.  Division 
Purchase — one  40  x  94  in.  reverse  drying 
tumbler,  one  No.  38.  one  Nol  51  and  two 
42  x  84  in.  Universal  presses,  one  48  in. 
over  driven  type  extractor  and  other  laun- 

dry equipment,  for  the  Institution  for  Feeble Minded. 

O.,  Columbus — Western  Newspaper  Union 
— job  printiuR  press  and  paper  cutter  for 
power    equipment. 

O.,  Lima — Buckeye  Casting  Co. — equip- 
ment for  new   $75,000  foundry. 

O..  Ottawa — Putnam  Mfg.  Co.,  (manu- 
facturer of  wooden  articles),  G.  W.  Kahle. 

Mgr. — complete  woodworking  equipment  for 
factory. 

O..  Springfield  —  Robblns-Meyers  Co., 
Shuey  Bldg.  (manufacturer  of  electric  mo- 

tors, fan.s,  etc.) — machinery  and  equipment 
for  proposed  additions  to  factory. 

O.,  Urbana — Gaumer  Publishing  Co..  (job 
printers) — No.  5  linotype  machine  (used). 

C.  Warren — The  Wadsworth  Feed  Co.. 
J.  X.  Wadsworth,  Pres. — $20,000  worth  of 
machinery  for  proposed  flour  mill  to  re- 

place that  which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

Pa..  Bridgeville — Universal  Steel  Co. — one  10  ton  crane. 

Pa..  Corry— The  Corry-Jamestown  Furni- 
ture Co.- — machinery  and  equipment  for 

proposed  addition   to  furniture  factory. 

Pa.,  Darby — Darby  Print  Shop,  232  Mall 
St. — one  10  X  15  in.  press,  type  stands, 

type,  etc. Pa.,  Edwardsville  (Kingston  P.  O.)  — 
Wyoming  Valley  Bakery,  R.  H.  Levy,  388 
Chestnut  St.,  Kingston,  DIr. — equipment for  new  bakery. 

Pa.,  Erie  —  The  Dispatch-Herald.  12th 
and  French  Sts. — linot.vpo  machines  and 
other    printing    equipment. 
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MMMMMaOTM 

USB  AND  PALL  OP  THE  MARKET 

T|e.M 

in  S'««  Yorit  varthootM  at  7|c. 
a  rtM  of  $10  p«r  to«  ia  two  daya;  sine, 

with  7tc.  pw  IK,  MM  wir«k  ugo.  Tin 
Ic,  lukinc  tlM  prtMBt  warahouM  price  Sflc. 

pv  lb.  Ziac  alMaU  op  k.  par  lb.  in  cMks.  Both  white 

•■4  Tti  laadL  4iy  sad  ia  oil,  advaaead  tc  per  lb.  f.o.b.  New  i 
Toek.  I 
Difiaaa  Blail  plataa  qaetod  at  nuudmum  of  12  per  100  ; 

Ik,  f  aK  PlWabanb.  oa  aiiaabla  t«anac«a.  Shape*  quoted 
■•  law  aa  f  LM  oa  attiaetivo  baainaaa  and  at  a  maximum 

•f  ttd9  akoia  otdara  iavoivo  apecial  considerations  and 

i^oad  ia  aUpMMMa,  ceaaiitewt  with  preaent  embarcoea,  bat 

naaalaa  at  ft  par  100  lb..  f.o.b.  mill.  Market  aoft 
vitk  hm  aaw  lafiilriM,  goaii  aiders  booked  at 

ILM  bat  ataiage  prico  tt.  Salaa,  bowaear,  of  carload  lou 
lar  oartp  dettvorr  <|aol«i  at  tX.10  per  100  lb. 
s 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

FIOIEON  — Per  troM   too  —  QuMstioo*  co«H*d   by   The 
ManWw  Addjr  Co.: 
aKaKNATI 

Ka.] 

S3  27 

)$  80 

27  50 

loother*  Ohio  No.  2   

NEW  YORK-Tidevafcr  Dsfivcry 
Sa«hcr«  No.  2  (mEmo  2.2S«2.7S) 

BIRUIN'rHAM 
No.  2  PoMdry... 

PHILADPtPHIA 

Kaatam  Pa,  No.  2>  (•ai«ao2.2«#2.75)       32  64 
VMaiaNowI      J7  17 

■!*7-  •   " '' Omf^m         30.50 
■  '^CO 

"     2  Pooodry  local 
Ko>a  Pooadry,  Sooibcro  (tilicoo  2  2592.75)  . 

PlIltBUIGH.  iadodiag  fe<i(ht  cKariic  (torn  VslUy 

Na^aPoaadiy   

32.00 
33  50 

31  77 

31  77 
33.77 

OMIN  MACmranY  CAVriNOS-Cbti  in  cent*  per  lb.  of 
100  l|whaiii,  6^  Im(  a  2fw>.  d<s..  bab  noi  cored,  good  quality   bi  27$  lb.: 

NewYadL 

6.0 

5  5 

are  ia  ceats  p«r  pound  in  varieas  ciries 

lb*  bate  quM*iion«  from  mill. 

Knab«r|ii. 

Na.ie. 
Na^U. 
l<a.H 

_       17aadlL       3.2a*l.<0 
Naa.  Xa  aad  24.      i.llSsM 

l(»2i        J.ISZ}.75 

He*  Yotk  deealaad 
«  19  3.70 
*.i*  3  75 
<.29  3  to 
<  3»  1.90 

4.70 
4.75 4.» 
490 

4  20 

4  25 4.30 

4  40 

Chicaio 

4  00 
4  05 4  10 
4.20 

4.70 
4.70 

4.75 

4  K5 

Gslviniicd 
Nos.  10  and  II. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
Not.  17  and  21. 
No*.  22  and  24 

No.  26      
No.  28   

Piciiburgh 
New  York 

4, 90 

>.00 

5.30 

5.45 

5.«0 

5.90 

Geveland 

4.40 
4.50 
4.80 4.95 
5. 10 5.40 

Chicaao 

4.85 

4.9S 

5140 s.ss 

S.9S 

WROUGHT  PIPE — The  followini  diicounii  are  to  jobber*  for 
carload  Ion  on  the  latrtt  Piitihuriih  bating  card: 

Binr  WELD  Iron 
(!alv.  Inchei  Black 

54|  iiolt       34 
LAP  WELD 
47i  2       29 
511  21  to  4       32i 
47j  4)  to  6       32j 
46(  7  to  12       30 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
«»ol|       64  531  itol)       34 
2  to  3      65  54) 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

Steel 
Inchei  Black 

1  to  J        66 

2..  .59 

2)  too       63 
7  to  8       60 

9  to  12       59 

2....       57 
2»to4       61 

4t  to  6       60 
7io8       56 
9  to  12       SO 

Malleable  fittings. 

46 
50 

49 

43 

37 

   30 to  4    33 

.to  6    32 
7  to  8    25 
9tol2    20 

li 

GaU. 
19 
15 

19 

19 

17 

20 

17 

21 
20 
13 
8 

Gasses  B  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  York 
stock  lell  at  net  list.   Cast  iron,  standard  siaes.  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warehouse  discounts  as  follows: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 

Galv. Jilt Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black 

1  to  3  in.  steel  butt  welded.  57%  44%   $51^    4317o   61i% 
2)to6in.iieellapwelded.  54%   41%    53J%    4o|%    S9J%   «,-* 

Malleal.lc  fiitingi.     daises  B  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  York 
stock  tell  atlin  lets  6%.    Cait  iron,  standard  sizes.  32%  off. 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warehouse  prices  in  cents  per  pound  in I00>lb.  lots: 
New  York 

Open  hearth  spring (tecUbaft^)  .  4.50 
Spring  (tcci  (light)  (bate)    6.U0 
Coppered  Heisemer  rodi(base). .  6. 0.1 
Hood  tteel    4. 39 

Cold  tolled  strip  steel    6.75 
Floor  plaiea    5.50 
Cold  Aniihcd  thaftingor  screw. .  3.90 
Cold  hnithed   flan,  Kiuarti    4.40 
Structural  thapes  ( base)    3.14 
Soft  steel  bars  (base)    3.04 
Soft  •!€*!  bar  thapes  (base)    3.04 
Soft  tieel  bands  (hase)    3.84 
lank  plain  (bate)    3.14 
Bar  iron  (2.'i0  ai  mill)    3.04 
Drill  rod  (from  list}    55du0% 
Electric  wcldiot  wire; 

A    8.00... 
I    6.50... 
iS  toj    6.25.... 

Oevcltn 

6.00 6  00 

8.00 

3.71 8,25 5.16 

3.75 
4.25 3.01 

40% 

d  Chicago 

4  50 6.00 

6.10 
3.90 
7.25 

5.  SO 
3.70 

4.20 

3. 

2. 
2. 

3.55'
 

3.02i
 

2.82t
 

50% 

.1201S 

.llSl? 

. !(){.'  1 1 METALS 

Current  Prices  in  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  to  cariots).  New  York   , , . .    14.50 
Tin,  5-tofl  Ion.  New  York      38.00 
l.cad  (up  to  carlon),  St.  Louis   6.80;  New  York.  7.371 

Zinc  (up  to  carloit),  St.  Louii    7.  IC<t7. 15;  New  York.  7.62) 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingot*.  1-15  N«w  York  
Cleveland  Chicago ton  lou    20 .  70 

Aniimonv  (Chines*),  ton  spot...   7.2507.37) 
Copprr  iheeit,  base   , . . . .   21 .50 
Copper  wire  (rarlols)      16.00 
Copper  bars  (ion  lots)    20.00 

Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.  leu)    24.75 
BrsH  ihecn  (lOO-lb.  lots)     18.50 
Bras*  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lotti         23. CO 

23.00 20.00 K.50 

8.00 22.00 
23.00 

18.00 16.25 

23.00 19.50 

25  00 
23.00 2r  75 1«  75 

24  00 
20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 

METALS — ^Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)    17.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    10.00 
Solder  (J  and  ̂ ),  (caselots)    26.50 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)    35.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)    25 .  00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J    .  39.00 

18.75 
20.75 
10.25 
23.. SO 45.00 

17.25 

15.75 

20.00 

36.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.  J.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base).  .      48.00 
Blocks      32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40  00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  rbase)        50  00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11 .75 
Copper,  I ight,  and  bottoms       9 .  75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,Hght       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings         6 .  50 
Zinc      ,..        .     3  00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 
"AAA"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX.  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00      21.00        20.90 

"A"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,  112sheets       12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        6.00  7  25 
IC,  14x20             7.25        6.25  7.40 

12.75 12.00 12.25 
11.50 10.25 10.50 

5.25 4.75 4.25 4.00 6.50 
9.25 

5.75 

6  00 

7.00 
7.00 

4.00 4.25 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    ?0.09@30.ni       ?0. 12         gO.Ui 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .065(5).  10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13 Jxl31,perlb.  .16  32.00  per  M         10 
Wiping  cloths, 1 3  Jx20^,per  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M        .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .93  1.01  .94 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  13  .25 
Red  lead,  dry     100  lb.  kegs.        New  York,  13.25 
Red  lead,  in  oil     100  lb.  kegs.       New  York,  14.75 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  1.00 
Coke,  prompt  furnace.  Connellsvillc. . .  .per  net  ton  S8.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .  .per  net  ton  10.50@12.50 

?3.50  net 

3.50  net  84.00  off 

3.90  net          

     65-5% 

60-5% 70-10% 

45% ss% 

80% 

70% 

40-10% 

70% 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Littf 

New        Cleve- York         land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  50-10-5%  50% 
IJ  and  15x3  in.  up  to  12  in        20%       50%  50% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts  .  .       20% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .     40% 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws   ....      70% 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  x  30  in      ....     30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus.         20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  |  .Tnd  larger       60% 

Case-hardened  nuts          50% 
Washers.cast  iron,  Jin.,  per  lOOIb.  (net) 

Washers,cast  iron,  l  in. per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  cold, punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Ofilist 

Nuts,cold punched, hex.,pcr  lOOIb. Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  1^  in.  dia.  and  smaller   .... 
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  il-in.,  l-in.,  1x2  in.  to  S 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

Ij   to    l^-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£.Y7T/f.^perlOOIb         0.25 

I  in.  diameter    EXTRA 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb   EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs        

■?6.C0 

23.50 53.50 
4.50 

4.00 3.50 

3.00 

5.00 

3.50  net 
1.00 3.00 4.00 
1.00 

3.00 
4.00 

1.00 3.00 4.00 

1.00 3.00 4.00 

45% 

60% 
60% 

50% 
60% 

4Jc.  net 

gS.OO  J3.90 
83.75 

5.10 

4.00 
3.85 0.25 

..       0.15 0.15 0.15 

0.50 ..       0.50 
0.50 

.       0.50 
0.25 0.25 

0.50 

0.50 

0.35       83.70  base 
55-5%         50%  50% 

35%  50%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       80.55 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities   (j   doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  ?2.88: 
Medium  grade     40-5% 
Heavy  grade   30-5% 

Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materials — Insheets9xllin.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper          85.84 
Emery  paper        8.80 
F.mery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3 1 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll,         4.50 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper    1.32 
Cloth    3.02 

20  50      80.67J 

0  35        0.40 

4C^%      50% 

30-j%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 

60-5%  60-5% 

85.84 

11.00 

31.12 
86. 4? 

8.80 
29.48 

4  28        4.95 

1  24 

2  67 

1.40 3.20 
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B.  r,  \m»i»mnt — Sun<Urd  Shlnai*  Co. 
I,l4     mmiikhimr    utd   avilrnMil    for   pro* 

ll*  Mia 

5!  ,Ai%6asvssgag Bathwot  Co — addl- 
pulu  mill  to to  l).toe  ion. 

Metal  Working  Shops 

B«Tfy  M-  Ma 
numrwtkm  of 

mvtii  I 

■ — -    mw.    fiStar.    t>UB«r.    Ilao    iiwft 
(■•««  aB4  (Mwai  otMUtc  wa*an. 

.    IM    Oa^    F.    M. 
•Ml  amlMiiat  (or 

  .   .   I.   lo  ii|>lae»   that 
tmrnf*  kr  at*. 

r.   It    nafcfca  *   C»..TH 
f^iwral  >iiiiawwH     ■■iiil '  iiit-r 

plant, brlilnf. 

(OMdt 
  OaktaM  O*.  F.  A, 
ACL— «kl(»l  |#im>  »•• 

DaaM,    I  111   T*u- 
laiwork)— <iit- 

Wla,  mvaak«»-A.  O.  ra*hn*L  741  Haw 
TartTA**.   <c*r*aMry  aad  mlli  wnrk)  — 

Ifcaa  fc  KoaMM.  tlT»  Wttt- 
»rr  aa4  ■Mtlwork)— «*a  alae- 
>4  Maav  avtactes  aMcklMh 

■m.  B.  OtiaraL   AnlM. 

—  -J,    ^■-.   jaf'a  Ml—  wtbOntdt- 

HIT 

'_  K»iijiWli  Tba  Oraat  Wcatcrn 
C*.  »:<l  aeolti  Sm  Pablo  Avr^ 

haa  had  phun  prapMOd  (or  (lie 
•  of  a  1  aad  I  aiory  tmetan, 

BaUmalad  mat  »ie.M«.  O.  Raah- 
tank.  M  Pteo  St.  San  Ftmaelaeo.  Archt. 

ealir.  rta «aa  Th«  Uaaabr  Mte  Co., 
Kani  aad  Aacua  St..  awardvd  tb»  roniraot 
far  Iha  eonatnictton  ol  a  (aftory  (Or  tha 
— ilfartiiri  of  multicolor  priaaoa.  Batl* 
OMtad  coat  tl«.*««. 

raHf-  aatraairaf— ■ma  LnT         "     V-'. To-  ••7   Frwil   fii  .   plumblnK 
coalrartoni    will    Boon   awaril 
(or  Iha  eoaaintcllaii  o(  a  S  atory  worKunup. 
Com  bataraaa  tlT.MO  Md  IIV.tM. 

la**— J.  ra— raltn    147 
had   iilani  prrpar<>d  for  thr 

I   Klorv.  to  X  Its  fi.  ina- 
N  W.  KuUom  and  Dorr  Sta. 

■I»d    coat    tll.tOA.      M.    Sheldon.    110 
Bt,  Archt. 

ralM.  Baa  Fraaebra— E.  L.  R««aa.  Ill 
Ptna  St..  aarardMl  Iho  contract  (or  tha  con- 
•Inirtloii  of  a  1  atory  fat'tory  on  Bryant 
8t.  nau-  Morrta  St.  KatlmalMl  coal  K.OOO. 
OonMm  Matal  Co.  1«1  rura  St..  manufar- 
lurar  of  babbitt  al<><-l.  U-aaop. 

CaMf,  VaOaJa — Tha  city  haa  bad  plana 
praparad  for  tha  eonatniotlon  of  a  BO  s  110 
ft.  nraca  and  rapalr  ahop  on  Virginia  St. 
ttMmatfd  coat  I4.000.  T.  O.  Kilkenny. 
cur  fsogT. 

Cmttt^  WaHiaalMi  Wataonvllla  Union 
HIsh  School  Dtat.  win  aoon  award  tha  con- 

tract for  tha  oooatnMtion  of  a  1  atorr  ma- 
rblna  ahop.  T.  &  MacQulddy.  Clk.  Noted Oct.  It. 

Uk.  Ihihp^aa  Bortcy'a  Motor  Co.  (th  and 
loam  Sta,  la  IwtIiic  plana  praparad  for  the 
eoMtmetlM  of  a  1  aiory.  100  x  110  ft. 
ian«e.     aahnalad  ooat   fOO.OOO.     Prlvatv 

Md.  BalUiara  Tha  Aroarican  Can  Co- 
lit  Bway.  Nrw  York  City,  plana  to  build 
a  factory  on  Boaton  aad  Hudiion  Sta.  bare. 
Ballnwtad  ooat  tlSO.OOO. 

Maaa,  Cbtraan — Thr  Hoorv  Drop  Fors- 
lav  Co..  It  Walter  8t  ,'Bprlncn<'ld.  awarded 
tlM  contract  for  convrrtlnx  ottlrr  bulldlnx 
Ino  laboratorr,  and  (or  thr  ronut ruction 
Ma  1  atory.  40  x  to  (t.  marhino  iihon.  on 
Daset  St.  hara.  Batlmatad  coat  flS.OOO. 
A.  Xp.  OoPTarai^  Ptirch.  A«t. 

M-         T>"f.«eM— Tha    Oanaral    Electric 
.  Schanactady,  awarded   the 

:>e  conatructloa  of  a  1  atory. 
luu    I     .!«    It.   factory,    hara.     BMlmatad 
ooat  11(0.000, 

Maaa,  Basbarr  (Bnatnn  P.  O.)— The  J. 
J.  Walan  Co..  1t4A  rulumliu*  Aw..  awardKd 
tha  contract  f<-r  ih<-  onutmrtlnn  of  n  2 
atorr.  10  X  ino  ft.  factory  for  the  roanu- 
(aetor*  of  automobile  bodtaa.  Batlmal<d 
coat  lio.oon.    NrrfMt  net.  it. 

Inmnsoo  Blow 
linvlna   pinna 

        i)f  a  I  atory, 

Katlmalod  onat  |(0.- 
Archt. 

ro..    f* 

■raparMt  '• '  ' 

M  s  Ut  - 
000.     B.  I 

tmtmttmff   aad  lab   war>>   ■pap»r  rwttar. 

Wllk^  Matbeaaa  B*t«bla— Tho  Maxim 
Malar  Co.  awarded  the  contrarl  (or  the 
uoaatnw'tJon  nf  a  1  atory.  01  x  240  ft.  fac- 

tory.    Batlmalfd  coat   llO.OOO. 

B.  T.  Braahlya— n.  A  Davlaa,  e/o  B, 
t>naalar,  Jr..  Rn«r.  and  Archt.,  Ill  Ramaan 
St..  wtli  build  a  I  atory.  100  x  100  ft. 
aaraaa  on   Bmplre   Blvd.     Batlmatad  ooat 
furioo. 

W,  T.  Baw  Tarfc— The  Dap4.  of  Watar 
•wplr.  htm  mat  RIeeuisHy,  MtuUdpal  Bldi.. 
aaawad  IM  MtMnaei  far  tha  eonai ruction 

on*SaM  iTth'n. Xotad  Ool.  1. 
■alimaled 

^  .ith  M1twaah<.. 
A*» .  tt.  r.  Ofihr. 
■dtb^  Marhlne 

««f  ifi!?IK 

B.  T..  Kaw  Taffc— M.  Liow.  e/o  U  Shaln- an.  Bnvr.  and  Aroht.  104  Bowary.  will 
m-nm  rMvt**  bida  for  Iha  OOMtflMtlim  of  a 
>  atory.  laa  x  |j|  ft.  garac*  o«  Amaler-   A»».  and  ITlh  St. 

O,  riaaelaad- 
<Tal»  Are..  mamif»<^   '   heveracaa, 
hariaa  plana  prepa'  -  MMlnMtlon 
of  a   I   atorr.  la  t  l   10  S  tO  fu 
cara«e  aad  boltlinc  .......  ...  Kaal  7<nd  St. 
and   St,   Ttair   Ave.      tSatlmaC'l    coet    140,- 

B,   Hnmah.   Mar.     J    llruxnunr.  Hot awn   A»a«  ArcM 

O.  rieralaad— The  Oln-'  -  Vmaa  U(|r. 
Co.    ;To«    riatt    Avr.    i>  iior   ami 
build  a  1  ami  i  atory  adit.-.  factory, 
Katlmalr<l  nwl    IIU.OOU.     M.  i^imuoer,  Praa, 
Private  plana, 

O.  flevrUnd— The  Hydraulic  Praoa  Stael 
Co.   Hyili  .  awarded  the  oontraci 
(ur  the  I'  II  of  two  1  atory.  10  x 
au  ft.,  a   <  i..i-li>iU-ii.  und  a  10  X  10 
ft.  Ol^no  luiiwuy.      \  I   coat  ttO.OOO. 

O.     Clavelaad  —  i     Motor     Co., 
4»0(>  •■■■'■'    ̂     cunt raci  fur 
lh<j  .  So  X  l»i>  ft. 
Varo,  >ii.     A.  lUaa. 

O.  f:iarelaad — J.  Sanda.  K.ii  .'.Mli  Dl, 
and  Sweeney  A\'e.  manufiiciin .  i  ..r  wntrr 
heatera,  awarded  the  coiiK.i.t  (,,,  ni,  ron- 
atruotlon  of  a  1  atory,  i  '  \  i""  ii.  ma- 
ohlne  ahop  at  lOSOl  Hais.ii.i  .\\i.  \:»u- 
mated  coat  MO.vou. 

O.  Beat — The  Pa  III  Rivet  Co.  awarded 
•''-  contract  for  the  ounalrucllon  of  a  1 

^.  1(1  X  210  ft.  addition  to  Ita  factory. iiiati-d  coMi    lio.ooo. 

1    '       I  iii-i.i..Li,  .,rt    Steel   Co« 

n  plana  pra- 
a  1  atory,  16 

X   ;;<>u   (I.  HUi'l   (uiMicuUiui  Want  on  weat 
I'ark  St.     I'^tlmatrd  coat  fiou.ooo.    Private 

plana. Pa,,  aharen — R  Deflin  plana  to  build  a 
I  to  I  atory.  10  x  SO  (i.  welding  and  ma- 

chine eMop  on  River  Aw.  Uallmated  coat 
10,000, 

T»«..  Waca — The  Texas  Fireproof  Stor- 
aire  Co.  awnrdfd  thi-  contract  for  the  con- 
Btructlon  of  n  4  atory.  tiu  x  100  ft.  ware- 
houae  and  RariiKi-  nn  11th  and  Mary  Sta. 
KatlmatiKl  i-ont  1100,000, 

wu,.  Mii»NuitF»— The  O.  Jatcer  Baklna 
Co.,  «u  i-    .1   A,,.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  f  ,if  u   I   mory,  50  x  110 
ft.  i:  Katlmated  ooat  140,- 
000,     ;,„;   ,,  .... 

Wla,,  Waaaau— Tha  Wauaau  Wraoktag 
Co.  awardnil  thi-  contract  for  the  eonatnio- 

tlon o(  a  4  atory,  00  x  110  ft,  garaga,  Bi> timatad    coal    $40,000, 

General  Manufacturin]^ 

Mu'ltrenn — Tin 

■a\      Paper 
•    •■  ■  Hon 

:ild- 

:  j.jv.uUO, 

Wah.. 

Co.  la  rt  • of  a  1  atoi Inn.  on  I, Privata  plana. 
N.    v..    Rarbeeler— W.    B.    Wllllama.    Ill 

Monroe  Ave.  pinna  to  build  an  addition  to 

paint  ahop      Katlmated  coat  II.SOO,    Archl- 
.  tect  not  announced. 

I'a.,  IMIlabiirah— The  McTnllum  Co..  117 
7th  HI.,  fli>rlBla.  ri-nclvlnR  bida  for  tha  con- 
atru<-tlon  of  a  3  mory,  40  x  ISO  ft.  factory 
at  1IU3  Itfttm  Ave.  Katlmated  ooat  flO,- 
000.     Private  plana. 

Teaa.,  f'hallanaoaa — The  Dixie  Spinning 
kdtia  la  hullillng  a  1  and  2  aiory.  if  x  tl< 
ft.  mill,  and  a  40  x  ISO  ft,  tiolU-r,  machine 
aliop  and    ̂ >ump   building.      Katlmated   ooat T-iimlx-r  Corp,. 

pv.  100  X 
Kill   and 

'DO, 

t&00,000.     >.'oled  July    \l 

Te».,    IlHllit.      Til.-    Pll.-kli- 

Mapl' 

ion   • 

pO«' I     , 
Vt.,  Mralllebara — The  Twin  Htate  Qaa  A 

Klerlrlc  <"o..  Ilurlier  Hldg..  !■  re<'elvlng  bida 
for  the  oonatruetlon  o(  nn  odrllllon  to  gaa 
plant.  Including  acrubbera,  holder*,  etc, 
Katlmated  coat   |40,ono.      I'rlvale  plana. 

Va.,  Clare— The    W  >        .  ,  ,    ,-.„ Wlncheeter,   plana   t  tilll, 
here.     Katlmated  coc  ■    jrn- 
welL  Prea.     Architect  ii<<t  uniiouncod. 

WlB„  Anilge — The  pBeinr   Ice  Cream  Co. 
i.wi.ici.ii   ihe  contract    for   th"    .  r.ii..irii<ilon 

>ry,   r.O  X  «4  ft.  Ice  .M  ■    TV. 
I    coal    tbO,000,      II.    •  iKh, 

..;.   -lid  Sept,  II. 

Win.,  FoH  Alhlaaen  — The  Better  Sox 
Knitting  Co..  211  South  Water  81.,  la 
raoalvlng  bida  for  (he  conntructlon  of  n 
t  atory,  tn  x  (I  ft,  factory  Kmlmaled 
4M>at  (40,000.  D.  Becker.  Mgr,  Private 

plana. 
Wla„  Kaabaaa»— The  Oround  Wood  Pulp 

Supply  Co,  wilt  build  a  2  atory,  10  x  10  ft. 
pulp  mill.     Katlmated  coat  )&0,000. 

Tha  Brouch  Co..  1121  St.     V 
ife'^"'--   -'   heveragaa.  la     i 

pulp 

Wla,  I....   '•  . 
I  X   100   ! 
71,000 

Mllwnab' 

WU 
f .  ft  r     t' 

p  O.)— TheHlnea 'III  build  a  1  atory. 
K',    Katlmated  ooat 

"e— The  Natl,  Knitting  Co., 

awarded  the  contract  for 
of  a  1  atory,  to  x  100  ft, 
factory.     Bttiinated    coit 
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Number  20 

Automatic  Arc  Welding 
Applications  of  the  Process  at  the  General  Electric  Company's  Schenectady  Plant — Manu- 

facturing Solenoid  Brake  Wheels  —  Seam  Welding  —  Repairing  Armature  Shafts 
By  a.  K.  west 

A  LITTLE  OVER  a  year  ago  the  automatic  arc 

welder  was  brought  to  a  state  of  practical  appli- 
cation. It  is  now  used  in  the  manufacture  of  a 

number  of  products  in  some  of  the  General  Electric 

Company's  plants  as  well  as  for  various  kinds  of  repair 
and  reclamation  work.  The  manufacturing  processes 
are  on  the  quantity  basis  and  the  variety  of  products  is 
sufficiently  large  to  give  an  idea  of  the  extent  of  the 
field  to  which   the   automatic   welder  may   be   applied. 

This  welder  is  a 
device  for  auto- 

matically feeding 
a  bare  electrode 
to  a  welding  arc 
at  the  rate  re- 

quired to  hold  a 
constant  arc 

length.  The  weld- 
ing head  consists 

of  a  steel  body 
carrying  feed  and 
straightening  rolls 
which  pull  the 
wire  from  the 
reel,  straighten  it, 
and  feed  it  to  the 
work.  The  rolls 
are  adjustable  for 
sizes  of  electrode 

wire  from  -h  to 
A  inches  in  di- 

ameter. In  apply- 
ing the  automatic 

welder  it  is  neces- 
sary to  provide 

some  means  of  moving  the  arc  relative  to  the  work, 
or  vice  versa.  The  majority  of  arc  welding  work 
comes  under  two  general  heads,  straight  line  and  cir- 

cular welds,  spiral  welds  being  a  combination  of  the 
two.  For  such  cases,  various  types  of  existing  machines 
have  been  used  successfully  as  a  base  for  the  applica- 

tion of  the  electric  welder.  Such  machines  are  lathes, 
for  obtaining  line  welds  and  spiral  welds,  and  boring 
mills  or  turn  tables  for  circular  welds.  In  some  cases, 
however,  the  welding  path  is  complicated  or  irregular. 
It  is  for  these  that  special  machines  have  been  designed 
in  order  to  obtain  the  proper  travel,  either  of  the  work 
or  of  the  welding  head.  Also,  some  of  the  articles  welded 
are  too  heavy  and  bulky  to  be  mounted  on  ordinary 
machines  and  have  required  the  designing  of  special 
machines  to  handle  them. 

One  of  these  built  for  the  welding  of  side  seams  in 
large  oil  circuit  breaker  tanks  is  shown  in  Fig.  1.    The 

FIG.    1— AUTOMATIC  WELDER  CLOSING  SIDE   SEAMS  ON   LARGE   TANKS 

tank  is  clamped  in  position  on  an  I-beam  with  a  copper 
strip  on  the  upper  flange,  the  strip  serving  as  a  back- 

ing for  the  weld.  The  welding  head  and  the  wire  reel 
are  mounted  on  a  traveling  carriage  above  this  beam. 
The  carriage  is  driven  by  a  long  screw  shaft  between 
the  upper  supporting  beams,  by  a  motor  at  one  end  of 
the  machine. 

The  welding  head  is  driven  through  a  splined  shaft 
by  a  motor  at  the  other  end.     The  two  driving  motors 

are  so  interlocked 
that  when  the  arc 
is  struck  the 
travel  motor 

starts,  simultane- 
ously, and  if  the 

arc  is  broken  for 

any  reason  the 
travel  motor  stops. 

Dynamic  braking 
of  the  travel  motor 
prevents  drifting 
and  insures  the 
starting  of  the 
weld  at  the  point 
where  it  left  off. 

The  rate  of  weld- 

ing on  this  ma- 
chine, which  han- dles seams  up  to 

108  in.  in  length, 
is  about  2i  in.  per 
minute,  varying, 

however,  with  the 
thickness  of  the 
material  to  be 

welded.  Another  type  of  machine  has  been  designed  for 
welding  on  the  bottoms  of  smaller  tanks.  It  appears  in 
Fig.  2.  The  welding  path  in  this  case  is  so  much  more 
complicated  that  a  different  mechanism  is  required. 
The  outline  of  the  path  is  two  semi-circular  ends,  joined 
by  tangential  sides.  In  this  case  the  arc  is  held  station- 

ary and  the  work  moved  past  the  point  of  contact  by  a 
rack  which  engages  with  a  small  pinion  driven  by  the 
travel  motor  through  the  gear  train. 
An  interesting  case  which  has  resulted  from  the 

application  of  the  automatic  welder  to  production  work 
is  the  fabrication  of  brake  wheels  for  solenoid  brakes. 
Formerly  these  wheels  were  cast,  but  so  much  trouble 
was  experienced  from  blow  holes  that  showed  up  when 
the  wheels  were  machined,  rendering  them  a  total  loss, 
that  a  new  welding  process  was  devised  to  make  them. 
The  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  3.  The  wheels  are 
fabricated  from  three  parts,  the  hub,  cut  from  a  piece 
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na    »— AITOMATIC  WKU3BR  ATTACHINO 
TANK  BOTTOMS 

•f  atod  •baftioff.  the  web  and  the  rim.  which  are  both 
cut  froiB  boiler  plate,  the  Utter  beinx  rolled  into  shape, 
and  the  cada  joined  bjr  welding.  (Fig.  2.)  The  three 
an  tlMB  Booatcd  together  on  a  turn  table  and  welded 
tagtikat  to  fonn  the  finished  wheel  shown  in  Fig.  4. 
IffoC  Mdjr  docs  thb  proeess  save  the  money  that  was 
fonstrfjr  lost  in  scrapped  wheels,  but  it  obviates  making 

a  special  pattern  and  mold  for  every  special  typ«  of 
wheel  wanted,  requiring  tapered  shafts,  offset  rims,  etc. 

These  three  processes  are  by  no  means  the  only  ones 
that  have  been  improved  by  the  application  of  auto- 

matic welding.  The  method  is  now  applied  to  the 
manufacture  of  a  number  of  pro<iuct.s  that  were 
formerly  cast  or  riveted,  with  the  usual  expenditures 
and  rejects  that  attach  themselves  to  those  methods.  A 
few  of  these  articles  arc  railway  motor  gear  cases 
motor  frames,  motor  bearing  shells,  flow  meter  noules, 
and  condenser  cans.  Both  butt  and  lap  welding  are 
employed  and  the  thickness  of  the  metals  welded  varies 
from  A  inch  for  the  condenser  cans  to  I  inch  for  the 
motor  frames  and  some  of  the  other  larger  articles. 

The  automatic  process  has  also  been  very  successfully 
applied  to  various  kinds  of  reclamation  and  repair  work, 
with  considerable  saving  of  money  and  material  as  a 

result.  One  such  case  is  that  of  several  large  and  ex- 
pensive shaft  forgings  that  were  improperly  machined, 

or  required  increases  in  diameter  after  being  machined. 

via.  4— THE  COMPL.BTBD  80L,BN0ID  BRAKE;  WHBBL. 

The  shafts,  which  in  some  instances  would  have  been  a 
total  loss,  hsve  been  reclaimed  in  a  very  few  hours  and 
at  a  nominal  expense. 

Another  case  is  thst  of  armature  shafts  that  have 
had  their  journal,  pulley,  or  gear  fits  worn  so  as  to 
render  them  unfit  for  further  use.  Over  400  of  them 
have  been  reclaimed  by  welding  with  the  automatic 

equipment,  the  metal  being  deposited  on  the  shaft  to 
any  desired  thickness  and  then  machined  to  proper 
dimensions.  In  many  cases  the  insertion  of  a  shaft 
would  necessitate  the  complete  disassembling  of  the 

armatures,  as  in  many  of  the  smaller  sizes  the  lamina- 
tions are  assembled  directly  on  the  shaft. 

The  resalt  of  the  application  of  the  welder  to  both 
manufacture  and  repair  have  been  highly  satisfactory. 

The  automatic  machine  deposits  metal  much  faster 

than  is  possible  with  hand  welding,  and  the  rcsuUnnt 
weld  is  better  both  for  smoothness  and  evenness  of  the 

deposited  mstal.  The  main  consideration  in  designing 
machines  for  carrying  either  the  work  or  the  welding 

head,  or  In  adapting  existing  machines  to  these  pur- 
poses, is  to  insure  s  steady  and  uniform  rate  of  travel 

of  the  arc  along  its  path,  and  proper  interlocking 

between  the  arc  and  the  travel  mechanism,  so  that 

simnUaaeoos  stsrting  and  stopping  will  be  assured. 
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What's  Wrong  with  the  Railroad  Shops? — II 
The  Show  Machine  and  Its  Use  and  Abuse — Desire  of  the  Men  to  Make 

a  Showing  When  Possible — General  Condition  of  Equipment 

ONE  GETS  THE  impression  when  talking  with 
the  average  railroad  shop  man  that  the  railroad 
shop  is  an  institution  by  itself,  only  remotely 

related  to  the  machine  shop  and  other  industries,  some- 
what like  the  relation  of  the  horse  and  the  frog;  they 

are  both  vertebrates  but  that  is  about  all.  Those  re- 
sponsible for  the  running  of  the  ordinary  machine  shop 

realize  the  importance  of  keeping  in  close  touch  with 
all  that  goes  on,  not  only  in  their  own  industry,  but  in 
other  industries  as  well. 
They  are  constantly  on  the 
lookout  for  new  methods, 
and,  whenever  they  read  or 
hear  about  some  new  de- 

velopment in  some  other 
line  of  industry,  they  weigh 
the  possibility  of  applying 
this  improvement  to  their 
own  conditions. 

It  is  true,  not  all  do  this 
and  it  is  also  true  that  a 
certain  amount  of  inertia 
and  conservatism  on  the 
part  of  the  workers,  and 
often,  of  foremen  and 
superintendents  must  be 
o.vercome,  but,  stated 
briefly,  it  is  true  that  the 
manager  of  the  machine 
shop  keeps  his  eyes  open 
for  better  things  and  better 
methods.  He  must.  Com- 

petition compels  him  to. 
Even  without  competition 
there    would    still    be    the 
constant  urging  of  the  directors  for  reduced  costs  and 

for  increased  profits — a  good  stimulant. 
He  studies  the  technical  magazines  devoted  to  machine 

shop  methods,  new  machinery  and  tools;  he  visits 
other  plants  to  get  new  ideas,  and,  on  the  whole  imparts 
as  much  information  as  he  gets.  He  sends  his  super- 

intendents and  foremen  out  on  occasional  trips  and 
even  if  these  men  do  not  return  with  revolutionary 
ideas  in  regard  to  shop  operations,  they  come  home 
refreshed  and  encouraged  and  full  of  enthusiasm.  Some- 

times they  return  humbled  and  chastened  by  what  they 
have  seen  others  do,  but  in  any  case  they  come  back 
better  men. 

The  manager  sees  the  salesmen  of  the  machine  and 
tool  manufacturers  and  the  makers  of  other  equipment 
and  considers  these  men  not  as  so  many  book  agents, 
nuisances  to  be  gotten  rid  of  as  quickly  as  possible, 
but  as  the  carriers  of  valuable  information.  If  he  finds 
that  the  purchase  of  new  equipment  will  lead  to  new 
economy  he  tells  the  purchasing  agent  what  to  buy. 
He  has  joined  various  associations  and  urges  his  sub- 

ordinates to  join  them  for  the  purpose  of  keeping 
abreast  of  the  times,  of  listening  to  discussions  or  tak- 

ing part  in  them  and  of  obtaining  much  information 
which  is  enthusiastically  discussed  at  such  meetings  and 
of  which  much  can  be  used  at  home. 

The  condition  of  railroad  shop  equipment  is 
a  very  sore  subject.  The  machinist  resents  the 
fact  that  he  has  to  work  with  poor  tools,  the 

mechanical  department  official  is  at  his  wit's 
end  to  get  out  work  with  the  equipment  at 
hand,  the  purchasing  department  is  hampered 
by  financial  control  that  restricts  the  appro- 

priations available  for  machinery  and  makes 
the  purchase  of  cheaper  substitutes  almost 
unavoidable.  The  average  board  of  directors, 
facing  earnings  of  three  per  cent,  more  or  less, 
is  hard  to  convince  that  a  department  which  is 
looked  upon  as  an  expense,  should  receive 
much  of  the  meager  income.  It  seems  impos- 

sible to  prove  to  regulatory  bureaus  that  their 
policy  is  starving  the  railroads  to  death. 

Our  second  article  shows  railroad  shop 
equipment  as  it  is  and  suggests  more  efficient 
use  of  what  is  available,  as  well  as  the  need 
for  replacing  the  obsolete  units  with  modem 
ones. 

He  encourages  suggestions  from  his  assistants  and, 
though  he  may  not  always  follow  them,  he  considers 
them  carefully.  If  his  time  is  too  much  taken  up  with 
other  duties  and  he  cannot  devote  the  proper  attention 
to  technical  matters,  or,  if  his  training  or  ability  is  not 
along  these  lines,  he  calls  in  an  expert  from  the  outside 
to  assist  him  and  his  staff,  always  with  the  idea  that 
a  sufficient  broadness  of  view,  a  sufficient  amount  of 
knowledge  cannot  be  gathered  in  one  plant.     In  short, 

he  considers  his  plant  as 
but  a  single  unit  in  a  great 
system,  deriving  support 
from  and  giving  assistance 
to  other  units. 

If  the  average  shop  prof- 
its by  information  obtained 

from  manufacturers  of 

equipment,  it  is  also  active 
in  promoting  progress  in 

the  design  of  new  ma- 
chinery and  tools.  The 

shop  makes  certain  de- 
mands for  new  features, 

often  to  the  extent  of  hav- 
ing special  machinery  built. 

Such  machinery,  when 

proven  successful,  may  be- 
come the  standard  of  the 

future.  This  insistence  on 
improved  features,  designs 
or  materials  is  the  very 
foundation  of  progress 
made  in  machinery  and 

other  machinery.  Its  in- 
fluence reaches  far  indeed. 

The  railroad  shop  is  largely  lacking  in  this  broadening 
interchange  and  adoption  of  ideas.  How  often  does  one 
see  the  master  mechanic  of  a  railroad  shop  ambling 
through  a  plant  where  automobiles  or  sewing  machines 
or  heavy  ordnance  pieces  are  being  made?  For  that 
matter,  how  often  does  he  visit  other  railroad  shops? 
If  he  does  there  must  be  something  in  the  management 
of  railroads  which  prevents  him  from  using  the  knowl- 

edge thus  obtained,  for  a  greater  lack  of  uniformity 
in  methods  than  one  finds  in  railroad  shops  is  hard  to 
imagine,  though  such  shops  are  more  alike  in  the  nature 
of  their  operations  than  almost  any  other  class  of 
industrial  establishments. 

It  must  be  said  here  that,  in  our  opinion,  the  men 
themselves  are  not  to  blame.  A  number  of  them  con- 

fessed they  were  somewhat  ashamed  of  their  ignorance 
as  to  what  was  going  on  in  the  outside  industrial  world, 
and  defended  themselves  on  the  ground  that  they  had 
no  chance  for  observation.  Where  lies  the  exact  center 

of  the  idea  that  the  railroad  shop  is  "quite  apart"  is 
not  easy  to  determine.  It  has  existed  so  long  that  it 
has  permeated  everything.  The  dilution  of  the  old  force 
with  a  number  of  new  men  recruited  after  the  strike 
from  other  shops,  from  the  farms  and  other  outside 
occupations  may  kill  the  old  idea.  Let  us  hope  so. 

The  example  of  the  connecting  rod  mentioned  in  a 
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uikit  shows  how  litUe  unifonaity  thort  is 
diff(>rrnt  railroMl  shop*.  It  ako  ahiNn  how  an 

toiflKtiv*  nwchitie  wm  nasd  and  how  evon  thta  was  n- 
to  aboal  0—  third  of  ita  capacity  by  poor  tools, 

can  be  found  in  iarf*  numbers.  They 
out  all  over  every  shop  w«  visited.  As 

tkia,  w*  war*  shown  tha  pride  of  the  shop,  the 
drMac  wheal  latka  (this  did  not  happen  in  Just  one 

bat  in  pnwtkally  all). 
of  various  makes  these  machines  were  all 
as  up  to  date.    The  driving  wheel  lathe  was 
machine     Fortanataly  we  have  seen  heavy 

■ad  are  not  easily  impreoaad  with  them 
thajr  are  the  symbol  of  rapid  production.    This 

il  wIhiI  w«  noiiesd: 

One  driviat  wheel  lathe  was  heavily  overloaded  dur- 
iatt  tha  reaching  rut.  The  tool  rests  bent  down  under 
tha  col  Uka  grain  before  the  wind.  A  cut  was  taken 
i  tak  4sq»  aad  I  in.  feed,  speed  about  16  ft.  The 
■MddBa  had  tha  raqaisita  powar  hut  not  the  rigidity  for 
aadi  a  cot  Tlie  gib  for  the  tool  slide  was  merely  a 

piaca  of  eaat  iron  held  in  place  by  a  number  of  set 
(a  vary  poor  conatruction).  These  screws  had 

bsHl  act  up  so  tight  that  they  had  made  their  impresaion 
Ml  tha  gib.  It  bulged  at  the  other  side  and  nude  s 

deprsssion  in  the  slide  so  that  sidewise 
of  the  slide  was  no  k>nger  possible  until  the 

gib  was  kxwened.  Now  let  us  see  what  was  the  benefit 
dsrivad  from  this  brutal  performance. 

Analysis  op  Tns  TintNiNc  OpEtATioN 

The  accompanying  sketch.  Fig.  1,  shows  the  outline 
of  a  tire  before  and  after  turning.  It  also  shows  the 

Bade  by  the  roughing  tool.  These 
ansiaratad  and  ao  they  are  but,  due 

to  tha  handfag  of  the  tool  rests,  there  were  many  spots 
fa  ovary  groove  quite  as  deep  as  the  impressions  shown 

After  roughing,  a  forming  cut  is  taken  and  the 
ahows  clearly  how  the  depth  of  these  im- 
udws  a  very  deep  forming  cut  necessary. 

It  dwold  be  aotked  that  the  depth  of  this  cut  is 
aasaral  tiaMa  tha  depth  of  the  imprcsnions.  Now  this 
fotariag  cat  calls  for  hand  feed  and  ia.  therefore,  neces- 
aarfljr  a  slow  operation,  so  that  everything  poasihie 

ht  done  to  reduce  the  depth  of  that  cut.    If 

no.  I— DiAOKAM  BHowfMo  cnracT  or  roRciNO  ctm 
IN  A  WUBSL  UiTtlB 

faadhMi MSd  for  the  roughing  cut  with  somewhat 
tha  imprsaslons  would  have  been  very 
and  the  depth  of  the  forming  cut  would 
mach  redoeed.    Poasibly  ftve  minutes 

hava  baaa  spent  on  tha  rooghing  but  this 
over   on    the 

ahoot  this  forming,  it  is  a  peculiar  fact 
that  oa  the  driving  wheel  lathe  a  forming  tool  without 
laka  ia  osad.  In  a  way  the  railroad  shop  men  src  not 
|«  MiBM  for  this  bacaoae  the  lathe  doaa  not  allow  of  any 
other  kiad  of  tool.    Fig.  2A  shows  how  tha  toot  is  now 

and  Fig.  2B  how  it  might  be  made  if  the  lathe  had 
provision  for  it.  Such  a  forming  tool  would  cut  freer 
and  du  faster  and  better  work. 

It  is  perhaps  pertinent  to  state  here  that  such  form- 
ing tools  as  shown  in  Fig.  2B  cannot  be  used  on  auto- 

matk  aerew  machines,  for  instance,  without  making 
proviaion  for  vertical  adjustment  but  this  ia  ao  because 
on  such  types  of  machines  the  work  is  of  amali  diameter. 
The  very  large  diameter  of  work  on  a  driving  wheel 
hthe  would  make  the  loss  of  height  due  to  sharpening 
the  tool  on  the  face  an  utterly  unappreciable  quantity. 
We  said  that  the  railroad  shop  men  are  not  entirely 

to  blame,  but  after  all  it  is  up  to  them  to  analyze  their 
problema  and  demand  the  necessary  features  in  the 
machine  tools  they  buy  to  give  them  the  best  results. 

^•Ac> 

A  B 

Fia.  I— TOOLS  WITH  AND  WITHOUT  RAKE 

On  the  other  hand  would  their  demand.^  be  heeded  by 
the  purchasing  agent  or  by  whoever  has  the  final  de- 

cision, and  if  not  can  we  blame  them  if  they  recognize 
the  futility  of  analyzing  problems  when  they  are  not 
in  a  position  to  profit  by  the  analysis? 

At  another  place  the  driving  wheel  lathe  was  of  more 
rugged  design  and  quite  capable  of  tnkinK  the  cuts 
imposed  on  it  but  here  again  too  much  was  left  for  the 
slow  forming  operation.  In  addition,  the  handling  de- 

vices were  entirely  inadequate  so  that  half  an  hour  or 
so  was  lost  on  this  account  while  every  effort  was  made 
to  save  a  minute  on  the  roughing  cut. 

Every  effort?  Well,  in  a  manner  of  speaking,  but  the 
cut  had  to  be  interrupted  because  the  tool  gave  out. 
Investigation  showed  too  much  clearance,  with  its  re- 

sult, a  weakened  tool.  Besides,  so  the  workman  claimed, 
the  steel  was  soft.  What  kind  of  steel?  Nobody  within 
hailing  distance  knew.  Maybe  the  purchasing  agent 
knew  but  he  was  not  around.  How  was  this  defect  go- 

ing to  be  corrected?  Send  it  back  to  the  blacksmith 
shop  and  a  tool  dresser  would  try  again. 

There  was  probsbly  somebody  in  authority  in  the  shop 
who  knew  what  kind  of  steel  it  was  and  what  to  do 
to  improve  its  cutting  capacity,  but  the  fact  that 
neither  workman,  foreman  nor  assistant  superintendent 
knew  these  things  is  significant.  It  does  not  make  for 

intelligent  co-operation. 

Mm  Anxious  to  Makb  a  Showinq 

We  could  not  help  but  look  at  the  driving  wheel  lathe 
performance  from  different  angles.  The  eagerness  to 
show  the  heavy  cuts  proved  that  the  men  had  the  desire 

to  break  some  records  snd  grasped  one  of  the  few  op- 
portunities they  had  to  do  so.  They  seemed  to  realize 

that  the  greatest  part  of  their  equipment  would  not 
allow  them  to  make  a  showing.  There  were  Just  the 
driving  and  car  wheel  lathes  and  the  tire  boring 
machines  which  would  give  them  that  chance.  With 
the  evident  desire  to  do  themselves  proud  it  would  seem 
that  the  main  thing  required  for  an  up  to  date  shop, 
the  willingness  to  make  it  so,  was  there.  What  was 
lacking  was  evidently  training  in  modern  shop  methods, 
equipment  and  a  certain  amount  of  freedom  of  action 
which  is  so  necessary  for  development. 

Another  angle  which  presented  itself  is  this,  why  was 
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there  an  up  to  date  driving  wheel  lathe  when  the  rest 
of  the  equipment  was  mostly  below  par?  Why  was  this 
so  in  most  shops?  The  answer  seems  to  be  that  the 
driving  wheel  lathe,  the  car  wheel  lathe  and  the  tire 
boring  machines  are  machines  specially  built  for  the 
railroad  shops.  The  makers  compete  with  each  other  and 
bid  against  each  other  with  improvements.  A  driving 
wheel  lathe  must  be  a  driving  wheel  lathe;  it  would  not 
be  possible  to  substitute  any  other  kind  of  a  lathe  for  it 
and  so  the  buyer  is  compelled  to  get  the  up  to  date  thing 
if  he  buys  at  all.  This  is  true  of  all  equipment  built 
for  railroad  shops  only. 

A  different  condition  exists  in  relation  to  other  equip- 
ment. A  lathe  is  a  lathe  in  the  eyes  of  such  a  disin- 

terested spectator  as  a  purchasing  agent  may  be.  No- 
body is  making  any  particular  effort  to  make  milling 

or  drilling  machines  especially  adapted  to  the  railroad 
shop  because  there  are  not  the  special  requirements  to 
be  met  as  was  the  case  with  the  driving  wheel  lathe,  the 
car  wheel  lathe,  the  tire  boring  mill  or  the  double  and 
connecting  rod  boring  machines.  Unless,  therefore,  the 
men  most  interested,  the  men  who  are  supposed  to  know, 
specify  the  kind  they  want  they  will  get  what  seems  to 
the  purchasing  agent  the  most  advantageous  purchase. 
Unfortunately  in  many  cases  the  shop  does  not  have  the 
privilege  of  specifying  and  in  others  where  they  do 
specify,  the  purchasing  agent  has  the  privilege  of  ignor- 

ing the  demand  of  the  shop. 
Though  the  modern  tire  boring  machine  is  also  one 

of  the  show  machines  in  the  better  equipped  railroad 
shop  it  will  be  found  that  there  is  such  an  astonishing 
lack  of  uniformity  in  the  practice  of  tire  boring  that 
it  is  extremely  difficult  to  find  any  explanation  for  it 
except  the  one  that  each  shop  follows  its  own  ideas 
without  any  regard  whatsoever  for  the  experience  of 

others.  We  refer  the  reader  to  an  article  appearing  in 
the  American  Machinist  of  Aug.  21,  1922,  entitled 

"Angles  of  Cutting  Tools,"  by  J.  Herron,  in  which 
the  author  shows  that  feeds  and  speeds,  angles  of  tools 
and  everything  else  in  relation  to  this  operation  vary 
within  the  widest  imaginable  limits,  showing  that  no- 

body has  profited  by  the  experience  of  anybody  else. 
It  would  seem  to  us  that  this  utter  lack  of  systematic 

co-operation,  or  let  us  call  it  intercourse  between  the 
various  railroad  shops,  and  especially  study  of  practice 
of  shops  in  other  industries,  is  responsible  for  much 
that  may  be  criticised  in  the  railroad  shops  of  today. 
A  thing  entirely  apart  from  the  men,  their  ability,  their 
relations  with  each  other  or  with  the  outside  world  is 
the  average  condition  of  the  machinery.  A  railroad 
shop  must  be  a  healthy  place  for  a  machine  tool  judging 
by  the  number  of  old  and  venerable  tools  found  there. 
With  very  few  exceptions,  there  are  a  number  of  tools 
in  each  railroad  shop  that  had  probably  reached  a  com- 

fortable middle  age  when  wood  burning  locomotives  were 
all  the  style. 

The  claim  that  railroads  are  poverty  stricken  does 
not  explain  the  existence  of  so  many  relics  for  most  of 
them  must  have  been  old  when  the  roads  were  pros- 

perous and  mighty.  The  only  reasonable  explanation 
seems  to  be  that  the  railroad  shop  is  the  step  child  of 
the  company,  on  which  money  is  spent  only  when  there 
is  no  way  out  of  it. 

To  enumerate  the  many  old  and  dilipidated  machines 
noticed,  would  be  to  give  a  dreary  list  containing  many 
names  of  fossils,  known  to  science  only.  The  condition 
must  be  seen  to  be  appreciated.  It  is  our  opinion  that 
the  railroads  could  not  spend  money  to  a  better  or  more 
profitable  purpose  than  by  cleaning  out  the  old  junk  and 
replacing  it  with  the  proper  kind  of  modern  machinery. 

These  Figures  Show  No  Standardization 
of  Catalog  Sizes 

During  a  period  extending  over  several  months,  the 
American  Machinist  recorded  the  sizes  of  the  catalogs 
it  received.  The  total  of  catalogs  was  190,  the  total 
of  sizes  62.     Herewith  is  the  tabulation: 

Size ! Quantity Size Quantity 
11    by 

53 
1 6 

by 

9 33 

3J     " 
6 1 

6i 

it 

9i 

2 

3i     " 

6i 
1 

6i 

U 

9i 

1 

3J     " 

53 

1 7 it 10 2 

3J     " 
6 7 7 tt 11 1 

3i     " 

65 
3 

71 

tl 

7i 

1 

3i     " 

6i 
1 

7i 

ti 10 1 

3i     " 

8i 
1 

7J 

tt 9 1 

3i     " 
8 1 

7i 

u 

lOi 

2 

33     " 

8i 

1 

73 

n 

lOi 

1 

4       " 
6 1 8 ft 9 1 

4       " 
7 1 8 tt 10 3 

4       " 

7i 
1 8 tt 

lOi 

9 

4       " 

8i 
1 8 tt 11 3 

4       " 
9 8 

8i 

tt 

loi 

2 

4i     " 

5i 
1 

8i 

ti 

lOi 

1 

4i     " 

63 
1 

8J 

tt 

lOJ 

1 

4i     " 

9i 
1 

8i 

tt 11 

57 
43     " 

7i 
2 

Si 

tt 

Hi 

1 

43     " 

73 
1 

83 

tt 11 1 

5       " 
7 3 

83 

tl 

Hi 

2 

5       " 

7J 
2 

83 

tl 

Hi 

2 

5       " 
8 3 

83 

tt 

lis 

1 

5i     " 
n 1 

83 

tt 

12 
1 

5i     " 
n 1 9 

tt 

lOi 

1 

5i     " 
8 1 9 tt 12 4 

5i     " 

8i 
2 

94 

tt 

43 
1 

5i     " 

9J 
1 11 

tt 14i 

1 

6i     " 
8 1 

15i 
tl 22 1 17 
tt 

22 
1 

The  majority,  it  is  pleasing  to  note,  were  84x11  in., 
a  size  that  is  logical  on  account  of  its  present  acceptance 
as  the  standard  letter  sheet.  For  the  catalog  that  will 
be  used  in  the  office  and  salesroom  and  carried  in  brief 
cases,  that  size  is  probably  the  best.  The  pocket  size, 
say  4x6  or  5x7,  as  a  second  size,  has  much  in  its  favor. 

As  the  first  step,  a  standardized  size  should  be  deter- 
mined. After  that,  refinements,  such  as  punching  for  a 

standard  binder,  should  be  considered. 

Two  Hundred  Miles  per  Hour  Necessary 
for  Commercial  Aviation 

Commercial  aviation  can  hardly  be  accomplished  until 
a  speed  of  200  miles  per  hour  can  be  maintained.  This 
opinion  has  been  expressed  in  connection  with  the  study 
of  results  at  the  Detroit  meet.  At  slower  speeds  air- 

craft can  rarely  be  expected  to  compete  with  other  forms 
of  transportation. 
When  the  distance  between  Chicago  and  New  York 

can  be  covered  in  two  or  three  hours  or  San  Francisco 
can  be  reached  in  15  hours  of  continuous  flying  from 
New  York,  there  would  be  a  demand  for  the  service, 
despite  its  cost.  Only  three  days  of  daylight  are  lost 
to  the  passenger  who  crosses  the  continent  by  rail.  By 
the  impracticability  of  night  flying  no  great  amount  of 
time  is  saved  to  the  passenger  who  undertakes  the 
journey  by  air  under  existing  conditions.  The  possi- 

bilities of  commercial  aviation  are  unlimited  and  now 
depend  on  speed  development. 
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in  Aiuminuin-Alloy  Sand  Castings 
By  R.  J.  ANoanoN 

TadaUcal  Paper  No.  290.  of  th*  Burwu  of  Minos, 
of  the  Interior,  ia  the  rwuH  of  the  sugtee- 

IfT  •  wmmb&t  of  foaadrTmen  that  the  bureau 
fct,  pat  tlM  avaHabie  information  on 

laeord  and  anggeat  preventative  methods.  Hard  spots. 
da*  to  fortita  matter  other  than  iron,  originate  In  the 
fomadty  aad  can  be  prerented  by  not  allowing  such 
— tarlali  to  gsC  into  the  malting  f umaoe. 
WlwB  tb*  BMhiag  room  and  foundry  floor  are  being 

ts  gather  up  small  pieees  of  metal,  stoppings 
•rmna.  dirt,  gravel,  sand,  cement,  brick  and 

chunks  of  broken  emribles  are  swept  up.  Unless  these 
art  steved  and  forked,  such  materials  are 

'  to  b*  dMtfgMi  into  the  melting  furnace.  Whether 
fast  practice  or  a  moderate  rate  of  production,  it 

wfll  pajr  to  watch  the  quality  of  the  melting  charge. 
Son*  of  the  foreign  material  may  be  removed  by  skim- 

and  fluxing,  but  if  this  material  is  readily 
by  aluminum  and  is  of  nearly  the  aante  density, 

ft  will  ranain  in  the  liquid  metal  and  will  ultimately 
appear  in  the  eastings. 

Crariblea  ahoold  not  be  used  too  long  or  until  they 
beoone  cracked  and  readily  friable.  No  core  sand  should 
b*  left  in  defective  eastings  that  are  remelted.  as  the 
hard,  fine,  silica  partkia*  may  give  rise  to  snull  hard 
spots.  Pordfa  aoa-aietalKe  hard  apots  can  be  largely 
eliminated,  provided  suflfeient  attention  is  given  to  the 
charging  praetiee. 

LmmNO  THE  lioN  Content 

la  ragmrd  to  the  bard  spots  caused  directly  or  indi- 
raetly  by  iron,  the  iron  content  of  No.  12  alloy  or  of 
other  aOoya  aiade  from  aeeondary  ingota  can  be  kept 
wfthia  raaaoaable  limits  by  using  only  such  ingots  as 
are  reaaoaably  tow  in  iron.  Difllcultiea  brought  about 
by  tb*  us*  of  secondary  ingota  or  acrap  castings  pur- 
chaaad  from  outside  aourcca,  can  be  readily  eliminated 
bjr  pha«icaJ  analytical  control.  Actual  irony  hard  spota 
caaaad  bgr  charging  nails,  core  wire,  chills  and  bits  of 
baa  aad  steel  ran  be  prevented  by  careful  attention  to 
th*  qoality  of  the  charge. 

Mechanically  admixed  iron  appearing  in  the  foundry 
acrap  or  ia  floor  sweepings  caa  b*  removed  by  screening 
aad  foridag.  or  by  aleetiaaMgaatic  apparatus  if  re- 
qair*d.  If  antall  Wmm*  scrap  is  charged  by  fork 
nihcr  thaa  by  aheval.  small  particlea  of  iron  or  non- 
■atallic  partidaa  ahoold  readily  fall  between  the  tinos 
of  a  fork,  wbereaa  they  woaki  be  reUined  by  the  shovel 
aad  go  lato  the  charge.  However,  if  too  much  acrap  is 
pkkad  up  on  the  fork,  the  sntall  pieees  will  not  fall 
tinaagb  and  forUag  docs  no  good.  Unices  small  forks- 
fol  of  acrap  are  taken  aad  th*  scrap  shaken  op  and  down 
OS  the  fork,  forking  is  oaeleas.  In  certain  foandrlas. 
forks  are  a**d  Ilk*  shovels,  but  if  they  are  not  ns*d 
corractly  th<r  may  as  well  not  be  oaed  at  all. 

Th*  practice  of  diarging  borings  and  turnings  has 
practieaOy  beta  abaadoaad  aad  th«s*  materials  are 

iato  ingots  before  charging.  In  a 
^ow•v*r.  iron  and  oted  drillings  and 

Buy  become  admixed  tilth  alominum-iUloy 
Ua..**  H  is  known  that  aluminum-alloy  bor> 

tag*  aia  fra*  firaai  aMchaaieally  admixed  Iron,  thtf 
Aoald  aot  ordfaarflr  h*  chargad  directly.  At  beat  it  Is 
aol  foad  praetk*  to  as*  borings  in  melting  charge* 

of 

Hard  spota,  due  to  the  brittle,  complex,  ferro- 
aluminum  alloy  which  forms  on  the  sides  of  iron  pots, 
may  be  largely  prevented  by  thoroughly  scraping  the 
pota  at  frequent  intervals  and  by  removing  the  accumu- 

lated scale.  If  eight  or  nine  hour  practice  obtains,  the 
pots  should  be  scraped  at  least  once  a  day,  say  at  night, 
and  preferably  twice  a  day.  at  noon  and  at  night.  If 
two  shifts  are  working,  more  frequent  scrapings  will 
be  advisable. 

All  of  the  hard  alloy  should  be  removed  so  that  the 
pot  ia  clean  and,  if  necessary,  the  pot  should  be  dumped. 
Moreover,  during  the  time  the  pot  ia  in  the  melting 
operation,  care  should  be  taken  that  ladles  or  stirrers 
do  not  hit  the  sides  of  the  pot.  Otherwise,  some  of  the 
accumulated  scale  may  be  knocked  off.  In  the  ssme  way. 
the  scale  may  be  dislodged  at  charging  time.  By  careful 
attention  to  the  foregoing  precautions,  the  occurrence 
of  hard  spots  in  aluminum-alloy  castings  that  give  rise 
to  difTWulty  in  machining  and  polishing  can  be  largely 
eliminated. 

A  complete  copy  of  the  paper  may  be  purchased  from 
the  Superintendent  of  Documents,  Government  Printing 
Oflk:*,  Washington,  D.  C,  at  the  price  of  ten  cents. 

Machine  Shop  Bulls— IV 
By  Job  V.  Romo 

Ed  was  working  on  a  long  center  shaft,  8U  in.  in 
diameter  and  14  ft.  long.  This  shaft  was  a  red  rush 
job;  the  mill  in  which  it  was  used  was  shut  down,  men 
were  idle  and  had  to  be  .sent  home,  and  an  express  car 
stood  waiting  to  ship  it  the  moment  it  was  finished. 

The  shop  super  and  foreman  had  strict  orders  to 
rush  it  through  and  had  given  it  to  their  best  lathe 
hand  because  they  could  trust  him.  F^cry  pad  had 
been  turned  accurately  to  size  and  all  that  <<till  remained 
was  to  taper  bore  the  lower  end  for  the  thrust  bearing 

spud.  Working  fast,  Ed  took  a  chance  without  "mik- 
ing" his  bore  soon  enough,  and  bulled  the  Job,  the 

roughed  hole  being  )  in.  oversize. 
To  admit  the  bull  meant  the  scrapping  of  the  shaft, 

costly  delay  to  the  shut-down  plant  of  the  customer 
and  possibly  dismissal.  A  quick  conference  with  his 
pal  decided  the  course  of  action.  Ed  was  to  bore  out 
the  over-size  hole  to  exactly  2  in.  in  diameter,  and  Joe, 
his  buddy,  immediately  turned  up  a  2-in.  plug  to  tit. 
This  plug  exchanged  hand.s  quickly  and  secretly  and 
was  socked  into  the  finished  bore,  a  light  tapping  fit. 

The  dog  was  still  in  position  on  the  plug,  and  this  dog 
was  used  when  the  lathe  was  started  up  in  low  gear 
to  make  out  the  cut-fast  fit,  the  only  possible  way  which 
they  had  to  tighten  the  plug  without  causing  suspicion. 
The  plug,  fitting  neatly,  allowed  the  ahaft  to  make  a 
few  revolutions,  when  it  smashed  its  supporting  block 
into  splinters  and  cut  fast  like  a  good  fellow. 
A  few  minutes  of  high-speed  turning  and  drilling 

made  a  new  hole,  dead  to  size  and  taper,  and  the  shaft 

went  out  of  the  lathe  to  the  inspector's  bench  without 
a  soul  being  the  wiser.  All  had  \>eon  dene  so  quickly 
and  quietly,  that  no  one  knew  of  the  bull  but  its  maker 
and  his  buddy.  As  far  as  the  strength  and  mechanical 
fltness  of  the  Job  was  concerned,  everything  was  above 
board:  and  by  taking  this  bull  by  the  horns,  Ed  saved 
himself  an  embarrassing  situation. 

Bolls  will  creep  in  once  in  a  while  for  everyone,  and 
although  they  are  the  most  unwelcome  of  creatures  in  a 
ahop,  th*y  must  be  *«Bf">V'  with  philosophy  and  reason. 
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Multiple  Fixtures  for  Milling  Small  Parts 
A  Description  of  Fixtures  Used  in  Milling  Service  Machine  Parts  — 

Design  Applicable  to  Fixtures  for  Parts  of  Other  Machines 

By  C.  E.  STEVENS 
Chief  Engineer,  White  Sewing  Machine  Co. 

IN  DESIGNING  multiple  fixtures,  a  considerable 
amount  of  thought  should  be  given  so  as  to  get  the 
largest  amount  of  production  with  the  least  amount 

of  expenditure  for  tools.  The  fixtures  should  be  made 
substantial  to  withstand  the  cut  and  still  be  simple  as 
possible,  both  for  loading  and  replacing  worn  parts. 

The  accompanying  photographs  show  fixtures  used  on 
milling  operations  for  small  parts  on  sewing  machines, 
which  increased  production  from  200  to  400  per  cent, 
with  a  very  small  amount  of  tool  cost.  These  fixtures 
have   been   in   use   for   over  two  years   proving  very 

FIG.  1— SET-UP  FOR  SLOTTING  SHUTTLE  RACES 

satisfactory  and,  with  slight  changes,  could  be  used  on 
other  classes  of  work. 

In  Fig.  1  there  is  shown  a  fixture  set  up  in  position 
for  use  on  a  Lincoln  type  milling  machine.  This  fixture 
holds  seven  sewing  machine  parts,  known  as  shuttle 
races,  in  each  of  which  a  slot  J  in.  wide  by  I  in  deep  is 
milled  by  feeding  the  parts  into  the  cutters  to  a  stop. 
The  arbor  of  the  machine  is  IJ  in.  in  diameter  and 
holds  seven  i  in.  by  4i  in.  standard  saws,  separated  by 
spacers  of  equal  length.  The  center  of  the  arbor  is  set 
slightly  above  the  center  of  the  slot  which  is  to  be 
milled.  By  revolving  the  cutters  downward  toward  the 
work,  the  arbor  is  forced  down  upon  the  fixture  and  no 
clamping  is  necessary. 

FIG.  3— LOADING  THE  SHUTTLE  RACE  COVER  ARBOR 

The  details  and  method  of  operation  of  this  fixture 
are  given  in  Fig.  2.  The  work  is  shown  at  A.  The 
body  of  the  fixture,  B,  is  made  of  cast  iron  and  machined 
to  receive  the  smaller  parts.  It  will  be  noted  that  it 
has  been  machined  at  seven  regular  intervals  along  one 
side  in  the  form  of  semi-circular  slots  in  order  to  pro- 

vide clearance  for  the  button  of  the  shuttle  race  A. 

• 

ji.op.'-'-^'^tfSBiaH 

^ 

MBU^:^  Ji^^^ 
>';'^|^^^| 

■^--V,                                '^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H 

FIG.   2— THE  SHUTTLE  RACE  FIXTURE 

FIG.    4— THE  VISES   FOR  HOLDING  THE  ARBORS 

The  plugs,  C,  are  made  of  steel  and  turned  to  fit  the 
bore  of  the  shuttle  race.  At  an  angle  of  15  deg.,  to  suit 
the  race,  a  hole  is  reamed  in  each  of  these  plugs,  after 
which,  stems  D,  made  of  hardened  drill  rods,  are  driven 
into  place.  The  plugs  are  then  doweled  into  position  on 
the  fixture. 

On  the  opposite  side  of  the  fixture,  seven  steel  blocks 
E  are  fastened  to  the  strip  G  by  i-in.  filister  head 
screws.  The  position  of  this  strip  and  the  method  of 
attachment  to  the  body  B  is  shown  more  clearly  in  Fig.  1. 
The  steel  blocks  E  contain  shoulder  pins,  F,  which  are 
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up  by  coil  springs  held  in  the  blocks  by  maanA 
of  BMdleas  screws  J[>. 

Attached  to  the  body  of  the  Axture  by  means  of  the 
akutUtar  aavw  /  is  •  cam  /  which  has  a  rise  of  i  in. 
la  09unikm,  after  the  fixture  is  loaded,  the  handle  K 
io  raised  and  brought  toward  the  arbor,  as  shown  at 
tbe  left  of  Fig.  1.  As  the  handle  K  is  raised,  the  oAn  7 
rildas  tbe  strip  G.  The  pins  F  are  thus  brought  against 
the  shuttle  raeea.  holding  them  in  poeition  against  the 
gag*  Modes  H.  The  springs  in  the  blocks  E  take  up  any 
variations  in  the  shuttle  races  and  keep  the  cut  from 
chattering. 

Before  proceeding  to  the  description  of  the  other 
it  might  be  well  to  mention  at  this  point  that 

ahottJe  race  is  fitted  with  a  race  cover  which  must 
he  BiDcd  not  only  to  form  to  fit  the  race  A,  but  must 
also  be  slotted.  For  these  operations  the  fixtures  illus- 

trated in  Piga.  S,  4.  6.  and  6  have  baea  dariaed  for  tiae 
ifl  two  Lincoln  type  milling  machines. 

la  Fig.  8.  on  a  stand  of  convenient  height,  is  shown 
a  loading  Axtare.  It  wiD  be  noUead  that  aaeb  arbor 
holds  ten  race  covers  and  nine  spacer*.  These  are 
hdi  aecursli  on  the  arbor  by  a  locking  washer  and  a 
I  tak  aot  The  k>cking  washer,  like  the  race  covers,  is 
asilai  to  form.  The  arbors  are  kiadad  and  placed  in 
thia  iitar*  hotwMB  eaters.  The  not  ia  then  tightened, 
the  race  eovara  raatfag  on  two  paralld  strips,  one  on 

aide,  which  locate  the  race  covers  on  the  arbors. 
ipaeers  have  a  small  key  which  fits  in  a  keyway  on 

the  arbors.  This  arrangement  brings  them  always  to 
the  aaflM  poaitloo  on  the  arbor. 

In  F'ig.  4  a  loaded  arbor  wili  be  seen,  as  well  nn  the 
vise  for  holding  the  two  arbors.  It  will  be  noted  that 
the  arbors  have  a  square  on  one  end.  This  square  is 
a  snug  flt  in  the  gage  plates  on  the  loose  jaw  of  the 
vise.  Both  jaws  of  the  vise  have  a  pair  of  bell  centers 
which  fit  the  centered  end  of  the  arbors.  Having  loaded 
the  arbors,  the  first  operation  on  the  race  covers  is  that 
of  milling  to  form  and  to  length  as  shown  in  Fig.  6. 

Two  arbors  are  placed  in  the  vise  and  a  cut  is  taken. 
As  the  two  cutters  are  different  in  form,  after  the 
first  cut  is  taken,  the  position  of  the  arbors  is  reversed 
and  a  second  cut  is  made.  A  newly  loaded  arbor  is  then 
put  into  the  vise,  leaving  one  of  the  arbors  in  for  a 
second  cut  only.  It  will  be  seen  that  at  each  cut  from 
this  point  onward,  ten  covers  are  completely  formed  and 
milled  at  each  cut  of  the  machine. 

The  next  and  last  operation  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  6. 
Here  is  shown  another  view  of  the  vise  illustrated  in 
Fig.  6  and  also  the  method  of  setting  up  for  milling  two 
slots  of  different  widths  in  these  same  covers.  The  pro- 

cedure is  identical  with  that  just  described.  In  the 
work  of  milling  the  race  covers  a  total  of  five  arbors  are 
used.  Four  are  in  the  two  machines  while  a  fifth  arbor 
is  unloaded  and  loaded  by  the  operator  while  the  cut  is 
being  taken,  the  one  operator  running  both  machines. 
Chips  are  blown  from  the  centers  and  gage  points  by 
air.  This  fixture  not  only  increased  production,  but 
insured  the  milling  of  the  slots  at  right  angles  with 
the  form.  To  obtain  this  result  had  always  been  one 
of  the  difficulties  of  the  old  method  where  the  slots 
were  milled  one  at  a  time. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Continuing  the  Subject  of  Machine  Tool  Feed  Mechanisms  —  Design  of  the  Drum  Cam 

Roller — Devices  for  Eliminating  Lost  Motion 

By  a.  L.  DeLEEUW 
Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

THE  roller  used  with  a  disk  cam  should  be  of 
cylindrical  shape.  Being  of  this  shape  it  will 
always  have  a  straight-line  bearing  on  the  cam 

and  the  length  of  this  bearing  will  be  equal  to  the 
thickness  of  the  cam  if  the  thickness  of  the  roller  is 
not  less  than  that  of  the  cam,  which  never  should  be 
the  case.  As  to  the  diameter  of  the  roller,  this  should 
be  made  as  large  as  possible  and  it  should  run  on  r 
stud  as  small  as  possible  so  that  it  will  be  free  to  turn 
against  the  friction  between  roller  and  stud.  On  the 
ether  hand,  if  we  make  the  diameter  of  the  roller 
large  we  shall  lose  considerable  time  when  the  roller 
must  pass  over  the  point  of  the  cam  or  ansnvhere  where 
the  curvature  of  the  cam  changes. 

Our  problem,  then,  is  to  select  a  roller  which  is  large 
enough  to  turn  freely  and  yet  small  enough  so  that  no 
more  time  is  lost  than  necessary.  Though  in  one  way 
it  is  advisable  to  make  the  diameter  of  the  stud  small, 
on  the  other  hand,  sufficient  amount  of  surface  must 
be  retained  so  that  there  will  not  be  excessive  friction 
between  roller  and  stud.  Thus,  the  pressure  per  unit 
surface  will  not  be  so  great  that  the  lubricant  is 
entirely  squeezed  out. 

The  problem  of  the  cam  roller  when  using  a  disk  cam 
is  not  a  very  serious  one  as  compared  to  what  we  meet 
when  we  use  a  drum  cam.  In  Fig.  177  a  drum  cam 
and  roller  are  shown  in  which  the  roller  is  made  of 
conical  shape.  If  we  should  consider  that  the  left  side 
of  the  cam  groove  is  rubbing  against  the  roller  and 
if  we  imagine  that  the  groove  is  at  right  angles  to  the 
axis  (which  is  only  the  case  when  there  is  a  dwell 
in  the  cam),  then  the  action  between  roller  and  cam  is 
the  same  as  that  between  two  friction  rollers  and 
their  surfaces  should  be  made  like  the  pitch  surfaces 
of  a  pair  of  bevel  gears,  which  is  the  way  they  are 
shown  in  the  illustration. 

In  Fig.  178   a  cam  drum  is  shown  with  a  groove 

Fig.  m  Fig   118 

FIGS.   177  AND   178— SECTIONS  OF  DRUM  CAMS 
AND  ROLLERS 

running  parallel  to  the  axis,  which  can  never  be  the 
case  where  the  cam  drives  the  roller,  but  which  may 
happen  when  the  roller  drives  the  cam.  In  this  case  it 
is  obvious  that  the  roller  should  be  of  cylindrical  shape. 

In  ordinary  drum  cams,  parts  of  the  groove  may  be 
as  in  Fig,   177  but  the  greater  part  will  be  at  more 
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VARYING  ANGLES  OF  SPIRAL 
AT   DIFFERENT   DEPTHS 

OF  CAM  GROOVE 

or  less  of  an  angle  with  the  axis.  In  that  case  neither 
the  conical  nor  the  cylindrical  roller  will  give  entire 
satisfaction.  If  in  Fig.  177  we  had  used  a  cylindrical 
roller  we  would  have  had  the  following  conditions: 

Supposing  the  depth  of  the  groove  to  be  one-fourth 
of  the  radius  of  the  drum,  then  the  speed  of  a  point 
at  the  top  of  the  groove  would  have  been  4,  while  the 
speed  of  a  corresponding  point  at  the  bottom  would  have 
been  3.  As  all  the  points  of  the  surface  of  a  cylindrical 
roller  run  at  the  same  speed,  there  must  have  been 
slippage  between  roller  and  cam.  This  slippage  would 
soon  wear  a  flat  place 
on  the  roller  which 
would  prevent  it 
from  turning.  As 
soon  as  this  happens 

the  wear  would  in- 
crease and  the  roller 

as  such  cease  to 
function.  In  order 
to  see  what  happens 
when  the  cam  groove 
is  at  an  angle  with 
the  axis,  we  will  take 
a  concrete  example. 
Imagine  a  cam  of 
which  the  groove  has 

a  depth  equal  to  one- 
fourth  of  the  radius 

and  with  an  angle  of  spiral  of  45  deg.  When  we  speak  of 
an  angle  of  spiral  in  a  case  like  this,  we  must  indicate  at 
which  point  of  the  depth  of  the  groove  we  consider  this 
angle  to  be,  for  the  angles  of  spiral  of  top  and  bottom  of 
the  groove  are  not  the  same.  In  order  to  find  the  angle 
of  spiral  we  would  take  the  circumference  of  the  drum 
at  that  point  as  the  base  of  a  triangle,  the  lead  of 
the  spiral  as  the  other  right-angle  side,  and  the  hypot- 

enuse would  show  the  angle  of  the  spiral. 
The  lead  being  the  same  at  top,  bottom  or  center  of 

the  groove,  but  the  circumference  at  these  points  dif- 
ferent, we  will  get  different  angles  of  spiral.  As  a 

rule,  the  angle  of  spiral  is  given  for  the  center  of  the 
depth  of  the  groove  or,  as  it  is  sometimes  called,  at 
the  pitch  circle.  However,  there  is  no  reason  to  give 
it  this  name,  nor  is  there  a  good  reason  to  base  our 
calculations  on  the  angle  at  that  particular  point.  As 
a  matter  of  fact,  it  is  safer  to  consider  the  angle  at 
the  bottom  of  the  groove  because  at  that  point  the  angle 
is  steeper. 

Such  a  triangle  as  was  mentioned  before  is  shown  in 
Fig.  179.  The  full  line  triangle  is  the  one  we  would 
obtain  at  the  pitch  point.  As  the  outside  radius  is  R 
and  the  depth  of  the  groove  is  \R,  the  radius  at  the 
pitch  point  will  be  \R.  The  length  of  the  hypotenuse 
is  shown  for  top,  bottom  and  center  of  cam  groove  and 
we  see  not  only  that  they  are  different  but  also  that 
the  length  of  the  hypotenuse  at  the  pitch  point  is  not 
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tk»  odMr  two  koftlw.  M  that  even 

thia  cam  groove  with- 
wouM  be  con- 

■hhriMr  laM  tku  It  woold  be  If  w*  had  made  the  roller 
cylfadrkal  la  flans. 

Of  emUM  H  woold  be  poMible  to  construct  a  roller 
af  Mdl  •  CMtov  tlMt  tlMra  la  no  aUppaie.  In  the 

tiM  tapk  CMtar  and  bottom  diameter  of 
Iwv*  to  bo  in  ratio  of  v'lVsl  VWi 

>^C  A  ambv  of  etbar  poiaU  could  have  been  caleu- 
Wad  or  graphkalljr  dataradaed  and  a  roller  could  have 

whl^  woald  not  alip.  If  auch  a  cam 

1  te  en  wHlnat  0fn  ehangins  it8  direction 
a  raOv  woold  act  without  slippage.  A 
MMt.  bowovor,  neccaaarily  return  to  ita 

starting  poiat,  ao  that  there  will  be  a  point  somewher*> 
tkia  MBM  apiral  ia  no  longer  used  and  therefore 
thaia  will  be  ilippage  between  roller  and  cam. 

tf  wo  ilwaM  hava  a  cam  of  which  the  groove  goea 
aioaad  mm  half  tba  drum  without  changing  ita  angle 

af  apiral  and  if  then  it  should  at  once  return  to  ita 
starting  point  with  the  same  angle  of  spiral,  we  would have  an  ideal  set  of 

eonditions  ao  f ar  as 

the  action  goea  be- 
tween cam  and  roller. 

Such  a  set  of  condi- 
tions,  however, 
hardly  ever  occurs  in 

practice.  The  ordi- 
nary cam  will  have 

part  of  ita  groove  at 
one  angle,  other  parts 
at  another,  still  other 

parts  running  at  right  angles  to  the  axis,  etc..  so  that 
the  only  thing  left  for  us  to  do  ia  to  make  some  compro- 

mise la  regard  to  the  ahape  of  the  roller.  Where  we  know 
tlM  exact  functioning  of  a  cam  we  can  select  that  part  of 
tka  groove  where  the  hardest  work  ia  done  or  perhaps 

I  the  groove  is  of  tha  ataapest  angle,  possibly  both. 
I  the  roller  conical  and  with  an  angle  to  suit  this 

pnitleolar  part  of  the  groove.  Even  then,  we  should 
fkvor  the  top  or  larger  diameter  of  the  roller  so  as  to 
have  the  slippage  take  place  on  the  smaller  part. 
Where  a  cam  may  be  need  for  different  Jobs  and 

where  a  cam  is  built  up  for  various  Jobs  by 

straps  to  a  drum,  so  that  we  may  be  con- 
frealad  with  ataaoet  any  angle,  a  practical  solution  of 
the  proUsia  woald  be  to  give  the  roller,  which  by  the 

is  never  changed  no  matter  what  the  groove  may 

which  it  is  knyed  or  fastened  in  some  way.  or  by  a 
direct  drive.  Where  the  cam  performs  a  light  duty 
only,  or  where  its  movement  does  not  need  to  be  strictly 
uniform  and  without  ahocks,  a  shaft  drive  ia  acceptable. 
As  a  rule,  a  gear  or  a  aerew  is  loaded  fairly  uniformly 
and.  if  there  are  fluctuations,  they  are  seldom  sudden 
or  periodkal.  A  cam,  on  the  other  hand,  has  a  non- 

uniform load,  and,  in  the  nature  of  things,  the  load 
i«  periodical:  that  ia  to  aay,  the  changes  of  load  go 
through  a  definite  cycle  and  recur  in  the  same  order  for 

n U — I 
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na  tsa— aoTHOD  or  attach- 
DCO  FACB  CAM  TO  OBAIt 

na  tJt — Mmiot>  or  drivino  oroupb  or  CAMa 

with  an  angle  eorraaponding  to 
>  deg.  with  the  axla. 
rscani mended  to   make   the   roller 

This  is  a  good  solution  where 
Ika  work  la  very  liglrt  bat  not  where  the  work  is  of  a 
haaay  aalafo  haeaaaa  the  barrsi-ahaped  roller  provides 
mtr  a  aiagla  poUt  of  cootaet  batwoan  roller  and  cam. 
A  otafla  caas  aaajr  be  driven  either  by  a  shaft  to 

no.  lis— ANOTHKR  MirmOD  OF  DRTVINO  QUOUPS 
or  CAMS 

every  revolution  of  the  cam.  If  a  gear  is  mounted  at 
the  end  of  a  long  shaft  which  is  driven  at  the  other  end, 
there  will  be  a  certain  amount  of  wind  in  the  shaft 
which  is  sero  at  the  moment  we  start  to  drive  and 
which  very  soon  comes  to  a  maximum.  From  then  on 
the  amount  of  wind  is  either  constant  or  changes  only 

slightly  and  aiowiy.  This  is  not  always  so  but  is  true  of 
the  great  majority  of  cases.  If  a  cam  should  be  mounted 
at  the  end  of  a  long  shaft  of  which  the  other  end 
receives  the  driving  gear,  the  amount  of  wind  in  the 
shaft  would  change  with  every  change  in  the  angularity 
of  the  cam  and  with  every  change  of  load.    As  a  result. 

D  Q 

m 
L 
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■  Driring  Shaft 

no.  lis— A  THIRD  IIBTHOD  OF  DRIVINO  OROUPS  OW  CAM8 

a  cam  would  have  a  Jerky  motion  and  ita  action  would 
lack  uniformity.  For  this  reason  cams  should  not  be 
mounted  far  from  the  source  of  driving  power  and,  if 
it  ia  not  possible  to  avoid  this,  the  shaft  ahould  be 
made  very  heavy  so  as  to  minimize  the  amount  of  wind. 

The  shaft  drive  is  permiaaible  for  cams  which  per- 
form secondary  operations  and  where  uniformity  of 

action  is  not  essential,  as  well  as  where  the  sudden  jerky 
movement  cannot  affect  the  work.  But  for  cams  which 

are  heavily  loaded  or  which  are  called  upon  to  produce 
accurate  work,  such  as  the  main  feed  cams  of  automatic 

machinea,  a  shaft  drive  is  not  permissible.  In  such 
cases  the  cams  ahould  be  driven  directly.  This  may  be 

done  by  fastening  a  spur  or  bevel  or  internal  or  worm 
gear  directly  to  the  drum.  Where  a  face  cam  must  be 
driven  and  where  it  is  not  possible  to  fasten  it  directly 

to  a  gear  becauss  the  roller  might  interfere,  an  element 
may  be  introduced  between  cam  and  gear  to  provide 
the  nacaaaary  clearance.  Fig.  180  shows  the  manner 
in  which  a  face  cam  might  be  attached  to  a  gear  and 

provide  suflkient  clearance  for  roller  or  lever  or  what- 
ever element  might  interfere.     It  is  hardly  necessary 
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IG'o 

to  show  how  a  drum  cam  can  be  fastened  to  a  driving 

gear. 
Not  only  should  the  cam  be  directly  driven  but  the 

designer  should  see  to  it  that  the  driving  gear  is  large 
in  diameter,  if  possible  larger  than  the  cam,  and  if  not 
possible,  as  near  the  size  of  the  cam  as  it  can  be  made. 
In  no  case  should  it  be  much  smaller  than  the  cam. 
When  there  are  a  number  of  cams  in  one  machine  it 

is  customary  to  place  as  many  of  them  as  possible  on 
a  single  shaft  and  either  drive  the  shaft  itself  or  else 
drive  one  of  the  cams,  transmitting  this  drive  through 
the  shaft  to  the  other  cams.    This  is  permissible  when 

-^-M 
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FIO.    184— ARRANGEMENTS  OF   INDIVIDUAL   DRIVE   FOR 
IMPORTANT  ELEMENTS 

none  of  the  other  cams  are  called  upon  to  do  heavy 
work.  Here  again  we  would  have  the  shaft  drive  for 
all  of  the  cams  but  one.  When  there  is  more  than  one 
cam  in  the  machine  which  must  have  a  steady  motion, 
each  of  these  cams  should  be  driven  separately  by  being 
attached  to  its  own  gear.  This  does  not  prevent  them 
from  being  placed  on  the  same  shaft  if  this  will  lead  to 
simplification  of  the  construction. 

Fig.  181  shows  a  number  of  cams  all  keyed  to  the 
same  shaft  which  is  driven  at  one  end  by  means  of 
a  worm  and  worm  wheel.  Fig.  182  shows  a  some- 

what better  construction  in  which  the  drum  cam  is 
directly  attached  to  this  worm  wheel,  while  the  other 
cams  are  keyed  to  the  shaft.  In  Fig.  183  is  shown  the 
same  arrangement  again  but  here  it  is  supposed  that 
the  face  cam  also  must  have  a  smooth  and  uniform 
motion.  It  is  keyed  to  the  shaft,  whereas  the  large 
drum  cam  is  running  loose  on  it.  All  the  other  cams 
are  also  keyed  to  the  main  shaft.  The  two  important 
cams,  the  large  drum  cam  and  the  face  cam,  are  each 
provided  with  their  own  worm  wheels  and  the  worms 
are  driven  by  sets  of  bevel  gears  which  derive  their 
power  from  shaft  A.    As  the  number  of  teeth  of  bevel 
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FIG.  185 — ANOTHER  ARRANGEMENT  OF  AN  INDIVIDUAL 
'         DRIVE  FOR  IMPORTANT  ELEMENTS 

gears  and  worm  wheels  are  the  same  for  both  cams,  they 
will  run  in  unison.  As  a  consequence,  though  the  drum 
cam  is  not  keyed  to  it,  it  will  not  have  any  movement  in 
relation  to  the  shaft.  We  might  have  keyed  the  drum 
cam  to  the  shaft,  leaving  the  face  cam  loose,  but  with 
the  arrangement  of  cams  as  shown  in  the  sketch,  this 
would  have  brought  a  larger  part  of  the  shaft  in  torsion 
than  with  the  proposed  arrangement.  Generally  speak- 

ing, that  cam  should  be  keyed  to  the  shaft  which  is 
nearest  to  the  secondary  cam. 

It  might  be  asked  why  both  cams  are  not  keyed  to 
the  shaft.  This  should  not  be  done  because  there  is 
no  absolute  uniformity  either  between  the  two  worm 
wheels  or  worms  or  the  gears  driving  them.  These 
little  errors  would  cause  one  of  the  two  cams  to  take 
the  lead  over  the  other  at  some  point  of  the  cycle,  while 
at  another  point  these  conditions  may  be  reversed.  This 
would  cause  the  very  twist  in  the  shaft  which  we  aim 
to  avoid. 

In  many  automatic  machines,  particularly  those  con- 
structed for  some  special  purpose,  one  will  find  a  number 

of  slides  or  other  elements  carrying  tools,  all  of  which 
must  have  a  smooth  and  uniform  motion.  In  such  a 
case,  all  of  them  should  have  their  own  individual  drive. 
Fig.  184  shows  such  an  arrangement.  As  will  be 
seen,  each  cam  has  its  own  worm  wheel  but,  as  not  all 
cams  have  the  same  size,  it  is  not  necessary  to  make  all 
worm  wheels  of  the  same  diameter.  It  is  necessary 
that  all  cams  should  run  at  the  same  speed  and  make 
the  same  number  of  revolutions  per  minute.  This  may 
be  accomplished  by  giving  the  sets  of  bevel  gears  used 
for  the  various  cams  different  ratios.  This  is  shown 
in  Fig.  184. 

Not  only  is  such  an  arrangement  correct  because  it 
gives  the  proper  kind  of  drive  to  each  of  the  cams  but 
it  is  also  a  very  elastic  arrangement  and  can  easily  be 
designed   in   such   a 
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FIG.    186— A    THIRD   ARRANGE- 

MENT  OF  AN   INDFVIDUAL 
DRIVE  FOR  IMPORTANT 

ELEMENTS 

manner  that  any  num- 
ber of  cams  may  be 

thrown  out  of  action 
so  that  small  cams  may 

be  used  where  other- 
wise large  ones  would 

be  required.  As  a  rule, 
a  large  proportion  of 
all  the  cams  used  in  such  a  machine  is  idle,  thus  requir- 

ing a  large  cam  for  a  small  field  of  action.  By  modifying 
the  construction,  as  shown  in  Fig.  185,  we  obtain  the 
condition  by  which  small  cams  can  be  used,  which  lends 
itself  to  the  construction  of  a  program  machine,  and 
which  permits  of  many  changes  of  jobs  without  the 
necessity  of  revising  the  camming  of  the  entire  machine. 
A  change  of  work  might  require  the  changing  of  a  single 
cam  with  this  arrangement,  whereas  with  the  ordinary 
arrangement  a  change  or  at  least  an  analysis  of  all  of 
the  cams  is  necessary. 

A  further  improvement,  which  would  make  such  a 
machine  more  universal,  is  shown  in  Fig.  186.  In  the 
arrangement  of  Fig.  185  all  cams  were  supposed  to  run 
at  the  same  speed.  This,  however,  is  not  absolutely 
necessary.  It  would  have  been  possible  to  select  the 
bevel  gears  or  worm  gears  so  as  to  obtain  different 
speeds  for  the  various  cams,  thus  giving  each  cam  a 
cycle  in  keeping  with  the  work  it  has  to  do.  When 
the  machine  is  once  arranged,  the  relative  length  of 
these  cycles  cannot  be  changed.  It  would  be  possible 
to  speed  up  or  slow  down  all  of  the  cams  but  not  to 
change  their  relative  speed.  This  condition  is  improved 
by  the  arrangement  shown  in  Fig.  186  where  each 
cam  may  be  driven  at  any  speed  within  a  certain  range 
by  change  gears.  It  should  be  noted  that  such  an 
arrangement  permits  the  running  of  all  cams  at  the 
same  time,  or  each  cam  separately,  or  any  combination. 
A  machine  built  with  such  a  system  of  cams  may  be 

considered  as  a  group  of  machines  which  are  only  con- 
nected by  a  common  source  of  driving  power,  by  a 

common  feed  shaft,  and  by  a  common  system  of  control. 

Mention  was  made  of  the  fact  that  a  shaft  drive  is 
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of  tlM  Jarlqr  ontiea  du»  tn 
or  twiat  of  tht  shaft  Thoro  b  Miother  it«m 

mUA  affacta  Um  MBOoth  and  ovra  moUon  of  Um  cam 
mmi  tkat  ia  tJbo  fact  tkat  ia  •  dmm  cam  the  roller  cat. 

•k  Um  groova:  ia  othar  wonK  that  we 
Tkii  kit  aMtioB  baeoiMa  a^adally 

Om  ikm/aan  of  tba  ahb  dMogaa.  for 
I  vim  from  f«ad  to  return,  or  vice 

It  alae  baeoMM  viaihle  whaa  the  cam  changea 

from  alow  to  fail.  «r  vka  varaa.    Thia  ia  ao  well  reeoc> 

ve*|(« 

f/////////M 

HOT 

tm  of  MT   worm  wH««l 

aVHofaiT    ««rm  «rhMl 

ttrmmn 

vzzz^zzr 
no.  lai— WOHM  DRIVB  WITHOUT  1X>BT  MOTION 

ailed  that  it  ia  eaatomarjr  to  pat  a  fuard  atrip  on  a 
■Bi  oppoaite  the  acting  cam  atrip.  A  rapid 
of  a  torrrt  elide,  for  inataoce,  may  involve  ao 

aHaaattim  of  the  aliding  parta  that  the  turret 
go  catireljr  too  far  and  the  toola  might  amaah 

tha  work  if  there  were  no  such  guard  atrip.  In 
Um  graat  anJoiWjr  of  caaaa  auch  a  guard  atrip  ia  all 
that  ia  raqalrad  to  eoaataract  the  effecta  of  lout  motion. 
TImto  are  caaaa,  iMwavcr,  where  much  greater  amooth- 
aaaa  of  action  ia  raqaired  than  can  be  obtained  by  this 
■oaaa.  Ia  aoch  caaea  aprings  or  wcighta  may  be  uaed 
to  hoy  tha  roller  againat  the  active  aide  of  the  cam 

'  thia  be  a  drum  cam  or  a  face  cam. 
all  thia  ia  danm.  there  atill  ramalna  aooUMr 

of  kMrt  motion  which.  a«  a  nile,  doaa  not  naad 

to  bo  eooaiderad  aarioualy.  bo*  which,  in  a  few  inatancea, 
be  takaa  care  of.    We  refer  to  the  loot  motion 
worm  and  worm  wheel  or  between  pinion  and 

driviag  the  cam.     In  caaca  where  a  particularly 
la  raqaired.  nothing  but  a  worm  and 

wooM  be  conaidered  fit  for  the  drive,  ao 
I  to  look  at  thia  kind  of  gearing  only  when 
bow  to  tm»txm»  whatever  loat  motion  there 

ho  ML 

I  am.  of  cooraa.  a  aaariwr  of  waya  in  which  the 
mm  a  wona  aad  worn  whoal  ia  aap- 

!  to  ho  tahM  opt.  Tha  wona  Btt|r  ba  braoght  daapar 

into  mesh  or  the  worm  wheel  may  be  made  in  two 
halvea  bolted  together  and  so  arranged  that  one  half 
can  be  shifted  a  alight  amount  in  relation  to  the  other 
half,  or  the  worm  may  be  made  on  a  taper  ao  that  it 
can  be  brought  deeper  into  mesh  by  being  moved  in  an 
axial  direction.  None  of  these  methods  overcome* 
entirely  the  lost  motion  because  they  all  take  for 
granted  that  the  wear  in  worm  and  worm  wheel  has 
been  even.  Thia  ia  never  entirely  the  case  and  certainly 
not  with  a  cam  drive,  because  the  pressure  required 
at  various  points  of  the  cam  ia  not  alike  and  the  wear 
on  the  worm  whi'el  cannot  be  expected  to  be  even  al! 
the  way  around.  In  auch  cases,  where  extraordinary 
smoothneaa  of  action  ia  required,  some  device  should 
be  uaed  which  will  take  care  of  uneven  wear  and  do  it 

automatically.  Fig.  187  shows  such  a  device  in  dia- 
gram. Before  describing  it  it  may  be  well  to  analyze 

it  along  the  line  of  thought  one  should  follow  when 
confronted  with  such  a  problem.  The  analysis  wiU 
show  how  the  realization  of  the  requirements  of  a 
problem  neceasarily  and  automatically  leads  to  a 
solution. 

The  situation  is  this:  We  must  not  have  any  lost 

motion  between  worm  and  worm  wheel,  notwithstand- 
ing that  both  may  have  uneven  spacing  of  the  active 

aides  of  the  teeth,  due  to  wear  or  to  initial  inaccuracy. 
The  natural  solution  is  to  prevent  the  worm  wheel  from 

moving  backward,  meanwhile  permitting  it  to  go  for- 
ward. This  might  be  done  by  wrapping  a  rope  around 

the  hub  of  the  wheel  and  attaching  thereto  a  weight 
heavy  enough  to  prevent  the  wheel  from  rebounding 
whatever  may  be  its  tendency  to  do  so.  This  solution 
ia  not  practical  if  the  machine  must  run  all  the  time 
because  the  length  of  the  rope  is  necessarily  limited. 
Such  a  device  might  be  useful  if  the  machine  were  to 
make  only  one  or  two  turns.  In  that  case  we  would 
wrap  the  rope  around  a  drum  which  can  be  fastened  to 
the  worm  wheel.  When  the  machine  has  made  Ita 

specified  number  of  turns  we  would  unclamp  the  drum 
from  the  wheel,  re-wind  the  rope  on  the  drum,  and 
fasten  this  once  more  to  the  wheel  and  then  resume 

operations.  For  the  continuous  operation  of  the  ma- 
chine some  other  device  must  be  designed. 

Another  means  to  prevent  backward  movement  and 

which  suggesta  itself  at  once,  ia  friction.  If  sufficient 
friction  ia  brought  to 
bear  against  the  wheel 
there  will  be  no  poaai- 
bility  of  auch  back- 

ward movement  and  at 
the  aame  time  it  will 
not  prevent  the  wheel 
from  going  forward 

provided  there  ia  auffl- 
clent  driving  power. 

The  objection  to  thia 
acbeme  ia  that  much 

power  ia  kMt  and  that 
thia  lost  power  cauaes 
wear  of  the  parta,  bo- 
aidea  making  it  neeea- 
aary  to  proportion  all  driving  parts  on  a  much  larger 
acale.  We  would  have  to  double  the  pressure  againat  the 
worm  iriiael  and  lose  at  least  60  per  cent  of  the  power. 
Thia  aeema  to  condemn  the  acheme  until  we  remember 
that  the  friction  member  does  not  need  to  be  stationary 
but  may  revolve  aa  well  as  the  worm  wheel.  The  only 
requirement  we  muat  meet  ia  that  this  friction  member 

no.    Ill — SKETCH    TO    HH<»W 
PRINCIPKB  OF  FKICTION 
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765 should  run  somewhat  slower  than  the  worm  wheel.  The 

difference  in  speed  may  be  very  small  because  the  un- 
evennesses  in  worm  and  worm  wheel  which  cause  the  lost 
motion  are  never  more  than  a  few  thousandths  of  an  inch. 
This  suggests  the  use  of  two  worm  wheels,  one  fastened 
to  the  spindle  (or  whatever  device  must  be  driven),  and 
the  other  containing  the  friction  device,  which  will  pre- 

vent the  backward  motion. 
Fig.  187  shows  how  such  a  device  would  work.  A 

is  the  acting,  and  B  the  retarding  worm  wheel.  A 
tooth  of  A  will  bear  against  the  left  side  of  a  tooth  of  its 
worm,  if  the  drive  is  in  the  direction  of  the  arrow.  A 
-will  take  B  along  by  friction  and  will  make  a  tooth  of 
B  bear  against  the  right-hand  side  of  a  tooth  of  its 
-worm,  if  this  worm  stands  still  or,  speaking  in  a  more 
general  way,  so  long  as  this  worm  turns  slower  than 
it  should  to  give  B  the  same  speed  as  A 

This  leads  to  the  construction  shown  in  Fig.  188.  A 
is  the  acting  worm  wheel  which  is  shown  here  as  being 
keyed  to  a  shaft.  It  might  as  well  be  fastened  to  a 
spindle  or  a  cam  drum  or  to  any  other  member.  B 
is  the  retarding  worm  wheel  which  is  fastened  to  a 
sleeve  provided  with  a  friction  plate  D.  Keyed  to  this 
sleeve  in  such  a  way  that  it  can  slide  thereon  is  the 
friction  plate  E.  The  spring  F  clamps  the  plate  G 
between  D  and  E.  This  plate  G  is  fastened  to  worm 
wheel  A,  so  that  this  latter  wheel  will  have  a  tendencv 
to  take  B  along  but  is  prevented  from  doing  so  by  the 
fact  that  the  worm  which  drives  B  does  not  permit  it 

to  run  as  fast  as  A.  Instead  of  a  single  spring  a  num- 
ber of  springs  might  be  employed  and,  instead  of  a 

single  plate  G,  the  contrivance  which  is,  in  effect,  noth- 
ing more  than  a  friction  clutch,  might  be  made  of 

the  multiple-disk  type.  One  thing  should  be  kept  in 
mind,  and  that  is  that  the  unit  pressure  between  plates 
must  be  kept  low  to  avoid  abrasion.  Attention  is  called 
to  the  fact  that  Fig.  188  does  not  show  a  practical 
construction  but  merely  the  principle  of  this  device. 

To  avoid  undue  loss  of  power  by  friction  and  the 
resulting  wear  and  other  undesirable  features,  we  should 
keep  the  difference  in  speed  between  A  and  B  to  a  very 
small  amount.  Both  wheels  being  worm  wheels  we 
would  accomplish  this  by  giving  B  one  tooth  more  than 
A;  but  even  this  difference  in  speed  is  much  more  than 
what  is  required  to  make  up  for  the  slight  errors  there 
may  be  in  the  worms  and  worm  wheels.  We  should 
arrange  the  drive  so  that  when  B  makes  a  large  number 
of  revolutions,  A  makes  one  revolution  more.  For  in- 

stance, we  might  have  B  running  1,000  and  A  1,001 
revolutions  in  the  same  time.  We  see  at  once  that  this 
cannot  be  accomplished  merely  by  the  difference  in 
teeth  of  the  two  worm  wheels  and  we  will  have  to 

employ  some  other  gears.  If  we  introduce  one  addi- 
tional gear  ratio  both  systems  A  and  B  will  have  a 

speed  depending  on  the  product  of  two  gear  ratios.  The 
simplest  arrangement  would  be  to  place  a  spur  gear  on 
each  of  the  two  worms  and  drive  them  each  by  means 
of  another  gear.  If  worm  wheel  B  has  P  teeth  and 
the  number  of  teeth  of  A  is  Q,  and  if  we  place  on  the 
worms  spur  gears  with  R  and  S  teeth  respectively  and 
drive  them  both  by  means  of  a  common  gear  with  T 

teeth,  we  will  find  that  when  the  last-mentioned  gears 
T       N 

runs  N  revolutions  B  runs  ^  X  -p  revolutions;  and  A 
T       N 

runs  -c  X  77  revolutions  so  that  the  speeds  of  B  and  A 
T     N         T     N 

l)ear  the  proportion  p  X  -p   to  ̂   X  q^  or  as  QS  to  PR. 

We  must  find,  then,  two  products  both  large  and  dif- 
fering very  little.  As  all  the  factors  of  these  products 

are  integer  numbers  (because  they  represent  the  num- 
ber of  teeth  of  gears),  the  smallest  difference  we  can 

have  is  1.  We  might  construct  all  kinds  of  products 
which  differ  1,  such,  for  instance,  as  1,000  and  1,001. 
the  first  one  being  the  product  of,  say,  25  and  40;  and 
the  latter  of,  say,  13  and  77.  We  wish  to  have  the 
numbers  of  teeth  of  the  worm  wheels  close  together 
and  we  happen  to  remember  that  a  square  as  well  as  a 
square  minus  one  can  always  be  factored.  For  instance, 
we  might  choose  2,500  and  2,499,  the  first  one  being  the 
product  of  50  and  50,  and  the  latter  of  51  and  49. 
Fig.  187  shows  B  with  60  teeth,  A  with  61,  while  the 
worms  are  driven  by  gears  of  60  and  59  teeth  respec- 

tively. Thus  the  speed  ratio  of  the  two  wheels  is  as 
60  X  60  to  59  X  61.  In  other  words,  B  will  make  3,599 
revolutions  while  A  makes  3,600,  and  the  work  lost  by 
friction  is  due  to  one  revolution  in  3,600.  Any  other 
combination  might  be  made  and  might  even  be  more 
desirable  according  to  circumstances.  It  should  be  noted 
that  the  common  driving  spur  gear  is  shown  here  to 
have  110  teeth.  This  number,  however,  is  entirely 
immaterial  and  has  no  effect  on  the  final  ratio. 

Attention  was  called  to  some  arrangements  of  cams 
by  which  some  of  the  secondary  operations  were  per- 

formed by  a  cam  which  made  one-half  or  one  revolution 
by  the  application  of  a  single-revolution  clutch.  This 
is  in  principle  nothing  else  but  an  application  of  small 
cams  individually  driven.  In  our  discussion  of  such 
cams  we  imagined  them  to  perform  rather  lengthy 
operation  and  doing  this  while  the  other  cams  were 
standing  still.  There  may  be  many  operations  in  auto- 

matic machines  which  require  a  very  small  amount  of 
time,  so  that  their  cams  can  be  directly  attached  to  a 
rather  fast-running  shaft.  The  total  time  occupied  by 
the  operation  of  such  cams  may  be  but  a  very  small 
percentage  of  the  time  required  for  the  complete  cycle, 
so  that  it  is  hardly  worth  while  to  interrupt  all  the 
other  operations  while  this  particular  operation  takes 
place.  An  instance  of  this  kind  is  the  Brown  & 
Sharpe  automatic  screw  machine  where  such  operations 
as  the  shifting  of  belts,  opening  and  closing  of  chuck, 
and  stock  feed  are  performed  by  the  single-revolution 
clutch  while  the  main  cam  keeps  moving. 

The  action  of  the  cam  should  be  transmitted  to  the 
member  which  is  to  be  moved  by  the  most  direct  method 
possible;  that  is  to  say,  either  the  cam  or  the  roller 
should  be  attached  directly  to  that  member.  As  a  rule, 
if  is  the  roller  which  is  thus  attached,  but  it  may  just 
as  well  be  the  cam.  An  instance  of  this  latter  construc- 

tion may  be  found  in  the  Cleveland  automatic  screw 
machine  where  the  cam  moves  together  with  the  turret. 
In  most  other  screw  machines  the  cam  is  held  in  a 
fixed  position  and  the  roller  is  attached  to  the  moving 
part.  However,  there  is  no  reason  why  one  construc- 

tion should  be  selected  above  the  other,  except  for 
some  advantage  to  be  gained  apart  from  the  merits  of 
the  transmission  itself. 

In  many  machines  in  which  cams  are  used,  in  fact  it 
may  be  said  in  most  machines,  there  is  some  inter- 

mediary member  between  cam  and  the  part  to  be  moved, 
a  lever,  or  slide,  or  possibly  a  combination  of  both.  In 
a  great  many  machines  such  a  construction  is  not  objec- 

tionable but  in  machine  tools  where  it  is  essential  to 

avoid  as  much  as  possible  all  sources  of  weakness,  all 
sources  of  deflection  or  spring,  and  where  it  is  desirable 
to  have  the  tool  slides  or  work-holding  members  move 
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mifk  Uh  gTMlMt  fiMM*  MtfllonBlty  and  aaooUmcM 
•f  MUoi^  tM  titmnmiiMn  wumhtn  of  thia  nature 
alioaM  be  avoidad.  This  rule  dow  not  apply  wh«n  th« 
mmmhtr  to  ba  Movad  dooa  not  pvifonn  primary  duties. 
aadi  aa  tvidiag  a  tool  or  centroUiBt  work.  Where  it  is 
aaad  for  tripa.  tha  plwtlig  la  paaition  of  atopa  (but  not 
tka  aecwrat*  locatka  «f  alopa).  for  doainf  chodu,  feed- 
iaf  alock.  ale,  «•  raaWy  baTc  tha  aame  conditions  as 
«•  iad  ta  aaloaatk  ■■rtiinw  outaida  of  the  machine- 
tool  daH  aad  lalwaiadiaiy  aambare  are  permiiwible. 
WImm  Um  eaaditloaa  of  tha  nadilDa  aaem  to  malce 

R  MBMUriila  to  Ma  awh  tatamadlary  oiembers.  they 
shaaM  ha  iMida  ■naidlinU  hsavjr.  Tha  lever  should 
ba  aada  wllh  hmwf  ansa  and  vary  larfe  bearing  for 

falcrvm.  with  heavy  eouMcUoDS,  in  fact.  ever)'thing 
1  to  Biahaiaa  dsAsetion.  twist,  and  k>et  motion : 

WVihIa  a  take-up  for  wear  should  be 

Wa  «qr  "Whaa  It  aaaaw  impossible"  to  avoid 
MtweUea;  harinan  it  is  very  seldom  indeed 

that  the  rtosiffiiM'  eaanot  entirely  avoid  it  if  he  has 
■ade  ap  hia  adad  to  do  so  and  if  he  is  not  afraid  to 
hriaf  a  portiaB  of  his  gray  matter  into  action. 

Apprenticeship,  Old-Fashioned 
and  Modern 
Br  John  S.  Watts 

Ohaarvatlon  of  tha  resaUa  of  the  modem  type  of 

traiaiaf  dspartaaanta  laads  me  to  the  conclu- 
that  aooM  of  tha  mathoda  oaed  in  training  ap- 

while  highly  afllcient  in  turning  out  young 
who  can  aiaarta  good  work  of  a  character 

with  whidi  thair  tuailiaiB  have  made  them  familiar, 
are  aot  aa  aoeesaafnl  as  the  older  ways  were  in  making 
larhanirs  who  eoold  think  out  for  themselves  the  solu- 

tion of  some  new  proUam. 
Tha  appiautka  in  aa  apprantiea  training  department 

todaj  la  taaght  by  doing  a  Job  under  the  direct  super- 
Tiaiwi  of  Ua  saparior  arho  taachas  him  by  showing  him 
in  detail  Jast  hew  to  proeaad  atap  by  step,  until  by  prae- 
ttoa  ha  is  able  to  execute  the  job.  Sometimes  alterna- 
tiva  ■athods  of  doing  tha  aame  Job  may  be  spoken  of, 
aad  isaaima  gfvaD  for  aalDg  the  method  taught;  but 
•MB  If  thia  la  dooe  tha  apprsntiea  in  hIa  effort  to 
aneato  tha  work  in  tha  partkuiar  way  diown  him  is 
DOt  Ukdy  to  remember  mudi  of  anything  that  has  been 
aaid  that  did  aot  bear  directly  on  tha  operation  as  be 
waa  haliv  taaght  to  perform  it  la  affect  this  method 
•f  taltiea  is  t«al|r  BMra  a  autter  of  drilling,  using  the 
ward  la  Ita  adUtary  anaa,  than  it  is  of  adoeating,  and 
ia  thIa  to  aur  niad  liaa  tta  weak  point  Becauae  it  forms 
ta  tha  aiad  of  the  appmtiea  a  habit  of  depending  upon 

to  show  him  how  to  handle  any  new  Jobs, 
raat  adacatioa  laaaas  tha  tralaiag  of  tha  ability 

to  aotve  ooa's  owa  problems  by  a  proceas  of  reasoning 
baaed  opoa  data  observed  or  pravioosly  laaraad. 

There  eaa  be  no  doubt  that  a  long  eontinoad  conraa  of 
talUoe  oader  the  method  of  teaching  by  deUIled  demon- 

will  aap  the  stodenta  powers  of  independent 
eaaaaa  af  the  lack  of  axarcise  of  thia  power. 

la  tha  aad  ha  hacsaMa  aaahia  to  attack  a  Job  with 
whidk  ha  ta  aot  f— lllsr  without  someone  to  show  him 
tha  correct  proaadata.  TIom  aad  again  have  I  known 

•f  aMa  to  aak  for  information  from  pure 
.  arfcila  at  tha  aaaw  thna  they  had  in  themsahrea  aO 

tha  taawM^  that  wm  laqalrad.  Thsgr  kdud  tha  abil- 
ity to  appir  thia  haowladga  to  a  diiwil  proUeai,  or  it 

mifrht  in  some  cases  ba  mora  correct  to  say  that  they 
had  not  cultivated  a  confidence  in  their  ability  to  rea- 

son from  known  facta. 

In  those  ancient  days  when  I  served  my  apprentice- 
ship, there  was  no  such  animal  as  an  iipprentico  instruc- 

tor, and  it  seems  to  mo  now  that  the  K^nernl  idea  waa 
that  if  a  boy  worked  for  four  or  five  years  in  a  machine 
shop,  he  would  become  a  machinist  if  he  was  fitted  for 

it,  by  the  mere  working  with  mechanics  and  breathing 
the  atmosphere  of  a  machine  shop.  Certainly  there  waa 
no  manner  of  method  used  to  train  or  educate  him,  and 
if  he  failed  to  become  a  skilled  mechanic  in  that  period 
of  time  the  fault  was  deemed  to  be  in  himself,  in  that 
he  was  not  capable  of  becoming  one. 

For  the  benefit  of  the  younRer  men,  I  may  say  that 
the  general  routine  of  an  apprenticeship  in  those  days, 
that  is,  up  to  about  twenty-five  years  ago,  was  that  dur- 

ing the  first  six  months  practically  the  whole  time  of 
the  apprentice  was  spent  in  running  errands,  carrying 
tools,  and  cleaning  up  the  machine.s.  Whenever  It 
happened  that  a  new  apprentice  was  taken  on,  the  older 

one  waa  "promoted"  to  assisting  the  journeymen  on  the 
heavier  machines,  with  an  occasional  very  simple  job  to 
do  on  his  own.  Even  when  the  apprentice  was  given  a 
job  to  do,  he  was  merely  told  what  was  wanted  and 
expected  to  go  ahead  and  do  it  entirely  on  his  own 
initiative. 

Aa  he  struggled  along  he  gradually  became  aware 
that  everyone  in  the  shop  was  keeping  an  amused  eye 
upon  him,  and  an  attack  of  stage  fright  was  added  to 
his  other  troubles.  If  the  youngster  showed  the  mettle 
that  was  in  him  and  really  tried  his  best,  exhibiting  a 
reaaonable  amount  of  intelligence  in  tackling  the  job, 
allowing  for  his  inexperience,  some  one  or  other  of  the 
men  would  give  him  a  hint  in  passing  to  put  him  on  the 
right  road.  But  if  the  boy  had  been  stuck  up,  a  snob,  or 
otherwise  displayed  obnoxious  tendencies  in  the  shop,  or 
did  not  handle  himself  as  well  as  his  previous  oppor- 

tunities of  observing  other  men's  work  should  have 
enabled  him  to,  woe  betide  him,  as  he  would  be  allowed 
to  go  his  own  way  even  to  the  destruction  of  the 
machine. 

Granted  that  this  way  was  a  cruel,  hard  and  slow 
one,  still  the  youngster  when  he  finally  got  the  Job  done 
had  found  out  himself  how  to  do  it,  and  had  also  learned 
by  actual  experience  what  troubles  to  look  out  for  and 
what  should  be  done  to  avoid  them.  Moreover  having 
discovered  this  information  by  the  sweat  of  his  brow, 
he  waa  little  likely  to  forget  it.  We  all  know  that 
knowledge  gained  by  personal  effort  becomes  a  part  of 
ourselves,  unlike  that  imparted  to  us  by  others,  which  is 
apt  to  be  forgotten,  and  in  any  case  is  not  so  thoroughly 
well  understood.  Incidentally  the  repetition  of  this 
struggle  with  each  new  job,  forma  an  excellent  training 
for  the  character,  leading  as  it  does  to  an  increase  in 

tha  eminently  useful  virtues  of  self-reliance  without 
eoDcait,  of  reasoning  and  foresight. 

My  purpose  in  writing  this  is  not  to  advocate  a  return 
to  the  old  system,  but  to  suggest  that  the  new  appren- 

tice training  schools,  while  undoubtedly  eflicicnt  in 
turning  out  trained  nachanica  in  a  short  period  of 
tuition,  are  not  aa  efficient  as  the  old  way  in  making  all- 
around  workmen  who  could  turn  their  hand  to  any  job 
within  their  trade.  My  point  is  that  it  would  be  better 
to  take  a  little  longer  to  educate  the  boys,  instead  of 
training  than  to  a  parrot-like  ability  to  repeat  what 
they  have 
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The  New  Tariff  Act 
Significance  of  Elastic  Sections — Their  Eflfect  on  Exports  and  Imports 

Changed  Status  of  Tariflf  Commission 

By  R.  B.  ROSS 
Associate  Editor,  American  Machiniat 

THE  tariff  controversy — will  it  ever  end?  Small 
wonder  is  it  that  the  American  business  man 
has  asked  this  question  so  many  times  within  the 

past  eighteen  months  or  more.  The  daily  press,  the 

weekly  and  monthly  periodicals,  the  trade  journals — 
all  have  staggered  under  a  heavy  burden  of  widely 
divergent  views  and  comment. 

Even  today  with  the  bill  passed  and  spread  upon  the 
statute  books,  the  average  citizen,  emerging  from  the 
bewildering  maze  of  partisan  or  sectional  argument  pro 
and  con,  wonders  what  good,  if  any,  has  been  accom- 

plished. It  is  with  difficulty,  if  at  all,  that  he  has 
been  able  to  discover  what  improvements  have  been 
made,  how  far  reaching  they  are,  and  what  their  effect 
will  be  if  carried  out  in  a  broad  spirit  of  equity  and 
justice. 

Divesting  the  bill  as  passed  of  any  partisan  aspect; 

disregarding  whatever  charge  may  be  set  up  that  spe- 
cial interests  have  been  favored;  and  leaving  out  of 

the  discussion  the  question  of  the  soundness  for  the 
basis  of  the  rates  and  their  effect  on  living  costs,  it  is, 
perhaps,  worth  while  to  examine  the  document  as  a 
whole.  What  new  features  does  it  contain?  Do  they, 
or  do  they  not,  mark  progress?  What  new  powers  have 
been  prescribed,  in  whom  are  they  vested  and  what 
new  organization  and  method  of  procedure  has  been 
provided  for? 

Gives  President  Broad  Powers 

Briefly,  in  the  new  tariff  act  there  are  three  out- 
standing provisions  which  are  new  and  which  mark  a 

distinct  advance  in  tariff  legislation.  These  three  pro- 
visions are  contained  in  Sections  315,  316  and  317  of 

Title  III  of  the  act,  which  covers  special  provisions. 
It  was  these  sections  that  President  Harding  had  in 
mind  when,  at  the  time  of  his  signing  the  bill  he  said, 

"If  we  succeed  as  I  hope  we  shall  succeed,  in  making 
effective  the  elastic  provisions  of  this  bill,  this  will 
prove  the  greatest  contribution  toward  progress  in 

tariff  making  in  a  century." 
The  first  of  these  new  provisions,  Section  315,  has 

come  to  be  known  as  the  flexible  or  elastic  tariflf  section. 
Under  it  the  President  has  been  vested  with  powers 
which  are  almost  plenary  in  character.  He  is  vested 
with  power  to  change  the  classification  of  any  article 
or  commodity  set  forth  in  the  act.  He  is  vested  with 
power  to  substitute  American  for  foreign  valuation  in 
the  case  of  articles  which  are  made  subject  to  ad 
valorem  duties.  He  is  vested  with  power  to  raise  or 
lower  the  duty  on  any  article  or  commodity  in  an  amount 

not  to  exceed  50  per  cent  of  the  rates  specified  else- 
where in  the  act.  All  this,  however,  is  dependent  upon 

recommendations  made  to  the  President  by  the  Tariflf 
Commission.  At  this  point  it  is  interesting  to  note  the 
enlarged  scope  of  the  work  of  that  body. 

Under  Section  315,  and,  for  that  matter,  under  Sec- 
tions 316  and  317  also,  an  application  or  petition  for 

action  or  relief  may  be  made  by  any  person,  partnership, 
corporation  or  association.  If  the  application  be  made 
and  found  in  order,  and  if  it  disclose  to  the  satisfac- 

tion of  the  Commission  that  there  are  good  and  suffi- 
cient reasons  for  requesting  action  or  relief  from 

existing  duties,  the  Commission  may  then  order  an 
investigation.  In  this  investigation,  it  is  not  compelled 
to  confine  itself  to  the  issues  presented  but  may  broaden, 
limit  or  modify  the  issue  as  it  sees  fit.  What  it  will 
seek  chiefly  to  determine,  however,  regarding  the 
article  or  commodity  in  question,  is,  to  use  the  words 
of  the  act,  "the  difference  in  cost  of  production  in  the 
United  States  and  the  principal  competing  country." 

If,  upon  the  completion  of  such  investigation  it  shall 
be  found  that  an  increase  or  a  decrease  in  the  duty 
fixed  under  Title  I  of  the  act  is  necessary  to  equalize 
the  difference  in  cost  of  production,  the  Commission 
makes  its  recommendation  to  the  President  who  is 
vested,  as  before  stated,  with  power  to  take  the  neces- 

sary action. 

May  Substitute  Foreign  Valuation 

In  the  case  of  articles  subject  to  ad  valorem  duties 
it  may  be  shown  upon  investigation  by  the  Commis- 

sion that  an  increase  or  a  decrease  of  50  per  cent  in 
the  rate  will  not  be  suflRcient  to  equalize  the  difference 
in  production  costs.  It  is  then  that  the  President  may 
exercise  his  power  and  substitute  American  for  for- 

eign valuation. 
The  second  of  the  new  provisions.  Section  316,  has 

to  do  in  the  main  with  goods  imported  into  the  United 
States.  It  is  framed  chiefly  to  provide  American  indus- 

try with  a  weapon  against  unfair  acts  and  methods 
employed  by  a  competing  country.  In  the  words  of  the 

section,  "unfair  methods  of  competition  and  unfair  acts 
in  the  importation  of  articles  into  the  United  States 
or  in  their  sale  by  the  owner,  importer,  consignee  or 
agent  of  either,  the  tendency  of  which  is  to  destroy  or 
substantially  injure  an  industry  .  .  .  shall  be  declared 

unlawful." Protection  for  Export  Trade 

Here,  again,  the  Tariflf  Commission  functions  to 
assist  the  President  in  making  any  decisions  under 
this  section,  in  that  it  is  authorized  to  investigate  any 
alleged  violations.  If  it  shall  be  found  by  that  body 
that  unfair  methods  are  being  employed,  the  President 
is  vested  with  power  to  impose  additional  duty  in  an 
amount  sufficient  to  oflfset  such  unfair  practices.  In  no 
case,  however,  shall  such  additional  duty  exceed  50  per 
cent  nor  be  less  than  10  per  cent. 

The  third  and  last  of  the  new  provisions,  "Section  317, is  designed  as  a  measure  of  protection  for  American 
export  trade.  It  may  be  regarded  as  the  logical  out- 

growth of  the  expansion  which  has  taken  place  in  the 
foreign  commerce  of  the  United  States  in  the  last 
decade.  Within  that  period,  as  is  well  known,  the 
volume  of  American  exports  has  increased  greatly.  Not 
only  has  the  volume  increased  but  the  classes  and  varie- 

ties have  broadened.  Within  this  period  also,  numer- 
ous American  industries  have  become  dependent  to  a 

greater  or  less  degree  on  other  lands  for  their  raw 
materials  vital  to  the  existence  of  these  industries. 
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SIT 

thrrvfor*.  Uuit  with  this  gnmi  ceo- 
Um(«  tlwald  CMM  MM  BMraiy  •  SMd  but 

for  •  MOM  Mtaltab  •  mere  itabl*  and  « 
r  •ri«Btlfle  tariff  poMqr.  In  fomulatint  Section 
tktcv  hM  b«ni  ■  rrwnkwi  to  the  Tariff  Act  of 
I  with  its  BuxioiiUB  and  minimum  feature*,  and  a 

of  tba  raeiproeity  policiM  and  penalty  duties 
tha  McKlBtey  and  Dingley  billa  of  the 

TW  mMam,  ksw«v*r.  has  been  broadened  and 
a«dbOtt3r. 

Mat  DKXAn  Aborional  Dunn 

Aa  H  BOW  atanda,  the  Praaidant  ia  vaatad  with  power, 

**when  he  Anda  that  the  public  interest  shall  be  aenred 
to  "dadafw  new  and  additional  duties  upon 

wboQjr  or  in  part  tha  growth  or  product  of  any 

jr,"  nhainiiii  it  shall  be  found,  upon  in- 
thot  aodi  eountrr  has  granted  special 

favors  to  the  prodocU  of  a  third  country,  thereby  plac- 

ing American  producU  at  a  disadvanUge  in  that  mar- 
ket. Under  this  section  the  President  may  go  even 

farttar.  Where  it  has  been  found  that  discrimination 

km  beea  ande  against  American  goods  or  where,  in 

fart.  American  gooda  are  not  fully  accorded  equal 

rights  with  thoae  of  another  country,  the  President  may 

praklhit  ootirely  imporutions  into  the  United  States 
frooi  the  ooontry  resorting  to  such  practices. 

In  one  other  particular  ia  Section  317  of  importance. 
It  ptwide*  against  preferential  export  taxes.  It  vests 
the  Preaident  with  power  to  penalise  imports  into  the 
United  Statee  from  a  foreign  country  when  and  where 
tt  has  beea  fooad.  upon  investigation,  that  that  foreign 
twill  I J  has  been  granted  preferential  export  taxes  by 
a  third  eoontry. 

As  a  rasoH  of  these  three  provisions.  Sections  815. 
SIC  and  817.  of  the  new  act,  a  radical  change  has  been 
Made  nifiseearj  in  the  organisation  of  the  United  States 
Tferiff  CoBatlasion.  More  particularly  under  Section 
S16  is  provlskm  made  for  new  and  enlarged  powers  for 
the  esaaaiSBioo.  Not  only  does  the  act  provide  at 
this  point  for  issuance  by  the  President  of  any  and 
•■  puiilaaisUfms  changing  rates  or  classifications,  but 

It  ipeilflislir  states  that  investigations  to  assist  the 
in  asceruining  the  pointa  at  issue  shall  be 

bgr  the  United  SUtes  Tariff  Commission.  It  also 
that  **no  procUmation  shall  be  issued  under  this 
I  natO  aoch  investigation  shall  have  been  made." 

Aa  far  as  the  Tariff  Commission  itself  is  concerned. 
SIS  provides  for  paMie  bearings  by  that  body 
It  shaO  give  reasoaaUe  opportunity  to  parties 
to  be  heard.  As  a  final  step  in  carrying  out 

the  tfetalls  of  the  procedure,  the  act  authorizes  the 
ceaariaslon  to  adopt  such  reasonable  procedure,  rules 
and  regulations  as  It  may  deem  necessary. 

TABirr  COMMIHION  PaOCDOBC 

Uader  the  esacutlve  order  iasoed  by  the  President, 
Oct.  7.  the  canwntssloB  has  taken  the  steps  necessary 
to  Miiili  with  the  act  and  has  issned  its  roles  of 

gewaniing  all  applications  for  investigation 
the  rootlne  to  be  followed:  It  has  also  organised 

fear  aain  dtviaions  as  follows:  1.  oflke  of 
lbs  cMef  iavastitBior;  2,  oflke  of  the  chief  economist: 
IL  l«pl  dHrislea;  sad  4,  secretary  of  the  commission. 

Mtlar  of  iaMirest  In  the  organization  of  the 
hi  foand  la  the  joint  oflfees  of  the  chief 
and  the  cliief  eeeaoaUst.    Under  the  direc- 

tion of  these  two  chiefs  will  be  eleven  subdivisions. 
each  with  a  chief  and  several  experts  in  the  respective 
lines  as  follows:  Chemicals,  pottery  and  k^hm,  metals, 
wood  and  paper,  sugar,  agriculture,  textiles,  leather, 
sundries,  preferential  tariffs  and  commercial  treaties, 
and  accounting.  It  has  also  provided  for  the  establish- 

ment of  an  office  at  the  port  of  New  York  and  various 
arrangements  will  be  made  for  conducting  investiga- 

tions on  the  ground  in  the  countries  abroad. 
On  the  whole,  the  new  provisions  of  the  Tariff  Act  of 

1922  have  created  a  situation  which  is  certain  to  be 
watched  with  keen  interest.  The  commission  has  be- 

fore it  a  task  the  size  of  which  it  is  idle  to  minimise. 
Not  only  will  the  nation  be  interested  from  now  on  in 
the  manner  and  method  in  which  it  conducts  its  investi- 

gations, but  it  is  certain  to  scrutinize  minutely  its 
every  action  with  respect  to  the  duties  levied  against 
the  articles  and  commodities  in  the  fifteen  schedules  of 
Title  I.  now  being  subjected  to  much  adverse  criticism 
from  every  quarter. 

Are  Metal  Workers  Hidebound? 
— Discussion 

By  Alfhko  Hekbert,  Ltd. 
Coventry,  Bnslmnd 

The  editorial  under  the  above  headine:  which  appeared 
on  page  164,  Vol.  67  of  the  American  Machinist  strikes 
a  note  which  we  think  is  particularly  opportune.  There 
is  no  doubt  that  the  important  subject  of  metal  cuttinir 
has  not  received  the  attention  to  which  it  is  entitled 

through  its  importance  as  a  power  user.  We  ourselves 
have  gone  some  little  way  by  experiments  in  connection 
with  too]  grinding  machines  of  our  manufacture  but 
the  subject  is  such  a  vast  one  that  we  find  it  impossible 
to  carry  out  the  necessary  research  and  experimental 
work  that  it  demands. 

We  do  not  think  that  anyone  will  dispute  the  state- 
ment that  for  any  one  metal  cutting  operation  there  ia 

one  tool  which  will  give  the  most  efllcient  results.  I.e., 
remove  metal  at  the  fastest  possible  rate  with  a 
minimum  expenditure  of  power,  but  what  that  tool  is 
there  are  as  many  opinions  as  there  are  people  engaged 
in  metal  cutting.  It  is  possible  that  Professor  Coker 
in  his  research  work,  some  account  of  which  was  given 
for  the  Institute  of  Mechanical  Engineers  a  short 
time  ago,  ia  working  on  lines  which  may  lead  to  good 
results  in  this  direction  some  time  or  other,  but  we 
would  like  to  suggest  that  some  influential  body,  such 
as  the  Institution  of  Mechanical  Engineers  or  the 

National  Physical  Laboratory,  should  undertake  re- 
search work  in  connection  with  metal  cutting  tools  in 

the  most  thorough  way  possible. 
As  an  instance  of  what  is  possible  in  this  direction, 

Messrs.  Clark  Jb  Chapman  of  Gateshead  a  few  years  ago 
changed  over  the  majority  of  their  lathe  tools  from  the 
ordinary  type  to  a  curved  top  face  type.  While  they 
cannot  give  any  definite  data  on  power  consumption, 
they  state  quite  definitely  that  the  amount  of  power 
absorbed  in  their  machine  shop  was  reduced  by  the 
change.  If  it  is  assumed  that  any  one  machine  at  any 
one  operation  absorbs  ssy  1  hp.,  which  by  change  of 
tool  could  be  reduced  to  0.9  hp..  such  reduction  multl* 
plied  by  the  number  of  machines  in  this  country  would 
very  soon  show  such  an  enormous  saving  in  power  that 
any  reeearch  workt  in  this  direction  would  be  amply 

Justified. 
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An  Interesting  Rack  and  Gear  Movement 
The  Gear  Runs  into  and  out  of  Mesh  with  Rack  Twice  in  Each  Cycle- 

While  out  of  Mesh  It  Acts  as  a  Crank 

By  MILTON  WRIGHT 

AN  INTERESTING  and  somewhat  complicated  gear 
l\     and  rack  movement  is  that  used  to  reciprocate 

X  JL  the   "bed"   or   platen   of   the   Premier  printing 
press  made  by  the  Premier  &  Potter  Printing  Press 
Manufacturing  Co.,  Derby,  Conn. 

The  Premier  is  what  is  technically  known  as  a  "flat- 
bed" press.    The  forms  of  type  are  locked  in  position 

FIG.  1.     GEAR  AND  RACK  OF  THE  PREMIER  PRINTING 
PRESS 

on  a  flat  table  and  caused  to  pass  to  and  fro  under 
a  rotating  cylinder  that  carries  the  paper  upon  which 
the  impression  is  to  be  made.  The  cylinder  is  of  such 
diameter  that  its  circumference  matches  the  length  of 
the  bed  movement;  its  peripheral  speed,  therefore,  be- 

ing exactly  the  same  as  the  speed  at  which  the  type  is 
moving.  Any  deviation  from  a  true  relation  in  this 

respect  would  resuft  in  what  the  printers  call  "slur- 
ring" or  smudging  the  impression. 

The  cylinder  makes  two  revoltuions  for  each  cycle 
of  movement  of  the  bed;  being  lifted  by  cams  out  of 
contact  with  the  type  as  the  bed  passes  back  under  it 
to  the  starting  point.  The  cylinder  and  bed  are  not 
geared  directly  together  and  there  is  no  hesitation  in 
the  rotative  movement  of  the  cylinder,  so  that  it  be- 

comes a  rather  nice  mechanical  problem  to  deliver  the 
bed  to  the  swiftly  moving  cylinder  at  exactly  the  right 
time,  place  and  speed  at  the  beginning  of  each  cycle, 
and  to  hold  the  bed  and  cylinder  together  during  the 
entire  forward  movement  as  rigidly  as  if  both  were 
stationary. 

Not  only  does  this  duty  devolve  upon  the  parts  shown 
in  Fig.  1,  but  the  gear  must  also  shoulder  the  responsi- 

bility of  the  practically  instantaneous  reversal  of  move- 
ment of  half  a  ton  of  metal,  and  do  it  without  undue 

shock  or  jar,  twice  in  each  cycle.  When  it  is  consid- 
ered that  there  are  nearly  one  hundred  such  reversals 

each  minute  an  idea  may  be  gained  of  the  nicety  with 
which  these  parts  must  function. 

The  rectangular  frame  in  Fig.  1  is  bolted  to  the 
under  side  of  the  bed  and  becomes  a  part  of  it.  For 
convenience  in  photographing,  the  frame  is  shown 
upside  down  in  the  picture,  but  as  it  is  entirely  sym- 

metrical, with  the  exception  of  the  pads  for  the  attach- 
ing bolts,  that  condition  will  make  no  difference  what- 

ever in  the  relative  position  of  the  parts  shown,  and 
it  may  be  assumed  that  its  position  in  the  press  is  the 
same  as  in  the  picture. 

The  shaft  upon  the  end  of  which  the  gear  is  keyed 
has  no  movement  other  than  a  rotative  one,  but,  strange 
as  it  may  seem,  it  turns  three  times  for  each  cycle  or 
passage  of  the  bed  back  and  forth. 

The  rack  teeth  at  both  top  and  bottom  of  the  frame 
are  rigid  with  respect  to  the  latter;  being  in  fact  cut 
from  the  solid  metal  of  which  the  frame  is  built  up. 
The  vertical  distance  between  the  pitch  lines  of  the 
two  racks  is  exactly  the  same  as  the  pitch  diameter  of 
the  gear,  so  that  were  it  not  ftr  the  peculiarities  of  the 
latter  and  the  fact  that  each  rack  is  composed  of  three 
sections  lying  in  two  different  planes  widthwise,  the 
gear  would  be  engaged  with  both  racks  at  once  and 
locked  against  movement. 

Let  us  first  study  the  gear,  both  sides  of  which  are 
shown  in  Figs.  2  and  3,  and  the  parts  disassembled  in  Fig. 
4.  From  these  pictures  it  will  be  seen  that  the  gear  is 
twice  as  wide  as  the  rack;  being  equal  in  fact  to  the 
combined  width  of  the  offset  sections.  We  will  note 
further  that  for  one  third  of  the  circumference  the 

teeth  extend  only  half-way  across  from  what  we  will 
call  the  front,  (Fig.  2),  on  another  third  the  teeth 
extend  halfway  across  from  the  back,  (Fig.  3) ;  while 
for  the  remaining  third,  composed  of  the  two  ends  of 
the  sliding  segment,  the  teeth  extend  the  full  width  of 
the  gear. 

The  sliding  segment  can  be  seen  to  advantage  in  Fig. 

FIG.  2. CRANK  SIDE  OF  GEAR.     FIG.  3. 

OF  GEAR 
COVER  SIDE 

4,  where  the  cover  and  the  actuating  cam  are  removed. 
Each  end  of  the  segment  is  a  true  arc  and  the  teeth  cut 
thereon  conform  in  every  respect  to  those  cut  from  the 
solid  metal  of  the  gear,  but  the  segment  itself  is  shorter 
than  the  diameter  of  the  gear  by  an  amount  equal  to  the 
full  depth  of  a  tooth. 

The  gear  as  a  matter  of  fact  is  cut,  after  assembly, 
upon  an  automatic  gear  cutter  in  the  same  manner  that 
an  ordinary  gear  would  be  cut;  the  only  difference 
being  that  at  some  time  after  one  end  of  the  segment 
has  been  cut  and  before  the  machine  has  spaced  around 
far  enough  to  begin  on  the  other  end,  the  operator  must 

happen  around  and  shift  the  cam  that  moves  the  seg- 
ment from  one  position  to  the  other.     He  must  also 
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Ik*  MMckfaw  t«  tUp  •  tooth  at  A  pradoterminod 
>  wU  k*  «SMiMd  Mir. 

At  AA  (Plf.  4)  «pea  th*  MfMMt  u«  hardened  steel 
i«aeff«  opoa  whkh  batf  tho  rtmn  BB  of  the  actuaUnt 
CSML  The  cam  ilaelf  flU  over  the  hub  of  the  gear  with 
the  rtot*  !■  eoirtact  with  the  rollert.  It  will  be  noted 

tiMt  the  rtan  are  oppeaed  to  each  other  ao  that  a 

•Hght  rotathw  ■ewint  of  the  earn  In.  let  oa  aay.  the 
dock-tHaa  diiwtioB  will  puah  tha  aacmant  to  the  Vrmtx 

poelttoo  a«  Titwad  la  Pisa.  2  and  4.  The  lower  roller 
wiU  thea  be  reatiat  on  the  dwell  at  the  high  spot  of 

(ka  MM  vhlb  the  Bpper  roller  is  at  the  bottom  of  the 

iia.  It  la  avidant  that  a  reverse  move- 
i  of  tlH  «HB  weoU  aaod  tha  aagment  to  the  opposite 

The  forward  and  back  movement  of  the  cam  most  be 

ria  t.     TilK  OKAR  PARTLY  DISAaSEMBLED 

twice  in  aach  three  revolutions  of  the  gear,  and 

to  produce  such  a  movement  within  the  constantly  ro- 
ia  not  altogathar  eaay  of  accomplishment. 

shown  in  Pig.  5  does  the  trick. 
At  C  in  Fig.  4  is  shown  separately  the  cover  plate 

that  hotds  the  parts  of  the  composite  gear  together. 
It  le  boHad  to  the  body  of  the  gear  and  becomes  a  part 
•f  It;  —— •■'ng  the  cam  and  segment  against  sidewise 
■OfMBaat  wWla  allowing  the  one  freely  to  rotate  and 
tha  othar  to  alide.  A  projecting  stud,  seen  to  better 
advaatagr  at  X  in  Pig.  S.  is  driven  solidly  into  the 
«o««r  plate.  A  similar  stud  B,  driven  into  the  cam, 

pmtiudaa  through  the  curved  slot  in  the^over. 
The  Icvar  in  Fig.  6  nurroundx,  but  doeo  not  bear 

■poo.  tha  ahaft  that  carries  the  gear,  tha  studs  A  and 
B,  rig.  S.  enter  the  brooae  sliding-bk>cks  A  and  B,  Fig. 
K  which  are  free  to  move  radially  in  their  yokes.  The 
yoke*  ar»  a  part  of  the  ring  C.  which  is  fitted  to  turn 
fr*»ly  tn  the  %ht\\  of  the  lever.  It  wilt  be  seen,  then, 
that  at  rvrtaia  positiom  in  the  revolution  of  the  gear, 
a  Borrmmt  apptied  at  the  end  of  the  lever  will  produce 
a  com^poading  t/ut  much  reduced  movfment  of  one 
•r  Mm  of  the  two  sliding  btocks,  while  at  other  posi- 
Xiaam  no  wi>— int  would  r«uilt. 

The  Irver  Is,  therefore.  aJtemst<>ly  of  the  flrst  and 
Ika  aecoad  daan  power  always  bcinff  applied  at  the 
aad  of  the  law.  the  (bud  stud  being  always  the  ful- 

•d  the  atod  in  the  cam  always  the  weight  to  be 

The  fuk-mm  and  the  weight  to  be  moved  are, 
tslaatly  exchanging  positions  as  the  gear 

tha  rtar  C  raveh*  togathar. 
rear  deaa  not  at  any  thne  move  the  cam  batk- 
At  earlala  points  in  the  rotation  the  cam  is 

moved  forward  faster  than  the  gear  would  carry  it;  at 
other  pointa  it  ia  maraly  retarded,  allowing  the  gear 
to  run  away  from  it. 

The  gear  is  not  at  all  times  a  gear.  One  revolution 
out  of  every  three  it  is  a  crank  and  at  theae  points 
(one-half  revolution  at  each  end  of  the  traverse  move- 

ment of  the  bed)  it  is  entirely  out  of  mesh  with  the 
rack  and  has  the  bed  under  control  of  a  rigid  crank 
connection  by  means  of  which  it  ia  enabled  to  slow 
down  and  stop  the  rapidly  moving  bed  and  accelerate 
it  in  reverse  direction  without  the  slam  that  otherwise 
would  wreck  the  machinery  at  the  first  reversal.  This 
brings  us  to  the  consideration  of  the  complete  move- 

ment as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 
When  the  press  is  fully  assembled  the  bronze  bearing 

block  A,  Fig.  1,  is  permanently  located  on  the  crankpin, 
which  may  be  seen  projecting  from  behind  the  gear 
and  is  held  thereon  by  the  removable  flange  on  the  end 
of  the  pin.  The  two  rods  shown  attached  to  the  block 
are  attached  at  their  other  ends  to  a  free  slide  and 
have  no  other  function  than  to  keep  the  block  always 

in  alignment  and  prevent  it  from  being  presented  cor- 
nerwise  to  the  yokes  at  either  end  of  the  rack  frame. 

The  outer  side  of  each  of  the  above  mentioned  yokes 
is  formed  by  the  vertical  member  of  the  frame  at  either 
end;  the  inner  sides  are  formed  by  the  pieces  BB, 

called  shutters.  Starting  with  the  parts  in  the  posi- 
tion shown  in  Fig.  1,  we  will  follow  through  the  move- 

ments of  a  complete  cycle: 

The  gear  may  be  considered  to  be  rotating  in  a  clock- 
wise direction  and  the  rack  in  full  movement  to  the  left. 

As  the  crankpin  reaches  its  lowest  position  the  right 
end  of  the  rack  frame  has  caught  up  with  it  and  the 

bearing  block  A  settles  quietly  into  the  lower  right- 
hand  corner,  at  the  same  time  that  the  big  tooth  C  of 

the  gear  comes  into  mesh  with  the  corresponding  big 

space  D  in  the  lower  rack.  The  shutter  B  at  that  end, 

actuated  by  a  stationary  cam.  closes  behind  the  bearing 

block  A,  confining  it  within  a  fixed  yoke,  and  the  gear 
rolls  clear  of  the  rack. 

no.  I.     THE  I-EVEK  THAT  MOVES  THE  BLIDINQ  SBOMBNT 

The  gear  has  now  become  a  crank — without  shock  to 

the  parta,  for  all  parts  are  moving  in  unison.  During 

tha  next  quarter  turn  of  the  gear  (we  will  still  call  it 

a  gear  though  it  is  not  acting  like  one)  the  mnvcment 

of  tha  bad  is  quickly  slowed  until,  at  just  one-half  turn 

of  tha  gear  from  the  position  shown  in  the  cut,  the  bed 
has  come  to  rest. 

From  this  point  the  bed  accelerates  in  movement  to 

the  right  until  at  the  completion  of  the  third  quarter 

turn  (from  the  position  shown  in  the  cut)  the  crank 

has  reached  its  top  position,  the  big  tooth  of  the  gear 
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(there  is  but  one)  is  in  mesh  with  the  big  space  E  of 
the  upper  rack.  The  shutter  B,  released  by  its  cam, 
now  flies  open  and  sets  the  block  A  free,  leaving  the 
rack  frame  again  under  control  of  the  gear,  which  has 
resumed  its  normal  function. 

Now  in  mesh  with  the  upper  rack,  the  gear  sends 
the  frame  to  the  right  until,  upon  reaching  the  other 
end  of  its  movement,  the  block  A  settles  into  the  upper 
left-hand  corner  of  the  frame,  the  shutter  closes  and 
the  cycle  of  movement  is  repeated,  the  big  tooth  of  the 
gear  passing  out  of  the  upper  rack  through  the  space  F 
and,  upon  completion  of  the  half  revolution,  re-entering 
the  lower  rack  by  the  space  G. 

The  function  of  the  sliding  segment  should  now  be 
apparent.  In  the  position  shown  in  Fig.  1  the  teeth 
on  the  upper  part  of  the  gear  are  moving  to  the  right 
while  the  rack  frame  is  moving  to  the  left.  The  teeth 
of  the  upper  rack  have  just  passed  over  the  blank  space 
of  the  gear,  as  well  as  over  the  teeth  of  the  withdrawn 
segment  and  the  first  solid  tooth  of  the  gear  is  barely 
going  to  clear  the  first  tooth  of  the  middle   section 

of  rack,  passing  at  high   speed  in   reverse  direction. 
When  the  gear  has  made  exactly  one  revolution  from 

the  position  shown  in  the  cut  all  parts  will  occupy 
exactly  the  same  position  except  that  the  segment  will 
be  in  mesh  with  the  upper  rack  and  the  frame  moving 
to  the  right.  As  the  direction  of  movement  of  the 
frame  has  been  reversed,  while  that  of  the  gear  remains 
the  same  it  is  obvious  that  there  should  be  teeth  in  the 
upper  part  of  the  gear,  but  none  in  the  lower  part  when 
the  swiftly  m,oving  rack  reaches  it. 

The  shutters  BB  really  have  little  to  do,  and  may  be 
regarded  as  accident  preventers.  The  press  would  run 
as  well  without  them,  for  the  pressure  upon  the  bear- 

ing block  is  always  imposed  by  the  outer  rigid  side  of 
the  yoke,  first  in  stopping  the  momentum  of  the  bed 
in  slowing  it  to  rest,  and  then  in  overcoming  its  inertia 
during  the  accelerative  period.  It  would  not  be  safe, 
however,  to  run  without  them,  for  if  by  any  chance 
the  bed  should  jump  forward  out  of  its  true  position 
by  the  distance  of  half  a  tooth  or  more,  the  wreckage 
would  be  complete. 

Learning  the  Trade  Forty  Years  Ago 
By  W.  S.  Davenport 

(The  second  of  four  articles) 

Well  do  I  remember  the  hot  Fourth  of  July  day,  so 
many  years  ago,  when  with  the  aid  of  the  crude  lathe  I 

had  constructed  and  the  flat  drill  of  "sleigh  shoe  steel" 
made  for  me  by  the  village  blacksmith,  I  succeeded  in 
boring  out  the  cylinder  of  my  first  steam  engine. 

Fourth  of  July  was  one  of  the  few  holidays  that  were 
observed  upon  the  farm  and,  after  the  necessary 

"chores"  were  done,  the  whole  family  except  myself 
piled  into  the  "carryall"  to  attend  the  picnic  and  holi- 

day exercises,  leaving  me  in  my  little  shop  with  its 
home-made  lathe  and  grindstone  foot  power  to  devote 
the  day  to  a  matter  far  more  important  to  me  than  any 
mere  celebration  of  a  national  holiday. 

Trouble  with  My  Lathe 

I  could  not  drive  my  lathe  by  means  of  the 
pedal  and  belt  to  drill  such  an  extremely  large  hole  (it 
was  11  in.)  because  it  would  go  too  fast  and,  besides, 
the  belt  would  slip,  so  I  rigged  up  a  crank  on  the  live 
spindle  and  attached  a  long  wooden  lever  to  the  tail- 

stock  to  feed  the  drill.  After  a  whole  day's  exertion, 
during  which  I  lost  a  great  deal  of  perspiration  in 
my  frantic  endeavors  to  be  in  two  places  at  once,  turn- 

ing the  crank  with  one  hand  and  pulling  the  lever  with 
the  other,  I  succeeded  in  getting  a  hole  through  the 
whole  2-in.  length  of  that  stubborn  casting. 

Much  to  my  disgust  it  was  not  a  very  good  hole.  It 
was  not  any  too  round  and,  instead  of  the  nice  smooth 
surface  suitable  for  the  inner  wall  of  an  engine  cylin- 

der, it  seemed  to  have  a  number  of  rough  spiral  ridges 
extending  through  it.  For  weeks  I  tried  to  study  out 
a  way  to  smooth  it  up,  but  in  the  end  I  was  obliged  to 
take  it  to  the  machine  shop,  seven  miles  away,  where 
with  the  aid  of  a  rose  reamer  in  a  real  lathe  it  was 
made  true  and  smooth  in  a  short  time. 

I  managed  to  face  the  ends  of  the  cylinder  in  my 
own  lathe;  putting  it  on  a  wooden  arbor  and  using  a 
"beechnut"  hand-tool  that  I  made  out  of  an  old  three- 
cornered  file.  The  heads  I  machined  by  holding  them 
in  a  recessed  wooden  chuck  to  which  they  were  fast- 

ened by  machine  screws  passing  through  the  chuck  from 

the  back.  As  I  look  back  upon  those  days  I  can  see 
that  every  move  was  the  merest  makeshift  and  that  my 

workmanship  was  probably  very  indiffc.-ent,  but  then 
every  piece  finished  was  a  triumph  thnt  constituted  in 
itself  a  rich  reward. 

It  was  probably  a  year  before  that  engine  was  com- 
pleted, for  the  only  opportunity  I  had  to  work  upon 

it  was  on  rainy  days  and  a  tew  minutes  stolen  each  day 
from  the  dinner  hour;  but  completed  it  finally  was  and 
I  was  a  proud  boy  indeed  when,  after  tramping  with 
it  to  the  adjoining  town  and  inducing  the  engineer  of 
the  steam  sawmill  to  connect  it  to  his  boiler,  I  had 
the  satisfaction  of  seeing  it  run  so  rapidly  and  smoothly. 

All  good  machinists,  as  I  well  knew,  had  tool  chests 
in  which  to  keep  their  tools,  so  that  winter  I  set  about 
making  one  for  myself  out  of  a  board  of  butternut  wood 
that  I  took  from  a  board  fence,  replacing  it,  of  course, 
with  a  less  valuable  piece  of  lumber.  In  making  the 
dovetailed  corners  of  this  chest  there  was  a  great  deal 
of  trying  work  and  many  failures,  impressing  upon  me 
the  necessity  for  accurate  workmanship.  From  that 
time  forward  I  made  it  a  point  to  see  not  how  quickly 
but  how  well  I  could  do  each  job. 

Having  a  nice  new  tool  chest  it  seemed  proper  to 
have  some  tools  to  put  in  it,  so  with  much  painstaking 
eflFort  I  made  several  pairs  of  calipers  and  a  try-square ; 
my  materials  being  broken  saw  blades  and  worn-out 
knives  from  the  mowing  machine.  Very  crude  and 
rudimentary  were  these  early  tools,  but  with  each  one 
finished  there  came  the  joy  and  pride  of  achievement 
and  ownership  that  has  never  attended  the  purchase 
of  much  finer  tools  in  a  later  day. 

During  the  previous  summer  I  had  written  a  letter  to 
the  Brown  &  Sharpe  Manufacturing  Co.  of  Providence, 

inquiring  about  an  opportunity  to  "learn  the  trade" 
with  them,  and  in  reply  had  received  a  letter  (written 
with  a  pen  and  now  much  prized)  from  the  hand  of  Mr. 
Lucian  Sharpe  himself,  in  which  letter  there  was  enclosed 
a  copy  of  their  terms  of  apprenticeship.  I  could  not, 
however,  raise  the  one  hundred  dollars  that  was  a 
condition  to  the  indenture,  nor  did  I  possess  even  the 
means  to  pay  my  fare  to  Providence,  to  say  nothing 
of  living  expenses  in  that  city,  for  at  tliat  time  they 
paid  but  40  cents  a  day  to  boys  in  the  first  year. 
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Industrial  Cost  Accounting  for  Executives — II 
Setting  Selling  Prices — Controlling  Methods  of  Manufacture  and  Expense 

Determining  Profitable  Lines 

By  PAUL  M.  ATKINS 

IT  WAS  pointed  out  in  the  first  article  that  it  was 
quite  appropriate  to  give  the  reader  some  idea  of 
the  benefits  to  be  gained  from  a  well-planned,  prop- 

erly installed  cost  system  before  taking  him  into  a 
discussion  of  its  details.  The  uses,  especially  from  the 

executive  point  of  view,  have  rarely  been  fully  recog- 
nized and,  when  they  are,  the  value  of  a  good  cost 

system  to  a  company  will  be  much  more  appreciated. 
Probably  the  most  commonly  accepted  idea  of  the 

use  to  be  made  of  cost  accounts  is  as  a  basis  for  selling 
prices.  There  are  unquestionably  many  cases  where 
this  is  true,  and  more  frequently,  perhaps,  in  the 
machine-building  industry  than  in  most  others.  It  will 
occur  from  time  to  time  that  machines  are  built  on  a 
cost  plus  basis  and  hence  the  cost  must  be  ascertained 
before  the  selling  price  can  be  determined.  The  cost 
plus  system  which  received  such  an  impetus  during  the 
war  proved  not  to  be  successful,  except  within  a  rather 
limited  range  of  circumstances,  and  has  now  been  pretty 
generally  dropped. 

There  are  numerous  other  circumstances  in  which 
the  cost  records  are  employed  for  the  establishment  of 
selling  prices  where  the  connection  is  not  quite  so 
direct.  Wherever  bids  are  made  and  estimates  prepared 
for  the  setting  of  selling  prices,  the  cost  records  should 
be  employed- 

UsiNG  Cost  Records  op  Other  Jobs 

It  is  true  that  the  cost  of  the  actual  product,  which 
is  being  made  to  fill  the  order  taken,  does  not  enter 
into  the  calculations,  for  the  cost  cannot  be  found  until 
after  the  work  has  been  done.  The  costs  of  other  jobs 
of  a  similar  sort,  however,  are  the  ones  which  are  used 
in  preparing  the  estimates  or  are  employed  to  check 
the  estimates  once  made. 

This  use  of  the  cost  records  will  be  clearer  if  we 
study  the  matter  a  little.  Material,  for  example,  is 
usually  specified  by  the  engineering  department  and  the 
quantity  per  unit  or  for  the  entire  order  indicated. 
If  the  material  is  purchased  outside,  bids  will  be 
obtained  or  the  market  price  used  in  estimating  the 
cost.  If  the  material  is  produced  inside  the  plant,  then 
it  is  necessary  to  turn  to  the  cost  records  to  get  in- 

formation about  its  probable  cost. 
Whether  the  material  is  purchased  outside  or  pro- 

duced inside  the  factory,  its  consumption  must  be 
checked  by  means  of  the  cost  records.  It  is  not  enough 
to  provide  sufficient  material  for  the  order  if  all  goes 
well,  but  it  is  necessary  to  make  sure  that  all  probable 
scrap  and  wastage  is  provided  for  also.  This  additional 
material  is  properly  a  cost  of  the  order  and  when  an 
estimate  is  prepared  as  a  basis  for  a  selling  price,  its 
value  must  oe  included. 

Not  only  must  material  be  considered  but  also  labor 
and  burden.  Without  cost  records  of  previous  orders, 
the  estimate  of  these  items  is  likely  to  be  nothing  more 
than  a  wild  guess  and  wild  guesses  at  any  time,  and 

particularly  -it  a  period  like  the  present  when  business 
is  being  carried  on  on   close  margins,   are  likely  to 

prove  disastrous.  An  analysis  of  the  business  failures 
in  recent  months  will  prove  this  conclusively.  In  any 
business,  therefore,  where  the  selling  prices  are  based 
on  estimates  and  are  controlled  wholly  or  in  a  con- 

siderable measure  by  the  executives  of  the  company 
producing  the  goods,  costs  of  production  are  one  of  the 
chief  sources  of  information  on  which  the  executives 
may  base  their  judgments. 

Industries  Where  Costs  Do  Not  Affect  Selling 

While  all  this  is  true  in  regard  to  many  cases,  there 
are  more  where  the  costs  of  production  have  relatively 
little  or  no  effect  on  the  selling  price  obtained  by  the 
concern.  There  is,  of  course,  no  hard  and  fast  line 
separating  one  class  of  cases  from  another.  They 
merge  one  into  another,  and  often  the  use  of  cost 
records  for  this  purpose  will  vary  in  importance  among 
companies  and  with  the  condition  of  the  business  world. 
For  a  very  large  number  of  goods  which  are  staples  like 
working  shoes,  cotton  sheeting  and  certain  basic  steel 
products,  the  selling  price  is  largely  determined,  if 
not  wholly  set,  by  world-wide  market  conditions,  and 
not  by  the  act  or  influence  of  any  one  manufacturer. 

Cotton  sheeting  offers  a  pretty  good  example  of  this 
kind  of  thing.  It  is  made  in  this  country,  in  England, 
France,  Germany,  India,  to  mention  only  a  few  of  the 
principal  producing  countries.  The  price,  like  that  of 
wheat,  is  based  on  the  English  market.  No  single 
manufacturer  can  raise  the  price  of  his  product  more 
than  a  very  small  amount  above  the  current  market 
price  without  giving  some  corresponding  advantage, 
such  as  better  quality,  without  sooner  or  later  losing 
his  business.  For  the  individual  producer,  it  is  a  case 
of  getting  his  cost  of  production  to  the  point  where  he 
can  either  make  a  profit  or  quit  the  business. 

All  this  does  not  mean  that  a  good  cost  system  is 
not  of  value  to  the  executive  in  this  kind  of  business. 
If  anything,  an  accurate  knowledge  of  costs  is  of  even 
more  importance.  Unless  he  knows  what  his  goods  are 
costing  him  and  how  those  costs  are  accumulated,  he 
is  in  no  position  to  study  the  causes  of  the  several 
items  of  cost  and  in  this  way  learn  in  what  direction 
he  should  bend  his  efforts  to  reduce  them.  The  closer 
the  margin  between  the  cost  price  and  the  selling  price, 
the  more  necessary  for  control  purposes  are  detailed 
costs  of  production. 

The  Monopoly  Type  of  Business 

There  is  still  another  type  of  business  which  has  not 
yet  been  mentioned  and  which  lies  at  the  opposite  end 
of  the  scale  from  the  one  just  discussed,  the  business 
which  is  a  monopoly  or  a  semi-monopoly.  Here  the  cost 
of  production  plays  only  an  indirect  part  in  the  setting 
of  selling  prices.  In  such  an  industry  the  selling  price 
is  usually  set  at  a  figure  which  will  give  the  largest 
volume  of  lales  measured  in  terms  of  money.  This 
often  means,  of  course,  that  the  selling  price  per  unit 
will  be  relatively  low  in  order  to  increase  the  volume 
and  thus  to  increase  the  returns.     Some  idea  of  the 
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b*  haA  bafara  tk»  Milinr  price 
CM  b*  Mt  ki*  aa  MWii'l—liiw  to  miBy  all  that  is 
■aadid.  Aa  la  tha  oMa  bafoi%  tbla  doaa  not  niMn 
tbat  eaat  raaarda  an  vatoalaaa.  Thajr  atiU  hava  an  im- 
portaat  part  to  play  ia  ruidioc  tha  aMcuUve  in  hit 
•tfufta  to  kaap  ooata  oowb. 

Tha  raadar  wlO  probabljr  hava  noted  that  the  em- 
baaa  laid  ao  Car  ia  ooaBactton  with  use  of 
for  aaltiav  prieaa  oa  the  control  which  the 

throufh  the  knowledge  gained 
That  ia  raalljr  the  heart  of  the  vaJue  of  coat 

to  fhe  executive.  Thejr  are  or  should  he  an 
of  control  tn  hto  haada  to  aid  him  in  direct- 

in  Mich  a  way  aa  to  bring  the  greatest 
poaalhia  ratnraa  to  thaaa  who  take  part  in  it  It  should 

aat  ba  iaforcd  that  "control"  ia  used  as  a  synonym 
far  appraaalon  of  the  workera. 

wiaa  nuuMger  koowa  that  such  practices  will 
kkk  back  at  him  in  the  long  run  and  that  the 

ha  can  be  to  his  employees  within  rea- 
aaa.  tha  battar  off  hia  biuinees  will  be  in  the  long  run. 
It  is  poor  kindneas  aa  well  as  poor  Judsmant  to  pay 
vi^aB  ao  hifh  that  tha  bMlaaai  will  be  ruined  and  all 
anphgraaa  throve  panaaaaatljr  oat  of  employment  when 

or  tanporary  reduction  in  the  wage  scale 
lit  tha  bealaeaa  to  continue.  Control  implies 

of  wiaa  Judgment  to  meet  the  needs  of  the 
sitnation. 

iMraaTANCB  or  CoimotxiNO  iNVENToaY 

Oaa  at  the  hard««t  elements  in  almost  any  manufac- 
tariaf  eooeem  to  control  is  the  inventory.  From  the 
vlawpoint  of  the  control  in  production,  we  have  our 
laaterial  recorda  or  balance  cards  as  they  are  often 
caOad.  Tha  aame  carda  have  a  part  to  play  in  the  coat 
raeocda  of  material  aa  will  be  explained  in  a  later 
aitlda.  But  it  is  not  soAcient  to  have  records  of  quan- 
titlaa  of  eiaterial  only,  it  ia  alao  necaaaar>-  to  have  a 
rseord  of  their  valoa.  To  aacertain  the  real  value  of 
tha  Biatarials  actually  on  hand  in  the  storeroom  has 
ahraya  baaa  a  bugbear  of  every  manager.  Usually  this 

in  the  past  by  taking  a  phynica] 
tiate  to  tiaia  but.  as  every  one  who  has 
with  physical  inventories  known,  the 

bast  raaoHa  are  far  from  aatiafactory  and  the  poorest 
ara  wocaa  thaa  naeleaa.  An  adeqtuto  cost  system  will 
prerlda  a  maana  for  recording  tha  receipt  and  iaaue 
of  aMterial  ao  that  the  balance  remaining  in  the  store- 
roaai  auy  ba  foand  at  any  time. 

It  ahoold  not  be  forgotten  that  if  the  problem  is 
««aiplKX  and  'Ifflkalt  for  material  purchaaed  outside  the 
coaipany  it  Is  doubly  ao  for  material  made  inside  the 
factory  unlsaa  there  is  a  good  cost  system.  The  only 
way  to  ftod  th?  cost  price  of  material  ao  made  and  stored 
oatO  it  is  aaadsd  for  the  final  product  is  by  means  of 
the  coat  rMarda. 

The  aa«i«UQre  which  a  good  coat  system  can'  render a  baslaeas  In  connection  with  its  inventories  does  not 
It  mujit  he  remembered  that  the 

la  tha  atoiaroon  awaiting  use  or  in  the  stock> 
are  only  a  part  of  the  entire 

ara  all  the  goods  in  proccaa  out  in 
Ika  fMlery  to  ba  thought  of  also.  To  take  a  physical 

of  all  each  goods  is  even  more  of  a  task  and 
aaais  kind  of  inventory  for 

la  tha  iHmtnam.  A  good  cost  systam  win 
tka  flgaiai  waatad  at  tha  aad  of  each  month 

th«y  ara  aaadad  oa  vary  abort  aotiea. 

The  method  will  be  fully  explained  in  the  later  articles. 
With  the  inventories  before  him  during  the  firnt  week 

or  ten  days  of  each  month,  the  executive  is  in  a  posi- 
tion to  make  decisions  with  deflnito  knowledge.  What 

ia  more,  he  can  have  a  balance  aheet  ready  to  preaant 
to  his  bankers  and  so  be  in  a  position  to  establish  the 
standing  of  his  concern  with  them  in  a  way  which 
is  quite  imposttible  without  such  aid.  It  is  of  vital 
importance  for  the  factory  executive  to  appreciate  the 
importance  of  dollars  and  cents  records  of  matoriaL 
Accustomed  as  he  is  to  thinking  primarily  in  terms  of 
quantities,  he  sometimes  forgets  that  quantities  repre- 

sent money  vhich  the  company  must  provide  in  some 
manner   if   it  wishes  to  continue   in  business. 

There  are  certoin  incidental  advanUgea  to  be  gained 
from  this  knowledge  of  the  inventories.  Accumulations 
of  obsolete  and  useless  material  may  be  detected  be- 

fore it  is  too  late  to  deal  properly  with  them.  The 
detection  of  losses  and  thefts  of  material  i.s  also  greatly 
faciliUted  if  adequate  cost  records  arc  kept.  When 
the  material  inventories  are  large,  the  item  of  insurance 
premiums  is  often  a  considerable  one  and  the  amount  of 
"effective"  Insurance  can  be  regulated  only  if  inven- 

tories are  accurately  and  promptly  maintained.  Prac- 
tical experience  with  particular  instances  will  show 

other  ways  in  which  inventory  information  is  of  value 
in  the  business. 

A  good  cost  system  provides  a  means  for  measuring 
the  worth  to  the  company  of  its  equipment.  The  ques- 

tion may  arise  as  to  whether  or  not  it  is  desirable  to 
change  one  machine  for  another,  to  modify  a  process  in 
some  way  or  to  install  additional  equipment.  It  not 
infrequently  .lappens  that  the  answer  to  such  a  ques- 

tion is  in  the  affirmative  from  the  engineering  point 
of  view.  Production  quite  possibly  may  be  increased 

and  even  improved  in  quality.  If,  however,  normal  pro- 
duction is  not  sufficient  to  keep  that  equipment  busy 

all  or  most  of  the  time,  the  burden  charge  for  its  use 

may  so  increase  the  cost  of  turning  out  the  product 
as  to  render  <t  undesirable  to  make  the  change.  A 

satisfactory  cost  system  will  give  the  cost  of  the  present 

operation  and  will  provide  a  basis  for  calculation  of 
the  cost  of  the  proposed  method  and  make  possible  a 
comparison  on  a  conunensurable  basis. 

COBT  Raooue  Point  Out  Unpeofitablb  Lines 

Another  aid  which  the  cost  records  may  furnish  is 

information  about  unproftUble  lines.  It  not  Infrequently 

happens  that  a  few  principal  lines  of  goods  provide  all 

the  profits  for  the  company  and  serve  to  make  up  the 

losses  on  other  lines.  With  the  knowledge  of  the  rela- 
tive value  to  the  business  of  the  different  lines,  the 

manager  is  In  a  position  to  decide  what  to  do.  Often 

this  means  dimply  cutting  out  certoin  lines  altogether. 
Sometimes  it  results  in  combining  the  best  qualities 

of  several  lines  or  sizes  and  replacing  several  by  a 

new  line.  On  other  occason?  It  may  prove  necessary 

to  carry  a  full  line  in  order  to  meet  competition,  and 
hance  be  Impossible  to  cut  out  any.  In  such  a  case, 

the  Information  is  Just  as  valuable,  for  It  enables  the 

ounager  to  guide  his  sales  in  such  a  way  as  to  reduce 

the  unprofitable  business  to  a  minimum  or  to  Insist  thot 

all  unprofiUble  orders  ahall  be  accompanied  by  a  certain 

amount  of  the  profit  making  variety.  Such  control  is 

absolutely  Impossible  If  it  Is  not  possible  to  obtoin 

deUlled   and   accurate  costs   of   production   on   short notice. 

Psrhaps  tha  most  Importont  way  In  which  a  cost 
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system  can  .levve  the  executive  has  been  left  to  the  last. 
The  problem  of  expenses  is  always  one  which  bothers 
the  manager  unless  he  has  adequate  means  for  recording 

expenditures.  If  he  develops  a  system  he  is  then-in  a  posi- 
tion to  control  them.  In  a  continuous  process  industry, 

turning  out  a  single  line  of  product  the  costs  of  produc- 
tion are  not  likely  to  fluctuate  violently.  Test  runs,  if 

properly  administered,  will  frequently  give  all  the 
needed  information  in  regard  to  the  cost  of  the  product. 
But  even  so,  the  manager  cannot  afford  to  be  without 
continuous  and  definite  knowledge  of  what  the  various 

departments  are  costing  him  to  operate ;  in  other  words, 
his  expenses. 

One  of  the  best  instruments  for  the  control  of  an 

entire  business  is  a  budget  or  schedule  of  prospective 
expenses.  The  budget  enables  them  to  plan  for  the 
future  in  a  way  which  is  quite  impossible  without  it. 

The  budget  schedule  is  only  one-half  of  this  means  of 
control,  the  other  half  being  the  record  of  what  the 

expenses  actually  are  as  they  take  place.  They  are 
like  two  halves  of  a  pair  of  scissors,  neither  side  will 
cut  well  without  the  other.  With  such  records  in  hand, 
the  executive  is  in  a  position  to  measure  the  efficiency  of 

his  various  departments,  to  take  steps  to  check  unwar- 
ranted increases  in  expenses,  and  to  anticipate  difficul- 

ties before  they  come  in  such  a  way  as  either  to  prevent 
them  or  to  be  ready  for  them. 

Conclusion 

The  brief  space  available  has  permitted  the  outlin- 
ing of  only  a  few  of  the  possible  uses  of  cost  accounts 

and  records.  Perhaps  enough  has  been  said,  however, 
to  give  some  idea  of  their  variety  and  as  the  reader 
thinks  over  the  conditions  in  his  own  factory  he  will 
undoubtedly  recall  many  other  possibilities. 

The  next  task  which  lies  before  us  is  to  consider 

what  are  the  elements  which  go  to  make  up  manufactur- 
ing costs  and  this  will  be  done  in  the  following  article. 

Standards  for  Portable  Electric  Drills 
What  are  believed  to  be  the  first  standards  for  port- 

able electric  drills  have  been  adopted  by  the  Electric 
Power  Club.  These  rules  are  the  nucleus  of  a  complete 

group  of  electric  tool  standards,  and  include  the  test  re- 
quirements of  motors,  the  performance  specifications  for 

drilling,  standard  sizes  of  drills  and  the  information 
that  should  be  given  on  electric  drill  name  plates. 

As  electric  drills  are  now  widely  employed  as  tools 

of  production,  as  well  as  for  maintenance  work,  the 
users  of  these  tools  have  felt  for  some  time  that  they 
should  be  standardized.  To  meet  this  need,  the 
electric  tool  section  of  the  Electric  Power  Club,  which 

comprises  the  representative  portable  electric  drill 
manufacturers  of  the  country,  has  undertaken  the 
standardization  work. 

The  following  is  the  report  of  the  Electric  Tool  Sec- 
tion as  it  was  adopted  by  the  club: 

(1)  Definition:  A  portable  electric  drill  is  defined  as  a 
compact,  semi-enclosed  electric  motor  in  combination  with 
mechanical  features  so  designed  and  constructed  as  to  be 
applicable  for  drilling  or  reaming  in  wood  or  metal,  more  or 
less  intermittently.    Adopted  Standard. 

(2)  Voltage  ratings: 
(a)  Standard  voltages  for  d.c.  electric  tool  motors  shall 

be  115,  230  and  550  volts.    Adopted  Standard. 
(b)  Standard  voltages  for  universal  electric  tool  motors 

shall  be  115  and  230  volts.    Recommended  Practice. 

(c)  Standard  voltages  for  polyphase  a.c.  tool  motors  shall 
be  110,  220  and  440  volts.    Adopted  Standard. 

(3)  Frequencies: 
(a)  Standard  frequencies  for  polyphase  a.c.  tool  motors 

shall  be  60  cycles.    Adopted  Standard. 

(b)  Electric  tools  equipped  with  a  universal  motor  shall 
not  be  guaranteed  for  operation  on  frequencies  in  excess  of 
60  cycles.    Adopted  Standard. 

(4)  Allowable  variation  from  rated  voltage :  All  motors 

shall  operate  successfully  at  normal  rated  load  at  any  volt- 
age of  not  more  than  5  per  cent  above  or  below  the  name 

plate  rating,  but  not  necessarily  in  accordance  with  the 

standards  of  performance  established  for  operation  at  nor- 
mal rating.    Adopted  Standard. 

(5)  Performance  specifications:  The  minimum  drilling 
requirements  of  portable  electric  drills  shall  be  based  on  the 
drilling  of  holes  in  20-30  carbon  steel  with  carbon  steel 
twist  drills  of  the  full  rated  capacity  of  the  electric  drill,  at 
a  cutting  speed  of  approximately  50  ft.  per  minute  and  at 

the  following  minimum  rate  of  feed  per  minute  for  the 
various  sizes  of  drills: 

Twist    Drill  Drilling  Depth 
Diameter  Per    Minute 
Inches  Inches 
A  11 
i  n 
A  11 

i  lA 
i  n 
ft  lA 

I  lA 

I  a 

(6)   Temperature  rise: 

Twist    Drill  Drilling  Depth 
Diameter        Per    Minute Inches 

i 

1 

li 

li 
li 

2 

Inches 

I 
i 
ii 
H 

i 
ft 

Recommended  Practice. 

Temperature  rise  in  degrees  centigrade  when  operating 
under  normal  conditions  as  specified  on  the  name  plate. 

Class  of  insulation A 

Load,  per  cent  of  rated  capacity 

100 

Time  rating 
Intermittent 

1.  Core  and  windings 

FuHy   enclosed   motors. 
AH  other  types. 

2.  Commutators 
a.  If  Class  A  insulation  is  employed  in  the 

commutator,   or    is   adjacent   thereto   and   its 
life  would  be  afCected  by  the  heat  from  the 
commutator. 

b.  In  all  other  cases. 

3.  Bare  copper  windings 

3A.  Bare  copper  windings, 
enclosed  motors 

Provided  the  thermometer  is'  applied  di- rectly to  the  surface  of  the  bare  copper winding. 

4.  Mechanical  parts 
tTemperature  rise   of  all  mechanical  parts 

not  In   contact  with   insulation   may  be  such 
as  will  not  be  injurious  In  any  respect. 

55  deg. 
50  deg. 

65  deg 

85  deg. 

60  deg. 

65  deg. 

+ 

Adopted  Standard. 
Maximum  Limits. 

For  descriptive  specification  covering  classes  of  insulation,  see 
Reference  Number  5001. 

All  temperature  measurements  by  thermometer  method.  See 
Reference  No.  5301. 

All  temperature  rises  are  based  on  an  ambient  temperature  of 
40*  C.  See  Reference  Number  5002.  General  guarantees  do  not 
apply,  and  deterioration  of  Insulation  may  be  expected,  if  this 
ambient  temperature  is  exceeded  In  regular  operation. 

For  descriptive  specifications  covering  temperature  ratings  see Reference  Number  5303. 
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Tlw    <■!!»■  It    Minimum 
dMU  b«  civM  OB  aU  bum  pUtm: 

•f  tjrp*  and  f  ram*  alaii. 

iminc  capacity  for  a  drilL 
■'•  abop  numbw. 

B^cowiwwBdad  Practice. 
(t)  Stmadard  ■!■■■:    TIm  gUBdard  ratiafa  (or  portable 

^•ctrtc  itrUla  abail  be  aa  (oUowt: 

Uohranal  Drill»— Sinsie  Speed 
CiMdi  Diriska  Mora*  Taper  Socket  DivUion 
laehee  Inches 
*  A 
I  i 
*  li 
I 
« 

UniTCTMl  Drill»— Two  Speed 
Ckoek  OhrUioa     Mone  Taper  Socket  Divi«ion 
InchM  Inches 

i  A 
i 

Direct  Current  Drills — Single  Speed 
Chuck  Diviskw     Morse  Taper  Socket  Division 
laches  Inches 
I  A 
«  i 

li 

li 

Direct  CarreBt  Drills— Two  Speed 
Chuck  DiTiaion     Morse  Taper  Sodwt  Division 
laches  Inches 
i  A 

i 

Cyde— Single  Speed  Drills 
Morse  Taper  Socket  Division 

Inches 
A 
i 
li 
II 

Cycle— Two  Speed  Drills 
Morse  Taper  Socket  Division 

DMekm 

i 

DfTtahB 

«  A 
I 

Direct  Current  Reamers 

Morse  Taper  Sodwt  Division,  Inches 
M  (wtthNowtsockat)         H  (with  No.  4  socket) 
M(wttJiKo.t  socket)       lA  (withNo.4sockrt) 

Polyphase  naimsrs    60  Cycles 

With  Morse  Taper  Sockets,  Inches 
H  (with  No.  2  socket)  il  (with  No.  4  socket) 
il  (with  No.  8  socket)        1 A  (with  No.  4  socket) 

Adopted  Standard^ 

(9)  Hydro-Electric  Power  Commission,  Toronto,  Ontario. 
In  December,  1021,  aisht  member  companies  submitted 
samples  to  the  above  for  test  and  approval.  About  a  month 
and  a  half  or  two  months  ago,  the  Secretary  of  the  Power 
Club  inquired  concerning  the  outcome  of  this  test  and  what 
treatment  was  accorded  the  various  companies  who  had  sub- 
roitted  machines.  All  tests  have  not  been  concluded,  conse- 

quently no  deAnite  information  is  available  at  any  time  for 
the  benefit  of  other  sections  interested  in  the  outcome  of 
this  test. 

Consumption  of  Metal  Products  in  Russia 
Before  the  War 
By  R.  POLIAKOFT 

The  following  table,  which  may  be  of  interest  ta 
American  readers,  has  been  compiled  from  official  Rus- 

sian sources  and  gives  an  idea  of  the  potential  volumo 
of  the  Russian  market  in  metal  products.  The  flgurea 
are  for  the  year  1912.  All  data  of  the  flrst  three  col- 

umns are  in  millions  of  dollars. 

POTENTIAL  RUSSIAN  MARKBT  FOR  MBTAL  PRODUCTa 

.5  'Z 

"8=       ■?       t^  p 

Name  of  Article                         "^x  |  |S  S^-^ a.  £  (J ■ — Millioniof  Dolii 

1.  Agricultural  machinery. .                  26  31. S  57.5  12 
2.  Railroad  can                    20  5  OS  21  2& 
3.  Locomotive*                    10  0  5  10.5 
4.  Merchant  vetids               8  6  16  10.2  5 
5.  Electric  machines  and  appatatui       8.4  4.5  12.9  51 
6.  Scwinc  machine*         7.5  4.0  11.5 
7.  Gaiandoiientinet         5.6  6.0  11.6  27 
8.  Sieamboilert         4  8  1.3  6  1  65 
9.  Pumpt         26  J. 6  6.2  19 
10.  Texiilc  machinery         2  25      0.75      3.0      31 
11.  Metal  workini  machine*         1.4  60 

(Machine  Toolt)    6  5  8.5 
Wood workins  machine*    0.6  79 

12.  Bicycle*    0.85  1.45  2.3  66 
12.  Automobile*  and  motorcycle*. ..  .  0.6  7.3  7.9  58 
14.  Aeroplane*         0  15  0.15  0.30  40 
15.  .Steam  enfine*         0.65  2.25  2.90  49 
16.  Printini  machine*    0.85  0.85 
17.  Typewriter*    0.60  0.60  .. 

The  figures  of  the  fourth  column  show  the  loss  in  per 
cent  of  the  yearly  Russian  output  due  to  the  decrease 
of  territory  on  account  of  the  separation  of  Poland, 
Lituania,  Finland  and  the  Baltic  Provinces.  With  re- 

gard to  the  figures  of  this  column,  one  has,  however, 
to  take  also  into  account  that  the  actual  loss  of  output, 

as  shown  by  them,  would,  under  normal  economic  con- 
ditions, be  less,  as  a  considerable  part  of  the  equipment 

of  the  enterprises  in  the  lost  provinces  was  evacuated 
during  the  war  into  the  interior  of  Russia  and  could  be 

for  Russian  domestic  production,  normal  conditions. 
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Ideas  from  Practical  Men 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  ueeftd  method*.  Ite  scope  invades  all  divisione  of  the  machine  building  in* 
dustryt  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  letters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully  considered  and  those  published  are  paid  for. 

A  Better  Way  to  Mold  Gear  Wheel  Patterns 
By  M.  E.  Duggan 

In  the  broken  section  shown  at  A  in  the  accompanyinj? 
illustration  appears  the  conventional  method  for  molding 
a  gear  wheel  in  green  sand,  with  the  parting  along 
the  lines  XX.  This  method  is  often  the  cause  of  a  great 
deal  of  lost  time  in  the  fitting  shop  by  reason  of  the 
necessity  for  correcting  defects  in  the  casting  that 

result  from  "shifting"  or  mismatching  of  the  cope  flask. 
The  space  between  the  arms  is  molded  in  green  sand 
and  this  sand  is  lifted  with  the  cope.  The  cope  hub  is 
loosely  fitted  to  the  pattern.     A  foundry  that  is  fully 

^J m 

Loose  Hub 

\ 

\ 

TWO  WAYS  OF  MOLDING  A  GEAR  PATTERN 

equipped  with  the  necessary  rigging  to  handle  this  class 
of  work  can  do  it  very  nicely,  although  few  general 
jobbing  foundries  are  so  equipped. 

A  few  of  the  details  that  make  trouble  for  the  molder 
in  the  average  foundry  are:  The  shifting  of  the  cope 
flask;  the  rising,  or  rocking,  of  a  poorly  fitting  cope; 

or  a  "crush"  in  the  setting  thereof.  Again,  it  some- 
times happens  that  the  pattern  maker  is  not  quite  sure 

how  the  gear  is  going  to  be  molded  and  in  order  to  play 
safe  he  will  make  the  sides  of  the  arms  parallel,  thus 
making  the  lifting  of  the  green  sand  between  them 

a  very  difficult  task  for  the  molder.  When  a  "rise"  or 
"crush"  or  "shift"  has  occurred,  the  resulting  casting 
will  have  a  fin  along  the  cope  edge  of  the  teeth  that 
makes  a  lot  of  extra  work  in  the  cleaning  room. 

When  the  molder  finds  that  the  sides  of  the  arms  are 
too  straight  to  insure  an  easy  and  clean  lift  he  will 
convert  that  part  of  the  pattern  into  a  corebox  and 
make  a  dry  sand  core  in  each  of  the  pockets  between 
the  arms,  marking  each  core  and  space  into  which  it 
fits  so  that  he  may  be  sure  to  return  each  core  to  its 

respective  place  and  avoid  the  trouble  that  would  other- 
wise surely  follow  by  reason  of  the  pockets  not  being 

all  of  exactly  the  same  size  and  shape.  At  B  in  the 
illustration  is  shown  the  pattern  made  and  molded  in 

another  and  better  way,  as  none  of  the  above-mentioned 
troubles  will  affect  the  production  of  a  clean  true  casting 
with  but  a  minimum  of  chipping  required  along  the 
edges  of  the  teeth.  The  pattern  is  made  with  a  ring 
coreprint,  as  at  C,  and  the  parting  is  in  a  straight  line 
along  the  edges  of  the  arms.     The  whole  pattern  is 

molded  in  the  drag  with  a  "flat-back"  cope  except  for 
the  loose  hub. 

This  method  of  molding  the  arms  should  be  made  with 
plenty  of  draft,  thus  simplifying  the  making  of  the  cores 
within  the  pockets.  These  cores  are  suspended  from  the 
cope  and  lifted  with  it.  The  corebox  for  the  ring  core 
is  made  \  of  the  circumference  of  the  pattern.  The 
pattern  is  laid  on  the  molding  floor  with  the  parting  face- 

down and  molded  in  the  usual  way.  It  is  then  "rolled 
over,"  the  cope  flask  put  in  position,  the  core  suspension 
wires  securely  fastened  to  cross-bars  on  top  of  the  cope 
flask,  the  molding  of  the  cope  finished  and  the  cope- 
lifted  off.  The  pattern  is  then  drawn,  the  ring  cores 
set  and  the  cope  returned  to  place  ready  for  pouring.. 

Work  Support  for  the  Milling  Machine 
By  Harry  Moore 

Some  time  ago  we  had  an  ordinary  job  of  milling,, 
that  of  milling  two  opposite  flats  on  the  ends  of  some, 

i-in.  rods,  that  gave  us  a  lot  of  trouble  because  of  the^ 
necessity  for  continually  adjusting  the  supporting  jack 

to  stop  the  chatter.  Our  results  were  very  unsatis- factory. 

The  operator  finally  made  the  device  here  shown, 
which  consists  of  an  ordinary  T-head  bolt  with  the  head, 
ground  away  to  fit  the  narrow  part  of  the  slot  in  the. 
table  and  a  cross  pin  to  rest  upon  the  table  surface. 
A  hole  was  drilled  at  right  angles  through  the  upper 
end  of  the  bolt  to  fit  the  rods  and  a  nut  and  washer 

placed  upon  the  threads  to  screw  up  against  the  rodSs 
from  the  under  side. 

As  the  hole  at  the  top  is  carefully  located  at  the 
correct  distance  from  the  supporting  pin  there  is  no 
need  for  further  adjustment  and  the  nut  can  be  screwed; 

Swivel  fo  clear 
center  rthen removing  or 
inserting ■Hole^ 

SPECIAL  SUPPORT  FOR  SLENDER  WORK 

up  to  hold  the  rod  tightly.  At  the  same  time  as  the-^ 
head  of  the  bolt  fits  the  narrow  part  of  the  T-slot  only, 
the  whole  thing  may  be  tilted  to  replace  the  work.  It 
required  but  a  few  minutes'  time  to  make  the  device- 
and  the  results  secured  justified  this  expenditure  by  the: 
saving  effected  on  even  a  very  few  of  the  rods. 
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Am  l—prpriafd  Gtmr  Hobbinf  Machine 
Ttut  Paid  For  lUdf 
Bt  Robot  Bbaimaxd 

ill  I  itml  in  thu  article  has  paid  for 
•ad  is  still  in  use  in  the  shops 

«f  tlM  Jmim  MfC.  Ool.  ChkMO.  HI.  Uavinc  a  few  geurs 
t»  cat  QecHkatVr  »^  *»  oM  milUag  machine  that 
kad  ssM  tta  ban  dsja,  ths  forsnum  decided  to  klU 
two  Mrds  with  «M  stoosi.  He  cut  off  the  lower  part 
at  tte  ans  liiMift.  wkiek  carries  the  bearing  for  the 
o«tar  eod  of  tiw  utor,  and  attached  a  tlat  plate  to  it 
fagr  wmmam  oi  a  coapis  of  screws.  To  a  similar  plate 

I  a  ttenm  center.    The  two  plates  were  then 
with  two  cap  screws.     Next  a  shank 

AN  lUPROVUKD  OBAR  IIOBBINO  HACHINB 

tamed  to  fit  the  taper  in  the  machine  spindle  and 
the  larfe  eod  of  the  shank  was  formed  to  act  as  a  socket 
for  a  ban  and  sockat  joint 

After  this  had  been  pat  into  the  spindle,  an  Internal 
riat  gear  was  cut  and  attached  to  a  round  plate  with 
a  Inb  tkat  was  threadad  to  fit  the  thread  on  the  spindle 
aoaa.  Tbe  plat*  had  a  bevel  gear  cut  on  the  back  of  it 
to  iHsh  with  tlie  bevel  pinion  A.  A  cutter  arbor  was 

to  a  gear  that  fitted  into  the  internal  gear,  as 
.  the  end  of  the  arbor  projecting  through  the  gear 

kabaO  tamad  on  the  end  to  fit  into  the  socket  in  the 
Tbsa  tbe  cutt«r  was  put  on  and  the  outer 

and  of  tbe  arbor  supported  by  the  screw  center.  The 
two  gears  were  of  the  same  pitch  and  the  same  number 
of  teatb.  bat  a  little  extra  clearaooe  was  aUowed  when 
tbe  gears  were  cot,  wbidi  aOowed  the  arbor  to  be  swung 
araoad  at  aa  angle  to  eorrtapond  with  the  angle  of  the 
teelb  of  tbe  bob  while  at  the  same  time  forming  n 
poelUve  drive.  A  cunred  slot  was  cat  in  the  upper 
piat*  for  the  cap  screw  and  graduatioDS  were  scratched 
oa  tlte  top  of  tbe  plat*  to  ladicate  degraas.    The  work 

Cams  for  Brown  &  Sharpe  Automatic  Screw 
Machines — Discussion 

By  S.  N.  Bacon 

Under  the  above  title  on  page  460,  Vol.  67  of  the 
Ameriean  Mackiniat,  Stephen  McEvoy  makes  a  very 
good  comparison  of  single  and  double  layout  methods. 
There  is  another  method  of  double  layouts  which  has 
caused  much  misunderstanding,  namely;  the  forming, 

drilling  and  cutting  off  of  two  pnrts,  in.<itead  of  one. 
Many  engineers  and  superintendents,  having  only  a  gen- 

eral knowledge  of  screw  machine  practice,  are  of  the 
opinion  that  this  method  will  result  in  increased  pro- 

duction, but  designers  of  cams,  who  have  analyzed  the 
required  feeds   and  speeds   generally   agree    that  the 

double  system  is  not  more  pro- 
ductive than  the  single  and  is 

les.s  efficient.  It  is  true  that  a 
double  cut  off  tool  may  be  used 
and  the  second  piece  partly  cut 
off  while  the  first  is  being 

separated  from  the  bar  and 
that  in  the  drilling,  ream- 

ing, etc.,  of  both  parts,  time 
is  saved  in  indexing  the  turret. 
In  the  majority  of  cases,  when 
machining  one  piece  at  a  time, 
the  turret  operations  (including 

indexing)  are  performed  dur- 
ing a  forming  operation.  An- 

other point  to  bear  in  mind 
in  forming  two  parts  at  the 
same  time  is  the  double  width 
of  the  form  tool.  Such  a 
tool  should  be  advanced  but 

one-half  the  amount  per  rev- 
olution of  the  spindle  than  would  be  the  case  were 

the  single  tool  used,  therefore  there  would  be  no  saving 
in  time  and  a  more  expensive  tool  would  be  required. 

Double  Jobs  also  give  trouble  in  keeping  the  parts 
to  length,  as  the  length  of  the  first  part  cut  off  the 

bar  is  gsged  between  the  cutoff  tool  and  the  stop  in  the 
turret,  while  the  length  of  the  second  piece  is  gaged 
between  the  two  cutoff  tools.  As  there  are  exceptions 

to  every  rule  so  will  there  be  a  few  eases  where  the 
double  cross-slide  tooling  or  the  double  cams  and  turret 
tools  can  be  used  advantageously. 

a  A  drives  a  long  abaft  carrying  a  bevel 
V«r  B  tbat  MMhes  with  another  gear  on  a  short  shaft 
aad  tbas  drivea  a  train  of  gearing  tbat  controU  the 
wofffc-asbor.  Gear  C  is  aa  iatermediate  gear  that  can 

oa  tbe  Maek  oa  wbieb  it  is  loeatod  so  as  to 
tbe  varlaoa  ebaa«a  geara  that  have  to  be 

I  to  aaena  tbe  carrsct  ratio  between  tbe  bob  and  tbe 
ksfv  is  ao  baddaab  batwaea  the  worm  and 
it  is  a  wiaiyarallsaty  atoiple  matter  to 

torn  oat  Irat  riaaa  work  witb  tbia  oatit 

Lubricants  for  the  Shop — ^Discussion 
By  Leslie  TouRTELLorrE 

Referring  to  an  article  under  the  above  title  by  H.  R. 
Smith  on  page  462,  Vol.  67  of  the  American  Machinist, 
may  My  that  I  have  used  lard  oil  and  turpentine  for  a 
long  time,  but  one  time  I  was  cutting  a  thread  and  it 

wotild  tear  in  spite  of  anything  I  could  do  until  the  old 

meebaaie  said  to  me  "Why  don't  you  put  some  white 
lead  in  your  oil?"  So  I  used  lard  oil,  turpentine  and 
white  lead.  It  worked  fine;  so  now  we  use  it  nearly 
all  the  time.  The  white  lead  will  settle  to  the  bottom 
of  the  can  but  with  a  little  stirring  once  in  a  while 

It  will  be  all  right.  It  Is  spplied  with  a  brush  and  should 

be  Just  thick  enough  so  It  will  stick  on  the  work  without 
running  off  too  readily. 

For  a  lathe  center  lubricant  we  use  machine  oil  and 
white  lead  witb  very  good  results.  It  is  mixed  Just 
about  as  thick  as  paste  and  a  little  will  go  a  long  way. 
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A  Simple  Enameling  Bake  Oven 
By  Donald  A.  Hampson 

The  drawing  shows  a  small  oven  that  may  be  con- 
structed in  any  shop  at  a  cost  of  a  few  dollars,  mostly 

spent  for  labor.  It  will  answer  its  purpose  as  well  as  a 
much  more  expensive  outfit  and,  moreover,  it  Is  portable 
and  may  be  taken  from  department  to  department,  if 
the  work  so  requires.  It  may  also  be  carried  outside 
of  the  shop  for  storage  purposes  when  not  being  used. 
As  an  instance  of  the  desirability  of  a  portable  outfit, 

one  shop's  experience  shows  that  such  an  oven  was 
used  for  two  hours  on  July  10  for  baking  twenty-five 
auto  horn  cases,  four  hours  on  July  30  in  one  of  the 

^*^<. 

OVEN  FOR  BAKING  ENAMELED  W^ORK 

private  experimental  rooms  on  some  radio  models,  then 
not  again  until  Sept.  5  when  it  was  used  on  the  floor 
of  the  main  machine  shop  for  baking  the  finish  on  a 
copying  press  that  had  been  repaired  for  a  nearby 
office. 

The  oven  is  constructed  of  half-inch  pipe  and  24-gage 
galvanized  sheets  together  with  a  few  pieces  of  hard- 

ware. The  four  "sides"  are  alike  and  are  screwed  to 
the  pipe  standards.  The  top  has  two  edges  turned  down 
and  stove-bolted  to  the  sides  proper;  the  opening  of  the 
vent  may  be  adjusted  by  means  of  a  swing  cover.  The 
hinged  door  on  the  front  laps  a  half  inch  over  the 
opening  cut  in  the  front  sheet  and  is  held  in  a  closed 
position  by  two  metal  buttons. 

Two  cross  pieces,  A  and  A,  are  screwed  to  the  legs 
some  distance  below  the  sheets  to  form  a  support  for 
the  burner  B  which  is  merely  the  burner  from  a  dis- 

carded gas  stove.  An  eight-inch  burner  serves  very 
nicely  for  an  oven  24  x  24  x  42  in.  If  the  ovens  were 
set  up  permanently,  it  would  be  connected  with  the  gas 
supply  by  iron  pipe,  but  in  a  majority  of  cases  the 
familiar  soft  connection  F  is  all  that  is  needed  and  is 
perfectly  satisfactory.  To  avoid  soot  and  smoke  from 
city  gas,  it  will  undoubtedly  be  necessary  to  introduce 

more  air  into  the  burner  to  get  a  clean  bunsen  flame 
and,  once  adjusted,  it  will  not  have  to  be  touched  again 
and  the  only  attention  in  lighting  up  will  be  to  regulate 
the  cock  for  the  size  of  flame  desired. 

A  thermometer  will  be  observed  hanging  on  the  in- 
side of  the  oven  door.  This  location  is  not  ideal  but 

it  is  convenient  and  as  good  as  any,  for  no  one  location 
in  such  an  oven  reads  true  for  all  others.  For  baking 
the  class  of  work  intended,  an  exact  temperature  is  not 
necessary,  so  that  a  thermometer  reading  of  say  275  deg. 
may  be  assumed  as  giving  a  fair  baking  temperature 
for  a  given  class  of  work  in  all  parts.  Readings  can  be 
taken  and  the  flame  adjusted  accordingly,  by  opening 
the  door  for  a  moment.  Various  ways  of  supporting 
the  work  pieces  will  suggest  themselves  in  each  shop. 
In  this  oven,  strips  S,  S  are  stove-bolted  to  the  side 
sheets  and  upon  the  strips  the  rods  for  hanging  the 
work  are  laid. 

Knurling  Bushings  in  an  Automatic 
Screw  Machine 
By  S.  N.  Bacon 

An  interesting  problem  in  automatic  screw  machine 
work  is  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  collar  is  made  from  i-in. 
brass  rod  and  is  counterbored  in  one  end  and  counter- 

sunk and  knurled  in  the  other.  It  would  be  a  simple  mat- 
ter to  countersink  and  knurl  from  the  turret,  then  coun- 

terbore  the  opposite  end  in  a  hand  screw  machine  but 
as  this  would  add  considerably  to  the  production  cost 
of  the  piece  the  machine  was  tooled  up,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  2,  and  completed  in  one  setting  in  a  No.  2  Brown 
&  Sharpe  automatic  screw  machine. 

After  the  work  has  been  drilled,  reamed  and  counter- 
bored  it  is  countersunk  at  A  by  use  of  the  turret  swing 

FIG.  1— THE  BUSHING  TO  BE  KNURLED.  FIG.  2— ARRANGE- 
MENT  OF  KNURLING   TOOL  AND  HOLDER 

or  recessing  tool.  The  knurl  holder  B  carrying  knurl  C 
is  operated  longitudinally  by  the  pusher  D  mounted  in 
the  turret.  The  knurl  holder  B  is  slidably  mounted  on 
the  special  tool  post  E  and  is  returned,  when  the  turret 
has  withdrawn,  by  the  compression  spring.  The  base 
of  knurl  holder  B  is  fitted  to  toolpost  E  with  a  dovetail 
slide  of  sufficient  width  to  prevent  chatter. 

In  operation,  the  front  cross-slide  can  advance  the 
knurling  tool  transversely  and  causes  it  to  dwell,  while 
the  lead  cam  advances  it  longitudinally,  into  the  hole 

and,  in  turn,  causes  it  to  dwell  while  the  cross-slide  cam 
advances  it  for  a  second  time,  feeding  it  into  the  work. 
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Making  Paper  Modela  in  the  Drafting  Room 
Bt  Huqo  F.  Puht 

riwi— tb  tte  tool  &ttigt»r  BMdi  •  paper  model  of 

tto  piM«  for  wUck  h*  is  to  daaisn  bUnkinc  and  draw- 
Such  •  BMd»l  U  of  rreat  help 

tk*  eomet  proportio«i  for  the  de«irn. 
Is  IbM  oak  «a  thick  dniwin«  paper  to  the 

th*  part  print  and.  when  cut 
oat  aknf  the  peoeil  line*.  beeoBMa  an  accurate  duplicate 
of  tk*  part  to  bt  BWde.  Straight  line*  are  easily  cut 
hf  lajriaa  a  acak  or  atraichtedse  on  the  paper  and 

it  with  a  aharp  penknife,  but  the  radii  present 

f>i 
Stoy^eme//— --^ 

P 
rourm  won  cvmtia  papbr  MomLa 

graater  dilBculties.  Some  draftsmen  use  scissors  for 
cattinc  around  the  curves,  but  this  is  an  inaccurate 
•ad  aaaatisfactory  procedure. 

Ta  auke  a  tool  saiUble  for  this  purpose,  take  a  piece 
of  irfll  rod  of  the  saaie  diameter  as  the  compass  lead 
aad  Sle  or  triad  it  to  a  round  chisel  point,  as  shown 
ia  tke  sketch.  Harden  this  point  to  flaas  bardosM  and 
then  bone  it  to  a  real  razor  edge. 

The  pieee  or  drill  rod  may  now  be  aeeared  in  the 
haw  paacU  m-  compasses  and.  with  the  needle  point 
•a  tfco  Mater  of  the  radios,  it  needs  only  a  few  passes 
of  the  sharp  point  over  the  carve  to  cut  clear  through 
tke  paper.  The  radii  of  the  model  should  be  cut  first 
aad  ioiaed  with  the  straight  lines. 

Another  valuable  kink  is  to  place  a  pieee  of  thick 
Mnfflag  paper  ander  the  model  to  be  cut.  The  blotting 
paper  has  tha  peculiar  quality  of  resisting  sharp  pointed 
fawtfaaHBts,  7«t  aUowing  them  to  retain  their  keenness 
of  edga.  thus  protecting  the  drawing  board  and  any 
other  drawing  that  may  be  under  the  model  while  the 

is  earriod  on. 

Gettinjc  L4Niff  Senriee  from  Round  Broaches 
inCattlroQ 

Bt  Gbqbos  E.  Hooom 

The  writer  always  gains  a  few  huadrad  ploees  from 
oa  cast  iron  work  by  having  tho  aaw 
aad  n*ing  a  lubricant  This  would  sasffl 

odd  to  tboee  who  have  set  opinloas  about  lubricating 
taols  cattiag  cast  iroo  bat  the  writer  has  found  tha:  it 

Tho  caal  iroa  hole  doess  in  about  0.0016  in.  on  a 
■a  hKh  hols  whoa  hd>r1caat  Is  used. 
Aflar  tha  hroacb  Is  ased  until  it  cute  small,  the 

Is  diseoaliaaad,  and  the  broach  U  good  for  as 
it  was  made  to  sixe  in  the  flnt 

i  of  this  plaa  Is  the  differ* 
I  of  tatak.  ths  oaa  oMahMd  with  hibrlcaat  being  far 

ai,  dBalad  as  for  bfuachiag  stasl  is 

Drafting  Room  Kinks 
By  G.  a.  Luess 

A  double  pen,  consisting  of  two  pen  points  placed  in 
one  holder  with  the  pointa  overlapping,  as  shown  in  Fig. 
I,  is  a  time  and  effort  saving  device  for  work  with 

rift.« 

no.  1— A  PBN  THAT  HOUJS  CON8IOBRABLB  INK 
FIO.  S— HOL.OtNO  PAPER  ON  THB  DRAWING  BOARD 

India  ink.  The  filling  of  a  pen  point  with  a  quill  dipped 
in  ink  is  an  annoying  loss  of  time.  A  fountain  pen 
would  be  ideal  but  it  cannot  be  used  with  India  ink. 

The  double  pen  requires  only  an  occasional  filling,  serv- 
ing somewhat  as  a  fountein  pen.  In  lettering  work 

when  the  body  and  arms  are  in  position,  the  constant 
replenishing  of  ink  is  a  waste  of  time.  The  double  pen 
method  in  more  economical  and  has  been  found  to  be  of 
considerable  advantage. 

A  feature  in  drawing  and  sketching,  which  is  unde- 
sirable is  that  of  thumb  tacking  the  paper  to  a  sketch 

board.  The  paper  is  continuously  shrinking  and  ex- 
panding and  necessiUtes  shifting  the  tacks  to  have  the 

paper  taut.  To  avoid  this,  a  sketch  board  made  with 
a  groove  and  a  wedging  slat  at  each  end,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  2,  has  proved  of  much  advantage  in  placing  the 
paper.  With  this  arrangement  no  tacks  or  tack  pullers 
are  required  and  the  comers  of  the  paper  are  not  muti- 

lated or  corners  of  the  board  so  perforated  that  they 
fail  to  hold  tacks  after  a  period  of  use. 

The  paper  is  made  Uut  by  pushing  one  of  the  slate 
into  the  groove  while  the  other  is  in  place.  For  thin 
sketch  boards,  where  the  depth  of  groove  is  limited, 
brass  strips  can  be  advantageously  used  in  place  of 
wood  slate.  In  either  case  the  fastenings  will  be  below 
the  surface  of  the  board  and  the  T-square  will  slide 
freely  over  them. 

SoHloqiries  of  Old  Mac 
To  get  a  firm  grip  on  a  piece  of  thin  tubing  without 

flattening  it  or  leaving  the  marks  of  the  vise  Jaws  on 
it,  fold  a  strip  of  fine  abrasive  doth  so  the  abrasive  is 
on  the  outeide.  Make  a  loop  of  the  cloth  about  the  tube 

and  grip  the  ends  in  the  vise  as  close  to  the  tube  as 

possible. 
It  is  surprising  how  tightly  the  tube  may  be  held  in this  manner. 
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Bolt  Head  and  Nut  Standards 
The  National  Screw  Thread  Commission  is  at  work 

on  the  problem  of  standardizing  bolts  and  nuts  so  as 

to  reduce  the  number  of  wrenches  now  necessarj'. 
Recent  meetings  at  Washington,  D.  C,  and  Springfield, 
Vt.,  brought  out  much  interesting  discussion.  While  it 
is  desirable  to  have  both  bolt  heads  and  nuts  of  the 
same  dimension,  the  question  of  securing  punched  nuts 
of  as  small  a  diameter  as  is  perfectly  safe  for  the 
head  was  brought  up  by  bolt  makers.  This  is  par- 

ticularly true  when  it  comes  to  considering  the  proposi- 
tion to  adopt  the  S.A.E.  sizes  for  all  work.  The 

following  recommendations  were  submitted: 
1.    Bolt  Heads  and  Nuts. 

(a)  Bolt  heads,  nuts,  and  capscrews  shall  conform 
in  short  diameter  and  thickness  to  the  U.  S.  Standard 
for  coarse  threads  and  to  the  S.A.E.  Standard  for  fine 
threads,  modified  as  shown  in  columns  3  and  4,  Table  I, 
N.S.T.C.  No.  39. 

(b)  The  maximum  width  across  the  flats,  short 
diameter,  shall  be  basic  size  and  this  maximum  width 
shall  apply  to  finished,  semi-finished,  and  rough  hex- 

agonal and  square  bolt  heads  and  nuts. 
(c)  Tolerances  on  all  bolt  heads,  nuts  and  cap- 

screws  shall  be  minus  and  in  amount  as  follows: 

Bolt    Size 

1/4  in.  to  1/2  in. 
9/16  in.  to  1  in. 
1-1/8  in.  to  2  in. 
2-1/4  in.  to  3  in. 

Tolerance 

O.OOS  in. 
0.008  in. 
0.010  in. 
0.012  in. 

The  allowances  and  tolerances  on  openings  of  wrenches 
shall  be  piws  and  in  amount  as  follows : 

Bolt Size Allowance Tolerance 

1/4  in. 
1-1/8  in. 
2-1/4  in. 

,  to  1  in. 
, to  2  in. 
, to  3  in. 

0.002  in. 
0.004  in. 
0.006  in. 

O.OOS  in. 
0.008  in. 
0.010  in. 

2.    Machine  Screw  Heads. 
(a)  Standard  designs  of  machine  screw  heads  shall 

be  limited  to  the  following: 

1.  Round  head 
2.  Flat   head   countersunk    (82   deg.) 
3.  Oval    countersunk    (82    deg.) 
4.  Flat  fillister  head 
5.  Round  fillister  head 

(b)  The  length  of  the  screw  shall  be  defined  as 
the  distance  from  the  largest  diameter  of  the  bearing 
surface  to  the  extreme  end. 

(c)  The  form  and  size  of  head  shall  conform  to 
forms  and  dimensions  derived  from  formulas  of 
A.S.M.E  except  for  size  of  slot  which  shall  be  as  follows : 

Size  of  Screw Width  of  Slot Depth  of  Slot 
Oto    2 
3  to    6 

8 
10  to  12 

0.024  in. 
0.030  in. 
0.042  in. 
O.OSl  in. 

0.020  in. 
0.040  in. 
O.OSO  in. 
0.060  in. 

With  reference  to  square  and  hex.  screw  stock  it  was 
suggested  that  the  effort  of  the  Commission  should  be 
to  assist  in  establishing  the  practice  of  having  all  screw 
stock  run  from  basic  to  below  basic,  instead  of  basic 
plus  or  minus. 

It  is  to  be  understood  that  the  tolerances  and  allow- 
ances proposed  for  wrenches  are  to  apply  to  open  end 

wrenches  only,  socket  wrenches  are  to  be  considered 
separately.  The  second  suggestion  would  eliminate 
wrench  sizes  but  requires  different  stock  for  bolts  and 
nuts  to  be  finished.    George  S.  Case,  of  the  Lamson  & 

Sessions  Co.,  does  not  feel  that  the  A.S.M.E.  sizes  will 
cover  all  cases  and  proposed  three  series  of  nut  dimen- 

sions. The  first  makes  the  nut  the  size  of'  the  bolt 
head — the  second  the  size  of  the  next  larger  bolt  head 
and  the  third,  the  size  of  a  bolt  head  two  sizes  larger. 
Mr.  Case  suggested  the  following  dimensions  to  1  in. 
Above  that  he  suggests  that  the  width  across  the  flats 
be  li  times  the  bolt  diameter  for  both  bolt  heads  and 
nuts.    His  proposed  sizes  are: 

Size 

•   Width    Across 

Bolt  Heads 

Flats   

Nuts 

1/4 3/8 

7/16 S/16 
7/16 

9/16 
3/8 

9/16 

S/8 

7/16 
S/8 3/4 

1/2 3/4 13/16 

9/16 

13/16 
7/8 

5/8 
7/8 

1 
3/4 

1-1/8 

1-1/8 

7/8 

1-1/4 1-1/4 

1 

1-1/2 1-1/2 

Diameter Across  Flats Thickness 
1/4 3/8 

3/16 S/16 7/16 
7/32 

3/8 

9/16 
9/32 

7/16 

S/8 

5/16 

1/2 

3/4 

3/8 

9/16 

13/16 13/32 

S/8 

7/8 

7/16 
3/4 1    or   1-1/8 

9/16 

7/8 
1-1/8  or  1-1/4 S/8 

1 1-1/4  or  1-1/2 3/4 

The  makers  of  wood  screws  have  eliminated  many 
sizes  and  have  adopted  the  same  sizes  of  wire  used  in 
making  machine  screws. 

Attitude  of  Secretary  Hoover 
on  the  Metric  System 

While  believing  that  the  metric  system  can  be  ap- 
plied to  good  purposes  in  the  scientific  field,  there  is 

reason  to  believe  that  Secretary  of  Commerce  Hoover 
has  in  no  way  altered  the  opinion  he  has  expressed  on 
several  occasions  since  assuming  his  portfolio.  It  is  his 

opinion,  that  there  is  nothing  to  justify  its  general  ap- 

plication at  this  stage  of  the  country's  development. 
The  period  when  productivity  is  important  would  be 

no  time  "to  warp  the  brains  of  the  country's  mechanics" 
in  their  efforts  to  acquire  the  metric  system,  Mr.  Hoover 
thinks.  He  thinks  much  of  the  propaganda  for  the 

metric  system  comes  from  a  single  indefatigable  en- 
thusiast. 

  ^   

America's  Ability  in  Competition 
The  United  States  cannot  hope  to  compete  with  the 

low-cost  countries  in  the  manufacture  of  the  simpler 
forms  of  machinery  which  are  not  made  on  a  large 
scale.  There  is  increasing  evidence,  however,  that  this 
country  can  compete  in  any  market  with  machinery 
which  is  made  in  large  quantities  and  with  such  articles 
as  machine  tools,  typewriters  and  locomotives.  These 
are  developments  of  American  ingenuity  and  the  actual 
control  of  their  market  will  probably  remain  with  this country. 

The  two  great  elements  which  will  favor  American 
industries  are  the  use  of  labor  saving  machinery  and 
the  duplication  of  parts.  Until  foreign  manufactures 

are  equipped  to  use  of  these  principles,  we  should  enjoy 
an  agreeable  advantage. 
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Editorial 

S 
with  th« 

THE  AVERAGE  purrhMing  agent  8«t« 
littk  vnniMiUiy  and  aoinetiinw  datTvw 
kM  tliaa  h*  g«U.  Bat  h«  ia  not  to  be 
«nvi«d  when,  with  ■  falling  or  rising 
market,  he  ia  confronted  with  the  prob- 

lem: To  buy  or  not  to  buy.  If  he  makes 
mlatake^   his  company    may   be   con- 

To  be  or  not  to  be.' 

Wkal'a  Wi 
the 

with 

O NE  OF  THE  MOST  imporUnt  of  the  several  things tlMt  SMm  to  us  to  be  at  the  bottom  of  railroad 
is  the  matter  of  equipment.     In  the 

artide  of  our  series,  which  appears  on  another 
wt  have  gone  into  the  equipment  situation  with 

To  the  average  citiien  the  condition  of  railroad  rolling 
atoek  is  tlie  indicator  of  the  financial  stringency  that 
••venHMOt  regulation  of  an  unintelligent  character  has 
hreoflkt  about.  Delays  give  striking  evidence  of  motive 
power  trooblea. 

To  the  engiaser  and  others  familiar  with  the  shop. 
hamtfm,  •  widi  dearer  picture  of  the  lack  of  funds 
is  iNeaaalad  by  the  antiquated  and  obsolete  tools  that 
•rs  foaad  io  the  railroad  repair  shop.  With  any  sem- 
Maaee  of  a  modem  depreciation  reserve  policy  these 
toola  wooM  have  been  written  off  the  books  years  ago. 
As  it  is  they  represent  a  liability  rather  than  an  asset. 

The  Btatcacnts  regarding  equipment  must  of  course 
be  taken  as  general  atatementa.  They  apply  to  the 
majority  of  ahops  we  have  visited  but  not  to  all.  A  few 
are  auKh  better,  otliers  much  worse. 

AaodMr  poiat  that  is  brought  out  in  the  article  is 

the  pfaMO  of  the  "show  madiine"  in  the  railroad  shop. 
Tkere  are  not  vary  many  madiine  tools  that  are  built 
with  railroad  service  flrst  in  mind.  Axle  and  wheel 
lathsa.  wheel  boring  machinea.  skitters  and  draw-cut 
alMpera  arc  esaentially  railroad  shop  tools  and  are 
ahowB  off  to  the  visitor  with  pride.  Unfortunately  they 
ars  not  alwaya  aaed  eOciently  as  is  indicated  in  the 
•ttida.  The  hieflkiency  is  due  partly,  of  course,  to  the 
fact  that  mass  prodoetkm  is  unknown  in  railroad  prac- 

tice. With  the  wide  variety  of  locomotives  in  the 
ssrvlea  of  cadi  road,  standardization  of  parU  and  stock- 

ist of  aparea  is  oat  of  the  question.  Here  would  be  a 
■OS*  fertile  IWId  for  Mr.  Hoover's  Division  of  Simplified Praetice. 

It  is  a  gTMt  pity  that  the  men  in  the  railroad  shops 
hare  had  to  conUnd  with  such  adverse  conditions. 
£»««  liie  most  ambitkiaa  and  aggreasive  man  cannot 
b«  be  affectsd  hf  iMk  of  OMNiey,  lack  of  co-operation, 
hck  of  propw  loots  for  his  iob.  It  U  not  our  intention 
to  try  to  bkuM  a^roac  for  the  present  situation,  the 

are  too  comj^  But  It  is  oar  belief  that  a  fair 
of  the  caae  will  help  to  speed  the  coming  of 

HM(  be  made  If  oor  transportation  system 
b  to  iMSt  tfco  Mipli—Mita  of  the  boom  period  of  busi- 

ness prosperity  which  is  Jost  getting  started. 

■iWM^Hda^^il 

Even  the  Onc-Man  Shop 
Haa  a  Large  EnRineerinK:  Department 

OUEER  AS  IT  may  8e«;n),  the  owner  of  even  tho 
smallest  ahop  has  at  his  command  highly  skilled 

enxineering  forces.  All  that  he  has  to  do  to  command 
their  8er\ice8  is  to  ask  their  immediate  employer  for 
a  price  on  the  machine  he  builds  and  for  a  guaranty 
as  to  its  production.  Then  he  buys  the  machine  and 
the  tools  necessary  for  the  job  and  the  engineering 
comes  along.  Sometimes  he  gets  more — his  machine  set 
up  and  demonstrated,  and  a  stack  of  parts  machined. 

Does  he  pay  for  the  extras?  Yes,  and  for  more  too.  He 
pays  a  part  of  what  it  cost  the  machine  builder  to  figure 
on  a  job  for  his  neighbor  who  didn't  buy.  More  than 
that,  he  pays  a  part  of  what  it  cost  the  same  builder 

to  figure  on  a  half  dozen  other  jobs  that  he  didn't  get. 
The  builder  has  to  get  paid,  so  he  distributes  such 
charges  over  all  the  machines  he  sells. 

If  each  customer  asked  for  the  services  of  the  engi- 
neering force  of  one  builder  and  then  either  bought  or 

did  not  buy,  the  charges  for  such  services  might  be 
distributed  equitably.  But  if  each  customer  asks  for 
the  services  of  six  builders  and  buys  from  only  one, 
five  must  go  unpaid  or  collect  from  those  to  whom  they 
do  sell. 

There  isn't  a  good  reason  why  the  engineering 
knowledge  of  a  manufacturer  of  milling  machines,  for 

.example,  shouldn't  be  used  for  the  benefit  of  all  perform- 
ing milling  operations.  It  is  expert  knowledge  and,  by 

its  use,  the  most  economical  solution  of  milling  prob- 
lems can  be  secured  in  the  shortest  time.  But  the  man 

who  invokes  the  engineering  services  should  pay  for 
them  whether  he  buys  equipment  or  not.  If  he  paid 
that  way,  it  would  cost  him  less  in  the  long  run  and  he 
would  think  twice  before  making  indiscriminate  use  of 
an   article  so  costly  as  engineering. 

The  Future 
of  Radio 

WiRELESS  TELEGRAPHY  has  been  with  us  for  a 
great  number  of  years,  as  we  count  time  in  days, 

when  new  inventions  sprout,  grow  up,  blossom  and  bear 
frait  in  a  fraction  of  a  life  time.  Though  admired  and 
respected,  it  was  never  intimate  or  even  on  friendly 
terms  vrith  the  mass  of  the  population. 

Wireless  telephony,  on  the  other  hand,  has  taken 
the  popular  fancy  by  storm.  Hundreds  of  thousand.<<, 
perhaps  millions,  of  radio  sets  have  been  made  and  sold. 
Radio  has  given  rise  to  a  new  industry.  It  would  seem, 
therefore,  that  it  is  about  time  to  take  stock  of  the 
situation  and  look  into  the  future  as  well  as  we  can. 

Is  radio  a  fad  or  a  fixture?  This  same  question  has 
been  asked  about  many  other  industries  which  have 
sprung  up  within  the  memory  of  the  present  generation. 
There  were  the  bicycle  and  the  automobile,  the  telephone 
and  the  typewriter,  the  phonograph  and  the  moving  pic- 

tures. Aboat  some  of  them  we  arc  not  quite  sure  even 
now,  but  all  of  ttiem  were  at  one  time  at  a  stage  where 
we  doubted  whether  the  rapid  progress  of  the  new  in- 
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dustry  was  evanescent  or  lasting.  Radio  presents  some 
phases  which  the  other  industries  did  not  have  and 
which  make  a  prediction  even  more  difficult. 

That  wireless  telegraphy  and  telephony,  as  well  as 
other  uses  of  radio  transmission  of  energy,  have  come 
to  stay  does  not  admit  of  any  doubt.  What  is  not  so 
certain,  however,  is  the  extent  to  which  they  will  keep 
a  hold  on  the  masses. 

The  pillars  which  are  now  supporting  the  structure 
of  the  industry  furnishing  the  radio  sets  are  the  broad- 

casting stations.  Such  stations  are  under  great  ex- 
pense to  give  the  entertainment  they  are  furnishing 

now.  They  are  repaid  by  the  expansion  of  the  industry. 
As  soon  as  this  expansion  is  checked,  it  will  be  doubtful 
if  broadcasting  will  continue  as  at  the  present,  and  if 
not,  it  is  more  than  doubtful  whether  the  same  number 
of  enthusiasts  can  be  found  which  we  find  at  present. 

Besides,  the  radio  is  merely  a  novelty  to  many  people, 
a  new  sensation,  a  kind  of  experiment  with  mysterious 
forces.  When  the  novelty  wears  off  there  will  be  many 
who  will  no  longer  have  use  for  the  radio  sets. 

At  best  the  music  which  is  now  delivered  by  the 
radio  set  is  an  inferior  kind  of  phonograph  noise.  It  is 
doubtful  whether  it  will  ever  be  possible  to  perfect  the 
radio  apparatus  to  such  an  extent  that  the  music  trans- 

mitted by  it  can  be  compared  to  what  we  hear  in  the 
concert  hall  or  even  at  home.  Between  the  mouth  of  the 
singer  and  the  ear  of  the  listener  there  are  so  many  joints 
and  connections,  so  many  forces  at  work,  so  many  possi- 

bilities for  disturbance,  that  it  is  not  reasonable  to 
look  for  the  perfection  of  transmission  which  comes 
when  the  voice  is  brought  to  us  merely  through  the 
vibrations  of  the  surrounding  atmosphere. 

The  music  which  comes  to  New  York  from  Pittsburgh 
is  wonderful  because  of  the  way  it  got  there,  not  on 
account  of  the  quality.  So  also  are  we  willing  to  listen 
to  lectures  given  at  a  distant  point,  which  if  delivered 
in  our  home  town  would  put  us  to  sleep. 

For  all  these  reasons,  it  seems  that  we  may  expect  a 
considerable  slacking  up  of  the  popular  interest.  Maybe 
not  now,  maybe  not  in  five  years,  but  ultimately,  unless 
some  other  use  is  found  for  radio,  a  use  which  is  not 
only  interesting  but  instructive  and  educational  as  well. 
It  would  seem  that  by  proper  co-operation  among  the 
great  companies,  perhaps  jointly  with  state  or  federal 
government,  much  can  be  done  along  these  lines  and, 
if  it  were  done,  the  popular  interest  would  be  maintained. 

Shortly,  if  radio  is  to  continue  to  live  among  the 
masses,  it  must  be  interesting  on  account  of  what  it 
gives,  not  merely  on  account  of  its  mystery. 

High  Cost  of 
Distribution 

FORTUNATELY,  the  problem  of  distribution  is  re- 
ceiving more  attention  than  formerly.  Even  the 

engineers  who  have  hitherto  devoted  all  their  energies 
to  reducing  production  costs  another  fraction  of  a  cent 
per  piece  are  beginning  to  study  the  question  seriously. 
In  the  past  they  have  been  struggling  only  with  the 
smallest  item  of  the  total  cost  of  most  manufactured 
articles,  direct  labor. 

A  glaring  example  of  the  high  charge  (whether  it  be 

all  "cost"  mu.st  be  judged  by  each  for  himself)  of  auto- 
mobile parts  happened  recently  in  a  large  eastern  city. 

The  owner  of  a  well  known  car  of  distinction,  if  not 
exclusiveness,  lost  a  small  sheet  metal  cover  which 
allowed  the  adjustment  of  the  brake  and  served  to  keep 

dirt  out  in  regular  running.  At  the  service  station  of 
the  company  building  his  car,  he  was  charged  two  dollars 
for  a  new  one,  plus  the  labor  of  putting  it  on. 

It  so  happened  that  this  particular  car  owner  was 
also  a  manufacturer  of  sheet  metal  goods  and  himself 
made  these  particular  covers  for  the  party  who  supplied 
the  axles  for  the  car.  A  dollar  an  ounce  or  thereabout 
seemed  rather  high  for  a  plain  sheet  metal  stamping 
and  he  had  his  secretary  look  up  the  price  at  which  he 
supplied  them  to  the  axle  makers  for  the  car. 

The  books  showed  that  his  price  on  the  piece,  includ- 
ing material,  labor,  overhead,  and  the  profit  which  en- 

abled him  to  buy  this  car  of  distinction,  was  just  eight 
cents.  In  going  to  the  axle  maker,  from  there  to  the 
car  maker,  and  back  to  the  service  station  in  his  own 
city,  it  had  increased  in  cost  from  eight  cents  to  two 
dollars,  or  twenty-five  times.  And  yet  they  say  that  a 
rolling  stone  gathers  no  moss.  It  would  seem  as  though 
the  efficiency  experts  might  well  give  the  harassed  pro- 

duction man  a  little  time  for  even  peaceful  inefficiency 
and  turn  their  energies  to  fields  which  offer  so  much 
greater  opportunities. 

Why  Make  Machinery 
the  Goat? 

AN  EDITORIAL  in  the  daily  press  calls  our  attention 
l\ to  the  fact  that  a  college  professor  has  proved  (to 
his  own  satisfaction)  that  many  of  our  modern  troubles 
are  due  to  machinery.  Hence,  the  argument  runs,  we 
should  cast  the  machinery  from  us  as  an  unclean  thing 
and  get  along  virtuously  without  it.  The  writer  of  the 
editorial  is  a  little  less  drastic  in  that  he  can  see  a 
difference  between  good  machinery  and  evil  machinery 
and  would  have  us  keep  the  good  but  throw  out  the  bad. 

Here  we  have  what  seems  to  be  almost  the  last  step 
in  passing  the  buck.  From  capital  to  labor,  from  labor 
to  capital,  to  the  manager,  to  the  engineer,  to  the 
government  bureau  it  has  gone,  and  each  has  found  a 
way  to  pass  it  along.  But  now  it  has  been  passed  to  an 
inanimate  machine  and  how  can  the  machine  get 
rid  of  it? 

Just  why  men  who  call  themselves  thinkers  will  per- 
sist in  blaming  machinery  for  the  mistakes  of  man- 

agement is  beyond  our  comprehension.  And  yet  they 
keep  right  on  doing  it.  Granted  that  conditions  in  steel 
plants  and  manufacturing  centers  are  not  ideal,  is  it 
the  fault  of  the  machinery  that  men  have  built  to  do 

the  heavy  work  for  them?  We  can't  see  that  it  is  and 
we  are  prepared  to  go  a  step  farther  and  say  that  in 
many  cases  the  bad  conditions  are  at  least  partly  due 
to  the  lack  of  machinery. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  you  could  hitch  a  taximeter  on  your 
salesman  that  would  start  working  merrily  when 

the  P.A.  sends  out  word  he  is  busy.  And  suppose  you 
could  send  a  bill  to  the  P.A.  for  all  the  money  you  lost 
while  your  salesman  wasted  his  time  because  the  P.A. 
was  discussing  the  ball  game  or  telling  of  his  latest 
motor  trip.  Best  of  all,  suppose  you  could  collect 
the  bill. 

Be  great  wouldn't  it?    Ought  to  be  done,  of  course. 
But,  just  suppose  you  had  to  pay  what  the  other 

fellow's  salesman's  taximeter  said  you  owed  him?  Per- 
haps we'd  all  be  more  prompt  and  courteous — if  it  cost 

real  money  not  to  be?  Can't  be  done?  Possibly  not, 

but- 

Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
ABertcan  Broach  &  Machine  Co. 

Broach  PrcM  on  Pedestal 
A  iwwMmiiwmtod  bench  broach  praM  mounted  on  a 

laor  pMlMtal  has  rwMiUjr  bam  pljM«d  on  th«  market 
lir  <ka  Aawrif  w  Broach  4  Machine  Co..  Ann  Arbor, 
Mkk  1W  BHchine.  which  ia  ahown  in  the  accompanyinf 
■Mlntiaa,  ia  aimilar  to  the  vertical  bench  broach  preaa 
daacribed  oa  pafa  CM,  Vol.  fi6,  of  Am4rican  Maekinut. 
It  ia  iaiaodad  aapaciaOy  for  broaching  amall  holes  and 
hayaya-  Hm  BMchiaa  is  rapid  in  its  action,  so  that 
Mfk  pfodaeliaa  la  ebUinabie. 

la  oparatad  by  belt  on  a  constant-speed 
tba  power  is  transmitted  through  a  steel 
a  broBi*  worm  gear  to  the  ram,  which  is 

OfNrated  by  radi  and  pinion.  The  machine  is  fitted  with 
aa  f«r*irr'**'^  atop^  and  the  movement  of  tlie  ram  is 
coalvolad  bjr  a  poaitive  Jaw  clutch  of  hardened  steel. 
Tlw  aMckinc  can  also  be  operated  by  hand  power,  the 
iModwIiiiil  having  hollow  spokea  to  receive  a  bar.  A 
caoaterweight  servca  to  raise  the  ram  after  the  power 
haa  baaa  iliaaniaied  Approximately,  2  tons  pressure 
«aa  ba  oMaiacd.  The  maxiaium  stroke  is  14  in.,  and 
writ  ap  to  6  in.  in  diaaieter  can  be  handled.  The  table 
haa  a  Sl-in.  hole.  The  driving  pulley  is  10  in.  in  diam- 
alar  and  has  a  S-in.  width  of  face. 

The  ptdeetal  shown  has  an  oil  receptacle  which  can 
be  cnaasrted  to  an  oil  pump  when  required.  The  height 
to  tlM  lop  of  Uw  work  Ubie  from  the  floor  is  36  in. 
The  ■—«*»'«*  eoaplate  with  the  pedestal  as  shown  in 
tiM  Olttstratioa  weighs  about  816  lb.  Only  a  small 

spare  is  required. 

Bourquin  "Leroy  &  Ames* for  Draftsmen 
Set 

Some  pens  and  a  lettering  instrument  for  the  use  of 
draftsmen,  engineers  and  those  doing  letterinR  and 
drawing  work  have  recently  been  placed  on  the  market 
by  Edgar  Bourquin,  1353  Main  St.,  Walthum,  Mass. 
The  accompanying  illustration  shows  set  No.  100,  al- 

though smaller  sets  including  only  that  part  of  the 
apparatus  required  can  be  furnished. 

The  flap  of  the  case  that  is  shown  raised  in  the 
illustration  forms  a  pocket  for  holding  the  Ames  letter- 

'AmMCAM-  BBMCM  BKOACH  I'RCMI  OH  I'KUaaTAt. 

"LJCROY  a  AMB8"  NO.   100  SOT  KOR  ORAFTSMBN 

ing  instrument  that  can  be  seen  lying  inside  the  cover 
of  the  case.  This  instrument  consists  of  a  nickel-plated 
steel  frame  holding  a  celluloid  disk  that  may  be  rotated 
In  it.  In  the  disk  are  three  parallel  rows  of  tapered 

holes  for  drawing  guide  lines  for  lettering.  The  in- 
strument is  used  by  holding  the  base  in  contact  with 

a  T-square  or  straight-edge,  and  then  pulling  it  alter- 
nately from  right  t*)  left  by  a  pencil  placed  in  a  hole 

in  the  disk,  the  position  of  the  pencil  being  shifU<d  from 
hole  to  hole  after  each  movement  across  the  paper. 

The  holes  in  the  center  row  are  evenly  spaced,  while 

the  Itolea  in  one  side  row  are  apaced  so  that  the  bodies 

of  the  lettert  will  be  two-thirds  of  the  height,  and  in  the 
other  row  three-fifthn  of  the  height.  The  numbers  on 

the  edge  of  the  disk  indicate  fractions  whose  understood 

denominator  is  82.  so  that  the  total  height  of  the  letter 

ia  shown  by  the  number  opposite  the  mark  on  the  base. 

In  the  case  are  compartmcntn  for  holding  the  pens, 
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and  a  special  celluloid  holder  for  the  Leroy  tubular  pens. 
These  pens  are  adapted  to  both  ruling  and  lettering. 
They  are  of  the  fountain  type  and  are  filled  by  means 
of  a  dropper  such  as  ordinarily  employed  for  ruling 
pens.  In  each  tube  is  a  cleaner  that  can  be  easily 
removed.  The  slight  projection  of  the  cleaner  beyond 

the  no.se  of  the  tube  sei-ves  to  constantly  prime  the  pen. 
Movement  imparted  to  the  cleaner  by  the  contact  of  its 
lower  end  on  the  paper,  or  by  turning  with  the  fingers 
from  above,  serves  to  keep  the  ink  agitated  so  that  it 
will  flow,  and  to  remove  hardened  particles  that  tend  to 
clog  up  the  point.  The  ink  is  retained  even  when  the 
cup  is  full,  so  that  it  does  not  drop  from  the  point  when 
the  pen  is  lifted.  The  width  of  the  line  made  depends 
upon  the  width  of  the  point,  so  that  a  range  of  sizes 
of  pens  is  furnished.  The  width  of  line  is  easily  con- 

trolled, as  it  is  always  the  same  for  any  one  point. 
The  tube  points  are  interchangeable  in  a  swiveling 

socket,  in  which  they  can  be  locked  in  such  a  position 
as  to  make  the  position  of  the  holder  most  convenient 
for  the  user.  The  same  socket  can  also  be  employed 

for  holding  Gillott's  crow  quill  pens,  one  of  them  being 
shown  clamped  in  position  and  lying  in  a  tray  in  the 
box.  The  case  for  the  No.  100  set  is  41  x  3  x  1  in.  in 
size,  leather  covered  and  lined  with  plush. 

"Nu-Angle"  Expansion  Line  Reamer 
The  Vedoe-Peterson  Co.,  Norfolk  Downs,  Mass.,  has 

just  placed  on  the  market  the  "Nu-Angle"  expansion 
line  reamer  for  reaming  piston-pin  bushings.  The  tool 
is  similar  in  construction  as  far  as  the  arrangement 
of  the  blades  is  concerned  to  that  described  on  page  162 
of  American  Machinist.  It  has  six  blades  placed  at 
angles  to  the  axis  so  as  to  minimize  chatter  and 
gouging.  Regardless  of  the  size  of  the  reamer,  it  can 
be  adjusted  through  a  range  of  0.030  in.  Thus  accurate 
control  of  the  size  of  the  finished  hole  is  possible,  and 
either  standard  or  oversize  pins  can  be  fitted. 

The  tool  is  equipped  with  a  pilot  and  an  expanding 
sleeve,  so  that  the  two  holes  in  the  bushing  will  be 
exactly  aligned.     Throughout  the  whole  reaming  oper- 

"NU-A.VGI.E"  EXPANSION  LINE  REAMER 

ation,  the  tool  is  guided  and  supported  by  the  solid  pilot 
and  the  expanding  sleeve  in  one  bearing  while  reaming 
the  opposite  bearing. 

The  reamer  is  made  in  nine  sizes  capable  of  reaming 
piston-pin  bushings  in  practically  every  make  of  auto- 

mobile. The  diameter  available  ranges  from  0.66  to 
1.14  in.,  and  the  length  over  all  from  9!  to  121  in. 
Three  reamers  can  be  furnished  to  ream  the  piston-pin 
bushings  employed  in  the  great  majority  of  automobile 
motors.  The  tools  are  packed  in  wooden  boxes  equipped 
with  compartments  to  hold  them  in  place. 

Brown  &  Sharpe  Pocket  Micrometer  Case 
The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  case  that  fits 

the  pocket,  and  that  has  recently  been  placed  on  the 
market  by  the  Brown  &  Sharpe  Manufacturing  Co., 
Providence,  R.  I.,  for  holding  1-in.  micrometer  calipers. 
The  principal  feature  of  the  case  is  its  shape,  as  it  is 

BROWN  &  SH.\RPK  POCKET  MICROMETER  CASE 

designed  to  fit  the  pocket  without  taking  up  much  room 
or  causing  a  large  bulge,  as  might  occur  with  the 
ordinary  case.  Its  use  protects  the  micrometer  from 
dirt  and  injury  due  to  carrying  in  the  pocket. 

The  case  is  made  of  metal,  covered  with  leather  and 
lined  with  plush.  It  is  furnished  in  two  .styles,  the 
No.  202  for  the  standard  micrometer  made  by  the  con- 

cern, and  the  No.  203  for  the  "Rex"  micrometer.  The 
inside  of  the  case  is  so  shaped  as  to  hold  the  micrometer 
securely  in  position  and  prevent  it  from  moving  in  the case. 

Moving  Machinery  as  per  Schedule 
As  is  generally  known,  parts  of  the  Ford  works  are 

being  moved  from  Highland  Park  to  the  River  Rouge 
plant  and  thereby  hangs  a  tale  which  may  well  be  noted, 

and  copied.  The  moving  isn't  done  in  a  haphazard  man- 
ner but  as  per  schedule.  The  time  came  to  move  a  cer- 
tain group  of  machines  of  the  cylinder  block  group.  The 

machines  ran  at  Highland  Park  until  the  moving  men 
backed  a  truck  up  to  receive  the  machines,  then  the  men 
put  on  their  hats  and  coats,  checked  out  and  took  a 
street  car,  or  cars,  for  the  River  Rouge  plant. 

It  is  a  long  way  from  one  plant  to  the  other,  especially 

by  street  car,  and  it's  several  miles  even  as  the  truck 
flies,  to  paraphrase  an  old  saying.  But  they  finally  ar- 

rived and  when  they  reported  to  the  foreman,  their 
machines  were  already  in  place,  wires  were  connected 
and  all  they  had  to  do  was  to  put  in  a  piece  of  work  and 
throw  on  the  current.  Needless  to  say  the  men  were 
surprised,  as  is  everyone  who  hears  it.  But  though  it 
might  seem  like  a  miracle  to  most  shops,  it  is  not  only 
possible  but  it  actually  happened.  And  all  because  the 
moving    was   planned    and   carried    out    systematically. 

Incidentally  it  was  made  easier  to  have  the  machines 
ready  to  run  by  the  time  the  men  arrived,  due  to  the 
independent  motor  drives  with  which  the  machines  were 
supplied. 

Some  moving! 
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Ai^3I.K.  Annual  .Meetinjf 
Oftut  December  4 

TW  ummI  wiiMBt  af  tM  AoMricM 
•r  M«clMai«l  Bavinrvn.  th« 
•Jr  tkr  BaUoMal  •nrmwrinc 

mt  Utt  wiU  be  Md  in  (he 
SwMtr*  Boildinr,  New 

t«ck  CMr.'P>c<«i>ii  4  to  7.  At  that tkm»  Join  U  HantaftM  oT  KaiiMs 
Otr  win  —rriait  Dm*  Dotar  S.  Kim- 
ksU  •!  CerMll  u  prvMnit  of  the 
Mrirtr. 

A  fMlart  of  Um  aMcttnc.  which  will 

MU*rt  mcUMwn.  OMnnfoctarrn.  eeo- 
mmaUlM,  i^w !■»  and  indu«trtali«ta 
trtm  ■■  ovvr  Uw  ceantrr,  will  br  joint 
MMiMH  «Ml  Um  Aaortran  Economic 
Aaacloths.  Um  Amaricaa  Society  of 

flfeffty  filBiin.  tht  AMorina  80- 
cMy  of  BiAri««rattac  BiwiMon.  and 
IW  Aaortea  IHit<»Mriii>  SUndarda 
CoMMittoo. 

H.  F.  Loroo,  |n«aid«it  of  th«  Dola- 
war«  aod  Bodaoo  Railroad  Co..  and 

m.  M.  Hon-.  pnMtat  at  the  WeaUnc- 
ko«M  Blvctrie  and  Manufarturinc  Co.. 

wOi  to  uaong  tb*  apMkrn  at  th«  eco- 
■awie  fonuB.  at  whicb  aJdra— at  abo 
will  br  delivered  by  Dr.  W.  C.  Mitchell 
•f  dM  Natioaal  Bvrcoo  of  Beonomic 
MmoutIi.  owl  prof«i»r  of  ocoMflsk* 
at  *V---»^  Vnivmitjr;  Prof.  H.  H. 

of  Cotambia,  proaident  of  the 
omic  Aaaociation,  and 

KioAoIL  Mr.  Herr'a  topic  wfll 
to  Tbe  HwMui  Probtem  in  Indoatrv." 

Mitrbell  will  diacoM  "Maktac 
aad  Makinc  Good." 

Taylor  Society  WHl  Hold 
Three-Day  Session 

Tto  Taylor  Society  wUI  open  lU  1922 
AmmbI  Moottec  in  tto  Eiictaoerinc 
tociotiaa  BiOMm.  t»  Wi^ltth  St.. 
Now  YoHt  City,  on  Wedneoday  eyeninr, 
Nw*e«bar  tX.  with  it«  annual  dinner 

M  «  o'dack.  Thia  wtll  be  followed 
hf  Ito  aaMHl  kwiaoM  meet  inc. 

Tto  ioaotoM  of  TiMnday,  Noeembor 
XI.  will  to  cloMi  over  to  a  diacaaaion  o< 
tto  fon—fot   mptn   by   tto   aottora 

Tto   Onraaixotloa   and    Management 
of  o  MidiiMi  ■>■■<  Plont:  oaipbaati  on 

■flHMBti  B|r  Pany  8.  Browii«  Works 
Mil— gir,  CoroM  TyiMiiltor  Co.. 
Gtotoo.  H.  Y.:  StaticUal  CMBpUatiea 
— oaaae  a(  Ha  aaoa  aa  a  ftactloa  at 
actoMito  awaa«we«t.  4««cripU«a  of  a 

4rpaf1aaent,  itj  orvaaiaation. 
I  aM  prodoct,  aad  tto  aae  of 

latter  la  Btanacerial  ea«rtrol.  by 
tUrry  Jl.    HarwHs,    Planmnc    Depart' 
Meat:  Harry  A.  WaaibrUca.  Sutiatical 
DMiioa:  _  a^     RanwiJ.     Batktn. 

Caw  Clrrelaa4: 
to    Mae< 

,     A  Petaa 
Yoor  Manage- 

Indostrtal 

ftailliaa^  by  IT  i.  fo'taaa.  aiaaartnc 4BRHMr*  TayMV  9aeMt|r«  Mav  YoHl 
tto  profraai  Car  Wiriibii  U  it  aa 

folUwa:  Maalar  Mnta  af  Sale*  anH 
rraiartlaa;  Caaa  l-^to  lloa4  Kabber 
CaL.brir.ir.  DMcaa.  Hood  KiAtor 

Co..  Watertown.  Maw.;  Cane  2— The 
IVnnisun  Manufarturinic  Co.,  by  Ernest 
C  Brooks,  The  Dt-nnison  Manufacturine 
Co..  Praminirham,  Maaa.;  Reduction  of 
Waate  throuich  Reaeareh  Studies  in  the 
Operatinir  Departments  of  Retail  Stores 
— a  summary  of  results  of  recent  studies 
made  by  the  Retail  Reoearrh  Associa- 

tion. By  Philip  J.  Reilly,  aaaociate 
director.  Retail  Research  Association. 
New  York. 

The  evcninir  session  will  be  a  Sym- 
posium on  The  Supervision  of  Person- 

nel, the  trend  following  the  shock  of 
tto  doproasion. 

Macliinery  Exports  Show 
Slight  Increase 

Exporta  of  metal-workinir  machinery 
dnriaff  Septemtor  were  alirhtly  greater 
than  in  AoKiiat  and  materially  greater 
than  the  value  of  the  exports  in  Sep- 

tember, 1921.  September  exporta  were 
raloed  at  |1,093,WI,  as  compared  with 
11,032,483  in  August  of  this  year  and 
91.074,371  in  July.  The  detailed  flgnres, 
which  are  thoaa  of  the  Bureau  of 

Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce,  are 
as  follows: 

EXPORTS    METAL-WORKINO     MACHINERY 
AiuuM.  m^wiihtf, 
llll  IfU 

LmIms.                         IS2.H}  154,174 
Ba(«M  s»l  dnlllns  mvhiivn  .  >l.)70  40.tlt 
FfaB>«*.>K*r|>rnrn>BH«lri<im  li,«tO  li.7SS 
HiMittiiesodpowf  priisn. . . .  U.04I  ll.Ui 
OMrmMtan    IJ.i»0  M.M7 
MMiifnHaw.    27.411  24.442 
MairtaaMwMMS                       ,  >,I4$  5.041 
Thf>«]  cutitnc  and  mfw  m>^ 
_<*l>>«»           .  n.$10  UM4 
raaduaa  mmt  ab«afiag  ■•• 

<taaf*    «,n5  7.171 
PomrkuMMa.    10.554  20.SM 
HMMmfmSSm..    754  5,147 
WTw  inmUm  a|ii*laM    1,445  tt 
Pillilli^  aad  bumliUss  na- 

Mt  1.2*5 
sad  arindiaa  ■»- 

  .  7«.554  54.4a CWthk  •Mi«da«i  bih».  drill 
tmdaihm       25.544  11.474 

II  ■■■  ws,  MrtUfa,  driUi  sad 
o(lMrp«1s(«raH*Ma*toeb  100,2*5  114,475 

Pswaiillimlablst— b.   .  .  44.772  55,51* 
r«-w>ry   aad    wMaTaa- 

|ili  ri  70.221  44.454 
Olkw  ■HMat.wnrMae  amhla 

«ya«l|Mftao<       522,252  544.5W 

TMal    tmmal  ■ietil««    ■»•• 
11.052.405  »l,0*5.50l 

IMPORTa 
»li.*24        t20.t50 

A.S.T.M.  1923  Annual Meeting 

IIm  Exoeatlre  Committee  of  the 
American  Society  for  Testing  Materials 
haa  votad  to  hold  tto  192.1  Annual 
Meeting  of  tto  Society  at  Atlantir  City 
in  the  latter  tolf  of  June  provided 
aatiafactory  arrangements  can  be  made. 
Two  dates  are  tentatively  under  con- 
aJderatlon,  *li.;  (1)  during  the  last 
week  in  Jane,  If.,  June  2fi  to  29  and  (2) 
tmmadiatoiy  following  tto  mooting  In 
Atlantic  City  of  Um  Amorican  Raifway 
AMOcistion,    ij.,    about   tto    mid«lle   of 

M  V  ̂""^oncement  of  tto  exact  date wiO  to  made  in  theae  columns  ai  soon 
as  a  Mbiito  docision  i«  rrarhe<l. 

A.S.M.E.  Elects  Division 
Committees 

The  American  Society  of  Mechanical 

Engineers,  during  the  past  week,  an- nounced the  elections  of  Um  executive 

committees  of  the  profaaaional  divi- 
aiona.  Among  the  committeoa  aolected 
are  the  following: 

Machine  Shop  Division:  F.  0. 
Hoagland,  Worcester,  Maaa.;  Henry  J. 
Etorhardt.  Newark,  N.  J.;  Forrest  E. 
Cardullo,  Cincinnati,  Ohio;  George  E. 

Greenli-af,  Plainlield,  N.  J.:  and  Charles 
R.  Gabriel,  Brcklyn,  N.  Y. 
Management  DiviNiun:  R.  A.  Went- 

worth,  chairmun,  W.  Herman  Greul. 
Alonxo  Flack,  L.  P.  Alford  and  Robert 
T.  Kent,  New  York  City. 

Materials  Handling  Division:  H.  V. 
Coos,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  chairman;  Fred 
M.  Feiker  and  R.  M.  Gates,  New  York 
City;  Kern  Dodge  and  H.  E.  Birch. 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Ordnance  Division:  Waldo  H,  Mar- 
shall, New  York  City,  chairman:  Lieut. 

C«l.  G.  L.  Wall,  Aberdeen  Proving 
Grounds,  Aberdeen,  Md.;  Major  WiH 
ford  J.  Hawkins,  Bloomfleld,  N,  J.; 

Col.  C.  L'H.  Ruggles,  Ordnance  Dcimit 
ment,  Washington,  D.  C;  and  Major 
Frod  J.  Miller.  New  York  City. 

Power  Division:  John  H.  Lawrence, 
New  York  City,  chairman;  Ervin  G. 
Bailey.  Cleveland,  Ohio:  A.  G.  Christie. 

Jrofessor  of  mechanical  engineering  nt 
ohns  Hopkins  University,  Biiltiniore, 

Md.;  C.  F.  HirshfcM,  Detroit,  .Mich.; 
and  Nevin  E.  Funk,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Railroad  Division:  James  Parting- 
ton, New  York  City,  chairman;  Will- 
iam Elmer,  Altoona,  Pa.;  E.  B.  Katte, 

New  York  City;  W.  H.  Winterrowd, 
Montreal,  Canada;  and  Burton  P. 
Flory,  Middletown,  N.  Y. 

Aeronautic  Divlnion:  Major  Thur- 
man  H.  Bane.  U.  S.  Air  Service,  Mc- 
Cook  Field,  Dayton.  Ohio,  chairman; 
Joseph  A.  Steinmets,  Philadelphia,  Pa.; 
Elmer  A.  Sperry,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.; 
Lieut  R.  S.  Bamaby,  U.  S,  Navy, 
Philadelphia,  Pa;  and  Sanford  A. 
Moaa,  Lynn,  Mass. 

6th  Annual  Industrial 
Conference  of  New 

York  State 

"Elimination  of  Wnnte  In  Industry" 
will  be  the  central  thcmo  of  the  .Sixth 
Annual  Industrial  C/onference  of  the 
State  of  New  York  which  will  be  held 
in  Buffalo,  Nov.  21,  22  and  28,  at  the 
Hotel  Lafayette. 
Among  the  speakers  on  the  program 

who  *iHn  address  the  conference  nro 
the  following:  Hon.  Henry  D.  Sayre, 
Industrial  C/omminsioner;  Governor 
Nathan  L.  Miller:  W.  D.  Baldwin, 
Chairman  of  the  Board,  Otia  Elevator 
Co.:  L,  W.  Wallace,  Vice  Chairman, 
Foaerated  Engineering  .Societies;  M. 
P.  Simmons,  General  Electric  Co.; 
H,  C.  Blagbroutfh,  H.  H.  Franklin  Co.; 
Dean  Dexter  V.  Kimball,  Cornell  Uni- 

versity, and  W.  R.  BaRsett,  Miller, 
Franklin  A  Bassett  Co. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Agriculture  and  Industry Based  on  Current  Developments 

By  THEODORE  H.  PRICE 
Editor,  Commerce  and  Finance,  New  York 

(Copyripht,  Theodore  IT.' Trice  Pnbllahing  Corporation,  16  Exchange  Place,  New  Tm-k) 

THE  economic  effect  of  the  election 
is  quite  as  important  as  the  politi- 

cal realignment  that  it  will  bring 
about.  Some  maintain  that  the  reduction 
in  the  Republican  vote  was  due  simply 
to  popular  petulance  at  the  failure  of 
Cong^ress  to  reduce  taxes  and  expendi- 

tures. Others  assert  that  it  reflects 
a  widespread  demand  for  a  policy  that 
will  equalize  the  inequalities  of  life 
and  correct  the  alleged  unfairness  with 
which  the  rewards  of  human  effort  and 
enterprise  are  distributed  in  this  won- 

derful  country  of  ours. 
In  our  consideration  of  the  subject 

we  shall  probably  be  led  astray  if  it  is 
assumed  that  the  masses  are  much  con- 

cerned about  taxation  or  government 
expenditure.  The  only  direct  Federal 
tax  is  that  levied  upon  incomes.  In 
1920  there  were  but  226,120  persons 
who  reported  taxable  incomes  of  as 
much  as  $10,000  or  more.  This  is  a 
politically  negligible  portion  of  the  pop- 

ulation and  while  the  rest  of  the  people 
resent  the  fact  that  so  much  of  the 

country's  wealth  is  concentrated  in  the 
hands  of  the  few  they  take  a  certain 
satisfaction  in  the  belief  that  these 
few  pay  most  of  the  taxes  and  in  this 
belief  the  many  are  not  acutely  con- 

scious of  the  burden  of  indirect  tax- 
ation that  is  passed  on  to  them. 

Corroborative  evidence  of  this  state- 
ment is  furnished  by  the  election  in 

the  State  of  New  York,  where  the 
candidate  whose  chief  recommendation 
was  his  economy  went  down  to  defeat. 

Nor  will  the  careful  student  of  the 
political  map  be  inclined  to  agree  with 
those  who  assert  that  the  tariff  was 
a  major  influence  in  the  election.  The 
democratic  papers  succeeded  in  making 
something  of  a  bogey  of  it,  but  it  has 
not  been  long  enough  in  force  to  in- 

crease seriously  the  cost  of  living  and 
while  it  has  its  iniquitous  aspects  the 
average  American  voter  is  not  much 
moved  by  economic  abstractions.  His 
grievances  must  become  concrete  be- 

fore he  is  willing  to  abandon  his  party 
affiliations  to  protest  against  them  and 
it  can  hardly  be  said  that  the  higher 
prices  which  must  ultimately  be  the 
result  of  the  higher  duties  have  as  yet 
become  painful   realities. 
We  may  therefore  conclude  that  the 

changed  majorities  were  not  so  much 
a  protest  against  taxation  or  extrav- 

agance or  the  tariff  as  against  the 
inequalities  of  economic  opportunity 
and  rewards  of  which  the  social  re- 

formers  talk   so   much. 

The  outstanding  fact  of  the  election 
is  the  triumph  of  the  Progressives. 
Its  explanation  is  to  be  found  in  the 
promises  they  made.  In  nearly  every 
case  they  pledged  themselves  to  im- 

prove the  economic  condition  of  the 
large  majority  of  the  people  who  feel 
themselves  oppressed.  In  the  agri- 

cultural states  the  elected  candidates 
were  those  who  promised  higher  prices 

for  the  products  of  the  soil.  In  the 
industrial  regions  the  nominees  who 
were  supposed  to  be  in  sympathy  with 
the  wage  earners  got  the  largest  vote 
and  in  the  State  of  New  York  the 

enormous  majority  given  to  "Al"  Smith 
is  generally  intei-preted  as  a  protest 
against  the  power  of  wealth  that 
Governor  Miller  is  rightly  or  wrongly 
supposed   to  represent. 

The  net  result  of  the  election  is  that 
the    balance    of   power    in    both    houses 

The  outstanding  fact  of  the 
election  is  the  triumph  of  the 
Progressives.  Its  explanation 
is  to  be  found  in  the  promises 
they  made.  In  nearly  every 

case  they  pledged  themselves 

to  improve  the  economic  con- 
dition of  the  large  majority 

of  the  people  who  feel  them- 
selves oppressed. 

of  Congress  as  well  as  in  several  state 
legislatures  will  be  held  by  a  few  men 
who  are  known  to  be  anti-capitalistic 
in  their  views. 

A  Coalition  of  the  newly  elected 
Representatives  and  Senators  who  call 
themselves  Progressives  with  the  Agri- 

cultural "Bloc"  will  bring  into  exist- 
ence a  minority  unit  than  can  hold 

up  all  legislation  of  which  it  does  not 
approve.  Some  of  the  members  of  this 
unit  are  already  on  record  as  inter- 

preting the  vote  cast  last  Tuesday  into 
a  demand  that  farm  and  industrial 
labor  shall  be  awarded  a  larger  and 
more  equitable  share  of  the  wealth 
that  it  produces.  This  means  that 
capital  will  get  less.  The  justice  of 
this  demand  need  not  be  here  discussed, 
nor  is  it  possible  to  say  whether  it 
can  be  successfully  resisted  by  those 
who  may  oppose  it.  The  indications  are 
that  an  attempt  to  meet  it  by  legis- 

lation will  probably  be  made,  and  if 
this  attempt  is  made  it  is  likely  to 
prove  a  disturbing  if  not  a  depressing 
factor  in  so  far  as  security  values  are 
concerned. 

Conversely,  it  is  likely  that  the  Prog- 
ressives will  regard  themselves  as  com- 

missioned to  find  a  way  to  raise  wages 
as  well  as  the  prices  of  farm  products. 
If  this  is  attempted  a  further  advance 
in  both  raw  materials  and  manufac- 

tured articles  may  be  expected  until 
the  law  of  supply  and  demand,  which 
is  superior  to  man  made  statutes, 
reasserts  itself. 

But  it  is  not  to  be  expected  that 
these  prophetic  generalizations  will 
immediately      become      realities.       The 

newly  elected  Congress  will  not  nleet 
until  the  fourth  of  March  and  while  the 
special  session  of  the  old  Congress 
that  has  been  called  by  the  President 
will  convene  November  20th,  it  is  un- 

likely that  it  will  venture  to  increase 
its  unpopularity  by  enacting  the  Ship 
Subsidy  bill  or  any  other  legislation 
that  will  involve  further  demands  upon 
the  treasury  or  the  tax-payer. 
A  winter  of  comparative  quietude 

politically  and  financially  is  therefore 
indicated.  The  impetus  which  the  busi- 

ness improvement  now  in  progress  has 
acquired  ought  not  to  be  exhausted 
before  the  spring. 

The  developments  of  the  past  week 
have  not  been  specially  important  ex- 

cept in  the  cotton  market,  where  the 
feeling  of  alarm  at  the  prospective 
scarcity  in  the  world's  supply  of  the 
raw  material  has  led  to  a  further 
advance  of  over  two  cents.  No  one 
knows  at  what  price  the  advance  will 
be  checked. 
The  other  two  important  textiles, 

silk  and  wool,  are  likewise  firm,  but  in 
no  other  department  of  our  domestic 
trade  is  the  upward  tendency  of  prices 
as  pronounced  as  it  was  two  or  three 
weeks  ago.  The  market  for  building 
material  is  distinctly  easier  because 
the  railway  congestion  has  led  many 
builders  to  suspend  operations  for  the 
winter  or  until  they  can  get  prompter 
delivery  of  the  supplies  they  need. 

The  market  for  bonds  and  stocks 
has  changed  but  little  since  Wednesday, 
when  it  opened  at  a  slight  decline  upon 
the  news  of  the  elections  and  promptly 
recovered  the  ground  lost  because  the 
outside  public  did  not  seem  disposed 
to  follow  the  lead  of  the  professionials 
in  selling.  The  money  market  has  been 
quiet.  It  is  firm  but  not  appreciably 
higher.  The  weekly  statement  of  the 
Federal  Reserve  System  shows  a  gain 
of  $2,700,000  in  the  gold  held  and  an 
advance  of  i^  of  one  per  cent  in  the 
reserve  ratio,  which  now  stands  at  76.4. 

The  continued  decline  in  French  and 
Belgian  francs  has  been  a  feature  of 
the  foreign  exchange  market.  It  is 
attributed  to  the  gradual  abandonment 
by  France  of  the  hope  that  she  will 
collect  any  substantial  portion  of  the 
reparations  claimed  from  Germany 
whose  paper  marks  are  practically 
worthless  at  li  cents  a  hundred. 

There  are  but  few  other  European 
developments  that  call  for  comment. 
The  Turks  are  again  becoming  turbu- 

lent but  England  seems  undisturbed. 
Despite  the  financial  plight  of  the  vari- 

ous continental  governments  private 
business  in  Europe  appears  to  be  on 
the  mend  and  Russia  in  particular 
seems  to  be  commencing  to  emerge 
from  its  economic  disorder  now  that 

the  Soviet  government  has  counte- 
nanced the  resumption  of  trade  and  con- 
sented to  a  partial  recognition  of  the 

rights  of  capital. 
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continue  tc  hold  up  well,  September 
shipmenu  being  valued  at  $1,01)3,891, 
a  sliirht  inrr«;aHe  over  the  August 
total  uf  $1,032,483.  This  is  the  highest 

total  recorded  during  the  cur- 
rent year  and  compares  with 

shipments  in  March  valued 
at  $1,057,106  and  July,  valued 
ut  $1,074,371.  As  compared 

with  the  month  of  Scntembet*. 
1921,  the  figures  show  an 
inrrvase  of  $467,705.  Im- 
(Kirts  of  tools  continue  in 
xmall  volume  and  were  val- 

ued at  $20,960  aa  against 

$18,926  in  August.  Machin- 
ery exports  to  South  Amer- 

ica ar«  increasing  but  indus- 
trial, and  financial  conditions 

in  Europe  must  improve  con- 
siderably before  any  great 

impetus  can  be  expected  in 
mftal  working  machinery  ex- 
portH  on  the  whole. 

American  foreign  trade- 
for  September  shows  exportH 
valued  at  $307,457,198  and 
imi>urU  of  $228,704,639,  as 
against  August  exports  of 
$301,804,018  and  intporU  of 
$281,412,910.  As  compared 
with  September,  1921,  im- 

ports show  an  increasa  of 
nearly  $60  millions  while  ex- 

ports declined  about  $10  millions. 

Bailwajr  aaminga  on  American 
roada  increased  slightly  during  Sep- 

tember, Class  One  railroads  report- 
ing a  net  operating  income  of  $68,- 

428,000  as  against  $62,579,799  in  the 
month    previous. 
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Alabama  to  Be  Center  of 
Pipe  Industry 

According  to  a  recent  bulletin  by  the 
Southern  Metal  Trades  Association  es- 

tablishment of  several  new  pipe  plants 
in  the  Birmingham  district  the  past 
several  months  has  resulted  in  making 
that  district  the  largest  manufacturer 
of  cast-iron  pipe  in  the  world,  with 
Birmingham  and  Anniston,  Ala.,  the 
two  larger  centers.  In  the  latter  city 
there  are  about  fifteen  large  plants 
manufacturing  pipe,  while  Birmingham 
has  the  largest  individual  pipe  plant  in 
the  world.  This  plant  produces  ap- 

proximately 13  per  cent  of  all  cast  iron 
pipe  made  in  the  United  States.  More 
than  50  per  cent  of  all  pressure  and 
soil  pipe  made  in  this  country  is  pro- 

duced  in  the  district. 

Plan  Exhibit  of  Inventions 
and  Patents 

Announcement  has  just  been  made  by 
A.  B.  Cole,  vice-president  of  the  Uni- 

versal Patent  Exposition  Corporation, 
with  executive  offices  at  110  West  40th 
St.,  New  York  City,  of  an  exposition 
of  inventions  and  patents  to  be  held  in 
Grand  Central  Palace,  in  that  city, 
February  17  to  22,  1923. 
The  object  of  the  exposition  is  to 

give  all  inventors  an  opportunity  to 
show  the  public,  the  manufacturer,  the 
merchant,  and  the  financier  the  possi- 

bilities for  utility,  business,  trade  and 
commerce  that  are  to  be  found  in  the 
products  of  their  genius. 
The  opening  day  of  the  exposition, 

Saturday,  February  17,  has  been  named 
International  Day,  each  of  the  five  days 
following  being  named  in  honor  of  Mar- 

coni, Steinmetz,  Edison,  Bell  and  West- 
inghouse. * 

Freight  Loadings  Make 
High  Record 

Loading  of  revenue  freight  during 
the  week  which  ended  on  Oct.  28 
amounted  to  1,014,480  cars,  according 
to  reports  received  today  from  the  rail- 

roads of  the  country  by  the  Car  Service 
Division  of  the  American  Railway 
Association. 

This  was  the  largest  number  of  cars 
loaded  with  revenue  freight  during  any 
one  week  in  the  history  of  the  railroads, 
except  for  the  week  of  Oct.  15,  1920, 
which  exceeded  this  total  by  only  4,059 
cars,  or  two-fifths  of  one  per  cent.  This 
also  was  the  second  consecutive  week 
that  freight  loadings  have  exceeded  the 
million  mark. 

Loading  for  the  week  of  Oct.  28  this 
year  was  an  increase  of  10,721  cars 
over  the  week  before,  and  an  increase 
of  63,096  cars  over  the  corresponding 
week  last  year.  It  also  was  an  increase 
of  33,238  cars,  or  3.4  per  cent  above  the 
corresponding  week  in  1920  when  the 
total  was  1,008,818  cars. 

While  the  total  loading  for  the  week 
was  slightly  below  that  for  the  week  of 
Oct.  15,  1920,  which  was  the  largest  on 
record,  an  analysis  shows  that  there  is 
a  more  widespread  stimulation  in  busi- 

ness now  than  two  years  ago.  The  sea- 
sonal decline  is  loading  usually  begins 

around  Oct.  15,  but  comparisons  show 
an  increase  in  the  loading  of  agricul- 

tural products  and  all  other  commodi- 
ties as  well. 

Bad  Order  Locomotives 
Show  Decrease 

Reports  received  last  week  from  the 
railroads  of  the  country  by  the  Car 
Service  Division  of  the  American  Rail- 

way Association  show  a  steady  im- 
provement in  the  condition  of  motive 

power  belonging  to  all  carriers. 
On  Oct.  15  last,  19,231  locomotives, 

or  29.8  per  cent  of  the  total  on  line, 
were  in  need  of  repairs,  according  to 
these  reports. 

This  was  a  reduction  of  496  locomo- 
tives during  the  first  half  of  October, 

there  having  been  19,727,  or  30.6  per 
cent,  in  need  of  repairs  on  Oct.  1. 

Of  the  total  number  on  Oct.  15  last, 
15,935  were  in  need  of  repairs  requir- 

ing more  than  24  hours.  This  was  a 
decrease  since  Oct.  1  of  378  locomo- 

tives in  the  number  requiring  heavy 
repairs.  Reports  also  showed  3,296 
locomotives  in  need  of  light  repairs 
which  was  a  decrease  of  118  within  the 
same  period. 

At  the  same  time  the  railroads  of  the 
United  States  had  on  Oct.  15,  45,187 
serviceable  locomotives  compared  with 
44,703  on  Oct.  1,  an  increase  of  484. 

From  Oct.  1  to  Oct.  15,  11,404  loco- 
motives were  turned  out  of  the  shops. 

This  was  an  increase  of  191  over  the 
last  half  of  September. 

French  Steel  Industry 
Improving  Rapidly 

Commercial  Attache  Jones,  in  a  cable 
to  the  Department  of  Commerce,  reports 
marked  and  continued  improvement  in 
the  French  iron  and  steel  industry. 

During  the  first  eight  months  of 
1922,  France  produced  3,136,000  metric 
tons  of  pig  iron  and  2,809,000  metric 
tons  of  ingot  steel.  There  were  98  blast 
furnaces  active  on  the  first  of  Septem- 

ber, 61  furnaces  ready  to  operate,  and 
62  furnaces  being  constructed  or  re- 

paired. The  general  condition  of  the 
iron  and  steel  industry  is  continuing  to 
improve,  due  especially  to  a  lack  of 
German  competition.  Depreciation  of 
the  franc  favors  exports,  but  domestic 
demand  is  slightly  calmer.  Prices  are 
firm  or  rising.  Producers  have  orders 
several  weeks  ahead,  and  stocks  are 
low,  particularly  those  of  pig  iron  and 
semi-finished  products. 

Strong  Tendency  Marks 
Southern  Iron  Market 

According  to  the  Southern  Metal 
Trades  Association  the  iron  market  in 
the  Birmingham  district  still  is  at  com- 

paratively high  prices  though  there  is  a 
very  noticeable  tendency  for  the  prices 
to  ease  off.  Many  of  the  makers  that 
were  asking  $30  a  week  or  ten  days 
back  have  reduced  to  $28  in  the  com- 

petitive fields,  while  the  market  can  be 
said  to  stand  at  $27.50  to  $28  per  ton. 
Further  slight  reductions  are  looked 
for  and  in  another  week  average  prices 
probably  will  be  around  $27.  Excel- 

lent sales  still  are  reported,  with  the 
outlook  better  than  it  has  been  in  many 
months.  Many  manufacturers  in  the 
district  look  for  1923  to  usher  in  an- 

other period  of  inflation,  but  expect 
conditions  to  hold  stable  enough  that 
the  disastrous  after  effects  will  not  pre- 

vail such  as  followed  the  last  period 
immediately  after  the  war. 

Steel  Production  in  South 
Africa  Growing 

steel  production  in  South  Africa  is 
making  considerable  progress,  accord- 

ing to  a  report  to  the  Department  of 
Commerce  from  Trade  Commissioner 
Stevenson,  though  not  as  much  as  had 
been  anticipated. 
The  Union  Steel  Corporation  (of 

South  Africa)  Limited,  Mr.  Stevenson 
says,  is  by  far  the  most  important  fac- 

tor in  the  industry,  its  1921  production 
being  14,434  tons  of  a  value  of  £361,468. 
The  greater  part  of  the  output,  or 
11,573  tons,  consisted  of  open-hearth 
steel  made  from  scrap  materials,  while 
2,861  tons  were  made  in  a  3J-ton 
Heroult  electric  furnace.  A  new  22-inch 
mill  is  being  installed  to  roll  heavier 
sections  of  angles,  channels,  girders, 
and  similar  products  from  20  to  30 
pounds  per  foot,  and  rails  up  to  60 
pounds  per  yard.  A  new  25-ton 
Siemens  open-hearth  furnace  has  been 
erected  and  when  in  full  working  order 
the  capacity  of  the  works  will  be  30,000 
tons  a  year.  The  Union  Steel  Corpora- 

tion has  already  supplied  a  large  part 
of  the  reinforcing  steel  contract  for  the 
government  grain  elevators,  and  has 
rolled  a  few  rails  which  have  been  pur- 

chased by  the  South  African  Railways 
for  trial  purposes. 

The  Dunswart  Iron  and  Steel  Works, 
Limited,  turned  out  5,355  tons  of  iron, 
valued  at  £123,165  in  1921.  A  new 
3-roll  high  18-inch  cogging  mill  is  in 
the  course  of  erection.  It  is  intended 
later  to  manufacture  steel  castings  up 
to  7  tons  in  weight. 
The  Witwatersrand  Co-operative 

Smelting  Works,  Limited,  has  erected 
a  new  plant  at  Driehoek,  to  which  the 
old  equipment  is  being  transferred.  The 
capacity  of  the  new  plant  will  be  4,500 
tons  per  annum.  The  1921  output  was 
1,296  tons  of  shoes  and  dies,  worth 
£25,900,  as  against  1,201  tons  in  1920, 
valued  at  £24,020. 

The  South  African  Iron  and  Steel 
Corporation,  Limited,  at  Pretoria,  was 
able  to  operate  only  during  the  first 
four  months  of  1921,  the  output  being 
1,148  tons  of  pig  iron,  valued  at  £11,480, 
which  was  slightly  below  the  1920 
figures. 

It  would  appear,  Mr.  Stevenson  con- 
cludes, that  the  local  industry  has  not 

as  a  whole  made  the  progress  that 
was  anticipated,  even  allowing  for  the 
depression  period.  Whether  the  new 
Iron  and  Steel  Industry  Encouragement 
Act  will  prove  sufficiently  attractive  to 
interest  capital  is  open  to  some  ques- 
tion. 

Jones  &  Laughlin  Assisting 
Carnegie  tech  Students 

To  assist  students  working  their  way 
through  Carnegie  Institute  of  Tech- 

nology, the  Jones  &  Laughlin  Steel  Co., 
of  Pittsburgh,  has  arranged  to  employ 
students  in  the  steel  mills  on  Friday 
and  Saturady  nights  or  all  day  Satur- 

day. The  shifts  are  of  ten  hours  length. 
Jones  &  Laughlin  Co.  is  the  first 

large  concern  in  Pittsburgh  to  come  to 
the  aid  of  students  in  need  of  finances. 
The  arrangement  is  pleasing  to  the 
administration  at  Carnegie  Tech  be- 

cause of  the  opportunity  it  gives  to  the 
students  in  the  College  of  Engineering 

to  acquire  practical  as  well  as  theo- retical knowledge. 
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TIm  liuiu(*ctur«ra  Machine  Tool 
•nd  Sapptr  Co..  Inc.  of  Bridgeport 
Conn..  bM  rwMMlyJbMa  incorporatod 

•k»  b*  to  clMfi*  «f  Uw  Ml*  «C  nvply 
.liii^T  -^--j^—  tiM  mOn  Pitu- 
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I Business  Items 

ia  iiMiiaa  haeo  ban  BMdt 
Loaia  aad  L<oa  Aacdaa  oOnt. 

ia  BOW  loratod  at  717 
Twatflb  8L.  St.  Loai*.  and  the 
at  dM  lartb  Baa  Podro  St..  Loa 

1 
Wifa  aad  CaUo  Co.,  of 

tbo  oaUblishmeat  of 
  la   Now  York   City   at 
roa(  m  IC.  with  Joaeph  G.  Bro- 

Mr.  Brobeck  haa  aold 
ia  tfao  Now 

MaKk,ino,  pravl- I  auaaaatad  with  1U 
orsaaiutioe  at  Boaton 

St.. 

tbt  Work 
of  tba  cenpany  in 

MUlinc  Machinr 
at  Bsiia  Park,  Maaa..  wtU  be 
U  WarwatiT,  and  tbo  Hyde 

mU.    Tha  Bodwr  pUst 

~     by  dM  Raad-fmi- 
afpaara. 

Parbav   Matal   Ooada   Co..   of 

•Uy  been  In- 
law* of   Ma*M- 

capital     alack     of '   deal  la 

,aU.    Arthor 
9  RaoAwd  Raai.  W 

......  lb*  lawB  of  Coaaaeticot,  to  aa- 
■Mt  ia  the  baadlinc  of  aMdUaa  took 
■aSlairr  and  mUl  aappUoa,  ate.  Tba 
caaMal  alocfc  ia  $50,000.  and  the  iaoor- 
Boratora  ara:  T.  Leo  Ulley.  647  Watnr 
St.;  Ambroae  A.  Johnaun,  and  Albert  E. 
Wricht,  all  of   BridceporC 

Alvord  ReanM-r  and  Tool  Co..  Millers- 

burf.  Pa.,  annoum-va  the  appointment of  Paul  A.  Cuenot  aa  mechanical  rep- 
reaaatative  to  furnith  special  t«o] 
aarviee  to  cuatoroera.  Mr.  Cuenot  was 
formerly  connected  with  the  American 
LoeooMthre  Co.  and  the  Pennaylvania 
Steal  Co. 

The  Black  A  Decker  Manufacturing 

Co.'s  Philadelphia  branch  office  and 
aervicc  station,  formerly  located  at  318 
North  Broad  St.,  has  re-locaUd,  the 
new  addrea*  being  824  North  Broad  St 
The  new  quarters  are  much  more  com- 
BMdloua  and  up-t<Miate   than   the   old 

The  Mack  Trucka,  Inc.,  for  the 
quarter  ended  Sept  30,  1922,  reports 
net  earnings  of  $1,206,733,  after  do- 
ductinK   chargea   for   maintenance,  de- 
rreciation,  repairs,  etc.,  compared  with 
12.633  earned  during  the  aame  period 

last  year. 
The  Hudson  Motor  Car  Co.  for  the 

quarter  ended  August  31,  1922,  reporU 
a  net  income  of  $3,6&6,218,  after  Fed- 

eral tasea.  or  more  than  $3  a  share  on 
the  oatatanding  capital  stock.  The  in- 

come account  for  the  quarter  showed 

proAts  of  $4,183,327;  roaerve  for  Fed- 
eral Uxea,  eU.,  $627,109;  net  income, 

$3,656,218;  dividenda,  $600,247.  and  a 
aurplua  of  $3,066,971. 

The  United  States  HofTman  Ma- 
chinery Corporation  for  the  quarter 

ended  Sept  30.  1922,  reporU  groaa 
aalea  of  $1,628,241,  against  $1,381,200 
In  the  prerioos  quarter.  Net  income, 
after  all  expenses,  but  before  taxes, 
touled  $255,435,  againnt  $214,984  in 
the  previous  three  months. 
The  Seneca  Falls  Manufacturing 

Co.  of  Seneca  Falls,  N.  Y.,  makera  of 
machine  tools  and  specialising  in  lathea 
baa  been  placed  in  the  hands  of  a  re- 

ceiver by  Federal  Judge  Cooper.  Ken- 
neth Bartlett  aaaiatant  treasurer  of 

the  corporation  and  William  McGreevy 
of  Goneva  have  been  appointed  re- 
eaivera.  Tha  petitions  flled  in  Federal 
coart  ahow  aaaeU  of  $678,000  and 
liabilitiea  of  $2S8,000.  The  liabilities 
largely  consist  of  bonds  involving  $210,- 
000  held  by  banks  and  protected  by  real 
property  said  to  be  worth  considerably 
in  excess  of  the  toUl  debta.  The 
capital  of  tbo  company  comprisea 
$600,000  In  preferred  stock  and  16,000 
share*  of  common  stock  of  no  par 
value.  The  report  shows  that  the  busi- 
neoa  of  the  company  daring  1921  and 
1922  has  been  about  tan  per  cent  of 
normal. 

Tba  Rarriobarg  Bar  Mill  plant,  owned 
fc«  J.  K.  White,  hail  been  mjrchaaed  by 
the  Harritburg  Pipe  and  Bending  Co., 
and  arill  be  opcratad  by  the  now  firm. 
B.  C  Prey  la  genofaJ  manager  and 

r  of  the  Harrtaborg  Pipe  aad 
Co.,  Harrisburg.  Pa.  No  iai- 
rbangss  arc  contemplatad. 

,T1m    Rdlance    Gauge    Column    Co., 
O'veland.    Ohio,    announcea    that    Ha 

Gtoealand  Clutch  business  haa  baaa 
aold  (e  The  Western  Engineering  and 
Manufacturing  Co.,  SM  B.  Grand  Ave., 

Chicago,  111.,  which  haa  baea  incorpo- 
rated aa  a  subsidiary  of  the  Western 

Vahre  Bag  Co.  for  the  poipoae  of  tak- 
ing over  the  manufacture  and  market- 
ing of  this  clutch. 

The   M.    and    H.    Platon  Ring    Ca. 
capiUliaed     at     $100,000.  has     flled 
articlea     of     incorporation  with     the 
county   clerk    in    Oakland,  Cal.      The 
directors  are:  John  and  Charles  I. 
CharU,  Chas.  A.  McCharles  and  R.  C 
Savaga,  all  of  Carson  City,  Nevada. 

The  Oeveland  Twist  Drill  Co.  an- 
nounces the  retirement  on  November  1, 

of  E.  G.  Buckwell,  secretary  and  sales 
manager  of  the  company. 

The  ScoviU  Manufacturing  Co^man- 
ufacturer  of  brass  goods,  etc.,  Water- 
bury,  Conn.,  18  planning  the  increasing 
of  iU  capiul  stock  from  $5,000,000  to 
$15,000,000,  the  amount  of  increase  to 
be  divided  into  100,000  shares  of  $100 
par  value  each.  The  authorisation  of 
the  incroaae  was  granted  the  company 
at  the  laat  aeaaion  of  the  SUte  Legia- 

lature. The  Wm.  H.  Field  Co.,  machinery 

dealer,  39  Washington  St.,  North  Bos- 
ton, Maas.,  is  erecting  a  large  one-story 

60x260  brick  and  frame  machinery 
warehouse  for  its  own  use  on  Dor- 

chester Ave.,  South  Boston. 
The  Bee  Machine  Co.,  of  Lynn,  Mass., 

has  recentlv  been  incorporated  under 
the  laws  of  MaaaachusetU,  to  conduct 

a  general  machinist  business.  The 
capital  stock  is  $15,000,  and  the  officers 
choaen  are:  Frank  S.  Belliveau,  presi- 

dent: Melvin  P.  Rhodes,  vice-president; 
and  Vincent  W.  Burke,  of  32  Baker  St, 

Lynn,  treasurer. 
The  Dunbrack  Tool  and  Die  Co.,  of 

Waltham,  Mass.,  has  recently  been  in- 
corporated under  the  laws  of  Maosa- 

chuaetU,  with  a  capital  stock  of 
$20,000.  Warren  H.  Dunbrack  has 
been  elected  preaident;  and  Norman  K. 

Dunbrack,  Proapect  Hill  Ave.,  Wal- 
tham, has  been  elected  treasurer. 

Charles  J.  Brltt,  of  Wilmington, 
S.  C.  and  P.  T.  Jones,  Jr.,  of  Corinth. 
Miss.,  are  engaged  in  the  formation  of 
a  company  that  in  to  establish  a  plant, 

?>robably  at  Wilmington,  for  the  manu- acture  of  a  new  traction  engine  and 
tractor  recently  invented  and  patented 

by  Mr.  Britt The  Norwalk  Iron  Works  Co..  pioneer 
builder  of  compresaors,  manufacturing 

air  and  gas  compressors  for  all  pur- 
poaea  and  alao  rofrigerating  machinery, 
with  general  ofllcea  and  worku,  South 
Norwalk,  Conn.,  has  Just  opened  a  Chi- 

cago office.  It  is  located  at  627  W. 
Washington  Boulevard  and  is  in  charge 
of  L.  K.  Bremser  who,  for  thirteen 
years,  was  asaociaUd  with  The  Gard- 

ner Governor  Co. 

The  Cleveland  Twist  Drill  Co.,  an- 
nouncea the  appointment  of  W.  E. 

Caldwell,  formerly  assisUnt  sales  man- 
ager, to  the  position  of  sales  manager 

to  aucceod  E.  G.  Buckwell,  recently 

retitad. 

The  Tnopco  Corporation  has  been  or- 
ganized and  incorporated  in  Atlanta 

with  $200,000  capful,  to  esUblish  a 
plant  in  that  city  for  the  manufacture 
of  machinery  used  in  the  extraction  of 
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Patented  Aug.  20,  1918 
Milling  Macliin«,  Four-8pindIe,  Kilee-Tyye,   Model   (-76 

ConsoIiflatPd    Machine    Tool    Corporation    of    America. 
New  York,  N.  Y.,  ' 

Newton  Machine  Tool  Plant,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
••American  Machinist,"  September  28.  1922 

The  machine  is  Intended  for 
facing  and  slotting  connecting 
rods  In  one  operation  and  at  high 
.«!peed.  The  drive  is  by  belt  trans- 

mitted directly  to  the  spindles  by 
worms  and  wormwheels.  The  four 
spindles  have  tapered  ends  and 
individual  adjustment  for  varying 
the  distance  between  the  spindle 
centers.  The  vertical  feed  of  the 
table  gives  a  quick  upward  move- 

ment to  the  knee,  and  changes  to 
a  slow  feed  for  the  cut  and  then 
to  a  quick  downward  movement 
after  which  it  automatically  stops, 
allowing  the  table  to  be  indexed. 
Each  fixture  has  an  individual  ad- 

justment for  varying  the  distance 
between  the  rods.  Floor  space, 
60  in.  square. 

CoupUng,   Sliatt.  Flexible,   Cut-Spring 
Steel-Flex  Coupling  Corp.,  1712   First  National  Bank  Bide Detroit,  ilich. 

"American  Machinist,"  September  28,  1922 

<;rln.lin(t  Mu.hlne,  foppet  Valve,  Self-Cuntalned,  Nmall,  "Valvu Van  Norman  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Springfield,  Mass. 
••-American  Machinist,"  September  28,  1922 

The  machine  is  for  grinding  the 
poppet  valves  of  automotive  en- 

gines. The  grinding  wheel  is 
mounted  directly  on  the  shaft  of 
a  i-hp.  motor,  while  the  work head  spindle  is  driven  by  gearing 
from  a  1/20  hp.  motor.  The 
swiveled  work  head  Is  carried  on 
a  movable  slide  operated  by  a 
handle  at  the  left.  The  valve 
stem  is  held  in  a  split  draw-in collet  which  has  a  capacity  up  to 
i".,  In.  in  diameter.  The  valve  is passed  across  the  face  of  the 
wheel,  while  the  work  is  fed  to 
the  abrasive  wheel  by  the  hand 
feed  wheel  at  the  right.  The 
reamer  for  the  valve  seat  can  be 
ground  at  the  same  setting. 
Length,  20  in.  Width,  15  in. 
Height,  16  In.     Wheel  size.  6  x  g  In.     Weight,  110  pounds 

Drill,  Klrrtrie,  Portable 
Titan  Manufacturing  Co.,  140  So.  Dearljorn  St.,  Chicago,  III. ■■.\inerlcan  Machinist,"  September  28,  1922 

f- 

^ I ll_ l^i^M 

The  coupling  Is  all-steel,  has  a 
machine  cut  spring  and  Is  made 
for  shafts  up  to  1  in.  in  diameter. 
Its  body  is  formed  fi-om  a  cylin- 

drical tube  and  hollow-head  safety 
screws  secure  It  to  the  shafts. 
The  device  is  intended  for  direct 
connecting  light-duty  motors  to 
small  drilling  machines  or  other 
tools  where  shafts  are  slightly 
out  of  line  and  where  it  is  desired 
that  the  coupling  should  reduce 
the  friction  in  shaft  bearings  and 
act  as  a  shock  absorber  on  sudden  starts.  By  bending  in  tlie 
spring,  the  coupling  allows  for  both  angular  and  parallel  mis- 

alignments. A  standard  line  of  coll-sprlng  flexible  couplings  for 
shafts  from  1  to  12  In.  in  diameter  Is  also  furnished. 

The  drill  is  of  the  universal 
type  and  will  operate  on  either 
a.c.  or  d.c.  It  runs  at  high  speed 
on  light  loads  and  slows  down  on 
the  heavier  loads,  providing  the 
proper  change  in  .speed  for  differ- 

ent sizes  of  drills.  The  windings 
are  coated  with  a  special  com- 

pound and  baked  90  hours,  re- 
sulting in  a  solid  coil  from  which 

the  wires  cannot  work  loose.  A 
vent  is  located  in  both  the  upper 
and  lower  branches  of  the  handle,  the  air  being  discharged  In 
front  of  the  housing.  A  spring  stop  holds  the  armature  from 
turning  when  opening  or  closing  the  chuck.  The  quick-break 
switch  located  In  the  handle  of  the  drill  can  be  operated  by  the thumb. 

Marking  Mucliine,   Bench-Type,    No.    13 
Noble  &  Westbrook  Manufacturing  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  September  28,  1922 

UrillinK    Marhinr,    Laying    Ont,    K-N 
E.  L.  Krag  &  Co.,  SOW.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

".\merican  Machinist,"  September  28,  1922 

The  machine  Is  small,  inexpensive 
and  capable  of  marking  four  lines  of 
A  in.  lettering  on  flat  or  cylindrical 
articles  up  to  2  in.  In  diameter.  The 
marking  Is  done  by  means  of  cylindri- 

cal steel  marking  dies.  On  flat  arti- 
cles the  die  rolls  over  the  work,  and 

on  cylindrical  articles  both  the  die  and 
the  work  roll  together.  Pressure  is 
applied  from  the  top  a_nd  not  upward 
through  the  table  as  in  the  larger 
models.  The  table  can  be  raised  liy  a 
handwheel  in  steps  of  thousandths  of 
an  inch  and  locked  In  the  proper  posi- 

tion. It  is  furnished  with  one  die 
holder  of  suitable  design  for  either  flat 
or  cylindrical  parts.  Bench  space, 
10  X  12  in.     Weight,  60  pounds. 

The  machine  is  intended  for  use  In 
conjunction  with  the  Johansson  com- 

pound slide  and  blocks  for  locating 
holes.  A  rigid  arm  extends  below  the 
point  of  the  drill  so  that  a  bushing  of 
the  correct  size  for  the  drill  can  be  lo- 

cated just  above  the  surface  of  the 
work.  The  table  of  the  machine  is  ad- 

justable for  height.  The  spindle  hous- mg  and  the  bracket  holding  the  guide 
bushings  are  cast  in  one  piece.  Six 
speed  changes  are  provided  of  from 
400  to  4,300  r.p.m.  As  a  routing  or 
milling  machine,  the  tool  can  be  oper- 

ated with  a  single-lip  cutter.  The  head 
of  the  machine  swings  360  deg.  It 
may  be  removed  from  the  column  and 
mounted  on  a  milling  machine. 

Dresser,  Wheel,  for  Vertical  Surface  Grinding  Machine 
Pratt  &  Whitney  Co.,  Ill  Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

"American  Machinist."  September  28,  1922 

The  device  is  for  dressing 
wheels  of  vertical  surf.ice  grind- 

ing machines  without  the  danger 
of  injury  to  the  operator.  It  con- 

sists of  a  bracket  bolted  or  riv- 
eted to  the  wheel  guard  and  sup- 

porting the  stem  on  which  the 
dresser  proper  is  pivoted.  The 
dressing  wheels  are  held  in  one 
end  of  a  bent  bar  .so  that  they 
come  to  position  on  the  face  of 
the  wheel.  The  other  end  of  the 
bar  forms  a  handle  so  that  the 
wheels  can  be  easily  moved  into 
position.  The  dressing  wheels  can  be  moved  on  the  face  of  the 
grinding  wheel  in  the  same  manner  as  the  hand  dresser  is  em- 

ployed. No  change  in  the  set-up  of  the  work  or  wheel  is  neces- 
sary when   the  dressing  is  done. 

Sifter  and    Strainer,   Portable,   Electric-Driven 
J.  D.  Wallace  &  Co.,  1401  W.  Jack.son  Blvd.,  Chicago,  111. 

"American  Machinist,"  September  28,  1922 

The  device  is  for  rapidly  sifting 
and  straining  and  can  be  hung 
from  any  convenient  support.  The 
extreme  motion  of  the  riddle  Is 
only  A  In.  from  its  central  posi- 

tion. The  motor  is  connected  di- 
rectly to  the  riddle.  The  arma- 

ture and  the  shaft  of  the  motor 
remain  stationary  and  the  field 
and  housing  revolve  at  high  speed, 
giving  an  eccentric  or  circular 
vibrating  motion  to  the  riddle.  A 
valve  trap  at  the  air  intake  keeps 
out  the  dust  and  dirt.  An  18-in. 
riddle  having  a  No.  2  screen  Is  ordinarily  supplied.  The  strain- 

ing attachment  at  the  right  has  considerable  capacity  both  above 
and  below  the  screen.     The  device  requires  very  little  head  room. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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hM  rt<*aUy  bMit  «ppaint«d  wwtorn 
mIw  ■HMMfM-  of  Uw  V.  A  O.  Ptms 
Oo^  «(BrooklyB,  N.  Y. 

promliwnt  in  civic  and  club  affairs.  H« l*avM  a  wife,  two  daughUn,  a  brother 
and  thrM  aistera. 

tn  Chk«pM, 
UiMteU.  Jr.. 
tat  tk«  ex> 

..     I  af  factory 
..  tnOan.  and  will  r*- 
Mttm  tWn  as  aoon  as 
lUooa  Imi««  baca  made 

MrUl  Trade*  AsMcia- 
o(  which  ar«  in  At- 
patilkaUow  of  an  of- main  tba  nam*  of 

A.     It  ia  drvot«d  to  a 
aootham   industrial  con- 
mad  is  aditf^  by  WU- 
Jr^   Mcntary   of  tha 

Baba  Pip*  sad  Foundry  Co..  of 
■aaapi^  laaa-  aecordinc  to  a  r»> 
•••■■MmMby  R.  R.  Raba,  proa- 
•f  tbm  W— paiiy,  is  planninr  tha 
Hal*  —Ulittfuii  of  a  lar(«  ad- 
lo  ito  pnaaat  foundry  that  will 

tb*  «klly  capacity  to  about  100 
TW  pUat  is  at  North  St.  Elmo, 

hm Motor  Tmcks,  lac,  Smtev- 
ba*  taken  oat  a  Iwiilding 
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~  Co.,  I*  ta  cnafga  of  plaat 

it  PnaoaMtie  Tool  Co., 
that    Harry    J. 
_      of  tha  ordar 

tha  eoaipaay,  baa  Jnct 
to  tha  poaitiaa  at  pur- 
hi  ahMa  at  ThaMa  J. acaot,  hi  yhMa 

I Personals 
a  K.  H 

ittiiht 
tha   Chleap 

•r  tha  ••«  hraach  of 
Tool   Col.  at 

R.  R.  Wood,  fonaorly  Chkafo  muk- 
^w  of  Modare  Tool  Co..  has  baaa 
appoiatad  awaacar  of  tha  aaiall  tool 
dopartaMat  of  tha  Conaolidatad  Ma- 
ehuia  Tool  Corporation,  Detroit,  Mich. 
Tha  interests  of  that  orraniiation  hav- 
teC  been  taken  over  recently  by  the 
Coasulidatcd  Macbina  Tool  Corporation. 

Otto  H.  OiaON  has  baaa  promoted 
to  tha  poaitiaa  af  gaaaral  foreman  of 
tha  Rarbai^Colaeiaa  Co..  Rockford.  III. 
Mr.  Olaoa  antarad  the  employ  of  tha 
company  ia  1905  as  an  apprentice  and 
eomplated  his  couraa  in  IMS.  Since 
that  tima  he  has  held  foreaiaaship 
position*  in  many  departmants  of  tha 

plaat OODCN  R.  Adams  of  Rochester,  N.  Y., 
who  for  the  past  eighteen  months  has 
baaa  aaaociatad  with  the  Seneca  Falla 
Maanfactoriaf  Co.,  Inc.,  in  the  capac- 

ity of  president  and  general  manager, 
has  severed  his  connection  with  that 
corporation,  hi*  resignation  becoming 
effectire  as  of  Nov.  1.  1922.  Mr.  Adams 
will  hereafter  derota  his  entire  time 
to  his  buxineaa  iataroota  ia  Roebaater, 
Buffalo,  and  Syracasa. 

A.  B.  HuNm.  preaidaat  of  tha  Atlas 
Sted  Corporation,  fonaad  by  tha  aiar- 
ger  of  the  Atlas  Crucibla  Steal  Co.,  and 
the  Electric  AUoy  Staal  Co.,  has  ra- 
signed. 

W.  NocBUMSON,  westarn  raprasanta- 
tiva  of  Clark  Equipatent  Co.  and  Clark 
Tmctractor  Co.,  has  moved  bis  head- 

quarters from  M  East  Randolph  to  80 
North  Clinton  Street,  Chicago,  IlL 

ll      Obitixary      || 
John  S.  Liam,  1185  Peachtrea  St., 

Atlanta,  for  the  past  twenty  years 
aoothera  rapraaantative  of  the  Reming- 
toa  Anas  and  Ammunition  Co.,  of  New 
York,  died  recently  in  New  York  City, 
aftar  an  iUneaa  of  about  two  weeks. 
Mr.  Laater  was  54  years  of  age. 

Gbnbial  Lucius  ALanrr  BAK80UR,of 
Hartford,  Conn.,  prominent  in  indus- 

trial circles  of  Connecticut,  dii*d  at  his 
home  in  Hartford,  Moaday,  November 
6,  after  a  long  illnaaa  Ha  was  76  years 
of  ago  and  at  tha  tinM  of  his  death 
waa  a  director  of  Landers,  Frary.  and 
Clark  Co..  New  Britain,  Conn.,  and  aev- 
cral  othrr  industrial  organisations, 
and  fimtncial  institutions. 

Btwj>a>M,^  asiiatoiT  aad  aalaa 
_   r  at  thaOavalaiid  Tartat  DriU 

Oa,  aad  ■ainlatil  wUh   that     rgaa- 
far  Iha  paot  twvaty-tkraa  years, 

fraai  aattv*  work.  He  win. 
'     aa  a  dirsctar  of  tha la  iL 

tm  Caaaaldatod  rraaa 

d»ialSr  h>  thaa  ta  tCjUM  ̂ 'urm 
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te  tha 

T.  MoNTOomBT,  baad  of 
goiwy  and  Co.,  lac,  daalara  ta 
aad  hardware  suppliaa,  106  Fnl- 

tsa  8c,  Now  York  City,  and  a  diraetor 
fal  tha  ThoMBaa  Meter  Co.,  Brooktsm, 
diad  at  hfa  haiBa  ia  New  York  City, 
Nawaibar  7,  at  tha  aga  of  SO.    He 

Hoiaarr  T.  Grantham,  vice-nresi- 
deat  of  the  Belmont  Iron  Works, 
Philadelphia,  diad  suddenly  in  that  city, 
Nov.  5. 

W.  D.  NOKT->N,  for  many  vears  a 
prooiiaant  flgura  ia  Cincinnati  buainaaa 
circlaa,  died  last  week  at  Magaatia 
Springs,  Ohio.  For  sevaral  yaars  Mr. 
NortoB  and  bia  brotbar.  Clair  H.  Nor- 
toa,  condoetad  tha  bosnaas  known  as 
tha  NortoB>Broadway  Machlnary  Co., 
at  tM  Broadway,  New  York  Qty. 

KmmH  ]i»rpkaa«UliMI. I  !•    and    l£\ 
Ink    Co.       1 
-..     •     X     »  .     i_        ,   ;:-.. 

I  ;     by    !!>•    UuUi«w-Hill     li>M>l( 
sevvnlh  Ava.,  New  York  City. 

1  ..        ;  i. 
Ilvnt  u  m  rvaily  good  business  book  oo 

a  •ubjt.cl    u(    flrsl   IiaiMtnanaa.      It   oomea 
at   a   tiiiiv   whon   Amerloa   Is  sdjustlns  iter 
Slaaa   (or   a   broader    and    mora    mliiula    In- 
■iH-vlluii    u(    Intvniatiuiiul    luninisroa ;    wbon 
tits    n-al   atanin^'anoi)    u(   uvcraaaa   trad*   la 
bcatnulna  lo  dawn    u>   Ainvrluan   Industry ; 
at   a    |M-rlud    whtii    lh»    cuuuty   Is    upon    tlia 
thn>ahuld  o(  an  wa  which  will  ba  nuu'luMt 
by  kwn  ooiuiUMit  (ur  markats  abroad  and 
In  whlctioaly  the  Otleai  and  beat  prepared 
will   aurvlva. 

Ilrra  and  ihvr*  In  Aroarloa  are  Csuad  a 
few  products  whioh  have  beoom*  Inter- 
national  housahold  words.  A  eursory  es- 
ainlnailon  lo  diaoovar  tha  r«aaoB  (or  thia 
condltlun  davaloiia  at  tha  outsat  tha  fact 
Uiat  there  has  bean  wuhin  eaoh  orssnlsa- 
tlon  a  very  broard,  deOnlte  and  thoroush 

(orclsn  trade  policy.  U(  suoh  Is  Cartara' Ink  and  to  the  authur  u(  Kxpurt  Merchan- 
dtalns.  Mr.  Walii-r  F.  Wyman.  balonrs  to 
a  wy  treat  extent  the  credit  (or  ll« 
suooasa.  Ha  speaks  with  authority  and wide  experteaoe. 

The  book  opens  with  a  chaut«r  on  Com- mon Senas  In  Bxportlnr  Trade.  It  l« 
all  that  the  title  afriilOi-a.  To  those  who 
have  lona  been  in  the  habit  of  looking  upon 
export  trade  as  a  "Croat  bualnca*  venture." 
who  havu  bri-n  hyimotlipd  by  tlib  apiH-ar- 
anoa  o(  a  forrlan  postusa  ■lamp  In  thilr 
momlns  malL  this  chapter  alone  la  will 
worth  tha  prloa  of  the  book.  It  la  a  r<'- 
freahlng,  every-day  view  point  and  ihowa 
that,  fundamenufly,  thrre  Is  but  lltilr 
dlffrreno*  between  forelcn  and  domaatic business. 

In  tha  aeoond  and  third  ohaptsrs  the 
desirability  of  entering  forelcn  markets  Is 
Ktraaai'd  as  a  measure  of  Insuranoa  acalnst 
dull  periods  at  home.  Tba  naoasslty  for 
astabllnhlnc,  at  the  outset,  s  sound  export 
policy  Is  made  clear  with  eommon  sense 
reasons  aa  to  why  and  whereforr. 

With  Ihraa  foundations  laid,  tha  author 
plithses  Into  tha  Important  matter  of  or- 
caniiinK  for  overseas  trade,  diacuaalnit  at 
lencth  In  his  charaotertatio  praotloifl  manner 
tha  •■xiKtrt  dapanmrnt.  Its  functlonlns, 
wHore  It  ahould  be  located,  Its  managar 
and  hia  quatlAratlona,  and  the  method  of 
seeiirlnc   and   Iralnlns  export  salesmen. 
Oiaptem  XI  lo  Xvl  are  given  over  |d 

■uh]r«t^  which  nre  nf  (irlma  Tmportanoe  to 
every  manufacturer  who  now  la  ancsced  In 
or  who  mar  be  oonaldarlnc  the  question 
of  plaeinc  bis  wares  on  ahelve*  In  other 
lands.  Tha  anlhor  prepares  the  field  for 
the  aalesman  and  ha^  prepares  tt|i>  sales- 

man for  the  fleld.  As  stiowa  how  he  oo- 
oi>erale«  with  him  and  aives  hi*  method  of 
devrlnplnc  Iha  trade  by  oorrea[>ondeno«  ss 
Well  n*  hIa  advertlalnc  campalcna. 

The  laet  half  of  the  book,  Chapter,  XVIII 
to  XXXVI  are  dlaoimiilone  of  the  creat 
questions  nf  commbmlon  l^neea,  exoluelve 
arents  and  airency  rontraria,  aales  cnm- 
pnlrna,  credit*  and  rrfdit  rlnka  and  method* 
of   forelBTt    collTiton*. 

The  book,  on  the  wtiob.  represents  the 
ihnugtit  snd  etudy  of  a  tnhn  who  hn* 
bi>en  lone  tdenllfled  with  foreirn  trade 
and  whoae  record  I*  one  of  ■  mliwnt  mir- 
iwaa.      Ite    paffe*   are    (lllrd    '•  •  rou* Inlereailns    und    Instnicllve  i    thf 
entire  iiuT>)<Tt  nf  export  ti.  j.  :  hk  I« 
Pivaent^  In  a  manner  whIoh  does  not 
make    reading   a   burtfaii. 

   In    Prlnrlpls  Mid   Prao- 
tlee.     By   Oarke    nnd    Prils.     Two   hun- 

dred and  ninety,  «  x  n-in.  pacea.    Pub- 
llnhi-d  by  D,  Vnn   Nn»lrnnd  Co.,  I  War- 
r.n  St.,  New   Votk.    N     V       Prlca  tl. 

The  Ixtok  Is  1  ).  iiMll.ook   r<.r  itccountanta 

In    addl- 
■11   of  sys- 
iidioes,  en 

tslls  aad '     for    tha 
.  of  (arma 

!  riira. 

Mr. 

Valla    ai.'i    •;■  -    in    In 
biiBlncm  admlalstrutluii  uml  rnaaagemant. 
The  IntredMtary  chapter  relates  tlia  hUl- 
tory  of  ika  weelepment  of  the  modern  fac- 

tory system  and  emphasises  tha  eneet  of 

snd  maniita< 
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Hacknaw    Frame,  "Kasy   (»rip" 
Consolidated  Tool  Works,  Inc.,  296  Broadway,  New  York,  X.  Y. 

"American  Machinist,"  September  28,  1922 

The  handle  of  the  frame  is  so 
positioned  that  it  affords  a  com- 

fortable grip,  for  the  operator, 
does  not  cramp  his  hand  and  en- 

ables him  to  obtain  a  powerful 
stroke.  The  frame  is  made  en- 

tirely of  nickel-plated  steel  with 
the  exception  of  the  wooden 
handle.  The  wing  nut  for  tightening  the  blade  is  located  at  the 
rear  or  handle  end  of  the  tool,  where  it  is  out  of  the  way.  The 
blade  may  be  turned  to  face  in  any  of  four  directions. 

8pindle  and   HouNiiig:   Kxteiifiioa  fur   Thread  <jiriiider. 
Precision  and  Thread  Grinder  Manufacturing  Co., 

Philadelphia,   Pa. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  3,  1922 

The  attachment  consists  of  an 
extension  housing  and  an  e.\ten- 
sion  .spindle  and  i.s  applicable  to 
deep  internal  grinding.  The  de- vice has  a  number  of  uses  and 
can  be  mounted  on  different  types 
of  machines.  The  extension  lious- 
ing  is  screwed  directly  on  the 
threads  at  the  front  of  the  spindle 
cap  of  the  grinder.  The  extension 
spindle  couples  on  the  end  of  the 
regular  spindle  by  means  of  a 
tapered  joint  and  is  supported  by 
double  radial  and  end-thrust  ball 
bearings  at  the  extreme  outer  end 
of  the  housing.  Capacity,  12-ln. 
depth  on  holes  2  in.  or  larger  in 
diameter  ;  6-in.  depth  on  holes  i  in. 

"PrecUion" 

in  diameter. 

.Slide  Rule,  Circular,  "Midget" 
Gilson  Slide  Rule  Co.,  Xiles,  Mich. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  5,  1922 

The  longer  indicator  of  the  rule 
gives  the  answer  to  the  problem  that 
is  being  solved.  On  the  back,  scales 
give  the  sines,  tangents,  cosines  and 
cotangents  of  all  angles  from  0  to  360 
deg..  and  the  decimal  equivalents  of 
fractions  to  six  places.  The  binary 
scale  is  divided  into  64ths,  32nds  and 
16ths.  and  is  concentric  with  another 
for  adding  and  subtracting  decimals 
and  fractions.  Concentric  with  these  two 
scales  are  the  thread  and  drill  size 
scales.  Drills  from  60  to  1  :ind  from 
A  to  Z  are  given  in  thousandths  or  in 
64th  of  an  inch.  The  drill  size  to  use 
with  any  tap  of  V  or  U.  S.  S.  thread 
from  3  to  50  per  in.  is  given.  Other 
scales  give  logs  to  the  base  c  and  the 
square  roots  and  corresponding  powers. 

base   10,  as  well   as   the 

ThreadiiiK  Marhine,   Tilted,   Xo.  3 
Holmes  Engineering  Co.,   Oshko.sh,   Wi.s. 

"American  Machinist,"   October  12,    1922 

AVhen  equipped  for  tapping,  the 
machine,  has  both  forward  and 
reverse  movements  for  the 
spindles.  The  six  spindles  are 
placed  at  an  angle  of  30  deg.  from 
the  vertical.  Six  of  the  twelve 
jigs  employed  are  brought  up 
simultaneously  to  the  laps  by  a 
treadle  while  the  six  idle  jigs  arc 
being  loaded.  A  work  .shelf  to 
accommodate  two  tote  boxes  full 
of  parts  is  located  just  above  the 
spindles.         Capacity:  internal 
threading,  taps  up  to  3-in.  U.  S. 
S.  threads.  1-in.  S.  \.  E.  threads; 
external  threading,  up  to  1  in. 
U.  S.  S.  or  1}  in.  S.  A.  E.  threads. 
Floor  .space,  66  X  41  in.  Height. 
65   inches. 

ConipreNsorH,  Air,   Vertiral,  SmaJI,   Type   15 
Ingersoll-Rand  Co.,   11   Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  5,  1922 

The  machine  is  built  in  four 
sizes  in  either  the  plain  belt- 
driven  type  shown  at  the  left,  or 
the  self-contained  electric-molor- 
driven  outllt  at  the  right.  With 
the  motor  drive,  the  compressor 
may  be  driven  by  means  of  a 
pinion  and  internal  gears,  or  by  a 
short  belt.  It  has  a  constant - 
level  lubrication  system,  auto- 

matic constant-speed  unloader  in 
the  belt-driven  machine.  and 
centrifugal  unloader  for  control- 

ling the  starting  and  stopping.  The  smallest  size  may  have  either 
a  ribbed,  air-cooled  cylinder  for  intermittent  service  or  a  water- 
jacketed  cylinder  of  the  reservoir  type  for  constant  service.  All 
other  sizes  are  built  with  the  water  jacket. 

Lubricator.   Uearins.   Hand-Operated,   High-rressure,  "Dot" 
Carr  Fastener  Co.,  Boston  39,   Mass. 

".\merican  Machinist,"  October  5,  1922 

The  device  is  for  forcing  oil  or 
grease  into  bearings.  Nipples 
with  a  spring-loaded  ball  in  the 
top  whicli  automatically  closes 
the  opening,  are  applied  to  the 
bearing  boxes  and  can  be  fur- nished to  face  at  any  angle.  The 
lubricator  is  fitted  with  a  plunger 
for  ejecting  the  oil.  The  nozzle  is 
an  integral  part  of  the  device  and 
has  a  special  triangular  shape  to 
fit  the  nipples.  A  slight  turn  of 
the  handle  to  the  right  locks  the 
nozzle  to  the  nipple.  With  further 
turning  the  valve  opens  and  the 
lubricant     is     forced     under     high 
pres.sure  into  the  nipple.     X  quarter  turn  to  the  left  releases  the 
nozzle  and  the  valve  automatically  shuts  oft  the  lubricant. 

Lubricator,   Bearing,    Ball-Feed,   ".\uto-Vac" Kelly  Lubricator  Corporation,   107  N.  Franklin  St.. 
Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

".\merican  Machinist,"  October  3.  1922 

In  this  device  a  small  ball  fitted  at  the  botlom 
of  the  sliding  tube  rests  on  the  shaft  to  be  lubri- cated. This  ball  is  free  to  rotate  in  its  tube.  In 
which  are  small  oil  channels,  and  which  is  held 
in  place  against  the  shaft  by  means  of  a  small 
spring.  The  oil  adheres  to  the  surface  of  the 
rotating  ball  and  is  carried  to  the  bearing  sur- 

faces by  the  revolving  shaft.  Oil  is  fed  only  when 
the  machine  is  in  motion.  The  lubricator  is  made 
in  four  sizes  having  capacities  of  i,  J,  1  and  2 
ounces. 

Belt-Lacer,  Vise-Operated 
Detroit  Belt  Lacer  Co.,  Detroit,  Mich. 

•-American  Machinist,"  October  12,  1922 

The  device  is  for  applying  wire 
belt  lacing  to  belting  witliout  the 
use  of  the  regular  bench-type 
closing  machine.  It  is  held  open 
by  means  of  a  spring  so  that  it 
retains  its  position  on  the  vise 
jaw.s.  When  the  vise  is  closed, 
the  jaws  come  to  the  proper  posi- 

tion to  shape  the  lacing.  The  de- 
vice is  made  of  steel,  while  the 

magazine  is  bronze.  The  stand- 
ard staggered-type  wire  belt  lac- 
ing is  employed.  The  hooks 

mounted  on  cards  are  placed  in 
the  closing  device  and  the  belt 
held  In  position  by  hand.  Pres- 

.sure from  the  vise  sinks  the  hooks  Into  the  belt  and  flattens  the 
lacing.     Rawhide   pins  connect   the   lacing  on  the  two  ends  of  the Ijelt. 

fl S; 

I 

T 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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i Forthcoming  Meeting 
AalawatUa  Kaalpaiaal  Aaaaidatlaa.  An- 

nual ahow  and  mevtlnc.  November  IS  to  111, 
Cblcaso,  lU. 

Natlanal      Foaadera*      Aaaorlallaa,      Fall 

nKTllna,  Hotel  Aalor,  New  Yurk  <'iiy,  Nov. 
22  and  21.  He<-re(iiry.  J.  .M.  Tuylor,  2li 
Suutk  L««alla  Su  Chlcaco.  III. 

Kkiktaentk  Aanoal  Aalamabll*  Halaa. 

Commodore  Hnt.i.  .N'.'W  Vork  City,  Di-orm- bar  1  to  ».  11*22. 

Amerlran  Norlalr  of  Mrehanlral  Rn(l. 
aeera,  atiiiunl  iDiiwntlon,  DfrrrnlMT  4  lo  7. 
I»22,  New  Vork  City.  Hecretary,  Cnlvin 
W.  Itlce,  t>  Weat  2(th  8tr<«t,  New  York 
City. 

MalUtnal  K^ponlllon  af  Power  and  Ma- 

rbanlral  K.nalnrrrln|i.  I  ><•.'.  7  to  U,  1022. 
Ornnd     ('•'nlral     I'uriica,     .N'l-w     York    City, »(h 

ly. 

V  ■'      ■     '      ̂   "'   '■!■      1  '.  'n.l.t.r    of    Can- 
B<'  'W,    Orand 
C<  '  ''.    January 
•  to  li,  VJii. 

NaMoaal  AnIomoMIe  rhambar  af  rem- 
Bierr*,  .VhIIoiiiiI  Auloiiioblli-  Hhow,  Jnnuiiry 
IT  lo  r<-l>riinr>  ^.  11*22.  Collaium  nnd  Klrat 
Riairlment  Armory,  ChU-aco,  IlL 

1       .Iran     Kartneerlaa     roanetl,     Anniinl 

Jnniiary    II    iiml    12.    at    Ihe   h.a.l 
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w  ..-i.aiKton,   D.   <'.      V.    W.    Wnllitoe.   Heorr- 
lary. 
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arer*.  MId-Wlntcr  Mcetlnc.  Ki-hninry  14  to 
in.  KnKlnaerlna  Hor-li-tl<-a  Mldn.,  NfW  York. 
y.  I..  llutrhlhMih.  8c<rilury. 

.tmrrlran  Inalllalr  nf  Mlnlna  and  MrlnJ- 

liirrl'al  hnaliirrr*.  Annual  Mi-'tliiK.  K.-h- 
ruary  IV  l'>  21.  Kniilne'ilnK  Socli'lN"  IllilK.. 
New  Vork.     F.  H.  Shartlaaa,  Secntary. 

Amrrlran        Paaadryaiea'a        Ai»nrlallan. 

urnna  <  t'liirai  I'aiuca.  ,^i'W  Tora  v;iij 
Hi.<-rriary,  Calvin  W.  Rloo,  tl  Weat  U( 
Hlrf-I.   .N.-w   Vork   Clly. 
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■ .  r.  lury. 

.r    Teatlnc    Matarlaln. 

Atlnnilr    Clly,     Jon.' ..iwU.k.     121E    ipruoe    m.. 

i-rretary. 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted 

Ala.,  AiiiilHton — Kilby  Pipe  Co.,  (manu- 
facturer of  cast  iron  pipe,  fittings,  etc.), 

E.  M.  Kilby,  Pres. — foundry  and  machine 
shop  equipment. 

Fla.,  Odessa  —  Dowling  Bros.  —  power 
house,  machine  shop  and  lumber  mill  equip- ment. 

Ga,,  Rome— Battey  Mchy.  Co.,  West  2nd 
Ave.,  J.  Cunningham.  Secy,  and  Treas. — 
gear  cutter,  similar  to  No.  13,  Brown  & 
Sliarpe. 

MasH.,  Ashland  —  Lombard  Governor  Co. 
(manufacturer  of  governors,  etc.) — boring 
mill   and   tool    room    lathe    (used). 

MaHH.,  Jamaica  Plain  (Boston  P.  O.)  — 
W.  F.  Somes,  38  Green  St.  (machine  shop) 
— one  15  ft.  X  8  ft.  to  0  in.  screw  cutting 
lathe,    also   small    bench   grinder    (used). 

Mo.,  Valley  Park — Barbour  Boat  Co. — 
reversible  shaper. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — F.  L.  Bumpus,  Jr.,  1431 
Seneca  St. — machinery,  tools  and  equipment 
for  gasoline  and  automobile  service  station 
at  1437  Seneca  St. 

X.  Y.,  Buffalo — C.  B.  Druar.  233  Dear- 
born St. — auto  repair  tools  for  garage  at 

282   Franklin   St. 
N.  Y.,  nnffalo — S.  Jaoobson.  1168  Abbott 

Rd. — equipment  for  automobile  repair  shop and  service  station  on  Abbott  Rd.  and 
Bailey    Ave. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — McKaig  &  Hatch,  Ontario 
and  Skillen  Sts. — 20  or  24  in.  production 
drill  press,  either  1  or  2  spindles. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — P.  C.  Schasre.  128  Arkan- 
sas St. — equipment  ior  mechanical  automo- 

liile  repair  shop. 
N.  Y.,  Xaples — B.  D.  Cornish  &  Son — 

machinery,  tools  and  equipment  for  garage 
and  service  station  on  Main  St. 

N.  Y..  NewbnrKh — J.  F.  Pittishnock.  66 
Bridge  St.  fjewelry  repairing)  —  power 
lathe,  counter  shaft  and  chucks. 

>'.  Y..  New  York — A.  Loewy,  200  5th 
Ave. — 4  die  presses. 

X.  Y.,  New  York — Logan  Constr.  Co.,  15 
Park  Row — portable  Toledo  pipe  threading maciiine. 

O.,  CnlnmbuN — Stitt  Ignition  Co.,  16  East 
First  Ave.,  (manufacturtr  of  spark  plugs) 
B.  P.  Stitt,  Vice.  Pres. — automatic  screw 
machine    to    increase    cajiacity. 

Okla..  Knid — Kingham  Machine  Shop,  A. 
Ivingham,  Purch.  Agt.- — engine  lathe  with  14 
to  16  ft.  bed.  al.so  milling  machine,  belting, 
shafting,   pulleys   and  hangers. 

Pa..  Nantlcoke  —  Tlie  Nanticoke  Garage 
Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

posed   $65,000    garage    on    Spring    St. 
Pa.,  PIttsbarKh  —  Atlantic  Raflning  Co.. 

Chamber  of  Commerce  BUIg. — mt-chanicai 
machinery  and  equipment  for  large  gasoline 
and  service  station  on  Franklin  and  Main 
Sts..   Titusville. 

Pa..  PittHbnrirli — Atlantic  Refining  Co., 
Chamber  of  Commercf  Bldg. — machinery, 
tools  and  equipment  for  proposed  large  gas- 

oline and  service  station  on  Penn.sylvania 
Ave.  and  Water  St.,  Warren. 

Pa.,  PIttsburitli — Neely  Nut  &  Bolt  Co., 
26  South  22nd  St. — lathe,  shaper,  grinder, 
miller,  hacksaw,  drill  press  and  arbor  press. 

Pa.,  Pittsbarith — The  Pennsylvania  R.R., 
Pennsylvania  Sta..  W.  G.  Phelps,  Purch. 
Agt. — list  of  machine  tools  for  Columbus. 
O.,  shops. 

Wis..  Baraboo — Allan-Diffenbaugh  Wrench 
&  Tool  Co.,  L.  A.  Maisel,  Mgr. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of 
wrenches,  tools,  etc  also  power  machinery. 

Wi»..  Kiel  —  A.  B.  Bessler  —  drill  press, 
lathe,  emery  wheel  and  air  compressor  for 
garage. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Bahde  Mfg.  Co.,  2621 
Vim-  St..  (manufacturer  of  patented  mech- 

anical articles),  C.  A.  H.  Bahde.  Purch. 
.\gt. — speed   drills   and  emery   wheels. 

WIm.,  Milwaukee — Sun  Light  Aluminum 
''"o.,  280  East  Water  St, — 2!t  in.  power paper  cutting  machine  and  lunch  shears. 

WIb„  Racine — Heetcr  &  Heeter,  Inc.,  1309 
Rapids  Drive,  R.  Heeter,  Purch,  Agt. — re- 

pair machinery  for  garage,  including  drill 
press  and  air  tank. 

Ont,  Toronto — The  Toronto  Motor  Car 
Ltd.,  52  James  St. — equipment  for  proposed 
$100,000    garage    on   Jarvis    St. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Calif..  San  Franelseo — The  Banner  Refin- 
ing Co..  Kohl  Kldg. — machinery  for  pro- 

posed refinery  on  Islais  Creek. 
Calif.,  San  Francineo  —  The  city  and 

county  of  San  Francisco,  M.  M.  O'Shaugh- 
nessy,  Engr.,  City  Hall — receiving  bids  un- til Dec.  6  for  one  4  motor  electric  traveling 
crane,  8  wheel  type  with  maximum  work- 

ing load  of  main  hoi.st  270.000  lbs.,  and 
auxiliary  hoist  30,000  lbs.  Approximate 
maximum  speeds  of  operation  with  full 
working  loads  shall  be  as  follows ;  main 
hoist  4  to  5  ft.  per  minute,  auxiliary  hoist 
25  to  28  ft.  per  minute  and  trolley  and" bridge  travel  60  to  80  ft.  per  minute. 

Conn.,  Seymour — Seymour  Mfg.  Co.  (cop- 
per and  silver  goods) — 10  iron  body  mill 

trucks,    length    10   to   12   ft. 
Conn.,  Waterbnry  —  Hamilton  Bottling 

Wks..  Burton  St. — equipment  for  proposed 
bottling  plant. 

Fla..  Apalachicola — W.  L.  Papham— elec- 
tric refrigeration  machinery. 

Idaho.  Nanipa  —  Job  Printer,  202  Col- 
onial St. — complete  new.spaper  equipment, 

including  press,  linotype,  paper  cutter,  belt- 
ing and  hangers. 

III..  Chicago — Bunge  Bros.  Coal  Co.,  1648 
West  Lake  St. — one  coal  crusher. 

III.,  Chicago — Jointless  Fire  Brick  Co., 
1130  Clay  St.  —  machinery  for  proposed 
brick  manufacturing  plant  at  Trenton,  N.  J. 

III..  Chicago — Print  Shop,  1212  Addison 
St. — 22  x  25  in.  pony  press. 

III.,  Chicago— The  Western  Feed  Manu- 
facturers. 345  North  Elizabeth  St.— i)ort- 

able  mechanical  conveyors  and  pliers ; 
automatic  scales  ;  feeders,  motor  power  for 
feed  mill  at  Rice  Lake,  Wis. 

III..  Morrison  —  Shawyer  Printing  Co.  — 
galley  proof  press  and   type  cabinets. 

III.,  National  Stock  Yards — Natl.  Publish- 
ing Co. — saw  trimmer  for  power  equip- ment. 

Ind.,  Kokomo — E.  Hersenberger,  Box  602 
— printing  press,  power  equipment,  also 
hand  wire  stapler. 

la.,  Iowa  City — State  University  of  Iowa, 
A.  V.  O'Brien  Supt.  of  Shops — small  size electric  furnace,  resistance  type  ;  recording 
pyrometer:  1,000  lb.  steam  hammer;  Aro 
welding  equipment;  one  18  to  20  in.  pat- 

tern makers'  lathe,  with  slide  rest ;  one  16 
to  18  in.  disc  sander  ;  one  Universal  wood 
workers'  vise;  also  two  14  in.  x  5  ft.  engine lathes. 

Kan.,  Wichita — H.  S.  Hoefflen,  1516  North 
Waco  Ave.  (woodworker)  — 110  volt.  2  hp. 
motor,  belting,  rip  saw.  shafting,  hangers 
and  pulleys. 

K.V..  Lexington — Lexington  Battery  Mfg. 
Co..  416  West  Short  St. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  proposed  $75,000  plant,  to 
replace   that   which   was   destroyed   by   fire. 

La.,  New  Orleans — R.  C.  Ostendorf.  1539 
Canal  St.  (automobile  repairing  and  paint 
shop) — welding  outfit,  paint  removing  ma- chine and  a  small  size  electric  drill  (new or  used). 

La..  Sterlington  (Ouacliita  P.  O.) — Im- 
perial Oil  &  Ga.soline  Products  Co. — mach- 
inery   and    equipment. 

La..  Sterlington  (Ouachita  P.  O.) — Ther- 
matomic  Carbon  Co..  (manufacturer  of  car- 

bon black  and  by  products) — machinery 
and  equipment  for  proposed  addition  to 

plant. Ln..  Windsor  (Doss  P.  O.) — Texas-Lou- 
isiana Producing  &  Carbon  Co. — machinery 

and  equipment  for  plant  for  the  manufac- 
ture of  carlion  blacli  and   similar   products. 

Me.,  South  Sanford  (Sanford  P.  O.) — 
Jagger  Bros. — equipment  for  addition  to 
spinning  mill. 

Md.,  Baltimore — D.  C.  Eiphinstone,  408 
Continental  Bldg.  (machinery) — crane,  75 
ft,  i)eam,  electrically  operated,  capable  of 
handling  2  yd.  clamshell  on  60  ft.  radius ; 
shovel,  electrically  operated.  3  yd.  dipper, 
caterpillar  or  traction  tread. 

Md.,  Balllmore— Holtite  Mfg.  Co.,  Warner 
and  Ostend  Sts.,  (manufacturer  of  rubber 
heels,  etc.).  A.  A.  E^terson,  Secy.  an<l Treas. — 40   in.  mills. 

Mass.,  Boston — Handschumacher  &  Co., 
25  John  St..  (meat  packers  and  wholesalers) 
— packing  and  cold  storage  machinery  and 
equipment  for  proposed  plant  at  16  North 
St. 

Mass.,  Boston — Knox  &  Morse  Co.,  Inc.. 
140  Oliver  St.  (manufacturer  of  chemicals) 
— chemical  manufacturing  machinery  of various  kinds. 

Mass..  Boston — J.  C.  Santis.  149  Cum- 
mings  St. — one  automatic  weighing  machine 
and  several  1  to  3  lb.  packaging  machines 
(used). 

Mass..  Millbury — S.  E.  Hull  Co.  (woolen 
mill,  shoddy,  etc) — machinery  for  slioddy mill. 

Mass.,  North  Chelmsford — Lowell  Textile 
Co.,  J.  Reed,  owner — woolen  mill  mach- 
inery. 

Mass..  PlttsBeld  —  Clarknit  Mills,  Inc.. 
(knitting  mill),  J.  A.  Clark,  Treas, — mach- inery  for   mill. 

MIeh.,  Detroit — Chevrolet  Motor  Co.,  Gen- 
eral Motors  Bldg. — miscellaneous  machine 

equipment  for  general  automol)ile  finishing, 
for  proposed  factory  at  Norwood.  O. 

Mo..  Kansas  City — The  Lion  Oil  &  Refin- 
ing Co..  622  Finance  Bldg.,  V.  H.  Smith. 

Secy. — iO  or  12  complete  Burton  type  oil 
stills,  also  a  considerable  amount  of  tank- 
age. 

N.  H.,  Tilton— A.  S.  Brown  Mfg.  Co.— 
hosiery  dyeing  machine. 

N.  H.,  Tilton — E.  W.  Charland — textile 
machinery  for  small  cotton  and  woolen 
goods  manufacturing  plant,  including  power 
cutting,  sewing  and  stitching  machines,  etc. 

N.  i.,  Trenton — Castanea  Dairy  Co.,  234 
North  Broad  St, — machinery  for  proposed 

plant. N.  jr.,  Trenton — F.  A.  Straus  &  Co.. 
Johnson  Ave.  (manufacturer  of  worsted 
and  silk  yarns),  W.  Fester,  369  West  State 
St..  Gen.  Mgr. — $150,000  worth  of  machinery 
for    plant    recently    purchased. 

N.  Y..  Alfred — C.  D.  Reynolds  Co. — re- 
frigeration and  cold  storage  machinery  and 

equipment  to  replace  that  which  was  re- 
cently destroyed  by  fire. 

N.  Y..  Batavia — Gray  Machine  &  Parts 
Corp.  (manufacturer  of  wrenches) — mach- 

inery and  equipment  for  large  addition. 
N.  Y..  Brockport — R.  H.  Norton  and 

others — machinery  for  addition  to  plant  for 
the  manufacture  of  power  spraying  equip- 
ment. 

N.  Y.,  Bnffalo^The  Standard  Milling  Co., 
c/o  A.  E.  Baxter.  Engr..  Ellicott  Sq. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed  flour 
mill.  30,000  bbl.  daily  capacity,  on  Outer Harbor. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo  —  .7.  A.  Walter  Milling 
Co.,  Chamber  of  Commerce  Bldg.. — mach  - 
inery  and  equipment  for  flour  mill  on  Ohio 
St.   and   Erie   Basin. 

N.  Y..  Franklinville — Ontario  Knife  Co. 
■ — equipment  for  proposed  addition  to  knife factory. 

N.  Y..  fieneva — A.  E.  Meyers.  150  Castle 
St. — one  crane  and  clam.shell  outfit,  and  one 
portable   sand   digger   and    loader. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — McGowan  &  Connolly 
Co..  739  East  151st  St..  (marble) — lathe  for 
turning  stone  column.  10  ft.  long  and  2  ft. diameter. 

N.  Y..  New  York — Natl.  Biscuit  Co.,  85 
fith  Ave. — npair  equipment  for  new  shop 
on  West  16tli  St. 

N.  T.,  Rochester  —  Rapps  Dry  Cleaning 
Co..  398  South  Ave. — complete  mechanical 
equipment  for  $4,000  cleaning  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Tonawandn — American  Kardex 
Co.,  Main  St.  (manufacturer  of  Kardex 
filing  system  and  equipment  for  offices) — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed  2 
storv  addition  to  factory  on  Main  and 
Wheeler  Sts. 
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I   The  Weekly  Price  Guide 
EISB  AND  FALL  OP  THE  MARKET 

in  N'«w  Yorii  at  7k-  ••  ar»in»t 
Tic  M  c*i«fti«d  wWk  nt.  per  lb..  U«t  w«vk. 

!■  8t  Leoia.  linowwut  ahown  in  copper 
Mnmn  of  Ic  in  tine  alweU  in  New  Yoric  and 

t4»  la  Clevebnd:  •eUw'  np  Ic.  per  lb.  in  both  citie« 
w»f»hBmn  alao  advaOMd  babbitt  metal  2c.  and 

|e.  per  lb.,  <iiiriac  WMk.  Linseed  oil  marlcet 
tiM*  Mftrr:  but  Ckkac*  uinttem  price  Ic.  per  raL  Buyinir 
batter  hi  labnouiU:  prieaa  Arm.  DMoand  ateadier  for  lard 

•d:  lUm  Twk  qaotaa  Mc.  aa  acaiaat  68e.  per  (al.  Dia- 
1  akoBt  10  poiaU  on  iMther  behinx. 
wdBMa  aa  blaa  amnaUil  ateel  sheeU  down 

ft.1  Mack  ami  ralraalMd.  SSc.  per  100  lb.,  f.o.b.  Pittjibunch. 
Mil  ptka  af  »bapea.  plates  and  bars  firm  at  12  per  100  lb. 

akadioc  of  tl^K  per  ton  on  lance 
at  tka  aMt*  attractive  tonnare*  on  shapes, 

at  ILM,  bat  apfU  (x*  undesirable  plate 
as  bicfc  as  «S.104^f2.1S  per  100  lb.  Rlec- 

both  down  le.  per  lb.  in  New  York 
coke  radoced  50c.  per  ton;  im- 

itt  in  car  puppTv 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

no  IRON  —  Prr  (fos*    loo  —  Ouotscioot  coaiaded    by   The 
WanWw  A44r  Co.: 
nKCINNATl 

Na^lSaatWra    v-.    I.M 
Bs. 

Saa»kMS  Okie  No.  1   

NEW  VORK— Tidewsicr  Ddivety 
Saachara  No.  2  (alMaa  3.2S«2.75). 

BIKMINCNAM 
No.  :  romnirj 

PHlLADFLPIilA 

iM    Ps.,  No.  2i  (iKcoo  2.2$#2.75). 
Via(iaia  Na.  2   

Gmt  Fai«B   
CHICAGO 

Na.  2  Paaadry  local      
Kfc2  Paaadry.  Sovikera  (tilicoa  2.25f|2.7S)   

rmiBUKGH.  iadadiac  bntkt  cbacai  ffoni  Valley 
Nou2  Fovadry   

?J  27 
33  27 

3S.81) 

27  50 

J2.M 
37.17 

JI.7? 

JO  «» 

32.00 

3J.<0 

31,77 
31  77 
J3.77 

IRON  MAailNERY  CASTfNGS-Cotc  in  ccntt  per  lb.  of 
MO  lywkMU,  «^«.  (»<»  t  24-iB.  dia.,  bab  aei  cored,  good  quality crsy  MM*,  wsicfct  27$  |b.: 

MewTofk.   ill..!!!!!.'!!!!!^.'.'!!!"!.        $  ?     i^s 

NaklO.. 
Ma.U.. 
N»t4.. 
M»U.. 

art  ia  caats  per  petiad  in  earieot  cities 
lo  ik«  base  ̂ eatatioa*  from  mill : 

rHubargk. 
I  aris 

Mdl  ton       New  Yotk 

2.^2.*$  4.1* i.fami.n       4.29 
}.#SJ.20  4.39 

^<aa.U< 
HaalSi 
*(*2t.. 

I2L 

24. IM. 

OevcUod 

J.  70 
J,7J 3. to 
J.90 

Ckicago 

4  (X) 4  OS 4.10 

4  20 

4.70 

4.7$ *.m 
i.n 

4  20 

4.25 
«.)0 
4.40 

4.70 

4.70 
4,75 

4.8S 

(•ilvaniirJ 

No«.  10  and  1 1 
No*.  12  anil  H. 
Nos.  17  and  :i. 
Nos.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   

No.  28  . 

riiiklturch 

(.>V(0 
•  4.';«i,.V7o 

'  75(<i4  (X) 

t  I 

New  York 

4.*»<» 
vOO 

5..'0 

S.4< 

Cleveland 

4.40 

4.«) 4.80 
4. 95 
5.10 ^40 

C'hictio 

4.85 
4.95 

siio 5.55 
$.95 

WROUGHT  PIPE — 1  lie  followinK  Jitcounti  arc  to  jobber*  for 
carload  loti  on  (he  lairti  Pituburgh  ba>in|  card: 

Steel Inches  Black 
I  to  J    M> 

2       $9 
2tio6       63 
7  to  8       60 
9  to  12       $9 

BUTT  WKI.D                 Iron 
<ialv.                Inchci  Black 

54J  >tol)        34 
I.APWKLD 

47J  2    29 
51)  21  to  4    32) 
47j  4)  to  6    32) 
46|  7  to  12    30 

Bl'TT  WEI.D.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 
l«ol)       64  53)  {toll    34 
2  to  J       65  54) 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

jj...
. 

$7 

61 

to  6       60 

7  to  8       Sf. 
9  to  12       SO 

Malleable  fitiingt. 

46) 

50) 

49) 

37) 

   30 to  4    33 
to  6    32 

7  to  8    2S 
9  to  12    20 

ji 

Galv. 

19 

IS 

19 

19 

17 
20 

17 
.21 

20 

13 

8 
Claitet  B  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  York 

itock  fell  ai  net  lilt.    Caic  iron,  standard  titci,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE-Warchoute  diicounti  ai  followi: 
New  York      Cleveland  Chicane 
Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

ItoSin.iteelhuttwelded.  57%   44^,    S5i%    43)%   62)%   48)% 
2)io6in..teellapwelded.  54%    41%    5.3|^/c    40)%    59|%   45j« 

Malleable  fiitinci.     Clauei  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
stock  icil  at  list  Icti  6%.    Cast  iron,  standard  sizes,  32%  off. 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warehouse  prices  in  cent*  per  pound  in lOO^b.  lots: 
New  York  Oevtlam 

Open  hearth  sptinc steel  (base)  .  4.50  6.00 
Spring  steel  (light)  (base)    6.00  6.00 
Coppered  |{e>tcnierrods(basc}..  6.03  8.00 
Hoopsteel   ,....  4.39  .?.7I 
Cold  rolled  strip  steel    6.75  8.25 
Floor  pUies    5.50  5.16 
Cold  finiilied  shafting  or  screw. .  3.9()  J.  75 

(.'old  hiiithed   flats,  squsrei    4.4(1  4.25 
Structural  shapes  (base)..    .'.14  3,01 
Soft  ueel  hart  (base)    .?.04  2.91 
Soft  steel  bar  shapes  (base)    .V04  2.91 
Soft  steel  bands  (baae)    3.K4  3.61 
Tank  plates  (base)    3.14  3.01 
Bar  irun  (2.f'0  ai  mill)    3.04  2.91 
Drill  rod  (from  list)    55@.iO%  40% 
Electric  welding  wire: 
A    8.00   

I    6.50   
Au»)    6.25   

Chicago 
4.50 
6.00 

6.10 3.90 7.25 

5.  SO 3.70 

4.20 3.02 

2.92 

2.92 
3.55 

3.02) 

2.92) 

50% 

.l2dlS 

.iiai2 

.loSii 

METALS 

Current  Prices  in  Cents  Prr  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  to  carlots).  New  York      14. 2S 
Tin,  5-ton  lots,  New  York         38 .00 
Lead  (up  to  cariois),  St.  Louis   6.80^6.85;  New  York.  7.50 
Zinc  (up  to  csriou),  St.  IxMiis          7.20;         New  York.  7.75 

Aluminum.  9«  to  99%  ingot*.  M$  N'"  ̂ "'
^  Cleveland  Chicago 

ton  lou    20.70  "     "" Antimony  (Chinese).  ton*po<...  7,2597.37) 

Copper  sheets,  base.  .   21.50 
Copper  wire  (carlots;  '^'-93 
Copper  bars  (ton  lots>     20,00 

Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lots)     24,75 
Brass  sheets  (lOO-lh.  lots)      18.50 
Bras*  tubing  (lOO-lb,  lot*)  23  ,C0 

23,00 20,00 
8.50 

8,00 22.00 23.00 
18.00 

IC,.2S 

23.00 
19.50 

25.00 

23.00 

20.75 18,75 24.00 

20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 
M  ET  ALS — Continued 

New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)    17.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    10.25 
Solder  ik  and  |),  (caselots)    27.50 
Babbitt  metdl   (83%  tin)    35.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)    25.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bavonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .  39.00 

19.00 

20.75 
10.25 
24.. 50 
47.00 
17.50 

15.75 

20.00 

36.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
lUalleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       .50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots        37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)..  .     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50  00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.50  12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75          12.00  11.50 
Copper,light,  and  bottoms       9.75         10.00  10.50 
Lead,heavy       4.75           5.50  4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25          4.50  4.00 
Brass,  heavy       7.00          6.50  9.25 
Brass,  light       6.00           5.75  600 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.  SO           7.00  7.00 
Zinc       3  00          4.00  4.25 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 
"AAA"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00      21.00        20.90 

••A"  Grade: 
[jIC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00       16.00         17.00 

"IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00      18.75         19.60 
Coke  Plates,  Bright 

Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        6.00  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7.25        6.25  7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    20.09@$0.1U       ?0- '2         ?0.11i 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .065®.  10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13ixl3J-,perlb.  .16  32.00perM        .10 
Wiping  cloths,13Jx20hper  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M        .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  100 lb    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .93  1.01  ."5 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,  13.25 
Red  lead,  dry      lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,  13.25 
Red  lead,  in  oil      lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  14. 75 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .80  1. 00 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville.. .  .per  net  ton  S8.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .  .per  net  ton  10.00@12.00 

50% 
50% 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Littt 

New        Qeve- 

,,     .  .      „  ,  York         land    Chicago Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  50-10-5% 
IJand  Ux3in.  uptoI2  in       20%       50% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25%     ?3.50net 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30%       3.50  net  J  t. 00  off 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15%        3.90  net 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         20%              65-5^ 
Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .     40%        ,      60-5^ 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70%  70%      70-10^ 
Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.x30  in     ....     30%      40-10%         45^ 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40%                SSV 
Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plu»      20%           
Semi-finished  nuts  I  and  larger       60%  70%  80% 
Case-hardened  nuts          50% 
Washers.cast  iron,  ̂ in.,  per  lOOIb.  (net) 
Washers.cast  iron,  fin.per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist 
Nuts,coId  punched, hex.iper  lOOlb.Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  i^in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  j-in.,  |-in.,  1x2  in.  to  S 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

IJ   to    l|-in.   long,    all   diameeers, 
EXTR.^  per  100 lb         0.25 

I  in.  diameter    EXTRA 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb     EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   
Copper  burs        

S6.C0  J3.50 

«.50 
4.50 

4.00 

3.. 50 

3.00 

5.00 
3.50  net 

1.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 

3.00 

4.00 

1. 00 
3.00 

4.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 

45% 

60% 
60% 

50% 

60% 

4ic.  net 

?5.00  33.90 
83.75 

5.10 

4.00 

3.8S 0.25 

..       0.15 

0.15 
0.15 

O.SO ..       O.SO 
O.SO 

..       O.SO 0.25 

..       0.25 
O.SO 

0.50 

0.35       ?3.70b»»e 
55-5%        50%  50% 
35%  50%  20% 

$0.60 0.33 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal   

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (j  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88' 
Medium  grade   30-10% 
Heavy  grade   20-5-2i% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets  9x11  in.: 
No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets, 
Flint  paper         85.84 
Emery  paper       8.80 
Emery  cloth         27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll, 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100. Paper   
Cloth   

«0.50      80.67J 

0.35        0.40 

401%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

SO-i0%40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

4.50 

1.32 
3.02 

85.84 

11.00 

31.12 

4.28 

1.24 

2.67 

86.48 
8.80 

29.48 

4.95 

1.40 

3.20 
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■rtnnk,  trays 
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^^       n^Mirfc     (Bav^MBW}—  •■■'  caaolUte   atoraca  lank   and  pomp  mr  prc 

A«^  <awa«(M(a*ar  •(  »»f  '"S^-  "J»*- 

toot  of  llib 
INirrh. 

txtfo  a»  pya  aiid  >»we>a)     iwarhtpyry 
at  Liaa. 

il*4  auai  ProdiwU 

S«  la*  kal     '  ' 

OMler  UMoiyva  aad  «llMr  prtaUav 

Boiler  Worto  OOi^- 
■■■IbrtMn    or   ataal 

pupisettL. IM4e«  BrMl  r«,  Q.  DraM. 
and  enaipimm  for  aidl- 

,„,  ̂ M, ,.  -—  Dlamood  Drvir  Oow 
II.  w...  Northaotptoa  BU  B.  MTllor.  nir. 
mtti  Urr.  machiaary  aad  aqalpanai  (or  the 
■aaarafltur*  ot  a  wwapUta  llna  eC  dniga, •la. 

Pa-  WMIUaMpart — D.  Updacraff  A  Co, 
CteaT  aad  Market  Sta.  —  maohlnery  and 
a^allii   I  for  additloa  to  ■oauwunt  worka. 
Pa^  Wladcap— A.  r.  TmI  (alats  mill)— grtedlns.  rutunc  aad  dalaWay  BMMhlaary. 
m^  l>elto>— Priat  Mmpi  Mil  Uva  Oak 

Sl^-Chantllrr  A  Prloa  powar  )eb  prtatlac 
praaa  (unMi). 

Tea..  raf«  Wortk— Tha  PrtaUr.  Beoc  Ml. 
— 11  a  17  in.  lob  priaa.  papar  eutter,  wira 
alltehrr.  ■hanlnc.  motor  balUnc  haacero 
aad  pulSaya. 

Tea..  raHe — Tho  Newa,  — }ob  prcaa,  bait- 
li^  baacers.  ehartlnc,  pulleys  and  llaotypa. 

TMK.  Teaipli  J.  J.  Palmer — woodwork- 
lac  DUoMaary.  aawa.  baltln«.  pullrya,  haaf- 
ara,  baariasa.  ikafUnc  and  aandar. 

Tt..  Kae«kd»ld  —  The  Naulanna  Woratad 
Os_  Inc.  (manufafturrr  of  texUlea)^«qulp- 
maat  (or  cardlnc   room. 

▼a,  Lvm^ibarc  —  Lomehbarc  Fdry.  Oo, 
PtonleaNalL  Bank  Bid(. — patura  ahoo 
eqalpmMit. 

Va,  KleliaiaBd — ^Tha  Wheellns  Cormca- 
Uns  >:«..  101  McDonouKh  St. — maohlnary 
for  propioard  addition  In  factory  for  tba 
■Maafactura  ot  oomMraled  produota. 
W.  Va__  riarlufcor*  —  Ty«arU  Valley 

fM  Oe.  K  U.  Praadarvaat.  DIr.— maeh- 
hili  aad  Ilia Igmint  tor  exunalve  develop. aMal  of  ooal  propartiaa. 

W.  Ta..  areeavtew— Oraaavlrw  Coal  Co. 
U.  a.  WaUma.  Praa.  aad  Mar.  kolatlnc 
awahlaary  aad  aUnlac  aqalpment. 

auaatarturlnc  plaat. 
•Ma.   Wilat  I  I  ■    rUf  — The    New    StaU    «/o  J 

IraCMwl  WwiSfd  ~ 

Ta^   Paikatabara     Idaal    r-omicaled 
Co,   Jaaaaatta  UL    eorruratlng    ma- 

la- Aaplatoa —  Kaukauna  Quarry  Co.. 
jTp.  PraakTl*!  OoUa»a  Ava— eraahla* 

-markfaat 

atpa^aa  ay  ar^ 

iaSd,  aks  t*  aave 

MjaikarO^— 

■r.   U  Bvaaa,  «lt   Coa-    aJ 

la  «aa  aatta  tor  raawrt-     ̂  
wood   waata  tola  aattta    ~ 

Wta..  CklMaa  — A.  A.   Barfar  —  aauaaca 
aialilnfc  grladiac  and  power  maoblaary. 

llM  by 

r.  R.  VaaRaak.  MIX  •■(k 
_  _,  ,  _  ilreraal  auudwortur  with 
baad  ay  awa^  aaw.  latlM.  aliapir  aad 

F«  etaacrtaal^  drtvaa. 
Marf      C*.      A. 

IS  loa  awn. 

  m  aatoa)— 
(•r  aa«  plaaL 

kMM  Maal  C^^^^na- 
  ..,_,   «ar  4  aaB  plant  aad at  Kev  OtVaaik  L*. 

Wla,  Cfaadaa     Tba  Tnloaa   Laat 
pawar  aMtklaary  for  propooed  aboa  (aetory. 

WIk..  rand  da  I.a<>— Comblaal  Ion  TVior  A 
_jrsan  «'>..,  Ilo  ItunlfO  BL — woodworkln« 
awnhlnarr  for  propoiwd  faotory  oa  Military 

Boad  Plokia  Co, 
for  paeklns  plaat Platten  Blds^ 

at  Ocoalo. 
wu..  iM  rraaes— Caiaarea  Motor  Car  Ca, 

117  S^ih  «ib  at. — caaolbia  aloraca  tank 
with  pump  for  propooed  garaca. 
Wb-  Madleoa  Capital  Plat  Ins  A  Ma- 

eklae  Co..  •!*  Waat  Wllaoa  Bt— marhlnrry 
aad  Minlpment  for  the  atanufaotore  of 
wlndahlcld  (pot  llshta,  etc. 

WU..  Medina*  -  -  Madlnon  PalK-m  Wka. 
Co..  »«U  Wlnwboao  m..  W.  J.  Polk.  Purch. 
Act>— esulpmcnl    for   nrw   pattern  ahop. 

WU..  Maakawar— Invlaoltila  MaUl  Parnl- 
ture  Co. — nlckrl  plating  maobtnarytor  the 
nunufaotara  of  vaulta,  aafaty  dapMHt  boxaa. 
ate, 

Wl...  Meaa«eal* — E.  V.  Jokaaow  repair 
marhlri'ry.  )r»»<'lln<-  atorafa  tank,  pump 
and  air  lank  for  caran  to  raplaoa  that 
wMeli  waa  daatrvyed  by  Bra. 

r.  Bokart.  701  Mlb 
Uwork)  —  Unlvaraal 

Wla,  Mll«   
Bt.    (earprniry   and 
woodworker. 

Wla..  Mllwaalu^— Padaral  Ruf  Claanlnc 
Ca.  til  winn<i>a«o  Bu— eiaaauw  equip- 
■MM  for  pr>tKmt4  addkioa  to  taMory. 

Wla..  MMwaahM— W.  D.  Mann,  M4  Grand 
Ank  « maihkilai )  woodworhln«  maiklnary 
(«a>di. 

Wla.  MBwaahao— Weaaal  A  HaMaK  Oa^ 
«••  ZTib  nu  (haatlac  aad  fiiMbmm}--an' laadinv   araaa  aadkalt   driwi  !>  «•«• 

It  BUU   St. 

WU.  Bblailaader  ■■  Miller  Cold  Btaraga 
Oa    taltl>aratliiB  aad  powar  maoiUaary. 

Wla.  RblatlaaBir  The  Northern  Clraln 
COk,  O.  C.  Nelaon.  Mcr.  —  n-lndlng  and powar  machinery  (or  propooed  (aad  auU. 
Wla.  Rlea  Lake— Craftamaa  Job  Prtat- 

lac Co-— Oordon  job  prlnllnc  praaa  14  x 
It  la.  (or  powar  equlpnirnt   (uaod). 

Auto       _  __  pro- 
pooed' 140,000  addition  to  garacoT 

WU„  Hapertar— Twin  PorU  OU  Co.  J.  B. 
Vcrvtiiiiip.  Mkt.,  —  oil  eiorasa  tanks  anil 
pum|ia  (ur  prvpoiaad  Oiling  station, 

WU..  flerins — A.  A.  naata^^qulprosnt 
(or  now  addition  to  blackamllb  ahop. 

R.  O.  TaaeaaTer — The  Falsa  Creek  l«im- 
ber  Co..  Itb  Ave„  W.— aaw  mlU  maohlnery 
(or  propoaad  mllL 

d.  Ajrlmar  1.  Ik  Tkayar  A  Boa— oora- 
pMa  equipment  for  propoaad  140,000  gar- age and  automobUo  repair  ahop. 

Oal-  Caaipeidewa  —  Canada  OU  A  Oas 
Co.  Ltd.— equlpmaat  (or  drilling. 
Oat.  Cbalkaai — R.  Barter  equipment 

tor  aaw  mill,  to  replace  that  whloh  waa  de- 
atreyad  by  Are. 

Oat.  Wailra  The  Blmlra  Co-operative 
Craamaty— aqnipaaaat  (or  propoaad  addl- tkm  to  oreamery. 

Oat.  Terewte  Toronto  Blaotrlo  Comra. 
Tonga  and  Shutcr  Sta. — r»c»lvlnc  blda  imltl 
Nov.  SI   (or  overhead  oranea. 

Metal  Working  Shops 

paftijia,  ̂   MgT,-«arhi t»*  addKion  In  prtnt  i>h«p. 

CalK^  Kmrrrvllle  —  The  Oraat  Waatam 
Meter  Co.,  57U1  Suuth  San  Pablo  Ave.  Pied- 

mont, awarded  the  contract  (or  the  oon- 
atrurtlon  o(  a  1  and  1  atory  factory,  here. 
Batlmalad  coat  ItO.ISO.     Noted  Nov.  S. 

rallf..  Oakland — J.  BS.  Vtanoh  Co.  Ill 
Oraml  Ave,  uwunti'd  tha  oootract  (or  tln' 
oonmniotlon  of  a  1  atory  automobile  aalcx 
room  and  acrvloe  garage  on  S.  B).  Bway. 
and  Moaa  Ave,     Batlnuled  coat  fli.OOO, 

rallf..  OakUa*— N.  S.  Saoka.  o/o  H.  J. 
Chrlalenaen,  Contr.  Federal  Bldg.,  awarded 
tlin  oontraot  (or  the  oonatruotion  o(  a 
1  atory  automobile  aehool  ahop  on  11th  St. 
near  Jaekaoa   Bt.     Katlmatad  Ooat  117,000, 

rallf.  Oaktaad— The  United  Btatas  Light 
A  Ileal  Corp..  1411  Baat  14th  BU  la  having 
plMiia  prepared  (or  the  rnnatrurtlon  o(  tha 
Amt  unit  o(  Its  manufacturlngjilant,  1  atory, 
114  X  110  ft.,  on  8«th  Ave.  Batlmatad  ooat 
tiO.OOO.     ArchUi-ct  not  announced. 

Calif.,  Racramenla^Tbn  Latourette-Flcal 
Cc  107  Front  St..  plumbing  and  heatlnjc 
oontractora,  awarded  the  contract  for  th<' coniitrurtinn  of  a  xhop  building.  Bstlmatcd 
coat  117.171.     Noted  Nov.  ». 

rallf..  Ran  Praaelaco— U  R.  IJuria.  Mllla 
ntdg..  la  having  iilana  prepared  tor  the 
oonatrucllon  of  a  1  atory,  41  x  117  fLgar- 
age  on  Sacramento  St.  near  Polk  Bt.     Ball- 
Batwl    ooat  JSI.onn.      A.    B.    Bugbaa,    14 ontgomery  Bt.,  Aroht. 

Calif.  Ran  FraaeUra — A.  B.  Periay,  140 
Dnbooa  Ave.,  awarded  tha  contract  for  the 
ooastruetlon  o(  a  I  atory,  40  x  71  ft.  garage 
on  14th  St.  near  Mlaalon  Bt  IMImattfd 
coat  I7&.000. 

Cena..  FalrflelA— R.  I.,owe  A  Sons  Co.,  10 
Runflpld  Ave.  Is  reoelvinf  blda  (or  tha  oon- 

atrucllon of  a  I  atory.  41  x  ""  " 
t<i   liB   hardware  faotory. 
Ili.ooo. 

Cana.  RaekykBt— The  Coaaaotlmt  Pdry. 
Cn,  awarded  tba  oontraot  for  tha  construc- 

tion nf  a  1  atnrr.  >D  X  70  ft.  addition  to 
Its  plant.      I':*llmat<'d    ooat    )lt,000. 
Oeaa.  Rhaltoa— T'--  '••'••rnatlonal  Bllver 

Co.    41   BUU   St..  awarded    llie 
contract  for  tha  »"  nf  a  1  atory, 
to  X  40  fk  addition   i..  .i~  ulant  on  River 
bL.  hara.     BaUmatad  cost  Ili.OOO, 

D.  O.  Waablagtaa-^lia  Bvanlng  BUr 
Newapaper  Co.,  lltb  Bt.  and  Paaaaylvanla 
Ava.  awarded  the  eoatraot  tor^taa  ooa- 
stmctkMi  of  a  •  atory  jpapar  waralMasa  and 
garage,  to  contain  llTOM  sq.  ft.  of  floor 
spaoa,  on  Canal  Bt.  near  tnd  Hi. 

nL.  CMeaga— T,  R,  BUbop,  Archl..  II 
Booti  Daarbom  Bi.  la  reeefvinK  '>ida  for tha  oenatrvcttaa  oTa   1   atory.  Im    x   220 
ft.  SddHt^-    '    '-  -  '• -••a  llroo.  472« 
Bway.     I  >'). 

Kan.,    <*  "■•  !"■"  hnvl 

plana  pr'  . 
story,  111"  '• 
station.    I'  ""'< 
A    Co.    121    .North     Mark,  l     HI..     Wl'hlia 
Arehla. 

K JO  fu  addition ■istlmattd 
ooat 

1 
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>!»»».,  Holjoke — The  Bd.  Pub.  Wks.,  City 
Hall,  plan.s  to  huiUl  a  1  story  garage  and 
service  .station,      listiniated  cost  iSO.COO. 

MttXH..  I'eabod.v — 1>.  Berthoidi.  c/o  G.  A. 
Cormt.  Archt..  lo  Central  Ave.,  L,ynn,  in 
liaving  plans  prepared  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  45  x  130  ft.  machine  shop 
on  Wilson  Sq.,  here.  Estimated  cost 
S25.000. 
MasB.,  SpriiiKfleld  —  The  Facto  Motor 

Trucks,  Inc.,  296  Pecou.sic  Ave.,  will  build 
a  2  storv.  80  x  105  ft.  factory.  Estimated 
cost     $35,000. 

MuHN..  SpriiiKfleld  —  The  Spartan  Saw 
Wk.«.  41  Taylor  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
fur  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  42  x  100 
ft.  saw  factory  on  Fisk  Ave.  Estimated 
cost  $20,000. 

MaHs.,  West  .Sprinitfleld — The  New  Eng- 
land Smelting  Wks..  Union  St.,  plans  to 

Imild  a  1  .story  factory.  Cost  between  $15,- 
000  and  $2.",, 000. 

>Ia8N.,  WorreNtrr — The  Parker  Wire  Goods 
Co.,  18  Grafton  St.,  plans  to  build  a  1 
.story  addition  to  its  wire  goods  plant,  to 
contain  30,000  .sq.  ft.  of  floor  space,  on 
Washington  St.  Estimated  cost  $75,000. 
Architect  to  be  announced  later. 

Miih..  Hancork — The  Bd.  Bduc.  will  re- 
ceive bids  about  Dec.  1  for  the  construction 

of  a  3  story,  80  x  336  ft.  school  building, 
including  forge,  foundry,  .sheet  metal  and 
woodworking  departments  and  automobile 
mechanics'  .shop.  Estimated  cost  $300,000. G.  L.  Lockhart.  1353  University  Ave.,  St. 
Paul.  Minn.,  Archt. 

N.  Y.,  Brooklyn — The  St.  Marks  Realty 
Co.,  c/o  S.  J.  Kessler.  Engr.  and  Archt., 
•t29  Courtland  Ave.,  New  York,  will  build  a 
2  story.  75  x  130  ft.  garage,  here.  Esti- 

mated cost  $75,000. 
N.  Y.,  Buiralo — The  Eherhurdt  Steel  Prod- 

ucts Co.,  Chelsa  St..  plans  to  build  an  addi- 
tion to  its  mill.  Estimated  cost  $5,000. 

Architect  not  announced. 
N.  Y.,  Franklinville — The  Ontario  Knife 

Co.  plans  to  build  an  addition  to  its  knife 
factory.  Cost  will  exceed  $5,000.  Architect 
not   announced. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — The  Atwell  Contg.  Co.. 
c/o  G.  G.  Miller,  Engr.  and  Archt.,  1482 
Bway.  will  build  a  1  .story,  120  x  230  ft. 
garage  on  Jerome  Ave.  and  192nd  St.  Esti- 

mated cost   $50,000. 
N.  Y.,  New  York — The  Harmon  Realty 

Co.,  Inc.,  c/o  Spring.stcen  &  Goldhammer, 
Bngrs.  and  Archts.,  32  Union  Sq.,  will  build 
a  1  story,  100  x  100  ft,  garage  on  Freeman 
St.     Estimated  co.st  $30,000. 

N.  Y.,  Ne»v  York— The  Natl.  Biscuit  Co., 
S5  9th  Ave.,  will  soon  receive  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  3  story  garage  and  repair 
shop  at  407  West  16th  St.  Estimated  cost 
$65,000.  J.  R.  Terrance.  85  9th  Ave.,  Engr. 
and  Archt. 

O..  Cleveland — The  Brough  Co.,  3823  St. 
Clair  Ave.,  bottlers,  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story.  40  x  70  ft.  store 
building  and  a  1  storv.  52  x  80  ft.  garage 
on  East  72nd  St.  and  St.  Clair  Ave.  Esti- 

mated cost  $50,000.  E.  Brough.  Mgr.  J. 
Brugnone.  3505  Woodlawn  Ave.,  Archt. 
Noted  Nov.  9. 

O..  Cleveland — C.  C.  Deming,  2517  Edge- 
hill  Rd.,  Cleveland  Height.s,  plans  to  build 
a  2  story,  60  x  80  ft.  garage  and  commer- 

cial building  at  3120  Carnegie  Ave.,  here. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.     Private  plans. 

O..  Cleveland — The  International  Harves- 
ter Co..  Harvester  BUlg.,  Chicago,  plans  to 

build  a  10  story  warehouse  and  service 
station,  on  East  55th  St.  and  Julia  Ave., 
here.  Estimated  co.st  $300,000.  A.  Price, 
c/o  owner,  Archt. 

O..  Cleveland — The  Willard  Storage  Bat- 
tery Co.,  246  East  131st  St.,  will  build  a  1 

story,  15  x  300  ft.  addition  to  its  factory. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

O..  Delaware  —  The  Sunray  Stove  Co. 
plans  to  build  a  60  x  100  ft.  addition  to  its 
factory. 

O..  Norwood — A.  Kahn,  Archt.,  1000  Mar- 
quette Bldg.,  Detroit,  is  receiving  bids  and 

will  open  same  about  Nov.  20  for  the  con- 
struction of  a  2  story.  320  x  500  ft.  automo- 

bile factory  on  Smith  Rd..  here,  for  the 
Chevrolet  Motor  Co.,  General  Motors  Bldg., 
Detroit. 

O..  Ravenna — The  Phillips  Body  Co.,  c/o 
Fisher  P,ody  Ohio  Co..  Cass  St.  and  Blvd.. 
Detroit,  have  had  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  40  x  100  ft.  addi- 

tion to  its  factory,  hf-re.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.  Carter-Richards  Co.,  923  Illum- 

inating Bldg.,  Cleveland.  O.,  Archts. 

Ore.,  Portland — The  Skyline  Corp.,  801 
Pittock  Bldg.,  plans  the  construction  of  a 
10  storv  and  2  story  basement,  and  200  x 
200   ft.  office  building,  basement  to  contain 

heating,  power  and  light  plants,  al.so  a 
500  auto  garage,  on  5th,  6th,  Taylor  and 
Salmon  Sts.  Estimated  cost.  $2.50o,000. 
J.  C.  Gibson.   Pres.     Architect    not  selected. 

Pa.,  Corry  —  The  Corry  Radiator  Corp. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  120  x  150  ft.  foundry  at  its 
radiator  works. 

Pa.,  Nantlroke  —  The  Nanticoke  Garage 
Co.  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  3  story,  46  x  100  ft.  garage, 
with  a  wing  84  ft.  long,  on  Spring  St. 
Estimated  cost  $65,000.  G.  T.  Price,  401) 
Miller   Bldg.,   Scranton,    Archt. 

Pa.,  MoneNHen — The  Monessen  Fdry.  & 
Machine  Co.  plans  to  rebuild  the  portion 
of  its  shop  which  was  destroyed  by  Are. 
Estimated  cost  $150,000.  Architect  not announced. 

Pa.,  Newport — The  Mineral  Products  Co. 
plans  to  rebuild  its  plant,  which  was  re- 

cently destroyed  by  fire.  Loss  $25,000. 
J.  R.  Morgan,  proprietor. 

Pa..  Phlla.— L.  J.  Kolb,  10th  and  Reed 
Sts.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  1  story  175  x  200  ft.  garage  at 
1433    Parrish    St.      Estimated    cost    $44,000. 

Pa.,  PittsbufKh — The  Mack  International 
Motor  Truck  Corp.,  5911  Center  Ave., 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  120  x  280  ft.  garage,  sales 
and  service  station  on  Liberty  and  Gross 
Sts.     Estimated  cost  $60,000. 

Pa..  PittHburKh  —  The  Studebaker  Sales 
Co.,  4724  Baum  Blvd.,  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared* for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  80  x 
100  ft.  addition  to  its  garage  and  sales 
building.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  G.  H. 
Schwan,  Peoples  Bank  Bldg.,  Archt. 

Pa..  Scranton — T.  F.  Leonard  Estate,  505 
Lackawanna  Ave,,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  80  x  130  ft. 
garage  on  Adams  St.     Noted  Oct.  5. 

Pa.,  WaNhinffton — H.  Robinson  plans  to 
build  a  3  story,  65  x  102  ft.  garage  on 
Chestnut  St.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Arch- 

itect not  selected. 

Pa..  Waynenbnrg — T.  Cochran,  Dawson, 
is  having  plans  prepared  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  2  story.  70  x  90  ft.  garage,  here. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.  H.  W.  Altman, 
Fayette  Title  &  Trust  Bldg.,  Uniontown, 
Pa.,   Archt. 

R.  I„  Providence — Goldberger  &  Stelner, 
Olneyville  Sq.,  are  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story  garage  on 
Library  Court.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  G. 
Wolf,  88  Althea  St.,  Archt. 

Wis.,  Chippewa  Falls — The  Chippewa  Val- 
ley Auto  Co.,  16  River  St.,  awarded  the 

contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story. 
124  X  130  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost 
$75,000.      Noted    Oct,    26. 

Wis.,  LaCrosHe — The  Bergh  Auto  Co.,  207 
South  4th  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story.  60  x  171  ft.  gar- 

age on  King  St.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Wis.,  La  CrosMe — O.  A.  Merman.  Archt., 
210  Linker  Bldg.,  is  receiving  bids  and  will 
open  same  about  Nov.  13  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  60  x  146  ft.  garage 
on  6th  and  State  Sts.  for  the  Cameron 
Motor  Car  Co..  127  South  6th  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $40,000. 

Wis.,  >rarlnet4e — C.  Anderson  &  Sons  Co., 
Cook  and  Merryman  Sts.,  will  build  a  2 
story.  50  x  75  ft.  factory  and  machine  shop 
on  Main  St.  Estimated  cost  $75,000.  Noted 
Oct.   19. 

Wis.,  Menomonie — E.  V.  Johnson  plans  to 
build  a  1  story,  58  x  176  ft.  garage  on 
Main  St..  to  replace  the  one  which  was 
destroyed  by  Are.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
Architect;  not  selected. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — The  Luick  lee  Cream 
Co..  183  Ogden  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  con.struction  of  a  1  story,  120  x  120 
ft.  garage  on  Van  Buren  St.  Estimated 
cost  $75,000.     Noted  Oct.  26. 

Wis..  Racine — The  P.  J.  Greene  Eng. 
Wks.,  1028  Douglas  Ave.,  awarded  the  con- tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  70 
X  125  ft.  addition  to  factory.  BIstimated 
cost    $15,000. 

Wis..  Racine — The  F.  J.  Greene  Eng. 
Wks.,  1028  Douglas  Ave.,  will  soon  receive 
bids  for  the  construction  of  a  3  story. 
63  X  100  ft.  factory.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000.  E.  B.  Fun.ston  Co.,  Janes  Bldg., 
Archt.      Noted  Oct.   12. 

Wis.,    Stevens    Point — The  P.   &   G.   Auto 
Parts  Co.,  425  Madison  St.,  is  receiving 
bids  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
35  X  102  ft.  addition  to  its  garage.  Esti- 

mated cost   $40,000.      Private   plans. 

Ont.,  Aylmer — J.  L.  Thayer  &  Son  plan 
to  build  a  garage  and  automobile  repair 
shop.     Estimated  cost   $40,000. 

Ont..  Hamilton  —  The  Abrasive  Co.  of 
Canada,  Ltd..  858  Burlington  St..  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  40  x  60  ft.  furnace  building.  Eati- mated  cost  $15,000, 

Ont.,  Toronto— The  Toronto  Motor  Car 
Ltd..  52  James  St.,  plans  to  build  a  3  or 
4  story  garage  and  sales  room  on  Jarvis 
St.  Estimated  cost  $100,000.  L.  E.  Dow- 
ling.   167   Yonge  St.,  Archt. 

'iiiniititiHiiiiMttiii 

I  General  Manufacturing 
SLillllllHIMI 

■■iiiiitiiiitiHtmiiiMitiiiiniiiitiiiiitiMHHiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiHuuuinuiT 

Calif.,  D'nuba — The  Central  California 
Ice  Co.,  P  and  Mono  Sts.,  F'resno,  plans  to build  an  ice  plant  on  South  M  and  Ventura 
Sts.,  here. 

Calif.,  Emeryville — The  Amer.  Rubber 
Co.,  Park  Ave.  and  Watt  St.,  Oakland, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story  factory  on  Emery  and  Park 
Sts.,   here.     Estimated  cost   $25,000. 

Calif.,  I,lvermor« — The  Llvermore  Soda 
Wks.  has  purchased  a  site  on  Lizzie  St. 
and  plans  to  build  a  soda  water  plant.     G. 
F.  Tubbs,   owner. 

Calif.,  Marysvllle — The  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce plans  to  build  dehydralors  for  grow- ers in  Yuba  county. 

Calif..  Marysvllle — Swift  Bros.,  2nd  and 
E  Sts.,  plan  to  build  a  planing  mill  on  3rd 

Calif.,  Merced — The  California  Packing 
Corp.,  101  California  St.,  San  Francisco. 
has  had  preliminary  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  several  large  cannery 
buildings  on  23rd  St.  from  P  to  R  Sts.  and 
22nd  St.  between  Q  and  R  Sts.  P.  L.  Bush, 
101  California  St.,  San  Francisco,  Engr. and  Archt. 

Calif.,  Oakland — The  California  Packing 
Corp.,  101  California  St.  San  Francisco,  is 
havmg  plans  prepared  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  cannery  on  1st  and  Filbert  Sts.. 
here.  P.  L.  Bush,  101  California  St.,  San 
Francisco,  Archt. 

Calif..  Oakland — The  East  Bay  Creamery 
Co.,  18  th  St.  and  San  Pablo  Ave.,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story  creamery  on  N.E.  22nd  and  Market 
Sts.     Estimated  cost   $24,000. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — The  Anderson 
Bros.  Planing  Mill  Co.,  2399  Powell  St., 
will  build  a  2  story,  70  x  50  ft.  planing  mill 
on  Quint  St.  between  Burke  and  Custer 
Aves.      ETstimated  cost    $15,000. 

Calif.,  Snn  Francisco — The  Banner  Refin- 
ing Co.,  Kohl  Bldg.,  Is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  refining 
plant,  consisting  of  2  buildings,  oil  storage 
tanks,  etc..  on  Islais  Creek.  E.stlmated  cost 
$84,000.     F.  G.  White,  Ferry  Bldg.,  Engr. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — The  General  Mfg. 
Co.,  Pacific  Bldg..  has  had  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story  box  factory 
on  San  Bruno  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
W.  W.  Hanscom,   848  Clayton  St.,  Archt. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — The  San  Francisco 
Sulphur  Co.,  624  California  St.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  sulphur 
refinery  on  North  Point  St.  Estimated  cost 

$35,000. Conn..  Harford — The  Frisbie  Pie  Co.,  363 
Kossuth  St.,  Bridgeport,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  2  story. 
90  X  100  ft.  bakery  and  garage  on  Broad 
St.,  here.  Cost  between  $50,000  and  $60.- 
000.     Noted  Oct.  26. 

Conn..  New  Haven — The  Ward  Baking 
Co.,  Southern  Blvd.  and  St.  Marys  St.. 
New  Y'ork  City,  plans  to  build  a  2  story 
bakery  on  Lombard  St.,  here.  Architect 
not    announced. 

Conn.,  Waterbur.v  —  The  Hamilton  Bot- 
tling Wks,,  Burton  St..  awarded  the  con- 
tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2 

story.  30  x  70  ft.  bottling  plant.  EJstl'mated cost  $15,000. 
D.  C.  Wash. — The  Corby  Baking  Co.. 

2301  Georgia  Ave.,  N.  W.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  an  addi- 

tion  to   its   bakery. 

Fla..  Daytona  Beach — The  Peninsular  Ice 
&  Cold  Storage  Co.  will  open  bids  about 
Dec.  1  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story  ice 
manufacturing     and     cold     storage     plant. 
G.  G.  Bailey,  Pres. 

Ga.,  Athens — The  National  Roofing  Co.. 
Fillmore  St.,  Tonawanda,  N.  Y.,  plans  to 
build  a  branch  factory  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  roofing  products,  here.  Estimated 
cost  $600, nno. 

III..  Chicnsro— The  Bassick  Mfg.  Co.,  263  S 
North  Crawford  Ave.,  awarded  tne  contract 
for  the  con.struction  of  a  1  story,  55  x  142 
ft.  factory  for  the  manufacture  of  automo- 

bile accessories.  Estimated  cost  $30,000. 
Noted  Oct.  19. 
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JL  ■BM»MitilBB  Cactory  ea  ilhr«r  St.  BKI- 
mmx»*  eas*  |m!W«. 

(BoaioB  P.  O— Milt.  Mil  Caatra 
  .   Was*   BaakaiT 

TIM  AfMBtraac  Katttlac 
•t.  B»Bi4i<  tM  Matract  for  Um  eaaatnM- 
Bi  a(  a  t  SM»7  BMI«»on  to  |(«  factory. 

MMUtf  eaal  1 1  •.•••. 

„lla— .  W>TM«i»t — Waadbary  A  Ca,  Ibc, 
tit  MalB  SU  «— ia»»ra  aad  prtm>-r«>, 
aiateai  a  I  Marr.  !•«  s  iff  ft  factory 
aawMiltortaM  M.    railMiail  ooat  111,- 

Iflaju 

(•  fe«lM~  a  I  Mary  factory,  to  eentain  \i>,~- •M  mA.  a«  Neor  Mao.  oa  North  PltdiM- 
■L    BiMMtad  aaat  IIM.IM.    ArcbMact  aoi 

  .         LavarlB  CImbU- 
  %t  WoBUra  Ava..  awardad  Ih*  cos- 
tract  far  iha  wiMlf  tiliiii  of  a  I  Morv.  41 
a  l»  >  l«l  it.  a«c8  aM  factory  balidiac 
oa   wajL   aad    IHk   A**..    !«.     npltmaud 
•>«.  tt. 

Mt.  'vUms  'Ba«Or3laWr%i!?award2«  iha gatrart  far  \im  mmmrmumm  Mat  mmr, 

».  «,  tiadra    H.  B.  nafdtabun  4k  Oa, 

iko  «M»ya«t  tor  Uta  raaatractk 
fiBry.  ill  B  171  ft.  fariory  w 
liBiiBi  band  law,  toriadlac  Bar*. 

>»aaM?a.   X.  T.  BM 

a  1  Biery.  It  b  »•  ft.  brtok  BMUM^etartaf 
ylaat  oa  Now  Tork  Ava.  hara.  BBtUBato* 
roai  IT».M* 

X.  V,  Aabara— Lrorkvood.  Oraana  *  Oa, 
lai  l^H^  Ayo.  Now  York  C^.  wiq 

M.  T.,  BtaBlUMBloa— Tka  Uak  Piano  Co, 
NVatrr  St.  awardrd  Iha  eoalraet  for  alter- 
la*  and  hulldlnf  aa  addlUoa  to  Iti  factory. 
■Btiauivd  coat  ILOM. 

K.  y,  •••ala— Tba  Staadard  Ullllnjc  Co, 
c/a  A.  B.  Baxiar,  Raar.  I^llcoii  »)..  ta 
haylac  plans  prrparrd  for  ih«  c<iBatrueilun 
of  a  larB«  n»ur  mill,  capacity  lo.tDO  bbl. 
par  day.  on  Oulrr  liarbur. 

N.  V,  Boat  Aarara— W.  Zapt  plana  to 
rabttlld  tba  portion  of  lumber  mill  which 
waa  daotroyad  by  llrv.  Ballmaird  cuat  |4&,- 
•M.     Arokt.  not  aanouneod. 

M.  T,  JaaiMlaaa— Lockwood,  Orrrnr  4k 

Co.  Bacra.  Hanna  KIdi .  I'lrvvland.  O.. 
wlU  aeoa  racalvr  bids  (or  th«  i-onatru<'tlon 
of  a  4  ateiy,  7S  x  17i  (t.  combine  and  >|iln- 
alac  mllL  hara.  for  tba  Jaroaatown  Wurrtnl 
MUuw  III  Harrlaoa  St.  manufacturar  of 
maa'a  and  wootaa'a  waar. 
Na»  Yarb^ — Th'  Irttguol*  Natural  Qaa 

Co..  iroquola  Bide..  Buffalo,  plana  to  build 
natural  Baa  planta  In  llanovar.  Arkport. 
Prrrxabtint  and  Oowanda. 

N.  V.  Maw  Yark— Thr  Raid  Ice  Cream 

Co.  71  Waat  lltnd  81.  awardad  tha' eoa- lraet for  tho  oonai ruction  o(  a  1  and  1 
alory,  10  x  IM  ft.  factory,  alao  a  JO  s  SI 
s  Stf  ft.  abed,  waat  or  Ith  Ave.  from 
l«tBt  to  Itlnd  StB. 

W.  V.  Maw  Varb — The  H  Stem  Lumbar 
Co.  e/o  W  H.  Oompert.  Rncr.  and  Archt.. 
171  Madtaon  Ave.,  will  aoon  rn-rlvr  hula 
for  tba  conatnictlon  9t  a  lumber  plant  un 
••th  St.  Boar  Ava.  A.  Baliroatad  ooat 

I1M.0M. 
M.  V.  NIacara  yalla  —  Thr  Aeheaon 

Oraphlte  Co.,  Buffalo  Ave ,  plana  to  build 
an  addition  to  Ita  rraphlle  factory.  Bail- 
matad  ooat  tl.OOO.    Arcnltact  not  announead. 

M.  Y.  Baehaaier — ^Tha  Newman  Broa. 
Orala  Co.,  104  Troup  St..  awardad  tba  con- 

tract for  the  ronatructlon  of  a  1  and  1 
atarr  addition  to  Ka  craln  mill,  to  contain 
MO*  aq.ft.  of  noor  apaca.  Batlmatad  coat 
ill.MO.    Notad  Nov.  S. 

».  y.  Baehaalar — Tha  Powartowa  Ttra 
Corp.  t&l  Eaat  Ava..  It  racalvinc  bidi  for 
Iha  eonntructlon  of  a  4  atory.  if  x  (0  (t. 
BMlUon  to  lu  oarvlce  work*.  Batlmatad 
ooat  ttO.OOO.  HutrMnaon  A  Stnitl.  Cutlar 
BMc.  Archta.    Noted  Aub.  10. 

M.  r.  Bllaabath  riiy— The  Cryatal  lea 
Co.  ta  havinr  plana  prepared  for  tl<.>  con- 
atrurtlon  of  a  I  atory  Ire  manufaiiurlnj; 
plant.  E>tlmated  coat  ttOO.OOO.  Ophulii  k 
Hill.  Ill  Weat  4Ind  St..  New  Tork  City, 
Knara.  and  Archta. 

O.  Akroa — The  Ci'-neral  Tire  A  Rubber 
Co.  haa  had  plana  prepared  for  the  eoa- 
atmatloa  of  a  1  and  1  atnry.  in  x  110  ft 
aad  ••  >  lOO  ft.  addltlona  lo  ita  factory. 
EMImatad  ooat  1100.000.  Oiibom  V.nt.  Co. 
Proopact  Ava.  Cfavaland,  Bncra  and  Archta. 

O.,  rtevalaad — ^Tha  Dottbia  Bacle  Bottllnc 
Co,  0(17  St.  Clair  Ave.,  la  reolvlna  bida 
Bad  will  opan  aama  about  Nov.  17  for  tba 
eeasiroetlen  of  a  I  story.  10  x  10  ft.  botilinf 
factory.  Batlmatad  coot  lin.ooo.  J.  Poio- 
kar.  Mcr.  r.  i.  Coffhian.  1711  Alooy  Rd. 

Areht. 
O..  ralambaa — R  H  Rrlenbuarh  Bona  Co., 

4I<  South  Hisb  flt..  haa  had  plana  praparnd 
lor  tba  ooaatmctlon  of  a  I  oinry,  12  x  It 
ft.  100  «r«am  factory,  Includlnr  apeclal  re- 

nin* plant,  on  Eaat  Llvincaton  Ave. 
tle<r  coat  <«.t00.  C.  W.  BallowB.  •! 

BIdK.  Areht. 

O.  roaaeaal — The  North  Baatarn  OH  4k 
Oaa  Co..  plana  to  build  an  artinrlal  rna 
plant  In  arvrral  unlia.  oapa'ity  l.bOO.OOO 
c«.ft.  prr  day.  A  procaaa  will  b«  uaod. 
arliarehy  natural  and  artlflclal  (aa  can  ba 
mlBad.     T.  B.  Dunn,  Pres. 

O.  Dataware — Tba  Dept  Public  Welfara, 
Oak  aad  tlh  Sta.,  ColumHii*    has  had  plan* c«s 

-  SCi^  ai 

red  for  tba  eon*' yewar    boaae,    la TB  aarb  II  %  M  C 
pine  atattoa,  < 

r  a  (0  X  10 

dlnij      Wllh j'Inni,   amall 

t   inr  uirla'    Indua- 
rSri'*liome,*i!^    ■iitimated  coat  1116.000. W.  II.  DurfyrlHr. 

BET* 
^^"i!!*r^   BataryrlBB  TIfa  A    IM  fL  plaat.  bar*. T  Ca».llarqt  ClHMaa  Ava.  Btaa*  ta 
•  rSmm   la«*sry.     mm»mt£^   *mm, 

   -The  Rainbow  Tlra  *  Rub- 
bar  Co.,  401  Souilfm  Hotel.  Columbus. 
atMffactarar.ef  lubM,  Is  bulldlMB  101  x 

w^    Via    ̂ W^^^^^    m9^^^* 

oSfii ^^dA*' V!%£S?xrto  tS8 

•.  Waaaaa  TiM  WBdsaailli  Psad  Co. 
ylBM  to  rebuild  lU  I  story  flour  mill  and 
«>BraltOTua   which    waa   dastroyed    by   lire. 
:«tiaMII«d  cnat  flOO.Saa.     J.   X,  Wadewnnh. 

aOUa.   Oklaksaw    Otty— Tha    New    BtaU tOa^  iWaatird  St.  will  build  anlea 
ML    Batlmatad  coat  tlf^O.ouo. 
Ohia.  aiaaMM  —  Tha   lllat-kroot   Lumber 

Oe.  plana  to  rebiv'-'  ■•-  •  -"t  which 
was  rseantly  dr-  Mimed 
coat  tW.ooe.    A I  J. 

Pa.  C  .■  .     .  .  .....--Til,    i; Cik.  av  ooniruct  i 
ttoa  oi  .,  (0  X  !'.'> 
tba  manui.icuiK'  of  hone  nh... 

Pa.  Carry — Tha  Corry-Jamesi 
lura  Co.  awardi-d  iln-  ...mriiot   t    .        »        u- 
atructlon  n(  a  I  ion  lo  lu  lurnl- 
tttre  factory.     K-  'Ht  fS.OUO. 

••a.,    nUumerr  i  i.v      v"   •■'     -v     Tlato 
aiaaa    ('<>.    awarded    tho    <-  t    tho 
oonatruciiun  of  a  1  aiory,  ii.  cast 
hiiuae    fur    class   factory.      I'.ntiiniiKd    cost 
tlOll.UOO. 

Pa..  Jaeeba  Creak— T1\<'  I'nil.d  States  of 
America    UruB    A    ci:  wardsd 
the  oontract   (or   tl><  f   a   1 
atury,   10   x    100    ft.  cl  Esti- 

mated coat    tll.owo.  li). 

Pa..    New    faslle— '1  ■  III    Powder Co..  Qii-'-i.-"  I'Mff.,  f..  ̂    i,  u.,  Will  build 
a  1  at'  M  lo  Ita  factory,  oonsistInK 
of  six   '  here. 
Pa..  1  le — The  Ni-w   Csatle   Ni-wj 

awar<l'  '  raci    for   the   construction 
of  a  :  N   ISO  ft.  prlnllng  plant ,  Ks- 
tlmaitti  . .  M   };r..iioo. 

Pa.,  Phlla. — The  Amer.  Ice  Co.  Ith  and 
Arcli  Sta..  and  C.  L.  Weir,  Unxr..  41  East 
42nd  St..  New  York  City,  Bra  racclvlBB 
bIda  for  the  construction  of  a  1  atory,  41 
X  lu  ft.  and  a  I  story,  11  x  10  ft.  lea 
manufacturinf  plant  on  Duncannon  and 
Maaclier    8ts. 

I-K.  rhila.— Billlncer  Co..  Arohts.  llch 
and  Chestnut  fits.,  will  soon  recclva  bids 
for  ilii'  t'liiistrut'tlun  nf  h  2  Story  74  x  194 
n.  snd  a  I  Ktnry  141  X  ISS  ft.  prInltnB  plant 
on  &«th  and  Chrstnul  Mts,.  for  the  Chilton 

IMbllahlnc  Co ,  41th  and  Markat  Sta.  Esti- mated ooat   ftO.OOO. 

Pa.,  Pblbi.— The  Olobe  Ticket  Co..  110 
North  11th  St.  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  0  story,  II  x  111  ft. 
and  14  X  47  ft.  prlntlnt  plant  at  111-111 North   11th  St. 

Pa.,  Pblla.— Ths  United  Oaa  Iroprova- 
ment  Co.,  Broad  and  Arch  Sts..  pisns  to 
build  a  1  story,  14  x  IKi  ft.  fuel  bins,  eon- 
alatlns  of  conveyora  ayatem,  itlao  loading 
nnd  unloadlns  machinery.  ICiitliiiuttil  cuai 
till. <•<>(•.     Private  plana. 

Pa.,  PIltsbarBb — The  P,  J.  Kress  Box  Co.. 
SOlci  Ltlxiiy  Avt.  win  Koon  award  the  con- 

tract r>  »r  a  1  atory,  70 
X  HI  I  \  factory.  Batl- 

matad .  I'Mncle.  104  Pitts- 
burgh Ult'    Ulilic.,  Archt. 

Pa..  Plll*barsb— The  Wsrd  Bsklng  Co. 
South  Bend  and  St.  Marys  Sts„  plans  t» 
build  s  bskery  on  Ridce  Ave.  Ustlmsted 
coat  fl,|iio,nno.    Private  plans. 

B.  I.  Woansoekal — The  MaorodI  Plbre 
Co..  Camstlon  St..  awarded  tha  oontraet 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  atoiT.  10  x  111 
ft.  textile  factory.     Batlmatad  eoit  140,000. 

Tex..  Dallas— The  Trinity  Paper  Mills, 

Dallas  County  Slate  Rk.  Rldr.,  will  re- 
ceive bids  until  Jan..  1921,  f'lr  the  conslriir- 

lion  of  s  paper  mill,  capacity  10  tona  per 
day,      Eatimuled   cuat    tSOO.uOU. 

Tex..  Texas  City  —  The  U.  8  Oaaollne 
Corp.  I*  havlne  plans  prepared  for  the  con- 

atnictlon of  a  4  unit  Knox  process  crackins 
plant,  capacity  100,000  sal,  per  day.  H»- 
ilroated  cost  $210,000.  Company  ICnMro. 
and  Archta. 

Wis.,  Jaaesvllla  —  The  Parker  Pen  Co. 
Court  and  Divlalon  Sts.,  plans  to  build  s 
t  story.  10  X  110  ft.  factory  on  South 
Bluff  St.,  for  the  manufacture  of  fountain 
Pens.  Katimated  cost  110,000.  Architect 
not  selected. 

Wle^  Mllwaokee — The  A.  C.  Reck  Co  .  1 
Bast  St..  manufarturer  of  boxi's,  awarded 
Ins  conlraet  for  the  conatrurtlon  of  a  1 
story,  (0  X  IIS  ft.  (aetory,  lo  replace  the 
one  whirh  was  destroyed  by  Are.  Noted 

Oct.  12. 
Wis..  Mllwsoliee— J.  WIlBinc  *  CO.  1111 

Tetitonls  Ave..  Iiull'tlne  conlrnrtors.  are  re 
reivlne    bids    for    the    conatnictlon   of   a    I 
atory  10  x  111  n.  mlllwiirklns  faeiorv  nn 
Burleigh  St.  Estimated  cost  145, nno.  Pri- 
vsta  plsna. 

Wis.,  WalwoHb— The  Walworth  Con- 
dansad  Wfk  Co  will  build  a  1  story  14  s 
•0  ft.  aMItmi  to  Ita  eondensery,  and  a  24 
s  44  ft  wijlns  room.  Eatlmatad  eoBt  ffO.- 
400. 
B.  O.  Bardla— The  J.  Bu«kl4|y  Rstnte 

plana  to  rabulld  Its  saw  mill  which  waa 
deaimyM  ay  lira.    Rstimaied  cost  lioo.noi. 
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The  Manufacture  of  Rollers  for  Rubber  Mangles 
Problems  Met  by  an  English  Shop  in  Turning,  Grinding  and  Grooving  Cylinders 

—  Changing  from  Low  to  High  Production — Single  Purpose  Machines 

By  albert  clegg 

ON  NEARLY  all  the  leading  rubber  plantations 
throughout  the  world  the  crude  rubber  is  put 
through  a  preliminary  mangling  operation  for 

the  purpose  of  removing  some  of  the  foreign  matter 

•  with  which  it  is  inevitably  mixed  and  also  for  the  pur- 
pose of  rolling  the  substance  into  more  easily  trans- 

portable form.  Much  of  this  work  is  done  on  hand 
machines  similar  in  every  way,  and  no  more  elaborate 

than  the  common  domestic  mangle.  In  most  cases,  how- 
ever, the  rollers  of  the  machine  are  of  metal  instead  of 

the  wooden  ones  of  the  household  article.  Often  the 

rolls  are  of  mild  steel  and  electro-plated,  so  as  to  pre- 
vent rusting,  but  more  usually  they  are  of  cast  iron. 

During  the  four  or  six  months  preceding  the  rubber 
harvest  there  is,  in  normal  times,  quite  a  brisk  demand 
for  this  class  of  machinery  and,  since  it  is  of  the  very 
roughest  description,  the;  price  being  commensurate 
with  the  crudity  of  finish,  it  lends  itself  very  readily  to 
quick  methods  of  production.  As  regards  the  machine 
itself,  the  work  is  largely  foundry  work,  little  or  no 
machining  being  done.  The  rollers,  however,  are 
another  story.  While  no  very  great  accuracy  is  re- 

quired, the  production  of  the  rollers  in  the  bulk  offers 
some  interesting  problems  in  machine  operation,  more 
particularly  when  the  comparatively  low  price  is  taken 
into  account.  If  the  job  is  properly  tooled  up  for  all 
its  operations  a  good  margin  is  possible  in  spite  of  the 
leanness  of  the  selling  price.  Without  this  special  con- 

sideration, it  does  not  appear  possible  to  avoid  a  loss. 

Design  of  the  Rollers 

The  rollers  very  somewhat  in  both  diameter  and 
length  but  the  most  generally  used  size  is  4  in.  diameter, 
20  in.  long,  the  design  being  on  the  lines  shown  in  Fig. 
1.  In  many  cases  the  rollers  were  ordered  with  helical 
grooves  cut  therein.  These  grooves  formed  a  diamond 
pattern  in  the  sheets  of  rubber,  this  pattern  being  a 
means  of  identification  of  the  rubber  from  different 
plantations  and  also  a  means  whereby  the  air  was  better 
able  to  circulate  through  the  mass  of  material.  In 
most  cases  the  rollers  were  cut  with  a  right  hand  and 

also  a  left  hand  helix,  this  being  known  as  "diamond" 
cut,  as  distinct  from  the  "spiral"  cut  of  the  single 
hand  helix. 

It  should  be  stated  that  this  job  had  drifted  into  the 
shop  where  the  methods  to  be  described  were  sub- 

sequently originated,  the  first  orders  consisting  of  so 
small  a  number  of  machines  that  any  special  methods 
of  production  were  not  at  that  particular  time  prac- 

ticable. The  orders,  however,  continued  to  come  along 
in  larger  and  larger  batches  until  they  were  being  re- 

ceived several  times  faster  than  the  finished  machines 

were  being  despatched.  It  became  necessary,  therefore, 
in  sheer  self-defence,  to  devise  some  quicker  methods 
of  dealing  with  the  job.  In  the  early  days  the  spiral 
and  diamond  grooves  had  been  cut  in  the  lathe,  and 
since  most  of  them  were  3J  in.  or  more  lead  with  any- 

thing up  to  twenty  starts,  the  rate  of  production  will  be 
better  imagined  than  described.  It  was  a  slow  process, 
consisting  largely  of  racking  back  the  lathe  saddle  for 
the  next  cut,  and  however  hard  a  man  might  work,  he 
had  very  little  to  show,  except  backache  and  a  very 
ragged  temper,  for  his  efforts. 

Molding 

Quoting  from  memory  the  time  taken  to  cut  eighteen 
right  and  left  hand  grooves  in  a  4-in.x20-in.  cast  iron 
roller  would  be  about  six  hours  and  the  operator  had 
no  time  to  waste  if  he  kept  up  this  rate.  The  lathe,  by 
the  way,  on  which  the  job  was  done  had  been  rigged  up 
with  the  drive  directly  on  the  lead  screw  so  that  the 
change  gears  would  be  subjected  to  as  little  strain  as 
possible.  The  machine,  of  course,  thus  drove  backward, 
i.e.  the  lead  screw  drove  the  headstock  spindle  instead 
of  the  more  usual  procedure  of  the  spindle  driving  the screw. 

As  stated,  however,  the  outstanding  orders  began  to 

bulk  larger  and  larger,  until  there  was  about  five  years' 
work  in  at  the  then  rate  of  production.  There  would 
be  in  the  neighborhood  of  10,000  rollers  on  order  when 
it  was  decided  that  the  job  could  be  taken  as  a  staple 
business,  which  would  warrant  a  moderate  outlay  on 
improved  methods  of  production. 
The  first  consideration  was  the  speeding  up  of  the 

foundry;  this  consisted,  in  the  main,  of  putting  more 
men  onto  the  job  and  the  provision  of  more  patterns  and 
boxes.  As  will  be  seen  from  the  sketch  in  Fig.  1,  the 
roller  was  cored,  with  a  vent  pipe  leading  out  at  the 
side.  The  arbor  is  a  square  wrought  iron  bar,  swaged 
down  round  at  the  ends  and  cast  in  the  roller.  The 
core  was  of  oil  sand  and  no  attempt  was  made  to 
remove  it.  The  vent  pipe  was  simply  driven  into  the 
roller,  which  was  then  stacked  on  end  so  that  any  core 
sand  that  might  come  out  had  the  opportunity  of  so 
doing.     Otherwise  the  core  remained  in. 

One  little  thing  that  helped  considerably  to  increase 
foundry  output  on  this  job  was  the  addition  of  a  small 
amount  of  ferro-titanium  to  the  molten  metal  imme- 

diately before  pouring.  This  reduced  the  number  of 
wasters  due  to  blown  holes  very  considerably.  Prior  to 
this  and  probably  due  to  the  fact  that  the  rollers  were 
poured  on  their  side  there  had  been  a  considerable  loss. 
Another  little  idea  which  helped  considerably  to  swell 
the  proportion  of  good  castings  was  the  provision  of  a 
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L  i  ia.  tiikk  aloof  tta*  top  of  Um  csmids. 
■I  awl  oOmt  ImpurltiM  and  was 

.J  Mm  awtiaf  waa  being  dreaaad. 
Bl   factor  ia  tbt   tacwaitag  of  tba 

eotput  waa  tba  inaacaratioa  of  a  tanaroua 

I,  Iqr  maaiM  of  which  th«  inould«>ni 
   to  aani  aaarlr  doaUa  pay  by  puttinx  th«ir 

I  lato  tba  job.    Evaa  wHh  tbia  rather  unuaual  rat« 
of  tba  caatiofa  waa  eonaldanibljr  \tM  than 

tba  old.  lalaaraly.  day-waca  rcsima.     Sinc«  it 

wai  the  principal  factor  and  not  the 
of  tba  men.  the  acale  of  payments 

I  wertk  whOa  and  JosUflad  by  raaulta. 

Aa  iwaiioilr  atatad.  tba  arbora  were  made  from 

aq^are  aactioa   wrotutht    iron,   the   ends   being   forged 
1  ia  a  Rydar  forging  machine.     The  center  holes 

poiKbtd  after  the  round  ends  had  been  forged. 
'    reamed  out  by  a  square 

(4) 

(B) 
(€) 

(7) 

TtWNINC  OmUTlONS 

At  the  outsat  the  turning  of  the  rollers  was  an  every- 

day aert  of  a  hitba  Job.  tba  eastings  being  handed  over 

to  a  Mba  operator  wbo  proceeded  to  center,  square  the 

aate  of  the  arbor,  rough  and  finish  turn  the  roller  and 

genarmllr  proceed  in  tba  manner  common  to  any  other 

type  of  turning  Job.  The  time  taken  would  be 

t  tbraa  to  four  boura  for  the  4-in.  rollers  with  a  pro- 
time  for  the  larger  ones.  Since  an 

of  at  least  oae  Imiidred  rollers  a  week  was 

nqalrad  and  tbe  taraiiiv  dapartment  could  not  poasibly 

pat  more  men  onto  tbe  job,  it  was  decided  to  sub-divide 
tbe  eperatione  aa  far  aa  poaaible  and  arrange  for  girls 
to  da  the  work. 

Tbcea    operatlona    eventually     were     classified     as 
foOowa: 

(1)    Ovter  and  face  arbors. 
(t)   Tun  arbors. 
(S)    Booth  turn  outside  of  roller. 

Paee  eods  of  roller  and  square  out  corners. 
Dianood  or  spiral  groove  if  required. 
Grlad  both  ends  of  arbora. 
Grind  ouUide  of  roller— clean  up  only. 

Tbe  centering  operation  waa  done  on  a  centering 
before  tbe  arlMnra  ware  cast  in  the  rollers,  a 

toelboider  belac  made  ao  that  the  drilling, 
ce— torainking  and  facing  operations  could  all  proceed 
together.    This  procedure  cut  out  the  punching  method 
and  tbe  fact  tlut  tbe  centering  was  done  prior  to  the 

f—rii^  of  the  rollers  saved  a  lot  of  onnaoeaaary  weight 
nntnf    Hit  bar  aibors  being  comparatively  light 

RooQH  TtnwtNo  Anon 

The  next  operation,  rough  turning  the  arbors,  was 
daos  on  aa  old  crater  lathe  which  was  fitted  with  a  dead 

atop  for  settiag  tbe  tool,  and  a  rough-turn  limit  gage  to 
control  the  diameter  within  moderately  wide  limtta.  A 
bigb  spiiidh  apoed  and  a  fine  traverse  were  oaed  and 
oolr  a  single  cut  waa  taken,  the  time  on  this  and  the 
prnrtooa  cantering  operations  being  6  and  4  minntea  per 
roOer.  rsapactlvely. 
Boogb  toniag  tbe  cyliodrleal  portion  of  the  roller 

«oa  alao  triedi  hi  the  fltat  place,  on  an  old  center  lathe 
hot  the  nmdlB  wtn  not  esUraly  aatisfaetory.  One  end 
•r  the  afhar  pM|aetad  abeot  S  In.  from  tbe  end  of  the 

and,  ainea  tbe  diameter  of  this  was  only  II  In.,  it 
to  take  aa  heavy  a  cot  as  would  have 

with  a  mora  rigid  mounting  in 

I  lie  tiiadiinf.  Further,  the  old  lathe  had  not  sufficient 
belt  power  to  drive  a  itellite  tool  up  to  its  maximum 
cutting  capacity.  Even  with  the  old  lathe  stellite  had 
been  found  to  give  much  better  results  than  had  been 
obtainable  from  the  best  brand  of  high  speed  steel  avail- 

able, but  it  was  quidily  apparent  that  an  improved 
method  of  carrying  the  work  in  the  machine  would 
allow  of  a  still  higher  rate  of  production. 

A  Single  Purpose  Roughing  Lathe 

A  design  was  accordingly  got  out  for  a  single  pur- 
pose lathe  with  ample  power  and  a  collet  arrangement 

for  both  head  and  tailttocks  to  support  the  roller  by  the 
arbor  and  have  as  little  overhang  as  possible.  It  will 
be  remembered  that  the  core  was  vented  by  a  pipe  pro- 

jecting through  the  end  of  the  roller.  The  new  rough- 
ing lathe  was  arranged  with  a  pin  driver  which  entered 

the  hole  left  by  driving  the  vent  pipe  into  the  roller. 
The  drive  was  by  fast  and  loose  pulley  through  change 
gears  for  varying  the  speed.  The  pulleys  were  capable 
of  transmitting  10  hp.,  an  amount  which  proved  ample 

for  the  purpose.  The  feed  mechanism  was  also  pro- 
vided with  fixed  center  change  gears  so  that  it  could 

be  varied  as  occasion  demanded  or  experiment  demon- 
strated. The  tool-holder  had  hand  cross  feed  only,  a 

large  micrometer  dial  being  fitted  so  that  definite  tool 
adjustment  could  be  made  to  compensate  for  wear  of 
the  cutting  edge. 

On  the  4-in.  diameter  rollers  the  cutting  speed  was 
100  ft.  per  minute  and  the  feed  A  in.  per  rev.  of 
spindle,  the  stock  to  be  removed  being  about  i  in.  in 
diameter.  Under  these  conditions  is  was  possible  to 
rough  turn  the  rollers  at  the  rate  of  four  per  hour, 

this  rate  being  a  continuous  day-in  and  day-out  pro- 
duction. With  a  spurt  it  was  possible  to  do  them  in 

from  10  to  12  minutes,  but  the  average  worked  out  at  16 

minutes  for  a  day's  run. 
Durability  Variable 

The  durability  of  the  tool  varied  greatly,  if  the  rollers 
were  true  enough  to  ensure  the  cut  getting  well  under 
the  skin,  the  tool  would  last  a  couple  of  hours  without 

regrinding.  If,  however,  an  eccentric  casting  was 
encountered,  the  cutting  edge  was  destroyed  almost 
immediately.  The  girls  were  kept  supplied  with 
ground  tools  which  they  very  soon  learned  to  set  for 
themsehres,  more  particularly  since  the  diameter  limits 
were  of  the  very  widest. 

The  next  operation,  that  of  facing  square  the  ends 
of  the  roller,  was  performed  in  another  old  center  lathe. 
The  work  was  mounted  between  the  centers  in  the  usual 
way  and  in  addition  was  supported  close  up  to  the  cut 
by  a  fixed  steady  rest.  The  cut  was  fed  by  hand  and 
very  little  diflVulty  was  experienced  except  in  the  final 
squaring  out  of  the  corner,  which  was  apt  to  prove 
rather  troubleaome  because  of  the  chilling  of  the  cast 
iron  at  this  point  by  its  contact  with  the  steel  of  the 
arbor.  The  difficulty  was  very  largely  overcome  by 

providing  for  front  and  rear  tools,  the  latter  for  the 
facing  operation  and  the  former  for  the  finishing  of  the 
actual  comer. 

This  operation  was  a  comparatively  long  one,  the 
time  being  about  the  same  as  for  the  rough  turning, 
much  of  the  exceaa  of  time  belnjr  due  to  the  amount  of 

tool-grinding  and  re-settIng  made  ncce«Hnry  by  the 
dulling  effect  of  the  chilled  metal.  To  obviate  this 
trouble,  a  slight  alteration  was  made  in  the  design  of- 
the  roller,  as  shown  in  Pig.  2.    The  ends  were  recessed 
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in  the  casting  as  at  A,  which,  of  course,  necessitated 
the  casting  of  the  rollers  on  end.  With  the  altered 
design  of  roller  the  time  for  ending  was  reduced  to  8 
minutes  per  roller,  or  little  more  than  half  the  previous 
time. 

The  next  operation  tabulated  above  was  the  grooving, 
either  spiral  or  diamond  as  occasion  demanded,  but  it 

FIG.    1 — PLAIN    ROLLER   FOR    RUBBER   MANGLE 

FIG.    2— ALTERATIONS   IN  SHAPE  OP  ROLLER  TO  FACILI- 
TATE SQUARING  OF  ENDS 

was  later  found  desirable  to  introduce  a  supplementary 
operation  prior  to  the  grooving.  It  must  be  understood 

that  quite  a  large  proportion  of  the  rollers  were  "plain," 
i.e.,  they  were  not  grooved,  and  it  was  really  to  accom- 

modate the  plain  rollers  that  the  extra  operation  was 
finally  introduced.  This  operation  was  a  finishing  cut 
taken  with  the  roller  running  on  dead  centers  just  as 
it  would  subsequently  be  for  grinding.  It  was  found 
that  with  the  very  heavy  cuts  taken  on  the  rough  turn- 

ing lathes  it  was  practically  impossible  to  obtain  any- 
thing like  concentricity  with  the  center  holes.  This 

meant  that  considerable  time  was  required  by  the 
grinding  operation. 

Cast  iron  is  not,  under  the  most  favorable  conditions, 
one  of  the  best  metals  to  cut  with  a  grinding  wheel.  If 
the  wheel  is  not  suitable  for  cast  iron  it  is  almost  im- 

possible to  cut  with  it  at  all — it  glazes  and  whistles  and 
will  only  remove  an  infinitesimal  amount  of  stock. 
With  a  suitable  wheel,  with  a  grade  on  the  soft  side  and 
a  rather  coarse  grain,  infinitely  better  results  are 
obtainable,  but  even  with  this  combination  the  produc- 

tive rate  is  too  slow  to  allow  of  much  eccentricity  of  the 
work. 

It  was  found  that  considerable  time  was  saved  on  the 
average  by  taking  a  light  skimming  cut  as  a  preliminary 
to  grinding.  The  grinding  operation  had  been  quite 
regularly  taking  over  half  an  hour  per  roller  (average), 
much  more  in  cases  where  the  eccentricity  was  extra 
bad,  and  it  was  found  that  by  taking  a  finishing  cut  in 

the  lathe  at  a  cost  of' not  more  than  five  minutes'  time, 
the  grinding  time  only  averaged  12  to  15  minutes.  This, 
of  course,  showed  a  net  gain  in  the  finishing  time  and, 
what  was  of  still  greater  importance,  it  doubled  the 
capacity  of  the  hardest  worked  machine,  the  grinder, 
the  output  of  which  was  the  limiting  factor  in  the 
output  of  finished  rollers.  It  was  only  possible  to 
allocate  one  grinder  to  the  job  and  so  it  was  important 
that  this  machine  should  be  worked  up  to  its  maximum 
productive  capacity. 
As  previously  mentioned  the  original  method  of 

grooving  had  been  by  cutting  in  a  lathe  similar  in 
every  way  to  screw-cutting.  This  had  been  a  laborious, 
time  consuming,  make-shift  sort  of  scheme,  which  was 
very  soon  superseded  by  milling,  the  roller  being 
mounted  between  the  centers  of  the  dividing  heads  and 
the  helical  grooves  generated  by  connecting  up  the 
table  feed  screw  of  the  machine  to  the  spindle  of  the 
dividing  head  by  change  gears  in  the  usual  way.   Since 

the  helix  angles  were  generally  small,  18  to  30  degrees, 
the  swiveling  capacity  of  the  table  waa  not  large  enough 
to  allow  of  the  cutter  being  mounted  on  the  ordinary 
cutter  arbor. 

Therefore,  a  universal  milling  head  was  made  which 
itself  swiveled  through  a  complete  circle  and  thus 
allowed  the  table  of  the  machine  to  be  operated  in  its 
normal  straight  position.  This  attachment  was  bolted 
to  the  face  of  the  column  of  the  machine  and  the  cutters 
operated  at  the  back  of  the  roller,  as  shown  roughly 
in  Fig.  3.  There  were  usually  two  cutters,  h  in.  saws, 
mounted  side  by  side  on  the  cutter  arbor  with  a  spacing 
washer  of  suitable  thickness  between  to  give  the 
proper  groove  pitch. 

It  was  never  very  clear,  apart  from  the  reasons 
already  given,  what  was  the  real  object  of  the  grooving, 
or  rather  what  determined  the  dimensions  of  same.  In 
some  cases  the  grooves  were  of  comparatively  short 

lead  giving  what  was  known  as  "vertical"  diamonds,  A, 
Fig.  4,  while  in  others  the  leads  were  long  and  the 
diamonds  then  had  their  major  axes  lengthwise  of  the 

roller,  in  which  case  they  were  known  as  "horizontal" 
diamonds  B,  Fig.  4.  Again,  one  customer  invariably 
would  ask  for  grooves  A  in.  wide  and  deep,  others  would 
want  iV  in.  wide,  i  in.  deep,  while  the  majority  were 
content  with  what  came  to  be  accepted  as  standard,  J 
in.  x  J  in. 

Not  only  was  there  much  variation  in  the  size  of  the 
grooves,  but  the  dimensions  of  the  resulting  diamonds 
were  just  as  diversified.  In  fact,  it  was  never  definitely 
certain  throughout  the  whole  course  of  the  work,  what 
the  customer  actually  meant  when  he  specified  the  size 
of  diamond  he  required.  It  was  usual  to  receive  the 
orders  in  the  form  of  so  many  pairs  of  a  certain  size 
roller,  diamond  grooved,  with  diamonds  (say)  1  in.xi  in. 
Ordinarily  this  had  been  taken  to  refer,  not  to  the  actual 
raised  diamond  itself,  Bb,  Fig.  5,  but  to  the  pitch,  or 
center  to  center  dimensions,  Aa.  For  quite  a  while  this 
had  been  recognized  in  the  shop  as  the  system  tff 
dimensioning  employed.  Later  some  of  the  customers 
began  to  kick — they  suggested  that  when  they  called 
for  1-in.xi-in.  diamonds,  they  meant  1-in.xi-in.  diamonds, 
and  not  some  hypothetical  size  which  seemed  to  bear 
very  little  relation  to  the  one  called  for.     Other  cus- 

SmyellngHeacl- 

FIG.    3— MILLING  MACHINE  ARRANGED   FOR  GROOVING 

tomers  accepted  the  center  to  center  interpretation  with- 
out question  so  eventually  we  kind  of  drifted  into  a 

habit  of  taking  either  interpretation  according  to  which 
was  most  convenient  for  the  particular  job  in  hand. 

In  this  connection  it  might  be  thought  that  it  would 
have  been  quite  a  simple  matter  to  have  written  or 
interviewed  the  customers  and  got  to  know  definitely 
what  was  required.  It  should  be  remembered  that  the 
whole  of  the  product  was  shipped  abroad,  the  orders 
being    booked    through    various    merchants,    agents. 
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•r  DKt  to  iwtfclm  abiMrt  Um  Job.  Sinc«  the 

ime  the  prodaet  «■•  ta  mmm  of  the  auppb'.  it 
to  tate  Ubaitka  whMi  could  never  have 

witli  a  mot*  aomal  nuu-ket. 
Sappwaa  lk«i  aa  ordar  cailad  for  4  in.  rollem  with 

l-teJcHa.  mummit,  tka  vwtkal  dimanaion  of  the 
tlH  ••■  nnaiat  aroaad  the  circumference  of 

r.  iMa  dhridad  isto  «  tJoMa  the  diameter  of  the 

rollar.  or.  ia  the  above  example  4  X  A^  -i-  1  =>  12.67. 
nUa  ii»aa  tlw  aaaibar  of  laada  raqoirod  to  produce  the 
ipaditd  aiM  of  <laiDBJi  Siaet  it  ia  not  practicable  to 
«at  fraeUooal  laada,  the  aaaraat  ovaa  number  is  taken, 
IS  ia  tlUa  caao.  Had  tba  calcalatad  number  of  leadu 

oat  to  1S.5.  14  would  be  the  actual  number 
Tke  raaaoo  for  taking  the  nearent  even  number 

la  baoaaaa  ia  Uw  grooving  operation  two  cutters  are 
watUag   riMaMaMaaalir   and,    if    there    were    hh    odd 
aaaikar  of  giaaaaa,  oaa  tnvorae  would  be  taken  with 
oaljr  a  aiagle  cutter  at  work.  • 

Having  determined  the  number  of  leads,  this  is  then 
multiplied  by  the  horii<ontel  diamond  dimension  (i  in. 
ia  thb  eaae),  and  the  product  is  the  lead  of  helix,  for 
which  the  milling  machine  must  be  set  up.  In  our 
vnaiple  the  holis  woald  be  12  X  «=  6  in.  lead.  The 
«a|f  dtwwaioB  now  required  is  the  angle  C,  Fig.  4.  and 
the  cntaagant  of  this  angle  is  found  by  dividing  the 
lead  iato  the  cireaatfereoce  or  12.57  -^  6  =  2.09  - 
aot  2&i  dagraaa. 

The  ttae  taken  for  milling  the  grooves  was  about  30 
aUaotea  per  cut.  two  groovea,  so  that  on  the  above 
roOrr  wtUi  twelve  groovea  about  three  hours  would  be 

far  eadk  hmmd,  or  aix  hours  in  all.  The 
tended  two  naehinea.  the  usual  practice  being 

to  have  one  machine  eet  up  for  right  hand  and  one  for 
lafl  hand,  aad  change  the  rollers  over  from  one  machine 
to  the  other.  The  output  obtained  amounting  to  under 
taa  pair*  of  roOera  per  week  was  entirely  too  insignifl- 

to  even  hegfa  to  aMol  the  demand. 
The  machines  were  given  every  attention,  attempts 

riO    »~-THr>  IITTI.KM  Or  OIAMOND  ORCKiVINO 

»«rv  made  to  ijxreaae  speeds  and  feeds,  and  a  double 
■hifr  WW  pot  on  to  run  both  night  and  day.  but  incom- 
lag  order*  roottBoed  to  arrive  faster  than  the  outgoing 

For  the  more  etandardiz^  groov- 
of  the  ehaacr  type  were  rnxii'  for  use 

la  tha  lalha.  Ptor  a  twahm  lead  roller  the  tool  would 
aeed  tsoth  so  that  the  whole  of 

he  prodacad  with  two  seto  of  cute  only. 
«Mle  heiog  a  big  Improvement  over 
at  oaae  waa  aot  proportional  in  rate 

of  production  to  tho  numb«-r  of  cutting  edKe.*«  Himulta- 
neousb'  engaged.  It  waa  found  that  as  the  number  of 
cutting  edges  were  increased,  the  feed  traverse  had 
to  be  reduced — it  should  be  remembered  that  cutting  six 
1-in.  grooves  at  once  meant  sn  aggregate  width  of  cut 
of  i  in.,  and  this  width  of  cut  was  not  conducive  to 
heavy  feeds  when  the  springiness  of  the  srlwrs  waa 
taken  into  account  It  was  possible,  however,  to  do  the 
job  in  from  a  half  to  a  third  of  the  time  required  by 

ri9.s 
rig.  • 

no.  (—DIMENSIONS  OF  DIAMONDS 
KIO.  I — PITCHES  OF  DIAMONDS  AND  HOB 

the  single  tool  method  and  this  brought  the  rate  of  pro- 
duction more  nearly  in  line  with  that  obtained  by  mill- 

ing. Our  lathe  equipm<rnt,  as  previously  stated,  was  too 
small  to  allow  of  above  one  machine  being  put  onto  the 
work,  and  further,  the  job  was  really  too  trying  on  the 
nerves  by  ordinary  lathe  methods. 

An  experimental  single  purpose  milling  machine  was 
made  with  a  view  of  building  others  later  on  if  the 
idea  proved  successful  but  unfortunately  the  machine 
was  made  with  too  narrow  a  range,  there  were  many 
leads  that  were  called  for  which  could  not  possibly  be 
obtained  on  the  machine.  The  design  was  also  in- 

herently weak,  lacking  in  both  power  and  rigidity  which 
resulted  in  a  high  percenUge  of  broken  cutters. 
Someone  then  had  a  brain  storm,  why  not  hob  the 

grooves?  The  variation  in  the  grooving  waa  rather  an 
obatacle,  but  it  was  decided  that  the  idea  was  worthy  of 
very  serious  consideration.  After  consulting  some  of 
the  principal  customers,  it  was  found  possible  to  con- 

siderably reduce  the  number  of  groove  designs  so  that 
the  stock  of  hobs  required  could  be  kept  within  reason- 
able  limits.  While  some  of  the  customers  concurred  in 

this  standardization  of  the  grooving,  it  must  be  ad- 

mitted that  it  was  a  case  of  Hobson's  choice,  if  they 
didn't  agree  to  accept  our  standards  they  had  to  do  with- 

out the  goods.  Host  of  them  wanted  the  goods  more 
than  they  wanted  any  particular  standard  grooving. 
Wc  accordingly  proceeded  to  get  out  a  line  of  groovfngs 
which  would  most  conveniently  meet  the  limitetions  of 
the  bobbing  process. 

Now  as  previously  mentioned  the  specified  dimensions 
of  diamond  referred  to  in  the  axial  and  circumferential 

measurements,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5  and  Fig.  6.  All  cal- 
culations, however,  started  with  the  normal  pitch,  P, 

Fig.  6,  this  being  also  the  normal  pitch  of  the  hob, 
which  had  to  be  conformed  to  if  at  all  possible  in  order 
to  keep  the  stock  of  hobs  as  low  as  possible.  The 
normal  piteh  of  the  hob  in  turn  depends  on  the  axial 
pitch,  AP,  and  the  hob  diameter,  being  the  product  of 
the  axial  pitoh  and  the  cosine  of  the  thread  helix  angle. 
The  coUngent  of  the  helix  angle  is  found  by  dividing 
the  axial  pitoh  into  the  pitch  circumference  of  the  hob. 

It  was  essential  that  the  number  of  hobs  be  kept  as 
low  as  circumstences  would  allow  because  it  was  neces- 
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sary  to  make  two  hobs — one  right  and  one  left  hand,  for 
each  normal  pitch,  this  being  due  to  the  fact  that  such 
wide  spiral  angles  as  were  required  on  the  product 
could  only  be  cut  by  using  a  hob  of  the  same  hand  as 
the  spiral  itself.  As  both  right  and  left  hand  spirals 
are  required  in  the  production  of  diamond  grooves  two 
new  hobs  were  necessary  for  any  special  size  of  diamond 
that  might  be  called  for.  As  the  hobs  were  expensive 
it  had  to  be  a  substantial  order  that  allowed  for  the 

making  of  two  of  them.  Hence  the  desirability  of  main- 
taining our  accepted  standards  as  far  as  possible. 

There  was  no  standard  gear  bobbing  machine  on  the 

Fas  f  and  loose  pulleys 

Plafe  for 

feed  changed/ears  ■ ' 

'Plafe  for  spiral  change-gears 
Mitre  on  feed  screw 

•VWmhi'm/W//WM'//,WM/MM/MvMmmW/M'/WMf^^^^^ 

FIG.  7— HOBBING  MACHINE  FOR  GROOVING  ROLLERS 

market  which  would  accommodate  the  lengths  required 
in  the  production  of  the  rollers,  so  we  were  compelled  to 
design  and  build  the  machines  ourselves.  Fig.  7  shows 
diagrammatically  the  style  of  machine  designed  and 
in  which,  due  to  several  causes,  chief  of  which  was  the 
extreme  urgency,  there  were  several  details  of  the  de- 

sign which  subsequent  experience  proved  to  be  wroufe 
in  conception.  The  location  of  the  differential,  for 
example,  proved  to  be  entirely  wrong  in  principle, 
whereas  such  a  mechanism  should  be  designed  so  as  to 
transmit  as  small  a  load  as  possible,  with  the  design 
adopted,  this  unit  was  actually  subjected  to  a  multiplied 
load.  In  any  bobbing  machine,  or  any  other  machine  tool 
so  far  as  that  goes,  it  is  essential  that  definite  velocity 
ratios  be  maintained  under  load,  or  at  any  rate,  with  as 
little  spring  as  possible.  Unfortunately,  the  design  we 
produced  was  very  much  lacking  in  this  important  respect, 
the  various  transmission  shafts  and  their  supporting 
members  were  not  as  rigid  by  a  long  way  as  they  might 
have  been.  The  result  was  that  there  was  considerable 
vibration  and  noise  when  the  machines  were  working 
and,  what  was  more  .serious,  a  high  rate  of  mortality  in 
hobs.  The  production  was  better  than  anything  we 
had  previously  accomplished,  one  hand  of  a  4-in.x20-in. 
roller  being  grooved  in  30  minutes,  but  we  were  not  yet 
satisfied  that  we  were  getting  the  best  attainable  re- 

sults and,  though  a  new  design  of  machine  was  put  in 
hand  of  much  more  rigid  construction,  we  were  never 
able  to  proceed  with  the  building  of  same  until  trade 
suddenly  fell  off  and  there  was  no  longer  so  insistent  a 
demand. 

With  the  proposed  new  design  a  much  more  rigid 
construction     was     followed     throughout     the     whole 

machine.  Generally  there  was  less  overhang  of  brackets, 
shafts  and  gears,  while  the  work  spindle  was  made 
much  larger  in  diameter  and  driven  by  a  worm  gear, 
behind  which  the  differential  was  located.  This  was 

considered  to  be  a  most  important  factor — the  load  on 
the  differential  and  the  main  change  gears  instead  of 
being  equal  to,  or  greater  than,  the  pressure  of  the 
cut,  was  only  about  2  per  cent  of  this,  thus  giving  a 
much  more  rigid  construction  at  this  point.  Had  cir- 

cumstances allowed  of  the  new  design  being  completed, 
there  is  no  doubt  whatever  that  it  would  have  proved 
itself  to   be   a   marked    improvement  on   the   original 

design,  while  the  operative 
cost  would  also  have  been 
considerably  less  by  reason  of 
the  longer  life  of  the  hobs. 
By  working  the  machines 

night  and  day,  using  the  mill- 
ing machines  for  special  sizes, 

we  were  able  to  reach  a  pro- 
duction of  nearly  two  hundred 

pairs  of  diamond  grooved 

rollers  per  week.  This  out- 
put quickly  helped  us  to  over- 

take our  orders,  after  which 
it  was  quite  an  easy  matter  to 
meet  the  demand  by  our 

greatly  increased  productive 
capacity. 
Another  scheme  for  the 

grooving  operation  which 
was  considered  but  never  put 
into  operation  was  by  means 
of  a  special  lathe  fitted 
with  automatic  reverse  to 

the  saddle  and  a  multiple  toolholder  somewhat  similar 
to  a  diehead.  This  toolholder  was  to  have  as  many 
cutters  as  there  were  grooves  to  be  cut,  each  cutter 
radiating  to  the  center  of  the  roller  and  having  some 
form  of  scroll  exactly  on  the  same  lines  as  a  die  head, 
to  feed  and  withdraw  all  the  cutters  simultaneously. 
The  machine  was  to  have  a  powerful  drive,  preferably 
through  worm  gear  and  the  carriage,  as  stated,  an  auto- 

matic reverse  so  that  it  could  be  set  for  various  lengths 
of  roller.  The  actual  cutting  was  to  be  done  by  a  series 
of  comparatively  light  cuts,  about  0.006  to  0.008  in. 
per  traverse  of  the  carriage,  the  feeding  arrangements 
of  the  cutter  head  being  such  that  successive  cuts 
were  automatically  applied  and  withdrawn  for  the  idle 
return  motion  of  the  carriage.  With  a  cutting  speed 
of  about  15  feet  per  minute  and  a  ffeed  of  0.006  in.,  it 
was  expected  that  one  hand  could  be  completed  in  about 
five  minutes,  a  rate  of  production  which  was  a  consider- 

able improvement  even  on  the  bobbing  pi'ocess.  It  was 
also  suggested  that  if  the  idea  was  carried  a  step 
further  and  a  double  cutter  head  made  so  as  to  cut  one 
hand  on  one  stroke  and  the  other  on  the  return  stroke, 

we  should  be  able  to  completely  "diamond  groove"  a 
roller  in  five  minutes  cutting  time,  a  remarkable  rate 
of  production. 

An  objection  to  the  scheme  was  the  heavy  initial  out- 
lay on  cutter  heads,  a  separate  one  being  required  for 

each  different  number  of  leads,  but  if  some  definite 
standard,  or  two  or  three  definite  standards,  could 
have  been  adopted  to  meet  all  requirements,  then  there 
were  great  possibilities  in  the  idea.  Another  objection, 
which  was  anticipated  was  that  the  corners  of  the 
diamonds  would  probably  be  broken,  more  particularly 
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     tbe    bobbioff    proceaa    for    cutting    the 

the  labor  coat  for  a  pair  of  4-in.x20-in. 
i  troatad  rollara  apart  fnm  mooblinc  waa  only 

:  a  tUBlMm.  WHb  tba  propoaad  naw  grooring  proc- 
bave  bc«n  atm  fnrtbar  reduced.  This 

aoljr  one  aiztb  of  tba  original  cost,  a 
wmriali  vhldl  aMoarad  of  a  daeant  margin  of  profit, 
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capital  oatlay  which  the  big  demand  easily  allowed  for. 

Rewards  for  Money  Savin}?  Ideas 
By  John  Thomas 

tina  ago  I  raad  an  article  in  the  American 
MmtkUtt  whkb  advoeatad  promotion  as  a  reward  for 
Ika  iHa  who  eootrfbotad  a  monar  aaving  idea  to  his 
•rm.  Now  pronotioa  ia  aodi  a  caaa  would  ba  all  right 
if  we  alwajrs  '"PT**^  ̂   !>***  *  higher  position  open 
wbaa  wa  naadad  it,  but  that  ia  vary  seldom  the  case. 
Tba  loacar  wt  wait  to  proowta  a  man  after  it  should  be 
^Boa.  tba  laaa  ba  will  appradata  it.  To  him  the  reward 
win  appear  much  the  same  aa  a  bill  paid  long  after  it 
baa  fallen  doc. 

It  ta  interesting  to  note  juat  how  the  contribution  of 
aa  Man  ia  bandied  ia  diffaraat  abopa.    In  some  shops 
fka  Man  ia  pot  to  aaa  aa  a  awtter  of  eoarae  and  no 
■aiMM  ia  aada  of  tba  fact  to  anyone.    Depending  on 
tha  aiital  attltada  of  tba  man  who  fomiahad  tha  idaa. 
tba  aat  reauH  to  the  Arm  may  be  good  or  bad.    If  he 
ba  a  aaui  arho  ftnds  plaaaura  in  craation,  the  fact  that 
h»  haa  aceaavUalMd  aonetbing  beyond  his  fellows  in 
tha  dbap  aajr  ba  reward  aaough  for  him  and  he  will 
aat  tmi  tiMt  tlia  Arm  owoa  him  anything  beyond  his 
lagalar  pay.    If  ba  doaa  faai  that  ha  is  entitled  to  an 
addltioaal  reward,  bowavai,  and  doaa  not  even  receive  a 

of  appraeiaUon.  the  firm  has  lost  a  valuable  aaaat 
It  ioaaa  tiM  foedwUl  of  an  emptoyaa  and  next  the 

of  aay  BMira  idaaa  from  that  soorea. 
Ia  otlMf  abapa  attaa^ta  bava  baaa  aiada  to  eovar  the 

aattar  by  aMaaa  of  aaggaation  boxaa  placed  about  tba 
Aov  and  offering  ■  mooay  reward  for  the  beat  idaa 
of  the  moatb.    Tba  trouble  witb  moat  of  tbaae  plaeaa 
b  that  soina  firau  aaaa  to  be  trying  to  gat  aomething 
faraatMag     for  example,  a  reward  of  $10  for  an  idea 
li  driMMt    No  Idaa  for  an  improvcmant  which  actually 
la  aa  la^rawMaaat  owr  the  existing  method  or  plan 
oaald  pawtbly  be  worth  as  Uttle  as  that  sum.     If  the 
Idaa  doaa  not  warramt  a  reward  of  onr  flO  I  should 
ba  afraid  tbat  it  would  ba  ao  cloae  to  the  line  that  in 

Ha  adapltaa  aUgbt  raaalt  ia  a  loaa. 
I  aai  trying  to  point  out  is  this,  let  us  not 

fool  our  time  and  money  awa>'  on  doubtful  ideas  but 
pay  an  honest  price  for  ideas  that  have  a  real  and  Hub- 
stantial  value.  My  suggestion  would  be  to  make  the 
reward  in  money  and  the  field  open  to  anyone.  Let  the 
high  priced  men  show  their  superiority,  then  when  a 
good  auggastion  turns  up  pay  a  definite  percentage  of 
ita  value  aa  a  aaving. 

It  would  ba  poaaible  to  have  one  or  more  men  pass 
on  all  sujrgestions  offered,  estimate  their  co.st  of  installa- 
tions  and  value  as  a  saving  and  then  figure  the  size  of 
the  reward  on  the  order  in  hand,  or,  if  the  product  be 
running  continuously,  on  the  saving  for  a  period  of 
time.  Handled  in  this  way  the  reward  comes  out  of 
the  saving  itself.  The  plan  of  offering  a  stipulated 
amount  places  all  auggestions  on  the  same  plane  as 
regards  value,  which  is  certainly  not  the  truth.  A  sav- 

ing of  $5,000  should  be  worth  at  least  10  per  cent  or 
$600  to  the  man  who  was  responsible  for  the  saving. 

The  only  trouble  seems  to  be  that  most  firms  can't 
bring  themselves  to  pay  out  any  considerable  amount 
of  money  for  an  idea  although  it  may  result  in  a  saving 
out  of  all  proportion  to  the  reward.  They  seem  to  be 
ready  and  willing  to  spend  a  thousand  dollars  or  more 
for  an  improved  machine  which  will  save  the  wages  of 
one  man,  yet  if  an  idea  were  offered  which  would  make 
an  equal  saving  they  would  hesitate  a  long  time  before 
giving  up  even  $100. 

Ordinarily,  the  responsibility  for  improvements  reata 
with  a  few  men  and,  no  matter  how  brilliant,  they  will 
hardly  think  of  all  of  the  possibilities.  Contrasted  to 
these  few  men  we  have  in  the  shop  probably  twenty 
timea  aa  many  men  thinking  of  but  one  or  two  details 
at  one  time.  Naturally,  one  would  suppose  that  the 
men  who  are  in  constant  contact  with  the  details  of  a 
job  would  be  the  first  to  see  an  opportunity  for  improve- 

ment. Twenty  minds,  even  thoutrh  they  may  not  be 
brilliant,  will  approach  the  subject  in  at  least  twenty 
different  ways  while  the  one  brilliant  man  might  prob- 

ably think  of  a  doeen. 
Few  employers  seem  to  realize  the  almost  infinite 

poaaibilities  of  encouraging  the  submission  of  idaaa 
for  improvements  from  their  employees.  A  definite  plan 
for  promoting  and  taking  care  of  such  suggestions 
should  be  a  part  of  every  shop  organization.  Prac- 

tically every  man  in  the  shop  has  some  ideas  about  his 
work  that  have  a  value.  The  only  trouble  is  to  dis- 

cover the  valuable  ones.  Employers  who  are  slow  to 
bring  out  the  suggestions  may  be  interested  to  learn 
that  some  of  the  greatast  economical  systems  were  de- 

vised by  men  in  the  shops.  One  such  plan  developed 
successfully  may  pay  for  a  thousand  failures. 

New  Bill  for  Reorganization  of  Govern- 
ment's Executive  Machinery 

Legislation  cmboding  the  administration's  plan  for 
the  reorganixation  of  the  Government's  executive  ma- 

chinery probably  will  be  introduced  during  the  Decem- 
ber session  of  Congress.  If  the  draft  of  the  bill  cannot 

be  perfected  in  time  to  insure  action  during  a  session 
which  naeaaaarily  must  be  devoted  largely  to  appropria- 

tion bills,  it  will  be  taken  up  at  an  extra  session  which, 
it  is  believed,  will  be  called  next  Spring. 

It  ia  understood  that  the  administration  bill  will  not 
provide  for  a  Department  of  Public  Works,  Th«To  will, 
however,  be  a  grouping  of  public  works  activitien  under 
the  cloae  supervision  of  an  assistant  secretary. 
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Tool  Checking  Systems  in  Foundries 
Identification  Numbers  for  Patterns,  Loose  Parts,  and  Core  Boxes — Designating  Regular 

and  Special  Patterns — Shelving  and  Card  Indexes 

By  W.  J.  SANSOM 

IT  IS  CONSIDERED  unusual  to  apply  tool  checking 
systems  to  foundries  but  it  has  been  successfully  ac- 

complished and  has  brought  about  economical  results. 

Either  the  single  check  or  the  register  system  (des- 
cribed in  American  Machinist  p.  713,  vol.  19)  can  be 

used  and  as  the  attendant's  duties  are  naturally  light, 
other  work  can  be  combined  with  the  checking  of  tools 
to  advantage.  If  there  is  a  satisfactory  arrangement 
of  departments  the  tool  checker  may  also  check  out 
patterns  and  attend  to  their  storage.  In  addition,  he 
may   give   out   accessory   materials   such   as   chaplets, 

I 
Fireproof  door    under  runwoiy  to  foundry 

FIG.  1— PLAN  OF  PATTERN  STORAGE  ROOM 

blacking  and  other  facing  materials,  nails,  fire  clay, 
and  so  forth.  He  may,  after  instruction,  make  physical 
tests  on  castings,  or,  in  the  case  of  a  steel  foundry, 
turn  up  test  bars  in  a  lathe  providing  the  machine  is 
in  or  convenient  to  the  check  room.  All  tools  such  as 
shovels,  rammers,  riddles,  sprinklers,  pattern  lifts, 
pneumatic  tools,  patterns,  and  in  fact  every  tool  and 
appliance  ever  used  in  the  foundry  should  be  under  the 

attendant's  control  in  exactly  the  same  manner  as  the 
tools  in  the  machine  shop  check  room. 

It  has  been  a  matter  of  great  surprise  to  the  writer 
to  note  the  continued  lack  of  system  in  the  storing  of 
patterns  in  many  of  the  large  shops.  It  is  not  unusual 
for  a  search  for  a  particular  pattern  to  last  an  hour 
or  more.  This  is  all  the  more  surprising  in  view  of  the 
fact  that  pattern  storing  is  one  of  the  simplest  of  the 
problems  confronting  the  foundryman  and  requires 
very  little  effort  in  its  upkeep,  providing  the  matter  is 
taken  care  of  in  a  systematic  way.  In  many  cases,  the 
foreman  of  the  department  is  the  only  person  having 

any  definite  knowledge  of  what  patterns  are  on  hand 
and  where  they  may  possibly  be  found  and  he  is  not 
very  sure  of  it  because  he  depends  upon  memory  for 
his  information.  Should  the  foreman  through  illness, 
death  or  other  reason  be  suddenly  removed  from  his 
position  it  would  surely  be  a  matter  of  great  difficulty 
for  his  successor  to  carry  on  his  work  efficiently  through 
lack  of  knowledge  of  a  very  essential  portion  of  his 

equipment. 
Every  pattern  should  be  given  an  identification  num- 

ber by  the  engineering  department  even  though  the 
pattern  is  to  be  used  only  a  few  times.  If  the  part  to 
be  cast  is  a  portion  of  the  regular  product  of  the  shop 
it  should  be  plainly  marked  with  the  number  of  the 
piece.  Should  the  pattern  be  for  a  jig  or  fixture  or 
some  other  special  appliance,  it  should  be  given  a 
number  and,  to  differentiate  between  the  standard 

product  and  special  pieces,  the  number  could  be  pre- 
ceded by  a  letter.  A  jig  pattern  for  instance  should  be 

identified  by  using  the  letter  J  to  precede  the  number. 
Should  there  be  loose  or  extra  pieces  with  the  pattern, 
each  piece  would  be  given  the  same  number  as  the  main 
portion  of  the  patten,  succeeded  by  a  letter.  As  an 
example,  a  jig  pattern,  having  one  loose  part  would  be 
styled  J  834  for  the  main  part,  and  J  834  A  for  the 
loose  part. 

Core  boxes  should  be  numbered  in  exactly  the  same 
way  as  the  pattern  and  if  more  than  one  core  box  is 
used,  then  the  same  system  of  lettering  for  extra  parts 
should  be  carried  out.  Core  boxes  for  stock  size  cores 

should  also  be  given  a  number.  The  numbering  of  pat- 
terns and  core  boxes  is  essential  to  the  success  of  the 

system  and  should  be  attended  to  by  the  engineering 
department  and  a  record  made  thereof. 

The  next  point  for  consideration  is  the  suitable 
arrangement  of  shelving.  A  plan  of  a  pattern  storage 
vault  is  shown  in  Fig.  1. 

Each  set  of  shelves  is  known  by  a  letter  and  will  be 
called  a  section.  Sections  may  be  built  as  high  as  con- 

ditions permit  and  may  have  any  number  of  shelves. 

PATTERN      RECORD                               Number                                                  1 

M  umber   of     PcArf*. 
Section 

Bin 

Corebox                                                           | 

FIG.    2— PATTERN   RECORD  CARD 

each  shelf  being  divided  into  compartment  by  the  use 
of  2x4  lumber  as  it  is  not  necessary  to  run  the  partition 
vertically  from  shelf  to  shelf  and  it  is  indeed  preferable 
to  permit  a  free  circulation  of  air  through  the  shelves 
besides  giving  the  added  advantage  of  unobstructed 
light.  If  the  shelves  are  higher  than  can  be  reached 
from  the  floor  then  a  runway  or  platform  may  be  built 
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for  tka  9pf*r wiUi  MihMaatial  il«p«  from  it  to 

It  viO,  of  coon*,  b*  aa  advantac*  to  •tor«  the 

rr  pottonw  •■  Uw  W9*t  shthM*.  Bach  conpart- 
withia  tka  aaeUaa  will  ba  givan  a  nonber.  Uains 

ph;  pattara  J  S84  misht  be  stored  in 
D-tt  A  card  raeord  mitct  be  kept  of  each 
aa  auuaple  of  which  U  abown  in  Fig.  2. 
;  a  paUara  be  retumad  to  the  pattern  shop  for 
ehaagaa  a  note  of  thia  rennoval  is  made ;  upon 
of  tlw  pattern  to  storagir  th«  memomndum 

ba  daitiujid.  If  the  foundry  in  which  the 
la  latradaced  U  a  jobbing  concern  there  will  be 

pattanw  left  in  ita  care  by  outxide  parties, 
patterns  should  also  be  recorded  in  the  same 

owaad  by  the  foundry  using  the  cus- 
BOnber  on  the  record.  It  would  be 

waH  to  segregate  customers'  pattern  records  from  those 
of  Um  foaadry  so  that  it  will  be  poasibla  to  know  exactly 

whidi  art  eaaUMBers'  patterns. 
Pattanw  ara  actually  expensive  tools  and  difficult  to 

A  Jobbiag  foundo'  that  takes  pains  to  care  for 
will  be  regarded  with  favor  by  the 

TlMrefore  an  afllcient  pattern  storage 
•raten  ia  aa  aaaet  to  the  foundry.  This  system  will  also 
Isad  itaalf  admirably  to  the  register  system  of  disburse- 
mm/t  daacribed  in  a  previous  article  in  the  .4mcrtcait 
Jfacfttaisf. 

Learning  the  Trade  Forty  Years  Ago 
By  W.  S.  Davenpokt 

At  about  this  time  I  received  a  letter  from  a  couain 

ia  Rutland,  Vt.  (who  has  now,  by-the-way,  been  em- 
pbred  by  the  Howe  Scale  Co.  for  S9  years)  to  the  effect 
tlHt  be  had  aaeiirad  a  place  for  me  in  a  Rutland  shop 
wlkere  buttona  ware  laade  from  vegeuible  ivory.  I 
acceptt^  this  job  and  made  preparations  to  go  to  Rut- 
laad  at  once,  for,  though  it  was  not  n  machine  shop, 
tiMra  would  be  machinery  in  it  and  anything  in  the  way 
of  machinery  was  a  paaaion  with  me. 

At  first  I  was  instructed  in  the  art  of  sharpening. 
•■  •■  aiJatoaa.  the  kahwa  that  were  uaad  in  the  but- 

aad  aftar  aararml  waaka  of  thia  employment, 
a  lathe  to  run.  Running  a  button  lathe, 

is  ao  fun.  The  operator  has  to  stand  all  day 
(tan  hours  a  day.  six  days  a  wadi)  on  one  foot,  while 
with  the  otbar  be  operates  the  padal  that  opens  and 

the  "grippara"  which  hold  the  stock;  and  in  the 
bia  haada  are  kept  busy  feeding  the  stock  and 

■ipiriating  the  levers  that  control  the  knives. 
After  three  months  of  th(s  arduous  labor  I  received 

a  latter  frooi  the  Pairbanks  Scale  Co..  to  whom  I  had 
applied,  stating  that  they  had  a  number  of 
Jaat  about  to  begin  an  appranticaahip  term 

aad  that  if  I  carsd  to  join  I  could  come  on  at  once. 
This  iiimid  to  be  my  long  cherished  opportunity  to 
kam  the  trade  and  it  is  needlcas  to  say  I  accepted  the 
aCer  Iwwad lately.  I  worked  for  the  Fairbanka  Co.  for 

I  foaad  out  what  they  were  going  to 
I  Icarnod  that  it  was  to  be  one  dollar 

with  baard  and  lodgfng  at  the  coaipany's  board- 

thay  had  ao  regularly  iadaatured  appreatieaa 
a  aaaibar  of  young  fellows  working 

parta.  running  different  kinds  of  tarn- 
■Ubk  nan  awaair  thaa  waa  offarad 

ta  aa  aa  aa  appraatfaa.    I  waa  offarad  the  ehoica  ba< 

twoen  an  apprenticeship  and  the  kind  of  a  job  the  other 
fallowa  had  and.  foolishly,  like  many  boys  of  the  present, 
I  appraiaad  the  immediate  gain  against  the  possibilities 
of  Uter  benefits  and  so  began  there  as  the  "kid"  in  the 
tool  crib  at  the  muniflcent  wage  of  (1.12  per  day. 

During  Bty  first  month  I  managed  to  gain  some  inter- 
esting experiencea,  one  such  being  the  turning  of  a 

countershaft  for  use  in  the  shop.  This  shaft  was  nearly 
as  long  as  the  lathe  would  accommodate  and,  as  I  had 
never  heard  of  such  a  device  and  was  given  no  instruc- 

tion with  reference  to  it,  1  proceeded  to  turn  the  shaft 
without  a  center  rest ;  the  result  being  that  it  was  some 
bigger  in  the  middle  than  at  the  ends. 

a 

Cutting  a  Keyway  Und»»  Uikficulties 

However,  after  I  had  filed  and  polished  the  shaft  all 
over  it  looked  pretty  good,  so  I  proceeded  to  cut  a  key- 
way  in  it  for  a  pulley,  using  an  old  screw  planer  for 
the  purpose  that  was  not  at  all  particular  about  revers- 

ing in  the  same  place  on  each  stroke,  in  consequence 
of  which  the  job  of  keyseating  was  not  a  complete 
success. 

The  man  who  was  to  use  that  shaft  (it  was  a  counter 
shaft  for  another  lathe)  was  anxious  to  get  it  and 
volunteered  to  assist  me  in  putting  on  the  pulleys  and 
clutches.  We  first  put  in  the  key  and  then  started  to 
drive  the  cone  pulley  over  it  but  we  did  not  seem  to 
be  making  much  progress.  He  finally  asked  me  if  that 
pulley  went  on  tight  before  the  key  was  put  in,  and 
when  I  was  obliged  to  admit  that  I  had  not  tried  it  at 
all  he  was  much  disgusted  iind  made  various  uncompli- 

mentary remarks  about  my  ability  as  a  machinist. 

In  the  Fairbanks'  shop  where  I  was  at  this  time 
employed,  there  were  many  old  tools  in  the  machine 

shop,  one  of  them  being  n  "chain  feed"  lathe.  On  this 
lathe  an  endless  chain  ran  over  sprockets  inside  and  at 
each  end  of  the  bed,  and  to  the  upper  side  of  this  hori- 

zontal chain  the  carriage  was  attached.  At  the  head- 
stock  end  the  transverse  shaft  to  which  the  sprocket 
waa  kayed  protruded  through  the  bed,  and  upon  its 
outer  end  waa  a  large  hand  wheel  by  mi^ans  of  which 
the  carriage  was  moved  to  traverse  it  along  the  shears. 

GUE88IN0  AT  THE  DEPTH 

When  facing  the  end  of  a  long  shaft  in  this  luthe 
It  would  be  neceaaary  for  the  operator  to  set  his  side 
tool  according  to  his  best  judgment,  walk  to  the  other 
end  of  the  lathe  and  turn  the  handwheel  to  feed  the 
tool  to  the  cut.  As  in  this  position  he  could  not  see 
what  the  tool  waa  doing  he  had  to  trust  to  luck  that 
everything  was  all  right  ;ind,  when  he  thought  he  had 
taken  off  sufHcient  stock,  go  back  to  ..he  opposite  end 
and  take  a  look  at  it.  As  it  never  wa.^  all  right  the 

first  time,  he  could  then  pace  off  th>>  distance  once 
more  and  try  again.  To  do  a  good  job  in  this  way 
waa  quite  an  art,  but  was  not  in  accord  with  what  we 

now  call  "production." 
Among  many  interesting  machines  designed  for  scale 

work  there  waa  one  for  notching  the  beams  of  railroad 
scales.  These  beams  were  of  cast  iron,  planed  all  over, 
and  when  ready  for  the  notches  were  placed  in  a  long 

sk>t  in  what  waa  called  the  "log"  with  but  a  small  part 
of  the  upper  edge  protruding.  The  log  was  given  a 
regular  oscillatory  movement  to  carry  the  work  under 
the  single  cutter  and  back  again,  while  nt  the  end  of 
aarh  such  movement  the  entire  carriage  was  spaced 
forward  a  distance  o<)ual  to  one  notch  on  the  beam. 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Continuation  of  the  Description  of  Feed  Mechanisms — Cam  Adjustments  and  Stops 

—Adjustable  and  Spring-Backed  Rollers— Stops  for  Several  Tools 
By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 

Consulting  Editor.  American  Machinint 

WHEN  A  CAM  is  made  out  of  a  solid  piece 
of  material,  there  is  no  possibility  of  adjust- 

ing the  cam  as  to  the  amount  of  its  action. 
For  instance,  if  we  should  have  a  face  cam  with  a 
distance  between  the  high  and  the  low  point  of  2  in., 
then  there  will  be  a  travel  of  2  in.  and  no  adjust- 

ment of  this  amount  is  possible.  The  same  holds  good 
if  we  have  a  drum  cam  in  which  the  groove  is  cut 
into  the  metal  itself.  Any  adjustment  we  might  want 
will  have  to  be  obtained  in  some  other  manner.  If 
a  cam  is  made  by  fastening  pieces  of  metal  to  a  disk 
or  drum,  adjustment  is  possible  in  various  ways.  In 
Fig.  189,  A  is  a  disk  to  which  cam  strap  B  is  fastened 
by  means  of  a  couple  of  screws  going  through  slotted 
holes.  Screws  C-C-C-C  adjust  the  cam  strap  to  any 
desired  position  within  the  limits  of  the  construction. 

Such  adjustment  makes  it  possible  to  increase  or  re- 
duce the  stroke,  or  to  have  the  stroke  start  or  finish  at 

any  desired  point,  always  within  given  limits.  The 
screws  C-C-C-C  make  the  adjustment  more  positive  but 
can  be  left  off  where  a  less  refined  adjustment  would  be 
satisfactory. 

The  same  kind  of  adjustment  can  be  given  to  a  cam 
strap  on  a  drum  cam.  In  addition  to  the  slotted  holes  in 
the  strap,  a  number  of  tapped  holes  in  the  disk  or  drum 
may  be  provided  so  that  it  becomes  possible  to  place  the 
strap  in  any  desired  position  over  the  entire  surface 
of  disk  or  drum.  The  nuts  for  the  adjusting  screws  C 
may  be  screwed  into  such  holes  and  may  also  be  placed 
wherever  desired.  When  a  cam  controls  one  operation 
only,  we  will  find  three  requirements  for  adjustment. 
Let  us  take  for  example  a  drum  cam  which  pushes  a  slide 
forward  and  returns  it  again  to  the  starting  point.  The 

requirements  for  ad- 
justment are  these : 

(1)  It  must  bring 
the  slide  to  the  proper 
point;  (2)  It  must 
have  a  stroke  of  the 
proper  length ;  (3)  It 
must  act  at  the  proper 
time.  The  third  re- 

quirement is  some- 
times met  by  fasten- 

ing the  cam  drum  or 
disk  cam  to  the  shaft 
by  means  of  set 
screws  so  that  it  is 
possible  to  shift  the 
cam  around  the  shaft  any  desired  amount  and  then  clamp 
it  in  position.  This  is  a  very  crude  and  unsatisfactory 
method  of  adjustment  and  is,  at  best,  only  applicable  to 
cams  which  do  not  perform  a  heavy  duty.  A  better  method 
is  to  have  a  disk  permanently  fixed  to  the  shaft  and  to 
have  means  to  attach  the  drum  or  disk  cam  to  this 

disk  at  any  point  of  its  circumference,  either  by  a  num- 
ber of  tapped  holes  or  a  T-slot  or  a  combination  of 

tapped  holes-  and  slotted  holes.     As  a  rule  it  is  not 

KHi.  189 — ADJU.STABLE  CAM  STRAP 

FlU.   190— SL.OTTED   BEL.LCRANK 
I>"OR  ADJUSTING  LENGTH 

OF  STROKE 

necessary  to  make  this  adjustment,  because  it  is  well 
possible  to  lay  out  the  requirements  of  the  cam  to  a 
sufficient  degree  of  accuracy  so  as  to  be  able  to  place 
the  straps  in  the  proper  position  or  mill  the  disk  cam 
to  the  proper  shape  without  further  adjustment. 
Where  such  adjustment  is  required,  however,  the 

amount  of  movement  necessary  to  make  up  for  the  error 
in  the  original  lay-out  or  in  the  milling,  etc.,  is  always 
necessarily  a  small 
amount  and  there  is 

no  necessity  of  shift- 
ing the  cam  through 

more  than  a  very 
small  angle.  Slotted 
holes  and  bolts  would 

meet  such  require-, 
ments,  especially  if 
we  should  again  use 
adjusting  screws 
such  as  are  shown  in 

Fig.  189.  The  ad- 
justment of  the 

stroke  has  been  mentioned  before  and  cannot  be  taken 
care  of  if  the  cam  is  one  solid  piece.  It  is  possible, 
however,  to  increase  or  decrease  the  movement  of  the 
slide  if  we  are  willing  to  introduce  intermediary  mem- 

bers. Fig.  190  shows  a  construction  illustrating  how 
the  amount  of  stroke  of  a  cam  can  be  increased  or 
diminished  when  transferred  to  a  slide.  A  is  a  cam 
and  B  is.  its  groove.  The  roller  C  is  held  in  one  arm 
of  a  slotted  bell  crank  and  the  connection  D  can  be 
bolted  to  the  second  arm  of  this  crank  at  any  place 
along  the  length  of  the  slot  E. 

The  most  important  adjustment  is  the  one  mentioned 
under  the  first  item.  As  a  rule  it  matters  very  little 
whether  the  stroke  of  a  cam  is  somewhat  too  much. 
In  fact,  in  the  majority  of  cases  the  stroke  of  a  cam 
is  made  more  than  is  necessary  for  the  operation  and 

the  excess  of  movement  is  called  the  "advance"  and  is, 
as  a  rule,  made  on  high  speed.  Thus,  the  loss  of  time 
is  negligible.  On  the  other  hand,  the  exact  point  at 
which  the  forward  movement  ceases  is  often  of  the 
greatest  importance.  Stock  feed  may  have  to  be  stopped 
at  an  exact  point  so  as  to  get  the  proper  length  of  piece 
or,  more  important  still,  a  facing  tool  must  work  up  to 
a  certain  point  and  this  point  may  be  limited  to  one  ors 
two  thousandths  variation.  Either  a  counterbore  may 
have  to  be  made  to  an  exact  depth  or  a  turning  tool  may 
have  to  come  to  some  definite  point.  In  such  cases  the 

adjustment  should  permit  of  great  accuracy.  Such  ad- 
justment can  be  accomplished  either  by  moving  the  cam. 

the  roller  or  by  changing  the  connection  between  the 
roller  and  the  slide  to  be  moved.  The  adjustment  indi- 

cated in  Fig.  189  would  accomplish  the  purpose  but 
is  not  handy  because  this  nature  of  adjustment  is  often 
required  on  account  of  re-setting  or  even  dulling  of 
the  tool  and,  unless  the  cam  strap  to  be  adjusted  is  in 
a  very  accessible  location,  and  preferably  visible  at  the 
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mm»  tlMi^  it  wenM  not  b*  pracuad  to  mail*  an  adjust- 
■Mt  l»  wMda  OM  «r  two  UwanadtlM  of  an  Inch. 

A  good  ooMtraetioo  for  tkio  purpose  is  Um  following : 
Ttw  rolbr  te  pheiil  oa  •  ttad  which  is  not  diroctly  ot- 
tachcd  to  tho  BMBiber  to  bo  moved  but  ia  faatoned  in  a 

•ipofate  pieeo  wkieh  eon  elide  in  that  raemb«r.  which 
io  adiMlaUt  fegr  aMoae  of  •  mtcrom^ter  «crew,  and 
wWdl  OHI  bo  dMliyod  to  tkot  OMUber.  In  some  caaos 
tke  mtmkm  to  bo  Bwoad  is  aoroly  a  bar  which  holds 
a  tsoi  or  poaeiUjr  a  piece  of  work.  In  such  cases  the 
bor  is  geoeroOT  node  of  cylindrical  shape  for  ease  in 

•      •>,        A 

-^   -f-i^pL 

nu   let— AMtAXOBUBvr  »-<ik  auiustinq  cam  roul.br 

— fblning  and  a  collar  holding  the  roller  is  clamped 
it.  In  addition,  a  couple  of  collars  are  provided 

oitn  safety  against  end  nwvemeot.  These  latter 

I  ore  indicated  b}-  the  letters  A  in  Fig.  191.  They 
ai«  est  screwed  to  the  bar  or  held  in  position  in  some 
otWr  saltabie  manner.  The  collar  which  holds  the  roller 
is  indicated  by  the  letter  B.  It  is  split  and  can  be  clamped 
oa  bjr  ■MOBS  of  the  boh  C.  Extensions  of  this  collar  are 
tbioodod  so  that  tbo  collars  P  can  be  brought  to  bear 
•pdait  eoDars  A.  By  turning  both  of  the  collars  D  the 
loDor  eon  be  moved  either  to  the  right  or  to  the  left. 
A  similar  construction  could  be  used  to  adjust  the  drum 

I  Itaoif,  should  tlio  cam  be  mounted  on  the  bar. 
Othor  BMthods  of  adjuNtment  may  nuggest  them- 
Wo  only  want  to  mention  here  a  case  which 

poclal  care  and  that  ia  when  the  nature  of 
a  tool  is  such  that  very  frequent  and  delicate  ad  just- 

are  required.  In  that  case  the  roller  should  be 
by  msons  of  s  screw,  as  was  mentioned  before, 

Bad  tbo  screw  should  be  provided  with  a  small  worm 
wbsol  operated  by  a  worm  with  knob  or  small  hand 
wboeL  This  gives  the  operator  a  chance  to  make  rela- 

tively large  niovoaiSBts  with  his  hands  for  a  ver>'  small 
amount  of  mueoawut  of  the  rotter,  so  that  he  will  be 
able  to  make  the  Aoost  possible  adjustments.  Such 
cooM^  bowever,  are  rather  the  exception. 

Ia  tbe  foregoing  discussion  of  adjustments  we  im- 
^  aglacd  that  the  cam  had  only  one  function  to  perform. 
When  w»  are  dealing  with  such  caais  as  we  meet  in 
oatoaotic  scrow  aucbiaos.  we  find  as  a  rule  that  they 

perform  a  naaibor  of  functions.  For  instance,  one 
■uy  have  to  take  care  of  as  many  as  six  forward 

aad  rstora  movnaeaU  of  tbo  turret,  besides  providing 
tbo  BSOMOBvy  space  for  the  functioning  of  other  csnts 
or  msflmnisaii  In  *uch  eases  the  individual  adjust- 

of  cam  straps  is  no  longer  practical.  Not  only 
it  lavolvo  too  maay  devices,  all  placed  on  one  cam 
bal  tbo  a^JartaMBt  of  oas  strap  might  make 
by  CBBilaff  latorfomee  with  other  operations. 

tUMm  y  ft  poariUo  to  o^hMt  either  the  entire  cam 
4nm  or  tbo  roller,  boeanae  doiag  this  might  provide 

the  proper  stroke  or  positioning  for  one  turret  tool  but 
it  would  have  given  the  same  amount  of  adju.stment  to 
the  other  turret  touts,  which  is  not  desired  and  probably 
not  permissible.  In  such  cases  a  different  niutiiod  must 
be  devised  for  the  adjustment  of  alt  of  the  tools. 

The  tool  which  requires  the  greatest  accuracy  is  or- 
dinarily the  facing  tool.  In  order  to  make  sure  that  the 

facing  shall  be  smooth,  it  is  customary  to  provide  a 
small  amount  of  dwell  at  the  end  of  the  facing  cam, 
so  that  three  or  four  revolutions  of  the  spindle  will  be 
made  without  forward  movement  of  the  tool.  This  is 
really  not  a  correct  expression;  we  should  have  said 

"without  a  tendency  of  the  cam  to  give  the  tool  a  for- 
ward movement."  When  the  cam  has  ceased  to  push 

the  toot  forward  we  will  find  that  there  is  still  pressure 
between  tool  and  work,  due  to  the  spring  or  deflection 
created  by  the  feed  and  this  deflection  will  cause  the 
tool  to  penetrate  still  further,  even  though  the  cam  has 
ceased  to  push  it  forward.  The  extra  three  or  four 
revolutions  are  sufficient  to  obviate  the  effects  of  this 
deflection. 

We  should  also  notice  that  the  deflection  can  never 
be  very  great,  because  when  the  slope  of  the  cam  is 
such  that  the  feed  is,  let  us  say,  0.005  in.  per  revolution, 
we  will  find  that  the  toot  feeds  very  much  less  near 
the  end  of  the  stroke  due  to  the  fact  that  the  roller 
must  climb  over  the  edge  of  the  cam.  In  Fig.  192  an 
exaggerated  diagram  shows  this  condition.  The  feed 
slope  is  taken  here  at  46  deg.,  something  we  would  never 
do  for  facing,  but  which  is  a  condition  which  will  bring 
out  how  the  rate  of  feed  is  gradually  reduced  by  the 
action  of  the  roller.  We  see,  then,  that  toward  the 
latter  part  of  the  facing  operation  the  amount  of  feed 
is  a  vanishing  quantity.  Nevertheless,  it  is  the  part  of 
wisdom  to  provide  a 
few  extra  revolutions 
without  any  feed  at 

alt.  Though  the  fore- 
going method  insures 

a  smooth  facing  job, 

it  does  not  insure  an 
accurate  position  of 
the  face.  Looseness 
in  the  parts  may 
cause  the  turret  to 
advance  one  time  a 
little  more  than  the 
other  and  it  has  been 
found  that  the  only 
safe  way  to  do  a 

realty  accurate  fac- 
ing job  is  to  bring 

the  turret  up  against 

a  positive  stop  which 
should  be  located  in 
such  a  manner  that 
the  turret  or  its  slide 
strikes  it  before  coming  to  the  end  of  the  movement 
which  the  cam  would  give  it.  Of  course  this  would  lead 
to  breakage  if  there  were  an  appreciable  amount  of 
difference  between  these  two  positions. 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  stop  is  placed  so  that  the 
turret  tends  to  advance  one  or  two  thousandths  further 
after  the  stop  Is  reached.  One  depends,  then,  on  the 
elasticity  of  some  of  the  parts  to  avoid  breakage.  For 

instsnce,  where  the  cam  is  dirM<tly  mounted  on  the 
shaft  there  will  be  enough  spring  in  the  shaft  to  provide 
this  elasticity.    For  other  purposes,  however,  it  is  better 

1   «    S    4    J    7 
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not  to  have  any  elastic  members  in  the  mechanism,  so 
that  only  the  very  small  amount  of  compression  possible 
in  the  slides,  in  the  cam,  and  maybe  a  slight  amount 
of  deflection  in  the  roller  stud  would  be  all  the  leeway 
we  would  have  for  the  setting  of  the  positive  stop. 
And  for  this  reason  the  following  construction  is  recom- 

mended : 

The  roller  is  mounted  on  a  stud  which  is  held  in  a 
sliding  member.  This  member  cannot  move  backward 
because  it  butts  up  against  a  positive  stop.  It  can 
move  forward,  however,  for  a  short  distance  but  is 
prevented  from  doing  so  by  a  loaded  spring  which 
pushes  it  back.  By  a  loaded  spring  we  mean  the  fol- 

lowing: Suppose  we  have  a  spring  which,  when  com- 
pressed i  in.,  exerts  a  pressure  of  100  lb.  Then  it  will 

exert  a  pressure  of  200  lb.  when  it  is  compressed  i  in., 
400  lb.  when  compressed  1  in.,  etc.  If  the  roller  slide 
should  bear  up  against  such  a  spring  before  it  is  com- 

pressed, it  would  not  prevent  the  roller  from  moving 
a  very  shoi't  distance  because  almost  any  little  pressure 
would  be  sufficient  to  overcome  the  spring. 

Backing  the  Roller  with  a  Loaded  Spring 

If,  on  the  other  hand,  the  spring  has  been  compressed 
2  in.  before  it  was  placed  in  position,  it  would  bear 
against  the  roller  slide  with  a  pressure  of  800  lb.  and, 
unless  the  pressure  against  the  tool,  that  is,  the  feed 
pressure,  were  more  than  800  lb.  the  roller  slide  would 
not  move  but  would  act  as  if  it  were  made  solid  with 
the  turret  slide.  If  we  know  that  the  feed  pressure 
never  needs  to  exceed  800  lb.,  then  such  a  spring  will 
permit  the  cam  to  act  on  the  tools  as  if  there  were  no 
spring  at  all.  And  yet,  when  the  turret  slide  strikes 
the  positive  stop,  the  spring  will  permit  the  roller  to 
go  a  short  distance  further.  This  distance  is  never 
more  than  a  few  thousandths  of  an  inch,  but,  supposing 
it  to  be  as  much  as  A  in.,  then  the  compression  of  the 
spring  would  increase  from  2  in.  to  2A  in.  and  the 
pressure  would  increase  from  800  to  812J  lb.  In  other 
words,  we  know  beforehand  the  maximum  pressure 
which  the  cam  may  have  to  exert  against  the  roller. 

There  is  another  advantage  in  this  device.  If  a  drill 
or  other  tool  should  break  and  present  a  positive  ob- 

struction to  further  movement  of  the  tool,  a  wreck 
might  result  unless  such  an  elastic  medium  were  in- 

terposed. With  the  spring  in  position  it  will  be  possible 
for  the  roller  to  advance  further  without  taking  the 
turret  along  and  the  operator  would  have  a  chance  to 
stop  the  machine  before  a  wreck  occurs. 

Providing  Stops  for  Several  Tools 

Though  such  a  positive  stop  locates  a  single  tool  it 
cannot  locate  more  than  one.  It  may  be  necessary  to 
provide  stops  for  several  tools.  We  may  wish  to  coun- 
terbore,  face,  and  turn  to  a  shoulder.  As  a  rule,  when 
we  have  such  operations  to  perform,  we  try  to  arrange 
the  tools  so  that  all  three  accurate  operations  are  fin- 

ished with  one  turret  position.  This  insures  the  cor- 
rect relation  of  the  shoulder,  the  counterbored  surface, 

and  the  faced  surface  one  to  another.  All  tools  do  not 
dull  at  the  same  rate,  however,  and,  though  the  relation 
may  have  been  perfect  when  the  job  was  started,  it 
is  but  a  short  time  before  the  uneven  wear  causes  a 
slight  error  to  creep  in.  In  the  course  of  time  some 
or  all  of  the  tools  in  this  turret  position  may  have  to 
be  re-sharpened  and  re-set  and  this  re-setting  is  neces- 

sarily a  lengthy  operation  when  a  high  degree  of  ac- 
curacy is   required. 

If  we  could  have  positive  stops  for  more  than  one 
turret  position,  there  would  be  a  chance  of  dividing  up 
the  operations  among  the  different  tools  and  each  of 
the  three  accurate  surfaces  would  become  independent 
of  the  other  two,  so  that  the  wear  of  each  tool  could  be 
independently  compensated  for  and  the  re-sharpening  of 
a  tool  would  no  longer  involve  the  maintaining  of  very 
accurate  relations  between  a  number  of  tools.  In  order 
to  obtain  such  a  multiplicity  of  positive  stops  we  can 
arrange  pieces  between  the  positive  stop  and  the  tur- 

ret slide,  making  the  pieces  of  unequal  length  and 
adjustable. 

Adjusting  Individual  Stops 

We  might  arrange  them  in  a  star  or  small  turret. 
The  body  of  the  turret  would  always  bear  up  against 
the  positive  stop  and  projecting  from  the  body  we  might 
have  an  adjustable  set  screw  which  can  be  clamped 
after  being  adjusted  or  which  may  be  held  accurately 
by  a  lock  nut  or  by  some  other  means.  We  might  go 
still  further  and  provide  each  of  the  set  screws  with 
micrometer  adjustments.  It  would  not  only  be  possible 
to  set  each  of  them  to  the  proper  length  but,  after 
measuring  our  pieces  of  work  and  finding  that  it  is  too 
long  or  too  short,  say  0.003  in.,  we  might  adjust  the 
corresponding  screw  that  amount  by  means  of  the 
micrometer  adjustment.  The  forward  abutment  of  the 
loaded  spring  could  be  made  to  bear  up  against  these 
screws.  The  turret  in  which  they  are  located  would 
have  to  index  in  unison  with  the  main  turret.  It  would, 
of  course,  be  possible  to  leave  out  some  of  them  for 
turret  positions  where  great  accuracy  is  not  required. 

The  Production  of  Rustless  Iron 
There  has  been  developed  recently  in  England  a 

"rustless  iron."  This  material  is  iron  to  which  a  cer- 
tain proportion  of  chromium  has  been  added.  A  similar 

alloy  called  "stainless  steel"  has  for  some  time  been 
familiar  to  metallurgists.  Stainless  steel  differs  from 
rustless  iron  chiefly  in  that  it  contains  small  amounts 
of  carbon. 

In  order  to  produce  rustless  iron,  an  iron-chromium 
alloy  free  from  carbon,  it  is  necessary  that  carbon-free 
iron  and  chromium  be  available,  'the  usual  forms  of 
chromium,  commercial  grades  of  ferro-chromium,  con- 

tain comparatively  large  amounts  of  carbon.  The  dis- 
covery of  rustless  iron  has  thus  made  it  very  important 

to  be  able  to  treat  ferro-chromium  by  some  process 
which  will  remove  the  carbon.  Among  the  methods  pro- 

posed is  that  of  heating  ferro-chromium  in  contact  with 
hydrogen. 

Through  experiments  conducted  by  the  Bureau  of 
Standards,  of  the  Department  of  Commerce,  it  has  been 
found  that  ferro-chromium  heated  in  hydrogen  loses 
carbon  slowly  at  temperatures  below  the  melting  point 
of  the  alloy.  When  hydrogen  is  bubbled  through  ferro- 
chromium  in  a  molten  condition  the  loss  in  carbon  is 
very  rapid. 

It  may  be  possible  to  prepare  low-carbon  ferro- 
chromium  by  blowing  hydrogen  gas  through  molten 
ferro-chromium  in  a  converter  of  the  type  used  in  the 
manufacture  of  Bessemer  steel.  This  work  is  described 
in  Scientific  Paper  No.  448  of  the  Bureau  of  Standards, 

available  from  the  Superintendent  of  Documents,  Gov- 
ernment Printing  OflSce,  Washington,  D.  C,  at  5c.  per copy. 
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Direct  Labor  Costs  yersas 
Selliog  Prices 
Bt  Oc—oh  Qjuuc 

Tlw  aitkl*  oa  pac«  MS.  VoL  6C  otAtMriemm  JimekimiMt 
Iqr  Barry  Senior,  with  rtftrHWt  to  looking  to  other  items 
tl«a  dinrt  labor  eoati  for  opportunitiM  to  lower  aelling 
pricM.  ■•>(  •trtlw  •  rMpoaaiv*  chord  in  many  of  ua 

who  ar»  more  or  l«|»  **f«d  op**  on  the  idea  that  direct 
(•bar  charfe  u  the  all  important  factor  in  determining 
the  eeOiag  price  of  a  prodact. 

It  i«  true  that  in  a  few  laduatrka  the  labor  coata  are 
a  caaaiderable  portion  of  the  Mlling  price,  but  in  the 

ity  of  caaee  the  wonderful  improxTmenta  in  pro- 
machinery  have  atcadily  decreaaed  the  relative 

perreatac*  of  tabor  coat  in  the  ftniahad  product.  How- 
ever, tbr  direct  labor  items  on  the  coat  ahatta  aeem  to 

exert  a  hypaotk  iaHueoce  upon  the  average  manager  aa 
he  acaaa  then  in  acarch  of  chance*  to  lower  costs  to 
aoeC  the  severe  competition  that  he  encounters  today. 
If  ha  «o«ld  spend  an  equal  amount  of  time  and  energy 

ia  looklav  for  aavinga  in  that  "no  man's  land"  that  lies 
hstwaaa  bare  ceata  of  labor  and  material  and  the  selling 

prka  of  the  taiahed  product,  he  would  And  some  excel- 
lent opportunities  for  the  exercise  of  his  acumen  in  the 

effort  ta  lowar  the  aelliag  price. 
Prohafatjr  no  sarins  of  arUelas  rseently  published  shed 

am»  light  oa  thia  phase  of  the  subject  than  did  Mr. 

BaaoeM'a  rsesat  artidaa  in  Amrrican  Maehinitt  on  get- 
tiag  all  of  the  production  costa  into  the  product,  instead 
of  having  them  tucked  away  under  that  convenient 

bat  most  ambiguous  term  of  "overhead." 
In  hia  aeairh  for  the  truth,  after  rearranging  the 

ccat  aystan  along  the  lines  of  Mr.  Bassett's  article,  the 
manager  might  find  that  the  pride  of  the  shop,  the  big 
Haarfiatar  machine  purchased  to  clip  a  few  pennies  off 
tht  coat  of  machining  a  certain  major  item  of  the 

carried  a  true  overhead,  due  to  the  floor  space 
power  requirement  and  depreciation  of  480 

per  cant  instead  of  the  250  which  had  been  allotted  to 
that  division  of  the  plant.  As  this  fact  soaks  in  he 

to  saa  that  the  serviee  orders  for  this  piece. 
which  they  always  considered  they  made  a  neat 

proAt.  were  not  so  profitable  after  all. 
Ukawiac  he  might  also  learn  why  a  certain  specialty 

caatpany  alarays  seemed  pleased  to  aceept  their  orders 
for  a  minor  machine  part  at  quite  a  k>w  figure,  for  the 
raaaott  Ihst  they  had  long  ago  discovered  that  the  class 
of  aMchine  on  which  this  part  could  be  made  carried 
an  overhead  conaiderably  below  the  260  per  cent  that 
his  own  plant  assomed  in  computing  its  cost  on  this 

Another  item  that  affscts  the  cost  in  some  shops  is 
the  poorly  selected,  though  extensive,  equipment  to 
haadle  the  work  in  question.  No  one  can  gainsay  the 
advantage  of  adequate  toob  and  equipment  that  play 
sack  an  Important  pert  in  modem  production  methods. 
b«t  on  the  otlMr  hand  we  cann»t  shut  our  eyes  to  the 

of  annaceaaary  and  superfluous  equip- 
'  eperationa.  the  cost  of  which  must  be 

>  every  aalt  prodaced  and  eventually  paid  for 
by  the  ciHtuaiir. 

>  which  contributes  its  share  towards  ex- 
hat  in  a  quiet,  unobtrusive  manner,  is  the 
Aside   ffWB  the   atoeks   of   parU   which 

   a  latttiaMta  gaawtity  needed  for  production 
then  are  in  every  stockroom  more  or  leaa  parte  to  be 

for  service  only,  some  of  which  represent  fntm 
five  to  fifty  times  the  actual  number  that  will  ever  be 
needed  to  aerviee  that  partirular  part. 

What  is  the  cause  of  this  surplus  stock  and  what 
department  is  responsible?  In  a  majority  of  casfs  the 
part  has  been  superseded  by  a  new  part,  incorporating 
some  improvement  or  correcting  some  fault  that  had 
been  reported  in  service.  The  change  has  been  made, 
however,  without  a  careful  survey  of  the  number  of  old 
parts  in  finished  and  rough  sUkK.  or  in  process. 

One  wa>'  of  lessening  the  tendency  to  overstock  as  a 
result  of  such  changes  is  to  insist  that,  before  any 
proposed  change  can  Im-  brought  up  for  cuDsidorHtion, 
the  following  information  U'  placed  on  the  chniiKi*  sht»et: 
(1)  Number  of  parts  in  finished  stock;  (2)  number  of 
parts  in  process;  (8)  number  of  parts  in  rough  stock; 
and  last  but  not  leaat,  (4)  number  of  parts  which  the 
purchasing  department  may  have  on  order,  if  it  is  a 
part  that  is  purchased  either  rough  or  finished  from 
outside  sources.  This  information  has  a  decidedly 
healthy  effect  in  preventing  the  engineering  depart- 

ment, in  a  burst  of  enthusiasm,  from  crowding  through 
changes  without  a  thorough  investigation  of  the  stock 
and  just  what  the  change  may  mean  from  a  dollar-and- 
cents  standpoint. 

Another  cause  that  is  often  responsible  for  an  excess- 
ive number  of  certain  parts  in  service  stock  is  the 

elimination  of  a  model  without  taking  the  proper  steps 
to  balance  up  the  stock  of  the  various  parts  and  com- 

paring them  before  taking  the  model  in  question  out  of 
production.  The  service  requirements  on  a  certain 
model  may  be  such  that  76  per  cent  of  the  parts  are 
seldom,  if  ever  ordered  for  replacement. 

Some  cf  the  suggestions  offered  aliove  appear  to  be 
of  a  rather  elementary  nature,  as  one  would  imagine 
that  the  status  of  the  stock  would  always  receive  careful 
attention,  but  a  walk  through  the  service  stockroonu  of 
the  majority  of  our  large  manufacturing  plants,  es- 

pecially those  engaged  in  automotive  work,  will  show 
that  no  small  portion  of  their  costs  are  in  the  form  of 
"frozen  assets"  in  stock. 

It  may  sound  presumptuous  to  intimate  that  our 
modern  mtnagers  have  not  already  given  all  the  above 

items  due  cc-nsideration,  but  it  is  a  fact  that  many  of 
them  have  not  done  so.  Having  arrived  at  the  bare 
labor  cost  on  a  part,  they  are  content  to  add  whatever 
overhead  aeenu  applicable  to  that  class  of  work  and  let 
it  go  at  that. 

The  selling  expense  of  some  products  plays  an  impor- 
tant part  in  the  selling  price  of  them.  The  percentage 

received  by  dealers  on  some  classes  of  work,  such  as 
road  building  and  contracting  equipment,  run  as  high 
as  80  per  cent.  It  must  be  remembered  that  the  dealer 
expects  to  do  a  certain  amount  of  servicing  on  this  class 
of  machinery,  but  even  allowing  for  this,  the  purchaser 
of  a  piece  of  equipment  at  six  or  eight  thousand  dollars 
must  realize  the  weakness  of  selling  methods  that  exact 
such  a  heavy  toll  from  the  buyer. 

In  regard  to  the  position  that  labor  costs  govern 
coata  consider  a  certain  make  of  safety  razor  that  sold 
for  $6  all  over  the  country  for  many  years.  Within  the 
last  few  months  this  same  make  of  razor,  made  by  the 

same  company,  can  be  purchased  for  86  cents.  I^id  the 
labor  eoata  in  this  particular  product  undergo  some 

phenomenal  reductions,  or  was  Mr.  F^instein's  exposition 
of  the  theory  of  relativity  responsible  for  the  reduction 
In  price? 

J 
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The  Law  of  the  Involute  Curve 
Determining  the  Lead  of  an  Involute  Curve— How  Right-  and  Left-Hand  Involutes 

May  Be  Generated — Finding  the  Length  of  Involutes 

By  0.  G.  SIMMONS 
Vice-President  and  General  Manager, 

Simmons  Method-Hob  Company 

\ 

WHAT  IS  AN  involute  curve?  The  writer,  lik
e 

many  others  interested  in  gearing,  asked  this 
question  some  twenty  years  ago.  The  question 

was  answered  then  and  is  answered  by  many  today  in 

terms  of  method  of  procedure,  somewhat  as  follows :  Cut 
a  circular  disk  from  a  stiff  card  and  tack  it  fixedly  to  the 

drawing  board.  In  the  edge  of  the  circle  stick  a  pin. 

Attach  a  thread  to  the  pin  and  form  a  loop  at  the  other 
end.  Wind  the  thread  about  the  circular  edge  of  the  disk, 

pass  a  pencil  point  through  the  loop,  and  then  unwind 
the  thread  with  the  pencil,  keeping  it  stretched  taut. 

If  the  pencil  point  is  pressed  to  the  paper,  meanwhile, 
it  will  describe  an  involute  curve  on  the  board. 

This  was  the  only  answer  and  made  one  no  wiser 

after  having  received  the  information  than  before.  Evi- 
dently it  has  been  due  to  this  lack  of  knowledge  of 

what  the  characteristics  of  an  involute  curve  really  are 

that  the  art  of  gearing  has  been  shrouded  in  such  mys- 

tery and  that  authorities  on  gearing  have  been  at  vari- 
ance regarding  this  particular  matter  of  the  involute. 

Up  to  the  present  time,  the  manufacturer  has  been 

cutting  the  gear  teeth  for  his  product  with  such  cutters 

as  happen  to  be  on  hand  and  supplied  him  by  the  manu- 
facturers of  machine  tools  for  generating  or  forming 

gear  teeth.  His  interest  usually  has  ceased  upon  the 
discovery  that  the  theories  of  the  authorities  on  gear- 

ing were  complicated  and  this  notwithstanding  his 
realization  that  his  gears  were  not  giving  the  sort  of 
service  that  modern  practice  demands.  The  manufac- 

turer has  been  compelled  to  cut  gears  with  such  cutters 
or  tools  as  were  supplied  him,  submitting  to  fate  and 
accepting  the  indifferent  results  without  question. 

Modern  demands  on  machine  elements,  however,  in- 
duced by  such  inventions  as  high  speed  steel,  the  auto- 

mobile and  the  steam  turbine  are  such  that  the  manu- 
facturer who  uses  gears  in  his  machines  must  provide 

the  best  gears  within  the  scientific  knowledge  of  him- 
self or  his  associates.  The  writer  will  attempt  in  the 

following  pages  to  supply  a  part  of  this  knowledge  and 
will  begin  by  answering  the  question :  What  is  an  in- 

volute curve? 

In  proving  that  the  involute  curve  has  a  lead  like  the 
helix,  reference  is  first  made  to  Fig.  1.  The  numeral  1 
indicates  the  shaft  upon  which  is  mounted  the  pulley  2. 

To  this  pulley  there  is  secured  rigidly  a  piece  of  card- 
board 3.  which  rotates  with  the  pulley.  To  the  left  of 

the  shaft  1,  is  located  another  shaft  4,  upon  which  is 
mounted  a  pulley  5,  similar  to  the  pulley  2.  A  belt  6 
is  mounted  upon  the  pulleys  2  and  5  so  that  the  move- 

ment of  the  belt  will  rotate  the  pulleys.  To  the  belt  6 
there  is  fixed  a  holder  7,  adapted  to  receive  a  marker  or 
scriber  8,  the  point  of  which  lies  in  the  plane  of  the 
belt  6  and  to  which  the  circles  2  and  5  are  tangent. 

The  point  of  the  scriber  8  is  placed  in  contact  with 
the  cardboard  3,  and  the  belt  6  is  moved  in  the  direc- 

tion of  the  arrow  U,  over  a  distance  equal  to  the  perim- 
eter of   the  pulley  or  circle   2,  and   the   movement   is 

then  stopped.  The  involute  curve  9  has  been  generated 
and  drawn  upon  the  card  S,  while  the  pulley  2  has  made 
one  revolution  in  the  direction  of  the  arrow.  The 

shafts  /  and  4  have  been  supported  at  a  sufficient  dis- 
tance apart  V  to  permit  cardboard  3  to  turn  freely. 

Since  the  point  of  the  scriber  has  been  moved  along 

the  tangent  line  represented  by  the  belt  6,  over  a  dis- 
tance equal  to  the  perimeter  of  the  pulley  2,  the  distance 

FIG.  1- 

-INVOLUTE  CURVE  GENERATED 
BY  PULLEYS  AND  BELT 

W  represents  the  "lead"  of  the  involute  as  well  as  the 
perimeter  of  the  pulley  2  which  is  the  evolute  of  the 
involute  curve  9.  It  is  obvious  that  for  each  distance  W 

the  scriber  8  moves,  the  pulley  2  will  make  one  addi- 
tional revolution.  It  follows,  therefore,  that  the  sum 

of  all  the  distances  W  will  equal  the  perimeter  of  the 
pulley  2  multiplied  by  the  number  of  its  revolutions. 

From  the  foregoing  illustration  and  description,  the 
truth  of  the  law  of  the  involute  curve  will  be  apparent. 
The  law  may  be  stated  as  follows: 

The  involute  of  any  evolute  has  a  constant  lead  which, 
when  measured  on  a  line  tangent  to  the  evolute,  is  equal 
to  the  perimeter  of  the  generating  evolute. 

The  truth  of  this  law  has  only  been  demonstrated 
in  connection  with  an  evolute  in  the  form  of  a  circle,  for 
we  are  concerned  only  with  the  involutes  of  circles. 
These  circles  are  the  evolutes  of  the  involute  gears,  as 
we  shall  later  consider.  It  is  to  be  understood,  how- 

ever, that  the  law  of  the  involute  can  be  demonstrated 
to  hold  true  with  an  evolute  of  any  form. 

The  theory  illustrated  in  Fig.  2  is  very  similar  to  that 
in  Fig.  1,  except  that  in  Fig.  2  we  have  interposed  an 
intermediate  pulley  to  which  we  have  fastened  the  card- 

board and  upon  which  we  shall  generate  right-  and  left- 
hand  involute  curves.  A  pulley  10  is  mounted  upon  a 
shaft  11  and  is  adapted  to  rotate  with  or  upon  it.  An- 

other pulley  12  is  adapted  to  rotate  with  or  upon  a 
shaft  13.  Joining  these  pulleys  is  a  belt  H  which  ro- 

tates the  pulleys  when  it  is  moved.  Between  these  pul- 
leys, and  engaging  the  belt  i4,  is  located  a  third  pulley 
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«•  rotate  vpan  iU  »luift  14  when  Um  belt  H 
ill 

A   pi«n  of  cardboard    is    riyidiy    Mcurod    to   Um 
jtOtv  iS.  ao  aa  to  tani   with   it     A 

X  ia  placad  at  tha  point  of  origin  or  the  point 
af  Uw  bait  14  with  the  pulley  75,  as  in  the 

of  Fie.  1>    "Hm  bah  14  i«  moved  in  the  direction 
af  tba  arrow  l.  with  the  acriber  in  contact  with  the 

The  acribar  X  then  generataa  the  involute 
1.  with  a  laad  which  the  perimeter  of  the  pulley 

i§  mill 
F*r  Ika  poipoaa  of  thaaa  abatract  demonstrations,  the 

bait  ia  a«WMd  to  ha  imaginary  only  and  without  thick- 
■aM.    la  a  practical  apparatus  usinc  baita,  the  thickness 

»..«10HT-  AVIt  LKTT-HA.VD  I.\'VOI.L'Tli8  OBNBRATBD 
FHUH  TWO  POINTS  OF  ORIGIN 

Wa 

of  the  belt  must  be  addad  to  the  diameter  of  the  pulley 
and  this  sum  would  ba  the  real  diameter  of  the  evolute. 

tW  parfmotcr  of  which  would  equal  the  lead  of  the  in- 
vohrta.  The  reaaons  will  be  obriooa  later  when  we  de- 
acribe  the  method  of  generating  involute  curves  in 
latbes.  milling  machines  and  similar  machine  tools. 

The  operation  just  deaeribed  ia  identical  with  that 
in  connection  with  Fig.  1.  If  the  pulley  and 

are  turned  in  the  oppoaite  direction,  as  indi- 
eatad  by  the  arrow  t,  tba  acriber  X  will  generate  an 

oppoaHa  hand  involute  curve  i  from  the  same  point  of 

erigia.  The  laad  of  this  curve  will  be  equal  to  that  of 
tha  tavotarta  earva  1.  for  the  reason  that  all  involutes 

•vohitaa  or  circles  are  equal, 
wfn  now  introduce  still  another  pulley  which  is 

hMHraM  by  the  numeral  18.  This  pulley  is  located  at 

•  below  the  pulle>-  10  and  rotates  with 
the  shaft  19.  A  belt  tO  ia  arranged  upon  tba 

It.  15  and  IS.  and  the  belt  14  ia  removed.  To 
comet  turning,  another  belt  tOa  may  be  placad 

tba  pnUeya  15  and  is.  The  acribar  X  is  placed  in 
poeition  as  before  and  generates  tha  involute 

1,  wh«i  tha  bait  to  ia  nwvad  in  the  direction  that 
tka  arrow  4  Indicataa. 

Tha  movaoMBt  of  tba  bdt  to  is  reversed  to  move  in 
tha  direction  of  the  arrow  t  and  the  scribing  point  X. 
•at  having  been  changed,  ratams  along  the  involute 

carva  1.  to  tha  point  of  origin,  where  it  ceaaas  to  gen- 
anMa.  Tha  point  now  lies  upon  and  coincidea  with  the 
drralar  surface  «f  tha  poUey  IS  until  it  haa  moved 
thro«gl>  •*>  ***  wpwasntad  by  the  angle  «.  to  a  new 
atlfiB.  Upon  caaMiwiad  novament  of  the  belt  in  tha 
Abaction  of  arrow  S,  tha  aerfber  then  generates  from 
tha  aaw  origin  the  involato  curve  4,  as  the  cardboard 
ia  rolatad  with  the  wheel  18  in  tha  direction  that  the 
arrow  9  ImUnHm. 

It  ia  BOW  evident  that  the  invohite  curve  1,  during 

the  rotation  of  the  cardboard,  will  take  the  position  of 
the  involute  curve  4.  at  the  moment  the  Hcriber  X  begins 

to  generate  the  involute  cur\'e  3.  When  this  movement 
is  reversed  to  the  direction  of  the  arrow  4.  the  scriber 
X  generates  the  involute  curve  4  from  the  same  point 
of  oriirin  and  the  curves  4  and  1  coincide. 

In  this  view,  the  involute  curves  /,  t,  S  and  4  have 
been  shown  in  different  positions  with  respect  to  the 
cardboard  and  as  being  generated  from  two  pointo 
of  origin.  This  has  been  accomplished  by  indexing  the 
cardboard  through  the  angle  a.  From  the  foregoing 
description  of  the  principles  of  movement  illustrated 
by  Fig.  2.  it  is  apparent  that  all  involute  curves  from 

the  same  circle,  when  of  the  same  "hand,"  either  coin- 
cide or  are  parallel  to  one  another.  Further,  it  is  also 

clear  that  all  right-hand  involute  curves,  and  all  left- 
hand  involute  curves,  generated  from  the  same  circle, 
but  from  different  points  of  origin,  are  parallel. 

From  an  inspection  of  Fig.  2,  it  will  be  clear  also 
that  if  two  scribers  were  used  and  placed  upon  the 
belt  at  a  distance  apart  equal  to  the  arc  on  the  peri- 
pherj'  of  the  wheel  15,  determined  by  any  angle  «,  two 
involutes  would  be  generated  if  moved  one  way  and  two 
of  the  opposite  hand  when  the  action  was  reversed.  No 
reversing  action  would  be  necessary  to  generate  a  right- 
and  left-hand  involute  curve,  one  after  the  other,  if  the 
scriber  X  in  Fig.  2  were  placed  in  contact  with  the 

cardboard  at  a  point  removed  from  the  point  of  tan- 
gency  of  the  belt  and  if  the  intermediate  pulley  and 
the  belt  were  moved  so  that  the  scriber  would  approach 
the  point  of  tangency.  The  scriber  would  then  generate 
an  involute,  and  upon  leaving  the  point  of  tangency, 
with  the  same  movement  of  the  belt  continued,  would 
generate  an  opposite  hand  involute. 

The  position  of  the  intermediate  pulley  with  respect 
to  the  outside  pulleys  is  of  no  moment  in  so  far  as  the 
point  of  origin  of  the  involute  curves  is  concerned.  The 
point  of  origin  of  an  involute  curve  is  at  the  point  of 
tangency.  The  involute  curve  cannot  possibly  extend 
below  the  evolute  or  generating  circle  since  the  tangent 
line  is  the  line  of  rectilinear  movement,  which  line  is 
tangent  to  the  evolute.  A  point,  such  as  the  scriber, 
must  have  not  only  a  certein  definite  movement  but  also 

riO.  S— tNVOLUTBB  OBNERATBO  BT  PtaiLST 
ROLLINO  ON  A  PLUINB 

the  movement  of  such  a  point  must  be  along  and  on 
the  line  tangent  to  the  evolute.  Thin  line  we  have  Just 
defined  aa  the  line  of  rectilinear  movement. 

With  reference  to  Fig.  8,  the  numeral  £1  indicates  a 
plane  upon  which  is  adapted  to  roll,  without  slippage, 
a  circular  disk  tg.  A  cardboard  (not  shown)  is  at- 

tached to  the  disk  in  the  manner  previously  described 

and  at  the  point  X'  on  the  plane  21,  the  scriber  ia 
placad.    The  circular  disk  ti  is  placed  so  that  the  plane 
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SI  is  tangent  to  it  at  the  point  X',  represented  by  the 
dotted  circle  22."  The  disk  is  rotated  from  that  posi- 

tion in  the  direction  of  the  arrow  to  the  position  of 
the  circle  22,  which  represents  one  revolution  of  the 
disk.  The  involute  curve  23  has  been  generated  but 
the  plane  and  the  scriber  have  remained  stationary. 

If  the  disk  22  has  a  radius  equal  to  Y,  it  is  obvious 
that  the  distance  measured  on  the  plane  21  between  the 

point  of  the  origin  X  and  the  point  of  the  scriber  X', 
which  is  represented  by  the  letter  Z,  will  equal  2Y  X 
3.141592.  Again,  the  disk  22  is  placed  as  before  to 

represent  the  circle  22"  and  the  latter  is  rotated  to  the 
position  22',  while  the  plane  21  has  moved  in  the  direc- 

tion of  the  arrow.    The  involute  curve  2i  is  generated. 
This  principle,  however,  to  which  we  referred  previ- 

ously when  we  considered  the  belt  in  Fig.  2,  is  depend- 
ent upon  the  condition  that  there  is  no  slippage  between 

the  disk  and  the  plane  but  that  the  movement  is  abso- 
lutely according  to  the  ratio  of  lead  over  the  perimeter 

of  the  disk.  In  other  words,  the  disk  must,  for  every 
revolution  it  makes,  be  just  that  many  perimeters  away 
from  the  generating  point,  regardless  of  its  linear 
movement. 

This  principle  is  also  shown  in  Fig.  3.  In  the  last 

case  described,  the  disk  22'  haS  rolled  to  the  position 
shown  from  its  original  position  at  22",  and  has  made 
a  complete  revolution,  while  its  linear  movement  repre- 

sented by  the  letter  Z'  along  the  plane  21,  means  but  a 
part  of  the  actual  distance  Z.  In  this  case,  let  us 
assume  this  distance  equal  to  one-half  of  Z,  so  that: 

Z'  -f-  Z"  =  Z.  Evidently  the  combinations  of  relative 
movements  between  disk  and  plane  are  unlimited. 

The  word  lead  has  been  used  herein  to  distinguish 
between  the  pitch  of  the  involute  and  its  lead  for  one 
turn  of  the  generating  circle.  The  pitch  will  be  equal 
to  the  perimeter  divided  by  the  number  of  involutes 
generated  from  the  same  circle.  Expressed  as  a  for- 
mula: 

N  =  number  of  involutes  divided  and  generated  from 
the  same  circle 

P  =  pitch 
L  =  lead 
-=^ 

A  formula  for  the  length  of  the  involute  curve  of 
any  circle,  measured  along  the  curve  from  its  point  of 
origin  to  the  generating  or  marking  point,  for  one 
revolution  of  the  evolute,  may  be  expressed  as  follows: 

X  =^  length  of  the  curve  for  one  complete  spire 
L  =  lead  of  the  involute 
D  =  diameter  of  the  generating  circle 
N  =  number  of  spires  to  the  involute  curve 
ir  =3.141592 
X=(Nir)   (A^L) 

It  is  evident,  of  course,  that  by  transposition  we  may 
determine  any  of  these  factors. 

As  the  foregoing  principles  applied  to  the  genera- 
tion of  an  involute  curve  are  true,  we  may  give  a  cor- 
rect definition  of  such  a  curve  as  follows: 

The  involute  curve  is  the  resultant  of  the  uniform 
movement  of  a  point  along  a  straight  line  tangent  to  a 
given  circle  and  the  angular  movement  of  the  line  about 
the  periphery  of  the  circle  uniform  with  the  movement 
of  this  point  and  over  an  arc  equal  in  length  to  the  dis- 

tance traversed  by  this  point. 
(To  be  concluded) 

Research  and  Lubrication 
The  following  paragraphs  are  from  Research  Narra- 

tive No.  44  issued  by  the  Engineering  Foundation.  The 
contents  are  based  upon  information  from  Dr.  Irving 
Langmuir,  General  Electric  Company  Research  Lab- 

oratory, Schenectady,  N.  Y. 
How  large  are  molecules  and  what  are  their  shapes? 

The  layman  frequently  expresses  incredulity  as  to  prac- 
tical usefulness  of  the  refined  and  abstruse  work  of 

scientific  research.  Such  incredulity  is  found  even 
among  technical  men  and  other  persons  whose  occupa- 

tions or  fortunes  are  built  upon  the  sciences.  Attempts 
to  solve  problems  whose  industrial  importance  needs  no 
explanation  often  are  unsuccessful  until  Science  has 

gone  far  toward  the  "root  of  the  matter." 
A  modern  method  for  separating  copper  and  certain 

other  metals  from  some  kinds  of  ores  is  known  as  the 
flotation  process.  Finely  pulverized  ore  is  mixed  with 
water  containing  a  small  quantity  of  oil  which  forms 
a  persistent  froth  upon  agitation.  The  solid  particles 
of  ore  are  wet  with  the  oil  and  these  oiled  particles 
adhere  to  the  bubbles  of  froth.  Thus  the  ore  particles 
float  to  the  top  of  the  tank  containing  the  mixture  while 
the  non-metallic  particles  of  the  ore,  not  being  wet  by 
the  oil,  do  not  adhere  to  the  froth  and  fall  to  the  bot- 

tom of  the  tank.  The  remarkable  selective  action  of 
some  oils  on  certain  ores  and  the  effects  produced  by 
small  quantities  of  acids  and  other  substances  are  im- 

perfectly understood. 
Some  experiments  undertaken  by  Dr.  Irving  Lang- 

muir in  the  General  Electric  Laboratory  at  Schenectady, 
have  led  to  the  determination  of  the  sizes  of  molecules 
of  a  number  of  substances  and  to  the  proofs  of  the  fact 
that  molecules  could  not  be  merely  smooth,  rigid  spheres. 
It  appeared  that  the  dimensions  of  some  molecules  dif- 

fered, the  length,  for  example,  in  some  cases,  being 
several  times  the  square  root  of  the  area  of  the  cross- 
section.  It  was  also  evident  that  the  active  atoms,  or 
groups  of  atoms,  in  certain  molecules  of  a  liquid  when 
spread  upon  the  surface  of  a  solid  or  another  liquid, 
turned  in  the  direction  of  the  surface  of  contact  so  as 
to  engage  the  atoms  or  molecules  in  the  supporting 
surface.  This  knowledge  helps  to  explain  why  certain 
liquids  will  wet  each  other,  and  certain  solids,  but  not 
others — in  other  words,  will  spread  in  a  uniform  film 
over  the  whole  surface  of  contact. 

These  experiments  were  undertaken  solely  because  of 
their  scientific  interest.  Only  later  was  it  realized  that 
they  had  an  important  bearing  on  the  process  of 
flotation. 

These  phases  of  the  subject,  it  will  readily  be  seen, 
are  of  importance  also  in  the  very  practical  problem  of 
lubrication,  of  interest  to  everybody  who  runs  a  ma- 

chine of  any  kind.  For  in  order  that  he  may  have  sold 
to  him  the  right  kind  of  lubricant,  or  in  order  that 
expensive  machinery  may  not  be  injured,  those  who 
manufacture  the  lubricants  should  have  the  benefit  of 
the  chemist's  and  physicist's  knowledge  of  the  funda- 

mental principles  developed  by  such  research  as  that  of 
Dr.  Langmuir. 

But  how  big  is  a  molecule?  To  use  as  an  example  a 
commonly  known  substance,  a  molecule  of  castor  oil  has 
a  cross-section  in  square  centimeters  expressed  by  the 
fraction  having  209  for  its  numerator,  and  1  with  six- 

teen ciphers  after  it  for  the  denominator;  its  length  in 
centimeters  is  5.5  divided  by  1  with  eight  ciphers; — 
almost  too  small  to  be  conceived. 
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1*8  Plan  for  Buying 
Special  Machines 

'  By  John  R.  Goonrr 

I  «••  in  JotuMoa'a  oOcv  not  Ions  to  while  he  was 
<ImI  for  a  new  Baehine.  Hia  hairain  with 
hie  Una  of  waonlBg.  and  his  effort  to  be 

fUr  to  Ik*  allHr  faOow  ware  ao  unusual  in  the  buyins 
of  mmAtamy  ttnt  I  an  folof  to  pass  them  on  for  the 
careful  consideration  of  the  readers  of  Americwi 
Mtkimut.  It  seems  that  there  had  been  a  few  inter- 

before  bat  this  sununed  them  all  up  and  the 
rhine  builder  got  a  real  thrill,  if  hia  actions  were 
indication  of  hia  feelinf*.  Johnaon  did  most  of 

the  talkins,  as  usual,  but  as  lone  s*  ̂   hands  out  some 

raal  dope.  I'd  rather  listen  anyhow. 
"8e  y«a  think  you've  got  a  plan  for  that  special 

Machine  for  drilling  our  cylinder  blocks  at  one  setting. 

Tkat'*  what  I're  been  after  for  some  time  Mr.  Brown. 
Now  if  we  ca0  get  together  on  price,  we'll  be  cutting 
oar  drilliiig  coat  into  mincemeat  in  a  few  months.  I 

know  it's  a  delicate  subject,  on  special  machines,  but 
spit  it  oat  ao  w»  can  get  busy  discussing  it." 

"Mr.  Johnson,  I'm  afraid  our  price  will  seem  high 
bat  tlMTv's  a  k>t  of  work  designing  such  a  machine. 
It  upaiU  our  regular  ahop  routine  even  if  we  are  not 

very  busy  just  now  and  it  isn't  likely  we  shall  ever 
boOd  you  more  than  one  machine.  That's  the  trouble 
with  boihUiit  special  machines  that  have  such  great 

capacity.  We've  figured  It  down  pretty  close 
we  need  the  work  and   ." 

A  BaCKBONB  STIfTENBB  NCBUD 

*Vom,  Mr.  Brown,  let's  stop  talking  price  a  minute 
•ad  let  me  get  a  few  things  off  my  chest.  I've  been 
thhiking  a  lot  about  this  machine  and  a  few  others  I 

bailt,  and  I've  a  notion  we  can  get  together  oh  a 
baaia.  Some  of  you  machine  buiklera  have  been 

highway  robbers  but  most  of  yoo  need  to  put  a  stiffen- 
lav  wi|ioand  la  yoar  backbone  when  it  comes  to  special 
■arhlniry.  If  cmnrat  I  know  I  ought  not  to  tell  you 

this  'til  after  I've  agiiaaiad  you  down  to  the  last  penny, 
if  at  ali.  but  my  dumad  old  New  England  conscience, 
or  what  passes  for  it.  got  to  working  awhile  ago  and 

I've  got  to  tell  you  how  I  feel.  I  thought  I  had  it 
pretty  well  chk>roformed  but  it  came  to  life  again  last 

Vm  afraid  it  will  cost  ma  real  money.  But  it 
went  stay  quiet.  So  here  goea. 

"I  seat  for  you  awhile  ago,  told  you  our  problems 
jroo  a  blueprint  with  a  flock  of  boles  shown 

oa  a  cylinder  block.  Looked  like  a  bum  target  made  by 

•  load  of  bockahoL  Using  this  to  ahoot  at  you've  dug 
the  past  axparlouM  of  your  whole  outfit  and  de- 

I  a  machina  that  will  do  the  work  in  twelve  seconds 
•eeording  to  yoar  estimate.  That  probably  means  ten 

aacooda  when  we  get  it  Umbered  up  because  I've  always 
Dotk*d  that  you  play  safe  in  such  matters,  and  I  like 
yoa  better  for  It. 

How  CoBUM  Got  His 

1  dost  kaow  bow  you  figure  your  price,  whatever 

H  la.  bat  rO  bet  It  iaa't  enough  to  let  you  out  whole 
and  pay  any  ralam  on  the  capital  you've  invested  in 
the  way  t4  braiaa.  And  the  deuce  of  it  is  I  probably 

afford  to  pay  what  ifa  worth  in  cold  cash  right 

'  Um  haL   So  Vm  foiag  to  ten  you  first  a  bit  of  history 
Toa  a  proposition. 

*Yo«  kaow  aooMthlag  aboat  the  Corliss  engine  even 

if  most  of  them  have  become  ancient  history.  But 
they  ware  new  once,  so  new  and  so  costly  that  it  wasn't 
aasy  getting  orders  for  them  even  in  the  face  of  their 
provad  ecoaoBi>-.  So  George  Corliss  doped  out  a  form 
of  contract  by  which  ho  took  hia  money  out  of  the  sav- 

ings in  coal  over  the  engines  he  replaced.  He  charged 
a  good  price  for  his  engines,  as  he  should,  but  he  made 
even  the  tightest  wad  in  the  cotton  mill  business  pay 
for  it  out  of  the  savings  in  fuel. 

"So  here's  my  proposition  to  you,  Mr.  Brown.  You 
make. me  a  price  which  covers  material,  labor,  overhead 
and  a  fair  profit,  a  usual  profit  on  a  standard  machine. 
Cut  off  whatever  you  have  tacked  on  for  brains  and 
know-how  in  getting  out  this  machine.  Then  we'll  make 
another  contract  that  will  give  you  ten  per  cent  of  the 
net  saving  on  the  work  done  for  five  years,  unless  the 
machine  is  replaced  before  that  time.  In  other  words 
we  pay  you  cash  for  the  nuichine  and  pay  you  a  royalty 
on  the  saving  due  to  the  brains  you  put  into  it  and  the 
experience  behind  it.  If  the  machine  saves  what  you 
say  it  will,  and  I  don't  doubt  it  a  bit,  you'll  have  a  nice 
little  royalty  check  coming  your  way  every  six  months. 
The  more  it  saves  the  more  you  get  out  of  it.  Sort  of 
puts  you  on  piece  work,  you  see  I 

Rbgular  Prices  Plus  a  Royalty 

"This  is  somewhat  different  from  the  plan  of  leasing machines  as  is  done  in  the  shoe  business  and  a  few 
other  lines.  Don't  see  how  that  could  work  out  in  such 
a  case  as  this.  Then,  too,  a  manufacturer  doesn't 
exactly  cotton  to  the  notion  of  having  leased  machines 
in  his  shop.  Besides  it  would  take  more  capital  than 
the  average  builder  of  special  machines  could  dig  up. 
And  I  believe  the  royalty  plan  is  better  and  fairer. 

What  say.  Brown?" 
"Say,  Mr.  Johnson!  I'll  say,  yes,  right  off  the  bat. 

You've  sort  of  given  me  a  real  surprise  party,  and 
a  mighty  agreeable  kind,  too.  I've  been  so  used  to 
fighting  for  a  fair  price  on  special  machinery  that  your 

proposal  sort  of  takes  my  breath  away.  It's  the  fairest 
plan  I've  had  handed  to  me  yet  and  you  can  bet  you'll 
get  just  the  best  machine  we  know  how  to  build." 

After  Brown  had  gone  out  with  a  face  that  beamed 

like  a  full  moon,  Johnson  turned  to  me  and  said,  "I 
suppose  my  friends  who  call  themselves  financiers  will 

say  I'm  seven  kinds  of  a  d.  f.  or  should  have  some 
alienist  examine  me  for  softening  of  the  convolutions 

we  call  brains.  But  I've  studied  that  H])ecial  machine 
business  a  lot  and  I  don't  see  anything  wrong  with  my 
scheme.  And  if  you  do,  you  ought  to  have  shouted  Ix- 

fore  Brown  got  away," 
I'm  wondering  if  Johnson's  scheme  might  not  be 

worked  on  a  numl>er  of  high  production  machines,  even 
if  they  are  not  special  in  the  true  sense  of  the  word. 
A  big  first  cost  almost  always  acts  as  a  dampener  to 

a  buyer's  enthusiasm  for  new  machinery,  especially 
when  a  board  of  directory  has  to  pass  on  the  purchase. 
Seems  to  me  it  would  make  it  much  easier  to  sell  a 
big.  highly  organized  machine  that  we  now  have  to 

sell  at  a  very  high  price.  Think  I'll  suggest  it  to 
Johnson  the  next  time  I  see  him. 

Of  course  there  is  slways  the  question  of  whether 
or  not  the  other  fellow  will  play  the  game  squarely.  But 
we  usually  find  that  the  man  who  doubts  it  will  bear 

watching  himself.  It's  mighty  easy  to  suspect  the  other 
chap  of  doing  what  we  might  U-  tempted  to  do  ourselves. 

If  the  great  majority  of  men  were  not  honest  we'd  have 
a  hard  time  doing  business  in  almost  any  line. 
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Bending  Dies  Continued — Progressive  Piercing,  Blanlcing  and  Bending— Design  of  Strippers 

and  Plungers — Closing-in  Devices — ^Double  Bending  Dies 

IN  CERTAIN  kinds  of  bending  operations  it  is  neces- 
sary to  use  a  punch  and  die  with  guide  pins  of  the 

sub-press  type.  The  expense  is  not  always  war- 
ranted, however,  and  when  this  is  the  case  small  dowel 

pins  may  be  used  to  answer  a  similar  purpose.  An 
example  of  this  kind  is  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  473.  Here 
the  work  B  is  formed  with  a  radius  having  two  flat 
portions  at  each  end  as  indicated.  The  die  C  has  two 
aligning  pins  E  assembled  in  it  so  that  they  fit  the  two 
holes  F  located  in  the  punch.  This  arrangement  per- 

mits the  punch  and  die  to  align  themselves  accurately, 
yet  they  are  also  held  rigidly  while  the  operation  is 
taking  place. 

In  the  example  G  the  work  is  somewhat  irregular, 
yet  the  operation  of  bending  is  performed  at  one  stroke 
of  the  press.  The  work  is  laid  on  the  die  and  the  punch 
strikes  it,  making  the  form  shown.     It  is  unnecessary 

M  N 

FIG.  473— EXAMPLES  OF  BENDING  OPERATIONS 

for  the  punch  and  die  to  cover  the  entire  length  of  the 
stock  being  bent,  as  it  is  permissible  to  have  the  stock 
project  over  the  ends  of  the  punch  or  above  the  edge 
of  the  die  as  indicated.  In  the  example  H  a  punch  and 
die  are  shown  for  bending  a  rectangular  piece.    The  small 

For  the  authors'  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

bends  at  K  have  been  previously  made  in  another  opera- 
tion, and  the  bends  L  are  to  be  made  in  the  die  shown. 

This  is  a  very  simple  bending  operation  which  requires 
no  lengthy  description.  The  example  M  shows  a  simple 
method  for  bending  a  square  piece  of  work.  The  ends 
here  have  aldo  been  bent  in  a  previous  operation  and 
this  punch  and  die  are  used  for  the  final  operation.  In 
the  example  N  the  last  operation  completes  the  work 
and  forms  the  blank  into  a  complete  square.  The  punch 
in  this  case  has  a  projecting  form  0,  and  as  the  punch 
rises  from  the  die  the  work  is  withdrawn  with  it. 

Strippers  and  Plungers  for  Bending  Dies 

A  bending  die  may  often  require  a  stripper  or  spring 
plunger  in  order  to  assist  in  removing  the  work  after 
it  has  been  bent  to  the  desired  form.  Fig.  414  shows 
at  A  a  die  of  this  kind  having  an  ejector  B.  As  the 
punch  carries  the  work  down  into  the  die  this  plunger 
is  forced  downward  until  it  reaches  the  bottom,  at 
which  time  it  is  so  located  that  it  acts  as  a  part  of  the 
die  itself  in  forming  the  work.  When  the  punch  re- 

cedes, the  plunger  springs  up  and  ejects  the  work. 
Another  type  of  die  having  a  plunger  which  acts  as 
an  ejector  is  ̂ hown  at  C.  This  die  is  for  bending  a 
piece  of  work  into  U-shape,  and  the  die  is  arranged  so 
that  as  the  punch  D  strikes  the  work  it  carries  the 
plunger  E  down  with  it  until  it  locates  on  the  surface 
F,  thus  forming  the  bottom  of  the  die.  When  the  punch 
rises  from  the  die  the  work  is  forced  upward  by  means 
of  the  plunger,  which  is  restrained  in  its  movement  by 
the  screw  G. 

The  location  of  any  piece  of  work  in  a  bending  die 
is  of  great  importance,  as  any  inaccuracies  in  location 
will  result  in  uneven  bending.  There  are  many  forms 
of  locating  pins  and  plates  for  work,  and  these  forms 
vary  according  to  the  shape  of  the  part  which  is  to  be 
bent.  At  H  a  die  is  shown  for  producing  the  part 
shown  at  K,  the  work  in  this  case  fitting  the  upper 
part  of  the  die  and  locating  against  the  plate  L.  The 
location  of  a  plate  of  this  sort  is  often  difficult  to  de- 

termine, as  the  amount  of  stock  drawn  down  when  the 
bend  is  being  formed  is  likely  to  vary.  For  this 
reason  it  is  a  good  idea  to  make  up  a  few  trial  blanks 
before  locating  the  stop  permanently,  in  order  to  make 
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ttet  iU  >wmo«  te  eomeL  Tk«  tjrp*  shown  at  L 
te  •  rtiippM  itop  which  is  fssUasd  to  the  top  of  the 

di*  bgr  tho  'we  servws  iadinlsd.  TWm  stops  are  often 
hsU  in  pasitioa  hgr  tmukt  whM  umtmey  ia  essentiaL 
TW  hsight  of  tht  wptm  is  net  partkuUrly  important, 
and  it  caa  bs  thidMr  or  thlaaor  than  the  Hturk  pro- 
vitfat  UHf«  i«  no  intvrforsoev  with  th«  punch. 

Aaolhar  iMthod  of  locating   worli   for   b«ndin(   is 

rm,  <;«- -MKTHuUM  or  ixk:atino  work  for 
HKMrMNO  OPBRATION8 

at  M.  Th*  wori(  .V  flu  a  slot  on  the  top  of  th<> 
dii^  «hi9^  is  cot  out  ss  shown  at  O  to  the  thicknetut 
of  tht  stock.  Ths  stocli  is  positioned  l>y  strikinir  against 
the  plate  F,  thus  locatinc  it  correctly  for  the  bending 

operation.  In  the  eiuiniple  R  a  pin  Q  is  used  for  obtain- 
iac  tko  propor  end  location.  This  is  a  very  simple 

method  of  loeatins.  and  it  has  boon  found  satisfactor}* 
for  a  great  proportion  of  work. 

la  the  exanple  at  S  the  work  has  two  bends  at  right 

forming  the  stock  into  U-shape.  This  ex- 
ii  alightly  more  eomplizated  than  those  previously 
tlM  blank  being  kwated  at  one  end  in  a  nesting 

plate  V,  while  at  the  other  it  strikes  against  two  pins 
ff  and  X.  rhe  sectional  view  of  the  die  shows  the 
PMlUon  very  dearly.  There  is  a  point  of  importance 
wti'-*^  ̂   ;  t  )^  mentioned  in  oooMCtion  with  the  loca- 
ti<  Tk  of  this  kind  between  positive  locating 
pojM*  This  in  the  fariatien  In  the  length  of  the  blank 
whkh  I*  likely  to  oeear  after  blanking  dies  have  been 
ia  use  for  soaae  time.  The  variation  is  often  due  to 
the  spread  or  enlargement  of  the  opening  in  the  die. 

If  grsat  aeenracy  is  required  it  is  necessary  to  pro- 
vide for  this  variatioa  la  the  else  of  the  Mank  by  using 

a  pinasBiirt  rsot  at  one  and  of  tho  work,  while  the  other 
he  kwalad  against  a  spring  pin  similar  to  that 
at  Y.  This  pin  is  provided  with  three  sloU  and 

a  Me  driBed  in  it.  It  U  prsaecd  into  the  die  as 
a  cooaterbored  bole  slightly  larger  than  the 
tka  lattar  to  apring  to  take  care  of  various 

of  stxfc.    Aneiher  type  of  spring  pin  in  ohown 

at  Z.  Here  the  pin  is  cut  down  so  that  it  ia  very  thin 
at  the  center  and  it  is  pressed  into  a  counterbored  hole 
such  as  that  previously  mentioned.  This  type  of  pin 
will  spring  duffkiently  to  take  care  of  conaiderablo 
variation  in  the  blanks. 

PBOGUSdiVB  Piercing.  Blanking  and  Bending 

In  Fig.  475  is  showm  a  die  for  producing  the  work  at 
A.    This  die  is  of  the  progressive  type,  as  it  not  only 
punches  the  hole  B  and  cuts  off  the  Htock  to  the  required 
length,  but  also  bends  the  work  into  shape.    The  stock 
C  is  fed  into  the  die  in  the  direction  indicated  by  the 
arrow  until  it  reaches  the  correct  position  at  the  end  of 
the  block  D.     The  hole  is  then  punched  and  the  stock 
fed  forward  until  it  strikes  at  E.    An  enlarged  section 

of  this  locating  point  is  shown  at  F  in  order 
to  make  the  matter  clear.     As  the   ram   is 
brouifht  down  the  forming  punch  G  forms 
the  blank,  the  punch  H  cuts  it  off  to  length 

and  punch  A'  pierces  the  hole.    The  amount 
of  stock  that  the  punch  H  cuts  out   is  the 

only  scrap  produced. 
It  will  be  noted  that  the  die  E  is  provided 

with  a  spring  pin  L  which  forces  the  work 
out  of  the  die  after  the  piece  has  been 
formed.  This  ejector  occasionally  sticks  and 
does  not  work  smoothly,  and  as  it  is  placed 
in  the  die  in  order  to  insure  the  safety  of 
the  operator,  it  is  well  to  caution  him  not  to 
use  his  hands  in  removing  the  work.  If  the 
part  should  stick  and  not  come  out  properly, 
a  piece  of  wood  can  be  provided  as  an  ejector. 
A  die  of  this  sort  is  adaptable  to  an  inclin- 

able press,  so  that  the  finished  parts  will  fall 
out  on  each  stroke  of  the  press  and  will  not 
require  the  use  of  an  ejector. 

Very  often  the  shape  of  the  work  being 
formed  is  such  that  it  is  smaller  at  the 

up|:cr  part  or  opening  than  it  is  at  the  bottom  or  form- 
ing part.  When  this  is  the  case  it  is  necessary  to  bend 

the  work  in  a  die  having  members  which  close  in  and 
form  it  to  shape.  There  are  many  devices  used  for  this 
kind  of  a  bending  operation,  and  they  are  operated  in 
several  different  ways.    In  Fig.  476  a  piece  of  work  is 

ria.    4Tt— COMBINATION    BBNUINO    AND    I'IBRCINO   DIB 

shown  at  A  which  is  smaller  at  the  upper  than  at  the 
lower  end.  Therefore  a  plain  bending  die  would  not  give 
the  desired  results,  and  It  Is  necessary  to  design  a  die 
of  the  closing-in  type. 

Two  mcth'xls  of  forming  this  piece  are  shown  in  the 
illus  ration.     In  the  first  of  these  the  work  B  is  the 
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blank  which  rests  on  the  two  arms  C  and  D.  The  punch 
strikes  the  work  in  the  center  and  carries  it  down  so 
that  it  is  partially  formed,  at  which  time  the  punch  E 
strikes  the  surfaces  F  on  the  two  rockers  and  carries 
the  forming  plates  C  and  D  down  until  they  strike  the 
bottom  of  the  die  G.     In  the  example  H  the  die  is 

PIG.  4  76 — TWO  EXAMPLES  OF  CLOSINa-IN  BENDING  DIES 

shown  in  the  closed  position,  and  it  can  be  seen  that 
the  work  has  been  completely  formed.  As  the  punch 
withdraws,  the  two  plates  open  up  while  the  blank 
remains  on  the  punch.  It  can  be  very  readily  removed 
from  the  punch  and  the  next  blank  placed  in  position. 

In  this  example,  the  parts  C  and  D  are  so  made  that 
when  the  punch  first  starts  to  supply  pressure  on  the 
blank,  the  pressure  produced  by  the  blank  is  outward 
and  does  not  tend  to  close  the  die  until  the  punch  has 
reached  the  surface  F.  Some  forms  are  so  shaped  that 
spring  pressure  is  required  to  hold  the  parts  up  until 
the  punch  has  entered  sufficiently  to  produce  the  clos- 
ing-in  action. 

Another  type  of  die  for  the  same  piece  of  work  is 
shown  at  X.  The  punch  K  carries  the  work  down  into 
the  die,  forming  it  into  U-shape,  and  after  it  has  struck 
bottom  it  is  permitted  to  push  up  into  the  punch 
holder,  where  it  is  backed  up  by  a  heavy  coil  spring  L. 
As  the  punch  continues  descending,  the  two  arms  M  and 
N  strike  the  closing-in  forming  plates  0  and  P,  thus 
producing  the  final  form  of  the  work.  The  angle  on 
the  forming  plates  and  arms  is  determined  by  the 
amount  of  bending  required.  Care  should  be  taken  not 
to  make  too  steep  an  angle  on  these  parts.  As  the 
punch  holder  rises,  the  springs  Q  force  the  forming 
plates  O  and  P  out  to  their  normal  position  and  then 
the  work  is  raised  out  of  the  die  on  the  punch,  from 
which  it  is  removed  as  in  the  previous  example. 
Many  pieces  of  work  which  require  bending  are  of 

such  form  that  they  cannot  be  made  in  one  operation, 
and  while  it  is  not  desirable  to  use  separate  dies  for 
the  various  bends,  it  is  very  often  practical  to  construct 
a  die  which  will  take  care  of  several  forming  operations. 
Fig.  477  shows  two  dies  of  this  type.  The  upper  die 
is  used  for  producing  the  part  showTi  at  A.  While  it 
would  be  possible  to  form  this  part  in  a  die  similar  to 

those  shown  in  Fig.  476,  it  is  sometimes  found  that  the 
stock  is  of  such  grade  and  thickness  that  a  solid  die 
can  be  used  to  greater  advantage.  In  this  case  the  part 
is  laid  on  the  die  as  shown  at  B  and  stops  against  the 
plate  C.  As  the  punch  comes  down,  the  work  takes  the 
position  shown  by  the  dotted  lines  at  D,  and  is  then 
carried  down  into  the  opening  until  it  is  formed  as 
shown  at  E.  This  example  does  not  show  an  ejector, 
although  on  long  bends  of  this  kind  one  can  be  provided 
in  order  to  facilitate  the  removal  of  the  work. 

After  this  operation  the  work,  shown  at  G,  is  set 
over  a  projecting  plug  F.  The  plug  is  supported  in 
the  position  shovm  by  means  of  springs  and  is  free  to 
float  up  and  down  according  to  the  pressure  applied 
to  it.  As  the  punch  holder  H  is  brought  down  toward 
the  die,  the  forming  block  K  strikes  the  work  and  car- 

ries it  down  until  it  strikes  against  the  block  L ;  and  as 
the  die  is  finally  closed  the  work  is  formed  in  the  shape 
shown  at  M.  As  these  dies  are  closing  in,  the  point  N 
on  the  block  K  tends  to  hold  the  work  from  springing 
on  the  plug  F  when  the  pressure  is  applied.  At  O  the 
dies  are  shown  in  the  closed  position.  Dies  having 
several  bends  are  often  made  on  this  principle,  the 
arrangement  being  such  that  on  each  stroke  of  the 
press  one  complete  part  is  finished. 

The  dies  shown  in  the  lower  illustration  are  used  in 
forming  the  part  shown  at  P.  If  an  attempt  were  made 
to  bend  this  part  in  one  operation,  the  bend  is  of  such 
irregular  shape  that  the  stock  would  tend  to  draw 

unevenly,  and  :t  -is  therefore  necessary  to  use  two  opera- 
tions to  complete  the  form.     The  work  is  first  laid  on 

3 
AJJ 

FIG.    477 — TWO   EXAMPLES    OF   DOUBLE    BENDING   DIES 

the  die,  and  as  the  upper  forming  punch  Q  is  brought 
down,  the  part  is  formed  in  the  shape  shown  at  E. 
After  this  form  has  been  made  the  work  is  placed  on 
the  die  S,  and  the  forming  punch  T  performs  the  final 
operation  which  produces  the  part  shown  at  P.  This 
type  of  die  is  very  useful  for  bending  long  narrow  work, 
and  if  desired  the  stock  can  be  cut  off  at  the  same  time 
by  providing  a  suitable  punch  and  die. 
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Ideas  from  Practical  Men    I 
tan  tmbfittaj  tr—m  all  cMr  (*•  tnrU. 

m>d  th—t  ̂ mhtUkmd  ar«  paid  Hr. 

Sprinx  Winding  by  Hand 
By  c  J.  OoHot 

Ib  Um  aooanpuiying  iUiMtntion  in  shown  a  novel  and 

tH^rwwttr  siapic  bmUmmI  of  spring  winding.  Ver>' 
«lln  it  U  d— tnihit  to  have  a  ipring  of  certain  sise 
«hMi  A  lathe  or  timllar  maehlM.  •och  as  commonly  used 
for  vrlns  windinf.  ia  not  available.  The  method  here 
akofVB  will  prodtM*  the  deaired  aprinc  of  even  diameter 
•ad  pitch. 
Vmun  a  rod  C,  of  aliyhtly  leaa  diameter  than  the 

taMlda  of  the  aprins  to  be  made  and  slot  one  end  aa 
at  H.  The  depth  of  this  slot  should  be  about 
or  four  tiraea  the  diameter  of  the  spring  wire 

and  wida  aDoogh  to  accommodate  it.  To  the  other  end 
of  the  rod  faataa  a  hand  viaa.  D.  or  a  convenient  wrench 
or  doff.  Plaee  the  rod  between  two  soft  Jawa,  B,  or  a 
vlaa,  A.  and  rlamp  Just  tight  enough  to  hold  the  rod  in 

If  aoft  jawa  are  not  available,  two  pieces  of  hard 
w<eod.  maple  or  oak.  will  aarva  aa  well.  When  starting 
to  wted.  the  slotted  and  of  the  rod  should  be  at  a  point 
/  and  the  alot  in  a  vertical  position.  Place  the  end  of 
the  wire  K  in  the  slot  and  turn  the  rod  a  full  one-half 
tars.    Then  poll  the  wire  toward  the  opposite  end. 

ataitiag  the  first  turn,  the  wire  digs  into  the 
I  aboold  ba  ataadied  by  the  hand  which  is  doing 

tha  tamlaf  as  there  majr  be  a  tendency  to  jerk.    At  this 
tha  pitch  of  the  spring  is  determined  and  the 

the  rod  is  forced  ahead  on  the  Arst  turn  deter- 
the  pitch.     From  then  on  the  spring  threads  its 

the  two  Jaws  and  an  even  pitch  is  ob* 
After  winding,  when  the  jaws  are  removed,  a 

of  uniform  and  evenly  spaoad  depreaaions  will -■A 

^>»>\    . 

"■• 

-    A 

^u 
ll«»W  TO  WIKD  MPRINOa  «T  HAXO 

be  SMfl  oa  each  jaw  and.  if  the  viae  has  not  been  too 
tichtljr  damped,  will  not  injure  tham  for  further  use. 
When  Aa*  wire  is  being  used.  H  is  possible  to  con- 

UaiM  taming  after  the  flrat  turn  or  two  without  any 
diflealtr  Ib  the  case  of  heavier  wire,  such  as  0.046  in., 
k  ia  hsttar  to  opaa  the  rise  jawa  alighUy.  Otherwise 
tha  tWBiac  «l  tha  rod  bacomaa  OMrs  diflcolt  as  the 
iprtec  is  woaad  aad  la  apt  to  snap  off  the  and  which  is 
te  the  alaC  The  satiiaf  of  the  vise  jaws  dapanda  an- 
tinlr  apM  tha  alaa  of  the  wire. 

Tha  algkUaf  of  the  pitch  raquirss  a  little  practice. 
If  tka  m*m  to  t*  ba  doaa  wooad.  tha  wirt  ahoaki  ba 

tha  atarttat  point,  othanriaa  H 

should  be  held  over  towurd  the  crank  end  of  the  rod. 
If  a  spring  of  coarse  pitch  is  desired,  pressure  should 
be  brought  to  bear  on  the  rod  by  the  hand  which  is 
turning  it,  so  as  to  force  it  ahead  on  the  first  turn 
or  two. 

Care  should  be  taken  not  to  let  the  rod  slip.  If  it 
does,  it  is  best  to  start  over,  but  this  will  not  happen 
if  the  vise  is  properly  set. 

Revolving:  Table  for  the  Bench 
liY  Joe  V.  RoMiG 

Any  tool  or  attachment  which  will  lighten  a  man's 
labor,  will  increase  his  productivity.  When  a  mechanic 
overhauls  or  repairs  a  small  machine  tool,  etc.,  he 
usually  places  it  on  his  work  bench  and  must  continually 
shift  his  position  for  the  reaching  of  interior  parts,  by 
sliding  it  around  on  his  bench  top.  If  the  machine  is 
heavy  or  unwieldy,  this  labor  soon  tires  him  out  and 

KEVOt^VINO  TABL.B  ATTACHBO  TO  BBNCH 

rolls  him  of  his  greater  work  ability.  In  a  small  shop 
the  writer  once  saw  the  revolving  teble,  shown  in  the 
sketch.  The  mechanic  was  repairing  an  old  typewriter, 
and  it  was  a  pleasure  to  see  him  swing  the  table  around 
to  conveniently  reach  any  part  of  the  work.  Assembly 
work  on  many  small  units,  and  sometimes  on  heavy 
parts,  can  be  done  profitably  by  using  the  same  device. 

The  construction  of  the  table  is  extremely  simple. 
A  flat  board  of  about  1  in.  in  thickness,  makes  the  top, 

to  which  is  screwed  a  U-in.  pipe  flange,  as  per  sketch. 
Into  the  flange  is  screwed  .a  short  section  of  H-in.  pipe 
flied  smooth.  The  pipe  rotates  in  an  ordinary  split 
pillow  block,  fitted  with  a  clamping  handle,  by  the  aid 
of  which  the  position  of  the  table  can  be  locked  when 
desired.  When  not  in  actual  use,  the  Uble  can  be  pulled 
out  of  the  bearing  and  laid  away. 

SoliloquieH  of  Old  Mac 
To  bold  small  round,  square  or  baxagon  stock  in  a 

large  4>jawad  chuck,  run  two  opposed  Jaws  down  to  the 
work  and  then  place  short  pieces  of  square  ftock,  or 
tool  bits,  between  the  remaining  Jaws  and  the  work. 
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Jig  for  Drilling  Cross  Holes  in 
Cylindrical  Work 
By  L.  E.  Schaeffee 

The  accompanying  drawing  shows  a  jig  designed  by^ 
the  writer  for  drilling  cross  holes  in  cylindrical  work. 
An  important  feature  of  this  jig  is  that  the  hole  for  the 
bushing  is  in  the  V-block,  and  if  the  jig  is  correctly 

JIG  FOR  DRILLING  CROSS  HOLES  IN  CYLINDRICAL  WORK 

made  the  cross  hole  must  be  central  in  the  work.  There 
is  no  way  in  which  the  bushing  can  get  out  of  alignment 
with  the  work,  as  in  the  case  where  the  bushing  is  held 
in  a  yoke  over  the  top  of  the  jig.  The  adjustable  stop  A 
enables  holes  to  be  drilled  the  same  distance  from  the 
•end  in  any  number  of  pieces. 

Holding  a  Hammer  Head  on  Its  Handle 
By  Andrew  J.  Schwartz 

Due  to  a  near  accident  sometime  ago  I  became  in- 
terested in  the  methods  of  holding  a  hammer  head  on  a 

handle,   and    I    devised    the   scheme   shown    in    Fig.    1. 

FIO   1 FI6.2 

FIG.  1— THE  WRITER'S  METHOD,     FIG.  2— A  METHOD 
PATENTED  40  YEARS  AGO 

So  well  pleased  was  I  with  the  idea  that  I  applied  for 
•a  patent,  but  was  much  surprised  when  the  Patent  Office 

revealed  a  copy  of  a  patent.  Fig.  2,  dated  about  40  years 
ago  embodying  practically  the  same  idea. 

In  Fig.  1  the  eye  of  the  hammer  is  shown  as  flaring 
outwardly  and  the  handle  is  formed  with  a  correspond- 

ingly flaring  end.  As  the  dimension  of  the  handle  at 
the  widest  part  is  not  larger  than  the  smallest  opening 
in  the  hammer  head,  the  handle  may  be  pushed  through 
the  eye  as  shown  by  the  dotted  lines.  The  wedges  are 
made  of  sheet  steel  and  fit  the  inclined  sides  of  the 
handle  and  hammer  head  so  that  when  driven  home 
they  make  a  good  fit.  Why  do  not  some  of  our  manu- 

facturers make  many  of  the  good  things  on  which  the 
patent  rights  have  expired? 

Choosing  and  Grinding  Chisels 
By  G.  a.  Luers 

Normally  the  mechanic  picks  out  a  Jarge  or  small 
chisel  without  considering  its  purpose,  bevels  both  edges 
and  goes  to  work  on  brass  or  steel.  Use  a  light  chisel 
for  brass,  where  resistance  is  less  and  a  heavy  chisel 
for  steel  with  its  greater  resistance.  Grind  the  edge 
of  a  chisel  used  for  cutting  out  brake  band  rivets,  which 
are  copper  and  have  a  comparatively  shallow  head,  with 
a  bevel  on  one  side  only,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.     It  will 

FIS.2 FIG.    1— CHISEL  GROUND  FOR  CUTTING   OFF  HEADS 
FROM   COPPER   RIVETS 

FIG.   2— CHIBEL  GROUND  FOR  CUTTING  OFF  HEADS 
FROM    STEEL   RIVETS 

be  found  that  the  rivet  heads  can  be  flicked  off  with  one 
blow  of  the  hammer  without  chewing  them  up. 

For  steel  rivets,  grind  the  center  of  the  chisel  con- 
cave, as  shown  in  Fig.  2,  and  the  tendency  for  the  chisel 

to  work  offside  while  hammering  will  be  avoided.  Chisel- 
ing is  a  comparatively  tiresome  task  but  this  is  avoided 

to  a  great  extent  by  choosing  the  proper  chisel  and 
grinding  it  to  suit  the  work.  A  soft  or  dull  chisel 
should  not  be  tolerated  in  any  shop. 

Formula  for  Tap  Drill  Size — Discussion 
By  Robert  H.  Barnes 

In  the  article,  "Formula  for  Tap  Drill  Size,"  which 
appeared  on  page  621  of  American  Machinist,  William 
S.  Rowell  states  that  he  has  never  seen   in  print  the 1.3 

formula  -p-  for  determining  the  whole  depth  of  a  U.S.F. 
thread.  I  should  like  to  refer  Mr.  Rowell  to  page  41, 

paragraph  27,  Part  2  of  Palmer's  Practical  Mathematics, 
for  a  discussion  of  this  formula,  and  incidentally  of  two 

1.732 

others  in  general  use,  that  of    '„     for  the  double  depth 

of  a  common  V  thread,  and  of 
1.28 for  the  Whitworth 

thread.  These  formulas  have  been  used  by  the  students 
in  the  Rochester  Shop  School  for  several  years  and  have 
proved  satisfactory  on  work  where  absolute  accuracy 
was  not  required.   - 
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Tool  for  BMrtef  Car  Wbeds 
Bt  C  Sackctt 

la  plTini  OMT  car  ■haitto  on  ucIm  from  which  con- 
plM«li  ha**  bMB  rMMvad.  the  wheel*  must  be 

le  •!  tlw  «Im«I  watt,  aliewing  for  a  forrins  fit 
A*  the  wktei  m«U  on  different  axles  vary  wmiewhat 
ia  diMMtar.  the  ialrti  bwii«  tool  miut  be  aet  for  each 

«d.  Hm  IooI  ilMMm  in  the  car-wheel  boring 
line  ta  of  the  Davia  ezpanaion  type  and  the  ease 

•f  settint  the  cutters  greatly  facilitatrit  th<>  work. 

Two  mU  of  cutters  and  one  single  cutter  are  carried 
ia  the  bar.  The  lower  aet  doea  the  roughing,  the  set 
ia  the  center  takes  the  finishing  cut,  while  the  single 
cutter  at  the  top  chamfers  the  hole.  The  boring  and 
duuBfering  are  thua  completed  at  one  pass  of  the  bar 
thnNigh  the  wheel  hub  and  the  time,  floor  to  floor,  is 
t|  »*■'*■**■  The  tool  as  shown  is  in  use  at  the  Savan- 

of  the  Central  of  Georgia  Railway. 

AM  mmoicMcr  -mkki/-  <-i<ami' 

An  Antifriction  Tailstock  Center 
By  Herbext  a.  Althens 

The  accompanying  sketch  illustrates  an  antifriction 
tailstock  center  designed  and  used  by  the  writer.     At 

*^  is  an  oil  well  and  at  B  are  four  grooves  to  carry 
oil  from  the  well  to  all  parts  of  the  revolving  member 
C.    The  oil  well  can  be  filled  through  the  hole  D. 

The  distance  E,  on  the  revolving  member,  is  about 

0.002  in.  graater  than  that  at  G  on  the  stationar>' 

An  Iinprovised  Clamp 
By  HAnr  Moon 

The  Uhutration  shows  a  "IimI''  clamp  that  was  made 
bjr  ooa  of  car  road  men  from  odds  and  ends  found  in 
the  bottaoi  of  his  kit.  It  is  not  to  be  racommended  as 
a  pahititute  for  (he  racnlarly  reanufartured  article,  but 
H  akmn  what  one  may  do  in  an  emergency  when  and 
where  proper  tools  are  not  available. 

A  martiina  aerew,  a  wing  nut  and  four  washers  com- 
priaad  all  the  material  that  was  required.  The  edge  of 
oae  of  the  waahara 
was  bent  up  at  a 
right  angle  the 
aanoant  so  tamad  up 
being,  of  coarse, 
eqoaltothalhifkoaae 
of  the  work  to  be 

The  tima  ncc- 
te  dig  the 
It  parts  out 

of  the  bag  aad  to 
catch  oao  of  the 
vaahaes  ia  a  vise 
aad  to  ghm  it  a  coople  of  swats  with  a  hammer  covered 
fU  arnktaff — iaas  than  is  raqoirsd  to  daacribe  it. 

A.VTIKKICTION  TAU.«TtX'K  CKNTBR 

member,  so  when  the  parts  are  assembled  there  will  bo 
enough  play  to  prevent  sticking.  With  a  center  of  this 
type,  there  is  no  danger  of  burning  the  center  holes  in 
either  the  work  or  the  mandrel. 

Checking  Inverted  Spline  Broaches 
By  H.  R.  Sleeper 

It  is  sometimes  desirable  when  milling  or  grind- 
ing inverted  spline  broaches  or  multiple  spline 

shafts  to  check  the  indexing.  The  following 
formula,  which  the  writer  has  used  for  several 
years  in  broach  design,  may  be  of  interest  to 
other  tool  designers 

and  tool  makers.  Re- 

ferring to  the  accom- 
panying illustration: 

I   the  width 

when 

DIAORAU  or  BIX  gl't.lNK 
BROACH 

A 
of  spline; 

B  =  Radius  of 
broach,  or  shaft  to 
be  milled; 

36a 

"AT 

•=    
T 

N  =  number  of 

splines  to  be  milled. 
With  these  values  known  it  is  neoaaiary  to  And  chord 

A',  the  desired  dimension:         

Now.  C  ̂   VB*  —  A^ E  =  A  cotan  a 
D  r^  C  —  E 
X  ̂ W  tin  •. 

An  Improvised  Wire  Straijfhtener 
By  William  S.  Kowell 

Having  a  number  of  pieces  of  music  wire  24  in.  long 
to  straighten,  the  device  shown  herewith  wan  madp. 

Five  pieces  of  wood,  a  piece  of  A-in.  brass  wire,  four 
wood  screws  and  a  C-damp  comprise  all  the  parts  and 
one-half  hour's  time  suflked  for  the  aRsembling.  In 
operation,  one  end  of  the  wirf  to  be  straightened  is 
held  in  the  chuck  on  a  lathe  and  the  other  end  passed 

through  one  of  the  holes  A   or  B  according  to  size. 
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With  the  straightener  close  up  to  the  chuck  and  the 
lathe  running  at  a  moderate  speed,  pressure  enough  to 
bend  the  wire  slightly  is  put  on  the  slide  C  by  the 
Clamp  D. 

The  straightener  is  then  moved  along  the  wire  fast 
enough  to  prevent  permanent  waves  being  left  in  the 
wire,  part  H  resting  against  the  lathe  bed  to  keep  the 
straightener  from  turning.     The   i^-in.   brass  wire   is 

mmimt. 

==-.         ---==           ;     - 

HJ< 

V  B 

C,    7     ■J 1^^=^^^=^^^^^^^^^ .:-'   ̂ Ji^ 

■r^^=^=s-i^^^^  -  _  ■\j  ; ;_  lu  -  -  *  ̂   -"-  ̂ 
^^^$^-  ̂ ^.^.^iiJf^  "^^-^-NX^ 
^=^i^^:7=S-U;-i=;y-;^^-^    1-  '-- 

AN  IMPROVISED  WIRE  STRAIGHTENER 

inserted  in  the  slide,  as  shown  at  E,  and  the  holes  A 
and  B  are  drilled  through  it  to  make  a  better  wearing 
surface  than  would  be  afforded  by  the  wood.  The  re- 

sults obtained  by  the  use  of  this  device  were  so  good 
that  it  was  afterwards  used  to  straighten  nickel-steel 
wire  much  larger  in  diameter  than  the  music  wire 
referred  to. 

Increasing  the  Distance  Between 
Lathe  Centers 
By  Joran  Kyn 

When  work  is  a  little  too  long  to  go  between  the 
centers  of  a  lathe,  the  tailstock  can  be  taken  off  and  a 
bushing  carrying  a  center  placed  in  the  jaws  of  the 
steadyrest,  as  shown  in  the  illustration  herewith.  The 
center   is  formed  on  the  end  of  a  screw  fitted  to  a 

tapped  hole  in  the  bushing  and  can  be  adjusted  to  suit 
the  work  by  the  hand  wheel  attached  at  the  rear. 

As  the  steadyrest  occupies  much  less  room  on  the 
lathe  bed  than  the  tailstock,  the  use  of  this  device  allows 
work  several  inches  longer  to  be  accommodated  between 
the  centers.  While  it  has  a  much  shorter  bearing  on  the 
lathe  bed  and  is  not  as  rigid  as  the  regular  tailstock, 
because  the  thrust  of  the  cutting  tool  is  usually  toward 
the  headstock,  it  answers  very  well  for  ordinary  work 
but  would,  of  course,  hardly  be  satisfactory  for  heavy 
cuts.  In  common  with  many  other  improvised  devices, 
it  must  be  used  with  judgment  in  order  to  be  satisfac- 

tory. This  device  is  in  use  in  the  Savannah  shops  of  the 
Central  of  Georgia  Railway. 

Turning  a  Spherical  Surface  with  the 
Milling  Machine 

By  a.  Nelson 

Being  in  need  of  a  clamping  block  with  a  spherical 
surface  and  not  having  a  radius  turning  attachment 
of  any  kind  for  any  of  our  lathes,  we  rigged  up  the 
simple  outfit  shown  in  the  illustration  to  do  the  work. 

A    SHORT  TAILSTOCK 

SPHERICAL  TURNING  IN  THE  MILLING   MACHINE 

By  taking  the  compound  slide  off  an  old  lathe  that  had 
a  high  toolpost  we  obtained  the  necessary  height  for 
clearance  between  the  dividing  head  and  the  work,  and 
also  provided  a  very  close  adjustment  for  the  radius 
by  means  of  the  slide. 

By  altering  the  position  of  the  tool  so  that  it  would 
stand  on  the  other  side  of  the  center  of  rotation  a  con- 

cave surface  could  as  readily  have  been  produced. 
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Editorial 

■  V 

prt-V 

TKklATlNO  of  procpartiv*  cuatwnt«rs  used 

to  b«  a  gnml  same  in  the  machine  tool  in- 
ditttr)'.  especially  for  the  customers.  The 
ooljr  kind  of  treating  you'll  find  nowadays 
is  beat  treating,  and  it  certainly  does  the 
raeipient  a  whole  lot  more  good  than  the 
vaHaty.     The  world   is  rrowing   better. 

TW  AMTkaa  MaditeiM  Is 

F9RTY-FIVE  YEARS  ago  thU  month  the  first  issue 
of  the  Am$rietm  M^ehimist  Ml  the  press  to  carry  its 

■HMiC*  to  the  yvmtg  and  feeble  machiner>'  industry. 
It  «••  v«f7  diiferpnt  in  appearance  from  the  present 

Tbe  page  was  larger,  the  t>>pe  smaller,  the 
Bsa.  But  it  was  animated  by  the 

•  spirit  of  Mnrka  that  has  guided  its  various  editors 
pobHahwn  avar  sine*  and  which  immediately  ob- 

a  hold  on  the  affections  of  its  readers  that  has 
iM««r  been  shaken. 

SooM  of  these  olde^  readara.  and  many  of  the  younger 
oMa,  havt  taken  tJta  trouble  to  write  in  to  u»  nnd  tell 

na  what  tbay  liked  about  the  paper  and  what  they  didn't 
lika.  Without  this  hearty  and  valuable  co-operation  it 

be  an  impossible  task  to  keep  on  improving  our 
We  want  to  take  this  opportunity  to  renew  our 
to  those  good  fricnda. 
haw  chaagad  since  our  last  birthday  editorial 

writtaii.  Tba  indoilrjr  bad  only  then  past  the 
of  tha  boalBaai  dapraaaton  and  profitable  opera- 

tion was  a  thing  of  the  future.  General  busineaa  has 
lU  atrida  ainca  tiian  and  moat  of  the  usual  lag 

tauifnl  pcoipTlty  and  activity  in  the 
bna  btrwr^  history.  Even  the 

tool  boHdon,  tbo  laot  link  in  the  manufactur- 
ing ckoia.  have  reached  a  point  where  the  scarcity  of 

good  Wfhiniats  la  baeoming  a  problem. 
Froa  tito  tartmifal  standpoint  two  events  in  tha  past 

oat  aa  of  vital  importance  to  machinery 
and  naars.  Tba  first  is  the  appointment  of  the 

itaDdardization  conunittcc  of  the  American  So- 
doljr  of  Machanical  Eaginaer*  and  the  National  Machine 
Tsoi  BnUdan  AaoedsUon  to  take  up  the  standardiza- 
tioa  tt  oaeh  lt«DO  ao  tod  holders  and  tool  posts,  T-slots, 
•pilrfb  Doaaa  and  tapera. 

Tha  ««har  U  tba  rather  nodcat  beginning  of  a  re- 
•eartb  piugram  which  cannot  but  have  its  effect  on  an 
art  that  has  aada  so  Uttia  nsa  of  science  as  has  that 
of  metal  nttUaK.  Bieopt  for  tbo  introduction  of  aov- 
rral  new  catting  aOojrs  and  tha  Inersase  in  the  sixa. 

4  capacity  of  oar  madiinaa  tbara  baa  been  little 
in  tha  kMt  generation  in  the  aetaal  ranoval  of 
PsHMps  w*  have  reached  the  oltlmat*  in  the 

art  of  catting  OMtals  but  in  view  of  tba  aeblavaoianta 
of  Ifca  hat  derada  in  such  Adds  as  radio  talapboajr  and 
oo>woallio  It  hardbr  aaaa»  Ukdy. 

A  ptaplMt  io  aol  wftheot  honor  aave  in  his  own  coun- 
tiy.  Tat  w  hata  the  temerity  to  predict  that,  if  a  mi 
nasarch  piogiaai  ba  carriad  oat,  by  the  time  the 
Amtrttm  VacMaM  rMthaa  tha  hdf  century  roaric,  its 

pages  will  have  tuld  of  develupiiK'nls  buyund  the  wild- 
est dreams  of  its  first  readers  and  even  far  exceeding 

the  expectations  of  many  of  its  younger  ones. 
We  have  referred  to  standard izut ion  and  research  as 

technical  functions  but  as  a  matter  of  fact  their  eco- 
nomic bearing  is  at  least  equally  significant.  One  has 

but  to  note  their  economic  effect  on  such  an  industry  as 
the  automobile  industry,  where  they  have  been  employed 
in  a  small  way,  to  see  the  possibilities  in  other  fields. 

Cylinder  LappinK  and  Motor  lialunrinK — 
Two  Problems  in  Automobile  Practice 

THERE  IS  A  FEELING  among  some  production  men 
that  lapping  may  come  back  as  a  final  finishing 

operation  for  cylinders.  Whether  it  will  eliminate  cyl- 
inder grinding,  or  only  supplement  it,  is  a  disputed  point 

among  its  advocates.  Where  it  replaces  grinding,  the 
use  of  the  abrasive  brick  or  stune,  held  in  a  suitable 
head,  seems  to  be  very  successful,  although  some  use 
a  cast  iron  lap  and  an  abrasive  powder.  When  used 

as  a  final  finish  after  grinding,  only  a  ver>-  little  lapping 
is  done  and  a  very  fine  abrasive  is  used. 

The  attempt  to  secure  better  running  motors  has  led 
to  much  greater  care  being  taken  in  balancing  crank- 

shafts and  in  sdecting  pistons,  pins  and  rods  of  equal 
weights.  Not  only  is  the  weight  of  the  whole  rod 
considere<l,  but  the  weight  of  the  big  end,  which  affects 
the  revolving  weights,  is  also  measured  separately  and 
rods  are  sorted  into  sets  with  this  in  mind.  But  even 
with  all  that  precaution  motors  do  not  always  run 
smoothly.  There  are  certain  speeds  at  which  vibration 
occurs,  even  in  some  of  the  best  built  cars. 

It  sometimes  happens  that  motors  run  well  on  the 
test  stand  but  develop  vibration  at  certain  speeds  when 
mounted  in  the  chassis.  There  seem  to  be  speeds  at 
which  the  motor  vibration  synchronizes  with  vibrations 
of  the  chassis,  and  the  combination  is  very  objectionable 
to  the  driver  and  the  passengers.  This  and  other  prob- 

lems still  confront  the  designer  of  the  automobile. 

JuHt  Suppose 

JUST  SUPPOSE  that  you  are  a  machine  tool  salesman 
and  that  you  approach  the  works  manager  of  a  large 

plant  with  a  new  machine  tool  having  wonderful  produc- 
tion possibilities. 

You,  of  course,  put  up  a  good  selling  talk  explaining 
the  many  advantages  of  this  machine,  and  show  the 
prospective  customer  wherein  he  can  greatly  reduce  his 
manufacturing  coata  and  cut  down  overhead  expenses 

by  replacing  his  old,  worn-out  equipment  with  these  new machines. 

Just  suppose  that  the  works  manager  agrees  with  you 

and  gives  you  a  sizable  order  for  new  machines  to  re- 
place those  which  have  long  since  passed  the  stage  of 

dividood  earners,  and  which  are  to  be  disposed  of,  not  to 
a  seoond-hand  machinery  dealer,  but  to  i  Junk  dealer. 

Isn't  it  a  "grand  and  glorious  fei-ling"? 
Of  course,  this  could  never  happen,  but- 

Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Cincinnati  12-Inch  Plain  Cylindrical 

Grinding  Machine 
The  12-in.  plain  cylindrical  grinding  machine  now 

made  by  the  Cincinnati  Grinder  Co.,  Oakley,  Cincinnati, 
Ohio,  resembles  the  former  model,  which  was  described 
on  page  42,  Vol.  38  of  American  Machinist,  in  general 
appearance  only,  as  the  working  mechanism  has  been 
almost  entirely  redesigned.  Front  and  rear  views  of 
the  present  model  are  shown  in  Figs.  1  and  2. 

The  machine  is  intended  for  grinding  straight  or 
tapered  spindles,  shafts,  rolls,  tubing  and  work  of  like 
character  within  its  range  which  can  be  revolved  on 
centers.  It  is  made  in  12-in.  swing  and  18,  24,  36,  48 
and  72-in.  work  lengths,  with  either  belt  or  motor  drive. 
The  24-in.  length  machine  weighs  about  6,000  lb.  and 
occupies  a  floor  space  of  67i  by  114  inches. 

The  spindle  is  driven  directly  from  the  countershaft 
by  a  long,  wide  belt  and  no  jackshaft  nor  short  belt 
are  employed,  as  formerly.  The  bearings  are  con- 

structed to  carrj-  the  belt  pull  without  influencing  the 
accuracy  of  operation  of  the  spindle  and  wheel. 

As  can  be  seen,  the  control  is  centralized  on  the  front 
of  the  machine  within  easy  reach  of  the  operator  when 
in  his  normal  operating  position.  The  machine  is  built 
on  the  unit  system,  each  unit  complete  in  itself,  being 
assembled  in  its  entirety  on  the  bench  and  then  placed ■*    ̂ K 

■-    t  Mi 

^M 

■ 

FIG.   1 — CINCINNATI   12-INCH   PLAIN  CYLINDRICAL 
GRINDING  MACHINE 

in  position  on  the  main  structure.  This  construction 
permits  of  easy  removal  of  any  unit  for  adjustment  or 
repairs  without  disturbing  the  alignment  of  any  other 
unit.  Each  unit  is  provided  with  a  central  oiling  sta- 

tion. The  base,  wheel  slide,  pedestal  and  water  tank 
are  cast  integral  with  each  other,  forming  a  massive 
understructure  for  the  entire  assembly. 

The  work  is  revolved  by  means  of  a  belt-driven  head- 
stock  embodying  in  its  construction  a  spring  idler  to 
give  the  proper  belt  tension.    Six  work  speeds  are  pro- 

vided for  the  spindle  and  six  for  the  table,  all  of  which 
speeds  are  obtained  through  a  single  gear  box,  Fig.  3, 
mounted  on  the  rear  of  the  machine.  The  gears  in  this 
speed  change  box  are  made  from  hardened  bar  stock 

FIG. 
-REAR    VIKW   OF   CINCINNATI    CYLINDRICAL 

GRINDING  MACHINE 

and  slide  on  solid  splined  shafts.  The  employment  of 
the  gear  drive  eliminates  belt  slippage  and  furnishes  a 
very  convenient  and  rapidly  operated  means  of  changing 

speeds. The  automatic  reverse  plate  on  the  front  of  the 
machine  is  of  the  load  and  fire  type,  so  made  that  the 
gears  at  all  times  run  in  a  bath  of  oil.  The  plate 
carries  the  table  control  lever,  which  also  controls  the 
table  traverse  handwheel.  When  the  lower  traverse 
to  the  table  is  engaged  by  means  of  the  traverse  lever, 
the  handwheel  is  automatically  disengaged  and  remains 
stationary  during  the  travel  of  the  table.  WTien  the 
power  traverse  is  disengaged,  the  handwheel  is  auto- 

matically engaged  so  that  the  table  may  be  traversed 
by  hand.  The  table  clutch  lever  also  controls  a  variable 
tarry  device  or  table  dwell  at  the  end  of  the  table  stroke, 
which  is  used  when  grinding  shoulder  work.  The  cross 
feed  may  be  either  hand  or  automatic,  and  the  range 
is  sufficient  for  quickly  reducing  stock  or  for  producing 
an  extremely  high  finish,  to  suit  the  nature  of  the  work. 

FIG.  3— INSIDE  OF  SPEED-CHANGING  GEAR-BOX  UNIT 
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CyKnder  Grinding  Machine 

iUmmtmciurr  at  thr  MmUmb  ejriinder  ffrindinit  ma- 
»  bM*  ukM  ovtr  far  Um  GUholt  Marhim  Co^ 
Wis.  IW  auirhine.  ■  rvn«rml  virw  of  which 

li  ilMva  ia  tkt  MeonpuD'tnt  illtutration.  is  adaptable 
Id  ̂ ractkair  •■  kiii^i  «f  MtoawUvt  cyUndtn  with  th« 
mmat  th»  sUodard  ■qplpnmit  oaljr.  It  cut  be  employed 
«■  ttthtr  ofMHhMMi  or  doaid  bod  rylimler  blocks. 
TW  wIm«I  ipiadh  ia  of  Um  two^iece  type,  made  of 

i^adal  alogr  alatl.  kaat-traatcd  and  ground,  and  carried 
ta  a  doobW  aeentiie  alarra.    It  ia  fall-floating  and  ia. 

M\i>in<>>  •   ii.i.SUKK  liKINKIN'U  MACHLVK 

t,  frae  from  strain  from  the  driving  belt.  No 
overhang  of  the  wheel  need  be  employed. 

For  avaraga  work  the  outer  spindle  can  be  short  and 
rigid;  a  loagvr  spindle  may  be  employed  where  it  is. 
rcqairML  The  spindle  runs  in  an  adjustable  bronxe 
hgarfac  aad  a  aalf -aligning  ball  baaring  which  takes 
■p  tka  «id  tknut  also. 

Imtw*  brant  baarings  in  the  headstock  support  the 
aeeMtrfe  darva,  arhich  in  turn  carries  the  spindle.  The 
rolaiT  BMiUoa  of  the  eccentric  sleeve  ia  obtained  through 
a  ■uiiuabael  drive  that  gives  smoothness  of  motion. 
For  eoavtaieoee  in  start inv  and  stopping,  the  drive  is 

tbroogb  a  powerful  friction  clutch  driven  by 
belt  Tba  aeoenlric  adjustment  of  the  spin- 

dle, wbidi  caa  be  accomplished  while  the  head  is  in 
OMllaa.  is  made  by  means  of  a  worm  and  ratchet  gear 
tSrrlc*  A  micrometer  dial  ia  provided  so  that  the  flnal 
adjastmrnt  to  site  can  be  accurately  and  easily  obtained. 

So  that  wheels  can  be  changed  without  being  trued 
up  rmeh  Utam  that  they  are  placed  in  the  spindle,  the 
grindlog  wheal  is  moantcd  on  an  independent  collet. 
The  aiain  drtviag  belta  are  so  arranged  that  an  even 

i«  ■aialalned  without  the  use  of  weights  or 
rttaa  of  the  poeitioa  of  the  headstock  on 

the  bad.  The  bwitlnrlr  ia  BMwnUd  on  a  carriage  which 
baa  a  traaaeaiae  awlioa  directly  on  the  ways  of  the  bed. 

The  waft  la  held  oa  a  ubW  which,  in  torn,  is  sop- 
by  a  heavy  kaee.  This  knee  can  be  adjusted 

iflt  the  berlBontal  adjustment  of  the  whf«l 
to  the  warh  ia  ahtaiaad  by  the  movement  of  the  car- 

riage. The  table  carrying  the  work  can  be  moved  paral- 
lel to  the  whet-l  itpindle  to  feed  the  cylinders  to  the 

wheel  Adjustable  stops  are  provided  to  automatically 
trip  and  reverse  the  feed.  The  large  vertical  adjust- 

ment of  the  knee  enables  grinding  cylinder  blocks  of  a 
large  range  of  siiea  and  tyi>es.  The  work  is  held  be- 

tween the  waya  or  directly  over  them  so  that  it  does 
not  overhang. 

A  heavily  ribbed  cabinet-type  bed  is  employed. 
Aprons  mounted  on  rollers  protect  the  ways  from  dust. 
Each  oil  hole  is  also  protected  from  dust.  An  exhaust 
fan  is  mounted  in  the  base  of  the  machine,  so  that  it  is 

out  of  the  way  and  well  protected.  A 
rubber  hose  of  large  diameter  carries 
the  dust  away  from  the  wheel. 
The  cylinder  block  is  ordinarily 

clamped  to  a  pair  of  parallel  supports. 
one  at  each  end  of  the  block.  Two 

small  jacks  placed  in  the  center  of  the 
overhanging  portion  of  the  cylinder 
hold  the  block  steady.  To  centralize 
the  wheel  to  the  bore,  the  handwheel 
on  the  knee  is  used  to  raise  or  lower 
the  work,  and  the  handwheel  on  the 
bed  to  move  the  wheel  horizontally. 

The  capacity  of  the  machine  may  be 
judged  by  the  dimensions  that  follow. 
The  vertical  distance  from  the  top  of 
the  platen  to  the  center  of  the  spindle 

^^^      can  be  varied  from  2i  to  9  in.     The 
^^H     extreme  cross  travel  of  the  headstock 
^^^^      is  27  i<i.,  and  the  longitudinal  travel  of 
^^H      the  table  22  in.     Feeds  of  4.8  and  9.2 
^^^H      in.  per  minute  are  provided  for  the 

J/l/M     table,  and  speeds  of  6,000  and  7,000 
      r.p.m.  for  the  wheel  spindle.     Three 

horsepower    are    required    to   operate 

the   machine.     The   floor  space  occu- 
pied is  71  X  57)  in.  in  size.    The  shipping  weight  with 

the  countershaft  included  is  2,600  pounds. 

Stevens  ''Speed  Up"  Carajfc  Tools 
Several  time-saving  devices  for  use  about  the  garuKi- 

for  repairing  automotive  engines  have  recently  been 

added  to  the  line  of  "Speed  Up"  tools  marketed  by 
Stevens  A  Co.,  376  Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y.  At 
the  left  of  Pig.  1  is  shown  a  reseating  tool  by  which  the 

valves  on  all  45Hleg.  removable-head  motors  can  be  re- 
seated regardless  of  their  size.  It  is  not  nM-essHry  to- 

change  pilots  or  cutters  for  different  sizes  of  valve 
ports,  and  there  are  no  separate  parts  to  l)«come 
detached  and  lost. 

The  pilot  is  made  in  one  piece  and  stepped  off  for 
four  sizes  of  valve  stems,  A,  i,  A  and  i  in.  Each  step 
is  slightly  tapered,  so  as  to  obtain  a  snug  fit  in  the 
valve  guide.  The  pilot  telescopes  into  the  handle  and 
ia  forced  outward  by  means  of  a  coil  spring,  so  that 
it  quickly  seata  itaelf  in  the  valve  guide.  The  inside 
edge  of  the  tool-cteel  cutter  is  11  and  the  outer  edge 
8  in.  in  diameter. 

A  sleeve  for  fitting  rings  to  pistons  without  injury 
to  the  pistons,  the  rings  or  the  fingers  of  the  operator 
is  illustrated  on  the  right  side  of  Fig.  1.  The  sleeve 
can  also  be  used  when  slipping  assembled  pistons  into 

the  cylinder  block.  It  serves  to  keep  the  rings  com- 
preaaed  and  the  ring  joints  properly  spaced.  This  appli- 

cation is  also  illustrated.     The  sleeve  ia  split,  and  is 
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made  of  tempered  steel   in  five  sizes  to  fit  diameters 
from  2i  to  5  J  inches. 

A  vise  for  holding  pistons  is  shown  at  the  top  of 
Fig.  2.  Work  such  as  speedometer  heads,  clocks,  ball 
bearings  and  universal-joint  parts  also  can  be  held  in 
the  vise,  without  danger  of  injury  as  might  occur  if 

an  ordinary  machinist's  vise  were  employed.  Four 
points  of  contact  on  the  work  are  provided,  the  jaws 

FlCx.  1— STEVENS "SPEED  UP"  VALVE  RESEATER  AND 
PISTON  SLEEVES 

being  lined  with  lead.  One  jaw  is  fastened  to  the  base, 
on  which  the  piston  rests  directly,  and  the  other  jaw 
is  movable  by  means  of  a  screw  and  handwheel.  The 
base  of  the  device  is  10Jx5i  in.  in  size,  and  work  up  to  54 
in.  in  diameter  can  be  held.    The  weight  is  13  pounds. 

In  the  illustration  a  piston  is  clamped  in  the  vise 
and  the  grooves  are  being  cleaned  by  a  special  cleaner 
made  for  that  purpose.  The  cleaner  consists  primarily 
of  a  metal  band,  on  the  inside  of  which  are  four 

V-shaped  points  that  fit  into  the  piston  groove.     The 

FIG.  2- -STEVENS  "SPEED  UP"  PISTON  VISE,  GROOVE 
CLEANER.    PUNCH    AND    PRONGS 

cleaner  is  turned  around  the  piston  and  at  the  same 
time  raised  up  and  down,  so  that  both  the  bottom  and 
the  side  walls  of  the  groove  are  cleaned  of  carbon.  This 
operation  can  be  very  quickly  performed.     The  tool  is 

made  in  two  sizes,  one  for  pistons  3^  in.  in  diameter 
and  over,  and  the  other  for  smaller  ones. 

A  set  of  Giant  punches  12  in.  in  length  for  general 
use  when  lining  up  holes  in  assembling,  and  when 
driving  pins  and  bolts  that  are  difficult  of  access,  also 
has  recently  been  added  to  the  line.  The  points  of 
the  punches  are  formed  straight  for  a  length  of  IJ  in., 
.':o  that  they  can  follow  into  a  hole  without  hindrance. 
The  punch  can  be  seen  in  the  center  of  Fig.  2. 

The  punches  are  made  of  tempered  chisel  steel  in 
three  sizes,  having  point  diameters  of  i,  A  and  i  in., 
respectively.  Octagon  stock  i  in.  across  the  flats,  is 
used  for  the  two  larger  sizes  and  S  in.  for  the  smallest. 
The  punches  can  be  furnishes  singly  or  in  a  set  packed 
in  a  wooden  box. 

The  tool  shown  at  the  bottom  of  Fig.  2  is  a  utility 
prong  for  general  use  when  repairing  parts.  It  is 
particularly  applicable  to  such  work  as  compressing 

springs  and  prying  parts  when  assembling  or  disassem- 
bling mechanisms.    Its  overall  length  is  16  inches. 

Eclipse  Interchangeable  Multi-Diameter  Tool 
The  Eclipse  Interchangeable  Counterbore  Co.,  De- 

troit, Mich.,  has  recently  placed  on  the  market  multi- 
diameter  counterbore  cutting  tools  having  separate 
blades  to  cut  each  diameter.  The  tools  are  intended  for 
use  with  the  regular  interchangeable  counterbore  made 

by  the  concern,  to  replace  the  tools  having  all  the  diam- 

ECLIPSE  INTERCHANGEABLE  MULTI-DIAMETER  TOOL 

eters  on  one  set  of  flutes.  They  are  for  use  on  auto- 
motive engines  especially  for  machining  core  holes  to 

receive  Welsh  plugs,  and  for  machining  spark-plug 
holes.  The  principle  may  be  employed  when  machining 
any  number  of  diameters,  and  the  tool  has  been  made 
for  finishing  as  many  as  six  diameters  by  means  of 
one  cutter. 

The  construction  of  the  cutting  tool  can  be  seen  in 
the  view  at  the  top  of  the  accompanying  illustration. 
This  tool  is  for  cutting  two  diameters,  and  is  equipped 
with  two  sets  of  blades.  The  small  diameter  blades, 

extend  the  full  length  of  the  tool  and  are  placed  be- 
tween the  blades  that  cut  the  large  diameter.  Since 

only  blades  of  equal  length  bore  any  given  diameter, 
greater  rigidity  is  claimed. 

The  principal  feature  of  the  tool  is  its  long  life.  It 
is  possible  to  grind  both  diameters  all  the  way  from  the 
forward  end  to  the  rear,  so  that  the  tool  appears  as 
shown  in  the  center  of  the  illustration  when  it  has  been 
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wai  to  tto  liwH.  Tht  lif»  is  •q/aai  to  Uut  of  the  full 
im^tk  ti  Urn  hlMlto  that  cut  the  Urf««t  dUinotor.  Ita 
M*  b  IImm  wwii  wrrmttr  than  that  of  tha  eoantarbort 
ia  which  hoth  dtamHers  arc  oa  the  aame  biadea.  aa  aodi 
•  laai  tmmft  h»  diacMdad  whaa  tha  lantth  of  the  amaU 

aihia  to  grM  ftirther  without  dacrMsinc  the  diameter 
of  tlw  aiMi  cad. 

The  cutters  are  interchanceable  with  the  reffular  cut- 
is the  counterbore  made  by  the  concern. 

of  the  iiluatralion  can  be  seen  a  view  of 
for   cutting    three   diameter*,    the 

of  tha  mrstem  being  well  illuiitratad. 

At  tha 

Hooker  Universal  Saw  Bench 
A  full)  universal  bevr!  and  miter  saw  bench  equipped 

vUh  a  Ultinc  arbor  and  sliding  table  ia  shown  in  the 
iOiiatration.  The  machine,  which  is 

as  the  No.  1.  has  recently  been  brought  out 
by  the  Hooker  Manufacturing  Corporation.  St.  Johns- 
bary.  Vt  It  can  be  quiclily  changed  for  performing 
dHfarent  claaaea  of  work.  The  saw  can  be  raised  or 

loam  ad  perpendicularly  by  turning  a  handwheel,  a  fea- 
tart  that  adapts  it  for  grooving  or  rabbeting.  By 
taiBiat  the  haadwhcel  on  the  front  of  the  machine,  the 
■aw  can  be  UHod  from  the  perpendicular  to  any  angle 

up  to  46  ■'■t*'" 
TIm  trmma  ia  rigidly  eonatructcd.  but  allows  easy 

aeeaaa  to  aB  parts  of  tha  machine.  The  left-hand  table 
ia  iMnrable  sidewiae  and  adjustable  to  the  position  of  the 
saw.  It  is  supported  by  hinges  at  the  back,  so  that 
it  caa  ba  raiaad  and  tipped  out  of  the  way.  The  right- 
haad  table  nma  on  rolls  fitted  to  the  track,  so  aa  to 
carry  tha  work  to  the  saw.  It  also  has  a  sidewisa 
a^iaataMat.  ao  that  a  dado  baad  can  be  employed  in 
plat*  of  a  aaw. 

The  yoke  carrying  the  aaw  arbor  is  guided  in  a  circu- 
lar groove.  It  can  be  raiaad  or  k>wered  by  an  elevating 

arrrw  operated  by  a  handwheel  on  the  front  of  the 
machine.  The  saw  can  be  raised  or  lowered  when  in 
a  tiltad  poaition.  and  still  remain  at  the  same  angle  at 
wUek  it  ia  aaC  The  aaw  arbor  is  provided  with  a  ball 
thnMt  baariag  between  tha  aaw  collar  and  the  box. 
it  la  ordtaarily  famished  with  babbit  bearings,  al- 

baO  bearing  boxes  may  be  provided.    Sawa  from 

€  to  18  in.  in  diameter  can  be  used,  the  latter  sise 
allowing  stock  up  to  6i  in.  thick  to  be  cut,  a  capacity 
large  enough  for  ganaral  work. 

Tight  and  loose  pulleys,  the  latter  pulley  being 

equipped  with  phosphor-bronze  bushings,  can  be  pro- 
vided on  the  countershaft  when  belt  drive  is  desired. 

For  motor  drive,  «  3-hp.  motor  is  supported  by  bracketa 
on  the  rear  of  the  frame  and  connected  directly  to  tha 
countershaft  by  means  of  a  flexible  couplinK-  Since 
the  motor  is  not  built  in,  any  standard  design  can  be 
employed.  The  saw  arbor  is  driven  from  the  drum  on 
the  countershaft  by  means  of  a  belt  provided  with  an 
idler  for  tightening  it.  The  speed  of  the  countershaft 
is  ordinarily  1,200  r.p.m..  while  3,600  r.p.m.  is  the  speed 
of  the  saw  arbor  that  is  obtained  with  the  sise  of  driving 
pulleys  usually  employed. 

The  machine  is  furnished  with  an  adjustable  rip  gage, 
an  adjustable  miter  gAge,  two  adjustable  .stop  gages, 
and  two  cut-off  gages.  It  rtHjuires  a  floor  space  of  72  x 
58  in.  The  net  weight  of  the  belt-driven  machine  is 
1,100  lb.,  and  that  of  the  motor-driven  machine  1,360  lb. 
The  gross  weights  are  1,260  and  1,560  lb.,  and  the  sise 
cf  the  export  packing  cases  125  ajid  150  cubic  feet. 

  mMmm   

Franklin  Portable  Valve  Grinding  Machine 
A  portable  machine  for  grindinir  automotive  poppet 

valves  to  a  fixed  angularity,  and  for  grinding  reseating 
cutters  adapted  for  cutting  valve  seats  to  the  same 
angularity  as  that  of  the  valve,  has  recently  been  de- 

veloped by  the  Franklin  Machine  &  Tool  Co.,  Spring- 

tmnraMUkSAWi tto.  I 

KKA.NKUN   MOOBl.  C  VAI^VE  QKINDINO  MACHINB 

field,  Mass.  The  machine  is  designated  as  the  Model 
C  and  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration.  It  is 
intended  especially  for  repair  shop  work  to  enable  rapid 
finishing  of  valves. 

The  mnchine  can  be  aasembled  by  the  manufacturer 
for  grinding  valves  to  any  deaired  angle,  but  it  is  not 
adaptable  for  adjustment  from  the  angle  to  which  it  was 
originally  set  at  the  factory.  It  is  thus  a  single-purpose 
machine.  The  motor,  which  Is  manufactured  by  the 
Westinghouse  Electric  &  Manufacturing  Co.,  is  mounted 
on  a  low,  flat  base.  It  is  located  far  from  the  grinding 
wheel,  the  croaa  slide,  and  the  valve  rotating  memlxTs 
so  as  to  prevent  motor  vibration  fmm  affecting  the  ac- 

curacy of  the  grinding  operation.  A  hand  lever  serves 
for  reciprocating  the  slide  carrying  the  work,  so  as  to 
move  the  valve  across  the  face  of  the  wheel.  A  hand- 
wheel  provides  the  feed  toward  the  wheel. 
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Oakley  No.  1  Cutter  Grinder 
The  No.  1  cutter  grinder  shown  in  Eig.  1  has  recently 

been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Oakley  Machine  Tool 
Co.,  Middletown,  Ohio.  It  is  especially  fitted  for  work 
in  small  plants  having  only  one  or  two  milling  machines 
and  a  small  toolroom.  It  will  handle  all  of  the  work 
encountered  there,  but  is  not  as  expensive  as  a  machine 

FIG.  1 — OAKLEY  NO.  1  CUTTER  GRINDER 

having  a  large  range  and  a  great  number  of  attachments. 
The  machine  is  similar  in  characteristics  to  the  Nos.  2 
and  3  Oakley  cutter  grinders,  the  latter  of  which  was 
described  on  page  786,  Vol.  53  of  American  Machinist. 

The  bearings  of  the  saddle  and  slide  are  made  with 
one  flat  and  one  V  surface.  They  are  very  liberally 
proportioned,  so  as  to  add  to  their  life,  and  their  con- 

struction is  such  that  the  slide  can  be  easily  removed 
for  cleaning.  The  table  is  supported  in  the  middle  and 
at  both  ends,  with 
provision  for  taper 
adjustment  in  inches 
or  degrees.  A  large 
knee  with  a  long 
bearing  on  the  col- 

umn supports  the 
saddle.  The  lightest 
portion  of  the  ma- 

chine is  swivelled  in- 
stead of  the  heavy 

working  parts.  Thus, 
the  table  position  can 
be  maintained  and 
the  wheel  head  swiv- 

elled on  the  column 
through  180  deg.  in 
either  direction.  The 

wheel  spindle  runs  in     tig.  2— o.akley  univer.sai.  vise 

ball  bearings,  is  driven  by  belt  from  an  overhead  counter- 
shaft and  carries  two  wheels  in  the  usual  manner. 

A  fast  or  slow  table  movement  can  be  obtained  by 
means  of  a  slip  gear  that  can  be  reached  from  the  oper- 

ating position.  The  operating  levers  are  so  arranged 
that  the  machine  can  be  manipulated  from  either  side. 
The  longitudinal  movement  provided  is  12  in.  in  length, 
the  cross  movement  51  in.,  and  the  vertical  movement 
9  in.  The  machine  takes  15  in.  between  centers,  pro- 

vides a  swing  over  the  table  of  8  in.,  and  can  sharpen 
face  mills  up  to  10  in.  in  diameter.  The  maximum  dis- 

tance from  the  table  to  the  spindle  is  81  inches. 
Various  attachments  are  furnished  with  the  machine 

to  adapt  it  to  the  jobs  encountered  in  the  average  tool- 
room. Attachments  to  suit  special  requirements  can  be 

fitted.  In  Fig.  2  is  shown  a  vise  having  a  wide  adapt- 
ability that  is  furnished  for  the  machine.  The  vise  is 

completely  universal  and  can  be  swivelled  through  any 
angle  rec[uired.  When  performing  surface  grinding  on 
work  that  must  be  held  flat  and  very  rigid,  the  vise 
proper  can  be  detached  from  the  swivel  and  used  di- 

rectly on  the  table  of  the  machine. 

American  Pipe  Tool  Co.  Portable 
Pipe- Vise  Stand 

A  portable  stand  for  the  use  of  plumbers,  steam- 
fitters,  electricians  and  pipe-fitters  for  supporting  a 
pipe  vise  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by 
the  American  Pipe  Tool  Co.,  123  South  Jefferson  St., 

Chicago,  111.  The  stand  is  shown  in  the  accompanying- 
illustration   fitted   with   a   pipe   vise.     It   is   made   of 

•■A.MERICAN"    I'ORTABI.E   pipe-vise   ST.'VND 

malleable  iron,  and  provided  with  a  shelf  for  holding 
tools.  The  pipe  bender  is  a  part  of  the  body  casting, 
and  the  legs  are  easily  attachable  and  detachable.  The 
legs  are  provided  with  holding  points  and  feet  to  pre- vent slipping. 

The  stand  can  be  drilled  for  holding  any  type  of 
hinged  or  chain  pipe  vise  having  a  capacity  up  to  2i  in. 
Its  weight  complete  with  the  vise  is  about  50  pounds. 
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MuehlmaU  SrmdUve  Driilin^  Machine 
Adolph  MwMmatt,  Uoa  Bldff..  &th  and  Elm  SU.. 

01^0^  hM  jiwt  placed  oa  the  market  a  aen- 
line  auitabfe  for  precision  tool  and 

within  ita  capacity.  Owiaf  to  the 
ftKt  that  there  b  aothinc  at  the  front  of  the  machine 
to  caUh  hair,  the  aaehiiM  to  well  adapted  for  uae  in 

•■Vlogrhig  iMaab  operators. 
mtf  te  MM  ia  the  illustration,  the  machine  and 
are  eatlra^  aaiMrate.  making  it  possible  to  sub- 

Atlas  Power  Screw No.  63 

in'KHI.MATT  HKNMITIVK  URIUJN<S  MArHI.NB 

atitute  another  motor  at  any  time,  or  to  drive  the 
■achine  from  overhead.  The  baae  rests  on  three  rubber 
cooftaeta.  which  with  the  M  lb.  weiffht  of  the  machine, 
■aka  it  atajr  firmly  in  poaitkm  on  the  bench,  without 
tlw  iiiiiiMlty  of  aalny  holts  or  clamps.  Tho  spindle  is 

A  in.  io  *diaraet«r.  is  hardmod  and  ground  and  has  a 
vertical  travel  of  2  in.  controlled  by  adjustable  stops. 
The  idler  polley  bracket  to  adJuataUe  by  means  of  a 
llMaibacrew,  ffivinf  any  dosired  tonalon  to  the  drive 
bril.  which  fOM  directly  to  tha  apindle. 

Tha  eotanm  to  of  atcel.  1 1  in.  in  diameter  and  18  in. 
Idgk  TW  table  to  adjoatable  radially  as  well  as  ver- 
tka^r-  There  to  a  4-tn.  space  between  the  UUe  and 

and  8  in.  between  the  baae  and  chuck.  The  chuck 
any  size  of  drill  up  to  1  in.  The  feed  is  of  the 

ratchet-levcr  tjrpt,  so  that  the  operator  may  readily 
«K  the  poaitloa  daaired  for  the  hole.  The  construction 
of  the  tabto  bracket  make*  it  caay  to  remove  the  Uble 
aad  ftt  jigs  of  ranoua  kinds  in  iU  place,  if  desired. 

The  spindle  speed  to  from  1.600  to  2,600  r.p.m.,  but 
yy  "P**^  apjoyoo  r.p.m  may  be  had  on  ordar.  The ftaot  p«ll>y  coaH  to  vaaily  rrmovaMa  In  order  to  shift 
tha  baH  wfeon  (feaarinc  spuds.  Tha  motor  switch  to 
■ade  ai^ariaUr  for  lhi«  madiioe.  The  auewi  of  used 
afl  to  tfcrvwa  off  iato  chambered  ririisss  and  then  runs 

hjr  gravitjr.  With  thto  construction  and  ordinary 
ia  eOiac.  the  machine  will  not  sling  oil  even 
liat  St  iU  highest 

A  powar-operated  screw  preaa  that  has  recently  been 
placed  on  the  market  by  the  Atlas  Press  Co.,  Kala- 

mazoo. Mich.,  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 
tion. The  press,  which  is  designated  as  No.  63,  is 

intended  for  pressures  up  to  50  tons.  For  work  from 
26  to  SO  tons,  the  ram  speed  is  about  7  ft.  per  mfnute, 
although  the  speed  variea  with  the  amount  of  pressure 

applied. The  drive  of  the  press  is  operated  through  a  marine 
type  of  clutch.  The  machine  is  illustrated  with  control 
by  means  of  a  handwheel  on  the  frant  of  the  head. 
However,  operation  is  regularly  obtained  by  means  of 
a  hand  lever  on  the  right-hand  hou.sing,  the  position  of 
the  lever  being  adjustable,  so  that  it  can  be  most  con- 

veniently placed  for  the  operator.  All  working  parts 
of  the  drive  are  mounted  on  the  back  of  the  head, 
where  they  are  easily  accessible. 

The  screw  is  3  in.  in  diameter  and  48  in.  long.  It  is 
ordinarily  furnished  with  a  2-in.  lead,  double  Acme 
thread.  It  ran  be  furnished  with  a  sinirle  thread,  so 
that  the  clutch  can  be  released  and  the  pressure  held 
without  consuming  power.  The  thrust  on  the  screw  is 
carried  by  heavy  S.K.F.  ball  bearings,  and  the  thrust 

ATL,A.S  ruWEK  HtltEW  TKESS  No.  (3 

nn  the  worm  by  radial  and  thrust  ball  bearinKs.  The 
remainder  of  the  bearings  are  S.K.F.  ball  tx-arinKs. 

The  base  of  the  machine  is  provided  with  T-slots  and 
a  keyway,  ao  that  jigs  and  fixtures  may  be  accurately 
located.  A  hole  can  be  cored  in  the  center.  Special 
bases  and  fixtures  can  be  supplied  to  suit  special  work. 
The  CMpucity  between  the  upright  is  37 i  in.,  and  from 
the  screw  to  the  base  32  in.  The  ram  has  h  maximum 
movement  of  24  in.  A  motor  base  can  be  sMured  to 
the  rear  of  the  machine  base,  when  individual  motor 
drive  is  desired.  A  5-hp.  motor  running  at  1,200  r.p.m. 
is  ordinarily  employed.  An  hydraulic  pre-ss'ire  gage 
can  be  supplied.  The  machine  requires  u  floor  space 
of  27  X  48i  in.,  and  is  76  in.  high  overall.  Its  shipping 
weight  is  2  900  pounds. 
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Pangborn  Large  Barrel-Type 
Sandblasting  Machine 

A  barrel  type  of  machine  for  cleaning  work  by  means 
of  a  sandblast  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 

tion. The  machine  has  recently  been  placed  on  the 
market  by  the  Pangborn  Corporation,  Hagerstown,  Md. 
It  is  similar  in  construction,  although  much  larger  than 
the  barrel  sandblasting  machine  described  on  page  778, 
Vol.  55  of  American  Machinist.  It  can  be  furnished 
with  drums  of  two  sizes,  one  30x40  in.,  and  the  other 
50x40  in.,  which  makes  the  machine  available  for  work 
from  small  size  to  that  as  large  as  is  feasible  for  barrel 
cleaning. 

The  nozzles  in  the  machine  are  made  adjustable  in 
both  horizontal  and  vertical  positions,  so  that  the  most 
effective  location  can  be  secured.  This  action  is  neces- 

sary because  of  the  fact  that  the  cleaning  capacity  of 
a  sandblast  is  governed  by  the  distance  of  the  nozzle 
from  the  work  and  its  angle  to  the  work.  The  adjust- 

ment provided  for  the  nozzles  allows  for  accommodat- 
ing different  classes  of  work,  as  regards  both  the  size 

of  the  pieces  and  the  "ride"  within  the  barrel  due  to  the 
rotation. 

A  mechanical  separator  gives  constant  separation  of 
the  abrasive  for  reuse.  It  consists  of  a  ribbed  roller 
driving  against  a  shaft  protected  by  heavy  rubber 
tubing,  the  latter  taking  all  of  the  wear  and  being 
quickly  and  cheaply  replaceable. 

Every  moving  part  is  so  made  as  to  withstand  con- 
tinuous service,  and  to  give  long  life  to  the  press.  The 

barrel  itself  is  reinforced  at  the  door  opening,  with 
plates  and  angles  both  inside  and  out.  Steel  tires  pinned 
to  the  head  ca.stings   and   driving  on   manganese   steel 

omy  of  operating  cost  has  been  given  the  greatest  con- 
sideration,  from  the  viewpoints  of  both  the  increased 
•efficiency  of  the  blasting  acting  and  the  durability  of 
the  equipment  itself.  Great  economy  is  claimed  when 
cleaning  in  bulk  work  adapted  to  this  method. 

P.VXGUOR.N    BARREL.    S.\NI^B1..\ST1.NG    MACHINE 

rollers,  the  front  rollers  being  idle  and  equipped  with 
roller  bearings,  provide  even  traction  with  but  little 
wear.  The  driving  sprockets  are  steel  and  the  chain 
runs  in  a  bath  of  oil,  which  is  inclosed  to  exclude  dust. 
The  clutch  is  simple  and  positive  in  its  action,  so  that 
the  motion  of  the  drum  can  be  easily  engaged  and  dis- 
engaged. 

It  is  stated  that  in  the  design  of  the  machine  econ- 

"U.  S."  Electric  Welding  Machine 
The  U.  S.  Electric  Welder  Co.,  327  Permanent  Bldg., 

Cleveland,  Ohio,  has  recently  placed  on  the  market  the 
welding  machine  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 

tion for  use  on  light  and  medium  stock.  The  machine 
can  weld  rough  oxidized  as  well  as  smooth  stock.  About 
4  sec.  per  weld  are  required  for  ui-in.  material,  while 
the  production  when  welding  two  iV-in.  bright  steel 
sheets  is  stated  to  be  4,000  welds  per  hour. 

The  machine  is  made  in  two  sizes,  having  kva.  capaci- 
ties of  12.5  and  18,  and  horn  sizes  of  2  and  2!   in., 

h — Si 1 

i 

"U.  S."  ELEirrKIC    WKl.DINC    MACHINE 

respectively.  Various  lengths  of  horn  can  be  furnished. 
The  machine  is  designated  as  the  S.A.F.  and  as  the 
S.A.M.  when  equipped  with  a  motor.  The  former  style 
in  the  12.5-kva.  size  and  equipped  with  a  12  in.  length  of 
horn  is  illustrated. 

The  machine  is  equipped  with  a  "U.  S."  welding 
transformer  of  the  type  described  on  page  468  of  Ameri- 

can Machinist.  The  internal  automatic  reactance  pre- 
vents breakdown  and  overload,  and  enables  the  machine 

to  handle  heavy  stock  without  overheating.  The  auto- 
matic switch  is  equipped  with  a  magnetic  blowout  and 

removable  contacts,  and  it  is  entirely  inclosed.  A  5-point 
pivot  switch  provides  for  different  voltages  at  the  weld- 

ing point.  All  conductors  carrying  the  line  voltage  are 
inclosed. 

The  welding  points  are  water-cooled.  Pressure  is 
placed  on  them  by  means  of  the  treadle  at  the  front  of 
the  machine  acting  through  a  sy.stem  of  links.  Heavy 
pressure  on  the  point  can  be  obtained  when  desired, 
because  the  moving  parts  are  all  strongly  made. 
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Om 

A  larg* 
tool  Is 

Starrett  Combination  Hand  and 
Bcndi  Vise 

otnttr  riw  raitabi*  for  use  both  in  the 
■tUcbrd  to  ■  bench,  has  recently  been  placed 

tagr  Um  L.  S.  Starrett  Co^  Athol.  Mass. 
vhkll  ii  daaisnatad  a*  No.  86.  is  shown  in 

illuvtration     s«     arranged     when 
to  a  twadi.   althouch   the   detschsblc   handle 

clamp  is  famished  for  use  when  the 
as  a  bench  vise.     It  can  be  attached 

dl^«^^ 

1 1 
COMIilKATION    HAKD   A.N'D    UKNCII    VtSB 

havinc  thicknesses  from  }  to  21  in.  The 
1  is  such  that  the  vise  can  be  adjusted  to  any 

throagfaout  a  complete  circle,  and  then  locltod. 
Tba  chant*  from  the  bench  mounting  to  the  handle,  and 

I.  can  W  quickly  effected, 
le  of  the  ball-end  handle  for  tightening  the 

Jaw*.  iMtsad  of  a  wing  nut,  enables  bringing  into  play 
a  large  Itvarage,  so  that  one  objection  to  hand  vises  is 
eliminat44- 

Tbe  jaws  of  the  vise  are  tempered  and  polished  drop 
CorffaglU  II  in.  in  width.  They  provide  a  maximum 
openinff  of  about  li  in.  for  the  visa. 

"DuraJojr"  Chrome- Iron  Alloy 
An  aOojr  of  chromium  and  iron  known  as  "Duraloy" 

ha*  rwmtljr  baas  piacad  on  the  market  b>'  the  Cutler 
fltoll  Co..  Pittabargh.  Pa.,  with  a  general  sales  oflke 
in  tha  Hodaon  Terminal  Building.  New  York.  N.  Y. 
Tto  chief  faatan  of  tte  alloy  is  resiatanca  to  ox  Ida- 
Ilea,  aoiroal—  and  abrMlon,  although  it  pooaasaaa  other 
pnpmtim  tkat  adapt  H  to  apodal  osoa. 

Tha  aOagr  can  be  famlahad  coouncrcially  in  prac- 
tkaQf  tvarr  form,  including  cwtings,  rolled  or  forged 
bars,  slissto,  wlra  and  tubing.  The  physical  properties 
CBS  bo  aada  to  suit  the  conditions,  varying  with  the 
aaalysis,  trestsnent.  and  mMhod  of  manufacture.  Prop- 
•rtiea  ranging  from  thoiia  somewhat  lK-tt4>r  than  cast 
iron  to  thos*  of  iwupaiilal  alloy  ataels  can  be  imparted 
to  tka  mmUL  The  aaea  for  which  the  alloy  can  bo 

afv  thoa  vaiy  nuaMraaa. 
■■taiaB  a  hlsb  iNopofVon  of  chroininm, 

b«t  tha  cMtoat  af  ihi—lai  aa4  of  tha  other  eiemenU 

can  be  varied  considerably,  aci<ording  to  the  properties 
that  are  desired.  Uuridoy  ca.itings  are  clean,  close- 
grained  and  free  from  blowholes  and  segregations.  They 
can  be  furnished  in  different  degrees  of  hardness.  In 
the  rolled  form  the  metal  responds  to  heat-treatment 
in  a  manner  similar  to  alloy  steels.  Bars  or  sheets 
can  be  supplied  suflWiently  ductile  to  permit  of  bending, 
punching,  forming,  and  stamping.  They  are  subae- 
quently  treated  to  increase  the  h«rdiu'ss  and  the  wear- 

ing properties. 
The  Brinell  hardne.^.x  of  the  alloy  lan  Iw  varied  from 

170  to  600.  The  ultimate  tensile  strength  of  the  cast 
alloy  varies  fn)m  40,000  to  90,000  lb.  per  square  inch, 
and  of  the  rolleti  or  forged  alloy,  from  80,000  to  130,000 
lb.  per  square  itKh.  A  property  of  Duraloy  that  makes 
it  adaptable  in  cases  where  severe  service  is  encoun- 

tered is  the  retention  of  a  large  precentage  of  its 
original  tensile  strength  even  at  very  high  tempera- tures. 

Although  the  machining  qualities  vary  with  the 
treatment  given  the  steel,  Duraloy  can  be  furnished  as 
easily  machineable  as  medium  carbon  steel.  Rolled 
sheets  and  bars  can  be  readily  machined  after  anneal- 

ing. Castings  can  lie  supplied  .soft  enough  to  permit  of 

threading,  tapping,  drilling  and  other  mHchining  oper- 
ations, but  they  can  also  be  furnishtKl  so  hard  that  it 

is  possible  to  finish  them  only  by  grinding. 
Duraloy  can  be  welded  by  either  the  oxy-acetylene 

or  elei'tric  arc  methods,  although  it  cannot  be  hammer 
welded.  Preheating  is  found  advantageous,  particu- 
hirly  in  the  case  of  castings.  Since  the  metal  does  not 
oxidize,  it  cannot  well  be  cut  by  the  oxy-acetylene 
cutting  torch. 

The  alloy  will  resist  oxidation  up  to  2,100  deg.  P., 

and  there  is  practically  no  loss  of  weight  at  this  tem- 
perature. The  metal  does  not  warp  nor  crack  at  high 

temperatures,  so  that  it  is  especially  adapted  for  use 
as  parts  of  furnaces  and  heat-treating  equipment.  It 
can  be  employed  wherever  high  heat  must  be  withstood, 

but  at  the  same  time  physical  strength  is  required.  Ex- 
amples of  parts  that  must  have  such  properties  are  grat- 

ings, doors  and  counterweight  chain  used  for  furnaces. 
The  alloy  will  resist  atmospheric  and  salt  corrosion 

indefinitely.  It  Is  especially  resistant  to  nitric  acid 
solutions,  organic  compounds  and  acid  mine  water,  so 
that  it  can  be  employed  for  pump  parts  and  apparatus 
for  chemical  plants.  Since  the  alloy  is  resistant  to 
anything  of  a  highly  oxidizing  nature,  such  as  molten 
cyanide  and  heat-treating  salts,  it  may  be  employed 
for  the  lining  of  pots  to  hold  such  chemiculs.  The 
resistance  to  furnace  gases  varies  with  the  nature  of 
the  gaa.  The  alloy  will  take  n  high  polish  and  is  rust 
and  stain  proof.  Pots  and  protective  coverings  made 
of  it  can  easily  be  kept  clean. 

Both  hardness  and  toughness  are  combined  in  the 
material,  so  that  resistance  to  wear  and  abrasion  is 

given.  The  wearing  qualities  are  stated  to  lie  consider- 
ably better  than  those  afforded  by  a  steel  having  the 

aamc  Brinell  hardness.  When  prepared  to  give  resist- 
ance to  abrasion  as  its  chief  property,  Duraloy  is 

superior  to  the  hardest  chilled  iron  and  to  manganese 
steel.  It  is  stated.  Its  properties  in  respect  to  abrasion 
makes  it  adapted  for  such  uses  as  in  balls  and  rucen 
for  grinding,  extrusion  and  drawing  dies,  liners  for 
on  and  coal  chutes,  and  tips  for  piercing  metal  tubing. 
It  is  stated  that  the  metal  has  been  so  t(>sted  in  a 
variety  of  uses  that  its  performance  under  different 
conditions  can  Iw  readily  predicted. 
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Bullard  Automatic  Machine  for  Boring 
Pipe  Couplings 

The  production  of  the  average  small  couplings  used 
in  pipe  installations  for  steam,  water  and  similar  pur- 

poses would  hardly  be  considered  in  the  lisrht  of  a 
difficult  or  complex  shop  problem ;  but  when  these 
couplings  run  to  large  sizes,  12  in.  in  diameter  and 
larger,  and  the  necessity  exists  for  preserving  exact 
alignment  of  the  pipe  sections  joined  by  them — as,  for 
instance,  the  casings  of  oil  wells — the  job  of  making 
them  in  the  quantities  necessary  to  meet  the  demand 
and  with  a  degree  of  accuracy  to  fulfill  the  exacting 
requirements  in  the  matter  of  alignment  becomes  one 
that  is  worthy  of  careful  consideration  by  the  designing 
engineer.  The  couplings  are  usually  forged,  or  at  least 
lap-welded,  and  in  order  to  insure  the  alignment  of 
the  ends  a  boring 
operation  is  neces- 

sary before  they 
receive  the  t  a- 
pered  tlireads  into 
which  the  pipe 
sections  are 
screwed.  To  meet 
the  conditions  and 
to  attain  a  rate  of 
production  that  is 
commensurate 
with  the  demand 
requires  a  machine 
especially  de- 

signed for  the 
purpose.  Such  a 
machine  capable 
of  taper  -  boring, 
counter  -  boring, 
facing  to  length 
and  chamfering 
both  ends  of  a 

coupling  simulta- 
neously, and  of  automatically  loading  and  discharging 

the  coupling  as  the  work  proceeds,  without  attention 
from  the  operator  other  than  to  keep  the  loading  rack 
supplied  with  work  and  to  clear  away  the  finished  pieces 
as  they  accumulate  in  front  of  the  machine,  is  shown  in 
the  illustrations  given  herewith. 

The  machine  has  been  designed  and  placed  on  the 
market  by  the  Bullard  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Bridgeport, 
Conn.  It  is  self-contained  and  is  driven  by  two  inde- 

pendent motors;  the  main  drive  a  variable-speed  motor 
of  25  hp.  maximum,  and  the  secondary  drive  a  variable- 
speed  motor  of  about  5  hp.  A  further  requirement  is  a 
supply  of  air  at  a  pressure  of  75  to  80  lb.  per  square  inch, 
that  may  be  obtained  from  a  small  independent  compres- 
.sor  or  taken  from  the  shop  lines,  as  circumstances  dictate. 

A  front  view  of  the  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  1  with 
a  6-in.  coupling  in  place  in  the  jaws  of  the  pneumatically 
operated  chuck,  and  boring  heads  of  corresponding  size 
attached  to  the  driving  flanges,  which  form  an  integral 
part  of  the  driving  spindles  at  the  inner  end. 

The  main  spindles  are  carried  in  substantial  parallel 
bearings  of  bronze,  8  in.  in  diameter  by  14  in.  long, 
located  in  the  two  sliding  heads.  These  heads  have  a 
longitudinal  movement  upon  the  bed,  actuated  by  barrel 
cams  directly  under  each  head  mounted  upon  a  shaft  that 
extends  the  length  of  the  machine  within  the  bed.  The 
cams  are  so  calculated  as  to  cause  the  heads  to  advance 

to  and  recede  from  the  work  simultaneously.  The 
rotative  movement  of  the  spindles  is  derived  from  the 
main  driving  motor,  mounted  upon  the  housing  over  one 
of  the  heads,  and  the  speed  of  rotation  is  adjustable  by 
means  of  the  motor  control  to  meet  varying  requirements 
imposed  by  diameter  of  work  and  toughness  of  material. 
The  longitudinal  shaft  carrying  the  barrel  cams  that 
operate  the  heads  derives  its  movement  from  two  sources. 
During  the  slow  advance  of  the  heads  when  the  tools  are 
at  work,  the  camshaft  is  driven  by  the  main  driving 
motor,  and  the  rate  of  feed,  therefore,  automatically 
corresponds  to  the  speed  of  rotation  of  the  cutters.  The 

I'atio  of  feed  to  speed  is  susceptible  to  further  variation 
by  jneans  of  change  gears  which  provide  for  faster  or 
sIo^yer  relative  feeds. 

After  the  tools  have  completed  their  cuts,  the  second- 
ary motor  furnishes  the  power  for  subsequent  functions. 

The  heads  are 

withdrawn  quick- 

ly, the  air  chuck 
opens,  the  loading 

mechanism  oper- 
ates to  eject  the 

finished  piece  and 
to  replace  it  with 
an  unfinished  one 

upon  which  the 
chuck  jaws  close. 

These  latter  move- 
ments are  con- 

trolled by  dogs  on 
the  timing  disk 
which  is  mounted 
on  the  end  of  the 
camshaft  and 

power  is  trans- mitted through 
the  camshaft  by 
the  secondary 
motor  mounted 

upon  a  shelf  at  the 
rear  of  the  machine.  In  Fig.  2,  which  shows  the  loading 
side  of  the  machine,  the  air  cylinder  that  operates  the 
chuck  may  be  seen  mounted  on  the  bed.  The  piston  rod 
passes  through  both  heads,  being  connected  above  through 
the  medium  of  a  lever  of  the  first  class  to  the  upper  chuck 
jaw,  while  below  a  lever  of  the  second  class  transmits 
the  movement  to  the  lower  jaw.  Thus  a  single  move- 

ment of  the  piston  causes  the  jaws  to  withdraw  in 
opposite  directions,  and  a  reverse  movement  again  closes 
them  upon  the  work. 

No  floating  or  compensating  leverage  is  needed  to 
bring  the  work  to  center.  Once  .set  central  by  means 
of  the  adjustments,  any  round  piece  mu.st  be  exactly 
centered  by  the  chuck  because  of  the  fact  that  the 
jaw  movements  to  and  from  the  center  are  equal  and 
positive.  The  chuck  could  not  grip  in  any  other  position, 
regardless  of  varying  diameters.  The  work  is  held 
between  the  chuck  jaws  b.v  air  pressure  alone.  With  a 
gage  pressure  of  80  lb.,  the  gripping  pressure  upon  the 
work  is  approximately  six  tons. 

Air  is  admitted  to  and  exhausted  from  the  cylinder 
by  means  of  a  two-way  valve  located  back  of  the 
bracket  shown  at  the  lower  right  in  Fig.  3  and 
operated  by  the  spring  finger  on  the  periphery  of  the 
cam  disk.  This  cam  is  keyed  to  the  protruding  end  of 
the  longitudinal  shaft  that  carries  the  barrel  cams 
within  the  base  of  the  machine.     Besides  the  spring 

FIG.    1 — BrUvAKD    .MACHINK    FUK    BORING    LARGK    PIPK     COITPLINGS 
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tl»  poaiUoo  of  which  w  flxad,  Uwrt  «r«  circura- 
l«M  this  CMB  didt  to 
tk*  drhr*  of  tho  camshaft 

th*  alow  f««dii«  movooMBt  impart«d  by  thr 
■olor  to  a  fast  trarora*  derivinv  iU 
th*  saeeodary  motor,  and  vift  r#rM.    The 

na  >— RRAR  VIKW  or  BlTIJJiRD  MACUINK 

shown  St  the  top  enables  the  operator  to, 
mak*  tkfai  chsnve  msnuslly  st  will,  snd  to  stop,  start  or 
maintain  the  rapid  traverse  in  operation  throughout  the 

caapM*  cyda  indapenilently  of  the  cam,  as  may  be  de- 
slfsbla  whan  aattins  up  the  machine  or  resetting  tools. 

main  spindles  rotate  in  opposite  directions  at 
I  and  the  heads  advance  to  the  work  simulta- 

Aa  th*  work  performed  by  one  cutter  head 
is  Ika  «nct  doplirate  of  that  performed  upon  the 

nd  of  tlie  coupling  by  the  other  head,  the 
of  both  feed  snd  cut  sre  bslanced  snd  the 

ch«di  rsli«v«d  of  the  duty  of  holding  sgainst  excesitivf 
Ball  thrust  bearings  upon  each  of  the  main 

absorb  the  pressure  of  the  cut  and  minimize 
MeUoMl  iwistancc 

is  provided  with  three  psirs  of 
from  standard  ]-in.  square-sectionetl 

ban  of  high-speed  steel,  stellite  or  other  material,  an<i 
tlMaa  tools  cooaterbore,  face  and  chamfer  the  respectivc 
eodt  af  Ika  caapliags.  A  fourth  psir  of  tools  in  esch 
haad  doaa  the  tsper  boring,  and  the  manner  in  w>  '  ii 
tlUa  ia  aeoompli«hed  in  perhapn  the  most  ingen.Mi 
featore  of  the  machine. 

la  each  cutter  hasd  there  are  two  diametricalh 
opposed  longttodinal  slots,  each  slot  carrying  a  swinir 

inv  saetor  tJMt  is  pivotad  at  tha  end  next  to  the  driving' 
Ssagas  aa4  frst  at  the  otlter  end  to  swing  outward 
rkdially.  At  the  outer  end  provinion  ia  made  for  hold- 

ing a  toolbtt  similar  to  the  other  tools.  The  main 
(and  also  the  cotter  heads)  are  hollow,  and 

I  there  pasMs  a  former-bar  that  is  square  In 
upon  two  opposite  sides  to  corre- 

to  the  lipar  required  in  the  work.  The  formcr- 
htn  robrta  wM  Uia  cotter  heads,  but  during  the  time  of 

ar«  hald  against  endwiae  movement.  The 
•f  tlM  swinging  sectors  in  the  cutter  heads 

tba  tapersd  sides  of  th*  former-bars,  snd  ss 
tiM  aaelora  gradualljr  ck>s«  to- 

gether by  reason  of  the  pressure  of  the  cuts  upon  the 
points  of  the  tools.  The  taper  of  the  bar  it*  thus  dupli- 

cated upon  the  inner  surface  of  the  work. 
The  cycle  of  operationH  of  the  machine  is  as  follows: 

The  chuck  jswx  close  upon  the  coupling,  the  heads  ad- 
vance by  rapid  traverse  to  the  beginning  of  the  rut,  snd 

during  this  nu>vem«»nt  l)oth  foimer- 
Iwrs  are  still  mure  rapidly  ndvunced 
by  means  of  amplifying  levers  until 
they  meet  at  the  center  of  the  work, 
where  they  are  held  in  position. 

One  of  the  adjustable  dogs  on  the 
timing    disk    shown    in    Fig.    3    now 
changes  the  movement  of  the  camshaft 
und  camdrum  from  rapid  traverse  to 
feed.   The  heads  advance  at  feed  toward 
the  center  of  the  coupling,  one  head 

slightly  in  advance  of  the  other.    The 
foremost  head  passes  beyond  the  cen- 

ter of  the  coupling  and  as  it  retires, 
he  second  head  continues  to  advance 

iioyond  the  center  overlapping'lhe  cuts 
to  a.Hsure  complete  finish  throughout 
the    loupling.      Camdrum    speed    now 
ihangj's     again     to     rapid     traverse, 
i|uickly  withdrawing  the  heads.     The 
former-bars    are    returned    with    the 
heads,  the  jaws  open  and  the  loading 
mechanism  operates  to  eject  the  fin- 

ished piece. 

The  drive  from  the  main  motor  to  the  spindles  and 

camshaft  ia  through  gears  of  special  alloy  steel,  heat- 
treated.     All  gearing  is  enclosed  and  runs  in  oil.    Thr 
oiling    system     includes    continuous    oiling    to    main 
spindles  and  all  important  bearings.     Special  provision 

im. .Till-:  iil'i:ii  vTlNij  CAM 

is  mad*  to  exclude  cutting  iimipouiKl  from  the  bearings. 

Th*  Mcendary  motor  drives  the  rapid  traverse  and  auto- 
matic movements  through  an  endless  belt  providsd 

with  a  suitable  belt-tightener.  This  motor  also  drives 
the  pump  for  circulating  the  cutting  compound. 

The  former-bars  are  hollow  and  are  so  connected  at 
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825 their  outer  ends  to  the  circulatinR  system  that  tw3 
streams  of  ample  volume  are  constantly  delivered  to 
the  center  of  the  coupling,  serving  the  double  purpose 
of  lubricating  the  tools  and  washing  out  the  chips.  A 
tank  for  the  cutting  compound  and  removable  pans  for 
the  chips  are  included  in  the  equipment.  The  accessibil- 

ity of  the  pans,  which  can  be  easily  reached  from  either 
the  front  or  the  back  of  the  machine,  can  be  observed  by 
referring  to  the  first  two  of  the  illustrations. 

Separate  chuck  jaws  and  separate  cutter  heads  are 
required  for  each  size  of  coupling.  The  cutter  heads  are 
attached  by  bolts  and  are  keyed  to  the  driving  flanges  and 
can  be  quickly  changed.  No  other  adjustment  is  required 
than  changing  chuck  jaws  and  cutter  heads  for  each  size 
of  coupling,  and  setting  the  adjustable  dogs  on  the  cam 
disk  to  make  the  speed  and  feed  changes  at  the  right 
instant. 

The  capacity  of  the  machine  is  for  couplings  from  6 
to  12i  in.  in  diameter,  pipe  size.  For  the  larger  sizes 
the  cutter  heads  are  provided  with  four  swinging 
sectors  and  the  former-bars  are  correspondingly  tapered 
upon  four  sides. 
A  variable-speed  motor  ranging  from  400  to  1,600 

r.p.m.  provides  for  spindle  speeds  from  10  to  40  r.p.m. 
Change  gears  enable  the  feed  ratio  to  be  changed  from 
0.025  to  0.075  in.  per  revolution  of  the  spindles.  The 
machine  weighs  approximately  24,000  lb.,  occupies  a 
floor  space  of  8x12  ft.  and  stands  5  ft.  6  in.  in  height. 

"Commercial"  Rust  Remover  and 
Pickling  Compound 

A  preparation  of  foreign  invention  which  is  being 
used  at  the  present  time  in  Europe  for  the  removal 
of  rust  and  corrosion  on  all  metals,  as  well  as  in  sul- 

phuric acid  baths  for  pickling  pui-poses,  has  I'ecently 
been  plaoed  on  the  American  market  by  the  distributors, 
Peter  A.  Frasse  &  Co.,  Inc.,  417  Canal  St.,  New  York, 
N.  Y. 

When  cleaning  metals  or  metal  parts  of  rust  or  cor- 
rosion, one  pai't  of  the  "Commercial"  rust  remover  to 

twenty-five  parts  of  water  is  sufficient  to  loosen  and 
remove  any  rust  regardless  of  its  age  or  condition.  The 
part  is  merely  immersed  in  a  bath  of  the  remover,  and 
need  not  be  heated  nor  scraped.  Thus  no  labor  nor 
mechanical  treatment  is  required,  so  that  the  cost  of 
removing  the  rust  is  slight.  The  bath  works  rapidly, 
so  that  the  surface  of  the  metal  is  soon  left  entirely 
free  of  corrosion. 

The  rust  remover  does  not  consume  nor  attack  the 
metal  itself,  as  its  action  is  entirely  confined  to  removal 
of  the  rust  and  corroded  portions.  Thus,  parts  contain- 

ing fine  threads  and  teeth  can  be  completely  freed 
from  rust  without  any  decrease  in  size.  The  same  solu- 

tion can  be  used  over  and  over,  by  merely  adding  a 
little  of  the  compound  occasionally.  The  eo.st  of  main- 

taining the  bath-  is  thus  very  low.  The  compound  is 
not  inflammable  nor  explo.sive,  and  hence  can  be  used 
with  .safety  near  an  open  fire. 

The  "Commercial"  rust  remover  and  pickling  com- 
pound is  of  particular  use  also  in  plants  employing  sul- 
phuric acid  and  hydrochloric  acid  baths  for  removing 

.scale.  By  the  addition  of  1  or  2  per  cent  of  the  com- 
pound to  the  bath,  the  fonnation  of  hydrogen,  which 

is  usually  considered  to  cause  pickling  brittleness  in 
steel,  is  prevented.  The  presence  of  the  compound 
neutralizes   the   action    of   the    sulphuric   acid   bath   in 

Consuming  the  metal  which  has  already  been  freed 
from  scale.  It  thus  prevents  loss  occurring  from  over- 
pickling.  In  the  same  way,  a  large  saving  of  sulphuric 
acid  required  in  the  bath  is  effected. 
Damage  done  to  pickling  apparatus,  baskets,  chains 

and  equipment  about  the  plant  is  considerably  lessened 
by  the  use  of  the  compound  in  the  pickling  bath.  In 
addition,  objectionable  fumes  from  the  bath  are  pre- 

vented. The  compound  may  be  furnished  in  quantities 
from  one  pint  to  that  as  large  as  desired. 

Manufacturers'  Equipment  Co. 
Expansion  Boring  Bar 

An  expansion  boring  bar  of  simple  construction,  the 
working  parts  of  which  are  shown  in  the  accompanying 

illustration,  has  been  developed  by  the  Manufacturer.'' 
Equipment  Co.,  Waller  Ave.  and  Fillmore  St.,  Chicago, 
111.  It  is  stated  that  accuracy  has  been  the  first  con- 

sideration in  the  design  of  the  bar,  and  that  the  cutters 
can  1)6  adjusted  to  0.0001  in.   It  is  also  stated  that  the 

-\l.  K.  C.   KXPANSION   UORIN(^    BAR 

cutters  can  be  removed  from  the  bar  after  setting  ancf 
replaced  without  variation  from  size,  which  makes  it 
possible  to  remove  the  cutters  from  the  bar  after  a  hole 
has  been  bored  and  replace  them  after  the  bar  has  been 
withdrawn  from  the  hole,  in  cases  where  this  is  neces- 

sary. No  care  is  necessary  to  return  the  cutters  to  the 
slots  from  which  they  were  removed,  as  the  same  setting 
will  be  obtained  by  changing  the  cutters  to  opposite 
sides  of  the  bar. 

Micrometer  adjustment  is  provided,  each  revolution 
of  the  dial  indicating  an  expansion  or  contraction  of  the 
cutters  equal  to  0.010  in.  As  the  cutters  are  moved 
outward  in  a  direction  at  right  angles  to  the  axis  of  the 
shaft,  practically  all  thrust  is  taken  by  the  solid  body 
of  the  bar.  A  radius  on  the  back  of  each  cutter  fits  into 

a  corresponding  seat  in  the  body  of  the  bar,  a  construc- 
tion that  tends  to  eliminate  vibration  or  chatter.  The 

locking  mechanism  consists  of  a  tapered  screw  which 
forces  a  clamping  block  against  the  cutters,  the  block 
being  so  designed  that  the  pressure  is  equalized,  thus 
holding  both  cutters  firmly  in  position. 

The  bar  is  made  of  heat-treated  alloy  steel,  and  the 
pilot  is  hardened  to  minimize  wear.  Cutter  blades  can 
be  furnished  in  any  kind  of  material  desired ;  and  they 
are  of  such  simple  design  that  they  can  be  made  in  any 
shop.  All  working  parts  are  of  steel,  hardened  and 
ground,  and  will  last  the  life  of  the  bar.  The  mechanism 
is  entirely  inclosed  in  the  bar  in  such  a  manner  that  no 
dirt,  water  nor  oil  can  enter,  and  grease  can  be  packed 
in  the  mechanism  by  removing  a  screw.  Bars  can  be 
furnished  in  any  size  from   2   in.' up. 
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HaTe  New  Fe«turei> 

YW  flrvt  NatiMMi  KxpadUoa  of 
Frmt  mmt  UaOtmrnkmi  W^umlm.  >• 
W  ImM  Umm  TtmniafTntrtrntitr  Ttk 

ISUi.   rnt*px    for   Um 
hf,  will  vniphAciM  Uw 
r  iioww   il«««lopMMiU 

amim  kv  Um  dis^Uy  of 
itat  MM  la  Um  <owmi>- 

Um  af  ftHk.  tai  Um  pnimetiem  ud  an 
•r  rtmnfTf  aad  tai  tiM  aUM  vniriawrtac 

OMnwInrt    aagtowm    will    be 
«t  fika  varioaa  vxhibiu  to  ex- 

tlM  aMfataa  and  to  coanult  in 
ti  ■ypMcaHMi  to  aajr  partlruUr  prob- 

TW  CxpMition  win  be  made  op  of  an 
****  •"?»**  aidiibiu  orpriaM 
aa4  ilani  gMwratins  davicaa, 

apparataa,  ra- 
poriflvn.    fcadwater 

larr*.       niprrfaaatm, 
«alTe«,  pipinc.  pipe  cov«rinc. 

racontinc   lontruinrnu,   beltins 
All  dcrkaa   for   tba 

will  ba  aa  ahow. 
fiatuiaa  af  the  Ex- 

ha  atTCncthaaad  by   the 
ttenm  af  Mation  pictures 

.   baim  aaearad  in   co-«par- 
wltli  tba  U.  8.  Bwraan  of  Minaa 

aad  variaaa  manafactarara.  tha  titlaa 
af  wUcb  are  m»  follows:  A  Closa- 
Vp  ti  Slakar  Caashoattaa.  MaMnr 
Vatlkal  Ttaaapartatiaa  Poaatbla,  Ever- 

Pvwsr:  Thft  Constniction  of  the 
Oiribaa  Hydra- Blaetric  Power  'Plant 
ki  liHl  Starra  Navatfaa  of  Califomu. 
Cattnll  WiBliUal  Pradpiutor  in  Ac- 
llaa.  Tka  fliary  af  CaaL  The  Story  of 
Mialsaai.  Tba  Stery  of  Salphnr.  The 
llaty  af  Uffot  Iron.  Savinc  Coal  at 
*~  The    Story   of   Asbestos.    Rock 

^f  Tb*  Story  of  Abraaivaa.  Tha 
at  Haary  Excaratinc  Macklaary, 

TbaMary  af  Katoral  Gas.  Onrarao,  Tha 
llanr  af  aa  Blaetric  Matar.  The  Story 
af  a  Watch,  Tha  Story  of  aa  Aatoato- 
Mk,  Tha  Stiarr  of  Staal,  The  Manufac- 
taaa  af  r*st  Iron  Pipe,  Water  Power, 
aai  Hactrte  Transportation. 

Tha  KiaaaiHiwi  b  to  follow  tha  An- 
aaal  Maadan  af  tha  American  Society 
af     MiihaaTail     iMJaasrs     and     the 
Amarkaa  Saaialv  af  wflricerating  En 
piann.  InvHaUaaahaaobaaaaxtrndad 
i»  thaaa  societka  aad  alao  to  tha 

jBariaty  of  SaCaty  Bncinrert. 
vara  Assoniition. 
afBactrieal  En«i- 

8acl«lV  af  CMI    Eaffincars. 
af     Mininr     aiM 

Society  uf  In- af  WcldiaK 

ly  of  Haat- 
Bnstneam,    Na- 

Uchi    AisariaUaa  aad 

aMifc  la  KBidhut  tha 
I  flflretaK  BTHaal- 

Power  Uivuion  A,J>.M.K.;  Kred  Kelder- 
man.  Natioaal  Praaident  National  Asso- 

ciation of  Stationary  Encinears;  Milan 

R.  Bump.  Pai(t-l>rt>Ki(lciit  National  Elec- 
tric Lifht  Asuoriation;  N.  A.  Carle, 

Viea  Praaident  Public  Service  Produc- 
tioo  Caaspany  of  New  Jersey;  E.  B. 
Katte.  Chief  Enaineer  Electric  Trac- 

tion \.  Y.  C.  R.R.  Company;  Fred  R. 
Low,  Editor  "Power":  David  Moffat 
Myara,  ConaultinK  Enrineer;  Calvin  W. 
Rica,  Secretary  the  American  Society 
of  Machanical  EnKineer*,  and  the  man- 
aian,  Charles  F.  Roth  and  Fred  W. 
Payne,  with  oflBeas  in  Grand  Central 
Palace.  New  York. 

ti  thi 

End- r.-Chairman 

Federal  Business  Associations 
Are  Being  Formed 

Under  the  direction  of  the  Bureau  of 
tha  BudiTct  a  definite  effort  is  being: 
made  for  the  first  time  to  increase  the 
efficiency  of  our  fr>^at  federal  business 
machine  by  brinirinir  totrothcr,  in  the 
larger  citiea  of  the  country,  all  cflirialH 
of  tha  Government  in  whatsoever  dv- 
partasant  they  are  en^Kcd.  The  work 
IS  under  the  personal  Kupervision  of 
General  Herbert  M.  I^rd,  director  of 
the  Bureau  of  the  BuJi^ct  and  Colonel 
H.  C.  Smither,  his  chief  co-ordinator. 
According  to  the  plan,  Federal  BuNi- 
naaa  Aaaociations  are  to  be  organiud 
in  the  lancer  citiea  for  the  purpose  of 
brinirinff  about  a  closer  co-operation 
and  co-ordination  in  carryinK  on  the 
Government's  bosinaas. 

In  theae  aaaociations  it  is  expactad 
that  ecoBoaUaa  will  be  realiiad  from 

the  intarehaaga  of  transportation  faiil- 
itiea,  the  conaolidation  of  purchases,  thi- 
storage  of  supplies,  and  the  co-ordina- 

tion of  many  other  activities  to  the 
common  advantage  of  each  of  the  dif- 

ferent departments  concerned.  It  is 
azpacted  that  the  association  will  make 
poaafhia  the  elimiration  of  much  dupli- 

cation and  a  reductiun  in  the  expeniu- 
of  MMration  of   the   ifovernment. 

The  first  Federal  Business  Associa- 
tion was  formed  in  Chicago.  At  the 

organisation  meeting  it  was  found  that 
few  Padaral  officiab  aUtionad  in  that 
city  ware  ac<|Uaintcd  with  oflkials  rep- 
raaanting  dapartmenta  and  bureaus 
athar  than  thair  own.  Other  aasocia- 
tioaa  hava  baaa  formed  in  Detroit.  Mil- 
waofcaa  and  Boaton,  and  have  already 
baan  in  existence  sufficiently  long  to 
prove  their  utility.  It  is  now  planned 
to  carry  tha  organisation  into  Philadel- 

phia, Baltimore  and  other  large  cities. 

-■< 

Ethaii  Viall  Addresses  Eniri- 
neera  at  the  University 

of  Cincinnati 
On  Friday.  Novambar  10,  Ethan 

Viall.  Ohio  aditor  of  tha  Awurlean 
Mteklmit.  cava  a  Ulk  bafora  thraa 
daaaaa  of  angincvring  atodanta  at  the 
University  of  Cincinnati.  This  revives 
and  old  custom  which  had  been  discon- 
tinaad  aiaea  Mr.  Viall  left  Cincinnati 
•a*a  yaara  aao  to  come  to  New  York. 

Mr.  Vlall's  ulks  have  always  baan  well tawlaadby  the  onJergiaJaataa, 

Duluth  Shipbuilding  IMant 
Will  Repair  liailroad  Cars 
According  to  a  rt'iiort  from  Duluth, 

a  company  to  be  composed  of  Duluth 
and  eastern  capitalists  ia  being  orKsn- 
ised  to  take  over  and  operate  the  Mc- 
Dongall-Duluth  Rhipbuilding  plant  in 
that  city.  The  promoters  propose  to 
utilise  the  plant  as  a  larga  railroad 

repair  shop  that  would  almost,  at  the 
outset,  afford  employment  for  from 
2,000  to  2,600  men. 

Capt.  A.  B.  Wolvin  has  been  engagau 
in  the  project  during  the  last  three 
inonthx  and  he  has  received  assurances 
that  the  Northwest  railroads  would  fur- 

nish cars  for  repairs  to  the  extent  of 
M.000,000  annually  and  terms  upon 
which  12,000,000  worth  of  work  would 
be  carried  through  have  been  U-nta- 
tively  agrcc<l  upon.  In  addition,  the 
plant  hax  been  guarantee<i  a  large 
amount  of  marine  work. 

It  was  found  upon  examination  by 
Capt.  Wolvin  and  a  party  of  engincerR 
that  the  plant  can  be  readily  converted 
for  railroad  car  repair  shop  purpoHcs 
and  that  it  would  be  available  at  once 
to  undertake  the  repair  of  thousands 
of  bad-urder  cars  held  by  the  North- 

west roada.  Figures  obtainc<l  by  the 
investigators  showed  that  the  original 
cost  of  the  plant,  built  during  the  war 
period,  was  over  $7,000,000;  that  its 
present  replacement  cost  would  be  in 
the  neight>orho(Mi  of  $4,000,000  and  that 
it  can  DO  bought  from  its  present  own- 

ers, headed  by  JuMuh  H.  Barnes,  at 
around  $2,000,000. 

A.E.S.C.  Calls  Conference 
on  Numbering  of  Steel 

A  conference  to  consider  the  desira- 
bility of  providing  a  system  of  desig- 

nating qualities  or  kinds  of  steels  b>- 
code  numbers,  has  been  called  by  the 
American  Kngineering  Standards  Com- 

mittee at  the  request  of  the  V.  S. 
Bureau  of  Standards.  The  conference 

will  be  held  in  Room  704,  Department 
of  Commerce  Building,  Nineteenth 
Street  and  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  Wanh- 
ington,  D.  C,  at  10  a.m.,  Dec.  6. 
The  subject  of  this  conference  is  a 

matter  of  great  importance  to  all  manu- 
facturers of  steel  and  to  all  users  of 

steel  in  large  quantity.  This  confer- 
ence will  attempt  to  determine  the  de- 

sirability of  applying  a  uniform  num- 
bering system  to  forging  steels,  casting 

steals,  structural  staeU,  including 
plates,  tool  steels  or  other  steels  not  so 
classified. 
While  the  American  Kngineering 

Standards  Committee  haa  invited  to 
thia  conference  representatives  of  all 
technical  and  industrial  associations 
known  to  be  interest4'd  in  the  subject, 
any  organization  which  feels  that  it 
should  be  represented  in  the  confer- 

ence, but  has  received  no  formal  invita- 
tion, is  urged  to  communicate  with  the 

American  Engim-.Tlng  .Standards  Com- 
mittee. 29  West  .l»th  Stnift,  New  York City. 
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FOR  the  last  two  months  or  more  in 
these  letters  it  has  been  repeatedly 
pointed  out  that  a  period  of  second- 
ary inflation  was  impending  and  that 

the  logical  effect  would  be  an  advance  in 
commodities  and  a  decline  in  the  value 
of  securities.  Events  have  justified  this 
pro_mosis,  for  stocks  are  on  the  aver- 

age distincly  lower  than  they  were 
sixty  days  ago,  and  bonds  have  likewise 
declined.  But  most  staple  commodities, 
including  cotton,  wool,  silk,  rubber, 
wheat,  sugar,  hides  and  paper,  have 
advanced. 

Because  it  has  been  under  quasi-gov- 
ernmental control  coal  has  not  shared 

in  the  upward  movement  and  a  sea- 
sonal suspension  of  building  operations, 

hastened  by  the  railroad  congestion, 
has  held  steel,  copper  and  lumber  in 
check. 

Last  week  I  called  attention  to  the 
election  of  the  progressive  candidates 
in  the  Middle  West  and  the  power  that 
they  would  wield  in  Congress  by  coali- 

tion or  co-operation  with  the  farmers 
"bloc."  I  suggested  that  the  result 
might  be  some  anti-capitalistic  legisla- 

tion or  gestures  that  would  lessen  cor- 
porate profits  and  earning  power. 

A  sub-conscious  appreciation  of  this 
possibility  seems  to  have  been  reflected 
in  the  stock  market  by  the  decline 
recorded  last  week.  The  word  sub- 

conscious is  advisedly  used,  for  most  of 
those  who  speculate  in  stocks  thought- 

lessly follow  the  few  unseen  and  often 
unknown  leaders  who  really  think  and 
act  upon  conviction. 

As  to  whether  these  major  influences 
will  be  unremittingly  operative  no  one 
can  say.  They  are  as  yet  chiefly  psy- 

chological in  their  incidence.  They  have 
affected  the  minds  of  habitual  specula- 

tors and  led  students  of  economic  affairs 
to  revise  their  opinions,  but  the  great 
mass  of  the  people  have  not  thus  far 
sensed  their  significance,  and  the  usual 
trade  reports  indicate  an  uninterrupted 
flow  of  business. 

Most  merchants  are  therefore  ex- 
pecting an  active  Christmas  season  with 

large  sales,  and  one  very  prominent 
dry  goods  dealer  in  the  Middle  West 
wrote  me  last  week  that  he  looked  for 

"a  mild  prosperity  that  would  last  until 
next  autumn."  He  may  be  right,  but 
much  depends  upon  what  the  pi-esent 
Congress  does  when  it  resumes  work 
Nov.  20  and  whether  President  Hard- 

ing calls  the  new  Congress  together 
before  December,  1923,  prior  to  which 
date  it  will  not  otherwise  convene. 

Normally  the  stock  market  should 
have  a  substantial  reaction  upward 
following  the  almost  continuous  decline 
of  the  last  two  months,  and  normally 
a  halt  in  the  upward  movement  of  com- 

modity prices  would  be  in  order. 
These  are,  however,  unusual  times. 

During  the  war  and  the  post  war 
period  the  people  of  the  United  States 
have  been  studying  economic  questions 
intensively.      The    popular    magazines 

have  found  that  their  readers  were  as 
much  interested  in  commercial  and 
financial  articles  as  they  were  formerly 
in  short  stories.  The  newspapers  are 
devoting  more  space  than  ever  before 
to  business  reports  and  throughout  the 
entire  country  there  is  a  quickening 
of  interest  in  the  operation  of  eco- 

nomic law. 

It  is  therefore  possible  that  the  inter- 
val between  cause  and  effect  in  business 

may  be  shortened  and  that  having  be- 
come mentally  more  alert  men  will  more 

promptly  discount  a  change. 
Some  years  ago  Frank  Vanderlip 

said    we    were    a    nation    of    economic 

The  unrest  of  the  people  as 

expressed  in  the  recent  elec- 
tions is  a  factor  to  be  reckoned 

with.  It  is  only  four  years 
since  the  armistice,  and  until 
the  wounds  of  the  world  war 

are  healed  it  is  altogether 
probable  that  we  shall  have 
recurring  spells  of  economic 
aberration  to  disturb  us,  just 
as  our  fathers  were  vexed  by 
the  Greenback  craze  of  the 

1870's  which  followed  the 
Civil  War. 

illiterates.  The  statement  is  no  longer 
true.  We  have  learned  at  least  the 
A.  B.  C.  of  economic  science  but  a 
little  learning  is  a  dangerous  thing  and 
it  remains  to  be  seen  how  we  will  apply 
the  rudimentary  knowledge  that  we 
have  latterly  acquired. 

Upon  the  theory  that  what  we  have 
learned  will  make  us  cautious  about 
going  to  extremes  I  should  say  that 
for  the  immediate  future  stocks  are  low 
enough  and  commodities  about  as  high 
as  they  are  likely  to  go  except  as  they 
may  be  affected  by  special  rather  than 
general  influences. 

But  we  must  not  deceive  ourselves. 
The  unrest  of  the  people  as  expressed 
in  the  recent  elections  is  a  factor  to 
be  reckoned  with.  It  is  only  four  years 
since  the  armistice,  and  until  the 
wounds  of  the  world  war  are  healed 
it  is  altogether  probable  that  we  shall 
have  recurring  spells  of  economic 
aberration  to  disturb  us  just  as  our 
fathers  were  vexed  by  the  Greenback 
craze  of  the  1870's  which  followed  the 
Civil  War. 

The  expectation  of  some  such  move- 
ment has  become  so  general  that  it 

has  been  already  christened  the  "new 
liberalism"  and  there  are  many  guesses 
as  to  who  will  be  its  leader.  Borah, 
La  Follette,  Hiram  Johnson  and  Brook- 
hart  are  among  those  named,  but  Henry 
Ford  is  mentioned  oftener  than  others. 

Speaking  in  New  York  last  week  Carl 
Ackerman  asserted  that  Ford  was  the 
financial  backer  of  the  Farm  Labor 
movement  and  that  he  had  spent  more 
money  in  the  last  campaign  than  any 
other  person  in  the  country. 

Inasmuch  as  business  thrives  only 
when  conditions  are  reasonably  stable 
a  boom  is  not  to  be  expected  when  the 
outlook  is  so  uncertain.  In  writing  thus 
I  do  not  mean  to  be  pessimistic.  Afy 
purpose  is  rather  to  avert  the  conse- 

quences of  the  probable  by  counseling 

preparation. 
In  Europe  confusion  again  prevails. 

The  news  from  England  indicates  that 
Lloyd  George  has  been  badly  defeated 
and  a  new  pilot  for  the  British  ship 
of  state  must  be  selected.  The  tories 
are  elated,  but  from  a  non-partisan 
standpoint  the  political  uncertainty 
seems  to  be  increased. 
Germany  appears  to  be  rapidly  ap- 

proaching the  Niagara  of  deflation  and 
now  that  the  mark  is  worthless  she 
may  be  carried  over  the  falls  at  any 
moment  The  Reichsbank  has  advanced 
the  discount  rate  to  10  per  cent  and  the 
ministry  headed  by  Chancellor  Wirth 
has  resigned. 

French  francs  are  still  under  seven 
cents,  French  dollar  bonds  are  weak  and 
lower  in  New  York  and  it  looks  as  if 
another  internal  loan  would  be  neces- 

sary to  balance  the  French  budget.  All 
this  suggests  a  further  reduction  in  the 
purchasing  power  of  Europe  that  will 
not  help  our  export  trade. 
The  Turko- Allied  imbroglio  about 

Constantinople  is  beyond  American 
ken,  but  it  is  doubtful  whether  it  is  as 
serious  as  the  newspapers  would  lead 
one  to  suppose.  The  brightest  spot  in 
the  world  this  week  is  the  Argentine, 
where  a  boom  based  upon  the  excellent 
crop  prospects  seems  to  be  developing. 

But  the  good  news  from  the  Argen- 
tine is  somewhat  obscured  by  the 

Chilean  earthquake  and  its  toll  of 
death.  Conditions  in  Cuba  appear  to 
be  better.  A  good  sugar  crop  is  pro- 

mised upon  the  strength  of  which  the 
long  deferred  loan  of  50  million  dollars 
will  probably  be  arranged.  But  as  an 
offset  an  important  bank  failure  is 
reported  from  Mexico. 

On  the  whole  the  outlook  is  spotted. 
Good  here  and  bad  there.  The  weekly 
statement  of  the  Federal  Reserve  Sys- 

tem shows  a  decline  of  1.2  per  cent  in 
the  reserve  ratio,  which  stands  at  75.2 
as  compared  with  76.4  a  week  ago. 
The  gold  supply  is  reduced  by  about 
$7,000,000  as  a  result  probably  of  ex- 

ports to  Canada  as  well  as  of  the  con- 
tinued disbursements  of  yellow-backs 

by  the  banks.  The  other  changes  are 
not  important. 

The  money  market  is  firmer  and  4i 
per  cent  is  the  lowest  rate  at  which  the 
very  best  commercial  paper  can  be  sold. 
Rates  are  tending  upward,  chiefly  be- 

cause the  railroad  congestion  delays  the 
distribution  of  goods  in  transit. 
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tractiMl  no  little  attention  during  the 
month  of  October,  chiefly  on  account 
of  the  car  (hortaxc  which  hat  been 
mountinc     upward     rapidly    for    the 

tnxi 

far  (ka 

aharcB    in 
aril  atadi  aMrkat 

_  Ortakar.  t>a 
aa  af  tan  rautv- 
taaaaa      laacntm 

lar  akasa  aa  acatnat 
par    ahara    ia    8a^ 

"Dm     aMMth     waa 
kf  aa  advance  t«  an 
aif  tn.lS  per  ahara 
Mk  Mtdinc  October 
wkich    point    there 

darilne  to  176.80  for 
October    SO.      Tha 
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caaipaaiaa   all   of 
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Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  York.  Chicaco  and CIcvcian 

d  i'ricci 

Four One 
Current Week* 

Year 
Uait 

Price 
Ago 

Ago 

Soft  tcecl  bar*. .   per  lb so.o2<'S  W.029S  worn    1 
Cold    finithed 

thaftiiiK               per  Ih.      . oom 
0  0' 78 

0  037 J 

Bra»»  rod*              per  lb.     .. 0  171 0  1700 0  IS 

.Sddcr  (1  and  ))  per  lb..   0  24 
0.23 

0  20 Coiron   wasic       per  lb.   
0.11 O.ll 0  122 

Wathcri.  c  a  *  t 

iron  ( )  in.)    .  .    per  100  lb. 
4  33 4.33 

4  33 Kmciy.      duk*. 
clorh.  Na  1.  f> 
in.  dia      per  100   

3.11 3.11 
Lard  ruitini  oil  percal.:   

0  S9 

0.57S 
0  36 

0  36 

Bclring.  leal  her. 
medium             olTlUt   

"SiSS 

^\ 
Machine       boll* 

up(»lt)Oin.  olTliit   f.S-lO^  (^Wo 

ralitec  •lack  condition  at- 

pa»t  few  month*.  With  141,262  can 
abort  of  requiramanta  on  American 
roads  for  tha  w««k  ondInK  October  8, 
tha  Incraaaa  has  continued  until  it 
raarhid  tha  record  shortaKc  of  179.- 
2S9  cars  on  October  SI.  lite  average 
for  tba  month  was  160,787  cart  as 
acalnst  tha  Saptamber  average  of  ap- 

proximately 100,000  cars.  Car  sur- 
plusage declined  in  corresponding  pro- 

portion, the  average  for  the  month 
being  4,470  aa  against  21,000  in  Sep- 

tember. Cars  in  bad  order 
decreased  from  321,674  or 
14.1  per  cent  of  the  total 
to  249,960  or  11  per  cent 
Heavy  demands  upon  the 
railroads  for  cars  for  cpal, 

grain  and  merchandise  load- 
ing continued  during  the 

month. 

Coat  of  living  among  waga 
earners'  families  in  tna 
United  SUtes  on  October  16, 
was  67.1  per  cent  higher 
than  in  July,  1914,  according 
to  figureH  collected  by  the 
National  Industrial  Confer- 

ence Board.  Between  Septem- ber 16  and  October  16  there 
was  an  increase  of  1.6  points 
or  one  per  cent  The  change* 
in  the  budget  within  the 
month  were  continued  slight 
increase*  in  the  average  cost 
of  food,  clothing  and  coal. 
Between  July,  1920,  when  the 
peak  of  the  rise  in  the  cost 
of  living  since  1914  wa* 
reached,  and  October,  1922, 
the  cost  of  living  dropped  47.4 
points  or  28.2  per  cent. 

Commercial  failures  in  the  United 
Sutes  last  week,  according  to  re- 

ports furnished  by  Bradstreets,  num- 
bered 378  as  compared  with  874  in 

tha  week  previous  and  474,  807,  110 
and  182  for  the  corresponding  week* 
of  1921  and   1918. 
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National  Personnel  Association  Holds  Three- 
day  Forum  on  Human  Factor  in  Industry 

Development  of  organized  effort  to 
study  the  human  factor  in  commerce 
and  industry  and  to  apply  the  prin- 

ciples and  practises  arising  therefrom 
to  the  realities  of  American  industrial 
life  marked  a  three-day  national  forum 
of  personnel  experts  held  in  Pittsburgh, 
Nov.  8,  9  and  10,  under  the  auspices  of 
the  National  Personnel  Association. 

Many  of  the  country's  principal  manu- 
facturing and  mercantile  enterprises, 

public  service  corporations,  universi- 
ties, engineering  societies  and  civic 

bodies  were   represented. 
Among  the  notable  reports  presented 

to  the  convention  was  one  dealing  with 

"Co-operation  With  Engineering  Col- 
leges," prepared  by  a  committee,  of 

which  W.  E.  Wickenden,  American  Tele- 
phone and  Telegraph  Co.,  New  York,  is 

chairman,  and  of  which  F.  L.  Bishop, 
dean  of  engineering,  University  of 
Pittsburgh  and  G.  H.  Pfeif,  secretary 
of  the  educational  committee  of  the 
General  Electric  Co.,  are  members. 
Outlining  ways  and  means  by  which 
assistance,  through  the  association,  can 
be  rendered  by  industries  to  engineer- 

ing colleges,  the  report  said,  in  part: 
Value  of  Engineering  Education 

"The  engineering  colleges  have  a 
strong  claim  on  the  assistance  of  the  in- 

dustries in  return  for  services  rendered. 
The  schools  have  made  inestimable  con- 

tributions to  scientific  knowledge  from 
which  the  industries  have  profited  with- 

out cost.  Education  has  increased  earn- 
ing power  and  so  has  made  possible  the 

markets  on  which  many  industries  de- 
pend for  existence.  The  colleges  have 

expended  on  each  engineering  gradu- 
ate from  $800  to  $2,000  above  all  fees 

received.  The  industries  profit  by  this 
training  and  would  be  compelled  to  pro- 

vide costly  substitutes  for  it  if  it  were 
not  available." 
The  Committee  on  Shof  Training, 

headed  by  R.  L.  Sackett  dean  of  engi- 
neering, Pennsylvania  State  College, 

presented  a  report  asserting  that  "the 
standards  of  workmanship  are  higher 
and  so  are  the  moral  standards"  since 
the  war.  "The  resumption  of  produc- 

tion," the  committee  found,  "is  proving 
again  that  we  have  a  shortage  of  skilled 
workmen.  Industries  are  picking  the 
men  whom  they  employ  with  more  dis^ 
crimination  than  was  possible  during 
the  war.  At  no  previous  time  has 
there  been  the  same  appreciation  by 
wage-earners  of  the  value  of  practical 
education  which  pertains  more  or  less 

directly  to  their  job." 
Economics  of  Immigration 

Immigration  was  a  principal  topic  of 
the  convention.  Magnus  W.  Alexander, 
managing  director  of  the  National  In- 

dustrial Conference  Board,  discussed 
"Our  Immigration  Policy  and  its  Social 
and  Economic  Effects."  "The  Immi- 

grant's Point  of  View"  was  the  sub- 
ject of  Michael  I.  Pupin,  immigrant, 

inventor,  consulting  engineer  and  pro- 
fessor of  electro-mechanics  in  Columbia 

University.  W.  W.  Kincaid,  Niagara 
Falls,  N.  Y.,  delivered  an  address  on 
"Nationwide  Co-operation  in  Personnel 
Work,"  and  E.  K.  Hall,  vice-president 
of  the  American  Telephone  and  Tele- 

graph Co.,  on  "Management's  Respon- sibility for  and  Opportunities  in  the 
Personnel  Job." 

The  Committee  on  Trade  Apprentice- 
ship Progress  recommended  that  a  sys- 
tem for  developing  sufficient  training 

courses  be  centralized  under  a  national 
organization  that  would  embody  repre- 

sentatives from  the  manufacturing,  ed- 
ucational and  publishing  institutions, 

and  sub-organizations  to  introduce  and 
supervise  the  work  in  different  sections 
throughout  the  country. 

The  Committee  on  Economics  for  Em- 
ployees, Dr.  Lee  Galloway  of  New  York 

University,  chairman,  reported  on  an 
investigation  of  methods  of  training  in 
industrial  economics,  saying: 

"The  newness  of  the  subject  calls  for 
a  double  analysis — an  intellectual  an- 

alysis of  the  science  of  economics  for 
purposes  of  adjustment  of  the  teachmg 
method  to  the  new  goal  in  view  and  a 
practical  analysis  of  the  industry  to  es- 

tablish the  right  points  of  contact  be- 
tween the  worker's  interest  and  the 

principles  of  economics." The  Committee  on  Industrial  and 
Public  School  Relations  recommended 
that  committee  work  along  this  line  be 
continued  and  suggested  that  future 
committees  be  composed  of  approxi- 

mately an  equal  representation  from 
the  public  schools  and  industries. 

J.  D.  MacDonald,  Ohio  State  Uni- 
versity, was  chairman  of  a  committee 

reporting  on  foreman  training  methods. 
The  committee  said  that  foremanship 
training  to  be  really  effective  must  be  a 
continuous  process,   adding: 

"Doubtless  the  work  of  the  next  few 
years  will  be  not  so  much  the  develop- 

ment of  new  methods  as  better  applica- 
tion of  the  methods  already  outlined  to 

the  conditions  for  which  they  ai-e  best 

suited." 
Discussing  the  development  of  men 

for  executive  positions,  a  committee, 
headed  by  C.  R.  Dooley,  manager  of 
personnel  and  training.  Standard  Oil 
Company  of  New  Jersey,  said  that 
"companies  having  had  training  courses 
for  several  years  invariably  report  that 
the  effort  and  expense  involved  are  jus- 

tified by  the  results." 
Job  Analysis  in  Reducing  Costs 

The  Committee  on  Job  Analysis,  of 
which  Harry  Arthur  Hopf  of  New  York 
is  chairman,  in  a  report  dealing 
throughly  with  the  nature  and  scope  as 
well  as  with  the  practices  of  this  proc- 

ess, concluded:  "Job  analysis  has 
proved  a  valuable  means  of  reducing 
operating  costs  not  only  indirectly, 
through  scientific  hiring,  training  and 
promotion,  but  also  directly,  by  means 
of  the  production  standard  and  the 

analysis  by  function  of  salary  expense." During  the  past  few  years  there  has 
been  a  greater  tendency  toward  the 
centralization  of  employment  functions 
in  one  person  or  a  group  of  persons,  it 
was  reported  by  the  Committee  on  Em- 

ployment and  Labor  Turnover,  R.  E. 
Von  Kersburg  of  New  York,  chairman. 
The  report  said: 
"From  time  immemorial,  employers 

have  made  an  inventory  of  their  mer- 
chandise once  or  twice  every  year,  so 

that  they  might  determine  whether  their 
business  was  profitable  or  otherwise. 
Until  quite  recently  little  or  no  con- 

sideration was  given  to  the  human 
element  in  business.  It  was  not  long 
ago  that  hiring,  training,  and  firing  of 
employees    was    done    in    a    haphazard 

sort  of  way.  Has  successful  merchan- 
dising ever  been  conducted  this  way? 

Industry  has  awakened  to  the  fact  that 
it  is  necessary  to  give  the  same  if  not 
more  consideration  to  the  human  ele- 

ment in  industry." The  increased  application  of  pension 
plans  in  the  past  ten  years  argues  thai 
their  value  is  established  in  the  minds 
of  business  men,  said  a  special  report 
on  pensions  for  industrial  and  commer- cial  employees. 

Employee  publications  have  proved 
their  worth,  said  another  report,  saying 
that  it  is  vitally  important  that  these 
publications  should  embody  sound  per- 

sonnel philosophy  and  practice.  George 
F.  Quimby,  industrial  service  secretary, 
Associate  Industries  of  Massachusetts, 
was  among  the  other  speakers,  discuss- 

ing   "Training    Immigrant    Workers." 

Disabled  Soldiers  Learning 
Trades  and  Agriculture 

Over  101,000  disabled  veterans  are 
being  rehabilitated  under  the  U.  S. 
Veterans'  Bureau.  These  men  are 
roughly  divided  into  the  following 
classes:  trade  and  industrial  training, 
33  per  cent;  professional  education,  14 
per  cent;  agriculture  training,  12  per 
cent;  business  and  commercial  training, 
26  per  cent;  pre-vocational  training,  15 
per  cent.  They  are  being  trained  in 
established  institutions,         training 
schools,  colleges  and  also  are  receiving 

training  "on  the  job"  in  industrial establishments. 

The  opening  of  the  first  U.  S.  Vet- 
erans' Bui-eau  Vocational  schools  at 

Chillicothe,  Ohio,  marks  the  inaugura- 
tion of  a  new  system  in  the  rehabilita- 
tion program.  This  school  is  conducted 

under  the  supervision  of  the  govern- 
ment. The  men  in  training  reside  at 

the  institution  which  allows  closer  con- 
tact between  the  Veterans'  Bureau  and the  trainees. 

In  order  that  proper  instiniction  may 
be  given  to  the  students,  machinery  and 
laboratories  have  been  installed.  The 
whole  vocational  school  system  at  Chil- 

licothe is  under  government  control  and 

supervision. Among  the  trades  now  being  taught 
are  auto  mechanics,  carpentry,  cabinet 
making,  upholstery  and  body  work  on 
automobiles,  electrical  work,  sheet 
metal  work,  general  mechanics,  machine 
shop  work,  drafting  and  vulcanizing. 
The  men  who  graduate  must  pass 

satisfactory  tests  and  must  demonstrate 
their  ability  to  carry  on  in  their  chosen 
vocation  before  the  government  will 
allow  them  to  accept  employment. 
The  government  has  provided  the 

methods  and  funds  needed  in  the  re- 
habilitation program;  the  vocational 

handicapped  veterans  are  availing 
themselves  of  this  opportunity  of  re- 

education; commerce,  agriculture,  in- 
dustries and  the  professions  are  being 

asked  to  assist  in  this  plan  of  salvaging 
the  human  wastage  of  war.  The  co- 

operation of  the  Nation's  employing bodies  are  vital  factors  in  the  ultimate 
success  of  the  undertaking. 

Employers  who  can  offer  employment 
to  disabled  soldiers  who  have  been 

trained  in  trades  at  the  U.  S.  Veterans' 
Bureau  schools,  or  who  desire  definite 
information  on  men  trained  in  the 
various  trades  should  write  to  Co'. 
Charles  R.  Forbes,  Director  of  the  U.  S. 
Veterans'  Bureau,  Washington,  D.  C.  or 

Employment  Section  U.  S.  Veterans* Bureau  111  No.  Canal  St.,  Chicago,  III. 
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U-yoor  goM  koatfa  oat  of  a  toul  au- 
tkensod  iaaat  of  $3,000,000  the  pro- 
oooda  to  bo  aaod  portly  for  refunding 
Mi    partly    for    aMMaaal    workinc 
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Oraak  tk.  New  CaatJe.  Pa.,  ittffered  a 
hn  of  iSMOt  ky  ftra  laat  woak.  tbo 

Tto  Oarlock  Walkor  Machinery  Co., 
LtL,  THaatoL  Canada,  tkroofk  John  L. 
Tkoraa.  aaoMttMd  trostoe  for  the 
oatota.  aaaoaaaoa  that  a  flaal  dividend 
la  Imtmdai  to  ko  daclarod  and  that  all 
okrfaa  mmm.  ko  oolabllafcad  to  tho  aatia- 
Coettoa  of  Ow  coert  oa  or  bofore 
Doc.  U.  Utt. 

Tkt  Nov  Eadaad  OollapoAlo  Tubo 
Co,  Now  toadea,  Caea^  aaaafactorer 
of  taMac  ote^  kaa  roeently  hteroaeod 

from     MO.0OO     to 

Tko    Maanlactarers*    Poliahins    and 
:  Sapply  Co..  of  Bridvtport, 

.  kao  rooMtly  boon  taoerporated 
aaav  tke  law*  of  Connoetkot  to  con- 
4aat  •  Munifacturinr  buainooa  ia  plat- 
lafc  pittiblnf  nipplMs,  baJBag  wfcoda. 
iafto*.  and  otftor  aMcklaory  aad  toola. 
TW  MMtal  atock  of  tko  coavaay  ia 
|MMN.  aad  H  win  otort  kaalneas  with 
MJM.  Tko  iaeorporaton  ar« :  fl.  H. 
BrtmaltlAnitrnj  8t-  Waliincford. 
Caafc.  r.  Tkiii  BrMol  of  Brooklyn, 
X.  Y..  aad  P.  E.  Piootto,  New  York 
C»ty. 

Tko  BoU  Ak 
Ni 

iac  Co..  of 
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of   IIOOMO,  to 

-—   _-    —  ^-ilaffc    aatomobito 
mtU,  Utla,  ite.  lit  kMoraoraton  of 
Ike  •*«  aro:  Edward  BoM,  tt?  Orance 
Bt,  New  Baooa;  Loaf%  Natkon  and 
Mante  OoldMa.  aB  W  Kew^  Hawi 
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Tho  B.  *  (X  Tractor  Equipment  Co., 
of  Now  Haven,  Conn.,  haa  recently  in- 
eorpocatod  aador  tko  lawa  of  Connocti- 
cvt,  aad  win  mako  BMtal  articloe  and 
tractor  hitchee,  etc  Tho  capital  atoek 
la  tS&JWO,  and  tho  Incorporatora  aro: 
Harald  L.  and  A.  M.  Read,  of  New 
Ha  von:  Harold  W.  and  Emma  Osborn, 
Oxford,  Conn. 
Tho  LawToaeo  Mackino  Co.,  Island 

SL.  Lawreneo,  Maaa.,  manufacturing 
awchinista.  etc.,  has  removed  the  buti- 
Boaa  into  a  new  and  most  modern  plant 
at  S41  Market  St..  South  Lawrence. 

Tho  Willys-Overland  Co.  and  rabaid- 
iariea  akovra  oatimatod  oamings  of 
f4,0i0^6  for  tho  quarter  aodod 
Sept.  30. 

Kirk.  Roche  and  Co.,  which  openod  a 
akoot  meto!  plant  at  3S8  Seventh  St, 
San  Diefo,  Cal.,  a  few  months  aco,  has 
taken  larger  quarters  at  540  Markot 
St,  in  that  city.  The  Arm  specialitos 
in  restaurant  equipment  furnacoa, 
heating  and  ventifnting,  skylight  and 
cornice  work.  Its  members  are  Cle- 

ment P.  Kirk,  formerly  with  the  Ingle 
Manufacturing  Co.,  and  T.  P.  and 
J.  J.  Roche.  This  firm  will  be  glad  to 
have  catalogues  and  quotations  from 
manufacturers  of  equipment  for  Kuch  a 
plant  as  theirs,  as  thcv  will  be  in  the 
market  for  soma  now  sheet  meUl  work 
machinery  soon. 
Tha  Chalmers  Motor  CorporaUon 

roeoiver's  salo,  according  to  reports,  on Dec.  7,  under  the  terms  of  the  final 
decree  enterH  in  the  Federal  court  on 
the  petition  filed  by  the  Pisk  Rubber 
Co.  and  tho  Metropolitan  Trust  Co.  of 
plant  and  properties  are  to  be  sold  at 
New  York. 

The  New  Procosa  Gear  Co.  plant  at 
Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  has  been  purchased  by 
W.  C.  Durant,  president  of  Durant 
Motors,  Inc.,  for  )2,100,000.  Tho  aalo 
has  been  conflrmod  by  Federal  Judge 
Cooper  who,  proviously,  rejected  a  bid 

of^JWM.OOO  mado  by  T.  W   Warner  of 

Tbo  Rockford  Milling  Machine  Co., 
Rockford,  111.,  has  appointed  J.  C. 
Austerberry  to  sell  Rockford  milling 
machines  in  the  Detroit  district 

The  Co-operative  Machinery  Co., 
Clovoland,  Ohio,  has  b«-en  appointed  ex- 
cluaivo  dealer  in  the  Cleveland  district 
by  tho  Bockford  Milling  Machine  Co., 
Bockford,  III.,  for  its  line  of  milling 
machines  and  tools. 

The  Western  Iron  Stores  Co.,  Mil- 
waukee. Wis.,  has  been  appointed  ex- 

cinaivo  dealer  in  the  sUte  of  Wisconsin 
by  tho  Rockford  Milling  Machine  Co., 
RockfoH.  III.,  for  ite  lino  of  milling  ma- 

chines and  tools. 

The  New  England  Smelting  Worka, 
Inc.,  opened  its  new  plant  at  West 
Springfield,  Mass.,  Nov.  13,  built  to 
suit  the  needs  of  its  business  in  pro- 

ducing typo  notol,  babbitt  and  brating 
spelter. 
The  Martin-Parry  Corporation  of 

York.  Pa.,  manufacturer  of  commercial 
aotoawbiio  bodieo,  is  preparing  to  open 
aa  aaaembUnc  plant  in  Baltimore.  The 
plant  will  bo  ot  Pallswav  and  Monu- 
maat  Sta.,  whora  the  building  formerly 
oecnpied  by  tho  Baltimore  .Manufac- 

turing Ca  b  undergoing  interior  re- 
ciastruction.  The  plant  will  occupy 
aboat  124100  feet  of  floor  space  and  will 
bo  opoB  for  buainooa  oarly  in  December. 
The  Federal  Tire  Co.  Charles  and 

Barre  !)ts..  Baltimore.  Md.,  ha*  taken 

tho  43,000  square  feet  of  space  in  the 
adjoining  building  formerly  occupied 
by  P.  Lorillard,  and  is  inaUlling  $40,000 
of  new  machine  equipment  The  t-x- 
pansiun  will  enablv  tho  firm  to  increase 
ita  volume  of  production  by  about  one- 
third  and  will  mean  the  increase  of  itK 
present  force  by  150  additional  opera- 
tives. 

The  San  Dieto  Pulley  Co.  has  been 
formed  at  San  Diego,  Cal.,  by  Georgv 
C.  Zink  and  Franklin  S.  Pierce,  with 
offices  at  121  Broadway,  to  do  business 
as  saleo  agonto  and  distributors  of 
builders'  hardware  and  mechanical 
equipment  for  buildings. 

Wcstgato  MeUl  Produete  Co.,  of  Oak- 
land, Cal.,  manufacturer  of  cooking 

cabinets  and  gas  atoves  haa  opened 
salesrooms  at  ISIS  Markot  St,  San 
Francisco. 

The  Cutler  Steel  Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa., 
has  purchased  the  plant  of  the  Na- tional Steel  Castings  Co.  in  New  Cum- 

berland, W.  Vs..  and  will  operate  it, 
commencing  early  in  January. 

The  American  Electroplating  Worka, 
Inc.,  of  Somerville,  Mass.,  haa  recently 
been  incorporated  with  a  capitel  con- 

sisting of  100  shares  of  stocx,  no  par 
value,  to  engage  in  the  electro-plating 
business.  John  J.  Walsh,  Amea  Build* 
ing,  Boston,  Mass.,  is  tho  troaaarer  of the  company. 

Louis  Miller,  machinery  dealer,  of 
Boston,  Mass.,  has  recently  tiled  a  vol- 
unUry  petition  in  bankruptcy  in  thi- 
United  SUtea  District  Court  at  Boston, 
showing  his  liabilitiea  at  $48,699,  and 
asseUof  but  $1,200. 

Personals 

W.  W.  Sayrbb,  formerly  ropresento- 
tive  of  the  Link-Belt  Co.  in  the  Chicago 
territory,  and  later  in  charge  of  the 
locomotive  crane  department,  has  been 
promoted  to  the  position  of  chief  engi- 

neer of  the  company'a  Philadelphia works  and  eastern  oporations,  with 
headquarters  at  Philadelphia. 

H.  GOLDBmo,  for  the  past  few  years 
associatod  with  the  American  Pipo  and 
Supply  Co.,  Philadelphia,  and  for  more 
than  eighteen  years  connected  with  the 
tool  and  equipment  business,  has  re- 

cently organized  a  pipe  supply  concern 
under  his  own  name  at  306  Cherry 
Streit  in  that  city. 
William  H.  Blount,  until  recently 

superintendent  of  Sleeper  &  Hartley, 
Inc.,  Worcester,  Mass.,  haa  organized 
the  Arey  A  Blount  Electric  Co.,  and  will 
manufacture  electric  devices  in  Wor- 
cester. 
Frank  L.  Wiu>at,  1188  Main  St., 

Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has  been  appointed 
temporary  receiver  of  tha  Peterson 
Forge  Co.,  of  Bridgeport 

J.  C.  AumRBcmiY  of  Detroit  has 
been  appointed  sales  agent  fur  the 
Rockford  milling  machines  in  that  dis- 
trict 

Ronald  P.  Boardman,  who  has  boon 
supervising  tha  advortising  for  the 
Hart  A  Cooley  Co.,  Now  Britain,  Conn., 
has  recently  acceptod  the  position  of 
advertising  mnnnger  of  Landers,  Frary 
and  Clarke  of  that  city. 
/OHN  B.  PoRTRR  has  taken  charge  of 

tho  iron  and  steel  departmont  of  thp 
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David  J.  Joseph  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 
Mr.  Foster  has  been  head  of  the  John 
B.  Foster  Co.  of  Cleveland  and  for- 

merly was  connected  with  the  National 
Trading  Co.  of  that  city.  He  will  make 
his  headquarters  in  Youngstown,  Ohio. 

A.  H.  Hunter,  president  of  the  Atlas 
Steel  Corporation,  has  resigned.  Mr. 
Hunter  will  retain  his  stock  interest  in 
the  corporation. 
W.  H.  Warren,  formerly  general 

manager  of  the  Brier  Hill  Steel  Cor- 
poration, Youngstown,  Ohio,  has  been 

named  general  superintendent  of  the 
Trumbull  Steel  Co.,  at  Warren,  Ohio. 
John  F.  Miller,  vice-chairman  of 

the  board  of  directors  of  the  Westing- 
house  Airbrake  Co.,  Wilmerding,  Pa., 
has  been  elected  a  member  of  the  board 
of  trustees  of  the  College  of  Wooster, 
Ohio. 

Raymond  K.  Bowden  has  been  ap- 
pointed instructor  in  metallurgy  at  the 

Carnegie  Institute  of  Technology,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  Mr.  Bowden  was  formerly 

with  the  Central  Steel  Co.  of  Massillon, 
Ohio,  and  the  Crucible  Steel  Co.  of 
America  at  Pittsburgh. 

Harry  W.  Irwin  has  accepted  the  po- 
sition of  the  superintendent  of  the  Uni- 
versal Steel  Co.  at  Bridgeville,  Pa.  Mr. 

Irwin  came  to  Canton  in  1901  and  en- 
tered the  employ  of  the  Stark  rolling 

mill.  For  several  years  he  was  superin- 
tendent of  the  Canton  Sheet  Steel  Co. 

C.  C.  Upham,  chairman  of  the  board 
of  directors  of  the  Diebold  Safe  and 
Lock  Co.,  Canton,  Ohio,  has  been  elected 
president  of  the  company  to  fill  the  un- 

expired term  of  the  late  John  C.  Welty. 
Mr.  Upham  will  continue  to  serve  as 
chairman  of  the  board. 

0.  E.  Quere,  formerly  with  the  Niles 
Steel  Products  Co.,  Niles,  Ohio,  has 
been  appointed  assistant  general  man- 

ager of  sales  of  the  Ashtabula  Steel  Co., 
at  Ashtabula. 

A.  E.  Hughes,  for  the  past  eight 
years  connected  with  the  Brier  Hill 
Steel  Co.,  Youngstown,  Ohio,  and  lately 
superintendent  of  the  Western  Reserve 
plant  at  Warren,  has  resigned  to  be- 

come general  superintendent  of  the 
Ashtabula  Steel  Co.,  at  Ashtubula,  Ohio. 

L.  L.  Rogers  has  resigned  from  the 
position  of  manager  of  the  advertising 
and  printing  department  of  the  New 
Ho«ie    Sewing    Machine    Co.,    Orange, 

ADDRESS  WANTED 

Will  anyone  knowing  the  where- 
abouts of  William  H.  Addis,  formerly 

connected  with  the  Link  Belt  Company, 
Indianapolis,  and  later  located  in  Los 
Angeles,  communicate  with  Mr.  B. 
Rich,  104S  East  12th  St.,  Brooklyn, 
N.  Y. 

Charles  E.  Hbmrick,  for  many  years 
proprietor  of  the  Herrick  Machine  Co., 
and  for  some  time  manufacturer  of  the 
Nonotuck  bicycle,  at  Northampton, 
Mass.,  died  in  that  city  Oct.  10  at  the 
age  of  79  years. 

George  F.  Smith,  at  one  time  vice- 
president  of  the  H.  D.  Smith  and  Co., 
Plantsville,  Conn.,  and  one  of  the  best 
known  manufacturers  of  Connecticut, 
died  at  his  home  in  Southington,  Conn., 

November  12,  at  the  age  of  92  years. 
For  the  past  few  years  Mr.  Smith  has 
led  a  retired  life. 

Virgil  F.  Schwain,  for  six  years 
superintendent  of  the  Atlantic  Foundry 
Co.,  Akron,  Ohio,  died  recently  at  his 
home  in  that  city  at  the  age  of  45. 
Charles  G.  Cooper,  founder  of  tho 

C.  G.  Cooper  Co.,  machinery  manufac- 
turer, died  recently  at  his  home  in  Mt. 

Vernon,  Ohio. 

Jacob  F.  Snyder,  vice-president  of 
the  Hess-Snydei'  Co.,  machinery  manu- 

facturer, died  at  his  home  in  Massillon, 
Ohio,  recently.  Mr.  Snyder,  who  was 
77  years  of  age,  was  one  of  the  pioneers 
in  the  Massillon  steel  and  machinery 
industry.  He  entered  the  manufactur- 

ing business  in  1872  when  he  became 
associated  with  F.  H.  Snyder  and  Bros., 
in  operating  a  general  foundry.  Ten 
years  later  the  firm  of  which  he  was  a 
member  consolidated  with  J.  H.  Hess 
and  Bro.,  furnace  manufacturer. 

Frank  Engelhard,  proprietor  of  the 
Hercules  Float  Works,  Springfield, 
Mass.,  died  in  that  city  Oct.  31,  at 
the  age  of  79  years.  He  had  taken  out 
thirty  patents  for  copper  floats,  auto- 

matic lighting  devices,  electroplating 
apparatus,  etc. 

Union  Scale  of  Waffeti  and  Honrfi  of 
Labor,  May  16,  1921.  Bulletin  No.  302.  of 
the  Bureau  of  Labor  Statistics,  U.  S.  De- 

partment of  Labor,  just  issued,  contains 
the  union  scale  of  wages  and  hours  of 
labor  of  930,903  members  of  organized 
trades  and  occupations  in  66  of  the  prin- 

cipal cities  of  the  United  States,  as  of 
May  15,   1921. 
The  Interallied  Debts  an  a  Bankinar 

Problem.  The  Cnase  National  Bank,  New 
York  City,  has  just  published  its  economic 
bulletin  No.  5,  of  Vol.  II  in  which  the 
Interallied  Debts  from  the  standpoint  of  a 
banking  problem  are  discussed  by  Benja- 

min M.  Anderson,  Jr.,  Ph.D.,  Economist 
of  the  Chase  National  Bank.  Interesting 
points  of  view  are  given  on  the  debt  fund- 

ing commission,  the  manner  in  which  the 
banker  views  the  reparations,  interna- 

tional payments  through  the  export  of 
goods  and  a  discussion  of  the  recent  .state- 

ments of  Mr.  McKenna  and  Mr.  Hoover 
on  the  great  question. 

BtidKretin^  for  BuHlness  Control.  This 
pamphlet  Just  issued  by  the  U.  S.  Chamber 
of  Commerce,  asserts  that  the  main  object 
and  purpose  of  a  budget  is  to  secure  in- 

ternal control  of  a  business.  The  manu- 
facturer, it  is  declared,  is  taking  a  big 

step  forward  to  that  end  if.  at  the  beginning 
of  the  year,  instead  of  entering  the  new 
period  without  definite  plans  or  purpose,  he 
charts  his  course  as  far  as  possible  througli 
the  compiling  of  a  budret.  Copies  of  the 
pamphlet  may  be  had  by  addressing  the 
Fabricated  Production  Department.  Cham- 

ber of  Commerce  of  the  United  States, 
Washington. 
The  Western  European  nivisUm  and 

American  Business.  A.  small  folder  describ- 
ing the  organization  of  thf  Western  Kuro- 

pean  Division  of  the  Dapartment  of  Com- 
merce, its  functions  and  the  aids  which  it 

can  extend  to  American  manufacturers. 
Published  by  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 
Domestic   Commerce,    Washington,    D.    C. 

China  Trade  Act.  1932.  Trade  Informa- 
tion Bulletin  No.  74  of  the  U.  S.  Depart- 

ment of  Commerce  contains  the  China 
Trade  Act  and  sets  forth  the  ngulations 
and  forms  for  application  for  certificate 
of  incorporation,  certificate  of  property 
value,  certificate  of  amended  articles  of  in- 

corporation, certificate  of  authorization  for 
dissolution,  certificate  of  authorization  for 
extension  and  annual  reports. 

Foreiifn  Trade  of  the  United  States  for 
the  Fiscal  Year  1921-193'.  Trade  Informa- 

tion Bulletin  No.  59  of  the  U.  S.  Depart- 
ment of  Commerce,  prepared  by  the  Divi- 

sion of  Research  and  just  issued,  contains 
complete  statistical  data  on  the  foreign 
trade  of  the  United  States  for  the  fiscal 
year  1921-1922. 

Screw  Machines.  Brown  &  Shaipe  Manu- 
facturing Co..  Providence,  R.  I.  The  com- 

pany is  now  placing  before  the  trade  its 
new  screw  machine  catalog  No.  23-G,  of 
197  pages,  just  oft  the  the  press,  in  whicn 
is  described  its  complete  line  of  automatic, 
wire  feed  and  plain  screw  machine.s,  tlieir 
attachment.s  and  tools.  The  arrangement 
of  this  catalog  is  entirely  new  and  the 
arrangement  Is  excellent.  The  detailed 
descriptions  of  the  automatic,  wire  feed 
and  plain  screw  machines  are  arranged  in 
this  order  in  the  first  part  of  the  book. 
Following  the  descriptions  of  these  ma- 

chines there  are  condensed  tables  of  general 
specifications  in  a  form  which  wiil  prove 
convenient  for  comparative  purposes.  Next, 
in  order,  are  complete  specifications  of  all 
styles  and  sizes  of  machines,  arranged  in 
the  order  mentioned  above.  This  grouping 
of  specifications  in  one  section  instead  of 
having  them  distributed  throughout  the 
descriptive  matter  should  prove  an  advan- 

tage in  finding  any  desired  specification. 
Industrial  Helical  Gears.  The  R.  D. 

Nuttall  Co.,  Pittsburg,  Pa,  A  new  publica- 
tion of  nineteen  pages,  knowh  as  Bulletin 

No.  34  has  just  been  issued  by  this  com- 
pany. With  an  excellent  arrangement,  the 

publication  describes  the  Nuttall  Helical 
gears  for  industrial  service  and  gives  illus- 

trations of  characteristic  installations. 
Booklet  36  of  this  company,  which  is  also 

a  new  publication,  is  entitled  "Proportion 
of  Industrial  Gears."  This  publication  is one  of  exceptional  value,  as  it  makes 
possilJle  for  an  engineer,  the  calculation  of 
the  sizes  of  gears  for  any  given  drive. 
Eight  double  page  charts  are  bound  into 
th^  booklet  for  use  in  making  calculations. 

Dnraloy.  The  Cutler  Steel  Co.,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  This  company  has  just  issued  a 

new  folder,  known  as  Bulletin  No.  221  de- 
scribing its  Duraloy  product,  a  chromium 

iron  alloy.  The  product  is  the  result  of  a 
development  to  produce  a  low  cost  alloy  to 
resist  oxidation.  The  bulletin  contains  a 
complete  general  description  of  the  alloy, 
.setting  forth  its  physical  properties. 

National      Founders*      Association,      Fall 
meeting.  Hotel  A.stor,  New  York  City,  Nov. 
22  and  23.  Secretary,  J.  M.  Taylor,  29 
South  LaSalle  St.,   Chicago,   111. 

Ta.vlor  Society,  Annual  meeting,  Novem- 
ber 22,  23  and  24,  1922,  at  Engineering 

Societies  Building,  29  West  39th  St.,  New York  City. 

Eigrhteenth  Annual  Automobile  Salon. 
Commodore  Hotil,  New  York  City,  Decem- ber 3  to  9,  1922. 

American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 
neers, annual  convention,  December  4  to  7. 

192J,  New  York  City.  Secretary,  Calvin 
W.  Rice,  29  West  39th  St.,  New  York  City. 

National  Exposition  of  Power  and  >Ie- 
chanical  Knginaerine.  Dec.  7  to  13,  1922. 
Grand  Central  Palace,  New  York  City. 
Secretary,  Calvin  W.  Rice,  29  West  39th 
St.,  New  York  City. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. .National  .A.utomobile  Show,  Grand 

Central  Palace,  New  York  City,  January 
6  to  13,  1923. 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  January 

27  to  February  3,  1923,  Coliseum  and  First 
Regiment  Armory,  Cliicago,  111. 
American  Ensrineering:  Council,  Annual 

Meeting.  January  11  and  12,  at  the  head- 
quarters of  F.  A.  B.  S.,  24  Jackson  Place, 

Washington,  D.  C.  L.  W.  Wallace,  Secre- 
tary. 

American  Institute  of  Electrical  Engi- 
neers, Mid-Winter  Meeting,  February  14  to 

16.  Engineering  Societies  Hldg.,  New  Y'ork. F.  L.  Hutchinson,  Secretary. 

American  Institnte  of  Mining  and  3feta1- 
Inrgical  Kngineers.  Annual  Meeting,  Feb- 

ruary 19  to  21.  Engineering  Societies  Bldg., 
New  York.     F.  S.  Sliartless,  Secretary. 

American  Foundrymen*s  Association. Annual  convention.  and  exhibition  at 
Public  Hall,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  April  30  to 
May  3,  1923.  C.  E.  Hoyt.  140  South  Dear- 

born St.,  Chicago,  is  secretary. 

American  Society  for  Testingr  Materials, 
Annual  meeting  at  Atlantic  City.  June, 
1923.  C.  L.  Warwick,  1315  Spruce  St., 
Philadelphia,  is  secretary. 
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is  Nmt  Y«rii Oopp*r  uadlac  upward.     Lead 
trm.    Alamiaani  incoU.  Uw  loU.  advanced 

flcnp  braaa.  kaavy,  mp  Sic  in  Clew- 
la  imhn*  pnvlMsiiif  pric««  of  old 

telkat  awriwt. 

far  ■t««l  atractarala,  but  price*  flm  at 

IM  ftb.  kaM.    Plate  iaqnlriea  better,  howercr.  prin- 
coastmrtioa;  qootattona,  tS#l2.10,  tjo-h. 

DwUm*— Pi(   IfMi,   eeke   and   acrap   price*   all    tendinK 
N*.  t  fwndry  iron  down  $3^  at  Pittaburirh 
V  toa  at  BinalBcluim.    Tin.  S6|e.  as  compared 

par  Ikk  at  Hew  York  warahonaaa.     Scrap  copper, 
mi  H*.  1  yellow  hniM  tamtags,  down  Ic.  per 

Ik  ta 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

FIG  IRON — Prf  gnm   urn  —  Ououtiom   compiled   by   Tb* 
Mwibia  Addy  Co.: 
CmCINNATI 

tU.1  S—tb*wi     ■  %2i.$$ 
Wawbwa  Bwdt^  Jl.27 
SaMbani  Ohio  N*.  2     31  71 

KIW  Y0IK-ri4c««irr  Delivery 
1— ib*«a  No.  2  (mEcm  2.25#2.7S)  U.27 

BliyiNGHAM 
No.  2  Fowidry  2J  00 

PHILADELPHIA 
KaaHia 

vimiiii 
>ini  Pa..  No.  2i  (Mlicoa  2  25#2.7S) 

I^ae  Pmm   
 

CHICAGO 

Ho.  2  Pooadrr  local 

Ho.  2  Pooadry.  So«ih<ra  (nlicon  2.2592.75)  . 
PI1 IIBURGH.  iadodn«  iinght  chiric  frnm  V.iUv 

>••••• - 

)l  M 

37.17 28.26 29  64 

30.  SO 
31  50 
2K  SO 

28.00 

31.00 

nON  MACRINntT  CA«rn«08-Coa(  ia  ccmt  per  lb.  of 
MP  lywhoal*,  6-ta^««r  B  24-ii.  di«  .  bob  not  eof»d,  «o«.d  qualiiy mr  Ma.  ««cbi  27S  lb.: 

S!:iM. 
I,  0 

44« 

•tioM  ar*  ia  caan  per  pooad  ia  variout  riti** 
)  tK«  bate  quotaiicni  from  mill 

N«L  10. 
H»I3 

KM
. 

M. 

I l7aa4  2L taaaJM. 

if 

NewYotk  Cl*«*iMd 

4.19  3.70 
*24  i.T 
«  29  3.(0 
4.39  3  90 

4.7D 

4.75 

4  «W 

4  20 
4  25 
4. 10 

4  40 

Cbicaco 

4  00 
4  05 *  10 

4  20 

4  70 

4  70 

4  75 4  «5 

Galvaniaod 
Nof.  10  and  II. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
No*.  17  and  21. 
No*.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   

No.  28   

Pitttburgb 

3.454e;.3.70 
5.7SS4.00 
3.90S4.IS 

4.05^4.30 
4  15^4  60 

New  York 

4.90 5.00 

S.)0 
S.4S 5.60 

5.90 

Oevelaad 

4.40 
4.  SO 

4.80 

4.9S 

S.IO 

5.40 

CbicaM 

4.95 

5!4S 
5. 55 

5.90 WROUGHT  PIPE — The  followinc  ditcounti  are  to  iobbcri  foi 
carload  lots  en  thelamt  Pitiiburth  batini  card: 

Steel  BUTT  WEI.D  Iron 
locbc*  Black    Gat*.  Inchc*  Black 

l»o3       66  54i  JtolJ       34 
LAP  WEI.D 

47J  2       29 5l(  24  to 4       324 

47J  4)  to  6       321 
46|  7  to  12       30 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 
1  toll  64  534  i  toll        34  20 
2  to  3       6^  54) 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    59 
2|  to  6    63 
7  to  8    60 
9  to  12    59 

GaW. 

I«» 

IS 

19 

19 
17 

464 

504 

494 374 

2. to  4. to  6. 

7  to  8. 
9  to  12. 

it 

30 17 

33 21 

32 

20 

2S 

13 

20 

8 

2....       57 
24  to  4       61 
4|  to  6       60 
7  to  8       56 
9  to  12  ..     50 

Malleable  fitting.    GaMci  B  and  C,  Handed,  from  New  York 
•tock  tell  Ji  net  liit.    Ca«t  iron,  (landard  tizei,  20-S''o  off. 

"wrought  pipe— W  rehoute  discount!  ai  followTl New  York      Cleveland         Chicago 
Black  Galv.  Black  (i»U.  Black    Gal«. 

I  to  3  in.  fieel  butt  welded.  57%  44%    5S47.    434%  624%  484% 
21  to 6 in.  neel  lap  welded.  54%   41%    SSJ^i    4oJ%   591%   45j% 

Malleable  fittinci.     Claiiei  B  and  C,  Baadcd,  from  New  York 
ttock  fell  at  hit  Irti  6%.    Ca«t  iron,  itandard  lizci.  32%  off. 

MISCELLANEOUS— Warehoute  price*  in  cent*  per  pound  in 

I00^b.  Iota:  "^    *^ 
Open  hearth  iptinit  itccl  (bate)  . 
Spring  tteel  (liithi)  (bite)   
Coppered  Heuciner  rodi(ba*c).. 
Hoop  iteel   
Cold  rolled  atrip  iteel   
Floor  plaici    
Cold  liniilied  ihaftinc  or  screw . . 
Cold  finiihed  flati,  squarr*.  . 
Structural  ihapei  (base)   . 
Soft  tteel  bars  (base)      
Soft  tteel  bar  ihapet  (base).    .  . 
.Soft  tteel   bandi  (l>asc)   
I  ank  plates  (bate)   
Bar  iron   (2.''0  at  mill)...   
Drill  rod  (fr  ..1  list)   
Electric  welding  wire: 

?:::,;:;;•■;;;:::-::;;: ,'.«oJ   

»lewYork  Oeveland 
4.50 

6.00 
6.00 6.00 
6.03 8.00 

4.39 3.71 
(,.75 

8.2s 5.50 
5.16 3.90 
3.75 

4.40 4.25 3.14 

3.01 3.04 3.91 3.04 
2.91 

3.M 3.61 3.14 
3.01 3.04 

2.91 

S5fe.,0% 

40% 

ChicaKO 
4.50 
6.00 

6.10 

3.90 7.2s 

S.SO 3.70 

4.20 
3.021 
2.921 

2.921 

3.55 
3.021 

2.921 

50% 

8.00   12013 
6.S0   I1S12 
6.25   lOdll 

METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Cent*  Per  Pound 

Copper,  eiccirolviic  fup  to  carlots),  New  York       14,25 

Tin,  5-ton  lot*.  New  York      36,  K7| 
Lead  (up  to  carlots).  St,  Louis   6.9006.95}  New  York,  7.  SO 
Zinc  (up  10  carlots),  St.  Louis   7.3S07  40i  New  York.  7.f)7| 

Aluminum.  98  10  99%  iniot*.  MS  ̂ *^  "^"'^  Oeveland
  Chicago toolou    22.70  23,00  :3,00 

Aatimonv  (Chine**),  ton  spot...  7.2507.37)  8.50  7.75 
Copper  sbecrs,  base,                         ..   2).. SO  22,00  23.00 
Copper  wire  (carlots)                           ,    16.00  IR.OO  16.25 
Copper  bars  (ton  lots)   20,00  23,00  19.50 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lot*)     24.75  25,00  23.00 
Rrst*  ihect*  (lOO-ib.  lots)      18.50  20,75  18.75 
Brats  tubing  <IOO-|b.  Iota)    23.00  24,00  20.50 
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15.75 

20.00 

36.00 

METALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots)     17.00  19.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      19.00  20.75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)      :0.25  10.25 
Solder  (J  and  J),  (caselots)    27.50  24. .50 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)      35.00  47.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)     25.00  17.50 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00       
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .   39.00       

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.  J.: 
Shot     32  00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 

Cold  drawn  rods  (base).               50.00 
Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  .00 

Ingots     38  00 
Sheet  bars.    .    40.00 

11.75 11  50 
10.00 

10.50 
5.50 

5.75 
4.50 

4.75 

9.75 
9.25 

5.. 50 
6  00 

6.75 7.00 
4.00 

4.50 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.50         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      1 1 .  75 
Copper,  1  ight,  and  bottoms       9 .  75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,  light       6.00 
No.  1  vellow  brass  turnings       6 .  50 

Zinc  .  .'        3  00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 
"AAA"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00      21.00        20.90 

"A"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00      18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,  112  sheets        12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne  Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        6.00  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7.25        6.25  7.40 

I 

MISCELLANEOUS 

~         ~  Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..     )50.0')@gO.  llj       30.12         gO.lU 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per  b.       .065®.  10  .09  .08 

Wiping  cloths,  13 1x13 i-,perlb.  .16  32.00  per  M       .10 
Wiping  cloths,Uix20hper  lb.  .20  48.00perM       .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 

Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 
Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .93  1  01  .95 
White  lead,  drv  or  in  oil     1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  13.25 
Red  lead,  dry       1001b.  kegs.       New  York,  13.25 
Redlead.inoil     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  14.75 
Fireclay,  per  1001b.  bag    .80    _     I.90 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  ConncllsviUe   per  net  ton    ?7.2i((?7.50 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton      8.00@9.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  LItti 

50-10-5% 

S0% 

23.50  net 

50% 

50% 

3.50  net  $4.00  off 

3.90  net         

     65-5% 

60-5% 70-10% 

45% 55% 
70% 

40-10% 

New        aeve- York         land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 
All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40% 

IJand  15x3  in.  up  to  12  in       20% 

With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  ejtra  of  10%)      30% 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts               20% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  ,,,     40% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  upto  I  in  x30  in     ....     30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger       60% 

Case-hardened  nuts          50% 

Washers.castiron,  iin.,  per  1001b.  (net)    '$6.00  ?3.S0 
Washers.cast  iron,  fin. per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Offhst 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Offlist 

Nuts,  cold  punched, hex.,per  100  lb. Off  list 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  T^  in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  l-in.,  {-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

IJ   to    IJ-in.    long,    all   diameters, 
EXTRA  per  100  lb        0.25 

fin.  diameter    EXTRA       0.15 
Jin.  diameter    E^TRA       0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    E^'TRA      0. 50 Longer  than  5  in     EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   

Copper  burs   •   

4.50 

3.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

45% 50% 

70% 

4.00 5.00 

3.00 

3.00 3.00 

3.00 

60% 

60% 

80% 

13.50 

3.50 

3.50  net 
4.00 4.00 

4.00 
4.00 

«)% 

4Jc.  net 

X3.75 
3.85 

0.15 
0.15 

0.50 0.50 

0.25 
0.50 

0.35       ?3.70base 
55-5%        50%  50% 
35%  50%  20% 

25.00  33.90 5.10    4.00 

0.25 

0.50 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.       30.60 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (J  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade   30-10% 

Heavy  grade   .'   20-S-2i% Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materials — In  sheets  9x11  in.. 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets: 
Flint  paper         ?5.84 
Emery  paper              8.80 
Emery  cloth   _.         27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3i 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll.         4.50 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100: Paper    1-32 
Cloth           3.02 

30.50      30.67} 

0.35        0.40 

405%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

35.84 

11.00 

31.12 
36.48 

8.80 
29.48 

4.28        4.9S 

1.24 

2.67 

1.40 
3  20 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Toob  Wanted 

nvTM  luto  viik  1  toot  fciilifi;  «••  U  la. 

IMW.  arrMwad  for  b»h  4r4v»: 

•« kaanr  duty 
mM;  OS* 

SfrM 

MM   «• ■  «J»a«Hi  rotarr  mllUnc  mMkI 
Ik.  s  II  n.  hortanital  aulllBC  worn* ;  an* 

kvr  •owSii  *lBM-4H«*  iM>rr  dMy 
„       boHnC  aad  «-»»'"c  mill  lo  tak»  it 

m.  mn^fr  tool  ImUii%  ■Iwtli  tn*^  «S  Uk. 
mvmmmmt  («r  vvrtebla  ipM4  mMor  dnve ; 
•■•  N  bk  IM*«T  *Mr  4t%w  mn  •luip*r  mr- 

4nv» :  MM  M  is.  motor 
4rt«M  kMVT  *M7^rm«  m  pillar  i   . 
«po  n  I*,  kavy  astr  bMk  gmrti  oraak 

'        '    '     pnltoy  driv*: «».«■<  nyrto 

«■•  n  I*.  lMa«7  «M 
■Mwr  MVMWM  far 
*w  M  Mk  lMB«y  a« 

M  i«niMc  mmMm  :  mo  U  iwk  I*  ft 
w>wiW  ttmtnMi*  «ruM  (wod) ;  om*  n   
«rta««   II    la.   win    cnp  koH   oad   rivot 
6M4«r:  MM  •loMrtolKM  woMm:  foo  l.iM :  MM  1.IM 

■I  hanniMr ; 

^&^*-j2^S%r?S^   r— f>.  ll*rtlMMk.  e/«  O.  A. 
AMiM.    I*  CMMral    A*«w    L|rM»— 

.    ,1,,^   mmMUii 

a  Co,    fo  r 

55^r  »iiiiioiir7oMory  •■? ttoi 
IW*   of   WMOI   aWMML 

PMt— An-Am*Tlcaa     irmiI 

«/•  i7  A.   ~  ~ Om*,  «^  /.  A.  ̂ yTlcW«T.  rhort* 

(■taro^wT^TSCS  •««,  for  pro- 

*  Oo.  tt 
K  I.MO  ■■£ 
oUuoa  OM 

B.  p..  Iterrli  *  Oi>.  tt 

ro-  WwT*»— Unkm  Oil  Co,  Wool  Bnd— 
Morliniiry  and  looU  for  Urc»  tmroc*  and 
aarvlQo  otolliMii 

Touk  MMophto—MMnphU  IbohliM  Wka^ 
irt  VwM»  Aw.  ihvovy  Iron  and  machin* 

I.  aaw  mill  and  oihor  mill  machinery) — 
Moory  (ur  prupoood  addltlow  lo  plaol. 

Ta..  BtrhMOad— ChcMipMko  *  Ohio  R.R, 
Its  KaM  Mam  81,  R.  M.  Nolaon.  Purch. 
Aau— M»  Uilw.  «  X  U  Id.  t>«4.  txxln  * 
Shiptoy  (or  It*  c<iual)  :  ona  S  s  t<  la.  Johm 
*  ijiaana    Bat    hrai    turroi    Uthv,    motor 

with  motor  l^c  and  ldl<-r  . 
A ;  onr  crvnirrlnx   tool  .   ono 

  I  I   In.   automatic  dl"-   witli 
•  aHa  of  rhaoori  i  ooa  opaaalda  tumor  ;  ona 
14  tau  1  Jaw  okork:  eno  I  )aw  •perlal 
ohortt :  oao  M  s  It  la.  bod.  VoAgr  *  Ship- 
lay  lalbo  (or  lU  f^ual).  eompleto  with  dl- 
ract  eoanaetad  motor  driva  by  abort  volt. 
mo«ar  lo  ba  wound  for  4«0  volt,  t  phaaa. 
M  eyrlo  0*B«ral  Blartric  or  WaatlncbMUo 
with  atartlna  awltrh :  on«  14  x  10  In.  bod. 
Uodc*  *  Shblay  latlM  (or  tu  aqual),  com- 
dMo  wttk  dftoet  conaaetod  aMtor  driva  by 
Ooaoral  BloMrle  or  WoattatMiuw  440  volt. 
<  ph'oo.  tt  cyeia  a.c  motor. 

Ta,  KMiaMad— MoCooka  Uarhina  Wks, 
«  Ba.!  Cary  8(..  A.  McCook.  Purch.  Act. •t« 

— latho.   drill   , 
otbor  machlnary. 

cylinder   crlndcr   and 

▼a_^  aiakwaat — Trowbrldcr  A  Bowery. 
1140  Kaat  rary  St.  (aalomoblle  repalrlnc) 
— latba,  drill  pre«a  and  lM<nrh  viae. 

Ta,  Wlekaaaad     Whita  Motor  Repair  Co- 
l*lt   BaM   rraaktla   St   arbor  prao*  and 
air  priMuro  ayatafa  for  daanlac. 

W.  Ta,  Baekbaaaaa— Belgrado  Glaaa 
Co. — marhlne  ahop  equipment  to  rcplaca 
that  whirh  waa  deatroyed  by  lira. 

W.  r»-  Milaaalao— Allay  Olaaa  Ce<— 
laarktaa  aaop  aqulpmant. 

WU..  AppMaa  Maathay  A  Puth,  Waah- 
lacton  and  Moniaen  Bta. — nutumoblle  re- 

pair machinery  for  propooed  fto.ooo  caraca 
oa  Colte«e  St. 
Wla,  raaarer — O.  C.  Dobba— automoblla 

rapair  machinery  for  new  Karace. 
Wla,  Oreea  Bay— J.  A.  Piaakowakl.  44S 

South  Jackaon  St.. — automobile  repair  ma- 
ehlDary  for  propoaad   Mt.OtO  garace. 
Wla,  iniwnake*— P.  O.  Brdmann.  70» 

Itth  Are.  (automoblla  rapaira)— drill  preaa 
and  emery  wheal. 

Oal..  Tllaaabarc — Wllkla  Produeta  Co., 
Ill  Pltu  St. — loola  and  mata)  worklns 

ilaarr  for  tiM  mamifaoture  of  automo- 
llva  nyaelaillaa 

Out..  Wladeat^Tha  Wlndaor  Tool  A  Ma- 
dilaa  Co. — machinery  for  the  manufaetura 
of  loola  for  propoaed  machlna  ahop  at 
Ttlaeobarc. 

Machinery  Wanted 

raur,  rr*»aa  W.  M.  Murphy  Motor*  Co, 
I>1>  Calavaraa  St.— ovarbaad  travalinc 
eraaa  for  automoWla  rapair  abop  on  Vaa 

Naoo  Ave. 
Coaa..  BrMMvorO— M.  3.  Dowlln*  A  Co, 

•Tt  OordoB  it,  (bulldHif  apeclaltlea)— 
•ooiplata  Haatt  prtatlns  prooa  ouiflt  '.law or  aaad). 

Coaa-  DayvWa  (Kllllncly  P.  O.)— Aaaa- 
WBca  Woolaa  Co<— maehUMry  fdr  addition 
i«  mM. 

Coaa.,  Battfoid  naooa  Bottlbw  Wka, 
Morrto  Bt^-lMttUas  niMilBUliI  for  new 

plaat. raaa.    llarOfard — Hartford    Paaaalrk    A 
Rtrktna  Co..  101  Alliany  Ava,  A.  Moonvy, 

rch.  Act.— oonvaying  aqalpniaut  for  pro- 
""  warakowoa. 

Caaa,  WaHfard  Caltad  BMtllns  Wka, 
T(  Cbeainul  St. — botlllnc  aqalpmaat  for 
aaw  plant. 

_a>la..  MalMoafc  Mctirtoah  UUIItlaa.  Inc. N.  A.  Raaoall.  Traaa. — auMblBery  and 
a^aimiiiai  for  propoaad  Itt^Mt  cold  ator- 

propoaad aca  aad  rafrlcvralion  plant 

■raaawlefc— Marlllma  Indaalrlaa  Co. 
.  71   la.    diameter    |of,    cut   OB   aaw ; 

IratI  t«i«aw    1/,  In.  X  i  ft.;  at-ai 
•baine  I  X  t. 

Ua,  Maeaa — T.  L.  Roiui  Lunibrr  Co. — 
complete  purtable  aaw  mill  uulfll,  alab 
burnuif  boiler  preferrvd. 

Oa..  Baate — Uattey  Mchy.  Co,  Wrat  tnd 
Ava. — 10  ton  ateam  rullur  machine  to  de- 
valop  16  hp. 

Itl,  rkleo«o — Aetna  Sand  A  Qravel  (To., 
11  South  Ijl  Salle  St. — atona  cruaher,  one 
II  X  72  In.  boiler  for  ataam.  and  ona  11  x 
14  la.  locomuilve  boiler. 

IB-  Ckleaca— Commercial  Battery  Box 
Co,  Xti*  Cly bourn  St.— It  or  18  In.  plan- 
inc  machine. 

nt-  Baehfard— Waahbum  Co,  1801  Praa- 
ton  St.— Iron  working  machinery. 

lad,  VWt  Waraa— The  Port  WaynaCor- 
nisated  Paper  (Jo,  Murray  and  Uarr  8U. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  propoaad 
plant  at  Hartford  City. 

Kaa,  Arhaa>aa  rily  —  Arkanaaa  City 
Sand  Co,  Home  Natl.  Bank  Uldg.,  N.  C. 
bunn.  Purch.  Act.^K>n*  yard  revolvtnic ahoveL 

Kaan  Aacaata  —  A.  M.  Grain  (oablnat 
makar)— a«oll  aaw. 

Baa,  WIehlla — Crouaa  Clear  Vlalon  Oaao- 
llna  Puinp  Wka.,  8tt  Eaat  Harry  St,  D. 
Crouiie.  Purch.  A«t. — furnace  for  It  X  40 
ft.  foundry  fur  maklnii  raatlnga. 

Kaa.,  WIehlla  —  Wichita  Tribune,  1401 
Roaenthal  8t,  P.  KIgln.  Purch.  Agt. — amall 
power  newapapcr  preaa. 

Kyv^Laalaellla  —  Olbba-tnman  Co.,  tlS 
Weat  Bway. — nmrhlnir)  and  i-qulpm<-n(,  In- 
oludtng  molom.  trnnMmlaalon  ■■qulpment, 
etc,  for  tllO.uoo  printing  plant. 

La,  BaloB  Keage— A.  J.  Rodriquai,  701 
St.  Ferdinand  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  eprlng  wheela 
for  automobllaa  and  auto  trucka. 

Maaa,  Hyda  Park  (Boaton  P.  O.)— B.  R. 

E^  Mfg.  Co.  (woodworkvra'  and  plumbara' apei'Inrtlea) — conveying  mnchinery,  etc.. 
for  m-w  kiln  at  OS  Walter  St. 

Maee..  MlUbary— The  Peltera  Co,  Weal 
St.  (woolen  mill*) — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  IMW  dycliouae. 
Mick,  Detroit— nd.  Bduc-  1tE4  Bway. 

Ave,  C.  A.  riiiild.  HURlnea*  Mgr. — ona  wood 
trimmer  with  aland  to  cut  41  In.  deep  and 
II  In.  long,  iKiual  to  Pox  4A  or  oilvar  •  ; 
one  14  In.  alngle  geared  crank  ahapar  or 
back  geared  ahapar;  ona  aaw  guard  for  II 
In,  circular  aaw,  to  ba  mounted  on  iron table. 

Mleh,  Detroit— C.  B.  Bohn  Fdry.  Co.,  KSl 
Hart  Ave.^f|Ulpmant  for  propoaed  addi- tion to  foundry. 

MMi,  Delrall — TTnltad  State*  Radiator 
Corp,  111  Grand  River  Ave.  and  Corry, 
Pa.^-cupolB  blowar, 

MIeh..  Maaheaon— .The  Ceqlral  PaiwrCo. 
41  In.  X  I. too  ft.  atei-l  watering  tank,  10 
alrel  tank*,  belt  oonveyore,  hand  operated 
rranea,  ataal  aaah  and  rolling  ataal  abutter. 

Mian,  Mlnaaapalla— Cartar-Mayhaw  Mfg. 
Co,  t07  &th  Avex— alactrio  traveling  crane. 

Minn..  Red  Wing— Red  Wing  Milling  Co. 
(flour  nilllInK,  iir.) — modern  iiowit  mTllIng 
mui'liliwry  for  branch  at  Brodboad,  Wia, 

Mine.,  I.amberton — Aahbrook  Venaar  Co.. 
r.  Axhlirook.  Tri-n. — rotary  ruttera.  trana- 
mlaalon  machinery  and  other  lumbar  and 
vi-near  mill  equipment,  including  elactrl>' motors. 

Ma.,  rarthaga— J.  J.  Anaell  A  Co.  (plan- 
ing mill) — pony  pinner,  aawing  machinery. 

IwUIng,  aander,  nangara  and  Gearlnga, 

Ma.,  at.  Laale — Johnaon.  Slephena  A 
Hhlnkl"  Shoe  Cn.,  1141  I.acledc  A  vi-  - -cqu Ip - 
nivnt  for  ahoe  factory  at  41(4  Lacledv  Avi-. 

A  Van, ton  oat 

carda  w. 

<jl,.„r.>l.r    rn. 
''lor  Threod 

■K  flat  CO). :  it  breaker 

'  )im    Droa,    Ino,    Nl- 

jr,    T,    Bntt  .1.. 

agara    I.lfe    i  ,   _. 
ment  for  rBt|»iit<  r  aliop  at  I'll  Norfolk  St 

hinery    and    eQuhi- 

W.  T.,  Bagalo— ^iitlltmi  Ice  Oaam  Co., 
171  Oullford  Ml  V  for  lea  plant 
on  Haibart  St.  »>  vve. 

X,  T,  Baffato— K.  .i.  r.M.unuel.  414  Wil- 
liam St.— <andy  making  machinery  for  fac- 
tory at  1171  BalUy  Ava. 
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N.  Y..  Baffolo — Island  Warehouse  Co., 
Gianson  St.  and  City  Ship  Canal — machin- 

ery and  equipment  for  proposed  $500,000 
flour  mill. 

N.  T.,  Buffalo — A.  Plotkin,  1040  Elm- 
wood  Ave. — woodworking  and  light  manu- 

facturing machinery  for  proposed  small 
shop  at  70-72  East  Eagle  St. 

N.  T.,  Buffalo — R.  W.  Sellers,  170  Auburn 
Ave. — candy  making  machinery  for  factory 
at  442  Niagara  St. 
N.  Y.,  Buffalo — Urban  Milling  Co.,  200 

Urban  Ave.,  Q.  B.  Urban,  Pres. — machinery 
and  equipment  for  packing  and  storing  flour. 

N.  Y.,  Elmlra — W.  Jenkins,  Lower  Maple 
Ave. — quantity  of  (good)  8  in.  leather  belt- ing. 

N.  T.,  Elmira — H.  Sutter,  428  Erie  St.— 
machinery  and  equipment  for  the  manufac- ture of  radio  apparatus. 

N.  T.,  Favetteville — Manlius  Publishing 
Co. — magazine  tor  model  K  linotype  (used). 

N.  Y.,  Rochester — L.  P.  Gunson  Seed  Co., 
foot  of  Ambrose  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  addition  to  seed  plant. 
N.  Y.,  Syracuse — Onondaga  JL,itholite  Co., 

102  Beech  St.  (manufacturer  of  composition 
.stone  products) — machinery  and  equipment 
for  one  story  addition  to  plant. 

N.  Y..  Wellsburgr — W.  Walsh — one  power, 
belt  driven  hay  pressing  machine. 

O.,  Cleveland  —  A.  S.  Oilman  Printing 
Co.,  623  St.  Clair  Ave.,  N.  B. — printing  ma- chinery and  equipment  for  proposed  plant, 
to  contain  80,000  sq.ft.  of  floor  space,  at 
Niagara  Falls,  N.  Y. 

O.,  Cleveland — Guide  Motor  Lamp  Co., 
2130  West  110th  St. — annealing  furnace  for 
the  manufacture  of  brass  shell  work. 

O.,  Columbus — Doddington  Co.,  451  West 
Broad  St.,  (mill  work),  T.  A.  Jones,  Genl. 
Mgr. — several  rip  saws,  2  cutoff  saws,  3 
joiners  and  general  woodworking  machin- 

ery ;  also  20  motors  from  3  to  25  hp.  for 
new  plant  on  Duerr  Rd. 

O.,  Columbus — W.  J.  Kaiser,  119  East 
Chestnut  St.  (sheet  metal  works) — metal 
working  machinery  to  enlarge  shop. 

O.,  Eldorado — The  Bee —  12  x  18  in.  job 
press,  24  in.  paper  cutter  and  8  page  folder 
for  power  equipment. 

O.,  Kent— The  Falls  Rivet  Co. — machin- 
ery and  equipment  for  proposed  1  story 

addition   to  plant. 

O.,  Willlamsburit — Queen  City  Shoe  Co. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  proposed  shoe 
factory. 

Okla.,  Newklrk — T.  Fry — woodworking 
machinery,  including  saw,  wood  lathe  and 
planer  for  power  equipment. 

Pa.,  Allentown — Allentown  Apron  Co.,  339 
Hamilton  St.,  J.  Feinherg.  proprietor — ma- 

chinery and  equipment  for  apron  factory. 
Pa..  Amhridee — National  Metal  Moulding 

Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  addition 
to  metal  moulding  products  plant. 

Pa.,  Annville — J.  H.  Lloyd — machinery 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  turn- 
buckles  and  similar  products. 

Pa.,  Bethlehem — Kurtz  Furniture  Co. — 
machinery  for  furniture  factory  to  replace 
that  which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

Pa.,  Blawnox — Blawnox  Co.  (fabricated 
steel,  etc.) — one  10  ton  crane. 

Pa..  Bradford — E.  R.  Avery,  Box  263 — 
complete  well  drilling  rig  and  outfit. 

Pa.,  L'ranklin  —  Mercer  Refining  Co. — 
transmission  and  conveying  machinery  for 
oil  refinery. 

Pa.  Fullerton — Fuller-Lehigh  Co. —  foun- 
dry equipment  to  replace  that  which  was 

destroyed  by  fire. 
Pa.,  Kane — Pennsylvania  Silverware  Co., 

P.  C.  Westfall.  Genl.  Mgr. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  proposed  addition  to  plant 
for  the  manufacture  of  metal  and  silver- 

ware specialties. 

Pa..  Phila. — Chilton  Publishing  Co.,  49th 
and  Marl<et  Sts. — stitchers,  folders,  presses 
and  cutting  machines. 

Pa.,  Phila.  —  Duffy  Bros.,  3255  North 
Front  St.  (meat  packers),  J.  M.  Dutty, 
Purch.  Agt. — conveyors,  steam  cooking  vats 
and  refrigerator  plant  for  new  factory. 

Pa.,  Philn. — J.  M.  Melloys  Sons  Co.,  1419 
Spring  Garden  St.,  (manufacturer  of  tin 
ware).  G.  Melloy,  Purch.  Agt. — stamping 
machines,  cutters,  etc. 

Pa..  Phlla. — L.  A.  Prouty  Co..  1029  Ridge 
Ave.  (manufacturer  of  soda  water  fixtures) 
— woodworking  machinery,  including  16  in. 
jointer,  single  spindii-  shaper,  30  in.  band 
saw,  circular  saw  and  boring  mill. 

Pa..  Phila.  —  J.  H.  Shriner,  36  North 
Delaware  Ave.  (fish  dealer) — refrigerating 
plant  and  conveyors  for  new  ulant  on 
Front  St, 

Pa.,  Phlla,  —  United  Gas  Improvement 
Co.,  Broad  and  Arch  Sts. — producers,  boil- 

ers and  conveying  systems  for  loading  and 
unloading  at  new  plant. 

Pa..  FittsbufKh — Cutler  Steel  Co.,  Bow- 
man Bldg.  (steel  fabricating) — 10  ton  crane 

for  plant  at  New  Cumberland,  W.  Va. 
Pa.,  PittsburKh — Pittsburgh  Screw  &  Bolt 

Co.,  Preble  Ave.  near  Island  Ave..  N.  S. — one  3  ton  crane  and  one  5  ton  crane. 
Pa..  Seranton — Gaylord  &  Butler  Pipe 

Co.  (manufacturer  of  heating  equipment). 
Pine  Brook — machinery  to  replace  that 
which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

Pa.,  Williamsport — H.  Baler,  1529  West 
4th  St. — tinshop  equipment. 

Pa.,  Williamsport  —  Lycoming  Motors 
Corp.,  foot  of  Park  St. — additional  machin- 

ery and  equipment  for  plant  for  the  manu- facture of  automobile  motors. 
Pa.,  Williamsport — West  Branch  Lime 

Co.,  Montoursville  Rd. — one  air  compres- 
sor, 65  cu.  ft.  per  minute  at  80  lb.  pressure. 

Tenn.,  Chattanooga  —  Pipe  &  Foundry 
Co..  ̂ Vestside  Ave.  and  32nd  St. — foundry 
equipment. 

Vt..  Rutland — P.  R.  Eaton — additional 
machinery  tor  lumber  mill. 

Va.,  Richmond — W.  C.  Thurston,  154  2 
East  Cary  St.  (wagon  and  automobile  body 
builder) — rip  saw. 

W.  Va.,  Huntington — Bd.  Educ,  Library 
Bldg. — manual  training  equipment  for  new schools. 

VV.  Va.,  Huntington  —  Huntington  Iron 
Wks.,  Adams  Ave. — traveling  crane  and fabricating  machinery. 

W.  Va..  Huntington — Nightrack  Mfg.  Co., 
T.  Harvey,  Pres. — woodworking  machinery and  endless  belts. 

W.  Va.,  Nitro — Charleston  Paper  Mfg. 
Co.,  R.  C.  Stewart,  Secy. — belt  conveyor. 

W.  Va.,  Wheeling — The  Wheeling  Steel 
Corp.,  Wheeling  Steel  Bldg. — locomotive crane. 

Wis.,  Antigo — The  Langlade  Creamery 
Co. — machinery  for  proposed  bottling  plant. 

Wis.,  Ashland — Northland  Co-operative 
Creamery,  c/o  O.  Regelein,  R.  R.  3 — cream- 

ery machinery,  including  power  churns, 
separators,  etc. 

Wis.,  Jackson — Jackson  Canning  Co. — 
graders  for  proposed  canning  factory. 

Wis.,  Mayvilie— Bd.  Educ,  A.  Droeger. 
Secy. — machinery  and  equipment  for  manual 
training  department  of  proposed  high  school. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — J,  L.  Austin  Mfg.  Co., 
419  Van  Buren  St.  (manufacturer  of  grind- 

ers, etc.) — -shafting,  electric  motor  and 
later,  additional  machine  tools  for  plant  at 
Menomonee  Falls. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — The  Cedarburg  Dairy 
Co.,  c/o  H.  Berns.  1586  Prospect  Ave. — 
dairy  and  refrigeration  machinery,  belting 
and  shafting  for  proposed  dairy  on  11th  St. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — O.  A.  Clark  Box  Co., 
1295  33rd  St.  (manufacturer  of  paper 
boxes) — special  machinery,  including  corner 
cutters,  scorers  and  glueing  machines. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Harley-Davidson  Mo- 
tor Co.,  3732  Chestnut  St.,  (manufacturer 

of  motor  cycles),  W.  Davidson,  Purch.  Agt. — small  crane. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — Harsh-Chapline  Shoe 
Co.,  694  Hanover  St. — shoe  working  ma- 

chinery for  proposed  factory. 
Wis.,  Milwaukee  —  Pfister  &  Vogel 

Leather  Co.,  443  Virginia  St. — tanning  ma- 
chinery and  shafting  for  proposed  addition 

to  tannery  at  South  Milwaukee. 
Wis.,  Milwaukee — Rose  Candy  Co.,  355 

East  Water  St..  C.  L.  Burg,  Purch.  Agt. — 
candy  making  machinery. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Royal  Fixture  Co.,  85 
35th  St.,  D.  C.  Lappin,  Purch.  Agt. — .special 
machinery  and  tools  for  the  manufacture 
of  lighting  fixtures. 

Wis.,  Oshkosh — Fluor  Bros.  Constr.  Co., 
52  State  St. — band  saw  for  proposed  car- 

penter shop. 
Wis.,  Plattevilie — Mound  City  Mfg.  Co. — 

machinery  and  small  tools  for  the  manufac- 
ture of  garden  tools,  etc. 

Wis.,  Port  Washington — J.  C.  Kohl.  Grand 
Ave. — oil  storage  tanks  and  pumps  for  pro- 

posed fllling  station. 
Wis.,  Kaclne  —  Lockwood  Oil  Co.,  1421 

Racine  St.,  A.  L.  Flegel,  Purch.  Agt. — 
storage  tanks  and  pumps  for  two  filling 
stations. 

Wis..  Raelne — Western  Screw  &  Specialty 
Co..  Ham  Ave. — special  machinery  for  the 
manufacture  of  screws  and  specialties  on 
Clark  St. 

Wis.,  Sun  Prairie — Standard  &  Specialty 
Porcelain  Wks.,  c/o  B.  J.  Chase — machinery 
and  foundry  equipment  for  tile  manufacture 
of  porcelain  products. 

Ont.,  Acton — Thomson  Motor  Supplies, 
Ltd.,  c/o  A.  Harrison — machinery  and 
equipment  for  proposed  plant  for  the  manu- facture of  motor  supplies. 

Ont..  Arnprlor — Arnprior  Creamery,  B. 
McKinny.  Purch.  Agt. — cold  storage  plant, 
boiler  and  manufacturing  equipment. 

Ont.,  I.ondon — Silverwoods,  Ltd.,  A.  B. 
Sllverwood,  Mgr. — equipment  for  proposed 
cold  storage.  Ice  cream  and  artlnclal  ice 
plant  at  Chatham. 

Ont.,  Newmarket — Russell  Bell  Flour 
Mills— equipment  for  additional  mill. 

Ont.,  North  Bay — Red  Wing  Quarry  Co., 
Ltd.,  H.  Stockd.ale,  Genl.  Mgr. — atone  crush- 

ing machinery  and  equipment. 
Ont.,  Thorold — Ontario  Harper  Co. — addi- 

tional paper  making  equipment. 
Ont.,  Wallarrburg — Sydenham  Brick  & 

Tile  Co. — drying  and  conveying  machinery. 
Que.,  Queber — La  Compagnle  de  Con- 

struction de  Quebec,  LImoilu  Ward,  c/o 
Standard  Steel  Construction  Co.,  Welland, 
Ont. — complete  equipment  for  steel  mill. 

^>,ttiiitiiitiiii()iiiiiiitiitiiiii„iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit,iiii«iiinmiiiiiiiiiuiiiitiiiii>iiiii.(HiiiM^ 

Metal  Working  Shops     j 
'•liiiiiiiiiiiii, 1,1,1, iiiiii„iiii, 

Ala.,  Birmingham  —  The  Consolidated 
Coal  Iron  Co.  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  35  x  110  ft.  collier,  capac- 

ity 200  ton  per  hour.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000. 

Ark.,  Stamps — The  Louisiana  &  Arkansas 
Ry.  Co.,  Texarkana,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  160  x  288 
ft.  locomotive  repair  shop,  here.  Estimated cost  $150,000. 

Calif.,  Corcoran  —  The  Corcoran  Union 
High  School  District,  C.  C.  Wilson,  Clk., 
will  soon  award  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  shop  building  for  manual 
training  department.  Cost  will  exceed 

$5,000. Calif.,  Fresno— The  W.  M.  Murphy  Mo- 
tors Co.,  1919  Calaveras  St.,  will  build  a 

30  X  75  ft.  show  room,  a  20  x  80  ft.  stock 
room,  a  20  X  40  ft.  machine  shop  and  a  42 
X  88  ft.  mechanical  shop  on  Van  Ness  Ave. 

Calif.,  Oakland — The  United  States  Light 
&  Heat  Corp.,  5432  East  14th  St.,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  manu- 

facturing plant.  Estimated  cost  $50,000. Noted  Nov.  16. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — J.  Cassaretto,  347 
Berry  St..  will  build  a  1  story  machine  shop 
on  Folsom  and  Dore  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$25,000.      Noted   Nov.  9. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco  —  The  city  and 
county  of  San  Francisco,  Bd.  of  Park 
Comrs.,  Park  Lodge.  Golden  Gate  Park, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  repair  shops,  etc.  Estimated  cost  $18,- 
200.     Noted  Nov.  2. 
Conn.,  Bridgeport — Jenkins  Bros.,  610 

Main  St.,  are  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  factory  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  valves.  Estimated  cost  $250,000. 
Lockwood,  Green  &  Co.,  101  Park  Ave.,  New 
York  City,  Engrs.  and  Archts. 

Conn.,  New  Haven — The  Holmes  Special 
Tool  Co.,  38  Canal  St.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
35  X  65  ft.  addition  to  its  factory.  Esti- 

mated cost  $10,000. 
Conn.,  New  Haven — A.  Krah,  122  Mans- 

field St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 
struction of  a  1  story,  50  x  125  ft.  garage 

and  service  station  on  Derby  Ave.  Esti- 
mated cost  $40,000. 

111..  Chlcogo — The  Chicago  Steel  &  Wire 
Co.,  10257  Torrence  Ave.,  awarded  the  con- tract for  the  construction  of  a  factory  on 
103rd  St.  and  Hoyne  Ave.  Estimated  cost 
$15,000.    Noted  Nov.  2. 

111..  Chicago — The  Gold.smith  Bros.  Smelt- 
ing &  Refining  Co.,  29  East  Madison  St.. 

awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  124  x  173  ft.  factory  at  5800- 
5S14  Throop  St.  Estimated  cost  $55,000. 
Noted  Nov.  2. 

III..  Chicago — C.  C.  Henderson,  Archt., 
105  South  La  Salle  St.,  is  receiving  bids 
for  the  construction  of  a  3  and  4  story  ad- 

dition to  factory  for  the  Golden  Rule  Cut- 
lery Co.,  Ogden  Ave.  and  Sheldon  St.  Esti- mated cost  $20,000. 

111.,  Chicago — Huguelet  Bros.,  908  Gary 
St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- tion of  a  1  story,  68  x  100  ft.  addition  to 
parage.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  Noted Nov.  2. 

Kan,,  Wiclilta  —  Grouse  Clear  Vision 
Gasoline  Pump  VSTcs.,  822  East  Harry  St., 
plans  to  build  a  2  story,  60  x  70  ft.  foun- 

dry for  the  manufacture  of  castings.  Esti- 
mated cost  $20,000.  E.  Grouse,  Pres. Architect  not  selected. 
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Saladcoat Wla.  >Mlilaa  MiWkay  *  Path.  Waali- 
tactoa  aadUorriaoa  Sia.  awardad  tiia  eon- tract  for  tha  eonatrvMloa  of  a  »  atory.  »• 
I  tl  n.  carac*  on  Colloca  8t.  BatUnatad 
coat  tl*.M«. 

iru_  Oraaa  ■ay— J.  A.  Plaakowaki.  Ill 
■eaik  Jackaoa  *„  awarded  lb»  conlract 
tor  Ik*  «onatntctlon  of  a  1  atory,  M  s  US 
ft.  larac*  on  Wrot  Uain  8u  ■Mtaatad  ooat 
Ma.M«. 

Wta.  M.aaaiaal.  —  E.  T.  JehMoa^wU] 
b«Ud  a  1  atory.  M  x  IT*  ft.  jaraca  and  ra- 
aalr  akop  on  Main  8t.  BatlmatMl  coat 
|l«i.M«.    Notad  Nov.  II. 
Wla..  Wlikali  Th»  All-.\mrrlcan  SImI 

Caakat  Oof»»  e/o  J.  A.  Burrtcbtar.  Oturoh 
aad  St.  Patara  SU.  St.  Paul  Minn.,  awarded 
tka  eoatraet  fur  thr  ooaatntetlaa  of  a  I 
atory.  M  s  I*o  ft.  factory,  bara  Batlmatad 
oaal  M«.MO. 

Wla..  BaelB* — Thr  Rarln*  Mfc  Co.  <lh 
aad  Maad  Sta.  manufaclurar  of  •utomobUa 
bodlaa  and  aeeaaaarlaa,  awardad  th«  con- tract  for  iba  caMMMion  of  a  t  aiory.  5« 
a  110  ft.  faolary.    BMlroaCad  coat  $10,000. 

WU.  Ba«lM — Tba  Waatam  Scraw  *  Spe- 
cialty Co..  Ham  Ave.  awardad  Ih*  contract 

for  the  conalructlon  of  a  S  atory,  10  x  100 
ft,  factory  for  tba  manufacture  of  acrewa 
and  MtecUltiea.  on  CUrk  St.  Batlmated 
coat  tio.OOO. 

B.  r.  Vaaraaeer  —  The  Burrard  Iron 
Wka.  144  Alexander  St.,  awarded  th*  con- irart  for  tba  ooaatmctlon  of  a  machine 
■bop.     Batlnatad  eoat  110.000. 
Oal_  Aclaa  Tba  Thoroaon  Motor  Sup- 

pU—,  Ltd..  c/o  A.  Harrtaon,  plana  to  build 
a  plant  for  the  maaufaotura  of  motor  jup- 
pliea.  ByUw  will  be  voted  on  Dec.  4.  Batl- matad coat  |40,OM. 

Oat..  TUaaakarw  —  Th*  Wlndaor  Tool  * 
MacMna  Co..  WladMT.  plana  to  build  a  1 
atorr  OHUhlna  abosw  Mra.  Batlmatad  ooat 
MO.MO.    ArtlUtaet  not  aalaoted. 

mm    J.  T.  ATlkL  III  Oov. 
I*  kaiM  •    I    alary  carace 

General  Manufacturing 

Calif.  DIaaba — Th*  DInuba  Planlnc  Mill 
haa  purrha»«l  a  alte  on  WVat  Tulara  St.. 
and  plana  to  build  a  mill.  Batlmated  coat, 
Inctudlnc  «4Ulpmant,  tOO.MO. 

Calif.  Pmaa  Tha  Praaao  Conaumara* lee  Co.  Mono  and  P  8u-  plana  to  build  a 
I  atory.  »0  x  ••  fU  addition  to  tc*  atoracc 

OaHC  Satlk  San  Blaaa^  The  VltrMIrd Pit>da«ta  Co,.  Spraokala  Hdc.  San  DU^o. 
plana  to  bnlM  a  plant  for  tka  manufacture 
of  brick,  lOa  and  day  plpa^aaar  the  Saiita 
Pa  ti^eka.  bar*.  Batlmatad  ooat  IMO.MO. iBfhiafiMt    aquiptBent. 

CallC  kaa  Praadaeo— Richard  Hellman, 
Inc.  001  Jackaon  Avi-..  I>on«  laUnd  City. 
tt.  Y.  manufacturer  of  ipayonnalae  dreaa- 
ln<r,  1*  havlnj  plana  pr^pan-d  for  the  opn- atrurtlon  of  a  i  atory  factory  on  a  71  a 
111  ft.  alte  nn  lOUl  and  Marrlaon  Sta..  hare. 
Mliaatrd  raet.  Inrludlnc  alte.  ft&O.OOO.  A. 
Torlcsbio,  Mllla  Bide..  WVr. 

Caaa.  Brtdaepart  —  Thr  Maaavhtiaettg 
llakinc  Co.,  Ifouaatonic  Av.-.  and  W.-IU  St. 
awarded  lh»  contract  for  th«  ronatructlon 
of  a  I  and  I  atory.  100  x  III)  ft.  addition 
to  Ita  bakery.  Inrludlnc  more  ovvni.  apor- 
thwi  for  sanut*  and  ahlppinc  room.  Bail- maiad  ooat  fTl.ooo. 

«^*Jcs^«£'JBL;:V^ 

Hartford— Th*  Hartford  Couranl. 
•4  Slat*  St..  la  bavUy  pUaa  arepared  for 

I.  ATAllan.  Jr.,  Inc.  IM  rafntaicton  Ave. 

Caaa.  WaKtkary— Th*  Oulf  RHlnlnf 
ro,  tt  SUI*  SU  New  York  City,  awardea 
lb*  contract  for  tba  oonoinictlon  of  a  I 
etonr.  «•  a  IM  ft.  plaat.  a  1  atory,  «•  a 
7t  (t.  saraga.  •ail  tanka  and  othar  towHar 
airwrtaraa  on  Rtvaralda  lU  bara.  ̂ tatl- mated  eoat  flO.M*. 

pw.,  MelMMk— Tha  MelMoab  OtOlllaa !?•'  iHan*  to  baitd  a  eotd  at«ra«*  kM.r^ 
frt«>rail<in  plant.  Batlmatad  eoM  tfMM. 

«.  A.  tMaaall.  Traaa.  Ar  ""  —  — '  — noanred. 
n.    rWeaca— The    Mar 

CaiTtWt  Clyboum  Ave.,  la 
tor  Ibe  eanairactlon  of  a 

ra.,  Pblla.— Balllncer  Co.  Archla.,  Ilth and  I'li.oioiii  six  I'  riHVlvliiK  blda  for 
th.  ■  «o   a    •» 
ft  u         I   •nuaLKlM- 
grat-.   ;.:;..  L  u..   i;i.  u;..;  .V:.i.  :Sia.     Batl- mated ooet    IliO.OUO. 

Pa.,  rklla^— Cold  Blaat  Peathar  Co,  10* 
Went  Berka  St.  wlU  aoon  reoelv*  blda  foi 
tba  eonatjnMtlon  of  a  S  aiory  100  x  161  ft. 
faotory  on  TUko  and  Jannay  Sta.  Bail- maiad  eoM  ITOiooo.  H.  R.  Siackbouaa,  IM 
Botilta  llh  St,  ArobL 

Pa,  Pblla.— Dulty  Broa.  SitI  North 
Prom  St.  ara  recelvlim  blda  for  tha  eon- 
atructlon  of  a  1  and  t  atory,  14  x  M  a  140 
X  110  ft.  moat  packlna  plant  on  Pront  and 
Venaiura  Sta.  Batlmatinl  cuai  176.000.  P. 
KubnBnc.  Co,  t06il  North  8th  St..  Bncra. 

Pa.,  PiUabarafc— The  Duaanberry  Baking 
Co.,  till  Tualln  St..  la  havlna  plana  pre- 

pared for  the  conatrurllon  of  a  1  atory.  to  x 
Too  ft.  bakery  at  1101-16  Porbra  St.  Batl- 

matad coat  tlOO.ooo.  Rubin  A  Veahaaoay. 
Union  Aroada,  Arebta. 

a.  C,  OreeaTtUe-^Th*  MIIU  Mill  awarded 
tha  contract  for  th*  conatructlon  of  a  4 
atory,  6o  x  lOO  ft.  addition  to  Iu  ootlon 
mill.     Eatlmatrd  coat  $16,000. 

Teaa.  Mempbla— The  Crown  Rlea  MUl  A 
Peed  Co.  la  bulldinc  a  4  atory  rica  mill  <>n 
NIrhol*  St.  and  Union  Bait  RR.  Batlmatad 
coat  176.000. 

Tana,  NaahTHIa— Tha  Baptlat  Sunday 
SohoolBd.  Ith  Ava,  awarded  the  contract 
for  tha  oonatnietlon  of  a  1  atory  printing 
and  publlahing  plant  on  lotb  and  Baync Avea.     Batlmated  ooat  $lt$,000. 

Tena,  Naehvlll*— The  Warran  Paint  A 
Color  Co.,  Wadsewood  Ave.,  will  build  u 
X  atory  paint  factory,  Includinc  oil  tanka 
BaUmated  coat  $10.o6o. 

Va,  Blobmaad— The  Whaallns  Corrufmt- 
tn«  Co.  (01  McDonoufh  St.  plana  to  build 
a  t  atory  addition  tu  Ita  factory  fur  th< 
manufacture  of  corrucated  producta.  Batl- mated ooat  117.000.  Architect  not  an nouneed. 

Waak,  Ckeliui— The  Qrrat  Northern  Ry. 
Co..  Havermale  laland.  Spuknnv.  la  havlna 
plana  prepared  for  the  conNi  ruction  of  an Ice  manuraeturlns  and  cold  alornre  plant. 
hare.  Coat  between  $100,000  and  $800,000. 
W.  A.  Walla,  001  Hyda  Bide,  Spokane,. 
Eacr.  and  Archt, 

W.  Ta.,  BanMBirtaB — ^The  Nlahtrack  Mfc 
Co.  la  receiving  blda  for  the  oonatnjctlon 
of  a  I  atory,  40  a  110  ft.  woodworking  fao- tory. Batlmatad  coat  $16,000.  T.  Harvay. 
Prea.  W.  F.  Dlehl,  R.  A  P.  Uldg..  Arcbt. 

W.    Va.   Parkerabora — The   Ideal  Corni- 
Sated  Box  Co.  awarded  the  contract  r<>i le  conatructlon  of  a  1  atory.  71  x  U.o  ft 

addition  to  Ita  box  factory  on  Jt<ajit>t;lli.' St.     BMimatad  coat    $16,Ouo. 
Wla,  Craadoa— Tha  Vulcan  Laat  Co.  will 

build  a  1  atory,  60  x  110  ft.  ahoa  factory. Notad  Oct.   6, 

Wla,  Fend  da  Loe— B.  E.  Mehn.r    Archt.. 
Main  St.  la  receiving  blda  for  th. tlon  of  a  1  atory.  41  x   lio  ft.  f 
warehoua*  on  Military  St,  for  tlic         ■    j^ 
tlon   Door  A   Screen   Co.,    llo   Ruggloa   8t, 
Batbnatad  ooat  $6U.OO0. 
Wla.  MSwaake*— C.  J.  Keller  4  Son, 

Archt*  .  412  Bway.,  ar*  rec-lvlna  blda  for h*  conatructlon  of  a  1  atory,  60  x  10  ft. 
.tdditlon  to  faotory  for  tha  Federal  Rug 
Cleaning  Co.  »14  Winnebago  St.  EJatl- mated   coat    $10,000. 

Wla.  Rblnelander — The  Northern  Ornln 
Co.  will  build  i>  I  atory.  60  x  120  ft.  feeil 
mill.  etc.  Kallmnted  coat  $40,000.  O.  C. 
Nelaon,  Mgr.     i'rivnte  plana. 

Alia.,  ralgarj— The  Imparial  OH  Co. 
Utd.,  14  Church  Hi.,  Toronto.  Ont.,  awardeil 
tha  contract  for  the  conatructlon  of  an  oil 
reflnary.  h*r*,     Batlmatad  coat  $1,600,000. 

B.  C.  Vaoeoa»er — The  Fnlae  Creek  Lum- 
ber Co.,  «lh  Ave.  W.,  la  having  planN 

DrrtNLrea  for  the  conatrucii'm  of  a  lumber 
mill  Batlmatad  ooat  $1»0,000,  Private 

plana. 

oni.,  r.laiira  — The  Blmlra"'"' Creamery  awarded  the  contract  i 
atructlon  of  a  1  atory.   40  a  BO  i  "> 
to  IU  craamery.    Batlmated  coat  |l«,uuu. 

^ood   Tunlw 
raw^ylnf  Mda 

« Jtory.  «f  «  »• 
Mbnatad    ooat 

WetafiSTi  North 

Oat.,  Pari*— Penmana  Ltd..  manufacturer 
of  woolan  underwear,  awarded  the  ooritriict 
for  th*  conatructlon  of  a  3  utory  addition to  Plant  No.  1  and  a  I  atory  addition  tu 
Blaat  No.  1.  BaUmatad  ooat  ifoo.OOO.  Nof  ,i 
Oet.  11. 

On*.  WaNaad— The  St.  Thomaa  PackInK 
<3o,  it.  Tbomaa,    onl..    awardad    tb*   con 
traet  for  ta*  ronntru'-tlon  of  a  cold  atorag-' 
Slant,  her*.    Ratlmatad  coat  $100,000,  Noted 
un*  1*. 
Oaa.  TaHayS'ld — Tba  Montreal  Coltona. 

LldZar*  bttlldliiic  a  4  atory,  101  x  110  ft. 
waat*  plant. J 
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Repair  Work  in  a  Tennessee  Railroad  Shop 
Arc  Welding — Driving  Box  Work — Machining  Shoes  and  Wedges — Utilizing  Old  Asbestos  | 

Insulation — Inserting  New  Pieces  in  Broken  Frames  \ 
By  S.  ASHTON  hand 

Associate  Bditor,  American  Machinist 

A  RC   WELDING  both  for   repairing  broken  parts 
l\  and  building  up  worn  surfaces  is  a  great  boon 

X  JL  to  the  railroad  shop.  Some  examples  of  work 
done  by  the  electric  arc  at  the  Coster  shops  of  the  South- 

ern Railway  System,  Knoxville,  Tenn.,  are  shown  in 
Figs.  1,  2  and  3.  The  slipper-type  crosshead,  Fig.  1, 
was  cracked  along  the  line  A  so  the  metal  was  cut  out  be- 

tween the  lines  B  and  C  and  new  metal  fused  or  welded 
in  by  the  electric  torch,  rendering  the  crosshead  as 
serviceable  as  if  a  whole  new  casting  had  been  made. 

The  cylinder  head  at  the  steam  end  of  an  air  pump. 
Fig.  2,  needed  building  up  in  the  hole  A  and  on  the 
face  of  the  boss  to  provide  metal  for  truing  while 
undergoing  repairs.  As  building  up  with  iron  leaves 
a  surface  difficult  to  machine  satisfactorily,  the  building 
up  was  done  with  brass.  Arother  place  where  brass  was 
used  was  on  the  outside  of  the  piston  shown  in  Fig.  3. 
Nearly  all  the  wear  on  a  piston  is  at  the  bottom  where 
it  bears  on  the  lower  part  of  the  cylinder  wall.  When 
such  wear  reduces  the  piston  so  that  the  depth  of  the 
groove  is  insufficient  to  properly  support  the  rings,  the 
piston  will  have  to  be  scrapped  unless  some  method  is 
at  hand  to  restore  metal  in  place  of  that  worn  away. 

In  the  piston  referred  to,  brass  has  been  fused  on  that 

part  of  the  periphery  next  to  the  fii'st  groove,  and  be- 
tween the  points  A  and  B.  The  job  has  only  been 

started  and  the  other  parts  of  the  periphery  between 
A  and  B  will  be  likewise  built  up.  After  enough  metal 
has  been  put  on,  the  piston  will  be  trued  up  in  the 
lathe  and  the  sides  of  the  grooves  faced.  It  has  been 
the  experience  in  this  shop  that  pistons  e.o  repaired 
run  longer  between  repairs  than  do  new  ones  and  that, 
as  brass  and  iron  make  excellent  bearing  surfaces,  there 
is  less  wear  on  the  lower  walls  of  the  cylinders. 

The  repair  of  driving  boxes  constitutes  a  large  item 
in  the  work  of  railroad  shops  and  boxes  for  the  heavier 
types  of  engines  are  so  large  as  to  tax  the  capacity  of 
some  of  the  machines  used  for  certain  parts  of  the  work. 
One  of  the  driving  boxes  of  a  Santa  Fe  type  engine  is 
shown  undergoing  the  boring  operation  in  Fig.  4.  As 
this  box  carries  a  crown  brass  22  in.  long,  some  idea 
may  be  had  of  its  size  and  the  difficulty  of  handling 
it  on  machines  installed  before  this  type  of  engine  was 
in  use.  It  was  stated  above  that  the  crown  brass  for 
this  box  was  22  in.  long.  Originally,  the  crown  brass 
was  that  length,  but  the  Southern  System  has  found 
that  brasses  of  such  length  wear  bell  mouthed  on  the 
ends  next  to  the  driver  hubs,  leaving  about  14  in.  for 
actual  bearing  on  the  axle.  As  the  other  8  in.  tloes 
no  good,  it  was  decided,  when  making  repairs,  to  put 
in  brasses  only  14  in.  in  length,  thus  saving  a  consider- 

able amount  of  costly  material. 
A  few  driving  boxes  of  the  ordinary  t}T)e  in  the  shop 

for  repairs  are  shown  in  Fig.  5.  Some  must  be  re- 
planed  where  the  shoes  and  wedges  fit,  others  must 
have  new  hub  liners  put  on,  and  nearly  all  must  be 
fitted  with  new  crown  brasses.  In  pressing  crown 
brasses  in  or  out  of  the  boxes,  the  hydraulic  press. 
Fig.  6,  is  used.  Here  all  the  boxes  belonging  to  one 
engine  are  put  on  the  truck  shown  in  the  illustration. 
This  truck  passes  freely  through  the  opening  between 
the  ram  and  anvil  of  the  press,  so  that  the  boxes  are 
brought  consecutively  into  position  by  merely  pushing 
the  truck  along  the  rails.  This  method  of  handling 
keeps  the  boxes  for  each  engine  by  themselves. 

Machining  crown  brasses  to  fit  driving  boxes  may  be 
done  in  several  ways,  such  as  shaping,  slotting,  or  turn- 

ing on  the  boring  mill  or  lathe.     Figure  7  shows  the 

FIGS.  1  TO  3— REPAIRS  .MADE  BY  EI.ECTRIC  WELDING 
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no.  «.-«oiu.<«o  A  luNTA  r*  urivi.no  box 

))^„linn  on  the  Utbe  where  th«  br«M  >«  mounted
  on  a 

MKtel  nwMlivl  •nd  cooftned  bet«-een  collnre
  at  each 

Md.  Cap  pointed  iiet»cr*w«  in  the  collani  bit*
  into  the 

«aia  of  tho  bnua  and  hold  it  necurely.  In  p
laning 

Mviia  buea.  they  are  strung  out  on  the  plane
r  t«ble, 

«adi  ban  being  held  down  by  iU  individual 
 pair  of 

dMBpiu  ■•  •howB  in  Fig.  8.  End  atopa,  to  
prevent 

ahlfltnc  ander  the  prewure  of  the  cut,  are.  of
  courM, 

^^  in  fl^^ctt. 

ghoM  and  wodgw  are  alao  strung  out  on  the  pl
aner 

tabid,  ahow  on  one  aide  and  wedgea  on  the  oth
er,  aa 

KIU. 

r.i:  i;i:i'  \ii!KI> 

nhown  in  Fig.  9.  Both  planer  heaas  are  in  use  and  carry 

special  tools,  the  one  at  A  planing  both  the  inside  edges 

of  the  shoe  simultaneously.  The  straddle  tool  for  plan- 

ing the  outaide  edges,  to  be  seen  on  top  of  the  shoes  at 

B  is  a  forging  fitted  with  clamps  for  holding  toolbits  at 

c'and  D.  To  the  right  of  the  straddle  tool  at  E  is  one 

of  the  clamps  used  between  the  ends  of  the  shoes  to 

hold  them  in  place  during  the  planing  operation. 

The  tools  and  damps  descriln^d  are  used  iilike  on  both 

shoes  and  wedges.  Shoes  and  wi'djfts  for  engines  of
 

the  Santa  F*  type  are  generally  planed  singly  as  ther
e 

ri<:  »— i»«r>«iv'.  utT  '"kown  mh  xiwkii Kin,  7— TI'MN'INn  A  CROWN  URASB 

no  »_ruAXTXo  rmivtNO  noxw    no.  .-puaniko  
uhokh  and  wiciKiBii 



November  30,  1922 Eliminate  Waste— With  Modem  Equipment 

KlU.  lU— TLRRET  -MOrXTEJJ  ON   PLAXKR  HEAD 

are  not  enough  of  them  to  be  planed  at  any  one  time  to warrant  fitting  up  for  stringing  them  out.  Even  whert 
this  IS  done,  it  would  only  apply  to  work  on  the  outside 
as  they  are  closed  at  one  end  which  would  prevent  the 
inside  tool  from  passing  through.     Fig.   10  shows  the 

I'li;.   U— BOX  KOK  TKAXSPORTING  S.MALL  PARTS 

FTG.  12— iriLL  FOR  ORTXDTNr:  A.SBESTOS 

l-JU.   li^.WCW     PARTS  OF  1-'RA.UE.S 

planing  of  a  Santa  Fe  type  shoe  on  a  planer  provided with  a  turret  in  which  all  the  necessary  tools  are  held 
At  the  top  at  A  is  the  combined  right  and  left  hand  tool" for  forming  the  rounded  corners  on  each  side  of the  shoe. 

When  locomotives  are  stripped  for  repairs,  all  smaller 
parts  are  put  in  shallow  boxes  or  trays  permanently 
equipped  with  slings  so  as  to  be  readily  handled  by  the 
crane.     One  of  these  boxes  is  shown  in  Fig.   11.     By 

PIG.    i4  — RK-BORIXG  A  CYLlNDE 

«'DER 

FIG.    15— A   PORTABLE  BULUDOZER 
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th*  HSftDer  parts  of  an  enyiiM  c«b  b» 
to  aajr  pmri.  of  the  shop  and  k«pt  by  th«m- 

!•  atilypiin  tilt  Jadwt  from  th*  boil«r.  many  of  the 
or  alaba  uaad  for  inaulation  are  morr  or 

ae  at  to  be  aaflt  for  uae.  In  some  shops 
are  wrapped,  but  her«  a  rrindinc 

in  aa  old  freight  car  as  at  A, 

Ptf.  It,  where  the  bloclu  are  rround  up.  The  pul- 
variaad  OMtarial  la  laada  into  planter  and  used  for  fill- 
b^  fa  hetwsoa  bloefts  and  covering  irregular  surfaces 

the  holier  and  answers  the  purpose 

Cracked framaa   art   gaaaraOjr    repaired    by    weld- 
the  thermit   precett.     It   sometimes   hap- 
r.  that  frames  are  so  badly  damaged  that 

part  of  ont  or  both  have  to  be  cut  out 
paito  veMed  in  place. 

New  parts  for  a  pair  of  frames  are  shown  in  Fig.  IS 

and  will  be  welded  onto  the  frames  of  the  engine  blocked 
up  behind  them.  The  rear  ends  of  the  dumitRed  frames 
have  been  rut  off  at  A  and  B  and,  when  the  new  parts 
are  welded  on,  the  welds  will  be  over  the  centers  of  the 
jaw  openings.  Before  Hhe  advent  of  thermit  welding, 
these  framee  would  have  been  removed  and  taken  to  the 
blacksmith  tihop  where  the  damaged  parts  would  be  cut 
out  and  the  new  parta  welded  in  their  places  in  the 
old  fashioned  way. 

The  universal  use  of  compreased  air  has  simplified 
many  of  the  repair  jobs.  The  ease  by  which  power 
can  be  supplied  to  portable  tools  such  as  the  cylinder 
boring  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  14.  The  black- 

smith shop  too  has  been  the  gainer  by  the  intro- 
duction of  compressed  air,  as  portable  tools,  such  as 

the  bulldozer  or  bender,  shown  in  Fig.  16,  can  be  used 
at  any  fire  that  may  be  convenient. 

It  may  be  mentioned  in  passing  that  the  Southern 
valve  gear  waa  originated  in  this  shop. 

Employment  and  Labor  Turnover 
A  carafol  selection  of  emptoyeea  and  the  dtvelopment 

of  a  better  andersunding  and  doaer  oo-operation  be- 
twen  the  employntent  department  and  department  heads 

UBOog  the  big  emplo)'ment  problems  of  today.  Be- 
tiw  fall  of  1920.  when  the  demand  for  help  was 

tltoa  the  aopply,  we  weloomed  with  open  anna 

•aybedjr  who  applied  for  a  poaitlon.  Scant  attention 

was  paid  to  careful  aclection.  It  was  vital  to  fill  vacan- 
ciM  rather  than  to  choose  the  applicant  whoae  qualifica- 

tions were  most  auiUble  for  the  job. 
TIm  tiOM  haa  arrived  when  tbt  employment  manager 

■mat  aboaldtr  the  entire  reaponalbility  for  selecting  the 
right  person.  The  outgrowth  of  this  will  be  a  bettejr 
oadacrtaiMiing  and  a  ckwer  co-operation  between  the 

[)t  department  and  the  department  heads,  as 
•■  the  boihling  up  of  a  better  perMonnel.  Until  he 

tUa  reaponsibility  the  employment  manager  can 
not  fimtfnitm*  the  confidence  of  the  operating  man  on 
tiMiabL 

Ttm>-o\-ni  AS  a  Health  Indicator 
A  high  labor  turnover  indicates  an  industrial  disease. 

A  very  ̂ ^  labor  turnover  may  aimilarly  indicate  an 
•Bhcahhy  condition  due  to  failure  to  eliminate  the  unfit. 
Turnover  is  an  index  of  the  baakh  of  the  company  from 

the  point  of  view  of  good  eraplejrer-employee  relations. 
Bvary  effort  is  expended  in  time  and  money  to  obtain 
tkt  good  will  of  cttstoners  and  when  obUined  to  hold 
ft.  No  orgaofacation  can  be  aocceasful  without  this 
polkjr.  Why  ahould  it  not  be  just  aa  imporUnt.  if  not 
■H»  ao.  to  obtain  tba  good  will  of  employees?  Soroe- 

•Mkaa  every  aptly  called  labor  turnover  the  "yardstick" 
bjr  wkidi  we  may  measure  the  mutual  undersUnding 
betweae  cmptoyrr  and  emplejree. 

It  le  impeealble  to  figure  the  coat  of  labor  turnover 
taotpt  fa  a  tcrjr  general  sort  of  way.  Too  many  varia- 
Maa  aalar  late  ft  Soow  of  tht  coeto  can  be  figured,  but 
ft  la  laipaHMi  for  cxanpit  to  determine  the  coat  of 
tialafac  aa  fla^doyec.  Some  art  more  intelligent  than 
•Ikar*  with  th*  reaoh  that  it  takes  leaa  time  and  is 
Hwrsfnrt  leaa  eapeaaivt  to  train  them.  It  is  poasible. 

to  ahaar  aa  employer  that  tamover  redoeas  hia 
lad  fruBiwMy  ft  ia  caax  to  do  ao. 

ml  m  nawilnM 
I  «f  ih»  >r»ii— I 
s-ta  isn. 

at   Hm  arat  anniwl 
A  — lUtoa.    Pill«a«ntti. 

The  importance  of  a  group  of  employees  who  have 
had  long  service  with  a  company  can  not  be  overesti- 

mated. No  matter  how  well  the  employee  is  instructed 
in  company  policy,  he  does  not  really  understand  the 
policies  of  that  company  until  he  has  learned  them 
through  experience.  The  employee  who  sticks  is  the 
real  backbone  of  the  company.  The  one  who  stays  only 
a  short  time  can  not  be  expected  to  have  the  best  inter- 

ests of  the  company  at  heart.  The  real  spirit  of  part- 
nership between  the  employer  and  employee  is  n<yt  es- 

tablished. 

Cost  of  Training 

High  turnover  means  high  cost  of  training,  with  the 
result  that  training  activities  for  those  already  em- 

ployed must  necessarily  be  curtailed  on  account  of  the 
time  and  effort  expended  in  training  new  employees. 
Organizations  which  have  no  regular  training  depart- 

ments may  feel  that  they  are  under  no  training  expense, 

but  they  are  selling  themselves  a  "gold  brick,"  for  there 
is  no  line  of  endeavor  where  training  of  some  kind 
or  other  is  not  required.  The  expense  of  training  a 
machinist,  for  instance,  results  from  high  cost  of  spoiled 
material,  injured  machines,  and  loss  of  time.  As 
the  purpose  of  all  labor  turnover  figures  is  to  correct 
conditions  which  cause  people  to  leave  the  employ  of  a 
company,  it  is  necessary  to  obtain  the  true  reason  for 
leaving.  These,  at  best,  are  difficult  to  obtain.  Follow- 

ing the  line  of  least  resistance,  an  employee  will  say 
that  he  is  moving  out  of  town,  or  is  going  to  remain  at 
home,  rather  than  to  state  frankly  that  his  real  reason 

for  leaving  is  bad  working  conditions,  improper  super- 
vision, etc.  Many  others  will  leave  without  giving  the 

real  reason  or  without  any  notice  whatever.  If  this 

happens  to  any  great  extent  it  means  that  the  employ- 
meot  department  is  not)  functioning  properly.  This 
dilAculty  can  he  overcome  to  some  extent  by  arrantrinK 
that  the  payroll  department  can  not  give  an  employee 

his  final  pay  without  the  authorization  of  the  employ- 
ment department.  This  plan  allows  some  representative 

of  the  employment  department  to  interview  all  people 
who  leave,  and  thus  cuts  down  to  a  minimum  the  num- 

ber of  those  who  give  no  cause  whatever  for  leaving. 

In  interviewing  an  employee  who  is  leaving,  it  is  neces- 
aary  to  approach  him  sympathetically  if  the  real  cause 
for  hia  exit  is  to  be  learned.  If  he  is  antagonized,  the 
investigator  has  had  hia  trouble  for  nothing. 
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Industrial  Cost  Accounting  for  Executives 
Third  Article  Deals  with  the  Elements  of  Manufacturing  Costs  — Direct  Material,  Labor 

and  Charges— Burden— Three  Groups  of  Manufacturing  Functions 
By  PAUL  M.  ATKINS 

BEFORE  WE  can  start  in  making  records  and  set- 
ting up  accounts,  we  must  have  some  idea  of  what 

we  are  going  to  account  for  and  record.  In  the 
case  of  cost  accounting,  that  means  we  must  have  some 
comprehension  of  what  the  elements  of  manufacturing 
costs  really  are.  Perhaps  the  reader  may  think  to 

himself — Why  that's  easy;  material,  labor  and  over- 
head— everyone  who  knows  anything  at  all  about  manu- 

facturing records  is  quite  familiar  with  that.  The  rub 
comes,  however,  when  you  try  to  explain  just  what  you 
mean  by  material,  labor  and  overhead  from  the  cost 
accounting  point  of  view.  The  general  statement 
sounds  easy  and  is  fundamentally  correct  but,  as  soon 
as  the  elements  are  analyzed  a  little,  certain  difficulties 
are  met  with  and  it  becomes  evident  that  the  whole 
question  is  not  quite  so  simple  as  it  appears  at  first 
glance. 

Let  us  take  up  the  various  elements  in  order  and  study 
them  a  little  to  see  what  they  involve.  No  product  can 
be  turned  out  without  material,  so  it  is  quite  appro- 

priate to  start  with  that  cost  factor.  At  first,  it  seems 
as  though  it  should  be  quite  simple  to  determine  the 
cost  of  the  material  which  goes  into  the  product.  If  an 
adequate  system  of  production  control  is  established, 
no  material  should  be  issued  to  the  factory  without  a 
written  order  for  it.  In  the  jobbing  or  intermittent 
type  of  industry,  written  requisitions  or  issues  should 
be  prepared  on  which  may  be  recorded  the  quantity  of 
material  sent  out. 

In  the  case  of  a  continuous  process  plant,  a  standing 
order  to  issue  so  much  of  certain  kinds  of  material  each 
day  and  a  notation  of  the  quantity  sent  out  should  be 
sufficient  record.  In  either  case,  it  appears  as  though  it 
should  not  be  difficult  to  ascertain  the  cost  of  the 

"direct"  material,  as  the  material  going  into  the  product 
is  called.  So  many  pounds  of  flour,  of  bar  steel,  so 
many  yards  of  sheeting,  such  a  number  of  screws,  bolts, 
castings,  parts,  etc.,  are  issued  for  use  in  making  the 
product.  With  the  quantity  known  and  the  price  fixed 
or  findable,  it  should  not  be  hard  to  determine  the  cost 
of  direct  material. 

Some  Materials  Cannot  Be  Measured 

It  sometimes  happens  that  there  are  certain  practical 
difficulties  in  the  way  of  keeping  track  of  all  the  many 
details,  difficulties  which  are  due  to  the  number  of 
records  which  must  be  handled  when  large  quantities 
and  a  wide  variety  of  materials  are  issued.  There  are 
other  kinds  of  material,  however,  which  enter  directly 
into  the  makeup  of  the  product  and  yet  which  cannot 
be  measured  against  it. 

Let  us  take  as  an  example  the  enamel  which  goes  on 
the  box  covers  of  an  electric  switch.  The  enamel  is 
certainly  direct  material  because  it  forms  a  part  of 
the  saleable  product.  But  how  much  of  it  actually  goes 
on  any  one  box  cover  or  on  any  order  for  box  covers? 
The  engineering  department  or  the  laboratory  can 
quite  possibly  tell  how  much  should  go  on,  but  the  cost 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

records  must  show  not  what  ought  to  happen  but  what 
has  actually  happened.  The  box  covers  are  first  dipped 
in  the  tank  of  enamel  and  come  up  dripping.  They  are 
hung  over  a  board  to  catch  this  drip  until  the  enamel 
ceases  to  run  off  and  are  then  pushed  into  an  oven  to 
be  baked. 

It  is  practically  impossible  to  measure  and  record  the 
amount  of  this  enamel  against  the  order  and  so  from 
the  cost-accounting  point  of  view  it  cannot  be  treated  as 
direct  material,  although  essentially  that  is  what  it  is. 
It  must,  therefore,  be  handled  in  some  other  way.  In 

defining  direct  material  costs,  it  will  be  necessary  to 
say  that  they  are  such  costs  of  material  going  into  and 
forming  a  part  of  the  product  as  can  be  ascertained 
with  a  reasonable  degree  of  accuracy  at  a  reasonable 
cost. 

Direct  Labor  That  Cannot  Be  Charged   '", 
When  we  consider  the  matter  of  labor  we  find  that  a 

similar  condition  exists.  In  most  cases  it  is  possible  to 
measure  and  record  the  value  of  the  labor  which  is 
engaged  directly  in  turning  the  material  into  the 
product.  Whether  that  labor  is  paid  by  a  piece  rate 
or  by  some  system  of  wage  payment  in  which  the  time 
taken  is  the  prime  element  in  the  measurement  of  the 
charge,  is  immaterial.  We  can  measure  the  output  or 
the  time  taken  foi*  work  on  a  particular  product  or  order 
and,  knowing  the  rate  of  payment,  we  can  calculate  the 
direct  labor  cost  for  making  the  product. 

On  the  other  hand,  just  as  in  the  case  of  material,  we 
will  find  there  are  occasions  when  it  is  not  practical  to 
measure  the  time  taken  and  so  ascertain  the  direct  labor 
cost.  A  battery  of  automatic  lathes  or  screw  machines 
is  operated  by  one  man.  He  goes  from  one  to  another, 
spends  a  little  time  adjusting  one,  starts  some  material 
in  another,  sits  and  looks  at  the  whole  group  a  few 
moments,  doing  nothing  but  necessarily  there  to  take 
care  of  an:^  need  which  may  arise. 

If  all  the  machines  are  working  on  one  order,  his  time 
might,  of  course,  be  charged  to  that  order,  but  if  they 
are  working  on  different  orders,  how  is  his  time  going 
to  be  split  up  among  them?  He  changes  from  one  to 
another  so  frequently  that  he  would  spend  almost  as 
much  time  recording  as  working  if  he  tried  to  allocate 
each  moment  of  his  time.  It  certainly  would  not  pay 
to  keep  some  one  there  to  record  the  changes  for  him, 
and  hence  we  find  that,  although  he  is  working  directly 
on  the  product,  his  wages  cannot  be  treated  as  a  direct 
labor  cost.  The  expense  must  be  handled  in  some  other 
way,  just  as  in  the  case  of  the  enamel  above  described. 
Our  definition  of  direct  labor  cost  from  the  cost  ac- 

counting point  is  that  it  is  the  cost  of  that  labor  engaged 
in  working  directly  on  the  finished  product  which  can 
be  measured  with  reasonable  accuracy  at  a  reasonable 
cost. 

Here  we  have  then  direct  material  costs  and  direct 
labor  costs  and  are  apparently  ready  for  an  investiga- 

tion of  what  is  commonly  called  "overhead"  or 
"burden."  Before  going  on  to  this  topic,  however,  we 
must  pause  for  a  moment  to  consider  an  element  of  cost 
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wlurk  Imm  Mt  jmt  bMB  — Btianni.  which  appMnt  oiil\- 
lBfn^^»iiWy,  bat  wMch  wv  tmnn&t,  nrvtrtMcsn,  W«v« 
mt/L  It  balMfs  at  thU  point  in  oar  <lBCMMien  for  it  is 

of  the  dinvt  corts. 
tht  bMt  war  to  main  daar  what  the  element 

h  wMdi  w*  mv  cal  "Mnei  ehart**"  i«  to  Ulce  an 
A  wmUm  riwp  tvminc  oat  machine*  to 

put  wMdi  ia  Just  too  larire  for 
whkk  H  has  to  handle.  The  bed  of  the 

■Mjr  b*  •  bit  too  bif  to  be  planed  on  ita  planer 
I  tkt  tiMiM^ir  Msda  it  out  to  nome  nearby  concern 

to  kavo  ttt  weik  dona  for  them.  When  the  work  is 

MBipleted,  the  (Irvt  i  nwum'  wfO  rMtiv*  a  bill  for  it. 
II  ia  evident  that  ihia  bQI  ia  not  for  natarial.  neither  ia 
it  for  labor  alone,  bat  ia  rather  for  the  wrvice  rendered 
which  U  aude  not  only  of  the  labor  but  alno  of  the 
coat  of  operatiaf  the  machine  on  which  the  work  wati 
dona  and  tht  proAt  whidi  tht  aecond  rompany  makeft  on 
tht  JobL    At  tht  auBt  time  from  the  point  of  view  of 

tite  buKJneit*  in  the  mHiiufacture  of  the  goodn  should  )m> 
called  earned  burden  and  in  rharceable  to  the  orders  for 
making  the  product  a«  a  proper  part  of  the  cost  of 

production. 
The  other  portion  ia  a  load  which  the  businesa  aa  a 

whole  muat  carry  and  may  be  called  "unearned  burden" 
because  It  is  a  load  which  represents  either  exi-ensive 
cost  of  operation  or  unused  plant  capacity  or  both,  ft 
is  not  chargeable  to  the  product  but  directly  to  profit 
and  loss.  Space  will  not  permit  a  thoroutrh  discussion 
of  this  subject  here,  so  I  must  ask  my  readers  to  \w 

patient  until  a  later  article— "Burden  Earned  and  Un- 
earned"— ia  raachtd.  In  that  article  the  topic  ia  vigor- 

oualy  inveatlsattd. 
The  Usk  now  before  us  is  to  ate  what  the  sub- 

elements  of  burden  are.  It  has  been  stated  that  the 
burden  was  the  total  cost  of  the  operation  of  the 
busintsa,  or,  in  other  words,  is  the  total  of  the 
expenses,   which    may    be   conveniently   defined    as    the 

rta.  1— A  TTPfCAL  COST  ACCOUNTING  SYDTBM 

tlH  tnt  ODopany.  the  hill  is  not  an  element  of  expense, 
aa  wOi  bt  obrioua  after  the  next  few  followinir  para- 
ffrapha  havt  baan  raad.  but  ia  properly  a  direct  charge 
agaiist  tht  order  for  tlM  production  of  the  machine  on 
which  tht  bed  ia  to  be  uatd. 

Hence  w*  ace  that  our  study  of  the  elements  of  manu- 
fartarinff   costs    haa    re«-ealed   «o   far   that    there   are 
•rdtaarUjr  two  and  aomt  timm  three  direct  costa: 

<a)   Direct  material, 
(b)  Direct  Ubor, 
(c)  Direct  charges. 

It  has  abo  ahown  us  that  the  inclusive  idea  of  direct 
■Mttrlal  and  direct  hibor  ottda  to  be  modifled  whtn 
•pproorbed  from  the  coat-tecounting  viewpoint  in  order 
to  limtt  them  to  aarh  materiaU  and  such  Ubor  aa  can  be 
aatiafactorlljr    ■waurad    agatnat    the    order    for    tht 

Wt  an  BOW  raadjr  to  turn  oar  attention  to  tht  qota- 
•(  etirtiaad  tr  harden  as  It  ia  called  by  prcferanee 

te  tlMtt  artldet  and  try  to  m>»  what  it  i*  and  how  it 
phv«  •  part  lo  Making  ap  the  coat  of  the  product.  To 
tV  arfadl  bortfen  is  alnplr  the  coat  of  the  operation  of 
tkt  boalaaM  aa  a  wMt.  A  certain  portion  of  this  coat 
wliick  ■aatorea  tlw  raloe  of  the  aervicea  rendered  bjr 

cost  of  carrying  on  the  various  departments  of  tht 
business  into  which  its  functions  are  sulnlivided. 

The  flrst  step  to  bt  taken  in  studying  expenses  and 
burden,  aa  the  two  phases  of  overhead  are  called,  ia  to 
investigate  the  subdivision  of  the  business  into  its 
functions  or  departments.  Not  more  than  a  word  or 
two  can  he  said  about  this  topic,  but  a  later  article 
will  bt  dtvoted  entirely  to  it.  A  few  general  sugges- 

tions, however,  are  necessary  here.  A  business  is 
nothing  more  nor  leas  than  a  collection,  sometimes  a 
systtmatic,  well  organized  collection  and  sometimea  a 
hettrogtncous  collection  of  activities  called  functions. 
Thtat  are  grouped  into  what  we  call  departments  and 

ahouM  be  so  put  together  as  to  promote  harmonious  co- 
operation in  what  may  l>e  termed  an  organization. 

It  ia  perfectly  evident  that  the  activities  are  going 
to  vary  greatly  from  industry  to  industry  and  even 
from  company  to  company  within  an  Industry.  Hence 
thty  cannot  be  discussed  in  detail  unless  a  particular 
caat  it  in  hand.  A  few  general  points  can  be  made, 

iMwtvtr.  and  these  will  apply  to  almost  at  manufac- 
turing concerns  no  matter  what  their  product  may  be. 

There  is  hardly  any  manufacturing  business  in  which 

the  functions  are  not  properly  divided  Into  three  prin- 

I 

I 
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cipal  groups.  There  are  those  which  are  principally 
concerned  with  the  production  of  the  finished  goods; 
those  which  are  occupied  with  selling  the  goods;  and 
finally,  those  functions  whose  part  is  to  guide,  direct, 
supervise,  and  aid  both  selling  and  production.  The 

first  group  may  well  be  called  the  "manufacturing" 
functions;  the  second  group,  the  "selling"  functions; 
and  the  third  group,  the  "administrative"  functions. 

Whether  the  product  is  steel  rails  or  flour,  cotton 
cloth  or  machinery  or  any  other  manufactured  product, 
it  must  be  produced,  sold,  and  the  business  as  a  whole, 
administered.  The  three  groups  ordinarily  should  be 
divided  in  turn  into  departments  which  are  the  units 

most  commonly  employed  as  the  basis  for  the  organiza- 
tion and  operation  of  the  business.  Of  course,  the 

number  and  kind  of  departments  will  vaiy  according 
to  the  business.  For  our  present  purpose,  however,  it 
does  not  make  any  difference  what  they  are. 

Importance  of  Groups  in  Cost  Accounting 

It  is  of  considerable  importance  that  the  distribution 
between  the  three  groups  be  kept  clearly  in  mind. 
The  expenses  of  the  business,  it  will  be  remembered, 

should  be  divided  up  according  to  the  various  depart- 
ments for  whose  benefit  they  are  incurred.  Hence  they 

will  fall  quite  naturally  under  the  three  headings  given 
above.  It  should  be  perfectly  clear  that  all  of  the 

manufacturing  expenses  go  to  help  make  up  the  manu- 
facturing burden  but  that  none  of  them  form  any  part 

of  the  co.st  of  selling. 
In  the  same  way,  the  selling  expenses  are  in  no  sense 

a  part  of  the  manufacturing  burden  but  help  only  to 

make  up  the  cost  of  selling.  The  expenses  of  adminis- 
tration are  properly  divided  between  the  two  since  the 

administrative  departments  exist  expressly  for  the 
benefit  of  the  two  other  groups  of  functions. 

Theoretically,  then,  the  total  burden  of  the  business 
is  divided  into  two  parts,  one  of  which  represents  the 
cost  of  operations  involved  in  making  the  goods  and  the 
other,  the  cost  of  selling  them.  The  manufacturing 
burden,  as  was  pointed  out,  is  properly  divided  into 
earned  and  unearned  burden.  Practically,  there  are 
certain  difficulties  involved  in  applying  these  theories 
to  actual  cases,  though  it  is  surprising  how  closely  the 
theory  can  be  followed  in  practice  if  correct  methods 

are  used.  All  such  details  as  are  commonly  called  'in- 
direct" or  "non-productive"  material,  labor  and  expense 

are  all  included  under  the  head  of  expenses  together 
with  insurance,  depreciation  and  such  items. 

Elements  of  Manufacturing  Costs 

The  elements  which  go  to  make  up  the  cost  of  pro- 
ducing any  goods  are  therefore: 

(A)  Direct  costs 
1.  Direct  material 
2.  Direct  labor 

3.  Direct  charges 
(B)  Burden    (Earned) 

1.  Depreciation  and  other  fixed  charges 
2.  Indirect  labor 
3.  Indirect  material 

4.  Other  expenses 
From  this  point  on  the  course  of  the  costs  should  be 

easily  grasped  from  a  study  of  the  accompanying  charts 
which  show  how  the  cost  system  interlocks  with  the 
general  accounting  system  to  form  one  comprehensive 
and  consistent  set  of  accounts  and  records.  In  the  next 

article  will  be  given  a  summary  of  the  various  accounts 

and  journals   which   are   necessary  for   a  satisfactory 
recording  of  the  various  cost  elements. 

Explanation  ok  Figure  1 

Definition. — Expense  consists  of  the  expenditures  neces- 
sary for  the  operation  and  maintenance  of  the  various  de- 

partments and  includes  such  charges  as  taxes,  insurance, 
depreciation  and  maintenance  of  all  property  occupied  or 
used  by  the  departments  and  a  fair  share  of  such  charges 
for  property  used  by  several  or  all  in  common,  wages  and 
salaries  of  those  whose  time  cannot  be  readily  allocated  to 
some  production  or  improvement  order;  material  used  in 
the  operation  of  the  department,  such  as  stationery,  oil, 
waste,  coal,  etc.;  outside  services  such  as  telephone,  tele- 

graph, water  rates,  etc. — in  short,  all  expenditures  incurred 
by  the  several  departments  which  are  needed  to  enable 
them  to  give  the  service  they  are  expected  to  render.  The 
kinds  of  expenses  involved  vary  according  to  the  depart- 
ments. 

1.  Manufacturing  Department'n  Expense.  Made  up  of 
the  expense  incurred  directly  in  the  operation  of  the  de- 

partments engaged  directly  in  the  manufacture  of  the 
product  by  changing  the  form  or  condition  of  the  raw 
material. 

2.  Auxiliary  Department's  Expense.  Made  up  of  the 
expense  of  such  departments  as  Purchasing.  Cost,  Manu- 

facturing Standards,  Finished  Stock  and  Shipping,  Heat, 
Light,  Power,  Inspection,  Tool  Cribs,  Maintenance,  Plan- 

ning, Receiving,  Stores,  Safety  and  Sanitation,  Training, 
Tool  Manufacturing,  Internal  Transportation,  Watchman 
and  Pattern ' —  departments  whose  services  are  rendered 
directly  and  primarily  to  the  manufacturing  departments 
and  only  incidentally  to  any  others. 

3.  Designing  and  Developing  Department's  Expetise. 
Made  up  of  the  expense  of  such  departments  as  Blue  Print 
and  Photographs,  Chemical  Laboratory,  Drafting,  Engi- 

neering, Filing  (Blue  Prints  and  Drawings),  Physical 
Laboratory,  Experimental — departments  whose  chief  serv- 

ice is  that  of  designing  and  developing  new  products. 
4.  Financial  Department's  Expense.  Made  up  of  the 

expense  of  such  departments  as  Accounting,  Billing,  Credits 
and  Collections,  Insurance  (Property),  Paymaster  and 
Cashier — departments  whose  chief  service  is  the  handling 
and  recording  of  financial  transactions. 

5.  General  Administration  Department's  Expense.  Made 
up  of  the  expense  of  such  departments  as  Executive,  Filing 
(General  Office),  Legal,  Stenographic,  Traffic— departments 
whose  services  are  rendered  to  the  business  as  a  whole 
rather  than  to  any  one  particular  section  of  it. 

6.  Selling  Department's  Expense.  Made  up  of  the  ex- 
pense of  such  departments  as  Publicity,  Sales,  Branch 

Offices,  Customers'  Service — departments  whose  services 
consist  of  selling  the  goods  of  the  concern  and  of  keeping 
them  sold. 

Repairing  an  Engine  Under  Difficulties 
By  Hiram  Hicks 

Some  years  ago  the  writer  was  called  upon  to  make 
repairs  on  a  steam  engine  that  furnished  power  for  a 
small  manufacturing  establishment  in  a  remote  village. 

The  engine  had  been  built  by  one  of  thie  old-time 

"backwoods"  machinists  from  ideas  and  patterns  of  his 
own,  and  was  like  nothing  else  that  ever  existed,  it 
was  of  the  vertical  type  with  the  crankshaft  at  the 

apex  of  a  pair  of  A-frames;  it  had  two  cylinders  con- 
nected in  the  usual  way  to  crank  disks  at  opposite  ends 

of  the  shaft,  and  it  developed  probably  from  15  to  20 
horsepower.  The  two  sides  of  the  engine  were  quite 
independent  and  either  was  capable  of  keeping  the  shop 
wheels  turning  if  care  was  taken  to  regulate  the  power 

reciuirements  to  avoid  "peak"  loads. 
There  was  nothing  the  matter  with  the  engine  except 

general  debility;  having  been  worn  by  long  continued 
service  until  it  was  blowing  away  more  steam  than  it 
used  and  making  more  noise  than  a  freight  train.  The 
machine  shop  where  it  was  built  had  long  been  out  of 
business  and  no  other  was  available.  The  shop  must 
not  be  closed  and  there  was  no  other  power. 
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Hm  «a|]r  SMirliiD^-Uwl  equipiMkt  was  an  »nvifle  lathe 
•f  ahMtt  Ift-iB.  •wint.  huOt  hf  Uw  mum  OMchinitt  that 
hai  tefll  Um  cBcine.  and  leeat«d  in  tha  attic  of  the 

Tbct«  was  iritaty  of  junk — the  accumulated  odds 
ads  of  tlUrty  yaara— from  which  to  draw  raw 

ami  I  was  fortooato  aooosh  to  find  in  the 

pOa  al  tkat  wm  aaeMaary  to  "aake"  new  parta  for 
■■  Ifeat  ted  to  ba  raplaead  oacapt  the  pin  braasea, 

for  whkh  I  obuinad  by  express  from  a  far- 
city  brass  fanadry. 

Havioc  everytfciBff  in  roadlncaa  at  12  o'clock  one  day. 
OM  aids  of  tlw  u^m  waa  discoaoaetod.  the  crank  disk 
drawn  off.  ataaa  aad  axhanst  ootlata  plotfad  <nd  a  pair 

of  imprariaad  half-bons  fitted  to  that  end  of  the  shaft — 

an  ia  tho  abort  spaca  of  one  hour.  At  1  o'clock  the 
rs— inlag  sida  waa  started  up.  and  it  clattered  gaily 

for  nearly  two  weeks  while  its  mate  was  beiny 

Saborfac  tha  q^adar  was  the  first  Job.  The  cast- 
iat  waa  biodnd  op  on  the  carriage  of  the  lathe  from 
which  tha  eroaa-alide  had  been  temporarily  removed,  a 
hariat  bar  waa  placed  on  canters,  the  cylinder  lined  up 
kgr  tnmmdag,  aad  two  eata  wore  run  through  the  bore. 

TU»  was  a  good  afternoon's  work. 
How  THe  Lathe  Was  Rigceo 

Wnboot  disturbing  the  setting  of  the  job  the  com- 
peaad  slide  of  the  lathe  was  bolted  to  an  angle  plate 
that  had  pravioualy  baan  prepared  to  be  bolted  to  the 
hack  of  tha  lathe  bad.  aad  the  lathe  had  become  n 
abapar  with  a  vertical  slide  but  no  cross  adjustment. 
A  apUning  tool  of  the  kind  commonly  used  for  cutting 
kcywaya  in  the  bores  of  wheels,  gears,  etc.,  adapted 
itsalf  eory  nkalr  to  tba  job  of  resurfacing  the  valve 
aaaL  Ko  ehaago  waa  neeaaaary  in  this  tool  except  in 

the  Biannar  of  using  it:  tbe  "top  rake"  had  become  the 
"dsoraaea"  and  the  "clearance"  the  "top  rake." 

Tha  traversing  moventent.  equivalent  to  the  movement 
of  a  abapar  ran.  was  supplied  by  running  the  lathe 
carrlafe  baek  and  forth  along  the  shears  by  means  of 
tbe  baadwheel.  elbow  grease  being  the  fuel  consumed 

to  wpplj  tbe  power.  As  the  "shaper"  had  no  cross 
■enaawiit  (the  casting  being  still  bolted  to  the  wings 
of  tbe  carriage)  tool  adjoataent  for  successive  cuts 
waa  aade  by  potting  sheet  matal  shims  of  the  required 

tbe«tooL 

Job  waa  the  raplaning  of  the  cross- 
bead  ffaldaa.  These,  fortunately,  were  separate  pieces 
baked  to  tba  face  of  the  A-frames  and,  being  of  gen- 
sreoi  pcoportioaa.  needed  little  more  than  resurfacing. 
Tbe  craeabead  was  fitted  with  bronze  shoes  so  that  the 
aaMWl  of  BMterial  removed  from  the  guide  (and  also 

freaa  the  shoe)  was  compemuitrd  for  b)'  putting  sheet 
netal  shins  of  the  proper  thickness  between  the  shoes 
aad  the  crosshaaJ, 

The  making  of  nrw  pistons  from  chunks  of  iron  sev- 
*rai  sitM  too  Larg*.  of  piston  rings,  rods,  wristpins  and 
crajikpiaa.  etc..  as  well  as  the  making  of  new  eccentrics 
aad  rvboring  Ih*  straps  to  fit.  wss  ordinary  lathe 

Tbe  machining  of  tbe  new  pin  brasses  waa, 

r,  beyond  tbe  limitations  of  my  "shsper"  and  the 
to  twcti—i  a  milling  machin*.  f^veral  milling 
wra  aiMWdiatiy  aiadc.  with  tapered  shanks  to 

H  tba  ipladls  habk  aad  iotad  by  laying  a  suitsble  cut- 
tlav  tool  oo  its  side  in  the  toolpost  and  sgsin  applying 
bead  power  to  traverse  the  carriage  back  and  forth. 

To  spare  tbe  teeth  aomewbere  near  evenly  a  locking 
rigged  op  to  enter  tbe  tooth  spaces  of  the 

laain  spindle  gear.  (I  would  not  advise  the  use  of  this 
sort  of  a  plate  for  accurate  indoxintr.) 

A  milling  machine  requires  movement  in  three  planes 
(so,  also,  does  a  shaper  for  that  matter)  besides  the 
rotative  one  of  the  cutter,  and  here  the  old  backwoods 
machinist  had  unwittingly  come  to  my  aid  when  he 
built  that  lathe,  for  he  hud  supplied  an  extra  toolblock 
to  go  in  place  of  the  compound  slide  that  could  be 
adjusted  vertically.  By  tapping  two  entirely  un- 

premeditated holes  in  the  front  of  that  toolblock  and 
making  a  small  angle  plate  I  was  able  to  mount  the 
braitses  below  the  cutter  in  position  to  take  advantage 
of  all  three  adjustments. 

Milling  the  channels  in  those  brasses  to  fit  the  con- 

necting-rod straps  was  child's  play  compared  to  the 
labor  of  getting  ready  to  do  it.  With  the  milled  brasses 
fitted  to  the  strap.t  and  secured  with  the  regular  keys 
and  a  dummy  rod  end.  the  lathe  once  more  became  a 
lathe  for  the  boring  and  facing  operations. 

One  piece  that  puzzled  me  for  quite  a  while  was  the 
valve,  a  plain  D-slide,  the  surface  of  which  constituted 
by  far  the  largest  part  of  it.  It  was  so  small  and  of 
such  peculiar  shape,  besides  having  no  place  to  get 

a  strap  on  it  without  covering  the  surface  to  be  mo- 
chined,  that  I  could  not  invent  a  way  to  hold  it.  I 
finally  compromised  by  filing  it  flat  and  scraping  it  to 
match  the  valve  seat  on  the  cylinder  casting. 
The  crankshaft  ran  in  babbitt-filled  bearings  the 

bronze  shells  of  which  showed  no  wear  as  there  waa 

nothing  in  frictional  contact  with  them.  The  main 
journals  also  showed  so  little  wear  when  they  were 
examined  at  the  time  of  taking  down  the  engine  that  it 
was  not  considered  necessary  to  do  anything  to  them, 
especially  as  any  work  upon  the  shaft  would  put  the 
engine  out  of  service.  New  babbitt  in  the  shells  put 
the  main  bearings  in  shape  to  go  back. 

Again  at  12  o'clock,  with  every  part  tested  to  make 
sure  that  all  would  go  together  without  delay,  thu 
engine  was  stopped  and  the  new  parts  assembled.  Thn 
opposite  side  was  disconnected  ut  crank  and  eccentric 
and  the  crosshead  blocked  against  movement,  but  no 
part  was  dismountfd  as  we  wanted  to  make  sure  that 
the  new  engine  was  going  to  run.  Upon  starting  at 

1  o'clock  no  trouble  was  experienced  by  anybody  but 
the  engineer,  who  was  depressed  by  the  absence  of 
noise,  a  depression  no  doubt  eradicated  by  time. 

Repairing  the  Second  Engine 

The  new  engine  ran  quietly  and  steadily  all  that 
afternoon  and  all  the  next  morning  until,  at  noon,  the 
other  side  was  dismounted  to  receive  the  same  course 
of  treatment.  With  all  the  special  tools  ready,  many 
of  the  new  parts  nearly  done  (for  when  I  had  to  make 
a  new  part  for  the  first  engine  I  had  roughed  out  a 
duplicate  for  the  other  one)  and  with  the  advantage 
gained  by  the  experience  in  knowing  Just  what  I  was 
going  to  do.  the  second  engine  was  put  in  shape  in  a 
few  days.  Not  one  minute  of  running  time  was  lost 
by  the  shop  and  except  for  the  three  noon  hours  there 
waa  no  overtime  work  done. 

I  saw  that  little  engine  last  summer.  It  was  clat- 
tering away  as  noisily  and  blowing  away  steam  as 

rf^klessly  as  before  I  made  that  repair,  but  except  foi' 
minor  adjustments  there  hod  been  no  work  expended 
upon  it  since  that  far-off  March  in  1897  when  the 

engineer  blamed  roe  for  "spoiling"  his  enKine  Ix-cauHc 
"he  couldn't  tell  whether  It  waa  running  or  not  without 
looking  at  it." 
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The  Law  of  the  Involute  Curve 
Principles  Developed  in  Preceding  Article  Applied  to  Generating  Gear  Teeth — Adapting 

the  Milling  Machine  to  Cutting  Gear  Teeth  with  the  True  Involute 

By  O.  G.  SIMMONS 
Vice-President  and  General   Alanager, 

Simmons  Metliod-Hob  Company 

FROM  THE  theory  of  the  involute  curve  developed 
in  the  preceding  installment  published  on  page 
801  of  American  Machinist,  it  is  apparent  that 

involute  curves  may  be  generated  in  a  lathe  or  a  milling 
machine.  In  the  case  of  the  lathe,  a  piece  of  cardboard 
or  metal  plate  is  attached  to  the  faceplate  and  a  scriber 
or  cutting  point  is  placed  in  the  toolpost  so  that  the 
point  is  high  enough  above  the  center  to  coincide  with 

the  tangent  line  in  our  proposition  of  Fig.  1  in  the  pre- 
ceding article.  The  proper  change  gears  are  placed  in 

position  to  give  the  required  lead  to  the  cutting  point. 
If  the  faceplate  is  rotated,  the  cutting  point  will 
generate  an  involute  curve,  which  we  now  see  is 
identical  with  the  method  which  Fig.  1  demonstrates. 

If,  instead  of  a  cutting  point,  we  were  to  substitute 
an  end  mill,  we  could  generate  a  right-  and  a  left-hand 
involute  curve  and  also  the  clearance  space  between 
these  curves  by  one  pass  of  the  end  mill  across  the  blank 
being  operated  upon.  Evidently,  these  curves  can  be 
generated  according  to  the  proposition  illustrated  in  the 
previous  article  in  Fig.  2,  where  two  points  could  be 

used,  one  to  generate  the  curve  of  one  hand  on  approach- 
ing the  blank,  and  the  other  the  curve  of  the  otjher  hand 

on  leaving  the  blank. 
It  is  evident  also,  that  the  principle  of  Fig.  3,  in  the 

previous  article  could  be  used  as  that  underlying  the 
generation  of  involute  curves,  with  the  use  of  an  end 
mill  or  a  reciprocating  planer  tool  as  the  cutter  in  a 
milling  machine.  This  method  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  4 
in  which  are  clearly  shown  the  end  mill  and  the  gear 
being  operated  upon,  as  well  as  the  change  gears  neces- 

KIG.  4— illLbl.NX;  MACHINE  AUAPTKD  TO  CUTTIXG  A.X 
INVOLUTK  CURVE  ON  G15AK  TEETH 

sary  to  obtain  the  lead  of  the  involute  curve.  The  posi- 
tion of  the  end  mill  can  also  be  seen.  The  end  mill 

rotates  about  a  vertical  axis,  while  the  gear  blank  being 
operated  upon  has  not  only  its  rotary  movement,  but 
also  a  lineal  movement,  which  is  identical  with  the 
method  Fig.  3  describes. 

Instead  of  a  single  marking  point,  however,  which 
was  shown  in  Fig.  3,  we  have  an  end  mill  provided  with 
a  series  of  cutting  points  rotating  about  a  fi.xed  axis. 
The  fixed  axis,  of  course,  is  the  axis  of  the  spindle  of 
the  vertical  milling  attachment  indicated  by  the  numeral 
1  in  Fig.  4.     The  end  mill  and  the  involute  curves  of 

FIG.   5— DIAGKAM  OF  GEARS   SHOAVIXG   B.VSK   CIRCLE 
AND  PRESSURE   ANGLE 

the  gear  teeth  are  also  visible.  The  axis  of  the  gear 
shown  is  parallel  to  the  axis  of  the  spindle  of  the 
vertical  milling  attachment.  This  is  accomplished  by 
simply  setting  the  spindle  of  the  index  head  in  a  vertical 
position,  by  means  of  the  degree  graduations  provided 
on  all  index  heads. 

The  writer  believes  that  we  should  not  leave  this 

subject  until  the  generation  of  the  involute  cui-ve  by 
mechanical  means  in  an  actual  machine  is  described,  as 
such  a  matter  will,  undoubtedly,  result  in  a  clear  and 
precise  understanding  of  the  curve  and  its  underlying 
law.  Let  us  take,  therefore,  one  concrete  embodiment 
of  the  idea,  as  illustrated  in  Fig.  4,  and  generate  the 
involute  curves  on  the  teeth  of  the  gear  shown. 

Let  us  assume  the  gear  is  to  have  12  teeth,  2.5 

diametral  pitch  and  a  pressure  angle  of  22'  deg.  Such 
a  gear  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  5  in  which  the  numeral  1 
indicates  the  gear  provided  with  the  teeth  2.  The 
numeral  3  indicates  the  radius  of  the  circle  which  forms 
the  periphery  of  the  gear,  while  the  numeral  i  indicates 
,the  radius  of  the  pitch  circle,  and  the  numeral  5  the 
radius  of  the  base  circle. 

The  base  circle  of  the  gear  1,  Fig.  5,  is  the  evolute 
of  the  involute  curves  forming  the  faces  of  the  teeth  2. 
In  order  to  determine  the  lead  of  the  involute  curve  form- 

ing these  faces,  it  will  first  be  necessary  to  determine 
the  diameter  of  the  base  circle.  This  measure  of  the 

diameter  of  the  base  circle  is  easily  determined  from 
the  pitch  circle  diameter  and  the  angle  of  pressure,  both 
of  which  are  known  or  determined  from  the  data  given 
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pitch  circle  diantptrr  i*  found  by 

4lvMliW  Um  wnibcr  of  t««Ui  in  tKr  fMU-  by  th« 
dtaiMtral  pitcK  fiviat  tlw  fonnul* 

J)  aa  pltall  cirri*  diameter 
F  «u  diUM<r«l  pitch 
N  »  MUBbvr  of  tMth 

the  vmloM  for  the  Mteni.  «-«  have: 

H 4^  in. 
IS 

t* 
tk*  lllawttr  of  the  pitch  cirrk*  ii«  found  to 

a^Ml  4J  ttL,  aad  tht  ■HMurvment  of  the  radiu*  i  of 

Ik*  pftch  rirrle  will  equal  2.4  in.  Having  eHtablished 
ttib  ■■■■nrrmrnt.  the  measurement  of  the  radiuii  S  of 

tlw  bAM  cirdo  to  aaaUr  determined  b>-  means  of  the 
trUnrW  abc  with  the  right  angle  at  b.  The 

in  equal  to  221  deg.  ao  that  the  preMure 

faidieatod  hy  the  numord  7.  have  been  conatructed 
wttk  aa  aacb  t  aqual  to  22)  desTM*. 

It  b  to  b*  Botod  that  the  praaaure  lines  bocome  such 

aal^  when  thev  intersect  each  other  at  the  common 

palat  of  Ungencr  10.  of  the  line  «  and  the  pitch  circle 
$.     it  ia  ovidBOt  tlMt  Mgto  6ac  ia  equal  to  224   deg. 

aad  that  tht  aid*  •(  is  aqoal  if  the  meaiiurement  of  the 
S  of  the  bmm  circle.     Further,  the  Hide  or  in 

to  the  measurement  of  the  radius  i  of  the  pitch 
dffcle  9.    The  known  elcmenU  of  the  triangle  a6r  having 
thus  bcvn  eaUblished  the  foUowing  equation  is  evident : 

Side  ab  -~-  side  or  X  cos  bar 

Sufaatituting  values  for  the  letters,  we  have  the  fol- 
lowing covering  the  special  case   under  consideration: 
mb       radius  5 
•6  =^  2.4  ID.  X  coa  221  deg. 
i5^  Z4  in.  X  0.92888 
I  «r-=  2.217812  In. 

formulas,  the  diameter  of  the  base  circle 

whidi  ia  tha  evolute  being  considered,  equals  twice  the 
■  H   T  of  the  radios  5.  or  4.484624  inches. 

DmcT  McTHOoor  Pikimnc  Ikvolute  Lead 

TIm  foricoing  details  have  been  given  in  the  interest 
of  aiaaplkitjr  and  to  make  clear  all  the  steps  covered  in 
aiTiriBg  at  the  mcaaurement  of  the  diameter  of  the 
haM  eirde.     A    more   direct    and    general    method    to 
arrivt    at     thia    measurement     now     presents     itself. 
Advantage  i«  taken  of  the  two  given  factors  ront  rolling 
tlw  diaoMtcra  of  aO  base  circles.     As  the  pitch  circle 
diaiartar  U  ahrajra  luiown  or  quickly  ascertained,  and 

IIm  pnawiia  angle  ia  always  known,  no  further  informa- 
tloa  la  aacaaaarr.    Tha  dianatcr  of  any  evolute  or  bas« 
dfda  aMjr  be  cxprcaaad  as  follows: 

!>*  •.'^  D  cos  • 
tr  —  diameter  of  e'volute 
D   >->dlamctar  of  pitch  cirrla 
s    ̂   preaaart  angle 
A^"-r<ttng  to  the  law  of  the  involute,  stated  In  the 

arttde.  the  lead  of  any  Invnlute  rur^e  is  equal 
I  ;,'  rtaaler  of  the  evolote.     Now  our  evolute  is  tha 
haaa  circle  vMdi  we  have  under  mnslderation,  and  Its 

4.484424  in.     To  obtain  the  perimeter 
a«  have  only  to  multiply  the  diameter 
br  t.l41l8Mtt6  whkh  rcsulU  in  a  lead 

af  lSJUTttl7»4847S4t  fa.  for  the  involute. 
tfM  twaataiit  S.1416  (s  close  enough  for 

liaa  parpoaas.     It   la  nsoally   found 
to  4rop  aooM  of  the  decimals  as  w  ihM  And 

in  our  present  case.  We  may  write  our  involute  lead  a.<< 
equal  to  18.9817  in.  which  will  still  be  away  inside  any 

accuracy  required-  or  pnsslhlp'- with  tht*  cnmmerftal 
attnufacturing  machines  at  our  disposal. 

It  now  baramaa  necaasary  for  us  to  determine  the 

change  gears  to  produce  the  desired  lead  ns  just  deter- 
mined. The  methods  and  ruli's  for  determining  such 

changa  gaars  are  given  in  several  publications  on  mill- 
ing machiaa  practice  and  in  many  hundlMioks.  These 

may  be  referred  to  by  the  reader,  who,  without  doubt, 
is  already  thoroughly  familiar  with  the  subject.  We 
have,  therefore,  only  to  look  up  the  chart  furnished 

with  milling  machines  and,  under  the  table  of  "leads," we  find  that  the  nearest  lead  to  the  one  we  desire  is 
18.988.  This  lead  is  near  enough  as  it  gives  an  error 
of  only  0.0013  in.  in  over  13  in.  The  change  gears  to 
produce  this  lead,  taken  from  the  table,  are: — 

Driven   ^86  X_W 
Driver  48  X  72 

We  now  place  these  gears  as  indicated:  The  86  gear 
on  the  worm  indicated  by  the  letter  W  in  Fig.  4;  the  66 
gear  on  the  stud  indicated  by  the  numeral  2;  the  48  gear 

on  the  stud  indicated  by  the  numeral  ;';  and  the  72  gear 
on  the  screw  which  the  letter  S  indicates. 
We  must  now  determine  whether  or  not  the  rotary 

movement  of  the  index  head  and  the  linear  movement 
of  the  table  are  according  to  the  proposition  of  Fig.  3 
in  the  previous  article.  The  evolute,  we  know,  must 
roll  on  the  line  tangent  to  It  As  becomes  evident  upon 
inspection,  an  idler  gear  must  l)e  introduced  into  our 
train  of  gears  to  trive  us  the  relative  movements  desired. 
We,  therefore,  place  the  idler  gear,  indicated  by  the 

letter  /  in  Fig.  4,  in  our  train  of  gears  so  that  it  en- 
gages tha  gears  indicated  by  letter  S  and  numeral  2. 

Milling  machines  have  not  been  designed  for  these 
methods  of  generating  involute  curves.  It  is  necessary, 

therefore,  in  order  to  generate  right-  and  left-hand 
involute  curves  with  a  single  pass  across  the  end  mill, 
to  introduce  an  extension  shaft  secured  to  the  worm 
shaft  of  the  dividing  head  and  to  Journal  the  extension 
shaft  in  a  bracket  secured  to  the  table.  The  shaft 
referred  to  is  indicated  by  the  numeral  .1  and  is 
Journaled  as  shown,  in  the  bracket  4.  This  bracket  Is 
secured  to  the  table  of  the  machine  by  means  of  the 
bolU  5,  one  of  which  Fig.  4  clearly  shows. 

The  index  plate  is  arranged  for  twelve  divisions,  as 

Vm    *— I-AIK  OK  I'lNIONB  CUT  ON  A    MIM.I.S'O    MAridNK 

twelve  is  the  number  of  teeth  In  our  gear.     We  are  n<»w 

ready   to   generate    involute   curves   according   to    thi- 
method  illustrated   In   Fig.  8  of  the  previous  article, 
using  the  mechanical  means  Just  descriVjed. 

With  rafarance  to  Fig.  6,  It  Is  noted  that  our  evolut 

I 
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839 or  base  circle  is  imaginary  only,  although  it  is  repre- 
sented by  means  of  the  circle  11,  and  is  well  within  the 

diameter  of  the  blank  which  has  the  radius  .?. 
Mechanics  will  understand  generally  that  the  material 
to  be  removed  between  the  teeth  will  require  several 
cuts.  Let  us  assume  that  the  depth  of  the  tooth,  in 
order  to  have  the  center  of  the  end  mill  coincide  with 
the  line  tangent  to  the  evolute  at  the  proper  depth, 
will  equal  0.7885  inches.  The  center  of  the  end  mill 
may  be  well  inside  the  tangent  line  without  materially 
affecting  the  involute  curve  being  generated  or  the 
thickness  of  the  teeth  of  the  gear. 

Having  decided  the  depth  of  the  tooth,  we  can  see 
that  by  removing  0.110  in.  we  can  make  seven  cuts  and 
a  final  cut  of  0.0185  in.  to  finish  the  gear  complete,  or 
eight  cuts  in  all.  A  left-hand  two-lipped  slotting  end 
mill,  of  the  high  speed  steel  type,  will  accomplish  nicely 
the  first  seven  cuts,  and  a  left-hand  spiral  end  mill, 
shown  in  Fig.  4,  will  complete  the  last  or  finishing  cut. 

How  Material  Between  Gear  Teeth  Is  Removed 

Proceeding  on  this  theory  we  move  in  the  table  until 
the  mill  just  touches  the  blank.  To  accomplish  this,  it 
is  necessary  to  move  the  table  longitudinally  by  means 
of  the  crank  handle  6,  in  Fig.  4.  This  will  cause  the 
olank  to  roll  past  the  end  mill.  When  the  mill  just 
touches,  the  graduated  dial  on  the  transverse  screw 
should  be  set  at  the  zero  mark.  If  a  left-hand  end  mill 
is  used,  the  blank  should  be  moved  to  the  right  of  the 
mill  to  clear  the  mill,  and  the  table  should  be  moved  in 
the  0.110  in.  for  the  first  cut.  The  feed  is  then  throvra 
in  so  that  the  table  moves  to  the  left  rolling  the  blank 
over  the  left-hand  end  mill. 

When  the  mill  leaves  the  blank,  the  machine  should  be 
-stopped  and  the  blank  should  be  returned  to  its  original 
position  to  the  right  of  the  mill  and  then  indexed.  The 
machine  should  be  started  and  the  cut  taken  for  the 
second  tooth,  and  so  on  until  the  first  cut  on  all  teeth 
has  been  completed,  whereupon  the  table  is  moved  in 
for  the  second  cut  and  the  cycle  repeated  until  the  gear 
is  finished. 

It  is  now  obvious  that  we  have,  by  positive  mechan- 
ical means,  genei-ated  true  involute  curves,  the  truth 

of  which  are  dependent  only  upon  the  accuracy  of  the 
apparatus  used.  In  other  words,  the  inaccuracies  of 
our  apparatus  are  unquestionably  reflected  in  the 
involute  curves  generated  in  the  blank  but  to  a  smaller 
degree.  A  pair  of  twelve  tooth  pinions  cut  as  previously 
described  is  shown  in  Fig.  6.  The  involute  curves  are 
clearly  distinguishable  as  well  as  the  circular  curve 
lying  below  the  base  circle,  which  the  line  drawing  of 
Fig.  5  shows. 

Method  Practical  for  Large  Gears 

The  foregoing  method  is  not  a  commercial  possibility 
on  the  ordinary  run  of  gears.  It  is  practical,  however, 
for  large  gears  where  the  cutter  cost  becomes  a  factor. 
This  method  is  used  in  the  plant  of  the  Simmons 
Method-Hob  Co.  to  generate  the  curves  on  circular 
gear  cutters  by  means  of  metal  cutting  tools  before  the 
cutters  are  hardened,  and  by  means  of  abrasion  or 
grinding  after  hardening.  In  this  latter  event,  a  disk 
emery  wheel  is  substituted  for  the  end  mill. 

We  know  now  what  an  involute  curve  is  and  we  are 
able  to  define  it.  We  know  the  law  underlying  all 
involute  curves  and  we  can  generate  such  a  curve  by  a 
positive  mechanical  means  admitting  only  of  infinitesi- 

mal mechanical  errors   in  which   the  human   equation 

does  not  enter.  We  are  now  able  to  refer  to  an  involute 
curve  in  terms  of  its  lead.  When  one  says  an  involute 
curve  has  a  lead  of  15  in.,  what  is  meant  is  immediately 
pictured  in  our  minds  just  as  though  one  were  to  say 
a  circle  is  15  in.  in  diameter. 

A  circle  is  referred  to  in  terms  of  its  diameter.  We 
can,  therefore,  refer  to  an  involute  curve  in  terms  of 
its  lead  and  have  an  equal  and  complete  understanding 
of  what  is  meant.  Many  things  are  thus  immediately 
given  light,  so  that  we  are  now  prepared  to  apply  this 
curve  intelligently  to  the  teeth  of  gear  wheels. 

Brief  Reports  Save  Time 
By  Frank  V.  Fatjlhaber 

In  making  out  reports  in  the  machine  shop  some  fore- 
men become  vexed  because  of  the  extra  time  involved 

in  the  work.  On  close  study  it  has  been  found  that  in 
some  plants  the  reports  that  are  sent  in  are  entirely 
too  long.  Some  foremen  will  take  longer  to  get  over 
their  reports  and  this  naturally  points  to  another  ineffi- 

cient system.  Too,  when  foremen  are  irked  because  of 
this  problem,  they  naturally  will  cut  themselves  away 
from  the  pencil  wherever  possible  and  this  means  they 
will  not  take  notes  for  their  own  benefit.  They  will  thus 

neglect  many  important  memorandums,  such  as  the  re- 
quirement of  new  stocks,  etc. 

In  one  progressive  plant  the  superintendent  has  passed 
around  the  advice  that  reports  be  made  brief  as  pos- 

sible, thus  to  economize  time.  This  executive  observed: 

"It  is  laughable  when  you  read  some  of  the  reports  sent. 
We  require  reports  from  our  assistant  foremen,  too,  and 
it  seems  some  of  the  fellows  make  large  reports  simply 
to  have  something  to  send  in. 

"On  the  other  hand  there  are  executives  who  will 
undervalue  the  importance  of  these  reports.  We  find 
it  necessary  to  remind  them  that  they  should  send  in  all 
possible  reports  that  in  any  way  will  help  us  in  getting 
out  better  work,  more  of  it,  and  to  enable  us  to  keep 

accurate  tab  on  results.  By  educating  each  of  our  exec- 
utives on  sending  in  regular  reports,  brief,  yet  not  over- 

looking anything  important,  we  are  getting  more  co- 
operation from  them.  A  few  hints  have  helped  us 

materially  in  getting  terse  reports,  thus  saving  time  of 

the  one  who  writes  them  and  those  who  read  them." 

Firing  Without  Sufficient  Cause 
By  a.  W.  Forbes 

I  have  noted  a  number  of  articles  in  your  paper  in 
which  it  is  stated  that  men  are  fired  from  industries 
with  but  little  cause.  And  now  the  leading  editorial 
states  that  it  is  still  quite  common  to  fire  a  man  because 

"There  is  temporarily  something  wrong  with  his  head- 

stock." 

I  wonder  if  this  can  be  true.  Of  course  most  persons 
that  are  fired  have  a  long  record  of  unsatisfactory  work 
which  culminates  in  a  single  act,  and  they  often  think 
that  it  is  the  single  act  for  which  they  were  fired.  But 
did  you  ever  know  of  a  case  where  you  knew  the  side  of 
the  management  where  anyone  was  fired  for  anything 
of  a  temporary  nature?  I  have  known  of  one  such  case. 
In  a  neighboring  shop  a  new  man  set  the  building  on 
fire  through  carelessness  before  he  had  been  working 
long  enough  for  the  management  to  find  out  whether  he 
was  a  good  man  or  not.  They  did  not  keep  him  long 
enough  to  see.    This  is  the  only  case  I  have  known  of. 
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S.  A,  E.  Production  Meeting  Papers 
Abstracts  of  Eight  of  the  Principal  Papers  Presented  at  the  Production  Meeting  of  the 

Society  of  Automotive  Engineers,  Detroit,  October  26-27 

Some  Causes  of  Gear-Tooth  Errors  and  Their  Detection 
By  K.  L.  Herrmann 

Engineer,  Studebaker  Corporation   of  America 

IT  IS  THE  purpose  of  this  paper  to  show  that  produc- 
tion varipbles  have  a  much  greater  influence  on  gear 

sounds  than  changing  pressure-angles,  steel  or  tooth- 
form  details;  also,  by  showing  the  errors  present,  to 
obtain  definite  help  from  the  gear-cutting  tool  and  the 
machine  designer.  We  will  confine  this  discussion,  for 
the  time  being  to  the  transmission,  which  is  the  simplest 
type  of  gearinn;  used  in  the  motor  car. 

It  is  not  suficient  to  check  gears  for  spacing  error 
from  tooth  io  tooth.  It  is  very  desirable  to  check  the 
accumulated  error  of  a  number  of  teeth,  because  a  gear 

may  vary  0.001  in.  from  tooth  to  tooth.  With  eight  suc- 
cessive teeth  each  gaining  0.001  in.  on  the  side  of  the 

gear  and  a  similar  number  of  teeth  that  may  be  losing 
0.001  in.,  a  total  error  of  0.016  in.  might  be  imparted 
to  the  driven  gears. 

Figure  1  illustrates  a  very  simple  device  that  has  been 
used  for  checking  tooth  spacing.  The  gears  are  mounted 
on  a  bushing  and  one  tooth  comes  against  a  stop.  A  dial 
indicator  is  arranged  so  as  to  be  in  contact  with  some 
tooth  one-fourth,  one-third  or  one-half  way  around  the 
gear.    When  the     ̂    ^ 
dial  indicator  is 
set  at  zero,  with 
the  tooth  against 
the  stop  at  any 
one  point,  the 
distance  between 
the  two  points 
can  be  measured 
and,  if  the  gear 
be  correct  for 

indexing,  plac- 
ing any  of  the 

two  teeth  in  the 
gear  in  similar 
positions  should 
not  cause  the 
dial  indicator  to  vary,  especially  if  the  gear  runs  true. 
When  the  gear  is  first  put  on  the  indicating  appa- 

ratus, the  dial  indicator  is  set  at  zero.  We  then  put  a 
mark  at  zero  on  the  chart  in  Fig.  1  for  tooth  No.  1.  The 
next  step  is  to  index  the  gear  around  one  tooth.  Any 
reading  obtained  is  marked  above  the  tooth  number  in 
the  vertical  line.  We  next  index  the  gear  around  to 
tooth  No.  3  and  again  mark  the  dial-indicator  reading 
opposite  the  number  of  thousandths  of  an  inch  that  it 
may  show.  The  gear  is  then  indexed  to  teeth  Nos.  5,  6, 
etc.,  until  all  the  teeth  on  the  gear  have  been  indexed. 

For  the  purpose  of  record,  we  now  have  a  chart  show- 
ing the  accumulated  variables.  It  will  be  seen  from 

Fig.  1  that  at  no  point  is  the  spacing  variable  as  great 
as  0.001  in.  between  any  two  teeth,  but  it  can  be  in  error 
a  total  of  0.008  in.  or  more  when  the  error  between  the 
several  teeth  has  accumulated. 

rUxrtr;:;::. 
l-i-tl,:   2... 

i^t^: 

FIG.  1— CHECKI.XG  TOOTH  SPACIXG 

Hum  or  sing  is  not  nearly  so  difficult  to  analyze  as 
the  matter  of  rattle  in  a  transmission  gear.  If  the 
teeth  are  not  correct  in  shape  and  the  gears  are  under 
a  slight  load,  there  may  be  250  blows  per  sec.  under  cer- 

'0     :0    J3    *0     so    »     10    K    35     ti   i*     ::     JC   ij   is:    «    rij    :«o   4o  Uc   Ic   W   ftj  llfl  1m 

FIG.    2— ANALYZING   TOOTH   FORMS 

tain  conditions,  which  we  are  told  corresponds  to  the 
tone  of  middle  C  on  the  piano.  Should  fewer  teeth  go 
into  and  out  of  mesh,  and  this  may  be. caused  by  a  slower 
speed,  a  much  lower  pitch  can  be  produced. 

In  a  similar  way,  because  of  the  speed  reduction  that 
occurs  in  the  usual  type  of  transmission  between  the 
dri^e  pinion  and  its  countershaft,  the  tone  produced  by 
the  reverse  idler  is  very  low  and,  instead  of  producing  a 
hum  or  sing,  it  will  produce  what  we  usually  call  a  growl. 
Errors  in  the  sliding  gears,  because  of  their  higher 
speeds,  will  produce  higher  pitch  growls  and  approach  a 
hum. 

A  great  many  instruments  have  been  developed  for 
the  purpose  of  analyzing  tooth-forms  producing  these 
sounds.     The  one  that  we  have  worked  ©ut  and  have 

FIG.    3 — OUTLINE    OF    TOOTH    FORM    PRODUCEaj 
BY  HOBBIXG 
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••  SM  U  •lM>«n  ia  Pif.  S.  It  eoiwists  of  a  dial 
■t«d  M  •  guidtd  alid*.  Wt  pUn  thr  fu 

>  potHan  wtth  rwport  to  the  indicator,  start 
;  cf  tlw  tootii  aad  Mt  tht  Indicator  at  wro. 
b  tlMB  aoTvd  tewmrd  tht  tear  0.010  in.  and 

Mfted  oa  tht  chart  ahowa  In  tht 
•r  ric-  t-  Tht  alldt  la  then  mo*«l  aOlO 

la.  aMr*,  tht  rtadiag  ia  marlwd  acain.  and  thia  ii  con> 
•Btil  thr  bottom  of  tht  tooth  is  reached.  By 

tlM  g«tr  that  haa  Jo»t  be«n  charted  off  the  bush- 
lac  aa^  pltriag  another  (ear  la  Ita  piaet,  other  tooth- 
fotaM  »ti  ba  coapared  with  tht  flrat 

Tht  cauaaa  of  tht  error*  referred  to  art  various.  Some 

ti  Ummi  aeear  ia  hardtnint.  tooM  in  tht  cutting  ma- 
aai  aeoM  ia  tha  cattara.  Wt  haxt  found  tbtae 
ia  aB  of  tha  tjrpta  of  aiacMnt  that  wt  havt  natd. 

Tmr  Ika  nipeet  af  UUa  diaeaaalaB  wt  art  selecting  a 

Tlw  hob  it  a  giatrating  tool  that  produces  a  gear  surh 
at  ia  ahowa  ia  Fig.  S.  It  will  be  aeen  readily  that  if  all 
iMllllWilhTi  of  tht  bob  art  tht  name,  each  hob-tooth 

na    *— UkTOCT  TO    KieTIUllllNiS   TOOTII    I.rXOTH 

atta.  rooghljr,  •  flat  in  the  tooth-form.  If  any  one 
tf  tht  tatth  ia  tht  bob  is  high,  a  wider  flat  will  be^ro- 
AMtdL  SboaM  tht  toothheighu  be  correct  and  tht  hob 
i>t  BMNnttd  in  the  machine  with  a  run-out,  a  leaning 
Icoth  eaa  be  produced,  depending  on  the  sideways  set- 
tlaff  af  tht  hob  with  the  ge  r.  AIm.  should  the  hob  he 
canact  and  tht  end-thrust  collar  in  the  hob  spindle  be 
aal  of  parallel,  giving  the  hob  a  sliirhtly  reciprocating 

with  each  revolution,  an  error  can  be  produced 
aapaaaate  for  the  hob  run-out  or  may  add 

la  It 

SboaM  tht  thnwt  collar  at  tht  rear  end  of  the  spindle 
bt  a4Jaattd  laottljr  so  that  tht  tplndle  may  have  end- 
play,  tbt  bab^  at  H  cata  on  ont  sidt,  will  be  forced  over 
aad  tbta  back  with  tach  tooth  of  tht  gear  and  produce 
camopaoding  trrera  la  tht  tonth'form.    Again.  If  tht 

gears  in  the  holv-itriiuling  spindle  have  inherent  index- 
trrors  in  them,  or  should  the  gears  driving  this  gear  be 
concentric  or  improperly  spaced,  their  errors  will  l>e 
transfercd  to  the  different  teeth  of  the  gear  being  cut. 

rmou  LATOtrr.  no. 
(NrrA»nB>  vrom  hob  otrrumi 

KIU.  T— Hon  CHMOKI.Va  DKVIOR 

Another  important  element  in  connection  with  the  hoh 
is  the  flt  of  the  hob  spindle. 

We  will  all  aifree  that,  should  the  hob  spindle  be  tight 
for  a  certain  portion  of  the  revolution  and  loose  for  a 
certain  other  portion  of  the  revolution,  a  sagging  will 
occur  in  the  driving-gear  train  which  will  be  very  detri- 

mental to  the  tooth-form.  Some  bobbing  machines  are 
built  so  that  the  bevel  gears  in  the  hob  drive-spindle  give 
a  thrust  in  the  opposite  direction  to  that  given  by  a 
spiral  pinion  driving  a  hob-spindle  gear.  This  permits 
a  baclc-and-forth  movement  of  a  hob-spindle  drive-shaft 
and  sometimes  leaves  its  impression  on  the  tooth-form. 

Without  going  into  the  details  concerning  the  othfr 
gears  in  the  hob-spindle  train,  we  might  consider  the 
influence  of  tht 
thrust  collar  on 
the  flts  of  tht 
work  spindle.  In 

most  hobbing- 
machines  the 
bearings  are 
kept  fairly  tight, 
and  a  great 

many  operators 
insist  that  the 
hob  spindle  be 
kept  warm.  This 
also  applies  to 
the  worm-shaft 
driving  the  wormwheel  and,  to  a  certain  extent,  to 
the  work  spindle. 

Unltsa  tht  machines  are  extremely  well  adjusted,  the 
thrust  colUrs  on  the  spindles  so  fltted  score  very  easily 
and  cause  the  spindles  to  be  tight  or  loose  at  various 

portions  of  their  rtvolutions.  This  causes  a  correspond- 
ing sag  in  tht  gaars  driving  the  index  wormwheel  and 

stems  to  be  the  main  cause  of  the  index  errors  already 
referred  to.  Another  source  of  error  is  looseness  in  the 
gibt  of  tht  hob  saddle. 

It  is  very  difflcult  to  move  the  hob  slide  across  the 
fact  of  tht  tooth  without  having  some  play  between  the 
giba.  This  amounts,  in  a  very  similar  manner,  to  the 
error  that  is  obtained  by  havinit  end-play  in  the  hob 
spindle.  Another  contributing  frror  to  tooth-form  is 
depth  of  cut.     There  will  be  considerable  error  in  the 

-VAtdATIO.NB 
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tooth-form  if  the  hob  is  sunk  several  thousandths  of  an 
inch  too  deep. 

Should  the  hob  be  straight-sided,  the  pressure-angle 
will  increase  with  the  depth  of  the  cut  and  decrease  as 
it  is  raised  above  the  pitch-diameter.  Another  factor 
having  considerable  influence  is  the  outside  support  for 
the  hob  spindle.  We  have  had  considerable  difficulty  in 
placing  this  outboard  support  of  the  hob  spindle  back  in 
exactly  the  same  place,  giving  us  exactly  the  same  con- 

dition of  hob  spindle  as  before. 
When  the  work  spindle  is  caused  to  rotate  ahead  of  or 

behind  its  proper  position,  we  necessarily  have  certain 
tooth-form  errors  in  addition  to  index  errors,  and  also 
in  addition  to  those  produced  by  the  hob,  its  spindle 
and  driving  mechanism.  There  are  conditions  under 
which  some  of  the  errors  referred  to  are  counterbal- 

anced by  other  errors.  There  are  conditions,  however, 
in  which  these  errors  accumulate.  Considering  the  num- 

ber of  gears  in  a  bobbing  machine  and  the  number  of 
possibilities  for  errors  outside  of  these  gears,  it  is 
largely  a  matter  of  chance  whether  suitable  combina- 

tions can  be  obtained  to  produce  proper  tooth-forms. 

Details  of  Tooth-form 

The  details  of  tooth-form  are  of  some  importance. 
Continuing  with  transmission  gears,  Fig.  4  shows  the 
first  layout  which  we  make.  This  is  with  a  view  to  de- 

termining the  amount  of  tooth  length  necessary  to  give 
a  100-per  cent  arc  of  contact.  With  this  information  in 
hand,  we  select  a  hob  form  such  as  is  shown  in  Fig.  5 

and,  using  this  on  paper,  we  roll  out  two  tooth-forms  as 
.shown  in  Fig.  6,  one  for  each  of  the  gears  that  are 
intended  to  be  in  contact  with  each  other.  The  next 
step  is  to  roll  these  gears  on  each  other  to  determine  the 
interferences,  if  any,  and  the  amount  that  they  are 
topped-off;  then,  if  necessary,  the  hob  form  is  modified 
and  the  same  procedure  carried  through.    When  the  hob 

form  is  established  on  paper  in  this  manner,  it  is  charted 
as  shown  in  Fig.  7  and  the  hob  supplier  is  asked  to  con- 

form to  this  shape.  Definite  tolerances  are  given  for 
the  amount  of  variation  from  this  form.  On  receipt  of 
the  hob,  we  inspect  this  form  on  a  hob-checking  appa- 
latus  very  similar  to  that  which  we  u.se  for  checking 
gear-tooth  forms,  a  drawing  of  which  is  shown  in  Fig.  7. 
If  these  conform  to  our  standard  requirement,  it  is  ex- 

pected that  the  hob  will  be  satisfactory. 

Hardening  of  Gears 

Relative  to  the  errors  produced  by  hardening,  we  have 
prepared  a  number  of  charts  showing  the  condition  of 
the  gear  in  the  green  and  the  condition  of  the  gear  in 
the  hard.  The  question  as  to  whether  oil-treated  steel 
is  better  than  carburized  is  still  unanswered  as  regards 
warpage.  We  have  hardened  more  than  5,000  gears  of 
different  brands  of  steel  and  carefully  checked  them. 
We  find  that  there  is  very  little  difference  in  the  warp- 

age under  the  same  hardening  conditions. 
The  necessity  for  grinding  gear-tooth  forms  depends 

largely  on  our  ability  to  cut  and  harden  gears,  maintain- 
ing definite  shapes.  However,  there  is  a  large  difference 

in  the  number  of  rejections  that  we  have  from  gears 
ground  by  different  processes.  Our  reports  at  this  time 
show  that  out  of  5,000  gears  ground  by  one  method  we 
have  had  a  14-per  cent  rejection.  This  is  slightly  greater 
than  that  which  we  have  had  from  the  hob  gear  without 
grinding.  By  another  method  of  grinding  of  a  similar 
number  of  gears,  we  have  had  less  than  a  0.5-per  cent 
rejection,  as  well  as  more  satisfactory  gears.  In  the  first 
case,  four  gears  of  the  transmission  were  ground,  and 
in  the  second  case  only  two  gears  of  the  transmission 
were  ground.  All  transmissions  were  passed  by  the 
same  inspector  and  inspected  to  the  same  standards. 
We,  of  course,  are  looking  forward  with  great  interest 
to  the  continuation  of  our  experiment  on  gear-grinding. 

Some  Unique  Features  of  Automobile  Production 
By  William  Dunk 

Pioductidn  Manager,  H.  H.  Franklin  Mfg.  Co.,  Syracuse,  X.  Y. 

ALL  engineers  realize  that  there  are  a  large  number 
l\  of  problems  to  be  met  in  the  production  of  auto- 

X  \.  mobiles,  and  that  the  majority  of  these  problems 
are  much  the  same  with  the  H.  H.  Franklin  Mfg.  Co. 
as  with  any  other.  I  will  endeavor,  therefore,  to  confine 
this  discussion  to  the  following  topics  that  are  somewhat 
unique  in  Franklin  automobile  designs;  namely,  (a)  the 
production  of  air-cooled  cylinders,  (b)  the  making  of 
case-hardened  crankshafts,  (c)  the  machining  of  du- 

ralumin connecting-rods  and  (rf)  experiments  with 
hot-swaged  rear-axle  drive-shafts. 

Production  of  the  Air-Cooleu  Cylinder 

The  design  of  the  Franklin  engine  necessitates  the 
use  of  unit-cylinder  construction  rather  than  the  regular 
block-cylinder  design.  This  fact  makes  the  production 
of  the  cylinder  a  somewhat  different  problem  from  that 
of  machining  a  block  casting.  In  the  Franklin  cylinder, 
the  head  is  cast  integrally  with  the  body  of  the  casting 
and  steel  cooling  fins  are  cast  in  the  outer  surface  of 
the  cylinder-wall. 

The  foundry  practice  in  connection  with  the  produc- 
tion of  these  castings  is  of  interest.  The  mold  is  com- 

posed of  three  distinct  sections,  the  lower  section  being 

an  assembly  of  dry-sand  cores  for  making  the  head  of 
the  cylinder  and  the  valve  ports.  Next  above  this  sec- 

tion is  a  green-sand  section  containing  the  cooling  fins, 
and  the  upper  section  of  the  mold  is  a  green-sand  section 
for  the  neck  of  the  cylinder  between  the  cooling  fins  and 
the  bottom  flange,  the  cylinder  of  course  being  cast  in  an 
inverted  position.  The  core  assembly  for  the  head  of  the 
cylinder  is  made  up  of  five  unit-cores,  made  separately 
and  assembled  by  pasting-in  an  accurate  pasting  jig 
so  that  the  valve  port  cores  are  held  accurately  in  posi- 

tion while  drying.  The  valve-port  cores  are  provided 
with  prints  to  locate  the  upper  end  of  the  main  cylinder- 
barrel  core.  For  this  reason  it  is  necessary  to  be  very 
accurate  in  the  location  of  the  port  cores. 

The  cylinder  pattern  is  milled  longitudinally  with 

the  proper  number  of  gooves  to  receive  the  vei'tical 
cooling-fins.  These  grooves  are  tV  in.  in  depth,  which 
corresponds  to  the  amount  that  the  fin  is  imbedded  in 
the  cylinder-wall.  The  green-sand  section  of  the  mold 
containing  the  cooling  fins  is  made  on  an  air-operated 
jar  ramming-machine  provided  with  a  sand  hopper 
directly  above  the  mold.  A  very  small  amount  of  sand 
is  used  in  this  section  of  the  mold,  not  over  2  in.  of 

sand    being  provided   outside   of   the   diameter   of   the 
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IML    TIm  tM  f  hM  In  pteM  in  the  rylinder 

bgr  ̂ mfiy  wmpplBC  a  piece  of  soft  iron  wirv 
tlMM  aad  twii«in«  the  endc  Urht.     This  wire 

la  tk*  Bold  antil  the  castinf  has  been  made. 

  !m  to  hmp  the  aaction  of  rraan  aand  that  lie* 

vtUaa  th*  ceoUiw  Ana  from  aagvitW  below  the  re^t  of 

Uw  aMhl  TIm  ivper  aaction  of  the  mold  ia  alao  made 

la  giaia  «ad  and  ia  located  on  the  center  aection  by 

tapar  dawtfib  TIm  laal  operation  in  makinc  the  mold 

to  tiM  piiflnff  of  the  cylindar^tarral  cor*  and  the 

atrainer^ate  cort  throush  which  the  meUl  ia  poured. 

The  coolins  Ana  are  made  of  ordinar>'  cold-rolled  8tri|>- 
wUck  iMa  baoB  tiaaed  and  folded  to  a  right  angle 

A  la.  fMa  oat  adfo.  Tbaao  cooling  flns.  when 

tadiallr  about  the  r>*linder  pattern,  form  a  com- 
air-jacket. 

The  CTMteat  aoorce  of  canting  loaa  that  we  experience 

ia  auddec  thia  piac*  ia  cauaod  by  looae  flanges.  Unleas 

tiM  iaiwaa  oxtaad  at  laaat  A  in.  below  the  surface  of 

Ike  caat  iioe.  thajr  will  not  be  properly  held  in  place. 

T%m  aaaljraia  of  iron  oaed  in  making  the  Franklin 

cjrliader  ia  approximatel>-  as  aUted  in  Table  I. 
Taau  I— AjiALTau  or  noH  vmm  ttt  thr  hunkun 

CYUKOIB 

Ooaatttacnu  Per  Cent 
2.00 
CM OM 

Salphar.  0.10 
Carbea.  *M 

The  machining  operations  are  aa  follows :  The  cylin- 
der casting  is  flrst  mounted  in  a  chucking  flxture  on  the 

table  of  a  amall  vertical  boring-mill,  and  the  bottom 

iai^t*  ia  faced  and  counterbored.  This  counterbore  is 
aaed  for  locating  the  cylinder  while  drilling  the  four 

hold-dowB  bolaa  oa  the  second  operation.  These  hold- 
oaed  for  locating  the  cylinder  for  the 

:  operatioB,  which  is  performed  next.  Our  present 
of  boring  the  cylinder  consists  of  making  four 

aaparat*  cuU  in  the  cylinder  under  a  single-spindle 
Bakar  boring-machine.  The  neceasity  of  making  this 

aaaiker  of  caU  is  caused  by  the  fact  that  the  cylinder- 
«al  kaa  ao  aupport  to  prevent  its  being  split,  if  a  heavy 
cut  ware  attanptad.  The  tfclcknaas  of  the  meUl  of  the 

flalakad  cyliader  betwcao  the  eoottng  fins  and  the  cylin- 
der bore  la  only  A  inch. 

A  aew  cylinder-boring  machine  has  Just  been  com- 
plelad  aad  taatad  which  makea  five  separate  cuU  in  the 
cjrlladai'.  operating  on  five  separate  cylinders  simulta- 
aaoaaly.    The  flnt  spindle  of  the  machine  rough-bores, 
and  removea  about  I  in.  of  metal  from  the  cylinder-wall. 
The  aacood  apindl*  rough-bottoms  the  cylinder  to  within 
•  ■  Ia.  of  the  finished  depth.     The  third  spindle  semi- 
fiaUl  boraa,  and  laavca  0.0S6  in.  of  roeUt  for  finish- 
IwHag.    The  fourth  apindle  finishes  the  bottom  of  the 
cylinder  to  dapth,  and  the  fifth  finish-bores  to  grinding 
nt*.    Wr  sre  leaving  al>out  0.007  to  0.010  in.  of  metal 
for  rDnding  at  present,  and  we  may  find  it  poaaiMc  to 
rr<iiK<.  this  to  s  maximum  of  0.005  in.     The  fact  that 
•«  are  dcaliog  with  unit  rylinders  allow*  us  to  center 
sack  cylinder  vary  a<curstely  for  the  grinding  operation. 
Tko  cMapMe  boring  operation  a*  performed  by  the  new 
c/lladsi-boriBg   machine  occupies   about    11    min.    per 
CTttadrr. 

Tke  cylinder  la  ground  on  the  standard  type  of  Heald 
IjllaJM  glllldlat  aMchine  aquipptd  with  a  upt^lsl  small 
CaUt  Car  aalt^ynadar  woHl  It  la  kdd  against  an  ordi- 
aaijr  angle  plate  fHndiog-Axtara,  and  is  located  with  a 

plug  through  a  master  bushing  inserted  in  the  grinding 
fixture.  Cooling  water  is  flowed  on  the  outside  of  the 
cylinder  during  the  grinding  operation.  The  valve  port» 
in  the  cylinder  are  reamed  holes  about  2)  in.  in  diameter 
and  1  in.  in  depth.  They  are  held  to  a  limit  of  0.001  in. 
to  provide  a  sufficiently  tight  joint  with  the  extenHioii 
pieces  that  attach  them  to  the  suction  and  exhaust  mani- 

folds. A  special  double-head  machine  was  built  to  bore 
and  ream  the  port  holes  with  accuracy  re<iuired. 

Briefly  this  machine  consists  of  two  three-spindk 
movable-heads  operating  toward  a  central  holding-fixture 
on  which  four  cylinders  are  mounted.  There  are  three 

M-orking  positions  and  one  loading  position.  The  central 
fixture  is  arranged  so  that  it  can  be  indexed  at  the  end 
of  each  stroke  of  the  machine.  The  first  pair  of  working 

apindlea  rough-bores  the  port  holes  to  within  0.035  in.  of 
the  finishtnl  siie.  The  second  spindle  does  not  remove 

an>'  metal  from  the  diameter  of  the  hole  but  simply 
performs  the  bottoming  operation.  The  third  pair  of 
spindles  finish-reams  the  holes  to  size.  By  arranging  the 
machine  to  operate  on  both  ports  at  once,  the  thrust  of 
the  cutters  has  been  neutralized  almost  exactly,  because 

the  ports  lie  nearly  opposite  each  other  across  the  cylin- 
der casting.  The  cutters  used  in  this  machine  for  all 

operations  are  a  standard  type  of  shell-end  mill,  and 
they  seem  to  give  very  satisfactory  results.  It  is  not 
neceaaary  to  change  cutters  oftener  than  one  set  to  each 

S50  cylinders.  The  capacity  of  this  machine  is  one  com- 
plete cylinder  every  40  sec.  A  particularly  rapid  means 

of  loading  and  unloading  the  cylinder  is  necessary,  to 
allow  the  operator  to  perform  these  operations  during 
the  cycle  of  the  machine. 

The  valve-stem  guides  are  separate  castings  machined 

complete  and  pressed  into  place  in  the  cylinder  casting, 
the  final  reaming  operation  being  performed  in  the 

valve-stem  holes  after  the  guides  are  pressed-in.  The 
seating  and  other  minor  operations  on  the  cylinder  are 

performed  in  the  usual  manner  and  do  not  require 
any  special  mention. 

The  Case-Hardened  Crankshaft 

Another  interesting  manufacturing  detail  is  the 
Franklin  case-hardened  crankshaft,  which  we  have  been 

producing  for  the  past  two  years.  The  primary  object 

in  incorporating  this  type  of  shaft  is  naturally  to 

prolong  the  life,  so  far  as  possible,  of  the  bearing  sur- 
faces. Preliminary  experiments  developed  the  fact  that 

if  a  crankshaft  can  be  hardened  to  a  scleroscope  hard- 
ness of  between  80  and  100,  the  life  of  both  the  main 

bearings  and  the  crankpin  bearings  can  be  prolonged 

considerably.  In  some  of  our  test  cars  as  much  aa  riO,0(i(( 
miles  was  covered  without  any  adjustment  of  l)earingM 
being  neceaaary. 

In  putting  a  proposition  of  this  kind  into  production, 

a  number  of  problems  had  to  be  met  concerning  which 

very  few  data  were  obtainable.  The  crankshaft  forging 
has  a  carbon  content  of  from  0.16  to  0.25  per  cent  and  the 

required  depth  of  carburization  is  specified  at  iV  inch. 
In  the  manufacture  of  this  shaft,  the  forging  is  first 

machined  to  within  0.040  or  0.045  in.  of  its  finished 

diameter,  with  the  exception  of  the  flange  and  threaded 
ends  which  are  left  in  the  rough.  The  forging  is  then 

raady  for  the  copper-plating  operation,  whifh  is  applied 

to  prevent  carburization  of  all  parta  of  the  shaft  except 
the  bearing  surfaces.  Several  ideaa  were  tried  out  in 

connection  with  preventing  the  copper-plating  of  these 
surfaces  during  the  proceaa,  and  we  finally  adopted  the 

method  of  wrapping  all  bearings  with  pure  gum  rubber 
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held  in  place  with  clips.     The  rubber  bands  are  easily- removed  and  can  be  used  again  and  again. 

In  carburizing  the  shafts  they  are  packed,  three  in  a 

box,  in  nickel-alloy  carburizing-boxes,  using  either  Q 

alloy  or  thermalloy.  The  approximate  size  of  the  car- 
burizing boxes  required  is  12x44  in.,  and  about  18  in. 

deep.  A  liberal  amount  of  carburizing  material  is  pro- 
vided around  each  shaft.  The  boxes  are  sealed  with  the 

regulation  cement  and  are  loaded  into  the  carburizing 

furnaces  by  a  specially  constructed  charging  truck,  each 
furnace-chamber  having  a  capacity  of  six  boxes  and  each 

box  having  a  total  weight,  loaded,  of  about  800  lb.  The 

carburizing  period  necessary  to  get  the  required  depth 

of  penetration  is  between  22  and  24  hr.  The  use  of 
nickel-alloy  boxes  seems  to  have  a  decided  tendency  to 

reduce  the  number  of  hours  required  to  get  this  pen- 
etration. 

Machining  After  Carburizing 

At  the  end  of  the  carburizing  process,  the  shaft  is 
returned  to  the  crankshaft-machining  department,  where 

the  flange  end  and  the  threaded  end  are  machined, 

roughly,  to  the  finished  dimensions,  this  operation  hav- 
ing the  result  of  removing  all  of  the  carburized  surface. 

This  allows  for  the  machining  of  these  parts  after  the 
shaft  has  been  hardened. 

The  shaft  is  then  returned  to  the  heat-treating 
department  and  reheated  in  a  gas-fired  furnace  to  a 
temperature  of  1,420  deg.  F.  To  keep  the  shaft  as 
nearly  straight  as  possible  during  the  quenching  oper- 

ation, a  hinged  type  of  quenching  die  was  devised  that 
permits  rapid  loading  of  the  shaft  as  soon  as  possible 
after  removing  it  from  the  furnace.  This  die  is  of 
very  heavy  construction,  and  is  handled  by  an  air  hoist. 
The  shaft  is  quenched  in  water  at  main  temperature, 
and  comes  from  the  quenching  operation  usually  not 
over  A  in.  out  of  straight.  It  is  necessary  to  straighten 
the  shaft  carefully  at  this  point,  before  proceeding  with 
the  semi-finish  and  finish-grinding  operations. 

We  have  found  it  necessary  to  divide  the  finish-grind- 
ing operations  into  semi-  and  finish-grinding  so  as  to 

use  a  rather  coarse  soft  grinding-wheel  for  the  semi- 
finish  grinding  in  bringing  the  shaft  to  the  finish- 
grinding  size.  The  last  0.005  in.  of  metal  is  removed 
from  the  shaft  with  a  very  fine  soft  wheel  to  get  the 
required  smoothness  of  finish. 

One  somewhat  uncertain  feature  that  we  always  meet 

in  the  production  of  this  shaft  is  the  amount  of  shrink- 
age that  will  take  place  in  the  hardening  operation. 

It  is  necessary  to  anticipate  this,  and  to  provide  for  it 
in  machining  the  soft  shaft.  Our  experience  has  shown 
that  this  shrinkage  varies  to  a  considerable  degree. 
Our  normal  allowance  in  the  overall  length  of  the  shaft 
and  the  spacing  of  the  bearings  is  about  0.035  in.  for 
a  5-^-in.  center-distance  between  cylinders.  We  find  that 
this  allows  us  to  finish  the  shaft  within  the  limits 
required  for  length,  in  the  majority  of  cases. 

Our  scleroscope-hardness  requirements  of  80  to  100 
give  us  a  shaft  that  has  exceptionally  long  life.  I  neg- 

lected to  state,  however,  that  the  point  of  contact  of 
the  quenching  die  with  the  shaft  produces  very  small 
soft  spots;  but  they  do  not  seem,  as  a  rule,  to  inter- 

fere with  the  general  durability  of  the  bearing  surfaces 
in  any  way. 

The  Franklin  connecting-rod  is  an  aluminum-alloy 
forging,  either  of  duralumin  as  furnished  by  the  Baush 
Machine   Tool   Co.   or  of   17-S   alloy   furnished  by   the 

Aluminum  Co.  of  America.     This  aluminum  alloy  con- 
tains the  elements  given  in  Table  II. 

TABLE   II — ANALYSIS  OP  ALUMINUM  ALLOY   IN  THE 

FRANKLIN    CONNECTING-ROD 
Constituents  Per  Cent 
Copper,  3.50 
Manganese,  0.20 
Magnesium,  0.25 
Iron,  not  more  than,  0.75 
Silicon,  not  more  than,  0.75 

The  elastic  limit  of  the  forging  is  between  30,000  and 

o5,000  lb.  per  sq.in.;  the  ultimate-strength  is  between 
50,000  and  55,000  lb  per  sq.in.;  and  the  elongation  is 
from  15  to  25  per  cent. 

The  forging  is  heat-treated  by  heating  it  to  920  or 
940  deg.  F.,  and  is  quenched  in  boiling  water.  It  is  then 
allowed  to  age  about  one  week  to  bring  it  to  a  scleroscope 
hardness  of  90  to  100. 
We  use  about  the  following  procedure  in  machining 

the  duralumin  forged  connecting-rod.  The  forging  is 
first  coined  under  a  heavy  toggle-press,  bringing  the 
length  of  the  wristpin  and  crankpin  ends  to  within 
0.025  in.  of  the  finished  size.  It  is  then  loaded  onto  a 
special  fixture  on  a  Blanchard  grinding  machine  that 
has  alternate  roughing  and  finishing  stations.  It  is 

ground  first  on  one  side,  then  removed  from  the  rough- 
ing station,  moved  to  the  next  adjacent  station  and 

finish-ground  on  the  other  side.  A  special  multiple- 
spindle  boring  and  reaming  machine  having  an  indexing 
table  is  used  for  boring  and  reaming  the  wristpin  and 
crankpin  holes.  The  operations  which  this  machine 
performs  are  to  rough-drill,  rough-ream  and  semi-finish 
ream. 

The  action  of  the  forging  in  these  machining  oper- 
ations is  similar  to  that  of  mild  steel.  The  power 

required  to  drive  the  drills  and  reamers  is  approximately 
the  same  as  the  power  we  employed  formerly  with  our 
steel  connecting-rod,  and  the  cutting  speed  does  not 
exceed  that  for  steel  by  more  than  25  per  cent.  In 
machining  this  forging,  it  surprised  us  to  find  that  it 
machined  so  nearly  like  a  steel  rod.  We  had  anticipated 
being  able  to  machine  this  rod  at  a  much  greater  speed 
than  we  found  possible.  The  extreme  toughness  and 
wire-like  quality  of  the  chips  are  convincing  proof  that 
the  metal  with  which  we  are  dealing  is  something  more 
than  ordinary  aluminum. 

Other  Machining  Operations 

The  forging  is  next  drilled  for  the  rod  bolts  and  is 
then  put  over  a  multiple  fixture  for  parting  the  cap 
from  the  rod  and  facing  the  seats  for  the  bolts  and  nuts. 
A  broaching  operation  follows  for  providing  slots  in 
which  the  lower-end  babbitt  blocks  are  locked.  These 
babbitt  blocks  are  forced  into  place  and  broached  to 
their  semi-finished  size  in  an  ordinary  two-spindle 
broaching-machine.  The  finishing  of  the  wristpin  end 
of  the  rod  has  been  rather  difficult,  because  it  is  impos- 

sible to  ream  a  sufficiently  good  wristpin  hole  in  the 
bearing  end.  Our  present  method  of  handling  this 
operation  is  to  semi-finish  ream  this  hole,  removing 
about  0.025  to  0.030  in.  of  the  diameter,  then  to  use  a 
final  reaming  operation  that  removes  about  0.005  in. 
and  a  final  burnishing  operation  that  is  done  with  a 
high-speed  burnishing-tool  under  a  copious  flow  of  reg- 

ular medium  automobile  motor-oil.  We  find  that  by 
leaving  a  uniform  amount  of  about  0.005  in.  on  the 
diameter  we  can  produce  a  highly  burnished  surface 

in  the  wristpin  hole  and  maintain  very  uniform  size. 
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r.  !•  ttaaia  tlw  tt»  rv^uirad  by  our  enf  ineerinK 
il«Ma  Uw  vrutpin  and  th«  coniMcting- 

tmi,  h  to  BMMiarT  to  do  a  rrriain  amount  of  wriatpin 
— Iiftiaa  Wlwa  it  is  Snalljr  AnlalMd.  th«  alifnment 
at  tlUa  rad  to  Md  to  a  limit  of  :£0.006  in.,  moaaurvd 
>afaa«  tiM  aada  of  arbor*  12  in.  lon«. 
TW  latolitt  to  aiaa  of  thm  lowrr  end  of  th«  rod  is 

toft  mana  a  to  rwdjr  for  aaawihly  with  th«  crankahaft. 
Tllte  aparatMM  ia  prrform«d  on  a  apecial  type  of  boring 

Im  wfakk  «•  uaa  borinc  bar*  of  flv«>  m>parate 
I  inrraMing  their  diameter*  in  step*  of  0.00025 

I  tk»  miatosaaa  aii«  required  up  to  the  maximum : 
M  to  cover  the  entire  range  in  the  crank- 

pis  baartag*  with  the  proper  amount  of  oil  clearance. 
At  thto  time  w*  use  an  oil  clearance  of  about  0.001  in. 
for  thto  bawriag. 

wighta  of  the  flniahed  connecting-rods  run  very 
it  being  nacaaaary  to  maintain  but  two  Mtand- 

•f  Wright  to  keep  within  the  limits  specified  by 
ir*.  which  are  a  variation  in  weight  of  any 
tiag-roda  on  an   engine  of   not    more  than 

ULfl 

HOT-SWAGID   RSAB-AXLC  DUVBHAPT 

Al 

We  have  baao  experimenting  for  the  past  18  months 
with  the  prodBCtlon  of  drivaahafts  bv  the  hot-swaging 
proraaa  but,  up  to  the  praaent,  we  have  not  felt  juNtified 
•a  folkwing  thto  mat  hod  of  manufacture  in  large  produc- 
lion  quantities.  *  The  saving  in  the  amount  of  material 
mmi  to  ouka  •  raar-axic  driveshaft,  together  with  the 
ndwtton  la  Um  amount  of  labor  required  by  this 
■tethod.  naka  It  a  very  attractive  proposition,  and  we 
at«  Bol  at  tfaa  praaent  time  inclined  to  give  up  the  idea 
wtthoot  a  atnigfla. 

Troabtoa  have  developed  In  the  aource  of  our  experi- 

ments. We  have  been  unable  to  obtain  a  swaging  ma- 
chine heavy  enough  to  withstand  the  load  put  u|mmi  it  hy 

an  operation  of  this  kind.  We  had  experienced  continued 
breakdowna  of  our  original  machine,  and  we  have  prac- 

tically rebuilt  it.  The  problem  of  producing  a  swaged 
shaft,  without  having  the  finished  product  show  any 
twisting  effect  whatever  from  the  swaging,  has  been 
diincult. 

In  performing  the  second  swaging  operation,  which 
conaiata  of  necking  the  shaft  below  the  diameter  of  the 
aplined  end,  wre  have  not  been  able  to  reheat  for  this 
operation  without  excessive  scaling,  which  mars  the 
appearance  and  roiluces  the  strength  of  the  finished 
shaft.  The  procedure  that  we  are  following  at  this  time 
requires  three  separate  swaging  operations  and  three 
separate  heats  for  making  them.  If  it  were  possible  to 
take  the  shaft  directly  from  the  first  swaging  operation 
and  bring  it  up  to  swaging  temperature  again,  which 
is  about  2,000  deg.  F.  in  our  case,  and  to  perform  the 
second  or  necking  operation  immediately,  we  believe  we 
couM  reduce  the  amount  of  twisting  and  the  amount 
of  scaling  that  we  experience  at  present.  The  third 
swaging  operation,  that  of  producing  the  taper  and 
the  threaded  end,  is  comparatively  simple  and  gives  us 
no  trouble. 

We  are  now  considering  the  installation  of  a  much 
heavily  swaging  machine.  We  find  it  can  be  built  to 
order  for  us.  We  are  considering  also  the  installation 
of  a  second  furnace  to  be  used  an  a  booster  between 
swaging  operations  Nos.  1  and  2.  With  this  proposed 
new  equipment,  we  should  be  able  to  produce  a  very 

satisfactory  product.  We  would  be  ver>'  glad,  however, 
to  learn  of  the  experiences  of  some  of  the  other  auto- 

mobile companies  in  producing  a  hot-swaged  rear-axle 
driveshaft. 

Experience  Notes  from  a  Production  Notebook 
By  H.  J.  Crain  and  J.  Brodie 

PfvaaeUon  lh-|i«rtnH>nt.  furkard  Molor  <'iir  Co..  Detroit 

THE  experiences  recorded  in  this  paper  have  not 
been  selected  in  accordance  with  a  specific  plan. 
No  attempt  has  been  made  to  cover  any  particular 

whjatt  fully  or  to  arrange  the  different  descriptions 
wtth  regard  to  a  related  sequence. 

The  increasing  congestion  on  city  streets  and  the 
aeriouao***  of  the  automobile  accident  and  collision  situ- 
atloa  aboold  be  convincing  evidence  of  the  need  of 

'  tiiutUotnt  of  motor-car  brake*.  It  would  aeem 
tkat  cars  ahould  be  ahipped  from  the  fac- 

tortoa  wtth  the  bralua  aeatad  and  adjusted  to  overcome 
the  npld  wear  that  oatully  occur*  in  driving  the  first 
few  huadrvd  mllea.  This  rapid  wear  Is  caused  by  the 
IT--  -  r  nmrxtthing  of  the  brake-lining  surface  until 
•  •  potj  have  been  worn  down  to  the  level  of  the 

r  '  face.     It  may  be  due  also  to  slight 
•'  '  Ke  contour  of  the  brake-band.     Two 
■wlor-dftwa  machines  wrre  designed  and  built  by  the 
Padwfd  compaay  for  the  purpose  of  running-in  brake- 

on*  for  the  internal  or  expanding  braka  and  the 
for  the  estaraal  or  contracting  brake.  The  brake- 
raCato  at  a  spaed  of  approximately  1,000  r.p.m. 

te  balk  caoM.  Tito  dmas  are  cooled  by  wator,  circu- 
tkt  psiiplwrtoa  so  that  the  temperatures 
waasha.  It  wars  Is  exerted  on  the  brake- 

by  a  wvifMed  lever,  the  weight  being  adjusted 

so  that  the  pressure  is  only  great  enough  to  assure  a 
full  bearing  of  the  band  on  the  drum.  Each  band  is 
run  for  about  1  minute.  It  will  be  found  that  the  bands 
acquire  a  polished  surface  on  these  machines,  and  that 
the  irregularities  sometimes  existing  around  the  rivet- 

holes  and 

throughout  the 
lining  surface 

are  smoothed- out.  By  taking 

this  precaution at  the  factory 
the  maximum 
brake  eflkiency 

is  attained  at 

the  beginning  of  operation  of  the  car,  and  the  adjust- 
ments usually  rettuired  In  a  new  car  after  a  few  days 

of  service  are  unnecessary. 

The  importance  of  accuracy  in  grinding  a  piston 
skirt  is  recognised  by  all  production  men.  The  center, 
shown  in  Fig.  1,  was  originally  used  in  the  Packard 

shops  for  centering  and  driving  the  pistons  during  the 
external  grinding  operation.  Excessive  wear  of  the 
aurface  A  necessitated  the  frequent  replacement  of  this 

center  and  demanded  constant  supervision  by  the  fore- 
man In  order  that  the  work  should  not  be  spoiled  by 

no.   I— THK  MANllKBU  THAT  CAUSBD 
TnounbB 
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continuing  the  use  of  a  center  that  had  passed  the  per- 
missible stage  of  wear.  The  study  given  to  this  small 

puzzling  problem  i-esulted  in  the  adoption  of  the  mandrel 
shown  in  Fig.  2.  The  thrust  and  driving  load  are  taken 

by  a  taper-roller  bearing  of  heavy  load-capacity,  the 
wear  is  distributed  over  a  very  large  surface,  lubrica- 

tion is  easily  maintained  and  the  life  of  the  center  is 
greatly  prolonged.     The  block  A  drives  the  piston  by 

FIG.  2— A  ROLLER  BE.VRING  PISTOX  .^rAXDREL 

the  pin  bosses,  the  block  being  part  of  the  outer  sleeve 
which  is  driven  by  the  stud  B.  This  design  has  proved 
very  successful,  and,  no  doubt,  other  tool  designers  could 
apply  it  to  advantage. 

All  production  and  inspection  departments  have  had 
the  displeasure  of  running  down  peculiar  engine  knocks. 
A  few  years  ago  when  a  new  model  was  started  through 
the  Packard  shops  the  engines  of  the  first  run  received 

at  the  test-stands  were  all  found  to  have  a  peixeptible 
piston  slap  or  knock.  Numerous  remedies  were  tried 
but  eventually  the  real  cause  of  the  noise  was  found 
largely  through  accident. 

The  click  came  only  at  the  time  of  the  explosion.  In- 
vestigation revealed  the  fact  that  the  valves  were  not 

centering  properly  in  the  conical  surface  in  the  cylinder. 
The  condition  is  shown  in  exaggerated  form  in  Fig.  3. 
It  was  found  that  the  tool  used  to  form  the  valve-seat 

was  centered'  by  a  .spindle  inserted  in  the  valve-stem guide.  This  spindle  was  too  much  undersize  and  allowed 
the  tool  to  float  just  enough  to  throw  the  conical  seat 
out  of  alignment  with  the  valve-stem  guide.  As  a  re- 

sult, the  valve-spring  would  not  bring  the  valve  fully 
into  the  seat  and  the  valve  would  hang  on  one  side  of 
the  valve-seat  until  the  explosion  snapped  the  vaWe  into 
the  seat  with  a  very  noticeable  click.  Of  course  this 
part  of  the  noise  was 
obviated  without 
difficulty.  But  this 
correction  did  not 
stop  all  the  noise.  A 
more  annoying 
knock  was  eventually 
found  to  come  from 

the  piston  -  rings, 
which  were  of  the 

diagonal-cut  type 
with  a  slight  clear- 

ance between  the 
ends.  As  the  ex- 

plosion -  pressure 
reached  the  rings  they  wei"e  compressed  and  their 
ends  snapped.  A  ring  that  snaps  in  the  manner  de- 

scribed generally  shows  bright  polished  ends.  When 

the  proper  end-clearance  had  been  determined  by  ex- 
periment, the  noise  ceased.  The  rings  in  general  use 

today  have  overlapping  joints,  but  as  the  end  clearance 
can  be  very  large  this  trouble  is  not  encountered. 

Oil  is  circulated  in  Packard  engines  by  a  gear-pump 
similar  to  that  illustrated  in  Fig.  4.    When  this  particu- 

VcW  ridfs  an  othtnidf  ar'ti  is  oiabk 
to  S*erf  ft/lfu  urrfi/  spnry  prtiSi/rt 

FIG.    3— AN    IMPROPERLY    CEN- 
TERED VALVE  THAT 

WAS  NOISY 

PIG.  4- 

lar  design  was  first  adopted  it  was  found  to  produce  a 
very  irritating  noise,  which  sounded  like  the  blades  of  a 
fan  .striking  a  sheet  of  paper.  Naturally  this  noise  was 
attributed  to  imperfections  in  the  gears.  In  the  experi- 

ments made  to  abate  this  nuisance  tooth-forms  and 
pressure-angles  were  varied,  and  helical  and  herring- 

bone gears  were  fitted,  but  the  clatter  persisted.  All 
degrees  of  backlash  were  tried  but  without  avail.  It 
was  noticed  that  a  certain  run  of  pumps  were  more  quiet 
than  the  others.  These  were  inspected  carefully  to 
ascertain  what  variation  was  responsible  for  the  lessen- 

ing of  the  noise.  The  only  difference  found  was  a  slight 
relief  on  the  lower  face  of  the  idler  gear.  At  A  is 
shown  a  feeder  channel  cut  in  the  base  of  the  pump 
for  the  purpose  of  carrying  oil  to  the  idler  bearing 

thi'ough  the  cross  channel  B.  Note  that  this  channel  is 
open  to  the  pressure  side  of  the  pump  but  ends  at  the 
point  where  tooth  contact  ceases  on  the  suction  side. 
It  was  found  that 
when  the  tooth  cor-  /    ̂ „;:^:>^  o^ 
ners  were  beveled, 
as  shown  at  C,  the 
noise  was  reduced. 

The  possible  effect 
of  these  changes  was 

the  basis  of  a  care- 
ful study,  which  re- 

sulted in  the  dis- 
covery of  the  real 

source  of  the  noise. 
Both  these  schemes 
eliminated  the  sharp 

cutting  off  of  the 
oil  stream  that 

;  would  naturally  at- 
tempt to  escape  at  D  from  the  pressure  side  to  the  suc- 

tion side  of  the  pump.  By  relieving  the  pressure  in  the 

groove  A  the  oil  was  not  able  to  spurt  against  the  tooth 
faces  and  rattle  the  unloaded  idler  gear  in  the  backlash 

space  in  the  driving  gear.  When,  as  an  experiment,  the 

groove  A  was  filled  with  solder,  the  altered  pump  be- 
came quiet.  The  design  of  the  pump  was  changed,  the 

groove  A  was  omitted,  and  no  further  trouble  was  ex- 
perienced. This  case  is  cited  as  an  example  because  it 

indicates  that  gear  noises  are  not  always  attributable 

to  the  gear-teeth  themselves. 
The  production  and  engineering  staffs  of  the  Packard 

Motor  Car  Co.  have 
been     studying    the  pf 
matter  of  gear 
noises  for  many 

years.  This  work 
is  still  being  carried 
on  but  no  panacea 
has  been  definitely 
discovered  for  gear 
troubles.  A  large 

number  of  investiga- 
tions made  over  a 

period  of  years  have 
led  us  to  believe  that 

gear  noise  does  not 
always  originate  in 
variations  of  the 

gears  themselves. 
Such  variations  un- 

doubtedly contribute 
to    the    gear    growl 

-THE  PUMP  FOR  CIRCULAT- 
ING LUBRICANT 

FIG. 
-FRONT    KXD    OF    TYPICAL 

TRANSMIS.SION 
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ema  oft#n  bt  cur«d  or  (tompenod 
her  part.  We  hav»  coadu<M 
ittns  of  th*  CMT*  on  rifid 
raquimnent  if  ooiM  U  to  be 

TKt  noat  perfect  tooth-fomu.  vround.  shaped 
wiU  aot  ma  timtedy  if  they  are  carried  on 

lol  in  alisnment. 

TW  front  end  of  a  t>-pical  tf  namiaaion  ia  ahown  in 
Pee  k  Particvlar  attention  ia  dirwtad  to  the  mounting 
«r  the  main  driv^-fonr  A  in  which  it  will  be  aeen  that 
tkte  ia  carried  on  a  roOer  boarinv.  the  inner  rare  of 

ia  fonned  by  Uw  ahaft  itaalf  ami  the  outer  race  ia 
in  the  tiBi—iatinn  caae.  In  the  Anal  inapae- 

tin  of  a  certain  omM  at  the  Packard  factor>  it  waa 
aatired  that  the  decree  of  t«or  noiee  varied  from  very 

^•iil  U  obJocttonaMy  load.  Attootion.  naturally,  wbh 
I  on  Um  noiijr  goara.  Thaae  were  returned  to  thp 

liMton  department  and  torn  down  for  careful  in- 
•djuctracnt  and  reaaaMnbling.  Invariably  the 

.  banringa  and  shafts  that  were 
paffaetion  aa  it  iwmad  poosible  to  approach. 

Thia  led  to  the  aaaemblinf  of  special  gears  in  which  per- 
carriad  to  the  utmost  degree,  a  state  far  be- 

tlmt  poaalble  under  even  unreasonable  inspection 
practice.    But  the  noiae.  if  anything,  was  worse. 

Locating  the  Tioubu: 

U  naaUMd  for  ua  to  toar  down  and  inspect  M-veral 

In— iilminiH  that  war*  paaaad  in  the  final  car-test  as 
being  quiet.  When  this  waa  done  it  was  found  that  the 

roller  race  on  the  shafta  had  been  ground  to  low- 
tlmit  diameter,  while  the  roller  race  in  the  shells  had 

iavariaMy  boaa  groond  to  tlie  largest  or  extreme  high 

icHad  for  tlMM  bolw.  For  purposes  of  com- 
ais  aofaqr  traiMmlaaions  were  then  torn  down. 

Ika  baartng  diameter  B  waa  ground  approximately  O.OOt 

ia.  mider  the  former  low  limit  and  the  transmissions  ' 
ibled  and  taatad.  This  change  caused  the 

practically  to  disappear. 

RxprrimenU  were  made  repeatedb'  with  noisy  trans- 
miMioM  and.  in  every  case,  when  this  alteration  was 
mad*  and  Um  bearing  clearance  waa  increased,  the  noise 
waa  either  antirely  eliminated  or  reduced  to  a  degree 
that  waa  not  objectionable.  We  concluded  that  this  re- 

produced by  providing  sufficient  space  for  an 
oil-Aim.  Further  experiments  along  similar 

lines  haw  sabetantiatcd  this  conclusion. 

PaOVlDIMC  THE  REMnnr 

some  time  and  frequent  examinations  showed  that  the 
snug  or  full-Atting  bearing  continued  to  wear  faster 
than  the  loose  one.  This,  we  believ»>.  is  due  to  the  heavy 
initial  wear  that  breaiis  or  distort.s  the  xround  surface 
inatead  of  glaxing  it  as  aeems  to  bo  the  rase  when  the 
bearing  is  assembled  with  a  proper  clearnncc  at  the 
start. 

After  the  transmissions  using  the  roller  bearings  had 
been  changed  to  conform  to  the  practice  just  described, 

it  became  apparent  that  the  same  gear-noise  existed  in 
the  transmission  used  in  one  of  the  other  Packard 
models  which  had  the  transmission  gears  mountvd  on 

The  romadly  MMMd  •  simple  one  to  apply  but  we  were 
^lU  mntemad  about  mounting  a  bearing  under  condi- 
tioaa  tiwt  simulated  thooe  it  would  aaaume  after  several 
moatW  wear.  We  had  always  supposed  that  bearings 

of  the  anti-friction  t)-pe  must  be  mounted  snugly.  Be- 
fort  deAoitfly  adopting  the  new  practice,  wisdom  de- 
mandMl  titat  we  dM<rk  the  effect  of  the  greater  diametral 
ci*«rsnr*  <rr.  the  wear  of  the  bearing.  Transmlaaions 
wvre  run  under  simtlar  coniiiiiona  with  the  standard  or 
BMig  tearing  ami  with  the  increased  clearance.  We 

that  the  saug  b*>ar)ng  wore  rapidly  during  the 
of  the  test  and  evrntually  reached  the  state 
witll  wlikh  the  other  bearing*  started.  The 

•■  IW  contrary,  prartirally  retained  its 
We  conelodsd  that  the  wear  of  the 

aOBoleraUd  liecaase  of  the  absence  of 
for  compteU  lubrication.  The  looae 

an  adequate  oil-film 
The  taat  was  continued  for 
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KIO.  •— CHART  KOK  HAU,  IIKARINO  OI.BARA.NCB 

ball  bearings.  We  altered  t  few  experimenUl  ball-bear- 

ings by  deepening  the  grooves  in  ihe  races  to  ai'ow  a 
minute  clearance  for  the  balls,  instead  of  assembling 

them  to  a  good  rolling-fit  or  to  the  fit  of  the  standard 
stock.  This  was  dime  to  provi<lc  oil  ciearaiice,  as  had 
l*en  done  with  the  roller  IjearinKs-  When  the  loose 
ball-bearings  were  substituted  for  the  light  on«ft<  in 

noisy  transmissions,  our  previous  experience  was  re- peated and  the  noise  decreased. 

It  was  a  comparatively  easy  matter  to  determine  the 
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clearance  needed  in  the  case  of  the  roller  hearings  since 
diametral  clearances  could  readily  be  measured.  It  was 
found  to  be  difficult,  however,  to  measure  radial  clear- 

ance in  the  ball-bearing  races  and  we  were  forced  tem- 
porarily to  determine  the  degree  of  clearance  by  the 

end-play  or  axial  looseness.  A  maker  of  ball  bearings 
prepared  the  chart,  reproduced  in  Fig.  6,  for  the  pur- 

pose of  converting  a  desired  radial  clearance  into  the 
equivalent  axial  play.  This  enabled  us  to  order  bear- 

ings with  a  selected  radial  clearance,  which  could  be 
held  uniform  without  demanding  a  finer  tolerance  from 
the  bearing  maker,  and  cured  the  gear  noise  most 
effectively. 

Backlash  and  Noise 

From  the  two  cases  cited  we  judged  that  the  same 

reasoning  might  apply  in  determining  the  proper  allow- 
able backlash  in  gear-teeth.  Here,  again,  there  is  a 

possibility  of  not  providing  sufficient  room  for  a  film  of 
lubricant,  of  squeezing  all  the  oil  out  of  the  meshing 
space,   and  of  causing   increased  noise.     Experiments 

with  gears  identical  in  every  respect,  except  in  the 
amount  of  backlash  showed,  that  a  very  evident  drop  in 
the  noise  of  the  gears  was  produced  when  the  backlash 
was  increased  to  a  certain  point. 

It  has  been  our  experience  that  whenever  you  silence 
one  noise  in  a  car,  another  becomes  evident  that  never 
caused  complaint  before.  The  eventual  attainment  of 
silence  is  the  result  of  a  persistent  noise-curing  cam- 

paign which  starts  with  the  noise  that  is  most  notice- 
able and  works  down  the  line.  This  method  has  resulted 

in  finding  that  the  rear-axle  noise  still  persists  in  most 
cars  though  in  a  much  less  disagreeable  degree. 

The  spiral  bevel-gear,  originally  introduced  by  the 
Packard  company,  was  a  big  step  in  the  direction  of 
reducing  rear-axle  gear-noise.  Until  other  units  of  the 
automobile  had  been  perfected  to  their  present  state  of 
quietness,  we  were  satisfied  that  rear  axles  were  about 
as  quiet  as  they  could  be  made  commercially.  We  are 
now  endeavoring  to  perfect  the  assembling  of  the  gear 
units,  so  that  the  noise  caused  by  their  operation  shall 
be  reduced  to  the  smallest  possible  degree. 

Selection  of  Machine  Tools 
By  a.  J.  Baker 

Production   Department,   Willys-Overland  Co.,   Toledo,   Ohio 

A  PRIMARY  consideration  that  an  executive  must 
give  to  any  purchase,  be  it  design,  material  or 

,  equipment,  must  of  course  be  its  suitability  for 
the  purpose  intended;  another  is  the  availability  of  a 
source  of  supply. 

The  machine-tool  builder,  who  looks  toward  a  full 
utilization  of  his  plant,  will  use  all  his  engineering 
ability  to  develop  some  new  machine,  the  output  of 
which  shall  be  so  great  that  it  will  relegate  to  the  dis- 

card all  the  machines  previously  made  by  him,  even 
though  they  may  have  been  so  well  constructed  and  so 
well  used  that  their  productive  life  is  still  a  matter  of 
several  years.  He  will  do  this  on  the  theory  that  you 
cannot  afford  to  be  without  the  newer  machine  because 
of  the  marked  increase  in  production  of  the  newer  tool. 

Those  of  us  who  select  the  machinery  must  bear  in 
mind  the  type  of  help  that  will  operate  it.  Machines 
that  call  for  adjusting  by  hand  during  their  operation, 
for  accurate  reading  of  dials  or  indicators,  for  careful 
setting  up  of  the  work  in  the  machine,  for  a  complex 
cycle  of  operations  involving  a  developed  mentality;  all 
are  to  be  decried;  for  not  only  do  such  machines  limit 
the  number  of  operators  available,  but  undor  the  stress 
of  production,  the  amount  of  scrap  that  the  machines 
will  produce  is  always  entirely  out  of  proportion  to  that 
produced  l?y  simpler  equipment. 

The  Special  Machine 

A  natui'al  development  of  the  above  line  of  thought 
leads  us  to  the  special  machine.  By  this  I  do  not  mean 
the  single-purpose  machine,  or,  better  still,  the  single- 
piece  machine.  There  is  a  marked  difference  here  which 
must  not  be  lost  sight  of  aiJd  our  failure  as  an  industry 
to  keep  this  difference  clearty  before  us  has  led  to  the 
adoption  and  use  of  some  machines  that  cannot  be  re- 

garded as  wholly  satisfactory  from  an  economic  stand- 
point. 

Between  the  single-piece  machine  and  the  standard 
machine  tool  is  the  safe  position.  Some  machine-tool 
builders  already  have  recognized,  and  there  is  no  doubt 
that  others  will  recognize,  the  special  needs  of  the  auto- 

mobile business.  They  have  produced  machine  tools  in 
which  the  feeds  and  speeds  cannot  be  changed  at  the 
will  of  the  operator,  but  can  be  changed  at  the  will 
of  the  executive  by  the  transposition  of  gears.  These 
machines  permit  adjustments  but  only  by  the  set-up 
man.  They  are  constructed  liberally  along  the  lines 
of  spindles,  slides,  gearing  pulleys,  and  the  like,  and 
preferably  are  over  designed  for  the  power  that  they 
will  consume.  They  are  lubricated  fully  and  automati- 

cally and  do  not  require  the  use  of  the  oil  can.  In  the 
hands  of  the  operator  they  are  only  single-piece 
machines  and  as  such  may  be  designed  with  a  reserve 

of  power  and  a  rigidity  much  in  excess  of  the  more  uni- 
versal type  of  machine,  because  their  application  is  not 

so  constrained,  and  they  can  be  regarded  as  a  perpetual 
asset  even  though  the  model,  or  some  detail  of  a  model 
were  discarded  and  another  took  its  place. 

Why  New  Machines  Are  Bought 

We  now  come  to  the  reasons  for  purchasing  new 
equipment  or  new  machines.  The  one  most  frequently 
encountered  is  that  the  new  machine  will  save  money. 
It  is  not  always  expressed  that  way.  It  is  sometimes 
argued  that  the  new  machine  will  reduce  the  labor  cost 
or  will  turn  out  a  piece  more  quickly  than  under  the 
old  method;  but  these  are  not  the  real  things  to  be 
considered.  The  only  satisfactory  reason  is  to  reduce 
the  cost  and  not  to  reduce  the  labor  charge  or  increa.se 
the  production  per  man,  and  in  this  cost  reduction  ap- 

pears the  consideration  of  the  items  that  I  have  already 
touched  on.  The  second  reason  is  to  increase  produc- 

tion; in  other  words,  to  turn  out  more  parts  per  year 
or  per  season.  In  this  case  the  consideration  will  be 
whether  to  put  in  more  machines  of  the  type  already 
in  use,  or  to  purchase  some  machine  that  was  an  im- 

provement but  of  the  same  general  type,  or  to  get  an 
entirely  new  kind  of  machine. 

There  is  much  to  be  said  for  maintenance  standards. 
If  the  records  show  that  the  tool  you  have  been  using 
is  up  to  the  average  in  productivity,  it  would  be  foolish 
to  change  to  another  make,  even  if  a  somewhat  greater 
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Unfortunately  nuinjr  machine 
at  xht  SUB*  gMMral  cUMiflration  differ  ao  much 

km  4rtail  UmI  Uw  •qnipaMot  of  on*  cannot  be  transferred 
to  ■— tlnr.  TW  T-alota  la  toblaa,  the  taper  hole  in 
ifriaAto,  tba  thnad  w  ipiadi— .  Um  fom  of  tool>hoider. 
tfM  MMtlMd  of  fiawpt*g  tlM  tools,  the  arrangoment  of 
tk»  coatfol  Wvera  all  differ  very  widely.  You  are  there- 
Chv  fofcsd  to  Bska  up  special  fixture*,  which  differ 
ia  soBM  details  from  tlMiss  you  have  baen  uninir  on  other 
■addaM.  Tliis  awans  that  if  a  braakdown  occurs,  and 

tf  ftm  kavt  plaaMd  for  it  and  haw  axtra  tools  avail- 
sMi^  9««  wfli  hatr*  had  to  carry  just  twice  as  many 

la  aieaas  of  actual  requirements.  If  you  have 
than  one  maka  of  machine  you  will  not  have  the 

fariUty  of  iauaediate  interchangvability.  You  will  not 
wftll  aajr  dlgrw  of  certainty,  be  able  to  transfer  the 
apvaton.  Tht  foiaBsa  will  spend  much  more  time  in 
tka  laatiwHiwi  of  Uw  OMa.  The  time-study  department 
wfli  have  to  make  chaafos  la  the  times,  because  the 
apseda  and  feeds  amy  differ  soosewhat.  and  it  may  mean 
tiMt  the  ratas  sat  oo  the  Job  aad  osod  succossfully  will 
havt  to  be  rsadjusted. 

In  sumnurixinff,  I  want  to  make  these  points : 
1— There  is  a  surplus  of  machine-tool  equipment  of 

the  standard   types   both   actual   and   putentiul 
2 — Machine-tool  matters  are  dfvoiing  their  thouKht 

to  hiKh-prmluction  single-purpose  machines  of 
standard  typed. 

S— The  erase  for  special  machinery  ia  passing. 
4 — Special  machinery  will  not  always  stand  a  finan- 

cial comparison  with  8tandard  machinery. 
5 — We  are  not,  a.i  an  industry,  fiuMug  our  re«poni»i- 

bilitie^  in  the  matter  of  traininir  openitivf  help 
for  tool  and  die  work. 

6 — When  considering  new  equipment  we  cannot 
disregard  the  inventory  value  of  existinK  equip- 

ment and  the  Ions  that  would  be  Hhown  on  our 

balance  sheet  if  the  existinK  equipment  were  con- 
verted from  productive  machinery  into  excess 

machinery  for  sale. 

7 — The  only  good  reason  for  installing  new  mach- 
inery, old  machinery  or  any  machinery,  apart 

from  those  cases  where  a  better  quality  i.s 
demanded,  is  to  reduce  the  cost  of  production. 

Processing  Spline  Shafts  by  a  New  Method 
PmSiKltoo 

By  James  A.  Foko 
Uvpanmrnt.   SiutlvlMikn-  Corporation   of  AmarioK 

THB   fwaral    practice   among   manufacturers   of 
traaaaUaaions  requinng  a  spline  shaft  has  been, 

for  Biaay  years,  to  flniah  the  spline  and  body  por- 
I  at  the  ahaft  by  grinding  with  a  formed  wheel  after 

but  it   has   been  found  that   this  process 

fiW)-.-ent  dressings  of  the  grinding  wheel 
•xtrrrae  care  in  the  obuining  and  main- 

talaiag  of  the  dasired  fom. 
ftlac*  it  was  dasirabls  that  these  difficulties  be  elimi. 

aatod.  it  was  dseidsd  by  the  corporation  of  which  I  am  a 
reprtarnutive  that  the  best  aiethod  would  be  to  omit 
tke  gnoding  operation  aad  substitute  a  process  that 

BOt  iaclude  these  grinding 
Experiments  along  this  line 

ttly  were  carried  through  by 
standardization  tie- 

of  oor  corporation,  and  the 
of  tU  iavastigation  are  pre- 
brMly  as  foUowx: 

Tbe  accuracy  of  the  finished  shsft 
la  tka  primary  tboiight  that  was  borne 
la  miad  during  the  iavestigation.  and 
the  other  important  points  considered 
van  that  the 

<l)  BplBH  MMHt  he  straight,  in  line 
wflh  the  axis  of  the  ■baft,  uniform 
la  wMtii.  pnyporly  spaced  and  Mnooth 

It  was  evident  that  other  troubles  would  appear  after 

departure  from  the  grinding  troubles  that  were  experi- 
enced in  the  finishing  of  the  shaft  by  the  old  process. 

The  troubles  that  were  anticipated  were  us  follows: 

(1)  Difficulty  in  hobbing  to  exai't  dimanHions,  obtain- 
ing a  Hmooth,  even  surface  and  maintaining  a  true 

form 
(2)  Liability  of  warpage  in  shafts  during  the  process of  hardening 

(3)  Variation  in  diameter  due  to  hardeninir 
(4)  Variation  in  the  width  of  the  Nplinen  tjecause  of hardening 

It  »aii  belie>'ed  that  a  given  allowance  could  be  made 

the  methods  aad 

M)  tW   » 
•4rti«o 

(2)   Bodyar tjetween  the  tpllnr* 
KIMt   ly 1  |>»ra!W1  with  th< 
«T-J    ri    • '.h»  'lianw^r*  mo«t 

n    pr»«crib««l   Itmlti   at 
't'.on  and    th*  aurfarr 

mm- 
4SI  Ba« '.  >*  Uu»  in   r»U- 

Ub- 
h*  ptvptr  d*- 

gf  ■ 
-     t    BMa*   of    Uir 

w<- 
malvrial     for    ibr 

sn- 
ragard  to  any  dif- 

■  this  r«>iairt«Mst  may 
---1,   ,  : .sto     aMrhlniag     opera* 

no    I— TIIK  UIK   l«»lt  NMAVINU.     KIO.  J— A   KLVIUUKU  MJIAKT.     KIO.  I— HOW 
THK  IIMA»T  IM  POKCKU  TIIROfOll  THK  SUA  VIVO   VW. 

no.   I— ltK-<*K.VTKUINO   I(V  OKIJCDINO 
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for  shrinkage  during  the  hardening  process  and  that  a 
uniform  shape  and  size  could  be  determined  in  advance. 
Therefore,  to  overcome  difficulty  (1),  the  decision  was 
made  to  draw  the  shaft  through  a  die  after  the  shaft  had 
been  carbonized.  It  was  found  possible  to  do  this  by 
using  the  methods  and  tools  that  will  now  be  described 
and  illustrated. 

The  die  shown  in  Fig.  1  is  constructed  according  to 

the  same  principles  that  apply  to  the  automatic  thread- 
ing-dies  now  in  general  usage,  the  cutters  being  in  the 
position  that  the  die  chasers  ordinarily  would  occupy. 
At  the  right  cutters  are  shown  installed  in  the  die.  The 
cam  ring  is  practically  of  the  same  construction  as  that 
used  on  a  threading  die,  except  that  the  ring  is  made 
stronger.  The  opening  feature  is  necessary  on  account 

of  having  to  pass  the  shaft  back  through  the  die,  be-" 
cause  the  body  of  the  shaft  beyond  the  splines  is  larger 
than  the  body-portion  between  the  splines  and  the  shaft 
will  not  pass  completely  through  the  die.  This  is  illus- 
ti-ated  clearly  by  the  view  of  the  shaft  shown  in  Fig.  2. 

The  shaft  is  entered  into  a  bushing  that  is  lined-up 
with  the  die.  Then  the  shaft  is  pressed  through  the  die 
to  a  stop  that  has  been  set  at  a  sufficient  distance  to 
permit  the  shaft  to  pass  through  to  the  shaft-neck  at  the 
end  of  the  splines,  as  illustrated  by  Fig.  3.  The  cutters 
in  the  die  are  then  released  and  the  shaft  is  removed. 

During  the  experiments  with  this  die,  it  was  ascer- 
tained that  a  clearance  angle  on  the  cutter  of  30  min. 

was  about  correct,  and  it  was  decided  that  one  pass  of 
the  shaft  through  the  die  gave  the  best  result. 

Up  to  this  point  we  had  a  shaft  that  was  carbonized. 

and  its  body  and  splines  were  finished  to  the  dimensions 
desired.  After  hardening  a  number  of  shafts,  we  were 
able  to  determine  just  what  change  took  place  in  them, 
and  an  allowance  was  made  for  this  in  the  adjustment 
of  the  die.  The  change  was  uniform  to  a  reasonable  de- 

gree in  all  shafts,  and  the  existence  of  this  uniformity 
enabled  us  to  determine  very  closely  what  the  standard 
allowance  should  be. 

The  next  problem  was  that  of  overcoming  the  warp- 
age  in  a  shaft  after  it  had  been  hardened.  Fortunately, 
we  found  that  this  warpage  was  outside  of  the  splined 
portion  of  the  shaft. 

Straightening  the  Shaft 

It  was  very  difficult  to  revolve  the  shaft  on  its  centers 
and  straighten  it  to  the  degree  of  exactness  required, 
and  the  operation  required  too  much  time.  However, 
we  found  it  possible  to  straighten  the  shafts  easily  to 
within  0.005  in.  per  ft.  of  being  out  of  parallel  with  the 
true  axis  of  the  shaft.  Therefore,  we  straightened  the 
shafts  to  within  the  0.005-in.  per  ft.  limit. 

After  having  been  hardened  and  straightened  to  with- 
in the  0.005-in.  per  ft.  limit,  the  shaft  is  gripped  in  a 

fixture  mounted  on  the  spindle  of  an  internal-grinding 
machine  as  illustrated  in  Fig.  4.  It  is  then  revolved  true 
with  the  splines  while  it  is  being  re-centered  by  grind- 

ing against  the  pencil-shaped  grinding-tool  shown  also 
in  Fig.  4. 

After  the  new  centers  have  been  established  true  with 
the  spline  portion  of  the  shaft,  the  remainder  of  the 
operations  follow  ordinary  shop  practice. 

The  Group-Bonus  Wage-Incentive  Plan 
By  E.  Karl  Wennerlund 

Production    Department,   General    ilotors   Corporation,    J)etroit 

THE  subj'ect  of  wage  incentive  is  an  important  one to  factory  executives.  During  the  past  few  years 
it  has  received  considerable  study.  Nearly  all 

factories  now  have  their  own  specialists  who  make  time- 
studies  of  operations  and  recommend  or  set  production 

rates.  Even  where  outside  industrial  engineers  are  em- 
ployed for  this  purpose  their  services  are  regarded  as 

temporary,  with  the  idea  of  developing  a  local  staff  as 
rapidly  as  possible  to  handle  the  regular  routine.  The 
question  of  the  particular  form  of  wage  incentive,  there- 

fore, becomes  important.  No  single  plan  can  be  recom- 
mended for  all  factories.  Local  conditions  and  the  char- 

acter of  product  will  have  to  govern  in  each  case. 
Until  recently,  the  plan  followed  has  been  generally 

of  the  type  known  as  the  individual-effort  plan,  with 
either  straight  piece-rates  or  some  form  of  premium 
or  bonus  based  on  time  measurements.  Grouping  of 
employes  was  not  often  resorted  to,  except  for  such 
operations  as  made  it  impracticable  to  keep  track  of 
the  output  from  individuals. 

Simplifying  Factory  Routine 

It  was  the  desire  to  simplify  the  factory  routine,  and 
to  escape  from  this  mass  of  detail  management  with- 

out sacrificing  the  principles  of  quantity  checks,  that 
prompted  the  development  of  the  group-bonus  plan. 

Under  the  group  plan  it  would  not  make  much  dif- 
ference in  theory  whether  a  fixed  group-price  were 

established  or  some  foi-m  of  bonus  or  premium  payment 
were  used.     On  the  other  hand,  a  fixed  group-price  in 

money  value  would  offer  some  very  definite  objections 
if   adopted   as   a  general   pian. 

To  obtain  a  clear  idea  of  the  application  of  group 
standard-time  and  its  use  as  a  basis  for  a  wage-incentive 
plan,  let  us  consider  a  single  production  line  manufac- 

turing and  assembling  pistons  in  an  automobile-engine 
plant.  This  unit  has  its  operations  arranged  in  sequence, 
in  what  is  known  as  a  progressive  line  of  manufacture. 
It  starts  with  the  rough-machining  of  the  casting  and 
ends  with  the  finished  product  with  piston-rings  in- 

serted. The  production  line  includes  both  machine  and 
bench-assembly  operations.  Parts  move  without  a  break 
from  one  operation  to  the  next  in  a  steady  flow.  Some 
operations  may  be  done  by  a  single  workman,  while 
others  may  have  several  workers  in  parallel,  depending 
on  the  volume  of  production  and  with  what  detail  it  is 
practicable  to  subdivide  operations. 

It  is  proposed  to  keep  no  cheek  on  quantities  passing 
intermediate  operations  or  on  those  completed  by  indi- 

vidual workers  on  operations  in  parallel,  but  to  give 
credit  for  finished  pistons  passing  final  inspection.  This 
particular  production  line  may  be  located  in  a  depart- 

ment also  producing  connecting-rods  or  any  other  line 
of  manufacture.  Such  a  line  embraces  a  production 
unit  of  the  factory,  and  is  technically  known  under  the 
group  plan  as  a  division.  Its  workers  are  primarily 
interested  in  the  production  of  pistons  but  they  know 
little  or  nothing  about  conditions  on  the  connecting-rod 
line  and  should  not  be  grouped  with  it. 

Each  member  of  a  group  receives  the  same  percentage 
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•r  kHMi  at  tk»  Mi  of  tkt  p*r  paried  but  it  U  cum- 
patad  M  kte  «M*  «anwd  wkiit  mmlgmd  to  the  croup 
fH  Um  tocal  UHMUrt  MMiMd  bgr  vaeh  worker  will,  thrre- 

f«nk  AipMd  «■  his  hoartjr  bao  rate  and  number  of 

Imv  warfeiA.  N«  Job  ttckeU  art  immI.  A  whop  time- 
will  handle  froa  900  to  as  hifh  a«  600  rroup 

A  li«t  of  empley—  la  Ubalated  daily  for  each 
and  elaiwed  tiose  ia  taken  at  the  and  of  the  day 

froB  the  entrance  tirae-ckick.  If  a  worker  is  traniiferrpd 
•Mrt  «f  or  lota  a  rnNip.  a  tranafer  slip  noting  the  time  ia 

liy  tlM  tim^aeper  and  the  elapaed  houm  are 

WttaHttfii'.  Standard-hours  credit  i»  obtained 
froai  the  ftnbhed  inapectton  rvporta  of  quant  it  iea.  mul- 
tipttad  bjr  the  froup  ataadard-time. 

A  (roup  ma}'  pradnce  varioun  parta  having  different 
ll«M  alaiiilaiila.  and  therefore  different  dirt>cl -labor  mxtit 
aadL  aiaea  wa  aaa  no  individual  elapaed-tinH-  job-ticketm 
labor  coaU  ar«  cxNaputed  from  the  group  coxt  per 
ataadanMiottr.  For  ̂ \-en  baae-raten.  the  labor  rout  will 
ha  coaalant  per  atandard-hour  and  per  piece  for  all  effi- 
ciaaclw  abova  100  per  cent.  If  the  average  efllciency 
faBa  to  90  per  cent,  the  labor  coat  will  increaae  lens 
than  2  per  cent. 

GBOtTFIKC  iNonacT  Labok 

lodlnct  labor  haa  been  grouped  extensively  wherever 

lunity  of  intercat"  can  be  maintained  between 
They  muat  have  a  common  interent  in  the 

I  of  their  own  efforta.  Storeroom  lalx>r.  unloading 
■Mftriala  from  car.  boxing  and  loading  automobiles, 
for  ahipment  and  aimilar  claane*  of  work  where  the 
affort  b  neaaurable.  have  been  grouped  with  very  good 

la  aoMBarlsinc  our  experience  during  the  past  four 
ymmrt  with  the  group-bonun  plan,  it  nhould  be  borne  in 
■ted  that  the  particular  feature  involved  in  the  principle 

«f  groaping  employea  and  not  the  wage-incentive  table 

that  happened  to  be  wlectod.  Very  likely  any  one  of  sev- 
eral incentive  plans  could  have  l>t>t>n  used  In  connection 

with  grouping  and  have  produced  satisfactory  rejtults. 
This  one  waa  aelected  because  we  thought  it  would  be 

more  adaptable  to  changing  factor)'  conditions  than  a 
ayatem  of  flxed-group  piece-rates  having  their  value  in 
dollara  rather  than  in  time.  It  also  offers  the  same 
incentive  to  high  production  as  could  be  obtained  from 

piece  rates. 
Advantagks  op  GRouriNG  IN  Operation 

Although  the  primary  purpose  of  grouping  was  to 
simplify  the  factory  .system  and  to  reduce  the  amount  of 
clerical  detail,  it  developed  that  there  were  many  advan- 
tagea  from  an  operating  standpoint.  Much  less  material 
Is  tied-up  in  process,  and  full  advantage  can  be  taken  of 
the  mechanical  arrantrement  of  progressive  lines  whereby 
part*  are  made  to  flow  from  one  operation  to  the  next  in 
a  steady  stream  through  single  or  parallel  operations. 
Und^r  the  continuous-flow  method  of  production,  the 
checking  of  quantities  after  individual  operations  be- 

comes difficult,  if  not  impracticable;  so,  the  logical 
method  seems  to  be  to  count  from  the  end  of  the  line 

and  credit  groups  of  workers.  Nearly  every  such  pro- 
duction line  has  ita  "neck  of  the  bottle"  or  several  of 

them.  If  these  can  be  speeded  up,  the  whole  line  benefits. 
One  of  the  early  advantages  noted  was  the  speeding- 

up,  or  elimination,  of  slow  workers.  Hence,  it  has  been 
our  experience  that  more  production  per  man-hour  has 
been  obtained  under  grouping  than  under  a  previous 
individual-incentive  plan.  From  the  viewpoint  of  factory 
operation  it  has  meant  the  elimination  of  job  tickets  and 
elapsed-time  records  for  group  operations.  This  h.is 
meant  saving  in  clerical  detail.  It  has  addetl  to  pro- 

ductive time,  because  there  are  always  some  delays  if 
employes  are  required  to  keep  count  on  quantities,  obtain 
job  ticketa  or  iurnish  information  to  shop  checkers. 

Standard  Versus  Special  Machine-Tools 
for  Automotive  Production 

By  K.  K.  MiTCHKix 
Maxwrll  Molar  t'o.,  Inc..   iMtroll 

THIS  PAPEB  is  not  an  attempt  to  dictate  a  set 
rule  or  poiky  for  the  tool  engineer  or  tool  deaigner 
to  follow  in  every  problem  that  preaenta  itaelf. 

Bather,  it  ia  a  general  criticism  in  disfavor  of  the  prea- 
ent  prevailing  policy  of  making  large  expenditures  for 

etjuipownt  when  staadard  equipment  might  well 
the  purpoae.  and  alao  a  plea  for  the  reduction  of 

th*  ahogrther  too  large  iaveatment  carried  under  fix- 
turai  and  permanent  toola. 

There   «a«  m  time   ertien    the  automotive   manufac- 
*>uild  special  machines  for 
and  making  special  parts. 

-   nt  that  dencriptiofl  was 
r'  .         .  !>-<itgTi  Kperial  fixtures  and 

line  tools  is  aie*t  th»  apecial  condition*.    But  often 
the  oHgiaal  intertioa  l*  only  to  design  a  special 

AlSara,  the  aHfSMte  result  i*  a  fixture  or  machine  tool 
lire*    apadal   driving    and    f<^    mechanisms. 

the  aMitlon  of  whether  or  not  lo  design 
id  faada  for  some  machine  that  in  already 

ia  Iha  plaaC,  aad  thia  ki  the  critical  point  in  the  argu- 
lyaelal  toota  aad  standard  equipment.    In 

many  instances  the  only  machine  tool  that  will  accom- 
modate the  apecial  heads  is  a  machine  tool  designed  and 

built  purposely  to  meet  this  one  particular  difficulty;  so, 
we  arrive,  perhaps  unintentionally,  at  the  stage  we  have 
so  much  desired  to  avoid,  which  is  the  design  and  fab- 

rication of  special  machine-tools. 
In  the  ordinary  routine  followed  when  building 

special  machine-tools,  we  are  confronted  with  numerous 
obstacles.  The  first  is  the  fact  that  the  average  drafts- 

man found  in  the  general  run  of  tool-designing  depart- 
menta  haa  had  neither  the  engineering  nor  the  produc- 

tion experience  essential  to  the  proper  designing  of 
special  machine-tools,  and  his  lack  of  knowledge  as  to 
proper  streaaea,  correct  liearings,  loads  and  the  details 
to  be  employed,  together  with  lack  of  foresight  in  con- 

sidering the  interchangeability  of  parts,  ease  of  replace- 
ment and  the  use,  so  far  as  possible,  of  standard  parts, 

is  reflected  in  the  enormous  first  cost  of  the  majority  of 

special  machine-tools  that  are  built  under  private  super- 
vision. The  actual  construction  usually  is  performed  In 

the  tool  room  by  high-priced  labor,  working  an  excesKive 
amount  of  overtime,  and  the  machine,  finally  completed. 
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lias  yet  to  meet  its  first  test.  It  will  be  acknowledged 
that  very  few  special  machines  have  ever  been  devised 
and  built  that  did  not  demand  much  undue  expense  and 
delay  in  production,  not  to  mention  the  many  changes 
made  before  they  began  to  function  as  originally 
intended. 

A  special  machine-tool  for  turning  both  sides  of  the 
flange  and  the  face  of  a  flywheel  at  one  operation  was 
designed  and  constructed  recently  at  an  expense  of 
$18,000  to  $20,000.  Three  days  after  the  machines  were 
installed,  they  were  abandoned ;  but,  fortunately  for  the 
manufacturer,  the  old  set-up  was  still  available.  This 
was  not  because  the  old  set-up  was  more  efficient;  but 
because,  although  there  was  every  opportunity  to  develop 
a  machine  that  would  give  greater  production,  lack  of 
foresight  and  poor  design  ruined  the  whole  project. 
The  worst  blunder  was  that  no  provision  had  been  made 
or  could  be  made  for  the  escape  of  chips.  Chips  from 
the  upper  cutters  worked  down  and  packed  against  the 
bottom  face,  impeding  the  two  lower  cutters  and  neces- 

sitating their  removal  with  a  chisel  about  every  10  min. 
The  final  outcome  of  this  case  was  that  the  manufac- 

turer had  to  go  out  in  the  market  and  buy  standard 
machine-tools.  If  the  outlay  wasted  in  design  and  con- 

struction on  the  special  equipment  had  been  applied  to 
the  purchase  of  standard  equipment,  it  would  have  more 
than  covered  the  standard  machine-tools  that  were  after- 

ward purchased.  The  result  of  the  whole  incident  was 
that  $35,000  to  $40,000  was  expended,  where  $15,000 
would  have  served  the  purpose. 

Disadvantages  of  Special  Machines 

A  special  machine-toot  in  production  requires  the 
services  of  a  skilled  or  special  operator,  at  least  until 
those  interested  have  become  familiar  with  its  care  and 
operation.  If  the  operator  should  be  absent  for  any 
reason,  loss  of  time  and  production  must  result  before 
another  man  can  be  broken  in. 

Repair  parts  for  special  machine-tools  are  costly 
items.  It  develops  not  infrequently  that  patterns  are 
broken,  inislaid  or  left  at  the  foundry  and,  when  the 
casting  is  finally  secured,  it  means  day-and-night  work 
in  the  tool  room  with  additional  expense  and  delay. 

The  most  forceful  argument  against  special  machine- 
tools  at  present  is  the  unstable  design  and  development 
of  automotive  parts.  When  a  designer  produces  a  special 
machine-tool  to  accommodate  a  certain  part,  he  has  no 
guarantee  as  to  the  life  of  that  part  and,  I  venture  to 
say,  the  average  life  of  the  majority  of  automotive 
parts,  without  change  in  design  is  less  than  6  months. 

Let  us  consider  now  some  of  the  advantages  of  using 
standard  equipment  and  machine  tools.  To-day,  ma- 

chine-tool bnilders  have  stocked  the  market  with  a  large 
variety  of  simplified,  standard  machinery  that  can  be 
adapted  to  special  operations  and  parts  with  slight  extra 
expense.  In  the  first  place,  the  standard  machine-tool 
is  very  much  cheaper  than  a  special  machine.  It  is 
built  on  a  quantity-production  basis,  and  designing  and 
engineering  charges  are  distributed  over  a  greater 
number  of  units.  The  standard  machine-tool  is  avail- 

able for  prompt  delivery.  It  has  had  a  thorough  trial 
in  practical  work  before  being  placed  on  the  market, 
and  is  out  of  the  experimental  stage.  Reputable  manu- 

facturers of  standard  machinery  build  their  machine 
tools  so  that  the  parts  are  interchangeable  and,  in  case 
of  service  requirements,  they  are  prepared  to  furnish 
any  part  promptly  from  stock.  Consider  for  a  moment 
the  money  that  is  tied  up  in  special  machinery  patterns. 

extra  castings  and  the  like.  With  a  standard  machine- 
tool  in  production  in  any  large  shop,  if  an  operator 
ia  called  from  his  machine,  other  men  just  as  familiar 
with  the  operation  of  the  machine  are  always  available. 

I  believe  there  is  ample  room  for  improvement  in  the 
design  of  special  fixtures.  Too  little  attention  is  paid 
to  the  needs  of  manufacturers  of  standard  parts  whose 

product,  if  properly  investigated,  will  be  found  to  con- 
tain unlimited  possibilities  for  incorporation  in  the  de- 
sign of  special  jigs  and  fixtures.  In  a  recent  issue  of 

a  popular  weekly  periodical,  there  was  a  full  page 
spread,  advertising  the  merits  and  possibilities  of  stand- 

ard bushings.  This  advertisement  alone  probably  meant 
an  expenditure  of  $8,000  or  $10,000  for  that  manu- 

facturer. With  dozens  of  companies  just  like  this  that 
place  their  engineering  staffs  and  experience  in  their 
particular  line  at  our  disposal,  still  we  do  not  pay 
enough  attention  to  their  claims  and  the  merits  of 
their  products  to  consider  them  when  designing  our 
own  pet  tools  and  equipment. 

So  far  as  possible,  when  designing  fixtures  and  tools, 
we  should  take  advantage  of  all  that  the  trade  offers, 
and  attempt  to  simplify  our  creations.  The  frequent 
use  of  the  three  fundamentals  of  jig  and  fixture  work, 
the  clamp,  the  V-block  and  the  angle  plate,  is  to  be 
recommended. 

As  a  recent  instance,  a  large  drum-type  fixture  was 
designed,  built  and  installed  on  a  machine.  The  cost 
was  about  $2,500,  including  special  drive  gears  and 
the  like  that  were  constantly  breaking,  delaying  pro- 

duction and  running  up  a  continuous  repair  bill  on  this 
job.  The  annoyance  and  continuous  expense  demanded 
immediate  action  and  the  whole  fixture  was  replaced 

by  two  small  angle-plate  fixtures  on  which  V-blocks  to 
oppose  each  other  were  fastened.  One  side  was  loaded 
while  the  part  on  the  other  side  of  the  fixture  was 
being  milled.  These  two  fixtures  cost  about  $70  and 
actually  increased  production  beyond  that  of  the  more 
elaborate  and  expensive  fixture.  This  is  only  one  of 
similar  instances  that  occur  every  day.  I  believe  that 
the  tool  designer  is  so  prone  to  become  interested  and 
intent  on  the  design  and  construction  of  the  fixture  that 
he  temporarily  loses  sight  of  the  fact  that  the  fixture 
or  tool  is  not  the  ultimate  issue,  but  only  the  means 
to  an  end. 

The  Control  of  Operating  Tool 
and  Supply  Costs 

By  F.  a.  Mange 
rroduction    Dopartmrnt,    StuiU-bakei-    Corporation    of   America 

A  CONTROL  OVER  expenditures  for  perishable tools  and  operating  supplies  has  been  success- 
fully established  by  rating  or  allotting  the 

amounts  to  be  used  by  each  department  for  every 
operation.  By  this  allotment  we  are  able  to  regulate 
the  amounts  of  tools  and  supplies  used  throughout  the 
factories  in  accordance  with  the  number  of  cars  built. 
Each  item  is  priced  and  extended,  and  the  aggregate 
is  totaled.  The  total  represents  the  amount  of  money 
allotted  to  the  department  to  produce  a  definite  number 
of  cars  in  a  given  period  of  time.  In  figuring  depart- 

mental percentages  of  efficiency  this  amount  is  included 
with  labor  and  production. 

This  system  has  been  in  operation  for  nearly  four 
years  and  during  this  time  the  cost  of  renewals  of  per- 

ishable tools  has  decreased  approximately  71  per  cent. 
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M  of  thu  miiictioo  «nw  do*  to  a  decrMM 

tlM>M«d   ta  adoptinc  thia    method   w« 

tiw  toBa^tnt  prorvdure:    SUrt  with  th« 

I  of  •  [Dfitim  •nd  acsraMiv*  teol-troabls  nan 
kiv  tk»  a«rr«]r.    Providv  work  sh«eU  on  which 

St.  the  part  number,  the  operation. 
taoli  and   auppliw    and    the 

■BaMiil  for  anjr  iHw  numbtr  of  can  p«>r 
work-ahatta  art  aftarward  to  be  OMd 

a  alajMlard  form  in  quadruplicate.     The 
contain  additiottal  information  aa 

and   the   total.   »*   previounly 

Tlw  •taadard  allotment -xhectx   whoii   cum- 
diatribatad  to  the   foremen   intere«ted.   the 

atoTM*  tka  auperintendent  of  the  plant 

tha  aaparvlaar  of  teob  or  the  methods  and  stand- 
Hiilnttea  dutaitawnt. 

Oattvwiaa  frooi  atoraa  are  made  upon  approved  re- 

proridad  the  article   wanted   ha*    been   pre- 
and  appears  on  the  allotment   aheet)«. 

operatinc   tool  and  supply    reporu   are 

for  avary  lO^iajr  period  by  the  iiuper>'iMor  of 
aad  ahow  tba  amwiiitt  withdrawn  during  that 

Ther  art  tkea  foiwaided  to  the  accounting 

Bt  for  prkinc.    Pram  eopiea  of  thexe  sbeeta 
ia  checked  aa  to  the  amount  he  is  run- 
nder  hia  aUotneot  and  he  U  allowed  to 

i  eopiaa  doriiif  aadl  period  in  order  to  acquaint 

himaelf   with   the   cost   of   the   article   (fiat    he   uses. 
Salvaged  or  restored  tools  are  carried  in  stock  and 

are  given  out  on  requiaiton  in  the  same  manner  h8  new 
tools,  with  the  exception  that  the  requisition  is  titaraped 

with  the  word  "salvage"  in  red  ink.  This  signitU's  that 
there  is  to  be  no  charge  against  the  department  drawing 
out  this  material.  When  a  drill  has  become  too  short 

for  use  in  one  department  it  is  turned  in  as  "salvage" 
and  reconditioned  for  u.se  in  another  department.  This 
is  also  done  with  cutters,  reamers  and  grinding  wheels 
The  allotment  sheets  show  where  the  salvage  should 

be  used  and  each  item  so  salvaged  is  listed  "no  charge." 
The  tool-salvage  department  keeps  in  touch  daily 

with  the  various  department  foremen,  Advising  them 
of  available  salvage  tools  especially  when  these  are  in 
addition  to  the  tools  specified  on  the  allotment  sheets. 
The  use  of  salvage  tools  so  far  this  year  haa  amounted 
to  $1  per  car.  This  sum  represents  what  the  cost  would 
have  been  had  we  purchased  new  tools.  The  amount  of 
money  spent  to  recondition  the  tools  amounted  to  80 
per  cent  of  the  original  cost.  This  30  per  cent  is  charged 
off  as  expense,  and  is  pro-rated  over  the  entire  portion 
of  the  plant  that  is  benefited  by  the  use  of  the  tools. 

One  important  factor  that  has  a  direct  bearing  on  tool 
cost  is  the  listing  of  sources  of  supply.  This  list  is  made 
up  by  the  methods  and  standardization  department  and 
contains  the  names  of  the  l^rms  whose  tools  have  given 
ua  the  best  results  in  actual  use  over  a  period  of  from 
one  to  four  years. 

Selling  Machine  Tools 
By  Es'iRorY 

Taking  the  nuchlae  tool  bu»lnesii  of  the  countr>-  as  a 
wkoie  it  doea  aot  aaam  likely  that  the  amount  of  the 
loUl  doOMatk  aalea  ia  at  all  affected  by  advertising, 

I'a  tripa.  or  any  kind  of  selling  campaigns, 
is  that  of  the  total  business  avail- 

to  the  flnna  that  advertiae  continuously 
aad  felenr  ap  their  inqairles  by  peraonal  interviews 

to  the  Arms  that  trust  to  luck  that  their  share  of 
will  fall  into  their  laps, 

r,  the  purchaser  pays  for  all  this.  He  paya 
tmt  the  ptUOege  of  being  solicited  by  a  dozen  represen- 
ladaw  of  different  machine  shops  and  it  all  r-omer  in  the 
Wi  lor  whafvef  be  does  boy.  The  point  of  this  is  that 
if  eaalMaere  aiake  it  expensive  for  firms  to  sell  them 

they  aimply  add  to  a  border  something 
ae  eee  any  good.  The  customer  who  writes 

ta  every  Ana  tkat  •dvertiseo  engine  lathes,  saying  that 
he  ie  ia  the  aaulMt  for  one  18  in.  x  8  ft.  lathe  and  that 
he  daeiree  fall  infenaatlen  regarding  it.  and  then  asks 
that  a  lepnaeutative  be  aent  to  see  him.  or  what  is  the 
aaaw  thing,  etringa  along  the  firm  so  that  tliey  think  he 
ie  a  likely  proapect.  adde  to  a  total  that  is  already  had 

Thar*  are  a  few  poinia  on  which  a  customer  needs 
tarformation.  he  n*«de  to  know  about  the  deaign.  the 

kaahipv  the  8ial«>rials.  and  price  and  delivery, 
advertiaaawots  are  onenlirhtrning  on  all  these 

They  tea  us  that  the  de«|gn  ia  eaperior.  the 
la  werkawnlike.  the  materiala  are  the  \H-nt 

to  tta  ■ttiet.  aad  they  eagtat  we  write  and  ask  the 
•nMther  danveriee  are  l>eing  made  now  or 
la  the  old  days  of  advertising  when  an  ad 

thiag  nc4  dunged  from  year  to  year, 
U  aay  aetkfagr  af  iaeae  ta  faeae.  thia  was  all  right,  but 

in  theee  days  it  is  possible  to  say  how  superior  the  de- 
sign is,  not  merely  that  the  main  bearings  have  now 

been  made  a  thirty-second  of  an  inch  larger  than  they 
were  in  1910,  but  tell  why  the  machine  is  an  improve- 

ment on  all  other,  or  "garden  varieties"  of  machines. 
Then  workmanship  can  really  be  described. 

For  some  purposes  a  lathe  made  interchangeable  by 
means  of  fairly  liberal  tolerances  in  the  sizes  of  the 

parts  is  good  enough,  but  for  *ur  shop  of  course  noth- 
ing will  do  but  the  finest  of  all  hand-fitted  work.  Inter- 

rhangability  is  all  very  well  if  we  brealt  a  part,  but  we 
do  not  intend  to  break  any  parts,  and  we  know  that  a 
truly  high-grade  machine  must  he  hand  fitted,  part  by 
part.  Of  course  we  are  glad  to  know  that  the  legs  are 
drilled  in  jigs  so  that  if  the  railrnnd  in  its  anxiety  to 
make  quick  delivery  breaks  one  we  can  get  another,  but 
we  want  all  the  running  parts  to  fit  alike  so  that  we  can 
oil  up  with  a  fairly  liquid  oil  and  not  have  any  shake  in 
the  fits.  We  want  to  know  what  the  builder  thinks  are 
the  finest  possible  materials.  Is  the  main  bearing  made 
of  cast  iron,  babbitt,  or,  if  bron/e,  of  what  composition  . 
Are  the  lead  and  cross-feed  screws  made  of  somethlnR 
in  particular  or  of  any  stock  the  boy  happened  to  find 
on  the  flo<ir? 

Of  course  it  ia  entirely  heretical  to  suggest  any  one 
marking  the  price  of  a  machine  tool  in  plain  figures. 
To  be  sure  the  lathe  builder  travels  to  and  from  work 

in  a  machine  the  price  of  which,  fob.  Detroit,  is  $298.00, 
which  price  is  as  well  known  as  the  name  of  the  car 
itself,  hut  if  he  should  mark  one  of  his  lathes  $984.60, 
the  chancea  are  he  would  be  read  out  of  the  Machine 

Tool  Builders'  Association.  Of  course  It  would  be  still 
worse  for  him  to  ndvr'Hise  a  line  of  24-inrh  lathes  and 

say,  "We  are  now  booked  up  to  April.  If  you  want  May 
delivery  order  now."  It  might  pay,  and  anything  that 
makes  the  machine  tool  business  a  paying  business 
should  be  frowned  on. 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men   I 
Devoted  to  the  exchange  of  information  on  useful  methods.  Its  scope  includes  ail  divisions  of  the  machine  building  in- 
dustry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  tarticles  are  made  up  from  letters  submitted  from  alt  over  the  world* 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  have  proved  their  value  are  carefully   considered  and  those  published  are  paid   for. 

An  Adjustable  Drill  Jig 
for  Round  Stock 
By  B.  R.  Wickes 

The  accompanying  drawing  shows  an  adjustable  drill 
jig  that  is  very  serviceable  in  the  shop  where  there  is 
much  drilling  to  be  done  upon  round  pieces.  By  reason 
of  its  adjustability  it  is  adaptable  to  any  size  of  round 
stock  within  its  range.  It  will  also  hold  half-rounds, 
squares  or  tapers. 

The  body  consists  of  a  V-block,  in  the  side  of  which  is 
milled  a  shallow  rectangular  shaped  groove  parallel  to 
the  V  on  the  upper  surface.  Part  A  is  tongued  to  fit 
this  groove  and  is  held  in  position  by  the  long  bolt  B, 

passing  clear  through  the  block.  Three  (or  more  if  de- 
sired) holes  through  the  block  permit  the  bushing 

bracket  to  be  set  at  different  positions  with  respect  to 
the  length  of  the  block. 

At  a  right  angle  to  the  tongue  and  on  the  opposite 
side  of  part  A  is  an  open  dovetailed  slot,  fitted  to  receive 
the  corresponding  portion  of  the  bushing  bracket  C, 
which  is  clamped  to  it  by  means  of  the  shorter  bolt  D. 
A  slot  in  C  allows  the  setting  of  the  bushing  bracket  at 

ADJUSTABLE    DKl  l.!.l  Xt;   JIG 

varying  heights  to  accommodate  different  sizes  of  work. 
The  bracket  may  also  be  turned  end  for  end  and  the 
device  used  the  other  aide  up,  the  work  in  this  case  being 
held  by  the  jaws  E,  which  are  adjustably  attached  to  the 
under  surface  of  the  block  by  the  small  collar  head 
screws.  The  tops  of  these  screws  .should  be  ground  off 

after  they  ai-e  in  position  and  set  up  tight,  as  they  act 
as  feet  upon  which  the  device  rests  in  normal  position. 

Attachment  for  Indexing  Degrees 
and  Minutes 

By  Edward  J.  Rantsch 

The  accompanying  drawing  shows  an  attachment  for 
universal  dividing  heads,  the  purpose  of  which  is  to 
make  possible  the  indexing  of  degrees  and  minutes. 

Referring  to  the  blueprint,  it  will  be  noted  that  a 
wormgear  has  been  substituted  for  the  usual  index  plate 

7jT0fer«3i5c 

1> 
^9\     S4fvothworm 

"^     grarUp, 

ATTACHMENT  TO  DIVIDING  HE.\D  FOR  INDEXING  TO  ONE 

MINUTE  OF  ARC 

and  securely  fastened  to  the  regular  worm  shaft.  Mesh- 
ing into  this  worm  gear  is  a  sextuple  threaded  worm 

assembled  on  a  bracket  and  driven  by  a  pair  of  miter 
gears.  The  special  index  plate  contains  60  holes,  and 
is  securely  fastened  to  the  bracket.  The  usual  index 
crank  handle  is  used  as  before,  provision  having  been 
made  to  receive  it.  The  complete  bracket  is  held  in 

position  by  two  hex-head  capscrews  and  two  dowel  pins. 
In  indexing,  one  turn  of  the  crank  handle  equals  one 

degree,  and  one  hole  equals  one  minute.  It  is  necessary 
to  turn  the  crank  handle  360  times  to  make  one  revolu- 

tion of  the  work.  This  means  that  the  spindle  moves 
one-ninth  as  fast  as  with  the  original  gearing. 

Let  us  say  we  wish  to  index  the  work  through  an  arc 
of  39  min.  As  one  hole  on  the  plate  equals  1  min.,  we 
index  39  holes  for  39  min.  Now  take  25  deg.  19  min. 
As  one  turn  equals  1  deg.,  we  index  25  turns,  and  add 
the  nineteen  holes  for  the  19  minutes. 

One  of  the  jobs  that  this  attachment  is  useful  for  is 
work  requiring  unequal  indexings,  such  as  the  graduat- 

ing of  master  gages  used  in  checking  and  inspecting  the 
time-fuse  rings  of  shells.  The  graduations  on  the  rings 
all  vary,  or  in  other  words,  are  not  equally  spaced,  and 
the  writer  well  remembers  the  difficulty  experienced  in 
trying  to  get  two  master  gages  to  agree. 

The  attachment  can  also  be  used  on  any  tool,  jig  or 
fixture  work  where  boring  holes  to  angular  measure- 

ments is  required,  as  the  indexings  are  so  fine  that  it  is 
possible  to  get  within  very  close  limits. 
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P.  ft  W.  SemhAutomatic  Miiliiu   Machine 
Bee— iCT  Full  Automatic 

BT  KlXtWOBTR  SHILOON 

Bjr  •■  iaaaakm  ■ttifhwMif.  a  PraU  A  Whitney  aemi- 
MftoaHlir  aflHaf  wcMiw  fa  Dm  sboiM  of  th^  Lovejoy 
TM  Oak,  8VriBfftrkl.  Vt^  haa  been  converted  into  a  full- 

■achinr.  requiring  no  attention  from  the 
■tor  oUier  than  to  An  ap  the  hopper  occasionally — 

mmt  M>  hana  done  if  be  ahould  happen  to  forget  it  Mr. 
htmiar  hteMlf  ia  •ponaor  for  the  device. 

The  work  doae  hjr  Um  iiachint  ia  the  flatting  off  and 

aanating'  of  oot  eidt  «f  roaad  piaew  of  high-speed  steel 
Ikal  art  to  beeasM  tka  cutting  point*  of  the  Lovejoy 

r's  iaaerted-tooth  products.  The  machine  is  well 
to  all  who  have  much  to  do  with  production  work. 
ItadMwota  that  make  it  full  automatic  are  the 

aad  faediag  derieah  and  the  saif-opening  and 

TW  faadtag  darka.  sbown  at  ̂ 4  in  the  accompanying 
ilhtstratton,  b  Attcd  to  slide  freely  upon  the  dovetailed 
gaM»>war  B.  \ying  baakb  aad  parallel  to  the  main  table 
of  the  aMchinei.    Tkia  fvida  way  ia  Iwlted  to  the  frame 

AimniATir  noEoiwo  hkvicb  on  p.  a  w.  bbmi- 
AITCJMATU-    MIMJ.XO    MA<'IIINR 

of  the  Bininf  machine  and  has  no  movement.  The 
d«Tice  is  normally  held  sgainst  a  positive  stop  in  the 
IMaUiM  shown  la  tha  cut  bjr  a  stiff  coil  spring;  but  at 
'•rtain  times  in  tmeh  cycle  it  moves  outward  to  the  end 
if  «h*  ntide-way. 

Th*  hopper  is  in  two  parts.    The  triangular  shaped 
r*.»iRg  r;  was  first  devisrd  to  hold  a  number  of  the 
r-^cw  'o  b»  milUd  and  the  cavity  was  intended  to  be 
ftJWd  with  th«  mt.rk.    In  the  casting  D  there  Is  a  cradle 

■h   to  arrommodate  one  of  the   pieces 
X  in  the  rradle.  will  be  in  line  with  a 
<fh  «hlrh  It  may  be  pushed  endwise 

-*.     At  A,"  may  be  (M»n  one  of  the  pieces 
pr<«r«dlac  sligliUy  from  the  bushing;  this  piece,  how- 
«««r.  is  ao(  fa  aanaal  position  IkjI  wa*  pu«hed  part  way 
ttA  la  shaw  Ma  Iwatiaii  ia  the  photograph. 

BaraiM*  of  Uh  taadMMir  of  tlie  worli  pi«c«a  to  jam  and 

"hang  up"  In  the  triangular  carily  of  tha  original  hop- 

per, the  sheet  metal  part  F  was  added,  the  leg  of  which 
extends  down  into  the  cavity  and  closes  off  a  portion  ot 
it  BO  that  now  there  is  but  a  single  stack  of  work  piectv 
within  the  original  hopper.  The  up|)er  part  of  F  ia  auffl- 
cientl>-  inclined  to  cause  the  round  pieces  to  roll  forward 
against  a  stop,  where  the  last  piece  in  line  rests  on  top 
of  the  vertical  stack,  ready  to  follow  down  as  the  pieces 
are  successively  pushed  out  from  the  bottom. 

The  transverse  hole  in  part  /)  pasncH  clear  through, 
the  cradle,  of  course,  forming  the  central  portion  of  it. 
A  round  plunger,  or  puHher,  slightly  smaller  in  diameter 
than  the  work  pieces,  AIIh  this  hole  when  the  device  is 
at  rest ;  but  during  the  feeding  movement  it  is  withdrawn 
by  a  rack  and  pinion  to  allow  the  lowest  piece  of  work  in 
the  stack  (that  up  to  this  time  has  been  re.sting  upon 
the  pusher)  to  fall  into  the  cradle.  As  the  device  re- 

turns to  its  normal  position  the  pusher  advances,  driv- 
ing the  work  piece  before  it  entirely  out  of  the  device 

and  into  the  jaws  of  the  work  holding  vise. 
The  pinion  that  operates  the  pusher  is  inclosed  within 

tile  device  and  cannot  be  seen  in  the  picture.  The  oper- 
ating rack  may  be  seen  at  G  extending  some  distance 

fronv  its  guide,  through  which  it  is  free  to  slide.  The 
pusher  also  has  rack  teeth  cut  along  one  side  and  these 
two  racks  cross  at  a  right  angle,  one  slJKhfly  above  the 
other.  The  pinion  is  long  enough  so  that  it  is  at  all 
times  in  engagement  with  l>oth  racks. 

Rack  Has  No  Movkment 

The  rack  G  is  pinned  at  its  inner  end  to  the  main 
frame  of  the  millinK  machine  and  has  no  movement;  it 
is  the  feeding  device  that  moves.  As  the  machine  table 
is  moved  back  by  its  cam,  a  permanent  stop  attached  to 
one  side  of  the  table  contacts  with  the  lug  H  on  the 
feeding  device.  At  this  instant  the.  transverse  hole  in 
part  D  is  in  exact  alignment  with  the  vise  jaws,  which 
ore  open.  As  the  table  continues  its  rearward  move- 

ment the  feeding  device  must,  perforce,  go  along  with 
it  against  the  tension  of  the  spring. 

The  rearward  movement  of  the  device  causes  the  in- 
closed pinion  to  roll  along  the  stationary  rack  G  and,  as 

the  pinion  is  also  in  mesh  with  the  rack  teeth  of  the 
pusher,  the  latter  is  withdrawn  far  enough  to  allow  a 
work  piece  to  drop  in  front  of  it  into  the  cradle.  The 
table  now  reverses  and  moves  forward,  the  device  fol- 

lowing by  virtue  of  the  spring  tension.  The  enclosed 
pinion  rolls  in  the  opposite  direction  and  advances  the 
pusher,  driving  the  piece  of  work  before  it  into  the  jaws 
of  the  vise  which,  during  all  of  the  back  and  forward 
movement,  has  remained  in  line. 

During  the  actual  feeding  movement  the  table  and 
feeding  device  are  moving  together  as  n  unit,  the  for- 

mer actuated  by  its  cam  and  the  latter  by  the  spring. 
It  will  thus  be  seen  that  the  feeding  movement  is 
brought  about  by  spring  tension  only,  and  if  for  any 
reason  a  piece  should  jam  and  refuse  to  go  out,  the 
result  would  be  only  to  stop  the  advance  of  the  feeding 
device  and  allow  the  table  to  run  away  from  it. 

The  vise  jaws  are  opened  and  closed  by  the  stationary 
cam  /,  attached  to  the  machine  bed  at  the  opposite  side 
of  the  table.  At  the  rear  of  the  vise  there  is  an  eccen- 

tric shaft  that  actuates  the  movable  jaw,  and  to  the  end 
of  this  shaft  ia  keyed  a  lever  having  at  its  outer  end  a 
roll  that  paaaaa  under  the  inclined  surface  of  the  cum  /. 
At  about  the  time  when  the  table  in  its  rearward  move- 

ment tiaa  brought  the  stop  Into  contact  with  the  lug  on 
the  feeding  device,  the  roller  of  the  vise-operating  lever 
passes  out  from  under  the  cam  and  the  jaws  are  open, 
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being  opened  and  held  so  by  springs.  The  table  com- 
pletes its  return  and  again  comes  forward  to  this  point, 

during  which  movement  the  feeding  has  been  accom- 
plished. Continued  movement  of  the  table  then  closes 

the  vise  jaws  and  carries  the  work  to  the  cutters. 
It  is  at  about  this  point  also  that  the  table  changes 

from  slow  to  fast  movement  and  vice-versa;  but  this 
has  no  bearing  upon  the  operation  of  the  device. 

As  the  table  continues  forward  the  roll  of  the  vise 
operating  lever  passes  under  the  cam  /  and  the  jaws 
close.  When  closed,  the  pressure  comes  upon  the  high 

point  of  the  eccentric  (the  position  of  which  is  adjust- 
able) which  thus  acts  as  a  toggle  and  relieves  the  cam 

and  lever  of  the  duty  of  maintaining  the  grip. 
The  milling  operation  is  a  double  one ;  the  two  cutters 

nearest  the  main  bearing  of  the  machine  flatting  off  a 
side  of  the  round  piece  in  the  first  position,  while  the 
remaining  cutter  mills  the  serrations  upon  a  portion  of 
the  flatted  surface  in  the  second  position. 

The  piece  as  fed  in  by  the  pusher  is  round;  having 
been  previously  finished  to  diameter  and  length.  As  the 
machine  goes  through  its  cycle  the  piece  in  first  position 
is  flatted.  At  the  beginning  of  the  second  cycle  the  in- 

coming piece  pushes  the  already  flatted  one  from  first  to 
second  position.  At  the  beginning  of  the  third  cycle 
the  new  piece  again  pushes  the  flatted  piece  forward, 
and  this  one  in  turn  ejects  the  serrated  piece  from  the 
vise.  The  machine  thus  completes  one  piece  at  each 
cycle  after  the  second. 

Adjustable  Self-Locking  Dog  for 
Small  Work 

By  George  J.  Fallow 

Having  a  large  quantity  of  small  pins  and  piercing 

punches  of  diffei-ent  sizes  to  grind  and  noting  the  time 
lost  in  dogging  them  I  designed  the  dog  as  per  sketch 
and  have  found  it  to  be  a  time  saver  of  no  small  propor- 

tion, and  well  worth  the  time  spent  on  its  construction. 
The  sketch  shows  the  lock  to  be  a  .;':=  in.  steel  ball  with  a 
spring  and  set  screw  back  of  it  to  hold  it  in  place. 

By  giving  the  piece  to  be  ground  a  slight  turn  in 
direction  of  the  spring,  it  will  slide  into  the  dog  quite 
easily,  but  reverse  the  motion  and  it  will  lock.  The  more 
pressure  applied  the  tighter  it  holds.  The  V-block  is 
adjusted  by  the  screw  in  the  center  and  when  once  set 
to  size  is  locked  by  a  screw  on  the  side.  A  brass  shoe 
under  the  locking  screw  prevents  it  from  marring  the 
adjusting  screw. 

A  Quick  Acting  Screw  Jack 
By  John  S.  Watts 

At  the  Wabana  Iron  Ore  Mine,  electric  shovels  are 
used  to  load  the  ore  into  the  mine  cars  underground. 
The  pile  of  ore  to  be  loaded  is  somewhat  scattered  and 
requires  the  moving  ahead  of  the  shovel  quite  fre- 

quently. The  shovel  is  mounted  on  a  wheeled  truck 
traveling  on  rails  and  there  are  four  jacks,  one  at  each 
corner,  which  are  screwed  down  to  hold  the  truck  from 
moving  while  the  shovel  is  being  forced  into  the  pile. 

To  move  the  shovel  forward  involved  the  screwing  up 
of  the  jacks  some  four  inches  or  more  to  clear  the  ties, 

  Y 

Section  X-Y 

^ 

SELF-LOCKING  DOG 

QUICK  ACTING  SCREW  JACK 

and  after  moving,  the  four  jacks  had  to  be  screwed 
down  a  similar  distance.  To  shorten  the  time  required 
to  perform  this  operation,  the  jack  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying sketch  was  designed.  The  nut  is  made  in  two 
parts,  A  and  B,  the  part  B  having  rings  turned  on  its 
outer  surface  which  fit  into  corresponding  grooves  in 
the  hole  in  A.  These  rings  and  grooves  are  rectangular 
in  form,  and  equally  spaced.  The  rings  on  part  B  and  the 
lands  in  part  A  are  machined  off  for  ninety  degrees 
around  the  circumference  on  two  opposite  sides,  and 
a  key  fitted  on  one  side  as  shown  in  the  sketch. 

In  use,  after  slacking  the  screw  C  enough  to  just 
release  the  load  on  it,  the  part  B  is  revolved  by  means 
of  the  handles  shown  through  ninety  degrees  in  a  coun- 

ter-clockwise direction.  In  this  position  the  rings  on 
part  B  are  out  of  mesh  with  the  lands  on  part  A,  and  B 
can  now  be  lifted  up  the  four  inches  or  so  required  to 
lift  the  jack  screw  clear  of  the  ties,  and  then  revolved 
back  again  ninety  degrees  into  mesh  where  it  will  stay 
until  the  shovel  is  moved  forward  into  its  new  position. 

After  the  shovel  has  been  moved,  part  B  is  revolved 
again  until  the  rings  are  clear  of  the  grooves  when  it 
will  drop  until  the  screw  C  strikes  the  ground.  Another 
movement  of  B  back  to  its  original  position  and  it  is 
locked  again  ready  for  the  screw  C  to  be  tightened  up. 
This  arrangement  eliminates  all  movement  of  the  screw 
C  except  that  required  to  merely  take  up  the  weight. 
The  function  of  the  key  in  part  B  is  to  prevent  excess 
travel  in  either  direction,  and  also  to  stop  any  tendency 
for  part  B  to  revolve  with  part  C. 

To  insure  that  the  rings  on  part  B  will  enter  the 
grooves  in  part  A,  in  any  position  that  B  may  take 
vertically,  the  rings  and  lands  are  beveled  off  on  the 
entering  edges. 
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Editorial 
NO  ONE  nMd  hwitsta  for  a  moment 
and  try  to  rMBMritMr  atatiBtira  about 
this  and  that  aadllorium  or  ball  room 
ia  imperial  pabea*.  The  largeat  room 
in  the  world  ia — tha  room  for  improre- 
meat.  It  offers  an  ever  lengthrning 

▼Ma.   the   farther   w«   advance    therein.      It    is    im- 

Tbt  PradocikM  .Meelinjr  of  the 
Saciafy  of  AatoMotivc  Bifanw 

THK  FIRST  ezcioaivety  production  meeting  of  the 

Sodetjr  o#  Aatomotive  Bngineers.  held  recently  in 

lit  oat  papers  of  interest  not  only  to  auto- 

frs  but   to  production  men  cver>->»-here. 
la  tills  iasae  we  are  publiahins  abstracts  from  eight  of 
the  papers  prseeated. 

Madbiae  tool  boildera,  particularly,  should  be  inter- 
•alai  ia  tke  polal  of  view  of  the  automobile  factory 
■aa  on  tke  aalectloB.  oae  and  maintenance  of  machine 

taeliC  for  aoaw  of  the  higheet  developmenis  in  the  ap- 
of  aach  eqaipraent  have  occurred  in  our  auto- 

A  faatare  of  this  gathering,  and  one  which  mlKht 
weB  be  adopted  bjr  other  branches  of  the  machinery 

r,  waa  the  free  interchange  of  information  on 
naoB  to  the  whole  automobile  induntry. 

Aatuaiobile  manufacturing  is  a  young  business,  ruq 
analljr  bgr  yoaac  bmo.  and  apparently  free,  to  a  large 

,  fima  tke  diaeaaee  of  knowing  all  there  is  to  know 
owB  apedaltjr  and  guarding  that  knowledge 

carefailf  trcm  the  rest  of  tke  world.  As  a  result  of  the 
spirit  manifested  in  opening  up  their  shops 

tkeir  ■iada  to  new  ideas,  the  automobile  men  have 
W  bejrood  many  other  manufacturing  fields 

fai  pattlac  thdr  baalpei  on  a  acientific  and  economically 

As  aa  aiperliiient,  this  meeting  was  a  huge  success 
aad  win  sndoabtadly  be  followed  by  others  like  it.    We 

Hke  to  aee  every  branch  of  the  metal  trades  at- 
ofdMaort. 

TtMBkagiving  in  1922— 
A  RmlFoMt 

THERE  18  a  soond  basis  for  a  real  Th'.nksgiving  all 
•lr>rr  the  line  this  year.  Aa  a  consequence  we  feel 

ir.r'T«d  to  c^oment  on  the  one  holiday  on  which  we 
•ha«ri  bring  oat  aa  iasae  of  the  AwuHemit  HarhinUt. 

'd  in  an  interesting  procedure  if  one 
•.  it  too  often.  At  thia  time  we  wish 
■  •r  ftv«  Thanksgiving  Daya.    What  a 

«   .-.          «;:.  Las  taken  place  in  that  abort  apace  of 
ttaiei 

la  Itlt  we  erfibraled  the  national  f^ast  only  a  fort' 
■Ifkl  after  the  aicning  of  the  armistice  which  brought 
tke  W«rM  War  to  aa  aad.  A  great  feeling  of  relief 
freai  auJalf  «aa  ««ai|aksie  but  the  w|a»r  ones  among 

to  tkiak  of  tke  bard  reconstruction 

A  year  later  we  were  not  far  from  the  crest  of  the 
wild  wave  of  inflation  that  followed  the  deprivation  und 
Hvlf-denial  of  four  years  of  war.  Money  whh  rolliiiK 
into  the  pockets  of  the  lal>orer  and  the  treaitury  of  the 

compan>'  at  an  unprecedented  rate  and  but  few  saw  the 
precipice  in  front  of  us. 

Before  the  next  Thanksgiving  Day  the  bottom 
dropped  out  of  the  market  and  timen  were  very  bad 
indeed.  A  glance  at  the  files  of  the  Amrrican  MachiniHt 
ahows  that  our  editorial  page  for  the  ThunksKivinK 
iasue  was  devoted  tu  a  denunciation  of  contract  cancel- 

lation and  other  evidences  of  business  demoralization. 
By  November.  1921,  the  worst  was  over  and  business 

men  were  l>eginning  tu  congratulate  themselves  that 
they  were  still  solvent  and  looking  hopefully  to  the 
future.  The  business  tide  was  still  at  a  very  low  ebb. 
however,  and  unemployment  was  so  serious  a  menace 
that  a  conference  was  called  at  Washington  to  consider 
ways  and  means  of  meeting  the  situation. 

And  now  we  have  reached  another  Thanksgiving  Day. 

Some  industries  have  been  booming  along  for  nionth.-i, 
others  are  just  reaching  the  stage  of  prosperity,  while 
even  the  machinery  industry  is  getting  orders  that  seem 
almost  like  those  of  the  proverbial  good  old  days.  We 
may  have  to  skimp  a  little  on  coal  this  winter  but  uii 

employment  is  a  thing  of  the  past  and  wage  increasi-s 
are  being  dictated  by  the  excess  of  demand  for  labor 
over  the  available  supply. 

A  labor  shortage  is  a  pleasant  thing  for  the  worker  to 
contemplate  as  it  means  the  laying  of  the  unemployment 

specter  which  is  almost  always  lurking  before  his  sub- 
conscious mind.  But  it  should  be  even  pleasanter  for 

the  machinery  manufacturer  as  it  means  inevitably  a 
quickened  interest  in  labor  saving  devices  of  all  kinds 
and  a  ready  market  for  his  products. 

Truly  this  is  a  better  Thanksgiving  than  we  have  had 
in  years,  with  business  on  a  sound  basis  and  the  tide  of 
prosperity  on  the  flow,  employment  for  everybody  and 
new  markets  constantly  opening  ahead. 

May  we  make  the  most  of  our  opportunities! 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  two  men  try  to  sell  you  a  machine  for 
heavy  work,  that  is  to  say  each  one  tries  to  sell  his 

own  make.  And  suppose  one  of  them  points  out  thst 
his  driving  pulley  is  of  larger  diameter  and  will  take 
a  wider  belt  than  the  other  one.  You  would  probably 
be  inclined  toward  that  machine,  provided,  of  course, 
that  they  were  equal  in  other  points. 

Now  suppose  you  need  a  new  furnace  for  your  home 
and  one  maker  points  out  that  his  machine  can  assimi- 

late much  more  coal  than  any  other,  would  you  buy  that 

furnace,  or  would  you  say:  "What  I  want  is  n  furnace 
which  bums  little  coal,  and  gives  much  heat,  especially 

this  eoming  winter."  Wouldn't  you  say  that  or  some- 
thing similar? 

Oh,  yes,  a  salesman  would  not  call  your  attention  to 
the  fact  that  a  great  deal  is  rc<juired  to  run  the  thing— 
at  least  not  when  he  tries  to  sell  a  furnace.  Well,  but- 

Just  suppose. 

I 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Niles-Bement-Pond  60-Inch  Heavy-Duty 

Engine  Lathe 
An  engine  lathe  of  60-in.  swing  and  for  heavy  duty 

that  has  recently  been  developed  by  the  Niles-Bement- 
Pond  Co.,  Ill  Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y.,  and  built  at 
its  Pond  Works,  Plainfield,  N.  J.,  is  shown  in  the  accom- 

panying illustration.  The  machine  is  fitted  with  a 
constant-speed  motor  of  40  hp.,  and  it  has  twenty-four 
faceplate  speeds  obtained  by  change  gears  operated  by 
levers  located  on  the  headstock. 

When  an  adjustable-speed  direct-current  motor  is 
used  for  driving,  the  geared  speed  changes  in  the  head 
above  the  joint  line  are  eliminated  without  reducing  the 
speed  range  of  the  faceplate.  The  motor  is  then  mounted 
on  the  head  near  the  faceplate  and  the  drive  taken  from 

continuous  oil  supply.  The  faceplate  has  four  pairs  of 
parallel  slots  at  right  angles  to  permit  attachment  of 
faceplate  jaws.  The  tool-steel  centers  are  hardened  and 
ground  and  fitted  with  large  spanner  nuts  to  aid  ex- 
traction. 

Adjustment  of  the  tail  spindle  is  accomplished  through 
gearing  by  means  of  a  handwheel  located  on  the  side  of 
the  tailstock  in  a  position  convenient  for  the  operator 
when  placing  work  between  the  centers.  The  upper 
portion  of  the  tailstock  has  a  cross  adjustment  operated 
by  a  screw  for  use  in  turning  small  tapers.  It  is  clamped 
to  the  lower  section  by  heavy  bolts  independent  of  those 
which  clamp  the  tailstock  to  the  bed.  The  adjustment 
of  the  tail  spindle  is  not  changed  when  moving  the  tail- 
stock  on  the  bed. 

In  addition  to  the  bolts  which  clamp  the  tailstock  to 

NILES-BEMENT-POND  60-lNCH  HEAVY-DUTY  ENGINE  L^T 

it  at  the  outer  end  of  the  machine.  The  motor  may  be 
started  and  stopped  by  a  handle  mounted  on  the  car- 

riage. When  direct-current  drive  is  employed,  any  face- 
plate speed  within  the  range  of  the  motor  may  be  ob- 

tained by  the  use  of  the  same  handle.  A  pushbutton  on 

the  headstock  may  be  used  for  "jogging"  the  driving 
motor  to  give  quick  and  ea.sy  shifting  of  the  speed- 
change  gears. 

The  headstock  is  heavily  constructed  and  is  entirely 
inclosed,  to  prevent  injury  to  both  the  operator  and  the 
gearing.  All  bearings  and  gears  are  continuously  oiled 
by  means  of  a  pump  supplying  filtered  oil  to  a  reservoir 
in  the  upper  part  of  the  head,  from  which  it  is  distrib- 

uted by  pipes.  The  surplus  oil  drains  into  a  settling 
tank  in  the  base  of  the  head,  from  which  it  is  pumped 
through  a  filter  back  to  the  reservoir. 

The  spindle  bearings  are  very  large,  and  on  account 
of  the  slow  speed  of  rotation,  are  fitted  with  oil  dis- 

tributing rings  and  large  oil  wells,  in  addition  to  the 

the  bed,  there  is  a  pawl  engaging  a  ratchet  so  as  to 
brace  the  tailstock  and  prevent  slipping  under  very 
heavy  end  thrust.  The  pawl  may  be  lifted  out  of  the 
ratchet  by  a  handle  on  the  front  of  the  tailstock.  The 
ratchet  is  made  in  sections  and  is  easily  removable  to 
allow  cleaning  out  chips  that  may  accumulate  in  the  bed. 

The  tool  carriage  has  lateral,  cross  and  angular  power 
and  hand  feeds,  and  also  a  rapid  traverse  along  the  bed 

operated  by  a  5-hp.  motor.  This  motor  is  connected 
with  a  drum  switch  having  a  spring  return  to  the  oflE 
position  and  mounted  on  the  carriage.  The  control  of 
the  driving  motor  also  is  obtained  through  a  handle  on 
the  carriage.  The  tool  slide  is  the  full  width  of  the 
bridge  and  has  clamping  bolts  and  straps  for  securing 
the  cutting  tools.  Large  micrometer  collars  are  fitted 
on  the  crossfeed  screws. 

The  apron  is  of  the  one-piece  type.  All  shafts  have 
bearings  at  each  end  and  the  gears  and  bearings  are 
oiled  from  one  reservoir,  which  is  filled  from  the  top  of 
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U»  nmwiim*-  TtM  dirtcttoa  of  aajr  faad  ■»»'  be  chanc«<i 
Mdl  atarlij  aad  Binpiiiil  at  Um  euriacv.  The  lffv«r«  are 

««B««alMtty  laMtvd  aad  ar»  ■•  Intcrloclrad  that  no  twn 

fM^  caa  be  Mitagvd  at  the  aame  tin*. 

TV  tkr«Ml  of  the  iMubrrew  ia  UMd  only  for  thread 

cvtttnf .  f««<l«  brtnc  obtained  from  a  apiine  in  the  arrew. 

A  4akk-rh«nv«>  «Mr  bos  glvw  f««r  faada  without  the 
mwllj  of  rroMiTiac  gear*.  Ramovabla  chanre  cean 

cut  h»  wiwkk^  for  obUininc  any  other  faeda  or  thraada 

tiMi  tn  iwiriil  All  caara  mnd  bearin**  in  the  feed  box 
f(WB  a  tank  providinr  an  ample  aupply  of 

with  tong  boda.  the  WmI  screw  and  con-. 
tniir  Aaft  ara  •apportod  at  iatarvala  by  bearinffv 

wMdl  af«  aatonatfaallr  apacad  by  the  earriaire.     A 

'  laet  having  Are  jaws  with  aerew  adjuatnwnt  and 
awilm  aarfacca  la  indadad  in  the  equipment. 

Bttrke  No.  10  Automatic  Tapping  Machine 

TW  Bariie  Machine  Tool  Co..  Conneaut,  Ohio,  haa  re- 

cently put  on  the  market  the  horiiontal-apindle  nuto- 
■utk  tapping  machine  that  ia  illoatrated  herewith.  The 

Tff^^tfPf  1m«  a  capacity  from  1  to  i  in.  in  ateel.  and  can 

k«  r«i  at  wjr  Ufb  tpaad.  ao  that  production  in  limited 

aalT  ky  the  ataaiaa  of  the  tap.     The  uae  of  relieved 

l<i  RXr  M«i    I*  AlTUMATtC  TAPPtWa  MACHIXB 

tap* It  la  atated  that  the  production 
the  eKprrirncr  of  ih«  operator,  aa  the 

A-  of  thr  marhin«- give  rapid  production 
e>««  with   ttrmh'iUii  opcratora. 

Tht  auHllaa  la  driven  by  a  comtant-apccd  belt,  and 
■ay  be  run  diraclly  from  the  lineahaft.  If  aeveral  dif- 

ferent aiaea  of  tap*  are  to  be  uaed  in  it,  a  counterahaft 
ffviag  (kfaa  apeada  can  Ije  provided. 
TW  ckief  fealare  of  the  machine  U  that  it  ia  equipped 

wflh  a  paver  faad  and  aa  aatoiaatk  rrverae.  It  ia  not 
■aaaaawT  to  4ap«i4  oa  tba  pnaanrt  on  the  tap  to  makr 
fk«  ■ariii«a  M>»  aad  mwrat,  auch  aa  with   hand- 

operated  machinea.  Since  the  tap  run.t  perfectly  free, 
the  tendency  to  cut  overaixe  {m  eUminated,  and  an  ac- 

curate thread  can  be  cut. 
It  ia  only  neceaaary  for  the  operator  to  place  tl>e  woi  k 

on  the  machine  and  push  it  againat  the  tap  until  the 
latter  haa  entered  the  hole.  Tho  power  feed  then  en- 
gagea  and  drivea  the  tap  until  the  thread  ia  completed. 
At  thia  point,  the  apindle  automatically  reveraea  and 
backa  the  tap  out  at  twice  the  forward  Hp«H>d.  Sime 
the  operator  doea  not  need  to  preM  the  work  aguinst 
the  tap  during  its  forward  motion  and  to  pull  it  outward 
during  the  reverae  motion,  hia  handa  are  frw  to  select 
another  piece  for  the.  naxt  cut.  The  me<hunical  feed 
givea  a  more  uniform  and  rapid  production  than  hand 
feed. 

The  machine  drives  through  a  friction  m«>chani!*m 

governed  by  the  automatic  feed,  which  ia  in  turn  con- 
trolled by  another  friction  device.  By  this  arrange- 

ment, the  machine  may  be  set  for  very  sensitive  opera- 
lion,  so  that  it  will  alip  before  breaking  tups  of  small 

siie.  It  can  alao  be  adjusted  to  pull  large  coarse-thread 

tape.  The  machine  is  driven  throujth  the  frictions  on 

Iwth  the  forward  and  the  reverae  motions.  These  fric- 
tions are  of  taper  cone  design  and  the  ring  keyed  on  the 

apindle  fits  both  the  driving  and  the  reversing  conea. 
The  working  parts  run  in  oil.  and  the  thrust  of  the 

apindle  in  both  directions  ia  taken  on  ball  liearings.  A 

Skinner  positive-drive  tap  chuck  is  regularly  furnished, 

aa  well  as  a  pump  and  tank  for  supplying  lubricant  to 
the  tapa. 

The  table  is  fully  universal  and  fitted  with  a  T-alot 
for  attaching  jigs,  so  that  holes  can  be  tapped  at  any 

angle  desired  in  the  work.  The  table  is  fed  toward  tht- 

tap  by  positive  power  feed.  A  faceplate  also  is  fur- 
nished to  fit  on  the  drawbar  in  place  of  the  table.  The 

side  of  the  plate  opposite  the  front  of  the  machine  is 

planed  so  that  jigs  or  fixtures  may  be  attached  to  it, 

the  tap  entering  the  work  after  passing  through  a  hole 

in  the  plate.  In  this  way,  parts  can  be  tapped  that  are 

larger  than  can  be  handled  on  the  universal  table. 

Baker  Ball-Bearing  Air  Compressors 
The  Baker-liansen  Manufacturing  Co.,  1900  Park  St., 

Alameda.  Calif.,  has  recently  added  to  its  line  of  ball- 
bearing air  compressors.  Larger  sizes  in  both  duplex 

and  two  i«iage  machines  are  now  made,  and  compressors 

can.be  furnished  with  capacities  from  5  to  60  cu  ft.  of 

air  per  minute. 
In  Fig.  1  ia  shown  a  duplex  compressor  fitted  with  a 

glaas  cover  on  the  crankcase  so  that  the  arrangement  of 

the  ball  Iwarings  can  be  seen  The  machine  is  con- 
structed similarly  to  the  two-stage  type,  except  that 

both  cylindera  are  of  the  same  diameter.  Both  pistons 

are  made  integral  with  a  bar  that  passes  from  one  cylin- 
der to  the  other,  A  small  connecting  link  ia  pivoted  at 

one  end  on  one  piston,  and  run  on  the  ball-bearing  crank 
at  the  other  end.  Thua  all  rotating  movement  is  car 

ried  on  ball  bearinga,  ao  that  friction  Is  greatly  reduced. 

Tha  bearinga  are  easily  acceaaible  for  replacement  when 
they  have  become  badly  worn. 

A  ring  valve  with  an  automatically  operated  dia- 
phragm ia  employed.  Thia  valve  requires  a  smaller 

apace  than  a  poppet  valve,  and  thua  reduces  the  amount 

of  piston  clearance.  An  unloader  Is  provided  so  that 
the  Ruchine  can  be  started  without  load,  and  the  load 

gradually  put  on.  A  pressure  switch  of  the  two-pole 
type  having  a  one-piece  diaphragm  is  used.    This  switch 
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can  be  sealed  so  that  it  operates  at  any  desired  pressure 
to  stop  the  compressor  automatically  when  the  pressure 
has  been  built  up  to  the  predetermined  point. 

The  cylinders  are  cooled  by  water  circulated  from  the 
hoppers  by  means  of  the  thermo-siphon  system.  Each 
cylinder  has  a  strainer  to  prevent  dust  from  entering. 

FIG.  1— BAKER  DUPLEX  BAL1.-BEARING  AIR  COMPRESSOR 

The  receivers  are  of  welded  and  riveted  steel.  The  com- 
pressor and  the  motor  are  mounted  on  cast-iron  bases 

bolted  to  channel  iron  and  placed  on  top  of  the  tank,  as 
shown  in  Fig.  2.  Belt  drive  is  employed.  The  arrange- 

ment is  such  that  a  minimum  floor  space  is  required  for 
the  installation. 

The  latter  illustration  shows  a  two-stage  compressor 
having  a  capacity  of  25  cu.ft.  of  air  per  minute  and 
working  at  pressures  between  140  and  175  lb.  The  air 
is  first  compressed  in  the  large  cylinder,  then  passed  to 
the  copper  inter-cooler,  and  finally  compressed  in  the 
small  high-pressure  cylinder.  Machines  of  this  type  can 
be  furnished  for  operation  by  either  1  or  5  hp.  motors, 

FIG.  2— BAKER  TWO-STAGE  BALL-BEARING 
AIR  COMPRESSOR 

and  tanks  of  different  sizes  can  be  provided,  according 
to  the  nature  of  the  work. 

The  duplex  machine  is  provided  for  working  pressure 
of  120  to  150  lb.  per  square  inch  for  motors  of  3,  5, 
7i,  10  and  15  hp.,  depending  upon  the  output  required. 
A  variety  of  sizes  of  tanks  and  motors  can  be  coupled 
to  three  standard  sizes  of  compressor  proper  to  suit  the 
equipment  to  varying  conditions. 

Manufacturers'  Consulting  Engineers 
Multiple-Spindle  Cylinder  Boring  Machine 
A  multiple-spindle  machine  for  boring  gas-engine 

cylinders  and  finishing  the  head  at  one  end  of  the  bore 

has  recently  been  developed  by  the  Manufacturers'  Con- 
sulting Engineers,  McCarthy  Building,  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

The  machine  is  .shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration 

equipped  for  boring  air-cooled  automotive-engine  cylin- 
ders, although  it  can  also  be  employed  for  boring  cylin- 
ders cast  en  bloc. 

There  are  five  spindles  in  the  machine;  they  do  not 
move  axially,  but  have  only  rotary  motion.  The  work 
is  mounted  in  a  rotating  fixture  having  six  positions, 
five  working  positions  and  one  for  loading.  The  loading 
and  unloading  are  done  while  the  cuts  are  being  taken. 

MULTIPLE-SPINDLE  CYLINDER  BORING  MACHINE 

so  that  the  only  lost  time  is  that  required  for  indexing 
the  fixture.  Three  separate  cuts  are  taken  for  boring, 
and  two  for  finishing  the  head  of  the  cylinder,  all  being 
performed  simultaneously. 

The  work  holder  and  work  are  fed  upward  to  the  cut- 
ting tools  by  a  cam  which  makes  it  possible  to  obtain  a 

quick  return,  a  quick  approach,  a  uniform  boring  speed, 
a  reduction  in  feed  for  machining  the  head  of  the  cylin- 

der, and  a  dwell  for  the  final  finishing  of  the  head.  It 
is  stated  that  the  time  required  for  the  complete  cycle 
of  the  machine  when  boring  a  cylinder  3i  in.  in  diam- 

eter and  9A  in.  long  is  IJ  min.  Where  cylinders  are 
machined  in  blocks  having  removable  heads,  the  machin- 

ing time  is  reduced. 
Unusual  rigidity  is  claimed  for  the  machine,  which 

feature  gives  accuracy  of  workmanship.  This  rigidity 
is  obtained  through  the  use  of  a  large  diameter  pilot 
that  is  integral  with  the  head  of  the  machine  and  passes 
through  the  ram  on  which  the  rotating  fixture  is 
mounted.    The  parts  are  heavily  constructed  throughout. 

The  machine  is  semi-automatic,  the  only  duties  of  the 
operator  being  loading  and  unloading  the  work  while 
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it  ia  opcrmtteo.  Imfaitni  th«  ftxtur*  when 
to  rwt  automat  irally  at  th«  end  of 

lis  4«kk  Ntara.  ami  Mf*r<n(  the  dutch  after  the  flx- tw«kML   

I  to  kMp  Um  orlinder  at  an  approxi- 
throtwboot  the  cut.  to  that 

•  to  baatiBff  occurs.     Tho  coolant  U 

  ,  _    Um  aplBdlM  and  diachargod  adjacent 
to  tho  cttttlBff  took  on  tbo  surfact  to  be  machined.    It 

to  vaak  away  the  chips  aa  aoon  aa  they  are 
Pawlay  the  coolant  through  the  apindlea  kaapa 

•ad  tk»  baariaga  at  a  constant  temperature. 
is  of  coosidtrabis  sise.  lu  height  from 

tta  toor  to  Um  top  of  tha  pollar  Is  8  ft.  2  in.,  and  the 
bass  is  aboot  B  ft.  sqaara.  Um  machine  is  belt  driven, 
wfth  the  drlTinf  polkr  on  top  of  the  spindle  head.  A 
caatral  oOisff  rsssrvoir  is  nwonted  at  the  top  of  the 

to  tbs  bsarinfs  by  tubins. 

Robinson  Automatic  Air-Hose  Coupling: 
An  air-hose  coupling  recently  placed  on  the  marlcet 

by  the  Robinson  Machine  Co..  89  Eighth  St.,  Muskegon, 
Mich.,  is  shown  in  both  exterior  and  sectional  views  in 
the  accompanying  illustration.  The  purpose  of  the  cou- 

pling is  to  prevent  lo.is  of  air  in  the  supply  line  when 
adding  or  removing  leiiRths  of  hose. 

The  half  of  the  coupling  that  is  connected  to  the  sup- 
ply line  is  provided  with  an  automaticnlly  operated  check 

valvs.  which  operates  aa  soon  as  the  coupling  is  parted 
so  as  to  retain  the  air  pressure.  In  this  way  lengths  of 
hose  can  be  either  added  or  removed  from  the  supply 
line  without  loss  of  air,  a  feature  which  prevents  kink- 

ing of  the  hose.  Neither  is  it  necessary  for  the  oper- 
ator to  go  continually  to  the  pipe  line  to  turn  the  air 

Pntt  &  Whitney  Adjustable  Limit 
I^  Gage 

Um  Pratt  k  Whitney  Co..  Ill  Broadway,  New  York. 
N.  Y,  has  recently  added  to  its  line  of  precision  gages. 
•  pla  gat*  for  making  internal  measurements.  By 
mmtm  of  its  adjustoble  limits  it  combines  a  Go  and 

N»^  gagt  in  one  unit.  Two  spherical-ended  hardened 
itoal  piaa  are  earriod  in  a  cast-iron  frame,  similar  in 
lOiMlrTtlllii  to  the  "Trusform"  gaga  dsscribed  on  page 
1.1U,  VoL  M  of  Amrrieum  UoeMmitt.  The  frame  is 
built  similarly  to  a  bridg*  truss  to  combine  lightness 
•si  stm^tlL  Tha  aceonpanring  illustration  shows  the 
MHlnMiUoa  of  gagw  of  different  lengths. 

Obs  pia  can  bs  adtjustcd  to  any  siie  within  the  range 
of  Um  dsvlea  bjr  OMans  of  opposed  setscrews  which  lock 
Um  pla  ftrraly  in  position  when  tightened.     The  op- 

^tar^  ̂  
ruATt  *  wiimacT  AiMt'sTABue  umit  pin  oaobs 

pasite  pin  worlu  between  two  stops,  one  of  which  is. 
adjustable  to  gfvs  limits  from  0.001  to  0.026  in.  The 
p<B  caa  be  quickly  moved  by  the  thumb  and  finger  of 
tlM  hand  la  witicb  the  gage  is  held,  the  position  being 
skowa  by  tlM  ri«w  on  the  left  at  the  bottom  of  the 
Oiastratkm.  Tbe  flngrn  can  he  turned  in  one  direction 
to  brtag  tiM  p4a  to  the  Go  position,  and  in  the  other 
difuctioa  to  briag  Ute  pin  to  the  adjustable  stop  for  the 
K«-GoilM. 

TIm  a4iastawnl  amy  be  sealed  to  prevent  tampering 
wlUl  Um  aMasarMBsata.  Tbe  setting  can  be  tented  at 
aaf  tiat  aa4  chaagt  awdt  to  compemtatc  for  wear. 
Foar  r«B0*abls  brasa  disks  provide  space  for  marking 

-^^-^? 

"1 

TS-WWlWt 

,lu-  -a 
ROBINSON   AUTO.MATIC  A1U-HU8K  fOLI'LINO 

on  and  off  when  it  is  desired  to  change  tools  or  uncouple 
the  hose.  Tools  may  be  changed  by  simply  uncoupling 
and  coupling  at  the  work,  so  that  the  time  of  the  oper- 

ator is  saved. 
The  check  valve  consists  of  a  brass  stem  having  a 

leather  disk  valve  facing  that  can  be  easily  replaced. 
The  valve  stem  is  centered  in  a  reamed  hole  in  the  valve 
cap.  Two  projections  with  a  crossbar  extend  beyond 
the  face  of  the  valve  seat,  and  serve  to  protect  the  seat 
when  the  valve  is  being  dragged  along  the  floor  at  the 
end  of  the  hose.  This  crossbar  forms  a  pivot  for  the 
hook  on  the  hose  half  when  making  the  connection  of 
the  two  members. 

The  half  of  the  coupling  to  which  the  hose  leading  to 
the  work  is  connected  has  two  small  projections  beyond 
the  valve  face,  which  serve  to  push  the  check  valve  open 
when  the  connection  is  being  made,  thus  admitting  pres- 

sure to  the  new  section  of  the  line.  This  half  carries 
a  gasket  to  give  a  tight  connection.  When  making  a 
connection  the  hook  on  the  hose  half  of  the  coupling 
is  placed  under  the  pin  on  the  line  half.  The  coupling 
is  then  pushed  together  and  clamped  by  means  of  an 
eccentric  ring  that  can  be  turned  either  wny  from  the 
csnter.  No  air  escapes  while  the  connection  is  being 
made,  and  but  little  force  is  required  to  clamp  the  parts 
together.  Unclamplng  can  be  performed  just  as  readily. 
The  air  that  ascapes  during  this  operation  is  from  the 
hose  on  the  work  side,  not  from  the  supply  line. 

The  hose  shank  halves  are  furnished  with  "Positive 
Grip"  hose  clamps  for  holding  the  hose  tightly  to  the 
coupling.  When  desired  for  pipe  lines,  the  line  half  of 
the  coupling  can  be  equipped  with  a  threaded  nipple. 
The  coupling  ia  made  interchangeable  in  i  and  }  in.  pipe 
and  hosa  sixas.  The  body  is  of  malleable  iron,  and  is 
not  Bubjsct  to  corrosion  under  ordinary  conditions.  Oil 
has  no  efTect  on  the  coupling,  as  the  gasket  maintains  a 
tight  connection  avan  when  oil  is  present. 
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Cincinnati  Acme  Duplex  Valve 
Milling  Machine 

The  Acme  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  has 
recently  developed  the  hand  milling  machine  shown  in 
the  accompanying  illustration.  The  machine  is  equipped 
with  two  opposed  spindles  and  is  especially  adapted  for 
milling  straight  and  tapered  squares  or  flats,  such  as  are 

CINCINNATI  ACME  DUPLEX  VALVE  MILLING  MACHINE 

necessary  to  give  the  grip  for  the  wrench  on  the  bodies 
of  valves.  Either  steel  or  brass  can  be  cut,  and  the  pro- 

duction is  limited  only  by  the  speed  at  which  the  milling 
cutters  can  remove  the  stock,  since  changing  the  work 
can  be  accomplished  very  rapidly. 

The  two  spindles  are  high-carbon  steel  forgings,  and 
run  in  bronze  bearings.  They  are  independently  driven 
from  a  plain  countershaft,  and  when  necessary,  two 
speeds  can  be  provided.  The  ends  of  the  spindles  have 
No.  9  B.&S.  tapered  holes  to  receive  the  milling  cutters, 
and  they  are  also  provided  with  slots  in  the  faces  to 
receive  the  driving  tangs  of  the  cutters.  The  heads  are 
arranged  to  swivel,  so  that  either  straight  or  tapered 
surfaces  can  be  machined.  They  are  mounted  on  slides 
which  have  longitudinal  adjustment  along  the  bed  by 
means  of  the  handwheels  at  each  end.  Micrometer  dials 
aid  in  setting  the  slides,  so  that  accurate  adjustment 
can  be  obtained. 

The  bed  upon  which  the  heads  are  mounted  carries  at 
the  front  a  vertical  slide  for  the  work-holding  fixture.  Ad- 

justable gibs  are  provided  to  compensate  for  wear.  The 
work-holding  fixture  is  opened  and  closed  by  the  four- 
pronged  handle.  It  is  similar  to  an  automatic  spring 
collet  chuck,  and  the  work  is  inserted  from  the  front. 
A  slight  rotating  motion  of  the  handle  to  the  right 

clamps  the  woi'k,  while  a  partial  turn  to  the  left  opens 
the  chuck.  After  the  work  has  been  clamped,  the  entire 
chuck  is  free  to  revolve.  The  chuck  is  arranged  for  in- 

dexing to  four  positions,  and  it  can  be  clamped  in  each 
by  a  hardened  and  ground  locking  bolt. 

The  work-holding  slide  is  given  its  vertical  movement 
by  means  of  the  long  lever  connected  to  it  by  links. 
Motion  of  the  lever  causes  the  work  to  pass  between 
the  milling  cutters,  thus  milling  two  sides  of  iv  simul- 

taneously. As  the  slide  moves  downward  after  the  cut 
is  finished,  the  locking  bolt  is  withdrawn  from  the  work- 
holding  fixture  automatically,  so  that  the  operator  may 

revolve  the  chuck  with  his  left  hand.  In  his  right  hand, 
the  operator  constantly  holds  the  operating  lever,  so  that 

the  work  can  be  very  quickly  fed  again  between  the  cut- 
ters. The  vertical  slide  is  counterbalanced  to  move 

freely  in  either  direction. 
On  the  back  of  the  bed  between  the  heads  there  is  a 

sma'l  horizontal  slide  on  which  is  mounted  an  adjust- 
able stop.  The  work  is  brought  against  this  stop,  so 

that  all  pieces  are  held  alike  and  the  square  is  machined 
to  the  same  length  on  each.  A  pump  to  supply  coolant 
to  the  cutters  is  also  located  on  the  rear  of  the  machine. 
A  large  drip  pan  having  a  sump  collects  the  coolant  after 
it  has  passed  over  the  work. 

Pratt  &  Whitney  A.R.A.  Wheel-Tread  Gage 
A  gage  for  measuring  steel  railway  wheels  when 

about  to  restore  the  proper  contour  to  the  tread  haa 

recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  Pratt  &  Whit- 
ney Co.,  Ill  Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y.  The  gage, 

which  is  shown  in  the  illustration  herewith,  is  desig- 
nated as  the  A.R.A.,  since  it  conforms  to  the  standards 

and  practice  recommended  by  the  American  Railway 
Association.  It  serves  to  give  a  direct  reading  of  the 
amount  of  service  metal  still  available  on  used  steel  or 

steel-tired  wheels,  so  that  this  amount  may  be  taken  as 
a  basis  for  billing  foreign  roads  for  wheel  replacements 
according  to  the  interchange  rules. 

The  gage  indicates  the  amount  of  metal  that  will 
remain  after  turning,  so  that  it  can  be  determined  in 
advance  whether  a  worn  wheel  is  worth  re-turning  to 
obtain  the  standard  contour.  The  measurement  can  be 
obtained  both  before  and  after  turning. 

In  the  illustration,  the  gage  is  shown  applied  to  a 
worn  tread.  The  face  on  the  left  is  held  in  contact  with 
the  wheel,  the  central  pointer  is  put  in  contact  with  the 

p.  &  W.  A.R.A.  VVHEKL-TREAD  GAGE 

tread,  and  the  hook  on  the  bar  at  the  right  is  placed  in 
the  groove  provided  in  the  wheel  to  indicate  the  limit 
of  wear.  The  four  sliding  pointers  are  next  brought  in 
contact  with  the  wheel  and  flange.  The  gage  can  then 
be  removed  for  reading. 

The  sliding  front  plate  is  moved  downward  until  its 
lower  edge  coincides  with  the  lowest  point  of  the  four 
sliding  pointers.  The  scale  on  the  right  of  the  body  of 
the  instrument  indicates  the  amount  of  metal  that  must 
be  removed  in  order  to  restore  the  standard  contour. 
The  scale  on  the  small  bar  projecting  at  the  right  shows 
the  amount  of  service  metal  that  will  remain  after  the 

contour  has  been  restored.  The  contour  may  be  ob- 
served at  several  points  on  the  circumference  of  a  wheel, 

so  that  the  maximum  wear  may  be  ascertained. 
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Odborn  Special  Ganc  Drilling  Machine 

A  tfftdti  gaas  driUinc  eoachint  haYint  lonc^itudliul 
for  OM  of  tlM  iMMk  has  rwwatir  been  placed 

kgr  tiW  OoaaolMated  MadUne  Tool  Cor- 
I  of  Aiaarka.  17  Baat  42iid  SU  New  York.  N.  Y.. 

Mb»  bailt  at  the  Colburn  Machine  Tool 
Pteat.  CWialiiMl.  Oklo.  The  teoeral  arrangement  of  the 

parte  of  th»  — rhlnii.  aa  recarde  the  four-epindle  column 
and  Ubia,  it  itaBllar  to  that  in  the  Oolbom  fang  drilling 

doaerfbad  oa  pag*  1.061.  Vol.  46  of  AmeneaN 
The  diffaraaee  is  la  fact  that  there  are 

permanently  mounted  on  the  left  aide  of 
with  a  find  center  distance  between  them. 

Tha  dUrd  head  la  Bamatad  ea  the  right  side  of  the  ma- 
«klBa  oa  a  plate  attached  to  the  column  and  having  fin- 
iAidwara. 

The  awvahla  head  has  an  adjustment  of  27  in.,  and  is 

Moead  bgr  mmaas  of  a  screw  and  capstan  handle.  Pro- 
Tiaiaa  ia  aaida  for  clamping  the  head  securely  in  the 
daairid  poaHkn.  The  minimum  eeatar  distanee  between 
tha  adlartaMa  apladle  and  the  aeareat  fixed  spindle  is 
ST  ioL.  and  the  maximum  distance  64  in.  The  total 
range  that  eae  be  obtained  by  the  oiachine  between  spin- 
Aa  centers  is  27  to  81  inehea. 

A  amchiaa  having  the  sane  coiomn  and  table,  but 
with  oaljr  two  haada,  can  be  arranged  in  the  same  man- 

ner. Oat  head  b  fixed  at  the  left  end  of  the  column, 
and  the  other  head  is  movable  from  the  right  end  over 
to  the  first  head. 

It  is  easily  poaaiWe  to  convert  the  machine  into  the 
regular  foor-apiadle  Biadiine  with  27  in.  fixed  center 
M^»w,mmm  betwaeu  the  a^ndlea.  The  movable  head  in 
wnml  to  the  left  end  of  its  travel,  and  a  fourth  head 

secared  to  the  plate  on  the  right-hand  end  of  the  column. 
By  rsoMnring  the  right-hand  head,  adjustment  of  the 
caalar  4h**fr^  can  again  be  obtained  by  means  of  the 
tlilid  baad  la  conbination  with  either  the  first  or  the 
■•coad  baad  oa  the  left. 

The  heads  fflostrated  are  those  of  the  regular  No.  4 

drilling  machine,  having  a  capacity  in  steel  of  2  in.,  al- 
though either  the  smaller  size  No.  2  or  the  larger  sixe  No. 

6  nuchine.  such  as  described  on  page  899,  Vol.  66  of 
AaiertraN  Marhinist.  can  be  arranged  with  this  mount- 

ing. The  distance  between  the  center  of  the  8pindle  and 
the  base  of  the  column  is  121  in.,  and  the  machine  is 
rated  at  24-in.  swing.  Supporting  screws  are  provided 
under  the  center  and  ends  of  the  table,  anu  both  the 
table  and  column  are  heavily  ribbed.  The  table  haa  a 

S-point  bearing  on  the  column.  It  can  be  raised  and 
lowered  by  means  of  a  single  crank  operating  the  three 
screws  simultaneously. 

Each  head  can  be  operated  independently  of  the  others. 
The  drive  is  ordinarily  by  belt  to  a  constant-speed  pulley 
on  each  head,  although  a  countershaft  may  be  employed 
and  attached  to  the  rear  of  the  machine.  For  motor 

drive,  a  ball-bearing  countershaft  near  the  floor  is  geared 
directly  to  the  motor.  Two  mechanical  speed  changes 
are  provided,  although  removable  change  gears  located 
on  the  left  side  of  each  head  may  be  used  to  furnish  fifty 

spindle  speeds  from  40  to  600  r.p.m.  The  two  mechan- 
ical feed  changes  can  be  supplemented  by  transposing 

gears  so  that  thirty-two  feeds  from  0.006  to  0.109  in.  per 
revolution  of  the  spindle  are  available. 

The  driving  and  feed  gears  are  mounted  inside  each 
head  and  run  in  oil.  They  are  made  of  heat-treated 
chrome-nickel  steel.  The  shafts  are  of  large  diameter 
and  mounted  on  ball  bearings.  The  spindles  are  equipped 
with  double  splines.  Automatic  tripping  devices  are 
provided  to  control  the  depth  of  hole.  A  pump  for 
coolant  can  be  furnished,  with  piping  to  bring  the  cool- 

ant directly  to  the  point  of  the  drill. 

GOUMmw  mnaciAt.  oako  diuu.ino  machinb 

Bort^eson  "Multi-Production**  Lubricator 
The  "Multi-Production"  lubricator  shown  in  the  ac- 

companying illustration  is  a  recent  product  of  the  Borge- 
son  Tool  &  Machine  Co.,  Inc.,  601  East  Water  St.,  Syra- 

cuse, N.  Y.  The  lubricator  is  an  attachment  for  lathes, 
milling  machines  and  other  machine  tools,  and  it  serves 

for  directing  and  distributing  the  cool- 
ing compound  to  the  tools  and  work. 

It  is  equipped  with  a  number  of  nozzles, 
so  that  a  flood  of  coolant  can  be  brought 
to  the  position  where  it  is  needed  to 
cool  the  tools  and  enable  continuous 

production. 
The  nozzles  are  mounted  on  a  slotted 

distributing  tube,  and  are  held  in  posi- 
tion by  the  tension  of  a  spring.  By 

turning  a  nozzle  on  the  tube,  the  nozzle 
can  be  brought  into  position  opposite 
the  slot,  or  it  can  be  turned  away  from 
the  slot  when  it  need  not  be  used.  Since 

the  slots  registering  with  the  nozzles 
are  elongated,  a  considerable  range  of 
adjustment  is  possible  for  each  nozzle 
in  its  open  position. 

The  attachment  plug  by  which  the 
coolant  is  brought  to  the  distributing 
tube  is  threaded,  and  can  be  located  at 
lither  the  end  or  the  middle  of  the 
li' tributing  tulxj.  Standard  pipe  sizes 

•    employed  for  the  threads,  except 
[)ecial  thread  to  fit  Jones  & 
rnsfhlncM  can  be  provided. 

hutintr  tulK-'H  can   bo   at- 
...ctly  to  the  coolant  piping 
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BORGESON "MULTI-PRODUCTION"    LUBRICATOR    ON 
MILLING   MACHINE 

that  is  furnished  on  the  machine.  Where  swivel 
joints  are  required,  an  arrangement  such  as  shown 
on  the  milling  machine  in  the  illustration  can  be 
employed.  These  swivel  joints  are  made  either  single 
or  double  and  allow  the  distributor  to  be  swung  into 
any  position.  The  joints  have  large  ground  friction 
surfaces  and  do  not  leak  or  allow  the  nozzles  to  jar  from 
position  when  the  machine  is  in  use. 

From  six  to  twenty  nozzles  can  be  furnished  on  the 
distributing  tube,  with  a  i-in.  pipe  thread  connection. 
Spouts  2i,  3i  and  4i  in.  long  for  attachment  to  the 
nozzles  can  be  furnished  from  stock,  and  special  lengths 
and  shapes  can  be  supplied  on  order. 

Changes  in  Barker  Wrenchless  Chuck 
The  Thomas  Elevator  Co.,  22  S.  Hoyne  Ave.,  Chicago, 

111.,  manufacturer  of  the  Barker  wrenchless  chuck  and 
drilling  machine  vise,  has  recently  made  several  changes 
in  the  design  of  the  chuck,  which  was  originally  de- 

scribed on  page  881,  Vol.  42  of  American  Machinist. 
The  cam  mechanism  has  been  redesigned  so  as  to  obtain 
greater  strength  and  a  greater  travel  of  the  jaws,  which 

makes  it  possible  to  handle  a  wider  range  of  irregular 
work  than  heretofore. 

In  the  smaller  sizes  of  the  chuck,  a  box  cam  eliminates 
the  necessity  for  the  use  of  trunnion  arms,  and  in  the 
larger  sizes,  the  arms  have  been  redesigned  to  obtain 
greater  strength  and  a  wider  range  of  movement.  These 
changes  make  it  possible  to  apply  a  large  leverage  with- 

out injuring  the  chuck.  At  the  top  of  the  accompanying 
illustration  is  shown  a  three-jaw  lathe  chuck,  while  a 
two-jaw  drilling  machine  vise  is  shown  at  the  bottom. 

Jones  Automatic  Sensitive  Bench 
Drilling  Machine 

A  small  electric-driven  sensitive  drilling  machine  for 
use  on  a  bench  is  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 

tion. The  machine  has  a  capacity  for  drilling  holes  up 
to  4  in.  in  diameter  in  steel,  and  it  has  recently  been 
placed  on  the  market  by  Joseph  W.  Jones,  29  West  35th 
St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

The  principal  feature  of  the  machine  is  that  it  is 
equipped  with  a  device  for  automatically  starting  and 
stopping  the  motor  as  the  handle  is  lowered  and  raised. 

BARKER  WRENCHLESS  CHUCK  AND   DRILLING   MACHINE 
VISE  MADE  BY  THOMAS  ELEVATOR  CO. 

JONES  AUTOMATIC  SENSITIVE  DRILLING  MACHINE 

The  motor  and  the  drill  do  not  revolve  when  the  handle 
is  in  the  raised  position  and  no  work  is  being  done. 
Electric  current  is  saved  in  this  way,  and  wear  is  re- 

duced on  the  parts,  since  they  do  not  run  during  the 
time  in  which  the  operator  is  changing  the  work  under- 

neath the  spindle. 
The  motor  drives  the  spindle  through  gears,  and  is 

operated  on  current  taken  from  a  convenient  lighting 
circuit.  The  whole  installation  is  very  easily  portable. 
The  machine  is  particularly  suitable  for  manufacturing 
purposes,  where  light  drilling  operations  are  required. 
The  base  is  7i  x  6  in.  in  size,  and  the  column  20  in.  high. 
The  net  weight  is  only  18  pounds. 
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News   Section 
National  Founders  Hold  26th 

Annual  Convention 
of  emplojron  t0 

{MitienUr  •■• Uuit  aa  hoBMt 

to   kbor   of   noitMt 

at 

TctkOty.    Mr. 
•^•kavt 

Uw  MkJ««t  of  tlM  an- 
iMiit  of  WOUui  H.  Borr.  pre*- 
•Ttt*  Wartwul  Fooadmrs'  Asm>- 

'     at    Um 

•(  Um 
BotoL  Nov 

•(  wkidi  is 

>f  weial  dMOo  tlmairlt- ■1m  by  two  iMtkmal 
tevolYing  public  do- 

kooT7   flBOBciol    loooos   sad 

-Aa4  vliBa  tko  ooUblWuMet  of 
«p«i  ahop  tmitOmm  oa  Um  nilroada 
■ad  ia  w  eoal  aUaos  woro  not  wholly 

■MMaafld,  aooortlMloaa,  aabatantlal  im- 
pavoaaaak  ia  ■pofattwf  toadUtona  waa 
■aia.  Chaat  cradit  «  do*  to  atany 

lion  for  Uioir 

ia  ntafat.  nador  boavy 
to  wavar  fk«ai  tbo  p«Ui  of 

VohUe  doty. 
_  II  mtf  bo  tmo  Uiat  oacb 

.  of  Jadaalry  ia  BMr*  er  lata  aal> 
I  kaUavt  tkat  Ka  attltodo  towaH 

of  aatloaai  coatoia  no  orfan- 
ottMrwtao— has 

itriotie 

iavcstiratkMi  of  la1>or 
by  Oaa>fi*i  waa  ingvaatod  by 

Mr.  Bsrr.     Bo  aaid  Um   trratmont  of 
■iwald  bo  racb  aa  to  iaoptro 

'pttdo  la  dM  Job  «Wch  tha  tebor hmm    alaMat    coaiplolaif    do- 

2Xi Bo  prodirtod  tlut  proapcrity 
yaar  «o«id  ba  cMcliod  hjf 

of  Iba 
Tbo 

Ubor 
ition  law. 

  at  Wodnaaday'a  aiailna 
B.  Edcortoa,  Praidoot  of  tbo 
i>aaorlat«aa     of     Mannfae- 

«Im  laHwd  oa  tbo  "opan  abop;" 
Lavaib  Piwidw*  «C  tbo   IMa- 

a  If aaaoa  taniwd,  «bo  avoiio  on 
tba  nilrawl  rttaaUaw,  oad  Dr.  J.  J. 

waa  "Tbo M>iiiiliiai,    wbeai    aabjoet 
Fbyainaa  la  ladaiUy." 

Tbo  faatttfo  of   Thoraday'a  aasaioa, 
XoT.  n.  »••  tb*   Ulk  ca  "taprarvod 

ItaetlM."  by  D.   E.  WiUon. 
'     1  of  Um  WttooB   Foundry Co..  Poatiac  Mhb.     Mr. 

Wiaaali  aapao  waa  aappiiaiaatad  by  i 
AtoBad  laflwa  did*  taOi  by  H.  M 
Lum,.  Immitf  assart  of  Uko  WlUot       —     WIUOB 

■  Ml  iaaUaaUao  maa* 
paacaaaM     and 

la     tba     Ponttac 

lar|*  aaalo  pr»- 

.     Barita     Cborrh. 
af  tba  Cfcmaali    laaUtot*. 

tbt  fMabar  at  tba  •»■ 
At   tbotaal 

William   H.  Barr  \v  >- 
d«nt  of  Um  as«oci..  i- 
IBC  y«ar  and  Chaa.  L.  Tavlur,  ul  the 
Taylor  a  Kenn  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn., 
was  elactcd  Tice-prvsidont. 

TIm  attandanc*  upon  the  conTonUon 
waa  one  of  the  chief  features,  more 
tlurn  flfty  par  rent  of  the  entire  mem- 
berabip  being  present. 

Annual  Meeting  of 
Taylor  Society 

The  mrowinc  interest  in  acientifie 
aales  and  production  manaKament  waa 
evident  last  week  in  the  large  at- 

tendance of  keenly  intereatad  execu- 
ttTaa  from  many  lines  of  industry  upon 
Um  aositnnn  of  the  annual  m<M;tinK  of 
Um  Taylor  Society  which  held  a  three- 
oay  convention  at  the  United  En£i- 
neerinK  Societies  Building,  Nov.  22, 
23  and  24. 

An  excellent  paper  was.  that  delivered 
by  Perry  S.  Brown,  Works  Manager  of 
the  Corona  Typewriter  Co.,  Grotoo, 
N.  Y.  lU  title  was  "Tha  Organization 
and  Management  of  a  Medium-Sized 
I^lant."  The  presantaUon  covered  all 
the  phasaa  of  management,  and  the 
speaker  was  not  sparinK  in  detail. 
What  he  said  aronsad  sreat  enthusiasm 
among  the  members  of  the  large  audi- 

ence and  called  forth  considerable  dis- 
cussion. That  the  criticism  was  in  no 

way  destructive  was  evidence  of  the 
value  of  the  paper  and  the  belief  of  his 
hrareri  that  Mr.  Brown's  company  has 
formulated  a  hiirhly  efficient  manage- 

ment system  and  is  conductins  its  plant 
with  lltUa  avoidable  waste.  The  dis- 

cussion waa  led  by  L.  M.'Ballou  of  the 
Lawia  Mfg.  Co.,  Walpole,  Mass.,  and 
R.  H.  Landsburg,  Morton  School,  Uni- 

versity of  Pennsylvania. 
In  the  afternoon  Harry  B.  Horwitz 

of  the  planning  department  of  Harry  A. 
Wembndire,  statintical  division  and 
Herman  J.  Hutkin  of  the  methods  divi- 

sion of  the  Joseph  and  Peiss  Co.. 
Cleveland,  read  a  paper  on  Statistical 
Compilation:  Some  of  its  Uaaa  aa  a 
Function  of  Scientific   Management. 
Tba  OToning  aaaaion  waa  marked  by 

Um  addreaa  of  tha  managing  director 
of  tha  Society,  Mr.  H.  S.  Person.  The 
subject  of  tha  paper  waa  "Shaping  Your 
Management  to  Meat  Developing  In- 
duttrial  Conditiona."  Tbo  paper  was  an 
eshauttive  study  of  present  day  eco- 

nomic changaa  with  a  critical  estimata 
of  tba  management  methods  which 
Iwve  obtainod  In  industry  in  the  past 
few  yaara.  Mr.  Person  pointed  out  tha 
irreat  value  to  industry  to  Im  gained 
by  research  and  study  of  the  economics 
of  raw  material  and  price  movementR. 
He  roncluded  with  a  forecast  that  the 

iftti  aalaa  or  production  manager 
of  tiM  next  tan  yoara  will  be  ona  who  ia 
a  kaoa  annaliat  of  marfcata  and  nMtboda 

rather  titan  tha  ao-eallad  "go-ftttar" type  ia  evidence  in  recent  vaara. 
The  aaaaionr  of  Friday,  Nov.  24  were 

given  over  to  papers  by  W.  W.  Duncan 
of  tiM  Hood  Robber  Co.;  Ernest  E. 
Brooks  of  tba  Dennls<in  Co.;  and  Pblllp 
J.  Baitly,  aaaodato  director  of  the  Bo- 
tall  Baaaareh  Aaaeciatlon. 

Bethlehem  Buys  Midvale 
and  Cambria 

Tho  board  of  directors  of  Bethlehem 
Steel  Corporation  at  a  apecial  meeting 
hold  yoaterday  authorized  contracta 
for  the  purcnaae  of  the  planta  and 
other  aaaeta  of  Midvala  Steel  and 
Ordnance  Company  and  of  Cambria 
Steel  Company,  accepting  the  ordnance 

plant  and  other  busineaa  located  at 
Nicetown,  Pa.,  and  aaaeta  appurtenant thereto. 

In  payment  for  tho  propertiea  to  be 
acquired,  Bethlehem  Steel  Corporation, 
besides  providing  for  the  assumption  of 
the  l>onds  and  other  indebtedneaa  of 
the  Midvale  and  Cambria  companies 

(exceptins  current  liabilities  appurte- nant to  tne  CMcrtttion  of  tho  Nicetown 
plant),  will  issue  about  $97,650,000, 
par  value,  of  the  Bethlehem  common 
stock,  of  which  $96,000,000,  par  value, 
will  go  to  the  Midvale  company  for  dis- 

tribution on  dissolution  to  its  atock- 
holders,  and  the  balance  to  the  holdera 
of  the  stock  of  Cambria  not  held  by Midvale. 

> 

Further  Decline  in 
Structural  Sales 

A  marked  seasonal  decline  in  the 
aalea  of  fabricated  structural  steel  in 
October  is  announced  by  the  Depart- 

ment of  Comnu-rce  from  reports  made 
to  the  Bureoii  of  the  Census.  October 
sales  amounted  to  54.9  ner  cent  of  shop 
capacity,  compared  witn  61.0  per  cent 
in  September. 

Reporta  received  from  140  identical 
firms  from  April  through  October,  with 
a  shop  capocity  of  221,790  tons  per 
month,  show  the  following  actual  ton- 

nages booked  each  month  and  the  per- 
centage of  shop  capacity  reprcsentca  by 

these  bookings.  A  revi.sion  of  these 
capacities  in  accordance  with  a  uniform 
standard  is  now  beinK  undertaken  by 
the  Bureau  of  the  Census. 

TnniiMe  Pfrrmtof IWKikcd 

ApHI 

Miy 

Juw 

J  .■ 

CapMity 

I'll.ftO)  U.i 

\n.ii,0  77.7 
r>  1.278  69.1 
141. 907  64.0 
MI.SIS  64.7 
libMiJ  61. 6 

121,76)  }4.9 

German  Activity  in  Russia 
The  well-known  Wolf  concern  of 

Cologne,  one  of  tho  larKOHt  (Icrman 
concerns  in  the  iron  and  steel  industry, 
has  Just  formed  a  new  company  for 
tho  sale  of  Iron,  steel,  mnchinery,  etc., 
in  RuRHia.  The  new  rompany  has  the 
riKht  to  Import  those  products  into 
Russia,  independent  of  the  Russian 
Foreign  Trade  CommiiiNion.  The  Wolf 
concern  haa  placed  the  amount  of  760,- 
000  pounda  aterling  to  the  disposal  of 
the  Russian  novornment  and  promised 
the  furth)  I  <t  of  600,000  pounds 
sterling.     J  .is  are  to  be  used  in 
connection  willi  the  business  of  the 
new  company.  Branch  offices  and 
depota  win  be  opened  in  a  number  of 
tba  larger  Russian  cities. 
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This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Agriculture  and  Industry 
Based  on  Current  Developments 

By  THEODORE  H.  PRICE 
Editor,  Commerce  and  Finance,  New  York 

{Copyright,  Theodore  H.  Price  Puhliahing  Corporation,   16  Exchange  Place,  New  York) 

HERE  are  the  more  import
ant 

items  in  the  Farm  Bloc  program 
as  announced  by  its  titular  leader, 

Senator  Capper,  as  Congress  convened: 

"A  complete  rural  credit  organiza- tion. 

"A  reduction  in  freight  rates. 
"A  re-establishment  of  state  control 

over  intra-state  railway  traffic. 
"A  better  marketing  system. 
"The  delivery  of  the  Muscle  Shoals 

project  to  Henry  Ford. 
"An  income  tax  on  corporate  sur- 

pluses and  stock  dividends. 
"A  constitutional  amendment  prohib- 

iting tax  exempt  securities." 
Other  congressmen  within  and  with- 

out the  Farm  Bloc  are  demanding  that 
a  Bonus  Bill  which  will  cost  no  one 
knows  how  much  shall  be  passed,  and 
if  necessary  repassed  over  a  possible 
veto,  and  in  his  speech  urging  a  ship 
subsidy  that  will  call  for  from  20  to 
50  million  dollars  a  year  the  President 
said  that  the  Administration  would  lend 

a  "willing  ear"  to  any  measures  that 
.will  mitigate  the  distress  of  the  farmer 
who  is  "the  chief  sufferer  from  the 
cruel  readjustments  which  follow  war's 
inflation." 

In  thus  summarizing  what  is  asked 
of  Congress  it  is  not  intended  to  criti- 

cize or  oppose  any  of  the  proposals 
made.  They  are  all  debatable.  Each 
one  has  the  backing  of  an  important 
portion  of  the  body  politic  and  the 
demand  for  lower  freight  rates  will 
certainly  be  very  popular  with  every 
one  but  the  railroads. 

But  it  is  also  to  be  observed  that  in 
its  entirety  the  program  is  avowedly 
agrarian  and  contemplates  a  heavy  in- 

crease in  the  taxes  that  are  directly 
paid  by  invested  wealth.  Therefore  it 
is  not  surprising  that  stocks  and  bonds 
have  declined.  The  i-ailroad  shares 
have  been  especially  weak,  upon  the 
theory  that  there  might  be  an  early 
reduction  in  freight  rates,  but  the 
stocks  of  the  forty  odd  big  corporations 
that  have  recently  declared  stock  divi- 

dends have  also  dropped  as  the  recip- 
ients of  these  dividends  have  been 

turning  them  into  cash  and  buying  tax 
exempt  bonds  in  an  effort  to  prepare 
for  the  deluge  of  new  taxes  that  is 
anticipated. 

But  the  depreciation  that  has  taken 
place  since  Sept.  25,  when  I  first  called 
attention  to  the  change  of  sentiment, 
is  not  primarily  due  to  the  selling  of 
any  particular  group  or  individuals. 
Capital,  which  was  growing  cautious  as 
the  election  approached,  has  been  seri- 

ously alarmed  by  the  size  of  the  radical 
vote  cast,  and  the  epidemi"  of  fear  now 
prevalent  will  probably  run  its  course. 
It  is  futile  to  point  out  that  the  old 
Congress  now  in  session  will  expire  by 
limitation  on  the  4th  of  March.  That 
it  is  unlikely  that  it  will  pass  any 
legislation  of  importance  except  the 
appropriation  bills.  That  the  newly 
elected    Congress    cannot    meet   before 

December,  1923,  unless  the  President 
calls  a  special  session,  which  is  un- 

likely, and  that  we  probably  have  a 
year  of  comparative  political  tranquil- 

ity ahead  of  us. 
All  this  is  forgotten  or  ignored.  But 

when  the  wave  of  pessimism  and  fear 
that  is  now  sweeping  the  investment 
market  has  subsided  it  will  probably 
be  found  that  prices  have  been  carried 
too  low  and  that  the  time  to  buy  is 
when,  as  at  present,  most  people  are 
eager  to  sell.  This  is  why  I  am  now 
disposed  to  suggest  that  those  who 
have  common  sense  and  money  should 
commence  looking  for  bargains  in  the 
confident  belief  that  the  people  of  this 
country  will,  in  the  future,  as  in  the 
past,  find  a  way  to  avoid  being  ruined 
by  fool  legislation. 

The  commodity  markets  and  business 
generally  have  not  as  yet  felt  the  stock 
market  depression,  nor  is  it  logical  that 
they  should,  for  most  of  the  proposals 
by  which  investors  have  been  scared  are 
intended  to  benefit  the  farmer  and  tjie 
wage  earner. 

The  scarcity  of  labor  is  becoming 
acute.  In  the  country  as  well  as  in  the 
cities  there  is  a  job  at  good  pay  for 
every  one  who  wants  to  work.  One 
result  of  this  is  sustained  activity  in 
the  retail  and  jobbing  trades,  but  there 
has  been  no  speculation  and  the  buying 
is  still  from  hand  to  mouth. 

The  railroad  congestion  is  somewhat 
relieved.  The  Federal  Reserve  state- 

ment shows  a  substantial  contraction  of 
credit,  a  gain  of  $15,000,000  in  gold  and 
a  higher  reserve  ratio,  but  the  money 
market  is  no  lower. 

The  production  of  coal  is  now  on  a 
scale  which  assures  an  adequate  though 
not  a  superabundant  supply  for  the 
winter.  Both  iron  and  steel  are  some- 

what lower  as  the  demand  for  the  latter 
is  a  little  less  eager.  An  excellent 
demand  for  copper  is  reported,  but  the 
market  is  held  down  to  14  cents  by  the 
selling  of  the  large  producers  who  seem 
to  fear  that  a  higher  price  would  lead 
to  the  reopening  of  the  smaller  mines 
and  a  burdensome  increase  in  the 
supply. 

The  "edge"  appears  to  be  temporarily 
off  the  cotton  market  as  in  the  light  of 
the  ginning  figures  the  crop  looks  a 
little  larger  than  previously.  But  the 
demand  for  cotton  goods  is  excellent 
and  most  of  the  mills  are  sold  well 
ahead.  Sugar  is  firmer  on  the  strong 
statistical  position.  Wool  and  woolen 
goods  are  steady  without  appreciable 
change  in  price.  Rubber  is  slightly 
higher.  Silk  is  a  shade  easier.  Hides 
and  leather  are  steady,  reflecting  an 
excellent  shoe  business,  although  the 
upholstery  demand  is  poor. 

Our  foreign  trade  figures  for  Octo- 
ber show  exports  valued  at  $372,000,000 

as  against  $343,000,000  last  year.  This 
is  both  surprising  and  encouraging. 
Imports  are  not  yet  reported,  the  delay 

being  due  to  the  rush  caused  by  the tariff  bill. 

The  news  from  Europe  is  still  rather 
sombre.  Germany  continues  to  print 
paper  marks  at  the  rate  of  several 
billion  daily  in  an  effort  to  avert  the 
inevitable  deflation.  Financial  England 
seems  somewhat  heartened  by  the  vic- 

tory of  the  Conservatives,  but  indus- 
trial Lanchasire  is  rather  less  cheerful 

and  some  short  time  is  reported.  Ster- 
ling exchange  has  advanced  sharply  and 

francs  followed  but  only  to  lose  most  of 
their  advance.  French  business  seems 
to  be  fairly  prosperous  despite  the 
financial  predicament  of  the  govern- ment. 

From  Russia  an  amazing  recovery  is 
reported  since  the  Soviet  government 
permitted  a  partial  resumption  of 
capitalistic  practices,  but  the  news  is 
almost  too  good  to  be  entirely  true  and 
it  is  probably  colored  by  the  self  inter- 

est of  those  in  power. 
Mexico  seems  to  be  still  in  a  state 

of  financial  instability  and  irritability, 
but  the  outlook  elsewhere  in  Latin 
America  and  especially  in  Cuba  is 
satisfactory  and  encouraging.  In  Can- 

ada good  crops  and  a  dollar  that  is 
worth  more  than  100  American  cents 
are  creating  a  consciousness  of  pros- 

perity. Speaking  generally  it  may  be  said 
that  in  the  Western  hemisphere  Thanks- 

giving Day  may  be  celebrated  with  real 
thankfulness  for  blessings  already  en- 

joyed, but  in  Europe  it  will  be  chiefly 
observed  with  the  gratitude  that  has 
been  defined  as  "a  lively  appreciation 

of  favors  yet  to  be  received." 

U.  S.  Leads  in  Railway Mileage 

In  the  following  table,  prepared  by 
the  Bureau  of  Railway  Economics,  the 
railway  mileage  of  the  United  States 
is  compared  with  that  of  some  of  the 
other  countries  by  indicating,  through 
multiples,  how  many  times  the  mileage 
of  the  United  States  exceeds  that  of 
the  other  countries. 

Ratio  of  U.S 
Mileage  to 
Mileage  of 

Railway        Country 
Mileage  Named 

United  .States       264,373    
Russia  (incl.  Asiatic).  51,646         5.1  times 
Canada    38,888         6.8times 
British  East  Indies         36,325         7.3time8 
Germany         36,131  7.3times 
France             35,145         7.5timcs 
United  Kingdom.    .  24,396       lO.Stimes 
Argentina    23.156       11.4times 
Brazil         17.478        15    1  times 
Mexico    15,841        I6.7time8 
Italy    12,501       21.7time3 

"In  other  words,"  says  the  Bureau,  in 
commenting  on  the  comparison,  "the 
railway  mileage  of  the  United  States  is 
five  times  as  great  as  the  mileage  of 
Russia,  which  contains  the  next  largest 
system  of  railways. 
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«f  one  per  cent. 

as  raflaetad 
fnm  tW  avMaga  of  40  rep- 
laeitatfTi  taMMa  ia  the  New 
TaHi  auHnt  fMI  off  •llsiiUy 
ia  Ortaber  to  fM^St  as  com- 
aarad  with  tax.14  in  October. 
TW  deeliao  wae  brgvlf  ia 

with  tlM  abare 
bat  of  BO  craat 

Hlfb  crade 
ta  be  attne- 

pftea  a(  Um  «•  Immb 
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Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
AvefSft  of  New Yotk,  Chicato  and CIcvclan J  Price. 

Four 
One 

Current Wecki 
Year 

Unit Price 
Ago Ago 

Soft  iirti  hart.. 
per  lb   - 10.0295  W.029S  S0.0273      || 

C'cJd    finithcd 
•haftini  . . 

per  lb.     .. 
0  0)78 

0  0J7N 
0.0373 

BraH  rodi   .  . 

per  lb. 

0.171 0  1700 0  IS 

Solder  (i  and  )l 

perJb   

0  24 0  2) 0.20 
Cotton    watic 

per  lb   

0  11 
0  II 

0.122 
Waih«r«.  call 

iron  ()  in.) 
per  100  lb. 

4.33 4.33 4  33 Emcrv,      di*kt. 
doth.  No.  1,6 
in.  dia   

per  IOO.J_ 
3.11 3.11 

„.„,^... I.ard  cuitinc  oil 
penal.    -. 

0  59 
0.575 Machine  oil 

per  jal. 
0  36 

0.S6 a.  .  —  ■  ■  «  T  .  ■ 
Bdiing.  leather. 
medium offliit  . 

■SK 

t&L 
- 

Machine      holn 

up  toll  Win. offli.1   
^ 

6/53? 60-loS 

af  auaafaetared  cood* 
la  tbo  UaHad  8tatM  continn**  to  abow 
Ibe  baavT  vohnM  wbiob  b«ca«  >n 
Majr  af  tba  cwraat  year.  Tbe  toul 
««lMaa  of  laaafatUia  raaebad  W.1 
Mr  a«t  ta  Jim,  daJbiW  alickHy 
la  iaiy  to  Ma  aor  caatEatiaMtaa 
for  AaffoU  aad  Baptwlaf  point  to  a 

tioiu  over  the  early  month*  of  the 
current  jrear  are  lumber,  petroleum, 
texUIca  and  food. 

Seriotw  labor  ahortaxe,  both  akllted 
aad  vniikilled,  continue*  to  occtipy  the 
attention  of  the  majority  of  essential 
induatries.        ManufaclurerR    associa- 

tions in  convention  assembled  durins 

the  past  few  months  have  been  unani- 
mous in  declarinir  themselves  arainst 

the  present  immlKTution  legisTation 
and  in  many  cases  they  have 
passed  resolutions  favorintr 
amendments  to  the  acts  so 
ax  to  permit  the  necessary 
labor  to  enter  this  country. 
Statistics  compiled  by  the  Na- 

tional Industrial  Conference 
Board  show  that  since  Jan- 

uary, 1921,  up  to  date  the  net 
Kain  in  immiirration  over 
emlKration  haa  averaged  less 
than  13j^0  persons  per 
month.  The  result  has  been 
a  mat  shortage  of  workers 
and  a  consequent  bidding  up 
of  labor  rates  to  draw  men 
from  one  industry  into  an- 

other. One  of  the  matters 
which  will,  without  doubt,  be 
brought  before  the  next  Con- 

gress, will  be  some  measure 
of  legislation  calculated  to 
relieve  the  serious  situation 
which  has  developed,  from 
which  all  industries  sulTer. 

Ixiadings  of  revenue  freight 
continue  to  be  the  heaviest 
in  the  historv  of  American 
roads.  For  tne  week  ending 
Nov.  11,  a  toUl  of  963,909 
cars  were  loaded,  an  In- 

crease of  198,182  cars  as  compared 
with  the  corresponding  week  or  last 
year  and  an  increase  of  20,328  cars 
compared  with  the  corresponding 
week  in  1920.  Car  shortage  continueit 
serious,  the  total  shortage  on  Novem- 

ber 8  totaling  174,498  cars,  a  decreHsc 
of  about  4,000  cars  from  wvek  previouH. 

B<    mt    baad    a«irM'« >■«■<   ••   waafelir I'rrrrnlaai.  of  total  manurarlur**  nf  •Irrl,  hinilMT.  |iM,>^r, 
BclralMim,  la>>tllr«,  laatliar,  food  and  IuInmco  romplird  li> 
r«4M-al  M«>Mrta  Baard. 
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Decrease  in  Bad  Order 
Locomotives 

The  railroads  of  the  country  repaired 
and  turned  out  of  their  shops  during 
the  period  from  Oct.  15  to  Nov.  1  last 
the  largest  number  of  locomotives  for 
any  semi-monthly  period  in  approxi- 

mately the  last  two  years,  according 
to  reports  received  today  from  the  car- 

riers by  the  Car  Service  Division  of 
the  American   Railway  Association. 

During  that  semi-monthly  period, 
13,490  locomotives  were  repaired.  This 
also  exceeded  by  2,086  the  number 
turned  out  of  the  shops  from  Oct.  1  to 
Oct.  15  last. 

Locomotives  in  need  of  repair  on 
Nov.  1  totaled  18,366,  or  28.5  per  cent 
of  the  number  on  line.  This  was  a  de- 

crease of  865  since  Oct.  15,  at  which 
time  19,231,  or  29.8  per  cent  were  in 
need  of  repairs. 

Of  the  total  number  on  Nov.  1  last, 
15,101  were  in  need  of  repairs  requir- 

ing more  than  24  hours.  This  was  a 
decrease  since  Oct.  15  of  834  locomo- 

tives in  the  number  needing  heavy  re- 
fiairs.  The  remaining  3,265  represented 
ocomotives  in  need  of  light  repairs, 
which  was  a  decrease  of  31  within  the 
same  period. 

Reports  filed  by  the  carriers  show 
that  on  Nov.  1  the  railroads  had 
46,096  serviceable  locomotives. 

Weirton  Steel  Co.  Will  Erect 
Big  Sheet  Mills 

Eight  sheet  mills  involving  an  out- 
lay of  $1,500,000  will  be  erected  in 

Weirton,  W.  Va.,  within  a  year  by  the 
Weirton  Steel  Co.,  according  to  an  an- 

nouncement last  week  by  D.  M.  Weir, 
vice-president  of  the  company.  Five 
hundred  men  will  be  afforded  employ- 

ment by  the  completion  of  the  new 
unit.  The  output  of  the  mills,  Mr. 
Weir  said,  would  be  restricted  to  black 
and  galvanized  sheets  and  the  new 
department  would  be  conducted  entirely 
separate  from  the  tin  unit  of.  the 
plant. 

The  construction  of  the  battery  of 
sheet  mills  will  bring  the  number  of 
hands  employed  by  the  Weirton  Co. 
close  to  the  16,000  mark. 

Southern  Metal  Industry 
Expanding  Trade  with 

South  America 
Southern  metal  trades  industries 

have  been  experiencing  an  unusual 
increase  in  export  sales  to  Latin- 
American  countries  the  past  five  or  six 
weeks,  according  to  William  E.  Dunn, 
Jr.,  secretary  of  the  Southern  Metal 
Trades  Association,  who  advises  that 
metal  trades  products  made  in  the 
South  are  in  greater  demand  now  in 
all  Latin-American  countries,  than  in 
the  past  two  years.  Central,  South 
American  and  Cuban  trade  is  es- 

pecially good,  with  Brazil  and  Argen- 
tine trade  in  the  lead.  Porto  Rican 

conditions  are  rapidly  improving,  and 
border  trade  with  Mexico  has  in- 

creased rapidly  during  the  past  two 
months.  The  outlook,  Mr.  Dunn  states, 
is  for  the  largest  export  business  with 
Latin-American  in  1923  that  the 
southern  metal  trades  indu.stries  have 
yet  experienced. 

New  Process  Gear  Plans 
Expansion 

Definite  plans  for  the  expansion  of 
the  New  Process  Gear  Corporation 
of  Syracuse,  recently  purchased  for 
$2,100,600  by  T.  W.  Warner,  of  Toledo, 
vice-president  of  the  Durant  Motors, 
Inc.,  are  being  worked  out.  The  plant 
has  been  working  at  full  capacity  pro- 

ducing gears  for  both  the  Durant  and 
Star  cars  for  several  months,  and  it 
is  understood  that  the  plans  being  for- 

mulated call  for  a  larger  plant.  C.  R. 
Burt  is  managing  the  plant  for  Mr. 
Warner,  and  it  is  understood  that  he 
will  remain  at  the  head  of  it. 

The  Alliance  Machine  Co.,  Alliance, 
Ohio,  according  to  reports,  has  booked 
orders  for  thirty-one  cranes  and  hoists 
during  the  past  month. 

Supreme  Court  Denies 
Duesenberg  Claim 

The  possibility  of  an  armistice  ending 
the  world  war  was  a  factor  influencing 
contracts  for  war  supplies  in  which 
the  contractor  should  share  responsi- 

bility in  certain  classes  of  cases,  ac- 
cording to  a  decision  of  the  United 

States  Supreme  Court,  rendered  Nov. 
13  in  denying  a  claim  of  the  Duesen- 

berg Motors  Corporation  against  the 
government  for  $152,808.93.  The  Court 
of  Claims  had  dismissed  the  claim  and 
the  Supreme  Court  upholds  this  action. 

The  Duesenberg  corporation  entered 
into  a  contract  to  manufacture  airplane 
motors,  the  contract  being  changed 
twice,  first  to  enlarge  an  order  for 
Liberty  motors  and  later  to  change  the 
type  to  Bugotti  motors.  Specifications 
were  delayed  and  at  the  same  time  the 
plant  was  not  fully  ready,  when  the 
armistice  ended  the  need  for  the  motors. 
The  corporation  claimed  the  $152,808.93 
to  be  due  it  in  addition  to  the  amounts 
which  were  paid  it  by  the  government. 

Leather  Belt  Men  Hold 
Educational  Sessions 

A  three-day  educational  session  of 
the  Leather  Belting  Exchange  was  held 
at  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania,  New  York, 
N.  Y.,  November  16,  17,  18.  As  the 
purpose  of  the  meeting  was  to  interest 
the  members  in  the  finer  points  of 
leather  belting  manufacture,  the  main 
feature  was  a  description  of  the  ex- 

perimental work  carried  on  by  the 
scientific  research  committee  in  its  lab- 

oratory at  Cornell  University. 
R.  P.  Jones,  the  research  director, 

discussed  "Research  Work  in  Leather 
Belting,"  following  his  address  with  a demonstration  of  a  miniature  of  the 

apparatus  in  use  at  the  Cornell  lab- 
oratory. Among  the  other  subjects 

taken  up  were:  How  a  Belt  Transmits 
Power,  by  J.  E.  Rhoads,  chairman  re- 

search committee;  The  Belt  vs.  the 
Motor — the  Costs  of  Belt  Tensions,  by 
R.  C.  Moore,  chief  engineer,  Chas.  A. 
Schieren  Co.;  The  Chain  Drive  in  Its 
Relation)  to  Leather  Belting,  by  C.  0. 
Streeter,  mechanical  engineer,  Graton 
&  Knight  Manufacturing  Co.  The  same 
program  was  given  Thursday  and  Fri- 

day with  the  substitution  of  Dr.  R.  R. 
Tatnall,  chief  engineer,  J.  E.  Rhoads 
and  Sons,  in  place  of  J.  E.  Rhoads  in 
the  discussion  of  How  a  Belt  Transmits Power. 

Locomotives  for  the 
Polish  Railways 

According  to  a  report  recently  re- 
ceived, the  Polish  Railway  Administra- 

tion has  placed  orders  for  25  locomo- 
tives in  the  United  States  and  20  loco- 

motives in  Switzerland,  aggregating 
$900,000.  Further  orders  have  also 
been  placed  during  the  last  few  days 
with  Austrian  works.  The  latter  are 
for  locomotives  of  a  lighter  type  and 
will  be  used  on  the  Galician  sections 
of  the  State  Railways. 
The  Polish  Government  has  also 

placed  an  order  for  150  big  tank  cars 
with  the  French  Arbel  Works. 

The  Manufacturers'  Polishing  and 
Platers'  Supply  Co.,  of  Bridgeport, 
Conn.,  incorporated  the  past  week,  to 
manufacture  polishing  and  platers' 
supplies,  buffing  tools,  etc.,  has  taken  a 
lease  on  6,000  square  feet  of  floor  space 
in  a  portion  of  the  old  Morris  Metal 
Goods  Co.  plant  on  Union  Ave.,  that 
city,  and  plan  to  begin  operations Dec.  1. 

The  Perry  Laundry  Machinery  Co., 
of  Fairhaven,  Mass.,  has  incorporated 
under  the  laws  of  Massachusetts,  to 
manufacture  laundry  and  other  ma- 

chinery, etc..  The  capital  stock  is 
$100,000,  and  the  incorporators  are: 
Frank  Vera,  Emanuel  J.  Perry,  1352 
Rockdale  Ave.,  New  Bedford,  Mass., 
and  M.  V.  Sequeria.  Mr.  Vera  has 
been  chosen  president,  and  Mr.  Perry 
is  the  treasurer  of  the  company. 

The  Guy  Steel  Casting  Co.,  Elmwood, 
a  suburb  of  Hartford,  Conn.,  has,  dur- 

ing the  past  week,  filed  a  certificate  of 
dissolution  with  the  Secretary  of  the 
State  of  Connecticut.  The  firm  has 
decided  to  cease  business,  and  claims 
may  be  sent  to  Mr.  George  B.  King- 
horn,  776  New  Britain  Ave.,  Hartford, 
Conn.  The  company  made  steel  cast- 

ings, etc. 

The  Acme  Shear  Company,  Bridge- 
port, Conn.,  large  manufacturers  of 

shears,  cutters,  etc.,  has  recently  in- 
creased the  capital  stock  of  the  concern 

from  $500,000  to  $1,000,000.  A  cer- 
tificate to  that  effect  was  filed  during 

the  present  week  with  the  Secretary  of 
the  State  of  Connecticut. 

•  The  Moore  Drop  Forging  Co.,  Spring- 
field, Mass.,  is  about  to  build  a  new 

machine  shop  to  be  located  close  to 
the  drop  forging  plant.  It  is  to  be 
93  X  35,  one  story  and  will  cost  $20,000. 
McClintock  &  Craig  of  Springfield  are 
the  architects  and  L.  S.  Wood  has  the 
building  contract. 

The  Dominion  Wheel  and  Foundries 
Co.,  Toronto,  has  recently  acquired  the 
plant  at  Cobourg,  Can.,  formerly  oc- 

cupied by  the  Crossen  Car  Co.,  in  which 
it  is  making  brake  shoes  and  general castings. 

The  Alloy  Steel  Castings  Co.,  the 
plant  of  which  is  located  at  Levittsburg, 
Pa.,  has  been  granted  authority  at 
Columbus,  Ohio,  to  increase  its  capital 
stock  in  the  amount  of  $300,000,  mak- 

ing its  total  capitalization  $450,000. 

O.  R.  Grimmesey,  treasurer  of  the  com- 
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tioa.  eoatroOod  by  W.  C.  Darant. 
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Tko  Broadfoot  Iroa  Wotln.  of  Wil- 

^        N*.   C-  aoea«dfa«  to   W.    G. (,  BroaHaat,  kaa  aador  con- 
■liiHiuaal  uaiu  repreaoiiting 
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Tko  Amitnm  Tractor  Co,  manafae- 
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•on.  8.  C  wWi  fftOJm  capiUl.  by 
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TW  Streot  Bim  Maeklno  Works  aad 
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tW  oalarced  company.    J.  W.  Burrvll. 
— nagor  of  the  Patton  company, 

a*    aaleo    nuuiagor    of    the 
company. 

Tke  H.  H.  Cha*(>  Co.,  haa  been  or- 
•aaised  at  Jamr«town,  N.  Y.  by  H.  H. 
Ckaae,  fumtrrly  tuperintrndent  of  the 
Saliabory  Axlv  Co.,  of  that  citv.  The 
eompaay  will  manufacture  handle  lock 
aoeket  wrenebe*. 

The  MooB  Motor  Car  Co.  reporta  net 
proAta  of  $326,478  for  the  quarter 
ended  Sept  30. 

Tke  Monitor  Controller  Co..  Balti> 
Moro,  Md..  manufarturtrr  of  the  "Just 
Prooa  a  Button"  aystem  of  automatic 
eoatrol  for  all  motor-driwn  apparatus 
kaa  recently  established  in  thv  South 
a  branch  office  at  BirminKham,  Ala. 
The  Instant  Heat  Device  Co.  has 

been  incorporated  at  Miami,  Fla.,  with 
1900,000  capiul,  to  eaUblish  a  plant 
for  tW  Bianufacture  of  a  recently  in- 
vontad  ouick  heater.  W.  A.  Brown,  of 
Miami,  neads  the  company. 

Olmstead,  Kent  A  Co..  ha!<  b<^n  or- 

ganized at  Orlando,  Fla..  with  $2.''>.000 capital  it  is  announced  by  Lucivn  L. 
Olmstead,  of  Orlando,  the  new  com- 

pany to  handle  machinery,  machinery 
supplies  and  entrinecring  supplies  at 
wholesale  and  retail.  Mr.  Olmstead  is 
president,  Roacoe  Kent,  vice-president 
and  Robert  B.  Duckworth,  secretary 
and  troaaurer. 

Soft  Brothers,  of  Carthage,  N.  C. 
machine  shop  operators,  announce 
plans  for  the  immediate  construction 
of  a  large  ahop,  which,  including  new 
machinery  to  oe  installed,  will  repre- 
aent  an  investment  of  several  thousand 
dollars. 

The  Kalman  Steel  Co.,  at  Youngs- 
town,  Ohio,  operating  a  reinforcing  bar 
plant,  ia  installing  machinery  that 
will  increaso  its  cspacity  50  per  cent, 
says  Supt.  West.  Next  year  the  com- 
panr  will  add  a  unit  76  x  376,  giving 
the  local  plant  about  double  its  present 
capacity.  Announcement  is  made  that 
the  KaJman  Steel  Co.  has  taken  over 
the  Foughner  Steel  Co.  of  New  York. 

The  Studebaker  Corporation,  in  iU 
report  for  the  third  quarter  ahows  a 
total  production  of  874^51  cars  as 
against  66463  in  I9tl,  The  total  pro- 

duction for  1922  is  expected  to  be  about 
110,000. 

The  Roller-Smith  Co.,  233  Broadway, 
New  York  City,  announces  the  appoint- 

ment of  the  Electric  Material  Co.  as 
its  agont  in  the  SUto  of  Washington 
and  parts  of  Oracon  snd  Idaho.  The 
Electric  Mstsrial  Co.  has  recently 
opened  an  oflleo  in  the  Hinckley 
Building,  Soattle,  and  will  handle  the 
Roller-.Smith  Co.'s  lines  of  electrical 
instruments,  circuit  breakers  and  radio 

apparatus  in  that  territory.  The  Soat- 
tJo  oOke  is  in  charge  of  R.  F.  Robinson, 
fomwrly  connected  with  the  Western 
Electric  Co.,  snd  the  Paciflc  Telephone 
and  Telegraph  Co.  The  Electric  Mate- 

rial Co.'s  main  office  is  at  689  Howard 
St..  San  Francisco,  Calif.,  and  it  also 
haa  a  branch  office  in  the  Title  Insur- 

ance Building,  In  Los  Angeles.  Roller- 
Kmith  apparatus  is  handled  by  both  of 
Ibeao  oflksea  as  well  as  the  Seattle  offlco 
wbich  aiaana  that  the  Electric  Material 
Co.  repraaenu  the  Roller-Smith  Co. 
along  tko  entire  Paciflc  Coast. 

TW  MeClaia  Co.  has  boMi  incorpo- 
rated at  Portland.  Me.,  to  manufacturo 

wood  and  metal  working  machinery 
and  tools.  The  directors  are  Frank  H. 
McClain,  treasurer;  Clark  B.  Dunton 
and  Henry  L.  Cheney. 

The  Somerset  Machine  Co.  has  been 
incorporated  at  Skowhegan,  Me.,  to 
manufacture  and  repair  tools  and  ma- 

chines, with  a  capital  of  $10,000.  The 
directors  are:  President,  Oscar  Thomp- 

son of  Skowhegan;  treasurer,  Wallace 
S.  Clark,  Skowhegan.  and  Prank  C. 

Fellows  of  Brookline,  Masa.  ' 
The  Victor  Tool  Co.,  Waynesboro, 

Pa.,  announces  the  appointment  uf  the 
J.  F.  Buhr  Machine  Tool  Co.,  7762 
Dubois  Ave.,  Detroit,  Mich.,  to  repre- 

sent the  entire  line  of  Victor  produets 
in  Eastern  Michigan. 

WtLUAM  T.  RAYNOt,  treasurer  of  the 
Gilbert  A  Barker  Manufacturing  Co., 

Springfield,  MasM.,  sailed  re."  n  a pleanure  trip  through  the  .S.  r- ican  countries.     Mr.  Rayner  i..,    to 
be  in  the  South  for  several  weeks. 

A.  Skidmore,  for  many  years  atSO* 
elated  with  the  Ayer-O'Connoll  Manu- facturing Co.,  of  Meriden.  Conn.,  has 
been  chosen  superintendent  of  the 
Manufacturers'  Polishing  and  Pinters 
Supply  Co.,  recently  incorpornteci  and 
ominised  to  manufacture  platers'  sup- 

plies, buffing  tools,  ete.,  of  Bridgeport, 
Conn. 

Frbwrick  G.  Hi;ghes,  vice-president 
of  the  New  Departure  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Bristol,  Conn.,  has  been  elected 
president  of  the  Bristol  Chamber  of 
Commerce,  and  will  assume  the  duties 
of  that  oflke  immediately. 

Mnx;HKix  S.  Littl£,  president  of  tho 
M.  S.  Little  Manufacturing  Co.,  of 
Hartford,  Conn.,  and  afflliatod  with 
several  other  industrial  companies  of 
Hartford,  and  vicinity,  was,  during  the 
past  week,  elected  a  director  of  tho 
iCtna  Life  Insurance  Co.,  of  Hartford, 
filling  a  vacancy  caused  by  the  recent 
death  of  the  Hon.  Morgan  Gardner 
Bulkeley,  former  Governor  of  Con- 

necticut, and  Ex-United  SUtea  Senator. 

F.  F.  RoHRER,  assisUnt  to  the  man- 
ager of  both  the  power  and  railway  de- 

partments of  the  Westinghouse  Elec- 
tric and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.,  hat  been  sppointod  general 
contract  manager  of  that  company. 
In  his  new  appointment,  which  is  ef- 

fective immeaiately,  Mr.  Rohrer  will 
be  a  member  of  the  staff  of  W^  S.  Rugg, 
general  aalea  manager. 

Paul  M.  Lincoln,  past  president  of 
tho  American  Institute  of  Electrics! 
Engineers,  and  for  marv  years  assocU 
ated  with  the  Westinghouse  Electric 
and   Manufacturing  Co.,  has  been  ap- 
r>inted     director    of    tnc     School    of 

lectricsl   Engineering  in   t^r   c  ", ,« of  Engineering,  Cornell  Uti  to 
succeed  the  late  Professor  .v.  ..-^.  i<.-r Gray. 

D.  K.  Hl'tchcratt,  formerly  vic«- 
freiiident  of  the  Indiana  Air  Pump  Co., 
ndianapolis,  and  one  of  tho  leiading 

suthoritias  on  air  lift  pumping,  has 
been  appolntixl  district  manager  of  tho 
Chicago  Pneumatic  Tool  Co?s  branch 
offlco  recently  established  at  Tuliis, Okla. 
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Earle  M.  Hayes,  formerly  general 
manager  of  and  for  the  past  five  years 
with  Hunter  &  Havens,  steel,  iron  and 
mill  supply  merchants,  Bridgeport, 
Conn.,  has  just  been  appointed  .general 
manager  of  steel  sales  of  the  American 
Tube  and  Stamping  Co.,  Bridgeport, 
Conn. 

Edyv^ard  T.  Oliver  has  been  ap- 
pointed  to    represent    the    Victor    Tool 

ment  work  in  the  southern  field.  E.  S. 
Humphries,  of  Roanoke,  has  been 
named  to  succeed  Mr.  Leroux. 

Colonel  William  L.  Scott,  of  At- 
lanta, for  the  past  eight  years  sales 

manager  in  the  southern  territory  for 
the  Ohlen-Bishop  Co.,  of  Columbus, 
Ohio,  and  one  of  the  South's  best 
known  machinery  and  saw  men,  has 
tendered   his   resignation   to   this   com 

Co.,  Waynesboro,  Pa.,  manufacturer  of    Pany   and    accepted   a   similar   position 
taps,  die  heads,  reamer  holders,  etc.,  in 
the  Northern  Ohio  territory.  He  will 
make  his  headquarters  at  2031  Lincoln 
Ave.,  Lakewood,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Thomas  K.  Glenn,  head  of  the  At- 

lantic Steel  Co.,  of  Atlanta,  for  many 
years,  and  one  of  the  best  known  iron 
and  steel  manufacturers  in  the  south- 

ern field,  has  been  named  to  the  presi- 
dency of  a  new  banking  corporation 

formed  in  Atlanta  this  month  by  the 
consolidation  of  the  Lowry  National 
Bank  and  the  Trust  Company  of 
Georgia. 

H.  H.  GiLDNER,  formerly  with  the 
S  K  F  organization  in  New  York,  has 
become  associated  with  the  Timken 
Roller  Bearing  Co.  as  district  manager 
of  sales  in  the  Chicago  territory. 
John  H.  Peckham,  for  many  years 

connected  with  the  Norton  Grinding 
Co.,  Worcester,  Mass.,  has  now  joined 
the  selling  department  of  Henry  Pren- 

tiss and  Co.,  New  York.  Mr.  Peckham 
will  act  as  grinding  machine  specialist 
for  the  sales  and  service  ends. 

D.  W.  PiTCOCK,  former  superin- 
tendent of  the  Massillon  Rolling  Mill 

Co.,  Massillon,  Ohio,  has  become  gen- 
eral superintendent  of  the  Universal 

Steel  Co.,  at  Bridgeville,  Pa. 

Charles  B.  Wilson,  vice-president 
and  general  manager  of  the  Willys- 
Overland  Co.,  Toledo,  Ohio,  has  re- 

signed to  return  to  Pontiac,  Mich.,  as 
active  president  of  the  Wilson  Foun- 

dry and  Machine  Co.,  of  which  he  was 
president  and  general  manager  until 
his  active  affiliation  with  the  Willys 
organization  late  in  1920. 

William  H.  Warren,  former  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  Gary  plant  of  the 

Illinois  Steel  Co.,  and  of  the  Brier  Hill 
Steel  Co.,  has  been  appointed  general 
superintendent  of  the  Trumbull  Steel 
Co.,  at  Warren,  Ohio. 

H.  B.  Newton,  purchasing  agent  for 
the  Thew  Shovel  Co.,  Lorain,  Ohio,  has 
been  named  to  do  the  purchasing  also 
for  the  Universal  Crane  Co.,  an 
affiliated  company,  Elyria.  All  the  buy- 

ing will  be  done  at  Lorain. 

Stanley  B.  Mathbwson,  factory 
manager  of  the  old  Elwood-Meyers  Co., 
Springfield,  Ohio,  has  resigned  to  be- 

come dii-ector  of  personnel  of  Antioch 
College,  Yellow  Springs,  Ohio,  succeed- 

ing fl.  L.  Gardner,  who  has  been  made 
assistant  to  the  general  manager  of  the 
Shelton  Looms,  Shelton,  Conn. 

A.  W.  Irving,  formerly  with  the 
Holden  Co.  of  Canada,  has  joined  the 
sales  organization  of  the  Canadian 
Machinery  Corporation,  Toronto. 

William  Gamble,  formerly  with  the 
Moline  Plow  Co.  at  Poughkeepsie,  N.  Y., 
has  been  appointed  purchasing  agent 
of  the  Rock  Island  Plow  Co.,  Rock 
Island,    111. 

J.  W.  Leroux,  of  Atlanta,  for  several 
years  southeastern  representative  of 
the  Virginia  Bridge  and  Iron  Co.,  of 
Roanoke,  Va.,  has  resigned,  effective 
Jan.  1,  1923,  and  will  thereafter  devote 
his   entire   time   to   industrial   develop- 

with  the  American  Saw  and  Manufac- 
turing Co.,  of  Springfield,  Mass.  He 

will  make  his  headquarters  in  Atlanta 
at  42  West  Alabama  St. 

Walter  M.  Spaulding,  chairman  of 
the  board  of  directors  of  the  Graton  & 
Knight  Manufacturing  Co.,  Worcester, 
Mass.,  and  identified  with  that  company 
for  more  than  50  years,  of  which  13 
years  were  as  president,  died  at  his 
home  in  that  city,  Nov.  16,  aged  76 
years.  He  retired  as  president  last March. 

Myron  E.  Ream,  vice-president  of 
Leffingwell-Ream  Co.,  management  en- 

gineers, died  suddenly  November  17,  in Chicago. 

William  Maurer,  63  years  old, 
promment  South  Bend,  Ind.,  manufac- 

turer and  owner  of  the  Maurer  Ma- 
chine Works,  died  recently  in  that  city. 

James  Butterworth,  retired  manu- 
facturer of  textile  machinery,  died 

November  14,  at  his  home.  No.  252 
Pelham  Road,  Mt.  Airy,  Philadelphia, 
Pa.,  aged  82  years.  Born  in  that  city, 
he  entered  the  service  of  his  father, 
head  of  the  H.  W.  Butterworth  &  Sons' 
Co.,  in  1857,  and  was  admitted  to  the 
firm  in  1889.  He  was  its  president 
when  he  retired  10  years  ago. 

Foreign  Commercial  Credits.    By  George  W. 
Edwards,  Assistant  Professor  of  Bank- 

ing, Scliool  of  Business,  Columbia  Uni- 
versity,   and    Research    Assistant,    Fed- 

eral    Reserve     Board.      Two     hundred 
thirty-eight      6x9      In.      pages,      cloth 
boards.     Published  by  the  McGraw-Hill 
Book  Co.,  Inc.,   370  Seventh  Ave.,  New 
York.  N.  Y.     Price  t2.50. 

A  welcome  addition  to  our  rather  meager 
literature  dealing  with  foreign  trade.     The 
United  States,  as  a  nation  is  probably  less 
well    founded    In    fundamentals    of    foreign 
trade  than  any  other  large  nation,  yet  must 
realize  that  eventually  she  will  engage  ex- 

tensively   in    that    type    of    commerce.      On 
that  account  this  book,  which  takes  up  the 
letter  of  credit,  the  fundamental  method  of 
financing    foreign    trade    for    many    years, 
should  be  of  great  value  to  those  who  wish 
to  understand  how  to  do  business   abroad. 
Practical    and    legal    principles    underlying 
the  letter  of  credit  are  explained. 
An  introduction  by  H.  Parker  Willis  is 

followed  by  chapters  on  the  movement 
toward  uniformity  in  commercial  docu- 

ments, present  status  of  shipping  docu- 
ments meaning  and  classification  of  letters 

of  credit,  operation  of  letters  of  credit,  trav- 
elers' letters  of  credit,  the  letter  of  credit  in 

American  law — principles,  the  letter  of 
credit  in  American  law — decisions,  the 
authority  to  purchase,  the  trust  receipt, 
British  commercial  credits,  the  letter  of 
credit  in  British  law,  German  commercal 
credits,  commercial  credit  practice  of  Japa- 

nese banks,  commercial  credit  practice  of 
some   continental   banks. 
There  are  appendices  on  commercial 

credit  instruments,  uniform  commercial 
credit  regulations  of  the  commercial  credit 
conference,  the  Hague  rules.  1921,  points 
of  variance  between  the  Hague  rules  and 
the  Harter  act,  American  foreign  trade  defi- 

nitions. Diamond  Alkali  Export  Corporation vs.  Bourgeois. 

Blancharia:  l.and  of  OpportanltleN.  Pub- 
lished by  the  South  Manchuria  Rail- 

way, Dalren,  Manchuria.  Boards.  IIJ 
6x9  pages,  lOU  half  tones,  map  and 10   charts. 

This  book  tells  the  story  of  the  amazlne; 
transformation  that  has  taken  place  in 
Manchuria.  The  development  of  this  coun- 

try has  been  made  possible  by  the  South 
Manchuria  Railway,  with  Its  American 
equipment,  its  coal  and  Iron  mines,  steel 
works,  electric  plants  and  industrial  works. 
Known  only  a  few  years  ago  as  "The 

Forbidden  Provinces,"  this  section  of  China 
has  made  almost  unbelievable  strides  since 
Uie  close  of  the  Russo-Japanese  War,  when 
Russia's  rights  In  the  country  were  trans- ferred to  Japan.  The  traveler  In  Man- 

churia rides  in  a  Pullman  sleeping  car. drawn  by  a  Baldwin  Locomotive  over  100 lb.   rails   made   in   Pltt.sburgh. 
Riding  from  the  modern  part  of  Dalren northward  through  cities  lighted  by  elec- 

tricity, with  their  fine  railway  stations, paved  .streets,  hotels,  schools,  hospitals  and scientific  laboratories ;  past  Amerlcam 
equipped  steel  works,  coal  mines  and  fac- tories, the  transformation  is  so  great  that the  traveller  can  hardly  believe  he  is  in  a land  which  only  a  few  years  since  was  the home  of  the  Manchu  rulers  of  China  and  a forbidden    land    to   world    commerce. 
The  book  is  absorbingly  interesting  and 

gives  one  an  insight  Into  this  almost  un- known country  that  cannot  be  obtained from  any  history. 
Fandamentals     of     Practical     Mathematics 

By  George   Wentworth,   David   Eugene Smith    and     Herbert    Druery     Harper 

One     hundred     ninety-eight     5x7     in' pages,  cloth  boards.     Illustrated.    Pub- 
lished   by    GInn    &    Co.,    15    Ashburton Place,    Boston    2,   Mass.     Price   SI. 20 

The  authors   divide   the   book   into   chap- ters on   fundamental   operations,   ratio  and 
proportion,    mensuration,   trigonometry    the slide  rule,  and  general  applications.     From a  consideration  of  those  divisions  it  may  be 
seen  just  what  they  include  under  "funda- 

mentals." 

There  are  two  general  points  to  be  con- 
sidered In  any  book,  content  and  arrange- ment. Much  praise  may  honestly  be  given 

to  both  in  "Fundamentals  of  Practical Mathematics."  Beginning  with  a  review  of addition,  subtraction,  multiplication  and division  of  whole  numbers,  decimals  and 
common  fractions,  the  student  is  led  by  easy 
steps  through  elementary  trigonometry, which  is  followed  by  a  chapter  on  the  slide 

rule. 

Arrangement  of  the  contents  eliminates 
almost  all  Inconvenience.  Problems  and  the 
illustrations  to  which  they  refer  are  printed 
on  facing  pages.  The  first  page  after  the 
table  of  contents  contains  an  explanation  of 
symbols.  The  last  two  pages  of  text  con- 

sist of  definitions  of  mechanical  terms. 
Text  dealing  with  trigonometry  is  followed 
by  four-place  tables  of  the  natural  func- 

tions. A  feature  of  the  book  is  that  the 
line  cuts  are  printed  in  blue,  showing  a 
white  line  on  a  blue  background.  In  that 
way  teaching  the  student  how  to  read  blue 
prints.  As  the  problems  refer  to  the  cuts, 
the  blue  prints  must  be  used  constantly. 

Problems  of  the  type  that  the  student  will 
meet  in  his  work  have  been  selected. 
Mathematics  is  shown  to  be  a  practical 
subject,  not  merely  one  used  to  exercise  the mind. 

Motor    Vehicle    EngineerInK — The    Chasfils. 
By  Ethelbert  Pavary,  author  of  "Motor 
Vehicle    Engineering — Engines."      Four hundred  sixty  6x9  in.  pages,  515  illus- 

trations,   cloth    boards.      Published    by 
the    McGraw-Hill    Hook   Co.,    370    Sev- 

enth Ave.,  New  York,  N,  Y.   Price  $5.00. 
The    author   has    attempted,    and    to   the 

reviewer  he   seems   to   have   very   satisfac- 
torily accomplished,  the  embodiment  of  in- 

formation that  may  be  applied  by  students, 
and    those    engaged,    or   wishing   to    become 
engaged,  in  the  automotive  industry,  to  ac- 

tual work.     For  clarity  in  presentation  the 
contents  of  such  a  book  naturally  fall  into 
several  divisions.      In   this   book   they  deal 
■with    chassis    layout,    mechanics    of    mate- rials, frames,  clutches,  shafts  and  universal 
Joints,  transmission  or  change  speed  gears, 
rear  axles,  rear  axles  for  trucks,  rear  axle 
loads    and    stresses,    torque    arms,    thrust-, 
radius-,  and  truss  rods,  brakes,  front  axles, 
steering  gears  and  other  subjects. 

There  is  little  of  a  historical  nature 
about  the  book  and  It  Is  in  no  sense  merely 
a  compilation  of  information  showing  pres- 

ent day  practice.  Underlying  principles  have 
been  stated  and  explained  clearly.  Only 
elementary  mathematics  has  been  used.  To 
quote  from  the  preface,  "The  methpd  pur- sued in  the  treatment  of  the  subject  is 
largely  a  result  of  the  author's  work  as 
consulting  engineer,  his  experience  with 
draftsmen  and  designers  and  his  lectures  on 
wotor  vehicle  design  at  Cooper  Union  to 

men  engaged    in   the    industry." 
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Ihlcknraara  0.t&  and  0.(t  mllllmvtrr— 
Hwlisrrland.  Purchaa*  daalri-d.  guola- 
llcna  elf.  Antwarp.  Tarms:  Caah.  Uef- ■  r.'n.r   .No.   41M. 

S-.iut»on  for  rrmovliut  mat  or  for  looa«n- 
Inc  ruMed  crrFWa  and  bolta— Italy.  Pur- 
cbaaa  dralrvd.  Uuotatlona.  c.l.f.  Italian 
port.     Paymrnt;  Caah.     Rafrrrnco  No.  41«. 

Acrlcullural  Implvmrnla  and  machlnprv 

—Japan.  Purchaa*  and  acrncv  ■U-alnd. 
Qiuxatlona.  c.l.f.  KoIm-  or  Vokoliaina. 
Trrma:  Paymrnt  acalnat  dooumvnta.  Ref- 
wvnoa  No.  4i;0. 

KlMlrlcal  cooda  of  all  kinds.   !•    r 
Inv  machinery,  machine   tool*,  ru 
Inc.   rubber   boa*,   mrtala.    rail*   

«•«  In  ,tha  •mrlnverlna  llne--»wii<-n. 
Aarncy  dealrad.  guolalTonB,  f.o.b.  New 
York.     Rrfvranc*  No.  4171. 

KUctrlcal  apparatus  of  all  anr" 
eblnery  in  ameral — Hpaln.     A«.r,  i 
Terms:    Payment  upon  receipt   or 

i!"-     Correapondenca.  Spanish.     lUfiTtix-o No.  4172, 

I^rae  machine  for  <h-   '-'-'— Hit lonlnc  of 
Worn    anil    flaiiened    •  :  wheels- 
Spain.     Purchase  dealt  Iway  com- 
panv.        otioiaiiona.      i..;.      ......msh      port. 
T"  h    on    delivery    of    mnc-hlnery. 
''•  ■  ..-e.    Spanish    or   French.      Ref- er, i.  ilHi. 

It- fr...  i.tua — Italy.  Purchaac  desired 
by  »...>,<ir...iur*r._guotatlona,  cXf.  Italian 
port.     Hafamiaa  Ma.  4IS«. 

D    Trade  Catalogs     [[ 
0«j»  Orladlav.  Tba  ti«aa-Bradner  Oo- 

Cliwrtaiid.  Ohio.  This  company  haa  Jtist 
MMad  a  n*-lr  putillcMtlon  fif  alxte*  ri  pntfes, 
artui  an  attractive  arrsnaemenl.  on  ih<>  auli- 
le<-t  of  gear  arlndlna.  Tlie  piihllratlnn 
f'Slurea  the  I>eea-lfradner  nrodun  In  the 
line  of  crlnders  for  this  work  snd  c*jnialna 
eWvsa  selected  1 1  lust  rs  I  Ions.  It  set*  forth 
In  aatall  a  t|uanll(y  >if  output  prr.cea«  that 
naMtsa  sfiur  Rears  after  hardenit../  »,i.itt. 
lalntnff   stsndsrds    nt   accuracy 

Jieaa  In  the  product.     A   feature  <■■ 
Icatlon  u  III.   .ii«<ii»i>.»  ,.t  n,i   <  ■ 
lbs  Int 
Involat' 
pla  aart    
■at  '.ih   of    ihta   I) 
Itr  '  hlnea.       The    (;, 

ri- ■  ..f  geiwral  aaaanii..,   ..;   :...■ 
■rlikdars  Utt  give  detail*  of  ooaatnactton  as 

•M    IMtl  far  U>s    ■latpayt     •••«. 
Mtam  «M  M*  alack*  i-r  imy.         l>ValM*   afcafi    AaalUaltaas.     Th*   S.   ■. 

■ggagrtsr^a  11  safari  are  of     1»*Mie  iM-ntal  Manufadurtna  Co,  PlilladsT- 
••••••     ••■■I     aaas^— ladta       fhta,    Ps.      A    ti»w   slileen-psre   puhllcafton 

H»*    lamjd    k*    this    canpAi       ' 

s;as:-5^'   ^. 

£nnA. 
aaM  4ra»n  stsal  lahas  fram  I 
■ala  4Mist.T    ■mllaaA     l>r- 

itloM,   eJX   •aatuab 

I*  IB  jaaaa  iwwaa-wifa  aiwansa 
■4a— <5iiaM.     fkuliaas   4satrad. 
4BHk    NavataMaa  iia*  ciii* 

Mitila  a»  «atttraa.   *«c^SIorway.     pSf- 
kiii  <ia>ri«.    q«a(alloa%  f A*.  New  Tafk. Ovaria 

«t»l. 
tit  a€  aravy 
rdwaia  mm 

screws. 

Makes,    saad- ywwa.   kttB*a^,s«s^latoke^    __. 

In  r«cent  yeara  of  the  ilrvelopmvnt  ot  flex- 
ible ahafis  l>y  thia  com|iany,  tells  how  they 

are    m:t  '  '   rth   their  many   uass 
In   nut 
Mr«».  The    Hrown    Instru- 

meiil   <  >.      I  iniii.ii-i|iiuii,    Pa.     Tin  v 
has  Just   Issued  a  new   folder  f. .. 
llrvwn    method    of    automailo    i.  i ,. 
oonirul  on  furnaces  in  ahupa,  .it.,  lor 
harilenlna  ami  lemperlnc  tools. 

rartable  I'aderealUnit  Kaalpaienl.  The 

f.V.."-..  .!'.""  '^'nl«l  Manufacturlna  Co.. Philadelphia.  Pa.  A  new  four-pa»e  folder 
Just   la!iuc.l   liy  ihlR   ...mpttiiv   illiiNliai.-H  nnd 

»"■  tii.- 
aif  >    ■.  ■    >  ;.„    ,n\C*. beiw.<ii    .  i.mniul.itloii  acKnmiia. 
War  Harplaa.  Tl>e  U.  8,  Wiir  Denart- 

mnii.  I'll., lor  of  Salea,  haa  luat  IhhiiimI  a 
ail'  .Met     di-scrlblna.     In     B     Ki-iicriil 
*•'  hoila  of  »nl<<  rvsorted  to  l>v  the 
1>.  I  111  the  (lIsiMiattl  of   lis  atiH'ka  of 
surplus  iiroperly.  The  p»ni|>hli.t  tells  what 
these  slocks  consist  of  and  coniiilns  a 
loose-leaf  Insert  llstln|[  the  duti-s  of  tho Important  sales  scheduled  for  the  noar 
future. 

tieaeral  Kleetrle  Talaloc  for  Itll.  Tha 
General  Bloctrlo  Co..  Schenectady,  N,  V, 
The  oomnany  has  Just  Issued  Us  reneral 
oataoc  for  1S21,  of  1118  paces  with  a 
cataloc  number  Index  and  a  auTiJect  Index. 
The   cataloc   civea   a    repreaentatlve   llstinc 

of     the     company'a     products     <■'   ' '■ throujrh    lU    sniea    ofllces    anil    il' 
all   of   which    are   clven.      The    \i 
on   supplies   alao   Includes   Identlli....      ,..r 
orderlnc  and.  In  most  caaea,  prioea  alao. 
The  cataloc  nupersedea  all  previous  publl- 
cat  Inns 

Power  Pnnrhlac  Preaaea.  The  NIacara 
Machine  nnd  TooF  Workers,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. 
The  compnny  hns  Just  Issued  Rullr-tln  No. 
•  1  of  tw'i-niy-four  paces  on  Iih  line  of 

power  jniru-tiliiK  pressea.  serli-n  N.,,.  S(i.4ii. 
110.     The  liulleiln   Is  fully    iv  ■  -      -    ?  n views  of  the   vnriouM  types  ■  i 
contains    cuts  shuwlnK   con- 
aa     Well     aa    specincalluns     .m     .ion     xim.- and  sli«. 

roataisrslal  Rast  Remover  and  Plrkllnc 

CoBipsuBd.  Peter  A.  F'rnaae  unci  Co.,  Inc., 
417  Canal  Si..  .\.w  York  City.  Tlils  com- 

pany has  Juat  laauiKl  u  folder  deN<-rll>liiK  a 
naw  compound  for  the  removsl  of  rust. 

BIcbteaath  Aanaal  Aalomoblle  Nalon, 
Commodore  Hotel,  New  York  City,  Decem- 

ber I  to  ».  1>2S. 

Amerteaa  ■orUty  of  Merhanlrsl  Kncl> 

aeera,  annual  convention,  Di-.-i-mber  4  to  7, 
mil.  New  York  City.  Sei-r.tury,  Calvin 
W.  Illcc,  29  West  lilth  St.,  .New  York  City, 
Amsrlraa  Inalllate  of  tVelshIa  and 

Measures,  annual  Mii.iinir  December  8. 

1>12,    United    KnK  .■clelU-»'    llulUI- 
Inc,    2»    West    l:<^  w    York    Clly. 
t'haa.  C.   Htulx,    11.     i  ..-.,% uy.    New    York 
City,   Is  aecretiiry 

Nalianal  Eapoaltlon  of  Power  and  Me- 
rhaalenl  l-'-ri"  — rln».  Dec.  7  to  11,  11112, 
Orand  I-alace,    ,New    York    City. 
SaeraUt  W.    nice,    IS    West    lUth 
»U  Nev.       ly. 

Msllonal  ABt4imoblle  Chamber  of  C'sm- 
Bwrre,  Nullonul  Aiiloiiiolille  Show,  Uriiiid 

Central  Palace,  New  York  (.'Ity,  Januiiry 
f  to  II.  1111. 

Hadsaal  Aatomeblla  rbamber  of  Oam> 
aieree.  National  Automohlle  Hhow,  January 
27  to  Feliruary  1,  1(21,  Collaeuin  and  Klrst 
Iteclment  Armory,  Chlcuifo,  111. 

American     Knalneerinc     4'aanrll,     Annual 
Meetlnc.   January    II    mid    12,   ut    Ihi-   Ininl- 
tiusrlers   of   V.   A.   K.   H.,   24    JiickH'in    T'l.i.  •■. 
WnahlnKton.   D,  C,      I-.    W.  Wiill^. 

lary. 

American  Inalllnle  of  Kleilri,  .i  i  m  i- 
neera,   .M  i  I  I   lo 
It.     Ku  York. 

K.  I-.  II.. Amerlran  liialllule  uf  .Mlnlaa  aad  M*tal> 
lurslent  Knalneera.  Annuul  MsetlnC*  Peb- 
riiiiry  \'.i  lo  21.  Knuliieerlnic  Hoclstiss  Bide., 
New  York.     V.  H.  Hharllesa,  Secretary. 

Amsrlran        Foandrrmea'a        Aaaorlatlnn, *•■••■..   ni.,„ii,,,.       ,.„.i      exhibition      ttl 

!o    April    10    to 

I A  Hiiulh   Deiir- 
i,  .     -iiy, 
^  "oileaJ  Saslety,  Seml- 

ai  I    Commodore,    Naw 
Y<       S.    1>22.      Colin    O, 
Pir  ,<ith  IM.  Salle  Ml.,  Chlcaco.  Ill,, 
la 

\  '      '.iy    for   Tealinc    Ma4«rlala, 
it     Atlanilr    City,    June, 
twick.    UK    Spruca    8t, 

i'niiiia.ipniii.  I.'  ' ' '-relary. 



November  30,  1922 Eliminate  Waste — With  Modem  Equipment 868e 

Machine  Tools  Wanted 

III.,  Chicago  —  Monighan  Machine  Co., 
2030  Carroll  Ave. — slotting  machine  with  24 
in.  strolte  and  36  in.  clearance  from  center 
of  table  to  housing. 

III.,  Chicago— E.  H.  Stafford  Mfg.  Co.. 
218  South  Wabash  Ave.  (manufacturer  of 
furniture) — factory  truck.s,  edge  sanding 
machines  and  radial  boring  machines. 

Ind.,  Newcastle — Goodwin  Auto  Co.,  J. 
Goodwin,  Proprietor — machinery,  tools  and 
equipment  for  2  story  garage  and  service 
works  on  Race  St. 

Ma88.,  Charientown  (Boston  P.  O.)  — 
General  Baking  Co.,  Bunker  Hill  St. — 
equipment  for  proposed  $100,000  garage  on 
Ferrin  St. 

Mass^  Boxbury  (Boston  P.  O.)  —  B. 
White,  44  Holworthy  St. — machinery  and 
tools  for  garage. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — J.  Segal,  1231  Market  St. 
— tool.s.  motor  and  machinery  for  machine 
shop    (used). 

N.  Y.,  Brooklyn — Metropolitan  Mechani- 
cal Wks.,  129  Boerum  PI. — one  bench  lathe. 

N.  Y.,  UulTalo — L.  Feldstein,  2022  Seneca 
St. — machinery  and  equipment  fur  garage 
and  service  station. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Genesee  Arcade,  Inc., 
1446  Genesee  St. — mechanical  equipment  for 
$40,000  garage  and  service  station. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — A.  Korpalaki.  1673  Bway. 
—two  1,000  gal.  gas  tanks  and  pumps,  also 
other  equipment  for  service  station. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo  —  M.  &  M.  Oil  Co.,  20 
Breckenridge  St. — 1.000  gal.  gas  tank  and 
pump,  also  other  equipment  for  service  sta- 

tion on  Huron  and  Oak  Sts. 
N.  Y.,  Hamlin — H.  B.  Lewis — one  power 

driven  cutting  machine. 
N.  Y.,  Rochester — CUllinan-Malcolm  Co., 

Inc.,  4322  Lake  Ave. — equipment  for  gaso- 
line and  automobile  service  station. 

Pa..  Phila. — C.  Crowley.  Wildey  St.  and 
Montgomery  Ave.  (machinist) — additional 
machinery  for  new  factory. 

Pa..  Phila. — Edward  Wilkie  Motor  Co., 
917  North  Broad  St. — machine  shop  equip- 

ment tor  sales  and  service  station. 
Wis..  Kenosha — W.  Russell.  603  Milwau- 

kee Ave. — automobile  ^pair  machinery  for 
proposed  $40,000  garage.  .  -  . 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — M.  S.' Mann.,  1219  Hol- ton  St. — equipment,  including  gasoline  tank 
and  pump,  for  proposed  $40,000  garage  on 
4th  St. 

Out..  Ford— Ford  Motor  Co.  of  Canada — 
equipment  for  nutchine  shop  additions. 

Que.,  Montunri — Menard  Garage,  223  St. 
Ambroise  St.,.  M.  Menard,  Purch.  Agt. — 
lathe  and  other-  equipment-  for  garage  and 
repair  .shop. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ala.,  AIco  (Brewton  P.  O.) — Alco  Coal 
Co..  F.  Kice,  Gonl.  Mgr. — electrical  hoisting 
and  mining  machinery. 

Ala.,  Wetumpka — -J.  F.  Godard — planlnfr 
mill,  hardwood  and  veneer  mill  machinery, 

Calif..  San  Francisco  —  San  Francisco 
Chronicle.  Chronicle  Bklg..  M.  n.  DeYoung, 
owner — equipment  for  proposed  newspaper 
plant  on  5th  and  Mission  Sts. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco— Talbot  Investment 
Co.,  c/o  J.  E.  Kraft  &  Sons,  Archts.,  Phelan 
BIdg. — traveling  cranes,  monorail  system. 
spiral  chutes,  etc  for  proposed  warehouse 
on  8th  and  Natoma  .Sts. 

Colo.,  Alamosa^ — Alamosa  Journal — 12  x 
IS  in.  job  printing  press  for  power  eijuip- 
ment. 

Colo.,  Denver — Blaney-Mtirphy  Co.,  Stock 
Yards.  Ti.  B.  Hill.  Purch.  .\Kt. — machinery 
for  proposed  packing  plant  on  48th  and 
Gilpin  Sts. 

Conn.,  Stafford  Hprinss  —  Cyril  .Tohnson 
Woolen  Co. — machinery  for  addition  to 
woolen   mill. 

Conn..  I'nion  City  (Naueatuck  P.O.) — 
J.    Broderick.    117    Woodbine    St.     (woolen 

goods) — two  20  X  60  in.  Garnett  machines, 
one  Kitson  lapping  machine,  one  baling 
press,  one  36  in.  jute  picker  (used). 

b.  C.  Wash. — Bureau  of  Yards  &  Docks. 
Navy  Dept..  Spec.  4755 — electric  elevator 
cranes  for  Navy  Yard,  Puget  Sound,  Wash. 

D.  C.  Wash. — C.  R.  Forbes,  Dir.  United 
States  Veterans'  Bureau,  Arlington  Bldg.. will  receive  bids  until  Dec.  18  for  laundry 
equipment  and  refrigerating  machinery  for 
U.  S.  Veterans'  Hospital  at  Livermore, Calif. 

III.,  Chicago — Chicago  Metallic  Mfg.  Co., 
542  West  35th  St. — air  compressors,  hang- 

ers, shafting,  pulleys  and  belting. 
Ind.,  Bourbon — News-Minor — 7  column 

newspaper  press. 
Ind.,  Warsaw — J.  A.  Dalton  Co. — foundry 

equipment  to  replace  that  which  was  de- 
stroyed by  fire. 

la.,  Davenport — Linograph  Co.,  Front  and 
Scott  Sts. — 8  X  12  in.  or  10  x  15  in.  job 
press  for  power  equipment. 

Ky.,  Paducah — Paducah  Ice  Co. — ^refrig- 
eration machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 

posed addition  to  ice  manufacturing  plant. 
Mass.,  Brockton — Lapworth  Webbing  Co., 

Sumner  St. — machinery  for  addition  to  fac- tory. 

Mass.,  Clinton — Lancaster  Mills,  1  Green 
St.,  (manufacturer  of  ginghams) — machin- 

ery for  addition  to  mill. 
Mass.,  Holyoke — J.  Wisly,  18  Hitchcock 

St. — offset  press  and  miscellaneous  accesso- 
ries for  proposed  addition  to  i^rinting  plant. 

Mass..  Roxbury  (Boston  P.  O.) — E.  How- 
ard Clock  Co..  206  Eustis  St. — machinery 

for  addition  to  plant. 
Mich.,  Grand  Rapids — Grand  Rapids  Wire 

Frame  Co.,  1719  Elizabeth  Ave. — complete 
spot  welder  (used). 

Minn.,  Minneapolis — -Bd.  Educ,  305  City 
Hall,  F,  S.  Gram.  Purch.  Agt. — receiving 
bids  until  Dec.  4  for  woodworking,  refrig- 

erating and  sheet  metal  working  machinery 
for  Lincoln  and  Bryant  Junior  High  Schools. 

Mo.,  Bolivar — Stiles  Mfg.  Co.,  H.  West. 
Pres. — steel  lathe,  drills,  hack  saws,  cutoff 
saws,  etc.,  for  foundry  and  wood  working 
factory,  for  the  manufacture  of  gravel  and 
coal  loaders,  etc. 

Mo..  Bowling  Green — Printer.  Box  42 — 
complete  equipment  for  job  printing,  in- 

cluding linotype,  paper  cutter,  job  press, 
hangers  and  pulleys  (used). 

Mo.,  Kansas  City — B.  &  H.  Auto  Livery 
Co.,  1026  Wyandotte  St. — welding  machin- 

ery and  outfit,  also  power  emery  wheel, 
belting,  hangers  and  pulleys. 

Mo.,  Purdy — Review — job  printing  press, 
newspaper  press  and  full  equipment. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — Haynes-Langenberg  Mfg. 
Co.,   4045-57   Forest   Park   Blvd,    (manufac-  , 
turer  of  furnaces) — one  20  hp.  spot  welder 
and  two  20  hp.  arc  welders. 

N.  J.,  Ilammonton — Littlefleld  Ice  &  Coal 
Co.,  A.  Littlefleld.  Purch.  Agt. — refrigerat- 

ing machines,  stills  and  conveyors  for  ice 
and  cold  storage  plant. 

X.  J..  Miilviile — Taubel.  Scott  &  Kitz- 
miller  C!o.,  Millville  and  Riverside  (manu- 

facturer of  textiles) — additional  ribbers, 
loopers  and  latch  needle  machines  for  new 
mill. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — J.  F.  Endres — 795  East 
Delevan  Ave. — equipment  for  bakery  at  407 
Leroy  Ave. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — K.  Ostrowski.  19  Sunny- 
side  Ave. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
the  manufacture  of  soft  d''lnks. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Winiams  Gold  Refining 
Co.,  2978  Main  St. — equipment  for  proposed addition  to  factory. 

N.  Y.,  Jamestown — Clarke  Baking  Co.. 
809  North  Main  .St. — bakeshop  equipment  to 
replace  that  which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

N.  Y.,  .lamestown — New  Ice  &  Coal  Co.. 
925  Clinton  St. — refrigeration  machinery 
for  proposed  ice  manufacturing  plant. 

N.  Y.,  Philmont — Columbine  Garment  Co. 
(manufacturer  of  wearing  apparel) — baling 
press,  folding  and  measuring  machine  and 
cloth  cutting  machinery. 

N.  Y..  Rochester — J.  Lockhart.  979  Har- 
vard St. — machinery  and  equipment  for  the 

manufacture  of  picture  frames,  for  factory on  Elwood  Ave. 

N.  Y.,  Rochester — M.  Michael,  71  North 
Water  St. — handsaw,  swing  saw,  variety 
saw,  jointer  and  pony  planer. 

N,  Y.,  RocliFster — Standard  OH  Co.  of 
New  York,  312  Wilder  Bldg. — tools  and 
equipment  for  gasoline  station  on  North Clinton  Ave. 

N.  Y.,  South  Dayton  —  Mohawk  Con- 
densed Milk  Co. — machinery  and  equipment 

for  the  manufacture  of  evaporated  milk. 
N.  Y.,  Wellsvllle— Andover  Silk  Weaving 

Corp.,  South  Main  St. — 60  silk  weaving 
looms  and  other  equipment  for  silk  mill. 

N.  Y.,  Westflrld — Welch  Grape  Juice  Co., 
Welch  Bldg. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
grape  juice  plant  at  Springdale,  Ark. 

O.,  Columbus  —  Columbus  Sheet  Metal 
Wks.,  Lynn  and  Ludlow  Sts,,  O.  C.  Healing, 
Proprietor — new  sheet  metal  working  equip- 

ment, including  breaker,  slotter,  etc. 
O.,  Columbus — Modern  Woodworking  Co., 

476  South  High  St.,  C.  F.  Biederman,  Purch. 
Agt. — one  sticker,  one  double  cutoff  saw, 
one  double  spindle  shaper  and  one  tenon machine. 

O.,  Greenville — Allied  Belting  Co. — looms 
and  other  eiiuipment  for  weaving  cotton 
duck  into  belting. 

O.,  London — Williams  Co.  (manufacturer 
of  steel  wool) — machinery  and  equipment 
for  addition  to  factory. 

O.,  Sprlnarfleld — Fairbanks  Piano  Plate 
Co.,  Kenton  St. — equipment  for  factory  to 
replace  that  which  was  destroyed  by  Are. 

Pa.,  Bridesbnrg  (Phila.  P.  O.) — Abrasive 
Co.,  Tacony  and  Fraley  Sts.  (emery  and 
other  products) — additional  metaL  working 
machinery,  cloth  .and  paper  coating  ma- 

chines, also  machinery  to  work  abrasives, 
etc. 

Pa.,  Erie — The  Northwestern  Motors  Co., 
21st  and  State  Sts. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  factory  to  replace  that  which  vras 
recently  destroyed  by  fire. 

Pa..  Olassmere — Allegheny  Plate  Glass 
Co.— machinery  and  equipment  for  $100,«00 
addition  to  glass  factory. 

Pa.,  Johnstown — Edward  Hahn  Packlnc 
Co.,  Hickory  St.  and  Baltimore  &  Ohio  JLH. 
— trolley  conveying  system  and  ice  ma- chines. 

Pa.,   Johnstown — National   Radiator  Co., 
Central  Ave.  and  Ohio  St..  S.  Moore,  Genl. 
Mgr. — one  electric  overhead  crane. 

Pa..  tebanon^J.  Warren  Light — machin- 
ery and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of 

machine  .screws  and  similar  products. 
Pa.,  Manyunk  (Phila.  P.  O.) — R.  Krook. 

Main  St.  (manufacturer  of  olirpet  yarns, 

rugs,  etc.) — additional  sets,  mule' spindles, etc.  . 
Pa.,  Norristown — Ballard  Knitting  Co. — 

10  X  12  in.  Wildman  body  machines  with 
revolving  cylinders. 

Pa„  Norrist-own — Bd.  Educ. — vocational 
equipment  for  $250,000  junior  high  school. 

Pa,.  Phila. — Commercial  Truck  Co.,  27th 
and  Brown  St,^-one  No.  3  Nazel  air  ham- 
mer. 

Pa,.  Phlla. — M.  Dam.  7205  Buist  Ave. 
(electro  plating) — rumbling  barrels,  plat- 

ing dynamo,  wood  plating  tank,  steel  tank, 
polishing  machines,  etc. 

Pa..  Phila.— H.  J.  O'Donnell.  6106  Vine 
St.  (tinners  and  sheet  metal  works) — one 
set  of  30  in.  and  one  set  of  36  in.  rollers, 
one  turning  machine,  one  folder,  tinners' tools,  etc. 

Pa..  Phila. — Paper  Mfg.  Co..  562  Cherry 
St.^machinery  for  the  manufacture  of 
paper,  also  belting,  pulleys,  etc.,  for  new factory. 

Pa.,  Phila. — Pennsylvania  R.R.  Co.,  17th 
and  Filbert  Sts..  M.  Smith,  Purch.  Agt. — 
1,500  lb.  steam  hammer. 
Pa.,  Pittsburgh- Pittsburgh  Stencil  & 

Tool  Co.,  40  Water  St. — metal  cutting  hand saw. 

Pa..  Swarthmore — E.  F.  Woodhead — ma- 
chinery and  equipment  for  the  manufacture 

of  paper  products. 
Pa..  Wayne — Bd.  Educ,  F.  Seaggs.  Secy. 

— vocational  equipment  for  proposed  high 
school. 

B.  I.,  Woonsocltet  — •  Fairmont  Worsted 
Co.,  18  Worrall  St.,  J.  P.  Sweeney,  Purch. 
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USB  AND   PAIX  OP  TSV   MARKET 

riM«r«B. 

ten  gafd  mt  $2.10  per  100  lb..  f.o.b. 

hi  Int  qpMrtf  oT  IMS.    Aluminum 

I  tic  par  lb.  dwrteg  track:  followlnc 
Jk  far  tiw  wnk  prMadiag. 

■ad  b*n  are  holdinc 

wilUiurn***  to  cut 
to  tlw  mlak  •!  II^IS  p«r  ton.  f.o.b. 

idU  to  tUS^ILM  for  spocial 
tali  «f  IJIM  taM  ar  mm*.  Plv>li«a  market  remain*  weak. 

',  tai  «elM  pradaelloa  mkI  the  car  cupply.  Tin 
uachaacwL  This  item  repreaenta  the 
wUdl  4IA  not  adraace  in  the  general 

riia,  ■tartod  Iwt  •pftac.  Zinc  quoted  in  New  York 
at  tic  aa  acain*t  ̂ U.  per  lb.,  laat  week.  Lead, 

^dal;  40«a  |c  par  lb.  in  East  St  Loab.  Unaced  oil.  f.o.b. 
ihm  TaA.  90c.  aa  eeenparad  with  9Sc  par  gaL,  one  week 

ace  Lard  aib  qoict  vitlioot  clianca  In  price.  No  improve- 
■Hat  hi  ̂ aaaad  for  labrkanta. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

no  ntON  —  Per  grata  toa  —  Qaataiioa*  coairi'«d   by   1^* 
Manbe*  Mir  Co.: 
aKONNATl 

NcISoMbara     S;R.<i5 
NattbMB  Base     .     3127 
faatbar*  OlMa  N*.  2    JI.7I 

NEW  YORK-Tidewater  Mivaty 
Saaibara  Na.  2  (wKcea  2.25#iyS).  33.27 

tItMIKGHAM 
l«a.2P«MUf7  2)00 

PBOADELPHIA 

fpiii     Pa..  Na.  2«  (iSicM  2  2$«2 

.75) 

•  «««a*a«a  aaa**«vaa«  a* 

CHICAGO 

rl^  2  r  ̂ sBvfy  wcw           
He  2  PoMUry,  Saaiimn  (alicoa  2J5«2.7S). 

PrrrSBUIGH.  iadi^ia«  frticiit  ckarga  fiem  Valley 
Nc  2  Paaadiy 

31  14 
37  17 
2S,26 
29  64 

30.50 
31.50 

28  SO 

28  00 

31  (X) 

OMMMACRI  VSnNG»-Cott  ia  ceaif  per  lb.  of 
r  ̂-u-    -  •i-«a.  dia..  bab  no«  cored,  good  quality 2T)|h.t 

O"*"*"-    60 
New  Tan.    ^^ 
   *«S 

am  ia  caata  per  poaad  ia  earieut  citiea 
.  aka  ibe  baaa  quatjiivni  froai  auU. 

V^Vk  BVa  •  »  a 

NantPaa 
Nacta« 
Nw.2Saa 

I  SI. 
I  24. 

Ne«Yark  Oeealaad 

4.19 
4.24 

4.29 

4.J9 

4.10 

4.75 4.W 

4.«D 

5  70 
J  75 
s.ao 
S.90 

4.20 
4.25 4.10 

4.40 

Cbicifo 

i  to 
4.05 
4  10 
4  20 

4,70 

4  70 4  7$ 

4  K5 

GaWanitcd 

No*    10  and  II. 
Not.  12  and  14. 
Net.  17  and  21. 
Nea  22  and  24. 
No.  26   

Na.2«   

iirch 

.V.U(i».'  <(> 5.4$(«/  '  U) 
3  7S<i3.90 
.V  90^4. 05 

4.05%4  20 
4.35@4  50 

New  York 

4.<»(l v(iO 

5.30 5.45 5. 60 

5.90 

Cleveland 
4.40 

4.  SO 
4.80 4.95 

5.10 

5.40 

Chicago 
4  S  5 

4.95 

5!4S 5.55 
5.90 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Thr  followinR  4iicounti  are  to  jobbers  for 
carload  loti  on  the  lairit  Pittthurith  baling  card: 

laclMt 
I  taJ.... 

Steel Black 
66 

2    59 
2t  to  6    63 
7to«    60 
9  to  12    $9 

Iron Black 

.      34 

.     29 

BUTT  WELD 
Galv.  Inchei 

S4J  I  toll.. 
LAP  WELD 
47»  2   
511  2ito4.. 

47)  4)  to  6. . 
46|  7  to  12.. 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
Itoll       64  534  :  (o  li       34 
2  to  3       6?  54) 

LAP  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

30 

2....       57 

2)  to  4       61 
4{  to  6       60 
7  to  8       56 
9  to  12       50 

Malleable  fitting!. 

46 
50 

49 
4J 

37 

2    30 

2)to4    33 
4)  to  6    32 
7to«    25 
9  to  12    20 

GaW. 

19 

15 
19 

19 
17 
20 

17 

21 

20 
13 
8 

aaiie*  B  and  C.  Banded,  from  New  York 

itock (dl ainet lilt.   Ca>t iron. itandard  lixe*.  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPS— Warchouie  diicounta  ai  followi: 
New  York      Cleveland         Chicago 

Black  Galv.  Black  Calv.  Black    (Jalv. 
i  to  3  in.  tted  butt  welded.  57^ 
2)  to 6 in.  itecl  lap  welded.  54^ 

Malleable  fittinai.     Clattei 

•tock  lell  at  tin  \eu  6%.    Cast  iron,  itandard  lizea,  327c  off- 

44%  55)^  43)%  62)7,  *^7i 

<1%  SSJ^  40)%  S->[%  45)« and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

MISCBLLANBOUS — Warehouse  prices  in  cents  per  pound  in 
lOO^b.  lots: 

Open  hearth  spring  steel  (base) 
Sprint  itecl  (liKhi)  (baic)   
Coppered  liesscmer  rods(baae). 
Hood  sted   

Cold  tolled  strip  steal   
Floor  plates   
Cold  finished  ihafiini  or  screw. 
Cold  finished   flats,  squares.. . . 
Structural  ihapci  (base)   
Soft  iteel  bars  (base)      . 

Soft  Sled  bar  shajpcs  (base). . 
Soft  steel  bands  (base)   
Tank  plates  (base)   
Bar  iron  (2.'0  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  list)   
Electric  welding  wire: 

t:::. A  «o  J 

New  York 4.50 
6.00 

6.03 

4.39 
6.75 

5.50 

3.90 
4.40 3.14 

3.04 
3.04 

3.84 

!.14 

.1.04 
55®U)% 

'..5ii 

Cleveland  Chicago 

6.00 6  00 
8  00 

3.71 
8.25 
5.16 

J. 75 4.25 
3.01 

2.91 2.91 3.61 
3.01 

2.91 

40% 

4. SO 
6.00 

6.10 3.90 7.25 

5.50 
3.70 

4.20 3  02 

2.92 2.92 
3.55 

3.02) 

2.92) 

50% 

...12015 

.11017 

lOfrf.ll 

METALS 

Current  Prices  in  Cents  Per  Pound 

Copper,  dectrolytic  (up  to  carlots).  New  York      14  25 
Tin,  5-ton  lots.  New  York      36.  H7) 
Lead  (up  to  carlots).  St.  Louis   6.flS@6,9D;  New  York.  7.  SO 
Zinc  (up  to  carlots),  St.  Louis   6.9^$7  00;  New  York.  7.  SO 
•  1  na        nam   •  i  ■(  New  York  Cleveland  Chicaeo 
Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingou,  1-15  * lonloca     25.20  23.00  23.00 
Anrimoflv  (Cbinaae).  tonspot...  7.25d7.37)  8.50  7.7S 
Copper  sheets,  base.                             21.50  22.00  23.00 
Copper  wire  (carlots)                             16.00  IK. 00  16.25 
Copper  bars  (ton  lots)    20,00  23, OU  19.50 
Capper  tubini  (lOO-lbloti)    24,75  25  00  23.00 
Rratt  sheets  (IO(Hh.  lots)                      |K,50  20,75  IK. 75 
Brass  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lots)                     23.00  24.00  20.50 
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i—mtm 

19.00 
15.75 

20. 7S 
10.25 
24.. 50 20.00 
47.00 36.00 
17.50 

METALS — Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1, 000-1  b.  lots)      17,00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)     10.25 
Solder  (i  and  }),  (caselots)     27.50 
Babbitt  metui   (83%  tin)      35.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)      25.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.J.  .   39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots       45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manr^anese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  maii.'janese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)..  .     48.00 
Blocks   32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50.00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.50         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11 .75 
Copper, light,  and  bottoms       9.75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,  light   ._       6 .  00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  SO 
Zinc        3  00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Llttt 

11.75 11.50 
10.00 10.50 
5.50 

5.75 
4.. 50 4.75 9.75 

9.25 5.50 6.00 

6.75 
7.00 

4.00 
4.50 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 
**AAA**  Grade' 

IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18,25         18.50 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00      21.00        20.90 

"A"  Grade: 

IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets..       20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        6.00  7.25 

IC,  14x20   ■.         7.25         6.25  7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- New  York  land       Chi 
Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    20.09@20.1U       30.12         30 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .065©.  10  ,, 

Wiping  cloths,  13 i-xl 31, perlb.  .16  32.00  per  M 

Wiping  cloths,13ix205,per  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2 

Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3 
Linseedoi!,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .90  », '•,,     ,    ,„ 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      lOOlb.kegs.       New  York,    3 

Redlead.dry      lOOlb.kegs.       NewYork,13 

Red  lead,  in  oil     lOOlb.kegs.       NewYork,14 
Fire  clav,  per  100  lb.  bag    -80  1 

Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville...  .per  net  ton    36.75@7 

Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton      7.5"'^« 

icago 

•Hi 

.08 

.10 

.13 .65 

..50 

.95 

25 

25 
75 

00 

.25 

50 

50-10-5% 

50% 

33.50  net 

50% 50% 

3.50  net  34.00  ofiF 

3.90  net         

70% 

40-10% 

60-5% 
70-10% 

45% 

80% 

New       Qeve- Yofk         land   Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 
All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40% 

li  and  lix3  in.  up  to  12  in       20% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts        25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       15% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         20%            65-5% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  ......     40% 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in.x30in..  30% 

Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40%                55% 
Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus      20%           

Semi-finished  nuts  I  and  larger       60%  70% 
Case-hardened  nuts         50% 
Washers,castiron,  ^in.,  per  lOOIb.  (net) 

Washers,cast  iron,  fin.per   100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  OlFlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Oif  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  pt-r  100  lb.  Otf  list 
Nuts,  coldjpunched,  sq.,  per  100  lb. Off  list 
Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOlb.Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  i^in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  j-in.,  i-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  1001b   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

li   to    l|-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£ATiJ^perlOOIb         0.25 

I  in.  diameter    EXTRA 
h  in.  diameter    E  \TR.4 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    E\TR.4 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 

Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35       33.70base 

Copper  rivets    55-5%         50%  50% 

Copper  burs           35%  50%  20% 

36.00  33.50 

53.50 

4.50 
4,00 

3.50 

3.00 

5.00 
3.50  net 

1.00 
3.00 4.00 

1.00 

3.00 

4.00 

1.00 
3.00 

4.00 
1.00 

3.00 4.00 

45% 

60% 

60% 
50% 

60% 

4ic.  net 

35.00  33.90 33.75 

5.10 

4.00 

3.85 0.25 
..       0.15 

0.15 
..      0.15 

0  50 ..       0.50 0.50 ..       0.50 

0  25 0.25 

0.50 

0.50 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (j  doz.  rolls), 
l.eather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade   30-10% 
Heavy  grade   20-S-2i% Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets  9x1 1  in.. 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets: 
Flint  paper   
Emery  paper      
Emery  cloth   _.   

Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  J 
in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll. 

Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100: Paper   
Cloth   

30.60      30.50      30.67J 

0.35        0.40 

40J%      50% 30-5%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

35.84 

8.80 

27.84 35.84 

11.00 

31.12 

4.50        4.28 

1.32 
3.02 1.24 

2.67 

36.48 
8.80 

29.48 

4.95 

1.40 3.20 
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5f  KCSV •■«  aHint*  Maitoa.    IfiKlmatadooM 
Tb*  Union  llaf«wiu« 

l«  IrnUd  ■  S  Mary 
-  COM  |l».- 

r.  W.  liiitia.  Vtav  Pr— ■     ■■ifclojfy  oM 

■M.  OtiOji     Ttw  Ad»aiw»  rdry.  •  Pot- 
MOiw  >T1«  W«<K  mil  >U  yrordod  U»« 

U  s  M?  nTTSSMMi  te  lu  factory. 
eoM  tt«.»«Ji.    Neiod  Oct.  I*. 

n,  rMMMO  —  VotlhlKMIIUl  *  Co..  44t 
WaM  Brto  W.  manuturturar  o(  mruU  win* 
*0m%.  mmmr&t*  Um  oatiiract  (or  th«  oon- 
MnMtiaa  o<  •  I  Mory.  IM  «  IH  fi.  taotory 
rt    «IU    arbitlMrt     A«».      ■Wliinlorl     ooM 

!■•,  irovMW— The  J.  A.  Dallon  Co.  ptona 
to  rvtaitM  ponkM  of  lu  foundry  which  waa 

tjran.     BMlaMtftf  COM  tU.MO. 

Ba4y  Co.  ta const  ruction 
on  a   SO  acr« 

Joaaph  *  Joaaph. 

K)r,  till  I ■  T1>»  Mawal 
tevfelf  »la—  nraparcd  for  th« 
«f  ■■  ■MoiBhlto  body  plant  < 

Mar.    »toctric    paw* 
ry. 
rtlW  Calorie  Oo. 

r    M.  C*iy»k  Oa^  »m     ■arbtairy. 
•■rtMBMBaM  ^i*  Uw  1— >>rf  to  at 

I     Metal  Worklim  Shop*     [ 

r;r2^  irsr'ttr isrr 

&.ii^ 
4^ a— ^%*   Mar  n«r««> 

ktlac  plana  M«p«r«4 «  M-  to  ha«1a«  plana  tmfrt^ 
iro>ttwi  afa  S  atMy  oM»in«  i<, 

►  ̂   WalMMrrfIb     TTnl/im 

MM«k     RMI- 

COk 

atu  •«  «lh  and  O  Bts. 
'  I  Bide.  Archta. 

-Ttaa  BoatOB  Flowar  ■«• 
  ,  I   Wlatluvp  Bq,  awarded  the 

...  (or  Um  uunnUwmlun  of  a  t  aiory. 
SM  n._nr«««  and  iwafcanille  butld- hW   »l    to    lTM»oM   n.     ■Mimatad   coat 

riMrioeOawa  (BoMOM  P.  0.>— Tka 
Baklnc     Co.     Bunker     HUt     SU 
Iha  eontraet  for  the  conatrtictlon 

of  a  t  aiory  fnf  on  Perrln  St.     Batl- owtad  ooM  llM.OM. 

,    West   Lynn    (LiXnn    P.    O.) — ^Tha Elaolrte  C«.  wlir  buUd  a   4  atory 
Itt  s  i*T  n.  addttloa  to  Ita  facUtry.    BMl- 
■Uad  ooM  ltM.OM.    Moud  Sapt.  14. 
MMu  ■alland  Ttio  VMwal  Mte.  Co.  la 

fcwWdli^  a  plant  (or  tb*  mnntifaeture  of 
warn  aJr  fumaoa  atui—arlea  (praaaed 
•toel).  Coat  batwoao  fM.WO  and  ifoo.ooo. 

Mo.  BaMmr— TlM  BtOaa  Utf.  Co.  la  hav- 
btf  plana  prepared  for  the  eonatmctlon  of  a 
itx  lo«  fi.  foundry  and  wood  worklns  fac- 

tory,   for    the    manofacture    of   cravel    and 
t«al    loadrm.    etc.      Kellm-*-^   '    fS.OOO, 
HTWaat.  Prea.  K.  SIII.m.    \  ur. 

Mo.  WebMer  Orore.— T  <in  Co, 
flonalon.  TVs.  awanli^l  il>r  <  <'niT;ii  i  rnr  inc 
towtfiirtlon  of  a  I  utory.  40  x  170  fl  »»r. 
aco  on  Porajrthe  AVO..  here.  Ratlmated  coat 
ITo.OM. 

General  Manufacturing 

lad.    Rartfard    CHy— The    Fort 

(igr  tb*  eeoairactlon 

          Wayna 
Co..   Murray  and  Ban- havinc  plana  ptvfwrad 

lOr  UW  BBWPirwmun   of  B    1    to   S   Mory  pUUlt 
fer  UM  ■MWrfaetafe  of  paper,  here,  nrtl- 
■Htad  eeat  tlo.ooe.  Mllla.  Rhlnen.  Bclhnan 
-        "^     (Ihio     Hld«.     Toll-do.     Ohio. 

■Utna    * 

band 
day. 

not 

Llnwood 
,  111  Kohl  Bkte.  pinna  to  I 

Pll«bboM--Tha  Star  Woratad  Co. 
_:urrr  of  Bradford  *pun  woratad 

yarne.  will  eoon  rocolvo  bid*  for  the  con- 
MnHt  Inn  of  a  i  atorr  addition  to  Ita  mill, 
to  eonlain  abuut  4e,M«  aq-fl.  of  floor  apnea, 
to  ba  M*d  for  comMnc.  drawinc  and  apln- 
ni«.  Loekwood.  Oraane  *  Oo.  U  rodaral 
SUBoMoo.  en«ra. 

Hi^a.  Mew  Bedfard  ~~  Tha  Hathaway 
Mfc  Co.  Prom  H«.,  manufacturer  of  ootton 
ymda.  awarded  ihf  contract  for  tha  con- 
e(ru<-Hon  nt  a  t  atorr,  40  X  >«  ft.  addition 
In  Ma  mill  and  a  1  alnry.  t(  x  40  ft.  nutno- 
fadurlnc  l.iiiMlnK.     Ballfnalad  ooat  I4*,00«. 

MlelL.  na*  Boeb— The  Tot^  UaMT  Oo. 
IllChland  I'aric,  awarded  tba  eontraet  for tha  conatnMtlon  of  a  1  and  t  Mory  plate 
Ctoaa  Cartoty,  bar*.    NMad  Ney.  t. 

MM^.  Haahaeoit—Tha  Cantfml  Paper  Co. awar4a4  the  cvmlraH  for  tho  eonetructlon  of 
addHloMi  to  Ha  farinrr.  conalMinv  of  a  I 
Mary,  M  s  110  ft.  Mrarelioaaa,  a  1  ainry. 
'■'  a  lOa  ft.  ma<-hln«  rn<>m  and  I  atury.  4t  x 
'.I  ft  .  t  einry.  4t  >  ItO  ft.  and  4  etory.  4<  x 
>*  ft.  buildhtca.  IMimai«4  nwt  lloa.noo. Noted  Haw.  •. 

Wafc,    Pe 
awarded    Die 
nf    1    «««T.    «4 
!<•   f1_    4*   X 

^XSmtH  nT aOMr"*!  alwTL  and  «•*! 
fiaa.  ■««ta»«— KaplMi  A  aoMbiii.   ft    cat.  on  Cowrl  Hl    teeiim' 

iMini  mi,  mm  ta«M  •  f  atary.  «•  alft  n.     t\lk  mm  H.  tl-mU  Mar. 

Premoni    Mfc.    Co. 
•   the   (vmetructlon 
It  X  M«  ft..  r.«  X •  ''.ry  tNilldlnva  for 

'»«•  manufaMur.-  <.f  nfrlceralara,  Incnbn- 
tnra.  efr.     HHinn*i<.d  COM  IM.OOe. 

»f,    T.    MwhaaHMi  —  The    Tllnfftainien 
Ona  Co     4*  r-h««an«a  !«•  .    |.Un>  To  balM 
a  (Ml  all  and  mmm  alaitOfi.  rannclty  tM,*M 

m.     Kelimei^l  cmrt    lie.OM. 

W.  T.  BaVaW— Tha  latand  WarehoWM 
Co.  Oanaon  8(.  and  Ship  CaanL  awarded 
tha  oontrmct  for  the  oonatrtietlen  of  n  It 
atory.  •  x  100  a  t«t  ft.  Hour  mill.  BitW 
mated  ooM  $»00,e«0. 

N.  T-Jtew  Torh — ¥ha  JBmpiro  Slate  foe 
Co.  T<  Went  Monroe  St.  <%Mmo,  awMPdad 
the  contract  for  tha  ooaatruotmi  of  a  i 
Mory,  110  X  It*  ft,  loe  malltiit_pUnt  on 
tOlM  St.  and  Grant  A««.  hero,  IMImated 
COM  |l».OO0. 

N  \  o-weao— Tha  Oowafo  NMherland 
|>C  plana  prepnrad  for  the  opn- 

eii  'f  a   I    Mory.   100  x  MB  ft.Hoe 
cream  plant  Batlmatad  ooM  11(0.000.  The 
MeOonaIek  Co.  Inc.  Century  Bide.  PIlU- 
burgh.  PiL,  Archta 

O.  Aakland  The  J.  R.  Uatthewa  Produce 
Co.  la  havliiK  iiluna  prepared  fur  the  oi>n- 
atrtiotlon  of  a  I  atory,  <0  x  75  ft.  ooUl  ator- 
asB  bulldlna.  wlih  15-ton  lc«  roaklnc  egulp- 
manl.  U  J.  Uoodrloh,  107  BaM  4th  8t. 
Bigr. 

O.  Oataaibna— The  Doddlncton  Co.  451 
WaM  Broad  St..  will  build  at  atory,  «0  x 
100  ft.  taelory  for  mill  work  on  Dueir  Rd. 
Batlmatad  coM  tt»,000. 

Pa.  Htlblehew— The  Kurtx  Purnllurs  Co., 
rtana  to  raoonatnict  Ita  bulldlnca  1,  4  and 
,  which  wore  r<'rently  deatroyed  by  lira. 
KMbnatad  com  $800,000.  Architect  not  an- aotwoed. 

Pn.  CWeHlald — Tlie  Olncenr  Hardware 
Oct.  awarded  the  oontract  for  the  oonatnie> 
tlon  <rf  a  t  atory.  50  x  100  ft.  store,  ware- 
bouae  aitd  planlns  mill  on  4th  and  Pine 
Sin.  BMImated  ooM  140,000,  D,  Otngery, Pran. 

_  l^n.  ̂ eannaMi  —  The  Amer.  Window 
Olaaa  Co.  Parmera  Bank  Bldg.  Pltiaburth. 
will  aoon  award  the  contract  for  the  con- 
atruotlon  of  a  1  atory.  40  x  StS  ft.  glaM 
factory  and  culling  room,  here.  Biatlmated 
COM  1175.000.  L.  J.  Pierce,  o/o  owner,  Kngr, PriTate  plana, 

K.  I.  WaenaaehM  —  The  Rhode  laland 
Knitting  Co..  Jcffera  St..  plana  to  build  a 
t  atory  addition  to  lu  knlltliiK  nillt.  Katl- 
mated  coM   150,000.     Prlvut<-  plana. 

▼a,  Blebaioad  —  The  W   •   <\t..   Mfg. 
Co..  fool  of  lath  at.  mail  .if  pa- 

per iiroducta,  haa  had  ak-  ile  for 
the  oonatructlon  of  a  I  atoiy  i..  P-fl- 
muled  foat  Inc-I.  machinery,  %•:•  r- 
neal  A  Johnaton,  Chamber  of  :  <• UlUr.,  Arrhta.    _ 

W.  Va.  Fairmont — The  Monnngnh  Olaaa 
Co.  awardisl  the  contract  for  the  eonatmc- 

tlon of  n  2  atory,  SO  x  Id]  ft.  cooper  ahoii 
uiid  glaaa  factory.     Ratlmuled  coat  115,000. 

yr.  Va..  tr-vf- r'nn — The  Car"  '•  r-r,  _ c/o    S.   J.  'iiy    and  ik 
Itldg.  plaii  .1  1  atury  .  <•■■ 
fining  factur>.  i-.fumated  c<ii«t  »|i><>,uiiu. ArohltaM  not  aelected. 

Wla.,  Aatlge  — The  Langlade  Creamery 
Ca.  will  build  a  t  Mory.  50  x  95  ft.  bottling 
plant.     Eotlmalad  ooM  t46,000, 

Wla.  Jaebaea     The  Jackann  f^   --    ̂ n. awarded   the  oonlruct   for  the  >  n 
of  a  1  atory,  t4  x  10  ft.  nildliUu.  .li- 

ning factory.     BMImated  coal  t".">"'. 
Wla.  L«  Cwaaa  The  Welaae  Mfg.  Co., 

Caledonia  and  aillMt  8U..  plana  to  build  a 
t  Mory,  00  z  100  ft.  factory  for  the  manu- 

facture of  mlllwork  producta.  Kallmated 
COM  150,000.  J.  Welaae,  Prea.  Archltm-t not  aelected, 

WU.,  Madlaaa  —  The  J.  Hellprin  Pruit 
Co.    Weat    Mimin    St.     :  '  '»  liulld    a    I 
Morr,  75  X   150   ri.  (  •■  warahouae 
on  Bedford  St.     Katln  <    ttO.OOO.     J. 
Hellprtn,  Prea.     Archm-'i   not   aelected, 
WU.  Mayellle  —  Tlw  n<l.  FMuc,  A. 

Droeger,  Secy,  la  having  plana  priiiiind  for 
the  conMruetlon  nf  a  2  atory.  i  '  '   fi. high  aehool,  Ineludlnc  manual  II 
RMInialed     ooM     tttO.OOO,        l-;t  ,..:.:.     & Dnckendnrfr.      Linker     BIdg.      Ut     Cruaae. 

Archta kee^-The  Cedarljunt  Hairy 

tia,  1510  I'riMiiM't^t  Ave,  la 
•  iiorod  for  the  coiial  runt  Inn 
'1(1  X  160  ft.  ilnlry  on  lllh 

       H.  J.  Raaer,  HZ 

I 

at  11    1    >'■?).    I 
St,     Katlmali'il  i-oiii  175,000. 
Wlacnnain  Rt..  Archt, 

Wla.,  Mtlwiwhee-    M,  J.    '  -r.  nnil Arrhl..    «Z    Ulwonaln    HI..  if    Mil" 
f,  .  .,.„  ,..  nmrui'llnn  nf  a    1        :   '  X   21" 

I  atory.  00  X  210  ft    fnctnry  Inilld- 
..■   Harah-Thapllne  Hhoe  f'o..  Hot H,..,..,..,     ^il. 

Wla.,    Heath    Mnwaahee— The    Pflater    A 
V..IC-1    lynlher   Co.,    tIS    VIrirtiiln    Hi  .    Mil- 

waukee, nword" 
atructlnn  nf  a.  i 
tn  Ita  tunniTy,  In 

Oal.  CbatbaM— H don,  la  having  plan< 
alruetlnn  of  a  cold  t-i 

tract  fnr  Ihi'  cnn- <  CA  ri,  iKlilltlon iiiil  ii.*l  t26.0"0. 

I>td.,   I,on- 

'.,r  ilie  ron- 
i-ri  (»m  hnd 

artlSclal  Ire  plant,     A.  K.  Hllverwood.  Mgr, 
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Ordering  and  Storing  Small  Tools 
Things  to  Do  and  to  Avoid  in  Ordering  Small  Tools — Inspection  and  Storage  Methods- 

Systems  of  Getting  Tools  to  Workmen 

By  W.  J.  SANSOM 

THE  principal  points  to  be  considered  in  ordering 
the  puixhase  of  small  tools  are: 

(1)    The    reasonable   quantity   that    should    be 
kept  in  stock,  sufficient  to  meet  ordinary  demands.   Care- 

ful estimating  by  the  director  will  determine  this  and 

RECORD  OF   TOOLS   PURCHASED 

Pat.B    of    Rntin Manufactured   bv 

Uost 
each Quantity 

_ 

FIG.  1— CARD  FOR  RECORDING  TOOL  PURCH.\SES 

if  a  record  has  been  kept  of  previous  purchases  on 
perpetual  inventory  cards  or  on  the  form  shown  in 
Fig.  1,  the  matter  of  the  quantity  required  for  s  given 
period  will  have  been  well  established. 

(2)  What  particular  brand  or  make  of  tools  has 
given  the  best  satisfaction  hitherto?  The  director 
should  keep  in  touch  with  shop  foremen  on  this  point 
and  keep  notes  for  reference. 

(3)  Is  the  tool  or  appliance  required  of  standard  size,  or 
is  it  special  ?  If  the  tool  is  special,  can  changes  be  made  on 
the  part  to  be  manufactured  that  will  allow  of  stock  sizes 
of  tools  being  used?  If  the  tool  must  be  a  special,  then 
full  details  and,  if  necessary, 
a  dimensioned  sketch  should 
accompany  the  order  to  the 
purchasing  agent  so  that  he 
may  act  with  intelligence  and 
the  manufacturer  may  pro- 

ceed without  delay.  Such 
sketches  should  be  made  with 

carbon  duplicates  as  the  re- 
tention of  the  duplicates  may 

save  a  great  deal  of  annoy- 
ance and  exjJense. 

(4)  What  will  be  the  ap- 
proximate cost  of  the  tools? 

The  superintendent  is  inter- 
ested in  costs  and  before  he 

approves  the  requisition  he 
should  by  all  means  know 
about  the  cost  of  the  order. 

The  writer  remembers  a  case  where  a  tool  director 
ordered  a  quantity  of  chasers  for  pipe  threading 
machines  and  the  order  was  sent  to  the  manufacturer 
who  discovered  that  it  amounted  to  almost  $1,000.  This 

quantity  being  unusually  large  for  the  purchaser's  needs, 
in  the  estimation  of  the  manufacturer,  an  inquiry  was 
sent  to  the  purchaser  regarding  the  order  and,  upon 
investigation,  it  was  found  that  a  $250  order  would  fill 
all  requirements.  If  the  purchaser  had  followed  the 
plan  of  having  the  tool  director  state  the  approximate 
value  of  the  order,  the  large  amount  of  the  order  would 
have  resulted  in  an  investigation  of  the  requirements 

before  the  requisition  left  the  superintendent's  hands. 
(5)  If  the  tools  requisitioned  are  to  replace  others, 

can  the  old  tools  be  repaired  economically  and  returned 
to  service?  This  feature  of  too!  upkeep  will  require 
expert  knowledge  of  costs  and  ability  to  discriminate 
between  tools  that  are  beyond  repair  and  those  that 
may  be  salvaged. 

(6)  If  the  required  tools  are  to  be  used  only  occa- 
sionally, can  the  tool  be  borrowed  from  some  other 

department  within   the  works? 
The  card  shown  in  Fig.  1  is  useful  for  keeping  track 

of  tools  purchased  and  the  form  to  be  used  by  the  tool 
director  in  requisitioning  through  the  purchasing  de- 

partment is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  So  that  there  shall  be 
no  duplication  of  orders,  no  one  should  be  authorized 
to  requisition  tools  except  the  tool  director.  Foremen 
of  departments  should  be  required  to  send  all  requests 
for  tools  to  the  tool  director  as  he  would  perhaps 
be  able  to  furnish  the  required  tools  from  stock  or 
would  at  any  time  be  able  to  offer  suggestions  that  would 
avoid  the  necessity  of  ordering  them. 

Upon    receipt,    purchased   tools    should    be    subjected 

CHECK   DEPARTMENT   REQUISITION.                                     Data 191 

Material   on   this  order  should  be  delivered  1 

>y 

191 

Quantity Name  of  Article DescriDtlon Sold  bv Value 

.   

L —     1 

Total 

Approvod_ 
Superintendent Tool    Director. 

FIG. -TOOL  UEQUISITION   FORM 
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liwiUoB  for  4»fceUi  in  materUI.  and. 
b»  — wirtrt  for  accuracy  of  aiaea.     if 

Ma  ordarad  to  a  aUtad  dagraa  of 
■a  (IVM  a  MurdBaaa  tMt.    Tlw 

«f  predtU  requirinc  a  hifh  decr««  of 
at   parta   oftvn    specify    that    tap* 

ka  Ni  niatiid  vhh  UniU  on  variations  from  th«  sUtMl 
Mininc  oittrrs  must   be  checked    in 

for  aiaaa  and  shape. 
TW  ■Mttor  of  tod  iaapactioa   ia  one  which  must 

ba  Ml  to  tW  mtetlicawa  of  the  director  of  the  depart- 
aod  can  vary 

aaaOjr  be  carried  to 
bat  H  ia 

preitably 
ilawlthtwritar 
I  faaad  froai  as- 

that  the 
■aBafactarvrs  of 

tooli  are  more 

T*OI.«     ,H     <>ttit.M 

»AT^ 
•  »!»»<» 

KIO     I — l-eMI'ICTCAI.    IXVKNTtlHV 
rAKI> 

ttn  vntav  to  rec- 
tUf  am  error  aad 
mn  phaaad  to-have 
tna  troQMa  broofht 
to  their  attantion. 
Thb  ttriac*  to  mind 
a  caae  where  a  man- 
ofactorrr  furnished 
a  larye  bob  coatinc 
about  9140  for  cut- 

ting c«ar  l««th.  Upon  .nspection  this  bob  was  found  to 
bacracfcad  aisMial  Its  entire  lanvth  due  to  improper  heat 

Tba  ■MHrfaeturwa  wara  notiHed  of  the  defect  and 
to  riplasa  tba  hob  ahooM  it  break  down.  It 

oeceaaary  for  them  to  fnlftll  their  promise-  ver>' 
ahertly  afterwards.  This  instance  shews  the  impor- 
laacv  of  inspection,  for  had  the  tool  been  used  before 
tka  defect  was  noticed  it  wouM  not  have  been  so 
•aay  to  aake  a  compLsinL  The  director  should  be  very 
sure  that  his  complaint  is  justified  before  taking  any 
actloo.  Failure  to  prove  his  statement  upon  investiira- 
tien  bjr  the  manufacturer  would  result  in  nullifyinir  any 
fatora  ooaqdaint  that  he  miirht  make  and  would  mark 
Urn  m  aareiiable. 

Altar  the  inspection  of  new  email  tools,  they  nhould 
ba  locftad  up  either  in  a  special  room  provided  for 
that  porpoae  or  ia  cupboards.  None  but  the  director 
aad  oaa  oUiar  raapaaaibli  check  room  employee  ahould 

to  tlieea  alerca.  A  card  record,  convenient ly 
aheald  be  kept  of  all  material  stored  and  as  the 

elorii  is  replenished  or  removed,  an  accounting  should 
b»  ande  directly  on  the  record  thus  keeping  a  perpetual 
lawntflvjr,  M«  Fig.  3.  Only  such  tools  as  are  oeceasary 
for  the  ahnp  should  be  in  circulation  and  no  tools  should 
be  withdrawn  from  the  stock  room  until  the  old  tools 
lh»>  •r»  'p'rnded  to  replace  are  be>ond  repair. 

r>  aiay  be  kept  in  a  case  having  a  glaas 
uld  lje  au  arranged  as  to  hang   in  plain 

sight.     A   f»d  b*ckground  of  the  same  outline  as  the 
"    iodkat«'  any   tool   that    is   in   service, 
/  the  oulltnr  when  hanging  in  the  caae. 
•»»  h^  prrividwd  in  the  case  for  checks 

■  •«!  ap  aftT  working  hour*.    It  is  somt- 
'  prvferaMa  to  kaee  special  Ijoxes  madp  for  microm- 

kaa  laatainiag  an  adjusting   wrench  and 
faferaaee  tfiA.  the  whole  outfit  being  checked 

toUie< 

the  lael 

In  some  shops  it  is  customary  to  obtain  a  written 
order  from  the  ahop  foreman  to  get  mirrometerH  from 
the  check  room  but  this  ithould  rewlly  Ik-  unnecossary 
except  that  perhaps  it  will  prevent  wtirkmen  UMintt  «uch 
toola  on  erork  that  can  be  done  with  ordinary  calipcrN 
and  ao  releaae  the  micrometer  for  other  more  impor- 

tant work.  Verniers  and  other  fine  mi>a.>«uring  tools, 
such  as  gage  blocks  that  are  UHod  only  for  standard 
reference,  may  also  be  stored  in  the  .same  way  and  th»> 
director  should  see  that  they  are  returned  to  their 
respective  places  at  the  close  of  the  working  day. 

A  rack  containing  a  large  number  of  bins,  preferably 
of  steel,  should  be  erected  for  storing  drills,  reamers, 
mandrels,  and  kindred  tools.  A  separate  bin  should  bo 
provided  for  each  xize  of  tool.  Racks  .should  be  de- 

signed that  will  allow  increase  of .  the  sire  of  any  bin 
to  suit  the  quantity  of  tools  to  be  stored  and  so 
economize  on  space.  If  the  racks  are  of  wood,  the 
expansion  feature  may  he  provided  for  by  having  iV-in. 
saw  cuts  at  half-inch  intervals  directly  opposite  on 
the  top  and  bottom  of  the  nhelf  and  u«ing  number 
twelve  gage  sheet  iron  for  the  sides  of  the  bin. 

Machine  screw  taps  and  number  drilJK  may  be«it  be 
taken  care  of  by  using  a  cabinet  containing  shallow 
drawers  with  partitions  for  each  size  of  tool.  Another 
good  plan  is  to  use  small  hardwood  blocks  drilled  to 
receive  the  tap,  tap  drill  and  body  size  drill  and  check 
the  outfit  to  the  workman  as  a  unit.  The  blocks  can  be 
incased  in  a  collar  made  of  standard  iron  pipe  slightly 
tapered  in  the  bore  tu  permit  of  the  block  being  driven 
in  and  so  avoid  splitting  of  the  wood.  The  smaller 
sixes  of  pipe  taps  can  be  haniiTed  in  the  .same  way  but 
the  Urger  sizes  will  necessarily  have  to  be  handled 
separately  on  account  of  their  bulk.  Tap  wrenches  will 
occupy  the  least  space  if  a  small  hole  is  drilled  close 
to  the  end  of  the  handle  so  that  they  may  hang  on 
nails  driven   into  a   board. 

Toolholders  should  be  separated  as  to  size  and  kind 
in  individual  binx.  Forged  tools  should  be  kept  in  an 
open  cabinet  with  shallow  shelves  and  separated  accord- 

ing to  shape,  size  and  whether  carbon  or  high-speed 

R«<.«Me   .^     xTio  N  "               ./'  /- *^ «-«cAner« .         S«e.-rto«       t<fi       Bim     J>2 
WHSrtCM    . 

SV»HIM»  . 
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a- 
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steel.  A  symbol  letter  should  be  stamped  on  the  tool 
Indicating  the  brand  of  steel  of  which  it  Is  made  and 
figures  ahould  be  used  to  indicat*-  its  shape.  A  copy 
of  these  symbols  should  be  furnished  for  the  use  of  the 
tool  dresser  so  that  he  will  give  the  projM-r  heat 
treatment.  Die  stocks  may  lie  economically  disposed 
of  in  the  same  manner  as  tap  wrenches.  For  the  sizes 
in  common  use  around  the  shop  it  is  better  to  furnish 
full  stocked  dies,  leaving  the  dies  set  p^irmanently 

This  will  save  the  workman'*  time  in  setting  the  dit 
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and  oflFset  the  small  additional  expense  of  the  die  stock. 
Pipe  and  U.  S.  standard  hand  dies  can  be  stored  in 

shallow  drawers  partitioned  off  and  labeled  for  each 
die,  the  same  segments  of  the  die  always  being  kept 
together.  Chasers  for  bolt  and  pipe  threaders  should 
be  stored  in  separate  shallow  bins  and  kept  in  sets  as 
received  from  the  manufacturer  and  this  is  especially 
important  where  it  is  the  custom  to  use  chasers  that 
have  been  recut.  While  these  chasers  are  generally 
supposed  to  be  interchangeable  it  will  be  found  that  it 
is  preferable  to  keep  the  sets  intact  as  only  by  so  doing 
can  the  best  results  be  obtained  and  spoiled  work  be 
reduced  to  a  minimum. 

Spring  dies  and  hollow  mills,  when  not  kept  on 
their  permanent  arbors,  may  be  stored  in  trays  in  which 
wooden  pegs,  smaller  in  diameter  than  the  holes  in  the 
cutters,  are  fastened  vertically  to  the  bottom  board  by 
means  of  screws.  The  cutters  may  then  be  arranged 
in  groups  according  to  type  and  size.  Milling  cutters 
can  be  kept  in  an  orderly  manner  by  hinging  wooden 
leaves  around  a  post  or  a  stand  built  for  that  purpose, 
hanging  the  cutters  on  nails  and  labeling  each  space 
according  to  the  cutter  to  be  placed  thereon.  Extra 
large  and  heavy  cutters  will  of  necessity  have  to  be  kept 
on  shelves  properly  partitioned   for  them. 

Gear  cutters  may  be  stored  in  the  same  way  as  mill- 
ing cutters  and  a  convenient  plan  of  the  board  is  to 

arrange  by  pitch  vertically  and  by  the  number  of  the 
cutter  horizontally.  A  good  supply  of  standard  sizes 
of  bolts  of  various  lengths  should  always  be  on  hand 
and  kept  in  such  condition  that  the  nuts  may  be  run 
down  the  full  length  of  the  thread  with  the  fingers.  A 
bolt  on  which  it  is  necessary  to  turn  the  nut  with  a 
wrench  is  an  abomination.  Straps  of  different  sizes 
and  kinds  with  bolt  holes  drilled  every  two  inches  of 
length   should  also   be  on   hand    in   liberal  quantities. 

Storage  of  Blueprints 

Provision  is  made  in  many  factory  systems  for  fur- 
nish-ng  a  drawing  of  the  part  to  be  made  with  the  shop 
order  but  as  a  general  rule  it  is  necessary  for  the  work- 

man to  get  his  blueprints  from  the  check  room.  In 
order  to  protect  them  they  should  be  mounted  on  stiff 
cardboard  or  on  sheet  iron  and  then  be  shellacked  to 
allow  for  the  removal  of  grease.  Blueprints  so  mounted 
may  be  stored  by  filing  vertically  in  deep  drawers  in 
the  same  way  as  office  records  are  filed.  The  prints 
may  be  separated  by  index  sheets  also  of  iron  with  the 
blueprint  number  thereon  and  provided  with  a  receptacle 

or  clip  for  receiving  the  workman's  check. 
An  accurate  record  of  all  prints  in  the  shop  should 

be  kept  by  the  tool  director  so  that  if  a  change  on  the 
print  is  necessary,  it  will  be  possible  to  know  exactly 
how  many  prints  at  a  given  time  are  in  service  and  to 
see  that  all  are  returned  to  the  drafting  room  when 
changes  are  made,  thus  avoiding  the  possibility  of  an 
old  print  being  used  in  the  shop  and  a  quantity  of  work 
spoiled  through  the  change  not  being  noted  thereon. 

Welding  torches  and  all  appliances,  wrenches,  etc., 
should  be  stored  in  a  box  provided  with  lock  and  key 
and  charged  to  the  workman  as  a  unit,  a  card  record 
of  the  contents  which  should  comprise  a  standard  equip- 

ment being  kept  in  the  check  room.  Tool  cabinets  may 
be  designed  of  square  or  hexagon  shape  mounted  on 
a  ball  bearing  base  to  permit  of  being  revolved.  Such 
an  arrangement  is  very  convenient  and  economical  in 
the  amount  of  floor  space  occupied. 

Jigs  and  fixtures  are  usually  of  such  a  bulky  nature 

as  to  cause  considerable  trouble  in  providing  for  their 
proper  storage  and  accessibility.  If  a  large  number  of 
such  tools  are  in  frequent  use  it  is  well  to  have  a  sep- 

arate room  devoted  exclusively  to  their  storage.  Sub- 
stantial bins  should  be  erected,  each  section  being 

small  enough,  about  six  feet  in  length,  to  allow  for  re- 
moval without  interference  with  the  arrangement  in 

general  should  the  occasion  arise  and  each  section  should 
be  partitioned  to  suit  each  individual  jig  in  so  far  as 
is  practical.  A  card  record  should  be  kept  of  all  jigs 
in  storage  indicating  the  section  and  the  number  of 
the  bin  and  the  quantity  and  size  of  straps,  nuts,  bolts 
and  loose  parts  such  as  removable  bushings,  special 
wrenches,  etc.     See  Fig.  4. 

Systems  for  Checking  the  Tools 

Sections  may  be  distinguished  by  letters  and  the  bins 
by  numbers.  For  instance,  the  tool  attendant  know- 

ing the  number  of  a  jig,  would  find  on  his  card  record 
that  it  is  stored  in  section  D,  Bin  22,  and  would  note 
the  quantity  of  loose  parts  that  must  be  used  with  the 
jig.  Each  section  of  bins  may  be  easily  lettered  by 
nailing  a  piece  of  sheet  iron  to  the  top  and  painting 
the  letters  thereon  very  prominently.  The  bins  may 
also  be  numbered  either  directly  on  the  shelves  or  by  a 
square  piece  of  sheet  iron  on  which  the  number  is 
painted.  If  the  bins  are  painted  black  and  the  numbers 
in  chrome  yellow  a  good  contrast  is  obtained,  making 
the  figures  easily  discernible  at  a  distance. 

A  lai-ge  machine-tool  factory  in  the  middle  west  em- 
ployed a  number  of  messenger  boys  whose  duties 

consisted  of  taking  workmen's  checks  and  getting  tools 
for  them  from  the  check  room.  These  messengers  were 
stationed  at  certain  points  in  the  shop  and  were  at  the 
beck  and  call  of  the  workmen.  The  system  was  not  an 
unqualified  success  principally  because  the  boys  revolted 
from  such  menial  duties  in  a  very  short  time.  As  no 
boy  with  ambition  would  accept  such  a  position,  it 
took  considerable  energy  to  keep  up  a  force  of  trained 
messengers  and  after  a  fair  trial  the  plan  was  dropped. 

Another  concern  manufacturing  farm  tractors  has  a 
shop  telephone  system  operating  directly  between 
groups  of  machines  and  the  check  room.  The  telephones 
are  numerous  and  conveniently  placed.  The  floor  in- 

spector upon  observing  that  a  machine  is  nearing  the 
end  of  a  job  will  notify  the  time-keeper  and  routing 
clerk  to  that  effect.  The  routing  clerk  then  notifies 
the  check  room  of  the  job  next  in  order  for  that 
machine.  The  check  room,  having  a  card  record  of  all 

tools  used  on  the  job,  will  deliver  the  tools  I'equired 
to  the  machine  and  at  the  same  time  bring  back  the 
tools   not   needed  from   the  previous  job. 

If  the  tools  require  sharpening,  the  workman  tele- 
phones the  check  department  to  that  effect  and  either 

another  tool  is  sent  out  or  the  dull  tool  is  called  for, 
sharpened  and  returned.  This  method  is  a  good  one 
and  the  messenger  boy  is  not  necessarily  kept  on  the 
same  job  every  day  as  it  can  be  arranged  to  alternate 
the  duties  so  that  a  boy  may  spend  one  day  delivering 
tools  and  the  next  day  be  kept  busy  on  work  within 
the  check  room  such  as  sorting,  sharpening  and  repair- 

ing tools. 
If  it  is  thought  preferable  to  give  written  rather 

than  verbal  orders  to  the  check  department  the  routing 
clerk  could  easily  send  this  order  by  means  of  a  pneu- 

matic tube  if  compressed  air  is  available  in  the  shop. 
Where  there  are  several  check  rooms  in  one  factory, 
a  telephone  system   is  a  great  convenience  to  the  tool 
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dirwtar  WMblinf  him  to  rMch  distant  points  e«.iily 
•nd  to  kMp  OB  tlw  trail  of  his  men  far  better  than 
If  II  «•■•  wmemmuy  for  him  to  walk  around  tlw  plant. 

A  edSMMa  faaH  with  noat  check  room  windows  i»  the 

kck  at  ipaea  pwrldtd  for  tho  workmen  to  recei\-v  their 
loolai  wtmKlf  oaljr  om  or  two  man  beinr  acvommodated 
at  tW  •«■•  tima.  To  avoid  this  condition,  the  windowv 
alwold  be  at  least  aix  feet  in  lensth  and  of  a  generous 
iHisht  with  ample  shdf  space. 

A  Plan  pok  UMrr  Stobino 

A  hithljr  commendable  plan,  where  sufficient  tools 
art  te  tladl  to  petmit  of  auch  «n  mrranKftnent.  i»  to 
asaoaMa  all  tools  asad  oo  a  psrticuUir  pine  of  work 
in  a  bos.  not  allowint  them  to  be  used  on  any  other 

work  thaa  the  pioet  spsclflcd.  The  box  would  be  given 

a  amabar  or  ajrmbol  and  be  identifted  by  it.  A  printed 
card  shoM  be  fastened  on  the  box  prefersbly  in  a 

labsl  InMot  to  permit  of  the  card  being  chsnged  snd 

stating  exactly  the  tools  that  should  lie  therein.  Upon 
tiM  tools  being  returned  to  the  check  room,  they  should 

ha  ffoaod  and  put  in  first-class  condition  resdy  for  the 
aait  ordsr  ol  thsae  partictUar  picosa.  This  method 

■bmawr  poasibl*.  will  prove  to  be  vary  efficient,  and  n 

big  time  saver,  inasmuch  as  the  tools  are  always  ready 
and  exactly  suitable  for  the  next  job. 

Enirineering  Sales  Methods 
By  C.  i.  MOBKUON 

BWthoda  instead  of  ordinary  ssles- 
I  wfO  sava  the  day  for  the  machine-tool  builders 

if  applisd  in  an  energetic,  constructive  manner.  The 
IWld  at  present  for  insUllations  in  new  or  enlarge<l 
■hops  is  not  kure.  but  the  field  for  replacing  old,  worn 
oat  and  ohsolcta  machines  is  very  large  and  is  the 
aas  in  which  eaginsaring  methods  are  particularly 
asadstf  aad  where  tbasa  mathods  will  bring  in  results 
aatllfbelonr  to  both  the  eostoaiar  and  the  builder. 

It  Is  aot  sulBcieBt  simply  to  tell  a  machine-tool  user 
that  ha  shoald  laplaee  his  old  machines  with  new  ones, 
bat  ba  maat  ba  shown  in  a  concrete  way  what  profit 

ba  owde  on  the  investment.  A  study  should  be 
of  the  manufacturing  methods,  the  present  costs 

of  operations  determined,  and  a  report  submitted  show- 
ii«  the  ecooomiea  to  be  effected  by  purchasing  new 

and  the  returns  which  this  will  give  on  the 
It  is  too  much  to  caqiect  the  average  shop 

to  do  this  for  himaalf  and.  besides,  he  may 
know  the  times  that  are  required  for  operations 

o«  the  new  machines,  or  he  may  not  realize  the  hand 
wwfc  that  amy  be  eliminated  by  the  use  of  machines 
which  win  prodoca  pwrs  accurate  work  than  the  ones 
ht  U  osijw. 

The  Pouct  or  One  Usnt  or  Machine  Tools 

There  is  oae  vary  large  user  of  machine  tools  who 
poHcy  thai  any  machine  replacing  an  old 

pay  for  itself  in  five  years.  This  company 
accwate  eoita.  is  alwsys  willing  to  be  shown, 
al  tha  osooasary  information  at  the  disposal 

of  Ba$  Npatafela  coocani  which  wishes  to  submit  a 
piapasitlaa.  Haaim  It  is  a  pare  waste  of  time  simply 
ta  stata  that  tha  propossd  machine  will  meet  the  re- 

aad  pay  for  itself  in  Ave  years.  A  detailed 
with  biaspriota  ahowing  the  set-ups  and  times 

I  bo  sahaitttil.  bat  if  this  report  proves  the  case,  a 
is  alanot  carlala, 

ProbaMy   tht  IHtgest   fleM  for  rtplaecments   is   in 

has  a  ftasd 

the  railroad  shops,  most  of  which  nro  loadei)  up  with 
machines  that  outlived  their  usefuinesM  many  yeur.s 
ago.  Also  the  railroad  shops  have  a  large  number  of 
home-made  machines,  many  of  which  are  quite  efficient, 
but  others  of  which  are  expensive  jokes.  These  condi- 

tions are  due  largely  to  the  fact  that  the  shop.s  iire  side 
issues  with  the  railroads  and  are  simply  tolerated  us  an 
unavoidable  expense.  Appropriations  for  machines  are 
hard  to  get  and  are  often  so  curtailed  that  a  com- 

promise has  to  be  made  and  machines  puirhased  that 
are  not  all  they  should  be,  but  which  are  cheap.  This 
condition  also  accounts  for  many  of  the  home-made 
machines  Uvause  they  can  be  manufactured  without  a 
special  appropriation. 

An  educational  campaign. conducted  by  engineer  sales- 
men will  develop  this  field.  These  men  should  work  with 

the  superintendents  of  motive  |)ower  and  prepare  re- 
ports for  the  officials  who  control  the  appropriations 

showing  exactly  what  economies  the  proposed  machines 
will  eflTect  and  particularly  the  reductions  that  will  be 
made  in  the  time  lost  by  locomotives  and  cars  under- 

going repairs.  These  men  thoroughly  understand 
charts  and  figures  and  if  the  facts  are  properly  pre- 

sented to  them,  sales  can  l)e  made.  Once  the  purchase 
of  specific  machines  is  authorized,  the  purchasing  agent 
will  buy  them  and  nothing  else. 

There  has  been  too  much  effort  made  to  sell  the 

railroads  merely  lathes,  planers,  luring  mills,  and  ma- 
chines of  a  similar  class,  and  too  little  to  show  specific- 

ally what  certain  machines  would  accomplish.  The 
railroad  officials  have  been  prone  to  authorize  the  pur- 

chase of  a  certain  number  of  each  kind  of  machine 

and  the  purchasing  agents  naturally  bought  the  cheap- 
est they  could  get.  Under  those  conditions  the  men  in 

charge  of  the  shops  have  l)ecome  discouraged  and  have 
taken  what  they  could  get  and  not  what  they  wanted. 
The  machine-tool  builders  can  change  these  conditions 
and,  as  a  result,  sell  many  machines. 

Raiuioad  Shops  Have  Little  Use  for 
"Repctitive"  Machines 

A  mistake  that  has  frequently  been  nsade  in  the  past 
should  be  carefully  guarded  against,  that  is,  of  trying 
to  sell  the  railroads  machines  that  are  particularly  effi- 

cient only  for  repetitive  manufacturing.  The  railroads 
have  little  use  for  such  machines  and,  outside  of  a  few 
in  the  main  shops  of  the  larger  roads,  they  are  more  of 
a  hindrance  than  a  help. 

The  textile  plants  and  the  companies  manufacturing 
textile  machinery   afford   another  good   field    for  engi- 

neering salesmanship,  but  these  concerns  will  have  to 
be  shown  In  very  much  the  same  way  that  the  rail- 

roads must  be  shown      In  this  field  considerable  engi- 
neering ability  may  have  to  be  used  because  the  textllfl 

Industry   is  filled   with  the  traditions  of  how  grandr 
father    did    things    and    probably    it    has    taken    lea 
advantage  of  modern  metals  and  practices  than  has  any 
other  industry.     In  order  to  make  sales,  the  engineer! 
may  have  to  go  so  fur  as  to  redesign  some  of  the  textilal 
machines,  but  the  field   Is  so  full  of  opportunity  tha(| 
the  effort  can  scarcely  fail  t<j  obtain  the  desired  reward 

Other  fields  can  be  developed  in  the  same  way,  buf 
the  two  mentioned  are  the  most  promising  at  thi 

present  time.  Of  course  the  work  involved  in  carryini 

out  the  suggestions  made  is  a  species  of  "free  service"] 
but  the  results  will  certainly  be  far  more  profitable 

than  allowing  shops  to  run  on  part  time  and  of  offeringj 
to  sell  machines  at  cost  for  the  one  and  only  purpos 
of  keeping  the  plant  running. 
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Maintenance  of  Small  Portable  Power  Tools 
First  of  Several  Articles  —  Periodical  Inspection  of  Prime  Importance 

—  Schemes  to  Insure  Thorough  and  Regular  Lubrication 

By  R.  p.  WALSH 

TOOLS  WHICH  are  used  for  fabricating  or  meas
- 

uring to  exact  dimensions  and  commonly  known 

as  "Precision  Tools,"  have  been  so  well  covered  in 
trade  periodicals  that  their  construction  and  uses  are 
generally  known.  There  is,  however,  a  large  class  of 
impoi'tant  tools  common  to  steel  fabrication  trades  that 
has  not  received  the  attention  it  deserves. 

Pneumatic  drilling  machines,  riveting  and  chipping 
hammers,  holder-on  machines,  rivet  sets,  countersinks, 
twist  drills  and  bridge  reamers  are  examples  of  tools 
included  in  this  class.  It  is  proposed  in  what  follows 

to  deal  with  some  representative  tools  of  the  "Non- 
precision"  class  so  that  users  of  such  tools  may,  it  is 
hoped,  be  given  information  which  will  result  in  their 
more  economical  use.    The  necessity  of  keeping  accurate 
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and  detailed  records  of  tools,  so  that  such  records  may 
be  consulted  when  considering  the  purchase  of  new 

equipment,  is  generally  recognized,  but  in  a  large  per- 
centage of  cases  ignored.  The  pneumatic  drilling 

machine  is  a  case  in  point.  This  is  a  portable  power 
tool  of  complicated  mechanical  construction  which  is 
in  a  class  by  itself  in  the  amount  of  abuse  it  is  called 
upon  to  withstand  in  service. 

Operated  by  compressed  air,  its  pistons  and  valves 
are  subjected  to  the  abrasive  action  of  water  of  con- 

densation containing  particles  of  iron  oxide  or  other 
matter  from  the  walls  of  the  compressed  air  piping. 
This  is  particularly  true  where  the  machine  is  used 
outdoors  in  cold  weather. 

The  speed  of  a  pneumatic  drilling  machine  is  never 
constant,  fluctuating  according  to  the  hardness  of  the 
material  being  drilled  and  to  the  irregularity  of  feed, 

the  latter  depending  upon  the  skill  of  the  opei-ator. 
In  addition,  and  with  few  exceptions,  the  machine  is 
moved  for  every  hole.  When  the  operator  is  working 
on  a  piece  work  basis,  hundreds  of  holes  are  drilled  or 
reamed  during  the  day,  necessitating  rapid  shifting  of 
the  machine,  and  increasing  the  liability  of  damage. 
Great  care  must  also  be  exercised  by  the  operator  in 
manipulating  the  machine  when  the  drill  is  breaking 
through  the  work. 

A  proper  record  on  this  type  of  machine,  see  Fig.  1, 
should  contain  the  following  information:  Type, 
capacity,  name  of  manufacturer,  date  of  purchase,  cost, 

manufacturer's  serial  number,  shop  identification  num- 
ber, date  when  placed  in  service,  a  complete  record  of 

all  dates  when  the  machine  was  returned  to  shop  for 

'repairs,  when  machine  was  again  placed  in  service 
together  with  details  as  to  the  nature  of  the  repairs, 
parts  replaced,  their  cost  and  the  labor  involved.  If, 
in  addition  to  the  foregoing,  the  rule  be  followed  of 
turning  in  all  machines  at  the  end  of  the  working 
period  for  lubrication,  a  close  approximation  can  be 
made  of  the  actual  number  of  hours  a  machine  has 
been  in  operation  and  thus  its  suitability  may  be 
determined. 

It  is  of  prime  importance  to  have  all  portable  power 
tools  turned  in  at  regular  periods  for  examination  as 
it  frequently  happens  that  such  an  examination  dis- 

closes defects  which  might  do  serious  damage  to  a  tool 
if  not  discovered  in  time.  Because  of  the  extent  to 

which  pneumatic  drilling  machines  ai"e  employed,  their 
high  cost  and  their  liability  to  damage  due  to  the  severe 
conditions  under  which  they  are  used,  it  is  considered 
desirable  to  describe  how  such  tools  are  handled  in  a 

large  ship  yard  with  satisfactoi-y  results. 
The  purchase  of  the  machine  is  based  solely  on  merit 

as  determined  by  its  performance  under  tests  governed 
by  actual  service  conditions.  Weight  is  also  given  to  all 
pertinent  data  such  as  previous  experience  with  the 
type  being  tested,  economy  of  operation,  cost  of  spare 

MAnwTW K                                   YAUT*  KO. 

MUSTER 

nUUBER TOOL CHECK  HO 

ISSUES 
RBTURXBS JOB 

FIG. -TOOL  ISSUE  RECORD  CARD 

parts,  ease  of  repair,  ease  of  operation,  etc.  The  price 
of  the  machine  is,  of  course,  important  but  is  not  con- 

sidered more  so  than  performance. 
After  the  purchase  of  the  loo\,  it  is  drawn  from 

stock  on  a  standard  form  of  requisition  and  delivered 
to  the  main  toolroom  where  it  is  card  indexed,  given 
a  shop  identification  number,  lubricated,  operated  for 
a  few  moments  without  load  and  then  assigned  to  a 
place  on  the  issuing  rack.  A  second  index  card,  Fig.  2, 
is  used  when  the  machine  is  issued  to  record  the  name 

of  the  mechanic   requiring  it,  as   well  as  the   date  of 
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■mi  Job  Im  b  on.  Tlw  datr  of  return  to  th« 
b  alw  Botod.  TM»  proc«dur*  is  repMt«d 
tiM  iMcliiM  ia  iMWd. 

of  Um  tool  to  the  toolroom  It  U 
Ha  eoaditioii  aad.  if  found  in  proper 

H  is  then  hibrkatod  and  pUc«d  upon 

tlw  I— l»g  radL  MachiDM  found  defecti\-e  are  tacttvd 
and  Mt  aaida  for  rapair.  Lack  of  periodic  and  proper 

la  witboat  doubt  reaponsible  in  a  greater 
•r  factor  for  ahortening  the  life 

fl(  •  paiBiMtk  tsoL  In  the  iihip  yard  referred  to,  it  ia 

mplrad  that  a«eh  drilling  ntachine  be  turned  in  to  a 
gr— ting  rack  upon  the  completion  of  the  work  period 

fer  «0ii«  aad  graaaing.  Thi*  rack  ia  of  convenient 
totm  aai  kaaad  in  m  that  it  can  be  locked;  moreover 
it  ia  ao  heated  aa  to  make  it  convenient  for  the  men  to 
tani  ia  or  obtain  their  machines.  Wherever  it  ia 

two  or  more  of  theae  raeka  are  uaed. 
tko  operator  reporta  for  work  at  the  morning 

r.  tka  aaporviaor  at  the  muster  check  board  hands 
Urn  a  linen  tag  with  atub  attached.  Both  tag  and 
atub  are  numbered  and  bear  the  date  iaaued.  Before 

taming  ia  bla  machine  upon  completion  of  the  day's 
work,  it  is  required  that  the  mechanic  tie  the  large 
aocUoe  of  the  tag  to  the  feed  acrew  Bpindl^  retain- 
lag  tJM  atatk  Upon  preaentation  of  the  stub  the 
foOowteg  dax  at  the  rooming  or  noon  muster,  the 
■ackine  is  returned  ampt  when  the  stub  is  presented 
two  dajrs  later  tliaa  tho  date  indicated  by  stamp  on 
thoatahw 

Checking  vt  on  Lubbication 

b  ordv  to  oaablo  the  "greaaer"  to  spot  at  once  any 
■adiine  that  haa  prerioualjr  been  oiled  and  greaaed  and 
to  avoid  duplication  of  work,  and  also  pick  out  machineii 
tbal  have  reraalnod  on  the  rack  for  three  successive 
dajra.  tbe  machine  tags  aa  ahown  in  Fig.  3  are  used 
ia  Ihrat  eoiora,  red.  white  and  blue.  A  red  lag  is  issued 

oao  dajr.  a  white  tag  tbe  next  da>'  and  the  blue  tag  on 
tbe  third  day.  The  "greaser"  working  on  a  blue  tsR 
day  koows  that  any  machine  having  a  red  or  white 
tag  attaclied  has  already  been  oiled  and  greaaed  and 
alao  kaotrs  tliat  any  machine  with  a  blue  tag  of  a  date 
Olfcar  tban  that  on  which  he  is  greasing  has  been  on 
tbe  rack  at  least  three  days.  After  a  machine  has 

oo  tile  rack  for  three  days  it  is  returned  to 
fa  order  that  the  number  of  idle  machine* 

bo  wducad  to  the  minimum. 

No  driller  ia  permitted  to  have  more  than  two  ma- 
cbtDaa  (thejr  mast  be  of  difformt  capacities)  on  tool 
cbccka  at  say  ooe  time.  If  soaie  of  the  machines  prove 

ktlsfactory  than  others  it  Is  frequently  the 
aawng  the  operators  to  hide  away  the  live 

or  dead  baadle  of  a  machine  preferred  to  the  others 
tboB  to  Inaure  that  oo  oao  else  eaa  use  it.  As  this 
practice,  if  ttocbockod.  naaas  tbe  kiaa  of  small  parts 

and  the  nistcaee  of  a  class  of  "pti"  machinea.  penalties 
should  W  inflktMl  in  such  cases  where  the  parU  wore 
foand  miujag  *nd  steps  be  taken  to  bring  all  machines 
to  the  samr  high  rating.  Tbe  marhines  appearing  on 
theUst  of  Iboao  oil»d  snd  greaaed  during  the  night 
AooM  bt  fberksd  agaiMt  the  list  of  machines  shown 
to  be  la  serriei  and  operators  having  tool  cImcIu  on 

aot  appearing  on  the  list  of  mschines  graased 
for  aa  explanation,  which,  if  unsatis- 

factofjr.  I— Ma  tm  diadpliaarr  action  being  taken. 
the  deHavaapl  la  warned  on  the  ftrtit  offense 

oa  tbe  Bstsoad  nlbiia  fa  raUag. 

While  the  system  of  using  the  three  colort'd  linen 
tags  haa  proved  quite  aatisfactory  for  the  yard  in 
queation  it  is  considered  that  the  duplicate  brass  check 
system  is  more  generally  HatiMfactory.  In  the  latter 
ajraten,  the  operator,  when  turning  in  his  marhino  at 
tbe  ead  of  the  work  period,  receives  a  numlM'retl  bruHN 
check  from  the  msn  in  charge  of  the  Kri'MHiiitr  rack 
and  the  duplicate,  suspended  from  a  split  bra.<«8  ring, 
is  forced  on  to  a  spoke  of  the  feed  screw  handle.  By 
this  arrangement  no  time  is  lost  in  turning  in  the 
machine,  and  it  is  not  necessary  for  each  individual 
mechanic  to  carry  a  linen  tag  in  an  overalJH  pocket 
during  the  day  and  tie  such  a  tag  on  the  machine  when 
turning  it  in  to  the  greasing  rack.  Often  the  linen 
tag  when  handled  by  greasy  hands  becomes  soiled, 
making  it  impossible  to  decipher  the  tag  number  and 
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causing  confusion  in  identifying  the  machine  it  covers. 
Such  tags  sre  siso  essily  destroyed  and  it  is  necessary 
to  carry  a  considerable  supply  in  stock,  whereas  the 
brass  checks  may  be  used  over  and  over  again  in> 
definitely.  Under  the  duplicate  brass  check  system, 
all  machines,  not  claimed  at  the  morning  munter,  are 
returned  to  the  main  toolroom  and  no  machines  are 
held  on  the  racks.  This  means  that  a  smaller  number 
of  machines  may  be  carried  in  stock. 

iNSrSCTION  AND   MaINTENANCK  SUGCESTIONS 

As  previously  stated,  the  periodic  lubrication  of 
pneumatic  drilling  machines  is  of  the  first  importance, 
if  they  are  to  be  kept  in  good  working  order.  At  the 
present  time,  there  are  on  the  market  oils  and  greases 
speciilcslly  made  for  pneumatic  tools  und  these  may 
be  purchased  from  the  manufarturers  of  the  tools.  It 
is  not  well  to  experimpnt  with  unknown  lubricants. 

As  s  means  of  prolonging  the  life  of  his  machine,  a 
driller  should  up-end  the  tool  for  a  short  interval,  for 
exsmple,  during  the  time  it  is  laid  down  to  change  a 
resmer  or  twist  drill,  or  for  any  other  reason.  This 

permits  the  oils  and  greases  to  run  back  over  the  crank- 
shaft, pistons,  etc.  When  the  machine  is  in  use  the 

lubricsnts  tend  to  gravitate  away  from  the  upper  work- 
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ing  parts.  In  the  smaller,  faster  running  machines 
this  precaution  cannot  be  ignored  and  if  followed  will 
do  much  to  cut  down  the  cost  of  repairs. 

At  the  periodic  examination  a  careful  scrutiny  should 
be  made  of  the  condition  of  the  internal  wall  and  the 
slot  of  the  spindle  taking  the  Morse  taper  shank  of 
the  tools  driven  by  the  machine.  For  this  purpose  a 
small  electric  light  bulb,  such  as  is  used  on  a  pocket 
flashlight  may  be  employed  in  combination  with  a  dry 
cell.  The  light  bulb  connected  to  wire  leads  from  the 
batteiy,  of  sufficient  length  to  fully  explore  the  length 
of  the  spindle,  is  lowered  through  the  spindle  hole  and 
illuminates  the  interior  surfaces  so  that  their  condi- 

tion may  be  observed. 
All  abrasions  of  this  interior  surface  should  be 

removed  either  by  reaming  or  scraping  and  all  spindles 
whose  slots  are  found  to  be  worn  too  large  should  be 
replaced.  If  this  practice  is  followed  the  number  of 
drills,  reamers,  countersinks  and  other  tools  rendered 
unserviceable  because  of  broken  or  twisted  tangs  will 
be  very  materially  reduced.  A  single  pneumatic  drilling 
machine  with  a  defective  spindle  can  ruin  more  tools, 
without  being  suspected,  than  any  other  destructive 
agent  known. 

Morse  taper  shanks  are  ground  to  size  so  that  they 
may  intimately  fit  the  sleeve,  socket  or  spindle  used  as 
a  medium  in  the  drive  and  consequently  any  inequality 
of  the  internal  surface  of  the  sleeve,  socket  or  spindle 
which  does  not  permit  the  intimate  contact  serves  to 
throw  the  torque  of  the  drive  on  the  tang  of  the  Morse 
taper  shanked  tool,  with  the  inevitable  result  of  injur- 

ing the  tang.  Greasy  or  dirty  tool  shanks  are  also  a 
prolific  source  of  tang  destruction.  When  a  tool  is 
turned  in  for  repairs,  the  linen  tag  shown  in  Fig.  4 
is  attached  to  it  and  remains  with  it  until  the  tool  is 
repaired,  tested  and  returned  to  the  tool  room,  ready 
for  re-issue. 

they  are  usually  not  equipped  for  grinding  threads,  and 

a  lathe  with  some  portable  grinding  attachment  is  "mis- 
applied" to  the  job.  The  threads  so  produced,  even  U 

good,  are  expensive  when  the  injury  to  the  lathe  is 
considered. 

Misapplied  Machine  Tools — Discussion 
By  S.  R.  Holmes 

The  writer  wishes  to  add  his  "Amen"  to  the  article 
with  the  above  caption  on  page  736,  but  thinks  the 
most  glaring  and  expensive  example  was  overlooked  by 
Mr.  Nevin. 

Can  a  man  who  respects  fine  machine  tools  see  a 
precision  lathe  used  with  a  grinding  attachment,  with- 

out gnashing  his  teeth?  Such  jobs  usually  require 
accuracy  and  therefore  the  best  tool-room  lathe  available 
is  selected.  How  long  can  the  shears,  cross-slide  and 
leadscrew  be  expected  to  retain  their  accuracy  when 
a  little  abrasive  dust  is  occasionally  added  to  the  neces- 

sary lubricating  oil? 
If  a  lathe  is  not  built  to  stand  milling  operations,  how 

much  less  will  it  stand  the  after  effects  of  grinding? 
The  writer  has  seen  examples  of  the  finest  lathes  prac- 

tically ruined,  so  far  as  accurate  tool-room  work  is  con- 

cerned, in  two  years'  time,  by  workmen  who  were  other- 
wise careful  but  used  their  lathes  occasionally  for  grind- 
ing. Similar  lathes,  after  twenty  years  of  service,  were 

practically  as  good  as  new.  The  grinding  must  be  done 
dry,  and  it  is  impossible  to  protect  the  working  parts 
referred  to.  Bench  lathes  are  of  course  used  for  grind- 

ing operations,  but  the  compound  i"est  and  threading 
attachment  are  first  removed  and  the  plain  surface  of 
the  bed  is  easily  cleaned. 

Modern  grinding  machines  form  a  part  of  the  equip- 
ment of  any  shop  likely  to  have  a  precision  lathe,  but 

A  Correction 

Through  an  unfortunate  mistake  the  article  "Repair 
Work  in  a  Tennessee  Railroad  Shop,"  which  appeared 
in  our  last  issue,  was  published  before  it  had  been  ap- 

proved and  released  by  the  Southern  Railway  System. 
In  releasing  the  article  for  publication,  the  Southern 

Railway  System  requested  the  following  changes  as  here 
set  forth: 

The  first  illustration  showing  the  repair  on  a  slipper 
type  crosshead,  should  have  been  omitted  together  with 

BORING   AND  FACING   .M1L,L,   FOB   LOCOMOTIVE 
DRIVING   nOXKS 

the  description  of  how  the  repair  was  made.  Repairing 
fractures  by  the  method  given  is  contrary  to  the  ap- 

proved practice  of  the  Southern  Railway  System  and  is 
resorted  to  only  in  extreme  emergencies  that  are.  of 
course,  of  infrequent  occurrence. 

In  explanation  of  Figs.  2  and  3  showing  repairs  on  an 

air-pump  head  and  a  piston  it  was  stated  that  brass  is 
used.  The  material  used  to  build  up  the  worn  surfaces 
is  Tobin  bronze  which  is  an  alloy  giving  much  longer 
wearing  life  than  brass. 

Since  the  article  was  written,  the  practice  of  boring 
driving  boxes  has  been  changed  so  that  the  method 
shown  in  Fig.  4  is  now  obsolete.  The  vertical  boring 
and  facing  mill,  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration, 
built  by  William  Sellers  &  Co.,  Inc.,  especially  for  boring 
and  facing  driving  boxes,  has  been  installed  and  the 
work  is  now  done  in  a  much  more  efficient  manner  thar 
was  formerly  the  case. 
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Know  Why  You  Do  Things 
By  8.  R.  HvNm 

m  ot  tht  MlklM  pablishad  in  Am*r*cam  Matkinut 
tW  abovt  litW.   during   the  rariy   part   of   last 
iMiw  btoMtiH  out.  in  a  v«ry  entrrtaining  and 

iMbwIlii  maniwr.  aoaM  point*  which  w«re  undor  dia- 
mMliwi  alMii  I  Arat  «itw««i  Um  ahop  an  an  apprrntice. 
DosbtlcM  tW  auM  asbicct*  werr  argued  ovvr  long 
hrfaffl  ttet  timr.  but.  aa  a  charter  member  of  the 

"InaaBharwajrhM^kwhen"  Club,  I  would  like  to  recall 
■tiMllMl  to  tlwae  articlen  which  contained  diacusaiona 
M  to  wtwUitr  or  Dot  a  lathe  tool  ( I  refer  to  the  point  of 
tiM  tool)  ahoold  bt  act  abore.  upon,  or  below  the  center 
Bam  of  the  work  being  turned. 

It  u  erident  that  a  grrat  differenc*  of  opinion  will  be 
•iVVMwd.  bacauat  of  the  application  of  the  queation 
to  AflHMit  joba  and  conditiona  of  work.  I  believe 
•wry  pmrtieal  lathe  operator  and  nuchiniat  will  admit 
tkal  it  b  BMch  aaaier  to  face  a  diak  true  and  without 
ckattar  mariui  if  the  tool  point  i«  aet  slightly  lower  than 
tka  Motor  of  the  diak  to  be  faced,  but  on  cylindrical 

tbera   will,   doubttoaa.   be    room    for    nrgument. 

•trig  5et«ir«9  Xmififii  11I11I  ■ 
JiXlt  f— RIOirT  AND  WKOVO 

or  laniR  TDoiji 

ria.s 

HKTTINOB 

CwwraUy  apeaking,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the  beat 
raauha  caa  be  obtained  if  the  cutting  edge  of  the  tool 
ia  aa<  OR  a  radial  line  from  the  center  of  the  work  being 
Innwd  'See  Fig.  It  and  I  believe  John  Brent  had 
thia  in  mind  in  hia  article  which  appeared  on  page  565 
to  the  March  31.  1921  iaaoe  of  the  Ameriran  Maehinut. 

Tbia  aetting  may  be  obtained  uaually  by  tipping  the 
teal  cHher  up  or  down  at  tha  point  an  the  caae  may  be. 
WWi  the  poaeiMe  exception  of  a  job  of  large  diameter. 
I  do  oot  belief*  any  benefit  will  be  d«Tived  from  having 
the  poiot  of  the  tool  aH  below  or  above  the  center  line 
(See  Pig.  2)  aad  not  aet  at  any  angle  correaponding  to 
a  radtal  line  drawn  from  the  center  of  the  work.  The 
radial  Unr  with  thia  aetting  ahould  be  parallel  to  the  top 
of  th»  rutltng  tciol 

I  i*k»  ncnHton  to  Mr  Brent'a  atatement  that  "the 
r»-;r--  t-T  grimting  tool*  i«  of  no  uae  to  a  real 
rhiniM."  ••  I  beitr^r  rvery  machinist,  real  or  other- wbo  hae  htm  privileged  to  uae  turning  tooU 

d  oa  a  onehiae  would  never  have  any  dealre  to  go 
to  thi  ««d  Method  The  wivinjf  In  time,  which 

Itoto  having  afl  turning  tool*  ground  on  a  machine. 
**  •  **y  y»  factor  from  tb*  viewpoint  of  raduced  coat 
af  praiwttoa,  ta  mf  nothing  of  the  inconvenience  to 
•Wrh  the  MKhiaia*  b  p«t  when  he  i*  obliged  to  shut 

Ua  — >hlae«  gMfce  a  trip  to  the  grinder,  and  per- 

hape  stand  in  line,  waiting  his  turn,  in  order  to  irrind 
his  own  turning  tool*  to  meet  his  individual  fancy. 

Anyone  who  has  worked  in  a  shop  where  it  is  only 
necesaar)-  to  turn  in  the  dull  tool  at  the  orih  or  no  to 
the  board  where  wooden  models  of  all  stuiulanl  tools  are 
kept  and  to  pick  out  the  number  of  the  one  required  in 
order  to  get  a  freshly  ground  one  will,  I  believe,  not 
aii^er  from  homesickness  for  the  old  method.  There 
are.  however,  some  caaes  when  special  work  is  done  in 
limited  quantities  and  where  it  may  still  be  necessary, 
or  at  least  advisable,  to  have  some  tools  ground  in  the 
shop  where  they  are  useil.  Generally  speaking,  how- 

ever, the  number  of  such  jobs  can  be  reduced  to  a  very 
small  minority  by  careful  planning. 

I  do  not  agree  with  Mr.  Brent  in  his  definition  of  n 
machinist.  Of  course  there  are  machinist^*,  real 
machinists,  and  all  around  machinists  and,  as  it  is 
apparent,  judging  from  the  information  we  have  avail- 

able coverinK  machinist  apprenticeship  training  courses, 
that  the  aim  of  practically  all  manufacturers,  who  have 
courses  of  training  in  effect,  is  lo  produce  all  around 
machinists.  My  definition  will  apply  only  to  this  par- ticular species. 

The  all  around  machinist,  to  my  way  of  thinking, 
.should  be  a  man  capable  of  handling  any  productive 
operation  which  may  arise  in  a  machine  shop.  This 
i-hould  include  necessary  experience  which  will  enable 
him,  in  any  case  of  necessity,  to  make  a  simple  sketch, 
MS  well  as  to  make  the  simple  patterns  or  forcings 
require*!  and  to  do  any  and  all  machine,  bench,  hand, 
floor  and  assembly  work  involved  to  put  the  mechanism 
into  usable  shape. 

To  do  this  the  machinist  should  be  able  to  figure 
gears,  line  up  and  set  up  any  machine  tool  with  its 
counter  and  line  shaft  and  pulleys,  lace  and  apply  the 
required  belting,  as  well  as  to  forge,  temper  and  grind 
the  necessary  tools.  Any  man  who  cannot  function  as 
outlined  above  to  my  mind  should  not  be  classified  as 
an  all  around  machinist.  He  had  better  be  catalogued 
as  a  one-sided  machinist  or  specialist.  The  millwrijrht, 
bench  hand,  fitter,  erector,  machine  operator  and 
nsaembler  come  under  this  classification,  while  the  title 
"all  around  machinist"  should  apply  only  to  one  who  is 
an  all  around  man  or  one  who  can  "handle  any  job  In 

the  shop." It  is  admitted  that  these  men  are  mighty  scarce  and, 
as  a  general  rule,  they  never  have  to  look  for  a  job. 
If.  in  addition  to  the  above  attainments,  they  possess 
a  willingness  to  assume  responsibility  and  some  of 
that  indefinable  ingredient  known  as  executive  ability 
they  usually  become  foremen  at  a  comparatively  early 
age  and,  perhaps  later,  superintendents  and  works 

,  managers. 

The  Foreman's  Biggest  Job 
By  Robert  Grimbhaw 

The  foreman's  biggest  job  is  not  the  understanding and  handling  of  the  machinery,  the  materials  or  the 
workers.  Nor  does  it  lie  in  understanding  the  methods 
by  which  theee  are  utilized  to  the  best  advantage  of  all 
concerned — including  the  aaawuiaity.  Bvt  hte  bigminl 
job  is  the  understanding  and  handling  of  his  own  per- 

sonal equipment  for  his  job.  It  is  knowing  his 
possibilities  and  hi*  limiUtions  and  how  to  utilize  the 
llrst  to  the  fullest  and  how  to  counteract  the  latter, 
This  he  may  laam  by  self -analysis  and  study,  and  some- 

times by  the  help  of  "friend  wife." 
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What's  Wrong  with  the  Railroad  Shops? — III 
Small  Tool  Situation — Lack  of  Co-operaton  Between  Mechanical  and  Purchasing 

Departments — Inadequacy  of  Tool-Sharpening  Equipment 

I 

BROADLY  SPEAKING,  the  tooling  in  the  railroad 
shop  is  neglected.  There  are  cutters  and  lathe 
tools  and  drills  just  like  the  ones  you  would  find 

in  any  machine  shop  but  they  do  not  seem  to  have  been 
selected  by  men  who  understood  the  requirements  of 
the  railroad  shop.  There  seems  to  be  little  doubt  that 
the  difficulty  arises  from  the  relations  existing  between 
mechanical  department  and  purchasing  department. 

The  function  of  any  mechanical  department  is  to  get 
out  the  best  possible  work 
at  the  least  possible  cost. 
To  accomplish  this  end  the 
men  at  the  head  of  it  are 
naturally  anxious  to  get  the 
tools  and  equipment  best 
suited  to  the  purpose,  the 
cost  of  such  equipment  be- 

ing less  important  than  its 
capacity.  The  purchasing 
department  on  the  other 
hand  is  expected  to  meet 
the  requirements  of  the 
mechanical  department  in 
the  way  of  tools  and  sup- 

plies at  the  least  possible 
cost.  Where  the  two  de- 

partments work  hand  in 
hand,  each  sympathetic 
with  the  purpose  of  the 
other  and  willing  to  com- 

promise for  the  good  of  the 
whole  company,  excellent 
results  are  possible.  When 
the  two  departments  are 
constantly  at  loggerheads 
the   result   is  more   than   apt   to  be   quite  the   reverse. 

In  the  majority  of  railroad  shops  the  co-operation  of 
the  purchasing  department  and  the  mechanical  depart- 

ment leaves  much  to  be  desired  and  is  undoubtedly  re- 
sponsible for  many  of  the  faults  we  are  pointing  out  in 

these  articles.  We  shall  have  more  to  say  on  this  par- 
ticular point,  which  is  a  management  function,  in  a 

later  article. 
With  very  few  exceptions  the  railroad  shop  employs 

no  tool  engineer.  As  a  rule  the  work  which  would 
naturally  be  done  by  such  a  man  is  entrusted  to  the 
toolroom  foreman.  It  is  not  fair  to  expect  that  a  man 
whose  experience  has  been  entirely  along  the  line  of 
making  things  should  also  be  a  capable  designer.  We 
saw  some  instances  where  the  toolroom  foreman  had 
made  meritorious  attempts  to  improve  existing  tools 
and  make  special  tools  for  certain  kinds  of  work,  but 
in  most  cases  these  attempts  showed  very  clearly  that 
ambition  and  ingenuity  were  handicapped  by  the  lack 
of  detailed  knowledge  and  engineering  ability. 

The  average  toolroom  foreman  has  neither  the  time 
nor  the  opportunity  to  watch  the  various  jobs  in  the 
shop  to  an  extent  that  would  enable  him  to  form  ideas 
as  to  the  best  method  of  performing  a  given  operation 
or  the  best  construction  of  the  tool  used.  It  is  just  as 
wrong  to  expect  the  toolroom  foreman  to  design  tools 

WHAT  WAS  said  in  the  previous  article 
about  machine  tools  and  equipment 

applies  with  equal  force  to  small  tools.  Our 
observations  led  us  to  believe  that  little 
betterment  of  the  small-tool  situation  in  the 
railroad  repair  shops  is  to  be  expected  until 
some  means  are  found  to  secure  co-operation 
between  the  mechanical  and  purchasing  de- 

partments. By  the  very  nature  of  things 
their  functions  are  diametrically  opposed 
and  the  way  to  get  them  together  is  through 
the  personal  intervention  of  the  man  to  whom 
they  report.  .  It  is  asking  a  good  deal  of  a  busy 
official  to  expect  him  to  take  the  time  to  bring 
about  such  co-operation,  but  it  is  asking  en- 

tirely too  much  to  expect  his  subordinates 
to  do  it  if  he  appears  not  to  have  the  interest 
in  the  problem  which  could  cause  him  to  de- 

vote some  time  to  it.  Where  he  leads  they 
will  be  glad  to  follow. 

as  it  is  to  expect  the  master  mechanic  to  design  loco- 
motives. Toolroom  foremen  have  designed  tools  and 

master  mechanics  have  designed  locomotives.  Perhaps 
that  is  why  we  have  such  a  complete  lack  of  standardi- 

zation in  both. 
A  visit  to  the  largest  repair  shop  of  one  important 

railroad  system  showed  conditions  that  would  be  diffi- 
cult to  duplicate  in  anything  but  a  railroad  shop.  At 

the  carwheel  boring  machine  400  pairs  of  boring  tools 
were  neatly  hung  on  pegs 
on  two  blackboards.  At  a 
slotter  460  tools  were  found 
ranging  in  composition 
from  chilled  cast  iron  to 
the  latest  high-speed  steel, 
and  in  shape  through  all 
the  known  forms  and  far 

into  the  realm  of  the  un- 
known. These  two  lots  of 

tools  had  been  collected 

gradually  by  the  men  then 
working  on  the  machines 
and  their  predecessors  and 
were  conclusive  proof  that 

the  practice  in  this  particu- 
lar shop  had  been  developed 

entirely  by  the  men  them- 
selves without  any  instruc- 

tions or  control  from  the 
outside. 

If  it  is  too  much  to  ex- 
pect of  a  toolroom  foreman 

that  he  should  be  able  to 

design  tools,  isn't  it  rather 
worse  to  expect  the  machine 

operator  to  develop  his  own  tools  and  methods?  Expe- 
rience in  production  shops  indicates  that  the  develop- 

ment of  tools  and  methods  cannot  be  left  in  the  hand.s 

of  even  the  brightest  and  most  energetic  machine  oper- 
ator. Such  a  man  is  not  in  a  position  where  he  has  the 

time  or  the  facilities  to  do  the  necessary  experimenting 
to  decide  on  the  best  methods  or  tools,  although  if  this 
same  man  were  put  at  such  experimental  work  he  might 
perhaps  prove  to  be  exactly  fitted  for  the  task. 

Stranger  than  the  fact  that  many  necessary  tools  are 
not  made  or  supplied  is  the  fact  that  some  of  the  best 

talent  in  the  shop  is  employed  in  making  simple  stand- 
ard tools  which  can  be  bought  in  any  hardware  store  at 

less  than  half  the  cost.  It  seems  incredible  that  a 
modern  shop  superintendent  would  permit  an  expert 
blacksmith  to  spend  his  time  forging  cold  chisels  and 
heads  for  sledge  hammers  at  a  time  when  locomotive 
repairs  were  being  delayed  through  lack  of  them,  yet 
that  was  exactly  what  was  being  done  in  a  number  of 
shops.  The  blacksmith  was  not  engaged  in  making  a 
tool  that  was  needed  in  a  hurry,  an  emergency  job.  but 
was  making  a  deliberate  attempt  to  manufacture,  for 
he  was  supplied  with  a  good  set  of  dies  for  making 
several  sizes  of  chisels. 

It  may  be  that  the  cost  record  shows  that  the  chisels 
can  be  made  somewhat  more  cheaply  at  home.     If  so  it 
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tbmt  th*  coat  rword  it  at  fault  but 
Mid  ddMk  w«ni  Mtoidljr  tlwpir  thaa 

caa  b«]r  la  Um  hardwart  •tor*  b  a  point  of 
Ttw  main  thin*  is  tiiat  a  akilM 

la  a  railroad  shop  should  not  be  employed 
artklM  whkh  ran  be  boufht    in  the  open 

If  U»  parchasinc  department  dow  not  honor  requisi- 
tioea  to  that  tha  shop  i«  habitually  short  of  the  twct*- 
mn  toab  tha  ahop  is  practically  justified  in  helping 
iUalf  la  aMkiav  what  it  needs,  but  this  is  no  excuse 

for  tlM  c«apany  as  a  whole.  Another  excuse  may  be 

tka  Mia  tkat  her*  is  a  skillful  nan  for  whom  thcrf  !■• 
«o(  aaActoat  work  at  praaent  but  whom  one  wants  to 

ivtaia  la  th*  organiaation.  This  situation  ma>-  partly 
JwUfjr  tka  ahop  management   but   certainly    not   the 

la  tl»  wum  alMp  w«  were  told  that  there  was  a  rule 

rifiTrti^  parta  for  atoek.  Had  such  a  rule  not 
tha  ahop  naaacanMnt  eoald  have  put  this 

to  work  making  articles  which  at  one  time  or 
another  woold  ba  required  for  the  repair  of  locomotives 
or  car*. 

iKAsmtUTB  Tool  Shabpeninc  Equipment 

la  aaost  of  tha  ahops  the  equipment  for  sharpening 
taob  was  iaadai|aat«.  It  must  be  said  here  in  fairness 
to  tha  railroad  ahopa  that  the  same  remark  might  be 

■Mda  aboat  BMWt  othtr  machine  shops,  but  it  is  no  ex- 

cmm  tar  aajr  aan'a  aacWct  that  other  men  are  equally 
aiclaetfaL 

Cottar  sharpeninc  unquestionably  was  below  par. 
Not  only  was  there  a  lack  of  proper  equipment  but  what 

there  waa  waa  ganerally  not  used  to  the  best 
There  saemed  to  be  an  abaence  of  know!* 

adg*  as  to  what  waa  required  in  a  tool  and  the  means 
to  obtain  it.  The  fact  that  cutters  intended  for  the 

or  similar  work  were  ground  with  different  clear- 
aod  with  and  without  rake,  all  in  the  same  shop, 
the  truth  of  our  contention.  A  further  investi- 
iieaad  that,  aecn  if  this  knowledge  had  not  been 
thaea  would  not  have  been  the  proper  equip- 

■aaC  to  get  good  and  unifom  reaulta.  Tool  grinders, 
H  ia  trae,  were  foand  in  most  of  the  shops  visited,  but 
there  waa  an  utter  lack  of  uniformity  of  angles  though 
tha  toola  wafa  to  ba  uaad  for  the  same  kind  of  work  and 

Oae  atory  we  ran  acroaa  has  nothing  to  do  with  tool 
bat  it  does  bear  out  the  statement  that 
of  what  is  required  of  a  tool  ia  lacking. 

Thla  happened  in  one  of  the  best-equipped  and  best- 
anaa0id  railroad  ahopa  in  the  country  during  the  early 
dva  of  the  war.  The  shop  had  been  using  high-speed 
drtlb  wheiwcr  poaaiMe  and  the  men  in  charge  were 
rather  pleased  with  the  reauha  they  were  getting.  The 
war.  howvwr.  aaon  drove  the  price  of  high-speed  drills 
to  a  height  beyond  the  reach  of  the  railroad  exchequer 

U  was  ralocUntly  decided  to  go  back  to  carbon 

The  chaage  was  made  and  i>ome  time  laUr  a  check 
«a  aada  aa  the  apatda  and  fcMla  of  the  drilling  ma- 

the  shop.  Considerahlc  consterna- 
H  waa  dtocovered  that  not  a  single 

la  apaada  or  faada  had  been  made  and  that  ap- 
the  carhoa  drills  were  standing  up  in  an  en- 

UmIp  MttaCadMT  way.  Juat  how  many  thousands  of 
4alaf«  had  been  waatad  by  driving  the  high-speed  drills 
•o  a  flrartiea  of  Ibefr  capacity  will  never  be  known  but 

the  loaa  ia  t)'pical  of  manj'  similar  ones  brought  out 
through  like  ignorance  or  lark  of  interest.  Assigning 
a  new  Pacific  type  locomotivi-  to  haulinK  two  day  roaches 
and  a  combination  regularly  on  a  thre^-mile  branch  line 
would  be  a  money-saving  proposition  compared  to  it. 

Another  evidence  of  the  insufflcient  or  inefflrient 

sharpening  equipment  was  the  condition  of  the  reamers, 
boring  tools  and  similar  precision  tools.  They  were 
neither  round  nor  sharp  nor  ground  to  any  definite  Hir.c, 
This  condition  we  are  glad  to  say  was  by  no  mcunx 

univeraal.  In  some  of  the  shops  equipment  of  thi.<* 
nature  waa  kept  in  excellent  condition.  While  we  are 
on  the  subject  of  reamers  we  might  mention  one  odd 
fact  about  bridge  reamers.  Although  it  is  well  entab- 
li.shed  that  a  ground  bridge  reamer  lasts  many  times  as 
long  as  one  that  is  used  in  the  rough,  most  shops  seem 
to  buy  them  unground. 

Jigs  and  fixtures  are  conspicuous  by  their  absence 
and  those  that  are  in  use  are  pretty  primitive.  The  lack 

of  such  eaaentiai  parts  of  the  equipment  of  manufactur- 
ing plants  may  be  explained,  at  least  partly,  by  the  fact 

that  railroad  shops  do  not  make  parta  in  quantity.  Jigs 
and  fixtures,  however,  are  not  used  merely  for  the  pur- 

pose of  reducing  the  cost  of  things  but  also  to  make 
them  better  and  particularly  to  make  them  interchange- 

able. Though  the  cost  of  the  piece  itself  might  not 
have  been  lessened,  interchangeability  reduces  the  cost 
of  its  installing  in  the  finished  product. 

We  shall  have  more  to  say  about  the  lack  of  standard- 
ization but  it  should  be  mentioned  here  that  many  thingH 

are  done  which  could  be  done  better  if  there  were  more 
uniformity  of  parts.  Connecting  rod  brasses,  for  example, 
are  laboriously  shaped  instead  of  lieing  quickly  milled 
because,  so  it  is  said,  there  are  too  many  sizes  to  war- 

rant the  use  of  such  costly  tools  as  milling  cutters. 
There  is  no  question  that  many  sizes  are  in  use  but  that 
so  many  sizes  are  necessary  is  very  doubtful. 

There  seems  to  be  a  general  lack  of  appreciation  of 
the  necessity  of  studying  operations  and  applying  the 
best  method  available.  There  are  a  few  operations 

which  have  been  specialized  and  for  which  special  ma- 
chines or  tools  have  been  built,  wheel  and  axle  lathes 

for  example,  but  on  the  whole  little  attention  seems  to 
be  paid  to  the  proper  method  of  machining,  the  idea 
being  that  anything  goes  so  long  as  the  piece  <"  ready 
when  needed. 

Few  Jigs  and  Fixivres  Used 

An  extreme  example  came  to  our  notice  in  one  of  the 
shops,  a  shop  by  the  way  where  the  equipment  was  much 
above  the  average.  The  job  was  the  boring  of  a  cylin- 

drical piece  of  steel  which  had  Ijeen  turned  up.  The  hole 
was  lengthwise  with  the  piece  which  was  about  5  in.  in 
diameter  and  10  in,  long.  The  piece  was  clamped  in  nn 
upright  position  against  an  angle  plate  fastened  to  the 
bed  of  a  radial  drill  and  a  2-in.  drill  did  the  roughing 
out.  No  jig  was  used  although  the  hole  was  supposed 
to  be  central  with  the  piece.  A  good  boring  bar  was  used 
for  finishing  but  most  of  its  accuracy  was  dlsHipated 

through  the  uncertain  and  wobbly  connection  between 
it  and  the  apindle  of  the  machine.  It  is  difncult  to 
imagine  a  worse  method. 

From  what  has  gone  before  it  may  be  guessed,  what 
we  found  to  be  a  fact,  that  instruct iont*  to  the  men  were 
at  moat  acanty,  and  generally  misNing  altogether.  Oper- 

ations were  performed  according  to  traditinnnl  methods. 
Only  in  aeattered  casea  had  an  operation  l>een  standard- 

ized and  recorda  made  of  it.  Perhaps  records  existt'd 
in  Buch  CMM  but  If  ao  there  was  not  suftlclent  contact 
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between  the  engineering  department  and  the  shop  to 
put  these  records  to  work. 

In  one  shop  where  most  of  the  equipment  was  modern 
a  large  planer  was  out  of  action.  The  feed  blocks  had 
to  be  removed  for  repairs.  After  spending  a  good  deal 
of  time  on  false  starts  the  man  who  had  worked  on  it 

found  that  a  large  part  of  the  driving  mechanism,  pul- 
leys, pulley  shaft,  pulley  shaft  outboard  bearing,  some 

gears  and  other  shafts  had  to  be  removed  before  he 
could  remove  the  feed  box.  He  had  spent  several  days 
in  fruitless  efforts  to  handle  it  some  other  way  and  had 
just  discovered  the  necessity  of  removing  all  the  parts 
mentioned. 

We  asked  him,  "Didn't  you  have  a  blueprint  of  the 
machine  or  a  foundation  plan?" 

The  answer  was,  "No." 

"Isn't  there  such  a  blueprint  in  the  shop?" 

Answer,  "I  don't  know." 
"Did  you  ask  your  foreman?" 

"No."" "Didn't  he  tell  you  something  about  it?" 
"No,  he  didn't." 
Now  it  may  very  well  be  that  such  a  blueprint  ex- 

isted in  the  engineering  department.  If  so  it  would 

have  given  the  necessary  information  and  a  lot  of  use- 
less work  would  have  been  saved.  Hei'e  was  an  utter 

lack  of  instruction  and  it  seems  likely  also  that  the  fore- 
man was  ignorant  that  such  a  blueprint  could  be  had. 

Whether  the  blue  print  existed  or  not  is  immaterial 
because  no  attempt  was  made  to  ascertain  the  facts  and 
no  instructions  were  given  to  the  workman  except  to 

"fix  up"  the  machine. 

This  situation  calls  to  mind  the  ancient  army  .story 

about  the  flag  pole.  An  instructor  asked  his  class  of 
cadets  how  they  would  proceed  to  erect  a  flag  pole  of 
given  dimensions  in  a  given  spot.  After  much  thought 
various  more  or  less  ingenious  answers  were  evolved. 
The  instructor  listened  to  all  of  them  and  then  said, 

"You  are  all  wrong.  You  would  simply  say,  'Sergeant, 

put  up  that  flag  pole.' "  This  plan  of  operation  is  a  very 
simple  one  for  the  army  officer  or  the  shop  foreman, 
but.it  has  its  drawbacks  from  the  point  of  view  not  only 
of  the  sergeant  and  the  workman  but  as  an  efficient 

performance. 
There  are,  of  course,  many  men  in  the  railroad  shop 

who  are  good  and  faithful  and  willing  to  work  but  who 

ai-e  not  exactly  college  professors  or  mechanical  engi- 
neers and  who  are  at  their  best  only  when  properly  in- 

structed. There  are  other  men,  not  so  many  perhaps, 
who  have  the  mental  equipment  and  initiative  to  strike 

out  for  themselves  along  new  paths  but  who  cannot  pos- 
sibly turn  their  gifts  to  the  best  advantage  unless  they 

are  given  the  tools  and  equipment  necessary  to  turn 
out  a  good  job. 

Here  again  the  close  contact  between  the  management 
and  the  men  necessary  to  produce  results  seems  to  be 
lacking.  It  is  not  that  the  management  is  standing 
f.loof  from  the  men  but  that  the  idea  seems  to  prevail 
that  the  men  should  know  what  needs  to  be  done  and 

that  they  actually  do  know  so  that  instructions  would 
be  superfluous  and  might  possibly  hurt  the  feelings  of 
the  man.  It  is  needless  to  say  that  the  feelings  of  a 
good  man  are  never  hurt  when  he  is  instructed  in  the 
proper  way. 

Sash  Weights  and  Machine  Tools 
By  Charles  W.  Lee 

The  Ameriran  Machinist  has  recently,  much  to  my 
gratification,  published  a  mighty  fine  little  booklet, 

"Machine  Tools  and  the  Machines  They  Build,"  which 
exposes  a  false  idea  that  I  have  long  been  fighting, 
that  of  considering  the  value  of  machine  tools  in  terms 
of  weight. 

I  hope  this  booklet  will  accomplish  more  than  I  have; 

this  "how  much  a  pound"  idea  is  so  firmly  established 
that  my  converts  total  only  two  among  those  who  have 

been  looking  at  the  matter  from  the  buyer's  viewpoint. 
One  of  the  converts  was  the  superintendent  of  a  large 

plant  making  small  low-priced  steam  engines  who  said 
that  he  had  to  figure  his  stuflf  by  the  pound  and  that 

there  was  no  rea.son  why  machine  tools  shouldn't  be  so 
figured.  Explanations  that  the  more  skilled  labor  put 
into  a  certain  weight  of  material  the  harder  and  more 
undesirable  it  was  to  sell  it  by  the  pound  were  of  no 
avail.     He  said: 

"I  keep  my  sizes  ju.st  as  close  as  any  machine  tool 
maker  in  the  world.  I  admit  it  is  not  necessary  to  the 

working  of  the  engines,  but  I  more  than  m.ake  it  up 

in  economy  of  assembling"  (a  point  which  might  well 
be  considered  in  some  places  I  know  of).  "Come  with 
me;  I'll  show  you  something." 

And  I  did  and  he  did.  What  he  showed  was  a  fir.st 

class  measuring  machine.  "There,"  he  said,  "we  can 
easily  measure  to  the  ten  thousandth  part  of  an  inch  on 

that  machine."  And  he  mentioned  the  cost,  which  ran 
into  thousands  of  dollars. 

"And  how  much  does  it  weigh?"  I  softly  asked.  And 
that  converted  himl 

The  other  convert  was  the  president  of  a  somewhat 
similar  concern  who  did  not  make  as  much  of  a  point 
of  what  his  product  cost  per  pound,  as  he  did  of  the 
price  per  pound  of  a  machine  that  was  being  offered 
him  and  alleged  to  be  every  bit  as  good  as  the  one  I  was 
offering.  At  the  end  of  a  (perfect)  day  of  periodical 
battles,  he  said: 

"We  will  have  a  directors'  meeting  at  9  a.m.  tomorrow. 

Come   around." At  the  meeting  the  battle  raged  until  the  president 

said,  "What  will  you  do  if  we  absolutely  refuse  to  nay 

your  price?" "Take  the  next  train  out  of  town;  what  time  does 

it  leave?" "Eleven  o'clock." 
Looking  at  my  watch,  shaking  it,  holding  it  to  my 

ear,  and  trying,  evidently  with  success,  to  achieve  an 
expression  of  chagrin  and  dismay,  I  said: 

"What  time  is  it  anyhow?" 
The  president  pulled  out  a  very  nice  looking  watch. 

"Nine-thirty." 

"Are  you  sure  your  watch  is  right?  Is  it  a  good 

watch?" 

The  president  began  to  get  a  little  peeved:  "Bet  your 
life  it's  a  good  watch.  I  paid  two  hundred  and  fifty 

for  it!" 
"How  much  a  pound  was  that?" 

And  so  the  directors  gave  the  president  the  "ha,  ha" 
and  me  the  order.  Yes,  they  really  did,  although  I  hate 
to  mention  it  on  account  of  confessing  the  harmless 

chicanery  in  the  matter  of  my  watch,  which  the  astute 
reader  knows  was  running  merrily  along  all  the  time. 

I've  had  two  converts  but  I  want  more. 
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Lfarninjc  the  Trade  Forty  Years  Ago 
K.  S.  Davsnmbt 

for  aparinr  th*  rarriaa*  fonrard  at  the 
cjrcl*  wan  pwuliar.  A  amooth  round  nhaft 

U»  wiMla  Itagtli  of  Um  iB»chin<>  umWr  th« 
•ad  till*  shaft  was  glwm  an  int<*rmittfnt  end- 

hf  ■■all  of  a  auitable  cam.  Th«  ampli- 
t«4»  of  t>»  aHwanaBt  was  a<Uastable  to  suit  different 
ritdMs  of  tlic  hsam. 

A  And  boas  on  tlM  oadersidt  of  the  carriage,  through 
wliick  tkt  akafi  paaaed.  was  pro»ldad  with  a  grip  thut 
coaU  ka  daaed  upon  the  nhaft  or  ralaaaed  to  allow  the 

ahafl  to  slide  f  reelv  through  it.  the  grip  being  operated 
hjr  a  aavatata  cam.  When  the  log  was  carrying  the 
link  aeraas  the  rotter  the  carriage  was  tight l.v  gripped 
to  the  shaft,  which  was  at  thin  moment  Htationary : 

the  oacillating  movement  had  ceased  the  grip 
aod  the  nhaft  moved  hack  tc  ito  limit. 

Tka  carriag*  grip  «<ould  then  close  and  the  Rhaft  w-ould 
■MVt  forward.  carr)-ing  with  it  the  entire  carriage 
vttk  tho  work  apoa  iC  Other  and  later  machines  for 

war*  provided  with  ncrew  and  ratchet 
for    indaxiBg.    but    thin    old    machine   did 

"SCAUNC"  THE  SCAUt  BEAMS 

Ail  the  beans  wore.  Iwwcver.  subjected  to  a  later 

oparattoo  iuiown  as  **aaaliBg."  performed  after  the 
aealaa  wait  aaaaahlcd.  To  do  thi*  thp  <ealer  would 
Int  place  tka  peiaa  in  tite  lero  notch  and  adjust  the 
seals  to  briog  the  Iwam  into  balance.  He  would  then 
place  a  standard  weight  upon  the  platform  of  the  scale 
aod  move  ttte  poiac  one  notch  forward.  If  the  beam 
did  BOt  than  balaoco  lie  would  file  the  notch  forward  or 

backward  as  tka  position  of  the  beam  indicati'd  until 
it  did.  Thi«  opemlion  tfkould  tlien  be  c<m«imied  br  a*!- 
ding  weights  to  thr  platform  i.nd  correctiiig  each  notch 
••  required  to  the  end  of  the  heua. 

Satliog  tke  pivou  in  tk?se  large  acal'f  beams  was 

qait*  aa  esactiog  job.  The  pivots  were  of  square-sec- 
tioMad  alaaL  aaeaasitating  a  square  hole  and  a  nice  fit 

ia  tka  hsai.  A  hole,  equal  in  diameter  to  the  measure- 
■aat  across  the  flatJi  of  the  pivots  would  fir^t  be  drilled 
ia  the  beam  and  then  filed  nearly  to  the  requfrpd  siu 
aad  »hapr.  aft^r  which  a  tquare  broach  was  forced 
throack  IL 
TV  pivots  were  hand-forged  and  finished  to  size  by 

Staff.  They  were  also  sli;rHly  tapered  to  insure  a 
tight  fit  in  tite  hf«m.  A  n'vot  would  be  driven  part 

way  throagh  tlie  hnle  and  then  te«t#d  for  "squareness" 
aad  pMltioo  and  if  aajr  trr  tr  was  disclosed  t  y  this  test 
th»  frf*nt  would  be  forced  out  and  the  •frror  corrected 

This  was  really  fine  work  and  was  done  by 
the  BKMt  skilled  men  in  the  sitop. 

GaiKMKc  THE  CtriTEaa 

One  of  ay  jola  in  tite  toolroom  was  to  grin<l  the  cot- 
ters  Bsed  for  rtittiag  the  n^trhr*  in  the  beams.  These 
caltors  were  perittps  S  in.  in  rftamrirr  by  about  I  in, 

at  the  rrftter,  tsperinr  •omrwhnt  toward  thi' 
whore  the  tscth  were  aliaprd  to  conform  to 

tka  caatoar  of  ths  aotcheo.  The  arbor  holes  were 
I  wsra  aat  cfaaaibarad  in  the  middle  as  is 

tka  aaoMMi  praclteai  nor  ware  the  boles  ground 
after   hardening. 

la   the  rotter  grinding   machine   the  eittters  ware 

pkoed  on  a  fixed  bar  and  slid  past  the  wheel  by  the 

operator's  fingers.  If  the  center  hole  was  not  round 
neither  would  the  periphery  bt-  round;  nnd.  sh  I  had 
rtTfiveil  little  inxtruvtion  a»  to  tht-  mnniipr  of  itrindinkr 
and  had  not  been  impressed  with  the  need  for  care  and 
accuracy,  I  suspected  that  some  of  the  cutters  I  ground 
were  no  better  than  they  should  have  beon.  Also,  with 
the  grade  of  wheels  we  used  in  those  days  many  of  the 
toeth  were  softened  by  the  heat  of  gritidiiiK.  though 
I  always  took  care  to  grind  uway  the  tell-«.nle  blue  that 
would  have  disclosed  this  condition. 

The  tool  room  was  equipped  with  a  good  Pratt  <& 
Whitney  lathe,  but  I  was  not  allowed  to  use  it  much, 
although  on  occasions  I  would  escape  tht*  vigilant  eye 
of  th.'  boss  and  try  my  hand  at  it.  It  was  with  the 
help  of  this  lathe  that  I  built  my  first  automatic 
machine. 

My  Fibst  Automatic  Machine 

One  of  the  jobs  that  was  delegated  to  the  "kid"  in 
the  toolroom  w.is  the  making  of  the  little  "finh-hooks" 
of  iron  wire  with  which  the  molders  in  the  foundry 
suspended  the  pivots  in  the  molds  when  castings  were 
being  made  that  required  the  pivots  to  be  cast  in. 
It  was  a  tedious  and  monotonous  job  to  bend  hundreds 
of  the  little  hooks,  all  alike,  with  no  tools  other  than 

the  bare  fingers  and  a  pair  of  round-nose  pliers,  so 
I  devised  a  way  to  do  it  by  machinery. 

I  took  an  8-lb.  scale  weight,  smoothed  oflf  one  side 
flat  for  the  base  of  my  machine  and  fastened  to  it 

suitably  shaped  pieces  of  steel  to  form  the  hook.  The 
movable  part  of  the  former  was  attached  to  a  short 
lever  that  was  fukrumed  on  the  base,  ho  that  by  placing 
the  short  pieces  of  wire  and  pulling  the  lever  I  would 
get  a  completed  hook  in  one  movement. 

This  was  Kood  as  far  as  it  went  and  far  lietter  than 

the  hand  and  plier  method,  but  I  would  always  rather 
turn  a  crank  than  pull  a  lever  so  later  I  .ndded  another 

PMTt,  auMie  from  a  sewing  irsvhine  ItslHiM-e- wheH  with 
a  pitman  attached  to  the  lever,  so  that  I  could  turn  the 
crank  continuously  with  one  hand  while  feeding  in  the 
short  wires  with  the  other. 

IMPROVKMKNTS  SUCiCESTED 

One  of  the  men.  Powers  by  name,  who  had  previously 
worked  in  the  toolroonl  and  had  special  privileges  there, 
became  interested  in  my  device  and  suggested  further 
improvements.  Together  we  worked  out  and  built  a 
crank  and  ratchet  device  by  means  of  which  the  wire 
would  be  fed  in  from  a  coil  and  cut  off  automatically. 

When  this  had  been  accomplished,  a  round  bell  from  the 
line  shaft  to  the  balance  wheel  addtnl  the  final  touch 
and  I  was  an  inventor,  with  my  first  automatic  machine 
in  actual  operation. 

I  have  designed  and  built  many  and  complicated 
automatic  machines  since  that  day,  but  never  one  that 

gave  me  greater  pride  than  I  experienced  when  I  first 
saw  this  crude  little  device  performing  so  tjuickly  and 

easily  the  work  that  had  been  so  monotonous  when  dune 

by  hand.  I  suspect  that  a  streak  of  laziness  in  my  make- 
up has  been  resimnsible  for  my  tendency  toward  auto- 

matic machinery,  for  I  would  far  rather  lean  my  elbows 
on  a  drawing  board  and  plan  out  levers,  gear  trains,  and 

mechanical  movements  than  to  work--«v»'ii  now. 
And  after  all,  has  not  the  world  advanced  more 

becausa  of  this  desire  to  save  lalwr  than  from  any  other 

singia  eauaa?  Chopping  down  trees  may  be  Ko«d  exer- 
cise for  ex-Kaiseni  but  a  sawmill  is  of  greater  use  to 

the  world  at  large. 
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SE\'CRAL  TBAI8  ace  1W  Tip  and  Die  Institute  a  result  a  number  of  standard  tablea  have  been  prepared 
rrmtiatd  that  there  was  f  daiaite  demand  among  and  adopteil.    A  number  of  the  more  important  ones  are 
tW  users  of  tap*  aad  dies  for  a  craater  degree  of  prmented  on  thix  and  the  following  paires.    Many  other 

•aifarally  la  thaaa  laala.    Work  was  rammem-ed  «nd  al  standardized  dimensions  of  taps  and  dies  can  be  found 
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in  the  trade  catalogs  of  the  member.s  of  the  Institute. 
The  work  of  standardization  i.s  continually  going  on 
and  from  time  to  time  additional  tables  will  doubtless 
be  made  available  in  published  form  by  the  Institute. 

The  Tap  and  Die  Institute  was  formed  several  years 
ago  with  the  primary  object  of  bringing  about  a  greater 
degree  of  physical  uniformity  in  taps  and  dies  and,  in 
general,  so  to  standardize  the  dimensions  of  tapa  and 
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4im  m  Wtt*r  to  arrw  the  intertata  of  aHimat*  uaen.  This  work  h«i«  bMit  in  conaUnt  progi-fl«s  under  the 

pi«4iKt»  late  cloMr  conformity  to  Xht  direct  supervision  of  a  committee  on  standards  whoAe 

■i  tnm  tf—  to  time  ill   ntany  of  the  w-ork  in  turn  is  passed  upon  by  the  memberti  of  the  In- 

•iWr  brmnrhas  of  Um  iran  and  atc«l-warkinc  indusdry.  stitute  befora  it  is  adopted  and  cataloged  m.m  Htandard. 
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It  is  interesting  to  know  how  and  for  what  purposes 
an  association  of  this  kind  was  formed :  Possibly  the 
main  objects  can  best  be  given  by  quoting  from  a  general 
statement   of   purposes   contained    in    its   constitution: 

"The  purpose  of  the  Institute  shall  be  the  improve- 
ment of  the  tap  and  die  manufacturing  business  by 

striving  toward  the  correction  by  all  proper  and  legiti- 
mate means  of  unintelligences,  faulty  standardization 
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te  U«  tntdt.    To  co-operate  aloas  the  line*  point  of  eflkiency.  thereby  making  gnat  Mvlngs  to  the 

in  the  Mcarins  of  better  steels  consumer,  and.  further,  to  co-operate  in  the  standardita- 
lad  diaa  to  that  the  r«MiH  tion  of  sixes,  dimensions  and  tolerances  of  the  product 

|0  nln  tkt  fliaidwd  «C  ̂ ptlltjr  to  Its  hil^MSt  manufactured  by  the  membera  of  the  Institute. 
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Additionally,  it  was  designed  that  the  Institute  func- 
tion as  a  central  bureau  or  source  of  information  with 

which  other  engineering  and  manufacturing  organiza- 
tions may  consult,   and  obtain  reliable   information   in 

co-operative  efforts  for  the  benefit  of  the  industry  as  a whole. 

The  officers  of  the  Institute  are:  President,  F.  G. 
Echols,  Vice-President  and  General  Manager,   Green- 
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Devoted  to  the  exchange  o/  information  on  useful  methode,  itt  scope  inciudes  all  divieiong  o/  the  machine  building  in- 
daetry,  from  drafting  room  to  shipping  platform.  The  articles  are  made  up  from  letters  submitted  from  all  over  the  world. 
Descriptions  of  methods  or  devices  that  liave  proved  their  value  are  carefully  considered  and  those  published  are  paid  for. 

A  Kink  in  a  Mexican  Mine  Shop 
By  E.  W.  Heinrichs 

Frenillo,  Mexico 

In  out-of-the-way  places,  far  removed  from  the 
regular  sources  of  supply  and  yet  where  all  sorts  of 
emergency  jobs  of  unusual  and  unforeseen  nature  are 
continually  presenting  themselves,  it  is  necessary  to 
have  either  a  very  complete  and  comprehensive  equip- 

ment or  to  possess  a  fair  amount  of  the  ingenuity  that 

RIG  FOR  OIL  GROOVING  LARGE   BEARING  SLEEVES 

enables  the  shop  man  to  do  all  sorts  of  jobs  by  im- 
provised methods — usually  the  latter. 

The  writer  is  foreman  of  the  machine  shop  in  a  Mexi- 
can silver  mine  and  it  is  his  duty  to  see  that  repairs 

to  mining  machinery  of  all  kinds  are  made  promptly 
and  the  machines  kept  in  service.  Often  there  are  jobs 
to  be  done  that  are  beyond  the  scope  of  the  equipment 
and  the  latter  must  be  supplemented  with  homemade 
devices  and  contrivances  for  getting  out  the  work.  One 
such  job  that  came  along  recently  was  the  cutting  of 
oil  grooves  in  some  large  sleeves  for  turbine  bearings. 

These  sleeves  were  of  bronze,  8  in.  in  diameter  inside 
and  9^  in.  outside  by  24  in.  long,  with  a  substantial 
head  at  one  end,  as  the  sketch  will  show.  To  cast  and 
machine  these  sleeves  up  to  the  point  of  cutting  the 
oil  groove  was  ordinary  work  and  need  not  be  described 
to  the  machine  shop  man,  but  the  cutting  of  the  right 
and  left  hand  helical  grooves  was  quite  another  matter. 

The  work  was  all  done  in  a  McCabe  lathe.  The  sleeves 
were  mounted  on  blocks  on  the  carriage  and  bored  in  the 
usual  way  with  a  bar  between  centers.  To  make  the 
oil  grooves  we  proceeded  as  follows: 

We  fitted  a  16-in.  diameter  blind  flange  to  the  outer 
end  of  the  boring  bar  and  fastened  it  with  setscrews. 
In  the  periphery  of  the  flange  we  then  cut  a  groove  to 
accommodate  a  l-in.  steel  cahle;  so  calculating  the  diam- 

eter at  the  bottom  of  the  grooves  as  to  make  one-half 
its  effective  circumference  equal  to  the  length  of  a 

sleeve  and  thus  determining  the  "lead"  of  our  helix. 
A  small  hole  drilled  at  an  angle  from  the  groove 

through  the  side  of  the  flange  furnished  a  means  of 

attaching  the  cable  to  the  drum  and  the  free  end  was 
then  passed  under  a  sheave,  previously  clamped  to  the 
fiont  of  the  lathe  bed,  and  carried  forward  to  the  car- 

riage. With  a  suitable  tool  in  the  collar,  or  cutter  head 
of  the  bar,  we  were  ready  to  proceed  with  the  work  of cutting. 

As  the  carriage  is  advanced  it  withdraws  the  cable 
from  the  drum  and  causes  the  latter  to  rotate  one-half 
of  a  revolution  in  24  in.  of  carriage  movement.  The 
tool  was  set  out  by  hand  after  each  successive  cut. 
To  cut  the  opposite  helix  all  that  was  necessary  was  to 
transfer  the  sheave  and  cable  to  the  back  of  the  lathe, 
a  procedure  that  caused  the  bar  to  rotate  in  the  opposite 
direction. 

The  method  did  not  require  a  great  amount  of  rigging 
up  and  the  job  was  quickly  and  satisfactorily  done.  The 

only  objection  raised  was  by  the  poor  "Mex"  whose 
duty  it  was  to  traverse  the  carriage  by  hand.  He  gets 

one  peso  per  day  of  eight  hours — equivalent  to  about 
50  cents  in  American  money — but  we  must  not  over- 

look the  important  fact  that  if  he  got  more  we  would 
have  to  hire  a  new  bunch  of  men  every  day. 

Roller  Stop  for  Counterbore 
Bv  C.  E.  Andeews 

The  sketch  shows  a  roller  stop  that  was  designed  for 
use  in  connection  with  some  work  having  a  highly 
finished  surface  that  must  not  be  marred  and  upon 
which  the  depth  of  the  counterbored  space  must  be  held 
within  very  accurate  limits.  The  ordinary  form  of 
counterbore  stop  would  have  left  a  blemish  upon  the 

COUNTERBORE  STOP  WITH  ROLLERS 

surface,  Jio  jnatter  how  light  the  contact,  and  the  nature 
of  the  work  necessitated  gaging  the  depth  from  this 
surface. 

Though  but  one  roller  is  shown  in  the  sketch  it  is 
desirable  to  have  three  or  more  in  order  to  balance  the 

pressure  upon  the  collar  when  the  rollers  contact  with 
the  gaging  surface. 
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ChamferinK  the  Edjres  of  Bearinx  Taps 
By  UnacB  A.  LuBS 

It  » 
hMHaci 
iMid  to 

Btial  that   thr  Mltm  of  bMring  rap*  and 
A  nrw  bMrtnf  when  flrat  run  will 

kad  this  apaet  p»naiU  the  m«tal  to  move 

I  gntvf  Mtd  M  prtVMit  the  babbitt  from 

hareiaig  out.    Oil  la  dbtributed  from  tha  groova  an  th.« 

bMrii«  aorfaeaa^  Uia  vroove  nerving  aa  a  reaervotr. 

A  tool  for  Um  pnrpoa*  of  rutting  a  bevel  on  either  the 

op  w  tka  aaat  is  iBtwtrated  in  the  aketch.  Thin  tool 
to  ovartoBW  soma  of  the  rtiMdvantagea  en- 

I  in  BM^iBC  tbt  bavaL  To  file  the  bevel  ia  difH- 
cvM  bsMM*  of  tha  etofg ing  of  the  Ale  with  the  partlelea 
of  bahbitL  To  chip  the  groove  diaturba  the  metal  in 

tha  aaot.  aHkiiig  it  nectaaary  to  arrapa  it  down  after- 

TOOL.  rUR   HSVBUl.HO   BlxJICN  Or  OABniTT  URAHLNOM 

ararda.  This  bevel  catting  tool  haa  been  found  to  do  the 
«ar1l  rapi^,  cutting  a  clean  amooth  edge.  The  cutter 
auqr  be  aharpancd  with  an  Ml  stone  on  both  facen.  aa 
cutting  in  done  in  both  directionn.  The  fruiding  nur- 
fares  are  relieved  by  rounding  the  edgea  ao  tlut  they 
will  net  cot  on  aorfaces  where  cutting  in  not  required. 

A  Draft inKf-Room  Kink 
By  E.  Lytton  Brooks 

The  accompanying  sketrh  nhowit  u  simple  and  useful 
little  contrivance  for  aaaiating  in  the  manipulation  ot 
large  and  unwieldly  T-aquares. 

Three  countersunk  screws,  sunk  in  the  square  blade 
from  the  underside  serve  to  secure  the  fitting,  which 

A  Convenient  Pouring  Holder 
By  Waltb  KAurnAN 

TW  average  pouring  holder  for  crucible*  is  aa  shown 
la  riMlch  A  and  ia  a  rather  hard  holder  from  which- 
to  poor  aenvateljr,  as  it  Is  difficult  for  the  men  to  get 

up  to  the  iMks  ciecpt  where  thA'  are  set  far  apart 
or  in  a  cfrraiar  form.    In  our  foundry  we  have  stands 

J 
o 
o 

r<i>(-iiiK<»  iKii.i*nut 

which  hold  Sask*  in  a  long  straight  line,  making  it 
wjr  awkward  to  pour  with  ihc  usual  holder.  By 

■Mliing  the  center  rod  of  holder  straight  and 
the  right  handle  the  only  one  used  in  pouring, 

aa  la  afcelch  B.  we  nuUw  it  poaaiMe  for  the  men  pouring 
lo  get  op  my  daoe  to  the  flasks  and  poor  accurstcly. 

ATTArH.\IKXT    ft>R    I.AKaiS   T-8Ql'ARK 

haa  three  tapped  holes  i  in.  Whitworth  or  4  B.A.  The 
spring  uaed  is  ̂   in.  wide  by  0.020  in.  thick  with  just 
enough  tension  to  prevent  the  square  sliding  down  the 
board  from  its  own  weight. 

Rollers  may  be  fitted  to  enKuge  the  board  edge  if  de- 
aired,  but  are  quite  unnecessary.  The  square  should 
slide  up  and  down  freely  with  the  head  kept  square 
against  the  board  when  working  properly.  The  fitting 
was  made  from  i  in.  aluminum  sheet,  but  brass  will 
answer  well  enouRh.  The  spring  tension  is  determined 
when  mounting  the  fitting. 

An  Index  Lock-Pin 
By  C.  H.  Van  Fossen 

The  illustration  shows  a  simple  method  of  construct- 
ing a  slip-pin  device  for  locking  an  indexing  jig  in  its 

several  positions.  The  same  scheme  may,  of  course,  be 
adapted  to  milling  fixtures  and  to  sliding  members 
instead  of  rotatinic  ones  as  de.scribed.  and  for  that  rea- 

son ia  adaptable  to  many  varieties  of  work. 
A  hole  is  first  drilled  and  reamed  in  the  base  plate  A 

to  receive  the  hard- 
ened and  ground 

bushing  B,  the  bore 
of  which  is  ground 
to  a  close  fit  for  a 
standard  reamer. 
This  bushing  is 

pressed  in  place 
and  then  aerves  ax 

a  jig  through  which 
the  hole  for  the 
bushing  C  may  be 
drilled  and  reamed 

through  plate  I). 

It  is  only  neceNsar>' then  to  line  up  the 
two  members  in  the  required  positions  and  ream  the 
holes  in  line.  A  counterbore  to  receive  the  head  »(  <l<p 
bushing  C  may  t>e  added  afterward. 

The  two  diameters  of  the  slip-pIn  are  then  grouiul  to 
alip  fits  in  the  respective  bushings.  To  protect  the 

device  from  dirt  and  chips  a  soft  pluK  1'^'  may  t)e  added, 
and,  in  that  case,  the  small  diameter  of  the  slip-pin 
ahould  lie  scored  to  permit  the  escape  of  air  when  the 
pin  cntera  the  bushing. 

MKTIIOW  OK  KITTINU  A  LOCK  i'lN 
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Two  Simple  Rigs  for  Grinding  Cutters 
By  I.  B.  Rich 

For  grinding  the  tops  of  the  teeth  of  slitting  saws 
and  cutters  of  a  similar  nature  the  device  shown  in  Fig. 
1  has  proved  very  satisfactory.  The  base  A  carries  an 
upright  with  a  stud  B,  considerably  smaller  than  the 
hole  in  the  cutter.  The  base  also  has  a  slot  cut  at  C 
which  acts  as  a  stop  for  the  tooth  at  the  bottom  of  the 
cutter.  In  use  the  operator  merely  slips  the  cutter  over 
the  stud  B,  locates  a  tooth  against  the  stop  at  C  and 
pushes  the  cutter  toward  the  grinding  wheel  D  until  it 
stops  against  the  stud  B.  Assuming  the  teeth  to  be 
evenly  spaced  this  gives  a  uniform  tooth  length  and  the 
grinding  can  be  done  very  rapidly. 

A  device  for  use  in  grinding  the  face  of  the  teeth  of 
similar  cutters  is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  Here  the  stud  B  is 
mounted  vertically  in  the  base  A,   a  top  view  being 

Fie.z 

FIG.  1— FIXTURE  FOR  GRIXUIXG  CUTTKR  TEETH.    FIG.  2— 

MODIFICATION  FOR  GRINDIX'G  FACE  TEETH 

shown.  In  order  to  have  the  cutter  clear  the  wheel 
when  being  indexed  the  fixture  is  set  on  about  the  angle 
shown.  The  cutter  is  moved  up  against  the  side  of  the 
wheel  C  until  it  stops  against  the  stud  B.  This  device 
is  used  by  the  Pioneer  Instrument  Co.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Automobile  Cylinder  Lap 
By  R.  E.  D.  Delrue 

Steyr,  Austria 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  typical  design 
of  an  automobile-cylinder  lap  which  has  been  used  very 
successfully  for  lapping  cylinders  to  size. 

It  is  our  practice  not  to  grind  our  cylinders  but  to  lap 
them  to  size  after  a  series  of  careful  boring  operations. 
For  some  time  we  used  the  well-known  split  lap  which  is 
expanded  by  means  of  a  tapered  key  or  a  wedge.  Such 
a  lap,  however,  has  the  disadvantage  of  expanding  un- 

evenly, the  lower  part  increasing  in  size  much  more 
than  the  upper.  This  condition  caused  our  laps  to  fol- 

low any  unevenness  in  the  cylinder-bore,  leaving  it  in 
an  imperfect  condition  and  to  avoid  this  trouble  I  con- 

structed the  lap  illustrated  which  has  the  advantage  of 
expanding  evenly  along  its  whole  length,  so  that  it 
needs  in  no  case,  to  be  turned  after  each  resetting. 

The  lap  consists  of  an  arbor  A,  provided  at  one  end 
with  a  shank  to  fit  the  lapping-machine  spindle.    At  the 

Klghfand:eft/vnd  threxl.  Pitch  g 
LAP  FOR  AUTOMOBILE  CYLIXDER.S 

Other  end  four  wedge-shaped  splines  are  milled  to  re- 
ceive the  lapping  segments  B,  which  are  held  in  position 

by  means  of  the  nuts  C  and  D,  engaging  threads  at  E 
and  F.  The  lapping  segments  are  turned  to  shape  out 
of  a  solid  bar  of  copper  after  which  they  are  sawed 
apart.  A  channel  H  is  milled  through  their  full  length 
and  is  made  to  accurately  fit  the  splines  on  arbor  A. 

After  the  lap  is  assembled,  it  is  turned  to  the  correct 
diameter  and  a  right  and  left  hand  thread  about  A  in. 
in  depth  cut  over  its  surface,  the  thread  serving  to  facili- 

tate the  introduction  of  the  lubricant  mixed  with  the 
lapping  ingredients.  To  expand  the  lap,  the  nut  C  is 
loosened  a  trifle  while  the  nut  D  is  tightened.  By  the 
motion  of  nut  B  the  lapping  plates  are  moved  towards 
the  larger  parts  of  the  splines  and  expanded.  The  move- 

ment of  the  lapping  plates  being  parallel  to  the  axis 
of  the  arbor  A  it  is  possible  at  any  time  to  adjust  them 
for  wear. 

We  have  lately  put  in  operation  a  .somewhat  different 
type  of  lap  in  which  the  lapping  plates  are  made  of 
steel  and  covered  with  copper  to  a  thickness  of  about 

i'i  in.,  the  advantage  being  that  after  the  plates  have 
been  fully  expanded  to  take  up  wear,  the  copper  plates 
can  be  removed  and  new  ones  put  on.  The  lap  is  then 
restored  to  its  original  fltifimeter. 

Utilizing  Fixtures  on  Different  Machines — 
Discussion 

By  Stanley  W.  Mills 

The  articles  under  the  above  title  by  Frank  C.  Hudson 
and  C.  L.  Henry  on  pages  27  and  582,  Vol.  57  of  the 
American  Machinist,  remind  me  that  in  1908  I  estab- 

lished a  system  for  fixture  tongues  practically  the  same 
as  that  used  by  the  Lucas  Machine  Tool  Co. 

The  reason  for  an  off-set  tongue  with  respect  to  the 
slot  in  base  of  fixture  is  not  plain  to  me  and  in  fact 
appears  to  be  a  distinct  detriment  rather  than  an  ad- 

vantage, for  the  reason  that  it  is  entirely  possible  for 
the  fixture  to  be  mis-located  with  respect  to  the  slot  in 
the  platen. 

From  the  point  of  view  of  accurately  grinding  the 

keys  or  tongues  which  should  preferably  be  case-hard- 
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to  aw  to  b«  joat  m  aiapb  to  locate 
wtlh  Um  haot  M  la  tbt  manMr 

Mr.  HadM«,  dtlwM*'  tlw*  b>*7  be  aonc 
in  hi*  dwitB  M  applM  to  an  overtunrinx 

I  vMiUiro  to  iimgtm  wtlh  tho  pUa  adopted 
tqr  Mr.  HvBrr  of  locatiof  the  tontoaa  afainat  one  »ide 
•■(jr  of  tWTHriaC  in  tht  machiM  platen 
aad  ihpwiUBf  apopi  the  elampa  or 
koka  to  hoM  the  fixture  la  ptae*. 

It  kaa  beaa  nor  •xperieaeak  aad  thiK 
appUea  aot  ooljr  to  Axturaa  but  alao  in 
aajr  ia^.aaee  where  one  piece  miut  be 

I  ditniteljr  with  relation  to  another. 
bolta  are  aaretiable  and  that  « 

or  iHQr  la  laperative.  the  func- 
of  the  bolta  being  marely  to  clamp 

•ad  not  to  poaitioo  the  work.  Mr. 

HetUT'a  plan,  however,  would  be  more 
or  laaa  aatlafartor)-.  if  in  addition  to 
the  daa^a.  jack  acrewa  were  UMd 
acalaat  the  aide  of  the  fixture  to  force 
the  toa»aae  agaiaat  oae  side  of  the 
■lot  aad  it  b  poaalbie  that  this  device 
ia  aaad  bjr  him. 

1  halleve  it   is  recorniied  that    in 
:  a  TT**'*^  on  the  faceplate  of  « 

of  a  borinf  mill,  poei- 
tkwinc  acrews  ahoukl  always  be  used  in  conjunction 

with  clamp*,  thun  reproducing  the  effect  a  conventional 
ftxtur*  which  ahould  always  be  designed  to  rigidly  hold 
the  work  from  movement  without  dependence  on  damps 

we  will  uae  the  point  of  contact  P  and  we  will  now  And 
ita  linear  velocity  on  the  gear  B.  Taking  the  di8tanct> 
0,0  (which  is  the  addendum  radius)  and  multiplying 
it  by  2'  %  r.p.m.  of  gear  H,  we  get  the  linear  velocity 
of  D  in  inches  per  minute.  Representing  this  velocity 
by  a  vector  in  its  true  direction  which  is  perpendicular 

owwa 

I  rvcall  that  the  objectionable  features  of  different 
width  afeU  in  varioua  makes  of  milling  machines  were 

•vareoaM  la  oae  very  well  e<|uipped  shop  by  machining 
the  alota  la  all  platens  to  the  aame  width.  Such  a  plan 
ht,  of  eoarae.  mor«  or  laea  coatly  and  involves  very 
carafal  work.  Onee  done,  however,  the  diifWulties  with 

of  ailacdlaaeoaa  widths  will  be  eliminated. 

Pindinx  the  Rate  of  Gear  Tooth  Slippage 
By  Wm.  H.  JEmxu 

time  ago  a  large  manufacturing  plant  experi- 
vncwi  troable  with  a  pair  of  involute  geara.  daaigned  to 
transmit  from  SO  to  75  hp.  at  13,000  r.p.m.  One  of  the 
faaiu  discovered  after  running  the  gears  a  short  time 
wa«  a  wry  pronounced  bumi^Hng  effect  on  the  face  of 
the  teeth.  After  being  analyxed.  it  was  finally  decided 
that  this  defect  was  due  to  slippage.  To  obtain  the 
rale  of  slippage,  therefore,  the  following  graphical 
■ethed  was  devised. 

The  greatest  anwunt  of  slippage  occurs  at  the  point 
ot  maiact  which  is  farthest  from  the  pitch  point,  and 

thii  point  auy  be  readily  found  by  the  folk>wing  con- 
•trurtion:  Pirnt.  as  shown  in  the  accompanying  illun- 
traUon.  the  line  .V.V  ia  drawn  through  the  pitch  point  C 
VMkittt  the  sngic  *  (equal  to  90  deg.— the  pressure 
angW  *  with  the  line  of  center*  OO,.  This  line  la  called 
the  Uae  of  oUldufty  and  on  It  lie  all  points  of  contact. 
The  path  of  eaalact.  therefore,  mu»t  he  somewhere  on 
Ikie  ifae.  lU  Hatits  are  found  at  it*  intersection  with 
(he  aMMidaei  rirrtoa  aad  give  DA   tot  the  path  of 

Due  to  the  diffaraaee  la  the  diaawters  of  the  two 
fears,  the  path  of  eoataet  fai  aypronch  DC  ia  greater 
ttMS  the  path  af  contact  in  risiai  CA.    For  this  reason. 

A  URAI'HICAI.  MKTHOD  OF  riNI>I.Na  THK  IIATK  OF  QBAR   TOOTH  SLIPPAOK 

to  DO,,  we  have  DH.  Now  resolving  this  velocity  into 

its  components  along  the  common  normal  and  the  com- 
mon tangent  TT  perpendicular  to  NN,  we  have  the  lines 

DF  and  DK  respectively. 
The  next  step  is  to  find  the  linear  velocity  of  D  on 

gear  A.  First,  wc  have  the  true  direction  of  its  linear 
velocity  which  is  perpendicular  to  radius  OD.  We  also 
have  its  component  along  the  common  normal,  since  this 
normal  is  the  line  of  connection  between  the  two  sliding 
surfaces  and  components  along  the  line  of  connection 
must  be  equal.  A  line  drawn  perpendicular  to  DF  at  F  and 
cutting  DE  at  E,  gives  the  velocity  vector  DE  of  D  on 

gear  A,  and  resolving  the  vector  for  its  component  along 

the  common  Ungent  TT  we  get  GD.  The  rate  of  slid- 
ing will  be  found  to  be  GK  equal  to  DG  +  DK  since 

the  components  along  the  tangent  act  in  opposite  direc- 
tions. Measuring  this  distance  with  the  same  scale 

used  for  vector  DH,  we  get  the  slippage  in  Inches  per 
minute  at  this  point  of  contact.  The  slippage  at  any 
other  point  can  be  found  in  a  similar  manner. 

This  method  also  easily  proves  the  fallacy  of  the  com- 
mon belief  among  practical  men  that  due  to  the  method 

of  constructing  the  involute  gear  tooth,  pure  roijiiitr 

contact  is  taking  place  at  all  points  of  contact.  In  order 

to  have  pure  rolling  contact  there  must  be  no  slippage 

or  no  components  of  velocities  along  the  common  tan- 
gent. This  condition  will  be  seen  to  exist  only  at  the 

pitch  point  where  the  velocity  vectors  for  both  gear  A 
and  gear  B  will  coincide  and  be  of  equal  length. J 

Novel  Scale  Holder— DiscuHsion 
By  Ei.am  VVnlTN^nr 

The  holder  for  use  with  flat  scales  suggested  by  P.  i 

Daaehka  on  page  702  would  hardly  Im-  justified  it  seems 

to  me.  Trinngiilar  draftsman's  H«:ales  can  Iw  purchased 
for  leae  than  thi-  two  machinist's  scales.  The  drafts- 

man's scale  has  the  advantage  of  a  l>eveled  edgo.  Flex- 
ible Steel  scales  arc  graduated  on  one  side  only,  which 

woaM  be  a  drawback  in  their  use,  on  account  of  the 
number  that  would  be  required. 
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Locating  Racks  in  a  Milling  Machine  Vise 
By  R.  A.  FOLLENSBY 

We  had  several  hundi-ed  racks  to  be  cut,  14  pitch,  64 
teeth,  and  we  were  cutting  them  three  at  a  time  in  a 
heavy  manufacturing  milling  machine  by  means  of  a 
gang  of  three  cutters  that  cut  the  whole  number  of 
teeth  at  one  pass.  One  cutter  of  this  gang  cut  18  teeth 
in  the  racks  and  the  others  20  and  26  teeth  respectively. 
The  cutter  cutting  18  teeth  became  so  badly  broken  that 
we  could  not  continue  and  we  decided  to  cut  the  remain- 

ing racks  in  two  operations  Instead  of  incurring  the 
expense  of  a  new  cutter. 

The  special  vise  in  which  the  work  was  held  is  shown 
in  end  section  in  Fig.  1.  The  bolster  A  was  held  to  the 
vise  body  by  means  of  large  fillister  head  screws  and  the 
fixed  jam  B  was  similarly  attached  to  the  bolster.  There 
were  two  moving  members  C,  which  were  nicely  fitted 
to  slots  in  the  body  of  the  vise  and  held  against  lifting 
or  tilting  under  pressure  by  the  bolster. 

Each  moving  member  had  bolted  to  it,  by  means  of 
collar-head  screws  from  the  outside,  the  movable  jaws, 
one  of  which  may  be  seen  at  D.  Independent  screws, 
not  shown  in  the  sketch,  applied  the  holding  pressure 
to  the  work. 

After  the  cutter  had  broken  the  remainder  of  the 
racks  were  cut  by  the  other  two,  making  46  teeth  in 
each.  We  then  devised  the  gage  shown  in  Fig.  2  to 
reset  them  for  cutting  the  rest  of  the  teeth. 
Two  pieces  of  steel  E  and  F  were  fitted  together  in 

the  form  of  a  try-square,  with  tongue  and  groove  at  the 

G'
 

FIG
.5 

FIG.  1— END  SECTION  OF  WORK  HOLDING  VISE.     FIG.   2- 
THE  LOCATING  GAGE.     FIG.  3— .METHOD  OF 

,  ATTACHING   GAGE 

joint  and  dowel  pins  for  convenience  in  putting  them 
together.  A  fillister  head  screw  let  into  the  piece  F 
held  them  together. 

After  the  gage  was  fitted  up  and  checked  for  square- 
ness, it  was  taken  apart  and  rack  teeth,  corresponding 

to  those  in  the  work,  were  milled  lengthwise  of  the 
under  face  of  part  E.  It  was  then  reassembled  and 
fastened  in  position  against  the  end  of  the  movable 
jaw  D  of  the  vise. 

With  three  of  the  racks  in  position  in  the  vise  and 
located  lengthwise  by  the  teeth  of  the  new  gage,  the 
machine  was  set  to  cut  the  I'emaining  teeth  in  the  work 
by  allowing  two  or  three  teeth  of  the  cutter  to  overlap 
those  already  cut  in  the  racks  and  adjusting  the  table 
of  the  machine  until  the  two  groups  of  teeth  were 
accurately  engaged. 

The  method  of  locating  the  gage  on  the  vise  is  indi- 
cated in  Fig.  3,  where  a  partial  end  view  of  the  latter 

is  shown  with  three  racks  in  position  and  the  gage  held 
in  engagement  with  them  by  means  of  the  light  clamp 
while  the  locating  hole  was  laid  off  and  drilled.  The 
piece  G  was  used  merely  to  secure  a  firm  bearing  for 
the  clamp  across  the  bottoms  of  the  racks. 

Improved  V-Block  for  Drilling 
By  E.  Lytton  Brooks 

The  V-block  shown  was  designed  for  drilling  through 
holes,  as  the  ordinary  straight  block  lends  itself  so 
readily  to  being  drilled  into  and  mutilated  at  the  bot- 

tom of  the  V  when  the  drill  goes  through  with  a  rush. 
The  cut  away  blocks  offer  no  difficult  machining  prob- 

lems, and  are  well  worth  the  making,  as  they  are  easier 

TOOL  MAKERS  V-BLOCK 

to  handle  than  an  ordinary  pair.  Two  grooves  are 
machined  along  the  bottom  to  facilitate  clamping,  and 
the  style  of  clamp  was  chosen  because  it  does  not  foul 
the  drill  chuck  like  the  long  center  screw  pattern.  Both 
the  block  and  clamp  plate  were  made  from  tool  steel, 
hardened  and  ground  to  finish.  A  slight  clearance  was 
ground  out  on  the  underface  to  allow  the  blocks  to  bear 
on  the  ends. 

Fitting  Hammer  Handles 
By  H.  K.  Griggs 

Much  has  been  written  about  hammer  handles  and 

several' devices  have  been  shown  to  secure  the  handles 
in  hammers. 

A  good  hammer  should  have  a  double  taper  eye  and 
the  handle  should  fit  on  the  under  side  of  the  eye.  This 
is  important.  After  driving  the  handle  as  far  as  pos- 
.sible  into  the  hammer,  saw  the  handle  off  flush  with  the 
outside.  The  piece  sawed  off  usually  provides  material 
to  make  one  or  two  hard  wood  wedges.  With  a  thin 
pointed  chisel  make  a  diagonal  split  in  the  outer  end 
of  the  handle.  Dip  the  wedge  in  glue,  drive  it  in  and 
saw  off  flush. 

Uusually  if  the  handle  is  fitted  properly  one  wedge 
is  enough,  but  more  can  be  used  if  required.  Handles 
thus  mounted  seldom  get  loose  unless  alternately  ex- 

posed in  wet  and  very  dry  places.  If  any  looseness  is 
detected  another  wooden  wedge  can  easily  be  driven  in 
and  if  dipped  in  glue  will  not  get  loose.  The  chief  cause 
of  loose  handles  is  that  they  were  not  properly  fitted  in 
the  first  place.  This  being  so,  no  device  will  keep  them 
tight.  The  fitting  of  hammer  handles  might  well  be 
under  the  control  of  the  safety  department  in  shops 

large  enough  to  have  one,  for  loose  handles  are  a  con- stant source  of  danger. 
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Editorial 

a  akop 

K  APMIRE  THE  MAN  who  h««  tho 

jTrnuitj  and  go-gvt>tlMr«  spirit  to 

t>«  hu  jaekkaifc  to  a  be\-eled  piece  of 
wood  and  plane  a  board  with  it  when 
hi«  wife  fire*  him  a  Job  and  he  has  no 
plane,  bat  we  refuse  to  hire  him  when 

a  raal  job  of  carpentr>-  to  be  done.  We  want  a 
f  his  tools.  Then  why  tolerate  makeshifts  in 

rial  Job*  are  in  order  all  the  time? 

Aaolher  AIn»c 
of  Scrrkc 

THE  PROBLEM  of  what  paaaos  for  service,  but  which 
io  tonqpantly  unalloyed  nerve  on  the  part  of  the 

porrhaser.  bobs  up  sfain  and  acaln.  Just  as  an  in- 
stance of  the  demands  a  buyer  will  make,  we  cite  a 

case  at  rathvr  recent  date. 

TW  prodoction  end  of  a  large  plant  finally  decided 
tiM  HfW  aqoipaMnt  waa  aaodod.  They  were  not  sure 
wMeh  tool  waa  beat  ao  they  wantad  to  be  educated,  at 
the  expense  of  the  maker  of  the  machines.  So  they 
proposed  to  several  machine  tool  builders  that  they  send 

s  machine  and  an  operator  for  three  months'  trial  on 
their  work,  the  succeMful  machine  to  get  a  nice  order 
far  qvlla  an  eqaipment.  As  usual,  the  builders  fell  for 
it.  some  only  part  way  to  be  sure,  but  others  all  the 
way,  ma  the  entire  expense  waa  supposed  to  be  borne 
by  the  makers  of  the  machine*. 

When  yoa  analyic  this  proposition  It  stands  out  as  a 
bold  Md  for  educating  a  production  department  at  the 
^pense  of  several  builders  of  machines.  They  do  the 
experimenting  as  to  the  best  machine  and  the  best  tools 
for  tkie  work.  They  give  their  experience,  the  time 
of  tlMlr  mea.  the  product  of  their  machines  and  three 

for  the  education  of  the  production  de- 
af the  tonwrii  which  may  buy  several 

It  ion  is  complete.  It  Is  cheap 
for  the  boyer,  but  expensive  for  the  machine 

taal  iadastry  as  a  whole.  Furthermore,  it  is  absolutely 
'  to  tiM  buyer  who  knows  what  he  wants,  who  does 

and  who  has  production  men 
the  boat  BMtbods  of  doing  work. 

If  tha  bayer  were  willing  to  pay  for  his  education,  as 
ha  ahoaUt  there  woold  be  no  harm  in  such  a  proposition. 
Bat  tha  amchioe  tool  boilder  most  cover  the  coat  of  this 
sa  caMad  aerrtee  in  the  price  of  the  machine,  and  the 
auM  who  dees  not  require  it  has  to  pay  Jost  as  much  aa 
the  flwa  who  masi  be  edacated. 

The  fair  method  woold  be  to  have  a  flat  price  with- 
nml  service,  aad  a  reasonable  charge  for  all  service 
rsaisrsd.  It  wiH.  of  eoorse.  be  difficult  for  the  builders 
la  eaCstce  sarh  a  r«la  anieas  all  determine  to  stop  th« 

practJee.  Ilris  can  hardly  be  done  until  thi: 
ahaaa  la  alawsd  to  grow  to  aabearable  pr»- 

Tfce  nma4f  amy  have  to  come  from  the  other 
slit,  hf  tlW  hognera  who  do  not  aaod  aenriee  or  education 

refaaing  to  pay  the  saam  price  ss  the  nun 
MaHWr  wtmtdr  is  aa«r  ct  aeeomplishment. 

bat  there  b  a  giwrlag  fasMac  tkat  a  dmage  is  in- 
•vfuble  tfid  aol  far  dlataot 

# 

Small  T<»ob  Are  Small 
in  .Size  Only 

NO  MACHINE  iR  better  than  the  tool  used  in  it.  li 
we  accept  this  truism  we  may  expect  every  manu- 

facturer to  be  everlastingly  on  the  qui  vive  for  the  l)eMt 
tools  and  constantly  trying  to  make  them  still  better. 

There  are  such  manufacturers,  we  are  happy  to  con- 
cede, but  there  are  more  who  are  everlaxtingly  trying  to 

reduce  the  coMt  of  small  tools  and  shutting  one  eye  to 
the  resultH.  The  other  eye  is  cocked  at  the  happy  re- 

duction in  expf'nses  brought  about  through  charging 
small  tools  to  this  class  of  dishursenientti. 

Costs  of  small  tools  are  expenses.  Expenses  should 
be  held  down  to  a  minimum — a  mighty  good  rule,  by  the 

wky — and  so  everything  possible  is  done  either  to  re- 
duce the  expenditures  for  small  tools  or  else  to  make 

them  disappear  in  some  mysterious  way  in  the  maze  of 
shop  rules  and  bookkeeping. 

If  Mr.  Manager  had  kept  both  eyes  open  he  would 
have  seen  something  more  than  a  reduction  in  expenses. 
In  fact,  he  would  have  seen  that  there  was  no  reduction 
at  all,  but  rather  the  opposite.  It  takes  two  eyes  to  get 

perspective. 
The  second  eye  would  have  seen  a  reduction  in  output 

or  to  put  it  differently  an  increase  in  labor  cost.  Maybe 
there  has  beert  no  increase  because  labor  costs  alwayr 
were  too  high  on  account  of  poor  tools.  Suppose  that  a 
tool  costing  $6  turns  out  the  product  at  a  cost  of  $100 
while  another  tool  costing  $10  produces  the  same  work 
for  $50.  Which  is  the  cheaper  tool  is  easy  enough  to 
see  when  one  has  the  figures,  but  the  man  who  does  the 
work  with  the  so-called  cheap  tool  probably  has  no  idea 
what  might  have  been  accomplished  with  a  good  one  and 
so  he  continues  saving  pennies  on  the  tool  and  wasting 
dollars  on  the  work. 

Then,  too,  if  the  poor  tool  is  made  in  the  plant  the 
chances  are  10  to  1  that  it  does  not  cost  less  than  a  gooi 

one — it  only  seems  to  cost  less.  The  amount  of  Jug- 
gling one  can  do  with  labor,  material  and  especially 

overhead,  intentionally  or  not,  is  something  surprising. 
A  home-made  tool  believed  to  cost  $5  might  easily  cause 

a  loss  of  $10  per  piece  if  made  in  quantities  and  sold 
for  $20. 

If  a  home-made  tool  were  good  and  cheap  it  would  be 

more  than  welcome;  if  it  were  good  but  expensive  it 

would  be  accepUble;  if  it  were  cheap  but  not  very  pro- 
ductive, it  might  be  tolerated  if  there  were  only  one  of 

ita  kind,  but  if  it  slows  down  production  all  over  the 

shop,  it  becomes  a  nuisance.  And  that  is  exactly  what 

poor  tools  do,  whether  they  are  made  at  home  or  outside. 
A  home-made  drill  of  inferior  quafity  slows  down  not 

only  the  machine  on  which  It  is  used  but  every  machine 
in  its  neighborhood. 

But  is  there  reason  to  think  that  a  home-made  too' 

is  of  poorer  quality  than  the  standard  commercial  ar- 
ticle? In  answer  we  can  only  ask  questions.  Would 

you  expect  to  build  an  electric  motor  as  good  as  one  yot 

can  buy,  and  would  you  shave  yourself  with  a  home- 
made razor  before  trying  it  out  on  somebody  else?  Hav« 

yoo  the  equipment,  the  material,  the  facilities  and  espc 
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cially  the  knowledge  of  the  man  whose  sole  business  it 
is  to  make  tools? 

And  then  there  are  the  makeshifts.  It  is  bad  enough 
when  you  make  a  tool  just  like  any  other  of  its  kind, 
only  not  quite  so  good,  but  when  you  make  makeshifts 
you  act  in  very  much  the  same  way  as  if  you  were  regu- 

larly going  through  the  movements  used  in  resuscitat- 
ing a  half-drowned  man  every  time  you  breathe. 

Worst  of  all  is  it  to  keep  a  defective  tool  rather  than 
buy  a  new  one,  to  reduce  the  output  of  a  $4,000  milling 
machine  to  one-third  of  its  capacity  because  you  hate  to 
throw  away  a  crooked  arbor. 

Don't  forget  that  in  the  running  of  a  machine  shop 
small  tools  are  small  in  size  only. 

The  Machinery  Marlict 
in  South  America 

WITH  FACTS  and  figures  which  are  striking,  the 
November  issue  of  Commerce  Monthly,  the  trade 

organ  of  the  National  Bank  of  Commerce  of  New  York, 
calls  attention  to  the  favorable  position  of  the  United 
States  with  respect  to  future  trade  with  South  America. 
It  stresses  the  valuable  relationships  which  have  been 
established  and  points  out  the  great  improvement  which 
has  been  made  in  shipping  facilities  since  1914. 

In  the  period  from  1910  to  1913  it  is  shown  that  but 

15  per  cent  of  the  southern  continent's  total  imports 
came  from  the  United  States.  By  1917,  due  to  the 
great  impetus  given  foreign  trade  generally  as  a  result 

of  the  war,  South  America  i-eached  a  point  where  46 
per  cent  of  her  needs  were  supplied  by  America.  That 
the  post  war  depression  has  had  but  little  effect  on 
the  trade  established,  is  shown  in  the  imports  for  1920 
which  show  the  United  States  still  greatly  in  the  lead 
and  supplying  42  per  cent  of  the  total. 

The  South  American  export  trade  with  the  United 
States  is  no  less  striking.  Before  the  war  she  sold  us 
20  per  cent  of  her  outgoing  products.  In  1917  we  took 
42  per  cent  and  in  1920,  33  per  cent  of  her  goods.  That 
we  should  hold  the  abnormal  war  position  is  hardly  to 
be  expected.  Recent  statistics,  however,  pwint  clearly 
to  the  fact  that  future  trade  with  South  America  will  be 
permanently  larger  than  ever  before. 

There  is  a  lesson  in  these  general  statements  for 

Ame7-ican  Madhinist  readers.  South  America  today  is 
closer  to  us  than  she  has  been  at  any  previous  time  in 
history.  On  the  one  hand,  American  travel  thither  and 
study  on  the  ground  has  brought  about  an  appreciation, 
not  only  of  the  vastness  of  the  continent,  but  of  its 
tremendous  possibilities.  On  the  other  hand,  clear 
thinking  and  far  seeing  people  in  those  southern 
republics  have  derived  an  inspiration  from  the  example 
set  them  by  their  northern  neighbor.  History  is 
repeating  itself.  To  those  republics,  as  has  been  the 
case  in  America,  expansion  has  come  to  mean  national- 

ization and  nationalization  has  brought  about  strength 
and  elevation  of  view.  Not  only  are  they  advancing  their 
frontiers,  but  the  ground  already  conquered  is  rapidly 
being  made,  in  each  republic,  the  scene  of  an  intensive 
agricultural  and  industrial  development. 

The  tool  manufacturer  will  do  well  to  give  thought 
to  this  market.  The  various  republics  in  1910  bought 
$305,069  worth  of  American  metal  working  machinery. 
In  1917  their  purchases  from  us  for  this  class  of  goods 
more  than  doubled,  reaching  $795,449.  By  1920,  in 
the   face   of   a    worldwide   depression   and    depreciated 

exchange,   the   figures   reached  $1,764,419,   more   than 
five  times  those  of  1910. 

The  future  in  South  America  for  the  machine  tool 
industry  of  America  is  one  of  great  promise.  An  era 
of  industrial  and  economic  development,  of  railway 
and  power  expansion,  understood  and  appreciated  by 
but  few,  is  not  merely  conceived  but  actually  under  way. 

The  Personal  Element 
in  Precision  Grinding 

PRECISION  grinding  is  an  operation  in  which  the 
individual  skill  of  the  operator  counts  for  much. 

There  are  so  many  factors  entering  into  the  production 
of  perfect  work  that  personal  skill  is  always  likely  to  be 
at  a  premium  in  work  of  this  kind. 
We  recently  dropped  into  a  little  shop  with  a  large 

1-eputation  for  good  work  and  found  it  busy,  as  usual, 
not  on  ordinary,  low  priced  contracts  but  on  a  lot  of 
shafts  for  an  automobile  transmission  which  had  to  be 
right.  These  shafts  were  from  the  shop  of  one  of  the 
best  known  quality  cars  in  the  country.  They  were  not 
sent  out  to  this  small  shop  to  save  money  but  to  secure 
a  better  pob  than  the  factory  could  obtain  with  the  best 
grinding  equipment  money  could  buy.  The  factor/  had 
the  machinery  and  it  had  good  men,  but  they  were  not 
good  enough  to  get  the  very  best  results,  which  they desired. 

Two  men,  experts  in  grinding,  run  this  little  shop 
and  are  reaping  the  rewards  of  long  years  of  careful 

study  and  experience  in  grinding.  "They  have  good 
grinding  machine  equipment  of  course,  the  same  as 
the  automobile  shop  has,  but  they  have  more;  they  have 
the  personal  skill  and  knowledge  which  enable  them  to 
get  just  the  right  results.  They  know  the  right  wheels 
to  use,  the  proper  fit  of  bearings,  the  importance  of 
proper  dressing  of  the  wheel  and  many  other  points 
that  have  a  bearing  on  the  product. 

There  is  a  growing  demand  for  better  grinding  and 
with  it  is  coming  the  opportunity  for  men  who  really 
know  modern  grinding  machines  and  grinding  practice. 
We  can  think  of  no  more  promising  field  for  young 
mechanics  who  are  ambitious  to  excel  in  their  chosen 
field. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  SUPPOSE  somebody  came  to  you  and  told  you 
that  you  might  get  much  better  results  in  the  shop 

by  making  certain  changes  which  had  been  tried  out  by 

A.B.C.  and  X.Y.Z.  and  found  to  work  well ;  wouldn't  you 
naturally  tell  him  that  you  know  your  own  business  best 
and  that,  anyhow,  your  conditions  are  different  and  that 
such  schemes  may  be  all  right  in  some  shops  but  not  in 
yours?    No,  sir!  not  in  yours. 

And  now  suppose  your  friend  comes  to  you  and  says 
that  he  gets  much  better  mileage  out  of  his  Vix  tires 
than  out  of  the  Nix  brand  you  use,  recommending  at  the 
same  time  a  carbureter  he  has  tried  out  with  glorious 

results  and  a  spark  plug  which  will  spai-k  when  the  bat- 
tery is  nearly  dead.  Wouldn't  you  just  naturally  tell 

him  that  you  know  best  how  to  run  your  owti  car  and 
that,  besides,  those  things  may  be  all  right  on  his  car 
but  that  they  would  never  work  on  yours? 

Of  course  not.  Nobody  is  as  big  a  fool  as  that,  but 

when  it  comes  to  running  a  shop — that's  different.  Sc 

it  is,  but — Just  suppose. 
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Elvenon  OscUkMcope 

tflloarepe  \»  an  optiral-mechanical  de- 
thr  motion  of  rapidly  moving 

rrvrr  can  eaitily  Mtudy  junX 

ia  Ukins  placa.  TIm  apparatoa.  which  in  Rhown 
kaiaarlUi  In  portable  form,  is  built  bjr  Herbert  Kennedy 
A  OOk.  LUL,  London,  England,  whoae  representative. 

Petar  Oavtjr.  ia  at  praatnt  in  this  rountr>-  and  located 
at  tka  oAe*  of  Jelui  H.  Faunce.  8  Bridge  St..  New 
Yoet.  N.  Y. 

Tha  OMchftDiaa  cooatata  prinuril}'  of  a  commutator. 
«■  tlM  rifht  aida^  wMdi  flaabea  a  lamp  or  lamps. 

M  to 
HwHktha 

aa  t»  tjhm  »m  in- 

sack  aa  cannot  be 
oMainad  with  a 

ilaamt.  Tbcy  arc 
iOad  with  neon 

(as.  through 
wliirh  a  discharge 

takas  place  from 
oaa  electrode  to 

tko  otJMr.  Tber 

Iwva  tha  pemliar- 
itjr  «f  liw^nving 
with  af  ak  Tha 
roamatator  r»> 
famd  to  is  In 

raaHtjr  a  spocial 
foTM  of  grmr  box 
tfrfvao  direct  frooi 
tka  — tlMBlsw  to  ba  atodled. 

KLVKHKOii  tMU-n.UMICOVK  MOt'NTKU  IN  A  l>OitTAIII.t:  CA8K 

In  this  gear  httx  are  con- 
tact braakars  operated  bjr  means  of  rams,  which  control 

the  llashinf  nf  light.  Currvnt  for  the  lamp  comes  from  a 

4-«ak  atorag*  battery,  throofh  special  colls  and 
the  instrument  independent  of  out- 

aide  cowow-tioea.  On  the  genr  box  is  a  switch  plate  by 

which  tha  oparator  can  make  the  object  appear  stationao' 
or  awtac  at  one  per  cent  of  its  normal  speed.  A  part 
■weiog  St  1.000  r  p.m.  seems  to  move  but  10  r.p.m.. 
so  that  Us  mriti'>n  ran  hr  e»«ilv  atudied.  There  are  also 

twn  •  h  give  ?  )r  flsshes  per  revolution, 
fw  >.  .<t)ing  \  '»r  gyrations  in  rapidly 

Tht*  r»«r   >n%  will  ci>n\rfA   flashes  up  to  28.000  per 

aiinale.  wf.i'h   meaaa  that  almost  every  kind  of  hlgh- 
rhiti*t-   rmn  k*  stodieti  in  action  s*  though  it 
■L    By  wwalan  the  outer  cfisl.  whk><  is  gradu- 

ated IB  dsgisaa.  the  paaHkm  of  the  object  beinir  ntudied 
tha   rradoatloos   sbfiwlng   exattly    the 

of  tha  two  ohaervations.     By  this  means  the 

tt  tha  opmiag  and  ckielng  of  a  valve,  nr 
a  MBflar  parfod  to  any  merhanlcal  movement,  can  be 

accurately  determined  and  the  action  visually  studied. 

For  atud>'ing  the  periods  of  vibration  the  slides  shown 
are  of  particular  value.  One  slide  controls  the  sta- 

tionary snd  the  other  the  creeping  position.  Pulling 
the  slide  out  to  the  flrst  notch  doubles  the  number  of 
flashes,  and  the  second  notch  gives  four  flashes  per 
revolution.  As  the  gear  box  is  driven  positively  from 
or  in  relation  to  the  shaft  being  studied,  increaaing  the 
number  of  flashes  clearly  shows  whether  or  not  the 
period  is  at  shaft  speed. 
When  the  critical  period  is  reached,  two  distinct 

images  appear.    If  these  appear  with  the  double  flash, 
the  period  occurs 
at  the  speed  at 
which  the  shaft  is 
runniiiK-  If  the 
(IouIjIc  image  ap- 
}j<'Hr«  when  the 
(lushes  are  four 
times  the  shaft 

speed,  then  the 
vibration  period 
is  at  double  the 
engine  speed. 

Experience  with 
the  device  will 
show  many  points 
of  vital  interest  to 
designers  o  f  a  11 

kinds  of  machin- 
ery,especially  that 

which  runs  at  high 

s|)eed.  With  th.- knowledge  thus 
olitaincd  showing 

I  x.ictly  what  hap- 

pens under  run- n  i  n  g  conditions, 
defects  can  t>e  detected  and  better  machinery  designed. 
The  use  of  this  device  shows  so  much  that  could 
formerly  only  be  guessed  at,  that  its  applications  are 
very  wide.  Among  some  of  its  uses  have  been  the 
detection  of  gas-engine  valves  which  did  not  seat  until 
after  bouncing  three  or  four  times,  of  oil  systems  which 

were  not  functioning  properly,  of  knot-tying  machines 
which  were  not  getting  the  correct  motions,  of  the  ac- 

tual working  of  magneto  breaker  points  and  of  the 
distortion  of  airplane  propellers. 

With  the  oscilloscope,  designers  and  builders  of  auto- 
matic machinery  of  all  kinds,  can  study  the  exact 

mwement  of  any  part  under  artuni  working  conditions, 
which  Ukes  Into  account  the  deflection  of  parts,  the 
rebound  after  a  sudden  contact,  and  many  other  points 
of  vital  interest  It  Is  not  necessary  to  have  a  dark  room 
in  whkrh  to  operate  the  machine  being  tested,  although 
direct  light  shouM  be  cut  off.  The  Intensity  of  the  llRht 

from  the  oscilloscope  is  sufficient  to  give  the  illumina- 
tion neceeeary.  The  observer  needa  no  auxiliary  appa- 
ratus through  which  to  view  the  mechanism  under  test, 

as  its  action  Is  evident  to  the  naked  eye. 
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Sapihl  Portable  Electric  Valve  and  Toolpost 

Grinding  Machine 
An  electric-driven  portable  grinding  machine  having 

a  wide  range  of  uses  has  recently  been  placed  on  the 
market  by  the  General  Tool  &  Equipment  Co.,  70  Mon- 

roe St.,  Chicago,  111.  The  tool,  which  is  designated  as 
the  Sapihl  portable  electric  grinding  machine,  is  adapted 
to  general  use. 

The  chief  feature  of  the  device  is  that  all  running 
parts  are  equipped  with  ball  bearings,  both  in  the  mo- 

tor and  in  the  wheel  and  work  spindles.     The  accom- 

SAPIHL   PORTABLE   KLBCTRIC   GRINDING    AIACHI.VE 

panying  illustration  shows  the  device  arranged  for 
grinding  the  poppet  valves  of  automotive  engines,  with 
a  valve  held  in  place  in  the  chuck.  The  chuck  can  be 
indexed  to  give  any  angle  desired  to  the  valve,  and  it 
is  mounted  on  a  compound  slide  so  that  it  can  be  both 
traver.sed  across  the  wheel  and  fed  in  toward  it. 

The  work-carrying  spindle  i.s  rotated  by  means  of 
connections  from  the  grinding  spindle,  although  it  can 
be  disengaged  while  the  motor  is  running.  The  ream- 

ers for  machining  the  valves  in  the  motor  block  can  also 
be  sharpened  in  the  machine,  thus  insuring  that  the 
.'^ame  angle  is  obtained  on  both  the  valve  and  the  seat. 

The  motor  and  spindle  unit  can  be  detached  from  the 
base  and  employed  separately  on  machine  tools  for 
light  grinding  operations.  It  can  be  readily  mounted 
on  the  toolpost  of  a  lathe  foi'  performing  both  internal 
and  external  grinding.  The  motor  is  driven  from  a 
convenient  lighting  circuit,  so  that  it  may  be  attached 
wherever  a  lighting  -socket  is  available.  It  is  controlled 
by  means  of  a  snap  switch  on  the  cord.  It  is  adjustably 
mounted  on  the  two  upright  bars,  and  can  be  raised 
by  means  of  a  knurled  screw  for  tightening  the  belt, 
and  then  clamped. 

The  spindle  is  mounted  in  doublerrow  S.  K.  F.  self- 
aligning  bearings.  The  height  of  the  spindle  can  be 
varied  by  means  of  an  adjusting  screw.  Both  internal 
and  external  work  can  be  done,  extension  spindles  be- 

ing furnished  for  the  latter.  A  heavy  extension  spindle 
can  also  be  furnished  for  large  internal  grinding. 

The  machine  can  be  employed  as  an  ordinary  abrasive 
wheel  for  the  general  uses  required  around  the  shop, 
such  as  sharpening  tools  and  grinding  contact  points. 

"Marvel"  No.  2  Portable  Motor-Driven 
Draw-Cut  Hacksawing  Machine 

The  Armstrong-Blum  Manufacturing  Co.,  333  N. 
Francisco  Ave.,  Chicago,  111.,  has  recently  placed  on  the 
market  a  portable  motor-driven  style  of  its  "Marvel" 
No.  2  draw-cut  hacksawing  machine.  The  machine, 
which  is  similar  in  general  characteristics  to  that  de- 

scribed on  page  215,  Vol.  40  of  American  Machinist,  has 
a  capacity  for  work  6  x  6  in.  in  section  on  long  stroke, 
and  8  X  8  in.  on  short  stroke.  Blades  from  12  to  17  in. 
in  length  can  be  used. 

The  motor  is  attached  to  the  rear  of  the  machine,  so 
that  the  chips  from  the  saw  do  not  get  into  it,  and  it  is 
connected  by  means  of  a  silent  chain  to  the  driving 
crankshaft.  The  gears,  sprockets  and  chain  are  entirely 
inclosed  in  a  cast-iron  housing,  and  run  i;i  oil.  The 
motor  is  of  J  hp.  and  can  be  furnished  for  the  style  of 
electric  current  that  is  available,  for  either  power  or 
lighting  circuits. 

When  the  machine  is  furnished  with  a  motor. that  can 
be  operated  from  a  lighting  circuit,  a  plug  receptable 
is  attached  to  the  top  of  the  switch  box,  so  that  the 
motor  can  be  easily  connected  to  any  available  lamp 
socket  by  means  of  an  extension  cord.  In  this  way,  the 
machine  can  be  moved  to  the  place  where  the  work  is  to 
be  done,  and  connected  to  a  convenient  lighting  circuit. 

The  portable  feature  is  of  particular  value  when  work 
is  being  done  on  structural  or  ornamental  iron,  on  sheet 
metal,  or  on  parts  that  cannot  be  easily  transported  in 
a  garage  or  machine  shop.  The  whole  machine  can  be 
mounted  on  a  small  platform  truck,  so  that  it  may 
be  moved  to  any  part  of  the  plant  where  a  job  must  be 
done.  This  truck  mounting  is  particularly  useful  for 
maintenance  and  millwright  departments. 

An  inclosed  externally  operated  fused  switch  is  at- 
tached to  the  front  of  the  gear  housing,  and  all  wiring 

between  the  switch  and  the  motor  is  inclosed  in  conduit. 

•■M.VRVEL"  NO.  2  POKTAlil-E  HACKSAWING   MACHIMO 

The  starting  handle  on  the  front  of  the  machine  is  con- 
nected to  the  switch  so  that  the  method  of  operation 

is  just  the  same  as  that  of  a  belt-driven  machine.  The 
motor  and  the  machine  are  started  by  moving  the  han- 

dle to  the  left,  and  they  are  stopped  by  moving  it  to  the 

right.  Thus,  no  clutch  is  required.  When  a  cut  is  com- 
pleted, the  saw  frame  trips  the  starting  handle  and  auto- 

matically opens  the  switch  and  stops  the  motor. 
The  vise  holding  the  work  is  only  191  in.  from  the 

floor.  The  length  overall  of  the  complete  machine  is  52 
in.,  while  the  extreme  width  is  18  in.  The  machine 
weighs  350  lb.  net,  and  450  lb.  when  crated  for  shipping. 
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T»waotor  Model  C  Gasoline 
Industrial  Tractor 

Aa  la*Hftrial  Uactor  drivw  by  a  gaMlin*  encin* 

ip*Ut  of  fMwral  UM  about  a  machiiM  plant  has 
mcaHir  baoa  placod  on  the  market  by  the  Towmotor  Coh 

mt  BmI  Ittai  9L,  Cievelaiid.  Ohio.  The  accompany- 
iat  WilirtlM  alMw*  the  Model  C  machine,  which  has 
a  Bonaal  drawbar  pull  uf  1.150  pounds. 
Om  of  tlM  principal  features  of  the  machine  is  the 

naall  tumlac  radius,  aa  the  minimum  outside  turning 
radius  b  only  5  ft.  S  in.  The  machine  is  driven  by  the 
two  nar  wKmIs  and  steered  by  the  two  front  ones. 
Caat-«t«cl  disk  wheels  fitted  with  Timken  bearings  are 
prortdad.  Tbe  tires  are  solid  rubber;  the  front  ones 
art  16  X  SI  in.,  and  the  rear  22  x  3)  in.  double. 
A  foar>cylinder.  iour-c>xle  motor  stated  to  deliver 

ZS  brake  horsepower  at  2.000  r.p.m.  is  employed.  A 
battaor  is  BKmnted  under  the  truck  for  ignition  and 
f«r  apcrBtiac  the  starting  motor.  A  thermo-xyphon 
coollag  DTStem  is  provided.  The  6-gai.  gasoline  tank 
feeda  bjr  gravity  and  is  located  in  front  of  the  driver. 
The  dutch  has  a  single  plate,  and  the  transmission 
one  speed  forward  and  one  reverse. 

Fabric  universal  joints  are  pUced  between  the  trans- 
■iasioo  and  the  rear  axle,  which  is  of  the  internal- 

TUW'Mtrrult  UUUt.1.  «    OAnuLIM-.  I.nuCSTKIAL  TKAtTtiU 

gMI  Ji  ivrn  type.  It  is  fuU-floating.  runs  on  Timken 
bearings  and  glvca  a  speed  reduction  of  8  to  1.  The 
tmw  hna  a  dtpth  of  91  In.  and  rests  on  semi-elliptic 
spriagi  at  both  the  front  and  rear.  Brakes  of  the 
intemaWxpanding  type  are  located  on  the  rear  wheels. 
The  mf  him  has  •  spssd  from  1  to  8  miles  per  hour. 
Bompers  nude  of  l-in.  steel  plate  are  provided  at 

both  frool  md  rear  for  the  full  width  of  the  chaasis. 
Tkeoe  hiwpirs  five  protection  to  the  vital  parts  of 
tko  aMKbin*  jad  serve  for  pushing  operations.  Coup- 
Ha0i  on  both  tbe  front  and  rear  are  adjustable  for 
hsigbt  Tbe  wbeel  buM  of  the  machine  is  40  in.  Its 
otnaB  teagtb  b  72  in.,  and  the  width  40  in.  It  weighs 

UOt  poead^ 

Uockford  Milling  Machine  Co. 

Sprintf  Collet  Chuck 
A  chuck  for  hol<ling  xpring  coll«'t.s  has  recently  lieen 

placed  on  the  nutrket  by  the  Rock  ford  Milling  Miuhine 
Co.,  Rockford,  III.  The  device  is  intended  for  grippintr 
email  rods,  straight  shank  drills,  milling  cutters  and 
parts  that  are  to  be  rotated  in  a  spindle. 

As  the  accompanying  illustration  showH,  the  chuck 
consists  of  a  body  to  which  it*  attached  a  shank  at  it.s 
rear  end  and  which  has  a  tapered  hole  at  the  front 

KOCKKUUU  tfflUNU   CULLUT  CHUCK 

end.  The  collet  flts  the  tapered  hole  in  the  nose  of  the 
chuck  and  is  drawn  back  in  place  by  a  worm  wheel 
threaded  on  the  inside  to  fit  the  threads  on  the  en<l  of 

the  collet.  It  can  be  quickly  moved  in  and  out  by  turn- 
ing the  worm  with  the  key  wrench.  Turning  to  the 

right  draws  the  collet  against  the  taper  and  closes  it 
uniformly  from  all  sides.  Turning  to  the  left  forces 
the  collet  out. 

The  small  nose  on  the  collet  makes  it  possible  to 
bring  work  very  close  to  the  chuck.  The  shank  of  the 
drill  or  milling  cutter  is  gripped  throughout  almost 
its  entire  length,  sr)  that  rigidity  is  increased  and  the 
tendency  to  crystallize  and  break  the  cutter  is  reduced. 
There  are  no  projecting  parts  to  catch  the  hands  of  the 

operator. The  device  is  made  of  hardened  and  ground  alloy 
steel.  The  shank  can  be  furnished  to  fit  any  spindle 

of  standard  tapi>r.  The  chuck  is  adapted  particularly 
to  lathe  as  well  as  to  milling  machine  u.se,  as  when 

gripping  st«xk  no  draw-in  attachment  is  necessary.  The 
chuck  is  ordinarily  made  in  three  sizes  having  B.  &  S. 
tapers  of  9,  10  and  11,  respectively.  Collets  up  to  1  in. 
in  diameter  can  be  held. 

Chanjfcs  in  "Modern"  Cuttinjf-Off  Machine 
The  cutting-off  machine  made  by  the  Modern  Machine 

Tool  Co.,  601  Water  St.,  Jackson,  Mich.,  for  cutting 

pipe,  tubing  and  solid  bars,  both  round  and  hexagon, 
has  recently  been  altered  in  design  so  that  it  appears 
as  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration.  The  speclfl* 
cations  and  general  dimensions  of  the  machine  are  the 

same  as  formerly,  as  it  is  made  in  sizes  having  maximum 

capacities  of  1,  2  and  3  in.  outside  diameter. 
The  principal  changes  lie  in  the  method  of  handling 

the  stock  and  the  positions  of  the  control  levers.  Although 

the  No.  1  machine  is  oquipped  with  the  roll  feed,  such  aa 

formerly  used,  the  two  Urger  sizes  are  now  provided 
with  a  double  live  roller  feed  for  feeding  the  stock 

through  the  spindle.  An  automatic  stop  is  provided  on 
all  sizes  of  the  machine  for  gaging  the  length  of  the  piece 

being  cut. 

The  stop  for  the  stock  is  operated  from  the  tool- 
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block.  The  arrangement  is  such  that  as  the  toolblock 
is  moved  out  to  clear  the  tool  after  the  cut,  the  last  part 
of  its  travel  moves  the  stock  stop  about  fa  in.,  and 
brings  it  up  to  position  for  properly  locating  the  work. 
As  soon  as  the  toolblock  is  fed  in  to  start  the  cut,  a 
spring  causes  the  stop  to  move  back  clear  of  the  work 

"MODEIiX"    CUTTING-OFF    MACHINE 

again.  In  this  way  the  stop  does  not  wear  due  to  the 
rotation  of  the  work,  and  the  work  itself  can  drop  away 
from  the  tool  after  it  is  cut  off.  A  stop  pin  is  arranged 
so  that  the  operator  can  tell  when  the  tool  is  clear  of 
the    work. 

The  double  live  roller  feed  for  feeding  the  stock 
through  the  spindle  is  driven  through  a  worm  and 
gears  from  the  cone  pulley  shaft.  As  the  machine  is 
slowed  up  to  accommodate  large  stock,  the  feed  is  also 
slowed.  The  feed  rolls  run  continuously.  They  are 
so  trunnioned  and  connected  with  the  lever  operating 
the  collet  that  the  movement  opening  the  collet  brings 
the  rolls  simultaneously  up  to  the  stock.  A  further 
slight  pressure  on  the  lever  feeds  the  stock  through  the 
spindle  against  the  stop.  The  back  movement  of  the 
collet  lever  throws  the  rolls  clear  of  the  stock  and  closes 
the  collect. 

The  lever  controlling  the  collet  is  placed  in  a  vertical 
position,  and  the  mechanism  altered  so  that  movement 
is  much  easier  than  in  the  former  model.  In  running 
the  machine,  it  is  not  necessary  for  the  operator  to 
remove  his  hands  from  the  two  levers.  A  pull  of  the 
left  hand  on  the  collet  control  lever  opens  the  collet 
and  feeds  the  stock  through  the  spindle  up  to  the  stop. 
A  push  closes  the  collet;  and  on  stock  up  to  3  in.  in 
length  of  small  diameter  there  is  no  perceptible  wait 
for  the  feeding  of  the  stock. 

A  movement  of  the  right  hand  on  the  tool  feed  lever 
then  causes  the  tool  to  feed  into  the  work.  When  the 
cut  is  finished,  the  reverse  movement  of  this  lever  pulls 
the  tool  from  the  work  and  brings  the  automatic  stop 
into  place  ready  for  positioning  the  next  piece.  Since 
a  very  large  number  of  pieces  are  cut  off  per  hour, 
the  economy  of  effort  and  time  on  the  part  of  the 
operator  is  of  considerable  importance  and  enables  an 
increase  in  the  rate  of  production  of  the  parts. 

Hanna  Last-Head  Boiler  Riveting  Machine 
The  Hanna  Engineering  Works,   1765  Elston  Ave., 

Chicago,  111.,  has  just  completed  and  shipped  the  large 
riveting  machine  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 

tion, for  use  when  riveting  through  the  manhole  the 
last  head  in  a  boiler.    The  reach  of  the  unit  is 
from  14  to  18  in.,  and  the  gap  35  in.     The 
capacity  is  1,000  tons.    The  machine  may  be 
arranged  with  either  a  straight-push  hydraulic 
actuating  mechanism,  or  with  the  Hanna  pneu- 

matic mechanism.    The  diameter  of  the  cylin- 
der is  18  in.,  and  the  stroke  of  the  die  5J 

inches. 
The  machine  is  arranged  for  portable  use 

in  two  positions,  and  suspension  is  made  with 
the  dies  vertical.  It  swivels  about  a  point 
close  to  the  center  of  gravity,  so  that  the 
stationary  die  can  be  swung  on  and  off  the 
manufactured  head  of  the  rivet  in  a  direction 
very  nearly  parallel  to  the  line  of  travel 
of  the  die.  The  mass  or  weight  of  the 
riveter  is  thus  not  lifted  nor  lowered  dur- 

ing riveting. 
The  distance  from  the  center  of  the  beam 

stake,  which  is  of  forged  alloy  steel,  to  the 
end  face  of  the  die  standing  thereon  is  30  in., 
allowing  a  60-in.  shell  to  be  accommodated. 
The  length  of  this  die  can  be  varied  in  con- 

junction with  the  opposite  die  to  take  care  of 
shells  as  small  as  42  in.  in  diameter.  The  dis- 

tance from  the  axis  of  the  dies  to  the  long 
face  of  the  throat  is  16  in.  The  machine  is  used  on 

high-pressure  containers,  in  which  the  rivets  are  1^  in. 
in  diameter  and  the  plates  H  in.  thick,  requiring  a 
heavy  machine.    It  has  a  weight  of  9.900  pounds. 

HANNA  LAST-HEAD   BOILER    RIVETING   MACHINE 
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Midwest  Box  Rails  and  SImI  Strinf  era 

la  M^r  to  rtvv  cpMd  and  mat  of  inaUlUtion  whrn 

chanical   •qaipoMBl,   particularb'   overhead 
,  ̂ _cli  M  Unwhiifta,  •  aystem   of   anchorage 

  la  the  fonn  of  rolM  iImI  •ectioiw  deaiffnated 

M  box  r»ib  aad  ct«*i  •tringvrs.  ia  now  beinc  manufiu- 

l«n«l  ̂   tiM  MkhfoM  Stwl  *  Supply  Co..  Inc..  with 

g«awal  dfcw  at  tS  Weak  44th  St..  New  York.  N.  Y. 

na  ban  ralla  ara  a  aert  of  continuous  socket  inM>rt ; 

a  9»ai  Mm  af  tlMm  can  ba  obuined  by  referring  to 

Pig.  L  TbiT  ar«  couideraUy  baavier  than  the  ordinary 

•ackat  iwarta,  and  bav«  a  croaa-aertional  area  that  is 

I  iiwHanbtr  gnmtm,  ao  as  to  (ive  utrength.  They 

c^  ba  faraMMd  in  any  lensth  required,  and  are  usually 

hm^  iato  tha  callinfs  or  walb  of  concrete  buildiriK-^ 

during  erartion.  A  surface  sk>t  is  left  exposed,  and 

thnwcb  the  ose  of  a  special  bolt  which  can  be  slipped 

into  the  abt  at  any  point  and  given  a  quarter  turn, 

aodMraga  aapport  can  be  provided  for  machinery,  mo- 

ton^  tnuMMlaaion  lines,  sprinkler  ayttteni.M  and  ap- 

l^nrtw  \hf*  naad  be  supported  from  the  ceiling  or  wall. 

TIm  rafl  can  also  be  employed  for  supporting  trolley 

baaaM  for  Moaorail  conveyor  systems,  in  the  side  walls 

af  b^iW^gp  for  earrjring  erana  rails,  and  in  the  floor  for 

j|ifTrf4iiy  btfga  proas M  and  machinery.  Sections  of  box 

adapted  to  an.v  type  of  building  contruction,  as  they 
are  attachable  to  either  wooden  or  steel  girders. 

One  of  the  principal  features  of  the  system  is  its 

flexibility,  as  adjustment  in  either  direction  is  provide*!, 

and  unita  can  U-  added,  taken  away  or  re-positioned  to 
take  care  of  additional  etjuipment.  changes  in  location 

no.  I— MIUW BOX    K.ilUi  I.S   ll^MITIU.V 
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ra0  can  ba  Inserted  vertically  into  side  walls  of  store- 
roaaa  and  stock  rooms,  and  brackets  for  carrying  shelves 

or  be-  etock  can  be  clampad  to  them  The  advanUge  of 
thU  method  of  inatallatkm  is  that  practically  any  type 
of  bracket  can  be  oaad.  and  the  space  between  them 
mm  be  readily  varied. 

Since  the  box  rail  is  osuatly  insUlled  with  iU  out- 
face floab  with  the  concrete  or  brick,  it  can  be 

I  baiM>  for  elertric  motors.     It  thus  pro- 
n  raaga  of  adjust mrnt  suflkient  to  take  care  of 

the  belt  alach  without  cutting  out  a  piece  of  the  belting. 
Tbe  atsal  atringrrs  arc  also  rolled  atael  sections  of 

vartotts  staaa.  aad  can  be  fumislted  in  even  foot  lengths. 
Tbey  ai*  tmf-  directly  related  to  the  intallation  of 
machinery  and  traaamiaaion  lines,  and  in  conjunction 
aitfc  alaadard  bolts  Sad  clipa  they  form  a  system  for 

Uasaiiafla  and  countershafts,  aa  well  as  other 

anuipieuL    Pig.  1  shows  a  pair  of  string- 
by  boHa  in  the  box  rails,  while  Pig.  2 

the  siHiVMS  allwfkti*  to  ovarbead  I-beams  and 
strfagars.    Tba  atringeni  are 

KIO.  »— MIUWKST  8TKKI,  STULNOKKa  CWHHYl.NU 
LINE  SHAKTINtl 

and  such  contingencies  that  arise.  In  the  erection  of 

the  stringers,  no  holes  need  be  made,  nor  tools  except 
wrenches  employed. 

Industrial  plants  can  carry  assorted  lengths  of  steel 

.Htringers  in  stock  to  provide  for  emergencies  such  as 

breakdowns  or  the  erection  of  temporary  countershafts. 

In  this  way,  the  steel  stringers  can  be  employed  in- 
stead of  wooden  ones.  Of  course,  they  are  not  aflTected 

hy  shrinkage  or  warping  under  varying  temperature 
conditiuns,  as  are  the  wooden  stringers. 

Bruce  Precision  Eccentric  Borinjf  Head 
The  Precision  &  Thread  (Jrinder  Manufacturing  Co., 

1  South  21»t  St.,  Philadelphia,  I'a..  has  recently  added 
to  its  line  the  Bruce  precision  eccentric  boring  head  that 
is  Illustrated  herewith.  The  tool  is  intended  especially 

for  application  to 
drilling  and  milling 

machines  when  bor- 

ing Jigs  and  flxtures, 
and  also  when  index 

boring.  The  two 
members  sliding  on 

each  other  are  pro- 
vided with  a  gib  to 

take  up  wear.  One 
member  carries  a 
shank  to  flt  the  spin- 

dle of  the  machine, 
and  the  other  an 

adaptor  to  hold  the 
cutting  tool.  The 
eccentricity  of  the 
tool  can  be  varied  by 

means  of  the  mi- 
crometer screw. 

Tba  head  is  made  in  four  sizes,  the  capacities  being. 

reapactJvely,  I  to  1»  In..  )  to  2J  in.,  J  to  4  in.  and  1  <o 

6  In.  The  adaptors  furnished  with  each  size  permit  of 

holding  different  sizes  of  drills,  so  th.it  the  tool  can  be 
naed  for  both  drilling  and  boring. 

DttUCB  I'HISCIHIUN    UulllNU    HKAU 
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Hoefer  Special  Bali-Bearing  Multiple- 
Spindle  Drilling  Machine 

The  machine  shown  hei-ewith  has  recently  been  de- 
veloped by  the  Hoefer  Manufacturing  Co.,  Freeport, 

111.,  to  provide  both  speed  and  accuracy  on  light  drilling 
work  of  a  certain  class.  The  work  shown  on  the 
machine  is  a  die  plate  employed  in  the  manufacture  of 

ft       i'^  '^m 

J^^HK~^BJHft— 3 
|^^^^^^^^M!lfcuMl>'  f 

* 
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HOKFER  SPECTAT.  MULTIFILE   DRILLING   MACHINE 

accounting  machines  for  punching  the  cards,  although 
with  modifications  the  machine  can  be  employed  for 
other  work  of  a  similar  nature. 

The  machine  itself  is  the  regular  high-speed,  ball- 
bearing drilling  machine  made  by  the  concern.  It  is 

equipped  with  an  automatic  cam  feed  and  return  mo- 
tion, so  that  practically  the  only  work  required  of  the 

operator  is  indexing  the  jig  and  replacing  the  drilled 
parts.  The  head  itself  is  heavy  enough  to  maintain 
alignment  of  all  the  parts.  It  has  nine  drilling  spindles, 
all  driven  from  the  main  spindle  of  the  machine.  It 
is  counterbalanced  by  a  weight  in  the  column,  but 
springs  are  also  added  between  the  head  and  the  die 
plate  to  assist  in  raising  it  after  the  cut  has  been  made. 
The  springs  can  be  seen  on  the  two  hardened  guide  rods 
that  keep  the  head  and  the  jig  in  correct  alignment 
relative  to   each   other. 

The  wol-k  is  located  by  means  of  dowel  pins  on  the 
upper  table  of  the  indexing  jig,  which  is  provided  with 
an  oil  basin  for  cutting  compound.  The  pins  aid  in 
properly  replacing  the  work,  should  it  be  necessary  to 

remove  it.  The  work-holding  ♦^able  is  placed  on  the 
compound  table  of  the  machine,  so  that  it  can  be  moved 
both  longitudinally  and  transversely.  The  pitch  of  each 
screw  is  such  that  one  turn  moves  the  table  the  exact 
distance  between  the  holes  in  the  work.  Across  the 
top  of  the  jig  there  is  a  heavy  steel  plate  in  which  are 
located  the  liner  and  the  slip  bushings  which  guide  the 

drills.  The  guide  rods  for  the  head  are  also  secured 
to  this  plate.  The  arrangement  is  such  that  the  plate 
does  not  interfere  with  the  movement  of  the  work  and 
the  compound  table. 

The  die  plate  being  drilled  in  the  illustration  given 
is  from  }  to  i  in.  in  thickness,  and  has  12  rows  of  45 
holes  each.  Since  the  holes  are  too  close  to  drill  ad- 

jacent ones,  every  fifth  hole  in  a  row  is  drilled  at  the 
same  time,  so  that  a  row  can  be  completed  in  five 
operations.  The  center  distance  between  adjacent  holes 
are  not  permitted  to  vary  more  than  0.0005  in.  It  is 
stated  that  the  540  holes  in  a  plate  can  be  drilled  in 
22  min.,  although  from  3  to  4  hr.  are  required  to  drill 
them  by  means  of  a  single-spindle  machine. 

Motor  Base  with  Speed-Reducing  Gears 
A  cast-iron  base  for  electric  motors,  having  as  an 

integral  part  a  secondary  shaft  and  speed-reducing 
gears,  has  been  placed  upon  the  market  by  the  Bridge- 

port Motor  Co.,  Inc.,  Bridgeport,  Conn.  It  is  intended 
for  use  in  places  where  space  is  limited  and  where  it 
is  desired  to  drive  a  lineshaft  directly  from  the  motor 
without  resorting  to  the  extreme  diameters  of  pulleys 
that  would  otherwise  be  necessary  to  obtain  a  large 
speed  reduction  with  a  plain  belt  drive. 
The  secondary  shaft  is  mounted  in  two  pedestal 

bearings  having  bronze  sleeves  and  the  ring  oilers 
usual  to  motor  construction.  The  driven  gear  is  of 
cast  iron  and  the  motor  pinion  of  rawhide,  composition, 
fabroil  or  any  other  of  the  materials  used  for  noiseless 
gear  drives.  Permanent  gear  guards  form  a  part  of 
the  unit. 

The  smaller  member  of  the  secondary  drive  is  keyed 
to  the  shaft  opposite  the  main  gear,  and  may  be  a 
plain  pulley  or  a  sprocket  according  to  whether  the 
drive  is  to  be  by  belt  or  silent  chain.  The  unit  may 
stand  upon  or  be  suspended  from  cast-iron  screw- 
adjusted  guideways  for  floor  or  ceiling  mounting,  thus 
providing  adjustment  of  center  distances  to  maintain 
belt   tension. 

The   unit   is   complete   as   shown    in  the   illustration 

.MOTOR   BASE    W  ITH    Sl^EEU-REDUCTlON   GEARING 

with  gear,  pinion  and  guards,  but  without  the  motor. 
It  can  be  furnished  to  specifications  to  suit  any  stan- 

dard make  of  motor  from  h  to  50  hp.,  and  with  gear 
ratios  of  3,  4,  5,  6  or  7  to  1.  Larger  or  smaller  units 

or  other  gear  ratios  will  be  furnished  upon  ordei-. 
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*9taiMUrtr  Automatic  Millinji:  Machine 
Th»  Staadkrd  BactiM»rinc  Work*.  Fawtuckvi.  R.  I.. 

iMsd  to  Ra  line  of  milling  in*chin<«  a 
f«r  MrtMMliealr  adlUac  th»  aqoarM  on  taps 

HrfodMraMl  wmkwhmmm iqiMr*  ia  required.    The 
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SO  that  only  clear  oil  is  drawn  into  the  pump.  One 
collet,  a  countershaft  and  wrenches  nre  furnished  a^ 
reffular  equipment.  With  the  e<|uipment,  the  weight  of 
the  machine  is  1,200  lb.  The  floor  space  occupied  is 
27  X  S8  inches. 

Could  &  Eberhardt  Jib  Crane  for  Shapers 
A  jib  crane  to  facilitate  the  handlinir  of  htuivy  work 

in  and  out  of  the  vise  of  »  shiiper  hns  recently  been 
developed  by  Gould  &  Eberhardt,  Newark.  N.  J.  The 
crane  eliminates  the  use  of  overhead  traveling  cranes 
for  this  work,  and  is  intended  especially  for  railroad 
shops,  steel  mills  and  industries  where  heavy  work  is 
handled. 

As  can  be  seen  by  the  accompanying  illustration,  the 
crane  ia  attached  to  the  frame  of  the  shaper  in  two 
places,  and  is  located  on  the  side  of  the  machine  op- 
posite  that  on  which  the  operator  stands.  Since  the 
machine  is  driven  directly  by  a  motor  and  no  belts 
are  in  the  way,  the  crane  can  be  revolved  completely 
around.  The  crane  will  handle  the  maximum  weight 
of  work  that  the  machine  is  capable  of  doing. 

The  mast  is  made  of  heavy  wrought-steel  pipe  and 
securely  clamped  to  the  frame  of  the  machine.  The 
boom  is  an  I-beam  of  suflkient  strength  to  carry  1,000 
lb.  at  its  outer  end.  A  trolley  for  carrying  a  chain 
block  or  motor  hoist  runs  on  the  boom.  A  cap  attached 
to  the  mast  carries  a  ball  and  socket  type  of  bearing, 
on  which  the  cast-steel  upper  pintle  rests.  The  boom 
is  thus  properly  aligned  at  all  times,  so  that  it  can  be 

s\\-ung  with  but  slight  side  pressure. 
The  machine  itself  has  all  levers  within  easy  reach 

from  the  operating  position,  so  that  the  operator  can 
start  and  stop  the  machine  and  still  remain  close  to 
the  work  being  done.     It  has  single-pulley  drive  and  a 

whirh  is  herewith  fllustrated.  ia  fully  auto- 
kaving  magasine  feed  and  a  mechanically  opened 

•ad  cloeed  coUet. 
Two  otttera  are  used  on  the  arbor  to  straddle  mill 

tW  work.  After  the  first  pass  the  work  is  withdrawn 
fron  between  the  cutters  and  automatically  indexed  90 

der.:  UMl  then  the  other  two  sides  are  milled.  An  ad- 
Joatable  work  stop  is  provided  which  insures  the  same 
IngtJi  of  cat  M  an  pieeea  of  a  lot  The  work  when 
fvlsMad  froai  tke  collet  falls  on  an  inclined  screen  on 
Ike  tabls^  from  which  it  roQs  into  a  chute  which  carries 
ft  to  •  box  on  the  iloor. 

Tho  drive  b  from  a  eooBtorshaft  to  the  rear  shaft 
•f  the  naehiM  by  ■  21-in.  belt.  Power  ia  trsnsmitted 
to  •  jackshaft  directly  below  the  rear  shaft,  then  through 
•  alWnt  chain  to  the  worm  and  wormgear  to  the  drum 
eaa.  which  ha*  a  pathway  cut  to  move  the  table. 

The  epladla  ia  mottnted  in  phos(Aior-bmnxe  bearings 
with  OMAaa  provided  to  take  up  any  wear  which  may 
oerwr.  It  Is  driven  by  •  S-in.  belt  from  the  rear  shaft. 
A  crank  ia  provided  bf  which  the  machine  may  be 
torasd  over  bjr  hand  when  setting  up.  One  man  can 
apsrati  thrse  machlnea,  as  all  that  is  required  is  to 
keep  the  •agnilnn  fulL  The  normal  production  on 
M«L  stock  to  fltated  to  be  MO  pieces  per  hour  per 

4NI  to  MwB>i  te  the  cotters  by  •  chainniriven  geared 
p«M  fmmtatt  at  %  eoastaot  speed.    The  tank  b  kxated 
a<  f^  rmr  of  the  Machine  and  th»  oil  drains  from  the 
USe  thrsogh  Ihslble  hose  beck  to  the  Unk.    The  Unk 

.hm-*mp  eonpartaMota  divided  by  a  fine  mesh  screen. 

OOULD  a  IBBKHHARr>T  JtB  CRAWB  Off  SHAPiSH 

selective-type  gear  box,  with  heat-treated  steel  gears 
running  In  oil.  Eight  changes  of  speed,  ranging  from 
9  to  116  strokes  per  minute,  are  available. 
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Veeder  Heavy-Case  Reset  Ratchet  Counter 
The  Veeder  Manufacturing  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn.,  has 

recently  brought  out  the  stroke  counter  herewith  illus- 
trated, under  the  name  of  the  Veeder  heavy-case  reset 

ratchet  counter.  The  device  is  especially  applicable  to 
heavy  presses  and  other  machinery  where  it  is  subjected 
to  severe  strains  from  rough  usage,  vibration  or  care- 

less handling.  The  case  is  extra  heavy  and  the  count- 
ing mechanism  of  unusually  rugged  construction. 

The  figure  wheels  are  of  large  size,  enabling  the  dial 
to  be  read  with  ease  from  a  distance  of  10  ft.  or  more. 
A  substantial  stop  limits  the  movement  of  the  operating 
lever  to  the  amount  necessary  to  register  on  the  dial. 
The  lever  is  adjustable  upon  the  stem  and  may  be  set 
in  any  desired  angular  position.  A  sealing  screw  of 
special  construction  fastens  the  dial  to  the  case  and 
prevents  unauthorized  tampering  with  the  reading. 

One  complete  turn  (or  less,  according  to  the  position 

VEEDKR   HEAVY-CASE   RESET  COUNTER 

of  the  figures)  of  the  wing  nut  on  the  side  of  the  case 
opposite  the  operating  lever  immediately  returns  the 
reading  to  zero.  The  counter  is  ordinarily  provided 
with  a  five-figure  dial  and  reset  as  shown  in  the  illus- 

tration, but  it  can  be  furnished  if  desired  with  a  six- 
figure  dial  by  omitting  the  resetting  feature. 

Forbes  &  Myers  Reel  for  Portable 
Electric  Grinder  Cord 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  reel  that  has 
recently  been  developed  by  Forbes  &  Myers,  172  Union 
St.,  Worcester,  Mass.,  for  holding  the  flexible  cord  that 
is  attached  to  a  portable  electric  grinder  or  drill. 
These  tools  are  ordinarily  connected  to  a  light  socket 
by  means  of  a  flexible  cord  which  is  allowed  to  drag  over 
the  floor  as  the  operator  moves  from  one  position  to 
another,  so  that  the  cord  frequently  receives  injury 
from  being  walked  on  or  catching  on  sharp  projections. 
Preventing  the  cable  from  dragging  on  the  floor  greatly 
increases  its  life. 

In  the  reel  there  is  a  spring  strong  enough  to  wind 
up  the  cable  and  keep  it  off  the  floor,  but  not  strong 
enough  to  annoy  the  operator  as  he  uses  the  tool.  The 
reel  is  adapted  to  use  with  different  types  of  portable 
electric-driven  tools,  but  is  regularly  furnished  as 
shown  herewith  with  the  Model  35  portable  electric 
grinder,  together  with  35  ft.  of  flexible  cable.    With  the 

r:^3'*^^lJt  m  1 UHk^^^HlifiB 
FORBES  &  MYERS  REEL  FOR  PORTABLE  GRINDER  CORD 

reel  placed  centrally  in  a  room,  either  on  the  ceiling 
or  on  a  column,  the  length  of  cable  is  sufficient  to  reach 
with  the  tool  practically  all  positions  in  a  room  60  ft. 

square. Four  wires  are  incorporated  in  the  cable.  Three  of 
them  are  for  the  three-phase  current  which  is  ordinarily 
obtained  from  the  lighting  circuit.  The  fourth  wire  is 
a  ground  wire  connected  to  the  frame  of  the  grinder 
and  also  to  the  frame  of  the  reel.  When  the  frame  of 

the  reel  is  connected  to  a  water  pipe  or  other  per- 
manent ground,  danger  to  the  operator  from  electric 

shock  is  minimized. 

Pratt  &  Whitney  Double  Plug 
Pipe-Thread  Gage 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  gage  recently 
placed  on  the  market  by  the  Pratt  &  Whitney  Co.,  Ill 
Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y.,  for  measuring  the  taper 
of  inside  pipe 
threads.  In  use, 
the  inner,  plug 

is  first  screwed 
down  into  the 
thread  by  hand, 

and  is  then  fol- 
lowed by  the 

outer  plug,  both 
parts  being  set 
tightly  by  hand. 
The  witness 

line  on  the  in- 
ner gage  should 

come  opposite 
the  zero  line  on 

the  graduated 

upper  end  of the  handle. 
Variation  from 
the  true  taper 
can  be  read 
directly  on  the 
scale.  As 
marked  on  the 

handle,  each  di- 
vision repre- 

sents a  variation  of  0.002  in.  in  the  pitch  diameter  in  a 
length  of  2  in.,  this  length  being  the  distance  covered  by 
the  gage.  The  method  of  marking  enables  very  rapid 
reading  of  the  error  in  the  taper. 

p.  &  VV.   DOUBLE  PLUG 
PIPE-THREAD  GAGE 
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Coffin  Foundation  Fund 
Announced 

Fmr  matmamgiaf  mni  rrwardinc  atnr- 
io*  ki  Ik*  litrtnral  OaM.  th»  G«Mrml 
BlRtfie  OiapMijr  %m»  •»(  maU»  m  fund 
9t  9MMM^  to  br  known  u  tlw 

A.  Cttkt  Foundation."  the  in- wIlMl  will  br  dt*tribut«d 

te  P'^i*'*  to  it*  pmployer*. 
to  luriitinr.  power  and  rail- 
mkm  lor  the  improvvment  of 

to  tU  p«blic  •»  wvll  •■  fellow. 
riiips  to  ('•'■■to  atmlMiU  and  funda 

vtark  at  torlinkal  ariMwIa 

•ny  of  Uw 
^  ̂ .-  "T  toriwkal  ariMiola  in  tlw Dirfto4Stete<«. 

«M  erMt«d  bjr  tb« 
.  ̂   .  M  Ml  nprMsfcm  of  apprwia- 

tln«  far  tlM  writ  of  OuHm  A.  ObOa. 
«^  •»  to  Mqr  1«  iMt,  WM  h«d  •(  tlM 
CwwfM  Ebctrk  Companx. 

Car  Shortaire  Showg 
Decreaae 

i«^ 

«*    U.M2   can    ia    Um 
i«  ffrtMit  can  on  Novmbtr 
~«d  widi  tlut  on  N«*««b*r  8 

-—   J  to  prport.  rK«{T«l  titday  by 
tta  Car  Snvfra  Otruion  of  Um  Aiii«r- 
tanBaflvrafAMMiaUoa  freoi  Ui«  rail 
•■•■•■■•  •■  ■•  mmUj.     Tlia  damand 

far  can  to  mmww  rf  tita  carrwrt"  wyply 
174vlM  aw  waak 

Tha  akarUca  to  box  «an  toUlad 
JMM  ••  ̂ Itwatokar  IIl  a  damaM  of 
T,ni  ««M»  •  fRMk.  «Ma  Uto  ahartoca 
to  caal  can  aaM— tad  to  ttJH  can. 

2.703  fawer  than  on  November  8.  A 
dacnaaa  withm  the  week  of  4,130  waa 
rapartad  for  itock  cars,  the  total  ihort- 
act  amuuntinic  to  16,8&6.  The  ihortage 
in  rvfnircrator  rar«  totaled  8.519,  a 
dacivaie  kini-e  November  8  of  2.264. 
while  there  atao  wa*  a  decrease  within 
the  tame  period  of  69  in  the  shortage 
in  coke  car*  which  brought  the  total  to 
270  car*. 

Reporta  filed  with  the  Car  Service Division  also  showed  that  at  the  same 
time  there  were  44M6  surplus  freight 
can  of  all  classes  and  in  good  order 
aeattcred  throughout  the  country  on 
November  16. 

Tka  faaadatiaa  will  be  controlled  and 
adaUaiatond  by  a  comi»itt«v  appointed 
hr  tk»  baard.  wbicb  will  distribute  the 
VMM  iaeaaM  aa  foUewa : 
Fbto  Blaraa  UMuaand  dollars  in 

•rtoM  far  Uw  motH  signal  contributions 
Mr  aaaplaytaa  of  the  (;pnrral  Electric 
CMB^aay  toward  tbe  imrraie  of  iu  effl- 
ctoacy  9r  pra»naa  to  the  electrical  art. 
BaMad— A  cold  ledaU  to  be  known 

81  Uw  -Cbaries  A.  CoOa  Medal."  will  be 
awarded  annually  to  the  public  utility 
agaralinf  cowpaay  withm  the  United 
aiatoa  vMch  mriaa  the  year  has  made 
Iha  giaatoat  nafcribution  toward  the 
■aa  ar  atoctrie  light  and  power  for  the 
««a*aalaa>s  of  the  public.  The  com- 

pany ncviring  tbe  medal  will  alao  re- 
ealra  fljOOO. 
Tkird— A  atailar  medal  to  the  «iac- 

toic  railway  cosapany  within  tha  UnHad 

~  wbicb  darinc  the  year  has  made ■taat  eoatribution  toward  in- 
_  tba  adeanUgea  of  alactric 

traaaportotioa  for  tha  eoaveaiaaea  of 
tba  pabllc.  Tba  cooipaar  raeairlac  tha 
Bwdal  wfll  alao  raraive  $1,000. 

FaarUi— Piva  thousand  doliara  is  to 
ba  awarded  annually  for  fellowships  to 
gradaatea  of  American  coilegaa  and 
tocbafcal  afbaala  wbo,  could,  witb  ad- 
vmtofa  taattoaa  tbair  raaaanh  work 
mmr  bara  ar  abroad,  or  aoma  portion 
•r  an  of  tba  faad  awy  be  uaad  to  fnr- 
OHr  tba  naaartb  work  at  any  of 

Conference  on  Radio 
Standardization 

The  Bureau  of  SUndarda  of  the  Da- 
nartment  of  Commerce  has  called  a  con- 
lerenca  on  radio  standarditation  to  be 
held  on  Friday,  January  12.  192S,  in 
New  York  City.  The  desirability  of 
calling  a  general  conference  on  radio 
standardization  has  been  apparent  in 
many  ways,  and  this  call  is  issued  by 
the  Bureau  of  Standards  at  the  specific 
request  of  the  following  associationa 
and  organisations:  Institute  of  Radio 
Engineers.  National  Radio  Chamber 
of  Commerce.  Radio  Apparatus  Sec- 

tion, Associated  Manufacturers  of  Elec- 
trical Supplies.  National  Retail  and 

Dry  Goods  Association.  American 
Radio  Relay  League.  Radio  Corpora- 

tion of  America.  ■ 
The  purpose  of  the  conference  is  to 

consider  broadly  (1)  whether  a  formu- 
lation of  standards  for  radio  apparatus 

and  M^rvice  shall  he  made,  (2)  if  so 
what  general  classes  of  apparatus  or 
service  should  be  included,  and  (3) 
what  procedure  shall  be  recommcnde<l 
for  carrying  out  the  conclusions 
reached  by  the  conference.  If  the  con- 
ferraca  dacides  that  radio  standards 
abould  be  formulated,  it  is  expected  that 
they  will  be  prepared  with  special  con- 

sideration of  the  wide  ran^  of  inter- 
asts  which  are  concerned  with  the  sub- 

ject, and  that  these  standards  may  ulti- 
mately tie  aduptol  with  the  approval  of 

tba  American  Engineering  Standards 
Coeuaittea  as  an  American  Standard. 

Southern  Iron  Industry 
in  Full  Swing 

Tha  Southern  Metal  Trades  Associ- 
ation adrises  that  practically  all  fur- 
naces now  are  operating  in  the  Ala- 
bama district,  and  that  a  great  m«- 

Jorty  of  furnaoes  throurhnut  the  South 
BOW  ar*  again  in  pFodaclion,  with  ton- 

nage aa  a  whole  for  the  cnlirc  district 
larger  than  it  has  been  in  almost  thre<' 
year».  Kxtrrmcly  large  tonnage  or- 
den  ar*  being  raceived,  and  pig  iron 
sales  «v*r  the  South  arc  picking  up 
•toa/llly  from  we*k  to  week.  Alabama 
district  price*  nmain  practically  un- 

changed, ranging  from  $27.50  to 
$2lliM>.  Coflslderable  reductions  In 
stork  bar*  been  noted  th*  past  five  or 
aix   w*«ks  due   to   the   large   demand. 

Class  1  Railroads  Report 
Decrease  in  EarninKs 

Incomplete  reports  just  Ali>d  by  the 
railroads  with  the  Interstate  Commerce 
Commission  kHow  that  102  class  1  ronds 
having  a  total  mileage  of  137,500  miles, 
hod  a  net  operntiiiir  income  in  October 
of  $&1,7C1,30U.  This  compares  with 
$(t5,54S,(K)0  for  the  same  roads  in  Oc- 

tober, last  year. 
Oi>erating  revenues  for  the  102  roads 

totaled  $332,962,900,  an  increasa  of  1.8 
per  cent  above  tnose  for  the  aame  roads 
in  October,  last  year,  while  operating 
expenses  amounted  to  $261,070,300.  an 
increase  of  7.0  per  cent  above  the  same 
month  in  lt)21. 

Fifty-three  roads  in  the  Eastern  dis- 
trict, representing  a  total  mileage  of 

46.302  miles,  had  a  net  operating  in- 
come in  October  of  $28,679,900,  com- 
pared with  $30,666,600  for  thoN  roads 

in  October  last  year. 

Weiiirhts  and  Measures  Men 
Meet  December  8 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  institute 
will  be  held  on  Dec.  K,  1922,  at  2  p.m. 
in  Assembly  Room  No.  3  of  the  United 
Engineering  Society  Building,  29  West 
39th  St.,  New  York  City.  The  presi- 

dent will  review  the  general  situation 
affecting  the  activities  of  the  Institute 
and  make  suggestions  for  the  coming 

year. 

A  special  feature  of  the  occasion  will 
be  an  address  by  A.  G.  Christie,  pro- 

fessor of  mechanical  engineering,  Johns 
Hopkins  University. 

New  Locomotive  Works 
for  Poland 

According  to  a  report  received  from 
Poland,  H.  Cegielski  of  Posen,  pro- 

prietor of  extensive  machinery  works 
at  that  place,  will  start  the  erection  of 
a  third  Polish  locomotive  manufac- 

turing plant  in  the  early  part  of  next 
year.  I.argely  interested  in  this  new 
works  is  tVie  well-known  Belgian  firm 
of  Cockerill  at  Seruing  in  Belgium. 
Meantime  the  Polish  Railway  admin- 

istration has  placed  an  order  for  I'Hi 
locomotives  with  the  above  nameil 
Cockerill  works,  these  engines  to  be 
delivered  In  the  course  of  the  year  1923. 
The  construction  of  quite  a  number  of 
important  enifineering  plants  is  under 
consideration,  Poland  thus  ofTerinx 
quite  a  market  for  machinery  and  tools. 

First  Radio  Exposition 
The  first  American  radio  expoMitlon 

will  be  held  in  Grand  Central  I'ulucc 
December  21  to  30.  To  date  fifty  manu- 

facturers making  radio  apparatus  have 
contracted  for  space,  ancl  these  include 
the  most  important  firms  in  the  coun- 

try. Added  to  what  these  makers  will 
have  to  contribute,  thare  will  ba  various 
features  from  otner  sources  to  moke 
the  exposition  a  most  interesting  one. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
This  Week's  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  Agriculture  and  Industry; 

Based  on  Current  Developments 

By  THEODORE  H.  PRICE 
Editoi',  Commerce  and  Finance,  New  York 

(Cnpyriyhi,   riiroilnrr  H.   Price  Publishing  Corporation.   16  Exch'ani/e  Place,  \(w  York) 

r 

ABOUT  60  years  ago  in  an  essay 
/-*  upon  the  United  States,  the  great 

J.  \.  English  economist,  John  Stuart 
Mill,  said  in  effect  that  "the  American 
people  when  confronted  by  a  grave  eco- 

nomic question  have  often  seemed  upon 
the  point  of  answering  it  wrongly  but 
their  common  sense  has  in  the  end 

prevailed  and  they  have  acted  wisely." The  history  of  the  United  States 
since  Mill  made  this  observation  has 
justified  his  confidence  in  the  ultimate 
economic  sanity  of  the  people.  The 
greenback  movement,  the  free  silver 
movement  and  various  other  economic 
heresies  that  have  from  time  to  time 
been  popular  have  each  died  a  natural 
death  when  it  came  to  a  final  show 
down,  and  there  seems  to  be  every 
probability  that  the  ghosts  of  radical- 

ism by  which  the  stock  market  has  been 
so  much  scared  since  the  election  will 
soon  be  dissipated  as  by  discussion  the 
sunshine  of  common  sense  and  intel- 

ligent self  interest  is  directed  upon 
them. 

This  at  least  seenis  to  be  the  sober 
second  thought  of  the  American  fin- 

ancial world  and  as  a  result  the  security 
markets  have  been  stronger  and  their 
tone  at  the  end  of  the  week  was  dis- 

tinctly better.  There  is  no  reason  why 
a  sound  investment  security  should  not 
be  worth  as  much  now  as  when  it  was 
selling  10  points  higher.  The  value  of 
the  property  which  it  represents  is  in 
most  cases  greater.  The  prices  of  com- 

modities have  not  v/avered,  reports 
from  industries  and  corporations  have 
continued  favorable,  dividends  in  some 
casL's  have  been  increased  and  in  others 
resumed  after  long  lapses,  and  pros- 

perity is  widely  advertised  by  the  con- 
tinuing distribution  of  corporation  sur- 

p'uses  in  the  form  of  stock  dividends. 
There  is  no  doubt  that  an  autumn  trade 
of  impressive  volume  is  being  carried 
on  at  reasonably  profitable  prices. 

Money  is,  moreover,  slightly  easier 
and  business  men  are  mostly  optimistic. 
These  facts  have  been  obscured  by  the 
political  clouds  coming  out  of  the  West, 
but  they  are  becoming  manifest  to  all 
who  realize  that  few  radicals  live  up 
to  their  promise  once  they  get  to  Wash- 

ington, and  the  indications  seem  to 
favor  a  gradual  recovery  in  the  stock 
and  bond  markets  as  investors  regain 
confidence  and  commence  to  look  for 
bargains. 

The  seasonal  demand  for  money  has 
apparently  passed  its  peak.  Interrup- 

tions in  the  heretofore  continuous  in- 
crease in  the  bill  holdings  of  the 

Federal  Reserve  System  have  been  re- 
ported and  commercial  loans  of  member 

banks  have  been  declining  fitfully  sincr, 

the  middle  of  October.  '  Our  banking resources  are  so  far  in  excess  of  the 
needs  of  commerce  that  interest  rates 
are  likely  to  decline  again  and  surplus 
banking  funds,  as  in  the  past,  are  likely 
to  find   their  way  into   good   securities 

which  yield  more  than  the  going  rate for  money. 

In  the  commodity  markets  no  sen- 
sational movement  of  prices  has  taken 

place.  Sugar  advanced  quite  sharply. 
The  Cuban  stocks  of  old  crop  sugar 
are  now  completely  exhausted  but  the 
new  crop  will  be  soon  available  and 
it  is  possible  that  its  impact  will  cause 
a  temporary  decline. 

Rubber  is  up  to  27  cents  as  the 
prospect  of  co-operation  in  the  control 
and  limitation  of  supply  becomes  more 
definite.  Cotton  is  quiet  as  the  mar- 

ket waits  for  the  Government  estimate 
due  December  12th,  but  the  figures, 
whatever  they  may  be,  will  not  change 
the  facts  of  supply  and  demand,  which 
seem  fairly  equated  at  the  current  price 
level. 

Hides  have  reacted  slightly  after  a 
prolonged  advance,  but  wool  has  been 
clin^bing  higher  almost  every  day  for 
many  months  and  no  one  in  the  trade 
seems  to  expect  an  early  decline.  The 
much  discussed  lagging  of  prices  of 
agricultural  products,  which  is  held  up 
as  the  chief  obstacle  to  trade  expan- 

sion, does  not  greatly  affect  cotton  or 
wool,  and  the  advances  in  grain  and 
livestock  have  narrowed  the  price 
spread  between  the  various  groups  of 
commodities  more  than  has  possibly 
been  realized.  As  long  as  there  is  no 
unemployment  and  wages  continue  high 
further  declines  in  commodities  are  not 
to  be  expected,  and  if  the  efficiency 
enforced  by  competition  keeps  down  the 
costs  of  distribution  and  merchants  do 
not  unwisely  force  up  prices  by  en- 

deavoring to  recoup  all  their  inventory 
losses  in  this  one  season  continued  good 
trade  seems  to  be  assured. 

Railroad  earnings  for  October  were 
somewhat  disappointing.  The  failure 
of  the  roads  to  keep  pace  with  the 
tranportation  needs  of  the  country  is 
clearly  shown  in  recent  figures  of  car 
loadings.  Though  more  freight  has 
been  offered  than  at  any  time  in  the 
histoi'y  of  the  country  the  roads  have 
at  no  time  succeeded  in  carrying  as 
much  as  they  did  in  the  fall  of  1920, 
and  traffic  congestion  has  increased  the 
burden  business  has  had  to  carry. 

The  intention  of  the  Farm  Bloc  to 
force  the  much  needed  reduction  in 
freight  rates  is  therefore  announced  at 
an  unfortunate  time,  for  public  opin- 

ion will  favor  some  constructive  action 
looking  toward  cheaper  and  more  effi- 

cient transportation  rather  than  arbi- 
trary rate  slashing,  and  in  such  action 

the  compulsory  consolidations  contem- 
plated by  the  law  will  occupy  first  place. 

These  consolidations  are  therefore 
likely  to  become  important  stock  mar- 

ket influences  as  time  goes  on.  All 
industries  are  caught  in  more  or  less 
degree  between  the  mill  stones  of  high 
labor  and  material  costs  and  the  natural 
resistance  of  higher   prices,  and   many 

of  them,  are  taking  the  merger  route 
to  effect  savings  in  production  and 
gain  greater  competitive  power.  The 
absorption  by  Bethlehem  Steel  of  Mid- 
vale  and  Cambria, — providing  the  Fed- 

eral Trade  commission  does  not  inter- 

fere— and  the  contemplated  packers' 
merger  are  cases  in  point.  Nor  do  I 
think  the  tendency  should  be  dis- 

couraged. From  big  and  open  consol- 
idations the  public  has  much  to  gain 

and  nothing  to  fear,  because  they  can 
be  quickly  destroyed  when  they  become 

oppressive. 
The  ship  subsidy  has  passed  the 

House,  but  it  has  been  vitiated  by  the 
amendment  which  practically  compels 
its  renewal  every  year  by  Congress  and 
there  is  small  chanct  that  it  will  pass 
the  Senate.  It  will  not  be  as  much 
of  a  loss  as  believed  by  its  supporters, 
who  have  been  viewing  its  defeat 
through  rose-colored  glasses,  and  with 
the  Government's  income  dropping  off 
steadily  its  defeat  will  be  a  relief  to 
tax  payers. 
From  abroad  there  was  little  signifi- 

cant news  during  the  week,  though  the 
experiment  of  the  Greeks  in  executing 
a  few  of  the  leaders  who  guided  them 
to  military  disaster  must  be  set  down 
as  worth  attention  and  some  may  con- 

sider it  a  progressive  step.  The  volume 
of  German  paper  money  is  increasing 
so  fast  that  the  process  threatens  to 
become  multiplication  instead  of  addi- 

tion, and  it  is  only  a  question  of  time 
before  the  worthless  mark  is  replaced 
by  foreign  currency.  The  reflections 
of  Germany's  weakness  are  apparent 
in  the  unsteady  undertone  of  the  foreign 
exchange  markets,  where  further  de- 

clines, except  in  sterling,  are  rather 
widely  expected,  and  in  the  virtual  ces- 

sation of  the  flotation  of  foreign  loans 
in  this  country. 

Postal  Receipts  Show 
Business  Recovery 

Present  business  recovery  is  reflected 
in  United  States  postal  receipts  accord- 

ing to  the  National  Bank  of  Commerce 
in  New  York.  A  review  of  these  re- 

ceipts for  the  past  three  years  show-, 
furthermore,  that  they  provide  an  index 
of  both  seasonal  and  cyclical  variations 
in  commercial  activities. 

"Reports  from  fifty  representative 
cities  throughout  the  country,  cover- 

ing the  period  from  January  1920  to 
October  1922,  evidence  striking  similar- 

ity in  general  seasonal  trend,"  says  the 
December  number  of  the  bank's  mag- 

azine, Commerce  Monthly.  "Receipts 
are  high  in  the  early  months  of  each 
year,  reflecting  spring  trade.  They 
decline  with  midsummer  dullness  and 
rise  again  with  the  coming  of  fall 
trade.  They  reach  their  peak  with  the 
arrival  of  Christmas  activities. 
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Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Atrcf  age  of  New York,  Chicago  and CIcvclan i   Prices 

Four 
One Current Week! 
Year 

Unit 
Price 

Ago 

Ago 
Soft  ttccl  ban.. per  lb    fO.Q29S  ]H>.029S  K.0273       || 
Cold    iinithrd 

•baffini   
Rraat  rodf   per  lb.  -  . 0  0.178 0  Oi7K 0.0373 

per  lb   
0  171 0  1700 

0.15 Solder  ()  ind  )) 

per  lb   

0  24 0  23 
0  20 Cotton   watte.  . 

per  lb. 

U.tt 
0  II 0  122 

Wailirrt,   c  a  1 1 

iron  1 1  in.) .  . . per  100  lb. 
4.JJ 4.JJ 

4.33 
F.ncrv,       ditki. 

cloih.  Na  1.6 
ia.  dia   per  IOa_.. J. 11 

3   II 
  „„, 

Lard  cutting  oil 
pergal. 

0  59 
0.575 0.36 
0.56 

Bcltini.  leaihrr. 
medium  .    . uiTliii   

^'^e 

Machine      bcilii 

uptolsMin. 

niriiii     ... 55% 

.m 
60-10% 

Aocaat.  The  index  for  October  was 
370  as  against  412  in  the  month  pra- 
vioos.  the  spot  prices  for  the  same 
periods  standing  at  $4.48  and  16.08 

rsapectiveljr.  Continued  mild  weather 
dnnng  the  month,  a  ihortage  of  cars 
and  a  lack  of  demand  for  steam  coal 
have     been    contributing     factors     in 

causing  the  price  decline. 

Share  markets  in  New  York,  as  re- 
flected by  daily  compilations  made  by 
New  York  rime*  Annalitt, 
show  a  continuance  of  the 
upward  movement  during 
the  month,  the  average 
price  of  60  stocks,  26  rails 
and  26  industrials,  reaching 
$80.88  aa  against  the  Sep- 

tember average  of  $87.86. 
The  high  point  during  the 
month  was  reached  on  Oct. 
21  with  an  aversKe  of  $91.32 

from  which  mark  price.i  de- 
clined to  an  ttverHite  of  $88.87 

on  Oct.  28.  Industrial  stockK 
continue  to  lead  the  upward 
movement,  more  particularly 
the  railway  equipment  issues, 
all  of  which  have  booked  a 

large  volume  of  business. 

Skilled  metal  workers  are 
scarce  and  rates  are  high.  In 
the  New  York  district  tool 
makers  are  being  paid  76, 
bench  hands  and  lathe  hands 

60  cents  per  hour.  Philadel- 
phia reports  a  range  of  rates 

whkrh  is  wider  and  somewhat 

higher,  toolmakers  receiving 
from  90  to  90,  bench  hands 
.50  to  86  and  lathe  operators 

60  to  90.  The  Detroit  district  range 
for  toolmskers  is  between  76  and  80, 
bench  hands  60  to  66  and  lathe  oper- 

ators 70  to  76  cents  per  hour.  Cleve- 

land reports  show  toolmakers'  rates 
ranging  between  '60  and  76,  bench hands  netween  40  and  60  and  lathe 
operators  between  36  and  66. 

^B*««««v*  ran  aa4  t>w»fc«.  artSaetWa  bai>S  aa  Baar>« 
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Business  Conditions  in  England 
General  Outlook  Brighter — Collapse  of  Germany  and  Taxation  Retards  Recovery- 

Machinery  Industry  Slightly  Improved 

DURING  the  last  few  weeks,  indus- trial affairs  have  been  pushed 
aside  in  Great  Britain  by  elec- 

tioneering, and  "the  revolt  of  the 
under-secretaries"  has  brought  about  a 
position  in  which,  as  is  usual,  political 
affairs  have  been  held  of  greater  im- 

portance than  more  direct  efforts  to 
improve  the  economic  position.  It  is, 
however,  at  last  quite  generally 
recognized  that  trade  cannot  be  talked 
up  and  anyone  who  expresses  the 
opinion  that  conditions  are  improving 
is  usually  now  ready  to  put  but  a 
modest  estimate  on  the  immediate 
value  of  that  improvement.  We  are 
learning  very  frequently  and  quite  ef- 

fectively that  we  are  over-burdened 
with  taxation,  and  that  until  this  load 
is  lifted  real  improvement  cannot  be 
expected.  Colonel  O.  C.  Armstrong, 
until  recently  the  president  of  the  Fed- 

eration of  British  Industries,  has  ex- 
pressed the  opinion  that  the  outlook  is 

rather  brighter  than  it  has  been  during 
the  past  18  months,  but  he  went  no 
further  than  to  suggest  that  there  are 
slight  signs  of  revival  in  a  certain 
number  of  industries.  Few  will  assert 
that  engineering  and  shipbuilding  are 
among  these:  in  fact  it  is  sections  of 
the  textile  trades  and  the  coal  trade 
that  offer  the  most  encouragement  to 
optimism. 

Effect  of  the  German  Collapse 

We  are  now  as  a  body  perceiving 
what  the  collapse  of  Germany  must 
mean,  and  have  recently  been  told  that, 
with  Russia  out  of  the  market  and  Ger- 

many and  Austria  in  the  same  position, 
we  have  lost  some  12  per  cent  of  our 
total  export  trade  as  done  in  the  year 
before  the  war.  It  will  be  obvious 
therefore  that  even  with  the  same  pop- 

ulation and  the  same  standard  of  living 
it  is  necessary  for  us  to  find  markets 
equivalent  to  those  mentioned,  and  the 
suggestion  is  that,  to  effect  the  compen- 

sation, we  should  look  to  South 
America  and  the  Far  East.  The  latter 
area  has  in  fact  sent  a  number  of  en- 

quiries of  late,  particularly  for  metal 
products.  It  has  been  urged  that  the 
British  Colonies  might  take  the  place 
of  the  lost  markets.  But  they  have  al- 

ways been  good  customers,  and  their 
purchasing  power  for  British  goods, 
considering  the  unit  of  population,  is 
much  higher  than  that  of  our 
European  markets.  At  the  same  time 
the  total  population,  and  therefore  the 
total  potential  demand,  is  by  no  means 
comparable,  and  if  Canada,  Australia, 
New  Zealand,  and  British  South 
Africa  are  all  regarded  as  a  single 
market  the  population  concerned  is  not 
equivalent  to  more  than  say  three 
Londons. 

Our  figures  relating  to  unemploy- 
ment have  been  somewhat  variable  of 

late,  but,  after  a  setback  of  a  few 
weeks,  improvement  is  again  being  re- 

ported. Any  movement  of  wages 
rates  is  nearly  always  a  decline  and  so 
far  during  the  year  the  official  reports 
indicate  a  net  reduction  approaching 
four  million  pounds  in  the  weekly 
wages  of  about  seven  and  a  half  mil- 

lion people,  any  increases  being  almost 

By  our  LONDON  CORRESPONDENT 

negligible.  The  general  percentage  of 
unemployed  trade  unionists  is  more 
than  14i,  the  percentage  of  unemployed 
workpeople  insured  under  the  State 
scheme  being  nearly  twelve.  Al- 

though these  figures  indicate  a  condi- 
tion which  is  bad  enough,  engineering 

as  a  whole  is  in  worse  case.  Accord- 
ing to  a  recent  report  of  the  Amalga- 

mated Engineering  Union,  nearly 
80,000  were  unemployed  or  close  on  25 
per  cent  of  the  membership.  Since  the 
Armistice  a  sum  of  281}  million 
pounds  has  been  expended  officially  on 
unemployment  relief,  one  way  and  an- 

other. Even  the  undertakers  are  com- 
plaining: one  such  person  included  in 

the  reasons  for  his  business  failure 

"bad  trade  caused  by  the  prolonged 
low  death  rate." 

Improvement  in  Steel  Market 

The  latest  report  of  the  London  iron 
and  steel  market  suggests  a  slight  im- 

provement, with,  to  take  one  item, 
brisk  business  in  the  sheet  steel  mar- 

ket; but  as  regards  stainless  steels, 
while  their  applications  are  being  ex- 

tended attempts  towards  an  increased 
rate  of  production  are  hampered  by 
difficulty  in  obtaining  greater  supplies 
of  chromium.  Some  of  the  home  rail- 

ways have  been  ordering  rails  and 
rolling  stock.  Also  it  is  reported  that 
orders  are  being  placed  for  wagons  by 
private  traders  for  the  first  time  since 
the  le-control  of  the  railways.  In 
shipbuilding  there  has  been  some  slight 
improvement  and  the  practically  de- 

pleted slipways,  etc.,  of  Vickers,  Ltd., 
Barrow,  will  soon  be  partly  occupied  in 
the  production  of  a  20,000-ton  passen- 

ger liner  '"or  the  Orient  Company,  with 
oil-fuel  boilers  and  turbines  driving 
through  sii.gle-reduction  gearing.  Some 
measure  of  revival  is  expected  in  ship- 

building generally,  as  soon  as  wages 
have  been  re-adjusted.  The  Arm- 

strong-Whitworth  combination  have 
obtained  ci  contract  for  a  floating  dock 
at  Southampton,  the  largest  ever  pro- 

jected; its  Kngth  "'ill  be  nearly  1,000 
ft.,  so  that  it  will  reaaily  accommodate 
the  "Majestic,"  which  is  012  ft.  long 
with  a  gross  tonnage  of  56,000.  More 
than  20,000  tons  of  steel  will  be  re- 

quired and  the  work  will  occupy  about 
eight  or  nine  months.  The  dock  is 

being  constructed  at  the  firm's  ship- yard at  High  Walker  on  the  Tyne. 
Their  old  shipyard  at  Elswick  is  now 
occupied  mainly  by  the  locomotive 
works  and  ̂ pneumatic  tool,  small  oil 
engine  and  other  factories. 

Boiler  Makers  Show  Prosperity 

In  common  with  some  other  firms, 
Armstrong-Whitworth  have  secured 
orders  for  locomotives  for  India.  The 
locomotive  industry  is  not  particularly 
flourishing,  and  in  order  to  secure  or- 

ders some  very  low  prices  have  been 
quoted;  in  fact  one  firm  has  decided 
not  to  quote  again  until  their  com- 

petitors have  sufficient  work  in  the 
shop  to  prevent  this  practice  of  cut- 

ting. Whatever  may  be  the  case  with 
other  boiler-makers,  Babcock  &  Wil- 

cox, Ltd.,  continue  prosperous,  and 
have  apparently  placed  their  dividend 

on  a  regular  16  per  cent  basis,  the  re- 
serve amounting  to  nearly  two  million 

pounds.  Getting  down  to  smaller 
items,  for  some  reason  or  other,  ball- 

bearing firms  have  been  doing  better 
of  late. 

Developments  in  air  travel  may  be 
recorded,  viz.,  the  opening  of  the  line 
from  Manchester  through  Croydon, 
near  London,  to  Rotterdam  and  Am- 

sterdam, the  journey  occupying  about 
four  and  a  half  hours.  Extensions 
through  Hamburg  to  Berlin  are  in 
contemplation,  thus  doubling  the  time of  the  journey. 
How  our  automobile  industry  is 

handicapped  by  taxation,  as  compared 
with  your  own,  was  mentioned  in  the 
course  of  the  annual  dinner  of  the  So- 

ciety of  Motor  Manufacturers  and 
Traders,  when  it  was  stated  that  per 
vehicle  the  average  taxation  on  your 
side  is  £2,  8s.  whereas  on  this  side  it 
works  out  at  about  £18,  17s.  per  an- 

num. The  society,  by  the  way,  will  be 
exhibiting  at  the  British  Empire  Ex- 

hibition of  1924,  and  a  marine  motor 
exhibition  which  will  be  held  in  1923. 
The  fortunes  of  the  automobile  indus- 

try have  usually  been  thought  to  depend 
markedly  on  the  result  of  the  London 
Show;  but  some  of  its  participants  are 
becoming  vocal  on  its  excessive  cost. 
According  to  a  recent  estimate  our 
automobile  production  capacity  is  four 
times  the  home  absorption  capacity — 
hence  the  need  for  exports  in  this  line. 

Of  the  machine  tool  industry  it  will 
be  sufficient  to  mention  that  some  of 
the  locomotive  building  firms  have 
made  extended  trials  with  the  oxy- 
acetylene  cutting  process  for  shaping 
frame  plates  on  machines  of  planer 
type.  A  Gateshead  maker  of  grinding 
machines  has  recently,  by  means  of 
segmental  blocks,  removed  by  surface 
grinding  23  cubic  inches  of  cast  iron 
per  minute  and  even  more. 

Westinghouse  Ships  Big 
Order  to  Chile 

The  third  shipment  of  electrical 
equipment  for  the  Chilean  State  Rail- 

way, consisting  of  six  complete  elec- 
tric locomotives,  the  largest  shipment 

of  electric  locomotives  ever  made,  re- 
cently left  the  East  Pittsburgh  Works 

of  the  Westinghouse  Electric  and 
Manufacturing  Co.  The  shipment  was 
valued  at  $700,000  and  represented  a 
partial  fulfillment  of  the  $7,000,000 
contract  awarded  the  Westinghouse 
International  Co.  by  the  Chilean  State Railways. 

Thirty-nine  electric  locomotives,  15 
for  road  freight  service,  six  for  express 
passenger  service,  11  for  local  pas- 

senger service  and  seven  for  switching 
service,  are  to  be  built  by  the  West- 

inghouse Co.  for  the  Chilean  Railways. 
The  six  locomotives  in  the  recent  ship- 

ments are  of  the  road  freight  type  and 
weigh  approximately  103  metric  tons 
each.  They  are  capable  of  maintaininfr 
an  average  speed  of  35  miles  per  hour 
when  hauling  a  770  ton  train  on  any 
part  of  the  line  betwpen  Valparaiso  and 
Santiago,  except  the  Tabon  grade. 
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NoTd  Clock  Tells  Daily  State 
of  Your  Uusinitui 

Included  amonc  twentv-flve  forma 
praaoated  in  a  traatiao  on  bud^Unc  a* 
a  moons  of  buainooa  control,  luuvd  by 
Um  rabrkatod  Production  Department 
of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce  of  the 
Cnitrd  Stale*,  in  a  novel  rlock  arranire- 
ment  by  which  thr  »mall  manufacturer 
con  tell  at  a  glance  the  daily  atatc  of 
bia  boaineoo. 

dodca,  or  diala,  are  deviaed  for  each 
of  the  principal  activities  of  the  buai- 

nooa. Each  cluck  has  two  hand*,  a  red 
one,  pointed  at  the  budxet  allowance, 
which  remain!*  stationary  for  thr  entire 
month,  and  a  black  hand,  which  it 
ttaily  aet  at  the  amount  of  money  xpent 
by  eorh  department.  The  dials  can  be 
arranged  so  that  they  can  be  conven- 
ienUy  contained  in  a  flat  box  2  in.  deep, 
24  in.  wide  and  50  in.  long,  designed  for 
hangina  on  the  wall. 

The  Idea  was  conceived  and  put  into 
operation  by  a  manufacturer  of  optical 
goods,  who  found  that  his  urbanization 
could  be  conveniently  divided  into  the 
following  Ave  groups:  .Material,  Fac- 

tory, Administration.  Sale*  and  Adver- 
tising. The  Ave  executives  at  the  head 

of  these  departments  are  placed  into  a 
business  of  their  own  and  are  told 

what  the  results  of  their  month's  activ- 
ities should  be,  together  with  the 

amount  of  money  they  may  spend  to 
prodoce  these  results.  The  Sales  Man- 

ager is  told  how  much  in  orders  he  it 
expected  to  get  to  keep  the  factory  run- 

ning; the  Factory  Superintendent,  how 
much  goods  he  must  get  out  and  how 
much  accounts  receivable  he  must 
creot*  to  provide  the  funds  necessary 
in  the  following  month;  the  I'urchasing 
Agent,  how  much  material  is  necessary 
to  keep  a  well  balance<i  inventory  and 
to  tab*  core  of  the  plans  of  the  Sales 
Deportment;  the  Advertising  Depart- 

ment and  Administration,  how  much 
money  they  may  spend  in  carrying  out 
these  plans. 

A  copy  of  the  pamphlet  "Budgeting 
for  Business  Control"  may  be  secured 
by  writing  direct  to  the  Fabricated 
Prodartion  Department,  Chamber  ot 
Commerce  of  the  Cnled  States,  Wash- 

incton. m 

Manufacture  of  Steam  and 
Electric  Railroad 

Cars:  1921 
The  Department  of  Commerce  nn- 

nouncoa  tltot  the  census  reports  show 
a  dsrroaac  in  activities  of  establish- 
menta  engaged  in  the  manufacture  of 
cars  for  use  on  steam  and  electric  rail- 
toods  dt;r;ng  1921,  as  compared  with 
the  year  1»IB. 

In  li>21  ther*  were  106  eaUbllsh- 
menta  engaged  in  the  manufacture  of 
steam-railroad  cars  and  the  total  value 
of  tiMir    !•'    '  amounted   to   $^I4,- 
aM,M7,  ar  t  with  99  eaUhlish- 
HMnto  for  ii'iu  with  a   total  value  of 
Brodocto  of  tMKXtZJMi.    The  decrease 
I   Um    total    valu*    of    prodocta    waa 

9tnjSttJlM,  or  4IJI  per  cont. 
During  this  aom*  period  tbero  wcr* 

10  estobllshntents  engaiip<l  in  the  manu- 
facture of  elortric- rail  road  cars  and  th* 

total  vaia*  of  their  products  was 
•l44IMjOM  OS  compared  with  7  cs- UMiabaMnU  tor  1919  with  a  toUl  valu* 
of  prodorU  of  tlN,441,97«. 

Iron  and  Steel  Markets 

in  Septemlwr 
Canada  waa  the  largest  purchaser  of 

American  iron  and  steel  durinir  Sep- 
teml>er,  according  to  the  Iron  and  Steel 

Division  of  the  nepartment  of  C'oni- merc*.  taking  41,417  tuns.  Japan  held 
aocond  place  with  22,328  tons.  The 
ahipmnrts  to  other  important  markets 
were:  Cuba.  7,656  tons;  .Mexico,  6,Ut8: 
Braxil.  6.133;  China,  5,681);  United 
Kingdom,  4,306;  Chile,  4,229:  Argen- 

tina, 4,145;  Chosen,  3,403;  India,  2,(»09; 
Australia.  2,403;  Colombia.  2,.'i03;  Phil- 

ippine Islands,  2,224;  Peru,  l,.^62; 
Rumania,  1,46.1;  Venezuela,  1,.S04; 
Hongkong,  1,074;  British  South  Africa, 
979;  and  Panama,  97H  t«>ns. 

The  decline  in  total  iron  and  steel 
exports  which  began  in  June  continued 
through  September.  The  total  for  the 
month  amounted  to  130,72M  long  tons, 
only  ST  per  cent  of  the  exportntion  dur- 

ing May,  which  is  the  record  month  of 
the  year,  and  a  drop  of  1 1  per  cent 
from  the  August  figure. 

Total  exports  for  the  first  0  months 
of  1922  were  1,697,204  long  tons,  com- 

posed principally  of  steel  rails,  btnck steel  sheets,  iron  and  steel  bars,  and 
rods  other  than  wire,  and  boiler  tubes. 

Further  Decline  in 
Structural  Sales 

A  marked  seasonal  decline  in  the 
sales  of  fabricated  structural  steel  in 
October  is  announced  ?iy  the  Dcpart- 
ment  of  Commerce  from  reports  made 
to  the  Bureau  of  the  Census.  OctobiT 
sales  amounted  to  54.9  per  cent  of  shop 
capacity,  compare<l  with  61.6  per  cent 
in  September. 

Reports  received  from  140  identical 
firms  from  April  through  Octolx-r, 
with  a  shop  capacity  of  221,790  tons 
per  month,  show  the  following  iictunl 
tonnages  booked  each  month  and  the 

percentage  of  shop  capacity  repre.Hented 
by  these  bookings.  A  revision  of  these 
capacities  in  accordance  with  a  uni- 

form standard  is  now  being  undertaken 
by  the  Bureau  of  the  Census  but  the 
results  ar«  not  yet  complete. 

Vrr  CmiI  i.f 'riiiiiuilli'  ll<H>k«l       Csparily 

Anril  .  I'l.Oi  5*.S 
Xlsy  .  172,260  77.7 

iiii. 
liV27» 

69  1 
July. 

141, W7 
64  0 

AuauM   

MJ.SIS 64  7 
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AuKtro-Russian  Industrial 

Syndicate  Formed 
A  number  of  well  known  Austrian 

machinery  companies,  including  the 
Lln«  Ix)comotive  Works  of  Linz,  the 
Austrian  Arms  FncUiries  of  Steyr, 
Ltd.,  of  Steyr,  and  Brevillier  &  Urban 
have  formed  a  syndicate  with  several 
Russian  firms  for  the  purpose  of  mar- 

keting the  Austrian  product  in  Russia 
as  well  as  to  establish  new  factories 
in  Russia.  All  kinds  of  itJHchincry  mid 
tools  will  be  made  and  S4)ld,  and  sperJHl 
interest  will  b«  paid  to  nKricullural mnrlilrii'rv  for  which  there  exists  a 
t  ,<    demand    all    over    Russia, 
II  r  iiilly  in  the  Ukraine  and  the 
Caucasus.  It  will  be  well  remembered 
that  theao  districts  were  formerly  very 
extensively  supplied  by  American  man- ufacturers. 
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Market  for  Machine  Tools 
in  Dutch  East  Indies 

The  markets  in  the  Netherlands  East 
Indies  in  1921,  says  the  Bureau  of 
Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce,  ab- 

sorbed more  than  four  times  as  much 
machinery  as  in  1911.  During  that 
period  the  share  of  this  business  secured 
by  American  manufacturers  has  ex- 

panded nearly  22  times,  namely,  from 
264,000  guilders  to  5,701,000  guilders 
(1  guilder  =  $0,402). 
The  following  table  is  given  from  the 

statistics  published  by  the  government 
of  the  Netherlands  East  Indies,  giving 
the  returns  for  1920  and  1921,  and 
shows  the  machine  tools  and  other  ma- 

chinery imported  into  the  archipelago, 
as  well  as  the  principal  countries  of 
origin  and  the  extent  of  the  participa- 

tion of  each: 

IMPORTS  OF  MACHINE  TOOLS  IN  1920 
AND   1921 

'   Machine  Tools   . 
Value  in  Per  Cent 
Guilders  of  Total 

rnited  States     1920         865,165  6.7 
ITnited  States     1921         890,370  19. 4 
Great  Britain     1920         947,298  7.3 
GreatBritain     1921         517,441  II. J 
Netherlands       1920                    3,301,131  25.4 
Netherlands       1921                    2,279,957  49.7 
Germany             1920                       448,489  3.8 
Gennany            1921        740,958  16.2 

IMPORTS  OP  OTHER  MACHINERY  AND 
TOOLS   IN    1920  AND   1921 

Other  Maehinerv'  and Tools 
Value  in  Per  Cent 
Guilders  of  Total 

United  States    1920       3,908,266  25.7 
Vnited  States    1921        2,372,946  12.7 
GreatBritain     1920        2,047,808  13.5 
GreatBritain     1921        2,521,888  13.5 
Netherlands       1920        7,390,396  48.6 
-Netherlands       1921      10,145,387  54.5 
fieniianv  1920        1,086,485  6.9 
Germany  1921       2,634,318  14.1 

American  participation  in  the  ma- 
chinery trade  of  this  archipelago  is 

really  much  greater  than  the  above 
figures  would  indicate,  because  the 
customs  returns  makes  no  allowance 
for  trans-shipment  cargo,  and  German, 
British,  and  American  machinery 
shipped  by  way  of  the  Netherlands 
would  be  credited  to  the  latter  country. 
Vast  quantities  of  machinery  are  so 
shipped. 

The  sales  problem  for  this  territory, 
therefore,  is  complicated  by  the  fact 
that  large  quantities  of  machinery  for 
use  in  this  archipelago  are  purchased 
in  the  Netherlands.  Ordinarily  it  will 
be  found  necessary  to  arrange  for  sales 
effort  in  both  the  Netherlands  East 
Indies  and  the  Netherlands  if  a  consis- 

tent program  is  to  be  developed  for 
covering  this  territory.  The  Bureau  of 
Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce  can 
supply  information  regarding  machin- 

ery dealers  covering  this  territory. 
The  market  in  the  Netherlands  Indies 

is  a  very  attractive  field  for  sales  effort 
for  a  number  of  reasons.  In  contrast 
■with  conditions  in  Europe,  the  exchange 
ratio  is  not  very  unfavorable  and  the 
fluctuations  in  exchange  have  settled 
down  to  narrow  limits.  Business  is 
practically  stabilized,  and  it  would  ap- 

pear that  these  markets  have  escaped 
from  the  worst  of  the  influences  result- 

ing from  the  war. 
This  territory  is  a  very  large  one, 

extending  a  greater  distance  from  east 
to  west  than  the  width  of  the  United 
States  and  from  north  to  south  a  dis- 

tance comparing  to  that  from  Canada 
to  the   Mexican   border. 

Japan  Importing  Heavily 
from  Germany 

Japanese  imports  from  Germany 
have  been  increasing  and  are  now 
greater  in  volume  than  before  the  war, 
according  to  Japanese  periodicals  re- 

ceived by  the  Department  of  Commerce. 
For  the  year  ended  May,  1922,  these 
imports  amounted  to  83,310,000  yen 
(1  yen  equals  $0,498.5),  an  increase  of 
22,150,000  yen  over  the  1913  imports. 

The  amount  of  imports  from  Ger- 
many for  the  first  five  months  of  this 

year  exceeded  by  some  35,000,000  yen 
that  for  the  first  five  months  of  last 
year,  and  it  is  generally  believed  that 
this  year's  total  will  be  over  100,000,000 
yen,  if  the  same  rate  of  increase  is 
maintained   until  the   end   of  the  year. 

Bulgarian  Imports  of  Steel 
and  Machinery 

The  Bulgarian  Government  has  just 
published  the  statistical  returns  for  the 
year  1921,  according  to  which  the  coun- 

try imported  185,785,000  Lewa  worth 
of  machinery  and  351,784,000  Lewa 
worth  of  iron,  steel  and  manufactures 
thereof.  The  machinery  imports  con- 

sisted chiefly  of  agricultural  machines 
and  implements,  all  kinds  of  industrial 
machinery,  machine  tools  and  saw-mill machinery. 

Compiles  Five  Foot  Book- 
Shelf  of  Foreign  Trade 

The  completion  of  a  Selected  Biblio- 
graphy of  Foreign  Trade,  1922,  in 

which  are  listed  the  leading  authorities 
on  various  aspects  of  International 
Commerce,  is  announced  by  the  Na- 

tional Foreign  Trade  Council,  of  India 
House,  Hanover  Square,  New  York, 
from  whom  copies  can  be  obtained. 

This  Five  Foot  Book-shelf  of  Foreign 
Trade  contains  fifty  titles  dealing  with 
training  for  foreign  trade,  the  history 
and  geography  of  foreign  trade,  the 
practical  administration  of  an  export 
business,  and  with  all  phases  of  ocean 
transportation. 

Big  ItaHan  Steel  Works 
Reorganized 

Reorganization  of  the  Ansaldo  Steel 

Works,  is  being  eff'ected  by  the  forma- tion of  a  new  company,  bearing  the 
same  name,  having  a  capital  of  200,- 
000,000  lire  divided  into  1,000,000  shares 
of  200  lire,  says  Consul  Leon  Dominion, 
Rome,  in  a  report  to  the  Department 
of  Commerce.  According  to  press 
notices,  the  Banca  Nazionale  di  Credito 
has  subscribed  for  1,250  shares,  and 
the  Gio,  Ansaldo  Co.  for  998,750  shares. 
The  new  company  has  taken  over  the 
principal  plants  of  its  predecessor, 
among  which  are  the  Sampierdarena 
machine  shops  and  locomotive  works, 
Sestri  Ponente  dockyards,  Borzon 
yards,  Fegiano  railroad  car  works, 
Campi  cannon  foundry.  Delta  steel 
works  at  Cornigliano  Ligure,  Campi 
electrical  woi-ks,  Multedo  iron  foundry, 
Cornigliano  steel  works  and  bronze 
and  aluminum   plants. 

The  purchase  price  of  these  estab- 
lishments is  stated  to  be  28,405,800 

lire,  and  payment  has  been  made  to  the 
old  Ansaldo  Co.  by  means  of  142,029 
shares  of  the  new  company.  The  new 

company  furthermore  assumes  liabili- 
ties amounting  to  40,261,339  lire  on 

bonds  issued  for  the  account  of  the 
plants  it  has  taken  over  and  which  are 
guaranteed  by  mortgages. 

About  45,000,000  lire  in  bonds  re- 
mains in  the  hands  of  the  old  company, 

which  also  retains  its  ownership  in  the 

Cogne  mines,  Aosta  hydro-electric 
plants,  Murlo  lignite  mines  near  Siena, 
Pa  manganese  mines  near  Sassari,  Lau- 
riano  Po  cement  and  lime  factory  near 
Turin,  automobile  factory  at  Turin,  and 
dockyards  at  Voltri. 

Advice  on  Export  Problems 
Oifered  by  Experts 

The  organization  of  a  Trade  Adviser 
Service  to  act  throughout  the  year  as 
a  medium  for  the  interchange  of  experi- 

ence on  foreign  ti'ade  problems,  was  an- 
nounced today  by  the  National  Foreign 

Trade  Council,  India  House,  New  York. 
"This  service,"  says  O.  K.  Davis, 

secretary  of  the  Council,  "is  intended 
to  provide  foreign  traders  with  a  con- 

fidential answer  to  those  intimate,  per- 
sonal, or  unusual  problems  which  can- 

not be  handled  in  a  satisfactory  manner 
through  existing  Governmental  or 
private  agencies.  It  will  be  of  very 
practical  assistance  to  foreign  traders 
in  improving  the  technique  of  export 
organization,  sales  methods,  foreign 
advertising,  commercial  credits,  traffic 
management   and   similar   matters. 

The  general  chairman  of  the  Trade 
Adviser  Service  is  E.  P.  Thomas, 
President,  U.  S.  Steel  Products  Co.; 
A.  E.  Ashburner,  American  Multigraph 
Sales  Co.,  is  vice-chairman;  and  C.  J. 
Warren,  Remington  Typewriter  Co.,  is 
executive  chairman. 

Commercial  Travelers'  Guide 
to  South  America 

The  new  revised  edition  of  the  "Com- 
mercial Travelers'  Guide  to  Latin 

America"  has  just  been  released  by  the 
Department  of  Commerce.  It  is  an 
encyclopedia  of  the  countries  south  of 
the  United  States.  It  is  the  only  com- 

plete and  up-to-date  "Baedeker"  for 
the  traveler.  Everything  that  a  for- 

eign representative  should  know  is 
included  within  its  698  pages;  sales- 

men's equipment,  steamship  routes  and 
railroads,  connections  and  rates,  sched- 

ules of  sailings,  postal  and  cable  serv- 
ices and  rates,  hotel  accommodations 

in  the  various  cities,  restrictions  on 
travelers,  duties  on  samples  and  adver- 

tising matter. 
Whether  you  may  wish  to  reach 

Bogota  or  Barinas  the  little  volume 
will  tell  you  how  to  get  there.  Every 
Latin-American  market  is  listed  and 
described,  and  every  city  of  any  im- 

portance is  fully  covered.  It  contains 
suggestions  and  advice  as  to  the  best 
time  of  the  year  to  visit  certain  coun- 

tries, the  best  methods  to  be  employed 
in  covering  a  territory  or  approaching 
a  prospective  field.  It  is  replete  in 
sound  advice  to  the  uninitiated  and  help- 

ful hints  to  the  experienced  traveler. 
This  work  is  the  result  of  years  of 
careful  tabulation,  research,  and  first- 

hand study  by  Mr.  Filsinger,  assisted 
by  a  corps  of  experts  of  the  Depart- 

ment of  Commerce  in  Washington.  The 

price  is  $1.25  prepaid  and  may  be  se- 
cured by  application  to  the  Superin- 

tendent of  Documents,  Government 
Printing  Office,  Washington,  D.  C. 
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Iramiffrttion  Policy  To  Be 
Taken  Up  by  ConfrcM 

Wkk  M*  MU  ftlTMdy  Mac  vUbM 

•r 

iWa  ted "m  tka  «iMOT  MMlM  af    •atfripatad  Uwt  lummer 
wkiB  tto  tMUMvy  >>|wr  crnt  qttoU 
law  «M  irtiBJil  f«r  t««  jTMr*. 
TW  «aly  twicrite  propoMl  that  ha« 

ita  «atr»Bc*  lata  (m«nil  capitol 
at    tlias    tar.    and    which    it    ia 

ia  Ml*  drafted  into  a  bill. 
» tW  S  prr  c«iit  law  with  on« 

J  adniaaio*  of  quvtaa 
  rt  af  tlMflorrica  kom 
Um  Ualted  Btataa  accoH- 
■MW  af  1*10.  diTiilMl  by 
wMi  tlM  •UpolatioB  that 

famOx  of  immirraata,  re- 
•f  iu  naoiber,  ahall  b«  eon- 

oait.  liii*  (tipulation 
Mtarally  w«al4  lacraaaa  the  numbrr 
a4Mitt«i  aho«*  tha  actwl  t  per  cent. 

CxpMta  ara  UmigUm  ianMicration  r«- 
yofla  t*  AatamriBt  Jost  what  effect  thia 
««M  havt  Ml  Hm  actual  inflow. 

tka  fHMtal  tontiment  of  eoacrcaa, 
bowvw,  aMMr*  to  favor  aome  form 
•(  Mill  tin  tamicration.  coupled  with 
a  awxteaai  HaiUatlaa  feature.  There 

centralisation   of 
liaaa  •■  thia  yoint.  however. 

U  had  haaa  axpartad  that  detormiiui- 
«■■  af  a  penaaBMit  iaiBiiicraUon  policy 

ba  Wft  for  tho  Sixty-oichth  Con- 
laaamoch  aa  tho  tonporary  law 

.„  .wm  until  Jon*  M.  1»24.  but  the 

aahiact  la  hatac  agiutwl  to  .uch  de- 
■lay  be  Uken  by  the 

I  hafbra  it  expires. 

The  Wew  Proreaa  Gear  Co..  Srraeosa. 
N*.    Y..   haa    aold    the   entire    taane   of 

ijM*  tnt  moriftr  61   per  cent 
«•  8.  W.  StraoM   ft   Co.,   New 

GS' TW  Stealer  Snla  and  Leret  Co..  Now 
kltafal.  C— ■.  haa  besun  work  on  a 

to  lla  forfinc  depart- 
St,    Soothinctoa. 

Tfca  A»arkan  Can  Co.  dacUrad  • 
id  af  II  per  cant  on  tha  eeaiBW 
This  la  tha  ftrst  dieidand  oa  tha 

•a   since   the   company    was 
_    in    IMl.     Tha   dividend    k 

_,      Fah.    Ift    to   Btockholdara    of 
ranri  Jan.  tl.    The  reirvlar  dividend 
waa   alao  daciand    on    the    ptafarrad 

TV  Charlao  B.  McOill  Machine  Co.. 
rmaaUy  acaaidaad  in  BinctkamUm, 
X.  T,  by  diarUo  E.  McCtll.  for  arv. 
oral  yaars  yriiKiiit  of  the  McCill  * 
HolCard  C*^  oC  that  cfty.  have  aUrted 

aa  Csaaaerrial  Ave.,  where 
yrodaca  their  line  of  textile 

Plaaa  have  been  made  for 
fartaair  to  be  erected  daring 

yaar. ttadihaliir  Corporation,  ta  its 
for  tha  Ihifd  faarter,  shows  a 

total  fradartlaa  of  tT^l  can  aa 
UAtt  hi  inL  The  total  pro- 
fsr  1M>  ia  a^aetad  to  ha 

IMjMt. 

Tha  Imparial  Clactric  Co.,  Alcron. 
Ohia^  has  completed  a  new  foundrr, 
aad  ovtaide  work  in  brass  casUncs  wfll 
ho  takoa  on.  oAciaU  of  tha  company 
aaaaanced  laat  week.  The  new  plant 
ia  the  only  oil  buminir  foundrv  in 
Akron.  Samaai  B.  Myen.  formerly  of 
Daytoa.  la  now  idantifiad  with  the  plant. 
havlac  bean  connected  with  the  Uuh 

Co.  before  going  to  Dayton. 
Tha  Laaghaar  Ball  Bearing  Co.. 

Aurora,  Ind,  is  now  baildinc  a  new  fac- 
tory sad  remodeling  an  additional  ihop 

adjoining  the  itructure,  the  company  a 
boaineas  having  outgrown  the  preaent 
capacity. 

The  American  Screw  Co.  directors 
have  voted  a  flfty  per  cent  stock 
dividend  and  have  called  a  meeting  of 
alockholdera  for  Dec.  1  to  approve  tho 
action.  The  company  baa  now  13,000.- 
000  stock  outstanding  and  at  the  end 
of  1921   iu  surplui   was  12.962,372. 
The  WstertMiry  Rolling  Mills.  Inc., 

malcera  of  brasa,  bronse  and  nickel 
•ilver  *heets,  of  Waterbur)',  Conn.,  hsa 
recently  increased  their  capital  stock 
from  $200,000,  to  f600,000. 
The  Brsnford  Brass  Foundry  Co.. 

Inc.,  of  Brsnford,  Conn.,  incorporated 
a  few  weeka  ago  to  engage  in  the  brass 
foundry  business,  organised  the  paat 
wade  by  the  election  of  the  following 
oOcera:  Hugh  A.  Cox,  president: 
Frederick  A.  Ells,  secreUry;  and 
Robert  L.  Rosenthal,  treasurer. 

The  Americsn  Pin  Co.,  msnufacturer 
of  brass  goods,  pins,  etc.,  of  Wsterbury, 
Conn.,  has  recently  increased  its  capital 
stock  from  $«00,000  to  11,600,000. 
The  SUnley  Works,  New  BriUin, 

Conn.,  msnufacturers  of  rules,  levels, 
etc_  hsa  recently  purchased  property 
on  Elm  Street,  their  city,  from  the  New 
BriUin  Machine  Co.,  and  the  Damon 
Coal  Co.  The  property  will  l>e  utilized 
for  their  own  operations. 

The  Msnufscturers'  Association  of 
Briilgeport.  Conn.,  held  their  annual 
maanng  during  the  paat  week,  and 
elected  the  following  officers  for  the 
ensuing  yesr:  George  M.  Esmea,  of  the 
Singer  Manufacturing  Co.,  president; 
Stumner  Simpson,  president  of  the 
Raj^tos  Co.,  first  vice-president;  T. 
Rice  Dsvii,  second  vice-president;  and 
R.  G.  Parrell,  treasurer. 

The  Western  Iron  Stores  Company, 

Milwaukee,  Wis,  John  A.  Camm,  preal- 
daot,  held  a  houso-warminK  in  iU 
newly  organised  aad  arranged  store, 
on  Saturday,  Nov.  25. 

The  Alexander  Millbom  Co.,  Baltt- 
■wra,  Md.,  has  been  appointed  exclusive 
raprasenUUve  of  the  Wilson  Welder 
and  MeUU  Co..  182  King  St,  New 

York  City,  for  lu  producU  in  Mary- land, Virginia  and  the  District  of 
Columbia.  The  compsny  will  carry  in 
Baltimore  a  large  stock  of  color-tint 
welding  metots  and  plastic  arc  weld- ing machinaa  for  distribution  in  that territory. 

The  Ford  Motor  Co.  of  Canada, 
according  to  reporU,  will  let  a  contract 
in  the  near  futars  for  a  new  factory  at 
Ford,  OnUrio,  with  a  floor  spaee  of 
apprmimaUly  SZSftOO  square  feet  and of  one  story  steel  eonstruction.  One  of 
tlie  features  of  the  new  structure  will 
bo  tha  application  of  direct  miAor  drive 
throaghoat  instead  of  ovarltaad  trans- 
miaaion.     It  is  expected  that  the  new 
Knt  will  be  in  operation  by  May  or 

tt  of  next  year. 

c Personals 3 
Charles  S.  Cole,  president  of  the 

Premier  Manufacturing  Co.,  novelty 
msnufacturers,  etc.,  Sandy  Hook,  Conn., 
has  recently  been  made  president  and 
a  director  of  the  W.  A  B.  Douglas  Co., 
manufacturers  of  pumps,  of  Middle- 
town.  Conn. 

Daue  D.  BUTUOt,  secrctsry  of  the 
W.  A  B.  Douglas  Co.,  manufacturer  of 
pumps,  etc.,  Middletown,  Conn.,  has 
recently  been  elected  president  of  the 
Middletown  Chamber  of  Commerce. 
Marshau.  Cutting,  formerly  with 

the  Wickwire-Spencer  Steel  Corpora- 
tion, of  Worcester,  Mass.,  hsi  recently 

accepted  a  position  with  the  Wiley- 
Bickford-Sweet  Co.,  Worcester,  as  credit 
manager. 

Gborob  R.  Woods,  general  manager 
of  R.  S.  Stokvis  A  Sons,  Inc.,  New  York 
City,  hss  returned  from  s  business  trip 
to  his  home  office  in  Holland. 

Frediric  HAvrr,  foreign  sales  and 
relations  manager  for  the  Saco-Lowell 
Shops,  manufacturers  of  cotton  and 
textile  mill  machinery,  Boston,  Mass., 

recently  returned  from  the  Interna- 
tional Textile  Machinery  Exhibition,  in 

Bradford,  England. 

W.  B.  ANonaoN,  manager  of  the 
Boston  branch  office  of  tne  Barber- 
Colman  Co.,  manufacturers  of  milling 
cutters,  bobbing  machines,  etc..  Rock- 
ford,  III.,  has  been  appointed  a  member 
of  the  finance  commisRion  of  Swsmp- 
scott,  Mass.,  for  a  period  of  three  years. 
Gboroc  Macnoe.  manager  of  the 

Boston  office  of  W.  B.  Connor,  Inc., 
has  been  recalled  to  New  York  to  Uke 

charge  of  the  contractors'  sales  depart- ment, handling  heating  and  pumping 

equipment. 
J.  S.  TooHEV,  formerly  with  the  Wal- 

lace Tractor  Co.,  Racine,  Wis.,  is  now 
with  the  Racine  Tool  and  Machine  Co., 
aa  chief  engineer. 

A.  A.  IlEi.iJat  has  taken  over  the 

management  of  the  International  Oxy- 

Cn  Co.,  Newark,  N.  J.,  in  place  of W.  Hench,  secreUry  and  general 
manager,  resigned. 

C.  G.  BiOELOw,  formerly  associated 
with  the  American  Sheet  and  Tin  Platr 

Co.,  has  been  appointed  chief  mechan- 
ical engineer  of  Jones  A  Laughlin  Steel 

Co.,  at  their  South  Side  plant  to  suc- 
ceed M.  W.  Hale  who  resigned  recently. 

FtB)  C.  SgygBlM,  formerly  with  the 
BetU  Machine  Co.,  and  B^H.  Thipp.  for 
a  numt>er  of  years  asHociated  with 
the  Chicago  Pneumatic  Tool  Co..  have 
formed  a  partnership  to  deal  in  used 
machine  tools,  with  offices  at  26  Church 
St.,  New  York  City. 

Charles  E.  Beeson  has  been  elected 
vice-president  of  the  PitUburg  Steel 
Co.  He  has  been  connected  with  the 
company  since  1901  and  has  served  ns 
a  director  and  member  of  the  executive 
committee. 

W.  C.  RsiTZ,  secreUry  and  treasurer 
of  the  Pittsburg  Steal  ProducU  Co., 
has  been  made  a  director  of  the  Pitts- 

burg Steel  Co. 
E.  R.  Smith  has  been  made  vice- 

president  of  the  Fitrhljurg  Machine 
Works,  makers  of  the  Lo-Swing  lathe. 

L.  F.  Carlton,  for  eighteen  years 

connected  "with  the  Con«olli)iiii'M   reus J 
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Nibbling  .Murhinr,   Rapid 
A.  C.  Campbell,  Inc.,  Waterbury, 

"American  Machinist," 

Conn. 
October  12,  1922 

The  machine  is  for  cutting  irregular 
forms  from  sheet  metal,  celluloid,  or 
fiber  and  is  a  small  punch  press  that 
does  its  cutting  by  means  of  a  cyl- 

indrical punch  and  die.  The  work  may 
be  pushed  or  pulled  in  any  direction  by 
hand,  or  the  machine  follows  a  templet 
attached  to  the  sheet.  The  punch  has 
a  central  pilot,  and  the  ram  is  so  set 
that  this  pilot  does  not  at  any  time 
come  above  the  surface  of  the  work. 
Closed  outlines  may  be  cut.  With  an 
attachment,  circles  of  any  size  up  to  2S 
in.  in  diameter  can  be  cut.  The  double- 
ended  reversible  punches  are  about  A 
in.   in  diameter. 

A'ibrutor.    rneuntatie,   for  Fouiiilry    I  He 
Malleable  Iron  Fittings  Co.,  Branford,  Conn. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  12,  1922 

The  vibrator  or  "rapper"  is  in- 
tended for  use  chiefly  in  the  core- 

rooms  of  foundries  for  rapping 
core  driers  or  core  boxes  when 
removing  cores.  It  oi)erates  upon 
the  principle  of  a  pneumatic  ham- 

mer, but  is  not  intended  to  de- 
liver a  blow  of  any  moment.  It 

may  be  u.sed  anywhere  that  a 
supply  of  air  under  a  pressure 
of  20  lb.  or  greater  is  available. 
It  may  be  kept  on  the  molding 
bench,  so  that  it  can  be  picked 
up  as  readily  as  a  mallet  and 
pressed  against  the  work. 

C'HHehHrdeiiinic  Compound,   "Nitrol" 
American  Kreuger  &  Toll  Corporation,  522  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York,   X.  Y. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  12,  1922 

The  compound  is  a  nitrogenous  powder  that  can  be  employed 
for  surface-hardening  iron  and  steel  under  practically  any  con- 

dition. Rusty  objects  can  be  hardened  as  well  as  polished  ones. 
The  compound  is  furnished  in  two  grades.  Grade  A  being  used 
for  surface  hardening  and  Grade  E  for  pack  hardening  to  depths 
up  to  f,  in.  The  Grade  A  or  sprinkling  powder  melts  at  1.200 
deg.  F..  and  does  not  give  off  poisonous  or  obnoxious  fumes.  Cast 
steel  or  alloy  pots  similar  to  tho.se  employed  for  cyanide  may  be 
used.  When  carburizing  in  pots,  the  parts  are  packed  ̂ with  Grade 
K  Nitrol  and  then  heated  in  the  usual  manner  up  to  1.475  to  1,550 
deg.  F.  for  from  three  to  eight  hours.  The  parts  are  removed 
and  quenched  in  the  usual  manner,  either  directly  from  the  l50x 
or  reheated  to  1.425  deg.   F.  and  quenrhed. 

Solderinir   Iron,    lleuteiL    hy    Cliemical    .-\rtion 
International  Sales  Co..  921  Southern  Bldg.,  Washington,  D.  C. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  19,  1922 

The  soldering  iron  does  not  em- 
l)Ioy  heat  from  an  outside  source, 
but  utilizes  chemical  reaction  to 
bring  it  to  the  proper  tempera- 

ture. In  a  receptacle  cast  in  the 
soldering  iron  is  placed  a  small 
tin  container  holding  the  re<iuired 
mixture.  The  head  of  a  special 
match  is  inserted  through  an 
opening,  a  perforated  lid  closed 
over  the  receptacle  and  the  pro- 

truding match-end  lighted.  In- 
stantly an  intense  white  glow  a()- pears  through  the  holes  in  the  lid 

and  the  iron  is  ready  for  use.   The 
heat  from  this  application  lasts  about  10  min.  The  iron  and  a 
supply  of  briquets  and  matches  are  housed  in  a  metal-lined  box 
with  a  hinged  lid  and  handle. 

Toolholder  and  Intrrchanirrable    Cattrm,    Combination 
Morris  Tool  Co.,  Inc.,  30  Church  St.,  New! Tork,-N.Y. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  12,  1922 

At  the  cutting  end.  the  holders 
have  two  projecting  arms  in 
which  bolts  hold  the  cutters.  By 
turning  the  holder  over  and  fast- 

ening the  blade  on  the  other  side 
the  height  of  the  cutting  edge  is 
changed.  Both  straight  and 
angle  holders  can  be  furnished. 
Kach  blade  has  two  cutting 
edges.  They  are  made  for  turn- 

ing, cutting-oft,  threading  and 
facing.  It  is  merely  necessary  to 
grind  the  top  slope  when  sharp- 

ening cutters.  The  large  cross- 
sectional  area  provides  for  con- 

ducting the  heat  from  the  cutting 
edge,  so  that  heavy-duty  work  can 
be  performed.  Holder  sizes, 
twelve,  from  i  x  g  .\  4  in.  to  2i 
from  i  to  1}  Inches. 

X  3  X  24  in.     Blade  thickness: 

Platform,  Lift-Truok,  "hteeleg" 
Barrett-Cravens  Co.,  1328  W.  Monroe  St.,  Chicago,  III. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  12,  1922 

The  top  of  the  platform  is 
made  of  wood  and  can  be  fur- 

nished from  i  to  2  in.  in  thick- 
ness, depending  upon  the  cla.ss 

of  work  for  which  it  is  Intended. 
Flathead  countersunk  bolts 
fasten  the  boards  to  the  steel 
legs  or  skids.  The  legs  are 
made  of  heavy-gage  flanged 
steel  plate  and  have  vertical 
ribs  to  prevent  buckling.  The 
upper  flange  has  a  wide  bearing  for  the  top,  and  a  turned-up 
edge  which  protects  the  ends  of  the  boards.  The  legs  do  not 
wear  or  shrink  as  wooden  skids  do,  so  that  the  truck  can  always 
be  run  under  the  platform. 

BearinK,  Roller,  Radial  and  ThrUNt 
Whitney  Bearing  Corporation,  467  E.  Ontario  St.,  Chicago,  III. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  12,  1922 

The  rolling  action  is  obtained 
in  this  bearing  by  means  of  cyl- indrical disks.  The  periphery 
of  each  disk  is  parallel  to  the 
axis,  and  the  diameter  is  twice 
the  thickness,  regardless  of  .size. 
Both  conical  surfaces  of  the 
bearing  have  the  same  angle. 
The  rollers  operate  between 
parallel  .surfaces  to  eliminate 
the  end  thrust  and  friction  oc- 

curring on— tapered  roHeiST  The load  is  transmitted  to  the  face 
of  the  roller  only  in  a  direc- 

tion perpendicular  to  the  axis 
of  the  roller.  The  several  .series 
of  rollers  are  carried  in  sepa- 
rate  ring  cages.  The  adjustment  spring  is  automatic  and  keeps 
a  uniform  pressure  on  the  bearing. 

indUator,  Speed,   Jio.  148 
Brown  &  Sharpe   Manufacturing  Co..  Providence,   R.   I. 

"American  Machinist,"  October  19,  1922 

Tile  indicator  registers  the 
number  of  revolutions  of  sliaft- 
ing.  motors  and  revolving  parts 
in  either  direction,  and  measures 
both  high  and  low  speeds  equally 
well.  The  design  of  the  indicator 
is  different  from  that  of  the 
former  models.  The  readings  are 
taken  on  one  side  only.  The  de- 

vice can  be  quickly  set  at  zero  and  registers  up  to  ."j.OOO  revolu- tions by  .steps  of  five  revolutions,  although  much  faster  speeds 
can  be  determined.  The  two  arrows  on  the  face  of  the  dial  indi- 

cate the  figures  to  use  for  the  different  directions  of  rotation. 
The  figures  showing  through  the  small  round  windows  on  the 
dial  register  steps  of  five  revolutions  directly.  The  small  inside 
dial  registers  hundreds  of  revolutions.  The  fiber  handle  serve.s 
as  an  insulation  for  the  operator  against  electricity.  Three  points 
are  furnished,  a  steel  point  for  ordinary  speeds  and  rubber  points 
for  high  speed. 

Clip,  paste  on  3  x  5-in.  cards  and  file  as  desired 
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arranslnc    and    m|uI|ii>Iii.. 
■towinc  n<MlrrlBl,  laklns    i 

Isallon  uf  IIm'  matfrlala  cuniroi  (It-paiiini-itl. 
Tlir  lhlr<l  purl.  "Prix-urenK-nt  by  MaiiU- 

tarlurr.'  Iiu-luili-i  ihp  xubJiH-tM  of  urcanlia- 
tlon  of  the  pr..  ..nlrul   ili-iuinmenl. 
■raphir  product  :.  upcrutlun  uf  pro- 

duction control  -III. 

Part  fiMir.  '  I'l...  unin.ni  by  Purchaae," 
(rlU   of   the   funcllun   of   the   purcliaalns  de- 

Knni«'nt.  the  artu-lf,  itii.  market,  lii'ller  and 
yer.  lb*  iirire,  the  written  conira.-t  ••ffect- 

Inc  the  dpflvery.  the  cumpb-ilon  »t  (lu-  pur- 
Cbltae  contract,  aome  le(al  aaiHcta  of  pur- 
rhaatoa.  oraanlsatlon  and  peraunni-l. 

Part  (Ivv,  "Adoptlns  a  System"  explain* 
system*,  rerorda  and  forma. 

While  the  subject  of  material*  rontral 
ha*  been  explained  as  It  spplle*  to  Imth 
larse  and  amall  ornnliatlon*.  It  Is  treated 
more  particularly  from  the  vleMpoInt  uf  the 
lar«e  plant.  That  viewpoint  wn*  taken  l>e- 

rauae  the  nuihor  l>elii\i>  ilmi  "ImkIc  prln- 
rlDle*  apply   to  IxHli  l;kr."  iind  Ihiil 
'the    only    uife    poll.  .     vmill    plant 
that   U  to   hold    It*   I          Ill  almpllfyinc 
and  adaptlns  the  methuti*  leated  i>ut  In  the 
biK  plant  and  found  eaaentlal  tu  aound 
operation,  without  alurrlnc  uvcr  or  emaacu- 

lallna  ibam." 

1^ E3qx>rt  Opportunities 
^ 

Tha    B... f'aaimeree.  i..  i.... .iiir„i  ...  «    ,ii>-rff     h^it*h- 
laclaa.  I>.  (.,  ka«  ln««lrte«  fer  (he  a«earle* 
•t  if«aehli»er>  and  maehlne  tool*.  Any 
iMfarmaflea  dealred  resardlns  tl>e»e  oppef. 
laaltle*  ran  He  Aerared  from  (he  abate 
■ddrru  b>  referriac  I*  the  namber  fallaw- 
b>s  e«eh   Ileal. 

K1e«-irle  labor-aavlns  device*,  fractional 
horaeiMiwer  elerlrtr  m'Hora.  alert  rie  lamp 
ahadea  and  flltliisa  Mireleim  iN'tH  and  ap- 
pllaneea  felt*  of  all  kind*,  canvna,  durk. 
and  leather  rioih,  llnoleuma.  autumubllea. 

r<»ver  maierlaU.  pre»a<.d  and  molded 
are.  (Ia>*  lamp*,  chimney*,  tool*. 

',  flint,  and  slaa*  paper,  seneral  hard, 
war*.  eepeclally  patantad  hardware— 
Aualralla.  Asenry  deslrad.  Terma.  ca*h 
acaloal   documents,      itefersaca   .So.   4412. 

Wartrteal  auppllea,  such  aa  tkmp  cord, 
flitaraa.  •laasware,  eleetrtc  irlobeii.  molar 
appllaacaa,    beater    aapli  <  ">ra, 
dry    aad    ws(    batlarMa  »  — 
Pent.     Aaancr  rrWB  BWni'  :      >red 
ay  r»ai*ainiatlve  la  Ih^  Uiillnl  Hlates. 
Wafaraata   No.   ««>*. 

ataan  enain*  of  ta  horsepower,  in  bs 
eupnIlMl  hr  an  etbHinc  Knallsb  water  IuIm 
tmilef  with  preaaur'-  of  IXS  pounds;  alao 
pOBcblna  and  aloliina  maclil— -'•  '<itch- 
*»i'»d   machine    lathe*      hand  '•tI, 
laallker.  and   w»*>*t  .    and    ama)  for 
tram  and  brsa*  '       with  •   .,..    ..iie. 
balr   laneaas'  /it.      Purchase    de- 

nraslllan     port. 

.       1..-..-;  i;-.- umenls.     R,-»--.— — 
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rarlaMa  aisearta  T*al*  and  Rhsp  Sqalp- 
a»eal.  The  Black  B  I>ecl-'  >'  <  icturlit* 
Co..     Baltimore,     Md.      <'.<  it    fur 
l>;i    which    ha*    Juat    be.  i  by    this 

coiniMny  la  a  line  example  ..f  tlu'  printer's art  and  the  Itlsck  A  I>«cker  orKniilsatliiii 
deaervpB  uraliH.  for  the  excellent  arriinne- 
nxnt   <>f   tne   llluatrallonH   niiil   auhjecl    mat- 
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Ituler,    the    No.    2    wall    U-clrulUter    and    the 
No.  X  carriage  lectroflnler. 

I>rii<  fr-  ....  The  SIhlcy  Machine  Co.. 

Soul  I      Tlila  i-ompiiny  huh  iNSuen 
a  n.  li'MTlhlns  Hie  feaiur.'*  of  It* 
line  .11  ̂ inKi.  nplndle  ilrlll  prenMeN.  Point* 
of  eapeflal  Intereal  are  deacrllied  In  detail 
and  »|n-<-incntlnnK  for  each  type  lire  In- cluded. 

Llthafarai.    The  American  Phemloal  Paint 
Co..    Il!«  Houth    Kleventh   Mt.,    Philsdelphls. 
Pa.      A    proceaa    for   niMkUiK    paint    hold   to 
nlvnnlxed  Iron   la  diKcrllwiI   In  n  new  pub- 
nriillon,  llulli'tin  No.  !l   IV  Jusi  IxHiied  liy  thl* 

I'linv.     The  ptilil  .  'K  what  I.liho- 
doea,   sIvvH    dli  i     im    iini'    and 

i^K  of  the   l.llhnri.'  .  .<h  iia  applied 
lo  KJilvNiilxed   Inin. 

Multl-flradaaled  PreeUlen  Thread  Mrlnd- 

er*.  The  Pre.'lalon  and  Thr  ■■  '  ''•■nder Manufnclurlnc  Co..  I))3?  Arcli  i..|. 

Khia,  Pa.     A  new  cataloK,  con-  ,u|. 
•tin*.  In  Ioo*e-lenf  hinder,  lui'-  j.i-.  o.-en 

iHKued  by  thia  comiinny  cnntulnlnc  *  iten- 
er»l  dewrlptlon  of  It*  line  of  products. 
The  varloua  atylea  of  machine*  sre  lllu*- 
trated  with  a  detslled  dl*cuR*lon  of  the  con- 

struction, usa  and  mslntensnce  of  each. 

R)rthcomin^  Meetings 

KIchteaalh  Aaaaal  AalaaioMla  Balaa. 
Commo<lor«  Hotel,  New  Vtwk  City,  Decem- 

ber 1  to  >,   1>S2, 

Amerleaa  Haeteiy  af  Meehanleal  Vnsl- 
aeera,  nnnunt  convention.  DiKsemher  4  to  7, 

l»I2,  .New  York  <"lty.  Bwretury.  Calvin 
\\:  Ulce,  29  West  S9lli  St..  New  York  CUy. 
Amerlran  laatllata  of  Welch!*  and 

Meaaare*.  annual  m.-.tlni;  Ilecemlier  X, 

1*22,    United    Kiisln.  .  letlea'    Build- 
llW,    2(    Wed     Itlli  York    City. 
Chaa.  C.   81  Ills,    Iir.    .  ..    .\ew    York 

City,    Is   aecri'lury. Nattaaal    K«pn*ltlnn    of    Power    aad    Ma- 
eliaaleal    Kiialiieerlas.       Dec.    7    tO    II.    Itt2, 

<:■        '  I      Palace,    New    York    City, 
in     W.    nice,    29    West    19lli 

.  I..  :..  v.    v.jii.  City. 
Nallaaal  Aalamoblle  Thamber  of  Com- 

mrree.  .N'ntlonal  Automobile  Hhow,  Grand 
I'eniral  Palaos,  New  York  t.'lty,  January  • 
to  II,  1»XI. 

Nallaaal  Aalaaiablle  rhnmber  of  Tom- 

■aerca,   Natixnn   Aui.  i"iw,  January 
27  In  Pebriiiirv  I.    I ''  jin  and   Kirat 

Jteclroenl   Armory,   '  iil. 
Amerlran  KnslWrerins  (oanell.  Annual 

Meetlnir.  January  11  and  12,  nt  tha  head- 
quarter* of  V.  A.  K.  H.,  24  Jnckaon  Place, 

Waahlnnton,  O.  C.  L.  W.  Wallace,  Secre- 

tary. 

Amerleaa  laetttale  of  RIertrleal  Rnsl- 
neera,  MId-Wlnler  Meet  Ink.  Kebrunry  14  lo 

tl.  tSniflneerlnr  Soclelbn  IliiiK.,  .N'ew  York, K.    L.    lluichliiBon,    Secretary. 

rnlreraal  Patent  K«po*lllaa,  PlrRt  Annual 
c.n.  1,1  M.I.   .11. . I   exhibit   of  iialent*  and   In- 

I  Central   Palao',  New   York 
17  to  22.   1921.      A.   B.  Cole. 

....  .St.,  New  York  City,  I*  cbalr- 
matu 

Amerleaa  laaUtale  af  Mlalna  aad  Melal- 

larrleal  Kaalaeera,  Aniiiinl  Meeting  K.ii- 

ruary  l»  lo  II,  Kn«lii<  ■rliiK  Hoclellea'  Bldg,, 
New  York.     F.  S.  Hhiirlli-aa,  MecreUry. 

Amerleaa  Fanndrymen'*  Aaaoelatlon, 
AfiiMial  I'onvenllon,  and  oxlilblllon  at 
Public  llnll,  Clevi'luiwl.  Ohio.  April  DO  to 

May  I.  1(21.  C.  K  Moyt,  Hn  .H.nilli  Dear- 
born St..  Chlcaao  la  aecrelnry. »"-.— '-.I"  fleeira  rhemleal  aoelely.  Semi- 

llf.tel     Ci.mrn'Klore.     New 
V    I    lo    C,     l!>22.      Colin    a. 

h.,.,.     ....    „.,..ili  I.a  Sallo  Kt.,  ChlcHKo,   111., IS  secretary. 
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Machine  Tools  Wanted 

Alii.,  Attalla — Attalla  Motors  Co, — ma- 
chine shop  tquipmtnt. 

Conn.,  Now  Britain — B.  F.  Clark,  .South 
Main  St. — equipment  for  proposed  automo- 

bile  service   station. 
la.,  Dubuqne — Belsky  Motor  Co.,  6th  and 

Iowa  Sts. — repair  machinery  tor  gariiKe.  in- 
cluding^ lathe,  drill  press,  air  compressor, etc. 

Kan..  AVirhlta — G.  Manlove,  115  West  2nd 
St. — ^Soutli  Hend  power  lathe,  (used  pre- 
ferred). 

Kv..  Louisville — ^Pittsburg  Fuel  Co.,  231 
West  Main  St. — 16  or  18  in.  lathe  with 
power   attachment. 

.Mass..  Boston — Keystone  Mfg.  Co.,  53 
Warehanj  St..  (manufacturer  of  metal  toys) 
— geared  type  punch  press  with  4  in.  stroke. 
Bliss  or  Consolidated   preferred    (used), 

.Mich.,  River  Rouge — Whitehead  &  Kales, 
Suutli  Dearborn  St.,  (structural  steel  and 
mucliine  work),  M.  Davis,  Purch.  Agt. — 
complete  tool  and  die  room  equipment ;  also 
machine  shop  equipment,  including  lathes, 
millers,    shapers    and    multiple    drill. 

Mo.,  Webster  Groves — Webster  Groves 
Auto  Kepair  Co. — medium  size  power  punch 
press. 

X.  v.,  BufTalo — J.  Ballatin,  1722  Jefferson 
St. — machinery,  tools  and  equipment  for 
$75,000  automobile  sales  and  service  sta- tion. 

N.  C,  Raleigrh  —  Structural  Supply  Co., 
Box  1133,  (steel  and  iron  products),  D.  U. 
Irwin.  Purch.  Agt. — sheer  and  punch,  6  X 
3  J  in.  angles,  6  x  i  in.  fiats.  3  in.  through 
3  in. ;  lathe  for  bolt  threading,  IJ  in.  max. ; 
small  drill  press,  IJ  in.  through  1  in.; 
forge,  rivet  portable  itend  blower ;  bar 
bender,  1  in.  square,  cold  bend  ;  also  equip- 

ment   tor    light    structural    plant     (ustd.) 
O..  Cleveland  —  Cuyahoga  Boiler  Wks. 

Co.,  1210  Main  St. — belt  driven  power 
punch,  18  to  22  in.  throat,  to  take  3  in.  hole 
in  3.4  in.  material  (new  or  used). 

O..  Cleveland — W.  L.  Strt  it.  2336  West 
42nd  St. — one  36  in.  bar  folder  and  a  36  in. 
squaring  shears. 

O.,  Columbus  —  C.  J.  Maddox,  16  Bast 
Broad  St.  -compressor,  blacksmith  and  ma- 

chine shop  equipment  for  the  Buckingham 
Mines,  Ltd..  Asquith.  Twp..  Ont. 

O..  Dayton — G.  \V.  Shroyer  &  Co..  2nd 
and  .Main  Sts. — machinery,  tools  and  eiiuip- 
ment  for  automobile  sales  and  service  sta- 
tion. 

i'ii.,  Plltsburich — Pittsljurgh  &  Lake  Krie 
R.R..  South  Smithtield  St..  C.  M.  Yohe, 
Purch.  .^gt.^42  in.  boring  mill  with  side 
head ;  also  a  24   in.  shaper. 

Va.,  Ashland — Fuqua  &  Stone  (automo- 
bile repairing) — drill  press. 

Va..  .\shland — Rawlings  Motor  Co. — drill 
press. 

Va.,  FrederlckHbnre — City  Repair  Shop. 
City  Manager,  Purch.  Agt. — 10  ft.  lathe  and 
drill  press. 

Va.,  Frederieksbnrs — Dice  Motor  Co. — 
lathe  and  drill  press. 

Va.,  Frederleksburg — Fredericksburg  Mo- 
tor Co.,   613    Princess  Anne  St. — drill  press. 

Va.,  FrederirkHburg — .\.  S.  Haislip  Motor 
Co..  Princess  .\nne  St.,  L.  Bowie,  Purch. 
Agt. — lathe   for    repair    shop. 

Va,.  FredrrlekslHirg — Horton  &  Simpson, 
10.".  Commerce  SI. — reamer  for  automobile 
repair  shop. 

Va.,  Fredericksburg — C.  M.  Humphry  & 
Son.  605  Commerce  St. — lathe  and  drill 
press  tor  automobile  repair  work. 

Va..  Fredericksburg — W.  P,.  Jenkin.s,  65 
Princess  Anne  St. — 25  cycle  motor,  single 
l)hase,  110  volt  a.c. ;  also  lathe. 

Va..  Freilerlcksburg — Jones  Motor  Co. — 
shop  tools,  wrenches,   vise.  etc. 

Va..  Fredericksburg — Service  Motor  Co. — 
lathe,  drill  and  bench  tools, 

Va,.  Hopewell — F.  Bowles — lathe,  drill 
press  and  other  machinery  for  automobile 
repair  shop. 

Va..  Hopewell — Petersburg  Motor  Co. — 
lathe,  drill  press,  etc. 

Va..  Hopewell — Red  Front  O.irngp — lathe 
and  drill  press. 

Va..  Richmond — Godsey  &  Fry.  718  East 
Cary  St.   (machine  shop) — milling  machine. 

Va.,  Richmond — C.  E.  Johnson,  822  West 
Main  St.  (machine  shop) — No.  3  or  4  mill- 

ing machine.  20  in.  lathe,  20  in.  shaper,  me- 
dium drill  press  and  bench  tools. 

Va..  Richmond — H.  E.  Lang,  10  South 
Madison  ."^t.  (welding  and  repair  shop)  — 
large  lathe. 

A'a.,  Richmond — Seventh  St.  Garage  and 
Repair  Shop.  7th  and  Leigh  Sts.,  C,  A,  Skin- 

ner, Purch.  Agt. — drill  press. 
Wis.,  Chippewa  Falls — F,  A,  Bigler,  15 

River  St.  (garage) — drill  pre.ss,  air  tanks, 
gasoiino  storage  tank  and  pump. 

Wis.,  Eau  Claire — Automobile  Ga.soline 
Gauge  Mfg.  Co.,  c/o  K.  G.  Kuehl,  1607 
Emery  St. — machine  tools  and  machinery 
for  the  manufacture  of  gauges. 

WU,  Eau  Claire — J.  C.  Blaski — auto- mobile repair  machinery  for  proposed 
garage. 

Wis.,  Eau  Claire — K.  N.  Knudson.  307 
North  Farwell  St. — repair  shop  equipment 
and  air  tank  tor  proposed  garage. 

Wis.,  Eau  Claire — P.iige-Ford  Motor  Car 
Co,,  Wisconsin  and  Nortii  Farwell  Sts. — 
repair  shop  macliinery  for  proposed  garage. 

Wis.,  Lancaster — Grant  County,  H.  Mink, 
Highway  Comnr. — drill  press,  chain  hoist 
and  grinders  for  repairing  road  machinery:. 

Wis..  Mllwankee — W.  A.  Sandrock  Co., 
1217  4th  St.  (structural  steel) — punch  press. 

Wis.,  Waupnn — Landaal  Bros.  Co. — auto- 
mobile repair  machinery  for  proposed  $50.- 000    garage. 

Wis..  Wausau  —  Hall  Garage  Co.,  107 
Scott  St. — automobile  repair  machinery  for 
proposed  $10,000  garage. 

Wis.,  Wisconsin  Rapids  —  Wood  County 
Bd..  c/o  E.  Morris,  Comr. — machine  shop 
equipment. 

Ont.,  Wiarton — G.  Golden,  Berford  St. — 
complete  equipment  tor  proposed  $45,000 
garage  and  automobile  repair  siiop. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Calif.,  Los  Angeles — R.  J.  Fleming.  500 
Bryson  Bidg.  —  cannery  equipment  for 
plant,  capacity  20,000  cans  per  10  hour 
run,  tomatoes  chief  product ;  also  saw  mill 
equipment,  to  be  used  in  connection  with 
cannery  to  be  erected  in  Mexico. 

Calif.,  Orange — N.  T.  Edwards — ice  man- 
ufacturing machinery. 

Colo.,  Scibert — Seibert  Settler  (news- 
paper)— cylinder  press  for  power  equip- ment. 

Conn.,  Bridgeport — J.  H.  Southey.  576 
Gurdon  St.  (machinery  dealer) — 3  elevat- 

ing trucks  or  transveyors,  18  x  30  in.  bed, 
8  to  10  in.  rise. 

Fla..  Ocala — Marion  County  Ice  Co. — 
electrical  ice  making  machinery. 

Fla.,  St.  Petersburg — Times,  P.  Poynter, 
Purch.  Agt. — No.  8  or  No.  14  linotype  ma- chine. 

Oa.,  Cogdell — Morse  Lumber  Co. — wood- 
working machinery,  including  boring  and 

turnmg  machines, 
III.,  Cbieogo — Blue  Valley  Creamery  Co.. 

700  South  Clinton  St. — butter  making  and 
cream  separator  equipment  for  proposed 
creamery  at  Dulutii,  Minn. 

111.,  Chicago — United  States  Gypsum  Co., 
205  West  Monroe  St. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  |)roposed  gypsum  block  plant 
at  Oakdeld,  N.  Y. 

Ind..  Kvansvllle — Mid-States  Rubber  Co., 
c/o  J.  Ilopkin.s.  Sery..  Never  Spilt  Seat  Co., 
Morgan  Ave. — machinery  and  eiiuipment  for 
rubber  products   plant. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis— N.  Todd.  415  Lemcke 
Bidg. — ice  manufacturing  and  cold  storage 
machinery  and  equipment. 

Ind.,  New  Haven — New  Haven  Silk  Hos- 
iery Co..  H.  Bauer,  Purch.  Agt. — labeling 

machines,  bobbins  and  skein  winding  ma- chinery. 

la„  Dubuque — P.  T.  Bowen.  2127  Gold  St. 
— special  mixing  macliiner.v  for  the  manu- 

facture of  magnesite  stucco. 

Kan.,  Baxter  Springs — Dr.  J.  H.  Boswell 
— zinc  mill  equipment,  crushers,  rollers, 
belting,  pulleys,  siiafting  and  bearings  (used 
preferred). 

Kan.,  Wichita — Business  Printer,  St.  Croix 
Hotel,  116  North  Topeka  Ave. — job  printing 
equipment. 

Kan..  Wichita — C.  W.  Owens,  c/o  O.  W. 
Miller.  112  East  2nd  St.  (Job  printer)  — 
power  job  press  with  Miller  feeder   (used). 

Kan.,  Wichita— G.  Uoderick,  1112  Hast 
Douglas  Ave. — Harned  saw  machine,  jig 
saw,  belting,  planer,  boring  machine. 
Stanley  miter  box  and  small  tools  for 
cabinet    making. 

Ky.,  Loaisvllle — National  Forge  Co..  1572 
Cherokee  Rd.,  W.  Clark,  Pres, — foundry 

equipment. 
Me.,  Lewiston — W.  S.  Libbey  Co. — ma- 

chinery for  new  woolen  mills  at  Hinsdale. Mass. 

Md.,  Cambridge — Dorchester  Fertilizer  & 
Lime  Co,,  L.  Webster.  Pres. — complete  ma- 

chinery and  equipment  for  fertilizer  plant 
(new). 
Mass.,  Boston — Tileston  &  Hollingsworth 

Co.,  49  Federal  St. — additional  machinery 
for  paper  plant  at  892  River  St.,  Hyde  Park. 

Mass.,  Gloucester  —  Savoy  Dye  House — 
additional  machinery  for  laundry  and  dye 
iiouse,  including  extractors,  motors,  etc. 
(used). 

Mass.,  Waltham — Clayton  Mfg.  Co.,  157 
High  St.,  (knit  goods),  E.  Clayton,  Purch. 
Agt. — one  Scott  &  Williams,  18  in.,  10  eut 
machine  and  one  Shields  automatic  cutting 
and  piling  machine. 

INIIch.,  Detroit — G.  B.  Bright  Co..  Engrs.. 
Marquette  Bidg. — 96  ton  ice  making  ma- 

chine for  plant  of  Random  Lake  Ice  Co™ 
064  Locust  St..  Milwaukee.  Wis. 

Mich.,  Detroit — Dept.  Purchases  &  Sup- 
plies, 700  Marquette  Bidg.,  Congress  St., 

G.  J.  Finn.  Comr. — one  automatic  electric 
welding  outfit  for  the  Dept.  of  Street  Rail- 
ways. 

Mich.,  Detroit — Michigan  Stamping  Co.. 
11631  Mack  .\ve. — equipment  for  making 
metal  stampings,  for  proposed  addition  to 

plant. Mich..  Highland  Park — Ford  Motor  Co. — 
equipment,  consisting  of  conveyors,  trans- 

ferring and  assembling  machinery  for  pro- 
posed assembly  plant  at  Chicago. 

Mich..  St.  Joseph — J.  T.  Townsend — ^re- frigerating machinery  (motor). 

Mo.,  Chula  —  C.  S.  Steel  —  job  printing 
press,  newspaper  press,  paper  cutter,  lino- 

type, belting,  hangers,  shafting,  bearings 
and  pulleys. 

.Mo.,  .loplin — Joplin  Mchy.  &  Renting  Co.. 
301  Virginia  Ave.,  A.  E.  Maitland.  Purch. 
Agt. — 14.  16  and  18  in.  rock  crushers;  also 
24  and  26  in.  rolls  (used). 

Mo..  Joplin^Landreth  Mchy.  Co..  301-5 
East  4th  St.  (machine  shop) — vertical  boil- 

ers, 3  lo  12  hp. ;  also  2  air  compressors  up 
to  250  ft.  capacity. 

Mo.,  Joplin  —  White  Mining  Co.,  1518 
Kentucky  Ave..  O.  White.  Purch.  Agt.— 6 
Chicago  pneumatic  air  compressors,  belting, 
hangers,  shafting,  crushers,  rolls,  bearings 
and  gas  engine. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — The  Bd.  nf  Pub.  Serv..  208 
City  Hall — Two  200  hp.  oil  burning,  water 
tube  boilers.  24  ton  ice  plant  and  10  ton 
refrigeration  plant  for  proposed  service  sta- 

tion and  power  plant,  at  St.  Louis  Training 
School  for  Feeble  Minded  at  Scott  Farm. 

Mo..  St.  Louis — O.  A.  Bull.  6026  Water- 
man Ave. — 2  oil  pumps  and  2  tanks  for  fill- 

ing station  on  Hogan  and  North  Market  S's. 
Mo..  St.  Louis — Grace  Sign  &  Mfg.  Co.. 

4  25  South  Main  St. — shafting  and  small 
machines  for  proposed  sign  factory  on  2nd 
and  President  Sts. 

Mo..  St.  Louis — Modern  Auto  Parts  Co., 
1803  Park  Ave. — doliie,  rectifiers  and  weld- 

ing   parts. Mo.,  St,  Louls.^Oak  Hill  Ehcpress  and 
Transfer  Co..  3609  Gravels  Ave. — 550  gal. 
oil  pump  and  tank  for  use  at  4119  Fairvie>v 
Ave. 

Neb.,  Saint  Edward — .\dvance — 25  lb. 
light  12  point  type,  mailer  and  other  print- 

ing equipment. 

N.  Y..  Ashville — W.  F.  Meyer — machin- 
ery and  equipment  for  cider  mill  to  replace 

that  whicli  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

N.  Y..  BuflTalo — .\utnmatic  Tire  Machirc 
Co.  19  Push  St. — machinery  and  equipmeiit 

for  proposed  factory- for  the  manufactiu* of  tire  machines  and  appliances. 
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AND  FALL  OF  THK  WaKKKT 

Cappar  oatlook  improved,  elrrtrolyor,  quoted 
al  lOe.  M 141c  par  Ib^  m  New  York  warehouses. 

UcWr;  7|e.  qvoUd,  u  compared 
Tk.  par  Ik  iMt  waak.    Laad  awrliat  qulat  with  slisht 

la  Km!  8t  Lraaia.    Ltaaaad  ail  demand  amall  but 

•Oa,  howavar,  inaar  in  price  with 

PVf-if«a  pttoaa  aitl— i  ta  daeliBa.  Steel 

wai  ban  alfll  tnqoentljr  <iaotad  uo'ler  the 
par  Mi  ftb  lawaL  ladapaadaot  maken,  however,  adhere 

tka  IS  baaa  v  stael  plataa;  with  attractive  tonnare*  on 

a^aipaw  t  i|t>ot«d  aa  low  aa  $1-90^11.96.  Heavy 

af  laak  l  .atM,  for  oil  atorage  continaes. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIG  IKON  —  Per  froM   tea  —  Quotation*   compiled    by    The 
Manfcew  Addr  Co.: 
CIKCINNATI 

^•^  •    9^^%J^mWm  ■••.-.•■■■■■■■■■■■■••■■•«o«*oo»««**a     9*  '  •  J  J 
•'•••■••■     DvOTC  -   .   ••    .■   t.«aaoooa*o«»»*«aaa*»«Baa«aa   ••  jU  ■  i  f 

SaMkem  (Nmo  N*.  2    JO.  27 

NEW  YOKK-Tidewatcr  DrflvatT 
taatfcua  Kol  Kalcaa  ?.»$»2.75)    35.27 

BIRMINGHAM 
Haw  2  Faoadfy    24.00 

PHILADFLPHIA 

EMm  Pa^No.2a(iS<M2.2f«2.75)    Jl.64 

ji'^aM  No.  2    J7. 17 V^^^C  -'    '••••■••••'••••••a«a»o*«aaa«aa«a*aaBa>aaa«e  2/.  S\) 
^^^W     •  OT^V-  ■   ••••*«oo*oooo»««oO«***««   a*   m»m9»U9a»»»  *V  •  14 

CHICAGO 

H*.  2  Fovodry  local    JO. 00 

N^2  Fooadry.  SootWta  (riKoM  2.25«2.75)    JO  00 
FtTTSBURCM.  iododiat  Ittitht  charge  from  Valley 

^^^,"     » ^^■••y  >««aaa«a*«o«**o*  ooo*o*««ao*  »m •••••• a  *  •    •  5U 

•  •••oo««oaao*oooo*o«#aaaoooa«o*oaaooa  */>  $0 

•••••••••"••••••a  *•  aoa*  ••Oaaaooaoaaaaaa  JV.  jO 

«ON  MACHINnr  CASriNGS-Coat  in  ceni.  per  lb.  of 
MO  l^wbaala,  <>■«■.  face  s  24-«a.  dia..  iMib  aot  cared,  good  quality 
cny  MOO.  weigkt  27S  Ik: 

J^**^5  '  V   •   •••••••••aooaa    ••••*a«««aaaa««a«aa*«aaaae.  O.O 

—   *      ■•••-.   ••--••••••^••••••••a«.«#.  •»,,,«,  ,»,,#,»,,  5.5 

.•::;:.•.•:;.•.•.•:::.■:::;;;:.■.•.•.■.•;;  ̂         2.5 

'  »«  ia  coats  per  pouad  ia  vaiioiM  dtie* 
baM  WMabaiiiii  also  tba  bate  aaotatioM  from  mill: 

Fbub«rsb. 

MaaAaaailad       Mfl'Ca       NewYark  Oevelaad      a.icar> 

C^U         I'fSft' ">  <  24  S  75  4  05 
frj*      rSK'*       *•*♦        '  w        4.10 NkW.........      l.nVJ.Of  4.JP  S.90  4.20 

MaatTaaJtl.  I.209J.S5  4.10  4.30  4  70 
Kai.22aad24.  )  2«J.40  4.7S  4.2S  4  70 
fCoa.  2S  ami  24.  J.J0il.4$  4.»  4.10  4.7S "*»    S.JSSS.JO  4.«>  4.S  4M 

Ualvanited             Pittiburah      New  York     Geveland  Chicsio 
Nos.  lOandll.        J.J.^AJ.^O           4.<>0              4.40  4.ti<; 
No*.  12  and  14.       J.45AJ.60           >.00             4.50  4.95 
No*.  17  and  21.       3.75#J.90          S.JO             4.80 
No*.  22  and  24.       )  90S4.O5          5.45             4.95  5  40 
No.  26         4  0524.20          5.«0             5.10  5.55 

No.  2«..  ..    .  .^   4^  1 5g4  50          5.90             5.40  5.90 

"wrought  pipe— The  followina  diicounti  arc  to  jobbera  lor carload  lot*  on  the  lairti  Pitttburgh  bating  card: 

Inche* 
I  to  J... 

Steel 

2   

2Mo6. 7  to  8. 

Black 

bt, 59 
6J 
60 

9  to  12       59 

BUTT  WELD 
(iaiv.  Inche* 

.54J  J  toll... 
LAPWEI.D 
471  2   

511  21  to  4... 

47)  4)  to  6. . . 4/.I  7  to  12... 

Iron 
Black 

.     J4 

29 JO 

Galv. 

19 

15 
19 
19 
17 

BUTT  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 

l»ol»       64  5J|  I  toll       J4 2  to  J       65 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 
461  2    30 
SO  21  to  4    33 

49  4)  to  6    32 
43  7  to  8    25 
37  9  to  12    20 

20 

2....       57 
21  to  4       61 
44  to  6       60 
7  to  8       56 
9  to  12       50 

Malleable  fitting* 
17 

21 

20 

IJ 
8 

aa**e*  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
*tock  *cll  at  net  li*t.   Ca*t  iron,  standard  siM*,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE-Warehou*c  di*count*  a*  follow*: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 

Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black    cfalv. 
1  to  J  in.  ateel  butt  welded. 
2|  to  6  in.  steel  lap  welded . 

Malleable  tii(inK>.     Cla** 

*iock  tell  ai  lilt  let*  6%.    Cait  iron,  standard  lize*.  32%  off. 

■JiicK  uaiv.   maca  uaiv.   oiaca     viaiv. 

laiic*  B  and  C,  Handed,  from  New  York 

MISCELLANEOUS— Warehouac  price*  in  cent*  per  pound  ia 
100-lb.  lot*: 

New  York  aevcland  Chicago 
Open  hearth  spring  (teel  (ba*e)  . 

4.50 

6.00 
4.50 

Spring  itcci  iJiKhi)  (bair)   

6.00 6.00 6.00 

Coppered  Ueucnict  rod»(base}.. 
6.03 8.00 

6.10 

Hoop  steel   
Cola  rolled  *trip  *teel   

4.39 
3.71 

3.90 

6.75 
8.25 

7.25 

Floor  plate*    
5.50 

5.16 
5. SO 

Cold  tinithed  *hafiing  or  acrew. . 
3.90 

3.75 
3.70 

Cold  hniihed   flati,  aqiiarei. .    .. 4.40 4.25 4.20 
Structural  •hapct  (baie)   

3.14 

3.01 

3.02 

Soft  itecl  ban  (bate)   3.04 2.91 2.92 
Soft  iteel  bar  .  bapct  (ba*c). . . . 3.04 2.91 2.92 
Soft  Itecl  band*  (bate)   

3.84 3.61 
3.55 

1  ank  plate*  (bate)   3.14 3.01 3.02i 

2.92( 

Bar  iron   (2.«'0  at  mill)   
3.04 

2.91 Drill  rod  (from  liii)   

55®,fl% 

40% 

50% 

Electric  welding  wire: 

i.:;;::r.-.v:;:;v.v.v;:::-. 

S.fJO. . , 

.12013 
6.50... 

.llSl2 

.Mol   
6.25... 

.10911 

METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Cent*  Prr  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  to  carlot*),  New  York      14.374 
Tin.  5-ton  lot*.  New  York      36.87) 
Lead  (up  to  carloia),  St.  lA>uia   6.9507.00;  New  York.  7.<;() 
Zinc  (up  to  carlot*),  St.  Loui*   7.0«97.  10;  New  York.  7.<>2| 

iniot*.  1-15  N*"  Y*'''  Cleveland  Ch
icago 

Aluminum.  98  to  99% 

-/c 

ton  lou    25.20 
Antimony  (Chineac),  loa  ipec...  J.2$^7.}7i 
Copper  •heel*,  baac   21.50 
Copper  wire  (carlota). 
Copper  bar*  (ton  Iota)   
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.  leu).. 
Braattheeia  (100-lb.  lot*).... 
Hram  tubing  (100-lb.  lot*).... 

9»»»»»»9 

16.00 
20.00 

24.75 18.50 

23.(0 

23.00 

h.50 

22.00 
18.00 
23.00 
25  00 20.75 

24.00 

23.00 7.75 

23.00 16.25 

19.50 23.00 
1H.7S 
20.50 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 

METALS-^Continued 
New  York   Cleveland  Chicago 19.00 15.75 

20.75 
10.25 
24.. 50 

20.00 47.00 
36.00 

17. .50 

Brass  rods  (1,000-lb.  lots).....    17.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    10.25 
Solder  (i  and  I),  (caselots)    27.50 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)    35.00 
Babbitt  metal   (35%  tin)    25.00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .  39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot   32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)..  .      48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots     38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50.00 
Sheet  bars...    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.50  12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      11.75  11.75  11.50 
Copper.light,  and  bottoms       9.75  10.00  10.50 
Lead.heavy       4.75  5.50  5.75 
Lead,tea       4.25  4.50  4.75 
Brass,  heavy        7.00  9.75  9.25 
Brass,light       6.00  5. .50  6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.  SO  6.75  7.00 
Zinc        3  00  4.00  4.50 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 

112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
112  sheets       23.00       21.00         20.90 

AAA" 
Grade: 

IC, 
IX, 

20x28, 
20x28, 

A"  Grade: 
IC, 
IX, 

20x28, 
20x28, 

112  sheets    17.00       16.00         17.00 
112  sheets    20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets    12.50       11.00         14.50 
IC,               112  sheets    12.80       11.40         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating:  _     , 
100-lb.,    14x20    7.00         6.00           7.25 
IC,           14x20    7.25         6.25           7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cottonwaste,  white,  per  lb..     ?0.09@?0.1U       30.12         SO.  Hi 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .065®.  10  ■^■^,        ■^,° 
Wiping  cloths,  13Jxl3},perlb.  .16  32.00perM        .0 

Wiping  cloths,13ix20^,per  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M        .13 

Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 

Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.85  3.25  3.50 

Linseed  oil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.  lots.  .90  1.01  .9> 

White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     100 lb.  kegs.       New  York,    3.25 

Red  lead,  dry     lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,    3.25 

Redlead.inoil     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  14.75 

Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag. . . . .  -  .65 

Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville...  .per  net  ton    ?/-25®7.50 

Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton       7.50@8.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discount!  from  Standard  Littt 

New 

York Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  : 

IJand  lix3in.  uptol2  in       20% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts          20% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .    .     40% 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  x  30  in..  30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  pluf      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger       60% 
Case-hardened  nuts         50% 

Washers,ca8t iron,  Jin.,  per  lOOIb.  (nit)      $6.00 

Washers.cast  iron,  |  in. per   100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  1001b.  Off  list 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Ofiflist 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist 

Nuts.cold  punched, hex.,per  lOOlb.Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  1^  in.  dia.  and  smaller   
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  4-in.,  J-in.,  1x2  in.  to  S 
in.,  per  1001b   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

li   to    Ij-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£.\T/J//perlOOIb         0.25 

I  in.  diameter     EXTRA        0.15 
\  in.  diameter   EXTRA       0. 50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter     EXTRA       0.50 
Longer  than  5  in     EXTRA       0.25 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0.  50 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs           35% 

aeve- 

land    Chicago 
0-10-5% 

50% 

?3.50  net 

50% 

50% 

3.,^0nct  $4.00  ofl 

3.90  net          

     65-5% 

60-5% 

70-10% 

45% 

55% 

70% 

40-10% 

4.50 

3.00 
1.00 ICO 
1.00 
1. 00 

45% 

50% 

$5.00 
5.10 

70% 

?3.S0 

4.00 5.00 

3.00 

3.(0 
3. CO 

3. CO 

60% 

60% 

$3.90 

4.00 

80% 

$3.50 

3..^0 
3.50  net 

4.00 4.00 

4.00 4.00 

60% 

4Jc.  net 
$3.75 

3.85 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal.        $0.50 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (\  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  )52.!'8: 
Medium  grade   30-10% 

Heavy  grade   20-5-2i% 
Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade          60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets9xl  1  in.. 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets: 
Flint  paper          $5.84 

Emery  paper    8 .  80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3} 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll.         4.50 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100: 
Paper   
Cloth   

   0.15 

   0.15 

   o.so 
   0.50 

   0.25    0.50 
   $3.70  base 
50%  50% 

50%  20% 

$0.50      $0,671 

0.35         0.40 

40i%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

50-i0%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

$5.84  $6.48 
11.00  8.80 
31.12  29.48 

4.28  ,     4. 95 

,32 
,02 

1.24 

2.67 

1.40 
3.20 
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AMERirAN-     MACHINIST 

r^  rku*.  — Aimr.  •»  Ca.  •(h  mU  Aivh 

au.— MM««yw«.  ««r>  for  propoMd  to*  plont 

__>     •te.:  •»«»  liK"  '•"■ Mr  MV  tMiwy  •(  BMlia.  N-  J 
-    iwtt  *  AiBdMl  Co..  Kr«in» 

tddidanalbroad  looma  (or 

Vol.  fi7,  Na  2S 

,«..•            «o    Iriillc    mill    for    th* 
i«(m(iw«  •»  nnbuUttO. 

rUto— P.   BroM.   SXl   ̂ •«<   Hunt- 
t»,     (UrOMlWortL     rto.)— b«n<I    •«w. 

•lylrM  wMNi^  Mist. —  Ci 

ctvMllaC 

ESm.   dMw  M   IB.  haM  Mwa   Bn4   othrr 

SSaiMM  tar  ■■■■It  art*  *»%mnmnt. 

m^  ralaiBkw— TMMBkaa  Brtck  *  TMT» 

|iiw>^  A«l— »-i^^   "««kli«  MlBlpm?*!  for 
(  Iw 

•Pnrtpa   noal«ry  Co, 

CiMHMd    »*,    T.    K.    »>rown. 
'  iWioiuil   knililn*   mactilnw. 

,_  .   Pa  ill  A  Diamond.  Jaapor  and 
TfMjrvr   Sla.— Iwoad    l<>uii»   anil    ncoraaortva 

'  ~Vt  toctory. 

ra.  rMto.— Th«  rity.  Il«  rily  HalL  T.  P. 

AraMlionc.  I»urch.  A«i— lo  ton  r»frl«rrai. 
tac  »UM  for  city  boapllaL 

»•_  rhila.  —  Pontlnrntal  l.>«th*r  Co.. 

Tmnmr  m.  and  Van  Kirk  Ave.— additional 
tiatlur  ««rktac  marhlnrry  tor  nvw  ptanl- 

ro_  nilla  Ittiphali  Oroon  Co^  ISth  ami 
Arch  tlia  lllM—  and  other  prlntln« 
xHiiHavM  ror  pcopma  plant  on  a4(h  and Marlt^  lU. 

ra_  PMto.  —  Jon*a  Prinlinc  Co,  IMI 

■■— mn  tit.  W.  Jenca.  Pun-h.  Act.— prraaoa. 
paprr  cottar  and  acoaaaortoa  (or  plant. 

»««  VhOa^— Morchanta  *  Rvnna  Co..  loss 

WaAbuRoa  Avr..  A.  Kvnni,  I'urrh.  A«t.— 

aaltlaK  mMhlnrit.  brakiH.  (iiman-a  and 
^ttt*i  mvUtl  working  muchlnrry  for  new ■MItioa. 

ra.  rmia-  l  H.  n**^.  <SS  North  Broad 

•U — auiamatle  full  taahlon  hoalery  ma- dilnra,   rtc   for   new   plant. 
ra.  Pklta   RodgM*  Rncravlnc  Co,  lilt 

Arrti   8u— «iacliln«ry    and    equipment     (or 
ravine  aad  printinc  plant. 
— WoMa 

!  Kdry. 
•    for 

d*. 

i>lilO|M>ll« 

rs.  PMIa.— WobMaarrofl  K<lt  Mfic.  Co^ 

Muttwrry  and  Brldtrv  8t»..  1.  II.  \Vol«ti;n- 
rr»>ft.  rurch.  AKt. — additional  wla  and  lln- 
lalwrs  for  the  manufariurr  of  frit. 

ra,  mtakarah  —  Puqu.  •  r 
Co.  raraMra'    liank   Uldc. 
fMmdrjr.  to  r»plar«  that   w atmyr^    by    Are,    at     Kandnli      lu 
P.  «>.». 

rm.,  rii«*lMr«li — D.  U  Hamlin.  Inc.,  12» 
Mth  St.— srain  eontwylng  machlnTy. 

ra,  nM>karcb— Uakm  Staal  Caatlns  Co, 
•tod  and  But  tar  Rta.— crane 

Pa..   r«««.4««ra-a:   W.   Corbctt.    (1    IHllh 

gt.   foundry     rquipmrnt     for    the     manu- 
(actura   of    nirt'l   raatlnca. 

ra,  r«la«kl— PulaakI  Orlat  Mill.  W.  He 

Can  nail.  o»nrr — machlnary  and  (.qulpmcnt. 
ra,  nliaraa— Sharoa  FUraltnr*  Mfc  Co, 

ttt  Wilkia  HI.— aaw  and  aaw  labia. 

ra.  MaMa««*M— J.  A.  ttniali — prinilaif 
— lililiiw  f  anil  Miulpmaat  (or  new  i  alory 

ra-  AlfcaliarB  ▼.  ft  9»ft*.  ?««  j* 
ItlkBt^-okatlntr  ai|alWi«at.  refrtsara 
I  iin     -r  aMi  tmm  mmnrn^  a^aliaaaat, 

j«l  Ifaroi 
rtaaraiMa 

r*.  Car^— O-    A-    »fn«*r 

■  laiaiiWi  tilt   aa4^« atr. 

ra-   rii  •■■ 
r.    r-ral*.   M«T  ■ 

on   Wka   <x. 

lava  fPMlik  r.  0>— Om<- 
(Mi  ̂ w  Malaa  a»l  tKaato* 

iTknla  miO^  tnik  m»>  IT*  arin. 
•••     aaa  ttovt*  A   PwWr  bob. 

t^ba»'«  noaay  ''ab*  <'oa* 

ra.,  ralaaiewa — Brown  Coal  Co.— alac- 
trto  coal  ti|>iil<'  machinery  and  a<iulpmi'nt. 

ra..  WarrMi  —  ColonUI  Ru>  Wka.  410 

Laurvt  Bi,  C.  M.  Mayhood.  Purch.  A»t.— 
dy*ln«  marhtnary  andlooma  for  the  manu- facture of  raff  and  flim  msa. 

ra,  Wa«««ata«a — Wataontown  Owir  * 
■aah  I'o. — mai'hinery  and  a«4Ulpm«nt  for 
addition  to  factory. 

ra-  WMIaaiepart  gundard  Woc>d  Ptpo 
Co..  Kaa(  J«.<r>raoa  M.— «awmlll  aiiulpmant. 

ra,  Wa«<«law»— Bd.  Bdoc— *<iulpm»nt 
(or  voraiixnal  depTtmaot  of  nrw  fZiit.onn 

Mtli  acltool. 
m.  t-  rawtaakat — Bd.  Edoc. — voratlonul 

mSJhmK    (or    propoaad    tl.Xtt.O**    hlsh 

a.  I.  WaaaaoebH — RliOd*  liland  Knit- 
llnr  Co-  J»«r»r«  Ht.— equipment  for  pro- 
Itoeed  addMloa  to  knllllnx  mill. 

a.  C,  0»»»»»M1»— K.  M.  Wliarton.  T>aVf|n- 
nort  AtwfUwaata  aumpod  at«.|  automata 
loom    atop.    rMantly    iwlantMl. 

n.  C  ■lavevWe  fO«dart»«  •'.  O.)— Con- 

Biir..  TiB.t-er  fjf   '  '     '"    rt«la»r.  I'rea.— himlwr  an-I  aawf  'ry. 
T  'haiisi.— «• — ^  ..iillnrnlal     Mehy. 
r  'lactilnrry  and  i-iiuluiTn-Ml  lo  re- 

i.P-b  waa  daatroyi)  I'y  Ore. 

'Ml 

nuehlna.    too 

WMapbIa  ̂   DaBolo     Hardwood 
r»oo»l««  C«„  1«M  Made*  Ar»~  It  A.^Tay- 
t^    Mrr-     ■iialpumK  for  propoaai  addition 
to  pionl. 

T»«,  BaalMM— r>atroallf«.  J^  ̂ mami^ 
af  paiiipa,  tA0ff^^ tm  plant  rnrw). 

Taa,  raayoa — Bd.  Kduo. — vooalluudl 
M|ul|Hn«ni    for    1100.000   aehool. 

Te»..  C»a«laH— Kauat  Motor  Co. — about 
a  duarii  plKOM  iC  aheat  metal  or  tin  work- inc  machinery. 

Tvt.,  rolleaa  aialloa — A.  A  M.  (^olli-cr I'riiii  Shoii— proof  preaa,  atand.  ainali*  and 
iloulilr  Kullt-y  preaa  (or  power  vqulpnic-nt. 

Tri,  Krrraa — J.  W.  Maby  A  CO.  (aliret 
metal) — K  or  in  ft.  oomioa  brake. 

Ten..  Man  Aniaaia  —  PVeaman  Prinlinc 
Co. — |K>ny  ••yllmlii  i  "'  \  18  In..  Mflhlo 

prefiTriHl.  |ioUt*r  a! Va..     Alr\aHdrlK  :th     Knalne     A 
Mchy.  Co  ■  SiiO  ft,  3  11..  air  blowiT  (uaid)  ; 
oil  I'tiKhii-.  Tr.  to  100  hi>.  (uaad)  ;  T|  x  )| 
In,  S  X  9  In.  iind  10  X  10  In.  loe  maclilnra, 
belt    drivrii,    I'lioloaed    tyiw    (uaed.) 

Va,  A  •bland— R.  J.  Chlaholm.  R.f.D.  4 — 
Kaa  rnclnv.  niundrvl  and  a  18  In.  circular aaw. 

Va,  rity  Point — Wllaon-IIork  Co.,  (ma- 
chinery, etc.),  N.  Wllaon,  M«r. — »  In.  ati-iim 

wiuiralor :  rolnry  dryer  about  7  fl.  dliim- 
pler.  to  ft.  lona.  lo  dry  with  direct  or 
arml-dln-ct  heat  80  Ion  of  llmi  atone  |>er 
hour :  oulflt  to  dry-crlnd  mica  lo  75  or 
10   meah. 

Va,  Prederlrkaburr — J.  R.  flrlrkert  A 
Co.  001  ('h»rl«'»  SI.-  Ifiit  heiioh  rnmiilcli' 
with  armmuri-  wlmlir  nnil  unili-r  cuiiii, 
alao  amull  Inllir  ami  i-li-rlrlc  haml  motor. 

Va.,  rronl  Royal — Proctora  Orlat  Mllla — 
romplrii'  inaihlnery  lo  replace  that  which 
waa  ili'ntroyi'il  by  Are. 

Va..  Haiirwell — Hopewell  China  Plant — 
clay  worklnR  niarhlnery. 

Va..  Mepeweil— Hopewell  Printing  Co. — 

pony  preaa. 
Va,  Hopewell— Tublaa  Artlflelol  Bilk  Co,. 

J.  I..  Ilrown,  Purch.  Agt. — aplnnInK  ma- chlntry. 

Va..  Klehmand — Allcglieny  Bos  Co.,  001 
Hyrd  HI.  (muniifarturer  of  wooden  boxea) — 
multiple  iHirlna  machine, 
Va,  Rlrhntead— 8.  B,  Kane,  lit  South 

IximbBrily  SI.  ( print Ina) — rutting  and  hIu- 
pllnic  tnat'lilnea.  alao  )ob  preaa. 

Ta..  Rlehmaad-  K.  T.  Mai'dowell,  201 
Baat  Main  St. — It  X  18  In.  job  preaa,  paper 
cutter  and  atapling  machine. 

Va,  Rlrhmead — Palaca  Steam  laundry, 
lot  Wim  Cary  St,  c.  n.  anifla.  Pun-h. Art. —  1  wnrherH.  one  t«  In.  extractor  and 
collar  and  cuff  machinery. 

Va,  Richmond  —  Richmond  Comiitnt.Hl 
Paper  Co..  71  h  and  Hyrd  Sta.— combination roll,  rewlnder  and  aheat  chopper. 

Va,  RIehaiaad— R.  A.  SIcwora.  »ll  Cum- 
berland St.  (contractor) — 4  aldlnn  mn- chlnea. 

Va,  KIcbmond — T.  A  K.  Laundry  f-o.. Inc.  »!«  Went  Rroad  St..  I-.  R.  Mard>\ 
Purch.  Agt, — whole  ahirt  unit,  eollnr  and 
cuft  machinery  and  t  largo  waahera. 

W.  Va..  rharle.tnn — OrllTllh.  Fo»lir  A 
Rhode* — M|uliim«'nt  (or  the  manufRclurc  of 

akyllRhtH.  blow  plpcH.  heating  ayati'ma,  etc. 

W.  Va,  Olea  While— K.  K.  White  Coal 
Co  -  machinery  and  equipment  for  propo»'-d coal  tipple. 

WU.,  Relalam— Krier  Praaervlng  c.. 
canning  machinery,  belting,  ahafllng,  i"'v  ■  ' 
••iiiilpmcnl,  Inclmllng  hnllera,  enirlncH.  piinii.!" kikI  Kiei-I  utiicli  for  cnnncrvnt  Rannnm  Ijikc. 

WU,  rrandon- P  H.  Hlm.»— planing  ami 
aawlnff  machinery  for  propoaed  aaw  anil 
planing  mill. 

Wl...    raa    riaira  —  T.*ng   Conning  Co. 
Mill    St.— canning   machinery,    belting   and 

ahnfllng  for  propoaed   addition   to  i-anmry. 
WU,    Oreoa    Bay— J.    f.    Knieitir,    1 OOK Crcmka  St.— aheat  meUl  working  machinery. 

WU,     llartland— J.     tlurlcy— dairy     and 

row.r    machinery    for   propoaod    factory   al luntlxford. 

WU,  l«  rra«»«»— Anderaon  Viilcnnlxing 

ro^  Hi  Bute  St. — vulcanlilng  oqulpmcnt. 
M-i.  %i«dlMn — Karnnck  Studlxn  '°o..  21 

y,  '■   St..    T.    Munchow.    I'lir'li.    Ail •     fur    the     rti.iiiiifacdirf     ■•!       ' 
,..!,-   i,.  ra,  metal  and  ploallc  art  m.v.  I Ilea,   etc. 

WU,  MadlM»o  —  Madlaon  Bupply  C03 
«IK  Baat  Waahlngton  Ava— fiowOr  and 

bottllnr  machinery  for  propoaod  bottling worka 

WU..  Meaemeala— I>onn  Coonly.  K 

Slewarl.  r.onr.— |It,780  worth  of  road  ni.i- 

ehlnerr.  Including  patrol  gradcra  and  eqoii.- ment  for  county   repair   ahop 

WU.,  MMwaabeo— C.  I>anUl,  1741  Teti- 

tonla  Ave.  (carpentry  and  mlllwork) — "m- band  aaw. 

WU.,  miwaabeo-Bjtcel  Mfg.  Co..  1102 
nouth  Plerca  St.  (mlllwork)  —  additional «>'rK»1  working  machinery. 
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His.,  Milwaukee — P.  Hoff,  64  Locust  St. 
— ice  making  iiuicliinery,  electrically  driven. 

Hii...  Milwaukee — Milwaukte  Auto  Spe- 
cialty Mffc'.  Co.,  711  Chestnut  St.,  W.  J. 

Kaley,  Purch.  Agt. — one  paper  press. 
Win.,  Milwaukee—Milwaukee  Enameling: 

Co..  406  6th  .\ve..  J.  M.  Reitzler,  Purch. 
Agt. — enameling  ovens. 

Wi»..  MilHiiukee — Milwaukee  Times,  Xi9 
Orove  .St..  11.  Towell,  Purch.  Agt. — one 
stereotyping  outfit  and  one  cylinder  press, 
motor  power. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Palmolive  Co.,  42  4th 
St. — soap  making  machinery  and  kettles  for 
l)roi>ose(:l  addition  to  factory, 

«is..  .Milwaukee — J.  .1.  Tadyck,  1394  8th 
Ave. — siieet    metal   working  machinery. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Vollbrecht  Cut  Stone 
Co..  753  Canal  St..  A.  J.  Vollbrecht,  Purch, 
Agt. — traveling  crane. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Wisconsin  Steel  &  Dock 
Co.,  an:!  3rd  St..  (marine  repairs,  etc.),  F. 
W.  Ste\'ens.   Purch.  Agt. — power  saws. 

Wis..  Koshult — M.  C.  Colrud — feed  grind- 
ing machinery'  with  gasoline  engine  or  mo- tor power. 

Wis.,  Wausau — Marathon  Shoe  Co.,  1st 
Ave.  and  Cedar  St. — additional  shoe  work- 

ing machinery  tor  proposed  factory. 

B.  C.  KilKnrd — ("omrs.  of  Sumas  Dyking 
Dist. — receiving  bids  until  Dec.  28  for  an 
8  ton  hand  operating  traveling  crane.  Ks- 
timated  cost  $4,000.  G.  P.  Moe,  Kilgard, 
Kngr. 

N.  B.,  St.  JohnN  —  Stephen  Brick  Co.. 
Prince  William  St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment to  replace  that  which  was  destroyed 
by   fire. 

X.  B.,  St.  .lohiis — Stetson-Cutler  &  Co. — 
sawmill  equipment. 

Out..  CollinKW'ood — Canadian  Postal  I<otk 
Xut  Dolt  Co.,  F,  A.  Bassett.  Mgr. — equip- 

ment for  the  r^anufacture  of  bolts,  screws 
and  rivets,  later  tor  steel  stamping. 

Ont..  Ford  —  Ford  Motor  Company  of 
Canada.  P.  W.  Grandjcan,  Secy. — special 
metal  working  machinery  for  the  manufac- 

ture of  autos  and   tractors. 

Out..  Ooderi<-li — AV.  Baechler — machinery 
and  eciuipment  for  proposed  woodworking 
lilant   and   sawmill. 

Out..  Hamilton — Curo  Constr.  Co..  Ltd., 
3116  Landed  Bank  Bldg,.  C.  W.  Bowser, 
j^urch.  Agt. — woodworking  and  general  con- tractors  equipment. 

Out.,  Harrow — T.  R.  Flood  Flour  Mills — 
equipment  to  replace  that  which  was  de- 

stroyed by  Are. 
Out.,  Mount  DennU — Electroplax  Co. 

(manufacturer  of  insulation  equipment)  — 
machiner.v  and  equipment  for  plant  to  re- 

place that  which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 
Ont..  Owen  Sound — Bd.  Educ,  W.  H. 

Wright.  Chn. — general  equipment,  includ- 
ing tools,  woodworking  and  metal  working 

lathes,  etc..  for  proposed  technical  school, 
physics  and  chemistry  laboratories. 
Ont...  Paris — Penman.s  Ltd. — equipment 

for  proposed  woolen  mill  at  St.  Hyacinthe, 
Que. 

Ont,,  Petrolea — B.  P.  Corey — special 
equipment  for  making  oil.  grease  and  soaps 
fnv    proposed    factory. 

Que.,  St.  Lambert — J.  Duncan — sawmill 
equipment  to  replace  that  which  was  de- 

stroyed  by  fire. 

Ont.,  St.  SlarvH  —  AV.  Zurbrigg,  c/o 
.T.  H.  Jameson — complete  e<(uipment  for 
proposed  saw  and  planing  mill  at  Rannoch. 

Out..  Stratford  —  Stratfiird  Frames  , 
Xciv.lties — wor>dworking  machin,  ry,    (new). 

Out..  Welland — Welland  Cotton  Co.,  J.  T. 
Oram  ham.  Pres. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment  for  proposed  cotton  mill. 

Out..  Wiarton — Oilpin  Bros. — $30,000 
worth  of  woodworking  macliinery  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  flooring  and 
woodenware  specialties. 

Que..  Montreal — Thomas  Ccild  Mining  Co. 
Ltd..  810  Drummond  Bldg..  T.  Tl.  Carveth 
227  Oironard  Ave.,  Pres. — stamp  mill  and 
other  tnachinerv  for  mine  in  Thomas  Twp. 
Porcupine  Mining  Division,   Ont. 

i      Metal  Working  Shops 
~,i,lil„i,l„i,IIIIMIIMIIIIIIII,lll>il,llltll,llllll)lltlllliltlllfillii,tll   ■Illllfllllid 

Conn.,  Plantsville^TIie  Blakeslee  Forg- 
ing Co.  awarded  the  contract  for  the  eon- 

siruction  of  a  2  storv.  40  x  42  ft.  forge 
building.  Estimated  cost  $15,000.  Noted 
Ort.   13. 

Conn.,  Waterbury — The  Brass  City  Ma- 
chine &  Tool  Wks..  29  Pearl  St.,  is  receiv- 

ing bids  for  the  construction  of  ,a  2  story 
addition  to  its  factory  for  the  manufacture 

of  special  machinery.  Estimated  cost  $40,- 
000.  L.  S.  Kipp,  121  Charles  St.,  Engr.  and Archt. 

Masc,  CanibridKe — The  Cambridge  Motor 
Co.,  195  Massachusetts  Ave.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story. 
55  X  200  ft.  garage  and  automobile  sales 
and  service  station,  with  62  x  66  ft.  wing, 
on  Massachusetts  Ave.  and  Front  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $150,000. 
Minn.,  St.  Paul — The  Hamm  Realty  Co., 

681  Minnehaha  St.,  plans  to  build  a  2  story, 
150  X  150  ft.  garage  on  8th  and  Sibley  Sts. 
l->timated  cost  $100,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — The  Auto  Car  S.  &  S.  Co., 
Locust  and  Ledingwell  Sts.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
134  X  155  ft,  garage  and  service  station  at 
2740  Locust  St.     Estimated  cost  $60,000. 

Mo,.  St.  Louis — The  Automatic  Sprinkler 
Co.,  c/o  T.  Sheehan  Plumbing  Co.,  15th  and 
Olive  Sts.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story,  40  x  110  ft. 
sprinkler  assembly  plant,  on  Olive  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $25,000. 
Mo..  St.  Louis — The  Haynes-Langenberg 

Mfg.  Co.,  4045-57  Forest  Park  Blvd.,  will 
soon  award  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  3  story,  150  x  200  ft.  furnace  fac- 
tory on  Bircher  St.  near  Euclid  St.  C.  W. 

Morton,  1339  Syndicate  Trust  Bldg.,  Engr. 
G.  O.  Langenberg,  c/o  owner,  Archt.  Noted 
Nov.   23. 

N.  H.,  Manchester^C.  H.  Macrury,  1042 
Elm  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 
.struction  of  a  3  stor.v.  50  x  50  ft.  garage 
on  Burch  and  Lowell  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000. 

N.  Y.,  ISruoklyn — M.  Galtabiano,  c/o  T. 
Goldstone.  Engr.  and  Archt.,  50  Graham 
Ave.,  will  build  a  1  -story,  100  x  100  ft. 
garage  on  Decatur  St.  and  Wyckoft  Ave. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

N.  Y.,  BulTalo — The  Williams  Gold  Re- 
fining Co.,  2il78  Main  St..  plans  to  build  an 

addition  to  its  factory.  Estimated  cost 
$10,000.     Architect  not  announced. 

N.  Y..  Laekawanna  (Buffalo  P.  O.) — The 
Lackawanna  Steel  Co.  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  additions  to 
mills,  also  new  rail  and  steel  mills,  furnaces 
and  various  shops.  Cost  will  exceed  $15,- 
000,000.     W.  A.  James,   Ch.  Engr, 

N.  Y.,  Roeliester — The  Rochester  Taxicab 
Co.,  58-64  Plymouth  Ave..  N.,  awarded  the 
contract   for   the   construction  of  a    2   .story, 
90  X  200  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $125,- 
000. 

O.,  Dayton — The  G.  W.  Shroyer  Co.,  2nd 
and  Main  St.,  is  having  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  50  x  200  ft. 
automobile  sales  and  repair  station  on 
North  Main  St.  Estimated  cost  $60,000. 
Private  plans. 

O.,  Norwood — The  Chevrolet  Motor  Co., 
General  Motors  Bldg.,  Detroit,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
320  X  500  ft.  automobile  assembly  plant 
on  Smith  Rd.,  here.     Noted  Nov.  16. 

O.,  Springfield  —  Tile  Fairbanks  Piano 
Plate  Co,,  Kenton  St.,  plans  to  rebuild  por- 

tion of  its  factory,  whicli  was  recently  de- 
stroyed by  fire.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

O..  Toledo  —  The  Chevrolet  Motor  Co., 
General  Motors  Bldg.,  Detroit,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a   1   story, 
91  X  450  ft.  autotnobile  transmission  plant, 

here.     Estimated    co.st  $22.'>.noo. 
Pa.,  Erie — The  Northwestern  Motors  Co., 

21st  and  State  Sts..  plans  to  rebuild  its 
factory  which  was  recently  destroyed  by 
fire.     Estimated  cost  $200,000. 

Pa.,  Kendall  (Coraopolls  P.O.) — The  Du- 
quesne  Steel  Fdry.  Co..  Farmers'  Bank Bldg..  Pittsburgh,  plans  to  rebuild  major 
portion  of  its  foundry,  which  was  destroyed 
by  fire,   here.     Estimated  cost   $300,000. 

Pa..  Lewistowii — The  .4mer.  Refractories 
Co..  Union  Arcade.  Pittsburgh,  has  pur- 
cha.sed  a  6S  acre  site,  here,  and  will  build 
a  plant  in  the  spring. 

Pa,.  New  Castle — The  National  Radiator 
Co..  Central  Ave.  and  Ohio  St.,  .bihnstown. 
will  build  a  1  story.  30  x  365  ft.  addition 
to  its  foundry,  here. 

Pa..    Phila. — The    Abrasive    Co..    Tacony 
and  Froley  Sts..  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  storv.  80  x  120  ft. 
factory.     Estimated  cost  $8,000. 

Pa..  Phlla. — P.  Dandolfi,  4lRt  and  Poplar 
Sts..  is  receiving  bids  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story.  50  x  200  ft.  garage  on  Wyom- 

ing and  Mascher  Sts.  Estimated  cost  $75.- 
000.  Neul)auer  &  Supowitz.  929  Chestnut 
St.,   Archts. 

Pa.,  riiila. — The  General  Electric  Co.. 
Witherspoon  Bldg..  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  6  .storv  addition 
to  its  switch  factory  on  7th  St.  arid  Willows 
Ave.    Estimated  cost  $80,000.    Noted  Oct.  5. 

Pa.,   PlttKbursii — The   Englert   Mfg,    Co.,         ' 
2133  East  Carson  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  68  x  12(i 
ft.  battery  factory  on  South  25th  and  Jane 
Sts.     Estimated  cost  $75,000,     Noted  Sept.  7. 

Pa,.  Pittsburxli — The  Neely  Nut  &  Bolt 
Co.,  46  South  22nd  St.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  .story.  120 
X  150  ft.  and  21  x  113  ft.  bolt  plant.  Noted Oct.  12. 

Pa..  FittHburgli — The  Pure  Oil  Co.,  Chest- 
nut and  High  Sts.,  Columbus,  O..  is  having 

plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story.  80  x  150  ft.  garage,  here.  Private 

plans. W.  Va.,  ParkerHburs — The  Blackwood 
Electric  Steel  Corp.  is  receiving  bids  on 
steel  for  a  1  story,  140  x  230  ft,  factory, 
for  the  manufacture  of  castings.  Mill. 
Rhines.  Bellman  &  Nordhoft,  1234  Ohio 
Bldg.,    Toledo.    O.,    Archts. 

Wis.,  CedarbnrK  —  The  Hansen  Canning 
Machine  Co.,  Port  Washington,  is  receiving 
bids  for  the  con-struction  of  a  1  story,  112  x 
112  ft.  factory,  here.  Estimated  cost  $40.- 
000.     Private  plans. 

Wis..  Fond  dn  Lac— The  Gurney  Refrig- 
erator Co.,  64  South  Brook  St.,  awarded  the 

contract  for  the  construction  of  a  power 
house  and  3  story.  60  x  140  ft.  factory  for 
the  manufacture  of  refrigerators.  Esti- 

mated cost  $60,000.     E.  G.  Vail,  Pre.s, 
Wis.,  Kenosha — C.  O.  Augustine.  Archt.. 

is  receiving  bids  for  the  construction  of  a 
1  story,  82  x  125  ft.  gar»ge  for  W.  Ru.sse'l. 
603  Milwaukee  St.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Wis.,  Manitowur — The  Aluminum  Spe- 
cialty Co.,  17th  and  WoUmer  Sts.,  awarded 

the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  3 
story,  52  x  149  ft.  factory  and  warehouse. 
Estimated  cost   $40,000. 

Wis..  Manitowoc  —  The  Van  Lente-St. 
Clair  Corp..  4  05  West  Walnut  St..  Green 
Bay.  plans  to  build  a  2  story.  57  x  110  ft. 
garage  and  repair  shop.  here.  Estimated 
cost  $45,000.     B.  L.  Van  Lente,  Mgr. 

Wis.,  Milwanlcee — The  Harley-Davldson 
Motor  Co.,  3732  Chestnut  St  ,  is  having 
!)lans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story.  80  x  145  ft.  addition  to  Its  factory. 
Estimated  cost  $45,000.  Fereral  Engr.  Co.. 
444  Milwaukee  St.,  engrs. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — Leiser  &  Hoist,  Archts.. 
105  Wells  St..  are  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story.  45  x  115  ft.  addi- 

tion to  factory  for  the  Milwaukee  Gas  Spe- 
cialty Co.,  2017  Clybourn  St.  Estimated  cost 

$40,000. Wis.,  Mihvaukee — M.  S.  Mann,  1219  Hol- 
ton  St..  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story.  50  x  110  ft.  garage 
on  4th  St.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Wis..  Milwaukee — The  Milwaukee-West- 
ern Fuel  Co.,  120  Wisconsin  St..  awarded 

the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story.  120  x  140  ft.  repair  shop  on  Clinton 
St.     Estimated  cost   $60,000. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — J.  M.  Nash.  842  30th 
St.,  manufacture  of  special  woodworking 
machinery,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  1  story.  25  x  70  ft.  and  23  \ 
90  ft.  additions  to  factory.  Estimated  cost 

$8,000. 
Wis.,  Wankesha — The  Spring  City  Auto 

Co..  220  West  Main  St.,  is  receiving  bids 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story.  65  x  190 
ft.  garage  and  repair  shop.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000,      B.   Wolf,    Mgr,     Private   plans. 

Wis.,  Wanpun  —  The  Althouse-Wheeler 
Co.  will  build  a  2  story  factorv  for  the 
manufacture  of  steel  towers,  wind  mills. 
tanks,  etc.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  H.  O. Thompson,   Mgr. 

Wis..  Wausau — Oppenhamer  &  Obel. 
Archts..  Wausau.  are  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story.  60  x  60  ft.  garage, 
for  the  Durant  Motor  Car  Co.,  208  Wash- 

ington  Ave.     Estimated   cost   $45,000. 
Wis..  Wisronsin  RapldN — The  Prentiss- 

Wabers  Co.  plans  to  build  a  2  storv.  50  x 
110  ft.  factory  for  the  manufacture  of 
heating  devices  for  tourists,  including 
enameling,  assembling  and  testing  rooms. 
Estmiated  cost  $.-)0.000.  Architect  not selected. 

Ont..  Ford — The  Ford  Motor  Co.  of  Can- 
ada has  had  plans  prepared  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  storv.  570  x  IflSS  ft.  and  a  ' 
story.  6n  x  lOSS  ft.  machine  shop  additions 
to  automobile  factory.  A.  Kahn.  1000  Mar- 

quette Bldg..  Detroit.   Mich.,  Archt. 
Ont..  London — Middlesex  Motor.s,  Ltd., 

781  Dundas  St..  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  storv,  76  x  200  ft. 
garage  and  automobile  repair  shop.  Esti- 

mated cost  $65,000.  F.  B.  Isaacs  Mgr. Noted  Oct.  5. 

Que..  Montreal — Quebec  Liquor  Comrs.. 
Delormier  St..  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
con.struction  of  a  75  x  1  00  ft.  garage.  Esti- 

mated cost  $50,000.     Noted  Sept.  21. 
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Hlak,  r»«»Ui»i— Tl.*  Patoakay  Porttaml 

CMBMil  C».  u  haviua  prallmlaarir  plana ^Mira4  tw  akundinc  factory.  Mojf^o'i^ 

SaTpawar  ptenl.     »:»iimatMl  ooat  f»««.t«0. 

MlM.  M^aa  rarfc  (Duluth  P- 0->— T«>« Ualvaraal  I'urtUnd  C«inaot  Co.  wlU  bulW  « 

a^urr  l>  &  iu«  n.  addtUon  to  ita  raw 
iJSnM  mill  anil  a  1  alory.  •*  »  »t\'«- 
b«lr«irr  bulMlnc.  Kallmatad  coat  »14>.iOU. 
No(>d  Aug.  1- 

Ma,  ai.  l*«»«  -Thr  Johanaaa  Broa.  Shoa 

Co,  »««"  LacWde  Avr .  awarM  iha  coo- 
tract  Jor  tho  oooatructlon  of  a  4  atory.  »•  k 

IM  It.  a4»dillon  lo  «•  ahoa  fitotery,  ajeo  a 

tiun.  *1  U.  11  (t.  admin  lat  ration  bulldlns 

oa  UicMa  St.  oaar  Grand  Ul*d.  Uatlmalad 
eoal  IIM.M*. 

»*_•!.  Laal— A.  11.  Ptow^  101  u  North 

Ittli  SU  »a  havlna  pUna  prapar^  I?"'/*"' 
cvMtractloa  o(  a  1  story.  It  x  140  ft.  fac- iiv«  for  tba  manuCactura  of  mattrvaaaa. 

£2aala4^oat  «n.»«o.  >£•  <>-  l^wlor.  10» 
Chamleal   Hide..  Archt. 

It.  J,  naaiBi>B4lan — Tha  UUlaflald  loa 

Co»  awardrd  Ihr  contract  for  «ha  conatruo- 
tloa  of  a  <  atory  lea  and  aloraca  pUnU 
BMinatad  coat  IM.MO. 

».  T,  JaaaaalawB  —  Tha  Clarka  Baklns 

Co,  »«i  North  Main  8t-  plana  to  rvbulld 

iSior  pertktn  of  lu  bakary  oo  Klchrnond 
pTwlOS  was  racaoUy  dretroyad  by  lira. 

Batlmatrd  coat  ItO.OM.  Archllact  not  an- nouBcad. 

M.  T.  «aaaa4owa— Th«  New  lo*  *  foal 

Co,  »l»  Clinton  St..  pUn»  to  hulld  an  lea 

manufacturing  plant.  Ka.linalad  coal  ll«.- 
tM.    Arehiiaot  not  announrad. 

M.  T,   ■aihoa<»r    Tha  RochMter  Oaa  ft 

buUd  a  complata  oaw  watar  ga«  pUnt.  ca- 
pariiy.  4.0Mro9«  to  t.OOO.Ono  cu.ft.  par  day, 
on  I'tatt  8U    J.  Hafinkamp.  tlupu 

K.  T,  Baili^^lar— Tlie  Hochcatar  P**'*]"! 
ft  Cold  Storag.  Co..  711  front  81,  awairfe^ 
Um  contract  for  ramodellng,  and  ««'»<>'"€ 
M  addition  to  lu  pUnt.  TCatlmalad  co* 

ItM.OOO. 
».  T,  »lircp«h#a4  Bar  <  Brooklyn  P.  O.) 

ta  8ui>'rlor  Ic.-  »'>..  Inc..  iO  Kam  4Ind 

■t.  New  York  City,  will  aoon  award  lh» 
contract  for  tba  conalruciion  of  an  lea  plant 

un  Ava.  Z  and  Baal  I'lli  Mi.,  here.  l!.»tl- 

Siitid  cit  $»»OtO.  W.^MorUn«.n.  X0» Waat  T«th  81,  New  York  City,  Bngra.  and 
Arcltta.     Noted  Oct.   i. 

O,  Ahraa— Tha  Orn.-ral  Tire  *  Rubbrr 

Co.  170I  Baat  Market  Hi.,  awarded  the 
ooalraol  for  Iha  conatnictlon  of  a  1  and  1 

SS^r4«  »  »•  ft.  and  40  X  l""".  addl- 
Uona  lo  lU  fa«ory.  Katlmated  coat  |I00,- ••4.     Nolad  Nov.   14. 

O,  Cleretoad— Tha  Richard  W.  Kaaaa 

Co,  »»»4  Lorain  Avr..  awarded  tha  ooa- 
traet  for  the  conMrttrtlon  of  a  »  atonr.  •»  « 

U*  ft.  hlSery.  BatUnatad  coat  tl&e,00«. 
Naiad  jMaa  1. 

OMk.  ftrdaare  Tha  Conaumara  jLlght 

and  Power  Co.  plan,  lo  build  a  •.,000  ton 
oolid  aloraga  houai.  Batlmated  ooat  tlOO.OOO. 

Oto_  BalBe»— The  Commercial  Croamary 

plana  to  rebulM  II*  pUnt  which  waa  de- 
BlrDye^  br  »re.  Eatlmated  coat  t7l,00«. 
A-  H.  Goodhue,  Preo. 

P»_  JaliaaUaa  —  Tha  Edward  Ilahn 

PadUac  Cto,  Hickory  8t.  and  BaUlmore  ft 

oColLR.  la  receiving  bida  for  tha  oon- 
M^&rSf  a  »  elory.Ti  X  104  tt- an*!  «,« 

lit  ft.  addllloa  lo  Itepacklng  plant.  BMI- 
matad  coat  IW.4M.    Prlvata  plana. 

Pa-  Oahaiaal  The  Valve  Bag  Co.  of 

Aatatlea.  4444  8ammlt  Ave.  Tol<.d<i,  O, 

awarde?  tha  aootract  for  the  <»•»»<"''•''"'> of  a  S  olory.  t4  »  »«  x  147  x  »»  'V^il' 
Itoa  la  lla  paper  bag  factory.  Noted  Oct. 
It. 

Pa,  Phlta.— Tha  Anter.  loa  Co.,  «lh  and 
Arch  gi»_  awarded  tba  contract  for  tha 

•aoatruciion  of  aa  joa  ■•aufacturing  i.lanl 
on  liunrannon  aaiiuieber  Hu.  Nuird Not.   14. 

Pa,    PkHik.— Tka   Natlooal   Blawit  .Qo 
Itth    Ave.    and    lHh   *..    ."<ew    To** 
awarded  Ika  aanlract  for 
or  aa  I  Mary.  14*  x  >(7  f 
aitd  Ofoawoii  Ave,  bare 

II^Ma.oM. 
Pa,    PMhk-TiM    Papar    Mfg.   Co,    4*1 

Cberrr  81-.  awarded  STcoalract  for  tha 
-       '  mmrr,  iM  «  !»•  ti. 
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uaper  faolory  en  Mb  St.  and  Wlllowa  Ava. 
Noted  on.   It. 

Pa,  rillabarab — The  Aulo  Truck   K>(Ulu- 
mvot  Co,  Till  IVnn  Ave.,  and  A.  O.  Wlck- 

Arobl,    417    McClurr    Ave.    Home- 
ar— am.   Aroni,    • 

Btaad,  are  racalvl Ing  bide  for  thr  ><uii»inao- 41  X  *»  ft.  auto  trim  and lion  of  a  1  atory,  -._   --. 
paint  ahop  at  7!iO&  Penn  Ave. 

Pa-  Ptl<> bank  -The  Crandttll  .\U-Krii«lr 
Ca,  Jrnkliia  Ai'.i.le.  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  coneii  ■     >     iu  x  4U 
ft.    addition  "I    <«»» 
Chaucer  81.      i  .-  i     >'00. 

r»-  PUUbarab— The  V.  J.  Krraii  Uux 
t'o,  fill'  l.lbrriy  Ave,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  lite  cuiiai ruction  of  a  I  atory,  70  x 
144  ft.  adaiilon  lo  Ita  box  factory,  liatl- 
maled  <-o«i  t«v.uoo.     Noted  Nov.   14. 
Pa,  Mldaway— llyda  Murphy  Co.  will 

bulltl  II  4  MU'ry.  4U  x  »0  ft.  addition  to  lt« 
woodHorkliiK    fiictory. 

Pa,  Tally  lea  a  —  The  Megargca  r»p.-r Mllla.  14  8<iuth  «th  St..  Phlla,  ulana  to 
ImlM  a  |>a|M.r  plant,  here.  Architect  not 
aelected. 
K.  I,  rravldeara— Tha  Crompton  ft 

Knowlea  L<iom  Wke,  04  Urand  8t,  Worcaa- 
ler.  Maaa..  will  aoon  award  the  oontraot 
for  the  conni ruction  of  a  S  atory,  60  x  110 
ft  addition  l<>  lt«  iilant  on  Harrta  Ave,  here. 
Katlmaird  cunt  440. oou,     Private  plana. 

Tex.,  Uallaa — K.  M.  Tliomae.  c/o  Trinity 
«'on»tr.  I'o.,  8.  W.  Life  Uldn..  will  rcc-lvf 
bkla  uiilll  January  I,  for  the  c<>ii»Iiucllui>  "i 
a  2  atory.  76  x  IttI  ft.  Ue  cnuiii  cmic  fin - 

lory  at  :2;n-:!:  South  Hnrwoixl  .si.,  for  ih<' Conaolldati-d  Wafer  Cu„  2424  South  Har- 
wood  81.  KutlmHtcd  com  410, UUU.  U  U. 

rape,  8ecy    und   Mar. 
Tax,  MrKlanr) — The  Texaa  Cotton  Mllla 

Co.  plana  to  double  capacity  of  preaant  tex- 
tile mill  and  in<lu*(rl«r  hoUMlng.  Kellmatcd 

coat  $760,000.     Knglnt-t-r  not  eelcctcd. 
W.  Va.,  tharlefloB— The  ICvana  I..eKd 

Co,  KaM'X  KrlN.  .N.  J-,  awarded  llie  ojii- 
tract  for  the  conmructlon  of  «  1  »tory.  UO  x 
mo  ft.  and  a  4  ntury,  r,U  x  ISO  ft.  pluiit  for 
tha  nutnufaciur,-  of  Inul  protluitH.  here. 

W.  Va,  riark.burr— The  Clarki-burg  le- ft Storage  Co.  will  build  ii  1  story,  :>0  X  120 
ft.  Ice  jiVanl.  l-Utlmati'J  cost  fSU.OOU,  Noted Oct.  IS. 

W.  Va,  Hanllaaion— The  Nlghlrurk  Mfg. 

Co.  aw«r<l<-d  tho  coiiiruii  for  llif  roiislruc- tlon  of  a  2  story.  4U  x  l::0  ft.  woodworkln 
-  ctory.      Estimated    coat    446,000.      Nr'- 

vv,  21. 
W.    Va.,    Laaaa — The    Ix>itnn    lee    Co.    I" 

1    v", 

..  .,,w    .w._  aur, 
ar   the  cOMtnMtlM 
ft.  itahary  on  ItCh 

n.    KatlmalMt  ooat 

awarded of   a   • 

W ,  va.,  ■.area — i  ne  lAfKitii  IV.-  V  M.  ■" 
havliiK  planx  prcuMriMl  for  riiiiodcllng  nixl 
building  a  22  X  lOo  fi.  iiddliloii  to  lis  li- 
plant.  A.  C.  lilshop,  427  UuardUn  llldg., Cleveland,  O,  Unxr. 

W.  Va,  Prlnrrlaa — The  Princeton  Hosi- ery Mills  Co,  will  build  a  t  story.  4«  x  IIH 
ft.  hoKl.Ty  inlll.  Estimated  cost  426,000, 
Noted  Oct.  14. 

W.  Va,   ahlanslaa — Tlie    Alley  Ola- 
will  Boon  racflvr  bids  for  tlie  lonstiu 
of  a  gissa  factory.     Estlmati'd  coat  I--    . 
000.      1,.   Alley.    Prea.     Architect    not    an- nounced. 

WU..    I>et   1.1  '         ■    ■      ■"      * 

Co.,   »U»   .Not 
build    a    2   M 

tory.  h.-r.'.     |>t  1,1.11.  .1  (■■"■t  |ii».w"u.     Ar. m le<-t    not   aelect«-d. 
Wla,    Mllwaakee    —    The     Federal     Hug 

Cleaning  Co,   914    Winn,  Iniro  St..   iiwnrcli-d the    contract    for    ttw    •  ..nsirucilon    of    »    ; 

alory.   60   x   40   ft.   ad.lltlon   to   lis   factory. 
Eatlmated  cost  |2<i.U0U.     .NoU-d  Nov.  24. 

Wis,    MUwaahee— Tlie    Wleconsln    lc<-    ft 
Coal  Co,  214  West  V\ 
contract  for  the  cone 
114   X    120   ft,   lea  mill 
list      and      Galen*     Si". 
140,000. 

ui...  Kew  Laadaa— The  Wloconaln 
Cabinet  ft  Panel  Co,  will  build  a  2  atory, 

74  X  lit  ft.  box  fariory,  l'>tlmalad  cost 
(40,000.     J.  H.  McLaughlin,  Mgr. 

WU..  gbebaygaa— Thr  Vollrath  Co.,  tVist 

Michigan    Avr.,    awarded    the    oontruct    for 

the  construction  of  a  2  story.  1X0  x  l"'"    '• 
enameling  factory.  Including  ann.-alli, 
stamping    room.      Eatlmal«-d    cost    i I),  r.  nraaa,  Sacy. 

•.  C- Taaaaover— Cranaa  Shipyard.  Ltd., 
N'orth    Vaneoiiv.r     ulims    lo    ImiIIiI     marine 

waya  and  n    "  »»•>  '"" 

man  Sta.     1  ""• 

Oa*..  Xlaaarn  Kslu—  i  !■•■  v..  llnn<1  Pii'k- 

Ing  Co..  I.ld..  Wellsdd,  »war<lr<l  ihr  i-on- tracl  for  the  conslrucilon  of  a  im<klnit  unil 
aMUlng  factory  olona  the  tracks  of  tho 

MMliiran  Central  It.R, 

ooatTlt.onft. 

Qae.,    nmi      > 
•war<1<-d   U' Of  a  t  atory  : 

mated  ooal  4.i,i)(/0. 

•  warded  Ihc I   11   1   slory. 

.    r.:)i    pliint    »n 
l',si  imated      coat 

here.      Batlmatrd 
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Repairing  Locomotives  in  a  Milwaukee  Shop 
Modern  Production  Methods  Applied  in  a  Locomotive  Repair  Shop — Uses  of  the 

Electric  Welding  Machine  and  Gas  Torch — Time-Saving  Devices 

By  HOWARD  CAMPBELL 
Western    Editor,    American    Machinist 

K' 
,  LTHOUGH  railroad  repair  shops  as  a  rule  are  not 

noted  for  their  modern  methods,  the  West  Mil- 
waukee shops  of  the  Chicago,  Milwaukee  and  St. 

Paul  Railway  are  keeping  up  with  the  times  both  as  to 
methods  of  production  and  in  handling  the  work.  Mate- 

rial is  ordered  and  (delivered  in  a  systematic  manner,  and 

FIG.    1— WELDING    SMOKE-BOX    RING    INTO    FIRE-BOX 

the  old  idea  of  setting  up  a  machine  where  there  was 
the  most  space  has  been  discarded  for  the  modern  sys- 

tem of  grouping.  All  the  machines  that  are  necessary 
for  the  machining  of  any  of  the  major  parts  are  ar- 

ranged so  that  the  operations  can  be  performed  in 
sequence. 

Instead  of  the  machinist  or  his  helper  going  to  the 
stock  room  for  material,  he  simply  notifies  the  foreman. 
The  latter  makes  out  an  order  and  drops  it  into  a  box 
attached  to  his  desk.  A  stock-boy  collects  these  orders 
every  half-hour  and  within  the  next  half -hour  the  mate- 

rial is  delivered  to  the  machine  by  a  laborer  from  the 
stock  room. 

Another  interesting  feature  of  this  shop  is  that  the 
customary  method  of  having  parts  forged  in  the  black- 

smith shop  is  being  largely  discarded.  Patterns  have 
been  made  for  most  of  the  parts  that  comprise  the  link 
motion  and  steel  castings  for  these  parts  are  now  kept 
in  stock.  As  the  castings  are  made  exactly  to  size  where 
no  machining  is  required,  the  expensive  forging  opera- 

tion and  a  great  deal  of  unnecessarjp-machining  is  saved. 
Another  saving,  and  certainly  a  most  sen.sible  one,  is 

assured  in  the  making  of  drive-bolts.  These  are  turned 
out  of  round  bar  stock,  the  material  being  of  sufficient 
diameter  to  leave  a  head  of  the  desired  size.  The  stock 
is  much  cheaper  and  the  round  head,  for  this  purpose, 
is  just  as  efficient  as  a  hex  or  square  head.  If  the  bolt 
is  loose  enough,  so  that  a  wrench  would  have  to  be  used 
to  hold  it  from  turning,  it  is  too  loose  to  use  in  a  place 

where'a  drive  fit  is  required.  These  bolts  are  used  in 
all  places  where  drive  fits  are  necessary. 

Many  of  the  parts  that  formerly  were  riveted  are 
now  spot-welded  together,  an  electric  arc-welding 
machine  being  used  for  this  purpose.  In  Fig.  1  is 

shown  the  operation  of  welding  the  smoke-box  ring  into 

FIG.  2— BLANKING  OUT  MAIN  ROD  WITH  GAS  TORCH 

the  front  end  of  a  locomotive  fire-box.  The  machine  is 
a  Burke  Electric  Arc-Welding  machine,  using  a  current 
up  to  a  maximum  of  200  amperes  at  50  volts.  The 
seam  is  welded  both  inside  and  outside,  a  1-in.  iron  wire 
being  used  to  make  the  weld.  This  makes  a  much 
smoother  looking  job  than  the  old  method  of  riveting 
and  saves  the  time  of  drilling  the  holes  and  heading 

the  rivets.  The  time  required  for  riveting  in  a  smoke- 

box  ring  was  approximately 'five  hours  and  required  the 
time  of  four  men.  One  man  can  easily  weld  a  ring  in 

alone,  doing  the  job  in  six  hours.    Door-sheets  and  flue- 
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iat  Mpw 
in  inktMii  of  bcins  rivvtad.  mv- 

of  the  time  formerly  required  to  ••• 

pMta.    Th»  hopp«r  U  welded  into  the  uh- 
nsiiv  ma  art-wrldinf  auirhioe  made  by  the  C.  *  C 
Mfg.  Co.    Thr  cuireot  is  trmmfoimcd  down  from 

to  4S  volta.  COO  unpere».     Scrap  strifM  of 
for  the  weklinir  m«t«Ti«l      It  once 

»J«i    »     LiUNO  >lLl.Tll-t.t:  TOOUJ  ON   Tl-ANKH 

r««oir«d  from  15  to  18  boun  to  rivet  a  hopper  in  place 
b«t   DOW   the  welding  operation   takes   approximately 

Tilt  aettylene  gas  torch  also  haa  its  place  in  thii< 
•hop.  The  operator.  «hown  in  Fig.  2.  ia  cutting  out  or 
'lilankfng  out~  thv  fnd  nf  a  main   rod.   using  a   gan 

torch  with  a  cuttniK  Up.  The  rod  i8  laid  out  und  two 
holes  ar«  drilled  at  the  inner  corners  of  the  bloclc. 
these  huleM  forming  the  radiu.s  necessary  in  the  cornera. 
The  rod  vhown  in  the  illuxtration  is  6i  in.  thick  and 
the  average  time  rvQUired  to  cut  out  the  block  is  16 
minutes.  This  operation  used  to  take  Ave  hours  oa 
the  Blotter.  The  flniithing  operation  is  done  on  the  slot- 

ting machine  und  talieH  the  .same  iimuunt  of  time  a» 
before,  about  3)  hours.  ImnuHiiately  after  the  block 
is  cut  out.  and  while  the  rod  in  xtill  hot.  the  rod  is 
thrown  into  the  box  just  the  other  side  of  the  operator 
and  the  hot  ends  are  covered  with  asbestos,  so  as  ts 

prevent  oxidation  and  the  reHUltant  hardness. 
That  this  shop  is  keepinK  up  with  modern  ideas  of 

production  is  evidenced  by  the  use  uf  multiple  tools  on 
the  planer  shown  in  Fig.  3.  The  operation  is  that  of 
planing  the  side  of  a  locomotive  frame.  Eight  tools  are 
III  operation  simultaneously,  one  on  each  upright  of  the 
planer  and  three  in  each  of  the  heads  on  the  cross-rail. 

rui  ♦— n^Kixo  HAUtvB  on  ctumosr  ca«tinos 

no.  I   CKANK-l'iN  TUHNINO  ATTACHMKNT 

Two  of  the  three  t(M)ls  are  set  in  tandem,  each  tool  tak 

ing  half  of  the  rouKhing  cut.    The  third  tool  is  a  finish- 
ing tool. 

Another  interesting  planer  job  is  shown  in  Fig.  4. 

Here  the  operation  of  planing  the  radius  on  a  cylinder 

casting  is  shown,  using  an  attachment  by  which  the 
desired  radius  is  cut  as  the  head  feeds  across  the 

machine.  The  arm  A.  which  is  of  cast  steel,  is  at- 
tached to  the  cross  rail  and  the  strap  B  Is  attached 

to  it  and  to  the  toolslide  as  shown.  As  the  cut  proceeds 

across  the  piece,  the  strap  swings  on  the  bolts  and  the 

slide  is  gradually  raised,  de-bribing  an  arc  as  it  docs 

so  and  cutting  the  desired  radius  on  the  casting.  TMr 

saves  the  work  of  feeding  the  tool  up  by  hand  and 

makes  a  practically  perfect  job.  The  radius  can  be  cut 

on  a  pair  of  these  castings  set  up  In  Undem  as  shown 

in  nine  hours.  This  operation  used  to  be  done  by  hand 

hipping,  which  took  40  hours,  and  later  by  using  an 

air  hammer  and  chisel,  which  t<K)k  20  hours. 

Another  tool  that  saves  a  great  deal  of  time  and 

labor  is  the  crank-pin  turning  attachment  shown  in 

Fig.  B.  The  attachment  consists  of  a  steel  sleeve  12 

inches  in  diameter  and  f  in.  through  the  wall,  attached 

by  means  of  machine  screws  U)  a  head  on  which  a  shank 

is  turned.  The  shank  fits  into  the  spindle-sleeve  of  a 

quartering  nwchlne.  The  sleeve  turns  in  the  journal  A 

which  is  attached  to  the  support  W.  The  tool,  shown  at 

C.  is  of  i-in.  high  speed  steel.  The  Ux>\  has  to  be  set 

to  turn  the  pin  to  the  desired  diameter.     As  the  work J 
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has  just  been  changed,  the  tool  shown  in  the  illustration 
is  not  set  for  the  pin  shown.  When  the  machine  is  in 
operation,  the  sleeve  feeds  along  at  the  rate  of  a^  in. 
per  ̂ evolution,  turning  at  a  rate  of  12  r.p.m.  The  use 
of  this  attachment  eliminates  the  necessity  for  pulling 
out  the  pin  in  order  to  turn  it  in  a  lathe  as  was  for- 

merly done. 
A  set-up  for  milling  the  flutes  in  spiral  reamers  and 

Fit; -MII^LINr,  FI.T'TES  IN  SPIRAL  CUTTERS 

milling  cutters  is  shown  in  Fig.  6.  After  a  series  of 
experiments,  it  was  found  that  the  best  results  were 
obtained  by  using  reamers  and  cutters  with  left-hand 
spiral  flutes.  The  reamers  produce  nice  holes  and 
practically  never  stick  in  the  work,  something  that  can- 

not be  said  of  straight  reamers  nor  of  those  with  a 

very  gradual  twist.  Large  "bites"  are  impossible.  The 
largest  reamer.  A,  is  a  frame  reamer,  used  for  reaming 
the  frame  splice.  The  next  tool,  B,  is  a  cutter  used  for 
milling  the  jaws  in  the  side  rod,  as  shown  in  Fig.  7. 
The  third  one,  C,  is  for  milling  the  keyway  in  the  piston 
rod,  and  the  fourth,  D,  is  a  standard  taper  pin  reamer. 

The  cutter  used  for  milling  the  fork  end  of  the  side 
rod,  as  shown  in  Fig.  7,  is  eight  inches  long  and  IJ  in. 
in  diameter.  The  cutter  feeds  in  on  the  top  of  the 
slot  and  out  on  the  bottom,  making  a  smooth  job.  The 

time   is  2'    hour.s   as  compared  to  the  old  time  of  34 

hours  on  the  slotting  machine.  An  application  of  » 
universal  joint  to  a  reamer  is  shown  in  Fig.  8.  The 
joint  is  so  simple  that  no  explanation  is  necessary.  By 
using  this,  the  necessity  for  perfect  alignment  of  the 
work  with  the  spindle  is  eliminated,  thereby  saving  a 
considerable  amount  of  time.  The  job  shown  is  that  of 
reaming  out  the  bearing  hole  in  a  link-cheek. 
A  jig  for  drilling  the  holes  in  a  jet  nozzle  for  a 

standard  stoker  is  shown  in  Fig.  9. 
The  piece  is  locked  into  the  box  A, 
which  swings  on  pins,  one  on  each 
end.  Plate  B  contains  a  bushing 
through  which  nine  A-in.  holes  are 
drilled,  one  at  a  time.  Each  hole  is 
located  by  the  use  of  the  spring-pin 
C,  which  slips  into  each  of  a  series 
of  holes  in  the  end  of  the  box,  as  it 
is  swung  around. 

After  these   holes  are   drilled,   pin 
C  is  pulled  out  and  locked  and  spring- 
pin  D  is  slipped  into  a  hole,  holding 
the  box  central  while  three  holes  are 
drilled  through  the  plate  E,  and  three 
more  through  a  similar  plate  on  the 
other    side   of   the   jig.      After   this 
the  jig  is  turned  bottom  up  and  pin 
D  is  slipped  into  a  hole  which  brings 
the  two  holes  F  in  line  with  a  pair 

of  bushings  in  the  bottom  of  the  jig.    The  jig  is  shown 

in  this  position  in  the  photograph,  although  it  hasn't 
been  turned  over.     The  amount   of   time   saved   over 
the  time  required  for  laying  out  this  casting  is  obvious. 

A  jig  for  drilling  tht;  one  hole  in  a  split  valve  packing- 
ring  is  shown  in  Fig.  10.     The  old  method  of  making 

FIG.    7— MILLING  FORK  END  OF  SIDE   ROD 

these  rings  was  to 
turn    them,    drill 
them,     and     then 
split  them.    They 
had  to  be  laid  out 
for  drilling.   Now 
they    are  turned, 

split,     and     then 
drilled,  saving  the 
laying    out    time. 
One    end    of    the 
ring  is  held  firmly 
b.v    the    clamp    A 
and  the  other  end 
is    locked    into 
block   fi.      The 
knurled    screw    C 
passes  through  a 
hole    in    block    B 
and  screws  into  a 

swivel    nut    at- 
tached to  the  plate 

to    which    the 
clamps    are   at 
tached.    By  turn- 

ing screw  C,  the 
ends  of  the   ring 

are    brought    to- 
gether and  clamp         fig.  8— universal  joint  on 

D  is  applied.  Then  -■v  reamer 
the  hole  is  drilled  through  the  bushing  shown  just  under the  point  of  the  drill. 

The  machine  shown  in  Fig.  11  was  built  in  the  shop 
tool  room,  and  is  used  for  milling  the  ports  in  slide- 
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rta.  »— IMtlUL  tta  FOR  JBT-NOUUI 

/•no    l»-DRIIJ.IKO  A  WnjT  VAL.VB  PACKINQ-RINO 

valv*  cylimkrm.  Little  dMcription  U 

maemmtr  ■■  t^  operation  of  the 

MKkiat  can  b*  detcrmiiwd  by  atudy- 

tac  U»  pkotorraph-  Tht  eroM-rail  i« 
boNad  t9  the  two  aiiffle  pUtM  A.  and 

to  tW  bottom  of  each  plate  ia  attachiv) 
•  oat  to  which  the  ecrews  B  turn. 

Tit  haadk  C  tame  a  ahaft  on  which 

ar»  two  berei  ftara  that  neah  with 

•iflular  gaan  oa  the  enda  of  the 
actawa,  naking  it  poaaiMe  to  feed 
the  aackMriaa  aeroM  the  work. 

The  vavtieal  f«e4-rod  and  eroaa-fe<<) 
tJM  sanne  aa  on  any 

Without  thia  machine,  it 

ba  aaeaaaarr  to  chip  the  dear- 
_  J  by  iMad  «r  air-haamar.  then  put 

the  cylinder  eoto  a  planer  and  flniah 

the  Rprta.  a  vary  todkNu  operation. 

■albad  aaad  to  take  approxi- 
•is  koora.  whOa  by  oaing  the 

   the  Job  can  be  done 

bi  twn  hemn.  a  worth-while  aarlnr 

The  home-made  linlc-grindiiig  machine  shown  in  Fig. 
12  ia  uaed  for  Rrinding  the  radius  on  the  iniier  surfaces 
of  a  link.  The  wheel,  shown  at  A,  is  2i  in.  in  diameter 
and  Si  in.  long  when  it  ia  new.  The  link  is  held  in 
place  by  the  clamping  action  of  the  two  bolt^t  R  through 
the  carriaire  C.  The  carriage  is  made  of  two  parullel 
pieces  held  together  by  alufts  through  either  end,  these 
shafts  also  serving  aa  axles  for  the  four  wheels  on  which 
the  carriage  rides.  The  wheels  are  V-ahaped  to  At  into 
the  grooves  in  the  ways  D.    The  handle  F  ia  used  to 

KIO.    II— MIUJNU    ^-ORTS   IN   SLIDB-VAUViB  CYIJNDBR8 

feed  the  carriage  past  the  wheel.  The  wheel  is  attached 
to  a  slide  which  can  be  adjusted  for  height  by  turning 

the  handle  G,  attached  to  an  adjusting  screw.  Al- 
nfh  the  ways  are  perfectly  straight,  the  carriage 
iil>e8  an  arc  as  it  rides  back  and  forth  on  the  ways, 

the  radius  of  the  arc  being  determined  by  raising  and 

lowering  the  ways  by  means  of  the  screws  E.  The 

ways  are  attached  to  a  large  plate  H  that  can  be  ad- 
juated  BO  that  the  wheel  will  be  worn  evenly. 

The  link  shown  in  the  photograph  is  of  the  hand- 

rm.    IS— ■  HOMK  MADB"    LINK    aiUNDIXJ    MA.  MINK 

J 
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forged  type  which  has  been  discarded  for  those  of  cast 
steel.  Spring  steel  plates  i  in.  thick,  made  from  old 
locomotive  springs,  are  welded  onto  the  radial  surfaces 
of  the  cast  steel  links,  and  are  then  ground  to  the  de- 

sired radius.  When  these  plates  are  worn  down  to  the 
limit,  they  are  replaced.  Thus  the  links  are  saved,  the 
scrap  spring-leaves  are  made  use  of,  and  the  time  of 
electric-welding  a  pair  of  spring-plates  into  a  link  is 
small  compared  with  the  time  required  for  forging  a 
new  link. 

The  mechanism  shown  in  Fig.  13  is  a  device  for  press- 
ing cylinder  bushings  into  place,  and  is  counted  one  of 

the  most  valuable  labor-saving  tools  in  the  shop.  It 
consists  of  an  ordinary  air  drill,  the  spindle  of  which 
drives  a  set  of  compound  gearing  enclosed  in  the  hous- 

ing A.  The  hub  of  the  foui-th,  or  driving  gear,  contains 
a  nut  that  is  threaded  to  fit  a  square  thread  on  the  screw 
B.  This  screw  is  2jS  in.  in  diameter  and  extends  through 
the  cylinder,  and  through  a  brace  and  nut  on  the  other 
end.  A  ball-bearing  thrust  washer  is  placed  between 
the  nut  which  does  the  pulling  and  the  hub  of  the  plate 
C,  to  take  the  wear  and  facilitates  the  operation.  When 
the  air  is  applied,  the  gears  turn  and  the  nut  threads 
itself  onto  the  screw,  driving  plate  C  before  it  and 
pressing  the  bushing  D  into  the  cylinder. 

The  older  and  more  usual  method  of  doing  this  job  is 
to  heat  the  cylinder  until  it  expands  until  the  bushing 
can  be  pressed  or  driven  in  by  hand.     This,  however. 

FIG.  13— PRESSING-IN  A  CYLINDER  BUSHING 

is  very  hard  work  and  the  time  i-equired  for  the  heating 
alone  is  approximately  three  hours,  whereas,  with  the 
devices  shown  here  the  job  can  be  done  in  45  minutes. 
Heating  the  cylinder  also  sets  up  stresses  in  the  metal 
which  sometimes  prove  disastrous.  The  strength  of 
the  mechanism  is  evident  from  the  fact  that  it  has 
pulled  150  tons  in  a  test. 

Time  is  also  saved  by  the  method  of  fitting  the  bush- 
ing to  the  cylinder.  Instead  of  boring  the  cylinder 

straight,  the  left,  or  last  half  is  bored  Ve  in.  smaller 
than  the  right,  or  first  half  and  the  bushing  is  turned 
to  fit  it  accordingly,  leaving  the  usual  amount  on  each 
diameter  for  a  press  fit.  This  makes  it  possible  to  in- 

sert the  bushing  half-way  into  the  cylinder  before  power 
has  to  be  applied,  yet  the  bushing  fits  just  as  tightly  as 
though  it  were  all  one  diameter. 

The  operation  of  milling  the  ports  in  a  valve  bushing 
is  shown  in  Fig.  14,  using  a  Milwaukee  No.  3  milling 
machine  and  a  rotary  attachment  that  is  supplied  by 
the  manufacturer  of  the  machine.  The  table  of  the 
machine  is  adjusted  so  that  the  cutter  is  central  with 
the  rotary  table,  then  the  feed  mechanism  is  applied, 

FIG.  14— MILLING  PORTS  IN  A  VALVE  BUSHING 

through  a  train  of  gears,  to  a  worm  and  wheel  on  the 
under  side  of  the  rotary  table.  The  two  lines  A  are 

the  operator's  layout  lines.  After  laying  out  the  cast- 
ing, the  table  is  fed  in  until  the  cutter  is  through  the 

wall  of  the  casting,  then  the  rotary  feed  is  applied. 
The  top  edges  of  all  the  holes  are  milled  first,  then  the 
bottoms.  A  gage  is  used  by  the  operator  to  be  sure 
that  every  port  is  of  the  correct  size  and  shape. 

Grinding  and  Other  Practices 
in  Motor  Building 

By  Frank  C.  Hudson 

There  is  a  general  tendency  toward  making  motors 
and  other  parts  of  motor  cars  so  they  will  be  longer 

lived.  Bearings  are  being  better  fitted,  with  due  allow- 
ance for  the  oil  film  for  lubrication,  and  piston  pins  are 

being  carefully  considered.  The  use  of  aluminum  alloy 
pistons  introduced  a  new  problem  in  the  way  of  in- 

creased expansion  in  the  piston  itself  as  the  motor 
warms  up.  Where  the  piston  pin  is  held  in  the  connect- 

ing rod  it  is  necessary  to  have  the  pin  fit  the  piston  very 
closely,  when  cold.  One  builder  heats  his  pistons  in  hot 
water  before  putting  the  pins  in  place,  thus  expanding 
the  pistons  so  the  pins  will  slip  in  more  easily. 

Long  service  between  repairs  demands  that  both  the 
holes  and  the  pins  be  round,  which  also  applies  to  the 
bushings  used  in  some  connecting  rods  when  they  do 
not  carry  the  pins.  In  most  cases  the  holes  in  pistons 
are  finished  by  reaming,  although  some  are  ground  and 
a  few  makers  have  tried  broaching.  Piston  pins  are 
ground  without  an  exception  so  far  as  we  know,  but  the 
grinding  practice  differs  materially  from  shop  to  shop. 

Piston  pins  are  made  in  two  ways,  from  steel  tubing 
and  from  bar  stock,  and  in  the  latter  case  the  drilling 
is  usually  divided  into  two  or  three  operations.  There 
seems  to  be  a  feeling  that  the  steel  runs  more  uniformly 
in  bars  than  in  tubing,  and  that  pins  of  more  uniform 
hardness  can  be  secured  if  made  from  a  bar.  The  holes 

are  usually  countersunk  to  fit  a  60-degree  center  for 
grinding  between  centers.  In  all  cases  the  ends  of  the 
pins  are  either  chamfered  or  the  corners  rounded.  In  a 
few  cases  the  holes  in  the  pins  are  rough  ground,  but 
this  is  unusual.  The  general  practice  is  to  grind  the 
countersinks  to  insure  a  perfect  seat  for  the  centers  in 
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grimikm  th»  onUkto.  UmvsIi  when  Um  piM  Mf«  freuiid 
tm  111*  citiriiM  trp*  of  MMklae.  this  te  unnwewry. 
Bwr  atem  U»  cmitiri—  griwliat  MMdiine  came  into 

MM  liMt«  tevt  bMS  aMor  qpMUoM  as  to  Hk  ability  to 
griai  piM  ntmi  and  atnUcht.  Tinw  and  experience 

IMW  pvBMd  tkat  both* art  poaaibto  on  a  rwd  machine. 
Bat  here  again  practico  variea  widely. 

I  adrocatc  the  centorieaa  machine  for  roufh 

laavtag  the  llni«hing  to  bo  done  between  cen- 
tofa.  Otbar*.  and  aaoog  thMi  sobm  who  are  very  ex- 
aetiiW  aa  to  raqmiraBwata,  wttrw  this  procoaa  and 

grind  botwatu  centers,  flnlshing  on  a  centerioea 

r.  they  get  a  apiendid  job.  both  as  to  round- 
aad  iniafa.  and  at  a  rate  of  from  12 

to  U  a  ailiMrto.  Iliia  production  could  be  incroaaed 
«mpt  for  the  fact  that  tho  pint  are  not  allowed  to  fall 
iaie  a  chute  or  box  but  each  one  la  picked  out  to  be  sure 
it  la  net  anrrad  in  any  war-  By  this  method,  with  the 
9M  in.  laft  for  the  flnish  grind,  they  secure  a  beautiful 
•orfact  which  does  not  require  lapping  and  pins  which 

on  a  Praatwich  or  other  tiupeniensitive  gage, 

indicataa  that  the  centeriess  grinding  nu- 
chine  will  prodoco  round  work  if  the  pins  are  round  to 
begin  with,  while  there  are  some  who  contend  it  will 

perfect  pins  that  are  not  round.  Steering  pins,  bush- 
iatft,  raUaia  and  the  like  are  being  ground  in  large 
qpaotittaa  on  eenterteaa  machinex.  the  continuous  proc- 
aaa  cridcntly  appealing  to  production  managers.  In 
son*  cases  parts  are  being  redeiiigned  so  that  they  can 
be  Anishad  on  the  ceatariaaa  machines.  For,  while  parts 
with  cotlars  can  be  ground  without  centers,  the  advan- 

tage of  continuous  feeding  ii«  loHt  and  in  many  cases  it 
has  been  foand  advantageous  to  omit  collars  and  other 
prot  oberaneea. 

The  Anishing  of  bushings  for  the  small  ends  of  con- 
necting rode  wfatre  the  piaton  pins  either  float  or  are 

keld  in  the  pMoiia,  is  another  operation  that  is  per- 
ia  various  ways.  Some  bushings  are  broached, 

with  a  single  point  tool  (a  diamond  in  a  few 
iaataacce),  aome  ground  and  many  reamed.  The  flnal 
lalaiilBg  takaa  place  after  the  bushings  have  been 
prmmi  teto  the  roda.  One  builder  grinds  the  bushingn 
after  they  have  been  put  in  place,  swinging  the  con- 

necting mds  on  a  face  plate  which  locates  them  by  the 
large  end.  This  method  insures  the  holes  being  at  the 
comet  cent<r  distance  and  in  alignment  with  each 
other  But  the  hole  is  not  ground  to  size,  as  the  surface 
Ml  lor  the  wliael  is  not  just  what  this  particular  mskpr 
diatwa.  So  0.008  in.  is  left  for  finish  by  reaming.  It 
ia  rowtawdid  by  some  makers  that  while  the  ground  sur- 
fare  may  not  appear  to  be  as  smooth  because  of  its  lack 
of  polish,  that  in  reality  it  providea  a  good  bearing  sur- 
faee.  And  further,  that  if  there  are  any  indenUtions 
dae  to  the  grinding  wheel,  they  are  extremely  small  and 
•erve  only  aa  tiny  oil  pockets. 

The  heari—s  at  the  large  ends  of  connecting  rods  and 
th#  main  or  line  bearings  in  the  crankcaae  are  a  dif- 
frrrei  Mory.  Her*  as  with  piston  pins,  there  seems  to 
b»  a  leaatae  toward  selertive  aaaembly  with  regard  to 
tb^gb  and  low  limits.  The  bearings  arc  either  ae- 
iaeled  to  giva  the  proper  ftt  on  the  crankahaft  or  else 
Ifcey  are  raaaad  to  At  the  shaft  by  Martell  or  some 
iteilar  lyilMB  Scraping  has  been  abandoned  by  nearly 
•■  »f*ar  kalUefs.  as  the  general  opinion  aetms  to  be 

MMi  baaring  is  beat  wiMn  properly  done. 
Tbe  liaiplag  la*  of  baarinss  ia  praetkwl  in  a  few 

I  plants  and  when  well  done  is  very  satis- 

factory. The  bearings  are  pinched  tight  on  the  shafts 
and  the  shafts  run  until  the  bearinK  metal  softens 
enough  to  conform  to  them  in  every  particulnr.  The 
"running-ln"  of  bearings  is  an  entirely  different  matter 
and  should  not  be  confused  with  burning-in.  Running- 
in  is  in  reality  nothing  but  a  limbering  up  of  the  b«ar- 
ings  to  innure  enough  space  between  them  and  the  pins 
or  shaftx,  for  a  sufficient  supply  of  lubricant.  The 
methods  used  vary  from  running  the  engine  by  an  elec- 

tric motor  with  rods  in  place  and  thoroughly  lubricated 
— to  running  the  rods  in  on  a  dumm.v  shaft  which  rep- 

resents the  crank  pins.  The  objection  to  the  latter 
method  seems  to  be  that  the  crankpin  is  assumed  to  be 
exactly  the  same  size  as  the  dummy  shaft,  which  can 
hardly  be  the  case.  Some  builders  give  every  motor  a 
running  test  under  it.s  own  power  for  a  given  length  of 
time  and  a  few  jr<>  so  far  as  to  tear  the  motor.-*  down 
and,  after  careful  examination,  reassemble  them  for  a 
short  flnal  test  and  assembly  in  the  chassis. 

Report  on  Gagre  Steel 
The  Gage  Steel  Committee  of  the  Bureau  of  Stand- 

ards report  that  satisfactory  progress  has  l>een  made 

in  the  study  of  the  wear  of  "Ketos"  steel.  This  steel, 
as  hardened,  has  been  worn  against  itself  and  aRainst 
hardened  disks  tempered  at  150,  200,  250,  300  and  400 
deg.  C.  (302.  392.  482.  572  and  752  deg.  F.).  The  re- 

sults obtained  to  date  indicate  that,  under  the  veiy  spe- 
cial conditions  of  testing  used,  the  steel  is  increasingly 

reaistant  to  wear  with  increasing  tempering  tempera- 
tures up  to  about  300  deg.  C.  (572  deg.  F.).  With 

higher  tempering  temperatures  the  wear  resistance  de- 
creaaea.  Tests  of  this  steel  hardened  and  tempered  at 
several  other  temperatures  are  now  in  progress. 

A  few  preliminary  experiments  on  a  steel  which  has 
no  hardening  transformation  in  the  heat  treating  range, 
showed  that  a  scale  several  thousandths  of  an  inch  thick 
forms  on  heating  to  800  deg.  C.  (1,472  deg.  F.)  in  an 
electric  furnace  with  access  of  air.  To  obviate  oxida- 

tion. 4-in.  cylinders  of  this  steel  were  heated  in  an  elec- 
tric furnace  in  which  illuminating  gas  was  burning  and 

(juenched  in  water.  One,  previously  silver  plated,  was 
free  from  scale  and  showed  a  shrinkage  of  about  0.0001 
In.  in  length  and  diameter.  The  other,  unprotected,  in- 

creased 0.0002  in.  in  length  and  0.0003  in.  in  diameter 
and  a  thin  scale  formed.  The  difference  lietween  the 

two  is  evidently  the  thickness  of  the  scale  formed  prob- 
ably on  transference  from  furnace  to  bath.  Assuming 

that  the  difference  lietween  the  change  in  diamtter  at 
the  center  and  at  the  end  is  a  measure  of  distortion, 
there  is  no  indication  of  distortion  on  water  quenching. 

Appreciable  distortion  must  then  occur  with  the  harden- 
ing transformation. 

High  carbon  steels  having  a  hardening  transforma- 
tion during  quenching,  flake  off  their  scale  and  this 

leaves  the  surface  clean.  To  estimate  the  thickness  of 
the  surface  layer  so  lost,  a  specimen  of  1.10  per  cent 
carbon  iteel  was  oxidized  in  an  electric  furnace  with 
free  aoeeaa  of  air  and  found  to  lose  0.057  grams  (0.R8 
graina)  on  removal  of  the  scale.  This  is  equivalent  to 
a  Hurface  layer  of  iron  about  0.0002  in.  thick.  It  seems 
probable,  therefore,  that  if  precautions  are  taken  to  pre- 

vent oxidation  in  the  furnace,  acaling  will  not  lead  to 
•arious  error.  Experiments  are  now  under  way  to  study 
the  distortion  accompanying  the  hardening  transforma-     J 
tion   in  chrome  steel,    taking  the  obvious   premulions 
noted  above. 

J 
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Infection  from  Cutting  Oil 
Used  Screw  Machine  Oil  a  First-Class  Germicide  —  Results  of  a  Careful 

Laboratory  Test  on  Cutting  Oils — Soda  Solution  a  Remedy 
By  a.  L,  De  LEEUW 

Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

AN  ARTICLE  in  the  American  Machinist  of 
i\  September  21st,  1922  by  Gus  Haessler  tells  of  the 
/  A  benefits  derived  from  the  sterilization  of  cut- 

ting oil.  The  article  winds  up  with  the  following 

sentence :  "Sterilization  attacks  the  problem  at  its  root 
ana  oil  systems  that  do  not  include  this  process  should 
be  regarded  as  hardly  in  step  with  modern  sanitary 

engineering  practice."  The  following  remarks  are  not 
for  the  purpose  of  minimizing  the  value  of  sterilization 
but  of  putting  before  the  users  of  cutting  oil,  which 
means  before  the  management  of  practically  all  machine 
shops,  the  facts  obtained  by  an  investigation  of  the 
troubles  resulting  from  the  use  of  such  oils. 

At  one  time,  the  Singer  Manufacturing  Company  was 
confronted  with  these  troubles.  Many  men  in  the  screw 
machine  department  and  in  other  departments,  where 
cutting  oil  was  used,  suffered  from  infection  which 
sometimes  resulted  in  sores  on  the  arms  or  other  parts 
of  the  body,  in  some  cases  causing  nausea  and  other 
internal  troubles  and  occasionally  both.  The  writer 
among  others  was  firmly  convinced  that  sterilization 
was  necessary  and  that  it  would  probably  solve  the 
problem.  In  order  to  find  out  how  to  proceed  with  the 
greatest  possible  amount  of  assurance,  the  Lederle 
Laboratories  were  asked  to  make  tests  of  oil,  new  and 
used,  with  and  without  sterilization  and  to  suggest 
means  of  obtaining  the  best  possible  results.  Three 
reports  were  received  from  the  laboratories  and  one 
is  printed  here  in  full,  with  the  kind  permission  of  the 
Singer  Manufacturing  Company. 

LEDERLE  LABORATORIES 

SANITARY,  CHEMICAL  AND  BACTERIOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 

39-41  West  38th  Street 
New  York  City 

SECOND 
REPORT 

In  the  Matter  of  a  Series  of  Bactericidal  Tests  of 

Two  Samples  of  Lubricating  oil  marked  "Lard  Cutting 
Oil  as  Received,  1"  and  "Lard  Cutting  Oil  after  Use, 
but  not  filtered,  2."  Received  from  the  Singer  Manu- 

facturing Company,  about  April  19,  1916. 

TECHNIQUE 

Test  organism:  In  all  of  the  tests  here  reported 
Staphylococcus  pyogenes  aureus,  grown  in  beef  extract 
broth  for  24  hours  at  a  temperature  of  37  deg.  C, 
was  the  organism  against  which  the  germicidal  effi- 

ciency of  the  oil  was  tested. 
Environmental  factors:  Before  the  beginning  of  the 

test  the  portions  of  oil  which  were  to  be  tested  were 
raised  in  temperature  to  37  deg.  C,  by  the  expedient 
of  placing  them  in  a  body  heat  incubator  for  a  suffi- 

cient length  of  time. 
The  operation  which  marked  the  beginning  of  each 

test  consisted  in  removing  the  oil  from  the  incubator 
and    inoculating    each    portion    with    two-tenths    of    a 

cubic  centimeter  of  the  24  hour,  37  deg.  C,  broth 
culture  of  Staphylococcus  aureus,  which  had  been 
filtered  to  remove  clumps;  and  immediately  returning 
the  portions  of  oil  to  the  incubator.  In  this  manner 
the  temperature  environment  was  maintained  and  the 
efficiency  of  the  tested  materials  measured  at  a  given 

point. The  amount  of  each  tested  portion  was  twenty  cubic 
centimeters,  contained  in  a  one-ounce,  glass  stoppered 
bottle  which  had  been  sterilized  prior  to  use. 

In  each  of  the  first  five  tests  the  two  controls  which 
were  included  consisted  of  sterile  distilled  water  and, 
in  one  of  these,  0.5  per  cent  sodium  chloride  had  been 
added  before  sterilization.  In  each  case,  the  amount 
was  twenty  cubic  centimeters. 

Procedure  Followed  in  Making  the 
Various  Tests 

In  test  No.  1  the  oils  were  tested  without  in  any 
way  altering  them. 

In  test  No.  2  the  oils  were  tested  after  heating,  at 
100  deg.  C,  in  flowing  steam,  one  time  for  thirty 
minutes.  This  was  done  by  transferring  50  c.c.  or 
more  from  each  of  the  samples  to  a  small  flask  and 
sterilizing  it  in   that  container. 

In  test  No.  3  the  oils  were  heated  at  100  deg.  C, 

in  flowing  steam,  two  times  for  thirty  minutes  each' time,  before  testing. 
In  test  No.  4  the  oils  were  heated  at  100  deg.  C, 

in  flowing  steam,  three  times  for  thirty  minutes  each 
time,  before  testing. 

In  test  No.  5  the  oils  which  had  been  heated  at  100 
deg.  C,  in  flowing  steam  once  only,  were  again  heated 
in  superheated  steam  under  a  pressure  of  20  lb.  for 
twenty  minutes  before  testing. 

In  test  No.  6,  oil  No.  2  was  omitted.  Oil  No.  1  was 
treated  in  two  different  manners  to  make  it  germicidal, 
and  was  used,  untreated,  as  a  control.  The  treatment 
of  one  portion  consisted  in  heating  it,  in  a  porcelain 
casserole,  over  a  free  flame  for  10  minutes.  The  treat- 

ment of  the  other  portion  consisted  in  adding  to  it 

Merck's  Xylenol,  B.  P.  200  deg.— 215  deg.  C,  in  the 
proportion  of  1:1000. 

In  test  No.  7  No.  1  oil  was  heated  in  a  sand  bath 

over  a  free  flame  for  one  hour  and  forty-five  minutes, 
thereby  charring  and  reducing  it  in  volume  to  a  notice- 

able extent.  Number  1  oil,  untreated,  was  used  as  a 
control. 

Oil  number  2  is  a  sample  of  the  used  but  unfiltered 
oil.  The  results  above  reported  show  it  to  possess 
rather  marked  germicidal  properties  (Test  No.  1) 
which  were  not  in  any  way  reduced  by  the  subsequent 
heatings  (Tests  Nos.  2  to  5  inclusive).  In  view  of 
the  fact  that  the  used  oil  becomes  heated  during  use. 
attempts  were  made  to  determine  whether  heating  of 
the  fresh  new  oil  would  also  bestow  upon  it  germicidal 
powers.  Apparently  heating  does  produce  such  a 
change,  but  the  amount  of  heat  is  upwards  of  125  deg. 
Centigrade.      As    yet    no    efforts    have    been    made    to 
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MMMir  Uw  polat  at  which  thi*  property- 
it  b*lBC  the  pnMBt  object  to  indicate  in 
Maaer  that  the  heating  was  capable  of 

tlM  gamicidal  propertjr  ia  the  oil 
TIM  ganakidal  property  ia  tlk*  uaed  oil.  Na  2.  is 

far  wipMrfar  to  that  prodwed  by  the  addition  to  new 
«fl  K«k  1.  of  one  part   to  on«  thouaand  of  Xylenol. 

the    latter    luu    ten    timea    the    germicidal 

of  phwol  whan  teatod  in  appropriately  con- 
fltrwted  flaioiia, 

It  wDoU  appear  that  the  coarse  to  be  pursued  in  the 
of  the  traasmiiaioB  of  disease  producing 

trttm  worker  to  workar  by  the  new  oil.  would 

ha  la  tfcowghb'  mix  the  new  oil  which  is  customarily 
added  to  the  used  oil,  and  to  do  so  before  filtering 
and  heating  rather  than  afterwards.  In  this  way  the 
aew  oil  wottld  be  subjected  to  both  the  germicidal 
acUoB  of  Um  need  oil  and  to  the  heating  process,  which 

tend  to  produce  germicidal  qualities  in  the 

results  would  tend  to  indicate  that  the  skin 
Moac  seoM  of  the  workers  was  not  due  directly 

to  the  traiiiliekm  of  infectious  bacteria  by  the  oil. 
A  plaifbia  working  hypothesis  is  that  the  change 
■Mda  fai  aona  constituent  of  the  oil  by  heating  develops 
•wt  ooly  some  germicidal  property  in  it.  but  also  some 
aUa  irritating  substance  or  quality.  It  is  altogether 
peaaihle  that  this  newly  developed  substance  or  prop- 
ally  is  abo  the  cause  of  the  symptoms  of  weakness  and 
■aaaaa  of  which  aooia  of  the  workers  complain. 

BaspoctfuUy  submitted. 
H.  D.  Pease 

Director.  Dept.  of  Bacteriology   Lederle   Laboratories 
F.  D.  Bell 

Secretary 

To:  TlIK  SINCEK  MAKtJrACTtmiNG  Co. 
Elizabethport,  New  Jersey 

This  report  shows  not  only  that  used  oil  has  no 

■Mea  bacteria  than  new  oil  but  that  it  doesn't  have 
•ajr  at  all  and  also  that  the  uaed  oil  is  so  strong  and 
aAKtiva  a  gamikide  that  it  is  recommended  to  mix 
tka  aaw  oil  with  some  of  the  old  if  danger  of  infection 
b  foarad.    The  resuHa  were  so  completely  at  variance 
with  what  the  writer  had  expected  that  nothing  but 
a  detailed  Kientiflc  report  would  have  convinced  him 
aad  he  can   well   understand   that   many    others   will 

ra^re  such   positive   proof  before  the>'  can   be  con- 
vteead.    It  is  for  this  reason  that  the  report  is  printed 
lafaB. 

RgHnHAL  EfTECT  OF  SODA  SOUTTtON 

This  report  was  turned  over  to  the  shop  physician 
haaad  his  future  action  on  a  fact  which  had  not 
■otkad  heretofore  but  which  was  now  observed. 
iy  that  the  men  who  washed  the  screw  machine 

ia  the  soda  kattla  never  had  sores  on  the 
fofwums  whkk  ware  bare  or  on  any  other  part  of  the 
body  which  was  oeeaalonally  spattered  with  the  soda 
aolatioo  bat  that  their  skin  would  be  affected  on  tboae 
part*  which  were  covered  and  where  the  clothing  might 
be  partly  aataratad  with  oil 

Aa  a  rawh  of  this  observation,  the  doctor  advised 
to  wmk  themaelvas  several  timea  a  day  in  a 

{■Mr  ■CBSf  Mift  aehitlon.  In  addition  he  gave  them 
tine  and  this  treatment  overcame 

It  is  to  ba  regrettMl  that  the 
Aap  pkyakiaa  did  not  try  the  two  treatments  sep- 

arately In  order  to  And  oat  which  waa  the  really  effi- 

cient one.  The  fact,  however,  that  the  washers  were 
free  from  trouble  on  tha«e  parts  of  the  body  which 
came  in  contact  with  the  itmla  solution  would  prove 
to  the  writer  that  it  is  the  soda  solution  which  i»  the 
effective  remedy.  Whether  the  trouble  comes  from 
the  free  fatty  acids  or  from  the  very  fine  chipH  which 
may  get  in  the  pores  of  the  skin  or  perhaps  from  some 
aldehyde  which  is  formed  in  the  oil  is  not  known. 

The  foregoing  is  not  an  argument  against  sterilisa- 
tion of  oil  though  the  report  shows  that  sterilizing 

at  100  deg.  C.  (212  deg.  F.)  is  not  suflncient  and  that 
sterilisation  does  not  take  place  until  a  temperature  of 

l.Aiii->mT<iRY  TieSTS  ON  ri'TTIv.:  iHI-S 
TEST  NO.    1 

Oili  not  iicaicii  in  inv  manner,  but  inoculaicd  with 

Siaphylococcui  aureui 
Number     of     orianitmi 
turvivini  after  indicated 

MaicriaU  ic«tcd 

Oil  No.  !.. 
Oil  No.  2   
Aq.dett. +O.S%NaCL 
Aq.  Hy«t       ,,    .,,,,    , 

interval*  of  exposure 
6  hourt  24  hourt 

36,000 

0 

2.630,000 

2,720.000 

1.200,000 0 
770,000 

660,000 
TEST    NO.    2 

Oili  fterilixed  at  100  deg.  C,  1  x  30  minute*  and  inoculated  with 

Stiphyii 
ococcu*  aureu* 

Oil  No.  I     
Oil  No.  2   „   _   
Aq.  deft.  +  0. 5%  NaO.. 
Aq.  de*i..„   

4,385,00 
0 

2.670.000 
2.73S.OOO 

2,070,000 
0 

1,315,000 
270,000 

1.865 

0 

6,315,000 

26.500 

TEST  NO.  3 
Oil*  (terilixed  at  100  dec.  C,  2  x  30  minute*  and  inoculated  with 

Staphyiococcu*  aureu* 
Oil  No.  I             2,110,000  0 
Oil  No.  2   „                       0  0 
Aq.  de.t.  +  0  5%  NaCT             990.000  950.000 
Aq.  dett   _          1,145,000  100,000 

TEST  NO.  4 

Oil*  (terilized  at  100  deg.  C,  3  x  30  minute*  and  inoculated  with 
Staphyiococcu*  aureu* 

Oil  No.  1        3,955,000 
Oil  No.  2        0 
Aq.  dnt.  4-  0. 5%  NaCI   10.000.000 
Aq.  dett        8,000,000 

TEST  NO.   S 

Oil*  tteriliied  at  100  deg.  C,  I  x  30  minute*  4-  tutoclaving  at 
20  lb.,  20  minute*,  and  inoculated  with  Staphyiococcu*  aureu* 

Oil  No.  1   „       -           700,000  20 
Oil  No.  2    a  0 
Aq.  de.f . -I- 0  5%  N«a     ™         6,400,000      4,080.000 
Aq.dot         6,200,000      3,825,000 

TEST  NO.  6 

Oil  No.  I  heated  over  free  flame  10  minute* 
Oil  No.  1  with  Xylenol  added  in  proportion  of  1:1,000 
Oil  No.    1   untreated,  and   all  inoculated  with  Staphyiococcu* 

sureu*. 
Oil  No.  1  heated  over  flame    1,890  0 
Oil  No.  I  with  Xylenol        3,315,000         590,000 
OU  No.  I  untreated        3,300,000       1,770.000 

TEST  NO.   7 

Oil  No.  I,  heated  in  land  bath  1  hour,  45  minute* 
Oil    No.    1,    untreated,    and    both    inoculated    with 

Siaphylococcui  aureiit. 
Oil  No.  1  heated  in  *and  bath  ovtt  free 

flame        0  0 
Oil  No.  I  untreated     ._        6,000,000      1,295,000 

126  dag.  C.  (267  deg.  F.)  is  used.  It  does  point  out, 
bowaver,  that  sterilization  does  not  eliminate  bacteria, 
because  there  are  none  to  eliminate.  If  oil  in  Hterilized 
at  all,  it  should  be  sterilized  when  new.  II  wbh  hIho 
found  at  the  plant  of  the  Singer  Manufacturing  Co., 
that  sterilization  alone  did  not  remove  the  trouble,  but 
that  washing  in  alkaline  solutions  did. 
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^  Presideni  and  Chief  Engineer 

^     Dowd  dngineering  Company,  J/ew  York  City 

Bending  Dies  for  Producing  Circular  Work — Methods  of  Forming  Bushings — Curling  Beaded  Work 

and  Similar  Parts — Plain  and  Progressive  Bending  Operations 

TT  THEN  a  piece  of  work  is  to  be  formed  in  a  circle 
%A  /  there  are  many  ways  in  which  the  operation  can 
▼  T  be  done.  It  requires  more  than  one  operation 

to  complete  a  circular  piece,  although  it  is  possible  to 
combine  operations  in  such  a  way  that  one  part  will 
be  produced  at  each  stroke  of  the  press.     A  very  ingen- 

FIG.  478 — DIE  USED  FOR  FORMING  BUSHING 

ious  die  has  been  recently  designed  for  producing 
bushings.  The  development  is  interesting  and  some- 

what different  from  the  average  run  of  die  practice. 
The  work  shown  at  A  in  Fig.  478  is  a  bronze  bushing 
which  was  previously  made  from  a  casting.  The  opera- 

tions required  in  the  old  method  were  turning  the  out- 
side diameter,  facing  the  ends  and  I'eaming  the  hole, 

allowing  sufficient  stock  for  line  reaming  after  as- 
sembling. A  chamfer  such  as  shown  at  B  was  also 

machined,  so  that  the  bushing  would  enter  the  work easily. 

As  a  large  production  of  these  bushings  was  required, 
the  die  shown  was  designed  to  meet  the  requirements, 
and  it  was  found  that  the  bushings  obtained  were 
within  the  required  accuracy.  The  bushings  were  made 
from  strip  stock,  and  before  running  through  the  die 
they  were  put  through  a  shearing  operation  which  cuts 
the  bevel  or  chamfer  B.  The  die  shown  cuts  the  blank 
to  suitable  length  and  does  two  forming  operations  at 
the  same  time. 

The  first  operation,  shown  at  C,  bends  the  work  in 
the  form  Z).  The  stock  stops  against  the  portion  E, 
and  as  the  punch  F  descends  the  material  is  cut  off  to 
length  at  G.  As  the  punch  continues  its  downward 
movement  it  forms  the  work  over  the  support  H.  A 
detail  view  of  this  part  is  shown  at  K,  and  a  piece  of 

For  the  authors'  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

FIG.  479— DIES  FOR  FORMING  BUSHINGS 

work  is  shown  in  dotted  lines  at  L  before  it  is  bent 

into  U-shape.  In  the  sectional  view  of  this  die  the  work 
is  shown  at  M  by  dotted  lines. 

After  the  work  has  been  cut  off  and  bent  to  its  first 

shape,  thft  punch  descends  and  the  work  is  pushed  for- 
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vani  br  tmmm  ot  •  forit-chapMl  •liding  plat*  S  oper- 
••■i  kr  tl»  t>>tw4  pia  O.  whtch  ftriltM  Ataiut  the 
r«Afr  f  w(  ia  Um  pfaito.  A  sprins  g  thruaU  agminat 
th«  ptB  K  «■  UUa  pkte  uid  forcM  it  forwmrd  when  the 
fmmtk  m  wHiMlrawn.  Am  thb  openition  is  completed. 
Ike  fMt  ■Ofi«  tha  U-«haped  pier*  of  worit  forward 

■Mil  H  liM  awar  Uw  ptaf  end  of  the  support  H.  as  at  &'. m 

no.  «M— TWO  CURLIN-O  DIE8 

The  view  at  A'  shows  mora  daurly  how  this  piece  is movad  forward  over  tha  plnf  aecCion  T. 
TV  •erond  formins  operation  is  shown  in  the  cross- 

•cctiooal  view  at  U.  Her*  the  worIt  is  indicated  at  V, 
aai  as  the  punch  IT  is  broofht  down  it  striltes  the  work 

aa4  IwUa  it  on  the  arbor  )'.  As  the  action  is  carried 
fattlHr  tka  work  enters  the  die  ,Y,  to  which  it  is  forced 
••  OOBform,  thus  rompletinK  the  circle.  The  punch 
aaeiada  after  this  operation,  and  at  this  stage  the  plate 
.V  foma  a  prwioaaljr  aemi-formed  bushing  forward. 
wkkk  poahas  off  the  completed  bushing.  This  operation 
I*  rapaalad  ae  that  at  every  stroke  of  the  press  a  com- 

plete basiling  is  made. 
By  aalng  thu  die  with  a  friction  feeding  device,  thr 

in^  of  the  preas  can  be  permanently  set  so  that  90  to 
!••  twiahlngs  per  minute  can  be  produced.  A  bushing 
of  Uria  tjrpa  ia  often  made  with  a  small  oil  hole  in  the 
rmtr,  and  ff  thU  is  desired  It  ia  possible  to  put  a  punch 
»•  Ifc*  die  /•  and  a  hole  in  the  aopport  //.  The  die  is that  the  parts  are  interchangeable  and 

I  of  bashings  can  be  produced. 

OTMn  NvmoM  or  Prooiktinc  Bubhinob 

Tww  other  methods  of  producing  bushing  forms  are 
•h«»w  »B  Fig.  47».  In  the  example  A.  which  emptoys 
»  rvrilng  die.  the  stock  0  is  fed  against  the  edge  of 
!H»  di*  SI  r  to  determine  the  length.  The  punch  T)  in 
srrmagMl  so  that  it  shears  the  bUnk  and  carHes  it  down 
'""[  ***  »*«»  g.  »h»fh  is  supporte<i  in  a  slide  by  mwins «rf  kmwr  ■prtaga.  The  diagrsm  at  F  illustrates  thf- 

lalna  hy  the  blank  G  over  the  pin  E.  A  con- 
of  the  ■wramsnt  downward  causes  the  edges 

rf  Cka  Maafc  la  eater  the  lower  die  and  follow  it  around. 
«fc«s  pratfadav  »!»•  completed  bushing  as  shown  in 
diagnnaiB  at  H.  Whmt  tha  paneh  raoadas.  the  pin  follows 
•«  tptwH  aad  laavaa  the  baahiaf  exposed  so  that  it 
*m  ha  rsawiail  hy  sliding  over  the  end  of  the  pin. 

Another  method  of  producing  the  same  bushing  is 
shown  in  the  lower  part  of  the  illustration.  The  blank 

A'  is  located  on  the  die  L  and  the  punch  .W  carrier  a pin  N.  which  comes  down  on  the  blank  and  forces  it 

against  the  anvil  A'  and  between  the  movuhle  members of  the  die.  A  continuation  of  the  movement  causes 
these  two  movable  members  to  close  in  on  the  woric  until 
they  have  formed  it  to  the  shape  shown  at  O.  Immedi- 

ately after  this  the  punch  P  strikes  and  finishes  the  form 
as  at  Q,  thus  completing  the  operation.  The  punch  M 
which  carries  the  pin  N  is  obviously  mounted  on  springs 
of  sutficient  stiffness  to  develop  the  necessary  pressui-e 
in  forming.  These  two  examples  illustrate  Jthe  appli- 
i-ation  of  closing-in  attachments  to  forming  operations. 

Dies  which  form  a  circular  bead  around  the  edge  of 
round  work  and  which  bend  the  end  of  work  in  a  cir- 
<  iilar  l>ead  are  also  called  rurlinK  dies.  Kxamples  which 
illustrate  the  use  of  curling  dies  are  butt-hinges,  water 
pails,  funnels,  automobile  horns,  cooking  utensils,  etc. 
All  of  these  parts  have  a  curled  portion  which  is  made 
by  a  curling  die,  and  although  they  may  be  entirely 
different,  the  principle  usM  is  the  same  in  each  case. 
Fig.  480  shows  two  examples  of  curling  dies  and  illus- 

trates the  principles  employed  in  work  of  this  kind. 
At  A  is  shown  the  work  B  which  is  to  be  curled  in  the 
die  C,  This  die  supports  the  back  of  the  work,  and 
as  it  is  brought  down  the  work  curls  around  the  formed 
edge  /)  and  produces  the  shape  shown  at  K.  The  amount 
of  curl  obtained  is  governed  by  the  stroke  of  the  press. 
In  mo.st  cases  the  curl  is  made  as  shown  by  the  dotted 
lines  at  F. 

A  die  for  curling  a  round  tube  of  large  diameter  ia 
shown  at  G.  The  work  //  is  set  over  a  ring  K  and 
locate*  on  the  plate  L.  The  punch  is  provided  with  a 
curling  die  M  which  is  located  in  a  IkmIv  N.    The  opera- 

.■  »4>/-*  A 

Kio.  Ill— rrpn  or  curmno  dikb 

tion  of  this  die  consists  of  bringing  the  punch  down 
on  the  work  until  sufflcient  curl  has  been  produced.  In 
this  case  the  curling  die  M  stops  against  the  ring  K. 

The  lower  illustration  is  for  a  similar  operation,  al- 
though the  die  is  of  somewhat  different  construction. 

When  the  punch  is  in  its  upper  position  the  work  O  is 
sftpped  over  the  ring  F.  which  is  mounted  on  a  spring 
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slide  and  has  an  action  similar  to  that  of  a  stripper. 
The  function  of  this  ring  is  to  prevent  the  stock  from 
buckling  when  the  die  is  brought  down.  The  work  is 
curled  in  the  same  manner  as  shown  above  and  the  con- 

struction of  the  die  is  somewhat  similar. 

It  is  sometimes  found  necessai'y  to  locate  work  in  a 
bushing  rather  than  on  a  plug,  and  at  Q  is  shown  a 
diagram  to  illustrate  this  method.  The  work  R  is 
located  in  the  ring  S,  and  the  latter  is  provided  with 
a  hardened  steel  ring  T.  As  the  curling  die  U  comes 
down  on  the  blank,  the  work  curls  in  the  position  shown 
and  strikes  against  the  ring  T  which  determines  the 
proper  shape. 

Examples  of  Curling  Operations 

Some  other  examples  of  curling  operations  are  shown 
in  Fig.  481.  At  A  is  shown  a  piece  of  work  which  is 
to  be  curled  as  indicated  at  B.  The  die  used  for  this 
operation  is  shown  directly  above  it.  The  locating  ring 
C  is  fastened  to  a  cast-iron  shoe  D,  and  the  work  locates 
on  a  previously  formed  radius  E  on  this  ring.  The 
punch  is  provided  with  a  pressure  ring  F,  so  that  as  it 
is  brought  dow^^  it  pinches  the  work  between  it  and  the 
ring  C.  Then  as  the  punch  continues  downward  the 
curling  die  G,  which  is  shaped  to  the  required  form, 
curls  the  work  as  shown.  The  pressure  ring  F  assists 

in  curling  the  woi-k  as  the  punch  moves  to  its  extreme 
downward  position.  The  curling  die  G  is  fastened  to 
the  cast-iron  punch  by  means  of  screws,  and  the  punch 
is  held  in  the  press  by  means  of  the  shank  H,  in  the 
usual  manner. 

There  are  times  when  work  of  considerable  height 
requires  a  curling  operation,  and  in  cases  of  this  kind 
a  special  press  having  a  long  stroke  is  required.  A 
press  of  this  style  is  not  always  available,  however,  and 
the  work  can  be  located  in  a  sliding  die  which  can  be 
drawn  from  under  the  punch  for  removal  purposes. 
After  another  piece  has  been  put  in,  the  die  is  again 
slid  back  ready  for  the  next  operation. 

There  are  cases  where  a  tube  requires  curling  at 
both  ends,  and  the  die  for  an  operation  of  this  kind  is 

constructed  along  the  same  principles  as  those  shown, 
with  the  exception  that  the  locating  ring  at  the  bottom 
is  made  to  the  form  of  the  curl  required  and  the  work 
is  free  to  float  while  the  curling  dies  are  coming  in 
contact  with  each  other,  thus  curling  both  ends. 

Sometimes  it  is  necessary  to  curl  a  piece  of  work 
inside  rather  than  out,  as  shown  in  these  examples. 
An  operation  of  this  kind  can  be  performed  successfully 
in  the  same  manner,  although  the  stock  being  curled  is 
forced  into  a  smaller  diameter  and  is  therefore  likely  to 
wrinkle  when  it  is  compressed.  If  a  curl  of  this  nature 
is  to  be  performed  on  heavy  metal  it  is  often  necessary 
to  heat  is  before  the  operation  in  order  to  insure  an 
accurately  formed  job. 

The  lower  part  of  the  same  illustration  shows  a  cover 
which  is  to  be  curled.  In  this  die  the  work  locates  in 
a  pressure  ring  K  and  rests  on  a  pressure  pad  L.  The 
punch  or  curling  die  M  is  provided  with  a  pilot  N,  which 
locates  on  the  inside  of  the  work  and  prevents  it  from 
buckling.  As  the  curling  die  is  forced  down  the  work 
is  curled,  and  at  the  end  of  the  stroke  the  ring  K  and 
pad  L  strike  bottom  as  shown  in  the  illustration. 

Curling  Operation  With  Work  Inverted 

At  O  is  shown  a  die  for  the  same  piece  of  work, 
although  the  construction  is  much  more  simple  than  the 
examples  just  shown.  In  this  case  the  work  is  reversed 
and  put  in  the  die  in  the  opposite  direction.  The  work 
locates  on  a  pressure  pad  P  which  is  suspended  above 
the  curling  die  Q  a  suitable  distance  so  that  it  will  seat 
properly.  The  punch  R  on  its  downward  stroke  fits 
over  the  work,  and  as  it  continues  downward  the  curling 
operation  is  completed. 

In  the  construction  of  curling  dies  it  should  always 
be  remembered  that  there  is  considerable  wear  on  the 
dies  where  the  metal  slides  around  in  curling,  due  to 
the  friction  of  the  stock  around  the  form,  and  therefore 
dies  of  this  kind  should  be  made  of  tool  steel  and  care- 

fully hardened.  The  curling  surface  should  be  lapped 

to  insure  a  smooth  sliding  movement-  of  the  stock 
passing  over  it  during  the  operation  of  forming. 

The  Dealer's  Problems 
By  J.  Bainter 

The  same  merchandising  methods  that  were  employed 
during  the  war  for  selling  supplies  to  machine  shops 
certainly  have  no  place  in  the  present  order  of  things. 
Although  everyone  knows  this  and  dealers  have  had  to 
revise  their  methods  in  more  than  one  particular  since 
the  war,  some  good  might  result  from  reviewing  the 

dealer's  problems.  The  fact  that  the  dealers  have  al- 
ready survived  what  is  probably  the  hardest  part  of  the 

trial  is,  of  course,  some  encouragement  for  the  future. 
The  trouble  with  the  present  market  is  that  the  mar- 

gin left  to  the  dealer  is  too  small  to  enable  him  to  con- 
tinue his  business  as  he  formerly  operated  it.  His  sal- 

vation lies  in  reducing  the  overhead  expense  connected 
with  selling.  The  outstanding  features  in  such  a  pro- 

gram are  the  necessity  for  a  higher  turnover  and  a  de- 
crease in  the  inventory. 

Standardization  and  simplification  of  lines  are  the 
biggest  helps  that  can  be  given  to  the  dealer.  This 
work  can  be  carried  on.  of  course,  by  manufacturers 
within  their  own  organizations  so  as  to  decrease  the 
number  of  their  products,  although  it  is  especially  de- 

sirable that  types  and  sizes  of  equipment  be  standardized 
throughout  the  whole  branch  of  an  industry  by  means 
of  trade  associations.  Great  cuts  in  inventory  have  been 

obtained  by  progressive  dealei'S  through  standardiza- 
tion. By  stocking  only  the  popular  lines  and  those  that 

have  a  quick  turnover,  it  is  usually  aimed  to  bring  a 
turnover  as  high  as  four  complete  cycles  per  year.  True, 
this  goal  is  not  frequently  reached. 

All  the  expenses  connected  with  merchandising  are 
very  high,  but  the  one  that  probably  deserves  the  most 

attention  is  that  of  the  salesman's  wage.  The  method 
of  compensating  salesmen  has  been  undergoing  a  .slow 
change,  and  it  is  to  be  expected  that  the  near  future  will 
bring  out  very  many  bonus  and  profit-sharing  plans. 
Already  such  plans  have  shown  their  value. 

If  the  European  plan  of  charging  the  customer  for 
services  given  him  could  be  adopted,  the  dealer  would 
be  on  a  very  much  more  secure  basis.  Although  we  are 
not  advocating  a  departure  from  the  American  plan, 
there  are  many  points  which  the  customer  should  keep 
in  mind  when  ordering  from  his  dealer.  If  the  buyer 
knows  how  to  save  the  dealer  from  unnecessary  expense, 

the  saving  that  the  dealer  derives  from  such  transac- 
tions will  in  the  end  reflect  to  the  buyer  himself. 
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Trade  Apprenticeship  Progress 
Tkk  npari  to  th*  rMuh  of  Um  combiiMd  Btud>-  and 

of  •  ffronp  of  MM  OTpfWnrii  in  trminint. 
vttk  tlw  beft  method  in  current  uae.  and  alM 
Bt  with  th*  lilvratura,  «quipin«nt.  and  methods 

of  the  h«t  oivudned  training  departmtot«  in  industry. 

A  k^  step  has  brrn  taken  in  training  younx  men 
for  the  Pritttiac  Trade*.     While  only  a  beginning,  it 

what  can  be  done  in  any  industry  that  will  de- 
a  wall  oriaaiasd  central  educational  department 
a  piigiaMln  fimimitltt  on  education  and  with 

The  State  of  Wisconsin  set  a 
bgr  adopting  trade  apprentice  laws  that 

both  the  employers  and  the  apprentices  to 
tahe  adraatag*  of  a  well-organised  sjrstem  under  state 

So  far  as  can  be  ascertained,  this  is  the 
attempting  to  train  skilled  mechanics  with 

tlw  aJd  of  an  apprenticeship  law. 
Bqnal  distribution  of  the  burden  of  training  can  be 

•eeoapltAhMl  only  through  frequent  solicitation  by  some 
Mvtral  body.— •aoMoao  constantly  prodding  the  less 
apirltad  into  soaing  the  aacaasity  for  apprenticeship. 
Not  ontjr  naat  other  employan  ha  sold  to  the  idea,  but 
atoo  the  cooperation  of  the  Joamojrmen  must  be  secured, 
aa  wall  as  that  of  prospective  apprentices,  their  parents, 
aad  the  schools.  Standard  training  courses  must  be 
dsfaioyad  so  that  a  graduate  apprentice  will  be  capable 

af  hnUfaw  a  Joumayoian's  Job  in  shops  other  than 

FaMlhnent  of  indentures  requireo  outside  supervision 
each  as  it  poaaibia  under  an  apprenticeship  law.  The 
fact  that  the  state  bacooMa  a  party  to  the  indenture 

I  tha  apprentiea  with  the  assurance  that  he  is 
'  to  raeaive  aoow  attention  and  that  he  is  expected 

to  Ihre  up  to  hto  agreement  After  a  three-month  trial 
any  contract  of  apprenticeship  may  be  cancelled 

I  good  cause  is  shown.    The  actual  ages  when  boys 
  aarve  apprenticeship  are  from  16  to  20  years, 
ar  IT  to  SI  years,  aasuming  a  four  year  apprenticeship 

OiMimATiON  BcrwnM  iNDurntits  and  Schools 

T^are  ar*  two  direct  methods  of  co-operation  l>etween 
adMolsand  industry:  Teaching  in  school  subjects  which 
win  show  the  value  of  apprenticeship;  and  teaching 

■bjaete  in  continuation  schools  which  will  sup- 
tiw  practical  apprentice  courses  conducted  by 

tha  ladurtflaa.  School  at  the  shop  or  place  of  business 
to  to  ba  preferred  to  instruction  given  in  school  build- 
lags  or  away  from  the  pUnt. 

The  characteristics  of  an  industrial  teacher  are  likely 
to  ba  decidedly  dilTerent  from  those  of  a  teacher  in  the 
ardlaaf)!  school.  He.  or  she,  must  have  the  point  of 
vtow  of  the  industry  which  can  be  obtained  only  by  ex- 

perience in  H.  Induatry  can  contribute  not  only  mate- 
rial but  also  atoa  qualified  to  teach. 

If  tndiMtrr  b  to  get  the  better  claM  of  boys,  it  must 
go  ̂ f.,.  .V ,_     t^,,,^  boys  will  rarely  go  to  the  factory 

Because  of  the  age  factor,  we  will 
ic  best  material  in  either  the  junior  or 
his  r  %  or  possibly  through  some  organiza- 

Uaa  tte  the  Y.  M.  C.  A.  or  Boy  Scouts  where  energetic 
haya  wmf  be  found  who  have  had  to  drr>p  out  of  »choo\ 
far  iioanflik  rtaaoas  but  who  have  in  them  the  making 
af  faad  ■«•.    If  the  taacber  will  visit  the  shop  often. 

and  likawiae.  if  those  responsible  for  the  boy  in  the 

shop,  will  visit  the  school  often,  they  will  find  a  common 
ground  where  suggestions  looldng  to  the  correlation  of 
school  and  shop  work  may  be  worked  out  to  the  decided 
advance  of  all  concerned. 

The  length  of  an  apprenticeship  varies  according  to 
the  trade,  for  the  more  skillful  the  work  and  the  more 
branches,  the  longer  the  time  required  to  master  it.  In 
the  industrial  and  nunufacturing  fields,  mechanical  ap- 

prenticeship is  more  subdivided  than  with  the  railroads. 

They  have  a  tool  maker's  apprenticeship  varying  in 
length  from  two  to  five  years.  Machine  oporatora  from 
two  to  four  years,  erecting  or  assembling  two  years, 
autogenous  welding  one  to  four  years.  The  railroads 
combine  all  of  these  into  one  trade  under  the  name  of 
machinist  apprentices,  and  the  boy  is  taught  each  of 
them  in  four  years. 

Work  Schedule  for  Machinist  Apprentices 

The  school  work  for  a  machinist  apprentice  requires 

200  drawings,  640  problems.  300  examination  questions. 
The  schedule  of  shop  work  covers:  cold  saw,  2  weeks; 
drill  press.  1  month ;  shaper,  2  months ;  slotter,  1  month ; 

lathe.  6  months;  vertical  boring  mill,  1  month;  horizon- 
tal boring  mill.  1  month;  milling  machine,  1  month; 

planer,  1  month;  brassroom  machines,  8  months;  tool- 
room machines,  2  months;  air  pumps,  1  month;  cutout 

cocks,  2  weeks ;  triple  valves,  2  weeks ;  brake  valves  and 

testing  air,  2  weeks;  flredoors,  grate  shaker  and  reverse 

gears,  2  weeks;  boiler  mountings,  1  month;  cylinder  and 

frames,  1  month;  piston  valves.  2  weeks;  stokers.  2 
weeks;  cab  work,  1  week;  driving  boxes.  1  week;  spring 
brake  and  truck  gang,  2  weeks;  guide  and  pistons,  1 
week;  crosshead  and  piston  bench,  1  week;  piston  valve 
bench,  1  week;  rod  bench,  1  week;  link  bench.  1  month; 
reverse  lever  and  shaft  bench.  1  month;  valve  gang, 
1  month;  welding,  2  months;  roundhouse,  6  months; 

wheel  gang.  1  month;  layout  bench.  2  weeks;  miscel- 
laneous. 2  months;  giving  a  total  of  48  months. 

When  a  young  man  or  woman  just  out  of  school  fails 
to  make  good,  in  Industry,  or  in  business,  the  fault  may 
frequently  be  found  in  industry  itself  rather  than  in 
the  schools.  The  power  to  analyze  should  be  a  very 
prominent  and  conscious  aim  on  the  part  of  the  schools, 
and  of  students  as  soon  as  they  become  mature  enough 

to  appreciate  it.  The  complete  solution  of  this  problem 
so  far  as  business  and  industry  are  concerned  will  be 
found  in  having  some  one  in  charge  of  new  employees 
whose  duty  it  should  be  to  lead  them  through  what  may 
be  called  an  adaptation  period— the  fundamental  idea 
of  the  vestibule  school— and  to  help  them  to  become 
adjusted  to  their  new  work. 

\0l  the  Wait 
••I*.  I»t> 

■I  i|«  nrm  •iHiiui 
L  pfiuiHinrfc.  !•»-. 

Attaching  (icars  to  Pinion  Shafts  in 
Black  &  Decker  Drills 

In  an  article  on  the  manufacture  of  Black  &.  Decker 

drills  In  the  October  12  Issue  of  the  Anuiriean  MocWw- 

Ut,  the  statement  was  made  that  "The  gear  seats  on  the 
pinion  shafts  are  knurled  to  make  the  gears  a  tight 

fit  when  pressed  on,"  giving  the  imprMsion  that  this 
method  was  followed  in  all  drills  made  by  the  Rlmk  & 
Decker  Mfg.  Co.  This  method  which  was  formerly 

practiced  only  on  the  smallest  drill— the  quarter  inch>— 
has  now  been  abandoned.  '    " 

The  gears  in  all  other  sizes  have  always  been  key- 
seated  and  pressed  on  the  shafU  over  Woodruff  keys,  a 
practice  now  extended  to  the  quarter  inch  size. 
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Industrial  Cost  Accounting  for  Executives 
Fourth  Article — A  Summary  of  the  Cost  Accounts  and  Journals — Material,  Wages  and 

Burden  Accounts — Controlling  Accounts — Different  Kinds  of  Journals 

By  PAUL  M.  ATKINS 

IN  THE  previous  article  we  considered  briefly  the 
elements  which  go  to  make  up  the  cost  of  the  fin- 

ished product.  Here  we  are  to  take  a  hasty  glance 
at  the  various  accounts  and  journals  by  means  of 
which  these  elements  are  to  be  recorded.  In  later 
articles  the  details  which  are  passed  so  hurriedly  here 
or  are  not  mentioned  at  all  are  explained  at  length. 
It  is  easier  to  understand  how  they  all  fit  together  to 
make  a  whole  if  we  first  look  over  the  entire  system 
even  though  the  details  themselves,  at  this  time,  are 
rather  hazy  and  fail  to  be  clear. 

The  first  cost  element  which  was  discussed  was  mate- 
rial and  so  it  may  be  appropriate  to  commence  our 

study  of  the  cost  records  with  those  needed  for  it. 
Before  doing  so,  however,  it  will  probably  be  well  to 

give  the  definitions  of  two  or  three  words  which"  will 
be  used  with  considerable  frequency  and  about  which 
all  writers  are  not  entirely  agreed.  Their  exact  defini- 

tion is  not  a  matter  of  any  great  importance  just  so 
long  as  everyone  obtains  the  same  idea  from  their  use. 

Three  Different  Kinds  of  Materials 

From  the  point  of  view  of  cost-accounting  there  are 
three  different  kinds  of  material  around  factories: 

stores,  worked  material  and  merchandise.  Stores  in- 
cludes all  materials  which  are  purchased  from  outside 

suppliers  as  long  as  they  are  not  changed  from  the 
form  or  condition  in  which  they  are  received  at  the 

plant.  Such  items  as  raw  stock,  rough  castings,  pur- 
chased parts  and  supplies,  when  they  are  bought,  not 

made,  all  fall  under  this  head. 
Worked  material  is  used  to  indicate  all  material  which 

has  been  worked  upon  in  the  factory  and  then  sent 
to  the  storeroom  to  Ibe  held  till  needed  for  other  orders. 
Such  things  as  parts  and  sub-assemblies,  made  in  some 
department  or  departments  of  a  factory  to  be  used  on 
various  assembled  products  are  examples.  There  are 
not  a  few  parts  which  might  be  stores  at  one  time  and 
worked  material  at  another,  depending  on  whether  they 
are  bought  outside  or  made  inside  the  factory. 

Merchandise  is  the  finished  product  in  saleable  con- 
dition. It  will  sometimes  occur  that  parts  or  sub- 

assehiblies  will  be  sold  for  repair  parts  but  if  they  are 

primarily  intended  for  use  in  the  production  of  mer- 
chandise, they  will  be  treated  as  worked  material  and 

not  as  merchandise.  The  reason  for  the  differentiation 

is  primarily  a  cost-accounting  one  and  is  necessitated 
by  the  nature  of  accounts  required  for  recording  the 
several  kinds  of  material.  The  reason  should  be  clearer 
after  the  following  paragraphs  are  read. 

Perhaps  the  most  satisfactory  way  to  approach  the 
problem  is  to  investigate  first  the  accounts  needed  for 

recording  the  movement  of  materials  and  then  to  study 
the  journals  necessary  for  preparing  the  entries  for 
these  accounts.  In  the  first  place,  there  should  be  an 

account  for  stores,  or  more  than  one  if  it  seems  desir- 
able. The  stores  account  should  be  debited  with  the 

value  of  material  purchased  and  received,  and  credited 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

when  material  is  withdrawn  from  the  storeroom  for  use. 
The  balance  represents  the  value  of  the  stores  remain- 

ing in  the  storeroom. 
There  should  also  be  a  worked  material  account,  sub- 

divided if  necessary,  which  should  be  debited  with  the 
value  of  the  completed  worked  material  and  credited 
with  the  value  of  the  worked  material  withdrawn.  The 
balance  gives  the  value  of  the  worked  material  remain- 

ing in  the  storeroom. 
In  addition  to  this  account,  in  which  is  recorded  the 

value  of  the  finished,  completed  worked  material,  there 
also  will  be  a  worked  material  in  process  account  in 
which  is  entered  the  value  of  the  worked  material  while 
it  is  in  process  of  being  made  in  the  factory.  It  is 
one  of  the  most  important  accounts  in  the  cost  system 
for  it  provides  a  figure  for  an  inventory  which  is  other- 

wise practically  unobtainable.  Of  course,  this  account 
should  be  subdivided  if  the  worked  material  account 
is  divided,  and  in  the  same  fashion.  It  is  credited 
with  the  value  of  the  completed  worked  material,  the 
same  figure  which  is  debited  to  the  worked  material 
account.  It  is  debited  with  the  cost  of  the  various  ele- 

ments which  go  to  make  up  the  worked  material — 
labor,  material,  burden,  and  direct  charges. 

There  should  also  be  two  sets  of  accounts  for  the 
merchandise — a  merchandise  account  to  be  debited  with 
the  value  of  the  completed  merchandise  and  credited 
when  the  merchandise  is  sold,  and  a  merchandise  in 

process  account  which  is  quite  similar  in  its  make-up 
to  the  worked  material  in  process  account,  forming  a 
record  of  the  value  of  the  merchandise  being  worked 
on  out  in  the  shop.  As  before,  the  credit  to  the 
merchandise  in  process  account  is  a  debit  to  the  mer- 

chandise account.  In  the  same  way,  both  accounts  may 
be  subdivided  if  the  nature  of  the  product  seems  to 
make  it  desirable. 

Wages  and  Their  Account 

So  much  for  the  records  of  material  in  its  various 
stages.  A  number  of  accounts  are  necessary  to  provide 
a  record  of  the  different  kinds  of  material  and  to  permit 
the  ascertaining  of  their  value  at  various  stages  in  the 
course  of  their  progress  through  the  factory.  The 
records  of  wages  are  much  simpler  and  require  only 
one  kind  of  account,  the  payroll  account,  though  it  is 

not  infrequently  subdivided  for  convenience.  It  is  cred- 
ited with  the  value  of  the  work  done  by  the  employees 

measured  in  terms  of  time  or  output  and  debited  with 
the  amount  paid  for  labor  when  it  is  paid. 

It  might  seem  at  first  glance  that  since  the  two 
amounts  are  always  the  same  there  should  never  be 
any  balance  in  the  payroll  account.  If  the  workers  are 
paid  on  a  weekly  basis  and  the  accounting  period  is 
taken  as  a  month,  it  is  evident  that  only  occasionally 
will  the  two  coincide  and  even  when  they  do,  the  entries 
are  not  made  at  the  same  time.  Hence  it  will  often 

happen  that  wages  will  have  been  earned  but  n6t  yet 

paid  for  or  payable  and  so  there  will  be  a  credit  bal- 
ance called  the  "accrued  payroll"  which  appears  as  a 
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in  many  instances  they  are  payable  and  even  are  not 
known  till  the  end  of  the  year.  It  is  proper,  therefore, 
to  set  up  a  reserve  account  for  taxes  in.  which  may  be 
accumulated  a  reserve  to  cover  the  payments  when  they 
come  due,  the  corresponding  debits  having  been  made 
to  the  monthly  expense  accounts  during  the  year. 

Before  passing  on  to  a  very  brief  survey  of  the  jour- 
nals, one  other  set  of  ledger  accounts  deserves  a  passing 

mention.  These  are  the  various  fixed  asset  accounts 
like  those  for  machinery,  buildings,  tools,  furniture  and 
fixtures.  There  should  be  one  of  them  for  each  of  the 
principal  groups  of  fixed  assets  and  they  should  vary 
according  to  the  classification  made  of  these  items. 

There  will  sometimes  be  an  "in  process"  account  for 
each  group,  but  more  frequently,  except  for  very  large 
concerns,  there  will  be  only  one  improvements  in  proc- 

ess account  in  which  will  be  recorded  the  value  of  the 
various  assets  while  they  are  in  course  of  construction. 

The  operation  of  fixed  asset  accounts  follows,  in  gen- 
eral, the  methods  employed  for  the  worked  material 

and  merchandise  accounts.  There  is  one  important  dis- 
tinguishing element,  however,  that  must  be  mentioned 

here.  All  the  fixed  asset  accounts,  with  the  possible 
exception  of  tools,  should  have  a  corresponding  reserve 
for  depreciation  account  which  should  be  credited 
monthly  with  the  amount  of  the  depreciation  charged 
as  an  expense.  They  show  at  all  times  the  amount  of 
the  depreciation  on  that  class  of  assets. 

It  should  be  noted  that  many  of  the  accounts  men- 
tioned are  controlling  accounts  supported  by  subsidiary 

accounts,  often  not  in  account  form,  which  exist  else- 
where. The  stores  and  worked  material  accounts  are 

detailed  on  the  balance  of  stores  and  worked  material 
cards.  The  same  is  true  for  the  merchandise  account, 
if  merchandise  is  made  for  stock  and  not  shipped  as  soon 

as  made.  The  "in  process"  accounts  for  worked  mate- 
rial, merchandise  and  improvements  are  supported  by 

the  record  of  the  order  costs  in  the  cost  department. 
The  controlling  expense  accounts  are  given  in  detail 

in  the  form  of  individual  expense  accounts  for  each 
subdivision  of  the  expense  classification.  The  fixed 
asset  accounts  and  the  corresponding  depreciation  re- 

serve accounts  are  represented  in  the  form  of  a  plant 
ledger.  All  of  these  details  and  their  relationship  to  the 
controlling  accounts  in  the  general  ledger  are  discussed 
in  subsequent  articles. 

It  is,  of  course,  necessary  to  prepare  the  entries  for 
these  accounts  in  some  kind  of  a  journal.  For  some  of 
the  entries  a  regular  general  journal  is  most  adaptable, 
and  that  is  a  book  which  should  need  no  explanation. 
The  voucher  register  is  another  form  of  journal  which 
is  very  useful  and  which  is  frequently  used,  so  it  needs 
no  description  at  this  place.  Certain  rulings  for  the 
the  voucher  register  are  discussed  in  a  later  article. 
The  payroll  book  is  also  a  well  known  journal. 

There  are,  however,  two  other  journals,  and  some- 
times a  third,  which  are  needed  and  which  are  not 

commonly  found.  One  is  the  material  journal  which  is 
ordinarily  divided  into  several  parts.  One  part  is  for 
the  purpose  of  recording  the  withdrawal  of  stores  and 
serves  to  control  their  distribution.  Another  does  the 

same  thing  for  worked  material  and  under  some  con- 
ditions there  is  a  third  for  merchandise. 

There  is  also  a  section  for  handling  the  value  of  the 

worked  material  completed  and  turned  into  the  store- 
room, and  often  one  also  for  merchandise.  The  material 

journal  provides  a  simple  means  of  handling  what  is 
often  one  of  the  most  difficult  practical  problems  in  cost- 

accounting  and  is  explained  in  detail  in  a  subsequent 
article.  Similar  in  purpose  and  ruling  to  the  material 
journal  is  one  for  burden,  to  be  used  when  the  machine 
rate  or  process  method  of  burden  application  is  em- 

ployed. This  has  been  a  long  article  and  in  the  effort  to 
compress  a  great  deal  into  a  small  space  it  reads  almost 
like  a  catalog.  There  is  in  it,  however,  the  skeleton 
of  a  whole  system  of  cost-accounting  and  it  will  repay 
careful  study.  Many  of  the  details,  as  has  been  pointed 
out  in  places,  are  developed  in  later  articles,  for  the 
intention  is  to  make  clear  all  of  the  points  given  to  the 
i-eader  before  the  series  is  completed. 

To  aid  in  grasping  the  interrelationships  of  accounts 
and  journals  described  in  this  article,  the  accompanying 
chart  (Fig.  2)  has  been  prepared.  The  accounts  are 
shown  bounded  with  solid  lines  and  the  journals  with 
dotted  lines.  Too  much  must  not  be  expected  of  a  chart 
which  tries  to  show  so  much  so  briefly.  It  will  not  bear 
a  minute  analysis,  but  it  should  be  used  rather  te  gain 
a  general  idea  of  the  whole  subject. 

Winning  the  Coal  Saving  Game 
By  Charles  W.  Lee 

The  game  of  saving  coal  is  very  popular  just  now, 
for  obvious  reasons.  There  are  good  ways  of  playing 
it  and  there  are  some  no  good  at  all.  Let  me  illustrate: 

Along  comes  my  doctor  with  a  circular  intended  to 
promote  something  out  of  a  bottle  or  a  keg,  which  it  is 
claimed  will  achieve  the  winning  of  the  coal-saving 
game,  and  wants  to  know  what  I  think  of  it.  (Inci- 

dentally, I  often  wonder  why  my  doctor  or  lawyer, 
expects,  and  very  properly  so,  to  send  me  a  bill  for 
any  advice  asked  for  by  me;  whereas  he  would  be 
much  surprised  if  I  were  to  send  him  a  bill  for  advice 
asked  for  by  him.) 

After  carefully  reading  the  circular,  I  spoke  a  sort 

of  parable  something  like  this:  A  "patient" — which 
is  a  very  good  name  for  him — comes  into  the  doctor's 
office  complaining  of  not  feeling  well.  The  doctor 
examines  him,  finds  that  he  has  a  mild  case  of  some- 

thing or  other,  hands  him  a  filled  bottle,  and  says: 

"Take  a  spoonful  of  this  every  two  hours,  eat  sparingly, 
particularly  of  red  meats,  take  plenty  of  exercise  and 

get  plenty  of  fresh  air.  Soon  you  will  be  O.K."  The 
patient  follows  instructions  and  quickly  recovers. 

There  arrives  another  patient  with  sometliing  the 
matter,  something  entirely  different  from  that  which 
ailed  the  first  one.  The  doctor  gives  him  a  bottle  of 
the  very  same  stuff  that  he  gave  the  first  patient,  and 
the  same  advice  about  diet  and  exercise.  Patient  No. 

2  uses  the  "medicine,"  follows  instructions  and  speedily 
recovers. 
Now,  doc,  (I  continued)  the  stuff  mentioned  in  the 

circular,  it  seems  to  me,  is  comparable  with  the  stuff 

in  the  doctor's  bottle.  The  directions  in  the  circular 
for  running  the  furnace  when  using  the  stuff  show  a 
mighty  good  way  to  run  a  furnace  anyhow  and  I  think 
if  you  will  carefully  follow  these  directions  you  will 
save  coal.  Moreover,  you  will  save  just  as  much  coal, 

whether  you  mix  the  stuff  with  the  coal  or  don't.  Do 
you  see  the  point?     He  said  he  did. 

I  am  not  a  chemist  or  a  coal  expert,  but  1  am  a 
competent  operator  of  a  domestic  furnace.  If  there  is 
any  truth  in  what  I  told  the  doctor,  it  goes  just  the 
same  for  the  furnace  under  the  boiler  as  the  furnace  in 
the  cellar. 
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Formulas  for  Cutting  and  Measuring  Threads 
Information  a  Customer  Needs  for  Checking  —  Practical  and  Theoretical  V-Thread 

Flats — Distinction  Between  Helix  and  Lead  Angles — Acme  Thread  Data 

By  jack  WILLIAMS 

*  N  ARTICLE  entitled  "Gaging  Acme  Threads  With- 
■l\  out  Special  Wires"  written  by  H.  A.  Pearson, 
X  A.  appeared  on  page  830,  Vol.  51  of  American 
Machinist.  I  made  a  rectigraph  copy  of  this  article, 
which  has  proved  to  be  of  valuable  assistance  to  me  in 
my  work.  I  found,  however,  upon  careful  study  that 
only  the  formulas  could  be  depended  on,  as  there  were 
slight  errors  which  it  was  necessary  to  correct  in  both 
the  text  and  the  constants. 

The  formula  for  screws  produced  the  same  result  as 
that  given  for  taps.  The  former  read  as  follows: 

4.9937D  —  3.8667W  +  outside  diameter  of  screw  equals 
the  micrometer  reading.  The  letter  D  represents  the 
diameter  of  the  wires  and  the  letter  W  the  width  of 
the  opening  at  top  of  the  thread.  This  formula  is 
open  to  two  serious  objections.  It  is  stated  in  terms 
of  width  of  opening  at  the  top  of  the  thread  when  it 
should  have  been  given  in  number  of  threads  per  inch; 
its  use  is  limited  commercially  to  threads  having  a 
lead  angle  of  six  degrees  or  less. 

I  have  worked  out  and  compiled  a  set  of  formulas 
that  should  relieve  foremen,  toolmakers  and  draftsmen 
of  a  great  deal  of  figuring,  besides  putting  an  end  to  a 
vast  amount  of  correspondence  previously  required  be- 

tween firms  to  clear  up  misunderstandings.  The 
formulas  were  intended  to  cover  Acme  threads,  as  these 
threads  seemed  to  be  an  endless  source  of  trouble,  but 
additional  general  formulas  have  also  been  derived. 
They  are  written  in  a  manner  easily  grasped  by  the 
average  layman  and  most  of  them  are  in  terms  of 
threads  per  inch,  although  some  of  them  are  also  given 
in  terms  of  pitch  to  allow  the  user  a  choice  of  mathe- 

matical procedure. 
My  reason  for  sending  in  the  chart  of  Acme  thread 

formulas  is  that  I  feel  that  publicity  will  invite  con- 
structive criticism.  Possibly  someone  will  either  carry 

the  work  along  and  contribute  additional  data,  or 
compute  the  maximum  error  as  compared  with  their 
own  commercial  method  or  with  theoretically  correct 
formulas. 

The  five  additional  formulas,  grouped  under  IV, 
which  I  will  explain  in  detail,  are  particularly  valuable. 
They  may  be  applied  to  any  symmetrical  form  of  thread, 
except  the  square  thread,  and  include  the  V,  U.S.F., 
Whitworth,  Standard  International  and  Acme  threads. 
The  formulas  for  width  of  flat,  however,  cannot  be 
applied  to  rounded  or  to  sharp  V  threads. 

The  questions  that  are  asked  by  shopmen  when 
preparing  to  make  special  taps,  screws,  or  gages,  are 
these : 

(1)  What   is  the  width  required  at  the  point  of 
the  threading  tool? 

(2)  What   is  the   correct   angle   of  the  threading 
tool? 

(3)  What  is  the  lead  angle  to  which  the  tool  must 
be  set? 

(4)  What  diameter  of  wire  is  to  be  used  in  meas- 
uring the  threads? 

(5)  What    is    the    micrometer    reading    over   the 
wires? 

■  The  answers  to  these  questions  should  be  enclosed 
with  every  shipment  of  goods  so  that  customers  can 
do  their  own  checking  and  save  the  time  now  wasted  in 
asking  for  this  information,  shipping  goods  back  and 

forth,  and  arranging  credits.  If  customers  would  de- 
mand it,  the  manufacturers  would  be  glad  to  render  this 

service. 

At  what  particular  lead  angle  it  is  necessary  to 

begin  making  compensation  in  the  shape  of  the  thread- 
ing tool  is  a  commercial  factor  subject  to  change  in 

accordance  with  the  class  of  work  required.  If  the  lead 
angle  is  set  at  six  degrees,  and  so  advertised  by  the 
manufacturers,  it  will  soon  be  grasped  by  the  trade  and 
when  customers  require  especially  accurate  work  they 
will  specify  it  on  their  orders.  The  error  in  tool  angle 

and  consequently  in  thread  angle  for  a  60-deg.  thread 
of  6  deg.  lead  angle  is  0  deg.  16  min.,  and  for  a  29-deg. 
thread  is  0  deg.  10  minutes.  A  good  commercial  limit 
on  thread  angles  is  0  deg.  20  min.,  so  that  a  6-deg.  lead 
angle  is  well  chosen  and  will  apply  to  thread  angles  of 
even  greater  than  60  degrees. 

Two  main  points  which  strongly  emphasize  the  com- 
mercial side  of  thread  measurements  are  featured  in 

the  chart  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration.  One 
point,  brought  out  in  an  exaggerated  way,  shows  the 
change  in  angle  and  the  corrected  width  of  the  tool 
point.  The  other  point  is  the  division  of  the  formulas 
into  three  groups,  one  of  which  applies  to  all  lead 
angles.  The  other  two  apply  to  lead  angles  above  and 
below  6  deg.  respectively. 

Let  us  use  the  following  symbols  to  express  the 
answers  to  the  five  questions  previously  mentioned: 

(1)  /  =  width  at  point  of  the  threading  tool. 
(2)  (/>  =^  one-half    the    corrected    angle    of    the 

threading  tool. 

(3)  a  ̂   lead    angle    for    setting    the    threading 
tool. 

(4)  D'  =  diameter  of  the  measuring  wires. 

(5)  R"=  micrometer  reading  over  the  wires. 
In  the  process  of  manufacturing,  as  soon  as  the 

answers  to  (1),  (2)  and  (4)  are  known,  they  should  be 
given  to  the  person  who  is  responsible  for  the  tools. 
In  this  way,  the  tools  and  the  proper  size  of  the  wire 
will  be  on  hand  for  measuring  when  the  work  is  ready 
for  threading. 

Some  firms  have  found  out,  after  delays  and  an 
undersized  product  have  resulted,  that  it  is  impossible 
to  manufacture  a  theoretically  sharp  V-thread  for  a 
given  pitch  diameter.  In  other  words,  the  formula: 

Single  depth  of  V  thread  =^  pitch  X  cos  30°  =  pitch 
X  0.86603,  which  was  extensively  advertised  until 
recently,  was  not  at  all  practical.  For  that  reason,  the 
formula  does  not  appear  in  the  catalogs  of  some  tool 
manufacturers.  Most  of  these  manufacturers  advocate 
the  universal  adoption  of  the  U.S.F.  thread  while 
others  are  striving  to  bring  about  commercial  harmony 
by  persuading  their  customers  to  accept  the  U.S.F. 
thread  on  all  pitches  finer  than  30  threads  per  inch. 

Many  manufacturers  of  V-thread  tools,  such  as  th^ 
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wIm  um  pip*   thivadi.    are 
«ttk  Um  fellMrii«  foHMlM: 

N  1-  MMbtr  of  tbnadi  pw  iaeh    Pi-  pitch 
8ll«li  «fa|itli  of  UiTMd  B^  OJ  H-  N  »  08P 
Wlilk  of  tet  at  top  or  l»ttoa  of  tkrMd  =  0.0S812 

■*-s  ==  oionitp 

nilillt  fma  fat  to  thcor«>tical  V  -s  0.08S01  -i-  S 
»  oiosaoip. 

Mjr  rMKW  for  ospUiaiiic  tb*  V-throMi  and  ita  flat 
ia  UM  tW  auM  Sat  ahould  bt  applied  to  V-threadu  of 
•mj  aagla.  «batl»r  tlia  aafk  ia  more  or  lea*  than  60 
dec.  aad  it  U  not  practical  to  daeraaaa  tliia  flat  for 
it  ia  alTMdjr  tlie  amalleat  flat  that  can  be  eommerc  tally 
■Miatalaad  oo  a  tlireadinc  tool.  Therefore,  question 

(1)  4aaa  sot  appl)-  to  thia  form  of  thread. 
"le^"  '^iteh."  "lead  anfie."  and  "helix 

lat  alao  be  axplaioed.     Many  engineers  and 
are  priawriljr  at  fault  for  ordera  that  read : 

"%  pL  teMa."  **<  P.l.  2»  dec.  double  lead."  or  "6  P.I. 

12  had."    Such  orders  merely  confuse  the  pur- 
•■HfU  aad  ciarha,  when  they  hear  the  terms 
aai  PJ.  (par  inch)  interchanged.  The  pitch 

ia  Ika  ̂ irtaace  froan  tlie  center  of  one  thread  to 
the  rialir  of  the  adjacent  thread.  The  lead  is  the  dis- 

froas  tlie  center  of  one  tlircad  to  the  center  of  the 

I  thread,  after  it  haa  made  one  revolution,  measured 
I  to  the  axu  of  tlie  acrew. 

The  National  Screw  Thread  Commission  does  not  dif- 

ferentiate between  helix  and  lead  angle  but  gives  a 
formula  for  finding  the  helix  angle.  In  my  experience, 
however,  the  angle  to  which  the  workman  sets  his  tool 
or  worlc.  is  commonly  known  as  the  lead  angle.  In  the 
Brown  k  Sharpe  Gear  Boole,  the  formula  is  given : 

_^  drcumforence Number  of  inches  of  spiral  to  one  turn 

But  the  author  carefully  avoids  calling  a  the  lead  angle. 
Why  should  this  uncertainty  be  allowed  to  continue?  Is 
there  no  one  progressive  enough  to  say  what  ia  what? 

To  distinguish  between  the  terms  lead  angle  and 
helix  angle,  let  us  assume  a  universal  milling  machine 
set  up  to  cut  a  helical  flute  in  a  tap,  reamer,  or  similar 
tool.  The  table  is  swung  from  its  aero  position  to  the 
angle  required  by  the  helix  and  this  reading  represents 
the   helix   angle.     The   tangent   of  the  helix   angle    is 
equal  to:     j^Sd— 

The  lend  angle  is  the  angle  between  the  helix  it«elf 
and  the  plane  normal  to  the  axis  of  the  work  at  the 
pitch  diameter.    It  is  the  complement  of  the  helix  angle 

Lead 
and  ita  tangent  is  equal  to:   j^-^ 

P.D. 

The  P.lK  in 

each  formula  represents  the  pitch  diameter.  This  dis- 
tinction is  purely  arbitrary  and  is  set  up  solely  for  the 

purpose  of  making  the  formula  clear.  In  my  work,  it 
is  well  understood  but  I  do  not  know  that  the  distinc- 

tion is  generally  accepted.  The  following  are  examples 
of  orders  and  inquiries  that  are  made  out  correctly: 

ACMK  THRBAD  IIIAKT 

TjOJ}^  TJ»Jt..  and  TMM.  indicate  respectively  the 
thaaeaUeal  oaUide  diameter,  theoretical  pitch  diameter, 
aai  thaoratical  root  diameter. 

A  m. 

B 
L 
P 

S 

4 

I 

actual  outside  diameter  of  tap.  The  nom- 
inal outside  diameter  of  the  tap  is  the 

actual  outaidc  diameter  of  the  screw. 

root  diameter  of  tap,  and  alao  of  screw. 
lead  or  advance  in  one  revolution. 
pitch  or  distance  from  center  to  center 

of  adjacent  threads. 

Bunbrr  of  threads  per  inch. 
laid  angle. 
tftpth  of  thread. 
theoretical  depth  of  29-deg.  V-thread. 
(taadard  width  of  tooth  at  top  and  utand- 
ard  width  of  apace  at  bottom  of  thread. 
ThIa  ia  the  oommercially  correct  width 
of  thread  tool  to  uae  for  lead  angle«  up 
t«  ais  degreas  ioduaive. 

/'  =  commercially  correct  width  of  thread  tool 
to  use  for  lead  angles  of  over  6  degrees. 

•  =s  i  nominal  thread  angle. 
(  ̂   standard  thickness  of  tooth  or  space  at 

T.P.I). t  »  normal  width  of  space  at  T.P.I). 
V)  =  standard  width  at  top  of  tooth  and  stand- 

ard width  at  Iwttom  of  tooth. 
ly  =  diameter  of  any  measuring  wire,  but  must 

be  same  or  greater  than  D". 
D"  !=  commercially    correct    diameter    of    wire 

having  contact  at  T.P.D.  when  a  is  equal 
to  or  leas  than  6  degrees. 

tf  tss  commercially  correct  micrometer  reading 
over  three  win-s  when  a  is  e<iual  to  or 
less  than  6  degrees. 

R"  =  commercially  correct  micrometer  reading 
over  three  wires   for  lead  angles  over 

6  degrees. 
#  >=:  i  the  normal  thread  angle. 
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6  P.I.  Acme  Screw  Thread,  Double 

6  P.I.  29-deg.  Worm  Thread,  Double 
6  P.I.,  i-in.  Lead,  29-deg.  Screw  Thread,  Double 

Give  either  the  pitch  diameter,  the  outside  diameter, 
or  both.  The  correct  thread  section  will  then  be  fur- 

nished. Other  data,  such  as  the  number  of  pieces  and 
the  limits  should  not  be  forgotten.  If  29-deg.  threads 
are  cut  with  thread  milling  cutters  of  the  proper  angle 
and  width  of  flat,  calculated  from  the  formulas  in  IV, 
they  will  measure  up  to  the  correct  sizes. 

Everyone  ought  to  know  that  29-deg.  threads  when 
used  on  the  lead  screws  of  lathes,  or  on  lifting  jacks 
or  valve  stems,  require  a  cutter  with  a  flat  wider  than 
that  of  the  cutter  used  to  cut  a  worm  thread,  because 
of  the  difference  in  the  root  diameters.  Manufacturers 
consider  the  word  Acme  as  meaning  screw,  and,  unless 
some  reference  is  made  to  worm  threads,  will  furnish 
Acme  screw  cut  cutters. 

If  the  foregoing  paragraph  is  observed,  there  should 
be  enough  information  sent  out  with  each  order  to 
answer  the  five  questions  by  means  of  the  five  formulas 
under  IV.  This  information  should  prove  to  be  of 
incalculable  value  to  manufacturers  and  customers. 

I.    Formulas  Commercially  Correct  for  All 
Lead    Angles 

Acme  Thread  Only 

III. 

P  ̂  
1 

N  ̂  

d 

d 
2 

d' 

A 

B 

T.P.D 

N  X  2  for  double  thread,  3  for  triple  thread 
0.5 

N ^  -f  0.020 ;     d  =  0.5P  +  0.020 
0.25  d        P 

-^+  0.010;     2   =-  f +0.010 
1.9334 
N 

d'  =  1.9334P 

nominal  outside  diameter  -f  0.020 

nominal  outside  diameter 

0.020  — 
0.5 N 

nominal  outside  diameter  —  -  ib"  =  nom- 

A' T.R.D 

inal  outside  diameter  —  0.5P 
1.43335 

N 
2.43335 

T.O.D  =  nominal  outside  diameter 

nominal  outside  diameter 
N 

cot  a  =  TT  X  A^  X  T.P.D.  for  single-thread  taps 
T.> 
L 

TT  X  T.P.D. 
cot  a  =   f       for  multiple-thread  taps 

II.     Formulas  Commercially  Correct  for  Lead 
.  Angles  Up  to  Six  Degrees 

Acme  Thread  Only 

t  = 
1 
2N 

t  = 0.3707 
/  =  — TT-  —  0.0052     /  =  0.3707P  —  0.0052 N 

0.6293 
0.0052     w  =  0.6293P   +   0.0052 

D'  =  any  wire  with  same  diameter  as  D"  or  larger 

D"='-^     /)"  =  0.51645P 

R'  =  4.9937D'   — ^       -)-  nominal  outside  diameter 

Formulas  Commercially  Correct  for  Lead 
Angles  of  Over  Six  Degrees 

Acme  Thread  Only 

/'  =  cos  «(«:?^«^-  0.00517) 

t' 

tan  0 

cos  g 
2N 

cos   a 
_  P  COS  g 

t    —        2 

Minimum  D'  = 

3.86670 

R"  =  nominal  outside  diameter 

2.43335   

N  sin  <t> 

cos   a 

D'
 

+  D'
 

2N  cos  *> 

IV.    Formulas  Commercially  Correct  for  Any 
Lead  Angle 

Any  Form  of  Thread 

tan  0  = 

cot    a  = 

Minimum  D'  = 

cos  a 

~2N 

—  tan  0   (T.P.D.  —  B) 

cos    tt 
cot  e T  X  T.P.D. 

L 
0.5 

N  cos  e 

R"  =  T.P.D.  —   -gV  +  ̂'   (1  +  esc  0) 

Automatic  Control  of  Fire  in  Car  Shops 

A  recent  instance  of  fire  control  by  the  use  of  auto- 
matic sprinklers  is  of  special  interest  to  engineers  and 

managers  of  shops  of  various  kinds.  The  case  in  mind 
was  the  freight  car  erecting  shop  of  the  Turcot  Works 
of  the  Canadian  Car  &  Foundry  Co.,  located  near 
Montreal,   Can. 

The  erecting  shop  is  a  large  one-story  building,  80  x 
800  ft.,  all  one  area.  The  walls  are  of  brick  and  glass 
in  metal  sash ;  the  roof,  light  planks  supported  by  unpro- 

tected steel  beams  and  trusses.  The  distance  from  floor 

to  roof  is  39  ft.  Five  tracks  run  the  length  of  the  build- 
ing. At  the  time  of  the  fire  they  were  filled  with  box 

cars,  75  in  all.  The  shop  is  equipped  throughout  with  a 
dry-pipe  automatic  sprinkler  system  controlled  by  six 
automatic  air  valves.  Five  metal  fire  curtains  under  the 
roof  divide  the  system  into  six  sections. 

The  fire  broke  out  early  in  the  morning  of  Oct.  17, 
1922,  in  a  box  car  in  the  center  of  the  building.  It  was 
discovered  by  the  watchman,  who  gave  the  alarm.  A 
line  of  hose  was  stretched  by  the  night  shift  at  the  plant 
but  before  this  was  brought  into  play  the  sprink'ers 
overhead  began  to  open.  The  fire  burst  through  one 
end  and  the  doors  of  the  car  and  ignited  the  corners  of 
nearby  cars.  The  water  from  the  sprinklers  blanketed 
the  blazing  car  and  extinguished  the  fire  in  the  nearby 
cars,  thus  confining  the  fire  to  the  locality  of  origin. 

The  performance  of  the  sprinklers  was  remarkable 
considering  that  the  roof  was  39  ft.  high,  and  the  nature 
of  the  obstructions  to  water  distribution  offered  by  the 
box  cars.  As  the  fire  was  directly  beneath  one  of  the 
divisional  fire  curtains  the  sprinklers  in  two  sections 
opened,  10  in  one  and  11  in  the  other,  21  in  all.  The 
principal  fire  damage  was  to  the  burned  box  car,  but  n6 
practical  loss  resulted,  as  the  car  was  to  be  rebuilt. 
The  damage  to  the  building  amounted  to  $50.00. 
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Federal  Specifications  for 
Leather  Belting 

TW  Mkmiag  is  mi  extract  from  the  •peciAcations 
■iir  wMcli  aO  porchaaw  of  leather  beltins  will  be 
mi»  kor  tW  U.  &  GoTvnuneiit : 
Al  MtiBC  Wether  ahall  be  made  from  green  aalted 

De  tn*  from  branda.  aoft  or  aponfy 
opaa  grub  holeji,  eneptint  that  when 

hshinc  SO  per  cent  of  the  stripe  in  any  belt 
or  reB  of  btltinf  may  contain  a  maximum  of  S  open 
grab  bolee  in  each  of  aoch  stripe.  The  hides  shall  be 

with  oak  bark  or  a  combination  of  vegetable 
rtela.  Animal  oils  and  greases  shall  be 

■Md  for  stnflac  the  leather,  or  a  mixture  of  these 
•ad  Miaeral  oOa  is  anch  proportion  as  will  provide 
■ailwm  etrvngth  and  pliability. 

The  nee  of  epoom  salts,  glucose,  barium  chloride  or 
a»Ht»r  material  for  weighting  the  leather  is  prohibited. 
All  leather  ̂ ftrr  atuffing  ithall  be  thoroughly  8t  retched 
while  •till  damp  and  shall  be  left  under  tennion  until 
dry.  The  grain  or  hair  side  shall  be  flnished  smooth 
and  the  Isather  shall  be  thoroughly  fleshed. 

All  strips  shall  be  cut  from  the  center  portion  of 
the  hide  St  aurh  distance  from  the  backbone  as  to  in- 

only  Arm  stock,  and  exclude  second  quality  leather 
at  tuch  distance  from  the  root  of  the  tail  as  will 

all  thoulder  stock.  No  sectional  strip  shall  be 
than  M  in.  in  length,  including  the  lap.  The 

IcBgtb  of  any  strip  shall  be  36  in.  including 
r-^f-t  that  in  double  belts  I  of  the  total 
of  ptoew  aiay  be  between  20  in.  and  36  in. 

profidad  tbat  theae  abort  pieces  do  not  occur  consec- 
otivaly.  The  minimum  length  shall  not  apply  to  the  end 

of  rolto  or  cut  lengths.  In  single  belting  the 
be  Joined  shoulder  end  to  shoulder  end  and 

to  butt  end.  In  double  belting  the  strips  shall 
be  Joiaad  shoulder  end  to  butt  end. 

In  all  single  belu  8  in.  and  over  in  width,  backlmne 
center  atripe  shall  be  used.  The  backbone  mark  mUAt 
appear  mnning  lengthwise  approximately  in  the  center 
of  each  strip.  In  aU  doable  belts  from  8  in.  up  to  10 
la.  wMUl.  backbone  center  stripe  shall  be  used  in  one 

pljr  and  tiM  backbone  mark  shall  appear  running  length- 
aiae  approxJawteljr  in  the  center  of  each  strip.  The 
other  pljr  shall  be  eat  from  the  k>cation  prescribed  for 
ftraC  reality  «tock.  In  all  double  belts  10  in.  and  over 
la  wWh.  both  plies  shall  be  made  from  backbone  center 

the  backbone  mark  shall  appear  running 
approximately  in  the  center  of  each  strip. 

The  MaM  qaality  of  leather  shall  be  used  in  both  plies 
of  all  doable  belting.  The  length  of  laps  shall  be  within 
the  limiu  given  in  Table  I. 

TABLE  l-LENGTH  OF  LAPS  IN  INCHES 

of  double  belts  shall  be  thoroughly  cemented  together. 
When  pulled  apart  the  cemented  surface  shall  not  ap- 

pear glased  or  shinj'.  The  maximum  variation  from 
the  nominal  width  shall  be  in  accordance  with  Table  11. 

TABLE  II— TOLERANCE  FROM  NOMINAL  WIDTH 
Width   of  Beltinc 

In  Inches  Tolerinc« 

Under  2  Not  let*  than  nominil 
}  to  24  inclusive  I  per  cent 

Above  24  |   of   1    per  cent 

The  thicknesses  for  the  different  grades  of  belting 
shall  be  in  accordance  with  Table  III. 

TABLE  III— AVERAGE  THICKNESSES  IN  INCHES 
Grade                                      SinRJe    Ply  Double   Ply 

Li|hi   :            8/64  up  to  10/64  15/64  to  17/64 
Medium  ■,.,.,,.„   10/64  up  to  12/64  19/64  to  21/64 
Heavy           12/64  up  to  14/64  23/64  to  :S/64 

The  average  thickness  shall  be  determined  by  meas- 
uring the  thickness  of  20  plies  of  the  belt  when  rolled 

and  dividing  thi.t  value  by  the  number  of  plies  measured. 
No  point  in  either  single  or  double  belting  shall  be 
more  than  •'<  in.  thicker  nor  more  than  i\  in.  thinner 
than  the  average  thickness.  The  excessive  use  of  shims 
and  filler  strips  and  excessive  splittinK  or  leveling  is 
prohibited.  All  belting  shall  be  stamped  on  grain  side 

with  the  maker's  name  and  brand,  and  a  stamp  indi- 
cating the  direction  in  which  the  belting  is  to  run.  Each 

stamp  shall  be  repeated  every  10  ft.  throughout  the 
entire  length  of  the  belting. 

Waterproof  dressed  belting  shall  conform  to  all  the 
requirements  of  this  specification.  In  addition  it  shall 
be  treated  with  a  waterproof  dressing.  Waterproof 
belting  shall  conform  to  all  the  requirements  of  this 
specification.  In  addition  it  shall  be  treated  with  a 
wateri>roof  dressing.  The  laps  and  plies  shall  be 
cemented  with  a  waterproof  cement.  All  leather  shall 
have  a  minimum  tensile  strength  of  8,000  lb.  per  square 
inch  of  cross-«ection  and  an  average  tensile  strength  for 
single  belts  of  8,750  lb.  per  ̂ uare  inch  and  for  double 
belts  of  3,500  lb.  per  square  inch.  The  average  shall  be 
determined  with  five  test  specimens  cut  continuously 

lengthwise  of  the  sample,  omitting  the  lap.  Test  speci- 
mens of  the  shape  and  size  as  shown  in  the  illustration 

shall  be  cut  with  a  metal  die. 

n, 
Thieki 

.  I'ader  10  M 
10  64  asd  over 
.  I>  !•  17  64 
\9  *•*  ut4  o*rr 

Length  of  Lapi 
Belit  under  Belli  6  in.  and 

6  is.  in  width  over  in  width 

2t<a6  )te8 
)  to  H  3|  to  10 

21  CO  5|  3  to  4 
3  10  4  3io5 

-JL. 

1. 

Tbe  mteioMai  distance  between  any  two  laps  in 
U»  separaU  pMsa  of  dooMr  belting  shall  be  8  In.  The 
polnis  of  aO  laps  shall  be  at  right  angles  to  the  edge 
of  the  baH.  AO  laps  shall  run  in  the  same  direction. 
Tbe  lapa  of  both  single  and  doable  belu  and  the  plies 

,£svr k>   terS  (TMB  •*•  U.  a  1 •f  MmMUM^  Wuh- 

I  I  I  ̂  

THB  TKST  SPBCIMBN 

.  The  laps  of  both  single  and  double  belting  shall  not 

open  when  lubjected  to  a  tensile  stress  of  2,500  lb. 

per  square  inch.  The  opening  of  the  laps  shall  lje  deter- 
mined by  testing  two  specimens  cut  across  the  point  of 

the  lap  lengthwise  of  the  sample.  For  double  belting 
the  test  shall  be  made  on  the  single  ply.  The  average 

elongation  at  a  tensile  stress  of  2,500  lb.  per  sijuare 

Inch  shall  not  exceed  16  per  cent.  The  avernge  shall  be 

determined  with  the  same  five  test  specimens  used  for 
determining  the  tensile  strength. 

The  following  stretch  test  shall  be  piade  on  the  fin- 
ished belting  up  to  and  including  six  inches  in  width. 
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Any  section  of  a  roll  or  belt  shall  be  selected  (which 
shall  not  be  cut)  on  which  gage  marks  shall  be  placed 
10  ft.  apart.  Suitable  clamps  shall  be  attached  on  the 
marks  so  that  the  distance  between  the  clamps  shall  be 
10  ft.  The  section  shall  then  be  suspended  in  a  vertical 
position  from  one  of  the  clamps.  Sufficient  weight, 
including  the  weight  of  the  clamp,  shall  be  attached  to 
the  lower  clamp  to  produce  a  tensile  stress  of  750  lb. 
per  square  inch  of  the  average  cross-section  of  the 
section  being  tested.  The  section  after  being  subjected 
to  this  tension  for  15  min.  shall  show  a  length  between 
the  gage  marks  not  to  exceed  10  ft.,  7.2  in.  (6  per  cent 
stretch). 

The  clamps  shall  then  be  removed  and  the  section 
allowed  to  lie  loosely  on  the  floor  for  17  hr.,  after  which 
time  the  length  between  the  gage  marks  shall  not  exceed 
10  ft.  1.6  in.  (IJ  per  cent  stretch).  The  leather  shall 
not  crack  on  the  grain  side  and  the  laps  shall  not  open 
at  the  points  when  the  belting  is  bent  through  angles 
of  180  deg.,  grain  side  out  over  forms  as  specified  in 
Table  IV  for  the  different  grades  and  thicknesses. 

TABLE  IV— FORMS  FOR  CRACKING  TEST 
Belt  Average  Thickness  Belting   Diameter  Form 

Inches  Inches 

Single              Under  10/64  1 
10/64  and  over  IJ 

Double               Up  to  17/64  3 
19/64  and  over  4 

The  leather  shall  not  show  wrinkles  on  the  grain  side 
(commonly  called  piping,  and  indicating  looseness  of 
fiber  found  in  side  stock  or  second  quality  belting), 
when  bent  through  an  angle  of  180  deg.  grain  side  in, 
over  forms  as  specified  in  Table  V  for  the  different 
grades  and  thicknesses. 

TABLE  V— FORMS  FOR  PIPING  TEST 
Belt  Average  Thickness  Belting  Diameter  Form 

Single   
Double- 

Inches 

All 
Up  to  17/64 

19/64  and  over 

Inches 

2 
4 
6 

A  sample  waterproof  dressed  or  waterproof  belting, 
12  in.  long,  shall  be  weighed  and  then  immersed  in 
water  at  room  temperature  for  5  hr.  When  removed 
from  the  water  the  sample  shall  be  wiped  and  again 
weighed.  The  percentage  of  water  absorbed  shall  not 
exceed  8  per  cent.  This  test  shall  be  made  on  every 
lot  of  2,000  ft.  or  fraction  thereof.  The  sample  of 
waterproof  belting  tested  for  water  absorption  shall 
be  again  immersed  in  water  until  the  total  period  of 
immersion  is  24  hr.  The  sample,  after  removal,  shall 
be  allowed  to  dry  under  room  conditions  for  24  hr.  The 
laps  and  plies  shall  not  open  when  the  sample  is  bent 
around  the  proper  form  as  specified  in  Table  IV. 

Brains  vs.  Hands 
By  0.  C.  Richards 

We  are  told  repeatedly  that  the  day  of  the  old  time 
foreman  is  past  and  that  the  successful  department  head 
of  today  is  quite  a  different  sort  of  a  man  from  the  boss 
of  a  few  years  ago.  There  is  a  certain  type  however 
that  is  met  with,  not  infrequently,  even  in  some  of  our 
shops  that  pride  themselves  on  their  progressiveness. 
It  is  the  foreman  who  wears  himself  out  physically. 
He  performs  with  his  own  hands  tasks  that  belong 
properly  to  those  of  others  and,  in  so  doing,  fails  to 
concentrate  his  efforts  on  the  more  important  duty  of 

directing  those  under  his  supervision.  After  being  a 
department  head  for  a  number  of  years,  time  study  and 
method  work  presents  to  me  an  opportunity  for  obser- 

vation that  is  particularly  interesting. 
The  head  of  a  large  department  used  to  spend  the 

first  two  hours  of  every  morning  personally  in  counting 
and  moving  parts  from  one  section  of  his  department  to 
another.  This  work  could  have  been  done  by  any  laborer 
able  to  read  and  write.  Later  in  the  day  other  hours 
were  spent  in  other  sections  of  the  department  in  much 
the  same  manner.  In  another  instance,  an  assistant 
superintendent  was  very  anxious  to  get  a  greater  pro- 

duction from  his  assembly  department.  For  days  at  a 
stretch,  he  spent  practically  all  of  his  time  in  this  par- 

ticular department,  with  hammer  and  wrenches,  assist- 
ing in  the  actual  assembling.  The  increased  production 

from  that  particular  bench  was  about  the  same  as  would 
have  been  obtained  by  hiring  an  extra  man  at  the 
gate.  He  was  the  butt  of  the  jokes  of  the  workmen 
and  lost  much  of  the  respect  of  his  foremen. 

Recently  I  was  engaged  in  studying  a  job  of  rough, 
unskilled  work  that  involved  a  considerable  amount  of 
handling,  several  men  being  employed  on  the  same  task. 
The  men  were  very  awkward,  particularly  in  the  han- 

dling, and  needed  the  attention  of  their  foreman  to  get 
them  lined  up  on  the  job.  The  foreman,  at  this  par- 

ticular time,  was  engaged  in  placing  castings  on  the 
benches  with  a  hand  controlled  electric  crane.  He  was 
busy  at  this  for  over  an  hour,  feeling  no  doubt,  that  he 
was  doing  his  best  for  the  company. 

The  duties  of  an  efficient  foreman  require  all  the 
energy  that  he  possesses  and  he  cannot  afford  to  wear 
himself  out  at  tasks  that  are  not  concerned  with  the 
management  of  his  department.  Men  can  be  obtained 
at  a  small  hourly  wage  to  do  all  the  things  of  a  menial 
nature.  It  is  far  more  profitable  to  take  a  workman 
off  a  production  job  than  for  the  foreman  to  neglect  his 
own  duties  for  such  things. 

A  foreman  has,  of  course,  a  multitude  of  duties  but 
certain  functions  stand  out  so  prominently  that  he  must 
always  bear  in  mind  the  fallacy  of  letting  anji;hing  in- 

terfere with  them.  A  considerable  amount  of  time  can 
well  be  spent  in  a  systematic  watching  of  the  quality  of 
the  work  being  produced.  The  quality  will  never  be 
higher  than  the  standards  demanded  by  a  foreman.  A 
foreman  with  an  eagle  eye  on  the  character  of  the  work 
will  have  a  wonderful  effect  on  the  product.  Improve- 

ments cannot  be  thought  of  and  worked  out  by  a  fore- 
man who  is  trying  to  save  the  price  of  a  day  laborer. 

Also  the  instruction  of  new  operators  is  something  that 
is  a  real  art  if  properly  performed.  Even  if  special 
instructors  are  assigned  to  teach  the  beginner,  the  fore- 

man will  be  well  repaid  for  special  personal  attention 
in  getting  him  started  off  right. 
A  really  eflficient  department  head  is  very  careful  to 

keep  in  touch  with  the  workmen  and  their  troubles. 
He  cannot  afford,  of  course,  to  become  so  familiar  that 
he  loses  the  respect  he  must  have  in  order  to  be  suc- 

cessful. Men  like  to  feel  that  their  foreman  is  inter- 
ested in  their  complaints  and  it  will  be  found  that  most 

of  the  differences  of  opinion  arising  between  the  men 
and  the  management  can  be  settled  satisfactorily  to  both 
parties  if  they  are  taken  care  of  promptly. 

It  is  not  an  indication  of  laziness  or  false  pride  for  a 
foreman  to  avoid  actual  physical  labor.  His  hands  can 
perform  no  more  than  one  of  his  workmen  while  his 
brains,  if  he  has  been  properly  picked  for  his  job,  are 
worth  many  times  as  much  to  the  management. 
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I  Ideas  from  Pi^actical  Men 
■»  Irwm  laftara  »mbmUtf»4  lr»m  tUl  civr  Iht  w»rU. 

arc  **ttlwUf  fm*UT9d  mmd  tlt»»»  ̂ mhtittf^  ar*  paH  l»r. 

1"^ 

Carbontzinic  by  Means  of  the 
Acetylene  Torch 
By  Milton  Wucht 

In  Um  Mlf-«UrtiBC  device  that  haa  become  an  indis- 
peoMUt  part  of  the  modem  automobile  it  in  the  unual 
pfaetiee  to  cause  the  tc«th  of  the  pinion  of  the  starting 

to  eater  endwiae  when  encacins  with  the  corre- 
riac  cear.  The  Migacement  i»  brought  about 

bgr  diUam  the  pinion  IcngthwiM  of  the  rotor  shaft  and. 
as  this  artioa  takea  place  very  suddenly  and  as  the  teeth 
«(  the  pinion  and  ring  gear  cannot  well  be  expected  to 
he  ahraya  in  exact  alignment  at  the  moment  of  engage- 

ment, there  ia  bound  to  be  more  or  leas  interference  at 
the  eada  of  the  teeth ;  reaulting  in  rapid  wear,  both  by 

•ad  bgr  impact. 
IrMtiBg  the  pinion  to  prevent  rapid  deteriora- 

tioa  is  a  simple  matter,  but,  aa  the  teeth  of  the  ring 
gear  are  ordinarily  cut  directly  upon  the  periphery  of 
the  engine  flywheel,  the  heat  treatment  of  this  part  Ik 

nutter  and  it  thua  becomes  a  question  of 

:  the  fwr  a  aepnrate  part  and  ahrinking  or  other- 
it  upon  the  fly-wheel  involving  complica- 

expense — or  of  leaving  the  gear  teeth 
aoft.  If  the  teeth  are  aoft  a  burr  will  soon  be  thrown 

■p  hf  the  cootinoed  engagement  of  the  starter  pinion, . 
enaeiac  still  further  interference  and  militating  against 
■ewuth  and  sure  action  of  the  starter. 

it  ia  not  nereaaar)'.  nor  is  it  even  desirable,  to  make 
the  entire  tooth  surface  of  the  ring  gear  hard,  for  the 
treoble  is  all  at  the  extreme  ends  of  the  teeth.     The 

nn  I  -iiKTir-K  roll  i-\niutHrAtN-i 
lit    UNO   UKAIt 

TKKTH 

the 

to 

thtfefun.  is  a  soft  tooth  section  with  a 
ea|r  at  the  entering  end.    At  the  plant  of 

Co.  of  America,  Bridgrport,  Conn.,  the 

•olved  in  a  aatlafactoo'  way  by  what 
to  he  •  miqae  applkation  of  the  acetylene 

torch;  devised  by  D.  G.  Rooa.  production  mankger  of that  company. 

In  order  to  show  the  complete  working  of  the  method, 
two  photographs  of  the  device — which  is  at  once  simple 
and  ingenious  as  well  as  effective — are  here  presented. 
Fig.  I  shows  the  device  without  the  work  in  place  and 
with  the  acetylene  flame  burning,  while  in  Fig.  2  a  ty- 
wheel  may  be  seen  in  place  but  with  the  gaa  turned  off. 
for   if  the  flame  had   been   allowed   to   play   upon  the 

KIO.  J— TIIK  UKVK'-U  WITH  A  <iKAK  IN  IM^CB 

Stationary  gear  for  the  length  of  time  necessary  to 
make  the  photograph  the  usefulness  of  the  part  would 
have  been  destroyed. 

The  device  consists  of  a  standard  acetylene  torch, 

with  a  support  to  hold  it  in  place;  two  ordinar>'  shaft 
hangers  with  a  short  special  shaft  mounted  in  the  bear- 

ings to  carry  the  gear  to  be  treated;  a  box,  or  trough, 
of  galvanized  sheet  iron  to  collect  and  carry  away  the 
water  and  an  electric  fan  motor  from  which  the  fan  has 

lieen  removed  and  a  worm  gear  speed-reduction  device 
fitted  to  the  shaft  to  operate  a  pawl. 

Referring  to  Fig,  1,  water  is  delivered  to  the  device 
through  the  valve  at  A  and  issues  from  a  small  jet  be- 

neath the  platform  B  and  directly  below  the  jet  of  flame. 
With  the  gear  (fly-wheel)  in  place  as  in  Fig.  2  the 
flame  plays  directly  upon  the  end  of  a  tooth  at  the  point 
where  the  latter  will  contact  with  the  starter  pinion 
and  during  the  interval  that  the  gear  ia  allowed  to  re- 

main stationary,  only  the  corner  of  the  tooth,  is  heated 
to  the  naoeeaary  carbonizing  and  hardening  tempera- 

ture. The  pawl  then  operates  to  advance  the  gear  onr 
tooth  and  the  red-hot  tooth  paaaea  below  the  platform 
and  stops  opposite  the  quenching  jet  where  it  remnln)< 
during  the  interval  that  the  next  tooth  is  being  heated. 

The  object  of  the  platform  0  Is  to  kenp  the  flame 
away  from  the  water  jet.  It  is  but  a  piece  of  heavy 
sheet  metal  and.  If  corroded  by  the  action  of  the  flame, 
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is  easily  replaced.  The  sheet  metal  trough  is  for  the 

purpose  of  confining  the  water  and  prevent  it  from 

splashing  about.  It  need  not  (and  does  not)  contain 

water,  as  a  drain  pipe  immediately  carries  away  the 
surplus. 

As  the  gear  is  of  mild  steel  it  is  necessary  to  carbon- 
ize the  surface  to  be  hardened,  and  the  carbon  for  this 

purpose  is  already  at  hand  in  the  acetylene  flame.  As 

may  be  seen  from  the  appearance  of  the  flame  in  Fig.  1, 

it  is  burning  with  a  minimum  of  oxygen,  an  amount  of 

this  gas  just  sufficient  to  bring  the  temperature  to  the 

desired  degree  being  supplied  while  the  heated  tooth  is 

enveloped  by  the  surplus  carbon-carrying  acetylene.  A 
thin  shell  of  carbonized  material  is  thereby  formed  upon 

each  successive  tooth  while  it  remains  in  the  flame.  The 

tooth  then  passes  immediately  to  the  quenching  jet  be- 
low the  platform  as  the  pawl  advances  the  gear. 

Once  set  in  motion  the  operation  of  the  device  is  con- 
tinuous and  automatic  until  all  of  the  teeth  have  been 

carbonized  and  hardened.  The  pawl  operating  mechan- 

ism upon  the  motor  shaft  is  so  timed  as  to  allow  the 

gear  to  remain  stationary  for  seven  seconds,  which  time 
has  been  found  by  experiment  to  produce  satisfactory 

results,  and  to  consume  about  one  second  in  advancing 

the  gear.  As  there  are  138  teeth  in  the  gear  it  easily 

may  be  calculated  that  the  output  of  the  device  is  about 

three  gears  per  hour,  including  the  time  of  changing. 

It  requires  no  attention  after  starting. 

Fig.  2.  There  is,  however,  one  essential  requirement 
for  the  success  of  this  device,  which  is  not  shown  in 

the  sketch.  It  is  this :  The  pin  is  of  chrome-vanadium 
steel,  with  all  diameters  ground  to  a  glass  surface.  The 
bore  of  the  connecting  rod  is  bored  under  size,  corre- 

sponding to  an  allowance  for  a  hydraulic  pressure  fit. 
The  pin,  greased  with  lard  oil,  is  pressed  in  by 
hydraulic  pressure  and  then  pressed  out  again  by  the 
same  means,  the  useful  effect  being  to  burnish  and 
harden  the  fitting  surfaces  of  both  the  pin  and  the 
hole  in  the  rod. 

In  assembly,  the  pin  is  pulled  in  by  means  of  the  nut 
A  and  is  withdrawn  by  the  nut  B,  the  closing  in  of  the 
jaws  of  the  rod  being  prevented  by  the  crosshead  being 
in  place.  A  pin  so  fitted  will  stay  tight,  while  the 
center  part  on  which  the  crosshead  brasses  wear  may 
be  shimmed  up  when  elliptical  wear  takes  place. 

Crosshead  Pin  That  Will  Stay  Tight 
— ^Discussion 

By  J.  T.  TowLSON 
London,   England 

On  page  309,  Vol.  57,  of  the  American  Machinist, 

there  appeared  an  article  under  the  above  title  by  C. 
D.  Michener.  While  the  pin  described  by  Mr.  Michener 

is  good  in  a  way,  I  do  not  like  it  as  there  is  no  protec- 
tion against  sidewise  movement  in  either  direction 

should  the  pin  get  loose.  I  should  very  much  fear  to 

use  such  a  pin  in  "out-of-sight"  places,  especially  for 
fear  it  would  become  adrift  as  a  result  of  endwise 
movement. 

Retaining  the  idea  of  the  split  sleeve  and  the  ex- 
panding mandrel,  protection  could  be  given  to  dangerous 

Fig.  1 
Fig. 

FIG. 1— MODIFICATION  OF  C.  D.  MICHENER'S  CROSSHE.4D 
PIN'.     FIG.  2— AN  ENGLISH  STAY-TIGHT 

CROSSHEAD  PIN 

endwise  movement  by  providing  a  head  to  the  expander 
and  a  washer  larger  than  the  diameter  of  the  split 

sleeve  for  the  opposite  end;  leaving  a  margin  of  clear- 
ance at  the  "head"  end  of  the  expander  for  tightness 

when  required,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 
A    dependable    method,    adopted    by    engine    makers 

with  whom  I  am  acquainted,   is  shown  in  the  sketch, 

Limitation  of  Piston  Aligning  Gages 
— Discussion 

By  Stanley  W.  Mills 

Under  the  above  title  on  page  659,  Vol.  57,  of  the 
American  Machinist  J.  T.  Towlson  criticises  the  con- 

ventional type  of  gudgeon  or  wrist  pin  used  in  the 
gasoline  engine  and  suggests  a  design  of  ball  socket 
in  the  piston  as  a  substitute.  Both  his  criticism  and 
suggested  improvement  are  distinctly  open  to  argu- 
ment. 

In  the  first  place,  his  proposal,  entirely  apart  from 
the  number  of  parts  and  consequent  complications,  in- 

volves just  as  much,  if  not  greater,  accuracy  in  manu- 
facturing as  the  conventional  type  of  pin  bearing  in 

bosses  at  right  angles  to  piston  axis.  The  removable 
socket  or  pad  which  he  shows  is  in  itself  a  costly  piece 
to  make  and  could  not  be  successfully  machined  without 
a  great  deal  of  care.  It  would  be  a  costly  and  difficult 
problem  to  machine  the  ball  end  on  the  rod  in  line  with 
the  large  end,  without  the  use  of  expensive  and  ac- 

curate fixtures  and  it  should  be  obvious  that  if  the 
slightest  errors  exist  in  the  finished  pieces,  the  rod 
would  be  cramped  when  in  position  in  the  engine  and 
inevitably   cause  trouble. 

I  venture  to  dispute  Mr.  Towlson's  statement  that 
with  a  ball  socket,  the  rod  is  tractable  in  all  directions, 
unless  the  greatest  accuracy  is  maintained  with  respect 
to  concentricity  of  the  socket  with  the  piston,  correct 
alignment  of  the  ball  with  the  large  end  of  the  rod 
and  the  position  of  the  cylinder  on  the  crankcase.  There 
are  other  details  which  I  feel  would  never  work  out  in 
practice,  such  as  the  inadequate  means  for  locking  the 
cap,  the  objectionable  feature  of  drilling  the  piston 
skirt  in  order  to  insert  the  lock  screws  and  the  appar- 

ent impossibility  of  assembling  the  adjustable  cap  un- 
less made  in  halves,  which  would  be  an  impractical 

construction. 
It  is  of  course  a  fallacy  to  adhere  blindly  to  past 

practice  just  for  the  reason  that  that  is  the  way  it 
has  always  been  done.  On  the  other  hand,  however, 
a  time  tested  construction  such  as  the  conventional 
form  of  wrist  pin  (which  in  essentials  has  not  been 
changed  since  gasoline  engines  were  first  produced)  is 
undoubtedly  based  on  a  sound  foundation.  I  can  state 
positively  that  today  the  straight  type  of  wrist  pin, 
either  floating  in  both  rod  and  piston  or  clamped  in 
one  and  bearing  in  the  other,  represents  the  best,  most 
modern,  and  fool-proof  design. 
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ChwiiiK-In  Small  Round  Dies 
By  p.  l.  Stohb 

Hm  thai  have  become  worn  oversize  in 
bt  rwUaMd  with  very  little  trouble  by  the 
tepb  mtOod.  Bore  out  a  casting,  as  shown 

ia  tk*  dkMk,  to  a  drhrt  fit  for  the  die  and  drive  the  die 
lalo  n  for  a  short  distance.    Lay  the  die  and  casting  on 

•^i 

Cl0«ncO.tX  SMAIX  KOOTCD  DIES 

tka  fori*  Art  ao  that  the  IUbim  will  draw  up  through  the 
hob  la  the  dicu  As  the  dio  beeomoa  heatod  in  the  center 
toac  boforo  the  brgor  casting,  the  expansion  of  the 

win  dooe  in  the  holo  and  when  the  casting  has 
hot  the  die  will  drop  oat  into  the  fire ;  when  it 

ia  raody  to  bo  hardened  in  the  usual  way. 
Tlw  holo  will  nsaally  be  found  so  much  smaller  than 

before  as  to  roquire  regrinding  to  size. 

Savinir  Time  in  Crindinf;  Centers 
— Discussion 

Bt  w.  h.  Stosey 
Wmi  Cror*m.  MvUnd 

Under  the  above  title  on  page  2S4,  Vol.  S7.  of  the 
Amtenaut  Maekimut.  Charica  Kaufmann  illustrates  a 
cnlor  which  is  certainly  a  time  and  grinding  wheel 

PwaoaaOy  I  cannot  understand  why  centers  are 
taraad  ooUd  aa  they  usually  arc,  presenting  to  the 
griadiat  whoal  a  face  of  about  li  in.  of  which  usually 

TAItitrOCK wrm  Oft.  OKOOva 

i  ia.  io  aaad.  I  found  grinding  such  centers 
ta  ho  a  groat  waolo  of  UaM.  particularly  when  using 
a  flaaB  portable  griador  attached  to  the  lathe  carriage. 
aad  ao  1  had  all  tho  eaators  in  the  ahop  cat  away  iden- 
tiaMr  •■  ihewa  by  Mr.  Kaofmann,  bat,  in  order  to 

a  ftiilhai'  aairtng  in  grinding  by  eliminating  it 

as  far  as  possible,  1  had  a  lubricating  groove  cut  out 
in  the  tailstock  center  as  shown  in  the  illustration. 

In  the  top  portion  of  this  groove,  which  is  counter- 
sunk by  means  of  a  drill,  a  small  pad  of  cotton  waste 

is  kept.  The  waste  is  saturated  with  oil  which  slowly 
drips  right  on  to  the  point  of  the  center.  If  insufficient 
oil  is  dripping,  all  the  operator  has  to  do  ia  to  press 
the  waste  slightly  with  his  finger,  forcing  a  little  of 
the  oil  out. 

A  center  made  with  an  oil  groove  as  above  described 
will  eliminate  the  necessity  of  the  constant  use  of  an 
oil  can  or  any  of  the  other  u.sual  means  of  lubrication. 
Moreover  such  a  center  is  not  liable  to  be  burned,  even 
through  the  inattention  of  a  careless  oj)erntor. 

Tinning  Small  Holes 
By  E.  Lytton  Brooks 

Uondon.  BncUnd 

A  piece  of  copper  wire  that  will  easily  float  or  move 
about  in  the  hole  is  bent  at  one  end  slightly  longer  than 
the  depth  of  the  hole;  cut  off  about  6  in.  long  and 
handled.  A  piece  of  round  wood  or  small  file  handle 
aorves  nicely.  The  work  is  then  heated  in  the  gas 
flaBM  with  solder  and  flux  in  the  hole,  and  the  copper 
wire  end  moved  about  in  it  until  the  inside  of  the  hole 

WIRE  FOR  TINNINQ  8MAL.L  HOLES 

is  tinned.  The  copper  wire  becomes  tinned  almost  im- 
me<iiately  and  behaves  like  a  small  soldering  iron.  For 
electrical  work  paste  and  acid  fluxes  should  be  strictly 
taboo. 

Storing  Die8,  Jigs  and  Fixtures 
By  S.  N.  Bacon 

Wooden  shelves  for  storing  heavy  punches  and  dies, 
Jigs  and  fixtures  are  uneconomical  due  to  wear  and 
breakage  and  the  standard  adjustable  metal  shelving 
will  be  found  to  be  more  satisfactory  in  every  way.  The 
usual  practice  seems  to  be  to  locate  the  heaviest  tools  on 
the  shelves  nearest  the  floor  and  the  lightest  tools  on  the 
top  aheif.  While  this  method  makes  use  of  all  possible 
sholf  S|i8oe  a  better  arrangement  and  one  which  facili- 
tatoi  the  transfer  of  tools  to  the  machine  and  back  to 
shelving  is  to  locate  the  heaviest  tools  upon  a  shelf  the 
same  height  from  the  floor  as  the  bed  of  the  machine 
upon  which  the  tool  is  to  be  used.  A  truck  of  the  proper 
height  should  be  used  and  if  constructed  of  wood,  the 
top  should  be  covered  with  sheet  steel  without  Hcams  or 
rivet  heads,  thus  providing  for  sliding  the  heavy  dies 
and  ftxtares  from  the  shelf  onto  the  truck  and  from  the 
truck  to  the  bed  of  the  machine.  The  shelves  below  as 
well  aa  above  are  tiaed  for  storage  of  light  and  medium 
weight  tools  only. 
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Making  Small  Shoulder  Studs 
in  Double  Lengths 
By  K.  H.  Crumrine 

A  line  drawing  of  a  shoulder  stud  of  a  design  com- 
monly used  in  machine  and  tool  construction  is  shown 

in  Fig.  1.  Many  such  studs  are  made  on  lathes  or 
screw  machines  and  are  used  without  being  ground. 

Others,  however,  are  required  to  be  ground  on  all  diam- 

r  J  <!>•///  firr  oil  hole 
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FIG.    1- -THE   STUD  TO  BE  MADE.      FIG.   2 — TWO 
STUDS  MADE  IN  ONE  PIECE 

eters,  and  many  must  be  hardened  before  grinding. 
Studs  of  this  type,  when  made  in  single  lengths,  present 
certain  difficulties  in  grinding.  One  difficulty  is  that 
the  distance  between  the  grinding  centers  is  so  short 
as  to  make  it  hard  to  grind  the  pieces  straight. 
Another  difficulty  is  presented  in  holding  the  studs  by 
the  short  heads  for  driving,  so  that  both  of  the  principal 
diameters  can  be  ground  at  the  same  setting.  In  view 
of  these  difficulties  in  grinding  when  made  in  single 
lengths,  the  double  length  method  as  used  in  our  shop 
may  be  of  interest. 

The  stud  shown  in  Fig.  1  must  be  hardened  and 
ground  on  the  two  smaller  or  principal  diameters  and 
the  shoulder  under  the  head  must  be  hard.  The  stud 
is  made  of  low  carbon  machinery  steel  and  carbonized 
preparatory  to  hardening.  Pieces  long  enough  to  make 
two  studs  as  shown  at  Fig.  2  are  cut  off,  allowance  being 

made  for  the  parting  tool,  plus  the  usual  amount  neces- 
sary to  finish  the  ends.  The  stock  used  must  be  larger 

than  the  largest  diameter  of  the  stud  by  an  amount 
sufficient  to  permit  all  carbonized  metal  to  be  removed 
from  the  diameter  of  the  heads  after  the  pieces  are 
carbonized.  Next  the  pieces  as  cut  are  centered,  the 
ends  squared  up  in  a  universal  chuck  on  a  lathe  or  in 
a  collet  on  a  screw  machine,  the  two  smaller  diameters 
turned  to  grinding  size  and  the  grinding  recesses  cut  in. 
The  heads  or  largest  diameters  of  the  studs  must  not 
be  turned  at  this  time  but  left  as  large  as  possible 
until  after  carbonizing. 

The  studs  are  now  ready  for  carbonizing  but  after 
this  process  are  not  immediately  hardened.  Instead 
they  are  returned  to  the  machine  shop  where  the  excess 
material  is  turned  off  the 
heads  and  the  cross  holes 

drilled.  Turning  the  carbon- 
ized material  from  the  large 

diameter  makes  it  impossible 
to  harden  the  heads  except 
under  the  shoulders  and  leaves 
the  heads  in  suitable  condi- 

tion to  be  cut  by  the  parting 
tool  at  the  proper  time.  If 
the  cross  holes  had  been 

drilled  previous  to  carboniz- 
ing, their  surfaces  would  have 

been  carbonized  sufficiently  to 
harden  and  would  have  made 
it  extremely  difficult  to   drill 

into  for  the  small  oil  holes  in  the  ends  which  are  put  in 
later.  Next  the  studs  are  heated  and  quenched  for  hard- 

ening and  are  then  ready  to  grind.  Although  the  double 
length  method  of  making  these  studs  provides  a  most 
convenient  way  to  drive  for  turning  it  is  in  the  grinding 
operation  that  the  value  of  this  method  becomes  most  ap- 

parent, as  each  stud  can  be  completely  ground  at  one 
holding,  being  driven  by  a  dog  attached  to  the  stud  on 
the  opposite  end. 

After  grinding,  the  studs  are  ready  to  be  separated 
and  for  this  operation  are  cut  with  the  usual  parting 
tool.  Next  the  ends  are  finished  and  a  spot  made  in 
which  to  start  the  drill  for  the  small  oil  hole  in  the 
end.  The  oil  holes  are  drilled  in  a  high  speed  drilling 
machine  in  a  separate  operation.  Should  the  number 
of  studs  required  be  large,  they  are  made  from  the 
bar  in  a  screw  machine.  A  stud  is  made  and  centered 
as  usual,  but  instead  of  cutting  off  to  length,  enough 
stock  is  fed  out  and  cut  off  to  make  another  stud  on 
the  opposite  end  as  a  second  operation.  After  this  the 
procedure  is  the  same  as  for  the  smaller  lots. 

Radius  Planing  With  a  Dividing  Head 
By  Robert  T.  Wilson 

The  sketch  shows  how  a  job  of  radius  planing  was 
done  on  an  ordinary  planer  by  the  use  of  a  dividing  head 
from  the  milling  machine,  and  without  a  great  deal  of 
extra  rigging.  This  adaptation  was  made  and  the  work 
done  in  this  way  for  the  reason  that  we  did  not  have 
a  lathe  or  boring  mill  large  enough  to  handle  the  piece. 

The  clapper  box  was  removed  from  the  vertical  slide 
of  the  planer  and  an  angle  plate  bolted  in  its  place,  thus 
giving  us  the  advantage  of  the  regular  vertical  feed. 
The  dividing  head  was  secured  to  the  under  face  of 
the  angle  plate  with  the  spindle  parallel  to  the  planer 
table.  A  piece  of  cast  iron  was  bored  and  threaded 
to  screw  on  the  spindle  nose  of  the  head  in  place  of  the 
regular  chuck  or  driving  plate  and  at  the  end  of  the 
piece  a  radial  groove  of  square  section  was  made  to 
accommodate  a  commercial  tool  bit,  which  was  held 
in  place  by  a  clamp  and  stud  bolts  in  much  the  same  way 
as  a  planer  tool  is  ordinarily  held. 

By  setting  the  point  of  the  tool  to  the  required  radial 
distance  from  the  center  of  the  spindle  the  radius  was 
planed  by  feeding  the  tool  at  the  end  of  each  stroke  of 
the  planer  table  by  means  of  the  regular  index  crank 
on  the  dividing  head.  The  casting  had  been  cored  to 
approximately  the  desired  shape  and  we  were  thus  able 
to  remove  the  amount  of  metal  necessary  to  secure  a 

good  finish. 
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Thrrad  MiilinK  Cutters  and  Hobs 
By  A.  NUGKXT 

■Ue«  of  tlM  tlMomata  of  the  aquaiv  thrvnd 
lad  adopted  for  produritiK  it  by 

•f  mfUaV.  b  btlpfUl  when  coiuidering  the 
of  cirmUr  cutter*  for  thb  purpose  and  aUo 

tht  prodartioa  of  hob*  for  cplinina  uni  for  a<)uare  «nd 
hvxacm  shafts  and  kindred  work. 

of  tka  akatehw  will  show  that  the  an- 

,  tta  p«r^^r)-  of  a  cylindrr,  Fig.  1. 
■ad  the  kmaitudiiial  rota  shown  in  end  view.  Fig.  2. 
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na.1 
noa.  I  AND  1. 

na.t 

or  Hgi'ARE  TIUCBAD  BBCTION 

art  —anTiaHir  two  extreme  fumu  of  the  square  thread. 
la  Fig.  1  th*  helix  angle  is  zero  and  in  Fig.  2  infinity. 
The  aquare  thread  screw  then,  in  all  its  wide  variations 

of  laod.  pttdi  and  dianetcr.  is  kifically  some  interme- 
dtarjr  baCwwu  Uwaa  two  aatiwaas. 

Obc*  «c  depart  from  the  conditions  of  the  annular 
•pacca  Pif.  I  in  the  direction  of  the  conditions  shown 
in  Fig.  2,  the  helix  anglea,  which  for  the  top  and  bottom 
of  tbc  thread  alike  are  zero  in  the  first  case  inunediately 
bacoaw  two  different  dimensions,  both  varying  as  the 
laad  of  tlM  tfcraML 

If  «t  hy  out  a  aquare  thread  to  a  fairly  large  scale 
and  sopertmpoae  the  outline  of  a  side  and  face  cutter 
of  a  width  eqaal  to  half  the  pitch  we  will  see  that  such 
a  catter  eoald  not  produce  a  thread  whose  longitudinal 
•eetioa  to  •  tnie.  or  approximately  true,  square. 
The  defenaation  is  due  to  the  interference  of  the 
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or  cirmtR 

of  the  nttter  with  the  spirally  disposed  side  of 
the  thrtod  aa  it  enters  and  leaves  the  cut.  The  amount 
of  this  iRterferance  will  increase  with  the  diameter  of 
the  cotter,  the  depth  of  cut.  and  the  lead  of  thread,  for 
a  glvea  diaaMlar  of  blank. 

Tke  traa  fens  of  cutter  for  milling  a  square  thread 
to  tkttnlan  aet  of  the  aUndard  rectangular  side  and 
face  catler  fona  bat  one  whose  teeth  have  a  curved 
ealHae.  which  earvo  doce  not  conform  to  any  of  the 
rtfolar  carvoa  aad  to  oolr  strictly  true  for  one  par- 
tfcalar  bad,  depth  of  cat  and  blank  diameter  of  screw. 

Whfle  H  to  poatlbh  to  arrive  at  this  correct  curve 
gfapfeicaRr>  Mcfa  a  ■■tiwd  lavohoa  coaipiex  geometrical 
pretoeM—  and  to  ia  fact  of  llttto  aae  to  the  toolmakcr, 

evfn  whi-n  doiu'  with  the  greatest  care.  The  better  and 
more  practical  way  is  to  generate  the  desired  curve  by 
setting  up  the  machine  as  though  for  milling  the  actual 
screw,  then  by  mounting  on  the  cutter  arbor  a  blank 
made  of  some  free  cutting  metal,  such  as  white  metal, 
we  may  slowly  feed  astride  this  rotating  blank  a  line 
form  tool  of  the  thread  space  Fig.  3,  held  in  an  arl>or 
placed  between  the  work  centers  of  the  thread  milling 
machine.  An  appropriate  curve  is  thus  accurately  gen- 

erated which  can  be  afterwards  transferred  to  a  tool 
steel  cutter  blank  by  means  of  carefully  made  male  and 
female  transfer  gages  and  a  form  relieving  tool. 

In  the  case  of  the  generating  of  splines,  this  is  done 
on  a  gear  tooth  bobbing  machine,  the  basic  principle 
of  which  is  that  of  a  gear  (which  is  the  work  blanks 
rolling  into  a  rack  (which  is  the  hob),  and  the  natural, 
mutual  alliance  between  these  two  members  is  the  regu- 

lar involute  curve. 
We  have  seen,  however,  in  the  case  of  splining  that 

we  are  fundamentally  generating  an  extreme  form  of 

no.   4.    BHAPB  OF  CirTTBR  KOR  SHLINBU  SHAI-TS 

square  thread  whose  sides  consist  of  straight  lines 
parallel  with  each  other  and  with  a  radial  line  drawn 
through  the  center  of  the  thread.  In  this  case  the  action 
between  hob  and  work  is  not  rolling  contact  and  requircH 
a  hob  with  a  special  form  of  tooth  made  to  a  given  size 
and  number  of  splines  and  a  given  blank  diameter. 
We  can  best  arrive  at  this  true  form  by  setting  up 

the  bobbing  machine  as  for  splining  the  actual  shafts 
and  placing  between  the  work  centers  a  cutter.  Fig.  4, 
whose  cutting  outline  conforms  exactly  to  a  cross  section 
of  the  splined  shaft  desired.  On  the  hob  spindle  we 
then  mount  a  hob  blank,  previously  threaded  approxi- 

mately to  the  one  desired  as  to  pitch,  depth  of  cut  and 
diameter,  hut  made  from  .some  free  cutting  metal  as 
previously  indicated,  and  left  sufficiently  long  to  span 
the  arc  of  contact  between  itself  and  the  cutter. 

The  cutter,  Fig.  4.  will  then  generate  the  true  shape 
of  hob  tooth.  By  transferring  this  shape  to  gages  we 
have  a  permanent  means  of  reproducing  accurate  form 
relieving  tools  for  repeating  any  further  hobs  that  may 
be  required  for  that  particular  size  of  splined  shaft. 

Another  modern  application  of  the  bobbing  machine 
is  to  the  generating  of  shafts  having  square,  hexagon 
and  other  symmetrical  sections  but  which,  like  the 
splined  shaft,  have  not  the  rolling  contact  relationship 
involved  when  bobbing  involute  gear  teeth.  In  these 
latter  cases  hobs  with  special  tooth  forms  are  necessary, 
and  are  beet  arrived  at  aa  indicated  in  the  case  of 

splining  hobs. 
In  designing  these  hobs  it  should  be  noted  that  the 

normal  pitch  n{  the  hob  must  correspond  with  the  cir- 
cular pitch  of  the  splines,  or,  in  the  case  of  squares  or 

hexagons,  with  the  circular  pitch  of  the  points  of  the 
croas  section.  On  this  account  by  varying  the  hob 
diameter  we  can.  within  limits,  determine  an  axial  pitch 
of  our  hob  which  will  greatly  convenience  the  toolroom 
when  making  it.  This  is  evident  when  the  axial  pitch 
of  hob  =-^  P,  pitch  of  spline*  ==  S,  and  helix  of  hob 
—  A  degrees.    Then ;    P  —  Sx  secant  A. 
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WE  WOULD  GLADLY  invest  a  hun- 
dred dollars  if  we  could  be  certain  that 

we  would  get  ten  thousand  in  return. 
Our  enthusiasm  would  still  be  consid- 

erable if  we  got  only  one  thousand  or 
five  hundred  or  even  two  hundred.  But 

when  it  comes  to  production  in  the  shop  we  seem  to 
have  the  idea:  ten  thousand,  or  nothing.  Just  because 
the  profit  is  not  so  great  we  refuse  to  employ  the 
automatic  machine  for  smaller  quantities;  we  seem  to 
feel  that,  if  it  takes  three  hours  to  set  up  the  machine, 
we  must  gain  at  least  a  hundred.  Why  not  take  paper 
and  pencil  and  figure  it  out? 

Standardizing  Names 
of  Machine  Parts 

''pHERE  SEEMS  to  be  no  question  that  the  work  of X  standardization  which  has  been  going  on  more  or 
less  spasmodically  is  taking  definite  root  and  that  we 
are  to  have  workable  standards  for  many  machine  parts. 

There  is,  however,  a  great  need  of  standardization 
along  a  line  which  is  too  generally  overlooked,  namely, 
the  standardizing  of  the  names  of  machine  parts,  par- 

ticularly those  which  are  widely  used  in  general  machine 
construction.  Take  for  example,  machine  screws  and 
bolts  with  their  variety  of  heads.  There  is  not  even 
an  accepted  definition  as  to  what  a  machine  screw 
really  is,  and  when  it  comes  to  the  shape  of  the  head 
or  the  length  of  the  thread  we  are  all  at  sea. 
We  heartily  approve  standardization  along  rational 

lines,  and  we  sincerely  believe  that  a  standardized 
nomenclature  is  of  prime  importance. 

Grinding  Machines 
and  Some  of  Their  Problems 

THE  INCREASING  use  of  grinding  as  a  method  of 
machining  metals  of  various  kinds  emphasizes  more 

and  more  the  problems  which  confront  both  the  makers 
of  grinding  wheels  and  grinding  machinery,  and  those 
who  use  them  in  finishing  their  product.  The  varying 
conditions  of  wheel  contact  introduce  elements  which 

require  careful  study,  but  which  are  too  often  over- 
looked by  those  who  see  the  matter  from  a  superficial 

standpoint. 
A  little  study  of  the  amount  of  contact  between 

wheel  and  work  on  both  internal  and  external  cylindrical 
grinding,  with  various  sizes  of  work  and  of  wheels,  will 
soon  show  the  necessity  of  having  various  grades  of 
grinding  wheels  even  for  the  same  materials.  When  it 
comes  to  surface  grinding  it  is  only  necessary  to  .study 
the  entirely  different  conditions  when  using  the 
periphery  of  a  narrow-faced  wheel  or  when  grinding 
with  a  large  ring  wheel  on  a  surface  having  consid- 

erable area.  Here  the  problem  of  a  continuous  or  a 
broken  surface  must  also  be  met  and  the  wheel  selected 
in  accordance  with  the  work. 

Then,  too,  there  is  the  problem  of  the  way  in  which 
the  grinding-wheel  spindle  fits  its  bearings,  and  the 
effect  of  heat  in  tightening  these  bearings  or  in  making 
them  more  free.     In  too  many  cases  the  wheel  spindle 

bearings  receive  much  more  careful  attention  than  the 
mounting  of  the  work  to  be  ground,  and  there  are 
doubtless  many  instances  where  more  perfect  work 
could  be  secured  if  more  attention  were  paid  to  this 
end  of  the  operation.  There  is  a  growing  tendency 
toward  wide  wheel  work  and  toward  more  simple 
machinery. 

The  whole  problem  is  one  of  much  interest  and  in 
which  there  is  ample  opportunity  for  improved  design 
and  construction,  as  well  as  for  skill  and  experience 
on   the  part   of  the  operator. 

The  Growth  in  the  Number 
of  Aircraft  Industries 

THOSE  WHO  FAIL  to  realize  what  has  actually  been 
done  in  airplane  development  and  use,  and  think  of 

it  only  as  a  future  possibility,  are  not  only  lagging  be- 
hind the  procession  but  are  likely  to  miss  considerable 

business  from  time  to  time.  For  while  the  output  of 
airplanes  is  insignificant  as  compared  with  the  automo- 

bile as  yet,  there  are  nevertheless  several  thousand  men 
engaged  in  the  industry  which  is  already  providing  a 
market  for  a  large  number  of  machine  tools  of  the 
higher  grades. 

As  an  indication  of  the  activities  already  under  way 
it  is  only  necessary  to  note  that  72  firms  engaged  in  the 
manufacture  of  materials,  parts,  accessories  or  supplies 
are  members  of  the  Aeronautical  Chamber  of  Commerce, 
the  national  body  which  embraces  nearly  all  the  con- 

cerns engaged  in  airplane  development.  As  an  example 
of  the  way  in  which  the  airplane  industry  affects  other 
fields,  one  large  concern  has  made  a  comprehensive  study 
of  metals  for  airplane  work  and  as  a  result  is  supplying 
the  bulk  of  the  bearings  for  the  new  airplane  motors 
and  also  for  replacements  at  the  various  flying  fields. 

Machine  builders  of  all  kinds  will  do  well  to  give  more 
attention  to  the  airplane  to  aid  in  its  development.  One 
of  the  ways  to  help  this  development  is  to  work  for 
suitable  landing  fields  in  every  city,  as  these  must  pre- 

cede the  commercial  use  of  planes  on  any  large  scale. 
Those  who  are  in  a  position  to  profit  by  the  develop- 

ment of  aircraft  should  lose  no  opportunity  to  put  their 
shoulders  to  the  wheel  while  the  industry  is  still  young 
and  help  to  educate  the  public  to  its  possibilities. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  you  were  an  old  engine  lathe  in  a  rail- 
road shop  and  that  you  had  been  working  hard  for 

forty  years.  And  suppose  you  had  rheumatism  and  St. 
Vitus'  dance  and  every  move  you  made  was  agony  and 
you  couldn't  do  your  work  the  way  you  used  to  so  that 
your  self  respect  was  gone. 

You'd  give  all  you  possess  to  have  the  superintendent 
come  around  some  day  and  order  you  put  on  the  scrap 
pile  so  that  your  miserable  existence  could  be  ended. 

Railroad  shop  superintendents  don't  do  humane  things 
like  that?  Of  course  they  don't,  the  management  won't 
let  them,  but — 

Just  suppose. 
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Shop  Equipment  News 
Bullard  Continuous  Turning  Machine 

TW  BtilUrd  MAchine  Tool  Co„  Bridgvport.  Conn.. 
■Ujr  addad  to  iu  line  of  vertical  machinen,  the 

bving  the  continuous  turning  machine  illus- 
in  Fis-  I.  The  turning  machine  maintains  the 
characteristics  in  being  vertical,  in  the  use  of 
tools  wfakb  turn,  bon  and  face  without  the 

■■»  d  form  or  sweep  tools  and  in  the  use  of  tool  slides 
with  large  bearing  surfaces,  of  simple  tools  which  are 

adiwfted  and  of  flood  lubrication  to  all  working 
While  at  first  glance  the  machine  may  be 

to    the    Mnlt-Au- 
Umk.  it  is  a  dblteet  de- 
partare  from  it  in  a  number 
of  ways. 

As  the  name  implies,  the 
is  of  the  continu- 

of  the  station 

tjrpe.  In  the  latter  the 

toole  reflBaia  stationao'  *od 
the  work  tahlcs  are  indexed 

the  different  tool 
for  each  operation. 

la  the  former,  both  the  work 

and  the  tool  head  move  con- 
tiimiHr  aroand  the  center 

all  indexing  is 
Each  operation  is 
la  leae  than  one 

revotetion  of  the  carrier,  a 
portkn  of  its  revolution 
bdac  reeerved  for  loading 
the  work  in  the  chuck.  In 
the  Beehine  shown  the  loed- 
lar  ttatt  is  •  trifle  over  one- 
foorth  of  the  cycle. 
The  continuous  turning 

machine  is  built  annind  a 

eaotnl  eotaan.  which  car- 
fto  the  BWtor  at  the  top. 
•ad  JMt  below  it  the  single 
cam  that  art  nates  and  times 

aa  the  tool  alidee.  Every- 
thing below  the  cam  revohraa 

aresad  the  central  eolnmn. 

the  work  tafalae  batag  re- 
volved under  the  tools  except 

during  the  loading  period.  A  shaft  in  the  center  of  the 
colomn  drivce  a  large  ring  gear,  which  in  turn  drives 
each  work  table  by  meshing  with  a  gear  larger  than  the 

.  The  gears  are  automatically  engaged  and 
as  in  automobile  transmissions  without  the 

aee  o#  rhiKhea,  The  large  carrier  which  supports  the 
a»»Hl  laMes  aad  carries  them  around  the  central  column 
le  driven  by  a  large  wormgrar,  also  actuated  from  the 

r  shaft.  The  speed  of  the  carrier  can  be 
hr  rhanglat  a  elagle  pair  of  gears,  no  gear  box 

ria.  I— utJU^RD  co^m.suous  turnino  uachinb 

TW  irtalled  view.  Pig.  2.  givee  a  good  idea  of  the 
of  the  tool  heads  aad  the  work  they  do. 

The  work  shown  is  a  tractor  flywheel,  weighing  about 
140  lb.  in  the  rough,  this  being  the  first  operation.  The 
wheel  is  held  on  the  inside  by  the  chuck  jaws,  the  piece 
being  chucked  during  the  part  of  the  cycle  when  the 
work  table  is  idle.  The  tool  at  the  left  rough  turns  the 
outside;  those  at  the  right  feed  toward  the  center,  fac- 

ing both  sides  and  chamfering  the  corners  after  the 
face  has  been  turned  by  the  tool  at  the  left.  The  side 
movement  is  secured  by  rack  and  pinion  from  the 
vertical  slide. 

At  the  same  time,  the  tools  in  the  central  tool  slide 
feed  straight  in  to  the  work 
as  far  as  the  stopn  permit 
and  are  then  moved  toward 
the  left  by  the  angular  slide 
as  the  main  slide  continues 
to  be  forced  down  by  the 

cam  at  the  top.  These  oper- 
ations take  approximately 

three-quarters  of  the  revo- 
lution of  the  carrier,  the 

amount  being  determined  by 
the  work  being  done.  The 
tools  are  withdrawn  an<l 
the  table  8topped  when  it 
reaches  the  loading  position. 

The  piece  is  removed  and 
another  put  in  ItH  place, 
ample  time  being  allowed 
for  this  work  during  the 
idle  period. 

In  the  meantime  the  sec- 
ond operation  is  being  per- 

formed by  the  next  tool 
head,  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.  As 
soon  as  thix  head  reaches  the 

loading  point,  the  finished 
wheel  is  removed  and  the 

one  just  rough  turned  on  the 
firHt  spindle  is  turned  over 
and  chucked  as  shown.  In 
this  operation  the  machine 
l>ores  and  faces  the  inside 
of  the  wheel  at  the  hub, 

only  three  tools  being  used. 
Here  again  the  tools  are  held 
in  the  angular  slide,  which 

feeds  straight  down  to  the  work  until  stopped  by  the 
adjusting  screw  stops  at  each  side.  The  continued 
movement  of  the  main  slide  forces  the  tool  head  to  the 
left,  thus  facing  the  hub.  The  view  shows  also  the 
small  oil  dash-pot  at  the  right  of  the  main  slide  to 
cushion  the  movement  of  the  slide  as  it  drops  down  the 
steep  part  of  the  cam.  The  retarding  or  dragging  action 
on  the  tool  slide  prevents  digging  in  of  the  tools.  The 
illustration  likewise  shows  the  construction  of  the  tool 
olides,  the  size  of  which  can  be  estimated  by  comparing 
them  with  the  work  table,  which  is  18  in.  in  diameter. 

The  th  rd  operation  is  also  on  the  inside  of  the  fly- 
wheel, this  operation  being  the  finish  boring,  facing 
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and  chamfering,  as  in  Fig.  4.  The  tool  slide  has  only 
vertical  movement,  and  the  illustration  shows  the  sharp 
drop  of  the  cam  and  the  large  diameter  of  the  cam 
roller.  Fig.  5  shows  the  finishing  operation,  which  re- 

sembles the  first  as  far  as  the  tooling  is  concerned. 
The  wheel,  however,  is  driven  by  a  central  mandrel 
instead  of  a  chuck,  so  as  to  insure  the  rim  being  true 
with  the  bore.  When  the  wheel  is  finished  it  weighs 
115  lb.,  as  about  25  lb.  of  metal  is  removed  in  machining. 

gear  is  not  a  driver,  but  is  merely  to  insure  the  quiet 
and  easy  meshing  of  the  driving  gear  when  the  table 
reaches  the  point  for  beginning  its  work. 

The  upper  gear  is  constantly  in  mesh,  while  the  driv- 
ing gear  drops  out  of  mesh  with  the  central  gear  when 

it  reaches  the  loading  position,  under  control  of  a  cam 
in  the  base.  When  the  cam  again  raises  the  driving 
gear  to  start  the  table,  the  friction  plate  on  its  upper 
surface  contacts  the  upper  gear  and  brings  the  driving 

I 

I 

FIG.  2— FIRST  CUT  ON  FLYWHEEL. FIG.  3— BORING  AND   TURNING  THE  INSIDE.     FIG.  4- 
FINISHING  THE  OUTSIDE 

-FINISH  BORING.     FIG.  5- 

A  view  of  the  central  column  around  which  the  car- 
rier revolves  with  its  work  tables  and  tool  heads  is 

shown  in  Fig.  6.  The  power  shaft  is  shown  in  the 
center  of  the  column,  and  toward  the  bottom  the  gears 
which  revolve  the  work  tables.  Below  the  gears  is  the 
bearing  for  the  carrier.  The  work  table  spindle  and  its 
bearing,  on  the  right  of  the  illustration,  show  a  detail 
of  the  construction  used.     The  upper  or  narrow-faced 

gear  up  to  speed  before  the  cam  throws  it  into  mesh 
with  the  central  gear.  The  view  shows  also  the  length 
and  diameter  of  the  work  table  spindle,  with  its  bearing 
at  each  end.  The  upper  bearing  is  7  in.  in  diameter  on 
the  straight  portion  and  12  in.  at  the  top  of  the  angle. 

This  machine  has  been  designed  to  handle  work  too 

large  for  the  Mult-Au-Matic,  and  where  a  simple,  mas- 
sive machine  can  secure  maximum  production  with  a 
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•f  tnualnc  oa  Um  part  of  th*  op*nUor.  Per- 
hafa  tk*  kmH  Mm  of  lu  aliapllcii)  ma>-  be  had  from 
ttm  fart  tlMt  H  matain*  but  <S6  parU.  excluaive  of  the 
il— ti  TV  lartoat  diaoMtar  is  68  in.  and  the  heifht 
to  liw  MP  af  tka  oil  piplac  is  an  avm  10  ft.  The 

is  MjMi  n>k  The  machine  to  ao  deaivned  that 
la  rtguirvd.  It  in  equipped  with  n 

bat  Um  maximum  uaed  in  tuniing  the 
was  about  7  hp.  and  with  the  machine 

ninninf  idle  about   2  hp.     The   time  of   the  complete 

no.  (^CuLLMN   ASH  ONK  TABUB  sri.NDI.K 

eyck  waa  4  aiia,  of  which  70  aec.  waa  loaditiK  time. 

TlH  eiliac  sjratem  include*  a  veo'  complete  filter  in 
whieb  the  oil  foae  ftrst  to  the  undemide  of  the  Alter 
arraaaa.  ao  that  any  aolid  particle*  in  the  oil  drop  to 
tka  bottoan  and  do  not  lend  to  clog  the  filter.  The  oil 
to  tka  tiaarings  to  pipad  direct  from  the  filter. 

lUcine  Portable  Duplex  Bandsawing 
Machine 

A  aamU  portabia  bandaawing  machine  of  the  duplex 
type  for  catting  both  wood  and  meUl  has  recently  been 
plaaai  aa  the  market  by  the  Racine  Tool  A  Machine 
Cft,  ■artaa.  Wia.  The  machine  ia  auiUble  for  use  in 
toalraoaM,  pattam  ahopa.  trade  achooln  and  places  in 
wWcb  tight  wood  and  raeUl  cuUing  need  be  done. 

The  acrompaaying  Itlujitration  ahowa  the  drive  side 
tt  the  machine  as  fitted  for  metal  work.  A  1-hp. 
iadnrtioe  aMtor  running  at  1.760  r.p.m.  furnishas  the 
drtvtag  powar.  It  i»  atlat  hrd  to  a  convenient  lighting 
circuH  by  a  IkmMt  cord,  a  feature  that  adda  to  the 
pOTlaMUty  <rf  tka  machine  Thr  platform  on  which  the 
■••artobolU^  Is  aa  integral  part  of  the  main  frama. 
T*»  tnmm  provMaa  a  rapacity  from  the  throat  to  the 
Ua4*  af  14  in.  The  rapM-ity  betwvm  ih*  Ubie  and 
the  caMt  to  •  ia.  and  betw*»n  the  meUI<utting  vise 
aad  tht  fBld*  S  hKhw. 

The    ahiab   carrying   the   aaw   blade   are   of  caat 

aluminum  14  in.  in  diameter,  with  the  rima  machined 
and  covered  with  rubber  bands.  They  run  on  ball 
bearings  mounted  in  grease-packed  housinKs  whose 
positions  are  easily  adjustable.  A  hand  screw  is  pro- 

vided to  tilt  the  upper  wheel  to  properly  nlign  the 
btode.  The  tension  on  the  blade  ia  controlled  by  a 
hand  ttcrew  operating  againHt  a  spring,  ao  as  to  give  a 

i-UHhioiifd  tension.  The  spring  serves  as  a  safety  de- 
vice; if  chips  accidentally  fall  between  the  blade  and  the 

lower  wheel,  they  will  pass  around  the  wheel  without 
breaking  the  blade.  The  saw  blades  used  can  vary  in 
length  from  7  ft.  6  in.  to  8  ft.  Both  the  l>lHde  und  the 
wheelii  are  protected  by  aluminum  guards  mounted  on 
hinges  so  that  they  can  be  swung  out  of  the  way  to 
give  access  to  the  wheels  when  changing  the  blade. 

The  saw  guide  is  adjustable  for  blades  from  i  in. 
to  i  in.  in  width  and  of  any  gage.  The  guide  wheel 
runs  on  ball  bearings.  The  guide  is  mounted  on  a 
.iguare  steel  post  and  is  easily  adjustable  to  the  desired 
height.  The  table  is  16x16  in.  in  size  and  16  in.  above 
the  bench  on  which  the  saw  stands.  It  can  be  tilted  up 
to  46  deg.  and  clamped  in  any  desired  position. 

A  two-speed  attachment  can  be  provided  when  it  is 
li.  -ired  to  use  the  machine  for  l>oth  wood  and  steel,  the 
(  hange  beinK  accomplished  by  the  shifting  of  one  lever. 
The  slow  speed  enables  cutting  sheet  steel  and  flats  up 
tn  I  in.  without  the  necessity  of  clamping  in  a  vise. 
For   bar   stock,   rounds,   flats,   and   shapes   up  to  3   in. 

RACINK  fORTAIlM:  liANI>HAWIN(i  MA<'IIINK 

in  thicknaaa,  the  gravity-feed  vise  can  be  furnished. 
The  vise  is  fitted  with  a  quick-acting  cam  lever  to  aid 
in  holding  material  of  various  shapes.  It  can  be  easily 
Imlted  to  the  table  and  removed.  A  pedestal  22  in. 
high  can  be  furnished. 
The  machine  has  an  over-all  height  of  89  in.  und 

requires  a  floor  space  of  84x17  in.  when  plain  and  34x21 
in.  with  the  two-apeed  attachment  for  metal  cutting. 
The  weight  of  the  plain  machine  is  200  Ih..  while 

equipped  with  the  vise  and  two-speed  traiiHrniMKinn  for 
both  wood  and  metal  cutting  it  is  285  pounds. 
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Thomson  Type  SP  Butt  Welding  Machine 
The  Thomson  Electric  Welding  Co.,  Lynn,  Mass.,  has 

recently  brought  out  a  line  of  butt  welding  machines 
in  which  appear  a  number  of  changes  from  the  former 
designs,  and  which  are  especially  adapted  to  making 
the  so-called  "flash"  welds. 

The  platen  to  the  left,  which  has  heretofore  been 
gibbed  to  the  bed  and  capable  of  adjustment  by  means 
of  a  screw  back-stop,  is  made  rigidly  a  part  of  the 
machine  frame.  The  movable  platen  is  made  of  cast 
iron  and  is  much  longer  in  proportion  to  its  width  than 
heretofore,  thus  insuring  a  free  moving  slide. 

In  the  smaller  machines  the  pressure  to  effect  the 
weld  is  applied  to  the  movable  slide  by  means  of  a 
hand  lever  and  toggle  joint  through  a  right-and-left 
threaded  pitman  and  adjusting  nut  similar  to  the  pit- 
mans  of  many  punch  presses.  This  combination  pro- 

vides a  wide  range  of  adjustment  for  position  of  the 
movable  platen,  and  at  the  same  time  enables  the  oper- 

ator to  apply  the  maximum  welding  pressure  as  the 
toggle  straightens  out,  thus  relieving  him  of  the  neces- 

sity for  severe  exertion.  In  the  larger  sizes  the  pressure 
is  applied  by  hydraulic  cylinders. 

Primary  windings  for  the  transformers  may  be  sup- 
plied for  any  standard  voltage  from  110  to  550,  and 

for  frequencies  of  25  and  60  cycles.  A  five-point  regu- 
lator switch  mounted  on  the  base  of  the  machine  con- 
trols the  flow  of  current.  The  secondary  coils  are 

flexible,  being  made  up  of  laminated  copper  strips  firmly 
clamped  to  the  terminals.  The  secondary  terminals 
themselves  are  heavy  castings  of  copper,  bolted  to  the 
ends  of  the  respective  platens,  where  they  form  the 
parts  to  which  the  work-holding  fixtures  are  directly 
attached.  This  construction  eliminates  the  necessity 
for  platens  of  solid  copper  and  for  sliding  electrical 
contacts. 

The  transformers  are  of  the  open  type  of  ample 
cross-section  to  carry  all  normal  currents  without  re- 

sistance heating,  and  are  air  cooled.  The  terminal 
castings  and  the  platens  are  chambered  and  fitted  with 

connections  for  water  circulation  to  pi'event  undue 
heating,  by  radiation  and  conduction  from  the  work. 
The  work-holding  clamps  are  of  the  vertical  type  and 

are  ordinarily  operated  by  hand  levers.  Pneumatically 
operated  clamping  devices  may  be  furnished  if  desired, 
and  the  machine  shown  herewith  is  so  equipped. 

The  SP  machines  are  lighter  for  a  given  capacity 
than  are  those  of  the  older  type,  yet  they  are  stronger 
and  show  a  higher  electrical  efficiency.  They  are  built 
in  five  sizes,  the  smallest  having  a  welding  capacity 
ranging  from  a  rod  A  in.  in  diameter  up  to  1  sq.in. 
in  cross-section,  while  the  largest  one  welds  work 
having  cross-sectional  areas  from  J  to  20  square  inches. 

Amsler  "Elastic-Column"  Dynamometer 
for  Hardness  Testing  Machines 

Holz  &  Co.,  Inc.,  17  Madison  Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y., 
have  recently  placed  on  the  market  a  line  of  hardness 

testing  machines  employing  an  "elastic-column"  dyna- mometer and  made  at  the  Amsler  works  in  Switzerland. 

The  elastic-column  dynamometer  is  an  apparatu.s  em- 
ployed for  measuring  and  indicating  the  load  exerted 

by  machines  that  are  not  used  for  producing  a  fracture 
of  the  material  under  test,  but  rather  static  deformation 
with  definite  predetermined  pressure.  It  is  suitable 
for  hardness  testing  by  either  the  Brinell  method,  in 
which  an  impression  is  made  in  the  work  by  means  of  a 
small  ball,  or  by  the  Ludwik  method,  in  which  a  cone 
is  employed  for  a  similar  purpose. 

The  accompanying  illustration  shows  a  small-sized 
hardness  testing  apparatus  of  this  sort  with  the  elastic- 
column  dynamometer  incorporated  in  it.  The  apparatus 

forms  the  upper  part  of  the  press.  The  member  car- 
rying the  ball  or  contact  point  is  secured  to  a  plate 

at  the  bottom  of  the  housing.  The  total  load  acting  on 
the  test  piece  is  then  transmitted  by  means  of  several 
steel  bars  or  short  columns  in  the  cylindrical  housing. 
The  reaction  is  born  by  the  upper  part  of  this  housing, 
which  is  connected  to  the  platten  of  the  machine  so 
as  to  support  the  work  from  below.  The  deformation 
of  the  columns  due  to  the  compressive  stress  is  always 
proportional  to  the  load  that  they  are  sustaining.  Since 
the  columns  are  loaded  far  below  their  elastic  limit, 

they  do  not  undergo  permanent  deformation. 
In  the  center  of  the  load-supporting  column  is  an  >ther 

THOMSON  TVPE  SP  BUTT   WEI^DI.VG   .M.\CIIIXE 
■KL.V.STIC-COLUMX'   MACHI.NK 
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tk»t  i*  not  Mi^)«cl«d  to  stTM*.  It  support*  a 

la  a  tpM*  AIM  with  mercuo'- 
f,  «Wa  tb*  supporting  columns  are  short- 
load,  tht  MBtnd  picton  bmvw  up  in  it« 

•  diataaet  aqiaal  to  the  shorteninc  of  th« 
ttpcUins  •  quantity  of  the  mercury  into 
tab*  ahowa  on  top  of  the  housing.  The 

of  ■wrcury  axpallwl  ia  proportional  to  the 
oa  Um  work. 

A  BkroaMtar  aeraw.  Um  end  of  whkh  is  immersed 
ia  tht  aierrury,  ia  MaploSPad  to  measure  the  amount  of 

that  haa  baaa  ffipalled  into  the  tube.  The 
of  the  meirury  can  be  adjusted  to  any  deaired 
by  taming  the  acrrw.  Thus,  after  load  haa  been 
the  level  of  the  mercury  can  be  brought  back 

t*  the  poiat  at  whkh  it  stood  before  the  load  was 
pat  oa.  aad  the  aatoant  that  the  screw  is  turned  may 
ba  aaed  aa  a  oaeasure  of  the  load  applied.  If  it  is 
imknd  to  apply  a  definite  load  with  the  machine,  as, 
•ajr,  MOO  kfloa.  the  micrometer  screw  is  turned  back 

rtfOhitiOB*  and  then  the  load  gradually 
oatil  the  level  of  the  mercury  returns  to  itx 

orlgiaal  height.  The  reading  of  the  load  is  thus  inde- 
of  the  bore  of  the  capillary  tube,  so  that  in 

of  accidental  breakage,  the  tube  can  be  replaced 

the  aocorac)'  of  calibration. 
ia  sensitive,  it  is  at  the  same 

of  very  mgged  ooaatroction.  It  can  be  over- 
onl)-  when  the  taeting  machine  itself  is  being 

wrecked.  The  dynamoetetor  ia  calibrated  by  dead  load 
op  to  ita  fun  capacity,  and  the  calibration  can  be  checked 
at  any  time  by  hanging  the  machine  up  by  the  com- 
ptOMiea  plate,  the  load  then  shown  agreeing  with  the 
— Ight  of  the  nachine. 

The  dynanKNBeter  can  be  mounted  in  the  testing  ma- 
chine in  different  ntannera.  In  the  illustration  is  shown 

a  ball-type  hardneae  teattng  machine  having  two  speeds. 
The  faiat  speed  enabiea  bringing  the  ball  quickly  to 
the  raqfoired  paeitioo.  and  the  akw  speed  is  used  to 
apply  the  load.  The  machines  are  driven  by  hand  levers 
aad  are  not  of  the  hydraulic  type. 

With  the  simple  wurmgear  drive  employed  there  is 
but  little  that  can  get  out  of  order,  or  be  deteriorated 
bgr  the  action  of  dust  and  soot  such  as  encountered  in 
heat  trial iag  abopa  and  which  is  apt  to  find  its  way 
iato  hydraalk  vahre*.  Mountings,  both  large  and  small. 
can  be  famished  for  use  on  the  bench  or  the  floor. 

White  Motor-Drivcn  Flexible-Shaft  Outfits 
portoble  motor-driven  fl«-xi)>l<>-Mhaft  outfits 

rsceoUy  been  placed  on  the  market  by  the  S.  S. 
While  DenUI  Manufacturing  Co..  211  South  12th  St., 
fbiladelphia.  Pa.  The  iS-hp.  outfit  equipped  with  a 
Type  W  Bwtor  ia  illustrated  in  Fig.  I.  The  motor  is 

for    110-voltii   alternating   or   direct   current. 

no. 

-WillTK  TYPB  Y  rLBXIBlA-SHAFT  OUTFIT 

rH».  I— WMITKTtKK  W   ftm 
ruextntMHUAir 

IC-ORIVKN 

and  runs  at  a  speed  of  3,450  r.p.m.  An  attachment 
cord  and  plug  and  a  push  switch  are  furnished.  The 
flexible  shaft  is  fastened  directly  to  the  motor,  and 

carries  a  No.  7  handpit>ce. 
The  flexible  shaft  has  a  diameter  of  0.16  in.,  and 

the  casing  of  I  in.  Either  fabric  or  metallic  casing 
can  be  furnished  in  lengths  of  36  and  48  in.  The 
flexible  shaft  itself  consists  of  layers  of  fine  wire,  the 
direction  of  winding  being  reversed  in  each  layer.  The 
motor  shaft  is  hollow  at  one  end  to  receive  the  end 
of  the  flexible  shaft,  and  a  special  construction  of  the 
bearing  housing  is  provided  to  carry  the  casing  for 
the  flexible  shaft.  The  tool  is  especially  useful  for 
work  on  small  dies  and  for  undercutting  mica  on  the 
armatures  of  small  electric  motors.  Complete  equip- 

ment for  all  types  of  work  can  be  furnished,  as  abrasive 
wheels,  drills,  small  mills  and  burs  are  all  available. 
The  handpiece  incorporates  a  small  locking  chuck  by 
which  the  mandrels  of  the  tools  can  be  securely  held. 

An  outfit  driven  by  a  l-hp.  motor  operating  on 
110-volt  alternating  or  direct  current  at  a  speed  of 
1,760  r.p.m.  is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  This  Type  Y  motor 
is  for  heavier  work  than  the  Type  W,  and  is  applicable  to 
a  large  variety  of  operations  such  as  grinding,  polishing 
and  drilling  that  are  required  in  a  machine  shop.  The 
shaft  of  the  motor  is  machined  to  receive  the  flat  end 
of  the  flexible  shaft.  A  screw  collar  holds  the  casing 
securely  on  the  end  of  the  housing.  A  connecting  cord 
and  plug  having  a  push  switch  are  provided. 

The  flexible  shaft  is  ordinarily  furnished  in  sizes  of 
0.260,  0.312  and  0.376  in.,  the  size  of  the  casing  being 
I,  I  and  }  in.,  respectively.  As  with  the  smaller 
shaft,  helical  layers  of  spring-steel  wires  tightly  laid 
in  strands  of  three  or  four  wires  each  form  the  shaft. 
The  diameters  of  the  wires  in  the  different  strands 
depend  on  the  size  of  the  shaft,  and  the  position  in 
the  shaft.  The  smallest  size  casing  is  covered  with 
fabric,  consisting  of  a  flat  wire  spring  or  helix  over 
which  is  laid  a  series  of  cotton  braidings  that  are 
treated  with  varnish,  baked  and  then  polished.  The 
two  largest  casings  are  metallic,  and  are  more  durable 
although  not  quite  as  flexible  as  the  fabric  casing. 

The  No.  8  handpiece  has  two  interchangeable  chucks, 
so  that  drills  and  shanks  from  the  smallest  made  to 
1  in.  in  diameter  can  be  gripped.  The  chucks  arc  of 
the  three-jaw  variety,  and  provide  a  rigid  grip.  The 
spindle  carrying  the  chuck  is  hardened  and  ground  and 
runs  in  a  hardened  ground  bearing.  A  thrust  washer 
of  anti-friction  metal  is  provided. 

The  fore  part  of  the  sheath  or  grip  practically  covers 
the  cap  nut  on  the  chuck  socket,  so  aa  to  protect  the 
thrust  bearing  from  dirt  and  abraaive  and  permit  the 
operator  to  grasp  the  handpiece  nearer  the  working 
tool.  A  reservoir  for  oil  is  provided  in  the  handpiece. 
The  construction  is  such  that  takintr  down  for  cleaning 
can  be  easily  performed.  Cutting  tooJH,  wheels  and 
similar  equipment  can  be  furnished  for  all  types  of  work. 
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Machine  Tool  Builders  De- 
clare Stock  Dividends 

Important  changes  in  the  capitaliza- 
tion of  three  of  the  major  plants  in 

the  machine  tool  industry  of  Cincin- 
nati were  announced  last  week  by  oflfi- 

cers  of  the  interested  companies. 
The  companies  involved  are  the  R.  K. 

Le  Blond  Machine  Tool  Company,  the 
Cincinnati  Bickford  Tool  Company  and 
the  Cincinnati  Milling  Machine  Com- 

pany, all  of  Oakley. 
The  Le  Blond  Company,  according  to 

reports,  will  change  the  charter  of 
the  company  from  Ohio  to  Delaware. 
The  company  will  be  dissolved  to  meet 
the  legal  requirements,  its  Ohio  charter 
surrendered  and  steps  taken  to  reincor- 

porate under  the  laws  of  Delaware. 
At  the  same  time  questions  relative 

to  an  increase  in  capital  will  be  decided, 
according  to  E.  G.  Schultz,  treasurer 
of  the  company. 

The  reorganization  of  the  Cincinnati 
Bickford  Tool  Company  was  effected 
yesterday  through  the  issuance  of  a 
charter  at  Columbus  to  the  Cincinnati 
Bickford  Company,  capital  $2,000,000. 

C.  P.  Gradolf,  secretary  of  the  Bick- 
ford company  said  that  the  new  charter 

was  in  effect  an  authority  to  increase 
its  capital  from  $500,000  to  $2,000,000 
for  the  purpose  of  distributing  stock 
valued  at  $1,025,000. 
The  newly  authorized  issues  are 

$1,000,000  preferred  6  per  cent  and 
$1,000,000  common.  At  present  a  total 
of  only  $1,025,000  is  to  be  issued, 
according  to  Secretary  Gradolf. 

Of  this,  $500,000  will  be  issued  in 
blocks  of  6  per  cent  preferred  at  $100 
par  and  the  $525,000  common  will  be 
issued  in  $25  shares.  The  remainder 
of  the  authorized  capital  vsrill  be  held 
in  the  treasury  for  further  expansion. 

President  A.  H.  Tuechter  said  that 
the  $500,000  preferred  is  to  be  distrib- 

uted among  the  present  shareholders. 

Yale  Begins  Lectures  on 
Engineering  Profession 

Lectures  by  prominent  engineers  are 
being  made  part  of  the  program  of 
development  of  the  engineering  courses 
in  the  Sheffield  Scientific  School  of  Yale 
University  along  broader  university 
cultural  lines.  These  lectures  will  deal 
with  the  engineering  profession  as  a 
whole — with  its'  history,  opportunities 
and  obligations,  with  its  attitude  toward 
public  and  private  needs,  its  notable 
achievements,  and  kindred  topics. 

Special  lecturers  are  being  chosen 
both  for  their  knowledge  of  engineering 
and  for  their  experience  in  dealing  with 
public  problems.  The  first  lecturer  was 
John  Hays  Hammond.  The  second  will 
be  L.  W.  Wallace,  executive  secretary 
of  the  Federated  American  Engineer- 

ing Societies,  and  a  former  member  of 
the  faculty  of  Purdue  University.  Mr. 
Wallace,  who  was  vice-chairman  of  the 
Hoover  Committee  on  Elimination  of 
Waste  in   Industry,  and  who  is  presi- 

dent of  the  Eye  Sight  Conservation 
Council  of  America,  will  speak  at  Yale 
on  December  12. 

Mr.  Wallace's  subject  will  be  "The 
Engineer  in  Industry."  Among  other 
things  he  will  discuss  the  report  of  the 
Committee  on  Work-Periods  in  Contin- 

uous Industry  of  the  Federated  Amer- 
ican Engineering  Societies,  which  found 

that  the  twelve-hour  day  in  industry- 
was  economically  unnecessary.  Presi- 

dent Harding  has  characterized  this 

report  as  representing  his  "social  view- 

point." •   

Pennsylvania  Road  Raises 
Pay  of  30,000 

Wage  increases  aggregating  approxi- 
mately $1,800,000  annually  have  been 

granted  30,000  maintenance  of  way  em- 
ployees of  the  Pennsylvania  Railroad 

system,  John  G.  Rodgers,  vice-president 
of  the  Northwestern  region  of  the  road, 
announced  in  Chicago  last  week. 

The  increases  ranged  from  one  cent 
an  hour  for  carpenters,  painters  and 
masons'  helpers  to  five  cents  an  hour 
for  assistant  bridge  and  building  fore- 

men and  will  be  retroactive  to  Novem- 
ber 1. 

The  adjustment  was  reached  through 
a  series  of  conferences  between  the  gen- 

eral managers  of  the  four  regions  of 
the  road  and  the  Pennsylvania  System 
Fraternity,  a  company  organization. 

The  Pennsylvania  refused  to  settle 
with  the  Federated  Shopcrafts  when 
their  recent  strike  was  terminated  on 
some  roads  and  instead  organized  its 
employees  into  a  company  union.  The 
employees  then  elected  representatives 
to    negotiate   all    differences    with    the 
management.   •   

A  Triple  Convention 
F.  D.  Mitchell,  secretary-treasurer  of 

the  American  Supply  and  Machinery 
Manufacturers  Association,  with  offices 
at  1819  Broadway,  New  York  City, 
issued  last  week  an  advance  announce- 

ment of  a  triple  convention  of  the  Na- 
tional Supply  and  Machinery  Dealers 

Association,  the  Southern  Supply  and 
Machinery  Dealers  Association  and  the 
American  Supply  and  Machinery  Manu- 

facturers Association. 
The  convention  will  be  held  in  Cin- 

cinnati, Ohio,  May  17,  18  and  19,  1923 
with  headquarters  for  all  three  associa- 

tions at  the  Hotel  Sinton. 

Industrial  Engineers  Meet 
in  Springfield 

At  the  opening  winter  meeting  of 
the  Western  New  England  chapter  of 
the  Society  of  Industrial  Engineers  in 
Springfield,  Mass.,  the  discussions  re- 

lated to  the  topic  "The  Planning  of 
Work."  In  a  paper  on  "Sales  Fore- 

casts" Walter  F.  Bachelder,  secretary 
of  George  W.  Prentiss  &  Co.,  wire 
manufacturers,  Holyoke,  Mass.,  told  of 
the  value  of  a  systematized  policy  look- 

ing to  a  more  even  flow  of  production. 

Bradstreet  Price  Index 
Shows  Advance 

Bradstreet's  index  number  of  average 
commodity  prices  on  Dec.  1,  for  which 
the  first  computation  was  published  by 
Dun's  Review  last  week  shows  an  ad- 

vance of  3.3  per  cent  in  the  general 
average  during  October,  as  compared 
with  an  increase  of  only  18  per  cent 
shovim  by  Dun.  As  compared  with  a 
year  ago,  the  increase  is  21.9  per  cent. 
From  the  high  point  of  1920,  reached 

on  Feb.  1,  it  shows  a  decrease  of  33.9 
per  cent,  as  against  a  decrease  of  29.5 
per  cent  from  the  1920  maximum  shown 
by  the  Dun  percentage.  The  December 

average,  according  to  Bradstreet's, stands  58.2  per  cent  above  that  of  Aug. 
1,  1914.  In  the  Dun  computation,  the 
December  average  stood  53  S  per  cent 
above  that  date.  Food  products  and 
textiles  led  in  the  advance  of  Brad- 

street's average,  as  well  as  Bun's. 

Rail  Executives  Drop 
Labor  Policy 

The  Association  of  Railway  Execu- 
tives last  week  decided  to  withdraw,  so 

far  as  possible,  from  all  questions  deal- 
ing with  labor,  traffic  and  public  rela- 

tions, and  to  restrict  the  functions  of 
the  association  to  questions  of  national 
legislation,  g^overnmental  action  and 
policies  and  legal  matters  with  a  nation- 

wide application. 
The  railroad  executives  also  decided 

to  leave  the  place  of  the  late  Thomas 
De  Witt  Cuyler,  former  chairman  of 
the  association,  unfilled  and  to  abandon 
the  New  York  office.  Headquarters  will 
be  maintained  in  the  counsel's  office  in 
Washington  in  the  future. 

Today's  action  marks  the  passing  of 
nation-wide  treatment  of  strikes  and 
strike  threats.  Whereas  the  associa- 

tion dealt  as  a  whole  with  the  shop- 
men's strike  last  summer  and  the 

threatened  strike  a  year  ago,  in  the 
future  each  individual  road  or  each 
regional  executive  body  will  act. 

Members  of  the  organization  said  one 

of  the  purpose  of  today's  decision  was 
to  get  the  treatment  of  labor  questions 
back  in  the  hands  of  the  individual 
roads.  It  is  impossible,  they  said,  to 
deal  with  the  railroad  workers  of  the 
entire  country  on  a  just  or  equitable 
basis  and  so  long  as  the  system  of  na- 

tion-wide treatment  continued  they  de- 
clared it  would  be  impossible  to  get 

back  to  economical  operation  of  the  car- riers. 
The  affairs  of  the  association  will  be 

vested  in  an  executive  committee  to  be 
elected  annually  by  the  association. 

Chalmers  Motors  Sold 

The  Chalmers  Motor  Company  in  De- 
troit was  purchased  at  a  receiver's  sale 

last  week  by  Boyd  G.  Curtis,  local 

attorney  representing  the  Maxwell  Mo- 
tor Company.  The  sale  price  was 

$1,987,600. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
Ttib  Wed(*s  Outlook  in  Commerce,  Finance,  .^fcnculture  and  Industry 

Based  on  Current  Developments 

Bv  THEODORK  H.  PRICE 
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LABT  «wk  I  mmkt  ■  kwrM  tri
p 

ikiMch  tkt  MiMIt  Wwl.  ■toMtac 
J  •!  Pitlaborck.  Ck»ttaiiJ.  CMa«« 

mM  Ukmmm^tUm  m  mtk  •»  aeiMr  otlMr 
■iBar  potsta.  At  mth  plac*  I  talkwi 
wtth  wvarai  proaiteMt  bu«iB««»  m«n 
«■<  H«ife*  I*  dMck  off  tiM  rrporu  of 
kvilMn  MaMtfHw  rwiwd  in  Nrw 
T«ft  vMHt  M*  MM  ahnijrm  rrluiblr 

CMUMt  rvAtct  the  frvlinx 
«f  tiw  distant  eommunilir* 

in  thr  futurt  and 

wftk  tka  pment  our  proa- 
la  Iftfiyaly  oapaAoant, 

r  impraaaieii  it  max 
who  da«l  with  city 

b«or  and  expect 
•  (oatf  tra4t  tllWtti  Um  vintrr.  but 
Oat  tM  •Ums  wkeaa  baataaai  U  chiefly 
wWl  dM  fihaHanU  or  rural  dUtnrU 
•f*  aat  MOMiatk.  Tho  latter  cUm  uy 
ttet  wlOb  tiM  Canaar  haa  lately  been 
tajrlMr  a  Uttla  awr*  frcelv  he  U  still 
kaavifar  in  4abt  and  that  hit  purrl _  purrhi 
kaT*  M«B  aad  wtll  be  confined  to  the 

tiMt  hm  caaaot  do  without    As 
    of  this  rlaw 

l^ai  m^  attmUgm  eallad  to  Um  number 
I  tkat  haw  raeaaUr  failed 
MMh  at  Omaha,  Nabraaka. 

Stariinc.  Colarada^  Baatlay.  MonUna. 
and  Aadali^  yaaaaa,  whoaa  nupansion 
waa  iimlad  as  tha  4th  of  December. 

Thaat  aaadlUaaa  are  generally  attHb- 
<M  t*  la*  disparity  between  the  price 
aff  what  tha  farmer  hat  to  aell  and  the 
Atafi  ha  aoat  buy  and  tht*  disparity 
ta  !•  tan  cMaOjr  aarrfhad  to  the  hich 
tnj/Mntm  aad  tha  iMbility  of  the 
nmtmm  la  haaAa  tha  iraflSc  offered. 

la  MiaMaaaHa  it  waa  aaacrtad  that 
tkaaaUr*  aatate  crap  of  tha  MtnnaaoU 
VaOajr.  aaid  la  ka  worth  many  miUiona. 
waa  raltiac  oa  Um  fanaa  heeaoae  cars 
to  carry  K  roald  aat  h*  had  and  the 

'  of  an  Important  factory  in  a ate  town  told  m*  that  be  was 
_  all  Ua  raw  amUriaJ  and  output 

aUpaad  hy  aaptaaa  becana*  tha  fraicht 
•onrwa  waa  aa  alow.  H*  added  that  the 

ho  aaeed  ae  tha  eapiUI  tied  op 
than  paid  tha  faKraaaad  coat  of 

faanilatioa. 

Tha  raUroada  raalioa  their  predica- 
aant.  Ftoaidant  Markham  of  the  llli- 
aata  CeMral  aad  PrMident  Storey  of 
the  K*Ma  f%  ara  both  miMtshinc  paid 
"***'*— '~-'-  esplalninff  that  their 

'  y  ov*r-r*iruUt>nn;  but 
•»•  do  not  nv've  the 

UaAc  ami  la  tlmir  bii»d  indiKnation 
**•  paaala  ara  writinar  tlietr  repre- 

■a  damandinir  that 

—  — Jl  "do  aomethinr" 
— _„_  there  la  aa  general  arrevm^nt 
M  ••  «Wt  iMa  iMBMUdag-*  shall  U 

ti  dbeoataat  ia  U>e 
la  dadara  oladl  dividends 

that  la  tayaftad  fas  Uke  papers.  Aa  I 
■*(  *■  the  aamhiaf  car  oa  anr  wajr  f  rma 

ilaad  la  fyriMflald.  OUa.  I  heard 
Ma  I  iawaiallat  apoa  tha  head* 

linea  over  an  announcement  that  the 

Atlantic  Reflninx  Company  had  de- 
clared a  stock  dividend  of  "900  per 

cent."  One  of  thrm  appeared  to  be  a 
countr)-  doctor.  The  other  said  he  was 
a  farmer.  Their  larguage  is  hardly 
printable  but  they  were  agreed  that 
Wall  .Street  was  a  den  of  thieves  who 
controlled  the  capital  of  the  country 
and  used  their  power  to  rob  the  defense- 
Iraa  and  evade  taxation. 

Thoaa  obaervations  are  recorded  not 
only  becauae  they  account  for  the  ao- 
called  radicalbm  in  Congreaa  but  be- 

cause they  connote  a  discontent  that  is, 
I  fear,  mcompatible  with  the  "(rood 
times"  whose  arrival  or  approach  so many  are  now  loudly  heralding. 

But  insofar  as  concrete  fact  can  be 
differentiated  from  the  no  less  impor- 

tant factor  of  feeling  or  aentiment,  it 
is  to  be  admitted  that  they  are  en- couraging. 

Cotton,  wool  and  the  fabricated  arti- 
cles into  whoae  manufacture  these  and 

other  ataplea  enter  are  in  fair  demand 
at  pricea  which  are  aAtisfactory  though 
thev  acem  to  have  stopped  advancing. 
Money  ia  ilighUy  easier  at  4)  per-cent 

for  tha  very  beat  commercial  paper 
and  the  Federal  Reserve  statement 
seemi  to  Indicate  a  continued  abundance 
of  credit  despite  a  reduction  of  2.1  per 
cent  in  the  Federal  Reeerve  ratio  which 
reflect,  a  decrease  of  $27,000,000  in  the 
gold  held  due  chiefly  to  the  effort  made 

to  put  "yellow  backs"  into  circulation. .Sterling  exchange  has  advanced  to 
4.&6i  which  is  the  highest  price  touched 
since  July,  1919,  when  the  British  Gov- 

ernment pulled  the  war  "peg"  out 
This  ought  to  faciliUte  our  trade  with 
that  large  portion  of  the  world  which 
still  measures  values  in  pounds,  shil- 

ling* and  pence. 
There  (a  no  speculation  in  either 

securities  or  merchandise,  no  one  is 
overstocked  and  away  from  the  few 
large  citiea  where  wealth  displays  itaelf, 
there  is  little  or  no  extravagance. 

There  is  a  lob  at  good  wages  for 
everyone  who  Is  willing  to  work  and 
there  ia  but  little  idlenesa. 

Wealth,  which  has  been  aptly  de- 
scribed aa  "canned  labor  "  roust  there- 

fore be  increasing  and  the  problem  of 
tha  statesman  and  the  economist  is  to 
induce  its  productive  cmploynment  That 
a  aolution  for  this  problem  cannot  and 
will  not  aoon  be  found  is  unbelievable 
but  tha  doctora  have  not  yet  agraad 
upon  the  raaiadjr  that  ihaald  be  applied. 
SecreUry  MeHoB  adviaes  a  re«iuction 
in  Uia  aapaMaxao  so  that  privaU  capi- 

tal will  not  be  driven  into  Ux-exempt 
bonds  whoae  proeeada  are  often  waste- fut:y  employed. 

It  U  doubtful  whether  Mr.  Mellon's 
proposal  i«  politically  practicable  with 
Congreaa  and  the  peooie  in  their  pres- 
twt  temper  but  there  is  much  to  recom- 
mend  hi*  augreition  for  tha  weatoisss 
of  the  stock  market  is  larfriy  due  to 

the  hysterical  eagerness  of  large  capi- 
talists to  convert  their  taxable  stocks 

and  bonda  into  tax-exempt  necuritiea. 
In  the  case  of  the  railway  shares  the 

declining  tendency  has  been  accentu- 
ated by  the  fear  that  the  F^arm  Bloc  or the  Progressive  Bloc  or  some  othor  Bloc 

will  Hucceed  in  securing  a  reduction  in 
railway  rates  that  will  be  ruinous  be- 

cauae a  correlative  reduction  in  wages 
will  not  be  nerniitted. 
Judging  from  what  was  said  in  the 

West  this  is  unlikely.  The  people  real- 
ise that  the  railroads  cannot  function 

if  they  arc  bankrupt  and  in  many  quar- 
ters the  idea  of  lubsidisinE  them  aa 

well  as  the  ships  seems  to  he  ruining 
in  favor.  The  theory  is  that  the  cost 
of  tranH|M>rtation  is,  in  the  last  analysis, 
a  tax  upon  the  whole  people  which 
would  be  more  equitably  distributed  if 
it  vrere  assessed  as  a  tax  which  every- 

one would  pay  instead  of  being  collected 
from  the  few  in  the  form  of  freight 
charges. 

For  these  reasons  and  because  it  is 
generally  wise  to  buy  when  most  people 
are  alarmed  and  selling,  I  continuo  to 
believe  that  the  stock  and  bond  mar- 

kets will  now  repay  the  bargnin  hunter. 
None  of  us  really  think  the  United 
States  is  ̂ ing  to  economic  perdition, 
failing  which  many  aecurities  are  cer- 

tain to  be  worth  more  than  current 
prices  when  the  present  depression  has 

passed. But  of  commodities  it  would  not  be 
good  judgment  to  gcneraliie  so  indis- 
criminaU'ly.  None  of  the  staples  are 
any  longer  subnormally  cheap.  Even 
sugar  and  rubber  have  passed  out  of 
this  category.  And  aa  for  manufac- 

tured articlea  they  cannot  be  advanced 
much  more  without  raising  the  coat  of 
living  to  a  level  that  may  provoke  an 

outcry  and  a  buyers'  strike. Conservatism  and  caution  on  the  part 
of  merchants  and  manufacturers  would 
therefore  aeem  to  be  advisable,  espe- 

cially as  the  inflationary  power  of  our 
redundant  money  supply  aeems  to  have 
spent  itself.  This  is  perhapa  explained 
by  the  continued  diabursement  of  gold 
certificates  by  the  banks  and  the 
amount  of  our  Federal  Reserve  cur- 

rency in  circulation  in  Europe  where 
according  to  reliable  reporta  it  ia  be- 

coming the  preferred  medium  of  ex- 
change in  the  retail  trade  of  the  Con- 

tinent 
» 

ExportH  of  Steel  and  Iron 
IncreaHe 

Exports  of  iron  and  steel,  after  de- 
clining steadily  since  June,  increased 

3,367  tona  in  October. 
According  to  the  ofUcial  compilation 

of  the  Department  of  Commerce,  miide 
public  yesterday,  the  total  tonnaKe 
ahipped  abroad  during  the  month  wan 
IZifiih.  This  compares  with  130,728 
tons  in  September. 
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COST  of  money  as  reported  f
rom 

the  various  points  in  the  Federal 
Reserve  System  shows  a  firmer 

and  higher  tendency.  City  and  country 
banks  have  been  in  the  mar- 

ket for  prime  commercial 

paper  and  an  excellent  de- 
mand has  been  in  evidence 

with  fairly  liberal  offerings. 
The  range  in  rates  during 
November  was  definitely  be- 

tween 43  and  5  per  cent  as 
compared  with  an  approxi- 

mate range  of  4J  to  41  per 
cent  in  the  month  previous. 

Equipment  shares  fell  off 
again  during  November,  the 
average  price  of  ten  repre- 

sentative issues  dropping 
from  $106.50  to  $100.30,  thus 
showing  a  full  ten-point  de- 

cline from  the  high  average 
mark  of  September.  Profit 
taking  has  been  in  evidence 
to  a  large  extent  with  the 
general  public  manifesting 
little  interest  in  the  market. 
Declarations  of  huge  stock 
dividends  on  the  part  of 
many  companies  is  also  men- 

tioned as  a  factor  in  causing 
the  depression. 

fair  with  Prance  and  Italy  as  the 
principal  buyers.  In  the  domestic 
market  there  has  been  a  fair  volume 
of  business  with  producers  optimistic 

Copper  and  zinc  prices,  on 
the  average,  show  but  fractional 
changes  during  November.  The  aver- 

age price  on  the  New  York  market 
for  the  former  was  13.598  cents  as 
against  13.632  cents  in  the  month 
previous.  Zinc  averaged  7.104  cents 
as  against  6.840_  cents  in  October. 
E.xport   business   in   copper   continues 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  York,  Chi cago  and 

Clevelan d   Prices 
Four 

One Current Weeks Year 

Unit 
Price Ago Ago 

Soft  steel  bars. .   per  lb   30.029S  30.0295  $0.0273      || 
Cold    finished 

shafting      per  lb   0.0378 0.0378 0.0373 
Brass  rods      per  lb   0.171 

0.1700 
0.15 

Solder  (\  and  \)   per  lb   0.24 0.23 0.20 
Cotton    waste.,    per  lb   0.11 

0.11 0.122 
Washers,   cast 

iron  (Jin.).  .  .    per  100  lb. 
4.33 4.33 

4.33 Emerv,       disks, 
cloth.  No.  1,  6 
in.  dia      per  100   3.11 

3.11 Lard  cutting  oil   per  gal   0.59 0.575 
Machine  oil.  .  .  .    per  gal   

0.36 0.36 

Belting,  leather. 
T 

medium     ofTlist   

30-10% 
40-5% 

@50% 
@50% 

Machine      bolts 
uptolx30in.  ofFlist   

55% 

so%@ 50%® 

@60% 

65-10% 60-10% 

the  month  previous.  Cotton  spindle- 
age  in  operation  amounted  to  85.4 
per  cent  of  the  total  in  place  as  com- 

pared with  84.4  per  cent  in  October. 
In  the  woolen  industry  the 
activity  has  been  nearly  the 
same  as  in  the  previous 
month,  November  showing 

90.8  per  cent  as  against  Oc- tober with  90.6  per  cent. 
Worsted  conditions  continue 
to  improve,  active  machinery 
amounting  to  89.1  per  cent 
as  against  81.4  per  cent  in 
October.  The  demand  for 
woolens  and  worsteds  con- 

tinues steady,  and  cotton 

yarn  prices  are  strong.  Ex- 
ports of  cotton  goods  con- tinue in  good  volume. 

Railroad        earnings        of 
American  railroads,  accord- 

ing to  the  final  report  for 
189  out  of  192  roads  of  Class 
1,  showed  a  net  operating 
income  for  October  of  $85,- 
234,000,  which  represents  a 
return  on  an  annual  basis  of 

4.05  per  cent  on  the  tenta- 
tive property  valuation.  This 

compares  with  a  net  of 
$105,425,600  for  October, 
1921. 

as  to  prospects  for  1923.  The  zinc  mar- 
ket shows  improvement  with  good  sup- 

port as  a  result  of  European  buying, 
and  increased  domestic  demand. 

Textile    industrial    activity    in    the 
United  States  during  the  month  of 
November    compares    favorably    with 

Commercial  failures  in  the  United 
States  in  November,  according  to  re- 

ports furnished  by  Bradstreets,  num- 
bered 1758,  an  increase  of  9.8  per  cent 

over  the  total  reported  for  October 
and  the  largest  in  any  month  since 
May.  Liabilities  totaled  54  millions, 
46  per  cent  above  those  of  October. 

Monthly  percentajre  of  active  eotton,  woolen  and  worsted 
KpinillpN  to  the  total  in  place  n»l  reported  l>.v  the  Itureau  of 
Foreign   and   DomeMtio    Conimerco. 
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Mechanical  Engineers  Discuss  Live  Problems 
Annual  Meeting  Draws  Big  National  Gathering — Engineer  Seen  as  IMIot 

of  World's  Industry — Eminent  Men  Discuss  Economic  Problems 
of  the  Day — Keen  Interest  Shown  at  All  Sessions 

rr^BAT  Ammkm  to  ia  sMd  a(  ■ 
I    tryt  af  ta4wtrtel  liaJinMp  wtm 
M.   MMrtiil  kgr  Dwa  Dtxtcr  8.  Kim- 

haO  •!  CmntM  Uatavnifir  ia  hi*  ad- 
radriac    pwaMim    of    Um 
SocMy  ti  MadUmcal  Enci- 

_at.lli  awwal  tmmmAkm  hM  at 

"^atoaa   ««   caa    ia    aoaaa    auaaar 
«ar  iadaatrial  •jrstMa  m  that 

attain    univeraal 
itr  th«  fruit*  of 

•qaitabtjr."    Mid "««  ha«t  ao  rtaaoa  for 
tkat  aw  cMUsation  ahall  «»- 
4   ha  baaaa  will    full    suraly 

tW  akana  of  ttmt  with  thoM  of 
dvOlaatteea  that  hatr*  pra- 

aaaftara 
oialriBtti 

Tto  fMtnaa  tint  ckarMtariaa  oar 
«  dviUtatloa  aad  dtothmitoh  it 
tlMM  that  have  (one  before  it 
BlatMi  la  be:  (a)  Production  ia 

U9  aad  that  ia  iadnator  ara 
aeaarated.  (b)  the  problaai  of 
tattw  ia  adaad.  (c)  the  workar 

ia  aafaralatf  tnm  ownerahip  «f  tha 
•aak  a(  laaaatij.  aad  (d)  dhrialee  of 
likar  to  cartlad  to  a  hicii  dacraa. 

Tito  M^aaar  to  daatlaiif  to  be  a 
faatar  to  mo  darn  indastnr, 
la  Daaa  Kiaball.  becaoaa 

'cMltoattoa  to  larfelT  what  the 
haa  Made  it,  and  the  ririiixa- 

Haii  af  tlM  fstore  will  be  toraelr  what 
ka  Willi  M  11  to  be."  Dean  Kimball  ex- 

d  kto  anaaeniiiK  faith  in  the 
«f  tka  aaglaaer  alwajra  to  feed. 
nd  kaaae  tka  hnmaa  race. 

■aa    aa    Sarretaiy    Herbert 
aad  Oavamor  Martaeaa  of  Ver- 

ke  character ixmi  aa  pioneer  ad- 
ia  a  5e)d  hitherto  conaidered 

KrrltArjr  of  the  lawyer 
"Thejr    are."    ka 

  .   ^   the  vanrtiard  of  a 
iumr  iavadlM  anajr."  MiliUry  rule 
la  ■MMnuaaai  to  dleappeariag  and 
hvTrala  wfD  ba  laadilMI^  now  i». 

aonttaaed     Dean 
vba  aaw   ia   the   cncinaer  a 

af    the    world's    industrial 

Daaa  Klalball'a  addrwa  mariied  the 
of   the  opeaiaa  dajr, 

Dae.  4,   the  aMraing  liairinK 
ewer  t»  recialratiea  of  dele- 

aad  eaaacfl   Meet- 

Tbe 

Tea  T 

feature  of  tba  Man* 
.  held  Taeedajr  awre- 

tka  Aaditariam.  waa  the  preoea- 
br  title  of  1^  P.  AKord*!  paper, ia   MaaaaeoMnt. 

^^       ,   by  title  only aa  na  pewTMu  Drwutation  aftd 
ia  BMB)  :-jrin(  Man- 

Week.  0<'  IWt 
r  tka  more  tmporlaat  point* 
aa«  to  Ika  dtoriitoa  waa  the 

to  the  fMsta 

major  and  minor  exrcutives  waa  a  cry- 
ing ncwd.  In  the  intereata  of  standard- 

nation  it  was  suKKested  that  better 
drAnitiona  of  manasement  and  it*  func- 

tions should  be  detannined  upon  in  tha 
near  future. 
An  excellent  paper  on  Relievinic  In- 

diMtry  of  Burden  was  read  by  Wallace 
Clark,  industrial  enciaeer.  of  New 
York.  Proyraaa  reports  ware  offered  by 

nmltteea 

lack  to  Cam 
ba  the  mwal 
ka— Is  Jha  oT  m 

the  conmiiteea  on  Standardisation  of 
Trrminolory  and  Standardisation  of 
Graphic*  by  the  chairmen,  F.  E.  Town 
and  J.  J.  Swan. 

Machine  Sbop  SisnoN 

Tba  Machine  Shop  Session  was  pro- 
sided  over  by  P.  O.  Hoasland.  the  first 

paper  beini;  that  of  Forrest  E.  Car- 
dullo.  Chief  Kngineer  of  the  G.  A. 
Gray  Co.,  on  "A  New  Syntem  of  Holi- 
cal  Involute  Gearing  for  Use  on  Metal 

Planers."  The  paper  grives  six  char- 
acterUtica  which  ars  necessary  to  Rive 
satisfactory  service,  as  follows: 

"The  vrara  muat  ahre  smooth  and  uni- 
form mutlon  without  Impacts,  vibration  or 

chaitrr.  If  tliry  do  not  do  ao.  variation  In 
the  drltlnK  tore*,  or  In  tha  spavd  of  drivlns. 
will  bv  irananilllcd  to  tha  tablr,  raualns  It 
lo  vibraiv  and  produra  chaltrr  marks  on 
the  worlc. 
"Whrn  th*  saars  waar.  ihay  muat  pre- 

»»rvt  ibrlr  rorract  tooth  form,  so  that  they 
will  continue  to  etv*  smooth  and  uniform 
motion  without  cnsttrr. 

"It  la  nriraaary  (hat  tha  frsrlna  hae* 
smple  atr.'i-"!.  «•■  thst  It  will  (ranamll  the 
maxlmuii  '  ii>h    ran    be   applied    by 
tha  aour  '  r.   without  rrachlnf  tha 
vlaatic  llr>  <>«ih  malarial. 

"The  »•  •>  muat  have  auch  tooth 
furma  ati'l  '  fare  that  thvy  will  run 
for    a    rau.^........    laoath    of    tlm«    wlibout 
avrlooa  waer. 

"ahottld  thara  be  waar  of  tha  bcarlnca 
and  ahafta  which  weald  p<-rmlt  tha  s^ar 
rvntrra  lo  avparst*  t>y  a  mi-saurabia 
amount,  tha  tooth  forms  muat  tx'  aurh  that 
aaara  will  atlll  (Ive  smooth  and  uniform nMMIoa. 

**rb*  loolh  forma  most  be  aurh  that  ih* 
Irrth  can  ba  corrarily  produr»d  by  an  vin. 
ct*nt  and  acooomlcal  machlnlns  prooeaa." 

Mr.  Cardullo  then  pointad  out  some 
of  the  problems  and  experiences  en- 
conntercd  in  deaiKninff  the  new  irear- 
Inir,  amonr  these  beinir  the  objection  to 
the  hrrrinir  bone  Rears  on  account  of 
the  practical  difltculty  of  obtaining  two 
helical  ri^ars  of  opposite  hsnd,  but  of 
exactly  equal  helical  anrle,  pitch, 
diameter  and  pressure  angle.  Varia- 

tion in  any  of  these  quantities,  in  the 
two  halv<>s  of  either  (rear,  or  in  the 
pinion,  results  in  an  unsatisfactory  and 
jumpy  action.  It  was,  therefore,  de- 

cided to  use  helical  Kears.  and  to  give 
tha  boll  Rear  a  riKht-hand  helix,  which 
would  tend  to  draw  the  table  toward 
the  operatinir  side  of  the  machine. 
This  is  counteracted  by  the  feedinff 
preaoare  of  the  tools  in  at  least  90  per 
cent  of  the  work  dona  on  a  planer. 
Sinr-»  tki«  fM><)inK  pressure  amounts, 

u«unl  form  of  Uml,  to  about 
'.  of  the  cuttinir  pressure,  the 

k^u  snale  of  b  deff.  and  40  min.  was 
flxni  upon  aa  best  for  the  btlll  gear 
and  pinion.  The  n-mainina  iraara  of 
the  train  have  a  hrlical  anii^  of  about 
12  dec,  thcee  beina  so  arranced  that 
the  aad  tbmst  is  distributed  between 
bail  pinlen,  intermediaU  and  pulley 
ikafta.  Bronte  thru»t  washers  pro- 

vided with  oil  by  a  aystam  of  foread 

lubrication  take  rare  of  the  end 
thrusts.  The  frequent  reversal  of  the 
planer  insures  the  oil  being  forcetl  he- 
tween  the  bearing  surfaces  and  elim- 

inates the  lubrication  problem. 
The  Gray  tooth  has  a  141  deg.  pres- 

sure angle  with  a  pinion  addendum  of 
8/2  p,  and  a  pinion  dedunduin  of  i  p, 
where  p  is  the  nunnal  diumetral  pitch. 
The  pitch  circle  is  the  same  a»  that  of 
the  standard  involute  gear,  but  tiic  out- 

side diameter  is  considerably  larger 
in  the  case  of  the  Gyra,  and  the  tooth 
is  also  considerably  wider  at  the  base. 

Gear  chatter  is  said  to  be  caused  by 
Seriodic  variation  in  the  amount  ana 
irection  of  the  tooth  pressure.  Such 

variations,  when  finally  transmitted  to 
the  table  rack,  have  two  components, 
one  in  the  direction  of  motion  and  the 
other  In  a  vertical  direction.  The  first 
of  these  components  is  harmless,  the 

second  produces  vertical  movement  of 
the  table  and  work.  A  low-pressure 
anKle  between  bull  gear  and  table  rack 
tends  to  eliminate  this  vertical  vibra- 
tion. 

This  paper  provoked  considerable discussion  from  representatives  of  the 
Whitcomb-Blaisdell  Co.,  the  Acme  Ma- 

chine Tool  Co.,  the  Pratt  &  Whitney 
Co.,  and  the  Westinghouse  Electric  Co. 
The  Whitcomb-Blaisdell  Co.  has  also 
used  helical  gears  for  planer  drive,  and 
has  offset  the  thrust  oy  changing  the 
angle  of  the  ways  from  46  deg.  each 
sitle  of  the  center  to  40  deg.  on  the 
thrust  side,  and  50  deg.  on  the  other. 

Nbw  Method  ()n  Bevel  Gears 

Under  the  heading  of  "Spherical 
Gears,"  Chsries  H.  Logue,  of  the 
Brown-Llpe-Chspin  Co.,  presented  a 
somewhat  novel  method  of  studying 
bevel  gears,  by  considering  their  pitch 
surfaces  as  being  parts  of  a  sphere. 
By  acquiring  this  point  of  view,  not 
only  are  the  elementary  features  of 
bevel  gear  design  brought  out  and  ap- 

plied to  spur  gears,  but  also  the  real 
connection  between  the  two  types  is 
shown.  This  is  considered  osHentisI  to 
a  complete  understanding  of  either 
type.  The  author  endeavored  to  point 
out  the  necessity  for  a  difference  in  the 
design  of  the  teeth,  which  has  not  been 
previoualy  considered,  and  to  present 
the  entire  matter  in  as  simple  a  way  as 

possible. "Testing  Involute  Spur  Gears"— by 
M.  Estabrook,  of  the  Niles-Bemcnt- 
Pond  Co.,  first  showed  the  usual  methods 
of  testing  gears,  and  then  gave  details 
of  the  Saurer  gear  testing  machine, 
which  records  defects  In  spacing,  pitch, 
tooth  curve  and  eccentricity.  The  main 
difference  between  this  device  and 
those  generally  used  is  that  this  not 
only  snows  when  a  gear  is  defective, 
but  shows  whst  ia  wrong  with  it 

Walter  Ferris,  of  the  Oilgesr  Com- 

pany, presented  a  paper  Which  de- scribed very  completely  the  hydraulic 
transmission  variable  spce<l  device  of 
the  Oilgear  Company,  which  has  al- 

ready been  illustrated  In  our  columns. 
The  results  obtained  in  practice  indicate 
that  this  method  opens  a  field  in  which 
great  improvements  in  machine  tool 
daaicn  may  be  made. 1 
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The  last  paper  of  the  session  was  on 

"Power  Required  for  Cutting  Metal" — 
by  Fred  A.  Parsons,  Chief  Engineer  of 
the  Kempsmith  Milling  Machine  Co. 
This  paper  gave  the  result  of  an  in- 

vestigation extending  over  a  period  of 
more  than  ten  years.  The  purpose  of 
this  investigation  was  to  determine  the 
fundamental  laws  governing  milling, 
turning,  planing  and  drilling  opera- 

tions on  the  various  metals  and  alloys 
used  in  machine  construction.  In  ad- 

dition to  a  very  large  number  of  tests 
made  on  milling  machines  constructed 
by  the  Kempsmith  Co.,  those  reported 
by  Frederick  W.  Taylor  and  Professors 
Bird  and  Fairfield  in  previous  volumes 
of  the  society's  transactions  have  been 
carefully  analyzed,  and  the  following 
variables  studied: 

1.  The  efficiency  of  the  machine. 
2.  The  rate  of  metal  removed  in  cublo 

inches  per  minute. 
3.  The  average  thiclsness  of  chip  before 

distortion. 
4.  The  front  rate  on  the  cutting  blade. 
5.  The  material  being  cut, 
6.  Spiral  angle  or  shear  on  the  cutting 

blade. 
7.  The  condition  of  the  cutting  tool  as  to 

its  being  sharp  or  dull. 

The  meeting  of  the  machine  shop 
section  was  well  attended,  and  interest 
■was  maintained  throughout  the  ses- sion. 

Education  and  Training  fob  the 
Industries 

That  division  of  the  Tuesday  after- 
noon session  devoted  to  the  report  of 

the  Committee  on  Education  and  Train- 
ing for  the  Industries  was  well  at- 

tended and  of  absorbing  interest.  It 
showed  that  many  good  minds  are  con- 

stantly engaged  in  the  work  of  plan- 
ning ahead  for  the  good  of  industry 

along  educational  lines.  W.  W.  Nichols, 
chairman,  read  the  report  of  the  com- 

mittee. Three  other  reports  were 
given,  namely,  Extension  and  Cor- 

respondence Schools,  James  A.  Moyer; 
Industrial  Education  as  Represented  in 
Schools,  C.  R.  Richards,  and  Schools 
for  Apprentices  and  Shop  Training, 
R.  L.  Sackett. 

Mr.  Moyer's  report  on  Extension and  Correspondence  Schools  stated  that 
nearly  every  state  has  a  correspondence 
school  system  supported  by  taxation. 
It  outlined  briefly  the  usual  type  of 
course.  In  enumerating  the  advan- 

tages of  correspondence  and  extension 
courses  Mr.  Moyer  said  that  the  stu- 

dent quickly  came  to  recognize  that 
correspondence  study  has  its  own  pe- 

culiar advantages;  that  it  is  available 
to  him  at  any  place  and  at  any  time; 
that  each  paper  he  submits  gets  the 
individual  and  undivided  attention  of 
an  instructor;  that  bluffing  is  out  of 
the  question — he  must  prepare  him- 

self en  every  part  of  the  lesson;  and 
finally  that  he  must  set  his  own  pace 
unhurried  by  more  brilliant  students 
and  unhampered  by  sluggards.  He 
stated  further  a  result  of  corre- 

spondence courses  and  university  ex- 
tension classes  is  the  unexpected  spirit 

of  democracy  to  which  they  have  risen, 
explaining  that  social  groups  which 
ordinarily  acknowledge  no  common  in- 

terests have  learned  to  ki'ow  of  each 
other  through  the  common  interest  in 
correspondence  lessons;  and  that  those 
brought  together  in  classes,  having 
profited  by  the  same  instruction,  have 
been  lead  through  class  discussion  co 
discuss  their  views  with  the  utmost 
cordiality  and  freedom. 

The  report  gave  some  details  of  re- 
sults   accomplished    in    the    extension 

courses,  of  universities  in  Massachu- 
setts and  Wisconsin  and  concluded  with 

a  summary  of  university  extension 
service  in  various  institutions. 

Economic  Session 

Prof.  Wesley  C.  Mitchell  of  Columfeia 
University  and  director  of  the  National 
Bureau  of  Economic  Research,  was  the 
first  speaker  at  a  joint  meeting  of  the 
American  Society  of  Mechanical  Engi- 

neers and  the  American  Economic  As- 
sociation held  on  Wednesday  evening. 

He  spoke  largely  on  the  relation  be- 
tween the  three  views  that  may  be 

taken  of  the  purpose  of  production: 
Subjectively,  to  fill  needs;  industrially 
to    make   goods;    and   economically,    to 

JOHN    LYLE    HARRINGTON 
President,  A.S.M.E. 

make  money.  The  idea  was  advanced 
that  probably  profit  making  was  of  the 
first  concern,  as  it  enabled  the  further 
building  of  our  economic  system  and 
the  promotion  of  the  general  welfare 
of  all  in  the  community. 

Substitution  of  "the  rule  of  reason 
and  intelligence"  for  force  in  an  effort 
to  restore  in  America  "the  freedom  of 
the  individual,  be  he  employer  or  em- 

ployee," was  urged  by  E.  M.  Herr, 
president  of  the  Westinghouse  Electric 
and  Manufacturing  Co.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa., 
who  spoke  on  the  "Human  Problem  in 
Industry."  In  developing  his  subject, 
Mr.  Herr  went  back  into  ancient  history 
and  told  of  some  interesting  conditions 
and  legislation. 

Mr.  Herr  advocated  a  change  in  the 

immigration  laws,  saying:  "With  in- 
dustry dependent  to  such  a  large  extent 

upon  foreign-born  workers,  the  recent 
immigration  laws  threaten  for  lack  of 
common  labor,  the  return  to  and  main- 

tenance of  normal  production.  It  is 
to  be  hoped  that  these  laws  vdll  be 
made  reasonably  liberal  and  that  re- 

strictions will  be  based  on  fitness  in- 
stead of  as  at  present  without  regard 

to  the  immigrant's  character  or  qualifi- 
cation to  become  an  American  citizen." 

Discussion  of  the  subjects  covered  by 
Prof.  Mitchell  and  Mr.  Herr  was  pre- 

sented by  Dean  Kimball;  H.  R.  Seager, 
president  of  the  American  Economic 
Association;  John  L.  Harrington,  pres- 

ident-elect of  the  A.S.M.E.;  Ernest  F. 
Du  Brul,  manager  of  the  National 
Machine  Tool  Builders'  Association; 
and  Fred  J.  Miller,  past  president  of 
the  A.S.M.E. 

The  remarks  of  Mr.  Du  Brul  which 
were  particularly  well  received,  dealt 

with  the  necessity  of  "selling"  eco- nomics to  the  business  man,  just  as 
has  been  done  with  other  sciences. 
Business  men  are  not  aware  of  the  good 
that  economic  science  can  do  for  our 
conditions,  and  they  are  none  too  well 
impressed  with  the  more  radical  type  of 
economic  theories  that  frequently  gain 
hold  on  the  popular  mind.  Sound  eco- 

nomics properly  applied,  stated  Mr. 
Du  Brul,  can  certainly  build  a  more 
stable  business  structure. 

Safety  Engineering  Session 

In  discussing  the  Development  of 
Safety  Codes,  M.  G.  Lloyd  of  the  Safety 
Code  Correlating  Committee,  pointed 
out  the  need  for  Fedeial  rather  than 
state  laws  and  codes,  so  that  the  manu- 

facturers of  machines  would  know  what 
was  required  in  the  way  of  protection 
and  not  have  to  make  changes  accord- 

ing to  the  state  into  which  the  machine 
was  going.  He  pointed  out  that  the 
average  deaths  from  accident  in  this 
country  was  76,000  or  as  many  as  were 
lost  by  the  American  army  in  the  world 
war.  Of  these  12,500  are  industrial 
accidents.  This  number  is  decreasing 
as  safety  work  progresses. 

This  was  followed  by  a  paper  by  A.  D. 
Risteen  on  Safety  Engineering  in  Con- 

nection with  the  Compression  of  Gases, 
dealing  with  the  safe  handling  of  oxy- 

gen, acetylene  carbon  dioxide,  ammonia, 
chlorine,  argon,  nitrogen  and  air. 

G.   E.   Sanford  showed  a  number  of 
lantern  slides  of  good  and  bad  mount-  . 
ings   for   abrasive   wheels    as    well    as 
diagrams  showing  the  proper  kind  of 
flanges. 

Thursday,  Dec.  7  was  given  over  to 
simultaneous  sessions  of  the  Power, 
Safety  Engineering,  Standardization, 
Ordnance,  Aeronautic  and  Forest  Prod- 

ucts Divisions. 
Aeronautic  Session 

While  four  papers  were  scheduled  for 
presentation  at  this  session,  the  one  on 
night  flying  was  not  available.  Archi- 

bald Black,  who  was  in  charge  of  the 
design  of  the  experimicntal  plane  in 
which  the  first  Liberty  engine  was  in- 

stalled, gave  a  very  complete  paper  on 
the  Influence  of  Design  on  Cost  of 
Operating  Airplanes.  This  gave  a 
great  amount  of  data  from  various 
sources,  in  an  endeavor  to  clear  up 
much  prevalent  misunderstanding.  Dia- 

grams were  given  showing  curves  of 
operating  cost  for  varying  duration 
and  speed  of  flight,  reserve  horse  power, 
etc.  Air  Mail  Service  costs  were  used 
as  a  basis  although  operators  of  com- 

mercial lines  in  both  this  country  and 
England,  consider  them  much  too  high. 
These  show  that  planes  designed  for 
commercial  use  and  fully  loaded,  can 
be  operated  at  a  total  cost  of  from  0.030 
to  0.032  cents  per  pound  mile  or  6.5 
cents  per  passenger  mile,  exclusive  of 
the  cost  of  obtaining  the  business.  He 
shows  very  clearly  that,  as  in  so  many 
other  businesses,  the  cost  of  selling  is 
more  than  the  cost  of  production.  He 
sums  up  his  studies  as  follows:  The 
designed  duration  of  flight  should  not 
exceed  the  minimum  necessary  to  com- 

plete scheduled  trips  safely  in  a  head 
wind  and  that,  for  the  types  considered, 
should  not  in  any  case,  exceed  four 
hours.  That  the  factor  of  safety  should 
be  kept  to  the  minimum  consistent  with 
the  conditions  and  should  in  no  case 
exceed  six.  That  high  speeds  beyond 

those  accompanying  the  necessary  re- 
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Kiy,  by  Pool  W.  Tbo
mp- 

Unc  for  Hirh  Tbermal 

^-'-  by    Linn    HrUnder;    Hi«b- 
  i«  and  Hich-PreMOre  Steam 

  ,  by  B.  N.  Brobb:  Tbo  ElaiUcity 

9t  Ply*  Bi«da,  by  Sabto  Crocker  and 
iL  STabafbcd:   aad.  Tbo   Commercial 
■mmmv  •<  rffa^iProMra  aad  Hicfa 
iui  iibfn  to  iSo  CMtral  Sutba.  by 
OmTa.  Orrak  aad  W.  8.  Morrboa. 

SrAiaAaptzATioN  SanioN 
TW  fNaadardbatinn  Booaion  under  tbo 

aaapM*  of  tho  Blaadardixatjun  Com- aMttoa  vttb  tho  Aaiorican  Eayinoerinc 
Bteodaido  Comaiittoo  o»-opofatin<.  wao 
hoM  nwrodoy  BMMrBiaf.wrtb  CoL  B.  C 
Ptakif  tho  OovolaadTwbt  Drtn  Coa> 

la  the  chab.  Two  papon  wore 
alod.  Tba  trot  one  waa  A  Pro- 

of fltoadtotdiiatioo  of  Papor  aad 
  tac  MaahlMrr.  br  Wia.  J.  Eyaoa. 
tbb  waa  taatribatad  by  tho  coauaittoo 

It  waa  brooi^t 
n  of  wathlnery 
•t  be  poatpOBod 
of    paper   abaa. 

m  baa  pfegraaaod 
)  at  the  praaaat  tlmo. 

.^Jtm  baa  Boon  audo  ta 
•ataMy  by  tho  Aawr- 

oao  of  tha 

  Botet  of  view,  and  attracted  aome 

llooly  dbeaaaion.     The  title  waa  Siav ~          '     Preferrad  NtUBbora 

wore  C  P.  Hirab- 
  „    _  both  of  tho  Do- 
tialt  Bdboa  Company.  We  have  aeldom 

heaid  a  papor  prooontod  ia  better  form 
at  aa  A.8J1.E.  aoaaion.  Perhapa  an 

OTor«t(ht  OB  the  part  of  the  author* 
bad  aomethinr  to  do  with  thia.  They 

forgot  to  brine  their  alidea  and  aa  a  re- 
sult the  member*  proaent  had  to  follow 

the  romarfca  of  tho  apoaker  from  illua- 
tratioa  to  illoatration.  Thr  authors 
diadaimcd  any  attempt  to  uri;e  the  use 

«f  pioferred  number*  on  any  industry 

bat  they  did  prove  quite  conclusively 

that  the  aubject  ia  one  of  aufficient  in- 
taroat  to  merit  the  careful  attention  of 

aactaaer*  and  manufacturers  all  over 
the  world.  It  was  brought  out  in  the 

paper  and  in  the  discussion  that  the 
Germana  have  cone  far  in  thia  branch 
of  atandardixation  althooch  aome  of  the 

mambam  proaent  aeemed  to  feci  that 
■OBM  of  tae  thinrs  done  in  Germany 
were  of  doobtful  valoa. 
The  Ordnance  aoaaion,  with  W.  H. 

lUiaball  preaidinr  beard  the  foUuwinK 

Era:  Macbinins  and  Lappinf  Very
 

Hoiea,  by  J.  B.  Roae:  and  Method* 
in  Manufacture  of  Can  Recoil 

Mechaniam,  by  R.  A.  VaU.  A  featore  of 
the  aeaabn  waa  the  showing  of  a  aeries 

of  BM>ttoa  pietaroo  illustrating  recent 
doTolopmeato  of  mobile  ordnance. 

An  intercotins  feature  of  the  week's 
program  waa  the  numerooa  excnraions 
arranged  for  tho  benefit  of  the  visiting 
delegates.  On  Tveaday  the  plant  of 
the  Wheeler  Condenaer  and  Engineer- 

ing Co.,  Carteret,  N.  J,  was  visited  and 
an  inspection  of  the  new  Hell  Gate 
power  sUUon  waa  held.  The  ChrisUe 
Amphibian  Gon  Meant  or  Tank  gave 
an  exhibition  in  the  Hudson  River  and 
attracted  great  intereat. 

The  visit  of  the  delegates  to  the  Mc- 
Graw  Hill  publishing  plant  at  86th  St. 
and  10th  Ave^  and  an  inapection  trip 
of  the  U.  S.  S.  Maryland  at  Brooklyn 

Navy  Yard  were  the  featurea  arranged for  Thursday. 

Social  evenU  arranged  for  the  enUr- 
taiament  of  the  delegate*  during  the 
aesaioa  included  a  amoker,  a  dinner 
dance  and  various  excursions  for  the 
benefit  of  the  ladies  Tbiting  the  meet- 

ings. Friday  evening  was  set  aside 
for  rannions  of  the  alumni  of  the 
▼arioos  technical  colleires  and  dinners 

were  held  by  the  following:  Cornell 
University,  University  of  Kentucky, 

Princeton  University,  Purdue  Univer- 
sity, Woreeator  Polytechnic  Institute 

and  the  Massachnsetts  Institute  of Tocbnotogy. 

Ofleara  dbetad  by  tiie  society  for 
IMS  wara  as  follows:  President,  John 

Lyb  Harrington  of  Harrington,  How- ard and  Aah. 

VIre-preaidenb  for  two  years:  Wll- 
lUm  I(.  Keneraon,  profeaeor  of  Mechani- 

cal Engineering,  Browa  University: 
Walter  8.  Finlay,  Jr.,  ▼iea-preaident  of 
American  Water  Works  and  Electric 
COb!  Eari  P.  Scott,  prasidant  of  Eari 
F.  Beott  A  Co.,  Inc. 

Vbe-pr«sident  for  one  year:  Henry 
H.  Vaughan,  eonsalting  engineer. 
Managers  for  three  years:  A.  G. 

Cbriatb,  profrsaor  of  mehcanlcal  engi- 
neeriag.  Johns  Bopkina  University; 
Jamoa  If.  Barron,  preaident  of  James 
H.  Herron  Co..  and  Roy  V .  Wright, 
mdiUiT  nt  Rniluay  Mttiuifdeid  EnginMT. 

William  H.  Wiley,  and  Calvin  Rice, 
treosartr  and  aocretary  of  the  society 
raapcctively,  were  re  elected  for  the 
easaing  year. 

Making  Cast  Iron  Pipe 
"Making  Cast  Iron  Pipe"  is  the  title 

of  a  new  industrial  motion  picture 
•hown  at  the  Power  and  Mechanical 
Engineering  Expoaition  and  elsewhere 
in  New  York  City  thia  week.  The  film 

waa  made  by  the  Pathiacopo  Film  Serv- 
ic«  for  the  United  SUtes  Caat  Iron 
Pipe  A  Foundry  Co.,  of  Burlington, 
N.  J.  It  shows  the  process  of  casting 

pipe  in  sand  molds  a*  well  a*  centrif- ugally. 
The  centrifugal  process  of  casting 

pipe  was  invented  by  0.  S.  De  Lavaud, 
a  Brasilian  engineer,  but  has  been  per- 

fected commercially  in  the  United 
States  by  the  United  SUtes  Caat  Iron 
Pipe  A  Foundry  Co.,  which  controls  the 
right  to  its  use  in  this  country. 

Casting  ia  done  in  a  machine  that 
consists  of  a  permanent,  water-cooled 
mold,  traveraed  longitudinally  and  ro- 

tated, and  a  pourinK  <lcvicc.  The  only 
aet  up  neceaaary  is  the  insertion  of  a 
core  to  form  the  inside  of  tho  bell  and 
to  act  as  a  stop  for  the  molten  iron. 

Pouring  is  done  from  a  tiltinif  ladle, 
controlled  hydraulically.  The  iron  is 
diacharged  into  a  water-cooled,  canti- 
levered  trough,  that  reachea  to  the  far- 

ther, or  bell,  end  of  the  mold.  Aa  the 
iron  runs  in,  the  mold  is  traveraed 
longitudinally  until  the  pipe  ia  com- 

pleted. Speeds  of  traverse  and  rotation 
control  the  thickness  of  the  pipe  wall. 

Cooling  begina  as  aoon  as  the  first 
iron  touches  the  mold  and  by  the  time 

the  pouring  is  completed  the  bell  end 
is  cool  enough  to  allow  the  application 
of  a  holding  device  preparatory  to  with- 

drawal of  the  pipe  from  the  mold.  As 
aoon  as  withdrawn  the  pipe  ia  carried 
to  the  annealing  furnace.  After  an- 

nealing it  is  dipped  in  hot  tar,  the  last 
operation  in  its  monufacture. 

Comparison  with  thv  method  of  cast- 
ing in  sand  molds  shows  that  the  De 

Lavaud  method  requirea  less  equipment 
and  labor  beside  reducing  the  time  nec- 

essary for  making  pipe  from  one  or  two 
daya  to  a  matter  of  hours,  both  includ- 

ing cupola  work.  The  actual  casting 
time  U  very  short  indeed,  because  of 
the  necessity  of  working  while  the  iron 
is  hot.  Heat  is  conserved  because  the 
newly  cast  pipe  ia  taken  directly  to  the 
annealing  furnace.  In  the  same  way 
the  Ur  oath  ia  used  after  annealing, 
without  reheating.  Practically  no  core 
making  equipment  is  necessary.  It  ha* 
been  found  that  the  centrifugally  cast 
pipe  is  of  very  good  quality  as  concerns 
grain,  freedom  from  blow  holes  and 
impurities.  It  is  said  to  possess  greater 
strinifth  than  aand  caat  pipe,  and  to 
otlfsr  no  difncultiea  to  machining. 

Increases  Trade  Funds 

$400,000 
Appropriations  for  the  Bureau  of 

Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce  are 
reported  to  have  been  reduced  by  nearly 
1200,000  below  the  estimates  of  the 
Budget  Bureau  by  a  sub-committee  of 
the  House  Appropriations  Committee. 
NotwithsUnding  this  $200,000  cut. 

however,  it  is  the  understanding  that 
the  toUl  for  thia  bureau  will  repre- 

sent an  increaae  of  nearly  $400,000  over 

the  amount  appronriatml  for  the  cur- 
rent year.  Offlcials  of  the  bureau  are 

aald  to  be  fairly  well  satisfied  with  the 
result  as  the  Increase  in  appropriation 
will  enable  the  department  to  carry 
oat  many  needed  improvements  in  its 
service  to  manufacturers. 
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Business  Conditions  in  Germany 
Standard  of  Efficiency  Below  Pre-War  Level  —  Industry  Burdened  by  Excess 

Employment — Machine  Tool  Industry  at  Low  Ebb 
By  our  BERLIN  CORRESPONDENT 

THE  optimists  of  the  business 
world,  who  maintained  the  the- 

ory, that  the  beginning  of  a 
business  depression,  noticeable  since 
September,  was  a  transitory  char- 

acter only  and  would  soon  give  way 
to  renewed  booming  under  the  spur 
of  the  money  depreciation,  have  so  far 
been  disappointed.  The  record  low 
point  of  the  mark  exchange  has,  as  far 
as  can  be  recognized,  failed  to  exercise 
any  stimulating  influence  on  the  mar- 

ket, rather  the  contrary  is  the  case. 
The  decline  is  becoming  more  and  more 
marked  and  finding  expression  already 
in  a  gradual  rise  of  unemployment,  as 
is  evident  from  the  labor  statistics  of 
the  National  Labor  Ministry. 

Low  Standard  of  Efficiency 
It  is  a  fact  that  the  standard  of  effi- 

ciency, which  had  greatly  improved  at 
one  time  and  ran  up  to  almost  80  per 
cent  has  again  sunk  considerably  below 
this  level.  Thyssen,  the  well-knoviTi 
German  industrial  leader,  has  lately,  in 
a  memorable  letter  to  the  Chancellor 
of  State,  estimated  the  present  level  at 
60  per  cent.  This,  evidently,  is  from 
observations  in  his  own  extremely  well 
organized  works.  In  others,  where 
conditions  differ,  it  is  even  less.  The 
Rheinische  Stahlwerke  for  instance, 

one  of  Germany's  largest  steel  compa- nies, has,  in  its  annual  report  just 
issued,  stated  the  standard  of  efficiency 
to  be  50  per  cent.  The  output  of  steel 
per  head  in  this  work  was,  in  the  last 
pre-war  year,  112,500  tons  and  is  now 
only  57,000  tons.  The  report  places 
emphasis  on  the  fact  that  even  the 
present  standard  is  only  maintained  by 
virtue  of  the  costly  new  equipment  and 
modern  labor-saving  machines,  which 
have  been  put  in  since  that  time. 

The  outcry  for  an  increase  of  pro- 
duction has  been  heard  for  a  long  time. 

The  struggle  to  this  end  has  up  to  date 
chiefly  been  fought  in  words,  advices 
and  exhortations.  Having  failed  to 
produce  any  effect  the  clamor  is  now 
for  more  active  measures,  chief  among 
them  being  the  abolishment  of  the  re- 

striction of  working  time  to  8  hours 
per  day.  The  campaign  to  this  effect 
is  outlining  itself  quite  clearly.  It  takes 
its  main  argument  from  the  coal  situa- 

tion, where  the  enormously  grown  im- 
ports, chiefly  of  British  coal,  are  put- 

ting the  handicaps  of  production,  pro- 
duced by  the  so-called  revolutionary 

achievenients  of  the  labor  class,  into 
glaring  relief.  The  German  coal  pro- 

duction has  gradually  declined  during 
recent  months.  Against  an  increase  of 

35  per  cent  of  the  mines'  complement  of 
workmen,  stands  a  decline  of  20  per 
cent  in  production. 

The  fact  is,  that  most  enterprises  are 
overstocked  with  employees.  This  is 
particularly  pronounced  in  the  case^of 
public  works  but  also  applies  to  pri- 

vate ones.  Nothing  short  of  dire  ne- 
cessity can  produce  the  energy  required 

for  the  process  of  elimination.  Indus- 
trial leaders  are  of  opinion  that  the 

time  of  this  process  has  now  come, 
believing  evidently  that  a  period  of  de- 

pression will  be  most  opportune.  A 
fight   between    them   and    the    Govern- 

ment, which  is  reluctant  for  political 
reasons,  is  being  waged  deep  under  the 
surface. 

From  the  official  reports  of  the  Na- 
tional Labor  Ministry  and  of  the  Cham- 

bers of  Commerce,  the  present  situation 
of  the  machine  building  industry  is  the 
following:  The  reverse  of  business, 
such  as  has  taken  place,  is  most 
strongly  pronounced  in  the  western 
part  of  the  country,  Rhineland  and 
Westphalia,  and  in  the  extreme  east, 
Upper  Silesia.  The  various  groups  of 
the  machine  building  industry  are  as 
yet  effected  in  a  different  degree.  The 
lines  working  for  transportation,  like 
locomotives,  railway  car  manufactur- 

ing and  shipbuilding,  appear  to  be  in 
the  front  rank.  In  the  locomotive  in- 

dustry, it  is  the  decline  of  foreign 
orders,  chiefly  from  overseas  countries, 
which  has  caused  a  lack  of  business. 

In  the  railway  car  industry  the  full 
complement  of  workmen  is  only  main- 

tained in  the  expectation  of  orders  on 
reparations  account.  Business  in  ship- 

building has  become  very  quiet.  Orders 
from  domestic  sources  have  almost 
stopped  and  those  from  abroad  can  be 
obtained  only  by  strong  efforts  and  at 
a  sacrifice  in  prices.  Electrical  ma- 

chinery, which  so  far  has  enjoyed  a 
privileged  position  in  machine  building 
independent  of  general  market  condi- 

tions, is  still  fully  employed,  but  com- 
plaining of  a  strong  decline  in  new 

orders.  It  appears  that  a  number  of 
plans  for  new  electrical  power  stations 
and  extensions  have  been  pigeon-holed. 
The  only  exception  in  this  field  seems 
to  be  railway  signal  engineering,  which 
was  the  last  to  profit  from  the  boom 
and  evidently  has  not  been  seized  yet 
by  the  receding  of  the  tide. 

Tool  Industry  Stagnant 

In  the  machine  tool  industry  the  de- 
cline of  business,  commencing  in  Sep- 

tember, has  become  more  acute.  The 
number  of  orders  received  for  home 
demand,  as  well  as  from  abroad,  is 
diminishing  perceptibly.  The  export  of 
machine  tools,  which  in  August  has 
exceeded  that  of  July,  shows  a  drop  in 
September.  The  actual  shipments  in 
August  were  10,127  units  weighing 
3,881  tons  as  against  9,371  weighing 
2,983  tons  in  July.  In  value  this  in- 

crease was  much  higher,  i.e.,  182  mil- 
lion marks  in  July  to  411  million  marks 

in  August.  By  translating  these  fig- 
ures into  gold  marks,  this  increase, 

however,  not  only  collapses,  but  leaves 
even  a  deficit. 

The  July  exports  show  a  price  per 
ton  of  61,301  marks  or,  at  the  average 
rate  of  exchange,  of  585  gold  marks. 
In  August  the  respective  figures  were 
106,000  paper  marks  or  400  gold  marks. 
The  increase  of  exports  in  August  falls 

chiefly  to  the  share  of  Belgium  and 
Austria,  while  shipments  to  Holland, 
Spain  and  some  other  countries  show  a 
decline.  The  grand  total  of  machinery 
exports  in  August  was  42,850  tons  as 
against  36,380  in  July.  The  respective 
value  was  4,081  million  marks  in  Au- 

gust compared  with  1,761  in  July.  In 
spite  of  the  increase  of  the  quantity 
and  the  apparent  rise  of  value  in  paper 
marks,  their  value,  in  gold  marks, 
shows  no  increase. 

Great  alarm  has  been  caused  in  the 
machine  building  industry  by  the  doub- 

ling of  the  export  tax.  A  special  meet- 
ing of  the  Society  of  German  Machine 

Building  Works,  which  is  now  heading 
all  German  machine  building  associa- 

tions, has  been  convened  to  protest 
against  this  increase  and  against  the 
view  entertained  in  public  opinion,  as 
well  as  in  official  circles,  that  machine 
builders  are  reaping  enormous  profits 
out  of  the  exchange  situation.  Various 
speakers,  amongst  them  Direktor 
Becker,  of  one  of  Germany's  largest machine  tool  building  works,  the  Kalker 
Machine  Tool  Works,  maintained  that 

freight  and  the  taxes,  levied  on  ex- 
ports, leave  to  the  manufacturer  a  net 

price  hardly  as  high  as  domestic  prices. 
Fictitious  Paper  Profits 

The  price  of  raw  materials  has  al- 
ready reached  the  world  market  level. 

The  only  advantage  remaining  to  Ger- 
man machine  building  in  comparison  to 

foreign  competitors,  it  was  said,  is  the 
low  cost  of  labor,  which  is,  however, 
largely  counteracted  by  the  drop  in  effi- 

ciency. Taking  into  account  the  cost 
of  transportation  and  foreign  import 
duties,  there  is,  so  it  was  said,  hardly 
any  margin  left  for  the  German  manu- 

facturer to  make  his  price  attractive  to 
foreign  buyers. 

The  profits  paid  out  in  paper  marks 
are  in  no  case  more  than  from  2  to  3 
times  their  pre-war  figures  in  spite  of 
the  enormous  depreciation  of  the 
money.  This  was  said  in  corroboration 
of  the  contention  that  the  financial  situ- 

ation of  the  machine  building  industry 
is  by  no  means  as  satisfactory  as  it 
appears  on  the  surface.  A  scrutiny 
of  the  dividends  paid  in  the  machine 
tool  industry,  which  is  one  of  the  most 
fortunate  lines,  provides,  indeed,  a 
striking  illustration  of  this  fact.  From 
the  annual  reports  of  a  number  of 
works  just  published,  the  figures  in  the 
accor.-.panying  table  ■  are  of  particular interest: 

It  is  seen  from  these  figures  that  the 
capital  stock  has  increased,  but  not 
nearly  commensurate  with  the  depreci- 

ation of  the  money.  This,  in  itself, 
is  a  healthy  sign,  as  the  increase  has  in 
most  cases  been  put  into  the  shape  of 
tangible   assets.     The   profits  paid  out 

TABLE     SHOWING     CAPITAL    STOCK    .AND    COMPARATIVE    PROFITS     OF 
PRINCIPAL  GERMAN   TOOL  BUILDERS 

Capital 
million           Profits     1921/22  Profits  Sinking 
marks             Paper        Gold         1914  Funds 

1914     1922          Marks       Marks  Marks  Marks 
Kalker  MaschincnfabrikBreuer-Schumaoher       3,6        7,2       2,430,000      2,000  500,000  7,C00.000 
Wi-rkzeugmaschincnfabrikGildemeister                         1            4        1,460,000      1,460        60,000  600,000 
Deutsche  NilesWcrke                             4          10       4,690,000      4,690  386,000  1,800,000 
Seahs.  Werkzeugmaseh.  Bemb,  Escher           1,5           5      3,600,000     3,600  150,000  550,000 
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ta  Tlav  of  tba  bailnaaa  Japraaainw. 
ia  apparaatly  coatUwiaK  tha  at- 
«to«a  la  nparatiaaa  ia  atfaacty 
im-  Ltttla  ia  baard  aajrat  of 
raaalu  arbieirMi  br  tba  Sttanaa 

wbirb.  —  win  be  rcaMoi- 
la  tba  larc^  workinr  arrangv* 

ao  tmr  for  reparation*  in 
fcM,  bat  fraatMt  inUrtat  ia  foeuaaad 
aatM  pfoalaai  «•  to  bow  H  will  work 
aak  ia  praetie*.  NoaMroaa  manofae- 
taian  art  trring  to  aatabliab  eoonae- 
^•m  with  tba  Btlnnaa  cooibin*  or  similar 
aataayrlaaaw  of  which  an  additional 
aBMbar  ava  la  the  Kate  of  preparation. 
Ta  tba  aaaa  impaiaa  mtut  ba 

Mtribad  tha  laaawiiil  attantion  the  Ru>- 
aiaa  awrlcaC  ia  raceivinx  in  Germany. 

Aa  agmmant  ratantljr  arrived  at  he- 
tha  tiai  af  Otto  Wotlf  ( which  u 

fraataat   aaw    eompany 
tba  war  and  controllini 

ta  tMa 

nt  of  a   number  ol 
aad  alaal  work*  of  the  flnt  rank 
ilaa  aawral  machine  tool  worka)  oa 
m0  haa4  and  the  Ruuian  Gorem- 
«a  dM  atber.  ha*  added  fresh  teat 

iTaaiinl     Thi*   arreament  is 
a  a  larta  aralc  for  tbe  iron. 
Bwrbinery  indoatrr  and  tha 

jral  caudadad.   A  aimilar  arrco* 
  !■  aaariac  aaanlation  brtween  tha 
■■■laa  Bun  aa4  tta  firm  of  Knipp, 
•air  aaaHlBg  tba  aalation  of  Ux-  prob- 
IMB  aff  taaaaBc.  In  this  eonnertion  it 

ha  aMBtitoaad  that  the  Society  of 
Eactaaora  i*  now  publishinK  in 

aaajaactiaa  wiil>  tl»a  Soviat  Govarn* 
»n  aditioa  of  tbair  Joar* 

b  fotaa  to  ba  diotrfbolod 
ia  SaaSa  thraagh  oflMal 
Tbia  autai  pi  iaa  ia  stitmitly 
by  Oanaaa  ladaattr.  wbicb 

la  miri  ttiaa  aaar  alart  to  tha  oppor- 
laaltlii  wtitch  tba  Boaaian  auritat  off- 
ara  m  tJM  fntur* 

Leather  Belt  Exports 
laerctM  fn  October 

taa  coaiplM  by  tha 
aa4  Daawtic  Conn- 
Sutaa  anortad  »l.l 

af  laatWr  baHinr 
la  OMobar,  IMf. 

ia  ̂
 

Simonds  Stimulates  Study 
of  Economics 

Aetaatad  by  the  de*ir«  to  advanca  tha 
stadr»  aad  mora  gvneral  appreciation  of 
■taanailBa,  Alvaa  T.  Simonos,  Pn>*i<irnt of  tha  Siaaoada  Saw  Co..  Fitchburi;, 
Maaa.,  and  Chieago,  111.,  proposes  an 
aaaay  contaat  opan  to  pupil*  of  bixh 
aebool*  and  normal  •chools  in  the  Unitud 
Stataa  and  Canada.  Mr.  Simund*  ufTori 
two  prise*  of  11.000  and  |50U  for  the 
boat  aaaay*  written  by  ■tudont*  on  the 
aabJact:  "The  Lack  of  Economic  In- 
taU{|aaca  and  Some  of  thi>  Injurie*  it 
baaCaoaad  Individual  and  General  Wal- 
fkfo  ta  tha  United  Sutea  aineo  1860." Mr.  SimonJ*  hope*  this  contest  will 
ialareat  many  in  tha  study  of  eco- 
Bomics,  who  miirht  otherwise  pas*  it  by. 
He  also  ex|>ects  it  will  aid  in  crt>atinfc 
a  public  sentiment  that  will  result  in 
the  practical  atudy  of  tha  subject  in 
*e«ondary  schools  as  part  of  the  train- 

ing of  every  teacher.  By  wny  of  suir- 
gaation,  the  donor  of  th(>  prizes  points 
to  the  fact  tiiat  unemployment,  hard 
time*,  and  business  failures  are  eco- 

nomic disorders,  which  like  the  disease* 
of  the  human  body  can  be  avoided  by 
greater  economic  intelligence.  The 
aaaars  which  Mr.  Siraonds  anticipates 
abould  deal  with  facts  of  this  kind  a.s 
well  a*  explain  concrete  examples  of 
injury  to  individual  or  general  welfari-, 
due  to  lack  of  economics  intelligence. 
The  readineaa  of  many  to  accept  eco- 

nomic fallaciea  and  to  act  upon  them  ia 
another  phase  of  the  aub/ect  writers 
may  dwell  upon. 
A*  a  foundation  from  which  the- 

aaaay*  may  be  conatmcted  Mr.  Simondx 
suggests  that  fact*  and  examples  which 
bear  on  the  subiect  should  come  from 
the  history  of  the  United  States  since 
1880  with  special  emphasi*  upon  the 

present. Rule*  govemlDir  the  contest  have 
been  prepared,  and  persons  interested 
may  obtain  copies  of  them  by  address- 

ing the  Simond*  Economic  Prise  Con- 
test. 470  Main  Street.  Pitchburg,  Mas*. 

New  Enterprises  Total 
$808,719,600 

Botum*  npecially  compiled  by  the 
Journal  of  Cotnmrree  indicate  that 
aavanty-six  new  companiea  were  oriran- 
iaad  under  the  lawa  of  the  principal 
alataa  during  November  with  an  au- 

thorised captUi  of  $100,000  or  more, 
involiring  the  sum  of  $HOH,710,«00.  This 
ia  tha  beat  monthly  ahowing  in  some 
time.  In  November  a  year  ago  720 
companies  were  incorporated  with  a 
eonUned  autboriaad  capital  of  t'MT^ M6.100.  Tha  Oetobar  return*  of  this 
year  alwwed  that  7M  cumpanie*  took 
oat  rhartera,  rapraaenting  a  total  of 
9«S1 .1(77 .390. 

Since  Jan.  1  tbara  were  8,686  new 
cnncems  chartered  with  a  combined 
caplUl  of  %1fiMJZtit;M0.  During  the 
Arst  eleven  month*  of  1921  K,744  com- 

panies Tried  articles  of  incorporation, 

rapraaenting  a  grand  total  of  |7,.'{40,- 69.100. 
Aa  aaual  Delaware  easily  makes  the 

he«t  abowinr  in  tha  returns,  followed 
by  Prnnavlvania.  New  York,  New  Jer- 

sey and  liaaaacnoaatta. 
The    tneraaaa    notad    in    tha   Hgurea 

November  Brought  More 
Failures 

There  were  1,758  failuraa  reported  to 
Bradatreet'*  for  the  month  of  Novem- 

ber, an  increase  of  9.8  per  cent  over 
tlie  total  for  October  and  the  lar^st 
number  reported  in  any  month  since 
May.  Compared  with  November  a  year 
ago  failures  were  10.7  per  cent  fewer 
in  number,  but  there  was  64  per  cent 
mure  than  in  November,  1020,  and  over 
four  times  a*  many  as  in  November. 
1919. 
A*  regards  liabilities,  it  might  be 

noted  that  the  November  total  thta 

year,  964,080326.  ia  46  par  cent  in  ex- cess of  those  for  October,  and  the 
largest  for  any  month  since  April.  The 
total  is,  however,  25.7  per  cent  below 
that  of  November  a  year  ago,  though 
21  per  cent  above  the  total  for  Novem- 

ber. 1020.  A*  comparoil  with  November, 
1919,  liabilities  for  tlie  month  Just  ended 
are  mora  than  aix  tiniea  aa  great. 

Business  Items I 

lllu<trate«  probably  lietter  than  anv- 
thng  else  that  optimism  pravaila  in 
banking  and  industrial  circlaa  regard- 

The  Ramsdell  Tool  and  Manufactur- 
ing Co.,  of  Worcester,  Mass.,  haa  re- 

centlv  been  incorporated  under  the  lawa 
uf  Massachusetts,  to  engage  in  the 
manufacture  of  tools,  etc.  Their  capital 
atock  is  $25,000,  and  the  officers  are: 
President  and  treasurer,  Frederick  M. 
Ramsdell,  41  Irving  St.,  Worcester; 
and  secretary,  William  H.  Ramsdell. 
The  New  Haven  Malleable  Iron  Co.. 

New  Haven,  Conn.,  has  recently  in- 
creased their  capital  stock  from 

$50,000  to  $160,000. 
The  Locomobile  Co.  of  America  at 

Bridgeport.  Conn.,  by  order  of  Referet 
Kcoirn,  has  been  formally  transferred 
to  the  trustees  of  the  new  Locomobile 
Co.  of  America,  a  New  York  corpora- 

tion, controlled  by  W.  C.  Durant,  prea. 
ident  of  Durant  Motor  Co.. 

The  Spotz  Manufacturing  Co..  Inc., 
of  Stamiord.  Conn.,  rei'etitly  incorpor- 

ated to  engage  in  the  manufacture  of 
machinery,  etc.  (as  per  item  published 
in  a  recent  issue  of  the  American  Ma- 
chinint),  organized  the  poHt  week  by 
the  election  of  the  following  officers: 
Hurry  M.  Rice,  president;  C.  A.  Spotz, 
vice-president;  Carleton  Pratt,  treas- 

urer; and  A.  H.  Emory,  Jr.,  secretary. 
The  Boall  Brothera  Co..  Clinton. 

Conn.,  haa  recently  been  incorporated 
under  the  lawa  of  Connecticut,  to  en- 

fcaga  in  the  general  manufacturing 
business,  makina:  metal  novelties,  ape- 
cialties,  etc.  Tne  capital  stock  of  the 
concern  is  $2r>,000,  and  the  firm  will 
commence  buxiness  with  $2.'>,000.  The 
incorporators  are  William  H.  and  0.  V. 
Bueir,  both  of  I/owcll,  Mass.;  Edgar 
and  8.  M.  W.  Buell,  both  of  Clinton, 
Conn. 

The  Brightman  Manufacturing  Co., 
located  on  Marion  Rd.,  rolumbuii,  Ohio, 
ha*  been  reorganized  following  tht>  pur- 
chaae  of  tha  atock  from  L.  H.  Bright- 
man  and  Mary  C.  Brightman,  by  a 
ayndicata  headed  by  William  C.  Wag- 

goner of  Chicago.  In  the  reorganiza- 
tion William  C.  Waggoner  was  elcct<Kl 

presiilenl;  J.  P.  Dodda,  who  has  been 
general  manager,  wa*  named  vice  presi- 

dent and  general  manager;  R.  C.  John- 
*on,  secratary,  and  Paul  A.  DcLong, 
treasurer.    These  ofllcera  with  Thomas 
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Ferry,  of  the  Ferry  Cap  and  Screw  Co., 
of  Cleveland,  constitute  the  board  of 
directors.  The  concern  will  manufac- 

ture shafting,  shafting  equipment  and 
steel  nuts. 

Briggs  &  Turivas,  Inc.,  Westminster 
Bldg.,  Chicago,  111.,  has  purchased  the 
iron  and  steel  plant  of  Frederick  Cowin 
and  Co.,  Inc.,  Joliet,  111.,  formerly  the 
Joliet  Rolling  Mills.  The  plant  is  a 
complete  one,  consisting  of  a  combina- 

tion 8-in.  and  12-in.  finishing  mill,  12-in. 
and  16-in.  finishing  mill  and  a  22-in. 
muck  mill.  It  has  a  capacity  of  5,000 
tons  monthly  of  finished  iron  and  steel 
and  five  railroads  serve  the  property. 
Whether  the  plant  will  be  sold  by 
Briggs  &  Turivas,  Inc.,  as  a  going 
proposition  or  dismantled  by  them  is 
not  yet  known. 
The  Monitor  Controller  Co.,  of 

Baltimore,  manufacturer  of  the  "Just 
Press  a  Button"  system  of  automatic 
control  for  all  motor-driven  apparatus 
have  recently  established  in  the  south 
a  branch  office  at  1100  Elm  St.,  Bir- 

mingham, Ala.  William  H.  Neville 
will  be  in  charge. 

The  Bemis  Car  Truck  Co.,  369  Birnie 
Ave.,  Springfield,  Mass.,  is  about  to 
build  an  addition  to  its  plant,  to  cost 
$15,000.  It  will  be  a  one-story  struc- 

ture, 55  feet  wide  by  141  feet  in  depth. 
The  Bead  Chain  Manufacturing  Co. 

of  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  manufacturer  of 
the  bead  chain  for  electric  light  sock- 

ets, during  the  past  week  increased  its 
capital  stock  from  $50,000  to  $300,000, 
same  to  be  used  mostly  to  increase 
production. 

The  Westfield  (Mass.)  Manufactur- 
ing Co.  has  changed  its  name  to  the 

Westwire  Co.  Production  of  screw 
machine  products,  punch  press  work 
and  radio  goods  will  continue  to  be  the 

concern's  principal  lines. 
The  Cobum  Machine  Co.,  has  been 

incorporated  at  San  Diego,  Cal.,  to  deal 
in  automobiles  and  machinery,  and  to 
carry  on  a  machine  shop  with  a  capital- 

ization of  $50,000,  of  which  $300  is  paid 
up.  The  incorporators  are  W.  E. 
Cobum,  C.  W.  Cobum  and  L.  B.  Hen- 
derson. 

The  Ross  Cutter  and  Machine  Works, 
Inc.,  Boston,  Mass,  is  the  name  of  a 
new  company  recently  incorporated  by 
J.  A.  Ross  and  J.  E.  Bellows,  formerly 
associated  with  the  S.  A.  Woods  Ma- 

chine Co.  The  new  concern  will  manu- 
facture woodworking  cutters  and  knives. 

The  plants  of  the  American  and 
British  Manufacturing  Co.,  at  Bridge- 

port, Cann.,  and  at  Providence,  R.  I., 
have  been  ordered  sold  by  Judge  John 
C.  Knox  of  the  United  States  District 
Court  of  Southern  New  York  district. 
Bids  for  the  plants  will  be  opened  Dec 
22  by  Receiver  George  C.  Van  Tuyl, 
Jr.,  at  the  offices  of  Messrs.  Flaherty, 
Turner  &  Stevens,  2  Rector  St.,  New 
York  City.  Both  plants  are  extensive, 
the  one  at  Bridgeport  alone  consisting 
of  about  seven  acres  of  ground,  and 
about  sixteen  major  factory  structures, 
with  spur  tracks  and  dockage  facilities.. 
A  certified  check  for  10  per  cent  is  to 
accompany  all   bids. 

The  V.  &  O.  Press  Co.,  manufacturer 
of  presses,  dies  and  sheet  metal  work- 

ing machinery,  and  for  many  years  lo- 
cated in  Glendale,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  has 

started  v/ork  on  a  new  factory  at  Hud- 
son, N.  Y.,  where  the  business  will  be 

moved   about   May   1,    1923.      The  new 

building  will  give  improved  and  in- 
creased facilities  for  the  manufacture 

of  the  company's  high  grade  products, and  will  also  enable  the  company  to 
broaden  the  scope  of  its  opera  iions. 

The  Delta  Manufacturing  Co.,  manu- 
facturer of  needles  for  talking  ma- 

chines, has  removed  its  plant  from 
Lowell  to  Westfield,  Mass.,  and  installed 
its  machinery  in  the  Westfield  Power 
Co.  building. 

The  Ohio  Valley  Machine  Shop, 
Moundsville,  W.  Va.,  has  under  con- 

struction a  large  addition  to  its  works 
on  Thompson  Ave.,  in  that  city. 
The  Watkins  Manufacturing  Co., 

Wichita,  Kan.,  through  E.  A.  Watkins, 
president,  announces  that  it  will  add  a 
new  addition  to  its  plant  in  the  near 
future.  The  firm  will  spend  approxi- 

mately $12,000  on  a  new  machine  shop 
addition  and  it  is  proposed  also  to  house 
a  part  of  the  Kansas  planing  mill  in 
this  new  building. 

The  Baldwin  Locomotive  Works  has 
booked  new  business  amounting  to 
$58,919,345  during  11  months  of  this 
year,  compared  with  $26,924,126  for  the 
same  period  in  1921. 

The  Studebaker  Corp.  last  week  or- 
dered a  stock  dividend  of  25  per  cent 

paid  to  common  stockholders.  Direc- 
tors at  a  special  meeting  took  the  ac- 
tion necessary  for  the  payment  of  the 

stock  disbursement.  The  distribution 
will  be  made  on  Dec.  29  to  holders  of 
record  as  of  Dec.  16.  No  action  by 
stockholders  is  necessary,  as  the  cor- 

poration has  authorized  common  capital 
of  $75,000,000  of  which  only  $60,000,000 
is  outstanding. 

turing  Co.,  has  been  elected  chairman 
of  the  committee  on  instruments  and 
measurements  of  the  American  Insti- 

tute of  Electrical  Engineers.  He  has 
been  a  member  of  the  Committee  since 
1920. 

George  J.  Keller,  who  has  been 
identified  with  the  Hannifin  Manufac- 

turing Co.,  Chicago,  manufacturer  of 
air-operated  chucking  equipment  and 
adjustable  boring  and  reaming  bars, 
has  been  appointed  district  representa- 

tive of  the  company  for  northern  Ohio 
with  headquarters  at  1411  Savannah 
Ave.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

George  L.  Erwin,  who  has  been  for 
the  past  ten  years  with  the  St.  Louis 
office  of  Manning,  Maxwell  &  Moore,  is 
now  with  the  sales  department  of  the 
Chicago  office  of  Kerney  &  Trecker.  He 
succeeds  H.  H.  Shierk,  who  is  now  with 
the  Chicago  sales  department  of  the 
Miehle  Printing  Press  Co. 

James  J.  McCarthy  who  has  been 
prominently  indentified  in  the  Railway 
Supply  business  for  many  years  died  on 
Nov.  25,  at  his  late  residence.  No.  4800 
Kimbark  Avenue,  Chicago,  111.,  at  the 
age  of  80.  Mr.  McCarthy  was  one  of 
the  original  organizers  of  the  Independ- 

ent Pneumatic  Tool  Co.,  and  served  as 
a  director  up  to  the  time  of  his  death. 
He  also  organized  the  Chicago-Cleve- 

land Car  Roofing  Co.,  and  up  to  the 
time  of  his  death  had  taken  an  active 
part  in  its  business. 

C.  G.  Taylor  has  been  appointed 
director  of  purchases  of  the  Westing- 
house  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co., 
according  to  an  announcement  by  offi- 

cials of  the  company.  He  will  have 
general  supervision  of  the  purchasing 
activities  of  all  plants,  comprising  the 
electrical  group,  including  the  East 
Pittsburgh;  East  Springfield,  Mass.; 
Newark,  N.  J.;  Mansfield,  O. ;  Cleve- 

land, O.;  Trafford,  Pa.;  South  Bend, 
Ind.;  Homewood,  Pittsburgh,  and  Derry, 
Pa.,  plants. 
Walter  B.  Lashar,  president  of  the 

American  Chain  Co.,  Bridgeport,  Conn., 
and  well  known  industrially  through- 

out the  United  States,  is  recuperating 
at  the  Bridgeport  Hospital,  after  an 
operation  for  appendicitis. 

William  H.  Raye,  president  of  the 
Laconia  (N.  H.)  Car  Co.,  manufacturer 
of  trolley  cars,  etc.,  has  been  elected 
president  of  the  reorganized  Walter  M. 
Lowney  Co.,  of  Boston,  maker  of  the 
famous  "Lowney"  chocolates,  candies, et  cetera. 

L.  M.  Waite  has  been  made  general 
manager  of  the  Garvin  Machine  Co., 
Spring  &  Varick  St.,  New  York  City. 

J.  F.  Mitchell,  for  the  past  two 
years  in  charge  of  the  tool-making  de- 

partment of  the  Weston  Electrical  In- 
strument Co.,  Newark,  N.  J.,  has  sev- 

ered his  connection  with  the  ̂ company. 

G.  A.  Sawin,  assistant  to  the  man- 
ager of  the  supply  department  of  the 

Westinghouse    Electric    and    Manufac- 

Foi-thcomin^  Meetings 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  January 

27  to  February  3.  1923,  Coliseum  and  First 
Regiment  Armory,    Cliicago,    111. 

American  EnKineerinir  Conncll,  Annual 
Meeting.  January  11  and  12,  at  the  head- 

quarters of  F.  A.  E.  S.,  24  Jacl<son  Place, 
Washington,  D.  C.  Iv.  W.  Wallace,  Secre- 

tary. 

American  Institute  of  Electrical  Engi- 
neers, Mid-Winter  Meeting,  February  14  to 

16.  Engineering  Societies  Bldg.,  New  York. 
F.    L.    Hutchinson,    Secretary. 

Universal  Patent  ExpoNitlon,  First  Annual 
Convention  and  exhibit  of  patents  and  in- 

ventions. Grand  Central  Palace,  New  York 
City,  February  17  to  22,  1923.  A.  B.  Cole, 
110  West  40th  St.,  New  York  City,  is  <Aalr- man. 

American  Institute  of  Mining)  and  Metal- 
lurgical Kngineers,  Annual  Meeting,  Feb- 

ruary 19  to  21.  Engineering  Societies' Bldg., New  York.     F.  S.  Shartiess.  Secretary. 

American        Foundrymen's        Association. 
Annual  convention,  and  exhibition  at 
Public  Hall,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  April  30  to 
May  3.  1923.  C.  E.  Hoyt,  140  South  Dear- 

born  St..    Chicago  is  secretary. 

American  Electro  Chemical  Society,  Semi- 
annual meeting.  Hotel  Commodore,  New 

York  City.  May  3  to  5,  1923.  Colin  G. 
Fink.  327  South  I,a  Salle  St.,  Chicago,  111., is  secretary. 

National  }SUiiply  and  Machinery  Dealers' 
Association;  Southern  Supply  and  Machin- 

ery I>eaIt'rN*  Association;  and  the  American 
•Supply  and  Muchinery  Manufacturers'  .As- sociation, triple  convention,  in  Cincinnati. 
Ohio,  May  17.  18,  19.  1923.  F.  D.  Mitchell. 
1S19  Broadway.  New  York  City,  is  secre- tary. 

American    Society    for    Testing    Materials. 
.\nnual  meeting  at  Atlantic  City,  June. 
1923.  C.  L.  Warwick,  1315  .Spruce  bl.. 
Philadelphia,   is  secretary. 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted 

Ala.,  Birmingham — Inter  City  Bus  Line, 
(garage  and  machine  shop) — lathe,  diill 
press,  emery  wheel  and  stand,  belting,  elec- 

tric drill,  arbor  press,  shaft,  2  ton  chain 
falls,  hangers  and  pulleys. 

Conn..  Waterbury — P.  L.  Rcid,  R.  F.  D. 
Rout©  5,  (tool  work) — one  14  in.  Hendey 
lathe  and  other  small  tool  room  equipment. 

Ky.,  Louisville — Louisville  Garage  Co. — 
equipment  for  proposed  $100,000  garage  and 
service  station  on  5th  St. 

La.,  New  Orleans — Auto  Hospital,  620 
Julia  St.,  A.  Bray,  proprietor— one  electric 
drill  for  heavy  work,  and  one  12  in.   lathe. 

Md..  Baltimore — Baltimore  &  Ohio  R.R. 
Co..  Baltimore  and  Charles  Sts.,  W.  S. 
Galloway,  Purch.  Agt. — angle  straightening machine. 

Mich.,  Ann  Arbor — American  Auto  Sales 
2o.,  310  East  Washington  St. — milling  ma- 
;hine,  drill  and  straightening  presses  tor 
iutomobile  repairing. 

Midi..  Detroit — Inter  City  Bus  Line,  207 
South  Woodward  Ave.— drill  press.  12  x  14 
in.  lathe,  emery  wheel  and  stand  and  arbor 
press    (used). 

Mo.,  Kansas  City — H.  R.  Bremer,  413 
North  Drury  Ave.,  (machine  shop) — lathe, 
motor,  chucks  and  small  machinist  hand 
tools. 

N.  Y.,  BnfiTala — Eaglea  &  Kiener,  3074 
Main  St.    (garage) — tools  for  repair  shop. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — A.  B.  Goehler,  288  Gene- 
see St. — equipment  for  machine  shop. 

N.  Y.,  Bufl-alo — E.  Hank  &  W.  C.  Radel, 
Genesee  and  Johnson  Sts. — equipment  for 
service  station,  including  1,000  gal.  gaso- 

line tank  and  pump. 

X.  Y..  Buffalo—B.  B.  Harris  &  Co.,  22 
Maurice  St. — equipment.  Including  two  1,000 
gal.  gas  tanks  and  pumps  for  .service  sta- 

tion on  Tonawanda  and  Ontario  Sts. 
N.  Y.,  Buffalo — J.  Kahabka,  1261  Fill- 

more Ave. — equipment  for  automobile  re- 
pair shop. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — Kensington-Davis  Corp., 
144  Kensington  Ave.,  R.  E.  Lynd,  Purch. 
Agt. — equipment  for  metal  foundry  and  ma- 

chine shop. 

X.  Y.,  Buffalo — Pennzoil  Co.,  Inc.,  158 
Pearl  St. — equipment,  including  1.000  gal. 
gas  tank  and  pump  for  service  station  at 
2082  Niagara  St. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — Valyear  Electric  Service 
Co.,  2467  Niagara  St. — equipment,  including 
550  gal.  gas  tank  and  pump  for  service 
.station   at    145   Ontario   St. 

Jf.  Y..  JampHtnwn — Standard  Oil  Co.,  of 
New  York,  258  Cre.'Jcent  St. — tools  and  me- 

chanical equipment  for  $8,000  gasoline  and 
service  station  on  South  Main  St. 

K.  Y..  New  York — H.  Kleinert,  920  Brook 
Ave.,  (machine  shop) — drill  press  and  .small 
screw  engine. 

X.  Y..  RiorheHter — North  East  Electric 
Co..  348  Whitney  St.,  (electric  starting  sys- 

tems)— one  Wieland  standard  6  in.  pipe 
threader  and  cutter;  one  No.  66  Jarecki 
pipe  machino    (used). 

N.  Y.,  Rochester — M.  Wagner,  186  Frank- 
lin St. — tools  and  equipment  for  garage  and 

automobile  service  station. 

O.,  Columbus  —  Anchor  Concrete  Mchy. 
Co.,  530  Dublin  Ave.,  B.  F.  Olsen,  Adrian. 
Mich.,  Purch.  Agt. — planer  and  1  or  2  lathes 
for  factory  at  Adrian,  Mich. 

O.,  ColnmhuR — Capital  Lift  &  Mfg.  Co.. 
302  Comstock  BIdg.,  F.  M.  Taylor,  Purch. 
Agt. — 36i  in.  lathe  and  one  drill  press  for 
proposed  machine  shop. 

O..  Columbas — Scott  &  Leihy,  reap  135 
North  Front  St.,  R.  S.  Leiby.  Purch.  Agt. — 
metal  working  machinery,  including  cutting 
oft  machine  and  slotting  machine. 

Okla.,  Henryetta — Colonial  Supply  Co., 
(manufacturer  of  oil  well  supplies,  etc.) — 
machine  shop  equipment  for  works  at 
Weleetka. 

Pa.,  Carlisle — Miller  Bros. — machine  shop 
and  automobile  service  shop  equipment  to 
replace  that  which  was  destroyed  by  flre. 

Pa.,  Fittsbnrgrh — H.  D.  Shawkej  Motor 
Co.,  5526  Penn  Ave. — machinery  and  tools 

for  proposed  repair  department  on  Penn 
and  Pacific  Aves. 

Pa.,  Plttsbargrh — National  Tube  Co.,  Frick 
Bldg.,  S.  M.  Lynch,  Purch.  Agt.  —  large hydraulic  press. 

Wis^  Milwaukee — Bahde  Mfg.  Co.,  2621 
Vino  St.,  (manufacturer  of  patented  mech- 

anical articles),  C.  A.  H.  Bahde,  Purch.  Agt 
— 24    in.  shaper. 

Wis..  Milwankee — E.  Scheunemann.  1445 
26th  St. — sheet  metal  working  madiinery, 
including  brake,  bender,  etc. 

Wis.,  Sheboygan — F.  Heuer,  1608  South 
13th  St. — automobile  repair  machinery  for 
new  garage  and  repair  shop. 

Wis.,  Watertown — Breuer-Stone,  Inc.,  c/o 
W.  C.  Stone,  Bank  or  Watertown  Bldg. — 
machine  tools  and  machinery  for  the  manu- 

facture of  specially  designed  machinery. 
Wis.,  WaukesIiR — Spring  Cit.v  Auto  Co., 

220  West  Main  St. — repair  machinery  and 
motors  tor  proposed  garage. 

Wis..  West  Aliig  —  G.  Richards,  7125 
Greenfield  Ave. — one  lathe  for  automobile 
repair  work. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ark.,  Texarkana  —  Williams-Hubbard 
Peanut  Co.,  A.  Williams,  I'urcli.  Agt.  — 
power  paper  cutter. 

Calif.,  Log  Antreles  —  Webber  McCrea 
Book  Binder  Co.,  202  East  4th  St.,  A.  Web- 

ber,   Purch.   Agt. — ruling    machine    feeders. 
Calif.,  San  Fernando — R.  H.  Glenn,  (Job 

printer) — newspaper  press. 
Conn..  Waterbury — Case  Metal  Wks. — 

shear  tor  cutting  4  in.  brass. 

D.  C,  Wash. — J.  A.  Wetmore,  Acting  Su- 
pervising Archt.,  Treasury  I)ept. — receiving 

bids  until  Dec.  28,  laundry  machinery  for 
the  U.  S.  Veterans  Hospital,  Bronx,  N.  Y. 

Oa.,  Union  Point  —  Union  Mfg.  Co., 
(manufacturer  of  hosiery,  paper  boxes,  etc.) 
— one  Payne  bobbin  winder  and  one  Sar- 
gents  yarn  conditioning  machine. 

Ky..  Salem — G.  D.  Hearne — machinery 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  zinc 
and  byproducts. 

ni.,  Chicago — G.  E.  Corbett  Boiler  &  Tank 
Co.,  1332  Cortland  St. — three  1  ton  electric hoists. 

III..  Chlcaso — Empire  State  Ice  Co.,  76 
West  Monroe  St. — $225,000  worth  of  Ice  and 
refrigeration  machinery. 

III.,  Chicago  —  Guarantee  Sign  Service 
Corp.,  430  South  California  Ave.,  W.  Dres- 

den. Purch.  Agt. — 2  power  job  printing 
presses.  Stone  power  paper  cutter  and  other 
printing  equipment. 

III.,  Chicago  —  Landfleld  &  Bloom.  128 
North  Wells  St..  (printer).  V.  Notary, 
Purch.  Agt. — Gordon  press  and  paper  cutter 
with  power  attachment. 

Ind.,  EvansvlIIo  —  Globe.  Bosse,  World 
Furniture  Co.,  600  West  Maryland  St. — 
woodworking  machinery  and  equipment  for 
addition  to  plant. 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — J.  Briggis,  3323  Park 
Ave. — machinery  and  equipment  for  the 
manufacture  of  stucco  and  concrete 
products. 

Ind.,  New  .4lbany — Period  Cabinet  Mfg. 
Co. — machinery  and  equipment  for  addition 
to  furniture  factory. 

Kan.,  Wichita — Alpine  Ice  Co.,  13th  and 
Rock  Island  Sts.,  C.  M.  Beachy,  Purch. 
Agt. — 90  ton  ice  machine,  belting,  pulleys, 
hangers,  bearing.1  and  motor. 

Kan.,  Wichita — Jacob  Dodd  Packing  Co., 
21st  St.  and  Lawrence  Ave. — refrigeration 
equipment  for  proposed   plant. 

Kan.,  Wichita — B.  Roberts,  1423  North 
Lawrence  Ave.  (Job  printers) — linotype  ma- 

chine   (used   preferred). 

Ky..  Whick— G.  Noble — additional  coal 
mining  machinery  and  equipment. 

La..  Arcadia — -Bienville  Democrat — 12  x 
18  in.  Chandler  &  Price  Job  press,  remeltlng 
furnace,  linotype  and  matrix  box. 

La.,  Coushatta — Gulf  .State  Land  &  Lum- 
ber Co. — machinery  and  e(iuipment,  elec- 

trically driven,   for   lumber  mill   and  plant. 

Mass.,  Boston — Armstrong  Knitting  Mills, 
99  Chauncy  St. — machinery  for  addition  to 
knitting  mill  at  Roxbury. 

Mass.,  Bridgewatrr — L,  Q.  White  Shoe 
Co. — several  glass  folding  machines  for 
present  factory  (used)  ;  also  machinery  for 
proposed  factory. 

Mass..  Brighton  (Bo.ston  P.  O.) — M.  A. 
Lang,  238  Western  Ave. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  new  bakery  at  37  Everett  St. 

Mass.,  Brighton  (Boston  P.  O.) — New 
England  Spun  Silk  Corp„  342  Western 
Ave.,  (manufacturer  of  silk  specialties) — 
additional  machinery   (new  or  used). 

Mass.,  Cambridge  (Boston  P.  O.) — Palmer 
Electric  &  Mfg.  Co.,  175  5th  St. — one  power 
shear  for  cutting  14  gauge  plate. 

Mass.,  Clinton — Roubalx  Mills,  Inc.,  79U 
Main  St.,  (woolen  mills) — additional  ma- 

chinery for  dye  house. 
Mass.,  Dorchester  (Boston  P.  O.) — James 

Ru.ssell  Boiler  Wks.,  9  Dewar  St.,  (boiler 
.specialties) — machinery  and  small  tools  for new  addition  to  shop. 

Mass..  Everett — Bd.  Educ,  c/o  R.  Hobbs, 
E.  H.  Newton,  Chn.  Purch.  Comn. — wood- 

working and  metal  working  machinery  and 
tools  for  manual  training  department  of  new 
high  school. 

Mass.,  Fltchburg — St.  Francis  Mills,  (cot- 
ton mills),  R.  B.  Lowe.  Pres.,  c/o  ParkhlU 

Mfg.  Co. — additional  machinery  fop  mill. 
Mich.,  Lansing — Federal  DrM)  Forge  Co., 

South  Wa.shington  St.,  M.  R.  Carrier,  Genl. 
Mgr. — drop  forge  hammers  and  die  sinking 
equipment. 

Minn.,  Lake  Crystal  —  Graphic,  (news- 
paper)— 24  X  30J  in.  chassis  for  press. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — J.  Heidemann,  1454  St. 
Louis  Ave. — oil  pumps  and  storage  tanks 
for  filling  station  on  BlaJp  St.  and  St. Louis  Ave. 

Mo..  St.  Louis— L.  S.  Williams,  3232  Pine 
St.  (undertaker) — oil  pumps  and  storage 
tanks  for  filling  station  at  4017-19  Finney 
Ave. 

Mo.,  Springfield — B.  L.  Munell,  R.  O.  Box 
249    (contractor) — rock    crusher.  , 

Veb„  Lincoln  —  Mayer  Bros.  Co.,  1007 
19th  St.,  Fairbanks  platform  scales,  to 
weigh  up  to  1,000  lb. 

N.  J..  Essex  Fells — Evans  Lead  Co.,  S.  M. 
Evans,  Pres. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
plant,  for  the  manufacture  of  lead,  red  lead, 
oxide,  etc.,  at  Charlestown,  W.  Va. 

N.  Mex..  Lakewood — G.  E.  Wedel — knit- 
ting machinery. 

N.  Y..  Butaria  —  Batavia  Rubber  Co., 
Robertson  .St..  W.  Freeman,  owner,  (manu- 

facturer of  tires  and  tubes) — machinery 
and  equipment  to  increa.se  output  of  plant. 

N.  Y..  Binghamton — Binghamton  Caster 
&  Specialty  Co..  Inc..  c/o  H.  C.  Miller,  11 
Floral  Ave. — machinery  and  equipment  for 
the  manufacture  of  casters. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo— T.  Chaltas.  187  North 
Pearl  St. — candy  making  equipment. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo— Ebbco  Beverage  Co.,  Inc., 
449  Woodlawn  Ave.,  C.  J.  Harnick,  Purch. 
Agt. — equipment  for  the  manufacture  of beverages. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — Hoeffler  Ice  Cream  Co., 
Inc..  296  Connecticut  St. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  ice 
cream  products  for  branch  plant  at  Niagara 
Falls. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — Lewis  Electric  Mfg.  Co., 
1400  Niagara  .St. — machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  mechanical 

appliances. 
N.  Y..  Buffalo — Seneca  Iron  &  Steel  Co.. 

Erie  County  Bank  Bldg. — machinery  and 
equipment  for  addition  to  steel  works  at Blasdell. 

N.  Y..  Cayuta — F.  Vandrack,  Jr.— one  No. 
11  or  12  power  cutting  machine. 

N.  Y.,  Chatham — Chatham  Courier  Co. — 
power  .saw  with  guides,  .suitable  for  sawing 
slugs   or  solid  type-high   casts. 

N.  Y..  Cohooton — Wetmiller  Dairy  &  Farm 
Products  Co. — butter  making  machinery  for 
proposed  dairy. 

N.  Y.,  Kimira — James  Mfg.  Co.,  700 
Madison  Ave..  (manufacturer  of  farm 

equipment,  silos,  staunchions,  etc.)— -ma- chinery and  equipment  for  addition  to  plant. 
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The  Weekly  Price  Guide 
RIME  AND  FALL  UK  THE  MARKST 

.£l*rtratyur  copper  tiiMtod  at  Utc.  m»  acminst 

t4Ai;  pm  tk.  ia  N*w  York  warahoMw;  copprr  nuirket,  fM- 
•talljr,  aMW  rtaVtfr-*  Tin  abdwiac  betterment  in  buying; 

ipiitiit  at  ate.  u  conpMwd  vitb  MIc..  iMt  WMk.  Zinc 
■<>■■! ll  I*  te.  M  acnteet  1|c  per  lb.  Unseed  oil  firmer, 

vHb  ■•  (buv*  Ib  >|iiolattoin      Improvement  >l»o  shown  in 

lad  pic-iroa  price*,  Mfter.  Basic  and 

K*.  t  f^mdry  iroa  dmra  ttMi  bow  »3S  per  tan  at  Pitu- 
•idtt  froMi  valley.  Steel  thapes  quoted 

oT  tl  JO  per  100  lb..  Pittabarch.  for  dolivery  in 
of  lOO:  a*  hi(h  ai  12.10,  however,  ha*  been 

for  immediate  •hipment  Plate  tonnaces 

ao  readily:  quoutiom  now  tl.<>4#f2  per 
too  lb.,  at  mOt.  Plate  bayinc  moatly  for  tank  conatracdon 
aad  railway  tue.  Ban,  11.90  for  flrst  quarter  delivery; 

■till  at  12  per  100  lb 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

PIC  IRON  —  Per  groM   tea  —  Onetanoa*  compiled   by  The 
Uattbew  Addy  Co.: 

aNaNNATI 
Na.2Samb«ni    S27.S$ 
Nanbeni  BaMc     .  28  27 

SMtbat*  Ohio  No.  2  .">  27 
NEW  YORK-Tide«>irr  fMivery 
SaMbara  Ka.2<Mli<«n:;«02.7t)  32.44 

BliyiNCHAM 

K*.2Fo«adry        •        23.00 
PHILADFIPIIIA 

Pa..  N*.  2*  (iflicoa  I  3^2 .  75) 
Na.  2         

day  Fe««i   
CHICAGO 

NaL  2  Peaadry  local 
Na.  2  PoMdry.  Soeibcni  (tUicea  3.25«2.7S) 

PmSBURGH.  tadudtag  frciskt  cbartc  from  Valley 

New  2  Fe«ad(y   

29.64 

33.17 
28.00 
28.64 

28.50 
28.01 

25.00 2  5. a) 

30.00 

aum  MAdllNCRY  CAXTINCS    Co«i  in  c«nt«  per  lb.  of 

H0  lywbaeb,  Otn.  t»«  s  24-in.  di*..  bub  no'  cored,  good  quality 
•ray  ifea,  «ei(bt  27}  lb.: 
DmroM           6.0 

vJS. .  .■.v..v;;;;::;;::;;:::::::::::::::;:;:::*'ft 

  r^:   :•::::::::""::;::""":::  T, 
SHBKTB— Dam^: — ^  ..«  la  eann  per  pound  ia  varioo*  ritie* 

*••  •»>rbi  III;  alae  f be  !,•••  loMitiofii  from  mill: 
Pitt*  bunk. 

1  *«i* 

MaaAaaarfad       MiB  Uti  New  Ya«k  Cleralaad  Cbicafo 

Jf*»      •              2  50  4  1')  J  70  4.00 
2*"                             2  'O  4  24  J. 75  4  05 
S^J«                             2  70  4  2?  J  »0  4  10 
Na^U                             J  »  4.39  J. 90  4  20 

Macb 

Nai^  17  aad  21.       I  2Qf}.J$  4  7o  420  4,70 
Naiu22aad24.       )  2A].«0  i.7S  4  2$  4  70 
flaa.2Saad26        )  Mlf.4$  «  •)  4  30  4  75 
Maw  2*..                 3.lf#l.t0  «.«!  4  40  4*5 

Galvanised 
No*.   10  and  II. 

i    So*.  12  ind  14. 
No*.  17  and  21. 
Not.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   

Na.28   

Piitiburgh 

J  5';(«3.<0 
3.454|3.6U 
3.7S2S.90 3  40A4.05 

4.0S$4  20 

4  3504.50 

New  York 

4.'« 

5.00 

5.30 

5.4.' 

5.60 

5.90 

Gevcland 

4.40 

4.50 

4.8(1 

4.95 

5.10 
5.40 

Chicago 
4.NS 
4. 91 

siio 
5. 55 

S.">0 

WROUGHT  PIPE — The  following  diicounti  arc  to  jobber*  for 
cartoad  lot*  on  the  Utcit  Piitiburgh  biiing  card: 

Steel  Bl'TT  WEI.D  Iron 
Inche*  Black    Galv.  Inche*  Black 

lto3       M.  54t  I  to  U       34 
LAP  WELD 
471  2       29 

51}  24  to  4       321 
47)  4|to6       32) 
46J  7  to  12       30 

BUTT  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG.  PLAIN  ENDS 
1  toll       64  534  itol)       34 
2  to  3       65  54} 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    59 
2)  to  6    63 
7to8    60 
9  to  12    59 

Galv. 

19 

IS 

19 
19 

17 

20 

2       57 
24  to  4       61 
4{to6       60 
7  to  8       56 
9  to  12       50 

Malleable  fitting*. 

464  2       30 
504  24  to  4       33 
494  4ito6       32 
431  7  to  8       25 
37)  9  to  12       20 

Clatie*  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New 
itockadlainetliit.   Can  iron,  iiandard  lite*,  20-5%  off. 

17 

21 

20 

13 

8 

York 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warehouie  diicount*  a*  follow*: 
New  York      Cleveland         Chicago 
Black  Ualv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

I  to  3  in.atcclliuci  welded.  5? 
2)  to  bin.  iicci  Up  1 Malleable  fitting 

ttock  acll  at  liti  Irtt  6%.    Can  iron,  atandard  lixea,  32%  off. 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warehouae  price*  in  cent*  per  pound  in 
lOO-lb.  lot*: 

I  welded.  57%  44%  5547,  «J%  62}%  484% 
,  welded.  54%  41%  534^0  4()J%  s4%  M 
»gi.     C1a*>e(  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

Open  hearth  *prinK  iieel  (bair)  . 
Spring  iieel  (light)  (biic)   
Coppered  lleiiemer  rod*(baie).. 
Hoop  ttecl   
Cold  rullcd  itrip  (tcel   
Floor  plaict    
Cold  tiniihed  *haftingoractcw. , 
Cold  finiihed    flat*,  *quBr*5   
Striiciural   itiaprt  (ba*c)   
Soft  ilecl  bait  (bate)   
Soft  (ted  bar  ihape*  (bate) . .  . . 
Soft  *ieel   band*  (ba*e)   
Tank  plate*  (ba*c)   
Bar  iron  (2. 'A  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  li*i^   
Kleciric  welding  wire: 

New  York  O evrlan 
4.50 

6.00 6.00 

6.00 6.03 
8  00 

4.39 3.71 6.75 
8.25 

5.50 

5.16 
J. 90 

3.75 
4.40 

4.25 

3.14 

3.01 3.04 
2.91 3.04 
2.91 3.84 3.61 3.14 

3.01 
3.04 2.91 

S5®U)% 

40% 

d  Chicago 

4.. 50 

6.00 

6.10 
3.90 7.25 

5. SO 3.70 

4.20 
3.024 
2.924 

2.921 

3.55 3.024 

2.921 

50% 

4 
Awl 

8.00 

6.5(1 

6.25. 
.12®!) 
.llSl2 
.loSu 

METALS 

Current  Price*  in  Cent*  Per  Pound 

Copper,  dectralytic  (up  to  carlot*),  New  York      14.50 
Tin.  $-ton  lot*.  New  York      38.00 
Lead  (up  to  carlot*),  St.  Loui*   6.95®7.00t  New  York.  7.45 
Zinc  (up  to  carlot*).  Si.  Loui*   7.3097.35;  New  York.  8.00 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingot..  1-15  New  York  Q
.veland  Chicago tonlou    25.20  23.00  23.00 

Antimony  (Cbincie),  ton  ipot     7^7.25  8.50  7.75 
Copper  ahcct*.  bate,                              21.50  22.00  23.00 
Copper  wire  (carlo!*.!                               16.00  18.00  U>.25 
Copper  bar*  (ton  loll)     20.00  23. Ou  19.50 
Copper  I ubing  (lOO-lb.lou)     24.75  25.00  23.00 
BraM*hc*i*  (lOO-tb.  lot*)                     18.50  20.75  IK. 75 
Bra*atubinc(IOO-lb.  lot!)                     23.00  24.00  20.50 
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IS. 75 

20.00 

36.00 

METALS— Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Brass  rods  (1,000-Ib.  lots)      17.00  19.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)      19.00  20.75 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)      10.25  10.25 
Solder  (^  and  ̂ ),  (caselots)     27.50  24.75 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)      35.00  47.00 
Babbitt  metal  (35%  tin)      25.00  17.50 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00       
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .    39.00     .... 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)        50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese       54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese     57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.J.: 
Shot.  ...    32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...      48.00 
Blocks      32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 

Cold  drawn  rods  (base)       50.00 
Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  .00 

Ingots      38.00 
Sheet  bars...    40.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.50         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      1 1 .  75 
Copper,  1  ight,  and  bottoms       9 .  75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.2S 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,light   .,       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6 .  SO 
Zinc        3  00 

1.75 11.50 
0.00 10.50 5.50 5.75 
4.50 4.75 
9.50 9.25 
5.50 6  00 

6.50 7.00 

4.00 4.50 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York        land      Chicago 

"AAA" Grade: 
ic, 
IX, 

20x28, 
20x28, 

"A"  Grade: 
IC, 
IX, 

20x28, 
20x28, 

112  sheets    20.00  18.25 
112  sheets.......  23.00  21.00 

112  sheets    17.00  16.00 
112  sheets    20.00  18.75 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets    12.00  11.00 
IC,               112  sheets    12.30  11.40 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20    7.00  6.00 
IC,           14x20    7.25  6.25 

18.50 

20.90 

17.00 

19.60 

14. 
14, 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cottonwaste,  white,  per  lb..    ?0.09(g?0.1U       20.12         SO.IU 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .065®.  10  .09  .08 

Wiping  cloths,  13ixl3i,perlb.  .16  32.00  per  M        .10 
Wiping  cloths,13!x201,per  lb.  .20  48.00perM       .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 

Roll  sulphur,  per  100 lb    2.85  3.25  3.50 

Linseedoii,  per  gal.,  5bbl.lots.  .90  1.01  .O5 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,  ]  3.  25 
Redlead.dry      lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,  13  .  25 
Redlead.inoil     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  14. 75 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .65 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville   per  net  ton    $7.25@7.50 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville.  .  .per  net  ton       7.50@8.00 

50% 
50% 

3..50  net  ?4.00  off 

3.90  net          

     65-5% 

60-5% 

70-10% 

45% 
55% 

70% 

40-10% 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Lists 

New        Cleve- York  land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  50-10-5% 
liand  l{x3in.  uptol2  in       20%       50% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25%     S3. 50  net 

With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 
in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 

Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts        15% 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts       .    ....       20% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .    .     40% 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        70% 

Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in.x30  in..  30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot   pressed  nuts      40% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  f  and  larger        60% 

Case-hardened  nuts          50% 
Washers.cast  iron,  Jin.,  per  l(X)lb.  (net)  86. CO 

Washers,cast  iron,  lin.per  100  lb.  (net)  4.50 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  lOOIb.  Offlist  3.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  1.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  1 .00 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist  1 .00 

Nuts,coldpunched,h8X.,per  lOOlb.Offlist  1.00 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  iV  in- dia.  and  smaller   ....  45% 
Rivets,  tinned    50% 

Button  heads  j-in.,  i-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net)       ?S  .00 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)         5 .  10 

1^   to    l;-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
£.Yr/J^perl001b         0.2S 

I  in.  diameter   EXTRjI        0.15 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA       0.  SO 
Longer  than  5  in     EXTRA       0.2S 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       0.50 

Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35 

Copper  rivets    55-5% 
Copper  burs         35% 

70% 

$3.50 

4.00 5.00 

3.00 

3.00 
3.00 3.00 

60% 

60% 

33.90 

4.00 

80% 

?3.S0 

3.50 
3 .  SO  net 

4.00 4.00 

4.00 
4.00 

60% 

4ic.  net 

$3.7S 3.85 

   0.15 

   0.15 

   o.so 
   o.so 

   0.25 
   0.50 

  ?3.70  base 30%  50% 

30%  20% 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  hbl.)  per  gal.        SO. 50 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal    0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities   (\  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price,  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade   30-10% 
Heavy  grade   20-S-2i% 

Rubber  and  duck: 

First  grade          60-5% 
Second  grade        65-10% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets  9x1 1  in.. 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets: 
Flint  paper          35.84 
Emery  paper    8.80 
Emery  cloth          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regular  weight,  width  3  J 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll. 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100: Paper   
Cloth   

30.50     30.67i 

0.3S        0.40 

40J%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

35.84 

11.00 

31.12 

4.50        4.28 

1.32 
3.02 1.34 

2.67 

36.48 
8.80 29.48 

4.9S 

1.40 

3.20 
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■aM  mUatm  ptoM. 
-Ttt»  ««r.   Comt.   of  P«r- 

I*    («•    tnirvlinc 
b*«fA  wmtutthamra 

-Mai: 

S«r.    M«    OmO.    Msr 

  .   C*.  AlkMir  fu    «— ■itfacMtw  5 ■Mr  Artik  «*»■>     —  rlil—fy  aM  «««ipaawi( 
1metf.t99  ■«4wi—  I*  pUM. 

*  Cn    (niMMifactarvr 

loptaat 

I. 

r<4OT«i  ifM  Wk^^T^ 

afa«nf«ra? 
[•fiwat  to  !•• 

-,  <1  by  trm, 

V-Mnrrl*    ■•etrla 
'^1.-   flBisr**).  A. 

prtaitnc baartOM 

m4    •«M*M>M    Ur    |irMpMi4   M^liMMrM* 

,M,  ■■  U  Cr>lHi    ■nchtngry 
•M  aiMilymtm  far  tW  manafartwa  o(  pal- 
•Ma^arcfc  aupdoricr*  tor  iboaa, 

ra_     NarWr«li     -  lia.     K<lue  — 
tur  fl«t.*««  Mheol. 

ra.  Il»rw»<— ISBiuylraala  AraHMMMt 
Oa.-3*  toa.  «•  n.  boom.  •  whMl  looomo- 
Uw  cnnr.  f^ttlppMi  wllh  rUmahrll  buckK. 

ra.  rMto.— MMvaW  Rtoal  *  Ordaaaea 

Car^  M'Mmmt  HMc.— «lli*iilor  ■hoar  tor 
OoaiMvtU*  wariu. 

ra,  rimtaiab  YouiMi  Papw  Utg.  Oo, 
I4t  lal  A««.  (■MM'***"'*'  "(  repAns  aiM 
urr*l  taWal  welilwy  t«  raplao<  tlwt 
wbick  vaa  ■mtayaf  >y  Sr*. 

l>a_  »M>wor — H>^«  Mttrphy  Oa,  fmaau- 
taciimr  o)  pUninc  mill  iiroduct«>  ■agt- 
tkmal  machlmry  ami  <H|ulpm»n(  tor  MW 
ts«.*a«  puat. 
ra^  BartiaMpr  nochrat.-r  KubUrr  Prod- 

■CM  (\t.  U  M  ilortiman.  Trma.— ma- 
cMawry  an<l  rquiprnxnt  for  lh«  manutactur* 
or  llraa.  lubra  ami  •4hrr  rulibrr  iinxlucta. 

Po^  mi*a»M— I  Koran — marhlnrry  and 
•qalMHPDl  ti>r  Ihr  ntanufacturv  of  |ia(f-nti'<l 
tyrVaH  pUyinK  maohlna  at   Atlantic  Clly, 

      (Cumberland  County ) — 
rwvllfNuil  aqulpment  for  tlOQ.- 

•   •      Oil    Co. 

W»   Ujh   ilu  «•  r«puo» 

"rL'STni^a   tftrf»  r«r  »  >"«.  Co loniil  tmt  f  ̂ k.  nnn-i  ■raafcir. 
V^  la  ■  ■  1 1     TT     Vlawai*!  Cn  AtM  •«« 

tiTin  «o  par»»^»  a  !•  taa  craaa.  aa  auiad 

R.    Oravalay— a 
nt   for  propiiaMl   plant 

    v%- •ua.aa* 

Pa^  WMtoa-Barra  A.  Hlld»braad,  tl 
Wuod^  81.— cnacklavry  and  aqulpmant  for 
lamkar  and  plaalafr  mill  to  rt-i>iBc>p  that wbleli  waa  daa»rey»d  by  Ar«. 

P^  Winiaw»^aH  —  Rurvka  Paprr  nox 
Oai^  Howard  Avr.  and  Canal  Kt.^-machln- 
•nr  aad  v<4uipmrii(  (ur  paprr  tios  factory. 

Pa..  WIMIaa»p>H— A  B  Kaulknrr,  T:u 
lib  Av*. — marhlnory  for  the  manufacture 
of  aoiomaik-  lllumlnalinc  chanKeablv  elec- 
Irlo  alcna. 

B.  I.  Pravldvaaa — Ooldbercvr  *  Brodjr, 

e/o  O.  Wolf.  Arrbt,  M  Althra  St.— <.qulp- ■wat  for  propoaad  ftt.OOO  >araca  on 
Paarl  St. 

T»aa..  rhaMaaoaca  —  PoimtalB  Clt> 
Luml>rr  Co..  J.  V.  Brantley,  Saer. — maehln- 
•ry  tor  tho  manufnciurc  of  auiOiilobUe 
bodies 

T»aa..  ■arracBla — Lincoln  Mrmortal  TTnl- 
varalty — power  moldlnc  machine,  powar 
mixinc  marhlno.  ball  In*,  hancara,  iwlleya 

$Bd  baka  ovea.  tor  bakery. 
Teaa..  MeMpMa— W.  C.  Rllla  *  Aoni  Iron 

Wkn..  {J&-t4t  South  Front  St..  (hanvy  Iron 
worh>.  creaaa  and  oil  mai-liliirrv  and  manu- 
tarturer  of  waroBOOaa  tnicka).  H.  C.  Bllla. 
Secy,  and  Msr. — machinery  for  plant. 

Teaa..  Marrl»lawn — J.  P.  Nannay  Lum- 
l>rr  Co — It  In.  fMurniilv  idnnrr  and  matrhar 
with  Hhlmrr  In  a<lii :  chain  mortlaer  for  doora 
•ad  aaxh  ;  ulnile  md  trnonner  ;  IZ  or  1(  In. 
Mater  :  K  In.  Land  aa«  ;  rlrruiar  aaw  (mo- 
lor  driven  machine*  preferred). 

Teaa..  KaabriUe — Southara  Door  tt  Olaaa 
Co.  ll«-tZO  .N'oHh  Ind  Ara-  B.  R.  Patter- 
aon.  Pre*,  and  Traaa.  completa  woodwork- 
•n«  maeblBery  tor  small  aaah  and  door  fac- tory. 

Tea.,  neSa— Jollr  (aewapapor)— 1«  %  It 
In.  Miller  pre«M.  t  qoarto  cyllndor  fuMer 
and  Meialanv  mailar. 

Tea.  Calatada  T.  Hoshaa.  (elaanlas 
plant)— tambler.  dry  claanar,  olaapT.  atw, 
axtrartor.  oil  atora«a  ayataiB.  baiUns.  Mag- 
•ra  and  baarlaca. 

Tea.  Eaaieaa  —  City  Blackamlth  Shop. 
Boi  Ml — trip  tiiwnur  Mr  powar  aqfUffmant. 

Tea..  Rbanaa*— Buffalo  tteftalna  Co. — 
addltloaal  oH  latalps  piipPlBiry  aod  aqaip- 

Tea..  Skerwaa— J.  T.  Oobb.  (manttfao- 
tarar  of  aoap)     leap  praaa. 

Ta..  Marttaa»ni»  A.  D.  Witten — tuml- 
lara  aad  waedworklnc  machinery  and 

ijillMinL 

JtL.      ■^ifcWIll 

fnr  Iha  manvraal'iiro  of  auto   Iractora' and a«Tlc«hurol  aqulpmoal  at  Nanaemond  (Huf- folk  P.  O.). 

W.   Ta.  raniial     Imperial   lea  Craam 
Co..  O.  Strang.  Praa. — lea  and  retricsrallMl macJdaary. 

Ta..  Ka«a»a    Mergan  Broa.  Lumbar 
mnplata    mactitsary    and    equltunaat 
I  maalsiMin  of  hardwood  floormg. 
Ta..  tMg  ewali    VPIaaa  Oeal  Oo.  J. 

Hope    <w»a»lMg   aatf^  iniaMg  ow- 

V    iiiM  a.   Marsaalawa— Shrlvar  Coal  C«, 

«r    v«  ""' — »•"'■«  maohinary. C'Tico*^-  S'derSaM    Baldwin  Porabontaa 

f</r  new  '  — '  'f''*  ••"•  «>o*»yli>«  machinery 
_    mlrtlr.*  field. 

^JSj,     /V,   Warwaad— Contra   Pdry.  di  Ma- 
.   t«Hmdry     aad     machine     ahop 

IT.  Ta.  wmiaaMoa— O.  B.  Irvtao— lum- ber mill  tiiu.'iiiiiary  and  aqulpmaau 
Wi.       \  ..n — Mllhnupt   Kprint  A  Auto 

Co.—  and  equlpmrnt  for  K<'>iaral 
autouuxMit    t<-|>atr«;  alao  for  Ihu  maimfao- 
ture  of  aprlng*. 

WU.  t'edar  Orava— School  Dial  riot  No. 
I.  M.  J.  I>*  Maaler.  Clk  — manual  training 
aqulpntant  tor  now  nbooL 

Wla..  Oraaa  Mar — Ptemtar-Labor  Publlah- 
iBg  Co.,  c/o  K.  II.  Shoamakar,  Box  14 — 
praaaaa  and  staraolyping  outfit. 

Wla..  JeTaraaa — C.  Baumann  apaoial 
machinery  for  tha  manufacture  of  chooolata bank 

WU.  Mllwaakao— Atharton  Bng.  Co..  «/o 
K.  H.  Puldhelin.  4tl  Baat  Watar  SL— 
machinery  (Or  tha  maaufaotura  oT  radio 

attt'pli*'*. 
Wla.,  Mllwaahae— A.  Bar|aathaL  SI  Bttf- 

tail-  Nt. — iMiwer  drivan  racngarauoB  ma- 
chinery. 

WU.  MUwaakee  —  CahU)  A  Ootlglaa. 
Kngra..  Ill  Waat  Watar  St.— t  ton  loo  ma- chine. 

Wl>..   Mllwaakaa— MIdweat  Rolling  Mllla. 
o/o  J.  K.  Klefer,  116  Caawall  Block— rollln 
mill    e^ulimiont    (or    tha    manufacture 
seamleaa  braas  and  tubing. 

Wla.  Mllwaakaa— a.  A.  IfUar.  till 
Qraan  Bay  Are.  (publlahar)  —  praaaaa, llthocraphlng  and  atereotyping  aqulpmanl : 
alau  linotype  machlnea 

Wl>.  Peahtlga— Thompaon  Broa.  Boat  Co. 
— aclUllluiial  metal  and  woodworking  ma- 

chinery   (or  the  munufaetura  ot  boats. 

Wla..  Hlevaai  Palal — Whltlng-Plover  t'a- 
par  Co. — pulp  l>ealera  (or  addition  to  beater 
room  at  Plover. 

Oat.  Weal  namboraagb— J.  Stutt  *  Sona 
— lumber  and  aaw  mill  equipment. 

Qae.  Maalreal — Machine  Bulldera,  Ltd., 
718  .HI.  Pnul  St.,  W.--prlntlng,  bookbinding 
and  |>a|MT  Ixix  miuhlni'ry. 

Qae„  Moatreal— W.  O'Brien,  IM  Mntlln 
St. — cumplvlu  aqulpmant  (or  amall  (uutidry. 

'"a 

Metal  Working  Shops 

Calif.  Kmerrrllle  —  The  Weatlnghouaa 
Kleclrlc  A  MfK.  Co.  lat  Naa  Bank  Uldg.. 
Han  Pranclaco,  la  having  plana  prepared  for 
the  conatructlon  of  a  manutaoluring  plant 
on  a  lU  acrv  Rite,  here.  Batlmated  com 
ll.noo.oiio.  Kngr.  uepl.  o(  ownera,  union 
HIdg.  Plttaburgh,  Pa.  Bngra.  and  Arohu. 

Calif.  Praaaa— R.  Kmlrslan,  1001  T  St.. 
awarded  the  contract  (or  tha  oonatniotlon 
of  a  1  atory  garage  on  lilock  II,  Lots  II  to 
11,     Batlmated  cost  111,716, 

Calif.,  Oaklaad  —  The  Union  Press  * 
Forxe  Co,.  Pord  Rt.  near  Derby  St.. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  constnictlon 
f>r  H  I  Ktury  forK<'  ahop.  Batlmated  coat 

tl,&uo. 

Calif.  Sarramento — The  Sacramento  Pipe 
WkR..  R  Ht.  ni-nr  71  h  St.,  plana  to  build  a 
flant  oonalnting  of  I  bulldlnga,  each  141  x 
10  ft.  on  16lh  and  H  Hta. 
Calif.  Naa  PranrUro— The  Bothln  R«al 

■Mate  Co.  t04  Mlaalon  St.  awardi^d  tha 
ooatraet  (or  tha  coniit  ruction  of  a  1  atory 
pmamaatal  iron  worka  on  Clementina  St. 
betwaan  itt  and  Ith  Hta.  Batlmated  ooat 

tlO.IOf.     Boarea   *    Koch,   141   Columbus AV#af   MSBVVSe 

OaMf..  Saa  Praartaaa— J.  M.  Carlson,  llli 
SUvenaon  St.  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
oooatrvotlon  of  a  I  story  elaotriaai  atop,  oil 
Minna  St.  BNImatad  coat  ll.OOt.  OaBtral 
Blactrlo  Oo.  lU  Staranson  SL,  llgiifc 

Calif..  Haa  PraneUita — U  R.  Liuria,  Mllla 

Hlrlc,  haa  had  plnnN  prepared  for  tha  oon- 
atructlon  of  a  1  ainry  machine  shop  on  lOlh 
and  Minna  Sta.  Kximated  ooat  lll.oon, 
O'nrl'-n  Broa,  Inc.  240  Montgomery  St., 

Arebta. 
Caur.  Saa  FraaeUes  ■.  C.  Moore.  Ill 

Kearny  St.  awarded  tha  contract  for  the 
oonatructien  of  a  1  Mary.  10  x  ijo  ft.  i>lat- 
fnsshep  on  rolaom  St.  near  llth  St.  Kstl- maiad  cost  II.OOI. 

Oaaa.  PalrSeM— fl.  Lowe  A  Sons  Co.,  10 
Snnfleld  Drive,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construetlon  of  a  I  atory,  46  x  no  ft. 
addllkm  to  lu  faolory  for  the  manufaciur« 
of  aaah  pulleys.  Batlmated  coot  It&.OOO, 
Noted  Nov.  II. 

Cona.,  Harttard — Hartford  Dlapatch  A 
Tmcklng  Co.,  I  OS  Albany  Ave.,  will  build  n 
1  story,  40  X  10  ft.  garare  and  machine 
ahop,     Batlmated  cost  140,000. 

raaa,,   -■     "    '■"» — Tho  Htnnley    rtul<-  i 
l>.vel    (•..  ritain,    will     tiulld     u     1 
atory.  40  idiUpn  to  Its  f"nfo.»l>»f 
on  Humlar  Su.  !••  i«.  BRlmatad  cost  fll.lM. 
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III,,  ClilcaKo  —  The  Fair  Department 
Store,  State  and  Adams  Sts.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story. 
157  X  313  ft.  garage  at  2454-2520  Lawrence 
Ave.     Estimated  cost  $185,000. 

IIU.  ChiruBo — Ford  Motor  Co..  Highland 
Parlt.  Mich.,  is  having  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story.  502  x  1,383 
ft.  assembly  plant  for  automobiles  on  Tor- 
ranee  Ave.  and  Calumet  River,  here.  A. 
Kahn,  1000  Marquette  Bldg.,  Detroit,  Archt. 

ni.,  Chicago — The  Golden  Rule  Cutlery 
Co.,  Ogden  and  Sheldon  Sts.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  con.struction  of  a  3  and  4 
story  factory.  Estimated  cost  $20,000. 
.Voted  Nov.  23. 

111.,  Chirauro — Muehlhausen  Spring  Co., 
584 1  Ijoomis  St.,  is  receiving  bids  tor  the 
construction  of  a  1  story.  100  x  142  ft.  fac- 

tory for  the  manufacture  of  phonograph 
springs,  at  5811-li)  South  Western  Ave. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Newhouse  &  Bern- 
hams,   4630   Prairie   Ave.,   Archts. 

III.,  Chicago — The  Peoples  Gas  Light  & 
Coke  Co.,  172  South  Michigan  Ave.,  is  hav- 

ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a 
2,  3  and  4  story  meter  repair  .shop  on  Ho- 
man  and  Division  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$300,000.  H.  Von  Hoist.  112  West  .\dams 
St.,  Archt. 

111..  Oak  Park — The  Madison  Motor  Co., 
810  West  Madison  St.,  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  1  story 
automobile  sales  and  service  .station  at  811 
West  Madl.son  St,  Estimated  cost  $60,000. 
Weller  &  Rippel,  140  South  Dearborn  St., 
Chicago,  Archts. 

Ky..  Louisville — The  Louisville  Garage 
Co.  plans  to  build  a  garage  and  service 
station  on  5th  St.  E.stimated  cost  $100,000. 
Architect  not  announced. 

La..  Baton  Rouge — Louisiana  State  Uni- 
versity will  soon  award  the  contract  for 

the  construction  of  a  power  house,  also  for 
an  engineering  building,  325  ft.  long,  with 
4  wings,  each  100  ft.  long.  Estimated  co.st 
$130,000.     R.  L.  Himes.  Secy.  Building  Com. 

MaHs..  WorccHter — The  Parker  Wire  Goods 
Co..  IS  Grafton  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  120  x  300 
ft.  wire  goods  manufacturing  plant.  Esti- 

mated cost  $75,000.     Noted  -Nov.  16. 
MasK..  Worcester  —  Reed  &  Prince  Mfg. 

Co..  Duncan  Ave.,  awarded  tlie  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story.  60  x  400  ft. 
addition  to  factory  for  the  manufacture  of 
screw  products,  also  a  1  story.  90  x  120  ft. 
annealing  room  on  -N'ixon  Ave.  Estimated 
cost  $150,000. 

Mich.,  Detroit — The  Michigan  Stamping 
Co..  11631  Mack  Ave.,  had  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  140  x  347 
ft.  addition  to  its  metal  stamping  plant. 
Estimated  cost  $175,000.  A.  Kahn,  lOOO 
Marquette   Bldg.,   Archt. 

Mo..  St.  Louis — The  city,  Bd.  of  Public 
Service,  208  City  Hall,  will  receive  bids  un- 

til Jan.  2  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
54  X  225  ft.  service  building  and  poW€r  plant 
for  St.  Louis  Training  School  for  Feeble 
Minded  at  Scott  Farm,  Estimated  cost 
$150,000.  L.  R.  Bowen,  304  City  Hall, 
Engr.  and  Aiclit. 

Mo..  St.  Louis — P.  L.  Cornwell,  La  Salle 
lildg.,  is  building  a  3  story,  78  x  155  ft. 
automobile  garage  and  show  room  on  Lo- 

cust Blvd.      Estimated  cost   $150,000. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — J.  Cusamano.  910  Carle- 
ton  Bldg..  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  127  x  192  ft.  garage 
on  10th  St.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Mo..  St.  Lonis — H.  Poerster,  3539A  Giles 
Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  tor  the  con- 

.struction of  a  1  story.  50  x  140  ft.  iron 
works  at  3907  Bingham  St.  Estimated  cost 
$23,000. 

N.  Y.,  niasdrll — The  Seneca  Iron  &  Steol 
Co..  Krie  County  Bank  Bldg.,  Buffalo,  plans 
to  build  a  large  addition  to  its  .steel  and 
iron  works  on  a  15  acre  site,  here.  Cost 
will  exceed  $50,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

N.  Y.,  Brooklyn — J,  J.  Aaron,  c/o  A.  Gold- 
berg, Engr.  and  Archt.,  164  Montague  St,, 

will  build  a  1  story.  100  x  150  ft.  garage  on 
Montgomery  St.     Estimated  cost  $75,000. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — A.  L.  Dixon.  1034  Main 
St.,  plans  to  iiuild  a  2  story.  98  x  200  ft. 
automobile  .sales  building  and  garage.  Cost 
will  exceed  $40,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — M.  Finkelstein,  255  Am- 
herst St..  plans  to  build  a  garage  and  serv- 

ice station.  Estimated  co.st  $80,000.  Archi- 
tect not  announced. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — The  Swan  Garage.  Inc., 
48  Swan  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
con.slruction  of  a  3  story,  91  x  115  ft.  gar- 

age.   Noted  Nov.  Ifi. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — The  Dept.  of  Parks, 
Municipal  Bldg.,  is  having  plans  prepared 
tor  the  construction  of  a  4  story  service 
building  on  77th  .St.  and  Columbus  Ave. 
Estimated   cost   $500,000.     Private   plans. 

N.  C,  «iold  Hill — The  Rodrain  Electro- 
Metallurgical  Co.  plans  to  build  a  complete 
gold  mining  plant.  Estimated  cost  $500,- 
000.      Architect   not   announced. 

O.,  Akron — The  Ohio  Pump  &  Machine 
Co.,  National  Bldg.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story,  80  x 
260  ft.  plant.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

O.,  Alliance — The  Machined  Steel  Cast- 
ings Co.,  South  Mahoning  Ave.,  plans  tp 

build  a  1  story,  75  x  200  ft.  addition  to  its 
plant.    Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

O.,  Cleveland — G.  W.  Deming.  3154  Red- 
wood Ave.,  and  O.  G.  Deming,  1269  Carlyon 

Rd.,  Cleveland  Heights  (real  estate),  are 
having  plans  prepared  for  the  constructiim 
of  a  1  story,  40  x  73  ft,  and  40  x  54  ft. 
commercial  building  and  garage  on  Euclid 
Ave.  and  Chardon  Rd.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.  H.  P.  Whitworth,  52fi  Hickox 
Bldg.,  Archt. 

O.,  Cleveland — The  Grabler  Mfg.  Co..  6563 
Bway.,  manufacturer  of  plumbing  supi)lies, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction  of 
a  1  story,  50  x  80  ft.  and  a  3  .story,  80  x  SO 
ft.  annealing  house  and  factory.  Estimated 
cost  $50,000.  W.  S.  Bayer,  Secy.  Noted 
Oct.  5. 

O..  Cleveland — A.  Mechanic,  7829  Car- 
negie Ave.,  manufacturer  of  automobile  ac- cessories, is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 

construction  of  a  2  story.  33  x  37  ft.  shop 
on  Eist  82nd  St.  and  Carnegie  Ave.  Esti- 

mated cost  $25,000.  A.  Sogg,  319  Hippo- 
drome Bldg.,  Archt. 

O.,  Cleveland — The  W.  S.  Tyler  Co.,  1430 
East  36th  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  .story,  40  x  60  ft,  addi- 

tion to  its  galvanizing  plant.  Estimated  cost 
$10,000. 

O.,  Cleveland — The  Union  Terminal  Bus 
Line  Co.,  c/o  Miller  &  James,  Archts..  Erie 
Bldg.,  is  having  plans  prepared  tor  the 
construction  of  a  2  story,  72  x  180  ft.  gar- 

age and  service  station  on  East  9th  St.  near 
Central  Ave.     Estimated  cost  $60,000. 

O..  H'adsworth — The  Ohio  Injector  Co., 
c/o  E,  J.  Young,  Pres.,  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  60  x 
250  ft.  addition  to  its  factory.  Estimated 
cost  $150,000.  Christ ian-Schwarzenberg  & 
Gaede  Co..  1900  Euclid  Ave.,  Cleveland, Archts. 

Pa..  East  Newport  (Newport  P.  O.) — 
The  Mineral  Products  Co.  plans  to  rebuild 
portion  of  its  roofing  products  plant,  which 
was  destroyed  by  fire.  Estimated  cost 
$25,000. 

Pa.,  Fleetwood — The  Down  Tool  Wks.  is 
building  a  1  story,  36  x  134  ft.  and  24  x  37 
ft.  factory  for  the  manufacture  of  high 
speed  drills  and  tools,  on  Locust  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $10,000.     W.  R.  Down,  owner. 
Pa.,  Phllaj — The  Franklin  Sugar  Co..  1045 

North  Delaware  Ave.,  plans  to  build  a  1 
and  2  story  machine  .shop  and  barrel  house. 
Estimated  cost   $50,000.      Private  plans. 

Pa..  Phlla. — C.  J.  Gilmore,  Archt..  Fuller 
Bldg.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  62  x  155  ft.  garage  on  York 
Rd.  and  City  Line  Ave.,  for  W.  B.  Mar- 
gerum,  York  Rd.  and  Chelen  Ave.  Esti- mated cost  $60,000. 

Pa...  Phlla. — F.  Nardy,  3840  Spring  Gar- 
den St..  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 

construction  of  a  2  story,  100  x  138  ft.  gar- 
age on  18th  and  Jackson  Sts.  Estimated 

co.st  $80,000.  R.  A.  Schuman,  202  West 
State  St..  Trenton,  N.  J.,  Archt. 

Pa.,  Phila.  —  The  Smith-Hardican  Co., 
1606  Cherry  St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the 
con.struction  of  a  4  story.  65  x  80  ft.  garage 
on  20th  and  Brandywine  Sts.  Estimated 
cost  $120,000.     Private  plans. 

Pa..  Pittsburgh — The  Fairmont  Cream- 
ery Co..  301  Ferry  St..  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1.  2  and  5 
story.  62  x  72  ft.  and  38  x  72  ft.  sales 
warehouse  and  garage  on  25th  and  Small- 
man  Sts.  Estimated  cost  $150,000.  Noted 
Sept.   14. 

Wis.,  Wanpun — Landaal  Eros.  Co.  plans 
to  build  a  1  or  2  story,  60  x  132  ft.  garage 
on  Drummond  St.  Estimated  cost  $50,000. 
Architect   not   selected. 

Wis.,  Wansan — The  Hall  Garage  Co.,  107 
Scott  St..  awarded  the  contract  for  the  cor^ 
struction  n(  a  2  storv.  50  x  60  ft.  garage. 
Estimated   cost   $40,000. 

Out..  Bridgebtirg  —  The  National  Brake 
Co.,  Ellicott  Bldg..  Buffalo.  N.  V..  plans  to 
build  a  branch  plant  for  the  manufacture  of 
brakes  and  PQuipment.  here. 

Ont.,  Colllncwood — The  Canadian  Postal 
Lock  Nut  Bolt  Co.,  plans  to  build  a  factory 
for  the  manufacture  of  bolts,  screws,  rivets 
and  also  for  steel  stamping.  In  the  spring. 
Estimated  cost  $50,000.  F.  A.  Bassett, 

Mgr. Ont.,  Ford — Ford  Motor  Co.  of  Canada, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story,  100  x  400  ft.  automobile  fac- tory on  Riverfront  St.  Estimated  cost 
$250,000.     P.  W.  Grandjean,  Secy. 

Ont.,  Wlarton  —  G.  Golden,  Berford  St„ 
plans  to  build  a  garage  and  automobile  re- 

pair shop.     Estimated  cost  $45,000. 
I'a.,  Warren  —  The  Warren  Garage  Co. 

plans  to  remodel  and  build  a  2  story  addi- tion to  its  garage. 

Pa.,  Waynesburg  —  H.  Cochrane,  Daw- 
son, will  build  a  2  story,  90  x  120  ft.  gar- 

age on  Greene  St.     Estimated  cost  $60,000. 
R.  I..  Providence — G.  Wolf,  Archt.,  88 

Althea  St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  con- struction of  a  2  story,  50  x  120  ft.  garage 
on  Pearl  St.  for  Goldberger  &  Brody,  c/o 
Archt.     Estimated  cost  $55,000. 

Tenn..  Chattanooga  —  The  Continental 
Mchy.  Co..  G  St..  plans  to  rebuild  its  plant 
for  the  manufacture  of  machinery,  which 
was  recently  destroyed  by  fire.  Estimated 
cost  $200,000.     Architect  not  announced. 

Tenn.,  Memphl»  —  The  Fischer  Heating 
Co.,  51  South  3rd  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story 
machine  shop,  industrial  and  heating  plant, 
on  a  75  x  150  ft.  lot.  Estimated  cost 

$35,000. Va.,  Nanseniond  (Suffolk,  P.  O.) — G.  D. 
Graveley,  Richmond,  plans  to  build  a  plant 
for  the  manufacture  of  auto  tractors  and 
agricultural  equipment,  here.  Estimated 
cost   $25,000.     Architect  not   announced. 

Wis.,  Eau  Claire — K.  N,  Knudson,  307 
North  Farwell  St.,  plans  to  build  a  1  story. 
55  X  94  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
Private  plans. 

Wis..  Eau  Claire — The  Paige-Ford  Motor 
Car  Co.,  Wisconsin  and  North  Farwell  Sts.. 
plans  to  build  a  2  story,  58  x  90  ft.  garage. 
Estimated  cost  $45,000,     Private  plans. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — H.  C.  Hengels,  Archt.. 
445  Milwaukee  St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story,  70  x  150  ft.  addi- 

tion to  garage  on  Grand  Ave.,  for  the  Welch 
Investment  Co.,  105  Wells  St.  Estimated 
cost  $50,000. 

i  General  Manufacturing   I 

Calif.,  Hayward — E.  L.  Macabee,  Mgr. 
Hunt  Bros.  Packing  Co.,  Lower  B  St..  and 
Chn.  of  Cold  Storage  Plant  Committee  of 
Hayward  Chamber  of  Commerce,  l>acks 
movement  to  finance  construction  of  cold 
storage  plant.  Will  be  constructed  either 
by  the  formation  of  a  local  stock  company 
or  b  ya  corporation  already  established  in 
Hayward.      Estimated   cost   $100,000. 

Calif.,  Oakland — The  Art  Rattan  Wks., 
475  Sutter  St..  .San  Francisco,  plans  to  build 
a  3  story  factory  tor  the  manufacture  of 
rattan  furniture  on  24th  Ave.,  here.  Esti- 

mated cost  $20,000. 
Calif.,  Porterville — Tiie  Acme  Ice  Cream 

Co,,  1313  Sansome  St..  San  Francisco,  has 
purchased  a  creamery  plant,  here,  and  plans 
to  remodel  and  build  additions  to  same,  in- 

cluding an  ice  plant. 
Conn..  Bridgeport  —  A.  V.  Langenegger. 

2190  Park  Ave.,  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  a  3  story  factory  for 
tbe  manufacture  of  corsets  on  Federal  St. 
Estimated  cost  $150,000.  Fletcher-Thomp- 

son. Inc.,  542  Fairfield  Ave.,  Archts. 

Conn..  Hartford — The  Hartford  City  Gas 
Light  Co.,  565  Main  St.,  plans  to  build  a 
large  addition  to  its  gas  plant.  Architect 
not  selected. 

Conn,,  Hartford — The  Hartford  Courant. 
64  State  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story  addition  to  its 
plant,  to  be  used  for  a  printing  and  mailing 
room.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  Noted Nov.   23. 

Conn..  Westport — The  Lees  Mfg.  Co.,  320 
Bway,  New  York  City,  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  50  x 
150  ft.  addition  to  Its  cordage  and  twine 
factory,  here.  Estimated  cost  $75,000. 
Fletcher-Thomp.<!on.  Inc.,  542  Fairfield  Ave.. 
Bridgeport,  Archts, 

111,,  Chicago — The  Douglas  Bottling  Co.. 
3523  Ogden  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story.  75  x 
145  ft.  and  23  x  75  ft.  bottling  works  on 
Ogden  Ave.  near  South  Ridgeway  St.  Esti- mated cost   $40,000. 

in.,  Chlcngo — D.  P.  Parrell.  c/o  M.  p. 
Nathan,    .\rcht..    123     West     Madison    St., 
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  at 
il*«  cMi  1 1. ••«.•••.     a  W.  cranMir. 

M.  r.  HIHiiwf  ■ — Thr  Cap*  Kt-«r  Omvrl 
HtUk  l»r.  |>taai>  to  btttld  ■  Urtf  sravel  lira- 

<Ttln«  pUal.  also  a  jptaat  (<»'  >>>•  manufac- 

tur*  af  eaamta  tatil  -        ' ' 
iM«iraiiw  «(  ito  N— toiina  af  •  |  ««ry,     Mraaf  cmrvI*  tatlMlM  .btoetu  and   t  to. 

St.        Ifrirmi-rl      «■«      isM.«ML       ><^*i     Hdiwtoik  Ptm. 
Om.  U.  m_    rtoiitoai     II      IC    Ro<l\.    1«M    Baal 

B  ■>■»  m'9»n*  tar  ilM  mgaiit—  of        O, 
ZT  SotoM  vtBM  ««  Farm*  m.  Jmt^    havta 

l«w    Torti    aty. 

TW  Uwwartii 
wiU  tailM  a   I   atory 
hM«.    IbUmalad  ooM 

ai«>.  raa  Maw— tW  Waaaar*  OU  Oa. 
a$  a5a>.  Nc«  Tark  Oiy.  avaMto4  Um  «oa- 
tfMI  la*  Um  mainiillBa  af  a  I  atory  ali 
■taai.  cMMtaiMB  af  a  •!  x  U  ft.  m»nm».  » 
Mala  ft.  aaaa*  ha«a».  •  1«  x  tl  ft.  wara> 

^aaa>,auijai  laaki^^,  <«  SlaA*  Cu  Imt*. 

Mlavw  MoBu- '  SU  ■wau(ae< 
wS  SSm  a  t 
I*    it*    plaat. 

H,,i  MM  II I  T>  liaiBil  IL  BalOou 
lU  r»«R  ■«-  WarBMtar.  awarM  ika  m» 
MM}  iar  Um  ea— >nirtlwi  af  a  t  alotT,  *•  > 
fiTn.  *aMr   atilL   iMra.     ■Wliiialad   coat 

MoM^  Wiii<i»  ttm  Waldarf  SyMam. 
tarTlW  Htfli  au  Baalow.  a«ar4^  Um  eon- 
uac(  («*  ilM  ii—lrar«liw  of  a  1  aianr.  M  s 

lU  ft.  kakOTT,  oaMMtoNkfT.  ate,  09  Arch 

!■■■,  Mfaik— TiM  BIna  VallaT  Crram- 
««T  Ca,  T*«  SaMk  CUalon  SU  Chlraao. 
a»a>i«<  Um  roatrac*  for  Um  la— tmctfaii 

a#  a  t  alarf.  •«  >  !••  n.  ii»ata»Ty  am  Ooaa- 
aM«a  at.  and   tXlti   A**..   W..  kaf«,     WHi- 

Itow  M.  fc-li  tV>  Brailtt  *■•«»« 
Hi**  Ca>.  •*•  Naftk  Mala  •(,  avardad  Um 
faattnet  tur  tka  eeaainMlkm  of  a  S  ■lorr. 
tl   s   «M   ri.   watatoMaa   ai    «Xll-tl   Nortli 
Bias  ntti.  aa4  a  I  Monr.  141  s  «*•  tu 

(arlary  al  4S**ai  Kartll  Oalaa  Bhrd,  alao 
■Mllif  MMMW.     BMtoalad  eaat  tlH.aM. 

Ma-  M.  LmU— Tka  Oraaa  Rlcn  *   Mfa, 
CaTftl  Itoatit  Mala  Su  piaa*  to  bulM  m\ 

Ita  >  t«*  ft.  alsa  factory  »a  lad  aa4 
iiA     BMiMatad    ea«    tiaa.Mt. 

.^JafWM  aMdafariha 
J  a  I  alary.  It  s  tf*  tt.  vo«r«r  howa  ( 

■<ng«»»HiH  ylaa<  ja  niiai^Wlna  jrHfc 

M'aSTMr. ATKiJiTti  I^SkltoVj 
W,  r.  Mayir  plana  ta  ra- 

m    y,  (kM»*»_Oly  alaiM  aa  alaciioa  10 
-    -   ?'-  ««a  ftMkI  laMM  far  tka  aoa- 

Mk  a^lMaL  lartatlap  aoca- 
HoatedOaa 

'4    OM    «0»- 
:  •lory.  «•  s 

to  T^wT  a'^!l!Svtaf '■JjjSbHaa  ilrb  ttuM far  IM  wy— gawyr  aTrgS^tajt .fiS^ 

O-  ClMataa*— II.  K.  RotK.  1«M 
link  Si.  kaa  Had  pUna  prvparad  tor  iba 
r  naamialea  af  a  I  Mory.  »•  s  !••  ft.  and 
1*  a  «•  ft.  hida  taoiory.  oOtm  aad  fkraM 

Wmi  Mik  m.  n<«r  Slorvr  Atra.  iM(- 
awlad  coal  t&«.»oe. 

Wad*»oHk— Tke  Ohio   Mateh  Co.   la 
kaiiM  plaaa  prvpaml  ri>r  <h«  ooaalrvetlon 
7  al  alary.  IMs  Ioi>  rt.  faMory.     Batl- 
nwtad  foal  ll»a.*««.    chrixiUa-ackwaraMi- 

A  Oaad*  Co..  Itao  KuclM  Ava^.  CIovp- 

1SL* 

ra^  >Biliaa  Tliii  IVanloa  Pootar  Ad- 
TvrUdns  Cn.,  Ttt  Baat  Blair  St..  Trvnion. 
N.  J_  Bwardad  Um  contract  for  the  eon- 
Btrartton  of  a  1  alory.  <•  x  \il  ft.  POMar 
advvrilalnc  irorlta.  hrro.  BMUnatad  coat 

tit.aaa. 
ra.,  ■H««i'>»rt — Jamaa  Liaaa  *  flonaOo. 

aararoad  Uh-  cuniract  for  Um  ron«tru<-tlon 
of  a  t  atory.  is  >  •!  ti.  taxllla  mill. 

I>s,  KrW  —  Thr  KiH-ord  PublUhlnc  Cow 
Itth  and  Frrnrh  Si«..  i>Un»  tii  bulUI  an  ad- 

dition 10  lla  itrlntinc  pimil.  l-:allmalrd  ooai 

It.  TOO. Pa,  fc»kaaaa  Th«  L<ebanon  Money  Cako 
Cona  Co.  plan*  to  hulld  a  S  atory  factory  for 
Um  D>anufa<-tur«  of  oonaa  and  byprodiicla. 
Coat  «rill   rx>-vr4   IJt.OM. 

Pa..  Pklla. — Tb»  Amcr.  Ir«  To..  «th  and 
Arch  Bta,  to  racalvlna  lilda  for  (ht-  conatnic- 
lloo  of  a  I  atory,  til  a  160  ft.  U-r  oioracv 
plant  tm  17th  St.  and  Waahln«ton  Ava. 
Prlvalr  pUaa. 

ra-  rkUa.— Bannatt  *  Aapdaa  Co..  Krama 
and  i*«<'hln  Sta..  awardad  Ihr  contract  for 
Um  ronaiructlon  of  a  1  alory  addlilon  to  lla 

tailll*  mill  fur  th«  manufaclurv  of  up- 
holatrry.      »'>tlmalrd   coat    tl".000. 

ra..  rblla   Iluih  A  Diamond.  Jaaparand 
Thayar  Ma.  awardad  Ik*  contract  for  Iha 
cooalnMtlaii  of  a  t  atory  rue  mill  on  On- 
tarto  aad  Jaapar  81a.  Kailmatrd  coat 

tiO.OOO. 
ra..  rkila.— Tha  Kattarllnua  L.lthocraphla 

Mfs.  Co..  Ith  and  Anh  Sla..  will  rvcolvn 
bida  Jan.  1  for  Um  conMrucilon  of  an  S 
atory,  il  x  lit  ft.  prlntlnc  plant.  Halllncrr 
Co..  I  Ith  and  Chaatnut  Hm.,  Archta.  Noted 
Nov.  II. 

ra..  rkOa. — Tha  Rodcera  BncravlnR  Co. 

Ill<l  Arch  HI.,  awardi^  ihr   •   •  for  tha 
rannlniriinn  of  a  1  atory   :  liint  on 
Camar    and   Cherry   8ta  <1     coat 
I17.000. 

ra,  rklla. — The  Unlvaralty  of  Pcnnayl- 
vanla.  14th  and  Woodland  Sla.,  awardad 
tka  cootraet  for  the  ronairucilon  of  a  1 

•4  X  41  ft.  launilry  »n  >4th  and 

.     Hailmalrd  rnnt   112. nno. 
Pa,  PkUa.— C.  K.  \Vund<T,  Arrht..  UI7 

Sproea  Sl>  to  rm-lvlnc  blda  for  th«  c»n- 
alnirtl""  "'  -  '■  -'..'V.  I7J  X  SOO  ft,  print- 

tout  1'  'I  Markft  Sla.  for  thn 
•trpli.  i&th  and  Arch  Sta. 

J^lri                        .._   .uOO. 
a.  I     '  i-H — nd.  Bduc.  will  aoon  r«- 
oalv*  ■'  oonatmctinn  of  a  1  atory 
manual  ir.iirr  hk  nn'l  Induairlal  ana  hlicn 

arhool  on  F'ounialn  Hi.  F^atlmalad  coat 
ll.tea.aao.  Ic  c.  N.  Monatian.  2I&  Main 

it,  Archt. 
U.  I.  WaoBMrhM  —  Tha  Rhod*  latond 

Kniulnit  <'o.  J<^i*ra  St..  will  Nooii  award 
Ika  aontract    for    ih.  2 

■toty.  40  a   l»a  ft,  K'  'i.o 
NUMiafaclurr  of  knit  t  '"I 

tSO.aoa.     I'rlvate  ptona.     NmlO  .S'uv.  10. 
R.  I-  Waoa»a>4ia«  Th>  \Vr«1»n  Mfa  Co., 

ManvilU  lld_  award<-<l  lh<-  «>n''  '  '  ■  Hio ronri ruci Inn    of    a    I    »i"ry    a<l  lla 
t*xllU  iilanl.  a  tt  ■  44  ft-  llnl*).  m<I 
a  t*  a  1*  ft.  anraac     Kallmat'd  '  <"•<  «i.i>i><i. 

TOaa.  Mnaphla— Thr  DaMoln  Hardwood 
floorlnc  Co..  1014  Mlada*  Ava..  ptona  to 
JMd  a  10  X  iji  ft.  addition  to  Ita  plant. 
faetodInK  dry  bilna.  Ratlmatad  eoat  lA.MO. 

RTa.  Tayl/rt'.  Mar. 
Ta,  PrmH  Karal— rrnrtora  Ortol  Mltla 

ptona  lo  ralMlId  lla  mill  which  waa  rm^lly 
daatreyad  by  Orr.     J.  J.  proctor,  proprtalor. 

Ta-  SMimaad — Tha  Corlay   Piano. Co.. 
fl?   ra><    r>   ...I   Ht,   plana  to  rabnild   lu 
'  waa   racentty   dattroyad    hy 

loaa  ixit.ao*. 

....H  WbH*— R,  R  WkHa  Coal 
injiid  a  coal  tippla.    MaUnalvd 

plan 

ft.  aaw  and  plaafai
K  

mill. >*l-|Ml. kalM 

Aratti Wta,  Kaa  <  laira — Tha  iMng  Tannine  C», 
Mill   Ht.   will  iHtlld   a   I   and    1   ainry  addl- 

ilun  10  Ita  caninry.  mnalatliia  of  a  main 
factory,  vinvr  and  huaklna  liulullnga,  bulirr 
nnim.  amraar  and  aauvrkraut  factory.  Ka- 

tlmatad   ooal    tllti.iinii. 
Wto..  naallafard  — J.  Ilurtov.  HarUand, 

ptona  to  build  a  1  alory,  7&  x  15ft  ft.  eroam- 
vry  and  dairy,  haro.  Kadmaiad  coat  |60,- 

••a.     Arobllrol   not  »<-ltM-tcil. 
Wla,  La  Craaaa — Tha  Aiulcraon  Vuloanla- 

lUK  OdL  tl6  State  81..  will  build  a  1  atory, 
10  s  to  ft.  vukianlalnc  aiaUoo.  Ifiatlmatcd 
coat  tlt.OM. 

idlaon  Supply  I'o- 
la  huvliiK  plnii^ 

itrapared  for  lli< 
ko   X   <n  ft.   ImiiImik 

Wto,   Madlaan •11  Baal  Waaliir  . 
;on  of  tl   i  a«»ry 

•  I  Hr«    Hiiil    warchotiHi- 
liulldlna.     FXImaled    mal     tlO.UOO.        II.     A. 
I'hlllii>a    3I&   lleavrr   IIIiIk..   Archt. 
WU.  MadUaa-  The  Valvollnr  Oil  Cfi.. 

*\h  l->at  Main  81.,  la  ri'i-clvln|i  hida  for  thn 
conatrurllon  of  1  40  x  UO  fl.  nllliiit  atatlona. 
Inclutllna  oil  Hloruicc  (niikn,  iiuiiipa,  itc,  on 
■  .akealdr  Si.  i<>tUnnlf(l  <'i>Ht  IKI.OOO.  H.  IL 
I'uiier.  Msr.  A.  I>.  I'onovvr,  Trnny  lllilK, Archt. 

Wla.,  MUwaakoa  —  Tka  Bzeal  Mf>.  Co. 
340!  South  ricrrn  St..  awarded  the  conlritcl 
for  the  oonatrtictlon  of  a  !  atory.  60  x  INO 

ri.  addlilun  lo  Ita  mill  work  fartory.  Katl- 
mated  coal    KI^.ooO. 

Wla..  Mllwanbee — The  Palmollve  Co.,  41 
Ith  St.,  (manufacturer  of  aoiip)  will  hulld 
H  I  alory.  60  X  to  X  80  ft.  addition  to  lla 
factory.     I£allmat«d  ooat  tXO.ouu. 

M'la.,  Mllwaakaa— T)«-  Itmulom  Ulke  Ici- Co.    0«4    Locuat    St..  I    a    1    alory. 

100    X    I'Jt    ft.    Ice    III  lie  plant    on 
Walnut  St.     Katlmat.a         .   ..  '.ih"i. 

WU..  Neanab — Tha  KImberly-Clnrk  Co. 
MWnrd<-d  the  contract  for  the  riinat ruction 
nf  a  X  atory,  66  x  120  ft.  addition  to  lU 

papar  mllL     tOatlmated  coat  160,000. 
Wla..  PI»Ter--The  Whitlna-Plover  Paper 

Co,    S'  ■Int.   awarded    the    oontnici 
for  l\.  lion  of  a  1  alory,  4U  x   lOK 

ft,  pai>'  V  unit  and  beater  room.  here. 
Ratlmuu-d  coal  160,000.  El.  A.  Oberwrlaer. 

Utr. Wl«..  «-infi"m  I  nl,.-  Tho  Krier  Preaerv- 

Inic  <'  'UK   lil'l"  for  ll>'' 
oiinat:  Htory     60   x    240 
fl.  cKoiM,..  .  ..i.^,.^.,,,K  ■'!  a  main  factory. 
warehouHr,  aheila  and  power  houae,  here. 
IQatlmaled   coat    1100,000.      ITIvutn  pinna. 

Wla..  llha>boysa»— The  Vulcan  I.,nat  Co.. 
Crandon.  pinna  to  build  a  2  atory,  76  X  12f> 
ft.  ahoe  factory,  here.  ArchKect  not  ao- lected. 

Wla,  Waaaaa  —  Oppenhamer  *  Obel. 

Amhtx,  Si"""'-  lililir  "I-.-  ri.,f lvln»  bIda 
for  the  coi  "   X   IKO 
fl.  ahoe  fii'  lioe  Co.. 

lot    Ave.    u;..:            !   .'cil    coat 
110,000. 

Wya,  Kaarllaa — The  Producera'  A  ReHn- 
era'  Co..  Coapar.  awarded  thi-  contrMCl  for 
the  ronatructlon  of  a  raflniry,  10,000  libl, 

catmrtiv.  on  a  1,800  acre  all<-,  hiTf, 

-'     Johaa — T'  i 1  Ham    SI..  im 
1,  ,  wna  Ti-c-  <  '  I .. . .  .;   I.      'III.. 
r;,.!,!!,..:..!  t'oat   llon.oiiii. 

Oaf.,  Ooderlrb  —  W.  Tlaaohler  ptona  to 
build  H  wooilworklnr  plant  and  aawmlll. 
Katlmated  coat  |60,000. 

Oal.,  Madaay— The  Oull  River  I.umber 
Co.  plana  to  liulld  a  dry  kiln  and  lumbi-r warehouao. 

On!      Owan   aaand  —   ltd.   Bduc    W.    II. 
"  '  Tl.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 

M    of    n    t    atory,     100    x     200    fl. 
II.:      :>i'hool    nn     6th    Ave.      Ifintimnled 

cual  4200,000,     Nnli*d  June  8. 
Oef..  I»e«r«lea — II,  P.  fnrey  plana  to  build 
t.  '       •■  •  ' :'     lure  of  itroaae,  nil 
I,  for    atorhiK    r.iu 

I,  I    tmn.nnn, ,1.    II. 

It   Raw 
i|    coal 

MhI.,    KanntM  i' Jami-aon.    HI.    >l 
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Making  Steel  Balls 
Description  of  Methods  Used  by  the  Atlas  Ball  Company  to  Produce  Steel  Balls- 

Methods  Rather  than  Skill  Produce  Desired  High  Quality 

By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 
Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

TO  MAKE  A  STEEL  ball  which  must  be  so  round 
that  the  most  refined  machine  shop  methods  will 
not  be  sufficient  to  discover  a  deviation  from  the 

ideal,  which  must  be  made  to  a  given  diameter  and  shall 

not  be  more  than  ,'„  of  a  thousandth  of  an  inch  over- 
size or  undersize;  which  must  be  of  extraordirtary  hard- 
ness throughout  and  which  must  be  finished  to  such  a 

FIG.  1— INSPECTING  STEEL.  BALLS 

high  degree  of  polish  and  perfection  that  a  strong 
magnifying  glass  shall  not  disclose  the  minutest  im- 

pression or  scratch,  would  seem  quite  a  task.  If  such 
a  feat  had  been  accomplished,  say  100  years  ago,  volumes 
would  have  been  written  about  so  remarkable  an  accom- 

plishment. To  make  thousands  of  such  balls,  all  alike 
and  all  of  the  same  degree  of  perfection  would  seem 
to  border  on  the  impossible  and  yet  this  is  the  daily 
task  of  the  Atlas  Ball  Company  of  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  are  so  familiar  with  steel  balls  and  their  use  that 
we  fail  to  appreciate  the  remarkable  qualities  they  must 
possess.  Like  many  other  things  which  we  meet  daily, 
we  take  them  for  granted.  Perhaps  the  most  important 
lesson  we  can  learn  when  we  follow  the  manufacture 

of  steel  balls  is,  that  method  and  system  are  of  more 
importance  than  individual  skill  and  that  they  can  ac- 

complish things  which  are  beyond  the  ability  of  an 
individual.  One  hundred  years  ago  it  would  have  re- 

quired a  super-mechanic  to  make  only  one  ball  and  it  is 
highly  improbable  that  he  would  have  succeeded.  Now 
millions  of  balls  are  made,  not  by  skill,  not  by  super- 
mechanics,  but  by  application  of  the  proper  methods  and 
the  proper  system. 

The  ordinary  method  of  describing  the  manufacture 
of  a  product  is  to  begin  with  the  material.  We  propose 
to  reverse  this  process  because  what  the  observer  is 
interested  in  is  the  finished  ball  and  probably  the  first 
question  he  will  ask  himself  is:  How  is  it  possible 
that  one  can  be  sure  that  the  balls  are  made  to  the 
proper  diameter  and  all  alike,  if  their  allowable  varia- 

tions are  so  exceedingly  small?  And  so  we  will  begin 
with  the  inspection. 

The  girl,  shown  in  Fig.  1,  is  engaged  in  the  task  of 
inspecting  the  finished  balls.  It  will  be  noted  that  she 
wears  gloves.  After  the  balls  have  been  polished  it  is 
not  permitted  to  touch  them  by  hand  because,  though 
they  may  be  oiled,  the  touch  of  the  finger  will  cause 
them  to  corrode,  not  immediately  but  some  time  later. 
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KIG.   -2 — MECHANICAL  GAGING  DEVICE 

The  balls  to  be  inspected  are  laid  on  a  slightly  inclined 
desk  so  that  a  white  cardboard  placed  at  the  end  will 
throw  a  bright  reflection  of  light  on  the  balls  causing 
them  to  appear  partly  a  bright  white  and  partly  dark. 
That  portion  which  is  turned  toward  the  card  board 

appears   white. 
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TW  iaapartor  has  aaotlMr  pkc«  of  rardboard  in  b«r 
thf  ioMtts  nadar  the  ball*  cauainf  Uwm 

to  tsr*.    8W  ia  coaaUaUy  moriav  than  ao  aa  to  axpoaa 
'  paita  of  tlwir  aarfaeaa  to  tht  bright  raflaction.    The 

rratrh  emm  \m  dlacotarad   in   this  inannar. 
tbtfv  to  a  <l»<arboniaMi  apot  in  the  ball,  a 

rtU    1— INAURAM   KHUWIN'O   ACTION  oy  BAUJJ.  UOtJ^INQ 
UOWX  THK  INCUNKU  PUANB  or  THK  UAUINQ  DKVICB 

wfai  whkh  ia  not  quita  ao  hard  aa  the  raat  of  it.  Such 
•  ipot  appaara  like  a  faint  doud.  BalU  which  are  not 
parfact  ara  iwaofd  ligr  mnnt  of  a  pencil-like  magnet, 
«U^  tht  iaapador  hoMs  in  bar  right  hand.  When 
iaapactinc  tha  fir^lH^  (wDa,  aha  boldH  a  nniall  chamois 
bag  in  her  hand  into  which  ahe  dropa  the  imperfect  balls 

It  ia  intrrrdinc  to  watch  how  the  little  magnet  is 
BMaoaarred.    The  ball  is  picked  up  at  one  end  and  lifted 

to 
tha 

na  «— mrrma  » 

by  tba  aHigBat.    Holdinc  tfea  pencil  at  a  certain  angle, 
the  ba  to  OMda  to  allda  akmg  the  magnet  until  it 

ie  center  when  it  dropa  into  the 
The  entire  operation  goaa  very 

And.  bgr  the  war.  the  upright  pieoea  of  card- 
of  aadi  a  atoa,  and  are  ao  placed  that  the 

to  daflactod  toward  tba  operator,  thus 
tba  baOa  agnlaat  corroaloo. 

The  baUa  wfaicb  are  foond  to  be  inperfect  on  inspcc- 
of  inpcrfaction.    There 

may  be  a  single  very  tunall  scratch  or  impression  which, 
of  course,  makes  the  ball  unflt  for  this  particular  site 
but  allows  it  to  be  repolished  for  a  somewhat  smaller 
siie.  It  should  be  remembered  that  balls  are  ordered 
not  merely  of  standard  sise,  such  as  for  instance  |  in., 
but  that  they  are  often  required  to  be,  let  us  say,  }  in. 

plus  0.001,  or  ma>'be  minus  0.001  in.  When  the  im- 
perfection is  slightly  deeper  grinding  may  take  it  out. 

Whatever  is  done  later  on  with  the  imperfect  balls  they 

are  alwaj's  followed  up  as  "imperfects"  and  if  it  is 
found  that  a  second  grindiiiK  does  not  remove  the 
imperfection,  the  ball  is  8crapt>e(l. 

There  are  some  balls  which  are  merely  unsuited  for 
the  particular  site  for  which  they  were  intended,  others 
have  real  defecta  and  must  be  scrapped.  It  is  for  this 
reason  that  the  inspector  is  provided  with  a  tray  with 
a  number  of  partitions  in  which  the  different  kinds  of 
imperfect  balls  are  placed  after  inspection. 

Before  the  final  inspection  the  balls  are  measured. 
All  Atlas  balls  are  guaranteed  to  be  not  more  than 

0.00005  in,  above  or  below  the  desired  size.  When  speak- 

KIQ.  S— DIAGRAM   SHOWINQ   PRINCIPLE  OF  QAaiNO 
DBVICK  AS  U8BI)  IIY  THB  ATU\8  UAM<  CO. 

ing  of  the  amount  of  finish  left  for  a  certain  operation 
or  of  the  amount  of  tolerance,  the  Atlas  people  speak 
in  tenths  of  a  thousandth  so  that  when  they  say  that 

a  ball  should  be  20  over-size,  it  merely  means  that  it 
should  be  0.002  in.  larger  than  the  nearest  standard  size. 

A  common  way  of  sorting  balls  is  to  let  them  run 
over  an  inclined  plane  such  as  shown  in  Fig.  2.  The 
()lnne  is  made  by  two  beveled  straight  edges  which  are 
.set  at  a  slight  angle  so  that  the  opening  at  the  top 
is  somewhat  less  than  that  at  the  bottom.  In  some 
factories  balls  varying  as  much  as  0.001  are  inspected 

that  way  and  the  space  under  the  straight  edges  is  pro- 
vided with  10  divisions  so  that  if,  for  instance  you 

were  inspecting  half-inch  balls,  a  ball  of  0.4996  in. 
would  drop  at  the  top  of  the  inclined  plane  in  a  com- 

partment; another  one  which  would  be  exactly  i  in. 
would  drop  in  the  6th  compartment,  whereas  one  of 
0.6004  in.  diameter  would  drop  in  compartment  10.  In 
this  manner,  it  is  supposed  that  the  balls  in  each 
compartment  are  of  the  same  nominal  diameter  and 
perfectly  to  size  within  A  of  a  thousandth.  This 
method,  however,  is  not  suffkiently  refined  to  be  abso- 

lutely sure  about  the  correctneas  of  size. 
In  Fig.  8  the  action  of  the  inclined  plane  is  shown  in 

diairrammatic  form.  When  the  ball  is  resting  on  the 
inclined  plane  somewhere  near  the  top,  its  center  is 
quite  soma  distance  above  the  incline;  when  it  has  come 
to  the  last  eonpartment,  that  is,  the  one  in  which  it  will 
drop,  ita  center  to  exactly  on  the  incline.  On  the  last 
but  one,  the  center  of  the  ball  is  so  near  the  incline 
that  the  ball  while  rolling  down  turns  on  an  exceedingly 
small  diameter.  The  small  circle  shown  is  the  one  on 
which  it  turns. 
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We  see  then  that  the  ball  has  considerable  speed  at 
the  upper  part  of  the  incline  and  that,  though  it  has 
been  rolling  for  some  time  and  might, be  supposed  to 
have  gathered  speed,  yet  it  will  have  exceedingly  low 
speed  when  it  is  about  to  drop  through  the  slot.  It  is 
therefore  likely  that  great  accuracy  will  be  obtained 
at  the  lower  end  of  the  inclined  plane  but  that  the  speed 
at  the  upper  part  is  too  great  to  be  sure  as  to  the  exact 
compartment  in  which  the  ball  will  drop.  Besides,  to 
work  correctly,  the  two  straight  edges  must  be  very 
straight,  something  which  is  not  easy  to  get  or  to 
maintain. 

The  Atlas  Company,  realizing  these  conditions,  does 
not  attempt  to  separate  the  balls  into  10  different  sizes. 
The  company  starts  out  by  making  the  balls  so  nearly 
correct  that  the  only  thing  necessary  is  to  apply  the 

"go"  and  "no-go"  gage,  in  other  words,  to  eliminate 
those  balls  which  are  either  too  large  or  too  small.  For 
this  purpose  the  inclined  plane  or  rather  the  two 
straight  edges  are  set  again  at  a  slight  taper  but  there 
is  only  one  up-right  in  the  box  below,  thus  making  two 
compartments.  When  setting  the  testing  apparatus  a 
standard  ball  is  used  which,  before  using,  is  compared 
by  the  chief  inspector  with  Johansson  blocks. 

Figure  4  shows  the  action  of  testing  a  standard  ball. 
The  minimeter  used  for  this  purpose  will  indicate  ac- 

FIG.  6— FORGING  STEEL  BALLS.     ALSO  SHOWING  HOT 
PRESSED  BALLS  COMING  FROM  THE  PRESS 

AND  COOLING  DEVICE 

curately  to  a  40th  of  one  thousandth,  that  is  to  say,  it 
compares  to  that  limit  though  it  does  not  measure. 
Johansson  blocks  are  piled  up  to  the  correct  size  and 
the  minimeter  is  set  so  that  the  hand  points  to  0.  A 
magnifying  glass  in  front  of  the  dial  of  the  minimeter 
makes  it  possible  to  make  this  setting  very  accurate. 
The  standard  ball  is  compared  with  this  minimeter  set- 

ting and  if  the  result  is  satisfactory  the  ball  is  used  for 
the  setting  of  the  straight  edges  of  the  inclined  plane. 

In  Fig.  5  the  inclined  plane  is  once  more  shown  in 
diagram.  This  time  it  is  arranged  as  the  Atlas  Com- 

pany arranges  the  device,  that  is,  with  only  one  parti- 
tion. The  straight  edges  are  set  so  that  the  standard 

ball  will  drop  to  the  right  of  the  partition.  The  setting 
is  made  so  accurate  that  a  ball  of  the  correct  size  will 
fall  and  strike  the  partition  as  is  shown  in  the  lllus- 

rio.7 
ne.s 

riG.    7— DIAGRAM   SHOWING   NATURE  OF   FIN    PRODUCED 
BY  COLD  PRESSING.     FIG.   8— DIAGRAM   SHOWING 

HOW  FIN  IS  CHANGED  BY  ROLLING 
BETWEEN  HARDENED  PLATES 

tration.  The  vertical  center  line  of  the  ball  is  slightly 
to  the  right  of  the  partition. 

Should  a  ball  be  ever  so  little  too  small  it  will  drop 
to  the  left  of  the  partition.  In  either  case,  its  speed 
before  dropping  is  very  small.  With  this  arrangement 
of  the  straight  edges  it  is  unimportant  whether  these 
straight  edges  are  really  straight  or  not  so  long  as  there 
is  only  one  point  at  which  the  standard  ball  will  drop. 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  balls  used  for  setting  the 
machine  are  not  the  standard  size  but  the  maximum  and 
minimum  allowable  sizes.  As  Fig.  5  is  arranged,  the 
minimum  size  ball  has  been  used  so  that  all  balls  drop- 

ping to  the  right  of  the  partition  are  above  the  minimum 
whereas  all  balls  dropping  to  the  left  would  be  below 
the  minimum  and  should  be  rejected. 

After  the  balls  have  been  gaged  in  this  manner  they 
are  once  more  run  over  the  inclined  plane,  this  time  set 
for  maximum  so  that  all  balls  dropping  to  the  left  of 
the  partition  are  below  the  maximum  while  those  drop- 

ping to  the  right  are  above  the  maximum  and  are  there- 
fore rejected.  At  the  end  of  the  two  inspections  we  have 

balls  which  are  above  the  minimum  and  below  the  maxi- 
mum and  therefore  correct.  In  reality,  two  gaging 

machines  are  set  up  at  the  same  time,  one  for  "go"  and 
the  other  for  "no-go."  As  we  have  seen  how  inspection 
takes  care  of  size  and  quality  we  will  show  now  how 
this  quality  is  obtained. 

Sizes  of  Balls  Made 

The  balls  made  by  the  Atlas  Company  range  regularly 
from  4  in.  to  2J  in.  Larger  balls  are  also  made  but 
not  as  a  regular  product.  Such  a  wide  range  of  sizes 
requires,  of  course,  different  methods  of  manufacture. 
It  is  rather  remarkable,  considering  the  wide  range  of 
sizes  that  in  the  main  the  same  methods  are  used,  there 
being  certain  differences  only  in  the  first  operations. 

The  smaller  balls  up  to  A  in.  are  cold  pressed.  Larger 
ones  up  to  li  in.  are  hot  pressed  and  still  larger  sizes 
are  forged.  A  number  of  balls  are  forged  at  the  same 
time  under  the  Bradley  hammer.  This  operation  is 
shown  in  Fig.  6  and  needs  no  further  explanation. 
In  the  foreground  a  press  for  hot  pressing  is  shown 
and  4  balls  are  rolling  along  a  sheet  toward  the  box 
in  which  they  are  received.  It  will  be  noticed  that  a 
pipe  is  arranged  over  this  box.  This  is  a  compressed 
air  pipe  which  assists  in  cooling  the  balls. 

The  cold  pressing  of  the  smaller  balls  is  done  on  a 
rivet  machine  and  offers  no  difficulties  except  that  it 

is  necessary  to  cut  the  slug  closely  to  size  so  as  to  avoid 
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•round  Uw  ball  mm  m 
in  •  ■o«>wli>t  «sagg»nUcd  form  in 

Fig.  T.  TiMMich  th*  anMMtat  of  acUl  in  the  fln  ia  vwy 
■MiB  iU  ahap*  woold  cmiw  trouble  when  Umm  balk 
art  piMtd  ia  the  friadiatr  machine.  Fur  thia  reaaon 
tkqr  art  aaat  tkroogh  a  awchine  wbara  UMf  are  roUad 
bit— a  kartaMd  platM  which  chaofaa  tha  An  over 
to  a  fona  M  indicated  in  Fif.  8.     Though  there  is 

no.  •--Koooii  <mt!«niMa  MACHtm  (vvrtical.) 

aa  oiach  metal  in  thia  fln  aa  there  waa  before, 
troabia  when  grinding, 

an  not  prodaead  bjr  hot  preMing  or  forg- 
hot  pfaaaing.  the  haatad  slug  drop*  auto- 

froa  the  furnace  on  to  a  plate  where  it  ia 
gripped  by  a  pair  of  Itngera  and  brought  in  poaition, 
after  which  tha  fagcra  rKreat  juat  before  the  upper  die 

down.  The  An  cauned  bf  thia  operation  ia  very 
not  acMl  to  be  removed.  Neither  ia 

a  Aa  irfMo  tha  halla  are  forgad.  In  that  caae 
ia  mefalir  a  email  projection  left  at  the  point 
tim  haOa  an  MPparatad.  Figure  6  ahowa  how  a 
of  balk  are  forged  at  the  Mune  time. 

for  tha  amaOer  baiU.  that  U,  for 
praeoedL  k  eold  drawn  wire.  The 

hagtk  af  Ik*  *«  k  about  H  ttema  the  diAmKer  of  the 
wffte.  Fi«B  Ikk  the  eorreet  dteme(«r  for  each  aize 
Ml  caa  b*  caaQr  caifuktad.   The  wire  may  be  0.002  in. 

TIm  hot  praaaad  haOa  are  made 

of  t-old  drawn  roda  which  are  allowed  the  same  variation 
from  aundard,  while  the  material  for  the  forged  balls 
ia  hot  rolled  bara  with  0.006  in.  permiBsible  variation 
below  and  0.009  in.  above  standard  aize. 

The  operations  var>'  to  a  cerUin  extent  according  to 
whether  the  baiU  are  made  of  cold  prvHsed  or  hot 
presited  and  forged  material.  In  the  latter  rase  the  fol- 
lowing  liat  of  operations  obtains: 

First  operation      —  AniieuhnK 
Second  operation    —  RouRh  grinding 
Third  operation      —  Ilunleiiing 
Fourth  operation    —  RouKh  grinding 
Fifth  operation      —  Oil  lapping 
Sixth  operation      —  Hoffman  grinding 
Seventh  operation  —  Polishing 
Eighth  operation    —  Finish    polishing,   after 

which  the  operations  are  measuring  and  inspection  aa 
heretofore  described. 

In  the  caae  of  small  balla,  the  operations  are  aa  follows: 

First  operation      —  Rough  grinding. 
Second  operation    —  Annealing 
Third  operation     —  Hoffman  grinding  in  the  soft sUte 

Fourth  operation  —  Hardening 
Fifth  operation      —  Hoffman  grinding — hard 
Sixth  and  Seventh  —  Rough    and    flinish    polishing 

AUX>WANCK  FOR  FINISH 

The  amount  allowed  for  finish  on  the  larger  balls  is 
0.060  in.  The  rough  grinding  brings  them  down  to 
alioul  0.014  in.  over-size.  The  second  rough  grinding, 
after  hardening,  reduces  that  to  0.008  in.  over-size,  the 
oil  lapping  to  0.0026  in.  and  the  Hoffman  machine  to 
0.0002  in.  over-site  so  that  the  rough  and  finish  polish- 

ing removes  i^  of  a  thousandth  regardless  of  the  size 
of  the  ball. 

In  caae  of  the  smaller  balls  the  amount  allowed  for 
finish  is  0.020  in.  The  first  rough  grinding  when  soft, 
reduces  this  allowance  to  0.012  in.  The  second  grind- 

ing, still  soft  and  which  is  done  on  the  Hoffman  ma- 
chine, reduces  this  to  0.006  in.  over-size.  The  final 

grinding,  after  hardening,  also  on  the  Hoffman  machine, 
brings  the  balls  down  to  0.0002  in.  over-size  just  as 
with  the  larger  balls. 

Figure  9  shows  a  vertical  rough  grinding  machine 
which  consists  of  an  upper  and  a  lower  spindle,  both 

rotating  and  not  in  line  with  eai-h  other.  The  upper 
spindle  carries  a  disk  with  a  number  of  concentric 
V-grooves  in  which  the  balls  are  located.  The  lower 
spindle  carries  a  grinding  wheel.  The  eccentricity  is 
such  that  every  part  of  the  rim  of  the  cup-shaped 
grinding  wheel  comes  in  action  so  that  the  balls  cannot 
have  a  tendency  to  produce  grooves  in  the  wheel.  The 
grinding  is  done  dry  aa  it  was  found  that  wet  grinding 
waa  not  satisfactory.  It  will  be  noticed  that  the  upper 
spindle  is  forced  down.  The  amount  of  pressure,  how- 

ever, is  not  very  great,  being  /tbout  70  lb.  to  100  lb. 
in  all.  The  rotation  of  the  two  members  causes  the 
balls  to  travel  in  the  grooves  and  the  eccentricity  of 
the  grinding  wheel  in  relation  to  the  upper  member 
causes  the  balls  also  to  turn  in  the  direction  of  the 
radius  of  the  upper  member  so  that  every  point  of  the 
ball  is  at  aome  time  axpoaed  to  the  action  of  the 
grinding  whaeL 

When  theae  balk  come  out  of  the  machine  they  show 
a  krge  ntunber  of  small  facets  with  parallel  grinding 
Bcratchea. 

(To  be  concluded  next  week.) 
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Details  of  Diamond  Boring  Tools 
Recommended  Sizes  of  Boring  Bar — Angle  for  Setting  of  Tools — Methods  of  Sharpening- 

Kind  of  Diamonds  and  How  They  Are  Inserted  in  Tools 

UY  G.  T.  LINTING 

THE  SUCCESS  of  any  diamond  boring  tool  de- 
pends quite  largely  on  whether  the  boring  bar 

which  carries  the  tool  is  as  close  a  fit  in  its  guide 
bushings  as  possible.  The  boring  bars  should  be  as 
large  in  diameter  as  possible,  and  should  be  provided 

are  drilled  and  tapped  for  holding  the  tools  firmly  in 
place,  as  well  as  for  adjustment.  The  tools  are  set  at 
an  angle  other  than  a  right  angle  to  the  axis  of  the 
boring  bar,  so  that  the  tools  can  be  measured  with 
a  micrometer  over  the  edge  of  the  tool  and  the  bar. 

Wearing  strips  should  start  some  distance 
l^icromefer  measurement    from  end  of  bar  for  ttieir  protect  ion  —  -. . 

to  i>e  made  here  ̂ 

A ^ 

Secure  wearincf  strips  by 

sfal<ing  tiere  mtfj  rvi/ndnose 

■Drive  end 
Adjusting  screw' Sfiould not  be  over^^  ■ 

FIG.  1 — BORING  BAR  WITH  DIAMOND  AND  WEARING   STRIPS  IN  PLACE 

Relief- 

with  the  hardened  wearing  strips  shown  in  Fig.  1.  These 
strips  fit  hardened  steel  bushings  in  the  boring  fixture 
as  tightly  as  possible,  and  still  turn  without  galling  the 
bar  or  bushings.   The  bar  itself  is  left  soft. 

These  hard  wear  strips  in  the  bar  have  a  certain  pur- 
pose. After  the  strips  have  been  worn  undersize  so 

that  they  do  not  fit  the  bushings,  the  bar  can  be  restored 
by  either  inserting  new  strips  or  shimming  up  the 
original  strips  and  then  regrinding  the  bar  to  fit  the 
bushings.  Should  these  strips  by  chance  become  galled 
in  the  bushings  the  bar  can  be  restored  to  its  original 
size  by  the  method  just  described. 
The  method  of  inserting  the  wear 
strips  in  the  bar  is  as  follows :  Four 
or  six  grooves,  depending  on  the  size 
of  the  bar,  are  milled  the  entire 
length  of  the  bar  to  within  some  few 
inches  on  the  driving  end.  The  strips 
may  be  from  i  to  i  in.  thick  and 
from  J  to  1  in.  wide  and  any  length 
that  can  be  conveniently  carbonized 
and  hardened.  Any  stock  that  will 
carbonize  and  harden  may  be  used. 
The  strips  are  hardened  before  they 
are  forced  into  the  bar,  the  edges 
having  been  previously  milled  to  a 
light  drive  fit  in  the  slots  in  the  bor- 

ing bar.  The  strips  are  forced  into 
the  slots  and  then  staked  in  tight 
along  the  sides,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 
Screws  are  not  needed  to  hold  them 
in  place.  After  the  strips  have  been 
forced  into  the  bar  they  are  then  ground  so  that  they 
will  fit  the  bushing  in  the  jig. 

The  holes  for  carrying  the  diamond  and  steel  tools 

This  setting  is  also  employed  in  order  that  a  longer 
tool  many  be  used  and  may  be  more  firmly  held  ia 
the  bar.  The  particular  angle  at  which  the  tool  is  set 
is  of  no  importance  so  long  as  its  setting  can  be  meas- 

ured over  the  bar,  as  the  left  view  in  Fig.  1  indicates. 

Top  of 

fool-. 

/   Flat 

■f^'  .  rRelief 

This  article  supplements  "Using  Diamond  Tools  in  Motor  Build- 
ing" by  the  same  author,  published  on  page  437  of  American 

Machinist.  The  additional  data  have  been  furnished  at  the  request 
of  the  editors  of  American  Machinist. 

FIG.    2 — DETAILS  OF  SHANK   WITH   DIAMOND   FASTENED    TO    IT   AND    GAQB 
FOR  CHECKING  RELIEF  AND  ANGLE 

The  diamonds  used  for  boring  tools  should  be  the 
finest  quality  of  Brazilian  Carbonado.  Although  they 
are  the  kind  used  for  rock  drills,  they  should  be  selected 
for  a  fineness  of  texture  and  for  freedom  from  cracks 

or  irregularities  in  formation.  The  diamond  is  first 

roughly  lapped  to  a  cutting  edge  then  fastened  in  the 
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•r  •  BMtel  aoM  wttli  braM  wir».  Th*  mold  to 
d  with  •  aakca  ■wtal.  u  •nogr  whkh  ku  a 

■Hlllaf  patat  of  •boot  1000  d«c.  Pahrwheit.  Fiv.  2 
gtvaa  tlw  daUlla  «f  tto  ahank  and  tha  dianM»ad  attached 
••  it  aa  wiB  aa  IIm  daUtU  of  a  face  for  ehaeking  the 

Aflar  eaaliac  tiM  akaok  in  which  tha  diamond  ia  now 
•rmtr  aaabarfdad  to  ivoMvad  from  the  mold  turned  to  the 

atoa  daaired  which  to  aaaalb'  from  I  to  t  in.  in  diametar 
1  to  S  ia.  long.  It  to  put  in  a  dummy  l>ar 

ha*  a  hob  drilled  in  it  at  tha  aame  anirie  as  tif 
bar  and  of  a  aiia  to  At  tha  ahank.  The  diamond 

to  thea  ctrcto  crodnd  to  a  radiua  ahorter  than  the  radiu.t 
of  tha  hole  which  it  to  to  bora,  and  to  backed  off  the  name 
aa  a«r  lated  cutter  leaving  aboot  a  A-in.  land.  The 
di— oail  to  than  raiiavad  at  the  hed  laaving  about  a 
<Ma.  had  pandW  with  tha  axU  of  tha  bar.  A  small  steel 
whaal  chaivMl  with  dtomond  dust  to  used  for  all  the 
trindiar  operatioiiB. 

Hie  face  of  tlia  diamnod  to  tlian  ground  perpendicu- 
lar to  tiM  asto  of  tlM  bar  leaTiag  tlie  dtomond  project- 

lav  aboot  A  ie.  out  of  tha  and  of  tlte  ahank.  The  front 
of  tha  diaawad  to  grooad  tlia  aame  as  the  face  and  ia 
nltowad  aiightly  toward  tlie  baclL  The  sharp  corner  is 
aligbttr  rounded  ao  that  it  will  not  break  off. 

Tha  BMlhod  tluU  ahoold  ba  foQowad  in  grinding  or 
haaa  loob  to  pradaaiT  the  same  as  that 

in  sharpening  a  steel  singto  point  boring  bar 
that  care  must  be  uaad,  of  oouraa,  to  grind 

awajr  as  little  of  the  stone  aa  to  poaaibla.  Care  should  be 
takm  in  aetting  the  dtomood  tool  in  the  bar  to  see  that 
thr  cutting  edge  is  parallel  to  tha  axis  of  the  bar.  To 

injury  to  the  diamond,  the  machine  operator 
be  instructed  to  handle  the  tooto  with  the  same 

Im  aaas  for  anjr  fine  tool. 

Factors  of  a  Foreman*M  Success 
Bt  Roaaar  Gbimshaw 

Tha  factors  auldaf  op  a  foraeiaa'a  aiwcaas  might  be 
aa  tlw  paaaBMloa  of  thoaa  qualitiaa  that  make 

■dar  aufcaaaful;  Knowledge  of  his  own 
<iaalitratkwia.  of  bto  dofaeta.  of  tha  abilitiaa  and  limiU- 
tloaa  of  thoaa  with  whom  ha  eonaa  in  contact,  of  the 
aclivttjr  ia  qaaation.  and  of  tha  ability  to  impart  his 

and  naka  hhnadf  oberad. 
things  might  be  pointed  out  as  the  potent 

farton  in  a  foreman's  succcaa.  They  may  be  worth 
caitivating  if  nature  has  not  baan  geoarous  in  thto  con- 
aactioa  at  birth,  and  if  opportunity  and  environment 
baa*  failed  to  make  amanda  for  thoaa  qualities  which 
aataia  has  neglactad. 

Forhap*  the  first  factor  that  might  be  particoUrly 
aiagtod  out  as  dniirabie.  is  openmindedness.  Thto  to 
th»  willingMM  to  admit  that  others  do,  can.  or  hava 
aa  iBhermt  right  to  know  something;  or  can  even  ba 
aa  the  right  side  of  a  dl»poted  qncation. 

Oa  Iwtiad  gaoerai  principles,  the  foreman  is  assumed 
to  kaow  amra.  avan  ia  petty  drtaiU,  than  thoaa  under 
Uaa.  Bat  if  ha  caaoot  show  this  to  the  satisfaction 
af  fdhara  he  wll  lie  set  down  as  wrong.  Onco  his 

I  iaaaraaee  are  shown  to  exist  and  to  be 
hr  hto  tacit  or  otliar  declaration  of  infallibility. 

hia  laiaaaea  for  good,  bto  atrraaooa  aceiiing  for  prog- 
fvaa  ia  tha  worik.  hto  nMat  aarnaat  efforts  for  the 

hMtanaaat  of  bto  operativw'  eeadition.  are  weakened. If  M 

Six  Ways  of  SecurinK  Co-operation  and 
Interest  from  Your  Men — Discussion 

By  Edwakd  O.  Ferry 

The  article  by  E.  0.  Kuendig  under  the  title  given 
above  on  page  680  of  American  Machinist  corresponds 
with  the  views  and  practice  of  the  writer  during  long 
e.xperience  in  the  management  of  help. 

I  know  of  no  condition  in  life  where  the  Golden  Rule 
is  more  applicable  than  in  the  relations  between  the 
employer  and  employee.  Never  ask  a  man  to  do  any- 
thinjf  that  you  would  not  willingly  do  yourwlf  if  you 
were  placed  in  his  petition.  Give  them  the  benefit  of 
every  doubt,  but  rememl)er  that  under  good  management 
there  should  be  few  doubts.  Hard  work  and  good  pay, 
honestly  earned,  give  greater  satisfaction  than  any  other 
policy  I  know  of. 

Operating  on  Straight  Piece  Work 
wrrii  A  Hkart  in  It 

I  will  cite  one  case  among  many  that  came  under  my 
supervision  where  the  policies  mentioned  by  Mr.  Kuen- 

dig were  carried  out  to  the  utmo.st.  It  was  in  a  plant 
manufacturing  heavy,  portable  railway  equipment,  and 
which  in  addition  to  offlce  and  engineering  departments, 

consisted  of  machine,  foundrj',  blacksmith,  boiler,  paint, 
pattern  and  minor  departments.  The  greatest  number 
(if  men  employed  at  any  one  time  during  my  adminiHtra- 
tion  was  about  1,100.  It  was  an  old  institution  and  had 
been  in  the  hands  of  a  receiver  for  several  years,  but 
through  the  generosity  of  some  of  the  people  of  the 
city  in  which  it  was  located,  funds  were  furnished  to 
place  it  in  operation  again. 

After  a  preliminary  investigation  of  the  plant,  I  took 
a  position  with  the  company  as  general  superintendent 
and  proceeded  to  make  radical  changes. 

Straight  piece  work,  with  a  heart  in  it,  was  the  first 
innovation.  In  its  introduction  I  met  with  bitter  op- 

position from  the  workmen,  the  cause  of  which  I  soon 
located  in  a  radical  group  that  had  been  driven  out  of 
a  large  plant  then  on  strike  in  a  neighlwring  city.  With 
this  knowledge,  I  soon  got  rid  of  the  trouble  through 
the  elimination  of  that  element.  I  made  it  my  duty 
personally  to  urge  the  acceptance  of  piece  work  by  every 
one  oppoKed  to  it.  In  order  to  make  a  good  start,  I 
personally  set  the  prices  and  hired  the  help,  and  in  gen- 

eral remained  in  close  touch  with  every  one  along  the 
line.  In  less  than  three  months  we  had  the  machine 

shop  and  foundr>'  on  piece  work,  and  the  well  filled  pay 
envelopes  of  the  men  in  those  two  departments  were 
sufficient  influence  to  bring  the  remaining  departments 
into  line  without  further  effort.  Before  that  time  I  had 
selected  from  the  shop  a  clcancut,  bright  looking 
machinist  for  the  position  of  chief  inspector  and  rate 
setter,  and  I  never  regretted  the  selection,  as  he  proved 
one  of  the  most  loyal  and  honorable  men  that  ever 
worked  for  me. 

It  would  be  encroaching  too  much  on  your  valuablf; 
space  to  describe  all  that  was  done  to  insure  harmonious 
retotions  between  the  workmen  and  the  company.  There 
were  aecured  for  the  former  higher  wages  than  they 
had  ever  had,  and  for  the  latter  more  profit  than  they 
had  expected.  More  than  that,  the  employers  had  the 
right  to  comp1«t«  control  of  their  business  in  all  its 
details,  without  question  from  anyone,  either  inside  or 
outside  of  their  ptont.  All  this  was  accomplished  in 
the  moat  satisfactory  manner  and  perfect  confidence 
establtobad  batwaan  the  workmen  and  the  company. 
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Design  of  Piercing  Dies  Begun — Principles  and  Important  Points  of  Piercing  Dies — 
Plain  and  Button  Dies — Punches,  Dies  and  Strippers 

PIERCING  dies  are  often  used  for  producing  holes 
in  work  which  has  previously  been  blanked  or 
formed,  and  also  occasionally  for  making  holes  in 

flat  stock  from  the  strip.  We  have  already  discussed 
the  use  of  piercing  dies  when  the  operation  consists  of 
blanking  and  piercing  in  progressive  dies,  and  several 
points  which  have  been  mentioned  in  the  preceding 
articles  are  also  applicable  in  the  design  and  construc- 

tion of  piercing  dies. 

Dies  of  this  kind  may  be  roughly  divided  into  several 
types,  although  the  dividing  line  is  not  sharply  defined 
and  the  classification  cannot  be  made  very  distinctly. 
Roughly  speaking,  however,  the  grouping  is  as  follows: 

Plain  piercing  dies,  which  are  so  designed  that  they 
handle  plain  blanks  of  various  shapes  or  pierce  the  holes 
in  sheet  stock  according  to  the  requirements  of  the 
work. 

Button  dies,  in  which  the  dies  are  made  in  separate 
units  and  inserted  in  their  proper  locations  in  the  die 
shoe.  This  form  is  economical,  so  that  in  manufacture 
and  upkeep  it  is  often  used  when  the  holes  are  a  con- 

siderable distance  apart.  Button  dies  may  be  standard- 
ized to  advantage  when  work  is  of  such  a  nature  as  to 

require  a  number  of  them.  Blanks  of  standard  outside 
diameter  can  be  made  up  according  to  the  size  of  the 
holes  required,  after  which  it  is  only  necessary  to  bore 
and  lap  the  hole  and  fit  the  button  to  the  die  shoe. 

Midtiple  piercing  or  gang  dies  are  used  when  a 
number  of  holes  are  to  be  pierced  close  together  in  a 
given  piece  of  work.  Both  dies  and  punches  are  of 
somewhat  different  construction  than  those  previously 
described.  The  details  of  design  and  various  points  of 
importance  will  be  mentioned  specifically  later  in  this 
article. 

Perforating  dies  are  often  required  in  ornamental 
brass  and  silver  work  and  for  such  parts  as  armature 
disks,  slotted  radial  plates  and  both  plain  and  cylindrical 
work  requiring  perforations  of  various  shapes  and  sizes. 

The  construction  of  piercing  dies  is  comparatively 
simple,  yet  when  a  number  of  holes  are  to  be  pierced  in 
an  irregular  piece  of  work,  the  design  must  be  carefully 
made  and  a  construction  used  of  the  most  approved  form 

For  the  authors'  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

if  best  results  are  to  be  obtained.  The  designer  who 
applies  his  knowledge  of  fundamental  principles  to  the 
construction  of  dies  and  who  studies  not  only  the  design 
but  its  application  in  actual  practice,  considering  care- 

fully at  the  same  time  the  upkeep  and  preservation  of 
accuracy,  will  discover  new  points  of  interest  continually 
and  find  fresh  food  for  thought  in  the  solution  of  each 
problem  presented.  A  number  of  important  points 
regarding  the  design  of  piercing  dies  are  given  here- 

with; others  will  be  mentioned  in  detail  later. 

(1)  Laying  out  the  work.  The  importance  of  this 
matter  has  been  emphasized  in  previous  articles  several 
times  and  in  the  design  of  piercing  dies  also  it  requires 
full.v  as  much  consideration  as  those  previously  men- 

tioned. A  decision  must  be  reached  as  to  the  best  type 
of  die  for  the  work  in  hand  and  in  what  manner  it  can 
be  handled  most  advantageously. 

(2)  Thickness  of  stock.  It  is  essential  that  the 
thickness  of  the  stock  should  be  in  correct  proportion 
to  the  amount  of  material  around  the  holes  which  are 
to  be  pierced.  If  the  allowance  is  not  suflScient  the  work 
cannot  be  pierced  so  as  to  obtain  good  results.  Hence, 
this  point  should  be  considered  at  an  early  stage  in  the 
design.  The  diameter  of  the  hole  is  also  important,  as 
it  is  not  practical  to  punch  a  hole  smaller  in  diameter 
than  the  thickness  of  the  stock.  When  holes  of  smaller 
size  than  this  are  required,  a  drilling  operation  is 
usually  necessary. 

(3)  Location  of  work.  A  great  deal  depends  upon 
the  shape  of  the  work  and  whether  the  piercing  die  is  to 
operate  on  strip  stock  or  on  separate  blanks  previously 
punched.  The  location  depends  to  some  extent  on  the 
relation  which  pierced  holes  must  bear  to  other  holes, 
slots  or  surfaces.  Therefore  the  method  of  location 
must  take  these  matters  into  consideration  and  must  at 
the  same  time  provide  for  the  possibility  of  slight  varia- 

tions in  the  blanks.  Obviously  this  matter  depends  very 
largely  on  the  general  shape  of  the  work  and  its  require- 

ments. Particular  attention  must  be  paid  to  work  re- 
quiring a  high  degi-ee  of  accuracy. 

(4)  Guide  for  punches.  Piercing  punches  are  often 
small  in  size  and  therefore  easily  broken.  Attention 
must  be  paid  to  proper  support  in  order  to  avoid  such  a 
contingency.     Usually  the  stripper  plate  acts  as  both 
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havitif  a  function  •omcwhjit  »imiUr 
in  ■  drill  jif.     In  point  of  fact. 

in  thv  ctripper  plat*  to  guid« 

poaebc*  and  prcwnt  b~eAluiK«. 
Biu»t  be  located  carefull)' 

it  can  be  uaed  aa  an  accurate 

Of*  M 

FED 

7  m. 

no.  MS— rtuNciPLJc  or  pibbcino  dibs 

locatioa  and  Miport  for  the  punches.    Several  examples 
iBwtratinff  this  point  are  yiven  in  thi«  article. 

(5)  General  points  in  design.  Consider  carefully  the 
to  be  performed  as  a  whole.  Loolt  at  it  in  a 

wajr  and  with  a  large  amount  of  common 
■eaee.  Take  up  each  point  in  design  carefully  and 

•aatyae  the  operation  to  make  sure  that  suitable  pro- 
vlaicn  has  been  made  for  all  contingencies.  Consider 

'"*  'or  from  the  standpoints  of  both  safety  and <<.  Finally,  design  the  dies  so  that  they  will 
produce  thr  work  in  the  shortest  possible  time,  well 
withta  the  rM|ttlred  limit*  of  accuracy  and  with  suitable 

for  apkasp  wImd  worn  or  broken  through  use, 
or  aodcct. 

PuNapuB  Involved  in  Pikbcino  Dies 

la  pkrring  metal  such  as  steel  it  is  customary  to 
an  amount  of  stock  around  the  hole  to  be  pierced 
to  or  greater  than  1  the  diameter  of  the  hole.  It 

M  posafMe  to  allow  less  stock  than  this  in  exceptional 
CMOS  bttt  it  is  not  advisable,  aa  there  is  always  the  pos- 
•lUlity  that  the  blank  wiU  be  distorted  when  piercing 
•o  that  the  rnutiing  product  will  be  unsatisfactory. 
Whaa  a  blaak  Is  to  be  producod  having  an  amount  of 
slock  around  the  hob  which  is  loss  than  half  the  diam- 

eter of  thr  hole,  it  Is  advisable  to  make  a  test  by  pierc- 
iag  a  frw  pioets  in  a  simple  die  rather  than  to  design 

*  CMMtraet  one  of  more  complicated  form  which  may, Uet.  prove  ttosstisfactory.  The  experiment  will 
Irate  wholber  the  stock  wiU  stand  the  strain  of 

>h»  ptetTiac  aarf  if  foood  Impractical  to  use  a  piercing 
dlo  R  aay  be  btUer  to  produce  the  hole  by  means  of  a 
drflUag  o^oratioB. 

Aaolhtr  Importaat  consideration  in  the  design  of 
plerrtag  die*  is  to  aiake  sure  that  a  hole  of  smaller 
dliwHir  tlHn  the  thictaisas  of  the  stock  is  not  required. 
la  Nck  caasa  tka  pondi  Is  sabjoctad  to  an  excessive 
■tnta  dae  to  tiM  Hnall  dUmeter,  so  that  it  will  not 
wttkataad  tbe  prensore  and  thus  causes  a  great  amount 

of  trouble  by  breakage.  Umler  certain  ronditiuns 
modiAcations  may  be  found  possible,  but  only  after  a 
series  of  tests  has  determined  the  advisability  of  it. 

The  principles  involved  in  piercing  dies  are  illustrated 
in  Fig.  482.  In  the  example  shown  at  A  the  work  is  to 
be  pierced  at  B  and  C.  The  blnnk  is  6  in.  long,  1  in. 
wide  and  0.062  in.  thick.  The  diameter  of  the  holes  to 
be  punched  is  \  in.  and  the  distance  between  the  end  of 
the  work  and  the  holes  is  }  in.  The  punches  for  this 

piece  are  shown  at  /)  and  £*;  and  at  F  is  shown  a  section 
of  the  die  in  which  it  is  apparent  that  the  work  G 
rests  on  the  die  H,  and  that  the  punch  K  descends  until 
it  has  passed  through  the  work  and  entered  the  hole  L 
in  the  die.  When  work  of  this  kind  is  pierced,  a  slug 
is  produced  which  passes  through  the  die  and  bolster 
of  the  press  and  is  generally  caught  in  a  box  placed  in 
a  suitable  position.  As  in  blanking  dies,  the  work  must 
be  carefully  located  when  piercing  is  to  be  done,  and  the 
method  of  location  selected  is  naturally  governed  by  the 
shape  of  the  piece  which  is  to  be  pierced. 

In  the  diagram  at  M  a  sectional  view  of  a  piercing 
die  is  shown  which  is  used  for  piercing  eight  holes  in 
the  work  }i.  This  piece  is  round  in  shape,  and  it  is 

located  by  "nesting"  it  in  the  locating  ring  O.  The 
punches  shown  at  P  are  fastened  to  the  punch  plate  Q 
which  is  screwed  to  the  punch  holder  R.  Attention  is 
called  to  the  manner  in  which  the  punches  are  guided 
by  the  stripper  S.  In  the  diagram  the  punches  are 
shown  after  they  have  pas.sed  through  the  work  and 
are  ready  to  be  withdrawn. 

In  order  to  prevent  the  punches  from  binding  or 
cramping  in  the  work,  it  is  necessary  to  use  a  stripper 
as  indicated.  It  is  apparent  that  when  the  punches  are 
withdrawn  the  metal  comes  up  with  them  until  it  strikes 
the  stripper,  which  sheds  the  work  so  that  it  can  be 

mrk  th. 
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(•n;    4(S— Ai'rUCATIONS  OF  HirTTON   DIBS 

taken  out  of  the  die  am!  replaced  by  a  new  piece.  When 
the  work  which  is  to  be  punched  is  made  of  tough  stock 
or  when  a  hole  of  small  diameter  is  being  pierced,  the 
stripper  is  of  great  assistance  in  stiffening  the  punch 
and  guiding  it  to  a  correct  location.  In  many  instances 
it  is  found  necessary  to  flt  the  stripper  with  bushings 
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in  order  to  support  it  rigidly  and  at  the  same  time  pro- 
vide accurate  location.  In  the  example  T  a  stripper 

plate  is  shown  having  a  bashing  U  mounted  in  it. 
The  diagram  at  V  shows  the  punch  in  its  furthest 

upward  position,  and  the  designer  may  note  that  the 
punch  is  not  entirely  withdrawn  from  the  stripper  or 
bushing  when  the  punch-holder  is  raised.  Referring  to 
the  section  of  the  die  shown  at  W  to  hold  the  work  N, 

FIG.  484— STRIPPERS,  STRIPPER  GUIDE  PINS  AND  PUNCH 
FOR  HOLE  NOT  ROUND 

it  will  be  noted  that  the  die  is  of  solid  construction 
mounted  in  a  die  shoe  X.  There  is  a  considerable 
amount  of  steel  used  in  this  die  which  is  unnecessary 
and  the  construction  would  be  simplified  considerably  if 
button  dies  were  used  for  this  piece. 

Button  Dies 

An  application  of  button  dies  to  a  piece  of  work  where 
the  holes  are  a  considerable  distance  apart  is  shown  in 
Fig.  489.  It  also  illustrates  how  dies  of  this  sort  may 
be  standardized  to  some  extent,  thus  simplifying  and 
cheapening  the  manufacture.  Primarily,  a  button  die 
may  be  considered  as  one  in  which  one  or  more  cylin- 

drical pieces  of  steel  are  substantially  held  and  located 
in  a  die-shoe.  Each  button  or  disk  has  a  hole  through  it 
for  the  punch  to  pass  through  after  the  work  has  been 
pierced. 

At  A  the  die  shown  is  a  cast-iron  shoe  having  two 
button  dies  B  and  C  mounted  in  it  as  indicated.  The 
work  D  which  is  to  be  pierced  at  E  and  F  is  nested  or 
located  by  means  of  the  two  plates  G  and  H.  The 

button  dies  project  somewhat  above  the  face  of  the  die- 
shoe,  and  it  is  therefore  necessary  to  make  the  locating 
plates  of  a  corresponding  height.  The  reason  for  set- 

ting the  dies  so  that  they  project  above  the  face  of  the 
die-shoe  is  to  permit  them  to  be  ground  a  number  of 
times  when  they  become  dull,  thus  giving  long  life  to 
the  dies.  The  locating  plates,  being  built  up  to  a  height 
such  that  they  conform  to  the  height  of  the  die,  can  be 
very  easily  adjusted  after  each  grinding  by  taking  off 
a  corresponding  amount  from  the  filler  plates.  These 
latter  plates  are  indicated  at  K,  and  both  location  plates 
and  fillers  are  held  by  screws  M  and  dowel  pins  N. 

The  dowel  pins  are  staggered  as  shown  at  0  in  order 
that  replacements  of  the  parts  may  be  made  so  that 
they  will  always  come  in  the  same  position.    By  stagger- 

ing the  holes,  errors  in  replacement  of  plates  will  be 
evident  when  reassembling  after  grinding,  and  as  the 

plates  can  be  put  back  in  the  original  position  only,  in- 
correct assembling  is  avoided.  When  tapping  the  hole 

shown  at  P,  care  should  be  taken  that  it  is  tapped  deep 
enough  so  that  the  screw  will  not  bottom  after  the  die 
has  been  replaced  after  grinding. 
We  have  previously  taken  up  the  standardization  of 

punch  holders,  punches  and  dies  for  blanking  purposes. 
As  button  dies  are  used  frequently,  we  have  given  in 
the  lower  part  of  the  illustration  just  considered  a 
table  which  shows  the  dimensions  of  button  dies  used 
for  piercing  various  sizes  of  holes.  In  all  cases  the  dies 
project  i  in.  above  the  face  of  the  die-shoe  and  the 
angle  on  the  sides  is  one  degree.  It  is  not  necessary  to 
fasten  the  dies  into  the  shoe,  because  the  slight  angle 
of  taper  makes  them  fit  so  snugly  that  screws  or  dowels 
are  unnecessary 

Strippers  for  Piercing  Dies 

Strippers  for  piercing  dies  are  more  important  than 
those  used  for  other  purposes,  as  it  is  often  necessary 
to  support  the  punches  by  means  of  the  strippers,  par- 

ticularly when  punches  are  small  and  delicate.  When 
button  dies  are  used  for  piercing  holes  the  stripper  is 
often  mounted  on  the  punch  holder.  The  method  shown 
in  Fig.  484  illustrates  a  construction  somewhat  different 
from  that  used  in  blanking  dies.  Here  the  stripper  A 
is  provided  with  a  bushing  B  and  a  guide  pin  C,  the 
latter  being  held  in  the  punch  holder  D  as  shown.  When 
the  stripper  is  mounted  in  this  way  an  accurate  and 

.   L 

FIG.   485— DIE  HAVING  CAM   STRIPPER 

rigid  support  is  obtained,  which  is  essential  for  accurate 
piercing  operations. 

At  E  is  shown  the  general  arrangement  when  mount- 
ing a  stripper  of  this  sort.  Stripper  F  contains  two 

bushings  and  two  guide  pins  which  fit  the  bushings. 
The  springs  used  in  this  stripper  plate  are  not  shown, 
as  the  diagram  is  only  intended  to  illustrate  the  method 
in  which  the  the  guide  pins  are  used.    A  button  die  is 
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is  ptMhioa.  tofliKlwr  with  tbt  puaefa  which  it 
tm  Uw  piwHt  optnttoa. 

It  U  fraqpwUjr  ntemmrf  to  prortd*  ■  bushinc  for 

tht  paadi  ••  pcwrkMljr  iwtioiwJ.  p*rticulvl>-  when  a 
•■■■  dHMMtar  or  in«tafair  ahap*  ia  wad.  Tlie  punch 
la  Ika  anaipli  akana  at  G  ia  of  triaagalar  ahape.  aa 
indicated  at  H,  and  it  haa  b(«n  shaped  down  aa  shown 
at  Jr  whUa  the  body  L  ia  rouad  ao  that  it  flta  the  bush- 
iac  M.  Tha  punch  in  thia  inatawea  ia  of  the  wire  type, 

•ad  II  ia  h^  ia  poaitioa  br  the  cap  cad  and  the  thrutit 
ia  takaa  hgr  Uw  paadi  teldar  O.  A  eoaatnetion  of  this 
Uad  ia  vtiT  frequaatly  aaad  la  piercing  dies,  and  it  will 
ba  foaad  aatiafaetonr  ia  maay 

Cam  SimiPTEB 

A  caaa  atripper  is  often  uaad  in  piercing  operations, 
aad  ita  aaa  ia  in  connection  with  prcaaaa  of  special 

daaiga.  Tha  operation  is  entirel>'  automatic  and  is  con- 
tioBid  hr  the  rmn  of  the  praaa.  This  type  of  stripper 
tmmm  6tm»  «■  tha  wprk  and  assists  in  holding  it  down 
aai  flIraitlrtMint  it  out  if  there  sitould  be  a  wrinkle  in 
It.  ahaajra  aawiniing  that  the  stodc  is  not  too  thick.  This 
iftrippcr  alao  keeps  the  work  straight  and  in  position 
•o  that  it  doca  not  shift  aa  tlie  ponchea  enter  into  it  and 
paaa  through  it.  It  reauiins  in  position  holding  the 
work  until  the  punches  luve  been  withdrawn,  after 
which  it  moves  upward  with  the  ram  of  the  preiw.  An 
arraagciuent  of  this  kind  Itaa  the  ad%'antage  of  prevent- 

ing tile  blow  against  the  lower  side  of  the  Ktripper  plate. 
wlUch  with  stationary  strippers  occurs  on  the  return 
rtivke  of  the  slide,  because  the  play  necessary  between 
tfca  die  aad  the  face  of  the  stripper  permits  the  punched 
har  or  ahaat  to  draw  op  against  the  plate  before  strip- 
ping. 

la  Pig.  48>  ii  flhiatnited  a  die  In  which  a  cam  stripper 
ia  amphijrod.  Tha  work  A  iua  four  holes  to  be  pierced 
fa  it  ia  tha  positions  indicated  at  B.  The  work  locates 
^  **•  ■•*  •dgoa  C  and  D  and  also  on  the  die  E.  On 
Mooont  of  the  position  of  the  holes,  which  are  close  to 
aacfa  other,  a  button  type  of  die  is  not  used  in  this  case. 
The  die  in  mounted  in  the  usual  manner  in  a  shoe  F. 
The  stripper  ia  provided  with  two  guide  pins  at  G  and 
//.  thcoa  being  moontwi  in  the  punch  If  held  it.  the 
pinch  holder  L.  The  piercing  punches  in  this  case  are 
oTthe  wir*  type  simiUr  to  thoaa  daacHbed  in  the  pre- 
M«ag  illustration  and  the  general  construction  of  the 
tflea  b  of  the  sub-press  or  pillar  type. 

What  About  .Machine  Tool  Prices? 
— ^Discimion 
Bt  f.  p.  Tun 
tUUf*  IrtlaBd 

The  editorial  oadsr  the  above  title  on  page  811,  Vol. 
»7,  of  the  AmtrUmm  Mofkinut  introduces  a  very  inter- •rtlng  >ubiert  at   the  present  time.     Without   doubt 

?*"*Ll"l2f!l?'  *~'***~"  ■**  ■**"  "holding  otT'  for •juthw  radartioaa,  though  there  are  many  exceptions. 
Z?*-*Z**^  —«*»«»  "That  the  machine  tool  builder 
*■•  ■fjj*  '*""»Jid  aaoogh  for  the  product  of  his  brain 
?^.!r*«^  ••  undoubtedly  true  in  subsUnce  and 
tafart.  Why  thIa  is  so  it  is  not  difficult  !«  undirsUnd 

**_^T^  ''**^  "^  builder,  and.  If  th^  time  haa 
Mw  arrived  for  a  bettw  sUte  of  affairs,  he  in  fully •■lltlad  to  tfca  ostra  forthcoming.  No  doubt,  in  tha 

*«**»  •»•*•  bern  th«!  meana  of  Iniilding 
*'"■■"■  f«^  tbo  porchaaers.  Thay  have  been 
I  OB  tha  haaia  of  what  they  coat  to  build,  after 

which  they  iuive  been  put  to  work  producing  articles 
that  have  been  sold  on  the  basis  of  what  they  will  save, 
bringing  profits  to  the  manufacturer  in  many  caaes  far 
beyond  the  wildest  dreams  of  the  machine  tool  l)uilder. 

If  we  look  back  a  little  into  the  history  of  machine 
tool  building,  we  find  that  engineering  f^rms  began  by 
building  their  own  tools  and  in  some  oasea  supplying 
a  few  other  firms  with  certain  specialties  at  a  goo<)  price 
on  the  take  it  or  leave  it  principle,  by  which  method 
they  disposed  of  all  their  production,  and  it  was  thin 
state  of  affairs  that  started  firms  to  specializing  in 
machine  tools.  The  outlook  was  rosy  and  a  few  firms 
nude  money,  but  they  soon  found  that  they  were  up 
against  a  most  unhealthy  competition  and  unless  prices 
were  cut  to  the  bone  users  of  machine  tools  made  them 
themselves,  and  many  cases  could  be  given  where  this 

was  not  only  done  but  that  the  machine  tool  builder's 
own  tool  was  used  not  only  to  provide  a  design  but  to 
produce  its  kind. 

Some  thirty  years  ago  I  was  employed  by  a  large 
firm  engaged  in  producing  several  kinds  of  engines  and 
hydraulic  machinery.  They  had  several  good  radial 

drilling  machines  without  any  maker's  name  thereon, 
and  on  enquiring  into  this,  I  was  told  that  the  old  man 
some  years  before  had  purchased  a  radial  drilling 
machine  from  a  well-known  machine  tool  firm  and  after 
getting  a  ((uotation  for  half  a  dozen  was  so  staggered 
at  the  price  that  he  decided  to  go  into  the  business. 
The  machine  purchased  was  stripped  down,  drawings 
and  patterns  made,  and  from  that  time  on  they  just 
made  others  as  required.  That  he  was  stealing  the 

machine  tool  builder's  brain  and  skill  he  never  gave  a 
thought,  although  he  was  most  particular  about  his  own 

products. 
A  Well  Known  Occiwience 

Hundreds  of  cases  of  this  sort  could,  no  doubt,  be 
given  by  machine  tool  builders;  many  could  be  given  by 
myself,  but  I  never  heard  of  a  firm  building  its  own 
supplies  of  other  kinds,  such  as  typewriters,  time  clocks, 
etc.  Conse<iuently  it  was  this  state  of  affairs  that  com- 

pelled the  manufacturer  of  a  turret  lathe  to  make  its 
cost  aa  near  as  poasible  to  the  ordinary  lathe,  regardless 
of  the  saving  it  would  effect,  and  so  on  throughout 
the  line. 

Only  a  short  time  ago  I  was  in  charge  of  a  machine 
shop  wherein  to  get  machine  tools  always  brought  on 
a  long  debate  on  the  enormous  price,  yet  this  same  firm 
never  hesitated  a  moment  over  foundry  equipment, 

"owing  to  the  labor  saving  effected,"  and  a  rough 
contraption  of  a  few  castings  and  bright  drawn  bars 
that  would  shake  sand  in  or  out  of  flasks  would  be 
ordered  off  hand  regardless  of  what  it  cost  to  make. 

"It  will  soon  save  ita  cost"  was  the  principle  worked 
upon,  and  quite  right  too,  but  why  it  is  not  recognized 
more  with  machine  tools  is  difficult  to  understand. 
Machine  tools  frequently  save  their  cost  many  times 
over  in  what  they  produce,  for  which  cash  is  drawn, 
and  some  manufacturers  see  and  realize  this,  but  it  is 
regrettable  more  do  not  look  closer  into  the  matter. 
If  they  did.  we  would  not  see  so  many  shops  full  of 
relics  that  have  passed  their  day  and  generation,  and 
the  machine  tool  trade  would  be  as  busy  as  it  deserves 
to  be.  In  years  gone  by  a  few  of  these  relics  were  very 
useful  for  starting  the  boys,  but  today,  with  lathes  and 
toobi  simplified  for  this  purpose,  there  is  no  excuse  for 
their  use,  or  the  apace  they  occupy,  And  to  put  a  boy  to 
work  on  relics  only  tends  to  injure  his  chance  of  success 
in  life. 
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What's  Wrong  with  the  Railroad  Shops?— IV 
Suggestions  Regarding  Interchange  of  Information  and  Standard- 

ization of  Parts  and  Methods — Remarkable  Cost  Keeping  Systems 

i 

THOUGH  A  NUMBER  of  things  were  criticised  in 
tiie  previous  articles,  many  more  faulty  conditions 
were  observed  and  might  have  been  mentioned, 

except  for  the  fact  that  the  world  does  not  derive  benefit 
from  criticism  unless  it  be  constructive.  On  the  other 
hand  no  improvement  can  be  suggested  unless  it  is  first 
pointed  out  where  improvement  is  needed. 

This  need  for  improvement  may  be  evident  to  the  out- 
sider, but  may  not  be  appreciated  by  the  man  who  has 

been  working  for  many 
years  under  the  criticised 
conditions.  At  the  same 
time  it  must  be  remembered 
that  the  casual  visitor  may 
not  have  the  proper  per- 

spective; that  he  sees  de- 
tails only  and  may  condemn 

the  whole  because  some  of 
the  operations  are  not  so 
good  as  they  might  be. 
Straws  will  show  in  which 
direction  the  wind  blows 
but,  after  all,  a  single  straw 
does  not  tell  us  much;  it 
may  have  dropped  from  the 
hay  wagon  and  there  may 

be  no  wind  at  all.  Howeve/*, 
when  the  place  is  full  of 
straws  and  they  all  point  in 
the  same  direction,  we  may 
safely  assume  that  there  is 
a  wind  and  that  its  direc- 

tion is  the  direction  of  the 
straws. 

In  the  case  of  the  rail- 
road shops,  there  were  so  many  straws  that  we  were  con- 

fronted with  what  the  Frenchman  calls  "L'  Embarras  du 
choix."  It  was  difficult  to  choose  from  the  many  things we  saw  those  cases  which  could  be  handled  in  a  few  short 
articles  in  such  a  manner  that  both  the  trouble  and  rem- 

edy would  be  apparent  to  the  reader. 
Let  us  take  the  matter  of  the  driving  wheel  lathe  and 

see  what  improvements  a  few  observations  may  lead  to. 
In  one  shop  a  hard  tool  was  found  in  the  machine  and 

in  another  a  soft  one.  These  tools  were  not  made  of  the 
same  kind  of  steel,  yet  both  had  to  do  the  same  kind  of 
work,  and  therefore,  might  have  been  identical.  For 
aught  we  know  there  may  be  many  different  kinds  of 
steel  used  for  this  purpose  and  they  may  be  heat-treated 
in  many  different  ways.  It  is  almost  certain  that  one  or 
two  of  the  different  kinds  stand  out  above  the  others, 
and  as  railroad  shops  are  not  competing,  there  is  no 
reason  why  all  the  .shops  should  not  use  the  particular 
kinds  of  steel  and  the  particular  ways  of  heat-treating 
that  have  been  found  to  give  the  best  results.  All  that 
would  be  needed  then  is  a  system  of  intercourse  between 
the  shops,  not  only  of  one  but  of  all  railroads. 

Just  imagine  a  society  of  master  mechanics  and  super- 
intendents with  a  paid  secretaiy.  All  improvements  in 

methods  and  operations  are  reported  to  the  central  secre- 
tary, who,  at  fixed  intervals,  informs  every  shop  of  the 

"^X  T'HY  HAS  there  been  no  successful  at- 
'  "  tempt  to  standardize  parts,  equipment 

or  methods  in  the  railroad  repair  shops  of  the 
country?  The  element  of  competil  ion  is  absent 
and  the  work  in  all  the  shops  is  much  the  same, 
yet  hardly  any  two  shops  do  the  same  job  in 
the  same  way.  The  cost  keeping  systems  are 
bad,  but  no  worse  than  many  that  may  be 
found  in  other  shops.  We  are  not  concerned 
with  the  other  shops,  however,  nor  with 
excuses  for  existing  faults.  Neither  are  we 
trying  to  blame  anyone  for  any  particular 
thing  nor  for  the  whole  situation.  Our  sole 

purpose  is  to  point  out  the  more  obvious  diffi- 
culties and  to  suggest,  in  so  far  as  we  are  able, 

remedies  that  may  be  applied  without  adding 
appreciably  to  the  expense  of  the  railroads  and 
without  running  afoul  of  the  regulatory  bodies 
that  are  undoubtedly  with  us  to  stay. 

latest  developments.  If,  for  instance,  a  new  kind  of  steel 
is  tried  out  in  one  shop  and  is  found  superior  to  what 
was  formerly  used,  this  experience  would  be  circulated. 
It  would  not  be  long  before  a  sufficient  number  of  tests 
had  been  made  by  a  number  of  the  shops  to  show  beyond 
a  doubt  whether  this  steel  is  really  superior  for  the  pur- 

pose or  not.  It  would  probably  cause  communication 
of  a  number  of  other  experiences  either  with  the  same 
steel  or  with  other  kinds.    Some  shops  might  have  used 

this  steel  but  with  different 
results  and  might  want  to 
know  why  one  shop  could 
use  it  to  advantage  when 

another  shop  had  to  aban- 
don its  use.  In  short  it 

would  be  very  probable  that 
there  would  be  an  exchange 

of  experiences  and  ideas 
which  would  bring  out  not 
only  the  qualities  of  the 
steel  under  discussion  but 

many  other  desirable  and 
undesirable  features  and 
conditions  about  shops, 

equipment  and  methods. 
The  same  would  apply  to 
the  heat  -  treatment,  the 

shape,  the  angles,  the  di- 
mensions, the  supports  for 

tools  and  whatnot. 
This  sort  of  thing  cannot 

be  done  in  the  manufactur- 
ing industries  because 

  there  is  but  seldom  a  suffi- 
cient sameness  of  material 

or  product,  and,  even  if  there  were,  competition  would 
not  permit  a  manufacturer  to  make  his  improvements 

public  and  of  benefit  to  his  rival.  However,  such  condi- 
tions do  not  prevail  in  the  railroad  shops.  Here  the 

product  is  the  same — let  us  say  driving  wheels — same 
general  shape,  same  material,  same  nature  of  cut,  same 
type  of  machine  used.  Furthermore  railroad  shops  are 
not  competing  so  that  there  would  be  no  business  reason 
why  any  one  shop  should  hold  its  methods  hidden  from 
others.  We  have  a  set  of  conditions  here  which  permits 

of  thorough  co-operation  and  which  might  lead  to  beauti- 
ful results.  Maybe  there  is  an  organization  such  as  was 

suggested,  but  if  so  it  has  failed  to  work  for  the  results 
are  certainly  absent. 

Such  an  organization  would  do  what  is  regularly  done 
by  the  engineering  department  of  an  industrial  company 
having  a  number  of  plants.  Any  improvement  in  tools 
or  methods  in  one  plant  is  handed  over  to  all  of  them,  and 

the  plant  manager  who  failed  to  adopt  a  tested-out 
improvement  would  have  to  put  up  a  very  strong  argu- 

ment indeed  to  escape  severe  criticism. 

This  exchange  of  ideas  is  merely  a  method  of  standard- 
izing. It  is  the  collecting  of  data  and  applying  them, 

work  which  is  constantly  going  on  in  any  well  regulated 

shop.  It  costs  some  money  but  it  pays ;  and,  mark,  each 

shop  has  to  do  this  work  for  itself  while  railroad  shops 
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to  do  H  00  tummtltth*  WitUam  the  f uU 
tnakm  of  Um  coot.    Not  onb*  that. 

ffH  grtmttr  boaaAt  thu  any  cinvW  ahop 
bocMiw  thera  w*  mor*  «sp*riaaMit«n  and 

i  that  atandardJaation  U  one 
Bt  walfcoda  of  rediKing  coats  and 

not  only  atandardiiation  of  methods 
It  and  product,  of  tools  and  operations. 

Um  exeeptiona  thai*  ia  vtrjr  little  evi- 
I  of  alaadarintian  in  railroad  ahopa.  Holas  are  r»- 
ltoa«raiaothatwi]|BMlt»ad«aBjoband  the  shaft 

«r  ail*  ia  aitad  to  thia  bola.  Tliai*  ia  no  good  reason 
wlty  there  abouM  sot  ha  a  few  atandard  siiaa  to  which 

HMt  ba  raberod.  If  thia  were  done  the  male 
ba  aada  wblle  the  other  pieces  are  being 

ud  thigr  caald  ba  OMda  in  iaaa  time  and  by  leas 
.  thoy  eouM  be  kept  in  stock. 

Umm  moidiag  all  delay.  Thia  lack  of  aUndardization  is 
to  the  boring  of  holes.  It  is  found  every- 

I  la  alaaa,  ia  parts,  in  methods  and  in  e<)uipment. 

MoBE  AND  BBim  Gages  Needed 

of  parts  and  dimensions  cannot  be 
eat  wItlKMit  proper  measuring  instruments  and 
TiMae  are  almuDt  completely  wanting.  A  nti- 

'  ia  aa  rare  in  the  railroad  ahop  aa  in  the  average 
feaadfy.  and  gagaa  are  so  eonapieuoaa  by  their  absence 
that  the  sight  of  an  occasional  one  comes  as  a  shock.  At 
that,  tbaaa  few  gagaa  are  gaaarally  of  the  crudest  kind. 
Oaa  smr  lad  a  rod  to  gaga  the  bore  of  a  tire  and  then 
aea  tha  wortnaa  try  to  balance  a  12-in.  acale  at  the  end 
•f  that  rod  to  aMke  up  for  ahortage. 

art  auuiy  parts  which  couM  be  kept  in  atock; 
are  ethera  which,  wlien  not  kept  in  stock,  could 

be  aMda  to  atandardited  dimensions  and  one  naturally 
aOu  why  tbia  is  not  doea. 

The  aaawar  eaa  only  ba  goaaaad  at.  Gagaa  coat  money 
cannot  ba  diargad  directly  to  repairs 

or  even  to  aqnipnient.  aa  ia  generally 
Tbay  amat  cone  aa  part  of  a  plan  of  action 

■ajr  origfaate  with  the  shop  nuuiaKement  but 
t  ba  daddad  epon  by  them.  Partie*  higher  up  must 

flee  aathority  to  carry  aneh  a  general  plan  into  effect 
aad  tbcy.  as  a  role,  are  not  safRciently  familiar  with  shop 
aptratioaa  to  aodarstand  the  importance  and  the  ulti- 

whirh  is  certain  to  result  from  the  pur- 
>  of  iaa  in«trument*  and  gages  which  are  capable  of 

'  to  a  raurh  higher  degree  of  aecttracy  than  the 
niogb  work  of  repairing  k>conotives  seems  to  demand. 
Sseau  to  demand,  we  say,  hecatise.  aa  a  matter  of  fact, 
JaM  aa  doae  limits  are  required  for  the  proper  Ittting 
•f  lonNBOttw  parts  as  for  typewriters  and  guns.  An 
*^rm  thoaaandth  of  an  inch  in  the  diameter  of  a  driving 
safe  makes  a  great  deal  of  difference  in  the  amount  of 
pCMsvre  raqair^d  to  force  it  into  the  wheel  A  few 
thonaandibs  short  in  the  Ure  of  a  tire  increases  the 
taitJal  straaa  greaUy. 

Aaotbar  paaaJbIa  raaaon  why  ao  few  gagaa  are  used 
Ha  ia  Ika  fact  that  the  roka  do  not  permit  the 

i  to  aMha  paru  except  on  dadnite  repair  ordara. 
aptiona  can  be  found  but  it  can  be  atated 

aa  a  gvaaral  tnrtli  that  aioet  railroad  shopa  live  from 
kaa4  to  aMatfc.    This  mlaiadioa  tba  good  effecU  which 

Tboa  dwa  la  poHuipa  Ikat  Uttla  vicious  cycle  of 
maoatac  mm  alwaya  8ada  aiMta  eoaditions  are  not  aa 
tbay  aheaM  ba.    The  cyeie  aiajr  ba  something  like  thin : 

We  do  not  make  more  than  one  piece  at  a  time  because 
we  hav«  to  fit  them  aiij'how;  and  we  At  them  because 
there  are  not  standard  dimensions.  We  cannot  have 
standard  dimensions  because  we  have  no  gages  and 
what  would  be  the  use  of  gages  if  we  moke  only  one 
thing  at  a  time  and  must  flt  it?  Of  course,  such  a  com- 

plete cycle  never  passed  through  anyone's  head  but  all 
of  the  elements  may  have  at  one  time  or  another. 

The  thing  to  do  is  to  break  away  from  all  existing 
conditions,  from  all  reasons,  excuses  and  alibis  and 
start  u  new  deal.  Study  out  what  would  be  the  proper 
method  of  handling  the  work  and  get  the  best,  (juickesl 
and  most  ecuiiomical  result ;  scheming  as  if  there  never 
had  been  a  railroad  shop.  See  where  this  ideal  method 
differs  from  the  one  now  employed  and  get  ready  to 
switch  onto  the  new  track.  Not  suddenly,  not  by  tearing 
things  up  by  the  roots,  but  gradually,  starting  in  with 
those  things  which  will  give  the  greatest  results  in  the 
ahorteat  time  and  with  the  least  amount  of  expense. 

Standardization  is  one  of  the  things  which  can  be 
introduced  without  a  revolution,  bloody  or  otherwise. 
It  can  be  introduced  piece-meal  and  does  not  require 
much  equipment.  A  few  micvmeters  and  a  little 
instruction  will  go  a  long  way. 

It  does  require,  however,  that  the  powers  at  the  top 
should  have  confidence  in  the  scheme  and  in  the  men 
who  are  to  handle  it,  and  it  may  be  necessary  for  them 
to  get  somebody  who  is  familiar  with  modern  shop 
methods  to  help  the  shop  manatccr  over  some  of  the 
rough  places  and  point  the  way  to  him ;  for  rough  places 
there  always  are  when  one  climbs  from  a  rut  onto  the 
broad  highway. 

It  may  be  argued  that  standardization  cannot  be  car- 
ried out  in  some  cases  and  would  lie  of  no  iH'nefli  in 

others  and  this  is  undoubtedly  true;  but  one  should  not 
condemn  a  scheme  just  because  it  is  not  one  hundred 

per  cent  applicable.  Such  one  hundred  per  cent  per- 
fection does  not  exist  and  should  not  be  expected,  yet 

the  fact  that  a  new  method  is  not  applicable  to  every- 
thing in  the  shop  has  often  been  the  cause  of  its  rejec- 

tion when  90  per  cent  of  the  work  might  have  benef^te<l 

by  it. The  lack  of  contact  between  the  average  railroad  shop 
and  manufacturing  plants  is  vividly  exemplifled  by  the 
case  mentioned  in  the  first  article  where  a  number  of 
geared  head  engine  lathes  wens  the  tools  intended  for 
the  manufacture  of  brass  parts.  Whether  the  shop  was 
ill  advised  or  whether  the  purchasing  department 
refused  to  follow  the  recommendation  of  the  shop  we  do 
not  know.  It  was  probably  the  former  because  the 
department  was  pointed  out  with  a  certain  amount  of 
pride.  That  such  equipment  would  be  used  in  any  manu- 

facturing plant  for  that  same  purpose  is  almost  unthink- 
able. 

Evils  of  Lump  Pwichasing 

We  venture  to  make  a  guess  which  probably  is  not 
far  from  the  truth.  We  know  of  many  cases  where  a 

list  of  equipment  was  issued  to  machinery  makers  and 
dealers  who  were  invited  to  bid.  In  many  surii 
the  entire  list  was  covered  by  a  single  dealer  wh 
being  able  to  furnish  the  exact  equipment  asked  for, 
substituted  such  machinery  as  he  was  able  to  furnish. 
In  doing  so  It  was  possible  for  him  to  reduce  the  price 
on  some  of  th«  suhntitutea  below  what  would  have  been 
a  reasonable  price  for  the  machinery  oriffinally  asked 
for.  As  a  result  that  dealer  would  get  the  entire  order. 

not  becauaa  what  he  offered  was  superior  to  what  any- 

one elae  bad  to  offer,  but  because  the  total  purcha<«- 
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price  was  lower  than  could  be  secured  by  buying  some 
machines  from  one  and  some  from  another  dealer  or 
maker.  It  might  very  well  be  that  something  similar 
happened  in  the  case  mentioned  here.  Whatever  may 
be  the  case  we  consider  it  a  glaring  example  of  ineffi- 

ciency and  perhaps  better  illustrative  of  the  lack  of 
proper  system,  proper  control,  engineering  knowledge 
and  knowledge  of  manufacturing  methods  than  anything 
else  we  observed. 

One  of  the  points  mentioned  in  the  last  article  was 
that  a  skilled  blacksmith  was  making  cold  chisels  and 
had  a  set  of  dies  to  assist  him.  Was  he  making  them 
because  the  peculiar  system  of  cost  keeping  made  it 
appear  as  if  the  article  could  be  manufactured  more 
cheaply  than  it  could  be  bought  outside  ?  It  is  of  course 
very  unreasonable  to  suppose  that  such  is  actually  the 
case.  A  manufacturing  plant  which  has  all  the  tools  and 
facilities  for  making  an  article  in  large  quantities  is 
certainly  able  to  manufacture  it  at  a  very  much  lower 
cost  than  it  can  be  made  by  hand  and  in  smaller  quan- 

tities. We  say  that  the  cost  keeping  system  may  pos- 
sibly make  it  appear  as  if  the  article  were  cheaper  than 

it  actually  is,  and  we  have  reason  to  think  so  because 
we  found  in  another  shop  a  system  of  computing  the 
cost  of  axles  made  out  of  scrap  which  made  them  appear 
to  cost  less  than  half  of  the  actual  cost. 

The  amount  of  scrap  used  for  an  axle  was  not  weighed 
but  the  finished  forging  was  and  it  was  figured  that  the 
amount  of  scrap  originally  used  was  equal  to  the  weight 
of  the  finished  forging.  In  order  to  make  some  money 
on  the  transaction  the  axles  were  forged  from  16  to 
24  in.  longer  than  was  required  for  the  finished  piece 
and  the  stub  ends  were  cut  off,  that  is  8  to  12  in.  at 
each  end.  These  ends  were  thrown  into  the  scrap  and 
the  shop  got  credit  for  these  pieces  at  scrap  prices. 
If  this  shop  had  been  a  little  bit  more  daring  it  might 
have  made  the  axle  forging  come  twice  as  long  as 
required  in  which  case  the  material  would  not  have 
cost  anything  at  all. 

Other  Costs  Ignored 

We  hardly  want  to  mention  the  fact  that  no  loss  of 
freight  income  was  figured  in.  As  a  matter  of  fact  this 
should  have  been  done  because  if  the  scrap  had  been 
sold  it  would  have  been  carried  over  this  particular  rail- 

road and  there  would  have  been  an  income  from  this 
source.  Nor  was  freight  charged  on  scrap  brought 
in  from  other  shops  or  roundhouses  on  this  road.  The 
ingenious  way  of  figuring  the  cost  of  this  axle  made  it 
appear  a  very  much  cheaper  article  thlan  anything  that 
could  be  bought.  Such  bookkeeping,  in  any  other  con- 

cern, would  soon  put  the  company  on  the  rocks  but  as 
the  shop  is  only  one  of  the  minor  elements  of  a  railroad, 
the  glaring  faults  lose  their  importance,  or  at  least 
seem  to  do  so. 

That  the  railroad  shop  is  handicapped  in  its  methods, 

in  its  cost  keeping  and  in  many  other  items  by  this  Gov- 
ernmental regulations  is  well  known.  We  wish  to  point 

out  here  that  we  are  not  criticising  any  particular 
person  or  even  the  entire  company.  We  are  criticising 
conditions  as  we  saw  them. 

There  are  many  machines  in  a  railroad  repair  shop 
which  are  not  used  all  the  time  and  some  which  are  used 
only  occasionally,  but  the  greater  part  of  the  equipment 
is  used  quite  regularly  just  as  in  the  average  manufac- 

turing machine  shop.  Even  if  all  of  the  machines  were 
idle  part  of  the  time  it  would  be  good  policy  to  have 
them  clean,  well  adjusted,  in  good  repair  and  up  to  date. 

The  workman  cannot  take  pride  in  an  old  relic,  par- 
ticularly when  it  looks  twice  as  old  as  it  is  with  its 

battered  T-slots,  bent  spindles,  bare  paintless  spots, 
broken  handles  and  the  accumulation  of  dirt  of  which 
the  lower  layer  was  started  40  or  more  years  ago.  If 
the  man  takes  no  pride  in  his  machine  the  chances  are 

that  he  takes  no  pride  in  his  work  and  that  he  won't 
even  produce  up  to  the  capacity  of  his  machine,  small  as 
it  may  be.  It  is  a  well  understood  principle  in  the  aver- 

age manufacturing  plant  that  clean  and  neat  surround- 
ings will  produce  more  and  better  work  and  keep  the 

man  better  satisfied.  Recognizing  the  fact  that  it  is 
more  difficult  to  keep  a  railroad  repair  shop  in  prime 
condition  than  most  other  machine  shops  because  the 
work  done  there  is  repair  work  and  means  the  dis- 

mantling of  dirty  machinery,  realizing  all  this,  we  can 
yet  see  no  reason  why  some  of  the  railroad  shops 
should  be  in  the  extremely  dirty  condition  in  which  they 
are.  That  there  is  really  no  fundamental  reason  is 
proved  by  the  fact  that  there  are  other  railroad  shops 
which  are  kept  as  reasonably  clean  as  one  might  expect 
under  the  circumstances.  However,  this  much  can  be 
said  of  practically  all  of  them  that  the  equipment  is 
more  battered  and  less  taken  care  of  than  one  finds  in 
the  average  shop. 

  ^   

Preparation  and  Properties  of  Pure 
Iron  Alloys 

To  protect  life  and  property  it  is  necessary  that  the 
architect  and  engineer  know  the  kind  of  steel  which 
should  be  specified  for  each  use.  To  know  what  com- 

position a  steel  should  have  to  stand  a  certain  amount 
of  strain  or  meet  the  necessary  requirements,  the  effect 
on  the  steel  of  each  of  its  constituents  must  be  known. 
The  general  effects  of  each  of  these  constituents  have 
long  been  commonly  known,  but  technical  difficul- 

ties have  hindered  really  thorough  studies  of  ihe  specific 
and  exact  effects  of  each  of  the  elements.  Very  pure 
iron  is  diflicult  to  prepare,  and  it  is  even  more  difficult 
to  add  a  controlled  amount  of  some  one  constituent  of 
steel  to  pure  iron  without  some  contamination. 

In  the  belief  that  an  accurate  knowledge  on  this  mat- 
ter is  desired  by  the  engineering  profession,  and  that 

such  knowledge  would  prove  beneficial  to  industry  in 
general,  the  Bureau  of  Standards  of  the  Department 
of  Commerce  has  just  issued  Scientific  Paper  No.  453 
dealing  with  the  fundamental  principles  involved  in  the 
manufacture  of  steel  products.  The  paper  is  entitled 

"Preparation  and  Properties  of  Pure  Iron  Alloys,"  and 
contains  the  results  of  a  very  careful  investigation. 

In  this  investigation  iron  of  practically  100  per  cent 
purity  was  prepared  by  an  electrical  method  similar  to 
the  method  of  silver  plating  in  which  the  metal  is  de- 

posited from  a  solution  by  the  passage  of  an  electric 
current.  The  iron  is  plated  out.  leaving  the  impurities 
behind.  This  iron  was  then  melted  in  a  vacuum  to 
exclude  the  effects  of  gases  which  would  be  taken  up 
from  the  air  if  melted  in  contact  with  it.  The  heating 
was  done  electrically  and  the  containing  crucibles  were 
made  of  chemically  pure  magnesium  oxide. 

Extensive  series  of  alloys  were  made  by  remelting 
this  iron  in  the  same  manner  and  adding  carbon  and 
manganese.  Compositions  were  varied  by  small  amounts 
so  as  to  include  the  entire  range  of  compositions  found 
in  ordinary  steels.  Specimens  from  these  ingots  were 
tested  and  results  compared  so  as  to  bring  out  the 
effects  of  each  element. 
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Calkd  Draftinf-^DiMiMion 
BT  BLAM  WHITNEr 

«oL  «r  of  Um  AHMTiMM  Mmek.nut. 
to  •  campu^Ovtiy  mm  prof Mrioa  w  a 

TiM  writer  to  of  tht  opinion  that  thio  dlMoae 

aaMooi  liii  imi-  chroeic  m  MriwtaaUatcd  by  tho  ahaenee 
of  old  Moa  iNtaffrt  in  tho  profcoaion.  aa  they  either  die 

Iwfcn  Ik9  flot  to  bo  4fiw  cot  a  traaafor  to  aoae  other 
or  oBlar  iato  bMlnaaa  for  thamoalvea.  The 
dlo  iMBjr  CMoa  of  vooy  oq^ablo  draftumen 

who  are  aovinff  otory  peaaible  penny 
toward  tko  parrhaae  of  a  civar  store,  vaaoline  filling 

olc  A  frioad  who  was  considered  a  very  good 
with  two  of  the  largest  manufac- 

I  af  BMsMaa  took,  raaigaad  at  the  age  of  S5  years 

to  tmm»  ta  pholacrapkjr  aa  a  bottar  boaiaeaa  propoai- 
tka.  A  doaigBor  of  adding  auwhiaca,  about  S7  years  of 
afa.  Ihb  bore  working  for  over  a  year  as  a  street  car 

In  the  opinion  of  some,  theae  men  were 
aa  witaoMod  by  an  adrertiaomcnt  in  the 

of  a  St.  Louis  newspaper  for  a 
own  aged  2S.  At  this  rate  the  high 

i  boy  of  the  fMare  will  be  playing  the  stock  market. 

PaoMonoNS  Abb  Inrequent 

The  drafting  room  does  not  attract  the  ambitious. 

typo  aad  the  writer's  advice  to  the  young 
is  to  loam  the  profession  if  he  wants  some- 

tldiw  to  fall  back  upon  and  then  get  into  something  else 
for.  just  as  Batropy  statoa,  the  promotions  made  from 
the  drawiag  room  are  few  and  far  between.  Is  drafting 
a  pmfaasinn  or  a  trade?  It  is  certainly  connidered  a 

ia  some  ferteriss  where  the  drawing  room  is 
ia  oae  oorpor  of  the  machine  shop,  the  master 

acttag  as  chief  draftsman  when  he  has  time. 
The  boors  are  the  same  as  factory  hours,  7  a.m.  to  5  p.m. 

until  5.30  or  6  p.ro.  The  rate  is  an 

the  draftsman  is  "docked"  for  being  late 
or  sick. 

Jast  aa  fair  for  the  draftsman  as  the  mechanic  some 
will  a«y.  but  either  he  is  incorrect  in  judgment 

that  many  draftsmen  have  spent  four  years 
to  an  engineering  school  to  acquire  the  knowl- 

vkidi  the  average  aiecbaaie  will  not  sacrtflce  his 
to  obtain.  It  kioks  easy  to  sit  at  a  drawing 

board  aad  posh  a  pencil,  but  have  yon  ever  observed  how 
few  aHciiaaics  aad  tool  makers  stick  to  it  after  a  trial? 
Good  tool  aad  dtoiwakers  are  now  averaging  more  pay 

I  aad  technically  trained  doaigners.  The 
)  opportunity  and  that  is  to  become  the 

bat  the  latter  seldom  resigns.  A  good 
become  sn  experimental  engineer  or 

fonaMB.  tool  room  foreman,  production  forenun  or 
cMsf  iaepoetor  aad  any  of  theae  poaitions  may  prove  to 
be  stsppiag  rteaes  to  general  foreoian  or  factory  man- 

w-orkmen   throughout   the  factory   makes   the  designer 
unfit  for  executive  work. 

The  cure  is  to  place  the  various  designers  at  work 
in  different  parts  of  the  factory  for  certain  periods;  not 
exactly  an  apprenticeship  system  but  more  of  a  post 
graduate  course.  Thia  will  result  in  better  and  more 
practical  designs,  better  co-operation  between  drawing 
room  and  factory  and  a  field  from  which  may  be  selected 
better  department  heads  and  other  executives. 

  ago  a  mechanical  paper  published  a 
taMs  wMcb  roeorded  two  of  the  targeet  and  oldest 

faetarm  of  machine  tools.  locaUd  in  different 
of  tbe  cooatry.  aa  working  their  draftsmen  10 

I  diflDr  aad  •  hoars  oa  Saturday.    The  war  changed 
tM»  Joot  as  ft  coMod  a  vast  change  in  industry  in  gen- 

iateaae  ooncantration  and  constant 
roars  of  the  work  will  put  a  man  into 

iato  a  rut,  eaoaing  a 
the  lack  of  contact  with 

DtafUag 

The  Law  and  Trade  Associations 

By  J.  Bainter 

The  status  of  trade  associations  in  the  eyes  of  the  law 
has  not  received  much  attention  during  the  past  few 
months,  but  the  question  is  still  a  very  live  one  and 
deoorvoo  a  little  attention.  Trade  associations  are  re- 

garded by  most  of  the  law-makers  and  executives  at 
Washington  as  being  necessary  evils  and  they  are  con- 

ceded to  have  a  place  in  the  business  and  industrial 
world.  The  trouble  is  that  this  place  is  made  a  minor 
one.  so  that  the  usefulness  of  the  associations  is  greatly 
impaired. 

It  is  perfectly  legal  for  representatives  of  industrial 
concerns  to  get  together  and  talk  over  methods  of  pro- 

duction, markets  and  the  many  other  phases  that  enter 
into  the  conduct  of  an  indu«try.  But  when  prices  are 
spoken  of.  and  should  any  reference  be  made  to  future 
prices,  then  these  business  men  become  law-breakers. 
This  hampering  of  price  discussions  is  what  makes  the 
trade  associations  less  useful  than  they  should  be.  and 
prevents  them  from  exercising  the  greatest  influence 
for  good  that  could  be  given  a  business  or  an  industry. 

The  most  necessary  and  the  most  vital  discussion  to 
all  business  is  that  on  the  subject  of  prices  and  their 
control.  There  is  a  great  deal  that  can  be  spoken  of  on 
this  subject  without  entering  into  that  field  which  is 
morally  wrong — the  monopoly  control  of  prices  for  goug- 

ing the  public. 
Although  this  argument  may  sound  a  little  unreason- 

able to  Americans  in  general,  it  is  strictly  in  accord 
with  the  legislation  of  other  countries.  Our  laws  with 
reference  to  trade  associations  make  illegal  here  those 
things  that  are  approved  of  abroad.  Just  viewed  from 
that  angle,  it  seems  unfair  to  American  business  men 
to  prevent  them  from  co-operating  on  a  subject  of  such 
vital  importance,  particularly  when  they  enter  into  com- 

petition with  these  foreign  manufacturers  in  export trade. 

The  chief  and  best  remedy  for  the  situation  lies  in 
relieving  business  of  some  of  the  legislation  that  now 
encumbers  it.  Although  it  may  be  possible  to  add  some 
legislation  that  would  be  beneficial,  the  best  step  would 
be  toward  lightening  the  burden  of  legistaiion  rather 
than  adding  to  it.  The  Edge  Law  is  a  step  in  the  right 
direction,  but  something  more  is  needed. 

What  is  needed  is  an  amendment  of  the  Sherman 

Anti-Trust  Law,  so  that  it  will  still  prevent  the  monop- 
olies, for  which  function  it  was  created,  but  will  not 

interfere  with  the  ordinary  conduct  of  private  business. 
There  is  really  nothing  to  be  afraid  of  in  this  step,  as 
the  spirit  of  the  original  law  can  still  be  maintained. 
Such  a  step,  allowing  trade  associations  to  discuss 
prices,  would  bo  a  boon  to  the  associations.  It  would 
give  to  them  and  to  their  members  the  stability  that 
comes  from  a  knowledge  of  existing  business  conditions 
snd  a  reasonable  insight  into  the  future. 
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Testing  Abrasive  Wheels 
Characteristics  of  Wheels  Used  for  Different  Purposes  —  Machines  for  Testing  Hardness 

of  Bond  and  Abrasive  Qualities  of  Wheels 

By  H.  H.  LaVERCOMBE 

THE  MANUFACTURER  of  abrasive  wheels  is 
many  times  unjustly  condemned  when  the  proper 
results  are  not  obtained  by  the  user,  owing  to 

the  fact  that  the  information  given  by  the  user  as  to 
what  is  required  is  inaccurate.  The  producers  of  prac- 

tically every  article  requiring  to  be  ground  are  spending 
fabulous  sums  each  year  for  unnecessary  labor,  power 
and  wheels,  through  the  use  of  wheels  that  are  not 
properly  adapted  to  the  work  in  hand.  I  know  of  no 
other  line  of  manufacture  or  industry  where  so  much 
personal  service  is  required  as  in  the  manufacture  of 
abrasive  wheels,  and  the  fact  that  so  much  personal 
service  and  instruction  are  given,  indicates  an  earnest 

desire  on  the  manufacturer's  part  to  give  the  best  there is  in  him. 

Now  the  fact  that  almost  any  abrasive  wheel  will 
grind  (and  it  is  difficult  to  tell  when  the  maximum 
amount  of  grinding  is  being  done)  makes  this  problem 
more  complex,  for  an  operator  will  often  consider  that 
a  wheel  is  giving  satisfactory  results  when  the  surface 
produced  is  pleasing  to  him,  regardless  of  the  fact  that 
the  amount  of  work  done  in  a  given  time  is  ridiculously 
small.  Into  this  error  he  is  often  led  by  an  unscru- 

pulous but  persuasive  salesman. 

Bond  of  Snagging  Wheels 

In  a  wheel,  intended  for  snagging  or  rapidly  removing 
metal,  it  is  necessary  that  the  bond  be  of  the  proper 
hardness  or  density,  so  that  it  will  hold  the  grains  of 
abrasive  material  in  place  until  each  one  has  performed 
its  maximum  amount  of  work,  and  the  sharp  points 
have  been  worn  off  leaving  round  or  dull  surfaces.  The 
worn  grains  should  then  be  released,  allowing  new  and 
sharp  ones  to  appear  upon  the  surface.  On  the  other 
hand,  if  a  wheel  is  intended  to  be  used  for  producing 
a  polished  surface,  it  is  necessary  that  the  bond  be 
hard  or  dense  enough  to  hold  the  abrasive  grains  until 
they  have  performed  the  maximum  amount  of  work,  and 
yet  not  long  enough  to  cause  the  wheel  to  become  clog- 

ged with  particles  of  the  material  being  ground  and 
thus  produce  a  glazed  surface. 

There  is  a  vast  difference  in  the  amount  of  work 

which  may  be  done,  without  sacrificing  the  "satisfac- 
tory finish,"  with  wheels  of  the  same  grade  and  grain 

made  by  the  different  manufacturers.  This  difference 
may  be  due  to  any  of  the  following  causes:  Accurate 
or  inaccurate  grading,  careful  or  careless  supervision 
in  the  manufacturing  departments  where  the  wheels  are 
made,  good  or  bad  abrasive  material,  good  or  bad  bond, 
proper  or  improper  baking,  etc.  The  writer  has  in 
front  of  him  at  the  present  time  the  analysis  of  some 
recent  tests  with  four  different  makes  of  wheels  show- 

ing that  the  cost  of  removing  one  pound  of  steel  with  one 
pound  of  wheel,  ranges  from  $2.05  to  $4.58,  despite  the 
following  facts,  i.e.:  each  wheel  was  made  by  a  manu- 

facturer having  a  national  reputation;  each  wheel  was 
supposed  to  be  of  the  same  degree  of  hardness  or  den- 

sity of  bond  and  to  contain  the  same  size  of  abrasive. 
Each  wheel  was  expressly  recommended  by  its  respec- 

tive maker's  representative  for  the  particular  work  on 
which  the  tests  were  made. 

Effects  of  this  nature  in  our  manufacturing  depart- 
ment compelled  us  to  look  for  the  cause,  and  in  doing 

so  we  were  so  impressed  that  we  commenced  experi- 
ments which  finally  led  to  the  development  of  abrasive 

wheel  testing  machines.  These  machines  enable  us  to 
properly  inspect  all  wheels  upon  their  arrival  in  our 
receiving  room,  in  the  following  manner: 

To  determine  the  hardness  or  density  of  bond,  the 
wheel  is  laid  on  the  table  of  the  machine  shown  in 

FIG.   1— MACHINE  FOR  TESTING  CHARACTER  OF  BOND 

Fig.  1.  When  the  machine  is  set  in  motion,  it  raises 
at  each  revolution,  a  hammer  of  the  correct  weight  to 
a  certain  height  and  then  permits  it  to  fall  on  the  top 
of  a  spindle  carrying  a  flat  drill  held  in  contact  with 
the  side  of  the  wheel  being  tested.  After  each  blow  of 
the  hammer  the  drill  is  turned  a  fraction  of  a  revolu- 

tion. When  a  pre-determined  number  of  blows  have 
been  delivered  the  machine  automatically  stops  and  the 

depth  of  the  penetration  may  then  be  readily  deter- 
mined by  an  indicator  which  is  an  integral  part  of  the 

machine.  As  the  hammer  is  impelled  by  gravity  the  same 
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MHikv  «f  hknm  atnick  in  all  eaatm  and  th«  mnm  of 
Uw  fM  off  tlw  drill  alwajm  bviag  aniform.  the  r«cord 
«f  tte  raaiitaan  oflirad  b^  th*  bond  i«  W17  accurate. 

TW  abraalv*  eapaeitjr  b  da(*minc<i  aa  follows : 
TW  «Im«I  to  b*  tMtad  ia  laid  on  th«  Ubie  of  the 

■■flitM  aiwvB  in  Tig.  2.  A  diak  of  the  material  to 
be  wrommi  la  rerohed  at  the  proper  epeed,  beins  h<>ld 

Tta.  I— MACHINE  ron  TE*TINO  AIIRAXIVB  CAPACITT 

with  the  abraalve  wheel  under  the  proper 
After  certain  number  of  revolutionn  of  the 

t«t  diak  made  in  thin  manner,  the  machine  automati- 
€tBf  atopa  and  the  amount  of  material  removed  from 
tke  taat  diak  may  then  be  readily  determined  by  an 
tadkalnr  which  ia  an  intefral  part  of  the  machine. 
CaaipM*  laata  may  be  made  on  both  machinea  in  about 
foVMlaalaa. 

In  the  work  of  tool  aalvagiBg.  we  uae  rrindinjr  wheela 

eadHleely  to  ramove  the  netal  neccaaar)'  to  reform  the 
toola.  Hence  the  value  of  theae  two  machinea  to  ua 
baa  been  ioMtiaaable. 

Who  Hm  This  Information? 
Daatal  AdemMn.  of  /oeeph  Adamimn  k  Co..  Hyde, 

ChaaMre.  BntUnd,  U  kwkinv  for  a  reference  to  "inter- 
tlMt  he  beiievca  waa  made  In  a  diacuMion 

oae  at  tmr  aatiooal  aocietie*  abmit  20  years  ago. 
dasrasa  of  loterchanicaMlity  wi>re  referred  to: 
whra  the  spare  part  could  tM>  adapted  by  alifht 

aaoood.  wbars  the  spare  part  required  radi- 
cal altaratioa  In  the  woHuhop  before  it  would  At  its 

•a4  third,  when  the  spare  part  waa  of 
pattern  aa  to  be  uaclcaa. 

The  Foreman  m  an  Element 
in  Manaffement 

By  Entbopy 

The  point  of  view  in  the  discufwion  of  thia  Hubject 
seema  to  depend  very  larRely  on  the  site  and  kind  of 
(ihop  under  discussion.  About  ail  that  is  admitted  by  al! 

handH  is  that  their  problt'm8  are  "different,"  which 
makeH  the  problem  very  much  iii<e  all  the  other  problems 
of  management.  Take,  for  example,  a  shop  of  my  ac- 

quaintance, which  began  some  years  ago  with  six  or 
eight  workmen,  one  of  whom  was  called  foreman,  mainly 
l>«cause  he  kept  time  un  the  other  men  for  the  owner 
who  had  other  things  which  kept  him  away  for  the  bet- 

ter part  of  the  day.  He  wh«  really  superintendent, 
works  manager,  and  about  everything  except  treasurer 
and  sales  manager  in  terms  of  a  large  shop. 

Then  there  is  another  shop,  having  some  hundred  or 
more  foremen  and  two  or  three  hundred  straw  bosses, 
in  which  no  foreman  performs  any  functions  above 
those  of  his  title.  That  is,  none  of  them  buy  any  mate- 

rials, they  requisition  it  from  the  stores:  they  do  not 
decide  the  wages  of  their  men,  except  on  approval  of 
several  other  men  higher  up  in  the  organization.  In 
general,  they  accept  orders  aa  to  what  to  do.  accept  the 
men  sent  them  from  the  employment  office  and  the  mate- 

rials from  the  stores,  which  is  largely  sent  them  auto- 
matically as  the  work  is  shunted  around  the  shop  on  a 

schedule.  They  are  foremen  stripped  of  most  of  the 

things  that  make  a  foreman's  job  interesting. 
Looking  back  over  the  jobs  I  have  had,  and  compar- 

ing those  that  I  have  enjoyed  holding  with  those  I  en- 
joyed leaving,  I  am  struck  with  the  fact  that  those  I 

liked  to  stay  on  have  been  those  in  which  I  knew  what 
was  going  on.  When  I  have  been  where  doors  were  shut 

in  my  face  and  I  was  not  in  "the  know"  regarding  things 
which  vitally  affected  my  work,  I  was  only  too  glad  of  a 
chance  to  get  out.  It  is  very  much  like  a  man  working 
in  a  shop  alongside  a  railroad.  If  the  windows  are 

glazed  with  opaque  glass,  "To  better  distribute  the 
light"  he  is  always  wondering  just  what  minute  a  loco- 

motive may  get  off  the  rails  and  tear  into  the  shop. 

Importance  of  Alloy  Steels 
An  illustration  of  the  importance  of  alloy  steels  is 

given  in  production  statistics  recently  issued  by  the 
American  Iron  and  Stet^l  Institute.  Despite  an  extremely 
low  tonnage  for  the  whole  industry  in  1921,  the  relative 
amount  of  alloy  atoel  remained  very  close  to  its  record 
1919  figure. 

TAIU.R  or  PRODUCTION  OT  8TKBL  INOOTI  AND  CAaXINOB 
AND  or  AMX>r  8TBBL  INOOT8  AND  CASTINaS 

IN  THB  UNtTBD  8TATDS 
(000  omKUd] 

1909. 

1910. 1911  . 
1912. 
I9IJ. 
1914 

191$ 
1916 
1917. 
1918 
1919 
1920. 
1921.. 

Alloy  Steel  of Total  .Sled, Alloy  .Steel, 
the  Total, 

t»to«i  Tom GroM  1  oni Per  Cent 

23,9$$ 
181 

0.75 26.094 
$67 

2.17 23,676 

481 2.03 

)1.2$t 
792 2,53 

31,300 

714 

2.28 
23.$I3 

646 

2,75 32,l$l 
1,021 3.17 

42.773 
1,362 

3.18 
4  S, 0^.0 

1,644 

3.65 

44,462 

1,787 

4X)2 

34,671 

1,481 

4.27 

42,132 

1,660 3.94 
19,743 809 4,10 
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Methods  of  Machine  Tool  Design 
Principal  Uses  of  Cams  in  Machine  Tools — Cams  for  Holding  and  Clamping  Devices 

— Cams  as  Feed  Rate  Variators — Contour  Milling 

By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 
Consulting  Editor,  American  Machinist 

CAMS  are  used  for  so  many  different  functions  that 
it  is  almost  impossible  to  make  a  complete  list  of 
them.  However,  we  are  concerned  only  with  their 

use  in  machine  tools,  and  it  may  be  said  that  in  this 
class  of  machinery  they  are  used  mainly:  for  drives, 
for  feed,  for  operating  trips,  for  opening  and  closing 
holding  devices,  for  operating  magazines,  for  clamping, 
for  belt  and  gear  shifting  devices,  for  indexing,  for 
timing  of  movements,  for  stop  motions,  for  regulating 
rate  of  feed,  for  generating  irregular  shapes. 

Cams  are  not  essential,  or  even  very  useful,  for 
drives;  cranks  or  eccentrics  can  almost  always  do  all 
a  cam  can  accomplish.  They  may  be  useful  to  a  small 
extent  for  filing  machines  or  for  machines  where  two 
or  more  tools  must  work  on  one  piece  and  where  they 
would  interfere  with  each  other  unless  they  were  timed 
properly.  Cams  are  the  logical  means  to  effect  such 
timing. 

We  have  already  seen  how  cams  can  be  used  for  feed. 
Their  usefulness  for  this  purpose  is  due  to  the  fact 
that  they  produce  a  definite  length  and  location  of  the 
feed  stroke  with  any  desired  rate  of  feed  and  provide 
for  a  rapid  advance  and  return,  all  without  complica- 

tion of  mechanism  and  without  reversing  or  fast  run- 
ning parts.  Where  intermittent  feed  is  required  they 

determine  the  exact  time  of  the  feed.  One  finds  cams 
employed  in  this  manner  in  slotters.  The  other  uses 
of  cams  have  been  merely  touched  upon  and  we  will 
now  go  a  little  further  into  some  of  them. 
The  actuating  element  used  for  tripping  machine 

parts,  such  as  clutches,  etc.,  is  the  dog.  A  dog  is  a  cam 
of  very  simple  shape;  it  may  be  merely  a  pin  or  a  tri- 

angular piece  of  metal  fastened  to  a  moving  part  and 
acting  on  some  lever  or  slide  so  as  to  produce  the  re- 

quired movement  of  a  clutch,  drop  worm  or  other 
machine  element.  Sometimes  a  more  complicated  con- 

struction is  used  for  dogs.  When  a  dog  is  fastened  to 
a  reciprocating  part  it  may  be  required  to  be  active 
going  in  one  direction  and  inactive  in  the  other.  In 
such  cases  the  dog  may  be  hung  from  a  pin  and  be 

prevented  from  movement  in  one  direction  by  an  abut- 
ment while  movement  in  the  other  direction  is  per- 

mitted. The  weight  of  the  dog,  or  a  spring,  may  bring 
it  back  to  normal  when  it  has  been  lifted  up  on  its 
backward  course.     See  Fig.  193. 

Similar  devices  may  be  used  when  it  is  desirable  that 
one  should  be  able  to  start  a  feed  or  drive  immediately 
after  it  has  been  stopped  and  when  it  is  not  desirable 
that  the  operator  should  be  compelled  to  hold  his  hand 
on  the  starting  lever  until  the  entire  dog  has  passed 
the  tripping  point.  Cams  may  also  be  used  for  placing 
certain  machine  parts  in  the  position  where  they  can 

be  tripped  by  some  other  element.  Still  another  func- 
tion of  a  cam  for  the  purpose  of  tripping  is  preventing 

a  trip  from  being  carried  out  completely. 
We  may  imagine  a  clutch  somewhere  in  the  mechan- 

ism which  can  be  tripped  from  right  to  left  and  vice 
versa.  Let  us  say  such  a  clutch  is  used  in  a  tapping 
mechanism.     In  such  a  mechanism  the  tap  should  go 

FIG.    193— DOG    FOR   RECIPROCAT- 
ING MACHINE  PART 

forward  up  to  a  predetermined  point,  then  the  clutch 
should  be  reversed  so  as  to  bring  the  tap  back  by 
revolving  it  in  the  opposite  direction,  after  which  the 
same  clutch  should  be  tripped  again.  This  time,  how- 

ever, it  should  be  prevented  from  engaging  the  mating 
part  on  the  other  side.  In  short,  after  starting,  the 
clutch  should  be  automatically  tripped  from  right  to 
left  and  then  from  left  to  right,  but  should  be  prevented 
from  completing  this  latter  motion.  It  should  stop  in 
the  center  where  it  is  out  of  engagement.  This  is 
ordinarily  done  by  interposing  an  obstruction  and  do- 

ing this  by  means  of  a  cam. 
Cams  for  opening  and  closing  holding  devices  are 

well  known.  They  are  used  in  automatic  screw  machines 
and  in  various  other 
automatic  machines 
where  the  work  can 

be  gripped  automati- 
cally. Instances  of 

cams  for  the  open- 
ing and  closing  of 

holding  devices  for 
machines  outside  of 
the  class  of  screw 
machines  are  not 

generally  well 
known.     They  are 

used  to  a  large  extent  for  this  purpose  in  special  machin- 
ery and  particularly  for  the  purpose  of  gripping  a  piece 

and  carrying  it  from  one  operation  to  the  other.  Pieces 
may  be  located  in  a  magazine  or  hopper  and  a  set  of 
fingers,  operated  by  a  cam  may  pick  up  one  piece  and 
insert  it  in  the  spindle  of  the  machine. 

After  the  required  operation  is  completed,  another  set 
of  fingers  may  pick  up  the  piece  before  it  is  released 
by  the  spindle,  turn  it  around,  and  in.sert  it  in  another 
spindle  for  an  operation  at  the  other  end.  In  the  case 
illustrated  here,  cams  are  used  four  times  for  operating 
holding  devices,  twice  for  the  chucks  and  twice  for  the 
gripping  fingers.  A  well-known  illustration  of  this 
kind  is  the  slotting  attachment  used  with  some  screw 
machines.  Another  illustration  is  the  magazine  feed 
for  certain  kinds  of  screw  machines.  Nothing  need  be 
said  about  these  cams,  except  that  they  should  be  quick- 
acting  and,  as  a  rule,  can  be  made  very  quick-acting 
because  the  parts  to  be  moved  are  light  and  the  only 
work  to  be  done  is  the  work  of  transferring.  Some 

caution  is  required  in  the  proportioning  of  the  trans- 
fer fingers  because  too  rapid  a  movement  of  the  piece 

might  make  its  location  uncertain.  Another  point  to 
be  cautioned  about  is  that  as  a  rule  the  holding  device 
picks  a  part  out  of  the  spindle  and  must  grip  it  before 
the  piece  is  released. 

For  this  reason,  the  gripping  must  be  of  a  gentle 
nature  so  as  not  to  spoil  the  work  or  cause  too  much 
wear  of  the  fingers  by  the  gripping  pressure.  As  the 
piece  is  held  gently,  it  should  not  be  swung  around  at 
too  great  a  speed  for  fear  that  it  may  escape  from  the 
fingers.     There  are  many  kinds  of  magazine  feeds  in 
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Tie  tani*  ioiat  ia  itaoif  baa  provided  meana 

ttt  wttlat  great  pre—w  at  the  daaip  without  much 
pvMHM  at  Hm  rsBMr,  bat  ia  eaa«  where  ao  auch  device 
eaa  ha  eaiplegra^  gnat  preMare  oa  the  roller  may  be 

it  ia  eaaeatial  that  the  cam  become  more 
gaatle  aetiag  aa  the  daaping  point  ia  reached, 

ta  he  able  to  exert  a  rreat  preeeore  without  much 
at  dM  circumference  of  the  cam.  In  such  caaee 

ie  alwaya  the  poeaibility  that  there  will  be  a  cer- 
of  variation  in  the  piece  to  be  damped  and 

inaufBcient  damping  at  one  time  or  an 
of  praaeure  at  another.  It  is 

the  can  roller  and  the  point 
the  daap  ie  applied  to  have  aome  element  which 

to  permit  of  a  certain  amount  of 

a  rale,  eaaw  aaed  for  belt  ahifting  devices  are 
tajr  a  ipriag  or  weight  or  some  other  meana  hy 

tta  ihifting  of  the  belt  may  continue  for  a  short 
the  can  haa  eeaaed  to  act     This  ia  often 
because  the  amount  of  time  required  for 

is  aa  uncertain  element     It  may  well  be  that 
part  of  the  cam  which  is  used  for  the  nh  if  ting  is 
bcfMa  the  bolt  has  completely  changed  over  from 
paDer  to  aaother.    Making  the  cam  act  on  a  device 

with  spring  or  weight  which  will  complete 
belt  ahifting  malcea  the  operation  more  certain. 
the  other  hand,  the  uncertainty  of  timing  remains 

wy  wall  be  overcome.    It  can  be  held  to  a 
ioiia>M,  by  making  the  belts  to  be  shifted 

aarrow  and  running  them  at  high  speed. 

Cams  roa  Shittino  Geau 

It  is  not  adviaahle  to  nee  eama  for  automatic  gear 
shifting  on  aocooat  of  the  uncertainty  aa  to  whether 
the  gears  will  aeah  or  daab.  but  for  hand  shifting  de- 
viees  cams  eaa  aootetinea  be  used  to  advantage.  For 

there  are  aeveral  seta  of  sliding  gears 
be  arraaged  so  aa  to  pick  up  one  pair  of 

gears,  shift  it  to  left,  then  to  right  then  to 
r.  thee  pick  up  a  aecond  set  shift  it  to  left  then 

t*  rfgM.  etc  so  that  the  mere  roUtion  of  a  crank 
wlB  hriag  Mneaaafve  feede  or  speeds  into  action  without 
aajr  atteatiaa  oa  the  part  of  the  operator. 

la  SMay  eases  the  iadasing  is  performed  by  some 
spsdal  devfee  aad  withaat  the  aid  of  canu.  Such  a 
davke.  bowwer.  aost  be  kept  in  tioM  with  the  cam  and 
awy  be  started  by  a  cam.  In  other  indexing  devlees 
the  caai  Itaalf  mty  perform  this  function  by  moirbig 
a  Isear  «r  ssgaiewt  which  petfonas  the  operatioos  of 

the  ioddag  pfa.  awvtng  the  Index  wheel, 
lag  the  locking  pin  so  that  it  will  drop  In  at 
spot.  tW  aaseont  of  motion  which  the  cam 

«!**  to  this  lever  or  segatcot  would  be  more  or 
issi  aaaartaJa,  aad  if  aa  sprcial  proviskm  were  made 
tt  mItH  wtt  ks  thai  the  lever  would  still  be  attempting 
ta  aM«a  the  tarfaa  whssl  after  the  boH  had  shot  in  place. 
Ta  aasM  sacfc  lalaifwsmi,  Iks  lever  or  other  device 

the 
Oa 

the 

ia  often  provided  with  a  pawl  which  is  lifted  out  of 
action  by  a  pin  placed  at  the  proper  point.  An  essential 
feature  of  such  a  device  ia  that  the  index  must  be 
started  and  stopped  at  practically  lero  speed.  The 
stopping  eepecialiy  should  be  very  gradual,  so  that  the 
momentum  of  the  wheel  shall  not  carry  it  too  far.  Not 
only  the  momentum  of  the  wheel  but  that  of  the  turret 
or  other  part  which  is  indexed  might  cause  an  error 
in  positioning.  For  that  reason  the  cam  must  be  laid 
out  in  such  a  way  that  the  end  of  each  operation  takes 
place  at  a  vanishing  speed. 

Timing  Cams 

One  might  say  that  all  cams  are  used  for  the  timing 
of  movements,  because  they  give  a  closed  cycle  of  opera- 

tions of  which  the  sequence  as  well  aa  the  nature  itself 
is  determined  by  the  cam.  However,  there  are  certain 
canu  in  use  of  which  the  most  important  purpose  is  the 
timing  of  operations.  As  a  rule  such  cams  take  the 
form  of  a  disk  to  which  dogs  can  be  attached.  A  clean- 
cut  instance  of  this  kind  is  furnished  by  the  Brown  and 
Sharpc  screw  machine  in  which  disks  are  employed  to 
which  dogs  can  be  attached.  These  dogs  operate  various 
levers  which  start  single-revolution  clutches.  The  posi- 

tion of  the  dogs  on  the  disk  determines  at  what  par- 
ticular point  of  the  complete  cycle  each  one  of  these 

clutches  shall  make  its  turn  and  perform  its  work. 

The  term  "stop  motion"  is  not  commonly  used  in 
machine  tool  practice,  but  is  used  in  the  design  of  other 
kinds  of  machines,  particularly  automatic  machines. 
It  indicates  a  mechanism  by  which  the  movement  of  the 
entire  machine  or  part  thereof  is  stopped  nt  n  predeter- 

mined moment.  A  drop  worm  or  a  clutch  which  can  be 
disengaged  by  the  action  of  a  dog  are  instances  of  stop 
motions.  An  illustration  of  a  stop  motion  operated  by 
a  cam  is  the  single-revolution  clutch  which  was  de- 

scribed before.  This  clutch  is  normally  out  of  action 
because  an  obstruction,  resting  against  a  projection  of 
the  clutch,  keeps  it  away  from  its  mating  part.  When 
this  obstruction  is  removed,  a  spring  behind  the  clutch 
throws  it  into  action.  Before  the  clutch  has  made  the 
desired  number  of  revolutions  the  obstruction  is  once 
more  placed  in  position  and  toward  the  end  of  the  last 
revolution  a  cam-shaped  projection  built  onto  the  clutch 
rides  along  this  obstruction  and  causes  the  clutch  to  be 
withdrawn. 

Cams  arc  also  used  for  the  regulation  of  the  rate  of 
feed.  We  have  no  reference  here  to  the  fact  that  the 
slope  of  a  cam  strap  or  cam  groove  itself  determines  the 
rate  of  feed  but  rather  that  a  cam  may  be  used  in  such 
a  way  as  to  affect  the  rate  of  feed  produced  by  some 
other  mechanism.  As  an  illustration  of  this  kind  we 
mention  the  Cleveland  automatic  screw  machine.  In 
this  machine  there  is  one  cam  for  the  turret  tools  whicK 
causes  the  turret  to  move  forward  and  backward  the 
same  amount  for  each  of  the  different  turret  positions. 
There  is  a  fast  and  slow  motion  provided,  but  there 
cannot  be  any  variation  in  the  slope  of  the  cam.  The 
slow  motion,  which,  of  course,  is  used  for  the  feed,  would 
always  have  to  proceed  at  the  same  rate  unless  some 
other  means  were  provided  to  change  it.  Such  means 
are  preeent  in  the  Cleveland  machine  in  the  form  of 
eaois. 

The  cams  are  of  the  very  simplest  nature,  being 
merely  stripe  of  metal  fastened  to  the  circumference 
of  a  wheel  of  large  dianeter  in  such  a  way  that  they 
can  project  nore  or  lees  beyond  the  edge  of  the  rim. 
Aa  each  of  the  strips  is  fastened  by  two  screws  going 
through  slotted  holes,  it  ia  possible  to  set  the  strip  of 
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metal  either  parallel  with  the  rim  or  at  a  slight  angle. 
The  strips  operate  on  a  lever  which  moves  the  friction 
disk  of  the  feeding  device.  Lowering  or  elevating  the 
friction  disk  causes  the  feed  to  run  at  a  higher  or  a 
lower  speed.  If  the  strips  are  set  parallel  with  the  rim 
of  the  wheel  the  feed  will  remain  constant  so  long  as 
one  particular  strip  passes  the  roller,  but  the  next  strip, 
set  further  forward  or  backward,  may  move  the  friction 
disk  one  way  or  the  other  and  thus  cause  a  different 
feed  rate.  The  feed  rate,  then,  remains  the  same  during 
the  passage  of  one  strip  past  the  roller,  provided  the 

"strip  is  set  parallel  with  the  rim  of  the  wheel.  When 
it  is  set  at  an  angle,  however,  it  will  cause  the  friction 
roller  to  move  during  the  passage  of  that  strip  and  may 
cause  an  accelerating  or  retarding  rate  of  feed.  If 
desired,  strips  can  be  made  with  a  contour  which  will 
give  any  kind  of  variation  to  the  feed  rate  during  the 
passage  of  the  strip. 

Such  a  device  meets  almost  all  conditions  met  in 
practice.  The  use  of  a  friction  device  for  feed  makes 
the  feed  rate  itself  somewhat  uncertain,  not  only  be- 

cause there  is  necessarily  some  slip  which  may  vary, 
in  amount  according  to  the  condition  of  feed  disks  and 
roller,  but  also  because  the  rate  of  speed  changes  so 
rapidly  for  a  small  amount  of  adjustment  of  the  roll 
that  it  is  not  practical  to  depend  on  this  device  if  a 
certain  predetermined  amount  of  feed  must  be  obtained. 
In  such  cases  a  positive  drive  for  the  feed  must  be 
employed  and  the  variation  in  rate  must  be  obtained  in 
some  other  manner.  Figure  194  shows  such  a  device  in 
elementary  form. 

To  make  the  action  of  this  device  somewhat  clearer  we 
will  take  a  concrete  example.  A  is  a  piece  of  work  of 
which  the  edge  must  be  milled  by  cutter  B.  The  piece 
is  mounted  on  a  turn  table  which  is  rotated  by  means 
of  worm  wheel  C  and  worm  D.  The  piece  is  supposed 
to  be  located  centrally  on  the  turn  table.  It  will  be 
seen  that  when  the  cutter  is  at  the  point  P  the  rate  of 
feed  is  in  proportion  to  the  line  OP,  whereas  when  the 
point  Q  is  opposite  the  cutter  the  rate  of  feed  will  be 

proportionate  to  the  line  OQ.  If  the  same  rate  of  rota- 
tion of  the  worm  wheel  were  maintained,  we  would  have 

I 
FIG.   194 — POSITIVE  VARIABLE  FEED  DEVICE 

a  much  slower  feed  at  P  than  at  Q,  and  this  would  mean 
that  either  we  will  get  an  undesirable  finish  at  the  point 
Q,  if  the  rate  of  feed  is  correct  for  P,  or  else  that  we 
will  lose  considerable  time  if  the  rate  of  feed  is  cor- 

rect at  Q. 
The  worm  D  with  its  thrust  bearings  is  mounted  on 

a  slide  E,  and  is  driven  by  the  spline  shaft  F.  This 
shaft  also  drives  a  worm  G  through  bevel  gears,  as 

indicated  in  the  sketch,  or  by  some  other  means,  caus- 

ing the  worm  wheel  H  to  turn  in  unison  with  C. 
Mounted  on  the  worm  wheel  H  is  a  cam  which  causes 
the  slide  E  to  move  backward  and  forward.  This  move- 

ment of  the  worm  D  will  accelerate  or  retard  the  move- 
ment of  the  worm  wheel  C,  and  by  giving  the  cam  the 

proper  shape  we  can  give  this  worm  wheel  C  such  a 
variable  motion  that  the  rate  of  feed  remains  constant 
at  any  point  of  the  work.  In  the  sketch  the  cutter  B 
is  shown  at  a  certain  distance  from  the  center  0,  and  it 
is  very  obvious  that  this  distance  should  be  variable. 

FIG.   195— MODIFICATION   OF  FIG.   194 

This  is  easily  obtained  by  mounting  the  cutter  head  on 
a  slide  which  is  moved  backward  and  forward  by  means 
of  a  templet  mounted  on  or  under  the  worm  wheel  C. 
By  giving  the  templet  the  proper  shape  the  cutter  can 
be  made  to  take  the  proper  position  in  relation  to  the 
work  while  C  rotates. 

With  this  construction  it  is  rather  difficult  to  lay  out 
the  correct  shape  of  the  cam  on  H,  and  for  that  reason 
it  may  be  better  to  modify  the  arrangement  as  shown  in 
Fig.  195.  In  this  arrangement  the  cam  is  mounted  on 
a  spur  gear,  driven  in  unison  with  worm  wheel  C  by 
means  of  another  spur  gear  mounted  on  this  latter  worm 
wheel  and  by  some  idlers.  Doing  this  simplifies  the 

laying  out  of  the  cam  materially.  If  the  normal  move- 
ment of  woBm  wheel  C,  that  is,  when  the  worm  B  does 

not  have  any  lengthwise  motion,  is  such  that  the  feed  is 
correct  for  the  point  P,  then  we  can  easily  find  how 
rapid  the  movement  of  worm  wheel  C.  should  be  for  a 
point  P„  located,  let  us  say,  10  deg.  to  the  right  of 
point  P.  We  can  also  figure  out  how  much  one  inch 
movement  of  the  worm  D  causes  the  feed  to  be  retarded 
or  accelerated,  so  that  it  is  easy  to  figure  at  what  rate 
the  worm  must  be  moving  and  in  what  direction  when 
the  cutter  is  opposite  the  point  P,. 

As  the  cam  rotates  in  unison  with  worm  wheel  C,  we 
have  found  the  rate  of  change  in  the  cam  shape  at  a 

point  10  deg.  removed  from  the  starting  point.  Work- 
ing in  this  manner  we  can  lay  out  the  direction  of  the 

tangent  of  the  cam  every  10  or  5  or  any  other  number 
of  degrees.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  cam  in  this 
case  necessarily  has  a  reversing  action,  that  is,  it  some- 

times pushes  and  sometimes  pulls  the  worm  slide.  At 
the  moment  when  the  action  changes  from  a  push  to  a 

pull,  there  will  be  a  certain  amount  of  lost  motion  be- 
tween the  cam  and  the  roller  and  this  might  have  its 

effect  on  the  finish  of  the  work.  Though  the  lost  mo- 
tion may  be  very  small,  its  effect  will  be  very  great  for 

the  following  reason: 

Suppose  the  cutter  to  be  opposite  the  point  Q.     The 
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of  Um  cmi  hrtwiiB  P  «nd  Q  hu  bten  to  retard 
of  r.  At  Q  thia  imwBWDt  WHt  rad- 

to  aa  aoevlrration.  If  thtr*  is  loot  motion. 
IImii  viB  bo  BoitlMr  accaloration  nor  retardation. 

la  o(kM>  wor^  tliofv  will  be  •  netnent  at  the  point  Q 
tbo  aMrbiae  acta  aa  if  thia  dorieo  wore  not  in 

ao  that  th«  f««d  will  b«  th«  same  aa  it  waa  at 

tka  paiHl  P.  vhtch  u  entirely  too  faat.  To  overcome 
thia  4lBMll]r.  ana  ahooid  aaka  a  cam  in  the  form  of  a 

Cm*  caai  aad  dopoad  on  a  apHaf ,  or  preferablj-  a  heav>- 
■alght.  to  ke«p  the  roller  afain«t  the  cam  edge,  thus 
avaMiat  all  kwt  motion.  The  cutter  slide  aluo  should 
be  baM  agaiBSt  the  templet  by  mean*  of  a  weight  or 

for  generating  irregular  shapes  is 
in  commercial  machines  are 
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tb*  prodttct  of  other  eama.  There  are  two 
««]ra  ia  which  cams  can  be  need  for  generating 

In  the  ftrst  place,  a  cam  may  be  used 
,  prodocing  a  copy  of  itaelf.  Cams  are  used 

fa  thia  auaaer  in  cam  catling  machines  and  attach- 
la  tiM  seeoad  place,  they  may  be  tised  for  the 
of  BMdifyiag  the  OMVMBcnta  of  some  machine 
ao  aa  to  produce  an  outline  depending  on  the 

I  «f  tke  can  b«t  not  a  copy  thereof. 
If  w*  nboold  moant  a  earn  on  a  shaft,  hold  this  shaft 

in  bearings  moonted  oe  a  slide  and  then  mount  another 
caatiag  of  similar  dimeaaioaa  to  the  cam  on  this  shaft, 
•»  h*»»  the  elements  of  a  cam  cutting  machine,  or 

ra'.hrr  of  a  cam  reproducing  machine.  If  a  stationary 
roUrr  is  held  ia  contact  with  the  first  cam  and  a  cutter 
•f  the  Mune  siw  and  shape  as  the  roller  Is  made  to  act 
M  the  sKoad  dram,  then  all  we  need  to  do  to  reproduce 

lf*t  caai  It  to  give  It  a  rotary  motion.  This  prln- 
«f  IMkiac  CHM  is  carried  out  in  many  modifled 

BMchines.  automatic  profllinir 
Bparial  BMirhines  depend  on  this 

prfanple. 
Aa  aatlraly  diffrrent  aicthod  of  making  irregular 

ia  tqr  means  of  two  cams  which  act  on  two 
at  right  angiea  to  each  other.     This 

method  corresponds  with  the  construction  of  a  curved 
line  by  means  of  its  co-ordinates.  The  abscissas  are 
laid  out  by  one  slide  and  the  ordinate.s  by  another.  In 
Fig.  196  the  curved  line  ABC  is  supposed  to  be  made  in 
this  manner.  D  is  the  cutter.  The  cams  must  be  so 
constructed  that  the  distances  AA^,  j4,A„  M,i4.,  etc..  are 
traveled  in  equal  times;  and  the  other  cam  must  be  so 
constructed  that  the  distances  /?«,.  B,K,.  /?,B„  etc.,  are 
traveled  in  equal  increments  of  time. 

It  is  always  possible,  of  course,  to  make  the  distances 

AA^,  A^A,  equal,  which  means  that  we  can  give  one  o/ 
the  slides  a  uniform  motion  by  means  of  a  screw  or 
rack  or  similar  device,  in  which  case  only  one  cam 
would  be  required  to  produce  the  contour;  and  such  a 
method  would  probably  U*  followed  if  a  piece  of  the 
shape  as  ahown  in  Fig.  196  had  to  be  produced.  If  a 
piece  had  to  be  produced  such  as  is  shown  in  Fig.  197, 
it  would  no  longer  lie  possible  to  move  one  of  the  slides 
by  means  of  a  screw.  The  di.stanccs  AA^,  A,A„  A,A„ 
are  again  equal.  At  M,  the  other  Hiide  must  move  from 
the  point  B,  to  B,  without  any  further  movement  of  the 
first  slide;  which,  of  course,  would  be  an  impossibility 
because  the  speed  would  be  infinitely  large  in  the  direc- tion of  B,S.. 

If  cams  were  used,  all  that  would  be  necessary  would 
be  to  have  a  part  of  the  A  cam  made  with  a  dwell,  while 
a  part  of  the  B  cam  makes  the  piece  travel  from  B,  to 
Bf  Similarly,  it  is  not  possible  to  have  a  screw  produce 
the  movements  in  the  B  direction  because  in  that  case 
there  would  have  to  be  an  infinite  speed  in  the  A 
direction  while  the  contour  is  made  between  C,  and  C,. 
Generally  speaking,  an  ordinary  feed  such  aa  the  screw 
feed  can  be  used  in  combination  with  a  cam  feed  when 
there  is  never  a  large  ratio  between  ordinates  and 
abcissae,  such  as  is  the  case  with  the  contour  shown 
in  Fig.  196,  but  it  becomes  impossible  when  this  ratio 
becomes  large.  Even  if  the  branch  B,B,  in  Fig.  197 
had  not  been  vertical  but  merely  a  steep  slope,  a  screw 
could  not  have  been  used  in  combination  with  a  cam. 

Making  a  piece  to  an  irregular  contour  is  generally 
accomplished  by  the  process  of  milling  though,  in  a  few 
cases,  it  is  done  by  slotting,  shaping  or  planing.  When 
an  irregular  piece  is  produced  by  milling,  the  size  of 
cutter  which  is  to  be  used  should  be  considered  in  the 
laying  out  of  templet  or  cam.  Referring  again  to  Fig. 
197  it  will  be  seen  that  if  the  cutter  which  is  actually 
used  should  be  smaller  than  the  cutter  which  was  con- 
sidered  when  the  cam  were  laid  out,  then  the  branch 

B,B,  would  come  too  far  to  the  left,  and  the  other  ver- 
tical branch  too  far  to  the  right;  whereas  the  horizontal 

branches  would  also  have  been  spread  apart.  Alto- 
gether, the  piece  would  have  been  distorted.  As  a  rule 

the  desired  accuracy  in  a  piece  is  not  so  great  but  that 
a  small  variation  in  the  size  of  the  cutter  can  be  allowed. 

Geaerally  speaking,  in  automatic  contour  milling  wc 
will  meet  the  same  conditions  as  in  profiling  on  a  hand 
operated  machine.  In  the  latter  type  of  machines  the 
trouble  is  soawUmes  overcome  by  making  the  guide  pin 
or  tracer  taper,  so  that  it  is  always  possible  to  have 
such  a  diameter  of  the  tracer  bear  against  the  templet 
as  corresponds  to  the  diameter  of  the  cutter  used.  This 
method  could  not  be  followed  in  automatic  profiling, 
because  there  is  no  tracer  in  this  case. 

When  disk  cams  are  used  and  the  roller  is  always  held 
against  the  cam,  say,  by  a  weight,  we  might  make  the 
roller  taper,  but  then  it  would  bear  against  an  edge  of 
the  cam  only,  and  this  would  not  Ik>  practical  except 
for  the  lightest  kind  of  work.    Another  method  is  also 
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sometimes  followed  in  profiling,  and  that  is  that  two 
cutters  are  used  to  make  the  piece,  one  for  roughing, 
the  other  for  finishing.  Wear  in  the  roughing  cutter  is 
compensated  for  by  the  finishing  cut,  and  wear  in  the 
finishing  cutter  is,  of  course,  very  small.  Thus,  a  great 
many  pieces  can  be  made  with  this  finishing  cutter  be- 

fore it  will  be  necessary  to  re-sharpen  it.  A  small 
amount  of  variation  in  this  finishing  cutter  is,  of  course, 
permissible,  let  us  say  a  few  thousandths,  and  after  it 
has  become  too  small  to  be  of  further  use  as  a  finishing 

cutter,  it  can  be  used  as  a  roughing'  cutter.  This 
method  can  be  employed  with  automatic  milling,  but, 
naturally,  only  when  two  cuts  are  taken. 

Advantages  and  Disadvantages  of  Cams 

Cams  offer  unlimited  possibilities  as  to  the  nature 
and  combinations  of  motions  of  machine  elements.  It 

would  be  perfectly  possible,  for  instance,  to  have  one's 
signature  produced  by  a  pen  by  the  movement  of  two 
slides  guided  by  two  cams.  There  is  hardly  any  kind  of 
movement  imaginable,  either  in  one  plane  or  in  space, 
which  cannot  be  produced  by  cams,  and  when  once  the 
cams  are  designed  the  simplest  kind  of  mechanism  is, 
as  a  rule,  sufficient  to  drive  them.  Other  advantages 
have  already  been  mentioned,  such  as  the  fact  that  they 
provide  a  definite  limit  of  stroke  without  danger  of 
over-run,  that  they  will  give  variable  speed  or  motion 
in  opposite  directions  without  complicated  mechanism  or 
without  reversal  of  parts,  in  fact,  the  advantages  of 
cams  are  so  many  and  so  well  recognized  that  they  are 
often  used  where  other  mechanism  might  have  been 
employed  to  better  advantage. 

Like  everything  else,  a  cam  has  its  disadvantages  as 
well  as  its  good  points.  There  is,  in  the  first  place,  its 
limited  capacity  as  to  power  or  pressure.  Generally 
speaking,  cams  are  not  well  adapted  to  heavy  duty 
machines.  In  the  second  place,  they  take  large  dimen- 

sions as  a  rule  and  are  not  easy  to  place  in  a  covered 
mechanism.  Another  disadvantage  is  that  they  are 
limited  in  their  scope.  It  is  easy  enough  to  construct 
a  cam  to  give  a  movement  of  6  in.  but  not  of  6  ft.  Not 
only  that,  but  it  is  not  possible  to  produce  anything  else 
but  6  in.  unless  additional  mechanism,  such  as  levers, 
etc.,  are  introduced.  Finally,  there  is  the  difficulty  of 
making  the  cam.  There  is,  at  the  present  time,  no 
means  of  generating  a  cam,  though  there  is  no  reason 
why  a  generating  machine  could  not  be  made  for  certain 
classes  of  cams. 

Economy  Justifies  Malting  of  Tracings 
By  S.  N.  Bacon 

The  writer  has  often  observed  the  almost  universal 
practice  followed  in  small  shops  and  factories  where 
only  one  or  two  draftsmen  are  employed,  of  using  the 

heavy  or  "cream"  drawing  paper  for  the  drafting  of 
patterns,  punches,  dies,  miscellaneous  tools  and  some- 

times parts  for  manufacture.  Most  draftsmen  and 
tool  designers  agree  that  practically  the  only  advantage 
of  this  material  over  the  bond  and  vellum  papers  is  its 
erasing  qualities,  the  medium  grade  being  about  the 
same  in  price.  The  idea  of  saving  the  cost  of  the  blue- 

print, the  writer  believes  to  be  mistaken  economy. 
Its  disadvantages  are  several.  In  making  the  draw- 

ing, quite  frequently  time  could  be  saved  if  partial  views 
were  traced  from  other  drawings,  or  the  outline  of  the 
work  were  traced  as  is  usually  done  in  jig  and  fixture 
design.      Then    again,    it    is    sometimes   convenient    to 

trace  a  part  from  the  reverse  side  to  change  it  from 
right-hand  to  left-hand.  Another  disadvantage  is  the 
necessity  of  sending  the  original  drawing  to  the  pat- 

tern shop  or  toolroom,  which  leaves  the  designer  with- 
out a  copy  for  reference;  this  procedure  is  especially 

inconvenient  when  the  work  is  done  by  outside  shops. 

Dirt  May  Be  Dangerous 

It  is  not  easy  to  keep  these  cream-colored  dravvings 
clean  in  the  factory,  and  the  danger  of  mistakes  aris- 

ing from  thumb-printed  dimensions  is  not  an  imaginary 
one.  It  is  disagreeable  to  handle  these  drawings  after 
they  return  from  the  shop,  not  because  the  designer  is 
so  adverse  to  getting  his  hands  soiled,  but  because  the 
sheets  are  usually  very  much  soiled  on  the  reserve  side 
with  black  grease  due  to  laying  the  drawings  on  the 
work  bench.  Thus,  when  referring  to  the  old  drawings, 
new  drawings  in  the  course  of  preparation  are  soiled. 

Manufacturers  of  drafting  supplies  have  been  fur- 
nishing for  some  years  a  fairly  tough  grade  of  vellum 

or  tracing  paper  which  is  equally  as  transparent  as 
linen  tracing  cloth  and  much  lower  in  price.  Erasing 

pencil  marks  from  this  material  is  not  difficult  if  the 

designs  are  made  with  a  pencil  not  harder  than  4H. 
Ink  should  seldom  be  used  on  vellum,  as  a  satisfactory 

blueprint  can  be  made  from  the  pencil  tracing. 

Drawings  requiring  more  than  two  or  three  days  to 

complete  should  be  traced  on  linen  and  blueprints  of 

them,  especially  from  tracings  of  parts  to  be  manufac- 
tured, should  be  filed  in  a  fireproof  vault  so  that  in  case 

of  fire  no  time  would  be  lost  in  replacing  tools  and 

equipment,  and  the  expense  of  designing  all  over  again 
would  be  eliminated.  The  above  economies  will  more 

than  pay  for  the  cost  of  blueprinting. 

Personality  and  Pessimism 
By  Charles  W.  Lee 

I  was  once  severely  criticized  by  a  professional  opti- 
mist. He  said  that  I  was  a  pessimist,  that  pessimists 

were  all  wrong,  and  that  I  was  harming  not  only  myself 

but  the  world  at  large.  After  much  more  in  the  same 

strain  he  demanded  to  know  how  I  happened  to  be  a 

pessimist  anyhow. 

My  reply  was  that  if  I  were  a  pessimist  it  was  prob- 

ably because  I  had  designed  so  much  machinery— al- 
though possibly  it  was  the  other  way  around — and  that 

no  one  not  a  pessimist  could  be  a  good  machine  designer 

because  the  first  thing  necessary  after  completing  a  de- 

sign was  to  say  (quoting  good  old  John  Fritz)  :  "Now 
let's  go  and  find  out  what's  the  matter  with  it." And  that  goes! 

The  most  ingenious  machine  designer  I  ever  knew 

was  also  the  greatest  optimist.  He  never  could  see  any- 
thing the  matter  with  his  designs,  so  it  always  fell  to 

me  to  go  through  the  drawings  and  pick  out  the  "bugs" that  were  always  there,  I  being  only  a  poor  pessimist 
who  could  see  a  bug  across  the  room. 

Incidentally  the  optimist  received  a  much  larger  salary 
than  the  pessimist,  which  leads  me  to  believe  that  my 
critic  was  right  when  he  said  I  was  harming  myself, 
but  I  still  contend  that  I  was  not  harming  the  world. 

And  anyhow  I  claim  to  be  neither  an  optimist  nor  a 
pessimist  but  a  rationalist,  because  I  picked  only  the 

bugs  out  of  the  optimist's  drawings,  seeing  the  good  and 

letting  it  remain.  After  all,  a  pessimist  is  only  "one 
who  has  to  live  with  optimists." 
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Ideas  from  Pi*actical  Men 
4*  m^  tf—  h*tT*  »»tnW»««)|  Inm  ad  aver  th»  wrU. 
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Errors  in  Checkinir  Cylindrical  Worit 
in  V-Blodu 

By  A.  H.  Peauknthal 

Tlw  writer  wa«  rwmUjr  in  discuMion  with  the  manu- 
factvrtr  of  a  nitlwr  wril-known  amplify inx  gage  con- 
caraiBf  Um  application  of  the  V-block  in  measuring 

ZOO 

w0ltittWHHmimettml  0imrmim 

^  tt^y  t»mmf,  ki  Mmmtttr 

na   1— HOW  TAaiATIONS  IN  DIAMBTKR  ARC   KXAOOBR- 
ATB>  ON  WORK  CHBC3CKO  IN  V-BIXK-IU 

ate*  varbUoa  and  roundneaa  of  cylindrical  obJecU.  and 
WM  iwry  anch  surpriaed  to  note  that  the  gentleman  in 
<— tton  »■•  not  conversant  with  the  fact  that  the 
•HfaMry  V-Mocks  in  general  uae,  and  similar  to  the 

of  hia  own  machines,  greatly  exag- 
lN*ii  variation  of  size  and  amount  of  out-of- 

pankaJarb'  on  centerleas-grinding  work.  I 
MB.  tlMnfor«,  wndiac  you  this  article  which  may  be 
of  iMip  to  odMn  who  havt  iwvcr  considered  the  error  io 
tMa  aadkod  of  dMddar. 

Herrwith.  In  Fig.  1,  i«  a  aketch,  alao  flgarca  showing 

rW     »-ANAl.T«INQ   THlAXUtrUAR   otT  Of   ROUNtJNBSS 

^^«Tor  of  inggiiilion  in  both  60-  and  90-deg.  angle 
'•**«*»  TW»  «ipliaatlon  nbowi  the  magnifleation  of 

w  *-.""^y  •»*"<*"  rtodlly  be  aem  by  the Of  tnaanteHy  oat  of  rooad  cyllndera  in  V- 
Id  Fig.  2  that  tbt  flMMoring  of  oat-of-rottndn«a« 

o#  •  triuigalariy  ahopod  pioet  ia  nothing  more  or  le«i 

than  the  comparison  of  size  of  the  inscribed  and  cir- 
cumscribed circles  of  the  triangle. 

It  is,  of  course,  understood  that  the  out-of-roundness 
produced  on  a  centerless-grinding  machine  is  gener- 

ally triangular  and  always  a  multiple  of  three. 

Drafting:  Room  Kink 
By  H.  R.  Bowman 

When  working  on  a  drawing  table  where  no  shelves 
are  available,  the  drawing  instruments  are  usually 
spread  all  over  the  board,  either  out  of  reach  or  in 
the  way  of  the  T-square  and  triangles. 

1  made  a  portable  shelf  by  fastening  a  piece  of  lioard 
to  a  block  of 
wood  as  shown 
in  the  sketch 
herewith.  The 
instru  ments 
are  placed  upon 
it  and  it  can  be 
moved  to  any 

position  on  the 
board  on  which 
the  draftsman 
is  working.  An 
iron  weight 

may  be  inserted 
to  give  stability 

but  is  not  abso- 
1  u  t  e  1  y  neces- 
sary.  The 
thumbtacks  on 
which  it  reati 

keep  the  wood 
from  soiling 

the  paper.  If 
the  table  is 

slanting,  the  block  may  be  cut  at  a  corresponding  angle 
no  that  yie  shelf  will  be  level. 
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PORTABLE   HHBLP  FOR   DRAWING 
INBTRUMBNTS 

Finishinj?  Sprint;:  Collet  for  Screw  Machine 
By  I.  BRRNARD  BLArK 

In  the  following  article  is  described  and  illustrated  a 
finishing  spring  collet  designed  for  use  in  a  No.  0, 
B.  &  8.  automatic  screw  machine  for  finishing  the  inside 
diameter  of  gold  rings  after  they  had  been  blanked  out 
by  a  punch  press.  In  this  particular  design  the  spring 
collet  takas  rings  from  A  to  i  in.  in  width.  The  outside 
diamotor  of  the  rings  is  0.700  In,  and  the  inside  diam- 

eter when  finished  0.660  inch. 
A  noval  feature  of  this  spring  collet  Is  the  ejecting 

principle.  The  rings  are  fed  into  the  spring  collet  by 
means  of  a  magazine  attached  to  the  front  cross-slide  of 
the  machine,  and  a  push  finger  in  the  turret  head.  The 
machine  ia  so  set  that  when  the  inside  diameter  of  the 
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ring  has  been  finished  by  the  tool  in  the  turret  head, 
the  chucking  mechanism  will  cause  the  collet  sleeve 
(which  is  tapered  and  slides  over  the  collet  in  the 
spindle)  to  draw  back,  thus  opening  the  spring  collet. 
The  grip  on  the  ring  being  released,  the  spring  plunger 
B  will  eject  the  ring  and  so  be  ready  to  take  the  next 
ring  fed  to  it  by  the  magazine  and  turret.  For  each 
ring  width,  however,  the  spring  collet  has  to  be  set,  that 

SPRING  COLLET  FOR  HOLDING  RINGS 

is,  the  pai-t  C  must  either  be  screwed  in  or  out  and  then 
locked  in  place  by  the  part  D,  so  that  the  distance 
between  parts  B  and  C  will  be  the  same  as  the  ring 
width.  In  the  illustration,  part  A  is  a  standard  single- 
angle  spring  collet  for  No.  0,  B.  &  S.  automatic  screw 
machine  and  is  made  of  tool  steel,  hardened  and  tem- 

pered. The  part  B  is  made  of  tool  steel,  hardened,  and 
made  a  sliding  fit  in  parts  A  and  C.  Part  C  is  made  of 
tool  steel,  hardened  and  has  a  slot  machined  on  the  end 
as  shown  to  assist  in  adjusting.  Part  D  is  a  nut  made 
of  tool  steel  and  hardened.  Part  E  is  a  steel  spring 
made  to  suit. 

Adjustable  Taper  Testing  Fixture 
By  Edward  J.  Rantsch 

The  accompanying  sketch  shows  an  adjustable  taper 
testing  fixture  in  which  the  important  points  are:  the 
three-point  contact  with  the  work,  the  adjustment  cover- 

ing a  great  range,  of   sizes,   and   the   adjustable   gage 

TAPER  TESTING  FIXTURE 

which  can  be  set  at  one  end  of  the  sample  to  be  repro- 
duced. 

All  that  is  necessary  when  setting  the  fixture  to  a 
given  taper  is  to  lay  a  taper  gage  or  a  sample  of  the 
taper  to  be  gaged  in  the  V-block,  bring  down  the  adjust- 

able head  A  against  the  sample  and  secure  it  in  position 
by  tightening  the  nut  B.     Then  the  gage  C  should  be 

brought  against  the  end  of  the  taper  gage  or  sample, 
the  taper  of  which  is  to  be  reproduced. 

The  fixture  once  adjusted,  may  be  kept  at  the  lathe 
where  the  taper  is  being  turned  and  no  time  need  be 
lost  in  going  back  and  forth  to  try  the  taper  in  the 
spindle  of  the  machine  it  is  to  fit.  Neither  will  it  be 
necessary  to  keep  a  valuable  machine  idle  while  a  taper 
is  being  turned  and  fitted  to  its  spindle. 

The  holes  D  in  the  standard  are  for  the  purpose  of 
letting  in  light,  so  as  to  see  that  the  edge  of  the  adjust- 

able head  makes  proper  contact  with  the  sample  or  work. 

Trepanning  Tool  for  Flue  Sheet 
By  Louis  E.  Reibel 

In  applying  superheaters  to  locomotives  it  is  neces- 
sary to  change  the  flue  sheets.  In  making  the  new 

sheets,  the  4SJ-in.  holes  for  the  superheater  flues  were 
put  in  by  first  punching  1-in.  holes,  then  enlarging 
them  to  2*  in.  by  drilling  and  finally  bringing  them 
to  size  in  a  horizontal  boring  mill. 

As  the  time  required  for  doing  the  work  in  the  above 

TREPANNING  TOOL 

manner  was  excessive,  I  made  the  trepanning  tool 
shown  in  the  sketch  herewith  and  its  use  reduced  the 
time  fully  70  per  cent. 

The  tool  is  4J  in.  in  diameter  and  has  six  cutting 

teeth,  each  ft  in.  thick.  The  2-in.  pilot  is  in  the  form 
of  a  reamer  and  is  screwed  into  the  shank  of  the 
tool  as  shown. 

Limitation  of  Piston  Aligning  Gages 
— Discussion 

By  Charles  G.  Liendecker 

Referring  to  page  659,  Vol.  57,  of  the  American 
Machinist,  I  note  an  article  under  the  above  title  by 

J.  T.  Towlson,  London,  England.  I  have  been  experi- 
menting with  such  a  ball  and  socket  piston  head  as 

described  by  Mr.  Towlson  for  the  last  six  months,  hav- 
ing made  up  four  pistons  and  tried  them  out  in  a  Ford. 

I  was  under  the  impression  that  crystallization  would 
take  place  where  the  ball  joins  the  connecting  rod, 

I  made  one  ball-connected  piston  and  connecting  rod 
complete  about  sixteen  months  ago  and  sent  them  to 
the  Chandler  Motor  Car  Co.  for  its  engineers  to  pass 
judgment  upon.  They  corroborated  my  opinion  that 
the  connecting  rod  would  probably  crystallize  back  of 
the  ball.  However,  I  determined  to  try  out  a  piston 

and  rod  of  such  construction  and  they  are  still  run- 
ning and  the  ball  and  socket  joint  does  not  seem  to  be 

worn  to  any  great  extent.  I  have  i^  in.  of  laminations 
of  0.002  in.  thickness  between  the  bronze  socket  and 
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«i9  far  M^JwIaMit.  which  a  piatoo  of  tha  eroaa  h«ad-pin 
Ml  hawk    Ndthar  is  tiMra  aar  way  to  taka 

t|rpa  ef  gas  anvina  piatan^lMad 

M  tlM«fh  tha  gaa  eafiae  manufartur- 
iM  mtkm  of  atatioaanr  fa*  enginM. 

la  laak  bMo  tUa  cuaaU'tUwi  aa  it  ia  «  vreat 
aa  I  kaow  aflar  aialng  tlia  many  acorvd 

cytlaiais  eaiid  hjr  tha  piatoD  piaa  cMuinf  out  acaiiiHt 
tJM  VBlk.  la  mty  opiaioii.  it  la  the  proper  connection 
far  tha  piatow  aad  a  eooiwctinc  rod  of  a  gait  engine. 

Special  Hobbinf  Attachment 
Bt  o.  8.  Mauhall 

Thr  ifMeial  tstnr*  here  deacrilied  ia  one  recently  de- 
viaad  and  applied  to  a  Goald  ft  Eberhardt  hobbing 

in  tba  vorka  of  the  Jones  ft  Lainiu>n  Machine 

Ita  porpeaa  ia  for  effecting  an  angular  move- 
of  the  mtter-apindle  hand  during  cutting  opera- 

tiaa  on  certain  joba. 
One  particular  job  for  which  thia  attachment  ia  used 

ia  a  «orm>whacl  that  ia  hoi>bcd  for  both  a  right  and  a 
lafl  hand  worn,  half 
tha  tooth-width  being 
for  right  liand.  and 
half  for  left  hand. 
Tha  warm  for  this 
whad  tohaaeen  with 
the  gaar  in  Fig.  I 
haa  right  aad  left 
hand  threads  cut  on 

opposite  eada.  When 
It  ia  daairad  to  ahift 
frem  ri^  to  laft 

faad   or   vie* 

Kiel     1  — RIOHT  ANI>  IMrT  HAND 
WORM  AND  WHRBI. 

tha  worn  is  moved  longitudinally  from  one  posi- 
tion to  tha  other  and  held  in  either  position  by  a  con- 

tmOlng  lever. 

Tba  prodoctioa  method  for  thin  worm-wheel  had  been 
to  hob  all  the  biaaka  in  the  lot  with  a  hob  of  one  hand 
•ad  then  run  the  lot  through  again,  using  a  hob  of  the 

oppoalta  hand  in  the  second  operation.  A  little  experi- 
raraaled  that  both  operations  could  be  per- 
vith  the  aaaia  bob  without  materially  affecting 

tha  taotb-form  aad  BMrely  required  rotating  the  cutter- 
wpUttkt  haad  angularly  until  the  correct  lead  angle  was 
obtaiaad.  The  time  was  greatly  reduced  also.  The 
machine  could  be  aet  up  for  either  a  right  or  a  left  hand 
hob,  tba  work,  of  eoursa,  rotating  in  accordance  with 
tba  bad  of  the  bob  to  be  uaed.  The  cutting  operation 
I— ■isli  in  faediag  tha  blanli  into  the  hob  tha  required 
depth  ia  the  rvgolar  aunncr.  When  the  wheel  haa  been 
hobbvd  to  suit  a  worm  having  a  lead  in  one  direction, 
the  cotter-apindle  head  is  given  the  required  angular 
aMnrtnent  to  bob  the  wherl  to  suit  a  worm  having  a 
Wad  la  tba  opposiU  dirtction.  Both  hobbingn  are  done 
witbaat  itopplag  the  auchine  or  backing  the  work  away 
aatil  the  twa  oparatloaa  are  oompleted.  or  both  right 
aad  left  tooth  farms  are  rot. 

Tha  porta  is  Figs.  2  and  S  have  the  same  reference 
httarm.  Tba  mana-wbael  segment  A  is  attached  to  the 
•■•Mr-^pia^t  haa4,  B,  bjr  aMeana  of  supports  as  at  C 
•ad  aa  that  iu  pitch  Uaa  ia  coincident  with  the  central 
pin*  at  tbe  nittcr-epiadie  haad  B.  The  worm  f)  is 
carrfa4  br  the  boaalag-Moek  K,  firmly  attached  to  the 
vwtkaJ  aUda  C.  which  carriaa  tba  catter-apindla  head. 

A  stop,  aat  in  the  aegmant  A  (in  conjunction  with  ad- 
juatable  stop  acrews).  limits  the  amount  of  angular 
movement  of  the  cutter-spindle  head. 

It  will  be  observed  that  the  worm-wheel  segment  A 
moves  with  the  cutter-spindle  head  and  is  necessarily 
limited    in    the    amount    of    possible    travel,    but    this 

KIU.  »— THK  ATTACHMENT  ON  THH  MACHINB 

amount  is  sufficient  for  all  ordinary  uses.  The  worm 
is  carefully  seated  to  avoid  backlash.  The  device  is 
manipulated  by  means  of  the  handwheel  //,  the  iiroper 
amount  of  angular  rotation  being  governed  by  adjust- 

able stop-screws.  It  is  necessary  to  free  the  clamping 
bolts  of  the  cutter-spindle  head  slightly  to  pormit  its 
responding  to  the  action  of  the  worm,  the  practice  be- 

riO.  >— DBTAUJI  or  THE  ATTACUMBNT 

ing  to  leave  one  bolt  at  the  top  tightened  during  the 
in-feed,  releasing  it  slightly  while  the  operator  manipu- 
latea  the  attachment. 

The  fixture  has  proved  its  value  in  repeated  produc- 
tion Joba.  When  spiral  gears  of  extreme  angle  come 

to  the  machine  for  generating,  the  attachment  is  re- 
movad.  It  can  readily  be  attached  or  detached  at  any 
time  and  aa  tha  parts  to  be  fitted  to  the  machine  are 
fitted  with  dowel  pins,  their  proper  locution  is  easily 
datarminad. 
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A  Problem  in  Shop  Trigonometry 
By  M.  Tolliver 

The  problem  given  and  solved  by  J.  Rantsch,  which 
appeared  on  page  733  of  American  Machinist,  is  — . 
That's  it.  What  is  it?  What  does  he  want  to  find? 
When  I  went  to  school  I  was  taught  that  the  first  step 
in  solving  a  problem 
was  stating  it.  So 
far  I  have  not  been 
able  to  find  what  Mr. 
Rantsch  wanted  to 
do,  and  not  knowing 
this  I  am  not  able  to 

say  whether  the  solu- 
tion fits  it  or  not. 

Supposing,  however, 
that  he  wants  to  cut 

the  right-angle 
groove,  and  its  out- 

line must  be  marked 
off  on  the  piece,  it 
seems  to  me  that  he 
does  a  whole  lot  of 
things  which  might 
be  left  undone,  and  this  is  a  sin  second  only  to  not 
doing  the   things   which   should   be   done. 

If  the  problem  is  merely  that  of  scribing  the  outline 
of  the  groove  I  would  work  it  out  as  follows : 

As  AB  =  M  and  the  angle  ACB  =  45  deg.,  the  line 
AC  =ii  X  1-4142  =  0.663.  Subtracting  this  from  the 
radius  AO,  we  find 

CO  =  0.9375  —  0.663  ̂   0.2745 
As  OD  and  OE  are  both  equal  to  OC,  we  can  lay  out 

the  three  points  C,  D  and  E  and  draw  the  lines  DCP 
and  ECQ,  which  winds  up  our  problem. 

A    PROBLEM    IN    SHOP 
TRIGONOMETRY 

A  Large  Repair  Job  in  a  Small  Lathe 
By  George  Wilson 

The  drum  shaft,   clutch,   and  gear   from   a  hoisting 
engine  were  in  the   shop   for  repairs,   having  become 
damaged  by  an  accident  to  the  clutch  mechanism.     The 
repair  involved  the  turning  of  a  shoul- 

der and  cutting  a  new  thread  on  the 
end  of  the  shaft  opposite  the  gear. 

The  first  thought  was,  as  a  matter 
of  course,  to  get  the  gear  and  clutch 
ring  off  so  that  the  shaft  could  be 
placed  between  centers,  but  these  parts 
were  keyed  very  solidly  in  place  and, 
as  we  learned  that  a  similar  shaft  had 

been  ruined  beyond  repair  in  an  at- 
tempt to  remove  the  gear,  we  changed 

our  minds  and  decided  to  devise  a  way 
to  do  the  work  without  taking  the  gear 
off.  The  illustrations  show  how  the 
work  was  done. 

There  was  an  axial  hole  in  the  small 
end  of  the  shaft  about  5  in.  in  diameter 
and  5  in.  deep,  and  this  circumstance 
aided  us  materially  in  the  set-up.  A 
bar  of  machine  steel  was  first  put  on 
centers  in  the  lathe  and  shouldered 
down  at  one  end  to  a  drive  fit  in  this 
hole.  The  shaft  was  then  placed  in  the 
lathe  with  the  gear  overhanging  the 
bed — the    tailstock    having    been    re- 

moved for  the  purpose — the  end  of  the  extension  caught 
in  the  lathe  chuck  and  the  weight  of  the  gear  supported 

by  a  large  V-block  carefully  packed  up  to  the  right  height. 
The  steady  rest  of  the  lathe  furnished  a  support  for 

the  shaft  close  to  where  the  cuts  were  being  taken. 

We  were  thus  able  to  complete  the  turning  and  thread- 
ing almost  as  readily  as  if  the  gear  had  been  removed. 

Locating  Cutters  in  a  Boring  Bar 
By  William  J.  Thirkettle 

Some  time  ago  I  had  occasion  to  bore  a  number  of 
holes  in  a  rather  awkward  set  of  castings  and  the  only 
machine  available  for  the  boring  was  a  radial  drilling 
machine.  Owing  to  the  peculiar  shape  of  the  castings, 
the  position  of  the  holes  and  the  absence  of  several 
movements  that  would  be  found  in  any  standard  boring 
mill,  it  was  necessary  to  leave  the  bar  in  place  after 
a  casting  was  set  up  until  all  the  holes  in  that  casting 
had  been  bored. 

As  it  would  have  been  difficult  indeed  to  obtain  a 
measurement  of  any  kind  to  assist  in  resetting  the 
cutters  with  the  bar  in  place  I  was  obliged  to  devise 
some  way  to  return  them  to  exact  position  after  each 
resetting. 

The  cutters  were  round  pieces  of  tool  steel  fitted  to 
transverse  holes  in  the  bar  and  held  in  place  by  set- 
screws.  In  making  up  these  cutters  I  first  drilled  and 
countersunk  a  conical  cavity — like  a  center  hole — in  one 
side  of  each  cutter  midway  of  its  length.  Setting  them 
in  place  with  the  cavities  opposite  the  respective 
setscrew  holes  in  the  bar,  I  dropped  a  small  steel  ball 
in  each  and  followed  it  with  a  cup-pointed  screw. 

Thus  held,  I  put  the  bar  on  centers  in  a  lathe,  turned 
the  cutters  to  their  respective  diameters,  removed  and 
hardened  them  and  returned  them  to  place  for  grind- 

ing and  relieving.  I  could  now  take  out  the  cutters  at 
any  time  for  sharpening  and  return  them  to  their  re- 

spective places  with  assurance  that  the  little  ball  would 

locate  them  accurately  to  cut  'he  correct  diameters. 
Boring  bars,  fitted  with  interchangeable  cutters  as 

described  in  the  preceding  paragraphs,  will  always  be 
found  useful  in  shops  where  much  boring  is  to  be  done. 

LARGE  REPAIR  JOB  IN  SMALL  LATHE 
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Editorial 
« 

THE  OLD  IDEA  of  puttinc  «U  the  best 
famiture  in  the  parlor,  prott^ting  it 

with  Blip  eovcra  Mid  lorkinr  th<>  door  to 
open  It  only  ia  cm*  of  a  fun«nU.  is  pretty 

BMrtjr  ebntate  at  thi*  dat«.  But  to  bu>' 
BiM  I— rlilMry  and  then  pamper  it  for 

out  ia  still  <iuite  common.    What  is fear  it  owjr 
the  teed  of  chain  except  to  sit  on  them,  and  what  in 
tk*  aw  of  machinery  except  to  produce  with  it? 

TW  Honor  and  RcipOMibUity 
of  Beinx  as  AMcriean 

AT  THE  TIME  of  year  when  sentiment  is  upper- 
meat  in  the  hearts  of  men  it  is  a  gratifying  feeling 

to  know  that  you  are  reapeeted.  trusted  and  loved  by 
aoBM  at  beat  of  the  people  in  thin  unhappy  world.  Oni> 
•f  the  heat  features  of  this  feeling  of  griitificution  i» 
that  it  stimuUtes  one  to  be  worthy  of  the  gratitude 
aad  to  strive  to  earn  more  of  it.  There  is  also  a  re- 
apoadMlity  to  remain  true  to  the  ideals  that  have  led 
one  on  which  baa  a  aohering  influence. 

We  have  recently  had  th<;  pleasure  of  hearing  from 
an  American  Relief  Association  officer  what  the  Russian 

thinks  of  the  American,  from  an  eminent  mining  engi- 
acvr  fomerijr  employed  by  the  Turkish  government 
what  the  Turk  thinks  of  the  American,  from  a  Chinese 
merchant  and  from  an  American  worker  in  a  Chinese 
achool  what  the  Chinese  thinks  of  the  American,  and 
fiem  the  secretary  of  the  A.S.M.E.  what  the  South 
Aaaarkan  thinks  of  the  North  American  engineer. 

In  Russia,  we  learn,  the  A.R.A.  has  not  only  filled  the 
chs  of  the  people  and  broken  the  famine  but  has 

rate  people  to  regain  their  grip.  They 
look  en  AaMrleana  aa  a  people  apart,  a  people  to  Ix- 
trasted  and  to  be  emulated. 

To  the  Turk  we  appear  as  the  only  Christian  nation 
that  does  not  have  a  feverish  desire  to  exploit  him  or 
hia  conntry.  He  has  had  rather  unpleasant  experiences 
wftfc  hia  European  neighbors  and  while  he  may  not  have 
been  all  that  could  be  desired  in  his  dealings  with  sub- 

ject peoplia  he  ia  not  worse  than  moot  of  the  rest  of  us. 
Clllan  looks  upon  us  as  a  friend  without  an  ax  to 

grind,  a  pleasant  contrast  to  other  ostensible  friends 
wHb  concasoionary  hcao  buxzing  in  their  bonnets.  Our 
mmtkai  wiealBnarfaa.  our  educators  and  our  financial 
ad»tsefs  have  paved  the  way  for  friendship  which  the 
■^oare  dealing  of  our  stataamen  has  helped  to  confirm. 

The  South  Americans  are  sending  more  of  their  boys 
to  the  United  6tat«8  each  year  to  learn  somethlAg  of 
our  Ideals  of  intecrity.  eOkkaey  and  right  living. 

What  a  grave  rai|mMlbOity  rests  on  our  shoulders  to 
live  up  tA  this  admiration  aad  respect  But  what  a 

■I  ofpoHuflity  it  presents  lo  carry  on  the  good 
thooe  leas  fortunate  than  ourselves  to 

I  to  their  place  in  the  sun.  That  we  may 
ba  aUa  to  raallM  on  this  friendship  by  esUblishing 
caaaBerclal  relations  should  be  a  minor  ronsidrratlon. 
If  we  take  care  of  the  moral  responsibility  that  faces 
na.  la  the  trm  Christaua  spirit,  we  need  have  no  fear 

arin  not  come  along  in  doe  course. 

Ship  Subaidy  Bill  Threatened 
by  Dog-in-the-Manger  Opposition 

ARKGRETTABLE  SPIRIT  of  envy,  a  mean  dojf-in- 
the-nianger  attitude,  has  been  responsible  lately 

for  holding  back  the  fulfillment  of  many  worth-while 
projects.  There  was  a  time  when  success  and  progress 
in  men  and  nations  was  a  matter  of  admiration.  So 
long  aa  their  prosperity  was  not  secured  at  the  expense 
of  others  it  was  considered  commendable, 

But  recently  there  has  lieen  a  change  of  face.  It 
has  reached  its  most  absurd  expression  in  the  opposi- 

tion to  the  Ship  Subsidy  Bill.  The  argument  is  not 
that  the  United  States  will  suffer  loss  of  money  or 

prestige  because  of  its  enactment,  nor  that  other  na- 
tions will  suffer,  but  that  certain  individuals  may 

benefit. 
It  is  not  claimed  that  the  country  will  lose,  but  the 

fact  that  some  people  may  gain — legitimately — rankles 
in  the  minds  of  the  envious.  The  knowledge  that  their 
stubbornness  may  work  havoc  to  the  country  means 
nothing  to  them. 

A  certain  amount  of  perversity  and  blindness  on  any 
large  issue  is  to  be  expected,  but  when  a  bushel  of  coin 
is  refused  because  some  one  else  may  get  a  grain  or 
two,  it  is  time  to  do  something  strenuous.  There  is 
little  doubt  that  the  United  States  will  benefit  by  the 
bill.  Then  by  all  means  consider  the  good  of  the  na- 

tion! If  certain  individuals  also  benefit,  so  much  the 

better. 

It  Paya  to  Keep  Up 
With  the  ProccHsion 

AHKCKNT  BULLETIN  from  the  general  manager 
of  the  National  Machine  Tool  Builders'  Association 

called  attention  to  a  situation  that  has  serious  possibili- 
ties.   It  has  to  do  with  the  standardization  movement. 

The  bulletin  discusses  a  communication  from  the 

Chief  of  Ordnance  to  the  American  Engineering  Stand- 
ards Committee  recommending  that  steps  be  taken  to 

standardize  certain  machine  tool  parts  and  accessoriea. 
The  letter  incloses  a  list  of  standards  aa  adopted  at  the 
Watertown  Arsenal. 

Here  is  the  point.  If  the  builders  of  machine  tools 
do  not  take  an  active  interest  in  standardization  and 

present  their  side  of  the  case  in  committee  meetings 
that  may  be  called,  it  is  a  certainty  that  the  big  users 
will  go  ahead  without  them  and  lay  down  certain  speci* 
fications  that  may  Ix-  embarrassing  to  meet. 

Another  possibility  is  that  the  users  of  machine  tools 
in  varioua  important  industries  may  not  l>e  able  to  get 
together  but  may  go  ahead  on  independent  lines,  each 
establishing  standards  of  its  own  that  differ  from  those 
of  all  the  rest.  For  instance,  the  General  Electric  Co. 
might  decide  that  T-slots  of  certain  dimensions  should 
be  used  on  all  milling  machines  of  a  certain  size 
throughout  its  several  plants.  General  Motors  might 

take  a  similar  position  and  say  that  a  standard  T-slot 
of  a  different  size  should  be  used  on  the  milling 
machines  in  the  Cadillac,  Buick,  Oldsmobile,  Oakland 

and  Chevrolet  plants.    The  Singer  Mfg.  Co.  might  es- 
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tablish  still  a  third  standard  for  its  Bridgeport,  Eliza- 
bethport  and  South  Bend  shops.  Any  one  or  all  three 
of  these  standards  might  require  extensive  re-designing 
and  re-tooling  on  the  part  of  every  machine  tool  builder 
who  wanted  to  bid  for  business  from  these  companies. 
And  all  because  the  builder  refused  to  sit  in  and  meet 

the  ideas  of  the  customer  half-way. 
It  is  a  footless  argument  to  contend  that  the  customer 

must  take  what  the  manufacturer  chooses  to  offer  him. 

In  the  first  place  there  would  probably  be  some  manu- 
facturer hungry  enough  for  the  business  of  such  big 

houses  to  build  a  product  to  meet  their  specifications. 
In  the  second  place  organizations  like  the  ones  men- 

tioned could  build  their  own  tools  to  their  own  standards 

if  they  had  to.  The  extra  cost  would  be  counter- 
balanced by  the  savings  due  to  the  standardization  of 

small  tools  thus  made  possible. 
As  a  matter  of  fact  the  question  never  would  have 

come  up  at  all  if  the  builders  had  got  together  and 
established  standards  of  their  own  for  the  work  and 
tool  holding  elements  of  their  machines.  In  that  case 
the  users  could  have  used  one  expensive  cutter  on  each 
of  several  milling  machines  of  different  makes  as  the 
occasion  arose,  instead  of  being  forced  to  buy  a  dif- 

ferent cutter  for  each  machine. 
All  this  is  very  unpleasant  to  think  about  and  quite 

unnecessary  if  the  men  concerned  will  only  recognize 
that  a  real  procession  has  started  and  go  with  it.  It  is 
a  procession  that  will  lead  to  economic  and  scientific 
improvement  for  every  one.  Why  not  join  in  and  help 
a  good  thing  along? 

Vindication  of 

Langley's  Airplane  Design 

'yWENTY-SIX  years  ago  Prof.  Langley  made  the A  second  successful  flight  with  his  steam  driven 

"aerodrome"  model  which  flew  for  nearly  two  minutes 
and  covered  about  three-quarters  of  a  mile.  The  trial 
of  the  full  sized  machine  in  1903  and  its  failure  due  to 
the  landing  device,  stopped  the  funds  from  the  War 
Department  and  experiments  ceased.  Three  years  later 
Prof.  Langley  died,  largely  as  the  result  of  hostile 
criticism  and  ridicule  at  this  failure. 

Yet,  perhaps  more  than  anyone  else,  Langley  had 
worked  out  the  correct  theory  for  planes.  His  critics 
and  defamers  who  are  still  alive  must  be  chagrined  to 
find  that  the  winning  glider  in  the  recent  competition 
in  England,  built  by  Peyret,  is  very  similar  to  the 
monoplane  designed  by  Langley  and  is  credited  to  him 
by  Peyret  himself. 

It  is  to  be  regretted  that  Prof.  Langley  could  not  have 
lived  to  see  the  airplane  of  today  and  to  see  his  own 
machine  flown  by  Glenn  Curtiss  in  1914  with  its  original 
engine  (built  largely  by  Manly),  even  with  the  addition 
of  300  pounds  of  weight  in  the  shape  of  pontoons. 

All  this  goes  to  show  how  thoroughly  American  the 
airplane  really  is  and  should  inspire  us  all  to  aid  in 
its  development  in  the  country  of  its  inception.  It 
has  long  since  passed  the  experimental  stage — it  now 
needs  to  be  encouraged  by  the  establishment  of  landing 

fields  in  every  city  and  town  and  by  its  use  for  commer- 
cial purposes  whenever  possible.  The  growth  of  the  air- 

craft industry  depends  largely  on  popular  intere.st  in 
aviation  and  each  one  can  help  in  his  own  community. 

Airplanes  are  mechanical  devices  and  require  machine 
tools  and  machinists  for  their  construction  and  main- 
tenance. 

The  Trend  Toward 

Simple  Machines 

THERE  SEEMS  to  be  little  doubt  that  the  demand, 
we  might  almost  say  craze,  for  strictly  single- 

purpose  machine  tools  is  decidedly  on  the  wane.  Just 
how  much  of  it  was  justified  and  how  much  was  a 
total  economic  waste,  we  shall  never  know.  But  it  is 
good  to  know  that  we  are  getting  back  on  a  more 
rational  basis. 

There  is,  however,  a  decided  tendency  on  the  part  of 
large  users  of  machine  tools,  such  as  the  automobile 
builders,  to  demand  simple  machine  tools.  Not  for 
machining  a  single  piece,  but  to  perform  a  simple  oper- 

ation, such  as  gear  cutting,  on  a  simple  machine. 
Taking  gear  cutting  as  an  example  we  find  this 

simplification  being  forced  on  the  builders  in.stead  of 

being  inaugui-ated  by  them.  The  demand  for  quiet 
gears  in  automobile  transmissions  has  led  to  exhaustive 
study  and  experiment  in  the  endeavor  to  secure  gears 
which  are  concentric  and  with  correct  spacing  and  tooth 
form.  It  has  been  shown  that  gears  vary  slightly  from 
time  to  time  on  the  same  machine.  This  has  been 
traced  in  some  cases  to  slight  defects  in  the  gears  in 
the  machine  itself. 

Realizing  more  and  more  the  impossibility  of  secur- 
ing perfection  in  gearing  one  of  the  large  motor  com- 

panies built  a  gear-cutting  machine  with  only  four 
gears  in  the  whole  machine.  The  bearings  are  large 
and  rigid  and  the  whole  machine  is  as  free  from  spring 
and  vibration  as  they  could  possibly  make  it.  It  is  not 
a  universal  machine  but  it  will  handle  such  gears  as  are 
found  in  automobile  transmissions,  and  is  not  in  any 
sense  a  single  piece  machine.  The  four  gears  in  the 
machine  are  made  as  accurately  as  possible  and  the 
results  have  been  very  gratifying.  The  four  gears 
replace  from  twenty-seven  to  thirty-five  gears  in  the 
commercial  machines,  these  being  used  to  give  the 
machine  a  wider  range  of  work. 

The  automobile  builder  in  question  has  no  desire  to 
go  into  the  building  of  machine  tools,  and  has  com- 

missioned several  builders  of  gear-cutting  machines  to 
build  machines  of  this  simple  design.  The  simplifica- 

tion of  machine  tools  for  manufacturing  shops  is  a 
step  in  the  right  direction.  There  will,  of  course, 
always  be  a  demand  for  a  more  universal  machine  for 
shops  doing  work  in  smaller  quantities.  But  the  elimi- 

nations of  gears  and  bearings  must  have  an  effect  on 
securing  more  accurate  work  and  the  first  cost  of  the 
machine  may  be  somewhat  lower. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  suppose  that  you  hired  a  staff  of  engineers  to 
travel  about  the  country — or  even  abroad  occasion- 
ally— so  that  they  could  study  the  latest  methods  of 

doing  machine  work  in  the  most  economical  manner. 
Suppose  they  sent  you  a  weekly  report,  illustrated 

with  photographs  or  drawings  that  showed  just  how 

the  other  fellow  did  it?  You'd  be  pretty  sure  to  find 
some  interesting  and  valuable  information  in  these  re- 

ports, information  that  would  save  you  dollars  and 
dollars  every  year. 

Just  suppose  you  let  these  reports  stay  unopened  on 
your  desk  as  you  sometimes  do  copies  of  the  best  tech- 

nical papers,  because  you  thought  you  didn't  have  time 
to  read  them.  You  probably  don't  neglect  any 
opportunity  to  secure  new  and  worth  while  data,  but — 

Just  suppose. 
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I    Shop  Equipment  News    I 
Fleminx  Valve  and  Reamer 

Grinding  Machine 

MaeUot  Coi,  SprinrflHd.  Mass..  has 
Um  nuufcat  Um  clMtrically  driven  machine 

iHmrtth  OhMtntcd  for  crinding  tlie  valves  of  automo- 
and  alao  for  rrindinff  the  valve  seating 
in  connection  with  them.  The  device 

bat  to  bt  eoBiMelMl  with  any  convenient  lamp 
to  bo  raadjr  for  aanrko. 

A  1-hp.  ball-boorinc  motor,  mounted  upon  a  slide 
rvt  tkal  baa  aer«w-«djuated  mowment  in  one  direction 
•ad  a  baad  hvar-operated  movement  in  the  other, 

f-ia.  diamatcr.  i-in.  face  grinding  wheel  at 
I  of  6.200  ft.  per  minute.  A  1/20-hp. 

■otor  opoa  the  swivaling  work  h««d  drives  the  work 
apiadi*  throafb  speod-reduction  gearing.  The  work  is 
bald  la  ivriac  coltots  having  a  maximum  capacity  of 
i  la.  roaad. 

Tbe  swivelling  work  head  adapts  the  device  to  grind 

it  suitable  for  use  both  at  the  bench  or  in  a  tool  kit  to  be 
carried  to  the  job. 

The  small  sheets  are  more  convenient  to  use  than 
where  it  is  necessary  to  cut  shims  from  a  large  sheet. 
The  M'aste  is  reduced,  it  is  stated,  as  this  factor  is 
very  often  large  when  shims  are  cut  from  a  sheet,  even 

ruotnto  VALTS  oitnn>n*o  MAcntNc 

aay  aagle  with  which  the  valves  of  commercial  engines 
are  attdc.  and  it  is  caaily  and  quickly  adjusted  to  the 

angle  by  means  of  a  sector  graduated  in  de- 
Valv*  seating  reamers  and  the  corresponding 

vahrae  any  be  groood  without  disturbing  the  setting. 
so  that  the  correct  seating  of  the  valve  is  assured. 

Baaed  for  shipatent  the  deviee  weighs  approximately 
ttO  pooada. 

Thinffheet  BraM  Shims 
la  provide  the  utmost  in  convenience  and 

wiMVa  ■Ban  braaa  shinu  are  required,  the 
Metah  Co.,  Waterbary.  Conn.,  has  Just  placed 

nam  of  brass  shinu  such  as  illustrated 
Back  boa  eoataiaa  180  sherU  2  x  4  in.  in 

.  wftk  thn*  tfiirtmsaaai  of  0.001,  0.002  and  0.003  in. 
HUmmil  ahm  an  kept  teparate  in  the  box.  so  that 

tlMf  caa  be  eaaOr  raaebid.    The  site  of  the  box  makes 

THIN8HEBT  KRABS  SHIM8 

though  care  be  taken.  Strip  metal,  although  economical 
to  use,  is  not  always  convenient  for  the  reason  that 
rolls  of  brass  of  various  thickneHs  are  not  generally 
available  at  each  bench  and  cannot  well  be  carried  to 
repair  jobs  away  from  the  shop. 

"Boyer  Superior"  Pneumatic  Rivet  Cutter 
Working  on  the  principle  that  when  cutting  rivets,  a 

numtier  of  comparatively  light,  rapid  blows  cause  more 
vibration  and  therefore  more  distortion  of  steel  plates 
than  a  few  intermittent,  heavy  blows,  the  Chicago 

Pneumatic  Tool  Co.,  New  York,  N.  Y.,  has  recently  de- 
signed and  placed  on  the  market  a  type  of  pneumatically 

"BOrBR  BUPWIIOR"  PNBVMATIC  RIVBT  CUTTBR 

operated   rivet  cutter  designated  as  the   "Boyer  Su- 

perior." 

The  construction  of  the  device  is  shown  in  the  accom- 
panying illustration.  The  tool  consists  of  a  dead  handle 

for  holding  the  machine,  a  throttle  handle  of  the  crank 
design,  a  throttle  valve  of  the  taper  type,  a  back  head 

\ 
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screwed  onto  the  cylinder  and  secured  by  a  locking  de- 
vice, a  cushion  chamber  in  the  rear  end  of  the  cylinder, 

a  cylinder  of  seamless  steel  tubing,  a  bypass  from  back 

to  front  head,  a  non-removable  electrically  welded  front 
head,  square  coiled  spring  buffer,  adjustable  chisel  lock, 
hand  hold  of  the  spade  handle  type,  and  a  chisel. 

To  operate  the  cutter,  the  throttle  handle  is  moved  in 
a  line  parallel  with  the  cylinder.  Each  forward  and 
return  stroke  of  the  piston  is  hand  controlled.  About 
four  blows,  requiring  approximately  10  to  15  sec,  are 
said  to  be  required  to  cut  off  the  head  of  a  3-in.  rivet. 
Two  men  are  needed  to  operate  the  machine. 

"Viloco"  Portable  Cylinder-Head  Crane 
A  portable  crane  or  truck  for  use  in  the  removal  and 

replacement  of  locomotive  cylinder  heads  and  cross- 
heads  has  recently  been  placed  on  the  market  by  Harry 
Vissering  &  Co.,  Chicago  and  Benton  Harbor,  111.,  under 

the  trade  name  of  "Viloco."  The  accompanying  illus- 
tration shows  the  device,  which  is  suitable  for  all 

classes  of  locomotives  and  can  be  employed  for  moving 
the  cylinder  head  to  any  part  of  the  shop  desired. 

The  frame  of  the  truck,  which  provides  a  center  dis- 
tance of  32  i  in.  between  the  front  and  the  rear  wheels 

and  of  21  in.  between  the  two  rear  wheels,  carries  a 
vertical  steel  column  to  which  the  cylinder  heads  can  be 

■VILOCO"   PORTABLE  CYLINDER-HEAD  CRANE 

secured.  The  column  is  2i  in.  in  diameter,  and  can  be 
adjusted  by  means  of  a  screw  having  a  pitch  of  7 
threads  per  inch.  By  means  of  the  lever  at  the  top  of 
the  column,  the  screw  can  be  turned  to  vary  the  height 
of  the  head,  the  maximum  height  of  the  bolt  carrying 
the  work  being  36  in.  above  the  floor. 

The  handle  for  pulling  and  steering  the  truck  is  made 
of  pipe  and  is  connected  to  the  front  wheel  in  such 
a  manner  that  the  weight  of  the  truck  keeps  the  handle 
in  a  vertical  position  when  the  truck  is  not  being  pulled. 
Lowering  the  handle  causes  a  slight  raising  of  the  truck 
frame,  so  that  a  quick  adjustment  of  the  height  of  the 
work  can  be  easily  obtained.  The  advantage  of  this 
construction  is  that  the  cylinder  head  can  be  easily 
raised  or  lowered  to  the  level  required  to  clear  the  studs 
when  placing  it  on  the  cylinder. 

Device  for  Truing  Journals  on 
Locomotive  Axles 

C.  E.  Marsh,  324  Hemphill  Ave.,  Atlanta,  Ga.,  has 
recently  brought  out  the  device  for  truing  journals  on 
locomotive  axles  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustra- 
tion. 

The  device,  including  the  worm  wheel,  is  made  in 
halves  so  it  can  be  clamped  about  the  axle.     At  one 

JL\R.SH'.S  AXLE  TRUING  DEVICE 

end  of  the  worm  shaft  is  a  standard  taper  shank  by 
which  the  device  may  be  driven  from  an  air  drill  or 
electric  motor  fitted  with  a  taper  socket. 

The  cutting  tool  is  inserted  in  the  tool  arm  as  shown 
and  may  be  made  of  any  kind  of  steel  or  of  any  shape 
desired.  The  block  carrying  the  tool  arm  is  fitted  to  a 
dovetail  slide  and  the  feed  is  by  a  screw.  Three  changes 
of  feed  in  either  direction  are  provided. 

The  device  is  portable  and  its  use  obviates  the  neces- 
sity of  swinging  an  axle  with  its  wheels  into  a  driv- 

ing wheel  lathe  to  true  the  journals. 

Jarvis  Electric  Bench  Band  Sawing  Machine 
The  accompanying  illustration  shows  an  electric- 

driven  band  sawing  machine  for  general  use  such  as 
encountered  in  a  pattern  shop,  that  is  being  manufac- 

JARVIS  ELECTRIC  BENCH   BAND   SAWING   MACHINE 
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Vmwi  hgr  BHilMun  E.  Jar\i».  Inc..  Newark.  N.  J.    The 
to  iBteaded  for  bcorh  mounting.     It  is  of  a 
tjrp*  that  rui  be  iastalled  by  attaching  to  an.v 

tiiiu  (liminatint  th«  aaevMity  of  counter- 
baltinc. 

TIm  mw  baada  are  of  a  flvxibla.  Swadiah  itad  of  a 
■atara  to  nakfl  cryatalliaatioa.  Tha  whaela  are  12  in. 
la  diaawtvr.  l-ia.  faeo,  ouMk  of  ataal  and  mounted  on 

TfH'tf  The  opper  and  lower  yuidec  are  of  th«« 
tjrpa  and  the  loOa  revol>-e  on  hardened  centcrit. 
■padljr  of  the  iBachiae  ia  for  2-in.  wood,  eitht-r 

hard  or  aolL  Saw  banda  can  he  suppli*^  for  cutting 
thin  braaa  and  aeft  metala. 

Cnrrrat  for  drhrinc  the  l-hp.  motor  may  be  supplied 
from  a  lifhtinc  circuit.  The  motor  i«  controlled  by 
•eaaa  of  a  poahbutton  twitch  located  on  the  frame  of 
the  warttlm  The  table  is  ISt  x  16  in.  in  sice  and 
■ajr  be  tJHad  to  any  ancle.  The  machine  is  28  in. 
hish  aad  weitha  120  pounds. 

Selling;  MachinejTools 
BT  ALBBT  CLBXj 

What  are  the  moat  eaaential  qualitieM  for  the  nuc- 
I  •aOinf  of  machine  toob?    Is  a  knowlfdge  of  men 
daairabls  than  a  knowledge  of  things?     In  other 
b  the  Jolly  good  fellow  with  the  pleasing  and 

personality    but    with    very    little   technical 
iOuij  to  make  a  more  aoeeeaaful  aalesman 

the  chap  who  koowa  the  subject  from  A  to  Z,  but 
haa  not  had  either  the  time  or  the  inclination  to 

devalep  tho  aodal  side  of  his  being? 
We  all  know  that  the  man  who  combines  a  thorough 

of  hia  gooda  with  a  sound  study  of  human 
aad  pajrdioktfjr  ia  the  man  most  likely  to  get 
He  is  quite  ready  to  ayree,  when  out  to  sell  ua 

thing,  that  our  Ford  is  equal  to  a  Rolls-Royce, 
that  oor  kxal  football  team  is  almost  sure  to  win  the 
rap.  aad  so  on.  until  we  beyin  to  believe  that  after  all 
oor  Jodvmeot  must  be  sound. 

rron  the  salmman's  point  of  view,  the  study   of 
aatarc  ia  all  too  often  a  study  as  to  how  to  sell 

to  a  man  who  doesn't  want  it.  and  who,  when 
he  pala  H.  fraqoentljr  doea  not  and  cannot  make  the 

ow  of  H.    Somaone  has  said  that  the  best  sales- 
fa  a  caabination  of  aatiafactory  product  and  satis- 

tkla  point  of  view  the  purely  paychotoffist  type 
of  saliMwan  ia  more  likely  to  come  a  nasty  cropper  than 
the  purely  technical  type.  The  latter,  fa^  hia  vary  ig- 

norance of  human  nature,  would  be  protected  from  the 
riali  of  selling  a  machine  or  appliance  which  the  pur- 
clHaer  had  no  use  for;  in  fact,  his  technical  knowledge 
wTwM  prerent  him  from  even  trying.  On  the  other 

•  failure  to  be  agreeable  might  prerent  him 
:.vinctng  a  prospective  client  that  he  waa  kwing 

moimf  by  not  purchasing  a  certain  machine. 
T>-»  technician  i»  more  likely  to  err  by  sins  of  omis- 

•  ir^n,  while  the  p«yrhok>gist  will  usually  suffer  from  the 
tmrnila  of  sine  of  eammlaaion.  One  will  sell  more  and 
gh*  iasa  aatlafaetioo  per  aaW  and  the  other  will  sell  leas 
aad  gfv*  aMra  wllafaettoo  per  sale.  The  former  might 

J  a  boatneaa  or  connection  while  the 
I  a  graee  risk  of  losing  an  already  «rtab- 
t.  Both  Men  woaM  he  learning  t»-  bit- 

Ur  m^mltmm  di  the  tiOM.  The  final  rtrsult  would  re- 
soha  Itaelf  into  a  qawtloa  aa  to  which  man  could  learn 
hia  boaiaaaa  the  aooMr.    Ia  the  atody  of  human  nature 

more  difficult  than  the  study  of  machine  tool  construc- 
tion, design  and  operation? 

What,  then,  are  the  basic  principles  of  salesmanship 
aa  particularly  applied  to  machine  tmiU?  In  the  first 
place  it  is  tu  establish  sonic  dcfliiitc.  s(>ntient  connection 
between  the  prospective  user  and  the  mnnufacturer  with 
a  view  to  effecting  a  deal  that  will  be  to  the  mutual 
benefit  of  the  two  parties.  Note  the  word  mutual ;  the 

daj'  is  gone  by  when  one  confers  a  favor  by  purchasing 
from  another.  Second,  saleamanship  should  assist  the 
manufacturer  in  keeping  abreast,  or  abend,  of  the  times, 
by  indicating  the  lines  successful  competitors  are  fol- 

lowing. Third,  salesmanship  should  concern  itself  with 
striving  to  achieve  the  very  widest  publicity  for  the 

goods. The  day  is  past  when  machine  tools  can  be  sold  by 
making  wild  and  extravagant  statements  as  to  what 
they  can  do.  An  incident  which  occurred  som^  years 
ago  will  serve  to  illustrate  the  dangers  of  such  a  course. 
A  representative  of  one  of  the  biggest  merchants  in  the 
country  called  on  one  of  his  customers  to  discuss  an 
inquiry  for  a  cutter  grinder.  The  merchnnt  handled 
one  of  the  leading  American  makes  of  cutter  grinder,  a 
machine  that  was  almost,  but  not  quite,  universal  in  its 

capacity.  The  customer  wanted  the  machine  for  gen- 
eral cutter  grinding  work  but  particularly  for  u  certain 

special  job  that  was  rather  outside  the  usual  scope  of 
such  a  machine.  When  the  representative  called  he  was 

asked  if  the  machine  offered  by  his  firm  would  be  suit- 
able for  the  special  work.  In  reply  he  kovc  a  long  dis- 

sertation as  to  the  capabilities  of  the  machine  on  every 
claas  of  cutter  grinding  and  wound  up  by  suggesting 
that  the  machine  would  play  the  Halleluiah  chorus  if 
set  up  properly.  On  the  strength  of  his  assertions  and 
assurance,  the  order  was  placed,  the  total  value  being 
something  under  £100.  Now  for  the  sequel.  While  the 

machine  was  a  good  one  in  every  way  and  quite  satis- 
factory on  all  the  ordinary  claases  of  cutter  grinding, 

it  waa  an  absolute  failure  on  the  job  for  which  it  had 
been  particularly  bought,  and  no  amount  of  argument 
could  convince  the  customer  that  it  was  at  all  suitable. 

The  machine  waa  finally  taken  back  and  the  representa- 
tive, by  bitter  experience,  was  taught  never  to  make 

extravagant  claims  for  his  machine.  For  years  after- 
ward neither  the  representative  nor  his  firm  sold  a 

penny's  worth  to  the  disappointed  customer,  the  loss 
involved  amounting  to  thousands  a  year. 

To  return  to  our  original  query,  is  a  knowledge  of 
men  more  desirable  than  a  knowledge  of  things?  Would 
we  aa  business  men  be  more  likely  to  give  an  order  tn 
a  nice,  agreeable  sort  of  chap  who  knew  very  little 
about  the  subject,  than  to  a  directly  opposite  type  of 
man  who  knew  the  whole  business  thoroughly  and  could 
disctiM  all  the  pros  and  cons  relating  thereto?  Of 
course  we  all  like  to  meet  the  smart,  incisive  fellow, 

whose  personality  is  such  a  refreshing  tonic  in  the  or- 
dinary, everyday  routine  of  business,  but  nevertheless 

very  few  of  us  would  be  prepared  to  admit  (even  to 
ourselves)  that  our  decisions  had  in  any  way  been  in- 

fluenced by  the  man's  personality  alone.  In  selling 
machine  tooU  the  object  ia  to  prove  that  the  tools  offered 
will  pay  a  good  return  and  be  entirely  satisfactory  in 

the  prospective  client's  works,  and  the  only  man  quali- 
fied to  Judge  that  is  the  one  who  is  thoroughly  Krounded 

in  the  operation  of  the  machine.  His  personality  merely 

enables  him  to  present  hia  argument  in  the  most  agree- 
able manner,  and  if  he  ia  lacking  in  a  knowledge  of 

the  subject  his  arguments  will  carry  very  little  weight. 
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Air-Cooled  Motor  Meeting 
of  S.A.E. 

The  Metropolitan  Section  of  the 
S.  A.  E.  held  its  Decembei  meeting  at 
the  Automobile  Club  of  America  on 
the  14th.  The  paper  was  on  Air-Cooled 
Motors  by  Charles  Grimes,  research 
engineer  of  the  H.  H.  Franklin  Co.,  in 
which  he  gave  the  i-esults  of  their 
twenty  two  years  of  experience  with 
air  cooling.  An  interesting  feature  of 
the  paper,  and  one  which  shows  the 
broad  policy  of  the  Franklin  Company, 
was  the  pains  taken  to  point  out  the 
details  to  avoid  in  building  a  successful 
motor.  The  results  of  their  years  of 
experience  were  laid  bare  for  th« 
benefit  of  any  builder  who  may  be  work- 

ing toward  air  cooling,  and  there  are 
many.  This  is  in  such  marked  con- 

trast to  the  older  and,  we  believe  short 
sighted  policy  ni^re  prevalent  in  other 
lines,  that  it  stands  out  as  a  shining 
example  of  co-operation. 
The  paper  was  very  complete  and 

showed  great  care  in  the  development 
of  both  the  mechanical  and  the  com- 

bustion features  of  the  new  motor.  The 
small  amount  of  power  consumed  in 
cooling  was  rather  astonishing  to  many 
and  the  care  with  which  the  details 
have  been  worked  out  is  of  unusual 
interest.  There  was  some  discussion 
and  numerous  questions,  all  of  which 
were   answered   very   satisfactorily. 

Power  Exposition  Very 
Successful 

The  National  Exposition  of  Power 
and  Mechanical  Engineering,  followmg 
as  it  did  the  forty-third  annual  meeting 
of  the  American  Society  of  Mechanical 

Engineers,  attracted  a  large  number  of 
engineers  from  all  parts  of  the  country- 
It  was  held  in  the  Grand  Central  Palace, 
New  York,  N.  Y.,  from  December  7 
to  13. 

Although  there  were  some  exhibits 
by  machine  tool  and  engine  builders, 

the  majority  of  the  displays  were  de- 
voted to  equipment  for  boiler  room  and 

power  plant  use.  Firebrick,  condenser, 
stoker,  tank,  boiler  tube  and  such  manu- 

facturers had  large  exhibits,  of  a  heavy 
nature  in  many  cases.  Valves,  meters 
and  a  variety  of  measuring  and  record- 

ing instruments  were  shown  in  con- 
siderable numbers.  The  scope  of  the 

exporition  is  attested  by  the  fact  that 
there  were  about  150  exhibitors.  Full 
size  units  and  working  models  served 
to  show  the  practicability  of  the  prod- 

ucts exhibited,  and  added  life  and  inter- 
est to  the  exposition. 

A.E.S.C.  to  Study  Steel 
Numbering  Problem 

After  extended  discussion  of  the 
problem  involved  in  the  numbering  of 
steels,  the  conference  called  by  the 
American  Engineering  Standards  Com- 

mittee, at  the  request  of  the  Bureau  of 

Standards,  decided  the  matter  could  be 
handled  better  by  a  sectional  commit- 

tee of  the  American  Engineering 
Standards  Committee.  For  that  reason 
no  plan  or  program  was  adopted  so 
that  the  sectional  committee  could  con- 

sider the  matter  without  limitations  as 
to  whether  the  classification  be  based 
on  chemical  analysis,  heat  treatment  or 
physical  tests. 

Machinery  Exports  Show 
Slight  Decrease 

Exports  of  metal-working  machinery 
during  October  were  slightly  less  than 
in  September  although  considerably 
above  the  value  of  the  exports  in 
October,  1921.  October  exports  were 
valued  at  $902,188,  as  compared  with 
$1,093,381  in  September  of  this  year  and 
$1,032,483  in  August.  The  detailed  fig- 

ures, of  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 
Domestic    Commerce,   are   as   follows: 

EXPORTS    METAL-WORKING     MACHINERY 

September  October 1922  1922 

I-athes    $54,874  $57,161 
Boring  and  drilling  machines.  .  40,628  34,262 
Planers,sharpcnera  and  slot  ters  15,758  38,256 
Bending  and  power  presses. .. .  11,085  7,179 
Gearcutters    14,667  983 
Milling  .Machines    29,662  69,389 
Sawing  machines    5,041  1,800 
Thread  cutting  and  screw  ma- 

chines   22,924  7,464 
Punching   and   shearing   ma- 
„  chines    7.171  14,977 
Powerhammers    20,886  10,386 
Rolling  machines    3,897  786 
Wire-<lrawing  machines    81  935 
Polishing  and  burnishing  ma- 

chines   1.265-  1,248 
Sharpening  and  grinding  ma- 

cnines    56,468  78,044 
Chucks,  centering;  lathe,  drill 

andother    18.676  19,102 
Reamers,    cutters,   drills   and 

other  parts  for  machine  tools  114,475  121,944 
Pneumatic  portable  tools    35,389  26.550 
Foundry  and    moulding   ma- 

chinery        44.436  41.314 
Other  metal-working  machin- 

ery and  parts  of    596,508  370,408 

Total     metal-working     ma- 
chinery     $1,093,381      $902,188 

Navy  Funds  Increased 
The  Navy  appropriation  bill  reported 

to  the  House  last  week  carried  appro- 
priitions  totaling  approximately  $53,- 
000,000  for  continuing  construction 
work  on  the  ships  permitted  to  be  com- 

pleted under  the  five-power  treatry. 
This  is  an  increase  of  $12,000,000  in 

round  numbers  over  the  estimates  sub- 
mitted in  the  budget,  which  provided 

for  $29,000,000  in  cash  and  $12,000,000 
in  indirect  appropriations.  The  increase 
made  by  the  Appropriations  Commit- 

tee mainly  is  in  the  indirect  allowances. 

Foreign  Trade  Convention 
The  Tenth  National  Foreign  Trade 

Convention  of  the  National  Foreign 
Trade  Council  will  be  held  in  New 
Orleans  on  April  25,  26,  27,  1923,  ac- 

cording to  announcement  made  last 
week  by  O.  K.  Davis,  secretary  of  the 
council,   India  House,  New  York   City. 

Domestic  Business  Shows 
Further  Improvement 

Further  improvement  in  the  general 
business  situation  is  shown  by  Novem- 

ber figures  so  far  received  by  the 
Department  of  Commerce.  Marked 
increases  have  again  occurred  in  the 
production  of  pig  iron  and  steel  making 
the  output  of  these  industries  much 
the  largest  for  any  month  in  two  years. 
Unfilled  orders  of  the  Steel  Corporation 
declined  slightly,  but  this  may  be  due 
in  part  to  better  transportation,  which 
has  made  it  possible  to  catch  up  on 
deliveries.  Building  contracts  in  Novem- 

ber totaled  $248,000,000,  or  only  $5,- 
000.000  less  than  in  October  and  30 

per  cent  above  November,  1921.  Fur- 
ther increases  in  employment  have 

taken  place.  The  U.  S.  Employment 
Service  reports  that  expansion  in  em- 

ployment throughout  the  country  has 
been   the   greatest   since    January. 

Provides  for  Increase  in 
Naval  Aircraft 

A  bill,  authorizing  the  Secretary  of 
the  Navy,  during  the  fiscal  year  1924, 
to  procure,  purchase,  manufacture,  or 
construct  additional  aircraft  as  may  be 
required  for  the  Naval  Establishment, 
including  the  necessary  spare  parts  and 
equipment  therefor,  at  a  total  cost  not 
exceeding  $5,798,950,  has  just  been  in- troduced in  the  House  and  referred  to 
the  Committee  on  Naval  Affairs. 

Willard  Defends  Esch- 
Cummins  Law 

To  keep  the  Esch-Cummins  Transpor- tation law  intact  would  be  the  best 
policy  for  the  Government  to  pursue 
with  respect  to  the  railroads,  according 
to  Daniel  Willard,  President  of  the 
Baltimore  &  Ohio  Railroad,  who  spoke 
last  week  at  a  luncheon  of  the  Adver- 

tising Club,  47  East  Twenty-fifth  Street. 
Although  the  roads  are  not  yet  earn- 

ing what  Mr.  Willard  considers  a  fair 
return  on  the  value  of  their  property, 
he  is  confident  that  a  gradual  reduc- 

tion of  freight  rates  may  be  looked  for, 
providing  the  Federal  rail  law  in  its 
present  form  gets  a  fair  and  sympa- 

thetic trial. 

British  Industries  Fair 
The  Board  of  Trade  of  Great  Britain 

issued  during  the  past  week  a  booklet 
on  the  forthcoming  British  Industries 
Fair  which  is  to  take  pla^e  concur- 

rently in  London  and  Birmingham  from 
February  19  to  March  2,  1923. 

The  Fair,  it  is  announced,  is  not  an 
exhibition  but  essentially  a  trade  fair 
to  which  only  buyers  will  be  admitted, 
Americans  desiring  to  attend  the  Fair, 
while  visiting  England,  may  obtain 
tickets  of  admission  on  application  to 
the  British  Consulate  General,  37  West 
Van  Buren  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
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<ClwiH>l.  1%ru4*rt  0.  fritr  ̂ MwJtMy  Corpormtio»,  It  Sttekungt  Placf,  Sew  7ork) 

lk>  BrilWl  ■■■In  • 
■ravM*  tks  MMrniata 

T0K  ftdraac*  la  rtirHm  •xchaac* 
Mia  ikt  Kf«««i«  ahortaa*  of  labor 
uf*  tlw  tVQ  BMst  tawoctaat 

«(  Uw 

at  4Jft  M  IUb  to  wrtttM  it 
aaaeton  of 

ar*  4alanBia«d  to 
of  tlM  nalm  with 

tt  aaekaac*  that  to  aa  good 
aathaWrt. 
Ahhoagh  II  to  variowly  axpiaiMd. 

tha  iBaoitoto  caoao  ct  th«  advanr*  i» 
•Dt  ayyarant.  bat  it  to  fundamentally 
daa  to  tha  asUbWaa  of  ftaaacial  eoor- 
M*  that  tha  ImMi  Mvanuaaat  haa 
gma  la  haaHltag  ita  dabt  to  oar  (or- 

aa  wall  m»  lU  oaralataaca  In 
■C  ta  aatancle  taa  ropantioa 

'hi  whkh  Franc*   and   Genaaay 

Morgaati   call    npoo    Sacrotary 
tha  ensoifif  talk  of  a  loan  m 

dollan    to   Grrtnmnf,  and   a 
  frooi  tha  White  Uooaa  indi- 

.  that  tha  Pnaidaat  woold  b*  alad 
•a  iad  a  way  to  aU  Enrop*  tn  aetuinc 
har  aeaaomie  proMam*.  have  aUo  helped 
ttta  au^kat  for  foraicn  axcbanga.  Franca 
toiva  advaaead  abarpnT  and  avaa  Gonaaa 
Marita  are  ap  to  146  daapito  tha  tataat 

of  Uw  Ratohabaak  which 
a  tatal  of  orar  TO  bUltoa  papar 

idiag  aa  of  Nor.  M. 
•f  tha  advaaca  la  axebaaga 

la  «t  coaNBoditlca  lOia  wheat 
aaiaattaa  arhoaarahM  to  Urgalr  dater- 

aapaatMa  aaf|Ma.  bet  aa  atarilac  to 
aaw  wllhhi  4  or  ft  par  caat  of  par  wara 
to  aot  wmA  nom  for  a  fuitber  riaa 
aa4  It  to  ̂ aHa  paaaiUa  that  the  Bank 
ml  gaalaad  will  aeon  attempt  to 
alfaagthaa  iu  poaltion  by  taking  gold 

aa  la  qaaatity.  aven  at  a  amall 

kto 

the 

aay  aacb  movemant  develop 

'  aartaia  oar  eommoHtty  mar- ba  chaiad,  for  the  analrila 
waakly  Iqr  tha   Federal   Re- 

that  tha  total   of 

aad  tacority  hold- 
«f  i)m  1S4  aMra  taapartaiii  bmot- 

Mavamber  t»  waa  416 
graatar  than  on  May  2S.  IMI. 

Ilqaldatlaa    waa    bolag    Iniiated 
m  ■■■altol    Slaea  that  daU  the 
I  by  tha  FMatal  BaMTve  Banka 
gatoad  aaariy  flftjOOO;000  laat 

>  haa  liBiiBi  i  W  aaar  M»  nrfl- 
,  wfclb  Iha  re4Haf  Bnimi  Mlaa 

la  ftorrla'>  a  have  dKrcaaad  aooM  4SS 
Iha  raaalt  to  that  tha  raaarea 

fraa  MJ  par  aaot  te 
hat  all  thto  waald  ba 

.  d  tf  ««  ciauaaanJ  to 

( 

exaggerated,  ia  alao  emphaaiied  by  tha 
tobor  ahortage. 

Tha  Dapartment  of  Labor  aaya  that 
tha  ahortage  in  acute  and  this  atata- 
meot  to  confirmed  by  emplovara  all  over 
the  country.  The  acarcity  ii  attributed 
to  the  raatrioUona  upon  immigmtion. 
One  raanh  of  it  haa  been  an  abnurmal 
axodoa  from  tha  farms  to  the  cities. 
The  nagroaa  ara  leaving  the  South  in 
aoch  numbers  that  organised  efforta  to 
check  the  hagira  are  being  made  in 
aome  atatea,  but  the  railroad  paasenger 
agents  report  that  the  movement  con- 

tinues  nevertheless. 
Wages  in  many  industries  are  already 

advancing  as  an  inevitable  consequence 
of  the  competition  for  labor  and  the 
aaquence  is  certain  to  be  a  decreaaod 
production  at  an  increased  cost.  This 
may  for  a  time  crt-ate  an  illuniun  of 
good  times  but  it  will  limit  consumption, 
tto  up  credit  and  must  ultimately  re- 
atrict  activity.  The  existing  railway 
congestion  adds  to  tha  diflkulties  of 
a  dtiBcttlt  situation. 

In  a  recent  address  President  Mark- 
bam  of  tha  Illinois  Central  Railroad 
pointed  out  that  in  the  five  years  ending 
with  June  30,  1907,  tha  number  of 
freight  cars  in  aervice  iaeraaaad  more 
than  480,000.  In  the  next  five  yaars  it 
increaaed  leaa  than  280,000;  in  the  next 
four  an<<  a  half  yaars  it  iaeraaaad  only 
114.000,  and  in  the  five  years  ended 
with  1921  the  number  of  freight  cars 
in  aarvica  actually  declined  more  than 
ISMO. 

During  tha  aama  period  tha  number 
of  locorootivea  in  aarvica  varied  as  fol- 
lows: 

}  tmn  laillsa  Jwm  Ml  IW7 
)  I—  inMtm  Jtt—  W.  I*H 
♦I  yw  n  Mia  »M  >i.  1*1* 
i   |nwa«SE5  t>K   II.  1*21 

Thaaa  fignrea  explain  the  present  in- 
ability of  the  railroads  to  handle  the 

traffic  that  is  tha  economic  life  bloo<l 
of  the  nation.  They  make  it  clear  that 
a  buainaaa  boom  is  impoaaible  because 
an  abnormal  incraaae  in  distributive 
trade  would  be  almost  certain  to  result 
in  strangulation  and  until  our  railway 
facilitiaa  are  incraaaad  the  check  rain 

of  Inadequate  transportation  will  prob- 
ably contlnoa  te  hold  ua  back. 

A  year  ago  when  trade  was  sub- 
normal and  wall  below  the  capacity  of 

our  facilities  for  production  and  dia- 
tribotion  it  waa  safe  to  predict  an 
ittppovement,  but  the  shortage  of  both 
tobor  and  tranaportalion  seems  to  make 

any  further  expansion  presently  impoa- aible and  thia  view  of  tne  case  suggesU 
caution  in  accepting  the  many  nighly 
optimistic  pradktions  that  ara  now 
being  made. 

A  mild  prosperity  is  indicatad,  bat 
no  wild  outburst  of  speculation  and 
advancing  pricaa  appeara  to  be  poaaibla. 
Tha  Chnabaaa  trade  to  good.  Tha 
poetal  racaiyto  awallad  by  tha  Incraaaad 

use  of  the  parcels  post  show  a  fcain  of 
about  20  per  cent.  The  steel  mills  are 
fairly  busy  and  copper  is  at  last  a  little 
above  14  cents.  Sugar  is  slightly  easier 
aa  the  weight  of  the  new  and  nbundant 
Cuban  crop  commencea  to  be  felt,  and 
cotton  and  wheat  are  somewhat  higher 
because  of  the  advance  in  foreign  ex- 

change aa  already  explained. 

The  atock  market  is  steadier.  The 
fear  of  political  radicalism  appears  to 
be  at  least  temporarily  allayed.  The 
year-end  selling  to  reduce  income  taxes 
is  nearly  finished  and  the  reinvestment 
demand  has  absorbed  several  Urge 
issues  of  new  bonds. 

The  purchase  of  the  Intomatidhal  A 
Great  Northern  by  the  St  Louis  &  San 
Francisco  Railway  has  attracted  not  a 
little  attention  as  foreahadowing  other 
transactions  of  the  same  character  that 
are  inevitable  if  the  consolidations  pro- 

vided for  in  the  Esch-Cummins  bill  are 
to  become  realities.  Inasmuch  as  it  is 

only  through  such  consolidations  or  gov- 
ernment ownership  that  it  will  be  pos- 

sible to  rehabilitete  our  transportetion 
service  and  aa  either  alternative  is 
almost  certain  to  increase  the  value  of 

railway  aecurities  I  continue  to  believe 

that  tha  greatest  bargains  of  the  invest- 
ment market  are  to  ba  found  among them. > 

Southern  Industries  See 

Prosperity  Ahead 
A  thorough  investigation  of  general 

conditions  prevalent  in  the  meUl  trades 
industriea  over  the  South,  conductod 

the  fore  part  of  this  month  by  William 
E.  Dunn,  Jr.,  aecreUry  of  the  Southirn 
MeUl  Tradea  Association,  shown  the 
industry  to  be  in  better  shape  than  it 
has  been  at  any  time  within  tha  past 
three  years,  with  every  promise  that 
1923  will  prove  a  proaparoua  year. 
Most  manufacturers  seem  to  be  expect- 

ing an  inflation  period  similar  to  that 
of  1918  and  1919,  but  look  for  it  to 

be  on  a  more  sUble  basis  and  not  fol- 
lowed by  so  long  a  period  of  depression, 

if  any  at  all. 
More  fumacea,  foundries  and  ma- 

chinc  shops  are  operating  in  the  South 
now  than  at  any  time  in  several  months, 
and  a  majority  of  them  are  well  sold 
ahead  into  1028.  The  pig  iron  melt  in 
the  whole  district,  principally  in  Ala- 

bama, is  at  the  higbeat  mark  since  the 
flush  times  daring  the  War.  The  usual 
Christmas  holiday  will,  for  the  most 
part,  be  confined  to  a  day  or  two  this 
year  beeauae  of  tha  rush  of  busincsH. 

The  association  advises  pig  iron  (luo- 
Utions  for  the  first  quarter  of  1923  as 
aomewhat  weak,  the  price  on  some  sales 
being  as  low  as  $23  for  No.  2  foundry, 
with  heavier  tonnages  selling  in  some 
cases  for  as  low  aa  $22.60.  The  pre- 

vailing price,  however,  appears  to  ba 
aroand  $26  with  inaulries  very  nti* 
inarotis  from  subKtantial  buyers. 
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Monthly  pifr  iron  prodnction  of  all  coke  and  nntliracit** 
farnacen  in  niillionN  of  tonH,  babied  on  returns  compiled  by 
the  American  Iron  and  Steel  Institute. 

Monthly  averaxe  priee  of  tin  and  lead  in  the  New  York 
market,  baHed  on  returns  turnlnhed  by  KnarineerinK  and 
MininK  Journal-Press. 
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PIG  iron  production  registered 
 an- 

other advance  in  November  over 

the  month  previous,  although 
the  increase  was  not  so  marlced  as  in 
the  case  of  the  October  out- 

put as  compared  with  that 
of  September.  Coke  and  an- 

thracite pig  iron  tonnage  dur- 
ing the  month  totaled  2,849,- 

703  tons  or  an  average  of 
94,990  tons  per  day  as  against 
the  October  total  of  2,637,844 

85,092     tons      per     day 

the  October  average  of  $46.52.  No 
special  significance  is  attached  to  the 

decline,  the  entire  New  York  mai'ket 
showing    a    softening    of   prices    with 

November,  1920,  output  to- 
taled 2,934,908  tons  or  97,- 

830  per  day.  The  number  of 
blast  furnaces  in  operation 
increased  during  the  month 
242  being  in  blast  on  Dec.  1 
as  against  218  on  Nov.  1. 

Tin  and  lead  prices  were 
stronger  and  higher  during 
the  month.  The  average 
November  price  for  the  for- 

mer was  35.911  cents  as 
against  33.935  in  October, 
while  lead  reached  7.047  cents, 
an  increase  of  over  a  half 

cent  during  the  thirty-day 
period.  While  the  demand 
for  both  metals  for  home  and 
foreign  consumption  has  not 
been  of  an  active  nature,  a  ^^^_ 
better  tone  has  been  in  evi- 

dence with  excellent  prospects  for  a 
strong  market  during  the  first  quarter 
of  the  coming  year. 

Automobile  share  markets  declined 
slightly  during  the  month,  ten  repre- 

sentative issues  showing  an  average 
price  of  $44.20  per   share  as  against 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  York,  Chicago  and  Cleveland   Prices 

Four  One 
Current    Weeks       Year 

Unit  Price         Ago  Ago 

per  lb    20.0295  20.0295  20.0273 

ing  the  European  situation,  although 
there  was  a  drop  in  value  as  compared 
with  September  totals.  The  value  of 
machinery  exports  during  the  month 

totaled  $902,188  against  that 
of  the  previous  month  of 
$1,093,891  and  the  August 
total  of  $1,032,483.  As  com- 

pared with  the  month  of 
October,  1921,  there  is  shown 
an  increase  of  over  $200,000, 
the  total  in  that  month  being 

$680,931. 
Soft  steel  bars.. 
Cold    finished 

shafting   
Brass  rods   
Solder  (5  and  \) 
Cotton  waste.  , 
Washers,    cast 

iron  (\  in.) .  .  . 
Emery,       disks, 

cloth,  No.  1,  6 
in.  dia   

Lard  cutting  oil 
Machine  oil.  .  .  . 
Belting,  leather, 
medium   

perlb    0.0378 
per  lb    0.171 
perlb    0.24 
perlb    0.11 

per  100  lb.     4.33         4.33         4.35 

0.0378 0  0373 0.1700 0.15 
0.23 

0.20 

0.11 0.122 

per  100       3.11 
per  gal       0.59 
per  gal       0.36 

3.11 
0.575 
0.36 

Machine       bolts 

up  to  1  X  30  in. 

offlist    30-10%     40-5% 
@50%     ©50% 

offlist       55%         50%@     50%@ 

@60%  65-10%  60-10% 

but  little  interest  and  that  chiefly  of 
a  professional  character  in  evidence. 
Automobile  production  continues 
heavy  with  an  excellent  demand  for 
closed  cars  and  a  shortage  of  bodies. 

Metal    working    machinery    exports 
held  up  well  during  October,  consider- 

American  foreign  trade  for 
October  shows  exports  of 
merchandise  totaling  $372 
millions,  a  total  greater  than 
in  any  other  month  since 
March  (  1921,  and  19  per 
cent  higher  than  Septem- 

ber exports.  Import  totals 
for  the  month  have  been 
delayed  due  to  changes  in 
classifications  and  rates  un- 

der the  new  tariff.  A  re- 
view of  foreign  trade  changes 

during  the  fiscal  year  ending 

June  30,  1922,  by  the  Depart- 
ment of  Commerce,  recently 

made  public,  shows  a  de- 
cline in  the  value  of  imports 

amounting  to  28.6  per  cent 
and  a  decline  in  the  value  of 
exports  amounting  to  42.1 

per  cent  as  compared  with  1921. 

Financial  conditions  as  reflected  in 
the  statement  of  the  Federal  Reserve 
System,  at  the  close  of  business  Dec. 
13,  1922,  shows  gains  of  $15,400,000  in 
gold  reserve  as  against  a  decrease  of 
$3,500,000  in  other  cash  reserves. 

Total  value  of  all  metal  workiiis:  inaeliiiier.v  exported 
monthly  from  the  United  Sti-.tew.  haned  on  retiirnH  eompUed 
by  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and   DomeHtIc  Commerce. 
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Business  Conditions  in  Germany 
Machine  Tool  Exports  Decline— Unemployment  Still  a  Serious  Factor- 

Burdened  by  Taxation 

rrr^.-      ̂ ^  .^^.^u  !»*•  •  *; ten    tb«    c«orM    of 
vMity  that  the  mark 

.«  in  tlM  nvichborhood 
to  Um  doUar,  haa  mrt 

Mt    atoPrtctom    ia    th« 
vMeli  iw  W«B  dlaap> 

to  v«t  ameh  fkith  In 

•r  Mm  aiaiplaat  prccaa- 
^.  _j»  awaitinf  furtB*r  de- 

lta.    Hh  aame  applie*   to  •%• 
^MA  haw  to  tw  rontr««tvd 

It  U  dear  that  un- 
■wiT^^'"   condition*. 

for  faMMdiat*  demand 
_  TIm  boaiaew  world  it 
Ml  iBkliiiS  of  what  will  hap- 

^   .   tk«  •taWllaatlon  problem  U 
raallT  takaa  «p  M-rioiMly. 

TIk*  wilfHnii  that  an  improreinent 
•r  caadhioM  eannat  be  broviiBlit  abovt 
hr  tr—***'  manipolatioii  alona,  ia 

"  ̂   Md  takiM  deeper  rooL  with 
araye«rM«b«B  in  the  back- 
fer  tlM  ttae  beias.  the  public 

Bt  our  BERLIN  CORRESPONDENT 

pated    at   the    pr«vailiniE    rate    of   ex- ehaage. 

TOTAL   t:xrOKT1l   or    MACHINERY    FROM 

OBBMANY  Dl'RINO   1*22 Vthtt  PH<»  prt  Toj> 
Million  I'aprT        (iold 

It21  TMa  Hutu  Muka  Mwk* 
)>44  ».SO0         too 4.i«i        4rooe      5*0 

i«.s;i        »s.Mo      )w 
I.  4<Hlt««  IIM*t 
1.  ew>tt«r      ti».n) 
I  amnm      ll«.2«l 

aU. 
af«  ta 

ttmrnH  ia  ahaorbed  alaoat  completely 

kjr  tlw  taw  giaat  faetara.  rix.,  «««nMny 
nd  iac>«i«a  of  BC0dact4on.  Behind 
thaoo  pcebliiae  ia  leoaBinir  ap  ]arir«)y MB>«  r""       -  •— >inir  ap  l«nr«)y 
aad  gtoeaiiiy  the  have  conflict  between 
the  &imuy  aad  labor,  employers  and 

MAcannsT  Exroart  Dacumt 

Ttw  actaal  employment  of  the  ma- 
jadaatry  haa  pet  needed 

actaal 

'of  abortaBlBC  of 
are     becoming     more 

  are    caiucd    r»ther    by 
•r  aaterial  and  fnel.  than  by 

«f  orden  In  hand.  Tho 
'  of  aav  caatrarta  concluded  are, 

aad  more  nn- 
aef  to  retract 

I  already  booked  I*  alao  bccom- 
aurlMd  with  buyer*,  and  in  a 

'  af  caooa  alaa  with  •ellera.  Gen- 
_  it  may  bo  said,  that  tho 

of  omployment  if  aradoally 
t  that  a  fair  lerel  can  be 
darlnc  the  next  two  or 

in  tlM  machine  baildinf 
tke  ratio  of  imemployment 
_  to  8epteml>er  oeereaaed 

•UdMIr  froa  S  per  l^OOO  to  X  per  IfiOO. 
TMa  M.  however,  oatirely  an  escep- 
tloa.  In  all  etiier  tradaa  unemployment 
kao  larreoied 

Tho  dwHae  of  forei(a  baalnaoi  found 
amfnmitm  ia  tho  Bepteihir  return*  of 
■ayarta.  Maridairy  oxaorted  lias 
irijjil  flroai  41M0  toaa  b  Aura«t  to 
njMtono  ia  Bepteoaber.  Nearly  aU 

of  aacUaery  are  affertMi  l>y 
MaiMai  laoi  oxporta  for 

af  wkMhu  ia  Aacoat.  10.127 
ta  ■■Shd  t Jil  tona  were 
iinmi  to  tm  aaiu  or 

I.  wSQTli  aoaaidorably  te«> 
la  aar^of  tW  jurtoai  month*  of 

of  macbiney 
oT  aMchlae  tools  hi  the  flret 

of  the  year  caa  be 
by  tko  fMpma   te  tho 

As  aa  itoai  of  iataroot, 
  \  :ila.pd4odla ai 

MACUl.VE  TOOL  BXPOBT8 
2S.«00  470 
47.100  170 

I0«,000  440 

l4.S«t 
I. 

}  ̂ MMr  r27» 

From  the»e  figures  it  can  bo  seen, 
thai  the  export*  in  the  third  quarter 
fall  short  of  both  previous  quarters. 
Thi»  i«  »olely  due  to  the  bad  returns  of 

September,  the  returns  of  July  and 

Attfuat  beinic  in  kwpinif  with  the  previ- ous month*.  The  Stplember  exporU  of 
machine  tool*  represent  a  value  of  1,440 

million  paper  marks.  The  price  per 
ton  i(  172,600  paper  marks  or  490  sold 
markii.  Nearly  all  foreign  awrkeU 
have  contributed  to  this  decline.  It  i* 
interentinK  to  note,  that  machine  tool 
import*  in  September  have  kept  at  the 
level  of  August  at  regards  weight, 
while  the  number  of  single  tools  has 
increaaod. 

In  view  of  the  still  continuing  busi- 
ness depression  in  most  of  the  German 

markeu  considerable  disappointment  is 
also  felt  that,  after  a  promising  sUrt, 
the  Russian  market  is  again  closing  up. 
This  i*  explained  by  the  Russian  Gov- 

ernment to  be  du«  to  the  fact,  that  the 
Russian  works  are  now  in  such  a  state, 
that  thcv  can  largely  satisfy  the  de- 

mand. From  various  report*  this  ap- 
pears to  be  cross  txaneration  and  is 

only  barely  veiling  the  real  reasons, 
which  no  doubt  are  to  b«  found  in  the 
realm  of  finance.  This  is  a  hard  blow, 
especially  to  the  locomotive  industry, 
which  has  been  figuring  on  large  busi- 

ness for  Ru**ia,  eapecially  as  the  Ger- 
man railroads  liave  considerably  re- 
duced their  annual  requirements.  An 

order  for  60  locomotives  for  Rumania, 
whirh  it  is  reported  has  recently  been 
given,  ia  of  course  only  a  smsli  com- 
pensstion. 

Pluctuatino  Tool  Prices 

It  is  illustrative  of  the  rspld  move- 
nont  of  prices,  that  the  price  direction* 
iasacd  bv  the  Machine  Tool  Builders' Arsoeiation  are  now  issued  in  intervals 
of  10  days.     While  the  increase  of  the 

6 rice  over  the  previous  month  wa*  in 
eptembor  46  per  cent,  it  wa*  in  Octo* her  87  oer  cent  and  for  the  first  10 

days  of  November  93  per  cent  At  tho 
time  of  writing  prices  of  mschine  tools 
average  from  l,6oO  to  l^iOO  marks  per 
kg.  compared  with  approximately  1 
mark  in  pre-war  times.  This  is  the 
price  for  standard  tool*.  Speriatitii-s 
command  a  considerably  higher  price. 
A  case  your  correspondent  tieard 
quoted  today  seem*  to  be  about  the 
higtiest  that  price*  have  climbed  up  to. 
For  a  gear  cutting  machine  of  the  old 
Cteoson  type  (templet)  of  3,000  kg. 
weight  a  price  of  ID  million  marks  or 
aoaiewhat  ortr  3,000  mark*  per  kg.  is 
Mag  aakod.  This  is  considerably  above 
yiv-war  staodaid,  avaa  ia  geidaMrin. 

Otaatljr    dleofgont    and^  fraqiMntly 

erroneous  opinions  prevail  in  foreign 
countries  with  regard  to  taxation,  the 
German  industrial  esUblishmonti*  ure 
subjected  to.  This  taxation  is  three- 
fold: 

1.  The  trade  Ux,  which  is  levied  in 
progressive  proportion  of  the  income. 
The  lowest  percentage  is  li  per  cent 
for  gross  revenues  from  16-20,000 
marks,  rising  to  27  per  cent  for  a  gross 
revenue  above  3  million  marks, 

2.  The  company  Ux,  which  is  10  per 
cent  of  the  net  revenues, 

3.  The  capiul  transfer  tax,  ralsod  on 
all  capiul  transactions,  like  new  floaU- 
tions,  loans  issued,  bonds  and  the  like. 
This  Ux  is  71  per  cent. 

Heavy  Taxation  Burden 

In  the  case  of  a  company,  for  in- 
sUnce,  which  has  earned  a  revenue  of 
1  million  marks  per  year,  after  pay- 

ing all  expenses,  such  as  sslaries, 
wages  and  sundries,  and  which  has 
raised  a  loan  of  1  million  marks,  the 
Uxation  would  be  as  follows: 

First,  20  per  cent  on  the  revenue  plus 

such  expenditure,  which  remains  sub- ject to  tne  Uxation  under  the  law,  like 
renU,  interest  on  loanit  and  mortgages, 
cost  of  repair  of  premises  and  40  per 
cent  of  new  equipment.  This  Uxmle 
expenditure  frequently  equals  and  even 
exceeds  the  revenue. 

Second,  the  company  Ux  of  10  per 
cent  payable  on  the  amount  of  revenue 
remaining  after  paving  the  trade  Ux. 

Third,  the  capital  transfer  Ux  of  7i 
per  cent  on  the  loan  of  1  million  marks, 
allowed  to  be  put  under  deductible  ex- 

penditure. In  the  average  the  taxe*  amount  to 
from  36  to  60  per  cent  of  the  revenue. 
The  turn-over  Ux,  which  in  raised  on 
the  transfer  of  any  property  from  one 
hand  to  the  other  by  sale,  is  not  in- 

cluded, aa  it  is  an  indirect  Ux,  which 
is  burdened  upon  the  buyer. 
As  has  already  been  mentioned  in 

these  column*,  the  credit  situation  of 
the  industry  in  this  country  has  some- 

what eased  in  consequence  of  the  huge 
sums  of  German  money  in  foreign 
hsnd*  flowing  back  into  the  country  in 
the  shape  of  investments  in  industrial 
securities.  A  further  source  is  domes- 

tic capital,  which,  the  buying  craze  hav- 
ing ceased,  is  again  taking  notice  of  the 

low  price  of  industrial  stock.  Hclpc<l 
by  such  conditions,  many  manufactur- 

ing companies  again  come  on  the 
money  market  with  capital  and  bond 
issues.  The  fresh  ciinital  obsorbod  by 
tlie  industry  in  Octoiier  amounted  to 
S,874  million  marks,  which  is  a  recorl 
figure  in  paper  marks.  In  gold  marks 
It  is,  however,  only  5,300,000  marks,  a 
ridiculously  low  sum  in  comparison  to 
previous  months  and  years.  The  toUl 
fresh  capiul  the  industry  received  in 
the  first  9  months  of  the  current  vcar 
by  increase  of  cspiUl  stock,  Dond 
issues,  and  the  like,  is  only  309  million 
gold  marks  compared  with  814  million 
gold  marks  last  year.  This  explain<i 
perhaps  better  than  wonls  could  do, 
the  financial  straits.  Into  which  the  In- 

dustry has  dropped  through  the  deprc- 
cistion  of  the  money  with  little  relief 
in  *ight  through  a<ljustment  of  repara- 

tions question. 
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i 
George  Richards  Dies 

in  England 
George  Richards,  formerly  of 

George  Richards  &  Co.,  Ltd.,  Broad- 
heath,  near  Manchester,  England,  and 
later  of  the  Richards  Thread  Milling 
Machine  Co.,  London,  England,  died  on 
Nov.  17.  Mr.  Richards  was  a  welj 
known    designer    of    machine   tools    of 

George  Richards 

advanced  type  and  though  he  lived  in 
England  for  many  years,  never  re- 

linquished his  American  citizenship. 
He  was  impoverished  by  the  late  war 
and  his  financial  condition  became  so 
low  that,  pending  an  appeal  to  his 
many  friends  for  assistance,  he  was 
forced  to  become  an  inmate  of  the  Lon- 

don County  House,  where  he  died. 

Trade  Trip  to  Cuba 
A  group  of  manufacturers  from 

Atlanta  and  Chattanooga,  many  of  them 
connected  with  the  metal  trades  indus- 

tries, will  make  a  trade  trip  to  Cuba 
some  time  during  February  under  the 
auspices  of  the  Atlanta  and  Chattanooga 
Chambers  of  Commerce,  and  the  South- 

ern Railway  System.  The  purpose  of 
the  tour  will  be  to  further  expand 
trade  relations  between  Southern  manu- 

facturers and  the  island  of  Cuba.  Within 
the  past  few  years  Atlanta  manu- 

facturers and  jobbers  have  built  up 
from  practically  nothing  an  export 
trade  with  Cuba  now  in  excess  of 
$1,000,000  per  year,  and  there  is  still 
room  for  great  improvement.  A  large 
part  of  this  export  business  is  in  ma- 

chinery and  machinery  supplies,  ma- 
chine tools,  railroad  equipment,  and 

other  metal   products. 

New  Worthington  Heads 
E.  T.  Fishwick  and  William  Goodman 

have  been  appointed  vice  presidents  of 
the  Worthington  Pump  and  Machinery 
Corporation,  115  Broadway,  to  fill 
vacancies  made  by  the  resignation  of 
Frank  H.  Jones   and  James   E.   Sague. 

Mr.  Fishwick  was  formerly  general 
sales  manager  and  now  takes  the  title 
of  vice  president  in  charge  of  sales. 
Mr.  Goodman,  previously  in  the  execu- 

tive engineering  department,  is  now 
vice  president  in  charge  of  engineering 
and  manufacturing. 
Although  both  Messrs.  Jones  and 

Sague  have  resigned  as  titled  officers 
they  will  both  remain  with  the  corpora- 

tion in  an  advisory  capacity. 

The  Goss  &  DeLeeuw  Machine  Co., 
of  New  Britain,  Conn.,  has  incorporated 
under  the  laws  of  Connecticut,  with  a 
capital  stock  of  $100,000  to  manufac- 

ture machinery,  tools,  etc.,  operating  a 
plant  at  New  Britain.  The  incor- 

porators of  the  company  are:  Stanley 
T.  Goss,  of  New  Britain,  Conn.;  John 
S.  Black,  New  Britain;  and  Adolph  L. 
DeLeeuw,  of  Plainfield,  N.  J. 
The  Nashville  Bridge  Co.,  of  Nash- 

ville, Tenn.,  according  to  officials  of  the 
company,  is  planning  the  immediate 
establishment  at  Bessemer,  Ala.,  of  a 
branch  plant  to  include  general  shops 
and  units  for  the  production  of  heavier 
structural  steel.  The  principal  bridge 
department  of  the  company  will  remain 
at  Nashville. 

The  Anderson  Tractor  Co.,  recently 
noted  incorporated  at  Anderson,  S.  C., 
proposes  the  establishment  there  of  a 
large  plant  for  the  manufacture  of 
tractors  and  sprays  for  use  in  cotton 
fields  of  the  South,  according  to  W.  S. 
Anderson,  jpresident  of  the  company. 
The  capital  stock  of.  the  concern  is 
$200,000. 

The  Atlantic  Coast  Line  Railroad  Co., 
advises  that  it  is  planning  the  early 
construction  of  machine  and  engine 
shops  and  a  roundhouse  at  Port  Tampa, 
Fla.,  to  entail  a  total  investment  of  ap- 
pioximately  $150,000.  The  work  is  in 
charge  of  the  engineering  office  of  the 
railroad  at  Wilmington,  N.   C. 

The  Crane  Co.,  of  Chicago,  has  estab- 
lished an  additional  southern  branch  at 

738  West  Bay  Street,  Jacksonville,  Fla., 
this  branch  to  serve  the  company's trade  in  South  Georgia  and  all  of 
Florida.  The  Atlanta  branch  serves  the 
rest  of  Georgia  and  nearby  states.  P. 
Z.  Huddleston  is  named  manager  of  the Jacksonville  branch. 

The  National  Cast  Iron  Pipe  Co.,  of 
Tarrant  City  and  Birmingham,  Ala.,  at 
the  annual  meeting  of  the  stockholders 
and  officers  to  be  held  the  latter  part 
of  December,  will  consider  a  plan  to  in- 

crease the  capital  stock  from  $500,000 
to  $1,000,000  and  favorable  action  is 
expected.  A  larger  production  during 1923  through  the  establishment  of 
additional  units,  and  a  further  expan- 

sion of  its  export  facilities  is  the  plan of  the  company. 

Lome  Tractors,  Ltd.,  which  has  been 
incorporated  for  $300,000  at  Tillson- 
burg,  Ont.,  and  is  erecting  a  new  fac- 

tory there  to  build  a  gasoline  equip- 
ment, including  fire  engines,  has  elected 

the  following  officers:  L.  Carmichael, 
president;  J.  M.  Clark,  vice-president; 
and  L.  C.  Vangeel,  secretary-treasurer. 

The  Fleming  Machine  Co.,  formerly 
located  at  172  Chestnut  St.,  Springfield, 
Mass.,  has  removed  its  office  to  41 
Mercantile  St.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

The  North  &  Judd  Manufacturing  Co. 
in  order  to  keep  up  with  the  demand 
for  "Anchor  Brand"  hardware  products 
has  reopened  its  New  Haven  plant 
which  was  purchased  in  1919.  The 
foundry  department  is  now  in  operation 
with  a  large  number  of  moulders. 

The  Terry  Steam  Turbine  Co.,  man- 
ufacturer of  turbines,  blowers,  etc.,  of 

Hartford,  Conn.,  with  branches  in 
Chicago,  New  York,  Philadelphia  and 
Pittsburgh,  has  recently  increased  its 

capital  stock  from  $700,000  to  $800,000. 
The  number  of  shares  was  also  in- 

creased from  7,000  common  to  4,000  of 
common  and  4,000  of  preferred  stock. 

The  Pequennock  Foundry,  Inc.,  5th 
St.  Extension,  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has 
recently  increased  its  capital  stock 
from  $10,000  to  $50,000. 
The  Hartford  Tool  Works,  Inc., 

maker  of  tools,  etc.,  Hartford,  Conn., 
has  filed  a  preliminary  certificate  of 
dissolution  with  the  Secretary  of  the 
State  of  Connecticut.  All  claims 
against  the  company  should  be  mailed 
to  Richard  H.  Deming,  36  Pearl  Street, 
Hartford,  Conn. 
The  Precision  Instrument  Co.,  Inc., 

has  acquired  control  of  the  Precision 
Instrument  Co.  of  Newark,  N.  J.,  well 
known  for  its  line  of  "3  in  1"  draft 
gauges,  pressure  recording  instruments, 
CO2  recorders,  specific  gravity  re- 

corders, laboratory  gas  meters,  gas 
calorimeters,  and  other  lines.  The  pres- 

ent executive  officers,  who  have  been  so 
successful,  will  retain  their  connection 
with  the  company.  It  is  expected  to  en- 

large the  business  considerably,  with 
new  capital,  adding  other  specialties, 
besides  staple  lines  of  gauges,  valves 
and  fittings.  The  company's  New  York 
office  will  be  in  the  Engineering  Build- 

ing, 114  Liberty  St.  The  factory  will 
later  be  moved  to  New  York. 
The  Kemp  Machinery  Co.,  215  N. 

Calvert  St.,  Baltimore,  Md.,  has  been 
appointed  exclusive  representative  by the  Diamant  Tool  and  Manufacturing 
Co.,  91  Runyon  St.,  Newark,  N.  J.,  in connection  with  the  sale  of  Diamant 
standard  punch  and  die  sets,  in  the  ter- 

ritory covered  by  the  states  of  Mary- 
land. Virginia,  District  of  Columbia  and 

West  Virginia  consisting  of  Jefferson, 
Berkley,  Morgan,  Hampshire,  Mineral 
Hardy,  Grant,  Pendleton,  Randolph, Pocahontas,  Green  Brier,  Monroe  and Mercer  Counties. 
The  R.  S.  Leafless  Spring  Co.,  of 

il^resno,  Cal.,  has  been  organized  with Irank  Waterfield,  Mason  Building,  in 
that  city,  at  its  head  and  will  engage  in the  manufacture  of  a  new  spring  for motor  vehicles  to  eliminate  the  neces- 

sity of  shock  absorbers.  The  new  com- 
pany IS  capitalized  at  $150,000. 

The  National  Iron  Works,  San  Diego, 
Cal.,  has  filed  articles  of  incorporation, to  establish  and  operate  foundries  with 
capitalization  of  $100,000.  The  incorpo- 

rators are  James  R.  Russell,  C.  H. Martin  and  Leo  G.  Moore. 
The  Missouri  Boiler  Works  Co.  of 

Kansas,  has  been  incorporated  to  do 
business  in  Missouri  with  headquarters 
in  Kansas  City.  The  company  will  man- 

ufacture and  sell  boilers,  engines,  smoke 
stacks  and  all  other  machinery  used  in 
boiler  shops  and  factories.  The  incorpo- 

rators are  I.  H.  Darby,  E.  D.  Proudfit and  F.  I.  Darby. 

The  North  Missouri  Power  Co.  of 
Excelsior  Springs,  Mo.,  has  filed  articles 
of  incorporation  with  Secretary  of  State 
at  Jeflferson  City,  showing  a  capital- 

ization of  $1,700,000.  The  company  will 
carry  on  an  electric  power,  light,  gas, 
waterworks,  hot  water  and  steam  heat- 

ing business.  The  incorporators  are 
S.  W.  Henderson,  H.  L.  Moore,  C.  W. 
Fish,  W.  E.  Crawford  and  F.  A.  Boys. 

The  Spencer  Turbine  Co.,  manufac- 
turer of  turbines,  etc.,  Hartford,  Conn., 

has  recently  increased  its  authorized 
capital  stock  from  $300,000  to  $600,000. 

The  North  &  Judd  Manufacturing 
Co.,    manufacturer    of    hardware    and 
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tools,  New  Britain,  Conn.,  announces  the 
re-opening  of  its  New  Haven,  Conn., 
plant,  and  the  foundry  is  now  in  oper- 

ation with  a  large  number  of  workers. 
The  plant  was  formerly  owned  by  the 
W.  &  E.  T.  Fitch  Co.,  New  Haven. 

The  Brooks  Machine  Works,  225  West 
Lewis  St.,  Wichita,  Kan.,  is  installing 
some  new  machinery.  The  new  equip- 

ment, according  to  J.  M.  Hackney,  pres- 
ident of  the  company,  will  make  it  one 

of  the  best  equipped  shops  in  that  city. 

The  Frasse  Steel  Works,  Inc.,  Hart- 
ford, Conn.,  has  been  appointed  the 

exclusive  New  England  distributor  for 
the  Sizer  Steel  Corporation  with  plants 
at  Buffalo  and  Solvay  (Syracuse), 
manufacturer  of  electric  carbon  alloy 
and  tool  steels,  bars,  billets  and 
forgings. 

The  Brown  &  Zortman  Machinery 
Co.  has  been  appointed  exclusive  agent 
in  the  territory  of  West  Virginia,  the 
western  part  of  Pennsylvania  and  the 
southeastern  part  of  Ohio,  by  the  Wil- 
marth  &  Morman  Co.,  Grand  Rapids, 
Mich.,  for  its  complete  line  of  grinding 
machines. 

The  Carpenter  Steel  Co.  of  Reading, 
Pa.,  has  announced  officially  that  re- 

ports recently  circulated  regarding  the 
merger  of  the  company  with  some  other 
steel  concern  are  entirely  erroneous. 
No  such  negotiations,  it  is  announced, 
are  pending  and  the  Carpenter  com- 

pany contemplates  no  change  in  owner- 
ship or  management. 

Manning,  Maxwell  &  Moore,  Inc.,  has 
been  appointed  exclusive  agent  in  the 
states  of  New  York,  New  Jersey,  Del- 

aware, Maryland  and  Pennsylvania 
east  of  Altoona,  by  the  Wilmarth  & 
Morman  Co.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich.,  for 
its  complete  line  of  grinding  machinery. 

The  St.  John  Shipbuilding  and  Dry 
Dock  Co,  Ltd.,  has  nearly  completed 
the  construction  work  on  its  machine 
shops  at  St.  John,  New  Brunswick. 
The  shops,  which  are  of  modern  type, 
will  be  opened  in  the  spring  in  con- 

nection with  the  dry  dock  now  being 
built  at  St.  John,  N.  B. 

The  T.  McAvity  and  Sons,  Limited, 
of  St.  John,  New  Brunswick,  manufac- 

turer of  hydrants,  gages,  valves,  steel 
and  copper  pipe,  boilers,  etc.,  is  gradu- 

ally moving  its  machine  shops  to  the 
new  plant  of  the  company  near  the 
city  limits  of  St.  John.  There  are  three 
new  buildings  of  steel,  concrete  and 

glass. 
The  Lunenburg  Machine  Works  and 

Foundry  Co.,  operating  a  plant  at 
Lunenburg,  Nova  Scotia,  has  been 
operating  steadily,  and  indications  are 
that  the  company  will  keep  the  plant 
in  operation  on  full  time  through  the 
winter. 

The  Canada  Car  Co.  plant  at  Am- 
herst, Nova  Scotia,  is  expected  to  start 

work  on  a  big  car  order  soon  after 
Christmas.  The  Canadian  National 

Railways'  management  intends  to  or- 
der several  thousands  of  new  freight 

cars  in  order  to  cope  with  the  demand 
for  cars.  The  machine  shops  of  the 

car  company  are  being  made  I'eady  in 
anticipation  of  a  big  order. 

The  Canadian  Pacific  Railway  ma- 
chine shops  at  McAdam,  New  Bruns- 
wick, are  working  on  full  time  and 

report  is  current  regarding  the  possi- 
bility of  a  new  machine  shop  building 

being  erected  at  McAdam  early  in  the 
spring  to  be  ready  for  next  fall. 

ARTHtm  L.  Collins,  for  the  past  six 
months  associated  with  the  Standard 
Steel  and  Bearings,  Inc.,  has  entered 
the  tool  and  alloy  steel  department  of 
Horace  T.  Potts  &  Co.,  Philadelphia,  as 
sales  metallurgist.  His  work  will  be 
with  the  various  mills  turning  out  the 

Potts'  brands  of  steels  and  with  the 
users  of  these  steels  in  advising  on 
applications  and  heat  treatments. 

Alfred  B.  Carhart  has  resigned  his 
position  as  vice-president  and  sales 
manager  of  the  Crosby  Steam  Gage  and 
Valve  Co.,  to  become  president  and 
general  manager  of  the  Precision  In- 

strument Company,  Inc.,  21  Halsey  St., 
Newark,  N.  J. 

Mark  L.  Sperry,  Jr.,  assistant  to  the 
superintendent  of  the  Scovill  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  Waterbury,  Conn.,  has 
been  appointed  Naval  Aide  on  the  Staff 
of  Governor-elect  Charles  A.  Temple- 
ton,  of  Connecticut.  Mr.  Spsrry  is  a 
lieutenant-commander,  resigning  from 
the  Navy  in  1921. 

Mitchell  S.  Little,  president  of  the 
M.  S.  Little  Manufacturing  Co.,  plumb- 

ers' goods  manufacturer,  Hartford, 
Conn.,  and  also  president  of  the 
Sigourney  Tool  Co.,  tool  maker,  Hart- 

ford, Conn.,  has  recently  been  elected  a 
director  of  the  Hartford- Aetna  National 
Bank,  of  that  city. 

CoLTON  D.  Noble,  formerly  sales 
manager  of  the  North  &  Judd  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  hardware  and  tool  man- 
ufacturer. New  Britain,  Conn.,  will 

return  to  the  company  shortly.  Mr. 
Noble  left  the  concern  back  in  1918, 
to  associate  himself  with  the  M.  S. 
Brooks  Co.,  maker  of  brackets,  hooks, 
hardware,  etc.,  of  Chester,  Conn. 

Major  Emil  Manweiler,  general 
manager  and  secretary  of  the  various 
plants  of  the  Eastern  Malleable  Iron 
Co.,  with  headquarters  at  Naugatuck, 
Conn.,  has  been  appointed  aide-de-camp 
on  the  staff  of  Governor-elect  Charles 
A.  Templeton,  of  Connecticut. 

John  M.  Burrall,  secretary  and 
general  manager  of  the  American 
Ring  Co.,  manufacturer  of  castingrs, 
holders,  stampings,  etc.,  of  Waterbury, 

Conn.,  has  been  appointed  an  aide-de- 
camp on  the  staff  of  Governor-elect 

Charles  A.  Templeton,  of  Connecticut. 

W.  B.  EVERETS,  general  traffic  man- 
ager, Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manu- 

facturing Co.,  died  Dec.  5  at  his  home 
328  Emerson  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  where 
he  had  been  confined  for  one  week  with 
pneumonia.  Mr.  Everest  was  born  July 
3,  1868,  at  Newark,  N.  J. 

Miss  Irene  Peck  ScHonELD,  for 
about  15  years  secretary  of  the  Uni- 

versal Boring  Machine  Co.,  Hudson, 
Mass.,  died  at  her  home  in  that  city 
Dec.  3.  Miss  Schofield  was  a  native  of 
Hudson,  active  in  social  and  political 
work  and  was  a  candidate  for  local 
office  at  the  recent  election. 

John  Herget,  since  1904,  treasurer 
of  the  Century  Electric  Co.,  St.  Louis, 
Mo.,  died  at  his  home  in  that  citv,  Nov. 
14,  1922. 

Prodartlon  Orlndlnc  By  BVed  B.  Jacobs. 
Two  hundred  eighteen  6x9  in.  pages, 
illustrated.  Cloth  boards.  Published 
by  the  Penton  Publishing  Co.,  Cleve- land, Ohio.  Price  $3.00. 

A  book  describing  the  grinding  opera- 
tions performed  in  a  number  o(  plants  en- 

gaged on  large-scale  production  work.  A 
number  of  the  chapters  have  appeared  from 
time  to  time  as  articles  In  Abr<iawe  Indus- 

try of  which  the  author  Is  editor.  No  at- 
tempts are  made  to  explain  theories  of 

grinding  nor  to  assemble  data  for  the  se- 
lection of  types  of  machines  and  grit  and 

grade  of  wheels  for  various  kinds  of  work, 
but  perhaps  it  is  Just  as  well  that  a  book 
on  production  grinding  was  confined  to  a 
recounting  of  how  individual  operations  are 
actually  being  done.  For  almost  all  opera- 

tions specifications  are  furnished  as  to  kind 
of  machine,  material  and  wheel ;  in  some 
cases,  further  information  is  given,  such  as 
speed.s  of  wheel  and  work,  amount  of  stock 
removed,  and  production  per  hour.  From  a 
literary  viewpoint  no  great  praise  can  be 
given,  a  characteristic  of  too  many  tech- 

nical books.  Illustrations  for  the  most  part are   good. 
Included  in  the  contents  are  chapters  on 

grinding  parts  of  the  Marmon,  Packard. 
Oakland.  Chevrolet  and  Ford  automobiles, 
tractor  parts,  chilled  iron  cams,  ball  and 
roller  bearings,  dental  parts,  paper  mill  and 
chilled  iron  rolls,  milling  cutters  and  dies, 
and  regrinding  automobile   parts. 

The    Control   of    Qnality   in    Manaraotnrinar. 
By  G.  S.  Radford,  Consulting  Engineer 
Three  hundred  ninety-one  6x9  in.  pages 
illustfated.      Cloth    boards.      Published 
by  the  Ronald  Press  Co.,   20  Vesey  St., 
New  York,  N.  T.    Price  J5.00. 

An  unusual  book,  carefully  planned  and 
well  written.      It   points  out,   what  so  many 
times  is  overlooked,  that  quality  in  manu- 

facturing is  essential,  not  only  as  such,  but 
as  a  determining  factor  in  quantity  produc- 

tion.    Much  of  the   book  is  devoted  to  the 
sul)ject  of  inspection,  and  very  properly  so. 
Had  it  not  been  for  the  war,  the  vital  im- 

portance of  thorough  inspection  in  all  manu- 
facture   would    probably     not     have      been 

realized  for  many  years.     Necessity  to  live 
up  to  the  letter  of  specifications  compelled 
many    manufacturers    to    discover    methods 
of  maintaining  quality,  methods  that   have 
since  been  adopted  as  indispensable.     It  is 
an    attempt    to    .show    the   true    relation    of 
quality  to  quantity,  sales  and  cost,  that  the book  was  written. 

Chapter  I  consists  of  an  introduction 
which  is  a  logical  plea  for  quality  in  all 
manufacture.  The  second  chapter  leads  up 
to  the  subject  of  inspection,  to  which  the 
third  to  eleventh  chapters,  inclusive,  are 
devoted.  The  remaining  chapters  deal  with 
quality  control  in  practice,  mea.surement 
and  errors,  quality  defined,  working  stand- 

ards, repetition  manufacturing,  the  dimen- 
sional control  laboratory,  gages  and  gage- 

checking,  thread  gaging,  the  precise  con- 
trol of  proces.ses,  the  control  of  color,  the 

scientific  attitude  of  mind  and  its  methods, 
the  method  of  attack  to  control  quality. 

Dyke's    Automobile    and     OaKollne     Gmclne 
Encyclopaedia.     By  A.  L.  Dyke.     Thir- 

teenth  Edition,    enlarged    and    entirely 
rewritten.      1.238    pages.    7  x  10.    Illus- 

trated.   Published  by  Goodheart-Wllcox 
Co.,    2009    South    Michigan    Blvd.,   Chi- 

cago.    Price  $6. 
It  is  a  pleasure  to   review  an  old   friend 

such  as  this  book  which  has  gone  through 
twelve  successful  editions  and  now  appears 
in    its    thirteenth.      The    reviewer   found    an 
earlier    edition    an    invaluable    aid    in    his 
work  with  aviation  cadets  during  the  war 
and  is  well  acquainted  with  its  merits. 

In  rearranging  the  text  and  Illustrations 
for  the  current  edition,  the  author  has 
wisely  eliminated  the  chart  pages  made  up 
of  groups  of  illustrations  and  inserted  the 
several  sketches  in  the  body  of  the  text  so 
that  it  is  unnecessary  to  hunt  around  for 
an  illustration  when  one  is  referred  to. 

At  the  beginning  of  each  chapter  the 
fundamental  principles  underlying  the  sub- 

ject under  discussion  are  outlined  and  the 
details  are  worked  in  afterward.  Not  only 
is  the  function  of  every  part  of  an  automo- 

bile completely  covered,  but  its  mainte- 
nance and  repair  as  well.  The  book  should 

be  quite  as  valuable  to  the  garage  repair- man as  to  the  car  owner. 
Thirteen  principal  sections  are  embodied 

in  the  book  as  follows.  I.  Assembly  of  the 
Automobile :  II.  Automobile  Electric  Sys- 

tems :  III,  The  Storage  Battery :  IV,  Wir- 
ing Diagrams  :  V,  Ignition  and  Carburetlon  : 

VI,    Tires;    VII.    Garage    and    Shop    Equip- 
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mcnt ;  VIII,  Repairing  and  Overhauling 
Engine  and  Car  ;  IX.  Oxy-Aoetylene  Weld- 

ing ;  X,  Commercial  Cars ;  XI.  Tractors ; 
XII.  Ford  Car,  Tractor,  etc. ;  XIII,  Data, 
Specifications,  Horsepower,  Useful  Infor- mation. 
A  dictionary  of  motor  terms  is  included 

in  this  edition  and  an  elaborate  index  in 
which  each  subject  treated  is  indexed  in 
three  ways:  In  its  relation  to  parts;  in 
its  relation-  to  tlie  operation  of  the  car ; 
in  connection  with  the  make  of  the  car. 

Technical  Procedure  In  Exportinir  and  Im- 
purting.  By  Morris  Rosenthal.  312 
pages  with  index.  Published  by  the 
McGraw-Hill  Book  Co..  370  Seventh 
Ave.,   New   York  City.     Price   $3.00. 

In  this  handy  little  volume  on  foreign 
trade  the  author  has  described  in  detail 
the  mechanics  of  exporting  merchandise 
from,  and  importing  merchandise  into  tlie 
United   States. 

The  general  arrangement  of  the  book  is 
good.  It  is  divided  into  five  main  sub- 

divisions or  parts,  each  of  wliich  contains 
short,  easy-to-read  chapters.  The  simplic- 

ity of  the  scheme  is  commendable  in  that 
it  enables  the  reader  to  follow  an  incoming 
or  an  outgoing  shipment  through  the  suc- 

cessive steps  taken  by  an  overseas  ship- 
ment with  the  shipment  itself  constantly 

before  his   eye. 
In  Part  I,  the  author  devotes  the  opening 

chapter  to  defining,  in  simple  language,  the 
terms  continually  met  with  in  inland  and 
overseas  shipment.  The  export  sales  con- 

tract is  then  discussed,  following  which,  the 
matter  of  routing  shipments,  ocean  bills  of 
lading  and  commercial  invoices  are  taken 
up  in  regular  order  with  a  simple  treatment 
of  each. 

Part  II  treats  of  the  technique  of  customs 
procedure  both  in  the  United  States  and 
abroad  with  useful  notes  to  guide  the  ship- 

per on  wliat  to  do  and  what  not  to  do  in 
clearing  his  incoming  or  outgoing  ship- ments. 

The  technique  of  export  packing  is  cov- 
ered in  Part  III  with  numerous  examples 

illustrative  of  proper  methods  to  be  pur- 
sued and  dangerous  pitfalls  to  be  avoided. 

Marine  insurance  and  the  important  ques- 
tion of  Financing  Kxport  and  Import  Ship- 

ments are  treated  in  Parts  IV  and  V. 
In  short,  the  volume  furnishes  to  one 

interested  in  foreign  trade  a  picture  of  the 
actual  handling  of  export  and  import  ship- 

ments in  that  it  clarifies  the  steps  required 
to  be  taken  after  a  sale  has  been  made  to 
a  foreign  customer,  or  an  order  has  been 
placed  for  the  purchase  of  goods  abroad. 
Examples  of  actual  shipments  are  cited  in 
the  book  with  fac-similie  documents  met 
with  in  ordinary  overseas  business. 

The  Bnrean  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Commerce,  Department  of  Cominerce,  WuhH- 
ing:ton.  I>.  C,  hiiH  inquiricN  for  the  af^encieH 
of  maehinery  and  machine  tooln.  Any 
information  denired  reRardingr  thcNe  oppor- 

tunities can  be  secured  from  the  above 
address  by  referring  to  the  number  follow- 
Ingr  eacli  item. 

Engineering  equipment  and  supplies,  fac- 
tory furnishings,  refrigerator  equipment, 

power  transmissions,  driving  belts,  lubricat- 
ing oils,  pipe  coverings,  etc. — Switzerland. 

Purchase  and  agency  desired.  Reference 
No.  4510. 

Iron  sheets  for  dynamos,  iron  sheet  for 
transformers,  and  galvanized-iron  sheets — 
Hungary.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
c.i.f.  Hamburg.  Terms:  Cash  against  docu- 

ments in  New  York.     Reference  No.  4512. 
Direct  connected  generator  for  plant  to 

develop  350  to  500  horsej)Ower.  20  motors 
from  10  to  75  horsepower,  transmission  ma- 

chinery for  lumber,  a  large  number  of  live 
rolls,  a  number  of  trucks,  and  material  for 
3  kilns,  20  by  150  feet,  inside  measurements 
— Canada.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
f.o.b.  point  of  siiipment.    Reference  No.  4527. 
Woodworking  machinery  used  in  the 

manufacture  of  umbrellas  and  parasols — 
France.  Purchase  desired.  Quotationa 
c.i.f.  French  port,  in  francs.  Terms:  Cash 
against  documents.     Reference  No.  4530. 

Small  tools,  steel  and  copper  wire,  barbed 
wire,  and  general  hardware — Australia. 
Agency  desired.     Reference  No.  4455. 

Agricultural  machinery  of  all  kinds — 
Spain.  Agency  desired.  Reference  No. 
4461. 

Machinery  for  extracting  the  fiber  from 
flax — Mexico.  Agencv  desired.  Corres- 
Dondence.  Spanish.     Reference  No.  4463. 

Machinery  si)ecialties,  patented  metal- 
lurgical processes,  and  metallurgical  prod- 

ucts— France.  I5ngineer  desires  representa- 
tion.    Reference   No.   4470. 

Machinery  of  all  kinds  pertaining  to  the 
manufacture  of  linen— Australia.  Agency 
desired.  Quotations,  f.o.b.  New  York. 
Terms :  Cash  against  documents.  Reference No.  4473. 

Hardware,  machinery,  and  tools — 
Sweden.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
c.i.f.  Maems  or  Goteborg.  Terms:  Cash 
against  documents.     Reference  No.  4482. 
Corrugated  iron,  structural  steel  male- 

rial,  wire  nails,  screws,  barbed  wire,  woven- 
wire  fencing,  and  automobile  accessories — 
Brazil  Purchase  desired.  Quotations,  c.i.f. 
Brazilian  port.     Reference  No.  4483. 
Any  articles  used  by  construction  en- 

gineers, macliine  makers,  rolling  mills,  iron 
founders,  and  others — Kngiand.  Agency 
desired.      Reference    No.    4  486. 

Wrought  iron  and  steel  pipes  and  malle- 
able fittings  for  gas,  water  and  steam 

pumps  and  plumbing  supplies,  such  as 
baths,  sinks  and  lavatories — Norway.  Pur- 

chase and  agency  desired.  Reference  No. 45SS. 

Hinges,  95  x  55,  110  x  70.  116  x  55.  140 
X  70,  160  X  SO  and  190  x  SO  mm,,  in  pack- 

ages of  10  or  12 — Italy.  Purchase  desired. 
Quotations,  c.i.f.  Palermo.  Terms:  Cash 
against  documents.  Correspondence,  Italian 
or  French.     Reference  No.  4592. 

Machinery  for  a  small  biscuit  making 
plant  and  for  a  soap  manufacturing  plant 
— Spain.  Purchase  desired.  Quotations, 
c.i.f.  Spanish  port.  Terms:  Cash  against 
documents.     Reference  No.  4593. 

Machinery  for  the  making  of  bread,  pas- 
try, etc. — Venezuela.  Purchase  desired. 

Quotations,  c.i.f.  Venezuelan  port.  Corre- 
spondence. Spanish  or  French.  Catalogues 

are  requested.     Reference  No.  4596. 
High-speed  tool  steel,  files  and  drills,  to 

be  used  in  factories,  smelters  and  mines — 
Poland.  Agency  desired.  Quotations,  c.i.f. 
Danzig.     Reference  No.  4618. 

Machinery  to  equip  a  factory  for  the 
manufacture  of  wooden  bobbins  for  textile 
mills — France.  Purchase  desired.  Refer- 

ence No.  4607. 

Horning  and  Wiring  Presses.     The  Adrl- 
ance  Machine  Works,  Inc.,  S8  Richards  St., 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  This  company  has  just 
issued  a  new  publication  of  19  pages,  known 
as  Catalog  No.  6,  illustrating  and  describ- 

ing in  detail  its  comprehensive  line  of 
horning  and  wiring  presses  suitai:)le  for  man- 

ufacturers of  tinware,  cars,  etc.  The  publi- 
cation also  gives  details  and  illustrations 

of  the  company's  duplex  folding  and  seam- ing presses  for  lock-.seamed  tinware  and 
for  grooving  or  closing  the  side  seams  of 
round,  oval  or  square  cans. 
Vanadium  Tool  Steel.  The  Colonial  Steel 

Co..  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  The  company  has 
just  issued  a  booklet  telling  the  uses,  the 
methods  of  heat  treating,  and  describing 
the  character  of  Colonial  No.  7  Vanadium 
tool  steel. 

Gears.  The  Boston  Gear  Works.  Nor- 
folk Downs,  Quincy,  Mass.  The  company 

lias  just  issued  Catalog  No.  41  of  128  pages 
giving  prices,  specifications  and  other  in- 

formation regarding  its  comprehensive  line 
of  gears  of  all  styles  carried  in  stock. 

Forges,     Blowers.      Furnaces,     etc.       The 
Buffalo  Forge  Co..  Buffalo.  N.  Y.  A  new 
general  catalog  (Catalog  No.  800)  of  ISO 
pages  with  a  complete  index  lias  just  Ijeen 
issued  by  this  company.  Tlie  catalog  is 
extensively  illustrated  with  an  excellent  ar- 

rangement and  features  in  detail  the  com- 
pany's broad  line  of  forges,  hand  blowers, post  drills,  drilling  machines,  punches  and 

shears — bar  cutters,  heating  furnaces, 
heating  and  ventilating  apparatus  and  uni- 

versal wood  cutters. 

Power  Rotary  Shears.  The  Niagara  Ma- 
chine and  Tool  Works.  Buffalo,  N.  Y.  This 

company  has  just  issued  a  new  publication 
known  as  Bulletin  No.  70,  covering  its  line 
of  power  rotary  shears.  It  is  a  twenty- 
page  publication  in  which  are  described  in 
detail  tiie  various  styles  of  rotary  shears 
with  general  and  detail  illustrations,  as  well 
as  the  company's  other  machinery  and  tools for  .sheet  metal  working.  Each  machine  is 
accompanied  by  complete  specifications. 

Technical  Information  on  MIcarta  Gears. 
The  Westinghouse  Electric  &  Manufactur- 

ing Co.,  Pittsburgh.  Pa.  In  order  to  ac- 
quaint   the    industrial    gear   user   with    the 

advantages  of  Micarta  gears,  the  Westing- 
house  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co.  has 
Issued  a  20  page  booklet.  Folder  4506,  en- 

titled "Salient  Facts  on  Silent  Gears."  The booklet  describes  the  advantages  of  the  use 
of  MIcarta  gears  and  pinions  and  givee 
photographs  and  data  describing  some  ol 
their  applications,  tables  of  gear  data,  etc., 
enabling  the  gear  user  to  judge  whether  or 
not  they  are  applicable  to  his  machinery. 

Bfetropolltan  Subway  and  Klevatrd  Hys- 
tems.  The  General  Electric  Co.,  Schenec- 

tady, N.  Y.  The  principal  cliaracteristics 
of  several  great  rapid  transit  systems  from 
an  electrical  engineering  viewpoint  are  pre- 

sented in  Bulletin  4  4018  Just  ls.sued  by  the 
General  Electric  Co.  The  facilities  for 
power  production,  transformation,  trans- 

mission and  utilization  are  outlined  briefly 
for  each  of  the  systems  in  the  cities  of 
Boston.  Chicago,  New  York  and  Philadel- 

phia. The  company  has  taken  an  Impor- 
tant part  in  the  manufacture  of  various 

types  of  apparatus  for  u.se  on  all  of  these 
systems.  Exhaustive  engineering  studies 
and  tests  have  been  conducted  by  engineers 
to  insure  to  each  railway  company  the  se- 

lection of  exactly  the  proper  equipment  for 
the    most    reliable    and    efficient    operation. 
Modem  Piston  8pecifleation«.  The  Mod- 

ern Electric  and  Machine  Co.,  Indianapolis, 
ind.  This  company  has  just  issued  a  publi- 

cation of  45  pages  on  modern  piston  speci- 
fications, known  as  Issue  B,  in  which  are 

given  in  tabular  form,  the  complete  specifi- 
cations on  the  company's  pistons  of  all 

sizes  and  types  for  pleasure  cars,  Irucljs and  tractors. 

Borolon.  The  Abrasive  Co.,  Philadelphia, 
Pa.  The  company  has  just  issued  a  small 
booklet  describing  its  product  "Borolon,"  a polishing  grain  for  use  in  all  work  where 
emery  is  now  applied.  The  properties  of 
the  article,  its  method  of  application  and 
grain  size  suggestions  are  embodied  in  tlie booklet. 

Modern  Machine  Tools.  The  Becker  Mill- 
ing Machine  Co.,  Hyde  Park,  Boston,  Mass.. 

and  the  Whitcomb-Blaisdell  Machine  Tool 
Co..  Worcester,  Mass.  The  companies 
named  have  just  issued  a  catalog  listing  the 
land,  buildings,  modern  machine  tools, 
miscellaneous  plant  equipment,  raw  ma- 

terials and  supplies  which  they  are  offering 
for  immediate  sale  as  a  result  of  the  pur- 

chase by  the  Reed-Prentice  Co.  of  the  good- 
will and  business  of  l)oth  companies. 

Forthcoming  Meetings 

National  Automobile  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  January 

27  to  Fel)ruary  3.  1923.  Coliseum  and  First 
Regiment   Armory,    Ciiicago.    Ill, 

American  Kngineerlng  Coancil,  Annual 
Meeting.  January  11  and  12,  at  the  head- 

quarters of  F.  A.  E.  S..  24  .Jackson  Place, 
Washington,  D.  C.  L.  W.  Wallace,  Secre- 
tary. 

American    Institute    of    Electrical    Fngi- 
neers.  Mid- Winter  Meeting.  February  14  to 
16.  Engineering  Societies  Bldg.,  New  Y'ork. F.   L.   Hutchinson,    Secretary. 
Fnivcrsal  Patent  Fxpositlon,  First  Annual 

Convention  and  exhiljit  of  patents  and  in- 
ventions. Grand  Central  I'al.ace,  New  York 

Citv.  February  17  to  22,  1923.  A.  B.  Cole, 
110  West  40th  St.,  New  York  City,  is  chair- man. 

American  Institute  of  Mining  and  Metal- 
lurgical Kngineers.  .Annual  Meeting.  Feb- 

ruary 19  to  21.  Engineering  Societies' Bldg., 
New  Y^ork.     F.  S.  Shartless,  Secretary. 

American        Foundrymen's        Association. Annual  convention,  and  exiiibition  at 
Public  Hail,  Cleveland.  Ohio.  April  30  to 
May  3.  1923.  C.  B.  Hoyt,  140  South  Dear- born St.,  Chicago  is  secretary. 

American  Flectro  ClienilcaJ  Society,  Semi- 
annual meeting.  Hotel  Commodore.  New 

York  City,  May  3  to  5,  1923.  Colin  G. 
Fink.  327  South  La  Salle  St.,  Chicago,  111., is  secretary. 

National  Suiiply  and  Maciilnerjr  Dealers' Association;  Southern  Suppl.v  and  Machin- 
ery Dealers*  Association;  and  the  American 

Supply  and  Ma<-liiner.v  Manufacturers*  As- 
sociation, triple  convention,  in  Cincinna'i, 

Ohio.  May  17.  18.  19.  1923.  F.  D.  Mitchell. 
1819  Broadway,  New  York  City,  is  secre- 
tary. 

.'Vmerlcan  Society  for  Testing  :\raterlals. 
Annual  meeting  at  Atlantic  City.  June, 
1923.  C.  L.  Warwick.  1315  Spruce  St., Philadelphia,  is  secretary. 
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New  and  Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Tools  Wanted 

Ala.,  Rothiin — Dothan  Machine  Shop — 
machine  sliop  eiiuipment. 

Calif.,  San  Friinci»ci) — Continental  Fur- 
niture Co.,  1636  Bryant  St. — double  spindle 

boring    machine. 
Conn.,  Bridgeport — J.  L.  Lucas  &  Son, 

Inc..  3  Fox  St.  (machinery) — four  Garvan 
Kg.  3  duplex  milling  machines  with  40  in. 
feed. 

III.,  Chicago — Reynolds  Rquipment  Co.. 
Lumber  Exch.  Bldg. — one  36  in.  lathe,  bed 
not  less  than  14  ft. ;  one  radial  drill,  fa 
to  6  ft. ;  one  planer,  48  in.  open  sides ; 
one  24  in.  shaper  ;  one  100  lb.  press. 

III.,  Chicago — J.  Sidor,  5521  Leiand  Ave. 
— one  engine  lathe,  S  to  11  in.  swing. 
MasH.,  Lawrence — Champion-International 

Co.,  38  Prospect  St.,  (paper  makers) — 
equipment  for  proposed  macltine  shop. 

MaH8..  Ro.vbur)-  (Boston  P.  O.) — M.  Wol- 
barst,  77  'Waumbeck  St. — tool.s  and  equip- ment   for    garage   at    143    Wa:>hington    St. 

Mhhh.,  Wintbrop — J.  C.  Murray.  15  Put- 
nam St. — equipment  for  automobile  repair 

shop. 

Minn.,  Minneapolis — Rohne  Electric  Co., 
2434  25th  Ave.,  S.,  E.  J.  Rohne.  Purch. 
Agt. — screw   machine  and  spinning  lathe. 

Mo..  St.  I,onl»  —  H.  B.  Schwarz.  3926 
Washington  Ave. — equipment  for  automo- 

bile   repair   shop. 

»b..  Fnirbury — Traum  &  Lien — machine 
shop    equipment. 

X.  Y..  Brooklyn — B.  F.  Stephens.  1274 
Platbush  Ave.  (automobile  service  station) 
— screw  cutting  latlie  about  8  in.  center,  iii- 
tween  6  or  7  ft.  l>ed  ;  also  drill  press  suit- 

able for  auto  work. 

X.  T..  Buffalo — J.  Myers.  258  Bway. — 
equipment  for  service  station  and  automo- 

bile   repair    shop. 

X.  Y.,  Xew  Y'ork — Delaware,  Lackawanna 
&  Western  R.R.,  90  West  St.,  C.  C.  Hub- 
bell,  Purch.  Agt. — one  500  ton  single-end 
car  wheel  press;  two  20  in.  heavy  duty 
vertical  drilling  machines ;  one  Whiton  6 
in..  2  spindle  centering  machine ;  one 
M'hiton,  4  in.  2  spindle  centering  machine  ; 
one  duplex  control,  motor  driven,  hori- 

zontal-boring, drilling  and  milling  machine, 
spindle  4  in.  diameter ;  one  48  x  48  in.  x 
in  ft.  planer;  two  30  in.  x  8  ft.  heavy-duty 
engine  lathes;  two  portable  belt  lathes,  18 
■n.  swing,  4  ft.  between  centers  ;  one  Warner 
&  Swasey  No.  2  universal  hexagon  turret 
lathe;  one  36  in.  Morton  draw-cut  pillar 
shaper ;  two  motor  driven,  double  spindle 
floor  grinders,  wheel  18  in.,  3  in.  face;  two 
double  siiindle  sensitive  drilling  machines, 
i  to  3  in. ;  one  Xo.  5  Cincinnati  plain  mill- 

ing machine ;  one  double  end  punch  and 
shear.  40  in.  throat;  two  Chicago  steel 
power  bending  brakes ;  three  20  in.  en- 

gine lathes,  two  for  Buffalo  and  one  for 
Kingston  :  one  32  in.  shaper ;  for  shops  at 
Kingston,  Pa. 

O..  YonngHtown — Federal  Iron  Wks.,  70 
Prospect  St. — machine  to  bend  angles  1 
X  2  X  2  in. 

Okla.,  Okmulgee  —  Philips  Hi-gradc 
Petroleum  Co. — machine  shop  equipment. 

Ore..  Portland — J.  Neelay,  187i  Chester 
St. — machinist's  lathe. 

Pa.,  Boyertown — Eastern  Fdry.  Co. — ma- 
chine shop  equipment. 

Pa.,  Moores — W.  Bozzelle,  (contractor 
and  carpenter) — hollow  chisel  mortlser. 

Pa..  Pittxburgli — Dusquesne  Light  Co., 
435  6th  Ave. — machine  tools. 

I'a..  Pittsburgh — Western  Penitentiary, 
Riverside   St.,  N.   S. — li.st  of  machine   tools. 

Tex.,  Van  Alst.me — J.  H.  Elliott,  (repair 
shop) — electric  power  lathe  and  work 
bench. 

W.  Va..  I^ogan — Guyan  M.achinc  Shops — 
24  in.  shaper  vi.se.  3  to  5  ton  trailer,  chuck;-, 
for  22  in.  lathes  and  cylinder  grinder  for 
.automobile  cylinders. 

Win.,  Cambridge — A.  Kiavick — repair  ma- 
chinery, storage  tanks  and  pumps  for  pro- 

posed $45,000  garage  on  Main  St. 
Wis.,  Janrsviile — W.  Alderman.  219  East 

Milwaukee  St. — automobile  repair  machin- 
ery,   including  drill  oress. 

Wis.,  MUwaukee — E.  Todd,  1117  Klnnie- 
kinnie  Ave. — drill  press  and  ialhe  for  auto- 

mobile  repair    shop. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — C.  W.  Valencourt  Auto 
Co..  172  12th  St.— electric  drillinsr  machine 
for  automobile  repair  work. 

B.  C,  North  Vancouver — J.  Crane,  309 
East  Esplanada  St. — machine  shop  equip- ment. 

Ont.,  Sarnia — C.  McPhee — equipment  for 
garage,  to  replace  that  which  was  destroyed 
by   fire. 

Que.,  Montreal — Quebec,  Montreal  & 
Southern  Ry.  Co.,  2S6  St.  James  St.,  N.J. 
Ferguson,  Purch.  Agt. — machine  and  black- 

smith shop  equipment  to  replace  that  which 
was  destroyed  by  fire,  at  Sorel. 

Machinery  Wanted 

Ark.,  Fort  Smith — E.  Roberts — sausage 
grinder,  cutter,  stufter  and  lard  agitator 
for  power  equipment. 

Ark.,  Rumley— Printer — job  power  print- 
ing press,  power  paper  cutter  and  news- 

paper cutter    (new). 
Calif.,  Fresno — Exide  Battery  Co..  1347 

Van  Ness  Ave. — additional  equipment  for 
battery  station. 

CaUf.,  Monolith — Monolith  Portland  Ce- 
ment (jo. — machinery  and  equipment  for 

the  manufacture  of  Portland  cement. 

Colo.,  Stonington — News — cylinder  news- 
paper press. 

Conn.,  East  tyme  —  Niantic  Mfg.  Co. 
(manufacturer  of  cotton  goods) — machinery for  addition  to  mill. 

Conn.,  South  Xorwalk — H.  Jacobs  &  Sons, 
Day  St. — machinery  for  proposed  addition 
to  shoe   factory. 

Del.,  Wilmington — J.  A.  Bader  &  Co.,  923 
Market  St. — refrigerating  machinery  for 
proposed  ice  manufacturing  plant  at  Clay- ton. 

Fla.,  Daytona. — W.  A.  Hoffman,  Genl. 
Mgr. — electrically  operated  machinery  and 
equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  doors, 
sash,  etc. 

Ga.,  Atlanta  —  W.  H  Bradley,  Grant 
Bldg. — one  15  to  26  ton,  8  wheel  locomo- 

tive crane. 

Ga.,  Brunswick  —  Overstreet  &  Son,  A. 
Overstreet.  Purch.  Agt. — 26  x  34  in.  Job 
press   with    power   equipment. 

Ca..  Columbus  —  The  Ricco  Co.  of 
America,  938  Bar  St. — one  syrup  agitator, 
one  syruip  pasteurizer  and  two  or  more 
storage  tanks, 

III.,  Chicago — Advance  Wood  Turning 
Co.,  1345  Rawson  St. — 8  in.  ring  machine, 
also  a  twisting  machine. 

111.,  Chicago — .\lto  Mfg.  Co.,  180  North 
Cornelia  Ave. — 36  in.  square  shear. 

III..  Chicago — E.  M.  Heller  &  Co.,  144 
West  Kinzie  St. — -saw  table,  good  for  10  in. 
saw,   iron   top. 

111..  Kewanee — Jl.  L.  Koch.  208  Maple 
Ave. — complete  newspaper  and  job  print- 

ing equipment. 
III.,  Waukegan — Butler  Candy  Co..  213 

Puuth  Sheridan  Rd. — power  operated  candy 
making   machinery. 

Kan.,  Wichita — Stevens  &  Miohels,  South 
Water  St..  (machinery),  P.  J.  Michels, 
Purch.  Agt.  —  power  combination  saw 
(used). 

Kan.,     Wichita  —  H.     J.     Underbill.     131 
North    Emporia    St.    (planing    mill) — wood 
working     machinery,     planer,     saw,    sander 
and  belting  (used  preferred). 

Ky..  r.ndlow — Post-Glover  Electric  Co. — 
machinery  and  equipment  for  the  manu- 

facture of  electrical  devices,  to  replace  that 
which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

K.V..  Murray — Johnson  &  Adams  Furni- 
ture Co.,  R.  Maddox.  Purch.  Agt. — com- 
plete machinery  and  equipment  for  manu- 

facturing, upholstering  and  repairing  fur- 
niture  for  small  plant. 

Mass.,  Boston — H.  S.  Dow,  Inc.,  35  New- 
land  St.^ — machinery  for  new  laundry  at 
70  West  Dedham  St. 

Mass.,    Conway — Tucker  A  Cook  Woolen 
Mill.  J.  P.  McDonald,  owner — additional 
machinery  for  mill. 

Mass.,  Marlboro — Marlboro  Dairy  Co. — 
equipment  for  proposed  dairy. 

Mass.,  Sooth  Boston  (Boston  P.  O.)  — 
Liberty  Marble  Co.,  80  Granite  St. — tools 
and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  oi 
marble  for  new  plant  at  42  Dillingham  St., 
Boston. 

Mass.,  Waltham — New  England  Coal  Co., 
Newton  St. — elevating  and  conveying  ma- chinery for  coaling  plant. 

Mich.,  Birmingham — Inter  City  Bus  Line, 
207-209  South  Woodward  Ave.^lectric 
drill ;  Jack  shaft  and  belting ;  2  ton  chain falls. 

Mich.,  Detroit — Lanza  Printing  Co.,  J1.13 
Rivard    St. — pony   cylinder   press    (used). 

Mich.,  Detroit — Michigan  Steel  Corp., 
1708  1st  Natl.  Bldg. — heavy  rolling  mills 
and  equipment  for  proposed  steel  plant  at Ecorse. 

Mich..  Highland  Park  (Branch  of  De- 
troit)— Ford  Motor  Co. — coal  grinding 

mills,  one  kiln  with  provision  for  another, 
slurry  tank  equipment,  18  in.  stocking  con- 

veyor, two  reclaiming  conveyors,  slurry 
pump  and  rotary  coolers  for  proposed  ce- 

ment  factory   at   River   Rouge. 
Minn.,  Wolverton — Hendrickson  Bros.— 

catalogues  and  prices  on  machinery  for 
the  manufacture  of  clay  brick,  blocks  and 
tile.     Will  be  on  market  about  April  1. 

Mo.,  Kansas  City — Decker  Tin  Shop,  111 
North  Denver  St.,  A.  Decker,  Purch.  Agt. — 
tinner's   press. 

Mo.,  KlrksTllle — C.  C.  Howajd— complete 
newspaper  equii^ment. 

Mo..  Maplewood   (St.  Louis  P.  O.) — O.  E. 
Morton.  7421  Manchester  Ave.' — linotype machine. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — C.  A.  Axtell,  4400  Easton 
Ave. — equipment  for  ga.soline  filling  station 
on  Newstead  and  Easton  Aves. 

Mo.,  St.  Louis — St.  Louis  Southwestern 
R.R.,  Railway  Exch.  Bldg.,  E.  O.  GrilTm, 
Asst.  to  I'res. — -machinery  for  shops  at 
Pine  Bluff.  Ark.  and  Tyler,  Tex. 

Mo.,  St..  Louis — L.  Spelbrink,  1321  Frank- 
lin Ave.,  (undertaker) — 550  gal.  gasoline 

tank  and   pump. 

Mo.,  Springfleld — North  Side  Motor  Co.. 
1640  Booneville  Ave. — 15  to  20  Singer, 
single  needle  power  sewing  machines. 

N.  Y.,  Angola — L.  L.  Brown — Ice  manu- 
facturing  machinery. 

X.  Y..  Buffalo  —  Central  Star  Laundry 
Infl..  Main  and  Northland  Ave. — equip- 

ment, including  one  1.000  gal.  gas  tank 
and  pump  for  proposed  service  station  on 
Northland   Ave.    and    Ma.ster   St. 

X.  y.,  Buffalo — Holmwood  &  Holmwood, 
328  AVhite  Bldg. — equipment,  including  one 
1,000  gal.  gas  tank  and  pump  for  proposed 
service  station  on  Delaware  Ave.  and 
Olive  St. 

X.  Y..  Buffalo — C.  Johndahl,  169  Allen 
St. — plumbing  shop   equipment. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo  —  W.  H.  LInford,  2082 
Niagara  St. — equipment  for  service  station, 
Including  one  1,000  gal.  gas  tank  and  pump. 

N.  Y.,  Buffalo — M.  E.  Musfsen.  10  Fisher 
St.— equipment  for  service  station,  includ- 

ing one  1,000  gal.  gas  tank  and  pump. 
X.  Y.,  Buffalo  —  Prene  Mfg  Co.,  River 

Road — machinery  and  equipment  for  plant 
for  the  manufacture  of  skid  chains. 

N.  Y..  Dundee — W.  Fox — machinery  for 
flour  and  feed  mill,  to  replace  that  which 
was  destroyed  by  fire. 

X.  Y.,  Ilornell — Elmhurst  Dairy  Co. — 
pasteurization  and  milk  plant  machinery, 
including  machinery  for  sterilization  of bottles. 

N.  Y.,  Mayville — Chautauqua  Cabinet  Co. 
— woodworking  machinery  for  proposed  ad- dition to  factory. 

N.  Y'.,  Xew  York — R.  Grant.  Woolworth 
Bldg..  (iron  and  steel  broker) — air  com- 

pressor. 
N.  Y.,  New  York — Muller  MacLean  &  Co,. 

195  West  St.  (machinery  agency) — friction saw    for  cutting   pipe. 

N.  y.,  Niagara  Falls — Gay  Bros. — equip- ment for  bakcshop  at  LaSalle. 
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llraier  in  Birmincham  and  Youngs- 
■liglkt  4*clin«a,  howvvvr,  r«port«d  in  No.  2 

IrHi  Ml  Pkfl«MpKi«.  Cincinnati  and  Chicago.  St««l 
^Wf1>r,  inclined  upward;  with  >how  of 
B*n  Arm  at  |2  per  100  lb..  Pittaburffh. 

is  ia^viry  tor  structural  ahape*;  |2.  uniformly 
'  timly,  ̂ cotod  «■  •!!  new  buaincM.  Quotations  of 

tiJ>#tlJt>  Imwww.  ftvqoently  apply  on  larg*  tonnaites. 
Attractiv*  lMMaff«  oa  new  plate  business  placed  at  mini- 
WHi  af  |1J0#9LW.  with  maximum  at  |2.  Demand  mod- 
•lata;  eoalaa4  aMstJy  to  car  builders. 

■lactralytk  tapyir.  Ulc.  as  atraimt  U|c.  per  lb.  In  New 
Yock  vaialmMM,  oee  w«ek  aco.  Coke  plates  up  ic.  per  lb. 
ia  fWiriaail  Babbitt  metal,  best  srade,  advanced  7c.  per 
Ik.;  laO  wIpllT.  >e.  per  100  lb.  and  raw  linseed  oil  3c.  per 
saU  la  New  York. 

DlMaia    niiaiiaaiil   tendcaey   in   black    and    galvanised 
In  Ptttsborch  and  New  York.     Tin  down   Ic; 

Ic.  ia  New  York  warehoasea.  daring  week.     Chinese 
cheaper  in  ClereUnd. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

f  IG  IRON  —  Prr  (TOSS   too  —  Quotations  compiled   by   The 
Matthew  Addy  Co.: 

CINCINNATI 

Na.2So«ilMra   
Wawhem  Baac         
teeihita  Otea  No.  7   

NEW  TOIK— Tidewetcr  DsCvefy 
SaMfeera  No.  2  (alima  2.2592.7S)       34.44 

BIBMINGMAM 
N«.2Po«adnr      

PHILADELPHIA 

Pa..No.  2s(iai«M2.2;«2.75)   
Na.  2   , 

»i7.0S 
29.27 28.27 

2}. 00 

29  14 

J4.17 27.50 
28.64 day  Fatat   

CHICAGO 
Na.  2  Feeadrr  locsl        28.00 
Na.  2  Fovadry.  Southern  (iilicoe  2.25^2.75)       29.01 

PtTTSBL  KGH.  iadadta*  ftci«ki  charge  fiaai  VaOey 
Ka.2FaaadfT       25.00 
Barfc       25.00 

•^*»"*    ^rwrn^mMmt-^mimm  m     «m«9b  ■•-v^fo — v.v*i    in    cvnis    per    10.   %m 

Irwhetls,  ti-m.  fscc  s  24^.  dis.,  hub  not  cored,  (ood  quality 
'  ma.  wetfbi  275  lb.: 

IRON  MAGHINBRY  CABnNC»-Co«i  in  cents  per  lb.  of 

•ray 
       6.0 

___      ;  ..•.•::::::;:::::::::;;;::;:;.::;::::'ff 
SSEU  :•••,•.•.•.:■.•.■.•.■.■.■,••.■.•.•.•.•.■;;    si*' 

Caseiaasti 
NewYoek. 

,  — 1*IB — OMtsaeM  sre  la  caats  per  pound  in  vsriaas  citiei 
wwat  wsiilitiii  alM  the  hs*e  quetstietM  frem  mill; 

*iitsb«r(h. 
Lerte 

MflUu 

&»    
2  '0 

U    tut 

£14    2,70 
M    2.90 

Has.  17  aad  21.  J.  20 
Nasu22aa4  24.  125 
Has.  2S  aad  26.  J.JO 
l«a.24    J.JI 

NewYotk  Clevdsad 
4  19 4  24 

4.29 

4.J9 

4.10 

4.)5 
4  40 
4.  SO 

J.  70 
J. 75 S.W 
1.90 

4  20 
4  25 4  JO 

4.40 

Chicago 

4  00 
4.05 
4.10 
4.20 

4  70 

4  70 4.75 
4  85 

Galvsnitcd 
Noi.  10  «nd  11. 
No*.  12  and  14. 
Nos.  17  and  21. 
Noe.  22  and  24. 
No.  26   

No.  28   

Pitttburgh 

3. 55 
3  4S 

3.7$ 3.90 
4.05 

4.35 

New  York 
4.50 

4.60 
4.90 

5.05 5.20 

5.50 

Oevelsnd 4.40 

4.50 

4.80 4.95 

5.10 
5.40 

Chicago 

4.85 

4.95 

siio 
5.55 

5.90 
WROUGHT  PIPE— The  followinc  ditcounti  are  to  jobbers  for 

carload  lots  on  the  Istctt  Piitiburith  batini  card: 
BUIT  WELD  Iron 
Galv.  Inches  Black 

54)  Itoli       H LAP  WELD 
47»  2   

5ll  2)to4.... 

47)  4)  to  6. . . . 
46(  7  to  12.... 

BUTT  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

ItolJ       64  53)  Itol)       34 
2  to  3       65  54) 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

Steel Inchct  Black 
lto3    66 

2    59 
2)  to  6    63 
7  to  8    60 
9  10  12    59 

2') 

321 

32) 

30 

Galv. 

19 

15 

19 

19 

17 

20 

2      57 
2)  to  4    61 
4)  to  6    60 
7  to  8    56 
9  to  12    50 

46 

50 

49 

43 

37 

2   
..  30 

17 

2)  io4.... 4)  to  6.... 
..  33 21 
..  32 20 7  to  8   
..  25 13 9  to  12.... 
..  20 8 

Malleable  fittings.    Claiiei  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
stock  fell  ai  net  liii.    Can  iron,  itandard  sitei,  20-5%  ofT. 

WROUGHT  PIPB— Warehouse  discount*  at  follows: 
New  York     Cleveland         Chicago 
Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Gate. 

I  to  3  in.  iteel  butt  welded.  57%  44%   5S17<    43)%  62)%  48)% 
2)  to  6  in.  nccI  lap  welded.  54%   41%    S3l%    40)%    S9l%    45)% 

Malleable  fittings.    Classes  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
atock  sell  at  list  Irs*  6%.    Cast  iron,  standard  lizet,  32%  olT. 

MISCELLANEOUS — Warehouse  pricei  !n  cent*  per  pound  in 
100-lb.  lot*: 

Open  hearth  apring  iteel  (base) 
Spring  steel  (light)  (bate)   , 
Coppered  Bciienier  todi(bBse). 

Hoop  steel   Cold  rolled  strip  steel   
Floor  platei    
Coldfiniihed  ihafiing  or  screw. 
Cold  finiihed  Bats,  aquares.. . . 
Structural  shape*  (ba*e)   
Soft  (tecl  bar*  (ba*c)   
Soft  Iteel  bar  ahape*  (baie).  . . 
Soft  Iteel  band*  (b**e)   
Tank  plate*  (ba*e)   
Bar  iron  (2.'iO  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  li*t^   
Electric  welding  wiret 

I io|. 
8.00 
6.50 

6.25 

METALS 

Current  Price*  In  Cent*  Per  Pound 

Copper,  dertrolytic  (up  to  carloi*).  New  York      14. K7) 
Tin.  5-ton  lot*.  New  York      37. ^O 
Lead  (up  to  carlot*),  St.  Louis         6.90t        New  York.  7.45 
Zinc  (up  to  carlot*),  St.  Uui*   7.2097.25;  New  York.  7.87) 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingot*.  MS  ̂•^  ̂ *"^  Clev
eland  Chic.ga ton  lot*    25 .  20 

Aniimonv  (Chine*c),  ton  apot      7^7. 2S 
Copper  •hect*,  baic     21.50 
Copper  wire  (carlot*)     16.00 
Copper  bar*  (ton  lou)     20.00 
Coppertubing  MOO-lb.  lot*)    24.75 
Brae*  sheet*  (lOO-lb.  lots)      18.50 
Brass  tubing  (100-lb.  lou)     23.00 

23.00 

.'3.00 
K.37) 

7,7> 

22.00 23.00 IR.OO 16.25 

23.00 
19.50 

25  00 23.00 

2').  75 

1H.7S 

24.00 
20.50 
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METALS — Continued 

New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 19.00 
15.75 

20. 7S 10.25 
24.75 

20.00 47.00 36.00 
17.50 

Brass  rods  (1. 000-1  b.  lots)    17.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    19.00 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    10.25 
Solder  (i  and  i),  (caselots)    27.50 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)    42.00 
Babbitt  metal   (35%  tin)    25 .  00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bavonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  .  39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cents  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods.  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots       37 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bavonne,  N.J.: 
Shot.    ..     32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base)...     48.00 
Blocks     32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)       40.00 
Ingots     38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50.00 
Sheet  bars...   40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45.00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.00         12.50         12.00 
Copper,  heavy,  and  wire      1 1 .  75 
Copper,  light,  and  bottoms       9.  75 
Lead,  heavy       4.75 
Lead,  tea       4.25 
Brass,  heavy        7.00 
Brass,  light       6.00 
No.  1  yellow  brass  turnings       6.  SO 
Zinc        3  00 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb. 

New       Cleve- York         land      Chicago 
"AAA"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28.    112  sheets       20.00       18.25         18.50 
IX,  20x28.    \12:sheets       23.00       21.00         20.90 

"A"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00       16.00         17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00       18.75         19.60 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,         112  sheets        12.00       11.50  14.50 
IC,  112  sheets       12.30       11.90         14.80 

Terne   Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00        6.00  7.25 
IC,  14x20         7.25         6.25  7.40 

11.75 11.50 
10.00 10.50 5.50 5.75 4.50 4.75 
9.50 9.25 S.50 6  00 

6.50 
7.00 

4.00 4.50 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..     $0.09@$0.1U       30.12         SO.lli 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per  b.       .065®.  10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  135x13}, perlb.  .16  32.00  per  M        .10 
Wiping  cloths,13ix205,per  lb.  .20  48.00  per  M        .13 
Sal  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  100 lb    2.90  3. 25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .93  1.01  .95 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil      lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  13.  25 
Red  lead,  dry      lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,  13.25 
Red  lead,  in  oil     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  14.75 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .65 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville...  .per  net  ton    ?6.50@7.00 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  Connellsville. .  .per  net  ton      7.50@8.00 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Liitt 

50-10-5% 

50% 

23.50  net 

50% 50% 

3.50  net  $4.00  off 

3.90  net          

     65-5% 

60-5% 
70-10% 

45% 
ss% 

70% 

40-10% 

New       Qeve- York         land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 
All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40% 

IJand  Ux3in.  up  to  12  in       20% 

With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25% 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30% 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex  nuts        15% 

Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts         20% 

Lag  screws,  coach    screws  .     40% 

Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws.  ...      75% 
Carriage  bolts,  up  to  1  in.  x  30  in..  30% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot  pressed  nuts      40% 

Tap  bolts,  hex.  head,  list  plus      20% 

Semi-finished  nuts  |  and  larger       60% 

Case-hardened  nuts          50%        .... 

Washers,castiron,^in,  per  1001b.  (net)    ■?6.00  ?3.S0 
Washers.cast  iron,  fin.per  100  lb.  (net) 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  OfFlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist 
Nuts,  cold  punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist 
Nuts, cold  punched, hex.,per  100  Ib.Offlist 
Rivets: 

Rivets,  1^  in.  dia.  and  smaller  .... 
Rivets,  tinned   

Button  heads  ̂ -in.,  J-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  1001b   (net) 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net) 

IJ   to    li-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
EXTRA  per  1001b         0.25 

f  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0. 15 
i  in.  diameter    EXTRA       O.SO 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA      0.50 
Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA 

Countersunk  heads    EXTRA 

Copper  rivets   

Copper  burs   ■   

4.50 

3.00 1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

1.00 

45% 
50% 

70% 

4.00 

5.00 

3.00 

3.00 3.00 

3.00 

60% 

60% 

$5.00  $3.90 
5.10    4.00 

0.25 

0.50 

80% 

$3.50 

3.50 

3.50  net 
4.00 4.00 

4.00 4.00 

60% 

4}c.  net $3.75 

3.8S 

0.15 
O.IS 

O.SO 0.50 

0.25 
0.50 

0.3S          $3.70  base 
55-5%        50%  50% 

35%  50%         20% 

0.33 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  gal. 

Machine    lubricant,    medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal   

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (J  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  lin.ft.,  $2.88: 
Medium  grade   30-10% 
Heavy  grade   20-5-2i% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets  9x1 1  in., 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets: 
Flint  paper         $5 .  84 
Emery  paper    8.80 
Emery  cloth   _.          27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regularweight, width  31 

in..  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll. 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia.,  No.  1  grade, 

per  100: Paper   
Cloth   

$0.50      $0.50      $0.67i 

0.35        0.40 

40i%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

4.50 

1.32 3.02 

$5.84 

11.00 

31.12 

4.28 

1.24 

2  67 

$6.48 
8.80 

29.48 

4.9S 

J.  40 

3  20 
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tm.  €t*  m   cior  A' 
W   mSSSm   wXSBi%rt»s  iw^SSEK?  »«*KrMrifla. ftvn. 

o*.    m 

«  r.  tniBiigiii  —  ri»ftt^»  rii<«Mii» 

n  mtpAat  ■irtilaw .  riwliti  tar  i^dsM 
iumm»  Mi4  >■■<■  Mi4  potato  tar- 
tar^war*  tar  aaklaB  airawbMTy 

.    .       .    mntetbf*    Iroa 
.  Ur«  fl.  a^  l.flMrt<i  A«<»— 

BnOM'  C*.    M4   Bl*- 
  .    _Ji«r.    air 

itear  (■•«  ar  «a>4). 
Martaa   IfcoTil  C3ol.    fi   

(er  calllac 

r,  J. 

'W*kat«r    l^allac    Ofr — 

—r.   X    RtMte  Co.  Bwar.  awl 
laaa«fa<^«T«r  at  IIcIiIMb  Mi- 

HWliiii  lU. 
•_  VHMa*— WaHMOH  M(«    Co.    «iiaaau 

ta«l—»r  «f  kaaUav  ffaina  aad  ivactal- 
ttaat.    L    iraf4»a>    Ptaa.— aMMMMTT    mmI 
•WiPMMl  tor  aMMMw  ta  plaat. 

•m.  »iHlm-I.  FUM.  tM  nalM  Aira. 
ff  (iak  »rtB«aw>— 11 1  1*  la.  prwa  for 
VMMT  alfi<ianai  loaad  pr*r»rT«4). 

ii  Door  r-o^   lit   rattSr 

mtn     al     Vaacoavar. 

tK.  «t«>ai»    rrfcHa.   r.  O  .-K-i 

H     W     K>Nb— martila' 
f«*  •*♦  <-•  rnat  vsitk^rr 

■ValHBaal  tar  11m  fnaaafar- 
la    nifc  ■    IkM    arlktrll    «»• 

IJfc.    ■••    r«M*r  —  ratwml    aaaNarr 

•nr  OB^  a«a|MH««  far  i«««arr  nMMrfaSar- 

ra.-  Wma  J.  J.  Braoka.  Uf4  ma*  MU 
Marlaa  av*.  i<«airartor  and  auaa  maaoa) 
— ■  lea  iravvMiw  oraa*  ipowar). 

r»>  rkUa.— Uarrau  of  \V<«(ar.  T»l  CttV 
Hall — tvcTivuia  bkta  uatll  Ucc  !•,  on*  I 
wfciil  liiuuiaiiur*  eraa%  aiaaa*  aparatatf. 
4«  ft.  ■laaiSaMB.  I  caiyJL  (itti— lnlTbaclial. 
MM  »k  aapamy. 

ri^  VMlB.— Tlt«  any.  CMr  Hall.  C.  K. 
OaviK  PmnIl  Alt.— two  aaad  fliipriix. 
aiaahlas  and  ODatvylac  maahtata.  M-ir  i>r<- 
^lod.  rlfvtrlcaL  (o  ra«M«%  waah  and 
nplacT    wind   la   flllrr   li«^a. 

ra..  rtOla^— B.  CUaiaa  *  C»y  III!  Ar^ 
•l,  laaaaataMurara  of  hntrfi— )■— ̂ >ooa« 
varkiiw  w«iiia»a.  dHUik  ■aa<«ra.  plaaara. 
•(e.  far  n«w  ranarjr. 

ra..  riUla.— M.  •-••liar.  UI«  North  4In<l 
•L     (lauadry) — •atraetora,    maaslM.    tuba, 

rtribk.  —  nila  OlMU  «  Oe.  itlt 
1.-^1  itehar.  pr«— ra  and  mlaeaUana- 

eaa  l<M.>la  for  kaihrr  wurklnK. 
ra,  rkUa.— aUdMonr  Knltllac  MUla,  44 

Narth  Ird  8(.  (knit  auodat — lawh  BaadM 
marhlaca  and  oltacr  wiulpmant. 

ra,  ni»a.-R.  M.  Qrvan*  *  Ca..  1411 
Vta«  Si-  imanufariuD-r  of  rablaeta  aaa 
aoda  lliturra).  K.  M.  (iri>rn<'.  Jr,  Purw. 
Act.  -  addlilunal  woodwurklns  marhlaanr, 
ra41al  drUhi,  praaaca,  etc  for  nrw  factory. 

rm.,  rkMa. — Paaa  8*ab<auYl  SImI  Corp, 
HIT  laaaom  St..  (eaatlnsn).  O.  A.  Prdrlck. 
Parch.  Ast.— .(MM  »  to  i:  ton  oapaolty. 
■oaMa  rraiB*  alaam  hammer  with  prraaura 
ut  II*  lb.  p*r  aq.ln. 

_ra..  Phlla.— H.  M.  and  B.  B.  8taar, 
Ckurrh  St.  and  Tacony  Ava..  (taxUlaa  and 
4y*r«>— dyelnv  machlaaa.  dryara,  ate.,  tor ■aw  plaat. 

ra^  Pklla.  —  J.  M.  Tompklna.  Dalaradt 
and  Orthodox  Kt„  (manufacturer  of  amail 
machlaa  parts  and  talkinc  machlnea)  — 
addllloaal  aqulpmrnt  and  amall  toola  for 
nrar    iilaat. 

ra,   rhila.— A.   Waekcrman.   SSt  Churrh 
Laaa,     (alMat    metal    work*) — brakaa    and 

workinc  machlnea. 
,   k— J.  J.  Wllw>n.  ZttT  Bllawortb 

W  —additional  rqulpmeni  for  woodarerfclna 
plaat.  Includlnc  planera.  taaoni^  aaara  and 
drtlU 

ra,  rwubafaji — Oulbart  Steal  Co.,  701 
Dtamond  Rank  Bids..  8.  B.  Bachiel.  Pur<h. 
Act  —air  coropraaaor  fur  ataal  (abrlcatiDK •vrk. 

ra,  rilUbarab — Hanlon  Oraaory  Oal- 
vanlilnff  Co,  f4th  St. — monorail  ajrataro 
for  new  plant  at  tlih  and  Butler  Sta. 

ra^  PlUebarcb— Jooea  *  LoiughUB  Btaal 
C»...  Ird  Ave.  and  Roaa  St,  A.  OdiaanTUrt. 
Purrh.  Act. — one  li  too  crane  for  AH- 

qulppa  woHu 
Pa,  PlMabarsh- Plilaburcb  Steel  Co.. 

rrtA  Btdc,  H.  U>'W<.||)n,  Purrh.  Aft. — 
tube  plereInK  machinery. 

ra,  Keadlaa — R.  McCain,  Orean  and 
Crdar  81  a.  (hcalery)     aeraral  rlbbera,  Hua* 
er  H'lldman  toaed). 

_Pa,  Halaa  Marya— Bft  OrvhHa  Milling 
C»  maohlaary  and  eqaipmeat  for  the 
manufactura  or  iraphlta  predueta. 

Pa.  Waaipaai — Craaeaat  Partland  Ca- 
meni  Cow— air  campreaaor. 

Pa..  Warrea  Crew-Levtch  Co.— .oil  niter 
Hatlaa  npilpminl  to  replace  that  which 
waa  ̂ eatroyad  by  An. 

B.  t-  reaeldaaee— W.  B.  T>unn  Co .  In- 
doMrlal  Tmal  Bids.,  (taxlll*  apinnlna)  — 
two  IwMara.  doubia  roU  with  if  or  t|  In, 
riBca   (aaed). 
Teaa,  CluMlaaaaca — O  O.  Raoul,  Prea, 

Weei  lei  St.— enamelhtK  machinery  and 
avulpmrni 

Tiaa.,  BaaaaMa  —  Kaox  Pareelain  Co. 
(MMWaaiarw  of  poromia  apaeiaiiiea).  j. 
Haaaa,  Ptea,  ywinileca  maahln'-ry  ami 
e«ial>iiiiat  for  fianl. 

Teaa,  BaaktIMa— Federal  Can  Co.,  t*« 
Beaion  Aee. — machinery  and  eriulpmaot  for 
t2*"««  addliloe  la  plant. 
Tea.  Dallae—J.  Klrby.  J0«7  Dale  St, 

(Bewapatwr) — •  s  t  la.  power  Job 

.  Taa,  j»aBa»  .yatamaatra  Utm.  Co,  tOC 
Soaili    Rrraf    St«    (maaBina    abaft)— «nr> 
aoHyWa  weldlnc  oatflt  eomplete 

»•«,  Plane  ee—Am«r.  Oil  Co,  T.  KpM. 
Prea^  mai-hln'ry  and  »qalpiiniit  for  pro- paaea  f  i  naaiy . 

Tee,     aheeataa-  R.     r.    nnnler.     ft.   
9»P^>—*  quarto  or  7  folio  n^wa  praaa. 

,  *a..    Hanioaellle — Afiter.    Pumittira   Oa.. 
fmanafanarer  nf  b^mnoi  and  dtnln*  room 

jaiatar. 
•^mpil  Iwa  t«  In   arrtlona 

.     ̂   Itao  wreadara. 
it  lb.  (hie  keiilna. 

«o  vecatable  alut-  ii|>r.  ailer. 
una  74   la.  hyiliuulic  iirraa 
Una  Hp  aaw  with   mixur. 
One  14  In.  vanaer  >olntar. 
One   10    In.   ollpiiar. 
On.-  Sfi   111    It  44  In.  dryrr. 
■'  ■■"a    (one    l4   In,    round    head), 
(<  1    knife   ag.  head), 

m    In 

Tlir<«  .No.  6  cutoff  aawa. 

Kour  dry  kllna,  110  fl.  loiia,  lo  fl.  wld.>. end  plllns. 

Lumber  llfta. 
Kip  aawa.    No.    U. 
Moldera,  No.  SI  (ono  No.  (  kikI  onn No.    12) 

Trnon  machine,  double  <>nd. 
Tenon    machine,    ainalo    did. 
Kndleaa  bad  aander.  Irlplf  drum. 

Hand  aaw.  2B  N.  I',  nwim-. 
Flllns  room  eiiulpinrnl.  Im-ludlns  lenelun 

roll  for  4  In.  band  aaw.  grinder  and  knlfa 

(rtndar. Sidney    lathe,    to    In.   ewlnv. 
Jolater.    It   In. 
Double  trim  aaw. 
Dovatall   machlna. 
DOTCUII    machlna,    II    nplndle. 
Two  4t  In.  band  aawa. 
Ona  jlK  aaw, 
Ultra  aaw. 
Lathe. One  ahapar. 
Two   buna   aha  para 
Variety    aaw. 
SIx-aulndle  borint  machine. 
Morllcn   machine.    (   aplnille. 
Sandir.    (diao   and    JIkI Sand<T.    variety. 

All  Ix'lt  aandera,  Incluilliia  <>wlllnlln(.  No. 
>74.  t  civirhi'ad  and  1  underneath. 

4   In,  julnler. 
Doubia  drum   aander. 
Cabinet  benehea. 
Bow   end    bed   clamp. 
Ona    No.    271    anndar. One  caae  olamp. 
One  handy  end  olamp. 
Kli-cirle  slue    ooU. 

\a..  aiehmea*— Hackley  Morrlaon  Co. 
Inc..  1701-12  Lewla  St,  (machlnvry).  <i. 
W.  Booth,  Purch.  Act.— one  100  ton  <r:irk 
aoale,    standard    (aata;    ona    |    yd.    oawr- 
flllar  traad  ataam  ahovel ;  two  ti'.   x  14  x 
2  In.  oaat  q>llt  pulleya.  extra  heavy,  with 

key  way  and  aet  screwa. 

%a,  Wythevllle — U.  P.  JohnaoB  (machin- 
ery di-aler).  O.  M.  Johnaim,  Puroh.  A«t. — 

pnriHlile  SHBcilln)'  cnalne  drive  air  oomprek- 
aor  outfit,  about  100  cu.ft.  free  air  per 
nilnutv  (uaed) ;  I  yd.  ateam  ahoval,  cator- 
plllar  (read. 

Waeb,  Calleae  Plaee— Walla-Walla  Col- 
lege— power  priee  for  print Inc  rolli-Kn  papi-r, 
W.  Va,  Charleeton — Tire  Gauc*  Valve 

Co.,  H.  D.  ETverett.  Pre*. — maohlnarr  and 
equipment  for  th*  manufaetura  M  tlr* valvta, 

W.  Va,  riiriea— Clifton  Coal  Co^-ooal 
tipple  marhlnrry,  alio  conveyln*  nnd  han- dling  equipment, 

W.  Va.,  New  rnmhrrland  —  Hanrock 
r-ounty  Hd.  Bduc-  ;il  equlpmant  for 1 1 40.000  aehoot  ai 

W.  Va..  Parkri  1.1. ,  iiuckwood  S)lao- 
trlo  Steel  forp, — «nii..iliiiK  rumaoas,  travel- 
Ins  crane,  clrrtrlc  wrldire,  nir  eomprassors, 
■cdylene  si-neraliir  nnri  icrlndera. 

WU,  f'hippewa  Pall*  'Norlhrrn  Supply 
Co.  (Irlrsraph  and  teli-ptimie  auppllra).  J. 
M.  niKchi'll.  Mirr — wnodwiirkinv  ninphlnery 
and  aperlal  mnchlnery  for  the  manufacture 
of  poles,  hrackfta,  etc. 

WIe..      (Irern      Bay  —  Flldex      Con>.      ol 
Amprica     (miiinifnrlurer    of     flIlnB     cull    ■  i 
devices).    J.     Kiil.nt,    Secy.* — pecfnl     niuip 
ment    and    mnrhlnery.    Includlns    prcclalon 
toola. 
Wis,  Oraen  Bay — Preaa  Oaaetta,  tit 

Cherry  St. — aln-i  pr|ulpment  and  new  pre*! 
for  propoaed  newapuper  plant. 
Wis,  MadUen— l-lprr  llrns ,  11  North 

PInckney    St.-   refrlr.Tiillon    machinery, 
Wla.,  Madlaan— M.  Hommers,  111  Wast 

Wllaon  Rl. — refrlReratlon  machinery. 
Wis..  Mllwaakee— Luxknit  Sweater  Mills 

Co..  4lt  3rd  St.,  P,  K.  Yollaa.  Purch.  Asu 
—power  knIllInK  machlnea. 

■  Wl*„  MUwaahea— O.  V  Pfell,  2017  Cly- 
bourn  Stv  (mpial  speolalilea) — niokle  plat- 
Inir  •Ttilpmant  and  shaft  Ins. 

WIsh  atawaahae  South  Bids  Duick  Co. 
•  14  IWor*4t  Home  Ave,,  J,  A.  Pissciek. 
Purch  Aft,  prsases.  s>a  Moras*  tank  and 
pump. 

"wiaT"Baa«ae  71.  R.  Adams.  1010  Itth 
St.  (dairy) — Ice  makinc  machln<'ry,  up* 
reosimately  '"  ion   capacity. 

Wta*  BifMn— A.  K.  Wella— oraamery 
equlpmawt,  Includlns  power  chums,  beltlns 
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wis.,  St.  Francifi — J.  Handle,  Station  D, 
Route  1,  (carpentry  and  millwork) — raor- 
tlser   (used  preferred). 

Wis.,  Whitehall — E.  F.  Rotering  (quarry) 
— crushing  machinery. 

Wis..  Wisconsin  Bapldg — Arpin  Process 
Coke  Co.,  c/o  J.  B.  Arpin — special  macliin- 
ery  and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of 
coke. 

B.  C,  Prince  George — Aleza  Lake  Saw- 
miil    Co. — sawmill    equipment. 

N.  8.,  Windsor — Nova  Scotia  Textiles, 
Ltd.,  (knit  goods)  —  calender  machine 
(used), 

Ont.,  Alexandria  —  Alexandria  Woolen 
Mills.  Ltd.,  D.  A.  MacDonald.  Pres. — two 
108  in.  blanket  looms  ;  one  fancy  loom  with 
2ri  .sets  harners  or  more ;  one  automatic 
spinning  mule ;  one  bobbin  winder  to  wind 
from  the  small  bobbins  as  they  come  from 
the  mule  on  to  the  bobbins  to  be  used  in  the 
shuttles  for  the  looms. 

Ont.,  Arnprioi^— B.  McKinney — cold  stor- 
age and  refrigeration  machinery  and  equip- ment. 

Ont.,  Hamilton  —  Ontario  Shale  Brick 
Co.,  Sun  Life  Bldg, — equipment  for  pro- 

posed  plant. 
Ont.,  Hamilton — Zimmerman  Reliance 

Knitting  Co. — J30,000  worth  of  additional 
equipment. 

Ont.,  Mllverton — West  Window  Regula- 
tor Co.,  E.  H.  Gropp,  Mgr. — special  metal 

working  tools  and  machinery  for  the  manu- 
facture of  patent  auto  window  regulator. 

Ont.,  Petrolea — Canadian  Oil  Co.,  C.  A. 
Hale,  Mgr. — equipment  to  replace  that 
which  was  destroyed  by  fire. 

Que.,  Montreal — Acme  Trading  Co.,  205 
St.  James  St.,  (pulp  and  paper),  A.  Ellison, 
Purch.  Agt. — machinery  for  ground  wood 
mill. 

Que.,  Terrebonne  — ■  Llmoge  &  Co.,  W. 
Limoge,  Purch.  Agt. — sash  and  door  fac- 

tory equipment,  also  woodworking  and  saw- 
mill machinery. 
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Metal  Working  Shops 

Calif.,  Berkeley — J.  Havens,  c/o  J.  W. 
Plachek,  Archt.,  2014  Shattuck  Ave.,  is 
having  plans  prepared  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story  garage  on  Shattuck  Ave.  Cost 
will  exceed  $50,000. 

Calif.,  Fresno — U.  G.  Hayden,  Rowell 
Bldg.,  plans  to  build  a  2  story  battery  sta- 

tion on  Van  Ness  Ave.  Estimated  cost 
$20,000.  Exide  Battery  Co.,  1347  Van  Ness 
Ave.,  lessee. 

Calif..  Fresno — The  Herminghaus  Estate 
plans  to  build  a  1  .story,  125  x  150  ft.  gar- 

age on  L  St.  between  Merced  and  Tuolumne 
St.s.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Architect  not 
selected.  Waterman  Bros.,  Tulare  and  L 
Sts.,   lessees. 

Calif..  San  Franiiseo — G.  Hackett,  247 
Powell  St.,  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story  (ultimately  6 
story)  garage  and  store  building,  on  Ellis 
St..  near  Taylor  St.  Estimated  cost  $50.- 
000.  O'Brien  Bros.,  Inc.,  240  Montgomery St.,  Archts. 

-  Calif.,  San  Franciseo  —  The  Stevenson 
Garage,  Inc..  c/o  A.  S.  Bugbee,  Archt..  26 
.Montgomery  St..  is  having  plans  prepared 
tor  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  130  x  150 
ft.  garage  on  Stevenson  St. 

111..  Chicairo — R.  F.  France,  Archt..  155 
-Vorth  Clark  St.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the 
instruction  of  a  1  story.  106  x  135  ft.  gar- 

age on  Juneway  Terrace  near  Clark  St.,  for 
F.  J.  Fadner,  c/o  Architect.  Estimated  cost 
$125,000. 

Ky.,  lonlsvlHe— The  Louisville  Garage  is 
having  plans  prepared  for  the  construction 
of  a  2  story,  150  x  200  ft.  garage  on  5th 
Ave.  Estimated  cost  $225,000.  Murphy  & 
Bros..  Louisville  Trust  Bldg.,  Archts.  Noted 
Dec.  14. 

Ky..  Lndlow — The  Post-Glover  Electric 
Co.  plans  to  rebuild  its  factory  for  the 
manufacture  of  electrical  devices,  which 
was  destroyed  by  fire.  Estimated  cost 
$25,000.    Architect  not  announced. 

Mass.,  Cambridee — The  Ford  Motor  Co., 
Highland  Park,  Detroit,  Mich.,  is  having 
preliminary  sketches  made  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  3  story  a.ssembly  plant  with 
power  house,  here.  E.stimated  cost  $300,000. 
A.  Kahn,  1000  Marquette  Bldg.,  Detroit, Archt. 

Mass.,  Holyohe — P.  F.  Donaghue,  Walnut 
St..  awarded  the  contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  2  story  garage.  Estimated  cost 
$75,000. 

Mass.,  I/awrence  —  The  Champion-Inter- 
national Co.,  38  Prospect  St.,  paper  makers. 

will  build  a  1  story,  65  x  116  ft.  machine 
shop  on  Canal  and  Gorden  Sts.  Estimated 
cost   $30,000.     Noted  Oct.   19. 

Mich.,  Kcorse — The  Michigan  Steel  Corp., 
1708  1st  Natl.  Bldg.,  Detroit,  has  had  plans 
prepared  for  the  construction  of  six  1  story 
mills  for  the  manufacture  of  sheet  steel,  on 
Rouge  River,  here.  Estimated  cost  $1,000,- 000.     Private  plans. 

Mo..  Kansas  City — Holbert  &  Perrin,  23rd 
and  (irand  Sts.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  75  x  100  ft. 
garage  on  Armour  Blvd.  Estimated  cost 
$42,000. 

Mo.,  St.  lonls^The  Haynes-Langenberg 
Mfg.  Co.,  4045  Forest  Park  Blvd.,  awarded 
the  contract  for  concrete  work  of  3  story, 
150  X  200  ft.  furnace  factory  on  BircherSt. 
near  Euclid  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $100,000. Noted  Dec.  7. 

Mo.,  St.  I^ools — The  United  Shoe  Mchy. 
Corp.,  Albany  Bldg.,  Boston,  Mass.,  is  hav- 

ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a 
3  story.  125  x  190  ft.  addition  to  its  fac- 

tory, for  the  manufacture  of  tacks  and 
nails,  at  4045  Forest  Park  Blvd.,  here. 
Architect  not  announced. 

N.  Y.,  New  Tork — R.  Jacobs,  c/o  R,  H. 
Almiroty.  Archt.  48  West  46th  St.,  will 
soon  receive  bids  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story,  100  x  100  ft.  garage  at  31  West 
65th    St.      Estimated    cost    $50,000. 

N.  Y..  Rochester  —  The  Rochester  Vul- 
canite Pavement  Co.,  Sherman  PI.,  plans  to 

build  an  addition  to  its  plant,  for  the  repair 
of  machinery.  Estimated  cost  $5,000. 
Architect  not  announced. 

N.  Y..  Syracuse — Mills.  Rhines,  Bellman 
&  Nordhoff,  Archts.,  1234  Ohio  Bldg.,  To- 

ledo, Ohio,  are  receiving  bids  for  the  con- 
struction of  a  2  story,  100  x  250  ft.  factory 

for  the  manufacture  of  gears  for  the  New 
Process  Gear  Co.,  500  Plum  St..  here.  Esti- 

mated cost  $150,000.     C.  R.  Burt,  Mgr. 
C,  Chillicothe — The  Quartermaster  Gen- 

eral, Office  War  Dept,,  Wash.  ,D.  C, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  U.  S.  Veteran's  Hospital,  including garage  and  shop,  and  vocational  shop,  here. 
Estimated    cost     $1,497,000. 

O.,  Cleveland — L.  A.  Lux  Co.,  2183  Scran- 
ton  Rd.  (boiler  compound),  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
40  X  80  ft.  factory.  Estimated  cost  $10,000. 
L.  A.  Lux,  Pres. 

O..  Youngstown — The  Brier  Hill  Steel 
Co.,  Stambaugh  Bldg.,  plans  to  build  a  strip 
steel  mill.    Architect  not  announced. 

Pa.,  AspinwaJI  (Pittsburgh  P.  O.)  — 
Humes  Bros..  Brilliant  St.,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story 
addition  to  garage.     Estimated  cost  $40,000. 

Pa..  Freedom  —  Freedom  Oil  Wks. 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story,  48  x  75  ft.  garage  and  repair 
shop  addition  to  its  plant.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.     Noted  Aug.  3. 

Pa..  Lancaster — The  Champion  Blower  & 
Forge  Co.  plans  to  build  a  1  story.  60  x 
145  ft.  addition  to  its  plant,  to  be  used  as 
an  assembling  department.  Estimated  cost 
$25,000.    Architect  not  announced. 
Pa.,  Leechburg: — The  West  Leechburg 

Steel  Co.,  Farmers  Bank  Bldg.,  Pittsburgh, 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  120  x  700  ft.  addition  to  its 
.strip  mill,   here.     Estimated  cost  $1,500,000. 

Pa.,  Phila.— S.  B.  and  B.  W.  Fletcher, 
25th  and  Reed  Sts.,  plan  to  build  a  1  story, 
60  X  160  ft.  garage  on  26th  and  Wharton 
Sts.  Estimated  cost  $70,000.  Stuckert  & 
Co.,  Crozier  Bldg.,  Archts. 

Pa.,  Pliila. — W.  Smedley,  .\rcht.,  Stephen 
Girard  Bldg.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  3  story.  102  x  104  ft.  garage 
and  repair  shop  at  223-27  Lombard  St..  for 
the  Abbotts  Dairy  Co..  c/o  E.  R.  Linebach, 
31st  and  Chestnut  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$150,000. 

Pa.,  Pittsburgh — The  Chatham  Land  Co„ 
c/o  H.  D.  Shawkey  Motor  Co.,  5526  Penn 
Ave.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  100  x  200  ft.  service 
and  repair  station  on  Penn  Ave.  and  Pacific 
St.     Estimated  cost  $60,000. 

Pa..  Pittsburgh — The  Metal  &  Thermite 
Corp..  1201  Bway..  New  York  City,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  2 
story,  40  x  100  ft.  shop  and  storage  build- 

ing on  Fayette  St..  here.  Estimated  cost 
$60,000.     Noted  Nov.  23. 

Pa..  Pittsburgh— The  Natl.  Metal  Prod- 
ucts Co..  Erie  and  Diamond  Sts.,  will  build 

a  1  story.  68  x  138  ft.  factory  on  Chateau 
and    Fayette    Sts.      Estimated    cost    $60,000. 

Pa..  Pittsburgh^  The  Studebaker  Sales 
Co..  4724  Baum  Blvd.  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  87  x 
112  ft.  addition  to  its  garage  and  sales 
room.  Estimated  cost  $65,000.  Noted 
Nov.  16. 

Ps.,  Fittsborch— The  Van  Vleck  Motor 
Car  (io.,  420  North  Craig  St.,  will  soon award  the  contract  for  the  construction  of 
a  3  story,  91  x  115  ft.  automobile  sales 
and  service  station  on  Baum  Blvd.  and 
Commerce  Way.  Estimated  cost  $125,000. 
E.  P.  Mellon,  350  Madison  Ave.,  New  York 
City,  Archt. 

Pa.,  Wilkinsbarg  (Pittsburgh  P.  O.) — C. 
C.  McKalUp  Magee  Bldg.,  Pittsburgh,  is 
receiving  bids  for  the  con.structlon  of  a  2 
story.  50  x  90  ft.  sales  room  and  garage 
on  Penn  Ave.,  here.  Estimated  cost  $50,- 000.     Private  plans. 

R.  I.,  East  Provldenc.^! — The  United  Elec- 
tric Rys.  Co.,  Provideilce,  is  receiving  liids 

for  the  construction  of  a  1  and  2  story,  170 
X  535  ft.  car  house  and  repair  shop  on 
North  Bway,  here.  Estimated  cost  $400,000. Private  plans. 

W.  Va.,  Warwood  (Wheeling  P.  O.) — The Centre  Fdry.  and  Machine  Co.  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story. 
100  X  320  ft.  foundry  and  machine  shop. 
Cost  will  exceed  $60,000. 

Wis..  Cambridge — A.  Klavick  plans  to 
build  a  1  and  2  story,  50  x  90  ft.  garage, 
repair  shop  and  filling  station  on  Main  St. 
Estimated  cost  $45,000.  Architect  not  se- lected. 

Wis..  Sheboygan  Falls — The  Falls  Motor 
Corp.  is  receiving  bids  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  50  x  60  ft.  factory  for  the 
manufacture  of  motors. 

Wis.,  Stratford — Q.  Chrouser  plans  to 
build  a  2  story,  60  x  100  ft.  garage  and  re- 

pair shop.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Archi- 
tect not  selected. 

Wis.,  Waukesha — The  Spring  City  Auto 
Co.,  220  West  Main  St..  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story.  65  x 
190  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
Noted    Dec    7. 

Ont..  Mount  Dennis  —  The  Electroplax 
Mfg.  Co.  plans  to  rebuild  its  electro  plating 
factory  which  was  recently  destroyed  by 
Are.     Estimated  cost  $100,000. 

Ont,  Toronto — C.  Pearce,  100  Inglewood 
Dr.,  plans  to  build  a  1  story,  40  x  120  ft. 
garage.      Estimated    cost    $25,000. 
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Ala..  Montgomery — The  Atlantic  Ice  & 
Coal  Co..  Perry  St.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  101  x  220  ft.  Ice 
and    cold    storage    plant.      Estimated    cost 
$300,000. 

Calif.,  Berkeley — L.  W.  Hink.  2226  Ather- 
ton  St..  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  .story  garage  and  print- 

ing plant.  Estimated  co.st  $15,000.  J.  W. 
Plachek,  2014  Shattuck  Ave.,  Archt. 

Calif.,  Emeryville — The  Parafflne  Co.'s. 
Inc.,  34  1st  St..  San  Francisco,  manufac- 

turer of  box  board,  roofing,  wall  board  and 
floor  coverings,  has  purchased  a  40  acre 
site,  here,  and  plans  to  build  extensions  to 
its  plant. 

Calif..  San  Franeisro  —  The  California 
Shade  Cloth  Co..  Inc..  2183  Bryant  St.,  has 
had  plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story,  40  x  200  ft.  factory  on  San  Bruno 
Ave.  near  Costa  St.  Estimated  cost  $35,000. 
Private  plans. 

Calif.,  San  Francisco — Roth,  Winter  & 
Walsh.  1271  Mission  St..  pork  packers,  have 
had  plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
a  2  story,  92  x  120  ft.  packing  plant  on 
Townsend  St.  near  5th  St.  Ward  &  Blohme, 
454  California  St.,  Archts. 

Calif..  Stockton — The  Natl.  Paper  Prod 
ucts  Co..  Church  St..  between  McDougall 
and  Stockton  Sts.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  an  addition  to  its  paper 
mill.     Cost  between   $100,000  and  $150,000. 

Conn.,  South  Norwalk — H.  .lacobs  &  Sons. 
Day  St.,  are  receiving  Ijids  for  the  construc- 

tion of  a  2  storv.  60  x  120  ft.  addition  to 
shoe  factory.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  A.  S. 
Meloy,  2965  Main  St.,  Stratford,  Archt. 

Conn.,  Waterbury — R.  F.  Worden  &  Sons. 
Cherry  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
con.struction  of  a  3  story.  40  x  45  ft.  addi- 

tion to  their  factory,  for  the  manufacture 
of  novelties.     Estimated  cost  $25,000. 

Conn.,  Westport  —  Lees  Mfg.  Co.,  320 
Bway..  New  York  City,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  3  story,  50  x 
150  ft.  addition  to  Its  cordage  and  twine 
factory,  here.  Estimated  cost  $75,000. 
Noted  Dec.  14. 

Del..  Clayton — J.  A.  Bader  &  Co.,  923 
Market  St..  Wilmington,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story.  75  x 
100  ft.  ice  manufacturing  plant,  here.  Esti- mated cost  $30,000. 
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fL  *l«n  fartory  on  Prcald'  <l  Sia. 
Hailmatrd  roat   IIM.OOO.      .\  .   M. 

v.  J..  Caadoa— H.  Kohnatamm  *  ro„ 
CIrvaland  and  Lola  Sla.  plan  to  build  a  I 
aiory,  ti  x  7<  ft.  factory  for  thr  mnnufac- 
ior*  of   laun<lr>'   auppllra.      Batlmali-d   roat IMM.     Prlvatr  plana. 

W.    J.,    TrraUa— The  N<-w  J.. 
lain  Co..  Nrw   York  Ave.  ami   .M 
RIana   to  build   a   plant.     Arolili< 

K-trd. 

X.  J..  Tr*«loa  —  Tha  Trrnton  Pi)t|iTlea 
Co.  mill  build  a  I  atory.  &0  x  ItO  ft.  kiln 
bulldinc  at  the  K<iullable  Poltrry  plant  on 
I.jilor  and  Hancock  Sta.  Katlmn(<-d  <'0«l 

1 10,000. 
K.  J..  WmI  BerUa— rUrcrtlrrI  Broa..  tU 

South  I  lib  8l„  la  raralvlnc  bida  for  the  con- 
aiructlon  of  a  1  atory.  liO  x  UO  ft.  fumlluri' 
factory.  Katlmatad  ooat  tlS.OOU.  Private 

plana. 
K.   Ta    Barala— The   Culllion    Ire   rream 

Co..    nt   Ouilford   St..    ha*    had    plan*   pre- 

pared for  the  oonatnictlon  "'  '•    '"  «  •'  '  «  '■o K,  Ic*  plant,  a  IS  X  10  X  c 
and_a  IZ  x  to  x  to  ft.  ic 

J'Wett  Ave.     roat       ;- 
Arrhlte<'t°a  name  wlllihrlil. 

n.  T..  BaVala — Klltlnaer  Broa..  tlOl  Klm- 
wood  Ave.,  plana  lo  build  a  larae  addition 
to  furniture  fa<'t<iry.  Kallmaird  coat  t4l,- 
000.     Architect  not  announced. 

X.  T..  BaVala^The  Qtlallty  Onrnp  Waah 
Co..  Inc..  .Vorthland  Av*.  and  <  hilaea  St., 
plana  lo  build  a  I  atory.  10  x  100  tu  laun- 

dry.    Architect  not  announced. 
X.  T..  Maffala— Tha  BInrUIr  Oil  Co., 

Waaklacian  St..  plana  to  raballd  major  por- 
tlaa  oTlta  caaoflne  and  oil  plant   «n    Alu- 

(•oalim   P.  0.>   —  Tba 
MlIK  •»  ntaimry  fu 

,      M  far  iha  aaaatriKllaa 
r«Mry.  «•  a  M  f«.  addnloa  la  kaMllac *-  '      al  |U,M«. 

-  TU*   Xatr   Torlt. 
Ilartfard    R.IL   Oow    Soaih 

It— I—,   awarded  Ili*  aMMrat  for 
>-«  af  a   I   alary  i 

•la*  A**.   iMvaL 

OaaC*..  ltd 

A.    (Caal  »•• 

■t_  which  waa  daatroyrd  by  fin', 
iBallaiated  coat  floO.OOO.  Architect  not 
aaaeanoed. 

X.  T,  CahaHaa  The  Welmlller  Dairy  A 
Farm  Produou  Co.  awarded  the  coniraot 
for  tha  oonatnictlon  of  a  I  atory.  **  x  44  ft. dairy. 

X.  T..  Paadra  W.  Pnx  plana  to  reltalld 
flour  and  f**d  mill  on  Vine  St.  which  waa 
dealroyed  by  fir*.  Matlmaiad  ooat  K.OOO. 
Arokltect  not  anoouaMtf. 

X.  T-  NaraeO— Th*  KImliarat  Dairy  Co. 
plan*  lo  build  a  craamary  on  Rrl*  Ava. 
Kailmai*d  roat  IIO.M*.  Arehltact  not  an- 
Bounced. 
X.  V.  Jaamlawa  —  Tha  Jameatowo 

Worated  Mllla  Co.  awarded  the  contract 
for  UM  «oaatractlr>n  nf  faetary  No.  It.  4 
Mary.  T*  a  Uo  fi  KatlmaUd  ooat  12(0.- 
•M.     Kdad   Xov.   II 

X.  T.  Mao  111  Th*  Ckaataaqtta  Cablnat 
Co.  ptona  la  baUd  aa  addiuoD  i«  lu  faeiory 
for  the  maaafaorara  af  woodaa  cablnala. 
Coal  win  excoM  tf.M«.     Architect  not  an- 

X.  T,  XIacara  Falla— Th*  A.  R.  Oilman 
Priatlnfl  Co.  tZl  HC  Clair  Ave.,  awarded 
th*  mnlrart  for  Iho  ronetructlon  of  a  I 
atory.   I*«  x  >••  ft.  printlns  plant. 

X.  T..  Bailw*!*!  TH»  Rmpir*  Rtata  IM 

Co.  *•  Waal  Monroe  Hi..  i'hl«a«o,  haa  ttmi 
plana  priaarid  for  ih*  ooaalrMUMi  of  a 
W*  lit  nTaad  t7  s  lirTtTiM  piaet  oa 
Allantlr  Ava„  Iter*.  BMlmalad  ooat  ilt4,. 
M«.    Prirau  alaaa. 

K,  v..  Taaawaada  The  AmrrU-aa  Kar- 
drx  (*»..  Miiln  St.,  U  hnvluK  pinna  prepared f.'i  ly.  to  s   110 
fl  iinatad   coat 
i,  I     .  .  :  I.I  iwood     Ave.. 

An  hi. 
X.  r.  Oaalaala — H.  H.  Orovea  will  aooii 

award  the  .■•'•••••■■'  f..r  n...  .■..n«ii-ii.-tion  of 
a  cotton   111  "f  nitu 
combed  yui :  ua. 

N.    C«    \t  lilinri    -  1  n<>    .Ni-lM>n    ^  ouon    Mill 
Co..  I.K-iiolr,  plana  to  build  a  t,000  aplndlv 
cotton  mill,  hrrv. 

O.,  Cleveland — Donley  tlrtta..  Co..  Eaat 
TIth  81.  uiid  Aetna  ltd-  (bulldlnB  apeoUI- 
tlaa)  plana  !<■  build  a  I  aiory  fuiMory  un 
Eaat  llUh  St.  and  MIlea  Ave.  Batlmated 
coat  tlO.OOO.  U.  Donley,  Mgr.  Architect 
not  aelaclad. 

Om  ri*v*laad— Th*  Double  Kajtia  nottllnic 
C^..  tin  St.  i^lalr  Ave.,  awarded  tha  con- 

tract for  ih>-  •••■-■ 'v.-tlon  of  a  !  atory,  10  x 
to  ft.  ImiMI.  Katlmalod  ct>al  140,- 
OUO.     J.  IVi  Noted  Nov.   It. 

O..  rlevelanil  l''l>«'hrr  ft  JlrOUCh,  Ittl 
Superior  Ave,  uwartled  the  contract  for  the 
eonatruotlun  uf  u  J  atory,  to  x  7t  ft.  addi- 

tion    (o     pluatic     worka.     IfiMlmuted     tot 

t40,(IUU, 
Ore..  Medford  —  W.  Bl.  Sterna  plana  to 

build  u  cold  stunieo  plant. 

Or*..  Portland — The  8«e-Der  Mfa.  Co., 
Ldirabve  and  Driuy  Sla.,  plana  to  build  a 
factory  for  the  munufuciure  uf  cedar  cheata, 
turnllurr  and  «uud  nuveltiea.  UAllmated 
•'oal  tih.voi). 

Pa.,  .*llenlowa— The  Independent  Oil  Co.. 
Inc..    lliuliu   ItUlK..   plana  lo  rebuild   Ita  oil 
Slant  on    I  ;:th  St.,   «hlch  wua  dialroyed   by 

re.      Coat    lM-iwi'4-n    160,000    and     176,000. 
Archlt<'<  t    iiui  iiniiuunrcU. 

Pa..      JohnaluMn  —  The      Kdward      Huhn 
PackInK  t'o..  Hickory  .St.,  awarded  the  con- <r,...i   fur  the  i-unNiructlon  of  a  S  atory.  It  x 

und  24  X  112  ft.  addition  to  Ita  unok- 
.<nt.      UHtliiiutiHl   coal   IL'i.OUO.      Noled 

Pa.,  Plllabarcb — The  Ward  Baking  Co., 
Southern  Klvd.  und  Si.  Marya  HI..  New 
York  t'liy,  Mill  Hoon  award  the  oonlracl  for the  conatrucilon  of  a  1  atory,  141  x  184  ft. 
addition  to  lla  bakery  on  IVnn  Ave.,  lieech- 
wood  lllvd.  iiiid  Shakcaiieare  Alley,  here. 

Kallniatol  coat  tlOO.OnU,  <'.  M.  Coiiialock, IHilK  Weal  40th  St..  .New  York  City, 
Archt. 

Pa.,  Tallytawa  —  The  Mi«arcea  Paper 
Mllla.  1<  South  tth  HU,  Phlla..  will  nut 
build  a  paper  plaat.  bare,  aa  atated  in  la- Kuu    of   Dec    7. 

r,       Wllkea-Barr*  — A      Hllilebnind,    »t 
.St.    plunn    to    rebuild    iilunlny    aJid 

I     mill    which    wua  d>-atrtiyed    by    lire. 
I'.xiiiiiMtfd  coat  946,000.     Architect  not  an- nounced. 

n'aak..  Haqalaai  —  The  Orayi  Harbor 
Honii-  Hulldlnc  Corp.  la  building  a  plant  for 
the  niHnufaciure  of  ready  cut  homca  and 
bulldlnga.    C.  Kane,  Sacy. 

WU_  radar  Orove  —  The  Cedar  Oroya 
Shoe  Mfg.  Co.  plana  lo  build  n  2  atory.  60  x 
It  ft.  ahoa  factory.  M.  i.  Do  Mnater,  Pr*g. 
Architect  not  aalMted. 

Wla-.  Oreea  Bay — The  Northern  Paper 
Mllla,  Day  BC  manufacturer  of  ma<'hlnery to  bark  loga.  will  build  a  1  aiory.  40  x  100 
ft.  barker  room.     Katlmated  coat  ti:,"00. 

Wla.,  La  C'reaae — The  Art  Olaa*  Co.,  Hi 
ifHiih  Front   St..   awarded  the  contract  for 
tt    ■-v-'-n  of  a   1    atory,   40  x    100  ft, 
I  manufacture  of  art  alaaa, 

t.     Katlmatad  ooat  ttl.OOO. 
y.  11.  t  i<-Mioi,-t ,  Mgr, 

Wla.,  MadlaOB  —  Hellprin  *  Co.,  Weat 
Mifflin  St.,  hi  having  pinna  jircpared  for  the 
conatrudlon  of  a  1  >"  ■    ir>0  ft,  cold 
atorage   werehoua*    "  i    Hi,      Kill- 
mated  coat  100,000,    .1  M.  l>r<-«.    K.  A, 
Tough,  Conklln  Bldg..  .Vicht.  .Nol.d  ,Vov.  10. 

Wla.,  MHwaabee— II.  J.  R«aer,  Arrhl.,  82 
Wlaconaln  8L,  la  receiving  bIda  for  Uk-  con- 
atructlon  of  a  >  atory,  16  x  110  ft.  dulry  on 
llUi  at.  for  tha  Cedarburg  Dairy  Co..  c/o 
H.  Bema,  16lt  Proapect  Ave.  ISatlmated 
ooat  111,000,     Noted  Nov.  SO, 

in*«  XUwaohee — Tha  Harah  *  Chnpllne 
Shoe  Co,  til  Hanover  HI.,  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  tha  conatnictlon  of  a  t  »tory,  to  x 
tlO  ft  factory.  Batlmated  coat  tl  10,000. 
Noted  Nov,  to. 

Wla„    Hhobargaa— Thft   city    la    re<'elvlng 
bIda  for  tha  conatnictlon  of  a  !!  «' lot    ft,   tool,    earnentar   and 
ahop.  on  South  Water.*.     Ei 
140,000.     J.  Htelml*.  Clk.     A.  A,   .. 
Hall.   Arrht, 

Wl*..    aiargaan    Bay— The    Donr   County 
JTrutt    Orowani    Union    plane  '    'j 

old  atoraca  plant  and  a  dehv>i  '><■ 
or  dfTlps  apple*.    Batlmated  <  >. 
-  L.  Johnaon.  Mgr.    Architect  n-i  x.  •   "d. 

7«    X 
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Ideals  plus  Ideas 
IME-HONORED  custom  makes  this  the  open  season  for 
ne%v  resolutions,  when  each  of  us  is  wont  to  set  a  higher  goal 

for  next  year's  achievement. 
But  a  new  leaf  thus  blithely  turned  over  has  one  fatal  fault — 

it  doesn't  always  stick.  New  Year's  ideals,  if  not  sustained 
by  IDEAS,  fade  soon  into  the  mist  of  the  might-have-beens. 

IDEAS — new  ideas,  better  ideas  and  proved  ideas — a  wealth 
of  ideas  that  will  help  readers  of  the  American  Machinist 

carry  out  their  New  Year's  Ideals — are  found  each  week  in 
the  advertising  pages  of  the  American  Machinist. 

I DEAS  for  the  executives  in  every  part  of  the  metal-working 
manufacturing  shop — facts  about  materials  and  equipment 
that  will  make  a  better  product  at  a  lower  price — are  waiting 
to  be  gleaned  from  the  Buying  Section.  Here  machinery 
executives  who  have  resolved  to  raise  production  standards 
and  reduce  costs  will  get  the  essence  of  up-to-date  practice — 
for  the  fact  that  a  method  or  machine  is  advertised  con- 

sistently is  the  best  proof  that  it  has  made  good. 

So,  after  you  have  made  your  New  Year's  resolutions,  make 
just  one  more  in  order  to  make  the  other  ones  stick.  Resolve 
to  make  full  use  of  the  advertising  pages  of  the  American 
Machinist,  where  dependable  ideas,  proved  and  vouched  for, 
are  yours  for  the  reading — because 

Only  Reliable  Products 
can  be  Continuously  Advertised 
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p .  Threads 

Taps 

Chamfers 

both  ends  at  once 

Multipurpose  machines 
are  an  asset  these  days 

Competition  of  the  kind  to  be  met  in  manufacturing 
today  demands  that  the  cost  of  production  be  the  njini- 
mum  possible. 

In  attaining  this  objective  multi-purpose  machines  are 
not  only  an  asset  but  an  actual  necessity. 

When  you  can  get  a  machine  that  will  perform  any  one 
or  all  of  the  five  operations  mentioned  above  more  cheaply 
and  in  some  cases  better  than  the  single-purpose  machines 
that  are  necessary  to  do  the  same  work,  there  should  be 
no  hesitation  whatever  in  installing  the  machine. 

Such  a  machine  is  the  Murchey  Double  End  Machine. 
And  it  is  particularly  productive  where  any  or  all  of 
these  operations  are  performed  On  both  ends  of  the  work, 
for  it  is  arranged  to  complete  both  ends  simultaneously. 

No  machine  you  can  install  today  offers  you  a  greater 
opportunity  to  cut  down  manufacturing  time  and  costs 
than  does  this  New  Murchey  Double  End  Tool. 

If  you  will  send  us  samples  of  parts  or  prints  we  will 
give  you  cost  and  production  estimates  to  prove  it. 

Murchey  Machine  &  Tool  Co. 
953  Porter  St.,  Detroit,  Mich.,  U.  S.  A. 

Cleveland  Office,  fir>23  Euclid  Avenne:  Pittsburgh  Representativos,  Laughlin  &  Barney, 
Union  Arcade  Bldg.;  Chicago  Representatives.  R.  E.  Ellis  Engineering  Co..  (\'Z1  Wash- 

ington Blvd.:  Lq9  Angeles  Representatives,  Smith-Booth-U-sher  Co.,  tl'lS  Central  Ave.; 
San  Francisco.  Smith-Booth-TJeher  Co.,  50-60  Fremont  St.;  Coats  Machine  Tool  Co.,  l4 
Palmer  St..  Westminster,  London.  S.  W.,  England;  Fenwick.  Frerea  &  Company,  8  Rue 
de  Rocroy,  Paris. 

L 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

MURCHEY 
Double  End 
Machine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Speaking  of- 
Trade  mark 
Years  ago  an  apple  was  an  apple.     No  more,  no  less.    There  were  good 

apples  and  poor  apples. 

Today,  look  at  the  heights  the  humble  apple  has  climbed!  If  you  want 
one  kind  of  apple  you  ask  for  one  certain  trade  name  and  another  for 
another. 

And  you  get  what  you  ask  for ! 

Producers  have  realized  that  once  they  market  fruit  under  a  trade  name, 

they  must  first  select  a  good  fruit  and  then  be  mighty  careful  to  see  that  a 
high  standard  is  maintained. 

204*.  SaUctive  H«m1   Lodte  &  Shiplay  Engine.Lathc 

Mad*  in  aizM  14-in.  to  tO-ia. 

The  Lodge  &  Shiplej 
Cincinnati 

MNHinimHiNiNiiiiiiiiiiii  inaiKiiiiimiininiiiHiiNimiiiiiiaiiiiiiiliiiiim 
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Through  such  standardization  of  quality  a  vast  business  has  been  devel- 

oped, the  yearly  sales  of  which  total  millions  of  dollars. 

Thirty  years  ago  Lodge  &  Shipley  selected  as  their  battle  cry  "Lathes — 

Good  Lathes  Only."  The  reason  for  this  was  two  fold.  First,  a  slogan 
was  wanted  that  would  make  it  plain  a  specialty  was  to  be  made  of  good 

lathes  only.  Secondly,  a  mark  to  shoot  at  was  wanted.  One  that  would 

mean  something! 

And  this  one  does  mean  something! 

The  trade  mark  chosen  has  ever  been  a  source  of  inspiration,  making  it 

clear  at  a  glance  what  would  otherwise  take  paragraphs  to  explain. 

The  fact  that  Lodge  &  Shipley  are  today  building  lathes  only,  in  accord- 
ance with  their  original  ideas,  means  that  the  vision  of  thirty  years  ago, 

has  been  realized. 

It  means  that  they  have  made  good  with  the  trade  mark  selected.  It 

means  that  wherever  the  Lodge  &  Shipley  product  is  known,  "Lathes — 

Good  Lathes  Only"  stands  for  the  best. 

Ask  an  operator! 

Send  now  for  literature  describing 

LATHES 

Onh 

Machine  Tool  Co. 
Ohio 
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OUR    WELCOME 

W  Hifk  Fmmr  MtB». 
Om  ̂    »   Twpm  md 

Upon  GDiTiing  to  Cincinnati 
You  Will  See  In  Our  Plant 

Modern  Buildings 

Machine  Shop  equipF>ed  for  refinements 
in  manufacturing. 

Large  Lngmccring  and  Design  Dept. 

Machine  equipped   Foundry   with   thor- 
oughly tooled  Pattern  Shop. 

Physical  and  Chemical  Laboratories. 

Tool  Room  with  modern  layout. 
Centralized  Tool  Stores. 

Precision  Tools  and  Gauges. 
Demonstration  Room. 

Complete  line  of  our  products  in  a  running 
exhibit. 

Operators'   Instruction  Sheets. 

An  Employees'  Service  Department with 

Modern  Employment  Methods 

Careful  Medical  and  Surgical  Attendance 
for  employees. 

Sanitary  and  Safety  Provisions. 

Self-Service  [>ining  Hall. 
C<M>perative  Students  of  the  University 

of  Cincinnati  at  work. 

Cincinnati  Grinder  Company  $  tine  of 
Cylindrical  Crlnder$ ;  In  the  procett  of 
manufacture    and    In    demontlrallon. 

12"  *  24"  Plain  CindnnaU 

Cylindrical  Grinder, 

THE  CINCINNATI  GRINDER  COMPANY 
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TO   YOU IN 1923 
Entering  Our  39th  Year 

in  the  manufacture  of 

Milling  Machines  and  Cutter  Grinders 

We  invite  you  to  visit  our  plant 

THE  CINCINNATI  MILLING  MACHINE  CO. 
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anamii  BicKFOPD 

4,  5  and  6  Foot  Regular 
Plain  Radial 

Ooc  of  the  many  highly  desirable  features 
of  thit  machine  is  the  location  of  lis  control 

levers.  Maximum  efficiency  is  unattainable 
%«ithout  maximum  convenience  of  operation. 

No  back  gear?  can  be  engaged  \vith<)ut  shock 
while  the  spindle  is  revolving  at  high  speed. 

The  driving  clutch  must  be  released  suffi- 
ciently to  permit  slippage  while  the  change  is 

effected.  The  back  gear  lever  should,  there- 
fore, be  placed  within  easy  reach  «>f  the  re- 
verse lever,  so  that  the  operator  can  keep  a 

hand  on  each  as  depicted  opposite. 

The  Cincinnati  Bickford  Tool  Co. 
Oakley,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 

Founded  1874 

CINCINNATr 

21 -Inch  Stationary  Head 
Upright  Drilling  Machine 
This  illustration  depicts  the  drill  equipped  with 

Back  Gearing,  Power  Feed  and  Patented  Tapping; 
Attachment.  The  Back  Gears  increase  the  number 

of  speeds  from  four  to  eight  and  multiply  the  pull- 

ing power  of  the  spindle  nearly  five  and  one-half 

times.  The  tapping  attachment  acts  through  fric- 
tion clutches  and  hence  enables  the  operator  to 

stop,  start  and  reverse  the  spindle  while  the 
machine   is   running. 
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MILWAUKEE  MILLING  MACHINES 
Continuous  Milling 

on  a  Milwaukee  Vertical 
Milwaukee  Vertical  Milling  Ma- 

chines are  well  adapted  for  rapidly 

producing  many  parts  by  the  con- 
tinuous milling  process,  the  limiting 

factors  being  the  ability  of  the  cutter 
to  remove  the  stock  and  the  operator 
to  change  the  pieces. 

The  illustration  shows  a  No.  IJ/2-B 
Milwaukee  Vertical  Milling  Ma- 

chine equipped  with  a  cutter  4  in. 

in  diameter  and  7/16  in.  wide,  mil- 
ing  through  solid  steel,  the  feed  being 
5  in.  per  minute  and  cutter  running 

78  r.p.m., — the  operator  simply  load- 
ing and  unloading  the  work. 

These  machines  cin  also  be  used  on  the 

general  run  of  work  suitable  to  this 
type,  but  by  the  use  of  simple  fixtures 
the  range  and  production  can  often 
be  considerably  increased. 

We  welcome  opportunities  to  apply 
our  experience  to  milling  problems 
with  a  view  of  reducing  production costs. 

Kearney  ©  Trecker 
CORPORATION 

MlLWAUKEE,WlS.,U.S.A. 
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Versatility  of  the  Hart 
shown  by  many  examp 

Thu  l«  one  nf  ■  MHe*  of  examplM  UkMl 
(n>m    ii(-tu«l    iiriii-th'r   lu    illiiHtratr   thr    wldM 
1  ......     1..    .  ti ,.  .   '.  ■       ■     ̂   '       h    ihf 

Ihrlr   |>Uiil.      Note   |hr   (CHilii   pUmt   In   lh« 
cNinifr*   «»u    thin   M't-u|>.      Thl«   »lvm   K   dlf- 

Operations  on  thU  piece 

performed  on  the  HartneM 

JONES  &  LAMSON 
SPRINGFIELD, 
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ness  Flat  Turret  Lathe 

les  from  actual  practice 

I 

If  your  machines  lack  adaptability  you 
must  run  the  work  through  your  plant  in 

excessively  large  lots,  or  else  you  must 
have  an  unnecessarily  large  number  of 
machines  with,  practically  all  the  time, 
a  certain  percentage  standing  idle.  This 
ties  up  a  lot  of  your  money  where  you 
derive  no  benefit  from  it  and  is  a  waste 
all  around. 

For  quick  adaptability  to  a  great  variety 
of  jobs  the  Hartness  Flat  Turret  Lathe 

is  unexcelled.  It  has  many  exclusive  fea- 
tures that  contribute  toward  this  result. 

Among  others  is  the  Cross  Sliding  Head. 

The  use  of  the  Cross  Sliding  Head  makes 

every  turret  tool  a  cross  slide  tool  if  nec- 
essary. The  same  tool  can  both  bore  and 

face,  or  turn  and  face. 

The  same  tool  can  turn  and  bore  two  dif- 
ferent diameters. 

The  same  tool,  if  necessary,  can  face  two 
different  shoulders. 

The  same  tool  can  feed  forward  or  back- 
ward. 

Nine  stops  for  the  cross  sliding  head,  any 
or  all  of  which  may  be  applied  to  any  one 

turret  position,  add  to  the  flexibility  of 

the  general  scheme. 

The  Hartness  Flat  Turret  Lathe  is  the 

only  lathe  having  a  cross  sliding  head. 
All  others  must  resort  to  a  toolpost  or  to 

mounting  the  turret  on  two  slides  in  order 
to  get  the  same  movements.  Hence  the 
"Hartness"  is  the  only  turret  lathe  having 

length  and  cross-feeds  for  each  tool  with- 
out resorting  to  the  double-slide  turret 

support. 

This  gives  to  the  "Hartness"  a  versatility 
and  adaptability  with  tool  economy  on 
both  bar  and  chuck  work  that  can  not  be 

equalled  by  any  other  turret  lathe  on  the 
market. 

Investigate  this  Hartness  F.  T.  Lathe. 
It  gives  the  largest  output  per  dollar,  as 
well  as  a  low  cost  of  work  and  an  accurate 

duplication.  Write  today  for  complete 
details. 

MACHINE  COMPANY 
VERMONT 

Rrunch   Office: 
London,  Knjcland 

0-10  Water  Lane,  Queen  Victoria  St. 

AGENTS : 

Holland — Spliethofl,  Beeuwkes  &  Co. 
Leuvehaven.    Wz.,    lo9   Rotterdam 
Sweden— A.    Bol.    Oscar  Lindbom. 

Stoekliolm — Post   Bo.\   420 
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This    Shows 
thing  Behind 
"DO  IT  WITH 

This  4-foot 

AMERICAN 

Radial  boreSi  faces 
and  taps  6  in.  holes 
in  close-grained  steel 
Time,  57  minutes 

Probably  there  was  some  doubt  as  to  results  when  Superintendent  J.  H. 

Dyktira.  of  the  Foos  Gas  Engine  Co..  Springfield,  Ohio,  first  put  this  +-ft. 
"AMERICAN*'  Triple  Purpose  Radial  Drill  to  the  test,  pictured  above. 

But  it  didn't  take  long  for  the  wide-awake  production  executives  in  this  shop 
In  c«»me  to  the  conclusion  that  here  was  still  another  job  where  it  paid  to  "do 
it  with  an  AMhRICAN." 

Thc*e  castings  of  close  grained  steel,  capable  of  resisting  a  high  pressure  test, 
arc  rough  and  finished  bored,  faced  and  tapped.  The  production  average, 
floor  to  floor,  for  the  two  6-in.  holei  is  ?7  minutes.  The  extreme  precision 

and  rcluhility  of  the  sturdy,  adaptable  "AMERICAN"  eliminates  spoilage. 
Out  of  2^0  castings.  1  only  were  lost — and  these  due  to  a  dull  tap  and  hard 
tpors  in  the  castings. 

THE  AMERICAN  TOOL  WORKS 
Lathes Planers 
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There's  Sotne- 
the  Slogan— 
AN 

AMERICAN"! 

I The  Secret 
of  the  "American"  Triple  Purpose  Radial  Drill's 
remarkable  success  on  boring  and  tapping  jobs  lies 
primarily  in  the  internal  gear  spindle  drive.  The 

"American"  is  the  only  radial  drill  built  that  pro- 
vides this  feature,  and  consequently  is  pre-eminent 

on  all  work  of  that  nature. 

With  the  internal  gear  drive  for  boring  and  tapping, 
not  •nly  is  there  a  smooth  rolling  contact  between 
the  gears,  which  imparts  a  sinooth,  steady  action  to 
the  spindle,  but  there  are  a  greater  number  of  teeth 
in  mesh  than  on  the  ordinary  external  gear  drive ; 
consequently,  the  spindle  is  held  much  more  rigidly 

against  chatter  and  vibration  by  the  internal  gear 
drive  than  it  could  possibly  be  held  by  an  external 
drive.  On  our  internal  gear  spindle  drive  there  are 

three  teeth  constantly  in  mesh,  while  on  the  ex- 
ternal gear  drive,  common  to  other  designs,  only 

one  tooth  is  in  mesh. 

We  build  Radial  Drills  in  sizes  from  2  to  7  feet. 

Probably  you  too  can  save  big  money  on  produc- 

tion by  equipping  to  "Do  it  with  an  AMERICAN." 
At  any  rate,  it's  worth  investigating.  Let  us  go 
into  the  proposition  with  you. 

COMPANY,  CINCINNATI,  U.  S.  A. 
Shapers  Radials 
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Save  Your  Original  Investment 

By  Buying  This 
  VOUC  H.  Y..  VMHiyck  CkHcUICa.  52  V«»y  St. 

OOCACO.  IU-,  t  U  Ciilqr  Hiiliiiiry  C*. 

TOLnm.  a,  n.*—^  Sutniiy  c.^ 
nOLAOCLPHIA.    PA..    Vaadyck    CSMiKlun    Co.. 

Wt  ftaik  l>iil» 
DCTVOrr.  MICH..  CiitJir  M^UMry  Co. 

C«   Oil  nil  m     --*  "^   Ui^MM 
ST.  LOUIS.  MO^  BwMfd  E.  Mokr  Mxky.  Ca. 
liDPteaSc 
riatwti  C».  7ltt  O  Marka*  Sl» 

•OOTOM.  MASS..  T.rl-  Mcfcy  Co..  78  BatMryMrch  St. 
BALTIMORE.  MD..  FmUiJu  Co.. 

L^  Ik  L— UrdSw- 
nTTsmmcH.  pa..  Sawi.  Rtw  &  t«u  g>.. 

LOS  ANCnXS.  CAUF..  F.  O  SuBwui  Supply  Co^. 
MBEMtTltanlSi 

BUTFAtjO.  N.  v..  Cnuw  Mcky  Co..  Ml  Mor«M>  BUt- 
"i-     Siiui^  »  Co.  loc  .  EJitconSq«M« 

SAN  F«AMCISCO.  CLA..  Frad  Ward  *  Soik  171  FirM  St. 
MILWAUKCC  WIS..  E.  I.  E«hy  M^iiy.  C» 
7»V  W.m*Sl 

SCATTLE.  WASH..  BtKloMr-Woodattl  Co.. 
U4  FWm  Awl  So 

INDIANAPOUS.  INC..  MiIIIkJUwI  Sok>  h  Eav   Co. 
IM7  LaacW  Ammm 

KOCNBSTUI.  N.  Y..  Homm  Stnmt  &  Co..  Inc . 
lOISMaSc 

PKOYIOCmX,  R.  t..    Bto*rMl    Mocliy.    Co.. 
1 1  sod  I )  fJUy  St. 

COLUMBUS.  OHIO.  OkbenM  &  Saioo  Macky.  Co. 
SYHACUSC  N.  Y.  K  A.  SoMik  Macky.  Co.. 

Ml  E.VaM>  St. 
RICHMONO.  VA..  SahlkOivtMy  Co.. 

7ik  *  Baai  bnrfa  St. 
NEW  HAVEN.  ̂ NN.,  Vawlyck  Ckorckil  Co 

Fint  NoimmI  Bank  BMi 
CailNVILLE.  S.  C.  CarakM  Sopply  Co. 
KAHIAS  Cmr.  MO..  FaMk  CoTlTY?  W.  8tk  St. 
U»RS¥ILLE.  KY..  SJi-UV.Ia  5^    Co.. 

Ml  V  Ma«St 
ATLAfTTA.  CA..  Faltao  Sitoply  Co. 
OMAHA. NEB.. S—  <»!>■  JMcfcy. Co.. 21m «i  Pacific  St*. 

CHARLESTON.  S.  C,  Cameron  &  Barkley  Co. 
CHATTANOOGA.  TENN.,  J.me.  Supply  Co..  1 104  Market  St. 
NEW  ORLEANS,  LA..  P.  H.  McArdIr,  633  Carondelet  St. 

Their  Price  is  RIGHT 

The  Maximum  in  Milling  Machines 
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"tuff  Stuff" 
Here's  a  job  that  demands  the  acme  of 
precision  on  internal  grinding.  It  is 

a  Universal  Joint  Body  and  the  mate- 
rial is  Hard  Steel. 

Limits  of  .001  in.  are  held  to  on  this 

piece  and  the  .015-in.  stock  is  removed 

in  finishing.  Twenty-five  of  these  bodies 
are  produced  hourly.  The  Universal 

Products  Company,  where  this  work 

is  being  done,  have  14  Heald  Grinders. 

Such  a  battery  is  sufficient  evidence  of 

their  value  as  producers,  especially  on 

this  particular  tough  material. 

No.  75 
Internal 
Grinder 

is  extremely  rigid,  durable  and  simple 

in  construction.  It  is  easily  operated 

and  fully  guarded  to  protect  the  opera- 
tor. It  is  particularly  well  adapted  to 

handle  such  work  as  transmission  gears, 

bevel  gears,  pinions,  bushings,  rings, 

etc.,  and  on  this  short  work  will  be 

found  fully  as  rapid  as  any  automatic 
feed  machine. 

Let  Heald  Engineers  give  you  some 

performance  facts  and  figures 

THE  HEALD  MACHINE  COMPANY 
35  New  Bond  St.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

I!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!imm!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l! 
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r*/  AVi.  Httk-S^rrJ  Crm  Ska^ri  mIiuIi  ii  inkint)  llir  ̂ mr  oi  Single  l>u> foir  Mitiliinei 
la  m»mf  •/  ihr  Isrft  Aml»m»liVf  Faflorift 

The  Single-Purpose  Machine  is  Taboo 
A  machine  tiMil  designed  especially  for  performing  one  or  more 
operations  on  a  certain  p.irt  may  pr(>duce  a  greater  number  of  pieces 
per  hour  than  a  so-called  standard  machine  e(|uipped  with  special 
fixtures. 

But.  when  a  change  is  made  in  the  design  of  the  part  produced, 
what  becomes  of  the  $inglc-purpf>se  machine,  unless  it  can  be  adapted 
to  the  new  part? 

The  new  High-speed  Gear  Shaper  is  a  standard  machine  having 
tingle- purpose  possibilities.  To  handle  ditTercnt  pieces  of  work,  it 
is  only  necessary  to  equip  it  with  work  arbors  or  work-holding  fix- 

tures suited  to  the  work  in  hand.  The  machine  in  all  of  its  functions 
and  units  is  a  standard  product. 
\V«»rk»  Managers  in  general  are  appreciating  the  signifionce  of  this 
fact  and  are  adapting  standard  machines  to  sini^lf-piirposc  m;uhinc 
work. 

Our  bo«»k,  "A  New  Development  in  Gear  Cutting,"  explains 
»vhcrcin  the  new  High-Speed  Gear  Shaper  fulfills  this  important 
requirement. 

Do  you  want  a  copy? 

The  Fellows  Gear  Shaper  Company 
lont,  U.  ' Allrwi   Hatr 
M«rWt  1I11.1. 

Springfield,  Vermont,  U.  S.  A. 
AlMMKa     Hal.  ̂ .     <ir.. 
'  "^^  ''I     Alll 

.1     IbtrtM*  AiwinrnM-  Alfr»>»  Hi-rtu  rt.   fSrt«,  Franm; '  I  ii    ttidlJ* 

Max-bin 
^*M»    r«H(     ■ipilii»l«lt»— 
Wnm*M^  mmt  lo*  Aii«>«<>    <  < rotilamt.    Onwwi:    tMlUa,    W' 
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SMALL  FACE  PLATE 

SIGHT  FEED  OILER  FRICTION  KEY 

FACE  GEAR  \  FRICTION  SPOOL 

LARGE  FRICTION  CUP  AND  GEAR 

BACK  GEAR HANDLE 

Change 
the  Gears 
While 
Cut  is 
Under 
Way 

i-HrCiiuH  sHiHtK  ^ORK  STUD 

SACK  GEAR  PINION  /  FRICTION  SHIFTER  FORK  LEVER 
FRICTION  SHIFTER  FORK  CONTROL  LEVER 

We  show,  herewith,  a  G-K  feature  that  raises  production 

figures  by  allowing  the  lathe  operator  to  pay  closer  at- tention to  his  work.  This  IJouble  Friction  Back  Gear 
is  controlled  from  the  apron  and  the  lathe  runner  can 
quickly  change  the  proper  speeds  while  cut  is  progressing. 

This  Back  Gear  is  self-adjusting,  thus  eliminating  neces- 
sity of  tightening  it  every  few  days.   The  ratio  between  the 

first  and  second  back  gears  is  the  correct  ratio  between 
roughing  and  finishing  speeds.  This  allows  the  operator 
to  go  directly  from  a  roughing  to  a  finishing  -cut.  Six 
speeds  are  available  without  shifting  drive  belt. 

G-K  Heavy  Duty  Lathes  are  an  assembly  of  features.  Every 
unit  entering  into  their  construction  is  based  on  two  prime 
factors — quality  and  output.  The  Catalog  lists  all  the 
features  but  it  will  pay  you  to  get  it  for  full  details  on  the 

G-K  Double  Friction  Back  Gear 

Greaves  Klusman  Tool  Company 
Cincinnati,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 
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INGE  R  S  O  L  L 
Rotary  Milling  Machines 

MUltmt  Ikt  f»H  H  CtmtrmI  EltctrU  Maltr  Frmmtn. 

•I  llM   l«#irnll    Rotary  C:4M>iinuou«    Mitlini 

k*  mrni4  mm  ••  M  to  laclarf*  •  tr«a<  many  catl- 
iIm  pi94mniam  t»^mittmtmt  wumnt 

IWv •  »WT ill  »m»um  al  floor  tpoM 
■iir«l>    roMww  tW 

■*m4>  ••»•.    Thia  worli  oaa 
tatifa*  fc»c«»»»   IW  ail 

IM* 

roqwra 
4m»hf 

KtmtUat  ooi  fimtiUmi  fiywh**!  komintt 
/•r  Comlintutal  lUolon. 

Tilt  cutler*  and  Axturei  with  which  iheic  machinci  arc  equipped 

were  de*itn<d  and  built  in  our  thopi  and  ihc  entire  retponai- 
kilHy  for  iba  intlallalion  waa  aaaumed  by  ut. 

In  addition  to  buildinf  tpecial  machine*  adapted  only  for  quan- 
tity production,  we  are  prepared  to  build  machine*  on  which  a 

larfa  utMiber  ol  diflereni  operation*  can  he  performed,  for 
•hapt  bavint  a  divertified  line  of  work  foin(  through  in  tmall 

qiMMitia*. 

The  Ingersoll  Milling  Machine  Co. 
Detroit:   Dtxtd  Wiuinrr  BUf. 

Milling  Machines  and  Their  E(/uif>ntenl 
ROCK  FORD,  ILL. 50  Church  St.,  New  York 

» 

1 
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MLJLTI  — DRIL-LEF^ M  U  L.T  I  —  T/^  F=»  F3 1 

No.  13  NATCO  Tapping  Water  Pumps  in  Plant  of  Taber  Pump  Co, 
Buffalo,  N.  Y. 

Size  of  spindles,  1  \i  in. Depth,  M  in. 
^   ^-.    .„  — -           Material,  cast  iron. 
So.  of  holes  tappea,  6.        Speed,  365  a.PJil. gizeol  taps.  %  in.-16. oles 

Actual  tapping:  time,  5  sec. 
Floor  to  floor.  1 7  sec. 
Production,  212  per  hour. 

THE  NATIONAL  AUTOMATIC  TOOL  CO.,  Richmond,  Ind.,  U.S.A. 
Largest  exclusive  manufacturers  of  Multi-Drillers   and  Multi-Tappers 
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Automatically  Milling 
Further  e\  Idence  of  "No  Delay"  is  shown  in 

the  illustrations  on  the  opposite  page,  where 
two  operations  are  being  fniished  at  the  same 
time  on  the  Potter  &  Johnston  Automatic 

Milling  Machine. 

Fig.  1  and  Fig.  2  show  the  operations 

performed. 

Each  table  has  a  different  fixture,  each  one 

applying  to  the  operation  as  illustrated. 

Each  fixture  holds  four  pieces. 

The  operator  is  loading  the  fixture  on  one 
table  while  the  other  table  is  feeding  along, 
therefore  no  delay  as  the  cutter  is  working 

practically  all  the  time. 

You  must  have  work  which  can  be  arranged 

this  same  way,  compare  this  with  your  present  j 
methods.  I 

Send  your  Milling  Problem*  to  ui 

and  we  will  thow  you  "How." 

POTTER  &  JOHNSTON 
Pawtucket,  Rhode  Island 

t  < 

'"f  Amkf  Ca. 

tiirriin    Rrpriwnlallrr.i 

L>   J    (  oiiimli    lUi  Arrtiur  ilf  In  Omiidr  Armr<'.  Part.,  Frann-, 
H<-i>ri«mialirr  lor  Kraii<'<-.  Iirlrliim.  ffwilU'rlaml,  Mfialn  and 

<  I    A    Cu,    hM.     I^>i><l»n     llirmlnfham,    Man 
.SffwraatironTrnr.     Blidand     and     Olawiuw. 

>    Milan,    llalr. 

I'homr  KuJImiKAilku. 
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Two  Operations  at 

^ 

Fig.  1 

The  Same  Time ■'4r 

"oW 

Fig.  2 
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Bendix  Housings 
Finished  in  3  minutes  each 
on  a  W.  ca,  S.  Turret  Lathe 

Overhead  piloted  tools  can  very  often  do  your 
work  to  better  advantage  in  cost,  in  accuracy 
and  in  finish.  W.  CS,  S.  Engineers  recommend- 

ed them  in  the  job  pictured  above. 

The  very  close  accuracy  to  be  obtained  in  the 
finish  of  these  bendix  housings  demanded  the 

use  of  this  tyjje  tool,  and  the  resulting  time  ob- 
tained (3  minutes  each)  quite  justified  their 

cost. 

Have  you  some  very  accurate  work  you'd  like 
to  speed  up?    Send  us  blue  prints  of  it. 

Turret  Lath«s  and  Turret  Lathe  Tool*  |  in. 
s  4  in.  to  4}  in.  x  44  in.  Bar  Capacity  Up 

to  21}  in.  Swing  for  Chucking  Woric. 

•The  Warner  ca>  Swasey  Company 
Cleveland,  U.  S.  A. 
■oaroNi  OllT»r  BalKini 
Mil  H  M  KKKi  -HIV  h,,  imof.    Ilulklint 
UAtTOSi  il»  MbIiui   Uimt,  BulUlInf 

■irrAI/Oi  Iroaoolt  BqUdbw 
DKTaolT:  MU^MOMloal 

ilarird 
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Mechanically  Controlled  Costs 
The  exactness  of  control  and  the  elimination  of  waste  motion 

insures  against  loss  of  machining  seconds  in  the  Bullard 

Mult-Au-Matic.  Feeds  and  speeds  are  not  guessed  at. 
The  time  between  cuts  on  series  operation  work  is  auto- 

matically controlled  to  the  minimum. 

THE 

Bullard 

Mult-Ao-Matic 
sets  the  pace  and  the  operator  merely  chucks 
the  blanks  and  removes  the  finished  parts  at 

the  loading  station.  "The  longest  cut  in 

the  shortest  time"  is  standard  Mult-Au- 

Matic  practice,  so  also  is  "Save  all  other 
tools"^for  the  shorter  op>erations  at  other 
stations  may  be  slowed  down  and  the  tool 
life  lengthened  proportionally. 

Our  files  contain  scores  of  reports  showing 

Mult-Au-Matic  savings. 

On  your  chucked  work  the  Mult-Au-Matic 

will  save  a  large  part  of  your  direct  and  in- 
direct costs.  Our  Engineering  Service  is 

yours  to  consult.  Send  us  prints  or  samples 

of  your  chucked  work  for  study  and  estimate. 

The  Bullard  Machine  Tool  Company 
Bridgeport,  Conn.,  U.S.  A. 

Builders  of  the  Mult-Au-Matic,  the  Vertical  Turret  Lathe  and  the  Maxi-Mill. 
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BAUSH  METAL 

DURALUMIN 
A  Feu'  AJianlages 

kflACHINlNG 

Better  than  aluminum. 

Coat  c^otly  reduced  when 
compared   with   ifx>n  or 
ttccL 

Tap*  and  threads  wdl. 

RECIPROCATING 
PARTS 

Wcigbt    reduced    without 
kMS  of  ttrencth. 

Alice Ici  ation  mcrcaaod. 
Inertia  decreased. 

PoImIicb  easily. 

Rcsistt  atmospheric  condi- 
tiom. 

No  plating  required. 

Can     be     rolled,     forged, 
draam.  heat  treated  and 

Hot  and  cold  worked. 

A  QUALITY  METAL 

Duralumin  is  an  alloy  produced  after  years  of  systematic 
endeavor  to  meet  the  demand  for  a  metal  which  shall 

be  as  light  as  Aluminum  and  as  strong  as  mild  steel, 

yet  without  the  many  disadvantages  of  Aluminum  in 

its  pure  state. 

£>uralumin  is  the  only  light  metal  that  can  replace  steel 

in  forgings.  With  a  two-thirds  saving  in  weight,  heat 
treated  Duralumin  Forgings  approximate  mild  steel 

forgings  in  strength. 

Wherever  weight  is  a  deciding  factor  Duralumin  is  the 

most  satisfactory  metal  for  most  articles  made  by  hot 

working  or  forging.  Naturally,  Duralumin  Forgings 

arc  especially  desirable  for  reciprocating  or  moving  parts 
where  inertia,  due  to  their  own  weight,  forms  a  large 

part  of  the  total  stress. 

Minimum  Physical  Propertiea  of  Rolled 
or  Sheet  Metal  (heat  treated)  and  of 

Forging  Metal  are: 

Tensile 
Elastic  Limit 
Elongation 

55,000  lbs.  per  sq.  inch 
30,000  lbs.  per  sq.  inch 

18% 

Baush  Machine  Tool  Company 
Metal*  Divition 

SPRINGFIELD,  MASS.,  U.  S.  A. 
Slanufatlurtwi  tf 

BAUSH 
DURALUMIN 

BLOOMS    SLABS     BILLETS -SHEETS— FORGINGS 

BAUSH    CASTING    METAL    INGOTS 

Ahmiinum  AUou  of  lUgh  Tttulk  StrmfHt 

Drap  fmw  Wwks Drtroit  Office: 

I82S  Dime  SavinK*  Bank  Btdc 
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What  every  purchasing  agent  and 

production  engineer  should  know 
about 

UNION 
High  Power 

Cutters 

-f/ 

Oi\r 
'WXli  p 

our 

<'v.S' 

// 

Why  they  require 
less  driving  power. 

\^^  h  y  t  h  e  y  last 
longer. 

Why  they  do  not  get 
dull  35  quickly  as 
other  cutters. 

Why  they  permit 
faster  feeds. 

Why  they  reduce 
labor  costs. 

Why  they  increase 
your  profits. 

All  of  these  reasons, 
and  other  valuable 

data  are  given  in 
our  new  bulletin. 

p]  V  e  r  y  purchasing 

agent  and  produc- 
tion engineer  should 

have  a  copy  on  his 
desk. 

IF  rite  for  one  today. 

UNIOlSr  TWIST  DRILL  CO. 
Drill,  Reamer  and  Cutter  Makers 

ATHOL  l^TASS,  XJSA 
New  York  Chicago 

DOMKSriC   AOKNTS: 

RiifTDlft — Root.  \>;il  &  Co.     Cincinnnti — V.  N.  Devon  Supply  Co.     Cleveland  Piissah* — New    Ji'i-sey     KngiiUHTine    &    Supply    <'o,        IMiiliult-lphia — ^l--.    >l. 
— White  Tool  &  Supply  l"o.     Detroit — Tlie  Boyer  CainplH'l)  (  o.      Kvunsvllle  Huiinoii  &  Vo.    IMttshurch — Sonirrs.   Fitlt-r  &  To<ld   Co.     Koi'hestvr — lloiner 
— KviitiMville  Supply  <■«>.    <irnnd  Rapidt^ — .Mr.MulIfu  Machinery  Co.     Indian-  Strong  &  Co.,  Inc.     San   Fran<l,m-o — Fr«i  Mard  &  .Son.     Sprinefield — W  .   J. 
apoHs — VonnpRut    Slarliinery  Co.      .Mi'wanket' — The  IMiilii)  Cross  Hardware  Fosh   Company.      St.    Louis — St.   I.ouis   Mat'liiiiists*   Su^iply   Co.     Syr«cus(^— 
&.  Supply   Co.      .Minneapolis — F.    K.   Satterfee  Co.      New   Ha»  en — The    I'aiie,  Syraruse    Suxtply    Co.        T(»li'<h>^Nalional    Sniinly     Co.       Trenton — Wiirrfiil 
!Str«l    &    FlagK    ̂ .'u.      New    Orleans — Oliver    H.    \un    Horn     Inc.     (Cutters) .  Ikilderston   &    (.'i>.       Worcester—— Urierly-LAimhurd    Co. 

FORKIGN  AGENTS: 

Australia — Bevan  &  Edwards,  Ltd..  ̂ lelbourne.     Kiigineerin^  Supply   Com-  Tarts.       Greece — .V.    M.    rapusideris    &    Co.      Italy — Chas,    Chita.    MiUmoJ 
pany    of   Australia.    Ltd..    Brisbane.     Belsrium. — 'Atelit^rii,    Demoor.    BruHsels.  Spui^i — Hijo      de      >lieuel      >lateu.      Bareelomi.          Norway — V.      Lowener, 
China — Anderson    Meyer,    Shanghai.       Denmark — V.    Loweuer,    Copenhagen.  Clirititiania.       Sweden — \'.    I^owener,    Stockholm. 
Kn|!;land — .Markt  &  Co..   London.      France — Societe  .\u\   Forges  de  Vulcain. 

■rrr  r, 

^    rd).a>t\jr  .yoiu-  'Ibiui^^  _m^(ail:^ 
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Dependability 
Under  unu«ual  load*  and  hich  speeds,  bearings  will  sotm  reveal  whether  or 

not  they  can  be  depended  upon  for  »ati»factor)-  service. 

Strom  Bearing*  have  met  the  demands  of  the  most  discriminating  engineers. 
Tltrir  confidence  is  based  on  performance  records,  careful  design,  high- 
grade  materiaU.  and  accurate  workmanship  of  these  bearings. 

The  Strom  catalog  contains  sices  and  load-carrying  capacit)'  data  covering 
all  standard  bearings.     You  should  have  it  on  file. 

U.  S.  BALL  BEARING  MANUFACTURING  CO. 

4530  Palmer  Street  Chicago.  Illinois 

itt 
bEARINGs^ ■^5-    -!«&--  -"^^ 

ftllcninM  I  ltru*(  Timrlac, 
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uality 

May  the  New  Year 
be  as  successful 

in  every  operation 

in  your  plant,  as 

CARD  Taps  and  Dies 
can  make  it 

in  your  thread  cutting 

S-WCAK^^FG.  CO. 
Division  of  union  twist  drill  co. 

MANSHELD,  MASSACHUSETTS.  USA. 
FOREIGN-  AGKNflKS:  CHARLES  CHURCHILL  &  CO..  London.  Birming-- 
ham.  Manchester.  Glfisffow.  and  Newcastlc-on-Tynt'.  V.  LOWENER.  Vcr- 
tcibrogade  !)  B  CopenhaiTPn.  D«-nmapk.  AUX  FORGES  DE  VULCAIN. 
General  Offlf.f  and  Salesroom.  3  Rue  St.  Denis.  Paris;  Important  Br;uiohe8 
and  Showroom^.  Lyons,  Bordeaux.  Lille.  V.  LOWENER'S  MASKINFOR- 
RETNING,  Sverre  Mohn.  Christianla.  Norway.  C.  CIVITA  Milano.  Italy. 
R.    S.    STOKVIS   &  ZONEN.   LTD..    Rotterdam.     V.   LOWENER.    Drotting- 

patten  90.  Stockholm.  Sweden.  HIJO  DE  MIGUEL  MATEU  of  Barcelona 
and  Bilbao.  Spain.  R.  DAULIGNAC.  Barcelona.  Spain.  ATELIERS 
DEMOOR.  Brussels.  Belgium.  A.  M.  PAPASIDERIS  &  CO..  Athens. 
Greece.  ANDERSON.  MEVER  &  CO..  LTD..  Shanghai.  Changsha. 
Hankow.  Harbin  Hona-kong.  Kalgan.  Pekin.  Tientsin.  Vladivostok,  Chma. 
M'BSTRE  &  BLATGE.  Rio  de  Janeiro.  Brazil,  Buenos  Aires,  Argentme 

Republic. 
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Atitomatic    Starting     Compensators   for    Squirrel    Cage 
Induction  Motors  up  to  600  Volts 

C-M  cm  Tt*l  J^tmtHi  aimtw^  Cmmf*n»alor~ 
tm  fim  ■i»Mli^-  far  tH>m»t  «•-  mmd  •Cttfit 
wJCnm  mr  aW  *M«r.  i3»  V .  12%  Hf  amd 

J.«tw« M-nrt* ■■nil  W UP  ■Hlwjit/Jt  r.; 

C-£  Ammttn  and  Ditconnrcting  SwHeh  Atlachmtnlt,  and 
tffmabi*  catiduil  mrinf  bet  e/  wU'iwP*  Comptntolof  art 
dmitntd  irilA  (maO  ><iat>eii>  Ae(«<  /or  coni'rniVnf  Imlalla- 
Mm  •<  rilA«r  or  b»(ft  4WarAm#ii<<,  That*  Atlachmtnlt  an 
/•r  i0aB-t$pa  Compan$mlt§  Mt/y. 

6<K  Cff  7057  >lu'amar(c 
Sf«rf/n0  Comp»nnilot—fot 
waUmountint.  For  S'Phata 
50-  and  60'Cucl*  motor*  up 
fo  50  HI",  7J0  K..  100  «/, 
440V.:  lis  HP. SSOV.  For 
J-phaMtlS-cfcl»  molort  ut loSOHP.  2M  v.:  r$  MP. 
440  and  iSO  V.  Matimum 

2-fhata  lalingt  art  lomt- wnal  diStrtnt.  CQuipptd 
uith  $tparabt0  conduit 
rinring  bos  dttiqntd  la  ht 
Uird  urilh  or  wilhoul  Am- 
mtttr  Attachmtnt  or  Di$- 
connKting  Smitth. 

Tbouaandt  of  G-B  Automatic  Starting  Compensators  are  used  today  because  of  their  incompa* 
rable  pcfformance — and  their  flexibility  of  application  for  Industry's  needs. 
Tbcir  conatmction  it  such  that  they  can  be  installed  easily,  inspected  readily,  and  operated  witb 
convenience  and  economy.  Enclosing  cases  for  all  live  parts  provide  safety  for  operators,  and 
prevent  tampering  by  others. 

for 
Ubmd 

MWVi&     fW9Y  MM  mMS 

fvm  protecu  control  circuit 
arriiWwfl    sbort-dr- 

iatprctiac     tks 

AcMMiM*  taaa  fgr 
Mm    mam.    dwtrabU    staftiac 

for     aay     particular 

Current  limit  rrUy   autotnatleany 
opmi  vtarttnc   contartor  and   c1imc« conlartor  Immcdiatly  upoo 

lecclcratlon  of  th«  motor. 

Terminal*  for  control  leads. 

Liberal  ipace  for  running  wires 

^ong  edge  of  bate  to  conduit 
wiring  box. 

Starting  and  running  con- 
tactors open  all  lines  to  three. 

phase  or  two- phase  three -wire 
motors. 

Two   Inverse-time   overload relays. 

Padlock   may   b«  attached 
bare  to  lock  cover  on. 

CMTOU-AI  AulomaHe  Cmmpmagtm mlh  co\.ft  ttmovad 

GeneraliPElectric 
General  OfHce     ̂ ^ ̂ ^w^k"^^ €^  "W^-^t 

Sales  Offices  in 
all  large  cities 
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JV.  L.  Bru  baker  &  Bros.  Co. 
Hudson  Terminal 

50  Church  Street 
New  York 

MFRS. 
TAPS,  DIES  AND  REAMERS 

COMMON   SENSE 

Readily  Recognized 
A  good  tool  has  something  about  it  that  causes  its  selec- 

tion without  hesitation.  Clean-cut  design,  pleasing 
finish  and  an  appearance  of  sturdiness  are  invariably 
backed  by  satisfactory  service. 

Brubaker  Stay  Tube  Taps  are  the  natural  selection 

of  the  builders  of  Grade  "A"  boilers. 
They  are  machined  from  the  best  grade  of  Tool  Steel. 
Their  Special  Temper  and  Correct  Relief  assure  free 
and  easy  cutting. 

We  can  furnish  these  Taps  in  Carbon  or  High-Speed 
Steel  when  desired. 

Let  us  give  you  some  of  the  advantages 
derived  from  the  use  of 

Stay  Tube  Taps 
Any  Sizes  —  Any  Lengths  —  Furnished  in  10  days 

W.  L.  Brubaker  &  Bros.  Co. 
Factory  at  Millersburg,  Pa. 
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Grinding  Manganese  Steel  with 

-HYDROIL" 

N*.  t2  '-HYDROIL'*  aqaippMl  le  (rind   20.iB. 

This  was  a  job  they 

all  said  was  'Vicked" 
for  cwrpng  m>nr  cablet  mu«t  hr   made  of   the 

rial,   to  tniu  the  eternal  wear  of   grease 
I  cahlo.     MaiiKanr«r  *ieel  u  u*cd  exten- 

riwly  kcoMr  of  it>  ettranr  toughnca. 

Omk  tbc  oentrr  bole  wm  finbhed  in  i  lathe,  and  it  was 
Mt  ■MaaSMl  10  ipcnd  a  whole  day  on  cue  large  «heave. 
"Hplnir  \m  taken  bold  of  the  job  and  put  it  on  a  pro- 

THcy  figure  time  in  minutes  instead  of 

A  No.  S2  "Hidnir  «raa  provided  with  a  raiting  block 
m4  lyedal  wbed  lUde  to  care  for  the  large  theavei. 
(TWt  are  20  in.  in  diameter.)  The  center  hole  i*  3Vi 
ML  Smui%Kt  and  4  in.  dc^  and  the  average  dock  removed 
iiJObOin. 

Have  nw  •  «M«b  job?  The  "HrJrtir  Grinder  may 
be  hm  wtm  |««  an  lookinK  for.  Write  for  de«cription 
■M  MM  ovfcnng  fbit  ■Mchme. 

Showing   h»*vy  chuck,   blockad   up  work   head  and 

•rraa«em«Bt  of   whaal  tlida  and   water  guard. 

^
^
^
-
 

^/•> 

12  in.  and  20  in.  O.D.  manganrir  steet  (hcavet 

inUmally    ground   on   No.   52    "HYDROIL"    Crindar. 

TIm  *lfYI>IIOIL~  will  b«  akewa  la  »cltea  at  tb*  N«w  York  Aulo  Show,  January  6-13  incluaiva. 
Call  al  Boolli  No.  C-SD  Grand  Canlral  Palaco 

^ 

GREENFIELD  |  TAP  AND  DIE 

CORPOg  ATI  O  N 
MASSACMUSLTT-. 

B 
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m-GAMiKi 

It  would  be  folly  for  any  producer  of  die-castings  to 
claim  100  per  cent  perfection  for  his  product.  So  long  as 
the  human  element  is  a  factor  in  the  making  of  die- 
castings,  errors  will  creep  in.  And  such  errors  can  be 

minimized  only  by  creating  —  in  the  producer's  organ- 
ization —  an  "esprit  du  corps" —  under  which  each  man 

feels  a  personal  responsibility  for  the  maintenance  of  a 
standard.  The  Doehler  policy  is  to  make  every  man  in 
the  Doehler  organization  feel  that  he  is  a  vital  factor  in 
the  success  of  the  company  —  a  success  built  on  a  basis 
of  quality  in  die-castings  and  a  success  that  can  be 
maintained  only  by  maintaining  the  standards  of  metal 
quality,  accuracy  and  finish  which  have  made  Doehler 

the  world's  largest  producer  of  die-castings. 

BROOKLYN.  N.IC 
TOLEDO.  OHIO. 

Doehler  die-cart  porta  for 
electrical  devices  and  radio  apparatat 
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This  Job  Will  Be  All  Finished  on  a  VAN 

NORMAN  "DUPLEX"  While  You  Are 
Rigging- It-Up  on  Another  Miller 

No  Special 
Fixtures  Required 

Just  Chimp  It   Flat on  the  Table 

•     Universal 
in  Range 

Requires Minimum 
I';(liiipmcnt 

Van  Norman 
Machine  Tool  Co. 

160  Wilhralmni   Avcnur 

Sprinitfield, 
Mass.,  U.  S.  A. 

Machine  Finish  Insures  Precision 
Hand  wiirk  ■.rldoin  results  in  ri|{id  duplication.  In  (in- 

ifthing  cams  bv  hand,  the  fi'mht  variations  from  limits 
cause  irrrcular  machine  movements.  - 

Rowbottom  Cam*  arc  a  machine  madr  product  in  their 

entiret)'.  Every  cam  produced  is  .in  evact  duplicate  of 
the  master. 

The  Ro>%-bottom  Universal  Cam  Millinit  Machine 
was  developed  to  priniuce  cams  of  ever)  required  type  on 

a  commercial  Imsu.  It  produces  with  the  aanc  uf  pre- 
cision at  low  cost. 

If  your  needs  do  not  warrant  the  installation  of  a  Row* 
hnilom  m.-ichine.  we  can  cut  your  cams  for  you. 

In  either  caK  you  get  the.  peak  in  cam  |>erformance. 

The  Rowbottom  Machine  Co* 
Waterbury,  Conn. 

Factenri   WatarvilU,  Conn. 
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OF  A  SERIES  OF  ARTICLES  PICTURING  THE  INFLUENCE  OF  THE  ENGINEER  IN  THE  AFFAIRS 

OF  THE  WORLD.  PRESENTED  BY  THE  McGRAW-HILL  COMPANY,  INC.,  WHOSE  PUBLICATIONS 
HAVE  SERVED  THE  ENGINEER  THROUGH   HALF   A   CENTURY   OF   INDUSTRIAL   PROGRESS 

\M\mK\m\\mK\wmmm\miUmiWI//Nllim;^*f^'^^if^^^^ 

Coal  jige 

Electrical 
World 

Electrical 

Merchandising 

American 
Machinist 

Industrial 

Engineer 
( Publithedin  Chtcagt) 

THE  BREADTH  OF 
ECONOMICS 

/%  N  old  word  with  a  new  meaning  has  been  introduced 

/. — 3^    into  the  affairs  of  men.  The  power  of  words  is  very 
^       m    great  and  an  understanding  of  them  is  one  of  the 
essentials  to  progress. 

<n.  The  advancement  of  humanity  hinges,  to  an  almost  men- 
acing extent,  upon  a  complete  conception  of  the  word  econom- 

ics. Once  popularly  confined  to  finance,  it  has  grown  to  involve 
the  whole  realm  of  human  activity. 
dL  Now  man  is  the  economic  factor  in  the  work  of  the  world. 

Whatever  he  does,  the  result — time,  effort,  ability  and  re- 
sources engaged — must  prove  up  under  the  standards  of  eco- 
nomics, or  be  judged  unworthy. 

d.  But  who  has  brought  about  this  change,  this  revision  in 

the  conception  of  man's  advancement,  of  man's  inevitable  re- 
sponsibility? And  who  has  given  this  word  so  vast  a  power 

over  human  destinies  and  has  caused  so  gigantic  a  revolution 
for  the  benefit  of  all  humanity? 

(H.  The  engineer.  His  is  the  responsibility.  He  it  is  who  has 
introduced  economics  into  all  the  affairs  of  men.  He  it  is  who 

has  provided  the  world  with  a  new  basis  for  judgment  and 

appreciation. 
(DL  The  engineer,  who  has  made  life  assume  a  scientific  instead 
of  a  chaotic  aspect;  who  has  developed  an  exactness  of  proce- 

dure; who  has  worked  out  cause  and  effect  on  a  calculable 

basis;  who  is  even  now  reducing  the  fever  of  misapplication 

of  life's  priceless  energies  and  putting  them  to  the  service  of constructive  happiness. 

Cn.  It  will  be  many  generations  before  the  mass  of  humanity 
knows  and  acknowledges  its  debt  to  the  engineer,  who  so 
quietly  brings  about  such  stupendous  revolutions  and  revela- 

tions, and  who  takes  the  past  and  links  it  to  the  present  for 
the  benefit  of  the  future. 

(D.  Yet  while  the  acknowledgment  may  be  long  in  coming, 
the  engineer  has  his  reward  in  the  knowledge  of  work  well 
done,  in  the  joy  of  accomplishment,  in  the  reeling  of  power 
which  gives  him  the  opportunity  to  direct  the  courses  of  men 
even  before  they  are  aware  of  the  source  of  authority. 

Power 

Engineering 

News-Record 

Bus 

Transportation 

Electric 

Railway 

Journal 

Ingenieria Internacional 
(  Printed  tn  Spamth  ) 

Chemical  and 
Metallurgical 
Engineering 

Journal  of Electricity  and 
Western  Industry 

(San  Franciuo) 

McGRAW-HILL  COMPANY  •  INC 
NEW    YORK 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\mm^^^^^ 
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Word  Mongers*W 
tHATTERING  BARBERS" 

*Word  mongers"  and  "chattering  barbers,"  Gilbert  called 
those  of  his  predecessors  who  asserted  that  a  wound  made 
by  a  magnetized  needle  was  painless,  that  a  magnet  will 
attract  silver,  that  the  diamond  will  draw  iron,  that  the 
■Mpift  thirsts  and  dies  in  the  absence  of  iron,  that  a  magnet, 
wuvcrned  and  taken  with  sweetened  water,  will  cure 
headaches  and  prevent  fat. 

Before  Gilbert  died  in  i6oj,  he  had  done  much  to  explain 
BMgnetism  and  electricity  through  experiment.  He  found 
that  by  hammering  iron  held  in  a  magnetic  meridian  it  can 
bt  Bagnetized.  He  discovered  that  the  compass  needle  ia 

controlled  by  the  earth's  magnetism  and  that  one  magnet 
can  remagnetize  another  that  has  lost  its  power.  He  noted 
the  common  electriod  attraction  of  rubbed  bodies,  among 
them  diamonds,  as  well  as  glass,  crystals,  and  stones,,  and 
vaa  the  first  to  study  electricity  as  a  distinct  force. 

"Not  in  books,  but  in  things  themselves,  look  for  knowl- 
edge," he  shouted.  This  man  helped  to  revolutionize  methods 

of  thinking — helped  to  make  electricity  what  it  has  become. 
His  fellow  men  were  little  concerned  with  him  and  his  experi- 

iDcnts.  "Will  Queen  Elizabeth  marry — and  whom?"  they irere  asking. 

Elizabeth's  flirtarions  mean  little  to  us.  Gilbert's  method 
means  much.  It  is  the  method  that  has  made  modern 
dectridty  what  it  has  become,  the  method  which  enabled 
the  Research  Laboratories  of  the  General  Electric  Com- 

pany to  discover  new  electrical  principles  now  applied  in 
transmitting  power  for  hundreds  of  miles,  in  lighting  homes 
dectrically,  in  aiding  physicians  with  the  X-rays, in  freeing 
civilization  from  drudgery. 

General  ft  Elec/lric 
q.m,T,i  offic.  Company  sch„t,t,t-,.N.Y. 
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Complete  Line  of  8  inch  to  50 

inCil    Swing    (Tapping°A«ach°ment) 

Upright  DRILLS 
Horizontal  DRILLS 

Gang  DRILLS 

Convenience  of  Operation 

Accuracy — Strength 

Made  by Baines  Drill 

W.  F.  &  JOHN  BARNES  CO. 
1995  Ruby  Street,  Rockford,  111,,  U.  S.  A. 

RINCrlELU 
FUCMlNETOOLCa SPRINGFIELD 

i Twenty-inch  Shaper 

Equipped  With  Ad- justable Speed  Motor 
through  Gear  Train. 
Furnished  With 
Friction  Clutch  In- 

terposed With  Lever 
Conveniently 
Located.  All  Gears 
Thoroughly  Guarded. 

Ask   for 

Illustrated   Catalog   "J" 
The  Springfield 

Machine 
Tool  Co. 

Springfield,  Ohio,   U.S.A. 

AGENTS:  Manning-.  Maxwell 
&  Mopre.  Inc.  New  York. 
Boston.  Philadelphia.  Bultalo. 

Syracuse.  New  Haven.  Pitts- 
burgh. St..  Louis.  San  Fran- cisc<J.  Seattle.  Cineinnat:: 

The  E.  h-  Essjey  Machinery 
Co  .  Chicaeb..  UK:  Tlie  River- 

side Machiner.  Depot.  De- 
troit. Mich.:  The  Cleveland 

Duplex  Machinery  Co.,  Cleve- land.   Ohio. 
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ROCHESTER 
Gear  Tooth  Rounding  Machine 

1 F 
ffi 

1^ 
tA.  ̂ Ql^'^jH  ̂ ^^I     1 IB 
Jm 

J^l^t    A^H 

finished 

gear 

every 

3 
minutes 

The  Hudtnn  Motor  Car  Company'*  grar  cmcrat- 
tn(  ilrfnrtincnt  k  equipped  with  Kf>c)ir«lrr  Grar 

f'noth  Kvundinc  l^fachinn  ittr  rounding  the  trrth 
•n  trantmiMion  frar»  inrd  in  Hudion  car*. 

The  vitmoffafh  Aawt  one  oi  a  hatter)-  of  Roche«ter 
Machine*  rotinding  the  teeth  of  18-tooth,  6-pitch 
•(eri  fear*  at  the  rate  of  20  per  hour. 

RodMMT  Gear  Tooth  Rounding  Madiines  will 
rtNiad  the  nvth  of  an)  t«pe  gear  from  ]yi  in.  tn 

.^0  in.  diamrtrr  .ind  pr.-ictirnlly  any  pitch,  and  do 
not  rrtjuire  kkillrd  help  to  o|)rrate. 

When  you  huy  a  Rochester  Machine  you  are  not 
experimenting — vou  are  confirming  the  judgment 

of  the  world'*  largest  gear  manufacturers,  machine 
t(Mi|  builder*,  automobile  manufacturcrit,  etc.,  in 
\vho»e  plant*  these  machines  are  performing efficiently. 

.\fay  Are  tend  you  a  catalog;? 

BETTS  MACHINE  PLANT 

CONSOLIDATED  MACHINE 
of 

MTTS  MACMOfC  nJUTt. r«  N.  Y.       MODERN  TOOL  PLANT,  Eria,  Pa.     HILLES  A  JONES  PLANT,  Wilmingion, 
GENERAL  OFFICE: 

-—DImirifi   Sairt   OtHcmts    New    York, 
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NEWTON 
(lltOltTCIICD  TRAOC  MAKIU 

Vertical  Milling  Machine 

Increased 

production 
250% 
on  this 
milling 

job 

This  illustration  shows  the  NEWTON  Vertical 

Milling  Machine  in  the  plant  of  the  Brunswick 
Refrigeration  Company,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J., 

milling  a  three-quarter  radius  on  an  eccentric  strap 
for  a  one-ton  ammonia  compressor. 

The  diameters  milled  on  these  eccentric  straps  vary 

from  I'/f,  in.  on  the  strap  for  a  34-f»n  compressor 
to  3^  in.  on  that  for  a  17j4-ton  compressor. 

Formerly  a  slotting  machine  was  used  on  this  work, 

but  the  "NEWTON"  gives  a  250%  greater  pro- 
duction. 

For  lowering  machining  time  on  work  of  this  sort 

the  "NEWTON"  is  particularly  effective.  It  is 
adaptahle  to  a  wide  range  of  operations  and  with- 

out douht  can  cut  costs  on  some  of  your  work  that 
>()u  are  doing  h\  other  methods. 

Get  the  complete  facts  before  you.  A  line  brings 
them  to  you. 

NEWTON  MACHINE  TOOL  PLANT 
of 

TOOL    CORPORATION 
America 
Del.  NEWTON  MACHINE  TOOL  PLANT,  Philadelphia 

17  East  42nd  St.,  New  York 
Philadelphia,  Pittsburgh,   Chicago,  St.  Loui8^^„_^^^^^^_,,^ 

COLBURN  MACHINE  TOOL  PLANT.  Cleveland,  Oh!o 
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Making  Big  Advances 
in  Boring  Mill  Practice 

calicd 

M  mtifc  MRtofofc  hCMVM 

tdtkk 

to  produce  a 
ibie  with  a 

We  are  not  backward  Id  Matkic  that  Gncinnti  Bor> 

iag  MOU  hxst  been  a  prime  (actor  in  'his  advance. 

TWjr  pama  the  power  and  ftamina  to  hark  thr  roaraest 

iatit  at  hifh  ipccda;  oontiol,  centralized,  minimizes 

snr  aai  thus  practically  prevents  work 

r;  ckar  aad  iiinple  adjuatments  hold  to  the  finest 

Omt  42-iB.  aid  484b.  Milb— Bevel  Gear  Type— have 

a  capacity  ol  39  in.  under  iool-holder^>rd  heavily 

iMaJ  hwinp  box  form  coostmction — Rapid  PoMxr 
Tiavvtw  to  heada     Forced  Lubrication. 

tbe  other  fellow  jfour  hcds  %rith  a  Cincinnati. 

CINCINNATI 

Boring  Mill 

The  Cincinnati  Planer  Co.,     -     Cincinnati,  Ohio 

Price  Plays  No  Part  In  Performance 
••  wt  can  produce  and  market  Standard  Gauge  Machine   Rack  at  a  more  reaionable 
dun  Mbcr  rack  o(  similar  grade  doc*  not  infer  that  iu  quality  it  lower. 

Ovr  ««p«ri«nce  in  producing  the  •pecial  analyiit  O.H.  itrel  itielf,  at>d  in  machining  and 
Miaigitfcniot  cannot  br  iluplicjird  ritcwhcrr.  There  it  our  national  headquarlert  for 

MACHINE  RACK — regardlrtt  ul   pitch  or  •■»'.     Try  u«  and  ocr. 

Oar  abw  kulmd**  Iwrmmd  mn4  t»U  drmmn  tlrtl  mhmliini,  tinlthtj  common  onj  tpoclol  ihmpot.  ComprmttoJ 
ml—t  •InMiar  gmtJoo,  totumttlmt   rodt   mnd  trmnk  tttmlf.     S*r*w  tlodi,  lood  tcrouim,  Uod  «cr«ui«  mnd 

Standard 
GaugQ 

nachine 

Steadard  G^uge  Steel  Co.,  Beaver  FalU,  Pa. 
«M   A**     How   T'O 

AMMI  * 
»u    Tt*o  OrteM.' 

■At:.  (  (nui  Thratr* 
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It  Is  The  Speed  Of  The  Cut  That 
Amazes  Them 

HERE  is  an  Aloxite  Wheel  specially  developed  for  the  purpose  of  rough 
grinding  steel  castings,  manganese,  malleables  and  for  general  steel  work. 

It  is  a  coarse  grit,  heavy  duty  wheel  that  is  made  to  lower  grinding  costs  by 
producing  greater  tonnage  in  the  grinding  room. 

In  one  plant,  for  instance,  on  grinding  steel  castings,  this  wheel  did  25% 
more  work  and  lasted  42V2  hours  longer  than  the  best  competing  wheel. 

This  wheel  cuts  faster  and  produces  more  because  of  its  open  porous  structure 
and  because  of  the  superior  abrasive  ability  of  the  hard,  sharp,  tough 
Aloxite  Grain. 

Every  grain  gets  a  real  chance  to  cut  because  it  has  a  definite  clearance.  The 

wheel  doesn't  fill  and  requires  but  little  dressing. 

It  is  a  durable  wheel  that  shows  long  enough  life  to  be  economical — yet  it 
has  the  astonishing  speed  of  cut. 

Our  Sales  Service  Department  will  gladly  see  to  it  that  you  get  the  right 
wheel  in  the  right  place. 

Aloxite  Grinding  Wheels 
FOR  STEELS 
FOR  MALLEABLES 

The  Carborundum  Company^  Niagara  Falls,  N.  Y.  u.s.a. 
New  York,  Boston,  Philadelphia,  Chicago,  Cleveland,  Cincinnati,  Milwaukee. 

Pittsburgh,  Detroit,  Grand  Rapids 
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Hdtor Motor 
Vehici£ 

'*VAKY         UVARY 

'5!?NES_  tJechassis 

Just  Out 

Favary's 
Motor  Vehidt  Engineering 

THE  CHASSIS 

Favary^a 
Motor  Vehicle  Engineering 

ENGINES 

f  t-^afi^^ 

y  iee  6;kamJnalic7i  Ccapcn 
5Ta«  aw  «•<  ■■«•!•  «>«^ 

Whether  Special 
or  Standard 

you  get  a  better 
threaded  job  with 

Geometries 

GEOMETRIC  Collapsing  Taps  usu- ally advance  production  a  full  SCVv/ 
over  that  rcsultinf^  from  using  solid 

taps.  Hacking  out  time  is  minimized  and 
thus  threads  are  not  damaged  nor  crossed. 

Whatever  the  need  in  screw  cutting,  there  is 
a  Geometric  to  take  carcof  it.  Adjustments 
to  correct  diameter  each  time  a  thread  is 
tapped.  TheChasers collapse  automatically, 
leaving  the  thread  clean  cut  and  perfect. 

The  Chasers  are  readily  reground,  and  when 
finally  used  up.  are  renewed  at  compara- 
tivclv  small  cost,  leaving  the  tap  as  efficient 
as  when  new. 

Let  us  make  you  familiar  with  the  full  line 
of  Geometric  Threading  Tools. 

The  Geometric  Tool  Company 
New  Haven,  Connecticut,  U.  S.  A. 
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Stockroom  Man:    "You  will  have  to  use  4  in.  x  4  in. 

stock  and  shape  off  I  in.  on  one  side." 

Tool  Maker:  "That's  easy.  I  won't  shape  off  that 

half  inch;  I'll  saw  it  off.  Then  I'll  use  the  strip  I 

saw  off  for  a  plate  or  a  strap  part." 

Stockroom  Man:  "Is  that  right?  I  can  see  where  we 

won't  need  to  carry  so  much  stock, and  there  won't 
be  so  much  scraps  going  out  of  the  toolroom  at 

only  scrap  prices.     We  will  save  both  ways." 
THINK  IT  OVER 

Write  today  for  information 

PEERLESS  MACHINE  COMPANY 
1360  Clark  St. 

Racine  Wi«con«in 

Still  Faster 

UNIVERSAL 

SHAPING  SAW 
iiiiiiirtinitiiMiriiiiii IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIMIII 

BARBER-  COLMAN 
HEAVY  DUTY  CUTTERS 

FOR 

STRADDLE.  MILLING 

Notice  the  spiral  undercut 
teeth  on  the  face  and  deeply  cut 
side  teeth.  They  combine  to  give 
maximum  production,  longer 

w^earing  life  and  smoother 
cutting. 

Write  for  our  pamphlet, 

BARBER-eOLMAN  COMPANY BRANCH    OFFICES 
BOSTON  MASS       Chicago. ILL 
Curve  LANP.o      DAVTOM.  OHIO 
OfTRO'T    MICM  HiLWAUMCE   WIS 
WfW  VOO"    NV         ROCHCSTER.NV 

MAIN   OFFICE  S  PLANT 

ROCKFORDILLUSA- 
BARBER  &  COUMAN.  LTD. 

ACCUflATH 

Dependj^ble 

I   tiriiiiiKiiiii' KriiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiriiM   »i 
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A  New  Standard  in  Geared  Head  Lathe 
Construction 

This 

(iiv\Ri  J)  1  Iku)  Lathe 
embodies  all  the 

modern  practical  de- 
vcIopnicnt«  that  have 
pruvcn  their  merits 
in  actual  lervicc 

It  is  a  powerful  pro- 
duction lathe  that 

assures  an  increase 
in  the  quantity  and 
accuracy  of  the 

work,  besides  ex- 
ceedingly low  oper- 

ating and  mainte- nance costs. 

A  thorough  initoatigation  wilt  eonvinco  you  of  it»  m«rit». 
Do  you  want  complete  information? 

Reed-Prentice 
BECKER  MUXINC  MACHINES 

LATHES— RADIAL  DRHXS 

PRODUCTION  LATHES Co 
WHITCOMB  SECOND  BELT 

DRIVE  PLANERS- 
MILLING  CUTTERS- 
SPECIAL  MACHINERY— 

OCTROIT WORCESTER,  MASS. 
•TT  CAMBRIDGE  ST. 

NEW  YORK 

Proven  in  Service 
TV  Locu  Pu*h  Broaching  Machine — a  modifiration  of  thr  Lucas 
Poww  Forcing  Prei* — ha>  ttanrd  a  highly  tuccrMful  career  in  vertical 
pwh  Irroaching  and  production  aMcmblini:.  It  p<>««e!i»es  many  advantages 
ottt  die  kmiauuul  type  of  machine  and  will  enter  your  economic  program 
ffoa  •  doacB  ■Bgki.     Let  at  tell  you  lomc  of  the  ways  you  cave  by 

Lucas  Push-Broaching  Machine 
WE  ALSO  MAKE  THE 

'PRECISION" 

DRXUJNG  AND  MILUNC  MACHRfE 

Lucas  Machine  Tool  Co. 
^NOW  AND\ 

ALWAYS  OFy 
Cleveland 

Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 
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CANT-SLIP  FEED 
(Patented) 

Instantly  set — one  motion  does  it. 

Simply  turn  the  knob  until  the  desired  feed  is  indi- 
cated on  the  dial.  The  dial  is  automatically  locked 

where  set.  A  partial  turn  of  the  wrist  gives  any 
feed  from  .01  in.  to  1  in.  The  feed  is  positively 
driven — we  do  not  rely  on  a  friction  drive. 

Rail  head  and  side  head  feeds  are  entirely 
independent  so  that  one  can  be  changed 
without  affecting  the  other.  Feed  changes 
can  be  made  while  the  planer  is  running. 

Thi IS  IS  one of 

Send  for  Our  New  Catalog 

THE  G.  A.  GRAY  CO. 
CINCINNATI,  OHIO 

Barker 
Chuck 

W.:A.  Barker  Wrenchless  Chucks  quickly 
pay  their  cost  by  increased  production. 
They  reduce  the  chucking  time. 

Multiple  Turning  Tools 
on  the  I-B  FOSTER 

Sets  the  Pace 

The  power  rigidity  and  adaptability  of 
every  Foster  makes  the  use  of  multiple 
tooling  possible  and  the  complete  finishing 
of  parts  in  the  time  required  for  the  longest 
cut. 

Note  in  the  1-B  operation  diagram  for 

clutch  pulleys — five  cutters  working  simul- 
taneously in  the  first  and  second  operation, 

four  in  the  fourth.  The  pulley  is  entirely 
finished  in  the  time  required  to  turn  the 
outside  diameter,  except  reaming  the  hole. 

Send  us  your  blue  prints,  let  our  engineers 
show  you  what  multiple  tooling  will  do  for 

you. 
THE  FOSTER  MACHINE  CO. Elkhart,  Ind. 
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Greatly  Prolongs  the  Life 
of  Your  Twist  Drills 

EXTREME  mwd^cnrw  louplrd  with  thr  clo«r»i
  atxu- 

racy  arr  the  two  phmr  tacton  in  the  A.  M.  Senai- 

ti%«  Drilling  Machin*  th«t  minimijcc  rvvi»t  drill 

bcrakafr  and  tkm  Vamrr  pioducini;  iXMtt.  It  pussoso  thr 

"Igd**  rn)uitrd  for  drilling  Kulet  as  unall  a*  ten  onr-thuu- 
■oMm  )Tt  M  (twrdy  (tiouch  to  make  Inch  productiiK  rrcordv 

Evcfjr  ■eduoic  will  apprcciatr  the  qualitin  h>uitd  in  the 

A.  M. 

Sensitive  Drilling  Machine 
Wc  lunv  brm  buildinc  Scmitivr  Dn'llini;  Machines  for  over 
JO  fCHi  and  our  hooka  «M*ain  thr  namr*  of  thr  inn«t  par- 

TW'A.  M."  t«  a  <.iHTi|>irtr  unit  in  ilvit  and  will  fit  adtnir- 
afalf  ia  ytMir  exprrimmtal  dcpamneni,  tool  room  or  in  gen- 

eral manufacturiog. 

A  **9f  *l  (A*  Cirtwtar  will 
tmmmmam   ymt    ml   ilt    ̂ umlity 

ADOLPH  MUEHLMATT 
5Ut  and  Elm  SU.,  Cincinnati,  O. 

Free  your  shop  from  the  shackles  of 
old-style  planers  and  planing 

riwiiwi  kavc  brca  made  la  all  drpamncnit  but  (far 
Tkc  tfckm;   ia  Mirli  «kop«  ia  ̂ really  hampered  by 

fiMttt9%. 

Th»  flamimg  4«aartMfW  in  tmm  of  thr—  pi  am*  ha*  hrrn  tirglectcd,  rxi 
4wkl  dar  «•  a  iailar*  ••  a|if  raciatr  lh«  manv  nrrrxarv  •irvrlnpmrno  thai 
kart  hum  iaiwdawd  ia  tht  plaoar  ftald  li;  tk* 

Liberty  Quality  Planers 
Mara  a*»  a  few  M  Am*  yrath  making  drvrlopowM*: 

PATVCTBO  I  i»««d  Hell  n>i*r :  PATP.NTKP  Fred  Merhani.m  (or  l»ih 
fal  aa4  44a  hfd»:  fmred  (r«4:  Oapper  Boi  Clamp  rPATKMini: 
Taal  Baa  U  kad.  Mttrwawir  Callart  aad  Boa  Trp«  Table 

i-a«*  ima  Am  fueinnii  al  htin^pnt  ilw  rArienry  of 
yaaa  alaaty  4i|»aiiaMi  <>■  «  pt,  w.ib  ib»  ••(  ibr 
»»*  ••  vm  i*am  wM  LAwtv  Plaaen.  Wtiie  for 
Ml  4n«>K  ttdsf. 

The  Liberty 
Machine  Tool 

Company 
Hamilton,  Ohio Quality  Slaitdard  Type  Planar. 

Sixst  22  in.  to  72  in.  Op«n- 
•  ide    Planrr.    24    in.    to    84    in. 
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• 

nSHWimP^^^ 
C_      ■    :.:--  _      ̂ --  *=i=^r®  a 

K         2  in.  Shaft  Machine — 18   in.   Feed         ̂ | 

shafts  of  various  shapes  produced  rapidly  on  the 

"CLEVELAND" 
up  to  18-in.  long.    Tapers,  shoulders  and  necks  formed 
accurately.    Allow  us  to  furnish  you  details  of  producing 

your  products  on  the  "Cleveland." 

The  Cleveland  Automatic  Machine  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

Gleason  8  in.  Spiral 
Bevel  Gear 
Generator 
Operates  on  the  same  gener- 

ating principle  as  our  15-in. 
standard  machine  and  turns 

out  an  equally  high  grade 

product,   but  has  sev- 
eral    special     features 

which    give    it    added 

speed  in  production  on 

gears  from  3  in.  to  10 
in.  in  diameter. 

GLEASON 
WORKS 

Rochester,  N.  Y. 
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Grinding  Does  the  Trick 
There  «re  a  number  of  advantages  ihat  can  be 

obcained  only  through  grinding  a  tap  to  form. 
IgH-GrinJiaK   in*wm  correct    Irad   and    anglr. 

Badl  GnMHtd  Tap  i<  ciMrantcni  i«  cut 
r  bcciux  ill  inacruracic*  are  rrmoved 
by  the  Bath  Spton. 

M — ^aittve     conocnCffcJt)-     mult* 
griadinc  diank,  (lute  her*  and 
oa  At  kame  ocn- 

ten. 

HIGH  SPEED  STEEL 

"Sharpening  Face  Flute" Ground  Taps 

are  different  from  any  thread  cutting 
tool  you  have  ever  used.     Tliey  are  ahso- 

lutely    reli.iblc   because   of   tlieir  correctness   in 
sixe.  lead  and  angle.     Let  us  send  you  a  circular 
that  explaiiu  in  detail. 

John  Bath  &  Co. 
Worcester,  Mass. 

■MC«T» 
iS^Sii&f&fS!, 

.  K.  m.  aiu 

I*    iMt    «lttf  Wran.    Nnr    \,n^.  *    r«., 
.  o.     TW  (MMBftal  ataH  *  iiytwljr  Uk,  runv.  ;o   Kul 
rtwrtMrf.  o      WiM«  ill*  C&.   rint   Niii<n<i    i  iMralt, Ground    "^    '^■' from  the 

Solid" 

You  can't  go  wrong 
with  the  AMES 

There'f  no  guesswork  about  limits  when  you  check  your 
work  with  the  Ames  Dial  Ckiu^c.  The  dial  shows  just 

how  much  "over"  or  "unacr" 
the  piece  has  been  machined 
and  the  mechanic  can  thus  go 
ahead  and  work  to  known 
figures. 

AMES  Dial  Gauges 
prove  invaluable  as  checks  on  duplicate  part  production. 
rhere  is  practically  no  gauging  job  they  cannot  accomplish 
and  the  time  they  save  assures  greater  profits. 

The  Ames  comes  in  a  number  of  different  styles,  thus  enabling 
you  to  meet  yr)ur  gauging  needs  with  exactness. 

Lai  iM  l«0  y««  all  akout  Ihia  and  thm  othmr  AMES  produel: 

B. C.  Ames  G>mpany,  Waltham, Mass, U.S.A. 
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I 
Sectional  View. 

Shell  Tspe 

Group  II  No.  050. 

One  of  the  three  dis- 
tinct types  (lertigrned  to 

meet  all  requirements 

Expansion 
Reamers 

(Patented  1912) 

Shell  Type. 

Group    11    No.    fi50 

Note  how  contact  of 
taper  pin  in  blade 
groove  exerts  a  down- ward and  latenU 
ihrust. 

LARGEST  EXCLUSIVE  MANUFACTURERS  OF  EXPANSION  BORING  TOOLS  AND  EXPANSION  REAMERS 
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RKD  CUT  COBALT"  Treated  Bits  were  recently introduced  at  the  plant  of  the  American  Bearing 

and  Die  Casting  Company  by  one  of  their  lathe  opera- 
tor*. In  a  short  time  he  was  turning  out  three  bearings 

to  every  one  by  other  operators  with  the  result  that  Red 
Cut  Cobalt  Tool  Bits  were  immediately  adopted  for  all 
heavy  turning,  forming  and  boring  work.  T«)day  this 
company  is  obtaining  at  least  75%  more  pieces  per 
grind  with  a  25%  increase  in  production  over  that 
received  when  numerous  other  brands  were  used. 

This  wonderful  efficiency  is  just  as  evident  when  tools 
arc  made  of  Red  Cut  Cobalt  Bar  Stock. 

You,  t«M),  can  effect  the  same  savings  in  your  plant  by 

standardizing  on  "Red  Cut  Cobalt"  for  your  severe 
cutting  operations. 

/tsk  our  Rngineerintj  Department  for  complete 
information  and  recommendations 

DIUM-Atl 
IAIN    OFFICE   at  Wi 
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Inspires  Confidence 
A  new  Ryerson-Conradson  radial  was  being  tested 

in  a  railroad  shop. 

After  successfully  drilling  a  3  /lo-in.  hole  at  an 
astonishing  rate,  the  foreman  was  asked  to  duplicate  the 
cut  on  another  competing  machine  for  equal  size. 

"Not  much!"  was  the  reply.  It  would  be  deliberate destruction. 

Such  experiences  are  common  in  shops  where  the 
sturdy  construction  of  the  Ryerson-Conradson  radial 
gives  confidence  to  the  operator  to  secure  the  utmost 
from  his  machine. 

Concerning  construction  details 
ask  for  Bulletin  4001. 

Joseph  T.  Ryerson  &  Son 
Established  1S42  Incorporated  1888 

Plants:         Chicago         St.  Louis  Detroit  Buffalo         New  Yoik 
Offices:         Minneapolis         Milwaukee         Denver         Tulsa         Houston         San  Francisco 

KiTERSON  MACHINEIir 
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rA#  G*t*  Mnk*d  •/  ttrmm  Ttrtmi  tmtf*ttum Tkt  llmrtam  C»mp»T»l»r  MelhoJ far  %»mf€  atnmmm  »f  urrw^  m  mrwmm  tmtfrfmm  m  mr    nmrimnt    \.um^rmtwr   mrimaa 

Cut  the  cost  of  your  screw  thread  inspection  and  make 
it  infallible  during  the  new  year 

TW  HAimiB9B atrrt   you   the 

_  ••  lk«  Ml.     N««t  iW  •!■(  of  Ikr  force 

far  Mm*  An^  tMyniimi  vtHh  thr  ganc 

TkM  ««r  Wa  MM  Man  wM  tfw  llwiMM  Screw  TlirMd  Com- 
pHatar  fcwdir*  iW  iiir  io^ 

Bai  tlM  Ml  alL  TW  !•«•  iilfca^  RFJECTS  tocne  of 

*•  BfcST  M*«»«  aM  ACf.KPTS  •on>«  of  tb«  WORST  Thr 

Ban»i»i  MitWd  rt»Mlt  onN  ilio«e  thai  trr  aciuallv  bad  and 

MMpli  matf  AoM  ikiai  ar«  actuallt  iaod. 

1mm  mam  tmmUtf  iwnclMi  dM  tr«ik  of  ikit  wkca  jroa  «top  to 

cnniidcr  (ha(  with  thr  riiin  nagr  mrthod  thr  thrradt  fit  or  they 

don't  At.  Your  intpcctor  cannm  tril  junl  what  the  trouble  U. 
With  ihr  Comparator,  howrver,  thr  charactrr  of  rvrry  feature 

•  f  thr  ihrrad,  >urh  at  tiir,  Irad,  (urfacc,  etc,  U  made  clearly 

\  itiblr  to  thr  eye.  Whrn  you  can  »ee  juit  whit  your  thread 

iroubira  are  )ou  can  wMin  eliminate  them  and  cut  down  your 

rejectiont  to  practically  nil. 

From  whatever  point  vou  look  at  it  the  Hartneai  Comparator 

Method  if  conaidrrably  lr»  coitly  and  productive  of  hr'ter 
rnullt  than  any  other  method  of  inaprainc  ncrrw  threadn. 

It  h  m»l  a  kard  Utk  to  frav*  it  I*  ym  etmcltuivelf. 
May  »*  do  ut 

Jones  ft  Lamson  Machine  Co.,  Springfield,  Vt.,  U.  S.  A. 

TUa u 
WkkA DIAMOND 

ROCKWOOD 
P«t5SCO  STCCL 

MACHINE  HANDLES. 
C«M  Dvawa 

Kfchwd    Haa- 
Hollow 

Sa—ilaaa,  Cmakmiiig 

S{r«,««k     wilk     Litklnaaa, 

B«l«»<«     ai»d     Uniiomily     of 

•.      Tall  ■•  y««r  raqwira- 
•md    va    will    Mad    yvu 

prica*. ■OCXWOOO  SPKIMKLCIt  CO. 
•«  Ma  "'SETTS 

'•r»    of 

'^fc****  •♦,   M«a«. 

ElKlrlc  loduktrUI  Craa*  Truck 

Ready  to  Save   the 
Cost  of  Wasteful 
Hand  Trucking 

Jt««a«i(    Calalag   Bit. 

The  Elwell-Parker  Electric  Co. 
Clavalaad.  Obia 

DIAMOND 
TOOLS 

k*M  tkar  MIIIm   mIim   tm   inonlhi       can   nilir  IW 

aid    rtnlilwd 
kUrk  dl. 

^1,M 
,,  i.llm,  (otti  liu.li,  r»i.   nixf.    haitj  rut»h«r.  vU. 
nw  Uni  oM  a  Ufa*  auabw  if  al*M>  ft  **• ««  willwa  lUi, 

TROt.  t^  ptcxurtOM 
IHOoMMraK  Maw  York 

HaMHW  la  M«  PMUnai.    BMafc.  ITM 

Pick-up, 

Carry  and 
Elevate 
4000  lb.  loads 

_^l   
^^^^/^^^^^^^^^^^  'ion  folder,  ahowi rig  u,rr« 

..  f  (he  LAKI  WO(M) 

TIRR.UFT  TRUCK  In  differciH  indutirie,  may  otfer  aug- 

geMion*  for  timliar  economic*  in  your  plant. 

//j*  for  Srrin  A 

Lakewood  Encinaaring  Co.,  Cleveland,  O. 
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Assembling,  Testing  and  Storing  Motors 
Using  Small  Trucks  or  Casters,  Elevated  Tracks,  Roll-over  Frames,  Transfer  Tables, 

Overhead  Carriers  and  Elevators  for  Storing  in  Tiers 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Kditor,  Am'rirttn  Machinist 

.    B-   ;^ 1 ^WSm 
^H^B^^^^pV^^Hh^B  •-  .y^^l 

^B^E^
 

I^^^^Hi 

1  ■ 

l^1| 
1,'IG.   1 — ASSE.\lBLlN(.i  TKACK   FOH  .MOTOKt bIG.    i— KOI>L-C)\KK  i-KAMK  AiNU  TKANSFEK  TABLE 

THE  way  in  which  the  Peerless  Motor  Car  Co. 
handles  its  motors,  both  in  assembling,  in  testing 

and  in  storing  for  future  demand,  presents  a  num- 
ber of  problems  and  their  solution.  The  various  meth- 
ods used  are  well  worth  studying  from  a  number  of 

different  angles,  as  parts  if  not  all  of  the  system  can  be 
used  in  many  places. 

In  Fig.  1  is  shown  a  portion  of  the  line  of  elevated 
track  on  which  the  motors  are,  for  the  most  part,  as- 

sembled.   It  will  be  noted  that  each  crankcase  has  four 

small  caster  or  truck  wheels.  Two  wheels  as  at  .4  are 
bolted  to  the  cage,  utilizing  the  same  bolt  holes  as  for 
fastening  the  motor  to  the  frame.  The  other  two 
wheels,  as  at  B,  are  mounted  on  a  frame  which  bolts 
to  the  front  of  the  case.  When  the  front  cover  is  put 
on,  the  frame  carrying  the  wheels  at  B  is  removed  and 
wheels,  as  at  A,  are  bolted  to  the  case.  The  track  holds 
the  motor  at  a  convenient  working  height  and  permits 
it  to  be  easily  moved  down  the  line  as  the  assembling 
progresses.     As  shown,  the  crankshaft  and  connecting 

'i 

4 
3 

'   

FIG.   3— TKANSFKIl  BKTWKKN  TWO    I, INKS  1)1'  TK.VCKS.      I'IG.    t  — CAKT   OF  THl';    RF  NX  1  NCI  N    STA.VU.-^ 
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na.  »— THK  TH,\X»Uta»lUS   A»(ttC)iUL.V       KIU.  •— UHlNUtNU  THK  TKAN8MINtiiON  'IXJ  THU  MU'i'OHM 

I  (U9  in  pUc«  and  the  csm  ia  ready  for  the  cylindera. 
wntfoldi.  and  other  parU. 

A  ■ntor.  practically  completed,  is  «hown  in  Fig.  2, 
•ad  tMMtdiataljr  ahead  of  it  is  a  roll-over  frame  for 
lOTlf  Um  BMlor  opaide  down  or  putting  on  the  lower 
rrudKaM  as  well  as  Inspection  or  adjustments.  This 
tnam  ia  aboam  in  deUil  in  Fig.  3.  It  will  be  seen  in 
tkia  illBltratioa  that  the  roll-over  frame  is  mounted  on 
aaal  whiuls  on  a  cross  track  so  that  it  acts  as  a  trans- 
far  tabb  fajr  which  a  motor  can  be  taken  from  any  one 
of  tha  ammaUtf  liaaa  and  transferred  to  any  other  line 
•a  aitliOT  aid*  of  the  transfer  track.  A  motor  im  shown 
afaide  doarn  at  A. 

ara  aiao  plain  transfer  trucks,  as  at  A  Fig.  4, 

I  aia  oaad  when  it  is  not  neceasar>'  to  turn  a  motor 
TIda  vtow  also  shows  part  of  the  running-in 
TIm  capacity  of  this  department,  however,  can 

'  ba  Jadged  from  the  illustration.  The  motors  are 
ia  bjr  bcha  from  the  overhead  countershafts,  each 

countarshaft  being  supplied  with  a  friction  clutch.  It 

will  ba  no'    '    *    '  aacfa  motor  is  provided  with  a  suit- 

ahle  pan,  drawn  deep  in  the  center,  for  catchinpr  any 
oil  drip  which  may  work  out  of  the  motor  during  the 
running-in  process.  A  special,  light  pulley  is  bolted  to 
the  flywheel,  as  shown  at  B,  and  is  used  for  runninsr-in 
the  required  20  hr.  at  250  r.p.m.  The  motor  is  then 
torn  down  and  all  wearing  parts  inspected.  After  re- 

assembly it  is  run  10  hr.  at  the  same  speed  as  before 
and  then  goes  to  final  test  under  its  own  power. 

ASSKMBLING  THE  TRANSMISSION 

In  the  meantime,  the  transmission  units  are  being 
assembled,  a  portion  of  this  department  being  shown 
in  Fig.  6.  Special  frames  are  provided  as  at  A,  mounted 
on  small  wheels  which  fit  the  tracks  at  the  top  of  the 
assembling  benches.  The  clamps,  shown  at  B,  hold  the 
transmission  case  in  place  during  assembly.  As  the 
transmissions  are  completed  they  arc  suspended  from  a 
series  of  overhead  carriers,  as  shown  in  Fig.  G.  p]ach  of 
these  carriers  consists  of  a  bar  carrying  four  flanged 
wheels  and  these  fit  over  and  run  on  a  T-shaped  runway 
suspended  from  the  roof  girder.    These  wheels  come  up 

ym  J — (t  TTtKi:  TUAVKWiitMKiNH  ON  MCToiui.    Ki'=   '     i-i  rvATdii  I  i.ii  tii;hi\<;  motoiih 
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on  each  side  of  the  rail  and  rest  on  the  T-head,  being 
spaced  far  enough  apart  to  clear  the  supporting  hangers. 

Each  carrier  bar  A  has  a  long  rod  through  the  center, 
fitted  with  a  four  spoked  right  and  left  nut  which  acts 
as  a  turnbuckle  as  at  B.  Below  the  turnbuckle  is  a  short 
rod  and  suitable  hooks  for  lifting  the  transmission 
and  suspending  it  during  transit  from  the  assembling 
department.  One  of  these  carriers  is  shown  more 
clearly  in  Fig.  7  where  the  transmission  has  reached  the 
motor  for  assembly,  after  the  running-in  has  been  com- 

pleted. This  view  shows  both  the  carrier  A  and  turn- 
buckle B  quite  plainly  and  gives  a  better  appreciation 

of  the  convenience  of  the  arrangement.  The  turnbuckle 
facilitates  raising  the  transmission  to  line  up  with  the 
motor.  At  C  is  a  motor  which  still  has  the  running-in 
pulley  in  place,  at  D  the  transmisson  is  swung  into  place 
for  final  assembly.  Here  we  see  the  assembly  tracks, 
showing  where  the  transmissions  come  into  the  pro- 

gressive assembly,  and  the  roll-over  frame  at  E.  At  F 
is  a  battery  and  ammeter  for  testing  starting  motors. 

i'iG.  S) — CU.\1FL-KTKD  MOTOR  STORAGE 

It  runs  on  a  small  track  to  reach  every  line  of  the  as- 
sembly tracks. 

Storing  Completed  Motors 

Motors  are  usually  made  up  in  advance  of  assembly 
into  the  chassis  and  it  is  necessary  to  store  them  safely 
and  compactly.  For  this  purpose,  a  sort  of  elevator 
known  as  a  tiering  machine  is  used  and  is  shown  in 
Fig.  8.  This  is  a  self-contained  elevator  built  with  a 
steel  frame  and  mounted  on  fair-sized,  flanged  wheels 
which  fit  on  a  track  running  crosswise  of  the  storage 
tracks.  In  other  words,  it  is  a  combined  elevator  and 
transfer  table.  The  elevator  car  is  merely  a  pair  of 
rails  which  correspond  to  the  assembling  tracks  already 
shown,  and  the  completed  motor  can  be  run  on  the  ele- 

vator, hoisted  to  the  desired  level,  the  whole  elevator 
moved  sideways  if  necessary,  and  the  motor  run  to  any 
storage  track  desired. 

The  motor  storage  racks,  which  consist  of  three  tiers 
of  tracks,  are  shown  in  Fig.  9.  This  view  also  shows 
the  racks  full  and  a  fair  sized  surplus  on  the  floor  be- 

side them.  This  condition,  however,  is  not  general,  the 
racks  being  built  to  accommodate  the  usual  number  of 
motors  stored.  These  racks  keep  the  motors  safely  and 
out  of  the  way  but  readily  available  for  assembly  when- 

ever needed.  With  minor  modifications,  such  a  system 
can  be  adapted  to  many  other  kinds  of  manufacturing. 

Turning  Long  Shafts  in  a  Short 
Lathe 

By  Edward  Heller 

Mr.  E.  W.  Tate's  article,  Re-Echoes  from  the  Oil 
Country,  in  the  American  Machinist,  Vol.  56,  No.  26, 
reminds  me  of  a  method  we  used  for  turning  long 
shafts  in  a  famous  textile  town  in  Russia.  While 

Mr.  Tate's  description  is  of  a  stunt  used  in  an  excep- tional case,  the  method  and  tools  that  will  be  described 
here  are  of  a  kind  that  were  used  every  day  as  a 
regular  feature. 

The  shop  where  this  method  was  employed  had  a  gap 
lathe  that  swung  about  14  in.  over  the  carriage  and 
about  3  ft.  in  the  gap  but  would  take  only  about  6  ft.  be- 

tween centers  and  that,  of  course,  would  not  do  for  20  ft. 
or  longer  shafts.  Now,  at  that  time  and  in  that  part  of  the 
world,  we  did  not  know  anything  about  cold  rolled  shaft- 

ing as  it  is  manufactured  now  in  all  sizes  coming  within 
a  few  thousandths  on  the  diameter  and  running  pretty 
Irue  in  general.  The  material  we  got  there  was  black 
hot-rolled  stuff,  not  very  close  to  any  standard  size,  with 
bends  and  kinks  that  took  quite  a  bit  of  ingenuity  to  take 
out.  When  a  shaft  like  this  was  to  be  used  for  a  trans- 

mission shaft,  it  had  to  be  turned  the  whole  length  to  a 
size  in  order  to  fit  pulleys.  And  here  is  how  it  was  done 
on  that  short  lathe. 

The  lathe  had  a  wooden  bed  extension  that  was  as 
long  as  our  shop  permitted.  This  bed  was  securely 
bolted  to  the  lathe  bed  and  lined  up  nicely  with  the  real 
lathe.  When  a  long  shaft  had  to  be  turned  the  tail  stock 
was  moved  out  on  the  extension  as  far  as  necessary  and 
clamped  down  with  a  special  bolt  and  strap.  The  shaft 
was  then  centered  with  a  punch,  tried  on  the  centers  for 
accuracy,  and  when  everything  looked  0.  K.  it  was 

drilled  and  countei'sunk  with  a  home-made  drill  and 
countersink  held  in  a  peculiar  sort  of  breast  drill  that 
must  have  been  brought  over  on  the  Ark.  As  soon  as  the 
shaft  had.  substantial  centers,  it  was  ]»ut  in  the  lathe 
with  a  dog  on  one  end  and  was  given  a  general  survey  to 

DEVICE  FOR  TURNING  LONG  SHAFTS  IN  A  SHORT  LATHE 

see  how  many  "cranks"  and  kinks  it  possessed.  All  the 
big  kinks  were  then  hammered  out  with  a  sledge  on  an 
anvil  that  was  brought  to  the  lathe,  while  the  minor 
bends  were  sprung  out  straight  with  a  bar,  right  in  the 
centers. 

When  the  shaft  was  straight  enough  to  clean  up  with 
the  cut,  it  was  blocked  up  in  the  middle  to  take  the  sag 
out,  the  dog  was  fastened  as  close  as  possible  to  the 
driving  end  and  a  piece  four  or  five  inches  long  was 
turned  to  size  with  a  tool  that  left  good  sharp  tool  marks. 
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Tlwtkftfl 
taoMd.  Md  far  and.  w  that  ihr  An- 

al th*  tail  atock  and  tha  devkc  ohown  in 
IDualrsttofi  waa  ummI  to  turn  the  re«t 

«f  tlMakaft. 

TWa  tanUay  davicv  ci>n»i»trd  uf  a  ia»t  irun  saddle  A, 
mWk  aladi  O  aad  G  aeravad  in  at  the  placaa  nhown  and 

<»tTyli«  hai<aaod  Uocka  B  aad  C.  Theaa  block*  had  a 
Ma  barai  aal  ta  aalt  tha  flalriMd  slaa  of  the  shaft  and 

It  waa  aa  located  aa  to  laave  not  more  than  one  quarter 

ml  aa  tack  «al  oa  tha  front  aid*  of  tha  block*.  In  other 

air  da.  tka  kola  waa  off  center  in  all  caaaa  aneptinr  when 

a  alMfl  af  tka  fan  capacity  of  the  Axture  wax  turned 

Tha  lewar  block  B  waa  linad  with  tin  for  reasons  that 

wfll  bo  axplained  latar.  Oa  ono  aid*  of  the  saddle  A 
waa  a  box  affair  /  which  waa  provided  with  stoat  set 

acrawa  K  and  H.  the  former  for  holding  the  tool  L  down 

la  vtme*  and  the  latter  for  holding  it  in  and  adjustinir 
tkocttt. 

I  A  holdlBf  the  lower  block  B  was  placed 
tko  shaft,  tha  npper  block  C  was  then  put  in  and 

tho  whola  thing  clamped  by  means  of  the  nuta  F  clamp- 
taw  dowB  the  latch  bar  R.  The  links  N.  S,  carrying  the 
eraaa  bar  P  and  the  V-block  Q  were  then  added,  thu 
froat  aad  of  tho  aaddle  A  was  blocked  up  to  prevent  it 
froai  taming  and  the  lathe  was  started.  As  soon  as  the 
lalko  waa  in  nwtion  the  nuts  F  wera  pulled  up  snugly  so 
that  tha  abaft  could  just  go  around  without  undue 
frictioa  aad  the  tool  L  was  brought  to  the  work  and 

Tha  wooden  blocks  would  immediatply  wear 
into  the  tool  marks  nuide  on  the  finiMhed 

oa  the  shaft  and  begin  to  feed  the  whole  business 
toward  the  head  stock.  The  rutting  point  on  tod  L 
wattd  usually  be  an  exact  duplicate  of  the  tool  uaad  in 
tta  tool  poot  ia  tho  carriaco,  ao  that  there  would  be  no 
pai»o|iHbla  stop  botwoaa  the  two  Anlahea  rnd  it  would 
prorido  ita  own  moans  of  feeding  as  it  went  along. 

Makino  the  Job  Run  Ttbelp 

After  tho  ootflt  moved  over  its  own  length  the  nuts 
Jif.  M.  M.  M.  were  releaaod  aad  the  links  N.  N.  and  cross 
boir  P  with  V-blork  Q  would  be  thrown  over  to  the  biick. 
Tkea  the  V-block  running  over  the  finixhed  shaft  would 
take  off  Bome  of  the  strain  from  the  comparatively  short 
blocka  B  and  C,  and  the  job  went  merrily  along  until  the 
tool  iMtx  J  rearh<^  the  dog  at  the  head  end  of  the  lathe. 
While  this  taming  operation  did  not  complete  the  Job  it 

oertalaly  did  moat  of  the  work  and  with  very  little  atten- 

A  can  fall  of  oil  with  a  dripping  arrangement  waa 
kept  arrr  the  tool  point  and  the  exctM  oil  went  to  the 
araadea  feed  boariag.  One  of  tho  apprentice  boys  (and 
the  arriter  wma  one  of  them)  waa  generally  delegated  to 
keep  the  ran  full,  and  occasionally  tighten  the  nuts  F 
to  take  ap  the  wear  on  the  apper  block  C.  The  lower  one 
being  lined  with  tin  would  usually  laat  throughout  the 
whole  trip  The  reason  for  the  tin  lining  was  to  preserve 
as  mwrh  ••  powible  the  setting,  since  the  cutting  tool  L 

r  in'e«ral  with  thr  lower  block  while  it  did 
r  w  murh  the  upper  block  wore  out. 

r  the  wooden  blork  at  the  right  pressure  was 
,  .  .ly  g^^     ̂   ̂ YiMt  was  neccaaary  to  do  waa  to 
V  'Hor."    In  our  case  it  consisted  of  a  human 

rank  «omewhere  in  a  corner  of  the  shop 
^  /r4  a  I^H  to  an  overhead  Khsft  carrying 

r  our  lathe.    A*  it  wan  tho  duty  of  the 

'  help  the  "motor"  alonir  (M:r«iiionAlly 
^ickly  whea  the  feed  mwhanism  whs 

g*tung  locsc.  wbiic.  oa  the  other  hand,  a  grunt  issuing 

from  the  power  plant  would  be  evidence  that  the  wrench 
was  pulled  a  little  too  far. 

To  finish  the  shaft  the  carriage  was  dismantlttd.  the 
apron  and  gibs  taken  off  and  what  was  left  was  put  on 
the  wooden  bed  close  to  the  tail  stock  and  fastened  down 
with  special  clamps.  The  work  was  then  flnished  by 
using  the  compound  rest.  After  the  ends  were  turned 
and  fitted  to  couplings,  the  shaft  while  running  at  high 
speed  (i.e.  at  as  high  a  speed  aa  could  Ite  drawn  nut  from 

our  "motor">  was  first  filed  to  sire  to  a  ring,  then  the 
couplings  were  driven  on,  keyed  and  faced  in  the  centers 
on  the  ahaft.  When  all  this  was  done  the  shaft  was 

polished  with  oil  and  emery  and  was  ready  to  )>e  "hung." 

A  Peculiar  Water  Tank 
Uy  A.  B.  Seaman 

The  water  tank  shown  supported  on  brick  work  and 
surrounding  the  chimney  base  in  the  accompanying 
illustration  is  built  of  cast-iron  segments  bolted  to- 

gether. The  tank  waa  built  in  1868  and  Aas  never 
t>een  known  to  leak.  The  original  purpose  of  the  tank 
waa  to  supply  water  to  the  Savannah  shops  of  the 
Central  of  Georgia  Railway.    The  brickwork  supporting 

TANK  aiTRROUNDINO  A  CHtMNMY 

the  tank  originally  inclosed  the  shop  toilets,  but  the 
space  under  the  tank  is  now  used  for  storage. 

The  chimney,  built  at  the  same  time  as  the  tank,  is 
about  160  ft  high,  and  is  lined  with  fire  brick  the 
entire  height.  The  foundation  of  brick  and  mortar  is 
laid  to  a  depth  of  16  ft.  below  the  ground  level.  The 
chimney  is  bell-mouthed  at  the  top  and  the  thicknean 
of  the  brickwork  at  that  point  is  almost  6  feet. 

Tho  chimney  has  been  struck  by  lightning  many 
times  without  furth»'r  damaKi*  than  having  a  few  bricks 
knocked  off.  Owing  to  its  ago  and  possible  deteriora- 

tion it  waa  banded  at  intervals  of  about  15  ft.  ten  years 
ago.  One  of  the  lower  bands  can  be  seen  just  above  the 
top  of  the  tank. 
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Making  Steel  Balls 
Conclusion  of  Article  on  Atlas  Ball  Company  Methods — Methods  of  Hardening  Large  and 

Small  Balls — Lapping,  Finish  Grinding  and  Polishing 

By  a.  L.  De  LEEUW 
ronsiiltinj^  Editor,  Am'  riran  Mdchinint 

A  FTER  soft  grinding  the  balls  are  hardened.  This  is 
l\  done  in  an  automatic  furnace  which  is  shown  in 

J~  A.  Fig.  10.  A  few  shovelfuls  of  balls  are  thrown  in 
the  front  end  of  the  furnace  which,  as  will  be  noticed,  ro- 

tates around  its  axis.  The  interior  of  this  furnace  is  pro- 
vided with  a  helical  pathway  which  extends  the  entire 

length  with  the  exception  of  the  front  end  where  the 
loading  is  done.     A  scoop  or  projection  of  the  rotating 

via.  10— KOT-VTINU   HAHUliXlNG  FURNACE,  AND 
ROTATING  QUENCHING  DRUM 

compartment  gathers  up  a  few  of  the  balls  and  when  the 
rotation  of  the  machine  has  brought  the  scoop  to  the 
proper  position  it  discharges  these  balls  into  the  helical 
groove  which  they  must  follow  from  then  on. 

The  furnace  is  centrally  heated  at  the  far  end  and  the 
speed  is  so  arranged  that  the  balls  are  brought  to  the 
proper  hardening  temperature  when  they  have  reached 
that  end.  They  are  then  automatically  di.scharged 

through  a  pipe  into  the  center  of  another  ban-el  shaped 
piece  of  apparatus  which  may  be  seen  in  the  illustra- 

tion, half-way  projecting  above  the  floor.  The  lower 
barrel  is  submerged  in  a  large  body  of  water  which 
i.s#constantly  renewed  by  a  pump  so  that  its  tempera- 

ture remains  practically  constant  throughout  the  day. 
It  also  has  a  helical  pathway  which  brings  the  balls 
Vjack  to  the  loading  side. 

The  illustration  shows  clearly  how  the  balls  are  dis- 
charged into  a  tray,  where  they  ai-e  prevented  from 

rolling  out  by  a  block  of  wood.  The  operator  picks  one 
of  these  balls  up  every  so  often  and  cracks  it  to  observe 
the  fracture.  A  secondary  operation  which  may  be 
considered  properly  to  belong  to  the  hardening  is  the 
tempering.  Balls  are  tempered  at  a  very  low  tempera- 

ture, never  exceeding  300  degrees  F.     The  .smaller  balls 

are  tempered  in  hot  water,  the  larger  ones  in  hot  oil. 
This  system  of  hardening  produces  very  uniform  re- sults. 

The  very  largest  balls,  however,  are  hardened  in  a 
furnace  with  proper  temperature  control.  The  main 
things  to  observe  with  the  system  of  hardening  in  the 
rotary  furnace  are  the  time  and  temperature,  and  both 
these  items  are  of  equal  importance.  Time  is  regu- 

lated by  varying  the  speed  of  the  driving  motors  while 
temperature  is  controlled  by  the  Leeds  &  Northrup  sys- 

tem. The  very  small  balls  are  hardened  in  the  little 
furnace  shown  in  Fig.  11.  This  furnace  also  rotates 
but  it  is  heated  from  the  outside,  in  other  words,  the 
rotating  barrel  is  surrounded  by  the  furnace.  The  balls 
are  discharged  through  a  pipe  into  the  same  cooling 

bai'rel  which  receives  the  balls  from  the  larger  furnace. 
The  second  rough  grinding  of  the  larger  balls  does 

not  differ  in  any  respect  from  the  first.  The  oil  lapping 

process,  however,  which  follows  is  of  an  entirely  dif- 
ferent nature  and  presents  many  points  of  interest. 

Fig.  12  shows  the  machine  used  for  this  purpose.  In 
this  machine  also  there  are  two  spindles  which,  how- 

ever, in  this  case  ai'e  in  line  with  each  other.  Each 
spindle  carries  a  metal  plate  with  a  number  of  con- 

centric grooves.  The  grooves  are  made  V-shaped  and 
the  balls  rest  between  them,  as  shown  in  Fig.  13,  where 
each  of  the  grooves  envelopes  the  ball  for  about  :\  of  its 
diameter  or  perhaps  somewhat  less.  Very  shortly  after 
a  new  plate  has  been  put  in  service,  the  abrasive  action 
of  the  ball  changes  the  contour  of  the  groove  so  that 
it  will  actually  fit  the 

ball.  It  will  be  no- 
ticed that  there  is  a 

relief  at  the  bottom 

of  the  V-groove 
which  is  made  this 

way  because  it  has 
been  found  that  no 
satisfactory  results 
can  be  obtained  when 
the  balls  bear  at  the 
bottom  of  the  groove. 
The  grinding  in  this 
case  is  done  by  means 

of  oil  and  an  abra- 
sive which  con.stantly 

floods  the  plates. 
From  a  de.scription 
of  the  grooves  one 
can  readily  see  that 
the    ball    can    only 
travel  in  a  circle  and  not  in  a  radial  direction  as  was  the 
case  with  the  rough  grinding.  In  other  words,  it  travels 

.  around  one  axis  only,  a  motion  which  would  cause  the 
balls  to  assume  an  entirely  different  shape  from  what  is 
desired.  Right  here  we  find  how  the  proper  method  can 
overcome  difliculties  which  could  not  be  met  by  mere  skill. 

Somewhere  in  the  upper  plate  there  is  a  large  open- 

)■■!';.    11— SM.\LI.   ROTATING    FUR- 
NACE FOR  SJIALL,  BALLS 
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im  (•  •*!**>  *>"  ■  d**^  vUeh  catchw  Uw  twils  and 
ttm^A  thtm  to  MMr  grooiwt  wit  to  that  d«vire. 
"nmn  mn  r— By  t«o  Mto  of  freorM.  om  art  coming 
tnm  tka  oalaMa  of  tlia  plataa.  tiw  otW  ceminK  frum 
tW  IbbM*.  TW  balb  arv  conprllMl  to  follow  the  groown 

•rt  ao  coaatrurted  that  thoae  which  catch  the 
hatm  dalifvr  them  bark  to  the  iiuide  groovvs 

Aa  the  balla  hat*  baaa  traveling  around  a  certain  axis 

ri<;  IS— OIL.  iJiffisa  macmi.hk 

wMk  tiMjr  ware  beior  ffround  it  ia  almont  abaolutely 
mU9  tkat  when  ther  arc  delivered  again  to  the  plate 
tkay  win  mH  be  in  aiacttjr  the  aame  ponition  in  which 
tbajr  W9n  when  they  atartcd.  ao  that  on  their  aecond 
trip  they  will  be  rotated  around  name  other  axia  and 
•very  tiOM  tlwy  are  returned  to  the  plate  a  new  axia 
of  raUtioa  fi  provMad.  The  balla  are  in  the  machine 
•boot  40  whMrtaa  and  the  time  required  to  make  one 

rwolatkia  with  the  plat*  ia  only  one  or  two 
ao  that  they  are  pirked  up  and  placed  again 

••  the  plat*  aereral  thoUMod  time*.  Aa  a  reault  every 
part  of  every  hall  receivea  the  aanM  treatment. 

It  aiicbt  be  aak>d  why  the  baits  which  coma  from  tba 
oslaMe  alMndd  he  ariurrcd  to  the  inatde  and  vice  vtraa, 
A  ■BWafa  dMwhl  «>!!  Hhow  that  if  thta  were  not 
4am  tha  hala  oa  tht  ouuide  of  the  pUt<>  would  receive 
•  gwltr  aaoant  of  grinding  than  those  on  the  inaldc 
hacMMa  they  trsval  aroand  a  larger  circle.  The  redia- 
trfhatlaa  of  tha  hola  fnaorca  uniform  grinding. 

Thf  principle  tniUHiifd  in  this  operation  Ix'conifs 
clear  when  we  consiili-r  that  when  there  is  a  »now  storm 
without  wind,  the  .miiow  will  fall  evenly  over  a  large 
area  notwithstanding  that  there  is  never  a  time  when 
every  sgiure  inch  receives  the  same  number  of  snow 
flukes.  It  is  a  fact  that  every  operation  does  very 
little  but  the  operations  are  repeated  so  many  time.s 
without  being  controlled  in  any  way  that  there  ia  a  100 
per  cent  chance  that  every  point  of  every  ball  will 
rweive  the  same  treatment. 

It  was  said  that  the  balls  after  rough  grinding  pre- 
sented the  appearance  of  a  great  number  of  facets,  each 

one  with  parallel  scratches.  As  they  come  from  the  oil 
jrrindintr  maihino  the  appearance  is  entirely  different. 
Viewed  under  the  magnifying  glass  they  show  an  enor- 

mously large  number  of  very  fine  pits  or  impressions, 
indicating  that  under  the  pressure  of  the  plates  the 
little  grains  of  al^rasive  were  pressed  into  the  metal 
.so  that  the  balls  had  to  roll  over  them  with  the  result 
that  a  very  small  amount  of  metal  was  removed. 

After  oil  grinding  the  balla  are  finish  ground  in  a 
horizontal  machine,  shown  in  Fig.  14.  In  this  machine 
there  is  a  grinding  wheel  opposite  the  plate.  The  plate 
i.H  gr<K>ved  and  soon  after  the  wheel  is  set  to  work,  it 
al.so  will  be  grooved  by  the  action  of  the  balls.  Here 
again  the  balls  are  caught,  as  in  the  oil  lapping  machine, 
but  now  they  tfre  not  immediately  returned  to  the  plate 
but  are  brought  to  a  contrivance  which  is  called  the 
magazine  and  which  is  located  at  the  rear  end  of  the 
machine. 

The  balls  enter  the  magazine  at  its  lower  end,  are 
elevated,  mixed  in  a  large  chamber  and  then  returned 
to  the  active  part  of  the  machine.  This  method  also 
produces  very  fine  impressions  rather  than  scratches, 
l)ut  the  impressions  are  so  small  that  they  can  hardly 
le  seen  with  a  strong  magnifying  gla.ss.  The  speed  at 
which  the  grinding  takes  place  is  very  low,  being  only 
about  300  ft.  per  minute,  while  the  pressure  under 
which  they  are  held  against  the  grinding  wheel  ia  very 
great,  from  5.000  to  7.000  lb.  in  all.  The  balls  remain 
in  this  machine  from  8  to  10  hours.  The  time  cannot 
be  determined  beforehand  and  is  dependent  on  the 
rapidity  with  which  the  particular  wheel  acts  on  these 
particular  balls.  The  operator  has  ample  time  to  remove 

a  ball  every  so  often 

and  test  it  on  a  min- 
imeter  and  return  it 
to  the  magazine. 
When  the  balls  are 

not  more  than  A  of 
a  thousandth  over-size 
the  machine  is  stopped 
and  the  balls  removed. 
Alxmt  240  lb.  of  balls 

are  charged  in  the  ma- 
chine at  one  time  and 

it  should  lie  noted  that 

this  quantity  of  liullx  remains  intact  through  the  fol- 
lowing operations.  Not  only  must  the  balls  Ik-  hard 

and  strong  but  they  must  be  of  great  uniformity  not 

only  of  bIm  but  also  of  quality.  Such  unif<trmity 
cannot  be  obtained  without  having  an  almost  absolute 

uniformity  of  material  and  methods  of  hardening,  tem- 
pering, annealing,  etc. 

The  Atlaa  Ball  Company  does  not  use  the  same  speclfi- 
cationa  for  alt  of  its  balls.  The  analysis  of  the  steel 

variea  with  the  size  of  the  balls  and.  as  a  general  rule. 

It  may  be  aaid  that  the  carbon  contents  go  down  and 

Fin.    IS— DIAOttAM    OP   OKOOVBM 
IV  PI.ATKH  OP  Oil.,  I.AriM.VO MArilINK 
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the  chrome  percentage  goes  up  with  the  increase  of 
size  of  the  balls.  Chrome,  by  the  way,  is  the  constituent 
which  permits  of  even  hardening  to  a  great  depth.  At 

the'  same  time,  no  hijrher  percentage  of  chrome  should 
be  permitted  than  what  is  absolutely  neces.sary  in  order 
not  to  weaken  the  other  desirable  qualities  of  the  ball. 

FIG.    14— HOFFMAN   MACHINE    IN    WHICH    BALLS   ARE 
GROUND  TO  WITHIN  0.0002  IN.  OF  THEIR  SIZE 

The  specifications  of  the  steel  range  from  1.15  carbon 
and  0.00  chrome  to  0.95  carbon  and  1.75  chrome. 

It  is,  of  course,  of  importance  to  have  the  correct  tem- 
perature for  hardening  but  with  the  in.struments  ob- 

tainable at  the  present  time  this  is  no  longer  a  problem. 
Of  equal  importance  is  the  time  during  which  the  balls 
are  in  the  furnace  and  it  was  pointed  out  how  this  time 
is  regulated  for  the  Atlas  balls.  For  the  tempering, 
low  temperatures  are  used  which  will  relieve  the  balls 
of  unequal  strains  caused  by  the  hardening  but  will  not 
reduce  their  hardness. 

In  order  to  be  sure  that  there  shall  be  uniformity  in 
the  steel,  the  Atlas  Ball  Company  makes  it  a  practice 
to  purchase  all  the  steel  of  one  heat,  regardless  of 
whether  this  amount  is  too  much  for  their  present  re- 

quirements or  not.  Even  then,  the  steel  is  carefully 
analyzed  and  followed  up  through  the  shop.  In  no 
case  are  two  heats  mixed  in  the  manufacturing  opera- 

tions so  that  the  mere  date  of  the  shipment  of  a  set  of 
balls  permits  the  company  to  locate  the  steel  from  which 
these  balls  were  made. 

Among  the  shop  problems  peculiar  to  the  making  of 
Atlas  balls  and  which  are  not  found  in  most  other  shops, 
is  the  selection  of  the  abrasives  for  grinding  and  polish- 

ing. Much  harder  steels  are  used  and  much  finer  grit 
than  in  ordinary  practice.  For  instance,  for  rough 
grinding  Aloxite  wheels  are  used,  40  grit  and  848  grade, 
or  Alundum  wheels  of  60  grit  and  848  or  846  grade,  while 
for  the  Hoffman  grinding,  which,  in  a  way,  is  a  polishing 
operation,  a  flour  of  extreme  fineness  is  used  which  is 
built  up  into  a  wheel  of  extraordinary  hardness.      It 

should  be  remembered  that  this  wheel  does  not  act  like 
an  abrasive  wheel  in  ordinary  cylindrical  grinding 
machines,  that  is,  the  particles  of  abrasive  do  not  cut 
as  they  pass  the  work  and  are  finally  broken  out  of  the 
matrix,  but  the  protruding  fine  particles  of  the  abrasive 
roll  over  the  ball  and  have  a  kind  of  generating  action. 

Another  peculiarity  which  cannot  be 
lost  sight  of  in  the  making  of  balls  is 
the  fact  that  the  size  of  the  ball  in- 

creases during  the  process  of  harden- 
ing and  decreases  during  tempering. 

The  change  is  great  enough  to  be 
taken  into  consideration  as  it  affects 
the  amount  of  metal  which  must  be 

removed  by  a  slow  process.  A  V-in. 
ball  increases  in  size  practically  0.0015 
in.  by  hardening  and  decreases  again 
0.0003  in.  when  it  is  tempered  at  a 

temperature  of  300  deg.  The  round- 
ness, smoothness  and  size  of  the  ball 

can  be  appreciated  by  the  eye  and  can 
be  inspected  and  measured.  Defects 
can  be  eliminated.  There  are,  however, 
other  qualities  of  the  ball  which  do  not 
show  themselves,  which  cannot  be  de- 

tected without  breaking  the  product, 

and  yet  are  of  at  least  as  great  impor- 
tance as  either  of  the  other  qualities. 

In  order  to  be  of  first  quality  a  ball 
must  be  extremely  hard  and  strong. 
Great  hardness  and  strength  do  not,  as 

a  rule,  go  together.  It  is  customary 
where  these  two  qualities  are  required 
to  make  the  outer  surface  hard  and 
treat  the  steel  in  such  a  way  that  the 
inner  metal  is  tough  and  will  resist 
heavy  strains  without  breaking.  This 

method  of  combining  strength  and  hardness  cannot  be 
followed  with  steel  balls.  A  steel  ball,  in  order  to  be 

useful  for  a  ball  bearing,  must  deflect  or  compress  ex- 

FIG.  15- 

-TUMBLING  BARREL  USED  FOR  ROUGH  AND 
FINISH  POLISHING 

ceedingly  little  under  heavy  load.  If  the  ball  should 

compress  to  any  appreciable  extent  its  cross-section 
would  become  elliptical  and  it  would  offer  relatively  large 
surface  to  the  ball  race.    As  a  result  the  ball  would  have 
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rtolls  ■«)«  •>!•  wImb  it  I 

>  powMT  WMiM  b#  cwiwim»n. 
faactioMteK  of  •  bsli  bMiint  i*  t«s»d  on  the 
bai  dMagw  Ita  ahape  vonr  Uttlo  and  in  ordor 
iMt  mrIi  ahalt  bt  th*  cm*  Uw  ball  must  be  of 

pantkm  ia  tlw  potWUns  which  is  dooe  in 
AD  poliahittc  <•  dMM  ia  inclined  barrels 
In  Piff.  15.  The  flrat  or  rouirh  polishins 

bgr  aaMaa  of  Vienna  lime.  Four  hundred  and 
It  art  IomM  in  •  barrel  with  the 

:  of  Ihw  and  are  alowty  revolved  for  about 
Titia  4M  lb.  of  hti)\»  is  made  up  out  of  two 

•r  tkrm  aiaea.  tlie  idea  beinc  that  the  smaller  sixes  will 
locate  tliiaMilvii  bHwcen  the  larger  ones  thus  causins 

•f  ceolaet  than  if  there  were  only  one  site 
Tlw  aaovBt  of  450  Ibi  aboold  not  be  considered 

aa  tkt  asact  Stars.  It  ia  nada  up  of  two  batcheii  of 
bals,  aack  one  caasioff  tnm  a  Hoffman  machine  and. 
aa  tk*  tlieoretical  amoant  of  balls  given  to  such  a 

is  240  lb.,  the  total  amount  which  is  beins 
at  one  time  may  be  as  high  as  480  lb. 
BOgk  poUsldBC  takes  practically  all  of  the  0.0002 

Im.  wkldi  «M  lift  bjr  the  Hoffman  machine.  The  final 
piMaklBff  ia  doa*  kjr  means  of  acraps  of  soft  leather. 
TW  Hkiatratioa  abowa  this  clearly.  This  last  polishing 

practically  no  metal  and  is  more  in 
of  a  boniiKhing  than  a  polishing  operation. 

Ra  daratioa  ia  about  2  hours. 

TW  aakaaqaaot  operationa  of  measuring  and  inspect- 
i$nt  kai«  alrmir  been  daacribed. 

The  FawiinK  of  Crafbimanship 
— Discussion 
Bt  S.  N.  Bacon 

la  tk»  articte  noder  the  aboee  title  which  appeared 
64S  of  Aaieriroa  Mthimist,  Entropy  expreaaaa 

at  tlw  paaaing  of  craftsmanship.  The  writer 
4Ma  aal  asra*  that  eraftsmanahip  in  pasxing  but  thinks 
it  ii  awrUy  akifting  from  actual  akiUed  work  performed 
apoa  tlw  product  to  an  even  higlwr  grade  of  work  re- 
ipiired  ia  aiaking  toola  of  great  aocnracy  that  are 

flf  prodaring  parts  in  large  qaantities.  Form- 
dies  for  silverware  and  other  orna- 
lood  OMaiplaa.  It  requires  a  high 

I  af  eraftaouuMlilp  to  eoaatmct  such  dies  properly, 
I  avaa  awrt  ao  than  In  the  ol'fen  days.  Then  the 
•kick  kad  kaan  mada  by  hand,  although  they 
kaaatifal  ia  oraaawotation  ware  not  all  of  that 

•erarato  detail  which  characterises  the  present- 
ifactorlng  methoda  and  clavar  ideas  in  deaign- 

AM^ker  rMiairsiaeat  of  tka  present  methods  for  in- 
larckaagrebte  nunafartora  is  the  extreme  sccuracy 
af  tespcctiaa  gate*.  These  gagea  are  often  tlw  highaat 

f^na  af  tko  eraftman's  art  although  the)-  are  not  oma- 
II  to  ragrattabi*  that  thmw  wondrrful  tools 

bat  the  craftcman  must  surely 
ittsfactioo  in  exhibiting  the  final 

aa  for  lai^siin  the  metal  prnctis,  mechanically 
wooderfol  products  an  the  radio, 
aad  adding  machine*.  The  writer 

kaa  a  weadtrfal  aeiwe  of  satinfartion  «h<-n  he 
rt§»  or  typewritrr  dinpia;  td  for  many 

part*  art  awnafacturcd  by  the  to<ils 

Standard  Numbers  for  Steel 
At  a  conference  held  in  Wa»hiiigton,  D.  C,  Dpcember 

6.  1922.  Lawford  H.  Fry  reported  a  resume  of  European 
practice  in  the  numbering  of  steel,  Imsed  upon  replies 
to  a  circular  request  for  information  sent  by  Dr.  Agnew 
to  the  standnrdizing  liodies  of  Great  Britain,  the  Nether- 

lands. Germany,  France,  Austria,  Sweden,  Belgium  and 
Switserland.  Canada,  Nonvay,  Italy,  CsMcho-Slovakia 
and  Japan  made  no  reply. 

Great  Britain  has  done  practically  nothing  since  its 
adoption  during  the  war,  of  the  symbols  of  the  Air  Min- 

istry. There  is,  however,  a  strong  desire  to  adopt  some 
other  form  of  symbol  for  automobile  steel.  No  system 
has  been  adopted  in  the  Netherlands,  although  the  Royal 
Institution  of  Engineers  has  standard  specifications 
which  were  issued  March  4.  1911.  In  these,  the  speci- 

fied grades  are  designated  by  arbitrary  letters.  The 
Austrian  Industrial  and  Trade  Standards  Committee 
haa  done  nothing  since  the  publication  of  a  tabulated 
nomenclature  of  iron  and  steel  on  September  SO,  1921. 

Recent  Action  of  Swiss  Engink  Buiu)ers 

The  Standards  Committee  of  the  Swiss  Association 
of  Ensrine  Builders  has  just  issued  a  series  of  tentative 
standard  sheets  covering  carbon,  nickel  chrome  and 
nickel  steel.  The  principle  of  the  system  of  symbols 
is  to  show  the  content  of  the  carbon  and  of  the  principal 
alloya  by  using  the  standard  chemical  symbol  of  the 
element  in  question,  end  adding  to  it  a  figure  showing 
the  mean  percentage  of  this  element.  Thus,  a  carbon 
steel  with  0.25  to  0.35  per  cent  c^trbon  is  symbolized  as 
C2n.  The  C  indicates  carbon  and  the  amount  is  given 
by  the  figure  2,  representing  a  mean  content  of  2  10 

per  cent.  The  "n"  ahows  a  maximum  allowable  content 
of  0.07  per  cent  phosphorus  and  0.06  per  cent  sul- 

phur. If  the  symbol  is  C2b,  the  maximum  allowable 
phosphorus  is  0.04  per  cent,  and  the  sulphur  0.03  per 
cent.  If  the  symbol  is  written  C2,  then  neither  phos- 

phorus nor  sulphur  is  permitted  to  exceed  0.02  per 
cent. 

The  German  Industrial  Standards  Committee  has 
issued  a  tentative  standard  under  date  of  August  12, 
1922.  covering  steels  without  alloys,  and  untreated.  This 
covers  seven  grades,  for  which  the  tensile  strength  and 
elongation  in  the  annealed  condition  are  certified.  The 
grades  are  designated  by  arbitrary  numbers,  with  the 

prefix  St. 
KRKNCH   STANnAKDIZATION   SPBCincATIONS 

In  France,  the  Permanent  Commission  for  Standard- 
ization is  issuing  a  series  of  standard  French  specifica- 

tions for  various  materials.  Five  specifications  are 
given,  and  the  ateels  meeting  these  specifications  are 
to  be  marked  to  indicate  the  material  as  follows:  The 
number  of  the  specification,  a  letter  indicating  the 
method  of  manufacture,  and  a  number  showing  the 

minimum  tensile  strength  specified.  The  French  Com- 
mission points  out  that  this  system  of  marking  gives 

a  compact  symbol  whii-h,  by  referring  to  a  definite  speci- 
fication, .leaves  no  room  for  misunderstanding.  It  also 

takea  account  of  the  principles  laid  down  by  the  Con- 
sulting Committee  .)f  Manufacturers,  which  recom- 
mended that  designations  of  matorial  should  be  given  in 

full  and  not  in  codes.  As  shown,  the  Swiss  and  the 
French  systems  are  directly  opjKiscd  to  each  other,  and 
Mr.  Fry  seems  to  feel  that  the  French  plan  is  to  W. 
preferred  in  every  way. 
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Single  Hole  Drilling 

on  a  Multiple-Spindle  Machine 
A  Three  Station  Fixture — Work-Holding  Jaws  Closed  by  Weights — Carriers 

Adapted  to  Various  Sizes  of  Work  by  Changing  Jaws 

By  W.  F.  SANDMANN 

A  FEW  years  ago  the  multiple  drilling  machine  was 
brought   into   use  only   when   large   numbers   of 

.  parts  having  ten  to  twenty  or  more  holes  in  the 
same  plane  were  to  be  drilled.    It  would  have  been  con- 

FIG.   1- -THE   WORK   UEFORE   AND  AFTER   DRILLING 
AND  REAMING 

sidered  absurd  to  even  entertain  the  thought  of  using 
the  multiple-spindle  machine  for  parts  having  but  a 
single  hole  to  be  drilled.    Now  the  field  of  its  usefulness 

FIG. -THE  DRILLING  -MACHINE  WITH  FIXTURE  AND 
WORK  IN  PL^VCE 

has  broadened  until  there  is  no  such  a  thing  as  too  few 
holes  in  a  piece  for  it  to  be  a  multiple  drilling  proposi- 

tion, so  long  as  there  is  to  be  quantity  production. 
The  success  of  single  hole  drilling  on  the  multiple- 

spindle  machine  depends  almost  entirely  upon  the  type 
of  fixture  that  is  used  for  securing  the  work  while 
the  operation  is  being  performed.  An  example  of  an 
interchangeable  fixture  and  machine  set-up  for  single 
hole  work  is  that  used  for  the  drilling  and  reaming  of 
drop-forged  plier  halves.  The  plier  halves  are  shown 
in  Fig.  1,  both  before  and  after  drilling  and  reaming 
the  g-in.  hole  through  the  boss.  A  half  dozen  or  more 
different  sizes  of  these  pliers  are  manutactured  so  the 
fixture  had  to  be  arranged  to  accommodate  them  all  with 
the  minimum  of  time  for  changing  from  one  size  to 
another. 

A    Natco    Type    80,    automatic    cam-feed    multiple- 

FIG.  3 — RE.MOVING   FI.VI.SHED  W(.i|;i 

spindle  drilling  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  2,  with  a 
three-station  plier  fixture  in  place  on  a  rotating  table 
approximately  2  ft.  in  diameter.  At  A  six  plier  halves 
are  shown  in  the  drilling  position,  at  B  six  more  are 
in  the  reaming  position  after  having  been  drilled  at  A, 
and  out  in  front  and  from  under  the  head  of  the 
machine  at  C  are  six  plier  halves  drilled  and  reamed 

and  ready  to  be  removed  from  the  fix'ture.  The  drills 
and  reamers  can  be  seen  in  their  respective  spindles  and 
the  construction  of  the  machine  allows  each  of  these 
spindles  to  revolve  at  the  proper  speed  for  the  tool  it 
contains,  making  possible  the  simultaneous  drilling  and 
.reaming  operations. 

The  guide  bushings  for  the  drills  and  reamers  are 
carried  in  the  plate  D,  suspended  from  the  head  of  the 
machine  by  four  spring  suspension  arms  F.  The  guide 
bushings  are  slip  bushings  within  a  liner  bushing  so 
that  they  can  be  easily  changed  to  suit  the  size  hole 
to  be  drilled  or  reamed.  Around  the  edge  of  the  sus- 

pension plate  is  a  band  of  sheet  metal  forming  a 

reserv'oir  into  which  the  cooling  compound  is  pumped. 
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As  tl»  Mir  oatltt  for  tht  coinpouod  is  throufh  th« 
tW  proptr  coolinc  of  the  took  is  susured  at 

tkt  Iwad  of  Um  ■Mchiiw  ts  f«d  down  to  boyin 
tlw  ■—pons Ion  plate  />  loratM   in  the 
•a  tlw  flstiuv  Iqr  ntMoa  of  the  center* 

mUAtnwr  on*  of  tho  three  short  dowels 
to  bo  at  the  rear  of  the  machine.    The 

« 

IT  ?f  ffl)  li^^. 

,0 

1   •  (  1  ■'   1     1     1     1     1  :  ( 

Si 

1 
KtU   ♦— OXK  «»•  TlIK  CAKKIKt:- 

le  real  on  pada  when  it  is  1  in.  above  the 
tka  driUa  and  raasMrs  pass  on  into  the  work. 

The  saspawioo  springs  are  compraaaad  tending  to  hold 
tW  ptate  tightir  in  position  and  the  suMpenHion  rods 
pass  Into  the  opening  in  the  head  of  ttte  machine. 

Karh  plier  half  in  held  between  a  pair  of  t><iualizing 
V«ia»a  J  which  are  spread  apart  at  the  bottom  and 
tmt»i  tofither  at  the  top  on  the  plier  by  the  action 

of  the  weight  A*.  It  is  necaaaary  tlut  each  pair  of  jawa 
h»  as  independent  clamping  device  on  account  of  the 
variatioaa  in  the  diameters  and  thiekneaaea  of  the  pliers, 
tkt  farftasa  balitg  in  the  rough  at  this  operation  with 
tito  OMptlmi  of  a  ground  side. 

Th*  oparator  Is  shown  unloading  a  half  dozen  finished 
plier  hahoe  in  Pig.  8.  He  preaaes  down  on  handle  L 
«ad  the  bar  If  Is  thrown  op,  lifting  all  six  weight*  at 
the  aaae  tiaaa  and  aliawing  the  Jaws  to  spraad  open  at 
thtiapt.  Thaalxto- 

pilar  hahw 
ara  rsMawsi  f rom  tha 
iatart  b|r  a  sweep 
a(  the  hand  and  six ai  Ihe  Band  and  stx  (^^ 
■Bdhilshed    halves  V^. 
plHad  in  the  jawa.  ] 
Tha  handle  L   is  UJ 

lifted,   aliowtng   the  \jf 

n«i.  i-tnerxtijt  or  jaw  ftAwiMi 
vmttctt 

wdghu  to  fall  back 
iad  the 

iacoaplaled. 
Tha  aaloadtag  and 
rslaadhNr  aparatloaa 
at*  peifutaiad  while 

tk»  aairhine  la  its  '>per«lion.  the  only  idle  time  being 
•  h»«  aa  nperatiua  U  completed  and  while  the  operator 
h  a«ahlac  dsfwa  lerer  H  rvlramng  the  imli-xing  iwit  and 
awtagtag  the  fatarr  a  third  of  ■  rr  Sy  means  of 
•M  af  Iha  haadha  O.    Th»»  plar.-.  .   halves  that 
haaa  jiM  hna  Iaa4ad  at  C.  Fig  2.  in  drilling  position  A. 

thai  have  haaa  drlBed  at  A  m  reaming  position  B 
that  have  b«<Mi  raaned  In  pooition  U  come 

to  C  I  iiiplalily  dHIM  and  reamed.    The  oper- 
«f  tha  qfdt  at«  then  repaalad. 

Ttm  rlana  af  tha  carrier,  nr  jaw  hotdrr.  ronuining 
iis  paif»  af  itaipif  jawa  are  ahown  in  Fig.  4.    The 

•  of  the  jawa  are  at  A   and  the  weight 
tha  jaws  by  aproading  thaif  fewer  endji  at  H. 

The  apring  C  pulls  the  jaws  togather  at  the  bottom  when 
the  weighted  npreader  i.t  removed,  causing  them  to  open 
at  the  top  and  release  the  work. 

The  carriers  are  made  sufficiently  wide  to  support 
the  plier  halves  before  the  jaws  are  tightened.  The 
holes  in  the  ends  are  bushed  as  at  U  und  (it  over  studs 
in  the  fixture  where  they  are  held  down  by  nuts.  This 
rom>truition  permits  «  carrier  to  be  removed  and  re- 

placed by  another,  containing  jaw.s  for  different  work 
by  merely  taking  off  two  nuts  und  wa-shers.  Several 
sets  of  carriers  are  provided. 

Details  of  the  jaw  cloHing  device  are  shown  In  Fig.  5. 
The  screw  A  does  the  actual  closing  of  the  jaws  and  Ih 
removable  !«o  that  difTerciit  diameters  of  screws  can  be 
inserted  for  different  spreads  of  jaws  that  may  be  re- 

quired. It  should  be  noted  that  the  screw  A  comes  into 
contact  with  only  a  thin  edge  of  the  jaw,  as  the  sides 
are  milled  away  toward  the  bottom.  The  weight 
fulcrums  on  the  pin  B  and  becautte  of  the  positions  of 
the  fulcrum  points  in  lioth  weight  and  jaw,  a  pressure 
of  not  less  than  70  lb.  is  exerted  at  the  clamping  point. 
The  Vs  in  the  jaws  recede  toward  the  bottom  to  cause 
a  more  pronounced  holding  down  effect. 

By  the  use  of  different  carriers  containing  properly 
shap<>d  jaws  for  the  part  to  he  held,  and  by  inserting 
the  correct  size  of  pin  for  the  spread  required,  the  same 
fixture  can  be  made  widely  interchangeable. 

With  the  arrangement  described  a  production  of  720 
drilled  and  reamed  plier  halves  per  hour  is  obtained 
with  one  operator  against  less  than  a  total  of  500  per 
hour  by  three  operators  using  gang  drills. 

Effect  of  a  Private  Sidetrack  on  Insurance 
An  industry  in  the  Middle  West  raises  the  question 

as  to  the  possibility  of  obtaining  insurance  against 
liability  for  damage  caused  by  a  railroad  while  oper- 

ating over  a  private  sidetrack. 
It  appears  that  the  industry,  according  to  the  terms 

of  its  contract  with  the  railroad,  has  agreed  to  as- 
sume two  distinct  liabilities.  In  the  first  place,  it  has 

contracted  to  indemnify  the  railroad  company  against 
any  legal  liability  arising  in  the  event  that  property 
l>e  damaged  by  fire  caused  by  locomotives  operating  on 
the  private  sidetrack.  This  provision  applies  to  the 
property  of  the  industry  or  other  property  on  its  prem- 

ises, except  that  belonging  to  or  in  charge  of  the  rail- 
road company.  The  industry  thus  agrees  that  it  will 

not  make  claim  or  permit  to  be  made  against  the  rail- 
road company  in  the  event  of  damage  to  its  property. 

In  case  Are  insurance  is  carried,  this  agreement  can  be 

fulfilled  by  requesting  the  insurance  company  to  en- 
dorse the  policy  to  the  effect  that  subrogation  riifhtfl 

will  not  be  exercised.  An  additional  premium  is  usually 

charged  for  this  endorsement.  If  there  is  other  prop- 
erty on  the  prem{K<-H  which  does  not  belong  to  the  in- 

dustr)',  the  industry  should  be  sure  that  it  is  covered 
by  a  lire  insurance  policy  containing  a  waiver  by  the 
insurer  of  subrogation   rights. 

In  the  second  plac,  the  industry  has  agreed  to  in- 
demnify the  railroad  (umpuny  against  liability  for  loss, 

damage  or  injur>'  to  persons  or  property  while  on  or 
about  said  sidetrackH,  occasioned  by  any  act  or  omis- 

sion of  the  industry,  its  employees  or  agents.  As  it  is 
customao'  for  casualty  companies  to  assume  this  con- 

tractual liability  as  a  supplement  to  policies  of  work- 
men's compensation  and  public  liability,  insurance 

protection  can  thus  be  otitained. 
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Industrial  Cost  Accounting  for  Executives 
Fifth  Part  —  Business  Functions  and  Their  Organization — Classification  of  Departments 

and  Designation  by  Mnemonic  Symbols  —  Typical  Organization  Chart 
By  PAUL  M.  ATKINS 

IN  THE  PREVIOUS  articles  we  have  surveyed  very 
briefly  the  various  elements  of  costs  and  the 
accounts  and  journals  by  means  of  which  cost 

elements  are  recorded.  It  is  now  time  to  turn  aside 
from  what  may  seen,  to  be  the  direct  path  of  our 
discussion  and  spend  a  little  time  considering  a  subject, 
which,  at  first  glance,  may  appear  to  have  very  little 
direct  connection  with  our  main  topic.  The  subject, 

as  was  mentioned  in  the  first  article,  is  the  func- 
tionalization  and  organization  of  a  business.  It  is 

fundamental  to  the  study  of  almost  any  problem  con- 
cerning a  business,  and  an  understanding  of  it  will 

be  found  not  only  helpful  at  various  times  in  the 
consideration  of  our  subject,  but  practically  indis- 

pensable if  the  real  significance  of  the  method  of 
expense  classification  which  is  described  later  is  to  be 
grasped. 

Definition  of  "Functionalization" 
AND  "Organization" 

Functionalization  'Und  organization  may,  perhaps, 
seem  like  long  words  with  rather  shadowy  meaning. 
The  first  often  seems  to  have  an  academic  flavor  and 
the  latter  is  used  to  mean  so  many  different  things 

that  it  has  lost  much  of  its  significance  to  most  busi- 
ness men.  They  serve  to  describe  certain  ideas, 

however,  better  than  any  other  words,  and  though  these 
ideas  are  rather  complex  and  have  been  made  to  seem 
much  more  difficult  of  comprehension  than  they  really 
are,  they  are  very  useful  to  us  in  our  discussion. 
Before  going  any  further,  therefore,  let  us  see  if  we 
cannot  agree  upon  definitions  for  these  words  which, 
while  not  entirely  complete  and  exact  will  be  sufficiently 
so  to  serve  our  purpose  here  and  which  can  be  improved, 
if  necessary,  later. 

Functionalization,  I  think  we  can  say,  is  the  analyz- 
ing or  breaking  up  of  the  business  into  its  functions. 

Functions,  in  turn,  may  be  defined  as  activities,  and 
business  functions  as  the  various  activities  involved  in 
the  operation  of  a  business.  We  speak,  for  example, 
of  the  functions  of  the  purchasing  department  and 
mean  by  that  all  the  various  activities  which  are  in- 

volved in  the  making  of  purchases  and  which  are 

centered  in  the  pui-chasing  department.  When  we  say 
the  time-study  function,  we  mean  ordinarily  the  oper- 

ations necessary  to  make  a  time-study.  The  functions 
of  the  foreman  usually  carry  the  idea  of  the  various 
tasks  which  the  foreman  must  perform  in  supervising 
the  operation  of  his  department.  Often  the  expression 

is  used  to  mean  much  larger  units  when  mai-keting 
or  selling  functions  are  spoken  of  to  indicate  all  the 
activities  involved  in  selling  the  goods  which  have 
been  produced.  We  see,  then,  that  the  word  is  em- 

ployed to  mean  almost  any  activity  which  is  involved 
in  the  operation  of  a  business  and  this,  in  general,  is 
the  meaning  which  we  shall  attach  to  it  in  our 
discussions. 

Organization    is    used    to   mean    so    many    different 

For  the  author's  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reservea. 

things  that  no  attempt  will  be  made  to  enumerate  them 
here  for  they  are  so  varied  and  diverse  that  the  reader 
would  probably  be  more  confused  than  helped  thereby. 
The  meaning  which  we  wish  to  give  to  it  here  is  that 
of  the  co-ordination  and  tying  together  of  the  various 
functions  in  such  a  way  that  they  will  work  most  effec- 

tively together. 
Let  us  now  turn  our  attention  once  more  to  the  func- 

tionalization of  a  manufacturing  business  and  study  the 
problem  a  little  more  intensively.  In  the  first  place 
we  can  make  one  generalization  which  will  hold,  prac- 

tically without  an  exception.  A  manufacturing  concern 
can  have  its  functions  divided  into  three  main  groups. 
There  are  those  activities  which  are  concerned  pri- 

marily with  the  production  of  the  finished  merchandise 
and  which  we  can  call  the  manufacturing  functions. 
There  are  those  which  are  involved  principally  in  the 
selling  or  marketing  of  the  completed  goods,  and  which 
we  can  name  the  selling  functions.  And  then  there 
are  those  activities  which  are  not  directly  connected 
with  either  manufacturing  or  selling  but  serve  to  aid 
them,  or  to  co-ordinate  or  supervise  them.  Such 
functions  as  accounting,  filing  and  general  administra- 

tion are  examples  of  this  class  which  we  can  probably 
best   call   the   administration    functions. 

The  particular  grouping  of  functions  we  have  given 
has  considerable  importance  in  cost  accounting,  as  was 
pointed  out  in  the  third  article,  because  it  serves  as 
a  basis  for  the  classification  of  expenses,  a  classifica- 

tion which  facilitates  both  the  control  of  the  business 
and  the  allocation  of  overhead  to  the  product.  It  is 
a  grouping  also  that  can  be  made  for  practically  any 
industry  no  matter  what  kind  of  merchandise  it 

produces. 
Such  a  sub-division  of  a  company's  activities  does  not 

give  a  very  satisfactory  basis  for  their  administration 
or  operation.  Except  in  the  smallest  businesses  such 
units  would  be  much  too  large  and  so  we  find  that  func- 

tions which  can  be  carried  on  satisfactorily  together 
are  gathered  together  into  departments.  If  depart- 

mentalization is  done  properly  we  will  find  that  all  the 
detailed  functions  which  make  up  the  three  large 
groups  are  broken  up  into  departments,  and  it  is  with 
these  departments  that  we  shall  have  to  deal. 

A  Typical  Small-Sized  Company 

Perhaps  a  simple  example  will  help  us  to  under- 
stand the  problem  which  has  been  outlined.  Let  us 

take  a  moderate  sized  concern  turning  out  a  product 
made  principally  of  steel  and  let  us  see  what  its  func- 

tions are  likely  to  be.  In  the  first  place  there  would 
be  the  functions  involved  in  producing  the  finished 
goods,  in  this  case,  let  us  say,  a  foundry  department, 
a  machine  shop  and  an  assembling  department.  Then 
there  are  activities  which  exist  almost  solely  to  aid 
these  operating  departments  such  as  the  power  depart- 

ment, the  maintenance  department,  the  planning  de- 
partment, the  inspection  department  and  the  toolroom, 

and  other  departments,  such  as  the  engineering  depart- 
ment and  the  purchasing  department,  the  larger  part, 
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though  not  the  whole  of  whose  services  are  to  promote 
the  work  of  the  shops. 

To  handle  the  selling  end  of  the  business,  depart- 
ments like  the  advertising  department  and  the  sales 

department  are  necessary,  and  we  can  analyze  the 
selling  functions  into  these  two  groups.  The  general 
administration  of  the  business  will  probably  have  the 

record-keeping  functions  placed  by  themselves  in  an 
accounting  department  and  the  writing  and  filing  of 
letters  and  general  office  work  can  be  gathered  together 

into  a  general  office  department,  while  the  policy  decid- 
ing functions  can  be  thus  established  in  an  executive 

department. 

So  far  we  have  analyzed  the  functions  of  the  busi- 
ness, but  aside  from  the  first  division  into  the  three 

main  groups  we  have  not  classified  them  and  experience 
has  proved  that  a  heterogenous  collection  of  units  is 

not  very  useful  until  it  has  been  classified  and  sym- 
bolized, an  act  that  is  different  from  but  closely  related 

to  classification.  Both  terms  are  subject  to  long  defini- 

tion, as  in  the  case  of  functionalization  and  organiza- 
tion, but  we  can  get  along  with  definitions  which  are 

quite  simple  and  at  the  same  time  sufficiently  exact 

for  our  purposes.  Classification  is  essentially  the  log- 
ical, systematic  and  orderly  arrangement  of  related 

details,  while  symbolization  is  simply  the  giving  of 
symbols  to  the  details,  sjmibols  being  nothing  more  nor 
less  than  short  convenient  names.  It  is  quite  possible, 
of  course,  to  have  a  classification  without  having  it 
symbolized  and  also  to  have  items  symbolized  without 
having  them  classified.  To  be  most  satisfactory  we 
must  have  both  together.  When  we  have  further 
classified  and  symbolized  the  various  departments  we 
obtain  something  like  the  following: 

The  American  Metal  Working  Company 

A.  Administration  functions 
AA  Accounting  department 
AE  Executive  department 
AB  General  offices  department 

M.  Manufacturing  functions 
MA  Auxiliary  manufacturing  functions 

MAB  Buying  or  purchasing  department 
MAE  Engineering^  department 
MAH  Heat,  light  and  power  department 
MAJ  Inspection  department 
MAM  Maintenance  department 
MAN  Personnel  and  employment  department 
MAS  Stores,  stock  receiving  and  shipping  depart- ment 
MAT  Tool  manufacturing  department 

MD  Direct  manufacturing  functions 
MDA  Assembly  department 
MDF   Foundry  department 
MDM  Machine  shop  department 

There  are  probably  two  features  about  the  above 

table  which  will  attract  the  reader's  interest  first. 
One  of  them  is  the  classification  of  the  manufacturing 

functions  into  two  groups,  the  first  called  "auxiliary" 
indicating  that  they  are  an  aid  to  manufacturing 
though  they  do  not  directly  have  a  part  in  it,  and 

the  other  "direct"  indicating  that  the  departments  so 
classified  are  the  ones  in  which  the  actual  manufactur- 

ing operations  are  performed.  Such  a  division  is  most 
useful  when  the  problem  of  the  distribution  to  the 
direct  manufacturing  departments  of  the  expenses  of 
the  other  departments  is  reached. 

The  second  feature  is  the  use  of  letters,  and  letters 

not  in  their  consecutive  alphabetical  order,  to  desig- 
nate the  departments.  Here  we  have  an  illustration 

of  the  use  of  the  "mnemonic"  system  of  symbolization, 
a  system  which  endeavors  to  aid  the  memory  by  em- 

ploying as  far  as  possible  the  initial  letters  of  the 
words  which  describe  the  item  in  hand  and  its  place 

in  the  classification,  the  first  letter  indicating  the  prin- 
cipal sub-division,  the  second  the  group  within  that 

sub-division,  etc.  Let  us  take  MDM,  the  machine  shop 
department,  as  an  example.  The  first  M  stands  for 
the  manufacturing  group  of  functions,  the  D  for  the 
fact  that  it  is  the  direct  manufacturing  group,  and 

the  second  M  shows  that  it  is  the  machine  shop  depart- 
mert  within  that  group.  It  may  be  clearly  seen  here 
that  the  position  of  the  letter  in  the  symbol,  as  well 
as  the  letter  itself  has  a  significance,  a  fact  that  is 
sometimes  overlooked  although  everyone  recognizes 
that  123  represents  an  entirely  different  number 
from   312. 

There  is  another  important  advantage,  among  others, 
in  the  mnemonic  system  of  symbolization  in  addition 
to  the  one  which  has  been  mentioned  above  and  that 

is  its  expandibility.  Only  22  letters  are  used  because 
of  the  similarity  of  Q  to  /  or  /,  of  O  to  Q  or  zero,  and 
of  U  to  V,  but  even  so  we  have  12  or  13  more  than  the 
number  of  digits  available  if  figures  are  employed. 
Hence  if  only  one  unit  is  used  in  a  symbol,  22  of  them 

can  be  symbolized  in  a  single  class  if  the  mnemonic  sys- 
tem is  used,  and  only  9  or  10  if  numerals  are  utilized.  If 

a  symbol  of  two  units  is  wanted  we  have  a  possible 
variety  of  combinations  of  letters  of  484  as  against  99 

for  the  numbers,  and  the  difference  becomes  increas- 
ingly marked  as  the  number  of  units  in  a  symbol  is 

increased. 

To  offset  the  advantages  there  are  some  disadvan- 
tages. It  is  not  so  easy  to  use  such  symbols  with 

modern  tabulating  machinery  though  it  is  not  impos- 
sible to  do  so.  Mr.  C.  M.  Ford  has  described  in  a 

very  interesting  article  entitled  "Alphabetical  and 
Mnemonic  Symbols  on  Tabulating  Machine  Cards,"  in 
the  May,  1921,  issue  of  Industrial  Management 
magazine  how  the  problem  can  be  solved.  Also,  it  is 
not  always  possible  to  make  the  symbols  mnemonic, 

as  in  the  case  of  the  inspection  and  personnel  depart- 
ments above  where  J  and  U  are  used  instead  of  /  and 

P.  The  J  is  employed  because  the  /  is  never  used, 
and  U  is  utilized  instead  of  P  because  the  latter  is 

already  reserved  for  another  department.  In  general, 
however,  the  advantages  outweigh  the  disadvantages 
and  slowly  but  surely  we  are  seeing  the  mnemonic 
method  of  symbolization  more  frequently  used. 
The  case  which  we  have  just  presented  is  very 

simple  and  there  is  not  likely  to  be  any  serious  ques- 
tioning in  regard  to  the  details  shown  therein.  Let  us, 

therefore,  take  up  a  more  complex  illustration  now, 
one  which  is  likely  to  raise  a  debate  concerning  some 
of  the  details.  The  following  symbolized  classification 
is  intended  to  be  typical  only.  It  is  the  result  of 
extensive  study  of  the  problem  as  it  has  been  worked 
out  for  various  concerns,  especially  those  engaged  in 
wood  and  metal  working,  and  may  be  taken  as  a  general 
model  subject  to  modification  in  individual  cases. 

A  Typical  Symbolized  Classification  op  Functions 

A.  Administration  functions 
AD  Functions  involved  in  designing  and  developing  the 

product .     ADB  Blueprint  and  photographic  department 
ADC  Chemical  laboratory  department 
ADD  Drafting  department 
ADE   Engineering  department 
ADF  Filine:  (blueprint  and  drawings)  department 
ADP  Physical  laboratory  department 
ADX  Experimental  department 
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depsrUnentA  ar*  lub-divided  usually  either 
to  the  kind  of  product  turned  out  an,  for 

t.  MtffiiM  department,  rear  axle  department  and 

badljr  department  of  an  automobile  factor)*,  or  accord- 
bif  to  the  kind  of  work  to  be  performed,  such  as  the 
lathe  department,  punch  press  department  and  heat- 

department  in  a  general  metal  working  fac- 
largeb'  or  entirely  to  order. 

rtaeat 

Ab  examination  of  the  above  claxsiflcation  will  show 
thetv  are  a  number  of  divergencies  in  it  from 
le  aomally  found  for  manufacturing  companies. 

Oae  of  tbe  raaeone  why  theee  differences  have  been 
■ade  ao  apparent  is  to  caO  them  to  the  attention  of 
tke  reader  and  to  get  him  to  think  about  the  causes 
of  theaa.  It  not  infrequently  happens  that  we  become 
•0  aKualuaiid  to  doing  a  thing  in  a  certain  manner 
•r  to  tUaklBg  about  it  in  a  particular  way  that  we 
da  oat  ratlin  that  there  may  be  b<<tter  ideas  concern- 
lag  it.  or  that  sane  of  its  phases  have  been  overlooked. 

As  we  look  at  the  claaatfleation  just  given,  the  flrst 
aartioo  of  h  especially  if  our  interests  be  in  the 
factory— probabljr  seems  misplaced.  Such  functions  as 

erdinarfljr  carried  on  by  the  engin<*erinR  depart- 
draftJog  department  and  experimental  depart- 
»r»  v»ry  frequently  operated  under  the  direction 

ti  the  factory  manager  as  activities  which  are  directly, 
aad  practically  entirely,  connected  with  the  fabrication 
al  the  talshid  predact.  When  they  are  concerned  only 
wtth  prepaiiag  infonaation  for  the  benefit  of  the  shops 
Ika  dMBticBliaa  of  soch  departments,  as  was  indi- 

ia  the  flnrt  dasalAcation.  is  very  appropriately 
the  bead  of  the  auxiliary  manufacturing  func- 
It  iMMt  aot  be  overlooked,  however,  that 

Uke  deaigB  aad  daealopnent  of  the  product 
b  afllKted  hr  aad,  la  tara,  laiaeoc««  the  marketing 

policies  of  the  company.  Our  Isrge  I'lertric  tMjuipmont 
companies  furnish  one  good  illuHtrution.  The  (icsiitn 
of  automobile  bodies  also  is  quite  as  much  a  mutter 
of  pleasing  the  public  taste  as  it  is  of  supplying  the 
factory  with  information  as  to  how  they  should  be 
built. 

While,  therefore,  on  many  occasions  the  engineering 
and  allied  activities  art'  properly  grouped  under  the 
head  of  manufacturing  functions,  there  are  often  times 
when  they  serve  both  marketing  and  manufacturing 
and  aid  in  developing  general  business  policies  so  that 
they  are  correctly  clas.sed  ax  administrative  functions. 
Of  course,  such  a  splittinR  up  of  activities,  as  is  shown 
here,  into  an  engineering  department,  drafting  depart- 

ment, blueprint  and  photographic  (or  photostat)  de- 
partment and  filing  department  is  only  necessary  or 

desirable  in  the  case  of  large  concerns. 

Hardly  anyone  will  question  the  propriety  of  treat- 
ing the  financial  functions  as  a  sub-division  of  the 

administration  functions.  The  real  head  of  this  group 
of  departments  is  naturally  the  treasurer  but  he  is  not 
properly  located  in  any  of  them  but  in  the  executive 
department  (discussed  later)  with  the  other  executive 
officers.  The  departmentalization  of  these  functions 
is  such  as  is  likely  to  be  found  in  a  moderately  large 
concern  and  the  titles  are  so  self-explanatory  that  no 
additional  explanation  is  needed  except,  possibly  in 
one  case.  The  property  insurance  department  is  not 
frequently  found,  but  for  large  concerns  whose  in- 

ventories are  constantly  and  often  rapidly  chnnginj?. 
such  a  department,  or.  at  least,  the  recognition  and 
organization  of  the  insurance  function  is  necessary  if 

the  company's  property  is  to  be  fully  protected  at  the least  expense. 

General  Aoministkation  Functions 

The  general  administration  functions  can  have  only 
brief  consideration  here  though  they  form  a  very 
interesting  Hul)ject  of  study.  They  include  in  the  first 
place  the  policy  forming  activities  as  represented  by 
the  executive  ofl!icers,  principal  managers  and  their 
personal  assistants  grouped  together  into  an  executive 
department.  In  addition,  there  are  other  departments 
whose  location  in  this  group  is  due  more,  perhaps,  to 
the  fact  that  they  do  not  properly  belong  to  any  other 
group  than  to  any  common  tie  among  them.  The  filing 
department  is  to  care  for  all  material  which  is  to  be 
filed  and  which  ia  not  better  located  elsewhere.  It 
may  often  be  conveniently  joined  with  the  general 
ofllces  department  whose  activities  include  the  sten- 

ographic work,  telephone  and  messenger  service,  in- 
ternal mail  service  and  care  of  incoming  and  outgoing 

mail.  The  order  department  takes  the  orders  received 
from  customers  and  prepares  the  necessary  papers  so 
that  the  goods  may  be  shipped  at  once  or  that  the 
factory  may  ttegin  its  work  upon  them.  It  serves  as 
an  op4>rAting  link  between  the  sales  and  the  shipping 
or  planning  departments.  The  trafllc  department  has 
the  task  of  controlling  the  movement  of  goods,  both 
incoming  and  outgoing,  while  they  are  in  the  hands  of 
a  common  carrier,  and  thus  serves  both  the  selling  and 
manufacturing  sides  of  the  business. 

When  we  come  to  the  personnel  functions  gathered 
together  under  the  general  head  of  administration,  we 
take  up  another  topic  which  is  likely  to  raise  some 
questions  in  the  mind  of  the  reader.  Probably  most 
manufacturing  concerns  which  have  organized  the 
activities   involved    in   their   relations   with   their  em- 
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ployees,  other  than  those  of  supervision,  have  placed 
them  in  the  group  of  manufacturing  functions.  As 
in  the  case  of  the  functions  involved  in  the  designing 
and  developing  of  the  product,  this  is  undoubtedly  cor- 

rect under  many  circumstances,  as  for  example,  when 
the  factory  is  located  away  from  the  general  offices 
of  the  company  and  hence  not  in  immediate  contact 
with  the  general  administration  of  the  concern.  Under 

such  conditions  it  would  be  quite  appropriate  to  or- 
ganize employee  relations  departments  as  a  separate 

group  co-ordinate  with  the  auxiliary  functions,  or  even, 
in  the  case  of  a  small  concern,  as  a  single  department 
in  the  auxiliary  group. 

Personnel  and  PxmcHASiNG  Departments 

There  are  other  occasions,  however,  when  such  an 
arrangement  is  not  so  sound.  If  we  find,  for  instance, 
that  many  of  the  employees  are  in  the  administration 
and  selling  departments  so  that  a  considerable  part 
of  the  service  rendered  by  the  personnel  departments 
is  to  those  groups,  then  the  logic  of  the  situation  points 
to  the  inclusion  of  the  personnel  departments  in  the 
administration  section.  We  have  additional  reason  for 
reaching  such  a  conclusion  in  case  a  large  part  of  the 
work  of  these  departments  consists  of  what  may  be 

loosely  termed  "welfare  work"  whose  I'esults  are 
expected  to  benefit  the  business  as  a  whole  rather  than 
simply  the  manufacturing  departments.  What  is  sought 

here,  however,  is  to  call  the  possibilities  to  the  reader's 
attention  and  not  to  force  upon  him  any  particular 
conclusions. 

When  we  turn  to  the  departments  which  have  been 
placed  in  the  auxiliary  manufacturing  group  we  find 
that  most  of  them  logically  and  practically  belong  there 
without  any  serious  question.  One  or  two  may  need 
some  brief  explanation,  however,  and  the  dividing  line 
between  several  of  them  needs  classifying  for  some 
readers,  perhaps. 

The  desirability  of  so  placing  the  first  department  of 
all  on  the  list  may,  quite  possibly,  be  questioned  by 
some.  Since  the  purchasing  or  buying  department 
directs  the  expenditure  of  such  large  amounts  of  the 

company's  funds,  it  would  seem  proper  to  include  it 
as  a  financial  department.  More  often,  however,  the 
prime  function  of  the  buying  department  is  to  buy 
material  to  meet  the  needs  of  the  factory.  The  fact 
that  it  causes  the  disbursement  of  money  and  purchases 
materials  and  services  for  other  than  factory  depart- 

ments is  of  secondary  importance,  though  often  a  factor 
not  to  be  overlooked  or  left  out  of  consideration. 
Hence,  in  most  cases,  the  classification  given  is  best 
for  this  department. 

The  second  department  in  the  auxiliary  manufactur- 
ing group,  the  cost  department,  may  also  appear  mis- 

placed, and  since  it  is  the  department  of  most  interest 
to  us  here  and  as  the  pros  and  cons  concerning  it 
are  pretty  well  balanced,  it  may  be  well  to  consider  it 
rather  carefully.  At  first  glance  it  might  seem  as 
though  the  logical  place  for  it  would  be  in  the  same 
group  as  the  accounting  department,  provided  it  did  not 
form  a  part  of  that  department.  This  feeling  would  be 
still  further  reinforced  when  one  considers  that  the 
work  of  the  department  is  largely  for  the  benefit  of  the 
business  as  a  whole.  On  the  other  hand,  there  are 
important  reasons  why  the  cost  department  should  be 
classed  where  it  is.  A  large  part  of  the  results  of  its 
work  is,  or  should  be,  for  the  benefit  of  the  factory 
and  for  the  control  of  its  operation. 

The  most  important  reason,  however,  is  a  pilreiy 
practical  one.  While  the  connection  between  the  cost 

department  and  the  accounting  department  must  neces- 
sarily be  very  close  if  both  are  to  operate  successfully, 

the  number  of  entries  which  pass  from  one  to  the 
other  is  usually  comparatively  small,  especially  in  re- 

lation to  the  number  of  entries  which  the  cost  depart- 
ment receives  from  the  planning  department.  In  most 

cases  it  will  be  found  that  about  ninety  per  cent  of 
the  material  which  must  be  handled  by  the  coat  depart- 

ment comes  from  the  production  control  records.  In 
many  instances  also,  these  papers  and  vouchers,  must 
be  utilized  with  a  minimum  of  delay  if  the  work  is  to 
be  successfully  carried  on  and  mistakes  rectified  before 
it  is  too  late  to  do  so. 

Most  of  the  other  departments  mentioned  here  need 
little  discussion.  Their  general  scope  is  evident  from 
their  titles.  The  manufacturing  standards  department 
is  probably  the  least  well-known  of  all  of  them  and 
a  word  of  explanation  may  be  in  order  here.  It  is  the 
department  whose  prime  function  is  the  establishment 
of  the  operation  standards — the  making  of  time 
studies,  the  routing  of  work  through  the  factory,  the 
preparation  of  standard  practice  instructions  and  in- 

struction cards,  the  setting  of  tolerances  on  materials 
and  specifications  for  the  product  at  various  stages  of 
its  fabrication,  etc.  In  the  past,  its  functions  have 
often  been  treated  as  a  part  of  the  work  of  the  planning 
department  and  the  relationship  is,  of  course,  very 
close.  It  is  often  better,  however,  to  segregate  them 
as  has  been  done  here. 
When  all  the  various  functions  of  a  business  have 

been  .analyzed  and  classified,  the  next  step  is  to  prepare 
an  organization  manual  in  which  a  concise  but  accurate 
description  of  what  each  department  is  to  do  should  be 
given.  There  is  no  space  here  to  discuss  it,  but  in 
the  following  article  its  preparation  and  use  will  be 
explained  and  an  illustrative  section  describing  the 
functions  of  a  typical  cost  department  will  be  given. 

Organizing  a  Business 

There  is  one  other  matter,  however,  which  does  de- 
serve consideration  now.  The  process  of  analyzing  a 

business  into  its  various  functions  and  departments  is 

essentially  a  "breaking  up"  process.  It  is  quite  essen- 
tial, but  there  is  a  final  step  which  is  equally  impor- 
tant and  that  is  to  combine  and  co-ordinate  the 

departments  into  what  we  call  an  organization  in  such 
a  way  that  the  business  may  operate  with  the  least 
amount  of  friction  and  with  the  greate.st  eflSciency. 

In  approaching  the  study  of  the  organization  of  a 
business  the  first  point  which  needs  emphasis  is  the 
fundamental  necessity  of  organizing  on  the  basis  of 
functions  or  departments  and  not  on  a  basis  of  indi- 

viduals. Departments  should  be  co-ordinated  because 
their  activities  have  points  of  contacts  and  not  because 
their  respective  heads  have  mutual  sympathies.  If  the 
criticism  in  many  books  in  regard  to  certain  types  of 
organization  are  read  with  this  thought  in  mind,  it  vdll 
be  found  that  many  of  the  troubles  complained  of  are 
due  to  the  attempt  to  organize  a  business  on  the  basis 
of  personalities  and  their  characteristics  instead  of 
on  the   basis   of  functions. 

There  are  various  so-called  "types  of  organization" 
such  as  line,  line  and  staff,  Taylor  and  committee;  and 
much  has  been  written  about  the  advantages  of  each. 
In  actual  practice  it  will  usually  be  found  best  to 
combine  several  of  them   in  co-ordinating  the  various 
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aad  in  MuUrsiB*  utd  ervanisinc  thr  w^ork 
•Hkte  tk*  ttpmnmna*.  Ib  aoow  nituationii  om>  form 

Mptrter  lo  th*  otlMn.  but  in  all  raar*  the 
«f  Hm  varioM  artlvitiM  as  thr  unit.<  of 
•hooM  hp  adhvrad  to  without  «xc«ption. 

Is  •  iBiar  artid*  vhrrr  a  b{blioffraph.v  of  coat  arrount- 
um  win  br  pTMVBtvd,  nrfrrrncM  will  be  f  iwn  to  wnrk^ 
artM**  tbr  difFpTMil  type*  are  doacribad. 

JhI  •»  tbr  aaabai*  of  tb«  boainaaa  Into  dcf>artm«nt« 
la  nenriti'!  ta  a  permaneBt  form  in  an  orvaniution 
^■■■•1— •  racord  which  pnwrtdaa  the  nuterial  for  the 
flMHtnirliaa  of  aa  orfaaiiatloB— ao  the  oitraniution 
ilaalf  ahould  be  fitrvn  penBananea  bjr  being  recorded 
la  the  fom  of  an  onraniiation  chart  an  illustration  of 
wkkh  is  (iWB  ill  Fi(.  3.  h  will  be  noted  that  various 

Ijrpaa  of  ergaaiaation  And  places  in  different  partu  uf 
llw  dMft  aad  that  tha  principal  croups  of  deiwrtmentn 

ara  ast  off  by  thaiaaalvea.  The  only  relationships  be- 
f  s«B  fuactiooa  and  daparlments  are  those  of  authority 

aad  rMpaaalbOity.  reriproral  relationships  in  other 
a  food  chart  has  been  spoiled  by  having 

on  it.  The  basic  chart  should  be 

bjr  others  on  which  the  lines  of  co- 
ardt— tWi  may  ba  abown. 

aatiafartory  way  is  to  select  a  single  de- 
aad  group  around  it  the  other  departments 

witii  arbkh  it  has  contacts  and  then  plot  the  relation- 

sidpa.  aaiBg  different  kinds  of  lines  to  show  the  diiTer- 
Oit  OHM.  It  will  be  found  that  if  this  is  done  for  a 

■few  priBcipal  departments  and  functions  no  need  will 
be  felt  for  the  same  kind  of  thing  for  the  others  for 

few   insigniflcant    relationships   will   be 

fift(tem  for  Locating  Reference  Prints 
By  ch B.  Johnson 

A  aoorec  of  constant  irritation  and  avoidable  delay 

asiala  la  many  drawing  oAcaa  on  account  of  the  inabil- 
My  of  daaignara  to  aecore  the  nacaaaary  blueprints  or 

for  rafervBoe  at  the  time  that  thay  are  re- 
Nothtag  can  ba  more  annoying,  nor  can  more 

takt  a  daalgiiii'i  mind  from  the  design  upon 
ha  ia  working,  than  the  ncceasity  of  a  protracted 
far  aonw  print  that  he  wiabaa  to  refer  to  at 

dUkutt  to  find,  tha  more  desirable  the 

•ad  the  man  detcrmlnaa  to  have  this  par- 
tkalar  prlak  ao  matter  how  much  time  and  energy 
is  espeailad  aaarching  for  it.  In  eaae  he  is  unable  to 
hxate  it,  his  mind  is  constantly  reverting  to  it  and 
he  ia  eoatiaaatly  trying  to  And  it.  If  it  proves  abao- 
laMjr  Bcccaeary.  and  the  work  is  indeAnitely  held  up, 

ha.  la  all  protebfllty,  calls  hia  aupcrior's  attention  to 
the  BMUter.  arfaarrapon  orders  are  issuf>d  to  someone. 

asoally  the  oAce  boy.  to  "And  that  print." 
This  roodHloB  exists  in  many  plants  through  neglect- 

iog  to  provide  a  sstisfactory  system  of  checking  out 
priala  or  drmwiagm.  In  fsct.  in  some  organizations  it 
ia  tjaaaldifsd  saperfloous  to  hsvr  a  checking  system  of 
aay  kind,  ft  ia  aeedlesa  to  My  that  this  is  a  vary  un- 
4aainibl»  state  of  affairs,  and  in  such  ufDces  efBcient 

ia  tmpa^Me.  The  designers  and  draftsmen  are 
free  acaaai  to  all  fliea.  from  which  they  remove 
•r  priata  aa  they  may  rcquin?  thim  and  then 

at  their  leiaara.  This  aieans  that  they 
■iarailaaaoasiji  or  earrlaaaly  on  the  top  of 

the  lUiBg  caae.  to  be  reOled  later  by  someone  who  has 

a  few  minutaa'  apart  time  and  who  often  is  ignorant 
of  the  neeaaaity  of  reAling  them  correctly.  As  a 
reauit.  a  great  nun.v  drawinga  are  misAled.  For  all 
practical  purpoaea.  they  are  loet  until  someone  dis- 

covers them  while  searching  for  either  the  particular 
one  or  aome  other. 

A  8>'8tem  which  to  a  great  extent  makes  it  impossible 
for  this  condition  to  exist,  is  to  place  8onu>one  in  direct 
supervision  of  the  Ales.  Upon  a  print  or  drawing  being 
issued,  a  card  is  Ailed  out  with  such  information  as  the 
name  of  the  person,  date  and  drawing  number,  and 
it  is  Aled  either  alphal)etically  or  numerically.  The 
numerical  system  has  the  most  to  recommend  it  on 
account  of  its  ease  of  installation  and  the  simplicity 
of  maintenance.  The  party  to  whom  the  print  or  draw- 

ing was  issued  is  held  responsible  for  any  damage  or 
loss  which  may  occur  while  it  is  in  his  possession. 

New  Cards  Frequkntly  Issuer 

Periodically,  say  at  least  once  each  week,  the  person 
holding  the  drawing  or  print  should  be  required  to  re- 

issue a  duplicate  card  hearing  the  new  date.  This 
system  will  eliminate  the  confusion  arising  from  the 
practice  among  designers  of  loaning  reference  draw- 

ings to  each  other.  The  one  to  whom  they  are  loaned 
neglects  returning  them  or  perhaps  re-loans  them.  The 
result  is  that  where  no  card  is  re-issued  the  Ales  are 
apt  to  carry  charges  against  men  for  several  weeks,  or 
possibly  months,  who  have  re-loaned  the  prints. 

This  condition  necessitates  an  extended  search  being 
made,  and  the  party  requiring  the  print  usually  insists 
that  the  searching  be  done  by  the  party  to  whom  it  was 
originally  charged.  In  either  case  the  resultant  loss 
of  time  is  expensive  to  the  concern,  and  the  designer 
to  whom  the  print  is  charged  is  annoyed  by  the  fact 
that  he  must  take  what  he  considers  valuable  time  to 

locate  the  print — perhaps  in  the  beginning  he  was 
forced  to  And  it  for  himself,  and  he  feels  that  the  one 
who  now  re(]uires  it  should  do  the  same.  , 

If  the  re-issuance  of  cards  is  insisted  upon,  the  Ales 
are  automatically  kept  up  to  date  within  the  time  limit 
aet  by  the  issuance  of  the  cards,  and  thus  is  eliminated 
the  waste  of  time  which  might  be  more  proAtably  em- 

ployed. The  cards  are  comparatively  inexpensive  and 
may  be  of  any  suitable  size  and  design,  although  it  is 
not  recommended  that  they  be  so  large  as  to  re(|uire  a 
bulky  Aling  case.  One  2x3  in.  should  be  large  enough 
for  all  purpoaea. 

Making  Expensive  Taps  in  a  Railroad 
Tool  Room 

By  ARTHim  C.  North 

The  Arst  article  on  "What's  Wrong  with  the  Rail- 
road Shops,"  reminded  me  of  an  experience  1  hud  when 

I  was  in  charge  of  the  small  tool  room  in  a  railroad 

shop.  This  tool  room  wan  equippitd  with  a  14-in.  x 
8-ft.  lathe,  a  16-in.  shaper,  n  universal  milling  machine, 
a  small  drilling  machine  and  an  emery  stand. 

When  I  Arst  Umk  charge  the  general  foreman's 
orders  were  to  make  all  tools.  Not  long  afterward  we 

needed  some  regular  i-in.  hand  taps.  I  told  the  fore- 
man that  it  would  l>e  much  cheaper  to  buy  them  but 

the  only  anawer  1  got  from  him  was  a  gruff  "Make 

everything." I  did,  and  they  cost  nearly  fifty  cents  apiece.  They 
could  have  been  bought  for  fifteen  cents  each  from  any 
local  dealer  and  would  have  been  available  sooner. 
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Grinding  Data  from  the  Pierce- Arrow  Shop 
Testing  Cylinder  Gages— Grinding  Bronze  Connecting-Rod  Bushings — 
Forming  Steering  Balls — Grinding  Aluminum  Transmission  Covers 

By  FRED  H.  COLVIN 
Editor.  Amiricnii  Machinist 

THE  INCREASED  use  of  grinding  as  a  machining 
method  in  automobile  manufacture  is  evident  in 
almost  every  shop  one  visits.  There  is  also  quite 

a  diversity  as  to  the  grinding  practice,  involving  wheel 
speeds,  grades  of  wheels,  and  similar  points.  While 
8  wheel  surface  speed  of  6,000  ft.  per  minute  is  still 
considered  advisable,  there  seems  to  be  a  tendency  in 

many  quartei-s  to  reduce  this  speed  to  some  extent. 
As  one  grinding  man  expressed  it,  "We  talk  about 
6,000  ft.  as  a  suitable  grinding  wheel  speed.  Consider- 

ing belt  slippage  and  speed  variations,  however,  we  are 
very  well  satisfied  if  we  get  5,200  ft.  in  actual  prac- 

tice." In  the  examples  which  follow,  it  will  be  noted 
that  the  wheel  speeds  vary  to  some  extent,  according  to 
the  work  in  hand,  as  is  almost  universally  the  case. 

Grinding  a  Fierce-Arrow  cylinder  block  on  a  No.  60 
Heald  machine  is  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  wheel  is  3i  in. 
in  diameter  by  ̂   in.  face,  and  has  a  11-in,  hole.  It  is  a 
No.  30  grain  and  the  grade  is  known  as  the  H-LoTens, 
by  the  makers,  the  Precision  Grinding  Co.  The  same 
wheel  is  used  for  both  roughing  and  finishing,  the 
spindle  speed  being  6,600  r.p.m.  The  cylinders  are 
bored  to  allow  from  0.015  to  0.018  in.  in  diameter  for 
grinding.  The  rough  grinding  leaves  0.003  in.  for  finish. 
The  average  production  is  15  min.  for  each  bore,  or  90 
min.  for  the  six-cylinder  block.  This  time  is  from  floor 
to  floor,  including  all  handling. 

A  noticeable  feature  is  the  heavy  ring  gages  mounted 
at  A,  by  which  the  operator  tests  his  inside  gages. 
The  ring  gages  represent  the  high  and  low  limits.    The 

KIO.  2— FIXTl-IiK  von  GHINDING  CON.VECTING  HOD  BUSHI^•Gi^•.     FIG.  3— GRINDING  STEERING  KNUCKLE  BALLS 
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i»  OjMM  In.  for  boUi  dIaoMter  and  out  of 
nmmtmm.  Whra  th»  cylinder*  ar*  iiMpcct«d.  th«  nixf 
•f  Mck  bar*  i*  -*"-f*'f  OB  Um  oouide  of  the  block  as 
•■  aU  to  aMlartini  piataBa  whidi  ahall  be  jtut  riirht  in 

••■X  vnqr*  TUa  daaa  not  maan  that  the  whole  dimen- 
alaa  is  ataHpad  an  aarli  ejriliidar.  If  the  bore  ia  found 
la  In  jMl  tka  aoMlnal  alaa  of  tha  cylinder,  the  block 
ia  ataapad  0.  If  It  is  abov*  or  below  the  nominal  site. 
tka  anct  rariatioa  (within  the  tolerance,  of  course.) 
ia  alHipad  on  tlM  bkdt,  with  a  plus  or  minus  sirn 

GUMHNC  BBONXS  BlWHINQi 

Aaatlwr  yrindinv  operation  is  shown  in  Fig.  2.  where 
tk*  twahlni  ia  tlM  aaatl  end  of  the  connecting  rod  is 
batav  fiwuid  on  a  Bryant  internal  grinding  machine. 
Tka  MaatfaUeM  aliowa  vary  clearly  the  method  of  hold- 
lat  tk*  caoaaetliiy  rod.  By  locating  the  large  end  firmly 
oa  tke  pin  as  shown,  and  holding  the  small  end  lightly 

the  knurled  screws,  the  hole  can  be  ground 
to  the  correct  center  distance  from,  but  also 

wttli,  tha  large  bearing.  Wing  lock  nuts  make 
H  aaay  to  damp  and  to  release  the  screws. 

The  bronze  bushing   is   li    in.   long  and  has  a  hole 
U  in.  in  diameter.    The  wheel,  an  alundum,  known  as 

K,  ia  1  in.  in  diameter  with  a  i-in.  face,  and  has  a 

1^-in.  spindle  hole.    The  production  is  16  rods  per  hour. 
Owing  to  the  desire  to  have  a  polished  surface  in  the 

hole,  the  Anal  flniahing  is  done  with  n  reamer,  0.002  in. 
being  left  for  this  purpose. 

Form  Grinding  a  Ball 

The  method  of  grinding  one  of  the  balls  which  form 
part  of  the  steering  mechaniHrn  is  Hhown  in  Fig.  3. 
This  work  is  done  with  a  formed  wheel  on  a  Landis 

machine.  The  wheel,  an  American  corundum  54-N,  is 
12  in.  in  dianu'ter  with  1-in.  face.  In  addition  to  the 
face  of  the  wheel  b«'ing  concaved,  the  work  table  car- 

rying the  ball  is  swung  on  its  central  pivot  by  the 
handle  A.  The  wheel  is  dressed  by  a  diamond  mounted 
on  the  work  table,  so  as  to  be  readily  swunif  past  the 
face  of  the  wheel  at  the  correct  radiu.'^.  The  wheel 
speed  is  1.800  r.p.m.,  and  the  work  .speed  400  r.p.m. 
The  stock  removed  is  0.020  in.,  and  tne  production  is 
22  balls  per  hour. 

Still  another  job,  though  not  illustrated,  is  grinding 
the  Joint  face  of  the  aluminum  cover  for  the  trans- 

mission case.  This  is  done  on  a  Pratt  &  Whitney 

vertical-spindle  surface  grinding  machine  with  a  Nor- 
ton elastic  wheel  known  as  No.  46-4.  The  wheel  is  of 

the  ring  type.  14  in.  outside  and  lOi  in.  inside  diameter 
and  4  in.  deep.    The  production  is  25  covers  per  hour. 

Uaihackle  Biuinen 

By  J.  BAiN-m 
It  haa  baaa  said  that  ours  is  the  most  goremed  and 

Ik*  worat  ffowmed  nation  on  earth  with  the  exception 
of  Kossia.  and  poaaibly  of  Mexico.  The  words  were 
i^akaB  with  reference  to  the  legislation  that  hampers 
aar  bnalnaaa  activities. 

The  peopW  of  our  country  seem  to  believe  that  all  big 
and  littk  defecta  in  our  political,  social  and  industrial 
orgaaixationa  can  be  remedied  by  legislation.  The  re- 

sult haa  bam  a  multitude  of  laws  that  are  often  conflict- 
lac  aod  that  leave  the  business  nun  shackled.  The  iype 
of  recolatioa  that  he  has  been  subject  to  is  apt  to  k\T. 
ki*  initiative  and  prevent  the  proper  development  of  our 
naWanal  naoareaa.  As  a  shining  example,  the  purpose 
for  whkh  the  Sherman  Anti-Trust  Law  was  made  has 
been  perverted.  This  bw  was  never  intended  to  inter- 
far*  with  private  busine**.  although  it  is  now  conatnied 
to  that  way. 

Ika  detail*  that  eona  op  daily  in  business  are  so  reg- 
■latad  tkat  tk*  bnalncaa  man  doc*  not  feel  fne  to  man- 
ag*  hia  antarprlae  in  the  way  in  which  he  would  natu- 
rally  do  it.  It  ia  not  poaaibi*  for  him  to  be  running  to  a 
la«T*r  with  detaito  tliat  cone  up  poaaibly  every  hour, 
and  y*C  that  b  what  ia  required  in  order  to  carry  on  in 

conformity  with  the  law  thoee  activities  that  are 
irr  in  industry  and  buaineaa. 

Certainly  a  faiw  such  as  the  Sherman  Law  to  prevent 
Ikaa*  things  morally  wrong  in  basincaa,  particularly 
with  rrfervBce  to  monopoltca.  is  vary  desirable.  But 
^bUa  oyinian  waa  •*  arooaed  by  the  action  of  the  so* 

i  trwto  aoa*  year*  ago  that  it  has  not  yet  had  the 
ilty  of  caaiing  off  and  examining  Just  what  sort 

•f  eo-operatioa  betwvrn  buain   is  bcneflcial  and  what 
to  datrianntal.    There  is  beginning  to  crystallix*  among 

Ban,  however,  a  •entiment  that  it  is  hoped  will 
Imw*  an  effect  on  oar  lawa. 
wko  control  and  operate  an  Industry  should 

be  were  free  to  earv  for  their  intereata  in  the  manner 

that  is  best  for  those  interests,  provided  that  nothing 
is  done  to  injure  the  public.  Slowing  up  the  functions 
of  our  business  eventually  must  result  to  the  harm  of 
the  country.  What  can  bo  done  about  it  is  not  now  cer- 

tain, although  the  first  step  seems  to  be  to  stop  promis- 
cuous legislation  regarding  business  and  then  to  relieve 

business  of  some  shackles  now  on  it. 

Men  Who  Make  Better  Executives 
By  Frank  V.  FAin^HABER 

In  selecting  employees  for  promotion  in  the  large 
machine  shop,  the  man  invested  with  this  responsibility 
may  be  unduly  Influenced  in  his  choice  by  the  fact  that 
those  he  finally  picks  have  shown  brilliance  in  a  certain 
line  of  work.  But,  is  it  wisest  to  have  particular  pref- 

erence for  this  type  of  employee?  Pay  heed  to  what 
the  superintendent  of  one  large  plant  has  to  say  on  this subject 

"In  my  many  years  of  experience  I  have  learned  that 
it  is  not  always  the  best  course  to  place  responsibility 

on  the  shoulders  of  what  I  call  the  'special-job  men.' 
The  employees  I  have  in  mind  usually  show  talent  for 
one  line  of  work  and  do  this  very  well.  I  have  found 
that  this  kind  of  man  does  not  make  the  best  executive. 
He  is  not  the  man  to  be  chosen  because  the  individual 
who  knows  something  of  the  various  operations  can 
rightly  give  better  instructions.  This  being  particu- 

larly true  in  the  case  of  the  minor  operations. 
"All  due  credit  to  the  man  who  performs  one  task 

unusually  well.  Rut  he  is  not  the  man  to  place  in  charge 
of  others.  It  has  been  found,  too,  that  it  is  best  to  keep 
the  man  who  can  do  one  task  well  right  at  hia  work, 
for  that  is  his  natural  bent.  His  cfllcicncy  is  otherwise 

lowered  under  responsibility.  'Brilliant'  men  have  a 
tendency  to  be  erratic  and  that  alone  is  a  good  reason 
for  selecting  for  promotion  such  men  as  know  a  little 
bit  of  everything  and  can  learn  as  th^-y  go  along.  In 

my  experience,  they  have  been  much  more  dependable." I 
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Design  of  Piercing  Dies  Concluded — Dies  for  Formed  Work — Multiple  Piercing  and  Perforating 
Operations — Examples  of  Dies  for  Key  and  Radiator  Fin 

WHEN  work  which  is  to  be  pierced  has  been  pre- 
viously drawn  or  formed,  the  dies  must  be  con- 

structed so  that  the  work  can  be  located  properly 
and  supported  so  that  it  will  not  spring  during  the 
operation  of  piercing.  Naturally  a  great  deal  depends 
upon  the  shape  of  the  work  which  is  to  be  pierced,  but 
in  cases  of  this  kind  a  nest  or  seat  can  be  provided 
in  the  die  into  which  the  work  can  be  fitted.  Fig.  486 
shows  two  dies  for  piercing  a  piece  of  formed  work. 
The  work  A  shown  in  the  upper  example  has  been 
formed  in  a  previous  operation,  and  there  are  eight 
holes  to  be  pierced  in  the  flange.  The  construction  of 
the  die  for  this  operation  is  very  simple.  The  shoe  B 
has  mounted  upon  it  the  die  C,  in  which  the  work  lo- 

cates by  the  outside  formed  surface  in  such  a  way  that 
the  flange  which  is  to  be  pierced  lies  on  the  surface  of 
the  die. 

The  punch  holder  D  carries  eight  punches  E,  and 
these  are  located  and  guided  in  the  stripper  F  as  shown. 
The  stripper  is  perfectly  held  in  place  by  the  punches, 
and  its  movement  is  limited  by  the  screw  G.  The  re- 

quired press)ire  to  hold  the  stripper  down  is  provided 
through  the  springs  H.  This  example  illustrates  clearly 
the  action  of  the  stripper  plate  and  punches  in  connec- 

tion with  a  piercing  operation  of  rather  simple  form. 
If  desired,  additional  refinement  can  be  obtained  by 
using  bushings  in  the  stripper  plate. 

Another  example  in  the  lower  part  of  the  illustration 
shows  a  die  for  piercing  a  hole  in  the  end  of  the  same 
piece  of  work.  Here  the  piece  is  turned  over  and  lo- 

cated on  two  studs  K  and  L,  which  are  mounted  on  a 
stripper  plate  M.  This  stripper  is  so  made  that  it  is  a 
sliding  fit  on  the  punch  N,  which  guides  it  in  its  move- 

ment up  and  down.  The  upper  end  of  the  punch  lo- 
cates the  work  so  that  as  the  punch  holder  0,  which  has 

the  die  P  mounted  on  it,  passes  downward,  the  die  P 
strikes  against  the  end  of  the  work  and  forces  the 
latter  down  over  the  punch,  thus  producing  the  hole. 
The  pressure  pins  shown  at  R  and  S  are  simply  used  to 
apply  the  necessary  pressure  to  support  the  locating 
plate.  Both  of  the  dies  shown  in  this  illustration  are 
used  for  high  production  work  when  progressive  opera- 

tions are  performed,  yet  it  may  be  seen  that  both  oper- 

For  the  authors'  forthcoming  book.     All  rights  reserved. 

ations  can  be  performed  simultaneously  by  making  a 
combination  die  in  which  both  principles  are  used  at 
the  same  time. 

When  a  number  of  holes  are  to  be  pierced  in  a  blank 
and  when  these  holes  are  very  close  together,  the  method 
of  holding  the  punches  is  somewhat  different  from  those 
which  have  been  previously  illustrated.  In  the  example 
shown  at  A  in  Fig.  487  there  are  six  oblong  slots  B  to 

FIG.  486— DIES   FOR  PIERCING  FORMED  WORK 
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ia  tk»  aUiy  iadk«t«<L  Om  aetbod  ut  it»ui 
far  an  «v*niliMi  of  ttib  mH  b  ahown  a(  C 

TW  pi»TC*t  panch  P  b  IwM  bOwwwi  tht  pUtM  ff  and 
f.  tKr«  pUtcB  iMinc  dttcd  into  a  abt  G  in  the  punch 

koyrr  //  And  hcM  in  pUcv  by  Ui*  praMurv  of  th<^  *«l- 

•rr««  «l  K.    Tba  cenMnKtion  of  tli»  pUtv*  £"  nnd  F  i» 

**     -       _ — I   ,    1 
rMI    OT— MKTHOINI  «>r  HUI.I«l.\'0  UANO  IU'N<-|IKK  .%N*U AiurirrARiJc  prwHW*  a.vi»  i»iiw 

rliart)-  shown  at  Jtf.  while  at  V  ia  nhown  thr  method  nf 
avCttac  MWral  of  throe  unit*  in  th«  punch  holder. 

which  are  to  be  pierced  clone  together 
have  the  punchaa  held  in  varioui*  wavH,  among 

which  are  thoM  showa  at  O.  The  punchen  P  ahown 
hn*  fit  late  a  punch  holder  Q  in  which  they  are  kept  in 
poattlM  hr  OMana  of  the  fllliater-head  acrewa  R.  The 

arc  cut  away  aa  ahown  at  S  to  permit  the 
to  be  placed  cloaer  together. 

Wocfc  la  ocraaionally  encountered  in  which  the  apacing 

of  tht  bolaa  variaa  aooMwhat,  yet  the  piece  itaelf  ia  uni- 
form la  alaa.  For  eaaea  of  thia  kind  it  ia  often  aatia- 

factory  to  design  an  adjustable  punch  and  die  like  that 
•hown  at  T.  The  die  V  ia  held  in  a  holder  V  which  ia 

faatcnad  to  the  die  ahoe  by  meana  of  acrewa  W.  Thii* 
■ait  ia  ID  arranged  that  it  can  be  moved  in  either  direc- 
tioB.  aa  ahown  by  the  dotted  tinea  at  .Y.  The  aame 
mtthod  of  adjustment  ia  applied  to  the  punch  and  punch 
iMlder  f.  ao  that  it  can  lie  aet  in  one  direction  ur  the 
other  aa  indicated  at  /  by  the  dotted  line*. 

rRsrcNu-.iMO  Cylinducal  WniK 

Several  etawptea  to  illuatrate  the  methodji  of  punch- 
lag  variooa  forma  of  work  are  ahown  in  Fig.  488.  In 
the  example  at  A  the  work  ia  a  ailver  plate  which  ia  to 
b»  prrforated  in  ordrr  to  make  a  liordcr  aa  indicated  at 
0.  In  paaching  work  of  thi*  aort  the  plate  in  mounted 
oa  aa  iadaaing  flxture  and  a  Mction  of  the  border  a^* 
■huau  at  9  ia  panchcd  at  each  index.  At  each  stroke 
e€  tiw  prvaa  the  irKWing  m<-<hntium  nperatea  ao  that 
the  plale  ie  tttmed  around  and  ptJwiMoned  for  the  next 

Tht  turning  of  the  work  may  be  done  by 
H  aajr  be  operated  automatically  no  that  each 

'  of  the  praaa  ladexea  H  Thin  arriiiiKcmcnt  would 
■poa  the  nature  of  the  work  and  the  num- 

ber of  pitcea  to  be  produced.  A  almpic  method  of  in- 
dexing can  readily  bt  drrlied  for  the  purpow. 

AnotluM  I'xampir  of  u  piece  oi  work  whicli  rcquiri'.s 
411  indoMMK  (>|>eratiun  i.^  shown  at  C.  .This  work  is  an 
armature  disk  and  tlx'  slot.s  tu  be  cut  are  oblong  in 
ahape.  When  the  nrrangcment  of  theae  slots  is  such 
that  they  can  be  cut  in  one  operation  the  work  is  very 
often  done  in  this  manner,  although  in  some  cases  it  is 
found  neceasary  to  punch  one  or  two  slots  at  h  time 
and  index  the  work  accordingly.  In  the  example  shown 
the  slot  />  is  pierced  and  the  work  is  revolved  so  that 
the  slot  E  contea  under  the  punch,  and  the  subsequent 
slots  are  punched  in  like  manner.  The  indexing  can  be 
done  automatically  liy  each  stroke  of  the  press  or  by 
hand  as  may  be  required. 

There  are  special  presses  on  the  market  for  work  of 
this  kind  ao  arranged  that  they  can  be  adjusted  to  take 
a  considerable  range  of  work  within  their  capacity. 
When  machines  of  this  type  are  used  it  is  necessary  to 
make  up  suitable  dies  and  an  artmr  on  which  the  work 
can  be  located.  Adjustments  are  provided  so  that  the 
center  of  the  arbor  can  be  varied  in  relation  to  the  ram 
of  the  press,  thus  making  it  possible  to  punch  work  of 
different  diameters  without  difficulty.  The  indexing 
o|M*ration  is  automatically  performed  at  each  stroke  of 

the  press. 
In  perforating  a  cylindrical  or  formed  shape  of  work 

like  that  shown  at  F  the  method  of  piercing  and  the 
construction  of  the  die  are  somewhat  different  from 
standard  practice.  The  work  is  slipped  over  an  arbor 
or  a  mandrel  G  on  which  it  is  free  to  turn.  There  is 
.Home  provision  made  usually  for  turning  the  work,  and 
in  the  case  shown  there  is  a  square  hole  in  the  end  in 
which  the  plug  locates  and  turns  the  work  after  each 

KIO.    <**— MiMK'I.N»  <iI'KMATIO.VM    nKgiriRLN'O    I.VPKXINO 

atroke  of  the  press.  >>y  meaiui  of  the  ratchet  K.  The  base 
of  the  nxture  L  is  of  cast-iron  construction  and  the 
illustration  clearly  shows  the  operation. 

It  may  be  necessary  occasionally  to  provide  some 

meana  for  holding  the  work  on  the  die  so  that  it  will  not 

slip  off  during  the  indexing  operation.  Such  an  arrange- 
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ment  can  easily  be  made,  but  it  is  dependent  naturally 
upon  the  shape  of  the  work  to  be  punched.  There  are 
cases  when  it  is  possible  to  pierce  a  number  of  holes  in 
a  piece  of  work  with  one  movement  of  the  punch,  but 
this  is  not  always  advisable  and  a  great  deal  depends 
upon  the  nature  of  the  work  and  the  accuracy  required. 

The  punch  shown  at  M  has  an  angular  face  N.     The 
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FIG.    489— PIKRCING  TOOLS   FOR   RADIATOR   FIX 

punch  is  made  of  steel  and  finished  to  the  angular  shape 
indicated.  It  is  possible  on  very  large  work  to  make  a 
holder  of  cast  iron  in  which  a  steel  piece  of  the  required 
shape  is  inserted.  The  work  Q  is  held 
on  the  die  as  shown,  the  latter  being 
mounted  in  the  shoe  R.  The  punches  0 
are  located  in  accordance  with  the  re- 

quirements of  the  holes  on  the  rim  of 
the  work,  and  as  the  member  M  moves 
downward  the  punches  are  forced  in 
through  the  sides  of  the  piece,  thus 
completing  the  operation.  Suitable 
springs  can  be  provided  to  return  the 
punches  to  their  original  position  after 
the  piercing  operation  has  taken  place. 
The  punch  M  is  held  in  the  usual  man- 

ner by  a  shank  S  in  the  ram  of  the 
press.  All  wearing  parts  in  a  die  of 
this  sort  must  be  very  carefully  fitted 
if  accurate  work  is  to  be  obtained.  The 
thickness  of  the  metal  limits  the  use  of 

this  die,  and  it  is  only  possible  to  uti- 
lize an  arrangement  of  this  sort  on 

thin  stock. 
In  Fig.  489  is  shown  in  diagrammatic 

form  the  method  of  piercing  a  radiator 
fin.  The  work  shown  at  A  is  made 
from  0.005  in.  thick  brass  ribbon  stock 
and  there  are  95  holes  punched  in  it. 
The  width  of  the  finished  work  is  2S  in., 
while  the  length  is  19  in.  It  is  neces- 

sary to  turn  over  or  bead  the  end  of 
the  fin,  and  the  die  shown  combines 
this  operation  with  the  piercing  work 
and  at  the  same  time  cuts  off  the  piece 
to  size.  The  diagram  B  shows  the 
general  arrangement  of  this  die.  The 
ribbon  stock  C  is  held  on  a  reel  as 
shown,  and  from  this  it  is  fed  through 
a  series  of  rolls  which  are   mounted 

on  a  bracket  D  of  special  design,  attached  to  the 
bolster  plate  of  the  press.  The  appearance  of  the 
stock  before  passing  through  the  rolls  is  shown  at  E, 
and  after  passing  between  the  rolls  F  the  two  ends  are 
turned  up  at  a  45  deg-  angle  as  indicated  at  G.  After 
this,  a  continuation  of  the  feeding  movement  carries 
the  work  through  the  rolls  H,  K  and  L,  which  succes- 

sively form  the  material  into  the  shapes  shown  at  M, 
N  and  0.  In  the  last  roll  the  shaping  is  completely 
finished  and  the  bead  turned  over,  while  the  stock  is 
reduced  to  the  required  width  of  25  in.  at  the  same  time. 

As  the  stock  continues  to  move  forward  it  passes  over 
the  die  P,  so  that  it  is  pierced  by  the  punches  at  Q. 
The  cut-off  plate  R  is  mounted  on  the  punchholder  so 
that  it  shears  the  previously  pierced  piece  of  work.  The 
method  of  feeding  the  stock  through  the  machine  is  by 
an  automatic  friction  feeding  device  which  is  not  shown 
in  the  illustration.  In  this  example  the  stock  moves 
very  rapidly  and  the  production  is  approximately  90 
pieces  per  minute.  The  finished  work  drops  off  the 
machine  after  it  has  been  cut  off,  as  indicated  by  the 
dotted  line  at  T.  A  suitable  box  can  be  attached  to  the 
press  in  such  a  way  that  the  work  will  pile  up  in  it  and 
be  ready  for  any  further  operation.  This  is  an  excel- 

lent example  of  modern  piercing  die  construction. 
Among  the  blanking  dies  described  in  a  previous 

article  we  gave  an  example  of  a  die  for  blanking  a  key 
and  the  general  method  of  manufacture  was  also 
described.  After  the  blanking  is  finished  the  piercing 
operation  is  to  be  done,  and  Fig.  490  illustrates  the  dies 
used  for  this  piercing  operation.     The  construction  of 

!        li!       G    !     !  I       '  !  !    P      '         I      I 
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FIG.  490— PIERCING  DIK  FOR  KKY 
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(Mi  ib  «MI  V»  wy  wdHy  UMltntood  from  the  illuit- 
ami  Mtwl  poiata  wiO  b»  noted  in  th«  dejiiKn 

iMvt  bM*  ipekMi  of.  Th*  work  cImwii  at  A  is 
aa  •  dW  Mark  0  and  itaatcd  at  ona  and  by  tha 

aat  adfa  C  and  at  th*  othar  aad  by  tha  aet  adfa  ZX 
diaa  caaaot  ba  oaad  in  thia  particular  caaa 
tte  iHlaa  ara  tao  doaa  together.  The  die  block 

ia  ■a—tid  la  a  dia  ahoa  IT  aad  bald  io  place  by  the 
F.  LMatioa  ia  obUiaad  by  maaaa  of  dowels 

•IC. 

Tida  pndi  aad  die  are  of  the  sub-praaa  or  pHIar  tMw 
aad  a  caai  atripprr  like  that  prarkMaty  dcacribed  in 
asa4  1W  paaeh  holder  K  haa  two  atripper  iruide  pinit 
L  aad  Jf  whkh  tit  into  tha  baahln«a  N  mounted  in  the 

strfppar  O.  The  panehaa  P  which  pierce  the  two 
art  of  wirr-panch  construction,  being  held  bv  the 

Plata  0  aad  bolder  R  as  indicated.  The  two  puncheii  S 
■Md  far  aatdltag  tht  aad  of  the  key  are  backed  up  in 

Oa  dla  block  bjr  anaaaa  of  a  "heel"  which  enters  the 
dia  bafora  the  notching  operation  takea  place.  The  im- 

of  this  point  has  been  shown  in  a  previous 
Tha  view  at  T  shown  the  construction  of 
■Mm  clearly,  and  illustrates  the  principle 

tgr  aboarlag  tha  bael  just  entering  the  die  block  and  the 

aateblag'  portion  of  the  puncliea  striking  the  work. 
Tba  pMKb  abowa  at  (/  ia  used  for  cutting  the  slot  at  the 
emtaroftbatajr. 

Mcnioo  or  Holmno  Punches  and  Provisions 
roB  Gunihng  PtmcHEB  and  Dibs 

At  V  a  top  Tiaw  is  shown  of  the  punch  holder  to 
bflac  aot  tha  gaaaral  arrangement  of  holding  the 
paadMa.  The  two  wire  punchea  used  for  the  holes  at 
aaa  aad  of  tlie  key  are  off  center  from  the  hole.  This 
is  oftaa  daea  when  holes  are  cloae  together.  The  two 
paaelMa  for  aolehing  are  held  in  the  holder  by  means  of 
Iba  abaak  W  aad  the  punch  for  the  elongated  slot  is 
alao  bald  bf  tlie  sh«nk  sliown  at  X.  All  these  punches 
ars  aMdr  with  Sanges,  and  portions  of  the  flanges  are 
citt  away  so  that  tha  pttncbaa  interlock  each  other,  thus 
aHMJaatiag  tba  aaa  «f  loeatiBf  pins. 

Oaa  of  tba  faatsraa  b  tUa  dia  which  has  not  been 
pwsioatly  Baatiooad  is  the  use  of  leveling  studs  Y. 
wbkb  ara  aioaatad  oo  the  cam  stripper  and  the  die 
bledL  Tha  porpoae  of  titeae  leveling  studs  is  to  bring 
ap  tha  caai  atrippar  on  tba  downward  stroke,  so  that  as 
tba  paacbaa  daacsnd  tbroagh  it  they  will  >«  rigidly  sup- 
parlad  without  any  eltance  for  them  to  Ijt^-ome  forced 
aat  of  alignment.  When  the  dies  become  worn  so  that 
H  te  aacasaary  to  regrind  tlicm  the  top  of  the  leveling 
■tada  awal  alao  lie  reground,  and  as  the  studs  and  die 
IdaciB  are  of  the  same  lieight  it  is  very  easy  to  place 
Ibaa  an  oa  the  griading  machine  and  grind  both  parte 
al  tba  saaia  tlaie. 

Whea  tha  paarhaa  are  to  be  ground  it  is  unnecaaaary 
Ut  griad  tba  lavaUag  stud*,  aa  the  amount  of  adjustment 

kfy  to  wwapsnaate  for  the  Mock  ground  from  the 
caa  ba  very  easily  made  in  the  press.  The  out- 

of  tba  paadi  bolder  In  the  plan  view  nhows  a  por- 
tttm  tt  It  cat  away  et  Z.  which  i*  done  to  provide  ample 

for  the  pins  which  hold  the  cam  stripper. 
Atiffar  and  punch  holder  in  this  view  are 

bgr  dottod  Haaa, 

It  baa  boaa  car  aadaavor  in  thj«  nr-ii'U  on  piercin;; 
4ha  to  flhMtrato  Itadaaiaetal   \  nnd   nhow 

aiapbiialir  tba  aarlaaa  potata  of  m.;.-^.     ic  in  connec 
tioawftbtbeirdaalga. 

Ventilation 
The  report  of  the  New  York  C-ummiasions  on  Ventila> 

tion.  to  be  published  by  E.  P.  Dutton  &  Co.,  Jan.  1, 
192S.  will  Ite  in  two  parts  in  one  volume.  The  first  part 
will  deal  with  the  physiological  aspt>cta  of  ventilation 
with  a  review  of  historical  developments  in  physiological 
influences  of  ventilation.  The  preliminary  experiments 
were  conducteti  in  a  specially  designed  laboratory  and 
covered  u  period  e.xteiuling  from  December,  1913  to 
Januar}\  1916  and  us(>d  113  persons  as  subjects. 

The  second  part  will  deal  with  the  mechanical  phaaea 
of  ventilation,  data  for  which  were  obtained  from  work 
in  the  period  extending  from  1915  to  early  in  1917. 
Included  is  a  review  of  historical  developments  in  ven- 

tilation and  a  report  on  different  methods  of  ventilation 
of  school  rooms. 

Among  the  subjects  covered  are:  Effects  of  over- 
heating, carbon  dioxide,  exposure  to  drafts,  dry  air  at 

moderate  temperatures,  rooms  ventilated  by  windows 
supplemented  by  exhaust  flues,  fans  supplemented  by 
exhaust  flues,  fans  (both  supply  and  exhaust),  using 
the  same  air  over  again  after  re-conditioning,  studies 
of  different  types  of  ventilation  in  schools. 

The  following  is  an  abstract  of  the  conclusions: 
Physical  and  chemical  characterization  of  air  affect 

health  and  efflciency,  but  physical  condition  of  air,  par- 
ticularly as  it  relates  to  its  temperature,  is  the  factor 

of  prime  importance.  Moderate  and  high  temperatures 

(75  and  86  degrees')  combined  with  high  humidities. 
tend  to  interfere  with  the  normal  function  of  heat  loss 

which  gives  rise  to  discomfort.  A  high  moisture  con- 
tent of  the  air,  especially  when  the  air  is  warm,  miti- 
gates against  heat  loss  through  the  evaporation  of  water 

from  the  skin.  A  high  humidity  will  therefore  rein- 
force the  harmful  action  of  a  high  temperature. 

Vitiated  Air  To  Be  Avoided 

Aa  compared  with  fresh  air  at  the  same  temperature, 
vitiated  air  reduced  the  performance  of  physical  work. 
The  second  and  more  important  effect  was  on  the  appe- 

tite for  food.  The  appetite  was  found  to  be  measurably 
and  definitely  decreased  as  a  result  of  breathing  stale 
air.  The  primary  essential  for  good  ventilation  is  the 
maintenance  of  a  proper  air  temperature  of  68  degrees 
or  below,  but  without  the  production  of  chilling  drafts. 
At  the  same  time,  there  should  be  an  air  change  suffi- 

cient to  avoid  the  accumulation  of  odoriferous  or  other 
substances  arising  from  human  occupancy.  The  use 
of  windows  for  ventilating  purposes  without  a  suitable 
means  of  exhaust  for  the  vitiated  air  was  found  wholly 
impractical.  The  ventilation  of  the  schoolroom  by  the 
use  of  window  inlets  and  gravity  exhaust  gave  much 
more  satisfactory  results.  Ventilation  by  the  use  of 
fans  and  gravity  exhaust  was  found  to  give  better 
results  than  any  form  of  window  ventilation  insofar 
as  the  aeration  of  the  room  was  concerned. 

The  commission  points  out  that  the  nature  and  environ- 
ment of  the  enclosure  to  be  ventilated  dictate  the  method 

of  ventilation  to  be  used,  and  that  what  is  ade<iuat*'  for 
one  type  of  building  may  be  inadequate  for  another. 
Theatraa  and  auditoria,  for  example,  must  generally 
rely  on  fan  systems.  Window  ventilation  would  prove 

inadaquata  for  a  sch'ml  which  is  nvt-rcrnwded. 
Tlia  report  states,  finally,  that  the  avoidance  of  over- 

heating ia  the  primary  essential  of  all  systems  of  ven- 
tilation and  that  the  most  important  article  of  ventila- 

tion equipment  Is  the  thermometer. 
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[  Ideas  from  Practical  Men  | 
JM»i»H»    W    tha   maehii—    bmlJIng   to> 

I  |»ff«r«  iubmirrW  /ront  •//  over  th*  umrU, 

Power  Required  for  Shearing  Machines 
By  John  S.  Wattb 

TW  foraoU  riven  in  most  textbooki  for  d«tenniii- 
hv  Um  lior»rpowrr  rcqutrtd  to  operate  a  shearing 
imcUm  Is  obuined  as  follows:  First,  to  determine 
tW  fam  nqnirsd  to  shear  the  maximum  size  of  bar, 

il  area  of  the  bar  by  its  ultimate 
inch  in  shear.  For  instance,  to  shear 

■  4'4a.  tqpan  bw  of  soft  steel  having  a  shearing  stress 
of  IMM  lb.  pw  Mjoarv  inch,  will  require  50.000  X  16 
^  tM.OM  !>.  This  force  is  assumed  to  act  through  a 

equal  to  the  height  of  the  bar,  which  in  this 
wfll  be  4  in.  or  one-third  of  a  foot;  and  the  work 

rh  str«ke  will  be  800,000  X  i  =  266.6«7 
(t.-lk.  At  twenty  strokes  per  minute  the  horsepower 

is 

"'^  8S.000 
162. 

with  actual  machines  shows  that  this 
is  very  much  in  excess  of  that  actually 

■n^  •  S(M>p.  motor  being  quite  capable  of  running  the 
•bove-nentioned  •izc  of  machine,  which  proves  that  the 
cnkalalHMis  are  incorrect  or  are  based  upon  erroneous 
■sMaiptlomi  Going  over  the  calculations  again,  we  find. 
Oat  thar*  nr»  onljr  two  of  the  factors  which  can  be 
iacorrsct.  WUttks,  the  shearing  streM,  and  the  ansump- 
tJoo  Um*  the  foil  shearing  force  has  to  be  exerted 
throagb  •  distance  equal  to  the  height  of  the  bar.  The 
shMitef  strength  of  soft  steel,  which  is  taken  at  60.000 
fb.  per  sqoar*  inch,  does  not  in  actual  practice  vary 

froai  this  fgnre.  Therefore,  it  is  clesr  that  the 
doss  Bot  lie  with  this  factor,  but  that  we  must 

look  for  it  in  the  other  one. 
Ce— Ideration  of  the  action  of  the  shear  knives  shows 

■a  that  Iha  diearing  force  cannot  bat  decrease  as 
the  knives  cnt  through  the  bar;  and  obaarvaiion  of  the 
shearing  of  large  bers  proves  that  ths  bar  is  actually 
shea  rid  eeapietcly  oif  Inng  before  the  moving  knife 
has  trsvelsd  to  the  hwer  edge  of  tha  bar.  Unfor- 
tanately.  the  forces  exerted  in  shearing  are  so  high  and 
%uttm$»  «tth  sadi  rapidity  during  the  stroke  that  it 
Is  laipaaaible  to  devise  any  mean*  of  accurate  measure- 
■Mot  of  them  en  an  sdnal  machine,  and  we  have  to 
ds^nd  op«a  whst  information  we  can  gsther  from 
analrai*  of  the  action  of  the  bar  being  cat 

L#1  as  •««  what  data  we  can  assemble  from  such  a 
rtadr  If  the  shear  Uadce  were  infinitely  thin,  and 
cat  off  the  steel  br  cutting  through  it,  as  we  would 
cat  aff  a  slic*  of  bread  from  a  loaf,  the  amount  of  forca 
■sadsd  would  be  «nly  that  required  to  force  the  knife 
Mo  the  bar:  b«t  this  f»»ros  wo«ikl  \'-  ron»tant  until  the 
lorife  had  paaeed  throagh  the  bar.  On  the  contrary,  the 
kahos  ha«i  to  be  of  appreciable  thirkn<>«s  to  irtand  up 
to  the  wmk;  and  If  It  were  not  for  the  »iar  deforming 

tha  pnaiure,  it  would  W  sheered  off  completely 
the  knife  had  come  in  contact  with  the 

\ 

upper  side  of  the  bar.  That  is.  if  the  bar  did  not  be- 
come deformed  )}efore  being  completely  sheared,  the 

force  required  would  be  e<iual  to  the  area  of  the  bar 
multiplied  by  its  shearing  strength;  but  this  force 
would  be  exerted  only  momentarily,  and  not  for  the 
whole  depth  of  the  bar. 

Anyone  who  has  seen  high^rarbon  steel  being  sheared 
will  have  noticed  that  the  piece  being  sheared  off  flies 
off  almost  as  soon  as  the  knife  touches  it,  with  a 

sound  like  that  from  a  cannon  being  fired.  What  actu- 
ally occurs  is  that  the  knife  first  compreHses  or  deforms 

the  bar.  until  the  comprt-Hsion  has  reached  a  point  where 
further  deformation  would  require  a  force  greater  than 
that  needed  to  shear  the  bar.  At  this  stage  shearing 
commences  and  is  continued  until  the  molecules  of  steel 
are  torn  a|>art.  or  forced  past  each  other  to  cause  a  break. 

The  textbooks  to  the  contrary 
notwithstanding,  it  needs  no 
more  than  a  look  at  a  bar  which 
has  been  sheared,  to  know  that 
the  actual  shcuring  has  been 
done  in  a  small  fraction  of  the 
stroke.  For  any  resistance  to 
shear  to  last  while  the  knife 
travels  the  full  depth  of  the 
l>ar,  would  mesn  that  there  was 
still  cohesion  between  the  two 
sections  of  the  bar  when  the 
sheared  bar  was  as  shown  in 
the  sketch  herewith,  which  is 
absurd.  For  the  whole  shear- 

ing force  to  lie  required  durinK  the  full  travel  of  the 
knife  past  the  bar,  as  assumed  by  the  textlx>oks,  would 
require  us  to  believe  that  the  whole  sectional  area  of 
the  bar  being  sheared  still  retained  its  full  shearing 
strength  when  the  knife  was  in  the  position  shown, 
which  is  still  more  absurd. 

It  is  common  practice  among  those  familiar  throutrh 
experience  with  shearing  machines  to  assume  that  the 
full  shearing  force  lasts  during  a  distance  of  one-hnlf 
the  thickness  of  the  material  being  sheared.  While 
this  may  be  approximately  correct  for  thin  mnterial, 
it  is  obviously  not  so  for  bars,  say,  4  in,  thick,  as  the 
bar  is  sheared  off  long  before  the  knife  has  pasHed  2 
in.  into  it.  From  observation  and  experiment  I  find 
that  in  shearing  or  punching  soft  steel,  there  is  firxt  a 
certain  amount  of  deformation  takes  place,  which  under 
like  conditions  varies  about  as  the  thicknexs  of  the 

material  being  sheared.  By  amount  of  deformation  I 
mean  the  distance  traveled  by  the  knife  from  its  first 
contact  with  the  bar  until  it  actually  begins  to  cut. 
This  trsvel  is,  of  course,  greater  when  cutting  large 
square  bars  with  plain  knives,  than  it  will  >je  if  the 
knives  are  notched  to  fit  the  bar.  The  actual  shrarinjf 

after  deformation  is  completed  is  done  practically  in- 
stantaneously. 

The  amount  of  this  deformation  can  be  measured 
on  the  sheared  bars  and  is  found  to  be  approximately 

KNIVES  PINISHINO 
SJlBARI.Va  CUT 
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one-quarter  of  the  height.  The  force  required  to  pro- 
duce this  deformation  is  necessarily  less  than  would  be 

needed  to  shear  the  piece,  but  is  probably  not  much 
below  it,  and  the  error  will  be  on  the  safe  side  if  we 
assume  it  to  be  equal  to  the  shearing  stress.  The  con- 

clusion arrived  at  is  that  in  the  formula  for  the 

horsepower  given  in  the  beginning  of  this  article  we 
should  use  one-quarter  of  the  thickness  of  the  bar  in 
feet,  instead  of  the  whole  thickness,  and  it  will  be  found 
that  the  horsepower  so  calculated  will  agree  quite 
closely  with   that  commonly   used. 

To  the  horsepower  so  calculated  must  be  added  suf- 
ficient to  cover  the  power  required  to  overcome  the 

friction  of  the  machine  running  idle.  This  power  does 
not  appear  to  vary  in  proportion  to  the  capacity  of  the 
machine,  being  very  little  more  for  a  large  machine 
than  it  is  for  a  small  one,  but  differing  more  with 
the  different  types  of  machines.  This  can  be  best 

determined  from  measurement  of  the  power  consump- 
tion of  a  similar  machine,  but  may  be  taken  as  around 

3  hp.  on  small  machines  and  up  to  5  hp.  on  the  larger 
ones. 

When  used  for  punching  there  is  additional  power 
required  in  stripping,  that  is,  for  pulling  the  punch  out 
of  the  hole  after  punching.  This  averages  about  one- 
half  of  the  power  required  to  punch  the  hole,  if  the 
punches  and  dies  are  sharp  and  in  good  alignment; 
if  in  bad  condition  the  stripping  may  consume  as  much 
power  as  the  punching. 

A  Lathe  Kink 
By  Walter  Kaufman 

A  simple  expedient  for  driving  a  piece  of  work  that 

was  difficult  to  hold  is  shown  in  the  accompanying 
sketch.  The  part  A,  to  be  machined,  is  of  brass  and 
requires  a  hole  to  be  drilled  and  reamed  through  the 
hub.    As  the  part  is  so  light  and  the  wall  of  the  finished 

ffi¥\'WM^ 

IJRIVIXG   .STID    .\TT.\CIIRr)   TO   T..\TTIK   rHITK 

hub  so  thin,  it  was  impossible  to  grip  it  with  sufficient 
force  to  prevent  slippage  without  distorting  it. 

To  overcome  the  trouble  we  drilled  out  a  piece  of 
round  cold  rolled  steel  as  shown  at  B  and  attached  it 

to  the  face  of  the  chuck  by  tapping  a  small  hole  in  the 

latter  between  two  of  the  jaws.  This  "stud"  now  pro- 
trudes beyond  the  chuck  jaws  and  the  arm  of  the  work 

lies  against  it,  thus  furnishing  the  driving  power  while 
the  chuck  jaws  have  only  to  hold  the  work  central. 

An  Interesting  Shop  Problem 
By  H.  W.  Hardy 

Four  shafts  were  to  be  spaced  with  their  centers  at 

a,  b,  c  and  d,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying  illustration. 
The  distances  B,  C,  D,  E  and  A  were  given,  and  the 
distances  G  and  J  had  to  be  found.  By  joining  the 
centers  hd,  the  two  triangles  abd  and  bed  are  formed, 

and  by  dropping  pei'pendiculars  from  b  and  c  cutting 

  A'lf,'-   

AX  I.NTKRKSTl.VC    SHQP  I'ROP.I.E.M 

the  line  ad  at  e  and  /,  three  more  triangles,  abe,  bde  and 
cdf  are   formed.     These  triangles  may   be   solved  by 
trigonometry  for  any  side  or  angle. 

From  the  triangle  abe  we  get 

r.COS     »  (1) 

G  =  B  sin  li.  (2) 
From  the  triangle  bde  we  get 

Tan  |3  =-  g.  C3) 

From    the    triangle    abd.    by    using    the    well-known 
formula 

C  =  Va'  +  &'  —  26a~c^s~C, 

we  get  F  =   VB"^-j-  ̂ i^""^^  2BA~c6s~»'. 
From    (1), 

E 

cos   *   =   5" 

aiMl  F  =  VB"  +  A'  —  2EA.  (4) 
From   the   triangle    bed,  we   get,   by    employing   the 

formula 

a'  -f-  b'  —  c^ COS  C 
2ab 

D'  +  F'  —  C 2DF 

COS     a   = Substituting  the  value  for  F  from  (4)  we  get 

Z)'  +  B'  +  A'  —  2EA  —  C 
^''^  "  ='       2DVB'  +  A'  —  2EA 

From  the  triangle  cdf  we  get 

V.    =    ft    -f    a 

COS  0;  A  =  n  cos  (i> D 
J 
D 

sin  0;    J 
D  sin  <(• 

(5) 

(6' 

Substituting  the  values  given  for  .4,  B,  C,  D  and  E 
in  the  formulas,  we  get 

From   (1)  #  =  70  deg.,  32  min. 
From    (2)  G  =  5.6.5698  in. 
From  (3)  /s  =  22  deg. 
From    (5)  a  =  37  deg.,  22  min. 
From    (6)  0  =  59  deg.,  22  min. 
From    (7)  K  =  4.07633  in. 

From    (8)  J  =  6.88352  inches. 
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B«Uiaf  a  Drill  Chuck  in  the  Tail  Spindle of  a  Utha 
Bt  W.  H.  STOtST 

SS  «f  th»   Amrritnm    Uvrhiititt.   CharIeK 

llMnHm  a  method  of  prtwntins   a   drill 

I  •lippwc  in  the  tall  •pindte  of  the  lathe.    At 
ot  hla  article  he  cautions  the  reader  to  make 

  «f  Um  dunpins  acrvw  of  the  driving  ring  the 

•ije  a«  tho  bead  of  the  tootpoat  acrew. 

It  will  be  obviooa  from  that  caution  and  alM  from 

Ma  la— tratliwi  that  the  device  has  to  be  removrd  often : 

U.  I— mill  each  tine  a  tool  other  than  the  churk  is 

mmi.    It  woald  aMO  to  me  that  the  drivinc  ring  would 

A  ct-rUin  valve  shop  haa  a  whole  battery  of  "itntRS- 
hopper"  machinea,  imitating  the  old  hand  method  of 
grinding  in  seat*  of  globe  valve*.  To  be  sure  the  veats 
are  right,  but  that  doea  not  necoeaarily  prove  that  it  is 
the  quickest  and  beat  way. 

Some  of  the  automobile  companies  in  their  instruc- 
tion books,  recommend  that  in  regrinding  valves  the 

old  conventional  way  be  followed.  The  continuously 

revolving  way  is  cerUinly  easier,  if  done  right,  than 

the  other  way.  I've  tried  it,  and  would  like  to  hear 
some  one  else's  opinion  on  the  subject. 

[The  tht-ory  is  that  by  the  latter  method  you  correct 

any  "out-of -roundness"  in  a  valve  or  its  seat  or  Iwth. 
With  valves  and  seats  which  are  really  round,  as  we 

now  produce  them,  there  seems  to  be  little  doubt  as  to 
the  continuous  grinding  being  just  as  satisfactory. Editor.] 

■Quanta  A  CHVCK  IS  LATHB  8IMNUl-«
 

v^  to  be  made  much  wider  than  he  shows  it  if  it  Is  to 

lm««  a  gnmtm  driving  effect  than  the  long  taper  shan
k 

of  the  drill  chack. 

In  the  acconpanying  illustration  the  writer  shows  a 

dwck  driver  which  need  wver  be  removed  from  th
e 

tail  ifiarlU  bacaaaa  the  driving  Uil  swings  away  to  the 

back  af  tt*  machine.  It  will  be  obvious  that  this  de
- 

vka  caa  b*  oarrated  In  a  fraction  of  the  time  required 

to  pick  «a  a  key  and  kwaen  a  acrew  and  remove  a  col-
 

br.  The  driving  tail  is  kept  In  driving  position  by  the 

T.|Mad«d  pin  A  which  (Its  in  the  slots  B  in  the  tail 

wkIM  the  chuck  Is  in  use.  Two  slots  are  provided  so 

Dola  wttb  either  right  or  left  hand  cutting  edges 
babald. 

Holding  a  Drill  on  the  Center 
By  Harry  Moore 

A  drill  hold-back  that  works  very  well  and  does  not 

cost  much  to  make  is  shown  in  the  accompanying 
illustration. 

The  principal  part  is  the  collar,  which  should  be 

fitted  nicely  upon  the  end  of  the  tail  spindle  where 

it  is  held  by  the  long  screw.  A  pad  or  shoe  of  brass 

should  lie  placed  under  the  screw  to  avoid  marring  the 
surface  of  the  spindle.  The  body  of  the  screw  acts 

as  the  stop  against  which  the  tail  of  the  dog  rests  when 
the  drill  is  at  work. 

Slip  a  lathe  dog  loosely  upon  the  shank  of  the  drill 

and  put  the  latter  in  the  lathe  with  the  point  against 
the  work  and  the  shank  end  upon  the  tail  center.  Place 

a  link  or  washer  over  the  body  of  the  long  screw  and 

allow  it  to  encircle  the  tail  of  the  dog  also;  then  move 

the  dog  along  the  drill  shank  until  the  "slack"  is  all 
taken  up  and  then  tighten  the  dog  screw. 

As  long  as  the  drill  is  in  the  work  the  shank  can- 

Valve  Grindinjf— Continuous  or 
Reciprocatinf 

By  H.  R.  Powua 

A  dlaroaaion  recently  aroae  in  the  shop  as  to  the 

bM(  method  of  "grinding  in"  valve*,  particularly  refer- 
rfv  to  fsirty  good  sixcd  itaam  governor  valves,  which 
mm  tving  ground  in  by  hand.  The  man  was  following 
tke  traditional  way  of  grinding,  which  our  grand- 

father'* probaMy  aaed — a  reciprocating  motion  of  the 
vah*  Ust  rkom  a  fuU  tim,  a  certain  numlicr  of  times, 
vkicb  varied  at  the  fancy  of  th«*  man— lift  the  valve 

of  the  aeat — revolve  a  quarter  turn — replace  on 

Wkat  la  the  theory  of  thetw  motlofwf  Do  we  lift 
tkt  «ah«  dear  •<  the  Mat.  for  any  reaaon  except  to 
tMnw  the  abraalta  to  get  brtw««n  the  sarfacrs  again? 

Aad  If  that  ts  so,  why  the  reciprocating  motion — why 
aal  keep  the  vaKv  rrrohrlng  in  a  continuous  direction, 

aai  paaciktr  get  jaat  aa  good  a  acal.  in  less  time,  pro- 
Vf4s4  tka  valve  was  lifted  from  the  seat  for  an  in- 
■tJkBl,  rrrf  S  or  4  revolotlOM? 

HOLUIN'O  A    KKILL.  ON  THK  CKNTBR 

not  slip  off  the  center  because  it  will  be  held  by  tne 

link,  but  when  the  drill  is  withdrawn  it  may  be  lifted  out 

of  the  lathe  without  loosening  a  screw  or  (listurbinK 

the  position  of  any  part.  One  adjustment  of  the  doif 

win,  therefore,  answer  for  many  drillings  and,  as  the 

link  positively  prevents  the  shank  from  slipping  off  the 

center,  the  attention  of  the  operator  may  remain  where 

it  should  »>e— -upon  the  work— an  advantage  that  even  a 

highly  skilled  man  will  appreciate. 
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A  Convenient  Bench  for  the  Repair  Shop 
By  G.  a.  Luers 

The  bench  illustrated  by  the  sketch  is  of  a  convenient 
type  for  the  repair  shop  and  is  suitable  for  the  heaviest 
driving  and  fitting  work.  It  is  compact  enough  not  to 
encroach  unduly  upon  the  floor  space  and  it  embodies 
simplicity  of  construction  along  with  dependable 
rigidity.  Two  3-ft.  lengths  of  4-in.  pipe  with  flanges  at 
each  end  form  the  footing  for  a  2-in.  oak  top  14  in. 
wide  and  7  ft.  long. 
A  local  shop  specializing  in  the  repair  and  mainte- 

nance of  heavy  trucks  uses  this  type  of  bench  for  han- 

A  BENCH  FOR  THE  CENTER  OF  THE  SHOP  FLOOR 
PORTABLE  BENCH  MADE  FROM  SHEET  METAL  AND  PIPE 

dling  truck  parts.  Some  of  these  benches  are  fitted  with 
vises  while  others  are  fitted  with  straightening  clamps 
and  gear  pullers.  The  main  advantage  is  that  the  bench 
withstands  a  considerable  amount  of  pounding  and 
driving.  The  renewal  of  the  top  in  the  event  of  its 
breaking  is  only  a  matter  of  obtaining  a  ready  cut  sec- 

tion from  the  nearest  lumber  yard. 

A  Quick  Acting  Stud  Driver 
By  Lee  Jackson 

Some  machine  shop  operations  have  not  changed  in 
a  good  many  years.  At  least,  not  in  some  shops.  For 
instance:  for  the  last  twenty  years  I  have  seen  studs 
inserted  with  just  one  kind  of  a  driver.  That  was  a 
piece  of  hexagon  stock  with  one  end  tapped  to  receive 
the  stud,  and  the  other  to  receive  the  locking  set  screw. 

*'**5s^ 

This  driver  was  placed  on  a  stud  and  used  as  a  wrench 
grip  to  screw  it  in  place,  then  it  usually  required  two 
wrenches  to  remov-  the  driver  from  the  stud. 

But,  the  other  day  I  saw  what  to  me  was  a  brand  new 
idea  in  a  stud  driver.  It  was  made  from  a  piece  of 
round  steel  about  15  in.  long  and  had  a  smaller  piece  of 
round  steel  about  a  foot  long  through  the  upper  end  for 
a  handle.  In  this  respect  it  resembled  a  socket  wrench. 
The  lower  end  was  tapped  to  fit  a  stud  and  a  wedge  of 
hardened  steel  inset  in  a  rectangular  hole  through  the 
driver  so  it  would  slide  endwise  freely  was  used  as  a 
lock.  But  it  worked  as  smoothly  as  a  worn  out  file. 
Studs  were  inserted  about  as  fast  as  nuts  are  ordinarily 
put  on  as  no  time  was  lost  in  removing  the  driver. 
When  a  stud  was  tight  a  tap  on  the  small  end  of  the 
wedge  loosened  the  driver  and  the  tool  was  spun  off. 
The  accompanying  sketch  shows  the  business  end  of 
the  driver.  The  shank  and  handle  you  can  provide  to 
suit  your  needs. 

Self -Aligning-  Vise  Jaw 
By  G.  a.  Luers 

While  the  ordinary  bench  vise  is  an  admirable  all- 
round  tool  for  holding  most  of  the  work  that  comes  to 
it,  there  are  times  when  tapered  keys,  shafts  or  other 
parts  (the  opposite  sides  of  which  are  not  parallel)  are 
to  be  worked  upon  and  then  the  vise  is  useless  without 

QUICK  ACTING   STUD  DRIVER 

Section  A-B 

AUXILIARY   VISE   JAW  FOR  HOLDING   TAPERS 

cobbling  it  up  with  loose  pieces  to  make  up  for  the 
inequality.  Machinists  who  have  tried  to  hold  such 
work  in  the  vise  and  fervently  wished  for  three  hands 
with  which  to  accomplish  the  job  will  appreciate  the 
advantage  of  the  simple  auxiliary  jaw  shown  in  the 

appended  sketch. 
A  block  of  suitable  material  is  clamped  to  the  face- 

plate of  a  lathe,  the  inner  face  bored  to  a  large  radius, 
and  a  dovetail  groove  machined  in  it.  Another  block 
of  steel  is  then  so  clamped  to  the  faceplate  that  when 
turned  its  convex  surface  and  the  tang  to  fit  the  groove 
machined  upon  its  radii  will  match  those  of  the  first 
block.  The  flat  surface  of  thesecond  block  ma  be  checked 
if  desired  to  match  the  face  of  the  movable  jaw  of  the 
vise,  and  a  V-groove  should  be  planed  along  it,  as  shown, 
to  facilitate  the  holding  of  round  tapered  work. 

The  end  pieces  to  retain  the  device  in  position  may 
be  made  of  heavy  sheet  metal  and  fastened  to  the  block 
with  countersunk  head  screws.  This  little  appliance  has 
saved  no  end  of  trouble  and  is  one  that  can  be  made  up 
in  any  shop,  on  account  of  its  simplicity. 
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l*uller  for  Small  Motor  PuDcys 
Bt  Wioua  L  Kactmann 

W«  Im««  M««t«l  0—  QMTtf  horwpqww  motors  in  our 
•iMpi  wMck  !■«•  tmaa  rati  Ir—  pullcjrat  about  3  in.  in 
ttamtlm.  WkM  ratMUriac  «m  of  Umm  aolon  the  other 
4«ir  I  fooad  th*  palfey  had  been  put  oa  vtfy  tight,  and 
aat  hmriag  a  poltar  I  mad*  Um  littW  dariea  abown  in  the 
ihrtck  is  a  my  f«w  miairtaa. 

I  took  a  piac*  of  ataal  about  )  in-  x  1  in.  in  Mctlon  and 

iMntovmco  pcixioi  roii  mm  all 
MOTOK  rClXST* 

5  in.  nr  C  in.  tong.  and  drilled  two  i-in.  hole*  far 

apart  to  npan  the  pulley.  I  then  drilled  and 
a  holt  bet«-c«n  thene  two  for  a  i  or  i-in.  cap 

by  putting  two  }-in.  bolts  in  the  two  out- 
j  aa  ahowa  in  the  Kketch.  with  washers  to  hook 

oadw  tbc  edfoa  of  tba  pulley,  it  was  pulled  ofT  quickly 

•al  MMily.  A  not  was  put  hatween  the  armature  shaft 

pad  tto  cay  screw  so  the  renter  would  not  lie  spoiled. 

Power  Croafeed  for  Old  loathe 
By  WiLUAM   CLANCY 

The  iilu»triiiiioa  ahowa  an  oM  lathe,  resurrected  for 
M«  tn  a  »mall  garage,  that  has  been  fitted  with  a  power 

out  of  the  scrap  or  were  parts  of  the  lathe.  The  bush- 
ing through  which  the  orossfeed  srrew  passeK  wum 

shortened  to  expose  a  Hiittii-ient  length  of  the  screw  to 
Allow  for  keying  on  one  of  the  change  gears  and  also 
to  make  room  for  the  ratchet  lever,  which  is  a  piece  of 
cold  rolled  sheet  steel,  bent  to  the  desired  i^hape. 

The  end  of  the  ratchet  lever  is  slotted  to  allow  a  Hnk 
of  the  chain  to  slip  in  sidewise,  and  the  effective  length 
of  the  chain  may  thu.>«  Ih>  increased  or  shortened  to 
meet  requirements.  Any  change  gear  on  the  lathe  ma> 
be  used  as  a  ratchet  and,  as  the  diameter  of  the  gear 
is  a  factor  in  the  resulting  movement,  the  amount  of 

faed  per  revolution  may  !>«•  graduated  to  very  small 
increments  by  using  a  large  gear.  The  casting  upon 

the  change  gear  stud  has  a  familiar  appearance  to  on«' 
who  is  acquainted  with  automobile  repair  shops  and  is 
slotted  to  receive  a  driving  stud.  The  position  of  the 
driving  stud  may  be  changed  from  central  to  any  part 
of  the  slot.  To  reverse  the  direction  of  the  feed  it  is 
necaasary  only  to  flop  the  ratchet  lever  over  to  the 
other  side  of  the  gear  and  turn  over  the  pawl.  Except 
for  the  odd  moments  spent  in  its  devising,  the  whole 
bill  of  expense  probably  did  not  exceed  twenty-flve 
cents. 

ijir«»»vi«ri>  '-nttimrKKtt 

faai  to  soafalt  tha  garage  man  to  attend  to  other 
tht  lath*  ia  taking  a  facing  cot 

Al  af  tba  pafta  aaad  «ic«pt  th«  chain  either  rama 

Steady  Rest  for  Small  Automatic 
Screw  Machines 

By  Edward  A.  Ha^en 

In  drilling  holes  in  the  end  of  small  work  made  from 
bar  stock  in  the  automatic  screw  machine,  difficulty  is 
often  encountered  in  getting  the  drill  to  start  centrally 
owing  to  the  slendemess  of  the  work  and  its  consequent 

liability  to  "dodge"  when  the  drill  cornea  info  action. 

HTKAPV   KKHT  KOU  BMAI.t.  WOnK 

The  sketch  shows  a  steady  rest  that  I  made  for  the 
No.  00  Brown  &  Sharpe  automatic  to  overcome  this 
trouble. 

A  piece  of  flat  stock  is  bolted  to  the  main  spindle- 
Ih  HI  ing  cap  to  project  over  and  parallel  to  the  work.  An 
•  longated  hole  near  the  end  of  this  piece  receives  the 
round  steady  rest,  which  is  threaded  nearly  its  full 
length  and  provided  with  two  nuts  by  which  It  may  be 
adjusted  to  and  clamptd  at  any  desired  height.  The  bar 

carrying  the  steady  rest  must  be  high  enough  above  the 
tool  bkKks  on  the  cross  slide  that  the  cross  slide  tools 

will  paaa  under  it  with  out  interference. 
The  lower  end  of  this  piece  is  flatted  off  and  a  half 

hole  made  In  It  aa  shown,  to  match  the  diameter  of  the 

woric,  or  It  may  be  notched  to  an  inverted  V-shape  to 
accomnMdata  a  range  of  sizes. 
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Editorial 
THERE  ARE  FOUR  varieties  of 
workers  and  we  find  all  four  kinds  in 
almost  every  shop.  Some  are  slow  and 
do  poor  work;  some  do  the  work  just 
as  poorly  but  produce  more;  some  are 
slow  but  do  good  work  and  a  few  do 

the  work  both  well  and  fast.  Why  should  all  get  the 
same  pay?  What  incentive  is  there  for  the  good  man 
to  give  the  world  the  benefit  of  his  greater  capacity  if 
the  world  gives  no  more  to  him  than  to  his  poorest 

brother?  Don't  forget  that,  even  when  a  man  is  paid 
according  to  what  he  produces,  he  who  gets  the  highest 
pay  will  still  be  the  cheapest  man. 

Investing  Money 
to  Improve  Machine  Work 

THE  MANUFACTURER  who  earnestly  desires  to 
turn  out  the  very  best  product  in  his  field,  is  beset 

with  many  difficult  problems.  The  greatest  problem 
is  perhaps  financial  rather  than  mechanical.  A  case 
in  point  is  that  of  a  maker  of  special  cutters  of  a  type 
that  is  still  far  from  perfect  even  though  they  have 
been  used  for  many  years. 

A  large  user  of  this  particular  kind  of  cutter  has 
made  extensive  experiments  and  developed  a  standard 
which  has  given  the  best  results.  The  standard  is  not 
easy  to  make  and  most  of  the  makers  of  this  kind  of 
cutter  have  made  no  serious  attempts  to  follow  it. 
They  make  cutters  galore  to  be  tried  out,  but  fail  to 
conform  to  the  standard. 

One  maker,  however,  and  not  one  of  the  large.st 
either,  has  made  a  careful  study  of  the  situation  and 
has  spent  approximately  $50,000  developing  a  method 
of  making  the  cutters  of  the  desired  standard.  And 
this  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  the  maximum  business  of 
this  concern  will  not  exceed  $10,000  a  year.  Here  is 
where  the  financial  problem  comes  in. 

The  cutter  maker  is  staking  present  expense  against 
future  orders,  not  only  from  the  one  concern  but  from 
others  who  will  probably  demand  the  special  type  of 
cutter  later  on.  If  the  demand  for  better  cutters 
materializes,  as  he  evidently  expects  it  will,  he  will 
be  in  a  most  advantageous  position  to  supply  them.  But 
on  the  other  hand  he  is  perhaps  running  the  risk  that 
other  firms,  who  have  not  invested  $50,000  in  experi- 

ment, will  profit  by  his  work  along  this  line. 

The  chances  ai'e,  however,  that  the  knowledge  and 
experience  gained  in  this  development  will  place  him 
in  a  position  to  profit  in  the  years  to  come.  When  it 
becomes  known  that  he  can  furnish  these  special  cut- 

ters with  a  certainty  of  their  being  right,  users  who 
are  educated  to  the  point  of  knowing  what  they  require 
will  not  bother  with  experimenters.  The  man  who 
knows  how  to  make  them  should  get  the  busine.ss^ 
and  it  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  pioneer  along  this  line 
will  have  his  business  so  organized  as  to  cash  in  on 
the  large  investment  already  made.  He  deserves  a  rich 
reward  for  his  courage  and  his  efforts  to  better  machine 
production,  and  there  can  be  no  question  as  to  his  being 
in  the  most  advantageous  position  to  secure  new  business. 

The  Need  of  Federal 
Control  of  Aircraft 

THOSE  WHO  are  doubtful  as  to  the' coming  of  air transportation  in  the  near  future  will  do  well  to 
read  the  reports  of  the  First  National  Air  Institute 
meeting  held  in  Detroit,  Mich.,  and  the  proceedings  of 
the  Second  National  Aero  Congress  which  followed  it. 

Both  of  these  documents  are  extremely  intere.'^ting  and 
show  just  where  we  stand  in  aviation.  They  also  show 
where  we  can  stand  and  ought  to  stand,  if  we  are  alive 
to  the  situation  as  it  now  exists. 

As  pointed  out  by  Howard  E.  Coffin  in  his  foi-eword. 
"No  comprehensive,  definite  or  continuing  policy  of 
aeronautical  development  can  be  had  by  us  except 
through  an  orderly  pressure  of  national  sentiment  re- 

sulting from  an  educated  public  mind.  Federal  laws, 
the  control  and  regulation  of  all  aircraft  are  of  imme- 

diate and  crying  need.  An  authoritative  Federal 
agency  must  be  established  to  examine  and  license  both 
pilots  and  aircraft  in  any  commercial  or  private  service. 
Federal  inspection  of  all  aircraft  for  airworthiness  must 

be  provided." It  is  not  at  all  creditable  that  we,  the  pioneers  of 
aviation,  are  the  only  great  nation  which  has  not  sub- 

scribed to  the  International  Air  Code  which  covers  the 
points  made  by  Mr.  Coffin,  our  lack  of  participation 

being  entirely  due  to  a  partisanship  which  comes  very- 
near  being  criminal.  An  American  plane  landing  on 
Canadian  soil  or  on  Canadian  waters,  is  practically  an 
outlaw  and  has  no  standing.  Nor  is  it  permitted  to 

i-esume  its  flight  until  it  has  been  inspected  for  air- 
worthiness and  the  pilot  likewise  examined.  Such  lack 

of  co-operation,  for  which  we  are  solely  responsible,  does 
much  to  hinder  aviation  along  the  border. 

Progressive  cities  and  towns  are  providing  landing 
fields  at  convenient  points.  These  should  be  near  enough 

together  to  permit  a  pilot's  reaching  one  of  them  in  case 
of  motor  failure.  The  time  is  not  far  distant  when 
these  fields  must  be  illuminated  for  night  landing. 

Aviation  is  here  to  stay.  The  rate  of  its  development 
depends  largely  upon  Federal  control  and  the  providing 
of  landing  fields.  Every  community  can  do  its  share  to 

help  it  along — and  it  all  makes  business  for  the  country. 

Just  Suppose 

JUST  SUPPOSE  that  you,  as  the  manager  of  a  small 
jobbing  shop,  had  an  emergency  job  come  in  that 

demanded  of  you  certain  technical  information  that 

you  didn't  have.  Suppose  further  that  you  wrote  to 
two  concerns  from  either  of  which  you  would  have 
bought  the  part  needed  if  the  case  had  not  been  one  of 
emergency,  and  asked  them  to  give  you  the  information 
you  wanted. 

Now  suppose  that  one  of  them  sent  it  back  by  return 
mail  while  the  other  one  hesitated  a  while  and  finally 

said  it  couldn't  let  you  have  it. 
If  somebody  asked  you  to  recommend  one  of  these 

concerns,  it  doesn't  take  much  supposing  to  guess  that 
you  would  strain  a  point  to  recommend  the  one  that 
wasn't  afraid  to  come  out  of  its  shell,  does  it? 
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Kobert  T>pr-NR  Dual-Head  Electric 
Riveiing  Machine 

iMl-tead  alKtrfe  rHvClac  machine  made  hy  th* 
IhclilM  Co^  Inc..  50  Church  St.,  New  York. 

N.  Ym  hH  racvntir  b««a  rwlwifnad,  ao  that  it  appeara 
aa  la  Pi#.  I.  which  civaa  a  view  of  the  Type-NB 
BMdtfM.  Tba  new  nuxlet  ia.  of  eooraa,  nimilnr  to  the 
Unmr  mm  aad  ia  diatinct  in  typ*.  ainee  an  upper  tool 
■f  coMirMliMi   peculiar   to  the    Kobert   machine    ia 

aieetroda  la  placed  on  the  right,  and  a 
•et  on  the  left.  Heatinr  of  the  rivet  is 

a  current  through  it  when  resting  on 
down  by  (he  copper  electrode.  When 

tlw  kaat  kaa  procreaaed  sufficiently,  the  head  is  moved 
lataraQf  1}  ia.  to  bring  the  steel  heading  set  or  ram 
a>*«r  tke  votlt.  which  doea  not  change  ita  position.  The 

I  flf  the  rivet  la  then  formed  under  presoure.  The 
ia  ■e(or-dri\-en  to  provide  the  necessary  pres- 

aw«  «•  the  work,  and  the  control  ia  provided  by  one 
redal.  ao  that  the  hands  of  the  operator  are  free  to 
■■aaipalat*  tba  work.  The  machine  is  adaptable  to  a 
wide  varktjr  of  work,  both  in  iu  atandard  form  and  with 

TW  nwtlwgliii  ooluoin  and  l>aae  are  one  member. 
oa  which  aO  paita  of  the  machine  are  mounted.     Thi 
hern  or  kiwor  olectreJe  is  water-cooled,  the  water  being. 
Hrealatad  frooi  a  pipe  line  connected  to  the  shop  water 

A  aawm  ia  provided  to  vary  the  height  of  the 
1m  coMtraeUoB  la  auch  that  the  entire  front  of 

tko  MaehiiM  can  bo  stripped,  thoa  giving  room  for 
apodal  tstafoa  to  mit  the  work. 

^   All  rivotaara  hooted  In  place;  that  is,  they  are  assem- 
***    \ta  IIm  boloa  in  the  work  and  then  placed  on  the 
bora  «r  •  tko  machine.     In  thia  way.  handling  of  hot inaerting  them  in  roamed  holes  ia  elimi- 

the  rivet  in  plaee.  the  metal  around 
and  it  contraeta  opon  cooling,  so 

At  on  the  rivet    Electric  heat- 
,   .      .—idation  and  acaling  of  the  rivets 

of  theV"  "**  •"*">»'' 
^    V^a^

  \opper  upper 

mTaleal  baadfaiff  aot  eemoa  down  on  t 

Uae  oaraOol  wHh  lU  aala.     There  is  no  viV.W^''^  ">  • 

M  the  Mow  la  not  repeated  ami  V|'<>"   '" 

•f  the  BpplilOtInn  ot  a  steady  prp*i>ur<  vonsi
sts 

io  aotoolaaa:  it  eonalata  principally  of 

tko  Hvot  to  a  dierry  red.  and  then  formin(?Y»'>«' Sotting  the  riveU  while  hot  re'iuf 

Mlljf  ooo^ghth  aa  large  aa  when  donr 
tbo  cryaunixation  of  the  metal  that 

opC  to  OOOar  to  OOU  Mtttog  dooo  not  take  place.    T 

rHoUaf  CM  tlHH  bt  pwfonnod  aa  quickly,  and.  it  U^ 

to 

MM^toappIr 
realatonco. 

stated,  more  quickly  in  some  cases  thun  i-old  riveting 
can  be  done. 

To  operate  the  machine,  the  operutor  places  the  work 
with  the  rivet  already  uH.'«eml)lod  in  it  on  the  horn  of 
the  anvil,  and  then  depresses  the  pedal.  This  action 
causes  the  copper  electroile  to  descend  and  make  con- 

tact with  the  upper  end  of  the  rivet.  Further  move- 
ment of  the  pedal  clooea  the  electric  circuit  by  means 

of  the  contuct  that  can  be  seen  on  the  right  of  the 
head. 

As  soon  as  the  rivet  has  reached  a  glowing  red,  as  in 
Fig.  2,  the  foot  pedal  is  released.  The  first  action  due 
to  this  movement  occurs  in  breaking  the  circuit  by  means 
of  the  spring  in  the  switch  mechanism  just  referred  to. 
It  should  be  noted  that  this  switch  is  merely  a  master 

KIO.    I— KOUEHT   TVI'i;-.VII   iJl  AI.-illCAl)    Kl.lv<  TKIC niVKTI.VO  MACHI.VB 

or  controlling  switch,  and  does  not  itself  break  the  cur- 
rent for  the  electrodo,  as  this  break  is  made  in  the  pri- 
mary circuit.  The  electrode  itself  then  breaks  contact 

with  the  work.  The  advantage  of  this  arrangement 
is  that  the  electrode  doea  not  make  nor  breuk  contact 
with  the  work  while  the  current  is  on,  so  that  no  spark- 

ing oecurs. 
When  the  electrode  completes  its  up-stroke,  the  clutch 

In  the  drive  ia  automatically  tripped,  thus  operating  a 
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cam  on  the  left  side  of  the  machine  and  throwing  the 
heading  set  into  a  line  directly  over  the  rivet.  The 
head  immediately  descends,  forms  the  rivet  head,  and 
returns  to  its  upward  position  on  the  left. 

The  operation  is  very  rapid,  and  the  average  time 

for  heating  a  '2-in.  rivet  is  stated  to  be  approximately 
3  sec.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  operation  is  largely 
automatic,  as  the  only  function  of  the  operator,  aside 
from  seeing  that  the  work   is  properly   located,   is  to 

FIG.    2— HKATI.XG    RIVET    IX    KOBIORT    .MACHINE 

press  on  the  pedal.  The  pressure  required  is  only  1  lb., 
a  feature  that  should  tend  greatly  to  eliminate  fatigue. 

The  machine  is  driven  at  constant  speed,  either  from 
a  lineshaft  or  from  an  individaul  motor.  By  means  of 
the  clutch  previously  mentioned,  the  power  mechanism 
can  be  engaged  so  as  to  cause  the  descent  of  the  rivet- 

ing head.  This  drive  mechanism  incorporates  a  feature 
worthy  of  note.  By  means  of  this  feature  both  the 
maximum  pressure  exerted  can  be  controlled,  and  a 
safety  device  is  provided  so  that  nothing  in  the  mech- 

anism will  be  injured  even  though  the  descent  of  the 
riveting  set  is  blocked.  The  drive  from  the  crank  on 

the  drive  shaft  to  the  ram  takes  place  through  a  "walk- 
ing beam"  that  is  so  fitted  with  a  spring-loaded  toggle 

mechanism  that  the  ram  can  be  held  while  the  crank 
turns,  without  breakage  of  any  parts.  The  release 
mechanism  does  not  come  into  play  until  the  pressure 
under  the  heading  set  exceeds  the  maximum  for  which 
the  mechanism  has  been  adjusted. 

The  advantage  of  this  construction  is  that  the  ram 
is  usually  so  set  that  when  the  crank  is  about  80  per 
cent  through  its  possible  stroke,  the  rivet  is  home. 
Throughout  the  rest  of  the  travel  of  the  crank  the  ram 
dwells  on  the  work  so  as  to  press  the  parts  securely 
together.  Should  an  additional  thickness  be  placed  be- 

tween the  riveting  points,  a  longer  rivet  may  be  inter- 
posed and  driven  home,  because  the  machine  automati- 

cally compensates  for  the  additional  thickness. 
The  current  necessary  to  operate  the  heating  element 

is  naturally  of  the  alternating  type.  It  is  transformed 
to  a  voltage  from  4  to  6  to  pass  through  the  electrodes. 
Control  or  switch  panels  separate  from  the  machine, 
such  as  in  Fig.  1,  control  the  amount  of  current  that 
is  employed  for  different  diameters  of  rivets.  The  cost 
of  energy  for  heating  is  small,  since  1,000  {-in.  rivets 
are  stated  to  consume  not  more  than  11  kw.-hr. 

Pre-assembling  is  advocated  in  practically  all  cases,  to 
facilitate  rapid  operation.  Ordinarily,  the  work  requires 
only  one  operator  or  an  operator  and  one  assembler. 
Special  fixtures  can  be  developed  for  parts  made  in  very 
large  quantities  and  for  operations  having  special  re- 

quirements. In  some  cases  the  machine  can  be  made 
horizontal.  For  work  such  as  on  roller  chains  where 

the  pin  itself  has  been  heat-treated  and  must  not  be 
heated  in  the  riveting,  the  current  is  not  passed  through 
the  entire  rivet,  but  the  ends  of  two  pins  are  heated 
simultaneously,  with  the  current  passing  through  the link. 

The  Type-NB  machine  which  is  illustrated  is  in- 
tended for  use  on  rivets  from  {  to  5  in.  in  diameter. 

The  machine  has  a  10-kw.  transformer,  and  is  ordinarily 
driven  by  a  2-hp.  motor.  The  throat  depth  is  18  in. 
The  machine  is  76  in.  high  and  requires  a  floor  space 
of  39  X  28  in.    It  weighs  4,000  pounds. 

The  Type-NC  machine  is  similar  in  principle,  but 
is  intended  for  rivets  from  i  to  ij  in.  in  diameter.  Due 

to  the  fact  that  it  is  back-geared  with  a  ratio  of  6  to  1,  a 

higher  flywheel  speed  -'s  employed.  The  transformer  has 
a  capacity  of  15  kw.,  and  3-hp.  are  required  to  drive  the 
machine.  The  throat  depth  is  24  in.  The  height  of  the 
machine  is  83:?  in.,  while  a  floor  space  of  49  x  86  in.  is 
required.  The  weight  of  the  large  machine  is  5,800 

pounds. 

Strom  Double-Row  Radial  Ball  Bearings 
Double-row  ball  bearings  for  I'adial  load  have  recently 

been  added  by  the  U.  S.  Ball  Bearing  Manufacturing 
Co.,  4535  Palmer  St.,  Chicago,  111.,  to  the  line  of  single- 
row  radial,  angular  contact  and  thrust  ball  bearings 
made  by  the  concern.     Two  types  of  bearing  are  fur- 

STROM  DOUBLE-ROW   BALL  BEARINGS  OF  STANDARD 
AND  MAXIMUM  TYPES 

nished,  the  standard  end  the  maximum.  The  standard 
bearing  is  shown  at  the  right  of  the  accompanying 
illustration,  while  the  bearing  for  maximum  service, 
which  contains  more  balls  than  the  standard  type,  is 
shown  at  the  left. 

One  of  the  principal  features  of  the  bearing  is  the 

construction  of  the  retainers.     Independent  riveted  re- 
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for  Mch  row  of  ImU*.  m  tiiat  th« 
oblainil  in  mkIi  nulMr  m  in  tiM 

Qr9»«f  bMrinc. 
I  wv  Haimd  to  b*  •■pacially  adaptable  for 

raqairtAC  larrc  b««rinc  caiMicity  in  a  lim- 
of  aiion  Althouch  intendaid  primarily  for 

Mvr'nitel  la*'**  •  Uurvat  lood  of  2S  per 
of  t^  —tt— »  raUiU  lood  con  oloo  bo  withstood. 

Hw  ■oslMOBi  tjrpt  birioao  havo  eopoeitioo  2S  par  eent 
croalar  Umo  tko  ataodard  tjrpa.  Tlia  baarlnga  ar*  made 
lO  a  raaflo  •t  tiam  from  10  to  110  mm.  bor«  1 0.394  to 
4jntio.». 

How  to  Secure  CoK>peration 
By  Bktkopy 

lo  all  «r  ramble*  about  the  ahopa  oi  tht*  vwtt  in 
tbe  pool  SO  jroont  I  ha\-e  never  M«n  what  could  be  called 

ce-o|»eratian  in  any  orvaniuition.  .Some  of 
wvre  in  placeii  where  the  manager 

it.  bat  when-  as  aoon  as  the  veneer  waK 
and  the  real  state  of  the  shop  was  aeen, 

there  was  no  co-operation  at  all,  only  the  eye  service 
whidi  ao  ofton  lulb  the  head  of  a  plant.  In  other 

naorljr  complete  co-operation  within  the 
la  opposition  to  the  management. 

to  good  eo-operation  seems  to  lie  in  places 
Ike  ploBt  is  nol  too  large  for  one  man  to  domi- 

Bale  and  where  the  one  man  painstakingly  selects  and 
hio  ibordioates  into  a  sort  of  hero  worship  of 

This  kind  of  co-operation  does  not  always 
Iwd  to  the  grf«te«t  profit.  Perhaps  the  mo!<t  profltable 
orgaaisatioa  Is  one  wherein  each  superintendent  or  de* 

Bt  head  is  capable  of  carrying  on  his  own  work 
soperviaioo  and  where  the  different  depart-. 

ire  ao  diaUnrt  that  oiAy  a  little  co-operation  is 
On*  way  to  secure  the  object  is  not  to  ask 
of  it. 

It  is  very  often  neeeoaary.  however,  to  assign  to  some- 
oat  dotlco  and  responsfbilities  which  might  equally  well 
bo  given  to  any  one  of  two  or  three  partii  of  the  or- 
pmlttltion.  In  that  cajie  whoever  doeit  not  get  them, 
if  tlMir  are  priz««I.  in  nure  to  at  least  inwardly,  wonder 
why  he  did  not  have  the  coveted  privilege.  It  takes 
a  rather  strong  man  to  sit  still  anid  see  someone  else 

make  a  "mess"  of  a  good  job,  especially  when  he  thinks 
that  he  hlaaolf  wooM  have  been  able  to  make  it  a 

eaeoeoa.  Sadi  awo.  according  to  their  sizt*.  are  likely 

to  ear.  '^eO.  lH'«  as*  how  soon  the  other  chap  will 
haac  hhaaelf  with  hb  own  rope.**  And  even  if  the  other 
rha^  doso  not  hang  himself,  they  are  not  likely  to  be- 

reeoodled    to   the   arrangement    as    time 

A  shop  of  ofor  Ave  hundred  men  cannot  UHually  be 
daoBlnatffd  t>f  oae  man.  There  are  exceptions,  but  it 
U  very  iildrwii  that  otte  man  can  rsiaemlier  all  about 
erra  five  huadr««i  teorkmrn  and  foremen,  and  unleoa 
there  is  reawotbraac*  therv  {■  not  acquaintance,  aod 

If  thsfe  ie  aol  acqa^    ■  i«  not  much  coKipera- 
SHaagers  4i>  ,     .it«-  vxcepi  under  pres- 

of  aacsaaltjr.  Intimate  a/^quafntanre«hip  and  re« 
to  be  the  raamtiaU  to  ro-operation.  Respect 

mtf  ho  da»  to  iatemd  or  to  srntimekt  or  even  to  emo- 

Ueai,  that  la.  "the  old  awn"  may  be  so  capahlf  that 
leeli  wUtiac  aad  safe  in  tnuiting  to  him  for 
No  oao  aMjr  think  of  thinking  for  hinweU 

Sarh  a  fena  of  caoperatioe  Is  oaaafe,  for  when  the 

<»ne  man  want«  to  retire  or  death  does  retire  him.  thert 
IS  a  void  that  is  not  u.su«ll>  filled  «t  once.  The  spcond, 
sentiment,  is  often  givtii  to  the  i»on  of  the  intcJIci-tUHl 
giant  of  the  first  inxtjtiu')-.  Often  it  is  misplaced  but 
it  certainb'  gives  the  s«HOud  generation  a  chance  worth 
taking  to  assume  the  reins  of  leadership.  The  third 
is  not  so  often  seen  in  business  as  in  p<ilitic8  where  men 
often  are  elected  and  re-elected  for  purely  sentimental 
rea.sonK  and  not  because  they  make  the  In-.^t  oflker."*. 
In  the  shop  we  see  the  same  thing  in  the  retention  of 
loyalty  to  old  men  long  after  they  have  been  retired 
from  active  participation  in  the  business.  That  kind 
of  loyalty  and  its  nttendant  co-operstion  are  Just  ux 
\-aluable  to  the  firm  that  ean  command  them  as  is 
either  of  the  others. 

Of  course  the  ideal  situation  would  be  to  combine  the 
three.  The  head  of  the  firm  should  be  of  that  highly 
intellectual  type  that  is  always  right  and  yet  does  8|>ec- 
tai-ular  things  with  ea.ne.  He  should  command  eo-opera- 

tion through  some  sentimental  thing  even  if  only  l»e- 
cause  he  married  the  daughter  of  the  founder  of  the 
firm,  and  he  should  appeal  to  their  emotions  if  only  by 
an  appearance  of  that  austere  dignity  softened  by  an 
occasional  unbending  at  the  death  of  some  old  workman 
or  similar  event  that  makes  the  workmen  respect  his 
emotions.  The  combination  is  so  rare  as  to  be  almost 
unknown,  hut  the  nearer  a  leader  comes  to  this  ideal 

the  stronger  and  more  vital  the  co-operation  which  he 
commands. 

One  thing  which  does  not  secure  co-operation  is  for 
the  head  of  the  firm  to  hive  himself  up  in  his  offlce 
away  from  his  employees.  Very  few  firms  have  been 
able  to  overcome  the  handicap  thus  established,  and 
most  of  those  have  had  some  man  who  though  not  nomi- 

nally the  head  was  accepted  as  such  by  the  satx>rdi nates, 
aod  wito  made  his  personality  a  direct  asset  to  the  firm 
bsr  sotting  out  around  the  plant  frequently.  True,  a 
man  may  have  great  intelligence,  an  intimate  knowledge 
of  a  business  and  yet  have  a  personality  such  that  he 
cannot  inspire  the  confidence  of  workmen  and  people 
in  general.  If  the  choice  of  executives  narrows  down 
to  such  a  man,  it  is  absolutely  necessary  that  he  work 
in  co-operation  with  some  man  who  can  represent  him 
before  his  own  employees,  and  who  as  si«)kism:m  for 
him  will  supplement  his  weaknesses. 

Crkdit  Must  Be  Properly  Placed 

If  the  majority  of  employees  were  naturally  co-oper- 
ative  the  problem  would  not  exist,  but  unfortunately  too 
many  people  have  found  that  they  get  very  little  that 
they  do  not  earn,  and  they  find  too  many  piratically  in- 

clined associates  who  do  not  hesitate  to  appropriate  to 
themselves  the  credit  for  improvements  made  by  others 
if  the  opportun.ty  offers.  After  seeing  some  one  else 
carr>'ing  off  credit  for  his  inventions  and  suggestions 
almost  anyone  is  likely  to  make  sure  that  nothing  of 
the  kind  happens  again.  Consequently  many  shops 
hardly  get  a  helpful  constructive  suRtrestion  from  th^ir 

employees  from  one  year's  end  to  another.  A  sugges- 
tion box  does  no  goo<l.  The  only  thing  that  can  help 

is  the  confidence  that  the  men  at  the  head  of  the  or- 
ganization will  insist  that  every  superintendent  and 

every  foreman  give  ( red  it  where  credit  is  due  and  nol 
elsewhere.  In  other  words,  the  manager  who  secures 
co-operation  must  make  sure  that  his  personality,  and 
his  good  character,  and  reputation  for  fair  play  are 
transmitted  to  and  through  every  minor  executive  in tfie  pUnt. 
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American  Machinist  Editors 
Meet  in  Annual  Conference 
The  American  Machiiiiitf  editorial 

staff  got  totrether  for  its  annual  con- 
ferences on  plans  for  the  new  year  on 

Dec.  18,  19  and  20.  Ethan  Viall  came 
in  from  Cincinnati,  Howard  Campbell 
from  Chicago  and  Ellsworth  Sheldon 
from  New  England  to  talk  over  with 
the  New  York  men  the  features  to  be 
included  in  the  two  coming  volumes  of 
the  American  Machinist  and  various 
other  editorial  problems. 
On  Monday  evening  the  staff  had 

dinner  together  at  Brown's  Chop  House and  went  on  to  the  theatre  afterwards. 
Tuesday  noon  they  had  lunch  at  the 
Engineer'.^  Club  with  Mr.  McGraw  and 
vice-presidents  Mehren  and  Britton  as 
their  guests.  At  the  luncheon  Mr. 
Britton  outlined  the  circulation  prob- 

lems affecting  the  industrial  unit  and 
particularly  the  American  Machinist. 
Mr.  Mehren  described  the  new  unit  sys- 

tem under  which  the  company  is  now 
organized  and  explained  the  reasons  for 
its  adoption  and  its  method  of  func- 

tioning. Mr.  McGraw  wound  up  the 
gathering  with  an  inspirational  talk  on 
editorial   duties   and   opportunities. 

The  conference  was  decidedly  suc- 
cessful and  plans  for  adding  a  semi- 
annual conference  at  which  the  adver- 

tising solicitors  and  the  field  superin- 
tendents would  also  be  present  are 

under  consideration. 

will  be  held  at  the  Twelfth  Regiment 
Armory  from  Jan.  8  to  13.  Tickets 
for  this  Show  have  been  provided  for 
S.A.E.  members  attending  the  Annual 
Meeting  through  the  cooperation  of  the 
Automobile  Body  Builders  Association. 

These  two  shows  will  include  all  of 
the  latest  developments  in  passenger- 
cars,  passenger-car  bodies,  automobile 
accessories  and  equipment.  Combined 
with  the  S.A.E.  meetings  they  repre- 

sent an  unusual  educational  value  to  all 
automotive    engineers    and    executives. 

Welding  Society  Holds 
Monthly  Meeting 

The  Metropolitan  Section  of  the 
American  Welding  Society  held  its 
regular  monthly  meeting  in  the  Engi- 

neering Societies  Building,  29  West 
39th  St.,  New  York  City. 

The  meeting  was  well  attended  and 
much  interest  was  shown  in  the  two 
excellent  papers  presented  to  the 
members.  A.  S.  Kinsey,  professor  of 
Shop  Practice,  Stevens  Institute  of 
Technology  and  advisory  service  engi- 

neer for  the  Air  Reduction  Sales  Co., 

read  a  paper  entitled,  "Applications  of 
Cast  Iron  Cutting  by  the  Oxy-Acetylene 
Torch,"  and  E.  S.  Eldridge,  welding 
foreman,  Kingsland  Shops,  D.  L.  & 

W.  R.R.,  talked  on  "Practical  Welding." 

S.A.E.  Annual  Meeting 
Is  Announced 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Society  of 
Automotive  Engineers,  according  to  an 
advance  announcement  made  last  week, 
will  be  held  in  New  York  City,  at  the 
Engineering  Societies  Building,  29  West 
39th  St.,  Jan.  9  to   12,   1923. 

The  National  Automobile  Show  will 
be  held  concurrently  at  the  Grand  Cen- 

tral Palace  from  Jan.  6  to  13.  Through 
the  courtesy  of  the  National  Automobile 
Chamber  of  Commerce  tickets  will  be 
distributed  gratis  to  S.A.E.  members 
attending  the  annual  meeting. 

The  Automobile  Body  Builders'  Show 

Mason  Britton  Elected  Vice- 
President  of  McGraw-Hill 

Company,  Inc. 
At  a  meeting  of  the  executive  com- 

mittee of  the  McGraw-Hill  Co.,  held  on 
Tuesday,  Dec.  19,  Mason  Britton  was 
elected   a   vice-president. 

Mr.  Britton  entered  the  circulation 
department  of  the  American  Machinist 
on  Feb.  10,  1901,  going  from  there  to 
be  assistant  advertising  make-up.  He 
was  next  transferred  to  the  production 
department  which  at  that  time  was  in  a 
different  building.  Part  of  his  duties 
consisted  of  taking  care  of  some  of  the 
production  accounts. 

The  next  move  was  back  to  the  make- 
up department  where  he  soon  became 

head  make-up  and  handled  both  the  ad- 
vertising and  editorial  pages  of  the 

American  Machinist,  writing  advertis- 
ing copy  to  occupy  spare  moments.  He 

was  later  sent  to  the  advertising  serv- 
ice department  and  became  manager 

of  that  department  in  a  short  time. 
Then  came  an  opening  as  business 

manager  of  the  America)!  Machinist 
and  Mr.  Britton  received  the  appoint- 

ment, later  assuming  the  title  of  gen- 
eral manager. 

As  vice-president  of  the  McGraw-Hill 
Co.,  Inc.,  Mr.  Britton  is  directing  head 
of  the  industrial  unit  which  consists 
of  American  Macliinist,  Power  and  the 
circulation  department  of  the  Indus- 

trial Engineer.  He  continues  as 
general     ijianager     of     the     American 
Machinist. 

  *- — . — — 

November  Exports  Establish 
Year's  Record 

A  new  high  record  for  the  year  in 
American  exports  was  established  dur- 

ing the  month  of  November  just  passed, 
according  to  official  overseas  trade  sta- 

tistics made  public  today  by  Director 
Klein  of  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and 
Domestic  Commerce  of  the  Department 
of  Commerce. 

Returns  from  Customs  Districts  all 
over  the  United  States  received  in  the 
Department  of  Commerce  show  that 
American  agriculture  and  industry 
benefited  from  export  business  totaling 
$383,000,000  during  November.  This 
sum  is  about  $90,000,000  higher  than 
the  value  of  shipments  during  Novem- 

ber, 1921.  It  is  $12,000,000  greater 
than  October,  which  was  the  best  previ- 

ous month  for  the  present  year. 

Engineers  Plan  Reception 

to  Italy's  Envoy 
American  engineers  are  planning  a 

big  reception  to  Prince  Gelasio  Gaetani, 
Italian  Ambassador  to  Washington, 
now  on  his  way  to  this  country.  A 
dinner,  at  which  engineers  from  all 
parts  of  the  country  will  be  present, 
will  be  given  in  honor  of  the  new  diplo- 

mat, himself  an  engineer,  by  the  Ameri- 
can Engineering  Council  of  the  Fed- 

erated American  Engineering  So- 
cieties, in  Washington,  on  the  evening 

of  January  12,  it  is  announced  by  L.  W. 
Wallace,  executive  secretary  of  the  fed- 
eration. 

The  dinner  will  be  the  concluding 
event  of  the  two-day  annual  meeting 
of  the  council,  which  will  consider  prob- 

lems of  national  interest,  including  the 
report  of  the  committee  on  work 
periods  in  continuous  industries,  which 
has  reported  in  favor  of  the  eight-hour day. 

;    ♦   

I     New  England  Engineers 
Hold  Meetings 

Engineering  and  technical  associa- 
tions in  Western  New  England  are  en- 

joying a  season  of  activity.  At  a  joint 
meeting  of  the  Engineering  Society  of 
Western  Massachusetts  and  the  West- 

ern Massachusetts  section  of  the  A.S. 
M.E.,  in  Springfield,  Mass.,  Dec.  19. 
Calvin  W.  Rice,  national  secretary,  gave 
an  account  of  the  work  of  engineering 
societies  in  South  America  and  the 
part  they  play  in  developing  that  con- tinent. 

H.  H.  Dewey  of  the  General  Electric 
Co.,  Schenectady,  N.  Y.,  addressed  the 
Springfield  section  of  the  A.  I.  of  E.  E., 
Dec.  15,  on  "Recent  Developments  in 
the  Design  of  Ti-ansmission  Systems," 
dealing  especially  with  problems  of 
long-distance  transmission  in  the  desei-t 
and   mountain  regions  of  the   West. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Springfield  Em- 
ployment Managers'  Association,  Dec. 

14,  C.  M.  Ripley  of  Schenectady  gave  an 
account  of  the  corporate  organization 
and  distribution  of  income  of  the  Gen- 

eral Electric  Co.,  with  a  discussion  of 
factors  entering  into  efficient  public 
itility   service. 
At  a  meeting  of  the  Springfield  chap- 

ter of  the  American  Society  for  Steel 
Treating  Ernest  E.  Thum,  associate 
editor  of  Chemical  and  Metallurgical 
Engineering,  addressed  the  members  on 
educational  policies  relative  to  the  lay- 

ing of  a  ground  work  for  a  technical 
career. 

A  Bulla  rd  Bond  Issue 
The  Bullard  Machine  Tool  Co., 

Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has  issued  $1,500,000 
in  61  per  cent  first  mortgage  bonds 
through  S.  W.  Straus  &  Co.  These 
bonds  constitute  a  closed  first  mortgage 
on  the  land,  building  and  equipment 
owned  and  to  be  acquired.  These  are 

coupon  bonds,  payable  June  15  and  De- 
cember 15,  maturing  in  from  two  to fifteen  years. 
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The  Business  Barometer 
Thb  Week's  l>utlook  in  Commerce,  Finance.  Agriculture  and  Industry 

Based  on  Current  Developments 

By  thkodokk  h.  price 
iMrvrtor.  ('•MW'f^  uiid  fimtntr .  N>-«    York 

UMIVBMAL   rmcMMMi  af  iu 
and  feonoMie  pi*- 

mm  aakr  •  nation  happy 
_  t  to  b«  a  bappy 

far  tW  pMpU  of  Um  Unitvd 

1W  mrntU  today  waita  upon  AnMri- 
f»^  AkMmi  « itii  rvcard  to  tJM  German 

I  tlM  loM  mad  land—cy  of  Um 
i««Kt  the  MM  or  tke  ■— wt 
■rMM  or  fkihire  of  the  n«t«tia- 
AoUMMtk  interview*  with   Mr. 
■ad  Wa  portaer*  m«kr  it  clp>r 

■0  leoa  coa  b»  placed  hrrr  ontii 
kaa  umil  to  reparations  that 

■re  withio  Geroway's  abiltty  to  pay. 
T%»  Frradi  kave  not  yet  ahown  any 

la  abate  Uwir  dalau.  b«it 
•aderlyiac 

that  the  contpal- 
m  brtn(  about 

that  will  otakc  it  po»- 
to  borrow.  The  fact 

■  aeoflbi  «icht  be  made 
dbecdy  aad  lndtrt«lly  by  thote  who 
bad  to  do  with  the  tranMciion  has 
fciiii  to  otTMWthe*  the  bdi«-f  in  iu 
■llMMto  aad  early  to— mmation.  To 
Mi  boUef  the  ateadinns  and  upward 

of  the  nwrfcrU  last  week  was 
froai  aow  oa  the  orowpect*  of 

win  bo  a  BHOor  inftumre  upon 
bam  aad  abroad. 

It  ia  shell— ty  iaipoaalble  to  epeak 
with  rertataty  as  to  the  oatcomo.  bat  If 
eae  had  to  make  a  iruna  it  would  aeem 

aorr  wmM  aaairiiaw  br  prtividcd.  Aa  to 
the  aaaertloaa  of  some  that  if  aacb  n 
c««4h  ia  aiaalod  it  will  never  be  repaid 
H  any  be  «»»»-•-•  •»-- •  •»•.-  'href 
ftaalaat  eenuarr  .»wi, 
the  United  tUu  ^  ̂   u  ..:.^.  hav 

thetr  arrreicate 
I  aad  qahrtapled  their  national 

ia  the  laet  tfty  yrar«.  and  that 
be  wim  woold  meoaorr  the  world's  ram- 
iac  power  in  1972  by  preernt  •tandard4 
i*  a  pear  atodiat  of  biatory. 

Of  tk*  affect  that  the  proposed  loon 
'  »  bnilni  ft 

iki.  -    - is 

a«ii*ity   *. 
f>«r   ptn^ 

■ta<«4    si 

AaMricaa 
•— ^fc    more  deflnitetr. 

Mii>i  that   It  woold 
■  aw  In  the  espor*. •Twiortion  and 

.1  rommcrrial •mtjtlA. 

*l  irvome  is  estl- 
miM'n  dollar*  annually. 

If  ths  Hfsrt  of  the  loan  shouM  be  to 
It  by  only  tO  prr  cent,  a 
Mttmal*.  «»  •HottM  havr  r«>- 

rwrf-i  'wy^T.  «  yvar  f»Mir  fim«-*  th" 
b«'  'f  that  rWrmany  •rrk* I"  roald    o»ll    afford    u 
cborci   :<u?    i-L*r«  to   proAt  and   lo**. 

la  this  lanrer  eiow  the  teooemir  Utgir 
ti  the  le«i  seeme  to  Jastify  the  aasump- 
lien  that  ft  Will  be  arraa«od.  If  not 
H  ia  to  he  foniod  thai  fWrmaay  will  be 
pisnvai  into  a  readitien  of  aooaomic 
chaoo  »■■  jhtrh  dbe  will  ewMrga  only 
toemifh  poMlral  foeolntion. 

bf  Iha  hoft  that 

Europe  will  soon  be  put  on  an  even  keel 
ttte  tone  of  domestic  business  has  be- 
come  a  little  more  optimistic.  The 
failurr  of  a  wr>ll  known  Arm  of  stock- 
brolwrs  in  Kansas  Cit>-  had  only  i 
passing  effect.  On  the  Stuck  ExchanRe 
quotation*  are  higher  and  the  new 
bond  issup*  offered  have  been  readily 
abaorbed.  The  rush  to  declare  stork 
dtvidHMis  continues  but  the  tax  H«'llinK 
is  about  completetl  and  the  recipients 
of  the  newly  iHsued  shares  seem  willinR 
to  keep  them  for  the  present.  The 
Great  Northern  Railroad  has  reduced 
it*  dividend  to  a  It  per  cent  basis,  but 
this  reduction  has  been  offset  by  an  in- 

crease   in    the    Michiiran    Central    rate. 
The  car  loadinxs  are  the  largest  on 

ivcord  but  the  conitestion  of  traRli-  is 
unrrliev>-d  and  buslneiut  suffers  accord- 
ingly. 

The  anomaly  of  the  railroad  situation 
ia  emphasised  by  an  application  from 
the  Receivers  of  the  Chu-ai^o,  Peoria  & 
St.  Louis  R.  R.  for  permission  to  aban- 

don that  line  in  its  entirety  because  it 
cannot  earn  enuujrh  to  pay  taxes.  The 
road  is  237  miles  in  lenirth  and  serves 
a  considerable  nopulation.  If  it  had 
been  part  uf  a  larite  system  it  mlKht 

have  been  made  to  pay  and  the  an- 
nouncement that  the  Cleveland  syndi- 

cate beaded  by  the  Van  SwerinKens  has 
added  the  Chesapeake  tt  Ohio  to  \U 
recently  formed  trunk  line  system 
shows  that  the  necessity  of  consolida- 

tion as  a  condition  of  survival  is  be- 
comlnir  more   widely   recoffnixed. 

An  increase  of  6  per  cent  in  waires 
has  been  allowed  to  tne  50,000  meinl>ors 
of  the  Iron  .Moulders  Union  and  other 
imre««4'n  in  other  trades  are  expected- 
•hortly.  Reports  from  the  iron  and. 
•teel  industry  are  optimistic,  with  the 
mills  running  at  85  per  cent  of  capacity. 
The  creation  of  another  important 

unit  In  the  steel  industry  has  been 
effected  throuKh  the  purchase  of  the 
Brier  Hill  SIm-I  Co.  by  the  Younjrs- 
town  Sheet  and  Tube  Co.  The  forma- 

tion of  the  Columbia  Stoel  Corporation 
ia  also  reported  from  San  Francisco. 
It  is  a  consolidation  of  the  Columbii 
Steel  Co.  and  the  Utah  Coal  and 
Coke  Co. 

At  141  centa  copper  is  at  last  well 
on  it*  way  upwara.  The  advance  is 
attributed  to  the  reported  but  uncon- 
flrmxl  purchase  of  one  large  i>i 
concern  by  another.  There  la. 
K<ood  reason  to  credit  the  reixnt,  loi 
the  spirit  of  consolidation  teems  to  be 
in  the  air  ami  the  deal  by  which  the 
Amoar  Company  is  to  take  over  Morrit 
A  Co.  is  aald  to  have  tx^n  consummated 

with  the  Government's  tacit  approva'. 

Cotton,  wheat,  com,  rubber,  sugar 
and  cjfTre  havr  all  been  steady  with  an 
upward  tendency  due  to  the  nope  that 
the  German  loan  will  be  arranged,  bnt 
restrained  by  Mr.  Morgan's  dliiavowal 
of  any  agreement  to  which  his  Arm  wa« a  party. 

The  weekly  statement  of  the  Federal 

Reserve  System  .shows  a  decrease  of 
SIS.UOO.OOO  in  Kold  and  an  increase  of 
I74.U00.00W  in  cin-ulatiun,  both  iirubably 
due  to  the  holiday  demand  for  gold 
and  pocket  money.  As  a  result  the 
i-eserve  ratio  has  fallen  to  72.8  per  cent 
as  airainst  75.1  last  week.  It  ouicht  to 
rise  again  in  January.  If  not.  higher 
rateti  for  money  would  be  natural,  but 
thus  far  there  has  been  no  change  ani^ 
the  best  commercial  piipi-r  run  still  he 
sold  at  41  per  cent. 

General  trade^  is  good  liut  nut  abiiur- istmus  shopping 

begun  early  is  now  ftnishea 
mally  active.     The  Christmas  shoppin||[ 
which  was  begun  early 
and  the  business  world  awaits  the  com- 

mencement of  the  New  Year  with  con- 
Adeiice  but  without  the  expectation  of a  boom. 

In  its  annual  report  the  Bunk  of 
Montreal  is  optimistic  as  to  conditions 
in  Canada  and  a  delinite  improvement 
in  Cuba  is  exiH'cted  when  the  $r>0,OOU,- 
000  loan  that  is  being  arraniretl  for 
shall   have  been   placed. 

Our  exports  for  the  month  of  Novem- 
ber were  valued  at  |38H,00(),UU0.  which 

Ik  larger  than  for  any  previous  month 
this  year.  This  is  both  surprising  and 
encouraging  but  how  we  have  been  or 
will  Ih-  paid  for  these  exports  is  still a   mystery. 

Further  Progress  in 
Production 

Contiiiue<l  iidvnncex  in  production, 
transportiition  and  distribution  in  No- 
vemlHT  are  noted  in  figures  compiled  by 
the  Department  of  Commerce  in  its 
"Survey  of  Current  Busineas."  The 
largest  consumption  of  cotton  since 
1917,  and  further  high  records  since 
1020  in  the  output  of  pig  iron,  steel 
ingots,  zinc,  coke,  locomotives,  and 
upper  leather  emphasize  the  sustained 
and  basic  rhuracter  of  industrial  pro- 

duction in  November.  The  usual  sea- 
eonal  decline  in  building  contracts  in 
November  failed  to  materialize. 

The  car  shortage  on  the  railroads  was 
slightly  relieved,  but  coal  cars  were 
still  In  great  demand  and  coal  loadings 
have  been  kept  up  to  the  maximum; 
total  loadings  of  all  classes  were  very 
high  for  November.  Increased  orders 
were  made  for  locomotives  and  freight 
cars  to  overcome  present  congestion. 

Price  levels  continue<l  to  increase  in 
November,  with  both  the  total  whole- 
salt-  iinil  the  n-Uiil  food  indices  the 
hit  ■•  the  end  of  1921.   The  relii- 
tiv.  .   ing  power  of  farm  product* 
wait  con*iUvrably  improved  in  Novem- 

ber and  this  Is  reflected  in  the  largest 
mail-order  house  sales  since  March, 

1020. 
The  final  cron  reports  for  the  vear 

Wi2  iti'lirate  a  large  priKlurtion  of  the 
principal  crops,  espi-cially  wheat,  pota- 

toes, com  and  rye,  and  should  make  for 
increased  prosperity  in  the  farming 
•ections. 
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I  n filled  orders  ol'  I'.  S.  .'Steel  <'f>r|»oriiti<Mi  hiiscd  on  the 
luontlily  reporfH  showing:  tlie  forwiird  (uiitiiiKC  oii  tlie  hooks 
Ht   the  end  of  eiu'h   month. 
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UNFILLED  ORDERS  on  th
e 

books  of  the  U.  S.  Steel  Cor- 
poration on  Nov.  30,  1922,  to- 

taled 6,840,242  tons  as  compared  with 
6,902,287  tons  on  Nov.  31. 
The  tonnage  on  order  at  the 
close  of  November,  although 
62,045  tons  below  the  month 
previous,  is  greater  than  for 
any  month  since  February, 
1921,  at  which  time  unfilled 
orders  totaled  6,933,867  tons. 
Beginning  with  March  of  the 
currrent  year,  an  increase  has 
been  shown  in  each  thirty- 
day  period  ranging  from  140,- 
630  tons  in  July  to  as  high  as 
741,502  tons  during  Septem- 

ber. Railroad  requirements 
and  building  construction  de- 

mands continue  as  the  chief 
features  of  the  increase. 

Metal  product  shares  in  the 
New  York  stock  market  de- 

clined during  November,  the 
average  price  of  ten  repre- 

sentative issues  dropping  to 
$77.50  per  share  as  against 
$79.50  in  the  month  previous. 
The  decline  is  without  special 
significance,  the  entire  mar- 

ket having  receded  from  the 
high  point  reached  during 
September  due  chiefly  to  a 
lack  of  general  public  interest.  The 
electrical  equipment  companies  report 
a  large  volume  of  business  on  order. 

Railroad  rolling  stock  continued  to 
attract  attention  during  November, 
chiefly  on  account  of  the  car  shortage 
which  began  to  be  acute  in   October. 

With  179,239  cars  short  of  require- 
ments on  American  roads  on  Oct.  31, 

the  increase  has  continued,  although 
not  so  acutely,  the  shortage  on  Dec.  1, 

1 

Comparative  Prices  of  Shop  Supplies 
Average  of  New  York,  Chicago  and Clevelan 

Four 

d  Prices 

One 
Current Weeks Year. 

Unit           Price Ago 
-^RO 

Soft  steel  bars . .    per  lb.  .  .  .   }50. 0295 
W.0295 W.0273 Cold    finished 

shafrinji      per  lb        0.037S 0.0378 0.0373 
Brass  rods      per  lb..  ..      0.171 0.1700 0.15 

Solder  (J- and  1)   per  lb        0.24 0.23 
0.20 

Cotton  waste..  .    per  lb.  .  .  .     0.  11 
0.11 0.122 

Washers,      cast 
iron  (tin.).  ..    per  100  1b.     1.33 

4.33 4.33 

Emerv,     disks, 
cloth,  No.  1,6 
in.dia   per  100....      3.11 3.11 

Lard  cutting  oil   peryal....      0.59 0.S75 
Machine  oil. ..  .    pergal....      0.36 

0.36 

Beltinn-  leather, 

medium      otFlist...  .    30-10% 

■40-5% 

®so% ®50% 

Machine      holts 

up  to  1  X  30  in.  oft" list..  . .        55% 

50%® 50%® 

@60% 

65-10% 60-10% 

to  225,842  or  10.1  per  cent.    Loadings 
of  coal  and  grain  continue  heavy. 

Cost  of  living  among  the  families 
of  wage  earners  in  the 
United  States  on  Nov.  15, 
was  58.4  per  cent  higher 
than  in  July,  1914,  according 
to  figures  collected  by  the 
National  Industrial  Confer- 

ence Board.  Between  Oct. 
15  and  Nov.  15  there  was 
an  increase  of  1.3  points  or 
one  per  cent.  The  changes 
in  the  budget  within  the 
month  were  continued  slight 
increases  in  the  average  cost 
of  food,  clothing  and  coal. 
Between  July,  1920,  when  the 
peak  of  the  rise  in  the  cost 
of  living  since  1914  was 
reached,  and  Nov.,  1922,  the 
cost  of  living  dropped  46J 
points  or  22.5  per  cent. 

standing  at  143,279  cars.  The  aver- 
age for  the  month  was  150,787  cars 

as  against  the  October  average  of 
approximately  160,000  cars.  Car  sur- 

plusage changed  slightly,  the  average 
being  5,735  as  against  4,475  in  the 
month  previous.  Cars  in  bad  order 
decreased  from  249,960  or  11  per  cent 

American  foreign  trade  for 
November  shows  a  gain  in 
exports  of  more  than  $12,000,- 
000  over  the  previous  month, 
October  shipments  in  turn 
being  $57,000,000  greater  than 
in  September.  The  increase 
in  November,  as  in  the  case 
of  October,  is  due  chiefl.v  to 
raw  cotton  shipments,  exports 

of  this  commodity  alone  being  valued 
at  more  than  $109,000,000,  out  of  a 
total  of  $383,000,000.  The  November 
total  shows  an  increase  over  the  cor- 

responding month  of  1921  of  ap- 
proximately $90,000,000.  Import  fig- 

ures are  still  unknown  owing  to  tho 
changes  in  the  new  tariff  rates. 

.MiMitlil.v  a\'eraKe  of  ear  shortage  surplus  and  had  *>rder 
ears  in  the  I'nited  States  hased  on  returns  to  the  ear  serviee 
division  of   the  Anierienn   Kailwny  ANsociation. 
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The  South  African  Machinery  Market 
V««t  Tcrriloo  of  Great  Richness— Offers  Bir  Opportunity  to  Machinery  Builders- 

Backward  Native  Showing  Marked  Frogress 

fk   ttir    mlpiiiat    •«•    b»    t*pmid 

'      '   tmm»   ilwi*   te   *vwy 
It    U    bactMalac    on* 

■f  tk»   BNal    taiportant    marlntt    for 
In    IMl.    own— 1 

Bt«d   ia   vala*   to   op- 
a    «aUo«i    affoinvt     1) 
IMO   aad  tl    million    in 

tW  MM  jwor  th«r»  hovr 
laaUlUuoiu  of  tifhtinc 
uni  vtlUcw.  whiW  tb« 

  4   for  power   has  cpbi- 
ImbI   MiUwiiUw    St    Cop* 

««.  Protorlo. 
1H|0  MBlNO  to  MtOfM)  MMt- 

_  oUtioas  oad  to  provid* 
    _     fariUtioa.     In  »p**»   «*  *•»• 

g«Mral  trado  ohnap  of  tbo  laat  two 

fmn  tlM  tralM  of  tho  tradt  ha*  not 

-     -  tat  kaa  ttaadily  riMa. 
to  «««ry  tadicatioa  that  thU 
wai  bo  coDtiaMd  dnrina  tho 

from  aU  th* 

point  to  tho 
of  (tttinr*.  etc^  arc 

turn,  vWk  It  ii  naorally  a^rMd 
••dan  for  coaoUanMo  aanunu 

wB  te««  !•  ko  fWoa  oat  ao  ooon  a* 
tko  paaoi  alaalo  ttow  o«  ordor  have 
^M  iMtirtoil  Beth  Gorman  and 

I  trau  arc  cartfnlly  wat«hinc  the 
•f  tlw  oiarkct      A>  German  os- 

^   sro  faOlac  bow  to  (uaraatoo 
tko  dato  of  Mhrorjr.  whll*  thoir  prieoo 
ikav  a  WJiacy  towarda  otoa^y  o^qwa- 
oiM.  fhi  fftodpol  rivalry  wtO  eoaM 
fnai  ■ffWrii  tims.    Otkor  thint*  botoiR 

Elw  ftaili«  ̂   SMtk  Africa  ii  to 
Dtdm  for  oloetrk  planU  with 
koMo.  bat  Iktta  !•  a  dwMod 

'  oa  tbo  part  of  tiM  oxcoodtaticiy 
baolBMi  in  ftttinri.  laip*. 

[  aatf  koatlnf  apparatut  and  len- 

'••  t«  pa«(  iato  tJM  hands 
•r  IbraicB  floapoMtoro.  Tondort  for  the 

iiMiilj  of  gwiiiUnn  plant  arv  invar- 
tefqr  adooftiaod  in  tbr  pn*»  in  the 
anal  wtr>  b«*  it  w  tbo  local  aiorrbant* 

orlto  aappfar  ttHaca.  aad  it  to  «ory  tm- 
patlaal,  is  baolBoao  io  to  bo  obtained. 
tlMt  tkooo  doahn  abooU  tx  carefolly 

raooaaoatf  bolk  ponoaolty  and  by  rau- 
!«««.  lafolbor  wUk  tbe  latect  daU 
reffMtioc  aow  Uaoo  aad  operatioot. 

Baprt  la  Soatk  AIMca  aro  partica- Utty  b*«a  oa  ar«  dortrical  dortco*  and 
:   nyoy   aMUtofarturora   to   alady 

bet 

Cvaopcut  CoMprrmoK 
■  iafanaatiMi  from  Ihl*  mar- 

to   Um  effort    (bat    iK*    l^nitf^ 

oaporten  af  oloitrir  *ron  •anr>li<-« 
ilwoat   loM   tlM   tt^ 

of  tho  <koa»  I' 

la  Iho  oMd  of  tbotf  (otbrr.    wed 

Tko  avorac* 

Br  A  LONDON  CORRKSPONUE.»<T 

retail  price*  of  a  S  lb.  electric  iron  of 
American.  British  and  German  manu- 

facture are.  respectively,  $9.r>0.  £1  15s.. 
and  S7  Dealem  in  electric  supplips 

report  that  morr  German  irons  aro 
aoM  than  of  ull  others  tofcether.  and 
that  both  wholesale  and  retail  traderH 
make  a  larfe  proflt  on  them.  Tho 
agents  of  American  firms  in  South 

Africa  say  that  unless  their  home  man- 
ufacturers can  so  pricoe  their  irons 

that  a  reUiler  can  sell  a  a  lb.  model 
for  ti  or  leas  the  market  may  bo 
entirely  lost  to  American  exporters. 

iMPoaTANCS  or  Nativb  Trade 

The  importance  of  the  native  trade 
In  South  Africa  is  Kenerally  overlooked 
by  exporters.  In  South  Africa  and 
Rhodesia  alone  there  are  six  million 
itatives,  as  compared  with  a  little  more 
than  li  million  European*.  The  pur- 

chasing power  of  the  native,  pre.ient 
and  future,  is  enormous.  He  is  advanc- 
inc  in  the  scale  of  civilitation,  and  his 
noccfloitico  arc  multiplying  accordingly. 
Tito  modom  requirements  of  domestic 
life  are  every  day  more  revealed.  Thf 
plow  and  harrow  are  steadily  supersed- 

ing the  pick  and  hoe  and  there  is  a 
good  demand  for  the  simpler  kind  of 
farm  implemenU.  The  native  popula- 

tion is  increasing  to  ■  far  greater  ex- 
tent, relatively,  than  the  white  popula- 
tion, and  it  can  readily  be  imagined 

what  the  trade  position  will  be  in  the 
near  future.  It  should  also  be  remem- 

bered that  the  toUl  native  population 
from  the  Cape  to  the  Equator  is  esti- 

mated at  over  40  millions. 
It  i»  very  satisfactory  to  be  able  to 

rccoid  that  the  trade  in  agricultural 
implements  throughout  the  South 
African  I'nion  is  reviving.  While  many 
oif  the  simpler  types  of  implements  have 
long  been  adopted  on  South  African 
farms,  there  ia  wide  scope  for  the  sale 
of  tools  and  machines  embodying  later 
improvements.  Maite  plaatcrs  and 
one-horse  cultivators,  gang  plows,  lever 
harrows,  mowers,  rakes  and  maize  shel- 
lers  are  among  the  implements  in  fairly 
general  use;  but  on  the  other  hand, 

adequate  advertisement  and  dcmonittra- tioo  should  lead  to  the  intrmlurtion  of 
more  up-to-date  apparatus  for  planting 
and  cultivating,  including  grain  drillx, 
disk  harrows,  ensilage  cutUrs  and  many 
others.  The  type  of  plow  in  most  com- 

mon use  Is  the  two  furrow  walking 
mould -board,  but  the  disk  plows  are 
also  (topular.  especially  in  Rhodesia. 
There  is  considerable  convpHt'on  '" 
this   markpt    for    the   supply   of   imple- 

;ir)d  agricultural  machinery. 
r  i-  the  past  ten  year*  the  disk 

narr'iw  ha*  been  gradually  superseding 
(hr  tixith  harrow.  It  was  flrat  intro- 

duced tnto  the  Transvaal  and  Natal, 
and  thrre  is  believed  to  be  a  good  open- 
inv  for  <-xt<-ndlng  iu  aale  in  the  Orange 
Vrtr  State  and  throughout  the  western 
part*  of  thf  rape.  The  disk  harrow  ia 
wed  In  th»  (tiltivatioa  of  alfalfa,  a 
very  pupular  cr<'p  in  Sooth  Africa,  and 
i»  is   credibly    reported    that  a   ready 

aale  exists  for  othM  impK'mcnls  which 
are  needed  in  connection  with  this  crop. 

As  regards  threshers,  the  demand  it 
governed  by  the  fact  that  this  work  ia 
generally  executed  bv  contractors  who 
travel  from  farm  to  farm,  or  in  centers 
to  which  the  small  farmers  cart  their 
crops.  Sometimes  there  is  a  sale  for 
medium  sixe  threshers  with  24  and  SO 
inch  cylinders  and  Ktraw  chopper  and 
bruiser  attachments.  There  is  also  a 
demand  for  hand  and  power  stationary 
threshers  with  14  and  18  inch  cylinders. 
In  Rhodesia  ground  nut  and  sunflower 
seed  thresher*  are  also  nee<lud.  There 
will  probably  be  a  larger  demand  for 
binders  as  more  land  is  gradually 
bought  under  wheat  cultivation. 

The  following  table  gives  the  value 
of  the  leading  imports  of  machinery  and 
implements  into  South  Africa  in  1021: 
Kaffir  hoes  and  pick*     £28,578 
Dairy  utensils         67,1 14 
Hay  presses         7,810 
Plows,  harrows,  and  part*    480,098 
Reaping  and  mowing  machines     65,867 
Tractors          46,897 
Wine  presses  and  pumps         2,086 
Other     implements     and     ma- 

chinery      868,810 
One  of  the  beat  and  most  practical 

ways  of  pushing  trade  in  this  market  is 
to  exhibit  freely  at  the  best  local  furni 
shows.  Districts  affected  by  drouttht 
are  good  buyer*  of  windmills,  pump*, 
and  piping. 

Tractor  Prospects  Bbioht 

With  the  return  of  better  times  the 
South  African  farmer  will  be  a  better 
purchaser  of  tractor*.  Among  the 

points  to  be  considered  in  this  connec- tion are  the  following:  type*  of  tractors 
suitable  for  certain  soils,  horse  nower 
relative  to  the  altitude  at  which  the 

tractor  is  employed,  method  of  dis- 

tribution, spare  parU  and  "service." In  Zululand  plowing  ii  made  diflicult 
by  the  roots  of  sugar  cane  remaining 
in  the  ground,  and  also  by  the  lack  of 
moisture.  The  soil  in  Natal  and  the 

Cape  Is  fairly  light  and  easy  U>  work. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  soil  in  the 
Transvaal  and  the  Orange  Free  State 
becomes  intensely  hard  and  dry.  A* 
regards  the  InUmal  combustion  engine 
it  should  bci  sUted  that  the  los*  of 

tiower  at  an  altitude  of  4,000  foot 
amounts  to  10  per  cent,  and  at  n.OOO 
feet  the  loss  1*  reckoned  to  be  20  per 
cent.  These  elevations  are  often  mot 
with  throughout  the  country.  Along 
the  coast  of  Natal  and  in  the  Capo 

Province,  power  is  sllghtljr  increased  in 
consequence  of  the  humidity  of  the  air. 

Thi-re  is  today  un  excellent  opening 

throughout  Rhodesia,  for  smnlf  mine 

plant  as  distinct  from  the  large  battery 

sUmps,  etc.,  purchased  by  the  big  com- 
panies. The  market  for  mining  ma- 
chinery i*  at  present  worth  about 

£60,000  a  year,  but  when  '"her 
the  varioua  mining  devci  now 

taking  place,  the  value  wiuim  inr'  next 
Ave  years  might  very  well   be   trebled. 

There  are  innumerable  opportunities 
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in  this  market  for  the  sale  of  electrical, 
industrial,  mining,  farming  and  other 
machinery.  Rhodesia  is  one  of  the  few 
countries  that  has  emerged  almost  un- 

affected from  the  general  commercial 

depression  of  1921.  Indeed,  more  manu- 
factured goods  were  imported  during 

that  year  than  in  the  boom  year 
of  1920. 

Even  quite  small  towns  are  actively 
considering  the  possibility  of  erecting 
power  stations.  Taken  separately,  these 
may  be  only  small  orders,  but  if  viewed 
collectively  they  amount  to  a  very  re- 

spectable sum  and  become  a  source  of 
business  which  no  manufacturer  can 

afford  to  despise.  This  specially  ap- 
plies to  the  suppliers  of  generating 

plant,  electric  cable  and  electric  fittings. 

It  is  worth  noting,  also,  that  Rhodesia's 
trade  in  electrical  machinery  and  mate- 

rial has  risen  in  value  from  £44,000 
in  1913   to  £88,000  in  1921. 
Round  about  the  principal  towns, 

such  as  Salisbury,  there  are  springing 

up  numerous  factories  for  the  produc- 
tion of  furniture,  soap,  candles,  metal 

goods,  and  many  other  articles.  All 
this  necessarily  means  a  market  for 
machinery  and  plant  of  various  kinds. 
It  is  essential  that  catalogues  should 
contain  full  data  respecting  the  working 

of  the  machinery  dealt  with,  the  as- 
sembling of  parts;  capable  local  agents 

are  necessary,  while  a  high  degree  of 
standardization  is  necessary  in  most 
lines  of  farm  implements.  The  market 
for  cheap  and  light  plows  alone  is  worth 
£70,000  a  year  in  Rhodesia. 

The  principal  competition  will  come 
from     British     manufacturers.       Until 
1921  the  Germans  were  almost  a  neg- 

ligible quantity,  the  value  of  German 
imports  into  South  Africa  in  that  year 
amounting  in  value  to  only  a  trifle  over 
£1,000,000.     In  the  first  six  months  of 
1922  they  amounted  to  £1,315,596  and 
there  is  every  reason  to  believe  that 
by  the  end  of  the  year  this  latter 
amount  will  have  doubled.  These  figures 
are  very  significant  when  we  examine 
the  general  trend  of  South  African 
trade.  Compared  with  the  first  six 

months  of  1921  the  country's  total  im- 
ports decreased  from  £29,500,000  to 

£23,000,000;  the  imports  from  Great 
Britain  declined  from  nearly  £16,000,000 
to  nearly  £13,000,000,  and  those  from 
U.  S.  A.  dropped  from  £5,500,000  to  a 
little  over  £2,500,000.  Yet  the  imports 
from  Germany  actually  rose  from 
£504,000  in  the  first  half  of  1921  to 
£1,315,.596  in  the  corresponding  period 
of  1922.  German  competition  is  espe- 

cially severe  in  cutlery,  enamelled  ware, 
fencing  wire,  certain  classes  of  ma- 

chinery, farm  implements,  tools,  etc.   ♦   

Railroad  Rapidly  Reducing 
Bad  Order  Engines 

From  Nov.  15  to  Dec.  1,  the  rail- 
roads repaired  and  turned  out  of  their 

shops  13,484  locomotives.  This  was 
within  six  locomotives  of  the  greatest 

number  repaired  during  any  semi- 
monthly period  in  approximately  the 

last  two  years,  according  to  reports 
received  today  from  the  carriers  by  the 
Car  Service  Division  of  the  American 
Railway  Association.  This  also  ex- 

ceeded by  1,345  the  number  turned  out 
of  the  shops  during  the  first  half  of 
November  this  year. 
Locomotives  in  need  of  repair  on 

Dec.  1  last  totaled  18,009  or  27.9  per 
cent  of  the  number  on  line. 

Screw  Thread  Commission 

Honors  Stratton  at  Im- 
portant Session 

That  the  work  of  the  National  Screw 
Thread  Commission  is  well  advanced 

and  is  reaching  the  point  where  import- 
ant recommendations  will  be  made  pub- 
lic, was  revealed  at  a  meeting  of  the 

Commission  held  in  Washington  on  Dec. 
15.  Since  this  is  the  last  meeting  of 
the  Commission  at  which  Dr.  S.  W. 
Stratton,  its  chairman,  will  preside,  the 
other  members  of  the  Commission  gave 
a  dinner  in  his  honor.  The  menu,  repro- 

duced herewith,  was  decorated  cleverly 
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tions.  The  dimensions  cover  regular 

hexagon  and  square-head  nuts  for  both 
coarse  and  fine  threads;  hexagon  head, 
cap  screws,  square-head  cap  screws  and 
wrench  openings.  Tolerances  are  rec- 

ommended for  both  bolt-heads,  nuts  and 
wrench  openings. 

A  sub-committee  headed  by  Major 
J.  O.  Johnson  is  doing  preliminary  work 

looking  to  the  standardization  of  oil- 
well  equipment,  especially  casing  pipe 

and  threade<)  joints.  Major  Johnson's committee  will  work  in  co-operation 
with  the  Standards  Committee  ap- 

pointed by  the  American  Petroleum  In- 
stitute. A  report  is  about  completed 

on  special  threads  for  electric  fixtures 
and  fittings.  This  report  is  based  on 
report  No.  1,525  of  the  American  So- 

ciety of  Mechanical  Engineers,  which 
Was  presented  in  December,  1915,  and  on 
a  report  made  on  Nov.  19,  1921  by  the 
National  Council  of  Electric  Fixture 

Manufacturers.  These  reports  are  be- 
ing co-ordinated  and  the  screw  thread 

commission  is  supplementing  them  in 
certain  particulars.  As  soon  as  the  re- 

port is  completed  it  will  be  sent  out  to 
those  interested  for  suggestions. 

The  Commission  voted  to  renumber 
classes  of  fit  so  that  the  fits  will  be  as 
follows: 

NEW 
Class  1      Loose  lit 
Class  2       Full  fit 
Class  3      Medium  tit 
< Mass  4      Close  fit 
Class  5      Wrench 

PROGRESS  REPORT 
Class  I      Loose  fit 
Class  II-A      Medium  regular 
Class  II-B       Medium  si)ecial 
Class  III       Clo.se  fit 
Class  IV      Wrench 

It  was  decided  to  take  advantage  of 
the  siinpler  form  of  consecutive  Arabic 
numbering  rather  than  the  use  of 
Roman  figures  as  had  been  done  in  the 
progress  report  previously  submitted. 

with  bolts,  nuts,  screws,  gauges,  and 
wrenches. 

Col.  E.  C.  Peck,  >  of  the  Cleveland 
Twist  Drill  Co.,  was  elected  to  serve 
as  acting  chairman  of  the  Commission 
until  a  successor  to  Dr.  Stratton  will 
have  qualified.  The  law  creating  the 
National  Screw  Thread  Commission 
provides  that  the  Director  of  the  Bureau 
of  Standards  is  to  be  chairman  of  the 
Commission.  It  happened  that  Col. 
Peck  himself  could  not  be  present  at 
this  meeting  because  of  the  fact  that 
he  had  to  attend  the  annual  dinner  given 
by  his  company  in  Cleveland.  All  other 
members  of  the  Commission  were 

present. The  Commission  is  about  ready  to 
submit  a  list  of  recommended  sizes  for 
tap  drills.  These  sizes  were  carefully 
considered  by  the  Commission  and  a 
number  of  criticisms  and  suggestions 
offered. 

'  F.  O.  Wells,  one  of  the  members  of 
the  Commission,  submitted  a  report  on 
.recommended  sizes  and  tolerances  for 
,bolt  heads,  nuts  and  wrenches.  The 
tables  of  these  dimensions  were  arrived 
at  at  a  joint  meeting  of  subcommittee 
number  two  of  the  American  Engineer- 

ing Standards  Committee  sectional  com- 

National  Foreign  Trade 
Council 

The  Tenth  National  Foreign  Trade 
Convention  of  the  National  Foreign 
Trade  Council  will  be  held  in  New  Or- 

leans on  April  25,  26,  27,  1923,  accord- 
ing to  announcement  of  O.  K,  Davis, 

Secretary  of  the  Council. 
"The  selection  of  New  Orleans  as  the 

Convention  city,"  said  Mr.  Davis,  "is 
peculiarly  fitting  in  view  of  the  develop- 

ment of  the  city  as  a  great  center 
of  American  foreign  trading  activity. 
In  1921  New  Orleans  was  the  second 
port  of  the  United  States,  importing, 
coffee,  sisal,  burlaps,  bananas,  crude 
oil,  and  sugar;  and  exporting  corn,  rice, 
wheat,  cotton,  glucose,  steel  rods  not 
wire,  iron  pipes,  steel  plates  and  sheets, 
lard,  cottonseed  cake,  meal  and  oil,  min- 

eral oils,  tobacco  and  lumber. 

"Of  special  interest  to  foreign  trad- 
ers in  all  parts  of  the  Mississippi  Val- 
ley has  been  the  development  of  ship- 

ping facilities  at  the  Port  of  New  Or- 
leans, and  the  consequent  increase  in 

steamship  services.  Since  the  Third 
National  Foreign  Trade  Convention  was 
held  in  New  Orleans  in  1916,  this  prog- 

ress has  been  particularly  marked,  and 
has  been  accelerated  by  the  increasing 
proportion  of  American  foreign  trade 
carried  on  with  the  West  Indies,  Cen- 

tral America,  Mexico,  South  America 
and  Asia,  much  of  it  passing  through 

gulf  poirts. 
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The  Oakite  Sales  Conference 
The  Sixth  .\nnual  Sale*  Conference 

of  the  Oakley  t'hrniiral  Company,  New Yoric,  manufacturer  of  Oakite.  from 
Dee.  18  to  21  inclusive,  waa  attended  by 
all  but  two  of  ita  6«  aalea  representa- 
Uvea.  A  very  intereatinx  feature  waa 
tho  one  minute  apeechea  of  the  Artt 
(toy  when  every  man  told  of  businoaa 
conditiona  in  hia  territory.  The  ate* 
nirtrant  thing  waa  that,  without  ex- 

ception, the  men  repurtetl  better  buii- 
neaa  in  all  line*  reached  by  them  and 
further,  that  this  waa  in  apita  of  ex- 

treme caution  in  buyinjr.  This  evi- 
dently mcatia  that  manuiacturera  haw 

been  warned  bv  the  prediction  of 
economiata  reffarding  a  premature  false 
boom,  and  have  effectually  prevented  it. 

Six  acllinK  paper*  occupied  the  flrat 
afternoon  aeaaion,  theaa  beini;:  Essen- 

tials of  Successfully  Selling  our  Ma- 
terial*. F.  A.  Aston;  Service  an  Impor- 

tant Factor  in  Sellinc  Oakite  Producta, 
G.  M.  Barnoa;  Meeting  Unusual  Solas 
Resistance,  D.  X.  Clarin;  Advantagoa 
of  Systematic  PlanninR  and  Sellinc, 
C.  A.  Ormsby :  Developing  a  New  Ter- 

ritory, P.  A.  Boeck  and  Impressions  of 
a  First  Year  Oakite  Salesman,  H.  Ken- nedy- 

These  conventions  hiive  the  unusual 
methpd  of  beeinninfr  with  a  breakfast 
and  Kecpins  the  men  well  toici-ther  dur- 

ing the  day.  In  this  way  the  men  get 
the  must  out  of  the  inoatincs. 

Tbcmnical  PAraM  ON  Important 
Topics  PucaBNTBD 

The  second  and  third  day's  papers 
were  technical:  Carpi-t  ('leaninir,  N.  W. 
Halsey;  Locomotive  Parts,  C.  Burgin; 
Territory  Laboratories,  F.  J.  Fayen; 
Field  Service  ReporU,  H.  J.  Butler; 
Invfiitii;ation  \%.  Taking  Things  for 
Granted,  O.  W.  Hoster;  and  Oil  Bar- 

rels and  Drums,  J.  F.  Ewing.  This 
was  followed  by  a  second  technical  ses- 

sion with  the  nine  papers  listed,  after 
which  there  was  a  dinner  and  theatre 
party.  The  nine  papers  were:  Wash- 

ing Artificial  Silk,  G.  W.  Miller;  Kier- 
boiling  t'otton  Yarn  before  Mercerix- 
ing,  A.  W.  Quinn;  Finishing  Cotton 
Knit  Goods,  H.  M.  Upson;  Some  Pe- 

culiar Facts  in  Cleaning,  I..  B.  John- 
son; Packing  Plant  (nog  scalding), 

C.  v..  Barber;  Packing  Plants  (chiefly 
outaide  of  hog  scalding),  0.  A. 
Fias:  Oakite  in  Cheaae  Factories  and 
Condenaed  Milk  PlanU,  F.  J.  Wall: 
Oakite  in  Paper  Mills  (felts  and 
vitriol  on  new  felts),  L.  C.  Minor,  and 
Comparison  of  Work  in  Institutional 
and  Sti-am   l.aundries,  M.  I..  .Shorcy 

Th«-  third  day  covered  three  more 
technical  papers:  Oakite  in  Steel  Mills, 
H.  L.  Trtmbicki;  Cleaning  Auto  Bodies 
before  Painting,  E.  I.«cy;  and  Spray- 

ing Oakite  Solutions,  V.  Fraxee,  fol- 
lowed by  laboratory  demonstrations. 

A  unique  feature  was  the  awarding 
of  prizes  at  the  ban<|uet,  fAr  the  best 
results  in  the  November  aalea  drive. 
This  drive  waa  fashioned  after  the 
wild  and  wooly  wool,  eowboys  and  all. 
The  salrsmen  hod  cowboy  names  and 
belonged  to  tvpically  named  rancbaa. 
Each  man  had  a  certain  quota,  boaod 
on  hU  opportunitv  and  praviooa  raeord. 
A  point  was  callad  a  atacr  and  ovory 
man  who  roped  1 10  atocra  or  ovor,  won 
a  suitably  inarrlbad  fountain  pan. 

Of  the  M  men  who  were  actually  in 
tb*  fteld  during  the  drive,  38  won  prixea 
at  tba  ftnsi  "round-up,"  making  a  re- 
aiarkably  uniform  showing  for  the 

"cow  panchers." 

Railroad  Tonnage  Shows 
Gain  Over  1921 

In  the  Quarter  ended  with  Septem- 
ber, according  to  a  summary  of  freight 

ctinunodity  statistics,  made  public  by 
the  Interatate  Commerce  Commission 
last  week,  tbanage  hauled  by  the  big  or 
Class  1  railroads  of  the  country  was 
6.80  per  cent  greater  than  in  the  cor- 

responding quarter  of  the  preceding 
year.  The  tonnage  was  467.000,164, 
compared  with  441,880,704  in  tiie  same 
months  last  year. 
The  increase  took  placo  notwith- 

standing the  quarter  waa  composed  of 
the  months  in  which  the  railroad  shop- 

men's strike  became  effective,  and  em- 
braced the  months  in  which  the  strike 

of  the  coal  miners  was  the  most  viru- 
lent. The  loss  in  coal  tonnage  waa 

only  2.35  per  cent  Coal  and  agricul- 
tural products  alone  showed  smaller 

tonnages  than  in  the  corresponding 
quarter  of  last  year. 

Grinding  Association 
Elects  Officers 

Theodore  A.  Meyer  recently  was 
elected  president  of  the  Ontral  Cylin- 

der Grinding  Association  in  InJian- 
apoliM.  Other  officers  are  as  follows: 
vice-president,  W.  W.  Adams,  Fort 
Wayne;  aecretary,  J.  T.  Andrews,  In- 

dianapolis; treasurer,  George  W.  Kemp, 
Muncic;  board  of  directors  Val  H.  Lin- 
dt-nHchmidt,  Evansville;  H.  B.  Shank, 
Fort  Wayne,  and  V.  J.  Thampher,  Con- 
nersville. 

♦   

Growing  Interest  in 
Export  Trade 

The  increased  desire  of  American 
firms  to  enter  foreign  markut.s  with 
their  wares  is  reflected  by  a  400  per 
cent  gain  in  foreign  trade  inouiries  di- 

rected to  the  Department  of  Commerce 
this  year,  as  compared  with  last.  Di- 

rector Julius  Klein,  of  the  Bureau  of 
Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce,  de- 

clares in  his  annual  report. 
Describing  the  fiscal  year  1021-22  as 

"one  of  the  most  crucial  periods  in  tiio 
history  of  the  nation's  foreign  trade." Director  Klein  points  to  the  complettf 
reorganisation  of  his  bureau  under 

Secretary  Hoover's  direction  as  the 
prime  factor  enabling  it  to  help  Ameri- 

can export  interests  withHtand  the  "in- 
roads of  recovering  European  compe- 
tition in  the  world'a  markets." 

Following  out  the  policy  of  "better 
service  with  less  meddling,"  Director 
Klein  says  that  the  Bureau  of  Foreign 
and  Domestic  Commerce  now  serves 
business  on  a  commoility  basis  through 
seventeen  new  divisionn  which  spe- 

cialize on  Amcrirn's  great  export 
pro<lucta   of   the    factories   and    farms. 

In  concluding  his  report.  Dr.  Klein 
statt'd  that  if  the  bureau  is  to  carry  on 
and  enlarge  its  work  in  the  manner  dic- 

tated by  the  economic  situation  of  the 
country,  ita  activities  should  be  ex- 

tended  to  cov«T  thf  ntudy  nrid   promo- 
ti,  "     ■         .     •■      ,  ,     ,  ,         T         ■       ,    ,■„ 

e^t«r»iH'.nin<TiT  n\  (diK'fs  in  iic" 
Extorts  in  ronimodities  not  y 

cally  provided  for,  such  n;.  ti.li.iixi, 
grain  and  many  manufactured  spi'- 
cialties,  should  be  added  to  its  present 
staff  to  moet  the  increasing  demands  of 
the  trades. 
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Numbering  of  Steels  to  Be 
Developed  by  A.E.S.C. 

A  system  of  designating  kinds  or 
qualities  of  steels  by  code  numbers,  each 
of  which  would  represent  a  definite 
specification,  will  be  developed  as  a  re- 

sult of  the  decision  of  a  conference  of 
the  principal  producers  and  users  of 
steel  held  at  Washington,  D.  C,  Decem- 

ber 6,  at  the  call  of  the  American  Engi- 
neering Standards  Committee.  The 

conference  recommended  that  this  code 
be  developed  under  the  procedure  of 
the  A.E.S.C.  and  suggested  to  that 
organization  the  appointment  of  the 
Society  of  Automotive  Engineers  and 
the  American  Society  for  Testing  Ma- 

terials as  joint  sponsors  for  the  code. 
The  agreement  to  go  ahead  with  this 

project  was  arrived  at  after  a  spirited 
discussion  concei'ning  the  necessity  for 
and  practicability  of  a  numbering  sys- 

tem. Strong  opinions  in  favor  of  the 
designation  of  steels  by  number  were 
voiced  by  heavy  buying  interests,  such 
as  the  U.  S.  Navy  Department,  the 
Electrical  Manufacturers'  Council,  the 
Society  of  Naval  Architects  and  Marine 
Engineers,  the  U.  S.  War  Department 
and  the  Federal  Specifications  Board. 
It  was  pointed  out  during  this  discus- 

sion that  shipbuilders  use  every  con- 
ceivable variety  of  steel  opposition  to 

the  inclusion  of  tool  steel  was  voiced 
by  tool  steel  makers.  As  against  the 
claim  that  the  numbering  of  steel  is 
not  desirable  so  far  as  tool  steel  is 
concerned,  it  was  brought  out  by  a  rep- 

resentative of  the  Navy  Department 
that  the  Navy  now  has  an  accumulation 
of  a  million  pounds  of  unidentified  tool 
steel,  all  of  which  must  be  analyzed 
and  tested  before  it  can  be  used.  This 
condition,  it  was  said,  would  not  exist 
if  the  quality  of  steel  were  designated 
by  code  numbers,  representing  definite 
specifications,  rather  than  by  the  gen- 

eral terms,  trade  names,  or  brands  now 
in  common  use,  or — in  some  cases — by 
no  mark  at  all. 

Purchase  on  Chemical  Analysis 
Makes  Numbbjjing  Desirable 

The  arguments  used  against  the  num- 
bering of  tool  steels,  Admiral  Cone  de- 
clared, were  identical  with  the  argu- 

ments used  25  years  ago  against  the 
writing  of  specifications  for  steel  of 
any  kind.  As  an  indication  of  the 
feasibility  of  a  uniform  system  of  desig- 

nating steel,  it  was  asserted  that  almost 
90  per  cent  of  the  steel  used  by  the 
automotive  industries  is  purchased  on 
the  basis  of  chemical  analysis. 

The  conference  voted  that  it  is  de- 
sirable to  have  a  uniform  numbering 

system,  based  on  specifications,  for 
forging  steels,  casting  steels,  structural 
steels  including  plates,  tool  steels,  and 
other  steels,  this  decision  with  the  ex- 

ception of  tool  steels,  being  taken  with- 
out dissent.  Whether  the  basis  for  such 

a  numbering  system  should  be  chemical 
composition,  physical  properties,  or  heat 
treatment  was  left  to  be  determined  by 
<i  Sectional  Committee,  which  is  to  be 
approved  by  the  American  Engineering 
Standards  Committee.  It  was  also  left 
to  the  Sectional  Committee  to  decide 
whether  there  are  any  existing  sys- 
ttms  which  can  be  used  as  a  basis  for 
numbering  codes  for  any  or  all  of  the 
various  groups  of  steels.  The  question 
of  whether  brand  names  can  be  ac- 

commodated to  and  associated  with  a 
numbering  system  was  brought  up,  but 

the  consensus  of  opinion  was  that  this 
is  not  practicable. 
The  conference  was  opened  by  a 

i-esume  of  present  American  practice  in 
designating  steels,  by  Dr.  G.  K.  Bur- 

gess, Chief  of  the  Division  of  Metal- 
lurgy of  the  U.  S.  Bureau  of  Standards, 

and  a  resume  of  European  practice  by 
L.  H.  Fry,  representing  the  American 
Society  for  Testing  Materials.  Mr.  Fry 
said  that  Switzerland  and  Germany 

have  already  taken  definite  steps  towa^-d 
a  numbering  system.  The  method  pro- 

posed in  Switzerland  provides  a  sys- 
tem of  symbols  intended  to  be  universal 

and  definite,  and  capable  of  expansion 
to  suit  new  requirements.  In  France  a 
method  is  offered  by  which  steels  will  be 
numbered  with  relation  to  a  definite 
specification  for  the  type,  augmented  by 
a  letter  indicating  the  method  of  manu- 

facture, and  a  number  showing  the 
minimum  tensile  strength.  In  Great 
Britain  a  numbering  system  is  employed 
for  aircraft  steels,  and  a  tendency  is 
appearing  to  develop  symbols  for  auto- 

mobile steels.  Some  limited  symboliza- 
tion  is  used  in  Holland  also.  Mr.  Frey's 
full  report  based  on  information  ob- 

tained from  abroad  by  the  A.E.S.C.  will 
be  sent  upon  request  to  the  American 
Engineering   Standards   Committee. 

Sees  Budget  System  in 
Danger  of  Attack 

Dangerous  attacks  on  the  Budget 
system  were  foreseen  by  John  T.  Pratt, 
chairman  of  the  National  Budget  Com- 

mittee, in  an  address  before  the  Four 
Founder  Societies  of  civil,  mining,  me- 

chanical and  electrical  engineers  at 

the  Engineering  Societies'  Building,  29 
West  39th  Street,  Wednesday  night, 
Dec.  13. 

Jealousies,  he  warned,  would  arise 
in  federal  bureaus,  and  perhaps  in  the 
Cabinet,  from  reductions  in  estimables, 
though  these  reductions  were  insisted 
upon  by  President  Harding.  Mr.  Pratt 
asserted  that  the  people  of  this  country 
must  be  split  into  two  main  parties 
with  clear-cut  differences  of  opinion  on 
national  issues. 

"For  the  fiscal  year  1923-1924  the 
actual  Budget  estimates  on  the  conven- 

ing of  Congress  this  month  indicated 

a  very  small,  or  no,  deficit,"  said  Mr. 
Pratt.  "All  these  figures  and  estimates 
take  into  calculation  no  extraordinary 
expenditures  authorized  by  Congress, 
such  as  the  soldiers'  bonus,  the  ship 
subsidy,  or  other  like  bills  calling  for 
large   expenditures   of  money. 

"The  dangerous  attacks  on  the  Budget 
system  are  likely  to  come  from  the  very 
large  reduction  of  some  1600,000,000 
made  by  General  Lord,  at  the  instance 
of  the  President,  in  the  tentative  figures 
of  the  Departments  for  1923-1924,  which 
were  that  amount  larger  than  the  ac- 

tual figures  submitted  by  the  President 
in  his  message  to  Congress.  No  such 
cut  can  be  made  in  the  tentative  esti- 

mates without  arousing  jealousies  and 
dissatisfaction  on  the  part  of  many  of 
the  bureau  chiefs,  and  possibly  some  of 
the  Cabinet  officers." 

The  tendency  of  the  times,  according 
to  Mr.  Pratt,  seems  to  be  one  of  dis- 

satisfaction with  national  legislation. 
The  people  feel,  he  said,  that  they  are 
not  getting  full,  complete  and  im- 

mediate action  from  their  representa- 
tives' in  Congress  in  accordance  with 

their  ideas.     He  added: 

"The  people  seem  to  be  reaching  out 
for    a    pure    democracy,    forgetting    to 

realize  that  there  is  a  very  distinct  dif- 
ference between  a  republic  and  a  pure 

democracy.  The  setting  up  of  the  Con- stitution indicates  it  was  the  first  clear 
check  against  the  historical  develop- 

ment of  democracies  and  established  the 

principle  of  a  republican  form  of  gov- ernment. 

"The  Budget  Act  is  another  similar 
check  to  the  tendency  to  establish  a  free 
democracy,  instead  ot  the  republic  form 
of  government,  in  this  country.  I 
refer  to  the  republican  or  constitutional 
form  of  government,  as  opposed  to  the 
tendency  shown  by  the  attempts  of  the 
La  Follette  group  for  extension  of  the 
direct  primary  system  and  for  modifica- 

tions in  the  Constitution  which  would 
permit  of  a  more  immediate  expression 
of  popular  will  by  shortening  the  time 
between  the  election  of  representatives 

and  the  convening  of  Congress." Mr.  Pratt  declared  that  the  National 
Budget  Committee  would  constantly 
try  to  create  public  consciousness  in 
favor  of  preserving  the  integrity  of  the 
Budget  Act  of  1921.  Other  aims,  he 
said,  were  reorganization  on  functional 
lines  of  the  executive  department  of 
the  government,  and  co-ordination  be- 

tween the  executive  and  the  legislative 
branches  by  having  Cabinet  members 
appear  on  the  floor  of  the  House 
and  Senate  in  defense  of  their  Budget 
estimates. 

Further  Decline  in  Structural 
Steel  Sales 

A  considerable  seasonal  decline  oc- 
curred in  the  sales  of  fabricated  struc- 

tural steel  in  November,  according  to 
reports  received  by  the  Department 
of  Commerce  through  the  Bureau  of 
the  Census.  November  sales  amounted 
to  46.8  per  cent  of  shop  capacity  as 

against  57.3  per  cent  reported"  for October. 
These  percentages  are  based  on  a 

uniform  capacity  rating  recently  re- 
ported to  the  Bureau  of  the  Census  by 

almost  all  the  reporting  fabricators. 
Through  these  new  ratings,  the  total 
monthly  capacity  of  the  140  identical 
firms  reporting  each  month  from  April 
through  November  has  been  reduced 
from  223,685  tons  to  211,510  tons.  The 
following  table  shows  the  tonnage 
booked  each  month  by  these  firms  and 
the  percentage  of  their  i-evised  capacity: 

Per  Cent  of 
Tonnage  Booked  Capacity 

April      1S3.52()  iil.5 
May      173.588  82.1 
June      154.770  73.2 
July       14:i.»07  68.(1 
August     146.621  69.3 
September      137.485  65.0 
October     121.1.50  57.3 
November          09.040  46.S 

On  the  basis  of  these  revised  capacity 
reports  and  of  known  or  reliably  esti- 

mated capacities  of  other  concerns,  the 
Department  of  Commerce  placej  the 
present  capacity  of  the  fabricated 
structural  steel  shops  at  250,000  tons 

per  month. A  considerable  increase  in  the  ca- 
pacity of  the  structural  steel  fabricat- 

ing shops  of  the  United  States  since 
1913  is  shown  in  a  special  survey  made 
by  the  Department  of  Commerce.  A 
preliminary  report,  based  on  data  re- 

ceived from  143  firms  with  a  total  re- 
vised capacity  rating  of  208,440  tons 

per  month,  shows  an  increase  since 
1913  of  45,025  tons  in  monthly  capacity, 
or  about  22  per  cent. 
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Urges  Exporters  to 
Help  Europe 

The  only  satisfactory  way  that  we 
can  revive  foreign  trade  and  aid  the 
American  exporter,  the  American 
farmer  and  American  business  in  gen- 

eral is  in  the  finding  of  ways  and 
means  to  co-operate  effectively  with 
Europe  in  bringing  about  in  Europe 
sound  money  and  sound  public  finance, 
and,  as  a  consequence,  a  revival  of 
European  industry  and  European  ex- 

ports. Dr.  Benjamin  M.  Anderson, 
economist  of  the  Chase  National  Bank, 
declared  last  week,  in  addressing  a 
luncheon  meeting  of  the  American 
Manufacturers'  Export  Association  at 
the  Hotel  Astor,  New  York  City. 

Dr.  Anderson's  subject  was,  "What 
Is  Happening  to  Our  Foreign  Trade?" If  the  economic  life  of  the  world  were 
functioning  normally,  said  Dr.  Ander- 

son, we  should  have  an  "unfavorable 
balance  of  trade,"  or  an  irhport  sur- 

plus, instead  of  our  present  favorable 
balance  of  trade,  or  export  surplus.  He 
added  that  this  favorable  "balance  of 
trade,"  which  many  were  afraid  would 
disappear  if  European  trade  revived, 
was  a  mere  bogey. 

"The  fear  is  an  idle  one,"  said  Dr. 
Anderson.  "We  have  done  without 
comforts  and  luxuries  long  enough. 
Moreover  the  American  market  for  the 
Products  of  American  industry  will  not 
e  diminished  by  the  process.  Europe 

will  not  merely  send  us  goods,  but  will 
also  provide  us  with  funds  with  which 
to  pay  for  them.  If  goods  are  sent 
from  France  to  the  United  States  and 
sold  here,  and  if  at  the  same  time  the 
French  Government  is  making  remit- 

tances to  the  United  States  Govern- 
ment in  payment  of  debts,  the  French 

Government  will  purchase  with  francs 
from  the  French  shipper  of  the  goods 
the  dollar  credits  in  New  York  which 
have  been  caused  by  the  shipment  of 
the  goods,  and  will  turn  these  dollar 
credits  over  to  the  United  States 
Treasury. 

"The  United  States  receiving  dollars 
from  the  source,  will  need  to  impose 
less  heavy  taxation  upon  the  American 
people,  and  the  American  people  will 
have  consequently  an  increased  volume 
of  spending  power,  adequate  to  take 
care,  not  merely  of  the  products  of 
their  own  industry,  but  also  of  the 
Fv"nch  goods  as  well. 

The  Terrell  Machine  Co.,  of  Char- 
lotte, N.  C,  has  amended  its  charter 

increasing  the  capital  stock  to  $100,000 
from  $2-5,000,  it  has  been  announced  by 
E.  A.  Terrell,  head  of  the  company, 
the  additional  capital  to  be  used  for 
expansion  purposes  during  1923. 

The  Chapman  Valve  Manufacturing 
Co.,  Springfield,  Mass.,  has  declared  a 
stock  dividend  of  50  per  cent,  trans- 

ferring $500,000  from  surplus  to  cap- 
ital stock.  Stockholders  of  record  Dec. 

19  will  receive  three  shares  for  every 
two  previously  held  by  them. 
The  National  Tool  Co.,  Cleveland, 

Ohio,  has  acquired  the  manufacturing 
rights  of  the  Simmons  Method-Hob  Co. 
of  2nd  St.  and  Duncannon  Ave.,  Olney, 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

The  Turner  &  Seymour  Manufactur- 
ing Co.,  producers  of  high  quality  dra- 

pery and  upholstery  hardware,  chain, 
etc.,  located  at  Torrington,  Conn.,  has 
been  purchased  by  W.  R.  Bassick,  H.  L. 
Sutton,  and  Willard   L.  Case. 
The  Birmingham  Iron  Foundry, 

Derby,  Conn.,  manufacturers  of  rub- 
ber mill  and  rolling  mill  machinery, 

has  recently  increased  its  capital  stock 
from  $300,000  to   $1,200,000. 

The  Fales  &  Jenks  Machine  Com- 
pany, manufacturers  of  cotton  ma- 

chinery, Pawtucket,  R.  I.,  has  recently 
increased  its  authorized  capital  stock 
from  $400,000  to  $2,000,000. 

The  Rowbottom  Machine  Co.,  manu- 
facturers of  automatic  machinery,  Wa- 

terbury.  Conn.,  has  increased  its  capi- 
tal stock  from  $10,000  to  $100,000,  fil- 
ing a  certificate  to  that  effect  with  the 

Secretary  of  the  State  of  Connecticut, 
during  the  present  week. 

The  Universal  Valve  Co.,  of  New 
Britain,  Conn.,  recently  incorporated, 
elected  the  following  officers  during  the 
past  week:  George  LeWitt,  president 
and  treasurer;  E.  P.  Burns,  vice-presi- 

dent; and  M.  C.  LeWitt,  secretary. 

The  San  Diego  Supply  Company  has 
been  incorporated  at  San  Diego,  Calif., 
to  carry  on  the  business  of  building 
contractor,  with  a  capitalization  of 
$100,000,  of  which  $500  has  been  sub- 

scribed. The  incorporators  are:  Gordon 
Gray,  Union  Bldg. ;  M.  J.  Irving,  W.  I. 
Ames,  A.  E.  Rogers  and  F.  F.  Gray. 

Sargent  &  Company,  of  New  Haven, 

Conn.,  manufacturers  of  mechanics' 
tools,  builders'  hardware,  etc.,  has 
voted  an  increase  to  its  authorized  capi- 

tal stock  from  $325,000  to  $6,500,000. 

The  Bennett  Metal  Treating  Com- 
pany, with  plant  in  Elmwood,  West 

Hartford,  Conn.,  has  recently  incor- 
porated under  the  laws  of  Connecticut, 

with  a  capital  stock  of  $50,000,  to  en- 
gage in  the  metal  treating  business. 

The  firm  will  begin  business  with 
$30,000,  and  the  incorporators  are: 
A.  J.  Davis,  Alvan  L.  Davis,  and  H.  R. Barker. 

The  Brown  &  Sharpe  Manufacturing 
Co.,  machinery  and  tool  manufacturers. 
Providence,  R.  I.,  during  the  past  week 
voted  a  16,000  per  cent  stock  dividend 
on  their  capital  stock,  thereby  increas- 

ing it  from  $100,000  to  $16,000,000. 
This  is  one  of  the  largest  increases  in 
capital  stock  in  the  New  England 
States  for  some  time,  and  while  the 
Brown  and  Sharpe  Co.  has  always  been 
one  of  the  biggest  industries  in  the 
East,  the  capital  stock  was  kept  at 
$100,000.  The  firm  was  incorporated 
in  1868,  and  employs  about  5,000. 

The  Gilbert  &  Bennett  Manufactur- 
ing Co.,  Georgetown,  Conn.,  manufac- 

turers of  wire  goods,  netting,  etc., 
has  increased  its  capital  stock  from 
$2,000,000  to  $2,500,000,  at  a  recent 
meeting  of  the  directors. 

Mobile  Pulley  and  Machine  Works, 
formed  recently,  now  has  its  new  Mobile 
plant  in  operation  producing  steel  from 
an  electric  furnace.  This  is  the  first 
steel  producing  company  in  Mobile. 
A.  J.  Parsons  is  president  of  the  con- 
cern. 

The  Southern  Metal  Trades  Associa- 
tion, headquarters  of  which  are  in  At- 

lanta, has  been  advised  by  the  Lucey 
Manufacturing  Co.,  of  Chattanooga,  one 
of  its  members,  of  the  receipt  of  a 
large  order  for  well  drilling  machinery 
from  Soviet  Russia. 

The  Alabama  Manufacturers'  Associa- 
tion, in  annual  convention  at  Birming- 
ham in  mid-December,  reaffirmed  its 

stand  on  the  labor  question,  adopting 
resolutions  strongly  opposed  to  the 
closed  shop  and  in  favor  of  the  Amer- 

ican plan  of  operation  in  the  Alabama 
industries.  L.  Sevier  was  elected  presi- 

dent of  the  body  for  the  ensuing  year. 

The  Birmingham  Stove  and  Range 
Co.,  operating  a  foundry  and  shops  at 
Birmingham,  Ala.,  is  increasing  its 
capital  from  $122,000  to  $213,000  for 
the  purpose  of  further  expanding  its 
business  during  1923,  according  to  Boil- 

ing H.  Jones,  of  Atlanta,  president  of the  company. 

The  Foster  Machine  Co.,  Westfield, 
Mass.,  dedicated  its  new  two-story 
addition  Dec.  14,  when  the  officers  of 
the  company  were  hosts  to  the  em- 

ployees and  their  families  at  an  eve- 

ning party.  Motors  have  been'  installed 
and  also  reflectors  to  provide  an  abun- 

dance of  light.  This  addition  will  in- 
crease by  one-third  the  company's  pro- duction of  textile  and  other  machinery. 

The  Hart  &  Cooley  Mfg.  Co.,  at  a 
meeting  of  the  directors  last  week 
voted  to  recommand  to  the  stockholders 
that  a  50  per  cent  stock  dividend  be 
declared  and  the  capital  stock  be  in- 

creased from  $660,000  to  $990,000. 
The  regular  quarterly  dividend  of  3  per 
cent  was  declared. 

The  Southern  Spring  Bed  Co.,  of 
Atlanta,  is  to  immediately  issue  $250,- 
000  in  bonds  to  provide  funds  for  greatly 
enlarging  the  capacity  of  the  Atlanta 
plant,  according  to  an  announcement  by 
Robert  W.  Schwab,  president.  Present 
floor  space  is  about  70,000  square  feet, 
and  this  will  be  increased  to  125,000 

square  feet.  • The  Hurley  Machine  Co.,  New  Haven, 
Conn.,  has  declared  a  dividend  of  10 
per  cent  on  the  common  stock,  payable 
in  common  stock  and  the  regular  quar- 

terly dividend  of  cents  on  the  common 
stock,  both  payable  Jan.  4  to  stock  of 
ecord  Dec.  28. 

The  Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manu- 
facturing Co.  has  leased  a  six  story 

building  to  be  erected  on  a  lot  100  x  150 
feet  at  Jones  Ave.  and  Marietta  Street, 
Atlanta,  Ga.,  at  a  cost  of  $360,000.  The 
building,  which  is  to  be  known  as  the 
Westinghouse  Electric  Building,  will  be 

constructed  according  to  the  company's 
specifications  and  will  be  used  as  an 
office,  warehouse,  and  service  station. 
Construction  work  was  started  Dec.  1 
and  will  probably  be  completed  by  next 

May. 

The  Ingersoll-Rand  Co.  and  the  A.  S. 
Cameron  Steam  Pump  Works  announce 
the  opening  of  a  branch  office  at  718 
Ellicott  Square  Building,  Bufltalo,  N.  Y. 
This  new  office  is  equipped  to  render 
full  service  to  those  interested  in  air, 
gas  and  ammonia  compressors,  vacuum 
pumps,  turbo  blowers  and  compressors, 
condensers  oil  and  gas  engines,  pneu- 

matic tools,  rock  drills,  centrifugal  and 
direct-acting  pumps  and  other  of  the 
numerous  products  manufactured  by 
these  Companies. 

The  Ramona  Supply  Co.  of  Ramona, 
Calif.,  has  been  incorporated  for  the 

purpose  of  carrying  on  a  wholesale 
lumber  and  machinery  business.  The 
incorporators  are  A.  C.  Bisher,  Pearl 
Bisher  and  Warren  Libby,  the  first  two 
living  at  Ramona  and  the  latter  at  San 
Diego,  Calif. 
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James  A.  Bennett  has  recently  been 
appointed  sales  manager  of  the  Con- 

necticut Telephone  &  Electric  Co., 
manufacturers  of  telephone  and  electri- 

cal supplies,  Meriden,  Conn. 
Frank  L.  Cogill,  president  of  the 

Coulter  &  MacKenzie  Machine  Co., 
manufacturers  of  machinery,  ecc, 
Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has  returned  to  this 
country,  after  an  extensive  business 
trip  through  the  European  countries. 

C.  G.  HoERLE,  secretary  of  the  Union 
Hardware  Co.,  hardware  manufac- 

turers, of  Torrington,  Conn.,  has  re- 
cently been  appointed  an  Aide-de-Camp 

on  the  Staff  of  Governor-elect  Charles 
A.  Templeton,  of  Connecticut. 

Clifton  T.  Brownell,  president  of 
the  Brownell  Machinery  Co.,  dealers  in 
machinery,  11  Eddy  St.,  Providence, 
R.  I.,  has  purchased  for  his  concern  the 
property  and  buildings  at  the  corner  of 
Waterman  and  East  River  Streets, 
Providence.  The  lot  consists  of  about 
77,000  square  feet  of  land,  and  the 
wooden  buildings  on  same  will  be 
utilized  as  storage  space  of  machinery 
by  the  Brownell  Company. 
General  Lucius  B.  Barbour  of 

Hartford,  Conn.,  has  been  elected  a  di- 
rector of  the  Landers,  Frary  &  Clark 

Corp.,  manufacturers  of  cutlery,  tools, 
etc..  New  Britain,  Conn.,  to  succeed  his 
father,  the  late  General  Lucius  A.  Bar- 
bour. 

Charles  N.  Replogle,  well  known  in 
the  iron  and  steel  business  of  the 
country,  and  formerly  general  manager 
of  the  Cambria  Steel  Co.,  was  recently 
elected  president  and  general  manager 
of  the  Brightman  Manufacturing  Co. 
of  Columbus,  Ohio,  succeeding  W.  C. 
Wagoner. 

E.  J.  Perkins,  president  of  the  Bes- 
semer Metal  Products  Co.,  of  Bessemer, 

Ala.,  advises  that  the  company  plans 
to  manufacture  a  more  or  less  complete 
line  of  metal  automobile  parts,  includ- 

ing pistons,  piston  rings,  connecting 
rods,  etc. 

George  U.  Hatch  has  been  elected 
vice-president  of  the  Millers  Falls  Co., 
Millers  Falls,  Mass.,  and  will  continue 
to  have  charge  of  sales,  a  position  he 
he  filled  for  three  years  since  leaving 
the  sales  organization  of  the  Winches- 

ter Repeating  Arms  Co. 

Frank  B.  Adams  of  Greenfield, 
Mass.,  has  resigned  as  commercial  rep- 

resentative of  the  New  England  Tele- 
phone and  Telegraph  Co.  in  that  dis- 

trict to  become  director  of  welfare  and 
first  aid  for  the  Detroit  Steel  Products 
Co.,  Detroit,  Mich.,  for  which  concern 
his  son  is  sales  manager. 

A.  L.  Meyers,  who  has  been  con- 
nected with  the  R.  K.  LeBlond  Machine 

Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati,  for  the  past  six- 
teen years,  has  been  transferred  from 

the  general  superintendency  of  that 
company  to  the  sales  force  of  the  same 
corporation  and  will  have  charge  of 
the  field  work. 

Frank  Hoffstetter,  who  has  been 
assistant  superintendent  of  the  R.  K. 
LeBlond  Machine  Tool  Co.,  Cincinnati, 
has  resigned  his  position  to  go  with  the 
Seifert  &  Woodruff  Co.,  of  Cincinnati. 
He  will  have  charge  of  the  sales  end 
of  their  machine  tool  supplies. 

E.  C.  Brandt,  works  manager  of  the 
Westinghouse-Krantz  Works,  has  been 
appointed  works  manager  of  the  new 
plant  now  being  erected  by  the  West- 
inghouse  Electric  &  Manufacturing 
Company  in  Homewood,  Pittsburgh. 

W.  R.  Bassick,  formerly  vice-presi- 
dent and  general  manager  of  the  Bas- 
sick Co.,  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has  been 

elected  president  of  the  newly  .formed 
Turner  &  Seymour  Manufacturing  Co., 
Torrington,  Conn. 

H.  L.  Sutton,  formerly  general  man- 
ager of  the  American  Tube  and  Stamp- 

ing Co.,  has  been  elected  vice-president 
of  the  Turner  &  Seymour  Manufactur- 

ing Co.,  Torrington,  Conn. 
WiLLARO  L.  Case,  formerly  treasurer 

of  the  Yale  &  Towne  Manufacturing 
Co.,  has  been  elected  secretary-treas- 

urer of  the  newly  formed  Turner  & 
Seymour  Manufacturing  Co.,  Torring- 

ton, Conn. 

G.  Mil  Horton,  general  manager  of 
the  Cisco  Machine  Tool  Co.,  has  ten- 

dered his  resignation  to  take  effect 
Jan.  1,  1923. 

Elbert  E.  Lochridge,  chief  engineer 
of  the  Springfield  municipal  water  sys- 

tem, has  been  elected  president  of  the 
Engineering  Society  of  Western  Massa- 

chusetts to  fill  the  vacancy  caused  by 
the  recent  death  of  Dr.  Herbert  C. 
Emerson. 

Charles  A.  Bickett,  formerly  with 
the  Bickett  Machine  and  Manufactur- 

ing Co.,  has  organized  a  new  plant, 
under  the  name  of  Bickett-Miller  Co., 
to  continue  the  manufacture  of  the 
Bickett  line  of  bench  millers  and  do 
special  engineering  and  machine  work. 

George  J.  Foster,  a  life  long  resident 
of  Montreal,  died  Dec.  20,  at  the  age  of 
60.  Mr.  Foster  was  president  and  man- 

aging director  of  Steel  Specialties  Co. of  Canada,  Ltd. 

John  H.  Bass,  87  years  old,  manu- 
facturer and  philanthropist,  died  at  his 

home  in  Fort  Wayne,  Ind.,  last  week 
after  a  lingering  illness.  Mr.  Bass  was 
the  founder  of  the  Bass  Machine  and 
Foundry  Co.  of  that  city.  In  addition 
to  extensive  industrial  and  commercial 
interests  in  Fort  Wayne,  he  was  identi- 

fied with  manufacturing  plants  in  Chi- 
cago, St.  Louis  and  in  mining  and  steel 

industries  in  Alabama  and  Tennessee. 

Fred  A.  Marsh,  the  general  purchas- 
ing agent  of  the  Link-Belt  Co.,  died  at 

his  home.  No.  6436  Greenwood  Ave., 
Chicago,  Dec.  11,  at  the  age  of  52 
years.  Mr.  Marsh  was  a  member  of 
the  Link-Belt  organization  for  over  33 
years,  was  one  of  the  organizers  of  the 
Purchasing  Agents  Association  of  Chi- 

cago, and  served  as  its  first  president. 
He  was  also  for  several  years  a  di- 

rector in  the  National  Association  of 
Purchasing  Agents. 

Don  H.  Bacon,  formerly  president 
of  the  Tennessee  Coal,  Iron  and  Rail- 

road Co.,  and  who  retired  from  active 
business  life  in  1906,  died  recently  at 
his  home  in  St.  Augustine,  Fla.,  where 
he  lived  during  the  winter  months.  His 
summer  home  was  at  New  York  City. 
Prior  to  becoming  president  of  the  Ten- 

nessee Company,  Mr.  Bacon  was  with 
the  Minnesota  Iron  Co.  in  an  executive 
capacity  at  the  time  this  concern  was 
purchased  by  the  United  States  Steel 
Corporation.  During  this  period  he 
was  prominently  identified  with  the 
iron  development  of  the  northwest.  He 
built  a  winter  home  at  St.  Augustine in  1916. 

The  Bureao  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Tommerce,  Department  of  Commerce. 
WaHliinicton,  D.  C,  liaH  InquirieH  for  the 
aKencipH  of  machinery  and  machine  tooln. 
An.v  information  denired  rricardinK  thcHC 
opportuniticH  can  be  secured  from  tliV  aljove 
addrcHH  l).v  referring  to  the  numl>er  foilow- 
ing:  eacii    item. 

Electrical  refrigerators  for  homes — Swit- 
zerland. Agency  desired.  Quotation.s,  t.  o.  b. 

New  York.  Terms:  Payment  against  docu- 
ments. Catalogs  requested.  Reference  No. 

4754. 
Small  electric  heaters  for  home  use.  and 

electrical  machinery  and  apparatus  of  all 
kmd.s — Spain.  Purchase  desired.  Quota- 

tions, c.  i.  f.  Corunna  or  Vigo.  Terms  • 
Cash  against  documents  in  New  York. 
Correspondence,  Spanish  or  French.  Refer- ence No.  4755. 

Hardware,  utensils,  tools,  valves  and 
automobile  supplies — Italy.  Agency  and 
purchase  desired.  Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Genoa. Reference   No.    4718. 

Hardware,  including  tools,  locks,  axes, 
hatchets,  paints  and  varnishes,  and  watches 
and  clocks — South  Africa.  Agency  de- sired.    Reference  No.  4717. 

Hardware,  tools  and  implements  of  every 
description  —  Poland.  Agency  desired. 
Quotations,  c.  i.  f.  Danzig.  Reference  No. 4719. 

American  Engineering:  Conncil,  Annual 
Meeting,  January  11  and  12,  at  the  head- 

quarters of  F.  A.  E.  S.,  24  Jackson  Place, 
Washington,  D.  C.  L.  W.  Wallace,  Secre- 

tary. 

National  Antomobtle  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, National  Automobile  Show,  January 

27  to  February  3,  1923,  Coliseum  and  Fir.st 
Regiment  Armory,   Chicago,    111. 

•Society  of  Automotive   Engineer!*,  annual 
meeting,    Jan.    9    to    12,    1923,    Engineering 
Societies   Building,   29    West   39th  St.,  New 

■  York  City.     C.  F.  Scott  is  chairman. 

American  Institnte  of  Electrical  Engi- 
neer!!, Mid-Winter  Meeting,  February  14  to 

16.  Engineering  Societies  Bldg.,  New  York. 
F.   L.    Hutchinson,    Secretary. 

American  Society  for  Steel  Treating,  Win- 
ter Sectional  Meeting.  City  Club,  Chicago, 

111.,  Feb.  15  and  16,  1923.  National  Secre- 
tary, W.  H.  Eisenman,  4600  Prospect  Ave. 

Cleveland,   Ohio. 

Universal  Patent  Exposition,  First  Annual 
Convention  and  exhibit  of  patents  and  in- 

ventions. Grand  Central  Palace,  New  York 
City.  February  17  to  22.  1923.  A.  B.  Cole, 
110  West  40th  St.,  New  York  City,  is  chair- man. 

American  Instltnte  of  Minlngi  and  Metal- 
lurgical Engineers,  Annual  Meeting,  Feb- 

ruary 19  to  21.  Engineering  Societies' Bldg., 
New  York.     F.  S.  .Shartle».s,  Secretary. 

American        Fonndrymen's       AsRocIntlon. 
Annual  convention,  and  exhibition  at 
Public  Hall.  Cleveland,  Ohio,  .\pril  30  to 
May  3.  1923.  C.  E.  Hoyt,  140  South  Dear- 

born St.,   Chicago  is  secretary. 

American  Electro  Chemical  Society,  Semi- 
annual meeting.  Hotel  Commodore.  New 

Y'ork  City.  May  3  to  5,  1923.  Colin  G. 
Fink,  327  South  La  Salle  St.,  Chicago,  Hi., is  secretary. 

National  Suppl.v  and  Machinery  Dealers' 
Association;  .Southern  Supply  and  Machin- 

ery Dealers'  .Association;  and  the  American 
Supply  and  .Machiner.v  Manufnctnrers'  As- 

sociation, triple  convention,  in  Cincinnati, 
Ohio,  May  17.  18,  19,  1923.  F.  D.  Mitchell, 
1S19  Broadway,  New  York  City,  is  secre- 
tary. 

.American    Society   for    Testing   Materials, 
Annual  meeting  at  Atlantic  City,  June. 
1923.  C.  L.  Warsvick,  1315  Spruce  St.. 
Philadelphia,  is  secretary. 
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The  Weekly  Price  Guide 
BBB  AND  FALL  OP  TBB  MABKBT 

plaU*  and 
Imk.  Im  St  is  pn-  100  Ik.  Pltlibiirgl^  4m|>IU  wr«k«nlnc 
•f  BMtkM  Ib  Uckt  mOa  and  forrinc  billcU.  On  Mpecially 

$LM  ii  psMlbU.  particularly  for  car 
IW  mUmmm  «•  kan.  hawvwr,  ii  placMl  at  11.95, 

ami  tkat  t»  lus*  sad  pwfarmttol  buyvra  only.  Copper, 

Im4  lai  Mb  anteli  aB  tnaar  ta  loa*.  Elactrolytic  copper, 

i»  le.:  tlB.  Ik.  and  Im4  Ic  par  ft.  Ib  New  York  warehouses 

Copper  slissta.  wire  and  tabin*  advanced  ie. 
ban.  btaas  atiMU  and  wire,  Ic.  per  Ib.  Old 

•ferrvoa.  also  up  ftc.^lftc.  per  lb. 

at  7ftc.  as  against  7|c.  per  Ib.  in 

Na»  Tack  vaiakaaaaa,  daapito  Anaaeas  of  other  meUls. 

aO  aaffcat  atetglrti  bat  prieaa  steady.    Cokv,  both 

aad  foaadry,  down  Me.  per  ton  during  week. 

IRON  AND  STEEL 

no  ntON  —  Per  (foss  toa  —  Quatsihai  ceaipilid   by  Tht 
IfanlMw  Addy  Co.: 
CINCTNNATI 

KfclSaatWa    I27.0S 
Nankaia  Basic    29  27 
iswtsiaOyaWawa    2K.27 

NEW  YOKK— Tidewsm  Delivery 
Saalfciia  Kol  3  (sifaoa  tlHki-IS)    34.44 

UBMINGHAM 
n^7  rmmitr                               33.00 

PHILADFLPHIA 

Eaatera  Pa^Na.2s(taicM2.25#2.75)    29.14 
r«|iMs  No.2    34  17 
^HMC .■      ••••■■•••a»aa««a*a**«aaaaa«a»a«««ae*»«a«(  ^«>  )  v 
VflVy    vVflB   ••••aaaa«a*a««aa*aa»«aa««*«M*«*.,  28 •04 

CmCAGO 

}U.  1  Foaadry  local  .                                                       .  2g.00 
Wo.  2  FoMUry,  Sooibern  (ulicoo  2.25<(2.7S)    29.01 

PITTSBL'KCHtBKlodiai  fr»»»lit  cliirce  from  Valky 
PV^  /    vMMVajf  •  v*»«oa«oa«aaa«                                    ■•ia«aa»«*v.  2  J  .OU 
VMM                       ■•••*••*  a*  •««••••«•  •                              •■««•■••••«  2S'00 

nMN  MAanMBKY  CAffTINGft^  Cost  in  cenrt  per  Ib.  of 
KB  fcrvhach,  6^  fxr  s  24-«a.  dU.,  hub  mx  eortd,  (ood  quality 
0sy  baa,  weigbt  i7S  Ik.: 

Ikmaii        6.0 

g  "M^      5|«6 
»?**      ■  "•••  '•'e*a**#*aaoaeaaa«*aeaa»*a»«*aaa«aaaa*(«* 
      4fa<5 

riSSsbalga* 
Laras 

»<»I0    tiO 
*»U    3.<0 
**M    2.70 
t-.U    2.90 

Koa.  17  sad  2L  )  20 
Kaa.22aad24.  3.35 
S«a.2Jaad2fc.  JJO 
Na^3S.. .  i.Si 

  are  M  eaeu  per  peaad  ia  esrieot  citits 
SMa  tiM  base  4*ia«siioa*  from  aaB: 

NewYark  CUvslaad 

4.19  3.70 
4.24  3  7i 
4.29  3  M) 
4.39  3.90 

4  30 

4  i\ 4  40 
4.S0 

4  30 4.25 
4.30 

4.40 

Cbksio 

4.00 
4.05 4.10 
4  20 

4  70 

4  70 
4  75 
4.(15 

Gslvaniicd 
Net.   10  and  11. 
Not.  12  and  14. 
Not.  17  and  21. 
Not   22  and  24. 
No.  26     

No.  28   

Pitttburgh 

3  3$ 
3.45 

3.75 

3.90 4.05 

4.35 

New  York 

4.  SO 4.60 

4.90 
$.05 5.20 

S.SO 

Cleveland 

4.40 

4..<0 
4.80 4.95 

S.IO 

5.40 

Chicago 

4. 85 

4.9S 

546 
5  55 

5.90 

WROUGHT  PIPE— The  followinc  ditcountt  are  to  iobbert  for 
carload  lott  on  the  latctt  Pititburgh  bating  card: 

Inches 

lto3.... 
Steel Black 

66 

BUTT  WELD 
Galv.  Inches 

SH  lioU.. 
LAP  WELD 
474  2   

Sl|  2)  to  4.. 
47)  4|  to  6. . 
46)  7  to  12.. 

BUTT  WELD.  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

I  toll       64  53)  Itol)       34 
2to3      65  54) 

LAP  WELD,  EXTRA  STRONG,  PLAIN  ENDS 

2    S9 
2)  to  6    63 
7  to  8    60 
9  to  12    59 

Iron 

Black ,.     34 

,.  29 ..  321 
,.  32j 

.  30 

UaU. 

19 

15 
19 
19 

17 
20 

46 

$0 

49 

43 

37 

2    30 

2)  to  4    S3 
4)  to  6    32 
7to8    25 
9  to  12    20 

17 

21 

20 

13 

8 

2         $7 

2)  to  4       61 
4)  to  6       60 
7  to  8       56 
9  to  12       50 

Malleable  fittingt.    Oaiiei  R  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 
tiock  tell  at  net  liii.    Cait  iron,  itandard  lizet,  20-5%  off. 

WROUGHT  PIPE— Warchoutc  ditcountt  at  followt: 
New  York      Cleveland         Chicano 
Black  Galv.  Black  Galv.  Black    Galv. 

ItoSin.iteelbuttwelded.  57%   44%    SShV,    43)%  62J%  48)% 

2)  to <- in.  .tee!  Up  welded.  54%^  41%    53j[%    40)%    594%    45)% 
Malleable  fitting!.    Qaitct  B  and  C,  Banded,  from  New  York 

stock  tell  at  litt  le«i  6%.    Cast  iron,  ttandard  tiset,  32%  off. 

M ISCELLANEOUS— Warchoi 
lOO-lb.  lott: 

Open  hearth  tpring  ttcel  (bate)  . 
Spring  Keel  (hght)  (bate)   
Coppered  Bettemcr  rodt(bate).. 
Hoop  iteel   
Cold  rolled  it  rip  ttcel   
Floor  plaiei    
Cold  finiihed  ihafiing  or  tcrew, . 
Cold  finithed    flaii,  iquaret   
Structural  ihapci  (bate)   
Soft  Keel  ban  (bate)   
Soft  Iteel  bar  ihapct  (bate).. . . 
Soft  Iteel  bandi  (bate)   
Tank  platet  (bale)   
Bar  iron   (2.<<0  at  mill)   
Drill  rod  (from  list^   
Electric  welding  wire: 

i;:;.:;::v;;;:::-v;;;::;: AtoJ   

ute  pricet  in centt  per  pound  in 

New  York  Oevclan 
d  Chicago 

4.50 

6.00 

4.50  . 
6.00 

6.00 

6.00 

6.03 
8.00 

6.10 4.39 3.71 

3.90 

6.75 
8.25 

7.25 

5.50 
5.16 

5.50 
3.90 

3.7$ 
3.70 

4.40 4.2$ 
4.20 3.14 

3.01 

3.02 

3  04 
2.91 2.92 

3.04 
2.91 

2.92 
S.84 

3.61 3.55 

3.14 3.01 
3.024 

2.92) 

3.04 2.91 
55000% 

40% 50% 

8.00. 
6.50. 

6.25. 

.11^12 
,10^11 

METALS 

Current  Prices  In  Centt  Per  Pound 

Copper,  electrolytic  (up  to  carlott).  New  York      15 .  37) 
Tin.  $ton  lou.  New  York      39.00 
Lead  (up  to  rarloii),  St.  Louis         7.0S(        New  York.  7.62) 
Zinc  (up  to  carlott),  St.  Ix>uia         7.05;         New  York.  7.50 

Aluminum.  98  to  99%  ingots.  1-1$  New  York 
 G.veland  Chicago ton  iou    25.20  23  00  23  00 

Antimony  (CUness),  ton  spot    7^7.25            h  37)  7.75 
Copper  ihscts,  bssc     22.00  22.0<J  23.00 
Copper  wire  rcsriots)           16.50  18.00  U>  25 
Copper  ban  (ton  lott)    20.2$  23  (Xi  19. $0 
Copper  tubing  (lOO-lb.  lott)    25.25  25  (X)  23  00 
Rratt  (hecit  MOO-tb.  Ion)     18.75  2''  75  |H  7$ 
Brass  tuUng  (lOOHb.  lott)    23.00  24.00  20. $0 
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Shop  Materials  and  Supplies 

METALS— Continued 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 19.00 IS.  75 

20.75 
10.25 
24.75 20.00 47.00 

36.00 
17.50 

Brass  .ods  (1,000-lb.  lots)    17.00 
Brass  wire  (carlots)    19. 25 
Zinc  sheets  (casks)    10.25 
Solder  (I  and  J),  (caselots)    27.50 
Babbitt  metal   (83%  tin)    42.00 
Babbitt  metal   (35%  tin)    25  .  00 
Nickel  (ingot  and  shot),  Bayonne,  N.  J.  36.00 
Nickel  (electrolytic),  Bayonne,  N.  J    .  39.00 

SPECIAL  NICKEL  AND  ALLOYS— Price  in  cenfs  per  lb. 
Malleable  nickel  ingots        45 
Malleable  nickel  sheet  bars       47 

Hot  rolled  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       50 
Cold  drawn  rods,  Grades  "A"  and  "C"  (base)       60 
Copper  nickel  ingots        .^7 
Hot  rolled  copper  nickel  rods  (base)       45 

Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — low  manganese  54 
Manganese  nickel  hot  rolled  (base)  rods  "D" — high  manganese  57 
Base  price  of  monel  metal  in  cents  per  lb.,  f.o.b.  Bayonne,  N.  I.: 
Shot      32.00     Hot  rolled  machined  rods  (base).  .      48  00 
Blocks      32.00     Hot  rolled  rods  (base)        40  00 
Ingots      38.00     Cold  drawn  rods  (base)        50  00 
Sheet  bars...    40.00     Hot  rolled  sheets  (base)       45  00 

OLD  METALS — Dealers'  purchasing  prices  in  cents  per  pound: 
New  York  Cleveland  Chicago 

Copper,  heavy,  and  crucible      12.50         12.50  12.00 
Copper, heavy,  and  wire      12.25         11.75  11.50 

Copper.light,  and  bottoms   '10.50         10.00  10.50 Lead,heavy       5.75           5.50  5.75 
Lead,  tea       5.25           4.50  4.75 
Brass,  heavy,  yellow        7.00            ....  .... 

Brass,  heavy,  red   ".       9.50           9.50  9.50 Brass.light       6.00           5.50  6  00 
No.  1  vellow  brass  turnings       7.00          6.50  7.00 
Zinc.:       4  50           4.00  4.50 

land      Chicago 

TIN  PLATES— American  Charcoal  Plates— Bright— Cents  per  lb, 

New       Cleve- 
York 

"AAA"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       23.00 

"A"  Grade: 
IC,  20x28,    112  sheets       17.00 
IX,  20x28,    112  sheets       20.00 

Coke  Plates,  Bright 
Prime,  20x28  in.: 

100-lb.,        112  sheets       12.00 
IC,  112  sheets        12.30 

Terne  Plate 

Small  lots,  8-lb.  Coating: 
100-lb.,    14x20         7.00 
IC,  14x20           7.25 

18.25 
21.00 

16.00 

18.75 

11.50 
11.90 

6.00 
6.25 

18.50 
20.90 

17.00 

19.60 

14.50 
14.80 

7.25 
7.40 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cleve- 
New  York  land       Chicago 

Cotton  waste,  white,  per  lb..    20.09@$0.1U      30.12         ?0.11i 
Cotton  waste,  mixed,  per   b.       .065(^.10  .09  .08 
Wiping  cloths,  13 Jxl3l,perlb.  .16  32.00  per  M        .10 
Wiping  cloths,13ix20J,per  lb.  .20  48.00perM       .13 
Sil  soda,  100  lb.  lots    2.80  2.40  2.65 
Roll  sulphur,  per  1001b    2.90  3.25  3.50 
Linseedoil,  per  gal.,  5  bbl.lots.  .93  1.01  .95 
White  lead,  dry  or  in  oil     lOOIb.kegs.       New  York,  13.25 
Redlead    dry     lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,  13.  25 
Redlead,   noil      lOOIb.kegs.        New  York,  14.75 
Fireclay,  per  100  lb.  bag    .65 
Coke,  prompt  furnace,  Connellsville...  .per  net  ton  ?6  50 
Coke,  prompt  foundry,  ConnelUville. .  .per  net  ton       7.00@7.S0 

SHOP  SUPPLIES 
Current  Discounts  from  Standard  Litu 

New  Qevt- York  land    Chicago 

Machine  Bolts: 

All  sizes  up  to  1x30  in       40%  SO- 1 0-5%  50% 
liandUx3in.  uptol2  in       ,20%  50%               50% 
With  cold  punched  sq.  nuts       25%  ?3.50net 
With  hot  pressed  hex.  nuts  up  to  1x30 

in.  (plus  std.  extra  of  10%)      30%  3.S0  net  ?4.00  off 
Button  head  bolts,  with  hex.  nuts       15%  3.90  net 
Hex.  head  and  hex.  nut  bolts       ,    ....       20%       65-5?' 
Lag  screws,  coach    screws                        .     40%       60-5?' 
Square  and  hex.  head  cap  screws        75%  70%      70-10% 
Carriage  bolts,  upto  1  in.  X  30  in..      ..     30%  40-10%          45% 
Bolt  ends,  with  hot   pressed  nut*      40%          SS% 
Tapbolts,  hex.  head,  list  plu»      20%    

Semi-finished  nuts  I  and  larger        60%  70% 

Case-hardened  nuts          50%          
Washers,ca»t  iron,  Jin  ,  per  lOOIb.  (net)  $6.00  ?3.S0 

Washers, cast  iron,  iin.per  1001b.  (net)  4..i0 

Washers,  round  plate,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  3.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  sq.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  1.00 

Nuts,  hot  pressed,  hex.,  per  100  lb.  Offlist  1 .00 

Nuts,  cold'punched,  sq.,  per  100  Ib.Offlist  1 .00 
Nuts,coldpunched,hex.,per  lOOlb.Offlist  1.00 Rivets: 

Rivets,  1^  in.  dia.  and  smaller     ...  45% 
Rivets,  tinned    50% 

Button  heads  J-in.,  |-in.,  1x2  in.  to  5 
in.,  per  100  lb   (net)      J5.00  $3.90 

Cone  heads,  ditto   (net)        5.10  4.00 

H    to    Ij-in.    long,    all    diameters, 
EXTRJpeTlOO\b         0.25          0.15 

f  in.  diameter    EyfRA       0  15          0.15 
J  in.  diameter    EXTRA       0  50          0.50 

1  in.  long,  and  shorter    EXTRA      0  50          O.SO 

Longer  than  5  in    EXTRA       0.75        0.2^ 
Less  than  200  lb    EXTRA       O.SO               0.5n 
Countersunk  heads    EXTRA       0.35  ...    ?3.70ba«e 

Copper  rivets                        55-5%  50%            50% 
Copper  burs                35%  50%          20% 

4.00 
5.00 

3.00 

3.00 
3.00 3.00 

60% 

60% 

80% 

33.50 
3.50 3.50  net 
4.00 4.00 

4.00 

4.00 

60% 

4}c.  net 

83.75 
3.85 

Lard  cutting  oil  (50  gal.  bbl.)  per  pal.        30.50 

Machine    lubricant,     medium-bodied 
(50  gal.  bbl.),  per  gal           0.33 

Belting — Present  discounts  from  list  in 
fair  quantities  (|  doz.  rolls). 
Leather — List  price.  New  York,  per 

ply,  12-in.  wide,  per  Hn.ft.,  32.88: 
Medium  grade   30-10% 
Heavy  grade   20-5-2J% 

Rubber  and  duck: 
First  grade         60-5% 
Second  grade       65-10% 

Abrasive  materi  als — In  sheets 9x1 1  in.. 

No.  1  grade,  per  ream  of  480  sheets: 
Flint  paper         35 . 84 
Emery  paper              8.80 
Emery  cloth         27.84 
Flint  cloth,  regularweight, width  3 J 

in.,  No.  1  grade,  per  50  yd.  roll.         4.50 
Emery  discs,  6  in.  dia..  No.  1  grade, 

per  100: Paper           1-32 
Cloth    3.02 

30.50      30.671 

0.35        0.40 

40}%      50% 
30-5%  40-5% 

50-10%  40-10% 
60-5%  60-5% 

35.84 

11.00 

31.12 36.48 
8.80 

29.48 

4.28        4.9S 

1.24 

2.67 

1.40 

3.20 
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Enlarged  Shops 
Machine  Took  Wanted    |  esSvSElS  fsWil: 

T.  IL  I4NM.  tM4  0«r- 

3  wtMr  Mik  tMiaSiW . 

■Ml  liTf  -     •»  MHiM  Ulk«,  iTlib  M'M 

•«Ml  «•)    *««<i   vailfr  or  iwnmrt  bm4 
4n«»  ikt  CMW  4ri««  («>  •••  lo  Ml  ii.  t 

~  «Mli  ta—nr  linn 
oair  •■••rr  wltavl 
iMa  ombMo*  armor 

       Idl  BMIml  •tmiwl  <a) 
>  ifci  KoL  «  B :  •■•  WMu  cnatiattMM 

Mm  BrtM    11  f* ill    No.    It   for   A.  C    ll« 

(f«r  ■wfiiiwH  KM> : 

■—mrr.  U«>  A; 
flat*  pmmrtt  aad 

Ite.  a  •   

I  pla*9  af  Um  aeMrWM*  K>w>r»tor. 
■Ml  ^iiJ«y  iuna  to  b*  lmnUb»6 
mmm  >iii««ti  track  to  w«k«  Ba  MNflt 
raruMik  Am*  ■Hal  mhmmm 

B.  Ml  wmlM  kfwlL  on*  m31  iti  allp 
r«a  pattara  IM«few  wmMm.  on*  No  ilT  B 

i^MWlBC  ■tvcr.  «••  itob  MS  wtrtnK  ma/-hln«. 
•■•  *  IB.  WiM  a— tmiliiB  aitoa.  om  Now 
•11  hannw  ■■■<ril  aUlM.  a«M  N^IM  Mow- 
llM  «ak».  aM  Koi  •*• 

Ma  »W    

No.  MT  t«ni- Mkaftp  790.  •« 
t  tm.  Baftfott  ranpoand  lavar  antoa 
M*.  Ml  BMktMrs  Mak*.  om  No.  Ml 

lutu.  oa*  No.  Ml 
•M  r«  a«.  oaMlMK  Miwillir. 

-FiMtai Ml   On.   1 
It  nTSol linn BL     rWiMI 

ft.  •■4  OK  qii',    MM  It  iM.  rtoitar:  oa*  u 
ra^mm  iMa  fiiair  wMi  •  M  ft.  kad:  oim 

•r  •  ft.  r»4lal  4rfll:  om  !•  hi.  aloltar; 
or  loaaar. 
In.  awinr 
trntuSt 

■MMkLiMla    It  ft.  bHi.  or 

'kMT   wnh    <    Wa4a.    om    M    ' 
B*T  4«(|r  4rtll  >»iaa  vllk ■       att 

' •  to  If  J>.  wWi||*ff{.  ki^ 
-—   ^  "tealrttiaM  t  wkaat  >TJwtal 
rmt»0*   1  •«(.  Tlfiry  wkaaL 

tss^tt^srSiSSzjZ 

Machinery  Wanted 

Xmrnrnm   Immhit   Co.    „„ 
I  IW  imnk^  jaML  to 
M  4«Mrar«4  kr  irib 

iet(. 

vtatbia flva    k.tM 

ptpa. 

OL.  rW««a*— H.  J.  Datoon  Co,  T4»  North 
Wtm-rn    Ave..    <Job    prtntar)— U    %    SJ    In. 

II   X    1*  In.  priaaia.  alao  nMHora  for 

m..  r»9rim — Mayar  FltnuMO  Co.,  IIAO 
■cMh  Waatalastoa  St.— aqulpment  for  fur- 
roca  lmt*crr.  >o  roptaoo  that  which  waa 
tfaolToyaa  kjr  ■TO. 
UmU  VoH  Wojtm  row  WayM  Bos  Co.. 

Calheva  and  Sdpatior  BMr  wwehlnary  (or 
propooid   box   (Mtary. 

By.   A>kla»4— Araar.   Raltlnc   Mill  Co.— 

■y..  liMriavMto— Mansal  Body  Co..  A.  Al- 
laik  IVaa.  nilcklliary  and  aqulpmrni  for 
tka  muMCaMura  of  auto  track  bodlra. 

     <Boaton    P.   O.)  —  W. 
Marada  Co.,  aiT  Bowdola  8t..  (manufao. 
tatar  of  advrrtlainc  i|iaclalllra)  —  multl. 
color  prtaa  (ttMHl). 

Maaa..  Pllrbbarc  —  Blar  WoTMad  Co. — 
machlnary,  Ini'luclmK  looma.  ate  for  addl- 
tlon  to  woolin  mill. 

Maaa.,  Kaalh  nraUIrr*  rRoalon  P.  O.) — 
H.  W.  Balivy  A  Co. — foltllnB  marhlnr  larc* 
■liofli  for  1  rolumn  ni'Wiip«p<-r 

Maaa..  Warrvatrr.  —  (Jura'nulniry  HIIU. 
Ifir,  QuInvlKamono  Ave. — machlniry  for 
addltlona  to  yarn  mill. 
if't  T>  -rr^"  >-•  TTIrhman.  JlOI  Rooa«^ 
»■  for    thi-    manufacturi" 
«>f  r    and    contractor    for 
aui<>Tii(wiii<-    iiri-H. 

Mlrfc..  Da<raM — Brvln  Blamplnc  Co..  i% 
„jut  Atwatar  St..  (mvlal  utamnlnK) — ml*- 
calUnpou*  rqalpmont  for  maklnc  mrtnl 
part* :  «hop  truck* ;  dipping  lanka  for 
•aamrllnK. 

Mlak..  D«4«aM — Mawart  Aulo  Top  Co.. 
U  Kaat  Mllwaakaa  Av». — hand  *aw  and 
aqalpmant. 

Mlak.  Ormm*  BapMa— Bd.  Bdoc..  R.  Mor- 
rill. Baalnoaa  Mcr..  City  Hall  —  manual 

gaWnc  aqulpmcni  for  propoard  Junior  Hl«h 

Mlaa..  Mom  ralal— fhnithrm  Paper  Co. — 
machlnarr  and  rqulpmrnt  for  pulp  papar 
mill. 

Ma..  JapMa— W  W.  K<>ra<^.  1001  Rmplr- 
Av— oil  drlllrr. 

Ma.  M.  LaaU  —  Oemio  Mfg.  Co..  Ill 
South  Main  St.— two  ataol-Jaekatad.  t04  caL k'ttlaa. 

Zlmmvrly.  Stll  Mac- 
■Olla  Ava.— 1  s  II  In.  I'rarl  or  B  x  11  In. 
OMBdlar-Prtco  printlns  prraa 

Mafc..  Oauk»— Union  Paclflr  R  lU,  Uth 
and  Dodsa  Ma.  O.  C  ■rolth.  Purch.  Act. — 
ti.*M.««*  wortii  of  aqulprocnt,  Inf  lading  71 
ntm  fralgkt  aaclnaa. 

N.  T.  Addl*aa  II.  Auatin — lea  eraam 
manufactorlnc  machlnary  tor  plant  at 
Cania(r«. 

M.  V-  daam«aaa     Jamaatown  Matal  Daak 
IM   Blackatona  Ava.— ̂ naeklnary  and 

~,  Cor  propoaad  addition  to  factory. 
M.  V.  BaiknUr    O.  Hlanord.  lit*  Hlirh- 

land  Ava.    owa  powar  drr(  aaw  and  aqulp. 

O..  ralaatfcaa— W.  E.  I.«mn«ck  Co.  (fh 
Ava,  al»na  tracka  of  llocklnc  Vallay  ILR., 
tmanafarturrr  of  fumaoaa  and  n>a'.al  prod- 
nctal.  A.  I*.  I.^mniK'k.  Saey.  and  Traaa. — 
matal  W'>rkUiK  machlnary  to  anlanta  planL 

O.  UaM— Uma  abaat  Matal  Wka,— ahaat 
Bwtal  working  maafclkary. 

O.,  l.oo4aa — M.  J.  Xahoa  Co, — machlnary 
for  lh>  manufactura  at  powar  waahlng  ma- 

C.  M.— O.  D.  Bakar  *  Co, 
(■MatrfaotarOT  of  hardwood  lloorinKl— 
woodwork hMt  machinery.  Inolodlnc  aawa, 
plaaafiL  moM*  ra.  He, 

Ota.  Aataria — Hammond  Lumbar  Co^- 
mai-hlnary  and  asylum aat  for  aaw  and 
punin*  mill,  and  MMb,  wer  and  be*  fac> 

lury. 

Pa.,  AW«a*aaa     Uahl«b  Vallay  PoaUrCo. 
kiaory   and   aqulpoeot   (or   pwpoaad 

piaau _Pa..    KIM    (PMtafcanrk   r.  O^Bpant 
Chalfaat  <'o, — la  loa  oraaa. 

Pa..  Maakaavllla  Huchaavllla  Pumlturo 
Oo.  W.  M.  Knfel,  Prr*. — machinery  and 
aquli'Munt   fur  aildUloiia  to  furnltufK  plant 

Pa..  I.aaraslar — J.  II  lUriman.  Kllsaltoth 
Ava.  anil  Tlum  8i. — m«fl>ln<ry  uiid  ptjulp- 
manl  for  tin-  muiiufafturc  of  toy  liank*,  rle. 

Pa..  Mam — Volt.-  Kilry.  uhil  Miuhinf  I'o. — putti-rn  ■hop  and  foundry  <s|Ulpm(<nt. 
Pa..  Maap*>aa — Monrason  Fdry.  and  Ma- 

chine Cu — 10   Ion  crunv. 

Pa..  OH  nty — ^T.  F.  Klclckpnateln — baka- 
abop  rqtilpmrnt. 

Pa.,  rillabarab — Carnriclr  Stool  Co.,  Car- 
nocl)'  lildii.  tJaiitry  crano  for  Wcat  Hrad- 

dock  thM-k*. Pa..  I'ltlabBrah — rcnn*ylvanla  ILK..  Ponn- 
aylvanln  St».,  \V.  <i.  IMiolpM,  Turch,  A«t. — 
too  Ion   mIio'I  prc««. 

Pa..  Nharon — M.  J.  Chadderlon— coal 
coal  mInliiK  niarlilnory  and  rqulpm<>nt  for 
coal  itt'poHliii  lo  III-  ilrvolopod  noar  M<<rcor. 

Pa.,  Hlallnclon — ()  H.  HrUHh  Co..  J.  <i. 
Raurh.  I>lr. — mnchlnory  and  o<iulpmont  for 
tbo  manufurturo  of  bruihoa. 

Pa.  TMa*vllla— t'ycloy*  Stoel  Co.,  C,  T. 
Rvana.  Buiit. — mnchlnory  and  a^julprnpnt  for 
the  manuraciurr  of  a  now  prooaaa  combina- 

tion motal  and  alloy  atooi. 

Pa.      Yorkhavrn — R.      R.      Hnn 
Hlat"'    Hank — nmchlnrry   and   I'oii  ' 
Iho    muiiiifncluro    of   ti«inr    nnil 
foil. 

Tox..  Fart  Worth — Alford  Ico  Co.,  Jaso- 
minr  nnil  Jonnlnca  Sla. — tit, 000  wqrth  of 
Ice  mni'hlnory. 

Trx..  Part  Arlbar — lid,  Bduo. — lathoa, 
planer*,  otr..  for  manual  training  depart- 

ment of  propoaod  crado  achool. 

Va..  Alosandrla — Q.  rarrnll.  Box  11 — 
machinery  for  Iho  manufacture  of  elao- 
irlc  Ktnraco  bnltorloa. 

Va.,  Brt*lal^IJncoln  F\imlturo  Co.  C. 
Lincoln.  Proa. — machlnory  and  oqulpmont 
fur   imo.OOO  addition   to  plant. 

W.    Va..    Banoovorlo— Midland 
Co»\    Co..    r.    Thompaon.    I'roa.- lnin*nilMiton     machinery     and       

t<|Ul|mient. WU..  Almond — A.  Pncol — machinery  and 
wjulpment  for  new  fp<>d  grinding  mill. 

WU..  Crandan — Foroat  Cowiily  Bd.,  F.  J. 
Roger*  Comnr — M.C'O  worth  of  rond  ma- 
rhlmry.  Including  gravel  cru«hlng  equip- monl. 

WU.,  Mar«hfloId— L.  Knhl,  110  Woat  4lh 
St. — mechanical  equipment  for  linking  pro- 

oaaa, to  bake  paint  on  nulomolillei. 
Wl*.,  Mllwaakae— Oaa  Tank  Recharging 

Co.,  It4t  tird  Ave. — air  oompreaaora  for 
propoaed  plant  at  Waat  A II la. 
Wla.  Mllwaakaa  —  Milwaukee  Vinegar 

Co.,  70  Kuffalo  St, — yeaat  preaaea  and  hap- 
para  for  propoaod  yaaat  houae  at  Cudahy, 

Wla.,  BIpon — RIpon  Produce  Co.,  A.  R. 
Wella.  Secy. — ^powor  nnrt  ilnlry  mnchlnory 
for  propoaed  plant  at  Htrlaonvlllc. 

Wl*.,  Nbobaycan— HheboyKHn  County  Bd.. 
a.  W  I'til.elohde,  I'hn..  f'ourt  Houa«v— gravel  pit  mnchlnory,  conveyora,  ate,  for 
road  u*o. 

Wl*..  naath  MadUan  (Madiaon  P.  O.)— 
Bd.  Kduc.  H.  Roggort,  Chn.— manual  train- 

ing o<|Ulpmenl  for  new  high  whonl. 
Wl*.,  Waaaahoo — Wniinnkeo  Canning 

Co.,  c/o  A.  r.  Kennoy.  Wnunakoo  Slate 
Bank — canning  machinery  and  jjowor  ma- 

chinery for  propoaed  factory. 

Oal..  reball — f'onlngaa  Mine*.  Ltd. — erunhlng  equipment  to  enlarge  production 
to  1  &0  ton  i>er  day. 

Oat.,  Midland — Pratt  *  Shanaoy,  (lum- 
ber). J.  Pratt,  Pumh.  AgL— one  lath  ma- 

chine and  ona  boltar,  oapaolty  IC.OOO 
par  day. 

Oat.  NIadara  FaBa— Twp.  of  RUmforil 
T.  K.  Stokaa,  Clk, — rock  eruMhor. 

Oal,   Ottawa      i>e..t     i'..i,h.-    \M<« Peerocnara.  $l»c\ 

II.  dry  do«k  mu' 

Oat.     Ottawa— .^i' 
roodworklriR  mii' 

It.  <•. 

II  Jan. '    It.  c. 

imher 

Oat.     Tlaimln* — 11.  !  'Itiied 
Gold     Mine*.     Ltd.— I'  .1, 
praaant  capacity  of   i  r 
day),   Ineluding   cru*l.   -  r,..  ,  m: 
•qulpmonl,  alamp  mill*,  itnuilgainatura,  «tc. ; 
awo  cranea  for  propoaed  power  plant. 
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Que..  I^arhine — La  PalUeur  Preres,  Ltd., 
4  05  St.  Joseph  St.,  L.  LaPaulteur  Purch. 
Agt., — stone  crushing  miiohinery. 

Que.,  Montreal — O.  Martineau  &  Fils,  Ltd., 
:i"l  Marie  Anne,  E. — additional  quarrying 
and  stone  crushing  equipment. 

Que.,  Quebec — Jobbin  &  Genols,  Abraham 
Hill — machinery  and  equipment  for  pro- 
po.sed  marble  manufacturing  plant  at  Ki- 

■  viere   a  Pierre. 
Que.,  Quebec — Quebec  Development  Co., 

Union  Bank  Bldg. — stone  crushing  ma- 
chinery. 

Que.,  St.  Moise — Tartague  Lumber  Co., 
Ltd..  J.  Dufort,  Purch.  Agt. — saw  mill 
equipment ;  later,  equipment  for  shingle 
mill  and  sash  and  door  factory. 

Que.,  VlctorlavlUe — A.  Le  HoullUer — 
complete  sawmill  equipment. 

IIIIIIMIIiltMMMIIII.ItllllltllltlllllMI 

Metal  Working  Shops 
i« 

Calif.,  Petalnma — Puller  &  Peters,  Main 
and  Bridge  Sts.,  plan  to  build  a  50  x  112  ft. 
garage  on  North  Main  St.  Architect  not 
selected. 

Calif..  San  Francisco  —  T.  Hamill,  6140 
Geary  St.,  will  build  a  2  story  automobile 
repair  .shop,  etc.,  on  Gear  St.  near  Blake  St. 
Estimated  cost  J10,500. 

Calif.,  San  FrancUco — L.  R.  Lurie.  Mills 
Bldg.,  awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story  machine  shop  on 
10th  and  Minna  Sts.  Estimated  cost  J13,000. 
Noted  Dec.   14. 

Calif..  Stockton — ^The  H.  Cowell  Estate 
c/o  W.  H.  George,  Secy.,  2  Market  St..  San 
Francisco,  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  or  2  story.  80  x  100  x 
150  ft.  garage  on  Hunter  and  Channel  Sts.. 
here.  Estimated  cost  $50,000.  H.  H. 
Meyers,  Kohl  Bldg.,  San  Francisco,  Archt. 

Calif.,  Tulare — The  Tulare  Union  High 
School  District  is  having  plans  prepared 
for  the  construction  of  addition  to  auto 
mechanics  building,  also  for  remodeling  and 
building  additions  to  manual  arts  building. 
Estimated  cost  $22,000.  Swartz  &  Ryland, 
Rowell  Bldg.,  Fresno,  Archts.  ^ 

Conn..  BridKeport — The  Lacey  Mfg.  Co., 
50  Middle  St.,  manufacturer  of  dies,  tools, 
etc.,  plans  to  build  a  2  story  factory  on 
Connecticut  and  Union  Avcs.  Estimated 
cost  $35,000.    Architect  not  selected. 

Conn..  New  Haven — The  Eastern  Machine 
Screw  Co.,  Truman  and  Barclay  Sts., 
awarded  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  a  1  story,  30  x  30  ft.  addition  to  its  fac- 

tory.    Estimated  cost  $5,000. 

III..  Chicago — The  Electrical  Dealers  Sup- 
ply Co..  162  West  Randolph  St.,  is  having 

plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  3 
story,  100  x  250  ft.  factory  on  Diversey  St. 
near  Oakley  Ave.  Estimated  cost  $150,000. 
S.  N.  Crowen,  400  North  Michigan  Ave., 
Archt. 

111..  Chicago— The  Tellow  Cab  Mfg.  Co.. 
57  Bast  21st  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  198  x  368  ft. 
cab  assembling  factory  at  5801  Dickens 
Ave. ^Estimated   cost_$350,000. 

ni.,  Peoria — The  Meyer  Furnace  Co..  1300 
South  Washington  St..  plans  to  rebuild  its 
furnace  factory,  which  was  destroyed  by 
fire.     Estimated   cost   $100,000. 

Ind..  Fort  Wayne— The  Knuckle  Valve 
Co.,  825  Barr  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story.  75  x  150  ft. 
valve    factory.      Estimated    cost    $26,000. 

Ind.,  IndlanapoIU — The  Amer.  Can  Co., 
120  Bway.,  New  York  City,  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  4  story, 
34  X  230  ft.  can  factory,  here.  Estimated 
cost  $300,00». 

Ind.,  Indianapolis — The  Capitol  &  St. 
Clair  Realty  Co..  c/o  D.  A.  Bohlen  &  Son. 
Archt!?.,  1001  Majestic  Bldg..  is  having  plans 
prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
112  X  122  ft.  automobile  service  plant  on 
North  Capitol  Ave.     Estimated  cost  $27,000. 

la..  Denlson  —  G.  W.  Newton  plans  to 
build  a  2  story.  S5  x  150  ft.  parage  on  Main 
and  Chestnut  Sts.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. 
Architect  not  announced. 

Mans.,  Everett — The  Sexton  Can  Co..  123 
Broad  St..  Boston,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story.  50  x  '30  ft. 
addition  to  its  factory  for  the  manufacture 
of  cans  on  Cross  St.,  here.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000. 

Mass.,  Holyoke — D.  O'Connell's  Sons,  480 
Hampden  St..  will  build  a  2  story.  110  x  120 
ft.  garage  on  Dwight  St.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000. 

.Mass.,  Pittsfleld — The  Berkshire  Products 
Corp.  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the  con- 

struction of  an  electrical  manufacturing 
plant.  Cost  between  $70,000  and  $100,000. 
u.  Southerd.  Jr.,  Genl.  Mgr.  J.  M.  Vance, 
24  North  St.,  Archt. 

Mass.,  South  Boston  (Boston  P.  O.) — The 
Gillette  Safety  Razor  Co.,  41  West  Ist  St.. 
plans  to  build  an  8  story  addition  to  Its  fac- 

tory.    Architect  not  announced. 

Mass.,  Worcester — The  Boulevard  Park 
Associates.  339  Main  St..  awarded  the  con- 

tract for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  45  x 
165  ft.  garage,  etc.,  on  Shrewsbury  St. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.  J.  F.  Carberry. 
Agt. 

Mich.,  Albion  —  The  Service  Caster  & 
Truck  Co.,  316  East  Porter  St..  will  soon 
award  the  contract  for  the  construction  of 
a  1  story,  50  x  200  ft,  factory  for  the  manu- 

facture of  roller  casters  for  trucks.  Esti- 
mated cost  $40,000.     Private  plans. 

Mich.,  Detroit — The  Michigan  Stamping 
Co.,  11631  Mack  Ave.,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  constructing  of  a  1  story,  140  x  347 
ft.  addition  to  its  metal  stamping  plant. 
Noted  Dec.    14. 

Mich.,  Grand  Kaplds — The  C.  J.  Litscher 
Electric  Co.,  41  Market  Ave.,  plans  to  re- 

build its  3  story.  60  x  130  ft.  factory,  which 
was  destroyed  by  fire.  Estimated  cost 
$150,000.     Architect  not  selected. 

Mich.,  MuskeKon  Heights  —  The  Piston 
Ring  Co.  is  having  plans  prepared  and  will 
receive  bids  about  February  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  1  story,  120  x  222  ft.  foundry. 
Estimated  cost   $75,000.     Private  plans. 

Minn..  St.  Paul— The  L.  W.  Jordan  Co.. 
118  West  7th  St..  plans  to  build  a  2  story, 
105  X  190  ft.  garage  and  sales  building. 
Estimated  cost  $65,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

N.  J..  Elizabeth — The  Amer.  Type  Pdry. 
Co.,  Communipaw  Ave..  Jersey  City,  is  hav- 

ing plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of 
an  administration  building,  165  ft.  long, 
and  assembling  plant,  600  ft.  long.  1  and  2 
story,  on  West  Grand  St..  here.  Estimated 
cost  $750,000.  Day  &  Zimmerman,  611 
Chestnut  St.,  Phila.,  Engrs. 

N.  i..  Linden — The  Layne — New  York 
Co.,  subsidiary  of  Layne  &  Bowler  Co., 
Chelsea  Ave,,  Memphis,  Tenn.,  manufacturer 
of  pumps  and  screens,  awarded  the  contract 
for  the  construction  of  a  small  factory,  here. 

N.  Y..  Buffalo — S.  H.  Horn,  217  Leroy 
Ave.,  plans  to  build  a  factory  for  the  manu- 

facture of  automobile  bodies  at  488  Ken- 
sington Ave.  Estimated  cost  $30,000.  Archi- 

tect not  selected. 

N.  Y.,  Jamestown — The  Jamestown  Metal 
Desk  Co.,  104  Blackstone  Ave.,  is  having 
plane  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a 
1  story,  100  X  200  ft.  addition  to  Its  factory. 
Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Beck  &  Tinkham, 
317  Washington  St.,  Archts. 

N.  Y..  New  York — The  Pleasant  Ave.  Gar- 
age Corp.,  c/o  Springsteen  &  Goldhammer, 

Archts.,  32  Union  Sq.,  will  build  a  1  story 
garage  on  179th  St.  and  3rd  Ave.  Esti- 

mated cost  $25,000. 

N.  Y.,  New  York — S.  Rubin,  c/o  C. 
Schaefer.  Jr.,  Engr.  and  Archt.,  394  East 
150th  St„  will  build  a  1  story  garage  on 
Webster  Ave.     Estimated  cost  $45,000. 

O.,  Alliance— The  Alliance  Machine  Steel 
Castings  Co.  is  having  plans  prepared  for 
the  construction  of  a  1  story,  75  x  600  ft. 
addition  to  its  plant.     Private  plans. 

O.,  Cleveland — The  J.  L.  Free  Co..  1040 
Prospect  Ave.,  (real  estate),  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story. 
90  X  135  ft.  sales  room  and  garage  at  3746 
Prospect  Ave.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

O.,  Cleveland  —  The  National  Screw  & 
Tack  Co..  2440  East  75th  St..  awarded  steel 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  5  story, 
56  X  165  ft.  factory  on  Piatt  Ave.  Esti- 

mated cost  $250,000.      Noted   Nov.  2. 

O..  Norwood — The  Ford  Motor  Co..  High- 
land Park.  Mich.,  awarded  the  contract  for 

the  construction  of  an  assembling  plant  and 
loading  platform  for  automobiles,  here. 

Pa..  Erie  —  M.  GrLswold.  c/o  Griswold 
Mfg.  Co.,  is  receiving  bids  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  2  story,  100  x  150  ft.  garage 
on  20th  and  State  Sts.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.  Private  plans.  Northwestern  Mo- 

tors Co...  lessee. 

Pa.,  Monessen — The  Monessen  Pdry.  and 
Machine  Co.  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  1  story,  32  x  100  ft.  core 
room. 

Pa..  Phlla. — Abbotts  Dairy  Co..  31st  and 
Chestnut  Sts..  awarded  the  contract  for  the 
construction  of  a  3  story.  120  x  140  ft.  gar- 

age on  3rd  and  Lombard  Sta.  Noted 
Dec.  21. 

Pa.,  Plttsbarch — The  Superior  Auto  Ac- 
cessories Co.,  1342  Forbes  St.,  awarded  the 

contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story, 
100  X  146  ft.  and  78  x  120  ft.  automobile 
show  room  and  garage  on  Baum  Blvd.  and 
Woodworth  St.     Estimated  cost  $50,000. 

Pa..  Heading — The  Blchl  Auto  &  Wagon 
Wks.,  31  South  5th  St.,  Is  receiving  bids 
for  the  construction  of  a  2  story,  85  x  200 
ft.  factory  for  the  manufacture  of  auto- 

mobile equipment.  H.  Q.  Mohn,  Mohnton, 
Archt. 

Pa.,  Vnlontown — H.  Cochrane,  c/o  H.  W. 
Altman,  Archt.,  Unlontown,  ia  receiving  bids 
for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  90  x  120 
ft.  garage  on  Baum  Blvd.  Estimated  cost 

$85,000. 
Pa.,  Wllllamsport — The  Glosser  Motor  Car 

Co.,  248.wmiam  St.,  plans  to  build  a  3 
story,  43  x  66  ft.  garage  and  automobile 
machine  shop  on  William  and  West  Church 
St.  Estimated  cost  $60,000.  S.  A.  and  R.  J. 
Glosser,    owners. 

B.  I.,  Providence — The  City  Real  Estate 
Co.,  4  Weybosset  St.,  is  having  plana  pre- 

pared for  the  construction  of  a  2  story  gar- 
age and  service  station,  with  capacity  for 

90  cars  on  Bway.  and  Westminster  St. 
Estimated  cost   $60,000.     Private  plans. 

B.  I.,  Providence  —  The  E.  A.  Smith 
Realty  Corp.,  Weybosset  St.,  plans  to  build 
a  3  story  garage  and  service  station,  with 
capacity  for  250  cars  on  Chapel  St.  Esti- 

mated cost  $100,000.  Architect  not  an- nounced. 

Tex..  Amarllio — The  U.  &  S.  Zinc  Corp. 
will  soon  receive  bids  for  the  construction 
of  smelter,  also  Industrial  housing.  Esti- 

mated cost  $400,000.     Private  plans. 

Tex.,  Dallas — The  Dallas  Gas  Co.,  Logan 
St.,  is  receiving  bids  and  will  open  same 
about  Jan.  1,  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  60  x  150  ft.  garage  and  workshop. 
Estimated  cost  $65,000.    Private  plans. 

Wis.,  Cedarburg  —  The  Hansen  Canning 
Machine  Corp..  Port  Washington,  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story.  112  x  112  ft.  factory,  here.  Esti- 

mated cost  $40,000.     Noted  Dec.  7. 

Wis.,  JanesTlUe — J.  A.  Strimple.  219  East 
Milwaukee  St.,  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  113  x  190  ft. 
garage,  to  replace  the  one  which  was  de- 

stroyed by  Are.    Estimated  cost  $45,000. 

Wis.,  Madison — The  Capital  City  Garage 
Co.,  South  Pinckney  St.,  is  having  plans 
prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  2  story, 
66  X  165  ft.  garage  and  repair  shop  on 
Washington  St.  Estimated  cost  $60,000. 
F.  L.  Kronenberg,  Carroll  Bldg.,  Archt. 

Wis..  Madison — L.  P.  Schoelkopf,  210  East 
Washington  Ave,,  plans  to  build  a  1  story, 
66  X  150  ft.  garage  and  automobile  supply 
station  on  East  Main  St.  Estimated  cost 
$50,000.     Architect  not  selected. 

Wis.,  Madison — The  University  of  Wis- 
consin awarded  the  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  a  4  story,  62  x  68  ft.  service 
station,  including  garage,  electric  substa- 

tion, woodworking  shop,  etc.,  on  University 
St.     Estimated  cost  $85,000. 

Wis..  Madison — The  Wisconsin  State  Hos- 
pital Comnrs.  are  having  plans  prepared 

for  the  construction  of  a  1  story,  45  x  124 
ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $40,000.  Dr. 
W.  F.  Lorenz,  Mendota  St.,  Secy.  A.  Pea- 
body,   Capitol   Bldg.,   Archt. 

Wis.,  MUwaukee— R.  L.  Clark.  2218  Mein- 
ecke  Ave.,  is  having  plans  prepared  for  the 
construction  of  a  2  story.  100  x  140  ft. 
garage  on  20th  St.  Estimated  cost  $65,000. 
C.  H.  Tharinger,  3328  State  St..  Archt. 

Wis.,   Milwaukee  —  The   Harley-Davidson 
Motor  Co.,   3732  Chestnut  St..  awarded  the 
contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1  story. 
80  x  145  ft.  foundry.     Estimated  cost  $45. 
000.      Noted    Dec.7. 

Wis..  Milwaukee  —  The  Milwaukee  Gas 
Specialty  Co.,  2017  Clybourn  St..  awarded 
the  contract  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story,  45  x  115  ft.  addition  to  its  factory. 
Estimated  cost  $45,000.     Noted  Dec.  7. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — The  South  Side  Nash 
Co..  9th  and  Forest  Home  Aves..  has  had 
plans  prepared  for  the  construction  of  a  1 
story.  72  x  93  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost 
$40,000.  Gurda  &  Gurda.  2nd  Ave.  and 
Mitchell  St.,  Archts. 

Wis.,  Milwaukee — The  Welch  Investment 
Co.,  105  Wells  St..  awarded  the  contract  for 
the  construction  of  a  2  story,  75  x  150  ft. 
addition  to  Its  garage  on  Grand  Ave.  Esti- 

mated cost  $50,000.     Noted  Dec.  14. 

Wis.,  Wansau — The  Durant  Motor  Car 

Co.,  208  Washington  Ave.,  awarded  the  con- 
tract for  the  construction  of  a  2  story.  60  x 

60  ft.  garage.  Estimated  cost  $40,000. Noted  Dec.  7. 
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Ckc  ttl  ■■<>  ff*»«i«d  Aw;>  f  >»yli|p  pfcaa 

Thr     KaoBady     Pa|M-r 
havlac  i>laiu  >i*»>r»n  (or  (ho 
•r   a    I    al«nr.    ••    «    ll»    r«- 

IMkmalad  coal  tST.oOtf. 

tar.    Ajmnt.    I'cniral     Ltfa 
Ardila. >TtM    Indiana    CoodenaMi 

St*   North  PN>na>lvanla  St..    ln> 
pUna  itreparsd  for  (ho 
•lory   addition   (o   ita 
'Imaied   eoat   tS*.000. 

!»,  DahOM'  T.  J.  Uulcrow.  Jonaa  and 
loaa  Kta.  awardad  (h»  iH>n(raot  (or  tha 

4loii  of  an  arddcial  lea  and  COM 
BMlnuKrd  roa(  tT6.0**. 

!•«  !•«•  ritji — Tbo  lit'x>nomy  Advorda- 
hw  Ca.  luw  pnrchaaod  a  nli*  and  plana  (o 
bwM  a  t  or  I  Mory  prinilna  tilani.  Ilau- 
Halad  coat  fTi.***.     B.  W.  Urrcrr.  IVei. 

By..  l,««lo*lll»— TlM  J.  P.  Kur(p»a  Palm 
Co,  t*l  But  MarHat  St..  Diana  (o  build  a 
i  alory.  tl  x  1*4  ft.  addldon  (o  K*  pUn(. 
— (iMAlad  rwal  ISOe.ooo.    Architect  not  an- 

.  Otwdaar  —  The  Ntchola  Ra((an 
Prodncta  Co~  Main  St..  plana  (o  hulld  a  1 
aiory,  **  x  14*  ft.  factory  for  Ihr  manu- 
farlur*  of  rhalra.  Katlmatad  coat  t'i.OOO. Privair    plana. 

MaM„  Oardaor — Thr  Standard  Spoclalty 
WkL.  Tnlon  Ml.,  will  build  a  1  atnry.  40  x 
la*  ft.  factory  (or  thr  manufacturo  of  apa- 
claltlaa.    Eadmatcd  coat  tXS.oo*. 

Maaa..  Madfoad— Tha  Amor.  Woolon  Co.. 
S4t  StaU  St..  rioaton.  awardod  tha  eon- 
tract  for  tha  conatrucilon  of  a  f  atory,  (0  x 
ItO  ft.  addition  to  itK  fariory  on  Boalon 
Ava,  kar*.     Kallmalvd  coat  llOO.OOO. 

Haalb      Hadloy  —  Th«     Holyoka 
   Pr.Hlurta  C...  1  SufTolk  St..  Hol- 

yoka. awanlrd  (ho  f.  :  the  conatruc- 
tloo  of  a  1  atory.  .  ft.  KUnmiod 
papar  factory,  hor*.  'I  cont  |4o,ooo. 

Mau..  kjKlaBaoM— Thr  Sprlnsflrld  Dairy 
Ryatrm.  T"  Vonlur:i  .Si..  plaiii*  lu  build  a 
iMttllnc  plant.  Uatlmatad  coat  ftO.OOO. 
C.  J.  Oram.  Clk. 

Mao*.  WatoHawB^Voaa  4k  Bona  Piano 
Co..  1010  Maaaarhuaotia  Ave.  Rosbury 
tBoaton  P.  O.).  awardod  tho  contract  (or 
tha  cooatnictlon  o(  a  (  atory.  to  s  XIO  (t. 
ptaao  factory  on  BchooL  Araonal  and  North 
PaacoB  Sta_  hora.  Batlmatcd  coat  tlOO.ooO. 
Netad  Oct.  19. 

Mlofc-  Ocaad  Rapid*  —  H.  H.  Turnor. 
Arrh(..  ttl  Mlchlsan  Truat  Hide,  la  dcoIv- 
Inc  bida  until  Jan.  10  for  tho  .  ..n.it.i.iion 
<if  a  Z  an<l  i  miory,  *:>  x  178  ft  Mgh 
Hrhool.    Inrludlnc   manual    tr»  <rt- 
mrni.  on  Uoo  St.  for  the  Bd.  l.-.wv.  ljn\- 
inatod  root  Ilt0,*0*.  14.  Morrill,  Uualnaaa 
Mar.  Bd.  BAic  City  Hall. 

X.  i^  Traalia  H.  I»itlno.  l«t  Fair  St.. 
awardad  tha  eontract  for  tha  conattucilon 
of  a  t  atory.  ••  x  10  ft.  burlap  factory. 
Hatlmatad  coat  tll.**0. 

W.  T.  JaiMilaa— Tha  Bdward  Lanaor 
rnntlnv  To..  Inc..  awardod  tha  contract  for 
il>.  ronalrurtinn  of  a  f  atory,  120  x  210  ft. 
priotlnc  plant. 

If.  C  Ckarlatio— Tho  H.  M.  Wado  Mfa. 
Co.  loath  Graham  St..  manufacturer  of 
akow  eaaoa  and  flxturoa.  la  havlnc  plana 
■roparod  for  lh<-  ron»tructlon  of  a  4  atory. 
ISO  X  ItO  ft.  factory.  Eatlmatod  coat 
iltO.***.  Ixtckwood.  Oraaaa  4k  Co..  Plad- 
■MM  BIdf.  Arekta. 

H.  r.  OaaOaala    "Hia  Racan  Bplnnlag  Co. 
Slann  to  build  a  l*,00*  aplndla  cotton  mllL 

I.  W.  lUcan,  Praa. 

If.  r.  Xaw  Bam  Tha  Rowland  Lumbor 
Co.  plana  to  raballd  lu  mill  which  waa  ro- 
emtiy  doatroyod  by  flro.  Eatlmatod  coat 
I  }•*.**«.    A.  R.  Tumbull.  Praa. 

O,  Ahaaa  Tha  Mlllor  Rubber  Co.,  South 
High  it,  awafdad  tka  aoatran  for  tho  con- 
auvetloa  of  I  atanr.  Tt  x  Its  (t.  and  40  x 
4|  ft.  factarr  IwriMgwga  for  tbo  manufartur* 
ii  Hibkw  I&M.    KaOmaiad  coat  tio.ioo. 

•.  Akraa  W.  Wltllaina.  Itl-lll  North 
Rigi  tL.  awardod  tho  contract  for  tha  oon> 
MnKtlon  of  amatory.   07   x   1>1   ft.  aoR 

|l*.*»
*.^^^ 

plant.       Eatlmatod      coat 

narotaad— Tha  PiiHaM  Papor   flos 
"  Kaat  ttth  Bi,  ha*  had  plana  pr«- '       of  a  I  ai tbo  eamtractia*  of  a  I  ai'iry.  tt 

(actorr  aatf  warabooaa  at  t2|t 
».«..   :.«>i  Mt.     BMImatad  coat  t40,t»«.    P. 
Maulagar  *  Co,  Caatoa  Bld«..  Arckla. 

O-    Oaaotaad     H.    «.     " 
117(h  m..  awardad  tka  en- ••rartion  of  a  1  atory,  to 
ft.  hl4*  houaa  and  aaraaa  •■••   ••■-i.  <•-■., 
Rauaalad  aaM  |4*.«Mr  Notad  Dae.  14. 

t  CA4        V*^m* 

_    .  -  fCWvwIaiid  P.  O.)  —  Th* rUvoland    Waioraroof    Papar   COj,   e/o    A. 
Kooaady,  Mar.  tMI  Woat  INOl  St,  Clava. 

laad.  awardad  tho  contract  for  (he  con- 
aliticllon  of  a  I  ainry.  40  x  ItO  ft.  factory. 
Ml  llorra  and  Ktufhrr  Rda.  bora.  Katl- 
matnl   coat   ttO.Ottu. 

O,  Narwaad  (<"liu-lnh.>ll  P.  O.l  —  Tho 
K*ni|>rr-Thiiniu>.  ii\e- 
turvr   of   caloii.  .••\- 
tiaa,   U  havliit:  ..n- 
atru.  1  y. 
BatH'  I   A 
8on^  ,     ,  •  >  '    '■..■in- 
natl.  .Vii'liia. Oro.  PsHlaad — Tha  Port  of  Portland  will '■"   ■■.■••    >•'<-  ',.r  tho  coniitrucdon  of  a 

'  funilKutliic     iilani,     (o 
•A  baira,  luirklng,  ju(o. 

|,iiiiiii-  .<i<<i  <iUi<  I  iinimrtod  malrrlali.  Ball- 
mairii  <'i>i(  tio.ooo,  a,  u.  lU'cardl.  foot  of 
Stark  SI  .  rh,  Kn»r. 

Pa      \  I. Ion  A  Rpitlalor.  Archla.. 
1(2'  iiln.,   aro   ro<<olvlni|   bid* 
for   I  I   of  a   }  alory.   »»  x   6( 
ft.  hiauiis  LiUtiii  uiid  laundry,  horn,  for  tha 
Ablnaton  Memorial  Iloapltal,  c/o  J.  B. 
Winder.  Ablnfton.     Kudmatod  coat  t7i,000. 

Pa..  MaanI  Jowoll—Thv  Safety  Sled  Co. 
plana  (o  rdiulld   Itii   factory  which  waa  re- 
?»ntly  deetrovr.l  by  flro.  KHtlmatod  coat tO.OOO.     Architect  not  announced. 

Pa„  Pblla.— Tho  Croaeont  TcTtltn  A  Sup- 
ply Co..  CO  \V.  Caldwoll.  Triir  ui- 

quehunna  Avea.,  will  aoon  r<<  for 
tna  conatrurdon  of  a  4  etory  .  .  ;  h'X- 
til*  factory  on  Tr<-n(on  Ave.  Ketlniutad 
oeat  1100.000.  W.  ll.  Woolera.  «tt  Woat 
Allacheny  Ave.  Archt. 

Pa.,  Phlln. — Tho  Penniylvnnla  ftrlrk  A 
Tllo  (V,  c/o  L.  K.  Duckor.  Land  Tide  Hldg.. 
awarded   tho  conirn''    ••■•■    "■•      .-f  i,.iion 
of  a   1  and  2  alory  'OO 
brick    per   day,    on  md 
Delaware  Ave.    Eidi,. .......  ...^i   ̂ ,..      

Pa..  Pblla. — S.  P.  Wnillman  A  Son*.  4th 
and  Rare  Sta.  are  havliin  pliinii  proparod 
for  the  conatructlon  of  n  B  Htury  cundy  fac- 

tory. Kadmatod  co*t  tZd'.uiMi.  W.  Htevle 
A  Bona.  l((h  and  Arch  8(0..  Arrliia. 

Pa.,  Plltabarch— J.  M.  McCnllum,  Archt. 
UorK'T  IlldK.,  Ih  rocoivlnc  bIda  fur  du'  con- 
a(rucd<m  of  a  S  alory,  29  x  r>u  ft.  publlahlna 
plant  on  2nd  Ave.  and  Grant  Bt.  (or  Smith 
Broa..   Inc.,  409  Grant  St. 

Pa.  Plltabarsb— The  Vitro  Mft.  Co.  720 
Boaafini-r  llldx..  la  linvlna  plana  prepared 
for  Ihi-  rnti.itrn,-t|r.n  .,f  a  1  stnrv  .  32  X  45 
'  1       Kall- 

...r.  5lh 

■,■,...    I.  ■  .      M.  Archt. 

I'a..  t'niaa  City— A.  L.  Calflach  A  Son 
Luinhor  Co.   pliina  to  rebuild   iHirllon  of  Ita 

aaw  mill  which  waa  >'-   •■'  '■••  "-      '•"•■d. mated  coat  tS.OOO.    .\  ■  i. 
Pa..  Warroa — Thi-  •  ma 

to  rohijlld  Ita  oil  flllir  uluiil.  »liicli  was  ile- 
atrovol  by  (Iro.  Batlmalrd  coat  tlO.OOO. 
Arcnlt<-c(  not  announced. 

I*a.  Waohlnrlun  —  Topllffe  A  RIy  Co. 
manufacturer  of  toya,  awardod  the  con- tract for  the  conatructlon  of  a  S  atory,  20  X 
DO  ft.  factory  on  Woat  Knd  St.  Batlroatad 

coal  1100,000.' To».  Plenoor— The  Amor.  Oil  Co.  plana 
to  liuUd  a  rt'Oni-ry,  capacity  2.r,00  l>l>l.  T. 
Ryan,   Proa.     Architect  not  announced. 

Wa«h.,  Vanooovoo — IT.  McDonald  tit 
Palllnir  MIdir.,  rortlimd.  Ore..  Hupl.  of  Woat- 
ern  l.umbi'r  A  Door  Co..  la  bulldlnK  a  plan- 
InK  tnlll.  hore.     Katlmatod   coat   t!<<i,000. 

W.     Va.      PnKr,;.,,-.      •^•■"      !    rial     fee 
Cream  Co.  Clu  1  na  pre- 

pared for  tho  .  ">ry,  to 
X  120  ft.  Ice  cniiMi  iii>i<iry,  iiK  MMiitiB  a  16 
(on  Ice  plant,  on  Bth  Ht,  and  Vlralnla  Ave. 
hero.  Eatlmatod  coat  115. inn.  Private 

plana. WU.  hroon  Bay — Tho  Proaa  Oaxotta,  til 
Cherry  St.,  plana  to  build  a  2  or  4  atory 
plant.  Ratlmaied  coat  tlOO.OOO.  Arohltact 

not  a*»lof'!«#l. 
Wi.     M  ..I          '■•  klii'liwm  Hupnly  Co.. 

•  15     i  .n    Ave.,    nwaracd    the 
conii  I  ■•iructlon  of  a  2  alory, 
to  X  «u  tl.  buulliiit  worka  and  warahouae 
bulldlnc.     Notad  Doc.  14. 

WU..  Moaaaha — The  John  Stranc*  Paper 
I'nII  Co.  will  build  a  4  alory,  (0  X  100  ft. 
fariory  for  tho  manufacture  of  papar  palla. 
Katlmatod  coat  t:>o,ooo.    J.  Stranae,  Praa. 

n.  r.  Priaro  Oaaraa — Tho  Alaaa  Laka 
Sawmill  Co.  ptiinB  to  Dulld  a  aawmllL  Ka- 

tlmatad coat  120,000.  Archltaet  not  an- Houncod, 

•      iiimllinn — Tho  Ontario  Hhala  Brick 
Mfo  Iildic..  plana  to  build  a  plant. 

..,.   ...J  c«>at    llftfl.oo'i. 

Oat,.  Palaalaa  —  The  Canadian  Oil   Co. 

flaoa  to  rebuild   Ita  plant  which    wua  par- lally   deatroyod    by    nr<-,      Katlmatvd    coat 
ttt.OtO.    C.  A.  Male.  Mar. 
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"WHITNEY" 
Long  Service 

SILENT  TYPE  CHAIN 

"Whitney"  Chains  Driving  Gear  Cutter  and  Feed.     Chain  Guards  Removed. 

It  needs  but  little  thought  to  convince 
you  that  wherever  they  can  be  used  chain 
drives  are  far  superior  to  belts.  Remem- 

ber, there  is  no  slip  to  chains  and  what- 
ever movement  there  is  in  the  driving 

shaft  is  delivered  without  loss  to  the 
driven  shaft. 

This  means  increased  production  and 
greater  uniformity  in  your  output,  as 
well  as  less  cost  of  upkeep  and  an  equip- 

ment which  will  last  for  years.  Our  En- 
gineering Department  is  always  at  your 

service  and  it  will  cost  you  nothing  to 
make  use  of  our  experience  and  sugges- tions. 

THE  WHITNEY  MFG.  CO.,  Hartford,  Conn. 
CHAINS 

New   York  Representative: 
L.  C.  Biglow  &  Co.,  Inc..  232  W.  55th  Street 

KEYS  AND  CUTTERS 
Boston  Representative: 

George  C.  Steil,  200  Devonshire  Street 

HAND  MILLING  MACHINES 

Pacific  Representative: 
A.  H.  Coates  Co.,  San  Francisco,  Ca!. 
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Two  essentials  for  good  work 

— High-grade  Machines  and 
The  quality  of  work  a  machine  produces  depends  on  the  quality  of 

ihc  machine  itself — particularly  true  of  a  grinding  machine.  To 
grind  work  to  close  limits  with  a  smooth,  even  finish  requires  a 
machine  correct  in  every  detail  of  design  and  manufacture. 

The  combined  skill  of  experienced  engineers  and  expert  workmen 
gives  Brown  &  Sharpe  Grinding  Machines  the  qualities  essential  for 
producing  good  work.  Manufacturers  seeking  a  satisfactory  solution 
of  their  grinding  problems  should  consider  the  advantages  of 

Brown  &  Sharpe 
Plain  Grinding  Machines 

Send  for  Catalog  No.  137 
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Reliable  Machinists'  Tools 
Without  reliable  tools  the  mechanic  working  to  close  limits  is 
at  a  serious  disadvantage.  The  quality  of  his  work  and  the  speed 
of  his  production  are  largely  influenced  by  the  confidence  he  has 
in  the  tools  he  uses.  Brown  &  Sharpe  Tools  are  dependable  and 

give  men  the  confidence  essential  for  good  work.  Every  me- 
chanic will  be  interested  in 

the  new  line  of 

REX  MICROMETERS 

Rex — a  complete  line  of  Brown  &  Sharpe  Micro- 
meters in  24  sizes  covering  a  range  from  0  to  24  in. 

Sturdy  frame  of  I-section  combines  lightness  with 
strength.  The  rectangular  shape  of  the  frame  gives 

greater  measuring  capacity  than  a  frame  of  the  circu- 
lar type.  Every  Rex  Micrometer  is  regularly  fur- 

nished with  a  Clamp  Ring  which  locks  the  spindle  and 
preserves  the  setting. 

Write  for  Rex  Circular 

Brown  &  Sharpe  Mfg.  Co. 
Providence,  R.  I.,  U.  S.  A. 

Rex  Micrometers  are  Brown  &  Sharpe  Tools 
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Every  Season 
is  Repair  Season 

■rr  as  "of  •cmom"  (or  dK  Miumobile 
■ML    Sptk^  Mid  Fall  unuUr  find  the 
■  «i  fwvk.  kit  the  whcrts  k(«p  turning 

IMM»— nfMomlly  in  thopt  equipfwd 

LANDISl 
4-A  Special 

Grinding  Machine 

flif  Landis  b  practically  a  number  of  tpccialtzcd  grinding  machines  cumbined  in  a 

It  griada  cranfalMlla,  pistons,  wrist  pins,  piston  ringa,  valves,  valve  stems,  transmiwion 
fean,  etc 

Yoa  camot  afford  to  ifpiore  thi«  opportunity  to  establish  yourself  in  a  growing  business. 

We  dull  be  pIcMed  to  show  yuu  what  this  machine  has  been  doing  in  the  motor 
rtpair  field. 

LANDIS  TOOL  COMPANY,  Waynesboro,  Pa. 
Naw  York  Office:  SI  Chambers  St. 

C»,   a»«ai»;   hK.i;.     u.  ih.       tORKU.N    ai.k.nth     Am»a    MWhiiMnr   Co..   Put*,    Turtn.    Buviiaiw, 
BrnaHt*.   Zunrh   ui<t  UOxm:   Antavoo.  Mtgrw  *  Co.,   Ud..   ShMwhal: 
<■!>»■■  *  OMTfr  Co..  Ltd..  Tokyo;  Bhmob  BrotlMra.  BrdMr  and  M«l- 

0^  ItaraMo:   WlllluM       beww:    Bvrtao.   OnfflUu  *  Co.,   Ltd..   Loodoa:    Wllh.   S<>iMuon   A   Co.. Co..   Hot*  SrotU.        jinimo  sod 

No  Filing  nor 
Hand  Trimming 
When  a  stamped  or  punched  part  is  produced  on 
the  Wallham  Sub  Preaa  and  Dies  it  is  ready  for 

assembling.  It  is  not  warped  nor  twisted,  nor  are 
the  edges  burred.  By  eliminating  all  hand  finishing 

greater  producing  profits  are  aaaured.    In  the 

Sub  Press  and  Dies 
correct  and  continued  alignment  b  the  prime  factor.    Not  only  does  this 
give  better  results,  but  it  greatly  prolongs  the  life  of  the  dies. 

The  Wallham  line  of  Sub  Praaaaa  and  Die*  is  most  complete  and  our 

CooifNNind  Dies  are  mechanically  correct  in  every  detail. 

Waltham  Machine  Works,  High  Street,  Waltham,  Mass. 
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this- 
is  all  ri^t 
BUT 

Reprinted  by  permission 
from  the  October  issue  of 
Popular  Science  Monthly. 

heres  a  better  stunt 
Use  Starrett  Hack  Saws  and  you  won't  be 
troubled  with  blade  breakage — either  on 
the  last  or  the  first  hack  saw.  Get  the 
most  work  out  of  these  unexcelled  hack 
saws  through  the  Starrett  Hack  Saw  Chart 
(sent  free  on  request).  It  shows  at  a  glance 
just  which  blade  to  use  for  every  metal 
and  shape.  Use  of  this  chart  means  longer 
life  for  every  blade  and  the  fastest  possible 
cutting  time  for  every  job.  Write  for 

"Hack  Saws  and  their  Use,"  the  first  and 
most  authoritative  book  on  this  subject. 
Free  on  request. 

Also  write  for  Catalog  No.  22  C  and  the  Supplement 
describing  the  neiv  Starrett  Tools 

THE  L.  S.  STARRETT  CO. 

T^i  JVorld^i  Greatest  Too/maiers 
Manufacturers  of  Hacksaivi  Vncxcelitd 

ATHOL,  MASS. 
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Put  the  Ban  on  Friction 
It  is  no  longer  necessary  to  employ  heavy- 
running  nests  of  gears  to  obtain  the  required 
operating  speeds.  Philadelphia  Worm  Gear 
Drives  are  designed  on  mechanically  correct 
lines  and  reduce  speeds  with  minimum  power waste. 

Phillie  Gear's  Engineers  co-operate  in  the  de- 
sign of  efficient  gear  drives  and  have  success- 
fully solved  difficult  transmission  problems  in 

hundreds  of  instances. 

Get  in  touch  with  them  before  deciding  on  that 
drive  you  are  intending  to  install. 

Ask  for  your  copy  of  the  Phillie  Gear  Book 
and  note  the  completeness  of  the  line. 

**Hurry  Orders  and  Breakdown  Jobs" 
— Immediate  Attention 
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Get  in  the 
Meachem  Gear  Circle 

It  consists  of  the  wise  manufacturers  and  shop owners  who  have  found  the  way  to  obtain  uni- 
formly good  gears  at  reasonable  cost  and  when wanted. 

We  have  33  years'  experience  to  help  you  deter- mme  the  details  that  will  make  your  gear  drives 
successful,  the  special  equipment  required  for  ac- 

curate and  economical  production,  and  the  organi- 
zation to  assure  prompt  attention  to  every  order. 

We  accept  full  responsibility  for  quality  and  de- 
livery, and  as  for  price— send  us  blueprints  of  your work  for  estimate  and  compare  our  figures  with 

yours. 
Your  next  breakdoivn  job  ivill  be  a  good  otportunitv to  lest  MEACHEM  Gear  Service. 

oSmt/Kt^''"'^^"™''''  °'  "«">  process  RAWHIDE  GEARS  and 
r.:^  .V  ̂ — ''""  made  under  the  direction  ot  the  inventors ana  ttie  men  responsible  for  every  stag-e  in  their  development. 

Canal  Street  and  West  Shore  Railroad 

Syracuse.,  N.  Y. 

59 

Have  you  any  annoy- 
ingly  noisy  high-speed 
metal  -  to  -  metal  gear 
drives?  New  process 
RAWHIDE  PINIONS 
will  silence  them  in  a 

jiffy  and  permanently. 
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If  You  Want  Good  Gears, 
We  Can  Interest  You 
Bccai we  have  the  experience  mad  <actliti«  to  pro- 

ia  the  thonert  ponbie  lime  and  at  veiy 

Out  modeni  dviisht  plant  b  acknowlrdced  to  be  one 
of  ike  €mm  gear  production  units  in  the  world.  Plenty 

of  liglK  and  the  Uteit  machinen .  tugethrr  with  a  staff 

•i  ml  "tau  torn,"  emure  a  vrr>'  drtinitr  and  r«iential 
fiiiiwiil  of  quality  in  our  gean.  Our  policy  demands 

ikai  flm  dmU  be  maintaitxd — always. 

We  mmn'nn  tfacae  facta  about  our  business,  because 
dMjr  gvaraotce  the  ■lundiWM  of  our  product  and  be- 
cnae  they  oiakc  ih  cnniidcnt  that  mc  can  do  the  same 

for  im  as  wv  have  done  for  others— give  you  efficient, 
practkal  crar  service. 

Cincinnati 
Gears 

Cincinnati  Gear  Company,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 

® 
Meuel  Gears — Meisel  Service 

Tlie  Mojt  Practical 
Tranimission  Combination 

• 
MeUel  PreM  Mfg.  Co. 

•M  Dswimtor  Av*..  Boslea.  Mam. 

GRANT  GEARS 
Our  44  yeirt*  exprrience  in  making  geiri  Is 
your   guirantre  of   talitfactory   (crvicc. 
Larga  (upply  of  itock  gears  alway*  on  hand 
for  immriliate  shipment.  Gears  made  to  order 
—Any  ti'e,  any  material. 

Btlimalfi  ««<f  0*ar  «dvi<t  chterfullf  fumithtd. 

GRANT 

A»k  for  Imt^Mt cataiogu9 

WORKS 

151  PEARL  STREET,  BOSTON.  MASS. 

ppKi^^^mg HILL 
DRIVES 

SPUR 
WORM 
BCVCL  GEARS 

R»¥CUS  MACHINE  CO.  PITOBURGH.  PA. 

"TRY  SIMONDS  GEARS" 
TiMy  ar*  aecuralaly  cut. 

All  kinds  and  all  malcrialt. 

THE   SIMONDS   MANFG.    CO. 
PITTSBURGH, PA. 

ALBRO^LEM 
HINDLEY  GEARING 

WILL  DO  THE  WORK 

WkM  Caaaia  W«r«  C*«rfiia  raUa 
ALMtO-CL£M  ELEVATOR  CO. 

Ml   tttm  Am.,   EMt.   niJ*4«IHbU.   P». 

EARLE  GEARS 
Spur — Bfvel — Spiral —  Worm — Racks 
The  Earle  Gear  &  Machine  Go. 

4707.47IS  Staatoe  Ava.,,  PUia.,  Pa. 
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Only  the  workiiiK  face  of  the 
Fabroil  motor  pinion  at  the  top 
touched  the  companion  E^av. 

The  Fabroil  Gear  Repels 
These  Hammer  Blows 

DEEP  in  the  wet,  rat-infested  workings  of  a  mine, 
or  in  a  dry,  clean  power  plant,  in  hot  oil  baths,  or 

in  icy  atmosphere — -no  matter  what  destructive  ele- 
ments there  may  be,  these  tough,  resilient  gears  are  in 

no  way  affected. 

The  silence  and  smoothness  of  operation  resulting 
from  the  installation  of  these  gears  is  a  revelation.  And 

they  outwear  brass,  iron,  or  any  other  non-metallic  gear. 
More  than  a  million  Fabroil  Gears  are  in  service 

throughout  the  United  States,  varying  in  size  from  one 
inch  in  diameter  to  36  inches.  In  no  case  have  they 
failed  to  prove  all  claims. 

Try  them  and  see  for  yourself. 

Ask  the  G-E  Sales  Office  nearest  you  for 
complete  information 

GeneralWElectric 
General  Office 
Schenectacfy:  NY Company 

Sales  Offices  in 
all  large  cities 

40-S21 
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Awkward 
Corners 
Made 

Accessible 

ky  nv  BcoraHt|^  of  oMid 

TIk  Onor  Rataiy  Vi> 
>ii>M>t  Rmtrr  hat  a  ipr- 

ic  to 

ha««  to 

hr  4aor  by  hMd. 

Dmvi  Kxty  food  rivcti  a 
No 

Grant  Mfg. 
&  Mach.  Co. 

SHUSTER 
Automatic 

Wir«  StraightctuDf  and  Cutting  Machines 
■••rW.*-«    ««>*   *4Ln,t  <^   .JUT   tiw  f^Al  o(    «tr»   14  ImwHmI. 
«<ar  k»  MM*  ■«  kM  t  ■»  ln«  tar  Bltii  vvrtt 

At< 

THE  F  B   SHUSTER  CO..  N*w  Hatmi,  Conn. 
'    '  "I  ■'  >         »    «--  K,imhluAr4   114$ 

Riveting  by 

Multi-Blows 
Our  iii.ti'ltirir  puts  poliolird  hradt  on 

rivets  by  striking  a  multitude  oi  light 
blows— 80  til  1000  per  second.  It  docs 
not  distort  or  upset  the  work  at  any 

point  except  the  he.-tds.  Tremendous 
»pc«id.and  perfect  (inish  are  the  features. 

Ciriuliir  * 
H.  P.  Townsend  Mfg.  Co. 

Hartford,  Cons. 

Any  Material — Any  Type 
MiKteni  rquiprorm  msnned  by 

tkillcti  mrchiiiic*  permit  ua  to  meet 

jrour  mo»l  exactiiiK  rr(|iiitcinrm»  in 

Small  and  Medium 
Size  Gears 

A  Kitido  (rikl  orttrr  wUI  nrov*  that  w« 

put  ilip  Quality  and  th«  "know  now"  la rvriy  MAWATni'TIKTTS  OBAR. 

MftsaBchuB«ltt 

Tool  Co. 

Wakwra 

.WnKRSON   IMPROVED 

BALANCING  WAY 
Mull'   III    varloiu  •>■••   tor  bai- 
..I   (     Piilloy*.     Oin     BrtHhw. 
luriiitir      Koton.      Onauhaft*. 
I'l.li.tiinr  WhMla,  FlrwhavU,  «lc. 

AndaraoB  Bros.  Mff.  Co. 
ISI7    KUhwaukM  Su 

Rockford.   III..  U.  S.   A. 

Raadjr  to  accapl  Order*  for  immadiate  altantion 

Diefendorf  Gear  Corporation 

Syracuse  New  York 

e^i^ 
Hlroofrat  at  ttMjUM WiMT*  (M^ara  ai 

Niles-Bement-Pond   Co. 
Ill    Hro.darar.    N**    York 

COMMECTICUT  GEAR5 
i  P  m  Cms   <^S   or   ««n*   i^ar*    tt    ,r.    r.f    •m*llfr 
W  r  «r  iwr  fcsteal.  ftml,  kr tMctvot  i  i».  ««  tmallcr 

S4S  Ceelw  St^  WATERBURY.  Conn. 

Cut  Gears 
Peerless  Rawhide  Pinions 

The  Horsburgh  &  Scott  Co. 
Cleveland,  Ohio 
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3  PEERLESS] 

-PEERLESS 

Oi  B.cir.  /O  1 

Rapid  and  Accurate 
Pipe  Threading 

Is  the  kind  done  by  B  &  K  Pipe  Threading 
Machines.  They  work  wth  remarkable  rapidity 
and  ease  of  operation.  Every  thread  is  clean  and 
accurate.  Every  machine  is  equipped  with  the 
Peerless  Die  Head.  Made  in  nine  siz.es,  each 
size  having  a  capacity  of  8  to  10  sizes  of  pipe. 

Write  for  complete  catalog 

Bignall  &  Keeler 

  70        Machine  Works 
Ediwardsville,   III. 

Rapid — Economical 
The  Gorton  Engraving 

Machine 

A  favorite  in  radio  plants,   for  en-  | 
graving     and     graduating     bakelite  | 
dials,,  marking  panels,   etc.  | 

Cheaper  engraving  work  without  any  | 
sacrilice    of    quality    is    made    possible  | 
by    the    simplicity    and    speed    of    the  | 
Gorton  machine  method.  | 

The   direct  saving-   in   time,   effort  and  ex-  i 
pense  in  the  production  of  engraving:  or  in  = 
the     flnishing*    of    dies,     small     parts,    etc.,  £ 
makes  Gorton  Machines  indispensable.  g 

Write  U8  today  for  detailed  data  on  your  1 
class  of  work.  § 

I        GEO.  GORTON  MACHINE  COMPANY  | 
I                                              Racine,   Wisconsin  = 
nniiiimiiiniiiimiiiniiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiimmiinmimnnnuiiiniiiiiiMiiiiimiiiniiirriiiiiimiimiiiniiimimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii 

DON'T  waste  time  carrying  cumbersome machinery  to  stationary  drills.  Take  the 
drill  to  the  job!  Little  Giant  Electric  Drills 
are  easily  portable. 

Once  on  the  job,  they  speed-up  drilling, 

reaming,  wood-boring,  screw-setting,  nut-and- 

bolt  tightening  —  wherever  there's  a  current outlet. 

Your  requirements  are  ideally  met  with  ■  variety  of 
sizes,  built  in  A.  C,  D.  C,  and  Universal  Current  types. 
Ask  {or  bulletins. 

Chicago  Pneumatic  Tool  Company 
Chicago  Pneumatic  Building,  6  East  44th  St.,  New  York 

Sales  and  'Service  Branches  all  over  the  World 
vBiRMmoHAM  #Dffntorr 
•  HosroN  Er.  Paso 
»Chic,  oo  Erie 
♦  Cincinnati  FIiankijn 
•clbveland  houston 

♦  Lo9  ANGKLaa 
MlI.WAUKEK ♦  Minneapolis 

♦  Nkw  Okleans •New  Yorh 

•  PHILADBLTHtA 'PmSBUROU 

Richmond 
Salt  LjiKaCrrr *San  Francisco 

LHICAGO    PNElh        _._        

GIAM     Oil  AiiU    GAS    ES'GIVLS 

LITTLE 
Electric 

CIANT  PNEIK.\P 

lOP^   -VACULW    PL' 

GIANT 
Tools 

nnii  iiiiiiinniHiiuiiintii  luimnjiiminiiiliiniiiiiiinimrrinniiininnnni  iiimmnMinnDnmnnnuiminiiimiiiimminniirimi  1 1  r. 

sntiniiJiiiuriiiiiiuiiuitHiiiiiiiiiiiutiiiuiiiuiriiiituiiiiiiiniuNiiiiuiiMiiuiniiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiinniiiiiniiiiiiiMMiii^ 

E       = 

nniiiiiriiiniiiiiMiiiiinMiniinMiiHMiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintuuiiiniiiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiimiimiiiniiinMmnrriirriiiiiiir 

HMiiiriiniiiiiiinniiuMiiiiiHiiiiiriiiiiMuiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiuiniiiiiuunuumuiiiiiuniiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiuiinimft^ 

I  HYDRAULIC  | 
VALVES  AND  FITTINGS  I 
_  B 

I  Watson-Stillraan    valves    are    designed    to    perform    their     | 
I  functions    with    ease    and    safety.       The    materials    are    the    | 
I  best  obtainable,  and  each  valve 

I  or    fitting    is    tested    to    a    safe 

I  overload, 
I  Our  line  embraces  an  almost  endless 

I  number    of    combinations    designed    to 
I  meet     the     varied      requirements     of 

I  hydraulic  systems. 

I  Write  for  Catalogs 

I    /^f'S)\     The  Watson-Stillman  Co. 
I      ̂ ^M^^  *^    Church    Street,    NEW    YORK ~        ̂ ^ — --^  McCormick  Bldff,.  Cbicaeo  •    ̂ r^^ 

37.? 
iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiinimiiiiiiniinnimiiiiiiiiiinniiin 

aiiiiiiii   Ilium   Miiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   I   iuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiii£     ■.'iiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii   imiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiriiimiimiiiiimiiiiiiiinmii! 

«M!H<ili:H>i 
Z   aort'ial  Kngruvine  .Machines  for  Engmviog  Kudio  I'uorls  and  llials    i  | 
^    Consult    U3    and   take   advantage   of   our    IS   years'    Practical    Engraring  and    "S  = X    Uie  Sinkhig  Experience  in  connection  with  the  lalesl  macliines  of  this  kind,    Bn  = 

The  H.  P,  VRrAS  CO.,   I.585  N,  High,  Colninbnii,  Ohio  | 

'....titiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilillMniiiniimilil' 

|iiiiiiitiiiMitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiititi   I   iMiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiii% 

I  In  matters  of  composition  molding,  we  can  | 
I  supply  all  equipment,  besides  the  necessary  | 
I      experience  and  advice.    Ask  us.  I 

I        The  BURROUGHS  COMPANY       I 

All 

Sizes 

All 

Types 
For 

All 
Pressures 

AIR  and  GAS  COMPRESSORS 
VACUUM  PUMPS 

No  finer  compressor  made  than  a  Bury  Uni- 
versal Variable  Volume  three-cylinder,  two- 

8tage|Air  Campr«8sor.  ^Why  not  investigate? 

Sent/ for  Bulletin 

Bury  Compressor  Company 
1746  Cascade  St.,  Erie,  Pa. 

Pyramid 

Box  Plate 

Valves 

"Durable  as 

the  Pyramids, 

Silent  a« 

the  Sphinx" 

aiiiliiitliilllilmiiiilllilllliltlllllllllutlliltillliiliiiiililiiilllliitiitiililillitilllMllllliiiiitiiiitiilllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllillllllliillllllllR 

H'tllltlllllllllltlitlllltlllllllllllllllltlllllllliltlllillllltllillliniiniiiiiiiiilillllllllllllliniiiltllltillllilllllillllllllllllllllllltltllllBHMlllt*^ 

liyiiiiiiiimili 
  •'  rXik  for  ̂   -  - 

Compressor  Booklet 
Ao.  I2i0 

liuUders  of  ffj/drauUc  Machinerj/ 
for  all  purpOfit^s Newark,  N.  J.,  U.  S.  A.      I 

''•'Miijiit(inimiiir:riu.MiiiuiiriiiiiinTrriiiiiiiiiirintiiiifnnniiiiirrMtititiiiMiiiiiiniriutMiTriiiniiiniMiiriiiiMiiiiitHiiiiiiiMiiiir 

s  u  LciV'^N AIR      COMPRESSORS 
^itirMiiinniininiiiiiriiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiitiinniiiMiiMHiMiniiiiTTtiii'ni 

ittfmnmniimnriiTTiiinMtimiPimHitiimmHnrimniii
n 
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Pkil^eipkm. 

'^  Labor-Saving 
^Mcrijtf.      Machine  Tools 

Sellers  Pluiart 

karv  4r«7  hoi  giHer  croMrail  tMtndinK  back  bcfwfcn  upri^btt  and  bolted  to  in- 
M^  (arrt  a\  uprisbu  a*  well  at  to  ouuiilr  Hang«i,  tbu«  oflrriOK  uiiutiiil  miiiince 
IB  (uttinc  tiriin.  particularly  wrhcn  rrn<>rail  it  at  (up  of  upriKbl*.  Box  ihir  with 

M>lltl  bt><i<ini  plair,  Jrivrii  l<v  our  wcll-kniiwn  tpiril  pinion  on  iliagonal  •haft  run- 
ning in  chI  (ibr  only  m\f\n%  Inddr  l>cd),  (lying  nmnoihnm  of  motion  iinobtain- 

•bi«  by  any  otbrr  mcihixl  and  Mrmiiting  bracing  of  b«d  hftwecn  uprighti  miihout 
CxIMirfing  b«(l  briuw  rtoor  Irvrl.     Wayt  oilrd  by  :>nwrcr  pump. 

TOOL  GRINDERS— SHAFTINi;— DRILL   GRINDERS 

Spline  Milling  Machine 
Fof  iplinn  wirh  ckMcd  end*,  kcywayt, 

thfotiKh  •la(«,  tnrruUr,  apiral  and  irrrf 

■Ur  KrouvoL 

A  ouchinr  harifif  mrajr  nor  and  valu- 
able  leaturc*  dcacnWd  in  the  drruUr. 

The  Taylor  &  Fenn  Company 
Hartford.  GoMk,  I'.  S.  A. 

Put  Your  Plant 

In  Top  Gear 
Tou  «IU  Bnd  tbU  OlMt 
tirttrmtn  (uilr  In  time  wllli 
tba  call  for  autMrimMlucUun. 

It  )•  a  m«rhlna  that  for 
many  yi'iir*  linii  «touil  nut  wl 
ail    '  't    vrry    ati«f«ly 
oin  lit]   with   atm- 
lili'  >  >  tip    aiid    tm- daUMi  ( iim  iiiir  ixM  kajfaaat, 
atralaht  or  taparad. 

S»n4   a  pwtai   far    II)*   Imtt 

Mitts  &  Merrill 

Saginaw,  Mick. 

Waiting  for  the  Gong— '  BmIb*  Rapair  Danartmaot 
a  who  ara  familiar  with  tvary 

»  ma  typa  of  mdiM  braak-   I  typa  L.         _-  — . 
doWB.    Thna  bmo  toaka  up  tba 

UNDERWOOD 
Wrecking    Crew 
Mambara  of  tba  araw  ara  on  tba  iob 
M  ail  boura  awaitlac  tba  call  to 
ilutir  aliiah  duljr  UTolvaa  Uw 
tnMMp.  lapairiMor  oirarfaaiallng 

H.  B.  Underwood  Corp. 
Establishfi  1870  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

Saving  Money 
f» 

-STANDARD 
■mU*«*  faa-aa  iW  l»«ka 

TW  %m.  t  «tv4a>4   tA4Ui 

mU  Im  mmm  A^  anafrai 
»lrc       Tfc»y     arc 

(fair,     (fw^r     Pff 
iWyriai  kri^ 

Aa*  IW  Ml  4>Mnf. 

Ejngmm*rmt  WoHts 
fairtoaJbat.  IL  L 

Bolt  and  Cold  Punched  Nut  Machinery 

a  complete  and 
up-lo-datm    lin« 

Wf    ar*.   Ifirti'   mnrnifti.-tijr.ra 

of  all  kiM'U  r,r  I..    '  '• 
and     )i»>.      .I.v. mfi'  hi'.'       f.  r    I,  , 

'•    M  .ikr  llroarhlliK  ail4 

Jtaraanllnc    Marhlnn. 

PawlucketMfR.Co. 
.113    Darlon   .SI., 

Pawlucba:,  R.  I. 
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■^>      -o,.  LING  MAC  MIM  ^■-'  ̂  

Note  this  Wide  Range  Machine 
TlU'  Rurkfon)  llorlKuntuI  Boring.  Drillinc  and  TuppliiK 
Machine  is  (M(>m<jni<'al.  b^'cause  it  has  a  oriHing-  capac  ly 
up  to  ;;  in.  and  boring  capacity  up  to  M  in.;  nini*  spewls 
and  eiirht  fccdf*  while  the  area  of  spindle  adJUHtment  is 
18  inches  liiKh  x  '.Hi  inches  wide.  What  docs  thl«  mean 
but   unusual   adaptability? 

Write  for  full  deiaih 

Rockford  Drilling  Machine  Co. 
Rockford.  III. 

gmiiiiiiMiiimiiiiiiiiiniti   iiiiiiiiiminiiiitiiiii   iiiitmiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiTiiiiiirniniiiuMiiiiiitiiii»itiiitiiiiuiiiuimiiiiiiiiitiiir     uMimntiMiiMiirmimiiMnriiiMirMitMnitiiiMiiMiirMmiinriiUMiirMiimiiirimMiiiiiimiMiriiiniiiHMiimiiiiiimutimMiiiimMmm^ 

IKNIGHT j  Milling  and   Drilling  Machines 

Spacers  for  Milling  Machines 
Arbors,  etc. 

For  arbors  of  the   folIowitiK  diameters,   '/i,  4i" 
94,  Vs,  1,  m.  154,  m.  I'A,  m,  m  m.  2,254, 
ZYz  and   3J4   inches. 
.003,  .005,  .015  and  .025  inch  thicknesses  in  stock. 
.0015    to    3.000    inch   thicknesses    made   to  order. 

Prices   and   Samples    on  Request. 

Detroit  Stamping  Company 
3445-3459  West  Fort  Street,  Detroit,  Mich 

VERSATILITY:  The  table  of  this 
machine  can  be  nwung  to  either  side  of 
horizontal,  rigidly  clamped  and  work 
can  be  milled,  drilled,  reamed,  and 

bored. You  can  readily  see  what  a  great 
variety  of  work  the  Knight  will  cover, 
with  a  feature  like  thia. 

Let  U8  tell  you  what  othen  are  doing 
on  the  Knight. 

Frequently 

an  Entire 
Job  can  b« 

completed 
at  the 

Original Setting. 

W.    B.    KNIGHT 
MACHINERY  CO. 

3920  West  Pine  Boulevard, 

St.  Louts,  Missouri 

•iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiimiiiiiiiiiriiiiii   iiiiiijiiiiiiiijjiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiii     i^jiuiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiirMitMiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiiiiiminnmiiiiniiiiH 

Athol  Drill  Press  and  Milling  Machine  Vise 
This  ATHOL-STARRETT  Vise  will  take  the  place 

of  an  expensive  jig  or  fi.vture  on  a  big  majority  of  your 

drilling  and  milling  jobs.  It  possesses  a  range  of  4 

inches.  By  attaching  special  jaws  it  is  readily  con- 
vertible into  a  reliable  holding  device  for  all  manner 

of  work. 

T/ie  Alhol  (Catalog  No.  35,  details  our  entire  line. 

Athol  Machine  &  Foundry  Co. 
Athol,  Mass.,  U.  S.  A. 
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Furker   Hardened   Drive  Screws 

t  
  Hammer 

 Them  
Home! T*  tamm  aaat  sliiN,  Me.  ••  uy  HMtal 

Imt  ilrill  •  Mt  ami  4rir«  Ik*  •»•«* 

hmm   whk   a  Immmm.  
   

No  tmp^imt  
 
it 

■Mananr.
     

TVrjr  Mra  wkra  <liiv«a  aiMl 

Am  •r4ft  far  l.SMylM
  
Wlaw«<

  
a  try- 

•«  <<M  (MHaiag
  
■■■•  fUiai  to  Aum 

Kirflmr 
 
Capfc 

<«W  /ar  tmmpUi 
 
l»d*f. 

Tifrt'
t  

m  l<a#  /cr  y*ar  mtrdi. 

PARKFR  SUPPLY  CX)^  Inc. 
Da«t.  A.  U.  NEW  YORK 

COOK'S  WOOD-SCREW  MACHINES 
Irea  aad  BraM  Wood-Screw* 

EASY  TO  OTERATE        RAPID  OITTPUT       ALL  SIZES 
■■•m  MalaaMaaa*  taiili>i<  (w  itaM^  II 

rhJAtMO  Mi 

TIm  Am  S.  Cook  Co^  Hartford.  Conn..  U.  S.  A 

I'*   Ya«r   Ia9«tri«<  far 

BOLT,  NUT,  FOROING  and 
WIRE  NAIL        1^? — TT— -ra 
MAaiiNERY    IteafesrO 

"OHIO"SHAPERS e Am  CaaaM*  •!  Mwllai  Kior  Bj^aliiiwn 

Tb«  Ohio  Machine  Tool  Co. 
Olllo 

SHAPERS- CRANK   PLANERS 
Traverse  Head  Shapert 

All  Stttt 
Maavfactara^  by 

Th*  Cincinnati  Shapw  Company CtaM««M(i.Ofilak 

Fmfi 
V. 

mnJ  kig  output 

coneTutiomatTcs 

2&i 
  ■»«»    tor    Mrflrafv. PtA^IEfAmrTMHtAO 
lO  MACMINC   CO, 
'a.  rMi«ri,hu.  r. 

'•P">*'*«'<i 

Cochrane-Bly 
Filing  Machines 

Floor  and  Bench 
Belt  and  Motor  Drive 

Send  for  Circulars, 

Cochrane-Bly  Co. 
Roche«t«r,  N.  Y. 

KELLY    SHAPERS 
ll.TK  tbc  mlvanlw*  o(  bfln*  tha  •nl*  mxhliin  tool  pradurl  of 
ui  orraoUaUuD  ol  apaBlmltdt.  Thaqr  punm  oomct  Italian. 
UBiuaal  ■TFuraqr  aad  ai*  May  to  oaaral*.  Wa  maka  14  In, 
JHnito  OwkrnL  IS  la^  M  In  .  34M  In.  aad  SS  la.  Baek  «aar«d 

~        r».     WSt»  tor  a  CUatot. 

THE  R.  A.  KELLY  COMPANY^Tfjr,'^"^^^: 
r.  O.  BOX  4M  XKMA.  OHIO.  V.  ft.  A. 

iiMiitiiiMiiMiuiiuiuiminni 

SHAPERS 
simply  designed 
but  accurate  and 

efficient 

l^-ln.  Is  H'S-\n.  .irakr   (InrluiUtr) 

THE  SMITH  a  MILLS  COMPANY 
Claciaiiatl.  Okie.  U.  S.  A. 

One  Set-Up,  Then 
Uninterrupted  Operation 

BORING  A  DRILLING  Machinaa 

Civa  Maxtmilm  Preduellon — Accuracy 

PAWLING  a  HARNISCHFEGER  CO. 
Milwaukee,    Wia. 

iiiitiiHiiiiinimii 

THE  AUTOMATIC  MACHINE  COMPANY 
Bridgeport,  Conn. 

hlml<tT,  a/ 

Autamatic  Thraadlnf  Lathaa 
Aulamallc   Hob  Thr.ad   Mlllarc 

Caullar  MmIiIpU  Splnilla  ProAUra 
Caidtar  Shaaloa  Planara         Special  Macbina  Toola 

MOIITON  STAnONAaV  KBVaCATCR 
nua  lya.  tl  tuj  lurwwa  o<  raaaind 

dwik.  Na  rartkaf 
■wawwii  maind 

la  Ml  •lallac  k>r- •Mn  la  Mkar  bakt. 
CalMr  rwii  va  ta 
Ik*  mrk.  MartUaa MM  ••  aatllr  m 

iMJla  )«b«  a«  aa  laun. 

   _        _  ttk   Im   »MtH» 
-4  aaj*  «t  la 

 m|  "•■  "  >■ 

II  It  aaalmad  frilk 
taUMI*  tmi,  iikMi 
U  la  aailaaaflkil  H 
tiMw  aw  MlUr  aa 
ika     aial     m^a. 

CINCINNATI 
S-Spindla 

AUTOMATIC 

Ik  i»»4al  Owa  Kaadid.     Uniform 
laad.     For  labMaa  aa  wall  aa  lusa 

fCrtaaiit  AataaMMIa  Maililaa  Ce. 
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I      WORM  DRIVES  Operate  Better  with  AUBURN  THRUSTS      I 

Fl».  1. 

Worm  Drivps  when  equipped  with  AUBURN  BALL  BEARINGS 
are  free  from  overheated  bearings,  lost  motion,  and  consume 
Jeea    oil,    besides    lasting    longer,    due    to    maintained    alignment. 

Fig.  4, 

Send  details  of  your  problem  and  obtain  the  benefit  of  otir  26 
years*  experience.    Catalogue  on  request. Steel  Brass  and  Bronze  Balls ISrabtl 

I  AUBURN    BALL    BEARING    CO.,      25  EUzabeth  St,  Rochester.  N.  Y.      
SiuiiiiiiiiiuMmiiiiiiniuiiiii»iiiiiii»iiuiuiiMiniiiuminiimniiniinimiiinMiiii»iiMii»iiLiiin»iiMuriiuiM]iriiiiiui»irMiniiiin»niiuinu»iuiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMn»iuuiiiMiii^ 

SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiriiuiiJiiimriiiniirmiiiiiiriiiiiiii   miiiiiiiJiiiuiiiiiuiiuiiiiimiiiiiiijiuijiuiiuniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiuimiiini^     aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiriiiniiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiuuiiiuiuiuiUHa 

All  Grades — Any  Size — ^Any  Metal        j  | 
i  Wliat  are  your  requirements  in  Steel  Bearing  Balls?    We  can  |  | 
=  meet   them  in   any  size  or  grade.    Deliveries  made  promptly  =  = 
S  Iiom  our  largre  slock  or  il  you  desire  something  special  lor  =  = 
E  a  specific  purpose  we  can  make  them  from  any  metal  you  §  E 
5  wish.  i  = 
i  Write  for  catalog  and  price  list  IO4-B  s  = 

I  The  Abbott  Ball  Company  I  I 
i  P.  O.  1233,  Hartford,  Conn.  I  I 

^iiiiiiitiiniiiitinriniinnimnmiiiriiniiniriiiniinMnrMiuiiirMiirriinttiniMiitiiiiMirrriiiiriirMniinimMttniiiiiiiiinrurriiiiiiniiHr  i 

uiiiiitiiiitiiiiniiniiifiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiiiinriiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiirMniiiiiriiirriiiiiiiiririiiiiiiiriiiiiuriiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiriHtiiiiiiiiin  H 

THE 4$/^    .  -      _  ..    .  t  ._  f  ** 

ANNULAR    BALL    BEARING 

FAFNm 
TjummBmifds 
mmffjusmm 

THE  mm  BEARING  COMRlNy 
CONRAD    PATENT  LrCENSEE 

NEW  BRIIAIN,  CONN. 
NEW  YORK     CHICAGO    CLEVELAND  DETROIT 

No  Gravity  Roll 
Conveyor 

can  deliver  the  right  kind  of  service  without 
modern  bearing  equipment.  The  question 
of  cost  can  be  solved  by  the  use  of  Schatz 

"Commercial"  Annular  Ball  Bearings. 

Inexpensive.  For  moderate  radial  and  radial 
thrust  loads  at  3,000  r.p.m.  or  less. 

Catalogue,  ditcount  theet,  sampleM 

The 

Schatz  Manufacturing  Co. 
Pougkkeepsie,  N.  Y. 

€^ 

■'   iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMiii   iiiiiirMiiiiinmiiriiiiiiii   muiiiiiiii   miiuiiiiiiiiii   i   iimiimii   iiiii   ijiiiii: 

!"""!'   "Kill   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   lilniijiiijiiiiiiiriiiiririlliimrliiiiiimiiiiiiiiiillimimiiiuiiuiiriiiijiiiiiiiiijii   rii'iv 

aiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii><"niiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiinriniinninnminniiiiimniiuini0 

^iiiiHiiiniiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiii)iiiitiiiiniiiuiiniiiniiitiiiitiiniiiiiinniiitiiniiiittiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHiniMi[in[iiiiMnriiiniiii£ 

I     ii 

AETNA 
11 BALL 

Guaranteed    to    be     i      =f 

BEARINGS  xt5"  fSr'""""  ' 
Radial — Angular    Contact- 

lORM 
PRECISION 
B  E/1  Rl  N  CS 

^or  Speed,  Silence  ana  Service 

ma- 

chintry       of       ail  = 
descriptions.      Put  = 

-Thrust  Vour  bearing  prob-  = lem  up  to  U8.  1 

I    AETNA  BALL  BEARING  MFG.  CO.  I 
I               213-231   Institute  Place,  Chicago,  III.  = 
^iiiuiiiiriiniiiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiHiiiiiiitiiuiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiirMiirinMiirriiiirMiiiir     ^MiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiniiniiniiiiMiiiiriiiiiiinMiiiiinniiriiiiiiiuiMUiinniiiiHiiiiiiuiiiiiiiumiiiiiiuiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimi: 

THE    NOR/VN/?    CO/V\P/qNy    OF   fl/AERICfl 
  /IWiSBLE    /TVC,   LONG    rSL^NP    CITy,    NEWyOWK.  H.y.   

The  Bearings  Company  of  America — manufacturers  of  Thrust  Ball  Bearings,  Angular 
Contact  Radial  Bearings,  Angular  Contact  Thrust  Bearings — Bearings  made  to  your 

B/P's  and  requirements — Your  present  Bearing  sizes  duplicated. 

The  Bearings  Company  of  America,  Lancaster,  Penna. 
Detroit,  Mich..  Office,  1012  Ford  Building 
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c 

TRANSMISSION  MACHINERY 

THE  Caldwell  line  is  complete. 

Bearings  heavy,  properly  de- 
•acned.  and  well  finished.  Pulleys  of 
ample  weight  and  accurately  turned. 

In  fact,  the  entire  line  measures  up  to 

the  high  Caldwell  standard. 

Let  us  figure  on  your   requirements. 

H.  W.  CALDWELL  fli  SON  CO.   u-n-a^  c...  o-mt 

r^'i     TsMk  M*  Umb  «u»i     <•>!.—«■  Wik  StraM  tad  WaMM*  A«mm 

Elasily  and  Quickly  Applied 
With  Just 

BRISTOL'S 
Patent  Sttrl  Brit  Lacing  alto  tuni*  up  in 
mrtkt  tonffrr  than  other  kind*.  Thi*  i*  the 

vonmmtm  of  opinion  in  the  hundre<k  of  (hop* 

wlHTr  BriMol'*  Lactnf  n  tutd.  Shall  wcaeod 
nw  BmUomi  B-7I3> 

TIm  Bristol  Company 
Watcrburx,  Cona. 

HMrV«* Ortrali PMUfcarfh 

THE  JOHNSON  FRICTION  CLUTCH 

ANOTHER 
in 

OUT  OF-THE-ORDINARY 
DRIVE 

2'4  inches  is  a 
mighty  tight  place 
to  work  a  double 
clutch  in.  Usually 

pulleys  on  a  No.  10 standard  double 
-1  clutch  are  8'/S  inches 
j  between  faces.  A 

good  husky  tapping 
drive  on  Bilker  Bros. 
Drill  Press.  Only 

a     lobnson     Clutch 
could  do  it. 

Why  worry  about 
your  friction  control 
problems  when  our 
clutch  engineers  can 

solve  them  for  you .-' Writ*  for 
Blu*  Catalog 

and 
Information    Blank 

Daublo  CluU'b Willi  IMIlPjn  and  Hub* 

THE  CARLYLE  JOHNSON  MACHINE  CO.  ma.c.ckih.oh 
MliiiiiilllllKliiiiiiiililllllilKllilllllllllllUUN* 

llllllilllllllItMHIimiMIIIIIIUIIIIIIIKIIIUIHI 

No 

Sharp  Corners 
riir  Urar  It  l>Hor  rnlrsnal  Joint  !•  nKvhnnlrallj  iHTfect  In  load 
IraixailMlan.  mriion  am]  wrar  arr  mlnlmlx  <l  bjr  p|lmlnatin(  arrpwa 
and    Mnall    part*    and    by    roundlni   ruiitaot    nUra.      Circular    upon 

fMJUWt. 

The  Gray  &  Prior  Machine  Co. 
lie  Gray 
«•  aiiaiii M..  HartftDf4.  l^Mm..  D.  «.  A. 

iminiiiiiiiiiitiiNiM 

"S^i^'ytti 

iVLLS' 

HMMHMMMMMMMMMNMMNMMMIiiimMlHrlriiiiMiiiiKiiitlfUH 

STROM  Chrome  Sleel  Ball*  li.ivr  r»tali- 
liihcii  the  hiitheKt  (tandard  for  uniform- 
i'v  accuracy,  finiih  and  rcalitance  to 
V.'  r.  TTiry  receive  preference  where 

(jualay  ii  a  paramount  factor. 
Writs  for  tampUi  ani  prioM, 

STROM  STEEL  BALL  CO. 
Oak   I'ARK   ((>iU*(o  buburb),   ILU 

BALDWIN 
K0t4Xa  CHAINS  BLOCK  CHAINS 

SraCIAl.  DRIVe  CHAINS 
MALLCASLf:  OETACMABI.K  CHAINS 

CAST  SPaOCKETS  MACHINE  MNI»HED  SPROCKETS 
li'tSTLUND  FRICTION  CLUTCH  and 

CUT-OfT  COUPLING 

Stni  lor  Catalog  mnj  Sptclal  ButUlInt 

Tba   Baldwin  Chain   tc   Mfg.   Co..   Worcetler,   Matt. 
■MMMMBMMHMMaiiaaaaaHMNMnHWMMWMMaaaMMHMNMMMaMMNiiifHHHiiiMMtiMiiiiiiiriHnHhimimimtHl 
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JiintiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiMniiiiiiiuiniinrtiiniiiiiuiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuhiniiiHiiiiniiiiniiiiiiimiimn^      ^■■"niifiiiuiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniHnMiiiiuiiHiiiiuniHiMiiriiiiuiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuinniiinMuuiiiiiimiimiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiHW 

Figure  Your  Friction 
I  Clutch  Installations  with 

These  Books 
I  Sent  Free  Upon  Request..    Ask  for  Catalog  "B." 

Worm  Gear  | 
'•'  ̂ poods .Jdnes 

^  Enclosed 

Drives 

Contains    ComDlete    Infonnatton    regarding    rrlctloo 
Clutches   for  all   K'nds  of  Work. 

Weights,  Bores,  Dimensions,  Speeds.  Ilorseoower,  etc. 

We   make    Standard   Clutches   for   low    speeds    and    High   SpGgA 
Clutches  for  high  speeds  and  great  horsepower. 
If  you  have  any  use  at   all   foi    Friction  Clutches,   you  cannot 
afiord  tc  be  without  our  Cptalog. 

"M.  &  W."  Friction  Clutches  Eliminate  Transmission  Troubles 
Made  only  by 

i  The  Moore  &  White  Co.  I  I 
i  2701-2731  North  15th  Street  I  I 
I  PHILADELPHIA,  PA.,  U.  S.  A.  |  I 
I    Sold  by  leadins  dealers  in  Mines,  Mills  f.nd  Factory  Suppliet    |  i 

?iininiiniiriiiiiiirrnitiiiiiuiiiii]iiiitiiiniiiirniitiMiriii)iiiiiiiiniiiiutiiiiiiiiitttii!iriiiMniiiiitiiiriiiintuitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiin  aiiiiniiiiriiiirMiiriiiiiiitrMiriiiirMitiiiiriirtiiiruiiiiiiiriiiiriMtrriiniinriiittiiiiiintiiiriiiiiiiiittnniiiriiniiirrriiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiriimi 

Furnished    in   various   ratios  with   or   without  motor 
and  cast  iron  base.  I 

W.  A.  Jones  Foiuidry  &  Machine  Company  | 
Main  Office  and  Works:  i 

4404  West  Roosevelt  Road,  CHICAGO  | 

Branch  Sales  and  Engineering-  Oflices:  g 
NEW  YORK.  N.  Y.  MILWAUKEE.  WIS.  PITTSBURGH.  PA.  1 

26  Murray  St.  Ist  Wis.  Nat'l  Bank  Bldg.  Union  Arcade  5 
BUFFALO.  N,  Y.  ST.  PAUL.  MINN.  I 

184  Main  St.  2482  University  Ave.  | 

Cast-iron  Pulleys — Friction  Clutches  | 
Shaft  Hangers— Boxes-^-Couplings  | 

Cut  Gears— Cast  Gears~— Sprocket  Wheels  = 
Rope  Sheaves— Flywheels  S Enclosed  Worm  Gear  Drives  i 
Spur  Gear  Speed  Reducers  i 

uiuiiiriiiiMiiiniHinMiitinininiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitMiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiL 

Peerless 
^iiiiiiiriiinriimimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiniiuiiuuiiiiiiuuuiuiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiniijiiiriiuiiiac 

FOiEDTRIBIjOC 

Hoists 
I  save  valuable  time.     The  men 
I  operating    your    machines    are 
I  producers.    Why  let  them  waste 
I  their  time  struggling  with   in- 
I  adequate  lifting  methods. 

I  By    installing    Peerless    Hoists 
I  such  jobs  can  be  handled  quickly 
I  and  safely.    Simple  in  construc- 
I  tion;  built  to  last  a  life-time. 

i  Peerless  Hoists  will  effect  a  big 
I  saving  in  your  plant.      A   postal 
I  will  bring  detailed  information. 

I  Edwin  Harrington,  | 
I  Son  &.  Co.,  Inc.  I 

I  Philadelphia,  Pa.  | 
aiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiriiiniiiniiiiiiiniiiininiiiiiiiniiimiiriiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiuriniiniri   rirniiiiiiimiimiii^ 

For  Accurate  Placing 
THE  Tribloc  lowers  its  load  gently  and  | accurately  into  place.    To  understand  I 
why,one  has  only  to  examine  theplanetary  I 
gear  system.  Such  a  well  balanced  drive  in-  | 
sures    absolute   smoothness  of  operation.  f 
A    Iribloc  will  never  jump,  jam,  or  jerk  i 
under  its  proper  load.  f 

_                                                IFriie  for  information  on  any  | 
I                                                   type  or  capacity  to  40  Tons.      2217-D  I 

I     FORD     CHAIN     BLOCK    CO.  I 
I          8ND  a   DIAMOND  STREETS                                       PHII_ADEUPHIA.  PA.  I 

I                       ̂ ^                                OvtR  SCAS  RfPflCSCNTATIVC                                ^  I 

I        <-3;u^oi>*'-UEO  MACHINERY  COMPANY  Of  AMERICA..;-lM37m3f>  I 
S             ̂  »-           y^                »l  C»AM»CR5  5T   mw  TOWK.  U  V A.                ̂   «.l«)VJy.<-  g 

I          PARI*          BRUBSEUS          TURIN          BARCELOMJl           RIO  0«  ./AMCIRO  E ^<""""   iiiitiitiiiiriiiiiitii   iitiiiiMiiirin   iiiiimiiunmiiiiiiiuiimiiiiiifBiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiHiuiiiiiimiiiJiiiiriiiniiiiilinif 



m  0Hyte»— AMERICAN 

More  Power — Less  Waste 

M  ACH  1  NIST— ^Mtton Vol.  57,  Na  20 

\Vhjr   "Amencan '    Pullc)-*  de- 
liver the  pemMx  nusimum  ot 

power  '»  coaly  expUkwd. 
Write  for  Htr  tletails  which  will 
be    IvmUwd    gl*d\y    without 

to  fOU. 
Pulley  Co. 

•    W    Si— I    SpUt 

AH 
'^PULLEYS 

Mo  Swatck 
N«  Slip 

CmUooo 

Tj^r« 
No  Fr«T«J 

Eaget 
NoSplico 

w. Belt 
for  all 

diftciill  drivM 

Arthur  S.  Brown  Mfg.  Co.,  Tilton,  N.  H. 

Yovll  %roo4ler  how  you 
mnm  got  oloof  without  one 

■»tjr    •    alMrt 
to  anav  *ak 

Ikat  It 

rr«M  «v  mm  lnMit  larfa/ 

P«Wi4ry 

A  MmUm  C*. 

j:il:-vu* 
N.  C.  (V* 

MORSE  CHAIN  DRIVES 
rOWtJl  SAVKJI  FOfl  POWER  USEItS 

Mmi»  Clkaim  C«^  llJiaca,  N.  Y. 

I    S#w  T«fk.  «.  LMlm  ntMbarfk 

CLARK 
Flesible  Coupltag • 

IM 

—  •••    tm»m*    iMal    w 
Mta.  PW  |I«B  to  |P«W 

A»«,  <fii>«ii'.  N.  r. 

LEATHER  BELTING 

NANDBOOK^-^ 
IMMUlMd  In    II   ••rtloii,   KBltlni  lh« 
cuavUtlit  JUu  of  t«  rfn'  •nwiMM la  llw  imUmUm  •(  Mliii  drliw. 
B    fM    «•    MUat.    tait    aiw    II- 

Tann«r« 

B«l<  M>nu(>c(ur«r* 
m  cuff  St..  Ntw  York 

•a4  l><«(ri»«ror(  iM  an  Itadlitg  CMti. 

Stops  And  Starts  At  Any  Speed 
Ftom  1  l«  S,  you 

ewi  oblaiu  iiut  tlw 

■pod  Um  maoliim 
raquirat  wHh  tlw Ev*ni   VarUbU 

8|>ord   Ct  uot«r- •*inft.    All  you  do 

o      rbancr      Um 

«pvad  u  pull  tli« cord      uhtU     th« 
MorJUlM  i«  rKNfitiHr  il  yuu 
wW).    TU*  dmicw  fai  gutr- 
wiUad  to  civ*  Hrviaa  rar 
ywn     It  uto  m  •  elutah w  wrU  u  ft  nmd  «hftin<m 

device. 
7/  voH  ««m<  d<Mt(, 
imb  /or  rolu/of  3S. 

Evans  Friction  Cone  Co.  "•%S'^ A  W>id»  A  Co .  i«  Bhipfcwdw  W»lk.  City  R««d.  LcadoB.  E.  r  .  EmUnd. 

BUNTING  BUSHINGS 

Th*  Buntini  Br*M  A  Rr. 
Toledo,  Ohio t   -ro 

'KITnltii^^' 

iiinn   ruiKMini'iitlttllllttllHIttl 

and  Electric HoisU 
Oiir    mttlnva    will >.I,<,\K   ti'  w  (IrtNtfflia, 

NORTHERN 
KNCINEtRINO WORKS 

220  Chm*  St. 
Drtrolt 

riillltltlllHIMIIIIIIIIIIIMHM 

CULLMAN 
Sprockets   and   Chains 
la  tlAcU   •nd   lo  order.      3«nd  for  CatvtofU*. 

CULLMAN  WHEEL  COMPANY 
IS4S  AltgoM  St..  CHICAGO,  ILU 

.  .A^    WU     »  -A-/ 

Crones  Trolley* 
l',.'.'l.,>.  N«.  y<«V.  ChUaao.  IllUiwifb 

ore  t\i^.  Cp.  CleveUnd. 
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No  Mislaid  or 

Lost  Tops  When 
Bennett  Handy  Top  Oil  Cups 

^^9P 
A  Trial  Proves  Its  Value 

I 
are  used.     The  attached  top  cannot  be  mislaid  = 

or  lost,   and   when  in  place   is   positively   dust-  | 
proof.     Made  for  thread  or  drive  fit  in  styles  | 

and  sizes  to  suit  your  needs.    Catalog  M  shows  | 
our  full  line — send  for  copy.  | 

BAY  STATE  STAMPING  CO.  | 
380  Chandler  Street,  Worcester,  Mass.  | 

^iin   iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   imiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiii 

A  postal  will  bring  a  trial  quantity  of  this 
universal  cutting  oil.  Write  today  if  you 
are  interested  in  saving. 

The  White  &  Bagley  Co. 
Worcester.  Mais< 

i;.8.A. 

ijiiiittiiiiiiniriiiniiiuiiimiiimmiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I      Stylo  D. 

itlmiiiiiiiiilliiilillltliimiiiiiiiiliillllliiitiiiiiiillllllllllt! 

jirilimlllllllltliilliniiirtiiiiMiiiNililllliiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiliiiiiiniiiitniiiniiiiiiiitllliiiiiniitiiiiiillilliiiniiiiiiiiilllililltllliriliiiiinS 

uiiiiiiiiiiimfiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiJiriiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiUli; 

Just  touch  the  Cap 
With  the  Can  Snout 

There  is  no  "tinkcririB"  with  Tucker  Oil Hole  Covers.  They  arc  made  to  open  with 
a  touch  of  the  caii  snout  and  to  close  im- 

mediately alter  it  is  withdrawn.  Fit  them 
everywhere. 

Style  G. 

Style  B.         Style  C. 

Opened      | 

Style  G. 

I  W.  A.  &  C.  F.  TUCKER,  Hartford,  Conn.,  U.  S.  A.  | 
=  FOREIGN  AGENTS:  Fenwick  Freres  &  Co.,  Paris.  France.  = 
S  Alfred  Herbert.  Ltd..  Yokohama.  Japan.  = 

P<iniiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiriiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiitiiiuiimMiiiniiiiiiriiiiiiiiiMiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniinriiiiiiiiiiiiiiriittiiitMiiiiiitiiiin   h^ 

Style  "O"    '^Bli^iilfl^  Style  "G' 
THE  HINGE 

GITS 
OIL  CUPS 

Give  perfect  satisfaction  where 
other.=!  fail.  State  style  and  size 
In  which  you  are  interested,  and 
we  will  send  free  samples  and catalog. 

Gits  Bros.  Mfg.  Co. 
1940  S.  Kilbourne  Ave.,  Chicago Style  -H'         I 

?iinillllliniinmiinnittiiilrtrtiiiiiiiiriiiriiliiiiiiliiiitiiiiiiiiriiiiiiluiiiiiiiuM)liliitiiiillilitiiiiiiiiiriiniiiiiiiiiiiii<iiriniiiiiiiiiiiiitiu£ 

•jimiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiuiiiiimiiimiiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiii   iimmiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui   imiiitiiiinrii|     jiiiiiiniiiiri   iir   iiiiiiMiiniiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiri   iiiiiiiiii   niiiiiimiiiiirninne 

I  More  Parts  i  i 
I  per  Hour 
=  You  not  only  get  a 
1  larger  hourly  pro- 
=  duction  by  swag- 
i  ing  the  "Dayton 
i  Way,"  but  you  get 5  a  better  product. 
=  The  Dayton  deliv- 

ers  from   3000   to 
6000    blows    per 
minute  and  leaves 
the  product  tough 
and  elastic. 
The    details    will 
convince  you  that 
the  "Dayton  Way" is  the  only  way. 

The  Torrington  Co.,  S6  Field  St.,  Torrington,  Conn.       | 
Coventry    Swaging    Co..    Ltd.,    White    Friars    Lane.    Coventry,    England,    Agents      i 
for    Great  Britain;    Fenwiclt   Freres    &    Co..    8    Kue    de    Rocroy,    Paris,    Franco,      = 
Italy,   Belgium.   Spain,  Portugal   and   Switzerland.  i 

Rniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiitiiit>iiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiii>iiiii>iiiiiiiii""""i>iiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiimiiirimii>ii   iiii^ 

=illiilllllllt>i>tiii)uiiiiiitiiiillllliiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniitMilltintiMitiniiiiiiiniriiniiiniiiiiiiitttiiinintlinilitliiiiiiiuiiinMitiiiiitiiitr-.; 

ForDifect-OoTincdcd 

liffliCllli^    qiachinenj  5haft5 
|FL£X  IBLE.      <IOUF'l-IN<5ST 

Smith  &  Serrell,  43  Central  Ave.,  Newark,  NTJ? 

FW.^I^yRE^     For  line  ̂ haftiiyj    I JL  JL   1  JL    M.    m.   m^  SEND   FOR  BULLETINS 

ifftmiiiinMuiiiniinnnninnuiniiMuniiiniiiiiiiiiuiMiitiniinnrMiiiiiuiinitMuiniriiniiMHinnniniMmiiuiiniiiniiniinMni^ 

"TOLEDO  CRANES"  I 
Fulfill    Every   Requirement 

Save  Time,  Labor  and  Space 

THE  TOLEDO  CRANE  CO. 
BUCYRUS,    OHIO 

^iiilniitrniiniuintniiiiiiinutniiii   iiiiiinililllilllllliutiuiiniuiminuimiuuiliiiumitiiiiuiuiiiuiiumiimuinuiiiinuiiii^ Sun  Emulso  | 

Sun  Automatic  Cutting  Oil  | 
Sun  Pipe  Threading  Oil  | 
Sun  Grinding  Oil  | 

li'alcft  tor  our  full  page  "ad"  | 
every  second  week  of  each  month  £ 

_  SUN  COMPANY.  Philadelphia  | ^niiiiiuinriiiniinriiiniiiiiniimnillllin   rinimiTnimnniimlimiimininiiiniiiiiiirinnnmiiiuiiimimmiimTiiiilliiiiiiiiP 

.tiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiinniriiiiiniiriii   iiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiriimnujiiiJjiiiiJiiiJiiiiiJiiijiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiimiiiun'g 

I  ACCURATE 3  Portable  grinder  wciKhs  only  22  lbs. 
H  Wit!)  equipment  for  almost  any  kind 
s     of   internal   and  external  grinding. 

Adaptable  to  all  machine  tools.    1   hp.      ̂  
S  5  .  universal   motor. 
S  =     of  larger  units.      Write  tmlay. 

I  I   ARVA   STROUD =  i  327    Broadway 
i  i       NEW  YORK  CITY 

the   cost 

RV 

■Mmimiiimiiiiiiimiiiniiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiniminitiiiiiiiiimimmiiininininiininniinmnnni 
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Electric  Welding  Machines 
Tkmt's  our  ipecimhy 

BUTT  and  SEAM  WELDERS 

kM*  4itMM7.  «*Im  m  dir««t. 

•BdWcMerCo. 
Wmtm.  Oki* 

tne 

#t\tO .^irfflR???^ 

St*^  of  Evmry  Dteription 
HAWKRIDGE  BROTHERS  COMPANY 
a03  CiMiiii  Sir— I  Bottoo.  Ma**- 

Thomson  Electric  Wcldinji  Co. 
Thomson  Spot  Welder  Go. 

Ljnui.  Mm*..  V.  S.  A. 

Piaacrr  manufactuirr*  of  bott.  ipot  and  team  weld- 
io(  machine*.     Submit  f«mr  weUiHf  pnhltmt  /o  ui. 

:\mmv::^mmm 
:CTVLKNK      PROCESS 

f      '       1   «   LtM. 
«  nu«».  mncaiAL  rwim>.    iK 
■■kM  —ttlfimm  t   to   «   MM<    i*m» '  -  -  B.     WrtM  to  nui«. 

bmpnwtJ       ABCCO  Proceu 
Fisiabvd  Braaa  Caatinys 

AOCUUTC  MASa  CASTIMOCO,  hm. 

*«■  a.  OM»i  ■  ».  m*.  a  Oiia4  Utr. 

IKWMIN 
U1L-lami.\CjO 

awMj^Pl^aaalw^Cgr^jJwaiuiii^Wjr. 

1800"  Fahr.  Without  a  Blower 

Furnaces 

For    hniting    aoidcnnc    cop> 

pcrs,  tempering:  or  heatt  rent- 
ing any  carbon  stetl  ti>ols, 

(uch  as  chis- rU,    reamers, 
taps,    dies, 
drills,  etc. 

Writ*  f»r  Jncripth* 
No.    inl    I  urtuirr 

Cedar  Hapias  p^^        lOV^A 6 
MOLTRUP 

Just  an  unvarnished  offer 

of  Really  Good 
Cold  Drawn  Steel  Products 

Alt  Shape*,  Flat*,  and  Finished  Machina  Key* 

Moitrup  Steel  Products  Co. 
BM**r  Fall*,  Pa. 

Nmt  Y»t»,  Wo  _  . 
III!    HmIw   Rl<lt.:    «AUM   AaBNClie*: 

■  -        l;  U.  O. 
it  I    nmrmihlr* 

I'wtril   KlMl   a 
uiniucT  orrirM 
M.;   JUIaaU,  O*..    Ill           

win  Oa.  drtMn  tmt  IMlnll;  U.  D.  Cuthmw  rnaiwnr,  i'lntriintf:  Iroqu ■Ml  (X,  mSSk:  a.  K.  Mamjt  a  C«.  Ill  MtKwIil  Will.,  nariolk.  Vi 
t'atOT  Urn  a  MMt  Ca..  CUMlaMII. 

Metal  Parts  Washing  Machine 
iJiT^^wrZcil^flwI^^Iait*    iwi     iwi.     •!    iraa    fM    i-rr    part,      Larf* 
MMdU,     suUHMUc     «D*r«tton  \|ih  Kuni     oi*rh  a<l     and     iiivvrvlilaa 

fcagwt  for  ywir  •■*/  nf   nt'ntfati^.   (WftiHl**   rirrular 

lllillllllltllitlllliltlllMIMIUHNO 

WIIMHIimi  nilHIMIIHKIIUIIIUIIIIllllllMIII  IIIIMIUIIIIIUIIMI 

rhere  is  nothing  better  tnan  the  Best 
         .   UM  w7lirB*»«  oil   MMl 

'  tamaoM  for  AbdmI- 

fbara  l*DoUitn«b*tur  Ikaa  UmBM" 
W.  N.  Baal  PanN«a  *  9mmm  Cai^.tl  Bro.dw.7,  N.  Y.  Gty 

HEAT  TREATING  FURNACES 
Oil    and    Combination    Burner* 

Tank* — Pump* — Cojiprei»or* — Blower* 
ADVANCE  FURNACE  A  ENGINEERING  CO. 

Sprlnffiald,    M*as. 
NrwTorll         inilta^rlphlft         tt.I»als         PUUhurv^ 

Stewart  Furnaces 
^urafQ.  Oimranh^od  Vnxiuctiofi 

CHICAGO  FLtXlBLE  SHAFT  COMPANY 
IIM     a.    CCMTIUU.  AVCNUa  .CMICAOO 

nnj 
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^miiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiuiumiiiimiiMiiiiuiiumiuiamiuuiiuiiiiiiiiiuiuujiuumiiiiniijmiiniiHUimiii^ :£imniiiiinnnMiirrniniiiiiiMniriiiriniMininriniiiniiiiiHun[MMiiinMiniiiiiniiiinMniiitnHiiiiMiMimitniiimminMiiiiitiniinii;i 

Conquering  the 
Human  Equation 

Efficiency  of  the  many  cannot  successfully  combat 

the  inefficiency  of  the  few. 

Most  of  the  workers  in  your  machine  shop  and  tool 

room  are  eager,  loyal  and  productive.  But  all  men 

are  not  equally  skillful  and  careful. 

Your  scrap  pile  tells  the  story  of  your  losses  from 

ineptitude  and  neglect. 

A  successful  corrective  measure  is  the  use  of  Tool 

Steel  that  is  fool-proof. 

JESSOP'S   STEELS   can  be  subjected   to   almost 
every    conceivable    abuse    and    NOT    FAIL.      In 

machining,    in    hardening    and    in    actual    service, 

JESSOP'S   STEELS  do  their  work  with  a  mini-      | 
mum  amount  of  attention  and  human  energy.  | 

JESSOP'S  STEEL  WILL  MAKE  EVERY  WORKER      | 
IN  YOUR  SHOP  AN  EXPERT  | 

WM.  JESSOP  &  SONS,  Inc. 
NEW  YORK  I 

Branches  emd  Stocks  in  all  principal  cities  1 

immiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiuiiinMiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiMiniimimimiiiiiiitHiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim 

jninuiiiiitiiiMiiiriiiiiiiMiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiniiMiiMiiiiniiiuiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiitiiitMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiniiinimrMiiuiu 

FiT^TH-  Stei{li:a(g 

S-LESS 

Stainless  Steel 
which  is  proof  against 

the  or<iinary  agencies  of 

Rust^  Stain  and  Corrosion 

FIRTH-STERLING 
STEEL  COMPANY 

McKeesport,  Pa. 

NEW  YORK  BOSTON  HARTFORD 

PHILADELPHIA      CHICAGO      CLEVELAND 

DETROIT  LOS  ANGELES 

How  to  •<  •>< 
Cose -Harden 
Color  ixncl  ̂  

Anneal  'with Granul&ted 
Ra\vBone  ^« 

Ask  For  This 
Book — Free 
II  tells  all  you  want  to  know  about 

case  hardening,  annealing  and  color- 

ing  and  it's  yours  for  the  aski'-.g. 

The  Rogers  &  Hubbard Company 
Middletown,  Conn. 

r.iiiiiiiiimiiniiNiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiuiiiniiuiuiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiumiriiniiiiiinmiT 

^iiiiiiiiiiiuitiitiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiriiininiiiitiiiriiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii^ 

I  Union  Drawn  Steel  Company  of  | 
I  Beaver  Falls,  Pa.  | 
i  Makers    of    Bright    Cold    Finished    Bessemer,  | 

i  Open    Hearth    and    Crucible    Steel,    in   Rounds,  | 

I  Flats,    Squares,   Hexagons  and  Special   Shapes;  | 

I  straight,     accurate    to    section,    with    polished,  | 

=  superior  wearing  surface;   for  Shafting,  Dupli-  | 

I  cate    Shafts    for    machine    construction,    piston  | 

1  and    pump     rods,    keys,    feathers,    slides,    and  | 

I  guides;   Special,  simple  and  alloyed  steels,  cold  | 

I  finished,    for    all   special    requirements,   particu-  | 

i  larly    adapted    for    rapid    machining    in    screw  | 
I  machines,  hand  or  automatic.  | 

I  Branch  Offices  and  Wareliouses  | 

Detroit  Boston  Buffalo 
Cincinnati  New   Yorli  Cleveland 

Brown    Bros..    Ltd..    London.    E.C 

Chicago  I 

Philadelphia  S 

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiriniiiiiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiniriiiriiiiiiiniiiiiiimimiimmiiiiiiHiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiitiiiiiimium 

(iiitiiiiitiiniiiiiiuiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirNiiriiiiiiirtiirriiririiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiHiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiii 

Quality 

\fCVt    LIGHT  MFG.  &  FOUNDRY  CO. 
1^^^  Pottstown.     Pa..     U.S.A. 

!rilllllllll)1IIIIIIIIlllllllllllllIlllllltllllMltllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllimillllllllllMlllttlll(llllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllll 

aiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiimiiinitiiiTnTiriniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniriniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiifiiiiitiiniiiiiiiiiHr- 

WOLFRA 
—  HIGH  SPEED  STEEL 

i      VULCAN  CRUCIBLE  STEEL  COMPANY       i 
I  ALIOUIPPA.  PA.  I 

^iiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiinuiitiiiiiiiiiiiniimiimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiriimiE 

uiiiiimitmiiiiin   iiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiuiiiiiritiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiirimiriiiiiriie 

Gas        Blast        Burners,        Furnaces,  | 

Heating-Machines    for    every    indus-  | 
trial  purpose;  also  Positive  Pressure  | 
Blowers.  | 

American  Gas  Furnace  Co.      I 
OfRce  and  Worhi:  | 
Elizabeth,  N.  J.  | 

'iiiiiintliiiiiiiiiiiuiitiiiiniitniiiHiiniiiriiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitMiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiDiitiiiiiHiiiiiiHiiiiic 

.iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiii[iiiriiiiitiii)iiiiiiuiiiiiiinimiiiiiiiiiminiiiiuiitiiiituitt± 

SALES  AGENTS  AND  ENGINEERS   | 

Representing  a  large  number  of  manufacturers  con-  = 
tractlng   through   one   organisation   for   all   types  of  S 

Industrial   furnaces.      Centralized  retpmtibaitii  lor  | 
overall  ptavt  results.  = 

Out  of  Flmiic — Proorest  | 

American   Industrial  Furnace  Corp.      I 
10  roBt  office  Sq.,  Boston.  Mass.  | 

Pillinliuilliiuuiuiiuiiumiinuiiui   iimiliiiliiiiiiiiiMmnllllinullimiiniimiuiiiriummiirraiPliriiininiiin   iiiniiiimililr: 
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A 
Sturdy 
Machine 

BLOUNT  BALL  BEARING  MOTOR 
GRINDERS  BUILT  IN  8  SIZES 

tMtrtlmr*  ••  ft^*$t 

J.  C.  Blount  Co. 
CvM<Ht.  Mat*. 

DHIbajMiGriadUr» 

lATI,  OHM) 

"STAND-BUY" 
Siiiid-by  tool*  are  iircfHary  rc- 

cardleu  of  initial  coal  and  uvrr- 
hrad,  bul  both  ran  be  l(cpt  to  a 
minimum  for  your  drilling  work, 

provided  yuu  buy  V.  S.  Electric 
drillt  and  drillinx  utandi.  At  the 
nnl  of  one  aingle  purpone  bench 
drill,  you  have  both  a  portable 
electric  drill  and  a  bench  drill. 

C««al*t<M  90J  mmlltd  apan  n^a—t. 

Tb*  Unitad  State*  Electrical 
Tool  Co. 

Cincinnati,  Ohio 

Running  Hot  or  Boiling  Water 
Instantly  at  Low  Cost 
i;a»il>  attached  to  any  water  faucet 
and  with  this  Initanlaneoui  Electric 
Water  Heater  you  get  clean  tteriliied 
hot  or  boiling  running  water  right 
out  of  the  faucet,  all  day  if  you  de- 
tire.  Cold  water  out  of  the  lame 

faucet  by  ju>t  a  turn  of  the  handle. 
Can  b«  operated  on  either  direct  or 
alternating  current. 

ConrftilMit    In    11m    llMa 
ln«  ItHi  irraH  or  tftrt  m  jroar  haadt 
or  Iniianunama  MwUliM  mlarnr 
ant  aid  fWMtt. 

/: 

«   kt  Mia   »•>— irrti* t—ttliHM    wmttm    and    ar<Mt. 

Bridgeport  Machine  ti  Tool  Mfg.  Co.,  Inc. 
Bridfaport,  Conn. 

Westinghouse  Motors 
FOR 

Driving  Machine  Tools 
Every  tjrpe  and  size  for 
every   kind   of   service. 

Waatlnikouaa  EUclrIc   A   M((.  Co. 
Eaal  PItlaburih 

OtHf  1.1  49  Amtritmit  CItlam 

BURKE  ELECTRIC  CO. 
ERIE,  PA. 

GENERATORS 
MOTOR  GENERATORS.  ARC  WELDING  EQUIPMENT 
«afr«nx..,         \\.AI,i;    nr»lar   I     I  •rIt'.II.  K>l»,  N««  Y    'k     ItllU'l'ipl'la  l'l>t>lnir|li 
MJ«  *f>tut    I  KiM«<ai  Ki.'itK  ■.<>.  ciaaimi.li.  w    T.  u>Iotii,  Kuiwi  ciif 

fcg:  MOTORS 

iaMi*alU    aW      mutf    art    M   .   alMc* 
••aWr    Mvler  Wf   •■  atoHi  llt»  mm» 
■aaar  Ika4  a  »ai  — lUi  i,n  aa*M  orar 

lltM   TN)IU>  >  r     Kf  AitiNG^  rA. 

The  Wawaar  fartaMe 

ELECTRIC  DRILLS 
in4"J&!i       and  Grinders 

Louitvillc  Electric  Mfg.  Co. 
Irif  t>riH,rMt<*<l 

LMiaWIU.  Kr-,  U.  S.  A. 
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1  -sincoi^ 

Smooth  finish 

Easy  to  pull  in 
Safe  and  Satisfactory 

Quick  delivery 

GRINDinG 
"first 

in  the 

field" 

The  CLARK  GRINDER  for  lathe 
or  tool  post  is  just  the  tool  for  the  average 
machine  or  auto  repair  shop. 

For  grinding  flat  or  round  surfaces,  and  fin- 
ishing semi-finished  pistons,  it  is  ready,  by 

throwing  the  switch,  to  turn  out  the  work 
accurately  and  quickly. 

Write  for  complete  catalog  of  Clark  DrtOs  and 
Grinders  wltli  built-in  motors. 

JAS.  CLARK.  Jr.  electric  CO. 
inconpohatcd 

Factory  and  Gen'l  Offices,  Louisville,  Ky. 
MANUFACTURERS 

201  DEVONSHIRE  ST.   BOSTON  9 
CHICAGO         SAN  FRANCISCO 

TUiiiiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiujiiiiiiii: 

iiiniiitiiiiitiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiihiiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiniiiiutiiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiimiinMiiiiitMiHiiiiiiiniiiiiilii^ 

I  Electricity  at  your  Finser-Tips 

I  For  Demagnetizing 
=  The  magnetism  induced 
=  by  the  use  of  mag-netic 
I  chucks  can  be  quickly 
i  removed  by  the  Luina. 
1  Simply  hook  un  to  the 
1  lighting-  circuit  (A.C.) 5  and  place  the  work  on 
i  the  cabinet. 

H  It    is    li^ht    and    com- 
1  pact,    while    in     addi- =  tion    to    its    use   as    a 
i  demagnetizer.  it  is  in- 
1  Btantly     available     as 
§  an      eleetr'c      etching- 1  pencil,  soldering  point 
i  and   spot-annealer. 
=  Write  for  tbe  catalog. 

I  Luma  Electric  Equipment  Co, 
1  405  Spitzer  Bids:.,  Toledo,  Ohio. 
^inMinMniiiniiinitiniiiiniiimiuiiiuniMnMniiinniiiiMUiiniitiiiiiiinMiniiiirMiiiimiininnnnnnnniiiiitiiiitmitniriiiniiiiiun 

AND GRINDERS 
fiiiniiiniiiiHiiirmiimimimnnMinmiiniiiniiimimiiiiiiiimimiiuiMiiiimiiniuMiiiimiimimiiiminiiiiiHtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiR 

uiiiiiimiirniiiniimimiiimuiHMiiimmiimuiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiimmiUMnmiMniiiniMUMUimmiimiiMiihiiiiiiuiiiiMiiuiiiiiiiiiim 

Talk  About  a  Flexible 

I  Shaft  Outfit 
i  Here's  one  that's  up-to-theminute  in  every  respect — ^price  and  all. 
i  It  is  the  new  *65  HERGI  H-350.  Has  a  universal  motor  enclosed 
=  '  in   an    aluminum    case   having   a 

base  and  handle  all  in  one  piece. 
This  makes  it  easy  for  the  work- 

man to  pick  it  up  and  carry  it 
to  his  work.  It  is  the  ideal 
flexible  shaft  outfit  for  pattern 
makers,  toolmakers.  die  makers, 
machinists  and  others. 

Investigatt. 

I  HERGI  MFG.  COMPANY 
I  Cen.  Sales  Office  and  Factory 

I  5th  St..,  Bridgeport,  Conn. 
i  Foreign  Agents:  Goodchild  &  Partners.  Ltd..  London.  England: 
I     Atlantic  Baltic  Co..  Ltd..  Copenhagen.  Denmark. 
^luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiMMiMiiiiiiiiinniiiiuMitiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiminiiiininniiiui 

9niitiiiiriimiiMiiilllilimiiiimHlllllliniil(lliliiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiitii)iiiiiniiiitiiiiiilililltiliniiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiK 

I  RANSOM 
I  Motor  Driven,  Belt  Driven,  Dry,  Wc^  I 
I  Floor  Type,  Bench  Type  | 

I  GRINDING  MACHINES  f 
i  for  Snagging  or  Tool  Grinding          ̂   | 

f  RANSOM  MFG.  CO.,  Oskosh,  Wis.  I 
niiiiiiuiiiMiMiniiiitiinmiiniiniiiiminiinniminniiiirinrMiiMiniiiMntiiniTiiirtiiJiitiiriiiiiriiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiijMirriiiiiiitiiniiiiii? 

(!±     uittMnitiiTrrnirMiirniMnitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiMiiMiiiiiiiitniitniiiMiiinniiiirMntniiMiriniiiiiiiMirtiiiiiiniitiijiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii 

I     STANDARD  PORTABLE 
I  ELECTRIC  DRILLS 

I  AND  GRINDERS i  Manufactured  in  all  sizes  for  Doth 
=  D.C.      Every     tool     guaranteed     for 
=  both  electrically  and   mechanically. 

I  Catalog   hnd   Price  List. 
I  The  Standard  Electric  Tool  Co 
I  Cincinnati,  Ohio 
riiiinniuiiiiiintiiMniiiiiiiiiiiMnMiuiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiimiiiniiurniMnnniMiiiiiiniiiiiiiriniiiuiimriniiniiiiruiJuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuir 

lAuiiiMniiiiiimiiiimm   m   niMiniiiiiiiriiiiniiiiiiimiiriiiiiimiiimiimiiimiiitt   iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiitiiiiiiiiiimiimiL      ^jiiniiiiriiiiiMiiiMiiiiniiiiiiimnmiiMmiiiiiiiliimiiiMiimiUMmiiiiiiriiiiiiiiimmiMiiiiMiimiMiMiiUMnMnMinMniiiiimimiNiiM 

SAFETY— CONVENIENCE 

If  these  interest  you,  you  are  also 
interested  in  our  electric  grinders 
and  polishing  machines. 

Id  a  class  by  themselves 

FORBES  &   MYERS 
170  fnion  St.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

iiiiimiiiiimiiiiiimi 

S    Reliance  Kiecinc  &  kiti^uietnug  Co..  iU44  Ivauhoe  UU..  Cleveiaad,  O       _ 
-JiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiMMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiMiniiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiniitii? ^iiimiiiiliniiiiiiimiuiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiHMiiMiiiiiimiiiirimiiiiiiimiiiimiimiiiumimiiiiiiriimiiiiiiui 
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Natures  Own  Way  of  Obtaining  Hardness 

^^^^^^■^^^^^                               All  iKr  haiilru   natural   >ul»(ancr«  liavr   lakrii   on   clirir   >(ruc(urr 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^                        riiiouKfc  *^t  action  of  inlciitc  beat.    Diamunda,  graniic,  quartt,  all 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^                     Ar*t
  went  ihrougb  a 

^^^^^^^^^H|^^^^^^^^                  li        ibc  lamr  with  Vitrified  Grind   Wheels.   
  Thrv    are  molded 

^^^^^^H^^^^SH^^^^^^                (lom  the  (iiirti  quality  abrativet  and  Ixnidk,  thru  lubjertrci  to  f[Trat 

^^^^^H^^SMI^^S^^^^^               '>'*'  >i  *pecial  futnaeei.    I'ndrr  thi>  iiraiinrm  the  Imnd  rtt
uei  and 

^^^^^H^r^^K^aJ^^^^^H              on  cooling  be<ome>  alinoti  a>  hard  a*  (he  cutting  material*,  at  the 
^^^^^^B*n'      ̂ ^^^SK<^^^^B              tame  lime   taking  oa  a   poroua  ttruoturc.     The                     a   wheel 
^^^^^^|p ^^^^fl^S^a^v^^^^B             having  uiiutual  cutting  power;  free  itvm  the  tendency  to  gum  and 

^^^^^H^  W^S^W    j  ^^^^H            <^>"'  running        all  apctda. 

^^^^B^\^^P^/^^^^H                           WftI*  tar  Ika  aalalag,    M  urtila  i  aatfiai  
grtudliic  4«u. 

^^^^KS^-^tS^^V 

VITRIFIED ^^mi^ 
■■  ̂ ^^^^^^^ 

Blanchard  Grinders 
WILL  SAVE  YOU  MONEYl 

TU  No.  16  BUnchArd  Grinder 

TW  ira  BUadMrd  Criader,  a  aadiia*  which  by  ihrer 
— ril  kaa  w«i  itt  plaei  ••  dit  pnaritr  tool  for  machining 
■H  aflrfMHh 

Lm  aa  i4Mr  ym  ik»  niiwoiaa  ̂ MrfWIilica  of  the  Blanchard 
iitmiar  ■•  fmr  •«••  /•fa/ 

Writt  for  tW  Blaxkard  Oriadcr  Datt  Book,  or  temJ  u$ 
»  tUtfrtmt  •/  tkm  ftur—mtm. 

"A  trrrtit  product  for  less  money  i" 

THE  BLANCHARD  MACHINE  CO. 
M  STATE  STREET.  CAMMIDCE.  MASS. 

Sferfiiq^  Qrindin{|:  Wbeeb 
Are  No  Expefimciit 

TWr  Hare  B««ii  On  Tbt  Martct 
For  Over  2»  Year* 

The  .SleHin4  Grindini  Wheel 
Company  Tiffin,  Ohio 

Besly    Disc    Grindert 
And  Ring  Wheel  Grinders 
Tfce  UrjB*  and  dmM  cstenatvc  bne  on 

»«r   Cm^^  CHmdf   Caiafag. 

'AMY.  CMKACO,  lU,^  U.  t.  A. 

illiliilimnimmiiiiililiiwm».uiitiitiM«ii 

Get  Practical  Diamond  Information 
IwfuMrWI  ud  iciMiliiK  duiiBandi  •nd  diamimd  poinud  laab  an  valukbla 
•q^MVawOI.  liiaalMiii  iil  ■  in  umh^  iKrm  will  rr*ull  in  avnoua  loa*  unUvs  lh« 

iMWIiaiMdad  by  p<ac ileal  dlaiiuinJ  miortnalion. 
Sack  latniiiialtnii  ia  availabk  lo  ike  diamood  uaar  thtou(b  tbb  oompany. 

Wrfta  lor  hdl  iaionnatiaa  aad  our  faiatnieliva  catalofua  "Oiaaaada  and 
Paiaiad  Tooia  "   Wriiing  aniaila  no  obUaaiioii  oo  yoot  part. 

li1ilF.KL|iaT,ING  loOL  fo. 
1 1  Inportan  a( 1 1  Saeia  *  OarbM  Haaooda 

Mml—tmmt  a/ 
nuaaiid  Toela  for  K«rrr  Madiaalcal  Farpaa* 

tlta  i'KNOIUU  OT  Bt'll.lllNti,  DBTBOIT 
•tt  nr&i  A«a.,  nrm  Xatk  CItr.     OttaUad  0«ta;    i«l  Cnji- 

oiCa:    lUt  Onal  Naitliwn  BMt^  t«  jM*Mn  lilnl.  W.. 

VA 

atdl.     WaiUca ChMaaaTln.     CUNUlUa  Bl   
"WiNallrvDa,"   IMntl. 

««(«ai«    rwMM««vM    eait^.a     v«    pBiaaaiin     ■•■■«•     •>  >• 

Windwr.  OnU.   It.   CslbsrlnM,   Onl.     CabI* 

iiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiui 

BRYANT  CHUCKING 
GRINDER  COMPANY 

SPRINGFIELD,  VERMONT 

-m  Builders  of 

Hole  Grinders 

Hole  and  Face  Grind- 
crs 

Deep  Hole  Grinders 
:.  O.  ■.  Pal  (Mt. 

When   You  Think  of  a  Di»c  Grinder, 
Think  of  a 

GARDNER 
Gardner  Machine  Co.,  Beloit,  Wis.,  U.  S.  A. 

GRAND  RAPIDS 
DRILL— TAP—  CUTTER 

GRINDERS 
Cuaf  ani.* 

Parfact  Crindint — Moat    Rapid   Production 
Smnd  lor  Catalog 

Grand    Rapldi    Grinding   Machine    Company 
33  Ottawa  Ave.  N.  W.,  Grand  Raplda,  Mich. 
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Centerless 
Grinder 

I  This    new    machine    will    revolutionize   centerless    grinding 
i  practice  by  reason  of  its  many  new  and  exclusive  features. 

I  The  "Reeves"  grinds  shouldered  and  tapered  work  as  readily 
I  as  straight  pieces.     It  eliminates  all  time  necessary  for  cen- 

I  tering  and  thus  insures  increased  profits  per  piece  ground. 

J  You  get  all  the  details  in  Bulletin  A.M.AS. 

I  REEVES  PULLEY  CO.,  Columbus,  Ind. 

A  Machine  to  Make  Things  Hum 
Working  on  Piston  Pins  %  in.  diameter  x  .3%  in.  long;  removinr 
Ol-^  in.  two  cuts.  X\ie  Saoford  Cent«Tle«g  Grinder  lias  attained  a 
delivery  speed  of  500  pins  per  hour. 

Think  of  the  saving  that  could  be  effected  in  your  shop  costs  with 
similar  performances.  Moreover,  the  Sanford  has  no  complicated  ad- 

justments, simply  set  the  three  point  contact  and  leed  tbe  work from  a  chute. 

WriU  tor  BulleUn  A. 

The  F.  C.  Sanford  Mfg.  Co. 
Bridgeport,  Conn, 

;iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiniiii   tiiiiiim   iiiiiir:     siimiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHriini   i   iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiirriiiminiimmimiimiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiinmnnniinnniiiiiiriiiiniiE 

aillllltiiiuii]itiniiiiiiiriiiirriiiitiiiitiiii[iiiriiitiiiitiiiiiiiliiiitiMiii)iiiii:.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitMititiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiinMniinilltllllllli!=    ^■""■'■■■iiillliiininiiiiiiriitiiiiii'nMiiiiiiimilimiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililliliimiinillHi 
iiuitiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiinniiiii 

WHITNEY  CYLINDER  GRINDER 
For  grinding  all  kinds  of  Gasoline  Engine  Cylinders  as  well 
ari  worK^loo  large  or  too  heavy  to  revolve. 

New  Dial  Indicator 
(Patents  Applied 
Foi)  Insures  best 
work  even  with  an 
Intxperlenced  oper- 
ator. 

Baxter  D.  Whitney 
Si  .Son,  inp, 

Winchendon,   Slass. 
ir.  s.  A. 

(Miult    in  Italu) 

Where  Exactness 
is  a  Heritage 

In  the  Italian  factory  in 

which  R.  I.  \^.  ball  bearings 
are  made  are  workmen  to 

whom  exactness  is  a  heri- 
tage and  accuracy  the  habit 

of  ages. 

1755  Broadway,  New  York  City 
?iiiiiiinniiiiiiiitiiiitiniiiiiiiiiniriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiimiiiitimiiitiimiiiiiiiiiir   riitiiiiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiuiiin:     !iiiiifiiiitiiitiiniiirrtiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiMiiirMiHiiiitiHiiiHi)iiruiiitintiiiiiiniiiiMlilitiitiiininiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiniHiii:ii:iiimiK 

HiiriiiiiiiiiiiiniiiintMmrMniintriiniitmmiIlllliiiiiiirritntrintnnininitiiirrniiriinnnMiiMnirrnitiniiHiniini"i"iiiiiiiiiir.inm'^     gi 

Automatic   and   Special  | 
Grinding  Machinery  1 

Including    Thread    GrindlnR    Machines,    Hob    Grinders,  = 
Form    Grinders.    Tool    Makers    Universal    Bench    Surface  5 
Grituiprs.    rommerclal    Automatic    Tat)    Grinding    Ma-  S 
chhints.     Universal    Tool     Grinding     Maclilnes.     Worm  S 
Grinding   Machines.     Also  OfT-set  Drilling   Attachment,  i 
U'rife  us  voiiT  necdfi.  S 

HARRIS  ENGINEERING  CO.  | 
Bridgeport,   Conn.  i 

JiininuMiiMnuiniiiiiiirniiiiiniiiimiMinriiiiiiniirniirniiMitMnitMiiHTMiiitnttiiiiiMiniiniimiiiimiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniimiiHiiiiiumn 

iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^ 

EJiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiitriiiiiitiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii 

BATH  f 
Universal  Grinding  Machines  | 

for  Cylindrical,  Surface,  Internal,  Disc,  Tool  and  Cutter       | 
Grinding.  | Bailt  by  | 

Universal  Grinding  Machine  Co.  I 
FITCHBURO.  M.ASS.,  U.  S.  A.  I 

^■llMDliiiHiilllliniinii iiiiiiMiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiitiiriMiitiiiiiintiiriiiintiniiiiniiniiiiiinMitilllriniinTTinnniniil)nTilliliiiTni)Miir' 

Precision  Grinders  Speed  Production 
\  Write  (or  Catalog. 

•  \       Wilmarth  &   Morman   Company 
Master    Grinder   Makers. 

1187    Monroe   Avenue,    N.    W. 
Grand  Rapids,   Michigan. 

Drill  Grinders — Universal  Grlndere 
Surface  Grinders 

|niiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Vertical   Boring   and 

Drilling    Machines 

Cylinder  Borer* 

Keyseaters. 

TOLEDO,  OHIO 
U.S.A. 

BAKER 

line 

BAKER  BROTHERS 

See  Display  in  First  and  Third  Istae  of  Month 
Buiiiiiiii   luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinriiiiiiiiiiii   iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirMiiiirimiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiii'   iiiiiiNn     F:iunmiiiiniiiiiiinillllimillillimiiiliiiniiiiiiiliimilininiMmniiiifiiiiirriniMimiiiiiiMiiiniiniriiiiriiiiiiiiinriiiuiiiimiiiitimiiiu 
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The  New  Fox  Nf  iiltiple  Drills  and 
Tappers  Are  Doing  Their  Part 

Aa  Nc\'cr  Before  To  Bring 
Down  Costs 

We  Guarantee 
Highnt  production  of 
any  machine  on  tlie 
markrt, 

Unequalcd  Work 
of  this  kind  inakrs  the 
new  Fox  Drill*  a  key 
ttiine  in  tbe  pioduction 
plans  of  all  raodem 

plantt. 
Lrl  mt  pr»v* 
»mr  tlmmt 

Fox Machine  Go. 
Jaduoo,  Mich. 

•~iiiS? 

W. 

a 9f    SURFACE 

ABRASIVE    £11'"'"'° 
MACHINES 

EnW  Hotnmital  af\V*rt!c*l  Spindle 
Type.  CoiiBtTt«b*ft  M  Uofor  Dritre 

ABIUSIVC  MACHINE  TOOL  < ILL 

s 
Grinding 
Mx  liiiiw  J 

DIAMOND  M^ 

Potlishing 

Machinery 

COLProwcnccJU. 

FITCHBURG 
Cylindrical  Grinding  Machine 

Wuimm  mtn,  tnth  pvwrr    kn4   and    Hand   Oprralcd,  for 
vwt  ay  aa  M  iMkt*  »  WflgdL 

FITCHBURG  GRINDING  MACHINE  CO. 
fliitbart.  M**...  V.  S.  A. 

HVNTIMCTON  aurf  .U  otk^r  tjp,*  ot 

GRINDING  WHEEL  DRESSERS 

Power  TransmiMlon 
And  Lubrication 

Approach  Perfection 
Our  l>l<«l  ALL  «>r«ip4  am!  -irlf. 
iMr*  UrilltiW  Mx-ilH,.  u  a  i,  mIj IMit  u>    amirKir.   wxtnl   mmI  |.u«ii>r 
OOtlHM. 
K*  trmiW-MMiw  briu  or  Mmr  pal- 

fc^.  W*ar  radaoMi  to  Iha  i  ' WrU*  Nr 

Barnat  Drill  Co. 
iKr.    1U07 

■M  Oirtiual   M.,   lUrkrwd.   III., 
J'.  H.   A. 

AOKNTa  roB  OEKAT  IIIIITAIS     IUmI.o. 
UiiBika    a    r^.    Ud.     l<Ml<n.     >:     (V 
riovif     i>    .,    »^,,.  a  riU.  i-..ii. 
i<'  lUlKi      ahMMi.      Tk>«. 
II  Hxkwt.     Ud.     UiUn. 
M>      .      r   u  «upi    R.  u   amtioi  * 

MmmUm 
Mf    ai 

Study  the  Anatomy 
of  this  Radial 

Kola  wril  Uia  bcarr  baae 
•ad  nilumn,  the  MBPla 
br>rln(  •urtimii  of  tba 
ann:  III*  vaniDael  bead 
roiixruc'tiun  and  the  oon- 
rrnirtit  ptMlUona  of  all 

.-..ntroli. 

\\i-  ran't  flT«  drtallrd 
«iw-<-  n<-Htlnn«  la  thin 
miall  aparv.  but  our 
catalor  ia  youra  for  tho 
uklnc  Ort  II  now  anil 
floaalada  yoar  Inrartlga. 

Uotu. 

The  Morris 
Machine  Tool Company 

Cincinnati,  Okio 
111  Broadway,  N.  V. 

flHIUIIIIHinilMIIIIIMIUHIIHI 

MIIMIinilUiililliitlUIIMIMMi 

The  Mueller  Machine  Tool  Co. 
Cincinnati,  Ohio 

Radial  Drills  and  Lathes 
Write  for  particulars 

Tba  Oulnl  No.  4.  as-ln.. 
irpladia  Tumi  Macbloa. 
dnila  and  Up*.  Baraa  Uoia  on 
•rriaa  optrallon  )ab<.  Alao  bqttl 
wltb  tour  aplndlea. 

A«k    for   drfaUa. 

Turner  Machine  Company,  Danbury,  Conn. 

Grind   Your  Sbop  CoaU  with   • 

Marachke 

Economy  Grinder 
BnlH  lo  ftra  nnfaJUnf  amricn  at  mlo- 
Mmmb  roat.  WrtU  lor  Uia  lull  drtalla. 
Ton  II  ba  Intarmca 

Marachko  Mfa.  Co. 
Indlanapolla,   tnd. 

PARKER 
Inter ntJ  Grinding 

SPINDLES 

I'arktr  at>i>><iiw.  HMd  aa  >mr  lotanHl 
f  indin,  naaa  t»r—m  ruitmm, 
tiftm  tp'ttt,  aod  araMar    aiaaawin 
B««toa4  wMb  fadur  Bldi  Ipaad ■an  Vaarlnfi. 

JM  ai  a«id  na  IManMiaL  Lat  aa Ml  yaa  aa»  Umm  aNaiilMw  larad 
Vmiiftt  af  dallan  far  attan,  aiid eras 

caa  do  Um  saoM  tor  you. 

Ex-CeU-O  Tool  &  Mfg.  Co.,  Detroit,  Mich. 

^ 

HlltltttlMtllMMHini 
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A  Range  of  Three  Speeds 

The   New   line  of   Sigoumey    Ball   Bearing   Drill 
Presses  possesses  numerous  features  that  commend 
them  to  your  use.     The  range 

of  three  speeds  fit  them  to  meet 

your    most    urgent    production 
demands  and  their  true  running 

features  guarantee  accuracy. 

Sigourney 
Drill  Presses 

are   made   in   single,   double,   triple, 
quadruple    spindle    and    bencli 
types.        Fitted      with      No.     1 
Morse    Drill    Taper    and    pro- 

vided   with   clamp   stops   that  may 
be    instantly   adjusted    to   meet   any 
desired   hole  depth. 

All  bearings  are  the  standard  com- 
mercial   type    ball     bearings    thus 

simplifying  replacements  when  nec- 
essary. 

Perfect  balance  is  a  feature  in  these 
machines. 

Ask  us  about  this  new  line  of 
Drill  Presses.  We  can  also  fur- 

nish plain  bearing  machines. 

The  Sigourney  Tool  Co. 
Hartford,  Conn. 

Rigid  inspection 
guarantees  perfection 

Only  by  the  adoption  of  a 
most  exhaustive  system  of 
inspection  and  working  tests 
has  it  been  possible  to  obtain 

and  maintain  the  high  stand- 
ard that  has  been  set  for  all 

L-G  Drilling  Machines. 
There  is  a  Final  Test  and 

Inspection  Sheet  for  each 
machine.  On  this  sheet  is 
listed  all  of  the  possible 
troubles  that  might  be  found. 
Each  one  of  these  must  be 

inspected  and  checked  on  the 
sheet.  This  insures  nothing 

being  overlooked.  The  orig- inal sheet  is  filed  in  our 

office,  the  duplicate  accom- 
panies the  machine.  All 

parts  and  partial  assemblies 
in  addition  are  carefully  in- 

spected  in  process. 
L-G  Mnchlneii  are  bound  to  live 
up  to  the  great  things  we  clnim lor  them. 

Complete  details  are  yours 
for  the  asking. 

Leland-Gifford  Go. 
Worcester,  Mass.,  U.  S.  A. 

f   iiiiiiiiu   iiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiliiimiiiiiiiiimiiiniimnmraiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiniimii   iiiiS 

uiininit   tiiiiiiitiiitMiiinitMiitriniMirtiiiiiiirMiiiiiiiNiiiilliriiitiiiiuiitiiiiiiiiimiiilimintriiiiMiiiliiiiillliiiiiiiiiiiulillliniiiiu 

I     MINSTER  HI-DUTY  DRILLING      I  I 
I  MAGHINES  I  I 
i  BUILT  IN  FOUR  DIFFERENT  SIZES  |  | 

I  irrite  for  Bulletin  No.  30  |  I 

I  MINSTER  MACHINE  CO.  I  I 
1  MINSTER.  OHIO,  U.  S.  A.  |  | 
§iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiMiiiniiii)iiii!iiniiiiiiirriiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiniiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiR  = 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiijiriiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiluluuiliiiliiilliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiillllllllilllllulllliiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij  i 

rjiiiimiiiiiiiiinmimmiiniiinnnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiimTmriiiniiiMiiniinimnimiinnniimiiiiininiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiilE 

HiiiMiiuiiiiiiiiiiujiuiiuiiiiiuJiUiUiiuuiumMiiuiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiiiuiliuiiiiiiniiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiriiiiiiiit.iiniiiriiiiiiiuiii^ 

Fits  Any  Spindle 
Drills  Any  Pattern 
3    to    12    HOLES, 

production. 

Built    for    fast 

Nelson  BUnck  Mfg.  Co. 
Detroit,  Mich. 

ILL  HEAD 

N.  Y.  Offi<-e;  = 
Room  «.').•! — :>0  Church  St.       | 

^lllllillllllirilllllllltlill[iiiiiriiiiiiiii)iilililiiiliitiiiiriiiiiiiiitiilMllltlltlllllllliliiiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiimiiilliiiiiillltiiiii!iiiliiniiiiliiiiiiiiR 

You  Expect  I 

More  From  a  | Radial  | 

The  I 

SILVER  I RADIAL  I 

will  see  you  get  it.  § 

Cet  in  touch  with  us.  I 
£ 

The  Silver  | 
Mfg.  Co.  I Box  360  I 

Salem,  O.  | 

Established    1S54  | 

jiitiiniimiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiintiiiiriiitiiiniiinntMuiiiiiuiniiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiniiniiiiiiitiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiuiiiiiR 
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s    Sta7tdardize    on       |LcoOXRIIPn*J    t)rillinff,       Boring, 

1    FOR  PRODUCTION!     F^^S^^^i    ̂ "^^'"^    ̂ ^-^'"" FOR  PRODUCTION 

Iv'.-iiliiig  riinnnfartiirfTS  nf  ShiBle  and 
Multiple  Spindle  Drilling  Machines, 
Cylinder  Boring  Machines,  etc..  and 
various   types  of  special  equipment. 

THE   FOOTE-BURT    CO. 
Cleveland,   Ohio 

<J^. 
A   Word   That   Helps   You      | 
Toward  Better  Business         £ 

^iiinMimiiniiniimMniiinntriiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimitmiuiiiimimiiMmMiimiiiiiMiimiiiinimiiiimrmiiriiiimiimitmi^ 

aiiiuiniiiiiiHiintiiiuHiuiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiniiniiHiinniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiHiimiiiuiiiiuiiiiitiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiMiiiu 

I  Highest     Efficiency — Utmost     Economy  j  | 
I  "Hole   Hoj?"   Multipln   Drillers  and  Borers  incrrase   the  §  = 
S  output  and  reduce  production  cofIs.     Save  in  every  dire<*-  1  = 
1  tion.       IriL-rease    the    capacity    ot    your    plant    by    using  =  i 
S  "Hole   Ho^s"    instead    of   building    an    addition.       Tell   U8  -  i 
I  your  necd.-^.  |  = 

f  MOLINE  TOOL  COMPANY,  Mollne,  Illinois   |  f 
^iiiiiniMimimiHiminniiiinriimniiniinriiiiimiiniiHniniiiniiinrriiirMinriinrMnnnnmniiHniintiinnniiritiriiiirriiniiiiiiiiiic 

Hoefer  Drillers  and  Auxiliary  Diiliing  Heads  drill  their 
way  Ihrouyh  doulttful  unit's  wilh  a  tiegree  of  economy 
that  .speeds  llie  cyniing  of  bttttT  business  to  your  shop. 
Hotitr  is  the  pass-woid  ilnit  adiriils  better  drilling 
melliuds.      Put   it    up   to   Hotin    and   put    it   over. 

THE  HOEFER  MFG.  CO.,  FREEPORT.  ILL. 
tiraitchcs   ill   principal   cities. 

miimiiiiiiimimimimiiitiniimimimiiinimiutMmHMimiimimiiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiirmaniimiimuiniiiiimiiiiiniiuiniitmin 

^iirMiiiiiiniiniiimmiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiimiiiniiiiimiimmimiiiiiiiiiuutiiimiimiimiitMmiiiiiMiiiiiiimmmmiiMiiiiin^ 

j^ospicK 

High  Speed  Ball  Bearing     | 
Sensitive  Drills  and 

Heavy  Duty  Radials 
Advanced  desifrn  and  high  frrade  construction  make  them  the  logical    g 

tools  to  use  for  efficient,  low  coat  production.    Investigate.  E 

The  Fosdick  Machine  Tool  Company  j 
Cincinnati,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A.  | 

iiiiiiiriinriiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimimiiiminiiiiiiiitiiiiiiimiimiini   iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiuMimmmiiinmimiini   uiiiuiiiniiiiiu" 
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V^te  For  This  BooK 
It  Contains  Useful  Inton- 
mation  For  The  Production 

ineer Engi 

FrraiBUR^  Machine  Works 
FITCHBURP.  MASS. 

USA. 

Wade  Tool  Makers'  Lathe 
ta  ia,  2t  in.  Urww  eralcr*,  aortiraic  Irad  icrew, 

fe  oil  fa«4.  ̂ fakk  tttawffi  arar  bvt.  inol  «irel  bear- 
■4  taU  tpMk  kaNoM  grawMl.  lapped. 

Wa<l*.Aiiicrtc«n  Tool  Co.,  Waltham,  Mam. 

WALCOTT 
Engine  Lathes 

J  Hith-Crmd*  LaShe—al  Low  Cottf 

WAUxyrr  lathe  go. 
htkaom,  Mkfaiian.  U.  S.  A. 

GISHOLT 
LABOR  SAVING        J^ 
£QU1PM£NT 
TURRET  LATHES 

Han>i  Operated 
For  Chucking  and  Bar  Work 

AUTOMATIC  niRRET  LATHES 
For  Chucking  Work 

VERTIC.*'     BORING    and    TURNING MILLS 

UNIVERSAL  TOOL  GRINDERS 

HORIZONTAL  BORING  AND 
URILUNG   MACHINES 

CYLINDER  GRINDERS 

TOOL-POST   TOOL    HOLDERS 

REAMERS,   "SOLID    ADJUSTABLE" Shell   and   Chucking 

BORING  BARS 

With  Adjuttable  Cutter* 

PERIODOGRAPH 
For  Time  Recunling  in   Faaoriea 

Separate  Caialogi  on  each  Product 

Send  for  the  onet  you  want 

GISHOLT  MACHINE  GO. 
1201  E.  Washington  Avenue 

M&dlson,  Wisconsin,  U.  S.  A. iiiiiMiiM)iiirtiii)iiiiiii(iiiiiiiiii 

illllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIItlllJ* 

A   Remarkable   14-Inch    Lathe   for   $450.00! 

Kramtiu  ii  rally 

The  Carroll   &   Jamieaon   Machine  Tool   Co. Davl>  Av...  BalavU,  Ohio 

WIIIIHIItlMtllimilM 

Adaption  to  Circumstances  aa  Expreated  By 
HJORTH  LATHES 

Mo  miill«r  what  lob  romo  •kmi,  wuhin  the  ranre  of  Hdit  mooblno 
wi.rk,  run  oao  handle  tt  •Olncatlir  ou  tiM  HlarUi  Pr— Men  Baadi 
l.«ih«.  Tb«  vary  emapMa  Hat  of  altaclMMiiU  tiro  thia  maehJiw •iui(«  uniuual  raac*. 

Omr  emtmlog  mrnhtt  IntmrmtHng  r—dint-    Hao*  you  a  copy? 

HJORTH  LATHE  &  TOOL  CO. 
<MU«i  71  CwaUU  St.,  Botlon  Worhai  Wsburn,  MaM. 
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I  T)^eB^  "DALTON  SIX" 
METAL  WORKING  LATHE 

THE  SMALL  LATHE  for  the  BIG  JOB 

S*lMDLX-Dno*  Fonoci 

5         l«Bv'-««FK«o 

MiCMOMrTftH  FK«p  OiAC.  fNiCTiOM L<AoSe<«Bv«  Sri.IT  Nut  Lkvkk 

Standard  'Bench  Type 

r  Vrc 

Can  be  applieJ  to  either  ceiling  or  wall     = 

I  Swings   7^  inches 
I  Turns  13  inches,  30  in.  Bed 
I  Cuts  Threads  3-144. 

I  $125.00  Net 
i  Complete  as  illustrated,  in- 
I  eluding  let  of  change  gears 
I  and  wrenches.  F.O.B.  Fac- 
i  tory.    Furnished  also  on 
3  High  Legs;  also  Foot  Pow- 
i  er  or  Motor  Driven.  | 

I  This  machine  can  be  furnished  with  Bed  SS  inches  long,  at  extra  cost    | 

I  Write  for  Bulletin  B-663  I 

I      DALTON  MANUFACTURING  CORP'N     I 
I  Sound  Beach,  Connecticut  | 

H  CABLE    Address:  "aLEDAL"   STAMFORD,  conn,,   U.S.A.  1 

auiiiiiiMiirMiiMiiMniiiiiiMninrrinirNitMinMitiniiinMiiriuiiinnniiiiiiiiiUMiiintiMitinniiniiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiimiiiitiimitiiiiuMB 

aiiiirniiiiniiniiinMiiriinMnMiiiMntiiitMiriiiuniiiiiirntiMiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiinrniriniriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiirnuiiiriiirriiiriiiitrimiL 

I    Flather I  Lathes 
I    Every  Part  a  Real  Working  Unit 

I  Every  live  machinist  likes  honest  to  goodness 

I  tools,   free   from   "lace,"  and   made  to  work 

I  without  fuss. 

I  That's    why    Flather    Lathes    are   in    high 
I  standing  with  the  men  who   use   them — the 

I  men  whose  judgment,  of  a  machine's  working 
I  qualities,  is  valuable. 

I  There  is  a  type  built  for  every  purpose,  but  no 

I  matter  which  you  select,  you'll  get  value  in  the 
I  tool  and  in  its  work. 

I     Will  be  glad  to  advise.     Send  us  your  requirements. 

Flather  &  Company,  Inc. 

I  Nashua,  N.  H. 
QiiiniiiitiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiitiiiinMiiiiiiiinMiiiiiitiiiiiiiniimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimitiiniiiiMmiuiul 

^nmiimraiiiiiimiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiuiimiuiiiiiuuiiiiuimiiiuuiriiiiiiiuiiiii   iiiijiimiuuiiuir 

The  operator's  ideal  for 
handy,  instant  control — 
unlimited  power— ̂ rigid 

precision. 

No.   3    Cincinnati-Acme  Universal   Flat  Turret  Lathe  | 

Cincinnati  -  Acme 
The  need  to  kill  more  than  two  birds  | 

with  one  stone  I 
In    recent   years    it   has   become   increasingly    important   that  | 
the   greatest  possible    number   of  operations   be    concentrated  | 
on    the   one  machine.     TTiis    is   because   labor   is   by  far  the  | 
most  expensive  item  on  the  production  sheets  and  each  extra  | 
tool   means  extra  labor.  I 

Under  competitive  conditions  it  is  very  clear  that  the  man,  | 
who  can   beat  his  opponents  on   production   cost,   is   the   man  | 
who  can  beat  them  in   the   markets.  | 

It  will   cost  you   nothing   to   investigate  the   merits  of  C.   A.  | 
Turret  Machinery  and  it  will  point  out  a  way  to  the  reduc-  | 
tion  of  your  overhead.  I 

Write  us  now.  i 

The  Acme  Machine  Tool  Co.  | 
Cincinnati,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A.  1 

I     Manufacturers    of    Cincinnati-Acme    Turret    Machinery  i 

Si'llillliiiiiriiiitiiMiutiilliilliriiiiirifiiifMiiiriiitrtiiiiTiiiiriiiiiitiiittiitiiiitriiiiiriiiiriiritiiiiiiiriiiitliillliiiiM'liriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiS 

BRADFORD  I 

Geared  Head  Lathe  i 
Gears  cannot  be  shifted  under  load.  Peed  rod  and  lead  screw 
cannot  be  eng-aped  simuUaneously.  The  few  speed  and  feed 
controlling  handles  are  placed  where  the  operator  instinctiTely 
reaches  for  them.  No  electric  brake  or  electric  control  of 
any  kind  is  necessary. 
BtJides  the  famous  Bradford  low  drive  principles  with  Us  "domi  puU" 
and  shock-absorbing  gt'sirs,  eliminates  the  chatter  common  to  geared- 
head  latht^-s,  and  preserres  liradford  prtvision  noted  for  a  Quarter 
ccQtuxy  Bsalast  lears  of  heary  cuts  and  fast  feeds. 

Get  Bulletin  No.  25  Today 

The  Bradford  Machine  Tool  Co, 

Cincinnati,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 

^MuriiiirmnniMi  I  MHiiii  MittiiniiimrmriiiiinMmMniiiiiniiiiiimiiimmiiiHmiiiiiHiriimiiiuiiimiimnmntuiiiniinn^^^ 
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jiSmli'   tfilS  ■■■"  iIIi'b^   «ili>i"l  .r««».  1  fMrT»«  m4 

A.  V.  CarroU 

Machine  Tool  Company 

N»w«ii  Ciacta— ti.  Okie 

H  >tni  have  a  quantit>'  of 
■nail  holn  to  ̂ nd  at  a 
high  rate  of  production, 
ounudrr  the  Rivrtt  No.  103 
Intrrnal  Grinder.  It  will 
probably  aulve  your  probletn. 
Our  prices  practically  equal 
tfaoK  of  1915. 

Dftlm  im  frtmrifal  fitui  (• 
ifr*4  ym. 

Rhrett  Lathe 
and  Grinder  Company 

Bricklen  DUtricI  of 
Boaloa,   Mam. 

Milliken 
11  inch 

SUdeRest 

mmtam 
rnitb  taM.  vM* 
rat  l>  wiMl  mi 

MACHINE  CO. 
M«*«^  U  S.A. 

Steinle  TbRRET  Lathes 

STEINLE  TURRET  MACHINE  CO. 
  MADMOM.Wia.    U  A  A 

KM/TH  BCND  LATHES 
»■<«»<         0<i<i« 

M««« 

CUT  YOUR  COSTS 
ON  SMALL  MILLING 
OPERATIONS 

Tlir       mCMt 

wiih  uUiiovt 

Thr  TRin>'N niultHnnit  fi> 
«iu1  moitrl  alto rral  ninvhliii*  ntouia  .uul  tmil 

unlTvrwkl r    »  ni  «  I  I 

I  .1 

ir  Nw.  I 
tllP        lUl- 

.<>n»)     »»f 

TRIPLEX  MACHINE  TOOL  CORP. 
18  EatI  41  *t  St.,  Naw  York 

All  TRIPLEX  Products  *n  mMufscturvd  by 
B.  C.  AMES  CO^  Wallhun.  Mm*. 

Stark  Screw  Machine  Unit 

Produor«  work  rapidly,  of  utmuii  accuracy.  New 
Turrrl.  with  aulomaiic  itopa.  Five  tizen  f{  in. 
tn    1'4    in.   rollfl   rapaiiiy. 

STARK  TOOL  COMPANY,  Waltham,  Mat*. 
K>ulili«li«il  IHa::  Ortgimalort  of  tkt  Am»ritan  Btnek  Lalh* 

MILLIIOLLAND 
'turret  lathes  and  screw  maoiines 

MODERN  DESinN— D18TIN(  I  !VE  OPERATINO  ADVANTAGES 

BbUI  for  ■  bi(  <Ux'a  work  evorir  4ax. 
MILLHOLLAND  MACHINE  COMPANY 

IIM  W.  t3r«  St,  Indlanapolb,  tat. 

Sidney  Lathes 
Good   Machinat 

All   Typct 

Raal  Service 
Right  Prica* 
CH  Ihm  DttMm 

SI4iwy  MaclilBa  Tool  Co..  Sldaay,  O. 

rhinm  oaD  LalbM 
14  In.         
M  in.  awlnr.  an  atldlUoo  to 

MONARCH'S 
Ba(ul*r  l.iiir  giiii'k  Chuiia Bnrliic  l.iiilio.  Ill  III  to  30 

In.  •wliiK. TIm  Monarch   MacUae 
Tool  Co. 

107  0»li    M  .  .^Ii)ii»v.  Ohio 

CHAMPION 

QUALITY 
ACCURACY 

PRICE LATHES 
13-IB-17-19  in.  Swing 

Champion  Tool  Work* 
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CROSS 
Gear  Tooth  Rounding  Machine 

This  machine  will  round 
off  the  teeth  of  intor- 
meshing  spur  gears  to  a 
perfect  naif  circle.  The 
only  machine  we  know 
which  will  give  high 
production  in  this  work. 

Details 

on  request 

Cross  Gear 

&  Engine  Co. 
Detroit 

?iiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiirnmrmiinriniiiiiiirairaiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiii>iiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii 

uniiMiiiitiiiiiiii..niiiriiiiriiitiiiti)i!iinriiirtiiiiMtirinnilitiillllliHiilli[iiiirriiirii[iirriilniMiiitiiiiiittiitrrii  .tiiiiiirriiiii)iri)iiitiiirt[^ 

I  Gear  Cutters — Gear  Hobbers  I 
I  For  Spur  and  Spiral  Gears  I 

I  A  complete  line  of  automatic  machines  for  I 
I  automotive    and    industrial    requirements.  | 

I       The  Cincinnati  Gear  Cutting  Machine  Co.        I 
S     (Subsidiary  of  The  Cincinnati  Shaper  Co.)  Cincinnati,  Ohio     | 
^niiiiiiiniiiiiiii(iiiiimiimriniiiirinMiiriiiiirtiiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiinirinitriiiiHiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiniiniiirtiiiiiii[iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiff 

uiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiirfiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitriiiitiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiinriiniiiiriiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiis 

I     Pipe  Cutting  and  Threading  Machines     I 
I  Bolt  Threading  Machines  | 
I  "Better  Threads  at  Lower  Cost"  I 

I  WILLIAMS  TOOL  CORPORATION  I 
I     Canadian  Plant,  Brantford,  Ont.  ERIE,   PENNA.     | 
i^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiriiiirriiiiiiifiiiiiniiiiriijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiinriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir   iiiMjiriimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii> 

NEWARK  GEAR 

I  Newark  Hobbing  Machine  j 
i    The  growing-  use  of  herringbone-gears  demands  that  they  be  cut  on    | =     the  proper  machine.  s 
i  The  NEWARK  Hobbing  Machine  is  designed  lust  for  such  worlt  as  E 
=  herringbone  and  helical  gears.     It  saves  time  in  settfng  up  and  in  I 
s  cutting;    and   time  represents  money.     The  gears  are  cut   with  the  1 
I  greatest  accuracy.  = 

I         Newark  Gear  Cutting  Machine  Co.         | 
I  Henry   E.  Eberhardt,  President  | 

I  65  Prospect  St.,  Newark,  N.  J.  | 

aniiimiifiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiirmiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitilllilliliiillMililllliMllliluiiiilliiluimiimimiiiimiuuiHiiiiiimiiiiiimitiiE 

^iiiiiiirMiniiniirairiiiriiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim.riiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiuiHwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiinuijmiiimiii 

I  Gears  Cannot 

I  Be  "Broken  In" I  Either  they  are  efficient  to  start 
=  with  or  they  never  will  be  effl- 

i  cient. i  Bileram    Bevel    Gear    Generators 
=  will  ensure  the  perfection  of  the 
=  g-ears      in      your      product — will 
=  make    them    a    definite    selling 

E  point. 
I  If,   on   the  other  hand,  you  use 
I  ready   cut    gears,    we   have  unu- =  sual    facilities    to    fill    your    re- 
=  quirements  in  all  types. 

=    "     Write    us    about    your    gear 

i       .»-V»*^        problems. The  Bilgram  Machine  Works        | 
1233  Spring  Garden  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  | 

riiniiiriMniiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiriiiiiinrMiiiniiHiiniiiiniiuiintniiiiiitiMiuiitiiiiHiiiiiiininiiiiiiniiiiHiiiinmMiiiiiiiiimuM 

fliniiirMiiiiiiniiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiininiiiHiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiriiiiitiiiitMniMntiinMiniiiiiiiniiniiiitniitiiiriiiiniiittiiriiiriitiiniii^      ^iiriinMinnii4iiniHiiiiiiinfrinriiiiiiirtriitiiiiiiMit[iiitiiiittiiniMiittiiriiiiiriiniiiirMrtHiitiitiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiininiiiniitiitii^ 

Iibby  Turr  ot A  ,s'i]if  rior  rn:irlilne  made  hy  a  man  who  ig  familiar 
with    machine    shop    rcquiroments.      Marhine    is 
stronc,  powerful  and  rigid.      Adaptabk>  to  cmiro 

avy  bar  and  chuck  work.      let  us  fiive  you  full  details. 
Indianapolis.  Ind. 

fuuytj  lii  lii'avy  bar  and  chuck  work, 
International  Machine  Tool  Co. 

Ad  ams-  Far  well 
GEAR  HOBBERS 

Write  for  Catalogue  No.  809 

a  -  k 

"^iirniiiiiiiinirmnmTiiiiiiii   iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini   iiriiiiniiiiiiiiiMnniiitiiiniiriiiitiiiiiriiitiiiriiininiiniiniiuiiiummiiijiiB 

211IUIIIII111111111UIII11   II   iiMiiiijuiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiriiiiMiiiiiiiiiiim 

THE  ADAMS  COMPANY 
1910  Bridge  St. 

Dubuque,  Iowa,  U.S.A. 

Rapid 
Production HAMILTON 

Machine 
Toots 

1  Hamilton    Lathes,   built    in    a   wide   range    of    sizes   and 
3  styles,   reach    the  peak   of  modem  precision — plus — pro-  5 
i  duclion.    Their  economy,  viewed  from  any  angle,  makes  | 
I  it  advisable  lor  you  to  get  complete  description  at  once.  | 

I  THE  HAMILTON  MACHINE  TOOL  CO.  | 
3  Hamilton,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A.  | 

^iiuiiniiiiimiiimiinnnnrnnimiiiiiuiMnniiniiniiiMiiuiiiiiniirMiiHiiininiininiiMnMinimiiiimiiiiiiiMintiMtiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiin 

•siiiMiimitiimMiiiintmiriMimiriMitmiiMnrmiriiiiMiiiMiirMiimiirMHMiiitMiimrmnNitMmmniiiiuniimmmnmiminuumu^ 

gMiiuMiiiiMitrMiiiiiiiiiuiniMntiniMirrNiiiMiiiiiiniiiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiMiiiiiiiiiniNniiiiiiiniimiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiHiimiiiiiim^^ 

I  PIPE  THREADING  AND 

I  CUTTING  MACHINERY 
I  All  Sizes  Vs  to  18  in.  inclusive 
I         D.  Saunders  Sons,  Inc.,  Yonkers,  N.  Y. 

I  Catalogue  on  request 
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ROYERSFORD 
Punch  and  Shears 

Motor  or  Belt  Drive. 

IFrite  for  Catalot/. 

Royersford  Foundry  & 
Machine  Co^  Inc. 
Piclory:    R€»yer«ford,  P«. 

Stamp  Out 
Your  Metal  Blanks 
With  a  V  &  O  PreM 

AuMniaiK  ^t*A  aiiachnwni 

permil*  Maoiping  unall  mrial 
hiankt  al  a  rapid  rale. 

The  Mock  aiHl  acrap  roll* 
arr  Biad«  inirgrjl  wiih  ihc 

ptrt»-  So  waMCi),  cliNUred- 
np  6oor  ipan. 

WrUm  hr   BaUtim  A'* 

TIm  V  A  O  PrcM  Cow 
Mala  OMw  mmt   ••'Oo: 

CI— <>la.  BrooUy.  N.  Y. 

It* Dl. 

SHEAR    BLADES 
THE  CLEVEUkND  KNIFE  4  FORCE  CO. 

CUCVU-A*IO.  r>*<IO 

At  Sensitive  as  a  Tack  Hammer 
Tkr  BradWy  Compact  Hammer  coropletrly  laiUfiei  rite  need 

which  aritet  in  !-  ^   i<>r  a  medium  pnwrrrd  hammer 
oi  wnall  dimen>i'  >  i-iii  be  operaieil  ai  high  (peed. 

lite  lengtti  of  tirokc   «ri.ngih  and  *p«ad  of  ihe  blow  oan  bt 

reitulaird  within   very  fine   limit*,   while  the 
ru(>hrr    ru*hinii>    protect    the    machine    aDd 

forging  from  damage. 

Following  exduiivf  Bradley 

practice  the  anvil  block  i*  ad- 
jusiaMr  fur  the  perfect  align- 

ment of  diet. 

Bradty  H  a  m  m  •  r  §  are  the 

eboiee  of  leading  machine  *hi>p< 
tluotlgtioul  the  World.  Thry 

can  give  fu  better  forging. 

Writa  B«  your  raquirammntt 
and  Ufa  will  mahr  full 

r»comnfndalion§. 

The Bradley 

Compact 
Hammer 

C  C.  Bradley 

&.  Son,  Inc. 
Sjrr«ciia«,  N    \ 

Here's  What  You  Can  Do— 
For  broachiiiK.  bending  and  punching; 
for  abort,  prrcite  pre>*inK  or  long  hole 

preating,  ymi  nrrd 

NICHOLSON 
Arbor  Presses 

TliHr  dMian.  BMU^al' 
•un-  uoantna  w-curx-r  •■ 
In  capartUM  iii>  i<>  i' UH  0*  l«n  rou  hIjouI  II 
rrtnlMKri*    nf 

irnt    s.  "F  krn.iM*hlt' 

Nicholson  Expanding  Mandrels 

W.  H.  Nicholson  &  Co. 
114  Oragon  St.,  WilkacBarro,  Pa. 

Uray's  Sheet  Metal  Cutter 
Cuts  Shapes  T>ike  These 
||aJ«  la  foar  •I(m  tur  rulllni  aliapn  fiaM 

K,  A.   %   aa4   %-tth  plU*. 

W    J.   SAVAGE   COMPANY,  Ine. 

Knoxville,  Tenit. 

'  /^^\  ALLSTATTER 
POWtR  PUNCHING  &  ((Ifru^i))  SHEARING  MACHINERY 
^^^^— a— --— -^j— jjr^^  *\ct\  LINE   /a//   ^^^^— —-—=:==== 

HAMILTON. OHIO,U.S.Aa 
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The  Safety  Drill  and  Tap  Holder  1 

I    s 

=  is    the    only    iitloch- 
=  ment  for  the   purpose 
=  that    Rives    nnlversal 

i  »atl»fa<tion  and  l«  I'n- i  equaled  for  Ktlleiency. 
=  Convenience.  Rapidlly. 
=  Aeeuraey      and      Sini- 

I  plltlty. 
5  Can  he  famished  with 
i  sperial  sockets  with 
=  friction  set  to  carry 
=  one  or  two  sizes  of 
=  taps,  useful  if  sizes 

I  are  constantly  chang- 
=  ing. 

I  Nothiner   to    break   or 
=  jret  out  of  order.   Made 
=  in    4     sizes    covering', 
=  from    0    to    'ZVi     to 
=  diameter. 

I        The  Beaitian  &  Smith  Co.,  Providence,  R.  I.,  U.  S.  A.  |  | 
I        Buuldcrs  of  Boring  and  Milling  Machines,  and  Special  Machines  i  = 
=  for  such  Purposes  Con.strnctC(].  1  3 
=nilllrinniinriiiiliiiiliiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii>rtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiillliliiiiiiiilniiiiiiiiiitiiilllMliniir5  s 

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiMHiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililliiililliiliiiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiriiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinininiiiiiiiirriiniiiiit:      i 

§  No.     IS    Bag     Set         I      § 

uiiliiiriuiiiiiiiiiiiijiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiilutiiliiiiiuiiiniimiiiiuiiiiiilimiHliuiliniiiimaiiiiuillllllMliiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiini^ 

  THE    I 

liieii Includes  6  AUen-pro- 
C€.ss  hexagon  sockets 
with  '  L"  handle,  as- 

sembled in  hcary  duck 
bag.  Handle  fitted 
wUh  spring  friction 
balls  to  hold  sockets 
in  place  ivhen  in  Jise. 
,S  ckets  chamfered  for 
close  work:  guaran- 

teed against  break- 
age. List  price,  91.50. 

I    "BAY  STATE"  Wrench  Sets =  with  AlleT\'process  socf^el.t  come  in  combinations  covering  every  wrench 
=  requirement  of  mechanics  and  car  owners,  millwrights    and    electors. 
S  Box  Sets  and  Bag  Sets  — embodying  all     the    features    of    high-grade 

B  mechanics'  tools    in     the     handiest    possible  combinations.     Write  for 
§  booklet  and  the  story  of  Bay  State  sockets. 

I    THE  ALLEN  MFG.  CO.,  ̂ llS^^^o^^: 
3  = 
SuiuiiiiiniimiintiiiiiiimiimiiiniiiiiiniiimimiiiiiiinMiniiiiiimimmiiiiiiintMUMniiiniinriiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiuMinm 

aniimiiMmiinMiiiiiiiiMnriiniiniiiiiriiitiiiiniiniiittiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiintiiiitiittiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiriiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiL 

HYDRAULIC  SHOCKS  I 
Increase  Repair  Bills  and  Shorten  the    i 
Life    of    Your    Hydraulic    Equipment.    | 

STOP  THIS  EXPENSE  | 
WITH  AN  I 

ELMES 
SHOCK  ALLEVIATOR 
Special  Machinery  Built  to  Order 

I  CHARLES  F.  ELMES  ENGINEERING  WORKS  I 

I     1001-1013  Fulton  St.      "Since  1851"      Chicago.  U.S.A 
^iiiiiiiiiiitiiniitiiiitiiniriintiiiiuiiiiiiinitiiiuiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiifintiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii; 

aiiiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiiiii   riiiiiriiimi   mill   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiliiMiiliiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiint   iiiiiii. 

Press 
No. 

570 PRESSES 
Large  or  small 

Regular  or  Special 
The  last  word 

Presses in 

IS 

«AMS"  I 
Look  for  it.  I 

It's  your  security.       | 

I  The  Max  Ams  Machine  Co.  NeVYlVkc^l'Tv.  \ 
I     Chicago  Office:  20  Jackson  Blvd.  Rochester  Office:  705  Conimerco  Bldg.     = 
3iiiimiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii»iiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiMiiniinM>niiiiiuiinniiiiiriiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiniiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiili§ 

"TOLEDO" 
PUNCHING  PRESSES 

THE   "TOL
EDO" 

^  Punching  Presses 

I  are   especially   suited    for 

I  punching,     shearing     and 
I  cutting     out     blanks     of 

I  heavy   metal — steel,    iron, 
I  brass,  etc. ;   for  operating 

I  trimming     and     forming 
dies  used  in  the  manufac- 

I  ture  of  automobiles,  motor 

I  cycles,     bicycles,     cutlery, 

I  sewing     machines,     type- 
I  writer  parts,   agricultural 

I  implements,    etc.,    switch- 
I  board  parts  and  numerous 

I  o  t  h  er      articles      formed 

I  from  bar  and  sheet  metal. 

'Toledo"  Punching 

Press,  No.  34-P 

I  "PRESSES  FOR  EVERY  PURPOSE" 
I  Estimates  furnished — correspondence  solicited 

I     The  Toledo  Machine  &  Tool  Go. 
I  Toledo,  Ohio 
i    (JilcH};o  Office:  Room  611  Machinery  Hall.  5-^9  W.  Washington  Blvd. 

SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDii 

jiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiuiiinintllimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiitiimiiiiiiiiitiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiiitiiiiiiniluaMllfi 

The  Skill  is  AH  in  f 
the  Machine       | 

ROTARY  SWAGING  is  the  modem  | 
xind  economical  method  of  forming:  = 
soiid    or    tubular    circular    metal  = 
Bcctiona    without    waate    of    stock.  = 
The    LanKcUcr    Swaffintr    Machine  1 
reduces  or  tapers  to  a  circular  see-  f 

lion.  SQUarc,  round,  hexaeonal  op  | 
similar  shapes,  hot  or  cold.    We  = 
build  special  swaeing-  cnuipment  = 
ior  Tungsten  Filament  Wire.         1 

Oiir   policy   Is   to   cqui[)   the  machine   In  = 
(Mcry     detail     with     u-ork     holding     and  i 
fiedins  devices  that  will  enable  them  to  1 
givi>    the   most    efficient    jervice   with    un-  i 
sliillcd  help  at  a   low   uplteep  cost.  s 

Machines    built    to    date    have    capacity  = 
ranging    from    a    pin    point    to    2^    in.   = 
diameter  on  solid  stocU  and  to  0  io.   o»  = 
tubing.  ; 

LANGELIER  MFG.  COMPANY  f 
Arlington,  Cranston,  R.  I.,  U.  S,  A.  I 

^niuuiniiriniHiiinimiiiiiiiitriiiiiiiitiiiiniiniiMtiMiuiiiniiintiiiiiiiniiiiiiriiiiiiiiiriiiiNiiitiiiiiniiiitiiMitiMuiMiMitiinuimiiiiitR 

uiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiimiiimntiiiiniimiiimiiitiiHmiiniiiiiriiitiiiiitiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiriiiiiimiiiimiiiiiuiiiiiimniiiiiiiiu 

I  I  ICo 

Bolt  and  i 

Pipe    Threading  | 
Machinery 

Let  our  Engineering  Department  solve  your  I 

threading  problems.  Send  your  specifications  today,  | 

i                                           Catalogues   upon  request  § 

Landis  Machine  Company,  Inc.  | 
I                       Waynesboro,  Pa.,  U.  S.  A.  | 

niitiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMHiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiintiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiaiuiiinMie 
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Broaching  Can  Cut  CotU 

SpMMlty  Tool 

•y 

SO',  Added  Efficiency 
to  Screw  M»ckine* 

Dial  F««d  Tapper 

Die  Machine  Co. 
C««i. 

-

#

 
A 

Universal 
Iron  Worker ^^ 

^KT 

M   •   kar  OTMM.    a   gr«M M K 
Baffale  Porv*  Co.       g 

^ 3^ 
XUTE •Is-PRESSES 

PRESSESand  SHEARS 
THE  D.  H.  STOLL  CO.,  Inc. 

—>4  Laachtc  Sc  B«*«lo.  N.  Y. 

1 

Noble  &  Westbrook 
Steel  Stumps  «nd 
Marking  Dies 

Mmrk  BaH»r     Lmit  Loii$tr 
SEND  FOB  UTEIUTURa 

TK*  NebU  A   Waalbrook  Mfg.  Co. 
Imvraxad  MariUM  iMTlon" Hwtiwd.  C«ui. 

VH- 

'"^j 

^^      ""s;; '    •   ,^ 

f 
For  the  Architect,  Engineer 
and  Draftsman: 

Blue,  Brown  and  Black 
Print  Pap«ri  and  CIoiIm, 

Tracing  P  a  p c  rt  and Clotht. 

Single  Action  Vacuum 
Print  Frame*,  T  Square*, 

Trianglri,  etc.  Nybink — 
Waterproof  Inks. 

Drawing    and    Surveying 
Iniirumenia 

Drafting  Room  Furniture 

Hav*  you  a  cofy  of  our 
Cataloguff 

New  York 
Blue  Print  Paper  Co. 

98  Read*  Street, 
New  York  City 

American 
Blue  Print  Paper  Co. 

44S  Plymouth  Court,  Chicago 

Strength     and    Weight 
help  to  give  Armr  Bolt •nd  Nut  Marhinet  iheir 
undoubted  tuperiority  at 
Imniecliate  coat  reducera 

on  all  work  in  their  ca- 

pacity. They  turn  out  work 
falter  than  others  and 

perfect  accuracy  can  t>e 
depended  upon.  Write 
ut  for  detcription  of  our 
entire  line.    Catalog? 

THE  ACME  MACHINERY  COMPANY 
CLEVIXANO,  OHIO.  U.  S.  A. 

Lea  S^plox  Cold  Skw9 
FaM — La>y   In   dpriale — LafKC  Capacity 

Minimum  Waate  of  Stock 

t>**lffie4,  Maniifactur.d  uid  Sold  by 

The  Earle  Gear  &  Machine  Co. 
PliiUdolpkia.  Pa.,  U.  S.  A. 

HACK      "STERLING"      saws 

Ssw  A  Staiviag  Works,  Biiffsl«,  N.  T. 
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tiiiiiijiiiniiiiiiiiniiimiiiii   iiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiMiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnm     aiiiuiimininiHiiinMiiriiiiiiiimiiiriiimiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiriiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriuiiiumK 

HUNTER 
SAWS 

All    Types    of    Circular  f 
Saws  for  Cutting  Metal  | 

Inserted  tooth  saws,  solid  | 

tooth  milling  saws  made  I 

of    chrome     alloy,    semi-  | 
high    and    high-speed  I 
steels,   hot   saws,    friction  | 
discs.       Saw     sharpening  § 
machines.  I 

I  Have  you  tried  our  'Beskul"  semi-Uigh  speed  milline  saws?     They  = 
I  will  cut  costs  on  hard  jobs.  ^   ,.   ,.         ,  „  .  = 
=  We  also  manufacture  and  carry  In  stock  a  full   line  of  Pneumatic  = 
I  Uammer  rivet  sets  and  chisel  blanks.  5 

I        HUNTER  SAW  &  MACHINE  CO.,  Pittsburgli,  Pa.         | 
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiimiiittiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiriiiiiiiiniiiniiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHiiimiiiin 

enniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiilHiiiiliiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiujiig 

The 

HIGLEY I 
Cold  Metal  Saw 

Catalog  will  be  sent  on  application  to        \ 

Vandyck  Churchill  Company        | 
52  Vesey  Street,  New  York  | 

iHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiimiimiimimiiinintHiiiiniiiiiiiimimiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiHimiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiB 

iririiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiuirriiitiiiitniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiirriirriiiiiimiiiiMiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitriiitiiKii- 

LENOX 
^   HIOH  SPEED       "^ 

HACK  SAWS/ 

*;' AMERICAN  SAW  &  MF<5,,CO..., 

riiitMHimiiimiiiimnmimiiiimnmiiMiiimiirtmrmtmiiirmiminimmiimimiMiiimiirmimiiiitiimiiiMiirMiiniiiiiiirmirmiiiR 

£.MiiiiiiiriMinnMimiiiiiitiiiirMiirMiniiiiriiiiiMinMiniiiniiiuiiiiuiiiitiiiniiiniiiiriiniiiitMiiMMiiMiiiMiitMnrMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij 

I    Have  Us  Broach  It 
I  Broaching    cuts    cost    on    keyways. 
i  Bplines,  oil  grooves,  pear  teeth,   and 
i  countless  reeular  or  irreg-ular  shaped 5  holes.      Send  your  problems  to   the 
I  originators  of  commercial  Broaching 

=     Remember — "Lapointe    of    Hndsun" 

I  Lapointe  Machine  Tool  Co. 
I  Uudsoa>    Mass. 

The  "STANDARD" Double  Bolt  Cutter 
Column  and  headstock  are  cast  in  one  piece,  assuring 

permanent  alignment  and  rigidity.  Will  stand  up  and 
do  perfect  work  under  the  most  trying  conditions.  Six 

sizes:  V/i  in.,  2  in.,  2^  in.,  3  in.,  SJ/'  '"-,  4  in. 

I  Improved  Die  Head  and  Control 
I  Exclusive  and  Superior  Design 
I  All  parts  strong  and  substantial  yet  micrometer  adjust- 
I  ment  or  set  is  so  sensitive  that  bolts  may  be  cut  over  or 
I  under  size  and  dies  set  to  again  cut  exact  size — at  will 
I  of  operator,   while  machine   is   running,   adjustment  not 

I  affected    by   opening  or  closing  of   dies.     Feed   is   auto- 
I  matically  stopped  when  desired  length  is  cut. 

I  Circular  gives  details— torite  for  it. 

I         The  Universal  Machine  Company 
I  Pike  St.,  Bowling  Green,  Ohio 

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiriiiiriiiiirmtiiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiillitiiitiiiiltiiuiiirmiillllllnilimiiiiiiiiiilillillimiu 

siii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiinii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiimiiiiiitiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuuiii 

I  The  "MARVEL"  No.  8 
I        Metal  Band  Saw 
1  '  I  *HE  large  number  of  satia- =  I     (led  Users  of  this  high-grade 
=  ̂     saw   like  it    because  of   the 
=  large  capacity,  the  great  variety 
=  of  work  it  handles,  that  it  saws 
^  at   an   angle   right  or   left,   that 
=  the  work  is  held  stationary  and 
=  blade  feeds  itself  forward  into 
=  the  work. 

i  They  like  the  large,  roomy 
=  bed  or  work  table.  It  solves 
=     their  sawing   problems. 

=  Let  us  tell  you  more  about 

I    the  -MARVEL"  No.  8. 

=    Armstrong- Blum    Mfg.    Co. 
5    347    N.     Francisco    Avenue,  _ 
i  Chicago  The  No.  8  Marvel  Band  Saw  1 
?iHtiiiiiiiiriiiirniiiiiiMiTiniitnirMiiitiiniiiiiinitnii[iiiiM)iiiiiuMniMnKninMUMiiiMiiiMntuiniiiiiiniiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuin 

^iiiiiimnrriiimimiuiniMiiiiinMiUMiiiiMtnimminiiiriiiiiinitiiniiinriimMiiMiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiMiiMiiuiimiiirim^^^ 

ISAW  FILERS! 
GRINDERSI 

=  FOR  ALL  WOOD  AND  METAL  CUTTING  SAWS  I 
I  THE  WARDWELL  MFG.  CO.  | 
S     111  Hamilton  Ave.       l^aic  Sharpening  ^fachinery       Cleveland.  Ohio     5 
^(inntniiniiriitiiTTiiitTiiinniitiinnMiitiiniintiiMtiiiiiTiiiTtiiifiiitniiittiininitiiintMiiTiirtiiiiiiirnitniintirrnintiitTtiitiitiiiirniiic 

i    i  A 

WHI 
True  to  the  Name" 

■ry^^^- 
Made  of  the  finest  tungsten  steel  by  specialists  of  many  years'  experience.    Specify  "QUALITY" on  your  next  order  and  settle  your  Hack  Saw  Problem. 

NAPIER  SAW  WORKS,  INC. 
(The   Hack  Saw  Specialists)  Office  and  Factory:   Middletown,  N.  Y. 
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IttltlllllimuilUHHHia 

Waiting  to  ̂ ct  their  Teeth  in 

li  <«l  tTMl  •  MM  MMfe  1  mtt 1»»  *■%.  IW  M*   
IkM  BMM   Cka*    IkOT*    ■>*   M   «gk    MMto 
••  ■*•  ••  Vi*r  kMV*  rata      tW  !•*■ 

to  CHL  «•! kars  •  WMtaa  IkM  tMl«l 

D.  E.  l^liiion  Machine  Company 
N*»  U«4m.  Com. 

1  Iv  pttadpsl 

BUILDING  FOR  THE  FUTURE 
On  the  Experience  of  the  Past 

Th«  Cuthnun  Chuck  Company  hat  been  building  for 
«he  future  for  Uxty  year*.  It  it  doing  it  co-day.  Thit  it  the 
rcMoa  chat,  when  the  ne«d  appeirt  for  a  bener  holding  device, 
thtf«  b  •  Cuthman  Chuck  ready  to  meet  it. 

1l»N«CUtlWM 
TNmiir  Miamo 

STYIEEM 

9rie  Incomparable 
THAT  NEW  STEEL  CHUCK 

A^k  your  dftitfr  about  it. 

THE  CUSHMAN  CHUCK  CO.  ̂ ^SZ'SZ'k 

O^  Chucks    l// 
•I  Ik*  «*w«4  %tna  tna  haw  mm 
•5f*»  ■•*  ■«»  ••»*  art  ol  taw*. 
Amb     t»«»     «»     glial     »vtrr«lf 
Uwm   »    Ik.   Cm*   aa«   Ml*.   afMr 

'•»  »•»  •»»•  H 

The 
Hoggaon  St  Pettis  Co. 

H»w  H««*«,  C««a. 

HANNIFIN 
Production  Tools- Air  Operated  caiad»i  Md  Adjnttable  Ilorin^  Ban 

Cvg Alr-o|iar«l<^  Athor  P>— wi.  0,".i..    '''■  •  <' abatta.    Vim.     Mandnu    vi'i 
Adtaaiab).!    iiunnf   TooU.    .v 
a«a>ita«  Tou;<.  Adi*tiii>l«  li'.    i--^- ■nd  Rsamiiir  Bar*,  aad  Cyiladcr  Iwrlaf  and 
Inr  TMIa,  Car  Wbaal  Borloff  Bart. 

Calalofttf  on  Htqunl 

Hannifin  Manufacturing  Co. 
m.  mmi  BalaMT  A**.,  Chlnuca 
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Variety  performance 

pays  big  dividends 

The  purchaser  of  a  Jacobs  Drill 
Chuck  knows  that  he  possesses 

a  superior  unit  of  drilling  equip- 
ment, but  he  never  fully  exhausts 

its  versatility,  for  new  applica- 
tions come  to  light  daily. 

In  the  plant  of  the  Essex 
Engineering  Co.,  Inc.,  a  Jacobs 
No.  5  performs  some  unusually 
tough  drilling  operations,  but 
its  usefulness  does  not  end  there. 

We  show  this  Chuck  doing  a 

facing  job  on  the  bearings  of  a 
cast  iron  Spooling  Attachment 
Frame  that  proves  its  design  is 
mechanically  correct  and  its 

gripping  powers  unusual.  The 
closest  tolerance  limits  are  re- 

quired on  this  work,  but  the 
Jacobs  holds  as  steady  as  a 
miller. 

Engineer  W.  H.  Brutt  of  The 

Essex  Works,  states:  "The 
Jacobs  is  most  satisfactory  for 

all  around  work." 

■^  "^  '^ZTnis  advertisement  is  published  in  the 
interests  o/~ good  'Drilling  EyCfuipTtiervt 
by  the  makers  o/^  the  Jacobs  ChticJ 

JMiililliliimiil;ii;il',i'iiiiiK'iEiIIilJ JP 

"5erye  Wdl  With  Good  Equipment" 
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Athol-Starrelt  Vises 

AUmI  MachinuU* 

TV  CASTINGS  an  nude  in  our  wn  foundn. 
MMfer  dicmical  control,  and  from  a  «pmal  gradr  of 

««M-«(rrl  carr^-inc  high  tnMi'lr  and  cuniprc«sivc 
tfrmgrii  ctMBbincd  «i-ith  grrat  riacticit)-.  makini;  it 
Mifictwr  to  an)  othrr  tnatrfial  for  vi«r  construction. 
TW  metal  M  «uAci«ntlv  rigid  to  M-iih$tand  consider- 
ablr  rtraiB  wttbout  brrakinc  after  rrachinc  the 

poiM  at  wlikli  odirr  maieruU  from  which  visr<  are 
cuinoqty  madr  either  bend  or  break.  The  average 
taMlr  ftrcncth  i*  3S.UUU  pound* — approximately 
13.000  pound*  in  cxen*  of  the  be«t  grades  uf  cast 
iron. 

AaA  tor  CtUalogu*  35 

Athol  Machine  &  Foundry  Co. 
Athol,  Mms.,  U.  S.  a. 

Randall  A  Stickncy 
Indicators  and  Ciaujics 

Randall  &  Stickncy 
V.  K  A. 

Mmm.  B  Gvah  Counter 
«ill  give  you  vour  accurate 
production,     letted  HD.OOO 

per  hour. tm  . 

R.  A.  HART  MFC.  CO 1*1  mtiM»  intwr 
M   il%TTI.>'.  (NKftk.  MUM. 

DMIU. 

VISES 
Drtfl 

SPEEDERS 
KNURL  HOLDERS 

Tk«  Graham 

Mff .  Co. 
Pr*vi4«ac«,  R.  I. 

t   i The  Shore 

II  1 
Scleroscope 

mLm    j. It     now     u-<-.t     In     )iin)ai-<-<1«     of pUia                                           «       tn 
-  ̂ H^^^^^^^^^^n Hat'                                                  liifKH 
■^^H^^^B^^^^H  ^^^ rtvi.'                                                .    up* 

jT^^bB 
...Art 

1     II 

i^^Hk''       ̂ hH 1-      1...  :<iii..l.r.                                           nU- 
Ifi-mla    lo    •!»• .                        Tbr 

/V    n (rrti   buuklH   w.                      iou. 

/R  ̂ M The  Shore 

jMgjdJgm 
1      Itutrument  &  Mfg. 

-^^^p^^^^ "               Company 
inlrniallimiil    Mai)4ar4 

Van  Wyck  Ave.  and s.  lrr»»r«*|M' 
C.rrI  St. (H>r4nrM   Tr«(«t> 

jMwie*.  N.  Y. 

RIGIDITY  GIVES  EFFICIENCY 
III  Kigidily  and  oltirr  r«>ciitial> 

REED  VISES  ARE  MOST  RIGID 

Reed    Manufacturing Company 

ErU.  Pa. 

1 

ROCKFORD   STYLE  **C" Balancing  and  Drilling  Machine 
Thi*  marhin*  waa  rf— ignad 
fur  halanrtn^  and  drtUina 
AywHrala  with  crankahalt 
alta«kad  It  ta  fumi 
wilk  an  aalra  alajldard 
which  catriaa  tha  drill  haad. 

In  drilliaf  flywkaala  willl 
crankaKafi  allaciiad.  Ay* 
whaal  ia  hun«  rsulaida  ol 
balaacuM  ataitdard  naat* 
•M  drill  haad.  Tha  crank. 
■iMit  cs«alaat>a!anrai 
•vwiMaciac  flywlaail. 

Rockford 
Tool  Co. 
Rockford. 

mifynta 

Thia  lypt  J  mmthtnt  r*- 
fulrtt  m  24  in.  lanttr itut  (Aon  Styh  A  mnJB. 
Il  Am  «raa(tr  drlttlnt 

ndlm. 

Accurate  and  Kcliablo 

BROACHES 
Prompt  Stfxift—Coniull   ui  v/ilhtul    obligation 

The  Iluribut-Rojicrs  Broach  Go. 
MuJkiin.   Maai.,  U.  S.  A. 

thf 'If  <t    ami    Ortrral*d    hy 

thr  Hi-Kiiii  t  mu.KKM  MAniivruv  ro. 

Leak-Proof  Union* 

riarl    rntona  »r<-   OIUmI   Willi   imii  .«rr«- •ivr>   tiruniui    acaU.      A   Irw   aamirki   on 
rr.riural. 

Hrtte  tar  «Uli>(  »mt  prtfw  lUI  Ka.  %9. 

t.  M.  Dart  MIf.  Ca.,  Provldanea   R.  1. 
Tba  Kalrbaiiha  Co..  »»1««  Af"''j 

Caiwllan  r«<r»r*'  "•'*  Union  Co,.  I.l<l.. Trrronto. 
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fiiiiuiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiu   iHiMiiiiMiiiiiMiiiininiiiiitriiniiiiuiiiMiiiiniiiMiiiniiniiiiniiitiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiHiiiiuiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiMniiiniiniiiniintiMitiini^ 

I  Graduated  Adjustable  Friction  Self-Centering 
a 

I  Tap  Holders  for  Turret  Lathe 
I  TAPS  STEEL  as  safely  as  Cast  Iron 

Regulates  the  Whole  Power  of  Machine  to  Just  Drive,  but  Cannot  Break 
Tap.    When  Tap  Sticks  (or  Strikes  Bottom)  the  FRICTION  SLIPS,  and 

Tap  can  thus  be  Run  In  and  Out 
until  the  Toughest  Metal  is  Quickly 

Tapped. 

ERRINGTON 
MECHANICAL  LABORATORY 
BROADWAY   and  JOHN   ST.,  NEW  YORK 

Phone  Cortlandt  3149 
Western  Branch:  Maehiiitry  Hall.  54»  West  Waahiiigton  Blvd. 

Chicago 

New  England  Branch:  8:11   Old  South  Buildini.  Boston,  llaw. 
Catalog  Franca's:  Edgar  B'.oxham,  Paris 

1^  Rue  du  Delta 

DoubU  Clutch  SiMva 

Interchangeable  Spring  Shanks  for  Rough  and 
Finish  Taps  occupying  One  Turret  Hole. 

Especially  Good  for  Roughing  and  Finishing  Taps,  Running  Solid  Dies  Up 
Against  a  Shoulder,  etc. 

aiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiinMiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitaiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiirtiniiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiniii)MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiniiiiiMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiitiiiuiiiaiiiu 

iniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiititiiiimmiiniitiiinif  lunufiiiHiiiHiiuiiiiiiiiintiiniiuiiiiuiimiiiitiiiniiiiiiamuiiiiiiiniiiu     sfiinrMiiriHitiiiiriiiiMiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiii^ 

GARVIN  HEX-SQUARE 
TWO-WAY  FIXTURE 

For     Butt     or 

milling    of    a 

Straddle 

square  or 
hexagon  nature. 

Will  clamp  in  either  a 
horizontal  or  vertical 

position. 
Made   in  two  sizes: 

1  in.  size,  J4  to  1  in.  cap. 

2  in.  size,  14  to  2  in.  cap.  I 

MANDPACTUEED  BY  | 

THE  GARVIN  MACHINE  COMPANY       | 
Spring  and  Varick  Sts.        50  Years  in  NEW  YORK  CITY    | 

illlilltniiirtiiiriiiitriiirrllttiiiirriitriiitriiiriiiiiiiitllirtMirillirMlllllllililliitMiiiiiinriiiliinillltliiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiililliimiiiiiiiiitiiitnn 

:milliitiiMtriiiiiiiittiiiittiii)iiiirilltiiiitMiiiiiitiiiiitiiiitiiiniiii)iPiiriiiiitriiiitiiiiniiiniiiiiitiiiiit)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMitiiiniiiiiliiinilj 

We  Make  Nothing  But  Chucks 
(Jnion  Chucks  are  always  "up  to  the  minute."  Our  entire 
efforts  are  devoted  to  the  development  of  chucks  and  every 
dollar  expended  in  a  Union  assures  ample  returns  in  service. 
Correct  design  and  proper  materials  give  Union  Chucks  the 
stamina  to  stand  hard  usage. 

Union  Manufacturing  Co. 
26   Cortlandt   St.,   N.  Y. 

■^^^  New   Britain,    Conn.,    U.    S.    A. 
^4  Makers  of  a  Complete  Line  ol  Chucks 

Our    Catalog 

shows     ftilt line.    Send tor   your 

copy. 

-.iiiniiiiMiiiiinMiiiiiiiiMiiiMniinuiiiiiniiiiiniitliniiMiniiiiriilulitiiiiiiiiiiuniltiilltlliiiiniiiniiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiriiiiiiitiufi 

aiiiiirriiiriiiiriii,riiniiiitiiiiiriiirininiii)iiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiriiiitiiuiiiiitiiliiiliniinriiiiiiittiiiiiiinilllli)lllis 

BADGES 
Police,   Special   Officer, 

Watchman, 
identification 

In  addition  to  almost  every  con- 
ceivable kind  and  style  of 

Badge,  the  complete  line  of 
"PANNIER"  Master  Markers 
includes: 

7*inie,    Toolf    Pay,    Identification Checks;    Raised    Letter    Trade 
Checks,  Etc. 

Pannier  Bros.  Stamp  Co. 
206  Sandusky  St. 
Pittsburgh,     Penna. 

Face- Plate 
Jaws 

Convenient  to  at-  | 
tach.   Exceptional  | 
range.    Great  | 
strength   of   body  | 

and  parts.   Either  | 
iron  or  steel  body.  I 

The  I 
E.  Horton  &  Son  Co.  | Windsor   Locks,  | 

Conn.,   U.   S.    A.  S 
filliiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMllftlliiiiitlitiiiiitiiittiiliititlllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiniMiiittiiiiiiiiriiiriiHniiiiiiiiiitiirriiiiiiriiuiiim 

aiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiilliriiiiiiiiiltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiniitiiiiiiiiiiiiiMillliniliiiiillliluiiiimiiiiiniiiiiitiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiailu 

I  RAPID  HiS^K 
I      Drives  Straight  and  True  I 
I  Cannot  Injure  the  Collet      | 

I     American  Equipment  Company^  Detroit     f 
^iniiiirinimmmiiiiMiiiMmmniirrMniimiitMiiimiiriiiihiiiiiiimiiiimiiiMiiimitrnirMiimiiriniimiiiMminimi^  ^iinmiiMiiiiitiiuminiiniiiniiniiitiiitiiriiinniiinitMimiuiiiiimiuinimiiimmnmiiiiiiniuiiiniiiniiiMnirniiiiiiiMnmm 

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiriiiiinMiiiniiiniirtiiiiritiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiinuMiiiintiinMniniiiiiiittiiitiiiirTiiiiiiiiiUiiiiiiiiiiii^  siMiiMiuiiiiiiiiiniMiiiJiiniiMiiiiMitMiiuiiiMiiitiiiMiiiiiiittniiitiiiiMiiiiniMiiiiiniMniiiiiiritiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniimiiiiiiHiHiuist 

nMiiniMiitiiiiiiiiMniiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiutinNiiiuiiMiiiniiii^iiiitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiuiiiijiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: 

utiiiiiiiiiiiiinniuiiiiiuiiiiiiiMuiMiiirniiitiiiitMiininiiMiiiiijiniMiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiinirMnrriiiiiMiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiirHnijj 

I  FTNA    Swaging I  Lj  I  L^r\.   Machines 
I      We  build  Swaging  Machines  in  capacities  from      I 

I         4   to  4-2-111.       IVriie  Jor  llu  descriptive  matter.  I 

I      THE  ETNA  MACHINE  CO.,  Toledo,  Ohio      I 

CHUCK 
WITH 
AIR 

The  Lavoie  Air  Chucks  are  very  simple 
in  construction  and  are  easy  to  operate. 
The  grip  is  absolutely  certain,  as  is  the 
release.  Made  in  seven  types  with  six 
styles  of  jaws. 

A/mo/K/ PRODUCTS 

Write  for  particulars,  i 

I  FRONTIER  CHUCK  &  TOOL  COMPANY  i 
I  34  Letchworth  St.,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.  [ 
itiiiiiiMiittiiiiiniiiiniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiimimiiiimiiimiiiiniiiniimiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimimiiiiiniiimiimiiiuiiimi^^^^ 

Right   Angle  TransmisiSon 
Flexible  Steel   Tubing 
Flexible  Arms 

Micrometers 
Fine  Mechanical  Tools 

i  Illustrative  Descriptive  Bulletins  Mailed  upon  Request 

I       T,  R.  Almond  Mfg.  Co.,        '^*  Maw.*"* .SlMlllllinillllillMUIII(lll!)ll»nnmimilIllllll»llHlllllltllHiIIIIIIIIHIIll»HHl»M'"HII"'''l'""U'''''"'"''''"''"'''"''''''" 

Geared  Drill  Chucks 
Standard  Drill   Chucks 
Independent  Lathe  Chucks 
Geared  Scroll  Lathe  Chucks 
Combination  Lathe  Chucks 



-AMERICAN     MACHINIS  T—St^iim 
Vol.  57,  Na  26 

Th*  Di0  Htmd  tkml 
RnnHuti^miMfi 

Thrfdimg 

Xtwf  ynam 

Yon  Buy 
PRODLCnON  and  PRECISION 

m  M9C  S»tl-Opfmimi  Hit  H*mJ 

A  At  k»a4  i*  mif  •  MnM  to  an  «nd — ihrtadt. 

■»«rfmti—  and  prtcMon  karr  br«n  rrvolulion* 
kr  H  *  U  Ml 4>ndi«  Die  Hradv 
4k  kM4a  b»T«  cMaWhlwd 

■aw  Maarf«*4a  o{  PWcr*  prr  Day. 
■«■  luarfarda  •<  Part*  Tkrradrd  p«r  $<1  of  Chatera. 

TW  WW  HftO  ralaiof  lirtcribct  ibr  rniirc  line  of 
H*G  tiW  0>i«it  Die  Head^  Thrcadinf  Machinet 
miOmm  Grtmdtn. 

Wrkf  ff  m  npf. 

THE  BASTOW  MACHINE  SCREW  CORPORATION 

Si..  N«w  HavM.  CoML 

man  o^^^^iB  M  fj^.Co. 
!  I  I.LS&  REAMERS 

■UUtaavwy  to«l  Ul 
an  wmtf   tnm  •  •P'^al  altoy 

*         nar  f«lUa«  vv^Um. 

i  •«■•«  auMiif    T««  ■■« au   CaMar   SHn   to  |«* 
   M.     M  *•  CMMir  tm 
GLCOHILL  MFC.  COMPANY 

ARMSTRONG 
THREE-BAR    BORING  TOOL 

The  many  pointa  of  advantage  of  this  lathe  boring 
tool   will   be   appreciotnl   by   practical   machiniiti. 

A  alight  turn  of  one  nut  releaae*  or  faitena  both 
Bar  and  Holder. 

Ban  can  be  changed  aa  needed  almott  instantly 

thua  allowing  the  operator  to  use  the  atiffest  bar 
poaaibie  for  each  job,  with  the  reault  that  tpeedt 
and  feeda  can  be  increased  and  time  saved. 

Writ*  for  emtalog  mhieh  ahowa  our  comploto 
ilnm  of  tool  hottlmrm,  rmtrhmt  dritU,  tirop 
forfd  tmronchrm,  tathm  doga,  rlampa,  and 
othar  moehina  ahap  loola. ^ 

ARMSTRONG  BROS.  TOOL  CO. 
"The   Tool  ffoldrr  frnplr" 

316  N.  Ff  n<l— 0  Av*.,  ChlMflo,  U.  S.  A. 

■iHHMMMHMMHHHWaaMaaiMaMMMNMMNRNIMMMNIIHnunmiHIlimimU 

The  Gammons  Taper  Pin  Reamer 
Because  of  its  novel  design  It  can  be 
used  to  ream  holes  for  taper  pins  bv 

|ower   driven   drilling   marhinrt. 

thus  greatly  increasing  pro- 
duction. 

It  wean  to  long 

that    the    cost    of    re- 
placements    is    very     much decreased. 

Atk  lor  It  mt  your  tupply  houam  or  wrilt 
for  dtaerlptiva  eirtutar  and  priea  Hat. 

The  Gammont-Holman  Co. 
MaaclMatar,   Comb. 

COWLES  CUTTERS 
FOR 

INCREASED  PRODUCTION 

DURABILITY  and   ACCURACY 
COWLES  TOOL  COMPANY 

CUvaland,  Obto 
Cull  or  Dmattmra  ond  Mlimfmtunn 

DELTA 
HIGHEST  GRADE  FILE  MADL  THE  FILE  YOU  WILL  EVENTUALLY  USE 

DCLTA  riLE  WORKt.  Phlladalphia 
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WILLIAMS'  SUPERIOR 
DROP-FORGINGS 

Large  or  small,  simple  or  com- 

plicated,    any     quantity     made 

to  order 

DROP-FDRGINGS 
often  cheaper  than  castings 
«i-always  far  superior  — 

J.  H.  WILLIAMS  &  CO. 
"The  Drop-Forging  People" 

I       Like  Using  An  Auto  Without  a  Brake  | 
S  You  wouldn't  think  at  ilriviiigr  your  car  around,    with  no   means  of  S 
S  8toppine  it  Quickly.   would  you?     Well,  when  you  come  to  think  it  | 
=  out.  much  the  same  principle  applies  in  the  caae  of  die-heads.  | 

i  If  you  use  a  fixed  die-head,  you  have  no  positive  means  of  stopping^  S 
I  it   at   the  riffht   moment.  You   cannot   guarantee   accuracy   and   you  | 
I  may  strip  a  thread.  | 

I  If  you  use  a  Victor  Self -Opening  Die  Head  you  have  an  automatic  | 
I  brake  in  the  head  itself,  bocavtse,   at  exactly  the  riffht  moment  the  £ 
i  chasers  are  released.    Threads  are  finished  accurately  and  there  is  no  £ 

I  dang'er  of  stripping-  since  the  die-head  is  not  backed  out.  i 
1  s 
i                  You  see  the  point?      Well,  get  the  full  specifications.  = 

BROOKLYN 
35  lUchftTctsSt. BUFFALO!        = 35  Viildan  S|.     i Ohlcaflo 

1035  W.  120lh  St.  I 

^iimiiniiimiiMiiiiiiMnrimimiMMnmiiirimiiniiiiMiiiiiiriimmiiiimiiiiriMiiiiimiiiiniiiirMii   imiiiiiHiMiiiiiiiiiitimc 

:i^iMMiiiiiiiiiniiniMiiiniiiMiiMiifliilMiliiiiiiiiMnniiiMifiiiiiiMtiiiiitiiiitiiitiriiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiinniiniL 

h: Latiiebe 
HIGH  SPEBD.U'RILLS 

Latrot* Drill,  art lli.|,e.iy.,a ill  i   alerial  and    ̂ S 
workman^ .ip-lhcy are  rup-ed  i nll<— built  for  •peed. 
=cr„„c,. 

«»g  lift. 
litnte Drills  are  made  ftom 

Iml  rolliv 
>p«-i.l  « 

nion  hijih 
peed  Btecl  [as  shown 

.1,„,H  l,„ IwiMci!  anil  the  groov a  ate  milled— theie. 
fort-  Latnbe  Aniu hav,.  .11  the strength  of  a  forged 

drill  pill' he  ,.tr„„r,-  of  a  niilltj  Hrill. 

j'i1H(latrobe|1 

LATROBE  TOOL  COMPAN 
'^fanufacfurcrs:  LATROBE.    PA. 

Victor  Tool  Company 
Waynesboro,    Pa. 

r^i  i 

t:iiniiiniiiiiiiii[|iniiininiitriiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniitiiiiniiiiitiiiiriiiitiiirMiniiriiiiiiiiiri   ii'n?     ainiiiriiniiiniiitiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiimiiiHimiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimiB 

  ■HitiiiniiimiiiiiNiiimuiimniiuiiiiimumniiiuimmiutiuiiiiiiinimiiuimitimiiiiiiiuiiuii!:     aiHmiiiinimiitMniiiiimiiimiiiiiiiimimmrMtiMiiMiimiitMiirriiirMiinMmiitMiitiiiniimiiiiiiMiiiniiniiiitiimiiiiiir^^ 

LOVE  JOY  TOOL  CO.,  inc. U.S.A.  ̂ o 

METAL  CUTTIhiS  TOOLS     ^C^ 
INSERTED      CUTTER      TYPE 

TURNING,    BORING    and      MILLING. 

<»o   SPRINGFIELQ  VERMONT 

^^%     METAL  CUTTIhiS  TOC*.*     ^ ^        INSERTED      CUTTER      TYPE  ^ 

1 Ol.iv£:R /4BDRI^»> 

Made  in  fieven different  types 

Die  Making  Machine 
"A   Tootmaker  in  Itself" 

Dies,  gauges,  templets  and  the  like  can  be  sawed, 
filed,  and  lapped  on  this  machine.  It  accomplishes 
the  work,  on  the  average,  in  from  30  to  60  per  cent 
uf  the  time  ordinarily  required  for  handwork.  It 
Is  useful  for  experimental  work  as  well  as  for  regdlar 

production. 

Ask  for  the  "Oliver^'  Bulletin Oliver  Instrument  Company 
Adrian,   Michigan 

.TiiiiiiiiMniutiiiuiiuiiiriiuinrtNitrinirnniinniiiinirfiuiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiinrtnriniiiiiiirMrMinpHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiir. 

miiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiMiiintiiiiiiiiiNnMniiiMiMiriMiuiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiiiuiniiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiitiiiiuiiiiiiiiuH 

AMERICAN 

I  TAPS— DIES— SCREW  PLATES— REAMERS  | 
I  Let  us  quote  on  your  next  order,  | 

I   American  Tap  &  Die  Co.,  Greenfield,  Mass.    | 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiinitniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin 

niiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiitiiiiMiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiir 

The  WEST  Line  of  Tools      I 
incliidos  milling  eutters,   end  mills,   keyway  cut-  | 
terji,    r-onnterbores.  countersink.'*,   two-    and   lour-  = 
llute    drills    and    connecting   rod    tools,    and    any  = 
special  tools.  = 

Patrvts  Pending  = 

WEST  TOOL  COMPANY 
I  1013  Ford  Building,  Detroit,  Michigan  = 
niliiiniiiiM'iitiiiMtiiitiiiiniiiMiniiiiiiuiniiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiUiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiiiniiiTiiiitir 

riliiiiiiiiiii   II   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiimiiiniiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiifl 

g.«niii>i>iiiiii<iiii"iiii"i>i>">">"ii'iii"'   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiraiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiuiiiiiiiinir: 

!       CASLER  Offset  Boring  Head       f 
I  Use    it   on   your   milling   machine.      It   is   particularly  § 

I  handy  on  jig  and  fixture  work.  Has  micrometer  ad-  1 

I  justment  to  limits  of  .001  inch.    Write  for  Catalog  "H."  | 

I     Marvin  &  Casler  Co.,  Canastota,  N.  Y.      | 
F.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMminMniiiniiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiii^ 

SIIIIIIIIIKIINIinillNlinilllllinillllllllilllllllHIIIMIIItlllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlltlllMIIIIIIIIIJS 

h     I 

TWIST  DRItrLS  .CUTTERS,  REAMERS 
AND  SPECIAL  TOOLS 

NATIONAL 
TWIST  DRILL  &  TOOL  CO. 

X>EXWOIT,    VS.A. 

P.niiiHiimiiiiiniimiimimiiiiiiiniiiiiMiiiiiiirrniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiinitriiiiuiiiiiirriiriMntitiiiic 

BUCKEYE 
Twist  Drills,  Reamers  and  Special  Tools 

THE  BUCKEYE  TWIST  DRILL  CO.,   ALLIANCE,  O. 
Chicago  Office,  26  South  Jefferson  St. 
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The  New  Science 

Tool  Engineering 

Jigs  and  Fixtures 
1*1  • 

ni*  (lMk«*  4M*  «MI  itm  «Ml«a  •(  Ufa  i la^MW* ftsluiw  iMwd  on 

n  MMa  ■»  mi  <tln   •■4  tt««r  ••vIkaliM  le  dMt«n.   (how*  llM 
•■«;■•  trtw  MMateMiBi  »•  kaUw  Umb  atlMn.  uid  «iv<n  maKf 

Puhtith*d  Fmhnuny,  1922 

Tool  En^neering — 
Ji«*  and  Fixtures 

A.  0»wJ,  Pl*«U«*l.  Dowd    En(in*«riac   Co. 

PvMk  W.  CaHh.  dktef  gi^hmr.  Dewd  EagiBMHag  Co. 

tmtit  la    tnal/   groaadad  ea  wand 

■■C  aftgyl^  aod  pro- 

if>^  <r  ""V^  «'  *'^  *"^  aitf  iMfc  1,^  p^M   It,  t*T  mmd  44. 

ytee^^  \anu;fa//C7i  Ccupcn 
«Mr  Varfc.  N.  V. 

tliaiaad 
•r  latarn 

'*W^e  wanted  quick 

action — we  got  it^^ 

n 
^ 

"We  wanted  to  place  an 
important  contract  in  a 

hurry,"  they  wrote. 

"We  wanted  a  firm  who 
could  tool  up  quickly, 

and  then  could  follow 

through  consistently.  We 
wrote  to  five  firnis  adver- 

tising in  the 

Contract  Work 
Section  of  the 

American  Machinist 

f 

n 

"We  made  connections 
without  difficulty,  and  we 

got  quick  action." 

And  that's  the  way  pro- 
gressive firms  will  get  to- 

gether in  1923 — through 
the  Great  Clearing  House 
of  American  Specialty 

shops  and  plants  with 
Surplus  Facilities. 

P.S.     Are  you  making 
use  of  it  ? 
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I  The  Everlasting  Chair  | 

I 

That  is  what  our  all- 
metal  chairs  really 
are.  They  have  pressed 
steel  seats  and  hacks, 
formed  angle  iron  legs, 
heavy  Bessemer  rungs, 
and  are  put  together 
with  quarter-inch  riv- 
ets. 

They  are  light  in 
weight,  are  finished 
in  baked  enamel,  black 
or  green,  and  cost  but 
little  more  than  wood- 

en goods.  Furnished 
with  or  without  backs, 
3  or  4  legs,  12-  or  14-in. 
seats,  and  any  height. 
Also  with  perforated 
wood  seats  as  shown 
here. 

L."adin^,conroms  throug'h- 
out  the  world  have  aflop- 
tc'd   them  as  standard. 
Write  fop  catalog 
of  our  complete 
linesof  metal  shop 
and  factory  equip- ment. 

Makers    of    Wash 
Rowls,  Drinklnj; 
Fountains,  Lookers, 
.Shelving,  Tote 
Bo.\es,    Work 
Benches,   etc. 

I  Manufacturing  Equipment  &  Engineering  Co.   | 
I  Factory  and  General  Offices:  i 
I  FRAMINGHAM,  MASS.  I 
I    BOSTON  NEW  YORK    | 
niiiiiiiijiiiiiriiiriiJiriiiriiitiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiMiniiiriimiiiiriiiiiimiiiriiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiijiiiijiiiun 

3iiiniiiiiiitiiiiHiiiiiiiiHHiiiiiMuiiHiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiitiii]iiii(iiiiriiitriiitiiiMiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiu 

The  Standard 
Since  1864 

/ 

An  Idea  in  Filing 
That  Made  Good! 

In  1899  the  idea  that  "ONLY  THE  BEST  ARE  GOOD 
ENOUGH"  for  the  skilled  American  mechanic  was  re- 

sponsible for  the  beginning  of  a  new  standard  of  precision 
file  manufacture.  From  a  small  beginning  the  plant  behind 
this  idea^has  grown  until  today  it  supplies  a  wide  and  in- 

creasing circle  of  tool-makers  and  other  precision  workmen with 

AMERICAN  SWISS 
Files  of  Precision 

Today  the  manufacturing  plant  below  is  devoted  to  making  files 

of  precision.  Its  service — and  that  of  America's  leading  supply- 
houses  who  carry  "Stars  &  Cross"  Files  in  stock — are  the  best 
solution  to  your  own  filing  problem. 

Start  the  new  year  RIGHT. 
Order  a  trial  hnx. 

AMERICAN  SWISS  FILE  &  TOOL  CO. 
410-416  Trumbull  St.,  Elizabeth,  New  Jersey 

MORSE 
Twist  Drill  &  Mach.  Co. 

New  Bedford,  Mass.,  U.  S.  A. 

'iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiriiiiiiimiiiiiMiiiiiiriijiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiriiniiiiiiiiimiiiriiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia 
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Tuntrr  and  sckcw 
MACHINES 

'-♦Ik  a  «»te 

t^— «•«»   a  a»«a    g«q^ 
6,  a  r«4a.  JSum 

ftAOIAL3 

I«i FAcnmp (MIGINAIEDBYUS)- 

CHINE  TOOLS 
aca.  u.  •.  MT.  orrtcc 

THTS  !•  a  part  of  a  consUnment  of  Libbey  Tur- 
ret  I^lhc*  which  wc  have  recently  purcha<tcJ 
from  the  Government.  Some  of  ihcm  hiivo 

n*ver  been  act  up.  They  are  all  to  be  HcManufoc- 
tured.  and  offered  to  you  at  a  frbction  of  their  real 
vbIuc.  Wc  have  hundredi  of  other  bargains  like  these. 

The  Green  List' of  Gmsranl^rJ  Rf Manufactured  Machine  TooIm 
warriE  riia  a  roMrucTK  conr 

HORIZONTAL  BORING 
MACHINES 

VIRTICAL  BORING 
MACHINeS 

>*—«••<»    »aUM4.  »rm  Kn. 

•Tht,  li  m/,  m  tmmil  part  •/  r*#  Crrrm  Lht. 
If  Ih4  i—l,  yM  $rmi  mt  ••!  U,ud  hrrt,  wriit  ami  ath  m. 

1 — M'tD.  OtAoll 

a— TMa.  Cwctanati. 

8HAPERS 
1 — 14-ln.  Warowmr. 
1— IfttB.  PMiar  a  JolUMlaa. 
I— Iff'tn.  Q«Ma  CHf. 
I— leiB.  Mnta*. 
&— MiD.  Walcow. 
'■I — ISm.  •«MkM. 

I— |«-ta.  oShl^ 

>4a.  tMiiaa. ^-^m.  Walrali. 
I«^.  ».  B.  P. 

•49  Washington  Boulevard 

LATHES 
1— M4o.  X  ion.  Ludc*  ft  Shlplw. 

»— «04a.  X  ISUi.  AMiGM 
1— iO-ln. 3«— ai  In. t— 33-ln. 

1— «S-Ui. 3 — 34  In. 
1—34  In. 

1—34  ID. 

IS — 94  4n. 
30— SAIn. S— 3Sln. 

17— Sftln. 4— 30IO 

1&— 38ui 
BUI  •dell 

34— 3«-«n.  X 10— sain  X 
1»— 3«ui.  « 
4— 3U-ln.  X 
1— SOln  X 

37— 2«ln.     I 

Pood. 
44— SOln. 
17.%— 34  In 87— 8«ln. 

ID — Srtln. 
3— Ua-la. 

Pood. 
.>— eein. 
«— SSln. «— 3«ln. 

4 — 30  In. 4— .Win. 

3 — SO  in. 
I — 30  In. in — 38  In. 
1— .13  In    X 1— aoin    X 
.1 — .'trt  in    X 

1— .le  In    X 
1 — sum   X 

1.1 — 3«lnxH 
4 — 3«ln 

IS-n.  IJadmTM 

X  10  n.  U>  Blood. 

X  8  II.  L.   a  3..  Od.   • X  tu  ft.  Lodfv  a  3hU>l«y. 
n  10.(1.  AoMricaa. 
X  10  n.  AOMT.,  Od.  Bd. 
X  10  (t.  Umdnr,  04.  Bd. 
X   18  ft.   fmiUmo: 
X  10-lt.  atdBM. 
X  10  (t.  U  Bload. 
X  13-(t.  I.O  Blond. 
X  lO-ft.  Wsloutt. 

X      10 II.      WhllaoMb' lO'ft.  Cutada. 

X   11  ft.  Clwo. 
«  lift.  WlcSia. 
X    13  ft.    WIrkM. 
X    l-J  fi    Wxlcolt. 
X     10(1.    Nll«i.a«n«il- 

X    8-ri.    Bridxvfotd. 
.   X   10(1.   Briilnlord. 
X  B  ft.  Brtdnlord. 

X  13-n.  Bridi  '     - 
X     14-tt.    Mil 

2 — .Ifl  in  X & — 10  (n.  X 

3 — lA-lo.  X 

X  14  fi.  Brldntord. X  lit  ti.  BHdnford. 

X    30  fi.    Bridfrtord. 
X  11  ri.  Am«r.  Od.  Bd. 
X    11(1.   Americaa. X  11  ft.  U.  S.  *  O. 
X  30(1.  AaMT.   Od. 
X   13tt.  niehbor*. 
X   13  ft.  WIrkM. 
X   rifl.  WIrkra. 
X  14  (t    Jobnton,  Od. 
X  in  fi    JohniHin.  Od. 

m. 

<.<M.  Hd. 
IV.  (W.  Hd. 

Hd. 

.  Hd. 

.  Hd. 

'"1.  Od!  Bd. 

.1 

I.  Od. 

I- 

PLANERS 
'<  ln.x34.|n.  Clndnnatl. 

1  >>i.xl9'fl.  Whitromb. 3-    iu.xlH'(t  dndnnxU.  3 

btla. 

1 — fi  in.x43  In.xll  (t    N.B.P, 
I — 4N  ,n  «IH  in  xr.:  (I.  Cincinnati. 
I  fl.  Hockturd; 
I  '  ft.  Orajr. 
1  '>  fl.  Baouot, Mllea. 

DRILLS 

I 

-li  111     My '.'"  In.    K»i 

Iv 

I  llnr.   n.   0. 

K    A  J.   UxrnM. 
W.  r.  A  3.  Bmmm. 
r.  A  J.  Barnaa. 

I -.11 

1— ><• 

t— a'.'ii: 

1— Mo.  a-i 3— Mo.   II 
I— No    II 

-Hford. 

16— «l4pt>l.  Alhra, 
-     "      1-B  BauT  a  WricM. 

I   Nalao. _     .  Pratl  A  Whltaay. 
S— Mo.  M-4  Kafv. 
3— Mo,  SO  Malcu. 
I— Mo.  41  Mauv. 
8 — Mo.  1  BaroM   Horix. 
1— Oarvla  Two  Way  Botioc  Maab. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
1 — 1800  1b    Krta  Staam  HanuBar. 

"   *aUn<1  Kallair^  Uwh.  _ 
In     Laodla  ifb. loU 

"vba*. 

'!•  Broaab, 

.firti 

J 

tit — ."M-winn.     iH'tiw      j-rmi     *      vVnit- 

naa.  aad  OarrlD  Proniora. 
1—4  .ill.  Wnlton  Oanlarinx  Mach. 

i~flgjy  ''-""'    '*''"'>'  (7  lo.) l^SBSt   '■  Tappar. 
I— i.Olt**'  y''  'in. 1 — 3  1'  -.  Uunert  Cut  Off. 

I  — K.  -             -      ' 

Bt«.' 

&   Krump   fluid 
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I  FOR  SALE!  Complete  Equipment 
I  Exceptional  opportunity  to  purchase — Modern  Machine  Tools, 
I  Raw  Materials,  Supplies,  etc. 
I  Becker  Milling  Machine  Co.,  110  Business  St.,  Hyde  Park,  Boston,  Msiss. 
I  Tel.  Hyde  Park  800 

I  Whitcomb-Blaisdel.  Mch.  Tool  Co.,  677  Cambridge  St.,orl34  Gold  St. .Worcester,  Mass. 
i  Tel.  Park  4940 

I  Business  and   Goodwill   purchased  by   REED-PRENTICE  CO.,  Worcester,  Mass. 

3 — 18   In.    Lodfe    &    Shipley    Engine    Lathes,    Compound    Best, 
Double  Back  Gears,  Quick  Change;  similar  to  cut. 

84  Engine  Lathes,  Cone  and 
Geared  Head 

Lodge  &  Shipley,  Hendey.  Pratt  &  Whitney.  LeBlond,  Reed- 
Prentice,  Whitcomb-Blaisdell.  Flather.  Champion,  Boys  & 
Emmes. 

16  Turret  Lathes 
Potter  &  Johnston,  Gridley.  Pratt  &  Whitney,  Gisholt. 

6  Automatic  Screw  Machines 
Cleveland,  Gridley,  Pratt  &  Whitney. 

22  Planers 
22  in.,  24  in.,  26  in.,  30  in.,  36  in.,  42  in. 
Whitcomb-Blaisdell,  Pond,  Woodward  &  Powell,  Cincinnati,  Gray, 
Fitohburg. 
Also  one  60  in.  x  60  in.  x  14  ft.  Gray,  late  type,  two  rail  heads, 
two  side  heads,   worm  drive. 

40  Millers,  Plain,  Universal,  Vertical 
KcniDsmith,  Milwaukee,  Becker,  Van  Norman.  Also  Becker Planer   Type   and   Duplex. 

26  Drills  Upright  and  Multiple  Spindle 
Sigourney,  Snyder,  Prentice,  Henry  &  Wright.  Blaisdell. 

19  Grinders,  Plain  Cylindrical  and 
Universal 

Brown  &  Sharpe.  Landis.  Norton. 
Also  surface,  cutter,  tool,  internal  and  bench  grinders. 

12  Gear  Cutters 

2 — 16  in,  Pratt  &  Whitney  Engine  Lathes,  Compon'nd  Rest, 
Quick  Change.  Chuck.  Taper  Atiaclinniit.  One  machine  with 
collet  attachment  and  6  collets;    similar  to  cut. 

Brown     &     Sharpe.      Gould     &     Eberhardt,     Fellows,     'Winton. Schuchardt  Sc  Schutte.. 

8  Boring  Machines,  Horizontal  and 
Vertical 

Universal,  Niles,  Lucas.  Beaman  &  Smith,  King,  Colbum. 

Miscellaneous  Machine  Tools 
Arbor  I'lcsses,  Shapcrs.  Mdiil  Saws.  Centering  Machines.  Punches 
and  Shears,  also  woodworking  CQUipmcnt. 

Raw  Material  and  Supplies 
Cod  Rolled,  Machinery.  High  Speed  and  Tool  Steel, 
Emery  AVheels.  Belting,  etc. 

Twist  Drills, 

Cutters  of  all  Descriptions 

I — No.  2  Becker  Universal 
Milling  Machine,  with 
12  in.  Dividing  Head. 
Tailstock.  Pumps,  all 
power  feeds,  range  28 
in.  X  14  in.  x  18  in., 
working  surface  of 
table  43  in.  x  10  in., 
arranged  for  motor 
drive.  (Reliance  110 
volt  D.  C.  IVi  h.p., 
300  - 1600  r.  p.  m. 
motor).  Similar  to  cat. 

ft.  Reed  -  Prentice 
Radial  Drill,  ball  bear- 

ing type,  box  table 
22  in.  X  20  in.  x  20 
in..  arranged  for 
motor  drive.  Similar 
to  cut. 

Land  and  buildings  of  Becker  Milling  Machine  Co.  and  Whitcomb-Blaisdell  Machine  Tool 
Co.  for  sale.  Detailed  description  of  buildings,  plans  and  prices  sent  on  request.  Apply 
Treasurer  at  677  Cambridge  St.,  Worcester,  Mass.,  or  Tel.  Park  4940. 

imiiMiriniiriinirrmfMiiiiriiiitMiiiiMiiiiinHiiiiriiinMiiiiiniiiMiirMiiriiiiiiniiriiiiiHntMiiiriiHMiuHiMiffiwnriiuniitiiiiHimmmniininiriiiiirniitmiiiinrMniiiiiriiiniiiininrMin^ 
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Amtrteaa  Machlntat 

^^   Ml    •■«     ■■■■III.     It    ■■..     Ctrnm 

^  mmm  im  mtm  ttmm  tMrtw  r  •. 

m*  It 

•    IB. 

t  •    •• 
■•     M      •    l\t     IB 

t    •  •  )•.  »— «  •  I*  Mt  I    It  •  M  im^m 
rtim  «iiiii>»M«  aii»iiiii.  <i> 

NEW  AND 
SUGHTLY  USED MACHINE  TOOLS 

IM I— Mtowt    il   I*.   •    «   ■>• 

I  ■■lt». I— II  !>.  «  i  n. 

tATHBS lakw.   llfi.  t   4   n. 

I  -  II  Ik.  ■  •  n.  iCbMi.  «ki«*  mtmtmit. 
*«>  ,,mti  mti—  Utak  MWtM*  ««lli   all 

I-7R!Si    fl    i»^    •    •    fu    Wmiiii*  Mill*!*! 

>— It  la.   I  «  M.    laM4l  Willi i*  ■ijiiill  ■■• 

■■^  n«.   iMM   n.   ■M4  ■  1*1111      . 
I— itfcL  «   i»  n.  «•»«•  ■»<••  tai*^  u«» 

I   t  fl.  n«*  aHM  U«»  Ikn*  ■•» 

'MM  mw. 

■It 

IMk*.    ««Kk 

I— I 

•ta*  ■■«  taialMilMn  •■<  tU  nmUr 

I— Itti.   tU   fl- 

jnwlj^i  ■■§■■  tin,      iiiiliii   Mt  >n  nfVUr 
I— SrV  •  i  It  Iim4I  Dnit  MCtw  Mk^  ic- 

ml  (MM,  II  ia. ;  Umt  Mt»  MM  lar  4  la. 
katt  4iMGb  k«*  tMn«,  Mb*  aalBil*.  ■•- 
tfcta*  HIM  «tlk  M>  ki4.  Mr  taMIUa.  ■•■* 

>— II  la.  I   I*  It.    lata*)   Lt  Mtad  i»a»  <lui>. 
■*k  !«■■■»■  ••«.  im*  MWat 
turn  Ma*  MM  palln  *•«  <>'><• 

•MBMnliall.  MaM 
I— tl    la.    I   II   n. 

etaitoMmd  nn. 

_  >ltk  ■iiial^itlitfr«ii  all  i««altr 
mm^tmmi,   artati  avia*.  («  U..  dituar*  ka- MMM   aaMMi.   >4    la.:   kala   imaM   a»<a««. 

t%  la. 
1—14   la.   I   I*   n.   Mraaa*  aailaa  Uttm.  Ikraa 

I— tl  la.  t  4<  fl.  rUM<  MalM  laOw.  Ii»~ll 
mtfcil  uiala  t—n*.  madaf*  ftun,  t—i 
*mt.  ■ntlw^  alik  »a  t*ttia««,  ut*f  at 
■  ■[^■■■li  aa*  kaltaa  *kM  a»ladla,  alio  I 
»•  k».  It*  a..  «.«-  a.  m.  •Mar,  tnmt  HA 
wlik  T.I4  *•■  oMxIlar  mt  C*  llll   m*- 

frlt- 

— 1«  Ik.   iaa«4)  Dnna, 
uat  aitiil  ka*4  aln 

I 

I— Ka.     II     laaa^l aaMau.    % 

«Mk    alra 
%   la..    H   la..  Mi  A  la.,  i  ill  i 
Ira    raal    aalatr     atl4a,     aawHaratitK. 

I«  (fal  rUu  taaM- 
I— I*  la.  <aw4t  liMala  l«na«  todM.  ttlati 

aalaa.  It  la  :  tUa«  alUl  Ikraa  «*a  Onlnnal 
*SL  imUt  kaa  1%  la  kat*..  U»Mm  It la  tftt  alaH  «■■«■■  filllf 

BAWS 

I— iria«|  Lm  WaH*  •>!<  kMt  Ma.  II.  rtatr- 
tU  ,m  la  laaa*  lll^.  »  kl  ajawa  Mk.  « ML  1  t«a>  aa  iat.  tkw*  kdla*  •!«•  attklaa; 
aa  mtaaakaft. 

I— 4j(lkatrau  Ra*  kaa  «Mk  tttr  M»  •■4 
BAND  SAWS 

t— «a(ttf  I*  la  t  II  n.  Mtit—UI  MaUl  tal- 
law   iMMaaa.    artaiwa*  ktN   drtn, 

MnXJNC  MACHINES 
I— »a  I  nii<iii  main  Miniiif  aMdilaa,  tiarta 

Mlat  *M«,  Miln^  aiik  lit  la  aikar,  Ba- 
•kiaa  kiu^  alia  lu     1 1   M  a   a  i»p,f 

I — Ma  l-t  W  (ttia  lililm,  kt<*  taaia^.  tala. 
laaf.   laWl  kaM  anaa  aan.   Im*.  aaaa  *laa. 

>— Ik    I*  raa 

I   14   la. 
•-?*   tm    at 

/M/<kaa«l 

li  •■  I  j  III   a«Mi 
laa«.       fcrfara    t^ -  »H     la. 

I   14   la. Of   r«    atala   aillm,    laat.    raa«    ItaMtl 

ftU    la^    naaa   tm4    Ikaa4l    IH    ' '    '<kaa«l    1%    la  .    M 

■  M.  iiu<iir 
1...1  .Ir., 

1,1     I     <.il- 

lOMACHINBS   <ror.lin.iedl 
.No   I  lltaita  A  Ki'    ■    II  "      ■-•.  I kaalat    tad   ■lllx.t    ̂ .^. 
wllfc     I     llaiU"..'     ..ii.t.!. 

lat   ill.-  .  I    -i-iii.!!.' i.t..      1      !  ̂         '.".M      1. I    and   dimii    Ihv 
.    <■      ami    M. 
rum     Heavy     Mllr    UUIM 

IVaat  ra*da   lu   all  dliaiOaw.     Oil 
g«»    aiul    raaaartlaaa.       BqalMad    aiUl     II 
ha.  ni  labia  apMd.  4.t.   JtaM  Ik  LaM  BMlar. 
IM  ta  Utt  r.p.ai. 
"    1  LaWaada  lllllinf  Mtrhlna,  ptmt  (ta* HI  dtraaUaat.     VarTabIa  ipaal  *  hp..  da. 

■■la  dfin SHAPEKS 

I — II   la.    MUwtalva  bark   (aarad.   tnak   tkOatl, 
wllk    nltal    laMat,    lalrrl    vliat.    tam    «iT«, 
eaaalaaalxna  tad  til  taaulw  aqulaatal. 

I — II   la.    iuna<4i>    MatUaaa    katk  naM4.tctnk 
ikaatn.  maiplaia  ailk  vltat,  tnaiMaMni  wd 
■U   faiulaf   aaalpaMai, 

1 — II   la.    Mllaaukra   iHwk  (aarad  artak  tkuan. 
wllk     awl.rl     Utiira,     twlval     vlaM,     aaot    drlV*. 
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BORING  MILLS 
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I        SECOND-HAND  MACHINE  TOOLS 
lUUiuiiiiiiimuNi 

DRILLS 
l-splndle  Avey  ball   bearing. 
3 -spindle    Henry   &    Wright   ball   bearing. 
3-splndle   Taylor  &  Fenn. 
'1-S|)in<lle   Francis    Heed. 
2l)-ln.    Prentlee   Br.    slid.    hd.    B.C..  P.P. 
28-ln.    Snyder,    si.    hil.,    B.C..    P.F. 
32-in     .Superior,    si.    hd..    B.G..  P.P. 
4  2-ln.    Cincinnati-Blekford  si.   hd..   B.O..   tap.   att. 
No.    17    4-spdl.    Foole-Burt  gang    drill. 
No.   30    Bausch   multiple   spindle. 
3-ft.    Cincinnati-Blekford    plain    radial,    tap.    att. 
3-ft.  No.  0  lilekford  plain  radial,  tapping  att. 
3-ft.    Mueller  plain   radial,   tapping  att. 
3-ft.    Amerlean   plain    radial. 
5-f£.  Dreses  plain  radial,  ta:iplng. 

LATHES 
9-ln.   J   20-ln.   Porter  Cable  mfg.   lathe. 

12-ln.  I  6-ft.  ncndey  Lathe,  C.n..  P.C.F..  Q.C. 
14-ln.   X   6-rt.   Hendey  lathe.  C.R..  P.C.F..  Q.C. 
14-ln.   I   6-ft.    Monareh   C.R..  P.C.F..   Q.   C.   G. 
14-in.    X    8-ft.     Lodge    &     Shipley    C.B..    P.C.F., 

Q.C.G 
16-ln.   X    8-ft.    Champion.    C.R..    P.C.F..    Q.C.O. 
16-ln.  %  8-ft.  Lodge  &  Shipley,  geared  hd.^  C.R., 

P.C.F.    taper    att.    Longltirdinal    and    cross    feed 
stops. 

17-ln.   I    S-rt.   Flather.   C.R..   P.C.F..   Q.C.O. 
18-ln.     I     8-ft.     Greaves-Klusman.     C.R..     P.C.F., 

Q.C.O. 
18-in.      X     8-ft.     Whlt.Blalsdell.     C.R..     P.C.F.. 

Q.C.O. 
20-ln.   X    S-ft.    American,  C.R.,   P.C.F 
24-ln.xl4-ft.   Greaves-Klusman,  C.R.,  P.C.F..  Q.C. 
32-ln.     X     H-ft.     Hamilton.    C.R.,    P.C.F..    triple 

geared. 
38-ln.   X    16-rt.    Pond,  geared  head.   C.B..  P.C.F.. 

triple   geared,    arr.    M.D. 

BORING  MACHINES 
No.   1  Lucas  table  type.  hor.  bor.  Sc  drilling  mach. 

3 -In.    bar. 

BORING  MACHINES  (Cont'd) 
No.     2    Ui'urnan  &    Sniltli    fli>or    type,    arr.    M.D., 4 -In.    bar, 

34-ln.    Colhurn,  turret   he«d,    vertical. 
38-in.    N'ilcs.    2  rcR.   heads,   vertical. 
51-in.    Niles     2  rcg.    h.ads,    vertical. 

SCREW  MACHINES  AND 
TURRET  LATHES 

%-ln.-^i-ln.  cap.  Clevelaiid  au{o.  Model  A  screw 
marhlnc. 

%'ln.'%-ln.  cap.  Cleveland  auto.  Model  A  screw machine. 

^-in.  cap.  Cleveland  pi.  auto.  Model  B  screw iimchino. 

I -In.    cap.   (Mnti.-Acme    wire    feed    screw    machine. 
lU-ln.    cap,   Clntl.-Acme    wire    feed    screw    mach. 
1%-in.    cap.   rinti.-Acme    wire    feed    screw    mach. 
2% -III.   cap.   Clntl-Acmc  wire   feed  screw  mach. 
IB-  and   18-ln.  Clntl.-Acme  unlv.  Fox  turret  lathe. 
2'/i-ln.  X  21-In.  Jones  &  Lamson.  bar  or  chuck- 

Inn    turret    lathe. 
3U-ln.  X  36-iii.  Jones  &  Lamson,  bar  or  chucking turret   lathe. 
No.    1-B   Foster   geared   head   turret   lathe. 

MILLERS 
No.    2,    3    and    4    rinclniiatt    plain. 
No.    5    Cincinnati    plain   hp. 
No.    2B   Brown  &    Sharpe  plain. 
No.    2.    5    and    9    Kcmpsmth   plain. 
Xo.    3   and    1   Cincinnati   vertical. 
No.    2A.  C-2.   4B  and  5   Becker  vertical. 
N'o.    B2    Becker   continuous   type  vertical. 
No.    IH.    2    and    3S    Cincinnati    universal. 
No.    1 H    Brown   &    Sharpe   universal. 
3C-in.    X    10-ft.    Newtnn,    face    slab    type. 
4H-ln.    X    12-In.    Pratt  &  Whitney   thread  milling machines. 

GRINDERS 
3-!n.  X  18-ln.  Norton  nlain. 
6-ln.  X  32-ln.  Norton  plain. 
lO-ln.    X   36-II1.   Norton   plain. 

GRINDERS    (Cont'd) lO-ln.    X   30ln.    Landis   plain. 
12-ln.   X   120-ln,   Landli   plain. 
16-ln.    X    52'ln.    Lftndls    plain   crarUuhaft   grinder. 
12-ln.    X    40-in.    B&S    unlTerial. 
12-in.    X    36-ln.    Cincinnati    universal. 
2-12-in.    X    24-in.    Diamond   surface. 
Taylor    high-speed    water    tool    grinder. 
No,     1    Cincinnati    cutter    and   reamer    grlnd«r. 
No.    BO    Heald  cylinder   grinder. 
No    11    Blvett    Ball    Baco.   with    power  oscillating 

att. 

Saxon     face     grinder. 
lO-ln,   Oarrigus  rotary,  with  magnetic  chuck. 
.\i>     2    Brown    &    Sharpe.  surface    grinder. 
1 8 -In.    and    2  0-ln.    disc    grinders. 

SHAPERS  AND  PLANERS 
1  l-ln.  Gould   &   Eberhardt   crank   thaper.    B.O. 
20-ln.  Da  Is  crank  shaper.    back   geared. 
24-ln.  Stockbrldge  crank   shaper.    back   geared. 
15-ln.  and    24-ln.    Hendey   friction   ihapera. 
24-ln.  I   24-ln.   i   8   ft.   Flather   planer.    I    hd. 
36-ln.  z36-in.   x    12-ft.    Pond   planer.    2   hdt. 
48-ln.  I  48-ln.  i   IS-ft.   Sellen  planer.  3  hds. 
60-ln.  z  40-ln.  x  12-rt.  Pond  planer.  2  hds. 
66-ln.  X  60-ln.  x  30-fI.  Bement  planer,  3  bdi. 
86-ln.  I   60-ln.    i    12-ft.    Dcl:lck   &    Haney   opan- 

slde   convertible   planer,    4    hds.,    M.D. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
No.   3    I/apointe    broaching    machine. 
No,    72   Ferracuie   press. 
No.    13    PAW    profilers. 
36-in.    Gould   &    Eberhardt    gear    cutter. 
36-in.    B   &    S    gear    cutter. 
18-H    Gould   &   Eberhardt   bobbing  gear  cutter. 
%-ln,  X   %-ln.  single  end  punch  and  shear. 
6-in.    Gleason   bevel   gear  generator. 
American    and    Stewart    furnaces, 
Newton.    Burr   and  Racine   Saws. 
Bliss    &    Adriance    power    presses. 
30-Ton  Lucas  Forcing  Press. 

BOSTON 

THIS  IS  BUT  A  PARTIAL  LIST  OF  OUR  STOCK 

HENRY  PRENTISS  &  COMPANY, 
149  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK.  N.  Y. 

BUFFALO  HARTFORD  SYRACUSE ROCHESTER 
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100  Hendey  No.  4 
Lincoln  Type  Millers 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Lon^tudinal  feed  (power).  30  in. 
Cross  feed.  5  in. 
Vertical  adjustment  of  spindle.  8  in. 
Size  of  table  24  in.  x   0  In.    (2 — %    in.  T 

slots). 
Greatest  distance  between  spindle  and  table 

0  in. 
Number   of   feed   changes.    12 
Taper  hole  in  spindle.  B.  &  S.  No.  10 
Speed  of  countershaft.  200  r.p.m. 
Weight,  about  2,300  pounds. 

LOOK 
Some 

Bargain 
Your  choice  of  either  a 

Hendey  or  Becker 
Lincoln  Type  Miller 

«pl^^        Each 
F.O.B.  cars  Newark,  N.  J. 

Each  machine  nearly  new  and  guar- 
anteed in  A-1  condition  and  complete 

with  countershaft  and  oil  pump  but 
no  arbor. 

Terms    1/3    with    Order.       Balance 

Sight  Draft  against  Bill   of  Lading 

200  Becker  N0.7-H 
Lincoln  T}^e  Millers 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Longitudinal   feed    (power).   19%    in. 
Cross  feed,   7  in. 
Vertical  adjustment  of  trplndle.  9  in. 
Greatest  distance  between  spindle  and  table, 

0^  in. Size   of   table  39   in,   x   9    in.    (3 — %    in. T  slots). 
Number  of  gpindle  epeeds.  3 
Taper  hole  in  spindle.  B.  &  S.  No.  10 
Speed  of  countershaft,   160  r.p.m. 
Weiffht,  about  3,400  pounds 

I    New  Jersey  Machinery  Exchange,  21  Mechanic  St.,  Newark,  N.  j. 
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I  -    N.  11     Ovms     VmiImI.     fMH 
I— .<lK  •  BiitM.  Tmlol.  paaw  findi,  Uu  itm. 
I-  N&  t  lUnia.  mttXm  imw  CmM. 
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GRINDERS 
I — M.   I  U  HmI  I'alniHl  TM  Md  raiu*. 
I— M^H  Water  liatan  OrlB«m  wllk  auoMU* 

{— OwwiitiM   Ttal   aa>l   Ctttm. 
— Ma.    I    rntn   t'almwi. I— M*.   I   lh«n  *   Man*  Callar  at 
I— l*-la.    I    111*.    Mw««.   iteU. 
I— It'lK    •    I*  la.   KMIaa.   lUla. 

I— I*  la     >    tt'la.   I-  II  la     I    M-la.    Hal*.   aMik 
fr<«  Tmtt  m*  UvMa  BM  Ortadvi,  all  UMt. 
I— Ma.  ••  Haalil.  HI  ui«rt»  .  Mrtal  K«.  iTflT 
I— Ilia.   I  Ilia.    lN«.    II    l.ui<lta.   UalTCfML 

DRILLS 
«— U-u.  ■i*»li  •aMinnu  »hM. 

« — U'ta.  BiMWa  fim»».  ■anr. 

« — II  la.  ■miliar  (flMlUra.  tMr. 
I*— 1<  la  I'    «    «HiUI>*.  law. 
l»— II  In  ItMapMa    B  U..   P.r. 
I— IMa  .tmra.    II. U.    P.F.    '. 
{—•Ma.  niatur.   no.,  PJr. 
I— 11  la  ptmuml  mmi^  mma  M.a,  r.r. 
I— M  la  ■iitiiit  «#«  aaMi.  B.Q..  r.r. 
I— II  la.  ««•«««.  fiSaw  Baatf.  B.O..  r.T. 

DRILLS  (Cont.) 
AuMlui.  kluUaa  Uaad,   U.U..  r.r, 
MwMa   raM^^tariiMrj    DoUr- 

I 
I 
I 

I-         ̂  

|-4lili  %•■#•  »*■■■  •mtUi*. l-4SMa  Adaijtaiwiun. 
I     i  K  »l*»ii.  rtila  Oaw.  hai  drtra. 
1—441.    Nllrr.    I*nlim«t.    g«ar    k«. 
»—*-«,    IUiM«,    i'i,i»r.>i,    •wUrMn. 
i — Ht.  rodlcft.  ilain,  b«li  drtt*. 

BORING  MILLS 
I— 41-U.   HauMli,  Vnilrii.   1  lull.,  Mlar  Mr*. 
I— 41-la,   HullanL    Vullral.    1    hiti..   Ml  dHf*. 

ll-l>.  rnd  Wlmt.  aaur  Brirm. 

GEAR  CUTTERS I— Kfc 
»— Ma 

1«"
 

In.  Mnam  t  Airpa.  tnu. 
Hrtan  *  Miaipa,  Ipw  and  Baral. Billian  Owr 

SCREW  MACHINES 
I— I'la.   iMarT   ft   Ka»M>.   aira   raad. 
I— Na.   t  aartal  *  Ollrn.  allt  trnt 
I— Ma,   «K    Bai«M  *  Otirar,  wtr*  Card. 
I— Na,.  iS'.ln.   f   il-lB.   AMM  rial  l^rrrt.   Bar 

..  MB  LaauaB.    Bar  and 

I— I -In.  rritl  *  WhlUMr.  Nnr  iiilil.  wira  faad. I— tl-la.  Qlilwli. 
I— IH-I>L  I  tl-la.  OiiMlH. I— IV-lB.  >  t  In.  Ortdtat.  4^ 

«CBaHil
M. 

•Ml.    «  TlU.    J* 

I— Na:  tl  Nillmal 
I— Na   I  Wamrr  •  latll. 
I— Na    lA   INMIW   *   itiHiMM.   AmMMtU. 
I— ll-la.  tin.   «-lii.   BttlUrd.  «U  vanr  faadi. 
"""MiSCELLANEOUS 

I — ||.|n.   !••   r.>  In.    1)1)1    M<4t.,r.   Ih-U    .IrhMi. 

I — l-tn.    Whitum   I'mtrrlnc    Mirtilnr 
I— lll'lb.    .MIIraBaaMM    Klaam    lUmmer. 
I— ll-lb..     M'Ib..     Ill-lb.     UUI>     auni     IMI 

llamiiiro 

I—;  I  I'ln.   OMar  Plpr  MtililiMa. I  —  '.'  I'lo  UhMm, 
I  —  N,  .•vivtUr. 
I   Mil.      I     I   .:    :u     hi-yirltvr. 
I— No.    I>    IT, II    *    Whiuiny   I'ttiniar.    )    iplndlM. 
I — ll-n.  I.'li'  III    lllil  I'liwrr  giiuirlni  Rhnr. 

farrlMi   llaikuai,   all  tl>«.   OMr  and  UMd. 

iiiiiuiMitiiniiiiiinMiMiiiniitiiiiMiiMiininiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMi^ 

Southwark  Foundry  &  Machine   Co, 
off  era  a  most 

Unusual  Opportunity  I'ldl'T'ii'.'JJ'^r'i  Low  Prices 
\%>  bavr  in  mK-k  a  large  variety  of  new  and  iliKhily  u«cd  ma- 
ckiMcry.    All  of  ii  i»  in  firti-elau  condition. 

.\iwiiuii  it  called  to  a  }0-fi.  Plate  Mending  Roll  (only  one  in 
alack).  Tlii*  Roll  would  eoal  to  build  $)0,000.  We  offer  it  fur 

lit, too,  including  two  2S0  Voh  D.C.  Moiori  for  operating  rntU 
and  icivwdown. 

We  bare  many  aimilar  bargain*.  Wc  will  be  pleated  to  lend  you 
furtber  information  regarding  any  atandard  or  tperial  macbine 
tou  imay  reituirc. 

Southwark  Foundry  &  Machine  Co.,  Philadelphia 
418   Waabingloa   Avanua 

CLEVELAND Swalland  Bldg, 

Plata    fl»n>r Gray     Rotary     Ciiltlne 

.Hhaara 

iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiliitiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiilllii'iriliiliillillliiiiiliiiillliiiiiliillllllllllillliilllii 
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Look  At  These! Every  one  an  UNUSUAL  machine  to 
find  and  all  at  real  BARGAIN  prices 

BORING  MILLS 
No.  {)   C.i'Z)   Guidines  &  Ix-wia  Horizontal. LiicaH  Horizontal. 
'.i'Z-in.  Kin^f  Vertical. 

DRILLS 
:^S-in,   Rord-Prentioe,  sliding  head. 
*iH-in.   Hariu-s.   ̂ ;'i^^inIr  head. 
4  Spindle  Henry  &  Wright,  IH-in.  drills. 
v.:  Spiniile  Fox  drill. 

FURNACE 
Stewurt  Combination  Furnace. 

GRINDERS,  cylindrical 
No.  1   Urowii  &  Sharpe.  universal. 
No.  1   ami  'I  Morse,  universal  and  pliun. 
No,  103  Rivctt.  internal. 

GRINDERS,  Cutter  and  Tool 
No.  3  Oakley. 
No.  1  Li-  Blond. 

GRINDERS,  Disc 
No.  4  Gardner  di^^c. 
No.  14  Gardner  (tunbination  disc. 
No.  H  Gardner  disc. 

DIE  SINKERS 
No.  'J  Pratt  &  ̂ Vliitney. 
No.  3  Pratt  &  Whitney. 

Merrill 

HAMMERS 
40  lb,   Hradley  cushioned  helve. 

l>oard  hammer. 

KEYSEATERS 
No.  U  Davis  Keyseater. 

GEAR  CUTTER 
No.  G  Fellows  g-ear  shaper. 

LATHES 
Ames  bench  precision. 
Pratt  &  Whitney  precision. 
'.iVj   Stark  precision. 
*j*j-in.  X  10-ft.  Bridjfeford  heavy  duty. 
'J2-in.  X  10-ft.  Reed. 
16-in.  X    8-ft.  Pratt  &  Whitney  tool  room. 
16-in,  X    5-ft.  Whitcomb  tool  room. 
^0-in.  X    S-ft.  Cisco. 
10-in.  Pratt  &  Whitney  tool  room. 
IH  in.  X  ti-ft.  Cleveland,  New,  but  cheap- 

MILLERS 
No.  ti  Van  Norman  Duplex. 
No.  'Z  Rockford  heavy  duty,  universal. 
No.  .1  Garvin  universal. 
Type  A  Brings. 
No.  12  Garvin,  plain. 
No.  tj  Whitney  hand. 

PLANERS 
HOin.  X  «0-in.  x  14-ft.  NileR-B«inent-Pond 

Planer.  4  heads,  motor  driven. 
2J-in.  X  ;j4-in.  x  0-ft,  Gray,  3  heads. 

SCREW  MACHINES 
No.  00  Brown  &  Shari>e  automatic. 
No.  Ci  Davenport. 
%-in.  Pratt  &  'Vhitncy  hand. 3-in.  X  34-in.  Jones  &  Lamaon. 
'4 -in.  Cleveland.   Model  A  automatic. 
%-in.  Cleveland.  Model  A  automatic. 
No.  1  and  3  Oarvin  hand. 
No.  10  Foster,  feared  head. 
No.  ,5 A  and  6 A  Potter  &  JohnstOD  auto- matics. 
No.  a  and  4  Poster  hand. 

TAPPERS 
%  in.  National  Acme  ntit  tajmer. 
%in.  KickcrtShaffor  horizontal. 
No.  1  Gai-viii  vertical. 

WIRE  STRAIGHTENER 
■%-in.  Shuster  Wire  StralKhtener. 

SHAPERS 
24. in.  Cincinnati, 
34-in.  Gould  &  Eberhardt. 
30-in.  American. 
30-in.  Stockbrid^e. 
30-in.  Gould  &  Eberhardt. 
15-ln.  Hendey  Friction. 

In    addition    to    the    above    items    we    also    have    a    complete    line    of    GOOD     used 
machinery  on  which  we  can  quote  you  attractive  prices.   May  we  have  your  inquiries? 

MACHINERY  DEALERS,  INCORPORATED 
Formerly,  Standard  Machinery  Co. 

453  Chapel  Street  New  Haven,  Conn. 

iiiuiiiiiiiiii"iiii>iii>"ii"ii>"ii<<i>u">"iniii"iiii"ii>iiiiiii>iiiniiiiiwiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiMiiuiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii»riiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiniiii^ 

UIIIIIIIMH   ' 12  :»<IIIMIItllliHlllttltlllllltMIIIIIHntllllllllltll)llttill   IIH>llllll„II,ltll*lllllltllMII„lll, 

REBUILT 

Gisholt  Turret  Lathes 
Two  21 -in. — 3  2 -in.  Spindle  Bore 
Three  24-in. — Gl-in.  Spindle  Bore 

These  lathes  have  been  entirely  rebuilt  in  our  own 
shop  with  same  jigs  and  fixtures  used  when  first 
built.  Wf  guarantee  them  to  be  as  accurate  as 
new  machines. 

Gisholt  Machine  Company 
1201  E.Washington  Ave.,  Madison,  Wis.       1888  Page  Ave.,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

Room  1725—30  Church  St.,  New  York 

Twenty-five 

2 -Spindle  Profilers 
Complete 

Same  at  New 

$160.00  Each 
SIMMONS  MACHINE  CO.,  INC. 

Warehouse  and  Offices. 

Albany,  N.  V. 
183  Lafayette  Street.     88  Exchange  Street. 

New  York.  N.  Y. 
Buflalo.  N.  Y. 

iiiiimiiiiriiiiitiiiitiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiittr      aitiniui   iit„ii 
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ACHINERY 

I-M 

l-ll   • 
!-••  •  «  r.  _^    ̂ »~ti  •  t*  Ufciiil  tro. 
i-asv  tl  •  {•  tiM*  IM  a*. 
•  -«»■  It  •  |«  MM  ̂ j  a* 
•  — nn*    tl    •    I*    >»»«  —  ;    np»   *tTC 
I— 11   •    M   »~**s»«ii«  iru 

W1*«>  MM   ■««    ••«. 

I— 4t  t  «t  t  IMl— l«Mt  r<«w> 
I  — M  •  M  •  14  C«H_  ••*•.  BMB  *M» 
j    »«  t  t«  •  It  at.  •  r^i»«<. 

»— it  ■  M  I   IMt— I  *m»  tWl 
nMHST  LATHCS 

**-'«■■  i-*k..  nai  *w<  fkM 

F«r  5al«  *y  NILES-BEMENT-POND  Co..  l"  Bro«dw«y.  N«w  York 

SECOND-HAND  MACHINERY 

LATHCS 
|l*-lk.  T»»- 

!«■<   il*-«,  D.C. 

W-tL  >  |*.«.>Miirf  »C. 
tl  M.  >  im.  »«'«- 

ri±;H::::R?.aS: 

i  a*-'.  i>c. "" 
TO. O.C.  I 

l-«>4  OMfW  ll«4,   n*^.  D.C. 

i»irl'iMT   tTo^'m*-*..    O.O. t»-^  I  ir  n.   MiiM  tOM «■«>.    I    tin 

M-M.    I  I*  n    NMMM.  T  a 
PLANERS  AND  SHAPERS 

|»la.   U.  «   K. t»»»^         _ 

?•-!>.  •  t*-i>.  •  *-n. 
•  Ik.   i    tl-U.   ■   «'N.   , ll-».    1    tl-M.    I    •■R..    •■)!.    W4    IMI.    WkU- 

tl-M.   I   t*-U.   I  l-n.   Orn. 
1*  IS.  t  I*  la.  •  l-ft  Mi4l*-n.  rm*.  1  Hndi. 
It  l»    I  I*  IK.  I  *n.  U  tl-fl.  Hat  BiWHin 

l(.|V  I*  l«-A.  miN. 
M-la.  1  It-ti.  u  It  n.  PmI,  IUf«ila« 

M-m.  I  M-la.  I  tin. 
Ilia.  •  It-Ul.  •  tin. 
It  i«.  ■  <t  to.  t  t«-n. 
Ilia.  •  Ills.   ■   ll'R. 
«•  U.  •    l|.|>.    I   l*-ft. 
I|.|a.  I   ll'la.   I    1*11. 
Ilia  t   Ilia.    •   MH.   _    ,    _- 

»<  la.  I  II  t«.  >  It-  u  MA.  nad,  lUf.  ■ 
«*  la  •  It  tn.  I   II  n.  la  tl  ft.  KllM,  IMl. 
ttla.  I  Tlla.  t   It  n.   >ll»«l«i  ••il. 

t'U.   (  It  la. 

TI-lB.  I  «•  In.   I   ll-n, 
ti-la.  1  ft  In.  I  tt-A. 

taxi 
m<i<nln«  IMtr. 

ii«.   iit-niu.   n.r. 
Tt-la.  1  tl  In.   I  tt-A. 
it-a.  t  tl  n.  I  tt-n. 

ItaMt   IhiKIVk    b>IU. 

MILLERS  AND  GEAR  CUTTERS 
N*.  t-A  h  *  B  I'nKrrMl. 
.Na  -  *  -      ■     ̂ 

Na 
.\o 

Nt. 

No. I  m.ii,,  r. 

rullr)  i-uin,  ».  *  I 
<i\t  rtillay.  LilllMll .r  fuiki,  «.  «  I. 

INUIrf ,  B  «  1. 

la.   r ti*..*oa  u 
ll-lal  jKi.  i-A  Lm-BradMr  Omt 
It-la,  qi»iica  Marcl  Omt  OMwrMM. 
It-la.  CiMlnnail  «l«ar  MObw   iNmI. 
It-la,  W  Ilia,  B  *   •  ipw  OMt  CulUn. 
Na.  >— a«  In.  Nimik.  tlt-nli.  U  c.  Motor. 
Nt.  i— «•  In.   Ntaaik.   Itt-Mh.   U.r.    Matur. 
Na    M— 41  ta.    Nnriit    Umtt    Hlnlon.    ttt-Nll, 

DRILUNG  MACHINES l*l«rU   HII. 

•  Tap.   AU. 
L.vran    Ti».    AU. lanl  iMi  Ba  BaiUtt. 

rvlTShatal  ivaiABM. 
  ajf.  «r«iM,  D.C.  KtMr. 
Faitl.    lit-*.,   lie.    Motor. Nlln.    full   CklNml.   Siwod  Ba. 

"     No.   II  P  A  W   Vulllpla 

BORING   MACHINES 
It-la. — 14  In    MiM   HMr   ■■••U   Mill. 

•  {•lik  JIIlM    Mill.  wlUi  Tiitm  Uoo<L 

---      ■     ̂ .C.  Malar. 

Mot«c. It-n..it.n    Nlln.   ill-rail.  I> T.  Malar. 
I W    and   I  In.    Uaru,    Horlaonul. 
Itt.  I  and  iW-la.  NIlM  riaar  Raran. 
ttf    I*    IS -In.    Uariiaatl    Bartiw    aad   tMlllat 

luSilaoi. 

•  I-H.     inMI      Hill.     WiU)     lUTTI 

•Hm  WMI  BAT  MIU. fi-E.  fi%*V.  ttt-raU.  D.( 
!•-«:  MIlM.  Tit-Tall.  D.C.   I 

EVERY  ONE  A  BARGAIN 
MILLERS  AND  SHAPERS 

I— tl^    tB  M<)n<*~   rnli>r>il    Millar. 
I-N«.   t  Via  Naaaa  Dwln   MiiIm. 
I— Na    1%   Clartaani   Valfarul   MilUr. I — «a    lit    vnaawu    i.-»<»w»«i    wniw. 

•^IBra»w4tt-la  UMa  artr.  *.   MItlir 

t— ltl&  <Ca*B  lK«»ar«rh.a   HMpar. »-«*-lB.   IM*  1   MUte  B.a   ika»ar. 

DRILLS  AND  GRINDERS 

j      51*410 
i—lta.  II 

  ll-la.   . ^-  tt-la.  B.a.  trill,  arw. 
II  a  *  •-  data  (rtatwa.  lala  t»*a 

PRESSEb 

14 — f  A   O    ttl    I'rntci.    i  In.    itroka. 
• — ▼  A   O    ttt,    l-la.    Uiakr.   dial   food. 

I— r  A  u   Itl,  t.|a.  itralii.  dill  food. 

t— Na.   IVI   T  A  O  ProoMa. 
•— Ma,  t  V  a  O  rnaaaa. 
1— Ma,  4  laMor  Otakia  AaUaa  PraMat. 

•    La«ar   laallaaUa   Piaai. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
I— MaM  a.  CloTOlind  AvIooMl.   S-ln.,  Ilkaaav. 
I— Na.  t  PaMor  P.  D.  0.  Tarroi  Ulboa,  Ilka  Dan. 
4— Na.  I  PaMar  P.  B,  O.  Tiiitm  LaUm.  Ilka  aa*. 

I— Na.   IttM   miu   Motal  ailUor. 
t— No,  I  n.  A  1.  ioaal.Aala.  lannr  MMhlnat. 
I— Na.   I  Ortr  Nioal  Mout  CiMar. 
I— IW-ln    IVaU  A  Wbltaaf  Vara*  MaAlii*  M 

«f  fqaltMBoni. 

W»  AUo  Buy  SingU  Toola  or  Entira  Plantt 

Writ,  or  Wirm,  J.  GELB  tt  COMPANY.  201  C«otr«  St..  N«w  York  City 

Real  "Buyi" — Both  New  and  Used— Are  You  Interested? altar*  I 

ll-MaxiC*   It  la.  wtOl  "rtt.  UMM.  NWr. 
t»-bAri*   II  It-l«-t4  tb  iUi..  katt  a/a  aod 

i*-ll^»oi!l>'^»<r.-all   .laia-on   NKW 
•T--=    ,  1^  It-lt-t*  la.  B,0..  .11  NBW 

ft-l4ll  ItL  9WW  A  JWBWAWT.  fc-* 

H  L  t  t  fl-  PumM,  Mart. 

MMmlMmUmai ■*    t  VAM   MkMtK  IkMlM   Miliar.   wHA 

.      ̂ _   J-ll   MHCCB 
I— (In   I   BBUWM  < It-UaaAi  lf»tk 

LaliMt.  fcmr    _ 
I-  waOfCT   II  kL  I  •  ru  lap»a4  Uk*  na*. 

AW.   It  la    haarr  aMO.; 
  ICB  VortM' 

I  A  raABP 
aa«  adMra, 

Lathat,  Scraw  Maclilnci,  ate. 

»_.pf'TNAM    14    la.    t    tl    ft  .    n.c.f..    Ilk*   now. 
I-  il   In.    I    II   ft.    AMBKICAN,   g.C.   Ooarori. 

It—  >•   In.   «  t  "     ""lliKITilili  „  .  t      Ilka  aow, 
I-  14  Ih.   X   1''  ittaJ*  aiotria. 

It'  'Hhor  (>nl    i  :   nikof. 
I- No.   IH    V.    '  oo«. 

1— ■aralBf,  Na.  2u  im-. l—OniCIUNO  OBWDBB.  Mb  it  llrTinl. 
t— N*.   1  Valranal  OrladM,  laloit.   Ilka  oaar. 
I— TTL.  ajUNDKBH,  I  I  It  In.   Nivlnn,  lolral. l~  Ni>.    1-A  W.   A   ■,  IM*.    tMt-m    U't.,   Iltoal. 
t-  !*■>.    It  rONTBB  t  I/It   In    nf,   U.P.II. 

I  %    la,  UUigUB  Jtf-   Aula.,  Uloat.   
-     -  '   ''^'''>^M;BMr  MACnNM. 

tat.  rial  Tarr«rL*iK 
L  Aoaia,  AauM*  bMd. 

N.  l.aPal»ta. 

JM,  t.  t  and  t  aalndlaa, JiT^       All    tt^    oaai. ~'irtM,    noar    and    at- 
>ri-«   ond  makaa 

■d    ll-ln.    I    4-fl. .,         ......   _   -It  T.A..  oil   NBW. 

Oalp  part  tl  alacli  llalad  abov*. 

NOTC— W«  v«  alvar*  Ii»|Im      ftlw  alAiiU  or  alnfla  loela,  raw  malarial,  ale,  a«p 

nlHp,  ftr  MAk  Mtlp-   Ual  ua  baar  (ram  you  I 

OwanlHp, 

A.  LAMBERG  &  CO.,   241-251  CnUr  StrAAt,  New  York  CUy 
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LUCAS  MACHINERY  SERVICE 
22  No.  0  and  15  No.  2 

Brown  &  Sharpe 
Automatic 

Cutting  -  off 
We  bought  them  rights- 
Overhauled  them  right~~ 
Will  sell  them  right*— 
22     No.    0     Brown     and 

Sharpe  Au'.omatic 
Cutting-off  Machines 

Capacity   Vj  "  x  12" Greatest    length    feed    by 

one    piovement   3" Movement  of  tool  slide  2" 
Drive — 3    step    for    2  %  " 

belt. 

Net  weight — approximate- 
ly  1375  pounds. 

Price    f.o.b.    Bridgeport 

$250.00 
IS     No.    2     Brown     and 

Sharpe  Automatic 
Cutting-off  Machines 

Capacity   "%"  x  16" Greatest    leng-th    feed    by 

one   movement   4" 
Movement  of  tool  slide  3" I  )ri  ve — 3     step    cone    for 
2%"  belt. 

Net  weis'ht — approximate- 
ly 1800  pounds. 

Price     f.o.b.     Bridgeport 

$350.00 
This  h  an  actual  photoeraph  of  these  machines.  We  have  thoroughly  overhauled  them  anj  guaranteo 
thorn  to  he  in  flrst-ctass  operating  condition  with  countershafts.  Do  that  job  automatically!  At  these 
prices  the  machines  will  surely  [lay  for  themselves  in  a  aliort  time.  Send  us  yor  order  ̂ ith  one-third 
deposit  or  better  still  come  and  see  them. 

Ji,
   

 ■    ll
/^ I    LUCAS 

   
IV 

JL^L #MI 
MACHINERY SERVICE 

BRIDGEPORT,     CONN. 

Ino 
llllllllltlllllllllltlMIIIIMIMItlli 

50%  off  List 
(to  the  trade) 

on  T-V/  Universal  Geared  scroll  3  jaw 
(2  sets  of  jaws) 

NEW  CHUCKS 

These    Chucks    are    absolutely    euaranteed  5 
against  any  defect  in  material,  construction  | 
oi-  accuracy.  | 

BETTER  THAN  THE  BEST  | 
/» all  sizes:                                                 List  i 
4  inches     »32  00  i 
5  inches        24.00  | 
R  inches         28.00  5 
T  1,4    inches         32.00  i 
n  inches         38.0(1  i 

10  V.    inches         44.00  i 
12    inches         53.00  = 
1 .-)  inches         70.00  = 

FIFTY  (50)   PER  CENT.  OFF  LIST  | 

"The   Mouse  of   a    Thousand  Bargains*'.  i 

WITBAR  TOOL  COMPANY  ! 
366  Broadway,  New  York  City  | 

riiiiiiiiiiiriiiitiuii   iiiiiiiiillMtiilililllllltlliillliiliillliiMillllMi? 

Gear  Cutting  and 
Hobbing  Machines 

in    excellent    condition 

Machines  listed  below  have  been 

rebuilt    and    put    into    excellent 

operating  condition. 
2—36  in.  X  10  in.  G.  &  E.  Ver- 

tical Type  Gear  Cutting  Ma- 
chines, No.  36-S,  for  spur 

gears  only. 
3—48  in.  X  10  in.  G.  &  E.  New 

Type  Gear  Cutting  Machines 
for  spur  gears  only. 

1—24  in.  X  12  in.  G.  &  E.  Auto- 
matic Gear  Hobbing  Machine. 

1 — No.  2  Reinecker  Universal 

Gear  Hobbing  Machine. 

The    following    machines  have 
been    in    service    a    very  short 
time  and  are  almost  as  good 
as  new. 

1 — No.  2  Baiber-Colman  Hobber. 
1 — No.  5  Lees-Bradner  Automa- 

tic Hobbing  Machine. 

All  these  mac/lines  are  being 

offered  ill  exceptionally  loiu 

prices. 

I     i 
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MACHINERY  AND  TOOLS 
For  Immediate  Delivery 
ENGINE  LATHES  TRIPLE 
GEARED  SCREW  CUTTING 

9(1   X   37    Fideld,    :i7    ft.   ceiiten. 
68   X   40    i'und,    30    ft.    centers. 60  X  40  Kifletd.  30  ft.  centers,  with  3  ctrritfM 

Ml  bed,  with  compound  rest*,  hollow  iplndls. 
(2  machines.)        Nearly  new. 

36  X  32  American  Tool  Works.  25  ft.  centers,  with 
2  carriages  on  bed.  with  compound  rests,  bira 
power  angular  feed,  quick  change.  Nearly  ii«w. 
(3   machines.) 

36  X  32  LeBlond,  25  ft.  centers  with  carriages  on 
bed,    compound    rests,    taper    attachment,    quick 
change.      Nearly   new.      (2   raacliines.) 
ENGINE    LATHES    (NOT    SCREW    n 

CUTTING)  PLAIN  TURNING 
3(j  X  21  Nik^-lScnient-Pond,  heavy  duty,  ait  tiearcd 

head,  il  ft.  centers. 
30  X  33  Niles-Hement-Pond,  heavy  duty,  all  geared head,  27  ft.  centers. 

48-in.    Niles    Double    Head    Car    Wheel    Turning Lathe,  with    2  carriages. 

TURRET  LATHES 
Gisholt  24-in.  swing  with  4-way  turret  tool  post 

oil  carriage,  tilted  hex.  turret  on  bed  with  power 
rapid  traverse — taper  attachment,  triple  geared 
pan  bed  pump —  6  %  In.  hole  In  spindle  ( 1 0 
machines)    latest  inodt't. 

I'ond  28-ln.  swing  same — \%    In.  hole  In  spindle. PNEUMATIC  TOOLS 
Hanna  compression  Riveter  15  In.  Reach  10  In. 

capacity   1  ̂    In. 
lOno  Pneumatic  chipping  Rlret   Hammers  and  Air Drills 

HAMMER-STEAM-BELT-BOARD 
1100    lb.    .Steam    Single    Frame    Open    Type. 
800    ib.    Lrle    Single    Frame    Steam    Hammer. 

MILLING  MACHINES 
Ingersoll  24-in.  x  24-in.  x  Ti-ft.  Table  Horiz. 

Slab  Milling  Machines,  with  INCLINED  AD- 
.lUSTAHLE  KAII^ — (Brand  New;  6  machines). 
Weight    about    25.000     lb. 

BECKER  No.  5-C,  Latest  Improved  Model,  Single 
i'lilley  Drive  (AH  Geared  Speeds).  Table  56  x 
H  in.  (Automatic  Feeds  54  in.  x  16  in.  x  14 
in.)    2  machines. 

MISCELLANEOUS  TOOLS 
New    Doty    Plate    Bending    Roll,    G    ft.    for    %     in. 

plate    Housing    Suspension    Device— Power   Raise 
;ind   I.i0wer,    arranged   for   Motor  Drive.      Weight 
about  20.000  lbs. Ajax   No.    7    Bulldozer    16    In.   x    60    In.      Weight 
35.000   lbs. 

Kane  &   Roach   8   Roll  Stralghtener.    Angles,  ehan- 
nels.    Round. 

Roll  36   in.   for  corrugating  Slieets.      Weight  at>out 
4500  lbs. 

Lewis    16   in.   Bar  Rolling   Milt. 
72  in.  Plate  Rolling  Mill. 
1    Allen   Jaw   Air   Riveter.    66    In.   rach.    131^    In. 

gap.  dla.  of  air  cylinder  11  H  in.,  capacity  1  in. 
rivets.       Cast     Steel     Frame.       Can    be    used     In 
either  Vert,   or  Horiz.  Position;   250-hp.  Mtrs. 

ELECTRIC  MOTORS 
rt — Westinghouse  Induction  Alternating,  Type  CCL, 

250-bp.   Motors.   440   v.,   3   ph.,   60   cy..   speed 
514    r.p.m. 

Hi'nd  for  Bulletin  No.   205.  degcribing  our  eomplett 
stock$  of  Machinery  and  Toolt 

HARRIS  BROTHERS  CO. 
3Sth  and  Iron  Sts.,  Chicago,  III. MIIIIMIIINIIMtM; 

tllllltttlllllttllK 

NEW 
CINCINNATI 

OPENSIDE  PLANER 
-t8  in.  X  48  in.  x  12  ft. 
2  Rail  Heads. 
1  Side  Head. 

Overhead  Counter.shaft. 

Supplementaty  Table. 

Price        $7500 

Machine  on  its  original 
skid.  All  bright  parts 

as  originally  slushed. 

An  exceptional  buy,  consid- 
erably below  manufac- 
turer's present  price. 

The  New  Britain  Machine 
Co. 

New  Britain,  Conn. 

JiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitrMiii   iiiitmtiiiiiiii   ">">i 
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ll:i;i^JjJ^Jir S'EMil0N 

POWER 
PRESSES 
All  Makes  and  Type* 

N«w  and  Rebuilt 

LAKGC  SEUUmON or 
INCXINABU 
rtrwHEEi. 

fTRMt'HT  SIDE 
AND  GtAJtEO 

Priced  at  Rock  Bottom 
Before  RemoYal 

l—HU   tOMi   T1tlM%tlNc;   PRlli^ 
t— 7SK   BUSS  TRIMMING   PRES9 

•ilk  SMt  ttcar 

Joseph  Hyman  A.  Sons 
p». 

Ta«w«vl 

•  ■•mm  IliM 

BU^jiTt  £!«£(«•«•■•• 

IDEAL  SPECIALS 

M  MM  mmt  Mka  rf  •■ 
«»    *&•»   •MM*   ■■■•^ 

^  Mw  aM  >•«.  >••••  ««%. 
.  «  «  m*  m4  Ioto  mm*  i«  m«  aM 

I  «•*«>*«  Mr  !■••  tmk  it  mm 
«•   *nA4   ••  timtmt 

WMAL  MACNINKKY   COMrANY 

6        BRAND  NEW 

Engine  Lathes 
— CLCVEJLAND— 

I6  is.  a  6  ft.  obiMt  ko  with 
n«alar  hcfory  w|iiiBinifH.     Send 
for  fftMB. 

$375.00  E«ch 
MACHtNUtr  DtALUU.  la.. 

Vol.  K7.  Na  26 
American  Maehlnlat 

Machinery  For  Sale 
LOW  PRICES 

I — 4  spinJIr  niindcr  b<ircr,  Fooic 
liurt  make. 

2 — 6  ̂ Nndle  c)'lindrr  borer,  Foote 
Burt  inakr. 

1^^   spindle    Incrrsoll    Cylinder 

millrr. 
I— No.  59  Toledo  Press. 
l_No.  94-H  Toledo  Pre«. 

Pull  line  of  athe*.  thapcri,  milting  macltinca,  auioinatic  tercw  machinei.  Potter 

Jokmon  anil  J.  k  L.  roarhinra,  hand  icrrw  machinei,  drilling  machinei,  lenii- 

lire  and  power,  theet  metal  machinery,  all  kind*,  blackamiih  and  forge  equip- 

ment, wood  working  machinery,  belting,  pulleyi,  ihaftini^  drilla,  tapt,  die*, 

rtamera,  cutlera,  all  kindi. 

StnJ  your  inqmrias  to 

METZ  FACTORY,  Waltham,  Mass. 
R.  E.  Threfall  and  W.  F.  Coye 

High  Speed  Steel   Machine— Tool— Special 30  t*  M  P*r  CMt 

Let  Xa.  »0— MaebiM  m«*l    (Round. 
•qaam.  I!al  t      

Lot   No    301— (aM  BaMrr  Muini   
Lot  Xo.  in — CMaalal  MotI    (Bpoctal 

B.  •  Tool) 
Lot  Xo!  SKI — MwMtal   M««teioil   Hani' 

'     Xonrfinnkablr.    Tool).    Vaaoo, 

•Ic      (Hrncooal         ' 

Un4ar  tha  Mariiat 

23 
7 

10 

esi> 
ml  Xa.  7»4 — Tmi  Mod — MldraJa. 
CMnartfa.  8riiu«lwa.  Cbanpkm. 
a.  A.  sTaiU*.  Mooarcli.  Wandard. 

Mlh,     Bol>«Ki,     rtc.        <  Round. 
•■    Bat »   •anart. 

Tana 

Lot  Mo.  3U— Vaal  M<wl— Jaarap. 
BamKnon.  Pompton,  PIrtb  Blrrllna, 
Bad  Cut  Supanor — (Round  and 
•quafv)    

Lot  Ko.  'JIMI — Taal  mri>l— Rrd  Cut 
•nperlor.  Blue  Chip.  H  B.  PIrth 
Marttnr.    Baa   A.   A.       (RoumI   und 

12 

Lot     Xo      207— CoM     Rolled     Meal — 
I  round,  aquara  and  Hat)       82 

I.<H  No.   1. -lit— Rich  Hpifd  Btaal — Ran 
A.  A        tS 

CORDON  A  FREEDMAN.  240  Canal  St. 
Pruklin  )l«l-ll«< 

ONE  NO.  0 
GIDDING  &  LEWIS 

HORIZONTAL  BORING 
DRILLING  AND 

MILLING  MACHINE-. 
Naw— 5«t  Up  But  Navar  Uaad 

PaJaral  gqaly— eat  *  Supply  Co. 

110  W.  «Otk  Btiaal.  Xrw  York. 

PLANERS 
tt-la.  i  tt-ta.  t  ll-ft.  PomU  naaar  «iUi  thna 

baadh  In  aiMllMil  laadlUaa. 
ti-la.   .   «<-lB.   I   li-fl.   P«d  Ptaaar  altti  faur 

kaad^  la  aiMllml  <«dlil«i. 
Paaall   nanar.    ft    In,    bttwMn   hotuloii,    St*fi< 

bad,    panllal    tfrin,    two   Imiti. 

MILLING  MACHINES 
lb.  «  I  lmlf.>.>>>  l.ldi  ii>rT4l.  aJI  i.arnl  twail, 

ftlnfl.  p»iirx  'Intl.  putii  mllllna  inirfilna  wlUi 

tattlr.l    kti.<tiii)iM,    VO'.'     iirt*. N*.  Ill  Ulll'»'l  I'lain  mllllnf  mxtiln*  »IU|  tatl. 
Ual  •tuctiniM,  IrMloa  daaUa  baA  aaarad  baad, 

Na.  I  KamMatlUi  pUla  ■Mtaf  aaalilaa  «1U| 

IMap,  •*%  «n>. 

FACTORY  A  MILL  SUPPLY  CO. 
137  OUrar  Siraal.  Beaton,  Maaa. 

Botwinik  Brothor*  SmMlmtT 
MtLUNC  MACHINU 

•ran  a  m—f  laa.   I   INMtanai,  aar  ■^- cImmmsU  n*   i  tiiHaiMJ.  •■•  mtn. la  Na.  lA 

la   I   
"" •jajji. 

■'■■■a  a   mai*.'  Ma.  l'  Maia,  ia^  'Baa*.  Ma. "'^w    a«aM  Ik.  t  PMa.  ladii  Haa*^  aM. 
r>t  ««   I  «t  Haia.  av«Ma. 
u.'^i*   Ha   t  ̂a«a.  ladai  «ndi,  «a 
••-M  a  <»ar>a  Nat   %  l^ala.  ■— »tni 
K— «.«Mai   Na    *    Hor.    '  raalNa, 
•~    a  •a«.»fc    i>  Mri   «r»a, 

"  a  I  la  n«ii. 
'•"  »k  ■An.   Ki.u 

Hu  I  wiNiK  HMmast 

•ssLBsakiaki tiiiiSSPtiL 

36  in.  BULLARD 

VERTICAL  TURRET 
LATHE 

M  ii-r   i'<'tii   wf      Money. aavloa  prloa. 

Mn.KI*   MAdllMK.KV   CO..   Maslnaw.    Mirh. 

GUkoit  Turret  Lathe* 

In 

yoor 

toad  eondlll'm.     M 
r  OMtea.     Wa  tiaad 

.12 
all.     Take POOM, 

low  prloa. 

WArm  MAC-HIXBRV  CO. 
Pt.  Warne,  Ind. 
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SPECIAL  OFFERINGS 
MILLING  MACHINES 

No.  IM  Potter  &  Jolinson  Continuous  Auto- matic. 
No.  5C  Becker  Vertical,  Rotary. 
No.  B  62  in.  Becker  Vertical. 
No.  Vs  Van  Norman  Duplex. 
No.  1   Brown  &  Sharpe  Plain. 
No.  1  Brown  &  Sharpe  Universal. 
No.  2  Leblond  Universal. 

No. 

DRILLS 
1   Lanrelier  High   Speed  Ball  Bearing 

Bench. 
20  in.  Prentice  Sliding  Head  Open  Belt. 
33 Vi  in.  Barnes  Heavy  Duty  Stationary, 
34    in.    Cincinnati    Sliding    Head.    Tapping 

Attachment. 
Henry  &   Wright  Sensitive  Radial. 
6  It,  Prentice  Bros.  Plain  Radial.  Universal 

Bo.x  Table.   SPD. 
3  and  4-8pindle  Reed-Prentiee  BB  Sensitive. 

SHAPERS  AND  PLANERS 
16  in.  Flather.  Gear  Box. 
16  in.  Sellew  Tool  Room. 
34  in.  Sellew  Tool  Room. 
24  in.  Potter  &  Johnston  Universal. 
17  X  17  X  4  Whitcomb  Planer. 
33  X  22  X  5  Whitcomb  Planer. 
24  X  34  X  6  Gray  Planer. 
38  X  36  X  13  Belts  Planer.  4  heads. 
48  X  48  X  16  Patch  Planer,  4  heads. 

POWER  HAMMERS 
40  lbs.  Bra^ilcy  Cushioned  Helve. 
50  lbs.  Bradlt-y  Cushioned  Helve. 
300    lbs.   Beaudry  Champion. 

ROLLING  MILLS 
5x8  McWilliama. 
8  X  13  McWilliams. 
11  X  10  Standard  Machinery  Go's. 

PRESSES 
50  lbs.  Standarc]  Plain   Drop. 
No.  12  Bliss  Hand  Screw  Press. 
No.   1   Standard   Power   Screw  Press   7   in. 

stroke. 
No.  5  Standard  S.  A.  Power  Press 
No.  5  Bliss  Stiles  &  Parker  Press. 
No.  1  Bliss  D.  A.  Cam  Fress. 

WOOD  WORKING  MACHINES 
No.   311    Fay   &  E^an   48  in.  Angle  Band 

Ship   Saw. Kidder  Tilting:  Tod  Saw  Tables. 
Clenent  Double  Arbor  Saw  Table. 
No.  53  Dover  Vertical  and  Horizontal  Bor- 

ingr  Machine. 
1 3   in.   Rogers   Buzz  Planer. 
Beach  Jig-  Saw. 24  ill.  White  Double  Belted  Single  Surface 

Planer. 
Type     D-1     Syracuse    Motor     Driven     Disc 

Sander  l^   hp.  220  VDC  motor. 

lllltlllMIIIIMI 

BROWNELL  MACHINERY  COMPANY 
11-13  Eddy  Street,  Providence,  R.  I. 

■■■■■IIHIIIIIIIIIIUIIIillHIIIinillMlllllllllliillllllMiMilllllllllllllllli 
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Stokvis 
Brand  New  Tools 

JVlachines  purchased  direct  from  makers  and 

held  in  high  grade  New  York  warehouses. 

Every  tool  absolutely  brand  new  and  in  first 

class  condition.     Prices  are  below  the  market. 

w       R  •  S  •  Stokvis  &  Sons,  inc. 
■  ̂    X  17  Battery  Place 

iHEWYOItKl 

New  York 

lllintlllltllMHIMIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMItlllllMIIIIIIIttlllttlMltllMllllllll 

NEW  CHUCKS 
Universal  Geared  Scroll 

Made  by  Gisholt  Machine  Co, 

50%  off  List  Price 

iiitMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirii 

IIDIinilUMHIIItlll 

1000  New  Britain  Pressed  Steel 

Bench  Legs — Practically  New 

=  Improved  Standard    Pattern,     particularly 
i  hij?h   class  and   heavy  constnietion,    CluuU 
i  bodies  are  of  close  grained  Cast  Iron. 

I  Sizes  and  Prices: 
I  7Va    in.                     $16.00 
I  9       in.                    19.00 
i  10  Vi   in.                    22.00 
I  12       in.                    26.00 
I  F.  O.  B.  Cars.  New  York 

WALTER  SILBER 
I       109  South  Slh  Street,   Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Vtttiii   Ill 

BOTWINIK  BROTHERS i    i 

I   ?.l   Sylvan  Ave. 
New  Haven,  Conn. 

28-42  Drouve  St. 

Bridgeport,  Conn. 

GUARANTEED 
I  Machine  Tool  Bargain* 

I  Partial  Lift I  No.  60  Hnild  Cjllndrr  Orlndern. 
:  1  Vi-in.  (iridlF.v  .^liiltiplr  Snlndlr  Antomatics. 
I  44-in.    Putnam   llleli   Duty   Vertical   Borlnr 
I  Mill,  Turret  Head. 
I  60-in.  Bnllurd  Vertical  Borlnic  Mill. 
s  3-in.     BettM     Horizontal     Adjastable     Knee 
i         Type  BurhiK  .Mill. 
I  No.    14   Pratt  &   Whitney    Multiple  Spindle 
I         DrUl.    IS  Splndleo,  lV|-ln.  Drills. 
:  12-in.  X  73-in.   Norton  Cylindrical   Grinder. 
1  30^n.  X  90  in.  I.andis  Cylindrical  Grinder. 
i  34-ln.  Stelnle  Side  Carriage  Turret  Latheii. 
=  42-in.   X   20  ft.    Heavy    Duty   Triple   Geared 
S         Engine  Lathe,  12  ft.  0  in.  between  center.^. 
5  24.in.  X  34-in.  x  5-lt.  Whitcomb  Tool  Room 
=         Planer, 
:  No     13    Brown    Si    Sharpe   Spur  and    Bevel 
S         Gear  Cutter.    Gears  18  In.  x  4  In. 
i  22  in.    X   10-ft.    Cincinnati   Travellne   Head 
=         Shaper, 
!  No.  77  Vi  Bliss  Straight  Side  Tie  Kod  Frame 

2  Press. =  No.    67    Adriance    Straight    Side    Tie    Sod 
=         Geared  Press,  weight  15000  lbs. 
=  No.   76  Toledo  Open  Back  Flywheel  Press, 
i         weight  0400  lb. 
i  8  in.  Newton  Slotter,  Rotary  Table. 
I  24-in.  Ballard  Vertical  Turret  Lathe. 
I  Send  for  our  DEPEMBEB  list  of  the  largest  stuck 
=  In  the  United  .States  of  slightly  used  anil  tlioruuKltly 
=  overhauled    JHCHI.VE    TOOLS.  POWER  PKKSSES. 
=  POWER.      ELECTRICAL     and     CO.NTRACTOBs' 

I  Equipment. =  SaUsfaction  Guaranteed  or  Money  Refunded 

\  F.  H.  NILES  &  CO..  Inc. 
I  WICKES  MACHINERY  CO. 

i  Afain  Office  and  Vi'arehouae: 
I  West  Side  and  Claremont  Ave. 
i  Jersey  City,  N.  J. 

I  Established  1900. 
=ltlHtlllllI|||||||||||||ii||i|||||| 
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ODD 
EQUIPMENT  I 

steam  Engine.  125  I.H.P.  Vilter-CorllBS.  I 
Oil  Engine,  80-hp.  Venn-Sev.  i 
Sandblast  Machine.  1000-lb.  Molt.  I 
Acetylene  Welding  Outfit.  Bourn.  I 
3  Vj  to  30-hp.  A.C.  and  D.C.  Motors,  rarious  3 

types.  s Norton  Crankshaft  Bal.  Mach.,  with  H-hp.  I 
motor.  I 

42  in.  X  84-in.  Seamless  Steel  Tank.  i 
24-in.  Sellers  Slotter.  I 
26-in.  Niles  Gd.  Slotter.  1 
1  Vs  -ton  Available  Motor  Tra(*.  | 
2  Vi  -ton  Lamson  Motor  Trtrck,  i 
Iron  Safe,  43  in.   wide.   31   in.  deep,   6  ft.  i 
high.  I 

0-hp.    Water  Motor   Gas  Engine.  I 
Geared    Fdry.    Ladels.     Tumbling     Barrels,  i 
Belting,  Chain   Hoists,  Floor  Cranes,  Shaft-  i 
ing.    Floor    Trucks.    Office    Furniture    and  | 
Fixtures.  I 

m  E.LE55LEY-  MnCHINERY-  CS 1 
I  551-557  Washington  Blvd.,  Chicago,  111.       I 
I  Dept.    "C-5"                                           I IIMIIIIItllltlllKIMtllll   IIIIIIIIHMIItlttllllllllllll^ 

IIIDIMMIIIIIItlllllllllMlllMHIIMItllllllKltlllM^ 

MILLING  MACHINES 
I  Plain   and    Universal 

I  NEW 5  3 — No.  1%  Rockford  Univ..  cone  type,  25x7%  il8. 
I  2 — No.    2^    Rockford   Univ.,   cone  typo,    34x9x18. 
=  1 — No,    2  Vi    Kockford    Univ.    Iiigli    power    geared, 
I  sinsle.  pulley  drive;  cap.   31  x  9  x   18. 
I  1- — No.    1*^    American    Univ.,   cone  type.    25x9x18. 
=  1 — No.    1%    American   Plain,   cone   type,    25x9x19. 
5  1 — No.    0   Blckelt    Vert.    Miller   and   Profiler. 

1  USED =  1 — No.    1%    American    Plain,   cone   type. 
i  1 — No.   2   Becker  Plain;    arranfed  motor  drive. 
2  ti — No.    32    Kenipsinith,    Lincoln   type,    36    x    12. 
i  1  —  Ingersoll   Slub,    20   x   20    x   8    ft. 
I  1  ̂No.    1    Newton  Ki'yseat    Miller;    arranged  M.   D. 
I  I — No.   2    Newton  Keyscat   Miller,   arranged    M.    U. 

I  A  FEW  MISCELLANEOUS  SELECTIONS =  3 — 16  in.  X  S  ft.  Sidney  Lathes;  Q.  C.  D.  B.  G. 
I  1 — 50    in.   Sfllers    Car   Wlitel  Borer. 
5  1 — 52    in.    Bertsch    Multiple    Punch. 
s  3 — Quickwork    Rotary    Shears;    cap,    up   to    1    in. 
a  2 — Thompson    Univ.    Grinders.    10    x    36    in. 
a  12 — Gisholts    21    ll»     and   24    In.   Turret  lathes. 
=  14 — Screw  Machines;    H    to   3^    in.   cap. 
I  4 — Radial   Drills;    3  V&.    4   and  5    ft.   plain   and 
s  univ. 
i  3 — No.  2  Oakley  Univ.   Cutter  and  Tool  Grinders. i  1 — No.    20   Irfa   Simplex  Metal   Saw. 
s  1 — .No.    20    niiss  Inclinable  Press. 

I  1 — No.    20   Lea   Simplex  Metal   Saw. 
I  We  have  over    1,000   machines  in   sioek.     Send  «» 
I  your    intiuiries.       Our    Ouarantee:    Money    back    if =  not  satiefifd. 

I  Wayne  Machinery  Co.,  Ft.   Wayne,  Ind. 

5niitiimiiiiitinii"i""""""nM"""»»n"""   fuinu   

riiMMIIIttI   tMllltlMII 

2iiiiimitiiiii>MiiMiiiiiiii 

KIIMItlllllUUltllltK: 



As  N«w  and  Priced 
R«Mon*ble 

Mjickmery  Co. 

25 POTTER  & JOHNSTON 
tic  Chucking 

Mackin*« 
No.  ft-A  Covod  HomI 

^350-00  Each 
MACMlNOtY  DCALOtS.  INC 

CUAKANTECO  NEW 
AT  USED  MACHINE  PRICES 

LATHES 

  MACMINCBY  00. 
ii»H  Kw»  f%,  rMinii»>.  r». 

Bevel  Gear  Planer 
filr—i  Gcarrating  Tjrpe.  1 1  in. 

L««  type  all  ooaplcte,  fine  condi- 

boo.  immmiime  idivtrf  at  one- 

&  L.  SIMPSON 

10  hk  B  34  iA. 

NORTON  GRINDER 

Vol.  57,  No.  26 
AnMTtaMllUahlalM 

BLANCHARD 
GRINDER 

I— M  ia.  Vertiral  Blanrhard  Surface 

Otiaiir.  iint*  4riv«.  with  20  hp. 
O.  B.  MMtor.  UO  v.,  M  cy.,  )  ph.. 

tn  r  pni,  and  Ct.  E.  motor,  2  bp., 

440  V  .  W>  cy..  ]  ph.  c;iK)D  CON- 
DITUtN.  \V«  oSrr  tubjcct  to 

frior  »alt. 
Sw«««  A  Dorl*  Founiiry  A  Mackin* Company 

TM*  tOnm  Utvitl.  !ttm  Imk 

Na.  S«.-A BLISS  TOGGLE  PRESS 
Will    dr<w    M»t    lltl    oul    BH  in      LarmI 
blaak  "•>  w     UaaMtrr  or  drawlna  pum-li 

P.  C.  OTUTT  a  rOMTANY 
next  SI.  Clair  AT»..  CloTrland.  Ohio. 

SPOT  AND  BUTT  CLECTKIC  WBLOBIIS Boutkt   mn*  Sold 

I  Mi  •>  <  I  •"!  a»rt  M«  BiM  aiMinf W>Mii  I  Tr4i    aw  yow   aMdt   ud    I 
■ur  )>«'  vuetiin*  ikM   It  m»t  w  nnr 
■M  I  c»n  ruiniiK jrw  •!  t  kl(  nna*.   Or  M  I'M 

a*  IMlMr  «H  tahl  vtiTav  IkM. 
■UKTBIO  WKLDING  *  WT.  aAUH  CO. 

HO.  Bos  3148,  Boalon.  MaM. 

ULAND  NEW 

LATHE 
M«v  RaTCB"  Hr.<r)>  I'liUrn  New 

L«ilM  Kloobt'  lMrk'«T«n<li.  34-te. 
::«  n  bad.  tan  4  la  bMwMB  aaala 
itnm«    Am>l7  to 

anvin  rrm.  a  en. 
Ida   IS  ari  tti>.-.t     N<  or   York. 

■ncliM 

•WlRf. 

n:  Ml 
WANTED 

NEW  NO.  4  VAN  NOKMAN 

INTERNAL  GRINDER 
Wiik   •arim   Ubl«     full   rqoMMMal. 

KKW   VtMUt   MAmNnv   KXmANOK 
M>  Church  Sinn.  Mrw  Turk. 

Waalad  to  Buy 

Toggle  Drawing  Preaa 
WUtt  a  atroka  on  drawing  poiKh  at  26  In. 

au<4  fid  II  Morm^Htm 

THE  COLMM  ro..  Cllalaa,  tawa 

LAItCE  STOCK  OF  MEW 
H.    a.    MILLING    CUTTeRS. 

SUTTINC  A  SCREW  SLOTTING  SAWS. 
ENOMILLS.   COUNTERBORES, 

COUXrS.  REAMERS. 
Kmlf  frie*  or  U—.    U»i  lor  CompUtt  IM. 

rAt'L  nUNLAMB 
Urtrad  TwTMa.  apruwaaM.  Maaa. 

WANTED 

GUN  DRILLING  MACHINE 
With  LiinMiiy   loj     '.  Ill    iiiiinii'lcr  Imlr,   44 
In.   loni     I>rall  a   Whiinvy.    No.   m    iirv- 

WRIGHT  AKRONAITirAL  CORT., 
Pal«r»iiii.   N.  J. 

Kaar  No  3  Obin  riala  MUtv.  M*w. 
lS4a    a  0  M    LohMMB  Qpa  UMiM. 
IS4B.  z  a  II  oimr 
lam   prmiicp 
S4-ta.   a   S«  In.  a 

I  la.  Pr»U  a  Whitney  Mtrvw  Maibhia, 
t — !«•    a  Handry  LioralD  Millan. 
No    IS  Browa  a  Sharpa  tM*inal  Ottrfar. 
Hanr  P.  Allan,  W  rburch  M..  N«w  York 

WANTED  TO  BUY 

L8ED 

PIPE   THREADING  MACHINE 
l-^-ln.     alau     I — lU-ln.     caiiacity.     food 

wHuUUua  only. 

KINOHAN  MArillNIC  »«!»• Knlil.  Okl« 

Your  Shop^s  Most  Interesting  Corner 

It's  probably  an  cyc-sorc  to  you — that  mass 
of  dust  covered  and  cob-wcbbcd  equipment 
in  the  corner. 
But  to  the  man  who  can  use  the  machinery 
you  have  stored  there,  it  may  be  the  most 
interesting  corner  of  your  shop. 
If  the  tools  are  in  good  condition,  though 
dusty,  there  is  a  market  for  them.     Tell 
prospective  buyers  cverywchere  what  you 
have  to  sell. 

You  can   reach  the   largect 
ntimber  at  amall  co«t  tli  rough 
an  advertiaanent  in  the 

Searchlight 
Section  of 
AmtTican 
Machinist 
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Searchlight  Section 
USED  EQUIPMENT  AND  NEW 

Offered  for  Resale 
Space  for  these  adfertl^ements  Is  sold  by  the  RATE  PER  INCH:  An  Inch  It  measured  Tertfeally  on  one  eolunm 
advertising   Inch — 30    inches  to  ■  page.     The  1  to     3  Inchos   $5.00  an  inch  — three  columns   to  a  page.      Any  space  may 
pricu  per  inch   is   ba^ed  on  total  space  used —  4  to      7   inches      4.80  an  Inch  be   used  m'-asured   by  the   even    Inch  In  height 
multiply   ad   lipace  by   number  ot   insertions.  8  to    14   Inchts      4.60  an  inch  by   1,   2,  or  3  coiumna  In  width. 

RATES  FOR  LARGEEft  SPACEB,  OR  SPACE  O.V  A  VHARLY  BASIS,  FURNISHED  ON  REQUEST. 

Am.  Mach. 

POSITIONS  VACANT 

Delaware 

ESTIMATOR  for  customs  machine  shop 
and  foundry ;  location  Wilmington,  Dtl. ; 
must  have  had  st^veral  years'  experience 
in  machine  shop  and  foundry  estimating 
and  have  the  ability  to  direct  the  prepa- 

ration of  estimates  for  this  kind  of  work. 
Reply  must  stale  fully  past  experience, 
present  employment  and  salary  expected. 
P-35,  Am.  Mach.,  Real  Kstale  Trust  Uldg., 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Illinois 

MECHANIC.\L  draftsman  wanted,  with  ex- 
perience in  the  design  of  automatic  ma- 

chines and  fixtures ;  technical  graduate 
preferred,  but  consideration  will  also  be 
given  to  intelligent  experienced  man 
without  technical  training ;  location  25 
miles  from  St.  L,ouis,  Mo.  State  age, 
education,  experience  and  salary  ex- 

pected. Address  P-44,  Am.  Mach,,  Old 
Colony  Bldg.,  Chicago,  III. 

STEKL  engraver,  who  can  also  do  tool 
work.  Please  state  age,  qualifications 
and  wages  expected.  Courteous  con- 

sideration will  be  given  your  application 
by  growing  company  in  Middle  West. 
Address  P-33,  Am.  Mach.,  Old  Colony 
Bldg.,  Chicago,  111. 

POSITIONS  VACANT 

Pennsylvania 

HIGH  grade  machinist,  a  thorough  me- 
chanic, capable  of  operating  modern  ma- 

chine tools  in  an  etiicient  and  up-to-date 
manner  and  capaljle  of  developing  and 

applying  jigs  and  fixtures  in  the  produc- tion of  power  transmitting  machinery. 
P-50,  Am.  Mach..  Real  Estate  Trust 
Bldg.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

MACHINIST,  familiar  with  modern  meth- 
ods of  machine  tool  assembly,  to  act  as 

working  sub-foreman.  P-51,  Am.  Mach., 
Real  Estate  Trust  Bldg.,  Philadelphia, Pa. 

WANTED,  a  working  foreman,  for  a  small 
machine  shop  equipped  for  contract  work 
and  jobbing  ;  a  capaljle  mechanic  of  good 
character  to  come  up  with  the  business. 
Write  us  frankly  about  yourself  and 
your  expectations,  Morehouse  Machine 
Co.,  York,  Pa. 

Vermont 

DRAFTSMAN  on  textile  machinery  wanted  ; 
permanent  situation  ;  one  who  has  worked 
on  cloth  finishing  machinery  preferred. 
Give  age.  experience  and  terms.  P-34. 
Am.  Mach.,  10th  Ave.  at  36th  St.,  New 
York  City. 

  iiitiiiniiiiiiiiir   iiiiiriiiiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitti   "«   '•"   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiimimntKiiiniiiiiitiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii   

Assistant  to  President 
The  president  of  a  company  manufacturing  light  office  appliances  is  in  need  of 

an  assistant  skilled  as  an  engineer  and  designer  along  similar  lines,  and  possess- 
ing proven  executive  ability  as  well. 

He  must  have  tact  and  be  able  to  adapt  himself  to  local  conditions.  He  must  be 
at  least  35  and  not  more  than  45.  He  must  be  able  to  showr  a  clean  record  and 

that  he  has  done  things  worth  while.  Give  full  particulars  in  first  letter,  which 

will  be  kept  in  strict  confidence  and  returned  if  desired. 

P-40,  American  Machinist,  1570  Old  Colony  Bldg-.,  Chicago,  JH. 
aiiiiiiHfNiiiiiiiHiiiintiniiiiiiitttiitiiiiii   ■ IIIIIMIIIIIIimtllllt   IIMIIIIIMIIllllttllltltllllllllllll 

iitiiiiniiiii   tmiiiiiittiMiiiiniiiiiniiiniiiit   iiiiTiiiniiiii   i 

iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiituiiiiiiiniiiiiiiittiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinoii..*"^ 

iiiiiiiitiiitiiiitiiittiiiiniittiiiiiiMitiiittiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiittiiKiiiitiii 

POSITIONS  VACANT 

We  Want  a  Mechanical  Engineer 
Who  Can  Do  This: 

1st:  Design  high-grade  office  and  printing  machinery. 
2n(l:  Follow  latest  machine  shop,  foundry  and  pattern  shop  practice. 
3rd:  Be  original,  tactful  and  have  executive  ability. 
4th:  Be  big  and  broad  enough  to  work  in  perfect  harmony  with  other  men. 
5th:  Show  that  your  experience  and  ability  justifies  the  salary  you  ask. 
6th:  Show  several  years  of  experience  in  same  or  similar  line  of  work. 

Give  full  particulars  in  first  letter  •which  lulll  be  kept  confidential. 

P.39,  American  Machinist,  1570  Old  Colony  Bid*.,  Chicago,  111. 

Wisconsin 

ADVERTISING  man  on  machine  tools. 
State  age,  schooling  experience  and  salary 
expected.  P-48,  Am.  Mach.,  Old  Colony 
Bldg.,  Chicago,  111. 

SALES  correspondent,  with  experience  on 
machine  tools.  State  age,  experience  and 
salary  expected.  P-49,  Am,  Mach.,  Old 
Colony  Bids.,  Chicago,  III. 

EMPLOYMENT  AGENCIES 

GENERAL  ENGINEERING  AGENCY, 
Pittsburgh.  Serving  employers  every- 

where, overnight  i)roposals,  gratis,  re- 
quire Works  Managers,  .Superintendents, 

Chief  Draftsmen,  Designers,  Plant  Engi- 
neers, Master  Mechanics,  Tool  Drafts- 

men, Salesmen,  Foundry,  Forge,  Machine 

Shops,  General  Office. 

EMPLOYMENT  SERVICE 

SALARIED  POSITIONS,  $2,500  to  $25,000 

upward ;  executive,  technical,  administra- 
tive, engineering,  manufacturing,  profes- 

sional, managing,  financial,  etc.,  all  lines. 
If  you  are  qualified  and  receptive  to 
tentative  offers  for  a  new  connection, 
you  are  invited  to  communicate  in  strict 
confidence  with  the  undersigned,  who  will 
conduct  preliminary  negotiations  for  such 
positions.  A  method  is  provided  through 
which  you  may  receive  overtures  in  con- 

fidence without  jeopardizing  present  con- 
nections and  in  a  manner  conforming 

strictly  to  professional  ethics.  Send  name 
and  address  only.  Preliminary  particu- 

lars will  be  sent  without  obligating  or 
compromising  you  in  any  way.  R.  W. 
Bixby,  Inc.,  407  Lockwood  Bldg.,  Buffalo, 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

Kew    Jersey 

DRAFTSMAN,  designer,  European  me- 
chanical engineer  ;  age  tWenty-slx  ;  five 

years  high  technical  schools ;  six  years* experience  on  tool  machines,  toolmaking, 
automobile  and  electric  motors ;  knowl- 

edge of  forge,  foundry,  patternmaklng, 
proces.ses ;  able  to  save  workmanship  and 
material ;  available  immediately  ;  salary 
expected  $2,000.  PW-46,  Am.  Mach., 
10th  Ave.  at  36th  St.,  New  York  City. 

WANTED  I 

Inspector  and  Foreman  f 
Experienced  Inspector  familiar  with   heavy  i 
work.       Also    roreman    to    take   charge   of  I 
heavy  tools.     Apply  i 

THE  TOLEDO  M.\f  HINE  &  TOOL  CO.  1 
Dorr  St.  &  N.  Y.  C.  Ruilroad.  Toledo.  Ohio.  = 

  IMtMlllMMIIMHIIIIIIlllMniKIIIIIIIMC 
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EXECUTIVES 
Qtialifled  men — Technical,  Commercial  «nd  Manu- 

facturing— seeking  new  positions  And  our  effective 
and  C(infldi:nttal  service  extremely  satl.'ifactory.  Our 
Mr.  U.  H.  Harrison  can  negotiate  a  suitable  con- 

nection for  you  as  he  has  done  for  thousands  of 
others   since    1909.      Inquiries  Invited;    eonfldencea respected.    

THE  NATIONAL  BCSINESS  BOURSE.  Inc. 

Confidential   Neootiatort 
Assoclalion    Bulldins.    Chicago 
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Aawrloa  lUolUalw 

rosmoNS  wanted 
%»m    1M% 

y  »«•»     I 

N    »tg  pay    r*«    I*    •■• 
'l«Oi  A«<.  at  iVhlSu 

«14*    r>- a(   41m. 

.arr^'ras  Jr^i  ̂  

tm  ■>«  hiMwiM  of 
a:  ftt*r»mm  fttr. 
W-M.  Am.  lUHt, 

fai  lUplymf  to     Blind"  AfU 

Mi»  W  akK*  n»tf  w  —ml 

IMh  At«.  at  MIk  M..  Ma*  Twk. 
•W  BMl  a«M«  XnM  BMf .  FMIii. 
MS  LMdvK***  BM«.  aiTllMJ. 
t»TO  OM  O»l0W  BMt,  OktOM*. 

Ml 

Important 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

it    uv'-'    "•"'    "'" 
AMartran 

fitl  llUlllttlkUN 

SALESMEN  WANTED 

Marhia*  Taal  Kialramaii  \V«nl<4l 

rraferably  man  having  intU  ixiiirlcnoci  In 
handiliiK  and  u|K<rnii<>»;  |»i»i'i  |ii>'xa«N 
•na  alK'itra.  alao  dlw.  Siuii-  uui'.  •  xixrl- 
alio*  anil  aaUry  «xi»ri.ci.  rKiciviu'v 
Kiven  ii>  rKaldaiit  of  CU-vulund  or  Uflrolt. 
Bw-i;.  Am.  Mkchn  lOth  Av<>.  at  36th  St., Naw  York  (Ity. 

Marhlaa  "Taal   Maiaamaa  Wantad 
(!l\.  ::>ins  to  iiaraca  aqulp- 

old.    asa,    t<a«t    and 
1  ">ad.     Addraaa  Autu \  ii.iiv»r,  Colo, 

AGENCIES  AVAILABLE 

Maaufartarrr'a   Asrnl 

Iron,    airri     uixl     i-ontrui  lur'x     I'liulpmcnt  : 
.-atalillNli.  .1   .•III,-.  >   In    I'liil.i.l.  I|)1.I 

Wullllt 

ptttUoa ytaBI  .  op.  i     .    -    --.   
ntfarpfirrii .  any  ioi^ation.  k'^V  -4a,  Am. 
Maeb.  I.vadvr-Ncwa  Uldf..  OaveUnd. 
Ohio.    

Ohlakaata 

\VANTEI>— An  oj.porlunliy  to  in 
lewiac  record :      %)>,*r>*i   iwr   >■ .  r 
omt  radacttoa  iwwrr  roaia .  »-■■•■■■  i-«r 
yaar.  t*  ptr  cant  r<-Uui-llon  heating  roala. 
Abova  la  raoord  of  work*  analm-rr  dr- 
atrlaa  lararr  opportunllw-M  In  lariii-r  In- 
doatrial  jilani.  PW-4:,  Am.  Mach.,  Uld 
Ootony  Bids,  Chlcacc  III. 

I*08ITI0N  aa  ar  '   or  aa 
maaasrr,    claai  i-'lm-aa 
man   and   macr  ,  Mwry 
•«p»rl<n«-r  to  liuiulli:  ,111/  lurgc  itoikmI- 
tlon.  I'\V-»i;.  Am  Ma<-hrnUt,  Real  Kjilata 
Truat  lildg..  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

HXlJsa  work  daatrad  by  mtxJianlcal  da> 
•icnir:  axparlMMad  on  tooia.  apaolal  ma- 
chlnea  and  conveyom ;  a«»  iw»nty-a«vcn. 
rw-|7.  Am.  Marh..  Raal  Ealate  Truat 
IiMk  .   I'hlladrlithla.   I'a. 

luttalv  TruM  UUCh  I'hllitdvlphltt.  i'lu 

REPRESENTATION  WANTED 

•hai^  Krprru-nlatlvr 
Wantad  In  your  city  i"  ̂ •  II  IC    T.  \V.  tjii.rt 

calpera  and  HnmpK 
raady     aflliTH     ami 
Writr  for  prlcea :  t-..  :.:.-  .....u.  .  u. 
Knaurl  Tool  Worka.  ilti  Utk  Av«„  lUtck. 
laland.  III. 

PATENT  ATTORNEYS 

PATKKTB.  r.  U  Parker,  patent  attomay. 
Mcaill  niilK..  Waahlncton.  D.  C.  Invan* 
tor'a  hnnilliook   ai-nl    uimn    requeat. 

P\  .Send    for    form    "Kvldenoa    of 
(  '   Ki  !».  MlKnnl  and  witneaaad. 

1    .;..     .        aohcduU-.     Information,    frea. 
l..a4icaKii'i   und  Allwlne,  tit  Ouray  Bids., 
WaahlnKton,  D.  C. 

"SEARCHLIGHT" 
Want  ads  Talk- 

They  go  direct  to  those  in  the  in- 
dustry you  wish  to  reach  and  tell 

vour  story  in  a  forceful  and  bus- 
iness-like way. 

They  don't  mince  words  but  get 
right  to  the  point. 

Use  them  for — 
J  nia* 

anlad 
Palant  AttaiMM 
PalaaU  Par  fala 
Plaala  Itor  Saia PoalUau  Tfawl 

WaaM^
 

VX  Wantad 
(or  Bala,    (or   Rant  or  Waul  Ada 

For  Every  Business  Want 
''Think  Searchlight  First'* 

•144 
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J  ''TFho's  Who''  That  Can  Save  You 
Many  a  Bag  Full  of  Correspondence 

There  are  various  ways  to  select  contract  shops 

is  the  broadcast  use  of  Uncle  Sam's  mail. 

•the  most  costly 

Hundreds  of  letters  are  often  sent,  the  replies  sifted  and  fruther 
correspondence  indulged  in  before  a  small  select  list  of  contract 
work  shops  is  ready  for  your  real  purpose. 

Why  not  start  out  where  the  "hit  or  miss"  plan  leaves  ofl — why 
not  take  the  always  live  list  of  reliable,  progressive  specialists — 
the  firms  listed  in  the 

CONTRACT  WORK  SECTION 

of  the AMERICAN  MACHINIST 

There  is  no  Dun's  nor  Bradstreet's  that  can  help  in  your  searcli 
■ — the  Contract  Work  Section  of  the  American  Macbmist 

is  all  the  "Who's  Who"  you  need.  When  a  shop  advertii<s  its 
facilities  consistently  in  the  authoritative  publication  of  the  ma- 

chine-making field — its  advertised  good  name  is  your  hostage. 

Turn  each  week  to  the  Contract  Work  Section 
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OUR   PRODUCT— IN  PICTURES 

TH  I  S  Automatic  Bag 
Tying  Machine  will  tie 

from  fifteen  to  forty  flour 
bags  per  minute.  de|icnding 
upon  the  si/e  of  the  bags. 

BTK— TW*  to  Na.  II  W  •  mHm  al  ijimtqatu  I 
^•«ttk«  MM*  W  tka  MMtol  lift  hi  ■«  vkkk  I 
«•  IU««  MMMrfMtarMi  l«r  mm  nwiMMrs.  I 

SPECUL  MACHINERY 
AND  PARTS 

TOOLS  AND  nXTURES 

tSriMATES  mOMfTLY 

rUHNISHED 

THE  HARTFORD  SPECIAL  MACHINERY  CO.,    Hartford,  Conn. 

TOOL  WORK 
AMD  CONTRACT  WORK 

METAL  STAMPINGS 
SCftEW  MACHINE  WORK 

tt  mm  r\tm  m»  t^^m^  » 

■  Mi  mSS- 

NATIONAL IM BOOK  CO. 

CASTINGS 
BRASS,  BRONZE  AND  ALUMINUM 

MACHINE  WORK. 

The  Columbus  Brass  Company 
ft40  DUBLIN  AVE.,  COLUMBUS,  OHIO 

Wail  Equtpt  Repair  Shop 
nm 

WE  SPECIALIZE 
M    ux     .    i»u    ibt    Pivc 
Tmt  ViMwrt.     A*  •  r«- 

ttn 

KK,M   TOOL  A 
WORKS 

Special  Machinery 
and 

Machining  of  Parts 
A  moArm  factory  with  new 
Mfhhi*  TooU,  HMt-Tmtliig 
Dtpartmcnt.  Tad  Room  and 
PMtarn  Shop,  Favadty  and 
rorflag  Stnricc.  Complete 
fadmiM  from  wigtmering  to 

Atppinc-  An  expericncM  or- 
laateation,  manufacturcrt  of 
MghipiMlc  turret  lathes,  U 
ready  to  ateume  your  mami- 
factortag  problem*,  from  ma- 
chhiiag  parte  to  aeaigning  and 
buOdlag  eompleta  macWnw, 

QuaUty  work  by  modem 
method*. 

Miiholland  MachitM  Compuiy 
HOC  Waat  Twanty-Third  St. 

IrtdloiMpolia.  Iitd  arta 

WE  SPECIALIZE  IN 
THE  DESIGN  AND 
MANUFACTURE  OF 
Jigi — Fislura* — Rinc,  Plu( 
and  Snap  Gaugai — Special 
Machine*  —  Blanking  — 
Piercing  —  Drawing — Form- 

ing and  Sub  Pre**  Di9  Woric 

S*nd    Bliifprlnta     lor    Eatlmalwa 

nil-. coi.iMiu  .s  uii..  ioolano 
macmim:  company 
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rCONTRACT  WORW  ''' 
I  I  Metal  Stampings  I 

When  Two  Heads 
Are  Better  Than  One 
When  you  accept  that  contract  that  is 
just  a  little  out  of  your  regular  line, 

you'll  want  some  special  jigs  and  ma- 
chines. Maybe  you  feel  the  need  of  a 

little  advice  from  some  one  who  has 
had  experience  in  the  handling  of  such 
work.  It  is  a  case  where  two  heads 
are  better  than  one. 

We  are  competent  to  be  your  second 
head  because  we  are  experts  in  the 
manufacture  of  special  tools,  machines 
and  parts  of  all  kinds.  The  illustra- 

tion shows  our  Universal  Gauge 
Grinder,  a  machine  of  micrometric 

precision  and  one  of  our  regular  prod- 
ucts. The  same  engineers,  the  same 

skill,  and  the  same  perfect  finish  will 
contribute  to  the  carrying  out  of  your 
requirements,  whether  it  be  special 
jigs,  parts,  or  a  lathe  that  you  want. 

The  STEEL  PRODUCTS 
ENGINEERING  COMPANY 

SPRINGFIELD,  OHIO 

PAYS 
TO  HAKE    > 

COOD  TOOLS 

Dies  and  Tools 
J  **Barth*'  Service  j 
I    BARTH  STAMPING*  MACHINE  WORKS  I 
I  3810     West    31th    Street.    CUveland,    Ohio  5 
TtMIH   IIMItMHIIIItllHIl 

illMllllltlintMlllllllMIIIIMMMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllltllMIHIIIUII 

IMIIIMIHIIIIIIIttlllll 

lllllllllllllllMtlllllMltllUMIIIII 

Complete  Pressed 
Metal  Service 

Beginning  with  the  drawings  for  the  dies,  through  the  stages  of  stamping, 
then  welding  or   riveting,   down   to   polishing   and   plating;   GLOBE 
service  is  quick,  complete  and  economical. 
Experts  plan  it  and  supervise  it  f  roin  start  to  finish. 

May  we  estimate  for  you? 

The  Globe  Machine  &  Stamping  Co. 
Cleveland,    Ohio 

iiiiiuiriiiiii 

•  IIMIIMI   IIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIII   IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIMI IllltlllllllllllllUlllillllllim   ItllllllllllllllDi 

DESIGNERS  AND  BUILDERS  OF  SPECIAL  MACHINERY. 
PARTS  MANUFACTURED  IN  QUANTITIES. 

LINCOLN  MACHINE  COMPANY 
PAWTUCKET,  R.  I. 

iMIIIIIIIKIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIItlllMlliniMirii IIIIIHIIIHIIIIttMIIII 

IIMIItllllllllttlMltllllltllMllllllllll 

MiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiHiiiiitiiiHiiHuiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniitMiiiiiiiiiiiiiimitiiiiiitiiiitiiMitiiiiiir 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiuMiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiMiiimiiiiiiinu 

Want  Any? 
CONTRACT  WORK  | 

Any  to  Let? 
IIIUIIIM)   tiMtirii 

Special  and  Standard 
High  Grade  Machinery 
Jigs,    Tools,   Fixtures, 

Punches  and  Dies 

Jobbing  Specialists 
AMERICAN  MACHINE  & 
FOUNDRY  COMPANY 

Contract  Department 

5.'2l  Second  Avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

HIGH-GRADE 

Jigs,  Fixtures, 

I  Dies,  Gauges  and  I 

I  Special  Machines  I 
Send  for  free  illustrated  | 

prospectus 

I     MEHL  MACHINE    I 
I    TOOL  &  DIE  CO.    j 

ROSELLE,  N.  J. 
1  Established  1913  | 

Thirty  MinuU*  from  Nao  York  City  i 

"llllllllllllltK   mill   tttllllllltilllllHtlllMIIIIIKIUIIIItMIIIIIMIMMII   it 

MACHINE  WORK 
WANTED 

FRANKLIN  MACHINE  CO. 
Engineers,  Founders  and  Machiniatm 

Providence,  R.  I. 

Textile   machinery,   heavy   machinery, 
special  machinery  of  all  kinds. 

The   Harris-Corliss   Steam  Engines. 
Eastern  Representative  for  Cleveland  Worm 

Gears  and  Worm  Gear  Reduction  Units 

■  UUIIIIIUIIIIMIIllll 
"  •       jitiitiiiiiaiiititiiiiiinitiMiiMiiiiiiittiiiiii 

SPECIAL    MACUINEKY 

BUILT   ro  OKUi:il 

We  have  "plendid  faclltMes  for  producUiic  epicUil 
macblnery  t>f  all  kinds,  and  ure  pretmred  to  Ruar> 
•ntec  suililactloii— t)(itli  us  rpuurda  norknmu^lp 
and  price,  we  have  foundry  facilities  und  uii  tip- 
to-datp  niurlilne  shop.  Send  us  hlue-prlnis  iind  give 
UB  an  opportunity  to  ijuote  you  prlee.  ̂ <-  can  Rave yon  money 

Laint)ert  &  I'odd  Miichlne  Co..  Cnniden«N    J  . 

Hardened  and  Ground  Parts 
Special  Machinery  and  Tools 
Shackle   Bolts,    Bushings.   Motor   Car   Pai'ls 

Quantity  Production. 
Complete  Tool    Room   Facilities 

Mail  prints  for  estimates 
The    Deckard-Mitchell    Engineering    Co. 

41'3   Frankfort   Ave.,   Cleveland.   Ohio. IHIIIIIIIItltllllllll 
■  IIIIIIIIIIIHIIJ^ 

■  ItlHtllMIMIIIIMIIMIIIII 

SPECIAL  LABOR-SAVING    I 
MACHINERY 

Jigs    and    Fixtures    tor     iuteichanseable    manufac-  | 
luring.      Punches   and   Dies   for   nil   binds  of   MetJil  £ 
Stampings.       Gauges.       Special     Tools.       Macliina  : work   to  order.  = 

SIMPLEX  TOOL  COMPANY  f 
Designers   and   BuitdeT$  5 

Woonsocket,  R.  I.  ^S 

III   tllMtlllllMIIIMIIMI   II   MMIII   HttlllllllHMi: 
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LARGE  SPEED   REDUCTIONS  AND   LINK-BELT  SiLt-NT   CHAiM 

IN  certain  locations  it  is  a  matter 
of  great  economy  and  convenience 

to  use  a  Link-Belt  Silent  Chain  drive 
because  of  the  possibility  of  the  large 
reduction  in  speed  ratio  which  it  per- 

mits in  a  single  drive,  without  loss  of 
efficiency  (98.2%). 

We  have  successfully  handled  in  sin- 
gle reductions  as  great  a  ratio  as 

25  to  1.  This  makes  it  practicable 
to  use  an  inexpensive  high  speed 
motor,  instead  of  a  large,  costly  low 
speed  motor. 

It  dispenses  with  the  cost  of  a  coun- 

Send  for  price-list 

tershaft  with  its  bearings,  and  the 
additional  expense  of  a  platform  with 
its  bracing,  necessary  where  such  a 
drive  is  near  the  ceiling.  It  saves  the 
expense  of  an  additional  drive,  the 
increased  space  required,  and  addi- 

tional attention  needed. 

The  weight  of  the  large  wheel  also 
furnishes  the  advantages  of  a  fly 
wheel  effect  in  many  cases.  There  is 
no  loss  of  efficiency  in  the  Link-Belt 
Silent  Chain  drive,  whereas  there  is 
a  considerable  waste  of  power  in 
various  other  speed  reducing  devices. 

data-book  No.  125. 

PHILADELPHIA 
UINK-BELT    COMPANY 

CHICAGO 

1088 

Naw  York 
Boston  9 
Plttabursb 
St.  XmA* 
Buffalo     • 

Woolworth  Bids. 
49  Federal  St. 

.    1601  Park  Bids. 
Caatral  Nat' I  Hank  Bids. 

647  Bllicott  Square 

WIIkaa-Barre 
HaotioKtoD.  W.  Va 
Cleveland 

Detroit     - Kaoeaa  CIt,.  Ho 

Caoadlao  Llak-BellCe..  Ltd.,  Toronto  and  Mootraal 

SaatUe     •  -  •  .  820  Vlrat  At*..  S. 
PortlftDd.  Or«.  -  101  riritSt. 
Ssn  Frflneiaca     ■  -  .  .      1S8  Second  St. 
Los  Angalaa  163  N.  Los  Ans^lea  ^t. 
DeDv«r       Uodrootb,  Sbobart  A  Co..    Boston  Bids. 

B.  W.  CALDWKLL  A  SON  CO.,    CHICAGO  NBW  TOBK.  Woolworth  Bid*. 

tdNitl  Bftnk  BIdff. 
Kobson-Prtchard  B1d«. -    A-i9  Kirhy  Bld«. 

-     4210  WooiiwKrd  Av«. 
306  feilmhurst  Bide 

INDIANAPOLIS 
I/oalarltU,  Kf.  -  P.  WcbU.  Starka  Bidi- Naw  OrlMoa  O.  O.  Bios.  604  CArondal«t  BIdy 
BlnnlnsbuD.  Als. 

S.  L.  yerrew.  720  Rrown-M»rx  Ridr 
Charlotte,  N.C.J.  3.  Cothran.  Com' 1  Bank  Btds- 

0ALLA8.  TEXAS.  709  Main  St. 
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Service— 
another  Bliss  Press  characteristic 

This  BLISS  Press  and  two  others  have  been 

used  continually  9J/2  hours  per  day  for  over 
oo  years  by  their  present  owners,  who  purchased 
them  from  another  firm  way  back  in  the  nineties. 

The  assurance  of  long,  steady,  uninterrupted 

service  such  as  this,  typical  of  bliss  machine  rec- 
ords, means  a  lot  to  you  in  making  your  sheet 

metal  operations  more  economical.  It  will  pay 

you  to  investigate  the  bliss  Press. 

E.  W.  BLISS  CO.,  BROOKLYN,  N.  Y.,  U.  S.  A. 
Factories:     Brooklyn.  N.  Y.     Hastings.  Mich.     Cleveland.  O.     Salem.  O. 
Sales  Offices:      Detroit        Cleveland       Chicafto       Pittsburgh  St.  Louis 

Buffalo        Cincinnati        New  Haven         Rochester 

Foreign  Factories  &  Offices:  London,  Eng.    Turin,  Italy    Paris,  France 

BUSS Biiss  for  machinery 
N'o.  3?1 

Make  it  a 

Happy  New  Year 
for  your  grinding  department 

by  installing 

SAFETY 
Grinding  Wheels 

and 

Grinding  Machines 
Not  only  will  their  safety  features  make  your  men  happy 
by  reducing  accident  hazard  to  an  absolute  minimum  but 
their  excellent  quality  and  durability  will  introduce  a  wel- 

come economy  in  your  grinding  work. 

Write  for  our  catalog  that  gives  full  details 

of     our     comprehensive     "SAFETY"     Line 

The  Safety  Emery  Wheel  Company 
2258  Columbus  Ave.,  Springfield,  Ohio 
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How  long  will  your  taps  cut  to  size? 
Variations  in  screw  threads  and  the  necessity  for  re- 
tapping  in  order  to  bring  to  size  is  caused  by  un- 

scientific temper  in  taps.  When  the  cutting  edges 
of  the  teeth  dull  frequently,  grinding  is  necessary 
to  put  them  in  condition  and  too  frequent  grinding 
results  in  under-sized  threads. 

Butterfield    Taps    are    mechanically    correct    in 

design  and  we  are  especially  proud  of  the  results  given 
by  our  special  method  of  tempering.  The  cutting 
portions  of  the  Butterfield  are  tempered  to  that 
degree  of  hardness  that  as.sures  clean  tapping  over 
unusually  long  periods.  The  center  of  the  tap  pos- 

sesses a  toughness  that  insures  against  fracture  on 
the  toughest  tapping  job. 

Butterfield  Taps 
are  designed  for  every  thread  cut- 

ting requirement.  A  copy  of  the 
Catalog   will  aid  you  in   selecting. 

BUTTERFIELD  &  CO. 
Division  Union  Twist  Drill  Co. 

Derby  Line,  Vt.,  U.  S.  A. 
Stores: 

New  York,  62  Reade  St. 
Chicago.  II  So.  Clinton  St. 

Toronto,  220  King  St.,  West 
Montreal,  131  St.  Paul  St.,  West 

Domestic  Representatives:  Pittsburgh.  Somers.  Filler 
&  Todd  Co..  3^7  Water  St.;  Mill  Supply  Co.,  Erie,  Pa.; 
Philadelphi.a.  Diamond  Specialty  &  Supply  Co.,  1225 
Arch  St.;  St.  Louis.  Haridlan-Buck  Mfg.  Co.;  Cincin- 

nati, J.  R.  Wood  Supply  Co..  017  Broadway;  Wa,vnc 
Hdw.  Co.,  Ft.  Wayne.  Ind.;  The  Bond  Supply  Co..  Kal- 

amazoo, Mich.;  Smith-Dayis  Supply  Co..  415  Jefferson 
Ave..  East,  Detroit.  Mich.;  IndianapoUs,  Vonnc&ut 
Machinery  Co.,  19  We.st  South  St.;  San  Antonio  Ma- 

chine &  Supply  Co..  San  Antonio.  Tck.;  Georeria  Mill 
Supply  Co..  Albany.  Ga.;  Atlantic  Supply  Co.,  Norfolk. 

Va.;  Meadows-'^rice  Co..  Roanoke,  Va.  Foreign  Repre- sentatives: Great  Britain.  Geo.  H.  Alexander.  83-85 
Coleshill  St..  BirminRham.  England;  France,  Italy,  Bel- 

gium and  Switzerland,  K.  S.  Stokvis  &  Fils.  20  and  33 
Itue  des  Pet-ts  Hotels,  Paris,  France;  Sweden,  Norway 
and  Denmark,  Ab.  Sigfr.  Anderson  &  Co..  Malmo; 
Spain,  Defries  Sociedad  Anonima  Espanole.  Cortes  587, 
Barcaiona;  Japan.  Abe-Kobel  &  Co..  Yokohama; 
Greece.  Stephen  C.  Stephanson.  11  Lycourgan  St,, 
Athens:  Netnerlands,  Wynmalen  Hausman.  Rotterdam; 
Australia.  Fairbanks-Morse  &.  Co..  9  Young  St.,  Sydney. 

For  Silent  Rapid  Buffing 

"DILLON"  BUFFERS 
Are  Powerful,  Power  Saving, 

Profitable,  Self-contained,  Fully 
Enclosed,  Perfectly   Dustproof. 

Medium  Duty 

Buffer 

Medium  Duty  Grinders  and  Buffers  made  in  J4,  1  and 
2  H.P.  capacities.    Pedestal  or  bench  type. 

Heavy  Duty  Grinders  and  Buffers  made  in  3,  5  and  754 
H.P.  capacities.     Pedestal  type  only. 
Alternating  or  Direct  Current. 

Write  for  Bulletins 

The  Dillon  Electric  Go. 
CANTON,  OHIO,  U.  S.  A. 
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STEVENSON  PROCESS 
The  Last  Word  in  Gear  Cutting 

BLOWER 
TIMING 

GEARS 
Cut  by 

Stevenson 
for 

ROOTS 
Limits  of  Accuracy  on  the 

ROOTS  GEAR 

Concentricity   001  in. 
Exact  Size  of  P.  D   002  in. 
Tooth  Thickness   0005  in. 

Tooth  Spacing   0005  in. 
Backflash      001  in. 

Accuracy — Quietness 
Another  Example  of  the 

Stevenson  Process 
The  Last  Word  in  Gear  Cutting 

Combining 

HIGH  PRODUCTION 
With 

PRECISION 

Mail  YOUR  Blueprints  to  Stevenson  and  get  Estimates 

d^^ 
Stevenson  Gear  Company 

Indianapolis,  Indiana 

O^^ 

^^^  THE  V/®^  •'e  THE^ 

llllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllilllllllllDillllillllllllllilllllllllllllllillllllllilH^ 
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Magnetic  Starting  Switches— for  controlling  small  alter- 
nating-current motors  thrown  directly  on  the  line 

G-E  CR  7006-D2Enclosed 
Magnetic  Switch  withtwo- 
coil  hand-reset  Tempera- 

ture Overload  Relay. 
Maximum  ratings  10  H. 
P.,  110  and  220  volts;  S  H. 
P.,  440and  SSUvolts.  Jani 
4  pole. 

G-E  CR  7006-D3  with 
Temperature  Overload 
Relay.  M".ximum  ratings 
—10  H.P.,  110  volts:  2S 
H.P.,  220  volts;  3S  H.P., 
440  and  SSO  volts.  Has 
magnetic  blow-outs.  3  pole 
only. 

G-E  CR  700S-A2.  Suitable 
forA.C  motors  up  to  3  H.P., 
110  volts;  and  S  H.P.,  220, 
440,  or  SSO  volts.  3  pole 
only.  Equipped  with  In- 

verse Time  Protective 
Plugs  which  are  economical 
and  convenient  Jor  the  pro- 

tection of  motors  not  Jre- 
guently  overloaded. 

Push  Button  Stations,  for  ocfuot- 
ing  G-E  Magnetic  Switches,  may 
be  placed  on  the  machine  for  con~ venience  in  starting  and  stopping 
— they  are  invaluable  in  emergen- 

cies. 

Motor  control  at  a  touch 
This  line  of  G-E  Magnetic  Starting  Switches  is  the  result 
of  leadership  constantly  maintained  in  building  switches 
that  improve  motor  operation. 
Features  of  these  switches  are  capacity  for  service  and  life 
of  contacts — durable,  sheet  steel  enclosing  case — <;onven- 
ience  of  installation — ease  of  inspection  and  renewal  of  vital 
parts — compact  and  pleasing  appearance — undervoltage 
and  overload  protection. 
For  protection  agamst  overloads  these  Magnetic  Switches 
are  equipped  with  Inverse  Time  Protective  Plugs — and 
Temperature  Relays  which  is  the  latest  and  most  improved 
design  in  the  field. 
Protective  Plugs  heat  practically  the  same  as  motors  when 
overloaded,  and  so  protect  the.  motor  from  dangerous  over- 

loads. Temperature  Relays  afford  protection  similar  to  that 
of  the  Protective  Plugs,  but  they  also  provide  additional 
protection  according  to  the  increased  or  decreased  horse- 

power capacity  of  the  motor  due  to  low  or  high  atmospheric 
temperatures. 
Thousands  of  G-E  Magnetic  Switches  are  in  successful 
operation — meeting  severe  service  in  many  installations. 

General  Offico 
Sdaenectady,  N.Y Com 

General^Electric 
any 

Sales  Offices  in 
all  large  cities       ̂ j^^ 
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Getting  something  more  than 
a  device  to  cut  holes 
A  J.  N.  Lapointe  Co.  Broach  must  pass  a  series 
of  most  rigid  inspections.    Its  material,  workman- 

ship, temper  and  finish  must  check  up  to  excep- 
tionally high  standards.     When  you   put  it  into 
service  you  know  that  it  will  perform  the 
work  for  which  it  was  designed  and  you 
have  the  added  assurance  of  a  prolonged 
service  life. 

It  is  this  broach  quality,  this  broach 
accuracy  —  insuring  maximum 
broaching  service  and  maximum 

quantity  production — which  has 
put  the  J.  N.  Lapointe  Com- 

pany's broaches  on  a  plane  where 
price  is  a  minor  con- sideration. 

We  solicit  commercial  broach- 
ing— any  quantity.  Send  us 

your  blxteprints  for  quota- 

tions. 

LAPOINTE 
m  NEW^  LONDON.  CONN. 

Detroit  Office:  31  Harper  Ave. 

AVakers  of  Broaching  Machines  and  BroacheB. 
REPRESENTATIVES — GREAT  BRITAIN:  Charlos  Churchill  &  Co.,  Ltd..  91.5  Leonard  St..  Finsbury  London  EC.  FRANCE:  Penwick  Preres  * 
Co..  8  Rue  de  Rocroy,  Paris.  BELGIUM:  Feivwiclc  Prerea  &  Co..  Lieere.  SWITZERLAND:  Fenwiek  Freres  &  Co  Ziirieh.  ITALT:  Fenwick  Preres 
&  Co,  Torino.  SPAIN:  PenwiL-k  Preres  &  Co..  Barcelona.  JAPAN:  Commercial  Co.  of  Toiiio  Tokio  AUSTRALIA:  H.  P.  Greg-oi-y  &  Co,,  Sydney, 
NORWAY:    Gustav    Nielsen,    Chrlstiania.    SOUTH    AMERICA:    W.    R.    Grace  &  Co.,  Hanover  Sq.    P   O   Box  :38tl.  New  York  City, 
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